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SECOND SESSION, SIXTH- PARLIMENT.-51 VIC.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MONDAY, ltth April, 1" 88.

The SPEAKza took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PUAYRas.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

Mr. LAURIER moved that Mr. Meigs be addod to the
following Standing Committees: Railways, Canals and
Telegraph Lines, Standing Orders, Banking and Com-
merce.

Motion agreed to.

THE OFFICIAL DEBATES.

Mr. DESJARDINS moved that the second report of the
Committee on the Official Debates be concurred in. He
said: The object of this report is to render justice to sorne
officials who have been charged with responsible duties in
connection with the Debates Committee and the publica-
tion of the Official Report.. The first is in regard to Mr.
Boyce, Assistant to the Chief Reporter, who is recom-
mended to receive an increase of salary. Mr. Boyce
bas been employed the whole year, and his daties are very
responsible and of a multifarious character. le has to
see that copies are sent to members for correction, and that
those corrections are made in the revised report; ho has
to keep track of matters connected with the printing, and
in fact he is frequently compelled to remain two or thrce
hours after the rising of the House. Every member of the
committee is of the opinion that he fully deserves the in-
crease recommended, and no one has found fault with the
manner in which ho has performed his duty. Morcover, ho
prepares the index of the Debates after the Session. Tbo
second recommendation is in regard to Mr. Brewer, who is
accountant of the committee and charged with the per-
formance of duties of a speciali and technical character.
He has to measure the type and make up the accounts on
which the printers are paid. This requires a special
knowledge of printing, and, after onquiry by a sub-corn-
mittee, it was found that his duties were of such a nature
that he fully deserved the recommendation of $100 a year
and $200 for past services. Mr.. lartney is also recom-
mended to receive 8200 for past services and $50 a year
as clerk of the committee. le has to keep the records
of the meetings of the committee, carry out the corres-
pondence and everything connected with the meetings.
We, therefore, considered it would be fair to acknowledge
his services as well as the services of the others, and the

committec has therefore made the recommendation I have
named. He has acted as clork of the committee since 1878.
These are the recommendations contained in the report.

Mr. LANDRY. As I have not the report under my
hand at the present moment, I should like to ask if it con-
tains anything respecting nominations to fill vacancies
caused by the dismissal of three of the translators.

Mr. DESJARDINS. Not at all; it only contains a
recommendation respecting salaries to be paid to old
officers.

Mr. DAVIN. In rising to support this motion I may say
that we went into the question of the claims of those gentle-
men, not once but several times. We had Mr. Brewer
before us, and I confess when I saw the responsibility that
was cast upon him, I felt inclined, and other members of the
committec feit inclined, to give him more than is recom-
mended in this report. The responsible duties discharged
by Mr. Brewer, that of measuring up thematter, are such-
as any man who knows anything about printing will be
aware-that if he was not a man on whom this House could
thoroughly rely, the country might lose thousands of dollars
in a year. In Mr. Brewer's case, therefore, there cannot
be the least doubt that the recommondation of the com.
mittee is most moderato. I can speak, if I may use the
term, with authority as to the claims of Mr. Boyce, be-
cause I had him associated with me on two occasions, during
which I was able to measure his ability, his attentiveness,
his accuracy and the roliability of the man to do any work
ho undertakes and to carry out with a skill, I have never
known equalled, recommendations that might be made to
him. Mr. Boyce was engaged with me in work requiring
great care and great skill, and one had only to explain to
him what was needed and ho entiroly carried it out. In
connection with the Bansard his duties are of an onerous
and also of a responsible character. He not only corrects
the first proofs, but ho sees that the corrections made by
members are ultimately inserted in the speeches, and in
addition to that he does work which is of the greatest im-
portance so long as we have a lansard, and that is to make
an index. Unless that index is made well, I need hardly
say that the value of that volnme is greatly decreased, and
one might go as far as to say that the index is so far like
a chain, and 'as a chain is not stronger than its weakest
link, so the index is not valuable unless it is altogether
complote and accurate and a sure means of reference. It
seems to me that Mr. Boyce discharges his duties thoroughly
and woll, and if he discharges them thoroughly and well
the amount euggested by the committee is a small um for
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COMMONS DEBATES.

work so laborious and at the same time requiring so much
skill. In regard to the other recommendation I am not so
fitted to speak, because I do not know the circumstances ;
but, se far as I have had them explained to me, I think that
the recommendation is one also that the House should be
ready to adopt.

Mr. CHARLTON. As a member of the Debates Com-
mittee, I rise to heartily endorse what has been said by the
chairman of the committea and the member for Assiniboia
(Mr. Davin) especially with regard to the services of Mr.
Boyce, and to support the motion that an addition be made
to bis salary. I believe that even then he will be an un-
derpaid servant. lie is a most valuable officer, and has
served the House in the capaity which he follows at a
very low puy indeed. Mr. Boyce most richly deserves the
increase of salary proposed to be given to him.

Mr. CASEY. If theb on. Minister will allow me, before
closing the debate, I simply wish to add a few words to
fully endorse all that bas been said in regard to the value
of this gentleman's services; and my endorsation leads me
to the statement that even if this addition is made to the
salaries of Mr. Brewer and Mr. Boyce (with whom I am
best acquainted), they will still remain rather underpaid
than fully paid for the great services they render. They
are both competent officers, and discharge their important
funotions ini a manner whici lias given great satisfaction Le
tii fouse since they have been appointed-and I1have
known them both since they were appointed. I have great
pleasure in endorsing even tbis moderate measure of justice
to these gentlemen.

Sir HEQTOR LANGEVIN. I am sorry the chairman
had this report moved to-day, as we did not expect it to
come up. I do not say he is wrong in doing so, but we did
not expect it, as it is not mentioned in the Order Paper, and
we had no time to consider it. I would ask, therefore, that
the hon. gentleman postpone it to another day, so that the
Government may have a chance of looking over the mat-
ter. Besides that, I must call the attention of my hou.
friend the chairman, and the other members who have fol-
lowed him in supporting the report, to the fact that this
mode of increasing the salaries of officers of the House is
bardly a proper one, and I do not think it will meet with
the approval of the House. The officers of the House are
put under the control of the Clerk, with the Speaker over
them all; and the Committee on Internal Economy is
appointed also, according to law, by the Governor in Coun-
cil, every year. The Commission consiste of members of
the House, with the Speaker as chairman, and their duty
is to look over appointments and have vacancies filled.
Some three years ago that committee made a report to the
House and classified the officers, and determined their
salaries, which were acknowledged by the flouse as proper.
Now, this committee can enquire if those officers are
deserving officers, and if their pay is too smali. If, by a
report to the House of Commons, a committee can obtain
this increase in salaries, will they not by that means do
an injustice towards other officers who may be as deserv-
ing, but who will not have a chance of having their case
brought before the attention of sncb a vigilant committee
as the committee of which my hon. friend is chairman ?
I see that one of the officers, whose salary is recom-
mended to be incrased, is Mr. lartney. I think Mr.
lartney is one of the clerks of the Railway Committee,

and of the Banking and Commerce Committee as well.
He was appointed the other day by the Railway Com-
mittee examiner of all the Bills that are presented, in
order to see that those Bills are exactly in acoordance
with the Rules adopted by Parliament. This is extra work,and so that officer, finding that he au have an increase
here, may come to the ther committee and ask for
another increase. We may have from the other com-

.Mr. DAvir.

mittee a report in that direction. Those offioers would
then be inoreasing their salaries without any reference
being paid to the Clerk of the House or to the Speaker. I
certainly think that the best mode, in a case of this kind,
would be that a recommendation on the part of the com-
mittee might be referred to the Commission on the Internai
Fjconomy of the louse, of which the Speaker is the head.
Then the matter would be according to the Rules, and more
just to other officers of the House of Commons. If the hon.
gentleman does not object, I will move the adjournment of
the debate, so that we may have ti me to consider the matter,
unless he wishes to withdraw the motion.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I thought it had been understood
that the report would come up for the concurrence of the
House as soon as the other discussions had been finished.
Last week I moved the adoption of the report, and the hon.
the Minister asked me to postpone it until after the debate
that was going on would be terminated The matter has
already been called to his attention, and I understood that
he would be ready to-day to consider the report I have no
interest whatever to press the adoption of the report before
the louse of Commons is ready to consider it. In the
meantime I might observe this : that the committee is
making this recommendation now in the way that they
have always made such recommendations, and according to
the practice that las been always followed. For my part,
I amrn rady te, accept the recommendation made by the
Minister of Public Works, trec i bo referred te the Com-
mission on Internal Economy or to the Speaker, as it can be
done in such a manner that no injustice will be done to any
other officer of the House. We are just follo wing the prac-
tice now which has been followed since the creation of the
Official Debates.

Mr. LAURIER. There is no doubt whatever that the
principle of the contention of the Minister of Public Works
is right, but there is no doubt also that the officers connect-
ed with the Debates of this House have always been treated
in a different category from other officers. This was con-
tended for some few days ago by this side of the louse,
and my hon. friend, the chairman of the committee, did not
support the views we took then. However, it is better late
than never, and I am very glad tosee that my hon. friend
has resumed his privileges as chairman. For my part, I
am ready to support him in the position he takes to-day.
I would not support such a report with regard to any other
officers than the officers of the Debates ; but I come back
to the position I laid down a moment ago, and also a few
days ago, that the officers connected with the Debates are a
speeial class, and have always been treated as such since
the commencement of the Debates, and this report is only
one of a long line of similar reports which from time to
time have been adopted by this House.

Mr. SCRIVER. As a member of the committee, I desire
to repeat substantially what my hon, leader has just been
saying, that the committee have always lookedl on the
persons connected with the Debates as in a somewhat differ-
ent position from the other officers of the House, and what
we have done in this instance is only in the line of what
we have been doing in the past. Indeed, the present
recommendations are of very much les importance than
many that we have made before, especially that relating
to the permanent reporters, in whieh we recommended not
only that their salaries should be increased, but that they
should be employed permanently, and that was accepted
by the House as a matter of course.

Mr. CHARLTON. I may also say that some three or
four years ago the committee recommended to the House
that the salaries of the reporters should be raised, and that
report was adopted by the House. In fact, in every in-
stance in which any change has been made in the emolu-
ments received by any person connoted with the Baneard
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0OMMONS DEBATES.
staff, that change as been made on the reoonmmendation of
the committee; and I do not see how the committee oould
exercise control over the Debates, or could be made reason-
ably responsible for the proper conduct of the Debates,
unless they had that power of making recommendations to
the flouse. Here is a case where three officiala on the
ilansard staff are acknowledged to be underpaid, and that
is especially the case with regard to Mr. Boyce& The
incroase for Mr. Boyce was reoommended by the committee
last year, but the report was not acted on, and during a year
or more Mr. Boyce ias been serving at a rate of pay whinh
the committee last year reported was insufficient. If the
matter now goes before the Commission of Internal
Economy it will perhaps be laid over for another year, and
cause considerable hardship to Mr. Boyce; for even if the
recommendation of the committee is adopted, he will still
be an underpaid official. Although, as a constitutional
question, the Minister of Public Works no doubt takes a
correct view of this matter, I think it will be better to
continue the practice which has been in vogue hitherto, and
allow the committee to exercise that jurisdiction over the
officers of the Debates which they have exercised hitherto,
and in this case to act on their recommendation.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. What I ask is to have the
report postponed in order that we may consider it for a
couple of days, after which the chairman of the committee
may bring up his motion again. My remarks about the
Commission of Internal Economy apply specially to
Messrs. Hartney and Brewer, who are officers of this House.
The other officer, Mr. Boyce, as I understand, is an officer
under the committee, and not a regular officer of the House,
and that would make the circumstances different. Under
these circumstances, we would like a little time to look into
the matter, and the House will perhaps agree to my motion
to adjourn the debate.

Mr. DESJAR DINS. It is understood that I shall be able
to bring it up again in the same way.

Sir H1iECTOR LANGE VIN. Yes, in the same way, but
the hon. gentleman will be kind enough to lot me know
when ho intends to bring it up.

Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned.

REPRESENI'ATION OF BEAUHARNOIS.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the1 House that he had reoeived
from Mr. Justice Bélanger, one of the Judges selected for
the trial of controverted elections, his judgment relating to
the election for the Electoral District of Beauharnois, by
which judgment the sitting member had been declared to
be duly elected.

THE CRIMINAL LAW.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
100) respecting the application to Canada of the Criminal
Law of England. He said: In each of the Provinces there
is a date at which the criminal law of England ceases to
have application, and the resuit is a want of uniformity in
the criminal code of Canada. The object of this Bill is to
fix as the date the lst of July, 1867, and to provide that
the law of England, except in so far as it has been amended
or repealed by any Provincial Act thon in force or an Act
of the Parliament of Canada subeequently passed, shall be
applicable to Canada.

Mr. MILLS(Bothwell). Would not that make a umber
of 4ç1cisions on matters of crimuSal law that have been
given by the different courta of the Provincas no longer
applicabIe, and unsottle as wll as settle ? It would make
a vry slightdiference, if th ,criminal aw of Engiand

104

should be appliable; but at a subsequent stage, I will
bring down a table showing the changes this would make.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

FISHERY BOUNTY CHEQUES.

Mr. FLYNN asked, Whether the Fishery Bounty
cheques have been distributed to the fishermen yet? If
not, when will they ?

Mr. FOSTER. In some districts they have been already
distributed; in others, they are being distributed. They
differ for different districts.

MEGANTIC POSTAL SERVICE.

Mr. TURCOT asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to establish postal service between the vil-
lages of West Broughton and Lemesurier, in the County of
Megantic, in view of the fact that while the said villages

are but six miles apart, communication sent by mail must
traverse a circuit of two hundred and eixty-two miles each
way, and that there is a comparatively large business
between the two places?

Mr. MoLELAN. It ie not the intention of the Govern-
ment to establish suoh postal service.

UNOCCUPIED LANDS-OLD LEASES.

Mr. DAVIS asked, Whether the lands covered by old
leases, which have not been stocked or occupied, are to be
kept closed to settlement for an indefinite period ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, these lases are being
cancelled as rapidly as possible.

POSTAL SERVICE-VICTORIA COUNTY.

Mr. TROW (for Mr. BÂaRÔN) asked, ias the Govern-
ment received petitions from the public in the vicinity of
Uphill, in the County of Victoria, asking them to establish
a daily postal service betweon Uphill and the village of
Victoria Eoad ? If so, when was the first petition or re-
quest in that behalf received ? What answer was made
to the petitioners, and what does the Government intend to
do in the premises ?

Mr. McLELAN. The Government has received petitions
for a daily mail servioe over this route. The first petition
received was dated 19th, October, 1886 and addressed to
Hector Cameron, Esq. The reply given was that the Post.
master General would not accede to the petitioners' re-
quest.

INDIAN TREATY, PEACE RIVER AND ATHABASCA.

Mr. TROW (for Mr. BAÂNe) asked, Whether it i the in
tention of the Government to iake treaty with the Indians
north of Treaty Si;x, i the Peas River and Athabasca
District. If so, when ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is not the intention of
the Government to make such a treaty now.

EXPLOYMENT OF MR. SNETSINGER.

Mr. TROW (for Mr. BARRoN)nsked, Whether one Snet-
singer was at any time employed as carpenter or otherwise
in the Government shops at Cornwall? If so, was he dis-
miss.d ? What wu the date of his dismissal, and what was
the reossc u 4aial

Sir B.ECTORLA.NQ8YU. Mr. Onet.inger was first
employed on the aseId , fromi Jauary, 188, until
the end of that year, and aigiuring the year 186. Hne
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COMMONS DEBATES. APRIL 16,
was also employed in January, February, March and April,
1887, and ten days in May, after which he coased to be
employed. His wages were two dollars per day.

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS.

Mr. ANIYOT asked, Whether it is the intention of the Gov-
ernment to submit to the proper party the draft of an in-
ternational regulation, compelling the trading vessels of
the Dominion of Canada to take the necessary precautions
in the direction of making themselves distinguishable,
during the night-time, from vessels of war; these vessels
being thereby obliged to proclaim their non-belligerent char-
raeter by some distinctive mark, most easily seen, by some
mode of placing the masts, the yards, or form of hall, about
which it would be impossible to make a mistake ?

Mr. FOS 'ER. It is not the intention of the Govern ment
to submit to any party the draft of such an international
regulation as is described in the question.

PROTECTION OF FISH.
Mr. AMYOT asked, Whether it is the intention of the

Goverument to appoint for the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
for the Canadian waters of the Pacifie, magistrates provided
with the necessary powers for the protection of the fish
within the limits reserved to us by treaty; and also for the
protection of sea-fowl and their eggs; these magistrates
being obliged to reside on the coast itself and in the neigh-
borhood of the places where the greater part of the depreda.
tions are committed ?

Mr. POSTER. The Government bas its fishery officers
appointed in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, as well as for the
Canadian waters of the Pacifie. These officers have magis-
terial powers, and they will be added to as is necessary for
the proper protection of the fisheries. With reference to
the seafowl and their eggs, that is a matter which is under
the jurisdiction of the Local Government.

WHALE FISHERIES.
Mr. AMYOT asked, Whether it is the intention of the

Government to prevent the whale fishery from being
carried on during a certain period in Hudson Bay and
vicinity ? In case permission is granted to foreigners to
engage in such fishery in Hudson Bay and vicinity,
whether it is the intention of the Government to impose a
license fee upon each vessel so engaged, and to prescribe

the method in which such fishery shall be conducted ?
Mr. POSTER. It is not the intention of the Government

to take any steps in that direction at present.

COLLISIONS ON THE HIGH SEAS.
Mr. AMYO 1 asked, Whether it is the intention of the'

Government, with the view of preventing as much as
possible collisions on the high seas, to propose a law which
will include the following provisions :-1. Prescribing to
passenger-carrying steamships one track for the outward
and one other track for the homeward passage, in order to
divide what is now one course into two parallel courses; 2.
Laying down a maximum speed in narrow channels in
foggy weather ; 3. Increasing the power of the hights
carried, and bringing them more into harmony with the
present high rate of speed possessed by these vessels ?

Mr. FOSTER. That is a matter which is under the con-
sideration of the Government.

HUDSON BAY SALMON RIVERS.

Mr. ANYOT asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to lease uI thog4mon rivera emptying into
the Hudson Bay or in is vriinity?

Sia HEcToR LANGEVIN.

Mr. POSTER. That is under the consideration of the
Government.

POSTMASTER, VICTORIA, B.C.

Mr. MeMULLEN asked, Whether Robert Wallace, late
postmaster at Victoria, B. C., bas been superannuated?
If so, what is his annual retired allowance under
the Superannuation Act? Has time been added to his term
of service ? If so, for what reason ? What was his salary
at time of retirement; who bas been appointed in his place,
and at what salary ?

Mr. McLELAN. Mr. Wallace bas been superannuated.
The amount of his annual retiring allowance is now under
the consideration of the Treasury, upon an appeal. No
time bas been added to his term of service. Mr. Webater bas
been appointed. Ris salary on retirement was 2,400.
Mr. Noah Shakespeare bas been appointed in his place at
82,000.

ALBERT RAILWAY COMPANY LOAN ACCOUNT.

Mr. ELLIS asked, What is the total amount of the
Albert Rail way Company loan account ? To whom was the
money paid ? What security bas the Government for the
advances paid ? lis the Albert Railroad now in operation ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The total amount voted as
a loan was $15,000. There has been paid direct to the
company on account of the loan, on reports of the chief
engineer, and authorized by Order in Council, $13,778. The
Government holds as security a mortgage on the road
executed by the president and secretary cf the company.
I am not aware whether the road is now in operation or not.

SUBMARINE CABLE PROM PELEE ISLAND.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex) moved for:
Copies of ail petitions, correspondence and reports respecting a sub.

marine cable between Pelee Island and the Mainland.
He said: Although this public improvement for which we
ask is in a portion of the country from which I come, still
it is a matter of public interest, and one which all those
who are interested in our inland marine should heartily
support. Most of the wrecks which occur on Lake Erio
coeur in places which, if they were served by this cable,
would not witness so many wrecks, and a great many more
lives and property would be saved, and these lives and this
property would have been saved if this cable had been laid
down a few years ago. 1 hope the Government will see
their way to going on with this work during the present
summer. It is a matter of great imnortance to our vessel
owners and to those engaged in our lake trade, and I think
that all the details have been in the Department of Public
Works for some years. I would be glad to see that the
Government wou'd deal with the matter without further
delay. Last autumn some work was proposed to be done,
ad I do not hesitate to say that the construction of a sub-
marine cable would be paid three times over by the cost of
the loss of property which takes place. When a wreck
takes place, the sending over to Windsor or some other
port, and the cost of telegraphing from that place to the
port where relief can be found causes a great deal of diffi.
culty before the relief can come to the vessel which requires
it, but if we have a submarine cable to the nearest wreck-
ing point, a great quantity of property will be saved by the
expedition with which the saving party will arrive at the
wreck. I urge this question on the favorable consideration
of the Government. It is not a local matter but it is a Do-
minion matter. Itis a matter which should engage the
attention Of the Government at once, and particularly in
view of the fact that the American Government are now
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COMMONS DEBATES.
improving at the rate of millions of dollars the navigation
of their waters and are building lighthouses. The whole
expense for the construction of this cable is a few thousand
dollars, and I believe it would be greatly appreciated by
our sailors and our fishermen. Just before I came here for
the Session, I had to receive a deputation of lake captairis,
who urged me to bring this matter again before the Gov-
ernment. It bas been brought before them from year to
year, and the persuasive style of the Minister of Public
Works has not been sufficient to catch the ear of his col-
leagues. It is possible that more experience in this matter
may enable him to obtain a favorable result this time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter bas gone be.
fore my colleagues, and I hope this time that their ears
will be opened.

Motion agreed to.

THE YORTHERN LIGHT.

Mr. WELSH moved for:
Return of ail correspondence, telegrams and reports upon the

Northern Light (including hull, machinery and boilers) for the year
1887, and from let January to date; also,all correspondence, telegrame
and reports relative to the steamer ALert, and her fitness as a winter
boat in the Straits of St Lawrence ; also, ail estimates and expenditure
proposed to be laid out in the attempt to fit Alert for the winter
crossing.

He said: I want to offar a suggestion to the hon. Minister
of Marine which will save him some trouble. Some time
about the lt March, I moved:

For a return showing the names and salaries of all Oaptains in
charge of Government steamers, together with the salaries and allow-
ances at present payable to and received by them, together with ail
petitions, correspondence, telegrams, &c., relative to the paying of the
Captain of the Northern Light since lst January, 1879 Also for a
return showing the names and number of men employed in or about the
Northern Light during lait summer, from the time ahe ceased running
in the spring of 1887, until she again resumed in the autumn of the
same year.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I have to inform the Minister of Marine
that I hold in my hand the return to this motion, but it
does not contain the number of men employed about that
steamer since she was laid up last spring until the ensuing
fall. What is the meaning of sending in half a return when
this House ordered a full return ? I intend to have a full
return, and if it is not brought down, if the Order of the
Honse is not attended to, I intend to make a motion for a
commission of enquiry in this matter. I can assure the
Minister of Marine that he will not find an hon, gentleman
on the front Government benches that will support him in
this act.

Mr. POSTER. I instruated my officers to comply with
the Order of the House, and that report was handed in, and
I supposed it thoroughly complied with the Order of the
House. From the excited manner in which the hon. mem-
ber made bis remarks to the House, I inferred that bis chief
grievance was with reference ta the number of men em-
ployed. It may be that the number of men employed was
Do given. If there is any omission it can be very easily
remedied, and could have been just as easily remedied if my
hon. friend had shown les feeling. I can assure him that
there is no intention of depriving the House of full infor-
mation. In fact, if my hon. friend will wait a little while
we may make him a present of the Northern Light.

Mr. WELSH. I know there was a great number of men
employed on the steamer last summer, making repairs, when
there was no captain in charge of her, and without any one
to superintend their work; and I wanted to know the num-
ber of men so employed, and the amount of money paid to
them, in order that the House might see the manner in
which the business of that department is conducted. That
was my motive. There is no feeling in the matter, Bo far

as I am concerned; although the matter may appear to
the hon. gentleman one to cause a little excitement. The
truth is, I feel sore about this matter, and if I don't get
this return, I will make the hon. gentleman feel sore, if I
am not very much mistaken.

Mr. POSTER. That is undoubtedly the way in which
the mistake bas arisen. My offlcers have given the number
of the crew and the officers of the ship that were employed,
and not the others.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman said that
if my hon. friend had a littie patience, perhaps in a short
time they would make him a present of the Northern Light.
Is it the intention of the Government to supersede the
Northern Light with any other vessel ?

Mr. FOSTER. It is.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If so, have arrangements been
made for the purchase of another vessel, and where and
when will they be carried out ?

Mr. FOSrER. It is the intention of the Government to
supersede the Northern Light by a new vessel, and arrange-
ments are now being made with that end in view. I will
be able to explain the matter more fully to the House later
on.

Motion agreed to.

WORKS FOR THE DESCENT OF TIMBER AND LOGS
ON T HE OTTAWA RIVE a

Mr. AMYOT (Translation) moved for:

Statement setting forth the total cost of the construction of varions
works for the deseent of trmber and saw-logs on the O ttawa River and its
tributaries, up to the 30ihJune last ; also statement showing the yearly
expenditure for the maintenance of the. said works for five years pre-
ceding te 3oth June last, under the different heads of reconstruction,
repairs and cost %f management, at each of the stations, with the
names of river or tributary where the same was exoended ; likewise
copies of any or ail applications, whether from individuals or chartered
companies, to acquire by purchase or otherwise alt or any portion of
said works and improvements on the said Ottawa River and tributaries
thereof.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) There are
one or two points of information demanded in this motion
which it will be difficult, if not impossible, to give. I shall
try, nevertheless, to supply them as neirly as possible.

Mr. AMYOT. (Translation.) Could the hon. Minister
give us an idea of the time that we could get these docu-
ments ? It would be an advantage to have tbem before the
discussion of a Bill which is now before the Railway Com.
mittee.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) In that
case I judge that the report should be divided in two, for
the reason that I fear a certain portion of the documents
asked for by the hon, gentleman cannot be got ready in
Lime. I quite understand what the hon, gentleman means
by making this motion, and I shall do my utmost to for-
ward the hurrying down of the papers.

Motion agreed to.

PROHIBITION.

Mr. JAMIESON moved:

That, in the opinion d this House, It Io expedient to prohibit the
manufacture, importation and sale of intemlcatiug liquors, except for
sacramental, medicinal, sclentificsand mechanical purposes. That the
enforcement of auch prohibition, sud such manufacture, importation
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and sale as may be allowed, shall be by the Dominion Government
through specially appointed officers.
He said: Mr. Speaker, a resolution in reference to the
prohibition of the trafflo in intoxicating liquors has been
twice introduced into this House within the past few years,
and there bas been a full discussion of the whole question
on each occasion. Consequently, I do not deem it advis-
able on the present occasion to make anything like an ex-
haustive address in support of the resolution. In fact, it
is not my intention to say more than a few words,
and I shall be perfectly satisfied, so far as I am concerned,
if we can reach a vote on this question within the next
half hour. I think it will be advisable to dispose of the
resolution this afternoon, as I am informed and observe by
the Order paper-I was not here on Friday evening-that
if it is not disposed of by six o'clock, it will have to pass
over in order that the arrangement in reference to resum-
ing the debate on the Fishery question this evening may be
carried out. I am not aware of anything new having corne
up in the country on the question of the prohibition of the
traffl in intoxicating liquors since last Session, when I sub.
mitted to this House a resolution in similar terms to the
one I have just proposed. I am not aware that the evils
flowing from the traffic in intoxicating liquors since that
time have abated in any way, and I am still as fully con-
vinced as I was on that occasion that it is the duty
of this House to provide by legislation, not for the
regulation, but for the entire prohibition of that traffic.
It may be said that we have a local option law,
and that it is the duty of those who are opposed to the
traffic in intoxicating liquors to try that law which is
already upon the Statute-book. Well, it is quite true that
we have a local option law, and it is also true that that law,
to a very large extent, has been laid hold of by the people,
and adopted in a large number of counties and cities in this
Dominion. But I have always contended, and I now con-
tend, that the Canada Temperance Act is not a fair test of
the question of the prohibition of the liquor traffe. I am
not aware that either in this or any other country bas any
law yet been passed which can be said to be a fair test of
prohibition. In the United States, I believe, several States
of the Union have passed a prohibitory liquor law, but their
power is limited, and, after ail, it is only partial prohibition.
Although the sale and the manufacture is prohibited by
those States, it is beyond their power, as bas recently
been held by the Supreme Court of the United States,
to prohibit the importation, inasmuch as that would
be an interferenco with trade and commerce. Now, it
is well known that the Canada Temperance Act, in the
counties in which it is adopted, is only directed to prohibit
the sale of intoxicating liquors. Consequently, it is only
partial prohibition. i believe we should go further, and
enact a law which will not only prevent the sale, but get
at the root of the evil, by prohibiting the importation and
manufacture of intoxicating liquors. We have dealt, since
this House assembled, with some very important questions
bearing upon the trade and commerce of the country, but
it is my contention that the question now before the
Hlouse, however lightly some members may be disposed to
treat it, is the most important question which bas been
before the House since we have met this Session. I am not
sure that it is merely the duty of the reptesentatives of the
people to deal with questions of trade and commerce alone,or what may be called purely secular questions. I believe
it is the duty of the Parliament of this, and every other
country, to deal also with questions affecting the morals of
the people. I know of no traflo which, to the same extent,
affects the moral condition of the Pedple as the liquer
traffic. In discussing this question, I am prepared to concede
that it has a very important beid-ing upbn some interests
in the country which an reprded as of very great impor-
tance. I a t aWete sugagedin qu. taeu

Mir, Jàumjos.

facture and sale of intoxicating liquors would be most
materially affected, were a prohibitory measure pass-
ed by this House, but in my judgment it is the duty of
Parliament to pase every law which it deems to be right,
and to have that law enforced in the interests of the people.
I am not now going to discuss the question as to whether it
would be right or not to grant compensation to those en-
gaged in the trafflo, but will simply give expression to my
own opinion on that point, and that is that if the option
were given to me at the present moment of securing the
prohibition of the liquor traffie sud doing away with the
great evils which flow from that traffie, I for one would be
prepared to put my hands in my pocket, as a ratepayer of
this Dominion,and contribute my share in compensating these
parties, However, I am not prepared to admit that those en-
gaged in the trafflo are entitled to compensation. Notice
after notice, intimation after intimation, bas been given to
those parties, from time to time, that the traffl in intoxi-
cating liquors was considered by the people as inimical to
their interests. The passage of the Temperance Act of
1864 by the Parliament of Canada was a notice, the pas.
sage of the Canada Temperance Act of 1878 was a notice
to those parties that tie people and Parliament of this
country considered that the trafflic was inimical to the
best interests of the country. Consequently, if parties,
since the passage of those Acts, have gone into the manu-
facture or into the traffic, or have taken up the selling
of intoxicating liquors in any way, they have done so
with this notice to them upon the Statute-book of this coun-
try. Now, I trust that this resolution will receive very
careful consideration at the hande of the representatives of
the people. I know that those who are endeavoring to rid
the country of this great evil are not looked upon with
favor in certain quarters. I know they are regarded,
and sometimes spoken of, as cranks, and as parties
who want to destroy the peace of the country, and we are
told that we are endeavoring to entrench upon the liberty
of the subject by prescribing what men shall eat and drink.
I know that very serious objections are urged in certain
quarters to the passage of what are called sumptuary laws.
But I believe that those who are advocating the prohibition
and abolition of the liquor traffic are acting, not only with-
in their rights as citizens, but in the best interests of the
country. It may be true that men have an abstract right
to eat and drink what they please and as they please, but
when men who drink intoxicating liquors not only injure
themselves but injure those who are dependent upon them-
and it is not alone those who drink that suifer, but every
interest in the community suffers-I believe it to be the
duty of Parliament to step in and prohibit this traffie. I
believe that the pathway of this traffle is strewn with the
ruined lives and wrecked hopes of thousands and
tens of thousands of the beat citizens of this
and every other country. It may be that Parliament is
not yet prepared to give its sanction to a prohibitory
liquor law, it may be possible that even the people of this
country are not yet prepared to carry out such a law, if it
were placed on the Statute-book. But I expect to live to
see the day, and I believe many other members of the
House will live to see the day when we shall have on the
Statute-book a law prohibiting the trafflo in intoxicating
liquors; that the people of this country, in consequenee of
the great evils flowing from this traffie, will revoit against
it and will put the ban of the law upon it. Now, although I
have spoken muach longer than I intended to in introducing
this resolution, I have a few more words to say. It may
be said, in reply to the remarks which I have made, and
the resolution which I hae had the honor of submitting to
this House, that it was entirelv untneoesfary to submit
another resolution during the present Parliament; that, in
the fi-at Session of this Pariihent, when it was
frsIh from the people, we had a resolution on this
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subject submitted and we had the deliverance of tre try té set the law gt defiance. For that reason I did not sùp.
House upon it, and that therefre it was unnecessary again part the motion whieh the lon. gentleman proposed bef ore.
during the continirance of the same Parliament to submit Itseems tome that, before undertaking any legislation of this
another resolution on the same subject. I may say that, sort, we should know the opinion of the country on this
when that resolution was presented last year, there was a question, and how are we to know wbether the people in a
very thin attendance of the House, and it was not a fair particular locality will support the principle of prohibition
expression of the views of the Rouse. I may also say that, or not ? The hon. gentleman knows, or at least I know,
since last Session there has been a serious change in the that in my own constituency the Canada Temperance Act
personnel of the House in consèquence of vacancies whieh is in operation, and that there is no measure which it is so
have taken place and have been filled by bye-elections. In difficult to efciently carry ont as a probibitory measure;
addition to that, it is the desire and it is the determination and I know that, unless the overwhelming majority of a
of the promoters and friends of temperance in this country people in the locality favor the measure, it will do as little
to keep this question before the Parliament of Canada and to suppress the habit of drinking to excess as if there was
before the country at large. We are resolved that we will no such law at all. What we want is that the public sen-
keep the question to the front, that we will educate the timent should be in favor of prohibition, and then to follow
people and that we will agitate the people in regard to this it up by legislation which ean be efflciently carried
question, and will agitate in Parliament in reference to it ont. The Canada Temperance Act leaves it to the
until we secure what we are striving to obtain, the entire people in the locality itself to say whether - they
prohibition of the liquor traffic. With these few re- want prohibition or not. I know that in the rural
marks, I suirbmit to the flouse the resolution which I have districts, where it is tried, it works admirably.
proposed, and I trust that it will receive that attention from The farmers know that when their sons go out, they
the House which its merits demand. are not gathered in a drinking hole, they are not acquiring

habits of dissipation, and that even those who are not total
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman has abstainers are not violating the law in any respect. But

brought this motion forward for the second time Of course, the towns and cities present a wholly different state of things.
if the hon. gentleman was prepared to propose a Bill to I am not at all sure that if you were to-morrow to try a
carry out the motion which le has submitted to the flouse, measure of prohibition in any one of our cities, you would
in case the majority supported him, there would be no ob- have as little drinking as you would have under a strict
jection to his putting a motion of this sort before the license law. Now, what the hon. gentleman ought to
Flouse, but it is hardly consistent with parliamentary prac- desire, and what the House ought to desire, is Dot simply
tice that the hon. gentleman should ask the flouse to asseLt and formally to put upon the Statute-book a law that is
to this as an abstract proposition. The hon. gentleman las never put into operation, or that remains a dead letter, but it
lad for some time a Bill before Parliament to amend the should be to put upon the Statute-book such legislation that
Canada Temperance Act, but that is somewhat different in the people themselves will sustain and will carry into
principle from the motion which he has made now. The operation, a law that is operative in favor of sobriety and
principle of the Canada Temperance Act is very different good order, and not a law that excites opposition in a very
from the principle which is embodied in this resolution, or considerable section of the community, the violation of which
in any Act which could be founded upon it if a majority of the people wink at, that will rather tend to a demoralisa-
the flouse was found to favor it. Theprinciple of the tion and to a want of respect for law, than to good order
Canada Temperence Aet is the principle cf local option. It and good habits in the community. Sir, holding this view,
recognises that, in regard to any matter dealing with the I would not support the motion of the hon, gentleman, not
licensing laws, each locality should decide for itself. When because I am not in favor of the principle of prohibition
you come to legislate in regard to what may be regarded as wherever the people are willing to carry it out, but because
a sumptiary law, you find that it is wholly inoporative un- I am not in favor of putting upon the Statute-book a
less it i8 sustained by a majority of the peoplo in a particu- measure that would do away with existing restraints,
lar locality. The measure to which I have referred was and that would leave a very considerable eection of
put on the Statute-book ten years ago by the Government the country exactly in the position as if there was no
of the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie). That legislation at all. Now, when the hon. gentleman proposed
Government assumed the responsibility of putting that Act to amend the Canadian Temperanoe Act with a view to
on the Statute-book, and assuming that responsibility they making it more efficient, I think ho was taking a stop in
followed the principle which was laid down in a resolution the right direction; he was proposing to amend a law that
proposed by the leader of the present Government, that it is based upon wholly different principles from the resolution
was the duty of the Government to assume the responsi- which he is now proposing. If, Sir, it were found that the
bility. They did assume the responsibility. The question people throughont a Province generally favored prohibition,
whether we should place a prohibitory law on the Statute. I think the mensure ought to be carried in that Province;
book was made the subject of enquiry by the Government. if it were found to be so in several Provinces, then it would
They enquired into the operation of the law in the State of be well it should be carried in those several Provinces; if
Michigan, and into the operation of the prohibitory law in it should be found that the pubhe sentiment of the entire
the State of Maine, and aleo in regard te the operation of the Dominion were in favor of the measure, then it should be
prohibition law which was put,at one time,on theStatute-book carried throughout the Dominion. But, Sir, it does seem
in the Province of New Brunswick, ahd afterwards repealed, to me that when in some of those localities in which the
and the Government came to the conclusion that it was in measure las been optional, it las been carried and after-
the interest of temperance and in the interest of prohibition wards repealed by a majority where it was formerly put
to adopt the optional law and not to adopt the law looking into operation by a majority, it is smrcely a fitting time
to total prohibition. I have myself always been in favor of to propose to the House a measure of prohibition, This
prohibition, but I have never been in favor of the adoption whole subject is entirely in the hands of the people them-
of a measure that the majority of the people did not selves. Why, Sir, we know that the hon. gentleman
sympathise with. 'Ihat would be inoperative, that would proposed here amindtat t h Lhe Canada Temperante
not in any degrec suppress the habit of drinking, that would Act, and they were kicked eat in the Senate. The ion.
leave that habit as much in force as it *s before, and gentleman said: "I will vote for an elective Senate."
would turn the sympathy of any dietrict away from the Well, Sir, I proposed i tis. 'ouse a resolution in favor
oause of temperanoe and lead IL in-1a 1fotion lve it wbid of that view, and the bon. giëIaB holpd to vote It
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down. Then, when the hon. gentleman saw that the Sonate
was opposed to his measure, and whon hoesaw that a majority
of the Sonate hold those views, and we proposed that the
Government, who can control the Sonate, that exorcises
a potent influence over the Sonate, should assume the rés
ponsibility of those amendments to the Canada Temper ance
Act, and there was a chance, not only of carrying them
through this House, if the hon. gentleman had been uin favor
of it, but there was also a chance, upon that line, of carrying
them in thé Senate-did the lion. gentleman support my
proposition ? No, Sir, ho voted it down. And when last year
the hon. gentleman had a motion upon the paper, and it was
proposed to put it upon the Government Orders so as to
give an opportunity for legislation of the sort dosired, what
did the hon. gentleman do? Why, Sir, ho assured hon.
gentlemen on this side of the House that ho did not want to
put it upon the Government Orders, that hé was a Govern.
ment supporter first, and a temperance man afterwards.

Mr. JAMIESON. The hon. gentleman is stating what is
not true-if I may so so.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Did the bon. gentleman ap-
pear in his place.

Mr. JAMIESON. Whoever said that in réference to my
conduct last year, said what was not true.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I put this question to the hon.
gentleman: Did ho not know there was a proposai to be
made to put his motion upon the Government Orders so
that there would be an opportunity of reaching it ?

Mr. JAMIESON. I will explain to the hon. gentleman,
if ho will permit me. There was some conversation in
reference to that matter, and the friends of prohibition on
both sides of the House were called together and the mat-
ter was submitted to them, and they decided not to force
the question in the manner indicated by the hon. gentle-
man, and I submitted to the action of that meeting.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Who were at the meeting ?
Mr. JAMIESON. The member for Broome (Mr. Fisher)

was one; there were about a dozen at the meeting, repre-
senting both parties in this House, ail temperance mon. I
may say that I neversaw the hon. member for Bothwell,
(Mr. Mills) at any meeting or on any occasion when it
was necessary to advocate temperance in this House.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I did not undertake to prosti-
tute my position as a member of Parliament by doing
what the bon. gentleman bas done in this flouse upon that
question ; I did not profess to support a motion that I took
the earliest opportunity of opposing afterwards-that is
what the hon. gentleman has done. I do not profess to
give an opportunity to the Governmont to put it out of my
power to put a motion that I desire to make, or to decline
to allow a motion to be put upon the paper along with
Government Orders. That is what the hon. gentleman did
on that occasion last year.

Mr. JAMIESON. I deny it again, and I insist that the
hon. member for Bothwell is wrong in the statement hé
is making with reference to my conduct last year.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Why, Sir, we know the hon-
gentleman.

Mr. JAMIESON. The House will remember that the
hon. gentleman was opposed to the present constitution of
the Sonate, and on entering the Government, for five long
years, hé never did anything towards reforming that body.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says hé
never saw me at one of those temperance meetings.

Mr. JAMIESON. No.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No, Sir ; ho did not. But I
happened to be a member of a Government that assumed

Mr. MILLa (Buthwell).

the responsibility of putting the only measure upon the
Statute-book on this spbject that is to be found since the
Union, and Sir, we did not receive the support of the hon.
gentleman in that undertaking, we did not receive the
support of the hon. gentleman's political allies in that un-
dertaking. I remember, Sir, that there was a prominent
temperance man, a member of the Government, that pre-
ceded us in office, the late Finance Mimister, the Hon. Mr.
Tilley; I remember that ho was seven years a member of
the Government, and never proposed legslation on the sub-
ject. i remember that the moment the Hon. Mr. Tilley re-
turned to office, the political associates of the hon. gentle-
man, and some of those who pose as temperance mon with
him, met Mr. Tilley here and complimented him upon the
progress of the temperance work-not work that had been
done by Mr. Tilley, or through his instrumentality, because
it was doue by the Government of the hon. member for
East York (Mr. Mackenzie). Did they thank my hon.
friend for East York for what he did, for the sacrifices
which he made, the opposition which ho incurred ? No, Sir,
nothing of the sort was done. Why, Sir, it is well known
that the hon. member and the hon. member for South Lan-
ark (Mr. Haggart) hunt in couples. The hon. member from
South Lanark appears here as an opponent of temperance,and
receives the support of the hon. member for North Lanark,
(Mr. Jamieson), who is the advocate par excellence of temper-
ance ; and so the one secures the liquor support for the tom-
perance candidate, and the other secures temperance support
for the liquor candidate; and we have the temperance
candidate for North Lanark and the anti temperance candi-
date for South Lanark. Well, Sir, the hon. gentleman will
find that that policy is pretty nearly played out in this House,
and ho wil1 find that it is very nearly played ont in the
country. The hon. gentleman has appeared for two or
three Sessions as a legislator in favor of temperance; but ho
has, instead, been its impeder, ho has stood in the way of
legislation. The hon. gentleman forced himself to the
front in undertaking to amend a measure put upon the
Statute-book by a Government that the hon. gentleman has
always opposed, while the hon. gentleman never dared to
ask the men who sit on the Treasury bouches, whom ho
hourly supports, to take up this question and to amoud a
measure which a former Government put upon the Statute-
book. Sir, that is the position of the hon. gentleman.
And the public will thoroughly understand it. What does
the hon. gentleman do now? HRe brings up his measure
within one hour of the adjournment when ho knows that
another subject is to be taken up after recess, and that in
ail probability his motion will not be reached again this
Session. He has taken precions good care not to permit
this measure to occupy a foremost place in the notices of
motion; ho took precious good care last year that his motion
should not occupy a foremost place, and the result was that
last year his motion was never reached, and a vote was never
taken on it, and so seeing how eminently successful ho was
last year in preventing legislation of a practical character,
giving the people an opportunity of acting in accordance
with their moral conviction, ho comes hore now, and leaves
the measure proposing to amend the law-it bas not yet
been reached or dealt with-and ho proposes to take up an
abstract resolution whieh may secure him certain
temperance support in his constituency by those
who do not take the trouble to ascertain ex-
aetly how the business of the House is con.
ducted. I think the hon. gentleman has succeeded
eminently well in showing exactly where ho stands upon
the temperance question. He has said that hoeis ready to
support a measure of prohibition. Ie proposes to ask the
House to vote on the subject of prohibition-certainly ho
does. Re says that when the people favor a measure we
place it on the Statute-book. So we do. When mon are
guilty of forgery the public are ready to punish them, and
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so it is with regard to theft. Io sncb the case in regard to
the subject of prohibition? Does not the bon. gentleman
know that it is not ? If he wisbes a measure of prohibition
to be practical it must have the sympathy and support of
at loast a majority of the people in the locality where the
law is to be operated, and it is therefore unwise and bigbly
inexpedient in the interests of really genuine temperance
legislation to propose a measure with which public opinion
does net sympathise and which it will not support. We
bave on the Statute-book a measure of prohibition. There
is nothing to prevent the people from making it law
throughout the entire Dominion from one end to the other.
If there are defects in this measure lot them be pointed
out, and they can b. corrected, and the people can be
given an opportunity of saying whetber they will have
prohibition or not. Does the hon. gentleman propose to
force prohibition down the throats of those opposed to it ?
Does he suppose such a measure would be operative ? Does
he not know what is done up the Ottawa just beyond bis
own constituency, where the Act was carried by a narrow
majority, and does be believe that in the large lumbering
districts where the vast majority of the mon are opposed to
prohibition such a measure will b. operative ? He knows
it will not. What the hon. gentleman proposes is merely
buncombe, and the reign of buncombe is over; it was a
reign of usurpation, and we trust this the last opportunity
in which any of its friends will exhibit themselves in this
House.

Mr. JAMIESON. As I have a right to reply I will now
avail myself of the opportunity to do so. I do not like to
appear before the Ilouse again so soon, but the conduct of
the bon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas been such as
to call upon me to reply. If the hon. gentleman had dis-
cussed the question on its merits I would not at this stage
of the debate have asked the priviloge of again speaking in
regard to the question before the House. It seems to me
that the conduct of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) is of a most extraordinary character. He, forsooth,
is the great champion of the cause of temperance, at least
he was a few days ago in this House when he sought to
embarrass not only the Government but the friends of the
Government. I am now glad, howewer, to find that ho bas
shown bis hand. I think not only the mombers of this
House but the people of the whole Dominion will appreciate
at its true worth the conduct of this new apostle of tempe-
rance in Parliament. The bon. gentleman bas charged me
with bringing up this motion at an inopportune hour. Every
lon. member knows that this is the firstopportunity I have
had since the Session opened to bring this question before the
House, and the bon. gentleman ought to remember that this
debate will close at six o'clock simply for the purpose of
giving the hon. member for Bothwell an opportunity to air bis
eloquence upon a certain important question. If h. con-
sidered this question so important as be would indicate by
bis remarks, let him forego the opportunity of addressing
the House to-night on the other question, and let us have
this question discussed to the very bottom. I think it is
most unfair on the part of the hon. gentleman to attack me
for the manner in which this resolution has been brought
before the House, because it was utterly out of my power
to bring it forward at an earlier period of the Session, or on
any other occasion than the present; but I apprebend that il
I had refused to avail myself of the opportunity of bringing
the question before the flouse at the present time, the hon.
member for Bothwell would have been the first member to
have risen and charged me with endeavoring to shirk a
duty that had been placed in my hands by the Dominion
Alliance. The bon. gentleman bas referred to the Canada
Temperance Act, which was placed upon the Statute-book
by the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), when
he was at the head of the Government. I am quite pre-

pared to give the Government of that day due credit for
anything they did in connection with the temperance ques-
tion.

Mr. MILLS. But you voted against them ail the same,
Mr. JAMIESON. But the principle was admitted before

the Canada Temperance Act became the law of this country.
In 1864 a Conservative Parliament placed on the Statut.-
book of the country another measure, the Temperance Act
of 1864, which was the first measure ever introduced and
placed upon the Statute-book which conceded the prin.
eiple of local option. Although I am quite prepared to
admit that the Canada Temperance Act was an improve-
ment on the old Temperance Act of 1864, still the principle
of the two measures was identical, and I do not kniow that
the Government were entitled to so much credit for that
measure after ail. I will tell the louse why. In 1874 the
temperance people of the Dominion, reprosentatives from
every Province of the Dominion, Prince Edward Island,
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario, and I believe Mani-
toba, met in convention in the city of Montreal in order to
devise the best means of promoting the cause of temper-
ance in the Dominion. They passed a resolution giving a
committee authority to approach the Government of that
day for the purpose of securing a measure under which a
popular vote would be taken upon the question. But when
the committee reported at a subsequent meeting that was
held for the purpose of receiving that report, it was found
that the Premier of the Dominion at that time refused to
grant what the temperance people asked, a plobiscite on the
question, on the ground that there was no constitutional
precedent under the British Crown for such a procedure. So
that the Government of the hon. member for East York
(Mr. Mackenzie) did not concede to the temperance people
of the Dominion at that time what they asked; they did
concede a half-way measure, the Canada Temperance Act,
and although we were thankful at the time to get it, still
it was not what we asked, and I would prefer to-ay to
have this question submitted to the popular vote of the
Dominion rather than have the question tested by a measure
of partial prohibition which necessarily is unsatisfactory as
a proper test of the question. The hon. member for Both.
well (Mr. Mills) has attacked me for the course I pursued
two years ago on the motion which ho submittud to the
House in regard to the reformation in the constitution
of the Senate. Allow me for a few minutes to point
ont the course of the bon. gentleman on that question a
few years ago. In 1874, when bis friends were in power,
ho submitted a resolution to the louse with the same
object in view. Did he pursue the same course as lie
pursued on the last occasion ? Not at all; the circumstances
were different, bis own friends were in power, and instead
of moving his motion as an amendment to go into Com-
mittee of Supply, he moved it as a substantive motion.
Hansard will show that on the last occasion on which
that gentleman submitted that motion to this House I rose
and said that if the hon. gentleman would place the motion
before the House on that occasion in the same manuer in
which h. did on a former occasion, I would support it; but
he did not do anything of the kind, because on a former
occasion bis own friends were in power and he did not
want to embarras& them. On this occasion his political
opponents were in power and bis action was for the purpose
of embarrassing them and for nothing else.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Does the hon. gentleman know
that the proper time for moving a motion relating to any
defect is when going into supply, and it is not regarded as
a vote of want of confidence ?

Mr. JAMIESON. If it weie the proper time to take it
up why did not the hon. gentleman, on a former occasion,
bring it up in the same way? What is more, Sir, h
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charges me with insincerity upon this question. It will be
recollected by every public man in this country that not-
withstanding the fact that theI louse gave assent to the
proposition which he submitted in 1874, to reform the con-
stitution of the Senate, that he not only did not take for
further action on the matter but that he entered the Gov-
ernment of the day and remàined a member of that Govern-
ment for four long years, and we heard no more about the
reform of the Senate. Let me ask what did tho hon. gen-
tleman ever do with a view to carry out the spirit of the
motion which had received the sanction of this House ? I
do not desire to enter at any great length into this question
of bis references to me. The hon. gentleman charges me
with insincerity because a few days ago I voted against a
motion which he submitted to this flouse. I think it is due
to myself and to the temperance Conservatives on this side
of the House, that I should enter into a further explanation
in reference to this matter and give to the House my rea-
sons for pursuing the course which I did. It is well known
that there is a body of temperance men in this country called
the Dominion Alliance for the suppression of the liquor traffic.
It is organised of non-partisan members, and Reformers and
Conservatives meet there on a common ground for the pur-
pose of promoting the cause of temperance. I am and have
been for years a member of that Alliance, and it has been a

rinciple acted upon in that Alliance that any temperance
egislation to be brought belore this House ought first
to receive the sanction of the Alliance; that every
movement in reference to the amendment of the Canada
Temperance Act, or with reference to the prohibition of the
liquor traffla, sbould originate with the Dominion Alience.
On the very day and up to the very hour that tne hon.
gentleman made the motion to this House, I had been act-
ing in the Dominion Alliance in accord with the tem-
p erance Liberal members on the other side of the House.

e had been sitting at a committee meeting around a
table that very day discussing questions in reference to the
action we would take in the House on the question. What
was my surprise to find the hon. gentleman who never yet
manifested any zeal for the cause of temperance, except on
an occasion when it was likely to embarrass those who
were opposed to him, and who bas never yet appeared at a
meeting of the Dominion Alliance, or any other organiza.
tion for the purpose of promoting the cause of temperance
in this country, get up in his pla e and place a motion be-
fore this louse under circumstances which he must have
known would call for a condemnation of the resolution at
the hands of the majority of the members of this House.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Why so ?
Mr. JAMIESON. Because at the time he knew it would

be voted down by the members of this Ilouse. I did not
vote against it simply because it was a vote of want of
confidence in the Government, but I voted against it because
it was a breach of the fundamental principles on which the
Dominion Alliance was organised.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. Nothing of the kind.
Mr. JAMIESON. It is of the kind, and not only have

the Liberal members of the Dominion Alliance who are not
represented in this flouse endorsed the course which I took
but they have said I could not take any other course.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Not they. Name.
Mr JAMIESON. Yes, among others Mr. Spence, the

secretary of the Dominion Alliance, who is as good a Liberal
as the member for Brant (Mr. Somerville) is. Hie sail the
resolution was an untimely one to be submitted to the
fouse. The Montreai Witness whose sympathies are
altogether with the Liberai party condemned the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) for thec ircunstances
under which he put that resoluticn to theR ouse and every

Mr. JAxizsoN.

fair-minded temperanoe man in this Dominion has taken
the ground which I took on the question.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. JAMIESON. Yes, they did; and I am prepared to

submit my conduet to the people of this Dominion on that
question. I believe so far as this question is concerned
that the people of this Dominion have more confidence in
myself as a representative than the member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills). I am bound to characterise the statement
made by the hon. member for Bothwell a few moments ago
in reference to my conduct last year as a-well-I do not
know how to characterise it so that it would be within the
rules of Parliament, but I will say it is a wrong statement
from beginning to end, and whoever gave that information
to him I have no doubt they were "guying " him because
they thought he would swallow it in the manner in which
he did. There is not one word of truth in it from first to last.
When we found we could not get a measure before the
flouse last year-

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Why ?
Mr. JAMIESON. An old parliamentarian asks why ?

On a former occasion I forced the measure through this
House, but it was the cause of defeating several other mea-
sures. I am satisfied now that this is not a proper course
to pursue and that it is not a course which is recognised by
the House as a fair one. I do not know whether we could
have succeeded last year in forcing the question through the
flouse or not. We called together the men from both sides
of the House; we called them to consult together, and
the question was submitted to them, and the deci-
sion of that committee was that it was too late in
the Session to press temperance législation, and it would not
be fruitful of any good to us if we had pressed it, because
we would not be able to get the question disposed of in
such a manner as to have it complete.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Might I ask the hon gentleman if
he notified all the temperance men of.the House to go to
that meeeing ?

Mr. JAMIESON. No.
Mr. MACKENZ[E. Who were selected?
Mr. JAMIESON. The hon. member for Brome (Mr.

Fisher) undertook to notify the members favorable to tem-
perance on his side of the flouse and I undertook to notify
the members favorable to temperance on my side of the
House. In that way the meeting was bronght about.

Mr. FISHER. What meeting are you referring to ?
Mr. JAMIESON. The one that was called last year to

bring up this question. You recollect it ?
Mr. FISHER. I am not aware of any meeting at which

it was decided that we should not push the temperance
question as fast as w. could.

Mr. JAMIESON. Well, I am, and I think there are
gentlemen in this flouse who were present at that meeting.

Mr. CHARLTON. I would like to ask the hon. member
how many members he invited from his own side of the
louse to attend that meeting ?

Mr. JAMIESON. I am not prepared to aay at the pres-
ent moment, but possibly about a dozen were invited.
There are a certain number of gentlemen who are connected
with temperance movements and temperanoe organisations,
and who are favorable te prohibition, and we generally in-
vite them. I thmk the Lhon. member for North Norfolk
(Kr. Chartlon) has been invited, but I am not sure that he
ever attended. Now, I am sorry that this discussion has
assumed the charaoter that it has, but I think the hon.
membersof this Hoae wilI at least eeOue me for the conree
I have takn.
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Mr. LANDERKIN. No, we will not.
Mr. JAMIESON. Then, I suppose you will sustain the

course pursued by the hon. member for Bothwell, who in-
stead of urging this question on its merits, used it as an
opportunity of making a personal attack on myself. But I
can say this-my own constituents, and I believe every
honest man in this Dominion, will give me credit for being
at least sincere on this question, and doing what I can for
the purpose of advancing this policy.

Mr. SCRIVER. It is now so near six o'clock, Mr. Speak-
er, that it is very evident that this question cannot be
disposed of before you leave the Chair; and, under the rules
of the flouse if the debate is not adjourned, the order will
disappear from the paper. Therefore, with the view of
keeping the question before the House, I would move the
adjournment of the debate.

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. As the louse is very thin
this afiernoon, and as the question has not come to a vote,
I think the debate should be adjourned, so that the House
may have an opportunity to consider the matter and deal
with it as they think proper.

Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned.

CLAIM OF WARREN ALLEN.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) moved for:
Return of all papers and correspondence relating to claim for com-

pensation by Warren Allen for an ice-boat burnt to save the lives of the
crews and p issengers of the ice-boats, in the month of January, 1885,
while crossing from Prince Ecdward Island to New Brunswick; and also
for the use of an ice-boat and a crew, engaged in search of the missing
boats.

He said: As the hon. gentleman will see, I am making a
motion in relation to the claim preferred by one of the ice.
boat men, who, during the year 18S5, lost his boat in a
storm. It will be remembered that one of the members of
this House v as among the passengers on that unfortunate
occasion, and although this man was not in the employ of
the Government in any sense of the word, but was the
owner of a volunteer boat which was making crossings at
the time, still the circumstances strongly favor his claim
The Government boats carrying Her Majesty's mails
and a number of passengers were caught in this awful
storm, and Mr. Allan's boat was accompanying
them. In order to save the mails and the lives of
the passengers, the boat, in the last extremity, was
broken up and burnt. No doubt th heat thus obtained
was the means of saving the lives of the passengers and of
saving the mail. I think altogether the claim is a very
good one, and is based on the highest grounds. Mr.
Allan's property was burnt for the preservation of Hier
Majesty's mails, and also for the preservation of the lives of
the uLfortunate passengers. I do not know wbether the
hon. member for King's County is in his seat or not, but I
know that ho was one of the passengers, and he can bear
personal testimony to the facts I have stated, My hon.
friend's life was in danger, and ho was many months recov-
ering from the effects of the trip. I am aware that the
Government were not themselves in charge of the boat, and
the only ground on which I recommend this claim is that
this boat was burnt in order to afford warmth to the pas-
sengers and crew, and thus enable them to weather the
storm. I think, therefore, the claim, small as it is,
should reýommend itself to the just consideration of my
hon. friend, and I sincerely hope ho will soe it in his power
to satisfy it. I bave heard this claim urged by a great
many gentlemen irrespective of politics. 1 do not know
what are Mr. Allan's politics. In fact ho is not a consti-
tuent of mine at all, but is a resident on the other side.
Everybody speaks favorably of the claim, and I sincerely
hope the hon. gentleman will give it hi$ attention.

105

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will lot the hon. the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries know what the hon.
gentleman bas said about the case. The hon. gentleman is
perfectly right in saying that this is not a question of poli-
tics. There cannot be any politics in a matter of this kind,
that of saving the lives of the passengers and the mails. I
am sure my hon. friend will consider the case if ho bas not
already done so.

Motion agreed to.
It boing six o'clock, the Speaker loft the Chair.

After Recess.

FISEERIES TREATY.

House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed
motion of Sir Charles Tupper for second reading of Bill
(No. 65) respecting a certain Treaty be? ween Her Britannic
Majesty and the President of the United States.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The subject which the House
bas under consideration this evening is one of unusual
importance. In matters which concorn ourselves and our-
selves alone, if we make a mistake, it is possible for us to
retrace our stops. Our blunders may impede our progress
for the time being, but they cannot put ultimately any
obstacles in our way. But that observatio wilI not apply
to the Bill which is now under consideration. Evory stop
we take is a stop in a direction from which there is no
returning. Every act that we do is final. And if a blunder
is made, if we do something that is detrimental to the
interests of the country, it will wholly ho beyond our power
to correct the errors into which we have fallen or the
mistakes we have made. It is therefore of very great
importance that we should carefully consider the subject now
before us. It is importantthat we should not bastily come to
the conclusion, and I confeass that I am wholiy unable to
understand the extreme haste with which the hou. the
Minister of Finance and bis chief are disposed to press for-
ward a matter of such vital importance to the country.
We know that the concessions we are called upn to make
are of very great magnitude. We know that the conces-
sions are wholly upon the one side ; we know that wo-are
not in this matter standing as the aggrieved party. The
complainant is the United States. It is the c)untry to the
south of us that bas demanded concessions from us, and we,
at ail events, before we are called upon to approve of what
bas been done by those who claim to represent us-we
ought to know whether they are prepared to accept the
extraordinary concessions which have been made or not.
Now, I understand that within twenty-four hours this sub-
ject is, in all probability, likoly to be dealt with at the capi.
tal of the neighboring Repubic. In al[ probability, within
the next twenty-four hours, the Sonate of the United
States wili either postpone or reject the treaty that
bas been negotiated. Why, thon, are the Govern-
ment so anxious ? Why is the Government so anxious
to press this to a conclusion? Why should we commit
ourselves to a proposition, which, if rejected, will simply
be made the starting point for further concessions at a future
period ? If this question were allowed to stand over, if Par-
liament were not called upon to commit itself on it at this
moment, should the 8enate of the United States within the
next twenty-four hours rej:ct the treaty we would thon ho
as free to start again trom the point at which the hon.
gentleman started a few munths ago as ho was at that time.
but if this flouse, representing the entire country, is called
upon at this moment to approve and does approve of what
bas been done, and if wbat bas been done should be rejected
by the party to whom the concessions are made, why, when
we start again to negotiate with our neighbors to the south
of us, we will have to start from where we left off in thi#
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Parliament at this moment. We cannot, onee the House
bas committed itself to the provisions of the treaty, take
exception to anything therein conceded, A new embassy
would say naturally : You, the representatives of the
nation to the north-those for whom you speak have
already agreed to concede what you now object to.
This we knew you were ready to concede without hesita-
tion, and we expect something more at your hands. And
so the hon. gentlemen seem not to be satisfied with the
humiliation which they have brought upon themselves and
the humiliation tbey have brought upon the country by
the propositions which are now before us for ratification,
but, before they are at all sure, or, as I believe, when they
are very sure, that these propositions will not be accepted
by the Senate of the United States, they seek to commit
this Bouse to them. Why this indecent haste to commit
this Parliament to the propositions of the Minister of
Finance before we know whether the neighborirg Republic,
or those who represent the neighboring Republic, aceept
these concessions at our bands? HBas Lord Salisbury
importuned this Government to hurry the matter in this
way ? Is he afraid that the headland question may be
raised again by the people of Canada? Is he afraid
that these questions between the two countries may
be again raised in consecquence of the exasperating
regulations in, regard to customs, and in connection
with the Department of Marine and Fisheries ? Why
do hon. gentlemen opposite press us to give an answer
or to give an opinion on this subject before we know what
opinion will be expressed by the Senate of the United
States ? We have everything to gain by awaiting the ac-
tion of the Sonate of the United States, ad we have a great
deal to lose if they should reject this treaty after we have
affirmed it. What does the Minister of Finance hope to
gain by this House affirming that treaty ? Does he pro-
pose, or is it bis desire, to convince an exasperated nation
that those who represented them on this Commission made
a bad bargain, and that the arrangement which was made
is so satisfactory to the people of Canada that they have
not hesitated to accept it immediately and without dispute?
That is to call upon us to make an affirmation which we
know to be false. We know what our position is. We
know that it ;s one of humiliation, and we ought to be
spared the further humiliation of having these extraordi-
nary concessions rejected by those to whom they have been
made. The Minister of Finance has told us in his speech
that the protection of the fisheries bas never been made a
party question. i believe that is true. I believe that the
protection of the fisheries was earnestly desired by both
sides of the House, but the protection of the fisheries and
the concession to another country of the sovereignty over
our fisheries, or a common right to our fisheries, is a
wholly different thing, and when the hon. gentleman speaks
of the protection of the fisheries and then refers to the
provisions of this treaty, he is roferring to two things as
far apart as they can be. This treaty does not provide for
protection; it is a surrender. The conditions in this treaty
which, possibly within the next twenty-four hours, the
United States will either have postponed or rejected, are
not provisions by which proper protection is to be given to
our fisheries, but is a concession of more than half of the
area which we claim to be within the jurisdiction of this
country. There are many thousands of square miles, which
we claim to be under Canadian jurisdiction or under the
jurisdiction of Newfoundland, which are proposed to ho sur-
rendered to the United States under this treaty. Two years
ago we were promised a vigorous police policy to protect
our fisheries. That policy, we were told, was supplemental
te the so-called National Policy. It was on the same lines,
it was for the same purpose, it involved the same principles,
it professed to be intencied for the interests of the people of
tha country, but it proved to be anything but that. It was

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

inefficient, it was exasperating. Why, we had before ns last
year abundant evidence, furnished by the senior member
for Halifax (Mr. Jones) and the hon. member for Queen's,
P. E. I. (Mr. Davies) showing that hundreds of
vessels from the United States engaged in fishing within
the three mile limit ; and that, while harsh custome regula-
tions were in force, and while haraL and unjust police
regulations were carried ont, so as to irritate the
people of the neighboring Republic and to give them an
opportunity of exciting the resentment of their fellow coun-
trymen, there wae really nothiug done to protect our own
fishermen. Two years before the Washington Treaty was
d'enounced by the United States, this Government were
notified, and they were advised that it would be well, before
that provision of the Washington Treaty came to an end,
to enter at that time into negotiations with the United
States, so that there would be no worrying police regula-
tions, because at that time those fishermen had stili the
right to engage in fishing in our waters with the fishermen
of this country. The same view was taken by Lord Derby,
who was then Secretary of State for the Colonies. That
nobleman addressed three communications to the Govern-
ment of this country without receiving any response. It
was not until he sent the fourth that they gave him any
answer and the concluding words of that fourth despatch
were :

" In the face of these circunstances, my Government does not consider
that it would be consistent with the respect which it owes to itself to
appear as a suitor for concessions at the hands of the United States."
It was not necessary that the Government should appear in
the position which they seemed to have considered it neces-
sary for them to appear, as suppliants. It was only neces-
sary for them to invite communication and negotiation; but
hon. gentlemen upon the Treasury benches had a high
idea of their own dignity, and one would suppose from the
observations which I have read, that they had studied the
diplomatie negotiations which were carried on twa cen-
turies ago, when the treaties of Osnabruck and Westphalia
and Madrid were negotiated, when the ambassadors took
different sides of the room, and watched each others' legs
when anyone moved, because the man who stepped first was
supposed to be sacrificing his sovereign's dignity. In one
place, there was a special building put up for the ambassa-
dors to assemble in, and in that there were as many doors
as there were ambassadors, so that no one could have
precedence of another; and there was also a round table
provided at which they migbt sit so that no question of
distinction might arise when their negotiations were being
carried on. It seems to me that it is in this spirit that
the hon. gentlemen occupying the Treasury benches
have approached a great question affecting the friendly
relations between this country and the neighboring
Republic, a question of the most vital consequence to this
country, whatever it might be to the country to the South
of us. We find in the history of hon. gentlemen opposite
a continuation of these lofty pretensions and this proud
reserve. We find that they have passed these officious
enstoms regulations which could not help us, but must
exasperate the feelings of our neighbors to the South. Then,
we have the fisheries regulations which in soma cases were
cruel and unjust as well as unwise and unnecessary. See
what were the means employed by these hon. gentlemen to
promote the well-being of this country and to secure friendly
relations with those of the neighboring Republic? First, Sir,
tbey proposed to be extremely generous; they said to the
people of the United States when it was too late to carry
on negotiations, when Congress had no longer an opportunity
of expreasing an opinion upon the subject, or ot agreeing
to any proposition that might be made : You may have
free use of our fishories for a season, if the President will

rmit fish to be carried free into the neighboring
epublio.Well, Sir, the. Preidnt infomed these
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gentlemen of what they ought to have known before,
that ho had no power to make any such concession, that
ho had no power to repeal an Act of Congress, that
the proposition ought to have been made while Con-
graes was in session, so that they would have had
an opportunity of considering it. And so the American
fishermen were given the use of our fisheries for a season
without any compensation, and without any reserve. Then
we were told that they cared nothing for the generosity
that we had extended to thom, that they were in no mood
to make any concession, that the Gloucester fishermen
were still opposed to the free admission of Canadian fish to
the American market; and so they were to be taught by a
policy of retaliation the power which this country possessed.
Sir, we were told that Canada was the great maritime state of
the new world, that our fleet was almost as large as that of
the neighboring republic, and that while we did not want to
quarrel with them, while we did not want to adopt a policy
of exclusion, while we were ready to trade with them if
they were disposed to trade, we were quite able to live
without them, and that we were quite able to show them
that we were capable of protecting the fisheries that we
possessed on our coast, and so the policy of Jingoism was
begun.

"We don't want to fight,
But, by Jingo1 if we do,
We've got the men, we've got thec hips,
We've got the money, too."

It was in that spirit that the hon. gentlemen entered upon
the consideration of this question. Sir, what dofonce did
the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries make the other
night ? Why, it is that we were standing upon our legal
rights, that what we did was within the undoubted rights
that Canada possessed under the Treaty of 1818. He told
us that ho had not strictly enforced the provisions of that
treaty; he said there were many cases in which the fisher-
men of the United States were allowed in our waters, privi-
leges which they had no right to claim under the treaty.
Well, Sir, the bon. gentleman's policy was vacillating, it
was capricious, it was arbitrary. It may have been that in
every instance that ho mentioned ho made the concessions
which ho speaks of; but, Sir, there were many instances in
which ho did not make concessions. And what defence does
the hon. gentleman make when it is complained that his
conduct was occasionally arbitrary, vexations and unjuast ?
Why, Sir, ho says: It is not in the bond; I tomplied with
the law ; I kept within oir rights ; I did not do to you any
thing that the law did not authorise me to do; and so,
because I did not violate the treaty of obligations
between the two countries, yon have nothing of
which to complain. Well, Sir, I deny altogether that
position. I say it was the duty of the hon. gentleman to
act in accordance with the principle of humanity and of
modern civilisation. It was his duty to do no harm, to put
no impediment in the way of the fishermen of a friendly
power, as long as ho was not giving them facilities for
violating the law of the land. Now, Sir, the hon. gentle-
man, I say, in many instances, did that which was alto-
gether unjustifiable. I hold in my hand a report of some
of the complaints of some of those fishormen, and I will
read a few with referonce to the action of the officers under
the charge of the Department of Marine and Fisheries.
There was the case of the Sarah B. Putman, of Beverly, Mass.,
which was driven froin the harbor of Pabnico, in a storm,
27th March, 1886. That was the complaint. Now, the hon,
gentleman will not say that the Treaty of 1818 gave his
officers a right to force a vassel to leave the harbor in a
storm.

Mr. POSTE R. How do you know ?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am pointing ont the charges

that have been made by the people of the United States
against the Government of whioh ho was a niember.

Mr. FOSTER. By whom was that charge made?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Well, I will, by-and.bye; answer

the hon. gentleman.
Mr. FOSTE R. Please answer now.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No, I wiil not. I purpose to

make my own speech in my own way. We know that
those hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches are the last
parties who will submit to interruption, and I will, in this
speech, follow their example. Now, I will say this.
It does not matter whether that statement was well or ill
founded. It was the kind of statement that was made to
the American people, it was published abroad in their
newspapers, it was that which formed publia opinion in the
United States, and it was that which compelled those gen-
tlemen to make the discreditable surrender which we are
this evening considering; and what I complain is that
these hon. gentlemen, knowing the country with which
they had to deal, knowing the jealousy with which they
guard the interests of their fishermen, were not sufficiently
careful to give them no cause of complaint, and were not
sufflciently careful to see that when a complaint was
made, it should be redressed, or answered at the
time, if untrue. Now, there was another case, the
Battler, which was a ship from Gloucester. It is
complained that she was warned off at Canso, N. S, in
June, 1886; that she was detained in the port of Shelburne,
where she entered seeking shelter, and that she was ordered
out from that port. Thon again there was the case of the
Caroline ought. She was from Booth Bay, in the State of
Maine, and was warned off at Paspébiac, N.B., and was
refused an opportunity of taking water on board; Now,
Sir, the right to take water is one of the rights under the
treaty, and what I am reading at this moment are com-
plaints of American fishermen, not that the Government
had acted in a narrow and inhospitable spirit, but that they
had acted illegally and contrary to the provisions of the
treaty by which their rights were secured. Thon again I
will take a few cases of the next year. There was the case
of the Christina Ellsworth, a schooner of Eastport, in Maine.
The complaint of her master was that in every harbour
she entered she was refused the privilege of buying
anything, that she was compelled to enter at every
custom house, that she found that the customs
charges at every place, almost, were different from what
they were at the preceding place. Thon there was the case
of the Stowell Sherman. She was ordered, in distress of
weather, out of Cascumpec Harbor, P.E. I., after having
entered it in a storm. Then there was the Walter L. Rich,
a schooner of Wellsfleet, Mass. She was ordered out of
Malpeque Harbor, P.E.I., in unsuitable weather, for fishing,
and was compelled to return to her own port without hav-
ing an opportunity of flshing, in consequence of the refusai
of sholter by the Canadian authorities. Thon the Newell B.
lawes, that made harbor at Shelburne, N.S., she was

ordered out at 5 o'clock in the evening, in the face
of a storm. Her commander refused to go, and at 7
o'clock the next morning she was ordered ont to
ses although there was a dense fog which made it
quite impossible that she could leave the port safely.
Thon there was the Helen P. Frederick, of Cape Porpoise,
Maine. She ws ordered ont of Port Latour, U.S., where
she had gone for shelter and water. Now if those repre-
sentations are all well founded, then ail of those cases mon-
tioned were in violation of the rights secured by the treaty.
There are many other cases which show harsh and unne-
cessary police regulations, but 1 mention these that were
brought under the attention of the Government of the United
States and made the subject of diplomatic discussion between
the Governments of the United States and Great Britain in
consequence of the complaints set forth. Thon there was
another clas. There are four purposes for which fishing
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vessels of the United States may enter the harbors of Canada than we have for a long time heard expresed by those
There are other purposes that have grown up since for occupying the Treaury boncies. We remember that
which they might fairly be allowed to enter without doing a few yoars ago the Finance Minister declared him-
any injury to our fishermen, without in any way affecting self a free trader. ne bld us ho was fot a
them as competitors in the markets of the world. One of ore.sided free trader. 1e declared that in order to bring
those is the occasional taking on board persons as about free trade we must do the people of the United States
mariners. l some cases where mariners were sick, the credit of imitatimr ther, we must adopt their policy.
where parties were disposed to leave the fi-bing vessels, We know thbt Sir Francis Hin.ks when ho held the position
where arrangements had been made for taking others on occupied by the hon, gentleman, care down one afternoon
board, they were not allowed to ship seamen in ports of with a certain policy set ont in hie Budget speech, and, at
Nova Scotia, and the vessels were obliged to return to eîght o'clock, alter being subjected te the pressure of the
American ports and those who had engaged as fishermen hon. gentleman, receded from that position and adopted a
or mairiers on those vessels were compelled to take rail and policy quite différent. The hon, gentleman approved il and
go to some port in the United States before they could go defended it in this flouse. It was adopted; it continued
on board and enter American service. The vessels that twelve montbs and thon met ils death aI tb3 bande of its
made complaint on this score were William Keene, friends. The hon. gentleman at that lime s&d:I"Why, you
Pleiades and Margaret S. Smith. Thon there was a third see tbe very moment we propose to put a duty on coal the
class, such as the case of the Yeponset. She was a Congross of the United States removed their dnty; yon see
schooner from Boston. On 27th August, 1886, she was what an extraordinary effect can be produced by imitating
anebored in Port Hawkesbury, Cape Breton, and immedi- the United States in tbeir fiscal regulatione." Lt happened
ately reported at the custom bouse. Being short of pro- as was pointed ont, that Ibis action of the United States
visions her master asked the collector for permission to buy Congress was prior, in point cf tine, to the actioncf te
more food, but he was twice relused. He thon expressed Dominion Parliament, and could not, therefore, have been
bis intention of seeing the United States' consul at Port irifinenced by their actions, but altbougb that was explained
lood three miles away. The custom bouse officer for bade at the urne it did not prevont the hon, gentleman frornpur-
his landing at that port to see the consul ; but he did so in suing this argument. The hon gentleman's vieil 10 Wash-
spite of the prohibition of the custom bouse officer. Ho ingon bas lad a remarkably eobering effect, il bas worked
saw the consul, and was informed that if ho attempted to wonders in lis political sentiments. He bas core back en-
buy provisions in all probability bis vessel would be seized. tertaining wbolly different views cf the tituation from those
Be asked permission, as ho was sick, to return to his own li entertained twelve menths age. The hon. gentleman,
contry; that wasrefused, and he travelled through the woods twelve months ago, was confident that if the United States
to a station where lie boarded a train in order that he might, adopted a non-intercourse Bil, if they carriod out the policy
contrary to the customs and police regulations of Canada in 10 that effoct, il would not, alter ail, do us great barm. Lt
those matters, return to bis own country for medical assist- is true ho deprecated tho policy, but ho bld us some extra-
ance. It is almost impossible to read these statements ordinary advantages that we would derive if such a policy
without feelings of indignation. It is a discredit to any were adopted. I will read wlat the bon, gentleman said, go
Goverinment to deal with fishermen of a neighboringtint il cannot ho alleged liaI I have misrepresented him:
country in so harsh and so cruel a way as those parties
were dealt with under the vexatious regulations made IlDelasw oddporBoms ujt*fbeauc nthweredeaî wth nde Ih veatins egnatins adepart of a great country like this great Republie oftthe United States,
We know what the consequence bas been. It bas been, as adoptingsuch abarbareus policysethatofuon-interceurse with airiendly
the Minister of Finance bas said, the union of 60,000,0o power, we stand in the pred position of knowing that if tht poney

et' eope aaint tbs cunty. hat s te tsti o0f were adopted to-nlorrow, we have perfectedl our unes of communication,of people against this country. What is the testimony and have he mot complete means f communication from the furhet
the Minister of Finance on this subject? His bon. friends and most remote section ofour country down te the ses. As [said be-
adopted their National Policy nine years ago. It has had fare ibis ctoud, iiy cloud has a silver hining. 1 would deeply de-
nine years' operation on land, and it bas been tried two plore it; every nember et the House, and every intelligent Canadianwould deeply deplure sny interruption of the commerci4l relations
years at sea, and we know the result. We have the testi- whieh exiat between ib country and the United States, but 1 c-nnot
mOny Of the hon. gentleman himself, The bon. gentleman, f>rget that, if the policy ef non-interceurse were adopted, it wouid lesd
in this discussion, said :t the development of those channFls of communication between our-

selves, aud that the commerce of Oanada which to-day le building up
"Yesterday we stood face to face with a non-intereourse Bill, sus-na ao-tained by the united action of the Senate and House of Representatives, Bostond Portland, wuld b. carried through exclusively Cat-

sustinedby amestthe hol poltica parieBativlladian channels te Janadiau ports, and would build up Montresl, Quebec,sustained by almost the whole political parties, Repubican and Demo.St Andrewa, St John and Halifax with a rapidity which the peuple of
cratic, of the United States, sustained with few exceptions by a preju-
diced, irritated and exasperated people of 60,000,000 lying to the South
cf us.",ho than wave forang time heard expressedby t

Hlow was it those people were so united, irrespeetive of
party, against this country ? How was it that the two
Houtes of Congress, the press of the United States, the peo-
ple of the United States entertained such feelings of hosti-
lity to this country ? it was in cotsequence of the regula.
tions those hon. gentlemen made and which they attempted
to enforce. It was intended to force the United States to
come to terms, it was attermpted to deal otherwise than on
principles of common sense with those who controlled the
Government of the neighboring Republic. The Minister of
Finance has changed his position. He was at one time
hostile to the present policy, and that not long ago. The
Finance Minister perhaps had as much as any hon. gentle.
man opposite to do with the framing of the policy that las
resulted in these disasters. Since the hon. gentleman visi-
ted Washington his opiLions have undergone a change, and
he las come back entertaining views much more in accord
with those of bon. gentlemen on this side of the Hlouse

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

Iow, ri, î Uo not now w iU er '.e iranax run a uaway,

the Canadian Pacifie Railway or the Canada Southern Rail-
way would quite agree with the views of the hon. gentle-
man, I do not know what the trafficlof those roads would
in a large degree consist of if the policy of non-intercourse
had been carried out. I do not know what traffic would
have reached those cities of which the hon. gentleman
speaks if there were to be no trafflc from the United States
passing through Canada. But, Sir, I am not going to stop
to discuss that question, because it is only remotely con-
nected with the subject in hand. The hon. gentleman went
on to say that :

" That policy [referring te this policy of threstened retaliation] has
only te be carried a very short step farther te lead Her Majesty's Govern-
ment te the conclugion that they would owe il to Canada and to them-
selves, as being the power under which Canada is happy te serve ta
meet that policy of non-intercourse by such a different mode of treating
the grain from the United States of America and the grain grown in
Oanada, as would vivity the industries of this country, escially the
farming industries of this country, te an extent which would make tb
most marvellous change of this Dominion."
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Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman threatened the Government
of the United States and the people of the United States
not merely with a retaliatory policy on the part of Canada
but with a retaliatory policy on the part of the United
Kingdom. Was the hon, gentleman authorised to make
that threat? fHad he any communication from the Govern-
ment of Lord Salisbury intimating to him that if the United
States adopted a policy of non-intercourse-a policy of
discrimination such as they here shadowed out they would
adopt

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman will
read the passage that preceded that which he has read, he
will see it does not stand in the light ho has placed it at ail.
I gave my reason.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes, he gave his reason but he
told the flouse and the country that if the United States
adopted such a policy that the Government of the United
Kingdom would retaliate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not, and the hon. gen-
tleman will see I did not when he reads the whole passage.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I have read enough to show-
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You garbled the passage in

such a way as to make it say what I did not say.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman has said

what is not a fact.
Some hon. M EMBERS. Read.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I have rea: what I have here.

If the hon, gentleman sends ont and gets the ffansard I am
ready to read it. 1 say that neither the beginning, the end,
nor the middle nor any other part of the speech can alter
the statement he bas made here and I would like to know
whether His Excellency the Governor General received any
communication from the other side of the water in reference
to this matter. I would like to know on what authority
the hon. gentleman threatened the great Republio to the
South with the indigation and wrath of the Government of
the United Kingdom. The hon. gentleman was fond of
using high sounding phrases and he may have thought after
bis return from the United Kingdom that he ad something
to do with the Government of that great country as well as
with the Government of Canada. I will venture to say that
the hon. gentleman had no authority to make that state-
ment. I venture to say he had no authority to hold out
such a hope or to make such a threat. We know the views
the hon. gentleman has expressed in that passage are views
as foreign as any well can be to those held by any political
man of standing on either side of politics in the United
Kingdom. Then, Sir, the hon. gentleman bas told us the
consequence of the policy that he and bis colleagues have
pursued. What did he find the state of things at Washing.
ton ? Ho said in this debate:

"Yesterday we stood face to face with a Non-intercourse Bill, sustain-
ed by the united action of the Senate and Rouse of Representatives, sus-;
tained by almost the whole press-Republican and Vemocratic-of the
States, nstained with few exceptions by a prejudiced, irritated and ex-
asperated people numbering 60,000,000 lying to the South of us."

That is the statement of the case as it now stands, and I
ask the bon. gentleman to contrast what he said twelve1
months ago with what he said here last week. I ask thei
bon. gentleman to contrast the policy he shadowed ont
twelve months ago with the policy he is supporting to-day.i
I congratulate tbe hon. gentleman on bis progress. I 1con-
gratulate him on the progress which ho has forced bis chief
and those associated with him to make in connoction with'
that question. Sir, the Minister of Finance last year pro-1
fessed to stand by the Minister of Justice and the Minister(
of Marine and Fisheries; to-day, Sir, in that paragraph.
which I have read the hon. gentleman stands by neither of:
his colloagues, but ho stands by Mr. Phelps. Kr. Phelpst

said the policy Of Canada in reference to her fishery and
custom bouse regulations was barbarous, harsh, inhospitable,
contrary to common law, contrary to common justice, and
that it produced such a state of irritation on the other side
that however auxious the President and his colleagues
might be to carry out negotiations with Canada, the state
of exasperation was such that is was quite impossible such
negotiations could be successfully entered into. That was
the exasperation produced twelve months ago by the course
pursued by the Government. What does the Finance
Minister now say on this question? Let me read the
observations which the hon, gentleman made in his speech.
He says :

" But what would be thought of Canada if a vessel of the United
States loaded with mackerel or fish of any other description were dri-
ven by stress of weather and perhaps in a sinking condition compelled
to resort to a Canadian port, and if initead of allowing her to tranship
her cargo or sell it on paying duty and go to a marine yard for repaire :
We said no, you muet throw overboard the whole of your cargo because
we find you are not allowed to bring your fish into Canada under the
Treaty of 1818?"

That, Sir, is the question put by the bon. gentleman. I ask
whether any hon. gentleman on this side of the House bas
prononnced a more severe censure on the colleagues of the
Mirister of Finance than the hon. gentleman has himself
pronounced. This is the very thing that was complained of
in the case of the Eliza A. Thomas. The Minister of Marine
justifies himself by saying : Such are the provisions of the
Treaty of 1818, and the Minister of Finance justifies the
provisions made in the treaty that is submittod to us for
consideration by saying : That those are fair and proper
provisions and that to have acted on different principles
would have been harish and ungenerous and would be con-
trary to the principle of natural justice. Sir, it did not re-
quire a treaty to enable the people of this country to act on
the principle of natural justice. We did not require to bind
ourselves by a formal doeument that we might act on the
principles of humanity and common sense. We did not
require to bind ourselves by a treaty to say to the American
people that if a vessel is wrecked on our shores, her cargo may
be saved, her fish may be put on board another ship or on
board a railway car and sent to the neighboring Republic.
That was possible without a treaty quite as weli as with a
treaty, and it was in consequence of the inhuman and the
impotent regulations made by the hon. gentlemen opposite
that this state of things was brought about. Sir, there is
this very extraordinary thing connected with those negotia-
tions. Article 10 of the treaty provides that the fishermen
of the United States may enter our harbors, that they may
do so under certain conditions to tranship their fish, that
they may do so to purchase certain supplies that they
may do so without reporting every time if it were half a
dozen times a day to the customs. And what did the
Minister of Justice say i defence of these strict regula-
tions in the memorandam which he prepared ? Why, Sir,
he said this :

" It is impossible to enforce the fishery laws for the protection of our
fisheries without a strict enforcement of these customs regulations."

That is what the hon. gentleman said last year.
The hon. Minister of Finance in this treaty says it is
not necessary. He says these concessions may be safely
made. He says it is possible to protect our fisheries effi-
ciently, and prevent them being poached upon by the fish-
ermen of the United States without any of those strict regu-
lations which the Minister of Justice said were absolutely
necessary for their protection. Well, Sir, who is right ; the
Minister of Justice in his memorandum, or the Minister of
Finance in article 10 of the treaty? Now, Sir, I am in-
clined to think that the strict regulations were not so neces.
sary as the Minister of Justice supposed. I am inclined to
think that the Government had other objecte in view than
the protection of those regulations. The Government, find-
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ing that they were not so very succeseful by the policy of
delay in securing terme with the United States, thought
they would see what they could do with a policy of vea-
tion. Well, they succeeded ad mirably; they succeeded in
exasperating 60,000,000 of people, and in being forced
to concede what under other circumstances would never
have been demanded. Sir, the hon. gentleman told usi
that ho had not met anybody at Washington who did not
say that the Treaty of 1854 was mutually advantageous to
both countries. Ie said that everyone ho had met andi
conversed with on this subject entertained the same opinion
as to the mutual advantages that were conferrel by that
treaty ; and the treaty was repealed, not because it was
not commercially satisfactory, but because of politicalE
irritation that existed between the two countries. Well,8
Sir, the hon. gentleman would have led the House to
believe that the political irritation to which ho referred was
due to the depredations committed by the Alabama. Sir,
that was not the case. The treaty was repealed in conse-
quence of the action of the Tory party in this country.
Why, Sir, we know how the defeat of Pope was ridiculed.t
The hon. gentleman who now leads the Government ledt
the Government at the time of the civil war. We know'
that when Parliament met at Quebec the hon. gentlemanE
and hie colleagues rose and cheered and sang "Dixie "è
when it was reported that Hooker was defeated at Chan-c
cellorsville. No American came to Canada and met thec
hon. gentleman or any of hie supporters, who did not feel
that ho was in a country that was controlled by those who
were hostile to him. So the American people took the
first opportunity of putting an end to a treaty that was
commercially satisfactory to both countries, in consequence
of the avowed sympathies of bon. gentlemen opposite for the
south. Why, Sir, we know the sentiments that were
expressed at that time. Those bon. gentlemen told us that
democracy was a failure, that the people were not capable
of governing themselves, that they required an aristocra.
tical or monarchical element as ballast for the political
shlp in order that it might sail safely for any length of
time ; and so they rejoiced at what seemed the disruption
of the American republic. Not because the people of that
republicb ad done them any wrong, but because they were t
hostile to a free government, and were anxious that their
predictions as to es failure should be, as they apparently i
were, confirmed. Now, Sir, we have had a second exhibi- a
tion of hostility, which had its origin in the policy of
fetaliation, of which I believe the hon. gentleman claims toi
have been the author ; at all events, so far as I know, ho
was the firet to suggest it. Well, Sir, I am glad the hon.
gentleman bas made progress; I am rejoiced to see that ho
now entertains views of a different character. The hon. i
gentleman ils now inclined to believe that freer intercourse
with the neighboring republic would ho of advantage b
to this country. But the hon. gentleman told us that the a
Treaty of Washington was a wise treaty-that everybody i
now praised it, although we on this side at the time were I
violently opposed to it. I would like anyone to mention a t
single clause of that treaty which is now approved of to
which we were opposed at that time. There is not one. i
We were opposed to the free navigation of the St. Law- b
rence being granted to the Americans without our consent
and without our receiving anytbing in return. There is no i
river in Burope that i made navigable to those high up I
the stream through to the sea, that is not aleo navigable totI
those at the mouth as far up as the river is useci for navi- n
gatioen. The same i true of every river in South Ameriea;
but that was not the rule seeured to as by the Washington t
Treaty. The people of Chicago have a right to use the t
St. Lawrence for all time to come for going to the sea and r
returning to Chicago; but we are not free to navigate n
Lake Michigan or to go to Chicago. H. knows that we
did not secure the free navigation cf the River Columbia

Kr. MILLS (Bothwell).

or the rivers of Alaska. He knows that we surrondered
the use of our canals without getting anything in return.
There is not a provision of the Treaty of 1871 of which
we complained then that we do not complain of to-day.
The hon. gentleman has told us that we do Mr. Chamber-
lain an injustice in holding him responsible for the conces-
sions that were made. I believe, Sir, that is true. I
believe Mr. Chamberlain was not more anxions to make
concessions to the United States than was the hon. gentle-
man himself or the hon. gentleman who sits beside him.
Mr. Chamberlain recently said, in addressing the people of
Birmingham:

" The Oanadian Government and its representatives were most de-
sirous of terminating a state of irritation dangerous in its possible con-
sequence to Canada."
Mr. Chamberlain says the hon. gentleman was anxious to
terminate this state of irritation, but how came there to be
a state of irritation ? It is a mistake to suppose that in this
case concessions were made simply at the demand of the
Government of Great Britain. The hon. gentleman knows
the state of exasperation in which ho found the publie sen-
timent in the United States; and knowing that it was
dangerous to this country, knowing that the American Gov-
ern ment could do us immensely more mischief than we could
do them by a policy of non-intercourse, ho was anxious to
come to terms at any price; ho was just as anxious to make
concessions as Mr. Chamberlain. Mr. Chamberlain visited
this city; he saw the Prime Minister and no doubt learnei
the situation. He ascertained the views of the First Min-
ister quite as well as the Minister of Finance, knowing that
he and his colleagues were respon3ible for the condition of
things that existed in the United States, 1 have no doubt
was quite as anxious to make concessions as was the British
representative who came from Birmingham. The hon.
Minister of Finance devoted a great deal of time in praising
the commissioners ; but there is one thing which he did
not explain to us, but which ho will perhaps explain
before the debate closes, that is, how Mr. Bayard
came to name him as the British commissioner. The
bon. gentleman knows that in Mr. Bayard's letters, Mr.
Bayard expresses, not only his readiness to enter into nego-
tia ions with the Government of the United Kingdom, with
the view of coming to a botter understanding, but also names
the hon. gentleman as the British commissioner he was most
anxious should carry on the negotiations. At whose sug-
gestion was the hon. gentleman named ? It would seem,
from his statement, that the Imperial Government was
rather inclined to name his colleague, Sr John A. Mac-
donald, but that hon gentleman, with that modesty for which
he is distinguished, gave up his right to the honor, and al-
lowed it to be conferred, in accordance with Mr. Bayard's
suggestion, upon his colleague the Minister of Finance. The
hon. gentleman says that we owe a great deal to the right
arm of Great Britain in this controversy. I do not think
that the military power or the diplomatie resources of Eng-
land were of the slightest use to us. On the contrary, I believe
they have donc us much mischief. I believe that the hon.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches would searcely have ven-
tured to enter upon their policy so impudent, so offensive
to the people of the United States, and so mischievous and
disaetrous in its consequences to the people of this country,
if they had not supposed the Government of England would
have helped them through the difficult crisis upon which
they had entered. What bas happened forces us to recog-
nise the fact that the 60,000,000 of people to the south of Us
are supreme on this continent, that the Munroe doctrine, on
the whole, is pretty w.Âl established on this continent, and
that while the Government of the United Kingdom are
ready to aid us by auy amount of good advice, they will
never be disposed to aid us with anything which eau be of
more effect. They recognise the fat that the Government
of the United States is supreme, that whatever power or
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liberty we posses, we enjoy in a large degree by sufferanoe,
and that it is necessary we should act with great care and
prudence in order that we may tide over the difficulties by
which we are surrounded in consequence of the action of
hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches. They point out
the necessity of making a new departure, of establishing
new relations, of altering the course upon which we have
entered, and adopting one more in consonance with the
circumstances and facts with which we are surrounded. The
hon. the Minister of Finance bas told us that he made a
proposition in favor of unrestrioted reciprooity, that ho
proposed to leave the fishery question in abeyance by making
other provisions by a collateral arrangement such as that
which existed before. I have no reason to question the
accuracy of the hon. gentleman's statement. But wbat
puzzles me is this. The hon. gentleman's chief at Washing-
ton, Mr. Chamberlain, declared himself against such a
policy before he left the United Kingdom. Tbe hon.
gentleman's chief who sits beside himn (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) declared himself against such a policy some time
ago. Now, how was it that the hon. gentleman, in spite of
the avowed declaration of Mr. Chamberlain in England,
and in spite of the avowed declarations of the hon. First
Minister bore, offered unrestricted reciprocity to the
United States ? Supposing the American Government
had taken up that proposition and accepted it. Sup-
posing they had said: You bave offered us unre-
stricted reciprocity, we are ready to accept it and to
enter into negotiations on that basis. Was the hon. gen-
tleman prepared to stand by bis policy ? Was Mr. Cham.
berlain, notwithstanding bis declaration on the other side of
the Atlantic, prepared to stand by bis policy ? I would like
to know. There are a great many people in this House and
on both sides of the Atlantic who would like to have a solu-
tion of this question. The right hon. the First Ministerdid
not seem fully to realise the extraordinary change that had
taken place. The hon. gentleman has been saying for a
long time "heads up." But the hon. the Minister of Finance
came back Irom Washington and said: "ltails up "; and it
was a most disagreoeable position for the First Minister as
well as for those who sit around him. I would like to know
how it was the hon. gentleman obtained the consent of the
Frst Minister to the policy that he did not seem altogether
to realise, even after the bon. gentleman's return and after
ho had entered into these negotiations. I am rather in-
clined to think that the hon. gentleman had the assent of the
First Minister to a proposition of the sort, but I am inclined
to think the First Minister was disposed to give that assent,
knowing the Americans desired that interpretation
of the treaty, with a view of checkmating hon. gentlemen
on this side. Let him take this side of the Hlouse for one
moment into bis confidence, and tell us whether ho does
think that the bon. Minister, who site beside him, in mak-
ing that proposition with bis assent, did mot, after al, bun-
gle it a little, and produce an impression different from that
which the First Minister intended to produce. I am sure
if the hon. gentleman would make a clean breast of it, I am
sure if ho would freely avow the sentiments ho entertained,
I am sure if ho would tell us what he instructed bis Minis-
ter to do, and how far afield ho was in following strictly
those instructions, we would have a considerable amonut of
light thrown upon this proposition of nnrestricted recipro-
city by the bon. the Minister of Finance-the more especi-
ally that the hon. the Minister of Finance said it would be
just as foolish to propose unrestricted reciprocity to the
United States as it would be to undertake to construct a
railway to the moon. Yet, notwithstanding the folly of the
proposition, the hon. gentleman made it. Now, I shall ask
the attention of the House for a few minutes to some of
the provisions of this treaty.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is time.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Well, I think that the time I
have oocupied, I have applied to the discussion of sorne of
the features of this question, which wore brought under the
attention of the ouase by the hon. gentleman's colleague.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly.
Mr. MIL LS (Bothwell). The most important provision

of this treaty is that relating to the surrendor of our
sovereignty over a large area of water, an area which muet
embrace in the neighborhood of 20,000 square miles. The
hon, gentleman bas but to look at the map to see what an
extraordinary area of what we supposed to be a part of our
Dominion, and in that I include Newfoundland as well, we
have given up. I wish to call the attention of the House to
the position taken by the United States on this head-
land question. The United States have never main-
tained that the contention we have put forward with regard
to the baya and headlands is peculiar to the Con-
vention of 1818. On the contrary, they admit that
the Convention of 1818, in laying down the shore line,
simply followed the rules of international law,-that, in
fact, if there had been no treaty at all, and we had exclusive
dominion over our waters, the same question would have
been raised as has been raised in this treaty. The hon.
gentleman shakos his bead, but I say that would be so.
That contention, again and again, has been put forward by
the United States. The United States insisted upon the
maintenance of these rules, that is the rules relating to the
beadland question, believing them to conform to the well
established principlesof international law.They believed them
to conforn to the law of nations which treats of the mari-
time boundary of States as being three miles from any shore,
bay, creek, river, &c., precisely as does the Treaty of 1818.
The Convention of 1818 did nothing more than lay down
the rule of international law in this particular. If tbat is
so, and they themselves state that in the case and argue
it before the Halifax Commission, wbat is our posi.
tion ? It is exactly the position of the United States.
Whatever right they bave over the baya on theircoaste, we
have over the baya on our coasts. The maximum size of a
bay in any other country cannot be greater than that in our
own country. What bave the Suprtme Court of the United
States and their Attorney General and the district courts
decided in regard to the baya on their coasts ? They have
decided that the baya belong to the States in which they
are situated, or are in common to the States which they may
divide. Justice Story, in a very important case, held that
the Bay of Delaware was not a part of the high seas be-
cause, as he said, it was between the jaws of the land and
was therefore a part of the land. That same rule has been
recognised in the opinion of their Attorney General, and
does anyone suppose that, if the Minister of Finance had said
to the American representatives, if you dispute our proten-
sions in regard to our baya upon our coass
we must refer this to an international commission, and
the rule on our coasts is precisely the sane as
the rule in regard to baya on your coasts, in regard
for instance, to the Bay of Delaware, which is 15 miles
wide, to Chesapeake Bay, which is 12 miles wide, to Massa.
cbusetts Bay, which is 40 miles wide, and we claim the
sane right to go into those baya as you claini to corne
into our baya, and if there is a dispute, it must be sub-
mitted to arbitration, and it will apply to your baya as
well as to ours-does Sny one suppose that the American
Govern ment would, in face of the decision of their own
courts, and the opinion of their own law officers, have in-
sisted againat us that our contention was erroneous? I
believe it was in the power of the British commissionei s
to dictate their own terms on that matter, and that te
Americana, anxious as they are to enter into our waters for
fshing purposes, would never surrender their rights over
their own baya in order to secure that; and it was impos-
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sible, after the line which they had taken before the Hali. the Crown and are now mae the common property of al
fax Commission, for thom to have succes-sfully contended nations. I sked the hon.-gentleman to give an explanation
against us if we chose to stand out against their contention. of Article 5. He did not givo an explanation of the article
Then I call attention to the decision which was given by but ho gave an example of a bay which would core within
the Queen's Bench in England. There was a case of murder the provisions of that article. That is only one case. I
which took place in the Bristol Channel, which is more think Article 5 will core witbin a construction which wiIi
like one of our baye than any other arm of the sea in the limit the provisions contained in Article 3. Lt la negative
United Kingdom. I think it is 20 miles wide at the mouth, in its provisiOns. Lt simply says:
but it was decided by the Court of Qaeen's Bench that it IlNothing in thia treatysah be construel to include within the
was not part of the high seas, but was a part of the counties common waters such any interior portions of any baya, creeka or har-
between which it ran. Then there is a decision of the bora as cannot bu reacbed from the se& without Passing witbin three
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council as to the dispute marine miles mentioned in Article 1 of the Conyention of October 20,
which took place between two cable companies as to Concep-
tion Bay on the east coast of Newfoundland, which is 20 miles Now, the hon. the Ministe 1 gave us an instance where thero
wide. It was beld that that was part of the island and not wore two or three islandscttttered in the mouth of a bay,
part of the high seas. In view of the decision of the Privy and ho said that, where that was more than six miles wide,
Council, in view of the decision of the Queen's Bench in that would be common fishing ground. Bat that doos fot
England, in view of the decision of the Supreme Court of appear in this clause, which says that 4nothing in this
the United States, the district courts and law officers of treaty shah be construed to incinde within the common
the United States,in favor of the contention which we have waters any such interior portions of any bay, &c., as can-
always put forward, I say that it was only necessary to say not ho reached from the sea without passing within the
to the people of the United States or to the negotiators on three marine miles mentioned in Article V' Take the
their behalf: If you dispute our contention, the whole Bay of Mines, that is twenty miles aoross, that bas an on-
question of the bays on your coast ns well as the baya on trance eight mites wide-does the hon, gentleman say that
ours must be referred to some impartial tribunal, and we you conld excinde American fishermen from that bay?
are ready to abide by that ; and I bave no doubt whatever I say that it is as clear as noon day that they are
as to what would have been the result It is utterly im- admitted under the provisions of that article. If a
possible that the American commission ers could have con- bay is more than six miles botween headianda, and
tended for a different rule being applied to Canada if our it widens out into a basin more than ton miles
case lad been fairly put on the impregnable grounds which wido, then it becomes common fishing ground as long as
wore open to those Canadian commissioners, if they hadthe parties keop more than thrce miles from the ooast. It
seen proper to insist upon those grounds. We have beard la clear that under that article, the American contention of
a reference made to the North Sea Treaty, for the the Treaty of 1818, is allowod to operate ln the case of a
purpose of defending the concessions which have been large number of baya upon the coast of Nova Scotia, and
made in this treaty in regard to baya and headlands. upon the coasta of Newfoundhand, Now, that being the case,
There is no analogy between the North Sea Treaty and the hon. gentleman will see that, in the firat place, hoebas
the treaty which is now spread before us. In the North restricted our contention by the surrender of a large number
Sea Treaty there were half a dozon parties concerned. of bays, by far the greater number, that are over ton miles
There were Norway, Denmark, Germany, Holland, Bel- wide, and thon ho his further reatricted it by surrendering
gium, France and the United Kingdom. They were al ail thoso that are more than six miles botween the head-
interested. There were baya extending into the territories lands, if they widen ont into basins more than ton miles
of each of these powers, and there was a provision agreed to wide. I say it is as clear as anything cau be tint that is
that ary bay which was more than ton miles wide at its the construction which will ho put upon that article, and it
mouth should be common property for fiabing purposes. seema to me that muet have been the construction that was
That provision was made because it was a matter of com. intended. With no nogative provisions such as are con-
mon convenience, because each party to the agreement had tained in tint article, it ia quit. impossible tint the hon.
something to concede, and each had sometbing to gain. gentleman and those who advised hlm, could have failed to
The rule which was adopted was one which is not applicable understand the acope of its provisions. I have sometimos
to our case. It was not a treaty made under any rule seen it atated iu the press which supports the ion. gentle-
of international law, but for the convenience of each, and mon, that it wonld b. no use to raise the question as to the
for the benefit of the fishermen of each of the different coun- rights of the Americans to bays upon their cousts, because
tries which were interested. La that our position ? What there are no fial in them. Well, Sir, thiB is not a peddlar's
baya on the other aide have been thrown open to us ? What question, it ia a question of sovreigty; and tiere are
baya more than ten miles wide on the American coast other considerations basides merely the right o? fishing, or
have we obtained any right to enter ? From the first to the usoof those baya for fiahing purposesto ho borne in mmd.
the last this has been a concession on our part. Thome We cannetexpect always to ho at poace, wo cannot expeot
was no analogy botwen this case, this treaty which we have always to ho just in tho circumatanoos in whicliwo are
now before us for consideration, and the treaty which hias placed now, and it is o? the utmost consequence to us tiat
been referred to in regard to the North Sea. I would those large bodies o? water upon Our coata whici we have
like to ask the House for a moment to look at Articles 3, hitherto claimed to be a portion.of Our territory, ahould have
4 and 5. Article 3 declares that all baya less than ton emainedauci tint our sovoreignty ovor thei should ho
miles wide are to romain the exclusive property of Canada, mintained. Why, Sir, if the United States, in baya and
that baya more than ton miles wide are common fishing hatbers in which thore are no fiai, whici have no value for
property until you reach a point where the bay is less than fiahing purposes, so tenaciously upbold their protensiona,
ton miles wîde, and thon the line is drawn. Article 4 of how much greater consequence is it to us Vo uphotd and
specifies certain baya which are more than ton miles wide, maintain our rights in tho baya upon our coasta, when they
which are to romain the exclusive property of Canada, but are valuable for other than maritime purposes, and thos. of
there are many baya which are omitted, such as Placentia defence. Yet, Vie hon, gentleman las fot i» a single
Bay, Hare Bay, Bonaventure Bay, Ocnception Bay, St. instance, so far as we know, raised Vhe question of the pro.
George Bay, and other baya on the shores of Newfoundland tensions of the United States. Sir, wo know what the
which were formerly regarded as the exclusive property of Americans are at tus moment maintainîng wiVh regard VoMt. MILLhe(eBothwhll)e
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Behring's Sea. Here is a sea nearly 2,000 miles in length
and more than 2,000 miles in width, of which they claim
dominion to one-half; and at the very time when they are
claiming dominion over a se& whieh, from point to point, is
more than 2,000 miles across, they are denying to us our
sovereignty and dominion over bays that are more than ten
miles across, and that concession the hon. gentleman,
by this treaty, has made. 1 do not pretend to
say that the hou. gentleman, in conceding some of the
pretensions with regard to commercial intercourse, has
made provisions that are detrimental to the interests of
this country. I think that these might well have been
conceded, I think they ought to have been conceded with-
out a treaty at ail. I thiok it was unfortunate for this
country that these questions were raised. It was the meddle-
some oversight of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries and
the Minister of Customs that raised these questions. I do
not say that the responsibility wholly rests with them,
for I have no doubt whatever that in this matter they had
the support and approvat of their colleagues ; but I say that
the exasperation which the hon. gentleman says he bas
done so much to allay, the irritation which he says, and
which we saw from the negotiations, stood in the way of
ail negotiations for a time, the exasperation and irritation
which the hou. gentleman makes the justification of the
unnecessary concession he as made, are due to the action
of those hon. gentlemen with referenco to their commercial
policy upon our couats. If the hon. gentleman had not
adopted his fishing regulations, if he had not undertaken
vexatiously to worry and annoy American fishermen, if the
bon, gentleman had not made vexations customs regulations,
which the Minister of Justice said wore absolutely necessary
for the protection of our fisheries, but which the Minister
cf Finance, with his new experience, declares were wholly
unnecessary, and may be safely conceded, and are con-
etded by this treaty. I say it is unfortunate they were
raised at all, because by raising them, they had not
only conceded what onght never to have been denied, but
they have also conceded that which was absolutely neces-
sary to the due protection of this country in case of diffi-
culty and of danger. Sir, the hon. gentlemen, while pro-
fessng to feel great interest in the fisheries, have done
little or nothing to furnish adequate harbor accommodation
and protection to the fishing vessels which are engaged in the
deep sea fishery. We know that is where the real diflculty
exists, and from this treaty we know, if we did not know
before, that it is the deep.sea fisheries which the Americans
regard as of the utmost consequence to them. The hon.
gentleman has proposed negotiations for our inshore fisher-
ies. Have the Americans accepted the offer of the hon.
gentleman ? They tell ns that they are very valuable, they
are growing more and more valuable from day to day. But
that is not the opinion of the American fishermen, because
they have refused to negotiate for them, they consider them
of no consequence; what they regard of consequence are
facilities for engaging in the deep sea fisheries, and the hon.
gentleman has adopted a policy which lias provoked retalia-
tion and brought about concessions that will go a long way
to put American fishermen in a better position for
engaging in the deep-sea fisheries than they ever were
before. What now does he propose to do? To equalise
the condition of things and to improve the position of
the deep sea fisheries of the Maritime Provinces ? The
hon. gentleman has proposed nothing, ho has suggested
rothipg, he as left those fishermen to take care of them-
se Ives. He first exasperated, then he conceded to the Ameri.
can fishermen what was necessary to allay their exaspera-
tion. And so we are in the humiliating position of being
called upon here to-night to ratify what these hon. gentle-
men have done in sacrificing a large portion of the terri.
tories of this country, of our sovereignty over that terri-
tory, without at al being aware that those sacrifices and1M6

concessions will satisfy the people of the United States.
Why, Sir, it would at leuat have been dignified if the hon.
gentleman had waited a short time to see whether the
American people would approve of what las been done.
The hon, gentleman knows that to-morrow bis treaty will
lie postponed or rejected, and before it is postponed or
rejected he wants to commit this House to this proposition
so that it muast e made the starting point in all future
negotiations. The hon. gentleman feels that the position of
the Government is one of humiliation and that the Parlia-
ment of this country ought to be made sharers in the dis-
credit of the work that bas been done.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). The lon. member for South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) at the close of the debate
on ihe fisberies treaty on Friday night or Saturday morn-
ing when discussing with the Finance Minister the reasons
why there had been a miscarriage of some arrangement for
the closing of the debate during that sitting of the House,
took occasion to administer a rebuke to those membera of
the louse who were not sworn of the Privy Couneil or who
had not special acquaintance with the fisheries question,
because they had ventured, among the number being my
hon. friend the junior member for Halifax (Kr. Kinney),
the hon. member for Lunenburg (Mr. Biseuhauer) and the
hon. member for Shelburne (General Laurie) to take
part in this debate. There are eighty odd young mem-
bers of this House, and I think it did not well become
a Liberal leader to express this illiberal sentiment.
Those of us who represent maritime constituencies,
however young we are in Parliament and how ever
unable we may ie to debate those questions with older and
stronger men, yet feel it to be our duty and our right to
speak on these questions as well as we may. I must to-night in
coming to the fishery question compliment the Minister of
Marine who has for two and a-half years now held that
portfolio on the happy termination of the long and arduous
struggle in which he as been engaged. Last summer in
the city of St. John, the right hon. the First Minister took
occasion- to pay a splendid compliment to bis young col-
league, in view of the courage and patience and the cour-
tesy which he had shown in bis most difficult duties during
those two years, which more than, or certainly as much as,
any two previous years since Confederation, called for the
exorcise of the very highest qualities in the administration
of the department; snd that compliment found an echo
all through New Brunswick. The hon. member for Both-
well (Kr. Mills) opened bis speech to-night by asking why
it was that the Administration was in so great a hurry, why
they were bound to close this debate, why they must come
to a conclusion before we know what action had been taken
by the American Senate. But here is a bargain, sud if it
is to ie ultimately ratified hy the Imperial Parliament, by
the Dominion Parliament, by the Newfoundland Legislature
and by the American Sonate it will never be carried out if
each one is waiting for the other, for some one must begin.
We have had the present Bill on our Order Paper and we
have commencel; and what could be more business-like
and proper than that having begun we should conclude the
matter? The hon. member for Bothwell (Kr. Milla) says
the treaty will be rejected, or ho thinks the treaty will be
rejected. He seems to share that feeling. Why will the
Americans reject the treaty if it is on the part of Canada
sach a base and abject surrender, as the hon. gentleman
says it is? There is scarcely an offensive adjective in the
English language that the bon. gentleman has not applied
to this treaty. The old ground ias been travelled again.
The hon. gentleman has repeated the old charges that we
were harsh, exasperating, impolitie, irritating, in the
administration of our laws for the lat two years.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). TheMinister of Marine says so
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Mr, WELDON (Albert). I will not say, as the right bon.
gentleman who leads this flouse said with respect to another
Opposition member, that the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Edis) is a perfect Bourbon, forgeta nothing and learns
nothing. The hon. gentleman is an imperfect Bourbon, he
learns nothing, but he forgets evorything. He forgets, if
he was present in the House, the adequate answer which
tho Minister of Marine and Fisheries gave to those charges.
He has not in substance made a new charge, but he bas
given the appearance of novelty to old statements by giving
the names of five or six new vessols, and he bas taken the
responsibility, as a member of the Canadian Parliament,
sjeaking to five millions of people and beyond, to say what
the responsible Ministers of the United States never
said and never dared to say, namely, that in the case
of the vessela Rattler, Caroline Vought, Sarah B.
Putnam, Newell B. lawes, Stowell, and Sherman we
were guilty of cruelty and inhumanity. Lot us go into
Ibis mattor a littie more fully. The facts are that specific
charges of inhumanity against the Canadian Government in
regard to those fishing vessels were actually distributed
through the American press. What was the origin of ihe
distribution of thut news, what did it bogin with, whence
did it all come ? It came from this. The American Sonate
appointed a committee to take evidence ns to the extent of
those illeged inhumanities on the part of the Canadian Gov-
ernment. Their commissioner, the late Spencer F. Baird,
sent out a circular letter, which I will read to substantiate
what I said:

"UNITED STATES OOMIssION OF FISH AND FIshRIEs,
"iWSuNSGTOM, D. 0., 5th February, 1887.

£ Sin: I forward herewith for your information a copy of a communica-
tion from Mr. R. Edward Earle, in charge of the division of fisheries of
this commission, accompanied by a list of New Sgland fshing vessels
which have been incoavenienced in their fiahing operations by the Gau-
dian authorities during the past season; these being in addition to the
vessels mentioned in the revised listof vessels involved ia the contru-
very with the Canadian authorities furnished to your committea on the
26th January by the 8ecretary of State.

" The papers ocontaining the statements were received from the
owners, masters, or agents of the vessels concerned, and though not
aseompauied by affidavits are believed to be correct.

"SPENOER F. BAIRD,

ROY. IDORO F.IUI)TTIIB "ICommin3ioner.
" HoN. Guaos F. EDKraNs,"

"Chairman Oommittee on Foreiga Relations, United States Senate."

ve here the letter of Mr. Earle, to whom Mr. fBaird's
letter was written. After stating :

"eSne time sinos, at your reqeat, I mailed circulars to owners or
agents of aIl New England vessels employed in the food-fish fisheries"

fie Ray, as follows, in the concluding sentence
"1 eolose for your consideration a list of these vessels, together with

abrief abstract of the statements of the owners or masters regarding the
treatment received. TPhe statements were not accompanied by affi-
davite but are believed to be entirely reliable."
Evidonce was not taken, witnesses were not examined or
"ross-examined, and there were none of the guarantees

ich the Britsh law throwa around evidence to prevent
imposition, but, on the contrary, those unsupported,
unsworn statements were sent throughout the United States,
but I am proud to say the Secretary of State would not take
on himseif the responsibiuity which the hon. member for
othwell (Mr. Mills), bas taken tc-day of distributing those

infamous .falsehoods broadcast thioughout the whole
countr . To come to the question proper: It was to ail of
us a feng of relief when we learned that the Finance

Minster and his confrères had returned from Wahington
with a treaty. The one disturbing element ln the relations
of tbe two great powers, Great Britain and the United
States, for a hundred years has been this fishery question.

hat wa the devil, so to say, whioh the diplomatiats would
lay for a time but neyer exorcise. We adopted a measure

Mr. WZLDO* (Albert).

in 1818, we obtained a temporary adjustment in
1854, we had a temporary adjustment in 1871, but
we have before us in the schedule of the Bill
the draft of a treaty which, if ratifded, will put
an end forever to those quarrels of a century's
standing. Let us very briefly clear our minds of all matters
of detaii and once more very rapidly turn our attention to
the main substantial outlines of this matter. In all our
fisbery negotiations with the United States we have held in
our bands three properties, and it is desirable that in consi-
dering this question we sbould keep them distinct. First
we have exclusive fishing in the three-mile limit, and our
legal right in this matter bas never been contested. We
have, secondly, our exclusive fishery in the territorial baya
or in the words of t he old treaty, "British bays," and, thirdly,
we have the advantages of neighborhood to the fishing
grounds. How are we to deal with these, ore after the
other, in this treaty? The policy of 1854 was to seil ourrights
in that matter for a market and we sold the rights of our
fishermen in the inshore fisheries for a market, a market for
our fishermen it is true, a market for the farmers, a market
for the minera and a market for the lumbermen. You may say
that was " robbing Peter to pay Paul " and the friends of the
fishermen 31) years ago felt that way about it, but
there is the fact. I will not dwell as the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) did on the cause of the termination of
that treaty. No doubt ho was in part right when he
attributed the abrogation of the Elgin Treaty to the ill
will between the northern States and ourselves. But that
is not a fair statement of the entire cause in my judgment.
1 think the material reason why the Elgin Treaty ot 1854
was abrogated in 1866, was that there was a profouLd
jealousy in the city of New York, and among the carrying
companies west of New York, of the St. Lawrence route
and the St. Lawrence cities. That had. something to do
with the abrogation of the Treaty of 1866. Under the
Elgin Treaty we sold our inshore fisheries for a market.
In 1871, we sold them for gold. The hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) said that every view he had in respect
to the Washington Treaty of 1871 ho held to-night. 1 say
again he is not correct and that lie has a bad memory. If
ho will look back on a speech he made in 1871 he will find
some predictions of his that certainly have not been
verified. The hon, gentleman is much more successful in
his historical than bis prophetic utterances. The role of a
prophet is dangerous to all men. and they who prophesy
least have least to take back. At the time of the
Halifax Commission the hon. gentleman made a speech
in which he said it was uiterly imp.ssiblo for a commis-
sion to decide on the relative value of Canadian and Ameri-
eau fisheries. leading us to suppose we could get nothing
out of that commission. Well, we did get something out
of the commission. We got a round five and a half million
do'lars. It may have been a smal sum alLogether, but it
was quite a respectable sum and enough to faisiiy this
prophey so confidentially mede by the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mils). What is our policy in this treaty
with respect to the inthore fisheries? Oine statement was
made the other night by the bon. the Mrinister of Justice,
in his encounter with the hon. member for Queen's, P.E.l.
(Mr. Davies), and a statement which got a quivker response
from this House than any other statement made, and than
which, in my jud ment, there was no more statesmanlike
remark made in Le course of this debate-I refer to the
statement that it wuas wise policy for the Canadian people,
looking to their future, to hold those inshore fisheries and
to preserve the fisheries within this three mile limit,
and that we have pursued a wiser course here than we
did in 1854 or 1870. Those marginal seas, as we eai
them, are, so to speak, the flsherman's farm. Our
fishermen leave the shore at early anorni before daylight,
take their boats, linos and note and go to ir farma on ti.
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se, and return with the fruits of thoir labor at night.
Our farmers in the same way go out in the early morning
te their fields and bring in their harvest in the harvesttime
at night. If we preserve this poliey which is embodied in
the Treaty o 188, the result will be, Mr.Speaker, that we
wili keep our fishermen at home, that we will make our
fisheries a productive and a permanent industry in the
ciuntry, and whon by-and-bye the day will come whon we
will have, as all growing people must have, to raise a navy
and support a navy for ber own defonce we hava there the
nucleus of a fine body of men out of which a navy can be
made. It is a statesmanlike principle to guard our tisheries
for our own people, and just as necessary as to guard our
forests, onr mining area or our marsh andi and not soll
t.her en bloc to a stranger. The hon. memb.r for B ithwell
(Mr. Millis) said that the headland question was the great
question, and I quite agree with him. It bas been
the material cause of the quarrel between the two
peoples. It bas been in controversy since 1818, and I agree
with him that the difficulty, however, is largely a difficulty
as to a principle of law, for the words of the treaty are
reasonably clear. Hon. members all know very welI the
several contentions on this question. The rule, of course,
is that the high seas are free from the dominion of any one
and that the property in the fish there is free te all. Every-
one understands that some small bays are part and parcel
of the State that bas its headlands and strand lying between
them, but the controversy lies as te how large a bay must
be before it may properly be called part of lhe high sea.
When the plenipotentiaries met last November in Wash.
ington, they had before them the old Treaty of 1818, which
simply says:

" Whereby American fishermen renounce forever their right to come
into British seas."
The word "British " is not defined and the whole -uestion
has been how are we te come te the meaning of " British "
or te its equivalent word "territorial? " The hon, gentle-
man said that in our negotiating this treaty we bad gone
te the American Government in a spirit of 2Q0 years ago
and that our diplomacy was a mediteval one. I tell the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that bis law is medieval
law, and that ho bas quoted te this flouse on this subject
exploded authorities of the last century. Ho hias quoted
bore the opinions of Judge Story, vw hieh are opinions given
many years ago. I wonder why he did not quote Chan-
cellor Kent, who was an authority on this subject many
years ago. With his permission I will quote from Woolsey
who bas reviewed the opinions of those mon who held that
bays stretching from quite distant headlauds, suob as from
Cape Ann to Cape Cod, and from Nantuckot to Montauk
Point, and from that point to the Capes of the Delaware,
and from the South Cape of Florida to the Mississippi, were
within the limait. Woolsey holds that those are not territo-
rial waters and he says:

" But such broad claims have not it is believed been much urged and
they are out of character for a nation that has ever asserted tht.freedou
of doubtful waters as well. as contrary to the spirit of more recent
times'-
The hon. member for BothwelL (Mr. Mills) quoted the
Attorney Goneral of the United States, but he did net do >s
the favor to say what Attorney General. lae 4id not tll
us, and the opinion rnay be as ol.d and obsolote *a the
opinion of Judge Story. The 'hon. geuonman proposofi
to deal with the opinions of the Engliih oon;ts oanthis matter.
He said the common law ourt8 in.ngln delt with this
matter and he spoke of a oase Where ti eEnglish court
claimed te have jurisdiction over a vessel in the Bristol
Channel. That partieular point of the Bristol Channel is in
the county of Glamorganshire in Walos and the channel is
properly speaking but the mouth of the river and bears no
analogy whatever te soy of the w4ters in coqtroversy nl
this country, for example the $ay d.s Chleurs. Ile dealt

more fairly and stated more ap poiffe1br the case when ho
dealt witl a decision of the Privy nunel in thae Conceptiéh
Bay case, in which the question was raised as te the tithe
ity of the NewfoundlgndILggislattire ver a pbint oe- làd
four miles from the inner part of Gencetion Bay, *herè è
cble company had laoed buey. The ho geéliána
misied this ouse. I do not say tb at ho dele I tiy 'ans
intentionally misled the House but ho led usto understana
that the English court in that case prodee:ei- upc&"a i fe
oflaw, that a point four miles froth ti3 shore of Oâce tlo
Ba was a part of the high seas. I say that ii notrf1i
of the court in this case 4nd the ruling Qfthcourtls 9 ui
the contÏary, They said that the Br tai Parliaimnt ba
declarei that Conoeption B% y was part of the British *atéés
and a British court is bound by the words of an 1mDeè1f
statute whatover theli opinion of tho law may be. I wiß
read what Lord Blackburn said uine>vinDg jdgment on this
Conception Bay case. Lrd Blackbnrn had not made q
his mmd on this point, but the hon. member for Bothwetl

Mr. Mills) seems to have made up his mind on it if Lord
Iackburn did not:
" It does not appear to their lordships that jurists and text-writers

are agreed what were the rules as to dimensions and configuntion,
which, apart from other eonsiderations, wouli lead to the conclusion
that a bay is or is not a part of the torritory of the S .ate p >usessing the
adjoining coasts, and it has never, that t ey can find, been made the
ground of judicial determination."

The hon. gentleman said that there had been ,jidgment in
difforent courts on this rile of law. Lord Baokbqro sys
thore ais boen no judgrment with wbich hone saqited.

" If it were necessary in this case to lay down a rule, the diffieulty of
the taak would not deter their Lorduhips from attempting to tlâtit.
But in their opinion it is not necemsary to do so. It seins to them
that, iu point of tact, the British Government has for a long period ex-
ercised dominion over this bay, and that their claim has beena equieead
In by other nations, so as to show that the bay has been for a long time
occupied exelnsively by Great Britain, a ciicumatsIne wich, in 4r
tribunals of any country, would be very imprtant. And, moreover
(which in a British tribunal is conclusive), the British Legislature hum
by Acta of Parliament declared it to be part of the British territor uand
part of the country made subject to the Lpgilature of Newfqun'1.a4."

I think, Mir. Speaker, that this effectually disposes of that
aspect of the case. By thi law of nations, what are our
rigbts in land-lockol bays, like the Hay of Chaleurs? We
can only find the law of nations from two sourcos-the
opinions of the great text-writers and the courts, and the
history and practice of nations. I do not know aîny subject
in international law about which there is so much contro.
versy, disagreement and confusion, as the subject ofthe
jurisdiction of nations in land-locked bays. I have obtained
in the library the opinions of all the authorities on this sub-
ject that I could find, leavirg out English and American
authorities, and I will venture to give them to the louse.
Azuni, Vol. I,p. 46, after asklng the question: HIow
wide at the mouth a bay must ba before the State which
owns the two defining headlands and theintervening strand
loses exclusive dominion over such bay, answere: "Never.
theless, there is no consensus of opinion, and no accord In
national practioe, respecting the extentof this sovereignty."
Bluntschli, 4t section 309 of his book on Internationa Law,
says, "Where the width is but small." Reyneval, in his
law of Nature and Nations, Vol. I, p. 299, says that there
le great uncorainty, "but the extent of this property
is not determined by a uniform rule." Prof.De
gartens states that there are conflicting theories, and
seee to favor the range of a double-cannon shot, so
that the bay could be defended from both sides.
Fore, Vol. 1, p. 374, says: "We speak of ba s of small
extent, not those a reat width." Da 'Hautefeuille, Vol.1,
page 93, sayse: "Tc authora, unanimous upon the rin-
ciple of sovereignty, over the territorial se, are far from
agreed as te its extent." Some say "100 miles, somesay
60, sona 3> milo, and some thbehozon." Vattel, a stand-
ard author of not so many years ago, expresses himself in
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similar terms. In the ligbt of these opinions, who can say
that the great writers on the law of nations are agreed.
The hon. gentleman says there is a definite rule, but they
say there is not a definite rule, and that in the absence of
public law, you are utterly at sea as to what your rights
are in these land-locked bays. Passing away from the writ-
ors, we have but one other means of determining what arei
our rights, that is the practice of nations. The bon. gentle-,
man has undortaken to deal with these matters, but I may
be pardoned if I remind him that the practice of nations isi
reasonably definite and clear. We are not alone in our fish-i
ery troubles. The fisheries on the North Atlantic coast are
not the only fisheries in which England bas been inte-1
rested. There are extensive fisheries on the eastern side of1
the British Islands, and there are fisheries in the North1
Sea, with reference to which England bas a treaty withi
France, made in 1839. In determining with France what(
should be regarded as the maximum limit of juriadictional(
bays, England in that treaty had agreed to the ton
mile rule. In 1868 in a treaty with Germany with
reference to the fisheries in the North German1
Ocean, shbe has also agreed to the ten mile rule.f
Then there is the Treaty of 1862, to which the bon. Min-c
ister of Finance alluded, in wbich the same rule was fol,
lowed. I call the attention of the flouse to these facts, inî
order to show that while there is no consensus of opinionc
in the writers on international law, there is a uniformity in1
the practice of the great nations of Europe; and I do not2
sea how our negotiators could have expected to obtain moree
than the ton mile rule; yet Article 3 closes all the snail
bays by the ton mile rule, and Article 4 closes all the largev
ones by individual delimitation. Hon. gentlemen claim1
that Canadian fishermen have under this treaty been de-b
prived of their lawful fishing grounds, but the only possible i
ones are the Gulf of St, Lawrence and the Bay of Fundy.n
The hon. member for Northumberland stated the case fairlyL
the other night when ho stated that all parties are agreeda
that the Bay of Fundy is regarded as part of the highc
seas, partly because of the great width of the bav, and à
partly becanse the northern headland is in the Uniteda
States. The bon. mem ber for Queen's, P. E. . (Mr. Davies) p
delivered a very interesting speech, a speech very highlyF
prizod by this Bouse, not altogether because of its own in- 
herent merits, but also because of the very spirited rejoindero
which it provoked from the hon. Minister of Justice. I
think, if the hon. member for Queen's would speak frankly t
to-nigbt as to his feelings when the Milnister of Justice hai i
done with him, ho would say, with Sir Andrew Aguecheek,o
" Plague on it ! had I known him valiant and so cunning inc
fonce, I would have seen him damned before I challenged i
him." The hon. senior member for Halifax (Mr Jones) t
took a high patriotic ground that was delightful to see. Weg
know the hon. gentleman and respect him highly, but the o
patriotic role is not bis normal rote ; and when he said x
that, as a Canalian, ho was prepared to make sacrifices for c
the sako(-f the Empire, I was astonished. He takes the a
ground that this tre'aty and the interests of Canada have o
been sacriticeJ by the exercisoeof Imporial pressure and the V
saume posimion was taken, and more strongly taken, by the t
hon. member for Northumberland. But, I desire to impress 
this point on hon. members: that Great Britain, in nego- *
tiating this treaty for her Canadian people, bas preserved i
to them the ten mile ru le, and bas held for them bays much 1
wider than ten miles, while in negotiating with reference t
to the rights of ber own îinglish people in the German m
Ojean she bas not gone so far or secured such great rights. e
She bas beld out more strongly and stubbornly to protect t
us than she bas done to protect ber people at home. Mr. t
Speaker, I must apologise for occupying the time of the h
House so long. i shall sit down by saying that I share in t
all sincerity the feelings of the hon. member for Halifax, t
when ho said ho was glad to see a cause of quarrel between -

Mr. WELDON (Albert).

the two nations removed. I tbink we all express the hope
that this treaty will be ratified, we cherish the belief that
this treaty will be ratified by the Canadian Parliament, and I
cherish the hope that this treaty, in which undoubtedly we
have made concessions, will be ratified by the Americans.
It is a treaty that undoubtedly comes long below what we
argued for; it is undoubtedly a treaty of concession. We hope
the Americans will ratify it. and thus remove the cause of
ill-will which bas been standing for many years. But if they
should not ratify it, our labor would not be in vain. Here is
a treaty endorsed by an overwhelming majority of the
Canadian Pai liament an I people, and the responsibility of
putting it through their Senate bas been accepted by
the American executive. It commands the support of one
powerful party in the United States, and with that enor-
mous weight of opinion at its back, whether it be rejected
or accepted, it will establish the rule that will hereafter
control the conduct of both nations.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I hardly think the
hon. gentleman who bas just taken bis seat was quite justi-
fied in insinuating that I was desirous of stopping the
discussion the other night. On the contrary, we were
anxious to prolong it, and to give himself and other hon.
gentlemen on that side, as well as ourselves, an opportunity
of expressing their views. It was bis own leaders who were
most diesirous of shutting off that discussion on that occasion,
and depriving us of the pleasure of listening to tbe hon.
gentleman. It appears te me there is really some little
inconvenience in this present doctrine of dual sovereignty
which appears to be exemplified on the other side of the
louse. No doubt there have been occasions in our own

history, in the old relations between the twoCanadas, when
it was found convenient to bave two heads to the Govern-
ment; and, in older times, there were two consuls in Rome,
but really on the present occasion it must be admitted this
arrangement comes rather hard, particularly on what I may
call, I hope without offence, the inferior members of the
Ministry. These hon. gentlemen are, I am sure, desirous,
as they ought to be, of keeping in accord with the
powers that be; but, Sir, it is very hard indeed for even
political Vicars of Bray to render proper obedience te the
powers that be, when the powers that be do not know their
own minds from week to week, and do not appear to agree
with each other as they ought to do. Sir, I think that
the First Minister in particular, ought to consider the
feelings of his colleagues. He has been accused on various
occasions of looking on most of bis colleagnes as his
clerks rather than bis colleagues. It is not for us to say
how far that suspicion is correct, but I am bound to say
that some of bis proceedings of late do aprpear to give it a
good deat of color. In the present instance, take the case
of the bon. the Minister of the Interior, who, I am sorry
not to see in his place. How hard a case was his. He was
called upon to reply to myseif on a recent occasion; and
after ho replied, we find the Minister of Finance
coming down and riding ruthlessly over ail bis arguments.
Well, perhaps the hon. the Miniister of Finance may plead
there was not much argument to ride over. Indeed, 1
virtually agree with him~thQre; but that made it noue the
easier for the hon. the Miister of the Interior. Then ther o
s the case of the Minister of Justice., The Minister of
Justice was called upon to back up his leader in response
e the attack made on the Government by the hon.
member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell), and he rose
qual to the occasion. He not only expounded the law on
he occasion, but he declared, with his hand on bis heart,
hat ho would be a traitor to the best interests of
is country if ho advised, or the Government advised
hat we should bond to the caprice and suit our policy to
he dictation of any petty demagogue in the United States
Dongress. I submit that after those patriotic sentiments, it
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was cruel to the Minister of Justice, who depends on bis
character to a great extent, that within a week ho should
be compelled to draft a proclamation (and draft it very
badly) granting reciprocity in these identical articles which,
but a week before, ho declared could not ho let in without
treason to the constitution. I do not know how this con-
stant diet of humble pie may agree with hon. gentlemen
opposite. I am bound to say, as regards the hon. Minister
of Justice, that it does seem to agree with him; but it must
be a bard thing to have to swallow it alt the time. and ail I
cau say with respect to these hon, gentlemen, is that it
ought to be considered in their wages.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). He is the master of Dotheboys
Hail.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I amn certain of this.
I have known men occupying that position who would not
have consented to play such a part for seven times $7,000 a
year-aye, or for seventy-seven times 87,000. Now, we
have again the case of the hon. the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries. Be was obliged, like his colleagues, to devote
great labor and great toil to compiling despatches, in which
ho set out at great length, and with very considerable force,
how imperative it was for us to do all these things which he
did, for the purpose of maintaining our fisheries. He
showed us that our fisheries were perfectly worthless unless
those customs regulations were enforeed; and how corn-
pletely their value would be destroyed if these identical
privileges which we are now asked to concede were
conceded to the American fishermen. The disavowal of
all this hy the Minister of Finance was very hard
on the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. I think the hon.
gentleman really ought not to cal upon bis colleagues, at
any rate at such very short notice, to swallow their own
words in this perfectly reckless fashion. I listened with
some attention to the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries
the other evening, and I must say that his arguments
savored strongly of bis department. They were of the
fish-fishy. There is no doubt, however, that the hon.
gentleman, however well he may have succeeded in
pleasing bis friends on tho other side, failed entirely
to account for the language which ho and the hon.
the Minister of Justice had seen fit to use on a pre-
vious occasion with respect to these identical privileges
which they now agreed to concede. I think there is
no man here who bas taken the trouble to examine those
minutes and despatches which those hon. gentlemen laid on
the Table, and to compare them, lino by lino, witb the
treaty which we are now called upon to adopt, who will not
agree with me in saying that it is practically impossible for
us, or for any men, to declare that this is a treaty we can
be proud of. It may be a necessary dose to be swallowed,
we will discuss that presently, but most assuredly, after the
stand which was taken by the hon. gentleman a year ago
and two years ago, no human being can say that any Cana.
dian can be proud of the attitude in which this country finds
itself to-day. Now, my main reason for desiring to speak
to-night is that on the occasion of a recent debate, to which
I may b. pardoned for aliluding, I called the attention of
hon. gentlemen and their colleagues, and this House, to
the fact that there was practically no argument which they
could bring forward to induce us to adopt this fisbery treaty,
which would not also most fully justify me in the arguments
that I then brought forward in defence of the right
of Canada to make ber own treaties and ber
own terme with the people of the United States.
Lot me for one moment recall to the attention of the House
the argument which I then addressed to them. I pointed
out, in the first place, that the position of Canada, in regard
to the United, States, was entirely exceptional. I pointed
out that strict right, strict legal right, muet yield to the
good of the Empire at large, and I pointed out that the Em-

pire itself had adopted a totally different rule as regarded the
United States from that which it had adopted with regard te
any other country under the sun, and therefore I drew the
conclusion that unrestricted reciprocity, though an un-
precedcnted, was an exceptional thing, and was not
contrary te the general good. What has been the
argument advanced by the Minister of Fisheries ? Why,
point by point, step by step, that bon, gentleman bas
explained to this House that the position of Canada, as
regards the United States, is wholly exceptional, be bas
explained te us that our strict legal rights must yield te
the general good of the whole Empire, that the English
Governmont have, and have for good reasons I doubt not,
adopted a totally different rule in dealing with the United
States from that which they have adopted in dealing with
any other country, and, therefore, ho drew the deduction
that these unexampled concessions, as ho rightly called
thom, might be expedient in this case. It followed, as I
had warned the hon. gentleman and his followers that it
would have te follow, that ho bas established, by his
own precedent, that unusual and unexampled concessions
might be made in the case of the United States. It
is rather remarkable-I do not mean te say for a mo-
ment that it is te bis discredit-to observe the isolation in
which theb hon. gentleman appears te stand in the present
Cabinet. The hon. gentleman's arguments are not the
arguments of bis colleagues, the hon. gentleman's language
is not the language of his colleagues, the hon. gentleman's
ways are not the ways of bis colleagues, and the resolution
which he arrives at differs very widely from theirs. I ob-
serve that the hon. gentleman declareo, and declared cor.
rectly in this particular instance, that the Canadians pay
the duty, which is rather differont from the doctrine which
has been avowed by bis colleagues, and not only by bis col-
Icagues but by nearly overyone who supports him on that
side. Ie dwelt-and there I am in accord with him-
upon the immense importance of the friendship of the peo-
ple of the United States te the people Canada and the peo.
ple of England. There again ho was right, and it would
ho well if some of bis colleagues had shown a greater appre-
ciation of that great fact. The hon. gentleman told us,
and he old us truly, that a non intercourse Bill, or a Re.
taliatory Bill, whatever it might be called, would be
a great injury to the people of Canada, though I do not
hear that he took bis colleagues to task, when they pro-
claimed the opposite. The hon. gentleman told as that he
undertook to attempt to obtain unrestricted reciprocity,
but that the Americans would net accept it. Tbe hon. gen-
tieman may or may not deserve well of bis countrymen.
There may ho a diterence of opinion in regard te that. But
I wili say that ho bas deserved exceedingly well of the
party with which ho is connected. There can ho no doubt
that ho, and ho alone, saved theminu 1887, and I believe that
ho bas saved them again in this negotiation from the cnse-
quence of their own ill-judged folly in very nearly dragging
us into a collision with the people of the United State. £y
hon. friend who last spoke was quite right in saying that it
was a very dubious question whether or not it was wise for
us to proceed now to the ratification of this treaty. There
are many reasons why we should not. There may be alseo
something te b. said in favor of our doing se; but in any
case the Government must bear the responsibility. I have
doubte whether we are doing a wise thing in ratifying this
treaty at this moment, but I am aware of the differences
which exist in the political constItutions of ourselves
and the people of the United States; and it may be, as
we are constituted, that we are nearly as much committed
te the action of our Government now as the United States
would ho by the action of thoir Senate, se 1 am disposed to
place the whole responsibility on tho Governmont. They
may be acting under pressure from the Imperial Govern-
ment, or they may be acting under pressure from the Gov-
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ernment of the United States, with whom tbey came to whatever to big argnaent-that the would ho very groa
this arrangement. I am not going to press them for an praciical diffioulty in enfaroing thiagreomeft. ile caUed
answer In regard to that. The matter is one of grave donbt, atte!ition to this fact: Now that you have a4uitwd the
and I am going to leave the responsibility resting upon Anericans to traverse the throe uie boit, practieally ut
them. But thore are other matters of grave moment which their own pleasuro, unless yen maintain an enormous 830t
are involved. First, it is botter, on the whole, for us to of cruisers at almost erery point froquonted by thoso fishor
make these cnceshions, and, in the next place, how far mon, yen wiU find it ontirely impossible to prevent therp,
has the action of the present Government doserved the wbenover tbey geL un apportunity, from exeroising ther
approbation or the censure of the Elouse? As to the ficst craft. Tho Miiister of Finance hirself admitted in solmany
point, no one can dispute the fact which the Minister him. words tbat the fidhermen worean uncontrollable and intract-
self bas admitted, almost in so many words, in bis speech, able cia-s of mon, in other words, that if they geL Au
that, by some misfortune or some blundering, call it opportunity of catching a fow bundred barrie of nisorol
what you will, this negotiation was entered into at within the three mile limit, they were porletly certain to
a timewhib wasas inoppertunein the interestws of Canada as uh itunse oa ruisor wreatongsido. That, Sir, h wtakle it,
it ould be. I isaid, and 1 notice the hon. gentleman fias re- ypn will find to be the actua state of the case. You wll

echoed what I said, that yen could not have entored into a find that, under ono prat:ne or anther, Aerian fisher-
negotiation for the settiorent of' our fishAry disputes mon wic t traverse this beoit their own pleasure ad will,
at a more unpropiticus time than just before a presi as ir was conteued A year ago, under those ciraormotances,
dential olection in the United Statos, and I tbink the and fully enjoy ail the rights and privileges of the inshore
Goverrneont wore to bisme for aliowiug the mattor te fi.herios wbich the last speaker dectarod ho wAs so
drift so long instead of ontering into the nogotiation anxious to preserve. Lastly, Sir, I point ont that this
at a more opportnne ime. Thon, in the second place, I is wholly u wiltirly at variance,oi right or thei
baliove, whatover qnibbles may ho nsed, that ail the con- wreng, with the pretenoirns whi h tho Govermeit
cessions are on the side of Canada. 1 have been unable to advanc d but a year ago. This treaty may o an
see from auy statemeut whic b asbeou made by bon. geintie- honorable treaty or it may e a dishonrable one, but

mou, that tboy have gained one Ringle thing for which they one thlags osure, that if it o right te make i etw,
have coutended. Still furtber, 1 notice that ail matters the conduct of hon. gentlemen a year ago was the
favoring Canada wero earefuily eliminated frorn the second rapdest folly, inasmuch as rather than yield conces
Troaty cf Washington as they ware from the first. There sions which tey say now they can hoorably yield, thoy
wer ther matters affcting our fiheries whcb ofhould have persisted, as therMiuister of Finance bas tol, us, in exas
been deait widh on thd north-west cotsts of thil De minion perating a peple whos friendship h rigbtly decared te
as wetason the north.eastud, in doaling with any othcr be of tbe vastet importance, net only te us, but te the

power than the United States. tha British Govd Inment wohid people of England as wolt. Welt, Sir, what was tho answer
haverinsistedrthat thonegotiations aould have icuded aitcf theMinister of Finance te ail this? Pratically ho ad-
the fiamery matters in dispute, including the fisheries action mitted it ail. Fe admittod, as 1 bave said, that tho treaty
of heUnited Svesq officers in tb. Behriug's a, of whic was nno-tiated at a very unfavnrab-e t-e, but ho went on te
w. have as muoh reason te ceniplain, at least, as the United ti us th4t wo muet bew to tho logie, of facta, we must look

Stes have te complaineof Lbe action of our officers in re at the situation, the hon. gentleman sid, ail round. It wu
gard te their fiharmen othe northettern corner e the a greatistake, tbe Kinister ef Finance thought, that wo
Dominion. Why Snt that alIowed Loe b ade a part f should have exasperated the Americans. Re dwclt upon
the dis oWsion by tb cmmissiener? arm afraid that it at roi ca'ediy. le calird attention again and again

was eliminated for afe saou freasos for which thod nha tethve favetha1 ourvpoeicy bad bvo.e such aî Le exasperae
doubted wrongs ef Cnada were passed over a d wre the A nricaus, lie declared that it couldetote otten
annotioed l 181sbot ecnat iLwas net o venieut for the emphasised, that lu the minds e the Englietipeople
Amoerietan GvernmuitLet be caled upon to enter into that the friendship of the Unitd States wld of iminOf
question ai thatt ime, bcause every argument whch thcy importance teus aud te theni pire, sud ho practi-
oould f the U faes action f theirofficnrs inthe Bhring's cally told us tht on mature roffecton-and I dare S&7
Soswoeld have been inantogoiam with thoircoutentionsin ho was quite rigbthe bad coUie t the conclusion w
gard to thehSt. Ii&wrence andothe late frherie fi could nt long rheet a non-intorcourse Bii. Lut yoar le
oini e o. Whe we haoVe obtaied anl support frem the did net think e, butbis year, after a visit teWashingtops

Britih authoritien the onis subjes. Undo btedly, dtalitg oi bas grwn censiderably wiser. I think that on. gotte.
wiah any Other powr, m e ritish a n orities would man, when be was brought face te face with the diffieulties
have inited that th. negotiations 4hould cever those cf the situation, showed liiusçtf suporier in judg meut tle hispointe, bt in our cas.hd ats were e oeliminatnd fro colleague», sud reoguised Ihat tbey had maee a tremendus

un disouion, and *ven ir.t whamberin himelfo ated mistaktheud h. prepm'ed Lemeouto bis strateglu movement
tha our legal rights b Canada were surrendered in this t the reaaI the euliest possible oment. air, ho roeg-
malter,sdn he ualified that tetionOuctas vegroragdmfewishdc and we have get t recognise, tht in matters hetybis

h. Vut importote ac lb triendship oier Amerian peo- kindBtehriveryngreatextent,g'wingnne'doubs, tbeir
pl. ea the pople bf in gand. Sir, inder tes. circumtanos, position n

regard tomthe St. Lawrencednd the Aplantic fhheries.

ilt e utterey impossible for us t pretend that wo had peopie are, to a great degree, powerlesete ssist us, sud that
any subastantiat assistance whatever froni the preseuce cf bing se, for pea0e's sake, as tb. bon. gentleman truly t-Aid,1hr English ptonipetentiaries; .dct.Undrtily endorso the we cf Canada meat bliprnpared e give up our righta. Now,
tatement ofther on. member for Nrthumberland ( r. Sir, I am nt diupoled te contrauonl the position cfould

Mitcbell) thet the interestotf Canada would have bemuchbheu , Ministor ef Finance altogether, but what I desire 10
more likely t ohave been attended te successfull if point ot here, and what 1 shail point eut elsewhero, lu
we sduin amadter which cnmerned us chielfy, ten that fremd1he wholo toue and tor of bis apelgy for

allowed to name our own negietiatore sued cnduet our w n this fishery treaty wo are now diseussing, yen mut draw
negtiati s, and untilfed have the power t do that, I do n of neoosity Ibese twe inférences: firot of aithat the po4i-
beieve, for my part, that we have ay very great chance-tien of Canada toward the United States ie taken wholly
cf carryingisuch negotitiens a uccessil terminaton. and entirly ont eftaithrdinary çatogerier.set, wt have
Then my heu. frie d froi Prince Elward Island (ir. Davies) ge the right te meaicwithhthe United States as we have the
calledattention te tl ft-ghave as ytthhoerd no at, werIrdghtote noat With no Other nation. ToenplainotrtloieTheim hron.aind fI&rm Pinc adIsad M.Dais
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militer is this, and it is timte, add it la right, that that
ltruth should be known, the suzerain state Onnot protect us
as against the United Statee, and, therefore, that suzerain
Étate bas no right, as far as the United States are concerned,
to claim from ns that ôbcdieune which she *ould have a
right to claim if she *ae able and willing to protect us, as
Mr. Chamberlain put it, in onr admittea legal rights. Sir,
we knêw this before. Those of de who were not blind and
deaf to the whole situation, saw that this was the case the
moment the first Treaty of Washington was concluded, and
the moment Great Britain informed n that she was unable
to obtain compensation fbr Canada for the wrong which
had been admittedly perpetrated on our territory by Ameri-
can citizens, although it was as clear as daylight that the
Americans could advanée no argument whieh would justify
tbem, or justify any arbitrators in admitting their
claims for damages in the case of the Alabama and her con-
sorts, which did not go with tenfold more force to justify
the people of Çanada in demanding that their claims should
be considered for wrongs done them in time of peace by
Fenian marauders on our shores. Sir, I say that was clear
from 1871, I say that is now beyond ail possibility of dis-
pute. I say that it follows, therefore, that the hou. gentle-
man is quite right, and that I am quite right, in saying that
we muet make, from this time forth, the best bargain we can
with the United States, and that we must do it alone. Mr.
Speaker, it is worth while, in this connection, to call atten-
tion to a very remarkable document which was laid upon
the Table of the Bouse, that is, the personal and unofficial
letter written by Mr. Bayard to Sir Charles Tupper, under
date, Washington, 31st May, lb87. I think, Sir, that this
House will do Well to ponder on what Mr. Bayard bas therc
said:

" WABHIlGToN, D.O., 3set May, 1887.
"My DER SR CÂAinas,-The delay in writing you has been un-

avoidable. In the very short interview afforded by your visit I referred
to the embarraissment aribing out of the gradual practical emancipation
of Canada from the contr.l of the inother country and the consequetnt
assumption by that eominmunity of attributes of autonomouoaid seperate
sovereignty, not, however, distinct from the Empire of Great Britain.
The awkwatdness of this impertctly developed suvereignty is felt most
strongIf by the United States, which canhot have formai relations with
Canada, except directly and as a colonial dependency of the British
Orown, and nothing could better illustrate the embarraesment arising
from this amorphous condition of things than by the volumes of corres-
pondence published severally Ihis year relating to the fisheries by the
United 8tates, Great Britain, and the Government of the D>omi-ion.
' he time est inthis circumlocution, although often most regrettable, we s
the least part of the difficulty, and the indirectness of appeal and reply
was the most serions feature, ending, as it did, very unsatisfactorily.

" It is evident that the commercial intereeurse between the inhabi-
tants of Canada and those of the United States has grown into toc vast
proportions to be exposed mach longer to this wordy triangular duel,
and more direct and responsible methodu shoald be reuorted to."

I say that is plain common sense on the part of Mr.Bayard,
who thoroughly well understood the position of Canada
toward the United States and towards Edgland; and I
regretted to find that the Minister of Financewhom I thought
would have been dispoeed, as he appeared to be in his reply
to Mr. B8ayard, to have accepted and endored Mr. Bayard's
statement, shouId, on the otther hand, have declared that he
thought it *as infinitely more desirable for us to deal
with the United States under the Sgis and protection
o Great Britain. 1, ior one, wholly and entirely repu-
diate that part of the contention of the iinister of
Finance. 1 tay that Canada has grown to that stature
that in dealing with the United States she ought to
be allQwd to deal directly; ad 1 eay i will be ten
fold more to the interests of the people of Canada
that we should deal directly with the United States,
withoit reference to Downing-street or the British
ambassador at Washington either. There is another
interehce that must be drawn irom the very striking
1£ngdage that the Mimeter of Finance bas used, and that is
this: lt appears to me to be only to elar that Canada
bit, and the Governmet luOt, a vry gra:t opportunity in

this matter. It îppears to me the Government, besidet
losing a great opportunity, placed us in a most
humiliating positiôn, and they ran a very great risk.
When I coine to examine this correspondence which passed
between Mr. Bayard and the hon. gentleman opposite, I
cannot but feel that in ail human probability, if we could
pierce through the diplomatie secrecy which inevitably en-
shrouds these negotiations, the House would find that when
the hon. Minister met Mr. Bayard, as I think ho did in
Easter, 1687-I think I am correct in that-several weeks
before theee letters were written, when the hon. gentleman
was brought face to face with Mr. Bayard, when he realised
where we were and whither we were drifting, he and Mr.
Bayard must then have come to the conclusion, which Me.
Bayard announces in his letter, that the real and truc means
for the extrication of Canada from all these difficulties was
a treaty of unrestricted reciprocity almost identically on
the linee that I myself have proposed. Why, this is what
Mr. Bayard indicates. Does any one suppose that Mr.
Bayard on 31st May, 1887, five or six weeks after ho had
conferred with the hon. gentleman, would have made that
proposition unless ho had some go d rason to suppose
that it would bo acceptable to the Minister of Finance at
ail events ? Sir, I believe that the Minister of Finance in
that respect was decidedly in advance of his colleagues, and
that if they had given him a free hand, if they had allowed
him in 1887, in April or May, when he met Mr. Bayard,
to reply te the invitation which Mr. Bayard gave in that
paper, wo might have had unrestricted reciprooity to-day,
and I believe that would have suited the hon. gentleman,
who had, at all events, itelination enoigh, and who had
intelligence enough to understard how vastly superior such
a mode ofisettlir g the difflculty would have been th Lbe one
to whieh we have bad recourEc. But thut opportunity
passed, that opportunity was lost ; and when lIter on, jnut
on the eve of the presidential election, the hon. gentleman
did then make a sort of proposition in that direction, then,
of courbe, we could not be surprised that the American au-
thorities should tell him under those circumstances they
were not at liberty te undertake negotiations which they
might have undertaken and might have successfully carried
out some eighteen months ago. I have said this country is
humbled. I do not mean te say that this country is noces-
sarily humbled from concludingthistreaty, but this country
is hum bied in this: That its recognieed Government bas
advanced pretensions, has made declaratione, hu done acts
which are wholly and utterly inconsistent with the lice
that they now call upon Parliament te take. Why, in the
outset of the papers submitted we are told :

" The fisheries cotld not be preserved to our people If every one 6f
the Unittd Stats frshing vesels that were aoenstomed to swarta along
our coasts could elaim the right to enter our barboF., te post a l$ter
or send a telegram or buy a newapaper, to obtain aPhyolcian in cAie ot
illness or a sur eon in exue oftecident, to land or blfg bff àa eget,
or even to lend assistanee to the inhabitants in ire, flbod or petilefee.
or to buy medicine or to pur4hsue a new rope. "
In other words, if American vessels were allowed to enter
the three-mile limit the Minister of Jostice declared that or
fisheries could not be preserved and orr inshore fsheries
would be -worthles. And thon the hon. gLnileman gos
on te state on another occasion :

"Such a murrender on the part of Uanada would involve the abandon.
ment of a vanasble portion of the national inheritance of the Cana-
dian people, who would oertainly visit with jeust reprobation thes. who
were guilty of no serionu a negleet of the trusts committed to their
charge."

I might go on and multiply these quotations ad nauseam,
but these are enough to show clesrly sud distinctly that the
hon. gentleman took, during the negotiations, an entirely
ditferent position from that which the Government ocupied
twelve months ago. They have done the very things whleh
they declared they eould not do without murrendering the
national inh.ritance of Clanada. Aerdig to their 0wu
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statements they have done those very thirngs which they any man on this side of the House, or any sane individual,
said would destroy the whole value of our inshore fisheries would be idiotie enough to suppose that the Americans
and, more than that, they have, as the Minister of Finance would consent at the present moment to enter into an
told us in se many words, performed thissurrender and bu- arrangement with Canada which involved free trado with
miliation after firet of al exasperating a very powerful England and ail the world. Does not the hon. gentleman
neighbor, whom the Finance Minister telle us it is in the know perfectly well that if that was the construction ho
highest degree in our interest to conciliate and te keep on placed on unrestricted reciprocity, if, as appears from the
good terme. Sir, among other things the hon. gentleman very words ho has quoted, he gave those American
gave us a very curious bit of secret history. It appears- statesmen to understand that unrestricted reciprocity with
and it was a very remarkable admission, although it was Canada meant free trade with England and practically
only fair on the part of the Minister of Finance to therefore with all the rest of the world of course they would
make it-that this famous visit of Easter, 1887, made to Mr. refuse it. Bir, that je not unrestricted reciprocity. We
Bayard, did not originate from the Minister's own seeking. It know very well, and I was at pains to make it manifeet,
appearsthere was a go-between, there wasa third ambassador that if we get unrestricted reciprocity with the United
concerned; it appears that the Governmont of Canada and States we muet discriminate in a great number of articles
the Minister of Finance were indebted to the friendly inter- against the mother country. Sir, I say that the hon. gentle.
vention of Mr. Erastns Wiman for bringing the Secretary man has shown conclusively by this very passage that no
of State and the Minister of Finance together. Now, I am American statesman, not one of ail those he met on the
bound to say that I believe in so doing Mr. Wiman rendered other side, had said the least thing in opposition to such a
this country a very valuable service. I have no doubt what- scheme of unrestricted reciprocity as was proposed from
ever from what bas transpired that bad net Mr. Wiman this side of the House, or as any man here bas supposed
proposed and arranged that interview, had net the Finance possible. What they declared, as appears from the bon.
Minister gone down to Washington or Ne w York whichever gentleman's own language in the clearest terme wae, that
it might be and interviewed Mr. Bayard, I have no doubt they were not prepared for free trade with England, and
from the dangers which menaced Canada, from the danger- consequently, as I have said, with the rest of the world. I
ous complications that were aheari, a very perilous state of am a little at a less te understand how the hon. gentleman
things might have ensued. I think it is only due te a man could have so misrepresented the case as it is apparent from
who has been much abused and much vilified by the hon. his own words he did misreprosent it. He muet have done
gentleman's colleagues, by bis supporters and the press this I think for the express purpose of getting a refusai,
supporting those hon. gentlemen, that attention should be and of being able to tell the flouse that he offered unre-
drawn bere, and in the most public manner, te the ser. stricted reciprocity and that ail American statesmen had
vice that Mr. Wiman rendered te bis native country on refused it. fie muet have desired te obtain that reply, or
that occasion, and I trust both the hon. gentleman otherwise those men would never have replied te him as
and his colleagues and supporters and the press, now ho states they have doue. They did not reply : We cannot
that thei Minister of Finance bas practically recognised make a free trade arrangement with Canada; but they did
this great service on the part of Mr. Wiman, will speak of say: We cannot make a free trade arrangement with
that gentleman in tuture with the respect due te one who Canada if that means that we muet adopt free trade with
has rendered a very important service to his country. I England, for we cannet destroy the position we occupy in
believe mysolf the hon. Minister of Finance likewise ren- relation te the vast industries of this country. I have
dered a valuable service in this, that although like his col. further to say that the speech of the Minister of Finance
leagues ho bad been misled into a very vicious policy, shows in the clearest possible manner the insincerity, to
when ho was brought face te face with the situation be say the least of it, of the attacks that were made from
thon understood how critical it had become, and from that that sida of the flouse on the gentlemen on this side
time ho applied himself seriously and in earnest te extri- with respect to this question of unrestricted reciprocity,
cate us from the dilemma in which we had been placed. I If it was so disloyal, if it was se unreasonable, and if it
cannot but believo that the hon. gentleman in bis heart of wae so treasonable, how was it in the name of wonder that
bearts had desired-and as I saia I think there is no use the hon. gentleman could have come te enter into these
in disguising the fact alLer what Mr. Bayard bas said - negotiations with Mr. Bayard, or te make a proposition
that ho at any rate iulormally acquiesced in the proposal which ho himelf gays amounted te unrestricted reciprocity.
which Mr. Bayard made to us, te close this difficulty Sir, the practical fact of the matter is that the Governmont
on lines closely akin to unrestricted reciprocity. Sir, bas been at sea on this question, as it bas been at sea on
the hon. gentleman, in the course of hie speech, made almost every other question connected with our relations
a very remarkable allusion indeed, and one te which i with the United States. Apparently the Government of
wieh to call the special attention of this House, te the Canada have adopted this one guiding rule, and this one
subjoct of commercial union. The hon. gentleman told only, te brag and bluster and bully, and thon when you are
as that he did not meet a man of any party confronted with a determined foe haul down your flag. That
among American statesmen who would net hold up appears to be the policy of the Government and nothing else,
both hands for commercial union with Canada, but ho aise That was the policy pursued with the Province of Manitoba.
told us that "the proposition of unrestricted reciprocity "- Have we forgotten, 8ir, how a year ago this Ilouse re-
and mark those worde-" of free trade with the United eihoed with denunciations of the gentlemen on this side
States, with the privilege te make our own tariff with the because they propose a course in accordance with right and
rest of the world," he says, " I did not meet a man with an justice te Manitoba. Sir, the concession was net made in
intelligent head on his shoulders who would talk about such answer te remonstrances, the concession was made in answer
a thiug for a moment. Sir, they treated that proposition te threats, and net until those threats had assumed the most
with @corn." What was the proposition that those gentle- formidable proportions did hon. ge-ntlemen relax their
men treated with scorn, and what was it that the hon. tyrannical interference with the rights of our sister Pro-
gentleman had suggested te them as unrestricted reciprocity ? vince. So, Sir, has it been in the case with those fisheries.
The hon. gentleman continues: "4They said: Da you sup. There was bully, and blaster, and brag, and various vexatious
pose that we intend te make a free trade arrangement with customs relations, which irritated and exasperated the
Canada, te adopt free trade with .England and te destroy the! Amerioans, as my bon. friend told us, and thon, Sir, when
position, that w.eOccupy in relation te ail the vast industries 1 they are brought face te face with the resulte of their own
of the country." Sir, does the lihon. gentleman suppose that conduot, and when they found there was serious peril, they8ir & Rua mA TwiouT,
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hauled down their flag and we are compelled to make this
capitulation, for it is nothing else, and this surrender of our
admitted legal rights. S: it was, Sir, a week ago with
respect to that statutory proposal which the Minister of
Justice and the First Minister declared could not be granted
without treason to the rights of the people of this country.
A week after when a retaliatory Bill was put on the Table of
Congress we found those gentlemen issuing a proclamation
granting the very concessions which they declared could not
be made without treason to the country. Sir, I venture to say
that perhaps within twelve months, at all events within no
very distant period, it will be found-if those hon. gentle-
men remain where they are-that they will also deal with
the proposal I had the duty to submit the other night. I
have this one thing to say to them: I fear it will be found
in that case, as it has been found in many others, and as is
apt to be found in all such cases, that the longer they wait
the worse the bargain will be. This is a simple repetition
of the case of the Sybil's books. The longer you delay
coming to a fair understanding the higher the price you
will have to pay, and the worse your bargain will be. I am
not going to detain the House any longer ; I thank the
hon. members for the patience with which they have
listened to me, and I have only to say in conclusion that if
any future difficulties of a similar character should again
occur, I trust that the hon. gentlemen who have found
themselves in such a position as this will in future bear in
mind the humiliation they are now inflicting upon the
people of Canada. and will conduct the controversy in such
a manner that if they are finally obliged to recede, they
may not be confronted with their own declarations that to
recede as they now propose to do is treasonable and con-
trary to the best interests of the country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, the hon.
gentleman who has just taken his seat with bis usual style
has varied the discussion by forgetting the subject
before him and attacking those who sit opposite him.
He describes the policy of the prescrit Government as a
policy of brag and bluster. Has lie not described exactly
his own attitude at the time he made that speech ? Was his
speech anything from boginning to end but an exhibition
of brag and bluster ? He says the Government bave also
been at sea with their poicy-they have had no guiding
line. Mr. Speaker, we bave been at sea three times, and
we came safely to land each time The hon, gentleman
was at sea too, but lie suffered shipwreck ; that is the
difference between the policy of the Government and the
policy of the Opposition. T'here is no pleasing hon. gentle-
men opposite. We cannot know what their line of opposi.
tion is, because there are so many lines. The hon. gentle-
man who spoke last says that he does not think there was
much humiliation in making the treaty, but the humilia-
tion was in the pretences of the Government-in their
varions despatches of a year ago. The hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) says it was one vast surrender, one
vast humiliation. The lon. member for Queen's, P.E I.
(àir. Davies) says that it was no humiliation-that those
concessions ought to have been made two years ago. How
are we to find out where we are wrong ? We can justify
ourselves by the views of any one member of the Opposi-
tion by quoiing the speech of some other member of the
Opposition. The hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) commenced bis attack by repeating
his s!atement, that he made a little while ago, that among
the greatest blunder we had ever committed was having
taken this inanspicious moment for attempting to
make this treaty. But, Sir, the treaty is the
consequence of the communication that passed a year
ago between my hon. friend and Mr. Bayard. The hon.
gentleman, after stating that it was the most inauspicious
blunder that was ever committed by a government, com-
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mends Mr. Wiman, an d says h. conferred a great benefit on
Canada by asking my hon. friend to go down and commence
the negotiations which ended in this treaty. After the nego-
tiations commenced a year ago, were we to stop them ? We
were either right or wrong. In following up the lead or
the hint which had been given by Mr. Wiman, which
resulted first in this semi-official communication between
those two gentlemen, which was followed up in England,
and which after long correspondence and long diplomatie
delays culminated in this treaty-after the negotiations
were once commenced, we should have been guilty of a
great rudeness in the first place, and a great diplomatie
blunder in the second place, if we had taken any step either
by laches or by positive refusal, to break off the negotia-
tions which we had to a certain degree created under the
wise instigation and advice of Air. Wiman. But it is very
singular, Mr. Speaker, that the hon. gentleman thinks it
was a great blunder and stupidity for us to attempt to make
a treaty in the immediate proximity of a presidential elec-
tion ; and yet, if you look at the hon. gentleman's own
resolution, which we voted down the other day, you will
find that he, in the immediate proximity of a presidential
election, says :

" It is further expedient that the Government of the Dominion should
take steps at an early date to ascertain on what terms and conditions
arrangements can be effected with the United States for the purpose of
securing full and unrestricted trade therewith."
The hon, gentleman actually lays it down as our duty to
open negotiations at this moment, the most inauspicious
time, just before the presidential election, when party strife
and party rivalries would prevent any successful negotia-
tions. It was aIl wrong in us to make any proposition a
year ago and attempt to carry it out; it is all very right in
the hon. gentleman to suggest that now we should com-
mence de novo negotiations for a treaty. HIow does the hon.
gentleman reconcile the position ? I am sure he cannot.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, I eau.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He might try, but his
success would be just as dubious as was the success of the
whole resolution the moment before the vote was taken
upon it. The hon. gentleman, wandering away from the
subject, takes up the old cry that we should make our own
treaties, and he says that England dare not back us-that
England woulc support ber colonies against any other na-
tion, but would not venture to do so against the United
States. The hon. gentleman has read ver carefully the
speech of my hon. friend the Minister of Finance, and he
knows everything that is contained in it. My hon. friend
took the opportunity of stating that he had received full
support from the representatives especially chosen by Eng-
land-to use a phrase fashionable now-a-days, unrestricted
support from Mr. Chamberlain, the British ambassador-
aye, and from the British Government that stood behind
ail three; and if there is anything wrong in that treaty, if
there is any humiliation concerned in it, that humiliation
has not been forced upon Canada by the British Govern-
ment, or the British plenipotentiaries associated with my
hon. friend. My hon. friend takes the whole responsibility,
or shares the responsibility, of having made that treaty.
After my hon. friend made that statement, there was no
appropriateness in the hon. gentleman bringing in the old
cry that Canada should make her own treaties. In effect,
Canada has made lier own treaties of late years, and will in
future make her own treaties -

Mr. MITCHELL. Not much.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And she will have this
advantage, that when those treaties require to be enforced,
she will have not only the moral, but the material support
of the mother country at her back. The hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mille) was exceedingly severe in his attack,
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first upon the conduct of the Government in the last two In the first place, with respect to the question of the head-
or three years, and then equally severe upon their abandon- land, that has been disposed of by the hon. member for
ment of that course. The hon. gentleman quoted, with Albert (Mr. Weldon). When you find that the ten miles
approbation apparently, the statement made by fishermen span between the headlands has been adopted by so many
who are caught in the act of poaching, in the act of break- nations, there can be no humiliation in our adopting the
ing the law, and who of course at once complain to their sane measure. The hon. gentleman says we onght not to
Government. Why, Mr. Speaker, the smuggler who is have yielded, that we ought to have left it to arbitration,
caught in the act and whose goods are seized, always com- and that we should have succeeded in our extreme preten-
plains against the officer who seizes the goods. So the sions. Sir, the eystem of arbitration is preferable to war;
trespasser on our waters, who is caught preparing to fish but I do not think Canada or England has found great ad,
or with a cargo of fish which he as just taken, always vantage by those arbitrations, that the hon. gentleman
complains to his Government; and it is a mistake, and a mis- advocates for the first time.
take and a misfortune, in the practice of the American Gov- Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I did not say that.
ernment, that they do not do as England does and as Canada
has always done-before they communicate the unauthenti- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon. friend said cer-
cated charge of the poacher, or trespasser, or smuggler,- tainly that it ought to be left to a tribunal, and that a tri-
enquire into the facts; but they assume it to be true with or bunal could not find otherwise than that our pretensions
without proof, they make it a matter of diplomatic corres. were well founded. We have had several arbitrations, and
pondence, and send a complaint to the British ambassadors. the complaint of Canada has been that they were unsuccess-
England will not take that course, Canada will not take fui. We would have to leave this question to be settled by
that course. Whenever a Canadian makes a charge of being some friendly power. What chance would we have to get
ill used by the American Government or officials, before we justice against the United States and against this pro-
formulate the complaint, before we forward it to iler vision in a treaty among any of the nations, most of whom
Majesty's Government or representatives, we take care to have already adopted the ton miles distance as the measure
collect the evidence. We make sure that we have proof of of the bays which belong to a country ? Leave it to France,
the case before annoying the American Government by Belgium, Holland, Germany, which have already agreed
transmitting the complaint and claim for damages under it. that that is a reasonable provision and sufficiently indicates
We ascertain by a reasonable amount of evidence that there those bays that ought to be considered as belonging exclu.
is a primd facie case before we formulate the charge or sively to the nation of whose country they form indents,
claim any damages. The American Government takes the and we would not have the slightest chance of getting a
other and the more unfortunate and more unwise course, favorable ruling against a provision arnd contention of that
and hence all this irritation. Every man, every rascal, who kind. The hon. gentleman says we have received no con-
has wilfully broken the law, who has been breaking the cessions. If the hon. gentleman will read those despatches
law with the knowledge and the desire to break it, makes, that he speaks of carefully, he will find that the United
when ho is caught in the act, his complaint; that complaint States contended that, notwithstanding the Treaty of
is published in the next newspaper, and the American 1818, notwithstanding the restrictions of that convention,
Government without enquiry sends it on to the British subsequent commercial treaties with England huad so
ambassador. Thus these complaints are sent to Canada widened the principles of trade intercourse that those
and we have looked into them, and the hon. Minister of restrictions, held originally with respect to the convention
Marine aind Fisheries has shown how utterly devoid of all of 1818, were swept away. You will find Mr. Biyard con-
semblance of truth these complaints are, in ninety-nine cases tends that under the various commercial arrangements and
out of a hundred. The hon. member for South Oxford (Sir treaties between England and the United Stntes. the United
Richard Cartwright) has, as I have already said, stated he States had a right to buy bait. You will find ihat conten-
does not see there is so much humiliation in the treaty tion in every onie of his despatehes. That conteution was
itself ; that it is a concession we ought not to ho proud of; oppnsed in the correspondence of Canada, and in the
perhaps, but which we were compelled to accept. It was various minutes prepared by the Minister of Justice and the
said of the Treaty of Amiens, between England and the first Minister of Marine and Fisheries. They also concluded
Napoleon, that it was a treaty everybody was glad of but that, under a fair reading of the Washington Treaty of 1871,
nobody was prond of. The bon. gentleman, I suppose, under the binding clause, they had acquired the r ght of
considers this treaty as being in the same category. The transshiprment of their fish. That was resisted and properly
Treaty of Amiens was, however, a treaty of peace, it was a resisted by Canada. îhey had no such rights as ihey con-
treaty that gave England an opportunity to resi, and it was tended they h td; the treaty arrangements hemween England
a treaty that enabled England to prepare and carry out and the United S'ates had in no degree affect. d the con-
successfully the more fierce contest that afterwards arose. struction of the convention of 1818 and the restrictions
However, this treaty is one that we may fairly congratulate in that convention. Those were the contentions of my hon.
ourselves upon. It is a treaty of mutual concessions. It is friend, and those two points have been conceded by the
a treaty of peace; it is a harbinger, to be hoped, United States. No concession, the hxn. gentleman
of years and years of peace, of friendly intercourse, bas said, las been made by the United States, but
of increasing trade, of developing commerce, and everything has been surrendered by Canada. The
of friendly and social as well as commercial increase. United States have had everything asked for. They
It is emphatically a treaty of peace made between two contended that they had a right to buy bait, and that
peoples speakiug the same language, and having the sane the refusal of the uanadian authorities to allow the fishing
principles of government, and the same principles of civili- vessels to buy bait was an infringement of the tre aties ho-
sation and of social intercourse and social position. If, at tween England and the United States for wtich they claim-
any rate, it be considered only as a treaty of peace, it is of ed redress. You fitnd in this treaty that they give up that
the bighest value, and we would have the right to be proud whole point, that they agree that no vessel eau buy bait
of such a treaty if it bring in ail those results, unless there except by a license from Canada, and, if the vessel does not
were any unworthy concessions in the arrangement which get that license it is liable to ail penalties of a breach of
brought about those results. l there anything unworthy the law. Is that not a concession ? Thon, they cannot
in this treaty ? It is one of mutual consent. Hon. gentle. get the right to buy it u2less they give our fishermen the
men opposite say it is one of unconditional surrender, and right to sell their fish in the United States. There was no
that there is no concession on the part of the United States. concession.in regard to the transshipment 'either. If yout
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read the letter and the despatches of Mr. Bayard, you will
find that the Americans claimed that they had a right to
transship under the treaty between the two nations, and
they claimed that this was not only a hardship but an irre-
gularity, that we should refuse them the right to transship
their fish, having adopted the bonding system. Now,
under the treaty, they give up that system, and they
ask us, and we give them the right to transship their
fish so soon as we have the right to sell our fish to
them. In fact, this is a treaty of mutual concession.
It is a fair treaty and a just treaty, a treaty which
is honorable to both parties. The hon. gentleman
says, why did you make such extreme pretensions if you
were not going to carry them ont ? Are there any of these
pretensions that the hon. gentlemen do not say now are
legal ? Do hon. gentlemen opposite say we were not justi-
fied in making these pretensions ? Is not the charge now
made that we have given away our just pretensions ? Then,
if that be so, we cannot be charged with acting with brag
and bluster in making those pretensions which the hon.
gentlemen opposite are obliged to admit were justifiable by
the law of nations and by the treaties themselves. You
will remember that there was a special reason why the
pretensions or these claims of right, bocause they are not
only pretensions but they are claims of right, were made.
They were made at the initiation of this correspondence,
at the initiation of these attempts to bring on negotiations
and carry them to a successful result. At the time those
negotiations were commenced, it was supposed by Canada,
and it was in fact supposed by the United States as well,
that the question of the fisheries would arise, and cortainly
when Canada was asserting all her rights, she asserted
these extreme pretensions that the hon. gentleman speaks
of, because it was supposed that the Americans
would ask for the right to the inshore fisher-
ies. We supposed, when negotiations were com-
menced, that, as in 1854, and as in 1871, the
right to fish within the three mile limit would be asked for
by the Americans. How we were to be compensated, whether
by an extension of trade or by a money payment, was in the
future of uncertainty, but we supposed that would be one of
the demands which the Americans would make. In that
case, it was necessary for us to hold out the utmost of our
claims against the possibility of their desiring to get the
three mile inshore fisheries, and to insist that these inshore
fisheries should be protected under the strict terms of the
convention of 1818. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) spoke about the humiliation of our giving away the
territorial rights of Canada for money in 1871. J remember
very well when that treaty was discussed in this House.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If the hon. gentleman will allow
me, I said nothing about giving away territorial rights in
1871 I simply spoke in reference to the territorial rights
under the treaty which is now under consideration. I spoke
of certain sacrifices which were made by the Treaty of 1871,
but I said nothing whatever about the territorial rights.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman spoke
about bis objections to giving away the inshore fisheries for
money.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No, I did not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Thon I am much mis-
taken. Perbaps this is caused by the recollection of the
fierce attacks which were made upon me in 1872 by the
hon, gentleman and those who surround him, when I was
called Judas Iscariot, when I was told that I had sold the
territorial rights of Canada for thirty pieces of silver. I do
not know whether some hon. gentlemen did not say that I
was Benedict Arnold. At any rate I remember that the
hon. gentleman's leader, who, I regret to see, is not now in
his place, Mr. Mackenzie, declared that ho looked with

loathing upon that portion of the treaty which provided
for an arbitration under which the Americans were to pay
a money consideration for the difference between the value
of our fisheries and theirs. That idea was rung all through
the country, and I had some fear for my personal safety
when I returned from Washington, because of the sacrifice
which I had made of the honor of Canada, according to the
statements of these gentlemen; but, after we went ont of
power, and those hon. gentlemen came in, their views
changed, they carried to successful completion that arrange.
ment, and the then Minister of Marine and Fisheries, who
is now no more (Sir AIbert Smith) got his title for oarrying
to successful completion the sacrifice which they said I had
been guilty of. That hon. gentleman got that honor for the
work which was done, in fact, by the hon. member for North.
umberland (Mr. Mitchell). The whole treaty at present is,
as I have stated, honorable to both sides. There are mutual
concessions on both sides. In the first place, in reference
to the headlands, there is a reasonable arrangement, be-
cause all civilised nations have accepted the same limita.
tion. Thon, as respects bait, we have agreed to give bait
to the American fishermen, if they allow our fish in. Of
course, we give them all other supplies. We have allowed
them to come into our ports and purchase supplies, also for
thoir homeward voyage. That is a kindly and a humane
thing to do, that, if a fishing vessel has exhausted its sup-
plies, it should be allowed to come into our ports and pur-
chase its supplies; and, on the other hand, we gain for our
traders and merchants the sale of those supplies. It is the
same thing in regard to transshipment. It is of great advan-
tage to the fishermen to be able to transship their catch by
our railways, instead of being compell to go far away
from their fishing ground. On the other hand, our rail.
ways get the advantage of that transshipment, and a
very considerable item it was in the receipts of the
Intercolonial Railway before it was stopped. So, Sir,
you can go on with every one of the items of this
treaty, and yon will find that it is governed by a spirit of
mutual concession, by a spirit of give and take. It is
honorable to both nations, it is honorable to all parties, and
above all things, it is beneficial to all parties, as it put& an
end to all this irritation, it puts an end to all these quarrels
and it makes us good neighbors instead of bad neighbors;
and my hon. friend and the plenipotentiaries who acted
with him, and the majority of this House, I am sure, will
aee, and justly sec, the blessings that will be given to
peacemakers.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not rise with the intention of ad-
ding to this already lengthy discussion. I frankly admit
that upon this question I have not made such a study as
would enable me to discuss it adequately. I rise simply for
the purpose of stating for the fourth or fifth time, mince it
is not yet understood on the other aide, what is the policy
of the Opposition upon this question. Sir, in the course of
a long parliamentary career the hon. leader of the Gov-
ernment has had to meet many different accusations.
He has just told us that ho has been compared
to Judas Iscariot, ho bas just told us that ho has
been accused of being another Benedict Arnold. There
is one thing, however, which the right hon. gentleman
has never been charged with-he has never been
charged with dulness of intellect; and I am surprised,
knowing his qualities as we see them exemplified in this
House, that, after having heard the speeches which have
been delivered on this side of the House on this question,
ho does not yet understand the policy of the Opposition in
regard to it. Sir, it has already been explained by my hon.
friend from Prince Edward Island (Kr. Davies), by
my hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones), by my hon.
friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), and lastly, by my hon.
friend from Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), and I tell him
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for the fourth or fifth time now that the policy of the Oppo-
sition upon this question is simply this : That, while assert-
ing that the treaty is a surrender of most valuable rights
that belong to Canada, still, it is the duty of Canadians to
adopt tbis treaty, because it will put an end to a most dan-
gerous state of thinge. That is the only reason we have to,
advance for the course which we propose to take on this
occasion. The treaty is a concession ofrights that belong to
us, that should have been retained to us; but still, Sir, in face
of the dangerous aspect which events have taken, it is botter
to adopt the treaty and have this vexed question settied
forever. We agree altogether on this side of the House
with the statements which wore made the other day by the
Minister of Finance when introducing this question, that
the greatest calamity which could befall the civilised world
would be an armed collision between the two great branches
of the Anglo-Saxon race. When we consider that England
and the United States to-day are the two foremost among
civilised nations, that their trade exceeds the trade of ail
other nations, we are appalled at the results that would fol-
low an armed collision between those two nations. I say
further, it would not only be a fratricidal war, but it would
be almost as criminal and as guilty as a civil war. There
is no reason whatever why the two branches of the English-
spoaking race, the United States and Canada and England,
should ever come to war, and if such an event were ever to
take place I would look upon it, and everybody would look
upon it, as the greatest catastrophe which could befall the
civilised world. The position of things in reference to this
question was such that an actual war botween England and
the United States was neither a remote nor an impossible
contingency. Much more, Mr. Speaker, we were already
threatened with imminent commercial war. A Bill had
been passed by the American Congress which empowered
the President at any moment to close ail commercial rela-
tions between the United States and Canada. We aillagree
with the language of the Minister of Finance upon this
question when, speaking upon the probable result of such a
commercial war, he said:

"I need not tell you that that Bill meant commercial war, that It
meant not only the ordinary suspension of friendly feeling and inter-
course between two countries, but that it announced much more than
that. If that Bill had been brought into operation by the proclamation
of the Presidenet of the United States, I have no hesitation ain saying that
we stood in a relation to that great country of commercial war, and the
line is very narrow which separates a commercial war between two
countries from an actual war."

That was the position with which we were face to face and
that is the position which this treaty would put an end to.
Now, Sir, what was the cause of that unfortunate condition
of things, that prospect of war between the two nations ?
The cause was no other than the harassing policy which had
been followed by the present Government with regard to
American fishermen. There was no other cause. It is to be
noted that the American Governmont did not contend for
an extension of their powers under the treaty. The hon.
gentleman said a moment ago that the American Govern-
ment had advanced contentions from which they have
receded under the present treaty, that they had contended
under the treaty for the right to purcha.se bait. Nothing
of the kind. I take direct issue with the right hon. gentle-
man, and I say unhesitatingly that the American Govern;
ment never contended that under the treaty they had a
right to purchase bait, and that point cannot be made
clearer than by the language of the President himself when
transmitting the treaty to the Sonate. This is what he
said:

" The right of our fishermen under the Treaty of 1818 did not extend
to the procurement of distinctive fishery supplies in Canadian ports and
harbors - and one item supposed to be essenual, to wit, bait, was plainly
denied them by the explicit and definite words of the Treaty of 1818, em-
phasised by the course of the negotiations and expressed decisions which
preceded te conclusion of that treaty."

Mr. Laura&

So, Mr. Speaker, the statement of the right hon. gentleman
that the Americans, under the treaty, yield any of their
former pretensions, falls to the ground. They get every-
thing, we receive nothing in exchange. As I eaid, the
cause which produced this unfriendly feeling between the
two countries, the cause which threatened us with retaliation
was the policy followed by the present Government with
regard to American fishermen. We have been told to-day
that the American fishermen were not subjected to any
harassing process, that it was only the smuggler, only the
poacher who complained and who was ever complaining
under such circumstances. But that je not the view taken
by the American Government. The American Government
did not take the view that it was only the poacher and
the smuggler that were harassed by the regulations of the
Government; on the contrary they took the ground that
the policy of the Canadian Government had been harassing
in every instance. Again I cite from the Message of the
President:

"The history of events in the last two years show that no feature of
Canadian administration was more harassing and injurious than the
compulsion upon our fishing vesseis to make formal entry and clearance
on every occasion of temporarily seeking shelter in Canadian ports and
harbors."

It was these custorns regulations tonehing American fishing
vessels, compelling them to make entries and clearances
on every occasion, which harassed the American fishermen
and created intense indignation, that resulted at length in
the retaliation Bill. Take the Bill itseolf. What is the ground
of the Bill ? The ground is that American fishermen are
harassed and oppressed by Canadian authorities, and the
ground upon which the President was authorised to close
commercial intercourse between the United States and
Canada was simply this fact, that American fishermen were
harassed and oppressed by Canadian authorities. The
language of the Bil makes this very clear. It states:

" That whenever the President of the United States shall be satisfied
that American fi4hermen are visiting or being in the waters or at any
ports or places of the British dominions of North America, are or then
lately have been denied or abridged in the enjoyment of any righte
secured to them by treaty or law, or are or they lately have been
unjustly vezed or haraissed in the enjoyment of such rights, or subjected
to unreasonable restrictions, regulations or requirements in respect to
such rights; or otlherwise unjutly vexed or harassed in said waters,
ports or places, or whenever the President of the United States shall be
satiAied that any such fishing vesseais or fishermen baving a permit
under the laws of the United States to touch and trade at any port or
ports, place or places, in the British dominions of North America, are
or then lately have been denied the privilege of entering such port or
ports, place or places, in the same manner and under the same regula-
tions as may exist therein applicable to trading vessels of the most
favored nations, or shall be unjustly vexed or harassed in respect
thereof, or otherwise be unjustly vexed or harassed therein, or shail
be prevented from purchasing uch supplies as may there be lawfully
sold to trading vessels of the most favored nation; or whenever the
President of the United States shal be satisfied that any other vessels
of the United States, their masters or crews so arriving at or being in
such British waters or ports or places in the British dominions of North
America, are or then lately have been denied any of the privileges therein
accorded to the vessels, their masters or crews of the most favored nation
or unjustly vexed or harassed in respect of the same, or unjustly vexed
or harassed therein by the authorities thereof, then, and in either or all
of such cases it shall be lawful and it shall be the duty of the President
of the United States in his discretion."

This is the whole tenor of the Bill; there is no other ground
for authorising the President to come to that unfortunate
conclusion except this one fact, that American fishermen
had been lately harassed by Canadian authorities. The
retaliation Bill was passed, and thon we had to face that
most deplorable condition that perhaps at any moment the
President would issue a proclamation which at once would
close our ports to all trade between the two nations. The
prospects were simply alarming when we consider the
amount of trade done day after day between the two na-
tions, a trade involving millions and millions of dollars for
exporte and importe, and we can well conceive that if that
proclamation had been put in force by the President its
effect would have roached every Canadian family and per-
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son in the country. The Government at last were alarmed,
and as my hon. friend to my left (Sir Richard Cartwright)
has said, upon this occasion the Government did what they
ever do-they always refuse to listen to representations,
arguments and remonstrances, but they always yield to
threats of violence. In the case of Manitoba not more
than a week or two ago they yielded to threats of
violence; and we lad a very celebrated case three
years ago when the half-breedi, who for seven years
petitioned for redress and for seven years never received
an answer. At last, when they not only threatened but
resorted to violence, they obtained from the Government
what the Government refused to grant them during seven
long years. In this instance, I ventore to say, that if the
United States Congress had not adopted this retaliation
Bill, we would not have to-day a treaty, but the question
would still be in the same position it occupied in
1885-16; but when Congress adopted a retaliation Bill at
once, the Government saw they had gone far enough and
the time to yield had come. As the Finance Minister las
said, they were glad to avail themselves of the services o
the gentleman who has been attacked during the last six or
eight months as a traitor to his native land. Mr. Wiman
has received an ample answer to all the charges made
against him by the Conservative press. During the whole
summer h. was assailed and now le has his answer, and that
from the Finance Minister himself; and the Finance Minis-
ter has shown that Mr. Wiman bas always remembered the
interests of this his native country, and though he resides
in a foreign country, his heart is always with Canada.
After the mediation of Mr. Wiman, there was
an interview between the Finance Minister and the
Secretary of State of the United States. That interview
was followed by correspondence, a correspondence of a
most striking character. It was hoped that after the cor-
respondence the question would be settled in a manner
most honorable to this country and most satisfactory t, the
two nations, that is to say, by an extension of the trade re-
lations between the two countries. The correspondence
which bas taken place between Sir Charles Tupper and
Mr. Bayard bas often been quoted, but it can bear to be
quoted again in the present discussion, in view of the posi-
tion that the Opposition have taken, and still intend to take,
on this question. Mr. Bayard, writing to Sir Charles
Tupper, said:

" The immediate difficulty to be settled is fjund in the Treaty of 1818
between the United States and Great Britain, which has been questio
cezata ever since it was concluded, and to-day is suffered to interfere
wiih and seriously embarrass the good understanding of both coun-
tries in the important commercial relations and interests which have
come into being since its ratification, and for the adjustment of which
it is wholly inadequate, as has been unhapp ily proved by the events of
the past twoyears. 1 am confident we both seek to at.ain a just and
permament settlement-and there is but one way to procure it-and
that is by a straightforward treatment on a liberal and statesmanlike
plan of the entire commercial relations of the two countries."

Sir Charles Tupper replied in a similar strain, saying:
"I entirely concur in your statement that we both seek to attain a

just and permanent settlement-and that there is but one way to procure
it-and that is by a straightforward treatment on a liberal and states-
manlike plan of the entire commercial relations of the two countries."

The plenipotentiaries met, and no doubt the Canadian
plenipotentiary had hie correspondence in mind. He made
a proposition upon this question, and the hon, gentleman
has stated to the House that the offer he made to the Ame-
rican plenipotentiaries was an offer of unrestricted recipro-
city. The language used by the hon. gentleman the other
day was as follows:

" The hon. gentleman saye the offer is unrestrictei', and I intended it
should be so. I intended to give the Government of the United States
the faltest opportunity cf stating just how far they were prepared to go
iii reciprocal trade te Canada."

I am sure every one was delighted to hear that the Finance
Minister, when acting as a British plenipotentiary, had'

offered to settle this question in the direction of unrestricted
reciprocity ; that he wanted to enter into negotiations with
the American plenipotentiaries to ascertain how far they
would go in the direction of reciprocity. He had a right
to expect, in view of the correspondence which had taken
place with Mr. Bayard, an answer of the same nature. The
American plenipotentiaries made an answer. We do not
know what it was, and I will not discuss it; but we have it
in the language of the Minister the other day that the
American plenipotentiaries receded altogether from the
position which had been assumed by Mr. Bayard in the oor-
respondence. Mr. Bayard lad expressed hie willingness
and his desire to settle this question upon a broad basis
and discuse the whole commercial relations between
the two nations. The hon. gentleman has said that
the Americans recoded altogether from the position
thon assumed by Mr. Bayard. They receded, however,
only from the position and not from the principle.
As I understood the Minister, he simply said that the
American plenipotentiaries considered-and this is what
we would inter from the protocol laid before the House-
that the time was not opportune or the occasion fitting to
discuss that question, that the fishery dispute had to be
settled by itself and that the question of commercial relations
had to be settled by itself, and that the present occasion
was not fitting to dibcuss the latter, leaving it open, there-
fore for other negotiations to follow regarding the commer-
cial relations of the two countries as a question by itself.
Well, Mr. Speaker, this is the very proposai which my bon.
friend the member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) bas made, what he wishes the Canadian Govern-
ment to do. The language of my hon. friend in substance
is this: Since you have not been able to settle the question
in regard to more extended commercial relations between
the two countries in connection with the negotiation re-
specting the fishery dispute, I ask yon to send a commis.
sioner to Washington in order to open up these very
negotiations. And this, Mr. Speaker, is the policy which
we intend to pursue. We want to sanction the treaty and
we give it our support, not because we approve of the treaty
and think it is a good one, but because it puts an end
to a vexed question between the two countries and
that it will pave the way for entering into further negotia-
tions to obtain reciprocal trade relatio .s as we ail desire.
Now we are in the faoe it is true of a presidential cection,
but we have the fact that the mobt influential statesman in
the democratic party ; a man who no doubt speaks not
only for himself but for the President and a large section of
the party, is already committed to that proposition and in
favor of it. Therefore, I think that the occasion is most
fdtting to do the very thing which was moved the other day
by my hon. friend ; that is to say, the Canadian Govern-
ment should at an early day send a commissioner to
Washington to meet Mr. Bayard on the terms as laid
down in his letter to Sir Charles Tupper and discuss the
question of more extended trade relations between the two
countries and ascertain how far they are disposed to go in
that direction. The occasion is most fitting and I invite
the serious attention of the Government to this I know it
will not carry. The hon. gentleman has sail that my
friend made his motion in view of the presidential election.
It is trae, but my friend knew the Government would no&
agree to that motion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Or he would not have
made it.

Mr. LAURIER. He would have made it, and ho will make
it next year and the year after. We are entering into that
war now. The hon. gentleman did well know, from his
experience in the past, that his motion would not carry the
firat time. Sir, it js not in the nature of things and accord.
ing to our experience that reform should carry a first
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time. The battle has to be waged more than once before
the principles we contend for are carried. This time we
made that motion knowing that defeat was staring us in the
face, at least so far as this House was concerned, but we1
are determined to proceed, det-rmined to proceed even if it
were defeated next year, and even if it were defeatd year
after year until this motion is carried, as it is sure to be
carried some day. To nake a resumé of the policy of the
Opposition it is this: We will adopt this treaty because it
in the best thing which can be obtained under the circum-
stances, because it puts an end to the state of things which
had been created by the policy of gentlemen on the other
side, and because it paves the way to obtain those trade
relations which the whole people of Canada desire, although
the Canadian Parliament may have voted it down for the
present time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
denied the statements that the Americans had set up any
claim to bait, and he quoted me as having said that the
President sent a Message after the treaty was made. I did
not say anything about the President. I said Mr. Bayard
claimed it. If he refers to the papers he will see that Mr.
Bayard claimed it in the strongest manner, and so did Mr.
Phelps in his representation to the Government in Eng.
land.

Mr. JONCAS. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, after the
masterly speeches delivored on the subject before us; after
the eloquent pleas which we have heard from both sides of
the House, in favor of tne treaty which we are asked to
ratify, or against the treaty, it were perhaps presumption in
me to riso in the House and take part in the debate. But,
Mr. Speaker, I represent, if not the only maritime county
in the Povince of Quebec, at least that which is most
deeply interested in the satisfautory settiement of this
fisheries question, and I should judge myself wanting in duty
if I did not impart to Ihis honorable House my views on the
subject. i shall be brief, as the arguments in favor of the
treaty have been already exhausted by those who have gone
before me. Still, one thing struck me in the debate which
I have istened to: that the bon. members on this side of
the Rouse, who engaged in the de bate, took pains, as it were,
not to touch the quetion iiEe i which forms the very îsb-
ject of iscusion. by spke f everything elst
except te Tcaty. Ihey went oven so far as to touch on
the war of secestrion, the Ibish question, Home Rure, and
even thý Manitoba monopoly. But the point to which they
seemed best pleased to revert was that of reciprocity and
free trade. 1 shill not undertake to refer to thbse argu
ments-which, according to me, are not arguments a all-
but I shalhtreat the subject from a practical arnd bu-iness
point of view, leaving to more authoritativo voices than
mine the task of elucidating the legal and international
standpoints, as has, indeed, been already donc, with much
ability, by the hon. the Minister of Jastice aind ruy hon.
iriena, the member for Albert (Mr. Weldon). Before going
further, I wish to reply to a question 'ust put by the hon.
member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier). He asked the
ground of the misunderstanding bet ween te UUnited States
and Canada, and what it was that rendered necessary the
appointment oi a commission at Washington, which drafted
the treaty that we are, at present, called upon to ratify.
The hon. member for Quebec East seemed to say that
the condnet of the Canadian Government was the cause of
the diffic3ulty. I dispute that point, Mr. Speaker, and say
that if the hon. gentleman will recall the facts correctly, he
will agree with me that the cause of the trouble was with
theAmericans who gave theCanadian Government notice of
their intention not to renew the Treaty of Washington.
And, Sir, thec Gvernment of this country afforded a strik-
ing proof of their goodwill and spirit of conciliation when,
on the 30th June, 1885, they allowed American fisebrmen
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to go on with their fishing in Canadian waters for six
months, in order that both nations might find time, either
to appoint a commission or to adopt some means of reach-
ing a satisfactory settlement of this question. But the
Government of this country is charged with having
been too severe in the application of the first clause of
the Treaty of 1818. And while some of the hon.
gentlemen on this side of the House inveigh against the
severity displayed by the Government of Canada in apply-
ing that clause of the treaty, we witness at the same time
the curious spectacle of other members of the House finding
fault with the Government for not yielding suffloiently, and
insisting that they should have made further concessions. I
have just said that I would treat this topic from a business
and practical standpoint. I hold that in view of the interests
of Canada, the treaty, which we are called upon to ratify, is
a success for Canada; the solution of a diffioulty which
might have resulted in serious contention, and was a standinge
pe!il for our national institutions, and the development and
improvement of our commerce. I state that, despite all
the political considerations which party spirit may inspire,
there is not a genuine Canadian who is not disposed and
prejadiced beforehand against everything that the Govern-
ment can do, who will not co-operate with the Government
in arriving at a final and satisfactory solution of this question.
On so important a question, I maintain that the interests of
a party must make way for views that are broader, more
national, and especiatly more patriotic. If we would safely,
and with knowledge, judge if the treaty which we are
being asked to ratify is hurtful or helpful to the interests of
Canada, we must go te the very root of the misunderstand-
ing which existed between the United States and Canada, and
which brought about the present treaty. That cause rcsted
wholly on the different interpretation put on that article of
the Treaty of 1818 by the Canadian and American Govern-
ments:

" Whereas diffieulties have arisen on the rights claimed by the United
States for their inhabitants te take, dry and dreas fish on certain coasts,
baye, harbors and inletse of Her British Majesty's possessions in North
Americ., it is agreed between the high contracting parties that the in-
habitants of the said United States shall possess forever, in common
with Ber Majesty's subjects, the right of taking fish of ail sorts on the
portion of the son'hern coast of Newfoundland, extending from Cape
Ray to the Palm Islands, on the western and northern coasts of New-
foundland from Cape Ray aforesaid to the Quiperon Islands, ont the
shores of the Maglaien Islands, as well as on the coasts, bays, huibors
and inlets of ount Joly on the southera coast of Labrador to the Straits
of Belle Isle inclusive, and thence following the north shore indefi aitely,
without injury, however, to the exclasive rights of the Hudsoi'ls Bay
Company. American fishermen will also enjoy forever the liberty of
drying and dressing the fish in each of the inhabited harbors, bays and
inlets of the said southera coast of Newfoundiand and the coast of La-
brador. But so soon as these tracts shall be more or less se ttied, the
said fishermen will no longer have that privilege, uhless they received
beforehand the authority of the inhabitants, owners or possessors of the
soil. The United States renounce forever the right hitherto claimed or
held by their inhabitants of taking, drying, and dressiag fish, a three
naval miles or leas than threc miles from any coasts, baya, inlats or bar-
bors of fier British Majesty's American possessions, not cmprised li
the limits herein designated ; provided, howcver, that the American
fishermen be admitted into the interior of the baye or harbors to seek
shelter, to repair damages, to buy wood, and to fetch water and for
any object whatever. The whole under such restrictions as shali be
deemed necessary to prevent them';from taking and dressing fish with
in those limita, or abusing in any way the privilege reserved to them by
these presents."

Still, Mr. Speaker, despite the tenor of this article, which
could give rise to no doubt, Americans pretended that, in
virtue -Of certain commercial treaties concluded1 between
the United States and England, after 1818, they had the
right to enter our harbors to revictual, discharge their
cargoes, and even to purchase bat. If we strip this ques-
tion of all the teehnical, political, legal and international
cobwebs in which it is shirouded, we reach this conclusion
That, while Americans hold that they have a right, as I just
said, in virtue of certain treaties of commeŽrce concluded,
after 1818, to revictual in our ports and there purchase
bait, we put before them the first article of the Treaty of
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1818 and told them that they must renounce these claims
of theirs. We have been told, ad nauseam, that Canada had
yielded everything and that we had received nothing from
the Americans in return. Well, there is only need to peruse
the correspondence exchanged between the American and
Canadian authorities to be convinced that Seoretary Bayard
insisted on this faGt-the most important of all to Ameri-
cans-that his countrymen had the i ight to come in and
buy bait from us. I shall say nothing about the question
of headlands, which has been treated better than I could do
it by several members on this side. 1 shall only reply to
those who hold that the Canadian commissioners at Wash.
ington have sacrificed and abandoned all our rights. As I
have just said, it is easily seen, from the correspondence
between the American and Canadian authorities, that the
United States Secretary of State always held and insisted
on the fact that American fishing vessels had the same
rights in our ports as merchant vessels, and that, more
especially, they had the right of purchasing bait. The bait
question is a vital one for the Americans, for certain fish-
eries, and particularly the cod fishery, which takes place on
the Grand Banks, cannot be profitable unless the fishermen
can procure fresh bait. Now, how does the present treaty
settle this question? We shall have a reply in Article
15:

" When the United States shall abolish the duties on fish eils, whale
and seal cils, and cils of all fishes, except those preserved lu cil, coming
from the catches of Canadian, Newfoundland and Labrador fishermen,
as well as in ordinary and necessary casks, barrels, kegs and cans, and
other ordinary and necessary packages containing the aforesaid pro-
ducts, the same products coming from the catches made by United
States fishermen, and the ordinary and necessary packages containing
them, as above described, shall be entered free of duty in Canada and
Newfoundland.

" And on the abolition of this duty, and so long as the aforesaid
articles may be brought from the United States by British subjects,
without being subject to new duties, the privilege of entering the ports,
baye and harbors of the aforesaid coasts of Canada and Newfoundland
shall be granted to fishing vessels of the United States, by annual per-
mita, issued gratis, for the following ends, to wit:-

" i: The purchase of provisions, bait, ice, seines, lines and ail other
supplies and equipments

" 2. The transshipment of the fishery products, to be shipped forward
by ail means of transportation.

"3. The equipment of crews.
"Provisions Eh1l1 not be obtained by barter or exchange, but bait

may. The lame privileges shall be continued or granted to the fishing
vessels of Canada an I Newfoundland, on the Atlantic coast belonging
ta the United States."

We say, therefore, to the Americans: You insist on a point
which for yon 1e important and vital for your fishermen.
We shall allow to purehage bait in our harbors when you
allow the free entry of Canadian fish into American mar
kets. This 15th clause of the treaty which we are called
upon to ratify does not strike me as a concession. The
hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) I think, in his bril-
liant speech on this subject, alluded to the bait question in
these words:

" The question with regard to bait is one of the greatest possible im-
portance. It is one which lies at the root of the fishery question, and the
Americans justly understood and appreciated its value when they secured
the privilege of obtaining bait under this treaty."

The hon. gentleman makes a mistake here. The Americans
did not secur e the right of purehasing bait with us, in virtue
of the treaty. It is true that, by the modus vivendi attached
to the treaty, the Americans will enjoy this privilege for
two years, but to exercise this privilege they will be held t
to pay $ .50 in the ton of each cf their fishing vessels. I
repeat that is not right ceded to American fishermen, but
only a privilege which they are allowed to exorcise. The
hon. member for Halifax adds :

"The result of the operation of this will ba that the bankers going to
the Western Banks commonly use clam oait, but those going to the
Grand Banks, where they get the fish which are suitable for the larger E
markets, cannot expect to catch those flsh without the use of fresh bait.
They are a long way away from their own home, and their fresh bait à
will only last a short time, and if they are compelled to return to their 0
own ports to get fresh bait, if they cau, and the supply le doubtfiul, an4di

they carnot alwye get it, they wouli, praoticaly, be almost compolle
to give up the business altogether.1

This means, Mr. Speaker, that if the Americans cannot
come into our pors teo purchase the necessary bait, they
cannot carry on their fishing with profit, and I believe that
the hon the Finance Minister (Sir Charles Tupper) and
the British plenipotentiaries at Washington acted wisely
in insisting on our right to prevent Americans from coming
to boy bait among us. The hon. member for Halifax
further says that this disposition will tend to the disadvan-
tage of Canadian fishermen, because it will raise the price
of bait and force Canadian fishermen to pay a higher price
therefor. The hon. gentleman has over-looked two points
-first that the num ber of Canadian fishermen plying their
trade on the Grand Banks, and who thus are in need of
periodically renewing their bait, is much amaller than ho
thinks, for in fact not more than one.quarter of the whole
fishing population, while the gr eatest part, that is three.
fourths, have no need to buy bait, as they can get it within
a few steps of their own homes. He has also fore.otten a
second point-that Canadian fisiermen can freely fish for
bait in Canadian waters within the threc-mile imit, where
it is generally to be had, while the American fishermen
have only the privilege of purchasing it. I have insisted
on this head, because it is really the point in dispute, and
the real cause of the misunderstanding between the two
countries. It were an easy thing in reply to the argu-
ments adduced by hon members on the other side
against the ratification of the treaty to quote articles from
American papers showing that Canada had not corceded
every1hing to the United States, and that on the c'ntrary
Americans fancied that tbey had beu. taken iii, but I will
confine myself to one article from the New York Tr, biune
of 22nd February, 1888, wbieh reads as fAll ws :-

" The diplomatictriumph of the State Department is a lame and impo-
tent conclusion From the full text of the Fihery Treaty we understand
how the Secretary of State looks on the stupid trick by means of which
he mountel a decisive triumph. He never approached the subject from
the standpoint of American interests He treated it as a matter of in-
ternational wrangling over the ambiguous ending of a former treaty,
and a clashing of fisheries rights He fancied thît this affair was a mere
controversy which could be settl d by a new an I more intelligent defini-
tion of these rights, and by a clearer wàrdin g of the controverted clauses
of the Treaty of 1818. He negotiattd an agreernent o.t that ground, d-
fining the three-mile limit, se:tling the qaestion of 'hadlands, and
setting forth certain commercial privilege over and i-b me th right
conferred on American fiiherme-n, seventy years ago, for obtaining
'shelter, repairs, f'wl and water in Canadian ports.' In his mini, ha
succeeded fairly weai in arranging these technicalities, out, were it so,
ha has not succeeded in shieldiug the national honor by a refusalof the
right of any citisens involved in this legrd coutroversy. Be failed there,
for the reason that he never understood that the credit of the country
was conipromised by the3e outrages in Oanaliau waters. There is
nothing in the treaty to prevent a repetition of these insulte in Uanadian
waters. The result will be as unpopu'ar in Canada as in Britain. It
affords no ground for the settiement of the fisheries question. The treaty
should be r, jected by aSonate ihit respects itself and patrioti eno ug
te prpare a more efficacious plan for the protection or American
rightr."
So you see, Mr. Speaker, that, while on this side there
are cries that Canada has been fleeced, bcyond the froatier
Mr. Bayard and his colleagues are upbraided for haî7ing
sacrificed the interests of the United States. The following
is frm the American correspondent of the Toronto Mail
on the sane subject:

" The commercial privileges in Canadian ports granted to American
fishermen should not be regarded as a concession. They are rights per-
taining to American fishermen which should not be bought by conces-
sions, whether important or otherwise The frontier line set down in
the treaty will certainly exclude American fishermen from the right of
fishing within the limit of three miles on the south coast of Newfouni-
land, and indefiiitelv to the north, on the coasts toward Labrador.
American fishermen h Id that they have a right to the inside fiaberies of
those countries and that this righ ,should not have been surrendered as
of little worth. The refusai of Great Britain to allow Americans the
right of purchasing bait is the abandonment of a right which the United
States have always claimed for their people, not only in virtue of the
treaty, but also agreeably to admitted principles of international equity
and the law of nations. The right of purchasing bait was-when ail is
said and done--the chief claim of Americau fishoermen, after the right of en-
tering the ports for the purpose ot victualling and transshipping theirfish.
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Withaut the right of buying bait, the Amerieans have gained very little
by th- treaty. No invention ias been made enabling Americans to
carry bi it enough in their refrigeratori for a whole fihing cruise, and
the rettisal to allow (anadians to sell bait will be as harmful to them as
the refusal of the right to buy the same la to the americans."

The name of Mr. Wiman, the champion of free trade and
reciprocity, has been uttered during this debate. Now, we
know what this gentleman's views are on the subject, as we
see in an answer of bis, of last February, in reply to a de-
spatch from the Mail, asking his opinion on the treaty.
From Washington he replied by wire as follows:-

" That the treaty, in so far as its clauses are known, is the best settle-
ment of an ugly quarrel that could be made under the circumstances.
Although, at first sight, it might appear as i the interesta of Canada
were sacrificed, it will turn out that the Dominion bas gained more
thereby than it has loest. The provisions of the new treaty will have
the effect of broadeiing the relations batween the two ceuntries, and
will eliminate an element of grievous discord and danger which has
hitherto kept them asuuder and threatened their peace."

I conclude, Mr. Speaker, with saying, as Mr. Wiman bas
done, that the preFent treaty is the best poesible settlement
and the happiest solution of a vexed question that threat-
ened real trouble. And the hon. the Minister of Fnance
will alluw me to congratulate him heartily, in the name of
the fishermen of Canada, whom I represen,, for baving
taken up their cause with firmness of grasp, for having
shielded them from the encroachments of the Americans,
and for having furnished us with this treaty which, if it
does not check s'rife for ever, will at least put us in the
way of a final settlement.

MI E LLIS I feel it my duly Io spoak on this subject
but I would not have (dd (esed the 1> e ut ail were it not
that probab!y i differ from gent lemen on that side of the
lHouse as weil as from my fiicnds on this side on certain
points. Several constructions have been put upon Mr.
Bayard's letter, but the conclusion I come to with regard
to that proposition to the Minister of Finance, was that, in
Mr. Bayard's view, this country should become an indepen-
dent country :

' It is evident that the commercial intercourse between the inhabit-
ants of Canada and those of the United States bas grown into too vast
proportions to be exposed mueh long r to this wordy triangular du-l,
and more direct anc responsible me hods should be resorted to. & * *

" Un the other hand, I believe I am animated by an qual desire to
serve my own courtry; and trust to do it waih ly. 'he immediate
diEculty to be settled is found in the Treaty if 181m between the United
States and Great Britain, which bas been questio vexita ever sirice it
was concluded, and to-Iay is suffered to interfere with and seriously
embarrass the good understanding of both countries in the important
commercial relations and interests whieh have come into being since
its ratification, and ftr the adjustment of which it is wholly inadequate,
as bas been unhappily proved by the events of the past two years '

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is possible that the idea of commercial
intercourse and commercial union or unrestricted reciprocity
was in that, but it doces appear to me looking at events which
are transpiring now and with regard to which the House
has not been taken into the confidence of the goverument,
that it is the policy that this country should be independent
and that Newtoundland should unite in Ibat independence,
a process which is now going on at the present moment.
le thon said:

" Great Britain being the only treaty-making party to deal with the
United States, the envoys of that Government alone are authorised
to speak in ber behalf and create ber obligations. I presume you will
be personally constituted a plenipotentiary of Great biritain to arrange
here with whomsoever may be selected to represent the United States
terms of agreement for a modus sidendi to meet present emergencies
and also a permanent plan to avoid all future disputes It appears
to me that ss matters nw stand the colony of Newfoundland ought
to be repreented and included, for a single arrangement should
suffie to regulate all the joint and s-veral interests involved. I
should, theefore, be informed speedily through lhe prper caunel as
to the authorisation and appointment by the Imperial Government
of such representativesl"

But, Sir, I litened with great attention to the speech of the
Minister of Finance, and I have read it over very carefully
since, with regard to bis remarks as to what Mr. Bayard
meant by commercial union. Taking into account the

Mr. JQNIAs.

statement made by the hon. the Minister of Finance
that ho himself was disappointed when ho got to Wash-
ington in regard to Mr. Bayard's Views, it is impos.
sible to git from the reference ho made to that ques-
tion any clear idea of what Mr. Bayard meant. It is true
reference was made to the desire of Mr. Bayard that we
should tollow in some way the commercial arrangement of
the United States, or that there should be some reciprocity.
But it is impossible to get any idea of what the Minieter
meant by what ho did say. He did say, however:

" I did not meet an American statesman who would not hold up both
hands for commercial union with Canada. Why, Sir? Because he
knows that it would give auada to the United States; he knows that
you would occupy the degrading position of having a neighboring coun-
try make your tarif and impose the taxes upon you.

Mr. Bayard most distinctly declared that ho had no desire
to affect in any way the political independence of Canada.
He says:

"I say commercial bfcause I do not propose to include, however in-
directly, or by sny intendment, however partial or oblique, the politi-
cal relations of Oanada and the United States, not to affect the legisla-
tive independence of either country."

It is impossible that Mr. Bayard has made that statement
in tbe letter, and that ho could reconcile it with the
statement which the hon. gentleman bas made. iHowever,
that is a matter for Mr. Bayard and himself to settle. Mr.
Bayard made a memorablo statement in reference to the
general subject, and I think I might quote his words :

" I feel we stand at ' the parting of the ways.' In one direction I can
see a well assured, steady, healthf ul relationship, devoid of petty jealous-
ies, and filled with the fruits of a prosperity arieing out of a friendship
cemented by mutual interests, and enduring because based upon justice;
on the other a career of embittered rivalry, staining our long trontier
with the hues of hostility, in which victory means the destruction of an
adja ent prosperity witnout gain to the prevalent party-a mutual,
physical and moral deterioration which ought to lie abhorrent to patriote
on both sides, and which I am sure, no two men will exert themselvesu
more to prevent than the parties to this unofficial correspondence."

And at the close of the negotiations, Mr. Bayard said :
" As he had expressed himself before, he felt that as a result of the

controverýies of tue two preceding years, the two countries stood at the
parting of the ways, and it became necessary to determine whether their
future should be in the direction of friendship and mutual convenience,
or of unfnendliness and atienation. He hoped the work that had been
doue by the Conference would decide that question, and that the bands
of amity between the two countries would ie strengthened by the ties of
friendly and mutually beneficial intercourae."

There ais no doubt whatever that the troubles which arose
were troubles almost entirelyof our own creation. The hon.
Minister himself could not get beyond the treaty. He says:

" We offered to remove al causes of difference in connection with the
fisheries, by an arrangement providing for greater freedom of commer-
cial intercourse.".

To this the American commissioners replied that they de-
clined to take up that matter:

. " Because the greater freedom of commercial intercourse so proposed
would necessitaî.e an adjustment of the present tariff of the United
States by congressional acdion, which adjustment the American pleni-
potentairies consider to be manifestly impracticable of accomplishment
through the medium of a treaty under the circumstances now existing."

These circumstances were unquestionably the hostility
excited by our acts, which compelled them in their own
self.interest to insist on an arrangement on the lines of the
treaty alone. So they declared that the proposed trade
arrangement could not be accopted as constituting a suitable
basis of negotiation concerning the rights and privileges
claimed for American fishing vessels. They, therefore,
insisted that the adjustment of differences must be bad by
agreeing to an mnterpretation or modification of the Treaty
of 1818. Now, Sir, at the very outset of the proceedings
we were hindered and hampered by the dfficulties which
we ourselves had created, and which excited such a feeling
in the American mind against as that Congress itself had
declar ed in so many words that we were seeking, by the
restrictions whioh we were putting on American fishermen,
to drive them into freer trade relations with us, and they
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felt it their duty to declare distinotly and positively that was extended the same courtesy. The schooner Pendragon, whose
we could not do that by the course we were takin Take crew had sicknes, on board, was, under medical advice allowed to

. . ' durchase fresh provisions and meats of aIl kinds, just as long as thethe hon. Minister's own statement : octor gave a certilcate that it was neoessary for the health of the
" Yesterday we stood face to face with a non-intercourse Bill, sus-

tained by the united action of the Benate and House of Representatives, And so on through a long list. Well, I think it is discreditablesustained by almost the whole press, Republican and Democratie ote to the country that the hon. Minister of Marine should takeUlnited States, suBtained with few exceptions by a prejadiced, irritated teoutyta h o.Mnee fMrn hudtkand exasperated people of 60,000,000 lying to the south of us." credit for suoh things as these. Why, they are the ordinary
And again: •things a man would give to his enemy under the ciream-

d • stances. Along our coaste, where their vessels are continu-
" They [the Amerisan negotiators] said that such was the expression ally coming, as our vessels are continually going along their

of public men in regard to Canada,and the treatment by Canada of their coasts, there is a constant interchange of courtesies andfishermen that if to-morrow any relaxation of the commerce of the United
States was made by an Act of Congreus, it would coatain a clause ex- civilities. The customs and coast-guard vessels of the Unit-
cepting Canada from its operations so as to deny us its advantages." ed States have frequently towed our vessels through ice and
And continues the hon. gentleman: other dangers and difficulties, have taken them into port

" We turned our attention to the only means by which we could avert and ont, making no difference between the vessels of the two
what everybody would feel would be the greatest disaster that could be- countries; and yet the hon, gentleman claims credit for him.
fall this country. self and hie department that they did these things. Why,
Now, Sir, the position in which we were placed, according Sir, the hon, gentleman can have no soul-no official soul,
to the hon. gentleman's own statement, was, that among a at any rate. A case of a particular kind was mentioned last
people of sixty millions we scarcely had a friend. Yet, year by the hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Flynn), where a
there are something like a million Canadians in the United vessel came into port where a man lived who had been lost
States, but the hon. gentleman telle us that our position was overboard. The captain desired to land his effects and went
such that there was not one of them to raise a voice for us. ashore. During hie absence, as was the common custom, the
In the House of Representatives at Washington there are men went ashore, yet that man's vessel was seized and a
men of Canadian birth or origin, men who had lived in this fine of $200 imposed upon him. He was in a strange place,
country for a time, and who muet have turned occasionally had no money and had to go around and raise it as best ho
with some feeling of respect and affection to the land in could. When the matter was represented to Ottawa, the
which they had lived; yet there was not one in the national Minister of Customs undoubtedly remitted the fine and
legislature to raise hie voice for as. The hon. gentleman allowed the vessel to go free, but the very fact that this
referred to the fact that the press, republican and demo- imposition was put on the captain, shows how easy it is, by
ratio, were united against us. On that press there are means of such imposition, to create the feeling which the
many of our young men, too many, south and east and hon. Minister of Finance described as existing in the United
west, who are filling responsible positions on the press, and States.
there was not one of those to say a word with voice or pen Mr. FOSTER. Will my hon. friend name the vessel ?
in the interest of Canada, The situation is se humiliating Mr. ELLIS. I do not know the name.that it muet have caused the hon. Minister of Finance quite
a pang to make the statement to the House. Now, Sir, Mr. FOSTER. Will the hon, gentlemen vonch for the
with regard to the concessions we have made, it will be accuracy of the statement ?
well to remember that in 1818, when the treaty was made, Mr. ELLIS. The hon. member for Richmond (Mr.
there were very few custom houses, and very few ports of Flynn) made the statement last year in his place in the
entry, and the American fishermen no doubt acquired by louse, and the bon. gentleman did not contradict it then.
time ,and long usage privileges which they came in lime to M
regard as rights. The whole situation was full of difficulty Mr. EDGAR. The vessel was the Pearl Nelson, and the
but immediately after the expiration of the Treaty of 1871 fine was $200.
we commenced to enforce with greater strictness and rigor Mr. FOSTER. Will you vouch for that ?
than ever before our regulations-so much so that the
Americans spoke of our action as unfair, ungenerous, and M. EDGAR. I have the blue.books which will prove
inhospitable, and what some would call inconsistent; mem- it.
bers of Congress spoke of our passion and spite, and a pro. Mr. ELLIS. It is juet possible that the Opposition itself
minent member of Congress described our enforcement of in this House was rather too lenient with reference to the
the treaty as inhuman. The treaty was one intended to conduct and policy of the Government. I do not wish to
give American fishermen shelter, and it was intended that refer strongly to the hon. the Minister of Fisheries because,
when they came into our ports or along our coasts, and in this matter, I am enjoying my little triumph over him
when seeking that shelter, they should be just as much in in a quiet way ; but he went down to the constituency o?
the exercise of their rights as our own people. But we St. John, in 1887, and made there an eloquent speech. One
made it so difficult that many of them preferred to seek of his positions was that he had introduced in the louse of
the open sea to entering our ports at all. The hon. Minis- Commons a Bill which made it forfeiture for a vessel to be
ter of Marine the other night, in an endeavor to satisfy the found within the three-mile limit, except for the purposes of
flouse that his treatment of these fishermen Lad been very shelter and repair and obtaining wood and water. r do net
humane, made this statement to show how lenient he had know how to characterise such a boast in language fitted
been : to characterise it, whieh would not meet, Sir, with your

" The schooner Hereward was detained for shipping a man, and was censure, but the boast is one that reflects no credit on the
released immediately with a warning. The Boynton was allowed to country, and which would naturally be taken hold of by
land an injured man from her vessel for medical attention. The Faamy the American people to show how ungenerous we were.SharUng was allowed to purchase provisions for er homeward voyage. It has been constantly announcel by the Government upThe French was allowed to ship a crew to take the vessel home when
lie discharged her own crew, and was detained for repairs quite a long to the present year that there was to be no change in their
time. The French and Argonaul were seized within the three-mile policy. It was only lat year that the Premier said:limit and their crews allowed to be shipped home in United States fish-
ing vessels. Technically we could have insisted that they should not "We stood simply on our rights, we stood simply on the Convention of
have this privilege, but we gave the privilege and gave it heartily. The 1818. We stated, and we hold to it, that the change of years and the
schooner Poerkim had shipped a man illegally and was detained, but commercial treaties that have been made between England and the
she was released after discharging the man. The schooner Gracey was United States did not and could not in any way, in the most remote de-
allowed to ship men to take the vessel home. The schooner .Perkins gree, affect the terms of the Convention of 1818 ; that onvention was
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made with due deliberations as a matter of mutual concession, and in
which a good deal was given to the United States. as well as something
given up by England. lt was a bargain with consideration on both
sides. We hold to that, and we hold furtber, that the contention that
it has been in any way altered or given up, or that it could be altered,
or sould be in any way denounced, to use the diplomatic phrase, is out
of the question. It could not be, and I have no doubt it will not be."

The treaty before the House which we are now discussing
is pretty good evidence of the change that has come over the
Ministry on that point. Take up the treaty itself: the first
eight articles relating to the headland question, and compare
them with what the First Minister said last year on that
point. He said :

"<There are only two questions in which the-e can be any contention.
The first is the headland question, which we are all acquainted with.
We ail know what that means. We adhere to the position taken by the
British Government from the time of Lord Bathurst until now, that the
three miles are to be taken from the headlande and not from the sinuo-
sities of the bay ."

With regard to the headlands question, I observe that
the treaty itself follows the proposition of Mr. Adams
in 1866, as modified by Mr. Bayard. That proposition
has been accepted by the Government. I do not propose to
find any particular fault with the arrangement made. Some
compromise was absolutely necessary, and this is perhaps
not worse than any other that might be made. Mr. Bayard,
in supplementing Mr. Adams' proposai, proposed that bays
and harbors from which American vessels are in future to
be excluded are:

" Agreed to the taken to be such bays aud harbours as are ten or less
than ten miles in width, and the disiance of three marine miles from
such bays and harbours shall be measured from a straight line drawn
across the bay or barbor in the part nearest the entrance at the first
point where the width does not exceed ten miles. "

The Privy Counsil thus replied to that proposition:
" This provision would involve a surrender of fishing rights which

have always been regarded as the exclusive property of Canada, and
would make common fishing grounds of territorial waters which by the
law of nations have been invariably regarded both in Great Britain and
the United States as belonging to the adjacent country."

By the 10th and I1th articles we have receded very far
from the ground originally taken by the public authorities
and have undoubtedly placed the American fishermen in a
better position to enjoy the rights anid privileges they were
to enjoy under the Treaty of 1818. I have gone carefully
over the treaty, and the contentions made by our own state
department, and I have made a summary, which I trust the
House will permit me to read, of the concessions made:

" We have, by the very act of making this treaty, receded from the
position maintained so long in practice, that Canada and Great Britain
could impose their own interpretations upon the meaning of the Treaty
of 1818, thus enlarging the limitations of that treaty. By doing this
we have given the United States a precedent upon which to base new
demande for the amelioration of the regulations applied to their fishing
vessels should the need arise.

" We have almost wholly abandoned the contention that fishing ves-
sels are a class by themselves aud, therefore, not entitled to any com-
mercial privileges.

"We entirely and fotever abandon the three mile headland theory.
" We forever admit the right of United States fishermen to navigate

the Straits of Canso.
" We no longer compel American fishing vessels to depart from our

shores in twenty-four heurs after arrivaiL
" We relieve them from the obnoxious operations of the customs regula-

tions enforced against them as fishing vessels, and which were specially
severe, as the true intent of these laws was to regulate commercial
trading oaly.

" We free them from harbor, pilotage and other dues which were some-
times inhospitably, and often capriciously imposed upon them, even in
cases when they sought shelter, dealing with them in these matters as
comme rcial vessels, though denying them the rights cf commercial ves-
sels.

" We have practically abandoned the course of ordering them to de-
part if supposed to be hovering within our waters ; and also the plan
of putting an officer on board f them as a matter of course.

' We permit them under certain circumetances to purchase bait, to
replenish outfits, toe ship men, and to transfer cargoes.

. We issue to them, tree of charge, permits which enable threm to pur-
Chase supplies in ports eof entry, on ail occasions, just as trading vessels,
except that they may not do it for barter, and this applies both to the
homeward voyage and outer voyages.

Mr. ELLIS.

The second section of Article Il does not name bait, but
there will be no difficalty whatever of purchasing bait
under it.

"By the 14th article we abandon our previous contention that prepar-
ing witbin Canadian waters to fish is evidence of intention to actually
fish within Canadian waters, and we therefore recede from the position
taken by the Act of 1886.

I We have limited, and defined, and reduced the severe penalties im-
posed by that Act for violation of our exclusive rights of fishing. Por-
feiture of the vessel is no longer a penalty except for fishing within
Canadian waters, or preparing withii these waters to Bah therein. In
all other cases $3 a ton is the highest fine which eau be imposed.

" We have provided a summary process of law for dealing with arrest-
ed or captured vessels, instead of the old and slow process of the Ad-
Miralty Court.

" And, lest the punishment of an infraction of the new treaty, or that
of 1818, should seem to be unjust, and to prevent the danger of giving
offence to the United States, the Government of Canada can reverse the
judgment of the court."

The United States negotiators, on the other side, recognise
that we are not required by the Treaty of 1818 to sell their
fishermen bait, ice or general outfits, to transship cargoes, or
to ship mon, in ordinary cases, but by the protocol we give
them the privilego of doing these things, although the
Minister of Justice said :

" If the Provinces are to be the judges itl is most prejudicial to their
interests that United States fishermen should be permitted to come
into their harbors on any pretext, and it is fatal to their fishery inter-
ests that those fishermen, with whom they4ave to compete at such a
disadvantage in the marketa of the United States, should be allowed to
enter for supplies and bait even for the pursuit of the deep sea fiheries."

Certainly the Minister has abandoned that position. And so
going through the whole correspondence, through all
the warnings, through alilthe rigorous custom bouse regu-
lations, through the utterances of the press, through the
declarati ns of the Ministers, and you will find a thorough
and complete change of attitude on almost every point in
this controverey. What we have lost by what we have surren-
dered I do not know. If we consider what we have lost by
the efforts which have been made to prevent our coming to
any arrangement, we must have lost a great deal. As to the
jeopardy in which we are placed, it bas been described by
the Minister of Finance. I think we bave made very many
concessions indeed. But I regret that we have been com.
pelled, in an ungracious way, to do a giacious act. I do not
find any fault with anything which bas been done in that
particular. On the contrary, I rather approve of the treaty.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. ELL[S. Hon, gentlemen say "hear, hear," but

I think they might rtview their own conduct and
see where they stand te-day and see where they stood
one or two years ago. No doubt we have learned a good
lesson. We have Iearned that, in dealing with an interna-
tional matter, we cannot afford to set up these small re-
strictions,and treat the Government of the United States as
some in this House appear to be inclined to do. The Minis-
ter of Finance made a reference to the power which was
behind us wben we made a treaty. There may be a great
power behind us, but it did not stand by us in regard to
this treaty, and, when the Premier said that we would
have the British forces bebind us, it is well to ask where
these were in regard to the carrying out of the Treaty of
1818. The British Government have not backed ns up, but
have left us behind in that matter, and the same inference
may be drawn in reference to the new treaty should it
become necessary to defend it. While on this point, I
might make a remark in regard-to what was said by the
hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) on Friday
last. The facts which the hon. gentleman stated may
be correct, but I do not think we should find fault
with England because she chooses to pursue her own way.
I do not see that we should make complaint in regard to
the mother country. I think that men of fair mind and large
judgment in that country, must have been astonished at the
position we took ; 1do not think that men with humane and
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generous minds could have defended the positions we took
in regard to the vessels of a friendly power. It is in the
nature of things that we should purmue different ways, we
should remember that England is and bas been a model to
the world, and should say nothing harsh about ber. If this
treaty stands in any jeopardy in the Senate of the United
States, it is entirely due to ourselves. No doubt the
Government is very anxious to carry the treaty. But you
may understand the feeling in the United States as to the
treaty, or as to any treaty, under the circumstances. I think
the hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries told us that
in the past two years 2,200 American vessels had been
boarded by our cruisers in our waters. If anything
could be calculated to excite the antagonism of a people,
it must be that sort of conduct You may have a right
to do it, but to exorcise that right must necessarily excite
the greatest hostility. You bad ail these complaints
made. I think there were fifty vessels involved in one set
of complaints, and seventy in another which were made to
the Government of this country by the people of the United
States as to the way in which we treated those vessels, and
claims to the number of 150 or 200 were sent in. Al this
must have the effect of putting the people of the United
States and the Senate of that country in a very unpleasant
condition with regard to us. The Minister of Finance, in
bringing down his statement, gave us no information ,as to
the position of the claims for damages against us, but 1 under-
stand, from a published letter of Mr. Bayard, that he is
allowing them to stand over as against claims made for
damages in the Bebring Sea. With regard to the deton-
tion of vessels, I do not know how many there are,
but I assume that these vessels are to be released.
hNow, Sir, if these vessels are to be released, it seems
to me a very strong acknowledgment that, at any
rate, our case was a doubtful one. With reference to the
general question of the purchase of bait, referred to by the
hon. member for Lunenburg (Mr. Eisenhauer) the other
night, with regard to the purchase of ice and supplies, and
wood and coai, and the transshipment of cargoes and crews,
I think it would be better for tue Government to make an
open arrangement with the United States with respect to
ail these thmgs. It is an utter absurdity in these times to
say that we shall not seli bait. There are two sides to the
question. Men who are engaged in collecting bait along
the coast, whose business it is to soeil bait, want to sell it.
An hon. member said the other night that the effect of allow-
ing bait to be sold would be to make it dear. Well, people
who have bait to soit woald like to have it made dear.
Then, with regard to ice. When the Treaty of l818 was
made no such thing as ice was used. Why should not men
along the coast ho allowed to soli ice to any fishorman
that comes along ? Why should they not be allowed
to ship their crews ? The bon. gentleman told us,
as if it was somathing wonderful, that we were not
to allow trantshipment of crews, as if it was some great
gain. It is absurd to make mon who live in the
towns along the coast in Nova Scotia travel by railway to
the United States ports for the purpose of entering on board
a fishing vessel. So with regard to the transshipment of
cargo. Why should not cargoes be transshipped when there
are on our coast railways to do the business ? Now, I
noticed in a paper the other day that there are 8,0)0 mon
in the New England deep-sea fisheries, and 60 to 75 per
cent, of thom are natives of the Lower Provinces. Is it not
an absurdity to compel these men to go by railway to Ncw
England porte to join a fishing vessel, and then not allow
them to be discharged at the port where the voyage ends ?
What will be the effect of this ? The United States, a year or
two ago, passed a Bill called the Labor Contract Act. Our
men, instead of paying railway fares, now ship as passengers
on board passenger vessels, and sail to the United States
port at which they are about to engage on fishing vessels, and

where they are to stop on their voyage. The United States
authorities have stopped them, have arrested these men.
The other day in Boston a large number of natives of Yar-
mouth and Shelburne were arrested for violation of the Labor
Contract Act, and they are subject to fine and imprisonment,
because tbey go into that country under a contract to go
fishing. The policy, therefore, in this respect, is one that
bears harder upon ourselves than upon American fishermen.
The whole object of the Treaty of 1818, and ail its restric-
tions, have passed away. There were two objects in that
treaty. One was the determination on the part of the British
people of that day, backed by the leaders of the colonial
people, to suppress democracy. It was supposed that we
would ho able to grow a power in the colonies which would
check- the power of the United States. Another idea was
that the fisheries would become the nursery ofseamen for the
English navy, with which to check the power of the United
States and of France. Weil, Sir, England herself bas
become more democratic than the colony, and as to our
fishermen, they never have shipped on board a British man-
of-war. I do not know whether they have higher or lower
aspirations, but at any rate the whole object of that treaty
bas failed. Therefore, it is botter for the Government to
take up this whole matter with a strong hand and open out
the whole question. It is botter not to make any restric-
tions at all, but to open them as a matter of trade, and say
to the United States: We are willing to make the best
trade we can with you, under the circumstances. We
recognise fully that it is botter to have freedom of
trade, botter to enter into a liberal arrangement with
regard to the people of the United States as being bene-
ficial to our own people and to oursolves. Now, Sir,
with regard to the contention that the treaty gives us any
thing, it is perfectly absurd. No'one has shown where we get
any advantage. The hon. momber for Queen's, P.E.I., the
other night went over the ground thoroughly, and from his
point of view ho showed exactly what the position is. The
hon. Minister of Justice tuned up his fiddle and played us a
very pretty little jig, at which ail of us could laugh, whether
we were on the Government side or not ; but he really did
not meet the arguments of the hon. mem ber for Queen's as to
what the treaty takes away from us. The main ground upon
which this treaty can ho defended, the ground upon which
I support it, is that it is friendly to the United States. It is
a treaty of pouce. What we surrender may not be very
great. It is absolutely necessary for us to live on the most
f riendly terms with the United States; it is a most desirable
thing that ail the arrangements between the two countries,
and ail the relations between them, shall be of the most
harmonious character, so as to prevent trouble and discord
among the two peoples. We are constantly, in winter and
sumner, the recipients of favors fron the people along the
coast. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I support this treaty because
of its friendliness to the United States, because it sweeps
away restrictions which are unnecessary, which are of no
benefit to ourselves, and when removed may be of great bne-
fit to that people and to ourselves in the way of peace, both
tor this country and the Empire at large. Now, Sir, I must
cordially congratulate the Minister of Finance upon his
treaty. I do not want to express in as strong terms as I
would like to, the appreciation I feel of the work ho has done.
Words of mine, which would seem to me to ho only words of
just praise for the work ho bas done, might seoem to the
louse, perhaps-to this side at any rate-words of extra.
vagant eulogy; therefore 1 will not use them. But I
do say that ho has done a great work for Canada, ho has
done a great work for England, and ho has done con-
ciderable good work for the United States in this flouse,
and I trust that, in whatever way his reward may come,
it will be satisfactory to him. But, Sir, it is weil to note
that in what ho has done, he bas bowied over the most
important members of the Cabinet. Re has swept
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away, as with a sponge on a blackboard, the declara-
tions of the Premier himself; he as wiped out the
arbitrary regulations of the Minister of Customs, or at
any rate, their application to the fishing vessels; he has
swept away the pleadings of the Minister of Justice ; and,
with the breath of his nostrils he has extinguished the
false lights put up along the shore by the Minister of Mar-
ine, which were luring the Ship of State to destruction.
Therefore he is to be congratulated. I do not know whether
he likes this kind of congratulations, but they are such as I
give, and I give them most heartily. I trust, Mr. Speaker,
that the treaty will be ratified here. I venture to hope
that, as in this Parliament, so in the Senate of the United
States, the able men composing that great deliberative body,
will accept this treaty, not alone for its practical beuefits,
but as an acknowledgment of our determination to do jus-
tice, too long delayed, as an olive branch of peace, as an
evidence of our desire to continue, and to expand, and to
make perpetual, the friendly relations between England
and her oldest child in America, and to cement more closely
and more firmly the friendly relationship of Canada to the
United States.

Mr. LANDRY. I have listened with a great deal of
attention to the hon. gentleman who bas just taken his seat.
Upon his rising to address the fouse I made up my mind
that coming from New Brunswick and knowing him te ho
possessed of the intelligence that ho does possess, knowing
that he is as well informed on public questions as he is, the
arguments he would use to this House might possibly re-
quire some answer to constituencies of New Brunswick, if
not to any other constituency, and I listened with the
object of replying to the arguments he might offer. But,
to my great astonishment, when he finished he himself had
answered his own speech. During remarks occupying
fifteen or twenty minutes he condemned the treaty in every
possible way, and he pointed out to this House ail the con.
cessions made, he pointed out their nature, in what respects
they had been made and I expected him to find fault with
the surrender of all those rights and privileges which we
enjoyed and which lad by this treaty been surrendered to
the United States; but upon concluding he congratulated
the Minister of Finance upon haviiig made such an excellent
treaty, upon having rendered such great service to the coun-
try and the people of Canada, but lie did not forget to say
also that he had rendered equally great service to
the people of the United States. I cannot say that the ion.
gentleman spoke very differently from other hon. members
who have spoken on the other side of the House. It is true
they have made some semblance of finding fault with the
treaty ; but upon the whole not one hon. gentleman bas
said he would oppose it by his vote. They have found
fault more particularly in regard to what brought about
the treaty ; and yet what would they have done ? they
admitted by their argument that the treaty was brought
about because of the regulations enforced by the Govern-
ment since the abrogation of the last treaty. They say, or
in effect they say, that the réason this treaty was brought
about was because of the position taken in regard to those
regulations, and most of them admit that we had a right to
put them in force, that they were strictly within our right
to pass, althongh they think the Government did not act
discretely in enforcing them. I would answer them in this
way; had the Government acted as ion. gentlemen
opposite desired them to have acted for the last two or
three years, we would not have had to-day'this treaty of
which they speak so highly. If we had allowed the United
States vessels to have free use of our fisheries, if we had
never opened our mouths to find fault with those who
came within our waters and poach on our fisheries
for years, obliging the Government to protest against those
acts, as they did, no treaty would have been negotiated,

Mr. ELLIs.

and we would not have had this great blessing regarding
which gentlemen opposite have codgratulated the Govern-
ment so frankly and so honestly. 1, therefore, believe if
we have a treaty tc-night it is simply because when the
other treaty came to an end the Government, understanding
the interests of the Canadian people, endeavored to put in
force that which it is not disputed we had a right to put in
force. The only question respecting which I can to some
extent agree with hon. gentlemen opposite when they spoke
of having made a surrender, and I cannot help giving ex-
pression to my opinion in this House, was that so far as I
interpret what is given by as under this treaty, although
the matters may not be very valuable in view of the inter-
ests of peace, good government and relationship whieh we
hope will always exist between this country and the United
States, and I say those matters were not a great deal to
surrender to secure those objects-yet if there was anything
surrendered I believe it was surrendered by us and not by
the United States. It is true the United States
have given up a great deal of their contention,
that they contended for a great deal which they did
not get; but according to my interpretation, they were
imaginary rights whereas ours were real rights under the
treaiy, rights whieh under the interpretation of a proper
tribunal would bave been found to exist under the treaty.
But not one of the hon. gentlemen opposite has pointed ont
what we have lost by the surrender made. The hon gentle-
man who last spoke pointed out thirteen or fourteen
different things we had surrendered, but he did not point
out that this country had lost anything by it, ho did not
show that we had made a surrender that injured our interests
and in proportion benefited the people of the United States.
On the contrary, he told us that he was not prepared to say
it would be any loss to us. The only ground upon which
he calculates the treaty might be an injury, was simply in
view of the contentions made by us previous to the nege-
tiations ; but if we take the lon. gentleman's own conten-
tions made before he spoke tonight in this House, we will
see that his contentions were somewhat hostile to the con-
tentions made by the Govern ment. What did le say in the
paper over which he has control. ie said:

" There is a doubt whether an American fishing vessel has the right
under the Treaty cf 1818 to enter our harbors and buy bait. But an
arrangement made 70 years ago will not work now. 1he Government
of Canada in reviving a treaty 70 years old have done a tbing which
tbey wiI nlot be able toe stand by, and which will make this country
ridieulous in the eyes of the world."

That was his opinion in 1886.
Mr. ELLIS. That is my opinion now.
Mr. LANDRY. Then what does the hon. gentleman find

fault with? fHe was only grieved because it aid not occur
sooner. If it had occurred sooner, there would have been
no occasion for the treaty. He told us that the circum-
stances that brought about the Treaty of 1818 disappeared,
and therefore, it was necessary to have another treaty.
There was an absolute necessity, according to the hon. gen-
tleman, for having a new treaty, because the reasons that
led to the Treaty of 1818 had disappeared. If there were
such reasons, was the Government wrong in negotiating a
treaty ? Certainly not. The next question is whether
the treaty is one that we can approve. Not one of the
hon. gentlemen opposite bas endeavored to point out that
it is not one that we should approve. They all say we
should approve it, and no vote will be taken respecting
it. I admit that at the beginning of the debate if
hon. gentlemen opposite had taken the stand that the
treaty should not hé accepted, as it was a base sur-
render of rights which it was our duty to guard and
maintain and not surrender-and I take it that the Parlia-
ment of Canada still has it in its own hande, notwithstand-
ing the negotiation that has taken place, the duty of
determining whether the treaty shal be passed, and thit
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we can still stay our hand and cry halt, and say we will
wait for something better-if they had taken that ground
I could have sympathised with them to some extent, because
they would have believed we were surrendering valuable
rights. They do not, however, take that position. On the
contrary, they take this position: While they blame the
Government and use very strong language, the late Finance
Minister using very strong language indeed, stating that the
Government had in a cowardly manner surrendered, that
according to their own admission they would have surren.
dered long before they came face to face with the American
Government; they would have surrendered when the Am-
erican fishermen came to poach upon our fisheries, and they
would have hauled down the flag at that time, to use the
words of the hon. gentleman opposite. They found fault with
that surrender, and at a time when it was, in my opinion, pro-
per and right and fair to make surrenders, if thesurrenders
were called for, because when a treaty is being made sur-
renders have to be made on both sides. If surrenders have
been made on both sides, it is in order to ensure the
friendly relatiors wbich we say ought to exist between the
two peoples. When the tme comes for discussing those
matters in a friendly manner face to face, it is the time to
see what one can concede on one side, and what one can
concede on the other, for the benefit of both countries. I
would ask hon, gentlemen opposite in what are our rights
surrendered, or on what false position are we placed by
those negotiations ? I cannot see it, and I have therefore
much pleasure in joining with the hon. gentleman from the
city of St. John (Mr. Ellis) and with the hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House in giving my vote for the
ratification of this treaty.

Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Speaker, it was towards the close of
last Session before the Government laid on the Table of the
H1ouse the blue books which furnished the information upon
whieh we have to judge very largely of this treaty. During
the short time we had before the Séssion closed, after the
correspondence was brought down, I did not do more than
take a cursory glance at it, and very little opportunity was
afforded to discuss it before the House closed. I must admit
that I did feel in reading it very much pained and surprised
at parts ot the correspondence which was laid before us. I
however felt that as the matter was opened up for nego-
tiation between Canada and the United States that even if
the opportunity had presented itself it would not have been
right for us to wash our dirty linen in public, as it were, and
to take the ground which might be construed to be in favor
of the American contention. I was not surprised, however,
at the arguments of the Government contained in the cor-
respondence. I dare say they were all correct, and they
were very able arguments indeed, but what I was pained
and grieved at, as a Canadian, was to see the hard and in-
humane way and the most imprudent manner in which our
Government had enforced the technical rights which they
claimed under the old Treaty of 1818. The hon. the Minis-
ter of Finance bas had to educate his party a good deal
recently, and there was a remark which he made in his
speech the other day, which I think will apply admirably
to the conduct of his colleagues in 1886, in reference to
American fishing vessels. This is what he said:

" It is one thing to hold a technical construction and it is another
thing to enforce ILt.

I do not find fault for the holding of a technical con-
struction by the Government, but I do find fault with the
manner in which they enforced it. i do not like to see this
treaty carried by the House unless I for one protest against
the many acts of the Government which have produced
those many cases of complaint, and which I have no doubt the
British commissioners in private, during the course of the
negotiations, have had to admit and must have apologised
for. I will give throe or four instances which will illustrate

the others. There was the oase of the Siloh in which the
contention was made that Canadian fishermen who happened
to be on this American fishing vessel in a port should not
be allowed to step on shore to see their friends. They were
prevented from doing so. Now I say if that can be justified
according to the strict interpretation of the laws of the
Medes and Persians it was the most unwise and improper
and inhumane thing to enforce it against our Canadian
fishermen. It bas been alleged against us on this side that
we take the contentions of the American law breakers. I
shall go to the reports of the officers of our own Govern ment
and prove from their own officials the injustice in the case.
Capt. Thos. Quigley of the Government cruiser Terror
-reports :

"l In the case of the Shiloh she came into the barbor about six p m , on
the ninth of August, at Liverpool, and a signal was fired in her case the
sarne as the others."

Just as if she was a pirate,-
SWhen she anchored I boarded her, and the captain reported lie was

in for water. I told h«m it was then too late to report at the eustom
house till morning, and thit he muet not allow his crew on shore, also
that I would leave two men on bo'trd to see that he did not otherwise
break the law and that my instructions were carried out.

" In the morning I called for the captain when taking the Tulia and
Ellen captain ashore. From there 1 told him as I did the other that his
men could go on taking water while he was reporting, so that ho could
sail when he returned and not be delayed. This they did not do.

" I have reason to know that it was not water this vessel came la
for, as several of the crew lived there and it was for the purpose of
letting hie men ashore and not for taking water that he put in. He
afterwardsemptied six barrels of water, stating they were sour, and
fooled aIl day filling them, delaying the time that he might get his
crew on shore. I refused to allow his crew on share for any other pur-
pose than to take water, after completing whicb, the weather being fine
I ordered him to sea in the evening.

" In all cases, except when in for repaire, I place men on board to see
that the law is not violated, as many cf there vessele put in for the
harbor and make taking water and seeking shelter an excuse eiihor to
get men or land them, or to allow them a chance to see their friends.'

What a crime it was for several of the crew of the American
vessels who lived in the port of Shelburne to desire to get
on shore to se. their friends. The officer complains that
the American captain came for the purpose of putting bis
men ashore and not to take in water. Here is the valiant
commander oi a goverument cruiser who prevents his
Canadian fellow citizeris from coming on shore to sec thoir
friende, on the ground of some technical regulations of the
Government. I come to the caEe of the Pearl Nelson, of
which I told the Minister of Marine just now, whon be inter-
rupted the hon. member from St. John (Mr. Ellis), with an
enquiry regarding that vessel's name. I told him I would
be able to show that the Pearl Nelson was fined $-"0 by the
custom bouse officer, and that the captain of that vessel was
refused permission to land the clothes of a dead Canadian
at the port of Arichat until $200 was paid.

Mr. FOSTER. We will hear how you will prove it now.
Mr. EDGAR. I will prove it just as I said I woold

prove it. I take, in the first place, the allegation of the
American captain who says:

"I hal lest a man on the Grand Banks named James Bampson, who
belonged to Arichat, and I wanted to land his effects if the customs
offoers would allow me to. Some of my crew belonged in that neigh-
borhood. William Batineau, my cook, and nine others of my crew took
boats off the deck and went ashore without asking my permission. I
saw them, but had never known that was any objection. I had been in
this and other British and American ports frequently, and witnessed the
landing from my own and other vesels' crews, but nover before heard
such landing was illegal or improper. These men took nothing with
them from the vesse], nor carried away anything but the clothes they
wore

" From the time I left Provincetown I had been into no port any-
where. Next morning after my arrivai in Arithat, at 8.30 o'cloek, 1
went ailire to enter at the custom louse and found it closed. I called
at nine o'clock and it was not opened. I went again at ton o'clock and
found the collector opening the office door. I made the regular inward
report to him, and requested permission to land the clothes of James
Sampson, who had been lost from my vessel on the Grand Banks.

" He told me ho had sent a man for me. After I got there this man
came into the office and was holding my papers, and told the mnu to go
back and take charge of the vossel.
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"I asked him why he held my papers. He replied h% seized hier
because I had allowed mv men to go ashore before repoTting at the
cnstom bouse; that all le could tell me was, he said he would telegraph
to Ottawa and find out what to do with me, and he did telegraph imme-
diately. About ô o'clock p m the colector received an answer, and
told me to deposit $.00, and the vessel would be released. The collec-
tor would not allow me to land this dead man's clothes until after I had
paid the $200 fine."
That is his allegation.

Mr. FOSTER. What day was that?
Mr. E DGAR. I suppose the l8th of September. Now,

what does the report of the hon. Minister of Marine say:
" The Minister alo submits that it is clear from Capt. Kempt's affidavit

that he was guilty of an infraction of the customs regulations in allow-
ing men to land from his vessel before ehe had beea reported, and the
Minister o Customs having favorably considered Capt Kempt's repre-
sentations as to his ignorance of the customs regulation, requiring that
vessels should bi reported bef>re landingeither men or cargoe therefrom,
has remitted the fine of $200 which had been imposed, in the case of the
American schooner Pearl Nelson.'

The enclosed shows that the report of Mir. Johnston, wben
the remission was maIe, was dated 22nd OctoLer, more
than a month after the fine had been imposed. There is no
contradiction to the allegation that this man was not
allowed to land that dead man's clothes until ho paid the
$200. He was fined for sending some men on shore with
th dead man's clothes, I suppose.

Mr. FOSTlER. No.
Mr. EDG AR. Wel, wi hout them. I do not care how

it was, he was not allowed to send this dead man's clothes
on shorc uniutl ho aid the fine. Let us take a case of
unother class-a case in which a vessel was refused permis-
sion to buy a few trifling supplies. The captain says

" On Tuesday, bth October, we made Shelburne, N.S., and arrived in
that harbor about 8 o'clock, p.m,, on that day, short of provisions,
water and oil t burn. On Wednesday, I sailed for the inner harbor of
8belburne, arriving at the town about 4 p.m. On going ashore I found
the custom house closed. and hunted up the collector and entered my
vessel, and asked permission from hrm ta buy 7 lbs sugar, 3 lbs
coffe,, j ta I bushel potatoes, and 2 lbs butter or lrrd or pork, and oil
enough ta last us home, ani was refused. I stated ta him my situation,
short of provisions and a voyage of 250 miles before, and pleadeo with
him for this slight privilege, bit it was of no avail I then visited the
American consul and asked his assistance, and found him powerless ta
aid me in this matter. The collector of customi held my papéers until
the next morning, although [ asked for him as soon as I found I could
sot bny any provisions, say about one and a half houre after I enered,
but he refused ta give them to me until the next morning. Immediately
on receiving my pape's on Thnrsday morning, I started for hme,
arriving ou Sunday I think the treatment I received harsh and cruel,
driving myself and crew ta sea with a scanty supply of provisions, we
having but little flour and water, and liable ta bo buffetted for days
before reaching home."

The answer of the collector of customs to that is that he had
gone to an agricultural exhibition, and ho went on:

"I had been on the grounds about 15 minutes when Oaptain Rose put
in an appearance, and i at once came ta the office, and he reported his
vessel, stated that he was from the Bank bound home, and came in ta
fill water and wanted provisions as follows, viz , 7 lbs ugar, 3 Ilb cof-
fee, 1 bushiel potatoes and.2 Ibm butter, This was all. I tiok a meulo.
and attaclied it to bis inward report, and oil is not mentioned. Stated
that he ad plenty of gour, fih and other provisions sufficient for voyage
home. 1 gave him permission ta fill water at one3, but as the treaty
made no provision for purchase of supplies I would telegraph ta the
Department at Ottawa, and no doubt it would be allowed.

Mr. BOWELL. Quite right.

Ur. EDGAR:

"1Captain Rose expressed his willingness to remain until a reply was
recelved. He called at the office next morning (Thursday) at 6.30 a.m.
and not finding I lad received a reply, said as the wind was fair and a
good breeze, he would not wait longer, and wonld take a clearance,
which I gave him."

The hon. Minister of Customs says the collector was quite
right to telegraph to the grand panjandrum at Ottawa. I
will quote to the hon. Minister of Customs the words of
the hon. Finance Minister again :

"« is one thing to hold a technical construction, and it is another
thing to enforce it."

àLre ilDQAR

Perbans the hon. Minister of Oustoms will tell as that the
collector enforced these stringent regulations becanse the
Americans did. i think I have heard that contention
before, but the hon. Minister of Finance meets that
very question in his speech, because ho has surrendered
rights of that kind ; and as an excuse for doing that which
I do not think required any excuse at all in this Parliament
-ho should rather have excused the previous acte of hie
administration-with reference to the concessions made in
Article 10, ho said:

" A great deal was made of the apparent injustice of subjecting vessels
obliged to put in for humane purposes, schb as vessels in distress and
vessels under stress of weather to come under the clause of the treaty
that allowed vessels to come in for those four purposes. A great deal
was made of the difficulties that were thrown in their way, and the
obstructions that were placed apparently by Canada, in the way of their
exercising and enjoying those privileges that the treaty of 1818 clearly
and distinctly provided they should enjoy. I think, Sir, that this House
and the people of this country will agree with me that it was not unde-
sirable in the interesti of goo I neighborhood, in the interests of the
good reputation of Canada for humane and friendly consideration to
vessels in distress, obliged to put into our ports for shelter, and espe-
cially where they bhd under the treaty right a right to corne in under
such circumstances, that we s'bould remove any obstructions or hin-
drances that lay in their way."
Then the hon. the Minister of Finance goos on to say:

" It was urged, oi the other hand, that in the United States our fish-
ing vessels were not treated with the same stringency that those vessels
were which under treaty right are permitted to come into our waters
for those four purposes, and evidence was placed before the commission
to show that in the port of Portland the course pursued was a more
liberal course than the stringent regulations which had been used in
Canada. The collector of that port who had been collector for 10years
was examined and gave his testimony as to the treatment of the Vomi-
nion vessels in the United States waters. Be was asked:

" ' During the time you have been deputy collector, whether or not,
there have been numerous cases of Dominion vessels, including vessels
engaged in fishing in that port, and if tbey failed to report, though
lying more than twenty-four hours, have penalties been imposed for
such failure during the term of your service?'

"Hie answer was, as 1 remember:
"' If there were any instances of Dominion vessels failing to report

when lying more than twent,v-four hour, their presence has been over-
lowed by the port officers. Ido not recall from memory a single
instance when or where a penalty was imposed, and I find no record of
any such payments in the accounts of this office.' "
So that our Customs Department had not even the miser-
able execuse that the others wore doing it to, and if they
had that excuse two wrongs would not make one right.
What was the opinion about this harsh cons.riction of the
treaties of Mr. Chamberlain himself. In speaking at Mr.
Wiman's banquet, ho is reported in the London Times to
have said :

" This interference, whether justified by law or not, inevitably pro-
voked great irritation and ill-feeling in this country, and it il not too
muci to say that for some time peaceful relations between the two
greatest free nations in the world-or, if not peaceful relations, at any
rate, friendly intercourse between them was at the mercy of officials
acting at a great distance from the central authority, who might be hot
headed or indiscreet or unreasonable in the exercise of extremely deli-
cate functions. * * *

'' Nations are often more apt to resent petty affronts andinjuries than
they are to resent serions invasions of natural rights."
Now I should think Mr. Chamberlain was right on that
point at any rate. Lot us see whether the Americans
resented this or not, Let us see whether they quietly sub-
mitted to this interference. I will not say whether the
Americans did not too hotly rosent this; I will not say
whether they were not too touchy on the subject. But I
want to show that our Government should have understood
the people ey had to deal with, and should have known
how sensitive the Americans are with regard to any inter-
ference of that kind with their commerce; they should have
understood what would have been the results of that inter-
ference. What were the results ? From the beginning to
the end of all the correspondence in this book, we see that
there was the strongest feeling created; we see that Mr.
Bayard, who is not usually supposed to be an ill-tempered
or unreasonable man, used language with reference to vos-
sels, all through the unfortunate summer of 1886, of this
kind. Speaking of the case of the Novelty, he said:
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"A gainst this treatment I make instant and formal protest as an

unwarranted interpretation and application of the treaty by the officers
of the Dominion ot Oanada and of the Province of Nova Scotia, s an
infraction of the laws of commercial and maritime intercourse existing
between the two countries, and as a violation of hospitality, and for
any loss or injury resulting therefrom, the Government of Her Britannic
Majesty will be held liable.'"

W ith reference to the prohibition of purchasing herring
from Canadian weirs for canning, Mr. Bayard writes:

" Such inhibition of usual and legitimate commercial contracta and
intercourse is assuredly without warrant of law, and I draw your atten-
tion to it in order that the commercial rights of the citizens of the
United States may not be thua invaded and subjected thus to unfriendly
discrimination." •

The Secretary of the Treasury was asked to report upon
these subjects, and he speaks of " the unworthy and petty
spite " of the Canadians in dealing with the Americans. He
also said:

" The Dominion of Canada brutally excludes American fishermen from
Canadian ports. * * * I believe there never bas been in the past
and I hope there never will be in the future such passionate spite dis-
played by the officers of the Government, as bas during the last sum-
mer been exhibited in the Dominion of Canada towards well meaning
American fiuhermen., 1

That was from the Secretary of the Treasury. Then the
Committee of Foreign Affairs of the House ot Reprosenta.
tives made a report, and they reported in nuch the same
line. They also suggest the motives of the Canadians to
use these means in enforcing what they considered their
rights:

" The motives and purpose of such denial have been openly pro-
claimed by Canada, and plainly avowed by Oanada to be. first, the pun-
ishment of such vessels because the United States levies a duty on
Canadian fish not fresh for immediate consumption, such as the Govern.
ment levies on ail such fish not the product of American fisheries and
imported from any foreign place whatever, and secondly, to coerce the
United States to exempt such Oanadian fish from all dustoms duties, and
to enter into other new reciprocal relations with the Canadian Dminion
and Newfoundland. It is a policy of threat and coercion, which, in the
opinion of your commission, should be intantly and summarily dealt
wlth."1

It was instantly and summarily dealt with and they showed
in that report what it was they dealt with. It was this con.
duct of the Custom Department, which the hon. gentleman
has said to-night was riht, that they dealt with. Thon came
the retaliation Act. What language is used about that
Act in the officiai correspondence brought down by the
Government ?

" The Senate rose to a bigh level of patriotism in defence of na-
tional honor. The Eeries of unneighborly, brutal, and illegal out-
rages upon American commerce in Dominion waters bas been resented
with becoming vigor and dignity. The Senate, with only one dissent-
ing vote-and that vote cast under a fantastic interpretation of the
measure bas armed the President with full, adequate and just powers
of retaliation."1

So I have traced, I think, that Retaliation Bill and all the
possible and fearful consequences which it might have
involved, directly and clearly to this idinicreet, ill-advised
and unstatesmanlike action of our Government in 1886.
Weil, even after that our Government were not dismayed.
No, Sir, like ancient Pistol they had brave words at any
rate, and it was after that, it was on the 1st February,1887,
that we had the famous report of the Privy Council, which
was set over to England, and which purports to be the
report of the Minister of Marine and Fiheries. I do not
know whether I have any right to pry into the authorship
or not of that document; but I should judge from the terms
of it, and from the turns of sentences in that document, that
the hlinister of Justice had more to do with it than the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries. The hands are the hands
of Esau, but the voice is the voice of Jacob. In that grave
State paper, they justify everything they have done, and
they say:

" It is not to be expected ihat, after having earnestly insisted upon
the necessity of a strict maintenance of these treaty rights, and upon
tie respect due by foreign vessels while in Canadian waters, to the
municipal legislation by which all vessela resorting to those waters ara
governed, in the absence moreover of any decision of a legal tribunal,

to show that thire has been any straining of the law in those cases in
wh ch it has been pet in operation, the Canadian Government will
suddenly and without the justification supplied by any new facts or
arguments withlaw frotn a position taken up deliberately, and by doing
so in effect, plead guilty to the whole of the eh trges of oppre-sion,
inhumanity, and bad fa-th, whicb, in language wholly unwarranted by
the circumstances of the case, have been made against it by the public
men of the United States."

Here is the historie sentence, which comes in now,-
" Such a surrender on the part of Canada would involve the aban-

donment of a valuable portion of the national inheritance of the Cana-
dian people, who would certainly visit with just reprobation those who
were guilty of so serious a neglect of the trust committed to their
charge."

These were brave words indeed, but they were sent home
by Ris Excellency on the 1st February, in a despatch to
the Home OfRe, and as soon as the Home Government had
time to consider the situation, they promptly sat upon Her
Majesty's Governmer t bere, and in a despatch sent by cable
from the Colonial Secretary to the Governor General, they
say:

" Her Majesty's Government, while endeavoring to procure this ad
interim arrangement, feel it right to intimate to you that they are dis-
posed to think, after much consideration of the entire subject, that the
best and simplest settlement of the present difficulties might be arrived
at if both parties would agree so as to permit the discussion of the
more extended commercial arrangements-to provide for a term at
least, if not permanently, the condition or things which existed under
the Treaty of Washington, fiPh and fish productions being again reci-
procally duty free, and the fishery being once more reciprocally thrown
open. They are, however, of opinion that it would be the clear interest
of the Dominion that no suggestion of a pecuniary indemnification
should be made in proffering this arrangement."

And that was within two days accepted by the Governor
General in a cable to England, so that the high words, and
the still mure high-handed proceedings of the hon. gentk.
man could not be tolerated in England, but, fortunately for
Canada in that instance, were interfored with. I am not
Bo much surprised that England could not, after that, trust
Canada to negotiate a treaty. These gentlemen nearly got
Canada, nearly got England, and nearly got the Empire
into a war with the United States. It was, therefore, not
surprising that England could not trust the Canadian Gov-
ernment to negotiate the treaty. But, though that is the
case, I would not like to be in the louse when any Cana.
dian commercial treaty is adopted which has been made for
us by representatives of Downing Street, without entering
a protest against that, because I think British diplomacy
in colonial matters has always been a failure. We had
hoped that we had outlived that stage of Canadian existence
ever since, in 1874, Mr. George Brown went to Washington
as a delegate, not from Downing Street, but froin Ottawa,
to negotiate a treaty. Of course ho was authorised in
Her Majesty's name, as ho had to be. Afterwards, we
settled in Halifax the amount of the claims against
the United States, and we did it most successfully,
without any Downing Street agent to manage it for
us, and I had hoped that the ground which wrs
taken, in 1882, by Mr. Blake in regard to that
matter, and which, i think, you, Mr. Speaker, will recol-
lect, would have been followed for the future. I think it
is unnecessary, in order that Canada may have fair play
with the United States, to invoke the worlike power of
Great Britain. That is ail a piece of clap-trap. We know
that the English Government will not send its ironclads
and open fire upon the cities of the United States in our
behalf. England migbt do that in Alexandria or in Bur-
mah, but she will Dot do it in regard to the United States.
That is the last thing she will think of in this world. But
we have claims of our own, and we should go to the United
States and say to them: It is worth your while to make a
treaty with us at any time, because it will be immensely
to your advantage to make that treaty, and not only to
muake it but to keep it. It is not the ironclads or the
armies of Europe that keep treaties in the present
age, but it is the mutual benefits derived from thom
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by the countries who are parties to them. If that
were not the case, how could Switzerland, that little
State in the midst of Europe in arms, successfully make
treaties ? But we know that she does, and that Portugal
does, and that those treaties with larger powers are entered
upon and honestly carried out. We do not need the assis-
tance of England to make our treaties or to have them kept
after they are made. I will just trouble you with a statement
of the enormous value of Canadian trade to the United States
as compared with other countries in the world. There are
only three countries in the world that have a larger trade
with the United States than Canada, and those are England,
Germany and France. We have a more valuable trade with
the United States than that great Empire of Brazil or that
fertile island of Cuba, both of which are ber neighbors. We
have double the trade of Italy, Belgium or the Netherlands ;
we have more than treble the frade of China, Mexico or
Japan; we have more than four times the trade they have
with Spain, more than five times their trade with Russia,
more than six times their trade with the five repubhes of
Central America in the aggregate, and ton times the trade
with Chili and Portugal. And to say in that condition of affairs
that we should look for an agent Io corne from Downing
Street to make a fair treaty for us is not reasonable. A few
years ago, when the present First Minister was in power, in
1868, two of his colleaguos were in London, looking after,
among other things, the San Juan difficulty. They were
Sir George Cartier and Mr. William Maedougall, who were
at that time representing the Government very ably ; and,
in a letter to Lord Granville, dated the 29th December,
1868, they gave expression to theso sentiments:

" Our experience of past diplomacy in the settiement of boundaries in
North America, in which the disposition on one ide to concede, and on
the other to encroach was always present and always resulted disast-
rously to Canada, admonishes us that a similar disposition, and similar
remults, may befeared in the future."

That was the statement of the bhon. gentleman's colleagues
nearly 20 years ago; and surely, Mr. Speaker, if they were
right in their historical account of what had happened in
the past diplomacy, they were right in what they were
afraid would happen in the near future; for we know that
San Juan Island was given away, we know since then the
Fenian claims, in the Treaty of 1871, were abandoned, and I
am not at all satisfied that if Canada had the negotiation of
her own arrangemnts, about ihe fisheries with the United
States, and was not interfered with on o way or another, we
might not have done better than we have. Now, Sir, as to this
treaty itself, the concessions do seem to be all on oe side.
There is very little in the treaty at ail. i t is spread over a
good deal of ground, it is like very thin butter spread over a
large slice of bread. It looks very much as if the plenipo.
tentiaries, after spending nearly three months, came to the
conclusion that for the credit of themselves, every one of
them, they must do something; that it would never do for
them to go home without coming to some settlement, and
so they patched up a little arrangement about the head-
lines ; they made concessions to the Americans about entries
in the customs ports, and they gave nothing on earth to
Canada except a provision, in the 12th clause, that Canada
is to have the same rights for ber fishing vessels in Ameri-
can fishing grounds, as were conceded to the United States.
But even that, the Minister of Finance in bis speech, had
to admit did not amoun to anything at al]; he was almost
ash amed for it, and he apologised for it." Sc, while not
desiring to oppose the treaty as it stands now, I think it is
comparatively harmless, but I think it contains a great
mary provisions whieh should have been conceded by us
without negotiations by the delegates at Washington. I am
sorry to suay that it does not contain free acceas to the
United States markets for fish for our people down by the
sea, and that is one great desideratum that they ail
seem clamoring for. Bat apart from that, Mr. Speaker,

Mr. EDCaÂu,

baving made a protest against the action of the Govern-
ment in 1886, and against the negotiation of Canadian
treaties by Downing-street diplomatist, I will vote for the
sccond reading of the Bill.

Mr. MoDOUGALL (Cape Breton). At this very late hour
of the night, or rather early hour of the morning, I do not in.
tend to detain the House very long. I would not trouble the
House at this moment were it not for the importance of the
treaty for the people whom I have the honor to represent.
Ever since the negotiations between the United States and
Canada the people of my county¶ave been looking anxiously
forwar d to this settlement, and so far as I have been able to
learn the settlement which has been arrived at gives general
satisfaction. A great deal has been said with regard to the
treatment which the Americans have received at the hands
of Canadian officials. Now, on this point, I desire to read
the testimony of a captain belonging to the United States
who was engaged in the fisheries. lu a letter to the Boston
llerald, dated 9th November, 1886, he says :

"So muchbas been written and printed about the experiences of
American fishermen in Canadian waters, and the indignities put on
theLn, 1 wish you would open your columns and give jour readers an
insight into the other Bide of the story. I sailed from Boston for North
Bay on 16th June, not knowing just what the cutters would do or bow
the iaw would be interpreted. i neared the coast with fear sd amu-
iety. The first landi sighted was Whitehead, and immediately cries camne
from aloft: 'Cutter in sight ahead11' I rushed to the deck, found the
vessel which proved to be the Houlett, commanded by Capt. Lorway,
nearing us rapidly. At time ofe sighting the cutter we were standing
alone inshore. She hoisted her flags to let us know what she was, and
we immediately 'about ship ' and put to sea to get ont of her way,
for fear we might be put on the prize list of the captures. We finally
headed up for Port Mulgrave in Ganso, expecting to receive rough usage
from the authorities, but, to our surprise, found Collector Murray a per-
fect gentleman, willing to assist me as far as he could without encroach-
ing on the Canadian laws. From there we put in at Port Hawkesbury
and boarded the cutter Conrad, and asked the captain for instructions in
regard to the three mile limit, and what privileges, if any, we had. I
waa answered, in a courteous and hearty way, that ho did not have them
aboard, but would go ashore in a few moments and get me a printed
copy of the regulations, which he did, and assured us that if we
followed them we would be unmolested; that he was there to see that
the law was not violated, but not to cause unneoessary annoyance.
After receiving instructions from the captain, thanks to him, I went to
the custoi house and entered my vessel, paying twenty-five cents. I
found a very pleasant gentleman in the collector, who did all in hie
power to relieve my mind and make us confortable."Souris was our next port of landing, where we also raported, aud
were well treated. From there we went to Malpeque, where we found
another gentleman in the collector. We met the cutter Houlftt at
Uascumpec, and had several interviews with her commander, Captain
Lorway, whom I found a quiet, just and gentlemanly officer. My vessel
was one of the fleet ordered out of harbor by him. At that time it was
as good a fish day as one could ask for, and the instructions were plain
that at such times we had no right to remain in harbor. At no time
is there much water to spare on the bar, and it is a common occurrence
for vesseis to ground in going in or out, and that some did touch was
due to ignorance of the channel or carelessnesa on the part of captains.
At the time the order was issued the weather was fair, but before all the
fileet could work out through the channel, one of the sudden changes in
weather, so much to be dreaded on sncb a coast, came, and the cutter
rescinded the order and the fleet returned. It has been printed in a
Boston paper that, owing to being forced to sea by the cutter's orders
in bad weather, my schooner, the Andrew Be4rnham, fouled two
Englishmen and narrowly escaped serious damage. If true it woutd
look like a hardship. It was simply this: [:n getting under way, in a
small and crowded apace, finding I would not have room, I iropped
our starboard anchor. That not holding, we let go the other, and it
brought us up al right; not much in this to point to as an outrage or
danger from stress of weather. I believe Captain Lorway to be a man
who would carry out all the requirements of the canadian laws, but I
saw nothing in my experience in those waters that could be considered
as being arbitrary, or taking a mean advantage of bis official authority
to annoy anyone. Uaptain Lorway bas been a master of vesselas for
twenty-five years, is a man of high reputation as a seaman, and as good
a judge of whether the weather is favorable for a vessel to go to se as
any man who walks a deck, and when ha ordered the fleet to sea he
went himaelf, and I know ha would not order a vessel to have harbor
if there wae any danger of loss of life or property. We reported at
Cascumpec, and were treated the same as at all other ports we touched
at. If our vesselas would attend to reporting at the cnstom houde, the
same as they do in our ports, no trouble would be met with.

" If we had 'free fish • it would give the Canadians some recompense
for what our fishermen want, viz., the right to go anywhere and every-
where, use their barbor, ship men, get provisions, land and mend our
nets, buy salt and barrels, an dahip Qar catch home by rail or steamer
vikthut epense or annoyance, the same as we have heretofore.
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" If we had had this privilege last year, myself and vessel would have

been $5,000 better off this season, and al the fishermen in the bay would
have been in the same boat with me. I do not say that I am too honest
net te fish within the three-mile limit, nor do I believe there is a ressel
in the fleet who would not, if the cutter was out of sight. I made two
tripe to the bay, both of which were very successful, and I lived up te
the requirements of the law as well as I knew how, and did not find
them obnoxious, or te interfere witb my succesa, and everywhere I
went I was courteously treated by the officials-especially se by both
the cutters. Should it be a bay year next season, I hope to meet
them again. Those who openly preached that they would go where
they pleased, do what they wanted te in spite of law or cutters,
shipped men, smuggled or openly fished inside of the limit, and
indalged in the satisfaction of damning the cutter, the captain, the
Government and everything else when they knew they could do it
with impunity, and that the men they were talking te could net resent
it by word or blow, were looked after sharp anl were net extended
the courtesy that was shown so many of us.

" In the interest of fair play I could net help writing you and asking
yon te give this te your readers, if net taking up toc much of your
valuable space.

"V'ery respectfully,
" CAPT. NATHAN F. BLAKE,

"Schnr. Andrew Burnham, of Beaton.
Boston, 6th October, 1886."

This is what Captain Blake says as to his experience in
dealing with our customs officers and captains of cutters, and
it is lar from being in accordance with the utterances of hon.
gentlemen opposite. I think, however, that authority
should be satistaçtory to those gentlemen ; first, because the
authority comes from the United States, and, second, be.
cause the authority is named Blake. Here is an extract
from the paper in which that letter was published :

(Bxtractfrom the Boston Herald, doted 91h October, 1886.)

"A FISHING CAPTA[N'S EXPERIENCE.

"The letter of Captain Nathan F. Blake, of the fishing schooner
Ândrew Burnham of this city, which we publisbed on Wednesday,
would appa:ently indicate that the Canadian officials have net been
dieposed te push the requirements of their law quite as rigorously as
some of our fishermen have maintained Captain Blake says that be
has experienced net the least trouble in his intercourse with the Cana-
dian officials, but that, as he has treated them courteously, they on their
aide have reciprocated in like termis. There is, undoubtedly, a great
deal of bitterness felt on both sides, and probably this bitterness has led
both parties te be ungracious in their own conduct, and te exaggerate
the wrongs they have endured, hardships frequently due te an nnwill-
ingnesa te observe the requirements of the law as these are now laid
down. If aIl American fishinig captains exhibited the sme courtesy
and moderation that Captain Blake has shown, we imagine that there
would be very little trouble in arriving at an equitable and pleasing
understanding with Canada."

I wish now to call the attention of the flouse to the
condition of our fisheries, for they have been presented
before this House as in an unsatisfactory state and particu.
larly the fisheries from the part of the Dominion from which
I come. In 1873 the value of Nova Scotia fisheries was
86,500,000, in 1878 86,131,000. It will be remembered that
in course of the discussion in this flouse a few days ago
more than one hon. member contended that during the
period from 1b73 to 1871 the fishing interests in Nova
Scotia made progress but since that date had declined. i find
by referring te the fisheries from that time to the present
that, although the value in 1878 was $6,131,000 it had
increased in 1882 to $7,13 1,000, and in 1886 te $8,415,000, or
an increase of 15 per cent. The same may be said in
regard to the Island of Cape Breton, although an hon.
member, I think the han. member for Queen's, Prince Bd-
ward Island, stated the other day that there had been a great
exodus and that the fisheries are in an unsatisfactory condi-
tion. I propose to give a statement showing not only that the
fishing industry is in a state of prosperity, but that it is in
a state of great prosperity. In 1882 the value of the fish-
eries of Cape Breton was $1,080,000; in 1886, 81,561,000,
being an inCrease of 50 per ent. We also find the number
of men employed larger than it was when hon. gentlemen
opposite occupied the Treasury benches. In 1877-78 we
had employed in the fisheries 6,680 hands; in 1886-87, 7,591,
or an rres. of 11 per cent. I desire now to quote from
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the Halifax !èrning Chroncle an article on the subject of
the fisheries and the operation of the Government laws
against the American fishing vessels. It states, in its issue
of January 13th, 1888, as follows:-

" THE MACKEREL CATOH.
" The last number of Bradstre.t'a contains a number of elaborate

tables, in connection with the trade of the United gtates showing the
production of wheat, cotton, fish, and a variety of other artilee, during
the year 1886, as compared with eviu eans . The table relating to
the fish trade will afford the peope of the United States the most con-
vincing proof of the absurdity of the claim that our Asheries are of no
value to them. If such figures were sent out from a Caaadian source
their accuracy might be challenged, and it would no doubt be pretended
that they were cooked in the interesta of our fishermen, for the purpose
of securing the removal of the duty. The facto and figures givenby
Bradstreet's are open te no such doubt, and there can b e no question
that their wide circulation will have a strong effect in causing the
Americans te see the folly of the course they have been led te adopt, in
rejecting the opportunities which have been offered them of settling the
fishery question on a fair and reasonable basis.

The mere statement of the fact that during 1886 thei primary indue-
try of the New England fishermen, the catching of fsih, haî been unrs-
munerative, fails to give anything like a definite idea of the resault of
their exclusion from our waters upon their business, but the figures in
Bradstreet are intelligible enough te be understood by any one, and
show conclusively that the use of our waters is a vital necessity to the
fishermen of the Eastern States, and is of immense Importance to the
trad e and to the people."

IIt appears that the mackerel fleet in 1888 ouly secured 80,000
barrets, as against 330,000 barrels in 1885, and as against a much larger
quantity than last year's catch in every year einee 1859. The effbet of
this short catch has been te raise the price and to check the consump-
tion. The increase from these Provinces, notwithstanding the duty,
bas been larger than in 1885. It is further stated that the effeet of the
duty has been to change the course of the expert trade, most of the fish
now sent by Boston merchants to Hayti and San Domingo being packed
in the Provinces instead of in the States. [n respect to ood there is a
reduction in the catch of upwards of 79,000 quintals, a falling off which
may he attributed te the dfficulty of procuring bait, or may be ex-
plained by natural causes, similar variations having occurred in
previous years, but figures in relation te the mackerel catch are too re-
markable and too unitorm in previous years te be explained away. The
number of barrels caught each year since 1881 is as follows:-

1881........ ........ .................. ........ 391,857
1882 ........ ......... .... . ................................... 378,863
1883 ................................. 226,885
1884........................ . . ......................... ... 478,070
1885 ........... .......... ............ 329,943
1886 ......................... ............... ,........ ......... 81,953

'If the cruisers sent ont by the Dominion Government had performed
their duty effectively there can be no doubt that the disparity would
have been greater."

1 find that the same authority gives for the year 1887
the catch as 88,382, and goes on to say that our
friends on the other side of the Hlouse say the cruisers
have performed their duty too effectively and carried out
the laws too rigorously against American fishermen, while
we have the statement of the lHalifax Chronicle to the con-
trary. This shows the effeet that the fishery protection
service had upon the catch of mackerel by United States
fishermen and it proves conclusively that the fish usually
canght by the people of the United States in our waters
have been caught by the people of Canada, and that the
benefit accruing from the catching of this fish accrues to the
people of Canada. 1 shall not take up any longer the time
of this House except to say that I have much pleasure in
supporting this treaty, and I am satisfied in doing so that
it will be a matter of satisfaction to the people whom I
represent, a people who are largely engaged in the fishing
industry and a people who do not regard this matter in the
same way as some hon. gentlemen have pictured to the
House and to the country since the beginning of this discus-
sien.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

CLAIMS OF MR. KING.

Mr. TUPPER (Pictou) for Mr. WELDON (St. John)
moved for:

A Select committee to be composed of MNsrs. Ives, Zdpr, Wood
(Brockville), McDougald (Pietou), Caspain, Ells (Annapolia Flynn,
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and the mover, to examine into and report upon the claim of Jamel
King, as set foirth in his petition received by this House on 21st March
1888; with power to send for persons, papers and records.

Motion agreed to.

RETURNS ORDERED.

Copies of aIl reports made by Commander Gordon, or any other
officer engaged in the Fishery Protection Service, to Government, os
the condition of the fisheries, the effects of the Protection Service, and
the probable remult of the continuance of the policy of excluding Ameri.
Ican fishermen from our ports and waters.-(Kr. Davies.)

Copies of al tenders received by the Government for fencing the
Eastern Extension Railway in Nova Scotia, and the Intercolonial Rail-
way, from Pictou Landing to Windsor Junction ; and also, a statement
showing the names of the party or parties to whom contracts have been
awarded, if any have been awarded, and length of fence each bas con-
tracted for and amount to be paid for work.-(Kr. Kirk.)

Copies of ail correspondence, reports, &c., between Mr. John Knight
and the Government; also, the Railway Department and any of its
officers in relation to damages sustained by him in connection with the
Derby Branch Railway, in the County of Northumberland, New Bruns-
wick.-(Mr. Mitchell.)

Copies of ail correspondence, reports, &c., between Mr. Allan Knight
and the Government; also, the Railway Department and any of its
officers, in relation to damages sustained by him in connection with the
Derby Branch Railway, in the County of Northumberland, New Bruns-
wick.-(r. Mitchell )

Copies of ail correspondence, reports, &c., between Mr. Patrick
Clancey and the Government or any of its officers; also, with the Rail-
way Department and any of its officers, in relation to damages sustained
b him in connection with the Derby Branch Railway. in the County of
Northumberland, New Brunswick.-(Mr. Mitchell,)

Correspondense between Mr. Albert Bryanton and the Railway
Department and any of its officers, and any one en his behalf ; alo, al
reports and instructions between said Department and its officers in
reference to the placing of a switch and platform at said Bryanton's, on
the Derby Branch Railway, in the County of Northumberland, New
Brunswiek.-(Lr. Mitchell.)

Correspondence between Mr. Samuel Russell and the Government of
the Dominion, or any of its offieers, with ail communications and reports
from such officer or officers, in reference to a claim for damages to hie

roperty un connection with the Derby Branch Railway, in the county of
morthumberiand, N.B.-(Mr. Mitchell.)

Copy of ail correspondence between the Government and any person
or persons relating to the claim of the Mississauga Indians, under the
various treaties in reference to unceded lands, to ether with any reports
and plans in connection therewith.-(Mr. Madill.)

Return of aIl correspondence, petitions, reports of engineers, and
other regardinig the construction of a harbor of refuge at Wellington,
Lake ôntario.-Mr. Platt.)

Return of ail correspondence, petition, reports of engineers, and others,
respecting the dredging of the Picton Harbor, Bay of Quinté, not already
brought down -- (Mr. Platt.)

Return of aIl correspondence and petitions respecting the construction
of building for post office, Custome office and Inland Revenue office in
the town of Picton.-(Mr. Platt.)

Coples of ail papers, writings and reports between Ur. Allan Bryanton
and te Government of Canada, or anyone on his behalf, or between the
officers of the Government and him or anyone on his behalf, or between
the Government and their officers, in relation to the placing of a plat-
form and switch near his place on the line of the Derby Branch Rail-
way, in the county of Northumberland, N.B.--(Mr. Mitchell.)

Return of ail papers and correspondence relating to the location of
the Experimental Farm at Grenfell, in the North-West Territories.--(Mr.
Landerkin.)

Return of aIl lesees of grazing lande under old form of leases ; 2nd.
The number of these who have fully complied with the terme of the
leuas; 3rd. The number who have partially complied,'showing to what
extent; 4th. The number in arrears for rent, showing to what extent
5th. The number of old leases now entirely unoccupied.--(Mr. Davis.)

Copy of al corrrspondence, reports and recommendations having
reference to the claim of Captain George H. Young, of Winnipeg, that
he and Stretoner-men Bailey and King, of the 90th Battalion, rescued
the wounded Priest, Rev. Pather Moulin, at Batoche, on the 1ith May,1885; and that the said rescue was not effected by Doctor Gravely, of
Cornwall, as stated in the report of the Surgeon General of Militia as
presented to Parliament in May, 1886 -(Mr. Scarth.)

Return of all tenders recelved by the Government for the supply of
coal during the past calendar year, the names of successful tenderers
and the rate per ton in aIl contracts for coal entered into by the Gov-
erament during the same period-(Mr. Guillet.)

Return sbowing lst. The date of Henry Symth's enggement by De-
partment of Agriculture; 2nd. The date ait which hi. services were
dispensd with ; 3rd. The amount per diem or month paid him tor

Mr. TUPPER (pictoR).

RETURN OF A MEMBER.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that the Clerk of
the House had received from the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery a certificate of the return of Joseph Gauthier
Esq., to represent the Electoral District of the County of
L'Assomption.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 90) to incorporate the Belleville and Lake Nip-
issing Railway Company (from the Sonate) -(Mr. Masson.)

JUDGES' SALARIES.
Mr. TIIOMPSON moved that, to-morrow, the louse

resolve itself into a Committee, to consider the following
resolutions:-

Resolved, That it is expedient to amend the A t respecting the
Judges of Provincial Courts, and to provide that the yearly salaries
of the undermentioned Judges shall be as follows:-

In Ontario-
The Chief Justice of Ontario.................... $7,000
Three Justices of Appeal, each...... .. ... .... 6,000
The Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench......... 7,000
Two Judges of the High Court of Justice, Queen's

Bench Division, each.... ...... ........ 6,000
The Chancellor of Ontario.. ...... ...... ....... 7,000
Three Judges of the High Court of Justice, Chan-

cery Division, each.... ...... ...... .......... 6,000
The Chief Justice of the Common Pleas....... .. 7,000
Two Judges of the High Court of Justice, Common

Pleas Division, eaoh ......... ............ 6,000
In Quebec.-

The Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench .... ..... 7,000
Five Puisué Judges of the said Court, each ...... 6,000

866
travelling expenses ; 4th. The entire sum paid for travelling or other
expenses; 5th. The entire sum paid for services of any kind, and
travelling and other expenses from the lt of January, 1887, to lst
of March, 1888.-(Mr. MeMullen.)

Return of ail Dominion Scrip issued for any purpose in connection
with Manitoba and the North-West Territories; the dates and amounts
of the several issues, and the purposes for which they were made ; the
mode or modes of redemption ; the amount of each issue so far re-
deemed, and the balances outstanding on the lst March, 1888.-(Or.
Wilson, Elgin.)

Return giving the names and dates of the appointment of each Colon-
ization Inspector and Homestead Inspector in the North-West Territor-
ies, including Manitoba; the salary paid to each, also the travelling
expenses per diem or month, the full amount for salary and travelling
or other expenses, paid to each from the date of bis engagement up to
the lst of January, 1888 -(Mr. McMullen.)

Return showing separately in regard to compan'es doing business
under Dominion license, the amount of fire insurance at risk on the 31 st
December, for each of the years from 1881 to 1887, both inclusive, the
number of policies in force, the total amount of cash paid each year and
the total amount of expenses for each year, the percentage of losses and
expenses to premium income, and the expense per $1,000 at risk.-(Mr.
Bowman.)

Return of ail tenders for militia elothing since the lt of January,
1883, showing the name of oach firm or party tendering, the amount of
each tender, and the name of the person or firm to whom the contract or
contracts were awarded.-(Mr. Bowman.)

Copies of the papers con cerning the application of George J. Mac-
donald, in connection with the Centennial Exhibition of 1876.-(Mr.
Landerkin.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjourDment of
the ilouse.

Motion agreed to ; and House adjourned at 2.30 a.m.,
(Tuesday.)

ROUSE OF COMMONS.

TUEsDAY, 17th April, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.
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The Chief Justice of the Superior Court......... 7,000
Twelve Puisné Judges of the said Court, whose

residenoes are fixed at Montreal ad Quebec,
each ...... ...... ...... ............... 6,000

Sixteen Puisné Judges of the said Court, whose
residences are fixed elsewhere than at Montreal
or Quebec, including the Judge of the District
of Terrebonne, each ...... ...... .. ........ 4,500

The senior Puisné Judge residing at Quebec, if the
Chief Justice resides at Montreal, or the senior
Puisné Judge residing at Montreal, if the Chief
Justice resides at Quebec, in addition to his
other salary.... ...... ................ ...... 1,000

In Nova Scotia-
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court........ 6,000
The Judge in Equity.... ...... ...... .... ...... 5,000
Five Puisné Judges of the said Court, each ....-. 5,000

In New Brunswick-
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court........ 6,000
The Judge in Equity........................ 5,000
Four Puisné Judges of the said Court, each ...... 5,000

In Prince Edward Island-
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, being

also Judge of the Court of Vice-Admiralty..... 5,000
One Assistant Judge, being also Master of the

Rolls in Chancery...................... ...... 4,000
One Assistant Judge, being also Vice-Chancellor. 4,000

In Manitoba-
The Chief Justice of the Court of Queen's Bench. 6,000
Three Puisné Judges of the said Court, each...... 5,000

In British Columbia-
The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court........ 6,000
Four Puisné Judges of the said Court, each ...... 5,000

In the North-West Territories-
Five Puisné Judges of the Supreme Court, each.. 5,000

Also that there shall be paid to each of the Judges hereinbefore
mentioned attending, as such, any court held at any place other
than that at which he is directed to reside, for travelling allow-
ances, bis h moving expenses and five dollars for each day he is
absent from his place of residence; also that the yearly salary of
four County Court Judges of British Columbia shall be $2,000 each,
during the first three years of service, and after three years of
service, each $2,400, and that any one or all of such County Court
Judges may likewise accept from the Province of British Columbia
the office of Stipendiary Magistrate ud accept remuneration from
that Province; and also, that in the case of the Honorable Sir
Adam Wilson, late Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench Division
of the High Court of Justice for Ontario, the superannuation allow-
ance to be granted to him shall be the same as if the salary hereby
proposed to be fixed for his office as such Judge, had been the
salary fixed by law at the time of his resignation.

Motion agreed to.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

(Mr. Fisher). I am satisfied that the hon gentleman had no
intention of misrepresenting the matter, but--

Mr. SPEAKER. I hardly think this is a question of
privilege.

Mr. JAMIESON. My statement is this-

Mr. SPEAKER. Will the hon. member abandon the
question of privilege ?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman has stated
what I did not say yesterday and I wish to repeat what my
statement was. My statement was this: That I had
proposed-

Mr. SPEAKER. I have stopped the hon. member for
North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson). The hon. member when
the question comes up again might have an opportunity to
explain, but just now it will interfere with the business of
the House.

EVIDENCE BEFORE THE RAILWAY COMMISSION.

Mr. HOLTON. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I wish to repeat the question which I asked the Govern-
ment last Friday, that is, whether it is intended to lay
before the House and distribute to the members the evidence
taken before the Royal Commission on Railways. As I
said then I repeat now, it seems to me that we cannot
intelligently discuss this Bill without this evidence in our
hands.

Mr. BOWELL. Immediately upon the question being
brought before the House by the hon. member for Chateau-
guay (Mr. Holton) the other day, I saw the Cierk of the

rinting Committee and asked him if they had not those
reports printed. He said that they had but in very limited
numbers. I then gave him instructions to have them
printed immediately and distributed among the members
and he promised to do so. Since then I have not thought
of it.

Mr. HOLTON. I am asking Parliament with regard to
the evidence. I know that when the Minister of Railways
laid the report of the Commission on the Table, on the 29th
February last I think, there were certain documents aocom-
panying it, but not the evidence, and it is the evidence for
which i am particularly asking now.

Mr. CASE Y. I have no doubt that the Minister of Ou&-
Mr. JAMIESON. Before the Orders of the Day are called tom-

I wish to mention by way of privilege a matter which arose Mr. SPEAKER. Surely the hon. gentlemen de not
yesterday in connection with the debate upon prohibition. mean te have a debate on this. The question has been put
It will be recollected that the hon. member for .iothwell and an anawer has been given, therefore a debate in net in

r. Mills) charged that last year when I had charge of the accordance with the Rules cf the fouse.
ill te amend the Canada Temperance Act that I refused to M. CASEY. Io it net allowable te int eut the im rt

press the measure. In reply to that I stated that any ac-
tion [ had taken had been in accordance with the advice of ance 0f ob ? h
the friends of the measure selected from b.th sides of the allewed before, 1 think.
House at a meeting which had been convened for the pur- Mr. SPEAKER. It has been allowed by controverting
pose. The hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher) when re- the Rules.
ferred to by me stated that he had no recollection of such
meeting. Of course in order to put myself right- TE FISHRIE TREATY.

Mr. SPEAKER. I would requet the hon. gentleman to Rouse resolved itelf inte Committee on Bil (No. 65)
state at once what is the question of privilege. He is now
referring to a debate which took place yesterday and I do rpe arain ea the nier ta nnie Maes
not sec there is any question of privilege in that. anpteres

Mr. JAMIESON. I have simply to say that the meeting
I referred to, there are three members in the flouse now On the Committee.)
who attended it and which the hon. member for Brome (Mr.
Fisher) had forgotten. I wih simply to put myself right IL. MITCHELL Before that clause in adopted, I wimhon this question, as it might be considered a question of 1 te read a statement attributed te the American consul at
veracity between mysef and the hon. member for Brome 1 Ralifar, a gentleman who bu taken a gregt intrest n t
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question, as there seems to be some difference of opinion
about this provision:

"United States Consul General Phelan, of Halifax, N.S., was in
Washington the other day, on his way to his home in St. Louis.
In speaking of the recently concluded Fisheries Treaty, he said:

" The advantages accruing to the United States under the pi o-
visions of the new treaty have been greatly under-estimated.
New fishing grounds have been opened up to our fishermen and
all doubts removed as to our right to avail ourselves of them.
We are no longer fishing on sufferance. Under the existing
treaty we can only enter Canadian ports for wood, water, shelter
and repairs. Even then we are subjected to a disagreeable es.
pionage. Under the new contract we are liable for no pilotage
dues, and at the sane time enjoy the benefits of light-houses
and other safeguards of navigation. Our vessels can no longer be
seized upon the trumped-up charges of 'hovering.' We can now
enter Canadian ports for fresh supplies, provisions, &c., saving
the neaessity for returning home in the midst of the fishing
season. Our vessels can seli or tranBship cargoes, and can always
enter the nearest port for anything they may lack.

"To my mind the Canadians have gained nothing. It may be
said that the treaty might go further than it does, but it is cer-
tainly a vast improvement upon the existing agreement. While
our fishermen may not be entirely satisfied, it would be a serious
matter, as they would quickly realise, should the Senate reject
the new convention. A convincing argument is the very general
dissatisfaction expressed by Canadians with the provisions of
this treaty. Without regard to party they are opposed to it. It
is likely, however, to be ratified by those who are in duty bound
to support the Government. The Canadian fishermen, however,
will never be satisfied with it, while the practical operation of its
provisions will make it decidedly popular on this side of the
line."

I am ot going to make any observations, but bimply give
this as the opinion of a gentleman intimately acquainted
with the whole question from the beginning.

On section 6,
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This clause, I have no doubt is

a necessary provision, the necessity of which is shown by
the correspondence Which has taken place between the
Amer'ican Government and the Governments of the United
Kingdom and Canada. It is a pity, however, that the Gov-
ernment did not recognise this principle and act upon it
without beiug forced to do so by treaty, but exercised a
meddlesome oversight by means cf vexatious reports and
impudent regulations made by the Customs Department
that well nigh drove the two countries into war.

Mr. BOW'ELL. One Wbuld suppose, to hear the hon.
gentleman repeat that story from time tO time, that new
regulations were adopted and enforced by the customs
authorities and the Government. For the information of
the Hlouse, l ean inform the hon. gentleman that no new
regulations were enacted and no change was made in the
law. The only thing done was to carry out the law in re-
gard to fishing vessels, which were placed in the sane
position as vessels engaged in ordinary commercial trans-
actions. We applied to them the sane rules and regulations
that were applied to all commercial vessels or all vossels
trading in our ports. There were no new regulations, but
the law as it isted, and as existed for years, waa rigidly
enforced in those as in other cases.

Mr. MITCHELL. Does my hon. friend forget that only
two years ago the Government brought in a Bill in order to
perfect a defect that existed in those laws, so as to enable
the Government to make thoem seizures ?

Mr. TROMPSON. That was not a customs regulation
at all. There was no amendmeut of the customs laws, nor
did any case whatever oeur under that Act.

Mr. MITCHELL. Ido not enter into the question whether
any case occurred, but I say that the statement of the hon.
Minister of Customs that there was no new law with refer-

Mr. MITCILL.

ence to the entrance of thse vesmels int our ports, waa in-
correct.

Mr. BOWELL. What I said I repeat, that no new law
was passed and no new regulations adopted by the Customs
Department. The Minister of Justice very clearly stated
whAt the object of that law was.

Mr. MITCHELL. This House .passed a law affooting -the
powers of the Minister of Customs, or the Gover'nment, to
seize and delay vessels for certain violations that were not
provided for before.

Mr. EDGAR. Whether new laws or regulations were
passed or not, the hon. the Minister of Oustoms develo>ped
extreme activity in annoying and worrying theAmerioans,
and in devising unwise means of puttingr those regulations
into force against our neighbors of the United States dur-
ing the summer of the year 1886. That is whait they com-
plained of; and, as I pointed out before-and I cannot point
it out too often, until the hon. gentlemen and the country
also understand the position-he had not even ti epoorex-
case that the Ame ian Government were enforcing their
customs regulations against our fishermen in the sarne way.
They were not doing so. As the hon. the -Minister of Fi-
nance said a few deys ago, the Ameriean Government ex-
pressely avoided doing so during the very time that the
hon, the Ministcr of Customs was enforcing those regula-
tions. The hon. the Minister of Finance said:

" It was urged, on the other hand, that in the United States
our fishing vessels were not treated with the same stringency
that those vessels were which under treaty right are permitted
to comee into our waters for those four purposes, and evidence
was placed before the Commission to show that in the port of
Portland the course pursued was a more liberal course than the
stringent regulations which had been used in Canada. The col-
lector of that port, who had been collector for ten years, was ex
amined and gave his testimony as to the treatment of the
Dominion vessels in the United States waters. He was asked:

" During the time you have been deputy collector, whether or
not, there have been numerous cases of Dominion vessels, includ-
ing vessels engaged in fishing in that port, and if they 'failed to
report, though lying more than twenty-four hours, have penalties
been imposed for such failure during the terrm of your service.?

"His answer was, as I remember:
"If there were any instances of Dominion vessels 1alling-to re-

port when lying more than twenty-four hours, their presence has
been overlooked by the -port officers. I do not recall from
memory a single instance when or where a penalty was imposed,
and I find no record of any such payments in the accounts of
this office."

Now, when that is a specimen given by the hon. the Min-
ister of Finance, our plenipotentiary at Washington, of the
evidence before the Commission showing how the Ameri-
cans treated our fishermen, I think the hon. gentleman
would be far more justified in the eyes of the public if he
would stand up and acknowledge frankly that during the
year 1886 ho led this country to the brink of war withî the
United States. He would stand better with the country
if ho would frankly aeknowledge he was wrong, and lhere
would thon be some reason for excusing his action. But
when we know that ho enforced those regulations so as to
prevent, under severe penalty, Canadian citizens who
happened to be fishermen on American vessels landing at
their own homes, when their vessels werein Canadian porte,
to se. their lamilies, under severe penalty, and when le even
prevented the clothes of dead Oanadian fishermen being
landed until a fine of $200 was paid, I think that the less
the hon. gentleman attempts to justify his conduct the
better for him.

Mr. POSTER. While that assertion is still warm before
the House, I -wish to give it an emphatic denial. Theuhou.
the member for Ontario(Mr. Bdgar) has said again to-day
that the captain of an American fishing vemel had his
vessel seized and a fine of $200 imposed, and had to pay
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that fine, and that the reason for the seizure of the vessel
and the imposition of the fine was that ho came in to land
the clothes of some dead seaman. The bon. gentleman
cannot prove that assertion from the bine-books ho cited.
The captain has stated in his own affirmation that he came in
underutress f weather, t hat ton of bis mon lande I in boats
without àmaring pi'eviously entered at the customs, and
the vessel was seized'for that offenee and that atone. The
$200 fine was deposited 'for that offence and that alone. It
was the day after theeffence had been committed and after
the veuselhad been aseized and the fine imposed, that the
captain bimself came on shore and brought with him the
clotihes of the seaman, and ho gave these clothes to somebody
who delivered them to bis friend@. To say, therefore,
that the seizure was made and the fine imposed for
bring'mg these dlothes ashore is to make a statement
which is not true. This charge was also made by the hon.
member for St. John (Mr. Ellis). When I asked him to
name the vessel ho could not do so, but the hon. the mem ber
for Ontario (1r. Edgar) said it was the Pearl Nelson. So
much for that charge. With reference to the Laura Say-
ward, the hon, gentleman read correspondence in which it
appeared that the captain was badly treated. The bon.
gentleman did nt make himself sufficiently acquainted with
the blue-books that wero before him, for if ho had, ho would
bave found in the later correspondenoe that this same Cap-
tain Medeo Rose made an affidavit contradicting entirely the
alleged statements which were read by my bon. friend. I
will read his statement to the House, made on the 20th
April, 1887:

" I called at the custom louse early the next morning before
seven o'clock; stated that, as the wind was fair and blowmg a
strong breeze, I would not wait for a reply te telegram, but take
a clearance, which the collector gave me. I was treated kindly,
allowed to enter my vessel after customs hours, and a clearance
granted me next morning before the office was supposed to be
opened. I was at the port again in November, on my way to the
Banks, and the collector allowed me to report my vessel mwards
and outwards and gave me a clearance at eight in the evening.

" The statements purporting tohave been made by me to the
effect that the collector refused to give me my paper when I
asked for it, aIso that his treatment towards me was harsh and cruel,
driving myself and crew to sea, having but little flour, water, &c.,
are ail untrue.

r And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing
the same to be true."

The hon. gentleman's information in this respect was,
therefore, not correct, and his statement based on it conse-
quently not well founded.

Mr. EDGAR. I do not take back a single word of what
I said last night, and my hon. friend is trying to get out of
the whole thing upon a quibble. As to the case of the Pearl
Nelson, I state again to-day that these dead men's clothes
could not be landed until the fine of $200 had been paid.
The hon. gentleman is quite right in saying that the fine
was imposed upon this captain for having landed some
Canadians on shore to seoe their friends, but until the captain
had paid that fine of $200, which was remitted more than a
month af ter, ho was not allowed to land the clothes of the
dead fisherman, and that is not denied by any of the Cana-
dian officers, from the beginning of the correspondenee to
the end. There are two things in that transaction which I
comptained of: One was the imposition of the finu of $200'
-and the seizure of the vossel for allowing two Canadians to
go on shore; and the other was that beforô that fine was
paid, the captain would not he allowed to land the clothes.
As to the Laura &syward there is nothing in the state-
ment I make in which I am mistaken. The bon, gentleman
will recollect that in that case I complained, not that the
captain did not get out his papers when ho landed, because
this was not material to the question, but that ho was not
allowed to buy for the American fishermen seven pounds of

sugar, three pounde of rice, and a little oil and something
of that kind. That was refused.

Mr. FOSTER. They were never denied any right.
Mr. EDGA R. This paper shows that the offioer of the

Minister reported that he did deny them the right, and that
ho telegraphed to the &inister of Customs twice in one day
to know whether those people could buy a pound of sugar
and two pounds of potatoes.

Mr. BOW ELL. He did quite right.
Mr. EDGAR. The Minister says that was quite right,

but the Minister of Marine says ho did not do that at ail.
He tries to make out that there was no refusal.

Mr. FOÎTER. I did not say so. I say that the offloer
acted under his instructions. lie had nO instructions te
allow commercial privileges to a fishing vessel, and, when
ho was asked for those privileges, ho first did as an offcer
should do ; ho said, I will telegraph to Ottawa and see if I
can get instructions te do that. That is what he did, and
ho did not make an explicit denial of the request made to
him, but said, it is not in the line of my duty and I will
telegraph to Ottawa. There was no lack of provisions for
the preservation of life, and that is shown by the second
affidavit.

Mr. EDGAR. I will leave it to the Minister of Customs,
who has stated that the officer did quite right in refusing
to give this relief.

Mr. BOWELL. I said that, if ho did refuse, ho did what
was right.

Mr. CASEY. The Minister did not say that ho did so.
Mr. BOWELL. I did.
Mr. CASEY. The Ministor said that the officer did right.

Pho Minster of Marine and Fisheries says that ho did not
do it at all, and the Minister of Customs says he did it, and
it was right for him te do it. The Minister of Marine says
that, if ho did it, it was wrong, and the other Minister sayd
that, if ho did it, it was right.

Mr. M[LLS (Bothwell). I am surprised that those two
hon. gentlemen should romain in the same Cabinet with tha
Minister of' Finance, after the views which ho has put for-
ward. CertainIy, the inhuman acts which they have endeav-
ored te justify have been denounced by the Minister of
Finance, and that ought to lead those hon. gentlemen to retire
from the Cabinet of which the Minister of Finance is a mem.
ber. Why should they romain in the Cabinet with the
Minister of Finance, -who is marking out a different policy
altogether from that which they are attempting te pursue ?
I would like the Minister of Finance to give ns some expia-
nation in regard te this clause. The Minister of Justice, in
an elaborately prepared momorandum, informed the council
that it was utterly impossible to maintain an efficient protec.
tion over our fisheries if such a raie as this, which was the
principle contended for by Mr. Phelps, was recognised. I
have no doubt that the Minister of Finance has fully consid-
ered that question, and will be able te give us a full and
satisfactory answer to the declaration ef the Mnister of
Justice in that regard. I am sure that the Minister of Finance
has no intention of throwing open our inshore fisheries to
be poached upon, or to Leave this (Government utteriy help-
]es to exercise police protection over them; and, as I
have full confidence in the judgment of the Minister of
Finance in this matter, I have no doubt that ho will be able
to satisty the House that ho is able to give that protection
which the Minister of Jutce said it was possible to afford.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). On a previons occasion, I called
the attentton of the Finance Minister to what appeared te
me t abe a clause providisg for reciprocal advantages, bot
which, while giving the American fisherame the advanMgo.
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claimed in our own ports, with regard to pilotage dues,
harbor dues, light dues, and so on, did not give the saine
advantages te our fishermen in American ports. The hon.
gentleman thon pointed to clause 12, which says that:

" Fishing vessels of Canada and Newfoundland shall have on
the Atlantic coasts of the United States all the privileges re.
served and secured by this treaty to United States fishing ves-
sels in the aforesaid waters of Canada and Newfoundland."

As I claimed thon, I claim now that this is not sufficient to
give the reciprocal privileges which we should have. There
are no exceptions in this, and I would sugge-t that, after
clauses 4, 5, and 6, the hon. gentleman should insert a
clause to the effect that these privileges shall be given,
provided similar advantages are given to the fishing vossels
of Canada in the ports of the United States. That would
set the matter at rest, I think, because, at present, 1 think
it would be open to some doubt.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will see
that it is not my business to alter the treaty. The treaty
speaks for itself, and we are simply providing the legisla-
tion which is necessary to carry the treaty out, so far as
Canada is concerned, and it will be quite time enough to call
upon the Government of the United States or the Congress
of the United States to take action when any case arises in
which some privileges are not conceded which the treaty
pledges them to concede.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I can hardly agree with the
hon. gentleman in this matter, If we get into a misunder-
standing at the outset, it will be very difficult to have it
set right. I suppose the other party to this treaty, that
is the Unitel States, cannot take any objection to having
this mado clear. It it was the intention, as the hon. gentle-
man says it was the intention, to have it made elcar at the
outset, it would not change the meaning of the treaty if a
clause wore put in there securing the sane privileyes to
the flshing vessels of Canada in the ports of' the United
States as the fishing vessels of the United States are entitled
to in our ports. I mean in regard to the exemptions from
pilotage dues, light dues, and the other dues which are
mentioned. Is the hon. gentleman prepared to say that,
in his judgment, this Articel 1u of ie troaty places Cana-
dian vessels in precisely the sane position in American
ports as the American fishing vessels wili be placed in
our ports under the operations of this treaty as to exemp.
tion from these dues ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). You are quite clear on that?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am quite clear on that
oint. That was the object of placing that clause there.
t was placed there for that purpose.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the other way would
have made it much more distinct.

Mr. MITCHELL. I had not my reference book when the
Minister of Marine spoke a while ago in relation to the
Bayward, but, having sent to the Hansard office for the
book, I find the affidavit of Medeo Rose, the master of the
Laura Sayward, and I find it is to this effect

I understood my hon. friend the Minister to oontradict a
statement made by the hon. member from West Ontario,
and to say that no such thing occurred. The affidavit goes
on :

"I stated to him my situation, short of provisions, and a
voyage of 250 miles before me, and pleadedwith him for this slight
privilege, but it was of no avail I then visited the American
consul, and asked his assistance, and found him powerless to aid
me in this matter. The collector of customs held my papers
until the next morning although I asked for them as soon as I
found I could not buy any provisions, say about Il hours after I
entered, but he refused to give them to me until the next
morning. Immediately on receiving my papers on Thursday
morning, I started for home, arriving on Sunday. I think the
treatment I received harsh and cruel, driving myself and crew to
sea with a scant supply of provisions, we having but littie flour
and water, and liable to be buffieted about for days before we
came home.

"Mass., Essex, 8. s., 13th Oct., 1886.
"iPersonally appeared Medeo Rose and made oath to the truth

of the above statement.
"Before me, "AARON PARSONS,

"lNota y Public."
I merely read that in defence of the attitude assumed by
the hon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar), to show
that the statement he made in relation to the refusal to
grant these trifling things to the vessel, was true. Now,
while it is true, as the Minister of Customs said, that he
was not acting contrary to bis instructions, did any Gov-
ernment in the world ever refuse in such a case as that to
supply to a vessel in distress a few necessaries, and send
ber to sea without almost the necessaries of life ? Why,
Sir, the thing is ridiculous. It is instances like these that
have brought about that ill-feeling with the United States,
which the hon. Minister of Finanee so vividly doeeribed in
the able speech he delivered a few days ago when intro-
ducing this subject.

Mr. FOSTER. I wish to call my hon, friend's attention
to a subsequent affidavit made by Medeo Rose made 20th
April, 1887, in which he states that a former statement was
untrue.

Mr. MITCHELL. On what page of the book?

Mr. FOSTER. On page 110 of the United States Senate
documents, No. 113.

Mr. MITCHELL. We have net those papers.

Mr. FOSTER. I have them.

Mr. MITCHELL. But you should furnish the louse
with them.

Mr. FOSTE R. They were laid on the Table eight or ten
days ago.

Mr. MITCHELL. Were they distributed ?

Mr. FOSTER. I do not know.

Mr. MITCHELL. I speak from the evidence you have
laid upon the Table of the fouse.

Mr- FOSTEPR
"dBeing then on Western Bank on a fishing trip, and being short

of provisions, we hove our anchor and started for home. The IlIt le stated te the collecter that I was from Western Banks,
wind was blowing almost a gale from the north-west and being bound home, and required provisions as follows, viz 7 lbs.
almost dead ahead, we made slow progress on our voyage home. sugar, 3 ibi. coffee, 1 bushel of potatees, 2 Ibs. butter,
On Tuesday, the 5th October, we made Shelburne, N. S., and and te fil water. This was ail. The collecter teld me te fil the
arrived in that harbor about 8 p.m., on that day, short of prov- water, but as thero was ne provision made in the treaty for the
isions, water, and oil to burn. On Wednesday I sailed for the purchase of supplies or stores, he weuld telegraph the depart-
inner harbor of Shelburne, arriving at the town about 4 p.m. ment at Ottawa at once ; that ne doubt they would bo allowed
On going ashore I found the customs house closed, and hunted'and I consented te wait until the next morning for a reply."
up the collector and entered my vessel, and asked permission Thon ho gees on with the extract which I read before
from him to buy 7 lbs. sugar, 3 lbs. coffee, and à to 1 bushel of

otatoes, 2 lbs. butter or lard or pork, and oil enough to last us ing tateordayteeceivod romt Ot mornd
omne, and was refused." ig htn odhdytbe eovdfo taa n

. .-rrk (ala)
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that he concluded, as the breeze was fair, not to wait. He
thon concluded:

" That is the second affidavit made by Medeo Rose."
Mr. MITCHELL. Does that statement contradict his

statements ? No, it does not. His affidavit is specific
He does not bring any complaint against the collector; he
does not say thal he was received harshly by the collector;
he simply says that inasmuch as the collector refused to
allow him the privilege of purchasing these things, the
treatment of the Government was harsh. That was the
meaning of his affidavit, not that the collector behaved un-
gentlemanly to him, but that the policy of the Government
was barsh. That was Medeo Rose's r tatement of 13th
Ontober, 1886. Any later affidavit I have not been able to
find, in this book, and I have looked it over carefully. It
may be here, but I can find no affidavit containing the state.
ment the bon. gentleman has read. If the hon. gentleman
has any taddiiional papers connected with the fishery
question. he should haive laid them before the House in
order thait the louse might be charged with thewhole case
as it appears to the couitry and as it appears tothe.Ameri-
can Goverîment, and to our own Government at this
moment. Medeo Iose's statement is quite clear :

I I stated to him my situation, short of provisions, and a voy-
age of 250 miles before me, and pleaded with him for this slight
privilege, but à was of no avail. I then visited the American
consul and asked his assistance and found him powerless to aid
me in the matter. The collector of customs held my papers
until the next morning, although I asked for them as soon as I
lound I could not buy any provisions, say 11 hours after I entered,
but he refused to give them to me until the next morn-
ing. * * * I think &he treatment I received harsh and cruel,
driving myself and crew to sea with a scant supply of provisions,
we having but a little flour and water and liable to be buffeted
for days before we came home."

That is sworn to in 1886.

Mr. EDGAR. I am perfectly willing to aocept the state-
ment which the Minister of Marine and Fieberies lias read,
though I have never seen it, as the subsequent affidavit on
this point by Capt. Rose ; because the statement, as he
has read it, corresponds with the statement of the
collector of customs which I read last night, and on which
I founded this chaige, and not on the original statement cf
Capt. Rose, which, however, was substantially correct. I
made the charge, not of having been refused his papers,
but of baving been refused by the collector at the port, the
right to buy seven pounds of sugar, three pounds of coffee,
and so on, and that until they could hear from the head-
quarters at Ottawa by telegram, this man could not pur-
chase even those littie supplies; and I contend that was a
harsh and unfriendly treatment of this captain. The col-
lector's own statement, publishod in defence of himself, was
as follows :-

" I gave him permission to fill water at once; but as the treaty
made no provisions for the purchase of supplies, I would tele-
graph the department at Ottawa and no doubt it would be al-
lowed. Capt. Rose expressed his willingness to romain until
reply was received. He called at the office next morning (Thurs.
day) at 6:30, and finding I had not received a reply, said, as the
wind was fair and a good breeze, he would not wait longer. "
That is what I stated last night. I did not charge that the
parties acted contrary to the treaty, but I charge that the
interpretation of the treaty was harsh and unfair. As the
Minister of Finance stated:

Mr. LAURIER. We have had so far two affidavits from
Medeo Rose, but there is a third one which the Minister
has not alluded to. The hon. gentlemen will find it on page
111 of the book from which he quoted :

"I, Medeo Rose, of Gloucester, being under oath, do depose
and say, that I was master of the schooner Laura Say ward durng
the year 1886, and that I am now master of the schooner Gleaner,
of Gloucester.

"On April 18, 1887, I went into the lower harbor of Shelburne,
a Nova Scotia, in said schooner Gleaner, for shelter and water.

" On the morning of April 19, Mr. Atwood, the collector of eus-
toms, with two men wearing badges, which I supposed were Gov-
ernment badges, came on board. Their appearance filled me
with fear, for I felt some trouble must be in store for me when
Collector Atwood would leave his office and come se far (about 4
miles) to board my vessel. I invited hima into the cabin, where
he showed me a copy of my statement of October 13, 1886, in re.
gard to the treatment I received from him when in schooner
Laura Sayward (October 5,1886), and asked me if I made that
statement. I told him I did. Well, said he, everything in that
statement is false. I told him my statement was true. He then
produced a prepared written statement, which he read te me,
which stated that my statement of October 13 was untrue, and
told me that I muet go on shore and sign it. Being nervous and
frightened, and fearing trouble if I refused, I went on shore with
him, te the store of Mr. Purney, and before Mr. Purney signed
and swore te the statement.

" On the afternoon of the same day, realising the wrong I had
done, I hired a team, and with one of my crew (Augustus
Rogers), went te the custom-house and asked Collector Atwood
te read te me the statement I had signed. He did se, and I
again told him it was wrong and that my first statement was true.

" He said I did not ask for all the articles mentioned in ny first
statement; that he did not refuse me my papers, and also that
that statement might be the cause of his removal from his office.
I told him I did not want te injure him, and I did not want te
make myself out a liar at Washington.

" About the 3rd day of June last I went into Shelburne again
solely te get a copy of the last statement. I went te the custom
louse, taking the same man (Augustus Rogers) with me, and
asked Collector Atwood for a copy of the statement.

" He refused te give it te me, and said my lawyers had been
advising me what to do and that I need never expect a favor from

dT he above is a true statement of the case. The statement
obtained from me by Collector Atwood was obtained through my
fear of seizure if I refused.

IlMEDEO ROSE."

I find this affidavit is accompanied by another from Augustus
Rogers :

" I, Augustus Rogers, one of the crew of schooner Gleaner,
being duly sworn, do depose and say, that I went with Capt.
Medeo Rose te the custom house at Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on
the 19th day of April last, and also on the 3rd day of June. I
heard his conversation with Collector Atwood on both occasions,
and hereby certify that the statements of those interviews, as
made above, are correct and true. "AUGUSTUS ROGERS."

"Miss., ESSEX, 8. .:
" Personally appeared Medeo Rose and Augustus Rogers, and

made oath to the truth of the above statements belore me.
[Seal.] "AARON PARSONS,

"Notary Public.
August 3,1887.

So the case is far worse than was stated by the hon.
member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar).

Mr. MITCELL. I desire to ask the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries if when he read the statement of Medoe

"Itla ue hig t hod atehniel onsrutio, ad i ~Rose, ho wa8 aware of the second communication being in"It is one thing to hold a technical construction, and it is
another to undertake to enforce it." the book? If ho wasawaroe it, and read tho other state-

mont alone, wîthout communiceting the wholo matter, ho
I say that they did hold an extremoly technical construc- wes concealing from thus fouse an important fact and
tion of the treaty, and they undertook not only to enforce was misleading tho fouse. I arnet saying ho was doing
it3 but thoy didonforce it. that; but Ifask hlm, was ho aware w n ho read the state-
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ment a few minutes ago, of the subsequent affidavit of fe bas said that there is something else; and if there is some-
Medeo Rose ? thing alse, now i the time to tit it to the fouse. But apart

Mr. EDGAR. In the same book, on the opposite page. from, the utter humiliation ofthMltorof Mmine;imdFish-
crie, which has resu1ted froin this short debate, and 1 oanrnot

Mr FOSTER. The only book was this. Sonate dociu- cati by any other nane a confession of ignorance or
Ments, No. 113 ; and I read Medeo Rose's affidavit as falsehood on the part of an bon. gentleman in the position

given in that book, which flatly contradicted bis first of the Minieter, there is someihing olse that requiros to bc
affidavit. I did not know what was in the book. I do not noticod. The bon. momber for Bothwell (Mr. Mil) hai
know the book yet. pointed out the ineonsistency between the Ministor of

Mr. EDGAR. It is on page 111 from which the on and the inister of Justice. The Miniter of
member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) rend, only the priesante unde hs lue e ariscuesingh
affidavit the hon. gentleman read was dated 2ith April and piiee rne ne hscas eaedsasig

the the bn er was dated 3rd August. would utterly destroy our control of the in8horo fishries,
the therwasdate 3r Augst.and if thoy were grantod wo would not be able to prevent the

Mr. FOSTER. I see it exactly. I did not know it was United States fishermen from using thom as they pleased.
in the book. I believe theMinisterofJusticeisrightand 1must confesshe

very generatly is in a tecbnical mattor. But the M inister of
Some hon. MENMBERS. Oh, oh Fi nance bas takon the other lino. He agreed to the clause as
Mr. FOSTER. I knew there were other statements in it now stands. And the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.

regard to Medeo Rose. I have sent to the department for Mills) asked for an explanation of the diffrent views held
them, and I will have them all here in a few minutes. hy the hon. gentleman, and the Minister of Finance gave

him an answer Ad wbat was the answere? H said
Soin. bonf MEMBERS. We bave them.tcarried." We al know the Mijister of Finance isthe

Mir. LAURIER. Are there others? controlling power in tae Cabinet, that ie bas benworkin

Mr. FOSTER. Yes, there 18 sti]1 asecquel. for and om attained to t at hoeition, bt stil t ider the
circu tances we think the Minister of Justice ought to

Some bon. MEMBE4RS3. Then you knew in. have recived more consideration fromhe (superiori rom

Mr. FOSTEFI. Wîtb the permission of the flouse 1 î the virtual leader o n the Cabinet, than was given to hm

read Ibo eqnuul when 1 reeeivo t.and the ret of the Cabinet by simply uttering tat word
Jscarried." It was as mubefoas totsay i: tave been to

Mr. C SE Y. Tbe hon. Miresteor cf Marine and Fisheries Washington and bave agreed o this provision; itisuone
8 in the lighiest place hc over found him&eof in bis lite. of your busine s whther it surrendor the inshore fisheries

or not-I aythe w arrid." This i the only argument the
Somo hon. MEi1BjRS. No. honU gentleman advanoed i regard t the question. It is,

cavalier treatmont oftho Miniter o Justice and tho restr. -CASe.oI tae bothagntlck Iaveino dHoubt rom eof theCabineta ud oll his venerabl chief, to put the Matter
oa expebencenoftehon, gntlenin this Hoe, thatlin that shape. It is due to the flouise and to hie csef and

hoy bav be u in a geaytgt place in isOfe inhotho junior members theo Cabinet, that ho heuld give
mahve enain :a thor pacee han tsM)hiaskeedhfonrasomenexplanation as to how ho otonciled the tmerandum

a hoo'e cerai:iatoof an adif madets whi 0 ho kn ofb ?the Minister of Justice wth this clause of tho treaty to
Rose ht e ae awarthe ofnhafdiad o bythe thiue, To- d ain whiich ho as agreed. He mat tahe one oftwo poeitions:
ose ubhontyE tBERS. one horoaedt them "sTo-dy c i"aeither the Miniter of Justice was wrong in bis statement

ho brARItEthi Ad etfer oaaherprhseasoctonghdthat the granting o? those pri vileges to A mrican craft
weic hno t teokcuentht from whict hossasug, nbi would destroy our control o? the inshore fishei lob, or, if they

w oh be took ae tiha ntawe d nteosusequesb fiswould b dstroyed, the honigentleman hould state the
aidr.t FOSTER a ed h e ii t seq ue afi uswyit weik th t e s t ho

davit to the one b qoted, stating that the secondhe re ceiv fore ncsidertatn fo .id grio, thom
affidavit, the affidavit which the Minister red, bad ptvle e r tea a ie ntbeen extra.tWd from hm. Catp Rosn fbthesHuseI an ufficient argument in a matter of this national import-
ised upon hlm by the officers of the customs of Canada, carried. It who hoste chas tonesa: o? Jhae bin t

that ho had been terrorised into giving that formis life.or yr a b dosinesswhete en the insoefihe
affidavit tocloar the Dominion Government, and to clear way ha.
the bon. MBnter, from accusations thatNmigot b. brougt Mr. THOMPSON. I wisr to say a few wrdesbutmot st
againSt them. Thn the Minister ts us that altoughbt is ail in theaway of romoving the imputation which the ho.
affdavit was on the opposite page to the affidavit ho read, member for East Elgin (Mir. e y) bas made, for I do mot
he didot know anything about i. One o two thing he jfolluno the aoastbsttuponthado tadmit for a ingle
true: either ho tised the. onse as to hi hkowledge of moment that the privileges i sobjected to as being ikeoly to
the subsequent affidavit, or ho hadnot the common gump ' e injurions to our fihing interets, are cofee ed by thie
tion or senseto ook upon the opposite pagetose. wohar traty or by the Bi H now before tbe flose witho t quiio-
there was somethidg bearing on the casesr ie muet con- tions and without erogusrd wich wll reioe h s o jc-
fess to either ignorance or to misleading tbheflouse, aud I tiona I foresaw. I do noet see baw hmn. gontiemelâ have
do hot know which leamossqdamaging to an hon, gentleman made snmuch ont of those affidavits of Modeo rose. Lt
occupying bis position, and I think a confession of ignor- me cali attention to what those affidavits are. atngsre
ace i about as damagig as anyting. I do not accuse that if they reand them again they wiel harly find a chseon
hfm of thee dcharges. I ouly state w it isbat ho muet accuse which to iake an attack on the Goverment or the depart-

himself, if ho jto oscape the accusation oftelinge -ouse ument for maladminietration, or too severo an administration
an untruth-he muet accuse hihiebf oigroesrignorance of the cutom or fisery laws.k han e stxpla wthe gtie-
th matters coneeted with bis owu depart haent. Now o mon oppo ite who are oppsi g thi terof Jugr.ti vigor
telle us thorelar something else. When ho ot down ho this afternoon, rely ou the ex part statemeuts of a man who
hinted tu a ysterions Minser th thatere was somothing bas made at ]ot three eonflctig affidavit which have been
elae to be produced, oe paquel. What the card be rasalreadybefore the linue, d who has alo made a fourth

he ador thotablen-ha ho got aything up hi gsieev? affidavit, which, w uderstand, is onotradietory to sh.ethor
Mr. MITOI.
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hreè. So that hotn. gehtleimen wifl seëhat in pytessing this8
charge as they have, they are at least pressing it on the
testilnony of a *;ttrese whose evidenne they would not ask
the baablest judge in the country to give judgment
upon. The hon. member for Quebec (fr. Laurier) read
the third affidvit, and I would *pecially ask him to read
that again. Re will find that it is mnost eraftily drawe and
that the position of Medeo Rose in this matter is this: First
ho made an affidavit charging ill-treatment on the
part of the Government, or customs officialIs; next he made
an affidavit stating that he had been well treated, that the
offleer had referred to Ottawa for instructions, but that ho
found it convenient to depart without waiting for a reply,
and had no complaint to make. The third afidavit which
ho made in view of the other two and for the purpose of
removing the second, strange to say, from beginning te end,
although made with that view, does not state that the second
affidavit is untrue.

Mr. CASEY. Yes, it does.

Mr.'THOMIPSON. Let me remind the hon. gentleman
what it doe say and he will find that I am stating a fact,
although I make the statement from memory. Medeo Rose
says he went to tell the customs offier that the first affi-
davit was untrue and that it was extorted from him by
fears, but when he came to give his affidavit as to whether
it was true or false ho does not dare to swear it was untrue.
We have his assertion to the customs officer that the second
affidavit was untrue, and we have the statement that he
made that assertion corroborated by the custom louse
officer, but Medeo Rose does not dare to swear it was untrue
from beginning to end of this affidavit. He says he made it
from fear, without one word being alleged to show that there
was a threat of seimure or the slightest reason for apprehen-
sion on bis mind that there would be any seizure or that ie
had been treated unfairly in any way whatever. Let me
call the attention of the hon.gentleman to what the law was
that the custom bouse officer was administering. It was
the fishery law of Canada, enforcing the Treaty of 1818. It
was no nOw law, no customs regUlation, but that
which had been the law of the Province of Nova
Scotia in which this transaction occurrel for thirty
years, and no custom house officer or no other officer
of the Government could possibly dispense with the require-
ments of that law. It is not a question of whether Medeo
Rose needed or not the mere permission to buy a few pounds
of tea or coffee, but having gone there and having
remained there for purposes which were not war-
ranted by the treaty, his vessel was liaNe to seizure
and he was liable to a heavy penalty under an Imperia;
statute and 'a statute of the old Province of Nova
ScotA pàssed thirty years ago. What he wanted the
custom house ofdicer te do was substat tilly to say that
the oeiezre weu4d net be inade and that the penalty shouid
net b. e feroed. Would the lhon. getmen entnust csu-
tem bouse «Keers, soattered as they are ali over the coinu-
'try, 4e mve dispewnibg power s to pensities ike tese ?

llt eit o*fc côd 'u idÔt erch a case was to refer it to the
dèpadt et, adM when he did ëfert it t the depatiment,
Medeo Rose, according te his own statement, considering,
peirhape, thât hé fd ittle!need of the lpovlsioni, took ad-,
vantage of a favorable breeze and went to a.

Mr. LAURIER. Just let me refer the hon. gentleman to
thS third tEdavit, Th lhon. geutiema ays that Wiedeo
Robe did bot sBq th a'conid datit was false and the first
truc. his 18is what fose says in his affdavit:

« On tÈheatternoon of the same day, realising the wrong I had
done, I bired a team and with one of my crew (Augustus Rogers)
went te theo custom house and asked -oRector Atwood to read
to me the statement Ihad signed. le did so, andIagaintold,
him it wa wrong, and that my irst statement was'true.

Tt will be observed if the fiet statement is true, the second
was not He does swear he says he told Collector Atwood,
and if what he swears ho toid the colteetor was true, I would
take it, when he repeats the same thing under oath, he in-
tended it to be true. After ail it matters little what are
the statements of Medeo Rose in this matter. What is the
charge that is brought against the Government ? The
charge is that those customs regulations were harassing
and oppressive, and is that charge true or not true ?

Mr. THOMPSON. They were not customs regulations.
Mr. LAURIER. Call thaem customs regulations or any

regulations at all. At aIl events they were the regulations
of the whole Government, and the charge is that they were
oppressive and harassing to the American fishermen. Is
that statement true or is it not true ? That is the eharge,
and the fact is that the Government have pleaded to-day
that they were most gentle in their treatment ofthe Ameri-
eau fishermen. The Americans do not want any more of
that gentleness. They want to get rid of it, and the Bill
we are passing now is to enable the Canadian Government
te deal gently with the American fishermen. Hencefor-
ward they will be able to extend gentleness in their treat-
ment, and henceforward they will be lient with them and
the American fishermen will practically have their own
way,

Mr. EDGAR. There is no use in the Minister of Justice
trying to make out that any of these affidavits, or all of
them, refute the fact that this Government official refused
the supplies and had te telegraph to Ottawa to get permis-
sion to give them.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not deny that. I said he was
obliged'*to do so by the law.

Mr. EDGAR. There is nothing contradiotory to that in
the affidavits of Medeo Rose or the Collector of Customs.
That fact remains. But, Sir, if the Minister of Marine was
unable to discover this affidavit of Rose upon the opposite
page from the one that ho read from, I wonder if h. was
unable to discover the letter from Socretary Bayard to Sir
Sackville West which is upon the same page as the afidavit
which ho read,; and in that letter of Mr. Secretary Bayard
thore is a reference made te this Rose dispute in terms
which I think were directed in a statesmanlike manner to
the extraordinary conduct of this Government in 1886. Mr.
Seoretary Bayard, in transmitting to Sir Sackville West
this third affidavit of Rose, says:

"I should transmit the doouments without futrther comment
but that, enclosing your note to me of July 18 last, you statec
that you were further 'instructed to ask whether the nited
States Government have any observations to make thereupon.'

"In my reply to you on the 19th of July, I promised to com.
ply with your request, and for that reason I now remark that the
incident which had been the subject of this correspondence af-
fords but another illustration anod additional evidence, if any were
needed, of the unwisdom of imperilling the friendly relations of
two kindred and neighboring countries by entrusting the inter-
pretation and execution of a treaty between them to the discre-
tion of local and petty officials, and vesting in them powers of
administration wholly unwarranted and naturally prolifie of the
irritations which wise and responsible rulers will always seek to
avoid."

That is the lino we have been taking in criticising the
course o the Government and their officials in 1886, and I
am sure it is a broad and statesmanlike and correct rine.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I must ay it appears
to me a mest eztr.ordinary thing, requirdmg the attention
of this Rouse to be zalled te it, that the hon. Einister of
Maie md Fisheries shouM not have made himself awre
of the letter from Mr. Secretary Bayard to Sir Sackville
West, under the date of Oetober 21, 1887, anld, if ho had
ever read that letter, how he could possibly have told u
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that he was unaware of the existence of these three affi-
davits. It seems to me utterly incredible that a letter of
Mr. Bayard to Sir Sackville West should have escaped the
attention of the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries. If
it did escape his attention, all I can say is that his mode of
conducting the business ofhlis department is most extraor-
dinary and unprecedented. If he did read that letter, he
knew the existence of those three affidavits, and I think, in
view of the existence of that letter, the hon. gentleman's ex-
planation is very extraordinary indeed. Now, I would like
to ask the hon. Mnister of Justice, who must also have
seen this letter, whether our collector did or did not pre-
pare a written statement, as this Capt. Rose alleges, and
did submit it to this man to be sworn to. I think, after
what Mr. Bayard stated, enquiry ought to be made into
that matter.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not see why the hon gentle-
man should ask me. He is not an officer of my depart-
ment, and I have nothing to do with the matter. But
what I know is that the second affidavit of Capt. Rose,
in which ho states that he was well treated, was fully cor-
roborated, not only by the officer himself, but by others as
well.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH1T. I think enquiry should
be made as to whether our officer submitted the affidavit to
this American captain to swear to it. I think that ought to
be done in a matter which was of sufficient importance to
be noticed in a letter from the Secretary ot State to the
British ambassador. The whole circumstances are simply
remarkable.

An hon. MEMBER. Fishy.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, fishy in the ex-

treme.
Mr. MITCHELL. There is one extraordinary statement

made by the Minister of Justice. He attempts to discredit
the statement of Capt. Rose by the allegation, but the
second affidavit is against the statement in the first one; but
when the third affidavit was made, contradicting the one
made before, that ought to prove the man unworthy of
belief. But the lon, gentleman fails to notice this fact: that
the man swears that he made the second affidavit under fear
that his vessel would be seized, and that ho would be placed
in the power of the officers of a British port. The hon.
gentleman also fails to notice that the third affidavit is sus-
tained by the statement of another party to the transaction.
My hon. friend shakos lis head, I presume to signify that I
am stating something that is incorrect.

Mr. THOMIPSON. If you will allow me, I will state
what I mean. I explained, when on my feet before, that
what had been spoken of as the corroboration of the affi-
davit was merely a corroboration of the fact that this man
had stated to the collector that his former statement was
untrue, but there was no corroboration of his allegations of
fact. It is a mere corroboration by a witness who was pre-
sent when Capt. Rose said to the collector, "My former
statement is untrue; " and I call the attention of the com-
mittee to the fact that he did not swear that the affidavit
was untrue, but simply said se to the collector.

Mr. MITCHELL. He did swear that it was not true, as
I understand. In addition to that, Mr. Augustus Rogers
swore :

" I, Augustus Rogers, one of the crew of schooner Gleaner,
being duly sworn, do depose and say, that I went with Capt.
Medeo Rose to the custom house at She iburne, Nova Scotia, on
thé 13th day of April last, and also on the 3rd day of June. I
heard his conversation with Collector Atwood on both occasions,
and hereby certify that the statements of those interviews, as
made above, are correct and true.

Sir RionAnn CAarwai(T. "AUGUSTUS ROGERS.

"[Personally appeared Medeo Rose and Augustus Rogers, and
made oath te the truth of the above statements before me.

"AARON PARSONS,
"Notary Public.

"August 3, 1887."

low eau the Minister say that it was not sworn to? Both
of them distinctly contradict the statements made in the
second affidavit, and Mr. Augustus Rogers confirms the
statement of Medeo Rose that ho did it from fear of arrest.
The thing is as plain as can be, and I am surprised that a
statement should be put before the House by the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries and confirmed by the Minister of
Justice te the contrary. The Minister of Marine and
Fisheries says he did not know of the existence of these
papers.

Mr. FOSTER. I did not say that.
Mr. MITCHELL. Then that makes the matter worse.

If he did, he ought to have told it to the House. The
Minister of Justice listened to the statement made by him,
and he sat still, and allowed the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries to mislead this House by the statement that
Medeo Rose had contradicted the previous affidavit he had
made. The thing is outrageons.

Mr. THOMPSON. All I can say in conclusion is that
there is not one word in the statement of Augustus Rogers
which is inconsistent with the second affidavit of Medeo
Rose. HE1e simply states that he was present when Capt.
Rose made certain statements. The hon. gentleman
perhaps knows how carefully devised some of these
affidavits are drawn with the view of representing a
certain state of facts, when they do not entail the penalties
of perjury upon the person who makes them. Here is the
second affidavit distinctly recalling the charges made in
the first, and the third affidavit, in which he beats all
around the compass, and does not say as a matter of fact
that the statements he made in the second affidavit are
untrue at all. But the person who drew the affidavit, and
I venture to say it was not Medco Rose, is very careful
indeed to insert all kinds of statements that he had con-
tradicted it, and eliminate altogether the statements
contradicting it in the affidavit which was sworn to.

Mr. MITCHELL. I look on the explanation of the
Minister of Justice as hair-splitting. It is a nice piece of
special pleading, and, from his well-known ability in that
line, I can understand how he could mislead this louse by
such special pleading. lie says there is no sworn
statement that Captain Rose's seeond affidavit was
false. I will read again what Capt. Rose said:

" On the morning of April 19, Mr. Atwood, the collector of cus-
toms, with two men wearing badges, which I supposed were
Government badges, came on board. Their appearance filled me
with fear, for I felt some trouble must be in store for me when
Collector Atwood would leave his office and ceme se far (about 4
miles) to board my vessel. I invited him into the cabin, where
he showed me a copy of my statement of October 13, 1886, in
regard te the treatment I received from him when in schooner
Laura Sayward (October 5, 1886), and asked me if I made that
statement. I told him I did. Well, said he, everything in that
statement is false. I told him my statement was true."

Mr. THOMPSON. He said so, but does not swear to it.

Mr. MITCHELL.-

"He then produced a prepared written statement, which he
read to me, which stated that my statement of October 13 was
untrue, and told me I must go on shore and sign it. Being nervous
and frightened, and fearing trouble if I refused, I went on shore
with him to the store of Mr. Purney, and before ir. Purney signed
and swore to the statement. On the afternoon of the same day,
realising the wrong I al done, I hired a team and, with one of
my crew (Auguatus Rogers), went te the custom house and asked
Collector Atwood to read to me the statement I had signed. ie
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did so, and I again told him that it was wrong and that my first
statement was true."
This statement was sworn to by Mr. Aaron Parsons. This
is Capt. Rose's stàtement:

" He said I did not ask for al the articles mentioned in my
first statement; that he did not refuse me my papers, and also
that that statement might be the cause of his removal from his
office. I told him I did not want to injure him and I did not
want to make myself a liar at Washington. About the 3rd day
of June lat, I went into Shelburne again, solely to get a copy of
the last statement. I went to the custom house, taking the
saine man, Augustus Rogers, with me, and asked Collector
Atwood for a copy of the statement. He refused to give it to
me, and said my lawyers had been advising me what to do, and
that I need never expect a favor from him. The above is a true
statement of the case. The statement obtained from me by Collec-
tor Atwood was obtained through my fear of seizure if I refused."
Yet the hon. the Minister of Customs tells us that Capt.
Medeo Rose did not, in this affidavit, declare his statement
was untrue. I will road the words again : "I told him it
was wrong, and that my first statement was true. " The
captain signed to the truth of this last statement, and is
sustained by Ur. Augustus Rogers in the most complete
manner possible, as I have already shown. Mr. Rogers
made the following affidavit:-

" I, Augustus Rogers, one of the crew of schooner Gleaner,
being duly sworn, do depose and say, that I went with Capt. Medeo
Rose to the custom house at Shelburne, Nova Scotia, on the 13th
day of Aprtl last, and also on the 3rd June. I heard his conver-
sation with Collector Atwood on both occasions, and I hereby
certify that the statements of those interviews, as made above,
are correct and true.

"AUGUSTUS ROGERS."
What botter evidence can be adduced. True, the hon.
gentleman has chosen to assail the testimony of Capt.
Rose because ho made the second affidavit, although that
affidavit was made under fear of arrest and seizure of his
vessel, but the moment the captain had made his second
affidavit ho found out his mistake and at once tried to recall
it, and his final statement is confirmed by the evidence and
affidavit of Mr. Rogers, who was prosent the whole time,
and swore to the truth of the captain's declaration and to the
truth of the facts as stated in his first affidavit.

Mr. McNEILL. Where was that affidavit drawn up ?
Mr. MITCHELL. At Essex, county of Massachusetts.
Mr. MONEILL. I should think we all have heard of

hair-splitting Yankee lawyers.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. the Minister of Justice has a strong
imagination. He has imagined a host of lawyers advising
this Capt. Rose, who has been giving them so much
trouble and drawing his affidavit so carefully that ho might
got out of it, no matter whether ho was swearing to a lie
or not. But it appears from the papers that it was not
Capt. Rose who was advised by the lawyers, but the col-
lector of Sholburne, for ho told Qapt. Rose that his law-
yers had advised him about the matter. It was the affida-
vit which Collector Atwood coerced Capt. Rose into sign-
ing, that was drawn by the lawyers for that particular pur.
pose. That was the affidavit which the Government,
through their officer, coerced this man into signing, and
which ho afterwards, when free from that coercion, declared
under oath to be untrue, That was the affidavit drawn
by the lawyers, and it appears that Capt. Rose, when
ho signed it, did not know exactly what ho was swear-
ing to. There is no need to read over the documents
again, for it has been clearly proved that Capt. Rose
made a declaration in the second place under coercion, and
I submit it was forced from him with the approval
of the Government, because these facts have been known to
them for some time, and they have not yet dismissed Collec-
tor Atwood. This captain was coeroed into swearing to

a lie in order to get the Government out of a scrape. The
affidavit was a lying one, drawn ont by the lawyers, and
not the spontaneous affidavit of Capt. Rose before other
parties. But there is one point outside of that which has
not yet been explained, and to which I meroly wish to call
attention again without dwelling on it at all. The hon. the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries has not yet explained-I do
not know whether ho can or not-the reasons of his ignor-
ance of the affidavit which is on the page opposite to the
one he read. How it was that he knew of the existence of
the lying affidavit, the bull-dozed affidavit which sustained
his case, and in regard to which this Government are re-
sponsible, because they have maintained in offico the
man who forced that affidavit on Capt. Rose-
how it was he knew about that and did not
know about the subsequent free, spontaneous, and amply
corroborated affidavit, he has not explained. I say the subse-
quent affidavit was amply corroborated, because Augustus
Rogers, who was present on both occasions-who was
present when the collector terrorised Capt. Rose into
making the false affidavit, and who was prosent on the
subsequent occasion-certifies to its truth. The hon. gen-
tleman may take whichever horn of the dilemma he chooses.
He may admit he was ignorant of the subsequent affidavit,
and, therefore, unfit to be where he is and to have taken part
in the conference at Washington, or ho may admit that he
knew of its existence and concealed it from the House by
speaking as if no such thing were in existence. I do not
know which horn of the dilemma would bo more discredit.
able to him as a Minister of the Crown.

On section 7,
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Whon this Bill was under dis-

cussion on a previous occasion, I took the opportunity
to draw the attention of the House to the conces-
sions made ta the American fishermen under this and the
previous clause, showing, according to my judgment, that
we had, under these clauses, yielded up the whole value of
our fishing privileges and had obtained nothing whatever
in return. I maintain that the use of our ports for the
purpose of securing bait and supplies and the transshipment
of cargoes is a privilege of uninestimable value, so far as
the American fishermen are concerned, and that the hon.
gentleman, the Minister of Finance, and the other hon.
gentlemen who spoke on that side, have not been able
to show a single advantage gained by the Canadian fisher-
men on our aide. The hon. the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, pointed to several articles in varions newspapers,
showing the advantages of the treaty froin our point of
view. Now, I hold in my hand the New York Herald of
Sunday last, in which an interview is reported with Mr.
Phelan, the Consul General of the United States in Halifax.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Perhaps my hon. friend was
not in the House when the hon. member for Northumber-
land (Mr. Mitchell) read every word of that interview, so
that it is already in Hansard.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The interview ho read was in
the Montreal Herald.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think not. Was my hon.
friend in the House when my hon. friend for Northumber-
land read that interview ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I was.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then perhaps this is a
different one altogether.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Yes.

"The advantages of the treaty," Mr. Phelan replied, are
nmanifold. Among other things it opens up valuable fiuhing baya
to us by removingal doubts as to our right to fsh in them.
This in itself is no smati matter, inuamuch as Canadians had pre-
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viofsly claimed that we were permitted to fish there only on
sufferance. Under the Treaty of 1818 we had no right to enter
Canadian ports, except for four things--wood, water, shelter and
repairs. Even in these cases we were subjected toanunpleasant
espionage, and as carefully watched as if we were so many pirates.
Again, the treaty relieves our vessels entering Canadian ports
for the purposes named in the treaty of all dues, pilotage and
every charge whatever, and at the same time they enjoy the
benefits of light-houses, buoys and other safeguards to navigation,
the same as Canadian vessels do. The treaty also eliminates the
word 'hovering' from the Canadian statutes, under which some
of our vessels have been seized and condemned. Under the
treaty, an American vessel corning in damaged can repair and
procure fresh supplies provisions, etc , and refit and save the
necessity of returning Lome for this purpose. All these privi-
leges, you must understand, were denied us under the old
treaty. Now our vessels can unload, sell or transship their car-
goos, and in case they are short of supplies at any time, they can
entier the nes.rest port and get them. In short, we have sur-
reudered nothing tud gained agreat deal. The Canadias have
surrendered everything and gained nothing. All the gain is on
our side. True, the treaty night go further than it does, but it
is certainly a great improvement on the one now in force. The
disadvantages under which we have suffered during the past two
years in the way of seizures on technical grounds cannot be con-
mitted under the present treaty. It is my deliberate judgment
that it would be a serious matter for our fishermen if the new
convention should be rejected. To do so means a returns to the
old Treaty of 1818, under which our people have chafed so long."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What is the date of that
paper?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is the New York Herald of
Sunday, April 15.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is marvellously like that
interview in Montreal.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Yes, but it goes a little further.
At any rate, it is not of any importance whether it is the
same statement or not. It corroborates the statement that
we have surrendered all the advantages of which we were
possessed under tho old Treaty of 1818, and have gained
nothing from the Americans in return. I think that is an
opinion, from the American side of the case, which will more
than counterbalance ail the quotations which have been read
to the House by the Miniter of Marine and Fisheries.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I would like to understand, if I
can, the real meaning of this section. When the motion
for the second reading of this Bill was made, I ventured to
make some observations on the Bill, and especially with
reference to tihe 6th section, which has been passed, and
the 7th section, which is now before the House; and I sub-
mitted, with some humility, that I could not quite under-
stand whab was the meaning of those sections. I asked the
Minister of Justice what was the meaning of those sections
in his opinion, those sections being, to my mind, the key to
the whole treaty, bt te hon. gentleman was s little out
of t*npçr at the time, an4 ho declined to give me the infor-
mtiom I asged for. Afterwards, ho deivered what was
characterised as a most spirited address., which seemed to
suit his friends on the other side of the House; but I had
asked for that information with no object in the world ex-
cept to obtain the information. It seemed to me, as I
stated at that time, that there was no controlhng power
provided for, to determine when or when& not the American
fishermen could get the privileges which are accorded to
them under that section. For instance, I stated that the
privilege of transshipment was a reat privilege which
they sought, and I feit that, under that section, although it
might not be intended to give them that privilege, the
section could be so construed as practically to give them
that right of transshipment. I pointed out that United
States fishing vessels, accordng to the section, entering the

"t orts, bays and barbors of the esmtern and uorth-eastern
coag ofQanada, under stress of weaher Or i cousequence ofi

Mr. JoNzs (#ialifax).

any casualty, ngay unoAd, reload, t'ffip? l (swleot ç us-
toms laws and regulations) ail fish on board, sui uzoc
ing, transshipment or sale is necessary as inciderifito repais.
And I asked, as I now ask, who is to judge whether it is
necessary as incidental to repairs or not 1 Nobody can
judge. The captain may sa, Ipropose to remain here two
or three days, and, lu my opinion, iy fish are -in asunh a
conaition that I must transship hom., It is ot Š .be sup-
posed that the collector of customs in eaclh por.t s to ave
the right to interpret tk. treaty. That iright s not †Ytgd
in hi m. Tho riesult is, that that section wii ibe so o4aned
that the privilege of transshipment, the mest va3uable privi-
1, ge that the American fishermen have asked for, is practi-
cally conceded to them. According to theslth ection, the
master of any United States fiig vessel who has received
a lice0se may oItain

" Such provisions and supplies as are ordinarily sold to trading
vessels, and any such vessel, having obtained a license in the
manner aforesaid, shall also be accorded, upon all occasions, such
facilities for the purchase of casual or needful provisions and sup-
plies as are ordinarily granted to trading vessels."
Now, the hon. gentleman says that this treaty does not
give them the right to purchase bAit. It seems to me that
bait is a part of the outfit of a fishing vessel. At any rate,
it is so argued, and I think can be successfully argued. If a
captain says: " I have lost my bait i this storm and I want
to purchase more," the treaty says that ho may, and ail I
have contended for is that this treaty, which la sald to be
an interpretation treaty, which is saig to be itendtçd o
make matters clear, hat simply made themx o co4fuu and
so difficuit to understand that practically the right to pur-
chase bait and the right of transshipment cannot be refused
to American fishermen. Now, I have already called the
attention of the Minister to the 7th section, aud I repeat
my request for infrmation in.regard to it. The first part
of that section says :

" The Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and any officers of the
Government of Canada whom he may authorise for that purpose,
shall grant promptly, and upon application, and wiahout charge,
licenses to United States fishing vessele to purchase in estab-
lished ports of entry of the aforesaid coasts of Canada, for the
honeward voyage, suc4 provisions and supplies as are ordinarily
sold to trading vessels."

And the latter part of the section goes on to say:

"Any sucli vessel, having obtained a license in the manner
aforesaid, shall also be accorded upon all ocoasions such facilities
for the purchase of casual or needful provisions and supplies as
are ordimarily granted to trading vessels."

Now, the firat part of the section Would legd anyone who
was seeking to find out its interpretation to eievO that it
was only after the master of the veslg had closed his
voyage and was going homo, an4 rquird soe small sup-
plies which he would need for that 4omeward voyage, that
he would be entite to oktain the noeessary sapp4io, but
the latter part of the section seems to ha ve a different
effect. It appears to state that any veossgl which has npe
obtained a icense, shal, li fature, on all occssions, hqve
the same facilities for the purchase of suppLies as a e ordin-
arily granted to trading vesselo. Of course there will be a
great deal of controversy as to what "lcaaual and needtal
provisions and supplie" are. My i mpression is that this
treaty will receive at the hads of this Government,
if it be adopted, and from the offioers of the Government,
a very broad and liberal iterpretation. Ky opipion la,
that the Oanadian offloers hereafter will not be very
astute in examining the demand of the American fishermon,
under this treaty, to purehase supplies or to purohase bait
or anything else. They will praetically give them what
they want, but it seema to me that this clause ia very curi-
ously worded, and I ask whether a license once obtained is
intended to enure for the following oasups, or whatlwr,
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when a lioense is obtained in the early part of the summer,
the part y Sonly ‡o be entitled to purcase supplies as he
needs them from time to time during the then season.
If that is the case, that will enable these men
to do what the Minister of Justice and the Minister
of -iPlyeries have declared would be fatal to the
fishingi terests of tÏe Maritime Provinces, 1 do not desire
to prolong the controversy on these points, which I think
have been put very fairly before the flouse and the country,
but the quot9tions which have been put before the House
from tbe Minutesand the State papers show clearly that,
in the opinion of those Ministers, it would be fatal to the in-
terestsofeveryone, a9nd especially to theinterests of the fisher-
ies in the Maritime Provinces, if the American fishermen were
allowed to come in there and make their purchases of bait,
if they were allowed to make the h.arbors and shores of the
MaritViÇe Proyinee th base for carrying on their fishing
opera.tiorn. INow, it appears to me that if an American
fishermagicancome into port and claims that, by casualty, heo
has lost his outit, he may purchase a, new outfit, as the 6th
sectifn says. I think that tho wor'd "outfit" of a fish-
ing vessel includo bait as a part of it. I may be wrong.

Wena fihing vessel goes, for instance, to take cod-
fish from the lBnk, the outfit which she takes to enable
her-and, as my hon. friend on my right remarks, almost
all she needs as outfit-to carry on the fishery, is the fresh
bait. In old dys, these fisheries on the Banks were carried
on by means of sA4 bait, but when the fishermen discovered
th&t fresh bait was taken more readily, they have, of late
ye*rs, used only that. No fisherman would presume to go
to th Banko and &ay his outfit was complote unless he bad
sufficiegt fresh þait to last him for his voyage. My
impresiAu, herefore, was that the word outfit was
intended to cover bait, fresh as well as salt. It would not be
contegded that it would not cover salt-the bait sems
to me to be ,i precisely the sage category. >terefore
if a vessel h~ gone to the Banks, providing her-
self with a supply of baity, in the first instance, to last a
fortnight, eud afterwards entferi one of the ports of tbe
Marisime nrovines, ad tly master says that from some
casialty she ba~ot a you have no mans of testing
the accuracy of'hN statement; and bon. gentlemen oppo-
site, bath to-day nd previously, 4ave told us what their
opinionR is of the character of the men who man and con-
trol these vessels, and how they will make any statement
that is necessary in thoir interest. If he goes there and
says that,, from casualty, he bas lost bis outft, he is entitled
under t..his inteFprotation, to replenish it. But not as a
mAtterof favor. e says, under the ireaty: I bave come hore
and as a right i derpand to purchase my outt. He will not
speak with bate4, breat, ag he bas been accustomed to do,
whee prsuing his fisherzes under the Treaty of 1818. ie
will now come a1nd say: I demand this as a right. Now, I
would like the hon. gentleman, if e deems it necessary to
reply to my observations at ail, to answer me whether, in
his opinion, it was intended that the lice4se should be
granted to Aernican fishermen when tbey go into a bay
in the early part of the season, and having got that
license., wich they get as a matter of right, does that
entitle them V turchaée, in the 'words of the 7th section,
"such casual and needful provisions and supplies as arc
ordinarily granted to trading vessels from time to time."
If it was only intended they should purchase such casual
and needful supplies as are required for the home voyage,
then the hon. gentleman wili see that the firat part of the
section concedes that privilege entirly-the latter part of
the sectiQU Was inteen4d to grant something else-that on
ail o~s nsa a bav-i»g t , e ù hi ' lio lie can
ohtAain sah casual or need pAI.aion As he re-
quires. If that is so, you have give up every-
thing, you have enabled them ta mak your harbara their
basi, froarrying onthLeir shiug oration. If*at is so,

I need not use any stronger language than the language
1sed by the Minister of Justice himself, that sch a con-
cession g'ould be absolutely fatal to the fishing interests of
the Maritime Provinces. If it is fatal, and if you have
given this up, it is well that we should know it. I suppose
this is the proper time to ask an explanation.

Mr. THOMPSON. I should lhke very much, indeed, to
enter fully into this question with my hon. friend, and to give,
what I conceive to be the true interpretation of the phrases
in these two sections. The hon. gentleman, however, muet
bear with me if I decline doing so, not at all out of dis-
respect to him, but because, as he is aware, what-
ever we may say here in favor of the treaty will be used
against it elsewhere. Hon. gentlemen opposite have perfect
freedom to suggest the possible constructions that may
arise unfavorable to Canada, without any injury to the
treaty at all; indeed they are increasing the chances of its
acceptance by the United States. But, on the contrary, if
we defended the treaty as we might be disposed to do under
other circumstances, and made a statement of eur views on
tho construction of various points suggested to us, we are
making a case for those who are disposed to find fault with
the treaty in another place. The hon. gentleman, how-
ever, will, I am sure, appreciate what I shall en-
deavor to say in reply to the remarks he bas just
made, in a general way. He has correctly quoted me as
saying that if we should do anything which can make the
harbors ot Lhe Maritime Provinces a base of supplies for
the United States fishermen, we would, practically, g;ve up
our whole case and adopt a measure which will be extremely
detrimental to the interests of our own fishermen, at a time
when they are hampered, to some extent, by an adverse
duty in the markets of the United States. But I do not
regard the sections which the hon. gentleman has referred
to, as to any extent making Canada a basis of supplies for
the United States fishormen. On the contrary, I think they
contain but a liberal and fair extension of the right of
shelter and repaire which are secured to the United States
fishermen by the Treaty of 1818. Now, in the first place, as
regbrds the question ot transshipment. The hon. gentleman
will remember that the treaty itself deals generally with
the subject of transshipment in that section of it which
provides for the right of transshipment being given to the
United States fishermen on certain conditions; those con-
ditions being, principally, the admission of our fiJi frae
into the Uited States; so that the treaty deala with
that particular subject in that specific way. But when
we come down to give, in section 6, the right of shipment
in certain specified cases, we are dealing, not with the
general right of transehipment, not conferring, I take it,
the general right of transshipment of cargo at aIl, but we
are ceding simply the right to transship cargoes in certaki
cases, one of which lately occurred, but which have been
of rare oocurrence, and in which it would be most harsh
to refuse the right of transshipment ; these cases being
cases of vessels coming in out of repair and in distreus, and
with their fish in such a condition that they would spoil
or have to be thrown overboard, unlesa the master were al-
lowed to transship his cargo. He would not be permitted by
the Treaty of 1818, even under this extreme circumstanoe, to
transship bis cargo, or even to sell it in Canada, if h. were
willing to pay the duty upon it; but this simply allows
him, under circumstanees of that kind, where transshipment
is necessary and incidental to repaire, to transship. i take
it that instead of its being ambiguous, or difficult to ascer-
tain the condition of the vessel when she comes in to make
repaire, under these circumstances it is very easy of ascer-
tainment. The United States vessels are to be subjct to
supervision, by boarding officers and customa afficers.
and in addition there can be no transshipment effcted with.
out oertain entries being made in the oustome house, Thero
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will be supervision at every point; first of all, when they
enter the three mile limit they will be subject to the in-
spection of our officers who will ascertain their bond fides in
entering the harbors where they come, and if they transship
their cargoes they will have to make customs entries. A
few words as to what the hon. gentleman said about licenses.
I understand that hon. gentlemen opposite are rather in-
clined to believe that this construction might be placed
upon the treaty: that a vessel going seaward towards the
fishing grounds might, early in the season, obtain a license for
the purchase of supplies. Now, I do not think that is the
construction that can be applied. A vessel is only entitled
to apply for a licence to obtain those provisions and sup-
plies which are ordinarily sold to trading vessels for the
homeward voyage, and I sbould think it very extraordin-
ary if it were set up on the part of any of the American
fishermen on going to the fishing grounds that they
would expect to get a license in order to obtain the
casual and needful supplies for a homeward voyage,
when it would be impossible for them or for the per-
son who gave the license to ascertain what supplies
would be needed for the homeward voyage, or whether
any would be needed. I do not think that the con-
struction is at all reasonable, that after a vessel bas ob.
tained a license she shall forever afterwards be entitled to
obtain those supplies, nor do I think any such contention
will be made. I think the proviso in that section is simply
to take care that the condition cf the vessel having been
established, the necessity of obtaining supplies baving been
established, a license shall be given, notwithstanding any
provision in the law to the contrary, and that every
facility shall bo given to tho captain of the vessel to make
the purchases which the license authorises him to make.
The section which provides for the right of making good
damages or losses arising from disaster, is simply an
extension of the provision of the Treaty of 1818. If a
vessel lost a bowsprit, or sustained any slight damage what-
ever, sho had a right to come in for repairs, but if she lost
ber nets she would not have the right to come in and pur-
chase nets, strictly speaking. It is simply, I say, a fair
extension of the provisions of the Treaty of 1818, in regard
to repairs, an extension wbich we were asked to make on
some occasions, but which it was beyond our power to
grant.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) With the latter part of the remarks
made by the hon. Minister I quite agree. The hon. gentle-
man says that, under the Treaty of 1818, if a vessel lost ber
bowsprit, or some other part of her gear, she had a right to
come in for repairs. It is petfectly truc the vessel had no
right to buy supplies, or transship cargo. Her right was
confined simply to repairing the damage which bad been
caused to some part of her gear. Now, the hon, gentleman
says that, under this treaty; they have extended that right ;
I agree with him, and the only question is as to what ex.
tont they have extended it. It seems to me that, while
thore may be three or four constructions put upon the
6th section, the construction which American captains will
put upon the section-and I make these observations with-
out any desire to criticise the hon, minister too sharply-is
that, when he comes in to repair running gear or bowsprit,
the captain will say that, my fih are in such a condition
that 1 must seud them on, in order that the repairs may be
made. Who is to question the right of the captain to land
them, if it is incidental to repairs to land them ? Who is
to question his iight if be also demands transshipment
as incidental to the repairs ? Formerly, under the
old treaty, the vessel came in for a specific pur-
pose, which was understood by the collector, and if ho
exceeded that purpose bis vessel was liable to seizure. But
this treaty confers on the captains of American vessels the
privilege, when they come in, to repair losees which have
happened to their vessels; and they may thon transship

Mr. TRMPuon,

their fish, unload or sell them if these acts are necessarily in-
cident to repairs. The language is unfortunate, for no one can
say what is incident to repairs and what is not incident. The
American captains will put a broad construction upon this
term, Any one acquainted with fishing knows what will
happen. Suppose a fleet of 200 vessels are fishing off Mar.
garee or Cheticamp on the coast of Cape Breton, or off East
Point. They may come into harbor on the approach of a
storm and one of the captains may say that ho wants to
make some repairs as he las lost some gear. He reports
to the custom house, and states that as the repairs will oc-
cupy ton or twelve days, he desires to land his cargo and
send it on. Who is to question his right ?

Mr. THOMPSON. We can ascertain the fact, and he is
responsible for the penalty.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.IL) Does the hon. Minister say that a
sub-collector at Cheticamp or Souris would dare to say to one
of the American captains: You claim that right to do this
under the 6th clause, we will seize your vessel and test
your case in the courts. I do not think officers would dare
to so act. I am talking of the practical construction and
application of the section. It seems to me that when the
hon. gentleman stated formerly that concessions of this
kind would destroy the fisheries of the Maritime Provinces,
ho stated the truth. Again, the hon, gentleman claims
that it would not be fair to press him to place a con-
struction upon the words of the section. But that is surely
not a fair contention on his part. It is not fair that this
country should be called upon to ratify the treaty without
knowing the meaning to be put upon the most important
words in it? Surely we should understand what is the real
meaning of the concessions we are making, and that the
United States should understand what is the real meaning
of the concessions which they are receiving. If "outfit,"
as I contend it does, includes bait as well as salt, and if the
construction of the 6th section is as I put it just now, every-
thing for which the Americans have ever contended has
been given up to thom. The hon. gentleman, in referring to
the 7th section, stated, if I understood him rightly, that
American fishing vessels will only be entitled to purchase
supplies when they are on their homeward voyage. But
an Amorican fisherman is only on his homeward voyage
when ho is leaving the last port in the bay. What is the
use of getting a license thon ? Surely the hon. gentleman
must see that some meaning must be accorded to the last
part of the section, which states that after they have ob.
tained such licenses they shall on all occasions be accorded
permission to purchase such casual supplies, etc., as are
ordinarily granted to trading vessels. The meaning of the
clause is this: that an American fishing vessel coming down
to the bay can obtain a license when she comes into the
bay. And after obtaining her license she, from month to
month and from week to week, is entitled under the license
to go into any Canadian port and purchase any such casual
supplies as she may require from time to time. I cannot
put any other construction on the last part of the section.
It bas no meaning unless it means that.

"She shall be accorded upon all occasions such facilities."
Surely it must mean that, and if it does mean that, the hon.
gentleman sees he as made our harbors the basis to enable
thom to carry out their fishery. If ho bas done so as the
Minister of Fisheries and the Minister of Justice have said, ho
has struck a fatal blow at the fisheries of the Maritime Pro-
vinces. He says, in his Minute of 1887:

I.If the Provinces are to be judges, it is most prejudicial to
their interest that United States fishermen should be permitted
to come into their harbors on any pretext, and it is fatal to their
fishery interests that those fishermen, with whom they have to
compete at such a disadvantage in the markets of the United
States, should be allowed to enter for supplies and bait, even for
the pursuit of the deep se& fisheries."
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It is, therefore, fatal to the fshery intereste that they should
be allowed to enter for supplies and bait. It appears to me
the broad construction of those two sections will enable
them to do that whioh my hon. friend says will be fatal to
our interests. That broad construction is the construction
American fishermen will contend for-that is, the construc-
tion they will give it, and that broad construction is the con-
struction the American people will endorse. My own
impression is that is the construction we will finally have
to accept. The hon. gentleman says, truly enough,
and it would be a very fair argument in answer to
their contention, that the transshipment of their fish and
the purchase of supplies and bait is provided for in another
part of the treaty. 0f course it is, but it is provided for
in this part of the treaty too, under the circumstances
mentioned in the section. The question is, who is to
declare when tho-e circumstances exist and when they do
not exist? An American captain comes in and says: I
have lost my outfit from casualty. There is nobody to
dispute it. You must accept it and when you do ho bas
the right to buy a new outfit, and the outfit if it embraces
salt must necessarily embrace bait. If that is so we are
giving away, by this section, everything he wants, and the
latter part of the other section which gave him the right to
transship and purchase bait when they admit our fish duty
free, will never be brought into operation, because practi-
cally ho will have the right under the section we are now
considering, if that construction I am submitting to the
flouse is adopted, and I believe it will be. My own
impression is, and I have heard it stated by some gentlemen,
that the American Sonate will not ratify this treaty.
Personally, I do not think that would be an unmixed
evil. I, for one, do not fear we will have a repetition
of the disastrous state of affairs we had in
1886. We are not going to have that any more.
There will be no enforcement by this Government of the
obnoxious customs laws, whether this treaty goes into
operation or not. There is no doubt about that. The
language used by the Finance Minister, and acquiesced in
by the members of the Government, puts that beyond
doubt. We will have our rights under the old treaty and
they will be maintained with a firm hand, and not with the
technical exactness in which the Minister of Fisheries in
1886 tried to carry them out. In 1887 a new state of
matters was introduced, and I do not think that the
Americans complained very much of their treatment in
that year. I rose for the purpose, as far as possible, ofj
getting light myself upon the meaning of those sections,1
and if anything I could say would add te the information1
of others, I thought it well to speak, as I believed it desir-,
able that this House should understand the matterj
thoroughly.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman was
making the treaty I could understand bis action in this
matter, but we are not doing that.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I was trying to arrive at the
meaning of this section, and I think it is very important.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Iwill draw the hon. gentle-
man's attention to the fact that the course ho bas taken is the
course that would be taken by the deadliest enemy of the
Canadian fishermen.

An hon. MEiBERS. No.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; and I will show it. We

are net now making a treaty, Sir. The treaty is made and
we are not deciding whether we will accept this treaty.
That the House has already unanimously decided, and thet
hon. gentleman himself, after discussing this treaty, closedf
bis remarks by saying he intended to vote for it. I sayI
that we are net making a treaty, and as we are net decidingc
whether we will accept the treaty, for that has been donet

and done unanimously by this House, I say that every word
the bon. gentleman is using in the criticism which he bas
offered to the fHouse, he knows is impotent to change a
lino in that treaty, but ho knows that all the weight and
influence that bis position in this House, bis position as a
member of the legal profession, will give him, will ho quoted
hereafter in opposition to the rights of Canadian fishermen
and in support of the claims of American fishormen. I
cannot understand a man, who professes to be the friend of
our fishermen, taking this course. If bis object, Sir, is to
aid me, if bis object is to aid Canada in getting this treaty
adopted by the American Sonate, then bis conduct is intel-
ligible; but from any other standpoint I say that L am
astounded that a gentleman of the legal profession, a man bav.
ing the knowledge of public affairs that the hon. gentleman
has, should take up the time of the House, as ho bas, after
the House bas solemnly decided by a unanimous vote to
ratify this treaty, when he knows ho cannot change a lino
in it. I am astonishod at the hon. gentleman standing on
bis feet bore and for this length of time endeavoring to
make a case for the United States fishermen against the
Canadian fishermen, and throwing all the weight and
influence of bis legal opinion, whatever that may amount to,
into the scale of the American fishermen against the Cana-
dian fishermen.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I). I do not know what I have done
to merit this extraordinary scolding at the hands of the bon.
gentleman. When I first addressed the House I ventured
to ask information on those most important clauses which
the hon. gentleman bas incorporated in this treaty, clauses
which wore susceptible of a broad meaning, the rosult of
which would be to surrender our fisheries entirely to the
United States. I venture respectfully to ask the bon. gentle.
man and the Minister of Justice who accompanied him to
Washington, and who was a party to the construction of this
treaty, I ventured to ask them what was the understanding
come to by the plenipotentiaries at Washington as to the
meaning of those words, and I was answerod with a flip-
pancy altogether unfair and unjust. I was not answered, in
tact, at all. I was not told whother the construction I said
those clauses were susceptible of was the proper construction
or not in the opinion of the hon. gentlemen, or whether it
was the construction generally adopted by the plenipoten-
tiaries at Was;hington. The hon. gentleman did not tell
me then and when I ventured to exercise my undoubted
right in this House, before I voted for the passage of that
treaty, and asked what it really meant, I am sat upon by the
hon. gentleman and lectured as if I bad done something
wroug. What does the hon. gentleman mean ? Does ho
ask us to accept every word and clause of this
treaty in ignorance of its roal meaning ; does ho want the
fishermen to believe that they have concoded nothing when
it may turn out they have conceded all ? Does the hon.
gentleman want me to vote blindly for a clause of this
treaty which the Minister of Justice bas said admits Ameri-
can fishermen to our ports and bays, carrying off our fisheries
from us? What does the hon. gentleman take me for? I
am here, Sir, solely and earnestly looking for information
which 1 believe to be of the greatest importance, before this
flouse adopts this treaty. I am asking it, too, at a time
when the treaty is before the United States Sonate. I say
it is unworthy of this Parliament, and unworthy of the bon.
gentleman, to seek to smuggle through a treaty .under the
assumption that it contains a secret meaning which ho
wishes to bide from the American people. I thought the
day had gone by for any underhand dealings botween the
two great nations. I thought we were going to deal
frankly and honestly with our friends to the south of us.
I say it is in the highest interests of peace for this assembly
of Canada and the Sonate of the United States, if they adopt
that treaty, to thoroughly understand what its real meaning
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is. Does the hon.gentleman want that before the next season
goes by, a construction should b. put on that treaty by the
Minister of isheries diametrically opposite to that which
Mr. Bayard pute on it ? Does ho want us brought to the
point of the bayonet, to which hoesays the ad ministration of
the Fisheries Department brought us two years ago? Does
ho want us brought to that condition of -affaire which Mr.'
Bayard describes in that private and confidential letter he
wrote to the hon. gentleman ? I trust not; and if ho does
not, we can only bring about a botter and more cordial
state of affaire by deabng honorably and frankly with each
other, and, if we have entered into a treaty, by under-
standing what the real meaning of the treaty is. If we'
have made concessions, in heaven's name let us understand
the full meaning of them; and if hon. gentlemen are going
to vote, let them know what they are voting for I will
not submit to be lectured by the hon. gentleman in the
tone and manner which ho has assumed to-day, when I
ask what construction is put upon that treaty by himself'
and the other plenipotentiaries. I was within my right,
and instead of being lectured by the hon. gentleman, I
was entitled to a fair and decent answer, whict I have not
got.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. I want to know whether
this whole business is a farce or not. If we are not to con-,
sider and discuss every lino of this treaty, what is the use
of putting you in the Chair ? We have a right to know
what we are doing. We do not approve of this treaty; we
do not pretend to say that it is a good treaty or honorable
to Canada. We accept it under compulsion, but we have a
iight to know what we aro accepting, and that we propose
to know.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman had an
opportunity of giving this treaty a most careful and
deliberate examination ; and with all its obecarity and
defecte, with all its want of clearness of construction or
explicitness of statement, ho knew that this Rouse eould
not alter one jet or tittle of it. The hon. gentleman who
has just taken his seat will not pretend for a single moment
that, in discussing this treaty, the House is in the position'
that it would be in if we had before us a Bill on any sub.
ject over which the House bas perfect control. When we
have a Bill before us in whidh we can alter clauses, hon.
gentlemen may contend in the most vigorous terms for the
oonstruction of the law or the meaning of a phrase, because
it is in the power of the House to alter the Bill upon such
representations. But the hon, gentleman knows that that
is not our position bore. The treaty is made.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There is an alternative.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, What is that alternative ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. To reject it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is precisoly the position.
That alternative was preserved to this flouse, so that not
oe line of this treaty can become operative or can affect
the intereste of Canada until the Parliament of Canada,
having deliberately considered it in all its bearings, decides
te accept and ratify it. But that is not the position of the
bon. geatteman who has spoken. He would have been
within the finesof hie duty as an independent member of
thie House if, coming to the conclusion that this treaty was
faulty, obscure, or that for any other cause it was undesir-
able that it should become binding on Canada, ho had
determined to give it the most unqualified hostility, and
defeat it if ho could; and even if ho stood alone as a mem-
ber of this Hlouse in taking that view, ho was bound in the
interests of Canada to vote for its rejection. But that was
his only alternative, as it is not in our power te alter a line
of the treaty or change it in any way. But what did the hon.
es lemt do ? After Ivíng the treaty the most care-IfMr.-DAvUSs(P.,LI

fuil consideration that he o btjld as metnbe of this
House to give it, hoesaid:

i The treaty has been agred upom, sad I fo· une hope that no
action wili be taken by thi oPaaiment to threw it out. ram
willing, sir, that it should be aoepted."

The hon. gentleman having taken that positio'n, ha'#ing
come to the conclusion that ho owed it to his constituents
and to Canada that this treaty shoutd become a binding
treaty, I say that when hoestands up here aynd takes half au
hour of the time of this Honse in order to glee the weight
of his opinion as a lawyer in favor of the interests of the
United States and United States fishermen, I ny ho is not
fulfil¶ing his duty to Canàd'a or the fishermen of Canada.
Re asks, is it not desirable that we shonld know what the
treaty means. When I-stbmitted the treaty to the Hoese,
I explained as fully as I was able, the obealing and operation
of each clause. I am not a lawyer, but I do not believe
there is any such obsourity in it, or Any such dotbt can
be raised, and as the hon. gentleman all'ges. Dtes hie
not think that if this treaty is to beêome làw, ho bal botter
leave it to Urited States lawyers, to fight for tue titorests
of United States fishermen, to take the grotnd ho has
taken this afternoon? And doos he not think he had better
reserve his great legal powe'rs t frght for the iterests of
Canadian fishermen againsat those pretensions on the part
of the fisheriïen of the United Btatet ? I m n'tt disposed
to lecture the hon. gentleman, I should be doing vory
wrongly if I were to attemànpt it; but ho muet allow me to
say, not with a view to lectifring him, butiin order if I ean to
stop a course which I deem more mischievoùs to the interests
of Canada and Canadian fIsherren than aly course the
hon. gentleman conld tàke. It was with that view thàt I
drew the hon. gentitinan's attention to the fact that ho
was not making a treaty, and was not in a position to alter
a lino 'cf it, atrd, that being s, he was tot acting
fairly in the interest of Canada in tàking a linè which
the Most extreme advocates opposed to Canadiùn
fishermen would take. That was the reason i drew the at-
tention of the House to the nnwisdorm and the nnfairnee,
in regard to the rights and interests of o'r own people, of
the hon. gentleman expressing opinions on Ibe floo#- of this
Parlianent, which might be quoted in the rconr'ts, and used
by those endeavoring to get advantages over out fish.
ermen under this treaty. I confess I 'could not under.
stand bow an hon. gentleman who professed to be, and I
have no doubt is, anxious te promôte t*h interests of Cana-
dian fishermen, could express such epinione and leave them
to be quoted by parties at another tim-6, nd I in another
place, against onr country and Against thie interests of our
fishermen. Now, I say that if the hon. gentle'mah holds the
opinion he has stated to-day, if the hon. gentlemrcen sroúnd
him hold these opinionx, they have nt dichhaged their
duty is eupperting this trety. I have »e sitation in
saying that. I am very tàaakful to hon. gentiemen oppo-
site for the manner in which they have dealt with this sub-
ject. I felt I was justified i sa&ying, whisn I submitted this
treaty to the House, that it was not a question of party,
and I felt no littIe pr4dé and gatMMimtion ýe finding ~that,
to a large extent, hon. geo'tlemen ooelO eseemed te reSog-
nise that faet to the fallest eteut, and t 6el that, under
existing cireumstances, they would b. 9etiÉed i ugiving
this treaty their support. But I do trast that that
support will not be aff -ted by statements,
made with the weight and authority whhch their position
in Parliament gîve hon. gentlemen, whiùh nay be used to
our disadvantage in any other place. Perhape it is because
I am not a lawyer that I am not able to draw these fine
distinctions that gentlemen of the legal profession can draw
on almost every question and every law, however plain
and clear, that may be submitted to them for approval;
and perhape for that reasun, I think this is a plain, clear
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statement upon wkich there will be no difficulty whatever ministered it was fatal and suicidal, and the result of their
in arriving at a sound and just conclusion as to the mean- administration was to bring us face to face with the
ing of the language in whieh it is couched. I have en- determination on the partof 65,000,000 people that the man-
deavored to give a frank, candid and explicit statement to ner in whieh we had acted towards them with regard to our
the House of my views as to what the treaty contains, as to fisheries should not be repeated, except at the risk of war.
the effect of its various clauses, and as to the manner in I was not prepared, for one, to risk a war with the States;
which it was understood those should b. operated; and I I thought any settlement would b. preferable to a condition
feel that hon. gentlemen opposite are scarcely fair in of things in which we would be brought face to face with
endeavoring to take the line that a very few of the mem- war. And I say again, rather than revert to the dangerous
bers, I am happy to say, have taken, of forcing the Govern- condition of affairs in which w. were only one year ago,
ment into making such statements in its support as would when we had the retaliation Bill passed by the Congress
be calculated to prevent its ever becoming operative. and the Senate of the United States, we should acoept this

treaty. That, however, dues not absolve me from my duty,Mr. DAVlES (P. E. I.) The hon, gentleman hms misr& as a member of this House, to enquire, as minutely as I can,presented my position in this matter. The hon, gentleman into the meaning of the treaty. I repeat, that common
has said that I addressed the House as a lawyer, and placed courtesy demands at the banda of the hon, gentleman, and
a construction on the treaty which was not in the interest at the hands of th. hon. the Minister of Justice, where two
of Canada-a construction calcnlated to affect injiriously in constructions may be found as to any important clause ofthe future, as well as in the present, Canadian interests• this treaty, that they should say what is the correct con-The louse will bear me out in saying that I have put no struction, instead of denouncing those who point out toconstruction on the treaty. I have said that the language their notice these two construotions. They ahould tell theof the treaty was so loosely drawn that it is capable of such House what their opinion is, and what the opinion of theand such a construction, but I did not say whether I entirely plenipotentiaries at Washington is, as to the proper con-agreed with the one construction or the other. struction.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am very glad to hear that, Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did so to the best of my
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I pointed out most clearly ability.

to the hon. gentleman that the language used was Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) When I raised the question here
capable of several constructions, and I asked him-and I to.day, the hon. gentleman did not do so. When I raised
had a right to have an answer-what was the meaning the the question the other day, in my remarks following those
British plenipotentiaries, at least, placed upon the treaty, of the hon. the Minister of Justice, h. did not do so, and I
and whether that meaning was accepted by the American have the right now to call for an answer. I am not open to
Government or not ? I am sick of hearing tis argument the attack of the hon. gentleman of being in any sense unpa-
cast against us from time to time that the truth cannot be triotie, or of having advanced arguments which would be
spoken for fear it may affect Canadian interests. It is fatal or prejudicial to Canadian interests.
time the truth was spoken, and we should endeavor to get Mr. JONES (Halifax). The warmth exhibited bythe
at the real meaning of this treaty before it finally passes hon. the Minister of Finanoe can only b. mcounted or y
the House. The hon. gentleman says that my mouth is two suppositions: First, that the hon, gentleman finds hlm-
closed because I told the House that I did not intend to self in a difienît position.
move any resolution against the treaty, but that it ought to Sir CRÂRLRS TUPPER. Oertainly; I have explained
be accepted. I did say the treaty ought to be accepted,
and I said that with the full knowledge, as the hon. gentle-
man repeats my words, that we could not alter a line of it Mr. JONES (Halifax). I the next place, that h. in un-
Why did I say so ? The hon. gentleman knows well that willing W explain, because h. dsires W kee& somethi
in that very speech to which h. refers, I pointed out the back frem the people cf the United States. ith rega
concessions which, in my opinion, Canada had made-con- to the firat, I beheve the hon, gentleman comprehends that
cessions, which, if the opinions of the hon. gentleman and his perfectly. With res ettii. second, I hope he bas ne
colleagues, the hon. the Minister of Justice and the hon. the such object in view, ecause I believe ne bon. gentleman
Minister of Marine and Fisheries were correct, would be fatal here deires, now or at any time, W keep anything back
to the interesta of Canada. But I said this, that if the regarding the operation of the treaty, whichfis susceptible
hon. gentleman's statement was correct; if the relations cf a différent explanatien at a subsequent da What is
between Canada and the United States had become strained tue position cf the hon. member for Queen's (. Davies)?
to the extent h. said they had; if we were brought face toHo recognises, as every one muet, the difflulty cf putting
face with a condition of facts not far removed from war; a construction on these two clauses, taken together and he
if, to use Mr. Bayard's language, we had "entered upon a asks the hon. the Minister cf Finance, tue hon. the inister
career of embittered rivalry staining our long frontier with cf Justice, and the bon. the.Minuter of Marine, who Wok
the hues of hostility; " if, to use the hon. gentleman's own part in framing tus treaty, te b. good enough te
language, we had cemented 65,000,000 people and their explain tii privileges wiich the American fiahermen
entire press in bitter hostility to the people of Canada-I would enjoy under tii. peration of tiie two clauses.
said then, as I do now, that such being the case, any settle- And wiat reply bas h. received? Ho hmsrec.ived ne
ment, which was not absolutely dishonorable, should b. reply frem either of these gentlemen, but the.Minister cf
accepted in order that we might get out of the humiliating Finance is éielterlng himsetf under tus pretext, tus
and dangerous position to whieh the policy of the Govern- flimsy pretert, as I must caîl it, for it is notiing else, that
ment had brought us. I pointed out as strongly as I could h. is afraid W give an explanation cf the Act or feurit
that the harassing and injurious exactions which the Gov- might b, used linthe United States. Ho knows that there
ernment of the day had inflicted on American vessels in is nothing W offer in defence cf the Act, as far as Canadian
carrying out our customa laws, had been of very great in interest are cencerned, and terefore he is aieltering
jury to our people, and had been chiefiy instrumental inhimself beiind that pretext. Tii.cae which the bon.
bringing about that irritable state of feeling on their part. member for Queen's (Kr. favies)hbaggested may aly
I pointed out further that while, technically, hon. gentle- arise. A fisiing vessel obtatus a license, and d.sires te
men opposite were, as I believe they were, right in their know how long it can obtain flahing supplies. To whom
construction of the treaty, the mannar in which they ad- is the.decialon W beft? Are the. oUectors of cuatoms lnu
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the different ports to give that decision, or are they to come while the matter is frealn the mmd of every hon. gentl.
to the Minister of Marine, or the Minister of Finance, man here.
or the Minister of Custome? Why do not the Committee rose.
hon, gentlemen, while this matter is fresh in the
minds of the people, give the information to the It heing six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.
country as to how this will affect the question when this
treaty goes into effect ? I say that every collector of After Reoess.
customs along the coast of Nova Scotia, taking that Act
and interpreting if for himself, will get into a difficulty, and
will have to apply to the hon. gentlemen for an interpre- The following member, having previously taken the oath
tation which they are best able to give. Can an Ame- according Vo law, and subscribed Vhe roll containing the
rican fisherman when he comes to Nova Scotia, take his
license and get his supplies and go to the fishing ground? ? samet Ieat in tebe:
That is one question which I would like those hon. gentle- JompH GÂutrnue.q., emburWfer eradAt.
men to answer.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon, gentleman reads FISHERIES TREATY.

whileAthe mattr iA fresh innhe+mind of eveyxhon.agentle

tLe clausene eI wi see ti at tl ey VliU

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I want the hon. gentleman to
interpret that clause for me. I am merely paying that
deference to the opinion of the hon, gentleman which he is
entitled to from the position which he occupied on that
Commission. He is bound, I think, to give us the interpre-
tation which he places upon that clause. Of course, we
have heard what he has said, but those who have not had
the benefit of listening to him will be even more at sea on
this matter than I am. Suppose those American fishermen
come here and require supplies, the Minister of Justice
says they cannot get them, while the Minister of Marine
says they can get salt and go on their voyage. I want
that distinctly understood. Then, when they come to port
with their cargoes, and the hon. member for Queen's (Mr.
Davies) has referred to the privilege which is given to them
of transshipping their cargoes, who is to be the judge ? Are
the collectors of the ports to be the judges whether they are
entitled to transship their cargoes or not? The hon. gentle-
man knows that not one collector out of twenty along
the coast of Nova Scotia, or, for that matter, in the
whole of this Dominion, is capable of being a
judge in regard to such a matter. To whom then are they
to apply for the interpretation of this Act ? If they were
to apply to a harbor master or a port warden, or to some
competent authority who would be able to understand the
position of the vessels, and whether or not it was necessary
for the vessel to obtain these supplies, I could understand
it, but the hon. gentleman does not give us any information
on that subject, in fact we have no explanation at all. The
Minister of Justice and the Minister of Finance have not
answered the plain, practical question which was put by
the hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies), as to what the
American fishermen can do. The American consul in
Halifax said, in reference to these clauses, when I was
speaking to him : I do not know how I am to interpret
them; how do you interpret them ? I said: When we are in
Parliament, and meet the gentlemen who made this treaty,
we shall receive from them the explanation, as far as our
contention goes, as to the interpretation of the meaning of
the treaty, and no doubt you will have your own orders
from your own Government; but at this moment I am just
as much in the dark as I was before, because now, if anyone
were to ask me, if this discussion was to cease now, what
the American fishermen can do and what they cannot do, I
could not tell them from any explanation which has been
given by hon. gentlemen on the other side. I say, there-
fore, that it is, in my judgment, absolutely necessary that
these gentlemen should tell us exactly the bearing which
these clauses have in reference to the privileges of the
American fishermen in our ports. If this opportunity is
passed over without farther explanation, they will have to
give that explanation when each case is presented for their
consideration, and it would be far better for them to do it

Mr. JoNzs (Halifax).

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
65) respecting a certain Treaty betweon Her Britannie
Majesty and the President of the United States.

(lIn the Committee.)
Mr. MITCHELL. I was out of the House during a part

of the time that the discussion was going on this afternoon,
and just as I came in I heard an utterance from the Min-
ister of Finance which I regretted very much indeed to
hear. It was to the effect that if hon. gentlemen on the other
side of the House felt that this was a bad treaty for
Canada, they had not done their dnty in allowing it to pass
without putting it to a vote and endeavoring to defeat it,
or something like that. I think I defined, the other night,
pretty well, my attitude in relation to that treaty. I stated
that I looked upon it as a complete give-away of the in-
terests of Canada, but, notwithstanding that, knowing as I
do the past transactions between England and this colony,
where any confiiet came up in regard to our rights as be-
tween the United States and this country, I felt, and I
fear I shall always feel, that the interests of Canada
are likely to be given away, except under severe pressure.
The hon. Minister of Finance stated truly the other day
the lamentable fact of the existenee of a hostile feeling in
the United States that has grown up in reference to our-
selves. Now, while I believe that that hostile feeling has
been mainly created, indeed I may say entirely created, by
the want of tact and judgment in the adminstration of our
fishery rights under the Treaty of 1818, I must say that if
the existence of this ill-feeling which las been so lucidly
described by the Minister does exist in the United States-
and I regret to say that I believe it does, from what I see
in their press, from the statements of their public men, and
the facts recited in the correspondence and despatches of
the Seeretary of State and their representative at the
Court of London-I say while I believe that state of things
does exist, I must justify myself for not opposing this
treaty, not because 1 think it is in the interest of Canada, so
far as regards the material concessions on either side, but
I justify my acceptance of it upon the ground that it is a
means of leading to peace, and a settlement of a question
which has long been a source of ill-feeling. Whatever may
be the fate of the treaty in the United States Sonate,
England never can recede from that treaty made at
Washington; she never can go back and claim the rights
that we enjoyed before the unfortunate treaty was signed.
Now, Sir, I say this in justification of myself, and to
put my views on record in the Hansard, in order
that they may go to the country. Whatever other
gentlemen may do, they can answer for themselves;
whatever motives may have influenced them, that is
their business; for myself I want it placed on re-
cord that the reasons why I do not oppose this treaty
are not that we have got the rights we were entitled
to get under the Treaty of 1818, rights which were ce1arly
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recognised for many years in the correspondence and des-
patches between the Governments of England and the United
States, but it is because I see in it a prospect of peace and more
cordial relations with our neighbors. We never can go back
to our old rights. If that treaty is rejected by the Senate
of the United States, will England attempt to enforce the
headland system for ns, after what has been done at Wash.
ington ? Will she attempt to enforce exclusion from bays
along our coasts, after what has been done at Washington ?
No, Sir; we have got to confine ourselves and our preten.
sions in the future to the points and delimitations specified
in the Treaty of Washington. Therefore, while I do not
approve the treaty, while I cannot give it my c<*dial sup-
port on its merits, I say that the one great point in the
whole matter in its favor is, that by it we may hope to se-
cure peace with our neighbors the Americans, and that
peace may lead to an extension of commercial intercourse
between the two countries. Could it accomplish that I
feel that it will have accomplished a very great deal. And
that is the one point in its favor, and the only point. I
do not know what provoked my hon. friend the Minister of
Finance to make the retort I heard as I came in, bnt I feel
I must make this statement to the House before 1 withdraw
my opposition to the treaty ; I do so purely upon the
ground of endeavoring to establish a friendly feeling with
our neighbors on the other side of the border, and in the
hope that once these friendly relations are restored, rela
tions that never should have been ruptured, once they are
restored this treaty may lead to more extended commercial
intercourse, and to that greater prosperity which existed
from 1854 to 1866.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I agree with the sentiments
which have just been expressed by the hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) with regard to the unfortu-
nate existence of unfriendly feelings in the United States
towards Canada. I must say that I think they are in great
measure due to the course pursued by the Government in
this very matter, who first tried a spirit of reconcilia.
tion, and then turned round and used those harsh measures
which, I muet say, might have resulted much more seriously
than they have done. Speaking for the Maritime Provinces,
I think the people accept this treaty somewhat in the same
spirit of the hon. member for Northumberland, for the
purpose of getting rid of that feeling of irritation, and in a
desire to attain to more friendly relations between the two
countries; and also, I believe, with the object-certainly
that is the desire in the Maritime Provinces-of securing
more extended commercial relations. Therefore, I am glad
that a treaty has been made. I do not think it is necessary,
at this stage of the debate, to go into particulars. I regret
not having had an opportunity of being present while the
debate was going on. I may say, however, that under the
circumstances, I think it is about as good a treaty as could
be made, considering the peculiar circumstances in the
United States, and the unfavorable time when the negotia-
tions were entered into. I think if our Government had
been more anxious, they could have chosen a more favor-
able Lime, and perhaps have got a better treaty. But we
have this treaty now before us. While it is true that we
cannot alter it, that treaty is now between the two great
powers of Great Britain and the United States-yet we have
a right to diseuse it, and to obtain explanations in regard to
it; more especially since we are responsible for putting the
Act of Parliament upon the Statute-book. As representatives
of the people we have the right to examine, to criticise, and
to require explanations. I have carefully read the treaty.
I thiik there are some portions of it that might have been
rendered more clear in its language, and I fear it may even-
tually lead to complications and difficulties. That portion
of the treaty which is embodied in the 7th section containe
a great difficulty, to my mind. I cannot construe it as to

obtain any clear view with regard to it. With regard to
the 6th section, and the word 4loutfit," there is no doubt in
my mind, taking the whole text of the treaty, that it must
include bait; and when we find in the other sections that
they have a right to purchase provisions, supplies and outfits,
we see that a construction has there been given to the word
" outfit " in other portions of the treaty which will include
bait. But be that as it may, I believe it will be a benefit
to our people as much as to the United States, because I
think the more trade we can get the better it will be for
our people, and it will tend to more closer commercial re-
lations. With regard to the 7th section, I was not present
when the Minister of Justice gave his explanation, but I
must say that if the construction is confined to the home-
ward voyage I cannot understand the meaning of the latter
portion at all, because we must construe that along with
the rest of the treaty. We find that a license may be
granted when the vessel is on a homeward voyage. So far
that is very clear. The vessel on a homeward voyage,
may, upon application, get a license to purchase in estab-
lished ports of entry, the necessary supplies it may require.
Hiaving obtained a license an American fishing vessel shall
be authorised:

" To purchase in established ports of entry of the aforesaid
coasts of Canada, for the homeward voyage, such provisions and
supplies as are ordinarily sold to trading vessels. "

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, casual or needful sup-
plies.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I must say it is a diffleult
matter, and I think it is one that we should discuss and se.
clearly what it involves. The section continues:

" And any such vessel having obtained a license in the manner
aforesaid, shall also be accorded upon all occasions such facilities
for the purchase of casual or needful provisions and supplies as
are ordinarily granted to trading vessels."
If I construe that as a lawyer, and I do so with diffidence
where I find other legal gentlemen may take a different view,
it is that if a vessel gets a license she will be entitled to get
on alI occasions those supplies. I tbink it is a matter of re-
gret that this should not be made clear, because I believe, I
may say I am confident from my own personal acquaintance
with some of the gentlemen connected with the treaty on the
American side, that the spirit in which the treaty was ap-
proached was a most friendly one towards Great Britain and
Canada, and the consideration was entered upon with a view
of getting rid of the difficulties that have existed since
1818 in the construction of the treaty and the
headland question. It seems to me that the language
should have been a little more clearly definite, and we are
fairly entitled to explanations. We can reject the Bill, but
we cannot alter the treaty, which, however, cannot go into
effect unless assented to by the Parliament of Canada; but
when. we come to discuss the provisions of the Bill we are
responsi ble, as representatives of the people, for the language
of the statute; and I say that in enacting these provisions
we should do it in language that will prevent difficulty,
remembering that this is an international question, not one
between individuals but between two great countries, the
Imperial power and ourselves on one hand and the adjoin-
ing republic on the other. I repeat that I entirely
endorse the views of the hon. member for Northum-
berland (Mr. Mitchell) that we should not oppose
this treaty. I believe in the spirit wh:ch han
actuated the framers of the treaty, and I hope, whatever
the results may be, nothing may arise under it to disturb
the friendly relations between the two countries, but that
all action under it may be of such a character as to restore
friendly feelings. I have very strong opinions on this sub-
ject, because it is one of very great importance to my con-
stituents. In our hour of distress and trouble, when we
met with as great a calamity as any city could meet with
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the men who came te our succor at that time were the
people of the United States, and we have a strong desire to
get rid, as far as possible, of all possible causes of irritation

etween the two countries, and more especially with a
view to promote an extension of our commercial relations
with the United States. I trust the result of this treaty
will be such as I bave indicated, and that all the efforts
made will tend to accomplish that result; but it is our duty
to weigh the question carefully, obtain all necessary
explanations, and have the question discussed so that the
people will thoroughly understand it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I thank very sincerely my
hon. friend from the city of St. John (Mr. Weldon) for the

spirit in whieh he has approaehed this very important ques-
tion, and I feel the more the friendly expressions to which
he has given utterance in reference to this treaty because,
coming as ho does from one of the principal ports of the Ma.
ritime Provinces, no member of the House is better able to
speak on this matter, and perhaps no one is more interested
than is the hon. gentleman in having this treaty one that
will be fair and just to the great fishing interests of Canada.
I must remind my hon. friend, howewer, that expressions
of opinion are not of much value, that in times past when
plenipotentiaries or high commissioners who have been
engaged in the construction of treaties, have afterwards
attempted to put a construction on what the treaty contained,
they were told, and very properly told, that they had no
power to give any construetion to the treaty any more than
any other individual, and if they were witnesses before a
court of law and under oath testified as to what was the in-
tention of the framers of the treaty, it would not have any
weight, because it is held that the treaty must construe it-
self. If there is, therefore, vaguenes, the hon. gentleman will
see I cannot remove it; if there is any question of doubt that
arises, my hon. friend will see that no explanation I could give
would be of any avail. Ihave no hesitation in saying that my
hon. friend is much botter able to construe this treaty than I
am, and for the reason that the construction of this treaty
would not depend on laymen like myself, but on legal
gentlemen whose profession naturally throws upon them
the responsibility of giving constructions of Acts of Parlia-
ment. My hon. friend says we are throwing this treaty
into an Act of Parliament; but that does not change it.
My hon. friend knows that neither this Parliament nor the
Senate of the United States, nor any party connected with
this treaty, can in the slightest degree alter one of
its provisions; the treaty will have, so long as it lasts,
to speak for itself, and it is the terms of the treaty
and not any construction I can give it that will be
held to be operative. What might be of greater weight
would be where members of Parliament, gentleman
occupying high positions in the legal profession, hastily
committed themselves to very strong expressions as to the
true and legal construction of any clause of this treaty, for
such opinions might bo quotod afterwards in a court of law
as giving a particular construction as to a portion of the
treaty, this opinion being given at the time of its dieoussion
by a member of Parliament; and I, therefore, think it is
very much to be desired that we should as far as possible
avoid, as we cannot alter the treaty, that being beyond our
power, giving any construction of the treaty that would b.
held or might be held to be an unfavorable construction in
regard to the interests of our own people. I put that to my
hon. friend. But I desire to draw my hon. friend's atten-
tion to what I think bas been overlooked by the hon. mem-
ber for Queen's, P. E. I. (Mr. Davies), and by the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), and that is that this
treaty must be read as a whole. It is not going to be a
single clause in the troaty that will decide its meaning. We
have provided in the absolute part of this treaty that
certain facilities, rights and privileges will be conceded

Mr. WULDoN (St. John).

te vessels coming into our ports in distrems. They have
the right to transship, but that dees not give the right of
transshipment to a vessol not in distress. There is not an
hon. member in this House who has said we ought not to
give the right to unload and transship, if it is absolutely
necessary to the vessel in distress, in order that she may
make repairs. She may unload, she may transship so far
only as necessary. If the repairs that a vessel requires
do not make it necessary that she should unload, she
cannot unload. I am asked by n hon. gentleman, whe is
to be the judge in all such cases. Yon must bring the
principles of common sense to bear upon a question of this
kind. If any vessel comes in and claims the right to
unload and transship her cargo, yon would bring profes-
sional men, shipwrights, who would say that the vessel was
in a condition that made it necessary to unlond or not.
Yon would have the means of subjecting the matter
to a question of evidence, and it is upon that the decision
would be made. She could not transship cargo simply
because she said she was in distress; she must prove it, and
it must be perfectly obvions that she is entitled to the
benefit and advantage that the treaty confers. Suppose
she is loaded with salt fish, she could not transship, she
could not sell ber fish, because she could unload the salt
fish and after the repairs had been made reload without
suffering injury. But if the cargo was fresh fish and it was
necessary that she should unload for purposes of repairs, she
was entitled to transship that cargo or pay the duties
and sell the cargo. Is th at not right ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Did I understand the hon. the
Finance Minister to say that an American vesset with a
cargo of salt fish could not transship it ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say that coming in for
repaira entitled the vessel to enter. The clause says that
in consequence of any casualty she may unload, reload,
transship, or sell subj ect to the customs laws and regulations,
all the fish on board; thon such unloading or transshipment,
or resale must be incident to the repaire.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is no distinction between
fresh fish and salt fish.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The distinction is this, that
it is as far as necessary. If the cargo was salt fish, there
was no necessity for selling or transshipping.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Yes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at all. If the cargo was

salt fish she could unload and reload, but she may not sell or
transship unless it is necessary, and that only would become
necessary when ber cargo was of fresh fish, and for the pur-
pose of avoiding the destruction of that cargo. That, I
think, is perfectly clear and obvions. Thon, Sir, I want to
draw the attention of hon. gentlemen to another point, and
that is that you must construe this treaty not by a clause, but
by the whole. You give these provisions to vessels coming
in in distress. You say that a vessel if she is damaged
in a storm, or if she has lost ber rigging, or lost her sails, or
lost lier salt, or lost ber bait-I will go to the length of
that-and I will say that a fair and liberal construction of
that clause would, in my judgment, entitle a vassel in dis-
tress, having by shipwreck lost ler salt and bait, to sncb
outfit as would enable lier to be relieved from the conse-
quences of that storm. That I do not hesitate to say, but
my opinion, of course, is worth no more than that of any
other gentleman in this fouse in reference te this mat-
ter. But I would nut hesitate to give it such a construc.
tion as that because the object is, in the comity of
nations for the purpose of good neighborhood and friendly
relations, to succor a vessel in distress as far as the necessity
of the case demande. That is the position and that is the
object of that clause. But when you come to transshipment
it is confined to that. You not only have to read that
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clause, but to read the 7th clause in eennection with supplisofthatkind mgsdemauded in the intereste of gooc
casual and needful supplies, suoh as " trading vessels," not neighborhood, and it was not going tao far te gay that we would
" fishing vessels " are entitled to. It is limited to casual alUow them te enjoy those advantages."
and needful supplies. It does not outfit her for the fisheries Therefore under tho3e circumstances she can core in and
at all. You can give ber such supplies as will take ber get supplies, not te take ber home, but te continue ber voy.
home, or having given ber a license to purchase supplies to age without going baok te the United States at ail. The
take ber home, you give her such casual and needful sup- hon, gentleman alsoesys:
plies as the neuessity of the case may demand. But, Sir,.14nd la ebliged te le ber voyage in going back te a distant
they are limited to these. If you come to the question of port to refit. I was in Lbe interesta of good neigbborbood and
commercial privileges, suppose one of those fishing vessels iL was not goiug too far to say we would sHow tbem te enjoy
demanded that they should be entitled to supplies and en- these advautages."
titled to purchase bait, and to transship their cargoes, the Rerthe hon, gentleman distinctly lays down the prineipie
answer is that that is ail provided for in the contingent that any vessel losing part of her outft may supply that
sections, and the United States plenipotentiaries have outfit and may return te the fishing grounds witbout going
agreed that United States fishing vessels shal only bauk te the United States te parcbase them. Tbat is ex-
be entitled to those commercial privileges; to the purchase actly the cnparison wbich ry bon. friend froniQueen's,
of supplies, to the purchase of bait and to the trans- PEI. (Mr. Davies), laid down in the earlier part of thia
shipment of cargoes when they make fish free-when disoussion.
they take the duties off fish and enable the fishermen of Mr. MITCHELL, There is just one point that the hon.
Canada to go into the markets of the United States on the
same terms as their own fishermen. You have not only toham intoianet tedofhihI w i er enw.i
consider those two clauses but you have, in order to inter- netng.te
pret them, to consider the broad, general principle laid aY
down under which those commercial privileges that the Mr. JONES (Halifax). Da net apolegise.
advantage of transshipment shall be enjoyed by vessels that Mr. MITCHELL. I am net apolegising. I neyer apolo.
are in distress, and that are driven in by stress of weather gise te anybody as a rule, even when I arnwreng. I follow
and obliged to be furnished with this relief in order to the example et'the hon. tbe Minister of Finance, and always
reniove this inconvenience to them, and it is evidently the daim te b. right. I tbink the bon, gentleman went a little
opinion of both sides of the House we should give this tee far iu bis contention. *1He said that iL would be impos-
aid to vessels in distress. I will not take up the 'time Of sible for any interpretation of bis te have any effeot in the
the committee further than to say that it is not in my construction of the treaty hereafter, and that gentlemen on
power to give any explanation which will have any morethis sida ef tb. fouse, who had a legal training, were better
weight or influence than that of any other person. The fitted te interpret the treaty than he wüs wbo made it. I
treaty is not to be construed by me, but it is to be con- wisb te cailtLbon. gentleman's attention te the fact that
strued by the principles of common law, which ought to be
the principles of common sense. If there is a vagueness itmade, ln construing that document, constant referencowas
is not in my power, or in the power of the House, to re- made te tbe opinions expressed and the discussions tbattook
move it We have to take it as it is, or reject it. As I am place at the time tbe arrangement was made. We bad an
happy to say we have by common assent agreed to take it, advantage lu th. case ef the convention ef 1818 that w. bave
I do hope that we will not have a very extended discus- net in this treaty; the protocole wbich have been laid before
sion on nice points at this time which I think might us iu connection with this treaty are net et the character of
probably be attended with considerable inconvenience. Lh. protocoletftbe convention of 1818. We had in the

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If the hon. the Minister oflatter Lb. arguments used and the positions set up by Lb.
Finance had made this statement earlier, I think that a negotiators on either aide, and the conclusions at whieh
gi eat deal of this discussion would have been avoided. tbey srrived; and we know as a fact that United States

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did made this explanation. statesnen, in &ustrning that convention, ime sud again
Read my speech at the beginning of this question, and yourferred te the opinions and arguments used; snd will any-
will find that I am merely repeating myself now. body teil me that if a question Bouid arise five or ton years

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister of Finance in his hence, they will net turn up those secret protocole wbicb
speech is rather at variance with the principles he bas laid we have net geL sight of, for the purpose ef determining
down to-night. I think no one rea'ting clause 6, under what Lb. construction et'the reaty is? I tbiuk Lb. bon.
which the n. gentleman provides that cargoes may be ntleman bas gne a itte byond imslf in taking te

reshipped, would for one moment eontend that it applies topgiitisn b. p rotcos ail the ooit ssd rgu
any eue clas of cargo, no matter what that vessel maymn
have on board-whether it is fresh or sait, under the provi- Lb. Washington Treaty. The more astate statesmen of Vo-
sions of this clause as it bas reference of an extensive day tbink concealmeut la the beat policy, and ne doubt Lb.
character. They can reship this cargo and whether it is hou. gentleman bas been astute lu concealing what the
sait or fresh fish that is distinctly provided for in this propositions sud arguments advanced by bim and those
clause. But the next question with reference to the pro- oppesed te hlm we. If w. vould euly ascertalu Lb.
curing of their supplies was explained by theb on. gentle- positions aken by my hon. friend, sud Lb. able arguments
man on a previous occasion. After reciting that clause, hewbich ho ne doubt us.d, witb regard te getting extended
Faya: trade relations, we sbould have an amount eof information

" That was another concession. There is no doubt at all, Sir, that would b. valuable te Canada, aud w. sbould then b.
that these were rights which under the strict terms of th able te judg. for ourselves, what the prospecta of those
Treaty of 1818 they could not deniand, nor could they insist upon
their being granted; but at the same time I think I am within
the judgment of the House on both aides, when I say that in tlhe with my bn. friend lu saying that any uttorance ef'bis
case of a vesselwhich ishomewardbound and requires provisions would have ne effect in tha interpretatien et'that reaty.
or needful supplies to take her home, if, for instance, she has If iL wore given, that uttersuce wuuld bave a weigboe-
some of her rigging carried away, orsome of her salt washed over- atter tbat if the Amarican Sinate ratified the reaty at'r
board, and is obliged to lose her voyage in going back to a distant' that utterance was made, sud with Lb. knowledge that it was
port to refit, a provision that ahemaay obtain caual and f suplade, is would h e in a memanre bon th nd the fturq
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decisions of the two countries would be determined, by the
interpretation my hon. friend should put on the treaty.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I wish to call the attention of
the Minister of Finance to the fact that the same rule does
not apply to the construction of a treaty as to the construc-
tion of an Act of Parliament. In the case of an Act of Par-
liament, the courts do not refer to any expression of opin-
ion given by any of the members who voted for it, in de-
ciding what the meaning of the Act is; butin the case of a
treaty it is not so. It is an agreement between two con-
tracting parties, and the words of one of those parties are
very often receivable as the very highest evidence of what
the meaning of the parties was at the time, I would give
the hon. gentleman a historical and memorable instance of
that. The hon. gentleman will remember the difference of
opinion that arose as to the construction of the Treaty of
1818. A contention was put forward by the United States
that their fishermen had a right to purchase bait notwith-
standing that according to the treaty they could only enter
our ports for the four purposes of purchasing wood and
water, for shelter, and for repairs; and when the contention
was put forward that within the words of the treaty they
could also enter for the purchase of bait, what was the
reply of the hon. Minister of Justice? It was, that cannot
possibly be the construction of the treaty, and I will give
you the very best eviderice in the world of it. When the con-
tracting parties sat down to make that treaty, the commis-
sioners, on behalf of the United States, proposed to intro-
duce into the treaty the very word "bait," but it was re-
jected, and it is not now open to yon tosay that the treaty
includes it.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman quite
misapprehends me. I did not diseuss the question as to
what would be shown by the proceedings and protocols.
That is not an expostfacto expression of opinion by one of
the commissioners; it js a something of an entirely differ-
ont character.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The hon. gentleman is perfect.
ly right, and ho will recollect that when we were pressing
him this afternoon for his opinion as to the construction of
the treaty, we did not ask what his opinion as a lawyer was
now on the construction of these words, but what was in-
tended by the contracting parties at the time they drew that
clause; and I maintain that the intention of the parties is
the best evidence in the world as to what the meaning of
the treaty is.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is good ovidence.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) But the hon. gentleman this

afternoon denounced me in right good set terms for having
ventured to say, not that such was the construction of the
treaty, but that it was open to such a construction ; and
after ho had denounced me for saying that I had no doubt
that would be contended for by the United States, what
does ho say to-night ? I have no doubt, ho says,
that construed in accordance with the broad comity
of nations, the word "outfit " wili include the word
"bait "-just what I was oontending this afternoon when I
pointed out that it was important that we should know ex-
aetly what the meaning of the treaty was before it
passed. The hon. gentleman says that by this clause, the
American fishermen may load, unload, transship or sell, if
transshipment, unloading or selling are incidental to repaire
consequent on stress of weather or easualty. We do
not differ on that point, but the difficulty was in applying
a practical construction to the clause, If a man reports
that under stress of weather ho has been driven into a
harbor, and contends that it is necessary to make repairs'
and to transship, there is nobody who can control him, and
it is therefore a matter open to endless litigation, difficulties
and disputes. The hon. gentleman was right enough in

Mr MrroaELL.

calling our attention to the fact that under article Il of the
treaty, special provision is made enabling the American
fisbormen to purchase provisions, bait, ice, seines, lines and
all other supplies and outfit, under a certain state of facts
recited in that clause, and the hon. gentleman said that
provision having been made in that article for the purchase
of supplies and outfit, it is perfectly plain those articles can-
not be purchased under the 6th section of this Bill. But the
hon. gentleman is wrong, because while these may be pur.
chased under the llth article of the treaty wben the con-
tingency which brings it into operation arises, they may
also be purchased under the 6th section. He admits that they
may be driven in by stress of weather, and it is necessary,
as incidental to repairs, that they shall purchase an outfit.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman says no

doubt they can, irrespective of the lth article, altogether.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They are two different cases.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman states the

argument which I barely suggested, and for the suggestion
of which ho denounced me.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes, the bon. gentleman did,

but I am not going to bandy words any longer. I am
satisfied I was right in calling the attention of the House to
the true meaning of these two important clauses of the
treaty, and I am satisfied that the suggestion I made as to
the possible construction of those two sections has received
the endorsement of the hon. gentleman himself, and, so far
as my remarks this afternoon were concerned, instead of
denouncing me as ho did in the extreme language h. used.
I deserved his approbation.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Before we leave these two sec-
tions I would just say afew words. I donot think my hon.
friend was open to the animadversions of the hon. the
Minister of Finance when my hon. friend called.the hon.
gentlenan's attention to the possible construction that
might be put by the opposite party upon the provisions
contained in these two sections. Nor do I think that
because we have no power to amend the provisions of the
treaty, we onght, therefore, not to discuss them or eeek to
ascertain precisely what they mean. It is quite true, as
the hon. gentleman has said, that we have no power to alter
a single line or word of the treaty. There is no doubt of
that, but we are called upon to ratify the treaty; and being
called upon to ratify it, although we have voted once on
the second reading, the very object of going into cormmittee
and taking another reading of the Bill, which the hon.
gentleman proposes to ratify the treaty, is to give the
House an opportunity of reconsidering that which is done;
and if, upon examination, it is found that these provisions
of the treaty were not what we for the moment supposed
they were, but were of a different character and con-
ceded more than we were willing to concede, this House
would be altogether remiss in its duty if it did not
avail itself of the opportunity afforded it, at the
different stages of the Bill, to reconsider what it had already
done. I do not think that the Minister was called upon to
commit himseolf to anything when he was asked to state
what was the intent of these sections. We did not ask the
hon. gentleman, as a lawyer, to state his views; we did not
call upon him, as we might have called upon the Minister
of Justice, to state his views. But the hon. gentleman was
a party te these negotiations; ho knows what propositions
or counter-propositions were made; ho knows what the
protocols contained and the arguments accompanying them;
and that being the case, what we supposed the hon. gentle.
man would do would be to put upon record his view of what
was right, and of what was most favorable, if at all defensi-
ble, to this country. That, I think, was a legitimate d.mandf
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and the hon. gentleman had no right to take exception to
the question put him, because it would be in the highest
degree preposterous to suppose that we should here go into
committee to consider the various propositions of the Bill,
and confirm what was done in Washington in negotiating
the treaty, and, at the same time, refuse to consider
the meaning and purport of each of its propositions.
Now the hon. gentleman has stated the meaning,
and I do not think he bas imperilled the fate
of the treaty here or at Washington y that statement.
The hon. gentleman has told us under what circumistances
the American fishermen miglit buy bait under this 6th
section. There is no doubt that a certain contingency
may arise when that may be done, and that it is not of
universal application under the treaty, or else its other pro-
visions would be wholly unnecessary. The other provisions
preclude the possibility of putting a oonstruction on this
section other than this, that when the vessel loses part of
its outfit by stress of weather, and is obliged to put into
port, it may have an opportunity of supplementing what
remains by purohasing the necessary supplies. Well, the
hon, gentleman might as well have said that, without the
indignant denunciation lie made of my hon. friend, as to say
it now. We were quite right in endeavoring to ascertain
precisely what was intended by this treaty; and it does
seem to me that the discussion having thrown some light
upon the intention of the parties to it, the hon. gentleman
las nothing of which to complain in the criticisms of my
hon. friend.

On section 9,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish to ask what is the reason

for the modification or limitation of the penalties which,
up to this day, have attached to the offence of preparing to
fish within the prescribed waters. The hon. gentleman
knows that under the Imperial Act the two offences of fishing
and preparing to fish were accompanied with forfeitures in
both instances; and it seems to me that the offenco of
actually preparing to fish, the vessel being in prohibited
waters, ought to be punishable with forfeiture just as much
as actual fishing.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My lon. friend is quite
familiar with the fact that very great difficulties have
arisen in connection with the question of preparing to fish,
and he will observe that under this clause a vessel may be
forfeited for preparing to fish. But this gives to the judge,
if he thinks that the question is not sufficiently clear, that
the preparing to fish had not gone to the extent of making
it necessary to forfeit the vessel, the power to apply a
lesser penalty; but, inasmuch as the clause still contains a
provision leaving it in the discretion of the judge to forfeit
the vessel and everything appertaining to lier, my hon.
friend will see, I think, that it is more calculated for the effi-
cient and vigorous carrying out of the law than if it were
left without giving the judge the discretion which is given
under this clause.

On section 10,

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I notice that Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain, the chief plenipotentiary on the side of Great
Britain, in several speeches and representations in regard
to this treaty, seemed to take great credit because the pro-
ceedings had been rendered more easy and more cheap
than they were previously. What is the meaning of the
words "shall be conducted in a summary manner ?" Surely
these proceedings muet be conducted under the Vice-
Admiralty Court, which every one knows las an exceed-
ingly summary mode of procedure.

Mr. THOMPSON. Undoubtedly the proceedings must be
conducted acoording to the practice of the Vice-Admiralty

Court, but the hon. gentleman will remember that that
court has discretion in matters of procedure.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I do not see that the judges of
that court can lay down any practice which is not prescribed
by statute.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think anything further
could be done by this Parliament than simply to enact the
words of the treaty in this regard, whatever weight they
may have, and it is possible that, if the procedure of the
court is not found to be of sufficiently summary oharacter,
and if any further powers are required for the VTce-Admi-
ralty judges to modify the practice, legislation elsewhere
may be necessary, but, in the meantime, it is well that our
statute should embody the words of the treaty. I have no
doubt that, without any enactment of the kind, if the Vice-
Admiralty judges are willing te do so, the proceedings can
be made very summary and comparatively inexpensive.
Practically, if the proceedings are made summary, they
are inexpensive, and it is only when the proceedings are of
a more formal character as regards the pleadings, which
may extend to great length, as they sometimes do, that the
expenses become large; but, if it is necessary to enforce up-
on the court any amendments to their practice, until we
have logislation in England to transfer to us the jurisdic-
tion over the Vice-Admiralty courts, it may be necessary
to seek special legislation.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The question is whether we
have any power over the Vice-Admiralty courts.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think we have not.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). The practice now is really

as summary as it poseibly can be. Does the hon. gentleman
propose that the Vice-Admiralty Court should sit in any
one place- for instance, in St. John for New Brunswick,
and in Halifax for Nova Scotia ? I think the statute pio-
vides that these courts shall sit in those places. Now it is
provided, as I understand, that the court shall be an ambu-
latory court, but i think that will add to the expense much
more than if they sat in the same place, because we know
that the great expense of these courts is incurred in the
travelling Of the judges and their officers. I do not exactly
understand what is meant by the provision of this clause.
Does it mean that if a vessel is seized at Pictou, for instance,
the court shal sit there ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, for the purposes of the trial,
though the hearing might take place at the capital.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). At present the trial is
mostly by affidavits.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. Not always now.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Of course, there is a viva voce

examination also, but the great expense now is incurred
by the travelling.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I think it is contemplated that power
should be given to the judge to go to the place et the
detention of the vessel, but I quite agree that in most cases
there would be less expense in trying the matter at the
capital than there would be in trying it at the place of de-
tention. It is easier for the witnesses for the vessel to go to
the capital, where the owners can get the ad vice and assist-
ance of their consul and where they can get counsel; but it
is disoretionary with the judge on the application of the
defence to go to the place of detention. That is, that the
Crown shali not apply to fix the place of trial.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Muet not that power be given by
Imperial statute ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is quite possible that that will be
so. In all probability, before long,. we shall have jurisdic.
tion over these courts.
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwell.) As I understand, this gives to
the American Government the right to make the subject of
the constitution of the Admiralty Court for this purpose a
matter of diplomatie controversy, and to ask the Imperial
Qovernment to simplify the proceedings of the court and
make them less expensive. The American Government
would have a right to complain if they thought there was
unnecessary delay or unnecessary expense, and they might
suggest what provisions they thought would be necessary
to carry this article into effect.

Mr. THOMPSON, I concur with the hon. gentleman to
this extent that, if it were found, under the practice of the
Vice-Admiralty Court, that the proceedings were of sncb a
character as not to fulfil the provisions of this artiole of
the treaty, that they were not summary and inexpensive,
the American Government would have a right to ask, and
we would have a right to ask, that the practice should be
simplified quoad those proceedings.

Mr. WE LDON (St. John). Would it not be necessary to
have additional legislation under any circumstance ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I think not. I think, if prompt atten-
tion is given to it by the courts, the practice can be made
summary and inexpensive. The great difflculty in the ad-
judication of these admiralty cases is that the judges who
condact the business of those courts have a great many
other judicial engagements, but we have power to appoint
assistant judges if necessary, and, if those judges are over-
burdened with work, it will be very easy to appoint assistant
judges with the approval of His Excellency, and in that
way delay will be avoided, and the proceedings will be made
summary.

Mr. DA VIES (P.E.I.) I think someImperial statute will
have to be passed on the subject, because, under the treaty,
every step, every action or proceeding, in every city, bas to
take place at the place of detention. I amunder the impres.
sion, as the courts are now constituted, those cases can be
heard alone at Halifax, or St. John, or Charlottetown, as the
case may be, and the judge bas no power to try a case, for
instance, at Canso if a vessel is detained there, or at Pictou.
I fancy that some Imperial legislation bas got to take place
to carry that section of the treaty out.

On section 12, sub-section 3.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will the hon. gentleman explain
the reason for making an exception in favor of bait ? Is he
not afraid it will lead to smuggling along the coast ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That provision was introduced
especially to meet the practice in Newfoundland. In New-
foundland, as I dare say my hon. friend knows, it is the
practice of Amorican fishing vessels to seli the small fish
that they do not wish to form a portion of their cargo to
take back, to the person who catches the bait on the shores
of Newfoundland. The practice is to exchange one class of
fish for the bait. It was in order to meet that difficulty that
we provided not to interfere with a practice that has be-
come very prevalent there, and we provided that bait might
be subject to barter.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Of course I can see the force of
the explanation. But is the hon. gentleman not afraid that
it will lead to smuggling all along our own coast?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, for the reason that no
American fishing vessel can come into our waters at all, or
be in a position to buy bait, without first obtaining a license,
and the moment she obtains a license, she brings horself
under the surveillance of the officers of the courts, and they
can at once ascertain whether she has goods on board for the
purpose of exchanging them with the inhabitants for bait.
The fact that she ha. to obtain a license in order to buy

Mr. TBoMPsON.

bait, will bring her into a position that will make it ex-
tremely difficult for her to violate the customs law.

On section 14,
Mr. JONES (Halifax). With regard to thie amount to be

recoived for licenses, does the Government propose putting
that into the revenues of Canada? It would almost appear
that they are selling the privileges of the fishermen for the
sake of getting a certain amount of money to go into the re-
venues of the country. Should there not be some understand-
ing that the money derived in that way should be added to
the bounty which the fishermen now get ? It may amount to
a considerable sum, and I think it would be a fair mode of
disposing of the license fees received, to devote thom to the
use of the fishermen, because our fishermen certainly are
going to be placed at a disadvantage if these people are
allowed to come in, and the money recoived for licenses
should be distributed among them.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That subjeet has not yet re-
ceived the consideration of the Government. It is an old
adage, First catch y our haro; and before we give ourselves
a great deal of trouble as to the disposition of this money,
it will be necessary to obtain it. It is not exactly as the
hon. gentleman says. The tonnage fe that requires to be
paid by American fishermen will correspond to the duty
that our fishermen in the meantime have to pay in the
ports of the United States ; and the hon. gentleman wil
see that the fact that they are obliged to obtain these com-
mercial privileges by the payment of this tonnage fe, does
not give them the advantage they would otherwise enjoy
in competing with our fishermen in the markets of the
United States. But the suggestion the hon. gentleman bas
thrown out is one that he is quite aware would commend
itself very much to the consideration of this Government,
who have always exercised such a paternal care for the in-
terests of the fishermen.

On sub-section 4,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This clause was really for the

purpose of enabling a vessel running in for shelter and
running out again, not entering for wood and water, but
purely and simply for shelter, to avoid any detention.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E.I.) I am rather inclined to think
that the intention was not exactly carried out by the treaty.
There are four purposes named, two of which are wood and
water, and if American vessels come in for wood and water
it is perfectly clear that they must communicate with the
shore. So this proviso seems to nullify the concession so
far as regards wood and water.

On sub-section 5,
Mr. D AVIES (P.E.I.) Under this section it is competent

for the Government to maintain the existence of the modus
vivendi even if the treaty is rejected by the Senate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I wish this to be understood

clearly. We delegate to the Government the right to con-
tinue the modus vivendi for two years even notwithstanding
the rejection of the treaty by the Senate of the United
States.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We would have power to do
it by avoiding a proclamation.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Parliament delegates to the Gov.
ernor in Council power to maintain the modus vivendi even i
the treaty is rejected by the United States Senate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. For the two years only.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.[.) The modus vivendi is only for two

years, and it wonld be for any such portion as the Governor
in Council may sec fit.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is quite

right.1
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Has the Government arrived at

any policy on that question ?
Sir CELARLES TUPPER. No, they have not.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). They have not come to any

conclusion in regard to giving them the advantage of the
modus vivendi even if the treaty is rejected by the United
States Senate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That bas not been considered.
We siniply propose to take power to do it1

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Under what possible combina.
tion ofcircnmstances would the hon. gentleman think it
desirable te continue the modus vivendi, provided the treaty
were absolutely rejected by the United States Senate ? The
hon. gentleman evidently has considered the question,
because he retained to h:mself powers- to maintain the modus
vivendi.

SirCHAILES TUPPER The hon. gentleman will see
that the spirit running through the whole of this treaty is
to avoid diffieulty as far as possible, and it will be quite
possible even in the event of rejection of the treaty by the
Senate to anticipate its adoption at a very early day; and
if under those circumstances there was reason to suspect
after the presidential election that the question would stand
in a different position, it would be very desirable te have
the means to avoid any friction in the matter.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). If the treaty were rej'cted
by the-Senate it would be practically dead'

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Technically perhaps not. I
am in h1p*e, first, that that will not occur; and, second,
even if it did, the hon. gentleman will see that if the Gov-'
ernments of Great Britain and the United States, havingi
practically come to an agreement, found at an early day
that the position was favorable to having the subject dealt
with in a different way, that difficulty could be got over
without much trouble.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think the suggestion made by the
hon. gentleman to take these powers is a reasonable one,
and I do not think the hon. gentlemen on this side of the
House will object te it. If we were on the rejection of thet
treaty by the United States te drop the modus vivendi, itt
would be sure to revive those troubles which the hon.
gentleman hopes are pretty well allayed, and 1, therefore,
think this is a reasonable proposition.•

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) If the treaty is rejected, it is at
an end and a dead letter, so far as it is a treaty between
lhe two countries, and if the hon. gentleman will reflect
for a moment he will see that if these rights are continued
fbtaetain period they must be continued for all time.

Mfr. MITCHELL. No. We have reserved scarcely any-
thingby the treatyà

Sir OAIBLES TUPPER. Oh, oh i

Mr. MITCH1ELL. That is the contention I have made
all through, and that is the conclusion I have arrived at.
As tIhe Amercan people muet see that they have gained i
everything by tbis treaty, it matters to usvery little w bether
tbey enjoyed those privileges for the full two years pro-
vided by the modus vivendi or not. One thing is clear, that
we would never be able to enforce our rights subsequently
witbout ,the British Governmient behind us, and then it
would arouse irritation and bad feeling. -But J do not
agree with thehon.member for Qaeen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies), (
who contends that if'the Americans exercise these, privi-
leges for two years, they will have them for all time; but1Y
if they enjoyed them during two years under this arrange- s
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1 ment, the privilege might be continued under a new treaty
based upon the same lines.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). This section immediately
becomes law.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. MITC1HELL. I hope there w+li be no address from

this House containing congratulations to Kr. Chamberlain
and his other colleague, Sir Sackville West, for the great
success they have had in giving away the interests of
Canada.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I may say in reply to my
hon, friend that I shall feel that I1er Mjesty's rlenipoten-
tiaries have had everything that they could possibly oxpect
when this House by a uianinous vote has ratifiud thoir
proceedings.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I have one statement to make.
It does seem to me obvious that the last section of the Act
which we have just passed by this House is rerlly going
further than the plenipotentiaries offered in their propo-
sition for a modus vivendi. That modus vivendi of the British
plenipotentiaries set out the following:-

"The treaty having been signed the British plenipotentiaries
desire to state that they have been considering the position which
will be created by the immediate commencement of the fishing
season before the treaty can possibly be ratified by the Senate of
the United States, by the Parliament of Canada and the Legis-
lature of Newtoundland. In the absence of such ratification the
old conditions which have given rise to so much friction and irri-
tation might be revived, and miglit interfère with the unpreju-
diced consideration of the treaty by the legislative bodies con.
cerned. Under these circumstances and with the further object
of affording evidence of their anxious desire to promote good
feeling, and to remove all possible subjects of controversy, the
British plenipotentiaries are ready to make the following tempo-
rary arrangement for a period not exceeding two years in order
to afford a modus vivendi pending the ratification of the treaty."
This was to provide for a state of affairs pending the
ratification of the treaty, but there was no proposition, as I
understand it, made by the British plenipotentiaries pro-
viding that the modus vivendi should romain in force in the
event of the Senate absolttcly rejecting the treaty. The
hon. gentleman now bas takei power, and if it hould be
rejected, from what bas fallen from him it is perfectly plain
tbut the Government intends to act upon this, that whether
the treaty is ratified or rejected the modus vivendi remains
in force for two years.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understand it was only in-
tended in the event of the treaty being held over.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) That was what was intended, but
we are going further now.

Committee rose and reported.
Sir CRARLES TUPPER moved the third reading of the

Bill.
Mr. MITCHELL. Is not that a little too rapid ? You

taunted us with the fact that we had unanimously adopted
this Bill.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, Do.
Mr. MITCHELL. You will not taunt us again if we let

t go ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time anI passed.

INCREASE IN SALARY OF AtIDITOR GENERAL.

Sir CH1ARLES TU PPER moved second reading of Bill
No. 17) to amend the "Gonsoli lated Rivenue and Audit

Act," chapter 29of the ReviPed Stattoes ot Uanada. -He said :
Mr. Speaker, the first clause ofi his Bill provides that the
alary of the Auditor General shall be increased to $4,000
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per annum. In asking the House to consent to the proposed
increase of salary to the Auditor General from $3,200 to
$4,000 per annum, I think it but right to state that the
present Auditor General, as hon. members are probably
aware, assumed office on the 1st August, 1878, at which
time the office, previously held in conjunction with that of
the Deputy Minister of Finance, was separated from the
Finance Department and established on a similar basis as is
the office of Comptroller and Auditor General in England.
The Auditor General bas had in effect to organise an
audit staff, and to reorganise the system of audit.
Beginning with the audit of the appropriation accounts,
he bas year by year examined more and more ciosely into
the expenditure voted by Parliament, the result of which,
as lon. members well know, is set forth in the voluminous
report which bas been distributed under the direction of
Parliament. le las from time to time, had in addition to
the audit of the appropriation accounts, submitted to him
for examination and audit, the bank accounts of the Domi.
nion, the Indian accounts, and all the trust accounts andi
open accounts which the Government have opened with
other Governments or with banks or financial agents.
During the last year, as bis office steadily progressed, the
Government have delegated to him the power of auditing
the receipts of the Dominion. ln fact, it may be said, that
at this moment every cent received or paid out on accoant
of the Dominion of Canala is subject to the review and
audit of the Auditor General. His duties have increased
so much that the Alovernment hava felt it only right
to ask for the increase named in the Bib, and
they are sure that it will receive the consent
of members of both sides of the louse. Perhaps
it may ho as welhere te give te hon. members a
sketch of what bas been accomplished thus far by thersysa
tem of audit established. Every item of the Dominion
expenditure of over $40,000,000 annually is examined in
all its details, either before or after payment, and as bas j
been alluded to before, the whole revenue is now being8
examined in the same way as is done in England, and this t
audit both of expenditure and receipts bas tended to greater
watchfulness on the part of the differont departments.

his office, has asked me to mention that the
loyalty to the office of all the members of the staff,
from the Assistant Auditor downwards, and their zeal
and intelligence, cannot be too highly commended.
I have no hesitation in saying, as the head of the Finance
Department, and so being brought in constant and frequent
intercourse with the Auditor General, that I believe it
would be impossible for members of either side of this
House to overrate the careful and painstaking ability of
that officer or his conscientions devotion to the dutios of the
most important office which he discharges. He is in every
sense of the word an officer of Parliament. Although he
has feIt it occasionally to be his duty to differ with mem-
bers of the Administration, and with the conduct of the
affairs of the public departments in carrying out the details
of bis offce, I have no hesitation in saying that ha las
discharged his duties in such a way as to win the confidence
and hearty approval of every member of the Govarument,
as I am sure he las earned it of every member of both sides
of the House.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to ask the hon.
gentleman what is intended to be the affect of section 2,
which provides that the Auditor General shall be subject
to the provisions of the Civil Service Superannuation Act.
At the present time the Auditor General can only be
removed by an address of the two Houses to the Governor
General, but under the provisions of this clause he would
be placed at the mercy of the Government after he bas
reached a certain age, and would be removable at any time
after that age by the Governor in Council. If that would
be the effect of this clause, that certainly was not the
intention when the Auditor General was appointed. It was
intended to make the Auditor Ganeral liera, as the Auditor
General is in England, absolutely free from governmental
influence or control, in order that ha might ba as free as a
udge to discharge his duties in accordance with the law.
1 do not object to his having a retiring allowance if he
should retire, but I do not think it is necessary to extend
to him in special terms the words of the Superannuation
Act. A retiring allowance ould ba granted to him in
ormeU nhULI- wçy allniawin he 6iU LU r viimaiu LUU iULL-,anUt5

Apart from the keeping of the appropriation Iodgers, officer that le is at thc present lima.both general and revenue, personal accounts have had to
be kept of all advances made in ail departments ; ban k Mr EDGAR. The 8th section of the Civil Service Superaccounts, railway subsidies, debt accounts, have aill tobe annuation Act would seem to place it in the power of thEscrutinmzed, and coupons examined ; the accounts of the Government of the day to enforce retirement on the Audi-election held in 1887 were reviowed by him, and claims on tor Genaral, and surely it is not contemplated that thatthat head reduced by some $26,000; similarly on the frati- should be the case becausa, as I understand, the Auditorchise accounts, claims have been reduced by some $6 1,000. General is supposed to be a statutory officer, entirely inde.Hereafter the stores accounts will be more thoroughly pendent of the Govern ment of the day. The Act gives thebrought under examination. His annual report, containing Government power, in the case of civil servants who haveas it does, a classification of every item both of revenue and entered the service after the age of 30 years, as I believeexpenditure, and containing statements and tables that was the case with the Auditor General, and who are pos.require much more care than might be supposed from thoir sessed of some special qualification, to add something tosize, is more complate, both as to number of details and the number of their years of service, and section 8 says;clearness of dfinition, than any report, dealing with the
same variety ot accoeunts and aqual magnitude et' sums "Retirement shall he compulsory on every person to whom,
publithd by any other cuntry ia the world. Hon mm-'the superannuation allowance hereinbefore mentioned is offeredbers who attend th meetings of the Public Accounts Com- and such offer shall not be considered as implyimg any censurecor- upon the person to whom it is made ; nor shall any person be con-mittee will recognise the labor entailed in the production of sidered as having any absolute right to such allowance, but itall the statements and vouchers required by that com- shall be granted only in consideration of good and faithful ser-
mittee. I think it will not be necessary for me to make vice during the time upon which it is calculated."
any fuither reference to the onerous duties of the office,. If that l raally the affect of ibis clause, I should think the
further than to say that all this has been accomplished by Governmeut cannot desire thathue should ink d euld
a staff of 25, including the Assistant Auditor and extra povernmema o tha t itala beson bould
clerks,. The few amendments to the Audit Actcomosi provide in somte other way for a suitable provision beingciaks.TUekw rnedmets e te AditAci cmpesîng made in case of thc Auditor Geuarat's ratirementthe other sections of this Bill, are all introduced with the
idea of making the Act uniform in its details, and lu no way Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think it is understooddetract from the powers given by the original Act to the that the Auditor General should b independent of theAuditor General. I have only further to state that the Government, and be removable in the same way as aAuditor General, white informirng me of what has been judge ; but it seems to me that this clause placing himdone in the matter e1 carrying on the business of under the Superannuation Act will have the effect which

Sir CHARLEs TuppEa.
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my bon. friend bas just pointed out. The sub-section of sec-
tion 8 of the Act further provides :

"Nothing herein contained shall be understood as impairing
or affecting the right of the Governor in Council te disniss or
remove any person from the Civil Service."
To put the Auditor General under the Superannuation Act
might give the Government right to dismiss him.

Mr. CASEY. If the Government merely wish to provide
a retiring allowance to the Auditor General, I think they
can do it in the same way as is done in the case of judges,
who are only removable, like the Auditor General, by an
address of both Houses of Parliament. The very usefulness
of an Auditor General at all depends on his being utterly
independent of the Goverornent ; and I do not remember,
although I was in the House at the time, that any of the
bon. gentlemen opposite raised the slightest objection to
the appointment of the Auditor General under these con.
ditions; and the speech of the hon. Minister of Finance
this eve.ing has been such as to lead us to believe that he
approves o the Act under which the Auditor General was
appointed, and does not wish to make him any less inde-
pendent of the Government than he is now.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. fear, hear.
Mr. CASEY. I am glad to hear the hon. gentleman say

"hear, hear," and aftor that declaration he will doubtless
say that it is more fitting . to provide for the retiring al-
lowance of the Auditor General in some other manner,
and not to bring him under the control of the Civil Service
Superannuation Act.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I can assure hon. gentlemen
opposite that the last thing that the Government had in
viow in this Bill, was to do anything that should enable us
to interfere in the slightest degree with the position Parlia.
ment has given to the Auditor General. I quite concur in
the views expressed by hon. gentlemen opposite that the
value of this officer to a very great extent depends on the
position he holds as an officer of Parliament, and the sole
object we had in view in giving the benefit of the Super-
annuation Act, was to give a deserving officer the privileges
which that Act would confer. But I do see a point in what
bas been stated by hon. gentlemen opposite, that this in-
volves the contingency of the power of removal of the
officer by the action of the Government, which certainly
was not the intention. I will leave the clause over for such
amendment as will enable us entirely to avoid any such
thing.

Mr. WRIGHT. I have much pleasure in congratulating
the hon. Minister of Finance and the Government on this
act of justice to a most able officer. The hon. Minister of
Finance will remember that I urged this increase of salaryc
upon him one or two years ago. Although I have always
differed politically from Mr. Macdougall, our excellent
Auditor General, I have always observed that be is one of
the most efficient officers we have in the public service, andt
I again thank the Government for this somewhat tardy act1
of recognition of hie services.c

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee to consider the fol.

lowing resolution :
That the salary of the Auditor General of Canada shall be four

thousand dollars per annum, and that he shall be subject to the
provisions of the " Civil Service Superannuation Act."

(In the Committee.)
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It probably would meet the

case if we were to move that section 8 of the Superannuation
Act should not apply. That gives the benefit of the Act to
the officer, and takes away the power of compulsory retire.
ment.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If the hon. gentleman will look
at the Act, providing for retiring allowances for the judges,
he might make a similar provision in this case. Let him
make no allusion to the Superannuation Act, and there will
be no difficulty or misunderstanding.

Mr. BOWELL. If ycu adopt that plan, you relieve the
Auditor General from the monthly payment of the superan-
nuation fund, and place him in the same position as a judge.
I understand a judge does not pay anything out of his salary
towards the fund out of which he gets superannuation.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The object we have in giving
him the benefit ;f the Superannuation Act, is to confer its
advantages upon him, and I meet the objection hon. gentle.
men opposite have raised by the provision that this portion
of the Superannuation Act shall not apply.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The proper course would be
to give the Auditor General the same position as a judge,
and let him, on retiring, get fifteen years. No doubt he
would be froc from paying to the surperannuation fund.

Sir iHECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman must
see that will not do. There is a special law for judges.
After fifteen years, they may ask to be pensioned off, and
their pension amounts to two-thirds of their salary; but in
the Civil Service, after thirty-five years, the officers are
entitled to 70 per cent. of thoir salary. It would not do to
place the Auditor Genoeral in a different position in this
respect from the other officers of the service. The hon.
the Minister of Finance has admitted that itis not the in-
tention of the Government to interfere with the Act of
Parhiament, which made the Auditor General a speciat
officer under the control of both louses, and I think there-
fore that the clause may be well amended by putting this
officer under the Civil Service Act as regards the super-
annuation. He should contribute to the fund the same as
any other civil officer.

Mr. LAURIER. There are two objects to be attained
with regard to this officer: First, he must b kept indepen-
dent of the Government. We all agree upon that point,
and then we also agree on the second point that ho should
be provided a retiring allowance. He will stand in a
perfectly unique position. There will not be a parallel in
the service to his case, and, therefore, there is no ruason why
we should not make a special law to enact that he will
contribute to the Civil Service fund in the same way as other
officers, and stili not ho under the control of the Govern-
ment with regard to superannuation. A special law should
be devised. It is just as much against the spirit of the Act
respecting the Auditor General that the Government of the
day should be entitled to reward him, as that they should
be enabled to punish him. Section 8, which the hon. the
Finarce Minister suggests might be left out, provides that,
under certain circumstances, the Government could compel
the Auditor General to retire. Section 4 of the Act places
it within the power of the Governor in Council to reward
civil servants.

" The Governor in Council may, in the case of any person who
entered the Civil Service after the age of thirty years, as being
possessed of some peculiar professional or other qualifications or
attainments required for the office to which he was appointed,
and not ordinarily to be acquired in the public service, and to the
actual number of years' service of such person, such furthernum-
ber of years not exceeding ten, as is considered equitable for
reasons stated in the Order in Council made in the case."
It is not right that the Auditor General should be dependent
on the Governor in Council to add years to his time of ser-
vice. Section 5 provides the superannuation of every officer
shall be preceded by an enquiry by the Treasury Board.
Who will report as to whether it should take place or not ?
That is not a desirable position in whioh to place the Audi.
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tor General. Some further consideration should be given
by the Government, and a special clause prepared.

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. On the other hand, who is
to decide when that officer is to bu superannuated ?

Mr. MITCH ELL. Parliament.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Then the matter must be

brought to Parliament by somebody. It should be brought
by the Government. Supposing this officer is perfectly
independent, as we are of opinion he should be, of the
Govern ment, and you say hé must contribute to the super-
annuation fund the same as any other officer, and is to be
superannuated after so many years, when hé becomes dis
abled, he should obtain bis superannuation on tho same
scale as that fixed for any other officer of the Government.
Well, the Auditor General will, most likely, when hé finds
ho is failing in health, claim superannuation. He must
write to some one, and hé will write to the Government,
which is the executive of the country. If you say that
officer cannot be superannuated without the Government
first coming to Parliament to obtain consent, he would not
be different irom any other officer. Because, if I am not
mistaken, the Superannuation Act says that the names of
the officers who.are superannuated during the year must be
reported to Parliament within so many days alter the
beginning of thé Session. Therefore, this offiler would be
in the saine position, and would be reported as sncb; but,
suppose that officer becomes unfit for his work and is un-
able to claim his-superannuation, is the Government to wait
for six or eight months till Parliament meets before it can
have an officer to discharge those duties ?

Mr. LAURIER. Suppose he isunfit for his work to-day?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Suppose hé is ur fit for his

work at any time. The case never arose before, but it is
well to diseuse it now. Suppose that officer is unfit for hie
work. He doesé not ask for hie superannuation, or perhaps
hé is unable to ask for his superannuation. What is to be
done ? Are we to remain five -or six or eight months with-
out an auditor ? I think not. I think, if the auditor is
unfit for his work, the Government should have the respon.
eibility of replacing that officer dUnig thé year until Par-
liament-meets, and should then report to Parliament and
let Parliament deal with the matter. The Government
would report the circumastances and would say: We had to
p ut some one in there to fulfil those duties; we could not
leave the accounts without audit during all those months.
But if the efficer apphes for superannuation, the Govern-
ment should have the power to grant it if he is unfit for his
work. Butif he aska for superannuation und hé ci still fit
for his work, the 'Government should not grant it, and the
Govern"ent would have te report to Parliament that the
officer had aked for superonuation, but that the Govern-
ment did not think he was unfit for his work, and therefore
did not thirrho he should be superannuated. One of the hon.
gentlemen who spoke said the Auditor General should be
altogether independent of the Government, that we should
not be in aposiLion to increase his salary or to give him
any preferment. That ie hardly the thing. We are doing
the very contrary now.

An hon. MEMBER. ,Parliament is.
Sir BEGTOR LANGEVlN. The initiative comes from

the executive, and I must say, continuing what the Minister
of Finance aXid juàt now, that the Auditor General, who
was, when hé was in Parliament, opposed to us, and voted
conscientiously against us, as we voted againt his party
and against himself, though he has au arduons duty to
performa, a very difficult and a very unpopular duty, has
performed his duties well. The Auditor General has never
been a popular officer, and he never will be a popular officer,
because hie duties muet make him unpopular. He is in the

Mr. LAvaiEr.

way of everyone. He is in the way of the ordinary
offlcers, ho is in the way of the Deputy Ministers, and,
no doubt, very often he is in the way of the Ministers
as well ; and that is the reason why the office was created,
and that is why we have supported him, because we think
that, when Parliament in its wisdormcreated tbat ofier, it
did so for the purposéuin accordanie with which hé is neow
acting. I think we agree on both sides as t o what is to b
doue with this officer, and probably the best way would bu
to pass the resolution, report it, and go into Committee of
the Whole on another day and amend it in the Bill.

Mr. LAURI ER. I submit this point for the considera-
tion of the Minister. To-day, as the law stands, the office
of Auditor General eau hé vacated bydeath, resignation or
by removal on a resolution of the House. It is noi intended
that, as far as that provision of the law is concerned, there
should be any amendment. The only thing contemplated
is that, if the auditor was stricken by disease, hoeshould
not be left penniless, but should have the same provision as
other publie servants have. I would suggest that some
Fuch clause as this would meet the case:

" The auditor shall have the privilege of contributing to the
Superannuation Fund, and, if hé resigns or is removed, he will be
entitled to the same superannuation pension as if he belonged to
the Civil Service."

I think that clause would meet the case.

Mr. THOMPSON. My own view is that we had better
adopt the clause as amended, and, as the Bill has to go be-
fore the Committee of the Whole, 1 will consider the mat-
ter subsequently. I think it might bé better to adopt the
terms now proposed, or to make the whole of thé clauses
of the Superannuation Act apply to the Audit Act.' I
think nearly every provision of that Act should apply to
him except section 8, which makes thé retirement compul-
sory. It has been suggested that this would put him too
much in the hands of the Government, that the Govern-
ment would have to reward him by adding to hie years of
service, and that the Treasury Board in that way would
have the power to influence him. Look at the position
now. The auditor is entitled to no superannuation allow-
ance. Parliament can provide lor him, but it can only
provide for him by an Act, so that practically he is now in
the hands of the tiovernment in that way, and the only
control which we would have would hé that, if that offcer
applied for superannuation tc-morrow, the Treasury Bàard
would have to ascertain his term of service and report
whether, being a zealous officer, we should add to his term
of service. it seems to me that, in any case, it would hé
absolutely necessary that the Treasury Board should have
the right to investigate whether the officer has arrived at
the time of life or is sufféring from such an infirmitý as
would entitle him to superannuation.

Mr. CASE Y. It la clear that this oaieer, being an able
officer, and there being no provision for his superannuation,
must be put, under some regulations, either under a spe-
cial set of regulations involving perhaps nearly the whole
of the Civil Service Superannuation Aot, or under a set of
regulations which are already applicable to another class of
officials, and I urge that hé should be placed under the set
of régulations which apply to that class of officials most
like him-I refer to the jndges.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman will observe that
in that case, in the first place, he would not have to contri-
bute to the superannuation fond, in the soeond place hé
would hé entitled to two-thirdé of his salary if he beéame
infirm the day after hé was appointed, and hé would ehéne
titled to retire on an allowance for fifteen years service.

Mr. CASEY. No doubt he would have certain privileges
un der those circumstances which he would not have under
the proposed provision. He would not have to contribute
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to any superannuation fund, and he would be entitled to a
twe-thirds allowance after a certain period. The hon. the
Min'ster-of Justice:k4owo better than I do after what.term
of years he would be entitled to that. Ifjudges are entitled
te these priviloges, why should not the Auditor General be,
who is practica4ly a judge, whose position le more important
and more responsible than that ofany judge in Canada, not
excepting the Chief Justice of thie Sppreme Court? In.his
relations to the people of thecequntry,hehas iore to do with
the righta and wrongsof the.pqple, ppd has more control
over the eiecutive than any judge ju Capada. I contend that
the Auditor Gneral should nethave to contribute to the
superannuation fund. There is nò more reason why he
should contrijute than a jpdge, there is no reason why
he shouli not have the same privilege of . retirement as a
judge. bhe hon. theiister of Publie Works has raised a
great many objections, and has-taken the ground that the
Governinent should -have power of summary diamissal
while Parliaient is not sittimg.

Sir HECOR LANGEVIN. No.

Mr. CASEY. 'Yes, the hon. Minister raised this point.
He said: Suppose the Auditor General became unfit for his
duties; say, for instance, that hebecame insane during the
recess of Parliament. He said: Are we to go on-I under-
stood him to say so-seven or cight months,-with an Audi-
tor General nôt. fit to perform bis duties, and have to wait
until Parliament meets before wecan have another Auditor
General ? Well, Sir, apply the. saie argument in the case
of judges. When a judge becomes insane-if such a thing
should happen; I de not know that I ever heard of a judge
becoming ineane-but if, for instance, the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court became insane, what are you going to
do with him until Parliament meets? You cannot turn
out the chief justice, or the judge of any court in Canada,
until Parliament meets again; and we have never had any
practical difficulty from that proyision of the law. If there is
no diffioalty lnje oease of judges, who are so numer.
ous, is it likely that difficulties will arise i:n the case of
this one. officer? Ail the arguments lhat the Minister
of Publie Works used to show that the Government should
have the rightto emovo between Sessions of the. aouse,
an Auditor General whp may e, we will say, insane, or
unfit for, his duty in any way, would apply to the case of
Government removing a judge who had become unfit for hi,
duty in y way between Sessions of Parliament. Of course,
a judge who is insane, I suppose, could ho put in a lunatic
asylum like anybody else, and there would be a vacancy in
that case, ipspfacto and the same woul happen in the case
of an Auditqr Genexale..If hie became uufit for his duty by in-
sanity, he would go to a lunatic asylum. If it was urged that
he was unfit for any other reason, then the Minister of Public
Works says the 0ovënment should have the right to de-
cide whether ho is unfit or not; but the existing Act says
no decision ahall be passed on that point until Parliament
meets agaîn, ,and I think it is proper that no decision
should b. passèd upon hie fitness or his unfitness, or in any
other respedt than insanity, or absolute incapacity of that
kind, until Parliament shall meet again. Both the Minis-
ter of Publie Worke and the Minister of Justice have
argued at length as to how his superannuation could ho ac-
complished, sayirg that, in any case, there would.have to beo
an application to the Government and so op. How is it ac-
complishod in the case of judges ? A judge, when he
chooses to retire at a stated period, resigns and applies for
his superannuation allowanoe. Why not do the same1
thing in. the case eof the Auditor General? If you are1
going to createan analogy between the Auditor General and1
any other clase ef officials whatever, if yon are going to
place him .inder .he regulations whieh govera any otheri
clas offoiials, why not put hlm, in aeordance with com-à
mon sense, unde the ame oonditions as those whioh1

regulate the retirement of that class of officials whose posi-
tion is analogous to his own ? Put him under the regula.
tions applying to judges. If you want to put him under any
Act, put him under the Juidiciary Act, instead of the Civil
Service Act. It muet be kept clearly and distinctly in
mind that there is no analogy whatever between the
position of Auditor General and a civil servant of the highest
grade-no matter how highly he is paid or what his duties
are. The Auditor General is an officer of this House, put
there as a check upon expenditure, and there must be no
analogy created between him and any member of the Civil
Service whatever.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman has
misunderstood, me, otherwise he would not have made tho
statement he did just now I did not say that because an
Auditor General might become unfit for his work, the
Government should immediately interfere. But I supposed
the ease of au Auditor Gêneral who, after Parliament has
been prorogued, becomes insane. Are we to understand
that, for the remainder of the year, until Parliament meets
again, the Government shall have no Auditor General, that
the Public Accounts shall not be audited ?

Mr. CASEY. What do you do with ajudge?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will speak of the judge

afterwards. Suppose the Auditor General becomes insane.
The accounts still have to be audited, and we must have
another. The hon. gentleman asks, if ajudge becomes insane,
do we have to replace him ? Of course not; but all the
judges will not become insane at the same time, and if they
all became insane at the samo time, probably a strong
remedy would have to be applied. But the hon. gentleman
said the Auditor Gencral must be put in the same position as
a judge, and as a judge applies for bis superannuation after
fifteen years, seo the Auditor General should be aJlowed his
superannuation after fifteen years. But tbe hon. gentleman
forgets that althouglh a judge may apply for his superan.
nuation, the Government is not bound to give it. The Gov-
ernmeLt examine whether that judge deserves to be super-
annuated, whether ho may not be fit to continue to serve
his country, and if they find that ho las no claim to super-
annuation, they say to him: No, we cannot give you
superannuation, because you are fit to continue your labor.
1 he hon, gentleman says that we should put the Auditor
General out of the reach of the Executive, But the bon.
gentleman would put him entirely into the hands of the
Government, because he would authorise us to refuse or to
grant superannuation, to reward him for his good services,
for dereliction of his duty in being too lenient towards other
officials or towards the Government. I think the hon.
gentleman has established no comparison between tho
position of a judge and that of an Auditor Gtineral. But
there is no doubt that if yon want the Auditor General to be
as we always wish him to be, independent of the Goveru-
ment for the time being, he should be made subject to the
Superannuation Act, and ho muet coatribute as any other
officer. Why not ?

Mr. CASE Y. Why does not a jadge ?
Sir KECTOR LANGEVIN. He is not a judge, he is an

officer. Ho las never been called a judge, except this even-
ing by the hon. gentleman. le is an officer of the Gov-
ornment, like any other officer, with this exception, that
Parliament bas declared that he shall not be removed by
the Government, but only by Parliament. Very well, but
that does not prevent his boing put under the Superannua-
tion Act, provided that clause put him under the control of
the Executive. But why should he not contribute as well
as any other officer ? There is no reason why ho should
not. The highest officers, mon recoiving the highest salaries,
are made to contribute as well as those reoeiving lower
salaries. Lot him be put on thesmre footing as the others.
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Why, afterfifteen years,should thatofficer beentitled to two-
thirds of his salary, without contributing to the fund ? The
deputy heads, after fifteen years, would have only 30 per
cent. of their salaries. It is not fair, it is not just to the
other officers, and, therofore, if ho is to be superannuated at
any time, when ho becomes unfit for his work, he should
contribute to the fand as well as the others.

Mr. CASEY. I cannot agree with the hon. Minister that
he is in any osese an officer of the Government. In fact
he is distinutly by law not an offloor of the Government.
Ie is not in any degree analogous to any other servant. fe
is a statutory officer like a judge, and he is completoly
analogous, in his duties, in his appointmont, and in the
method of his removal to a judge. The Minister says : Why
should he not contribute to the superannuation fund ?
The burden of proof rests on the Government to show why
be should contribute, and the analogies go to show that ho
should notcontribute to the superannuation fund. His office
and duties are analogous to those of a judge, and not to those
of a civil servant. lie is in no sense an officer of the Govern-
ment; he is not removable by the whole Government com-
bined or by the Governor General, except on an address from
both flouses of Parliament. lie shonld, therefore, be placed
in the same position as a judge in other respects. The Min-
istor of Finance says that even a judge is subject in regard to
superannuation to the decision otfthe Governmont. I do not
grumble about that; but if they give the Auditor General
tue same position as a judgo, ho will be as independont as
a judge-and we know they are independent. As to the
insanity question, I believo that if the Aujitor Goneral be-
came insane, and was placod in an asylum under the certifi-
cate of two medical mon, his position would become vacant.
I do not know whother an insane man could hold ofâce or
not; that is a question for lawyers. The main point is that
there is no analogy botween this officer's position and that
of the deputy head of a department, with whom the Minis.
ter of Public Works compared him; the analogy is with a
judge and be should be placed in the same position.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is unnecessary at this stage to enter
into the whole question as it is simply desired to carry a
resolution respecting increase of salary and his right to
superannuation under the Superannuation Act.

Mr. WELDON (St. John.) Thoro is nodisputoasto thoin-
dependeit position which this officer should hold. I suggest
that a special provision sbould be raned to meet this case so
far as superannuation is concerned, as it will not properly
come under the Superannuation Act. I would suggest that
the true analogy in regard to the A uditor General is with the
judge of the new Court of Exchequer, who is a single jadge,
and there should be a provision by which a temporary
deputy to the Auditor Goneral might be appointed. If the
principle is conceded that the Auditor Goneral should be
independent of the Government, that ho should be an officer
of Parliament, and only amenable to that body, we
should take care that the provision in regard to his super-
annuation should be a special provision, which would place
him in a proper position.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We must get on with the
measure or throw it over to the next Session. One porion
of the resolution is to increase the salary paid to the
Auditor Gerieral, which unst commcnce by resolution.
Another portion oi the pioposition is to provide for his
superannuation, and that also must commence by resolu-
tion. When the Bill is introduced and is betor the louse,
any portion of the Superannuation Act, which would not
apply to this officer, could be especially referred to in the
Bill. Al we wish now to do is te adopt these two proposi-
tions : first, that the Auditor General shall have an increase
ii salary; and, second, that ho shall come under the Super.

lir Mero* Làsaexyr,

annuation Act, so as to have the right to claim a retiring
allowance.

Mr. MILLS. I think the right hon. gentleman was
not in his place when the discussion commenced. I believe
ho has the Act before 'him, and if ho will Iook at its provi-
sions ho will observe that the whole drift of the Act is
incompatible with the position of an auditor. An auditor
is not an officer of the Government; but the Act deals
solely with officers of the Government, and no other class of
officiais. You cannot apply that Act to this case. You will
be obliged to reconstruct the whole provisions of the law re-
lating to the Auditor General, from the beginning to the end,
in order to protect the independence of that officer as now
constituted. I understood the Minister of Finance not to
lavor any interference with the independence of the
Auditor General, and not to seek to place him under the
Administration. That being settled, yon cannot apply the
provisions of the Superannuation Act to him. If, as the
First Minister says, and says rightly, we must commence
by resolution with respect to providing for the superannaa-
tion of the officer, we need not state that the superannuation
shall be under the provisions of the Superannuation Act.
Leave out these words in the resolution. If we are obliged
to fight this matter, we do not intend to concede the prin-
ciple which the Minister of Public Works has enunciated.
The whole drift of his observations was that the officer
ought to be under the control of the Government.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; the hon. gentleman
knows better than that. i have already given my negative
to that, and surely the hon. gentleman should not repeat
the statement, when I have already said it was not my
belief, it was not my intention, it was not what i said.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I only infer the hon. gentle-
man's meaning from what ho said. I spoke of the diffi-
culties that might arise if this officer were to become disabled,
or mentally disqualified, and the observations the hon. gen-
tleman made if they had any point at ail were made on this
line: that in order that the country might ho perfectly
secure, the office ought to be under the control of the Govern-
ment. I enter my protest against that. The hon. gentle-
man says that was not what he meant in respect to his
statement, and I aicept his explanation. I am pointing out
that in this resolution, relating t,) superannuation, it is pro.
posed it should ho made under the provisions of the Super-
annuation Act. I am sure the First Minister and the
Minister of Justice could have provided for the superannua-
tion of this officer without referring to the Superannuation
Act at ail.

Sir JOEHN A. MACDONALD. In order to remove the
difficulty we can strike out the superannuation clause and
lot the motion remain, that the Auditor General gets an
increase of salary merely. We shall leave the superannua-
tion clause for another Session, and [ do not think the
Auditor General will be thankful to the hon. gentlemen.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not think that in a matter of this
importance we should be driven from our position upon a
mere tochnicality. The right hon. gentleman was not here
when this discussion arose.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have heard enough of
it to know what it is.

Mr. LAURIER. Perhaps so, and the hon. gentleman
sees that we believe the intention of the Government was
very praiseworthy and on proper lines. We contend that
this motion was not aptly expressed, bocause as it is
expressed in the resolution and in the Bill it would place
the officer in the power of the Government, and the Govern-
ment repudiate this idea and say they do not want that,
Therefore they must devise something else in order to keep
the independence of the offloor and provide an allowance
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for him. The hon. gentleman now says, in a fit of tempex
perhaps, that we should strike out this provision for th
present. I do not propose that.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You do.
Mr. LAURIER. I think it should ho removed in it

present form. We simply say that the officer shall not b
subject to the Superannuation Act, but that he shal b
allowed a superannuation allowance. Perhaps the idea o
the Minister (f Justice is a good one, that we might appl:
the whole of the Act except one or two clauses, but per
haps the suggestion which came from this side of the House
would be the best one, that we should f rame a special lav
for this officer as he is a special officer. If we carry th<
resolution as proposed to be amended, it will, i have no
doubt, meet the views of the Government.

Mr. CASEY. There are two sections in the Act, on
saying his salary shal obe 4,000 and the other that he shal
be subject to the provisions of the Superannuation Act.I
do not see why we should pass more than the first resolu
tion to-night as to bis salary. The hou. the Finance Minis
ter who is in charge of the Bill-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I was until hon. gentlemen
opposite took it ont of my hands.

Mr. CASEY. That may be very smart. The hon. gentle
man is in charge of the Bill and responsible for it, and
before the Premier came into the House ho agreed to let
the matter of superannuation stand over and merely pass
the first clause of the resolution.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We cannot do that, because
it requires a Epecial clause for superannuation.

Mr. CASEY. You can pass the resolution about bis
salary to-night, and you can pass the resolution about super-
annuation later on, when you have agreed to the terms of
that arrangement. I quite understood before the Minister
of Public Works spoke that form of the superannuation
question was to be the subject of mature deliberation by
the Government in the meantime.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would suggest that the
hon. gentlemen opposite af ter expressing their views would
allow this resolution to pass, and it will be ineorporatel in
the Bill. Before that Bill passes there can bo sncb amend-
ments made as will preserve the complote independence of
the Auditor General. In the meantime by passing this
resolution we get the assent of the House to give him a
superannuation allowance.

Mr. LAURIER. For my part I see no objection to carry
the resolution, but I shall endeavor to amend it before it is
incorporated in the Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Côrtainly.

Mr. LAURIER. I have no objection to an allowance for
this officer as wetl as any other officer in the service.

Committee rose and reported.

ACT RESPECTING FERRIES.

Mr. COSTIG AN moved second reading of Bill (No. 39) to
amend the Act respecting Ferries, chapter 97 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada,

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Oommittee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. EDGAR. This is a very important change in the law.

It provides that we shall strike ont the provisions that thcre1
shall be publio competition for the licenses of ferries in'

certain cases. I do not think we should do that without some
very good reason. The original clause is :

"Every license for a ferry shall be under the Great Seal and
shill be issued by the Governor in Council after publie competition
as hereinafter provided."
This amendment i- to strike out those words "after public
competition." I know the effect of this is limited by the
other amendments to put it in force between Canada and
the other counLries an i I know that, according to the other
amendments in this Bill, public competition is still left in
cases of other ferries. I would like an explanation from
the Minister of Inland Revenue as to why public competi-
tion under this clause sbould be abolished.

0 Mr. COSTIGAN. The change bas boon correctly stated
by the hon, gentleman who bas tukon bis peat. . The rensen

e for repealing that portion of section 2 praviding for public
[j competitien is to maku it more conveniont to establishb ucb

lofrries. Wben 1 say esibisb, I useo the word in a very
-limited seuse, because alf of theso iconsed ferries arc now

j- edee9blished, although it isquito possible that somne few may
be established hereaiter. A new application migbt bo
made for an international lerry at somo point whcr oee
does not now exiet. The law before 1872 providcd that
the Governor in Council could give leases for ferries,

*international as well as Canadian ; and in most Cases
hthey wero giveri te the corporations of t(,wis in the
LImmediate vicinity wboe those ferries were estab

3 lisbed. Government leases were given in some cases to
the extent of 50 years without compétition, and somiofo
these leames are still running. We have not fult control
of these international ferries. The only right we can
soil by public compotitien je tho right coLanocted with
our ewn side of the river; wc cari give no rights

*to lanch on the cppposite shore, and in many cases
the arrangement wiht bave to bo made betwcen the
two parties, Thoro is no power taken by tbe Governor in
Councit te interfere with existing leases, many of which
have soveral years to mun; but in many cases a large
amounit cf capital bas been invested in thc maintenance of
these ferries under a lease for a certain innmber of years,
and it is thoagbt ise to give the Govornor in Council
power Io extend that time, for not more than ten ycaris
(ahthough twcnty years was askod), on being satistiod that
the parties had performcd thoir service satisfactorily to the
public and had invested, perhaps $100,00>ini boats andother
plant. That doos not apply to Canadian ferries now under
lease. On the fir,,t establishmenit of a ferry, tenders would
ho calod for, and there would ho compotition as at present;
but even in the case o? Canadian ferries, that bave per-for-
med thoir service satisfacto-rily to the public, and in which
large amonuts of capital have been invested, there is no
ieuson wby they iahou!d be taken from the pioplo who have
tbem sud put up at public competition. When a bease
expires, if tenders were called for, there migbt bo dozens of
tenders put iu at pricei thut tbe existing licensoos could
not afford to psy, and theose might be usect as levers for the
purpose of extorting money or imposing unfair conditions
upon tbem. Therefore we thiok it would bo saler to Icavo the
extension of the timo in the bands of the Governor in
Ocuncil. 0f courf3e, the Act as it stands, gives the Gev.
orner lu Council power te make regulatiens as te the tedl
that may ho charged (which difrs aci3erding te the
localities), as te the time of' cressing and the capacity of
the bouts. [n mcost cases t,ïose forries are rnet sources o?
revenue. Tte ferries generally established ini the Provinces,
or betweon crie Province Rand anethor, are for the con-
vemnee of the public and net foc revenue, anid I am sure
that in many cases the parties carryiDLg tbem on derie
littie or no profit from thema. I bave been afked ab,-ut
arruvari'gus. We have to takre stops to colbe-ot in some casus,
but I do not think the flouse would justify us ini taking
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arbitrary means to collect the license fees from those people
who make little or no profit ont of the money they have
invested, especially in view of the fact that these fees are
not imposed so much for revenue purposes as for the public
convenience.

Mr. EDGAR. In answer to the enquiry I made about
the reason for abolisbing competition for the licenses of
ferries between Canada and a foreign country, the hon.
gentleman has gone into the whole subject of the amend-
ments. As be bas referred to these clauses of the Bill, I
will refer to them aiso te show the extraordinary nature of
the amendments. In the first place, he proposes that com-
petition should not be required at all for licenses for ferries
between Canada and foreign countries. That is ote safe-
guard of the public that is proposed to be removed. Then,
in the 3rd section, he provides that instead of ferry licenses
being renewable for only five years, they may be granted
or renewed by the Governor in Council for ten years without
competition. That is a strong provision, and not at all in
the publie interest that I can see. Then, there j another
attack upon the system of competition where, in cases of
ferries between two Provinces, it is provided that without
seeking for tenders, the Government may authorise the
extension of a license for an additional period of five years.
Now, that ls entirely new, as is the provision for a license
for ten years in a case between a Province and the foreigon
country. That is entirely new. Theb hon. gentleman has
spoken about the difficulty in collecting fees from ferries
and the unprofitable character of many of the ferries. But
there is nothing in that to explain the reason why be asked
Parliament to authorise these changes. He bas not
told us of any particular case in which it was not in the
publie interest te call for competition. It requires a very
strong argument te convince any man that advertisements
calhing for applications for licenses for publie. institutions,.
like ferries, is not in the public interest. I cannot see any
justice for any one of these changes. They put more power
in the hands of the Government in connection with a matter
in reference to which it has heretofore taken the power out
of their hands, to the extent of requiring tenders to be
called for in the publie interest.

Committee rose ard reported, and Bill read the third
time and passed.

CHIGNECTO MARINE RAILWAY COMPANY.

House resolved itself into Committee to consider the
following resolution:-

That it is expedient te provide that the time for the eon.
pletion of the works of the Chignecto Marine Railway Company,
shall, as respects their titie te receive the subsidy heretofore
authorised, be the lt July, 1890, instead of the 1st July, 1889 ;
alEo that the company may be accorded a further delay of
twenty-four months for such completion, on the condition of the
payment of a monthly penalty of $5,000 for each month dming
which the works remain uncompleted after the first above-
mentioned date, and alseo that the amount of *apital mentioned
in section 2 of the Act 49 Victoria, chapter 19, as that on which
the payment of the subsidies limited se as to make up the net
earnings te seven percent. per annum, shall be $5,500,000 instead
of $5,000,000.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

(In the Committee.)

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The committee is so well
acquainted with the subject, which has been before the

commercial as well as engineering talent in the ontry,
and they reported 'that amiong the irst canal which ought
to be constructed in the interests of the Dominion ýwas one
to connect the waters of the Bay of Pandy with the Gulf of
the St. Lawrence. A survey was made of that work and
an estimate formed that it would cost about $5,000,000.
Parliament adopted that estiniate, and both the Govern-
ment of my right. hon. friend and the Governmont of
Mr. Mackenzie, at a subsequent. period, placed a million
dollars in the Estimates for the purpose of proceeding with
that work. In the meantime, Mr. Page revised the esti-
mates; rock was disicovered, and he increased the estima:ed
cost from $5,000,000 to 89,000,000 or 810,000,000. In this
case, hon. gentlemen opposite will remember that while
they felt the work would warrant an expenditure of $5,000,-
000, it would not warrant such a large expenditure as
89,000,000 or $10,010000, and its construction was aban-
doned. Subsequently the proposition was brought forward
to aceomplish the same object by the transport of the ves-
sels from the Bay of Fandy to the Gulf of St. LaWrence by
means of a ship railway, and Mr. Ketchum, an engineer of
considerable ability, who gave a good deal of attention to
that subject, took the work in hand. He brought forward
a proposition to the Government, and he was told the only
ternis upon which we would submit it to the consideration
of Parliament was that the entire risk should be borne by
the capitalists who undertook the construction of the'work.
And subject to that it was provided that a sum, of $150,000
a year should be granted for twenty five years for the pur.
pose of seouring the construction of this ship railway,
which was a work to take the place of the canal which was
originally contemplated, and for which Parliament had
agreed to provide an expenditure of $5,000,000, a work
which would not only connect the waters of the St. Law-
rence with the Bay of Fandy, but would bring the ports of
Quebec and St. John 500 miles nearer together than they are
now. Both the commissioners, and the very able engineers
who first reported on the canal, and took a large amount of
testimony as to the traffic which would be promoted by the
construcLion of that canal, led everyone to suppose that the
trade and commerce of the country would be greatly facili-
tated hy the construction ofthis work. The resuit was that ir.
Ketchuni endeavored to float his schemeý'in the great money
market of the world, but he was met by the diffleulty that a
ship railway of that extent was a novelty. In the'Lnndon
Docks, the means of lifting ships fully loaded by hydraulio
pressure was exemplified every day. - Every slip showed
the teasibility of drawing up a large ship on rails. But the
scheme which Mr. Ketchum submitted was a novel one. The
question of the engineering difficulties was laid before the
ablest engineers, and Sir John Fowler,who is en engineer
second to none in London, gave the project bis enthusiastio
support.

MKr4 L&UR[ER. Who was that engineer?
Sir OHIARLES T UPPER. Sir John Powler, a man of the

highest engineering talent"in London. There were many
engineers who had the same opinion, but I referred to 8ir
John Fowler especially because I had it fromn himself. He is
a man of world-wide reputatibn, and' he assured me that,
having gone thoroughly with. Mr. Ketchum into ail the de-
tails of this soheme, ho was prepared to pledge hie profe-
sional reputation on its suecess, pr-ovided the capitaliste
were prepared to embark their money in a scheme whieh
was altogether unprecedented,. While I was absent from
this Parliament, the terms were revised, and, instead of

louse on a number of former occasions, as to make it giviug the company $150,000 a year fer twenty-ive yeara,
unnecessary that 1 should take up the time of the committee the amount was increased se ai te give thenithe eamesum,
explaining it now. It will be remembered that when the aczording te nctuarial oaldtlatiôù,ii twenty year.' AMr.
question of constructing and enlarging the canals was Ketebuni, 'vue haespent a large am<iunt c-money and cf
brought under the notice of the Government, a very able time iu ragard te tus matter, who ha expended hie own
Commission was organised, comprising the most able private meane in endeavoring to brin& " work to a oom-

Mr. QOSTIQÂK.
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pletion, and bas met with difficulties of a financial character
in connection with it, owing to the novel character of the
work, bas reason to believe that he has now found capitalists
who are prepared to carry the work to a successful comple-
tion, but they ask that this change shall be made in the terms.
They ask that there shall be au extension of time of one year
for a completion of the work, and that there shall be a further
time of twenty-four months allowed, subject to the payment
of a penalty of $5,000 a month for every month during
which the work is uncompleted after Jnly, 1890. It appears
that twenty-four months is a large extension of time, but
practically it is only an extension of twelve months, be-
cause there are only six months in the year available for
the work, and if you gave an extension of twelve months it
would really be only an extension of six months, which is
the working period for the operation of the contract. Under
the terms of the engagement made by Parliament with this
company, all the responsibility reste upon the capitalists
and upon the company. They are not only obliged, before
they receive a dollar of public money, to complete the con-
tract to the satisfaction of the Government, but they then
receive the subsidy per annum only during the successful
operation of the work. The extension of time amounts
simply to this: that, if any untoward circumtances arose in
regard to the completion of the contract, if they were pre-
vented from completing it, if they were a month behind the
time, they might have to abandon the entire contract after
incurring the expenditure of this large amount of money.
The extension of time is, therefore, praetically only for
twelve working months, and that is made in order to meet
any unforeseen contingencies. I do not think it is necessary
for me to say more at present than that Mr. Ketchum is
very sanguine that, if this extension of time is granted, he
will be able to raise the necessary capital and to proceed
with the work vigorously.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I do not wish to discuss the
question to-night, or to offer any strenuous opposition to the
enlarged time which is proposed to be given, but I must say
that I regret that the Government continue to give their
countenance to this scheme. Of course, I accept the state-
ment that eminent engineers have given their adhesion to
this scheme, but at the same time I have never been able to
meet any practical man in the Maritime Provinces who
believes that the scheme will be of any real utility. Two or
three years ago, it was proposed to give an additional
subsidy to this company, I think by the Minister of Agri-
culture at that time, the Hon. Mr. Pope.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No additional subsidy was
proposed.

Mr. DAVIES. It wae proposed to change the terms very
much in favor of the company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was simply making it 201
years instead of 25 years.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) At that time the scheme was
characterised by such practical gentlemen as the hon.1
member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) and others, ast
a chimerical scheme, and it was stated that, even if it were
accomplished, at an immense expense to the people of this
country, it would be of very little advantage to the people8
of the Maritime Provinces. I have failed to meet, either in
Prince Edward Island or in Nova Scotia, anyone who has
any opinion that this could lead to much benefit to the
people of the Maritime Provinces. It is no doubt possiblet
to build a marine railway, and to carry a vessel over it, butà
I have questioned captains and shipowners in regard to it,I
and those who are interested in the export of produce, anda
I have not met anyone who did not laugh at the scheme.t
Perhaps, when the Bill is brought in, we may diseuss iti
further, but the hon. gentleman has omitted to discuse thea
moit important part of ths resolution. The first seotion of m

M1

the Act provides that the term during which a subsidy may
be granted from the oonsolidated revenue fund of Canada
to this Chignecto Marine Railway Company, under pro-
visions of the Act 47 Victoria, shall b. for 20 instead of
25 years, and the amount shall be $170,602, instead
of $150,000. That is one of the changes to which I
referred increasing the subsidy, as provided for by the Act
passed in 1886. I see the hon. gentleman proposes to
make that $5,500,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a clerical error. The
substitution of $5,500,000 instead of $5,000,000 is a clerical
error, and it is to make the Act conform with the contract.

Mr. DAVIES. As it is printed here it is for $5,500,000.
Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. In my resolution for 85,000,000,

I proposed to provide the limited subsidy, so as to make up
the net earnings to 7 per cent. per annum, shall be 85,500,-
000 instead of $5,000,000. I say that is simply to correct a
clerical error, and does not alter the agreement with the
Government at all.

Mr. DAVIES. It certainly alters the liability under the
Act.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, it is no liability at all.
The liability is precisely limited to the amount per annum
to be paid for the 20 years, but this, instead of being a
liability, is the very reverse ; it is a provision by which,
when the profits reach a certain figure, the Government
shall be relieved, it is a relief from liability. It is a pro-
vision that when the profits reach 7 per cent. on a certain
amount, the Government shall share equally the profit, and
shall only be called upon for the balance between that and
the amount we originally proposed to give.

Mr, THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman will find that in
one part of the Act it is correctly stated.

Committee rose and reported.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduced Bill (No. 10 1) to

make further provision respeeting the granting of a subsidy
to the Chignecto Marine Transport Railway Oompany
(Limited).

Bill read the firt time.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. BOWELL moved second reading of Bill (No. 92) to
amend chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes respecting the
Customs.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Explain.
Mr. BOWELL. I think if the House will allow the Bill

to be read the second time now, it will be much more oon-
venient, as it contains a large number of clauses with a
good many amendments, to discuse the particulars of each
amendment in committee. It will take some hittle time for
me to explain the changes. I propose to take the second
reading to.night, and refer it to committee to-morrow, and
then move the resolution which has been placed upon the
paper, and refer it to a committee, and we can enter into a
full discussion in committee of each clause. If the House
desires at that time, before going into committee, that I
should make any lengthy explanation of the Bill, I shall be
prepared to do so.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think there wiIl beno objection
to that, but I would repeat the suggestion that it would be
advisable to print this Bill with the exceptions in brackets.
It is not easy to follow the discussion when so many sections
are repealed and substituted by other sautions. It appears
to me that we could diseus this much more intelligently
if the hon. gentleman will have this Bill printed with the
sections he proposes to omit, and substituting the new
sections.
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fr. OWELL. I l thinkldn rdet the. hon.genteas
pi'opoition. I hav#ean explînation of éveiy clange before
ile, ahd the reason fbr the chånge, and as he 'ais made the

uggsetion, I will have these printed befbre going into
cOôi±xittee #b that each hon. member may gdtIs, oopy.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.
Hlouse resolved itself into Committee to onsider a cer-

tain proposed resolution (page 499) respecting the Oustoms
Act.

(In the Committee.)
"Mr. BOWBLL. I desire, in the first place, to provide

what the word "value " means. In different sections of
the Customs Act the word "value " of goods occurs; some-
times the words are "dutiable value." The object of this
àinendment is to provide that wherever the word "value"
occursit shallinean the duty-paid value of the goods inthis
narket. This Ôcurs now in some portions of the Act and

in other pôrtibns it dbes not, leaving it open to discussion,
partieularly with lawyers, as to the particular meaniig. to
be given to the wordin particular cases in which it occurs.
The second proposition is to change the penalty which is
impSed for undervaluation. If a merchant imports an
article, and enters it at 20 per cent. undervalue, he is not
liable to a penalty of 50 per oent. of the duty. In other
words, if an article is imported and entered at an under-
valuation of 20 per cent., if the article is dutiable at 25 per
cent. it pays 37â per cent. L propose to change that pro-
vision so that when the value of the article is entered at an
undervaluation of 10 per cent. under its real value in the
market whère it was purchased, the penalty, instead of
being 50 per cent., will be only 10 per cent. of the duty,
and so on in proportion as the undervaluation is increased.
Under this proposition antirticle 'Will have to te entered at
50 per cent. below its :marketable value in the, country
where it is purchased before the penalty now imposed is
enforced.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You are relazing the regula.
tions.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes. If the amount of undervaluation
is over 50 per cent. then the penalty would be higher tban
now imposed. I see the hon. member for Ottawa (Mr.
Wright) smits;!ho-dies not thibk this eau be possible.
The hon., gentleman should draw a distinction between
afaking'aiaw1'ad 'diinistering it,

Mr.WIGIIT. i was about to ask whether it was in the
direction of relaxation or stringency?

Mr. BOWELL. In the direction of relaxation.
4Ir.MWRIGQT. I am glad of it.
Mr. BOWELL. The rert proposition in the resolution

is oneiwhieh affects the revenue. If the hon. member for
Halifax (Mr. Joues) will 'direct his attention to clamse
12 -of the Aet he will siee ! that this proposal- provides
tbat tes damage donetoany aricle shall be baosed upon a
svatation. PThat cannot-apply equitably to damage which

is done to sgar that pays duty-upon its strength as proved
by the polariscope. Thre is a 'eertain reduction given
."hen'tsugar lsiested in the laboratory if it bas salt water in
i. IUnder the. present system' as the law reads-e dubthas
arisen as to whether the merchant is not entitled, in addi.
tion to the allowance which is made when the strength of
the sugar is tested by the polariscope, for whatever might
begiven by way of appraisement, I might give in ilius.
tration a case that occurred in Montreal some time ago.
there was certain damage, or supposed damage, to a cargo
of sugar, and the valuators and underwriters who had
insured it paid the importers about 83. per cent. as damage.
T4ley mide a like demand on thse customs for a reduction.,
Upontèstfig"the sugar~'by the polariscope, and after making

Mr. JoNEs (Halifax).

a thorough investigation Is towhatasappded to be th
damage done to the ngar, 'we found luat no Jdamage kad
actually been done. The conhequedàee was 4hat we uàved
to the revenue by that investigation a very large sea,
ameunting to thousands. i desireto pet tha-matterat i'est
in future tby ohanging the law in 4his .partioulari.

Mfr. 3OlES (Halifax). With feitp€dt to fdhfaWgsppio-
able te osugar-doe the hn. gtiitleran preÔp e to ndke
any change in the'pôláeiscopictht of sugar?

Mr. BOWELL. Ño, we do not propose to make any
change as to the mode of levying the duty. TIhis change is
in order to prevent importera from being paid more than
they should be paid in case of any danmage .being done to
sugar by sait water or etherwise.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). ls thls extra -power bùan
to detérinine the value? Does itdo away with the-uause
providing forlippraisement?

Mr. BOWËeLL. 'No. Itis 'to meét -oase 6f this kind.
Agenitleman goes to a foreign 6c11ntry and b4ys anaticte,
for which he pays sáy'$600. I give'the'hOn. gertlenman an
actual éase. Then'he pays to'the inventôr '050'a yéâr'foôr
the~Uâe-of itfor ten~years, and-at the end 6f thit'ttre*the
i-ticle is not'his property. Now, 'what isthe talue of the

article for duty? iThat is niy one among uthoardas -f
cases that arise allîthe time. The last'pròVisiôn prôvides
fór the abolition of giving bonds fOr the 'ex-Watehdasing ýf
goods from one warëhouse to another and traàiferréd from
one port t oanother. Under Vie piegient systetn, every nir-
chant, if he 'transfers bonded goods ffom one 'vWa'rehouse to
£nother, bas Vo supply 'bonds. When I tell the Hlouse that
in I[ontrial, in one year, over 10,000 bonds-are givén, hon.
gentléinn vill réadily understand the' amount of*wTk and
expense at.tending'the giving òf boríds. TI propoee to'tdd' to
the Customs Aect a provision whidhMles t he owher'tt'the
goods'ltable In theipenaltiesthe monientihe lÉgkes an tx-
warehouse entry cf agoods. It -will relievei Uhe trude cf 'mn
hnniense ameunt of tro be,ed oliyan1evndxWernse od at
the same time will ,protect the ewnue justas 'well as de
done at'the proeet 'the.

Mr. JONES ( fiax). iThe riginal hipditers ?
Mr. BOWELL. -Avy one who owms 4he goods, -4he

original importer or a trader to whom thêgoods were trans-
ferred. If goods were transferred from-Halifax to -Brant-
ford, the merohant maki»g th. entry 'weld ha e40give .a
bond. Under the proposition -now .before Vie Hlouse -he
would not have to give a bond, the fact of hie making an
ex:warehecs éttry Would 'mak~e1huinrt able.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I eertainly think-\tke- Mhie-
ter cannot be found fault with in tis rqgerd. Ithas been
charged by traders and merchants that the hon. gentleman
is a little-severe at' tinies,'but theq*st'ptoVison ia-lef.talnly
in the interests of trade no less 'tihn'the cuetmn houe
offleers. If the"evenue is'aecured thére leno resn why
this cannot be done, and any ecen 'trade an mmwretmd
what the relief will be. He deservesithe mikacf the en.
member for-Ottawa (Mr. Wright) enu 'imbus ground. The
only danger I see is whether the Ministr beingiven
power to place value.fbr duties, whichhe eems to thiak de
necessary in sme cases, there' was4anger -tof ;th meroise
of'arbitrary measures in-someAesses.

Oo'mmittee rose'nd' reported.

ADULTERATIOT ACT 'AfLNDEIMtT.

Mr. COSTIGAN movedi',enod tad heg f the 21I1 (No.
47) 'to 'amend the 'Adultdration Act, 'hàptèr 107 of the
ReVied 8tatutes 'Ôf Oanngda.

Motion ,agreed 4., andil~il read-t6eresend-time.
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COMMONS BERATES.
Mr JO N A. MACOMALI> moved the adjour"ment of

the House.
Motion agreed te; and House adjourned at 11:45 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wui>a -nr, 18th April, 1888.

The SPuxa took the Chair at Three o'clook.

FinST READINGS.

BiU (No. 102) to enable the Central Ontario Railway
Comp.ayto alter the location of their line of railway and
to mortgage their road to a greater amount than $20,000
p«r mio.-(Kr. Wood, Brockvilie.)

Bill (No. 108) te provide fer the examination and lieene-
ing of persons employed as engineers elsewhere than on
steamboats.-(Mr. Cook.)

Bill (No, 105) to prevect the practiee of fraud by tree
peddiers and eemmiasioni umen in the sale of nursery stock.
-(M*r. Boyle.)

THE TERRITORIES REAL PROPRRTY ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON (for Mr. WnrTu, Cardwell) moved for
leave to introduce Bill (No. 104) further to amaend chapter
i1, Revised Statutes, "The Territories Real Proporty Act."
He said : One of the purposes of this Act is to authorise the
appointment of an inspec;tor of registration offiees in the
North-West Territories, in order to secure uniformity of
practise in regard to the registration of deeds. The other
provisions of the Biil are principally intended to reduce in
several particulars the expenditure connected with the reg-
istration and the practice of proeuring eertifioates of titles.

Motio agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

FLOODS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE.

Mr. RERNIER (for Mr. PgÉFONTAI) (Translation)
asked, Ie it the intention of the Goverument to put into ex-
ecution sbortly the means suggested b y divers parties and
among othara, by Captain Leger, to aink pillars in Lake St.
Louis, in order to lessen thedangers and damages of Loods in
the St. Lawrenee, on the south shores, in the counties of La.
prarie, Chambly and Verohèresa? If so, will there he a sufg-
oient amount set down in the Estimates for the prosecution
of thee works during the next season ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN (Translation.) In reply to
the hon, gentleman 1 may say that the Government must
have employed the services of some experts on this ques-
tion, but that we are not, At presout, in a position to state
whal deciuion the GQvernment will arrive at in the matter

KINGSTON DEPUTY POSTMASTER.

Mr. CHARLTON asked, 1. Whether the . y pesta
master of Kingaton, William Shannon, was det=. by the
deputy inspector, or by any other officer, in the act of
opening certain letters ? 2. Why said deputy postmaster
was net forthwith arrested ? 8. Why the said deputy
postmater was allowed to depart to Cape Vineent, the
m.eoe.ding day, withoat any interference ? 4. Why no
attempt was made by the Post Office autherties to arrest
the said deputy postmaster, on bis return to Kingston,
on dyssmce f

Mr. MoLELAN. It has been reported tou m that the
deputy postmaster was detoted in treating l etters im-
properly ; and when that report was made to me, it was
also reported he had left the, oountry. A soonU a I saw
this notice intimnating that he had returned, I gave orders
that ho be prooeoded againot.

ONTARIQ COUNTY JUDGES'SALARIES.

Sir RICHA 04RD CATWRIGRT askqd, Whether it ia the
intention of the Government to propose any addition to the
salaries of the County Judges of the Provineeo f Ontario?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is not their intention.

DUTY ON BOOKS FOR MEHOANICS' INSTITUTES.

Mr. L&NDIERK[N asked, Is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment, during the presont Seseion, to remove tb duties
on books imported for use by Meehanica' Institutes?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not.

RICHARD MONCK, OF CZATHAM.

Mr. EDGA14 (fbr Mr. Lian) asked, When did Mr.
Richard Monck, of Chatham, oease to b. in the employ of
the Government, and what is the total sum paid to him
during the past year for services and disbursements ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the absence of the hon.
the Minister of Agriculture, I would say that Mr. Monck
ceased to be in the employ of the Goverarment in 1886; the
exact date I have not got. Thore has been no money paid
to him for services during the past year.

W. F. O'DONOGHUE.

Mr. MACDONALD (Huron) asked, 1. UWhen was Mr.
W. F. O'Donoghue engaged as extra clerk in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture ? 2. Wheu did ho obtain leave to
engage as Tory canvasser in the county of Russell ? 3.
Is his salary as extra clerk assured to him during his ab-
sence ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA[LD. Mr. O'Donoghne ws en-
gaged as extra elerk in the Department of Agriculture in
November last, and he is still receiving salary as sueh. He
did not obtain any leave to engage a. Tory oanvasser in
the county of Russell.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon he went of hie own ac-
cord.

Mr. JONES (Halifa ). Amd drew his pay.

CAUGRNAWAGA INDI&NS.

Mr. DOYON (Translation) move4 for:
Copies et al lettero telegrams and petitions forwarded by Indians

of the Oaughnawaga ke.erve t the Kiaister of the Interipr, asM g for
an election of Ohiefs, is eaoordano. with the provisins of the Iii ian
Ast;bo a 01,c ail correqmadçu» 011ou .subjea betwffl the ea4Ii'41&flh,
the inister of the iterior, and the Agent ot b Remve,

Ue said: Mr. Speaker, I bog to offr some explanatione in
coaseotion with this motion, whilh I will do as briefly as
possible. In the month of Deocmber, 1881, I received from
the Indians of the Vaugluawaga reserve a petition bear-
iag ffty-fonr signutures. I forwarded it to the ho. the
Minister of the Interior (Mr. White) with a letter com-
mending it to bhis earnest conuideratioa. As the grieances
of the Indians are fully stated in the petition, 1 will read
it to this Houqe. It is written in Englieh and I will read it
in that language :
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COMMONS DEBATES. APRIL 18,

"To the Honorable
"The Superintendent General of Indian Affairn,

"Ottawa.
"SBia,-At a general meeting held this day, fourteenth of November,

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven,
" We the undersigned members, braves of the Caughnawaga Reserve,

solicit to be granted us to represent to you most respectfully:
" That from time immemorial, and since the establishment of our set-

tlement here, in all occasions where our common interests are involved,
and that the want is felt to be redressed, it is customary with us to
Implore yeur interposition as father and protector of our communit
who is always wilhng to comply with our desires, being, as eone sboud
say, the representative of our noble mother, 'Queen Victoria,' for
whomwe have the profoundest veneration, and the Crown of whom our
ancestors have so oftentimes defended ;

" That in this instance the motive of our urgent prayer is of the most
eminent character, which is the alteration in the Council of Chiefs; that
is to say, a general election of a suitable number of chiefs, if not for the
term of three years, as provided by law hereinafter mentioned, at lest
temporarily. The actual council is defective on account of its quorum
being insufficient;

" That we deem It unnecessary to state in detail the extent of our
grievances towards our chiefs ; in a word, be it given us the humble
expectation that the benefit of ' section 72 of the Indian Act of 18801' be
applied to us;

"And your petitioners will ever pray.

"Chai Kanatase,
"Martin Theahiashe,
"J. B. Anonsawenrate,
"J. B. Absentonni,
"Peter Shoketowane,
"Thomas Ahiewate,
"Ignace Tiahokathe,
"Louis Tharonhatie,
"Louis Karonhiontie,
"Chas Tekaniatarekwen,
"Matias Shatekarenhes,
"Louis Tekahonwake,
"James Karenhoton,
"Thomas Tekarenhonte,
"Thomas Kahiaha,
"Ignace Tehonatamhen,
" John Shakowihe,
"Toussaint Tionkwaronni,
"Franci Kaneratiioh,
"Louis Bboniatarowane,
"Louis Wisekowa,
SLouis Thaiori,
"Joseph Thiisweron,
"Louis Tekentarashen,
"Ignace Aronhiakens,
" Peter Warenhiiaki,
"Francis Thanonsokotha,

Moses Niwennitaa,
John Thawenrate,
Francis Sakohentetha,
Joseph Thaonthakete,
Joseph Ariwaken,
Jean Tehonwatase,
Peter Kateitsakeron,
Lazar Tharonhiorens,
Peter Shakorewatha,
Joseph Thanonsokotha,
Peter Thawennoken,
Peter Takatsitsaneken,
Joseph Shorakowane,
Joseph Onetotako,
Moses Mailloux,
Felix Thonitati,
Joseph Karontasa,
Matias Tsatakentha,
Wm. Shaonwentsowane,
Peter Niioherasa,
Francis Anonshihatha,
René Shatekaronhies,
Francis Shawentanen,
Louis Thawennaienton,
Ignace Kanento,
Ignace Thaseraren,
Louis Aronhiensere."

As can be seen, the Caughnawaga Indians pray, in their
petition to the Minister of the Interior, that they be allowed
an election of chiefs for their tribe. They state that since
seven years they have not had such an election; that sev-
eral chiefs, who managed the affaire of the tribe, are dead
or unfit to act as such, and that, therefore, there presently
remains to them but two chiefs at Caughnawaga. This is
the ground on which they stand to ask from the Govern-
ment that they be allowed, as stated in the above petition,
an election of chiefs. I will also quote section 75 of the
Indian Act, which reads as follows:-

" Whenever the Governor in Council deems it advisable, for the good
government of a band, to introduce the system of election of chiefs, he
may provide that the chiefs of any band of Indians shall be eleczed as
hereinafter provided, at such time and place as the Superintendent
General directs; and they shall, in such case, be elected for a term ot
three years, but may be deposed by the Governor in Council for dis-
honesty, intemperance, immorality or incompetency; and they may be
in the proportion of one head chlef and two second chiefs or councillors
for every 200 Indians."

Particulars are nothing in this case. Therefore in their
petition they do not ask for a special law ; but they ask
that the law which has been passed in 1880, for their bene-
fit, be carried out. In .Tanuary, 1888, they forwarded
another petition bearing 160 signatures. It is as follows:-

"To the Honorable Tuos. Wfra,
inister of the Interior,

Ottawa.

the decision of the Goverument to grant us the Indian Advancement
Act.

"Signed,
"KANA DA KE, Jan. 21st 1888.

"I se ne onkde on de se ra kde kon se ista te ris ta Ottawa te sa te ri
on te

" Kda ne ken ni as kda ri on ta ia kden ni tio kda ken ni a on sa ia ki
la ta ra ko (chiefs) ra ti ko da nens a hon ten tia te na o ten lo ri da ien
ne ken to.

"Tsi ni io re ias kda ri on na is ki ia ta ra ko ne (Councillors)
"Da a kda tats hen na ren ne ia kda non des.
"Ro8i Tha8eiakenra, Tier Katsitsiakeran, Sose Anenarotonk8as,

Tosen x Athienk8anonni, Sose x Aonontsakare, Tier Sakore8atha, Bose
Taiorakh8isen, Sa8atis x Soronia Ennias Skaetati, Ro8i 8enniseriio,
Sakearie Kanentoton, Ennias x Karoniaratie, Marten Tiaiashe, Ro8i x
Tha8ennaienton, Rasar x Tekaratemselre, Sese x Thanonsoneotha,
Arenne x 8atekaronies, Ennias x Kament. Sa8athies Oheroskon, Tiey
Karoniare, Ennias Otsinek8ar, Sak Karakontie, Tisian Ari8a-
kenha, Sose Anetotake, 8ishe x Kavonioare, Aton8a Taronko8sa,
Sentehon8a x Ta3e, 8ishe x Taioroniote, Ro8i x Thaioroniote, Tier
Karatohon, Aton8a z Nikana8aa, Ro8i x Nonrakete, Sishe x A8enra-
thon, William Shaonontsiobane, Tier x Onakharakete Ennias x Ken-
tok8ake, Marten x Kaneratoare, &ton8a x Te8ennitashen, Sa8atis x
Nonsa8enrate, Ennias x Te8ateron8aronkotha, Marten x Rak8atiron,
Sa8atis x Atsitsiaks, Sose x Orite, Ennias Arhotonk8as, Ro8i Teka-
nevataneken, Savo x Tekauhiatarek8en, Ennias x Aroniakens, RoSi
Thaientaneken, Tiev x Kanatoave, 8athias x Thatokentha, Vo8i x
Shoniatavo8ane, 8athias Satékavenes, Sak x Kanatsiakaion,
Tiev x Kentiokhon, Saksavie z Saennatie, Sose xNikavontasa,
Tien x AKhidiraheS, SadatiS x OondateKen, WiShe Non-anoven, SaK-
Saviez Kat8ivaKevon, Vodi x Di8eKoda, Sadatis x SaKodie, SaK8avie x
Sadentanen, Tien x Kanatiio, Tien x AientaS, DiShe x AvidaKenha,En-
niaS x NiKavontaSa, DiShe x SadennaKati, EnniaS x OSKenontona, IeS-
eut x TeKavataneKen, DiShe x KanetaKon, SaKSavie xTioateKden, SoSe
x TaiovaKavon, SoSe Teniatie, EnniaS Saatie, Tiev x Thiveta, EnniaS x
TeKanadateKden, SadatiS Sative, TSian x VaiS, SoSe z SaiodiSaKevon,
SaKSavie x SKoKennionKdaS, Vodi x Darlrave, SadatiS x KauaSati-
vhon, EnniaS x Kontitie, RaSar x ThavoniovenS, SadatiS x Vaienton-
riS, Vodi x Thavondatie, EnniaS x AtadaKhon, Atonda AvataS, SaK-
Savie, x AtKdivoton, SaKSavie x SontaviiaKhon, SadatiS x Adennaci-
entaS, SadatiS x OdiStateKen, EnniaS x AonontSiaKervo, Vodi x Ann-
ies, SaK x TeKanonSoKen, DiShe, x KavoniaKevon, SaKSavie TeSona-
venion, SavoKanen x VaKe, SoSe x ThaotaKenva, SaK x Kavhnoton,
SadatiS z OnasaKenva. Atonda z TeKavenonta, &tenda x Kachiaa,
SaK x Anatovena, AveK x Anenavoton, DiShe x Kadeniio, SaK8avie x
Thiadentonte, EnniaS x Atevhiton, SaKSavie x Niade8ace, Atonda x
AvoniotiS, Vodi SaKodennenadi, SoSe x AKhienentonko, Atonda x
TaKevitontie, BadatiS Thaeenvate, Soce x TaentaKenva, Sadatis x
IovaKdenton, SoSe x Thiadevon, Vodi x TeKentavaShen, DiShe x Se-
thienton, SaKSavie x Kanevatiio, SadatiS x Adennaniion, SaK x SKa-
neKovhaKsen, Vodi x KentSioKoda, SoSe x AnenviSeve, EnniaS z
8Kennetati, Atonda x Athiatavonne, Tiev x KanataSe, Entden x Tio-
nataKdente, DiShe x Tha8ennontie, Sadatis x Atedennavikhon,
DiShe x TedataShaviaKe, EnniceS x TeKeniatuvoKen, Vodi
x Sholstrenodane, Marten x Ovoniakete, Dishe x Tekanadatek-
den, Aveksent x Teon8akanere, Ennius x Tsiseveken, Sava x Sakahese,
Tiev x Tekatsitsianeken, Vodi z Onuonkoton, Savo x Tsioniati, Marten
x Sakovaiatakda, Saksavèe x Anonsiatha, Saksavèe x Thavoniakethon,
Ennias z Thasevaven, Tie x Katinontie, Dishe z Kanentakevon,
8ose x Kavoniakevon, Vodi x Avivhon, Mavten x Tekataitahenseve,
Atonda x Thawnvishon, Dominik x Tioakdente, Bose x Sovakodane,
',ose x Thontakete, Saksavie x Non Sakenthéake, AtonSa x Anenvente,
Tiev x Davenüaki, Bose x Katavativon, Tiev x Sokete8ane.

Caughnawaga, Jan 21st 1888, P. Q.

They waited for two weeks for an answer from the hon.
the Minister of the Interior, but all in vain. Believing or
presuming that their humble petition had been lost sight
of, they telegraphed to him, and here is what they en-
quired from the hon. Minister:

Toon.TUs.WIT, "AUGHNwG, Feb. lOth, 1888.

"Ottawa.
"Is petition received demaading election of chiefa.

"(Bigaed) JOSEPH POSTER.
"OrrAwA, Feb. 10th, 1888.

Here is the answer made by ;the department:-
"JosEPE FOSTM,

"CAUHNAWAGA, Quebec.
"Petition received, and agent will be written to.

(Signed) R. SINCLAIR.

On the Ilth of February, they forwarded the following
new telegram to the hon. the Minister of the Interior:-

"To Hon. Tnos. W-ri, CÂAuGimNwAO, Feb. 11th, 1888.

"iOttawa
" We, the undersigned members of thia tribe, humbly request the "Wheu hal we ezpect a definite auswen te our petition.

In&"nDepartment to be alloved an election of chJefs while peuding"(Signed) JOS. POST&4."
Mr. DOYON.
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Here is the answer:-

41JOB. PosTI ''lOTTAwA, Feb. llth, 1888.

"OaQanawaga, Que ,
" Will write Agent on Monday about proposed election.

" (Signed) L. VANKOUGQHNET."

Later on, on the lst of March, another telegram was sent
to the hon. the Minister of the Interior, which read as fol-
lows :-

tCAUGENAWAGA, March lt, 1888.
Hon. THos. WaiTs &.,

"OUttawa.
"Anxious for an answer to our petition.

"(Signed) JOS. FOSTER."

Lot us see the answer:-

"To Jos. FOBTER. 'OTTAWA, March 1st, 1888.

"Telegram received. Department taking no action.
"(Signed) THOS. WH[TE."

So that, after forwarding two petitions, one of whieh in
December last, and the other in January, stating the rea-
sons for their humble request, the Caughnawaga Indians
were in an anxious mood ; and having waited for two weeks
and still receiving no answer, they telegraphed to the hon.
the Minister of the Interior. The first answer they got
from the Government implied that the agent of the Indians
at Daughnawaga was to be communicated with. That is to
say, they were to come to an understanding with the agent
and see what was to be done. And later on, on the 1st of
March, after a new exchange of telegrams, comes the defin.
ite answer: "Department taking no action." That is to
say, not minding about it. Well, Mr. Speaker, I understand
that under section 75 of the Indian Act, which I have
quoted, the Indians are not vested with the absolute right
of electing their chiefs, they must apply to the Department
to be granted that right; but I am surprised to find in the
Statute-book an Act passed in 1880, setting forth that when-
ever the Governor in Council shall deem the Indians suffi-
ciently advanced or enlightened, they shall be allowed
electing their chiefs. I had several interviews with the
hon. the Minister of the Interior on that matter, and the
answers he gave me were so very unsatisfactory that I felt
it my duty, or rather I should feel to be wanting to my duty
if I did not address this louse with a view to knowing
whether that which is recorded in the Consolidated Statutes
is a mockery or an earnest work. What seems
strange to me is the very answers of the Department
stating that the agent is to be communicated with; and
later on, the hon. the Minister of the Interior
-with whom I had several conversations on that subject
-said to me: I will enquire from the agent of the
Caughnawaga Indians whether they are suffleiently ad-
vanoed to be applied the municipal law such as it exista in
the other parts of the province or country; that ie to say,
to be allowed electing councillors ; and if not they shall be
allowed electing chiefs. I must state that three years ago,
these good citizens of Caughnawaga were given to under-
stand the same thing. What seems most strange to me is
the answer I received from the hon. the Minister of the
Interior, that the agent was to be conferred with by him in
order to know whether these Indians were sufficiently ad-
vanced to be applied the system of municipal laws. When,
in 1885, the Government were passing the Franchise Act,
giving a right to vote to a good many of the Indian tribes
of the Dominion, I hoped they had been conferring with the
agents of these tribes; but it is not on the strength of the
answers they reeived from those agents, their empoyees,
that they granted a right to vote to the several ndian
tribes of the Dominion. And it seems very strange to me,
if not intended as a sinister mockery, that they should

come and say': "Before allowing these citizens of Caugh.
nawaga or anywhere else, to elect chiefs or concillors, our
agent will be conferred with in order to know whether
they are suffloiently advanced." Why ! Can the Govern-
ment earnestly say. who have placed those Indians on the
same footing as the other inhabitants of the Dominion, that
they have not got sufficient information to know whether
they are fit to be left their own cooking? I do not blame
the Government for having given the Indians the right to
vote, for having granted to the Indian tribes of the Dominion
the whole amount of civio rights. I am not speaking of all the
Dominion tribes, I sh all confine myselfto speaking especially
of the Caughnawaga tribes, which I have the honor to re.
present and with which I am more particularly acquainted.
I say that the Government, in granting them a right to
vote, have been doing not only an aet of generosity, but an
act of justice; and they would do likewise in allowing them
to elect chiefs or councillors, when these are needed. These
good citizens are inot claiming a favor, but an act of justice.
And if I say that I speak more especially with reference
to the Indians of the Caughnawaga reserve, it is because I
am more intimately acquainted with them; because for
many years I have watched them through their daily deal-
ings with the good inhabitants of the counties of Laprairie
and Chateauguay and of the town of Lichine. I amsatisfied
by experience that they have inherited their morals and
habits, and, therefore, they should be allowed the beneficial
enjoyment of the laws that govern the rest of the Dominion
people. For all these reasons, Mr. Speaker, I think that
the Government will not only feel it their duty to lay on
the table of this House the papers mentioned in my motion,
but that they will satisfactorily answer these several
petitions and take into their consideration the statements I
have just made. I make that requost not only as the re-
presentative of the Caughnawaga Indians, but in the name
of equity, right and justice.

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. (Translation.) In the
absence of my colleague, the Minister of the Interior, who
I regret to say, is gravely indisposed, I will give a few
words of reply to the representations just offered by the
hon. gentleman. Thora Is no objection to accede to his
demands, that is, to lay on the Table of the fouse the
documents specified in bis motion. I am not up in the
matter of the eection of chief and councillors of Indian
tribes. The hon, gentleman seems to know as much about
it, and even a little more, than I do myself, having all the
papers in his bands. Still, I think, he was right in asking
for these papers, because thus the other members of the
House may take cognisance of them. I am certain that if
the hon. Minister of the Interior were present, he would
have good reasons to allege for not having come to a
decision on the matter as yet. The fact that, on two
occasions, the Indian Department replied to despatches sent
by telegraph, that the Department would have to consult
the agent, and the last reply to the effect that the Govern-
ment would not take action for the time being, led me to
the belief that the Department has referred the question to
the agent for information. It is impossible for the Minis-
ter of the Interior to know in what condition are the
Indians of Canghnawag or of any other tribe, without con-
sulting the agent;. Wemay know in a general way, that
some Indians are quite advanced, very intelligent, and some
of them well educated. I know some of them who might
not be taken for Indians, because as white as any whites,
and who, by their intelligence, could hold their own with
any pale faces. But this does not signify that all the tribes
should be free and authorised to elect their chief and
councillors. The hon. gentleman having drawn the atten-
tion of the Government to the matter, I am convinced that
the Minister of the Interior will take it up as soon as he can
possibly do so.
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Mr. LAURTER. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, if my

hon. friend has succeeded in pricking what may b.
called the sloth of the Government on this topic he wili
have reached the point that he set ont fbr. It is plain that
ny hon. friend had in view, not only the object of obtaining
the papers set down in hie motion-because I believe that
he has already these document@ in band-but he wanted to
know why a petition which appeared so reasonable, whereby
the Indians asked the right of choosing their own ohiefs
and councillors, according to law, bad not yet been granted ?
There is a strange anomaly in the law with respect to our
Indians. The-y have the right of franchise without being
forced to consult the agent, by an Act of Parliament, as my
hon. friend has observed. They have, as a corollary, the
right of stating their views on all subjects touching the
interests of the country in general, and yet, as my hon.
friend stated, in his amazed manner, when there is a ques-
tion of managing their own kitchen, and of electing their
chiefs and councillors, the Government are not prepared to
grant them this right of themselves, but must needs consult
the agent I suspect that there may b. a leaven of ill-will
at the bottom of this matter on the part of the agent, and
the trouble possibly cornes either from the agent or from
the Government. It is well known that if there are Indians
who have reached a certain stage of civilisation in the land
it is surely the Canghnawagas, and I imagine you will not
find aborigines further advanced in any respect in either
Ontario or Qiebe. My hon. friend made this demand be-
eause the petitions of the Indians received no answer. They
petition anrd aro tolJ that they must apply to the agent;
they petition again and are met by the same reply. My
friend's object is to ascertain the fucts, inasmuch as there
are grounds for belief in some ill-will on the part of that
official.

"Coneerning the accident and damages n.d' the-latter-
ooesequoe of th bad state of the level crossings of the
railway."

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Tbamdea.) The hon.
geotaman à not catch my meaing. The first part of the
motion ending with these words: "Accident and damages
caused the latter " is alt right. Then he makes sa sta the
eause of the aeeident, and to that I obje.t, beeause th» we
should admit a thing which, possibly, may not be borne out
by the doamenîts in the fles of the department HRence
I should ask him to cancel the words: i* eOn Be of
the bad state of the level crosings of the rafway. In this
way the same end will be reaehed and we shal not rn the
risk of admitting what we know nothing about.

Mr. LAURIER. (Translation.) I think theb hon. iis-
ter of Public Worka is right. My learned friend is probably
of the opinion that the accident was due to the leve& roess-
ing in question, and phapa the Goveramaat holds the
contrary view. At ael vents the papers are what my hon.
friend wants, and he will obtai n them equally weil if ho
suppresses those words. If later h. thinks St to make
another motion about hiW crossing he vill be at liberty te
do s.

EASTERN EXTENSION RAILWAY.

Mr. IRK moved for:
Copies of ail corveaponden.e between the Governument, or any member

thereof, and the municipal eounils of the oanties of Picton, Anti-
gonish and Guysboro', N.S., and any other persons ; together
with copies of resolutions pasusd by the said municipal sounell. rela-
tive to the repayment lby the Governmuent of money paid by the said
municipal counes for the right of way for the Eastmn Ext.aaoa Rail-
way, now owned and in possession of the Government.

Hie eié: This i. a question in whli, as th. rosolution in-
NOEL FORTIN. dicates, three couies, *mbracing four manicialties,

are iater.sted. Tb*. aw in Navei Sootia cvideshat,
Mr. FISET. (Translation.) moved for: wherever a companyor ti.Govermeal baudawailway,
A Copy of the correspondence between J. O. Pottinger, Esg., Super- linanicipality, cr the inhabitaits of the.mumiêplity

intendent of the Intercolonal Railway, and Mr. Noèl Fortin, of the through whieh the railway is beikt, muet SUpytei it cf
parlih of St. Pabien, concerning the accident sud damages caued the way, ad th.y do tha weil as makiugrte tàà.cor-
latter in consequence of the bad state of the level crossings of the rail- iie l

W5y~viens to Confederation, and, sas far sI au aware,
Mr. Speaker, I shall say a word on this motion and It is .till onthe.SoAnte-bo. The.Cap. Breton and
think it will suffice to draw the attention of thn Govern- Halifax iRailway Company, under a contract with
ment and prevent a repetition of similar aceidents. The the LomalGoverameot built a ]âne o< railway
petitioner, Mr. Fortin, complains of the crossings on the freinNew Glasgow teport Iaigrave,enthe. Soit of
Intercolonial. Indeed, almost every year, in the County of Canso, b.ing a distee of about eigàty rilm The coin-
Rimouski, where there is mach snow, aceidents happen. pany atteswards traaslred liaI o the L"sGoverumit.
I am of opinion that the section men do not keep those ross- Tii.coepay, however, had bailt the,»ad on th. coditien
ings in good order, and are content with keeping the lineof reeiving a ubsidy in moey from tii Local G«eru-
open, without clearing the snow from the track on both mt and the.transiesfrortliiGoverameol f the.P"u
sides. The accident that Mr. Fortin complains of, took place and Truro Braneh IR.iiway. Before the PiaIcu and Tmro
lust year. This year there were several more mishape, to Braneh wastranferr, ih ompaa t laasialervils ight
such parties as Cyrias Dastores, Aug. Berger, Philip in the road te the Local Govrnmm d lie LoW Gov-
Coalombe and others whose names are not in the letter emnment, in consequence of mm diauy helveen hem-
which I hold in my hand. I fancy that the mere mention selves and lii.Govemmein k e<mce e eranaer.
of this to the Government wdil be suffioient to lead them rnee cf thePloteaad TruieBraoc., ornpromiad the
to see that thes. things are remedied. malter and soid thâr rig" te lis oveieua% a U*wa,

Sir HECTOR LANGETIN. (Translation.) Mr. which thes beoo e ie s cf *0e vol.âlia. hl
Speaker, I would observe to the hon. gentleman that bis Strait of Ganse, which in nov opnalid au a pesof the
motion should stop at the words: "Concerning the accident IntercoLo Tbi.terau of lhe ompromas ii tus
and the damage caused the latter." As it stands we are Goverllent do net Récure Wor lie nicipmiitieeth.
made to say that the accident happened on account of theamount of money whioà,vas païd by tie people for the
defective condition of the railway crossings. We are not righl of vay. The people feel a da"piatee t e
aware of that. But the first part of the motion, that is, matter, and the maniçnlities in lhe diïemt eobies
the correspondenee exchanged on the event-and I presumne bave moved ln the. atter, and I be bar#ebaisorne
that is about aIl the hon. gentleman would like to know-OOMMation wih the.Goyernmal inregard lokI
there can be no objection to bringing down.reotiC

Mr. FISET. (Translation.) I will remark to the bhon.<fiWh«eU tIbisoountykbebn fùr more Psyag, snd *r
Minister that my motion seems to me to be well drmughted: lemm a large amout du%,forUlught vmy hi b. h*um

ai oroCU lANGUl!.
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hWnsion Esailwey, which latter «amount, although the proprietors.
have'been paid,'1 still a liability of the county, as county debentures;
hgve beme'diefortke's me -wid wherea-the Domioniu Government
have)beomnerthwpropriete ê 0this ralway sud.it iJ part of f.he.I.OR. ;
sud whereas in-albother 4sses-of Government railways in the Dominion,
it is the policy of the 'Dominion Government to pay the cost of the
right ofway ; thrrerebolved, -thatvthe members df the county in-the
Domkion Pariusfent be requeted toreprentour oee tohe Domin-
ion Goveramenutanl reauest that Goverament.to refnad to thi County
such amounts as we have paid for thatIprPose sud also asaume.the
bstianxethat to.own1rs-respoi

I believe thisoeoution-waspassedunanimbusly by the-muni.
oipaleouneilpof whiohJbelievaethe.aenior:member-for Picton.
isaomember. iehae no doubt that4he hon<gentlemen-who so,
worthily raprent the ounty of Pictou in this House,.
h&v4beenaprmsiIngpon .the Government Io refund this.
money inacoordan. with the resolution which I have
rad. ILundersuand4hat the. municipal councila of the other,
municipalitieshavetpassed resolutions somewbat similar in
puvport. lhaveot seen them, and this came to !me by
accident,as.omnee, happened to send me the minutes and
proe.edingsDf the, Pietou Munieipal Council. I believe
the-other municipahenuncile havebeen pressingiapon4his
Governmentthe ;noeeasity of their refunding the monoy
which-has beenpaid for thd.rightsof;wqy, inasmuchas it ls
andbas -boenothe1poIicy of this Government wherever it
bas built branch ,railways, to buy-the right.of way, and
not to require the municipalities through whieh thie railway
passes to pay ,anything for it. tI *feel that it is only
necessaryto bring this matter before the Government,as
nt4only are the hon, gentlemen wlo represent Pictou,
interested in this matter, but the Minister of Justice him-
self-rensents one- of the couaties which has been taxed
very fully for;the right ofway.

Motion agreed to.

COMERCL REDATIONS WITH JÂWAMAICA.

Gen. LAURIEmoved for:

th opiegsforespondenogaadaeropoas co nected with tie visibofth&e-* e ~h~ùb .zaiat tawa, in. 1885, and of
proupsddelegtiens from'othervWest Iadis ilaids,arwhether for -the
purposefreonsidering eleser olitica reations or -soielywith a-view
to closer, commercial relations. Also.correspondence froin the Imperial
authorities on t1he same ebjett.
He said : In reference to this motion I would say that,
whilstäall parties in this country are desirous of obtaining
a markot'for the surplus produets of our manufactures, I think
we âardly. giveenefflentattentiondo aeproposal thatappears
to have been made foretoeer commereialý relations 'with usi
ifm»t'aotaal.politioal relatiomsby a veryimportant portion
of der -Majest/s edominons, at least iíportant to us,
beause weairedytade largely with them-I refer to the
WestIndies. I hold in my hand the proceedings of the
LegisativeAouncil efJamaica for 1884,in which I find that
the :question awas subnitted fer more ,intimate and
eloser politicil relations between iOanada saind the West
Indies. That subject was disoussed, but it did notre-
ceive the -approvaal of the Legislative Council sto any
gpeat extent. But the inatter 'was also discussed -by ,a
very influential body ef property4olders in Jamaica, the
Jamaica:lanters' Association in Lendon, and they highly
approved of the soheme for the entranceof Jamaica
as -a Province into the lanadian Confederation. They
desired that it aàight be brought before the , Jamacia
Legislature, and this was dune as stated. But the fol-
lowing y.ar it was again b'ought ap in the Legihla.
tive Oonncil of Jamaisa in another shape, expressive -of a'
desire for eleser oommercial relations with the Dominion of
Ganada. Thon tàeeochemeomet with- hoartyapproval, and
I find that in discusing the sending of a delegation -to
(&anda,-atrong expressionswere made in its favor. One of
themembers of the. Lgilative Counoil séid that he was
oatifld e dy twould moe ,when they woild burn bea

1firea.at the prospectof.having closer commexcial relation
:with us.than they bave now. -Bvery member epressed the
tsame view, practically, and the resolution passed unauim-
iously. In 885, accordingig, a delegation visited Qanada,
bnt from various causes rthe- matterAppears-not to have met
with much enconragement in Canda. ,conceive, Sir, thu,t
;at the present stime when we are-desirous of developing our
,trade relations, we might reasonably consider this proposi-
,tion. Itis welI,;at any rate, that we should.ascertain the
position in which we stand, and the proposal tbat.Jamaica
ihaàmadeto.us. Now,Sir, I ftnd that although a delega.
tion from Jamaica:only visited Canada, ýa delegation from
theLeeward Islands were also prepared te co.me here, but
the intimation wasgiven, I understand, from the-Colonial
Office, that Mer Majesty's Government would not view
with -approval any prgposition for thea admission of a por-

-tion only of the West Indies into the -Canadian Confedera-
tion, or intosloser commercial relations with Canada, but
that if any proposal was made, it should inclu4ethe West
Indies asa whole. Now, to show that the uome Govern-
ment do not dIaapprove of the idea, I 'mey say
that Lord Derby, then Colonial Secretary, atated .iat:

'"It waa-difficuit to conceive of sny -arrangement between Canada
and the West> nadieos towhich the British Government could raise an

Other than, ofcourse, that the West Indies ,should :nake
separate and isolated arrangements. Now, Sir, -without
tàkiug the House through all the details of the-trade of the
whole of·the-WestrIndies, I may refer-more particularly to
the Island-ofiJlamaiea, and we -may ·enquire whether its
trade offers any prospect that would-render it desirable for
us to encourage them in their proposal for closer trade
relations. The population of the Island of Jamaica is about
580,000; of the Leeward Islands, 120,000.

Mr. DAVIES. lowmany whites in that 580000S?
Gen. LAURIE. I can-ascertain -by the census, -but I

have it not-before -me. I am at present discussing the
trade question; I am -not diseussing ¶-Confederation with
the West'Indies. I suppose a blaôk -man's money is as
good- s a white man's.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon, gentleman said that the
population was 580,000. I mere1y desired to know how
many of thoseare whites, and he has not answered me.

Gen. LAURIE. No, because I do not think itibears par-
tioalarlyTon the point - am diseassing. But at -the same
time, if the hon. member desires it, and if the House will
not object to-my detaining them, LIshallbohhappy to fur-
nish the information. But, at the/prosent moment, I arn
only discussing-the trade relatioçsand I am dealing more
particularly with the imports and experts of Jamaica. I
suppose it is immaterial to tus, when we are seeking in. ail
quarters markets foreur goods,,what color the people are
with whomwe trade. I do not think that weenquired, in a
former discussion in this House, whether the population
was white or black among the 60,000,000 that have been
talked about. Now, I take Jamaican trade as an illustra.
tion of the trade ýof the West Indies. *The imports of
Jamaica are46,500,000. The imports from the, British Pos.
sessions are 8871,000,and from the UnitedStates, $2,301,000.
Ncw, Sir, analysing tis trade -to ascertain what articles
we could supply, I wilL give you a ew items. I find that
the total amount of breadstuffs imported into Jamaica is
$2,695,00; of this amount they import from the British
Possessions only$800,000, and from:theUnited States Si,-
599'000. Of liquors-as long -as we manufacture them,
and until prohibition comes into force, -we may discuws
that item-they inmport $285ß00; cf .these the British
Provinces 1urâish only $813, and the United States45,515.
Of tobacco they import #55,000, of which the United
States fun 648,000,aud.we fmunish none. Of furuitrp
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they import 8105,000, of which the British Possessions,
who certainly manufacture furniture in abundance, only
furnish $40, while the United States furnish $28,610. Of
clothing Jamaica impoits $1,755,000, of which the British
Possessions furnish 86,000, and the United States $57,235.
Of hardware they import $340,000, of which the British
Possessions furnish only 82,560, and the United States
871,635. Of building materials they import $240,000, of
which we furnish only 834,000,and the United States $172,000.
Machinery and tools, $195,000, of which only $7,555 worth
came from British Possessions, as compared with $58,000
from the United States. Coals and coke, $190,000. Of
this sum only 8825 worth came from British Possessions,
and $3,075 from the United States. Books, $48,0A0>; from
British Possessions, 81,700, United States, $6,000. The next
item is miscellaneous, a portion of which we might not be
able to furnish ; but I claim that all the preceding items we
could furnish. The value of miscellaneous goods was $750,-
000, of which the British Possessions sent only $20,000 and
the United States 8250,000. I have thus shown that out of
total imports of $6,500,000 we send in far less than 81,000,-
000 worth, while the United States sends in nearly 82,500,-
000. I will net detain the House by giving comparative
statements, and entering more fully into details, but I may
mention that of cotton goods-and the West Indies form a
desirable market for them-we send in only $10,000 worth,
while the United States send in $930,000 worth. Of flour we
send 14 barrels, whilst the United States send in 133,702 bar.
rels. In dealing with this question it will be asked : What
are we to take in return ? Every article we desire to take, I
maintain. They produce what we want just as we produce
what they want. It is commonly believed, too commonly,
that the business of Jamaica is mainly sugar and that sugar
is the main export. But the sugar export of J amaica L
really only one-sixth of the total expert, the remaining five-
sixths being largely made up of logwood and other articles
of commerce, so that Jamaica would not alone overload our
market with its sugar. Our consumption of sugar is 100,-
000 tons a year, while their production is only about 25,-
000 tons; so we have to go outside Jamaica to obtain the
sugar we require. The total exports, of course, from the
whole Wet Indies aggregate much more than our present
consumption; but if we entered into commercial relations
with them the duty on sugar would be taken off, and our
sugar consumption would be very largely increased. This
would no doubt be the case if sugar was as cheap as it is in
England, where the consumption is nearly double what it is
in Canada under our present system by whieh a large revenue
is collected from sugar, and as a luxury it is considered an
article from which it is considered reasonable to collect a
revenue. But the consumption is increasing very largely-
but this has only taken place within the last year, the in.
crease having been no less than 20,000 tons. This shows
that with our increasing population and with our increased
prosperity, should such commercial relations be entered
into as is proposed in the resolution, the consumption of
sugar would be very largely increased. I do not say we
could take the whole production of the West Indies for some
time te come, but we could approach it, and they would
retain the facilities for marketing their product in those
markets they possess now, seo that the objection raised that
we could not consume the whole sugar of the West Indies I
conceive fails to the ground. There is a serious question
involved, and that is the question of the duty on sugar, thig
being such an important part of our revenue, and the:
further question as to how that amount should be made up.
I do not hesitate to recognise the fact, and face the diffi-
culty that is involved in this question. I believe, however,'
that is practically the principal difficulty in connection
with the entering into commercial relations with the West
Indies. Difficulties there may be in connection with having
closer political relations, difficulties that have been

aen. Liami.

pointed out by the hon. member for Queen's P.E.I.
(Nr. Davies), but I believe we have statesmanship in
this country, as in the country to the south of us, to deal
with that difflculty. I believe we might most reason-
ably enter into closer commercial relations with those
Islands. I hold that as a large amount of money has been
spent to develop the country to the west of the Provinees
which first formed the Dominion, which expenditure has
given great impetus to the trade of the western Provinces,it is
highly desirable that we in the east should have an impetus
given to our trade, and I conceive nothing would give it
greater impetus than bringing the West Indies into closer
commercial relations with ourselves. I believe it would
stimulate our commerce and stir our heart's blood, it would
stir up commercial enterprise, and I believe far greater life
would pervade the eastern Provinces than we now find there.
There is plenty of room for it, and we desire this result
to be brought about, and, therefore, I have not hesitated to
bring this matter before the House, especially because I
know that the products in which we are chiefly interested
are the products that the West Indies largely consume.
But while I believe that is of great material, of momentous
importance to the Maritime Provinces, I conceive it is also
a matter of very great importance to the upper Provinces.
I believe, moreover, that one of the great causes of success to
the country to the south is that they possess within
themselves the products of the temperate and practically
of the tropical zone, and if we could bring the West Indies
into closer commercial relations with ourselves, which they
themselves have proposed-for remember we are not going
af ter them, but they have come to us and made this pro-
position-it would materially advance the interests and
prosperity of the Dominion as a whole.

Mr. BROWN. I think both the House and the country
are under a debt of gratitude to the hon. gentleman for
bringing this important subject before the flouse. I do not
intend at this time to enter into any discussion of the sub-
ject, but as one engaged in commerce I think we cannot
over-estimate the importance of the question which the hon.
gentleman has presented. I know it is surrounded with
many difficulties and would require to be closely investi-
gated; at the same time the requirements of the West Indies
are to so very large an extent for articles the product of
Canada, that I feel satisfied arrangements might be made for
trade relations greatly to the advantage of both countries.

Mr. SKINNER. As seconder of the resolution I hope
the result of the statements placed before the House and the
country by the hon. gentleman, and the resolution moved
by him, will be that the Government will turn their atten-
tion towards that portion of the British Dominion, with a
view to opening free commercial relations between them
and us. Whilst I favor free unrestricted reciprocity with
the United States, I cannot forget that trade should be
opened up with the British West Indies and British Pos.
sessions in America, and that this would be of paramount
importance to the interests of the whole Dominion; and, as
has been intimated, we on the seaboard feel that if we
could have a fair share of that trade, which we certainly
could have if we had free commercial relations with them,
it would not only benefit us on the seaboard, but it would
place us in a position to have more advantageous trade with
the western portion of Canada as well. At the present time
Ontario and Quebec have to be paid for the products
they send to us largely, by money rather than by inter-
change of goods, though, of course, we send a good deal
from the Maritime Provinces to western Ontario; but
if trade with the West Indies was opened up their
purchasing power would materially increase, and the
increase of that power would enure to the benefit cf
Canada. Therefore, it is not an isolated nor a local question,
but it is one of the greatest importance to the interests of
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the whole Dominion. I am very much gratified that this involves very heavy responsibilities on our fiseal policy,
question has been brought up, and I have pleasure in second- which the Government of the country would have to take
ing the resolution. I hope the Government will pay attention charge of and be responsible for. This subject of trade with
to what has been said with reference to it, and that we may the British West Indies is not a new one. It has been dis-
look forward to speedy action on their part, having in view cussed in this House on previous occasions, and it was dis-
the opening up of commercial relations in the reciprocal cussed in 1884 when delegates were sent from the Island of
sense with the West Indies particularly, and with the Jamaica to confer with the Government of this Dominion.
whole of the British Possessions in America. On that occasion I had the opportunity of meeting those

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). I desire to express my own gentlemen, with ail of whom I am weil acquainted, and they
gratification at the action taken by the member for Shel- returned to Jamaica with the feeling that they had not
burne (Gen. Laurie), in bringing this matter to the atten- received from the Government of the Dominion that courtesy
tion of the House and the country. I regard a motion of whish they thought they had a right to expect. It appeared
this kind with regard to more intimate trade relations from their representations that the Government of Jamaica
between the West rndies, or even any outside country, and had recelved communications from the Government of this
Canada as the natural outcome of the efforts of the Oon- country intimating that this Government would be prepared
servative party in this country in the direction to discuss with the delegates, any question relating to an ex-
of the National Policy. It was my pleasure to visit change of products, or the larger question of trade generally
a portion of Central America last fali, and in between the two countries. Wheu those delegates arrived at
British Honduras and Guatemala, where the climatic con- Ottawa they were put off f rom day to day by the Goverument
ditions are somewhat similar to those of the West India and had to return to Jamaica without ever having elicited from
Islands, I found that the Americans were making large ad- the Government of this country any opinion as to the course
vances in promoting their commercial interests in that they were prepared to adopt on the subject. It was a re-
direction. It did occur to me while there that something grettable affair, because I know those gentlemen returned
might be don. by the Government of this country in seek- to Jamaica very much disappointed, and they did not hesi-
ing and acquiring more intimate trade relations with that tate to express, at public meetings in various places where
portion of the world. I believe that of all the outside coun- they addressed the merchants, their great disappointment
tries that purchase the surplus products of this country, the in that matter. It must not be forgotten in this connection
West India Islands rank fourth. That being the case that the Government had a rather difficult question before
the subject cannot be overestimated as to the import- them, On that occasion I took the ground that the Gov-
ance of encouraging trade with those countries which are ernment had to consider the matter very seriously, because
so anxious apparently to trade with us. Another thing al. any action looking to a free exchange of produits with the
ready referred to is, that in those countries it must not West India Islands involved a very large loss of revenue, as
be supposed that because asmall percentage of the population would be the case if the Government ad mitted sugar into
is white, that therefore the rest of the population are use- this country duty free. Of course the delegates from the
less, so far as being producers and useful members of the West Indies would ouly open negotiations on that basis, and
community is concerned. On the contrary, Sir, a large pro- nothing but the free admission of their products into this
portion of the colored population of those countries are country would be of any service to them. Therefore, they
energetic, hard-working, intelligent business men. and that were naturally anxious to know at once whether the Gov-
fact being taken into consideration, as is shown in- ernment were disposed to entertain a proposition on that
deed by the trade statistics quoted by the member basis. One can very easily see that the Government would
for Shelburne (Gen. Laurie), I repeat again that the hesitate a long time before they would adopt a policy under
importance of this subject is one which cannot be which they were going te lese a large amount cf revenue
overestimated. I regard it as the natural outcome of on sugar. The product of the Island of Jamaica, taken
our support of the National Policy in this country, that it alone, is about 40,000 tons a year, and if such arrangements
is our duty to extend our outside market as much as pos- were adoptcd that would only supply one-half the consump-
sible, and I think if we do extend our outside market as tion of the Dominion. Therefore, under those circum-
much as possible,the manufacturers of this country will not stances, the planters of Jamaica would have a benefit of the
manifest any desire for extended trade relations with the duty which we now levy on sugar, because we would be
United States, although it is possible, if we do not take some driven outside to make up the balance, and the Government
steps in that direction, some manufacturers themselves May I presume naturally looked at it in that light and made up
desire to see that outside market extended in that direction. their minds that they could not, under those circumstances,
I wish to express my own views individually upon the Gav- afford to lose the revenue. I do not blame them for it be-
ernment that this matter is of very great importance. I cause they were responsible for the management of the
took occasion to write to the Government, on my return affairs of this country, and they had to look at the question
from Central America last fall, as to the importance of this in ail its aspects. But the people of Jamaica were not so
subject, and I was glad to receive in reply a letter which told very anxious for union with Canada as they were for a
me that already steps had been taken, and that Mr. Jones, union with the United States. They, in fact, voted down a
a gentleman well fitted for that purpose, had been sent from resolution proposed by Mr. Solomon, the leader of that view
St. John to the Argentine Republic. I may say, further- in their Legislature, for a union with the Dominion, and by
more, that I think the manufacturers of this country, and a very large majority they voted a resolution in favor of
those largely engaged in commerce, might of their own opening up negotiations with the United States.
accord show a little more enterprise than they have yet They go on to show in a report of some Iength, which
displayed in encouraging our trade with that portion of I need not detain the House by reading, but which
the country. Those countries produce many things that we is signed by Mr. Farquharson, Mr. Walker and
require, and in all articles of woodenware particularly I do Mr. fBennet, three members of the Legislative Council,
not see, with the facilities which we have in.the way of that in the event of the United States agreeing to their pro-
shipping, why we cannot, at all events, compete with our posai and ad mitting their products duty free, they would
neighbors to the south. have to admit the products of the United States free to the

same extent, and they proceed to show how the loss of rev-
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The subject brought to the atten- enue could be made up. The imports of Jamaica are about

tion of the Hlouse by the member for Shelburne (Gen. 86,600,000, and the exports $7,750,000; the total revenues
Laurie) is of a very interesting character but one that amount te $3,000,000, the expenditure to $2,845,000, and
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the debt to $15,750,000. Its imports from the Dominion
of Canada amount to about 11 per cent., from the United
States 27 per cent., from England 58 per cent., and from
other countries 3 per cent. The people of Jamaica consid-
ered this question, and they were quite willing that a pro-
posal of that kind should be made, provided their products
were admitted free into the country with which they should
negotiate. With reference to the observations of the hon.
gentleman who spoke last, looking to the shipment of our
manufactured articles not only to Jamaica but to all of the
West Indies, under our present fiscal policy it is utterly
impossible for the manufacturers of this country to at-
tempt to compete in Jamaica with the English manu-
facturers. If it requires from 25 to 50 per cent. of
duty to keep English goods ont of the Canadian
market, hon. gentlemen, I think, will see, without
much explanation, under what disadvantages our manu-
facturers would have to compote with goods manufactured
under the free trade policy of Great Britain. Therefore,
however desirable it may be-and I do not deny that it is
desirable--that we should increase the exporta of our
manufacturers, it is utterly impossible that they can com-
pete with the manufacturers of Great Britain in those
markets when we have to put on such a high tariff to keep
them out of our own. With regard to exports in natural

roducts, there are no doubt many articles which might
nd a market in the West Indies at certain times of the

year; but our chief product along the coast, which is fish,
now finds a market there to as large an extent as the need'
of those countries require; and when the hon. gentleman
who introduced this resolution said that it was a matter of
vital importance to the people of the Maritime Provinces,
ho was perhaps hardly aware that that trade was developed
at present to its fullest extent. If the consumption
increased, we should find merchants with sufficient
enterprise and knowledge of trade to take advantage of
it, and they were only sorry that those markets do not
take our products to a larger extent than they do.
I should like to see our trade increased with the West
Indies if it could be done in any legitimate way; but any
trade that is forced, must necessarily be forced at the ex
pense of the community, and I do not think that is a fiscal
policy in accordance with the spirit of the age. In rela-
tion to the admission of sugar from the West Indies, the
Government sent a delegate to the West Indies the year
before last, and his report was submitted to this House last
year, but it has never elicited any public notice, and has
not been reforred to by any of the gentlemen who have
spoken on that subject in the House. I say nothing about
the suitability of the gentleman who made that report for
the undertaking, but he was not able to show that there
was any field there for the development of our trade beyond
the gradual development that was already going forward,
because everything that we were producing applicable
te the wants of those people was being supplied to them in
a regular, expeditious and economical manner, and meeting
all the wants of the people. Therefore, no further action
was taken in regard to that. A great deal is said nowa-
days about fostering this trade, and no one would like to
see it increased more than I; but the wants of a people are
the test of the extent to which trade can be developed;
and if the country cannot receive more than it now receives
in a regular way, any money expended for such a pur-
pose would only be a waste of the public revenues of the
country. I presume the Government will have to con-
sider any proposition of this kind with very great care,
because if it is carried out it will entail the loss of a very
large amount of revenue. At the same time, judging frorn
the reports which I hold in my hand, and the proceedings
in the Legislature of Jamaica, the people there appear to1
be looking to the United States rather than to us, becausei
the United States furnishes a market which will take ailc

Mr. JoNs (Halifax),

their products, while we can take only a portion of them.
All their fruits, spices, logwood, lignum vitS and rum
would find a market in the United States, while we could
only take their fruits to a small extent. Therefore, if they
could get their sugar free into the United States, it would
be of much greater advantage for them to send the whole
of thoir products there, and that is the direction in which
they are looking at the present time.

Mr. MoNEILL. I am quite sure that the House, and, I
think, the country, will thank the hon. gentleman who has
introduced this resolution for the course he has taken here
te-day. I am sure we all admired the practical and able
manner in which ha laid his views before the flouse with
reference to a subject the importance of which to the people
of this country, I think, can scarcely be exaggerated.
I confess that I was surprised when I found that the
consensus of approval which seemed to exist in the
louse, as to what the hon. gentleman had said, was broken

by the observations which have fallen from the hon. gentle-
man who has juast resumed his seat. I am very sorry indeed
to find an bon. gentleman on that side of the House set
about deliberately to throw cold water on a movement in
this direction. Ithink a movement which bas for its object
the drawing closer of the bonds which unite the varions
parts of this Empire together, ought to be one which would
commend itself to the approval of the members of this
House. The hon, gentleman seemed very much oppressed
with the difficulties that would arise in connection with the
loss of revenue which might accrue from the adoption of
the policy suggested by the hon. gentleman who
moved the resolution. I perceived that ho was not
so tremulous about the loss of revenue a few
days ago when a very much greater losbs of revenue
was imperilled by the proposition ho then supported. I
very much regret to find that, so soon as a policy of this
kind is brought before us, there should be a party in this
louse who are prepared to belittle it and stunt it and pre-
vent its development. When I say a party, I do not refer
to the Reform party; but there are individuals connected
with that party who seem to take a special pride and
pleasure in doing all they can to prevent that unity which
we desire to seo maintained and strengthened in the Empire
to which we are proud to belong. My bon. friend who
moved the reseolution pointed out that there was a great
deal of trade which might be fostered between Canada and
the West Indies. le pointed ont that this trade had fallen
into the hands of our natural commercial rivals, and the hon.
gentleman in reply spoke of the competition of Great Britain.
My hon. friend did not refer to the competition of Great
Britain; horeferredtothe competitionof the UnitedStates,
and ho pointed out the requirements of the people of Ja-
maica which were being filled by the United States, and
which we ourselves could supply. I am glad to find that,
at all events, there was one gentleman on that side pre-
pared to support the resolution. fie said it would benefit
the people of the Maritime Provinces, and that ho believed
it would also benefit the people of western Canada. I am
quite sure that anything which would benefit the people of
the Maritime Provinces would be hailed with pleasure and
approbation by the people of the west. We are one people
and one Dominion as we are one Empire, and I am satis-
fied that the policy my hon. friend has suggested is a policy
which will be approved of by the people of this country.
I sineerely hope that the Government will do all that they
can to promote that policy, and thus develop the natural
trade which ought to exist between Canada and our near
neiglibors and fellow-countrymen in the West Indies.

Mr. ELLIS. The hon. gentleman who has just taken
his seat has referred to tLe cold water thrown on this move-
ment, but in doing so ho laid the blame on the wrong
quarter. The hon. gentleman ought to know that the oold
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water was thrown by the Government ho follows. I was a through the port of New York. 1 find that between the lot
member of the Board of Trade of St. John when these January, 1887, and the 33lst December, 1887:
delegates came to St. John, fresh and warm from Ottawa, u drfiuh. ........ .. ,225 or 24,900quintula.
and it is impossible to give any idea of the indignation Boxes Il"i.... . . 13,682 or 13,000
they felt at their reception by the Government. Whether Drums l48... ... 11,843 or 61,843
the Government was right or wrong I do not say, but I sayTotal...................
that such was the feeling these gentlemen had when they
came to St. Jobn. were exported from Halifax to Boston and New York, and

that we also sent 40,850 barrels of mackerel and 21,06
Mr. McNEILL. The more necessary thon the hon. barrels herring to those cities. The larger portion of

gentleman should move his resolution. that dry fish and a portion of that piokled flsh

Mr. ELLIS. Precisely; but I do not think my hon. friend nltimatelY found a market in the West Indies. I notice
ought to be so very unfair as ho is with regard to a matter that boforo the Labor Commission, in a recent sitting at
of this kind, and should have informed himself of the exact Halifax, some ovidence with reference to tue important
facts before making the statement ho did. trade was taken, and that a gentleman, who is conversant

with the business, testified that a large amount of tuis fish
Mr. KENNY. I regret exceedingly I was not in the trade went by way of New Ybrk. Not knowing that this

House when this discussion began with reference to the discussion was coming on tus afternoon, I have not the pape"
trade relations between the Dominion of Canada and the referred to, but in the course of us evidence, tus gentleman
West Indies. This is a matter, the importance of which mentioned that the rate per barrel from New York wassome-
has been frequently recognised in this Legislature. I have thing under 15 cents, while from Halifax it was over 50 cents.
simply this opinion to express upon it, that, in endeavor- We ail know that it is exceedingly difficuit to get goode
ing to secure this important outlet for our products, we shipped from Halifax to the West Indies. The merohants
must be in a position to compote on equally favorable terms who are engaged in that trade use vessels of small tonnage
with our neighbors of the United States. Formerly the for their own individual bnsiness, and they want ail the
commerce with the West Indies was conducted exclusively space for their particular trade, and are not prepared to ao-
by sailing vessels, and it is still conducted in that manner cept cargoes from outsiders, or from those who are engaged
in the Province of Nova Scotia. Now, I hold strongly to in other branches of business. Consequently, not only ba
the opinion which I expressed last Session that it is impos. fish had to ho ent to these West India markets through
sible for us to compete on advantageous terms for that New York, but many articles of manufacture have had to
valuable trade unless we employ steamers as the Ameri- hosont the eame way. It may ho said that this very low
cans can. Last year, in my place in Parliament, I urged the rate of freight per barrel which exists between New York
Government, to the best of my ability, to subsidise a lino and the West Indies wold be difficuit for us to compote
of steamers to open and develop trade with the West with, and that must be admitted; but are the merchants of
Indies. I was told thon that no lino of steamers thon ply- Montreal prepared to say that, becauso freight between
ing between the United States and the West Indies was Liverpool and New York may ho lower than it is between
subsidised. I do not know that to-day even any such lino is Liverpool and Montreal, they do not want steamers to como
subsidised. But I do know that whon the Atlas lino of W &ontreal, but are prepared to do their business in sailn
steamers first began to ply between Jamaica and New York, vessels f We have this advantage in competing wit
it was subsidised by the Government of the Island of American ports, that wo are nearer the fishing grounds,
Jamaica to the extent of £5,000 a year, which was after- and can socure our fisi on botter terms and at cheaper
wards reduced to £2,000, and which finally, when the trade rates than thoy do, and therefore we eau afford to
increased and developed to sncb an extent as to become pay a trifie more for fright. Duning the discussion
self-supporting, was withdrawn. I contend that a subsidy which took place on the very important reoiprocity
would be advantageous; I contend that a lino of steamers resolution, groat stress was laid, especially by hon. gentle.
plying between the Province of Nova Scotia and the West mon on the Opposition bonches, on the groat advantagoa
Indies would be very largely advantageous to our fisher- which reciprocal trade with the United States woud hoto
men. I think we recognise to-day that all business Canada by giving as a langer market for our exporta.
must be conducted with despatch and regularity, and We want new oultets for our surplus producte, and the
that we cannot hope to secure regular and expeditious is a market in tho West Indies whioh requires the very
traffic without employing steam. To-day business is articles we produco. I do not know whether tus after-
very largely done by cable with the West Indies. When noon any reference bas been made to the largo amount of
a cargo is shipped, or prepared to be shipped to the four which is shipped from the United States W the West
West Indies, the merchant who sells the goods there knows Indies. I forget the exact figures, but 1 know that
ofit, and it is that knowledge which regulates the price of fish W iBrazil and South America, there are nearly three
in the West India market. The price is regulated, in othen quarters of a million barrels of four shipped from the
words, by supply and demand. We had at one time steamers UnitedStats, besides a very large amount to the West
plying between Halifax and Jamaica; but, unfortunately India Islands. I contend that we could do a share of that
for- Halifax and for the trade of the Dominion at large, business from western Canada, and it would be in the
they were withdrawn in 1886. They only commenced interesté of the whole Dominion that w. should seok to
running in 1880 and they ceased to run in 1886, so that find new marketa for ail our produots. Our whole onergy
steam communication between the West Indies and the should ho turned to improve the markets and increae the
Dominion has not had a fair trial. In discussing this facilities for transporting our exports. In reference to tis
matter, I labor under the very great disadvantage of not matter, an articlo appeared in a recent number of a Halifax
having heard what hon. gentlemen who have spoken before paper, which deals with tus West Indies question, and it
me said on this question. I simply rise to say that in my reads as follows
opinion, at least, if we are to conduct this business advan- tThe serlous bander made by me of our merohants ln petltionlng
tageously for the Dominion and for fishermen, we must the imperial authorities b withdraw the subsidy of the Canard line of
conduet it by steam. Already a large portion of the fish West indisteamhipo, lu daily more apparent. ltead of b.nefiting
exporta from Halifax which formerly went by sailing the brade of our vessela, the fBah now largely finds ibi way to the West
vessels or by the steamers to which 1 have referred, find;idiesbin tDionbesteaeao ud Nov Yor te
its way to the mkets of theWost ladies by steamers vatugehn the DortMin onaew Ye e inp d tfheiat bten the t
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ces to South America through the medium of American middlemen,
' who make huge profita thereby.' Mr. Abbott said: 'The Government
recognised the importance of direct steamship communication with the
West Indies and South America, and had now under consideration, &c.'
A few of our merchants by their insane action deprivecd ds of the bene-
fi:s of a direct steamship line to the West Indies, which was subsidised
by the Imperial Government, and now the Dominion authorities will
have to rectify the mistake at the expense of our own exchequer. The
stoppage of the Onnard line entailed heavy loss on the port of Halifax,
and the movers in the petition are deserving of serere censure."

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What paper is that?
Mr. KENNY. The Critic. This is a matter which concerns

us very much in the lower Provinces. The last occasion on
which I had to address the House was on the debate
on the Fishery Treaty. I thought that was a matter
in which we in the Maritime Provinces were specially
concerned, and in which the constituency which I
have the honor to represent had very much at
stake. My hon. friend the senior member for Halifax
(Mr. Jones), addressed the House on that matter, and it is
true that I followed him. It happens-it may be un-
fortunately for the House -that Halifax is represented by
one gentleman on the opposite side of the House and by
one gentleman on this side. The hon. gentleman on the
other side of the House is a man of long parliamentary ex-
perience and of recognised debating power, while the
gentleman on this aide, unfortunately, bas none of those
qualifications; but, such as they may be, I consider it my
duty, when my hon. colleague expresses views in opposition
to those which I entertain and which I believe the majority
of those whom I represent entertain, to give expression, no
matter how imperfectly or how feebly I may do so, and
to what I think are the interests of my constituents
on those questions. I was rather surprised, at the
close of that day's proceedings, to hear the hon.
member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
intimate that in doing so I had been guilty of some
transgression-I do not know whether it was of parliamen.
tary etiquette or that I had done something unusual.
I think I was within the strict line of my parliamentary
duty. It was a question, like the present one, in which we
in the lower Provinces are especially interested. It vitally
concerns us. And I have no apology to offer to the hon.
member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) or any
one else for following any hon. gentleman with whom I
may differ in the views he places before Parliament.

Mr. EISENHAUER. The hon. gentleman who bas just
taken his seat bas addressed the House in favor of the resolu-
tion, but I think it is quite evident that in many points he
does not understand what he bas been talking about, and
that he would probably be a better authority on dry goodas
than on fish. ehe has endeavored to lead the House to be-
lieve that the large quantity of fish exported to the United
States by steam has found its way to the West Indies.

Mr. KENNY. I am sure the hon. gentleman does not
desire to misrepresent me. What I said was that a large
proportion of the dried fish, I believed-I would be sorry to
say all-found its way to the West Indies, and that a por-
tion of the pickled fish did so also, but I did not say all.

Mr. EISENHAUER. I think it is easy to show that
only a portion of the dried flish, and a very smali
portion of the pickled fish, finds its way to the
West Indies by that route. The hon. gentleman bas
also referred to the great loss that Halifax and the
Maritime Provinces have sustained by the withdrawal of
that steamer, but he bas failed to tell us why the steamer
was withdrawn. As soon as the subsidy was with.
drawn the steamer was withdrawn, because she could
not get freight enough outwards and homewards to pay.
Very often the steamer on the outward voyage took but half
a cargo, also on the home voyage the cargo was sometimes
almost nothing. Daes not that go to show that it is a waste

Mr. KENNY.

of public money to subsidise a steamer to the West Indies ?
Now, I cannot sec why these manufacturers and other
people cannot do as I am obligod to do. I am obliged
to build my own vessels and sail them, and ship
my fish and other articles that I send to the West
Indies. The road is open for every person who
feels inclined to trade with the West Indice, to put on
their steamers if they choose; but they prefer to wait until
the Government will grant them a large amount of money
for the purpose of giving them an undue advantage over
other people who are obliged to sait their own craft without
assistance. The hon.gentleman bas alsoreferred totherate
of freight. Now, he is entirely mistaken with regard to the
rate of freight from Halifax and New York-I think he said
it was 15 cents a barrel. I have shipped a little in that way,
and I think the rate is about 50 cents from New York to
Cuba, and about 75 cents from Halifax vid New York,
or nearly that. This question was very fully discussed
last year, and I think the hon. gentleman told us
about the same thing last year that he did to-night. I am
inclined to think that some of his friends down in Halifax
propose to ask a subsidy from the Government this year. I
will just say to the Government, as I said last year, that it
will be a complete waste of money.

Mr. WELSH. My hon. friend from Halifax (Mr.
Kenny) spoke strongly in favor of steamers and in favor
of a subsidy. I object to the idea in toto, I say that
we have got other risks to look after besides steamboat in-
terests. In Nova Scotia we have employed a large fleet of
sailing vessels to carry on trade with the West Indies. I
have been engaged in that business for the last thirty years,
and have a number of ships running between the West
Indies and the Maritime Provinces; but I have no subsidy.
Do hon. gentlemen want to destroy the marine interests of
this country ? I say if it will pay men to put on steamers,
let them put them on. Lot us have a frec course, don't let
us handicap sailing ships. If you give steamers a subsidy
you must give sailing vessels a subsidy. The hon. gentle-
man bas also spoken about withdrawing the subsidy from
the Canard line that was subsidised by the British
Government, as I understand. They ran for a number
of years, and what good did the subsidy do themn? Did
any one ever sec a steamer of that line take a full cargo out
of Halifax and bring a full cargo back to Halifax ? Will
the hon. member for Halifax tell us that ? I object,
on principle, to Government subsidies to any steamer,
or to any service, except for carrying passengers
and mails in connection with the traffc cwith Gov-
ernment railways; but as for mercantile competition,
I say leave the road open, and if steamers eau drive
sailing vessels out of the route, let them do it; if sailing
vessels can drive steamers out of the route, let them do it.
My hon. friend must know that Halifax bas been the contre
of the West Indies trade for the last fifty years. They have
got a large fleet of ships, and can carry anything they want
lrom Halifax to the West Indies in fifteen days, or twenty,
at the furthest. I shall, in all cases, oppose any subsidy
for any steamboat service for commercial purposes. I want
to sec steamers and sailing vessels try and compete with
each other on a free trade basis. I do not want to subsidise
one man and leave another out. Now, the hon. member
spoke of the freight rate between New York and England.
t is very low, and you can get grain carried for one cent a

bushel. Sometimes a ship is very anxious to get ballast to
take back home, and they will carry grain as ballast at one
cent a bushel. 0f course, if shippers had to depend upon
that alone they would lose money, but these large steamers
make their money by carrying the mails and passengers,
and they only take the grain for ballast. There is a great
deal of competition in that line, which makes the freight
rates low. The law of supply and demand rules in that
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case, and there is no lack of steamers every year to do the
pasenger trade. There is a large fleet of steamers running
between the United States and the WestIndies without any
Government subidy. I think the only steamers that get any
eubsidy doing West Indies trade are the mail steamers;
they do get a subsidy for carrying the mails, and I do not
object to that. But I certainly will set my face against
mercantile companies ooming here and asking the Govern-
ment to tax the people to pay them subeidies to enable
them to compote with the marine interests of the Dominion.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). As representing a maritime
constituency, I desire to say that I fear a great many mem-
bers of Parliament do not realise bow important the measure
is that is new before the House. The hon. member who bas
spoken last seems to contemplate, as a necessity, an
antagonism between the sailing vessel and the steamer; ho
speaks as if we were asking the tax-payers to subsidise
steamers at the expense of sailing vessels. That is a harsh
and unfair way of stating the question. Our real object,
by subsidies for these steamers, is to procure and hold for
our own people, the trade that is now largely enjoyed by
middlemen in the United States. I think it will b. found
to b. a matter of very great importance, and not prejudicial
to the owners of sailng vessels; it will be of great impor-
tance to St. John and our other maritime cities, that we
should have enlarged and new facilities for the West Indies
such as my hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Kenny) says the
Americans have. I desire in the strongest way, as repre-
senting a county largely interested in this matter, to urge
the importance of this traiflo upon the Government.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The inference to be drawn by
the hon. gentleman's statement is, that the line of steamers
which carry on the traffio between the West Indies and the
United States are subsidised in some way by the Govern-
ment. Such is not the fact. The line of steamers between
the 'United States and the West Indies are run on purely
commercial principles, and are owned by rivate citizens,
and receive no bonus or subsidy from the nited Statts.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They were started by subsi-
dies, were they not ?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I think not. I shall read to the
hon. gentleman a statement which practically supports the
opinion I have given.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I think I was right in my
statement, that these companies were first aided by Gov.
ernment subsidies from the United States.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I think the hon. gentleman is
wrong. I was reading, a short time ago, Mr. Froude's book
upon the West Indies; I only speak from memory, but I
think, from his statement, that the hon. gentleman is wrong.
These steamers were put on for an increasing and everi
growing trade. During the past few years the trade be-
tween the United States and the West Indies has been rap-
idly increasing, and the people of the West Indies, if Mr.
Fronde is to b. taken as an authority, are yearly looking
more and more, not only for closer commercial relations,
but for political relations with the United States. The dif- t
ficul ty is that the United States do not want to receiveI
them politically, although they are perfectly willing to dealP
commercialiy with them. The hon. and gallant gentleman %
who moved this resolution seems to think that 1 had someb
desire of impeding his speech by interpolating the question t
I did. I had no such desire. f listened with great interest t
to the hon. gentleman's speech, and was very glad to hear a
him give his views to the House. I have not the slightest s
desire to quarrel with him. He mentioned the population e
of Jamaica as being 580,000, and I supposed he mentioned a
it for the purpose of impressing upon hie listeners the idea
that it would be a desirablo thing to trafflo with half a mil- 

lion of people. Very well; I recollect that the white pop-
ulation of Jamaica is about 14,000. The hon. gentleman
knows quite well that it does not matter very much whether
a man is white or oolored or the purpose of trade; still, he
knows that a colored population, as a rule, do not consume
such goods as we export to the same extent as a white popula-
tion. So far as the position before the House is concerned,
my hon. friend knows that the Government sent a commis-
sioner about two years ago to visit the West Indies, and
that gentleman made a report, and so far as one can ascer.
tain from reading the report, about the only recommend.
ation he had to make, as is generally the case I find in
these attempts to force artificial trade, was that we should
put our hands into the publie exchequer and grant a sub-
sidy to some lino of steamships. There is always a call to
be made upon the Government. I do not belong to that
clas of politicians who believe that trade could be obtained
by granting subsidies. I believe that trade, as a rule, fol-
lows natural channels, and that the Government best
promotes trade by removing any hindrance in the way of
trade following its natural course. I believe there could be
no better way of promoting trade with the West Indies
than by removing some of the artificial barriers we have
erected against it. Our trade with the West Indies is not
very large. I believe it only amounts to three per cent. of
our total imports and exports. But when a Government
commissioner went to those Islands and laid before the
people a scheme to promote trade with Canada, what
answer did they give him ? It was that they did not want
to join in giving any subsidy. The Colonial Secretary of
Barbadoes, Hon, C. C. Knollys, told Mr. Wylde:

" I was iuformed b yMr. Knollys that the finances of the Island were
in such a state that they could give no encouragement whatever as
regards the granting of the subsidy; the Government having te practice
the utmost retrenchment in order to make ends meet."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is inability.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) That is only one of the quotations

I wish to read; and I say that so far as the Island of Barba-
does is concerned the Colonial Secretary said they were un-
able to do anything owing to their finanoial position.

Sir CHARLES TIUPPER. Quite so.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The Council of the Jamaica Society

of Agriculture and Commerce did not confine itself simply to
the statement that they were financially unable to grant
any subsidy, but they went further and said they were
opposed to granting such subsidies on principle. At all
events that is the way I understand the answer they gave.
I will read the answer, as showing the view that the com-
mercial people of the West Indies take of this question. It
is as follows.-

"Sm,-I am directed by the Council of the Jamaica Society of Agricul.
ture and Commerce to acknowledge the receipt of your statement re-
specting direct steam communication between Canada and the West
Indies, and to inform you that at a meeting of the council held on the
24th luit., the folowin resolution was, after due consideration of the
subject, unanimoualy alopted:

" Resolved,-That the Uiouncil, having duly considered the proposals
made by Mr. Wylde, regret that it cannot recommend the Government
o, aid by a smbsidy t e promotion of stean communication between

Canada and thes West ladies. Thes council, however, je quit. alive te,
the advantages which such a line as that proposed would confer and
would give it itscordial support.

I arn further directed bo cali your attention te the fact that, at the
presen moment, there in no subiedised an cf steamers ranning between
hie Island and the United States, ail the lines at present in operation
being purely.private enterprises; it is the opinion et the couneil that
he commercial community of this Island is adverse to the grantingof
ubsidies, such as that suggested. The council, also, while full a ve
o the great advantagea to be derived both by the Dominion of Canada
and by Jamaica by the establishment of a direct steam service, con-
iders that Canada would derive much greater benefit than Jamaica
rom such service. in illustration of this it is sufficient to refer to the
leventh paragraph of your statement, in which are named the varions
articles et export which Canada could furniah Jamaica, which articlea
n at the present time imported from the United States. "

I The oucl deesirusame aise t n.mlnd you that the two principal
fruit exporta ot the Island ame bama and orange@; thtformer of
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which l the larger of the two. Bananas also are admitted free of duty
to the United States. la the absence of any statistical information
respecting the consumption of fruit in Canada, the council is unable to
oompute what the value of this trade is likely to be.

" There likewise seem to be to the couneil two great drawbacks to
the increase of the fruit trade with Oanada, should the proposed line of
steamers take the route suggested in your statement :

" (1.) The passage from Jamaica to Halifax would occupy from ten
to twelve days, much too long a time for perishable articles.

" (2.) If sugar and molasses are to beo stowed in the same hold it will
be found impossible to carry fruit with any prospect of profit to the
shi ers.

'The council directs me, in conclusion, to convey to you its sineere
thanks for your able statement, and to assure you of its hearty co-
operation in aiding the establishment of direct steam communication
between Canada and Jamaica.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"J. 5. ELLIS,
"Secretary.

"JonN T. WnLDn, Esq.,
" Oommercial agent of the Government of Canada to the West

Indies.''

Talk about throwing cold water on the proposition. I think
that the Council of the Jamaica Society of Agriculture
and Commerce threw as much cold water as they
possibly could. They said the distance is so great, that
the time occupied in the voyage from the West Indies to
Halifax is so long that fruit will be spoiled, and that it
could not be carried in the same hold with molasses and
sugar. The fact is that anybody who reads Mr. Froude's
late work on the West Indices, will find that he states that
the great export from the West Indies for many years
back, namely, sugar, is being grown less and less every
year; that a feeling akin to despair bas seized the planters
and those horetofore engaged in the growing of sugar; and
the only hope, in Mr. Proude's opinion-he seems to take
rather a pessimistic view of the situation--for theWest India
Islands lies in their abandoning sugar growing and devel-
oping the cultivation of fruit. The best fruit in the world
can be grown in ttiose Islands, and there is an abundant
market in the United States. He further states in his book,
rightly or wrongly, that all the business mon of the West
Indies look to the United States for their market; and
no doubt the great distance we are from the West
Indies, even supposing a treaty was entered into, would act
greatly to our disadvantage in competing with the United
States. Where people send products there they will buy.
The United States seems to be their natural market, and if
they sell their sugar or fruit there they will buy a return
cargo of such articles asthey require. The junior member
for flalifax (Mr. Kenny) has stated that it is possible to
open up a market for our flour in the West Indices. I am
not sufficiently well acquainted with the subject to be able
to express an opinion, but I have heard from men of expori.
ence that our flour will not keep in that climate. I do not
know sufficient about that point to be able to express a defi-
mite opinion.

Mr. KENNY. With the permission of the louse I wish
to make a correction. In my remarks I referred to the
evidence given before the Labor Commission, at Halifax, as
to the rate of freight that prevailed between New York and
the West Indices. The hon. momber for Lunenburg (Mr.
Eisenhauer), referring to my statement that it was 15
cents a barrel, said that instead of such being the case it
was 75 cents a barrel between those points. With the
permission of the ouse I will quote from the evidence
taken by Mr. Carney, of James Butler & Co. That gen-
tieman said:

" There are now several large steamers running out of New York,
belonging to lines established iu later yeara, which carry fish very
cheaply. He instanced the fact that it cost 53 cents to send a barrel of
fish from bore, while it only coat 12J cents from New York by these
steamers. The decrease in trade was due to no fault of the Govern-
ment."

Mr DAvIES (P.E.L)

So, Sir, instead of it being 75 cents it is only 15, and I
think I was nearer the mark than my hon. friend from
Lunenburg (Mr. Eisonhauer).

Mr. EISENHIAUER. I can say that they do not give us
those rates. They may have rates for favorites in New
York, but I have paid 75 cents for even less than a barrel.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). Mr. Speaker, I desire to bear
a few words of testimony on this matter, as I consider
it important to us in the Maritime Provinces. It is no new
subject. In myconstituency they have especially been anxious
about this matter, and the people of Annapolis, in 1882,
saw the necessity for some better communication with the
West Indies and other portions of the world, and they organ-
ised a steamship company. That steamship company
to-day is only a company in name, inasmuch as they own
no steamshi ps, but it has been a company that bas done a
great deal for the people of that part of Nova Scotia in the
way of increasing, encouraging and promoting trade. That
company went so far as to charter a steamer to run to the
West Indies, and merchants of the West Indies took shares
in the company.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). And they lost all their capital
Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I beg your pardon, they did

not lose ail their capital.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I beg yours, I know it.
Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). And I beg yours again; Iknow

it I know what I am talking about, and I know perfectly
well the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) does not know
what ho is talking about. I happen to be the secretary and
treasurer of that company a the present moment, and I
an in a position to know what I am talking about. If, by
reason of some past internal mismanagement of that com-
pany, there were losses incurred, that is no argument
against the fact that there is a trade between the Maritime
Provinces and the West Indies, and a very valuable trade
to my constituents as well as to the other constituents in
the Maritime Provinces. We have in the Maritime Pro-
vinces grand facilities for communication with the West
Indies, and I.see no reason why those facilities should not
be taken advantage of in preference to those that obtain
between the United States and the West Indies. The hon.
member for Prince Edward Island (Mr Davies) says that
the trade between the West Indies and the United States is
increasing. Tbo h sure it is. It was first subsidised and it is
increasing, because trade has been thus opened up between the
two countries ; and what are governments for unless for the
encouragement of, and the opening up of new avenues of
trade ? I contend that there will be sufficient trade be-
tween the Maritime Provinces and the West Indies
to warrant any government in giving a subsidy to a com-
pany to develop it. We entered into that trade in Anna-
polis without any subsidy whatever. The Government gave
us some money to build a wharf and warehouse. We have
that wharf and warehouse at the present time, and we have
facilities for shipping all kinds of merchandise and all kinds
of products from Annapolis to the West Indices. Those
facilities should be utilised, and they cannot be botter utilised
than by a lino of steamers being put on from Annapolis or
St, John or lalifax t the West Indies. I understand that
parties are asking the Government for a subsidy for a lino
of steamers from St. John to the West Indies. I agree with
that entirely, but I do not agree that it should entirely be
confined to St. John. There are other places ia the Mari-
time Provinces besides St. John, and if they place their
steamers to run from St. John let them take in Annapolis
and ialifax as well. I soe no reason why the Govern-
ment cannot subsidise snch a lino of steamers, and I see no
reason why that line of steamers should not only pay the
parties interested in it directly, but also the country and
the Dominion at large.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman said I made

a misrepresentation with regard to the Annapolis Company.
I wish to explain. The hon. gentleman is correct in saying
that they formed the company at Annapolis, and I am also
correct in saying that it was a company without money
being paid up and meroly a company on paper. One
gentleman, a friend of my own, was induced to take five
hundred pounds sterling in that company and ho lost every
cent of it and never got a cent to the present moment.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I am in a position to know
that there is not one single gentleman who took stock in
that company but who paid up every dollar that ho took
stock for, and there is not one who took stock in that com-
pany but who has received and will receive something for
that stock, I am interested in that company myself to the
small extent of 81,000 and I paid it all up. i have received
something on that stock,--

Some hon. MEMBERS. How much ?
Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I know perfectly well that the

hon. gentleman from iHalifax (Mr. Jones) himself has taken
stock in other companies that have not paid nearly so well
as that company.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Mr. Speaker, with regard to
this West India trade, I remember that, in 1878, that it was
stated by hon. gentlemen opposite that the want of a
National Policy had caused the Weet India trade to decline.
I believe the Finance finister and the First Minister told
the people throughout the country, during the political eau-
vass, that if they got possession of the Treasury bonches the
West India trade would be revived, and that Halifax would
be made the centre of that trade for North America as it
had been at a previous period. The Trade and Navigation
Returns show that the West Indian trade has declined not-
withstanding the promise of those hon, gentlemen, and that
the effect they said they could produce by the alteration of
the fiscal policy upon the trade between Canada and the
West Indies, has not been produced and that trade is in a
worse position tc-day than it was ton years ago. Then,
Sir, we were reminded by the member for North Bruce (Mr.
McNeili) that in this matter Canada could sucoessfully com-
pete with the United States if only facilitieswere furnished
to carry on trade between the two countries. He is confi-
dent that we could drive the people of the United States out
of the West Indian market. I thought the hon. gentleman
not very long ago declared that we would not be able to
hold our own market against the United States if we were
put upon the footing of equality.

Mr. MoNEILL. Excuse me a moment.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). You can explain later on.
Mr. McNEILL. Will the hon. gentleman have the fair-

ness to allow me to put him right ?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am right.
Mr. McNÛILL. If he will not have the fairness to let

me do so, all right.4
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman can make

that correction by-and-bye. He is confident of our abilityi
to beat our neigh bors in a market 2,000 miles away, and ho
is not confident of our ability to compote with thtm in ourf
own market. I do not take so hopeless a view of our
capacity or our enterprise as the hon. gentleman did a1
little while ago. It would be an extraordinary way ofI
carrying on trade with the West Indies if we were to adoptv
a sort of commanistic principle, for that is what the lon.1
gen lemen are advocating, and undertake to subsidise, at thea
expense of the entireeountry, a trade that can only be ofr
advantage to a very small number. In fact, Sir, it is not in;
the interests of the trade generally that it is proposed to s
grant those sabsidies. It is simply in the interest of

parties who have property in certain vessels. Those
parties would be benefited while those who own ships who
are sailing ther, and taking risks of all kinds of loss
in the enterprise they are engaged in, would be subject to
an unfair competition with subsidised lines of steamers.
That is what the hon. gentleman proposes. He expects
to build up here a great commercial community npon the
principle of taxing the people generally for the bonefit of
these few. Sir, I do not think the people of this country
will be disposed long to submit to that policy. I think the
Finance Minister has done a very great deal within the
past fortnight to destroy it, and I trust ho will lend us his
powerful assistance to further discoantenance it, and to
encourage the people of this country to depend on the
habits of self-reliance, energy and enterprise to accomplish
those advantages for the country which alone can be of a
permanent character.

Gen. LAURIE. I should like to say a few words in
reply to one or two observations that have been made. My
hon. friend, the member for Halifax (Kr. Jones), pointed
out that the desire of the peop!e of Jamaica was for closer
trade relations with the United States, and that a motion
was brought up in the Jamaica Logislative Council and was
there voted down, in favor of closer political relations with
Canada. That is so, and so I stated when I moved for the
address. But I wish to say, as I stated before-and I hold
in my band, not morely a newspaper report, but the official
report of the proceedings in the Legislative Counoil for the
following year, as reported in the Royal Gazette-that a
motion was carried, with but one dissentient, asking that
negotiations for closer commercial relations between Canada
and Jamaica should be opened, and those who had opposed
the motion for closer political relations, voted in favor of
closer commercial relations.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The United States would not
have them.

Gen. LAURIE. I am not discussing that. I am stat-
ing what the people of Jamaica desired. I also stated that
the sugar product of Jamaica was 25,000 or 26,000 tons.
The hon. member for Hlalifax stated that it was 40,000 tons;
but here is the statement made in the Legislative Counoil
of Jamaica that the product is 25,000 or 26,000 tons.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It varies.
Gen. LA.UR1E. Cortainly. With reference to the

broader question of a subsidy, and the larger effects upon
our trade, which I did not introduce, it is asserted that
certain products of our country went by a steamship line
from the Dominion of Canada to the United States, and
thence to the West Indies. That is disputed. Here are
the Jamaica returns of the imports into Jamaica from the
United States, which state that £35,000 sterling worth of
fish went from the United States to Jamaica, while from
Canada there went only £134,000 worth; but according to
the United States returns, they did not send much more than
one-third of' that value to Jamaica. Well, where did the
other two-thirds come from ? They came fron Canada, but
because they went by those steamers from the United States,
they were credited to the United States. That opens the
question, which I did not open, whether it would be desir.
able that we should have a direct communication with the
West Indies. Now, we have heard very often that the
United States is the only market we have for our potatoes.
It is very extraordinary if that is the case, for I find that
while Canada sent to the West Indies and British Guiana
153,000 bushels, the United States sent twice that quantity,
321,000 bushels. It is evident, thon, that they buy our
potatoes, for the purpose of selling them again. If they do,
would it not be in the interest of our shippera that we
should seli direct and get the benedt of the handling ? I
think it certainly wonld.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Before that motion is

carried, I should like to say one word or two. I recollect,
as well as my hon. friend beside me, the very extravagant
statements that were made by the First Minister and the

inister of Finance as to the great benefits and the great
extension of trade with the West Indies that were going to
come to the Maritime Provinces from the National Policy.
Here in two words is what it has done: In 1878, our exports
to the West Indies amounted to $3,314,000, and in 1887 they
amounted to $2,075,000, or a loss of a million and a half
under the beneficent operation of the National Policy and
the wise Administration of hon. gentlemen opposite; and
that is the natural result, Sir, of making the production of
our articles dearer. So long as you continue to impose
these exorbitant taxes, so long as you continue to mass up
your debt by hundreds of millions, so long as you continue
to put our people at a disadvantage beside the people of the
United States, so that to-day our debt is nearly treble the
debt of the United States, and our necessary taxes 50 per
cent. higher than the necessary taxes of the United States-

Some hon. MEMBE RS. Oh, oh I

Sir RICHA.RD CARTWRIGRIT. Yes, every penny of
that, and it will be more if we go on in the same foolish,
reckless course that we are taking-so long as we do that
it is the idlest folly to talk of opening up new markets. If
you want new markets, reduce your taxes and arrest the
increase of your debt, and you will not have this result,
that at the expiration of ten years of your so-called
National Policy, your trade with the West Indies is re-
duced nearly 50 per cent.

Mr. MoLELAN. If the hon. gentleman had taken the
column opposite that to which he referred, he would have
found that there is a very large increase in the exports to
South American countries, of about $800,000; and taking
the West Indies along with these, he will find that there is
an increase of about $1,000,000, notwithstanding what has
been shown in this debate, that a very large quantity of
our exports go through the United States and are credited
to the United States.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And so they were
before, and probably in a larger degree.

Mr. GILLMOR. A large part of our exports to the
West Indies necessarily go through the United States.
The cargoes are made up of a great variety of articles, and
it is quite impossible to get a vessel of the smallest capacity
loaded sufficiently from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
to constitute a cargo. In my own county we put up
probably 1,750,000 boxes of smoked herrings which we
ship to the West Indies through the United States. The
small ports cannot furnish enough articles to make up a
cargo ; it is only the large ports that can do so. What is
meant by these closer commercial relations of which we
hear so mach? Ie it intended to bring the Islands nearer
to us ? Have we not plenty of opportanities for commerce
now ? Has not the trade been going on for fifty years
between Canada and the West Indies ? If yon want closer
commercial relations, adopt the policy of Great Britain,
and thon you will have the closest commercial relations
with all the world. The hon. member for Annapolis sug-
geste that steamers be subsidised. I grant you that if you
will undertake to carry goods for nothing and make the
public pay, you will incresse the trade. But the hon. gentle.
man says you muet not subsidise steamers to touch at St.
John and Halifax alone; they must also touch at Annapolis.
Well, I want them to touch at St. Ann's also. If they are
to be paid out of the public Treasury for doing the trade, is
not my claim a just one? That shows the absurdity of these
speeches calling for Government assistance to encourage
trade. What we want is free trade. We wa4t a low tariff,

qen. LAvai.

and we want to follow the example of that country to
which we are all proud to belong and to which we are aill so
excessively loyal.

Motion agreed to.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

DETROIT RIVER WINTER BRIDGE.

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Detroit River Winter
Railway Bridge Company (1fr. Ferguson, Welland) was
considered in Committee and reported.

SOUTH-WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

Bill (No. 54) to incorporate the South-Western Railway
(Mr. Hall) was considered in Committee and reported.

On motion for third reading,
Mr. BERGIN. I move that this Bill be not now read a

third time, but that it be read the third time this day six
months. I make this motion because I believe that the
action of the committee yesterday was not one which
ought to be approved by this House. It is, I think, in
direct violation of the principle established by the Railway
Committee last year, and it is interfering with the vested
rights of the Montreal and Champlain Railway. It is now
known to many members of this House, perhaps to ali the
members of this louse, that the Montreal and Champlain
Railway Company have inveeted a very large sum of
money in the construction of that road, a road which has
afforded the very best possible service to the people in that
section of the country through which it passes. It was
stated last year, and not contradicted at the time,
that application was made by the people of the country
through which the Montreal and Champlain Junction
passes, to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, for the
construction of a line to Beauharnois and Valleyfield,
from some point at or near Caughnawauga. That prc-
position was refused by the Canadian Pacifii Railway
Company, and consequently another effort was made by the
people of these counties to induce the Montreal and Cham-
plain Railway Company to listen to their request. Finding
that the people of that county were really desirous of a
railway, that they were in good faith, and were willing to
assist in promoting its construction, the Montreal and Cham-
plain Junction Railway Company undertook, with the assis-
tance of the people, te build the line that they required.
They came to Parliament and obtained a charter and pro-
ceeded with . the construction of the road. The Canadian
Pacifie Railway, under the name of the South-Western Rail-
way Company, came to Parliament last year and asked for
a lino which practically was parallel to the lino cf the Mon-
treal and Champlain Junction Railway. This the commit.
tee refused, and the principle adopted by the eommittee is
one which, I think, ought to have been adopted with regard
to this Bill. We afflrmed the principle that unless there
was a real necessity for a competing lino of railway, it was
not proper or wise to grant a second charter over the same
territory. If it could be shown that there ws any possibility
of a second lino being made to pay in that section of country,
if it could be shown that there was really a necessity for it,
thon I oonfess that circumstances would be altered, and we
might properly be aeked to grant a second charter over
the same lino. But those who know that section of the
country, know that it is not at all roquired there. They
have ample railway service for that section of the country,
and they do not require this. True, sinoe lut year, an-
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other reason has been discovered why this road should be
constructed, a reason which, I venture to say, has mo solid
foundation. The reason now given, one which did not oc-
cur to the people who last year framed this Bill, is tbat
it is required for the purpose of taking American trade
over the Short Line to the Maritime Provinces. Now, Sir,
I, for one, do not believe that thei e will be a ton of Ameri-
can freight attracted over that line to the Maritime Pro-
vinces. Let any one look at the map and see for him-
self, and ask whether it be possible that American trade,
or trade for any point but Montreal or Quebec, will be at-
tracted from northern New York in preference to their own
seaports, which are so much nearer than the Maritime Pro-
vinces. 1, for one, place no faith whatever in that propo-
sition, and if I did, I do not think I would be warranted by
the facts as they appear and looking at the map in sup-
porting this Bill. For this reason, and for the further
reason, that I believe it is a contest between a small rail-

constructed. I repeat that the effect of zranting the charter
asked for must be to destroy the property which was
built upon the good faith of the charter we recognised
last year. I have no desire to discuss the matter
at any great length, nor do I think after the very clear
exposition of the case given by the bon. member for Corn.
wall and Stormont (Mr. Bergin) it is necessary I should
speak at much length. I speak what I do speak as a
Canadian jealous of the honor of his country, and I say
if faith is broken by granting a charter to destroy the road
Parliament authorised to be built last year, and in which
capital was invested by people abroad on the good faith of
this Parliament, we will do an act that will reflect most
injuriously upon Canada. I trust, therefore, that the mo-
tion of my hon. friend from Cornwall and Stormant (MNr.
Bergin) will be accepted by this flouse, and will be passed
by a good majority.

way company and a gigantie railway company, the larger Mr. WILSON (Argenteuil). I think this is not a ques-
attempting to crush out the smaller one, I feel bound to tion between the two great railway companies altogether,
move that this Bill be read this day six months. although it appears so now and would be made to appear so

by the hon. gentleman who has just spoken. It is a matter
Mr. SHANLY. As the time allowed us for discussing that is very important to the merchants and manufacturers

Private Bills is limited, I shall only follow my hon. friend of iontreal as well as to Canada. There are two views to
from Cornwall in a few words. I entirely agree with the be considered apart from the view of the railway companies,
motion he has made, and I do not think this Billshould pass. and I might be twitted with being a partisan of the Canadian
And my reasons for so thinking are these: Last year the Pacifie Railway, but I beg to state from my place in this
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company came before the Rail- louse that I have no sympathy with them in this matter
way Committee of this House, and asked for the passage of whatever, but that 1 speak in the interests of the people of
a similar Bill. It was very thoroughly canvassed in the com- the locality as well as in the interests of the people of
mittee, and was rejected by a very strong and emphatic Montreal, especially the merchants and manufacturers
vote, and the Bill accordingly was not reported to this House. there. I can overlook the interests of the two railway
If the reasons given last year for refusing to pass the Bill companioQ, and speak of the matter from the standpoint of
were sound and good reasons, they are doubly and trebly so the two interests I have named. We have haï a great deal
now. Last year when this Bill was before the -Railway of dust thrown in our eyes in regard to the Grand
Committee, the Montreal and Champlain JunctIon Railway Trunk Railway and the Beauharnois Junction Railway
Company pledged themselves to proceed at once with the Company, and they wish to unite the two interests
construction of a lino over the same ground as that over in the one issue; but we must divide them. We are
which the South-Western Company desired to obtain a told that the Grand Trunk Railway, or the Beauharnois
charter. The Montreal and Champlain Company have Junction Railway Company, have spent between $300,-
honestly fulfilled their pledges, and hundreds of thou- 000 and $500,000 in this enterprise since the passing
sands of dollars have been spent since this time last of that charter. Lot me correct the hon. gentleman
year in constructing that branch of railway, alongside of who has just spoken, and let me remind the Ilouse that
which it is now asked we should grant a charter to another this Parliament did not grant the charter under which this
company. For what purpose ? To destroy the investment company is now operating, and, let me also remind the
made by the Montreal and Champlain Junction Company. House that if we grant a charter now we are not stultify-
As I have said already, hundreds of thousands of dollars ing ourselves as regards any action of the House previ-
have been expended in this branch railway, and the capi- ously. lu regard to the matter of expenditure, it should
tal put into the road is not our money, not Caradian money be stated to this Hfouse frankly and fairly, and if the hon.
or publie money, in any sense, but it is money that has gentlemen who have spoken will not do it, some one else
come from abroad, borrowed money, in fact. If, before there must do it, that this money was not spent and h às not been
has been time to test whether or not this road will pay as spent under the charter referred to and granted last year by
an investment, we grant a charter to another company to the Quebec Logislature for this same Beauharnois Junction
build a lino alongside of this road, it evidently must prevent Railway Company, but the major portion of it, two-thirds of
the company earning dividends, and in that case I say we are the $300,000 or $500,000 has been spent on the old Montreal
doing great injury not only to those people who have invest- and Champlain Junction Railway to connect that system
ed their money in the enterprise, but we are doing a great with Fort Covington and Messina Springs, and it has no
deal to injure this our country, because after money bas been reference whatever to the small line spur, or branch which
honestly invested as this bas been on the faith of what was comes in from St. Martine to the town of Beauharnois and
done by Parliament last year, if the same Parliament this thon to Valley field. I can go over this lino, because, as the
year destroys the security it thon offered those people, hon. member who last spoke, said he knew every foot of the
and which Parliament practically did offer - prac- ground, so I may say that I know every foot of the ground.
tically saying: "Put your money into this undertak- 1 am told that the lino bas been graded from the Montreal
ing and yon are perfectly safe "-I say if we now give and Champlain Junction Railway to Beauharnois, a distance
a charter, which would destroy the security, that sort of six miles-I will say seven. This lino is constructed
of legislation is wrong legislation, it is wicked legislation through a perfectly flat and level country. To say that
and it is legislation that must roact injuriously on this the road cost $10,000 a mile is a fair calculation. I grant
country. I know that part of the country thoroughly well. that seven miles at $10,000 a mile is $0,00. I know I
I might say I know every hundred acre lot, and I assert that am right in stating that the bridge at St. Martine cost te
this second road is not required either for the purpose of company a soum not exceeding Sl0,000. These two items
local trafile or of through traffic. The country is now splen- involve an expenditure of $120,000 on the Beaubarnois
didly erved by the railways already constructed and being Junetion Railway. If you add three miles of grading at
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82,000 a mile, yon have a total expenditure since last year
of $126,000 upon that railway. Granting that this sum
bas been experded-I regret very much that I have to
rise and speak against this company, but as I said I am not
speaking against the Grand Trunk Railway and for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, but for the interests of the
iocality and the interests of the city of Montreal-I hold
that if this company expended that money, it has only
itself to blame. Why ? It has been stated in this louse
and in the committee that the committee had stultified
themselves in view of their action last year. I hold that
we have a right to change our opinion, especially when the
truth dawns on us, as it bas dawned on many hon. gentle-
men since the question came before the flouse last year.

An bon. MEMBER. Passes.
Mr. WILSON (Argenteuil). In connection with the

question of exponses and the letter sent by the people ofthat
locality to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, I may
say that the people went to that company when they first
heard of the bridge spanning the St. Lawrence below
Lachine. If the Canadian Pacific Railway Company refused
to entertain the application of the people of that locality
then, they did it in good faith and all earnestness. The
people of that locality a-ked a railway for local purposes
and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company did not seetheir
way to build a local railway. You cannot blame them for
that. If they see at tbis later day, as they do sce, that they
will be able to give those people a railway for local purposes
and give themselves a lino for far greater and more impor-
tant purposes, hon. gentlemen cannot say, under those cir-
cumstances, that they have not treated the people in good
faith, or that they were playing with them. The peopleof
the locality have now a perfect right to come and say to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company: Gentlemen, we under-
stand y cur position now. You want a through line, we want a
better connection than the Montreal and Champlain J unction
iRailway or the Beauharnois Junction Railway can ever
give us, and we will sustain you in running your lino in
this locality. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company are
not only actuated by a desire to afford botter Railway
accommodation to the people of that locality, but they
are moved by the far greater consideration of having
a lino to the United States border and New York. I
would like eveiy hon. gentleman in this louse to know
that the present line, the Monti cal and Champlain Rail-
way and the Beauharrois Junction Railway, is like going
round a horsesboe instead of taking the two nearest
points from Montreal to Beauharnois. ln going to the
village of St. Martine and across the Beauharnois June-
tion Railway the people have to travel a distance of 44J
miles from Montreal or at least 42 miles. Cnder the line
which is proposed to be built by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, the people of the town of Beauharnois can reach the
city of Montreal by traversing 20. miles or 21 miles at
most. Why will hon. gentlemen compel them to travel
double the distance that it ean be done in? Have those
people no rights ? Why should we compel those people for
all time to come, for it is not a matter of a year or twe, to
travel at least double the distance to get to the city of
Montreal that they would have to travel if this charter was
granted and this railway built. I am sure that if this House
considers the position of the people of that locality they
will entertain the petition whieh they have sent in in favor
of this Bill, and which is signed by a couple of thousand
names from the lower part of Chateauguay county,
fron the county of Beauharnois and from portions of the
county of Huntingdon. Is this liouse not to listen to the
demand of those people, and are they not going to grant
this railway, when, remember, it is not going to cost the
Goverument one cent to construct it? They are not going
to ask you for any subsidy for this company and why refuse

Mr. WILSON (Argenteuil),

them this grant ? This branch railway, the Benuharnois
Junetion Railway, and the little scheme that gave birth to
it was like this: In 1886 the people went to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and asked them for a railway.
The company refused it. Just at that time the Grand
Trunk Railway Company saw the importance of the matter
and they said: If we allow the Canadian Pacific Railway to
build this railway they will have trade connection with
New York city and the northern portions of the State of
New York, and we must checkmate them. It was a very
simple matter to go to the Quebec Legislature previous to
this House being called together, and to get a charter to
run a separate railway to Beauharnois and from there to
Valleyfield. That railway will never pay, and it would not
pay the shovelling of the snow in winter. The people are
deceived becanse this Beauharnois Junction Railway Com.
pany is an independent railway company, and it will only
run in connection with the Montreal and Champlain June-
tion Railway; they will have to get out of their cars at St.
Martine and-take the Montreal and Champlain Riilway to
come to Montreal. Now, the Beauharnois Junction Railway
Company comes b3fore this House and claims the sympathy
of the members on the ground that they should not grant a
charter for two parallel linos. Gentlemen, it is a fallacy to
imagine that they are parallel linos. The point where this
railway starts froin the river at Caughnawaga is seven miles
from the Montreal and Champlain Railway, and as it passes
up the river it still remains seven miles apart. From Beau-
harnois to Valleyfield it will be parallel between these
points. That is only a distance of fourteen miles, but the
Beauharnois Junction Railway ends in the town of Valley-
field, 55 miles from the city of Montreal, whereas this corn-
pany asks for a charter to run to the boundary line of the
Province, and to a connection with the Rome, Watertown
and Ogdensburg Railway, which is 74 miles from Montreal.
The argument of its being a parallel line must fall to
the ground, because it only parallels a little junction
railway for a distance of 14 miles. It does not parallel
the Montreal and Champlain Railway. It only runs to
the same point, and it would be as well to use the
argument that the Grand Trunk parallels the Canadian
Pacifie Riailway from Montreal to Toronto. They both
start in Montreal and end in Toronto. Those two com-
panies start in Montreal and end in Fort Covington or
Dundee. But the greater question is this : Are we, the
merchants and manufacturers of the city of Montreal,
to be deprived of further connection with the city of New
York because the Grand Trunk Railway wants to hold the
whole trade between those two cities? Is it not known by
the hon, gentlemen that the Grand Trunk controls the
traffic over the Delaware and Hudson Railway ? Is it not
well known also that the same company controls the traffic
over the Central Vermont Railway Company, and whore is
the other railway company that runs between New York
and Montreal? Shall we have no competing lines betwoon
the cities of New York and Montreal ? I say it would not
only be a hardship on this locality but a hardship on the
city of Montreal, and upon the merchants and manufacturers
of that city, who import their raw material and their mer-
chandise if we refuse to grant this charter asked for.

Mr. BALL. Whether or not the House will adopt the
very unusual course of giving the six months' hoist to a Bill
reported on by the Committee of Railways rests with the
House to decide. As the member in charge of the BIll 1
must oppose any such action as strenuously as lies in my
power. The remarks made in supporting the motion by
the hon. membors on the other side lead me to make a ref-
erence to the matter before the flouse which is somewhat
of a repetition to the members who hoard the discussion in
another place. I will make those remarks as briefly as
possible so as not to weary the House. They roferred, in
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the first place, to a petition that was brought up last year;
that is that the application of the present promoters of tbis
road is not in earnest so far as an ultimate design of con
structing the railway is concerned, but that it is rather for
the purpose of obstructing a company that has already
made an expenditure in that direction. To that the
answer already made is correet, and probably complete.
The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company were approached
two years ago to build a local railway for the purpose
of reaching Beauharnois and Valleyfield. They declined
then, and I may say that so far as a local road at
present is concerned they would again decline to build it.
They have no motive to build a railway in that section ·of
the country for local purposes simply. Since that applica-
tion was declined by them their larger schemes have been
completed or nearly completed; their construction in the
west bas been finished; their bridge across the St. Law-
rence bas been built; their short line to the Atlantie sea
ports is nearly completed, and thoy were approached by
powerful railway companies in Northern New York to
know if they would establish a through lino which would
enable the freight that comes from New York City and
State to Montreal to reach that latter city under much
more favorable circumstances than at present. The com-
pany looked upon that application as a very much more
important one than the one previously made for local
purposes, and, therefore, they applied to the House
last year for the right to construct such a railway.
They were opposed, and the objection I am sure which
induced the committee to throw ont that Bill was the
impression that they were not serions in their application.
As I have previously stated in another place, there could be
no greater confirmation of their sincerity in their desire to
build a through lino of railway than their application again
this year, after the Grand Trunk Railway have obtained
their subsidies from the municipalities, and have actually
constructed their road. It can no longer be said that they
only desire to obstruct the Grand Trunk. Their desire is to
construct a more direct line in the public interest, and they
ask the flouse for the authority to do so. The only other
point which has been raised is the question of existing
rights, and that point bas been very ably dealt with by the
hon. member who has preceded me. This Bill brings before
this flouse a principle which is to ne very much more
important than any of the details which have been roferred
to, that is, the principle whether the right of this flouse, to
give competing railway facilities in different sections of the
country, is to be restricted in any way. On the north
shore of the St. Lawrence there are two important linos of
railway whieh run so close together that a stone can be
thrown from one to the other. Is there any reason why
the same thing should not exist on the south side of the
St. Lawrence, especially when we consider that this line
would shorten the distance fourteen miles, and that the
people interested have petitioned in favor of the road ? It
seems to me it would be a retrograde step for the Honse
to decide that because a railway already existed, no other
should go through the country. I think we should desire
to see in every settled portion of this country a healthy
active railway competition, and I am sure this Hlouse will
not adopt the principle that because a railway already
exists, therefore they are going to refuse the application of
another railway company, which is presenting its applica-
tion in good faith, and proposes to carry ont the work
without asking for any Government assistance whatever.

Mr. WATSON. It may seem strange that one w' o is
so much in favor of free trade in railways should oppose
this Billt; but I do so as representing a class of people who
are greatly in need of railway accommodation which has
been promised them for years by the promoters of this
Bill, and many of whom have to haul their grain from

; 50 to 100 miles for the want of railway accommodation.
Deputation after deputation bas waited on the general

- manager of this company and asked that thoy should
falîthe pledges that they made years ago, and the
reply bas always been that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-

3 way Company have no money with which to build those
branch lines; and yet we are told that they want to
parallel an existing road in the east. Therefore, on prin-
ciple, and in the interests of those people to whom these
promises were made, I oppose this Bill. I believe that a
company that has received such large assistance from the Da-
minion of Canada for the put-pose of oponing up the North-
West, ought to fulfil the pledges they have made to con-
struct branch linos in the North-West, bofore they take the
money which has been granted by this Parliament to
parallel lnes of railway for opening up and developing,
as bas been said, the State of New York. Now,
we are told by the bon. member for Argenteuil
(Mr. Wilson) that the expenditure on the existing
road has only been some $126,000. The railway committee
was informed, and it is not disputed, that the Grand Trunk
or this local company bas spent something in the neighbor.
hood of $400,000 on that piece of railway; and 1 feel as
others feel who have spoken, that if we granted this chatr-
ter we should be breaking faith with men who have put
their money into th's enterprise. This House gave these
people assurances a year ago that their investments would
be protected. They claim that it is against the settlod
principle of this House to allow parallel lines of railway to
be built. That principle has beon carrici out during the
present Session. It is only a week or two since a charter
was asked for a railway to traverse the same ground as a
railway which was chartered some three years ago from
Calgary in the North-West, and the committee relused to
grant that charter on the ground that the people who con-
trolled the other railway charter have certain rights that
should be protected, although the only evidence given to
the comrnittee was that they had graded one mile of rail-
way. There was no evidence that they had spent $500.
As one who opposed this Bill last year, I feel that 1 have
equal reason for opposing it to-day.

Mr. PRÉFONTAINE. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, on
rising to support the motion of the hon. member for Stor-
mont and Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), [ should like to give my
reasons for the position which I am to take upon it. The
reasons given in English by those who have previously
spoken against the measure are so strong to my mind that
those who support it have not repliei thereto. The strong-
est argument is certainly the one that is founded on the
precedent of last year. When the two companies, who a-e
at present before the House, are opposing this Bill and the
other arguing its passage, came up before the Railway Com-
mittee last year, the Bill then asked for was thrown out by
a large majority of the committee and the reason which in-
duced the committee to reject it still stands. This reason
was that the Montreal and Champlain Junction Railway
Company was petitioning the Local Legislature for the pas-
sage of a law authorising it to build the branch which the
company bas since begun to build, and for this sole reason
the Railway Committee last year rejected a Bill similar to
that now under consideration. Acting in good faith the
Montreai and Champlain Railway Company obtained from
the Legislature the necessary powers, began the work and
spent considerable amonuts to construct that branch de-
manded by the localities specially interested in the building
of that railway. Now that the company bas spent these
large sums-how much is a matter of doubt, some saying
$300,000 and others 8$125,000, but I prefer to take the
authority of the hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly)
who is a man of experience in railways and who believes
bat the Montreal and Champlain Junction Railway Com-
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pany, because it says it did so-I ask whether it is just and
reasonable to give a rival company the powers which were
refused it last year ?-

Mr. HAGGART. Mr. Speaker, I rise to a question of
order. The time for Private Bills is expired.

Mr. SPEAKER. The time for Private Bills having ex-
pired, the House will pass to Public Bills.

DEFECTIVE LETIERS PATENT.

Bill (No. 4) to amend the Act respecting Defective Letters
Patent and the Discharge of Securities to the Crown, was
considered in Committee and reported.

On motion for third reading,

Mr. THOMPSON. As the Bill interferes to some extent
with the rights of the Crown, and has been considered by
the Executive, i am authorised to stato that it has received
the assent of the Orown.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third titme and passed

PROTECTION OF RAILWAY EMPLOYÉS.

House resumed adjourned debate on motion for second
reading of Bill (No. 5) for the protection of Railway
Employés.

Mr. MoCARTIY. I understand, from reading the dis.
cussion that took place when this Bill was before the House
on Thursday last, that the hon. the Minister of Finance
proposed it should stand over until the Railway Bill in the
hands of the Minister of Railways should be brought down
and discussed. i do not object at all to that course, but I
desire to have it understood that if this is the course which
the House approves of, an opportunity will then be afforded
of taking the opinion of the flouse on the provisions of
this Bill. I do not desire that it should be left in the hands
almost entirely of my hon. friend to say whether or not
the Government will incorporate the provisions of this
measure in the Government Railway Bill. I desire to
press the Bill, or, at ail events, some of its provisions, and
I believe they ought to be passed, though perhaps not ex-
actly in the form ain which they are to be found in the
Bill I have had the honor to introduce. This Bill deals
with three matters. It deals with the packing of frogs,
as it is called ; and from the discussion that took
place, I understand there is no serious objection
on either side of the House against that provision.
On the contrary, it was thought by one hon. member at ail
events, who I see spoke on that occasion, that in that regard
the Bill did not go quite far enough, and I may say that I
would be quite prepared to accept or to propose au amend-
ment embodying the provision which that hon. member
suggested as to the packing of the wing rails, as it is called,
so, as far as possible, to give protection to the employés in
whose interest this Bill is intended. There is another pro-
vision which I do not think ought to meet with very serious
opposition. That is contained in the 5th clause, and is
that the oil cups used for oiling the valves of the locomotive
shall not be placed outside. It is possible that that may
be the only method to attain the desired end. That may
be amended by saying that this should be done by that
means or by some other means which would be equally
effective in order to obtain the end which it is desired to
attain. i am not at all wedded to the exact provisions of1
the Bill. I have taken it, as hon. gentlemen must havei
observed, mainly from the statute of the Province of
Oatario, where it bas been in force for five or six
year ; but since that time there have been improve-
mente, and other suggestions are now made, and I think1
the proper way to deal with the subjeet would be to say,

Mr. PBaioNTmmAi.

that the end we seek should be attained, but the means
should be left to each and every railway company, that
this Parliament should enact that the company should so
oil the machinery that it should not be necessary to oil it
in motion, and that steps should be taken to prevent danger
to the employés in the discharge of their duty. There in a
provision of the Bill, however, in regard to which there is
more difficulty, that is in regard to the running boards on
the roof of the freight cars. While this Parliament is, of
course, quite competent to enact that all the freight cars
belonging to the railways of Canada shall have thoese run-
ning boards, we have no control over the freight cars,
which I fancy are a majority of those which pass through
the country, which pass over our roads in the carriage of
freight and come from the United States, and we cannot
say that they shall be built in any particular form or that
they shall give any particular protection ; but it i quite
plain that some of the States on the other side are moving
in this direction, and I think, on the whole, perhaps, the
better plan would be to have this Bill sent to a small select
committee to consider its various provisions, and I have
here dozens of suggestions which have been made since the
Bill was placed before the country. Then, these might be
embodied in the report of the committee, and the flouse
might afterwards put as many of them as they saw fit into
the Bill of which the Government has charge. I quite agree
with the view that whatever we do should be put into the
Government Bill. We should have only one Railway Bill,
which, if possible, should embrace all these provisions. If
the Minister of Finance will agree to that suggestion, and
the House approves of it, I will ask the House to read the
Bill a second time and then refer it to a committee, and
then, when it emerges from the committee, the House can
amend it, as I have no doubt it may, in several particulars,
and especially in makirg the enactments general instead of
particalar in regard to the forms which are to be used. I
may say that we do not occupy, in Canada, a very enviable
position if I am to judge from certain statistics which I
have seen in regard to the management of our railways,
both in regard to the carriage of cr passengers, and the
number of employés who are killed and wounded yearly.
That number is very large indeed, and is much larger in
Canada in proportion to the number of persons carried than
it is in any of the neighboring States of the Union. I am
not going to say that the railway companies are specially
to blame for that, but I do not think they have been very
active or diligent in adopting means for the protection of
their employés. It was stated here by an hon. gentle-
man (f great experience in railway matters that there
was a certain parliament dealing with this question
which was more competent than this House could
possibly be to deal with it, and we ought to await the result
of the deliberations of that body. I do not quite agree with
that proposition. I think perhaps we may speed that body,
and we may speed the motions of the railway companies
which have the power to deal with these matters if we take
steps, not at once, and not at all in disregard of the interests
of the railway companies, but in a reasonable time to cal
upon them to put as much of these improvements in force
on their cars as may to a large extent limit the danger to
which railway employés are necessarily exposed in their
hazardous occupation. Lot me point out some of the matters
which are being dealt with in the neighboring States.
There is, first, and I believe it is at this moment in use,
what is known as a power brake on freight cars. I under-
stand that at this moment that power brake is in use on the
Pacific roads, on the Denver and Rio Grande, on the Pitte.
burg,Cincinnati and St. Louis, on the Chicago,Burlington and
Quincey, and on the Topeka and Santa Fe. If it is in force
on these railways now, it is not impossible that in
time it might be put on our railways. At the same time
the automatic couplers are gradually coming into use
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under the legislation of different States of the Union,
and those are of the greatest importance. I know, of
course, that we ought not to move too speedily in this
direction. We ought not to insist upon cars which are in
use being altered or changed, but we might say that within
a limited time any cars which may be constructed or
repaired should have these reasonable and necessary appli.
ances. At present in the States of Connecticut, New York,
Michigan and Massachusetts, these automatic couplers are
required to be put on all cars under a penalty after a given
date. We would be going somewhat in that direction, and
would be insisting upon the carrying ont of what we must
all desire, if we were to enact similarly that the railway
companies in this country which are subject to this Parlia-
ment should aiso apply these improvements within a certain
time. I am very glad to hear from what an hon. gentle-
man said the other day that possibly the necessity which I
think we must all feel of affording some protection to the
brakeemen-those unfortunate men who have at great
danger and at all seamons of the year to run on the top of
the freight cars-is likely to be done away with, and
certainly it is not before it was necessary. Still, perhaps
the greatest danger exists in the coupling of cars. I find
that in this country, in 1885, 285 men were killed in coupl-
ing cars, and in 1886, 222.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that in Canada
alone ?

Mr. MoCARTHY. Yes, in Canada alone. Then thore
were those who were killed by falling from engines or cars
in 1885, 117; and I am glad to say that there is a great
reduction in 1886, when the number was 67. I am deduct-
ing the number of passengers who wore reported to have
been killed in that way, the number of whom wIs reported
in each year to be eight. I think, therefore, that the sub-
ject of this Bill is worthy the coneideration of the louse,
and that it cannot be said that we are moving too hastily,
or are proposing to act in any unfair manner towards the
companies. I perfectly recognise that we ought not to do
anything of that kind, and that we might interfere very
seriously with their traffic if we made an arbitrary provi-
sion that no car should run through Canada except under
the enactments which we might make here; but I think it
is worthy of the careful consideration of a committee to
which I ask the louse to refer this Bill, and afterwards the
House could, under the direction of the Government, take
such action as they pleased on that report.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There can be no objection at
all to the second reading of the Bill, but I would suggest
that, instead of sending it to a special committee, it should
be referred to a Committee of the Whole House, and should
be brought up at the time when the Bill which has alroady
been introduced by my hon. friend the Mlinister of Rail-
ways comes under consideration. I will say to my hon.
friend who has just taken his seat, and who takes such a
deep interest in this matter, and bas so long taken such an
interest in this important question, that every opportunity
will be given for the discussion of the matter, and that,
when the Government Bill comes to be considered, every
provision of this Bill will be taken as a notice of motion, so
that any of the provisions of this Bill can be introduced as
an amendment. If they are not included in the Govern.
ment Bill, they can be taken as a notice, and I hope that
will be acceptable to the lon. gentleman, and I think it
would be better than to send the Bill to a select com-
mittee.

Mr. LAURIER. I would be disposed to agree with the
suggestion of the Minister of Finance, and I think the hon.
gentleman should accept it. I believe that a large number
of membera on both aides of the House are disposed to favor
the Bill of the hon. gentleman, and I can see no reason for

referring it to a special committee. If there were a large
difference of apinion in regard to it, there might be some
reason for referring it to a committee, but in view of the
consensus of opinion, I might say the almost unanimous
consensus of opinion, I 'hink the suggestion ofthe Minister
of Finance is a reasonable one.

Mr. McCARTHY. After what has fallen from the hon.
the Minister of einance and the hon. the leader of the Oppo.
sition, I will not press what I thought was the best course
to adopt. It was not because of any difference of opinion
in the House that I proposed to refer this Bill to a special
committee, but in order that it might give consideration to
the various suggestions which have been made. I have a
large bundle of them hore, principally from the owners of
patents, who desire to put forward their particular p inaceas
for these evils, and I thought that in a special committee
we could perhaps deal with them more conveniently than
we could in the Committee of the Whole. Of course the
Bill has to come before the Committeo of the Whole when
it comes from lhe special committee, but if both my hon.
friends think this is the botter course to adopt I will not
press my view further.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

WRECK[NG IN CANADIAN WATERS.

House resumed adjourned debate on motion for second
reading of Bill (No. 7), to permit American vessels to aid
vessels wrecked or disabled in Canadian waters.-(Mr.
Kirkpatrick.)

Sir CHARL1ES TU PPE R. The Government have very
carefully considered this measure, and there is a great deal in
it. The general principle and the general features of the
measure entirely commend themselves to the Governmont
as wise and desirable, but at the same tinme the Government
feel that this is connected with a largor and a still more
important question, which would probably be prejudiced by
the adoption of this Bill. It is very well known that there
is a great desire on the part of the Congress of the United
States that a mensure of this kind should be adopted. On
the other hand, the policy of the Government of Canada
has been, when gentlemen opposite were in power, as also
under the present Government, to use overy possible means
of obtaining the common registration of vessels between
the two countries, and the common enjoyment of reciprocity
in the coasting trade of the two countries. Now, Sir, there
is, perhaps, no immediate prospect of our being able to ob-
tain the larger measure embracing the whole coasting trade
between the United States and Canada, but I think there
is very good reason to believe that if we do not acept this
measure at the present moment, which is greatly desired
by the Congress of the United States, they will be pre-
pared to go a stop further, and, at all events, adopt the
coasting trade as far as the inland waters of Canada are
concerned. I think, under these circumstances, we may
fairly ask the House to pause in the consideration of this
measure, and allow us to ascertain if it is not possible to
get the larger measure which would absorb this, and which
would give all the advantages this measure proposes to
give, and upon terms which would be more fair and equal
botween the two countries. I hope, under the present cir-
cumstances, this measure will not be pressed, and that we
shall have an opportunity of seeing whether we cannet ob-
tain the sanme principle of reciprocity in the coasting trade,
or at all events, the inland waters of Canada.

Mr. LAURIER. I would have been disposed, for my
part, to urge the hou. member to go on with hie Bill, but
since, as the hon. Minister suggests, by pausing we may
have before us the prospect of an enlarged measure of re-
ciprocity, I think that is an adequate reason why we should
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pause. It is evident that reciprocity is in the air, it is American waters. If that is the case, it is very important
moving aIl the time. We have been making progress this to our own wreckers that they should get American waters
very Session, we have obtained reciprocity in seeds, in to operate in. My hon. friend from North Norfolk made a
trees, in shrubs and fruit. long speech the other night during which he read from

papers that had been brought down to this House to show
Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. We have sown the seed. that when application had been made for permission to use
Mr. LAURIER. And it will bear fruit by-and-bye. We American tugs and American vessels in Canadian waters on

may not get it all at once, but we will get it piecemeal. our side, it had been granted by our Mmnister of Customs,
and he defended the Minister of Customs for granting this

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I am very sorry to bear the permission for allowing these wreckers to come in. He
decision of the Minister of Finance that he doos not think stated that in no case when application had beon made to
this Bill should pass at the present time. I must say that the Minister of Customs, had it been denied. Sir, if that is
I cannot agree with his reasoning. I do not think that if the case, and if the Americans can come into our waters,
we want reciprocity in wrecking, we should decline to enjoy why not pass this Bill and get the reciprocal right to go into
the advantages and privileges of that reciprocity, in order their waters ? The hon. member said that when ftpplication
that we may try and get a larger neasure of reciprocity in was made by our shipowners to Washington to have the
some other matters. I believe that if we pass this measure right of going into American waters with our tugs, the
and meet the United States Government in a friendly spirit, answer came: "No; " and he instanced the case of the
showing them that where they held out the hand of fellow- Algoma, wrecked near Thunder Bay, where they had to get a
ship, where they offered reciprocity in any one or more sub- tug and wrecking apparatus from 600 miles away to render
jects, we are ready to meet them in the same spirit, I believe assistance to that vessel, although the Canadian owners had
it would lead to reciprocity in coasting and to further reci- vessels of their own to do it, but they were refused the
procal trading rights hereafter, more easily than if we say: privilege. That is what I contend, that in every case when

e will not trade with you at all, we will not meet you half we have a wreck in their waters and we apply to them for
way,, we will not meet you even in this little matter of permission to use our Canadian tugs or wrecking appara-
wrecking. I think a very large number of people tus, they refuse it; but if application is madeftoour humane,
throughout the country are earnestly desirous of seeing courteous and affable Minister of Customs, lie immediately
this Bill pass. Ido not think my hon. friend who cornes from says: "Yes ;" or, if he does not say so, he ought to. He ought
down by the sea, fully realises the extent of that interest, to allow the first wrecking vessel that offers to render assist-
the number of ships that we have trading upon our inland anca, and he does so, I believe. Sir, I say that we do not
lakes, the number of men that are there employed, the want to ask, as a matter of favor, permission to go into
capital invested in it. All these mcn are deeply interested American waters, but as a matter of right. We ought to
in this Bill ; they are anxious to have greater facilities to have a law upon our Statute-book, such as las been placed
render aid to vessels wrecked or in distress, greater upon the Statute-book of the United States, that
privileges to assist in the saving of life and property. there should be reciprocal rights in this matter. The
The hon, members of thi fHouse, I think, have had com- cause of humanity demands it, the interests of our
munication from every part of the Province of Ontario, the shipowners and of insurance men demand it. I hope the
Province which is chiefly interested in this Bill, urging Government will allow this Bill to pass, and show that the
that it should become law. To-night, the hon, member for opinion of this House and this country is that we are ready
North Grey (Mr. Masson) came to me and said he was very to meet the United States Government, so far as neoessary,
sorry he had to go away by the train, but he desired me to in all such reciprocal matters. We have shown iL by our
say that he had received a letter from the mayor of Owen readiness in putting seeds, trees and shrubs on the free list.
Sound, stating that he had been communicating with the Why sbould we not meet them in this matter also ? Why
shipping men and people interested ia marine in that town do the Government witbhold reciprocity of wrecking in
and neighborhood, and that they all urged him to support order to try and draw something greater with it ? If that
the Bill, and hoped that it would pass. He gave me a is the policy of the Government, I would ask why they did
telegram from Mr. Simpson, managing director of the Owen not withbold reciprocity in trees, and seeds, and shrubs, in
Sound Dry Dock and Ship Building Navigation Company, order to try and get reciprocity in all natural products ?
in which he says: Why did they grant the one until they had the larger mea-

" Am decidedly in favor of the Act The want of such an Act, to My sure granted too ? I do not think the reason for the refusal
own knowledge, has been the cause of much inconvenience and delay to is correct, and I hope the House will pass the Bill throughvessel owners, and of times of lose of life and property. The only ad- is second reading.
vantage has been to a tew tug-owners who will be fully compensated, in
my opinion, if equal rights are accorded to them in American waters as
to our vessels in Canadian waters. It is not so much, however, a matter Mr. E DGAR. I was very much surprised to hear theof sentiment and advantage as of humanity." Finance Minister put the veto of the Government on this
Sir, another ground upon which this Bill has been opposed Bill, because I thought if there was one question the House
is that taken by the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. might be allowed to deal with without being influeanced by
Charlton), who opposes it because it will interfere with the party considerations, or considerations affecting the Govern-
wreckers. Who are these wreckers? One or two companies ment or the Opposition, ethis was the question. I thought
that own some inferior wrecking appliances, men who are too this was a question, and I have looked at it rather care-
unable to render the assistance which wreckers ought to be fully, respecting which 1 do not blame the executive of the
able to give. But the want of reciprocity is injurions to our country. I frankly say I do not blame the Government of
wrecking men ; our own people do not come forward and in- the day, or the former Government, for their conduct in
vest money in botter plant because they have such a limited this matter, and I think this Parliament is to blame, if any
field for their operations. But if this Bill was to paso and one is to blame. Bvery hon. member who had a right to
reciprocity in this matter was granted, I know, s a tact, that introduce a Bill to meet the American Aet of 1878 in the
considerable capital would be invested in wrecking appa- spirit in which this Bill meets it, is to blame, and not any
ratus, that money would be invested by Canadians in wreck- member of the Government in particular. I find that, in
ing, not only in our Canadian wateis, but also in American 1878, when a circular was issued by the former Government
waters Sir, I state as a fact that the largest number of drawing the attention of the officers of the department to
wr eks, by far the largest number, have been in American the law on the subject of wrecking, the American law had
waters, and also the greatest value of wrecks las been in nlot been passed thon, and I find that when the American
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Act of 1878 offering reciprocal privileges was passed, the be carried by a large majority. This in not an exocutive
present Government took an early opportunity to inform matter in which the Government has announced any policy
their officers that they desired that no harsh measures be on any former occasion or taken any ground except in this
enforced under the law. On 12th June, 1879, a report was very direction, and this is a case where the House should
made by the Minister of Customs to the Privy Council on be left to exorcise its legislative functions without the inter-
this subject, which was adopted, in which it stated : ference of the Executive. If there ever was a case in

" With respect to the circular of March, 1878, that no Canadian officer which the House should be allowed to ho free surely this
ever Interpreted the circular or the law, as justifying in terference with is a case, and I add my appeal to that of the bon.
the efforts of vessels of any nationality to succor vessels in distress and member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) to the Ministersave human life or propert , while there was a possibility of preventing of Finance representing the Government on this occasion,
their loss, nor bas any suc case of interference ever occurred." and I ask hm r toe lot tho ouse have a free vote on the
I accept that as the opinion of the Government, and I ask, matter.
when they stated this to be their view, why Parliament
should not pass an Act placing it on the Statute-book. I Mr. BOWELL. Before the question is put to the Housecan see no reason why t his should not be dono They go I desire to offer a few remarks. I do not know particularlyon further, and in a circular issued in September, 1879-a what the leader of the Opposition meant when ho said hodepartmental circular of the Minister of Customs-they could "Ismell reciprocity in the air." It was quite evident,instructed their officers as follows :- at least to my mind, that he was unaware of the fact that on

"It is not to be understood that the circular of March, 1878, has any this question of reciprocity in wrecking and cousting thereapplication to cases wherein life may be in danger or wherefpropertyhasbea wonteStu-oksiclf férgtenay be jeopardised by delay, such, for instance, athe grounpig of as been a law on the Statute book since 167 offering the
vessel in cireumstances in which immediate assistance would prevent a United States the freest possible intercourse in those
wreck; nor is there any po sible case in which vesselsof any nationality matters. More than that. If the hon. gentleman who hassiould be prevented from going to the rescue of persons in peril of their just spoken had taken the trouble to read a little further onlives, or or vessels in danger of being lut. ".in the despatch to which ho referred, ho would there haveI say again, when the Government went so far as that in ascertained that in the despatch sent frorm our Government,
September, 1879, what objection can there ho to passing emanating from the Customs Department, that we pointedthis Bill, which proposes merely to place upon the Statute- ont, as long ago as 1879, that this Government was preparedbook the interpretation which the Government themselves to enter into wider commercial relations, in so far as thevery properly chose to put upon the customs law ? Then coasting trade and wrecking were concerned. He mightagain, on 15th November, 1880, commenting on some com- aliso have informed the House that an order was issued byplaint by the Americans as to the refusal of our authorities the Government of which ho was a supporter, but not untilto permit their wreckers to go to the assistance of vessels repeated refusals had been made hy the American Govern-in distress, the present Minister of Customs says: ment to allow a Canadian vessel or tug to enter its waters

" The above statement of facto the Minister admits clearly establishes and render assistance to any Canadian wreck. It was for
the fact that there was not, at any time, the least obstruction placed in these reasons that the late Government issued their order t
the way of Mr. Evans, nor of his tug to perform such part of the work as
it was fitted for, but, en the contrary, the evidence shows that his inter- prevent American tugs and wreckers from coming into
ests were carefully considered, and every facility offered by the Collector Canadian waters to save wrecked property. Under that
Barrett, of Port Dover, Ontario, to protect his property." regulation, which was issued by the late Government, many
Why, thon, did not the Government bring in a Bill asking persons in Canada vested their means in wrecking and tug
Parliament to accept the American terms? What is the only plant for saving not only life, but all property of wrecks of
reason put forward by the Government against accepting our own country and of others that take place on the north
this Bill ? It is that by refusing it we may perhaps obtain side of the great lakes, or on our rivers. I do not know
coasting privileges which would b very valuable. Did what the hon. gentleman meant, nor to whom ho referred,
not the Government have some experience in trying to nor do I propose to enquire, when ho insinuated that wrecks
force reciprocity upon the Americans; did they not try, had to be supplied in order to keep alive certain parties in
during a great many years, to force it on them; did they this country who own wrecking plant. This I do know,
not especially try in 1886 to force the Americans to make from my experience in the department, that until the order
concessions to us in the direction of admitting our fish free was issued by the late Government, and enforced by the pre-
by making reprisals on their vessels, and surely hon. sent Government, that we had no wrecking plant of any
gentlemen opposite know full well that those efforts will consequence in Canada. Now that we have wrecking plant
have no effect on our neighbors, and that our resisting this and are prepared to do all work in our waters, we find that
law will not make them more likely to grant us additional the American Government, as they do upon all occasions
concessions. Another reason was urged by the hon. mem- where their own interests are at stake, pass a law offering
ber for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) the other evening reciprocity in this particular subject alone. But they studi-
against this House adopting the Bill. The hon, gentleman ously refuse to extend it any further where it would by any
used these words: possibility interfere with any interest of their own. It is

I ay that the advantage which we enjoy in the matter of wrecking asio e he euse taic ehr be o id o iis vYery great."1 occasions, whenever any part icular subject or act of theirs
will give to them the advantage over those which are

I wonder who enjoy this advantage ? Surely they are not possessed by Canadians, that we should at once accept it,
the owners of the commercial marine of Canada, surely not whether it is to our own interest or not. My hon. friend
the owners of the cargoes, and surely not Canadian under- from Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) says it is in our own
writers who enjoy any advantage from the present condi- interest. It may ho in the particular locality in which ho
tion of the law. They can only be the owners of wrecking lives. It is not so in the west, If this is passed now without
craft on the lakes, and surely the interests of a small class our asking for further concessions to our marine, we shall
like that cannot be considered to be the interests of the destroy a large amount of capital which our people have
whole people. I have no doubt that the wrecking business in this industry, and in which they were induced to invest
is a very honest and proper calling and a very necessary their money only after the refusal on the part of the Govern-
one, but surely the country cannot be called upon to feed ment of Canada to allow American vessels to come into our
them with wrecks in order to enable them to make a living. waters. So late ago as 1878, when this question first came
If this matter were left to the simple, honest, open, untram- under the notice of the Government, and when complaints
melled vote of this House to-night, no doubt this Bill would were made at the Canadian Government enforcing the pro-
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visions of the order which was issued by my predecessor,
I find it was scarcely a month after we had assumed office,
when, in reply to a despatch f rom Washington, we said:

" The underaigned has carefully considered the suggestion of Mr.
Evarts in his despatch of the 13th June, in which he suggests a modifi-
cation of the instructions given in the circular of the Sth March, 1878,
relating to wreoking in Oanadian waters, and finde that said orders
were not issued until after repeated refusals on the part of United States
officials to allow Canadian tugs to assist or interfere with British vessels
wrecked in United States waters and not until instructions were sent
from Washington preventing said aid being rendered by British tuge of
which the following is a copy :- I'W KINGTON, î4th June, 1877.

'' Vessels ashore in American waters pass into hands of United States
customs authorities, cannot be taken possession of by alien wreckers.'

"'H. F. FRENCH,
I l'Assistant Secretary.'"

These orders having been continually enforced the Canadian
Government deemed it in the interests of their own pro-
perty holders and of that particular trade in this country
to enforce the law as it stood on the Statute-book. The
present Government have upon all occasions extended the
fullest privilege to American tugs and American wreckers
available; and even where those tugs may have been avail.
able, when Canadian tugs and wreckers were not, when there
was danger of immediate loss of property or of life-in no
cases have those privileges been denied, except where vessels
have not been in danger of destruction, that a refusal has
been extended to the Americans. Such liberality has not
been extended by the American Govern ment to Canadian tug
owners or to Canadian wreckers, and I see good reason for
adopting the suggestion made by the Finance Minister that
we should not give this privilege without same return,
particularly in a case of this kind where it is in our interest,
as I believe it to be in the interest of the American
shipowners as well, that we should have the freest possible
intercourse in coasting trade in inland waters at least, and
if it is possible on the sea coast. It was only last January,
if I may refer to it, that in sending a despatch to the depart-
ment of Washington on this very subject, on the charges
which are imposed upon vessels in making entries inward
and outward that the Government called the attention of the
American Governmeut to the existence of the provision in
our present law. The law was quoted, and they were
asked to extend to us the rights and privileges which we
were prepared to extend to them in the coasting and wreck-
ing trade. Now, if we adopt the reciprocity as suggested
by the Bill before the House, they will have attained all
that they want and all that they ask; together with the des-
truction of our wrecking industry, and, most certainly,
refusal will foll>w in respect to reciprocity in the coasting
trade of the country. I am rather sorry that my friend
from Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) has taken up this sub.
ject so warmly and thinks it so absolutely necessary in the
interests of the country, and more particularly the interests
of the neighborhood of the outlet of Lake Ontario that we
should accept the proposition which has been made. I
believe it to be in the interests of the wrecking
industry, in the interests of the country and in the
interests of the coasting trade that we should hold the posi-
tion we are in at present. I could refer to three or four
instances, within these last six or seven years, in which the
Americans legislated directly against the trade of this
country; and when we adopted the same policy, and they
found that it affected their immediate interests, they at once
passed Bills repealing the clauses in their Acts which pre-
vented certain trade with this country, and asked us to
accede to their request to do likewise. If we did that in
one or two cases to which I might call the attention of the
Hlouse, the result would be the destruction of certain
industries in this country. I find no fault with the action
of the American Government in this matter. They have
acted as I believe every Government should act; whenever
they found it to their interest to repeal a law or a portion

M(r. BowELL.

of law which affected the trade of their own people, they at
once repealed it. But I do not believe, neither does it
follow, that we should adopt a policy when we know. it
would injure our own trade and destroy certain interesta
which we have built up under this and other systems.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Why do you injure the seeds and
small fruits ?

Mr. BOWELL. We should not have done it had not
there been a law upon the Statute-book which made it
incumbent upon us to do so.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). It seems to me that the
wise and statesmanlike policy, enunciated by the hon.
Min ister of Finance, is one that should commend itself to
the good sense of this House. We who are.not taken into
the inner confidence of the Executive are not in a position
to dabble in legislation of this kind wisely. While the
generous and disinterested speech of my hon. friend from
Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick), may command our sym-
pathy, I do not think it commands our reason. He is pro-
ceeding entirely on false premises. Somebody has led him
to believe that this a question in which humanity is in-
volved, and that these wrecking regulations affect the lives
and properties of those engaged in our inland marine. It
bas been pointed out again and again to-night very
ably by the hon. Minister of Customs, and also by
my hon. friend from North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), that
that is a fallacious idea; and I trust that no mem-
ber of this louse will vote on this Bill should it come
to a vote, under the impression that there is any
question of humanity involved. The late Mackenzie Ad-
ministration were compelled, under the pressure of circum-
stances, brought about by the action of the American Gov-
ernment, to pass certain Orders in Council which now
govern our wrecking system. Before these Orders in
Council were enforced, the wrecking business in Canadian
waters was almost exclusively in the hands of American
tugmen; but after they were passed, our tugmen at varions
points in our inland waters, invested their money in wreck-
ing tugs, bydraulic pumps and other wrecking appliances,
and trained a class of men who have become skilled in that
work, and who will be useful citizens to the Dominion in
other directions should their services be required ; and
having established this system, we are now asked, for an
empty sentiment which has no foundation in fact, to
repeal our own policy, and throw these men out of
employment and give the business in which they are
engaged to our American cousins. If we are to
adopt this policy, I believe in going the whole length.
I do not believe in giving our neighbors one little item of
privilege which they desire, and thereby entirely place
ourselves in their hands. If we have anything to exchange,
let us give them something which will be worthy of their
acceptance so that it may Lring about the reciprocity which
I believe we all desire. I think if we had that reciprocity
which the hon Minister of Finance bas spoken of in our
inland waters at least, all those engaged in the wrecking
business in our Canadian trade would be well able to hold
their own with their American competitors ; but while our
neighbors offer us reciprocity in wrecking they at the same
time withhold from us the small privilege of the coasting
business-the one small item of being permitted to tow into
an American port a wreck which has been saved by a Cana.
dian tug. I would ask my hon. friend who bas distin-
guished himself in the cause of humanity not to quarrel
with his best friends, but to submit to their superior
wisdom ; but if the Bill is to be pressed to a second read.
ing, I propose to move a rider to the first clause to this
affect : Ag soon as the Government of the United States
shali acoept the statutory offer respecting theooasting trade,
contained in chapter à of the Revised Statutes of Canada
so far as the same may apply to the inland waters of Canada
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contignous to the United States." If the Bill with this pro-
vision is allowed to pas@, we shall then see whether the
American Government and shipowners are sincere in their
desire to meet us in this matter, or whether they are throw-
ing dust into the eyes of Canadians in pretending to give us
something which is valueless to us in order that they may
get something from us which is valuable to them. I live in
a part of the country where there is a great deal of wreck-
ing done and where there are several wrecking companies,
and I have never known a case of the Minister of Customs
of Canada refusing the privilege to an American tug to
wreck in Canadian waters, not merely where life and
property were in imminent danger, but where there
were not, on its being proven that a Canadian
tug was not at hand and immediately available.
I myself have applied a dozen times within the last
ten years on behalf of American wreocking tugs, and ob-
tained for them permission to wreck in Canadian waters
where life and property were not in imminent danger,
becanse at the time Canadian tugs were engaged at a
distance, either in Lake Huron or the Georgian Bay.
The policy of the Canadian Government in this matter has
been humane, liberal and generous, while that of our Amer-
ican neighbors has been inhuman, illiberal and ungenerous.
Their conduct to us in these matters has been of a character
to rouse the indignation of those who live on the borders,
and who see the petty way in which Canadians are harassed,
not merely in this matter, but in every matter in which
United States officials can harass Canadian citizens. I do
not say that this is done by the United States Government.
I think many of these things are done without the know-
ledge of the United States Government, to affect local
interests; but it is in my personal knowledge, and almost in
my daily experience ,that the Canadian Government and
Canadian officials, in all their dealings with Americans, set
an example for courtesy and kindness that would be well
worthy of their imitation; and to talk to-night of this being
a generous offer on the part of the Americans is only an
assertion made by one who has not studied the subject with
his head, but has only given to it the warm impulses of his
heart. It was only yesterday that I received a letter from
a gentleman who has lived many years on the Detroit River,
and who is familiar with the wrecking business, in which
letter he says:

" When I wrote you some time ago regarding the wrecking business
and stated that a much larger number of disasters occurred in Canadian
waters than in American waters, I meant in the waters of this
vicinity.

"I have spoken to ail parties interested in navigation in this part of
the country and they ail agree that it would be much better to let the
wrecking laws remain as they are, for the very sound reason that the
Americans will benefit much more than the Canadians by the change.

" The talk of inhumanity regarding the present wrecking laws is al
nonsense. In my twenty years' experience in this business I have never
known the customs authorities to refuse a permit to American steamers
to render assistance when life and property were in imminent danger.

" The only occasions that permits were refused were when Americans
wanted to do the work themselves instead of employing Canadians. I
hope Mr. Kirkpatrick will withdraw hie Bill, for you may be sure that
the Americans would not be so willing to give reciprocity in wrecking
if they were not sure that it would be more to their advantage than to
the Canadians. Do you not think that it is pretty cheeky on the part 1
of the Americans to include in their Bill the Welland Canal? I presume (
they would also take in Georgian Bay and ail Canadian inland waters. (
I see that quite a number of petitions favoring this measure, but I amc
very strong in my opinion that it would be botter for Canada to let the
wrecking laws remain as they are."

I trust my hon. friend having achieved his object in bringing E
his Bill before the House and the country, will allow it to
stand and mature for future legislation, when the seeds
which he las planted, and which have been referred to
more than once to-night, will bear fruit; later on he will
recognise the wisdom of this action, and will find that when
the Government advise him to take a certain course, there 0
is more in it than meets his ear and appears on the sur- B
face, and next year the hon, gentleman will be glad he
took the advice of the Minister of Finance and thus gained B
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on alarger scale the objects which he desired and retained
for himself the confidence and respect of his colleagues.

Mr. CURRAN. I desire to say but a very few words on
this subject. The hon. gentleman who spoke last told us
that it is merely a question of sentiment or humanity
which is involved in this matter. I may say that I have
received from pers'ns in whom I have very great confi-
dence letters urging me to support the Bill and to do my ut-
most to make it become the law of the land, and they pointed
out to me that there was a great deal more than more
sentimental interest at stake. In fact, they said that per.
sons who have large interests in this country are
very much in favor of the passing of such a law as that
proposed by my hon. friend from Frontenac. However
much these people may be interested in a pecuniary sense,
I know that each and every one of them is a patriotic
Canadian citizen, and that although their own interests
may suffer for the time being, the reasons of public policy
given by the members of the Administration who have
spoken to-night will cause them to approve of the vote I
am about to give. I am satisfied that they will take into
consideration the fact that the motives which induce the
Government to cal upon their friends to withdraw their
support from the Bill, are motives worthy of the considera-
tion of every patriotie Canadian, and for that reason, and
for that reason alone, I will have to vote against the pro-
position of my hon. friend.

Mr. CHARLTON. I desire, Sir, to add a few words-
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The hon. gentleman has spoken

on the motion for the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. CHU &RLTON. I desire to make a personal explana-

tion.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I object to the hon. gentleman

making a speech.
Mr. DEPUTY SPEAK ER. Iunderstand the hon. gentle-

man wishes to make a personal explanation.

Mr. CHARLTON. I will leave you, Sir, to decide
whether it is strictly a personal explanation or not.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I object to another speech from
the hon. gentleman.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman has
already spoken.

The House divided on motion for second reading.
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Messieurs
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Fisher,
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Poster,
Freeman,
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Gordon,
Grandboim,

Mitchell,
Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Préfontaine,
Rinfret,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Scriver,
Semple,
Shanly,
Smith, (Sir Donald)
Somerville,
Sntherland,
Thérien,
Trow,
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Watson,
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Brown, Gnillet, Robillard,
Bryson, Henderson, Roeme,
Cameron, Hesson, Rykert,
Cargill, Hickey, Skinner,
Carling, Hudspeth, Small,
Carpenter, Ives, Smith (Ontario),
Caron (Sir Adolphe) Jamieson, Sproule,
Chapleau, Kenny, Stevenson,
Charlton, Langevin (Sir Heetor) Taylor,
Cimon, Laurie, Thompson,
Cockburn, Meoulla, Tisdale,
Colby, McDonald (Victoria), Tupper (Sir Charles),
Coughlin, McDougald (Pictou), Tupper (Pictou),
couture, McDougall (O. Breton), Tyrwhitt,
Curran, McKay, Vanasse,
Davin, McKeen, Wallace,
Davis, McLelan, Ward,
Dawson, McMillan (Vaudreuil), Weldon (Albert),
Denison, McNeill, Wilmot,
Dickinson, Madill, Wilson (Argenteuil),
Dupont, Marshall, Wilson (Lennox),
Ferguson (Leeds & Gr.),Mills (Annapolis), Wood (Brockville),
Ferguson (Renfrew), Moffat, Wright.-84.

Motion negatived.
Mr. FISE P'. (Translation.) The hon. member for Ver-

chères (Mr. Geoffrion) has not voted.
Mr. GEOFFRION. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I have

paired with the hon. member for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel)
so that I have no right to vote on this question.

RETURNS ORDERE D.

Copies of all correspondence, statements, petitions and other docu-
ments received by the Government, or any department thereof, with
reference to the assumption by the Government of the cost of deepening
the channel of the River St. Lawrence between Montreal and Quebec,
and with reference to the return of moneys expended in respect thereof,
from out of the revenues of the port of M ontreal, to a eorresponding
provision for the improvement of that port.-(Sir Donald A. Smith.)

Correspondence and petitions regarding a grant of public money to
aid in the construction of a bridge over the Bay of Quinté at Belleville.--
(Mr. Platt.)

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
louse.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What do the Govern-
ment propose to take up to-morrow ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We propose to take up the
business on the Order Paper.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do they propose to go
into Supply ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Not likely.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to men-

tion to the Government that to-morrow, in the way of a
motion, either a motion with respect to a matter of privi-
lege or a motion of adjournment, I proposed to call the at-
tention of the Hlouse to certain facts affecting the conduct
of the returning officer for the county of Haldimand.

Mr. JAMIESON. I would very much prefer if we could
dispose ofthe next Order on the list of Private Bills to-night.
We reached the other day the same stage as to-night, and
it was then suggested to me by a member of the Govern-
ment that it would be better to allow it to stand until to-
night. I do not wish that this matter should stand over
any longer.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think I would meet the
wishes of the large majority of the members of this House by
moving the adjournment of the House. It is nearly eleven
o'clock, and we may expect that to-morrow and the next
day, being Government days, we will have to sit late. I
have no doubt my hon. friend will have more than two or
three opportunities to have bis Bill considered by the
House. He need not be uneasy about that, for we will see
that the opportunity is given him.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to put a question to the
hon. the Minister of Finance, though I am not quite sure if

ho will give me an explicit answer or not. Several enquir-
ies have been made to me, which, not being in the confi-
dence of the Government, I could not answer, as to whether
or not the Government intend to continue the lavish ex-
penditure made for railway purposes during the current
Beason.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid my hon. friend
will have to wait for the Estimates for that answer.

Mr. FISHER. I think in view of the fact that this is
the second time the next Order on the Paper bas been
reached and the Government have taken upon themselves
to prevent discussion on it, they should promise some
definite day on which that Order may be reached and
thoroughly discussed. It has been frequently asserted that
the temperance people have not brought this question up
sufficiently early in the Session to have it thoro.ughly
discussed and passed by this House; and if the Honse
adjourns at this early hour to.night, just as this Order is
reached, I cannot refrain from throwing upon the Govern-
ment the responsibility of thus blocking amendments to the
Scott Act.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am certain the hon.gentle-
man did not hear the remarks of the hon. the Minister of
Public Works, in which ho stated to my hon. friend behind
me that ho proposed to adjourn because the House was
greatly fatigued by late sittings, but that ho would take
care a full opportunity would be given to bring this ques-
tion before the House.

Mr. FISIER. If that is the promise of the Govern ment,
it is quite sufficient, but I would like to know when it is
likely we will have that opportunity ? The Government
should fix a day.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at
p.m.

10:50

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TaURSDAT, 19th April, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PEAYERS.

INDIAN ACT AMENDiMENT.

Mr. THOMPSON (for Mr. White, Cardwell) moved for
leave to introduce Bill (No. 106) further to amend "The
Indian Act," chapter 43 of the Revised Statutes.
He said: The object of the Bill is to make some strin-
gent provisions as to the commission of halfbreeds to
treaty privileges, and the retirement of half-breeds from
treaty privileges; also to make Indian lande in the different
Provinces amenable to assessments for municipal taxes, and
to enable them to be sold and conveyed by tax deeds; like-
wise to make more stringent provisions with reference to
the sale of intoxicating liquors to Indians, and to make
provision in British Columbia for authority for the Gover-
nor in Council to appropriate to the provincial authorities
the proceeds of fines for the sale of intoxicating liquors.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICER FOR HALDIMAND.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before the Orders of
the Day are called, I desire to invite the attention of the
House to a matter of which I gave notice last night; and I
may say that I propose to close my remarks with a
motion.
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Mr. SPEAKER, What motion does the hon, gentleman

propose to make ?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHI'. A motion for adjourn

ment. I dare say the House will recollect that a few days
ago I addresaed a question to the Government in these
words:

" Whether Government are aware that one Charles Young, one of the
deputy returaing offi3ers at the two elections held in the county of
Haldimand, in February and November, 1887, and one of the parties at
whose polla certain irregularities are alleged to have occurred, has
served a term of imprisoument for theft in the gaol ot the county of
Brant, prior to being appointed deputy returning officer as aforesaid ?"

To which the hon. Minister of Justice (Mr. Thompson) gave
the following reply:-

" The Government are not aware that Charles Young served a term
of imprisonment for theft in the gaol of the county of Brant prior to
being appointed deputy returning offcer They are informed that lie
has not. Mr. Charles Yonng, as deputy returning officer, was not in
any sense an officer ot the Government; but we are informed that he
is a respectable man, who has held several offices of trust and honor in
the county of flaldimand, and that he was recommended for this office
by several persons of credit, including a prominent Grit politician.
The only charge with regard to irregularities at bis polling place was
investigated and dismissed."

I will call the attention of the House to some remarkable
features of that reply before I get through. In the mean-
time I would like to submit a few statements bearing on
the question. The first of these is the sheriff's certificate,
dated from the sheriff's office, county of Brant:

"BRANTFORD, April 4th, 1888.
" This is to certify that from the regular gaol books kept for the county

of Brant, it appears that one Charles Young, of the county of Haldi-
mand, farmer, was sentenced by Her Majesty's regular court of Assize,
on the 2nd of May, A.D. 1879, for the offence of stealing wheat, to six
months imprisonment in the common gaol of the county of Brant, and
duly served his term of imprisonment in accordance with the said sen-
tence, and at and during the said period he was sentenced by the
county judge's criminal court to a similar period of imprisonment on
another charge, both sentences being concurrent.

"IH. J. 8OARFE, Sheriff of the county of Brant.
"ALFRED KITUHEN, Gaoler."

It will be observed this merely establishes that a certain
Mr. Charles Young has served a certain term of imprison-
ment in the county gaol. I have here also a statutory
declaration, as follows:-

" I, Charles, Wesley Colter, of the town of Cayuga, county of Haldi-
mand, Barrister-at-law, do solemnly declare that, in or about the month
of March, A. D. 1887, I had a conversation with John A. Langrill,
Esq., M D. (who was returning officer for the electoral district of
Haidimand at the Dominion elections, held severally on the 22nd day of
February, A. D. 1887, and on the 12th day of November, A.D. 1887) at
the office of James Mitchell, Esq., and in the presence of James
Mitchell aforesaid, in the court house, in the village of Cayuga, in the
county of Haldimand aforesaid, and during such conversation, I cen-
sured said John A. Langrill for appointing improper and unfit men to
act as deputy returning officers at said elections.

" The said John A. Langrill asked me to name any improper appoint-
ments made by him, and I then and there named C harles Young, who I
then informed him had been convicted of stealing wheat, and had
served a term of imprisonment therefor.

" The said John A. Langrill professed to be surprised at my infor-
mation, and pretended he had no knowledge of this, but subsequently
he appointed said Charles Young as deputy returing officer in November
last.

"And I make this solemn declaration believing the same to be true,
&c.

''0. W. COLTE R."

It will be noticed that affidavit No. 2 pretty well establishes
the identity of Charles Young ; but, for fear of any possible
accidents, I have here a third affidavit made by a certain
Timothy McMonagle, of the township of Oneida, in the
county of Haldiniand, who says:

" I well know Charles Young who was imprisoned in the Brantford
gaol for the larceny of wheat in or about the month of May, A.D. 1879.
la conversation with the said Charles Young on the 14th day of April,
1888, as to his imprisonment in the Brantford gaol for the larceny of
wheat, aforesaid, the said Charles Young informed me that he had been
imprisoned in the gaol at Brantford1for the lareeny of wheat for a term
of six months. That the said Charles Young so imprisoned i athe gaol
at Brantford as atreaid la the same Charles Young who acted as

deputy returning officer at No. 4 polling sub-division in the township
of Oneida, attthe Dominion election held on the 15th day of November,
A.D. 1887. I have lived in the township of Oneida, a near neighbor of
the said Charles Young ever since the said Oharles Young resided in
the said township of Oneida, and I know of no other Charles Young.
The said Charles Yonng never held any office of trust or responsibility
in the said township of Oneida since he was imprisoned as aforesaid in
the Brantford gaol

'And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the
same to be true, and by virtue of the 'Act for the suppression of extra-
judicial oaths.'

"TIXOTHY Mc!ONAGLE."

Now, I bave one or two things to say with respect to the
answer I have received. It appears to me that there is no
loophole of escape from these affidavits, and that it is as
clear and certain as anything well can be that Mr. Charles
Young had served a term of imprisonment in the Brant-
ford gaol for theft, prior to his being appointed as return-
ing officer, first of all in February, and secoidly in
November.

Mr. THOMPSON. Will the hon. gentleman state the
time of bis imprisonment ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have already stated
it three times. It was in May or June, 1879. I think,
when evidence of this sort is placed before the Minîister of
Justice, ho might take the trouble to enquire or to com-
municate with the keeper of the gsol or the sheriff, or any
other parties he sees fit, in order to find out the stato of
affairs, and if the bon. gentleman had done so, ho would
not be in the position he now occupies when ho stated that
due enquiry bad been made (because no other deduction can
be taken from his answer) and that this Charles Young had
not served a term of imprisonment for theft. Moreover, I
take issue in the strongest possible manner with the Minis.
ter of Justice in regard to this other point. He states that
Charles Young, as deputy returning officer, was not in any
sense an officer of the Government. I say that is altogether
an unworthy equivocation. The Government of this coun.
try, for their own purposes, for purposes which I am not
going to characterise now but which the House can
imagine, took the power of appointing the returning
officers into their own hands. They took those offices
away from men who had discharged the duties fairly and
weIl, men who were known to the people and were respon-
sible to the people; and are we to be told that the Govern-
ment can appoint returning officers at their own will and
pleasure, and can then repudiate any responsibility for the
action of the deputy returning officers who are appointed
by those returning officers ? Qui facit per alhum facit per se
applies here, at ail events. The Government are responsi bie
in the highest degree for the conduct of the returning officors
and the deputy returning officers whom they may appoint.
That is a doctrine which must commend itself to the com-
mon sense of every one in this House, and it is a doctrine
upon which they must be judged. The affidavit of Mr.
Colter, the affidavit of the sheriff and the affidavit of a
neigh bor of Charles Young contradict the statements of the
hon. gentleman in every particular except one. They do
not contradiet his statement as to the fact that Mr. Young
was recommended by persons of credit, including a
prominent Grit politician. I should like to know, and
I think the House would like to know, and I am sure the
electors of Haldimand would like to know, who was the
prominent Grit politician who recommended an ex-convict
as a deputy returning officer in that county. Perhaps he
was a humorist, and wanted to play a practical joke
on the returning offleer, and those who appointed the re-
turning officer, for the county of Haldimand. Perhaps he
was a cynical party, and, baving seen the previous practice
in the county of Haldimand, he thought that an ex-convict
would necessarily be a good deputy returning officer for
that county. But, as I do not know who he is, perhaps the
hon. gentleman will give us bis name, and then there may be
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other affidavits in store for us. I shall not pursue that part
of the subject any further. We call the attention of the
Government to the facts which have been disclosed as to
the conduct of the returning officer. We have Mr. Colter's
sworn affidavit that ho went to the returning officer and
remonstrated with him on bis appointing a person of this
class to a semi-judicial office. We find that the returning
officer, according to Mr. Colter's affidavit, pleaded ignor-
ance, and intimated that he would not do it again, and we
find that, when November came, Mr. Charles Young
was there as large as life discharging the duties of
deputy returning officer. It appears to me that a re-
turning officer who bas so littie regard for the
decencies affecting bis position, ought to be taken to
task by this Bouse and by the Government who appointed
him, and I think there will be a failure in the plain duty of
the Government and especially in the duty of their judicial
adviser, the Minister of Justice, unless steps are taken to
teach this returning officer that this House does not entirely
endorse bis action in appointing a man with the antecedents
of Mr. Young to the responsible position to which ho was
appointed. I understand further that Dr. Langrill has also
been an applicant for office, that ho applied for the position
of physician to an Indian reserve which bas been vacated
by the death of Dr. McKinnon. Why bas there been this
delay in rewarding a gentleman who bas been such a faithful
servant of the Government ? Is it possible that it is because
there is danger of a third election taking place in the county
of Haldimand, and that Mr. Langrill and Mr. Charles Young
are too important and too useful in their offices to be so
soon dispensed with ? I suggest to the Minister of Justice,
as I understand ho has some amendment to the Election
Act under consideration, to introduce a new clause providing
that where two parties are applying for a position of deputy
returning officer, both being equally competent on other
grounds, the preference should be given hereafter to ex-
convicts, or, at all events, that ex-convict deputy returning
officers should be allowed to rank next to returning officers
who have been ex-secretaries of Conservative associations
of the pattern of Mr. Dunn. Perhaps, Sir, it may be
their intention to institute some new decoration, some
badge or other, to distinguish these worthy persons. I
recollect my bon. friend from Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell) suggesting, when Mr. Dunn's case was before
us, that they might receive, with some propriety, a ooat
of arms, equal parts tar and feathers, in recognition of
their services. Now, I would be sorry to have it supposed
that I think Mr. Charles Young very much worse than his
employers; for all I know to the contrary, Mr. Young may
be a true penitent, and he is quite as likely to be a true
penitent as many other persona much more highly placed.
Sir, Government are now seized of the facts, Government
now know, if they did not know before-and I am surpris-
ed that they were so very ill-informed-they now know-
for I think there is hardly any escape from these affi-
davits which I have read to the House-Government now
know that a gentleman who, whatever hie present state of
penitence may be, had at one period of bis existence so far
forgot himself as to serve six months in a common jail,
was appointed twice over deputy returning officer for
the county of Haldimand, in a very closely contested elec-
tion, where it was known that the manipulation of a single
vote might change the whole contest. And Sir, this was
doue by the returning officer, Dr. Langrill, who, be it re-
membered, as I am informed, ie an applicant for office un-
der this Government; it was doue by him after formal
remonstrance. If we were very charitable, we might sup-
pose that it may have occurred once in ignorance, but it is
clear from these facts to which I have called attention, that
it was done after formal and repeated warning-warning in
the presence of witnesses. Now, Sir, it is in the power of the
Governnent-they have ample power, they load this House,

Sir Ricuan CARTWIIGT,

they have a large majority in this House-it is in their
power to purge themselves from all accusation of com-
plicity with their returning officer, if they so see fit. If
they choose, on this statement of facts, to inflict some pro-
per punishment on the returning officer, such as I think ho
deserves for appointing such persons, why, Sir, no more
need be said; if they fail to do that, Sir, we will know the
reason why, and the country will know the reason
why. For myself I await the explanations, sncb as
they may be, of the Minister of Justice. I reserve my
right of further action, and I will now bring my remarks
to a close by moving the adjournment of the House.

Mr. THOMPSON. The statement which the hon. gentle-
man bas read in the Hansard of the 9th April, is a correct
statement of what I said on that occasion, with the excep-
ion of a single word. I am not correctly reported in the
expression that this gentleman was recommended by a
prominent "Grit " politician ; the expression I used was "a
prominent Liberal politician." Now, Sir, I do not intend
to follow the hon. gentleman in the criticism which ho
made upon the Government generally, with respect to these
returning officers. I presume ho expects from me a state-
ment of how far the facts which he bas laid before the
House this afternoon-or, rather, I hesitate to call tbem facts
at present-the allegations which ho has laid before the
House this afternoon, were within my knowledge on April
9th, when I made the reply which seems to have given
the bon. gentleman umbrage. I may say, in the first place,
as the bon. gentleman bas been told before, that with re-
ference to bis general attack upon the returning Lfficers in
this country, with respect to his insinuations that
convicts will be proper returning officers under the system
that prevails to-day with regard to elections in this coun-
try, the statement is a somewbat extraordinary one, in view
of the fact that although an unusual number of petitions
controverting the elections which took place a year ago,
have been filed in the courts of this country, and have been
investigated, out of the very few, if any, charges that have
been made against returning officers, not one, so far as my
memory serves me, has been sustained. That, of course,
does not deprive the hon. gentleman of the right which ho
exercises bore, on every opportunily, of attacking the
Government, and insisting that they appoint unworthy
persons to that position, and that they appoint partisans to
that position, and that the persons whom they appoint
exercise their powers unscrupulously on behaif of the Gov-
ernment of Canada; but it will convince the country that
unless hon. gentlemen opposite are able to show in some
case which has been adjudicated on, in which they have
had the courage to make a charge, and they have had the
proof to sustain it-it will convince the country that these
charges are not quite worthy of the hon. gentleman from
whom they come.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As in the case of Mr.
Daunn.

Mr. THOMPSON. As in the case of Mr. Dunu, whom
the hon. gentleman and his friends had at the Bar of this
House, and against whom, after they had attacked him
week after week, they had not the courage to offer a reso-
lation of censure. Now, I may be entirely mistaken
as to the duties and responsibilities which attach to the
Government with respect to deputy returning officers in
this country, but it does seem to me that neither under any
principle ot the constitution, nor under any enactment on
our Statute-book, bas the Goverument any control with
respect to the appointment of these officers, or any respon-
sibility with regard to them. The Government, it is true,
have the choice of returning officers, but when the retuarn-
ing officers have been appointed, the choice of something
like eight or ton thousand deputy returning officers, not
one hundredth part of whose names ever reach the Govern-
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ment, and over whom the Government have not the sligbt-
est control- the responsibility with regard to these officers,
I elaim, rests entirely upon the returning officer who has ap-
pointed them, and not upon the Government that has appoint-
ed him. The remedy that is given, either to the candidate
aggrieved or to any elector that is aggrieved, is simple and
plain. Any public officer, returning officer, or deputy, ie
iable to indictment if he violates the statute or violates
his duty, and every charge that can be made against him
may be investigated under a petition in which the accused
shall have the advantage, that the hon. gentleman bas
taken good care this officer should not have this afternoon-
the advantage of answering himself all charges that are
formulated and prepared for him to answer. Now, Sir,
while I claim with respect to these eight or ten thousand
officers that we have no responsibility, we can have none-
as to their fitness or the reaeons for their choice. I disclaim
responsibility likewise for the information which may be
given to any gentleman in this House who asks information
as to their antecedents. When an hon. gentleman puts a
question which the Government require me to answer, I am
bound to give him the best information that I have. I gave,
on April 9th, the full information which I had with regard to
this deputy returning officer. I did not state that I had made
an elaborate enquiry, Idid not feel bound to make snch. If
no information had reached me with regard to this officer
I would have told the hon. gentleman that we had no infor-
mation on the subject ; as certain information had reached
me, I communicated it to the House. I gave the hon.
gentleman all the information that I had, conceiving at the
same time that it was as much out of place for the hon.
gentleman-I say it, of course, with deference to hi su-
perior parliamentary knowledge and experience-as much
ont of place for the hon. gentleman to ask the Government
if they knew that one James Young bad served a term
of imprisonment for theft, as if he had asked
that question about any other private citizen of the
country who was not an officer of the Government
at all and for whom we had no responsibility. Now,
I do not propose to say anything this afternoon with
regard to the affidavits which the hon. gentleman bas read.
His own sound sense anci his sense of fair play will surely
indicate to him that in so far as they are imputations
against the returning officer, who was an officer of the
Government, that officer ought to have an opportunity to
reply to them, and I shall be very much surprised, after the
information I have received, and after the information that
las been laid before the House this afternoon, if the return-
ing officer will not be able to give the hon. gentleman an
answer that will make him feel he has been a little unjust
in the statement he bas made to the flouse this afternoon
both as regards that officer and as regards the general
attack which has been made on the Government. As
regards the question which I answered on April 9th, the
hon. gentleman has not this afternoon called the attention
of the House, if my memory serves me, to any ground at
all for the imputation conveyed in that question. The
House will remember that this person was a depnty return-
ing officer, as the hon. gentleman bas stated, in the elections
in February and November of last year. The ground, and the
only ground surely, upon which the hon. gentleman could
fairly put a question upon the paper reviving a charge of
theft against this person, ten years old and for which he
served the full penalty that was put upon him, the only
ground surely actuating any person of ordinary humanity
and with any ordinary sense of justice was this, that the
deputy returning officer had committed some wrong in the
conduct of the election which justified the reproach of his
former misfortune being called up against him and mis-
conduct imputed to the Government even for its indirect
connection with his appointment as returning officer. But
I failed to hear this afternoon, although the imputation was

conveyed in the hon. gentleman's question the other day-
because he intimated in the question that at this officer's
poll certain irregularities had occurred -vigorously as the
returning officer was attacked and the deputy returning
officer, I failed to hear the slightest justification for the
hon. gentleman's attack upon the character of either of
those men or upon the Government that appointed the re-
turning officer, arising from any alleged irregularities in
the course of the conduct of those elections. I need not
remind the louse that if any irregularity occurs the amplest
opportunity exists for redress, and I suppose I need hardly
remind the House that the hon. gentleman has made this
impetuous attack and this unscrupulous insinuation at the
very time when he gives us to understand these matters are
sub judice and when the conduct of these persons is being
investigated in the courts.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will answer the last
remark made by the hon. gentleman. I am informed that
irregularities occurred; I am informed that ballots were
improperly rejected at that poll; I am informed that the
county judge, on the recount, restored to Mr. Coulter the
votes of which Charles Young had deprived him.

Mr. LAURIER, The Government cannot get rid of the
responsibility which properly belongs to them and which is
charged against them to-day by my hon. friend. The fact,
the shameful fact we have to-day that an ex-convict bas been
appointed the representative of the majesty of law and
justice in an important election, is altogether in keeping
with the system that has been adopted by hon. gentlemen
opposite of selecting returning officers at their own sweet
will and selecting irresponsible persons for the position.
Common sense and common justice alike would require that
those returning officers, those who by the nature of their
office are to hold the scales of justice between contending
parties, who are to give their fiat at the election, should be
permanent officers of the law, sheriff"s registrars, or such
like persons who have characters to maintain and positions
to uphold. But the Government have acted otherwise.
Such, indeed, was the practice at one time; but
in 1880 it was a feature of the Gerrymander Act
that the Government should repeal that system and
take to themselves the power to select their own men,
their own creatures and their own favorites as the persons
to stand fire between the contending parties. We have
had that system in operation, and now have the result in
the occurrences that have taken place. If we had perma-
nent responsible officers of the law as returning officers,
then the answer given by the Minister of Justice would ap-
ply ; then he would say: The responsibility does not rest
with the Government, but it rests upon the officers of the
law who filled the position. But if the Government insiste
upon choosing their own creatures as returning officers they
must be held responsible for the appointments made and
for the result of those appointments. This is the true doc-
trine which my hon friend has laid down to-day, and the
Government stand convicted of having bad as one of
their officers a man who at one time was an ex-convict,
and he it was who was selected to stand fire between con-
tending parties in a hotly contended election. If we desire
to have a proper system prevail, we muet revert to the sys-
tem that prevailed at one time, and have permanent officers
of the law as returning officers. What was the reason
the old practice was abandoned ? We had an explana-
tion given at the time when the law was
amended, we had an explanation given during
the prosent Session. The reason given on both occasions
has been that Conservative candidates would fail to receive
justice at the hands of registrars and sheriffs, because they
would be appointed by the Provincial Government, who
might be men not favorable to the Dominion Government.
The First Minister stated the reason several times. fe
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said that if returning officers were to be registrars and aber-
iffs appointed by the Grits of Ontario, Conservative candi-
dates would have a scanty measure of justice. We can see
what measure of justice is to be obtained by Liberals when
returning officers are appointed-by whom ? Not by the
Dominion Government, but actually by ministerial candi-
dates. We had this proved to be the case last year; Mr.
Dunn was appointed returning officer at the instance of the
ministerial candidate for Queen's, N.B. Mr. Daun applied
to the ministerial candidate for the office, the candidate ap-
plied to the Government, and Mr. Dunn was appointed, and
we saw the result. We have heard the statement of the
Minister of Justice, that, had Mr. Dunn been here, we would
not have dared to attack him. Even if we did not dare to
attack him, it did not follow that he was not guilty.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh !
Mr. LAURIER. So guilty was lie that the man who sat

in this louse by virtue of his warrant did not dare to come
to Parliament a second time on that warrant, but went to
his constituents again. Under such circumstances, so long
as we have the present system prevailing, and so long as
the Government will insist on appointing their returning
officers, we are bound, we are justified in holding them
responsible for whatever appointments are made under
those circumstances. Since the Minister of Justice did not
care to justify the acts of the returning officer, the Govern-
ment stand responsible for the charges made against those
officers.

Sir JOHN A. MAÇDONALD. The Government accept
the full responsibility for the alteration of the law and for
that provision of the law by which returning officers are
selected by the Government of the day, on their respon-
sibility and subject to their responsibility to Parliament
for the appointments being proper appointments. That
charge was forced upon us by our experienee. We found
that the Conservative party had no fair play in the Province
of Ontario.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh 1
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; the Government

found in the selection of the returning officers, at ail events
in the Province of Ontario, that the screws were put by the
Provincial Government on their officers, and that in the
choice of a returning officer they were compelled to select
the sheriff or registrar with very few exceptions, and this,
in their view, justified an alteration of the law. Those offi-
cers were chosen for their political antecedents and political
proclivities. The deputy returning officers were selected
as if for the purpose of defeating the Conservative candi-
date. We had this experience of 1878 and 1882, and we
were obliged, in self-defence, to alter the law. We are re-
sponsible to the people of Canada, we are responsible to this

louse for making improper appointments, and as my hon.
friend, the Minister of Justice, has stated, the proof that we
have not made improper appointments is shown by the fact
that although every kind of charge has been brought against
the Conservative members and against other gentlemen
interested in elections, for corrupt practices, and that
though they tried to make out irregularities of every possi-
ble kind, yet in those petitions no charge has been brought
against the returning officers who were selected by the
Government. Can there be a more conclusive proof of
the correctness and the propriety of the selection of the
returning officers than that fact ? Surely amidet all those
improper appointments as hon. gentlemen opposite allege;
surely if the returning officers were selected for the purpose
of favoring the Conservative candidate, one returning
officer might have been found who had committed wrong.
Surely the hon. gentlemen opposite who have raked up
those who they say were opposed to their candidates, someà
would have found some returiing oflmcer in whose conductq

Mr. LEunm.

there was a fault and against whom there could be brought
a charge. Sir, consider for one moment, forsooth, that the
Dominion Government are to have no choice in the return-
ing officer and that the returning officers are to be instead
the appointees of the Provincial Government. Now, there
was a good ground for appointing registrars under the old
system in Ontario and Upper Canada, when the registrar
held office during good behavior, but that does not apply
to the present case. The registrars are not appointed
during good behaviour now. They are the mere tools
of the Government, or they may be made mere tools of a
Government of strange political feelings who are resolved
to exercise those feelings against those opposed to them.
The sheriffs and registrars of Ontario are at the present
time mere officers at the pleasure of the Provincial
Government. Now, Mr. Speaker, there is a check
in Provincial elections against the impropriety of
the condnet of those men in their capacity as
returning officers, for the Provincial members, if there is
any impropriety, can complain, and the Government of the
day are responsible to the Provincial Legislature4 But the
Provincial Government are perfectly irresponsible in any
action that may be taken or any instruetions that may be
given to any returning officer, be he sheriff or registrar.
They are not responsible to this House. We can arraign
a returning officer,but we cannot arraign at the bar of this
Hlouse the Government of a Province, if they use their
power over those officers while holding office during
pleasure by saying: You must appoint Reform deputy re-
turning officers, you muet do this and you muet do that.
They cannot be held up to the bar of public opinion; they
can be held up to a responsibility before this House. As
servants of the Local Legielature, they are not responsible
to us ; and I say there are gentlemen behind me who have
felt in their own constituency the injustice they have
suffered by this fact of the returning officers being politi-
cally opposed to them and as being under a Govern-
ment and holding office at the will of a Provincial
Government aleo opposed to them. I say we are
perfectly justified in self-defence in making that
provision, and until it is shown that the choice of
the Government has been improperly used; that the return-
ing officers have acted illegally; that they have acted unfair-
ly; that they are liable to any one of the charges that can
be brought against them; if they have acted unfairly, un-
til that is shown our justification is complete. I state here
in my place that the Government are aware, from the re-
ports received from constitueneies in previous elections,
that the screw was put on by the Provincial Government
and by members of the Provincial Government upon their
own officers, as to the appointment of deputy returning
officers,and that it was merely in self-defence that the Gov-
ernment have acted as they have done in applying to Par-
liament. They have got the sanction of Parliament-of a
previous Parliament to this-and if the Government have
acted improperly I have no doubt that this Parliament re-
presenting the people will repeal that law. Until that is
done and so long as the law remains as it is now the Gov-
ernment are perfectly justified. They muet do it, they
muet make the selection of a returning officer, and as long
as they make that selection with so littie objection as to the
personnel of thè returning officers and the conduct of the re-
turning officers, I do not think the representatives of the
people in the Dominion Parliament will hand over that
power to the Provincial Government who are quite irres-
ponsible as respecte their action towards returning officers
if appointed from Provincial nominees.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The right hon. gentleman, like
an old parliamentarian, in making hie rather impassionate
address to the House, has been exceedingly astute and
careful to avoid the special matter before the Houeeé
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I answered the speech

made by your leader.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.). He bas not referred even in-
directly to the charge made by the hon. gentleman from
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) and ho bas not
attempted to justify the Government for having sanctioned
the appointment of this convict as deputy returning officer
by Dr. Langrill. What has the hon. gentleman said ? In
bis answer ho has said that no charges were prosecuted in
the courts against the returning officers, and therefore the
system would be supposed to be a good one,

Sir JOHN A. MACDOONALD. I did not say anything
about courts.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.). That in none of the petitions
filed by members relating to the elections have any charges
been brought against returning officers, and the bon, gen-
tieman asked us to conclude from that that the system
which prevails at the present time is an excellent one. The
hon. gentleman knows that ho did not change the old sys.
tem whereby the officers of the Legislature were appointed
as returning officers, because of any charges filed in the
courts against those officers. No charges were filed in the
courts against those officers under the old system.

An hon. MEMBER. In 1878.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) None were successful. The hon.

gentleman cannot point out one where it was proven where
there was any wrongdoing on the part of the returning
officer.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I am not so sure of that.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The bon. gentleman turns round
and ho justifies the change he made in those appointments
because ho did not believe they were fair. How does ho
know ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man will find that in the case of the election of Mr. Laflamme,
the returning officer was complained of.

Mr. DAVIES (P E.1.) That was not a returning officer.
If you allow me, the hon. gentleman will see that it was not
a returning Officer at ail.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Yes, yes.
An hon, MEMBER. He was a deputy returning officer.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) He was a deputy returning officer,

and the hon. gentleman will see that ho was appointed to
bis official position as deputy returning officer by a Govern-
ment favorable to himself.

Mr. GIROUARD. No.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes.
Mr. GIROUARD. The returning officer in that case was

not the one designated by law, but ho was the one selected
by the ministerial candidate.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Which shows conclusively, if it
proves anything positively, that the system of allowing
members to nomiDate returning Officers is a bad system.
I accept the explanation given by the hon. member for
Jacques Cartier as the most convincing condemnation of
the present system. But, Sir, the. hon. First Minister
sought to bolster up bis rather weak argument by a state-
ment which I regretted to hear him makV. He tried to
lead bis followers to believe that ho had to change the
whole system of appointment of returning officers because
he oould not bring them to the bar of this House and
punish them if they had done wrong. The hon. gentleman
knows well that if a sheriff or other officer is appointed as
returning officer, ho is under our law and is amenable to
the jurisdiction of this House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not say that.
What I said was that we could not bring the Government
of Ontario.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Of course I am bound to accept
the explanation of the hon. gentleman, butI wish to tell him
that ho was universally understood on this side of the
House-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, i could notbe so under-
stood.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) On this side of the House ho
was universally understood, and my ears entirely deceived
me if ho did not expressly say that one of the reasons why
ho had to change the law was that under the old system
the returning officer could not be brought to the bar of the
House and punished.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; Hansard will prove it.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman says-and

in that ho follows the line of argument taken by the hon.
Minister of Justice-that we ought to be satisfied with the
present system because as a matter of fact, in the petitions
which have been filed, no charges have been made against
the returning officers; but the hon. gentleman knows right
well that the partisanship which a returning officer can
exorcise and the injustice which ho can inflict on one of the
candidates, can be very great and very reprehensible and
still may not be such as to bring him within the provisions
of the criminal law. The hon. gentleman knows right
well that returning afficers were censurable and censured,
one after another, for improperly returning or withholding
returns for partisan purposes. The hon. gentleman knows
that days and days were taken up by hon. gentlemen of this
fHouse complaning of the injustice with which they were
treated. The deputy returning cofficer is not a semi-judicial
officer, but ho is a judicial officer, and is veiy often much
more important than the returning officer, because ho
decides what votes shallh be accepted and what rejected, and
his decisions cannot be appealed from except to the county
judge. But this is to some extent a departure from the
main question before the House. I thinr there was one
universal feeling of regret when the hon. Minister of Justice
resumed his seat because ho refused to condemn tho appoint-
ment of this returning officer or to express regret that such
a man had been appointed. It is surely desirable, in the
interest of good government and common decency and
justice, that those who have been punished as common rogues
should not be appointed to positions of honor and credit ;
and when sncb a deplorable thing takes place, and no lan-
guage that can be construed into condemnation and censure
falls from ministerial lips, what will the public believe, and
what will that man himself believe? fHe will believe, as
Dunn believes, that bis conduct is such as meets with the
approval of the Government. The hon. First Minister
asked us, when Dann was brought before the bar of this
louse, why did you not move a motion of censure

upon him ? Because the hon. Minister of Justice
toid us beforehand what would be the fate of
any resolution that we should move. He told us
that the case was "ub judice, and when we challenged
the correctness of his decision, our motion was voted down.
There has been no public scandal or disgrace in the history
of Canada for twenty-five years which has sunk so deep as
that scandal of that man Dunn, who, in defiance of all law
and decency, returned a man to this House who was 75
votes below the other candidate; and the conduct of that
returning officer, if it was not openly justified, was palliated
and excused when ho was brought before the bar of this
flouse. What would have been the use of our moving a
vote of censure? He was condemned by every man who
wants to see fair play and justice. The newspapers every-
where have condemned him; and it remained for the hon.
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Minister of Justice alone to palliate and excuse snch conduct
in this House. There has been no answer, or attempt at an
answer, to the charges brought by my lon. friend. The
only apology the hon. gentleman made to the House was
that the reporter lad reported him as having stated that
this man was recommended by a "Grit politician," while he
had used the expression, "Liberal politician." The hon.
gentleman was challenged to name him, and he as not
named him yet; although having made the statement he
did, I think he was bound to give the name to the House,
in order that the party with which we have the honor to
be connected may know whether this man was recommend-
ad as the hon. gentleman says, or whether the hon, gentle-
man was misled in his statement, and is misleading the
House in making it.

Mr. McNEILL. My hon. friend bas said that it was left
to the hon. Minister of Justice alone to defend the conduct
of returning officer Dunn who was at the bar of this House.
I think it was not left to the hon. Minister of Justice alone,
but it was left to the people of the constituency who have
defended him in the verdict they have since rendered. My
hon. friend said further that hon, gentlemen opposite had
bitterly complained of the conduct of returning officers for
not sending in the returns of candidates, and because on
that account the returns were not registered as they ought
to have been. Why, Sir, we heard hon. gentlemen opposite
get up one after another and denounce the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery because he withheld the returns which
they alleged the returning officers had sent in. It is very
difficult to know what would be satisfactory to those hon.
gentlemen. I happen to know that in the case of my own
election contest, the Government went out of the consti-
tuency and selected the sheriff of the county as the return-
ing officer. One would suppose from what hon. gentlemen
have said that would have been eminently satisfactory to
the Reform party; but what did we find ? We found the
members of the Reform party in my constituency solemnly
meeting in convention and passing a resolution denouncing
the partiality of the sheriff. So that it is absolutely im.
possible to imagine what is to be done to satisfy hon. gentle-
men opposite, The appointment of the sheriff, which they
say ought to be done, is not satisfactory to them. Perhaps
some hon. gentleman will now rise in his place and tell us
exactly what the Government ought to do.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I should like the friends of the
Opposition in the Province of Quebec to bear the fiery
denunciations in this House of anything that is not strictly
correct, for we see in the bye-elections that are now going
on that the Local Government, although bound to appoint
returning officers according to the law, are going behind
the returning officers, and forcing them by threats to
change every one of their deputy returning officers who
are not of the stamp they need to carry the elections. I
could cite precisely what las happened yesterday. A very
respectable man in Sault au Recollet lad been appointed
deputy returning officer, but was notified by the
returning officer that he could not continue him in office
because the Liberals were not satisfied with his political
creed.

Mr. LAURIER. Who was the returning officer ?

Mr. DESJARDINS. Mr, Philiatreault, and the deputy
returning officer who was forced out was Mr. Cyprien
Corbier.

Mr. LAURIER. What iE Mr. Philiatreault?

Mr. DESJAR DINS. le is the registrar of the county,
and he was forced by the Liberals to appoint their own
tools. This is the way hon. gentlemen opposite act, whoi
are so ready to denounce the Government.

Mr. DAvIEs (P.E.I.)

Mr. MADILL. I regret very mach that the names of
people should be brought up here when no proof is
brought that they are guilty of wrong-doing. They do
things differently in Ontario. Let hon. gentlemen opposite
examine the record of the Government of Ontario, and they
will find that they not only appoint returning officers who
have been convicts, but also appoint justices of the peace who
have been inmates of the penitentiary. It is all very well for a
man to have the power to take money out of your pocket,
but these men, occupying quasi-judicial positions, have the
power of depriving a man of his personal liberty. No mon
should be selected to administer the law who are not mon
of honor and capability. In addressing a meeting in my
county, I made the btatement that the Government of
Ontario had not only appointed as justices of the peace men
who could not write their own names, but they appointed
mon who had been inmates of the prison and the peni-
tentiary. I was interrupted by a man at the meeting
who complained to the chairman that I had no right to
expose him, because ho was a justice of the peace and had
been an inmate of the penitentiary. He said that happened
years ago and that I should not have exposed him. Hie
case only confirmed the statement I made. Hon. gentle-
men opposite are supporting this motion for the purpose of
exposing a man who may have at one time in his life been
unfortunate and yet be a good man to-day-and I believe
these men the Government appointed to these positions
were not the worst appointments the Ontario Government
made.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There is one point to which
I desire to call attention in connection with this matter.
I do not wish to follow in the wide range that has been
taken, but simply to call the attention of the House to this
fact. It is evident that in the matter now under discussion,
the House and the country were, at a previous date, misled
by the answer the hon. tbe Minister of Justice gave to the
question then put. I thought to-day that the hon. gentle-
man would have stated he had been misinformed, as he
practically, I think, accepted the statement set forth in the
affidavit. I thought he would have regretted having led
the House and the country to believe, from the information
he had received, something which was not strictly in accord
with the facts; but I regret to find he took the line of rather
seeming to justify his eanswer. I think the House is entitled
to know from whom the hon. gentleman received his infor-
mation. Of course, it was open to him at the time to have
taken the ground that the question was not a proper one to
be asked, and have declined to answer; but he answered it,
and answered in such a way as te lead the country to believe
that the hon. member for South Oxford, who put the
question, lad been misinformed. Now we find that the
statement of the hon. member for South Oxford is support-
ed by affidavits, the correetness of which the hon. the
Minister of Justice does not pretend te deny, but expresses
his willingness for the time being to accept. We are
therefore entitled te know on what information he based
his answer. Was it the returning officer for Raldimand
who gave it to the hon. gentleman.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will answer the hon. gentleman
when ho site down.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The answer which the hon.
gentleman gave leads me to believe that there muet be
some misapprehension in the whole matter. When he told
us that ho was informed Charles Young had net served
any terni of imprisonment, and that he was further
informed he had held several offices of trust and honor
and was reoommended for that office of deputy re-
turning officer by several persons of influence, including
a Liberal, ho must have received his information from
some one. That person should have been carefui te
give the correct information, and we cannot but regret
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that he did not do so. The hon. gentleman will have!
to be more careful the next time as to whom ho addresses
for information. I do not wish to enter into the charges
made with reference to the action of the Ontario Govern-
ment with regard to appointments of magistrates or with
reference to other questions that came up. I do not think
the hon. the Minister of Justice will take that line. We
are dealing with a oertain question that ought to be decided
on its merits; and if wrong has been done in any
other case, that does not make this right. The hon.
the Minister of Justice will hardly venture frankly to
say what the answer he gave would imply; he would
hardly attempt to justify the conduct of the re-
turning officer for the county of Queen's. I do
not believe there is a respectable gentleman in this
louse who will justify, in his heart of hearts, the conduct

of that returning officer. The hon. member for Bruce (Mr.
Cargill) tells us we changed our base. fie tells us we first
complained that the returning officers did not do thoir duty,
and thon that the returning officers did do their duty but
that the Clerk ofthe Crown in Chancery did not. Well,
both charges were made. We claim that the writs were de-
layed by the returning officers in many cases, and thon we
charged the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery with delaying
the publication of these writs. The hon. gentleman thon
says that we are never satisfied, and that thore is no way of
pleasing us, and would lead the House to believe that
we were finding fault when there was noue to be
found. He asked what would please these hon. gen-
tlemen. Well, Sir, nothing less will please us than
that justice and fair play should be done. That is
what they ask, and if they are not enabled to se-
cure that by reason of a majority on the other side,
prepared to vote down what is right and just and fair, they
can at any rate maintain their rights as members of Parlia-
ment and rise in their place and protest against the un-
fairnes which is manifested, against the injustice which is
done to them severally and collectively, as has been
done by this Government. The Government, as we have
it here, in view of the numbers supporting them, ought to
be able to do right, they ought to be able to discharge their
duties in a proper way; and, if it is correct that this re-
turning officer was notified prior to the appointment of this
individual, before the last general election, and, as it ap-
pears, agreed that, if the charges which were made against
him were true, ho was not a fit person to be appointed, the
Government must see that they appointed a gentleman
whose appointment it is admitted was not in the public in-
terest, I do not desire to say anything more on this ques.
tion. I did not know that my hon. friend had any
affidavits in reference to this matter, but, in common with
other members, I have heard the testimony which has been
adduced, I have heard the answer of the Minister of Justice,
and I think, in the light of the affdavits which have beeu
produced, it would be right for the Minister of Justice to
say that ho accepte them or that ho does not accept thom,
and if ho does accept them, that ho should express his
regret that ho was misinformed, and that ho consequently
misled the House in regard to this matter, if the facts
which have been recited are correct.

Mr. FREEMAN. I would not have risen to say one
word on this subject but for the accusation which these
gentlemen have thrown out to this side of the flouse. The
hon. gentleman says that a majority on this side of the
House are prepared to vote against justice and right. I
am one of that majority. Lot me tell the hon. gentleman
that I am prepared to vote and that I do vote for justice
and rigbt just as often as ho does, and that these accusa-
tions are not only ungentlemanly but are unwise, and
should not be thrown across to this side of the House, that
we ahould not be told that we are prepared to vote against
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justice and right. Lot us examine the record, and it will
be found that we uphold justice and right as much as they
do on the other aide. Last Session I listened with some
amazement to the accusations which were thrown against
us, and against the Governmont especially, as to their con-
duct in the election of February, 1887. 1 presumed, as a
matter of course, that those hon. gentlemen had
some grounds for those accusations, and I thought
that, when they got the opportunity, they
would substantiate those accusations. They declared
that all they wanted was uthe opportunity. They
said: Give us the opportunity, and we will show you
how you have behaved, we will show you that the cousti-
tuencies have been deceived and that they are now waiting
for the opportunity to return members to support the
Opposition in place of the members now supportizg the
Government. They got the opportunity in many cases, and
how many more have they now than they had last Session?
Have they one more? On the contrary they have less.
Did they get any more votera in the constituencies in which
they returned the same members as they had before ? Were
any more votes recordod in favor of the Opposition than
there were in favor of the Government ? No, Sir, it was on
the contrary. Wherever an opportunity was offered to the
people, there was a larger number of voters who recorded
their votes for those sitting on this aide of the House, and
I may say also that in every case those hon. gentlemen have
failed to substantiate their charges or their contentions.
Does that show that they have justice and right on their
side ? It is just the opposite. When they brought up the
returning officer from Queen', N. B., they made a spectacle
of themselves when they had that man before the House.
With all the legal power and legal knowledge and legal
wisdom which they had arrayed against him, they
showed themselves to be perfectly imbecile in regard to that
charge. I contend that, with all these facts before thom,
it is unwise and it is improper and it is insulting for them
to throw thoir charges against us, and to say that wu vote
for what we know to be wrong and unjust. What is the
charge which is brought against this deputy returning offi-
cor ? It is that at one time of hie life ho did wrong, and ho
was punished for it. Perhaps if every hon, member on that
side of the House had been dealt with according t> hie
desorts, many might have boen punished. At Aay rate, if
this man was guilty, he paid the penalty, he p aid it to the
public and to the law, and there has been no charge that ho
did not do right since that, there is no charge that ho did
not discharge his duties properly as a deputy returning
officor. What do the hon. gentlemen assert that the Govern-
ment should do? The last speaker said that ho
wished the Minister of Justice to say, I have
done wrong, and I am sorry. Did ho suppose
that the Minister of Justice would take that course?
For several years I was returning ofmer, and I made my
own appointments, and I never asked the overnment whom
they were pleaed or diapleased with as regards deputy re-
turning officers. All I studied was to see that J had deputy re-
turning officers who would do my work well. That is what 1
looked after. I never asked what the man had donc before, but
was ho prepared at that time to do my work well, so that
the Goverument would bring no charge against me, and the
candidates would bring no charge against me, and the pub-
lic would bring no charge against me. That was the object
I had in view, and I venture to say that this returning
officer who has been referred to in this case had the same
object in view, and, if this man who was appointed as a deputy
returning officer did hie work well, the returning officer
was justified in appointing him, and these hon. gentlemen
have nothing to complain of. If the deputy returning officer
has done wrong, lot him be brought to the proper tribunal,
and no man would be more desirous than myself to see that
ho was punished if ho did not faithfully perform bis duty.
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These deputy returning officers should always do their duty,
and should be punished if they do not. I think this dis-
cussion is a thorough waste of the time of the louse. If
this man, at some time or other, stole anything or com.
mitted any other crime for which he was punished, he paid
the penalty; but, if he bas done any wrong in this par-
tieular case, bring him before the proper tribunal and
punish him. The cause of my rising to-day, however, was
the continual th-owing out from that side of the House of
statements that we are frauds on this side, that we support
injustice in place of justice. Dare honm gentlemen tell me
that outside of this Hlouse ? They dare not do it, and what
they dare not do outsidé of the House, as gentlemen they
ought not to do inside of this House.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon, gentleman opposite has
asked me a question. Ie has said in effect that he ex-
pected me to state to the House that I had been misled in
the statement which I made and that I had accepted the
statement which was put before the House this alternoon.
If he had followed my remarks, he would have observed
that I expressly reserved myself from accepting the state-
monts which were put before the House this afternoon, and
which was sprung upon the House by the hon. gentleman,
bocause I think the persons who are reforred to
ought to have an opportunity of answering those state-
monts. I do not want to be misrepresented as to anything
I may have said, and I may therefore state that I gave the
best information to the House which was in my possession
at the time. I do not think the question which the hon.
gentleman put is one that should have been asked. I think
it is not a question in regard to which the Government
bas any responsibility, but, notwithstanding that, I should
be very sorry to have misled the House, but if the state-
monts which have been put before the House now are cor-
rect, I was misled myself. Still, I think that these
people should have an opportunity of replying to them
before we come to any conclusion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With the permission
of the House I will lay on the Table these three affidavits
so that hon. gentlemen may inspect them.

Mr. RYKERT. You had botter keep them.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No; I leave them for

the information of the Minister of Justice, who desires, as
I understood him, to investigate the matter.

Mr. RYKERT. They don't amount to much.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They simply amount

to this, in my opinion, that they are the clearest possible
proof that a man whom it was a disgrace to place in a
position of justice, has been plaeed there. With regard to
some remarks that have been made on the other side, par.
ticularly by the last speaker or two, I will just simply say,
that they are tantamount to a declaration within the minds
of those hon, gentlemen that ex-convicts are fit and proper
returning officers.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Oh, they do not think

ex-convicts are fit and proper ersons for returning officers;
then let the Government dea[ with this returning officer
who ias appointed such. The First Minister, however,
asked a question of this House to whieh I will venture to
offer a suggestion. The First Minister declared that Pro-
vincial Governments were not fit persons to be intrusted
with the selection of mon to act as returning officers, that
they put pressure on returning officers to appoint proper
deputies-that, I think, was hiseontention ;-that therefore,1
in self-defence, he had taken it into his own hands, which1

ference. He asked the House, what is the alternative ?
Well, I say there are several alternatives. It would be
possible, I think, although, I do not desire to mix up our
judges too much with these things-it would be possible
to allow officers of the judiciary to select the returning of-
ficers; it would be possible to allow snob a court as this:
a court composed of the warden, representing the people
of theecounty; a judge, representing the Dominion Gevern-
ment; and the sheriff of the county, or the registrar of the
county, an appointee of the local Government, to select a
returning officer; with either of suoh reasonable impartial-
ity would be obtained. That impartiality will be obtained
under the prosent system, no human being believes.

Mr. McNEILL. I wish to ma-ke a personal explanation.
I wish to say with regard to the remark of the bon. member
for South Brant (Mr. Paterson), that I never heard until
to-day, neither did any hon. members sitting near me hear
until to-day, the charge against returnirg officers that they
had withheld returns. On the contrary, we understood that
the chief charge against the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
had been that the returns had not been sent in, and that ho
had withheld them.

Mr. EDGAR. The Minister of Justice has risen twice in
bis place and addressed the flouse, since the charge was
made by the hon. member for South Oxford, and ho has not,
so far as I have heard, nor has any member of the Govern-
ment expressed the slightest regret, that a returning officer
of the Government, after ho had been formally notified of
the character of this deputy returning officer, should have
appointed him again. Now, Mr. Speaker, it is all very well
to say that we must wait till the other side is heard. But
surely when an hon. gentleman of the position and stand-
ing of the hon. member for South Oxford in this House,
makes a statement of that kind, in bis place-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And ho knows it.
Mr. EDGAR. And when, more than that, ho brings

affidavits and shows a primd facie case, surely the Minister
of Justice who holds that high position in which ho las
great responsibility before the people of the country, surely
ho ought at least to be able to say. Well, if that be true, I
exceedingly regret it. But we have not had one word of
that kind from the hon. gentleman or from any of his fol-
lowers in this flouse. The First Minister bas seemed to
justify the whole thing from beginning to end, bis followers
have done the same. The hon. gentleman from Nova
Scotia, who made such a warlike speech a moment ago,
states that ho would not find fault with any returning
offcer, and ho could not be found fault with, so long as ho
did bis work well. Of course, this man in Haldimand did
his work well, therefore ho should not be found fault with.
But the debate took a little wider range, and the hon.
member for North Ontario (Mr. Madill) told us about some
appointments to office made by the Ontario Government in
bis county. Well, Sir, perhaps hon. members may have
observed that in the Province of Ontario, when the Treas.
urer was making his budget speech the other day, ho an-
nounced that certain defalcations had been discovered in
the Treasury, and ho was pressed urgently by the leader of
the Opposition, Mr. Meredith, in that House, to say what
ho had done upon discovering the defalcation, and when ho
was pressed ho said, without giving names-I do not know
the names myself-that an officer had been dismissed from
the service on account of that defalcation, and ho had since
been taken into the service of the Dominion Government.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). My bon. friend has referrud
to the remark of the First Minister. fie forgets that my
hon. friend from Oxford made a certain charge, which was

is the same as saying that ho had assigned to the minister- in reply to the Minister of Justice. They both confLned
ial candidates the task of selecting the returning offleers themselves to a specific case. Then the leader of the
who were to ait in judgment on them, and that was his pro. Opposition got up; h did not touch on that case, but he

Mr. FuxAN.
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went into generalities, enlarging on that subject, and the'
First Minister, in reply to &e leader of the Opposition,
confined himself to that reply. Now, I do not know about
the other Provinces, but I challenge any member of the
Opposition from the Province of Ontario to stand up in hie
place and name the appointment of a returning officer at
the last general election that he onsiders objeetionable. I
would like him to get up and enumerate a case whero
the present Government did not select officers who were
worthy to be selected. I recolleot, in the debate in 1882,
when the law was changed, that the First Minister stated
then that it was not his intention to exclude the sheriffs
and the registrars, except in cases where these men, appoin-
tees of the Local Government, had proved themselves un-
worthy partisans. And they have not been excluded. In
my part of the country they are invariably chosen, and I
shall not sit here and allow to go to the country these
general statements, without getting up and contradicting
them. As an illustration, there are two by-elections pend-
ing to-day in the Province of Ontario, and I ask, Who
is the returning offoer in the riding of Kent? Who is the
returning officer for Russell? In Kent, it is the sheriff of
the county, and in Russell, it is the registrar, and these men
are appointed, not because they are Ontario officials, but
because their moral character and standing in the com-
munity justify this Government in selecting them for the
position. That is the true ground upon which the Govern-
ment are acting, and I believe they are thoroughly justified.

Motion to adjourn the House withdrawn.

THE AUDITOR GENERAL.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that resolution respect-
ing salary of Auditor General be concurred in. He said :
As I stated to the flouse, the Government held very strong-
ly, indeed, the necessity of the Auditor General occupying
an entirely independent position. He was a parliamentary
officer, and did not occupy the position that other officers
occupied, and the moment my attention was drawn to the
fact, that, in bringing him under the operation of the Super-
annuation Act, it appeared to have the effect of placing a
certain amount of governmental control over that officer, I
felt that it was a matter that required further consideration.
It was suggested, subsequently, that in the meantime we
should ascertain what measures were necessary in order to
remove entirely any such objection, and I suggested that
the object would entirely be accomplished by placing the
offieer under the operation of the Superannuation Act, ex-
cept as regards two clauses which appear to give a certain
amount of governmental control. B ut I was greatly sur-
prised to find, on referring to the discussion that had taken
place in this House, that hon, gentlemen opposite and not
this Govern ment were entirely responsible for having placed
the Auditor General under the operation of the Superannu.
ation Act. I hold in my hand the original Act passed in
regard to the Auditor General. The Act is to be found in
the Acte of 1878, page 47:

clauses which seem to give the Government a certain
amount of control over offiers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think that is decidedly
desirable. Of course it is very desirable that the Auditor
General should have the benefit of the Superannuation Act,
but care should be taken to provide that occasion could not
be seized by any Government to deprive that officer of his
position ; it is very important, I am bound to say, that
thi care should be exercised.

Mr. EDGAR. I am sure the Finance Minister must
admit that when explanations were made with respect to
the provisions of this Bill neither he nor any of his
colleagues were able to give the explanation he has just
made.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is no; our attention had
not been drawn to it.

Mr. THOMPSON. I confess that I was not aware that
the Auditor General was entitled to superannuation under
the Act of 1878, under which he was appointed. I think
hon, gentlemen opposite will admit that it is sufficiently
diffcult to bear in mind the statute laws, without being able
to recall Acts repealed. The Act was repealed in the re-
vision of the statutes, the view of the revisers being that
the Auditor General was under the Civil Service Act, and
therefore the Superannuation Act applied. But that was a
mistaken view, because he is not a member of the civil
service and is not covered by the Superannuation Aet with
ont being especially mentioned.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Supposing, as it is
possible, that the Auditor General became too infirm or
too old to properly discharge his onerous duties,how would
yon act in that case?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think in that emergency
the Government would be compelled to take action and
assume the responsibiltty of appointing some officer to dis.
charge the duties of the office until Parliament could be
oonsulted.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You would call upon
Parliament finally by formai Act to dispose of him.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. [ think so, no doubt of it.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, Because it is impor-

tant that the Auditor General should be strictly an officer
of Parliament and only be removable as judges are remov-
able.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Exactly so.
Resolution concurred in.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE AND AUDIT ACT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 87) to
amend the Consolidated Revenue and Audit Act, chap. 29 of
the Revised Statutes of Canada.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

(In the Committee.)
"l The Ats 33 Vie., o. 4, and 38 ic., e. 32, and 38 Vie., o. 9, provid- On section 4,ing for the superannuation of oflicers employed in the publio service of

the Dominion, shan apply to the Auditor General and offlers, clerks Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How exactly is that
and other persons employed in his offioe." Treasury Board now composed ? Are there not some con-
So there was no necessity, so far as the present Auditor siderable alterations in it ?
General was concerned, for any Bill. He had the benefit of Sir OHARLES TUPPER. It consista of the Minister of
the Superannuation Act, and under the authority ot the Act Finance, who is ex-ooîcio chairman of the Board, the Mia-
placed on the Statute-book by hon. gentlemen opposite ister of Justice, the Secretary of State, the Minister of
when he was appointed, he has been paying regularly is con Customs and the Minister of Inland Revenue.
tribution ; but it was in relation to his successor, as this Act Sir RICHARD C & RTWRIGHT. Is that all ?
had been dropped out of the Revised Statutes, that it be-
came necessary to re-enact it. I now propose to meet the Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And one to be appointed by
diffculty by providing in this Bill that the Superannuation the Government, who at present is the Minister of Publie
4ct shal apply to the Auditor General, except to two Works.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is in fact a com-
mittee of the Privy Council composed of four members
and one holding office on what I shall term " good be-
haviour."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At leat one removable
offler.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

On section 6,
Mr. EDGAR. With referenoe to that clause there is a

large and important omission I think. Some words are
omitted from the old thirty-fifth clause. There is an alter-
ation in the month, and the date is changed from the 31lst
of October to the 30th of September. I suppose that is a
matter of convenience. Several words are left ont after
" June preceding." The words left out are: "For the inter-
est and management of the public funded and unfunded
debt, for the civil list, and all other issues in the financial
year."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The only alteration is to
provide for sending to the Auditor all accounts before the
30th of September instead of the 31st October.

Mr. EDGAR. There is evidently a clerical mistake
because seme very important words are left out of tho old
section after the words IlJune preceding." I suppose that
one of the greatest advantages of having the Auditor
General's report was that h. should comply with the section
as it stood ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I shall consider that matter
and we will postpone that clause in the meantime.

On section 7,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is referring to public

accounts to be laid before Parliament, and it is amended by
striking out the woids, "Such accounts to be countersigned
by the Auditor General." That is according to the present
practice.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the reason or
the object of the countersigning ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It never has been done, as
the Auditor General considers it unnecessary, and it has not
been done because it has not been found of any advantage.

On section 8,
Mr. EDGAR. What is the change ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The department prepares the

appropriation account on the 30th September instead of
the 31istof October.

Appropriation account of eaeh department shall be signed.
The old section merely stated that it should be signed
by the proper officer. The old section 44 provides that the
aeconnts shall be examined to see whether the payments
are supported by vouchers or proofà of payments. The
amended section is more explicit. Under it payments are
to be supported by vouchers required by this Act, and by
proofs of payment.

On section 10,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This section amenda section

48 of the Act. With regard to the matters to which the
Auditor General shall call the attention of Parliament, the
old Act states that he shall report cases in which it appears
to him that a grant has been exceeded. The words, "it
appears to him," are omitted in the amended section, so as
to require him to report all cases. It leaves no option to
him.

Committee rose and reported progress.

ADULTERATION ACT AMENDMENT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 47) to
amend the Adulteration Act, chap. 107 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. COSTIGAN. The first change is made on the re-

commendation of the chief analyst, so as to provide that
such articles as baking powder shall be included in the term
"food." According to the ruling of some of the jdges that
term does not include such articles, and therefore, we could
not reach baking powder that might be found to be of a
injurions character. The second change makes the term
" analyst " include any member of the examining board and
any assistant analyst to the chief analyst at Ottawa. It is
considered that the members of the board ought to
be as well qualified to give evidence in the courts
as the analysts to whose qualifications they certify.
The reason for taking the power under clause 5 is that the
vote given by Parliament from the administration of this
Act is a limited vote for the services to be performed. It is
necessary to obtain these samples all over the country, and
have them sent either to the local analyst or to the chief
analyst at Ottawa. Instead of appointing a new class of
officers outside of the service, to whom salaries would have
to be paid, it is proposed to take the power of designating
some officer already in the service whose salary might be
supplemented by a small appropriation from this vote.

Mr. LAURIER. It seems to me you take larger powers
under the Bill. Under the Act, as it exist, yon are limit-

O fi "l %,in l i d dn Aa% i-z %f
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This makes the report weights and measures. By tus Bil yen taie power te ap-
a month earlier, Is that the only change ? point speeial fficers.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes. It omits by what d r.COSTIGA 1Iarnsur, that power je there; cases
department such accounts should be prepared and rendered d ccur where it is necessary te exercise tint power, and
to the Auditor. There is no reason for that, as each depart- find it very inconvenient net te have it. I arnquit.
ment is boundto prepare its own accounts.willingowever, that ii should b struck ont. wil

menti. oun te repre ta on acouts.net preess fer the. power te appoint ethers than tiiese named
Mr. EDGAR. In the amended section 40 there is an in the present Act.

omission of the words, "provided always that the Auditor Mr. LAURIER.1 do net know whether tue amend-
General may, if he thinks fit, require the said department ment je called for or net, but the amendm.nt dees net seem
to transmit te him, in lieu of said balance sheet, a certified te be consistent with the explanatien given by the bon.
statement showing thc actual disposition cf to balances." Minipter.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. This amended section wmits Mr. COSTIGAN. This Bihlwould give tue power te add
te special staternent, and requires that eutstanding bal. tMese additional duties te tsduties cf any of ther officers

mes shail b.aocounted for net laVer than the. next finan. now in te service f fist depar ment, and te tae a portion
cal year. lIt is more clear and positive than the, old sno of te amont appropristed y Pariament for the adminis-
tien. Tii. amended section 43 enacts by wat officer te tration f thenAct to pay for sucl additional service.

Sr OARLES TUPPE. T
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Section 51 of the Civil Service Act provides that no addi-
tional sum can be paid to any member of the Civil
Service.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It would be better if the hon.
gentleman would explain each section by itself.

On setion 1,
Mr. PATEBSON (Brant). Has the hon. gentleman not

got the power under the Act to add any article that he
wants by Order in Council. I would like a definition of the
word food. For instance, the hon. gentleman speaks of
baking powder. Does that come under the term food ?

Mr. THOMPSON. A decision was given that the article
of food could only be defined to be something that could be
consumed in its then condition.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Every article that can be
consumed in its then condition would come under this
definition ?

Mr. THOIPSON. I think so.
On section 2,
Mr. EDGAR. I understood the hon. gentleman to say

that this amendment was introduced in order to enable the
Government to appoint existing officers to do this work,
rather than appoint new officers. The amendment,
however, does not agree with that explanation, but gives
the power to the Government to appoint any person for
that purpose. That would be giving the Government rather
a dangerous power. Is it desirable to take up people all
over the country and appoint them for this purpose, giving
them compulsory powers of inspection ? The Government
is asking for power to give t anyone at all, without dis-
crimination, these complete powers.

Mr. COSTIGAN. The hon. gentleman objects to that
part of the clause which proposes that the Government
shall have the power of appointing others besides those
named. When the leader of the Opposition called my at-
tention to that, I said that I did not consider that feature
of the Bill important and I would strike it out.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That will strike out the whole
clause.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I wish to add something to the clause.
I was explaining the whole matter when I was asked to
take the Bill section by section. I am quite prepared to
strike out these words:

And any person specially appointed by the Minister of Inland Rev-
enue.
But I stated before that we have the power to give those
additional duties to the officers named in this Act, but, on
account of section 51 of the Civil Service Act, unless we
make some provision here, we have no right to take any
money to pay them out of the money which is voted in re-
gard to the adulteration of fo'd, and other things. I pro-
pose to add this:

The prohibition contained in the firet paragraph of section 51 of the
Act concerni; the Oiril Service of Oanada shail not extend to offioers
rendering service under this section.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does the Minister propose
to give these officers any extra pay ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Certainly.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You propose to give extra

pay to your own officers ?
Mr. COSTIGAN. Certainly.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Perhaps the hon. gentleman

will explain ?
Mr. COSTIGAN. When I add these additional duties to

thosé already performed by those officers, by using them I
save the necessity of creating a staff of new officers, and the

duties can be performed much cheaper than they could by
appointing new men. It is the same principal which I have
adopted in regard to the inspectors of gas. I do not think I
have appointed an additional inspector of gas, or if any, very
few, as the duties have been assigned to excise or other offi-
cors by the officers already appointed. Whenever the posi-
tion of a gas inspector was open, I appointed an officer of
my department, if there was one in the locality, and paid
him $100 or $150 or $200 to discharge the duties of gas
inspector in that district. tUnder the Act gas inspectors
might be and were appointed at salaries ranging from $800
to $1,200 or $1,400 a year by the former Government. I
have not disturbed those officers who were already ap-
pointed, but, instead of creating new appointments, I have
added these new duties to the local officer, with some advan-
tage to him and with a saving to the country.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But this is only, as I under-
itand, for the procuring of samples. That is all which this
covers ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Yes.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). How many samples are pro-

cured in any one year in any special division ? Take the
Paris division of Inland Revenue, how many samples were
procured there during the last year ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I might say a few words more in
order to obviate the necessity of all the objections which
may be raised. The hon. gentleman is mistaken if he is
under the impression that such an officer is to be appointed
in every Inland Revenue division throughout the country.
That would involve a considorable exponse, and the quanti.
tity of samples obtained would not justify the extra re.
muneration ; but it is not intended to apply that principle
all over the country, even in the employment of our own
officers. The appointment will perhaps be confined to one
man for a Province. There may b one for Ontario, who
will do the whole of that work for the additional amount
paid to him ; and there may be one for Quebec and one
for the Maritime Provinces. Surely the hon. gentleman
cannot seeanything objectionable in that.

Mr. PATERSO.i (Brant). But 1 understand that the
Minister has struck this provision for a special officer out.
We are now discassing the pay ment of the officers of Inland
Revenue. Surely it is not the intention to albw one
officer to go all over the country and procure samples.

Mr. COSTIGAN. An officer will go where it is neces.
sary for him to go.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Suppose the case of Hamil-
ton, the Minister would not ask an officer to go from Ottawa
to Hamilton, for instance, but ho would tell the officer in
Hiamilton to get the samples. That officer would not
require any additional salary for doing that.

Mr. COSTIGAN. If I require samples in the city of
Hamilton, I certainly want to have the power to send an
officer from the city of Ottawa; and if I require samples
in Montreal, I want to have the right to send an
officer from Toronto to Montreal to get the samplcs. An
officer in Montreal might do the work, but there may be
cases where the officer from Toronto would get the samples
much botter than the officer in Montreal, and vice versa an
officer going from Montreal to Toronto, who was not known
to the merchants there, would get the samples better than
one who was known in Toronto.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I understand that the Minis.
ter is willing to strike out the provision in this Bill to
which reference has been made. He was proposing to do
one thing, but now ho wishes to take power to use an officer
in Ottawa or anywhere else for this extra work. It seems
to me that the Minister cannot carry this out without addi.
tional expense by instructing the offieers in the different
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Inland Revenue divisions to de the work, sud, if ho has
officers whom ho cannot trust in the public interest to assist
in carryi2g out the Adulteration Act, they should be
changed. It should not be necessary to send an officer
from Ottawa to otherparts of the Dominion. We ought to
b. able te trust our oicers, and they ought to be able to do
this work, and should be willing to do it, and, if the officer
does the work in his own division, there is no reason for him
to require extra remuneration, If it should b desired to
send an officer from Ottawato Nova Scotia or New Bruns.
wick, it might be a nice trip for the offcer, but how will
the ends of justice or the efficiency of the carrying out of
the statute be promoted by that ? It is clear that this is
su pposing that the officers in the different divisions are not
fit to be trusted in carrying out the provisions of the Act.

Mr. COSTIGAN. If the hon. gentleman wants to criti-
cise and find fault, I cannot help it. Have I said a single
word to justify the statement that I have not confidence in
my officers ?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Yen; when the hon. entle-
man says that ho might have to send an officer from Ottawa
to Hlamilton, it muet be because ho has no confidence in his
offier there.

Mr. COSTIGAN. No. The hon. gentleman jumps to a
conclusion which is not warranted. I said it might be bet-
ter to send an offieer from Ottawa to Toro>nto, or f rom any
one division to another, to obtain the samples, because a
stranger can get the samples much botter than those who
are known in the place itself to be officers of the depart-
ment. Then the hon. gentleman states that I was quite
willing to strike ont that clause which gives me power
to appoint anyone outaide of my own staff to do this
work. I say at once that I do not want to take that
power. The Government is limited now to imposing
these duties on the officers named here, officers in regular
standing, and belonging to the department in one branch
or another. I still hold that in imposing on these officers
additional duties, we have a right to ask the power to pay
them a amall remuneration in consideration of these ad.
ditional duties.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L.) What words does the hon. gen-
tleman propose to add for that purpose ? That is the point.

Mr. COSTIGAN. As I said before to the hon. gentleman,
when my attention was called to it by him, I consulted the
Minister of Justice on this point and on aIl the points in the
Bill. The words to be added are :

The prohibition *ontained in the first aragraph of section 51 of the
Act eoncerning the Civil Service of Canadra shall not extend to officers
rendering servie. under this section.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The effect of that is that you
may pay your officers an extra amount for doing this work.

Mr. COSTIGAN. An additional amount for their serv-
ices.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That il what I object to.

19r. COSTIGAN. Parliament ha. laid down this principle.
The Civil Service Act providea that, if you come to Parliament
in any one case, notwithstanding theblst section, and state
that A, B or C, civil servants, have two or three thousand a
year salary, and if you place a sum in the Estimates to pay
them a thousand additional for some additional duty, Parlia-
ment votes the sum to those oefficers. The same reason i.
given now. I take men with small salaries, and I want to
pay them out of the fund voted by Parliament for the ad-
ministration of that branch for which the services of these
men will be utilised. All I ask is power to pay a small
proportion of that vote to supplement their salaries, in-
stead of being obliged to ask for their whole salary for that
particular purpose.

Ur. PATERoN (Brant).

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The praotiee hitherto pursued of
adding to the salaries of civil servants in that way, has just
been taken exception to by the hon. member for arant, and
I think myself it is a very undesirable practice, and the
sooner we put a stop to it the better. But it appears in
this case that the hon. gentleman is asking the sanction of
this House to appropriate money voted for that purpose to
increase the salaries of the officers of his own department.
Now, I do think, with all due deference to the Minister,
that the officers of hie department should do the work
allotted to them within their heurs of duty-and I do not
suppose that they are very frequently worked beyond that
time-without any additional remuneration from any other
branch. This practice that is growing up of asking the
House for an increased vote for such and such a person i n
the civil service, for services done, or supposed to be done,
and very often only supposed to be done, so far as we con-
sider the question, is a practice that should be condemned
most emphatically by every member of this House.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I do not think the hon. gentleman
has clearly understood me. The salaries of our excise
officers are voted by Parliament. The Estimates provide
for a certain amount for the administration of that par-
ticular branch of my department, coming under the Act for
the Prevention of the Adulteration of Foods and Drugs.
Now, I am not asking Parliament for any more money.
Parliament has voted the money for the administration of
that Act. I have power to appoint collectors of these
samples all over the country, and give such a salary as by
Order in Council may be approved of, and that will
be paid. I do not want to incur such expense as that
would be, simply because the clause in the Civil Service
Act provides that these accumulated salaries shall not be
paid. I want to take the House into my confidence and
say that, instead of taking money-not new money-I do
not want any more money, because Parliament has voted
the money already to enable me to administer that Act. I
want Parliament to understand that instead of appointing
a new man, as I may do, and which the Civil Service Act
does not prevent me from doing-instead of appointing a
man at $1,000 to go and collect these samples, the vote
you have given me already enables me to administer the
law. Therefore, I want Parliament to understand that I
am going to impose this duty upon our present officers.
already in our department, and I am going to take a smal!
amount of the money that you voted for that purpose,
and pay a portion of their salary out of the vote. I do not
ask you to give me a new sum of money to increase the
salary of these men; I only want authority to use the
money you have placed in my hands for the administration
of the law in that way.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman has ex-
plained the point very learly, and possibly in some cases
the principle may be defensible. I think I understand him,
but it amounts to this, and it is a belief which has per-
meated very deeply the official mind, that no man who
holds an office to which a salary can be attached, can
be asked to cross a T or dot an I, or do anything
that is not in the bond, without being paid extra.
Now, the objection which my hon. friend to my
left submitted was this, that the hon. gentlemen will
ask an official having certain defined duties, with a fired
salary, to do a little work which is not strictly within
bis department, and then ask us to pay him for it.
For every additional act they ask us to pay an extra
sum of money. It may be right that should be done,
but my impression is, and it is the impression of
many members of the House, that many of the oMcials
in the hon. gentleman's department, serving in the
outlymg' parti of the Dominion, so far from being over-
worked, are very much underworked. I may be wrong i
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that, but my impression is that they have not got half
enough to do, in some cases. It may be unfortunate that
it is so, the hon, gentleman may have to pay a large salary,
a man may be necessary in a certain place, and the duties of
the office may not be sufficient to occupy all his time, but
yon have to pay him a salary. The hon. gentleman is carry.
ing out the principle that if you ask any one of these men,
who have ve few duties attached to their office, to do one
single thingthat is not in the scope of the appointment he
must pay them extra for it. I do not think that isa desirable
thing to do. I do not think their duties are very onerous,
and they might be fairly asked to do that without
additional pay.

Committee rose.
It being six o'clook, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.

47) to amend the Adulteration Act, chap. 107 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. EDGAR. The Minister of Inland Revenue has ex-
plained that the amendment he proposes would enable him
to pay offlcers in his department, who are already in re-
ceipt of salaries, an additional sum for work in which he
might employ them in connection with the Inspection Act,
and hs proposed to do this without placing a sum in the
Estimates. The opinion is entertained very largely on
this side of the House that members of the Civil Service
should be paid enough to secure their time, and not be con-
tinually asked to do other work for which extra pay must
be granted. The bon. gentleman says the country wil not
lose anything by adopting his proposition, because pay-
ment will be made out of special sums appropriated by
Parliament for carrying out he Adulteration Act. Surely
if he pays them in that way, he is appropriating their time
which should be given to another service, and they should
not be paid for both services. There will be no saving,
directly or indirectly, effected by paying the mon out of one
fund more than another. The principle is objectionable as
well as the practice.

On section 3.
Mr. COSTIGAN. The same reason applies to this

change in the law that I gave in connection with the first
clause. It has been decided by the courts that if an article
to be submitted to analysis be sent ont of the district where
it was taken, it is questionable whether that will stand.
The chief analyst takes the ground that it would b better
that people should be free to submit samples to any of the
analyste. One analyst might be a botter authority on a
particular article than another, and for that reason as well
as for the reason that it is important that any analysis
should be legal, this section has been framed.

BRil reported, and read the third time and passed.

CHIGNBCTO MARINE TRANSPORT BAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 101) to make further provision respecting the
granting of a subsidy to the Chignecto Marine Transport
Railway Company, Limited.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Any appropriation of public
money looking to the development of the natural channe s
of trade, is, of course, a defensible moasure; but it appears
to me, looking at this undertaking on its merits, that it is
an utter waste of public money. I have never yet seen or
heard any man in the Maritime Provinces, familiar with
the trade of that part of the eountry, who entertains the

opinion that any good will result from the expenditure of
money to build the railway contemplated under this Bill.
The hon. Minister of Finance last night mentioned that
an eminent engineering authority in England, a Mr. Fowler,
had expressed an opinion as to the feaibility of this work.
I have no doubt whatever that that was the case, because
there can be no doubt that the work can be completed if
you are disposed to spend sufficient money. We know
very well that in a great enterprise of this kind where
there is a large subsidy concerned, that when people go to
England where money is cheap they will go to an engineer

b of the eminent character that I have no doubt this gentle-
man is and submit a project to him and he will say it is
quite feasible. He did not go so far as to pronounce the
same hopeful opinion as to the working of that railway,
nor did he give us any information regarding the opinion
of any eminent or prominent authority with respect to its
usefuliness in the future. It is in that aspect of the case
that I think it is unfortunate the Government are con-
mitted to this expense. I suppose they are bound to go on
and I do not intend to delay the House by offering further
opposition to it than merely to say I regard it as an
unnecessary expense and I cannot allow it to pass withont
recording my opinion against it.

Mr. WELSH. I quite agree with the words that have
fallen from the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. Jones). I
think it is a work that is unnecessary, and that is my private
opinion. I know the place well. I know Baie Verte and I
know there is a shoaly strand where you have to go for five
miles from shore before you get twenty feet of water. I
would like to know how yon will build this railway. If
you build it on the principle of a marine slip you will find
great difficulty. Any person in this House conversant
with the shipping interests knows that there are very few
marine slips so perfect that they can take a ship out
of water and take her on the blocks without doing her
an injury. I say that in taking a ship out of water,
say a ship of 1,000 tons, loaded or unloaded, and conveying
her overland, the chances are that the ship will be badly
injured. If this Bill passes I hope there will be a clause
inserted that the company will be liable for any damage or
injury done to a ship during transport. I notice that this
company applied for a charter seven years ago and that they
got what they asked for. I find that a few years after they
applied for an amendment to that Act. They obtained the
amendment seven years after the paseing of that Act
granting them all they asked for, and without their putting
a spade in the ground or having a shilling paid
out they asked tbis House for further amendments.
I think that is pressing the matter rather close. The
hot. the Minister of Finance stated the other
evening that everything comes to those who wait, and
I think those gentlemen who applied for an amendment to
the charter are acting upon that principle. 1[think it is a
bad principle, where a company after seven years comes a
thirdtime applying to this House for further concessions
or for further grants in some way or other, that we should
grant it until they do something. In looking over the list
of promoters of this scheme I do not find many shipowners
among them. Every hon. gentleman in this House knows
that some ten or twelve or thirteen years ago there was an
agitation for a Baie Verte Canal, and this was agitated for
a number of years. Finally the Government of the country
appointed a commission to take evidence as to the feasibility
and chance of succeus for that canal. I think that the resuit
of that commission was that the canal was not warranted,
that it was not feasible and that it would be of no service.
I myself remember being in court when the evidence was
taken. I remember the evidence of an old man, Captain
Salmon, I think his name was, who had been engaged in
the Bay of Fundy trade for several years and who had
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served in the Imperial Navy. He was asked his reasons for disclaim the idea that this can ho absolutely and purely for
objecting to the canal, and ho said he would sooner Maritime Provinces purposes, and it ought net te ho charged
go the long route than he would attempt it if there was a to ns as undertaken seiy for the benefit of the Maritime
navigable river across this isthmus. It was a large tidal Provinces.
basin, that there was a great rise and fall of tide, and it was Mr. E DGAR. Se far as Ontario je concernod, I think that
full of rocks and shoals-more dangerous for navigation Province can stand a littie further delay and investigation
than any part of the world, I suppose. He was asked what of the matter, and therefore it should not be shouldered on
was bis reason. He said : A fog; and when they asked him Us.
what was the fog, ho said: I have been there and I mean
it. Sir (somebody) Young, I think it was, asked him how Sir CHARLES TUPPEI. I ean hardly allow the
thick the fog was ? and he said: I have seen the fog so measure tobe carried, after what has been said, without
thick that I could make a looking glass of my hand. I making a statement to the fouse. I would remiud the hon.
think that is true. If this Bill passes I would like to have member for ilifax (Mr. Jones) and the hon. member for
a clause in it to the effect that the company should be liable Qieen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Welsh) that they are six years too
to any damage or injury sustained by any ship transferred late in the speeches they have addreseedto the fouse to-
by that railway. I know well and any person acquainted night. This Parliament deliberately six years ago adopted
with shipping knows, that if you bauild a ship the foreman the policy of giviug a ce
must look after her to keep her in proper position when theconstruction of t4is work, .after the matter was put
she is building, so liable is she to strain from undue fairly and distinotly before the fouse; and f rom that hour
weight on any one section. If a ship is so difficult to keep down te the present, aithough certain modifications and
in position when she is not moving, how difficult is it to get extensions ofture have been.asked, not one dollar adlitional
her out of water on to a marine slip and how much more bas been asked by the promoters of this enterprise over
diffioglt it is to take a ship out of water and take her and above what Parliarent deliberately sanctioned six
20 miles over land and drop her into the Bay of Fundy. years ago. So much for that part of the question. Now,
I really believe that it will be more than the third time Sir, why did the fouse sanction this work? I can undor-
the House will be troubled with this kind of thing, for I do stand the position of the hon. member for Halifax.perfectly
not imagine that any capitalists will invest money in it. Iwell. The hon, gentleman wants te prevent tle construct-
should like another clause in the Act, and that is, that the ion of ibis work in the inlereete of hie ewn constituents.
company shall not commence operations until they have a Ie wants every vessal sailing from the Gulf of St. Law-
paid up capital of a million of money. I remember, roncete be compelled te pass by the port of Halifax,
some years ago, that a company got a concession to build a te make a friendly eau at that port, and leavo a little
railway from the same part of Nova Scotia. They coin- rney thoro on ils way te New York, Boston, er Port-
menced operations, employed a large number of men, level. land. But I cnsider it îhe beight of ingratitude on
led a lot of the road, and all of a sudden the gentleman who the part of the hon. member for Queens te stand up
got the charter was not to be sen; he was non est. The lere and oppose a measure which, if it is going te beneit
poor people ho employed were done out of their money foroepart ef this Dominion more than another, will benefit
their supplies and labor, and the man lad gone away. the island on which he ives.
What was the consequence? The consequence was that great article of export of that Island, potatees, an in-
the Government had to undertake this work and psy the cresed value almeet equal te the ameunt of tle duiy that
people. Suppose this gentleman who comes here three now meets Ibm in the United States. It will enable the
times asking for concessions commences work, employs men large foots with which Captain Walsh je idetified-if ho
and incurs liability, and the people get nothing, will the Gov. will allow me to use lis name-to make two or tîrce
ernmunt have to puy it? .L suggest to the Minister of Fi- voyages betweeu Charlottetown sud Boston and New York,
nance that the company be rjot allowed to commence oper. for evcry eue that it can .makeas matters stand te-day.
ations until a million of capital is paid up, so as to secure Mr. WELSH. No.
liabilities, and to prove this a bond fide enterprise. I believe
if it was a boaáfide enterprise they would not, after boing Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Why, Sir, I arnnet attempt-
granted the concessions they asked in this House, after seven ing te offer te the fouse, on a question of this kind, my
years come this time for the third concession, and without opinion in opposition te that cf a gentlerran who je per-
having invested, as 1 believe, one dollar. All this work is fectly familiar with navigation on the water; but that hon.
costing the country money, and I think there is a disposi. gentleman haslad ne experience in navigatinghislip on
tion on the part of the Minister of Finance to keep our ex- land.
penses within bounds, and to check it. It is my will that Mr. WELSI. No, and I do net waut te.
this policy should ho carried out, and that the expenditure
of public noney should be lessened, and the expenditure of Sir CHARLES TUPPER. He is ne autherity on the
public money for useless purposes should ho put an end to. question cf iaking his ohip ever land for twenty miles.

'The hou. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) objecte te,
Mr. ELLIS. This is undoubtedly a purely experimental ibis werk. The faci is, I have cannen in front of me, can-

work; I think there is no railroad or marine slip of this non te the right cf me, cannon te tle loit cf me, snd can-
character in the world; and it is certainly quite aun under- non in ail directions-Nova Scotia, Prince Ed-vard Island
taking for this country to make such an experiment. The aud Ontare, sîl boand te cruml this enlerprise. Now, Sir,
navigation there is open only five or six months in the year, what is the fact? This policy of having the means cf
and that is all the time this marine railway eau bo used. seuding slips frem the Gulf cf St. Lawrence ie îlehe3ay
Holwever, the Government appear teobe committed to it, cf Fundy je net a pelicy cf mine. I did net prepound ite
and ali 1 desire to say in the matter is that I think it should ibis fouse. h was propounded te Ibis fouse by gentle-
be distinctly understood on both sides of the House thatmen wbe lad more inierests in slips sud more inleresi in
this undertaking cannot ho regarded by Maritime Province the trafic ef the country, than any cf tle gentlemen wbo
men as in the interest of the Maritime Provinces. It may have addressed tle fouse, great as their interests are.
turn out so; but I think there are many things that we are Mr. MITCHELL. Will you name them?
agreed on are necessary for the Maritime Provinces, and
should be proceeded with before this work. Therefore, 1 Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I wili I will name Sir
deaire as one representative of the Maritime Provinces to Uuh Alan, the chairman cf the commission which reoom-
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mended this work, and I will give the hon. member for St.
John (Mr. Ellis) a name that will command respect in the
Province of New Brunswick for many years to come, as it
has for many years in the past. I will give you the names
of the foremost men of every section of this country-ofi
Ontario, of Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia-all1
charged with the important duty of reporting for the con-i
sideration of the Gavernment, and for the informationi
of Parliament, the value of having the means of transferring
vessels from the Gulf of St Lawrence into the Bay of Fun.
dy. That Commission, Sir, was composed of Sir Hugh
Allan, its chairman; of Col. Gzowski, a distinguished engi-
neer, and a man whose knowledge of trade and business isi
widely known and respected in this country; Mr. Calvin, ai
gentleman who had a great interest in all questions con-
nected with inter-provincial trade, and wbo understood this
question about as thoroughly as any gentlemen here; Mr.
George Laidlaw, a man of high attainments and great
ability ; Mr. Garneau, from Quebec, a merchant of bigh
standing, wbose opinion would command respect every-
where; Mr. Stairs, of Halifax, a gentleman whose name
only requires to be mentioned where he is known to com-
mand great and unqualified respect; and Mr. Jardine, of
the Province of New Brunswick. Now, Sir, g hat did these
gentlemen say? That there was no object in shortening
the distance from Quebec to the Bay of Fundy ? Let me
read to the House what they did say :

" Inseparably connected with the lowth of intereolonial trade is the
construction of the Baie Verte Canal .

Mr. MITCHELL. Canal, not railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If my hon. friend will keep
quiet, I will come to the reason for the substitution of the
ship railway for the canal. The first point is the question
of traffic-is there business sufficient to warrant the work ?
Ontario, Quebec, and all the Provinces are interested in
shortening this communication. f establish that by an
authority that I consider as great and undoubted as any
authority that could be offered on a commercial and engi-
neering question to this House. They said:

" The advantages that must accrue, not merely to the Dominion as a
whole, but to the commerce of the Maritime Provinces, are so clearly
pointed out by the boards of trade of all the leading cities of Canada,
and by men interested in the development of our commercial cities-not
simply the merchants of St. John and other places in the locality of
the proposed canal, but merchants at Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal, and Quebec-that it is superfluous for the commissioners
more than briefly to refer to a few salient features of the scheme."

"A steamer laden with flour for St. John, N. B., now goes down the
Gulf as far as Shediac, where the cargo is transported by rail to its
destination. The total distance by water from Shediac through the
Gut of Canso and round the coast of Nova Scotia to the Bay of Fundy,
as far as the commercial capital of New Brunswick, is about €00 miles,
and the consequence is that there is little or no direct communication
between the Bay of Fundy ports and those of the River St. Lawrence.

That is to say, that the construction of the canal at that
point, or of any other means that will accomplish the same
object as the canal, will shorten the distance between
Shediac and the port of St. John by no less than 600 miles.

" By a canal through the isthmus, from Shediac, the distance to St.
John will not be more than 100 miles. This fact will show the insu-
grable obstacle that now existe to anything hke extensive commerce

tween Montreal and the Bay of Fundy ports of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, and the great iipulse that must necessarily be given to
the trade by the opening out of a route which will shorten distance so
considerably, furnish an inland navigation from the lakes to Boston,
and consequently lessen frights between those points at least twenty-
five per cent."

Now it is quite true that my hon. friend from Queen's,
P. B. I., will lose that 25 per cent. on the voyage; but
he must not forget that although he will get 2â per cent.
les for the cargo he carries over this ship railway, he
will make it up in another way. He will send four vessels
through in this way for every one he can send te Boston
or New York, with that very valuable commodity of which

Prince Edward Island is so prolific. It has been shown
that there is a tonnage on the Bay of Fundy from the gulf
ports of something like 2,687,550 tons entering and leaving
these ports per annum, which would receive the advantage
of this work. Then there is the fishing fleet of not less, I
believe, than 600 vessels per annum, which would avail
themselves of this ship railway and would be a source of
incalculable wealth and profit to the great commercial city
of St. John. I am astounded, Sir, at the remarks of the hon.
member for St. John; but I was glad from one point of vie w,
to hear that bon. gentleman make the speech he made
to-night, because I believe he could not have made any
speech that would be of greater strength to the Government
or more likely to relieve this House of his presence than the
speech he made with reference to this enterprise. Know-
ing, as the hon. member for St. John's does, that the
press and people of St. John have been for years urging
the Government to adopt this scheme, I was astounded to
hear the hon. gentleman endeavor to kili this enterprise
from which the city of St. John will reccive greater benefit
than any other portioi of the Dominion. If I looked upon
the hon. gentleman as an exponent, which I do not, of the
views and sentiments of his constituents on this question,
I would just as soon see the Bill thrown out as not, because I
should feel that if a city which must inevitably derire the
advantage that the city of St. John wilI from this measure is
disposed to endeavor to thwart and obstruct the efforts
the Government are making to give that city these reat
advantages and benefits, it would be hardiy worth our
while to endeavor to force these blessings, not only on an
ungrateful, but on an unwilling community. The hon. gen
tieman talks about this country not being able to make
the experiment. The country is not making it. Let
the hon. gentleman read the Bill, and he will find
that the Government of this country are not imperilling a
single sixpence of the country's money. No moncy has
been expended on the enterprise by the Government. A
large sum of money has been expended in connection with
the enterprise, but itb as been expended by one of the hon.
gentleman's own friends in New Brunswick. It las been
expended by a gentleman of high character and standing
as an engineer who has satisfied himself of the entire practi-
cability of this work. It bas been exponded by a gentle-
man who was so confident of the practicability of the work
that without the aid of one dollar from the Governmont or
the Parliament of Canada, ho spent six years of lis own
time-six years of the time of a man whose services con-
mands a very large remuneration-and spent his own money
in endeavoring to bring this work to completion. It i3
not an experiment the Government is making, nor
is the Government imperilling a single sixpence,
because under this scheme the work must be
accomplished and must be continued to be per-
formed if the country is to pay any money. What
are the termse? They are, that the Government is
not to be bound, directly or indirectly, to furnish one six-
pence until that work is comploted, and until the ships are
transported from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Bay of
Fundy and vice versa for a year. Vessels five times as
large as those which will cross this railway are lifted by
hydraulic pressure at the East India docks at London out
of the water every day a distance of fifty feet, with the
same ease, facility, and celerity almost as I lift up my band.
So that, so far as regards the difficulty, that ques-
tion has been disposed of. Is there found to be any
difficulty, any question of damages in taking these
large vessels out of the water and lifting them to this
great height ? Not the least. That can bo seen every
day in the week by any one who will visit the East
India docks in London. 'Ihen, as far as moving the ships on
a marine slip is concerned, we bave ceen marine slips in
I which, by steam power, ships are drawn, not along a level
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au they would be in this case, but up a steep incline, and the danger and difficulty that it would b. in being trans-
that is done without any harm or injury to the vessel w hat- ported by the means proposed. Parliament has over and
ever. But I say that this question involves no risk on the over again voted money for this purpese, and I say that it
part of the Government, because the oompany not only le certain that the ship railway je infinitely superior to the
have to complete the work, but they have to successfully canal. The hon. gentleman says that it can only ho ued
operate it for a year before they get the first year's sub. for six months in the year. That must apply tethe canal,
sidy; and if the second year, the third year, or the tenth because the ship railway can be nsed mucilonger, and so
year, the works fail and the company are unable to carry has an advantage over the canal. The ceet of carnage wil
on this work successfully, that moment the subsidy stops; be extremely light, and mchilese than would be involved
so that we only pay so long as the work is completely and in the tole which would be reqnired to pay the interest
successfully done. I have shown not only did these gentle. on the $5,000,000 necessary for the construction of
men, the high authority I have referred to, show that we the canal. I do not think 1 need detain the H3use
would be warranted in spending $5,000,0000 in the longer than to say that my hon. friend's fear of damages
construction of a canal there, and that it would beshonld ho removed by the tact that the meet eminent engin-
a profitable investment for the people of this coun- eers in the werld are prepared to show hlm that there is no
try, but that Parliament only abandoned the construe. risk of damage whatever. Bat, even if there shôuld be
tion of this canal when Mr. Page, by his estimates, damage, dees not the hon, gentleman know that, when a
declared that the work, instead of being accomplished for veesel is bronght through Goverument canais, and le
$5,000,000, would cost from 69,000,000 to 810,000,000. wrecked through the fanît of the Government of Canada, or
That, it was thought, would be more than under the circum- tbrough any neglect on the part of the Minister cf Rail-
stances thé Government would bejustified in spending. What ways and Canais, we have to pay the money, and we have
does this scheme involve ? It involve3 less, all told, than done se over and over again? Se, in regard to this enter-
*3,000,000. The hon. gentleman may be interested in prise, as the owners of a canal are bound to pay any dam-
knowing that our neighbors in the United States take so age caused by a failure on their part, the same thing muet
deep an interest in providing the means of transport of necessarily resuit. My hon. fniend is very anxiens tînt this
vessels from the Bay of Fundy into the Gulf of St. Law- company should net be allowed te undertake the work until
rence, that at this moment there is a Bill before Congress, they can find $1,000,000. The work would have been
placed there by a distinguished senator, by which it is undertaken long ago but that these gentlemen would net
proposed that the Government of the United States should engage in it until they lad raieed, not 61,000,000 eimply,
contribute half the money and ask the Canadian Govern- but every dollar required te complote the work, or until
ment to contribute the other half to build this canal at joint that was secured by the sale cf the bonds and securities. I
expense. So that instead of its being supposed by ar asking the House for nothing which it did not grantsix
these gentlemen, who know the currents of trade years age, nething that has net been submitted to the high.
and are acquainted with what is likely to be pro. est autority lu this country and admitted tehof the
fitable, that there is no business to be done, the greatest advantage te the buduess of this Dominion, or at
evidence of this Commission shows that great facilities al ovents to the business cf the eastern portion of this
would be given and a great advancement would be made in Dominion, and I think we might extend IL further. The
the trade and commerce of the country. If, instead of cir- Geverument le net asked te pay any meney, but simply te
eumnavigating Nova Scotia in order to oblige the hon. enable English capitaliste te furniel ail the money required
member for Lalifax, by making vessels come in there aud te give as this work at haîf the co8t we could obtain
as lame ducks, they can take the short cut, you will have these advantages in auy other way. I think the Blouse
Montreal, that great centre of commerce, and the great must ece the great advantages te the trade and commerce
lakes with their sbipping, aud ail those places in connection cf Canada that wiiifollow the construction cf this work.
with them, by saving 600 miles cf circuitous navigation, Mr. MITCELL. This fouse knows very well the great
brougît into direct connecticu with the Bay of Fundy, and admiration t have for the abilities cf the Ministero f Finance,
thus with lPortland, Boston aud New York. We are netand I muat say that, in ail my experience cf hm, I have nover
asked to isk any neney on this. It le to ho a succes f or admired hm more than I have in the argument which ho
we are not te pay any meney at ail, and an engineer cfbas made lu favor cf thi Bay cf Fundy ship railway. I have
the higbeet standing las se satisfled himeelf as te the heard cf a great many queer schemes ln my life, but, cf al
practioability cf the scheme that ho has given six years cf the queer chemes that I ever bard f, teo take money ut
the boit period of lis life te it, and las at this moment of te pockels cf the people cf this country, and invaddition
behind hlm the highest engineering talent lu the world. tefleece tho Britih public, b have neverheard of aything
There is nebigler engineering auth ority lu the world than to equal this Chignecto ship railway. The hon. gentleman
Sir John Fowler, and ho told me himself that, laving bas made two or three prp yi ions. fiebas referred to the
examined this question from beginnin*g te end, frem top te appointment cf a commission by the movernment some
bottom, ho hacleatisfied himiýeof net only cf its entire years ago lureerence to catais. It is fashionable with the
practicability, but of LIe ease aud succrs with which this Governmentaf which the First Minister hre shead te ap-
navigation overland ceuld h accomplislod.. Therefore, point commissions when those on, gentleman get into a
I have a rigît to say te the fouse, havng tigst place, and I remembr very weouhwGoe n that commis-
taken the beet information whioh I conld get, that sin was appeointed, but it was not lu regard to this partic-
the. plan le feasible. There is an eminent engineer iu ular ecbeme, but as tewhttber canais lu general should h
this flouse, aud, thouglI lave net discussed the mat- censtrncted or subsidised by the Gevernment, as againet
ter witl him, I shonld ho greatly surprised te bear himsay railways, and iL wae upon that commission that Sir Hlugh
that there le any difflculty in raieing slips frem the water, Allan and Colonel Gzoweki and other distinguished gentie-

ng them ovor a road IlY miles lu length on a de edon to whom the Minister has reforrd wer appointed.
level, sud placing them on the other side witbout auy Tey went oversa great number of te canais of this coun-
damage te ship or cargo. Sir John F'owler told me that a try. If I recollect aight, they commensed in the fur west
ehip carnied lu that way from Baie Verte te the BaY Of with the Salt Canal. Thn they lad the Trent Valley Canal,
Fundy le net exposed to one tiLle cf the strain te which a the Ottawa Valey noallwe wdole eystem of the St. aw-
slip le expesed iu a sevoreu storm; that vessels that go rence canais ls agbut of l they tacked on te wteir report
tîrough a sterm witI 0eue aud faoility, tîrough stormItha slipcanal betwee the waters ofthe St. Laswrence s.d
whieh they ensotnter every day, iaiexpuned ttd ton imes the Bay of Fuddy.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman

mean that that commission recommended either the Trent
Valley Canal or the Ottawa Valley Canal?

Mr. MITCHELL. I am simply stating the facts. I do
not think I interrupted the hon. gentleman when ho was
speaking except to smile in a credulous manner. They
made a general report, and they dealt with them, and if
my memory serves me right, I think they were rather
down on canals generally. The hon. gentleman has striven
to show the mechanical possibility of building a railway
that will take ships ont of the waters of the Bay of Fundy
and will land them in the waters of the St. Lawrence. No
one doubts the possibility of that. No one doubts that
money will do anything. The bon, gentleman referred to a
distinguished engineer in this House, who, I presaume, is
My hon. friend whom I have in my eye (Mr. Shanly), and
ho called upon him to verify the fact that such a thing is
possible. No one doubts that it is possible; no one doubts
that money will do anything, and that it is possible to
build a railway which will do what the hon. gentleman pro-
poses. That is one proposition which my hon. friend
started. That proposition I concede to him at once. My
hon. friend says that seven years ago this House sanctioned
the idea of building a ship railway. If my memory serves
me aright, the proposition seven years ago was to build a
ship canal.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER.
in 1882 this Bill was passed.

Six years ago. I said it was

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, six years ago, and seven years
ago application was made, if I recollect aright. Ie states
that a young gentlemen who bas devoted six years of his
life to the prosecution of this enterprise, invested a large
amount of money in it. Now, Sir, that gentleman to whom
he refers may have invested a great deal of money in it, but
so far as I can learn there is no work done. Where the
money bas been invested I do not know. That is the second
proposition the hon. gentleman bas made. The third pro-
position is the great advantage it would be to the trade and
commerce of Montreal and Quebec and the Gulf ports,
connected with the trade of St. John. Now, Sir, I ask :
What would be the trade suppose you had a canal built to-
morrow over that route-much less a ship railway ? Does
my bon. friend pretend to tell me that he has submitted to
this fHouse any statistics upon which he could base the
continuation of the insane act which he is now pressing ?
because I say it is nothing more than a piece of folly, first,
to have subsidised such a thing as that Chignecto Ship
.Railway, and next to continue it from year to year upon the
Statute-book, encouraging the belief-not that such a thing
is not possible, because it is possible-but that such a rail-
way, if built, would enure to the benefit of the country, or
in any way benefit the trade and navigation of Canada, or
ever return a dollar to those who might invest in it. Sir,
my hon. friend speaks of the shortening of the distance of
600 miles between Montreal and the port of St. John.
What trade is there between the two? By the railway
which we have subsidised from Montreal down to the bar-
bor of St. John, you can carry, in less than twenty hours,
freight and passengers. Does any man believe that in face
of the low railway carriage at this day, people will ship
goods down the St. Lawrence, ship them an eight or ton
days' voyage down to the point where a vessel will ho
taken on to a railway, and then take them over that railwayi
down into the waters of the 'Bay of Fndy, and thencei
down to St. John or United'States ports? Why, Sir,i
there is no business between thesoe ports to start with,J
and my hon. friend has not submitted any statistics to showi
that there is any business to warrant snob an expenditure
as this. In the next place it is apparent teoevery one con-
versant with the current of trade in this country, that rail-1

ways are taking away trade from the ships, that shipments
by railway are taking the place of shipments by water in
large quantities by vessels. My bon. friend speaks of 600
vessels visiting the Gulf of the St. Lawrence. Whose
were they ? Were they vessels of Canada? No, Sir.
If 600 vessels last year, or the year before, visited the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, they were the vessels of the United
States, they were the fishing vessels for which we have
sacrificed so much by the Bill we have already passed in
this House, they were the vessels of a foreign nation from
whom we are seeking justice, but have not got it as yet
they are the vessels of a country from which we are excluded
from reciprocity in the natural productions of Canada ?
Are we going to expend 8170,000 a year for 20 years for that
purpose ? And if we did so, would any of thése 600 vos-
sels go over that railway ? Why, Sir, there is not a par-
ticle of evidence submitted by the hon. gentleman to show
that if the railway were built to-morrow, these fishing vos-
sels-and they are the only ones that go there, compara-
tively speaking-there is not a tittle of evidence to show
that they would go over that railway, even if it were built.
Now, Sir, is there any traffie in common between the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and the harbor of St. John, the only port
to which my hon. friend bas roferred, froin whioh traffle
would result by passing over that railway ? Sir, I know
of none, I think I know as much of the business of that
country as my hon. friend ; I have been engaged in the
trade of that country in shipping, and in business, for many
years, and my hon. friend has not; and I may tell him now
that if that railway were built to-morrow, it would not pay
the grease to oil the wheels that run over it, and it is an
expenditure of public money which this country is not
warranted in making. Sir, my hon. friend bas brought
forward another argument to induce this House to adopt
this scheme, ho says it is to be built with British money,
Is it possible that my hon. friend, occupying the prominent
position he does as the representative of this country in
England, speaking with the authority which that gives
him, is going to give currency to an idea that if English
money is going to be invested in this enterprise it can be
invested profitably and with satisfaction to the men who

furnish the money ? Sir, does my hon. friend himself be-
lieve that this railway will ever pay a dollar ? Ie bas not
told this fouse that he does. I tell this House that I
would regret to see any investments secured under false
pretences, brought into Canada to discredit Canada by put-
ting them into a scheme which must be an utter failure,
and an utter ruin to the men who furnish the money. The
ion. gentleman says this country was pledged to this scheme
six years ago. What are the facts? Seven years ago a scheme
was propounded for building a ship canal. Subsequently this
cheme comes up for building a ship railway and a charter
s granted. He says the Hlouse is pledged to it. Who
ledged the House to it ? The influence of my hon. friend
pledged the House to that scheme.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Itwascarriedunanimously.
Mr. MITCHELL. The influence of my hon. friend

pledged the louse to that scheme, as ho has managed,
hrough his abilities, bis eloquence and his persuasive
>owers, and his control over the Administration of which
e is a member, to pledge this House to many a scheme
which bas not been very profitable to this country. That
s the way this House is pledged to a scheme to which it
aever should have given its sanction, and which, now that
t bas an opportunity of terminating it ought to do by refus-
rg to extend the time. This House, if it has any regard
or the credit of Canada, should put its foot down and
§tamp out a scheme which is nothing but a f raud upon the
3ritisb public, where we desire to maintain our credit and
ur reputation, and where its promoters expect to obtain
le funds. That is the way I view the soheme of my
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hon. friend. Now, I am not going to follow my hon, friend
through every point that he as raised. I want to lay
down a few propositions. First, that if the railway was
built, comparatively speaking, no ships will go over it. I
talked of that ship railway te-day with the largest ship
owner in the port of St. John. He said: "It is a fraud; there
is nothing in it. I own more ships than any man out
the port of St. John, and I would not send cre of my ships
over it. In the first place, I believe it will be detrimental
to shipping, because it will strain them to be carried over
the long track over which they will have to travel." The
hon. gentleman says a distinguished engineer tells him
that one storm at sea would strain a ship more than carry-
ing it over that road. Sir, a practical man who has his
money invested in ships, tells me that be would not trust
one of lis ships over that railway, even if she was carried
free. In the next place, what trade is there between the
two sections which this railway connects ? Why, Sir,
there is no trade, comparatively speaking, between the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and St. John. Any trade that exists
between Montreal and Boston and Portland and New York,
has railway facilities for carrying it cheaper and quicker
that it could be possibly carried by water, certainly in one-
fourth of the time, and I believe at less expense. Then we
come to another point, the claims which the persons who
have promoted this railway, have upon this country. What
claims have they upon the country ? Is it because a
scheme is propounded of this character that nobody
but the hon. gentleman ever believed in, and I doubt
much if he does ? Why, Sir, I looked at him, listening to
his dulcet tones, listening to the persuasive arguments which
he used, looking at bis countenance as he spoke, and I was
almost led to believe the hon. gentleman was sincere
He is always sincere when Nova Scotia is concerned. Just
suggest that one million dollars be spent in Nova Scotia
and lie is ihe man for it, no matter what the results and
consequences may be. You may take the railways, whether
the Cape Breton road or the Short railway, in regard to
which the country had to stop in and pay the workmen, or
any other railway, and if the scheme is one that will ad-
vance the interests of Nova Scotia and will cause the ex-
penditure of money, especially British money, the lon.
gentleman will support it and let the consequences take
care of themselves. 1 am surprised at the hon. gentleman
with his knowledge that this scheme has been before the
British public for years, has been quoted in the financial
papers of England to the disadvantages of Canada, has been
cordially denounced by men whose opinions are worth
something,-with these facts before him I am surprised the
hon. gentleman should come to this House and ask this
Hlouse again to renew the ofier, which is nothing more
than deceiving the British public who are to be fleeced if
they put their money into it, and though I have no hope of de-
feating the Bill, I, at al events, enter my protest against it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I entiroly concur in the
views expressed by my hon. friend who has preceded me.
I fail to see what benefit would result fromn this project if
carried ont. In regard to the practicability of construct-
ing the work from an engineering point of view, that is
only a question of expense; but so far as Mr. Fowler
knowing the resources of this country I would prefer not
to take lis opinion but the opinion of practical men. I
have never hoard anyone, with the exception of the
originator and the Minister of Finance-and I have spoken
to a good many persons on the subject-speak favorably
of it; but the opinion of practical men is that the work
would be practically useless. Altbough the company was
incorporated in 1882, I do not find in the list of incorpora-
tors a single man who is interested in shipping; some are
engineers or merchants who have interest in vessels, but
there is not a single name interested in the shipping busi-

Mr. MITrCZLL,

ness. This scheme bas been before the country during the
last seven years. The Minister of Finance says a large
amount of money las been expended. I believe the gentle-
man who originated the scheme spent some money in
soundings, and if my memory serves me he discovered that
Baie Verte, which he supposed was sand, was, after a short
distance had been passed, wholly rock. I admit that I
am utterly incompetent to give an opinion as to the
practicability of the scheme from an engineering point of
view, but with respect to its value in a commercial sense,
that is a matter on which I think it is incumbent for the
Government to show clearly by statistics the benefit that
will be derived. As regards large ships, they would not
venture to go over it. Not only the gentleman to whom
my hon. friend alluded, who is the largest shipowner in St.
John, but others have told me that they would not trust
their vessels over that route. As regards timber vessels
going from the Gulf to New York, they would continue to
go through the Gut of Canso. The small vessels which
might possibly use the route would be prevented on the
ground of cost, for a man would rather beat about a week
in the Gut than pay the expense. Of course statistics can
be brought forward to assert that all the potatoes and pro.
duce of Prince Edward Island would go over that route.
They would, however, continue to be shipped by railway to
a large extent, while the balance would be sent by schooner
as at present. The Finance Minister has explained that a
large sum has been expended. What work has been done ?
It is true that the gentleman at the head of the scheme,
who is a perfect enthusiast, bas made several trips to
England. ias a company ever been incorporated? It
is true that a contract las been entered into with
the Government, but I do not know there is in ex-
istence such a company ; the promoters are simply
endeavoring to obtain a subsidy in order to get British
capital invested in what I can truly call a wild-eat scheme.
We have had some experience, and I am afraid we are
going to have some more sad experience in the direction of
getting British capital invested in this country, and while
it is put forward that the credit of Canada is pledged to
this scheme I hold that the credit of Canada would be bet.
ter maintainel in the mother country if Parliament would
not lend itself to a scheme for the purpose of inducing capi-
talists to put money in a scheme, when, if the promoters
went through the different towns of Canada they could not
get one single man to invest a dollar in it. We are always
being told as to the amounts of public money expended in
the Lower Provinces; we are reminded of the expenditures
on the Intercolonial Railway, and I am bound to say that
we do not want 85,000,000 of public money invested in this
scheme. If the money bas to be expended, I would rather
have it invested in a subway between the Island and the
mainland, which, if not so practicable, would be more use-
ful and beneficial than ever this railway will be to New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Iknow nothing about
the engineering merits or demerits of this scheme, but no
sort o evidence bas been submitted to us to-night or at any
other time to show that this will be a commercially profit-
able transaction. As I understand, the Finance Minister
was not correct in stating that this would cost us nothing.
This is to cost us 6170,000, if my memory is correct, for a
period of either fifteen or twenty years.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Twenty years.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is but equivalent

to a present payment of 82,000,000.
Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. A little over.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I must say that, look-

ing at the enormous proportions our debt has attained, look-
ing at the enormous proportions of the taxation of this coun-
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try, looking, aa I have had occasion to point out again and
again, at the enormous disadvantages which every million
of added debt and every additional tax means to us in our
commercial contest with the nation beside us, this is the
last time in the world when we should be called upon to add,
if we can possibly avoid it, te the expenditure or liability
of the country. This contract will expire on the 1st July,
1889, and we will be free of the whole concern. The
Obignecto Marine Transport Railway Company was bound
to complete the work, I see by this Bill, on lst July next
year, and it is quite clear that cannot be done, and there-
fore we are honorably free from aIl liability. They have
not been able to live up to their agreements, and they have
had the chance during five or six years, and I can see no
reason whatever why, under these circumstances, we should
practically throw away, or at all events risk, to take the
mildest possible view of it, a couple of millions on an
enterprise, the profits of which are of a most dubious de-
scription. I hope, Sir, that this scheme will not be pro-
ceeded with and that we will not add to our existing debt
or liabilities as this would do on the evidence of hon. gentle-
men who know more about the matter than I do, and who
are very much interested if this were a practical scheme
in putting it forward. It appears by their evidence that it
is extremely doubtful as a commercial undertaking.

House divided on motion for second reading:
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Lang,
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Macdonald (Huron),
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Mitchell,
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Thompson,
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Wilmot,
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Wood (Brockville),
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Second reading agreed to.
Mr. TROW. I beg to call attention to the fact that

hon. member for Richelieu (Mr. Labelle) was not in
Chamber when the motion was read and voted on.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member for Richelieu will
please state if hé was in the House when the question was
put ?

Mr. LABELLE. I was in thé entrance of the louse
when you read the motion and I came in as they v ère taking
the vote.

Mr. MITCHELL. You were not in your seat ?
Mr. LA BELLE. I was very near it then.

Mr. SPEAKER. The question to which the hon. member
must answer is if hé was in the precincts of the House when
the question was put either in English or French-that in
in the Chamber.

Mr. LABELLE. I was within the precincts of the House
Some hon. MEMBERS. (Translation.) In French, in

French.

Mr. SPEAKER. (Translation.) Does the hon, member
for Richelieu (Mr. Labelle) state that hé was in the House
when the question was put ?

Mr. LABELLE. (Translation.) I was near enough to
hear the reading of the motion, only I was busy talking.
But if my vote annoys too much these hon. gentlemen, I
am willing to withdraw it.

Mr. FISET. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member for Verchères (Mr. Geoffrion) is about in the same
position; as for him, hé was in the entrance.

Mr. SPEAKER. (Translation.) Does the hon. member
for Richelieu (Mr. Labelle) state that hé was in thé entrance
so that hé could hear the reading of the motion, or was hé
in the lobby ?

Mr. LABELLE. (Translation.) Since the hon, mem-
bers opposite do not care for my vote, I don't object to its
being struck off.

Mr. SPEAKER. (Translation.) It is botter that the
point be decided according to the Rules of the louse. Was
the hon. member in the entrance or in the lobby ?

Mr. LABELLE. (Translation.) I was in the entrance.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon, member's vote will be allowed

to stand.
Mr. TROW. The hon. member for Montmagny (Mr.

Choquette) hu not voted.
Mr. CHOQUEI'TE. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I paired

with the bon. member for Restigouche (Mr. Moffat.)
Mr. AMYOT. (Translation.) The hon. member for

South Bruce (Mr. Landerkin) did not vote, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. LANDERKIN. I was very near the House, Mr.

Speaker,
Bill considered in Committee, reported, and read the

third time and passed.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (No. 41) respecting the applicition of certain laws
therein mentioned to the Province of Manitoba.-(Mr.
Thompson.)

Bill (No. 24) to consolidate and amend the Railway Act.
-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

DOMINION ELECTIONS AC.

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No. 89)
to amend the Dominion Elections Act, Chapter 8, Revise4
Statutes of Canada,
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the object?
Mr. THOMPSON. I explained this when I introduced

it the other day. It contains most of the provisions which
were in the Bill before the House last Session, for increas-
ing the safeguards as to secrecy of voting and it contains
some further provisions also with regard to corrupt prac
tices.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has that Bill been dis-
tributed ? I do not find it amongst my papers.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, it has been distribpted.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When was it distri-
buted ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Some time ago.

Mr. EDGAR. I understood that the hon. Minister of
Justice promised the hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr.
Amyot), who bas a Bill on the subject of the Dominion Con-
troverted Elections before the House, that itmight be con-
siderod at the same time as this Government Bill.

Mr. THOMPSON. I only proposed that it should be
read a second time to-night, and when we go into commit-
tee on the Bill to-morrow, he will have an opportunity.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

PUNISHMENTS AND PABPONS.

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No. 90)
to amend the Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter 181,
respecting Punishments, Pardons and the Commutation of
Sentences.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time; fHouse
resolved itaelf into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On section 1,
Mr. LAURIER. What is the object of that ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I explained in introducing the Bill
that the defect was a technical one. There is no clear pro.
yision to enable a sentence with bard labor to be impçsed
in the Not th-West Territories, and this Bill is to remove
that defect.

Bill reported, and read the third and passed.

FRAUDULENT MARKS ON M ERCHANDISE.

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No. 91)
to amend the law relating to Fraudulient Marks on Mer-
chandise.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If the hon. gentleman ex-
plained this Bill when he introduced it, I was unfortunate
enough not to be present, and I would call the attention of
the louse to the faet that it is a Bill of considerable length
which is to be substituted for the Act upon the Statute-
book, and it would be corveLient if the hon. gLtleman
would state the changes made.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I explained when I asked leave to
introduce the Bill that its object was to carry out the Con.
vention of Paris whieh was entercd into a few years ago by
the principal powers of Europe and assented to by the
United States as well. The convention was followed by a
subsequent one in Rome, in which other details were agreed
upon. Our law on the Statute-book is practically the same
as the English law, and the principle embodied in the
amendment. I can best state in a few words which contain
the synopsis of the English enactment. The most note-
worthy features of the new Act are as follows :

Mr. TioMPson.

" First, the protection by criminal process which it affords to trade
marks is confined to registered trade marks, a provision which Will be
recognised as just, now that the register bas been opened to the public
for upwards of twelve years. Second, it throws the burden of proving
the absence of fraud largely upon the defendant. Third, ail offences
under it may be subject to summary conviction. Fourth, it enlarges the
law as to false trade descriptions. Fifth, it provides as to search war-
rants. Sixth, it provides for the seizure by the austoms authorities of
goods bearing false indications of general or other marks, rendering thevn
liable to forfeiture under this Act?'
I may say that the Bill which was framed to carry ont the
convention was adopted in Great Britain last year, and Her
Majesty's colonies have aIl been urged by circular to adopt
it. The present Bill is an adaptation of the English Act to
our condition.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

SPEEDY TRIALS ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No. 93)
further to amend the Speedy Trials Act, chapter 175 of the
Revised Statutes. He said ; The object is to amend the
Speedy Trials Act in such a way as to make it applicable
to the new districts in the Province of Ontario. IsI ail ask
the committee to allow me to add one or two elauses to
remedy one or two technical defects.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

SUBMAIRINE TELEGRAPH CABLES.

Mr. TIHOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No. 98)
respecting the InternationaI Convention for the Preservatin
of Submarine Telegraph Cables (from the Senate). e std :
The object of the Bill is to carry into effect the provisions
of the convention by imposing penalties on those who break
cables, either in disentangling anchor$ or in any other.way.

Motion agreed to, aud Bill read the second time

PROCEDURE IN CRIMINAL CASES.

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill No. 48,
further to amend the law respecting procedure in criminal
cases.

Mr. EDGAR. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will explain
the bearing of this Bill ?

Mr. TROMPSON. The Act which this is to amend is
an Act of last Session. Hon. members will remember that
I proposed last Session to take away the appeal to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Cogncil. The wards used
were the words which have been read by the hon, gentle-
man, that no appeal should lie to any court created by Ithe
Parliament of Great Britain. One would suppose that this
would cover the case of the Privy Council, but, at the time
of drafting the Bill, a decision of the House of Lords was
overlooked, in which these words were defined in regard
to an Act of Australia, and were considered to mean not
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Counoil, although that
is organised under an Act of the Imperial Parliament; but
it was considered that the Legislature must have contem-
plated the establishment of a Court of Appeal under the
authority of the Parliament of Great Britain and was not
applicable to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time; House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. THOMIPSON. I want to add another clause to the
Bill. I ask the attention of the Committee to section 267
of chapter 174 of the ]Revised Statutes, the chapter which
this Bill is to amend. There is a verbal error in the second
line. The word "or" has been used instead of the woid
"on." I propose to amend the section by striking out in
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lines 2 and 3 the words "or any indictment, information
presentment or inquisition," and I think that will meet the
case.

Mr. EDGAR. I observe that there is another change in
the Bill as introduced by which the word "authority " i
inserted. What does that mean ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I am glad the hon. gentleman has
called my attention to that. It is a misprint. The word
should be inserted in another place. [t should be that no
appeal can take place from any judgment, &c., to any Court
of Appeal or authority.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

Sir HREOTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the flouse.

Motion agreed to; and louse adjonrned at 10.80 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 29th April, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYras.

CIIIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved third reading of Bill
(No. 101) to make further provision respecting the grant-
ing of a subsidy to the Chignecto Marine Transport Rail.
way Company.

Mr. MITCHELL. I was in hopes that my hon. friend-
if he will allow me to call him so, after the sharp disone-
sion we had last night-would not have made this motion.
I hope I am not trespassing too much in calling him my
hon. friend, because, with all the assurance with which he
submitted this to the House again, my confidence in him
has been a little weakened. I think he has worked him-
self up to a belief that the Bill is everythiug he has por-
trayed it to be, but still J was in hopes that, alter some re-
flection, the hon. gentleman, knowing that this will be of
no benefit to the country at all, would have seen the pro-
priety of dropping the Bill. In my opinion, it is a Bill
which ought not to be pressed, and I hope the hon. gentle
man will see the propriety of dropping it.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third tiie and passcd.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE AND AUDIT ACT.

House again resolved itself into Cominittee on Bill
(No. 87) to amend the Consolidated Revenue and Audit
Act, cbapter 29 of the Revised Statutes of Canada.

(In the Committee.)

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I may say that there was a
clause of this Bill which was left over when the House was
in committee yesterday for further consideration, in conse-
quence of an enquiry made, I think, by the hon. member for
West Ontario (31r. Edgar). I have had an opportunity Of
confeYting with the Auditor General as to the exact mean-
ing of this clause, which was prepared in connection with
my department during the time I was not able to attend
te business, and I find that the alteration in this clause is
simply for the purpose of avoiding surplusage; that it is
h.eld that the instructions to the Minister of Finance and
fleceiver General, to cause an aceount to be prepared and
transmitted to the Auditor General on or before the 30th9

September in each year, cover everything, and therefore it
'as unneceesary to provide more in this Aet.

Mr. EDGAR. I have taken some trouble to look over
the Act since the Bill was last in committee, and I quite

8 agree with the Minister of Finance that that is the effect
Of it, though the whole thing is rather complicated and it
was not very clear at the time.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

FSAUDULENT TRADE MARKS.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 91)
to amend the law concerning Fraudulent Marks on Mer.

f chandise.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. THOMPSON. I stated last night, in answer to the
hon. member for South Brant (bir, Paterson), what the
particular changes are that the Bill proposes. I may state
to him, however, as a supplement to my answer of last
evening, what the principal causes were for the failure of
the existing legislation. They are stated to have been
principally threefold. In the first place, offences against
the Trade Marks Act had to be prosecuted by indictment,
and inasmuch as that is a very difficult and cumbrous
mode of procedure, the mercantile community practi-
cally abandoned any prosecution under the Act. In
the second place, there was a difficulty about the bur.
den of proof. The original legislation contained words
like those: that it was an offonco against the Act
to use a forged trade mark with intent thereby to deceive,
and in ali cases in which prosecutions wore attempted, it
was found practically impossible to prove intent in relation
to goods which so easily and so quickly change hands, as
trade-marked goods generally do, Furthermore, it was
found absolutely necessary that a provision should be in.
serted for search warrants in cases which are provided for
in this Bill. The question was asked me by a member of
the House, as to the repiesentation of this country in the
convention at Paris and the convention at Rome. There
was no representation, even cf Great Britain, in oither of
those conventions; but mubsequently Great Britain became
a party to them, and it is intended that countries which
adopted the convt,ý.ion this year or last, shall send repre.
sentatives to a convention next ycar. One of the features
cornected with that convention is to be a representation of
the colonies of countries which have been parties to the
convention. Great Britain, however, as I said, bas become
a party to the convention, and has urged upon her colonies
to take part, and the advantage of that will be the protec.
tion of registered trade marks in all countrios which form
part of the convention.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGIIT. I want to call the atten-
tion of the Minister to a communication I have had in res-
pect to this, which seoms to me to deserve some attention.
It is from an eminent merchant in Toronto, and h. advises
me that in consequence of the fact, as the Minister knows,
that importers usually place their orders for foreign goods a
long time aboad, he hopes the Governmont will see their way
to delay bringing this Act into operation for a reasonable
period-he suggests six months, after the Act passes. I am
not sufficiently conversant with all the details to know
whether that is an unroasonable ti rue, but it seems to me
there might be some hairdship in applying this at once. I
wish the Minister would be good enough to take that into
bis consideration, and after h. bas considered it, to se.
whether he can accede to the proposition.

Mr. THOMPSON. I shall be very glad to consider it,
and examine the ground upon which it i based. But as
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regards the prohbitions which are contained in this Bill,
there are none that are not contained in the present law.
It is merely a prohibition against the importation and the
use of fraudulent trade mai ks. They are as much pro-
hibited at present as they will be under the new Bill. The
only difference is that there will be provisions for prosocut-
ing offences in a different way. But if the hon. gentleman
ascertains that there is any practical dîfflculty, I will see
what can be done to meet it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will just send him
the letter confidentially. I do not care to give the gentle-
mon's name in public, but i will just hand the letter to the
Minister and let him take note of it.

Mr. THOMPSON. When the Bill was before the House
on a previons occasion it was urged that something should
be inserted in it which would more effectually protect manu-
facturer&. This Bill does give a large amount of protection
to manufacturers, inasmuch as it is made an offence against
this Act to use a bottle which bears a trade mark of one
manufacturer and contains the product of another manu.
facturer. But tbe persons who were asking for that legis-
lation request that the following section be inserted as
clause 7 of the Bill, to which I have no objection:-

" Every person other than the lawful owner of the bottle and proprie-
tor of the trade mark who sells,disposes or offers for sale bottles marked
with the trade mark of the owner and without the assent of such owner,
ls guilty of an offence against this Act."

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The n ame must be regis
tered ?

Mr.THOMPSON. Yes. With regard to the special case the
hon. gentleman asked me about, I might inform him of the
origin of it: "This section presupposes marks indicative of
origin on the case and no marks of origin on the move-
ments; if by common repute the marks on the case are
considered indicative of the origin of the movement, and if
they are false as regards the moveiment, an offence will be
committed. The marks usual on cases made to contain
foreign movements are either an English hall mark or
some such words as 'sterling silver' or 'fine silver.' The
evidence given to the Select Com mittee was very strong as
to the public being misled by the English hall mark;
whether they are misled by the above or any English
words without a hall mark, will be a question for the jury."

On section 17,

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). This 17th section levies the
whole penalty on the vendor.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will leave that stand, if you please.
I am not quite sure about our right to do that.

On section 21,
The CHAIRMAN. What shall the blank in the clause

be filled by as to the amount of penalty ?

Mr. THOMPSON. 8500.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I am not quite sure
whether this 21st section does not conflict with the 17th.
Dos not this 21st section make the purchaser equally
liable?

Mr. THOMPSON. Oh, yes; but the 17th section relates
only to the civil contract.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I do not understand legal
hrases very well. Will the hon. gentleman tell me if this
500 is the minimum ?

Mr. THIOMPSON. It would be a fixed sum.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Do you think it should be

so large as that ?
Mr. TuouPson.

Mr. THOMPSON. Make it not les than 8200 and not
exceeding $500.

Committee rose and reported progress.

SUBMARINE CABLES.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 98)
respecting the International Convention for the Preservation
of Submarine Telegraph Cables (from the Sonate).-(Mr.
Thompson.)

Bill reported and read the third time and passed.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT AMENDMENT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 89) to
amend the Dominion Elections Act, chapter 8 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada.- (Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. EDGAR. Perhaps the hon. Minister of Justice will

tell us how he proposes to shorten the time for electoral
proceedings in British Columbia and other outside con-
stituencies, as is proposed by this section.

Mr. THOMPSON. The facilities for communication
have been so much increased during the last few yeare,
since the Election Act was adopted making those exceptions,
that I think we can now make the dates for holding the
elections uniform all over the country, except perhaps in
one section of British Columbia, as to which representations
have been made to me very lately, and I shall not, there-
fore, ask the adoption of this clause at present. That is,
however, the effect of this measure.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would ask the hon. gentleman
whether he proposes to amend this clause so as to provide,
in the case of bye-elections, that the writ shall issue withi n
a certain period of time ? Certain great abuses grow out of
the practice of delaying the issue of the writ, after the
Speaker's warrant has been issued, and it ought to be prc-
vided that it shall be the duty of the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery to issue the writ to some specified offi r, unless
the Government names some person, within a certain num-
ber of days after the Speaker's warrant is issued.

Mr. THOMPSON. There is no provision of that kind in
the Bill, and it is not the intention to alter the law in that
respect.

Mr. BARRON. I had drafted an amendment following
the idea of the hon. member for Bothwell, and I think it is
very important that something of the kind should be intre-
duced. We have had some experience already of the danger
of allowing a prolonged period to elapse between the receipt
of the Speaker's warrant by the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, and the fixing of the date of the election. I
propose that there should be an amendment of this kind :

And in the case of a vacancy happening in sny electoral district
by death or otherwise, the day so fired by the Governor General for the
nomination of candidates shall, so far as relates to the electoral dis-
tricts of the Province of British Columbia, to the electoral district of
Algoma, in the Province of Ontario, and to those of Gaspé, Chicoutimi
and Saguenay, in the Provinc&e'f Quebec, be within thirty days after
the Speaker's warrant shall have been received by the Clerk of the
Orown in Ohancery, and so far as relates to the other electoral districts
of Canada, within twenty days after the Speaker's warrant shall have
been received by the Clerk of the Orown in Ohancery aforesaid.

That will apply to all cases, I think, arising in the bye.
elections. Of course, it would not apply to the cases
where a judge who tried the election case reported that
there were corrupt practices existing in the election,because
in that case the fixing of the nomination day and the order.
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ing of a new election would have to be disposed of by order
of the House. In all other cases, however, the Speaker
would have to render his return to the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery, and then the Governor in Council, as provided
by the statute, fixes the nomination day, and the returning
officer will hold the election in a certain fixed time after
that. I propose to add at the end of the fifth clause of the
Dominion Election Act the following words:-

The day so fixed by the Governor General shall be named in the
wrts of elections for the several bye-elections to which this Act
applies.

I think that amendment will meet all the cases and do
justice between ail the parties. It is to the effect that in
all the cases of bye-elections-of course it does not apply to
general elections-the nomination day shall be fixed within
a certain time positively, and it shall not remain with the
Governor in Council to prolong the fixing of the nomination
day as long as he chooses.

Mr. THOMPSON. Do I understand the hon. gentleman
to move this as an amendment to the first section ?

Mr. BARRON. Yes.

Mr. THOMPSON. I stated the object of the first section.
I propose to let that section stand for the present, because
there may have to be one or two exceptions added to it. As
to the section the hon, gentleman bas just read, 1 would ask
him to give me a copy of the clause, as it is one that must
be carefully considered.

On section 2,
Mr. DAWSON. I would call attention to this fact

tbat if this becomes law it will strike ont Algoma from repre-
sentation. It would be absolutely impossible in the time
allowed in ordinary districts to send proclamations over
the district of Algoma; and after the proclamation had
issued and the nomination had taken place, it would be
impossible to convey information to the remoter parts of
the district within three weeks. Twenty days is the short-
est time in which it bas been found possible to convey
information over the district. With every exertion, even
in summer when the travelling is good, it takes a fort-
night, and in winter when hundreds of miles have to be
travelled on snowshoes, it is impossible to distribute a
proclamation within the time occupied in ordinary dis.
tricts.

Mr. THOMPSON. Sections 2 and 3 will stand for the
same reasons.

On section 7,
Mr. EDG-AR. This makes a great change ina the law by

striking out the use of all the oaths for the voter at the
election, except one. We have no oath now at al for far-
mers' sons, and, therefore, they have not to swear that they
have been resident with thoir parents and have not been
absent from such residence more than six months since
they were placed on the list of voters. As I understand it,
the effect of this change will be to make the list, as revised,
absolute in regard to farmers' sons and owners' sons.

Mr. THOMPSON. it is only fair that I should allow
this section to stand, because the substance of that logis-
lation will have to be an amendment to the Franchise Act.
Therefore we will let this srand until that is passed upon
by the House.

Mr. EDGAR. Does the Minister of Justice think that
this requires an amendment to the Franchise Act ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, I think so. There is a qualifi-
cation required that, subsequently to the making of the
list, he has lived with hie parents.

Lie

Mr. EDGAR. These oaths are not in the Franchise Act
but in the Elections Act. The Franchise Act only refers
to what is required in order to put the name on the list,
and it does not say anything about the subsequent oath ; so
I think the Minister will see that this does not require an
amendment to the Franchise Act.

Mr. THOMPSON. Perhaps so, but we will lot the sec-
tion stand for the present.

On section 8,
Mr. E DGAR. I give my cordial assent to this, because

it is my Bill of last Session.
Mr. THOMPSON. I think the hon. gentleman will ro

member that I stated last Session that, if he would allow
his Bill to stand, it would receive fair consideration, and ho
will understand now that that statement was not made
captiously.

On section 9,
Mr. EDGAR. Will the hon. gentleman explain the effect

of this addition to section 63 ?
Mr. THOMPSON. The section provides for the loss of

the ballot box, but it contains no provision in case of the
loss of the lists. It says that if ballot box is lost the list
should be used, but there is no provision where not only the
ballot box but the list also is lost.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) This is a very important provision.
I nearly lost my election, two years ago in consequence of
that.

Mr. THOMPSON. That would have been an irreparable
misfortune.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The Act provides for giving copies
of the certificates to the representatives of the parties at the
polling places, and this provides that the returning officer
shall retain a copy as well as put one in the ballot box. I sup-
pose it will be the duty of the returning officer to make up
bis return from such certificates of the result of the polling,
where the original is not found in the ballot box. It would
not be the duty of any returning officer to open the on-
velopes anci undertake 1o count the ballots ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Only in the case of no îeturns being
available.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is that quite clear? Might
not the returning officer prefer to count the ballots instead
of taking the result from the certificates or the copies of
the certificates ? I think ho ought to take the result from
the certificates or the copies of certificates, and should only
take the recounting as a last resort.

Mr. TIOMPSON. I think it is quite clear that if the
list is not found in the box, and no copy can be found, then
only can ho count the ballots.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It reads that:

" The returning officer may proceed, in the manner hereinbefore
directed, to ascertain, by the ballots or by such evidence as he is able
to obtain, the total number of votes given to each candidate," and so on.

I do not think that is clear as to the order in which ho is to
take these means.

Mr. THIOMPSON. We will lot that stand.

On section 10,
Mr. PLA.TT. I would draw the attention of the Minister

to the fact that section 62 of the Act Fhould be amended by
making provision that the returning officer may adjoura
the proceedings if any of the contents of the ballot boK are
missing. At present, the Act only allows him to adjourn if
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the ballot box is missing, but there is no provision for
adjournment where the lists are missing.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is quite likely. I will look into
that point.

On section 11,
Mr. EDGAR. The M inister of Justice was going to allow

another clause to stand with reference to the qualifiestions
of farmers' sons. This relates to the same matter and should
stand also. The Minister suggested that it might involve
a change in the Franchise Act, and this refers to the same
point.

Mr. THOMPSON. That clause will stand.
Mr. LAURIER. I think you are giving great power to

justices of the peace:
l Every person who acts in contravention of the provisions of this

section shall be liable, on summary conviction, before two judges of
the peace."
I would suggest the ordinary courts.

Mr. THOMPSON. That involves an indictment.
Mr. LAURIER. You can employ a stipendiary magis-

trate, or some such like officer. It is giving justices of the
peace large powers, and there are some of them which
would be utterly unable to try such cases.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Would it not be well that the
offender should b. tried by any judge having jurisdiction
in such cases where punishment for misdeneanor to this
extent may be awarded ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Such jurisdiction is now possessed
by two justices, or one stipendiary or police magistrate.

Mr. LAURIER. There is a great difference between the
ordinary magistrates and a police magistrate.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have no objection to let that sub-
section stand.

On section 14,
Mr. EDGAR The two sub-sections of this clause seem

to be very desirable, and create offences of corrupt prac-
tices. But the third clause provides that the "Candidate
shall not be liable, nor shall his election be avoided for any
corrupt practice under this section committed by his
agents, other than his agent appointed under the provi-
sions of the Act." Now, I think that would be quite
reasonable as regards the second sub-section, which pro-
vides that any person who, during an election, "knowingly
publishes a false statement of the withdrawal of a candi-
date, shall be guilty of a corrupt practice." I think it
would be rather hard to disqualify a candidate for a report
of that kind being started by any agent except his special
agent. But as to the provision in the first part of section
14, that "every person who votes, or induces, or procures,
any person to vote at any election, knowing that he or
such person is not entitled to vote thereat, is guilty of
corrupt practice," I certainly think that the candidate
should be responsible for his ordinary agents who choose
to commit a corrupt practice of that kind. I do not see why
the candidate should be exempt from i esponsibility for such
a serious corrupt practice as that one is. I would suggest
that it would be much more reasonable to make a provision
in sub-section 3, only limiting it to the second sub-section.

Mr. THOMPSON. The whole section is taken from the
late English Act regulating corrupt practices. I think that
law is exceedingly stringent, and that if we go as far as they
have gene in that direction, w. should be going far eneugh.
The adoptions of agency are going so far that it is almost
impossible for a candidate to avoid constituting agents, if
he runs an election in the way they mast be run, to solicit
votes and solicit aid.

Mr. PaLTT.

On section 15,
Mr. BARRON. Before the Bill is passed in its present

stage, I think there should be an amendment. Section 66
of the Elections Act provides:

" The Clerk of the Crown in Chancery shall, on receiving the return
of a member elected to the House of Commons, give notice in the next
ordinary issue of the Canada Gazette of the name of the candidat. so
elected. "

That should be amended by adding the following:-
" And the Clerk of the arown in Chancery shall give notice in the

ordinary issue of the Gazette, the next after such return shall have been
received by him, or, in the case of several returne being received by him
at the same time, he shall then give notice in the next ordinary issue of
the Canada Gazette, of the names of the candidates so elected in the
order in which the said returns are opened and read by him."

That proposal, I think, would meet the case that came up
last Session, regarding which there was a good deal of dis-
cussion.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman will leave that
when the committee sits again, I suppose.

Committee rose and reported progress.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 92) to
amend chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes, respecting the
Customs.-(Mr. Bowell.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 3,
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Are the Board of Customs to

have additional powers ?
Mr. BOWELL. No additional powers. Now they have

a status only by Order in Council, and it is proposed to
give them a status by law.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What is the meaning of the
word " Commissioner of Customs ?" The old Act says : " Com-
missioner of Customs, who shall be deputy of the Minister
of Customs." In the proposed legislation there will be a
board to consist of the Commissioner of Customs, Assistant
Commissioner, and so forth. Is the Commissioner of Cus.
toms the Commissioner under the statute we passed last
year, or under the Customs Act?

Mr. BOWELL. It is Commissioner of Customs under
the customs law. The Act to which the hon. gentleman
now refers is not in force and, therefore, can have no refer-
ence to this. As soon as that Act comes into force the
Commissioner of Customs will cease, and I am advised that
this Act, so far as it relates to the conmissioner, will have
no effect. That point was fully discussed.

On section 4,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Are you taking extra powers

under this clause?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is there any necessity for
doing so ?

Mr. BO WELL. Yes. It is proposed to give a lien on
the goods with the additional duty; this section is to make
the law more plain than it is at present.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The departrment could come
upon innocent purchasers and take goods at any time.

Mr. BOWE LL. Just in the same way as if a man steals
a horse and seils it to another, it belongs to the original
owner; and the Crown, I take it, always has a lien on goode
for customs duty.
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You have found some neces-

sity for obtaining the power ?
Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this not a totally

new power ?
Mr. BOWELL. Yes, to a certain extent.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The goods might pas

through half a dozen hands and be finally seized in the
bands of a man who was utterly and completely innocent
of any intention to defraud the revenue. That would be
a hard case, I think.

Mr. BOWELL. It does appear to be a bard case. The
Customs Act is different from almost any other Act on the
Statute-book, and experience has tanght ail countries that
this is necessary in order to protect the revenue, and that
we require power to enable us to follow the goods. There
may be bard cases, if I may use the expression, such as those
referred to by the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright), but we have found cases of this kind:
Horses have been smuggled ; they have been seîzed in the
hands of an innocent party, but unless there was some
power to follow, it would be questionable whether the de-
partment would be able to collect the duty. You may sue
the person who smuggled, but the probabilities are he is not
to be found, or if he is to be found, ho may not be worth
the duty. The practice of the department has been that in
cases of that kind, upon the payment of the duty, the inno-
cent party has been allowed to retain the goods. We
simply ask the power to continue that.

Mr. MIJLLS (Bothwell). I think that this is a very ex-
ceptional power. The hon. gentleman gives us an illustration
from the crimiinal law, but the law that ho has given us is
not good. The sale of any property sold by a thief becomes
the property of the innocent purchaser; and why should
the hon. gentleman undertake to lay down a different
rule ? Here the Government, from want of vigilance or
some other cause, fails to collect the duty on the goods.
Those goods pass into the hands of the innocent purchaser,
and the bon, gentleman proposes that the innocent pur-
chaser shall pay the duty when ho would not have pur-
chased the goods if ho had not obtained them at a particular
price. Why should the Government seek to exorcise this
exceptional power and practically rob the purchaser of
moneys that ho is not morally bound to pay ? Certainly
the Government may take power to punish a man crimin-
ally who undertakes to defraud it in this way. lt may
undertake to take from him property which ho may possess
in lieu of the money which ho ought to have paid ; but
why punish the innocent purchaser ? If a man steals a
horse and that horse is brought into the market and sold to
an innocent purchaser, you do not allow the purchaser to
be punished in that way. You do not compel him to pay
the value of the horse to the man who has lost it, but yon
provide for the punishment of the thief if you can catch
him, and you allow the party who lost the horse to take
the value of the property from him if ho possesses it. I
think the Government should rest upon that general prin-
ciple for the protection of its right, but the idea of following
up an innocent party in this way is perfectly monstrous.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. I think that what my friend the1
Minister of Customs has said is quite applicable to the argu-
ments of the member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). Ali the1
remedies given by the Customs Act are just as severe as
that which ho now proposes, and necessarily so for the pro-1
tection of the revenue. The owner of a valuable ship losesi
his ship if one of bis seamen smuggle goods in her, entirely1
without his knowledge, and in the existing law with regard1
to the duty on goods, the unpaid duty attaches as a lien1
upon the goods if the goods have been amuggled into Çan1

ada. They may be seized even in the bande of an innocent
purchaser for the amount of the duty, and now it is pro-
posed simply to extend the right of lien in respect to the
increased amount of duty to which the goods are Jiable.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The Minister of Justice gives
the case of the responsibility of a shipowner for wrong-doing
by the party who was using the ship. There is an attempt
to force the owner to diligence as a matter of public policy,
If it were established absolutely that he was innocent, and
had taken every possible precaution, and the Government
should undertake to forfeit the ship, the law would very
soon disappear from the Statute-book. Yo merely under-
take, in that case, to secure the diligence of the owner, and
his act of co-operation along with the Government, in order
to prevent the ship being so used. You do that as a matter
of public policy, but it does not apply in this case.

Mr. THROMPSON. Yes, precisely.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). How is the purchaser of gooda

oing to see whether duty is paid on those goods or not.
Take a man living in Chatham or London or some other
town, and ho goes to Montreal for the purpose of purchasing
goods. Ie buys them, and takes them home as a retail dealer;
and after ho has them for twelve months, under the provi-
sions of the hon. gentleman's law as he proposes to make it,
the hon, gentleman may send his customs officer and seize
those goods because the original importer bas not paid the
duty upon them. Such a rule is rfectly monstrous, and
there is no analogy between the rue ho proposes to adoptq
and any other principle in law.

Mr. THOMPSON. The rule which the hon. gentleman
says is monstrous is precisely the rule with regard to a
vessel. A seaman smuggles goods in a vessel even without
the knowledge of the master or owner; the vessel changes
hands and may go through a dozen hands in foreign porte,
and when she comes back to Canada she is seized, as has
been done time and again.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). An outrageons thing.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Perfectly outrageous.
Mr. THOMPSON. Perbap seo. It is the law, and the

hon. gentleman says that if used with severity the law
would disappear from the Statute-book. I say that in this
case precisely the same means of relief exista ere as exista
in relation to a vessel. That is to say that while a lien is
declared by law to attach to the goods in ail cases, even in
the case of duty, and that the man originally guilty oould
not be punished, still the same discretion to relieve resta in
the Minister and the Crown in cases where goods have
passed into the banda of innocent parties. We can do
nothing more than lay down a general rule as regards
custom laws. They are severe rules, but they are always
subjeot to modification where the rights of innocent parties
intervene.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is another principle which
perhaps does not occur to the Minister. fie is aware that a
large amount of business is done by taxes on property. By
this law ho would strike at the credit and croate a great
deal of uncertainty in the business transactions of the banks
and other financial concerne of the ountry. A man bas
certain articles which are dutiable, and ho goes to a bank-
ing institution or private individual and asks for an advance
on them or he may sell them. In many cases he asks for
the advance and they give him the advance in good faith.
He is in possession of the property. He is not required by
the law to prove that property bas been duty paid, because
if it is in his passession the assumption is that the duty bas
been aatisfied. Therefore when ho goes to a monied insti-
tution and gives a warehouse reoeipt for that property the
bank of financial concern would readily advance him the
money upon it, but if this law passe. the bank may advance
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the money and months afterwards the Government may
come down and say: "Oh, it is quite true the duty was not
paid on that, and we will take it out of your possession or
you must pay the duty." I think that is a most arbitrary
Act. I think it is very unnecessary and I think it is more
power than the Governmont should ask. I do not think,
from the explanations given by the Minister of Customs,
that ho las sufficient grounds for asking this House to con-
fer such a power upon the Government. If the hon. gentle-
man could satisfy this House that it was necessary and give
us some sound reason for it, I have no doubt the ouse
would go a long way to meet his views, but up to the present
moment I fail to see any just reason for asking for such
extraordinary exorcise of power to be placed in the hands
of the Government, and which may be destructive of com.
mercial confidence. 1 think the hon. Minister will see it
when ho looks at it in that light.

Mr. BOWELL. I think that a few moments reflec-
tion will teach the hon, gentleman who bas just spoken
that if his ideas were carried out there would be no protec-
tion against smuggling in many cases. The advance which
may be made upDn a ship cannot by any possibility protect
it from seizure, if the captain or one of the proprietors or
any one of those on board it had been smuggling. Take
the case, for instance, where a man advances on a mortgage
upon a ship, and certainly he is not responsible for the
smuggling which the owner may carry on, yet the ship is
liable to seizure and confiscation.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The fines are really a small
matter in comparison with the value of the ship.

Mr. BOWELL. I admit that, but the principle is pre-
cisely the same. The principlo of punishing shipowners
whose vessels are used for smuggling is recognised by law,
whether the penalty is $50 or $400, or confiscation of the
vessel. Any vessel which is caught smuggling is subject
under law to confiscation, though an innocent party may
have advanced money on mortgage upon that vessel, just
as a bank advances money to a merchant who purchases
his goods, for which interest is expected to be paid; but
surely no one would argue that that would protect a mer-
chant against the confiscation of goods he had purchased
in a foreign country and smuggled into this country.
Take a case which is now under consideration. In one of
the western towns a party carrying en a woollen factory or
something of that kind, obtained a large quantity of
machinery which had been purchased in the United States
and entered in Canada at an undervaluation. Before it was
discovered that a fraud had been perpetrated in the entry
of this machinery, the importer had sold it to another
party. Now, if the theory laid down by the bon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) be correct, that the party who now
owns the property is to be exempt from the duty, thon all a
rogue would have to do would be to import goods,
enter them at an undervaluation, and, if not caught in the
act, transfer them to an innocent party. All you could do
would be to punish the individual who had committed the
fraud in the importation, and you would have to prove that
the party who pnrchased was a party to the fraud, or you
could not touch him.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. That seems fair.
Mr. BOWELL. Although the hon, gentleman was in a

former Cabinet, he had not much to do with intricate cases
that came before the Minister of Customs ; if he had, ho
would have come to this conclusion, that though an
honeet man might perhaps suffer, still the moment that
door was opened, many persons would become parties to
fraud for the purpose of escaping the duty. Under the
present law you can follow smuggled goods wherever you
can find them. The only object of this provision is to set
the matter at rest, so that people will know that there is a

Mr. Jomae (Haliix).
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lien on the goods. T am not particular whether this clause
is passed or not ; but, for the protection of the revenue
and the honest importer, you cannot make the law too
rigid in cases of this kind.

Mr. WELiDON (St. John). I do not think there is an
analogy between the case of vesseis and this case. The
case of vessels is a peculiar one. The law is no doubt
harsh, but as a rule the parties are treated ver> lightly
unless they are actually guilty. In this case the Govern-
ment have a lien on the goods for the duty, even after they
pass out of the possession of the importer. I do not see
why the Government should stand in any other position
than any other person who bas a lien, and allows the goods
to pass out of his possession. The person purchasing the
goods las a right to assume that the duty was paid. In
the cases of fraud the hon. Minister has mentioned, ho is
going beyond the common law of the land. If a party
obtains goods by fraul and sells them to an innocent party,
the purchaser bas a title to the goods; but no matter how
innocent a person might be, ho could not get a title against
the Crown. If a person bas had goods passed through the
custom house improperly, either through carelessness or
negligence of the officers or by fraud, let him be punished
by the proper tribunals; but it would be hard to put the
penalty on the innocent purchaser.

Mr. BOWELL. If hon, gentlemen have no objection,
after what has been said, I will allow this clause to stand
for further consideration.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do I understand the
hon. Minister to say that in such a case as the one hlie has
cited, the party would be obliged to pay only the difference
betweon the duty which had been originally collected and
that which ought to have been collected, or is there any
fine besides ?

Mr. BOWE LL. There is no fine at all. The practice
bas beon this: that if aun article bas been smuggled, and is
in the hands of an innocent party, ali we do is to ask him
to pay the extra duty.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is it liniited as to
time ?

Mr. BOWELL. Three years, under the present law for
penalties, but not for duty.

Mr. WATSON. I do not think the law is always carried
out in the way in which the hon. the Minister has stated.
I know of a case whieh occurred last fall, in which two grain
cleaners were imported from the United States into Mani.
toba. The price paid for them was $450, and that was the
amount on which the duty of 30 per cent was paid. They
were released by the customs officers and placed in an
elevator; and after they had been in actual operation for
two months, the contractor was notified that the machines
were entered at an undervaluation, the customs authorities
claiming that they should bave been entered at $600. There
appeared to be no resource but to pay the duty on $600.
The extra duty was paid, and in addition, a fine was im-
posed of 50 per cent on the original duty under section 8 of
the Customs Act; but the fine was afterwards returned.
Now, I think the innocent purchaser should not suffer.
Thirty per cent was paid on the ful] price which had been
paid for the goods in the United States, and as it was the
actual duty paid, instead of being 30 per cent. was exactly
40 per cent. I thirk the Act should provide that if no fraud
was committed, no fine should be imposed, and the duty
should be paid on the actual price of the goods.

Mr. BOWELL. The case mentioned has no reference
to the question now under discussion. The hon. gentle-
man is discussing the clause that provides for an additional
duty being imposed on an article which was undervalued.
I suppose ho states from his knowledge that the machines
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were only worth 8450. I am not going to dispute that,
because I know nothing of the case. The hon. gentleman
knows that if it were purchased in the United States at
$400, and that was $100 les than it was sold at for home
consumption in the United States, it would be just 8100
under valuation if so entered, and subject to additional duty
of 60 per cent. of the duty. This provision of the law I
propose to modify when I reach it. At present, in cases
where the undervaluation amounts to or exceeds 20 per
cent. of the value of the article as sold for home con-
sumption in the country where it is purcbased, 50 per cent
of the duty follows as a matter of course; and that is just
as much a part of the law as the imposition of 20 or 25
per cent. is.

Mr. WATSON. What I said was in answer to the illus-
tration given by the Minister of Customs with regard to
the woolen machinery. Here is an innocent party, the
owner of an elevator, who paid the contract price for build-
ing the elevator, and is then liable to a fine as well as the
extra duty.

Mr. BOWELL. Ris recourse would be against the per-
son from whom he purchased, just as if a man sells you goods-
which he had no right to sell. The customs laws make
every article imported absolutely forfeited the moment the
crime is committed. Prom the moment smuggling takes
place, the goods are really not the property of any one but
the Crown, and if yon purchase, and are an innocent per-
son, you ought to treat the seller the same way as if you
purchased from him any other article that was not his.

Mr. WATSON. The contractor in this case was an
innocent person.

Mr. BOWELL. Very likely.

Mr. WATSON. What I say, is that the customs collec-
tors at those outports should be instructed as to what
goods they are in a position to release. That collector
ought to have been in the position to krow that these
machines were valued at 8600, and that a duty of 30 per
cent. should have been paid on $600, no matter what price
was paid for the goods. Rad the collector been informed
at what prices these articles should have been entered, the
proprietors of the elevator would not have been in a posi-
tion to be imposed on by the customs authorities.

Mr. BOWELL. The giving of instructions such as that
indicated by the hon. gentleman could not by any possibility
be done. An article today might be worth $100 and to-
morrow 8200 or $50. The value for duty is the value of
the article at the date it was exported to Canada.

On section 5,
Mr. BOWELL. On looking at the old Act, you will find

that where the undervaluation exceeds 20 per cent. a sum
equal to one-half the duty shall be levied in addition to the
regular duty. It also provides that 50 per cent. of the
duty shall apply to goods which bear a specific as well as
an ad valore. duty. I propose to change that so as to re.
lieve from the penalty the goods upon which a specific duty
is imposed, and have it apply only to those which bear an
ad valorem duty. And I propose to grade the penalty for
undervaluation, commencing at 10 per cent., so that in case
the goods are entered at 10 per cent. under value, then the
penalty will be, not 50 per cent., as at present, but 10 per
cent. of the duty, and so on in proportion to the amount of
undervaluation. Under this clause au article would have
to be entered at an undervaluation of 50 per cent. before the
penalty now imposed by the Act could be collected. For
instance, if yon import a horse for which you paid $100 and
entered it at ff0, that would be 20 per cent. lower than the
price you paid. Under the present law, that entry would
subject the importer to a penalty of 50 per cent. of the
whole duty, which would be $10; under the proposed law,

it would be simply 20 per cent. of the duty itself; that is,
$4 instead of 810.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). How would that apply tu
cargoes of sugar ?

Mr. BOWELL. Just the same, if there was an a' valorem
duty. It would not apply to cargoes of sugar for refining
purposes, because such sugars pay the duty on their
strength, as tested by the polariscope. If sugar were
entered at an undervaluation for general grocery purposes
and not for refining, then the penalty would be imposed
upon the ad valorem value of the sugar. Sugar now bears a
duty of li cents per lb. specifio and 35 per cent. ad valorem.
If it were undervalued, the penalty for undervaluation would
apply only to the duty ad valorem and not to the specific
value as it dces at present.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I asked that question because it
applies to other articles as well as to sugar. Take cargoes of
molasses.

Mr. BOWELL. Just the same.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman is perhaps

aware that difficulties have at all times arisen in the
customs in valuing cargoes of molasses, where part has
been purchased at a lower rate than other portions of the
cargo, and I have known frequently cargnes coming from
the West Indies which have been entered at the bond fide
prices at which they were paid. Yet the prices have been
increased by the appraisers, very improperly, I think. It
would be hard enough under those circumstances if they
were called upon to pay an increased duty at all, but, if
they arc to pay upon an increased valuation as well, it
would make it so much the worse, and would be very un.
fair. There is no intention, as a rule, on the part of im-
porters to evade the customs law in that way, but this arises
sometimes from the fart that a part of a cargo may be pur-
chased at a lower rate than the balance. 1 think the hon.
gentleman is aware that sometimes his officers have raised
the value of the whole cargo to the highest amount specified
in the invoice. It seems to me that that would work un-
fairly to the original importer.

Mr. BOWELL. If that were so, it would be mueh worse
under the old law than under this, because, if the officer
raised the price of the whole invoice before, if it exceeded
20 per cent., the 50 per cent, penalty would follow, but
now it would not. Under the present law, if the cargo was
undervalued 20 per cent., as the hon. gentleman says-

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I do not say it is undervalued,
but that the customs suppose it to be undervalued.

Mr. BOWELL. Of course the customs must suppose it,
or the officer would not take that course.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Of course the oustoms are
right.

Mr. BOWEILL. Sometimes they are not right, or I would
not have so much trouble. The basis of this measure, how-
ever, is to relieve, as much as possible, parties who have not
intentionally undervalued their goods.

Mr. JONES (iHalifax). My hon. friend does not quite
catch the point which I desired to lay before him. Under
the present practice the customs would increase the value
of the portion they suppose to be undervalued, and the 15
per cent. duty would be placed on the increased value; but,
under this Bill, they would not only make that increase,
but would add 10 per cent. to the duties.

Mr. BOWELL. No, not at all.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It is Eo unusual for the Min-
ister of Customs to relax the rigor of the law that one muët
feel persuaded that he bas found that the old clause worked
very harshly, and that being the case, I would like to ask
him now, when h. sees that it Le fair and right to relax the
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rules, whether any relief will be given to innocent parties,
parties acting in good faith, who have been fined when
there has been a dispute between them and the customs
officers in cases such as that instancei by my hon. friend
where a bond fide purchase was male and the importer
had to submit, as we all have to submit, to the ruling
of the department, and had to pay the amount, but did so
under protest. I desire to know whether the Minister will
look back at all. If not, the passing of this law is an ad-
mission that parties have been fined in the past who should
not have been fined, and have been harshly deait with. We
practically admit by this that the penalty for innocent un-
dervaluation heretofore inflicted was unjust. Very many
people throughout the country feel that, but they have had
to pay the penalty and did it under protest. I suppose
that where it has not been paid under protest, the Minister
would not take any notice of it, but I suggest whether
justice does not require that ho should take power to deal
with cases of that kind where the amount has been paid
under protest.

Mr. BOWELL. Thore is full power now under the law.
If there are any cases where injustice bas been donc to an
importer, if ho will show where the money has been im-
properly collected, the money will be refunded. The hon.
gentleman from Marquette (Mr. Watson) mentioned a case
of that kind, where the officer made a mistake, and the 890
was refunded. If the hon. gentleman can show any case
where an injustice bas been donc, tho matter will be con-
sidered, and if the Minister of Customs cannot deal with it,
he will take it to the Treasury Board, and the money will
be refunded. The hon. gentleman knows that, when once
money goes into the bands of the Receiver General it is
only by action on the part of the Treasury Board and the
Council that the money can be refunded. The present
Bill does not affect that principle at all. The only result
is to impose a smaller penalty than under the old Act.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). My hon. friend from Mar-
quette bas stated a case in which ho paid $450 for an article.
The Government made the amount $680, and $90 was the
double penalty, or the fine imposed. What would we have
te pay under the new arrangement ?

Mr. BOWELL Under the old law, assuming that the
imrosition of the extra duty was correct, ho should have
paid $tE0 duty, and $90 would ho 50 per cent. on that,
but under this provision ho would have to pay $60 instead
of $90.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). I asked a question as to the
case of a person who paid a larger amouat under protest
than we are now deciding by this Bill h should have paid.
Wonld not the Minister have power to deal with this by
way of refund ?

Mr. BOWELL. Certainly not any more than if the
duty on an article was 20 per cent to-day and was reduced
to 10 per cent to-morrow, the Minister of Customs could
not refund the difference. The question of paying un.
der protest bas nover been considered. If a man bas
paid the duty, and afterwards shows that ho bas paid
it improperly, that the value of the goods had been impro-
perly raised, and that the niarket value in the United
States was that at which they were entered by him, and
the officers exacted more from him than they should, I
have always recommended the refund. The matter of
paying under protest bas nover inad c any difference.

On section 6,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There the Minister is enact-

ing thc first par t of the section in the old law, and is
removing the alternative provision which was in the old
Act which pernitted the production of the original invoice
of'the goods or a certificate.

M.r. PATABsO (Brant).

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. gentleman will read it close-
ly, ho will sec the latter portion of the clause contradiots
the first. It says :

"Whenever duties are charged according to the weight, toll, gauge,
or other rate, such allowances shall be made for tares and draft to the
packages as are prescribed by regulations made by the Governor in
Oouncil."
There it gives the Governor in Council power to declare
what tare, gauge, etc., shall be allowed. That has been
acted upon. Now, if yon read the other portion :

'' But when the original inivoice of any goods is produced, and a
declaration of the correctness shall be made as hereinafter provided-"

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). What are you reading from ?

Mr. BOWELL. I am reading the old Act, bocause the
proposition is to leave out a portion of that Act.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I do not see the contradic.
tion.

Mr. BOWELL. Well, you have not lot me finish. I
say the first portion of the clause gives power to the
Governor in Council to make such regulations as they may
deem neocessary, allowing tare, etc. Then the latter part of
the clause goes on to say:

'' When the original invoice of any goods li produced, and a deelar-
ation of the correctness thereof is made as hereinafter provided, the
tare according to such invoice shall be deducted from the g-oss weight
of the goods, instead of the allowance aforesaid, subject to such further
regulations as may be made from time to time by the Governor in
Council."
So that although it gives power to the importer to
declare by affidavit the correctness of certain weights, it
also goes on to say that they must bceubject to any
further regulations which may bo made from time to time
by the Governor in Council. Now, we very often find
cases of this kind, that an importer, many of them, or an
exporter, as the case may be, will add to the tare of their
goods a great deal more than ought to be added, or they
will as they have donc in the past, add to the value of the
packages more than should be added. One merchant may
deduct as high as 20 or 30 shillings upon certain goods that
constitute a portion of the tare, while another from the
saine port will deduct nine or ton. So, you sec at once the
difficulty that presents itself in the administration of this
provision of the law. The proposition is to provide that
the Governor in Council shall have power to declare by
Order in Council what the tare, etc., shall bo, and thereby
remove any ambiguity.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I sec that; but still I do not
sec why the production of the original invoice, giving the
tare, and supported by affidavit, should not be good proof
as to the correctness of the tare. Now, I can understand
that the Minister should make a regulation as to the tare
of a certain article; but it is quite possible that the goods,
or the packages in which they are contained, may vary,
the tare may vary, and to make a new rule might work a
hardship or injustice upon some importer. It seems to me
that when an original invoice is produced, and an affidavit
made to the correctness of it, that should be made priná
facie evidence of its correctness. The Minister has mon-
tioned one or two cases. I should suppose that any fraud
that would be perpetrated would be in the original shipper
altering his tare in order to avoid the customs duty ; but ho
would have to make a fraudulent invoice all ihrough in
order to do it, and the Minister would have the original in-
voice, and could detect the fraud. Suppose there was a
collusion between the parties, and that the importer should
say to the exporter in a foreign country: Now, you make
the tare 10 or 15 pereent. more than it is-especially if the
duties were levied on the ad valorem bisis; he would have
to increase the price at which it was entered, and would
revoal the difference in that way.
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Mr. BOWELL. I ask the hon. gentleman what good

reason, or any reason, is there why we should have a clause
upon the Statute-book that is ambignous in its wording and
leads to complications between the administrator of the
law and the importer? As I understand it, the Order in
Council which has been issued regulating and declaring
the tare upon certain articles, hua been accepted by all the
merchants; it was done after a great deal of consideration
and consultation with the largest importers of the country ;
and when they accepted that as fair, and it is working
harnoniously, there is no reason why we should allow a
clause to remain upon the Statute-book which gives any
importer who likes to be cantankerous or troublesome, the
opportunity of saying: Mine is a correct invoice, these tares
are correct, and I am prepared to swear to them,-and even
if le does, then the last two fines of the clause give power
to the Governor in Council to demand further evidence.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Well, I do not so understand
the meaning of these last words, I do not think that is a
fair interpretation of them. I interpret them this way;
that you make your rule and it does not apply in the case
of a certain importer, and he says: Your rale is not doing
me justice, and in proof of that I produce my original
inivoice, giving the original tare, which I support with
afidavit. The section in the old law, as I understand it,
pernits the Minister to accept that as proof, but it has
added: "subject to such further regulations as are made
from time to time by the Governor in Council," but
1 interpret that part in this way, that the
Governor in Council might require more proof
than the original invoice, more proof than the
declaration of the owrner, for instance, if the Order
in Council should require that ho should have a
dcclaration from the exporter from whom he bought the
goods-that is how I understand the meaning of the words,
and I think they were put in the Act for that purpose.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It appears to me that it is abso-
lutely necessary that the dovernor in Council should have
power to deal with it in that way, though I presume the
Government would not very frequently interfere with the
established tares in the various countries from which the
goods were reccived. But, at the same time, I think it is
absclutely necessary that the Government should have
powor to deal with that, in the event of an invoice lea ling
them to suppose there was something irregular in the tares
which the importer declared to have on bis invoice. I can-
not sec any objection to it, although I think the Govern-
ment would not interfere very often, or at all events, change
the established tares of the country from which the goods
were imported.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). 1 understand from the Minister
of Customs that that subject has been for a long time under
consideration, that they have modified their rules from time
to time, as experience shows to be necessary, and at the
present time the rules on that subject are uniform and com-
plete. Now, of course, the only object in giving the Gov-
ernor in Council power to deal by Order in Council with a
subject of this sort, is that Parliament has not the noces-
sary data upon which to base specific and minute legislation;
but if the Minister of Customs thinks that they have now,
by Orders in Council, or by their experience, arrived at a
condition of things when these Orders in Council no longer
require to be modified or changed, then that ought to be
embraced in this section as part of the legislation; the
experience which the hon. gentleman has acquired, and
which is set forth in these Orders in Council, should be
embraced in the statute itself. At all events, if that is not
the case, there ought to be made an appendix to the statute
where they would be accessible and known to the mercantile
oommunity.

Mr. BOWELL. The suggestion made by the hou.
member for Bothwell could only be carried out when
trade ceases to fluctuate, and importers and adminis-
trators become perfect. I do not anticil ate that day will
arrive until perhaps the hon. gentleman reaches this side
of the House. Trade is continually changing, and there is
no member on that side of the Ilouse who knows it botter
than the hon. member for Halifax (Ir. Jones). It may be
necessary to change these regulations affecting tare, and
weight, and deductions allowed upon packages containing
goods which are exempt from duty. That may occur to.
morrow or a month hence. Wo know that a package con-
taining molasses may be worth 9 shillings one day and
12 shillings a month henco. If the hon. gentleman's
suggestion wore adopted we would have no power to
make a change. These regulations, however, have to be
varied as changes take place in the trade of the country.
It wonld be utterly impossible to carry out the suggestion,
which would either impose a wrong on the importers or on
the revenue.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That would only apply to cases
where there were specific duties on particular packages.
If the duty was on the value of the packages, thon there
would be no difflcnlty. Besides, if the value fluctuates in
the way the hon. gentleman has described the Order in
Council always comes too late. The trouble is that the
hon. gentleman's rule is always mado after the fact, where.
as ordinary legislation is mado before the fact.

Mr. PA.TERSON (Brant). I desire to enquire the
reason why the latter portion of the clause in the old Act
bas been omitted in framing the now clause ?

Mr. BOWELL. Under the old Ac theimporterappears
to be given the absolute right to insist on bis tatement
being accepted. That might bi correct in dealing with an
honcst man, but such was not the case in dealing with a
dishonest trader. I do not sec the nocessity of retaining
that portion of the clause.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That portion of the clause
must have ben isi-rted when the oid Act was passod to
give the altornativw tb th3 honeot importer. At the same
time the Governor in Council was given power to roquire
sometbing more fromft the importer than the more produc.
tion of the invo&m, or that the Governor in Council might
make regulations requiring somothing more.

Mr. BOWELL. Thon it simply means this, that the
Minister of Customs, or whoever ad ministers the law, must
throw doubt upon the staterment of the importer who has
sworn to the irivoice. Taking the interpretation of the law,
as given by the hon. gentleman, and perhaps it is correct,
then the old clause gives power to the Minieter of'Customs or
party administering the law, to say : You are not telling
the truth, I will not accept your invoice, but I require
further evidence. No dcu bt the words roferred to were
inserted for a good purpose; but, like many other clauses
in the Act, they might be applicable at the time, but the
changes of trade have been such and the way of doing busi-
ness bas changed to such an extent that we had it
impracticable to carry out some of the clauses without
coming into collision with importers, which we desire te
avoid as much as possible.

On section 9,
Mr. BOWELL. The change made is one already ex.

isting by Order in Council, but many importers plead
ignorance, and say, because it is not in the law they do net
know it. I propose to add that which.is the law by Order
in Council to the statute.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). A consignee of oourse can only
make a declaration to the best of his knowledge or belief,
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Mr. BOWELL. Yes, that is all.

On section 10,
Mr. BOWELL. I explained this fully the other night.

It simply refers to the payment of damage on sugar which
goes into a refinery. It would not refer to sugar whicb was
imported for household purposes, for t'hat would be entitled
to the same roduction for damages as under the 4th
section. My hun. friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones) knows
that sugar used for refining purposes is tested by the
polariscope, and we allow for damage doue to such, by salt
water, in the testing.

On section 11,
Mr. BOWELL. This section simply changes the words:

"Whenever any vessel is entered," to "whenever any
vessel is reported." The only change is substituting the
word "reported " for Ientered." In former times the
word Ilentered " was used whether referring to the report.
ing of a vessel or the entering of goods. Under the present
Act the terms are distinct, and our desire is that there
should bo no confliet hereafter as to what is the meaning of
entering or reporting.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). "Reporting" is the proper word.
Mr. BOWELL. 1 think so.

On section 12,
Mr. BOWELL. The House will see that in making

those charges where only a word or two had to be changed
I have reenacted the whole clause, as I thought it better
it should be doue. The only change made in this clause is
by inserting "lassistant appraiser " and making it in con-
formity with the Civil Service Act, which recognises assist-
ant appraisers.

On section 13,
Mr. BOWELL. Under the old Act, there is a doubt

existing as to whether it applies to parts of machines
that are imported or to the whole machinery which is
imported in parts. The words added are: "when parts of
any manufactured articles are imported into Canada, esch
such part shall be dutiable." The object of the clause is to
make the matter so plain that we cannot misunderstaud it.

On section 14,
Mr. BOWELL. The object of this clause is to make

clear the power to impose a duty upon an article which bas
been sent from one country to the other upon which a
bounty bas been paid or a drawback given. For instance
you purchase sugar in New York upon which two cents
per pound has been paid to the purchaser as a drawback,
and that article is sent to Liverpool and there purchased in
the market and brought to Canada. The question then
arises: does the law empower the Customs to impose a
duty upon that two cents in addition to the price paid for
the article. If the article were purchased in New York and
exported directly to Canada, then there is no question but
that the two cents would be added to the value of the
sugar for duty, but au attempt has been made to evade that
provision of the law by sending it to some other country
and ostensibly selling it in the market and then sending it
to Canada. The law is not clear upon that point, and this
provision is to place it boyond a doubt.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Even with the law obscure
as it is, I should think "they could not come it over you"
in that way.

Mr. BOWELL. No, sir; I want to put it beyond the
power of anyone importing goods in that way to take
advantage of thE supposed defect in the law.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman only refers
to onelarticle.

Mr. JoUEs (ialifax).

Mr. BOWELL. I merely give that as an illustration.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Practically it refera to only one

branch, such as refined sugar. Under the operation of this
clause I presume, duty will be demanded on sugar coming
from Germany, including the bounty as well. There is a
bounty or drawback on sugar coming from Germany which
interferes very much with our trade relations with the
West Indies, in which hon. gentlemen lately have shown
much interest, and under the operation of this Act, that
sugar heretofore has come in a different way. Of course,
I know that the polariscope test makes the principle of
levying a duty somewhat difficult, and that perhaps may be
my answer. I think the hon. gentleman, while he is deal-
ing with the subject, should take power to place an ad
valorem duty on German beet root sugar to cover the draw-
back so as to place it on the same footing as the refined
sugar which comes from the United States. The principle
I think should be applied in both cases, and if so it would
very materially assist our trade with the West Indies by
keeping ont the German sugar. It now averages 60 or 70
per cent. of the refined sugar of the Dominion, and there is
only about 25 per cent. of West Indian sugar. The German
sugar is allowed to come in and compete with it under the
operation of this Act, and I suppose the hon. gentleman
will deal with the matter.

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. gentleman will read the
clause carefully he will see that the object he has in view is
provided for. It applies to every article on which it eau be
establisbed a drawback has been allowed.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman's explana.
tion is perfectly satisfactory, if he only carries that provision
into effect. That has been the practice. The subject having
been brought to the notice of the Government some years
ago, an order was passed that the duty should be collected
on the increased amount; but that order was subsequently
rescinded, and beet root sugar bas recently been permitted
to enter the Dominion on its actual value, less the amount
of the drawback. I wish to know whetber the hon. gentle-
man proposes to place an ad valorem duty on German sugar,
because, under the present arrangement of a polariscopic
test, German sugar is hardly included.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to suggest
that, as this is a subject in which a great many gentlemen
are interested, and as a number wish to go away to-night,
perhaps it would be as well not to resume this discussion
this evening.

Kr. BOWELL. I think the hon. gentleman had better
lot me go through with the Bill.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will be here.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not know what other business can
be gone on with just now. If it is desired that any clause
should stand over, I shall have great pleasure in letting it
stand, but I would like to get through with the Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL, This is a very important Bill. It has
excited a great deal of attention in the mercantile centres
of this country ; several gentlemen have written to me
about it; and I know that a number of members are going
away to-night after half past eight o'clock, and I think it
would be only fair to allow this Bill to stand over until the
next Government day, because there are some sections of
this Bill which I take particular exception to. I trust,
therefore, that the hon. gentleman will not press the Bill
to-night. Il ho does, ho will force a number of us to stay,
and I do not think it will help public business.

Sir HECTOR LANGENIN. We would like to meet the
wish of the hon. gentleman, but ho must see that the Session
is so far advanced that if we postpone measure after mea-
sure because some members go away or take exeeption to a
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planse, s-hall never ,get away; Ve sha be ·Jere until
.une, n 4d Jter than June, and I have no doubt $hat the
wish of,the -ho,.,me~mer and of the Honse is to get through
th- wgrk as fast as we cap. This is a ,neasure that we
thought we-would take up this afternoon, and remume it
after 8 o'clock.

.Ur. MITCHELL. I am, not awarg that any other Bill
has been asked to be postponçd, certainly not at myrequ'est.
I do think this is not an unreasonable request. This Bill is
one that affects the intereste of thé sommercial oommunity
of this Dominion, and we have a right to a fair and reason-
able opportunityef, disgussing it.oThere has bcen no
Opposition shown to the Bill, but we desire to criticise it
,lause by clause, as they ooma up, and -we request that it
may be-left over Until the.next Goverment day,.in order
that those who wish to go home to-night may do so. If it,
is necessary for,mq, t stay, L will stay, but I do not think
it gould prc mote public busineis. I tell hon. gent4emen
that frankly.

Committee rose.
It being six o'clook, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reces.

MANITOBA AND NORTH-WESTERN&
COMPANY OF CANADA.

UAILWAY1

1Mr. TISDALE moved that the order for the third. read.
ing of Bill (No. 46) to amend the Acts relating to the'
Manitoba and North-Western Railway Company of Canada,
(Mr. Scarth) be discharged, and that the Bill be referred back
to Committee of the Whole for the purpose of addiig the
following clause:

The directorsof the oompany may make and isue as paid up stock,
shares in the company,whether subscribed for or not, and mày allot
and hand overissh steak in payment for right of way, plant, rollingtoek, or J.teri l anykin4, .And also for the services of digeçtorsand
angineers. SugeT issue and allotmen& Qf stock shall be binding on: the
compay, and sucho stock shall not b3 assessable for call, and the paid up,
sto heretofore isuned and allotted in accordance with the provisions of
this section is hereby legelised and affirmed.
,He said: I may say that, excepting the last words with
regard to the legalisinrg of any allotment, this i8 precisely
the clause that is in the mode[ Bill. I an moving thie in
the absence of Mr. Scarth. The promoters of this Bill had
supposed, until it went through the Railway Committee,
that they kad the ordinary powers this claus. eontainqd,
The addition I ask is, therefore, simply to have the model
Bill clause put in and to legalise whatever th directors
have done in accordance with that clause. I presume nO
honagntlemun will object to this legielation. This rail-
way inione that hos built over two handred miles of road,
mnd- Jsexpended over $3OO0,000, so that I am asking for
no new thing, but simply that the charter shall -eontain the
,ordinaryclause, apd.that what has been done inthe belief
that4lheharter di4 contain that clause ,eball be legalised.

.Mr. iDGAR. The amendment oonforme, I see, except
in the last:sentence; exactly with the model Bill, and that
eç'lym. açte th. model Bilt retroactive I do not think
thars can besay objection to it.

Motion agreed.t, Order discharged; and flouse again re.
solved itseif 'nto (ommitteò.

Riß roportod, sad ed the xèrd4gneý*ed passed.

THIRD READING.

Bil (No.r1B>ta inoorporate thoDetroit River Wingr
Railway Bridge. Company.-(Mr. Fergusen, Welland.)

SOUTIU-WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.
On the Order for-
Further oenuideration of the proposed.motion of Ur. Hall for the third

e.Aâng of Bif o (lu.d)-40 inoerpora lte BouthWestea Railway
149

Comprny, an4 the motion of Kr. Bergin luandment thereto : That
the Billbe not now read a third time, but that it be read a third time,
this day six montha.

House divided on the amenduent:

YBAI:
Messieurs

,Âmetron ,

Barron,
Bergin,
Bernier,
Bourssa,
Bowell,
Brien,
0eron (Sir Adolphe),

Ohaplean,
Ohoquette,

:Chouinard,
Oockburn,
Cook,
Costigan,
Couture,
Durran,
De St. Georges,

De ardins,
Dessaînt,
Doyon,
Edgar,

issihauer,
Fer rion (We1andÏa>

Gironard,
Godbout,
Guay,
Hickey,
Labelle,
Labrosse,
landerkin,
Landry,
Laurier,
Lister,
Lovitt,
MoLelan,

NrAY :

Messieurs

oill au.dreuil),
oMiullen,

Meig,
Mille (Bothwell),

attersoa (Essex),
Perry,
Plat;ý
Préfontaiae,
Rinfret,
Rykert,
Ste. Marie,
Shauly,
Thom son,
Modale,
Turoot,
Vanasse,

Wallace,
Wataon,
Wilso (Len4ox).-57.

Bain (Wentworth), Guilbault, Porter,
Baker, Guillet, Prior,
Bergeron, Haggart, Reid,
Bowman, Hale, Robullard,
Boyle, RHall Roome,
Brown, HeUerson, Rosa,
Burns, Nessos, Rowand,
Cameron, Holton, Royal,
Cargill, udopeth, Scriver,
,Carling, Innes, Skinner,
Chisholm, Jamieson, Small,
Cimon, Joncas, Smith (Ontario),
Cochrane, Kirk, Bomerville,
Ooughlin, Lang, Sproule,
Daoust, Laugevin (ir Hector),8utherland,
Davin, Laurie Temple,
Davis, Macdon.ald (Sir John), Thérien,
Dawson, Maedowall, Trow,
Desaulniers, Meulla, Tupper (Bir:Qharles),
Dupont, MoDougald (Pictou), Tyrwhitt,
Ellis, McDougall(Oape Bret'n)Ward,
Ferguson(LeedorGren.)Madill, Weldg est John),
Ferguson (Renfrew), Mara, Whit (.enfrew>,
riset, Marshall, Wilmot,
Flynn, Mille (Annapoli), Widuso Argenteuil)
Gauthier, Mitchell, Wood ( stmoreland ,
Gigault, Moffat, Wright,
-Gordon,' Uotplaiir, Yeo.-86.
Grandbois, Perley (Assl.iiboia),

MXrTROW. The thon. member for North Perth has not
voted.

Mz. HESSON. I paired with the hoa. member for Kent,
(Mr. Landry).
, r. I&NDRY. I did, 4ot Yte either, 'he on. gen-

tleman is quite correct. I paired with him.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Vote.

Mr. HKSSON.I Lyo4 against the six .Iontb' hoist.
Mr. LA&NDRY- ThonJ vote the other way.
Mr. TROW. I-notice that the hon. -member for Cape

Breton Mr. MeKeen) has not voted, and î see that'he is in
the House-at toast Jieds ainAhe gallery.

Mr. ROY*L. I. ça1 attention. to, the fact that the hon.
member for Fronteenac tr. Kirkpatriek) has not voted.

Mr.SPEAKRR, T"ia is too late, I havp .declared the
amendment lost.

Mr. CURRAN moved that the Bill be pot noW read the
third time, but be referred back to a Qommittee of the
Whole House, to bave the following clause inserted there-
in

This £et shall not.go. wtoforce until the Oiriday ofgay) 1850.
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He said: I shail make very few observations in connection
with this motion, as the time for private Bills is nearly up;
but this Parliament having last year refused to pass the
Bill which is now about to be granted, it is of the highest
importance, owing to the fact that some $300,000 have
been spent, not only on the branch line, but in perfecting
the connection with the American system, that the present
company which are now constructing the road should be
permitted to complote their works which are now com-
menced and are nearing a termination, and that they should
have an opportunity of floating their bonds, and in fact of
carrying out the large construction they have now on hand
and of bringing commerce to this work, which will be de-
stroyed altogether, and will prove almost ruinous to the
company if this Bill should go into force immediately. This
is not the first occasion upon which similar legislation has
been enacted. In 1882, the Great Eastern Railway Com-
pany was inoorporated by this louse, and it was provided
in the Act of incorporation:

" That 80 much of this section as authorises the construction of any
part or parts of said railway, from and lying east of any point on the
frontier, at or near the village of Dundee, and which passes through the
counties of Huntingdon, Ohateauguay, Beauharnois, Napierville and
Laprairie, shall not come into force until the first day of May, 1884.'

Thus giving two years' limit before the Act should come
into force. As this House, through its Committee on Rail.
ways last year, throw ont a Bill similar to this one, and
thereby it was considered by the promoters of the other
road that Parliament was pledged that this Bill should not
be granted, and went to work and expended this large
amount of money, I think the louse will consider it only
fair that the company should have that brief time allotted
to them, and thon, if there is a prospect of business, if the
gentlemen who are promoting this Bill see that there is
enough business for them to operate their present charter,
they can do so, and the people of the country will be glad
to see them do so; but, in the meantime, there is ne justice
in crushing out an enterprise which bas begun in good
faith, and upon which a large amount of money has been
expended.

Mr. BAKER. I ask if that amendment is in order.
Clause 67 of the Rules of this House says that no important
amendment can be moved, either in committee or on the
third reading, without one day's notice having been given.
ias that notice been given ?

Mr. SPEAKER. I have to declare that this motion is not
in order.

Mr. BERGIN. I objeot to the Bill being read the third
time to-night. It must go over until Monday.

Mr. SPEAKER. On what ground does the hon. gentle.
man object ?

Mr. BERGIN. You cannot take that stage to-night.
Mr. SPEAKER. The Order for to-night is for the third

reading.
1Mr. BERGIN. The Order to-night is for the considera.

tion of the amendment I proposed.
Mr. SPEAKER. I cannot entertain the objection. The

third reading must take place if the House so wills it.
Bill read the third time, and passed.

Bill (No. 59) to confer certain powers on'the 'on Scotia
Telephone Company ILimited).-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 50) to incorporate the Ottawa; Morrisburg and
New York Railway and Bridge Company --(Mr. Jlickey.)

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (No. 96) to incorporate the IBeleville and Lake Nip-
issing Railway Company (from the Senate).-(Ur. Masson.)

Bill (No. 102) respecting the Central Ontario Railway
Company.-(Mr. O'Brien.)

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDME1T.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
92) to amend chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes, respect-
irng the Castoms.-(Mr. Bowell.)

(In the Cromnittee.)
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I enquired of the Minister of

Customs before recess in reference to hià interpretation of
a previous clause which I did not understand to be passed.
That was with reference to the value of g.ods on which
there was a drawback. Did I understand the bon. gen-
tleman to say that ho proposed to deal with the beet root
sugar in the same way as the sugar from New York ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes The proposition' is to deal with
all articles whether it be sugar or anything else. I might
state, however, what I did not state before recess in reply
to my bon. friend in reference to beet root sugar. There
was a difference of opinion among lawyers whose opinions
were sent us upon this point, some contending that we had
no right to impose an extra duty upon sugar which was
mauufactured in England from sugar imported from Ger.
many upon which the drawback had been paid. How-
ever, I may state frankly that we differed in the depart-
ment from that opinion, which was given to us by some
Montreal gentleman who belongs to the legal profession, on
behalf of the sugar refiners. But, under the peouliar cir-
rcumstances wbich the hon. gentleman remembers, I ex-
plained at the time, we did not think it advisable to put
our construction of the law into force. The change pro-
posed will place it beyond a doubt, as it makes it more
defined. In the future, under this clause, the extra duty
will have to be levied upon bounty-paid sugar if purchased
in England or any other country.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Tiat is, beet root sugar coming
from Germany?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. JONES (ilalifax). fHow will yon apply that to the

others on which duty is levied by tie polariscopic test?
Do you propose changing the, law seo as to have an
ad valorem 9

Mr. BOWELL. Yon are quite right ; we cannot do that
under the polariscopic test for refining pnrposes. ?That is
the point that arose in dispute in relation to thesugar manu-
factured in England from the German auga. It was the
refined sugar purchased in England for grocery purposes,
or the " low yellows," as they were caied. ýThose do not
go to the refinery and, consequently, they will bear an ad
valorem duty, and this clause can be apphed.

Mr. IONES (Blifax). Penbape I -dîd net male myseîf
IN COMMITTEE-THIRD READINGS. understood. L understand thàta complaint made by the

Bill (No. 83) to amend the Act to inoorporate the Monc- refiners led te a change in the-dnty a few yea ago, and
ton Harbor Improvement Company.-Mr. Wood (West- that bet root sugarswore admittudIas 4ao bènnty, for a
moreland). time, becaus. iiiwaa"aid the inghi, realuera hving

Bil (No. 15) to incorporate the Niabet Academy ofth-advantage of using theet rotif the rawýil No l) o o materiaI wras -net admîtted inte tii hinnr nthesanme
Prince Albert.-(Mr. Macdowall.) terms as other sugars, thnt our r ner flot compete

Bill (No. 62) to incorporate the Grenville International with thom Sincehchangeuns heen made, un4er which
B gid Company.-(Mr. Shanly.) lii.duty onred sugar'frexa1,reat Britai2I-bu .been in-

Mr JNS Haiax. ehasI idnt ak ysl
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creased" to mea tie views of the refiners, what I desire to trade with the West Indies, while at the same time the
know is whether the Govern ment propose taking any action effect of their tariff regulations is to encourage the importa.
to levy the duty on the raw beet root sugar from Germany tion of beet root sugar, and is driving the West India sugar
on the same principle that they apply it on the refined ont of the market. If the Governuent desire to help the
sugars from New York. That is to say, on the value of the West India trade, they should take some meana by which
sugar without dedueting the large bounty or drawback the duty will b. imposed on the raw sugar at its value in
which is allowed the purchaser offPthe raw material in that Germany, without allowing any deduction for the bounty
country. or drawback, just as they do on sugar from New York, to

Mr. BOWELL. There is no proposition of that kind. benefit the refiner.
The proposition before the House is aimply to apply to Mr. BOWELL. I fally recognise the logic of the hon.
sugar or any other articles upon which an ad valorem duty gentleman on this question, but to adopt the system he
l imposed. Under the system that prevails now-the proposes now would disarrange the whole system of the
chargiDg ofiduty in accordanoe with the strength of the collection ofaugar duties. The probabilities are from pro-
sugar - that question cannot arise, nor has it arisen in the sent appearances that the disorimination which h. bas point-
past, and unless an ad valorem duty was imposed in addition ed ont may not exist for any length of time, for I under-
to the duty which was imposed upon the different degrees stand that the effect of the international congress whioh
of strength now the principle could not apply. has been discussing this question, is that Germany, Bel.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That is what I wanted to know. gium, France, and nearly every country which has been
paying heavy bounties on the produotion of beet root

Mr. BOWELL. We do not propose to change that. The sugar, have agreed to their abandonment. I am not aware
hon. gentleman will remember that one of the principal of any that have not joined in the conference except the
reasons why we changed the mode of collecting the sugar United States, and it was only about a week ago that it
duty was to encourage the West Indian trade with Canada. was announced in England that the colonies had given in
It waB contended by those who were engaged in the trade their adhesion to that principle.
that, when sugars were purchased in China, or the Sand- Mr. JONES (Halifax). In the meantime the West In-
wich Islands, &c., it coul be purchased at a very much dia rade shah suifer.
lower rate than in the West Indies, or Cuba, and the result
of that was that the freights being so much lower for the On section 16,
long voyages, it, in a measureacted against the West Indian Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I do not see any difference b&.
trade. Then it was changed to the polariscopic system, by tween this and the old law, with this exoeption, that
which it mattered not from what part of the world it came, under the amended clause the collector appoint one ap.
and it mattered not under what circumstances it was pur- praiser, the individual who feels aggrieved nominates
chased, the duty would be collected on the actual strength another, and an offleer of the Custems Department is the
of the sugar, so that if it were purchased in China and third; virtually leaving the Government or their offoers
brought to Canada, and contained the same strength as to appoint two, whose decision is final.
sugar purchased in the nearest Islands to Halifax or other Mr. BOWELL. Under the old law, in case of a dispute
parts of' Canada, it would pay precisely the same duty as between the importer and the customs authorities as to
that brought the short distance. It is not proposed to values, the collector is empowered to appoint two merchant
change this mode of cllecting duty on sugar. appraisers who are supposed to know the value of the

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The point I was trying to get the goods. They take the evidence, and report to Ottawa, and
hon. gentleman to notice was this, he stated the object was the decision of the Commissioner of Oustoms is final. The
to encourage the West Indian trade. importers have contended that that arrangement is too one-

Mr. BOWELL, That was the object of the change. sided, and that they ought to have something to say.
Mr. JONBS (Hlihfax). Yes, I uuderstand tiat was alTherefore we have changed the law so as to give the im-

right so fr as il went, but the hondgentleman withse e pl ter a voice on the board. The Government, instead of
riot arrying outhi bWf te; teistma wy,il ew as vring the power to appoint the whole of them, have only
no carrying ot hownaninpolicy tlatistos, hewas only power to appoint one, who is outside of the customs,
carrying it out wi a particular object,a and and the appraiser, who is supposed to have a better know.
is beneficial to the refiners. He is placing duty on the ledge of 1h. value of lhe gods tin any one, is the third;
refined sugar coming from the States at its market value and their decision is final. This relieves the Government
without allowing for that drawback. An ad valorem duty of any responsibility in the matter; and is a concession
je assessed at the same rate as the article selle for in the which bas never been given before either in this country
wholesale «market lu New York. I wish to know whether or in the United States. In the United States they have
the ion. gentleman does not see that under that principle had two or three systems of appraisement, but they have
the beet root sugar should be assessed l the same way. I abolished them all, and at the present the law there is that
admit you do not reach it by the polariscopic test system. the Government appoint a board of appraisers from their
The question is whether yoa should not apply an ad valorem own officers, whose ecision is final. It was thought under
duty inthat way tomet.that difficulty. Thehn. gentleman the circumstances that it would be better to make our law
knows, and no one knows botter, that under the present a little more moderate by giving the importers a say in the
arrangement the beet.root sugar ia driving the West Indian matter
sugar almostentirely out of the market. I have not the t
figures in my band at the moment, but I think, if the hon. Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understand that, but really I
gentleman refers to the Trade and Navigation Retarns ho cannOt see that it is such a concession on the part of the
will find that less than 40 per cent. of the sugar manufac. Government as the hon. Minister would lead us to believe.
tured in this country is what la called Barbadoes and that Virtually the Government control the whole valuation.
the large proportion is the beet- root eugars coming from Before, the party feeling aggrieved had no voice u ithe
Germany. If lthe import of that article goes on under the matterà Now, he may have a voice, but the voioe does not
present,ystea. la ,ie same ratio it has for the past few amount to anything, because the two Government appraisers
years, instead at4 enuuraging the West India trade which decide as to the value of the article and the duty to be paid,
seems tp be the ûject hehoa.. gentleman and the Govern. and their decision is flual.
ment have in vipw4 itlwill .omplotely kill that trade. Mr. BOWELL. That argument is verygood, buaed on
Therefore itst aless for them to talk about building up a the assumption that the only object the Government have
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is to take a11 thé duty they can get ont of everybody. i
take it fod granted thatthe Governient do riot want any
more thha they Ùre entitled Io, and this provision is only
to protec't th'é honest importer wh o enters his geods at a
fair valuation. The Goveinm'entrive no power to take one
cent of "*duty out of tfe impôrter if it is shown, after these
appraisesmeet, that the origida appraisement by the depart-
ment wà to'b high Ail they hU'e tô énquire ls whether thé
article imported has been entered at a value less thÉn that
article i. sold at in the market where parehased for ionte
onsumption. Under theoirumstances, my hon. friend wili
see that-this is a very eqaitable proeision, unless I am to
infer that hedesires when a difficulty arises that the mer-
chant who importe shall have the selection of the-board to
decide the question. Then, I %uppose the argument is fair
on the othe'side, that the Government-would have nothing
to do with the valiation, and might as well surrender at
once, because the importer would eelect such friends a&
would annul" the valuation put upon the goods by the,
appraiser -

Mr. JÔNE8 Halifaï? 'I think my hon. friend will see
the Gotèrdile4nt #hould have àch a power as this, if they
deal with it at all. They mnust take the'responsibility, and
we are bound to assume that thé Goeern'nent have nô
object inwettin* mdre than the fAir duty whi'ch' th'e im-
porter is entitled to pay.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I do not object to that in the
least, but I do.not think the Minister of Customs hss re.aNy
shown that the individnal aggieved can feel he has every
protectipn desirable. 0f course 1 can understand it is
necessary.to pretect the Government, but we should also
not look.upon every importer as a dishonestinlividual,
and frame the law so as to punish almost every individual
who may fall at times into the, hands of the Government.
I think thc protection offered here to the importer is verylittie indéèd.

sell it tô a refinery; they may either ýpåst a bond, o'ieibt, as
the casemay be, but 1, as the original iiportèr; oesse to be
held responsible for the duty?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes; the moment -he transfer-takes
place, and the party who has purchased from you in bond
traneors it from that warehouse-to his own, hie is respon-
sible.

On setion 18,
Mr. BOWELL. Clause 82 makes the adcctánce ocfthe

transfer of goods'lithe warehôuse equivalent tétthe bond
heretofore exacted, and places the new owner ubder the
same bligations as was the party who originally 'enteréd
the goods for warehonse.

On section 19,
Mr. BOWELL. Section B86 is to give theoffloers of Ihe

Customs Department power to enter nad .Mahninb a drare-
house in which goods are stored in bond. At, present suih-
ofàicer has ne legal authority te enter and examine withont
the consent of the proprietor. It is manifestly necessary
and proper that the right to enter and mae an exarnin-
ation shoûld'be beyond dispute. At present, it is eontended
that an offloer bas no power to demand entrance to a ware-
house, when he has to pass through a free portion éf it té
enter the bonded portion., This will enable him, if he
thiinks aything is wrong, to demand entrance, and the
owner of the warehoùse is obliged te give'it to him.

On section 20,
Mr. BOWELL. 'he object of this proviaion is to keep

the statiatics right, sO as to show the cointry to which the
vessel belongà and from which it comes.

On section 21,
Mr. BOWE L. That is a clause definiig thie tinre at

whichthe 'articles seized may be sold, if the decisidrifô?the
On section 11, departmdent, erof any court,1is not cormplied with.
Mr. B6WEILf&. Clauses 78;'79, 82, 83, 103, 124 and 125 Qu section 21

are all dh4ábgehO'àd to. rovide "for the" dolingaay with
the givi'of bddi te g vhidh I'fclled the dttenton' ofthe Mr. BOWELL. The object of this is-to assist -exportéra
House tiòtr it. the la*l tnö stands bonds are and relieve them of a good deal of troubleeto whichthey
reuiedtè ftbér 'ven tIch Iáe when sgods, bondremod ara now put. Take the case of an exporter of -lumber fromrequired fôbegivenii'tlio h case when tiidn-are removed Buckingham by way of Rouse's Point. He is now com-from cité Wâre1intse te 'anethèr, thus en'tailing 'a lkrge, pel4ed 'te cone ,te Ottawa to ak hee8tr-6nted1c
amount6f làbdi- on the part'df the merchants aéwell as te d ótmakre his ehi-ynsteado
custom'iddèÀeàffleer? About'0,000 to 36,000 bonds are making it at Rouse's Point, which would'be more o -
passed d'na Wydé. The prôposal is te provide that the venient. Take th'è caseof litnber exported tby rail from
moment Tety e rhosifgôods freoin one wrdhuteAlexandria, en the line of the Cánada Atlantie R ilway.
te anothr, b from enboáded ~rehouse in oePvic The nearest custom louse to that place iàåt!Cornwall,
to anothe?,b'fiiedômes jast ares rfnaible f rf the deliver hichssine 4 miles ont cf thc way, and h"rádst makegds ether aresbe f he divey his entry therè. T propose to aflow him to rkbke his rporto the so ath lives lathd ebhän fraingivigivenohe entry at thenearest place to that by hiolit1tà going outbond, sei.-hat it reliwfvb thit 'merbhànt frôm giving tUc bondfteelnr.Tenx rviini 7 eto'f'naand it rélidves the customè dflcial in different parté of "hé of the eentry; The next provision is a~questionof ?nds
Dominidn fromn fi0lng ot' seme 80,0000 to 40000 bonds
every yéàr. "The rev4nuciill bé"just'as safe as it ls now, On section 23,
becausei he rtieý whegkve bonds did nt 'give sûreties, fMr. BOWELL. This is to provide for veslm 'which dobut simejll tbeir own individual bonds, and if they can be not enter a regular port of entry. The pentty befoe:wtsheld as in fnby a ofause n the Act aà by signing only fixed in·regard tu vesls which hd dut1abegoods'onbonds, d o'a*y wfth al1l1h diffidulty àhd at tid same board, leaving a vdssel which had ne-ench goedetto do practtime protect the revenue. tically what she pleased, and, therefore, to a oUrtain etentMfr. JÔK'ES'(ffalifax). IBo I understahdhát wh'èn'tÈe enabling her to evade the neeohsityof reportirg .t isalso
party Wárehousing -a 'dergo and giving bis boûd, tiar,3fers intended to redoe the'penalty from thi forfeiinrof the
it to a sicond' p*rty, *hethee te latter givs bonds or not vessl to a fine of $400, in acase the veeFik yiàerti leks thn>
the original ibiporter Who has given his" bond, and wh' *800, andthen to authoriae the sale oftthe vess if he
loses all'éontrol cf the gôdds after he hias parted with them, penalty is not paid within thirty days. It often cofers nOw
La held responsible ? that a vessel may run in for shelteror for muiggligM puk-

Mr. BÔW]EblT. Do you mean when the goode remain in es, but, as the law read, it is doubtfui ifPatything tan
the bonded wriehosec? - done with her unless ehe hue dutiablIgeose board.

We want to make her report whether the ,has dutiableMr. JONe8(Halifax), - No; after they áre delivered. goods on her or not. The Hous .ilitee tir would'b*For instao: 4l41 iporta aoargo and give a bond, andthen very easy for .her te ransein,1d 0g1rid of "-ic d liable
Mr.OWLL.
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goods, MIi t-Wrd tOstat'e: " We hi+e to 'datiable
goods o'bo&d."

Mr.JNE( sralifax). How will that afect the fisher-
men undär the treaty ?'

Mr. BdWELE, will sotfaffect them, beause-they will
be speciallyexbihîftddrýtht'laW acebpting the treaty.

On setio 26
Mr. BOWELD. Is 'isIoor disputes ·which have

arisen as tG ô eO-ight ef -à tmsoffcer to-make a seizure.
It has beehi comnde4thâCno seizure can be made except
unlees undertvedr oftJwritot sietance, as provided under
a section oMtheil law. If that were the correct interpre-
itation,9ti4wiot thattudttr whidh customs officers haveacted
in the pait. Thé opEletieuof the1wwould be impracticable,
as we souidCha*d tô' obtain from the courts a writ of
assistantW,' fdldpee It i Wthe: hands of every enstoms offi.
cer. Ih the isbwhe ancuetoms official has had reason-
toe suppositnattheMêere smggled goode, he considered
that he aied theright tomake wtfe seizare. I believe he had
the right ; but it having been disputed it is bEtter to make,
it clear

On section 26,
Mr. BOWELL.n This is to correct an absurd wording of

the law. The old law refers to places whereno justice cau
be found within five miles; that bas been struck ont.

On sectio2'7,
Mr. BOWELL. These words have been added to the

original clause :
" And unleus payment is made within thirty days, such vessael may,

after the expiratiox ofMach delay, be sold to pay such penalty and any
expenses ineuwed in deta uiningkeepig and selling the same."
It is only carrying out'the provisions of the earlier clauses.

On section 28,
Mr. BOWEIEI. That isstriking iat th3 words "lNorth

West Teiritoftes' as courts have been "etablished in the
TerritoriesItnee.

On section,29,
Mr. BOWELL. 'These words are added i
" Which h bas reasonable groun:ds to belleve are liable to forfeitare.'

On section 80,
Mr. BOWELL. This is somewhat of an important

change, and I will give the House the reasons for it The
object of the amendfient is 'to render inore plain and un-
mistakable the intention of the law. While it would ap-
pear, by section 148 of the old law, that no action, 'suit or
proceedin of any nature could be coinmenced against an
offloer makin a seizure où account thereof, it has been
contended ttt this doos notinclude actions In replevin or
revendicatibu to recover possession of the thing seized.
While itis impossible to deny that the owner or claimant
of the thlÈg eized has a right to an adjudication on the
legality df the seikure, such opportunity should be afforded
him to ôbtin decision in regard to the owiership of the
thing seiMg;fbûit the intent and parpo#e of the la-w is not
so clear atpresent lmto debar the owner froin taking ac-
tion in replevin or revendication, und that necessarily
tends tu einbarraslthe officersof the Governmeitt, and in
some cases to defeat theends of justice. The amèn iment
will prevent unnecessary and unprofitable litigation.
The la*ir the United StateS provides hat property
seized uidër 'such dircumstances shall be irrepleviable.
We desire to ptevent de mach as possible the delay in
settlingthesé cs 'by lawyers replevining goods, and
then k is thiin standing in' that posltioin for years.
These de aôWe1réd, partcutarly in MontrédL

Mr. WELDON (St. John). In the right of replevin, the-
officer, gets the condemnation. There is great doubt
whethéra replevin applies at all. The 148th eectionseems
to be entirely new. It-says that action shall be bronght
against the Crown or any officer of customs until a deeision
bas betn first given either by the Min ister of Oustom or
by a court of competent jurisdiction, in relation to the con-
demndtion of the thinge seized. It seems to me that is
rathercutting down the rights of the parties.

Mr. BOWELL. This amendment was, made for the ex-
press purpose of facilitating the settlement sof all these
0ases. 1 When a seizure is so made a certain length of:time
is given for the Minister or the deputy to make his decisiin,
but before that can be done, the goods have been, in many
cases, Ireplevined, and there they stand for years, and
cannot be touched until that case is decided. This has
been framed after a good deal -of thought and consideration,
as leading to the best and quickest possible mode of arriv-
ing at a decision.

'r. WBLDON (St. John). iBut by, section 147, any,
actionimust be brought wittin three monthe; it is possible
no condemnation wili take place before that three montbs;
therefore the parties in the action may be completely
barred. I think that section ought to be left out. By the
sub-seetion of section 148, you declare that no action shall
be brought until adjudication by the Minister of Customs,
or by a court of competent jurisdiction, as to the condem-
nation of the thing seized. The previons section 147 limits
the time for bringing the action within three months, and
possibly a condemnation might not be arrived at and the
party would be deprive of his remedy.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The decision of the Minister
will save it, "until a decision has been first given by -the
Minister of Customs, or by a -court of competent jurisdio-
tien."

Mr. WELDON (St. John). But no action shall be
brought within that time.

Mr. BOWELL. I think you wili find, when we reach a
later section,. that there is a time fixed for giving a
decision, or a reasonable time. But if the hon. gentleman
will allow me, I will let that stand for consideration.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I would saggest three
months after the decision, or after it bas been passed upon.

On section 82,
Mr. BOW ELL This is to strikeout the words "for entry"

and '-to hold the vessel in case of penalties being put," the
contention being by some parties that you can only collect
from the offier who committed the offence, and while it
makes that provision, it also says you may detain the vessel.
But the contention is that though you may detain the vessel,
you cannot compel the owners to pay the penalties. This is
to provide against that. Wbenever a captain has committed
an offence which makes him liable to a penalty, you not
only detain'the vessel, but yon compel the owners to pay.
That was evidently the original intention of the law, or
they wold not have given power to the customs toe retait
the vessel.

On section 83,
Mr. BOWELL. The present Civil Service Act confines

the administering of the oath of allegiance to certain
officers and officiais in Ottawa. The object of this is to give
iDepeotors of customsuand certain other offiials the power
to do that whieh they formerly had power to do; that is, to
administer the oath of allegiance and the oath of office to
any new officer that may be appointed, without having to
come têOttawato de it.
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On section 34,
Mr. BOWELL. This gives power to the Minister in

case of dispute, with a , party who bas been fined,
instead of waiting for him to commence an action, to
transfer the case at once to the courts.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Wbat is the difference be-
tween this and the old clause, as regards production of
books and papers in case of seizure of goods ?

Mr. BOWELL. Only that the three years' limitation is
abolished. You can now seize for duties for any time.
Many were confonnding the collection of duties with penal-
ties which have been imposed, which were limited to three
years. By the provision of this section of the old Act,
power is given to customs officers to examine the books of
an importer respecting importations made within the
three years next preceding the date of the seizure made by
him. It is proposed to strike ont this limitation.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Then you will be able to go
back any number of years?

Mr. BOWELL. Not unless there is reason to believe
that there bas been improper dealing.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Thon the officers would be
able to expose a man's business for any number of years ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, as can be done at the present time
for threo years. Suppose it is known that a man bas been
emuggling for ten years, why should he be exempted for
seven years' fraud ? That is really the point for the comn.
mittee to decide-whether a man not having been caught
for the three years is to be held to be innocent because the
crime was committed threo years before the Lime the fraud
was discovered. The discovery may not take place for
three years. It may be discovered, as bas been doue, that
frauds have been continually perpetrated by importers for
years and years. Under the present law, although bis
books may give evidence showing that he bas committed
those frauds, the Department can only secure penalties for
three years.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Has there not been a great
deal of trouble in the United States respecting a provision
of this character, and bas it not been repealed there?

Mr. BOWELL. The hon. gentleman may be right; we
have no knowledge of it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). In the United States that
power was exercised very harshly, and was attended by
very serions consequences. It is a very harsh clause.
There should be a limitation of some kind. This clause is
giving very inquisitorial power on very slender evidence.

Mr BOWELL. The whole Customs Act is of a very in.
quisitorial character, and it is only on information that eus.
tom bouse officers can act. Action is very often taken in this
way: An importer bas a manager or foreman who quarrels
with bis employer. Thereupon the employé enters a com-
plaint to the customs against bis employer, whom ho ac-
cuses of having been engaged in smuggling, and he gives
such evidence of the fact as to justify the officers in en-
tering the establiehment and making a sezure.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). No doubt this Act is in the in-
terest of the honest importer, but, at the same time, it
gives great power to inflict annoyance and take action of
an inquisitorial character that can be made very offensive.
We know that it sometimes happons that an importer is
subject to a pique ou the part of soma one who sends notice
to the Castoms Department that ho bas reason to believe
that the importer is smuggling. On the faith of that state-
ment tbe officer walks into the man's business premises and
demands to have bis whole business exposed for years. That
is a most improper autharity to give to any one, except
under the most extraordinary circamstances. I ara quite

Mr. BOWBLL.

willing that the law should be of a nature to protect fhe
honest importer, but ths provision opens the door to A great
deal of annoyance, and an honest importer may be annoved
by a man walking in and saying I believe yon re uijng
gling, and I demand to see your bcoks and papers. Un&e
this clause the importer, under a penalty aof$5,000 wiil bg
obliged to expose his business. Advantage may be ake
of this by another man who wants to obtain knôwledge of
bis business. Customs officers are not always above suspi-
cion, and if a man wanted to obtain knowledge of-_is
neighbor's business he could send to the customa ofUcers .
complaint that his neighbor was smuggling. His frisud
could thereupon examine the books and report as to whqe,
purchases were made and the rates paid. That is an,
authority which the hon. gentleiman should not ask the
committee to grant I have no objection to the hon. gentiW
man, or any hon. gentleman responsible to this fHouse,
going himseif to any importer and making an examination.
of the books; but to send every Tom, Dick and Harry that
belongs to the department is, I think, asking too much,,
This clause can be, no doubt, operated so as to be very
offensive indeed.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Are there any departmental
regulations which would prevent a party who undertook to
make an inspection of another man's business for the pur-
pose of reporting to anyone else? Are the officers under
an obligation to maintain secrecy ?

Mr. BOWELL. Under the rules of the department any
officer giving information subjects himself to dismissal.
One of the complaints against the officers, in the large
cities and other places, is because they will not tell and
have not told, and they have been accused of entering into
collusion with merchants and others to take a certain sum
and hush the matter up. But those people wanted the whole
thing published in the papers. I have never known a case
in the last ten years similar to that suggested by the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones). Ris whole argument
applies just as strongly to the three years' limit as to a
ten years' limit. Ie will also understand that unlesa this
power be given to customa officials-this work is not done
by every Tom, Dick and Harry, but by responsible officers
-you cannot reach cases of men who have been comitting
smuggling frauds, but were only recently disooverediness
you can go back for somae years. Take the cases which
occurred in Montreal a short ti me since, in which it ws
found that an importer had been systematically entering
goods under false invoices; that ho ha: been numbo g
cases improperly, and that ho would secure the delivery ot
one case containing very vïluable goods while the eWs¢
which he had entered contained goods of very little vi lduI
and, consequently, bore a lower rate of duty, We onpy
found out the extent of the frauda by going to their estab-
lishment and demanding to see thoir books. It transpired
there were invoices upon which entry had been made, and
the entry in their books showed that they had paid a
much larger sum for their goods than was shown upo:
the lare of the invoice, and it was also discovered that
while he iad entered and paid duty on one class of'good he
had aetual.y purchased from an exporter in the other coIR-
try goodt 0f a much more valuable class and which shbÜld
have paid higher duty. If you eliminate that from the A">t
there is no safety at all for the honest importers. In oe
case where parties in Montreal paid- Qver S33000 Q0 e
frauds were only reached by the means which£ have pomunt'
out. Experience told others, and their lawyyeirs probabtg
advised them, that, instead of givingup their bos, we h'ave
resson to know they burned them, that the only penaty
we could inflict on that person was a pénal of a thousand
dollars. It was impossible ta reach h fradr thî
extent of them, because we could noit g et their book.
It is true I might hiavo sent an o' etito olar Ùor
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gfèrt inarketâ a thé worm, *here they boight their goods, We have found, in our experience of sending a Man from
in order to'efd out the quantity and quality of the goods one port to another, the moment that it is known ho is
purchased. Suppose I had sent to Manchester, and an there the smugglers are on the qui vive at once, and
officer had gone into an establishment, even accredited sometimes even the officers of the port will frustrate his
from the Governinent, the exporter might have said: "It action, beeause they think if ho succeeds it is a reflection on
is none of your business, sir, walk out;" as they do sone- them. It is absolutely necessary, in order to catch smug.
times. In other cases they gave us their books as they glers, foi a stranger to go to a port and wait there some-
hevçdone in New York, when it was shown they had sent times two or three weeks before the parties are discovered.
goods to people in this country who were enabled by Mr. WELDON (St. John). As it stands now a tide-defrauding the customs to sell goode at half their value. waiter who is not responsible might demand the books.is dianse eisonly givïng the Government power to send
òùstbma officers to demand books, and if importers try to Mr. BOWELL. We never do that.
prevé t investigation to deal more severely with them. Mr. WELDON (St. John). He has the pwer to de.

ý,ONES (Halifax). I admit it is in the interests mand the books.
of the honest importer if properly carried out, but at the
sgntime it opens the door to a good deal of annoyanee. Mr. BOWELL. Yes, but the man sent is a man who

Mr..BOWELL. So it does. occupies some position in he customs, and who knows
Mr. what his duties are.1K. JONES (Halifax). I know of cases within my own MrPat er (e

knowledge where an intimation was given of a certain Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The objection is not to the
veeel having goods on board which were not reported, and seizure, it is to the demanding of the books by an inferior
merely to annoy the owner of that ship the customs office officer.
ext mined her and nothing was found on board. The same Mr. BOWELL. 1 underatand that: The amended sec-
pririciple would apply to any person having a large amount tion 186 fixes the penalty for refusing to give up thc books
of'goodsin his store, and ho would have to allow this officer at from $1,000 to $5,000. The law of the United States is
to bave knowledge of ail his transactions for a number of that if the party refuses to give up the books, that is prima
years. 1 have it on authority that in many cases those facie evidence of his guilt, and in case of a suit the decision
officers do not exorcise their power very judiciously or very is given accordingly. If it is alleged that a person bas
impariially. 1 may bo wrong, but 1 have hoard that of- smuggled goods and there is no means of ascertaining the
ficûrs from the Minister of Customs' Department have been facts except by bis books and ho refuses to give up his
thoQugh our own Province and they have shown a remark- books on an orderof the court, we also provide that that
abl. ovoidance ef certain business premises in the country thall be taken as prima facie evidence of bis guilt.
tha-t ere known to be more in sympathy with the views Mr. WELDON (St. John). The order of the court should
of the Government of the day, and they always scented out not be taken unless the party bas an opportunity of being
with an extraordinary ameunt of readiness and activity hoard. The books might be destroyed so that ho might not
prcminent business places conducted by gentlemen who did be able to produce them.
net sympthis with them. Now, this je ne of the dif- Mr. BOWELL. This is a case we want to meet. I havecafties I admit if the law was honestly carried out it in my mind a case that occurred in Montreal, in which,justwould be all right, but it opens the door for such an in- as soon as the importer consulted his lawyer-I do notquisitorial interference with the honest trader and the know that his lawyer advised him to do so-thebusiness generally that it would ho very objectionable and books wrea brnel, and we could not reach them. There-looked upon with very great disfavor by the commercial fore weothought it better, after a great deal ofùonsideration,community generally. to adopt the American system iin this respect. If a man is

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The argument of the Minister of innocent, ho will give up bis books, and I think it will be
-Customs seems irresistible, but suppose we confine the in the discretion of the court to say whether his excuse is
pewer to customs officers of the port alone. flere you sufficient or not.
say : "to any officer of customs." This would give the.
power to an understrapper, which ho might exercise arbi- On section 35,
trarily, and I suppose the intention of the Government is to Mr. BOWELL. This amends section 192 go as to make
eefie it to -aresponsible officer. a party guilty of smuggling or of an attempt to defraud

Mr BOWELL. Yes. It says :"or any other proper subject to a penalty equal to the value of the goods. The
offcer ef ueatoms'"Act as it exists provides for the forfeitare of the goods,

Mr. DAVIES (P,.I.) Suppose you confine it to the which would ho sufficient if the goods were found; but
r. si colect(,Er iPP. )when they are not found, the party escapes after conviction

with a penalty of from $50 to $200, as the magistrate may
Mr. JONES (Halifax). In the firet line of that clause, decide; but practically it is only Sj5, for the sympathy, I

seetionS &,äwoukit not be better to make it read "When- am sorry to say, is generally with the. smggecr and net
ear information has been given under oath." with the Government, whereas the goods might be ton times

ùr. BOWE LL. I have no objection to that ; let it be so that value.
In order to meet the objection made by my hon. friend On section 38,êm&. 3ohn's (Mr. Weldon) I will confine the time to Mr. BOWELL. This section provides that in cases
Tr-eûWana d hiaktatead. " n ofxl egoods mported where smuggled goods have been disposed of or are beyondda anyorh ixyeare ec thereach f fseizure, the penalty for ncealing thom, &c.,au,ý@m«ist o seizare2." Therre t4o three other is the same as for smuggling, as7previded ie section 192.
weahl norections which I desire to make in that claused At present, the penalty lor boing an accessory is four times
sphi aachanging the word "and in the sixth line, to "or, that of bein a rincipal.
and make it read "either the exporter or the owner." o eapr p
There is an objection to makling the officer the collector of Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Why omit the word kno v-
'sn@iia~*1onegbeouseethe ofleer h6aiscverathe fraud inglyV You should make it "knowingly barber, con-
mi ht b. 2<) or 80 miles away frâm the port in charge, and cail, &c."
tOeoodei ight beremoved before the'eollector could sct. Mr. BOWELL. I will add that word.
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On section '39,
Mr BOWEL. The intention of this amendment is to

m-ake part of the offence any misdescription of goods in the
invoice. At present the law only refers to misstatement of
values, and frands are frequently perpetrated by giving
goode a name by which tbey can be entered free or at a
lower rate than if they were properly named.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I brought before the hon.
gentleman last year a case on which the goods were enter.
ed under a different name. Did the law not cover that case ?

Mr. BOWE [L. Not clearly. Of course we eould oatl it
a fraud, but a great many techioal objections were raised
by legal gentlemen. For example: persons have uiported
ground quercitron, which in its crude state is free, but
when ground or otherwise manufactured dutiable at 20 per
cent., but have invoiced it simply as quercitron, thereby
defrauding the revenue. It bas subsequently been dip-
covere:, after seei ng the correspondence, that these parties
instructed the -inerchants in the foreign markets to invoice
the goods simply as quercitron; and to ascertain whether
it was ground every barrel would have to be opened

'Mr. PATERSON (Brant). In the case I brought up,
there was clear misrepresentation. Would tbis be a coa-
venient time to ask what was done in tbat case?

Mr. BOWELL. If you will give me the case and the
name, I will let you know what was done.

On seetion 41,
Mr. BOWELL.

Provinees, which I
encumbers the Act.

This strikes out the name of the
am advised is unnecessary and only

On section 44, 1
Mr. BOWELL. The clause in the old Act is obsolete

and has never been acted on, and we have substituted this
in its place to define what is meant by the commencement,
of an action, suit or proceeding. Under the Act difforences
of opinion have arisen. Strange to say, there are four or'
five different opinions as to wben the time commences for
the beginning of an action. Some eminent lawyers contend
that the time begins to run the moment the offence is com-
mitted ; others contend that it is not antil the discovery of
the fraud bas been made, while we bave always acted upon
the view that the time begins to rua from the time the
decision bas been made by the department. This amend--
ment is to declare exactly when it doees commence to run. -

Mr. WE L DON (St. John). That is in regard to any
suit of the Crown under the Act ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes.

On section 45,
Mr. BOWELL. That defines the time within which pro-

Ceedings muet be commenced.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Does not that conffict with
the six years' provision which has been already made ?

Mr. BOWELL. No; that is only in regard to the demand
for books, &c.

,Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But suppoeing there was
a seizare under that ? It seems to me that this provision
with conflict with the other.

1Mr. BOW ELL. The Minister of Justice tells me that it
does not interfere at alt.

On section 47,
Mr. BOWELL. This clause is simply to make the.law

as it now stands upon tàhe tatute.book applicable to raI,
Mr. BoWZLL.

ways as well as, tosaambmots saW se s. Therewas no
provision in the law applicable to.r.ilwaya.

On section 48,
Mr. BOWELL; There is no proVisiou in the lw as it

stands for disposing of thé surplus.
On section 49,
Mr: BOWELL. I move -tbo strike ont the-portio* of the

clause tepealing section f17, which ài*Iotrepealed.
Mr. JO NES (Ealifax), I shold dikejit« spk undor what

authority the Governmnt,.claim a . right .by Order in
Conneil to vary the duties or, classify te.duties on differ-
ent articles from time to timé .We- fregBently seoe an
Order in C(oneil issued changing-ithl dntIes or fixing the
duties on certain classes of goode. On thore than one oc.
casion, I heard that, when articles h-een imported aud
admitted at a certain nate, when it a i fltidithat they
rather interfered with some man nfaotri»ngåterests

Mr. BOWELL. De:not put it in that way.
XÈ.MJONES(Halifax). I am well awarbof -that by the

represenations which have been made.
Mr. BOWELL. They are not always true.
Mr.ýJONES-(Halifax)i. I» those cases, l have fcmd that

they have beenw cbanged. Have the Government any
authority to do this by eOder ln -0onoil-under the Oustoms
Act or under auy-speoial Act ?

Mr. BOWELL. I otten oceurs that an article is im-
ported, and sometimes the appraiser and sometides the
collector will rule the article under acertain clause of the
tariff. When the entries- are -sent to the Department the
cheek cle-tha often discover that the goods bhve been im-
properly tlassiibd; these am, I think, the cases to which
my hon. friend refèrs. The ninth -section of 'the Customs
Act profides that:

9Whenever any, dispute arises as to whether any or what duty is
payable on partieular goods, and there is-no previous decision in the
matter by any competent tribunal, or thera are doeision inonsistent
with each other, the Governor ia 0oucilar daelaç Ath% d4y payable
on the kind of goods in question or tht such goodsresezempt from
duty; and any Order in Oountil containing such declaration a.nd fixing
such daty, ifany, and published in the canad G.aUe, shalihave the
effeot of law."

That provision is only taken advsnt-ageof whea diiptes
arise as to the proper classification of goods, and 1e, proper
rate of duty to be leyied upon them.There i* another clause,
hpwever, whieh gives powQr to the Ggvernor ini Goincil to
put articles on the free list which arm used. in .Jhe manu-
facture of other articles.

Mr. JONES (Halifax)i; I.doýnotobje«tto that-no much,
beoause .it is a relief, from taxatiom øPs*aps ikis not ex-
actly in accordance with constitutional gQrernpîeM to vet
that authority in the ExecntivQ; till we never complain
when they reliev us from -t-he-burdo -of taýation, but,
when, as is often the case, the1 aties are indirectly-lncreased
by-,an Order- in,-ouneil, putting'.artioles undsw. different
headings rom these underwhioh 4hey.avAbeo pu Sviously
admitted, it see to me ithat- theovemment' prastically
assume the functions of this Parjiamentto delaro what du-
ties shal be levied on those articles.

Sir (RERLES TLUPER.f The-pFernmot meast con-
strue the law if a questioni arises as to Wlrat tbedàuty is.

Kr. JONEsiRéHalifa). w have notîI thinkthat im-
plicit confidence in therGovernment whieh woald -led us to
believe that they wiki alway8rightly castrue the law.

Mr. BOWELL. I suppose that -wiH oceur, no matter
what Government isin power.

-Mr. JONES (.alifas). ThatActAa. booåa- Qperation
now for several years, andati» we oo nstntly fiad Orders in

týnouWiIpassed 4pIaping gpoda under dienh and I
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think the Government should have had sufficient time to
decide as to what heads these articles ought to be placed
under before this period.

Mr. BOWELL. My hon. friend forgets that the tariff
has been changed nearly every year sinoe 1873, except this
year, and consequently the difficulties which he refers to will
necessarily occur under every new tariff. We have those
difficulties now under certain classes of iron. After we
thought we had taken every possible precaution to define
what scrap iron was, we have now different importera and
manufacturers giving different interpretations as to what
scrap iron is. There is another clause of the Customs Act
which provides:

" If an article is euumerated in the tarif under two or more names or
descriptions, and there is a difference of duty, the highest duty provided
shall be charged and collected thereon."
Some collectors may impose the lower duty, ard then our
attention is brought to that by a manufacturer or an im-
porter. Because when an importer bas been charged the
higher duty, and we learn that at another port the same goods
have been admitted at a lower duty, our attention is called
to it, and then upon investigation, if we find the higher
duty the correct one, we have so to rule. Those are the
only cases in which duties, as the hon. gentleman says,
may have been apparently increased, but they are not really
increased.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I pointed out last year that
certain dealers in agriculturai implements found that they
could get them from Montreal by rail to Halifax cheaper
than they could import them from the United States direct.
I am not sure whether that is still going on, but up to that
time it had been going on for a number of years. Will the
hon. gentleman look into it ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, we are constantly looking into
cases of that kind ; there is scarcely a month that these
complaints do not come to the department. They arise,
I dare say, much from the fact of the great number of ports
in the country, and the diversity of ideas that collectors
have as to the proper rating of articles which are
imported. Then again it arises in this way: A man may
be importing into one small port an article at a very
large undervaluati2)n, and that would enable him, uatil it
was found out, to do precisely what the hon. gentleman
says.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This applies to a large port like
Montreal. There were two casos that I mentioned to the
hon. gentleman last year. The difference was so glaring
thr.t these goods could be imported in Montreal and sold in
Halifax, paying ail the expense over the Intercolonial Riail-
way, at a lower rate than they could be imported into Hali-
fax direct from the United States. This shows there was
something wrong in Montreal.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There is difficulty here, In
the 185th section we extend the limits, and on explanation
of the hon. Minister, we gave power to a person to examine
the books, originally to ge. back any length of time-the
hon. Minister has limited to six years tha time within
which he can examine the books of any importera who
have entered. Well, what is the objact in looking through
a man's books for six years unless it i% to discover the
frauds committed during those six years ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, that is the meaning.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). WelL, he is not going to look

through those books for fan, simply to ascertain whether
the man did what was wrong or not. If you look back for
six years, it it is thought that at any time during those six
years a fraud has been committed, and that it will institute
a suit to recover-is that the idea ? Well, if I understand
section 240 that you passed a minute ago, it says:

121

" Ail seizures, prosecutions, or suite for the recovery or enforcemeat
of any of the penalties or forfeitures Imposed by this Act, or any other
.aw relating to the Oustoms, may be made or commenoed at any time
within three years after the offence was committed, or the cause of
prosecution or suit arose, but not afterwards."
The difficulty I see is this : What is the use of looking
through a man's books six years back to find frauds if you
pass another Act declaring that the time is limited to three
years within which an action will be brought?

Mr. BOWELL. I think that you will find that the 185th
clause relates almost exclusively to payment of duties,
while the throo years' clause refers only to penalties which
have been imposed.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think you are wrong, but
it is your own Bill.

Mr. BOWELL. That is what I am informed. If we
find, as the lon. gentleman says, that there is a conflict,
I will ask to go back into committee so as to rectify it.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would ask the Minister to
look at section 5 again. I am certain, as it now stands,
that it would not bear the construction that ho puts upon
it. I am referring to his substituted section. From the
explanation the Minister gave, ho proposed to impose a
daty of 10 per cent. on the ad valorem duty of goods; but
that is not what the clause says as it stands. It is 10 per
cent. on the duty according to the ad valorem value.

Mr. BOWELL. No, it is not the intention to impose
10 per cent. on the value of the goode, the intention is to
impose 10 per cent. upon the duty.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes, but the hon. gentleman,
when ho was giving the information, mentioned a ease
where there was $450 charged, and whero they valued the
goods, as fixed by the customs, at $600. Ho said there 10
per cent. would be $60. Now, as this remais, 10 per cent.
would be $18, that is, it would be 10 per cent. on the ad
valorem duty. The ad valorem duty is 810, and 10 per
cent. on that is $18. But 10 per cent. on the value of the
goods would be $60, and that is not what the clause says.
Now, the hon. gentleman, under this clause, could not
collect $0, but only 818.

Mr. THOMPSON. But the ad valorem duty of the goods
would be the whole $180, becauso tho value is $600. In
addition to that, a sum equal to the same percentage of the
whole ad valorem duty is usually payable as the percentage
of the under valuation in the original bill of entry The
original bill was $140, and it was deficient by $150 Now,
as $450 is to $150, so is the sum which he paid to the addi-
tional sum he would have to pay by this, and that would
amount, I think, to $60.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It would amount to $45.
Mr. BOWELL. The principle upon which this clause is

based is this: That if the goods are entered at 10 per cent.
under the correct value, thon the penalty i 10 par cent.
of the duty in addition; if, as in the case referred
to, it was $150, that would be 33J per eent. under
value, and that would be the proportion, not 10 per cent. of
the whole. The penalty is not 10 per cent. upon every
undervaluation. If it is 50 per cent., thon it would carry
with it 50 per cent. of the duty.

Mr. THOMPSON.
were undervalued by
per cent. added to thei

In that particular case the goods
33 per cent., then there will be 33
actual duty.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We will take the
illustration the hot. member gave. Goods are introduced
at $450, which are worth $600. Those goods bear 30 per
cent. duty. In that case, would the result be this: that the
party would have to pay 30 per cent. on the $150, which is
$45, and 33½ per cent, on the $45, making $60.
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r. TI OMPSON. Re would have to pay the whole

$180 and the $60 besides. It is 83k per cent. on the $600.
Sir ÉICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A large portion of the

$180 has been paid in the first instance.
Mr. THOMPSON. He has only to make up the differ-

ence and the fine of $60.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. The fine will be

levied, $4, on the whole $180 he bad to pay, not on the
difference between the duty.

!Mr. BOWELL. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I did not understand

the clause in that way. I thought the fine of 33 per cent.
was on the surplus duty, not on the whole amount of duty.
As I now understand it, it is on the whole amount of duty.

,Mr. BOWELL. In order to avoid detaining the com-
mittee I propose to strike out section 4.

Committee rose and reported progress.
Sir RBCTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 11:20 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDA, 23rd April, 1888.

The SPrARma took the Chair at Three o'clock.

Ppaanas.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER presented a Message from His
Excellency the Governor General.

'Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-
LAXDoWNE.

The Governor General transmits to the House of ommons, Supple-
mentary Estimates of sumo required for the service of the Dominion,
for the year ending 30th June, 1888; and in accordance with the
provisions of "The British North America Act, 1867," he recommends
these Etimates to the House of Gommons.

GoVUxzx NT Houa,
OTTAWA, April, 1888.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that His Excellency'e
Message and Supplementary Estimates be referred to Com-
mittee of Supply.

Motion agreed to.

THE LATE HON. THOMAS WHITE.

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. Mr. Speaker, I expected
that my hon. friend and leader, the First Minister, would
have been able to announce, as he wished to have done,
the death of our worthy colleague, the Hon. Thomas White,
Minister of the Interior. His death was entirely unexpeet-
ed, and is a terrible blow te his colleagues, and especially
to the First Minister, whose intimate friend he was. I
have no doubt that hon. members on both sides of the
House sympathise with the bereaved family, and deplore
With ne the great loss which this House has met with in
the death of Mr. White, and that the country has sustainedi
by being deprived of his services. Mr. White, for manyi
years, had been an active member of the press, and in thati
capacity had rendered great services to his country, andi
mspecially to bis party. le was a good writer, but he wasj
also a good friend, sud although ho fought his epponents1
vigorously, he was nevertheless always ready afterwards to
shake hands with them; and he was always careful so to con-i
duct his controversies with them that he could afterwardsi

Sir R IOwAn CABTWRIONT.

be their friend again. I muet say that during the last ton or
eleven years that ho has occupied a seat in this House, my
friend, Mr. White, showed that ho was worthy of his
position-worthy to occupy aseat in this House; and when,
at the suggestion of, and on the selection of, the First
Minister, ho was called to take a place in the Government,
I know that on our side of the House, overybody applauded
the choice, and hie opponents likewise recognise: that ho
was worthy of a seat alongside the other members of the
Cabinet. Mr. White has lost his life in the service of his
country. He was entirely devoted to his duties, and in
order the botter to be able to fulfil them faithfully and well,
he visited the North-West twice, if I remember aright,
and undertook a long voyage through that country in
order to make himseolf perfectly aoquainted with the
needs and circumstances of that vast region, the affaire
of which ho had to administer. He made himself
perfecty au fait with the wants of that country, and
during the last year or so, ho was in a position to
render those services that were expected of him, when, in
the midst of his great labors, ho has been taken away, and
thus leaves a great void in the Government of the country,
I have no doubt that the country at large will mourn his
loss, and will say with us that a good and able man has
disappeared from our midst. Of course, it is
net for me to dwell upon the consequences of
this loss, or upon the lesson which this sad event
teaches us ; but let me say, at all events, that ho
has passed away, leaving, I hope, net one single enemy in
this House, or even outside the House. I have no doubt
that although hie opponents, and our opponents, found that
ho was sometimes a very formidable adversary, on the other
hand they will recognise that ho always tried to avoid such
expressions as might wound their feelings. For myself, at
all events, the lesson I drew from hie example is, that we
must always remember that though we are called here to per-
form a duty, nevertheless we muet be lenient towards others
if we would have others lenient towards us in the per-
formance of our duties. Mr. Speaker, my friend, the First
Minister, will move that this liouse, when it adjourns to-
day, will stand adjourned until Wednesday at three o'cloek in
the afternoon. The reason for this adjournment is that the
funeral will leave the house of the deceased to-morrow
morning at nine o'clock, and a special train will
leave the Canada Atlantic Station at 91.:30 for
Montreal, for the convenience of the family, of members of
both Houses, the heads of departments, the officers of hie
own department, the press, and some other officialis. The
train will return to Ottawa the same afternoon, ieaving
Montreal at an hour which will be announced to the pas-
sengere on the train during the course of the voyage. I
beg to move the adjournment of the House.

Mr. LAURIER. In seconding the motion, I can searcely
find words to give expression to the very sad emotions
which this occasion arouses. Engaged as we are in daily
strife, divided as we are in aimesand purpo: os, struggling
as we are every day, and sometimes bitterly straggling for
our own convictions,we are too apt to forget,what we readily
realise to-day, that after all there is an universality about
us; and when a man of Mr. White's eminence is removed
from amongst us we all individually feelthat we have sufer-
ed a loss, and perhaps for the firet time we can see the full
measure of the man's worth. It is, however, a misfortune
of our nature that we never appreciate fully what we have
until we have lost it, and this feelimg cornes forcibly to me
to day. In Mr. White's death the whole nation has suffored
a great loss, but I realise and understand that to hie friends
the blow muet seem almost unbearable. Hie untiring energy
snd industry, hie vast and wide knowledge of all political
questions, hie aptitude for business, hisgreat administrative
ability, hie skill in debate, hie eloguence, all wore the happy
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combination ofvaried qualities which made him a tower of
strength to those with whom he was associated, and we on
this side of the House can never forget, as has been said by
the Minister of Public Works, that upon all occasions,
whether on the floor of Parliament or whether in his depart-
ment as an executive officer of the Crown, ho was always
civil,courteous and obliging. But Iam sure that great-as the
blow must be to the country at large,to his party and to his
family, there is no one who feels it more deeply than the
voteran Premier. We all can sympathise with him, and we
do sympathise with him now, and much as we may differ
from him in politics on various questions we all understand
that at his time of lifethe death of a long trusted friend must
deal a severe blow. Death with us has been of late unusual-
ly cruel, Mr. White is the ninth of our colleagues we have
lost since last elections. Death has been unsparing, striking
alike on all ages and stations, and this last blow coming as
it does so suddenly and so unexpectedly after so many
others, recalls very forcibly the words of Burke: "What
shadows we are and what shadows we pursue."

permitted to enjoy his society in hie happy home, surround-
ed by those among whom there was such mutual love, and
of whom he was so proud, will not soon forget it, Full of
manliness he was tender as a woman. We shall not again
see his face or listen to his persuasive eloquence, but it will
be long before the brilliant ability of Thomas White as a
Minister of the Crown and the beauty of hie whole charao-
ter will be forgotten either by this House or the eQuntry,

"dDeath has mo #ded into cal completion
The statue of hie life."

Motion agreed to; and Ipuse adjourned at.3;3O p.m.4
until Wednesday, 25th inst., at three o'clock, p,,

HOUSE OOMMON8.

WEDNizpÂn, 25th April, 18

The SpL&znn took the Chair at Three o'elook.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Speaker, we meet to-day under cir. P&ayz.s.
camstances different perhaps from any which have ever
marked the assembhng of the representatives of the BANK OF LONDON.
people-the death of a Minister of the Crown during a Mr@ MLLSmoved;
Session of Parliament-the occasion, Sir, hushes all party
strife and a feeling of profound sorrow fills every heart in That the report of the Standing Committee on Banking and Com-
this Chamber. As a companion of the boyhood days of the merce relatiog to the Bll rfor winding rp tré affaire of otheBnkofLondon b. not now conourred in# but be referred baok to the, (om-
deceased Miister, and a close and warm friend of maturer mittee with instructions to consier the Bill as soon as te hareholders
years, it is becoming that I should say a fow words on this of the bank have signified by resointion, at a special meeting oalled for
sad occasion. Not only as the head of an important de- the purpose, that they desire the proposed legislation.
partment had our deceased friend rendered most valuable Mr. HALL. The report that has been submitted shows
service to bis country, but ho for thirty years and more that the committee declined to consider the Bill on the
before he entered Parliament had been a leader in every- ground solely that the shareholders of the institution have
thing which tended to Canada's prosperity. Full of energy not been consulted. As the motion which has been sub-
and a high sense of right, ho had administered the impor. mitted recognises the necessity of such a consultation, and
tant Department of the Interior in such a way as to is based upon it, there can be no objection to the second
secure the confidence of the people of our great reference even by those who have opposed the oonsideration
North-West and British Columbia. He faced every of the Bill already.
obstacle whieh beset him with sagacity and ability. Motionagreed to.
He appreciated the needs of those great sections
of our country and bo met them, inspiring the people with ADVERTISING COUNTERFEIT MONEL.
hope in their great future. Had his valuable life been
spared it is impossible to. predict how great would have Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
been the results of bis administration of the department. 108) respecting the advertising of counterfeit money. He
When he assumed the duties of the office he had mountains said: As the name of this Bill signifes, it is desired to attagh
of difficulties to encounter, but ho overcame them all and penalties to the. advertising ofoounterfeit money.
secured the grateful appreciation of those who were the Notion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.
most interested. I know, Sir, that bon. gentlemen who
represent Manitoba and the North-West Territories and CARE AND REFORMATION OF NEGLEOTED
British Columbia will sustain me in this statement. We CHILDRN
often fail in the bustle of life fully to recognise the merits
of mon until we lose them. It is go in this case. We Mr. O'BRIEN moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 109)
shall all miss our deceased friend-mies is pleasant recog- to provide for the care and reformation of children neglected
nition and the hailing him by his familiar name. He was or ill-treated by parents or guardians. He said: This Bill
a man of talent and of trutb, dealing with all questions in a is brought in at the instance of the Humane Sooiety of
spirit of equity and good judgment, inspiring the settlers Toronto, and its Object is to provide means whereby cbild-
with fresh- courage, and as a Minister of the Crown ever ren neglected or ill-treated by parents or guardians may be
most painstaking with the representatives whom the people brought before certain magistrates and by them admitted
sent here to look after their interest. In the adjudication to institutions suitable for the reformation and care of such
of all matters brought before him, he did not "how to the children. The Bill, so far as theL firt two clauses are con-
lino," but met them in a spirit of concession. No man, Sir, cerned, is similar to the Bill already passed by the Ontario
I venture to say, bas contributed so much to the prosperity Legielature. The other clauses go a good deal further than
of the North-West and our territory on the Pacific, present that measure does. I have to admit at the outset
and prospective, as the Minister who bas been called to his that this Bill travels on that very narrow debatable ground
rest. Mr. Speaker, he was my friend. I knew him as per- lying between the civil juriediction of the Provinees and
haps few in this House did; he was always a true friend. .the criminal law as administered by the Dominion. Hon.
The elevation to office made no change in him-a great gentlemen are aware that in regard to a Faetory Ao
man and one to whom the onntry looked for many years here is great diffioulty in the way of that legislation, and
of still greater public usefulness las passed away at an age it is very possible that one or two of the lauses in this Bill
when it may be said he was in his prime. Truly, Sir, "bis may n.eesarily be struck ont on the ground of there being
sun has set while it was yet day." Those of us who were1 no juriadiatinS However, it is not proposed to go further
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with this measure, as there is no time to give it full con-
sideration; but I bring it before the House that those hon.
gentlemen who feel interested in it may have an oppor-
tunity of considering it, and at a later period the subject
will be brought forward. It is a subject which may be
considered upon its merits, as one entitled to the fullest
consideration of all those who desire that the class of
persons referred to shall have every protection the law can
give them and every means by which they eau b rescued
from temptation, and enabled to be brought up in a con-
dition of life which may be beneficial to themsolves and to
their fellow subjects.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
110) further to amend the Supreme and Exchequer Courts
Act, chapter 195 of the Revised Statutes of Canada. He
said : This is a Bill on which I shall ask special action
on the part of the House. A few weeks ago Mr. Justice
Taschereau of the Supreme Court asked leave of absence
for reasons which appoared to be quite sufficient, and
very shortly atterwards another of the judges became
incapacitated by iliness. The result is that only four judges
remain to perform the duties which begin on Tuesday next
in connection witb the May term of the court. I understand
the docket of the term is a long one, and it is very undesir.
able that the term should be passed over and the cases thus
go into arrear. The present provision of the statute is that
five judges shall form a quorum, and inasmuch as only four
are available the term ot the court must go over unless it is
the pleasure of the House to pass this Bill, and to pass it
without reference to the procedure which governs Bills in
ordinary cases. This has been done occasionally in cases
of emergency, and in asking leave to introduce the Bill, I
will ask to have it expedited through its several stages to-
day in order that it may be finally passed and sent to the
Sonate. The reason why I ask permission to proceed with
it so urgently is that a number of practitioners in different
parts of the Dominion desire to know before they leave
their homes for the term, whether the court will be post-
poned or will proceed. The Bill will contain one section
only:

" Any five, or in the case of the illuess, absence on leave, or any in-
capacity or the death of any judge, any four of the judges of the
8upreme Court shall constitute a quorum, and may lawfully hold the
court: Provided, however, that in such latter case, in the event of the
judges being equally divided as to their decision upon any cause or
matter heard before the court, there shall be a rehearing of sach cause
or matter before a court comprised of at least five j udges ; and provided
also, that it shall not be necessary for aIl the judges who have heard
the argument in any case to be present in order to constitute the court
for delivery of judgment in such case, but in the absence of any judge,
from illnese or any other cause, judgment may be delivered by a
majority of the judges who were present at the hearing and any judge
who has beard the case and is absent at the delivery of judgment may
hand his opinion in writing to any judge present at the delivery of
judgment, to be read or announced in open court, and then to be left
with the registrar or reporter of the court ; and in such case it shall
not be neoessary for a quorum to be present at the delivery of such judg-
ment."

And so on, as in the present section. The only new pro-
vision being that in the case of urgency, which I have
mentioned-four judges shall constitute a quorum, and that
in the event of their being equally divided the cause
shah be argued again before the full court.

Mr. LAURIER. The first reading, of course, may very
well take place to-day, but I do not think the hon. gentle-
man should ask us to take any further stages. This is a
very important Bill, and I am sure that the principle of it
may be found very objectionable in many ways. t do not
mean to say that it would negative the Bill altogether, but!
before we take this very important step it is nothing but
fair that we should have an opportunity to read the Bill, and

Mr. O'BaIN,

then if we can favorably consider the Bill we will do what
we can to expedite business. I think that we should have
an opportunity to consider the Bill, and that it must take
its usual course. I trust that the Bill will be printed and
distributed at once.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Mr. CASGRAIN. In Quebec matters are managed differ-
ently. When a judge is unable to preside another judge is
appointed to his place temporarily. It may be well for the
Government to consider this.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read tbe first time.

FIRST READING.

Bill (No. 111) to provide for the crossing of railways by
streets, drains and water-mains.-( &r. Lister.)

IMMIGRANTS TO CANADA.

Sir BICHA RD CARTWRIGHT asked, 1. Whether the
attention of the Government has been called to the fact that
a considerable number of the immigrants who have landed
in Canada, of late years, have been necessitous persons,
unfit for settlers, and that these parties have frequently
become permanent charges on the charity of the people of
Canada ?

Mr. CARLING. 1. The attention of the Government
bas been directed to the character of the immigration to
Canada, and it bas been found that the numbers of the un-
suitable are very small, being only a fractional percentage
of the whole, and have not been of a nature to call for any
exceptional measures.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If so, what precau-
tions ? Will the hon. gentleman state that ?

Mr. CARLING. The precautions taken by our agents
in Liverpool, who are in attendance on the sailing of vessels
and at the purchase of tickets, to prevent unsuitable immi-
grants being sent by those vessels.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT asked farther, 2.
Whether the Government have taken any precautions to
prevent such necessitous and unfit persons being landed in
Canada ? And if so, what precautions ? 3. Have any such
persons been sent back to the countries from which they
came? And if so, how many ? 4. is it in the power of
the Government to infliet any penalties, and if so, what
penalties on any steamship company, or other persons, bring-
ing such people into Canada ? 5. If in their own opinion
Government do not possess adequate powers to prevent and
punish the importation of such persons into Canada, is it
their intention to ask Parliament for further powers during
the present Session ?

Mr. CARLING. 2. The Government has taken precau-
tions to prevent the sailing of persons who would be un.
suitable for settlement in Canada. 3. The answer to this
question is substantially the same as that made to question
1. 4. The Government can exact a duty in the nature of a
penalty if a vessel arrives without having observed the
necessary sanitary measures, and also in addition to the
duty, a bond of $200, with sureties, for each lunatic pas-
senger. 5. The Government bas power, by proclamation,
to take any steps necessary to prevent the landing of un.
suitable persons, and sending them back at the ship's
expense.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not underatand
the answer to question number 4 to be an answer to the
question. As 1 understood the hon. Minister, he alluded to
the case of steamships bringing diseased persons into Canada.
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He talked of sanitary precautions, and my question had
reference to the case of the importation of persons uneuit.
able as immigrante to Canada

THE VOTERS' LISTS.

Mr. TROW (for Mr. WILDON, St. John) asked, Is it the
intention of the Government to introduce a Bill to suspend
the revision of the Votera' Lista, under the Franchise Act,
during the present year ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU, It is the intention of the Government
to present sncb a measure.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND WHARVES AND PIERS.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) asked, What official, if any, in
Prince Edward Island, bas charge of the Dominion Govern-
ment wharves and piers in that Province? Is there any
such official, what are his powers? HRas he any authority
to cause necessary repairs to be made from time to time ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My department sent an
engineer there when wanted to look after those piers
and to report. Besides that, there are the wharfingers
under the department of my friend the Minister of Marine,
who also report if repairs are required. That is communi-
cated to my department, so that any of those repairs may
be. made, and in this way we are fully cognisant of what is
going on.

M. A. P. SHERWOOD.

Mr. COOK asked, la Mr. A. P. Sherwood still occupying
the position of Chief of the Dominion Police ? If so, are
the Government aware that ho is engaged as agent or
attorney for certain contractors on the Cape Breton Rail-
way ? Ras he obtained permission from the Government
to engage in such business? fias a member of the inside
Civil Service the right to engage in business connected
with the building of Government railways, or other-
wise ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. At the time the contract
was taken ont of the bande of Slater & Co., Mr. Sherwood was
advised by the department that ho could get leave of
absence, which he did get for a few days, to go down to
Cape Breton and ascertain just how matters stood in the
interest of Mrs. Siater, the lady in whose bands the contract
had remained, she having been surety for the contractors
who had to put up the money. So it was in the interest of
bis family that ho obtained ieave of absence, to go and see
how things were and report; Mrs. Slater is bis mother- t
in-law.

Mr. COOK. The last part of the question is whether a
member of the inside service has the right to engage in
business of this kind ?E

Sir RECTOR L ANGEVIN. He does not belong to the r
inside service.

WHARF AT ISLE-AUX.NOIX.

Mr. BOURASSA (translation) asked: la it the intention
of the Government to place an amount in the Supplementary
Estimates this year for the building of a wharf at the end

É%f~~ ~ ~ k ýTl-vwVw1invna thAi lalnn

pbementary Estimates corne down, they will give ail the
plementary Estimates come down, they will give all the
information desired.

ANALYSIS OF IiTOXICATING LIQUORS.

Mr. CURRAN asked, Is it the intention of the Govern.
ment to require inspecters under the Food Adulteration Act
to subject to analysis intoxicating liquors publicly offered
for sale, in conformity with the suggestions of the Tem-
perance Association ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. It is the intention of the Govern.
ment to require samples of intoxicating liquors to be sub.
ject te analysis.

MEDALS TO THE VETERANS OF 1866-70.

Mr. SOMERVILLE asked, las the Government had
any communication with the Imperial Giovernment with
regard to the granting of medals to the veterans of 1866-70,
in accordance with the promise made to a deputation from
Montreal in 1887 ?

Sir ADOLPIIE CARON. Communication has been had
through His Excellency the Governor General with the Im-
perial Government in reference to the granting of modals
to the veterans of 1866-70, but no reply has yet been re.
ceived.

MB. WILLIAM SiANNON'S DEFALCATIONS.

Mr. CHARLTON asked, Whether Government has paid
or promised to pay atny sumo of money to any parties on
account of Mr. Wm. Shannon's defalcations; and if se, what
amount bas been paid ?

Mr. MoLELAN. The Governmont has not paid, nor has
it promised to pay.

INSPECTOR OF RANCHES.

Mr. DAVIS (Alberta) asked, What are the duties and
salary of the Inspector of Ranches ? What is allowed for
expenses in addition to salary ? How long bas ho held the
office? What work has ho done in connection with bis
office, and what (if any) reports has ho made ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The inspector of ranches
inspects such ranches as ho is instructed to do from time to
time by the Department of the Interior. He was appointed
on the lt of May, 1886. He receives a salary of 600 a
year, and is allowed actual travelling expenses in addition.
He has reported from t'me to time, but I am not in a posi-
tion to give the exact number of the reports.

HEADQUARTERS OF MOUNTED POLICE.

Mr. DAVIS (Alberta) asked, Is it the intention of the
Government to build police barracks at Edmonton and
remove the headquarters of police in that district to same;
f so, when ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Fort Saskatchewan, about
20 miles north-east of Edmonton, has been the headquarters
of the police in that district since the organisation of the
orce in 1874. It is now under the consideration of the
Government whether the beadquarters of that division had
not better be transferred to Edmonton.

1 the load leading to Isle-aux- oix, nown as tue U --Ii emUn 1 ----i

aux approches de l'Ile-aux-Noix," in the Parish of St. Val-
entin, County of St. Johns, on the Richelieu River, in orderRTV
to render more easy the approach to Isle-aux-Noix and toi Mr. DAVIN askod, 1. Whether there la net a type-
facilitate business intercourse with the surrounding parishes? graphical errer in the Civil Service List ef Canada, 1887,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) I am sorry on page 129, second coiumn, as to description et officiai
not to be able to answer, either in the affirmative or nega. position et Thomas Albrt Scott, I2nd" being printed in-
tive, the hon. gentleman on this question. When the sup- stead ofI" 3rd ;" and 2. Whether Robert Montgomery (lino
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10) has not been transferred from the Manitoba division
to the Ottawa division, or some other outside Manitoba
and the Territories ?

Mr. McLELAN. There is a typographicalerror. Thomas
Albert Scott is a third-class clerk, not a second-class clerk.
Robert Montgomery has been removed from the Manitoba
division to some other division. The railway mail clerks
are not supposed to be confined to any one division, but
are removable.

LOSS OF THE BARGE ORIENTAL.

Mr. EDGAR asked, Whether in view of the report of
Inspector Risley, upon the loss of the barge Oriental, the
Government have caused prooeedings to be taken against
the owners of such barge, or whether they intend to do so?

Mr, FOSTER. The papers in this question have been
handed to the Minister of Justice, with the request that he
take such action upon them as ho deems proper to take in
the promises.

PROTECTION OF SAILORS.

Mr. EDGAR asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to introduce any legislation this Session to
further protect sailors against wrecks or accidents, the-
result of vessels being unseaworthy ?

Mr. FOSTER. The first page of the Order Paper will
be a sufficient answer to that question.

P. WATERET, EMIGRATION AGENT.

Mr. HOLTON asked, Whether P. Wateret is employed
by Government, in Belgium, or elsewhere, as emigration
agent, or in any other capacity ? If so, what are bis pos-
ition and duties, and how are bis services remunerated ?
How many immigrants have come to and settled in Canada
through his agency during the past year ? Is the Govern.
ment aware that acting as a Canadian emigration agent,
or pretending to be suoh, the said P. Wateret has very
recently induced the removal from Belgium to Montreal of a
number of artisans, under the pronise and guarantee of
immediate and profitable employaient there; that since-
thoir arrival in Niontreal a number of these, men have not
succeeded in obtaining employment, and that no effort has
been made by him or by Government officials in that city.
to procure employment for thern?

Mr. CARLING. This refers to Paul Watelet, not
Wateret. He is not an agent of the Government, nor em-
ployed by it in any capacit y. He is a steamship agent in
Belgium, and is allowed the same commission as ail other
agents on the continent of Europe, for immigrants actually
arriving in Manitoba, but not for any sent to any of the old
Provinces. The Government is not responsible for any
immigrants ho brings out, nor for any representations made
by him. As a consequence, however, of some statements
furnished to the department, an enquiry is now being in-
stituted respecting some immigrants brought by him to
Montreal,.

SEIZURES IN BEHRING'S SEA.

Mr. GORDON moved for:
Return of all correspondence having reference to the seizare of

Canadian vessaels while engaged in the seal fisheries in Behring's Sea.
He said : Mr. Speaker, this motion and the correspondence
to-which it refera are of too great importance to the people I

represent to justify me in allowing the question to stand
over any longer. My bon. friend who seconds the motion
will deal particularly with the question involved, and other
hon. gntUemen, I presume, will also disones it. 1 am sur.

Mr. DAvM.

every hon. member here must be aware that the grossest
injustice has been inflicted on our fishermen who were in pur.
suit of what they considered to be their rights and intereats
in Behring's Sea. They want to know whether the rights of
British subjects are to be as sacred in Behring's Sea as they
are in the other great seas of the globe, or whether they are
to be pursued by American cruisers and have their ships
seized, towed inte the ports of Alaska and confiscated, with
their whole cargoes, and the captains and mates of their
vessels sent to prison, and their crews, some of them sent
to San Francisco to find their way back to BritislU Columbia
as best they could, whilst others were obliged to coast 1,500
miles in canoes, reaching British Columbia in the greatest
destitution. Circumstances of such a serious character as
these are not to be allowed on my part to remain unnoticed.
I am sure that the correspondence, if brought down, will
show that this Government has taken every ste in its
power towards having those grievances redressed an; I
have hopes that the Imperial Government, through its
jealous regard for the rights of its subjects in every part of
the inhabited globe, will see that its distant subjects, pur-
suing their business in Bebring's Sea, wil1 have every care
and protection.

Mr. PRIOR. I have great pleasure in rising to second
the address of the hon. member for Vancouver, but I am
sorry that, owing to indisposition, he has not been abla to
place the matter more fully before this Hlouse, beause. I
am sure he could have done so more forcibly and more
plainly than I can hope to do. This is a matter that deep-
ly affects every man on Canadian soil, involving as it does
the bonor and credit of the whole country; but more es-
pecially does it affect the constituency that I have the
honor to represent, as upon it has fallen, not only the in-
dignitie3 which have been offered, but also the heavy losses
incident to the seizure of these vessels. As the territory
of Alaska is one that is very little known, and as I, in com-
mon with other British Columbia members, claim that the
representatives from other sections of this country in this
House have equally with us a deep interest in this matter,
and should assist us in endeavoring to obtain redress, I will
give you, Sir, a short sketch of the country and of the events
that have led up to the late outrage. Alaska became a part of
the Russian Empire in the year 1741, by right of diseovery,
when the Russian traveller Behring first planted his conn-
try's flag on that portion of the North American continent,
and gave his name to the sea, the jurisdiction over which is
the question at present in dispute between the UnitedStates
andtheDominion. During the next twentyyeare, thespirit
of discovery placed the Russian ensign over the whole of
the Aleutian chain, from Behring Island to the mainland,
many forts were established, and numerous trading enter-
prises founded, until the year 1772, when we find that no
less than twenty-five different trading companies were
engaged i catching the seals that are so numerous in those
waters. In 1779, a consolidation of these different trading
companies took place, and a company was formed under the
name of the Rassian-American Trading Company. In 1821
the Russian Government issued an ordinance regulating
traffie ln iLs Asiatio andAmerican possessions, and reserving
exclusively to its subjects :

" The transactions of commerce, the pursuit of whaling and fishing or
any other industry in the islande, in the harbors and inlets and In
general along the north-western coast of America trom Behring straits
to the 51st parallel of north latitude, and in the Aleutia, lalands and along
the coast of Siberia and on the Kurilelslands from BehringStraitstothe
south-eastern promontory of the Island of-Urup, viz., as far south as lat-
itude 45> and 500 north."

This really meant that Russia claimed sovereign jurisdiction
over these seas for 100 miles from shore. Previons to the
issuing of this edict, British and American sealers had been
in the habit of pursuing their trade in those waters, and of
course as soon as this ordinance was promulgated, both the
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British and A merican Governmentsaprotested most emphatie
ally against the claim of the Russian OVOrnment. Th
«United States Minister at St. Petersburg made use of thes
words in hie protest :

" The existence of territorial rights to the distance of 100 miles frox
the coasts upon two opposite continents,*and the prohibition of an
proaching to the same distance from these coasts, or from those of l
the intervening islands, are innovations in the law of nations an
measures unexampled."
Weil, the evidence goes to show that atter protracted
discussion, the Treaty of 1825 was drawn up and signed,
by which Rusaia gave up her claim to the sole jurisdiction
in Behring Sea. The treaty between Russia and the Uni
ted States contained the following agreement:_

"That in any part of the great ocean commonly calledthe Pacifi
Ocean, the respective citizens, subjects of the high contracting powers
sbould be neither disturbed or restrained in navigation or fishing."
A similar treaty was made between Russia and Great Bri
tain. In 1867, the year when Confederation took place, thé
United States bought the territory of Alaska from the Rus
sians for the sum of $7,200,000;;. and just to show what a
good bargain they made, I may say that at present, on
gold mine in Alaska is yielding over 81,000,000 per annum
to its fortunate owners. After the United States bought
Alaska territory, a good deal of trouble was caused by th
different nationalities trying to get hold of the valuable sea
fisheries. Vessels came from Japan, Honolulu, Australia,
San Franoisco, and almost from every part of the world,
and there was ne nd oftrouble and dispute until at las
the Americans found it was necessary to do something to
keep order. They, therefore, in 1870, called for tenders for
the exclusive rights of catching seuls on the Islands of St
George and St. Paul; and after the tenders were opened,
it was found that a company trading under the name of "The
Alaska Commercial Company " was the successful tenderer.
That company got a charter, dated the lt hfay, 1870, for
a period of twenty years, giving it exclusive rights to
seaing on these islands. i_ few years ago, its annual pay-
ment to the United States Government for its rights ard
privileges over these fisheries was $315,000, a sum sufficient
to pay interest ut the rate of four per cent. per annum on
the whole purchase money whichb the United States gave
for the territory, besides paying for the full cost of govern-
ment of the territory. Under the Treaty of 1867, the
Americans claimed jurisdiction over that part of Behring
Sea, lying to the east of the westerly boundary of Alaska,
which sea, in its widest part, ls some 600 or 700 miles wide.
Just to show how absurd this claim is, I will read to the
House a portion of a despatch from Lord Lansdowne to Mr.
Stanhope, dated the 29th November, 1886:

" The statements contained in the Report (i.e.,-the Report of the
Privy douncil) are sufficient to establiuh that the dlaim now put for-
ward on the part oftheUnited States to thesole righthOfhtaking fur-
bearing animals within the limite laid down in the first article of the
Treaty of 1867, is inconsistent with the rights secured to Great Britain
under the convention of 1825, aud is in substance the amne as that
which, when advanced by the Russian Government on occasions prior
to the cession of Alaska by Russia to the United States, was either
strenuously resisted or treated with ridicule and contempt by the Gov-
ernment of the latter power."
And again :

"IUnder the Treaty of 1867, Russia ceded to the United States aIl the
rights, franchises and privileges then belonging to her in the territory
or duminion included withim the limits described, but eould not eede a
right which, in the express terms of the Treaty of 1825, was recogised
as belonging to the subjects of the British Orown as well as to those of
Russia."

c- tanadian sealers want to go into those sen, the boot is on
e the other leg. Relying on this preposterois elaim, the
e United States vessels have seized our vessels, bave impriE-

oned our crews and have confiscated our sealskins. They
n bave been guilty of one of the grossest outrages which has ever

pbeen perpetrated by one civilised nation upon another. On
ll the let August, 18E6, three of our schooners were seizedd when they were plying their peaceful avocations on the
d highseas, not within the three-mile limit, but at distances

varying from 139 miles to 68 miles from Ounalaska. The
Caroeina was seized at a distance of 139 miles, and the

i Onward and the Thornton at a distance of 68 miles from the
coat. Not only did they seize these vessels, but the reve-
nue cutter Corwn towed them to Sitka, the capital of the

c Teraitory of Alaska, an there the captains and mates
were fined $500 and $300 respectively, and were also

- imprisoned, when they did not pay, for a long term. When
they were released from prison, they were turned out desti.
tute. Some of them were taken to San Francisco, and turned

a adrift there, and had to make thoir way back to British
e Columbia as best they could. A few were taken to

Nanaimo, but some were turned adrift destitute in Alaska.
tI cannot understand any more inhuman act than leaving
e these people destitute in that country. I was in those
e waters myself in 1874, and I know what a rugged and in-

hospitable country it isl There is no civilisation at all.
, here are very few people there but savages. There is ne
language which I can make use of whicb is tee st rong te ex-
press the injustice which has been done to our people in
this matter, which nas crippled one of the most important
industries on the Pacific coust, and has entailed great
pecuniary loss on our citizins, because the threo vessels
and the skins they bad on board when they were
seized were worth $33,000, besides the indircet loss in con-
sequence of their not being able to finish their season's
catch, which loss amouuted to at least 8115,000. Last

) Session, certain documents were brought down to the House
-all the documents that could b got up to that time in rc-
lation to the matter-and I am glad to say that they proved
that the present Government have been fully alive to the
gravity of the affair, and have doue all in their power to
get the Imperial Governrment to bring about a settlement
with the United States, but no such set tlement has yet been
arrived at. In 1887-that is, last year-aýthough negotia-
tions were peLding between the differentGovernments, the
Uiited States cutters again seized, in the same place, six
moi e of our sealers, under the same circumstunces, and they
aiso seized eight of their own sealers-in fact they seize:
every vessel which was not under the control of the com-
pany which bas te right to fish on those islands. It seems
to me that this means that the United States Government
would rather seiz3 British vessels there and trample on the
British flag, and afterwards puy compensation and make
apologies, than they would allow the Alaska Commercial
Company te lese its hold on the seat fiâheries inthe Behring
Sea. This company has only tb exclusive right to seal on
these two islands. I will only read the clause of the lease
which refers to this point, which is as follows : -

" That them aid Secretary hereby leses to the said Alaska Commer-
cial oempany, without power to trandfer, for the term of twenty years
rom the st day of Msy, 1870, the right to engage in the business of
taking for seais on the islands of St. George and 8t Paul within the
Territory of Alaska, and to send a vessel or vessels to saIJ Islande for
the skins of such seais."
That is ail the right they bad given them. Further,

You will therefore see that our neighbors across the line do Sir Lionel West, in a letter to Lord Iddesleigh, says:
bot believe in the old adage that "what is sauce for the "Outside of these Islands it holds no exclusive rights or francbisa

from the Government, nor does it pay any rent or royalty to the
goose 1 aucforthegander," becse, when Russia claimed Government for the territory it oceupies, or the far it proeures from
thé right'to those seas and the Americans wanted their ves- the natives. It bas no rights over any other citizen or eompany of
sels to> go in, the United States protested most emphatically citizens who may desire to trade in competition with it, and yet it has

beeauided by the revenue marine in suppressing competition from
Sgntt the uttempt to exclude them; but when the United rival traders, for it appears that under instructions from the TresuryMtse tobk ver the rights which Regia had there, and Departmet.-the veaue «isers board and examine .very tading
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vessel sighted in the Behring Se, ,or on the north-west coast of Aluaka,
except the vessels of the company.,

I am glad to say that a large portion of the American
press, the most respectable portion of the American press,
concur in condemning the action of their Govertiment in
seizing these vessels, especially as that action was contrary
to the advice of the ablest of their own jurists. To show
what is thought of that Alaska Commercial Company, I
will read what Governor Swinford says in his report of
last year :

" The fur trade of Alaska is practically monopolised by the company,
a non-resident corporation, which does not confine its operations to the
Beal Islande leased to it by the Government, but holds and possesses
most of the Aleutian chain and the greater part of the mainland as a
principality of its own, on which it exercises undisputed sway and con-
trol. Clothed by the Government with a monopoly of the seal fur trade,
by which it ire profited to the extent ot many millions, it has, octopus
like, thrown out its great tentacles, and gathered to itself about aIl there
is of value in the fur trade of the whole Territory-it has by the power
of its great wealth driven away all competition-its paid agents and
lobbyists are kept at the National Oapital to oppose any and every
effort that may be made to loosen the grip of the company."
And yet this is the company which they are backing up
against the wishes of their own people and against the
wishes of every other nation. I hear that this year three
revenue cutters have been ordered to cruise in the Behring
Sea and in the Straits and to seize al[ sealing vessels, and
that instructions have been issued from Washington to warn
all vessels off except those belonging to the company. I
do not know whether this is tiue or not, but I have seen it
stated in the newspapers. I have received a telegram from
the owners of one of the sealers, and I believe my hon.
colleague has received several others of a like tenor. The
one I have received is as follows :-

"Official orders issued from Washington to seize all sealers this season
In Behring Sea. We demand protection, otherwise must protect our-
selves. Please urge Government."

Well, Sir, the Government sent out a warning to
our vessels not to resist any armed force of
the United States, as it might lead to grave diffl-
culty, and I hope that advice will be taken. I see
by the papers a statement that some gentlemen who
owned those sealers have been to Sitka to try to óbtain
possession of the vessels and seals se'zed in 1886, but they
could not got them. Now, I hope the Government wili
accede to the wishes of my hon. friend, and bring these
papers down, if it is not considered prejudicial to the
negotiations now going on ; and I believe when they are
brought down they will fully reveal the insults that were
offered to our people, and I trust we shall also learn
that full reparation for insulta has been demanded and corn-
plete compensation asked on behalf of those who have
suffered by these seizures.

Mr. FOSTER, A few days ago when a question was
asked across the floor of the House in reference to the
Behring Sea papers, I replied that owing to the state in
which the negotiations were at that time, it was not
thought wise to lay the papera before the flouse. Nego.
tiations are still in progres upon this question, but I may
say that since the other day I have received permission to
bring down an assorted collection of the most important
paper, covering the negotiations which have taken
place from the date of the printed papers which
are before the House, up to the present time, with some
few exceptions of papers which it is not thought
best, in the present state of the negotiations, to
have made public. I think Mr. Speaker, the House owea
the hon, junior member for Victoria (Mr. Prior) a debt of
gratitude for the clear and lucid explanation of this matter
which he bas made to the House, and from the interest with
which members on both sides listened to it, I am certain
that thev appreciate it as much as I do myself. The ques-
tion is widened a little from its fiat position, since the
United States Government have seized vessels of their own

Mr. Paioa.

nationality as well as Canadian vessels which were sealing
there, thus afflirming the right of their law to prevent all
from sealing in the Behring Sea except the trading com-
pany to which the monopoly is given. My hon. friend
stated that the papers that were brought down last year
showed that the Government had acted with vigor, and in
the best interest of the sealing industry that was more
nearly in question, and in the interest of the country at
large. That, I think, was true, and I think it will be
found, when the papers are brought down, that the Govern.
ment bas not been remiss in its exertions up te the present
time. Of course, it is a large Imperial matter, and the
British Government are now engaged in close negotiations
with the Government of the United States, and the
course of these will be largely shown by the papers which
will be brought down, and the result, I hope, will be favor-
able alike to those whose interests have been injuriously
affected, and to the larger rights of the country that are in
question.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This, Sir, is a very important
question, and I am sure that hon. gentlemen -en both sides
of the louse very much regret that it was not made a
subject of negotiation in the recet conference at Wash-
ington. This is a matter of very great importance
to this country. It is a question which was supposed to
have been settled more than half a century ago. The Ras-
sian Government, at a very early period, claimed, in couse-
quence of holding the territories on both sides of Behring's
Sea, jurisdiction over that as a portion of the Russian
territory, and they held thatBehring'sSea was wholly within
the dorminion of the Ruassian Empire. That pretension was
contested, both by the Government of the United States,
represented by John Quincy Adams, and by the Govern-
ment of Great Britain. Russia, in the treaties to which the
hon. gentleman has referred, conceded the pretension put
forward both by the United States and by Great Britain.
It is clear that it is quite impossible that the United States
could claim to have received from Russia, along with the
cession of Alaska, any portion of the high sois over which
Russia had herself abandoned her pretensions, especially
so when she abandoned those pretensions at the
instance of the United States. Now, Sir, it does seem tome
very extraordinary that when the United Stats GCovern-
ment were contesting our rights to any portion of the inlets
upon our coasts that were more than six miles wide, she
should claim te exorcise sovereignty over a sea that is
nearly three thousand miles in width, and that ia long
been recognised as part of the Pacific Ocean. It does seern
to me, so far as we can judge from the information placed
before us, that this measure has not been pressed with the
energy that we had a rigbt to expect-I do not say with
a want of energy on the part of the Government of Canada,
but I refer especially to the want of energy on the part of
the Government of the United Kingdom. Why, Sir, look
at the facts. The United States las herself put forward a
claim to fish in those seas, as a part of the open ocean, more
than half a century ago. Her pretensions in that respect
were conceded when Rusia owned both coasts; now, after
she bas aquired possession of the coat of Alaska, it would
give her no more claim over the Pacifie Ocam, at least in
those latitudes, than it would over the Pacifie Ocan further
south. She revives the original claim o Russia, owning one
coato cf Behring Sea,and putsforward, aggressively, aprten-
sion that denies to us a right whioh we had for many yeas-
exercised. I think this Rouse would be remisa in its duty if it
failed to express its opinion as to our right, and as to the
aggressive policy that has been parsued by our neighbors
with reference to our rights to fish in those waters.
Sir, it does seem to me that the Government of the
United Kingdom would have been justified in placing
there a portion of the navy for the purpose of proSteetin
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us in the exercise of those rigbts which we had bofore
claimed, whieh we had before exercised, and with refer-
ence to which, if they were improperly claimed and im-
,properly exercised, it was the duty of the United States to
exrcise forbearance until their rights against us were
established. But, instead of that being doue, there bas
been usurpation; we have been denied rights that we
exercised for hali a century without moiestation from the
Government that owned both coasts. I think it is the
duty of the Government bere, sustained by Parliament, to
preu the claim of-Oanad in those waters with energy, and
to inist upon the British Government giving to this
.ountry adequate protection. Sir, we have hoard hon.
gentlemen on that side, not long since, tell what protec-
tion the English Government were prepared to give us,
atating.how ready they were to sacrifice the last man and
the lat uhiiling in our defence. Now, bore is a matter
where our pretensions are undoubted, and where those
that were set up adversely to us, are of recent growth,
and if there ever was a case when a Govern ment would be
justified in taking strong measures for the protection of its
citisens, or of a sovereign for the protection of ber subjects,
it is the case of Canada in the right to fish in the Behring
Be.

Sir OHARLES TUPPER. I join with my hon. friend
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in thauking the junior
member for Victoria (Mr. Prior) for having brought this
subject up and placed it in such a clear and distinct ligh t
before the House. I rise for the purpose of making a
single remark in reference to the statement of the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) that there was a failure
on the part oft er Majesty's Government in not pressing this
question before the recent conference that took place at
Washington. I may say that the British side were pre-
pared to take this question up there, but they were met
on the part of the Administration of the United States by
the statement that it had not reached that stage, that the
olaima had.not been distinctly formulated on the part of the
zBritish Government, and that it wonid be time enough
when the Government of the United States refused to
admit a claim formulated and pressed upon them by ler
Majesty's Government to have it made the subject of
reference to a conference. The question was undetgoing
diplomatic investigation between the Governments of the
United Statos and of Great Britain, and although my
hon. friend the Minister of Marine and Fisheries bad,
with his usual industry and assiduity, collected all Ie
facts, a very considorable time was necessarily involved
in preparing such a clear and succinct statement on the part
of the British subjects of Canada of the injuries that bave
-been inflicted on them, and it was only very recently that
full and complete information was placed in the hands of
Ker Majesty's Government so as to enable them to state
what amountof claim they made againet the Government
of the United States. My hon. friend muet have noticed
the remark made by the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
that thei Governmept of the United States, in çarryiqg ont
what they hold to be the law in reference to this matter,
have applied it both to American subjects, to subjects of
their own Gavernment, and to British subjects, so that the
case .was not exsetly one of a nation taking a ground
against.the laims ofanother nation diatinct and 4pArt as
betwaen the çlaims.ofAmerican subjects on tho one side
and British sukjeots » the other. That the position
taken by theI Governnpt of the United States is oee
entirely unfounded in justice, that it is one en-
tirely jupported by the original treaty between
nia ad Qreat Britain, upon which ths claim

-nwt rest ep the part of the United States and
irQm whiçh they moem ato be entirely estopped from

sagaas Mw jsanior momberfor Victoria (]r.

Prior) has already informed the House, the United States
were as strong in their denunciation of the claim in roter-
ence to Behring's Sea set up by Russia, under the treaty be-
tween Russia and Great Britain, as was Great Britain her-
self. No doubt they were entirely estopped from setting
up any suche laim, and the resuit of this must be that
the Government of the United States will be obliged to
make full and ample reparation for all injuries done to Brit-
ish subjects in Canada, in connection with these matters, I
entertain no possible doubt; but I merely rose to explain
that we were procluded froim pressing it by the statement
of the Administration of the United States that, until the
claith had been distinctly formulated by Her Maujsty's Gov-
ernment and had been refused by them, it could not prop-
erly be taken out of diplomatic negotiation, and its consid-
eration entered upon by a conforence arranged for the set-
tlement of the difficulties between the two countries.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Has the Canadian Government any
right to a voice in the negotiations ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not oxactly understand
the purport of the bon. gentleman's question.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman said negotia-
tions were now prooeeding. Who are carrying on the
negotiations ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I now understand the ques.
tion asked by the hon. member for Eaist York (Mr. Mac-
kenzie), and I am happy to be able to tell him that Her
Majesty's Government alone are the parties who can nego-
tiate with respect to this question and settle the question
between the United States and Great Britain. But fier
Majesty's Government, on this, as on all occasions in which
the interests of Canada are affected, are obtaining the
fullest and most complete information froin the Govern-
ment of Canada, which, I think, has been as anxious as it
was possible for any Governmenl to be to collect the most
full and ec'plete data to place before Her Majesty's Gov-
ernnent, so as to enable them to obtain complete redress
for the injuries inflicted; and 1 can only assure the hon.
gentleman that the greatest anxiety has been exhibited by
Her Majesty's Government to obtain the most full and
complote information; and I have no hesitation in saying
that I am satisfied it will b. found that they will urge the
question of reIress quito as promptly as it woald bu pos-
sible for any government to urge the settloment of a ques-
tion upon anothor government.

Mr.MILLS (Bothwell). 1should like to ask thehon.gentle-
man a question. T he hon. gentleman says that the matter was
not sufficiently matured, nor had they the necessary specific
information to deal with the subject at Washington. The
hon. gentleman will, however, se. that there are two dis-
tinct questions: the right to compensation to be made to
parties who have been injurel, and the question of jurisdic-
tion. The question of juriediction over the waters could
not at all be dependent upon the specific wrongs that have
been done. Were the United States willing toconsider the
question of jurisdiction ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. I may say to my hon.
friend that the United States Government declined to bave
that subject roferred to the conference, on the ground that
that question, which is the one on which finally the ques-
tion of damages muet rest, was at present a subject ofeiplo-
matic negotiation and communication between the Govern-
ments of Great Britain and the United States.

Mr. MITORELL. It appears to me that the explana.
tion of the Finance Minister is anything but a satisfactory
exp!anation to the country, and is equally unsatisfactory to
this Houa. The. point taken by the hon. member for Both-
well (Kr. Mill&) in a good one. The answer which the
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Minister gave as coming from the United States Govern-
ment to the British portion of the Commissior was, that the
claims for injuries, which the hon. gentleman states were
undoubtedly committed, which were undoubtedly outrages
committed by the Americans upon the Government and
people of this country-that those claims formulated on the
part of the British commissioners could not be submitted to
or dealt with by the Commission, because they had not been
formulated in a sufficiently distinct way in such a Epecifie
form that the conference would be justified in taking them
up and dealing with them. But that is an entirely different
point from the question of jurisdiction, to which the hon
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas referre't. These out-
rages are going on to.day; the Americans are still exercis-
ing jurisdiction over that sea; and I would like to ask
the Finance Minister whether that feature of the question
was brought before the conference by Her Majesty's corn-
missioners at Washington or not ? It is quite clear,
if wbat tbe hon. gentleman says is true, that this
outrage by a neighboring nation to attempt to ex-
ercise control and jurisdict;on over a sea 00 or
600 or 1,000 miles from the shore, this attempt to
exercise that jurisdiction, at the very moment they are
claiming the right t come within three miles of our shores
on the AtIantic, is preposterous, and turns the whole affair
into a burlesque. The people of British Columbia have a
right to expect not only that Her Majesty's Government
will take the matter in hand and carry out the negotiations
without delay, and sec that no injury is done to ne peopu
on the Pacifie coast, but also that this Gover!vn nw t wi 1
press, and press continually, on the British Goverinnent the
necessity of prompt, speedy and immediate action to pro-
vent outrages being continued. The question of compensa-
tion for outrages already committed is entirely outside of
the question we are discussing to-day. That these people
will get compensation for their damages, either from fHer
Majesty's Government or from the United States, on the
proper settlement of the matter, no one can doubt, if our
rights to the common use of Behring's Sea is recagnised,
But are we going to allow that nation quietly to go on and
continue to commit outrages, to place additional cruisers in
that sea, to seize and destroy our traffic and trade during
another season ? It is the duty of the Government to
protest against that state of things being continued,
and if difficulty exists let them exercise the right
for whieh Canada is contending, that her people should be
allowed to exercise the right of catching fur-bearing animais
or fish in those seas on the Pacitic coast. Let both parties,
and let this country press upon the British Govern ment the
necessity of placing those pretensions cf the Americans in
abeyance, until the whole question can be dealt with by a
commission as this other Fishery Commission has dealt
with the fisheries on the Atlantic coast. This Governmeit
have not done their duty if they have not protested strogiy
against the injuries that have been committed in the past,
and an attempt to exercise those rights which are in dis-
pute in the present or in the future. That is the point to
be taken and considered in the question before the louse. I
am not condemning this Government. They may have
done everything that lies in theirpower, and I am notgoinr
to Bay they have not, for I wili reserve my judgment onthe
case until the papers cone before the House. Perhaps
when those papers do come down they may not be complete,
and we may not be able to judge even then, for
the Government may think it unwise in the in-
terests of Canada to bring down all the papers even to
justify themselves. It is the duty of this House,
and let the gentlemen who control the interests of Canada
know it, to press these matters on the British Government,
as they have been pressed on a former occasion in relation
to the Atlantic fisheries. The hon. gentleman says that
he has no doubt the British Government have used every

,Ur. MITGOaLL,

means in this matter. I cannot think Fo- We have some
ex-erience in this country of how the British Government
treated Canada in neglecting matters connected with her
fisherie, and I have no hesitation in saying that there has
been an amount of tardy action again on this question.
Those unjust assumptions to the right of those seas on the
part of the United States have been allowed to go on for
two years, and so far as we know no definite action bas
been taken to arrest or stay the exercise of that authority.
Take the document before this House which I read the
other day, where a protest was made against the rights of
Canada beirg in abeyance for a single moment in 1870, or
take the despatch wtich led to the Washington Treaty, and
which was read here. Tbke them and you will find a fore-
cast of w bat was goirg to happen when our fisheries were
frittered away- those rights which came into operation in
1866 when a subsequent treaty expired. It was then pre-
dicted that if we alowed the Americans to useour fisheries,
as they afterwards were permitted to use them under the
strong romoI:strance of the British Government, the result
would be that our interests would be frittered away, and
our whole case given away as the matter stands to-day.
It will bo the same thing in this case. I warned those
British Columbians who support this Administration, that
it is their duty-and I believe thoir constituents will
hold them responsible for it-to press upon the Administra-
tion the necessity of urging the British Government not to
repeat on the Pacific coast what they carried out on the
Atlantic.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRTGHT. It seems to me that
the conduet of the British Government-and I do not now
refer to the conduct of the Canadian Government in
this matter-has been exceedingly unfair and prejudi-
cial to the just rights of Canada. Every man of common
sense who considers the nature of our claims in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and the coasts adjacent, and of the Ameri-
can claims in Behring's Sea and the coasts adjacent, must
see that it was in the highest degree in the interest of Can-
ada that these two questions should be considered together,
for they had reference to subjeots of preocisely the same
character-with this difference, that every argument that
the Americans could advance to substantiate their claims as
regards 1he St. Lawrence fisheries, could be brought to bear
with tenfold and hundredfold greater force against their
claims to exclude our people from the Alaskan seal fisheries.
I cannot but feel that, in dealing with any other country
whatever, the British Government would nover have con-
sented to allow (ne section cf the same question to be treated
of, and that section, it must be remembered, the section in
which the claim was against us, while they ignored entirely
ourjust claims as regards a similar dispute at the other end
of our Dominion. Considering the lapse of time, and con-
sidering the extraordinary character of the outrages as
stated to us by the bon. members for British Columbia, I
think that the British Government have been guilty of
great laches towards us. I think, Sir, it is another
proof, and a substantial proof, of the statements made again
and again from this side of the House, that the British Gov-
ernment from various causes are not by any manner of
means so well qualified to deal with those questions as the
Government of Canada, and that we would be botter off-the
hon. the Finance Minister of the country notwithstanding,
certainly we could not be worse off, in my opinion, than we
are now-if we had to deal directly with the Administration
at Washington. Here, Sir, wofind, as it has been stated on
the floor of this House again and again, that British subjects,
pursuing their calling on the high seas a hundred miles
from shore, are violently arrested by American cruisers,
their ships confiscated, or, at all events, laid up, and tbey
themselves cast into prison and severely fined. We find
that after two years have elapsed ail the consolation we
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get is that the claim is not formulated in sufficiently with any particularity-said: Well, give us authenticated
definite character. This is a repetition of wbat occurred in statements of any such breaches of maritime law and the
the case of the first Treaty of Washington, when the Ameri. law of nations, and we shall press them upon the attentioncans were pressing their claims for damages done by the of the United States; and ever since that time that process
Alabama, which claims could not have been recognised, they has been going on. But there seems to be a disposition
ignored at the same time the just claims of Canada for com- to suppose that England is neglecting her duties towards
pensation for far grosser outrages committed on Canadian us, I am quite sure that when the correspondence is
territorv by American citizens. We know what happened brought down, it will show, first, that the Canadian Gov.
thon. We know, to satisfy the interests of certain American ernmont, as soon as possible and as earnestly as possible,
politicians and to conciliate certain votes that they were pressod the claims presented to us, and next, that Her
desirous of securing, that Canada'sjust claims were ignored. Majesty's Government is fully conscious of its duty to her
Exactly the same thing has been done in this case. Canada's Canadian subjects and bas been as energetie and earnest as the
just claims have been ignored. We find that concessions Canadian Government. That there have been delays is
have been made on our part and no recognition has been true, but we have dolays on Ibe Atlantic coast. We find
had or obtained, and not like'y will be had or obtain4d f')r vessels bung up there for two years, I suppose; there is
years to come of farjuster claims of Canadian seamen and the law's delay. The appeal fron the co ,ro taken by the
fishermen carrying on their industry in waters where they locai tribanals has beea mde in the strongest terms;
have enjoyed undisturbed privileges for nearly half a con. but the nations rmust proceed by diplomatie action,
tury I cannot say how far the Government have gone, and not declare war against each other. We certainly will
but I do say the Imperial Government have acted very not declare war because there has been some delay, not in
unjustly by us in this matter. having enquired, but in having adjusted these varions

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not see that at al]. claims. That the claims will be settled, I have no doubt;
that ample compensation, with interest, will be made to

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I do. those people who have suffered, I have no doubt; but it is
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not see hnw the futile in us to attempt to interpose any argument, I may

British Govern ment, from anything that bas appeared in almost say discussion, like this, into a subject which is now
this Bouse or from anything which appears to the publie, solemnly being discussed by two great nations, the United
is in any way to be biamed. Hon. gentlemen opposite say States and England, and I would not be at all surprised
that the two questions are identical. The conference that that, when the ppnso «re brnught down, it will be found
took place at Wahington was by virtue o' mutual corres- that other iaritim powers have taken up the question as
pondence and agreement in order to settle the construction well, and that it is a matter for diplomacy among all mari-
of a treaty between the two nations and affecting especially lime powers, and not exclusively between England and the
Canada. That bas been settled. It would have been very United States. However that may be, I think I may ven-
well, I think, if the United States had agreed to have this ture to state to this House that it will answer no good pur-
question about their jurisdiction in the Behring Seas pose to throw out merely imaginary charges or complainte
submitted to the same conference, but they did not agree against Her Majesty's Governiment for negligence and delay
to that, and it was no portion of either the unofficial or semi- that bas not taken place.
official corresporndence between Mr. Bayard and my hon. Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I do not think the hon. gentle-
friend the Minister of Finance, or no portion of tho man is quite justified in characterising the charges forma-
subsequent correspondence. lated to.day with such greut clearncss by the hon. member

Mr. MACKENZIE. Why was it not ? for Victoria (Mr. Prior) as imaginary charges.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Because this Atlatic Sir JOIIN A. NI1ADONALI). I did not say they were

question pressel specially upon us here, and beauso the ruugmury chaurg es.
question respecting the Behring Sea is not exclusively a Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Nor is ho justified in making
Canadian question as that was. The one affected the trade that charge against the complaints which have been alleged
along Canadian coasts, in the construction of the conven- on this side of the House. The hon. gentleman bas hardly,
tion of 1818, and the subsequent commissions which were I think, stated the case as fairly as ho ought to have done.
alleged to have affected and varied that convention of There is no disposition to prejudge the action of Great
1818. It was altogether a Canadian question. The Britain in this matter; but hon. members on either side of
other question about the Behring Sea is as mach a matter the flouse cannot shut thoir oyes to the facts plainly before
of interest for all the marine powers, as it is for the United thea. These grievances about outrages committed on our
States, for Canada or for England. English whalers are in vessels in Behring's Sea, were grievances existing concur-
every sea, in the Arctie ocean and in the Antaretie ocean, and ently with the grievances the Armericans claimed they had
England is as much bound to see that the freedomn of those suffered in the Bay of Chaleurs, the Bay of Fundy and the
seas is preserved, as if a Canadian vessel never sailed there. Gulf of St. Lawrence. Diplomatie correspondence was
So is France, so is Holland, so are all those nations which going on between the Governments with reference to those
send whalers into any sea in the world. These are alleged several grievances. There is a very marked and important
captures in the open ses. It was alleged that certain distinction between the private claims which the parties
Canadian vessels were seized while pursuing their who owned those ships may have against tho Government
lawful avocation in the open sea. That allega- for wrong done to them, and which may be recognised, and
tion was either true or false. Those vessels were the general right of the Dominion of Canada that its citizens
brought by American cruisers and put under the shali have proserved to them the right which they always
jurisdiction of local courts, and it appears they wore con- supposed they bad of fishing in the high seas. If the United
demned by the local courts. The owners of those vessels States maintained their contention on the general subject, it
complained to the Canadian Gorernment, and I have no is perfectly clear that private citizons cannot get compensa.
doubt they also complained directly to fier Majosty's Gov. tion at ail. If the United States have a right to seize
ernment in England. The Canadian Government lost ro vessels lO miles from land in the open sea, it is
time in calling the attention of Her Majoty's Govern. cicar that the owners of those vessels cannot receive com-
ment in the strongest terms to the necessity of an enquiry pensation. Tue two subjects are entirely distinct; and
intothis matter. England, I presume-because we have while the private clai as may not have been formulated,
not the papers before us, and we cannot well diseuss them either through the inadvertence or negligence of the
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parties themselves, or through the inadvertence or negli-
gence of some departnent of this Government or the
English Government, or while those claims might be left in
abeyance, the great question of the right of the citizens of
the Dominion of Canada to fish in the bigh seas of cither
ocean was one that we say should have been pressed upon
and settled in the conference at Washington, wbich met to
settle the fisbery questions between the two countries. It
is well enough for the hon. gentleman to say that they con-
fined their settlement to the difficulties arising in connee-
tion with the fisheries in the Gulf of St. Lawrence; but
our contention is that diplomatic action should have been
taken by Great Britain on the question as it existed in
Behring's Sea as well, not only in 1885 and 1886, when
those difficulties arose, but as the hon. gentleman bas shown,
in 1887 as well. The whole fishing interest is being para.
lysed because the United States are insisting on the right
to drive our vessels off the sea altogether. If they
get that right, private citizens will obtain no com-
pensation as all. But what we insist on is that
there does not appear to be thaL determined and per-
sistent action òn the part of the British Government
which the outrages committed on our citizens require,
and which, if insisted on as persistently and determinedly
as the United States insisted on ber case, would have brought
about a settlement before the Fishery CGm mission at Wash-
ington. There appears to have been gross delay on the part
of the British Government. The hon. gentleman who
brought forward this motion pointed out that those rights,
which to the ordinary mind appear to be so perfectly clear,
were maintained by the United States themselves before
they bought Alaska; and if Great Britain had sent one or
two of her cruisers there to preserve the rights of ber sub.
jects, I do not think those outrages would have been cor-
tinued. If Great Britain had shown one-half the desire to
protect the rights of her fishermen there that the United
States did to protect her fishermen in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, there would have been none of theso difficulties. But
the matter appears to have been managed in such a way
that our fishing interests are in danger of being destroyed.

Mr. MILLS (Bthvweli). I would like to ask whether
the Governmout have requested ithe Imperial authoriiies Vo
put a cruiser there for the purpose of piotcting the Cana-
dian seal fisherînen ?

Sir JOIHN A. MAC DONALUD, I do not think it is in the
publie interest to make auny stateenut of the course that
bas been taken by tbe Governmen t in carrying on these
diplomatic arrangements.

Mr. MoNEILIL. I venture to think that it would meet
the approbation of this House, and also the approbation of
this country, if bon. gentlemen would refrain frorm a.
cusing the Imperial Government of misdeeds or negligonce
of the interests of the people of this country, until they had
some ovidence, however slight, that such mîisdeeds und such
negligence really exist and are chargeable to the Imperial
Government. Thero is1 not an hon gentleman on the other
aide who has risen to spebk on this question, who bas not
hurled accusations cf that kind against the Government of
the mother country. If the home Goverument have been
nogleotful of oar interests, it is only right we should state
so fearlessly, frankly and fairly in this House; but when
we are assured by hon. members of the Govern ment of
this country, who are i esponsible to the Canadian people,
that such statements are absolutely unfounded-

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No.
Mr. MoNB[LL. The right hon. the Firat Minister bas

said so, the hon. the Minister of Finance bas saiisr; and
yet, despite the assertions of these hon. gentlemen, we
have these charges repeated, without variation, by every
hon. gentlkman who rises in his place on the other aide. t

Mr. .D&ias(.I)

These hon. gentlemen do not accuse the Urnited Statea
Govcrnment of negligence ; on the contrary, they have
always for the Americans words of praise, but for the people
or the Government of the mother country they cannot
find one good word to say. I do not believe that hon.
gentlemen opposite really have in their hearta this feeling
which 1heir language in this House would indicate they
had; I do not believe that, in private conversation, they
would give expression to such feeling. I believe, on the*
contrary, they are botter disposed in their hearts to the
mother courtry and its Government ; but it is unfortunate-
that they should allow their politics so far to run away with
their sense of right as to lead therm to make these state-
ments in the House. We have heard a great deal of the
manner in which the Government of the mother country
have sacrificed the interests of the Canadian people with
reforence to our fisheries on the Atlantic coast, and the
hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) has not
been at all careful to measure bis words when speaking on
that question. But distinct statemenfts have been made by
members of the Dominion Govern'ment to the effect that
these attacks on the home Gover'nnîèrt wero unfouided.

Mr. MITCHELL. We ha-Ve given the e'idence.
Mr. Mo NEILL. And that the Governrant of the'màother

country have been most careful of our interests.
Mr. MITCHELL. I gave evidence tliatVthey wore not.

gr. McNEILL. I an speaking of reeen¶t negotiationdwith
regard to the fisheries. The hon. gentlemb, perbaps, under-
stood me to refàr to what bas passed in by-gene times,

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes.

Mr. McNEILL. There is a certain amount of truth inth*
statement that politicians of the mother cotntry in by-gioe
times have paid almost as littie respect to Canadian interests
which were unrepresented there, as Cànadian politielaht
have paid to distant and úhrèepresebted intereste in Canada
itself. I am speaking now, however, of tbh (tUestion bIfbË
the House, that is, with reference te VtilsBeEirlng Sea fish'
eries and the observations that f-el fro& i soM'hon..gente-
inen opposite, a moment or two ago, with regard to the
betrayal of our interests lately by the motiher country in
the fishery negotiations at Washington. I have said that
mombers of our Government have declared that the home
Government were especially anxious to guard' our interests,
and I was met with cries of "No," from the other side.
Now, I wish to say that if they think those statements were
not sufficiently explicit, 1 am authorised by the hon. the
Minister of Justice-with whom I had a conversation gonle'
three or four weeks ago on- the subject, and Whose portIas-
sion I asked and was kindly given to use the infornatot
ho then gave me-to make this explicit statement. The
bon. gentleman is present and can correct nie if I, inany
degree, misrepresent what ho then said. He told Me tia,
so far as Mr. Chamberlain was concerned, had' ho been i
patriotic native-born Canadian, ho could not have ho'w
more earnest desire to safeguard the interests of Cinadd
than ho did, and the hon gentleman authorised me to say
turther that the main object of Mr. Chamberlain seemted to"
b to discover what the wishes of bis Canadian assocatèg'
were and to carry out those wishes to the utmost.

M! r. MITCHELL. What about his speech before he leâ
England ?

Mr. McNEILL. If those'statements are net soi eteWy,
explicit-

Mr. MITCHE LL. What about his speech before ho left.
England ?

Mfr. McNEILL. The hm. gentleman dbe" not fe to
be always interrupted himtdif. I th1nk it is mwy off
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tdlrtte that the hon, gouïteman, knowing that to be the
fact, shouli continue, notwithstanding the statements I
have made on the, authority of one of the members of the
G-oVerwment, to reiterate charges which are absolutely and
utterly void of truth.

Mr. KLTCHELL. Not s.
Mr. MoNBELL Mr. Chanberlain, as every one knows,

wbo knows-anything of the history of the matter, is one of
those men who are pervaded with the spirit of Imperial
unity. Re is one of that body ot men-a rapidly increasing
number, I am glad to say-who believe and hold that the
interests of Canada and the colonies are identical with the
interests of the mother country ; and when hon. gentlemen
tell us that Mr. Chamberlain came over to Canada to give
away the inlterests of Canada, they tell us virtually that he
came over to do what ho believed would be to give away
the interests of the mother country.

Mr. MITCH ELL. He did it anyway.
Mr. KAC KENZE. I congratulate the First Minister

on obtuining a moathpiece to convey information to this
Hous.

tr. EDGAR. The hon. mem ber for Bruce (M!r. McNeill)
hbs cottstituted himself the champion of the British Empire
in this Honse ftr sornso ntime past. It would seem as if, in
his opinion; the British lion was utterly decrepit and utterly
unable to take care of itself, because, in season and out of
season, hwrises in this Honse to take the part of the British
empire against Canadian interests. I wonder how long
native Canadians on both Rides of the House are going to be
lecthred'by that hon. gentleman witbout giving him an
answer. There are Canadians on both sides, who, I am
sure, are perfectly satisfled that they understand what
loyalty in Canada is perfectly well, without the bon. mem-
ber for Bruce-a very recent importation in Canada-
telling them what it is. I hold it would be well, if the
hon. gentlsman must lecture somebody on loyalty, that he
should leave native Canadians alone for a while, and go
back to his native Ireland, where, from his point of view,
they can afford to be lectured on loyalty a little more than
we can. The hon. entleman does not seem to understand,
what most of us do in this House, that native Canadians
have a strong feeling deep down in their hearts for the land
of thieir birth, and although we give hearty welcome to ail
strangers who come to us from England, Ireland or Scotland,
or anywhere else, we native Canadians on both sides of the
House have a fellow feeling, and do not want to be lectured,
in geason and out of seagon, on our loyalty to England.

Mr. MONTAGUE. I do not rise to make any lengthy
remarks upon the subject which has been bronght to the
attention-of' the House by the hon. member for Victoria
(Ur. Prior). I only wish to say that I think it does not
become the hon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) to
make any imputation against the loyalty of that part of the
British Empire which happons to be located in. the Emerald

slae. The people of Ireland have been agitating for Home
Rule, and, if I mistake not, the hon. member for West
Ontario voted for a resolation in favor of Home Rnle. It
ie, therefore, rather out of place for him to call the agitation
for Home Rule a dialoyal agitation, ho himself having voted
in lavor of it.

Mr. BAKER. I regret exceedingly the turn this diseus-
gion bas takon, and feel in a measure-personally responsitble
for it, because had I risen at an carlier period of the debate
to speak, I think I would (as I have on my desk material
enougeh fbr a six-hour speech) have choked off allidiscussion
of this nature. I was reluctant to speak at an earlier stage
of the debate for two reasons, one being that I did not
resllr fdel equal to the task which I had for myself
undbrten, and' the other, beom e thought it wa

more essentially neoessary, and better calculated to be pro.
ductive of good to my constituents, and to the whole of

3 those interes ed in the seal fisheries of British Columbia,
t a discussion should arise of a legitimate nature in this
louse, which would bo beneficial to them, and would serve
as a guide for the future us to what would be likely to be
done in regard to protectingthis industry. I do not think
there is anyone who occupies a position on the floor of this
louse who can speak more feelingly on this subject than I

can, for the simple reason that I am financially interested
in the matter. I was very anxious to hear what other mem-
bers might say on the subject, and to listen to the opinions
cf the Government and hon. members on both sides of the
House. It is of vital importance, not only to the Province
of British Columbia from which I come, but to Canada as a
whole, that the subject should bo fairly and freely
debated, and 1 do not thinik that the discussion should
partake of the nature of party polities at ail. I am
sorry to snv that very frequently matters which corne
before this House, which should have the freest possible
discussion, aud in regard to which the opinions of everyone
in this House (who cares to speak upon them) should be
listened to, are discussed from the point of party polities
rather than from a point which is relevant to the matter
under discussion. I do not accuse hon. gentlemen on the
Opposition side of this more than I do those belonging to
the party of which I am one of its humblest mem bers.
In regard to the matter which the hon. member for Van-
couver (Mr. Gordon) bas brought before the House, ho has
moved for certain papers to be brought down, but I tbink
that is, aceording to the pracico in other vases, for the pur.
pose of engendering a discussion upon a qiestion which is
considered to be of interest to hon. mimbers and to the
public generally than for tho actual perusal of the pa-
pers thermselves. In introducing this motion, the hon.
member for Vancouver (Mr Gordon) spoke generally on
the subject now before this House. My hon. colleague (1fr.
Prior) has traversed the ground and placed before you
many matters of interest, more particularly as regards the
early history of Alaska, the treaty which was entered into,
and the rights, real or imaginary, which the Alaska (om-
mercial Far Company has urder i's chatrter from the United
States ; and ho h:s also generally mentiored what has taiken
place in the Behring «oa in regard to the seizalre of Can-
adian vessels. I tbink, however, that I have a tew matter s
which will be of interest to this H ,use, which have not
been mentioned by previous speakers. In the first place,
there are 16 or 17 ve.sels that go up every year to the
Behring Sea. In 1886, some of tbe vewsels which went up
there, with the names of their captains, and their regis.
tered tonnage were as follows:-

Name. Captain. Tonnage.
Carolina................James Ogilvie,,.... ... 32
Onward............. ... aniel Munroe.......... .... 35
Th-rnton...., .................. Hans g(uttormien.... ............... 33
AlfredA-4iam#s........... ....... W. H. Dyer............ ......... 69¾
Anni Beck............... ..... Louis Olsen ............ ......... ...... 41
W. P. Sayward.......Geo. R. Ferey.......................135J

Dolphin .................... ..... J. D. Warren. ...... ......... 174
Grace...... .... ...... W............W m. Petit ......... ...... ...... 182
Ada. _........... ............. Jas. Gaudin................ .. 65

The mates of the Carolina, the Onward, and the Thorn(on,
were respectively James Blake, John Margotich and l1arry
Norman. Out of these vessel , the names of which I have
given, three were seized in l 6, in the latitude, longitude
and distance from shore which is show n in this statement:

VESSELS SBIZED IN 1886.

Lat. Long.Name. 0,1 o 0
Carolina .... .. .............. 55 50 N. 168 53 W.
On wariJ......................... 54 52 N, 167 55 W.
7hornton ............... ........ 54 52 N. 167 55 W.

Distance from
Ounalaska.
139 miles.

68"
68 44
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The vessels seized in 1887 (and their distance from shore)
are shown in the following statement:-

VESSELS SEIZED IN 1887.

Name.
Alfred Adami.................
Anng Beck............ .........
W. P. Sayward .............
Dolphin. ........... ...........
Grace .,........... ...
Ada. ..................

Lat.
0 'e

54 48 N.
54 58 N.
54 43 N.
51 38 N.
55 03 N.
54 09 N.

Long,.
o /

167 49 W.
167 26 W.
167 51 W.
167 03 W.
168 40 W.
166 40 W.

Distance from
Ouaalaska.
62 miles.
66 "
58 "
42
92
15 "

The Alfred Adams eluded the vigilance of the cruiser, and
escaped to Viotoria. So hon. menbers will notice that
the nearest point to any United States territory at
which any one of these vessels was seized was 15
miles, and some of them were seized at a distance
of about 140 miles. No doubt, it will be of soute
interest to the House to know what crews manned these
vessels, to learn something in regard to their outfit, the
amount which they are paid, and also something in regard
to the season's catch. The crew usually consists of a mas-
ter, mate, cook-steward, and 4 mon to navigate the vessel.
Each vessol carries from 6 to 8 boats, each boat has one
hunter and two pullers; oach hunter gets $L.50 per skin, each
boat puller 50 cents por skin; so that the numbar of men
on board any vossel would vary from 22 to 30 men. Where
Indians are employed the number will exceed these figures
by about 50 por cent. Bach skin therefore conts $2.59 for
the hunter and his crew. To this must bo added the cost
of ontfit, wages of master and cre w, and interest on capital
invested. The master is usually ongaged upon what is
known as a "lay ont," which combines wages (which range
from$50 to $65 a month, some range as high as 8100 per
month, according to reputation and experience of mon
in command) with practically a commission on the catch,
amounting to about 25 cents or 30 cents a skin. One
case will fairly illustrate the many:-Hans Guttormsen,
master of the Thornton, left Victoria Harbor on the 15th
February, upon what is known as a sealing and
fishing voyage and cleared at the custom house for
the Behring Sea, put into Clayoquot Sound on 25th
May, thence west of Vancouver Island to Behring Sea,
entering said sea about the 6th June. The vessel which ho
commanded was seized on H!e lt August, and in addition
to tbe forfoiture of voe .1 atid skins, le was fined the sum of
$500 and imprisonea 3 days. Ic was, in addition to that,
robbed of his sextant-for I can use no milder term-valued
at $50, and a chronometer, worth $125. His instruments
were his personal property, and in addition to the loss of
his vessel and skins, ho individually loses the remainder of
the season's catch in which ho is interested, and the romain-
der of the wages, which cease directly his vessel is seizod,
and ho also loses the prospective employment of the vessel
and what his wages would be under that prospective
employment. I mention these facts, Mr. Speaker, to show
that not only has he lost the cost of the vessel's equipment,
her outfit, ler apparel and provisions, ammunition und smali
arms, and the kit, and everything belonging to the m n on
board the vessel, but the ship-master and the mate lose, in
addition to what they lad on board and their wages, and
their interest in the season's catch, the prospective employ-
ment of the vessel during the winter months. Now, the
value of the throo vessels and outfits that were seized in
1886, amounts to 822,000 ; the wages and "lay out" payable
to the crew amounted to $17,100; the value of theskins on
board was $10,423; value of the probablo catch was esti-
mated at 8.1,000 for ach of the vessels, which would be
$63,000 ; legal and other expenses, $3,000 ; loss to the
sc:ooner Favorite through having reeivedi or ders to quit the
scaling, and to get out of Behring's Sea, $3,000O; the indem-
nity c4almed for the masters of tie three vessels, namely.
Munroo, Guttormsen, and Ogilvie, and the mates, Margotich'

Mr. BAKER.

Norman and Blake, were respectively $8,000 for the mas-
ters, and 85,000 for the mates; therefore the total amount
at risk, when these vessels were seized, foots up the nice
little sum of 8151,523. Now, this will show to the House
the amount of money that it is necessary to bave to embark,
even in a smail scale, in the Behring Sea füihery, and if it
hal not been for the interference of these American revenue
cruisers, a very large number of vessels would have fitted
out, and would have considerably enhanced the value of the
sealing industry of British Columbia. The ground covered
by the sealing fleet previous to going into Behring Sea is,
roughly, 1,5>f0 miles. The distance from Victoria to Cape
Fiattery is 63 miles ; from Cape Flattery to Queen Char.
lotte Islands, 400 miles; from Queen Charlotte Islands teo
the entrance of Behring Sia, 1,100; making a total
of 1,563 miles from, we will say, Victoria harbor to the
entrance of Behring Sea. Some of these vessels were warned
outside the group of islands known as the Aleutian Islands,
not to go into the Behring Sea, and if I am not greatly in
error, one vessel had ber skins taken from on board outside
the Aleutian Islands, and not within the Behring Sea at
all. Now, it will be interesting to this House to know that
previons Vo these vessels going into the Behring Sea, they
made what is called their preliminary trip, down south in
the direction of San Francisco, 760 miles, to the south of
Vancouver Island. They go down as far as Cape Mendocino,
500 miles from Cape Flattery, they thon work up on the
north-west coast towards Vancouver Island, then strike
across to Queen Charlotte Islands, and thon on~the north-
west coast Vo the entrance of Behring Sea. Several vessels
have made large catches without going into Behring Sea at
ail. Whon these vesstls got into Behring Sea, it was im-
nossible for the revenue cruisers to discriminate between
what skins were actually taken south of the Alentian Islands,
and what skins were the result of the kilt in Behring Sea,
but ail the skins on board the vessels at the time were
seized. As many as 1,826 skins have been taken by one
schooner outside the Behring Sea altogether. Now, there
is another little matter which will be interesting to mem-
bers of this Hlouse, while on the subject, and that is the
distance fromi point to point and place to place in and about
Behring Sea Now, fioi Utalaska Isiand to the south-east
point t St. Giorgo's land, is 184 miles ; from the north-
west point ol St. George's Island to the south point of St.
Paul's Island, 36 miles; north point of St. Paul's Island to
south-east point of St. Matthew's Island (i.e., Cape Upright),
197 miles; north-east point of St. Matthew's Island to south-
west point of St. Lawrence Island, 178 miles; from south-
east point of St. Lawrence Island to Cape Prince of Wales
(Alaska) in Alaska territory, 140 miles; total distance,
as a vessel would probably make it, from the island
known as Unalaska to the Behring Straits (entrance of
the Arotie Ocean) that is, entrance of Behring Sea to
entrance of Behring Straits is 733 miles. I want hon.
gentlemen to understand that there is a differenc between
Behring Sea and Behring Straits, therefore I give these
distances. The total distance from the centre of Unimak
Pas, passing 10 miles west of Nunivak Island, to Cape
Prince of Wales, at the east entrance of Behring Strait, is
700 miles. The width of Unimak Pas, that is, from
s:outh-west point of Unimak Island to east point of Akun
Island, the usual pass used is from 22J to 25 miles. There
is another pass called the Amukçleta Pas, between
Amukleta and Siguan Islands, which is 37 miles
wide. The Akutam. Pass, between Akutam and
Unalaska Islands, is only eight miles wide, that la
the narrowest entrance between that point and Behring
Sea. The width of the entrance of Behring Straits from
Cape Prince of Wales to Cape Kregagin, is 70 miles; width
of entrance of Behring Straits from Cape Prince of Wales,
in Alaska, to East Cape, on the eastern shore of Siberia, is
61 miles. A line dividing the straits of Behring Sea, passes
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within 23 miles of Cape Prince of Wales, and 47 miles
from Cape Kregugin, and 25 miles from Cape Chukotski, or
Chukoteki Nose. The Aleutian Islands cover a width, as
hon. gentlemen will see, of 900 miles, that is, from the
North Est Bay, with a sweep up to the north-west, is a
distance of 900 miles, all inside of which is the Behring
Sea, which will give hon. members some idea, if they have
not already looked at the map themselves, of the immense
volume of water there is in that sea, and the enormous
amount of salt water territory, so to speak, which is claimed
by the United States as an inland ses. The sealing grounds
in the Behring Sea are principally between 55 and 60
parallels of latitude, and 165 and 175 meridians of longitude
(latitude 54° to 57° north; longitude 164° to 172° west).
The foregoing information is taken from United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey of Alaska and adjoining territory,
1884, by J. E. Hilgard, Superintendent; C. O. Boutelle, assis-
tant in charge of office, as reissued with additions up to
April, 1884-Compiled from all accessible data by W.
H. Dale, assistant, U.S.C.S., and ineluding results of
recent explorations hy Capt. Beardslee and Lieut. Perry,
U.S. Navy; Lieuts. Kay and Schwaka, U.S. Army ; Capt.
Hooper, U.S. Rev. Mar.; the officers of the Vega expedition
and of the Coast Survey and other well-known surveyors
and hydrographers, giving data to October, 1883.
It is a little peculiar, Mr. Speaker, when we take into con-
sideration the contention of the United States on the
Atlantic shores, that they should make, or attempt to make,
Behring's Sea a closed sea, especially in view of the liberty
etjoyed by United States whalers from New Bedford in
Hudson Bay. which is wholly surrounded by our Canadian
territory and is entered by passing through an archipelago
by channels less than 30 miles in width. I have shown
that the channels entering into Behring Sea are respect-
ively 37 miles in width, 51 miles (the principal chan net), and
the one least used eight miles. Hon gentlemen will remem-
ber the contention of the United States in regard to our bays
on the Atlantic coast. Some of those bays are as follows:-
Bay Chaleurs, New Brunswick, 15 miles wide; Miramiehi
Bay, 14 miles; Egmont Bay, 17 miles; St. Mary's Bay,
Nova Scotia, between Long Island and Bryer Lland, nine
miles; Barrington Bay, eastern entrance 7j miles, western
entrance G; Chedabucto Bay, Gut of Canso, two entrances;
nine and ten miles respectively ; St. Ann's Bay, 17 miles ;
Mira Bay, five or seven miles; Placentia Bay, New-
foundland, 22 miles; Hamilton Sound, 12 and 16 miles;
Fortune Bay, 23 miles. Now, if the United States
contend that they have the right, or that the concessions
should be granted to enter bays of such narrow width,
equally, I thirnk, and indeed with greater force, can we
contend that we have the right to pass through the narrow
entrances to Behring Sea, becanse, in passing through any
one of those entrances, a vessel does not, or need not,
approach within 15 miles of the shore. It has been said
by some hou. gentlemen who have spoken on this subject
tbat great indifference has been shown either by the Federal
Government or by the Imperial Government. 1 certainly
do think, with all deference to hon. gentlemen who have
spoken, that there has been an inertness and lastitude,
apathy, or indifference, amounting, to use the mildest term,
to apparent neglect on the part of the Imperial Governmont
-d Ispeak as an Englishman proud of the British flag,

and proud of holding a seat in this House as a Canadian-
because I must say that from 1st August, 1886, to 25th April,
1888, there has been ample time for some one upon whom
the responsibility rested to have promised, at least, that
there should not be a recurrence of the seizures. I am
quite convinced that, so far as the Canadian Government
are concerned, every legitin ate and peraistent endeavor bas
been made, all the persuasive eloquence that could be brought
to bear has been -used, by telegram and letter, to induce the
Imp"eal Government to rake that st.p whioh we would like

to see taken yet, and have a reasonable right to demand,
namely, to send there an armed vessel, and, if necessary, re-
capture our vessels, as was done in olden tirnes, with shot
and shell, if stern necessity demanded it. That is about the
only way to stop such piracy on the high seas and uphold
the honor of our flag. As far back as 30th March, 1886, I
received a letter from a gentleman named T. Lubbe, who
was interested at that time in the soaling fleet sailing fron
Victoria:

"IVICTORIA, BRITIsH CoLUMBIA, 30th March, 1888.
DEAR SIR,-The enclosed clipping explains itself.

"The question I wish to ask you is: (an the United States claim the
easterly half of Behring Sea as •'American Waters?'

"The British schooners Mary Ellen, Favorite, Onward, Grace,
Dolph:n, Ann Beck, Wm. P. Sayward, Mary Paylor, Oaroitne, Afred
AIams and Active intend to tollow the seals into Behring Sea at the
end of the seal fishiteg season, off the British liolumbia coast-say 20th
May next. These schooners would epear and shoot seals upon the high
seas, and have no occasion to go within thirty miles of any land. You
are aware that the British schooner AMary Ellen bas already made two
successful voyages to Behring Sea; the Favorite made also a success.
fut voyage during 1885. Both these vessels were spoken by an Ameri-
can revenue cutter in Behiing Sea last summer, but not in any way
mlested.

" Would it not be well for yon to obtain from the Minister of Marine
in Ottawa a written opinion, and further, would yon be good enough to
communicate to me the substance of such opinion by wire?

"Please act promptly and oblige.
" Youru truly,

"T. LUBBE.
" Mr. EDGAR CRow BAKBR, M.P., Ottawa.

"The letter referred to in my letter dated 9th April, 1886.
"EDGAR CROW BAKER, M P."

"OTTAWA, 9th April, 1886.
"SR,-I have the bonor to transmit herewith a letter just received

trom Mr. Thieodore Lubbe, the managag owaer of our British Columbia
sealing fleet, and date.i 0th uit.; the newspaper clippiug attauhed
thereto fully explains th, matter emboiied therein, aui as will be at
once seen, it is a matter ut viial importance to our iishiug induî.try and
commercial enterprises generally, that the same should engage the
attention of the G overnment at tUe very earliust pissible moment, in
order tbat the owners may be apprised with as little delay as possible
how they are to act.

" I would therefore respectfully urge that the who!e subject be re-
ferred to His Excellency the Governor Gen"ral in Council, so that I may
be informed as quickly as is reasonably possible what reply to telegraph ;
should this mode ot proceduro be irregular or undesirabl-, thon I would
most respectfully ask that such other stops bu taken in the promises au
to you may appear necessary or expedient so as to avert trou ble in the
closeiy approaching season alluded to, and remove aIl doubt as to the
rights of the parties on the "high seas" or otherwise, as may tippear to
be resson ably consistent.

"1 have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your most obedient servant,

"EDGAR aROW BAKIER, M.P.,
" Vice-Pres. B. C. Board of Trade.

c To the Honorable the Secretary of State."

I cmsider that that telegram was really the firing of the first
shot in defence of our rights as Canadians to fish anywhore
we please on the high seas,.including Behring Sea. I was
requested at that time to get the matter before the Govern-
ment, which I moet promptly did. That telegram, wnich
was dated 12th May, 1886, simply said :

"1 as the Minister of Justice not yet decided ?
" T. LUBBE."

To that telegram I sent the following reply:--
" The Minister of Justice gives opinion in your favor and against

American contention. He bas recommended attention ei Imperial
Governnint being called to the subject in order that views o.f Canadian
Government be therein îustained and enforced.

"lE. OROW BAKER."

Now, Mr. Speaker, no less than 23 months have passed since
the Federal GoverumeLti-ontether a tulegram or avery em-
phatic and unmistakable letter to the ImperialGovernment,
urging the enforcement of the position taken by the Govern-
ment f Canada, namely, that our rights should be protected
on the high seas, and up to the present nothing practical or
tangible has been done. The reason why we in British Col.
umbia are auxious at the present Lime that something should
be done, not only in the matter of restitution for seizares
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that took place in 1886 87, but in reference to our rights in
Behring Sea, is because a certain amount of uncertainty and
scepticism prevails as to whether the United States will cor-
tinue to make seizures of vessels or not. Bad it not been for
that feeling I amquite confident that to-day, instead of there
being 17 or 18 vessels sailing from Victoria to Behring Sea,
there would have been at least three times that number, and
even to-day we are not assured that protection will be
given to our vessels. If we were assured of protection
being given to the vesbels, I think by this time
there would have been a vessel flying the British flag some-
where in that vieinity, but until the Union Jack of old
England is seen flying there so long will the American
Eagle, represonted by the Stars and Stripes, pounce down
on our vessels and take them to Alaska, under the condi-
tions of their contended "exclusive jurisdiction," an epitome
of which I will hand to Bansard for publicationi

I'"JURISDICTION.
"The first pretension te any control of Behring Sea was contained in

the Russian ukase of 1821, which forbade the approach of any foreign
vessel within 30 leagies cf the coast of Russian-America; this pro-
voked a storm of reonscstrance in Great Britain and the United States,
as the vessels of both places bad been iu the habit of trading and freely
traversing these waters since their discovery. The matter was discuEs-
ed with great heat in the United States Con grees and protsted against
by the United States Government. J. Quincy Adams, United States
Secretary of State, 'expressed 'the astonishment of the President at
these claims and assu-nptions of the Russian Government, and deeired
to know upon wbat circumstances they were founded,' (25th Feb. 1822).
Two Russian vessels wero, bowever, sent to enforce the ukase, and the
United States brig Pearl, of Boston, for Sitka, was seized; this state
of afftire was brought to a close by the Conventions of 1824 and 1825
between Russia and United States, nnd Russia and Great Britain,
respectively ; the convention with the United States stipulated 'that in
all parts of the Great Ocean, commonly known as the Pacific Ocean,
and its adjoining seas te the south, the citizene and subj-cts of the
high contracting powers may engage freey and without opposition in
navigation and fishing, &c. (Contemporary maps show that Behring
Sea was then considered a part of the Pacifie Ocean.) In the same year
(1824-1825) the United States brig Pearl, was released and a suitable
indem.esty for the owners exacted frem Russia by the United 8tates
Government. To show that neither the United States nor any other
p ower acknowledged the exclusive jurisdiction of Russia over Behring

ea, we have only ta refer te the great whaling industry which was
carried on in that sea ; and later, wben the whales had been driven
further north in the Arctic Ocean, entdred by Behring Straits. Thus, in
1842, the Russian Governor Ekeolen rep>îrted that United 8ates and
other whalers were fishing north of the Aleutian Islande, and requested
bis Gover ment te -end cruisers te preserve Behring 8ea as a mare
clausam; the iussian Minister for Foreign Affaire replied that the
treaty with the United States gave the right te citizens of the United
States to engage in fishing everywhere in the Pacific Ocean. la 1850
Okhopk ansj Behring Seas and neighboring waters cor.tained 300 foreign
whalers, a large proportion being United States ýottoms. In 1854 there
were 525 whalers, in 1855 there were 468 whalers, in 836 there were
866 whe.lere, and in some years as many as 600. The value of the
catch having risen as high as $14 0L0,000. The great diminution wbich
occurred in later years arose ouly from the decreased number of whales,
but whaling bas never ceased to be an important industry, and if the
United States Governmert bas the power to prohibit it, sealing in the
Behring Sea, it may also at any time prohibit whaling and fishing of ail
descriptions, as well as close Behring Straus, which hs been from the
time of its discovery a free route te the Arctic, and is in fact the only
way by which the coast of a portion of this dominion can be reached
by water. It cau easily be shown that no exclusive claim to Behring
Sea was set up by the United States before the Government of that
country came under the pernicious influence of a 'trading monopoly,'
viz.: 'Alaska Commercial Company.' Bancroft, the historian of the
Panific States, writes in 1886: •TLe whaling grounds of the North
Pacific, thoigh cf course open to all notions, are now in the hands of
Americans, anci were so, practically, before the purchase of Alaska,'kc.,
(vol. 33, p. 670). Stili more authoritatively, however, is the recorded
decision of United States ecretary of Treasury, George S Boutwell.
In 1872, five years after tue purchase of Alaska by the Unitei States,
T. G Phelps, Collector of ustoms at San Francisco, wrote officially to
Boutwell, stating that rumors were abroad 'that expeditions were to be
sent from Australia and the Sandwich Islands to take fur seals on their
annual migration northward, particularly in the vicinity of the Pass of
Unimak in the Aleutian Islands,' and asking that a steam revenue
cutter should be sent te protect the fishery. To tbis request Bontweill
replied as follow a :-' a very full conversation was had with Captain
Bryant upon this subject while he was at the department, and he con-
ceived it te be entirely impracticable te make suc h au expedition, inas-
much as the seals go singly or in paire, sud net in droves, and cover a
large region et water in their homeward travel te these islands (i.e. St.
Pau uand St. George), and he did not seem to fear that the seals would
be driven from their soouitomed resort, even if such attempts ver»

Mr, Bxma,

made. In addition, I do not ee that the United States would have the
jurisdiction or power to drive of partiue it'ng up-thrfor thatpgpu
unless they made such attempt within a marine Jeague of thes home.
The seiznre of British sealers on the high seausappears to b hjustified,by
reference to an Act of United States Congreas Whieh, however bindidg
upon United States vessels, eau have no bearing on those of ether
nations. The new interpretation which it has been attempted toa n-
force with regard to the rights of the United States overseals in Behring
Sea and pari passu over aIl fisheries of that sea, is well exemplified by
the following remarks of f. W ,iliott, which form part of an ofzial
report included in the lait United States census: 'The fer seals of
Alaska, collectively and individually, are the property of the general
government • • Every fur seal playing in the waters of
Behring Sea around about the Pieboloff Ilands, no matter if found
so doing 100 miles away from the rookeries, belongs thore, as
been bagotten and barn thereon, and is the animal that tke explicit
shield of the law protects; no legal scepticism or quibble eau cloud the
whole truth of any statement.' (N.B'-It may be rexuarked that lliitt
is generally understood toi be a paid agent of the 1 tradiug monopolv,'
hereinbefore mentioned ) It would appear that the United bteu
revenue cutters are acting on some absurd contention of this kindin
their seizures of British vessels in the Behring Bea."

The following are the authoritie:-

Particulars as to Sealing, &c , refer to "Fur Seal Islands of Alaska,"
by Elliott, United States, 10th Censes, Vol. B.

Particulars respecting Treatiee, &e , reter to Bancroft's Works, VoL 33.
R. Greehoid, North-West Coast of North America, 1840, p. 176.
Executive Documents of United States, 1875-1876, Vol. 10.
Particulare re Whalers in Behring bea: Seeman's Narrtive of Voyage

of Berald, London, 1853.

Only the other day an item appeared in one of the San Fran-
cisco newspapers, having an appearance of authenticity, to
the effect that ail vessels operating within certain limits set
forth would beliable to the penalties prescribed by law against
the killing of fur-bearing animals. It is equally possible
that ail vessels sailing from Victoria Harbor or any other
port in B:itish Columbia, if they did not seo this notice at
the custom house in San Francisco, had it communicated
to them by agents there; so that at the present moment
vessels fitted ont in Victoria and going into Behring Sea
have no guarantee that they~will not be seized as were
other Canadian vessels in 1886-87. In fact everything
shows that snch will be the case. I do not know that any-
thing more can be done so far as the Canadian Government
are concerned. They have urged the matter up to a point
which is satisfactory to the Imperial Government, them-
selves and us, and their position is supported by facts of
which we are in possession, and I have no.doubt there may
be ome very good reasons for the Governnmqt not laying
certain diplomatie correspondence before the House until
a certain period has passed; but what we goaiIy want,
practically, in British Columbia and in the vicinity of
the Behring Sea are two thingas: We want compensation
for the vessels seized and.the damage done, and we want a
prevention of the recurrence of snoh a thing in futnre. I
will not weary the House by reading the AlaskaComper-
cial Company's charter from the United States Governiment
or the Act for the prevention of the extermination of seals
in the Behring Sea, but I will simply give a -referenoe to
them so that hon. members eau refer to them themselves.
The Act for the prevention of the extermination:of sals
in the Behring Sea will be found on No. 120 of that little
blue book issued last year when the correspondence was
called for. While I am referring to the matterof exter-
mination of seals in the Behring Sea I will take thtis qca-
sion to repudiate a statement which bas got wind, to:the
effect that one of the reasons for preventing persons from
killing seals in the Behring Sea is that they killindiscri-
minately; that they kill the female seal with pups, and
seals under two years old. I have taken the trouble of
critieally going into this matter, and I have enquired from
masters, officers, mates and the crews of these vesela a to
wbat percentage of the seals killed would come under that
oategory. I have the very best of assurance that out of
possibly 2,100 or 2,200 sealskins brought down byenemh veasel
from Behring Sea to Victoria Harborthai lhere will-not be
2 per cent.,of them -blongig to sesuAh asholdnot
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be killed, which is a very small percentage indeed. Then,
as regards the Commercial Company's lease, dated 3rd Au-
gust, 1870, that will be found a little further on in those
papers of last year, to which I have already alluded. AI-
though I have lots of material here that I would like to
refer to and place on record, the ground bas been so well
covered by those who have spoken that the patience of the
House must have been fully tested upon this subject. The
only excuse I can offer for taking up so much time of the
House is that British Columbians do not usually occupy
the time of the Louse, unless it is sorne important matter
having particular reference to their own Province, such as a
question of this kind, in which possibly some of us have an
individual interest, as I have already stated I have. There
are many matters which come up before this House, suoh
as the Fishery Treaty, and some hon. gentleman may say :
Why do not British Columbians speak on that subject?
One very good reason may be given for this and
that is that on some subjects "silence is golden." There
are some questions which come up which immediately
it would be in the interest of British Columbia to adopt,
but which in the near future I rather apprehend it would
be in the interest of the Province not to adopt, and con-
sidering the future and the present and the conflict of effect
between them it is just as well to say as little as possible.
Upon this particular subject I think I can voice the senti.
ment of every man in British Columbia when I say that
the rights of Canadian vessels on the Pacific can fairly
claim as much protection, and that their case should equally
be urged on the Imperial Governiment, as the rights of our
vessels upon the Atlantic Ocean have been urged and lis.
tened to. It is, I think, a matter of regret that this question
was not referred to the United States plenipotentiaries, so
that the necessity of calling for the papers in this louse
would have been avoided.

Motion agreed to.

DISMISSAL OF ARCH[BALD CULBERTSON.
Mr. BURDETT moved for:
Return of copies of aIl correspondence, charges, paper3 and orders

touching or relating to the dismissal of Archibald Calbertson from the
office of Indian Councillor of the Mohawk Band.

He said : I should like to say a few words in respect to this
motion affecting the status of the Mohawk band. I believe,
according to a statute of the Dominion, chap. 43, sec. 75, the
Government have the power and bave exercised that power
of permitting the bands to elect councillors to manage their
local affairs. They ha7e, under the same statute, the right
to remove those couneillors for four specified reasons, viz.,
dishonesty, intemperance, immorality and incompetence.
i may say here that if the Government possessed this
power in all cases, as well as those referring to Indians,
and if they exercised it as they have used it in this case,
we would possibly have a pretty large political bouse.
cleaning. This man, Archibald Culbertson, has betn, I am
told, elected for a number of years, and has served with
efficiency and zeal the band to which ho belongs. Last
winter before the election, he writes me, that he was told if
he interfered punishment would be meted out to him.
Ater the elections similar threats were made, and they
were carried out, and ho was summarily dismissed from his
position. He made enquiries of Mr. Dingman, an officer
of the department, and asked if any charges were made
against him, and if there were he asked that they should
be furnishel to him. Mr. Dingman said no charges
were made, but if the Government directed him to do
so he would make enquiries. Archibald Culbertson in-
forme me that on the 11tb -of August ho recoived a letter
summarily dismissing him from his position as a member of
the council. I understand that this man occupied an ana-
logous ition to an alderman or a member of a municipal or

township councillor, and ought not to be dismissed without
specific charges and for good cause. The courts are open
and persons found guilty may be removed for proper
cause and on proper grounds. We were told here in
the Queen's county election case that the courts were open
and that those who objected to Mr. Baird's election could
move in that direction, i think it would have been highly
proper if the courts had been moved in this case instead of
the Executive at Ottawa. This gentleman writes me that be
was dismissed without accusation, without a charge and
without an opportunity of defending himself before his
accusers, or to show his innocence or justify his conduct. If
this ho true it rests with the Government, in justice to this
man, to show why he was dismissed and for what caue and
on whose complaint. In support of these assertions I have
two letters written him from the department. The first is
as follows :-

"OTTAWA, 19th October, 1887.
" SR,-In reply to your letter of the 1Oth instant asking to be furnished

with copies of certain papers, &c., connected with the Order of His Ex-
cellency the Governor General in Council deposing you from the chief-
ship of the Tyendinsga band of ladians, I have to inform you that the
department declines to furnish you with the document asked for.

"R. SINOLAIR,
"Acting Deputy of the Superinten-

dent General of Indian A/faire."

The second letter is as follows:-

"IOTTAWA, 2nd January, 1888.
"SI,-With reference to your verbal request on the 4th instant to be

furnished with copie. of the papers containing charges against you
under which you were deposed from the chiefebip of the Tyendinaga
band of Indians I beg to refer you to the letter from this de-
partment of the 19th October last, informing you that the department
was unwilling to furnish you with the document asked for.

"L. VANKOUGHNET,
"IDeputy Superintendent oflIndian Af airs."

I cannot understand why a man who occupies a position
like this, to which he has been elected by the people, should
be deposed without having an opportunity to answer his
accusers. Even the French translators had that opportu-
nity. I am told that the Irishmen on the Lachine Cianal
had not the same privilege. Tbey were also summarily
dismissed without cause. Possibly it is orly Irishmon
and Indians who are denied the right which is granted to
Frenchmen and Canadians-the right to know and
answer their accusers. This is the first occasion on which
I have known a man to be removed from a position
that ho has acceptably filled without some cause or reason
being given. There may have been good cause for his dis-
missal ; I do not know whether there was or not; but [ do
say that, in justice to him and to his people, ho ought to
have had an opportunity to answer those charges.
Further, he informs me that although ho was dismissed on
the 11th of August, in a summary manner, nothing was
done to fil1 his office until the 22nd of January. Wu find
that whon it became necessary, throagh death, to fill
vacancies in this House, in the eases of West Hastings and
Missisquoi, there was no delay, but in the cases of Prince
Edward, Kent, Russell, Shelburne and Yarmonth, consid-
erable and unnecessary delay oceurred. Delay also hap-
pened in the election of the succossor of this man. He
also informs me that although his dismissal did not imply
disqualification, men in tie employ of the Government
reported that the Government would not accept him if
ho ran and was elected. He tells me that the person who
nominated his eopponent would have supported him if he
had known that ho was not objectionable to the Govern-
ment. It was bad enough to be dismissed without cause
and without charges, but it was still worse to have it cireu-
lated that ho could not be re-elected, and would not be
acceptable to the powers that be. I do not believe the
Government authorised anybody to say that ho would no t
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be acceptable to them if he was re-elected. In conclusion
ho writes:

" It seems to me very unjust to allow any man to prefer a charge
againt another, and ehe answer not to be delivered, and the accused
not te be allowed te defend himeeit."

It is only right to say that he informed me that some of
them said he was dismissed for intemperance-because he
had, in common language, got 4"tight." That may be true
or it may not be true; but if the Government have decided
to dismiss officials in their employ for intemperance, I am
glad to hear it. I hope that the application of that principle
will not b limited to Indians alone. If the Government
state that they will dismiss all in their employ who cau be
proved not only to get "tight," but to go on a common
everyday "drunk," we will give them more employment.
If this rule is to be applied, it will be more effective than
any Scott Act can b to clear the country of intemperance,
and if they do decide to undertake that work, I will give
them a few subjects to act on. What I say is that this
man, who was a ward of the Government, complains to me
that ho was dismissed without any accusation being made
against him, and without a chance to answer, and that
others, in order to deprive him of an opportunity to be re-
elected, stated that the Government would not accept him
il he were re elected. I say that the Government should
place themselves right on this matter, and should let those
men know, now that they have the franchise, that they have
a right to exorcise it freely and without fear of molestation
from the Government or any of their officials.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know little or nothing
of this case myseif, but I am quite sure that the head of the
department, in acting as he is alleged to have done, in the
first place, acted according to what ho believed was within
the scope of bis duty, and in the second place, believed
that ho was acting in the interest of the band of whom Mr.
Culbertson is stated to have been a councillor. The hon.
gentleman is right in stating that the charge brought
against him was intemperance and violence, extreme vio.
lence, during the time he was so intemperate, and that not
in a few but in many instances, and in the interest of the
band and the cause of good order he was removed. However,
I cannot speak of the particulars because they are not before
me. The papers will be brought down.

Mr. BURDETT. The law provides for the punishment
of an Indian for intemperance; but it is the duty of the
Government not only to punish the Indian, but the person
who gave him the liquor. If this man is to be removed for
intemperance and violence, he writes me in reference to
bis successor, whom the Government seem to accept as
satisfactory, in these words:

" Jacob B. Brant was the man that went home drunk, broke hie stove,
eut up rome of the furniture and some of the house, and run his wife
away from ber home, and she was obliged to have him committed to
jail, and who will get drunk whenever he gets an opportunity."

The rule that the Government have applied to Mr. Culbert-
son ought to apply to bis successor, and if the hon. gentle.
man think he has not served in jail, ho can search the
jailer's book in Belleville.

Motion agreed to.
It being six o'clock, the Spegker left the Chair.

After Becess.

IN COMMITTEE-THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 32) to incorporate the Dominion Plate Glass In-
surance Company.-(Mr. Holton.)

Bill (No. 78) to incorporate the Keystone Fire Insuranme
Company.-(Mr. Weldon, St. John.)

Mr. BuZaDTT.

Bill (No. 82) to incorporate the Annapolis Atlantic Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Mills, Annapolis.)

Bill (No. 67) to incorporate the Buffalo, Chippaawa nd
Niagara Falls Steamboat and Tramway Company.-(Mr.
Ferguson, Welland.)

Bill (No. 86) to authorise the construction of Bridges over
the Assiniboine River at Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie
for Railway and Passenger purposes.-(Mr. Watson.)

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMENDMENTS.

Mr. McCARTHY moved the second reading of Bill (No.
6) to amend the Canada Temperance Act. He said : This
Bill, I may say, is a formal one, and perbaps, to a great
extent, its usefulness is already gone-it has gone, at all
events, so far as the county from which I come is concerned,
as quite recently the Scott Act has been repealed in that
county by a large majority. But there are still a number
of counties where the Scott Act is in force, and the object
of this messure is to simplify and make plain the voting,
either for the repeal or the introduction of the Scott Act.
At present the voter is very much puzzled to know when
he is voting for the petition to bring the Act into force, or
voting for the repeal-he is puzzled to know whether he is
voting for or against the measure. The object of this Bill
is to enable the elector to understand what le is voting for.
He knows, of course, if ho votes for the Act it is for the
purpose of bringing the Act into force, and he ought also to
know that if he is voting against tie Act, it is for the repeal
of the Act so far as it affects his constituency. Now, the
Bill is framed with that object. I do not anticipate
any opposition to the measure from any part of the
House. I think all muast agree that it is important
that the electors should have the matter made as plain
and simple as possible, and they should understand
whether they are voting for the Act or against it.
But it may be important, perhaps, that I should bring this
matter up that it may be embodied in this Bill and a pro-
vision be inserted that, in counties where the Act has been
repealed, it should be brought into force at the earliest
possible date. . In no less than nine counties, inoluding the
unions, and I believe represented in this louse, by no less
than fifteen members, the Scott Act has been repealed and
repealed by very large majorities, but under the provisions
of that repeal it cannot come into force for one year yet.
The resuit is that for a year to come this law against which
the people have pronounced is practically paralysed. It
has ceased to be of the slightest effect though it is still
technically in force, but there is no public opinion behind
it, and I do not think any person will take the slightest
trouble to enforce its provisions. Practically froe trade in
liquor will prevail in those counties. I think we had
better at the earliest possible moment, in those counties
where the people have pronounced upon this question,
bring this Act into force and allow the Crooks Act or the
license law for the regulation of the liquor traffic to be
carried into effect. However, in this Bill I am simply
dealing at present with the matter I have mentioned.

Mr. JAMIESON. The mover of the Bill has made a very
candid confession in regard to it, and that is that its useful-
ness is gone. My own impression about this Bill, and I do
not place myself as a very good authority, is that the last
clause of the Bill is the only one that is going to be of any
service. I think that what my hon. friend has aid in
reference to a change in the ballot is quite true, and that a
change in that respect would be an advantage not only to
those who are in favor of thd law but to those who are
opposed to the law. My hon. friend may be quite right in
regard to the effeot of the vote which took place on TÂura-
day last and with regard to whioh I shall have sore farther
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in the course of the evening, but my member of the Bouse of commons lu a county or city, to the effeet that
law is quite different to that which my the signer. desire that the votes of such electors as under the provisions

haveetIedient o theat r c Mye of the said Act are entitled to vote for the briaging into force of the
I have not looked into the matter care- second part of the said Act, be taken for and against the revocation

ipression is that the Act will become of the Order in Uouncil bringing the second part of the said Act into
license law of the Province will go into force."
ation of ninety days ; that is that the Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I desire some information in re-
revoking the Act can be passed at the gard to an observation made by the hon. gentleman. I under-
ty days after the vote in favor of the stood the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) to say that
he Act, and after the expiration of in those counties where the Act has been repealed the Act

that time the Act will be repealed. will still operate for one year, notwithstanding the vote
ether my hon. friend proposes to move taken. As I understood the original law -I have not ex.
rmmittee to-night, but so far as I am con- amined it in the Revised Statutes-there was no possibility
last clause is the only one that is of any of taking a vote in regard to the Act until at the expiration

n regard to that I would suggest, and no of three years.
end will make no objection, that the form Mr. MoCARTHY. That is not correct.
ribed should be made applicable not only
the Act but to the repeal of the Act, and Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That was the original provision.
ative should be placed first, that is for the Mr. McCARTHIY. The Act must romain in force three
he other provisions of the Bill are con- years; but there was no provision on the Statute-book
y hon. friend will concede that no diffi- such as the hon. gentleman has mentioned. An Order in
n on that score so far as the repeal votes Council was passed providing that the Act when adopted
F taken place are concerned, and no diffi- should romain in force for three years; so the vote did not
rise in the future. They seem to have take place until March or April. But the hon, gentleman
isions of the law according to the statute, will find, now that the Act has been repealed, sixty days
or the repeal, and I think the only provi- muet elapse before the proclamation can issue, thon either
hich should be considered by the House, 30 or 60 days after that again before the law comes into
n. friend will not dispute this, is the one force, and thon again not to become operative until, as I
hange in the ballot. understand it the next license year, although there may be

As I understood the hon, gentleman hoBore donbt witl regard to that.
'ks to the last section of the Bill, that is Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The bon. gentleman will cee
on in regard to the ballot. I notice that that tho spirit cf the law was te bring it into eperatien
to amend clause 96 of the Act. Will the and then take a vote te ascertain public sentiment, but net
ndly give the House any explanation he until the tlree years iad about expired.
ard to the proposed amendment ? Mr. McCARTHY. We cannet iolp doaling with thing
Y. There is no change contemplated in asthey are.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Public opinion rigit change
Thon what is the object of the amend- before the time expires and people migit tako a différont

view. Clearly the intention gf the law is that a vo eshtonld
Y. The obioct Le te make it plain and be taken at the close of the period.
n with the repeal of the Act. The hon.
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is the procedure in the original statute.
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especially in regard to the ballot. The
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Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

Mr. MoCARTHY moved that the House resolve itself into
committee on the Bill.

Some hon. MEiLBERS. No, no. Yes, yes.

Mr. LAURIER. I would suggest that the Bill should be
taken later on.

Mr. McCARTHY. Let us go into committeo now.

voting for or against the Act. Clause 96 reads in the Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The bon, gentleman las eug.
original Act, in substance, the same as in the proposed geBted amendmente and provisions that are net ln the Bil
amending Act. Clause 96 is as follows:- 1 tink it is only fair that tiefouse should have an opper-

" No Order in Council issued under this Act shall be revoked until tunity of considering them. It migit bo desirable that
after the expiration of three years from the date of the coming into force further amendments would be proposed. The lon. gentle-
under it of the second part of this Aet."mcormittee tînt our
I have put these provisions into separate sections. Section mani th t when wo hinto
96 is repealed and the following substituted for the first ortity orcsi
part of the section:-

"Sections five, six, seven and eight following and the forms in the iradonA .
sehedule to this Act shall be read as if embodied in the first part of the
said Act, but shall relate to proceedings for revoking the Order in r [LLS (Bothwell). The rigit lin. gentleman knews,
Council which has brought the second part of the said Act into force."

Section 5, which as reference t part f Section 96, prc- om an experience f 20 year, that thopportunities invetiesaonho asp - concurrence are not very great. The proper time teconsider
vide M ollos:-tloiem ein committee.

IhyA Petition te the Goverfor in Coanil praying for the revocation cf
any Order lu Ceuncil, passed for bringig the second part cf this Act Sir JOHN A. M hCeDONA.LD. Lot us do es.
into force, mx> he iu the form O0 cf the ochedule hereto or to the like M.MLS(ohel.Tehn etea as o

effefurthrmendmenBtshwold.beepropo. Thn gentle- s e

Section 6 is as follows. us do so, but e the onwgentleman considered te sbject ?

Iopportadniy fol harsdr ave tould havetexpirediwhenothe

IlBuch petition may bc embodied, as in formai inthe seheduls 10 this I o h rhopeald a. Bl theve tmen atibef thpole
As, inthenotc. writing addrALed te the Secretar fStateo, ouhaetethd

dfoandmeigned by electors rqo npified tenvoco2yrt thettcthm ofeoprepp m,
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Mr. McCARTHY. No, nO.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says: "No."

The hon. gentleman himself has admitted that repeal of the
Scott Act bas been carried in several counties although the
Act bas still a year to operate. Unless Parliament inter-
fères that Act will continue to operate, although the people
have decided it ought to be repealed. The intention of the
law was that an Order in Council authorising a vote to be
taken ought not to have been adopted until the three years
had about expired. Clearly it never was the intention of
Parliament that there should be a vote taken on a measure
that is actually in operation, before the time bas expired or
about to expire within which that measure is to operate.
The hon. gentleman says we can consider it in committee.
IHe has not considered what he bas done himself and the
least that can be done is to give us an opportunity of con-
sidering the Bill. I do not say it is to be opposed. I say
it is highly mischivous to have a law in operation after the
people have condemned it.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No doubt of that, but it is a

remarkable condition of things that the people should be
called upon to say whether they approve or disapprove of a
measure, which the statute says should operate for another
year. The Government administering the law have not
carried out the intentions of Parliament.

Mr. TISDALE. The hon. gentleman either does not know
what he is talking about or he is misrepresenting what the
law is, because if the Government had waited five years
before they submitted it to a vote of the people they would
have to wait another year before it could come into force.
The facts are that they did wait three years, less fifteen
days, in every one of those seven counties, or united coun-
ties, so that at the time of the vote there was only fifteen
days to wait. If you waited five years you would still have
to wait another year according to the explanation of the
law given by the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy). If the bon. gentleman will take up this Bill he
will see it has been distributed for over a month, and if the
hon. gentleman had not time to consider it he ought to have
found time. The member in charge of it bas considered it.
I think the member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) bas shown no
cause for delay and that we should go into committee at
once.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Let me remind the hon, gentle-
man the mover of this Bill proposes certain conditions
which are not in the present Bill at all.

Mr. TISDALE. That is not the question. It is whether
we are to go into committee or not.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itielf into Com.
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 3,
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to ask the hon.

gentleman what provisions he proposes to make to prevent
a vote being taken until the three years bas expired. The
hon. gentleman seeos there is no such provision in the
statute.

Mr. McCARTIIY. You had better move it.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No, it is the hon, gentleman's

Bill. His hon. friend beside him bas fully considered the
subject and has no doubt an amendment ready.

Mr. TISDALE. If I have I will move it at the proper
time.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). T
clause in the Bill reads thus:

Mr. MILLs (Bothwell).

hé time has come now. The

" No Order ln Council issued under this Act shall be revoked until
after the expiration of three years from the date of the coming into
force under it of the second part of this Act.

The bon. gentleman certainly must see that it is highly
desirable that the Bill should not romain in force and con-
tinue to operate after the people have voted in favor of
repeal, and therefore such vote ought not to be taken until
after the time expires.

Mr. McCARTHY. There is no doubt a great deal of
force in what the hon. gentleman says, but that does not
interfère with this section. The hon, gentleman will soe
I am copying from his own Bill, for ho was a member of
the Government thut brouglit in this Scott Act.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes.

Mr. MoCARTHlY. The hon. gentleman ought not to go
back on his own measure. As I explained before I am dis-
tributing this section 96 into three or four sections with-
out altering the Scott Act in any way. I am quite willing
the hon. gentleman should make such a motion and speak-
ing for myself am quite willing to adopt it as far as I can;
that the vote for the repeal should not take place until a
certain limited time within the three years ; but that need
not at ail conflict with this section, which means that the
Act cannot be repealed by Order in Council until after
three years.

On section 8,
Mr. TISDALE. Owing to the vote that took place the

other day in no less than nine counties in the Province of
Ontario, a very anomalous state of law exists. Although by
a very large majority the qualified electors decided that the
Scott Act is not law, it will still romain law for a year. I
think as a matter of principle that is wrong, and it will put
all those counties in this extraordinary position, that there
will be no possibility of a license being issued, while the
Scott Act, after the people have said they do not want it,
will be comparatively impossible of enforcement. There-
fore, in my opinion, it is the duty of this House to pass
some legislation that will prevent this state of things. ln
moving the amendment that I have in my hand, I wish to
state that last year when the motion was brought into the
House for the repeal of the Scott Act, I was one of those
who, though opposed to that Act, felt that we should not
repeal it, on the ground that we should not take from the
electors the right to say whether an Act should be law or
not after Parliament had delegated that power to them.
Now, the electors having said in those différent large coun-
ties, by thousands in the aggregate majority, that they
wish no more of that Act, I think i Lis wrong to leave those
counties in this position, that they cannot get rid of it for a
year. Therefore I move:

That in all counties in which a petition for the repeal of the Canada
Temperance Act has been adopted by a vote of the qualified electors,
and in the manner and according to the provisions of the said &ct, the
Gover.ior in Council may forthwith, after the adoption thereof, pss an
Order in Council declaring that the said Act ie repealed in the said
county, and the said Act shall, from the publication of the said Order
in Council in the Canada Gazette, be repealed accordingly.

I wish to add one word in moving the resolution-one
word which, I think, after all, so far as an individual is
concerned, is the strongest sort of evidence-my own
observation as to the effect that will follow in my own
county, if some such provision is not adopted. While the
Scott Act was in force, so far as the temperance cause is
concerned, I regret exceedingly to say that in my opinion
it did more harm than good. At the time the petition for
the adoption of the Act was before the people, I was so
staggered myself by the earnestness and the statements of
the advocates of it, that I did not vote. But during the
years that it bas been in existence, particularly during the
late elections for the Local Législature and for this House,
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I was surprised and grieved, as I went through the county,
to find the state of affairs that existed, as contrasted with
the condition of the county a few years before, when we
were under the License Act; and I believe things will be
worse now unless we take some steps in this House to pro-
vide that, as soon as the people vote to repeal the Act, they
can return to the license system.

Mr. LAURIER. Will the hon. gentleman allow me to
ask him under what section of the Act he pretends that the
Act will remain in force one year after its repeal is voted
by the people ?

Mr. TISDALE. Under several sections of the Act. I
confess that, although in my own opinion a reasonably fair
lawyer, I do not understand the Act; and I have conversed
with several legal gentlemen who I thought knew better
than myself, and they all arrived at the conclusion that it
is uncertain; some say a year and some say ninety days.
At all events the concensus of opinion that I have been able
to gather in consulting eminent legal gentlemen, without
respect to their political opinions, is that it will be a year
before a license can properly be issued under the laws of
Ontario. It can do no harm if I am wrong; but when
there is such a consensus of opinion, will the hon. gentle-
man tel] me there is no doubt under that Act, under the
license laws of Ontario, that we can get a license within a
year ?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is not answering the
question.

Mr. LAURIER. That is not the fault of the Act; it is
the fault of the law of Ontario.

Mr. TISDALE. It is an effect of the law. I propose to
deal with principles, and I say it is a question of principle,
and a most important principle, so far as nine counties, at all
events, are concerned. I do not want to see a state of affairs
continue to exist, which, for the past two years eRpecially,
have existed in some parts of the riding I have the honor to
iepresent; and to prevent that I want to see that no doubt
shall remain under this law, and that after the sense of the
people has been proclaimed by a large majority in favor of
repeal, we shallh be able to go back to the old state of things,
or to a better state of things.

Mr. LAURIER. I did not put the question with the
view of carping at the amendment, but only to obtain infor-
mation. I do not pretend to be familiar with the Act.
The hon. gentleman has affirmed that the amendment
together with the effect of the legislation, such as it exists,
will be that when the Act will be repealed by the vote of
the people, it will still remain in force for one year. I ask
him to give me the section on which he bases that asser-
tion, and he tells me it is the result of severai sections.
Those are the very sections concerning which I would like
to be informed. The hon. gentleman must be familiar witb
them since he has undertaken to remove them from the
statutes and replace them by something else. The hon,
gentleman says that he cannot say whether the Act will
remain in force for a year, but that at all events it will for
ninety days.

Mr. TISDALE. No doubt of that.
Mr. LAURIER. I ask him to point to the sections which

would have that effect?

Mr. TISDALE. It is sometime since I examined the Act,
perhaps two or three weeks ago, before the vote took place,
and I cannot now remember the sections or the particulare.

Mr. LAURIER. A moment ago my hon. friend from
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) asked that the Billh b postponed until
another sitting, in order to consider it, but the hon. gentle-
man said ho was quite ready now, and rather taunted my

hon. friend for not being ready. He said ie lad had the
Act for a month in his bands, and was quito ready now to
discuss it, and I inferred from that that he was quite ready
to give the information I asked for.

Mr. MITCHELL. It appears to me there are entirely
too many doctors about this patient. We have heard a
good many opinions expressed on this Act, and a little time
has been asked by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills). What I think ought to be done is this: Lt is a
public Bill which affects public interests, and the hon. the
Minister of Justice should look into this point, and lot the
House really know what the effect of the law really is, as
it stands, and what would be the effect of the proposed
change. We ought not to go blindly into a question that
may lead to endless litigation. Before dealing with an Act
about which there are so many conflicting opinions, we
ought to have the opinion of the Minister of Justice as to
the position we will be in should this legislation be adopted.

Mr. McCARTHY. Perhaps I may be able to point out
the meaning of the law, as I understand it, and the effeet of
the proposed amendment. The hon. the leader of the
Opposition will find that the latter part of section 96 pro-
vides that the vote upon the repeal shall take effect, mutatis
mutandis, according to the preceding sections 94 and 95 of
the statute. It is as follows :-

" And each and all of the provisions of the preceding sections of this
Act shali apply, mutatig mutandie, to every case of a petition and notice
for the revocation of an Order in Council under this section and to the
proceedinge to be had and taken thereon, and in respect of the powers
to be exercised and theoffences thatmay be committed, and the penalties
that may be incurred in the course of and in connection with aucb pro-
ceedings."

Therefore, we have to look at sections 94 and 95 to see when
this petition, having been adopted by the people will become
effective. Section 95 says:

" When any petition embodied, as aforesaid, in any notice and in any
proclamation under this part of this Act, bas been adopted by the elec-
tors of the country or city named therein and to which the same relates,
the Governor in Council may-"

That has taken place with regard to the repoal. The
petition has been adopted.
-- " at any time after the expiration of sixty days from the date on
which the same was adopted-"

That is the first delay of sixty days. There is a delay of
two months before the proclamation can issue.
- " by Orderin Oonncil published in the Canada Gazette, declare that the
second part of this Act shall be in force and take effect in such ounty
or city upon, from and after the day on which the annual or semi annual
licenses for the sale ofepirituous liquors then in force in such county or
city will expire."

Of course there are no licenses in force in such county or
city ; but if there were, they would be in force for the year
ending next April. The consequeuce is although the pro-
clamation may be made two months hence, that proclama-
tion has to declare the law shall not become effective until
the expiration of the license year. The difficulty created
in the construction of the statute is by sub-section 2, botween
which and the section I have just read there appears to be
a contradiction. Sub-section 2 says :

"If, in any county or city, there are no licences in force when the peti-
tion mentioned in the first part of this Act is adopted, the second part of
this Act shall become and be in force and take effect in suach county or
city after the expiration of thirty days from the date of such Order in
Council."

That makes the ninety days that are spoken of. So that it
is either ninety days from the time the Act is adopted or it
is the year of the license. In either case, the mischief we
are seeking to avoid will exist. In the one case it would
exist twelve months and in the other case three months. My
hon. friend proposes in amendment that the law should come
at once into force, that the Governor in Council should have
power to proclaim that a petition has been adopted and that
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the repeal should become at once effective. It would then be
the duty of the provincial authorities to issue licenses; or,
if they find that they cancot issue licenses, the provincial
liquor license law, which is quite as stringent as this law,
should be enforced, and we will not have the ca'e of the
people having determined that the law should not govern
them and yet have that law in force. I would, however,
suggest to my hon. friend that perhaps the amendment
should better follow the words of the Act, so as to prevent
any confusion or any of that litigation which the hon.
member for Northumberland seems to desire so properly to
avoid. Therefore, I propose that the amendment should read
as follows:-

" And when any petition embodied, as aforesaid, for the repeal of the
Act, has been adopted by the electors of the connty or city named
and to which the sane relates, the Governor in Council may, at any
time after the adoption, by Order in Council published in the Canada
Gazette, declare that the second part of this Act shall be no longer in
force."

Mr. TISDALE. I do not care how the amendment is
worded; it is only the principle I care about.

Mr. LAURIER. It seems to me that the amendment is
quite appropriate, but I think the word "forthwith " is per-
haps not the best that could be used under the circum-
stances. The object of the delay, as I understand it, was
to allow any party that had petitions to present to the
Government against putting the proclamation in force, to
present them.

Mr. McCARTIIY. We will say " thirty days " instead
of " forthwith."

from the time of the coming into force of the Act. If that
decision is come to, and is embodied in the Act, I shall be
very glad to support the amendment, but otherwise, if the
Order in Council were to be revoked or changed in any way,
I point out the danger which there would be in the adoption
of this amendment, and I warn the temperance people in this
House of the great danger there would be of the Act being
repealed very soon after its.adoption, and thus one of the
first principles of the Act as originally adopted would be
completely obliterated.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I must congratulate the hon.
member for South Norfolk (Mr. Tisdale) on the extraordi-
nary legal knowledge he showed in regard to the statute
which is under discussion. Ho had the frankness to inform
the House that I knew nothing of the subject under discus-
sion, but if the flouse let him have an opportunity of
showing what he knew he would convince the House that
he was thoroughly familiar with it, that he knew as
much about it as he did about his alphabet. He got up,
and, with great confidence and great legal learning and
familiarity with the statute, he said he was familiar with
it a fortnight ago, but that now when it was under discus-
sion ho had forgotten all he knew before. I think he would
have exhibited better taste if he had shown a little more
modesty. When ho assured the House that ho was so
thoroughly familiar with the subject, he ought to have
informed us how it was that no change could be made in
the law for a year, although the people had voted for its
repeal. I ask the attention of the hon. member for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), whose Bill is now under con.

ide. atia tn th i i nf th l hi hh h t d
Mr FSEER Ithn i i rqusi. ht .ohe .di su r" onU, Wo e provs3on oi ie aw wiu c e eas quote ,Mr. FISHER. I think it is requisite thatanother addi- which it seems to me is not applicable to a repeal of thetion should bc made to this amendment, if this amendment Act, but has simply to do with the bringing into operationbe carried. I am not prepared to say that such an amend- of the Canada Temperance Act. Section 95 says:ment ought not to be passed. I quite appreciate the IlWhen in any county or city ne-half or more of ail the votes polled

diffclty which the hon. membor for Norfolk (g/r. Tisdale) have been against the adoption of any petition embodied as aforesaid inhas explained might occur, and, if the people of a county any notice and in any proclamation, under this the first part of this
desire that there should be licenses in their midst instead Act, no similar petition shall be put to the vote of the electors of such
of the Scott Act, I am quite prepared to grant then that county or city for a period of three years from the day on which such
right. But there bas been in days past a great deal ef vote w s taken.
difficulty in regard to the period at which repeal votes That clearly refers to bringing the Act into operation for
might be taken. An interpretation has been given to the the first time. It has no reference to the repeal. The next
Act which would allow a repeal vote to take place within a section says :
very short time after the original vote adopting the Act "When any petition embodied as aforesaid in any notice and in anyhad been passed; and, although section 96 says that : proclamation under this the first part of this Act ha been adopted by

No Order in Council sesued under this Act shall be revoked until the electors of the county or city named therein and to which the same
relates, the Governor General in Council may, at any time after the

after thf expiration ofbrt o years from the day f the.coning into force expiration of sixty days from the day of which the same was adopted, byUnder it of the second part of tbis Act! 1 Order in Oouncil published in the Canad Gazette declare that the
Still, under certain conditions and circumstances, a vote second part of this Act shall be in force and take effect in such county
upon a repeal petition has been allowed very much before or city upon, from and after the day on which the annual or semi-annual
the three years have expired. If the amendment is passed, Citys ifor theaie of spirituous iquors then in farce in such county or
unless some change is made, there might b a vote taken. clear what Ve provisions e the Iaw are and
upon a repeal petition within a year after the adoption of Now it icear wathervisosofte law are1nd
the Act, and the repeal would corne into force immediately what the itention was. Here is a licensing system in
after the vote was taken. It was an essential principle of operation at the time the vote is taken, and the law simply
the Act originally that no repeal should or could take place provides that the licenses must expire before the Act goes
until the Act had been tried for three years. I am aware into operation. While that puts restrictions upon the
that quite recently the Governnent have issued an Order, law, as far as bringing it into oporation is concerned,
in Council by wheih a repeal vote cannot be taken until it in no way imposes any restrictions on the repeal.
within fif teen days of the expiration of the thrce years, and 1 It is truc that it may bo in operation in some Provinces
quite agree with and appreciate the motive of that Order where hicenses might not b in operation, but this section
in Council ; but, if this amendment were to be made part of refers enly te the briging of te Act into operation. Lt is
the Act, and a change were made in the Order in Council, said that these licenses may not expire for some weeks,
which the Government are quite competent to make at any and it is provided that, until the time has expired during
time, without reference to Parliament, and according to which they are to operate, the Act shall not be in force.
their own will, they might make a repeal vote competent That is the provision, and it is clear that that is the in-
to be taken within a very much shorter time, and the Act tention of the law ; and, when the hon. gentleman said that a
might be repealed just after it was adopted, which would year must expire before a licensing system could be brought
be entirely contrary to the principle of the Act. There- into operation, he stated what, under this section, is not the
fore, if this amendment is to be adopted, there ought te be fact.
incorporated in it a declaration that no repeal vote shail take Mr. TISDALE. The hon. gentleman las tried to show
place until within fifteen days of three years have elapsed that he is capable of sitting upon a young member of thia

Mr. MOcAÇrrY.
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House, but I do not feel at ail sat upon, to use a common
phrase. The Act I referred to was the Act of the hon.
member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), and I say that
it is so simple that any gentleman can understand it. The
Act which the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) accuses
me of not understanding is an Act which he drew himself,
and I do not think that any other legal gentleman under.
stands it except himself-that is, the Canada Temperance
Act. I had to acknowledge to the leader of the Opposition
that I did not understand it, that I could not make head or
tail of iL. I believe in endeavoring to legislate upon princi-
ples, and not to attempt to split hairs. I think it may have
been unintentionally confused, and I do not think 1 am as
well able as the hon. gentleman to deal with matters of that
kind in which hair-splitting is required, but I propose to
deal with material principles, and not to take up so much
time in order to see whether one hon. gentleman or another
expresses himself clearly or not. It was the principle I
was after, and that, I think, should be the foundation of all
legislation. I am very glad the hon, leader of the Opposi-
tion made the suggestion with regard to the 30 days. I
think his suggestion is better, and that the Government
should be limited to a certain reasonable time toallow other
parties to be heard. I am perfectly willing to accept that
amendment and the amended phraseology as suggested by
the hon. member in charge of the Bill.

Mr. McCARTHY. With regard to the observations of
the hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher), I think his
suggestion is very well worthy the consideration of the
committee. It appears to me it would be well to provide
by statute, instead of leaving it to Order in Council, that
the vote should not take place for a repeal until within a
short period before the Act may be brought to an end. It
is not, however, at all germane to the proposition now
before the Chair, I think it would be better, if my hon.
friend would frame, as I suggested to him privately a
moment ago, another clause with that object. I propose
the following, if my hon. friend from South Norfolk will
agree to allow this to be substituted for the amendment he
has put into your hands :

When a petition for the revocation of an Order in Council for the
bringing into operation of the second part has been adopted by the
electors of the county or the city named therein, and to which the same
relates, the Governor in Council may, at any time after the expiration
of 30 days from the date on which the same was so adopted. by Order in
Council published in the Canada Gazette, declare the second part of this
Act shall no longer be in force.

I do not propose to answer my hon. friend from Bothwell
about the construction of the law. It appears to me that it
bears that construction, but to so high an authority I will
not attempt, on any immaterial matter of that kind, to waste
the time of the committee. All I think the hon. member
for South Norfolk meant to say was, that ho bad forgotten
more about this Bill than ever the hon, gentleman for Both-
well knew.

Amendment, as amended, agreed to.
Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I have an amendment which

more properly applies to the second part of the Canada
Temperance Act. It is within the knowledge of some hon.
members that all suits under this Act are brought under the
Summary Convictions Act; and there is a clause in that1
Summary Convictions Act to this effect :

" Every one who aids, abets, counsels or procures the commission of(
any offence punishable on summary conviction, may be proceededt
against and convicted either in the territorial division or place where
the principal offender may be convicted, or in that in which the offence
of ading, abetting, counselling or procuring waa committed."

I deaire to introduce an amendment that will prevent a
witness, on being asked if ho had, at a certain time, bought
any liquor of any person, from refusing to reply, taking
advantage of that clause and saying that he doos not wish to

criminate himself. There is just such a clause that applies te
the first part of the Canada Temperance Act, which, how-
ever, does not apply to the second. I can see no reason,
and other legal gentlemen can see no reason why a wit-
ness should be allowed te take advantage, on being placed
on the witness stand, of that part of the Summary Convic-
tions Act, refuse to answer questions and say that he
does not wish to criminate himself. Therefore I copy the
wording of the clause in the first part of the Canada Tem.
perance Act, and would move this amendment:

No person shall be excused from answering any question put to him
in any action, suit or other proceeding, in any court or before any
judge,justice, or justices of the peace, stipendiary magistrate or other
tribunal touching or concerning any infraction of the provisions of thi
Act, on the ground of any privilege or on the ground tbat the answer
to such questions will tend to criminate such person ; but no answer
given by any person claiming to be excused on the ground of privilege
or on the ground that such answer will tend to criminate himself, shall
be used in any criminal proceeding against such person other than an
indictment for perjury, if the judge, or justice or justices of the peace,
stipendiary magistrate, or president of the tribunal, gives to the wit-
ness a certificate that he claimed the right to be excused, on either of
the grounds aforesaid, and made full and true answers to the satisfae-
tion of the judge, justice, or justices of the peace, utipendiary magie-
trate or tribunal.

I desire to have this amendment made, bocause in the con-
stituency I represent, this Canada Temperance Act is in
good working order, and it bas been countenanced by the
municipality, which has given an unhimited hicense, so far
as funds are concerned, to carry out the provisions of the
Act; and a firm of solicitors have b3en employed to see
that the prosecutions are carried on in a proper manner. I
may say that they have been very sticcessful in that county
in carrying out ttiis Act, and the sellingof liquor is reduced
to a minimum. You can hardly find a sbop in the county
where liquor is to be sold, and if any infraction of the law
is discovered, it is promptly put before the inspector, who
just as promptly brings it before the proper tribunal. The
inspector in that county bas called my attention to this
discrepancy in the Act, and 1 was asked to bring it before
the House and to secure the proper amendment.

Mr. McCARTHY. I think that amendment properly be-
longs to the next Bill, which is one for the amendment of
the same Act, in the bands of the hon. member for Lanark
(fr. Jamieson). i am afraid this provision would conflict
with the amendment which my hon. friend has submitted
to the committee. We had botter deal with one thing at a
time. I could not vote for the amendment. My feeling
would be to expunge the clause from the Act compelling
people to commit perjury or criminate themselves. But
we bad botter not interfere with that matter in the present
measure. I purposely dropped out from the Bill of last
year everything of a controversial character, and this Bill is
to simplify matters and is introduced practically with the
consent of both sides and of all parties in the House.

Mr. T[IOMPSON. I desire to offer a suggestion in re-
gard to this subject, and it is this: that thern should be no
procedure under this Act with respect to the mode of trial,
the giving of testimony and the summoning of witnesses
which does not apply to every other kind of conviction. 1
would rather suggest to the bon. gentleman, who bas just
taken his seat, not in the line taken by the hon. member
for Simcoe (Mr. MrcCarthy), tbat this amendment belongs
to the next Bill, but rather that it belongs to the Summary
Convictions Amendment Act, and I bate a Bill to amend
that Act which I will introduce to-morrow, and it could
come into that Bill more appropriately. If the principle
is admitted and adopted, it should apply to all summary
convictions, and if it is not a wise provision in regard to
Summary Convictions Act it should not be adopted in re-
gard to this Act.

Amendment withdrawn.
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Mr. FISHER. I move an amendment as follows:-

No provision for the revocation of the Order in Council which de-
clans the Canada Temperance Act in force shall be submitted to a vote
of the electors more than fifteen days before the expiration of three
years from the date of the Order in Council, which declared that the
Act was in force in such county or city.

I have followed as closely as possible the wording of the
Order in Council passed by the Government last summer,
which fixes the date I have given, namely, not more than
fifteen days before the expiration of the three years. I also
propose that the amendment should come in before section
4. I move it after consulting with the hon. member
for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), who accepts the amendment,
and agrees that it should be inserted at the place I have
indicated.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It would be very convenient in
those Provinces where there is a fixed date for issuing the
licenses, that there should be a provision in the Bill that the
vote either for bringing the Act into operation or for its repeal
should be taken very near the time at which licenses issue.
The bon. gentleman will see that it would be highly conve-
nient wherever there is a fixed date to issue the licenses
to provide that voting on the Act shail take place immedi-
ately preceding that time. In Ontario, the date for issuing
licenses is lst May. Suppose the Act was repealed in July,
what would be the condition of things from that month
until May fellowing ?

Mr. McCARTIIY. The law will come into force on 1st
May, whatever time it may have been carried. The amend-
ment provides that the vote for the repeal must take place
during the last fifteen days of April, so that the mischief
whicb the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) thinks
nay happen, cannot possibly occur. There might be an
advantage if the voting took place on 1st January at the
time of the municipal election, but on the other band there
would be a hiatus between January and lst May when the
law would not be in practical operation in the event of
repeal.

Amendment agreed to.

Mr. IVES. I move:
That in cases where a county is divided for municipal purposes after

having adopted the Canada Temperance Act of 1864 or the Canada
Temperance Act of 1878, the vote for the repeal of the same or either
thereof may be taken precisely as it might have been taken if said
county had not been divided.'

The difficulty is this : That under the Canada Temperance
Act of 1864, sub-section 13 of section 4, provides for the case
of repeal. It says that a by-law so approved or adopted,
as the case may be, may be repealed by a by-law of the
council of the municipality affected thereby and such by-
law shall be submitted for approval to the electors in the
manner and with the formalities provided by the foregoing
sub section. In the case of the division of a county into
two parts after the adoption of the Canada Temperance Act
of 1864, there is no provision in the law for the passing of
a repeal by-law or for a vote being taken to repeal that by-
law. I am quite sure that if the committee or the House
appreciates the diffioulty they would be willing to adopt an
amendment which would remove the diffioulty in a case of
this kind. Take the case of the county of Richmond, one
of the counties which I represent. A by-law was passed
by the county of Richmond several years ago under the
old Dunkin Act, or Canada 'lemperance Act of 1864, and
since that by-law was adopted the county of Richmond bas
been divided for municipal purposes, and the town of
Richmond bas been incorporated as a municipality and
has been separated entirely for municipal purposes from
the county of Richmond. Legal gentlemen have advised
that, under the Act, there is no sufficient machinery by
which a repeal of the by-law can be passed upon at all.
The council of the town of Richmond cannot adopta by-law

Mr. TuoxpaoN,

and have it submitted either to the town or county of Rich-
mond, and the county of Richmond cannot adopt a by-law
and have it submitted either to that part of the county
which remains after deducting the town of Richmond from
the county, nor can they submit it to the whole county as
the law now stands. What I desire is that the county which
originally adopted this by-law should be permitted to repeal
it, and that machinery be provided by which the whole
county as it originally stood at the time this by-law was
adopted, may vote upon the question of its continuance or
repeal. I once before introduced a resolution to this Hlouse
on this subject and in that case I think my resolution was
that the town of Richmond should be permitted to repeal the
Act for the town of Richmond. That was refused by the
House. At the present time I can see no good reason why
the flouse should not be willing to afford a remedy in this
case. I think there should be no disposition on the part of
the House to condemn the county of Riohmond to remain
forever under the Act if the people did not wish to do so.
I presume there is no disposition on the part of anyone to
take advantage of a defect in the law, or the machinery, as
it now exists. I am quite sure that the committee would
be disposed to permit the whole county of Richmond to
vote for repeal, and that it would be willing to have an
amendment to this Bill passed which would enable the whole
county to vote upon the question of repeal. 1, therefore,
place this motion in your hands, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. JAMIESON. I would point out in the first place
that there is no Canada Temperance Act of 1878 in exist-
ence, and in addition to that I think a very great difficulty
may arise if that amendment is passsd. lt may not arise
in connection with the territory to which the hon. gentle-
man from Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) refers, but I
know of some counties in the Province of Ontario where, if
that amendment were adopted, it would be utterly impos-
sible to repeal the law. Take for instance the counties of
Lennox and Addington. If the county of Lennox under
that amendment could repeal the Scott Act, which they
probably could do, because there is a sheriff and registrar's
office in that cournty, but in the county of Addington there
is neither a sberiff's nor a registrar's office, and there would
be no place to deposit the petition, so that the Act would
remain in force in perpetuity in one or other of those
counties. That is the difficulty I see in connection with the
amendment suggested by the hon. member for Richmond
and Wolfe (Ur. Ives).

Mr. LAURIER. l would like to ask my bon. friend for
Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) if there has been any judi-
cial decision upon the difficulty which he bas just referred
to ? Has there been a decision from the court at Sher-
brooke ?

Mr. IVES. There has been a decision to this effect: the
Local Legislature, in incorporating the town of Richmond,
permitted, by the Act of incorporation, the town of Richmond
to issue licenses. The courts declared this to be ultra vires
of the Local Legislature, and the state of affairs there now
is that the council are granting certificates to the hotel-
keepers, which the hotel-keepers are paying for, and the
Local Government are refusing to issue licenses, and the
sale of liquor is going on under municipal certificates with-
out licenses. A legal opinion bas been obtained from several
legal gentlemen, to the effset that under the Canada Tem-
perance Act there is no machinery by which a vote can be
taken. The law says a council may pass a repealing by-
law, but there are two councils in this case. The first
difficulty is that there is no council that has power to pass
a repealing by-law. Then the law says the municipal officer
shall be the returning offieer, but there is no offleer in com-
mon with the town and the county. Therefore there is no
machinery for holding a poll, even if it were possible to get
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the repaling by-law passed. So the county is in a dead- electoral division established by the Local Legislature
loek. which voted on the Scott Act, but the Gerrymandor divi.

Mr. LAURIER. It strikes me that the objection is not
no serious as the bon. gentleman would lead us to believe.
If it were, it would follow that it would be in the power of
the Provincial Legisiature altogether to defeat the legis-
lation of this Parliament. Now, I do not conceive that
anything ean be donte by a Local Legislature which would
have that effect. It is true, legal gentlemen may have
given their opinion in that way, but legal gentlemen have
also given the opposite opinion, and it seems to me it would
be better to leave the question to be settled by the courts
than to attempt to do it by new legislation, which I think
would only make confusion worse confounded.

Mr. IVES. I would ask leave to withdraw the amend.
ment I proposed, and to substitute this one, which bas been
kindly suggested to me by the hon. Minister of Justice:

The provisions of section 97 of the Canada Temperance Act shall be
applicable to counties which have been divided for municipal purposes
after the adoption of the Temperance Act of 1861.

Mr. LAURIER. Is the hon. Minister of opinion that
this meets the objection ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I understand from thediseussion that
the difficulty has arisen under section 97 of the Canada
Temperance Act, owing to an opinion having been given
from the bench that the provisions of that section can only
be made applicable to the municipality that adopted the by.
law, and that, therefore, they are not applicable where a
county has been divided. I cannot conceive of any other
objection than that arising, and it may be that that is the
true construction of section 97, although I would hardly
ay that it is.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not say that the amendment may
not be necessary, but in consequence of the Provincial
Legisature--

Mr. IVES. In consequence of the division of the county.
Mr. LAURIER. Divided under the legislation of the

Provincial Legielature, and it would therefore be in the
power of the Local Legislature to defeat any Act of this
Parliament.

Mr. TIIOM1IPSON. That might have been the effect, as
the body that had power to pass the repealing by-law no
longer exista.

Mr. LAURIER. It opens up a very large question.

Mr. MoCARTHY. That seems to be the effect of clause
97. An amendment of this kind is necessary so far as the
Dunkin Act is concerned, but not so far as the Canada
Temperance Act is concerned. We ought to recognise
the divisions made by the Local Legislature, and allow
the council of a county formed out of any portion
of an old conty to petition. Since the adoption of
the Act, the Muskoka portion bas been taken from the
county of Simcoe, and also from Victoria, and it has
been formed into a new municipal district ; and it ap
pears to me that the principle we ought to follow is
this: that where a new county has been created by the
provincial body, that county ougbt to have ihe power to

repeal the Act. The bon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher)
shakes his head. I do not see why one county should be
obliged to rotain the ACt by a vote of the mjority in
another county with which it was formerly connected. If
it is sebarated from the old county for one purpose, it
geema to me it ought to be separated for all purposes.

Mr. FIS}taR. I shook my head on this account: that
the Canada Temperance Act comes within the electoral
divisions established by the Acta of this Parliament, and
haQ gjo- efero wbatever to either provincial or munici-
pal evisions, In ti Province of Ontario, it was not the
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sions established by this Parliament. I do not see that it
is necessary to have any reference whatever to the munici-
pal or provincial divisions which may arise.

Mr. McCARTHY. My bon. friend is in error. The
petition comes, not from tho electoral divisions, but from
the county. For instance, the County of Simcoe embraces
a part of MNuskoka for other purposes, and there are tour or
five electoral divisions in that county. I presume that my
hon. friend's objection wll be withdrawn, as it was made
under misapprehension.

Committee rose and reported.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. JAMIESON moved second reading of Bill (No. 10)
to amend the Canada Tom perance Act. He said :I trust
that this Bill will receive the same kindly treatment which
bas been given to the Bill of the hon. inember for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy). In my opinion the measure is a
far more important one, and one that should have received
the attention of the Ilouse long ago. In fact many of its
provisions were adopted by this House three years ago, but
unfortunately the Upper Chamber would not consent to
pass the Bill, at all events in the shape in which it loft this
louse. I propose, in the first instance, to give a very short

explanation of the provisions of this Bill, and thon to make
some remarks on the present position of the Canada Tom-
perance Act. The first provision is for the purpose of remedy.
ing a defect which was discoverod in the application of the law.
Those conversant with the law will recollect that a petition
has to be deposited either in tho registry office of the
county or in tho office of the shoriff of the county; and in
the county of Perth, where a petition was deposited in one
of the registry offices, thore being two in the county, the
result was that the people lost their petition. Now, I
think that the purposes of this Act will be served if the pe-
tition is simply deposited in ono registry office, and it is
proposed to amend the law in that respect. The second
and third clauses of the Bill are for the purpose of making
the Canada Temperance Act applicable to the Province of
British Columbia, whore, I understand, thoro are no muni-
cipal counties; and in order to make the Act applicable to
that Province, we have provided that the petition shall be
deposited in the office of tho registrar of voters in the
electoral divisions, as constituted for representation in lhe
Dominion Parliament. It Is not necessary for me to make
any further referenco to that point, because I think it was
the original intention of Parliament that the Act should
apply to the whole Dominion. We also propose to make it
applicable to the temporary judicial districts in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, and, when such exists, in the other Pro-
vinces also, as there is no reason why, if the people of these
temporary judicial districts wish to adopt the law, they
should be deprived of it. The fifth clause of the Bill is no
longer necessary, because the hon. member for Brome has
embodied the same amendnent in the Bill of the hon.
member for North Simcoe which bas juast passed through
the committee, so that I shall have to ask the committee
to allow me to expunge that clause. Now wo propose
making a change in section 94, but we think it will answer
the purpose botter to repeal the section and remodel it
altogether rather than make changes by interlineation. We
propose, in the first place, in repealing the old and enacting
a new section, that medical men may preseribe in
any quantities they think proper. At present they can
only prescribe in quantities of a pint and over, and I
never could understand why the law was framed in
that way. Frequently it is neessary for medical men
to preswribe small quantities of liquor, but under the
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present law it is impossible for tbem to do so, In ad-
dition to that we propose that a penahy shal te impsod
on medical men giving colorable certificates. I do Lot
thinir any respectable, honorable medical man can take
offence at any provisions of this kind. But there are un-
fortunately in the medical as in other professions black
sheep who will prostitute their position for the purpose (f
pecuniary gain, and who delight in evading the law. We
propose also to repeal section 103, and to re-onact it in a
simpler form, In the original Act, it will bu observed, there
is a special rule made for cach Province. I am referring
now to the judicial or magisterial authority before whom
prosecutions may be brought, and it is proposed
to simplify the procedure so that thcre wili be
one joint rule for the whole Dominion, Two or
three of the following sections are simply for the
purpose of making the law conform to the amendment to
whioh I have just directed attention. One of the most
important provisions of this bill is' in reference to the
search clause. Difficulties have arisen in my own Prc-
vince in reference to the administration of the law under
section 108. Our courts have held that a search warrant,
notwithstanding the provisions of that clause, cannot issue
until after there has been a conviction. If the search
clause is to bu effective at all, it must Le obVious that pr1o-
vision should be made by which a search ca4n b made ut
any ti ne and prior to a conviCt:on. We propose to change
the law in two respects. We propose that, on the oath of
a credible witness that he has good cause to suspect and
believe that liquor is kept for sale in violation of the second
part of the statute, a magistrate may isau a scarch
warrant ; and we propose to extend the right of search to
any hour. Perhaps some objection may be taken to this
by hon. members of this House, but a much stronger pro-
vision than this exista in the license law of my own
Province. I am not familar with the license laws
of the other Provinces, and I cannot speak in
reference to them on this point, but I know that
in my own Province there is a provision in the law by
which search may be made at any time; and, more-
over, the right which is given under that law is so strong
that a police officer, or constable, or inspector may at any
time enter into any place where liquor is reputed tto bu
sold, without any search warrant at aill. Then, there is a
provision in reference to the destruction of the liquor, and
we propose also to provide a set of forms for the guidance
of justices of the peace. There are some amendments
which I shall be compelled to ask for when we go into
committee. Lastly, I will refer to the last clauso of the
Bill, which provides for the application of the penalty. 1
think it is only reasonable and proper that whatever autho-
rity-be it provincial or otherwise-undertakes the burden
of enforcing the law should also have the benetits to be
derived from it. That is ail I have to say by way of ex
planation of the Bill, but I have some further remarks to
make, and I shall proceed now to make them. It may be
said, perhaps, that, after the resuit of the voting which
took place on Thursday last on the Canada Temperance
Act, its usefulness bas gone.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. JAMIESON. 1t is hard to understand what is the
meaning of those "hear, hears," but, if the Canada Temper-
anco Act has become unpopular, it is largely in consequence
of its not being enforced properly, and 1 am afraid that the
responsibility tor that rests not se much upon this House as
upon the Upper Chamber, where reasonable amendments to
this law have been repeatedly refused. I believe there are

take, for instance, my own county. We had two inspectors
appoinle hy the Oriuio Government. We alNt had a
police magistrate appointed. Shortly after the Act came
into force a police magistrate was appointed by the Province
of Ontario, but the courts held that the appointment, as far
as the Canada Temperance AAt was concerned, was invalid,
and consequently be could act no longer, hecould adjudicate
on prosecutions no longer. What should have been done,
in my judgment, was that he should have been re-appointed
in a proper way. In the first instance, he was only appointed
for cach riding separately, and ho should have been re-
appoiied for the whole courity; but, instead of that being
done the matter was allowed to stand in that loose
way for some months, until practically the law was
a dead letter on the Statute-book Ali through the Pro.
vinee cf Ontario we have had difficulties arising in
connoetion with the enforcement of the law of this nature,
and my contention is that, urtil a very recent poriod, if at
al, the law has not had fair play as far asmy own Province
is concerned ; but, if the law bas not been effective, that is
the greater reason why proper amendments should be
mde to it, so that, if it can be made effective, those who
are promoting the law may have some reasonable means
of operating it and standing behind it. It is quite true, and
I recognise the fact, that, on Thursday last, a very serious
blow was deait to the Canada Temperance Act, and it may
bo possible that a eeries of disasters may follow ; but the
fact remains that, for another year at least, in from 50 to 60
counties in this Dominion, this law will be upon the Statute-
book, and I believe it is the duty, not only of this Parlia-
ment, but of every subject in this Dominion, to do all in his
power to aid in enforuing the law. Farther, this law, as
far as the temperance people of this Dominion were con-
cerned, was of a tentative character in the first instance. I
have stated belore, and I repeat, that in the first place the
temperance people of the Dominion never asked for a local
option law, or at least not for the Canada Temperance Act.
I am not sure but that, in the first instance, they asked for the
old Dunkin Act. In 1875, the temperance people of this
Dominion asked for a plebiscite, for a popular vote on this
subject throughont the whole Dominion. The Government of
that day i efused to grant that request, but, in lieu of it, they
offered this improved local option law. Well, the f emperance
people, of course, did not think proper to refuse it. They
did not get all.they wanted, but they accepted what they
were offered. Now, wheu, in 1b83, this Parliament was
very largely petitioned in favor of the principle of general
prohibition, we were told on every hand that we had a law
on the Statut, -book and it was our duty to operate that,
that we could sound public opinion in regard to prohibition
in that way, and that, in any case, we could have prohibi-
tion in any section where the people were favorable to it.
Possibly that was a reasonable ground for Parliament to
take. The temaperance people immediately afterwards laid
hold of the Canada Temperance Act. They adopted it over
a large atea of this Dominion, and, if the Canada Temper-
aLce Act has not proved as satisfactory as the friends of
temperance could have desired, it is not the fault of
the temperance people, and they are now in a position
to come back to Parliament and say: "We have doue
what you toid us to do, and now we make a further
demand, and that is the demand of general prohibition."
In my judgment, Sir, the vote which took place on Thurs-
day last is no indication that the temperance or prohibition
sentiment in this country is waning in any degree. It is
quite true that an unfavorable gale has struck the prohibi-
tion ship, and she bas lurched for a time, but we lhve in hope
that a favorable gale from heaven will soon fillher sails and
watt ber on to the destined haven.

other resons which exist for the unpopularity of the law,
and one is that the law has not been efficiently enforoed. I1 Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, It is only blessed spirite
am now speaking in reference to my own Province. I May' which come from heaven.

Mr. JAmESON.
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Mr.JAMIESON. I am not prepared to admit that the Wednesday last iu referenoe to this question in this Houe.,

Canada Temperance Act has been a failure. I am prepared and this is the firet opportunity I have had of entering into
to admit that so far it has not realised the expectations of an explanation of my conneotion with it, and I amnquite
those who framed it; but that it has been a failure in every sure the House will indulge me for a short timo while I
sense of the word I most emphatically deny. I have some mako relerence 10 it. I was charged by the bon. memner
figures here that I intend to give to the House, which for Bathwell (Mr. Milts) with having obstructed, rather
satisfy me, at all events, that the Act bas proved effective iu iban advanced, amendments to the Canada Temperance
curtailing the traffic in intoxicating liquor. I refer to the Act; and ho referred to the occasion, last year, when an
license report published by the Provincial Secre!ary for the effort was about to b3 made te advanco the Billout of its
Province of Ontario. Prom that report I take 20 countios proper order in the ame wny that was done throe years
in which the Canada Temperance Act is in force. I ugo; and the hon. member for Bithwoll charged me with
take the number of convictions or commitments to havicg opposod that movement. Wall, Sir, I made an
prison for drunkenness in 1884, when the Canada Tomper- oxplanation a week ago, on Monday hast, in thii flouse,
ance Act was only in force in one county in the Province of as to tho manner in which wo have oo:erated on
Ontario, that is, the county of Halton; and I take the both ides of Ibis Bowse ln temperance logi4ation. I
number of commitments for the year 1887. when the statel, in answer ta thon, rnmrnher forBthat
Canada Temperance Act was in force in 0 and more the action 1 took on the occasion Iowhich ho refera,
counties in that Province. In those counties the number was the resuit of a conference bcd between the temperane
of commitments in the year 1884 was 756; in 1887, in the mon of the two political parties in this HeuQe. I new
same counties, under the Canada Temperance Act, themako thut statement just as emphatically as I uade it on
number of commitments was only 214, or a deduction of that occasion. Unfortunatoly tho hon. member for Brore
542 cases. Now, it seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that this (Mr. Fishor) had foregotten a meeting to whioh I made
indicates in the strongest possible way that the Canada refence. The Bil was net introduced last ycar as soon as
Temperance Act bas, to a certain degree, been effective in it might have been under other circumstances. The cir-
preventng drunkenness. It has been said that there has cumstances which precedcd the introduction ef the Bil
been an increase in certain counties, and Brant, Carleton, wore these: The Dominion Alliance, which bas advised us
Frontenac, and Middlesex have been instanced as counties ail through, was hehd when the fouse was in Session, and
in which the Scott Act was in force, and the number of 1 was not requested utitil the meeting of tho Alliance was
commitments for drunkenness has inc'eased. Now, Sir, held to in'roic. !ill las',Sqion. h was dewn on
those who used tbat argument have not been honest in the Odor Paor in the ordinary way. Whon it was found
doing so. The fact must not be overlo ked that these iml)sNibia to rcach tho measuro in the ordinaryway, I had
counties have attached to thom cities of conriderable rize in a conferenco wth the hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher),
which the Canada Temperance Act bas not been in force. and we concluded te cal! a meeting of the fnienda of tem-
For instance, the county of Brant bas the city of Brantford perance lu this louse-we had called thom together on
attached to it; the county of Carleton has the city of Ottawa former occasions--net a largo meeting but a fcw of those
attached to it ; the county of Frontenac has the city of who teck mome interest in the causo ofteuperance. I was te
Kingston, and the county of Middlesex the city of London. notify hon. members on my aide et tho fouse and the hon.
Now, I would refer to the commitments for drunkenness member for Brome (ir. Fisher) was te netify hou. membere
in some 13 counties in which the Canada Temperance on his side et the IIouse. That meeting was held. There,
Act bas not been in force, and compare the year I think, in the u1 do net know whother they are in the
1884 with the year 1887. In 1884 the numnber of liue to-night or net, but 1 can givo the nanes of the gen-
commitments was 3,280; in 1887 the number was 2,851. tlemc.n pres-nt at that moctini, txnd it rny refresh the
It will be seen there was a decrease of a little over 40f), rncrnoy othc n. mclx bei-forB 1Iwould nw. enter
or a decrease of about one-seventh in the counties in which lt' hi- xplanation it were not for the fwt Uxat in the
the Canada Temperance Act was not in force, whereas puulic presI have been grossly misrepresented lu this
there bas been a decrease of about one-third in those coun- matter, and I am resolved, with the indulgence of the buse,
ties in which the Act has been in force. Then, again, I te put myself right. The hon. member for Lonnox (Mr.
shall refer the House to a few figures in reference to the Wilson) was prescnt at that meeting, and I think ho wil
consumption of spirite since 1880 up to the prosent time, corroborate what I aay in regard te it. The hon. momber
for the purpuse of showing that the Canada Temperance for Kent, N.B. (Mr. Landry), was ao preseut. The hon.
Act, or some other good influence, is decreasing the con- m ber for Qaeen's, N.8. (Mr. Freeman), was ahso presont.
sumption of liquor. It will be observed that from 18'0 up Sinator Vidai presidod at the meeting. The hon. momber
to a certain period, the consumption of spirits in this Domi- for Brome (Mr. Fisher) was preSent, and the hon. momber
nion increased, whereas, since 1886, there bas been a for East Huron (Mr. Macdonald), who sits on the othor aide
decrease. In 1880, the quantity of spirits mannfactured for of the House, inform-d me the other d.y that ho was pro.
home consumption was 2,296,987 gallons; the quantity sent at the meeting. I do net chat-go the hou. momber for
imported for the same purpose was 1,445,009 gallons. In Breme (Mr. Fisher) with wrong-doing in the matter, but I
1881, there was a slight decrease, In 1882, the quantity think it la unfortunate, se far as I am personally concerued,
ran up to 4,029,067 gallons manufactured for home consump that bis memory la atauît, because the meeting was
tion, and the imports wore 1,666,173. In 1885, the quantity certainly held and my action ln regard te thi8 Billws
manufactured for home consumption was 4,274,722 gallons, governed entirely by the action of that meeting. I have
and there were imported for home consumption 964,181 gal- no -esire to allow the hon. merber for Bothwell (Mr.
lons. In 1886, when the Canada Temperance Act came into Wills) te misreprent me before this Bouse. I eau tell
force in a large section of this Dominion, the quantity of liquor that hon, gentleman that I have a record upen this question
manufactured for home consumption fell to 2,478,098 gal-te whicb ho cannot point. Wbon the Dikin Act was sub-
lons, and the imports fell to 906,019 gallors. Last year mitted in my eanty I took the platform. iu faven of it
again there was a considerable decrease. Now, Sir, in my and it was adoptod. Afterwards when the Scott Act
judgment the good influence that has been at work ls the was bcing promotcd lu my county I pursnod a simitar
operation of the Canada Temperance Act, which bas course, and in so doing gave offence te a large number of
reduced the consumption of liquor in this Dominion. Now, my poitical supporters; [risked rny seat in the lieuse ou
Mr. Speaker, I have a few more remarks to make before 1 that question, and I arnet prIpared te aubmit te auy
ait down. I was placod in a vory embarrasming position on taut from the hon. member for Bgthwe (Mr. Mi ) la
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regard to my course upon the temperance question in this
House. I should like to ask if the hon. member for Both-
well (Mr. Mills) has in his capacity as an elector of the
Dominion ever cast a vote for the Temperance Act ? I
should like to know if that hon4 gentleman ever stood on a
public platform to advocate the cause of temperance, more
especially in the interests of the Canada Temperance Act ?
I should like to know what course that hon. gentleman
pursued in this House last Session when the question of
prohibition was before the House ? When that question
was introduced into the House by myself, at the request of
the Dominion Alliance, there were several amendments
proposed to it. There was a wine and beer amendmeut,
there was a repeal of the Scott Act amendment. The hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) stood bis ground and
voted upon Ihose two amendments; but when the crucial
question came, the question of compensation and the main
motion in reference to prohibition, where was the hon.
gentleman to be found ? Not in this Chamber-he slunk
out of the Chamber.

Mr. McLLS. No.
Mr. JAMIESON9. I say he slunk out of the Chamber.

He beat the record of Maud S. in getting out of the Chamber
when the prohibition vote was before the House.

Mr. MILLS. I voted.
Mr. JAMIESON. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.

Milis) stood up valiantly twice, but I have no doubt that
the old poetic adage that-

"iHe who fights and runs away,
Will live to fight another day,''

ocqurred to him, and ho retreated and was not to be found
when the main motion and the money compensation amend.
ment were disposed of by this House.

Mr. MILLS. I voted on it. I voted against prohibition.
Mr. JAMIESON. No; I beg your pardon. It is not in

Hansrd.

ho placed upon the notice paper a sipilar resolution to the
one which ho introduced in 1874 in reference to the »ostitn.
tion of the Sonate. Se that, on two occasions he introduced
the question as a substantive motion and only on one oce-
sion as a motion of a want of eonfidencein theGovernment.
But [ said then-I believe I was misrepresented in regud
to the last motion which the hon. gentleman made in this
House-on the amendment moved on goinginto Committee
of Supply that I did not vote against the amendment on
the ground that it was a motion of waet of confdenebi
the Government. I voted on the ground that it would be
a breech of the understanding which has existed for yars
between the temperance men in the two political parties
in this country. It is an understood principle, a fundamental
principle on which the Dominion Alliance is based, that
al action in reference to the temperance quebtion shal
emanate from that Alliance and that they shall receive
the support, as far as possible, of the temperance mesof both
sides of this House. Thaeother day when I voted againat the
amendment of the hon. tuember for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) I
voted consistently. I voted on the lines laid down by the
D.;minion Alliance and if I had votd o.thrwiso I would have
been voting want of confidence in the .Dominion Allianoe of
which I am a member. I have nç hesitation in saying here t-
night that the course that the member for Bothwelthas pur-
sued has been 4 most diastrous one for the caise of temper-
ance in this country. A pid agent of the opponente oQf pro-
hi bi tion in this louse eQuld not haveppursaed a coure.smoe
detrimental to the interests of temaperawo than theoowse
pursued by the hop. member for Rothwell (Ar. aill), I
have plaoed my views on this question before the House
and I am sorry I was obliged to go into this personal matter,
but there was considerable provocation, and, perbaps, this is
the only occasion on which I will have an opportunity of
doing so. I believe that I have succeeded in showing, in
the judgment, at ail events, of every reasonable man, thst
my course upon the prohibition and temperance question
bas been a conistqnt one, not only in my own county, but
also in this the .arliament of Cana4a.

Mr. MILLS. I was here and voted, and my vote was Ar. FISHER. Mr. Speaker, I r4ýh#r rett4i&
recorded. personal question bas entered inte the'disutiog,. seearly

Mr. JAMIESON. I have little more to say on this ques- a stage, upon the second reading of what I bellqve te ho *
tion, but I am resolved that, at all events, I will place my very important measure in the interea of the'poople of
ptosition before the louse and I trust to some extent before Canada. Ater the words whicb have lallen feom the lip! ef
the country, because mry record is clear upon this question, MY hon. friend from Lanark (gr. Jamieon) and since rty
and I am not open to ihe charge of inconsistency which name las been mentioned te eften by hui, I think A
was hurled across the floor on a former occasion this Session necessary that I sbould saya few words uppn thisPPn$
when the question of prohibition was before the flouse. 1 In the first place I wish to allude te the. discussion which.
will refer to one other matter. Because I voted against the
resolution or rather an amendment introduced by the hon. prohibition, moved by that hon. ge4tIemap, Ottk
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) in reference to tbe
reformation or reconstitution of the Senate, forsooth I must
be charged with voting against temperance. I referred the uy
other day to the fact that, in 1874, the hon. member for My lon. friend frei Lanark (r
Bothwe (Mr. Mils) introduced a resolution into this Hiou'e
and submitted a motion in regard to the reconstitution o thoroughly understand nor catch. In tbse remgrks li
the Senate, that iesolution received the assent of this louse made reference te my name. I did net thqn make eny
Ôr of the House then assembled. But the hon. member for roply, but later on, in the cotir.seoet t-, debate, I did mnaké
Bothwell (Mr. Mill) afterwards entered the Cabinet of 1se of a few words which I will now road. 1.said:
the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), and ho did "What meeting-are you referriag te?
not take one single stop in the direction in which the resolu- "lUr.JAqtIC30N. Tie ene that wascaliedlityear tobrlap l&U
tion pointed. If he were sincere upon that question he ought, question. You rcollect it."
while a member of the Cabinet, while his friends were in
power and in a large majority, to have placed in some I d:
practical form upon the Statute book of the country hie
scheme in reference to the reformation of the Senate. I shonld net puh the temperance queitionsa fast as we 0a229
am at one with him in reference to the constitution of the 1 think thomewordaexplairmthsm@Mve. In caethay do,
Senate, but the hon, gentleman excused himself the other net complely, 1 may say this: I und.tood the membe
day on the ground that he believed the course he pursued for. Lanark (Mr. Janîmn) to imply that the tempurnc
last year was the proper course in bringing up a matter oft embera f tbiuî Houes enuectd withthi. ice lied
that kind. But the hon. gentleman forgets that laat year. heM a meetit«,atwhich thsy dwùdenot te puâh "30"t-

MrAFrHR.MrJSeaer rIE ggrS haNti
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Aet amendments then beloro the Houe. I denied that,
because I know they had no meeting at which the member8
of this House, representing the Alliance, came to any suoh
comelusian as that they would not push their own Bill as far
as posible. I And, on reference to the Bansard, that theb on.
memher for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) when he made refer-
-nce te that meeting stated that that meeting hatd deoided
that we sho"ld notask the Government to take up the Bil
we had before the Houe. I misunderstood him. Iad I
understood hii I would have agreed with him that there
was a meeting of members of the Alliance which had
decided not to ask the Government to press that motion. I
may say in reference to that question that I, myself, was
desireus of asking the Government to take up the Scott Act
amendmnents of last Session and make them law. When I
found, as I did find, that the hon. member for Lanark (Mr.
Jamieson) and other hon. gentlemen on that side of the
House were prepared to vote against such a motion
aeking the Government to take up the measure, I did
not wish to make any split between mysolf and those
hon. temperance gentlemen who are working with
me, and, therefére, I did not propose the resolution
or the question at the meeting under reference.
1, myself, beHeve it would be in the interest of the people of
this country that the Government should take up those
amendments to the Scott Act, and I would be glad to see
them do it When I did arrange, as I had arranged in the
earlier part of the Session, to work in conjunction with
several gentlemen on the lines of this Temperance amend.
ment Bill, I was anxious t.ht there should not be any split
between us on the motion before this louse. As far as I
was conoerned I, therefore, refrained from making any
motion or urging any motion which would make a splht
between the temperance members of this House who be
longed to the Dominion Alliance. The hon. member for
Lanark (Hir. Jamieson) Las just now alluded to the motion
of my bon. friend from Bothwell (Ur. Mills) which was
made this Session, and I must take most serious exception
to some of the references he made in regard to the Domi
nion Alliance. It is true, Sir, that those hon. members of
this House, who are members of the Dominion Alliance,
met together for the discussion of their business and their
work before ths Hiouse. In so far as these gentlemen are
members of the Alliance, I believe it to be their duty to
work in harmony and toe support such motions as may be
authorised, and as may be introduced into this liouse
by them, a members of the Dominion Alliance.
But, Sir, when the hon. gentleman goes further
and intimates that temperance people in this
House re only to work on the lines which the Do-
minion Alliance lays down I moet seriously differ from him
and emphatically sey that 1 cannot allow such an inference
to go abroad, or suoh a statement of the opinions of the Do.
minion Alliance to go on record here in Parliament, for
auch is not the case. The Dominion Alliance bas certain
views, aid the Dominion Alliance, by means of the members
of thst bdy who are members of this fouse, introduced
oertain resolutions or motions. As far as those motions are
concerned, ], as a member of the conneil of the Dominion
Allianos, felt it to be my duty to support them, and to act
in accordance with the spirit of them, but as far as my ac-
tion on temperance matters as a member of this House is
concerned, and-as representing a oonstituency in thisHouse,
that 1 shah-allow myself or my motions or my speeches to
be trammeled by the Dominion Alliance, or by the conneil
of-tfie Dominion Alliance, i emphatically deny. I do not
believe for an instant that is the temper or the spirit of the
council of the Dominion Alliance. Lst Session of the
Alliance when the counil held their meeting in Ottawa
the hoa. member for Lanark(iMr. Jamieson) made some
such statement. I denied it there, and I informd
the counilof the Aiance that if that was their opinion,

and their views on my duty as a member, I muet withdraw
from the council. Bat, Sir, did the council endorse my

h hon. friend from Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) ? Not a bit of it.
They sat silent and did not endorse his action, but they
practically accepted the explanation of their views and- their objects which I laid dowo, and did not for an instant
suggest that his interpretation of their views was right.
This motion, which is now before us, is a motion which has
been framed in the lines of the Dominion Alliance, and as
such I Lad, in former years, the pleasure of seconding the
motion moved by the hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamie-
son) in the introduction of a similar Bill to this. It hap-
pened this year that I w s out of the House when the mem-
ber for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) moved for leave to intro-
troduce this Bill, and my hon. friend from Huntingdon
(Mr. Scriver) acted as sec:nder to the motion. I am gla:
to see it so. Although I arn.iîot to-day the seconder of the
motion, as i1 have been in times past, I thoroughly
endorse it, I thoroughy corcur in the views ex.
pressed in this Bill, and I trust it will pass the
House and become law. i May say that last winter, before
this House met, having had in view the experience of the
members of the Alliance who had introduced this Bill pre-
viously and that when we introduced it it was late in the
Session and could not become law; [1took upon mysolf as
one interested in this question to write to a member of the
Executive Council of the Dominion Alliance and I urged
that gentleman that the council should amk Mr. Jamieson
to introduce this measure before the council met in Ottawa
pointing ouL the fact that if the council of the Dominion
Alliance wished afterwards3 to make anry amendment or in-
troduco any changes in the Bill, that night be done when
the Bill went into committee. I am glad that the executive
committee of the Dominion Alliance tollowed out that plan of
a Lion, ind wrote to Mr. Jarmieson requesting him to intro-
duce this Bill as early in the Session as possible; and I am
glad to know that the bon. member for Lanark did intro-
duce the Bill very much earlier than it has generally been
introduced into the House. and I trust thtat in consequence
of this fact, the Bill may become law this Session. I will
not now go into the detuils of the Bill. My hon. friend
from Lanui, I think, bai carefully and successfully ex.
plained them, and, perhaps, in the unsatistactory state of
my voice, I woold not have made those renaiks bad I not
deemed it necessary that some correction should be mado
of the statements made by the hon. member for Lanark.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think, before this louse is asked for
exceptional legislation in the promotion of a movement
which cortainly doees not stand before the country as well
as it did some time ago, its advecatee should at least settle
their own quarrels, and not take up the time of the House
with them. The ion. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson)
endeavored to explain the reason why the Scott Act has
been rejected in nine counties in the Province of Ontario ;
but I do not think he at ail touched the real reason, which
is, in my opinion, not only that the Act Las not been
effootive, but because the people ef this country have deter-
mined that they will not submit to the sort of tyrannical
dictation that has been sought to be forced upon them by
those who have been advocating what has been erroneously
called the temperance movorent. I dony the right of
these gentlemen to thut ame, because teraperance and
total abstinence are two different things. I claim for my-
self, as well as for the majority of this louse, and perhaps
every man in it, the right to be called temperance men,
but the claim of total abstainers to tha title is an assump.
tion that cannot be too often condemned. Temperance
does not consist in total abstinence; it doos not coesist in
denying oneself absolutely; bat it does consist in using
thigs in a manner consistent with the exercise of the
varions faculties given to us, and in obedience to the lawis
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of this country. I say the real cause of the rejee- to enforce the law in the fifty or sixty places where liquor
tion of the Scott Act is that the people have re- was known to be sold in much larger quantities than it
volted from the spiritual dictation which women of the would be in respectable houses. To show you how unfairly
Christian Temperance Union and the various total abs- the Act works, in my own constituency there were two
tinence bodies have tut upon them during the last few public houses within two or three miles of each other.
years. Will any one tell us that the failure on the Dominion In one of them, when the Scott Act came in force, the publi.
Government to do what they were called on to do, or the can said be would sell no more liquor, hoe closed his bar, dis-
failure of Ontario magristrates and inspectors to enforce the posed of his stock and did not soli another glass. Another
Act, could have brought about a change of 1,400 majority man, three miles off, set the law at-deflance, and sold
in favor of the Act in one year to a majority of 3,000 against more liquor than he ever did before. The consequence
it three years afterwards? I do not think the cause can be was that the first man, a friend ot mine, who stopped selling
found in any of these sources. The cause of the failure, I liquor and kept a temperance house in obedience to the
believe, is that the people have corne to the conclusion that law, lost bis business, was starved out, and had to shut up
the whole attempt to force total abstinence upon them by bis bouse altogither, while the man who continued to soli
law is a mislake, contrary to common sense, contrary to liquor has been going on selling it ever since. Two or three
experience, contrary to tho reasoning of overy man who prosecutions were brought against him, but they failed;
exorcises bis reason, and also due to the fact that those who and even if he had been fined two or three times, ho could
have bad control of this Act and have had ample power to well affbrd to pay the fines because ho made more money
carry it out, have failed to do so, and the Act bas been in- under tho Scott Act than ever be did before. Knowing
operative. In the county of Simcoe, from the very first from experience that this law has not only been inoperative
month that Act was nominally in force, it was not carried but bas donc an immense deal of mischief and been the
out. During the whole of those three years, with the cause of any amount of ill-feeling and false swearing, and
exception of a fw months, liquor bas been sold openly in brought ail law into contempt, and bas failed in every
every bar in the county. In the town of Barrie, near where I respect to secure its object, this is not the Lime of day for
live, there bas not been one month during those three years the advocates of that measure to askfor increased legislation.
during wbich liquor bas not been openly and avowedly sold Holding these views, and not being afraid to act up to my
without auy attempt at prevention. Of course, a few convictions, I move:
prosecutions have taken place, and the botel-keepers have That this Bill be read this day six months.been fined, but not having to pay for licenses, they could afford
to pay the fines inflicted, and even very much heavier ones. Mir. MILLS (Bothwell). I intend to say but very little
But the fact is that those who voted for the Act were appar- with reference to the amendment proposel by the hon.
ently indifferent whether it was carried out or not, and they gentleman, and desire only to make a few observations
made no serious attempt to carry it out. They did get a with regard to the speeeh which was addressed to the
magistrate appointed to carry it out, and he was not in House by this hon. gentleman who as charge of the Bill.
office more than a few months when, strong partisan as he The hon. gentleman said that I am not so zealous a sup-
was, the Ontario Government dismissed him for malfeasance. porter of the cause of prohibition as ho. He declared that
I think, under these circumstances, it will be folly in us to he has taken the platform in favor of prohibition outside
give the advocates of this measure any greater powers than of the House, that ho has supported prohibition here, that
those they now possess. Last year, when this question was whenever he opposed it ho bad good reason, and he assures
up, I thught it was only fair, considering that the Act had the flouse that when the Bill was before the House last
been passed in a great many counties, that those who advc- year I shirk d the vote. I knew that statement was not
cated it should have every opportunity to carry it out, and correct; I knew that the hon. gentleman, with bis uzual
I for one voted against its jepeal, not because I had any accur- '. whether in speaking of himself or somebody else.
faith in it or thought it c ild be effective, but because I addressed to this flouse observations that were not war.
tbought its advocates -!bould have every opportunity to ranted in fact. I hold in my hand the Journals of the House
cary it out, Now, Sir, they have had thoir three years, of last year, and I find in them that the House was called on
and they have failed ignominiously. I venture to say that last year, on the 18th June, to vote on this question. Four
in every county in which it bas been adopted there bas divisions were taken on the subject. On the first division 38
been more liquor sold, more drunkenness, and from my own voted yea and 14à nay. My name is recorded as one of
observation I can say there hs been more perjury and ill- the 145. On the second division 47 voted yea and
feeling created by the Scott Act than by any other law that 136 nay, and I find my name recorded as one
we have ever had on the Statute-book of this country. If of the 136. On the third division 91 voted yea
the Act merely failed to stop the sale of liquor, that would and 88 nay, and I was one of the 91. On the fourth division
be comparatively a small thing; but when we consider the 70 voted yea and 112 nay, and my name is one of the 112.
perjury and prevarication which it bas caused, and the Those are all the divisions that took place, and in every
nefarious means resorted to by its advocates to get prose. one of them I voted. Yet the hon. gentleman not only
cutions, it bas brought the law into contempt. What is informed us that I shirked the vote, but informed us with
the effect of baving a law that the people will not respect? what celerity I left my place when I shirked the vote on
It bas the effect of making them disregard ail law. that occasion. The House wilL fully appreciate from this
Therefore, I think Ibis House is justified, after the experi- that although the hon. gentleman may be a zealous advo-
ence the country has had of ibis legislation, in saying that cate of temperance, ho bas not a very great regard for
it will not be any further extended. The evils that it bas accuracy in any statement ho may miake. The hon. gentle-
caused are far greater than any good it bas effected. It bas man's observations, in criticising my actions last year, are,
had this effect, that there has practically been free trade in as the House will see, as worthy of credence as the hon.
liquor. Where liquor was sold in ton or a dozen louses gentleman's declaration that ho is a soalous supporter of
before the Scott Act cane into force, since it has been uin temperance. I have said that the hon. gentleman supported
operation it has been sold in fifty or sixty places without the hon. member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart), who is
any restriction whatever. We know that the inspectors, notoriously opposed to this Bill, and I believe the bon.
men appointod by Mr. Mowat himself, and supposed to be member for South Lanark supported the hon. gentleman
competent to carry out this law, occasional, for the sake who professes to be a zealous advocate of prohibition. I
of makig a liule show, bring up the proprietor of a re- said that they hunted in couples, that the hon. member for
spectable public bouse and fine him, but they never attempt South Lanark brought the support of those opposed to

Mr. O'BaiEN.
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prohibition to the hon. gentleman, and the hon. gentleman
secured the support of the prohibitionists to the hon.
member for South Lanark.

Mr. JAMIESON. If the hon. gentleman will excuse
me-

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Idonot intend thatthehon.gentle-
man shall interrupt me. If he wishes to make any more in-
correct statements, ho can take some other occasion to make
them. There was a local election in the hon. gentleman't3
constituency, and the president ofthe prohibition committee,
and a member of the Temperance Alliance, was a candidate.
Whom did the hon.gentleman support in opposition to that
candidate? He supported a party who was notoriously
opposed to prohibition; and yet the hon. gentleman comes
here and poses not only as an apostle of prohibition, but as
the very Messiah of a measure of that sort. The hon. gen-
tleman tells us he is a zealous, warm and sircere advocate
of the cause of temperance. I remember, not long ago, being
at a railway station in the city of St. Thomas, where there
was a party who seemed rather the worse of somohing
etronger than cold water, and he was assuring a clergy-
man standing by that ho was a very zealous advocate
of prohibition. "Well," said tho clergyman, "lot me
tell you a story. A friend of mine on the Mohawk had a
tame woodchuck which could occasionally stand up beside
him and seem to say: 'I am your woodchuck.' Well, said
ho, there was a little animal with white stripes down its
back, which stood up and seemed to say: 'I am your wood-
chuck;' and when I kicked him out of the way, I found ho
d;d not smell like it." So the bon. gentleman may be a
zealous advocate of prohibition, but bis conduct in and out
of the flouse does not look like that ot' a prohibitionist.
The hon, gentleman said that my statement the other night
in reply to him was incorrect. Why, when the First
Minister proposed to take Wednesdays as Government
days, I proposed that the bon. gentleman should put bis
motion on the Government Notices in order that it might
be reached, and I asked my hon. friend (air. Fisher) to
make a motion to that effect. He told me he had gone to
the hon. gentleman and asked him to propose to put this
Bill on the Government Orders, and wbat reply did ho
make? He told him ho would serve bis party first.

Mr. JAMIESON. There is not a word of truth in that.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). He said more. He said : If
the Government would not agree to such a proposition, ho
would vote for the Government and against the proposition
to put his own motion on Government Orders. That is the
authority for my statement. The hon. gentleman came here
and told me that at the time. The hon. gantleman would
not come into the flouse and ask the First Mintster to put
bis Billupon the Government Orders, because the Govern-
ment were taking a day from private members. While ho
wished to apoear before the country and to pose as the
apostle of temperance, he was not prepared to take the first
stop to carry it out. The hon. gentleman asks what the
member for Bothwell has done for prohibition-bas ho ever
appeared on a public platform in regard to it, bas ho ever
spoken at a public meeting in favor of it ? Well, Sir, I
have told my constituents my views on this subject, and,
as a member of the Government, I assisted in putting upon
the Statute-book the only measure which bas been put
there by a government. The Dominion Alliance stated
that it was the duty of the Government to deal with the
subject. The Dominion Alliance employed Mr. Watson, who
was alterwards, I believe, taken in as a Government official,
to lecture the people in regard to it, and in every
speech ho made Mr. Watson declared that it was the duty
of the Goverument to take up that subject and to deal with
it. We agreed with that, we did take it up, and we dealt
with it, but when we suggested that the mn whom the

hon, gentleman supports should deal with it, and should
deal with it as publie opinion had shown it was necessary
to deal with it, what course did the hon, gentleman take ?
He voted against the proposition we made, in which our
sincerity was shown by our having done what we suggest-
ed that they should do. In what position does the bon.
gentleman appear before the country ? He appears before
the country as the impeder of the temperance movemont.
If there is any sincerity in what he says, why did ho nsot
vote for the amendment, why did ho fot say that the Gov.
ernment whom ho supports, and to whom ho bas given his
confidence, should act in this way? l'ho people have voted
in favor of this measure in many cases, they have actively
put it into force, and ho was entitled to ask tho Government,
of which ho is a supporter, either to repeal the ieasure or
to adopt such amendments as experienco had shown to be
necessary. He did neither. He went before the Alliance
and said. Our measure bas been rejected by the Senate,
and I am hencforth in favor of an elective Sonate.
But, when I proposed that we should mtake the Sonate eloc-
tive, what did ho say ? Notwithstanding the pledge wbioh
ho bad given to the Alliance, notwithstandtting bis state-
ment that ho would sok to change the contitution of that
House which stands in the way of progressive legislation,
ho said, I will stand by my party and vote against my con-
victions and against niy principles, and I will iot vote for
any change in the constitution of the Sonate. What excuse
did ho offer for bis course in that matter ? That it was a
party movement. If we oagreed with the hon. gentloman
in every view ho bas ever exprossed, ho is ready to support
those with whom ho does not agree; beause it is a purty
question, and ho would vote tagainst bis prnciples in oder
to support bis pariy. Yet, the bon. gentleman says, ho is
bore as the apostuei of temperance and as tl beexponent of
the views of the Alliance. The hon. gentleman talks as if
this RIouse had no right to deul with the temperance
question, unle-s the Alliance is allowed to dictate to it the
measuro it should suppo'rt, and the kind oft legislation
which should be carried through. I do not admit any such
doctrine. If any special cass of the community is
aggrieved, 1 am ready to listen to their grievance, and,
if the grievance is well founded, I am reoady to be the
exponent of justice in the matter. and to redress the wrong;
but when any portion of the community proposes a measure
to sffect the community at largo, then 1 say thau their voice
is merged in that of the whole community, and I decline to
be the exponent of a particular class. We dealt witb this
matter as a governmont. We investigated the matter for
ourselves, we framed our own measuro and carried it
through on our own responsibility, taking the i isk of dolat;
and, if the bon. gentleman's coileagues, or bis masters
rather, were to deal with the matter, 1 am sure that they
would judge for thomselves and would not consent to be
merely the mouthpicco of an alliance. Those gentlemen
are entitied to respect, but, when the bon. gentleman comes
bore and professes to speak fer the Alliance, and for the
Alliance alone, ho does not sit as a member of Parliament,
ho does not vote as a member (f the Parliament of Canada,
but ho professes to vote and act as somcthiig altogether
different from a member of this Parliament. Tho hon.
member for Muskoka (MIr. O'Brien) says that he is opposed
to this legiblation altogether. He says it bas not been
efficient or operative. Why not?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Bi-cause public opinion was against it.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If public opinion was against
It, it would not have been adopted. It is only where public
opinion favors it that it comes into operation, and the hon.
gentleman knows well that the chief difficulty in the opera-
tion of this law is the refusal of the hon. gentlemen who
sit on the Treasury benches to assume the responsibility of
legislating on the osubject in the way which experience ha.
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shown to benecessary. The hon. First Minister knows that
the louse ut the otber end of this building is bis creature;
he created it; the members are the sheep of bis pasture;
they will do what ho bids thom, and, if ho proposed any
legislation on this subject, there would be no difficulty in
carrying it through that House. It is true that a majority
might fnot agree with the legislation he proposed, but we
know that ninre times out of ton the majority on the other
side of this House do not agree with the legislation he pro.
poses, but they vote for it nevertheless.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). They say "l no," but there have

been cases in the past month in regard to which hon. gen-
tlemen on that side have changed two or three times, and
the hon. gentleman who sits beside the First Minister hias
pioposed that they shall change again. I do not intend to
discuss that matur, but 1 simply refer to it in order to
show the extraordinary power which the bon. gentleman
and bis colleague possess over the members on that side of
of the House. The hon. the First Minister possesses even
still more power over the Chamber at the other end ofthis
building. Thorefore it was necessary that the hon. gentle-
man should have proposed this measure and carried it
through this House, and, my word for it, there would not
have been the slightest hesitation in carrying it through
the House at the other end of this building. For that rea-
son especially, for that reason more than any other, I
thought it important to press upon the Bouse the propriety
of the Government taking this question up. If the Gov.
ernment think the law is wrong they ought to propose its
repeal, and if they do not, the hon, gentleman from Mus-
koka (Mr. O'Brien) ought to propose an expression of
regret that the Government have not proposed its repeal;
but if the Government agree with the hon. member for
North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson), they ought to propose the
amendments which are necessary to the measure, and ought
to assume the responsibility of carrying them through that
Hlouse through whieh alone it wilh be carried by the aid
and support of the Government.

Mr. FREEMAN. I beg to say to the hon. gentleman
who bas just sat down that ho bas been talking as though
he had made a motion in this Bouse tending to prohibition
or to the amendment of the Scott Act. 1 never heard of
such a motion from him. If be bad done so, I certainly
should bave voted for it; I could not have voted againat it;
but, if I understood properly what ho proposed, he wanted
some one else to take it up, he wanted the Government to
take it up. Now that is a very nice way for people to get
rid of doing a thing they do not like to do themeelves, to
call upon somebody else to do it. Had the lon. mem-
ber for Bothwell moved amendments, had he made a
motion to that effect, he would have found every tem-
perance man on this side of the Bouse with him. Now, ho
says that the First Minister can have this House to follow
him wherever ho chooses. I wonder if anybody follows the
hon. member for Bothwell. What did ho do the other night
when he wanted to press the Goverument to do that which
they did not wibh to take upon themselvesl? Hon. gentle-
men opposite voted solid for him, if I recollect correctly.
Certainly some of them are not temperance mon ; they do
not generally vote with us upon this temperarce question,
but they followed him because ho was their leader for the time
being, ihey followed him just as closely as any body of mon
could follow their leader. Why, thon, does he find fault when
we follow our leader ? But what ho says with regard to the
following on this side is not the case. I mean to say dis-
tinctly and emphatieally that the statements made in that
regard are wbolly incorr ect. Now, I wish to say a word
with regard to my vote on that occasion. The hon, gentle-
man tries to mystify the matter very much. I was ut the
Dominion Alliance the day bn which the hon. member for

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

Bothwell brought in his resolution. I formed one of the
committee on legislation, and as we sat at the table the
question arose wbether we should press the Scott Act amend.
ments upon the Government, and the oommittee decided
that the Government should net be asked te take them in
hand, but that the bon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson)
should take charge of them. That was the action of that
committee of the Dominion Alliance. And we could do
nothing else. If we wanted teoact like men at all in the
matter, after having decided the course we should pursue
in this House, it was our duty te pursue that course, and we
did it. At the same time, if the hon. gentleman for Both-
well had stepped in and taken the matter out of theb ands
of the hon. member for Lanark, 1 dare say the hon. member
for Lanark would not have fonnd any great fault ; I am sure
he would not, and that ho would have voted for him. But the
bon. member for Bothwell did net do that, ard now h eis
trying te get into the position of a leader of the temperance
party in this House, as if ie had done all that was to be done,
and that we were faithless because we did net follow him. Ido
not know the hon. gentleman's record upon this temper-
ance question, but I cannot learn anytning of it that would
lead me to follow him very closely. I have made enquiries
and I have asked: "What position bas the hon. member
for Both well occupied in this temperance reform for the
last 50 years?" I said: "Did yen ever know him to be a
foremost man; what bas he done; lias he stood out upon
the platform and vindicated the cause of temperance when
we had scores and hundreA of just sucb men as the hon.
member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) opposed te us? When
we had all the ability of the land opposed te us, when we
were weak, few and despised ? Did the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills) thon stand up with us? But, to-day
Sir, when it has become somewhat fashionable, ho wants te
make laver with us. And, Sir, no man in the country
would bail him quicker than myself as one of our leadei s if
ho would come out with us heart and seul and net stand in
the position so many hon. gentlemen stand in to-day, saying:
"I am a very temperate man, only, mark yon, I am
not a fanatic." Those kind of men had botter stand away
from us. I think the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr.
O'Brien) takes a much more creditable course than
some others He says: " I am opposed te yen,
I am opposed te your pulpits, I am .Qpposed te your
ministers, I am opposed te your women societies," and f do
net know but that ho is opposed to the women almo. - When
we deal with that hon. gentleman we knw where we re
Now, Sir, I will come to the point in hand. I beg to say to
hon. gentlemen that I am not hore te make sport for
anybody. 1 am arguing in the cause of justice and right.
I am arguing for what I believe is of more importance te
this country than anything that bas ever been before tis
Parliament. I bolieve this prohibition cause is one upon
which the prosp erity of this country in a large measure
depends. The lives of hundreds of people are hanging upon
this very question. There are thousands of orphans to-d&y
that are crying for bread, because of this rum traffic, which
we are denouncing, and it is net a cause for mirth to me, at
all events. It is a cause that is to day making thhearts of
many mon and women te grieve, and making them te bow
their heads in anguish. Now, in relation to this Temper.
ance Act, there are some bon. gentlemen who wish te burl
their shafts against prohibition. We will net quarrel with
the hon. gentlemen about the word "temperanoe." We
know what the meaning of the word "temperance " is, but
the total abstainers have adopted that word by which their
principles of total abstinence are understood. I hope
hon. gentlemen will net find too auch fault with us
about that. We say distinctly that by temperance
we mean total abstinence; if they do no, we wili mot
quarrel with them. But they do not me the saimne
kind of temperanoe that we mea. I ay hat when they
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huril their sbafts of ignominy and ridicule at the Canada
Temperance Act, I beg them to remember that we do not
think them at all damaging to the cause of prohibition.
Now, because of the repeai of the Canada Temperance Act
in several counties of Ontario, they tell us that we must
collapse, that this whole temperance reform of ours must
go back, that we are defeated. Sir, I do not think so at all.
For my part I am very little discouraged frorm the tact that
these seven counties have repealed the Act. You have to
remember that a few years ago they adopted the Act by a
large majority, and they are only to-day going back to
where they were before. Now, what bas the Canada Tem-
perance Act done since it was first brought into operation?
The House will bear in mind that it was fnot forced on any
county, it cannot be forced on any county, or on any
section of the people, or on any riding, as you call counties
in Ontario. Any county that chooses to adopt the Scott
Act, will do so; and any county that prefers not to adopt
it, will not do so; so it is altogether a local option Act.
But what bas it done during the last ight years ?
Nova Scotia bas 18 counties and one city, of which
13 counties have adopted the Act. New Brunswick
has 14 counties and two cities, of which ten counties
and two cities have adopted the Act. Manitoba has five
counties and one city, of which two counties have adopted
the Act. Prince Ed ward Island bas three counties and one
city, all of which have adopted the Act. Ontario has
thiity-eight counties and union of counties and Il cities,
of which 25 counties and two cities have adopted the
Act; one of these bas repealed it. Quebec bas 56
counties and four cities, five counties of which have adopted
the Act. British Columbia bas five parliamentary constitu-
encies, none of which have adopted the Act. In al], up the
present time, 81 cities and counties have voted upon the Scott
Act, and 63 have adopted it. Niue counties and cities voted
twice and five three times, making an aggregate of 95
contests, out of which we have been victorious in 73.
I do not think we need be ashamed of this showing or that
it should cause us to be much discouraged. The leaders and
friends of the liquor traffic in getting seven counties to
repeal the Act have not so very much of which to boast
Let them crow and rejoice, bu' I think rejoicing will
net be for any lengthened period of time. I have
examined the leading papers of the Upper Province,
the exponents of public opinion, the Globe, the Mail,
the Empire, and also the Montreal Gazette, and I fail
to find any of those papers attribute the repeal of the Act
to a falling off in temperance sentiment throughout the
Dominion or in those individual counties. They give varions
reasons, and all through there are political reasons mixed up
with others. The Globe points out that it is due to the
abominable Franchise Act ; then the roads were bad and the
farmers aould not get in to vote, and such resons. Papers
on the other side gave other reasons. The Ontario Govern.
ment was said to be false, and they had the appointment of
the officials, who were said to have done all they oould to
prevent the Act from being carried ont-and thus political
prejudices seem to prevail. It is difiecult to get at the real
cause, but in no case have I seen it stated that the Act was
repealed because of decline in the temperance sentiment.
The hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) said that the
Act had never been enforced. Let us see how it has been
enforced in one county at al events. In Esat Simecoe, ac-
cording to a statement of the convictions and fines imp )ed
in the license district of East Simcoe, between the 1st day
of M ay, 1886, and 7th April, 1888, the amount of fines im-
posed was S4,950, number of convictions 96. Probable gain
to the county $2,268. If there were 96 convictions in that
county it was surely a good attempt to enfoirce the Act.
Dundas county was prepared to darry out the Act, and it
has done no with beneficial effect. Iread:
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"l The Boott Act la betng virously carried ont in this county at
present, and is having a very bnefi'ial effct. The efficient enforce-
ment of the Act during the past few months will greatly help the tem-
perance people ln the coming contest for repeal. Mrs Rocksy-ault, of
Irene, a noted character, has been fined for two convictions of the Act
and it is expected she will be brosght up far a third off-nce in a short
time. She has bec'me thoroughly frightened and bas promised faith-
fully to break the law no more This lady bas been selting whisky in
defiance of law for a number of years. Before the oSottAet came in
force she sold without a license in defian3e of the Grooks' Art, but man-
aged to escape detection, although an honest attempt was made by the
license inspector to convict her."

Iere is a fair test as between officers of the Scott Act and
officers of the license law. It would appear that an old
offender under license law, who could not be got huld of,
had been got hold of by the Scott Act offloers. I have a
numbar of other cases with which I will not, howovor,
weary the House. A. casaud examination wili show that
there has been a good deal of enforcement of the Scott Act.
'here have been difficulties in the way. I am not pre-

pared to give an opinion in regard to theoe coun tie, but the
temperance body of the Dminion will not regard the
repeal vote in the different conties during the week as a
matter to discourage them. On the other hand, I holiove
the dofeat wilL nerve them to renewed eff rt. Of' what
material do hon. gentlemen think temperance mon are
made when they express the opinion with pleasure that
since these reverses the temperance movement is finished ?
They mistake the character of the men altogether. When
we had but a handful of men fighting for this reform, whon
we had fashion against us, when we had, to some extent, the
pulpit against us and the loading men of the country
against us, when strong appetites and habits were against
us much more than they are now, we fought the battle of
temperance. We contended for those principles, and to-day
we can hardly find a man who does not want to be acknow.
ledged as a temperance man, and to-day the great ma-
jority of the people are in favor of prohibition, and, instead
of being frightened out of our senses by the repeal of the
Scott Act in those counties, the next effort that will be made
will bean effort to obtain total prohibition. I for one feel that
such an effort is necessary. As a prohibitionist of some
years standing, and I believe an honest friend of the cause,
I believe that in order to be suocessful we must have the
body of the electors behind as, we must have a large me&-
sure of public sympathy with us, the people must be with us
in this work if we are to succeed in prohibiting this traffle,
and it wilil be a question for the temperance reformers seri.
ously to consider whether the people are so fully at their
backs as to enable them te press for a prohibitory measure.
If not, thon I advise them to go on in the same way as they
have been going and to use suoh efforts and appliances as
they have been using, and which have brought thom up to
their present grand position. Let us rely more on moral
effort and legs upon law. But I believe this country
wants a prohibitory law; I believe such a law is necessary
to put down this terrible evil of drunkenness. I am not going
into the consideration of this evil. I might show that it
is now sapping the very life of this country, how the use of
liquor in the old country is destroying 28 per cent. of valu-
able lives there, and that the lives in this Dominion are being
destroyed in the same proportion by it. I could show how it
is destroying the families of the people, how it is bringing
discord into the homes of the people which should repre-
sent heaven. I could show these facts but they do net enter
into this question. Ail we sk to-night is to obtain amend-
ments to the Scott Act which are necessary to make it
effective in the different counties throughout the Dominion
in which it is now in operation. The complaint against the
Scott Act is that it is not effectively enforced, There have
been many difficulties in the way of its enforcement. I need
not enumerate them, but provisions are found for the re-
moval of them in the Bill the hon. member for Lanark (Mnr.
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Jamieson) has introduced. We ask this House to give us
these amendments, and if the Scott Act with these amend-
monts cannot be worked, thon perhaps other counties will
repeal it. Lot us see what eau be doue with an amended Act.
I appeal to every man who desires to see the drinking!
habits of the country lessened, I appeal to every man who
desires to see good order in the country, I appeal to every
man who wants to assist us in this good work. It is a measure
whieh will not conflict with the drinking habits of any one.
They can go and take thoir glass of brandy if they wish it
and they can go on and indulge to any extent they please.
I appeal to you to give the temperance people the amend-
monts to this Act whicb we ask for hooe to-night and let
us have the Act in a workable condition. If I would turn to
the Hansard I could show you that the Hon. Alexander
Mackenzie, the then leader of the Govern ment, declared whon
he introduced the measure that ho believed the sentiment
of the country demauded it. He bolieved it was in answer
to the demand of the temperance sentiment in this country'
that he gave the people the Scott Act and ho also indicated it
was but a stop towards a larger and fuller moasure, a mca-
sure of prohibition. I believe that hon. gentleman desired the
Act should bo perfect, I believe it was in bis heart to make
the measure as perfect as it could be made. From time to
time the friends of temperance have been before Parliament
asking for amendments, and sometimes they have suc-
ceeded and more times they have failed. While this House
has been willing that those amendments should be passed
they have been blocked in another chamber. This bas
aroused a feeling in the minds of the temperance people of
this country which at the proper time will find such an
expression, as will wake up in the country the slumbering
embers of dissatisfaction that lie in the breasts of the peo-
ple, at the action of the Logislative Chamber referred to in
this matter. I trust that the reasonable demands of the tom-,
perance people may not be refused again. I hope their!
reasonable requests will be listened to, and that those
amendments will pass the louse and become the law of the
land. I do not think it necessary for me to say any-
thing more on this subjeot, but before I sit down I
would say that 1 regret exceedingly that there should
have been so much political animus in this discussion. I
have rcgarded it with a great deal ot regret for I think
it is possible for the two political parties in Canada
to fight thoir political battles without dragging the
temperance question into those battles. I believe that the
Opposition will get into power just as quickly and that the,
Goverument will retain power just as long without drag-
ging this temperance question into polities. I believe it
will be wise of both political parties to let that question
lie outside of polities altogether. Let hon. members on
both sides of the louse take hold of it as a great moral
question, and deal with it as a question in which we have
all a mutual interest, and in which our families and our
children after us are interested. Let us cast politics aside,
and let us vote as men of principle, let us vote as manly
men, men who desire to see our country prosper, men who
desire to see the evils of intemperance reduced to a mini-
mum, men who desire to see all the floodgates of vice
opened by the liquor traffic closed up forever and our coun-
try prosperous whether under a Conservative or a Liberal
Government. Let us throw aside political feelings and
vote on this question as accountable beings, accountable to
our country, our children, and our God.

Mr. JAMIESON. I wish to say a few words in reply to
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). The first
statement that I made that ho had shirked a vote was made,
on the authority of Ilansard, which is the official record of
the House. If the hon, gentleman examines Hansard ho
will find that it is not there.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman will find
my name in the Journals of the louse. I told him Ivoted
and ho made a statement that was not true.

Mr. JAMIESON. Both are official records recognised
by the House.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I stated that I bad voted.
Mr. JAMIESON. I made my statement on the author-

ity of the official lansard.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Hansard is not

the official record of the votes.
Mr. JAMIESON. There are a few remarksl would like to

make in reply to statements made by the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), statements which are as untrue
as it is possibe for them to be. In the first place ho states
that I have supported and taken part in the elections of
the bon. member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart). I wish
te make the statement that I never cast a vote. I never
attended a meeting, I never took part in any shape or
form in a political contest in South Lanark in my life and
for the good reason that the hon. member for South Lanark
(Mr. Haggart) does not require my assistance or that of
any other outsider in order to secure bis election in that
county, so that the hon. gentleman's statement in that
respect is entirely without foundation. So far as my
position in North Lanark in the local election is concerned
I may tell the hon. gentleman that just before the last
local election took place there was a sort of temperance
convention held in North Lanark. At that convention it
was proposed that two temperance candidates should be
put in the field-there were two in the field at that time-
and it was resolved that they should be supported. One
Conservative moved and another seconded a motion to that
effect, but there was not a single individual belonging to the
Liberal party who would say he would support the man.
The candidates for the Local House were there; they were
quite prepared to give their support to the local candidates,
but of course when it came to the candidate for the House
of Commons they were not prepared to do it.

Mr. HAGGART. That was a horse of another color.

Mr. JAMIESON. That was a horse of another color.
Under those circumstances we supported the man who was
pledged to temperance legislation-just as much so as the
Liberal candidate in the north of the county. The hon.
gentleman pretends to ignore the Dominion Alliance. I
am not prepared to say that the Dominion Alliance is enti-
tled to dictate over all the members of this louse or to the
Government of this country, but when the G-overnment, of
which the hon. gentleman was a member, was in power in
1878, it was not beneath his dignity to consult the Daminion
Alliance. In fact, I have a record in my band, in which it
is stated that, at a meeting held in the city of Ottawa, a
draft of the Canada Temperance Act was made by a com-
mittee of the Alliance and presented to the Government of
which the hon.gentleman was a member. So that, after alil,
the Canada Temperance Act was not framed by that Gov-
ernment, but by a committee of the Dominion Alliance. I
have bere the Year Book of 1883, in which that is stated,
and I believe it to be correct. Now, Sir, so far as my posi-
tion is concerned, it is this : In 1885, at a meeting of the
Dominion Alliance, it was resolved to ask the Government
of this Dominion to take charge of amendments to the
Scott Act. It was resolved that in the event of the
Government not doing se, I should be requested to
do so, and to presa the Bill as expeditioualy as I
possibly could. My position was this: The moment
the Dominion Government refused to take charge of
the amending Bill, and it was placed in my bands, I
had to carry out the instructions given me by the
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Dominion Alliance, or throw up the measure altogether. ago, and thon ask oursolves how much progross the
My position, further, is this: that so long as I act on lines agitators have made in connection wîth this question. On
laid down by the Dominion Alliance, it does not rest with the l5th of March, 1875, Mr. Schultz, thon member for
any hon. member in this House, or any man outside of this Lisgar, moved:
House, to charge me with inconsistency. That is MY ci That it is the opinion of this House that a probibitory liquor law je
positioin, and I am satisfied I hail be backed up by every the oniy effectuai remedy for the evils conpiained of, and it bath. dut of
member of the Dominion Alliance, unless bis views are dis- the Government to submît suoh meaeures for the approvai of ParTia-
torted for purty purposes. There was a statement made, I ment at the earliest moment practicable.I
do not know whether on the authority of the bon. member That sounds very much like the motion my friend pro-
for Brome (Mr. Fisher) or not. If it is, I am only sorry, sented afewdays agotore-affirm theabstractprincipleafter
Mr. Speaker, that parliamentary usage will not permit me we have had the Canada Temperance Act for ton years, and
to characterise that statement as I would like to do. It is bave peaded and implored the leaders of this flouse b take
stated, in answer to an urgent request on bis part, that I some action, not that it should ho made stronger or more
should endeavor to place the Bill, of which I had charge, on prohibitive, but made fairly operative; and new my hon.
GovernmentOrders, that I said I would serve my party first. friend stands up and cemplains because we ask the Govern-
Sir, the statement is as false as the bottomless pit; 1 never nuent to move as his friends asked the Goverument to movo
made such a statement in my life, and the hon. member in 1875. I find that on that occasion the hon. Minister of
who says so is stating-well, the House understands what Cnstoms had something to say abrnit this question, and I may
I mean; I will not go any further. This is about ail ISay that the Government thon were just like the Goveru.
have to say in reference to this matter. I do trust we shail ment now, a little slow to move, and the tmperanco mon
roach a vote on this Bill to-night, instead of letting it stand had to keep them up te iheir work. The bon. Ministor of
over for anothar occasion. Castors dhlvered himslf on that occasion in this fashion,

when supporting the reslution of Dr. Schultz:
this qusioA na T. s 1ebved ent a th s t or tat e n CiThe flouse was as wel prepared now as it would b. in a fortnightthisquetio, ad, s itis vidnt t tîs lte ourtha wehence, after sixteen caucuses lIad been held, to corne to a direct votoshalh net ho able te conclude this debate te night, I beg te on the subject. The country was as weil prepared now as it would be

movo the adjeuru mentof the d"bate. ten yeart berce, to decide whether it wou dhave a prohbibitory law, for
the question e d been diseussed since lie wae a bof, and wa agitated

Mr. BAIN (Wentwcirth). I do not very tften interfere every year The question should be left with the overnment to grap-
with temperance questions, but I fomt that the occasion to pie with."

night iq one, on which for once as a friend to the temper- That was the opinion of the hon. Minister of Custom in
avece caUb-eII arn ntitled to say a word. Before deslini e 1875, whe the diffrence wasjust this: that ho was on this
with the'question on its moitsï, perbsps I may bwallowe e ido of the l use, and the Goveracent of my non. frind
te rt-feî te one or two statements that bave been made by from East York was on that side. Now, it striltes me that
ry hon. friend from Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) in respect to when our friends opposie talk se loudly about how thoy
the action wbich is said te have boon taken by ths Dominion had advonatcd this great moral princp eo, and what they
Alliance on a previus occasion. -Ho complains that my suffred in the caude of tomperance, when ith woen-ot
hon. fi'end from Bothwell (Mr. Milîs) speaks lightly of th e t popular as it is new, and how they regret it bas been

ino1875.nIAfindnthatondthat occasionethe hon. initer of

act that in 1878 the made a political question, would it netiomuc, and if
Goverument ef which my hon. friend was a member had. so they woulh stiffon up their backs and say te thir leader:
MUCh confidence in the Dominion Alliance that they sub We intend t lpport y u on awt poeitica questions, but as
mitted te it the draft cf the Canada Temperanco Act for its the prico f our support we insist that you give us, n t pro-
approval. I would t ikher e ask the hou. gentleman if ho ea usibitory legisvation, but that yomaie the.isaw fairoy
refer te the ime whcn bis leader, sinco thon, ever proposed workablo. If they would do thiis instead ef comîng down
any Aimedments te the Canada Temperance Act, and sub- oher teotrw dut in the oyos of th pople with these
mitted thern for apprvat e eth a Dominion Alliance; andT motions whsh moas nothing and aying it is a groat
would ike te know when ho ever got up in bis place as a pity afquetien cf this kind should have boon mac e
tmperance man in tis louse, and indicated that ho was asfootballwlf in the political arena, we migt bave
net in party accord witb his leader, wtn bis leader somo confdee in their protestations. I was amused

Mras se sysematically usirg d vis iLfnence te prevent at the bon. memb r for Queen'i te(r. Froman)
this Canada Temperance Act being amended. I say, when ho exprested bis regret that a groat moral question
8e far as bis position is concerned, that it ilt becomes like thi.i should have been made a politicat question, and
the bon. mo wber for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) to refer with a which the Minister cf Customs, in 1875, d scared that
aieer te the action oet e Dominion Alliance and theLiberal the Government ought te initiaLe logimiation cf this kind.
Goverment as toe their treatmentef this question. I have l fforgEts that when his friends were eut f office, and
a distinct recollection cf (ow this question came bfore the when lion gentlemen nds ow on this ide of the yluse
iue con that occasion I remember ew the potitions showed their faith and theiraprinciptesbypassing legilatien,

wore poured in on us, and how this maLter was urged on imperfedt and contradictory, Iadmit, but at the moment
tho fouse and the Government frm year te year; and I the best that c usd howbad, ndt o heon. gentloit opposite
remember that w en it came to ho deait with, by the lifted a litle qingertonelp them to improve the details cf
Libera G vernment in 1878, and wen the temperance thateoasure. On theicontrary, it ad to ho passed in the
memborsncf the iouse wero a lked te meet togther and teethnf thoir active hostiuity or noutral opposition. Yet
distuss the maLter, we had n at the prosnce or aid cf a these hon. fentemen te day say teus that this seuld not be
single Conservative todiseouss the question oretote us hcw maie a political question. tetl you, Sir, if the electorate
a prohinitory tiquoer law could ho put on be Statntedbook or would jut stutfen the backs of these reoprsentatives, by
miad effective; but, forooth, when they were in Oppoition tlling then, intea otf bing Tories first iasd temporance
thoy were tho mn who were urging on the Goverament t men a qter tards, you must h touperance m en first, or we
take action in this maHter. Sir, it sounded te me ike wil ave yl out at the nextolections and put honest men
ancint history when h saw my bon. friend f ism Lanark in yeso plaoes, wo will display more zeal than simply muve
(Mir. Jamieson's) notice cf an indgpendent motion sabsbract reoutions, that i is the daty f the Goral ment to
favor cf prohibition, and h favor cf th Government onu pass prghihitory legisiation, and thon quietly strangle ndt
forcingit. Sir, just let me draw his attention te bareslution cf existence tho etmperan e sentiment by your donothing
worded like that, and adopted by this touse some yers oliey we would find a change in thir mode cf conduot.
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There is another gentleman who owes his position in tus the face of thoisarnest protesta of the Opposition, in passing
House to the stand he took at one time in connection with the Liquor License Act of 1883, known botter as the
the temperance movement. I do not wish for a moment to MCarthy Act, that the Superior Court of New Brunswick
throw diseredit on a publie man who, in the early days of ruled had dostroyod the ponal clauses of the Canada Tom-
his public life, advocated temperance principles and was perance Act, whicb my hon, friend mourned on that occa-
p aid for bis advocacy; that is perfectly legitimate. But sien, and, as far as 1 know, bas gone on meurning from that
lot me quota a few of the sentences which the bon. the day onwards, until the Supreme Court said it was to be
Minister of Marine and Fisheries uttered in 1885, when swept from the Statute-beok and it wusmot wortb the papor
discussing the Bill which the hon. member for Lanark bas it was writtcn on, and thus restorod the Act te its original
brought up so often from year to year in the Houie that it bas condition. My hon. friands are noverdone lamenting about
grown boary and grey, and yet it is just as far from becoming the difficulties which surreund the carrying eut of tbis Act.
the law of the land as when he first took these amendments I am inclined te jein with them in that lament as long as
in hand. The hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries they rotain thoir prosent position. I do not find any fanit
had a little tiff with the hon. member for Cornwall (Mir. with the leader of the Governmont for net doing botter in
Bergin) who presides over the Factory Act, which is another regard te this Act, when ho finds that the professod tempor-
measure that is a long time coming to maturity, and there ance mon areund him wbo profesa te support it do not stand
was a little feeling as to which Bill sbould come first, but up te their principles botter than that, when ho knows that
finally the Factory Act had to stand back. The hon. the tbey will get dewn on their knees whenever they are told
Minister of Marine said, and his words express exactly my to get dewn. I think if 1 was Premier 1 would do the same
sentiments. and I should have bonored the man who had thing nyself. Il I knew that, when I gaid te my temper-
uttered such sentiments and stand by them: ance friends, I do net tbink it is very handy for me to do

"I in the first place it iq necessary, in order to carry ont the good faith tus now, and yen had botter postpe it, thoy would bo
of Parliament, which was shown firit in the enaciments passed in 1878, only tee happy Ie pestpono it, I think 1 would act that way
and which was equallyshown by making the law stronger in IJ8i, under meif, in viow of these on the ether sida of the question.
whi, h two ple iges the people on 71 different oceasions have com- up to Tht
vote ou this Ac, ani carried it in 59 by large majorities Of those
counties and cities which hve adopted the îct, over 40 will be undAr Premir knows it In the past, as temperonce mon, we
its operation from let May, this year-and are looking to this Parlia- bave hud Io flght for our rights, and I may say that any-
ment-and a population of on,- million and a hait of people ae aeking thing that bas rshhied agaiumt the Sott Act is as nothing te
this Parliament to do its simple duty in the premises-keep its faith-
and take away obstructions-not which the people have placed in the the future, but tsîmply the kindling cf a great fire. But,
way-but which Parliament placed in the way ot the Act and unde- when the Pi omier knowi that, whenever ho says te these
Bignedly too." hon. gentlemen, get down and ho stili, they will get dt>wn
Further on te continhed: and stifli te enest ikely that ho wil do aything te

«If Parliamentmade a blunder, as in the opinion of the conrt of advanei the cause cf temperonce. t eertainly dees net lie
New Brunswick it did, and unwittinlzycut away the machinery an. the in the rnuth of my hon. friend fror North Lanarsk (Mr.
power r m under that &ct, it te in the carrying out of the good raith Jamieso ) te speak about the wonderf actions of the Do.

ipwch sbould sub3ist bhoiweenenarltamenthand the people ihat they
should remedy that mistake and shouid give to the people what w minionAlliance, when they have acceted so meekly their
aeked for -and what wae supposed to be glven-a fairly workàble Act. tseatment by the Government. I was once foolih enough
That is ail we ask for." te go on a deputation t the Premier. The Dominion Aii-
And ayain:ance got it into their headas that this Act was net in good

IlAUl we aýk for, ail the temperance people ak for, lI that Parliament working order. No doubt there was something in that, and
should carry out its pledged faith with a view of giving them a Oanada I was told -e r ewasnet present at the moeting-that they
Temperance Act which je made wwrkable, and if under those conditions had appointed a deputation te wait on the Govn ment.
it proves a faire, the temeranopeple wll be thfirt moefrY th Ace e st te he oe me
the abolition of that law."ancme anhi oofestosuorth don

paying attention te their statementa when the Liberals were
These are, te my mmnd, words that have the correct ring. it office, and thoy thougt that, wbeneour Conservative
Tbey are words that indicat, as far as words can, a heary friends came into office, tey would ase bave some respect for
and earnest bolief in the duty cf Parliament te prome.them, and I was teld, we are going t wait on the Government,
temporanco by passing theso amondmonts. There was ne and we want yon t h go, as we want te have a delegation from
hesitation in the bon, gentleman saying what ho thon the Alliance whiyhWii h bern-poslitical.notice that Lhy are
theught Parliament eught te do. But hew le it very particular nowaday on the non.politioal question. Hou-.
that isinco thon wohave beard ne more cf theseovor remember w made a great, big deputation. W
ardent utterances in favor ef Parliament taking sorne flld the Premier's room se ofu that we had teo stand up
action. This wau on the 8th cf April, 1885, and in Decem. quite close against him, and there was scarcely room for
ber, 1885, the on. gentleman heomme Minister Pf Marine. my hou. friend the Minister cf Marine and Fisheries, who
ls it possible that the yeke wause tight around lis ieci, was ve m utpiece of the deputation on that occasion, te
since ho entered office, that ho le ne longer able te giveindulge in any rlourishing. I neover was a worshipper of
utterance te those noble sentiments on behalf cf the very that hon, gentleman, but muett ay that on that occasion ho
causethat warmed him into poitical existence and made a presented the cause of the Dominion Alliance with modera-
man cf him. I respect a man who honestly changes lis tien and firmness and definitenoss and brevity, and I thcught
opinions, but Idespise a man who so ehimslf for position our cause was well put, and c Ithought the Premier, as I
and ges back on the prinoiples te which ho owes believe h o always is on these occaions was very ourteous
hie promotion. How did the cryblundor" referred th tam, very courteous. S Io thoughtoui'deputation was going
by the Mdnsteret Marine ore te ob remedied courm? te do smething, and I remem ber that the Premier juat
Did it come o pas by the Government consrlting the simply said, in a on-committal sert cf way: I e oomi rea-
Dominion Tomperance Alliance for the purposookf imprfvo sonable that anActwhich he Pren the Statute-book cf th
ing the Actk fNo;it came from the desire cf the G vern- ountry, and was a Gvernment moare, and is net fairly
ment te gratp hie power vestd in tbe Local Leoilaturewo rkable, should ho made se. I thougt that looked roasen-
and control V e licenses for the purpose cf giving ta troke ah , and I thought our spokesman lad put oui case in sud
at he Premiery f Ontari , who stood lu thec way of trerAefahion as tercrnvinceve the Premier. We went away
ambitions f on, gentlemen opposite. I wd throug that saying that wahwoeld hear tybout it. Weil, it passed for a
action, in wasnet by any aWcdental oircumstanoe, i waenwQek, and thon iV passed lor another woek, and wo rec.ived
byth e very decided action gf the majority cf Vhs floue, it no apsuer. 1 do net know hou-others foit, but I bogAn too

Ma . BAiN (Wentwerth).
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feel that we had been sold, and I felt indignant when I sai
that, in another branch of theL Iegislature, the leader of th
Government there indicated that they did not intend to tak
any action in regard to the amendments to the Canada Tom
perance Act. If those hon.gentlemen opposite felt as indig
nant as I felt, they would have constituted themselves a
once another deputation and would have told the Premie
formally that they were in earnest, that they believe
these amendments were necessary, and that, in the glow
ing words of my hon. friend, it was necesary to keep faith
with the people and to make this Act workable. Bu
they got down on their knees and accepted the situation
and from that time downwards, the Dominion Alliance
and our friends who support the Government, have los
their grip on the temperance question, and from that time
it was simply that they must do as the Government saw fit
I do not blame the Government, but I say the men wh
professed to have temperance principles made a great mis
take. Their knees were too weak, and the result Las cor
tainly justified the statement of the leader of the Govern
ment in the Senate. Again, we fInd the Dominion
Alliance, thought, may be, they might influence the
Government by the exercise of some firmuess, sending
another deputation in 1886, suggesting a readjustment of
the fines. I did not go on the deputation that time,
but the published report is to the effeot that the Dominion
Alliance sent another deputation to the Premier to
urge certain reasons why there should be readjustment
of the fines and penalties imposed under the Canada Tem-
perance Act. Did they succeed any better than before ?

ot the Order lu Council of the 15th December, 1886, show,
ln which, instead of travelling in the direction the deputa.
tion asked, the Government travelled in exactly the opposite
direction. But I did not hear that the Dominion Alliance
protested ; on the contrary they seem to have taken the
rebuff with becoming humility. My friend from Lanark
(Mr. Jamieson) may have protested, but ho did not vote that
way, and the man who protests, and then votes for those
against whom he has protested, does not amount to much,
no matter on which side of the House ho is. I do not think
the Government, on the whole, have treated the Alliance
with the degree of consideration to which they have been
entithd, but, as the Alliance have accepted it, I think that
justifies the Government, and they are simply getting the
treatment they deserve. I think the ground taken by my
friend the Minister of Oustoms in connection with the tem-
perance legislation of the country was the correct one, when
he moved when in Opposition, in 1875, that it was the duty
of the Government to pass a prohibitory liquor law. I think
it is simply trifiing with the temperance sentiment of this
country, and casting dust in the eyes of the electors for any
private member of this House togo on year after year intro-
ducing an Act as my bon, friend from Lanark (Mr. Jamieson)
has been doing, professing to amend the Canada 'Temperance
Act. They may go on in that way till doomsday, they may
go on until that Act is grey haired, without getting any
further. I want to quote here an authority high up in the
temperance ranks, an authority so high up that, every time
these gentlemen have anything to do, they put him in the
si at of honor and get him to preside over them. That au-
thority is Senator Vidai, who, au an hon. member near me
states, is the president of the Alliance. I know ho Las
been identified with temperance ever sine I can re-
member, as president, figure-head, and general showman,
and ail this kind of thing; but I never heard of his voting
against the Government, and until a man's faith ls strong
enough to lead him to do that, through a sense of right, I
tell you, Mr. Speaker, the temperance reform is not going
to make much progress. Now, the occasion I refer to was
one on which the Premier introduced an Act to amend this
Canada Temperance Act. It appeared that the original
Act was defective in this respect, that the courts

w held that where there were no licenses in exist-
e ence in a county, the Canada Temperance Act could
e not corne into effect, for the simple reason that there was
a- no time on which licenses expired, and the court apparently
g- held that where there was no licenses to expire, the Act
t never could come into force. The Premier did agree
r to introduce legislation, and that was amended at bis
d1 instance. Now, in looking over the Senate Report, I
- find some remarks delivered by Senator Vidal, on the 4th
h April, 1884, in connection with the amendment I have re-
t ferred to. I may say, by-the-by, that the Premier, in
, introducing that matter to the House, made this remark :
e " It is quite clear that so long as the Act is on the Statute-
t book it should be made workable." A very good senti-
e ment, but unfortunately the active operation of that senti-
. ment stopped at about the time he got this amendment
o passed, and after that he pursued a retrograde course, or
- rather, as he expressed himself the other day, he did not
- know the Act required any amendments now. But on this
- occasion the hon. Senator alluded to spoke as follows:-

o very Parnest letters came to us from Nova Scotia saying we must if
e possible obttin this amendment. We told them what bas turned out to

be the case that immediately on the introduction of the Bill in either
House in all probability these would be an amendaient offered to the
Act by some opponent, which while professing to be friendly to it would
really be fatal to its very existence. A conterence of the members
interested wasb held and we came to this conclusion: That it was no use
for any private member to introduce a Bill of this nature. There ia a
moral certainty that if it is done by a private member it will just meet

t the fate which has attended former efforts to obtain such an ame ndment."
Now, these are sentiments uttered by the gentleman who is
to-day president of the Dorninion Temperanee Alliance.
Since 18,4 have the appointments to the Senate, with one
solitaty exeption, been likely to favor prohibitory logisla.
tion or have they been the reverse ? Every child in the
country knows, every temperance man in the country
knows, how grieved he was when certain of those appoin'-
ments were made-with one exception from Toronto. They
feit, so far as the Scnate was concerned, that it was hostile
to that class of legislation in former years, and that that hos-
tility was being reinforoed by recent additions to the Senate.
Yet, so hopeless was the position in 1884 that Senator Vidal,
an active temperance man, then openly and avowedly ex-
pressed the opinion that it was utterly uselces to attempt to
carry legislation through the House unless it was a Govoin-
ment mea ure. He went on to say:

'Between 20and 30 members of Parliament waited on Sir John and bis
collegues, stated their case and this Bill was the result senator Wark
enquired if it was a Government measure. Mr. Vidal said i This is what
we understood because if it was introduced by a p-ivate member it
would fait. and our only object in goinz te the Governmnent to ask thern
t introduce a measure was that it should be a Government measure."

Mr. Speaker, could wurds be more distinct than that? Here
was a man who knew of what he spoke, a man who
bas been in the centre of the temperance reform, and
knew all that has been going on in connection with tem-
perance ever since I have known anything of the temper.
ance cause. Yet, here was a man, in 1884, who had been a
consistent supporter of this Government and a life-long
Conservative, who said that it is utterly idie to attempt to
pass legislation in this Honue unless it is a Government
measure. Yet we find the hon. member for Lanark (Mr.
Jamieson) going on from year to year, with the consent of
this very Alliance of whicb this Senator is the head in this
country, introducing legislation and expecting to get it
passed. Now, Sir, 1 say it is an insult to the temperance
men of Canada, it is an insult to the thousands of Conserva-
tive temperance men, because there are thousands of them
who bonestly believe that temperance laws could be en-
forced if they had a fair chance, and, Sir, to-day we see the
resilt. Worried, worn, hadgered, ired with the frutitless
attempts to operate the Act the Government have refused
to amend, the result bas been that on every recent occa-
sion on whioh tUe repeal of the Oaaada Teiperanoe Act
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has been submitted to the electorate in counties where
three years ago it was carried by large majorities, those
men have, by their vote, censured the Government and
those temperance men that have idly stood by and allowed
that Act to be killed by its own friends in this House. I
have frequently said to my Conservative temperance friends
at home: Yon do not need to leave the ranks of your own
party, get your temperance organisation made perfect, just
stiffen the backs of the candidates you put in the field, and
tell them you are in earnest." Did we not have a sample
of the fear of the people a year ago in this House ? Look
at the large vote that was cast to keep the Scott Act in ex
istence, but the moment you undertook to amend it, that
vote dwindled down until they were prepared to do any-
thing rather than amend that Act. That showed that there
were a lot of mon in this House who knew full well that if
they expressed openly their convictions on this matter, and
voted for the repeal of the Act, they dared not go back and
face their constituents, or they would have been put to the
right-about face. Yet this is the way this measure has been
played with until the temperance sentiment of the country
is worn out, and to day after all this disappointment, the
result will probably be tht the moment the Scott Act is
submitted in these other counties it will be repealed, and
then temperance men will ho driven to another long and
arduous fight to bring the Act up to that position where the
Minister of Maîinoand Fis'eriessays it couid be made fairly
workable; when if those amendments had been takon up
and passed by the Govern ment whon asked by the Alliance,
and the Act had then been fairly tried and proved
a failure, ail parties would have agreel that it was
desirable to repeal it. But now, baffld, wearied, betrayed,
by the veiry m* n who professed to b. their friends in Par-
liament, temperance mon are left with an Act unworkable,
and confronted with every obstacle that can be put in their
way. Yet they corne here, year after year, introducing this
legislation. I say, Mr. Speaker, it is time the covering was
torn off this class of legislation. Lot us have some attempt
at honestly dealing with this question. Sir, I have not often
spoken in this House on tho temperance question, but when
Icamehere, in 1873, I made up my mind to befound on the side
of temperance, and I hope I[shall always be found there,
whether it is pleasing or displeasing to bon. gentleman on
either side of the House. I expect to be a friend of the
temperance cause when the people shall wake up to the fact
that they need to se id men of bitter timber on the Conser-
vative side than ever they have sent ere yet, and thon we
will get prohibition. In so far as the operation of the
Crooks Act is concernod in Ontario, the temperance people
have no reason to be discouraged with the movement of
temperance sentiments in the country. There is a steady,
solid growth of sentiment in the country in the direction of
restriction, and in tho direction of reducing the consumption
of liquor. I say it is a matter of extreme regret that this
Act should not hve been put in a fairly workable position.
Let me draw your attention to one feature in connection
with that much abnsed Act, called the Crooks Act, but
which now even liquor men extol as a good law. I had the
curiosity to look into the report of the Ontario Govern ment
the other day to see what were the results in connection
with the reduction of licenses and the general enforce.
ment of that Act. I find that in 1875, when
that legislation was initiated, there were 4,793 tavern licenses
issued in the Province of Ontario, and 1,307 shop licenses.
In the next ton years ending I885 when only one or two
counties had adopted the Act and when the whole country
was stili operating under the Crooks License Act, we
find that the licenses had been reduced to 3,252 tavern
licenses and 675 shop licenses, being a reduction of 632
shop licenses and in 1,540 tavern licenses issued in the
varions counties of the Province. In ten years the tom-
perance sentiment of the country has shown itself by a

Mr, BAIN (Wentworth).

steady restriction of the licenses in counties that have not
adopted the Canada Temperance Act, and to-day, as a con-
sequence, public temperance sentiment is healthier and
firmer in those counties than where the Canada Temperance
Act has been enforced under unfavorable circumstances
caused by the base neglect of its friends in the House,
where it has been placed in a position such as to disgust
its friends, and which has resulted in either one or two things
as shown by the recent vote: either that its supporters
were disgustsd and stayed away from the polls, or what is
more to h regretted voted for its repeal. I believe in tem-
perance legislation, at ail events I should like to see a fair
trial made'; but I feel that the temperance sentiment of the
country has been seriously misrepresented by many of the
members of the House who have pretended to represent it,
and while I can echo the sentiment of the hon. member for
Queen's. N.S. (Mr. Freeman) that the question should b.
lifted out of the political arena, I tell that hon. gentleman
that ho and his friends have done more to discourage the
temperance cause by being party men first and sinking
their temperance principles at the bidding of the Premier.
during the last four or five years than all the acts of the
liquor dealers during the last twenty years put together.

Mr. FISH ER After the remarks of the hon. member for
Wentworth (Mr. Bain) it is not necessary for me to deal
with this question at any length ; but the hon. membcr for
Lanark (.r. Jamieson) a little while ago made some
remarks in regard to myself to which I must say a few
words. I have alluded this evening to what the hon. gentle-
man has said as to the occurrences at the meeting last year
to which ho is so fond of alluding. I am not going to take
up the time of the House at this late hour by repeating thiî
statement. The hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) a
littie while ago said this is a question of veracity between
he and I. i should prefer to believe it is meroly a
question of memory, and I do not wish to impute motives
to the hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson).

Mr. JAMIESON. I do not recollect stating it was a
question of veracity.

Mr. FISHER. I understood so. I have already stated
tis evening my remembrance of those occurrences, ard 1
have no reason to change that statement one whit or one
iota. That may have been, as Isaid, a question of memory
between the hou. gentleman and myself; but in regard to
what the hon. member for Lanark bas said about the hon.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) and his vote and action
in this House upon this question, that is not a question of
memory at all, but 1 regret to say emphatically a question
of fact. The hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) a
little while ago said that the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) did not vote on that occasion last year. The
bon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), interrupting him,
stated he did vote, and according to the Rules of the ouse,
after that denial of the hon. member for Bothwell,
it was the duty of the hon. member for Lanark (Mr.
Jamieson) to have accepted tue hon. gentleman's
statement and withdrawn the assertion h. made in
regard to the hon. member for Bothwell (Sir. Mills).
He did not do so But a few minutes afterwards
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) placed the record
of the Journals before the flouse showing that his name
was in each one of the divisions. The hon. member for
Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) ought then, I say, to have with-
drawn his statement. But no; he then tried to hide him.
self under what he said was contained in the record of the
Hansard, and he said that the ffansard record, which I hold
under my hand, and which is exactly the same volume as
the hon. gentleman had under his hand, did not contain the
name of the hon. member for B>thwell (&lr. Mille). I have
here the four votes that took place on 13th June lat, and
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in every one of those votes, in the same volume which the
hon. member for Lanark bad, appeared the name of the
boo. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills).

Mr. JAMIESON. I beg the hon. gentlenan's pardon;
it is not so. It does not appear on the main motion.

Mr. FISHIE R. I will read the record, and it will show
what was the statement when he had this volume under his
hands, and when he professed to appeal to this volume and
to quote it. Firet, there is the vote on the amendment of
Mr. Cargill, which was for a repeal of the Scott Act.
Under nays I find the name of Mr. Jamieson, and further
down the name of Mr. Mills (Bothwell).

Mr. JAMIESON. Yes; I said so.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No; you said I did not vote.
Mr. FISHER. The Hansard report to-morrow will per-

haps show what the hon. gentle man said.
Mr. JAMIESON, The hon. gentleman has an extraordi-

nary memory. I said that he voted on the amendment, but
when it came to the main motion his name did not appear.
That is what I said.

Mr. FISHER. If the hon, gentleman will weigh a little
more carefully what he is saying, he will find tbat I will be
able to prove that he is wrong even in that statement.

Mr. JAMIESON. I appeal to flansard when it cornes
out.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I told you my name appeared
in the Journals of the House.

Mr. FISIIER. The next amendment is that of Mr. Girou.
ard, and I find Mr. Mills (Bothwell) voting there.

Mr. HAGGART. That is correct; he said so.
Mr. FISHER. Again, there is the amendment I moved

myself, which was to obviate a vote upon the amendment of
Mr. Sproule in reference to compensation. I find there also
Mr. Jamieson and Mr. Mills again voted on the same s de.

Mr. JAMIESON. Turn to the next division.
Mr. FISHER. In the division on the main motion as

amended I find arnong the yeas Mr. Jarnieson and among
the nays Mr. Mills (Bothwell).

Mr. JAMLESON. I beg your pardon. If that is so, I
am certainly mistaken. I examined it carefully and I
could not find it.

Mr. FISHER. I regret that the hon. member for Lanark
(Mr. Jamieson) should have allowed himself to make such
a statement impugning the veracity of the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) in this Hlouse on such a cursory
examination of the record as he evidently made.

Mr. JAMIESON. And other members examined it
with me.

Mr. FISHIER. Then the hon. gentleman was in very
bad company.

Mr. JAMIESON. Will the hon. gentleman pass the
book across here ?

Mr. FIStiER. It was the duty of the hon. membar for
Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) to have acerpted the statement of
the hon. member for B:>thwel1 (Mr. Ml) ; but ins·ead of
doing so, he chose to deny it, and even to deny the state-
ment of the records of the House.

Mr. HAGGART. Send it over; let us see if it is there

Mr. FISHER. I will not continue this controversy any
further. I will simply say this in reference to the motion
of the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) now before
of the House, that the Bill be not now read the second time,
but that it be read this day six months. I must say I am

surprised that the hon. member for Muskoka should have
made this motion. Ie is a member who, I believe, has the
courage of his convictions. I believe he sincerely desires
to see the Scott Act repealed. I bolieve he is also glad to
see that in his own county the Scott Act has been repealed,
and he desires to see it removed f rom the Statute-book;
but if the Act is to remain on the Statute-book he should be
willing to make it as perfect as possible. Even those
oppoeed in principle to the Act should allow us on this
occasion to amend it. I have but one further remark to
make in connection with the statement made by the hon.
member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) this evening, that the
action of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) was
contrary to the declared opinion of the Dominion Alliance.
I cannot allow that to go forth as being the truth in regard
to the Dominion Alliance. They bave made no utterance
and passed no resolution whatever in that regard.
Neither the member for Lanark (Mr. Jarnieson) nor any of
the other gentlemen who sit on the other side oi the Bouse
made a motion at the Dominion Alliance condemning the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). They had not the
courage in the Dominion Alliance te object to that action,
or to say that the Dominion Alliance was against the
motion, yet long after they come here and they emphatie-
ally state that it was contrary to the desires of the Dominion
Alliance. They have no foundation on which to make that
statement whatever. I think I know enough of the Domin-
ion Alliance to know that the Alliance does not pretend to
look upon itself as being the only exponont of temperance
people in this country, or to insist that no temporarce
action ehould be taken in this Iouse except from that
enforcement. I may say also the Dominion Alliance,
on many occasions, have made an effort to induce the
Government to adopt the Scott Act amendments as their
Bill, and they have invariably failed to obtain that
action on the part of the Government. I believe,
as 1 have stated over and over again in the council of the
Dominion Alliance, that until the Governmont do take
that Bill under their protection and make it their Bill it
cannot be law. As a member of tho Dominion Alliance
I believe it our duty to endorse that action. I enpbati.
cally deny that all the members of the Dominion Alliance
believe that this is the only way in which temperance
legisilation can be obtained in this louse. The Dominion
Alliance bas made no utterance whatever on this motion
of the bon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) and I know
that the hon. members opposite had no foundation what-
ever to make the statements which they did here to-night.

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker, I do not rise to discuss the
question of whether the Scott Act is a good Act or not, but
1 rise to discuse the amendmont of' the bon. member for
Muiskoka (Mr. O'Brien). The effect of that amendment
would be to leave things exactly as they are now, and it
would merely leave the Scott Act with all its imperfections,
which are acknowledged by its fricnds and opponents and
which we al] know it possesses. If I were asked for my
opinion on the Scott Act as it now stands I muet say that
Lie Scott Act at present does not restrain the saleof liquor
nearly as much as the Crooks Act in Ontario. I think there
is more restriction on liquor selling in Toronto or Ottawa un-
der the Crooks Act than th ere is in St. Thomas which is under
the Scott Act, In Ottawa or in Toronto tavern keepers
have to observe certain regulations, while, in St. Thomas,
where there are no licenses, there are no regulations, and a
man who sells at ail wiil sell any day of the week and at
any hour of thei night Saturday and Sunday. There is no
restriction in Scott Act counties except the fear of getting
caught. I verily believe the Scott Act has really led rather
to sn increase than a decrease in the consumption of liquor
in the county which I have the honor to represent and in
the city of St. Thomas, the county town. This failure of
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the Scott Act is not due to any failure on the part of the local
olficers. The inspector for West Elgin, which includes
the city of St. Thomas, is one of the most devoted
temperance men and prohibitionists in the country.
He has been frequently complimented by different
temperance bodies for his strenuous efforts to enforce
the Act, and he bas secured a great many convictions,
but at the same time the sale of liquor goes on more
freely there than it does in Ottawa to-day. That is
my impression of the Scott Act as it stands. I do not see
how I can vote for the motion of the hon. member for Mus-
koka (Mr. O'Brien) for it does not remove this inefficient
Act from the Statute-book, but leaves it with all its acknow-
ledged imperfectionsto continue in its failure in the purpose
for which it was intended. Neither am I sure that any
amendments that can be made to this Act will make it
workable; however, I think it is only fair play to give the
supporters of the Act an opportunity to show what amend-
ments they propose to make and to convince us, if possible,
that those amendments will make it workable, and in real-
ity a prohibitory liquor law. If they fail to show that it
will make it a moral Act, I cannot support the amending
Bill, and I will reserve my vote for the third reading; but
in the meantime, until we see what the amendments pro-
posed in the committee are, I find it necessary to vote for
the second reading.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Before the question is put I
just wish to say this: i had a very distinct recollection of my
vote relating to the temperance question in the House last
year. The hon. member for North Lanark said I left the
House with the speed of a "Maud S." Tie hon. gentle-
man had a distinct recollection of that fact. I sent out for
the Journals of the louse and I knew my vote would be
there recorded, but the hon gentleman was not satisfied. He
declared there was some other official record than the
Journats, and that it was there recorded that I did not vote.
Well, Sir, notwithstanding the Hibernianism of the hon.
gentleman, I find that even in the official report of the
Debates my vote is recorded, and yet the hon. gentleman
stood up in this House thinking that nobody else would
examine the report, or that we would take lis statement
for grantod, and declare that in the official reports there
was no record of my vote. The official report bas been ex.
amined by other parties. My vote is there recorded and
the House now sees how much credit is to be attached to a
statement of the hon. gentleman who with a copy of the
Blansard debates in bis hand in which my vote is there re-
corded attempts to mislead the House on this question.

Mr. JAMIESON. I believe I have made a mistake on
this question.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh !
Mr. JAMIESON. As a member of Parliament and a

gentleman it is my duty to withdraw the statement. I am
not the first hon. member who has made a mistake. I cer.
tainly examined the record and other parties with me, and
any gentleman who takes the Hansard will see how the
mistake occurred. The name does not appear in order. I
certainly made a mistake in that way and I wish to apo.
logise.

An hon. MEMBER. What about the speed of " Maud S."
Mr. JAMIESON. I have made my statement.
House divided on motion of Mr. Haggart to adjourn the

debate.
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Mr. O'BRIEN. I understand that there is a general wish
on the part of the members that this Bill should go to the
committee, and, therefore, with the consent of the House, I
am quite willing to withdraw my motion for the six months'
hoist.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.

Amendment (six months' hoist) negatived, and Bill read
the second time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the Honse.

Motion agroed to; and louse adjourned at 1.20 a.m.
(Thursday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TaiuRaDAY, 26th April, 1888.

The SPz&KRa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRaYIRs.

ACT RESPECTING TRE SAFETY OF SRIPS.

Mr. FOSTER moved for leave to introduce Bill (No. 112) to
amend the Revised Statutes, chap. 77, respecting the safety of
ships. He said : The object aimed at in this 8ill is to make
greater provision for the safety of vessels, chiefly in two
ways: firat, by providing botter machinery for the inspec.
tion and surveying of vessels leaving our ports when they
are supposed to be, or charged to be unseaworthy; and in
the second place, it provides certain rules and precautiots
in reference to the storage of grain cargoes.
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Mr-. JONES (Halifax). I would like to ask the Minister

of Marine if it is intended to apply to sea-going vessels, or
only to lake vessels?

Mr. FOSTER. To sea-going vessels as well as to lake
Vessels.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
113) to amend the Summary Convictions Act. HIe
said: The principal objects of this Bill are to give
greater facilities for procuring the attendance of witnesses.
It empowers Justices of the Peace to issue subpænas into
other counties outside of thoir jurisdiction, and it likowise
contains compulsory provisions as regiards witnesses who
fail to obey snbponas. It likewise establishes the
competency of witnesses in proceedings under this Act,
notwithstanding they have a pecuniary inter est, and it
provides further for the methods of appeal.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

RESOLUTIONS REGARDING THE CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the absence of Sir
Charles Tupper, I beg to move that the House resolve itself
into Committee to-morrow te consider the following resolu-
tion:-

Reaolved, That in view of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
having agreed with the Government of Canada to relinquish, for the
consideration and upon the conditions herein set forth, the exclusive
privilege possessed by it in virtue of Article fifteen of the agreement
between Her Majesty and the Company, contained in the schedule to the
Act 44th Victoria, chapter 1, it is expedient to provide that :

(a) The Government of Canada will guarantee the pavment of in-
terest, until maturity, at three and a half per cent on bonds of the Com-
pany to an amount net exceeding fitteen millions of dollars; the prin-
cipal of such bonds to be payable not later than fifty years from their
date, and the principal and interest to be secured as hereinafter set
forth.

(b) Such bonds shall be secured by deed of bargain and sale to
Trustees of all the Oompany's title to the unsold lands forming part of
the Oompany's land grant under the said Act, and such deed shall be
subject to the approval of the Governor in Council.

(c) The pro ceeds of the sales of the lands bereinbefore mentioned
shall be paid over to the Government of Canada, together with any
other sumo which the Company pays over, for the purpose, to the Gov-
ernment, and the whole shall constitute a fund which shall be held by
the Government for the exclusive purpose of satisfying the principal of
the said bonds.

(d) On the amount so set apart, not exceeding the amount neces-
sary to redeem the bonds hereinbefore mentioned, the Government shall
pay to the Company interest at the rate of three and a half per cent.,
sach interest te be applied in satisfaction of .nterest of the bonds as the
same accrues: but if the Company makes default in the payment of any
interest falling due on any of the bonds atoresaid, the Company shalh,
if required by the Government, pay over all interest collected under un-
completed sales, upon the price of lands sold as well as principal realised
from sales thereof, and the Government shall allow on the amount of
such payments, interest at the rate hereinbefore mentioned, and shall
apply the same and ail interest accrued on the principal fund towards
the payment of the interest on the said bonds.

(e) Bo soon as the aggregate amount of the said fund, in the bands of
the Government, equals the principal of all the bonds of the said issue
then outatanding, tue Company may pay in a further sum to cover any
interest up te date, and thereupon the mortgage shall be discharged,and
thereafter al interest on such bonds shall be paid by the Government,
as also the principal at maturity, but the Government shall be in no way
liable for the payment of any part of the principal except so far as
the Company have provided it with a fund for the purpose.

(f) Such Minister as in designated by the Government shall be one of
the Trustees under the said mortgage deed, and the appointment of the
other Trustees shall be subject te the approval ot the Government.

(y) Al land grant bondi which form part of the former issue by the
Company and are now held by it shall be cancelled, and the mortgage
hereinbefore mentioned shall be subjeci te the payment of such of the
said landgrant bonds as are outstanding, but al sums due or ta become
due for unpaid purchase money to the company on account of lands
heretofore sold shall be apphed te the payment of such land grant
bonds according to the terms of the mortgage securing the sane.

(À) If the Company, under any powers granted te it, sells or leases
the branch of its railway neat of Red River, between St. Boniface and
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the boundary of the United States, any incorporated company to
whom such sale or lease is made, may operate such branch as if it had
been incorporated for the purpose, but the moneys resulting from such
sale or lease shall be applied either towards the payment of the bond
secured by the railway or towards increasing the security for such
bonds by expenditure on the railway, or partly u one way or partly in
the other.

Mr. LAURIER. Will the resolution be taken to-morrow?
We will bave the Budget to-morrow.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is merely a formal motion.

Mr. LAURIER. I suppose the hon. gentleman will lay
before the House all the correspondence with regard to the
Canadian Pacific Railway?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think that the
papers which are laid on the Table containing the corres-
pondence between the Government of Canada and the
Imperial authorities in reference to this disallowance ques-
tion, have yet been printed. If they have not yet been
printed they ought to be printed and put in our bands, as it
is very necessary we should have them in printed form
before the discussion proceeds. Will the hon. Minister see
that the proper authoritiss get this done ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not know whether
thee papers have been printed, but of course we will have
the matter looked into at once and the papers brought down,
if they have not already been laid on the Table.

EMPLOYÉS OF THE NORTHBERNLIGHT.

Mr. WELSI. I wish to ask the Minister of Marine
when the balance of those papers will bo laid on the Table
of this House connected with the mon employed on the
.Northern Light ?

Mr. FOSTER. I think very shortly. We had to write
down to an agent at Charlottetown for the particular items.
Just as soon as they come back they will be laid on the
Table.

Mr. WELSH, I would like to ask the Minister of
Marine if ho bas not the accounts from the men employed
on the JVorthern Light last summer? They must be
received in the department before this, and paid for. If
those accounts had been sent into the department and paid,
what necessity is there to write down for further dccu-
ments?

Mr. FOSTER. If there was no occasion to write down
for further information, it is not probable I would take the
trouble to do so. The hon, gentleman was precise in ask-
ing a curtain minute information, and I propose that ho
will get all information and get it as minute as it can pos-
sibly be.

Mr. WELSH. Those papers were moved for in the firet
Orders of the louse.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
92) to amend chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes, respecting
the Customs.-(Mr. Bowell.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 31,

Mr. BOWELL. This is the only clause that was not
passed. It was allowed to stand at the suggestion of the
hon. mem ber for St. John (Mr. Weldon), in order to ascer-
tain how the amerdment to section 148 would affect the time
given for the entry of an action under clause 147. A careful
reading of the two sections will show that section 145
relates to proceedings that may be taken against the indi-
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vidual officer of customs, whereas the proposed sub-section
to 148, which was purposely worded as far as possible the
same as section 145, refers to suits for the recovery of the
thing seized. The one section refers to the individual, and
the other to the thing. But still, for fear that any misun-
derstanding might arise in the administration of these two
sections, I propose to add to sub.section 2 of section 148,
the following words:-

Every such action, suit or proceeding sha1l be brought within three
months after such decision has been given.
This, I am informed by the Minister of Justice, will meet the
objection that was made to the sections as thoy now stand.

Mr. GILLMOR. What time have they now ?
Mr. THOMPSON. Three months from the time the

offence is committed, and this change makes it three
months after the decision is given.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passod.

FRAUDULENT TRADE MARKS.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
91) to amend the law relating to Fraudulent Marks on
Merchandise.-(Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 9,
Mr. THOMPSON. I propose that this clause shall

pass. I had some doubt as to the propriety of the proviso,
as it is somewhat of a novelty in this country. I think
this is the only case in which a person charged before a
court of summary jurisdiction has the option to demand a
trial on indictment for the offence. However, the clause
is in the English Act, and I think it is well to have the
procedure no more severe here than it is there.

Mr. LAURIER. It is always an inconvenience to have
conflicting laws, and I think the hon. gentleman ought to
endeavor to have the laws on that subject made uniform
instead of exceptional.

Mr. THOMPSON. There is a great deal of force in that
view, and I will ask to have the proviso struck out.

On section 10,
Mr. THOMPSON. I had doubts at first as to the right

of Parliament to enact a section which treats of the con-
tract of sale, but, on reflection, I am inclined to think it is
within our powers. We have, of course, unlimited powers
with respect to criminal matteis, and this is simply an
enactment that when a contract of sale is made it shall
imply a guarantee that a crime bas not been committed.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think this is merely a matter of
civil rights. The Minister of Justice is not dealing with this
criminally at all; he is not dealing with it as an incident
of crime, when he declarus that a contract made between
two parties, where a trade mark is involved, shall have a
certain effect, by declaring that the vendor shall be a
warrantor that the goods are the goods of the party entitled
to use the trade mark. That is clearly a civil right. It is
clearly a matter of civil contract, an ordinary matter of
sale. Under our constitution, the Local Legislatures, in
matters of civil rights, have the right to enact such criminal
laws as may be necessary for the proper enforcement of
those rights. While the criminal law~ generally is under
our jurisdiction, special offences committed against the
jurisdiction and authority or against the public policy of a
Local Legislature may be dealL with by the Local Legis-
lature itseif. For instance, suppose that a Local Legislature
provides for the trial of a general election, and the Province
wishes to provide for the protection of the polis and for the
punishment of fraululent votes, clearly it has the power,

Mr. BOWELL.

under the constitution, to give effect to its own legislation
and its own policy by criminal enactment. That is speci-
ally provided for in the 16th sub-section, and so it would be
in a matter of this sort. If a party improperly uses a trade
mark, the Local Legislatures may provide that he shall be
punished or be held to warrant the goods he sold. Teat is
within their jurisdiction, and it does not seem to me we
have the power to extend our jurisdiction over civil matters
by undertaking to deal with certain criminal features of
it. The Minister would act more in consonance with our
rights by abstaining from any legislation of this sort.

Mr. THOMPSON. I bave not overlooked any of the points
which my hon. friend has urged. They are certainly the
views which present themselves on the first examination of
the clause. but I cannot agree that the clause is entirely
beyond our power. In fact, while I had some doubt on the
subject at firit, I feel strongly convi aced now that the clause
is within our power. We are making legislation on the
subject of trade marks to this extent: we are declaring that
the counterfeiting of a trade mark shall be a forgery; we are
going further, we are providing that the goods with fabri-
cated trade marks on them shall be seized by the Oustoms
authorities, and we are therefore depriving the purchaser
of his property in those goods and invading to that extent
his civil rights. We have a right togo further, and say that
the individual whom we have deprived of the right
of property in those goods shall have recourse
against the vendor, on the principle that the vendor
must be taken to have warranted that the crime of forgery
was not committed in respect of these trade marks. We
have numerous illustrations of the same kind of legislation
and of the way in which such legislation mny be necessary.
Supposing a promissory note were given for the purchase of
a vote ata parliamentary election, andthat were valid at com-
mon law; in the course of our legislation for the prevention
of corrupt practices, we certainly not only have the right to
punish such a transaction with penalties, but to declare
that the civil contract for which the vote was a con.
sideration should be null and void. If we assume that the
prohibition of the sale of intoxicating liquors is within
our jurisdiction, and we forbid the entraLce of intoxicating
liquors into, and their sale in the country, we can
legislate, with the view of fruatrating the sale,
that any civil contract made for the purchase of
intoxicating liquors shall be null and void. It is
with these views that I think the clause is within our
jurisdiction ; and, if it were doubtful, as I admit it seemed
to me at the first blush to be, I would still ask the House
to enact this, unless it were clearly beyond our powers, be-
cause it can do no practical injury by being enacted. It
confers a right in regard to which necessarily litigation
must take place for its enforcement, and it will, therefore,
come before the courts for adjudication. If the view which I
have taken is not upheld, it will be declare beyond our com-
petence, but we should not refuse to enact a provision
which is in force in all those other countries, unless it is
clear that the clause is without our jurisdiction. If we did
not, we would leave ourselves open to the objection that,
having undertaken to adopt this convention and having
become parties to it, we bave omitted the legislation which
might be a material part of it, and we might not be en-
titled to representation at the convention, to be held
next year, or to the protection which the trade marks are
entitled to in all countries which form the union. For all
these reasons, feeling that this can do no harm, even if the
view which I take and am strongly convinced of,is not a right
one, I think it is wise to pass this section.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) It seems to me that the objec.
tion which bas been taken has not been answered by the kin-
ister of Justice. The objection, as I understand,iis ot that
by this statute we are creating new offences. We have gone
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a step further than we are entitled togo, and have imported
in to a contract a stipulation, or guarantee, or covenant, which
is not placed there under the common law. This section
alters the entire import of the contract which the parties
have made. It is not, as far as I can see, essential to the
purpose of the legislation which is now before us. So far
as it was essential, it might be argued that it was within
our powers, but here we are going outside of our powers
in saying that this contract shall have this additional
condition imported into it.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is made criminal.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) That may ho all right. I do

not understand that my hon. friend called in question any
part of the Bill which bas that effeet. The Bill in regard to
this matter says that:

" On the sale or in, the contract for the sale of any goods to which a
trade mark, or mark or trade description has been applied, the
vendor shall be deemed to warrant that the mark is a genuine trade
mark, and not forged or falsely applied, or that the trade description
is not a false trade description within the meaning of this Act, unless
the centrary is expressed in some writing signed by or on behalf of the
vendor and delivered at the time of the sale or contract to and accepted
by the veadee."

Under the common law, the effect of such a contract would
be very different. Here you import a guarantee which
is not to be found at common law. You are going boyond
your powers, and I feel that it is dangerous for us to adopt
such legislation and then to leave to the courts afterwards
to determine its constitutionalitv, unless we are perfectly
clear that we are within our powers.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). By the 13,h clause of' the
92nd section of the BriLish North America Act, the
Local Legislatures are given jurisdiction over "propo ty
and civil rights in the Province." Tho 15th clause of the
same section says:

" The imposition of punishment by fine, penalty, or imprisonment for
enforcing any law of the Province made in relation to any matter com-
ing within any of the classes of subjects enumerated in this section."

What are the civil rights ? Clearly they are the rights
which are regulated by law. It is true that, while gener-
ally the Local Legislatures have the right to deal with civil
rights, there are certain special civil rights which are loft
to the jarisdiction of this Legislature. Bat, as those are
named, they are limited. Everything which is not em-
braced within these spe(ified limits fails within the general
provision in regard t> civil rights which are con trolled by
civil law, which the party may act upon so long as ho does
not interfere with the rights of others. IL is clear from the
provisions of section 92 of the British North America Act
that this Parliament cannot obtain jurisdiction over a sub
ject by deciaring that it shahl be punishable in a certain
sense criminaiy. If the policy of the law is that the civil
right, in order to secure its due enforcement, requires puni-
tive legislation, that belongs, not to this Paris ment, but to
the Local Legislature; but it the criminal features of the
transaction are made the chief features of the legislation,
then it falls under the criminal law, and comes within the
jurisdiction of this Legislature. The hon. gentleman pro-
poses to deal with this matter from the criminal point of
view, and, so far as he has made the criminal features para-
mount, and has dealt with this fraudulent use of trade marks
as a part of the criminal law, I do not object to it; but when
he goes beyond that, and infringes on the civil rights of the
parties, and provides that persons other than the principals
may be affected by the provisions of this Bil, I think ho is
clearly invading the province of the Local Legislature, and
that is exhibited in the provisions of the 17th section, in
which ho says:

" On the sale or in the contract for the sale of any gooda to which
a trade mark, or mark or traie description has been applied, the vendor
shali be deemed to warrant that the mark is a genuine trade mark."

Suppose the mark is genuine. I ask the hon, gentleman
whether ho has the right to put the party to the proof ?
That is not criminal. There bas been no criminal of-
fonce committed. The use is legitimate, and ho proposes
to make a provision which in a civil contract, a contract of
sale, would put the party to the necessity of proving a
certain fact before that sale could be effected. Clearly that
cannot be done. The hon. gentleman is creating a limita-
tion upon the existing civil right when ho says that a party
who bas clearly a civil right in regard to a civil contract
shall have that right limited in a particular way, and that
that right shall not b ceffected unless a certain fact is
established. That is formally an invasion of the jurislic-
tion of the Local Legislatures, and has nothing whatever
to do with the criminal law. This Bill cannot be confined
to the offender. The hon. gentleman imposes certain pen-
alties on a party who bas not violated the law, and ho says,
unless you do certain things and prove thm, your law is
inoporative. I think the hon. gentleman will see that this
is something which this Legislature cannot do.

Mr. TH OMIPSON. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Milîs) and myself ontertain very different views as to the
extent to which this Parliament can doal with civil rights. In
my opinion, whon wo are in reality, substartially, and in
good faith, doaling with matters over which we have juris-
diction, we have a right, in so far as it is, in our judgment,
essential to legislate fully on theso subjects, to take posses.
sion of any subject that is rologated to the Local Legisia-
ture, civil rights included. Every time we deal with the
subject of criminal law, every time wo establish an offence
which is not an offence at common law, we deal with the
subject of civil rights. Every time we logislate in respect
to interest, bills of exchange, or promissory notes, we affect
civil procedure and civil rights. We are given power to
legislate with respect to those subjocts, and the giving of that
power implies the power to logistate so f ully that it may b
necessary for us to take up otber subjects which are not given
to us at all. Every time we logislate with respect to rivers,
harbors or the public domain, with respect to the erection
of public buildings, lighthouses, and so on, we take powor
to exproprialo private property, and invade in that way,
and necessarily, in the fulfilmont of our functions, the
domain of civil rights in its very citadol, the rights with
respect to real estate in the Provinces. Now, are wo doing
so bore or not ? If the hon. momber does not agree with
me in this view of the constitution, of course I cannot
expect to convince him; but if ho agrees with me that that
is the extent of our powers in legislating over matters
which are given to our Parliament, I shuld hope to con-
vince him that here we are doing nothing more than this:
having made this a crime, as we have a right to do; having
prevented the importation inito the country, as we have a
right to do; hitving prevented the sale in the country, as
we have a right to do, wo have also a right to nulibfy a
sale, or to attach conditions to the contract of sale.
Wo have a right, even, to say that the making of
that contract shall b a crime; we have a right to make
that a feloniy, if we please ; we have a right to attach any
punishment, capital punishment, if necessary, to the
making of that contract.

Mr. EDGAR. Bat you do not do it.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. No, we do not do it. We do a little
less, but we do what is involved in that principle. IIaving
the right to punimh the making of a contraut, htving the
right to declare it invalid, we have surely the right, while we
punish parties for having made it, although wedo not invali-
date it, to attach conditions toit which will give the innocent
purchaser a remedy for that in respect to which we have
punished him. Now, the bon, gentleman is mistaken, as a
matter of argument, in bis contention that, in the case of a
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purchaser of goods properly paid for, we are putting the proof but in any case you are importing into the oontraot a
upon him of his innocence. No question can arise at aHl stipulation whichla fot there at ail.
unless there has been proof that the trade mark was forged- Mr. THOIPSON. He has committed the offoe.
that the crime was committed ; but we are in no respect
putting the burden of proof upon him, any more than you are Mr. DAYIES. Nat if hiedees it innently.
putting it upon me if you accuse me, in any court of justice, Mr. THOMP8ON. Re las committed the offence.
of a crime that I did not commit. Every man against whom Mr. EDGA K Under what section?
there is evidence of an offence must ho put upon proof that the
offence was not committed. But, as I said before, if we were Mr.THOMPSON. Under the section which makes it an
imposing a criminal penalty which might be beyond our offence to soit goods with the false trade mark attaehed. But
power, if we were doing anything by which the subject we bave rolioved hlm from the penalty. If he goos into
could be harassed or oppressed, I would think it weIl te court and the burden of proof boîng upon hlm, proves that
keep far within the limits of our jurisdiction; and so I would he did it innocontly, we relleve him of the penalty, but the
say as to any kind of legislation which might have the effect cifenco las been eommitted. The moment he bas made
of harassing or distressing the subject. But here we are this contract et sale, aitheugliho las dono it inccently,
dealing simply with the party to a fraudulent contract; the we say tho contract shah be practically voided. That is
party who has committed a forgery, and where the matter about ail we are doing. The hon. member for West
must necessarily come before the court for adjudication Ontario (Mr. Edgar) spoke of the difflculty of counsel
before an innocent party can get the redress which we are advising. I do not think that la a practioal objection te
endeavoring to give him. It does seem to me than no the logislation.
injury can result from the adoption of this, even if I am ail inclding the legisiation wih reference te trade marks, aud
wrong as to our powers. if there wero brought te connel a lettor which ueustituted

Mr. EDGAR. If an ordinary letter relating to the sale the contract cf sale and ho wore asked te prt tho propur
of an article which may be trade marked, is brought to a construction on it ho wauld enquire whether that contract
lawyer, and bis advice is sought as to the liability of the ted th gcot thehondt attaci 9t he diffi
party on that ordinary letter, with no warning, with no re-
ferenice whatever to the trade mark, does not the Minister culty cf 8earching appiiosil this ne more than in ait copy-
of Justice see how exceedingly unreasonable it would be right iegis1ation, and snob legim1atiou is necessary as a mat-
that ho should have te search ail over the criminail aWÉS cf ter of public pelicy.
the Dominion tesoe if, by accident, somb clause might Mr. LAURIER. Iwould e disptg ito agree t the
net ho inserted creating a contract which does net ap- firsi blusb testhetprinciplo whichbas been laithe down by
pear on its face, and wben lu respect cf that very con- the M inistr cof Justice; thaL la te say, when we have power
tract, ne criminal liability la attached ? It douslock te, me telegilate ovEr matters hre we have a conse lunt pewer
as if the Minister of Justice wore trying, whonover the sub. te invade civil rights, in sae hr as may o necessary te give
joot of criminal law is bofore the Ileuse, teieach eut in ail offM ct te our legisaion. Take the instance given by the
directions te see if, by any ingenuity, ho eau bring a civil Minister himself'. We have power te legisiate over clection
mnatter, a civil contract, ute sncb logisiation. I caninot matters, and if this Parliament declars that a certain con-
imagine that the Minister cf Justice would ever think tract sha be a errupt practe peanda hotreated as suc, wo,
of proposing sncb a clause in the criminal haw cf lis c imagine, have the consequent powor to destroy the civil
ewu motion ; but ho finds it lu a law wbich ls of tho effeet cf that contract by declaring it te ho a corrupt prac-
nature ef a treaty, and which it la considered advisabio for tice and, tiercere, withieourejuridiction. But it seems te
this Parliamont te pass. But a question cf this kind cen me that this p inciplo dees nt eppy mhere. could under-
nover have arisen ln ainy cf the ceuntrios whieh are con- stand the reasoainglet tho hMeintr if th oeffet innoce
cerned, bcause theLegislatures woenacted it havesuprwme clause were tedotry the effuct cf the civil contract which
power on ail those questions. Surely it would ho far is made a criwinal offonce; f r istae e, te declaro that th
botter, if there is nothing essentia inlethe criminal part of sale cf trade marks relating toe purions articles sound be
thîs statute te require the contrary, that the Minister cf nul] and vid. Thon yen would destroy the civil effecto f
Justice should make the whele statute more nearly within thc contract. The offi io respcting theo trado mark wuld
the juriadiction of this Logislature, by leaving that clause be mado a criminaloffence, and se the civil offence would
eut or modifying it in somo way, 8o that it wouid ho con- ho nuit and void. That is Pet what la done by ibis section.
nected with the criminal portion cf the A&ct. iNow it ila The s3ection is net te tivo effect te cur hegislation, but it la
distinct. tc import a new elen ent into the con tract. Suppose, inr-

Mr. THOMPSON. The bon, gentleman is mistaken. fie steed cf having cur divided legistative poer, we lad fuît
overIoks one feature cf this altegether, because le and paramount powhr h this rouse, what wuld he the
bases lis argument, to a groat extoit, on the supposition effeet o this section? Tho effeat would ho clearly to e nabie

culte aty sarhing aliesnth i s n o more thancii alctopy

that w are not making the cotracthanoffenc.M ut the o
hon, gentleman will remoruber, whon I recall it te his at- te rocovor irom the vendor damnages upen that cointract.
tention, that the making of that contract, that las, te mg This is net giving effet te our hegislation, but it is imprt-

t b ser ed dio jut ing an altogether freigelment which is nt at ail a
precisely what we are making it, the cemmitting of a for-cneunocfteivlfen.
gery, by this act. Now, having made that a f vrgery, w. Committee reported
sacy the forger shal liable, net enly tthe o penalty whice
we preecribe lu this Act, but that lis oentract shalilho MSitr of JuiDcAhbr tWRIGHT. I wi he ansk easidedtt the inisterrofJutiewrchhroingwheneenresho e oet of isbopurchase oe, e t iete suggestion whic I made the thor day, or which

c t e b a eny subittd for a third party, tuhing the tim at which this
Mr. DAvIES. The bon. gentleman, I think, g0n fur- Act will ho proclaimed?

tier than that. Under the section w are now censider-
ing, yon are merely determining hew far the cntract shais Mr. THOMPSON I did consider the caater, and I ar
ho deemed to apply, whie the party soling may ho per- ceuvincel the wrirocf the hettor mianderstood the pur-
fectly innocent. yo may ho kn winglyselling an article port of theoBih, hocauso thora can ho reason for delaying
wth a trade mark on it, or the may houdeing t innocently- bringing "isÂt into force in so far as iuconvenienoiug
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persons making importations iS ooneerned. The importa-
tion of improperly trade-marked goods is fully forbidden by
the present law, so that if this Act were not in force the
present law would apply.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

SPEEDY TRIALS ACT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 93)
further to amend the Speedy Trials Act, chap. 175 of the
Revised Statutes.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. THOMPSON. I desire further to make this Act

applicable to British Columbia. This has been requested
by the Judiciary there and by the Provincial Government.
I propose to provide that in the Province of British

'o'umbia the jadges shall be the Chief Justice or a
Piîsué Judge of the Supreme Court or a Judge of the
Ctun y Court.

On section 2,
Mr MIILLS (Bothwell). That certainly is fnot the Bill

beffore us.

Mr. THOIPSON. It merely makes it applicable to
British Col mbt. at a request reeeived from there after I
intr duced the Bill.

On section 3,
Mr. THOIPSON It is precisely the same as in the

existing Act, the words added being "British Columbia."

Bill reported, and reaI the third time and passed.

DEPARTMENV OF PUBLIC PRINTING
S aATIONERY.

AND

Mr. CIIAPLEAU moved second reading of Bill (No.
60) to amend chapter 27of the Revised Statutes, respecting
the Department of Public Printing and Stationery. He
said: It i, a matter of mere detail and can be explained in
c,)mmittec. The first section gives to the clerk of the
Printing Committee of both Houses the performing of the
duties which in the Act formerly was given to the Clerk
of the louse or the Clerk of the Senate. It is propo.ed
that the orders to be given to the Printing Department
should b, first, by the deputy heads of each department;i
sccond,by the Clerk of each House; and third, for the common
printing of both Houses, by the Joint Committee of Printing
or by their clerk. The second section only changes the old
Bill, in exempting from the necessity of an order of the
department the stationery and books which are supplied to
penitentiaries by chaplains, prayer and school bo>ks, and for
books of the Library, which was an oversight in the former
Bill. The third section settles the salary of the the Queen's
Printer as a deputy head. The importance of the situation
and the new duties which will devolve upon the Queen's Print-
er have decided the Government to make him a deputy Min-
ister in the full sense of the word ; meaning salary as well as
position. Wten it is known that the Queen's Printer will
control an expenditure, left to his own personal supervi-
sion, of over $4U0,000 or $O0,000, we have considered that
his duties would entitle him to the salary of a deputy Minis-
ter. The fourth section is as to the right to appoint in the
printing office, officers, by the Superintenlent of Printing,
who shall not be necessarily members of the Civil Service.
We want to make that printing department really a commer-
cial department. When Isay "commercial" I don't want to say
the Government will engage in trading, but that the depart-

meaut will beo onducted on a commercial basis, that is to say,the officers there and employès will not be subjected to the
provisions of the Civil Serv ice-for instance, working from
half-past nine to four o'clock. The Superint<ndent Of Print-
ing said: "I want my men te work like myself, beginning
at eight, and finishing their work at six o'cloek." The fifth
section says that the pay lists for the officers may be
made fortnightly as well as monthly. The sixth section is
only continning the provisions of the first section, that is to
say, defining the duties of the clerks of both flouses, of the
deputy chiefs of the departments, and of the joint clerk of
the Printing Committec to give the orders to the printing
and stationery department. The seventh section is a con-
sequence of the preceding one, and the last provides that
the auditor may take stock annually instead of quarterly as
in an ordinary commercial office. These are tho only pro-
visions in this Bill.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. CHAPLE AU. I move to add, after the words "lthe

clerk of the Joint Committee of the two flouses on Print.
ing," the words "or other offleer specially designated by
that committee."

Mr. EDGAR. This section makos a docided change in
the discipline of this House. I understand that all the
subordinate clerks, including the clerk of the Printing
Commitce, are under the c mtrol of tho Clerk iof this louse
and subject to his disciplino. 'This socules unîiformity of
action and avoids interfereYnce by outsiders with the affairs
of this House, because, perhaps, Miniistors nMay somaetimeis
be called outsiders with regard to the affairs oi this Llouse.
I bave no reason to supposo that the present offlicent clerk
of the Printing Committee would cease to bc an eff',ient
officer, but we do not know how sooi ho may bo superseded
or retired, and I think it may be a serious thing to inter-
fere with the control of an irmiortanu functionary like the
c!erk of the Printing Committee.

Mr. CIIAPLEAU. Thore is no difference in that rospoet.
The discipline of the House will bc preserved. The clork
of the Printing Committoo will bo unidor the clerk of the
Hlouse, as ueual. But in givinig orders for the printing
work of the Session, ho is not more under the control of
the clerk of the louse now thanî ho will bo under this Bill.
The committee is a jint comnitteeof' both louses, and the
orders given by tho joint commitice are ordert given both
by the Senate and the lIuse of Cnommons, and bis duties
provided for in this clause are only to give the orders re-
guired for printing and printing paper dur.ng the Session.
There is no abrogation of the raie, and certainly no usurpa.
tion of power.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I notice that for some days
you, Sir (Ur. Rykert) have had to diseharge the duties of
Deputy Speaker, and it does scem to me rather extraordi-
nary that we should have a Depaty Speaker at a very con-
siderable salary, aud that for at least a fortnight ho has not
been here. I think, Sir, that while wo bave this Bill under
»onsideration, it would be a very important duty on the
part of the Administration to tell us why the business of
.he House is not conducted in accordance with the provisions
>f the law. The hon First inistor sometime ago provided
bat there should be a Deputy Speaker, and that those
luties should not be uudertakeu by an ordinary momber of
.he liose.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Is the hon. member in order?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is the very question of order,

he irregularity of these proceedings, about which I am
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making these observations. I am not ai all objecting to
your fitness, Mr. Cbiirman, under ordinary circumstances;
but I am askinq the Govetnment how it is tbat the ordinary
proccedings of the House have been interfered with, and
this irregular mode of procedure adopted under existing
circumstances ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that discussion
is altogother out of order. We are discussing a certain
Bill, and are considering the first clause of that Bill. What
bas that to do witb the Deputy Speaker ? I really cannot
see. I am not able to give the hon. gentleman information
respecting the absence of the Deputy Speaker. I presume
he bas a good reason for being absent, or ho would be bere,
just as the Minister of Railways bas a good reason for
being absent. I have no doubt that the regularity of the
proceedings, or the legality of the measure we may pass
with the bon membor for Lincoln in the Chair, will not be
disputed. The hon. gentleman may dispute it, becanse he
is in a disputations humor somotimes, but I do not think
the courts will say that the measure we may pass through
committee is in any way affected by the absence of the
Doputy Speaker. As the hon. gentleman bas brought up
the matter, I will cause enquiry to be made, and ascertain
whether his absence may be due to ill-health or to some
other reason.

Mr. MIILLS (Bothwell). I wish to say that Iam serions
in my proposition. The bon. gentleman knows right well that
this Houso could not proceed with business in the absence
of the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker. There is a cer-
tain regular and proper modo of proceduro required. The
Speaker is required to ho in the Chair when the House is
conducting business. The House undortook to amend the
Rules, and provided that there should be a Deputy Speaker,
who should take the Chair in the absence of the Speaker,
and should take the Chair when the Flouse went into com.
mittee. That change was made at the instance ofthe hon.
First Minister. Now, the Deputy Speaker is absent, and
an ordinary member of ihe House is called on to take the
Chair and discharge bis duties. This may have been a
regular proceeding before we created that office; I do not
question tbat at all; but we amended thelaw at the instance
of the hon. First Minister, who toll us that it was quite
unfair to call on an ordinary member to be constantly here
to discharge those duties. The bon. gentleman now under-
takes to treat the matter as a huge joke. If it is, his Bill is
a huge joke, and the charge upon the public Treasury is a
huger joke.

Mr. MITCHE LL. I must say 1 think the hon. member
f)r Bothwell (Mr. Mills) is a little unreasonable in this
matter. It is well known that it bas become the practice
and the habit of this House to allow the servants of the
House, when important political exigencies demand their
absence in the interests of the pFrty, to leave the House,
and go and attend to those interests. We know that within
a very recent date three officers were punished by dismissal
for leaving their duties and going to speak at poli tical meet-
ings. The hon. First Minister would imply that ill-health
is the cause of the absence of the Deputy Speaker. I think
I can give my hon. friend a botter reason than that. I under-
stand that the deputy is in Missisquoi at this moment,
aiding in the contest there for the Local House. I do not
know what conrse may ho taken by the House, but if the
House is sensistent with itsolf, and the bon. gentleman does
his duty in this case havrngdischarged the MessrsTrem-lay
and Poirier for taking part in political elections while in
the pay of the House, if it is proved that the Deputy
Speaker at this moment is in Missisquoi with the view of
carrying the flag in triumph to the Local liouse of Quebec,
surely my right hon. friend will feel it his duty, or the
Secretary of State will feel it his duty, following out the
rule ho bas laid down and the precedent he established the

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

other night, to ask for the dismissal of Mr. Colby from his
position of Deputy Speaker. At ail events, if we can afford
to have him absent from the House, his pay should not ho
inserted in the Estimates.

Mr. SPEAKER I do not think it is fair to bring up
this discussion while the bon. gentleman is absent. I may
explain that on Thursday evening the Deputy Speaker toll
me ho had very important personal business to attend to at
home, and asked me, as a favor, if I would allow him to go
home. I did not think at the time that his absence would
cause this awkward constitutional point to be raised, and I
thought that in giving him leave I was only imposing on
myself the obligation of remaining in the Chair nearly all
the time, and that my personal discomfort would alone be
the result. I told the Deputy Speaker, therefore, that I
had certainly no objection to his leaving. 1 uniermtand ho
arrived here last night and is now in the city, but that ho
is tired and unwell or ho would be with us to-day.

Mr. IVES. He has not been in Missisquoi at all.
Mr. LAURIER. I am only too glad to accept the state-

ment of the Speaker that the Deputy Speaker was absent
on private affairs. Otherwise I would agree with the hon.
member for Northumberland that bis conduct was outra-
geous in absenting himself to go electioneering, and there
would be but one voice in this House on both sides to con-
demn bis action. I may be pardoned for bringing to the
notice of the Speaker and the flouse the faoc that several
officers of this Hlouse, not later than last Saturday, were on
the hustings in the county of Missisquoi.

Mr. SPEAKER. I am not aware of the fact, and no
officer bas been given a congé for that purpose.

Mr. LAURIER. I quite believe that no officer would
dare go to you, Sir, and ask leave to go to Missisquoi in or-
der to electioneer against the Liberal party ; but still it
appears that officers did go there, and did electioneer, with-
out asking your permission I have been told, by parties
who were present, that translators of this House-not Mr.
Poirier or either of the Tremblays-but generai translators
of this House, were on the bastings last Saturday in
Missisquoi.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I am very sorry my inoffersive little
Bill bas been the cause of so much trouble.

Mr. LAURIER, My hon. friend ought to ho glad that
I brought this to his notice, because he is rather touchy on
that point.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hon. friend wants to make an
impression on the House, and takes the occasion of my
Printing Bureau Bill to do o. I must say with regard
to his last remark, as I was one of those who brought
before the louse the matter of officers dealing disrespect-
fully-personally-and discourteously with the members of
this House, that bis remarks do not alter the position which
I thon took and which the Huse endorsed; and if he or
any of his friends will show that any one of the officers of
this flouse bas behaved on the hustings in a discourteous
manner or interfered with the action of members of this
House, such officer ought certainly to be punished. To
come back to my Bill, I move that the amendment I sug-
gested should ho carried.

Mr. LAURIER. rhe bon. gentleman bas not given any
reason why the committee should be empowered to appoint
any other officer than the clerk of the committee to do the
work which was assigned to the clerk of the committee.

Mr. CHIAPLI&AU. It is at the request of the Printing
Committee, a delegation of which asked me to give them
this power.

Amendment agreed to.
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On section 3,

Mr. EDGAR. What is the object of this?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have stated that the Queen's
Printer is a deputy head, and now that the establishment
of the printing office is an accomplished fact, he is entitled to
the salary of a deputy head. Last year that was objected
to because the bureau was not thon organised.

Mr. LAURIER. Who is the Superintendent of Station
ery ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Mr. Young, who is, unfortunately
very sick, and who will likely have to be snperannuated. By
the next clause we ask power to name the Superintendent
of Printing, the Supertntendent of Stationery and the Chief
Accountant at a lower class, if the Government think fit,
should it be necessary at any time to make new appoint-
ments.

Mr LAURIER. Who is theSuperintendent of Printing ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Mr. André Senécal is the Superin-
tendent of Printing and Mr. Gliddon is the Accountant, the
latter an old officer of the department.

Mr. EDGAR. In section 4, the person seolected to be
Superintendent of Printing must have tive years' experience
in Canada. Io the choice to be restricted to Canada ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I propose to take away the words
"in Canada." We might have some very good printers
from the United States ; and we have takeri away the
word " management " in the sixth line because a man
might not be a manager and still bo a very good man for
the position.

On section 4,
Mr. CHIAPLEAU. We want the Superintendent of

Printing to appoint officers irrespective of Civil Service
rules. This is for the good and practical management of
the printing office.

Mr. EDGAR. I cannot understand why the hon. gen-
tleman has left out the words " skilled hands."

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have no objection to restore those
words.

On section 6,
Mr. EDGAR I see that the Clerk of the House is still

to furnish estimates.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The Clerk of the House and the
Clerk of the Senate will give the necessary orders for each
House, as in the departments the orders are given for each
department, and the cierk of the Printing Committee will
give the order for the printing and printing paper required
for both Houses.

On section 'T,
Mr. EDGAR. The former provision was that the

Auditor General should check the accounts quarterly; now
1t is annually-why is that change made ?

Mr. CHIAPLEAU. The stock on hand will be so large
as to devolve upon the Auditor and the other officers work
which it is unnccessary to repeat three times in the year,
and this clause bas been inserted at the special demand cf
the skilled officer of the department, with the assent of the
Auditor himself, and we know that the Auditor does not
shrink from the responsibility of keeping the accounts'
close.

Bill reported.

INDIAN ACT AMiENDMENT.

Mr. T HO PSON moved second reading of Bill (No 106)
further to amend the Indian Act.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the second time, and bouse
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I notice that the six-

teenth and seventeenth linos are new. Under the statute
as it stood, the half-breeds were allowed to withdraw
from the treaty on thoirown motion, without any consent
being required from the Indian Commissioner, or the
Assistant Indian Commissioner. I see also that the two
last lines of the section are new also, which embrace
in the withdrawal the minor unmarried children.
Has it been found necessary, in the iiterest of the
half.breeds, to take away from them the power of
determining for themelves when they shall withdraw, and
putting this into the hands of the Indian Commissioner ?

Mr. EDGAR. It seems to me that the withdrawal is to
be surrounded with a great many difficultios. He has to
signify his desire in writing, and that has to be sworn to
and witnessed before two mon. In addition, he has got to
get the consent of the Indian Commissioner. What is the
object of all that ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Many of the half-breeds
have been accourted as Indians, bcause they have lived
with a band for some lime. Whon scuip is given to the
half-brcds, they ail become white men in order to get it.
Then they withdraw from the white mon to get the advant-
age of the auinuities, and thon they want to get back into
the band again. Having received thoir scrip as white men,
and having expended it, they want to get back into the
treaty again, to bo considored Indians once more, and to
receive their sharo f the annuities and supplies given to
the Indians. Wo wish to prevent them nmoving from one
stage to another, from being half-breeds now, thon being
Indians, and back again to be half-breeds, it, porhaps. being
forgotten that they previouslygot scrip. To provent this we
provide that thore shall be a consent givon in writing by
the Indian Commissioner. There ii also, at the end of the
clause, a provision that such withdrawali shal include the
minor or unmarried children of such half-breeds-the
children shal go with the parents.

Mr. EDGAR. Al these new restrictions are to prevent
them from gettirg out of the treaty. The old restrictions
are in the tirst part of the clause, which prevent them
gettirg anything except under special circumstances to be
determinied hy the Superintendent General, or his agent.
Now, the difficulty the Minister is trying to get over,
apparently, is to prevent them getting out of the treaty.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With a knowledge of all
the facts of the case.

Mr. WATSON. I would ask if many half-breeds or
Indians are asking to get back into the treaty again ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not sufficiently
aware to be able to state positively; but I have little doubt
that a great deal of inconvenience has been caused by the
half-breeds wasting their scrip and going back to the band,
and then, by-and-bye, in a year or two, leaving the band again
and becoming white men, and setting up a new claim for
a second grant of scrip. In order to prevont any fraud of
this kind, this provision is inserted. I think the hon.
gentleman will see it is very nocessary.

Mr. WATSON. I think it is very necessary, because it
has been reported to me, in factI know it i ath case, that
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a large number of Indians were advised te take scrip by
speculators.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is so.
Mr. WATSON. In fact I have been given to understand

-I cannot prove it, of course-than an Indian agent benefit-
ted to the extent of $10 a piece on every Indian that he could
advise to got out of the treaty end totake scrip. He advised
these Indians that if they applied for scrip they would get
it at that time, but that if they waited for two or three years
the chances were that the Government would wipe ont this
annuity altogether, and they would recoive nothing at the
end of that time; and unless they received scrip before July,
1887, they would not be entitled to scrip at all. It was
done for that purpose, and also for the purpose cf placing
these Indians on the voters' lists. A great nu mber of these
Indians were placed on the votors' lists during the local
elections in Manitoba, The Indians I refer to particularly
now, are the Indians around Lake Manitoba, and the name
of the agent who bas been reported to me as advising these
people to get out of the treaty, is Martineau.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Is he agent now ?

Mr. WATSON. He is agent still, I beliove.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will enquire about that.
Mr. WATSON. fhere is quite a number of those Indians

that are not fit to go ont of the treaty. They have spent
all they received for their scrip, and they are now in a des-
titute state. I have no doubt that they are now, as the
Minister stated, anxious to get back into the treaty and to
get their littil annuity when the paymaster comes round.
These peoplo should never have gone ont of the treity at
all.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think every case of that sort
is a proper subject for enquiry, aad that whre larnd so ac-
quired is still held by the speculators, it should be resumed
by the Crown. In every case where scrip has been ob-
tained, and land obtaincd on that scrip by the speculators,
it ought to be resumed by the Crown, and the Indians ought
to be allowed to come back.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant) But the Indians should not
bo allowed to bolong to the Indian band, and then, simply
for the purpos.e uf acquiring the right to vote, he permitted
to leave the band by the permission of the Indian agent,
and then allowed to resumethoir positions as Indians again.
If they are entitlkd to vote as Indians, they ought to have
a vote, in Manitoba, as well as elsewhere, and not evade the
law. As I understand mny hon. friend, this has been doue
in the local elections in Manitoba. But, in any case, it seems
Io me that if the person desires to withdraw and does with-
draw, he sbould give reasors for it; and now, when power
is taken from him to get out upon his own request, and
leave is given him by the Indian Commissioner, it seoms to
me he Ebould remain out. 1 see by the first part of the
clause that only on very special circumstancos can he re-
enter, but thon it is possible that the Government might
consider some case of that kind as a special circumstance
tLiat would wanarnt him in being reinstated when it was
not special. Not having full confidence in the Government,
I consider this is giving them too much power.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, when a change
takes place and when my hou friend becomes Superintendont
General of Indian Affairs, I shall have every cor fidence in
bis attending to the matter honestl.y.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I shall be sold, thon.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think that whore an Indian
agent bas persuazded the Indians to louve the band, and has
speculated cut of the change, that agent should be dismiss-
ed, but I do not think the Indians ought to be punished by

Mr. WATsON.

exclusion. The Government bave acted upon the principle
that the Indians are minors, and of course they could not
hold them responsible to the same extent that other parties
are held. If ho is holding land himself, that is good reason
for treating him as an emancipated Indian, and leaving him
in possession of the land; but where the land has gone into
the hands of speculators on scrip given to the Indians, it
seems to me the proper course is for the C:own to cancel
the scrip, to resume possession of the land, and ignore the
party who bas acquired the land altogether. It is a frand
upon the Crown, and there ought not to be for one momeot
any hesitation in refusing to recognise any claim so obtain.
ed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. J think, of course, upon
the fraud being proven the scrip should be cancelled, and
the cancelled land, if possible, reclaimed. This clause, how-
ever, does not apply to Indians at all, emancipated or other-
wise; it applies to half breeds. The hon. momber who was
Minister of the Interior and managed the Indian Vepariment
knows perfectly well that the line between a pure blooded
Indian and a half breed is very indistinct. If au Indian bas
some white blood in him ho romains an Indian, and romains
in the band until it becomes aun advantage to him to say
that ho is a white man and not an Indian. I take it that a
very considerable percentage of Indians, even in the North-
West, are not pure Indians; they are considerod to be In-
dians, but they are really half-breeds, having white blood in
them. These men, having expended their substance, bav.
ing thrown away their land into the hands of s-pculators,
now want to get back to their former position. I hope the
hon. gentleman was misinfornmed when ho said that an In.
dian agent or a land agent had connived with speculators
in regard to dealings in Indian lands, and it is a matter
that will ho enquired into. I have no doubt that every In-
dian with the slightest pretonce to have white blood in his
veins claimed to be a white man, and on their establishing
that they bad white blood they came under the law and be-
came entitled to scrip. Now their complexions are dark
and they are full-blooded Indians again, and they want to
go back to their former position, for the rosons mentioned
by the hon. gentleman, and we must bave a check on them
in that regard, and this must be done only by the consent,
not of a subordi ate, but of the Superintendent General of
Indian Affairs, or the Assistant Superintendent.

Mr. WATSON. It is very difficult to find full-blooded
Indians in Manitoba. Among the Indians around Lake
Manitoba and those on the St Peter iReserve, I question
if there is one full-blooded Indian in either of the bands.
I hold that an Indian agent or any person entrusted with
the care of the wards of the Government, who bas done
wrorg, Fhould ho punished; but so far as the cancellation
of larids is concerned, they migLht bave been purchased by
scrip obtained from Indians originally and resold to innocent
parties, and it would be unfair to cancel lands purchased by
this scrip. I do not bring it in the form of a charge, ai-
though I make the statement on my responsibility as a
member of this House, that it has been reported to me on
very good authority that an Indian agent did advise In-
dians to take scrip and that he roceived some consideration
for giving that advice. I hope the Goverument will
enquire into the matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Certainly.

Mr. WATSON. I think, moreover, theio will ho suffi-
cient evidence to back up my statement. The parties
who should h punished are those who bave thus advised
the lndians and not innocent individualis who bave pur-
chased lands with scrip originaily obtained from Indians.
No doubt the Indians were led to believe they had as much
right to vote as white mon in the local elections in Mani-
toba, and they were sao advised by the men who expected to
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get their votes. They did vote, but the spectacle presente
at the polling place was very disgraceful. Indians walkec
up to the poils, and on being asked their name did no
know it, they did not know what nane was put on thE
votera' list. They were afterwards told their names b
the persons interested in the election of a certain candidate
and they were told how to vote.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What was your majority
Mr. WATSON. They did not vote in the Dominion

elections in Manitoba. This was in the local elections ; and
I may say that a candidate who received 19 majority of
the intelligent electors was defeated by 58 majority by this
particular Indian vote. Some of them, no doubt, were in-
telligent men, but a large number of them were men whose
names should never have been placed on the voLers list.
So much is that the case that the Looal Government of
Manitoba have seen fit, under the new Election Act which
they are preparing, to disfranchise ail Indians, or at least
to provide that an Indian must have been outside the re-
servation and independent of the Government for three
years before lie shallh be entitled to vote. This is donc so
that Indians who have come out from the treaty a year or a
year and a half or two yeara ago shall not be entitled to
vote. The intention is to give them time to become
sufficiently well acquainted with the questions of the day
to be able to give an intelligent vote, before they are given
the privilege.

On section 2,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). This and the next three sec-

tions seem to be new provisions of the law, and they seem,
to be necessary. Ias there been no provision ia the In-
dian Act to cover this point, before ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. EDGAR. These provisions are very much the same

as tbose contaioed in the Ontario Land Act. The seventh
sub-section of tihis Bill makes provision that deeds shall be
registered in the office of the Superintendent General of
Indian Affairs. In Ontario and in Provinces where there
are registry offices the ordinary registry laws should be
made to apply, and in Ontario, in case of sales by the sheritf
for taxes- thnr im ià nai in th lm th5à ttha dqdw 4h>ll

iresaprov A. MACDONAL. The nubeoat that thebe registered within six months, and thus priority is pre-
served. It is unfortunate to make separate provision with hon. gentleman bas juft allded to dees net co e
respect to time and place for registering title-deeds in Pro- withi thi provisions of the Bin, and I see howas
vinees where there are registry laws now in operation. availed himself cf the oppertunity, when we were

discussing a measure relating to the Indians, to bring
Mr. THOMIPSON. It is discretionary with the Superin- the matter up. This is a question I was formerly

tendent General whether ho will recognise certain con- familiar with when I was Superintendent General of Indian
veyances, and it is quite necessary to provide that no Verson Affairs. It is a very difficult question. The original Chippe-
shall bave a right to call upon him to exorcise that discre- was allowed the Pottawattamies to come among them. They
tion. The registration muast be doue within two years. allowed ther certain privileges and they intermarried; but

On section 3 now a portion of the original Chippewas have pretended
that they have no rights at all, and that they only afforded

Mr. LISTER. I would like to ask, is it the intention of to the Pottawattamies Indian hospitality while among them.
the Goverament under this Act to provide for cases now That is the story they have given. I known that the
being examined into by a commission respecting the right Chippewas, at least a portion of them, and I do not know
of Indians to participate in Indian lands and annuities ? I how many, instead of being willing that the Pottawattamies
understand that the Chippewa tribe, and I believe other should be recognised as the original Chippewas, have thezm-
tribes, are very much exercised on account of a certain selves complained some years ago when I was head Of the
investigation which is being proceeded with by the Inspec- department. I presume that to-day the Superintendent had
Vor of Imdian Agenciea throughout the western part of those papers before him and ho caused an enquiry to b.
Ontario. Any person who has had dealings with the Indians made into it. If the Chippewas withdraw their demanda
knows that they are of a very suspicious nature, and this for investigation into the position of the Pottawattamics, of
investigation to which I refer has created the greatest course there is an end to the whole affair, but I fancy that
possible uneasiness among the Indian bands of western is n -t the case. I fancy that they are still pressing. low-
Ontario. Under the Treaty of 1827 made between the Gov- ever, I will take an oprportunity to enquire into it. I quite
ernment and the Indians, whereby the Indians relinqpibed agree with the hon. gentleman that, se far as i can judge at
to the Government the land, and in roturn were secured present, those Pottawattamies, after miuing with the original
certain reserves and an annuity to them and their descend- Chippewas for so many years and intermnngling thoir blood,
ants for all time to come, this treaty was signed that it is quite impossible now to ouât them out of their
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d only by a few members of the band, the chief, and
d I think some eighteen of the other. Since 1827 those
t people have been in receipt of annuities from the Govern-
e ment and have been in occupation of the land upon those
Y reserves. At that time there were Indians living with the
, Chippewa band, who were, strictly speaking, not members

of the band, but who were recognised as members, and
? whose children and grandchildren living on the reserves

have been participating in the annuities ever since that time.
At that timethe Pott awattamits were living with the Chip.
pewas and became mixed with them. It appears now that
soine people say that they should not participate ain the an-
nuity. I may say to all intents and purposes they have more
Chippewa blood than original Pottawattamies blood. It ap-
pears that a complaint bas been made that they Lhould be
excluded from the same privileges as the Chippe*aIndiana,
and this is the investigaLiou whieh is going on among the
Indians. Suspicions as they are, they believe the scheme
is sot on foot for depriving them of the land@ on which
they were born, and which they were told belonged to
them, and for depriving them of their share of annuity
moneys. I may inform the Governmont of a fact that
perhaps they are not aware of, although I believe
they are desirous of acting fairly in every way with the
Indians. The groat majority of the Indians on this reserve
are unquestionably entitled to be calied Chippewa Indiana,
and the band have passed rosolutions acquiescing in the
claims of those so-called foreign Indians and requesting that
those proceedings should not be continued. But,in the face
of th is resolution, andin the face of this action on the part of
the principal men of the tri b, those proceedings are being
continued. I think it is very unfortutnate indeed, in the
face of the action by those Indians themselves, that this
investigation should go on. It can resuit in no good, for
.ho Indians are willing that those people who have inter-
married with their tribe and who have been recognised
and looked upon as Chippewas in every sense of the word,
should be allowed to participate in the rights and privileges
of the Chippowas. I dosiro to bring this matter before the
attention of the Pirst Minister, and 1 may say that I have
petitions and affidavits bero proving the statement that I
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houses which they and their fathers before them have oc.
cupied.

Mr. LISTER. The great.grandchildren of some of them
are there.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no doubt that the
hon. gentleman is quite right in that regard.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I will ask the hon. gentleman,
while on the subject, although not relevant to the Bill,
whether that enquiry extends to the disputes between the
Mnnceys of Caradoc and Pottawattamies, and whether they
are within the purview of this commission ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No ; it does not.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I wish to call the attention of
the Minister of Justice on section 3, to the fact that this
clause is new from the word "taxation," in the fourth line,
and provides for Indian lands which have been surrendered
being liable to taxation6 I should judge that was right.
There is, however, an exception made against the Crown
and any lndian locating on the lnad. I wish to ask why
the exception is made as regards an Indian being located
upon it? It is surrendered land ; it is no longer a portion
of the reserve at all, and any Indian living on surrendercd
land seems to me to be in the same position as otber
citizens, and that the land that is occupied by him would
be liable to taxation the same as the adjacent land held by
a white person ; that it should contribute iLs share of taxa-
tion towards repairing roads, the maintenance of bridges,
and the other municipal purposes for which adjacent
property is taxed. Why is exemption given to an lu-
dian if he ceases to be an Indian and lives on surrendered
land ?

Mr. THIOMPSON. The hon. member has correctly
stated the meaning of the clause. There is a reason for
the land not being taxed as against the Crown, and the
intention of the draftsmen evidently was that in making
the liberal extension which we have by this Bill to the
right of taxation by municipal authorities, we sbould pre-
vent the Indian who is our ward upon tuote lands being
ousted as the result of taxation. I would not object to that,
I tbink it is right and as the Minis er says it is a liberal
provision which is being made in tvor of t niunicipali-
ties, but is an Indian living on surrendered land really in
the full seLso of the term, a ward of the Government or
not? I know he las not bccorme an enfranchised Indiai, but
still he is not living on the reserve.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I presume lie may be
held to be living on the reserve. The Indians surrender the
title to the Crown, so that a certain portion of the land can
be disposed of for their benefit. Until it is sold it is de
facto a portion of the reserve, and the Irdians livo on il ;
but having surrendered the legal title to the Crown, wheu
any portion is disposed of, the Indians have to leave it.

Mr. PAfTERSON (Brant). There is a good deal of force
in that. Thety migbt be living there alter the land bas been
surrendered, and any white person purchasing would pur.
chase it knowing that that difficulty was in the way.

On section 4,
Mr. EDGAR. I see that, apart from some verbal changes,

the chief change in this section seens to be that non-treaty
Indians are proposed to be taken out of the class who are
protected by the law from having intoxicants sold to them.
The words "non-treaty Indians " are left out of that portion
of the section. According to the Interpretation Act, a non-
treaty Indian is not covered by the word "Indian," so that
this must be a distinct change of policy, and I do not think
it can be meant; it must be a mistake.

Sir JoHN A. MAODONALD.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The word "non-treaty"
should be in; it is an omission.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is another point
on which I would like to have some information through
the First Minister or the Minister of Justice. I observe
that in the Province of Manitoba and the Province of Brit-
ish Columbia, on the evidence of the informer alone, if he
is a credible person, two justices of the peace can sentence
any person accused of giving liquor to Indians to no less
than six months imprisonment with hard labor and a fine
of $300. It appears to me that is putting in the bands of
two justices of the peace an extremely large discretion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think it has
operated unhappily. In the North-West, the hon. gentle.
man knows that population is very sparse.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But it is not the North.
West alone that is concerned.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In Manitoba the popula.
tion is almost as sparse, and in British Columbia, where
there is a great deal of liquor drinking among the Indiens
flocking from the mountains, if there is to be any protection
at all, a single witness must be sufficient. If it is necessary
to have two witnesses, there will be very few convictions.
And then, we have the power of pardoning in case there is
any suspicion of injustice. Although the statute is more
rigid than we would like to have it in the more settled
parts of the country, in the interests of quiet and order the
people on the confines of civilisation must submit to it. The
fine is heavy, but the profits made by the men engaged in
smuggling are enormous, and unless the punishment is
exceedingly severe, the introduction of intoxicants cannot
be prevented. The profits are so great that, notwithstand-
ing this severe statute, there is an enormous amount of
smuggling, and great quantities of spirits have been seized
and destroyed, and the smugglers have been properly pun.
ished. We have had no complaints of any injustice having
been done by the measure, and if there had been any, I
think I would have heard of them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is quite true up
to the present time, but the Province of Manitoba in par-
ticular is becoming much more densely inhabited than the
North-West Territories, and it is to be hoped that that
Province will speedily become very much more densely
populated than it is at present. The hon. gentleman will
notice that the objection I take is not to police magistrates,
orjadges, or stipendiary magistrates having this power. It
is simply to two justices of the peace, and he must know as
well as I that justices of the peace are in many cases
appointed without any great regard to their judicial skill
or attainments. I have known justices of the peace who,
having such a statute, would feal themselves obliged to
commit anybody, even the bon. gentleman himself, on the
evidence of any person who came before them. It is quite
true that the power may not have been abused up to the
present time, but I am speaking of the chance of danger
in the future. i do not know the extent to w hich justices
of the peace are appointed in Manitoba, but I have known
counties where every fourth man was a justice of the peae.

Mr. BARRON. I suggest that there ought to be the
power of appeal from the two justices of the peace. I do
not think it would be right to give the power of conviction
to tbem without appeal, especially when they can convict
on the testimony of one witness.

Sir JO HN A. M1ACDONA L D. The Act provides for an
appeal, It is perfectly truc that some ot the magistrates

: cannot be very fit for their duties. My experience of the
decisions of unpaid magistrates in -the country is that they

1 are more liable to lot people off than to enforce the law with
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great severity. The complaint generally is that they do
not inflict the law with sufficient promptness or severity.i

Mr. DAVIN. I may add, for the information of the com-
mittee, that in the case of persons charged with selling
liquor to Indians there are always circumstances attending
the sale that make up really a very strong case. Those
persons are generally engaged in bartering with the Indians,
from whom ttiey get goods, such as furs and other goods. at
such low rates that the business is very profitable. The
Indians, once they get a few glasses of whiskey, will sell
their furs for a hundredth part of what they are really
worth, and hence it is necessary that a severe penalty should
be inflicted, and that justice should be sharp and quick in
order to prevent the Indians being tampered with.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). In the old clause these words
are found: "Or causes or procures the same to be done, or
attempts the sane, or connives thereat-" that is, furnithing
Indians with intoxicants. I would like to know whether
leaving these words out, the law will reach persons who
would buy liquor for -the Indians with the money of the
Indians. For instance, an Indian enters a town ; he cannot
go to a merchant and buy liquor himself, but ho may get
some disreputable white man, and give him the money to
go and purchase the liquor for him. That person purchases
the liquor from the merchant and then brings it to the
Indian. The old section would cover this case, but I ques-
tion whether the new section will.

Mr. THOMPSON. The words "supplies or gives " cover
the case.

Mr. WATSON. I was going to suggest that it would be
in the interest of the general public, to have such a clause
as the one which the Minister has given. It would be noces-
sary in Manitoba, because we are not provided with all first-
class justices of the peace in that country. We have some
justices of the peace there who are not fit for the position
at all. A year or two ago, about every other man was a
justice of the peace. Every other man expected to be in
the employ ot the Dominion or the Local Government, and
if there was no other position for him, he was made a justice
of the peace. I called the attention of the First Minister,
when he was at the headof Indian Affairs, to the importance
of having some mounted police on the northern p>rtion of
Lake Manitoba, because a great number of Indians secure
liquor fron the traders who go there and who give whiskey
in exchange for fish, &c. This is doing a great deal of harm,
and one or two mounted policemen should be stationed at some
point where they could watch those traders and follow them
up. The trouble with us is that there are not enough informers.
Even their share of the fine does notinduce them to inform,
and in many cases the liquor is furnished by a third person.
Men are known to make a living by simply waiting for the
Indians, then taking their money and buying whiskey for
them. Liquor is doing an immense amount of injury to the
Indians throughout Manitoba. The seulement of the country
is bringing the Indians in contact with the whites, and the
Indians are becoming very much degraded through the
influence of liquor, and the Govern ment cannot be too strict
in dealing with people who furnish the Indians with in-
toxicants. i thoroughly approve of the penalty, and would
wilingly see it increased.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). 1 think the law will be
much plainer if we would insert the words of the old section
to which I drew the hon. gentleman's attention. The ques-
tion might arise as to whether a disreputable white person,
who purchased liquor with the Indian's money, could be
said to have supplied or given the liquor. It might be
argued that as it was the Indian's money with which the
liquor waa paid for, the liquor was at no time the property
of the white man who bought it, and that the white man

simply procured the liquor for the Indian, I think the
words of the old clause would leave no room for doubt
" Causes or procures the same to be done, or attempts the
same or connives thereat."

Mr. TEIOMPSON. I have no doubt the clause does
cover the case the hon. gentleman refers to, but I have no
objection to add those words in order to make assurance
doubly sure.

Mr. BAIRRON. The Act provides that no appeal shal
lie from the fourteen sections next procoding except to a
judge. Taat appears to assume that there is an appeal
under the Summary C>nvictions Act, but 1 understand that
that appeal is only from one justice of the peace and not
from two, and I do not think this section meets the case,
bec.iuse, under this Bill, the hon. gentleman is introducing
aun appeal from two justices.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have always acted
upon that.

On section 5,
Mr. EDGAR. What is the intention of this ?
Mr. TUOMPSON. There is general legislation by

which, where the disposition of a fine is not specially
designated in the Act, it is to go to the Indian fund. it
has been considered desirablo that, in the Province of
British Columbia, we should give the fines to the provincial
authorities, the Provincial Government undertaking the
administration of justice under this Act.

Bill reported, and read the third time, and passed.

SUPREME AND EXCHIEQUER COURTS.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Is the Minister of Justice pre.
pared to make any statement in regard to the Supreme
Court Bill, which he said was urgent, and he intended to
proceed with at once ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I would have moved the Bill a fur-
ther stage to-day, but I understood it would be objected to
unless it was printed, and it doos not appear on the Order
Paper as having boen printed, and, therefore, t have not
moved it. Ilnloss the Bill were passed to-day, we could not
give the notice to thoso who are engaged in sufficiot time,
and I am afraid that, as it did not meut with unanimous ap.
proval, we shall have to abandon it.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

SUPPLY-CABLE BETWEEN PELEE ISLAND AND
TIHE MAINL AND.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the flouse again
resolve itself into Committee of Supply.

Mr. BRIEN. I desire to occupy a few moments, because
some additional information has come to my hands of late
in regard to a matter which, I believe, the Government
have now under consideration, that is, in regard to laying
a cable between Pelee Island and the mainland. I believe
members on both sides of the House are willing to facilitate
this work, and the Government have already a vast amount
of information as to the necessity of this submarine cable.
Every day there is some further evidence coming forward
as to the necessity of this cable being laid. It is not so
much a matter of local importance as it is a national ques-
tion. It is of great interest to all those who are engaged
in navigation, and a vast amount of shipping passes tbrough
the narrow channel between Pelee Island and the mainland,
which is interspersed with reefs and shoals, making it very
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dangerous to navigation. Petition after petiton has been
placed in the hands of the Governmont, rcpresenting the
case pretty fully, but so far we have not any definite in-'
formation as to the conclusion the Governrent bave come
to. The people in that section will be very much disap-
pointed, and ail those who are engage I in navigation will
be seriously disappointed if that cable is not laid imme-
diately Life and property are in danger. Several wrecks
occurred there during last year. I cannot do better than
read a letter which I received lately from a captain who isi
sailing upon the water in that section during most of bis«
time :

"KING8VILLE, March 5th, 1888. 1
" Dua BrS,-Yours of the 29th February at hand, and contents fullyj

noted. During the time I have been on the waters, I have become more
acquainted with the waters at the head of Lake Erie, especially arcund«
Petee Island. AlI the boats that pass through the Detroit River go1
between Pelee Island and Pelee Point, which is the natural channel.
But you will remember that there are reefs extending north-east, from
one to two miles from the north-east point on Pelee Island, which ren-
der it very dangerous to navigation. These reefs are called the Middle
Grounds. Any boats getting on these re-fe are plairily visble frcm theF
Island, and greatly exposed to ali north-easterly and easterly gales,
and a place that all mariners dread on account of there being no conm-
munications near by. In 1887 I relieved two steamers from the reefs,
happening to see them from the Island. Again in 1887, three other
crats went to pieces near lelee, over on Point Pelee, a distance of 7
miles from PeleeI [sand, and is visible t rom Pelee. The othr two went
to piezes on the îoutb-west point on Ples Island. In 1886 the big
schooner Maggy McCray went ashore on the west side of Pelee Island
and would undoubtedly have been daphed to pieces if I had not justj
happened to be passing with my boat, and released her just betorer
another big gale came up. The captain was making arrangements to
row from Pelee to main shore to telegraph for assistance, and wouldr
have had to do so had I not happened to be around. The life(< t Cap-,
tain Duich might have been saved if there had been any communication
to the Ibland, At that time my boat was lying at KIngeville, and
could undoubtedly have saved him if I had known it, and a great
many other wrecks I could mention it it be necesary. Now, Sir, the
loss of lite and property is more or less due to the want of communica-
tion between Pedee Island and main shore. 1 would beg of you flot te
leave anything undone that would presa on the min de of the authorties
that there in great necessity of a cable being laid between mainland
and Pelee Island. Besides what 1 have mentioned, it adds greatly to
the oenvenience of the Island. Hoping to hear of a success of a cable
b.tng laid, 1 remain, Hpn eha fasceee al

"Yeurs respectfully,
" caPr. N. J. WIGLE,

"lKingsville,
fuJ. B o, M.P., "Ringiville

"Baonse of (Jommons, Oanada."

Ont.

Any further information than this is scarcely necessary for
the Government, I thintk. The estimated cost of this work
would be only some $7,000 or $8,000; and that amount of
property would be saved in one seaon. Now, considering
the dangerous character of that coast, and the importance
of that section of the country, the large interests at stake,
and considering that the Government are taking every pos.
sible means, and very laudably so, to facilitate navigation,
I hope that they will not forget that section of the country'
It is a matter that is not only of local importance. I hope
that the Government will give this matter their most
serious consideration. I believe the Minister of Public Works
is already convinced of its feasi bility. If he can only conv inue
hie colleagues-and we are weli aware that if he gets their
consent, when we remember his activity and the energy
which ho brings to bear in every work he undertakes-àe
work will soon be accomplished. Therefore, without
detaining the flouse any longer, I ask the Government to
give this matter their most serious consideration. It is not
a party question, it is not a local question, but one in wbh
ail are interested. If the Government will undertake this
work, i do not think there will be a dissenting voice, either
in the House or the country, and I am sure they will have
the thanks and goodwill of ail.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman, in
bringing this matter before the House, gives me an oppor-
tunity of saying a few words on the sLbjUt. 'IhO on. gen-
tIleman was not in the House, in 1884 and the foilowing

Mr. BRIEN.

years, when this matter was brought before the flouse and
before i h-3 Government by the gentlemen who thon repre-
sented South E-sex and North Es x, I think Ur. Patterson
and Mr. Wigle. But at that time we had not the
necessary data to give an affirmative answer to the request
.qnd petitions that were presented to us on that subject.
Since that time Mr. Patterson bas prosecuted the scheme
with the persistence he is known to possess. The bon. gen-
tleman knows that when theb hon. member for North Essex
(Mr. Patterson) begins a matter of that kind, he sticks
to it as long as there is a chance of carrying it to a saocess-
fui completion. Well, the bon. gentleman bas continued
in the same course, and bas presented petitions in 1886-87-88,
as the hon. member now representing South Essex (Ur.
Brion) is doing. The surveys have been made, and have
proved that the petitions that were presented were such as
would warrant the Government in going on with this work,
if the revenues of the country would allow us. But as the
bon. gentleman must see, l am not in a position just now to
say what would be the policy of the Government on this
matter. If, in conformity with the petitions which have
been presented from time to time, and the pressure which
has been brought to bear, the Government decide in asking
Parliament to come to the relief of the settlers there, and
especially to corne to the relief of trade and the vessels, a
sum will appear for that purpose in the Supplementary
Estimates. Of course, if the revenues of the country will
not allow us to do so this year, we will have to ask Parlia-
ment to wait for another year; but, as I said just uow, I am
not in a position at the present moment to inform the hon.
gentleman what course will be followed by the Government.

DEFALCATIONS IN TEIE KINGSTON POST OFFICE.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH P. In conformity with
the notice which I gave last night, I desire to call the
attention of the louse to what appears to be a very serions
miscarriage of justice in the case of certain defalcations
which lately occurred in the post office at Kingston. If
the facts bave been correctly stated to me, they are of a
rather important character. For some months back, in
fact, I believe, for some years back, thore have been corn-
plaints of a number of robberies committedl in the post
office at Kingston, and very recently, if my memory
serves, since this House met, an important official in the
poist office, the deputy pstmaster of Kingston, Wm.
Shannon, was caught in flagrante delicto by one of the offi-
ciais of the post office, in the act, es I am informed, of
feloniously opening letters and extracting their contents.
This was publicly known, and notwithstanding that,
apparently, 24 hours was allowed to elapse without any
action being taken by the post office authorities, and
tbc culprit made his way to the United States. After
remaisnwg some time there, he returned, and it
was known that he bad returned, as I am informed.
He was in Kingmton, and I believe he carried away with
him a considerable amount of maoney, largely composed, at
leas so it is alleged, of the balances ho bad collected in this
way. I desire to ca.1 the attention of the flouse, in the
firet place, to the fact that a number of persons allege they
bave been robbed, presumably by Waliam 8hannon, and the
lovernment, according to the statement made by the Post
naster General yesterday, do not intend to recompense
those. parties. That, however, is a minor detail. What
appears Bto me to be very serious indeed is that, if the facts
were correct ly stated to me, if this officer was detected by
nother officer-as I am informed by no less a person than
the deputy inspector ot post offices in that district-in the
act of feloniouely opening letters, and if he was allowed 24
sours law and then escaped to the United States, it
uppears to me there bas been a very grosis misicarriage
DÉ justice, and I cannot understand how the ofEo.r
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of the post office could have permitted a culprit under
those circumetances to esocape without being arrested.
A very considerable number of persons have expressed
their astonishment to me in this matter, and thero
is no doubt whatever that it does look exceedingly
as if, by reason of the influential connections which this officer
may have had, he had escaped punishment which would
undoubtedly have been meted out under such circumstances
to any subordinate offioer connected with the department.
I shal b glad if there is any explanation to be made re-
lieving those officers from what appears to me to be a
gross neglect of duty ; but, most undoubtedly, when we
come to consider the nature of the offence, and the fact that
this is only one, apparently, of a whole series of similar
offences, it does seem that there bas been very gross negli-
gence in this man being allowed to escape, and after hav-
ing escaped, to ho allowed to return and pass through
Kingston and remove a considerable amount of property
along with him, to the great prejudice of parties robbed by
him ; also, I think, to the great scandal of the Government
if an officer in their service, after committing such offences
as these, is allowed to escape without being brought to jus-
tice. I shall be very glad to hear any explanation which
the hon. the Postmaster General may have to offer on the
subject.

Mr. MoLELAN. I admit there bas been some want of
vigilance and promptness on the part of my officers at King-
ston in this matter, and the excuse they give for it is this :
That Wm. Shannon had been for a generation an officer in
that department; be had never been suspected of doing any-
thing wrong; he was a man well advanced in life, he being
some 64 years old. Whon ho was caught handling letters
improperly by one of the clerks, the clerk gave information
to the inspector. The inspector sent for Mr. Shannon, and
ho admitted ho had three letters in hie possession and
showed them. They were unregistered letters, ordinary
letters passing through the mail; one of them contain-
ed five cents in coin and twenty cents in postage stamps.
The other two were without enclosures. The in-
spector, as he stated himself, was so overwhel med with sur-
prise that ho did not act promptly, and delayed until he
could make further enquiries, and when he communicated
the next day with the department bere, he also stated the
fact that ho had found Shannon had left the country. 'he
hon. gentleman, I think, has been misinformed as to Mr.
Shannon's return. 1 am informed by the inspector, who
bas recently reported, that, so far as ho can ascertain, Shan-
non has not been within the Dominion since 17th March.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My information came
from persns of credibility who stated that they had seen
him.

Mr. McLELAN. It was intimated to the department
here that he had returned, and immediately i caused
a telegram to be sent to have bim arrested. An infor-
mation was laid by the county attorney against him,
but -the offlers were not able to findhim, and they reported
that he had not been in the city. I stated yesterday, in
answer te the hon. member for Norfolk (Mr. Charlton),
that the Government had not paid anything. The ques-
tion was: HIad the Government paid anything ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Or agreed to pay.
Mr. Mo LELAN. I may state now in answer to the hon.1

gentleman that Mr. Shannon's friends have lodged with the1
offlcers of the department a certain amount to meet any1
losses that may have been estained by private individuals,i
as soon as we can aseertain what those losses are. None1
of the letters were registered. Some complainte have beeni
made that letters which should have passed through thei
Kingston post offie, in their natural course, had not reached
th.fr dstiations, and the statment is made by the oendersi

that they contained enclosures of money. My offioers are
making enquiries into these cases, and when it is clearly
ascertained, and when it bas been clearly traced, that
those letters passed in a mail that went through the
bands of Shannon, in ail probability the losses will
be met from the amount placed in the bande of my officers
by Shannon's friends. 1 need not state the amount, be-
cause perbaps that might induce persons to make claims,
but every care is being taken to ascertain what letters have
been lost of those that really passed through the office and
through the bands of Shannon. It bas already been ascer-
tained that some letters said to have passed through
Shannon's bands were sent at dates when he was
not in the office; so ail those matters will have to be investi-
gated and the truth ascertained, as far as possible, that
justice may be done to the parties who have suffered loss.
L may say that i regret as much as Pny one can that my
officers did not act with that promptness which they should
have shown immediately on detecting the wrongs of which
Shannon had been guilty. But the explanation they gave
is this: that Shannon, an old man, an old servant oftwenty-
five or thirty yeurs' service in the department, had not been
suspected through ail that lifetime of doing anything
wrong, and the officers were so overwhelmod with surprise
at what had been done and at the insignificance of the
amount traced in his bands at the time, twenty-five cents,
that they refrained from acting with that promptness which
they should have shown, and they express regret for ité

Mr. WILSO N (Elgin). I certainly think the explanation
offered by the Postmaster General is a weak one. As I
understand it, the post offico clerks are supposed to be
directly responsible to the Government. Thoy are civil
servants in the employ of the Government, and it is, there.
fore, the duty of the Government to sec that they
perform their duties faithfully. I am also surprised to hear
that the inspector, having ascertained without any doubt
that this man Shannon had been guilty of meddlhng with
letters in the post office, whether the amounts were large
or small, did not proceei at once to execute the law and
take stops that the man might be punisbed. The plea that
he was an old servant and about 60 years of age, put for.
ward by the Postmaster General to this House as an excuse
for the negligence of bis officers, is a frivolous excuse
indeed. Many people deposit their money in the Post
Office Savirgs Bank, or send their money through the mail,
considering that the Government are responsible for the
safe delivery to the parties to whom they are sont,
and if the public feel there is an uncertainty as to
the safety of the letters, the fact will very materially
interfere with the efficiency of our post office ser-
vice. Not only that, but if it becomes known, as it appears,
that the Postmaster General indicated tc-night that there
are delays to compensate those who lose money un-
der sncb circumstances, this will cause distrust in the
efficiency of the service. But, perhaps the mover of this
motion is a littie too hard. It may possibly be found that
this man Shannon was not an ordinary f riend of the Govern-
ment, and it may be found that, perhaps, in years gone by,
this man Shannon or some of his friends or relations haad been
very intimately connected with the thon representative of
the city of Kingston. It may have been that, perhap, this
man Shannon may bave had some information that if he
had been arrested, and an attempt made to punish hirm for
his wrong-doing, he might possibly have been in a position
to have divulged something that would not be very credit-
able to the Government of the day. Lt is possible
that this leniency may have been caused by that,
instead of on account of the emall amount contained
in the letters that he had abstracted from the
Pott Office Department. i maintain that this ought to
have bon ezamined into, and whether the man stoÀe gve
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cents or fivehundred dollars he was equally guilty of wrong- IlThobearer, JameERunter, issu elector; hua horse and aleigh;
doing as a civil servant, and e was eualy respnsible btter look after him. J. 0 n are looking afer this morn-doin asa ciil ervnt, nd e ws erualy rsponibl toing. Must do aomething now, elle it wilI ho too late. Put lim in the way
the Government of the day. Perhaps, if we refer back a at once, J. A. PARKHILL."
few years, we may find that a Mr. Shannon had performed
an important service in that locality, and we may be able,Nh
perhaps, to come to some conclusion why it was that the Shannone in ths locality, and that they had been friends
Postmaster General was Fo kind towards this man Shannon, of the First Minister, and if the First Minister possesses
and that he, through bis inspector, neglected to perform the one good quality it is the quality uf remombering cld
duties that were imeumbent upon him. Let me call your at. friends. He boing the leader of the Government, perhape
tention to an election trial that took place in Kingston some theiPostmaster General was fot se much te blame for the
time ago, in 1874. I have nodoubt the First Minister will re- course ho tookp because after receiving information from
member the election trial tbat took place at that time,and , bis inspecter in that locality ho would have te make on-
have no doubt he will remember that he bad a very ardent quiries as te this man Sbannon-wbether it was the Shan-
frieLd, and wbether it was this Mr. Shannon or some of his on who workod se energetically nt the time the election
relations, it certainly was a Shannon, and, perbaps, it was took place there-bofore ho could meve in the matter. At
on that account the Postmaster General felt it would not al events 24 heurs elapsed and, therefore, Mr. Shannon
be hardly right for him to proceed very activoly escaped te the other side. Tho Postmaster General says
against this man, but te wait until a telegrami should that le was not aware that ho was back in the country,
be sent down to him asking hin what ho should do under but as far as that is coneerned he should nover

the circumstacs. This particular old friend had got intohave had an opprtunty of getting away t the

a difficulty, and he ought tu pro ced and pani-h him as theymane inewhich t cilsratsIperformtheir
would any other criminal under the circumstances, but,
perhaps, it was on account of past services rendered and the duty in the pst office should be carefaly loeked to. People
strong attachment between himself and the First Minister, depositing their meney there, many of them por peeple,
that it was considered whether it would not be a little should bc protected by the Govornment. The Gernment
botter to give him an opportunity that he might get out o should feel that for every dollar lest in the pot office they
the country and not divulge some secrets that might be in his sbould be held acceuntable, I hope my hon. friond frem
possesion. We find that a trial took place at Kingston South Oxford will net feel tee hardly against the Gevern-
when the First Minister was being tried for bribery and ment on ibis occasion, because very likely ho will find, if
corruption. To bis credit, be it said, no personal charges ho examines carefully mb the m&tter, that this man
on that occasion were proven against him. He was situated Shannon had been a useful and important individual in an
on that occasion pretty well, but not as well as he was on election trial, and deserved somo consideration at thebands
the last trial, for although in 1874 ho retainedhis qualifica- of the Government.
tion, his seat was voided. It was sworn at that election Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannet cenceive for a
trial as follows :- moment that Vhs e a oncertedaceno betwoen the hon.

" James Shannon sworn. I live in Kingston and took an active in- ember for South Oxford and the hon, gentleman wb bas
terest in anything that concerned Sir Joha A. Macdonall." just out down; but he coincidence is rather remarkable.
I blieve that is the present Premier,- When the on, gentleman, in he anxioty f hore publiein-

Shan rq UinU thl ois oi locaiy, and thAiL hey h ben frand

" Was not a member of the committee, at least did not remember that
I was, had some doubta whether a committee was formed. Spent about
$400 in election. This was not my own ; received this and also $500
from Sir J.hn A. Maclonalid, and $1,000 mare, part froma Mr. Patton."

I suppose the First Miinister will rernerbor Patton,-
"I got $1,000 from other parties, which was not all spent. I gave

the balance $9>0 back to the Hou. Mr Campbell with a memorandum
showing the disposition of the money that had been pent.'

I think Mr. Oampbell was not at the trial on that occasion
and I suppose the Fiist Minicter will state why he was not
there.

An hon. MEMBER. He was in the States,
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). My friend says ho was in the

States. You don't, suppose a Conservative would run to the
States in order to avoid giving evidence at an election trial.
It would be too horrid to imagine anything of the kind.

"Q. Why did you give it to Mr. Camnbell ?
"A. Be was acting for 5ir John A. I received the money from Sir J.

A. personally in Kingston, it was for election expenses. I think it was
by cheque

". at was Sir John giving the money for ? What did he say?
"A. He gave no directioins. I ktew what the money was for, it was

for necessary expenses. Sir Johu asked me to take charge of it. I had
chargeof money for Sir John previously.

"Q. What did you do with it ?
"A. I did not spend over $(00 or $500, speaking in round numbers.

This may turn out to be the sano Shannon who took the
letters in the post office. lie continues:

"I gave to different friends of Sir John $30 or $40; to Armstrong
McCormick, about $30; 1saac McNabb, $20; Jos. O'Brien, $10; tele-
graph company, $25; to bill-sticker, $25; Flanagan, for cab-hire, $18,
and $10 to Conroy."
Thon comes arother portion of the evidence, showing that
Shannoa was working earnestly in the Kingston election.
Parkhill sent ilunter to Shannon with the following letter:

Er. WILIoN (Elgin).

ieresu, a RI o seeMaL crimels punis e , al n au teo W-
cial performs bis duty, brings this matter up, it is rather a
singular coincidence that the hon. member for East Elgin
should have hunted up the records of my trial in 1814, in
which I was unseated. It looks very like as if the question
was put ard the remark made, not for the purpose of publie
ju-tice, but to give the hon. member for East Elgia an op.
portunity ofexercising bis malignity by trying to drag my
name into this matter respecting Mr. Shannon. It looks
marvellously like it, and it will take a good deal to white-
wash the hon. member for South Oxford from the suspicion
that this is a concerted arrangement. The only thing that
makes me doubt it is that the hon. gentleman is barking up
the wrong tree; he bas waked up the wrong passenger;
ho bas got the wrong Shannon. The Shannon he speaks of
is Mr. James Shannon, who is a friend of mine and a most
respectable man; and the hon gentleman, having been
elected for one of the ridings of Elgin, must ho supposed to
be a respectable man, but he would be higher in the estima-
tion of the hon. members of this House, than hoeis now,if he
held the character of Mr. James Shannon. Mr. James
Shannon was the trusted book-keeper and accountant of my
firm for many years; ho took care of my money, took care
of my accounts, and managed my affaire; and although this
person who opened these letters is a relative of Mr. James
Sb annon, I may tell the hon. gentleman, if hewould like to
know it, that the two brothers have not spoken or bad any
communication except on business for many years; and I sup.
pose the fact that that was known muet have been the reason
why the clerk, instead of going to Mr. James Shannon, the
postmaster, went to the post office inspector. The hon.
gentleman, in his deswre, I may say his malignant desire, to
make an attack, saye what? HRe says the Postmaster
Goneral has been guilty of gret laches, ad, iin order to
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favor a supposed friend of mine, neglected to have him
arrested. The hon. gentleman heard what the Postmaster
General said. He said that the first intimation be had of
the matter was in the letter he received from the poust
office inspector, who resides at Kingston, informing him
that the deputy postmaster there had been discovered open-
ing letterS, that the clerk who diseovered him bad informied
hirh, but that the inspector did not cause him to be arrested
as he ought to have done; and when he got inetu uctions to
arrest, which he did the moment the Postmaster General
heard of it, the bird had flown-the man had gone. The hon.
gentleman heard this statement, and yet he bas the face to
get up in this House and make this statemrent. It only
shows how far political malignity can go, that .he could try
to make a little capital by reviving the recollections of the
trial against me in 1874, and making the defaleations of this
officer in 1888 a peg to hang a malignact attack on.

CLAIM OF MRS. GOWANLOCK.

" The parties of the second part agree th at they will keep the said mili
ingooloperation forat least ten years; th t ttheywillconstantly have a
comp tent miller in attendance at said mili, that~the Indians shall bave
the preference over nther enstomers in the gristing of their grain and
that thev shal be charged Iea toll by onre-f urthi for two years, and
one-sixth fîr the eight siccee iingz yeare than white customers.

" In coasiLeration of ih- above, the party of the firt part binds
himseif to pay to the parties uf the secmni part th- srumi of $1,500, the
said sum to be paid a3 follows : $1,500 when the machiner y ison the
ground and the balance, namely, $1,000, on completion of the work."
It is well known that although $1,500 were advanced by
the Government for building that mill, the mill was de.
stroyed before it was conpleted, and as the late hon. the
Minister of the Interior stated, upon an invotigation made
into the pecuniary loss sustained by the firm, a cortuin
amount was awarded to the firm for the material and the
building whieh was drstroyed, from which was deductod
the $11,590 granted by the (Government It is said that NIr.
Gowanlock was not aur emupyi3 érof the Government. ] have
before me two letters from tho Departnent of» Indian
Affairs, in which the departmot very p!ainly referred to
Mr. Gowanlock as un employé of the Government; but I

Mr. RYKER 1'. I would like to change the subject for a say whether ho was so or not, the Govonrment are bound
few minutes in order to bring to the notice of the Govern- to take notice of the facts and to plbme Mrs. Gowanlock in
ment and ot the House what I consider to be a very im- the same position as Mirs. Dehncy. Tnis will establish no
portant matter, that is, the claim of Mrs. Gowanlock. In precedent whatever, as the circumstances nover eau occur
the early part of this Session the bon. member for North again.
Victoria (Mr. Barron) asked the Government whether or Mr. MITCHELL. I do not know about that.
not they intended to pay Mrs. Gowanlock, the widow of J.
A. Gowanlek, who was killed by Indians at Frog Lake in M. RY KERT. Humanity alone demands for this WOman,
the North-West rebellion, a pension in the same manner placed in tbis sad position, consideratiotu at the bands of the
and to the same extent as they hed paid Mrs. Delaney. The Government. Mrs. owanlok lives ini mny constituency. I so
House will recollect that during the late rebellion Mrs ber frequetntly, and I kne'w that, she n'v rot livu iiny
Delaney and Mrs. Gowanlock were seized by the Indians years in conse(luence of tho trial-r and suilorings mhe en-
immediately after their husbands were murdered by the dured; and the circumstances of her case are such that
Indians at Frog Lake ; and hon. members wili recollect tbey wIl j utifythe G>vernment in showing more hborality
what an excitement there was throughout the country about towalds ier by giving her fuir and reasonable coumpenation ;
the fate of those two ladies. I venture to state that if this and I am sure thut the flouse will endorse the Governmont
House had been asked at that time to vote a sum of money in auy action it may take to ibis end. I have a letter of
for the purpose of having these ladies restored to their homes,t he 2st A pi il, i887, rom1 M r. P . B3. Drou glas, Assistant
any amournt, no matter how large, would have been cheer- Secretry cf the Dpartmont of tbe iut iour, addrosed t
fully voted. The hon. the Minister of the Interior, in reply to Mr. Henry Joh u-o", the father of Mus. Gowanlock. In
the question of my hon. friend from North Victoria, stated this lutter, Mr. Dougias says:
that Mrs. Gowanlock's husband was not an employé of the "I am directed to Kcknowleige the r'ceipt of voir letter of the 4th

Dominion Government, while Mrs. Delanoy's husband was. inst , and te) inrfrm you biit -. copy of ibrt IruL)O; which relattes to the
petsio i desird f r ifrs. Gowurun!ock has be-n r f'rrr te the D repart-

The grouud taken by the Minister of the Interior, and the ment ot Indi-n Afftits, cf which ber husbaud during bis lifetime was
Government, bas been that Mrs. Gowaniock's husband, not an employé "
being an employé of the Government, she was not entitled I find aiso a letter addrosqed by Mr. Dou.las to Mr. L
to compensation or to a pension. Hon. gentlemen will Vankoughnet, dated 21st April, 1887, in whih I finrd the
recollect that during the late Parliament a pension of $400 following:-
a year was granted to Mrs. Delaney. Now, I think I can "I have the honor, by direction, to refer to yoiu, herewith enclosed,
show by documents which have been brought down to the an extract fron a letter from Mr. Flenry Jobnsorr, Tintern, Ont., asking
louse that Mr. Gowanlock was considerol an employé of tbat a pen>ion be granted to Thpresa Gowarilock, widow f rthe late
the Government. The facts are those : The Indian Dopart. Jmbn Gowanlock, who was in his if itime arr enpl yé of your deurart-

ment were desirous to have a mill erected at a place called ment, such peusiou to be maintained o h-r durang ier wrdowbOOd',

Onion Lake in the North-West Territories, and called for Those letters clearly indicato that Mr. Gowanlock was in
tenders for the erection of the same. Mr. Gowanlock and the service of the Governmenrt. At ary rate, we have the
Mr. Laurie, his partner, put in a tender for the work, which fact before us that ho was bound, under heavy penalty, to
was accepted, and entered into an agreement with the Gov- carry on bis mill for a period of ton years, ani to grind
ernment to run that mill for ten years. The agreement grain for the lndiarus at a cheaper rate than for the whites.

bears date the 17th of September, 1884, and is between the In that respect, he was as much an employé (f the Govern.

flon. Edgar Dewlney, indian Commissioner for Manitoba ment as any other person. t scem.i to m )this is a case
and the North-West Territories, of the first part, and John deserving the favorable consileration of the Government,
Alexander Gowanlock and Riahard Carney Lîurie, of the and I hope that the Guverunment, on considering the facts,
second part, and, among other things, provides: will show generosity towards thea petitirner. Mrs. Gr'van-

lock saw ber husband killed before her eyes, sbo was sub-
" rhat the party of the firet part, being desirous of having a mitted to irdigrrtiis ad muits by the 1nd-ans for Iwo

aw and griet miii establiihed at a point adjcent to OLon Laenmontbs,kandkif any was ever worthy of consideration,Reerve near Parti Pitt in thre !iartir-Weâti Territari -s, up,-n tire con- yn>thsdifar'cn a ee otyc errioain
ditions ad ternis fillowing, that is toi say.: First, -The parties of the it i- beis.
second part agree to erect a good substantial building accordiag to ine M. WRIGIIT. I hauve muel uin sharing in theplans and specifications hereto attached, marked go 1, aid that the p 1 ca-ure
capacity of uhe saw and grist and machinery ue in construction with recommendation of t he ouur. mta ier for Lit noln (Mt-.
the ame wili be according to the specifications hereta attached, marked Rvkert). Tie case of Mrs. Guwua. ei mk is oue of exticirie
No. 2.

"The mili to b eroected and in operation by the fifteenth January, hardshi p. Mrs. Dolaney was w ith Mrs. Gowarulock und
188&. suffered the same great calamity. Both of them lost their
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husbands at the same time. Mirs. Delaney was born in the
county I represent, and i have known ber from my child-
hood. She has told me of the terrible incidents of that
terrible time, and I do think, under the circumstances, as
the bon. member f>r Lincoln has pointed out, that Mra.
Gowanlock is entitled to the same privileges and indemnity,
to the same kindness and consideration, at the hands of this
House and the Government as Mrs. Delaney. I had great
pleasure in bringing the case of Mrs. Delaney under the
notice of the hou. First Minister. Hie received me with the
utmost kirdness and consideration, and granted her a very
proper indemnity which wili make ber comfortable for life.
I think that, under the circumstances, the representations
of the bon. member for Lincoln should receive consideration,
and I amn sure they will receive consideration at the hands
of tha Government. I am quite sure that every hon. mem-
ber from the Province of Quebec will be quite willing to
accord to the womin of Ontario the same rights, privileges
and indemnity which they accorded to the woman of Que-
bec.

Mr. BARRON. I am exceedingly glad that this matter
bas been bronght before the House by the bon. member
for Lincoln, and I sincerly hope that his efforts in the
direction of getting justice done to Mrs. Gowanlock will
meet with a more favorable result than mine in the past.
It will be in the recollection of this House that I brought
up the case of Mrs. Gowanlock last Session, and also a
short time ago this Session. I confess I have not been
able yet to appreciate what I consider to be the invidious
distinction drawn between the case of Mrs. Delaney and
that of Mirs. Gowanlock. As the hon member for Lincoln
has stated, the distinction is sought to be drawn from the
alleged fact that the husband of Mrs. Delaney was in the
employ of the Government at the time of his deatb, and
that such was not the case with the husband of Mrs.
Gowanlock. That statement was made last Session by the
hon. the Finance Minister and aiso this Session by the late
hon. the Minister of the Interior. Without going into the
question at present as to whether or not Mr. Gowan-
lock was really in the employ of the Government,
1 do not think that can be a reason for always
refusing what one would suppose was oily justice
to the widow and children of the deceased person.
That cannot be a rec-on in this case. If in Mrs. Delaney's
case it was a reason for granting the pension, then, in every
case in which an employé of the Government dies, hie widow
and children could advanee the argument that because their
husband or their father as the case might be, was, during
hie lifetime and at the time of his death in the employ of
the Government they should receive a pension. But that was
not the sole reason. There was some other reason for
granting Mrs. Delaney a pension.What was that other reason?
It was the sad, harrowing circumstances under which her
husband met his death, and those circumstances apply just
as much in the case of Mrs. Gowanlock as they did in the
case of Mrs. Delaney; and therefore what was done for Mrs.
Delaney should, on the very self-same argument and for the
self-same reasons, be done for Mrs. Gowanlock. My bon. friend
from Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) bas stated shortly the sad cir-
cumstances under which Mr. Gowanlock met his death.
Will the Louse allow me fora moment to read Mrs. Gowan-
lock's own statement from her own lips of the circumstances
under which her busband met his sad death :

man, fail in front of us, t then knew aIl were being killed. 1 beeame
greatly alarmpd 1saw an Indian aiming at my husband by my side.
In a moment he fell, reaching ont his armi towardg me as ho fell. I
caught him, and we fell together. I laid upon him, resting my f«s
upon his, and his breath was scarcely gone when I was foreed away by
an Indian. It was not the Indian who fBre'l that dragged me from my
husband. I was almost crazy with grief, but I remember seeing the two
prieste sbot and also Mr Delaney. They were in front of me. One of
the priests when shot was leaning over Mr. Delaney."

I have also here frs. Delaney's statement. taken from ber
shortly after she was rescued from the Indians, and her
statement is almost the same as that of Mrs. Gowanlook.
It will be seen that the exceptional circnmstances-becsuse
they were and are very exceptional circumstanoes-that
induced the Government to grant a pansion te Mrg. Delaney
apply equalfy te the case of Mrs. Gowanlock. Their hus-
bands were at that time doing their best, as they thought,
te defend the lives of the people who were then more or
less under their care, and I, therefore, heartily join with my
bon. friend from Lincoln (Kr. Rykert) in boping that the
Government will do justice te Mrs. Gowanlock, apart alto-
gether from the question of whether ber busband ws or
was net an employé of the Government at the time of his
death. But I think I can also support my hon. friend in
his argument that Mr. Gowanlock was at that time, if not
technically, at least sufficiently for the purposes of the ar-
gument, in the employ of the Government. My hon. friend
from Lincoln bas read the agreement which was made with
him, and I think the preamble of that agreement shows
that Mr. Gowanloek was te go te Onion Lake te conatruct
a mill which was te be of invaluable use te the settlers in
that locality; and he also read a letter showing that officers
of the department treated Mr. Gowanlock as being at that
ti me in the employ of the Government. Therefore I think that
not only from the standpoint ofjustice, but also f rom the fact,
as I maintain, that the husband was in the employ of the
Govern ment, Mrs. Gowanlock should be treated in the same
way as was Mrs. Delaney. But I find, on looking into the
granting of pensions in England, that they do net confine
these pensions by any means te the widows and chidren of
husbands and parents who bave been in the emplov of the Gov-
ernment. I find thaton the 3lst July, 1885, Mrs. Sherwin was
granted a pension of £100 on the ground of the literary
meri 's of ber sister, the late Mre. Jameson. I find that Miss
Leech was also granted a pension on account of the merits of
ber brotber, the late Mr. John Leecb, as an artist; and several
other sisters of Mr. Leech were also granted pensions on the
sane ground. Then, Mr. Huxley was granted a pension
because of his eminent services te science. This shows
that the rule is not inflexible that the person at the time of
hie death must necessarily be in the employ of the Govern-
ment, and I think, as bas been stated by the hon. member
for Ottawa (Mr. Wright), that members on both sides of
the House will join heartily in supporting the Government
in granting to Mrs. Gowanloek the ame pension that
was granted te Mrs. Delaney. Perhaps the hon. member
for Lincoln (gr. IRykert) stated what, I am afraid, is cor-
rect, that if a pension is granted te Mrs. Gowanlock, she
will net be permitted, owing te the serions trouble and
anxiety which she suffered in the North-West, te enjoy it
very long. I hope this House will grant it to ber, and will
in that way perform a simple act of justice,

Sir JORN A. M ACDONALD. I do not think the hon.
l wnu nu1.00 ea.epu 'a- f>a -- f1.-- nA1* as-

"Neither I nor my husband understood the Indian language, and so by quoting the pensions granted in Engtand te M. Huxley
were not addressed by them, but we understood we were prisoners and and te the sister of John Leech the artistbcause, though
had to go with the rest. When we left Mrs. Delaney's house no one ho may net ho aware cf it, thera is an annual sui of £l,200
knew what was going to happen, and I do not think it was really sup- voted by Pposed any of us were in danger. We all left Mrs. Delaney's houserry
together. My hu.band at the time war outside, and as we left the housepurpose of grantng pensons te persons who have sained
ho met me and took me with him and we walked on toge ther. We had sucb rewards for literaiy and artiage srvi . That je
only got a few paces from the house when the lndians began firing. voted annually, and i divided, on the advice ef one oftthe
Mr Dili, Mr. Quinn, and ir. Gilcbrist were shot first, though I did not
see them shot, but as oon as I saw Mr. Willeroft, an old greyheaded Ministers aong artiste and literary people who hau

getea&woha.as soenhs tenthnd i cs
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become rather reduced in circumstances. I quite agree
with the hon. gentlemen who have spoken that Mrs. Gowan-
lock's case eis a very sad one. She saw her husband mur-
dered before her eyes, and she suffered a great deal in mind
and body as weil as did Mrs. Delaney. It would ho always
an agreeable task for the Government of the day, who have
hearts in their bosoms, to deal with such cases of hardship,
and I may say of horror, if they thought it was their duty
to do so, if they thought it was within their power to do so;
but it is very easy for a govern ment to be very liberal with
the money of other people, with the money of the public, and
we had to consider in these two cases what we had a right
to do, and what we had power to do. Of course, without
coming to Parliament, we could not in any way whatever
be justified in granting a pension to M rs. Gowanlock. Her
husband was in no way an employé of the Government.
The case was simply this: The Indians on that reserve had
raised a good deal of grain, but they had no meaus what-
ever of using it because there was no mill there. The
Indian Department tried to find some person enterprising
enough to put up a grist mili, and it was stated, as the
flouse will well understand, that it was a country which
would naturally be settled by whites, and that a bonus
would be given if anyone wouli go at once and establish
a mill, which, it was expected, would not ho profitable
when it simply had to grind the scanty crops of the
Indians, and, therefore, a bonus would be given until it be.
came a profitable milling establishment in consequence of
settlement. Tenders wore called for, and Mr. Gowanlock
Eucceeded in getting the contract. Lt was simply a case of
contract, by which h. was told, if you put a mill of a cer-
tain size there and grind for a reasonable rate the grain of
the Indians, and if you wili continue, when the white set-
tiers come in, to give the preference to the Indians and not
to shove them away with their little crops, and will give se-
curity that you will maintain that mill for a certain number
of years, we will give you a bonus of 81,500 for that time.
His death by the hand of an Indian, although it took place
under the most dreadful circumatances, and at the same
time when the clergymen were killed, and Delaney, the
civil servant, was killed, and other mon were killed, still
the Government had to look at the circumstances. The
case stood in the same position as if an Indian had killed a
white man in any other part of the North-Weet. And we had
to consider that giving a pension to Mrs. Gowanlock might
be held to establish a precedent that in any cases where
murders were caused by Indians-and they generally act
with very considerable barbarity if their blood is up-that
in any honorable case of this kind, where a white man was
slain by an Indian, bis relatives had a claim on the public
treasury for a pension. We had to consider that, it was
our bounden duty to consider it. As I have already said,
it would ho a very agreeable dnty for us to ask Parliament
to confer a pension upon Mrs. Gowanlock. If that is the
general consent, the Government will be ready to come
down.

Mr. WRIGHT. It is, Sir John.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If that is the general
consent of the House; but we know perfectly well, in the
first place, that the two cases do not stand on the same
footing at ail. Ali Governments take care to provide for
the families of their civil and military officers who have
fallen in their service. Delaney was an officer there on the
outskirts, in the very act of dealing out food to these
Indians when ho was barbarously murdered. He was a
civil servant, ho had moved there with his family at the
orders of the Government. As I have said, in such caees ail
Governments provide for the families of thoir servants slain
on duty, but that is not the case with Mrs. Gowanlock.
Parliament is not very partial to granting pensions, but if I
can gather that it is the general consent of this House that
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this should be made an exception, and if they are not afraid
of setting a precedent, Government wili take this case into
favorable consideration.

Mr. LAURIER. The hou. gentleman has exhibited a
regard for the public purse to which ho has not accuetomed
ns.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Allow me to say one
word more, I think that full compensation was given to
the estate of Mr. Gowanlock for hie property wich was
destroyed at the time of hie death.

Mr. LAURIER. However, I think in this instance Par-
liament will not grudge the moncy that will be given to the
widow; not only for the roasons which were mentioned by
the bon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) and in which I
would be disposed largely to concur, but also for this other
reason, that Mr. Gowanlock was one of the first victime of
the rebellion. Now, we have bad a commission sitting to
investigate the claims of losses sustained in consequence of
the rebellion, and I eau see no reason why, if we should
compensate a man who has been a victim of the rebellion
in losing property, we should not also indemnify bis
famnily for the loss of hie life.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is opening a very
wide door.

Mr. LAURIER. Perhaps it i, but, after aIl, the rebel.
lion was caused by the action of the Government, and I
cannot see why the country ahould not compensate the
evil that bas been done. In this matter I believe the
Government wili see their way to allow a grant to the
widow, and that both sides of the House would be glad to
ratify the action of the Government in this matter. Now,
there is another matter to which I want to refer, and to
which I was about to refer when the hon. member for
Lincoln rose, and that is the case which was brought for-
ward by the hon. member for Oxford a moment ago. The
Prime Minister, in answering the speech of the hon.
member for Elgin, said that no doubt it was a more coinci-
dence that my bon. friend from South Oxford (Sir Richard
Oartwright) had brought the subject up, and that the hon.
member for East Elgin (Mr. Wilson) had spoken in the
manner ho did. Wel, coincidences will sometimes ocour.
It was, perhaps, a more coincidence that there was
a thief in Kingeton by the name of Shannon, and at the
same time another man in Kingston by the name of
Shannon, who happened to be a bosom friend of the
Prime Minister. It was, perbaps, a more coincidence
that prevented the arrest of the one who was uoilty,
and that another man bore the same naine was the
friend of the First Minister. I would have been
dispoeed to consider it a more coincidence, but after having
witnessed the exhibition of temper which the First Miniiter
gave us a moment ago, I began to suspect that, after all,
the hon. member for East Elgin had touched the true spot.
No one who listened to the Pomaster General but must
have come to the conclusion that the reasons which h.
gave to explain why this man was not arrested when he
was caught in the act, were extremely flimey, to say the
least. Why, Mr. Speaker, it is evident from the language
of the Postmaster General himself, that there were grave
irregularities in the post office; and I believe, from the
littie that has been said-for I never heard the statement
before to-day-I believe from the littie that has been said
by the Postmaster General, that the deputy inspector who
was there, and who caught the thief in the act, ws there
for the purpose of detecting the guilty party who had been
committing fraude for some time provions. The hon. gen-
tleman bas denied it; but, it is evident from hie language, at
all events, that fraude were going on. He said, and I took
note of hie worde, that parties were making claims to.day
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for money lost at the post office, upon the friends of
Shannon. It was said that money bad been extracted when
Shannon was not in the post office, and that consequently
he was not the guilty party. Therefore it is evident that
at the time this man was caught in the act, there were
great irregularities going on, since claims arc made to-day
which cannot reach the guilty party, but which must reach
other parties as well. Therefore, I say it is probable, at all
events, that the deputy inspector was there to investigate
that case, and to find the guilty party, but finding, probably,
the man whom he did not expect to find guilty, finding a
man by the name of Shannon-

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon, gentleman is not correct.
The deputy inspector lives in Kingston, and las his office
in the post office. The clerk went up and told the inspector.

Mr. LAURIER. Well, ho went up and told the inspector.
He could not have told the inspector that Shannon was the
guilty party, since, according to the statement made by the
Postmaster General, the deputy inspector caught Shannon
in the act.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. McLELAN. The clerk saw him handling the

letters improperly and he told the deputy inspector, and
the inspector sent for Shannon to come up to bis room.

Mr. LAURIER. Very well, let it be so-is there any
difference ? The moment the man had been caught in the
act, why was he not arrested ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And so he ought to have
been.

Mr.LAURIER. But instead of arresting him, the gentle-
man thinks he must consult the authorities at Ottawa.
Why ? If it had been any other man than the man who
bore the name of Shannon, probably he would have been
arrested in the act. I can see no roason why he was not
arrested in the act, and why in such a glaring matter of
crime as that, the deputy inspector should not have arrested
the man at once, instead of sending to Ottawa. No ex-
planation has been given why this man was not arrested
at once, and why it was thought proper to consult the
authorities at Ottawa before ordering the arrest,

Mr. MOLELAN. iNo, lie did not consult the
authorities at Ottawa. When he conveyed the information
that the crime had been committed, he at the same time
conveyed the information that the criminal had left the
country.

Mr. LAURIER. It makes the case simply worse. Instead
of consulting the department the officer thought ho would
let him go, and after giving him 24 hours leave, he writes
to Ottawa and states that the man has left the country.
Wby was not the man arrested ? That is a circumistancei
which requires explanation. My hon. friend behind me1
thinks the explanation is this: that this man was related to
a gentleman who was a friend of the Prime Minister in1
former years, and who was a friend at a trial which was(
of great moment to the First Minister at tbat time; and(
probably he said, as hie naturally may have said: I being4
an officer of the (overnmont, it would be too bad to bringi
disgrace on the name of a man who is related to the friend
of the Prime Minister, and I will give him a chance. I see
no other reason for the conduct of the official, and this is
the reason which my hon. friend behind me gave. What-ê
ever was the conclusion at which my hon. friend arrived,
whether it was right or wrong, the First Minister had no
right to impute motives to him in the disrespectful manner1
in which he did impute thom. i Lis is a free Parliament,i
and every mem ber has a right to express his views, se long1
as it is dono in parliamentary language, and the Firsti

Mr. LÂUmma.

Minister should be the last man to reflect on a member who,
in the discharge of is duty, may use language rather
warm. My hon. friend did nothing but discharge his duty
to the best of bis ability, and certainly no man in this
Parliament should be taken to task because he discharged
his duty in that manner.

Mr. McLELAN. I desire to say, in explanation to the
hon. gentleman, that there bas been no complaint against
the Kingston office in particular. Notice had been given
that letters wure missing which had passed tbrough a cir-
cuit of 100 or 150 miles and through a number of post offices,
and as they were not registered they were not under the
direct supervision of any one particular officer. There was
no special suspicion directed against the Kingston office
until the clerk saw the assistant postmaster improperly
handling two or three letters. He then went up stairs to
the inspector's room and informed him of the tact, and he
sent for Shannon, who confessed to having three letters, in
one of which there was 25 cents, the other two containing
no enclosures whatever. I may state further that the
greatest attention is given to the security of money trans-
mitted by post, and to induce people to aid the post office
officials in tracing letters. The fee for registration bas been
placed at a merely nominal sum; we only charge 2 cents for
registration, while ton cents is charged lu the United States.
Out of three and a half millions of letters registered during
the past year, 1887, there bave only been lost from
all causes-destruction of mails and robbery-58 to the
million, 'whicbis an infinitesimal percentage of letters
registered and placed in a position that the post office
officials can trace them. The letters that have been lost
in this case or on this circuit, passing through some twelve
or twenty post offices, were unregistered, and the letters
that Shannon tampered with were also unregistered. Since
he was detectel in that act enquiry has been directed to
special transactions in the Kingston office under the sus-
picion that thannon had tampered with other letters passing
over that circuit, and information is being gathered aud
facts obtained which I think will lead to the restitution to
parties who have lost money from letters passing through
the Kingston office.

Mr. LIS PER. While this post office matter is bef ore the
House, I have a small case which I wish to bring before
the attention of the Postmaster General, and I think this is
an exceedirgly suitable opportunity to do so. it appears,
so far as my experience of the management of the post
offices of the country is concerned, that if the incumbents
of the post offices happen to be supporters of the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, they are treated with extreme leniency,
but if they happen to have been appointed by hon. gentle-
men on this side of' the House when they occupied the
Treasury benches, the slightest pretext is seized by the
Governmont to dismiss those gentlemen from the offices,
and often this is done without any intination being given
to those officers as to the nature ot the charges made against
them. It seems to me f rom the slight experience i have
had iu these matters, that the post office inspectors are
officers appointed by the Government for the particular
duty of dismissing officials who are offensive to the Gov-
crnment of the day. In ny own county there is a village
called Arkona, and in l1870 when the hon, member for East
York (Mr. Mackenzie) was leader of the Government, a re-
putable and responsible citizen, a man respected by the
whole community, was appointed postmaster. Ile is re-
sponsible in every way, financially and otherwise; but this
Goverament rocently, without any charge being made
against him, without any investigation of any charges
being macle, summarily dismissed him from the office
which ho hold for the past ten years. The letter which I
hold in rmy hand is the only information that gentleman
received that his services as postmaster of the village of
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Arkona were dispensed with by this Government, and it is
in thse words:

" I am to acquaint you that on receipt of the books the post office of
Arkona will be transferred from your charge to that of Robert Dunn.
Please govern yourself accordingly."

Why was he dismissed ? I know that in my coanty post.
masters have been in arrear and in default in connection with
the money order department, that those charges have been
known to the Goverument and the inspector, and yet those
men have been retained in the office and hold thoir office
to-day. No such charge has ever been made against Mr.
Everest; it could not be made against him, for ho is
eminently responsible for everything in connection with
the office; and yet he has been dismissed in this summary
way bocause ho happens to be a Liberal in politics. The
Postmaster General has had no ground whatever for dis-
missing him from office, exeept that it was necessary to
find a place for a supporter of the gentleman who opposed
the late member for East Lambton. What excuse do
the Government give? They say that Mr. Everest is
not a resident of Arbona, but that ho is a resident of
the village of Forrest. That is only partly true. Ho owns
business establishments in both places. Ho carries on a
drug store in Forrest. His family are as ctpable as
he is of attending to the business of the office,
and the office bas been attended to. There have been
no complaints made against him, and yet the Postmaster
Gereral, without any investigation, dismissed him in this
summary manner. The inspectors of the Government are
apparently in office for the purpose of making places by
removing mon who are holding positions. I have nothing
to say against the man whom tho Govornment have selected.
Ho supported the Government with all his might, and of
course it was necessary that some place should be found for
him; and in order to do it the Government have removed an
honorable, reputable and responsible official to make a place
for this Mr. Dunn who now holds the post office. It that is
to be the game lot us know it. . Our men will go out, but
God help yours when we come in-that is ail there is about
it-and we will get there before long. If this system is to
be the policy we want to know it, for these gentlemen
should not be dispossessei and turned out of otfice until
some subtantiail complaints have been made ana proved
againist them. The conduet of the Goverrnment, so far as
this man is concerned, is unjust, and it is unworLhy of hon.
gentlemen occnpying the position that hon. gentlemen do
governing the country to-.ay.

Mr. MoLELA.N. If the hon. gentleman bad been dis-
posed to do what was right in this matter, ho would bave
followed the example of his leader from South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) and have given notice of the particular
charge ho intended to make to-night.

Mr. LISTER, What wound have been the good of the
notice. We would never have got to it.

Mr. MoLELIAN. Oh, yes, you would.

Mr. LISTER. Not this Session.

Mr. McLELAN. If you had given an intimation that
you would bring up the matter, I would have been prepared
with the faute bearing on the cise. I have only ta deny
the charges that ho bas made-that this Goverament has
appointed post office inspectors for the purpoie of making
reports against postmasters of Liberal politicrs. It is not
true that I have ever enquired what the politics are of any
inspector on the staff. I have been etol by members or
Parliament, and I haive been told by residents in different
parts ot O:itario, that a number of the inspcetors are in
polities Liberal, and oppoad to the present Governmenft. 1
bave never supposed that thase mon would have had their

q reports affected by their politios. Not at all. I have felt
confidence in every inspecter that ho will discharge bis
duty fairly and honorably by the department, and by the
officers under bis control. S, far as my experience goes
they bave all donc that, whether they have been Li beral or
Conservative in politics. Now, as regards this particular
case. My recollection of it is this-and I speak only from
momory, because with the multitude of post offices we have
and the number of incidents connected with almost every
office in the country, it is impossible to remember all the
details. My recollection of it is this: that some two years
ago the inspector reported that the man who bad charge
of the post office at Arkona was resident out of the town of
Arkona for six days out of the seven, and it was only on
the Sabbath that he was a resident of the town of Arkona;
also that the business of the office was kopt in a slovenly
manner and that it was the practice of tho postmaster on
Sunday when ho was home, to sign, in blank, tho roturns
necessary to carry on the business of the offle and leave
them in blank in charge of somebody. A few months ago
the question again arose that the postmaster was stili an
absontee from the town and that the same practico was
being continued. I asked the inspector te make a report,
and ho roported substantially the same; that this gentle-
man was doing business in the town of Forrest, some miles
away, where ho spent six days out of the seven, returning
to Arkona on Saturday ovening, remaining over the Sab-
bath, and leaving the post office in the hands of some
assistant, and with blanks signed in charge of the assistant.
This baving been the second report, I thought it was an
improper practice and I changed the postmaster.

Mr. LISTER. Without notifying him.
Mr. MoLELAN. Two years ago when the matter was

reported on, it was brought to his notice that ho was an
absentee. In any case if' I know of any similar instance
whethor the postmaster be Grit or Coriservative, I should
feel it my duty to change the postmaster who was respon-
sible for the office, and sec that ho was a resident of the
town so as to ovorsee the business of the post office.

Mr. LISTER. Is it, or is it not, within the bon. gentle-
man's owrn knowledge that ho bas rotained postimasters who
have been bohind in their money order accounts ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I find that there are a great many
postmasters who are in arrears in their accounts, and I am
making extra exertions to have those collected. I want to
ascortain whether this is in consequence of neglect, or
whether the arrears in the accounts are not brought to thoir
cognisance by officors in the department-whother it is
really a fraud or detention of moneys. I am manking exer-
lions to have all those accounts brought square before the
30th of June, and to make an entire change in the system.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman bas not stated
whether ho notified this postmaster of any complaint before
dismissing him.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. As I understand the Postmaster
General ho bas laid down the principle in appointing post-
masters that a resident of the town should be appointed to
the position.

An hon. MEMBER. No, no.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. That was what ho said.
An bon. ME NIBE R. Nothing of the kind.
Mr. SOMERVILLE. A vacancy occurred in the village

iof P2iattsvillo caused by the death (f the former postmaster,
and a petition was got up by the re-idents of that village,
signed by almoet evury pereon in that village and neighbor-
hood, asking that the post office bo kept in the family of the

j deceased gentLeman who had occupied that position for a
great many years; but the Postmaster General did not
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comply with that. Even the Conservative paper, on the
borders of the riding, in Woodstock, complained that the
Postmaster General lad net appointed a member of the
family of the deeased postmaster, but went outside of the
village of Plattsville and hunted up a boy-a son of the
Government candidate who opposed me in the last elections
-and forced him upon the residents of that village against
the expressed desire, by petition, of the whole of the rosi-
dents. This does not coincide with the statement of the
Postmaster General that ho wishes te appoint a resident te
a position of that kind.

Mr, LISTER. The Postmaster General did net inform
this House that this postmaster in Arkona had a deputy. It
was Dot necessary that he should live in the village of Arkona
se long as the duties of the office were properly discharged.
He had a deputy te discharge the duties pi operly, and there
was never a complaint except that the papers were kept
slovenly. He was net of the right complexion and that was
the real trouble.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am rather eurprised te hear
the Postmaster General say that no one was ever dismissed
on account of his political opinions. I can mention a case
that I know personally. Mr. James C. McDonald, of Duart,
was dismissed because he was a Reformer and voted for the
Reform candidate. The lon. gentleman's predecessor
offered the position te a Mr. McCallum who refused te take
it, and it was given te a man who was in the habit of carry-
ing the mail, a Mr. Curtis, who was utterly incompetent,
and who was obliged te employ some one else te take charge
of this offce on his behalf. In making this statement I
state what I know personally, and I have no doubt there are
many other cases in which precisely the came thing has
been done. I am rather surprised at the statement the hon.
gentleman has made in regard te the impartiality of the in-
spectors. I would like te know if there is net a Mr. Griffin,
the inspecter at Kingston, who was the former inspecter at
London-and had not the Government some reason for re-
moving Mr. Griffn from London te Kingston ? Will the
hon. gentleman bring down the papers regarding the change
of Mr. Griffin from London te Kingston? Does he not
know there were serious irrogularities in the post office ?

Mr. McLELAN. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Does he net know that a per-

son was persuaded te resign his position in the London
post office te save the guilty parties.

Mr. MOLELAN. I do net knew anything about it.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think I have papers in my

possession which will inform the hon. gentleman. I do
not wish te delay the H1ouse, but I think it would be worth
while te bring the matter to the attention of the flouse,
for it does seem te me that very serious irregularities have
grown up in connection with many post offices in tbis
Country.

Mr. COOK. I wish te direct the attention of the
Government te the fact that there is a vacancy in the eus.
tome house in the town of Penetanguishene, in the county
of Simcoe. The customs officer some time ago resigned his
position, and I believe there are a great many applicants
for the vaoancy. The appointment should be made at once,
because I can tell the Goverument that the petition against
the member for East Simeoe is withdrawn, and there is no
necessity for keeping the place open.

Mr. WRIGHT. I would like te separate the cases of
Mrs. Gowanlock and Mr. Shannon. The hon. First Minister
kindly stated that if both sides of the House would express
an opinion on the subject of Mrs. Gowanlock's claim, h.
would look into it. I have seen this unhappy woman, on
whose brow still reste the shadow of the great peril that
befel her, and who is net long for this world; and I hope

Mr. BoUMaTILLIR.

the hon, First Minister will treat her with the same kind-
ness that he did Mrs. Delaney. I think both sides of this
House will gladly join in expressing the opinion that the
Government should do so.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Fromwhat has been said
on both sides of the flouse, I take it that there is a general
assent, and therefore I may state. that the Government will
submit a proposition.

Mr. MITCHELL. If the case of Mrs. Gowanlock is out
of the way, I would venture to make a remark to the Post-
master General about a vacancy in the post office at New-
castle. It will be in hie recollection that last year I called
hii attention to the great negleoct that occurred in that post
office in the delivery of that leading organ of public opinion,
the Moritreal Blerald, of which I sent a goo t many copies
to my constituents in order to prevent misrepresentation, to
keep them right, and to let them know what was going on
in this House. 1 think I stated to the bon. gentleman last
year that a great many copies of the paper, particularly
just preceding the election, were thrown aside, some into
the furnace. I have not hoard that the hon, gentleman made
any enquiries which ho told me he would maire. The occu-
pant of the poet office at the time was a son of the postmaster
himself, who bad been an invalid fora number of years. He
was a very respectable man, and I am sure, lad be been in
bis place, ho would never have countenanced the disposal of
the papers in the manner in which they were disposed of
by the son, who was acting for him. The postmaster has
been dead for some months, and I have not heard that a
successor bas been appointed. I did see that the Conser-
vative Association, presided over by the gentleman whom I
honored by beating him, had a meeting, or rather several
meetings, of what is called the Liberal-Conservative party
in that town, and had several ballots, as to which of the
numerous applicants should get the appointment; but I am
not aware that any recommendation was made by that body
to the Postmaster General on the subject. I would like the
hon. gentleman to answer me, first, as to whether he made
any enquiry into the complaints I made of the disposai of
the newspapers, which i thought it in my interest to send
to some hundreds of my constituents, and next, whether
any reconimendation las been made by the Liberal Conser-
vative club of that town, and if so, who has been appointed ?

Mr. McLEL AN. I called the attention of my offleers to the
re marks made previously by the hon. gentleman and directed
them to remedy anything that was wrong. I may state that
an appointment has been made to the post office.

Mr. MITCHELL. May I ask who the party is?
Mr. MoLELAN. I cen scarcely give the nane now; I

eau hardly recollect it.
Mr. MITCHELL. Perhaps you will let me know to-

morrow.
Mr. MoLELAN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. I approve of the con-

duct of the Government with respect to Mrs. Gowanlock. I
think it is desirable that she should receive some compen-
sation for the great hardships she has sustained. But I muet
eay I think it an unfortunate thing, and calculated to create
just ani well-grounded suspicion on the part of the people
of Canada, that the Postmaster General has no botter
explanation to offer than that which he bas given to the
House, of the most scandalous and infamous failure cf justice
that took place, whereby a felon, a man caught in the act of
felony, was allowed, for whatever reason it may be, to
escape to another country, whereby the ends of justice have
been utterly defeated. If any man deserved to be sent to
prison, it was a man who, in the position of deputy post-
master at Kingston, was found tampering with letters. I
think theuon. Minister has been misinformed on one point,
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known to the postnaster for many months that irregula. root of the evil. I have nepersoral feeling towards the
rities were oommitted, and that officials were kept under right hon. gentleman, but I say it la not consistent with
suspicion of being the guilty parties. the high poeition he hold8 that he should condone a crime

and try te diveit attention from it by ridicule. If more
Mr. LANDERKIN. I am glad the Government bave se'erity were exercised in the treatment of Officiais guiity

corne to the conclusion to give some compensation to Mrs. of wromg.doings, we would not flnd se many letters going
Gowanlock. The discussion on the subject of the postal astray and se many delys in thoir transmission.
service generally 1 do not think will be amies. If there is Motion agr.ed to; and Rouée again resolved itself into
one subject on which this House ehould give a decided and Ommlttee of Supply.
united expression of opinion, it is that when the people's (In the Committe..)
mail matter is entrusted to the officiais of the Government,
it should be forwarded to its destination without being tam. Dorchutsr Poitentiary....... ......... $t6,304 50
pered witb; and it will be a very unfortunate thing if it Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGII. Daos the hon. gentle-
should go forth to the postmasters that any laches on theirma w fa
part wdl be cndoned by the Government. I very much man ko rnthe build ias uprerossed and wa
regret the tone of the hon. First Minister's remarks quatity cf lanc thenont sut
to night, because they will be taken as a palliation of the
conduct of postmas4ers who tamper with the people's Mr.TIIOMPSON. The buildings arc oompleted, and we
letters. The Opposi ion in this House have always held cxpect toecupy the new wing on tho first cf May. There
that the Post Office Department should be administered for is a large tract cf land undor cultivation. Tho convicts
the people, and when the Government have asked for have boon fally empioyed se far. Wo have very satisfactory
money for that purpose, it bas readily been granted; and workshops and also manufacturing machincry which give
because I feel that that department sbould be administered, emPicYment te the convicts.
not in the intorest of party, but in the intersst of the peo- Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGT. What I wanted te
ple of this courntry, I very much regret the toue of the know was whether any satisfactory arrangement had been
Premier's observations, because it may lead those in charge made for employing thcm in the way of anything like a
of the postal service to take for granted that if they are faith- permanent manufacture.
fui to the Government they may tamper with the people's Mr.THOMPSON. We have net made any permanent
mails and open their letters, and will still be retained in the
service. It is mert unfortunate and mo.t calamitons te thee.
officiais e the cohntry that eny such sentiment should go Sir IChpsto CARTWRIGIT. undcrtand that tiey
abroad that those guilty of wreng.doing ini the postal service are emplyed in work in the prirn and about the farm, and
are to bc main taincd in office se long as they are fai thful te the in the manufacture cf buekets.
party. That princi pie should bc stamped eut on beth aides, Sir JOeN A. ACDONALD. wondor if thi will b
and the Goverument shouidb particular that ne utterance affected by -r. Abbtt's oil in regard t obuckt-shops.
cf'theirs wauld give the slightest sanction telpubliciser-
vants in the post office beDievingrthat they might with ime Manitoba Puitentiary ......................... $49,914 48
panity, se long as they were true te party allegiance, tam. Mr. THIOM PSON. Under the Ponitentiary Act cf lust
per with or delay the mails or filch money frm the letters. Session, thire wa DC maximum alowanc for a urgeontcf
A gentleman has just showed me a teegramn stating that a 1,200. Dr. Sutherland had been the surgeon df the
letter which hc mailed frem Ottawa te rMount Forrost Onl Manitobat penitentiary harumodtectimi, and hud burccoiv-
the 4th April, did net reach Mount Forrest until te-ig ht. ing $600, but ho had net beon required te give bis wholo
If wo are te ho trealed te the excuses and palliative utter- timo te the prison. Ile was livinig in Witnipcg, and the
ancep, which the hon. the First Minister gave us te-nigbt, fact that ho had t goPo Te io attend te the plitentiary
we will have these delays repeated. Last year there wero wa found to oc a great inconvenience. It of a prison in
lest cf rogistered leters 20 & in the Dominion ef Canada, and which there i an unuula number cf prisoners reqiring
cf letters net registred containing money, 273. Thiwshould medical and surgical aid,and i was found, espeoicy gi
net be. Why should those lettera have been lest ? They winter, that it wa impossible for a urgeon living in Win
were net stelen by burgiars, but they were lest or atoein by nipeg tepropry attend teDthAR wantRIHT f the prison ereO
post office officiais. In my riding, a letter was sent iL was thought botter te require him te live ut Stoney Koun-
by thebatik a distance cf Il miles, and althokgh this tain and t give bis w ole timeto the penientiary, and se
letter contained $6901 it nover reached its destination. hme wao allwed the maximum of e y2t0. The ot r lk-
There bas been no proseoution, there have heen DO creases, Taregards salaries, are in accordance with the
dismissals, but every officiai bas be a kept in office. statute of tht year-they are simply statutory inrcass-
I must presume those officiais were appointed by the exoept that an additional guard has been provided for, and
Government, and the Govermeont gave them te under indeed was provided for in the snpplenentary tiimate af
stand that se long as they were faithful te thefGoverument tant year. nuthe maintenance, there bas heen a dcrease
iL did net matter what became cf the lettera. In view cf cf Sâ07, beecause se much convict clothing is net expocted
thesy facta, the remark cf ue hon. the dirt Miniter te tebrOqured. ICO N Dworking exonses, there is an
the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Wilson) were Dlot at ail increase of $369, the principal item boingin conneotien
jastified; and the hon. member for Elgin struck at the root with the maintenance cf buildings, for bukrepair.
oif the evil when e said the conduet of the postal service
should nt b ruied by party feeling. The postal service thrim- mantobrd AtW ciG tsinotienitentiary tht 4b
sbould b administered or the people, and the safe trans- man T bOMPSN th d the P enitentiary
mission f letters should the paramount consideration of require a great dsal of medicine, and[agree with hm, for

the Govertment. No sanction should be given th any 1,seetat $33 wuexpendhd for these 100 convicts for
wrong-oing on the part f the officiais. a entirely disap. drug and medicine, whe only 8271 wa nexpended for 175
prove of a gentleman holding the position the First Minister, convicts in the Dorcgester penitentiary. It c.rtainly ap.

does, sanctioning a crime such as was committed at Kig - pears tome that that is a monstrous disproportion.
ton, where letters were opened and the money taken eTt,h mi. TIOP s N. I made some remarks on this ques-
and then ridicslintan hof. gentleman who muh a stat-ion before, and the ouly explanation eaniveisth anso

ment in accordance wit tefcsan hh grka he
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as I gave then, that a very much larger quantity of medi- Mr. THOMPSON. We supply them no longer.
cines and drugs is required in Manitoba than elsewhere. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, but the hon.gn.We have there a number of Indians and balf-breeds, andtl eirnRIHAD CAT10GHicT. Yes,5but the oe.
these are persons who, after a sh<ort period of confinement, tieman should know that 100 convicts and 25 guards could
almost inv ariably dovelop disease, and require care and hardly be expected to consume the quantities I have alluded
stimulants and medical aid. to. It is enormously in excess of the rations granted in the

smedicalmilitary service, and those are supposed to be quLe suffi-
Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. How many Indians cient to keep men at the very top of their condition.

are there ?
Mr. THOMPSON. I cannot state the exact number. Mr. Mc MULLEN. I would like to enquire whether it is

rhe intention to continue this extra allowance of $100 to
Sir RICIHA RD OCRTWRIGHT. Are there twenty? Mr. Bedson, the wardon.
Mr. THOMPSON. No; I think about fifteen. fr. THOUPSON. I cannot give the hon, gentleman any
Mr. WILSON. Does the hon. gentleman mean by oxplanation as to the rations, bat I wili p.Omise to do Bo

'stimulants "-supplied to Indians-liquors, or what? the next time we go into Sapply.
Mr. T[EIO MPSON. We have some there who are far ad.

vanced in consumption, and occasionally liquors have to be SCATiGHIt. in thiok itoug b
provided fothem.o be. If the on gentleman wil look bac to the rations

Mr. WILSO3[. I understand that the Minister took in other cases, he will see that it is enormously in oxcess
power in a Bill which was passed to-lay to provide that, ofwhat seams to be suppliod there. Now, by way of cor-
if anyone gave spirits of any description to an Indian- pari2on, if ho will look at Dorchester Penitentiary, ho wilI
whether it was a doctor or anyone else-lie would bo liable :ce thore that the quantity of beefis 16,000 lbs. as against
to a fine and to imprisonmont. Am I to understand that 57,(00 lbs. There is a lifli more k, apparetly-24
the Minister is making provision now to give spirits to barrels of pork, and only three hore, bout as far as t eau sec,
the-e Ir dians and to make the doctors violate the law and running rny oye over it, th3 rations received in Dorchester
make thermselves liable to be fined and imprisoned ? Either Penitentiary, would, per head, hardly be one-third part of
the Government must amend the law passed this aiternoon, those that are allogod to have been consumed in Manitoba.
or thev must do away with the spirits. It seems to beovery Mr WILSON (Elgin%. I think, when on this item be-
absurd that they should provide that this surgeon Sather-
land should be fined every day fo;r supplying liquors to Ir- wfre, thodrguenm ni entantery instho
dians, while they furnisb the whiskey for the purpose. I do wrdeseatmto amup ncie tallyate mose
not understand it, I think the wardon must be very weak peiselbatowodab to giveos termore
and delicate and must require a great deal of stimulants, deai nepations asfothe n a tis iteI av
because I sce in the warden's departwent there is no less bee ailin pate cameforbse ntIo eferred
than $129.45 paid for drugs and medicine. I should like
the Minister to explain how this happens. Perhaps he will Low fulfil bis promise.
state whether there are any Indian patients in the war- Mr. THOMPSON. If I made the hon, gentleman that
den's department who require stimulants and nourishment promise, t bas oscaped ny memory altogether. I sup-
on account of lung disease. pesed the explanations 1gave the other evening were satis-

Mr. THOMPSON. There are no such patients in the factory, but if ho wid allow me, [will promise to make the
warden's department. I hope the hon. gentleman will ac- explanations the next timo wo go into Supply.
quit me of any desire to lead astray any mem ber of bis pro- Mr. TROW. I notice an unusual numbor of guards cm-
fession. I could not hope to do that. ployed at that pcnitentiary. It is well know" that the

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not know exactly warien of that penitentiary is a very large border of
what sort of rations may be required in the [anitoba pen- buffatos, that roam at large over the prairies, and I amnper.
tentiary, but it does appear to me that the quantities set suaded that some of these guards are cmployod in keeping
down here for a year's consumption is rather extravagant them witbin reasonabte limits. Ho has some 35 or 40
for 100 convicts and some 20 or 25 guards. I find there are buffalos. 1know that they are guarded, and I would ike
211 lbs. of bacon, which is not extravagant, 57,353 lbs. of to know wbether ho employs the guards of the penitenti-
beef, 927 lbs. of mutton, 3 barrels of pork, and 182 lbs. of nry for that purposo?
veal. It seems to me that those rations are calculated on a Mr. THOMPSON. Thore are no guards employed at
very extraordinary scale. Speaking roughly, I should s any work of that kind, and none of the prison employés.
it would amount to a ration of about 2 lbs. of meat per diem 1may givo as one reason why so many guards are required,
for each man, which seems very much in excess of the the fact that there is no wall fonce abaut the prison groanda.
ordinary prison allowance, and I think is very much in
excess of the rations allowed to Her Majosty's soldiers. I Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think we have net had such
think a pound of meat per diem is all that is allowed to a fuit explanations as we ought to have in reference te this
soldier, and if I am wrong the Minister of Militia cau penitentiary. A number of years ago I remember dis-
correct me. Hlowever, it is clear that these allowauces are tinctly that the reasons given wby the expenses were s0
out of all proportion to what might be supposed to keep a unusually large wero on acont of Ueccet of living, and
man in health and strength during the year. I have no the 005V of maintenance in that locality. But to.day,
objection whatever to these mon being properly fed. It although they have good facilities, and the expenso of
would be very improper to deprive them of a reasonable living ought net te be any greator than in any othor Pro-
amount of nutriment, but, if the hon, gentleman will make vinoe, we find that the exponditure, per capita, in Manioba
the calculation for himself, I think ho will agree with me is incrcasing from year te year. The expenses of rnnning
that this amount is unreasonable. that institution are becoring greater. We flnd, acoording

Mr. THOMPSON. Under the old system, the guards te thoir own estimates, that in 1886-87, tecot per head
were supplied with rations.153; in 1885-86 t was 1.43, d in 1884-85 iwasweresuppied it atios. $1.3 1. Now, that shows a graduaI ruuning up, oontrary Vo

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There are only 25 of what they prorised. They told us that, after a time, as
them. the oost of living deeased, the expenses ofthe inskLutioi

r Pr. T.oTtsohe.
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would decrease. Now, what is the reason of the constan
increase? I muet confess I do not think we have had anj
sufficient explanation. le it the warden who is at faultj
Does he make requisitions upon the Governmen
that they cannot resist ? If the Govern ment fin
that the warden is more extravagant than ho ough
to ho, lot them take steps accordingly. Ho may be an
efficient man, but it is their duty at once to refuse t
grant the requisitions ho makes upon them. I cannot foi
the life of me see why the expense should beso enormous
I know there is a large number of Indians usually sent to
this institution, and the expenditure increased on accoun t o
their being there. I believe you will find that the cause of the
increased expenditure, 1 may say the reckless extravagance
in the institution isetraceable to the warden himself, and the
sooner the Government make full investigation and curtail
the expenses, the more satiefactory will it be to the House
While I am perfectly willing that all facilities should be
given to the unfortunate inmates, I am afraid, jadging from
the appearance of the amount, and judging from the
explanation given to us by 'the Minister, that the unfor-
tunate inmates are not the extravagant onces, that those
various extra delicacies are not intended for the inmates
but they are intended for the officers, and I think it is high
time for the Minister to make an examination and try to
conduct the institution in the future in somewhat such a
manner as it ought to be conducted. When wo take all the
various items, we find that the expenditure is much larger
than it is in any other institution of the kind, either in this
or any Other country, and I cannot for the life (f me sece
why the Government should allow it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is understood, of
course, that on these items as to which the hon. gentleman
promises further explanation, full discussion will be
allowed on concurrence. Now, in support of the statement
of my hon. friend behind me, I may just point out a
sample instance of how thingsare managed in the Manitoba
Penitentiary. I see a charge of $52 for a single item oi ink.
Well, now, in the name of all that is wonderful, how is it
that the ordinary correspondence of the officers of a peni.
tentiary like that in Manitoba could require $52 worth of'
ink in one year. I find that at Kingston $30 was sufficient,
although that institution has 600 convicts. I think when
the hon. gentleman comes to overhaul the accounts eof the
Manitoba Penitentiary he will find that there has been groat
laxity somewhere.

Mr. WATSON. There is no doubt that there is ground
for complaint, with regard to the management of this
penitentiary, as compared with other penitentiaries ; and
if we look at the items it must be apparent to every member
that there is gross extravagance in conuection with that
institution. The heavy expenditures in connection with the
Manitoba Peuitentiary are apparent when we consider those
made for other penitentiaries. While the expenditure for
rations is $69.33 per head in Manitoba, it is only $46.20 in
Enatish Columbia, and yet rations eau bo Durchased as cheap,
if not cheaper, in Manitoba than British Columbia. Take the
items as between Manitoba and British Colombia. Wardens
and officers'quarters, Manitoba, average cost, $11.S6; British
Columbia, 17 cents; travelling expenses of inspector,
Manitoba, 86.36; British Columbia, 4 cents ; livery and feed
Manitoba, $4.41; British Columbia,nothing. Thequantity
of fuel consumed in Manitoba penitentiary is something
enormous: coal 486 tons, costing 83,251; wood, 2,117 cords,
costing j7582. These are very extravagant items. Thon
there is aise the warden's salary of 82,000, which is all!
right, but there is aiso the warden's storekeeper and account-
ant. i do not know who he is, for hie name is not men-
tioned, posaibly it may be Mr. Bedeon himself.

Mr. THOMPSON. The name eis MOGowan.

ît Mr. WàTSON. I eupposed that, porbapa, Mr. Bedson
y might keep hie own accounte, judging from the way ln
?whîch they are kept. In the tailening departinent thoro

t je a tailer îund un instructor cf tailoring. le it necossary te
di have an instructor of tailoring when a taiýor lsecmployed ?

Mr. TIIOMPSON. The only tailor now empleyed is
'engaged in instructing the cenvicts in tailoring.

t

r Mr. WArSO.N. Thon, as te the ceet of living. W. ex.
*plain te people ceming te Manitoba that it ie a cheup
country te live in. But the o et et maintenance at the

,fManitoba Penitentiary increased from 81.31 per day par
convict in 18S-4-85' te 81.43 in 1885-86 and $1.53 in 1886-S7.
I submit that thoeo figures sheuid ho rcversed, bocaube tho
cont of living is cheaper now than it was in 1885. Iepoci.

1ally desire that soe explanation sheuid be given with
respect te the travelling expensos.

Mfr. TaIomPSON. The expenses of the inspecter are
those paid te the inspector (£f penitentiaries whe gees frein
Ottawa te make tho iisiection, and they have no relation

*te the exponses etf the prison itself. Thereaison why they
are se rnuch larger for Manitoba as cempared with British
Columbia, le that the New Westminster Penitentiary lese
far away that it, is very raroly visitod frein Ottawa, 1 thiuk
enly once witbin three or letir yoars. The hon, gentleman
knews botter than 1 do the exposed situation ef Manitoba
Penitentiatry sud the difficuuty experienood in hoating it.
The building ie, I1 think, very illesigned for tho prairies.
Under the old system. allewanicewoe made te wardoné
and othor ofcas These have al been discontinuod iduco
laist July.
f 1Mr. TROW. I shenld imagine that the coct of living in

iManitoba would bo mueheaper tban thut of any otiier
Penitentiary in the Dominion, for tho simple reaison that
they have an almeet uulîmited extont et land. The insti-
tution raises iLs own root crops, enieus, boots, potatees and
se forth, and it muet have, at lette, ton acres under cultiva.
tien, the sane leing land of inexhaustible fertility which je

1 cultivated by pri,(-n labor. The expense, nonsequently,
sheuld net bo se large as in othor ponitentiaries whero
thero are net euch advantsges.

Mr. THOMPSON.* Wepay two conte per pound more
for beef for thoeiManitoba Penitentiary than at Doichester.

Mr. WATSON. What do you pay ?
Mr. TIIOMPSON. 8 cents per pound.
1fr. WEL.SH. I find thut 85 prisenors in Manitoba

Penitentiary c(est about the Bame ameunt as 143 in IDor-
cheeter Penitonitiary.

Mr. TRHIMPSON. Bccause the prine are se much
hîgher.

1fr. CO0K. There are twa barreis of apples for Manitoba
at 8 11, which is; a pretty b igh prieo. Had the duty an3-
thiug te do with the price ? 'libore is eue item that I do
net think jesnfficiently bigh, snd it je that for bibles and
bocks. I am ai raid the Goveruimont are neglecting the
convicts in that respect. They should pay a littie mord
attention te churcb mattereth ero aud give the convicas a
littie lese beef, and their morals will b. impreved thereby.

Mr. MoMiULLEN. le iL the intention cf Uhc Governinent
te continýue the 8100 for extrauo05t of living fà,r the wardon
lu ManitLoba Peiiitcuîitary? Mr. Bedmau receivoti $2,000 a
year, and laet year ho received $400 for extra living.

Mr.,TaOMPSON. There iene allowance for extra liv-
ing granted te auy priion officiai. The satlary iii fixod by
law; tho minimum salary eof the warden je 8.1,000 aud he
goes by increaaes te 82,400. T ho extra ailowanco te which
the heu, gentleman retors wus made in this connection.
When the large influx of prisoneri ocourred in eonaequenoc
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of the Rebellion the warden was required to vacate his1 cost 866.80 eaoh; in Manitoba $11125 c, and in British
quarters and remove bis family to Winnipeg. One member'Columbia, where I think certainly food should b. quite as
of his family was very seriously ill, and the illness resuited dear as Manitoba, they only ceet $108.30 cdIn the Ces-
in deatb, and an allowance was made in consequence ofls tral Prison in Toronto they nly cet 55 cents per head, per
extra expenses. In order to save expense the warden day, while in Manitoba they eet $1.53, and in Dorchester
was ordered to go on one or two occasions to the Regina 81 cents, in which the inmates are equal in number te the
and Prince Albeit jails to inspect. Guelph Central Prison. When yen core to Manitoba thc

Mr. WATSON. Has he any consideration for that out-charges there are enermous, and I think the Minister should
side hie sailaryd? bave a ful investigation f a i items of expenditure in con-

nection with that penitentiarv and see that thev are reluced
Mr. THOMPSON. Not except travelling expenses.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would like the Minister to ex-

plain the item of sugur. I find there are 5.551 pounds, cost-
ing nearly 7 cents a pound. I also find there are 100
pounds of "Paris lump." Would he explain why this " Paris
lump " was used.

Mr. THOMPSON. I cannot explain that just now. I
find the contract is 10 cents a pound for sugar and the
estimate for the coming year is 2,500 pounds.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). That would be only about half
the amount that is down here.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is not 10 cents a pound
an extraordinary high price to be paid for sugar to be
supplied to a prison ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I can only explain what the ho.
gentleman asks about this sugar by saying that under the
former system on which those accounts are based, rations
were allowed to the warden and deputy warden. I suppose
the supply was for them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I must have misun-
derstood the hon. gentleman if he says that sugar of a suffi-
ciently good quality for penitentiaries cannot be obtained
in Winnipeg less than u10 cents a pound.

Mr. THOMPSON. That is the statement.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister of Cus-

toms can tell us something about this article. It ean
hardly be 10 cents a pound.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is the coist of transportation. We
pay 12 cents in British Columbia.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That should only cause
a fractional d!fference between the price in Winnipeg and
the price in Toronto and Montreal. The oSt of transpor-
tation even on the Canadian Pacifi-, Railway cannot be so
material as to involve such a considerable difference in
price.

Mr. WATSON. We can buy granulated sugar in Win-
nipeg for 8½ cents per pound.

Mr. THOMPSON. I would be very happy to give a
contract at that price.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). You bought the Paris lump
sugar at 10 cents per pound.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is the brown sugar we are estima-
ting for now.

Mr. MoMULLEN. In connection with the Manitoba
Penitentiary I think there is evidence that its expenses re-
quires the careful attention of the Mnister. i have no
desire in the world to find unnecessary fault, but I have
made a calculation which shows that there i something
wrong with the Manitoba Penitentiary. In King6ton there
are 572 inmates et a cost of $187.10 each for all expenses
during the year; in Dorchester thre ai e 143 at a cost of
$298.90 for all expenses, and in Manitoba there are 85 at a
cost, per capita, for officers and alil expensea, of 8558.80, or
very nearly $600 an inmate. In British Columbia there
are 95, and they cost only $368.14 each. Now we find that
for the feding alone of thome inmates in DorchSter thay

Mr. TuomesoN.

to something within reasonable limits.

Mr. COOK. I suppose they keep horses there. I see
one charge for a buggy at $200. Ie it for the purchase of a
buggy ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. COOK. I see items for livery and horse feed, $243,
and horse hire $24. If they have horses what is the neces-
sity for hiring horses ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The livery was for the surgeon.

Mr. COOK. There is a very large item of $321.60 for
telegrams.

Mir. TIIOMPSON. Telegraphing is expensive there.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think you will find there are
separate items in reference to the surgeon's livery. It appears
in the officers department that there is another charge for
livery and feed. It must have been for some of the other
officers.

Mr. TIIOMiPiON. Probably for both; I will enquire
about that.

British Colombia Penitentiary,...... . ...... $43,827 85

Mr. THOMPSON. There is an increase of 81,530 in
the salaries. The increase is to give the warden the min-
imum salary provided by the statute, which is $2,000.
There is an increase also in the salary of deputy warden on
account of the pecial duties that le has to perform. In
addition to his duties as deputy warden and chief keeper,
which, of course, may weil be discharged by the deputy
there, he as qualifications as a farmer. fHe has been suc-
cessful in bringing a large area under cultivation, and he
attends to the duties of the farm, thus saving the expense
we have to incur elsewhere for the employment of a farmer.
le does it very successfully indeed, and we thought, under

those circumstances, he should get an increase of 8100. The
warden has asked to have a carpenter- instructor and a
baker appointed, and that has been recommended by the
inspector. I need not tell the committee that it is very
useful to have a carpenter instructor, where so many con-
victs are employed, either at practioing or learning the trade;
and it has been recommended as decidedly in the interest
of eoonomy that a baker should be employed instead of
having the bread furnished by contract, as at preseut. The
other increases are only statutory increases, la the main-
tenance thera is a decrease of $3,323.40, on account ef a
smaller estimated prison population than last year.

Sie RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How is that?

Mr. THOMPSON. The fact is that we have had for two
or three years past an abnormally large num ber of convicts,
principally in consequence of the kind of population that
was left stranded in the country after the completion of the
railway works; but the influx of prisoners to the peniten-
tiary bas since been mach les. There is a small decrease
in the working expensea.

Sir RICHARD CAR'WIRIGHT. I do not see that there
is mach ground of complaint thore but if the hon. gentle.
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man will look at the Auditor General's report of 1886-87,
he will see that the complainte which have been made re.
garding the Manitoba Penitentiary are amply justified. If
you take the item of meat, you will find that in Manitoba,
including the guards, there will be about the same number
of persons as in the British Columbia Penitentiary, and yet
they consume four times the quantity of meat that was
consumed in British Columbia. It does look as if that re-
quired a considerable overhauling.

Mr. THOMPSON. There is no doubt that that ought to
have careful enquiry. I may say that a very diligent
accountant bas been appointed in the Manitoba Penitentiary;
be was formerly employed in the Dorehester Penitentiary,
and I have every confidence in any accounts that paso
under his bands. He was appointed about two years ago.

Regina Jail........................................... $13,000

Mr. THOMPSON. We have at present merely organised
the staff in anticipation of the wants of the prison. I
estimate that we shall require two more guards when, as
we expect about the lt July, we shall take the prisoners
who are confined in the police barracks throughout the
North-West and transfer them, as far as we can accommodate
them, to the Regina jail. We have not had any prisoners
there beretofore.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What kind of an
arrangement is likely to be made with respect to all the
jails throughout the North-West ? The Dominion will have
to support the penitentiaries, but does the hon. gentleman
contemplate the establishment of several ordinary jails
throughout the new North-West Territory, because it will
be a tolerably expensive business.

Mr. THOMPSON. We must do so, because we have to
look after the administration of justice there, which
devolves on the Provincial Governments elsewhere, and I
have asked the hon. Minister of Public Works to provide,
on an economical scale, for several jails and lock-ups in the
North-West. The fact is, we make an allowance to the
Mounted Police for keeping prisoners in the guard-rooms
and celle in thoir barracks, which are in most cases unsuit-
able places for keeping convicts. At present the only
jails erected are at Regina and Prince Albert, and this is
the only one yet occupied.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Do I understand that you are
making provision to keep lunatics at this jail permanently ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No, the lunatics are confined in the
asylum at Selkirk, and an allowance is made to the Pro-
vincial Government for their support. The Selkirk Asylum
is full, and at present, I am sorry to say, there are lunaties
confined in the police barracks of necessity; but I made
arrangements with my late colleague, the Minister of the
Interior, a month or two ago, for the removal of all those
to the Manitoba Penitentiary, where they can be better
cared for.

Salaries, House of 0ommons.........-.. $66,650

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Here is a considerable
increase.

Mr. SPEAKER. The increase $2,100 under this head is
Made up as follows:-Thirty clerks are entitled to the
annual statutory increase of $50, making $1,500. For
Years past it bas been found necessary to have one cf the
mnessengers attached to the stationery office to attend to the
supplying of stationery to the members, and holding copy
in proof-reading, which is done in that department. The
personso employed became necessary to the omce, and
therefore, instead of having hie time divided between the
meesengers' roojn, and the stationery office, it was deemed

129

advisable te attach him te the stationery office as a junior
clerk. The change bas been found to work well, as attend-
ing at the counter and proof-reading eau b. proceeded with
at the same time. His salary is 8600, being only $10 more
than he bad before.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) This item embraces sessional
clerks. How many are there ?

Mr. SPEAKER. I could not state the exact number, but
I am quite sure we will not exceed the usual vote for that.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There is a gruat curiosity on
the part of many young members like myself to know what
the duties of those sessional clerks are.

Mr. SPEAKER. Their duties are varied. Of course,
they cannot always be employed, but sometimes they have
all the work they can do. The custom bas been followed
by many members employing them on their own account
when they are not working for the House. They employ
them as private secretaries, and I think that on the whole
they are useful te the House and very often te the mem-
bers. When asked to copy something, they are always
ready.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) If bon.·members employ them,
It la at their own expense.

Mr. SPEAKER. They can employ them on public busi-
ness, for instance copying electoral lists. They are also
employed in some of the dopartments when ru 1uired.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Thon a member of the House can
have any official work of that kind donc by one of these
clerks ?

Mr. SPEAKER. Certainly; the moment the applica-
tion is made to the Clerk of the House, these clerks are
supplied te do any work that can be called public business.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Do I understand the Speaker to
say that h does not know the number ?

Mr. SPEAKER. The number is not greater than in
other Sessions.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). In 1886 you had about 37.
Mr. SPEAKER. To-day I should say we have not more

than 25 te 28.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As Mr. Speaker has

kindly imparted to us this information, it might beinterest-
ing to know how ho distributes these clerks when wanted
by varions gentlemen in the House. If available, they
should ho available in due proportion. We should have
them appointed in the same fashion as we appoint
commissioners. A certain section should be attached
to the service of hon. gentlemen on your right, and a cer-
tain section on your left. I am a pretty old member,
having been in office a good many years, and I have never
obtained any advantage or assistance from the gentlemen
of the seseional clerk department. If Mr. Speaker will see
that the division be made proportionately, I suppose my
hon. friends will not say much about it.

Mr. SPEAKER. I had pretty nearly forgotten there is
one side called the right side and one the left side. I du
not attend te these details, but I understand from the Clerk
of the House that any member who applies to him for the
assistance of a sessional clerk for doing his work, when that
work may be called public business, a clerk is always sup-
plied te him. I am quite sure that if the hon. gentleman
would see his friend, Mr. Bourinot, ho would have any
number of elerks ho wanted.

Mr. MILLS (B>thwell). This is information te every
hon. gentleman on this side. There are 30 or 40 of those
clerks now. At one time there were 110.
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Mr. CHAPLEAU. In 1878.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It would be a great convenience

to have these clerks ; but if we are to have gentlemen in
waiting, we should have the privilege of appointing those
who are to serve us. Sometimes those public documents
are of a confidential nature, and there would be an advan-
tage in having clerks in whom one might bave perfect con-
fidence when giving them such documents to copy. It bas
so happened, so far in the distribution of those clerks, that,
although we do a very fair proportion of publie business on
this side, not one of these blessings has ever fallen to us.

Mr. SPEAKER. You do not care much for them.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Mr. Speaker bas never given us

an opportunity of letting him know how much we would
appreciate advantages of this sort.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Just try it.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am inclned to think that if

we were to make the trial, we would find they are always
engaged to the full extent of their powers by hon. gentle-
men opposite. A few years ago, I know we had a number
of these gentlemen, and they sat in the galleries, and were
correspondents of newspapers supporting hon. gentlemen on
the Treasury benches. There were a few not exactly of
that class. I thiuk Mr. King Dodds was one who was
appointed an extra sessional clerk one Friday, and on the
following Monday he left, but bis appointment was ante-
dated forty days, ho drew $160, and he was allowed to
return home in order to engage in an election canvass.
That is the way in which he performed his duties. Thon,
another gentleman made a representation to a member for
the city of Ottawa, but bis services were not required im-
mediatoly, for the reason, I believe,that they could not find
a room to put him in, so that he might be out of the way ;
but the member representing this oity received a letter from
him at the end of the Session thankiug him for the appoint-
ment and stating that ho had received his money all
right, though ho had not been required to come to
the House at all. I hope, Mr. Speaker, bas niot any
of that class at this time. I hope the presont clerks
are all actively and earnestly engaged in discharging
those duties which the hon. gentlemen on the other aide
find so extremely convenient and so necessary in the publie
interest; but it does so happen that not one of those ses-
sional clerks bas ever been placed at the service of any
hon, gentleman on this side of the House. I must say that
I never supposed it was any part of their duty to write the
addresses on parliamentary literature which bon, gentlemen
were sending to their constituents. On this side of the
House, when bon. gentlemen have had anything of that
kind to do, I believe they have been obliged to pay for it
out of their own pockets; but, on that aide of the House,
thanks to the generosity of the Ministry and to the large
sums in the publie Treasury, hon, gentlemen are not put to
any inconveniece eof that sort, and those gentlemen find
that it is highly convenient to have these clerks engaged as
their private secretaries-for that is what it amounts to-
and paid out of the public Treasury, The Minister of
Finance has for some time been engaged, I think, in trying
to cut down the public expenses. The hon. gentleman will
see that bere is an opportunity. Every little counts in this
matter, and, as tbe hon, gentleman is, as we on this aide
are, a friend of unrestricted reciprocity with the neighbor-
ing republic and anxious to extend our trade relations with
that country, and is desirous to economise in order to bring
this about, It is highly proper that he should see that this
element of public waste comes to an end. It seems to me,
if we are to accept the statement of Mr. Speaker, if he is not
mistaken -and I apprehend ho is pot mistaken, as to what
these men are engaged in doing-we have been paying out
of the public Treasury the salaries of parties who are

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

simply the private secretaries of hon. gentlemen on that
aide of the House.

Mr. SPEAKER. I do not think it can be properly inferred
from what I have stated thatthese clerks are only employed
in assisting the members on this side of the House. I said
we were obliged to keep a larger staff than we otherwise
would, because at times business is so pressing and there is
so much work for them to do that we have to keep a large
number of them so that the work on hand can be done at
once. When they have leisure, I do not see why these
sessional clerks should not be employed profitably iu the
public interest by members who might want them.
The Clerk of the House bas always allowed that. I do not
think he has done it only for members on this side of the
House, but I think he bas done it equally for members sitting
on the other side. StilI, it is ouly when these men are at
leisure, when they are not employed in the work of the
House, that they are disposed of in that way, and I think
the argument of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
is not fair in this sense, that it does not prove that it is not
a necessity to have these sessional clerks on hand when
they are required. Hon. members might say the same
thing in regard to a great many of the employés of
this louse. Most of them are only employed for three
or four months, for the time of the Session. Is that
a reason wby their services should be dispensed with,
because the whole work might be done in the twelve months
of the year by a smaller staff ? The work has to be done
during the Session, and, if these officers have leisure after
the Session, that is no reason for dismissing them. The
same reasoning applies to the sessional clerks, and, when
ihey bave nothing else to do, we have to utilise them in
some way, and we have to keep them on hand because they
may be required at any moment in order that the work of
the flouse may be done with expedition and with celerity,
so that the work of the House may not be impeded. I do
not think it would be fair that we should infer from what I
have said that these sessional clerks are paid uselessly or
that their time is wasted.

Mr. HESSON. I must entirely repudiate the statement
of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) that hon. gen-
tlemen on this side of the House are utilising the services
of the sessional clerks. I have been a member of this
House for ten years, and I bave never asked any sessional
clerk for five minutes of his time. I think there are many
on this aide of the House who can say the same as I do.
Can hon. gentlemen on the other side say as much ? I
know that there is one gentleman who has had 7,000
pamphlets or speeches sent out in a very short period,
and I do not think that he addressed all the envelopes
himself. If sessional clerks were at his disposal, if he asked
the Clerk o the bouse to allow him to obtain their services,
no doubt if they had leisure he would have obtained their
services.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Name.
Mr. H ESSON. I utterly repudiate-
An hon. MEMBER. Name the man who sent out 7,000

speeches.
Mr. HESSON. Will the hon. gentleman have patience ?

I repudiate the statement of the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) that it is customary for members on this aide
of the House-

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is not my statement; it is the
Speaker's statement.

Mr. H ESSON. The Speaker did not make that state-
ment, that these clerks were only at the disposal of mem-
bers on this aide of the House. Hie stated the contrary.
He said that, if hon. gentlemen asked for their services, the
Clerk would give thout to hon. gentlemen opposite. I have
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nothing more to say on this subject, but I do not want to
have the accusation hurled at me that we use the services
of these gentlemen. Probably we have more work to do
than hon. gentlemen on the other side of the House. I
know that I have a great deal of work to do, and I am
willing to do it, and I do not ask for any favor from the
Government or from any of its employés. I believe
it is necessary, as a great deal of work has to be doue some-
times in this louse, to have mon employed to do
that work; and, when they have too much leisure,
it is well that they should be employed in other ways.
I do not think it is fair to assume that they are only avail-
able for the services of gentlemen on this side of the
House, when hon. gentlemen opposite are well aware of
the fact that if they want the services of these men they
can have them. For myself, I have never had one of them
employed for five minutes, and I presume there are other
gentlemen on this side of the Flouse who can say the same
thing.

Mr. FISHER. The hon, member who has just sat down
says that the Speaker did not say that these gentlemen
were employed only for the service of mombers on that
side of the House. I did not understand the Speaker to say
that, but the Speaker did say that these gentlemen were at
the services of members on both sides of the House. As a
matter of fact we know that in the past members on this
side of the louse not only have not employed, but were not
even aware that they could employ these clerks, and, as a
matter of fact, members on this side have not employed
tbem. In the past, bon. members opposite have bad tho
full advantage of the services of these gentlemen; but in
the future, I suppose that hon. gentlemen on this side will
avail themselves of the services of these employés. But
there is another point to which I wish to allude. How are
these men paid ?

Mr. SPEAKER. By the day.
Mr. FISELER. I would like to aEk whother, when they

are absent from the city of Ottawa, their pay goes on, or
whether thoir time is docked whenever they are absent from
the city ? I have known some of these gentlemen who are
most of the Session away from Ottawa, but I have under-
stood that they collected their full pay for every day of the
Session. I do not know whether-all the employés of the
Flouse are in the same position and are paid in the same
way; but I bave, myseif, within the past thrce days, seen
an employé of this Flouse down at Bedford in the county of
Missisquoi whowas present on a platform at the nomination
of candidates in a local election, and that gentleman was
not present in Ottawa doing his duty as an employé of this
flouse from Friday of one week until Monday evening of
the next week. An hon. gentleman near me asks me
whether ho was working for the Tory candidate. I did not
speak to him, but I know ho was there, and I would like to
know from the Speaker whether this gentleman is allowed
to draw his pay at so much per day, even though ho may
be absent from his d uty and away in the country, apparently
doing work in an election campaign.

Mr. MADILL. I would suggest that hon. gentlemen
opposite appoint our Ministers.

Mr. SPEAKER. I am not aware that permission has
been given to any sessional clerk to do this; such a thing
is not allowed. IHe is not entitled to his pay if le has been
absent during a woiking day, and if ho is absent without
leave, ho ought to be reported.

Mr. FISHER. What are working days?

Mr. SPEAKER. I suppose the days on which the flouse
@ii. On Saturday after one o'elok I suppose every clerk
is at liberty to go away, like all other civil Servants,

Mr. FISHER. I would like to ask Mr. Speaker what he
cails working days?

Mr. SPE AKER. Every day of the week, except Satur-
day afternoon.

Mr. FISHER. I understand, thon, that these man's
services extend during the ordinary hours that civil servants
work, or during the session of the louse?

Mr. SPEAKER. Sessional clerks must be on hand during
the sittings of the House. Whon we adjourn at two or
three o'clock, s ometimes, they have to remain hure untit
four or five in order to get everything ready for the mom.
brs next morning. It depends entirely upon the kind of
work they have to do.

Mr. FISHER. Then I understand that if these gentle-
mon are away for a part of the time during which the
House is sitting, and during which they are supposed to
ba here, they ought to be docked their pay for that time.

Mr. SPEAKER. Well, if they wore absent half a dny, I
presume that strictly speaking, a half day's puy could be
deducted from them.

Mr. LAURIER. There is more than that in the ques-
tion of my Ion. friend. If an employé of this Iouso goos
and takes part in an election, even while the louse is not
sitting, surely the Speaker will not permit that, and he
would see that such an employé was called to a botter sense
of his duty. This has been a common practice in the past,
but in the future I hope it will not bo tolerated. No one, I
am sure, can countenance any offiler of this louse going
to take part in un eleotion such as the officer which the
hon. member for Brome (Mr. Fisher) bas juast mentioned.

Mr. SPEAKER. As the hon. member says, I do not
think we ought to countenance clerks or other employés
of this House taking an active part in elections. Of course
they have their right to vote, but I should say at once that
they have no right to take such a part in elections as to
make themselves offensive in any way, cither to the public
or to members of the H>use. Ttiat rule should e followed
strictly. I presume the election to which the bon. member
bas referred is a provincial election.

Mr. FISHER. Certainly.
Mr. SPEAKER. I have not considored what should be

done in that case, but I should say that if a clerk was on the
hustings where a member of this louse was presont, ai d if
ho did not conduct himself like a gentleman tow.ards a
member of the House, of which ho is a servant, he should
bu dismissed at once. But I do not think that wu can go
so far as to say that offilers of this flouse cannot mingle in
provincial elections, or in municipal elections. ThCy have
their rights, and they can exercise them as woll as ary other
citizen, but they sbould not engage actively in electiors.
But as I said before, I had not the occasion of considering
the point. No complaint has been made to me yet in refor-
ence to officors of this House taking part in provincial
elections.

Mr. LAURIER. I would not like to make a complaint
that would involve the dismissal of an officer of this Hfouse,
but I cal the attention of the Speaker to a fact that has
come under my notice, not with a view of procuring the
dismissal of the offender, but with the view of preventing a
practice which seoms to me most objectionable. Mr.
Speaker says that ho is not disposed to say at present
whether an officer of this Bouse should be allowed to
take part in a local election. I have no hesitation
in saying that he should not b allowed to do such a thing.
It is my opinion, and I think it is the opinion of the
majority of this House, that no officer should be allowed to
leave bis buness at Ottawa wbile be is a servant of the
Houe, and go and take part in any election whatever.
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If there is a municipal election here in Ottawa, or a pro-
vincial election, or a federal election, let him go and
register his vote ; but that ho shorld leave the city bere,
leave his work, and go and engage in any electoral
campaign whatever, ought not to be allowed. But this has
taken place recently, I will not even mention the name;
I do not want the officer to be dismissed, but I mention the
fact in order to prevent a vicious practice which bas been
growing up.

Mr. FISHER. I would go a little further and say that
if an employé of this House las a vote in any constitu-
ency where an election is going on, it would be perfectly
competent for him to ask permission to leave his work bere
and go and cast his vote. I would not object to that at all,
provided he were a voter in the constituency, and pro-
vided ho obtained his leave of absence, and ceased
drawing hie pay while he was away. I do object
most emphatically to employés going away, appa.
rently without the knowledge of their chiefs, and taking
part in elections in which they have no interest boyond
their party interest, because I may state for the information
of Mr. Speaker that this gentleman bas no vote in Missis-
quoi and does not ive there. I am not going to give his
name, because I do rot wish him to be dismissed on this
charge or to be reprimanded, but I desire that such conduct
should be put an end to in the future. I am told, although
I cannot state it from personal knowledge, that this gentle.
man made remarks against the integrity of the hon. gentle-
man who sits in front of me, remarks most objectionable to
that gentleman and his followers whoheard those remarks.
At the same time I do not wish to make any charge or to
have him dismissed in consequence of his action. I do not
think this is desirable, because the Government have not
chosen to issue an order that employés should not do that
work, but I hold that an order should be issued by Mr.
Speaker directing that employés shall not meddle in
political matters during the time they are employed by this
Hlouse and paid by it.

Mr. MILLS (B3thwell). The rule of the House with
regard to extra sessional clerks is that no one is entitled to
receive pay except for the poriod of time he is bore. The
only thing that justifies Mr.Speaker in appointing an extra
sessional clerk is the urgency of public business. If as a
sessional clerk he is employed in order to perform certain
work he is supposed to be here; he bas no right to leave
bere for any purpose whatever, and I think it would be
extremely improper for such a clerk to obtain leave for the
purpose of voting in -any particular constituency. We
know what the result would be. There would be such a
paucity of public business he would not be required bere,
if he were on the right side of polities ; but if he happened
to be on the other side publie urgency would prevent his
being absent. Then the practical way is that if ho wishes
to exercise bis franchise he ought not to engage in the
public service, but if he is engaged bore as an extra sessional
clerk thon he should remain here to discharge bis duties.
When my bon. friend says he will not give the name of the
party lest that might lead to his dismissal, I do not think
there is the slightest danger. I dare say bon. gentlemen
on the Treasury benches may have sent this party into
Missisquoi to engage in the canvass.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. gentleman
cannot suppose such a thing.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The innocents are not abroad,
the innocents are at home.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, I see them.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Only the other parties are sent

abroad. Mr. O'Dlonohue, a clerk in one of the depart.
ments, is away canvassing. Several hon, gentlemen have
met him in Russell.

Mr. LÂaari.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope they have made
bis acquaintance.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman has made
bis acquaintance.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I know him very well.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Sometimes he bas enjoyed the

confidence of the hon. gentleman, and at other times there
seems to be a serions misunderstanding between Mr.
O'Donohue and bis distinguished friend who leads the
House. The hon. gentleman knows that the high estima-
tion in which ho holds Mr. O'Donohue, is not always
reciprocated.

Sir JOEN A. MACDONALD. Yes, but ho bas found
out differently.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is wonderful what influence
money from the publie Treasury bas on even a man with
such a cynical disposition as Mr. O'Donohue. If he had
broad and generous views he would not suspect anything
but the most lofty and pure sentiments on the part of the
First Minister. But Mr. O'Donohue has entertained different
views in regard to the right hon. gentleman.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhaps even the hon.
gentleman has thought the same way of me, but he as
changed bis mind.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not always express my
thoughts; but if I were to make a frank confession to the
right hon. gentleman I would say that I have not the ut-
most confidence in him even at this moment. I am inclined
to think, notwithstanding ail the good intentions and good
resolutions the right bon. gentleman bas made, after ail bis
efforts to start in a new path, it has become so much a mat.
ter of habit with him that notwithstanding these good in-
tentions the hon. gentleman when ho would do good evil is
present. But it is not the hon. gentleman who does it but
the sin that dwelleth in him. No doubt the hon. gentleman
bas a large number of these people engaged outside. The
truth is that the public interest suffers by it either by the
appointment of a larger number than is neeessary in order
that there may bo individuals detailed from the service, or
it suffers by a large number of those officers being away
from their post of duty. I think Mr. Speaker bas enun-
ciated sound principles with regard to this matter, and I
hope he will act on them, and that he will see that the
extra sessional clerks absent from duty and engaged in po-
litical canvassing will not be paid out of the publie Treasury.
It is all very well to come down handsomely in election
con tests.

Some bon. MEMBER. Hear, hear.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Hon. gentlemen say 1 hear, hear."

Hon. gentlemen opposite always do come down handsomely
in election conteste; but, unfortunately, tbey come down
by putting thoir hands into the public Treasury instead of
putting their hands into their own pockets. That is the
difficulty. Hon. gentlemen know there are some gentle.
men on the Treasury benches who have got into difficulty
from not distinguishing between what belongs to the public
and what does not. i say that because they may have
gone wrong occasionally, that is no reason why every elerk
should b. trained to go wrong in precisely the same way.
Hon. gentlemen who say "hear, hear," know pretty well
that they have themselves been, perhaps, rather generously
aided in election contesta in this way, and it may have been
all very well in the past, but we hope-we are a progres-
sive people, and the bon. gentleman claims to represent a
progressive party-they will initiate a botter state of things
which will be entered upon at an early period. If they do
that we shall have les ground for complaint, and we shall
not bave thes olerks employed by Mr. Speaker and the
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House, and paid out of the public Treasury, sont out to can- ease, Mr. Fraser, on behalf of the Government, offered to throw off the
vase for and aid Tory candidates in the county of Russell last five payments, and reduce the interest on the debenture indebtedness

of the township te four per cent. which reductions of principal andor elsewhere instead of being here at the post of duty. interest relieve the township of an indebtedness of at least $17,000 This
Mr. LABELLE. The hon. member for Brome (Mr. grant reduces the cost of the drains from s64,o0O to $1s,OOO, leaving

only some $9,000 to pay instead of *26,575-the amount heretofore dueFisher) has made an assertion that one of the extra clerks the Government. This generous act on the part of the Rcfortn Govern-
bas been on the hustings and has made disparaging re- ment of Ontario will be appreciated by the ratepayers of Raleigh, who
marks respecting the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. witi thereby be enabled to improve the entire drainage syitem and pro-

vide a sufficient outlet for all the waters of the township without aiding
Laurier). I hope he will give the clerk's name, because he to theirtaxes. The electors of Raleigh know that the promises ofa Reform
richly deserves to be put out of his employment if he bas Government are kincere and w.il be carried out to the very letter, and
done so. The hon. gentleman knows the attitude I have that a promiseof the above nature is worth a thousandof the elec-

tion promises of enry Smyth and his friends. Mr. Smyth's iusinceretaken in the Tremblay case, and, if the hon. gentleman and absurd proposai to dredge Jennett's creek bas often been used to
makes the charge, that clerk does not deserve to be an assist him in entrapping innocent voters always doomod to disappoint-
employé of the House. I hope the hon. gentleman will ment. The promises of M r. Oampbell and his friends are not so num-
make a complaint if not in the House at least to Mr. erous but they are always fulfilled."

Speaker, and 1shall be one of the first to sustain Mr. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is extremely
Speaker in dismissing him from his employment. desirable no doubt, that great economy should be exercised

in all matters of the public service, and I notice in connec-
Mr. MONTAGUE. Whilst the hon. gentlemen opposite tion with the county which the bon. gentleman reprosents

are making such serious charges against the Administra- for the time being and perhaps not for very long a most
tion for allowing the servants of this House to be employed remarkable instance of economy which ho can compare
in connection with the election campaigns it would be, with the liberality to which he has alluded as about to be
perhaps, well for the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) exercised by the Ontario Government, I notice, Sir, that in
to spare a little of that advice and to ofler it to Mr. Mowat, that county there is a little town called Cayuga, with a
the purist Premier of the Province of Ontario. I may say population at last census of 790 people. I notico thoy had
te the hon, gentleman that in the the honor a net post office revenue after paying all expenses of $150,
to wage against their candidate in the election in Haldimand, and I observe that a liberal and wise-minded government
I have met the officials of the Ontario Government in have lately put in the Estimates a sum of about 88,000 odd,
varions portions of the riding engaged in working for the to provide a post office for the town, which has a population
Reform candidate. of 790 souls and a net receipt for post office purposes of

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But you had Her Majesty's between $400 and 8500. So, Sir, they will be able to pay the
assistance. interest on the amount of expenditure for this post office,

and have probably about $80 clear out of the annual
Mr. MONTAGUE. I have no doubt the argument of income received from the post office in Cayuga. As

Her Majesty would have little effect on the mind of the the hon. gentleman is desirous of promoting economy,
hon. gentleman. I do not ask him to rely upon my word bee is an instance which must commend itself to
solely in making those charges against the servants of the this House. There are about 300 towns-I am not sure
Ontario Government. I hold the print of a letter written if there are not more-containing a population of 800
by Mr. Thomas Paxton, M.P.P., in 1872. souls in the Province of Ontario, and if the hon. gentlemen

An hon. MEMBER. He is dead now. are desirous of promoting economy-they have only a de-

Mr. MONTAGUE. Well, it is no crime for him to be ficit this year of $bO,0O0 in the management of the post
dead. There are various others who might be dead to the office this year-where there are such deserving citizens as

greater benefit of the country. This letter s te Mr. A. P. the hon. member for Haldimand, there is a most admirable

Cockburn, nd reade in this way: illustration of how you can save publie money and promote
Cockurnand ead in his ay:ecoromy. I bave no doubt the Minister of Finance will

"Mr. D. M. Card is authorised to do so.ne work for the Ontario Gov- expound to us, to.morrow evening uIhop:, the scrupulous
ernment in your part, wishing to make your acquaintance snd get your e te us, th enng o thoer men
advice. Il *0 Mr. Oard is a firtcîass man in ani election con- cure with which the finances of this Govern ment are
test. Of course 1 am aware he must be cautious what he was doing managed, and this i submit as one of the nice little illus-
under the circumstances.'' trations of the mode in which-we will not say votes are
The public accounts of the next year show that Mr. Card influenced in the county of aldimand-bat one of the
was paid $3,504.28 out of the public funds of the Province moJes in which a deficit of nearly a million a year is made
of Ontario. My hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has good in the Post Office Department.
said something with regard to the expenditure of public Mr. MONTAGUE. I may say, Sir, in connection with
money, and though it maynot be very relevant to the subject that grant, that it is the firmt the county of Il4ldi mand,
under discussion, yet as that discussion bas taken rather a oeoe cf the most important and one of the heaviest tax pay-
wide range I desire to call bis attention for a moment to a ing counties in Canada, ever got from the public Treasury.
matter circulated in the county of Kent at the present timeI have to say further, that when I was engaged in my last
presumably in the interestotf Mr. Campbell, the Reformi contest my opponents were the strongest advocates for the
candidate in that constituency. 1 saw it published in erection ot that public building. They claimed it was a
the papers to-night and that is my authority for making the necessity and a justice to the county, and the only argu-
statement, but hon. gentlemen opposite know as to the ment they produced against me was that the G>vernment
facts, and if that circular is not now being circulated they would never build it. If it was not a correct expenditure
will deny it. It is an extract from a paper and it says: why did the hon. gentleman allow it to pass last year ?

"GOOD NEWS FOR RALEIGH. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Because I had not the
majority to stop it.

"THE ONTARIO GOVERNMENT RILIEVES THE TOWNSIIIP OF 'Mry OTbutbecause h was afraid$17,000 INDEBTEDNESS. 1Mr..TAGUE. No b
Such opposition would influence the minds of the

"On Thursday, the reéve, first deputy andMers. Morrison and Doulen, eople against his candidate ; and now when the
a deputatien appointed.by tise cou oeil et Raleigh, waited upen tise fon.-eoplgtean bis cadiate; sumd ubaswhnc the
C. Y. Fraser, Cmmissieoner oftPublic Works, at Toronto, to urge t h on. gentleman knows that Haldimand bas gene from
remission of a portion of the indebtedness due the Government of their grasp and that they never can redeem it,
Ontario on the covernment drains, in order to enable the town- he is willing to vote against it. So far as hie insinuation

hsip to provide a sufficient ontlet by deepening Jennet's ocreek, witutho
Iaeasin the bardens on the ratepayen. After a fuli discusuion o!te tht1&hall only b.ore for a short ime je oonoornod, 1
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may say that my hold on my people is not so flimsy, not so
srmall nor not so slight as the hold of the hon. gentleman
has been on the various constituencies which I shall not
tax my mind to remember to-night, and which he bas en-
davored to represent in this House. I have come here to
represent the electors of laldimand, and I believe I have
come here to stay longer than the hon, gentleman did in
any of his constituencies.

Sir RICHIAIRD CAR 'WRIGHT. S:) long as the hon.
gentleman is supplied with returning officers of the kind
that elected him, and a sufficient number of ex.convict, so
long ho may find his way here and no longer.

Mr, MONTAGUE. So far as the deputy returning officer is
concerned, against whom ho is desirous to use the tongue of
slander, so far as his prosent conduct is concerned, hoeis just
as honorable a member of the community in Haildimand, as
the hon. gentleman himself is in Kingston.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no doubt what-
ever that ho is a very fit associate for the hon. gentleman-
not the slightest doubt at ail, and also for the mon who
appointed a returning officer who would appoint such con-
vicets.

Mr. McMULLEN. I wish to say a few words on this
before it is carried. ion. gentlemen need not think that
any of their insinuations or utterances will stop me fron
saying what I am going to say. If they attempt anything
of that kind they will get enough of it before the Session
is over. I notice in the Auditor General's report that there
are 16 officials who got an extra allowance of 850 each last
year. I do not nnderstand why 16 messengers were allowed
a gratuity of $30 extra. I notice that one man, a sessional
clerk, got $5U for clothing. I would like to know under
what circumstances ho got that.

Mr. SPEAKER. Sme of the messengers got that gra-
tuity on this ground: bThey are ail paid alike ; but
some of them, those in immediate attendance in the
Chamber, have to be provided with uniform, and being
not botter paid than the others, the hon. gentleman will
understand that it would be unfair to them, and they would
be really less paid than the others if they did not receive
that gratuity at the end of the Session.

Mr. MoMULLEM. I would like to know if uniforms
have been supplied to those at the outer doors, or only to
one.

Mr. SPEAKER. There are five or six who are required
to have special niiform, not more.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I may say that there bas been a
complaint made that the French messengers got this allow-
ance last year, and the others did not. I would like to know
if there is any truth in the statement.

Mr. SPEAKER. I am not aware that thera is any truth in
the statement, and I am astounded to hear that there is a
complaint made that I would give anything to the French
messengers that I would not give to the English messengers.
In fact, I do not know their nationalities, and I would add
that not more than one-fourth of the employés iof this
House belong to the French nationality.

Mr. McMULLEN. I would eay that the complaint was
made in my hearing by a messenger; and I am glad that
the Speaker bas been able to deny that there is any truth
in it. I did not think myself that possibly there was, but
when a complaint is made, it is just as well to know whether
there is any partiality of that kind or not.

Mr. SPEAKER. I may say it is not my fanit if most
of those who have received gratuities are of French nation-
ality, as the positions whioh they ouwpy have benI given
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to them by my predecessors. One of them, old Mr. Ladamme,
has been employed in the Speaker's room, I think, for
forty years, and I think it would be pretty hard for me to
dismiss him now because he is a Frenchman.

Mr. McMULLEN. I would just make another remark
about a remark which was dropped by the hon. member
for North Perth. Hie said there was one member of this
side who sent ont 7,000 pamphlets, and who employed the
clerks to send them out, and I heard North Wellington
mentioned. I would say that no sessional cleik has ever
performed an hour's work for me without my paying for it,
and they always professed te do what they did for me after
hours. I notieed on several occasions that they were doing
nothing, and fancying that they would be willing to earn a
dollar, I, on one or two occasions, engaged them to address
matters for me; but every single item they did for me I
paid for out of my own pocket.

Mr. H ESSON. I did not use the hon. gentleman's name
in connection with that, but if the cap fits him, I presume
he felt it more applicable to him than to anybody else.

Some hon. ME[BERS. You were asked the name.

Mr. HESSON. I am aware that I was asked the ques-
tion, but I was not bound to give the name.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I may just say that I have not sent
out 2,000, let alone 7,000, and if the hon. gentleman had
any reference to me, ho is quite mistaken.

Mr. HESSON. The hon. gentleman got 7,000 envelopes.

Mr. MoMUL LEN. It is iinQt true.

Salaries of Officers or the Iibray...............$16,630

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to ask whether
that includes the salary of the Librarian at the Supreme
Court.

Mr. HESSON. No, the librarian at the Supreme Court
is a messenger of the Department of Jtioe,

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Ho is an intelligent man, and
I think his pay is a very small amount for one occupying
that position.

Purehase of works on Amerlea for Library...... 1,000
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What special works

on America is this money devoted to?

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. A general collection of
works on America.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIaET. I would like to have
this devoted to certain spocigl lUnes ao that it will not be
all frittered awsy. It would be more vatuable if directed
to procure a certain class Qf works than if spent in an uin-
discriminate fashion.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I understand from the Libra-
rian that this is ta oomplete al our works, historical, gec-
graphical, and otherwise relating to the continent ofAmerica.
Of course, we have a great many books on that subject, but
there is a number wanting.

Preparing and reprinting the Catalogue of the
Librar7 of 4.i aisory................ s,500

Sir CHARLES TUPPRE. That has been recommended
for two years by the Library Çommittoe, and their report
was adopted last year.

Mr. MITCHELL. la this 1il a yearly esenditure?

Sir Q%4UL28 LtCPJPMI. 50, It is wn.l fQr thia year.
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Printing, paper mit book-blading ........ .... 8THRBOR0F QUEBE.

Mr. MITCIELL. What does ti idlade, and are ten. Sir CIIARLES TUPPER moved that the foume, on Mon-
ders called for it ?day next, resolve itself into Committe to cusider the l.

Mr. BOWELL. The printihg is done after public tender lowingresolution
is DaU . I Jpr ntLng papier is furnished after tenders have
been advertised for and specifications sent to the different
manufacturera. My impression is thit the lowest tenders
were those of two manufacturers in Montreal for the two
classes of paper. Mr. Rolland was one; I forget the name
of the other.

Committee rose and reported progress.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
louse.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 12.15 a.m.
(Friday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAt, 27th April, 1888.

The SPEAK!:a took the Chair at Three o'clock.

REPORTS ON PRIVAT'E BILLS.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:
That the time for the reception of reports from dommittesu on Private

Bills be extended until Wednesday, the 9th May next.

Motion agreed to.

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 107) respecting the York Farmers' Colonisation
Company (from the Senate).-(Mr. McCulla.)

Bill (No. 114) amending the different Acts relative to
the Board of Trade of the City of Toronto (from the Sen-

Resolved, That it is expedient to provide
(a) That the Graving Dock built at Livis, opposite Quebec, shall

become a public work of the Dominion of Canada, under the control of
the Minister of Public Works of Canada, and administered by him, and
the Corporation of the Quebec Harbor Commissioners shall cease to have
any control over it, and aIl powers, privileges and authorities in them
vested shall cease and the same shall thenceforward be vested In the
Government of the Dominion of Canada.

(b) That the Corporation of the Quebec Harbor Commissioners shall
be released and discharged from any obligation to repay to the G4overn-
ment of Canada the whole or any part of the advances made to them by
the said Government for the purpose of constructing the said Graving
Dock, and from any obligation to pay to the said Governmentany suma
of money to provide for the payment of interest thereon, or for the for-
mation of a einking fund in connection therewith

(e) 'Ihat out of the bonds of the Corporation of the Quebec Harbor
Commissioners now held by the Minister of Finance and Receiver Gen-
eral to cover adrances made to the said Corporation of the Quebec Har-
bor Commissioners by the Government of Canada to meet payments on
account ofimprovements in the Harbor of Quebec and in connection
with the wet or tidal dock at the mouth of the River St. Charles, there
shall be returned to the said Corporation of the Quebec Harbor Commis-
sioners such amount of bond3 ai shall be equal in par value to the
amount which bas been paid out of capital by the said Corporation of
the Quebec Harbor Commissioners to the said Government for interest
and sinking fund on the bonds so deposited as aforesaid with the Minis-
ter of Finance and Receiver Ueneral, and the said Corporation ut the
Quebec Harbor Commissioners shall thenceforth be released from any
obligation in connection with the bonds so to be returned as aforesaid
and the advances represented thereby.

(d ) That frcm and after the first day of January, 1888, the rate of
interest to be paid on alil the bonds so deposited as aforesaid, and on all
bonds thereafter deposited to cover further advances for the saine pur-
pose, shall be 4 per cent. per annum withouit sink:ng fund, and that ail
of ihe said bonds remaining in the banda of the Receiver General, after
deductirg the amount to be returned as above provided, Lhil be re-
placed with bonds of the said Corporation of the Qiebac Harbor Oom-
missioners for the ame par value, in such forn as lie may approve,
bearing interest at 4 per cent. per anr.um without sinking fund-. Pro-
vided alwayý, that ail amounts actually paii to the Governmenit by the
said corporation of the Quebec Harbur ommissioners for sinking fund
on their said bonds shall be the property cf the Goverument of Canada
and form part cf the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada.

Motion agreed to.

WAYS AND MEANS-TIE BUDGET.

ate).-(Mr. SmaIl.) Sir CHARLES TUPPE, in moving that th Houe
resolvo ithelf into Cornmittee tefo nider Of the Wtiys and

THE HARBOR OF MONTREAL. Means for raisirg the Supp'Y to bo grar ed lu lIer
said: Mr. Speaker, in ri8s'ng 10 movo that you do vow Jeave

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House, on the Chair for the purpoFe ul'going into Commithe cf Wnys
Monday next, resolve itself into Committee to consider the and Means, I must again ask the indulgene cf tho flouse
following resolution:- from the fvt tat, owing to tho cireurntancos connected

Resolved, That it is expedient to provide:
(a) That the Government of the Dominion ofCanada may release and been under the nccessity ofbeing absent from Ottawa for a

discharge the Corporation of the Harbor Commisasioners of Montreal conaiderab'e period sinco the last Sossion. Although my de-
from all lianility to repay to the said Government the whole or any partment has beon watched over doring ny abeence, first
part of the advances made to the said Corporation to enable them to
widen and deepen the chainel in Lake St. Peter and the River St. Law- in London and afterwards in Washington, by iny cohbeegue,
rence, from Montreal to Quebec, or any interest thereon, beyond the Ihe bon. the Minister of' Custome, with hirt umual abilîly,
amount of interest already paid by them to the Government (it being yet this Honte will expeet iomm me, as Firiarco Ministur,
understood that no portion of the amount heretofore paid for interest is the usul statement as to tho financiah condition of'the
to be refundedW bt

(b) That the 4overnment may pay to the said Corporation of the COUntry. proface,
Harbor Oommissioners of ontreal a sum not exceeding the sum of the cousideration u1 Our condition in that repuct. 1 wilI
$37,405, which they represent as being the excess of their expenditure first give explanatiorot as te the variations h. fthe financial
(apart from the expenditure on capital account), over their net revenue
during the calendar year 1887; staternents made in May ha4t rospecting the yosr expxred

(c) That the Government may, in addition to the said payment last 3Oîh June, 1887, and thon reviow the condition ef affairs of
mentioned, expend, through the medium of the said Oorporation or the carrent fiscal year, and firahly indicate to the Bouse the
otherwise, in the work of completing the said channel, the amout now
remaining unexpended of the aum authorised by any Act heretoforepc
passed to be advanced to the éaid Harbor Commissioners of Montreal the nrxt financial year. Taking first the financial affairs
for the purpose of complesing the said channel that the

(d) T t no tonnage dues shall be hereafter levied on, or collectedt
ffom, any sailing vessel or steamer at the port of Montreal ; revenue reeived from ail sources would anount to $35,300,-

(e) That the dredging plant and applianco heretefore used by the 000. In May hast, when naking the annual statement, 1 en-
said Harbor Comissioaers, in sennection wih the maid channel deared to deal with our expectations in as careful a man-
works, shali hereafter belong to the Goveramexit of Caaa.Der as I eould, and not to overestimate to any extent the

motion à@reed ts. probable revenue kely t b reoeived tIt is with pleamure
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that I remind the House that the total revenues for the
year were $35,754,993, or an increase over the estimate of
$451,993. Tae yield from Customs which we estimated
would amount to $22,000,000 actually amounted to $32,378,-
800. This increase was no doubt mainly caused by the
revenue of the following year being anticipated, owing to
the changes made in the tariff. Before passing from this
branch of the subject, I think it will be interesting to point
out to the hon. members some of the features which might
be termed the curiosities of Customs revenue, In
the year ended 3OLh June, 1886, the amount of duty
collected on coal and coke was 81,0.2,332. 'fhe revenue
on these articles for the year 1887 amounted to $1,1'8,964
or an incrense of over $100,000 over the preceding year,
although 10,000 tons of anthracite coal were admitted free
of duty in this latter year, a striking indication of the pro-
gress which Canada made during that year in manufactures.
In the matter of luxuries such as fancy goods, there was
aun increase from $332,246 in 1886 to $08,776 in 1887. In
silks and manufactures of silks there was an increase from
8702,465 in 1886, to 8860,395 in 18-7; and whilst o-i these
luxuries the revenue has increased it will no doubt be gra.
tifying to the members of the House to find that in the year
18e7, 1,207,284 gallons only of spirits and wine were im-
ported against an importation of 1,400,690 gallons of the
same commodity in the year before, and that the revenue
therefrom in 1886 amounted to $1,911,601, whereas in 1687
the yield was only $1,700,076, showing conclusively that
the temperate habits of the people are gaining ground. Let
me add that this conclusion is borne out by the report of
my hon. friend the Minister of Inland Revenue. In 1887
the quantity of spirits taken for consurmption was 2,864,935
gallons as against an average of 3,376,410 gallons for the
two years preceding. I take the average of the two previ-
ous years, inasmuch as the quantity taken for consumption
in the year 1885 was abnormally large owing to an antici-
pated increase of duty, and the figures for 1836 are smaller
in consequence, The average of the two years is fair and
just for comparison. The revenue from sugar of all kinds
shows an increase in 1887 of over 8800,000, the amount of
duty collected thereon in 1886 being $2,303,397, and in
1887, 83,167,528 ; on wool the duties increased from $2,499,-
246 in 1886 to $3,176,741 in 1887. Coming to matters of
Excise we estimated that the yield from this source would
be about $6,0,)0,000. As a matter of fact the yield was
86,308,201. This increase is accounted for by the fact that
an exceptionally large quantity of spirits was entered prior
to lst July, 1887, when the provision of the Inland Revenue
Act came into operation respecting the enforced ware-
housing of spirits for two years prior to sale.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Does that 86,300,000
include simply the spirit and beer and tobacco duties under
the head of Excise?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It includes all the excise
duties, and the increase is due to the change that was made
in the Excise Act, which requires spirits to be aged for two
years before going into consumption, and which induced a
very large amount to be taken out of Excise previous to
the end of the year. In miscellaneous items there was a
slight decrease, but the Post Office showed an increased
revenue of over $100,000, and in Public Works, including
railways, there is an increase of about $200,00. We
estimated that the expenditure for the year would be
$35,600,000, leaving an estimated deficit of8 300,000. The
actual expenditure for the year was very close to the esti-
mate, being only an excess of $57,860, and the estimated
deficit of $300,000 as been turned into a surplus of
$97,313. In view of the statements made last year the
Government cannot, I think, be accused of laying an
over-sanguine statement before the louse when we
compare the estimate with the final realisations.

Sir CHAuLes TuppiRa.

I now come to the probable result of the year 1887-88.
Having explained te the House the result of the operations
of the last fiscal year, I have now to ask their attention to
the probable expectation of the present year. It will be
recollected that in the last budget speech I stated that the
total revenues expected to be realised for the fiscal year
1887-88, $36,400,000, made up as follows:-Cnstoms,
$22,500,000; Excise, 86,400,000; Miscellaneon, $7,500,000.
Taking first the Customs revenue, I may state to the flouse
that during the year we have experienced a series of ups
and downs. It might have been thought likely about last
Christmas that the revenue from Customs would not realise
what was anticipated, and this might have been justified
from the fact that, as has been before mentioned, the revenue
from that source exceeied expectations in 1886-87 by about
$300,000, no doubt to a great extent owing, as before stated,
to duties having been paid in advance of the alterations
made in the tariff last Session. But after Christmas the
revenue from Customs began to recover itself, and on the
10th March the amount received exceeded the amount re-
ceived in the corresponding period of the previous fiscal
year by $100,000. Since 10th March the revenue from this
source has again dropped, and I regret to inform the House
that up to the latest returns, those to the 20th April, the
yield from Customs, as compared with last year, has fallen
off $227,000. As the total revenue from this source
in 1886-87 was $22,378,000, I do not think it would be
right to calculate on a greater revenue than $22,000,000,
although we may hope that the early spring may tend to
the revival of business and that a possible increase of reve-
nue nay again be our portion during the latter part of the
fiscal year. But I have mentioned before I do not think it
would be advisable to calculate on a greater yield from
Oustoms than 822,000,000. The Commissioner of Inland
Revenue bas informed me within the last few days that the
amount that will be received from Excise revenue will be
slightly in excess of the 86,450,000, and we may estimate
from this source a revenue of $6,450,000. The estimate of
Miscellaneous Revenues has been revised by the officers of
the Finance Department, and it is thought that from the
various sources forming that revenue the amount likely te
be received will be $7,550,000. The total estimated revenue
for the current fiscal year will therefore, we believe, be in
the neighborhood of $36,000,000. Coming to the expendi-
ture side of the account it will be seen that Parliament
during the last Session granted supply which with the sta-
tutory expenditure amounted to $35,969,981.98. As
hon. members are aware we have brought down estimates
in addition thereto of 81,112,000. These two sums would
amount to $37,082,000, and taking the usual savings into
account in the estimates, and these last year amounted
to $100,000, I think it is very probable the expendi'
ture will be in round numbers $37,000,000 ; and I
have already mentioned that the estimated receipts will
be about $36,000,000. It is but fair, however, that the
flouse should take into ancount that in the year 1886-87, as
I have informed the louse in the financial statement
I made last year I anticipated a deficit of 8300,000. lu
reality this has been turned into a surplus of over $97,000 ;
and it is but right to estimate that this sum of $400,000
was paid in in anticipation of 1887-88. With respect to
the probable result of this year I consider that this fact
should be taken into account, and having due regard te
economy in the expenditure, I trust that the accounts for
the present and coming year, taken as a whole, will balance.
1 come now to what will probably be the resuits for the
year 1888-89, I am inclined te think, from the general ten-
dency of trade, that the merchants of Canada will be care-
ful in the matter of importations, and that it is not likely
that there will be any material increase in the anount of
importations over those in the last and in the present fiscal
year. To be within bounds I put down the Customa reve-
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nue likely to b. reeeived as $22,500,000, being 8500,000 in
excess of the estimates for the current year. I am in-
formed by the officers of the Inland Revenue Department
that, under the present condition of their revenue as com-
pared with the last two years, they calculate that the
Excise yield for 1888-89 may safely be placed at $6,650,000.
As regards Miscellaneous I have informed the House that
the revenue estimated to be received from this source
during the present fiscal year will be $7,550,000. If we
add to this sum the normal increase of revenue likely to be
derived from the Post Office Department I think we can
safely estimate that the revenue from miscellaneous sources,
during 1888-89, will reach $7,750,000. I, therefore, put
down the total revenue from all sources at $36,900,000.
Hon. members have had before them the Etimates
for the Public Service for 1888-89; and as, owing to the
new departure, many votes have already been taken into
account and explanations given in regard thereto, it will
hardly fbe necessary to offer any very extended observa-
tions as to the variations in the estimated expendi-
ture as compared with the Estimates asked for in
Supply last Session. The amount of the Estimates now
laid before Parliamet is $35,421,440.22, but, as hon.
members are fully aware, no sums have been placed in the
Estimates for mail subsidies and steamship subventions.
That question was laid aside in order that wa might give
more careful consideration to it than we could give before
the main Estimates were brought down. There will, there-
fore, have to be added to the amount already brought down
sumo sufficient to cover these services, and further amounts
will undoubtedly be asked from Parliament in the Supple-
mentary Estimates to complete the services of the year ;
but I believe that taking ail these into account at the close
of the year 1888-89, hon. members will find the statement
I have made verified, that having regard to the results of
the operations for the years 1887-88 and 188889 the
balance for the two years will maintain an equilibrium.
It is but right to mention some items in the expenditure
likely to be incurred next year which show variations and
which call for remarks. Theinterest on Public Debt shows
an increase of $116,000. This increase, as will be seon by
reference to the Estimates, is chiefiy made up by the
amount $63,000 required for the Savings Banks in conse-
quence of the increased balances held by the depositors on
the 31st December, 1887, and by the probable amount
required to meet further indebtedness, $250,000, less inter-
est on loans maturing, in round numbers, 8200,000. We
have also asked for an increase of $68,000 in the invest-
ments for Sinking Funds, that amount being required to
meet additional dividende requiring to be invested. The
votes for Civil Government have already passed the House,
and explanations have been already given of the increase
of $32,000 therein, and also of the increase of 814,000 in
the Administration of Justice. in Pensions and Superannua-
tions there is an increase of $21,000, largely made up of
pensions to offleers who have been retired owing to abo-
lition of their offices, and to a great extent this increase is
offset by savings in other branches of the service. My hon.
friend the Minister of Militia and Defence will explain the
increase in his services, mainly in the cavalry and infantry
schools. In railways and canais (income) there is an increasei
of 878,000 of which $45,000 is for overhauling the foundation
of the St. Ours lock, and the balance is made up chiefly for
expenditure on the Welland canal and the Trent River
navigation. The Lighthonse service requires an additional
expenditure of $10,000; $6,000 of this amount being for
maintenance and repaira to lights and $4,000 in the salaries
and allowances of the lighthouse kee pers. lu Miscellaneens
there is an increase of 855,00 made up by the increased
cost required for the government cf the Nortp-Weat Terri-
tories, the expenditures at the Banf Park, and the plant
required for te Goverrment printing office and bindery,
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explanations of which will be supplied in due course. The
other large increase is $290,000 in the service for Railways
and Canais. This amount is made up by the $3-0,000 re-
quired in the increased cost of repaire and working expenses
of the Intercolonial railway. On the other hand the Immi-
gration vote has been reduced by $100,000, being the eti-
mated saving in the general immigration expenses owing
to the abolition of assisted passages and other causes. The
£20.000 sterling (897,000), the contribution of Canada to
the Imperial Institute having been paid, is of course dropped.
The Publio Works in the vote askel for shows a decrease
of 8735,000, but I am afraid this vote will be supplemented
to a cei tain extent Generally, however, the Estimates
have been framed with the full desire to adi as littile as
possible to the expenditures of the country, and
the Government have endetavored to a1sk for :othing
more than suffitiont to keep the Public Service
in a state of efficiency consistent with economy. Hav.
ing thus explained to the House to the best of my
ability the probable outcome foi the coming financial year,
I wili now, with the permission of the House, direct its
attention for a few minutes to the Debt Account. By
the monthly statements published in the Canada Gazette,
which show fully the financial position of the country, it
will be noticed that, at the present moment, we are in debt
in England for temporary accommodation to the extent of
£1,000,000. Since May last the country bas experienced a
certain amount of financial stringency, and one of the re-
suits bas been thit three banks have ceased to transact
business. The past summer was one of unusual heat and
drought in the Province of Ontario, and the harvest was
not up to the average. The same cause has operated
against the extensive lumber industry, and on account of
the lowness of the water, timber which had been eut and
which lay in the streams, could not be made marketable.
This has caused a certain drain on the resources of the
banks in order that the legitimate requirements of those
engaged in the industry should be provided for. But
against this we have occasion to be gratified by the splen-
did harvest in Manitoba and in the North-West. Still it must
be borne in mind that we were going ahead rather too
quickly. In our cities, and especially in Toronto, there
has been a certain amount of .peculation in real estate.
However, by the exercise of economy and prudence,
Canada wlll soon recover from the present stringency; her
trade is, I am satisfied, sound at the core, and will soon re-
turn to its normal condition. At the commencement of the
fiscal year the Government, chiefly in deference te the
banking community, lowered the limit of deposits in the
Savings Banks, and fixed the amount to be received from
any depositor to be $300 in any one year, and $1,000 in all.
Originaily, the Savings Bank deposits were unlimited; a
reduction was then made to 810,000, and afterwards this
was again brought down to $3,000; now the limit is, as I
have said, 81,000. The effect, however, on the Government
Savinga Bank deposits, has been that some of the larger de-
posits held by the Government have been withdrawn, and
have gone te swell the general business of the country by
transfers to the banks where enhanced rates of interest
were offered. The deposits in the Post Office Savings Banka
show an increase, and if we set one side against the other,
the Savingas Bank balances, since the lt July last, are
nearly stationary, that is to say, the deposits equal-
ling the withdrawals. Still, the country is to b
congratulated that the deposits have inreased in a
marked manner from the poorer classes, showing
that labor is fully employed and adequately paid.
To illustrate this e may state that the number of depesîtors
in tt.e Post Office Savinga Bank on the 318t Msrch lat,
were over 100,000, an increase of over 10,000 since the
30th June last, and the number of depositors in the other
savings banke under the control of the Finance Depart-
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ment, increased from 56,000 to 57,00) in the isame period.
The stationary character of the Savings Bank balances is
not to be put down to any withdrawal of capital from the
country; these moneys have undoubtedly, for the reasons
before stated, gone to the banks, and have been placed in
other investments. The Government are of opinion that,
by lowering the limit of deposit in the Savings Banks, the
funds thus set loose, eased the strain on the banks thiough-
out the country, and had the effect of mitigating the
stringency. As a result, however, of the stationary char-
acter of these balances, the capital expenditure of the
country, to a large extent, bas had to be met out of the
ordinary revenue, and the Government have been obliged
to have recourse to the English market, and have borrowed
to the extent already named. The million pounds sterling,
which I have already stated, was borrowed in England,
represented the amount that we expected to receive from
our own depositors. It, therefore, becomes necessary, to
complote the capital expenditure, as shown in the Esti-
mates submitted to Parliament, and to puy the several suU-
sidies to the various rilwiys, as detailed in the Public
Accounts, that, further borrowing powers should ho
authorised, and a Loan Bill will be introduced hereafter,
when it can be definitely ascertained how much the Govern-
ment will have to place on the market. But I arn glad to
inform the Housa and the country that the Government
have determined, for the present, with unimportant excel-
tions, to stop any further outlay on Capital Account beyond
that to which the country is now committed. Hav,
ing so far dwelt on the financial aspect of Canada, I
iwould venture to detain the House by showing, to the best
of my ability, how far the tariff changes of 1887 have
affected the Canadian iron industiy. It is well known to
the louse that at the outset much hostile criticism was
provoked in England. No doubt this was because our
position at that time was not clearly understood. But
owing to the explanations made, and owing to a f uller con
sideration of the Canadian fiscal policy adopted since 1879,
hostile criticisin bas been greatly modified, and generally
speaking, that portion of the British press which deals
with financial intercsts, now view in a friendly spirit our
efforts to devclop, on Canadian soil, the stores of mineral
wealth within our borders. Of course, although much bas
been done, yet sufficient time bas so far not elapFed to de.
monstrate fully the effects of tho new tariff, the Act having
virtually come into oporation at the beginning of the pre-
sent fiscal year, as tho spepial provision for the admisbion
ofgoods at the old rate of duty up to the 3Oh of June, was
fulfy taken advantage of, and in many respects the require-
monts were to some extent, anticipated. It rnay be further
mentioned that the amount of capital iequired for the pro-
duction of iron from the ore, is so large, that great develop-
ments cannot be oxpected in a short space of time. As
hon. members kuow, time is the essence of a bargain, anud
"spital is cautious and veiy slow to move in new
fields af enterpii>o. Confidence in the permanency of our
fiscal policy is a lurther requisite before capital can Le
invested in tho development of the large works required to
build up the iron iudustries. And here I may state, to
show how fully our neighbors are alive to the necessity of
a permanent policy, that in the Mills Bill, now before Con.
gress-that is, the Bill introduced into the louse of Repré-
sentatives by the chairman of the Committee of Ways and
Means, and which embodies the policy of the Administra-
tion, and of the great demouratie party in that country-
the iron and steel duties are touched with a sparing hand.
And the saine thing is to bo observed with regard to the
measure introduoed in the flouse of Representatives by
Mr. Randall, whereby no material reduction in the duties
on iron and steel is proposed. The course pursued in the pro-
posed revision of the tariff shows a fixed determinafian, o
the part of our neighl>ors to the soufh, to continue an e*cient

Sir CHA.Lrs Tupprz.

measure of protection to that great industry. In the pto-
duction of iron and steel the United States lead e*ery
country in the world, baving obtained this position aflêr
26 years of uninterrupted protection. The changes under
either of the proposed Bills leave the iron and steel duties
largely in excess of the present Canadian rates. Mr. Milts
under his Bill, estimates the reduction of duties on iron add
steel at 81,000,0oo, exclusive of 85,706,433 duties reeèived
last year on tin plate, proposed to be transferred to tiihe
free list. Of this reduction of $1,000,000, nearly 830,000 is
on steel rails, leaving $700,000 for other articles. Separtf-
ing tin plate and steel rails from the other iron impdris,
we find the importis of "iron and steel and their manufac-
tures " into the United States for the year ended 30th June
last as follows:-Value, 833,736,976; duty, $14,165,183;
showing an average rate of duty of 431 per cent, Dedudt-
ing 8700,000 from this duty, as proposed, the avdrage rtt
is 41 per cent. From this it would appeor that apart froiu
tin plate and steel rails the reduetion in duties on iron and
steel and their manufactures is only from 431 per cent., at
formerly, to 41 per cent. as now proposed. Takitig the
whole importations of iron and steel and their manufactures
into the United States and entered for hone consumption
for the year ended 30th June last, the average 1ate of Ous-
toms duty was 41 per cent. ad valorem, and aliowiig
$1,000,000 for the reduction of duty proposed unddt the
Mills Bill, the average rate of Customs duty on th saiß1
importation would be 39 per cent. ad valarem. On thè
other band, the average rate of Customs duty on iron aid
steel and their manufactures imported into htida fdr
home consumption for the year ended 30th Jtune last was
17J per cent., and for the nine months ending dist March,
1888, under the amended tariff, the average rate ai dfty on
these articles has been 2.1 per cen,. ad valorem. Compnr.
ing the United States Customs tariff on all goods impor-ted
for home consumption with the Canadian tariff on similár
imports, the Trade Returns show this result for the yeat
ended 30th Jane, 1887:

Average rate on Uuiited States imprtsre....3it per oeut. ad'ealorem.
Average rate on Canadian imports...... ..... 21c " " "

Comparing dutiable articles under the United States Ctds-
toms tariff with the same articles under the Canadian tariff,
the 'Prade Returns for 1886-87 show the average duty on
United States imports for home consumptioai to be 47 1er
cent. ad valorem against an average of 28¾ per cent. ad
valorem on Canadian imports for the same period. Under
the Mills Bills the average Customs rates on dutiable
articles, based on United States imports for homeon<suM p
tion for 1886-87, is estimated to be 43ý per cent. ad vdldtetlè
whilst ur:der the amonded Canàdian tariff fôr the niié
months ended 31st March, 1888, the average custome rte
on dutiable articles entered for hume condutbptaon bs been
31¾ per cent. ad valoreem. I might also remnatk, beföre gê-
ing into details, respectiirg the iron duties, that i additioù
to requiring time and in addition to the ieoesi.ity of having
a permanent policy we bave to overcome the ôpposition öf
those iùterested in the handling and inanufaeture of the
f oreign product. But, Sir, the people of Cianada bave faith
in the advantages whieh local indústfies oËfer où the
country, and our people of etery shade of politic bave
shown unmistakably the importane thêy attaoh ta true
operation of active hoine industry by the reMditseM
with which free sites, eieraption froim taîée aùd
cash bonuses are offered to start new enterprises to
provide industrial employrent in the severai löcalities.
With these introductory remarkA, I may say, s I shah
show in the details which I shafl lay before the fllôùe, that
the action taken last year is endofsed by the represetta-
tiveA of the principAl plate and bat roliing milis, whê
expresa their satisfdc'fon with thé present tÀ&îff a# *w'hoEl
and with iLs woring. It imy intfatîîti t gwe £ ase
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count Of the effect on the market prices, caused by the is stated, point oi an earlv arrangement for the nrerc'ti ofchanges made last year in the tariff, and it may surprise large iron warks in that locality. 1Iaving thus brieflyhon. memebers to be told that the effect of the tariff on referred to the new discoveries and to the work.; that havemarket prices of iron bas been to make a small increase, been orgrnised, it becomes also my pleing duty to show
but not to the fill extent of the increasal duty. 1 propose to the louse how the indiistrei in existenco prior to theto take, by way of illustration, the value of warrants in change in the ta-if have been expanded, and of this expan
Glasgow, that being the bost gange of the general level of sion and progress there is already substaitial ovidence.the iron market, and as at Glasgow prices were prettv even The foundries, machine shops, bridLze works ard kin-dpringl'ebruaryand December,1887,Iwilitaketheseimonths dred factories throu.,hout the Dominion have been lullyfor comparîson. Taking pig iron, the price in Canada was employed last year and have shred in the genral pro-
onHy from Sl to 41.25 per gros ton higher in December perity. There can bo no question but the general effect of

t n mFebrnary, 1887, while the additional duty, the new iron duties has bon to sitimulate home industries
which took effet'lst July, was $2.24 per gross ton, indi- and will cause the great bulk -of our iron to bu pro'duced in'eating that the foreign maker, carriers and importers, &c., the country, at the iot distant future. At Londonderry
had made a concession of about 81 to $1.25 per ton to retain the woiks of the Steel Company of Canada, which have
the trade. In other words, the consumer paid fully one been in liquidation for some years, were aoquired at the
half the amoant of duty contributed to the revenue. As end of February last by a new company of English and
to bar iron, the price was as follows ;-In February, 1887, Canadian capitalists, who propose running them to their$1.60to 1.65 per 10 lbs.; in December, 1887, $L.85 to fuit capacity and extending their operations. One of the
$190 'per 100 Ilbs., showing an advance of only 25 cents per smelting furnaces which suddenly gave out in January Io
100 lbs., while the extra duty was 45 cents par 100 lbs. undergoing repairs, arnd the other furnace whih has been
As to cast-iron water pipes, the contract prices for the silent since 1881, is being rekindled. These Iurnaces have
Corporation of Montreal averaged as follows:- a capacity for turning out 25,000 tons each of pig iron

For 1885 ........................... $.. . 850 per gross ton. par annum. Puddled iron bars in considerable quantitiesI .1886............... .... 26.21 " were manufaotured last year by the company. The
188.-...-......-.-.... .32.103-4employment for labor afforded in December, 1887, at the

works shows an increase of more than 50 percent. over the
althrough cthe ationrease in daty hs been 8 per ton. f e corresponding month in the previous year, as will appearMontreal corporation water pipes for 1888, above referred by the following statement:-
to, have been contracted for, and are to be made in Canada Dec. 1886. Dec. 1897.
frorm Canadian ore. The increase of price over the average Number of men employed............. . ....... 300 500
for 1885 and 18E6 is thus about half the increase in duty. Diabtusements for fuel, flux, other materiali
I now come to the affect of the tarif in the explorations and treight, representinglabor Indirectly

enipioyed ................................. $16,000 $2,0made as to newelds for the developmnent of this industry, Value of produet ............................... 9,boo 47,600and I am glad to be able to state that very extensive and
valuable deposits cf iron ore have been discovered in the Product and operations at the iron works, Londonderry,
vicinity of Port Arthur, Ontario, and on Hunter's Island 1887:
xear t>ge boundary line. When the Thunder Bay Coloni- Particulars. lst halfyear, 2and halfyear,
s.toin Railway reaches these points the opening up of these 1887. 1887.
dhposits will be facilitated. South of the Canadian Pacifie Ore mined .....-............................. Tons. 22,205 28,358
1tai1way crossing of the Seine River, about 100 miles west Limestone used ...................... do 7,112 8,748
cf Jort William, an immense deposit of high grade Bessemer Coal <ncluiing coke) used........do 30,423 7,014ýf.F0r1 wiliail * i-onmadt5... ............ ...... do 9,6 t3 9ff8
iron -re has teen discovered. I is said to he the largest and Pauled bars ........ .... ....... do. .......... 2,128
purest body of ore ever found in America. The ore is a black Bar ironi, N. plate axles, etc ..... d......d ...... 1,470
mngnetic oxide and analyses fromi 62 to 70 par cent. of m . berap bar........................ do ........ 445
tälie iron. Having brieflynoticed the effectofthe changes in Cautings.... ..... ................. do b4 Io

the tariff as shown in the new discoveries,[ will now trouble Diabursements.
the flouse for a few moments to point out what has treen Wages paid to employs............$70,000 $00,700
don cin the Dominion towards the organisation ofnow iron Paid for fuel ........ ..... ,.... ........ ........... 29,5( 5,0
works.'The Bristol Mine in the county of Pontiac, Quebec, ' "im................ ............. 6,85 8,007wok. h undries ... .. ....... ............ M0
w!ich had been closed for a time, has been recently ae- 6 railway freight.........'. 46,686 66,944
.quired by a company who have been employing about 300 -
uen around the mine. Roasting kilns have been erected Total............$158,001 $235,651
for oalcining the ore, but operations have been interrupted Wages to employé from March, 1888.. ........... 00
pending the completion of needed railway facilities. The
,various individual intercats in the iron mines along the The number oi operativeson Londonderry pay-roll, March, 188. 343
lé, of bthe Kingston and Pembroke Railway, have been " 1as. 660
consolidated into one company with sufficient capital to Increase....................... .......... 317
operate them. Sorne of the ore shipped from thi district At New Glasgow the recent tariff changes have had the
to Cicago has been pronounced by experts to be the purest effect of largely increasing the sales of the 'Nova 'Scotia
ore ever recived there,the percentage of phosphorous being Steel Company, as the following statementshows:-
extremely low. I am inlormed that prelhmnaries have
beenarranged for the erection of a blat furnace at Tren.
ton, and in the ircn districts of Cape Breton and iva shipm't Snipm', eCon Wag aailway
Scotiaa good deal of exploratory work has been done. The TouB alue samed. Pad. Freight.
Pic4u fidd has attracted marked attention, having been -u6,6;--c7 , $ 26,300$a23
-visited by ýmember of One of the leading firms of English July ist to Dec. Zit, 1887. 2,71 2 23,400 10,46 ,34,800 17,332
irnmasters a.nd by representatives of other capitalists, increase in 1887. . pr. ct. 92 pr ct. 85 pr.ct 3 pr.et. 32 pr.ct.
for .the purpose of examnng and reporting oni
abe ,os. 1e sitnation for the manufacture of
ir,çn and te quality of the ores have made a The orders now a hand are greater than the entre ship-
fagorge. impAion, and neotiation now in progress, it menti for the last six months of 1 86. The conpany has
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been consolidated with the Nova Scotia Forge Company,
and arrangements made for the addition of a new smelting
furnace, which will double the output of the Steel Works
and wi'l mean a disbursement of nearly 8250,000 a year
for wages, fuel and railway freight. At St. John, N.B,
reports from the Cold Brook R >ling Mills are to this effect.
I quote from a letter received from the President of the
Company:

" By the operations of the tariff, the imports of iron now are less, con-
sequently our output now le proportionately greate-,and the benefi , to the
manufacturer reste on a large turnover on small margins. We are able
to sell Our goode to the merchante at lower figures than they could be
imported for previous to 1886."

There were, it appearp, 50 per cent. more mon employed in
the Rolling Mills in 1887 than in any of the years 1884,
1885 or 1886. At Montreal, Pillow, Hersey & Co. have
converted themselves into a jint stock company with a
capital of $800,000, and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Co.,
contemplate the erection, during the present, season
of a shop for passenger car work, and when
this is completed all of their rolling stock of
every description will be made in the country. The com-
pany built 24 locomotives in 1886 and 24 in 1887; and
they have net purchased any locomotives outside of Canada
since October, 1884, excepting two special ones for the
mountain grade. All of thoir freight cars for several years
back have been built in Canada, and practically all of their
passenger cars are now built in Canada, excepting some of
the sleeping and dining cars. The Montreal Rolling Mills
Company have added to the capacity of their bar and plate
mills by running night and day. 1887 was the first year
during which the bar mili was run at night, and last year
they worked 10,000 tons of iron of all sorte and used about
10,000 tons of fuel. They have recently put in an exten-
sive wrought iron pipe plant embodving the latest improve-
mente, which can turn out 6,000,000 feet of piping per
annum, uing up 4,000 tons of material to do so.T he new

pe mili is running day and night. A German firm from
D usseldorf have decided, as I am informed, to erect exten-
sive works for the manufacture of wrought-iron pipe and
boiler tubes, which will be a new manufacture in this
country. At Kingston, important changes have taken
place in the locomotive works. Messrs. Dubbs & Co., of
Glasgow, one of the largest manufacturers of locomotives in
Great Britain, have invested in the Kingston loco-
motive works. They now manage and control them,
and have in view their operation on a larger scale.
At lamilton, as one effect of the recent tariff changes, an
establishment has been erected capable of giving employ-
ment to 400 hande in the manufacture of wood screws, car-
riage bolta and the like. In cast-iron pipe manufacture
at Hamilton the immediate result of the tarif has been
that the Canada Pipe Foundry has been steadily employed
during the past season, and will soon necessitate its increase
to double the present capacity. The Hamilton Bridge
Company report:

" We use iron of local manufacture very largely, and find it of at
leset equal quality to that imported, and the price, as far as our ex-
perience goees, is reasonable and not so high as the full tariff increase
would warrant. We aiso have -the great advantage of ordering and
obtaining this anaterial when wanted, and without having to lay in
our stocks."

Burrow, Stewart & Milne, of Hamilton, say:
" We are using half of all the iron that we run of Canadian make,

and f£ad the quality first-rate, A. 1."1

The Ontario Rolling Mill Company report with regard to
the new tariff :

" We are now beginning to feel the beneficial effects and expect we
shal be called on by spring to make far more iron than ever before.
We shall be able to turn out by eprmng nearly double the tonnage we
ever made here. We are also arrangng to start up the mili we have
in London either there or elsewhere, so that by' May we an, if noces-
ory, make in that mill about 35 tons per day."

nir OgAar&z ATUrE.

The Hamilton Iron Forging Company say:
I "In our own business we have felt the good effects of the wise and

judicious policy of the Government, notably during the last four months,
baving largely increased our output by runing our force full time both
night and day, an within the past few daye have started another fur-
nace in our establishment with all the necessary equipment capable of
turning out one car load more of finished bar iron per day ; tbis will give
active employment to 12 skilled men besides day laborers; we have also
increased the capital stock of our company for the purpose of further
developing the business, and in the near future we propose placing In
position another mill plant with a capacity of 6,000 tons per year.

", Inconelusion we have much pleasure in etating we never heard a
consumer of iron complain of the tariff changes ; moreover, we desire to
place on record the general feeling and satisfaction expressed by them in
having their wants supplied promptly at home without having, as in
the past, to purchase abroad and car-y large stocks and pay cash for
them. They can now secure iron.within a reasonable time that at
once goes into legitimate consumption, tbereby giving a healthy and
vigorous toue to business.

" The continuation of an iron policy wise in its inception and having
for its object the development of the mineral resources of this country
covering the whole Dominion of Oanada, meets with our hearty approval,
and must eventually lay a foundation broad and enduring that will be
materially helpful to every class of men living between the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans."

As closely connected with the development of manufactories
and as an evidence of the steady progress of the country, it
may be mentioned that, in addition to the expansion of the
iron industry, the changes in the tarif had a beneficial
effect in the output of coal from the mines. In the Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton coal mines the following is a close
estimate of the output-I give the totale of Cumberland
county, Pictou county and Cape Breton:-

1886. 1887.
Oumberland Oounty Mines, tons................... 416,000 469,242
Pictou Oounty Mines, "......369,000 338,050
Cape Breton Mines, " ........... ......... 588,000 717,000

Totals .............. ............ 1,730 1

In 1879, the coal raised at Spring Jil was 92,000 tons; in
1887, the output had increased to 442,000 tons. At this
mine 1,400 men and boys are employed, the largest force
at any mine in Canada. Having thus, i trust, shown to
the satisfaction of the House the effects of the tarif changes
on the iron industry, I propose to show what has been done
towards the development, and extension of the West India
trade. The West India trade for the past year has been on
the whole profitable. The present prices of fish in the
West Indies durimg the past year would have been con-
sidered good. The price has advanced so mach that our
fishermen have greatly benefited thereby; and I have no
doubt that part of the benefit, though not so much as went to
the fishermen, acorued to the merchaLt shipper. It must be
borne in mind that an important factor in the West India
trade is the return cargo of sugar. It is gratifying to see
that the recent change in the sugar duties, putting the
same duty upon all sugars for refining purposes according
to their polariscopic test, has had the effect of encouraging
the importation of sugar from the West Indies,
especially into Nova Scotia. The importation of West
India sugar into Canada (including British Guiana
sugar) amoanted for the following years, viz.:-

Lbe.
Year ended 30th June, 1886.... .. .... ... 59,854,645

"" 1887.........51,021,831

Or a decrease of 14¾ per cent.; and into Nova Scotia
alone:

Lb.
Year ending 3Oth June, 1866................... 19,830,723

"2" 1887.... . .... 2398,201

Or an increase of 23 per cent. The importation of sugar
from the West Indies (including British Guiana) into Bal-
ifax, amounted for nine months ending 31st Mareb, 1888,
to 33,887,455 lbs. The importation from the West Indies
for the quarter ending 30th June, is usually about half as
much as that of the other three-quarters combined. It will
thus be seen that the importation of West India sugars into
Halifax alone for the ourrent year will amoant to more
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than double the importation into Nova Scotia for either o
the two preceding years, and probably to as much as the
importation into the whole of Canada for either of the
years named. With regard to the conference which
reoently assembled in London on the sugar bounties
I may here state that the proposed abolition of bounties
on beet root sugar by European Governments, if car
ried into effect, would be of much benefit to the
Canadian West India trade. I have thus far dwelt
almost exclusively on the special trade with the West
Indies in connection with sugar, but, as a few nights since
a debate arose on the general West India trade, I do not
think it ont of place to trouble the House for a few mo-
monts while I g[anco at the general trade of Canada with
the West Indies. I find that in 1878 the total value of the
importe entered for consumption from aH the West Indies
was 1,181,728; and in 1886 it had increased to $3,249,642.
As will be seen from what I have previously said in refer-
once to the importation of sugar for the nine months ended
31st March last, I consider that in the general trade there
will be a still further development in the present year. As
regards the whole trade, both importe and exports, I find
that in 18i8 the total value of these amounted to 84,689,473,
in 1886 to $5,553,892; and when we take into account the
development in the importation of sugar on the one hand
and the ",exportation of fish and the other products of the
country on the other, it is more than likely that the total
volume of the trade will increase in the near future. I may
mention here that the Government, with the view of ex.
panding the trade of Canada, have sen tan agent of very con-
siderable commercial ability, from St. John, N. B., to in-
vestigate the chances of extending our trade with Brazil
and the Argentine Republic; and we hope also, at no dis-
tant day, to give an increased stimulus to the West India
trade by the establishment of a line of steamers between a
Canadian rt or Canadian ports and those countries. At
this point take the opportunity to make a passing refer-
once to our cotton industry. There are now about 60,000
bales of raw cotton, in value about $3,000,000, used annu.
ally in the Dominion, being an increase in ton years of
nearly 50,000 bales. In the Dominion there are now
about half a million spindles, employing about 9,000
bands, with an invested capital of about $8,000,000. I
am afraid I am troubling the House with the details
I have already laid before the hon. members, but if I may
presume to trench on their patience, I propose to show how
steadily inter-provincial trade has developed in Canada.
From returns furnished by the Intercolonial Railway I
find that the following movements took place in 1878 and
in 1887 in passengers and articles carried both waye:

1878. 1887.
Flour................ Bris. 837,778 753,480
Grain t. . ................ N....Bahels 331,170 1,1Oi6334
Live so k .... N. 48,498 60, 783
Lumber .................. ..... eet 56,600,000 161,100,000
Manufactures............................Tons 140,858
Other articles (not including fire , 820,000

Wood) ............ 230,741 1
Total freight............ . " 522,710 1,131,334
Pasengers ................. .. No. 618,957 940,144

Of the above, in both years, flour, live stock and lumber
wore local, as distinguished from through freight for ex-
port. As regards grain there were 440,454 bushels local
freight in 1887 against e31,170 in 1878. The total Increase
of freight in 1887, as compared with 1878, was 608,000
tons, and speaking of the proportions between local and
through freight, the general manager states that the in-
crease is about equally divided. This would give an in-
crese of local traffic equal to over 300,000 tons in 1887, as
compared with lb18, or an increase of 57 per cent. The
increase in the movement ofpassengers Iregard as indicative
also of increased inter-provincial trado. Taking some oOf
lbe articla arrid westward, bo growtb in tna trade I

f regard as indicated by the quantity of coal yearly trans
ported by rail from Nova Scotia. For the several years,
from 1879 to 1886, the followlng quantities were carried

i west by the Intercolonial Railway :
Year ended Tous.December.

1879 . ............. ................. .... ......... 570
188'. ......---.......- ...... . 10,246
1881 .'............,''....-. ..... .. .... 80,29
s1882 ................... ..... ................................... 35,89

.83 .. ....... .......«............. .. 54)891
.84 .. ... ............................. 112.8981885 ............ ........... .. "............ . ... 165,191

1886 .................... ...I *...... 175P512
As a further evidence of this we may take the returu of
coal sales. Aocordîng to the Nova Scotia Department of
Mines in 1877, these wore 687,065 tons, ef which 95,118
tons went te Quebec, Ieaving for ail other points 591,947
tons. Tbe upper Provinces aooordingly took 13 per cent.
of the whole sales of Nova Scotia in 1877. In 18A', the
return of coal sales was 1,373,666~ tons, of which 5&18,7629
tons were sold to Quebec, leaving for ail uther pointe
734,904 tons. It will thus bo seen that the Upper Provinces
took 40 percent. of the whole sales ini 1886 against 13 per
cent. in 1877. The returns for 1887 show that the sales of
coal to the Province of Quebec were 650,851 tons againet
538,762 tons in 1886. For the past year, the Ohief Superin-
tendent of the Intercolonial .Railway reports that the ehip-
monts et refined sugar westward were:

Prom flalifax ..................................... I.88,998
99Moncton ....... .. . ..... ..... Il56,992

Total-.......................... ...... 145,988
This trade did flot exist ten years ago. A large increase is
aliso reported in the transport of lumber, in the trafflo of
lresh fish to the lipper Provinces, suod in tbe ivu stock
bus3inesso, the latter entirely in the local business and not
in the carniage of cattie lrom the wes3t for export. Bach
year mecs new branches of inter'-provincial trade opened up.
Between the lSth September aud the 8th GOto ber, 1887,
shipments of oysters from Point du Chêne were:

To Montres]l...................... ..... ... ....3,143 barrela.
"Other Stations ou Grand Trunk Railway .... 33
"Quebec......................................39,081"

Total............. ..... ........ ........ 6,3 67

As fnrther evidence of inter-provincial trade, 1 fini that
the fîreight billed from stations in New Brunswick, on the
Intercolonial Railway, and lrom stations in INova Sootia, on
the Intereolonial Railwayand Eastern Extension, was:

1887 ... *...... ...... ,........... 197,774 tons.
1880 ........ ...... ....-.... ...... 47,142 Il

Increse .. .............. 1l50,632 94 or nearly 320 per cent.
The New Brunswick Cotton Milîs report an increaoe in
sales of $52,437 in 1887 over 1886, and total sa! es of $599,-
147 during the paetthree years to the Upper Provinces.
The Moncton Cotton Milîs report an increase of 812,495 in
1887 over 1886, and total sales of 8366,622 in three years
te, the Ipper Provinces. Tue iHalifax 0.htton Mills report
total sales te the upper Provincesin1 four years of 8528,-
400. The Windsor Cotton Mille report total sales in four
yoars te the upper Provinces of $8137,b22. The Nova Scotia
Steel and Forge C'ompany report total sales of their
product te the tpper Provinces, during the past
four years, of $880,478. It le; gratifying te note that in
every instance the returns show a stuady increaso. Thus;
the shipmeute by railway of the producta ef the Steel and
Forge Company in 1887 were 155 per cent, mnore in value
than those et 1884, notwithstanding the decrease in prie. of
45 centa per ton iv 1887, as compared with the average
price. et1884. la addition te coal, Sthe rcloniaI oarried,
in 1887, over 6,000 tons of atove, neanly 20,000 barrels of
phawtr, Over 4bO00,00 Ibo. Of ion, 1à,390 bails Ç«
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pickled fish, over 3,000,000 Ibs. of fresh filsh, 4,250,000 lbs.
of dried fish, 750,000 lbs. of canned fish, and 16,000 barrels
of oysters, all for the Upper Provinces. Besides these,
numerous other articles of commerce, as well as railway
plant and the like, have found their way to the Upper Pro-
vinces from the maritime section.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Has the hon. gentleman a
comparative siatement of the receipts of the Intercolonial
.Railway for the periods included in the statements he has
just given ?

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. I will be able to furnish my
hon. friend with that. I thought the question of inter.
provincial trade was transcendent in importance, and that
it would not be necessary to go into the question of receipts.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But it does go into it.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. J would be very glad, in dis-

cussing the items in connection with the Intercolonial Rail-
way, to furnish the information the bon. gentleman bas sug-
gested. It does, no doubt, go into it , but, after ail, I must
be excused for saying that I think it is a matter of secon-
dary importance to the great one of building up a large
inter-provincial trade between one section of our country
and another. We must aliso bear in mind that there is a
very large water-borne trade, as indicated by the shipping
employed in coasting. The tonnage employed in the
coasting trade between Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick and Prince Edward Island in 1887 aggregated
9,358,735 tons, against 5,321,726 tons in 1877, an increase
of nearly 76 per cent. Taking the three Maritime Pro-
vinces, in 1877 I find that the various ports of the section
saw 12,268 arrivais of vessels, and as many departures.
That seemed a good business, but so vast bas been the
change that in 1887 those ports witnessed 23,6Il arrivals
and as many departures of coasting vessels. l 1817 there
were 21,323 arrivals and as many departures of coasters in
the whole Gulf and Atlantic coast, and in 1887 the arrivais
had risen to 33,330, with as many departures. Moving all
along the coast and river lino, as far up as Montreal,
these coasting vessels have found in inter-pro-
vincial trade a development they never would have found
confined in the limits of their respective Provinces. The
increase in the number of arrivais and departures marks
the development of trade and intercourse that has taken
place between the Provinces by the sea and those
on the St. Lawrence Eiver. This development
is the more marked because it has taken place during
the very years that the Intercolonial Railway ias been in
operation. That railway is a continuous coasting vessel
day and night conveying the goods of one part to the other
parts of the Dominion, from tne Maritime Provinces to the
Upper Provinces, and vice versd. So great bas been the
increase of inter-provincial and of provincial trado, general
internai commerce, that the demand for coasting vessels
has gone on increasing until now there are nearly 60 per
cent, more trips made in the year by the coasting marine
of the country on the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Atlantic
coast than tan years ago, and the tonnage employed bas
increased 76 per cent., showing the employment of a supe-
rior class o vessels. In the United States, as hon.
gentlemen who have looked into this subject at all are, no
doubt, aware, the completion of the railway has
resulted in diminishing the enrolled and licensed tonnage1
employed in the Atlantic coasting trade. In Canada there1
has been found increasing employnent for the railway and
for the coasting vessel, the first showing an increase ofl
freight carried of 116 per cent. in tan years, and the latter,
juoging from increased tonnage, of 76 per cent. As a
single illustration of the growth, of the trade between the
Upper and the Maritime Provinces, I may state that the ton-
nage of vesels arrived at the port of Quebec from the
Maritime Provinces during 18$7 was 193,000 tons,

Sir CaàaLaTs Tssura,

being an increase of 33 per cent. over the preceding year,
and an increase of 47 per cent. over 1885. Hon. members
will be interested to learn, as a fnrther evidence of inter-
provincial trade, that the coasting trade of the whole 'Do-
minion has been steadily increasing, jndging from the ton.
nage employed, until now it is double what it was ten years
ago, as the following figures show: -

Tonnage. Tonnsgf.
1877 .................. 8,9U,862 1883 ..... 1......5,683b6
1878 .....1......... .... 11,041,661 1884 ......... ..... ... 16,448,707
1879 .................... ..... 12,066,633 1885...................... 15,944,421

...... ................. 14,053,013 1886 ..................... ,36,274
1881 ................... _ 15,116,.786 1887,....... 17,513,677
18827..........,..... ......... 14,7,,764
If hon. members will allow me, I will here state to the
House that the chief results of the Canadian trade in 1886-
87 were pretty much asiollows :-The total exporte ex-
ceeded those of the previous fiscal year by $4,250,000,
beipg 8 per cent. in advan-e of the average of the 20 years
of Confederation. The export of the fisheries show a in-
crease of 15 per cent. over the average of the preceding
twenty years, the total amount being $32,000 more than in
1885-b6. The export from the mines of Canada show
an increase of 13 per cent. over the average of twenty
years, but a decrease of $150,000 compared with the
previous year. The forest export shows a decrease
of 7 per cent. compared with the twenty years' aver-
age, and a decrease of $500,000 compared with 1886.
I referred before to the fact that the great drought and the
want of means to get the lumber and the material for its
manufacture down the rivers, bad a s.orious effect in check-
ing our trade in lumber. 'The export of agricultural pro-
ducts show an increase of' 80 *per cent. over the twenty
years' average, and an increase of 81,200,000 over the year
1886. The export of animals and animal products show an
increase of 50 per cent. over the twenty years' average and
of $2,2u0,0J over the export of 1886. The imports for
home comsumption were 8 per cent, more than the average
for twenty years, and $6,000,000 more than in 1886. The
total imports were 88,400,000 more than in the previous
year. The imports of woollen manufactures were 28 per
cent. more than the twenty years' average, and 62,500,000
more than in 1886. The imports of cotton were 54 per
cent. less than the twenty yearz' average and 8300,0)0 less
than in 1886. The total tonnage of shipping employed in
external trade was 14,000,0,00, being 130,000 tons more
than in 1886 and 16 per cent. more than tþie twenty years'
average, and, as I have said I efore, the total ton-
nage employed in the coasting trade was Il,ß00,000
tons, being 1,'00,000 tons more than in 1886 and'1 per
cent, more than the twenty years' average. -Phe tons
of freight brought into and carried out of Halifax by ship.
ping increased 73 per cent. in 1887 as compared with 1878.
The shipping carrying cargoes into and from Halify in
1887 was 125 par cent.norethan in 1868. Halifax iuIrMsed
during the past ten ycars in the tonnage of .cargo carried
in and ont more than any other port, Montreal having in-
creased 67 per cent. while Jalifax inreased 73 parent,
laving detained the House at some length with these
statistics, which are always very dry, but whih I think
are not uninteresting, coiisidering the great importance we
all attach especially to inter-provincial trade, aod to the
fact that Confederation has become more than a nameythat
instead of its being a Confederation on paper, a mere union
by whic i these Provinces are brought under one central
Government, it is found that, notwithstanding some geo-
graphical difficulties from the great length and -the compara-
tively narrow -breadth of our country, a very rapidly in-
creasing and a very large trade le grwing up, showing the
intimate commercial relations whieh are being establiahed
between one por tion of our country and the oter-I do
not intend to detain the House by going over at any long th
the statistics whioþ bear upn the year's progre, to whioh
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I alladed a fyer ago, when making the financial statement.
I have had prepared by Mr. Johnson a series of diagrams
in the same nio , though I believe somewhat improved, as
tBoèè which were presented to tbe House last year, ard I
hâvëlad these placed in the hands ol every hon. member,
so that he ma) ascertain the exact position we are in and
th progress we are making.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There are some new tables in
thisi

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. Yes, there are some additional
tablés which I thouaght would be of interest to the House as
illustrating the subject with whieh I am dealing, and that
is, endeavoring to put before the House something which will
give informatidon as ta the position which the country oc-
iipiés, fnot offly in regard to a large number of financial

questions, but also in reference to the trade and commerce
aid development bf the country, and I have had them put
in sâdh a formi as ta attraet the attentton, fnot onty of the
meinbers of ibis House and the people of the country gen.
erally, but of ary persons who may be desirous to tako an
increased interest in this cotuniry. Tio following are
the figures of diagrams referred to -

OÂJADA: Federal Gross Debt with Assets, for Years ended 30th June:-

Gross Debt. Assets.

1$9 (Confideration crested)...............6051 $ 17,317,410
19........*-.... _ -- ..... 96,896,666 21,139531

18®(Better terms to Nova Sotia)...... 112361,998 36,2,679
1870 (Maiitoba createl a Province, debt

$472,09) ....... ..... ....... .... .... ..... 115,993,706 37,783,96
1871 ,(British Columbia admitted, debt

$1,666,200) ............. .................. 115,492,882 37,786,165
1872 .............. . ....... ... 122,400,179 40,213,107
18.73 (Provincial Debta assumed, $13,-

859,080) . ........... ......... ........ 129,743,432 29,691,970
1874 (Prince Rdward Island admitted, debt

$4,927,090) ......................... 141,183,551..2,8,8
1875 ...... ... .................................... 151,663,401 35,655,023
1876 (fûtercoloiial Railway opened)......... 161,204,687 36,53,173
1877 ......... .......................................... 174,675,834 4t,440,525
1878 ..... ..... ... .................... 174,957,268 34,595,199
1879 .... ................... 179483,87-.36,493,683
1880 (Intercolonial Railway finished) 194,634,40 421 852
1881 (O. P. R. begun)................. .......... 199,81,n7 41,465>757
1882 ........................................ 205,365,251 573601
1881 . ......... 202,lý9 104 43,0ï,>9
1884 (Provincial Debts assumed,$7,172,297) 242,482,4A6 60,3i0 505
1885 (0. P. R. finished last spike 7th Nov.) 264,703,607 68lÂb5,9i5
1886 (Temporary loan to C. P. R. of 20

millions. Manitoba debt assumed,
$3,317,226)................ ... ........ 273,164,341 50,005,234

1887 ($10,198,521 added to debt being pur-
chase money of 6,793,014 acres ot land
from. P. R.)...5273,187,626 45,873,611

COIAibzA. Taxation, being Onatoma and'Eiclue Daties calected, during
Yea1,9ended23,t83,une7

Excise Oustomes
Excise. 1868 104utom . 1868

per capita. pêr capita.

184.... ........................
189.......,..................,.....
187......... ..............
18u ......................... ....

8 ........ .............
187......,...............

.184.......................
187 ...................... ........

187....................
187 ..... ... .............. ,...
1878.... ................
1881... .....

188...... .............. ........

1883......... ........
1864.... . ................
1885......... .............. ,...
186 ..... ....... ..............
1887........

3,062,588
2,710 028
3,619,623
4,295,94&
4 73b,652
4,460,682
5,594,904
5,069,687
5,563,487
4,941,898
4,858,672
5,390,763
4,232,427
5,343,022
5,884,869
6,260,1 6
5,459,309
6,449, LG2
5,852,905
6,308,201

$ .89
.79

1.05
1 -22
1 3
1.22
1•46
1.30
1.41
1 23
1.29
1.30
1 00
1.23
1.33
1*39
1.18
1,37
1.22
120

$ 8,578,38
8,272,88
9,334,2L

11,841,10
12,787,98
12,954,14
14,825,19
15,351,0
12,823,8
12,546 91
12,782,8,
12,900,6à
14,071,34
18,406,09
21,581,5
23,009,58
20,023,89
18,935,42
19,373,51
22,378,80

TOTAL Exports of Caùada for Years ended 30th June:

. ....... .... .... ....... ...... ....-- ... ..... .... ........ $

80 $2.54
80 2.42
13 2.70
04 3136
82 ? 54
64 ?.53
93 -.74
1 395

38 325
88 3814
4 3.13

59 311
43 3.34
92 4-23
70 4.87
82 5 09
90 4 43
28 4 03
52 4 04
01 4-59

57,567,888
60,414781
73yb7l,490

1871 (Manitoba created a Province, 15th July, 1870).
1872 (British Columb a admitted, 20th July, 1871).
1873 -...... ......... .............. ..........
1874 (Prince Edward Island admitted, Ist July, 1873).
1875 (:ýievenue Tariff) .............. .... ................ .........
1876 do .......... .............. ....... ......

1877 do
1878 do
1879 do
1880 (Protective Tarif>..............
1881 do
1882 do..... ......

i883 do ................. ............ ....

1881 do . . .. ....

1885 do
1886 do1888T rf)................. ......................... ......
1887 do ...................

74,173,618
82,619,663
89,789 993
89,351,98
77,886,979
80,966i435
75,875,393
79,323,667
71,491,255
87 911,458
98,290,823

102,137,203
98,085,804
91.406,496
89,238,361
85,251,314
89,515,811

RELATIVE VALUEO f 10 principal Exports (home production) from
Dominion of Canada, Fiscal Year 1887 :-

Wood and manufactures..................
Grains, bmrley, peas and flcur. . .....

Animals . -...... ... . .. ....
Cheese ............
Fish .....-....... ............... .....
Furs and hides...................-................
E,gre..................................... .......... ........
Eoal ......................

at ....................... ................
Gold......... .............. .. .. . ........... .........

$21, 166,530
16,001,897
10,491,442

7,108,978
6,875 80
2,323e9l8
1,825,559
1,522,272
1,094,076
1,017,401

TOTAL Imports into Canada, for Years ended 80th June:-
Total Home

Importe. Consumption.
1868........... ... ....... . .$ 73,4b9,84 $ 71,985,305
1869 ...... ................ ................ 70415,165 67,402,170
1870 (Vauittba created a Provinre)..........71,8t4,4 39 71.237,603
1871 (British Columbia admtted).........96,ne2,9 11 e13917,451
1872 -.-......... . ...... ......... 111,4-0,527 107,7tla
1873 (Prince Edward Island admitted)... 128,011,291 127,814,594
1874 ................ .........- 28,213,581 127,404,169
1875......... ........ ........... 123,070)2t3 119,618,657
1876....... ... ..................... 93,210,346 94,733,218
1877........ . .............-...... 99,329,963 96,3<0,483
1878 ...... .......................... 93,081,787 91,99,577
1879 ........... ......... 81,964127 80,34,08
1880..... ......... .................. 86,4S9,717 71,782,349
1831,....................... .......... ..... 10U5330840 91,611,604
1882,............... ................... ..... 119,419,500 112,648,927
1883 ........................... -................. 132,254,022 123, 1 YI,019
1884 ........... ........ '........ ...... 1 e,397,013 108,180,644
1 bi ...... .. ..... .... ...... ........ ....... 1<8..... .... 102,710,0 9
1884. . . .. 1014 461 Wfr1664
1887........... ........-......... 112,89,236 107,739,4J8

CANADA: Importic for FU(me Conaumption, dividtd imb Freeanad Duti.
able, di.rîng Years ended *Ath J une :

Dutiable. PFree.

1888- .... ........ ................
1869... ............................
1870 ........ .....................
1871 ..... ............................
187x ........ ............ . ..........
1873 .....................-.-..........
187t .................--.....
1876........ ...............
1876. .............. ... ............
1877 ............ ...........
187 ...... .............. ...........
1879 ........... . .............
188.............. - . ..

.883 .. ........-.. .....
1882............. ............
1883 ........................ ..... ... ..
188t1.............................1.. ...Il....
885 ............ ..... ......
1886........ .....................
1887................ ... -

IMPORTs of Iron and Steel, and Manufactures
for Home Consumption, for years :-

1868 ..... .............. $ 6,885,365
1>69 ................. ..... 7,385,780
1870 .....................
1871....... ... .5....
1872 ...... . ..... ,1,9
1873 -.......... 25,435,020
1874...............20,700,387

87.....- -.. 18, 199,198
1874.............. 12,965117
1877...... ................ 11082131

S 43,655,696
41,069,342
45,127,422
60,1.94,362k
68,545,718
71,4C9,196
76,2 j5,853
78,141,432
60,243,346
60,919,960
59,776,589
55,430,012
54,182,967
71,6J0 725
E5,757,433
91 588,339
80,010,.98
73,269,618
70,658,819
78,120,679

$ 28,329,610
26,332,928
26,110,181
26,853,130
39 161,398
56,105,398
61,168,316
41,477,229
34,489,872
35,380,528
3 ,422,988
24,911,596
17,599,382
19,990,879
26,891,494
31,548,680
28.170,146
29,441, 401
28,143,875
27,518,749

thereof, into the Dominion

1878 ..... .. .........
1879 .... ..............
1880 ....... ..
1881......... .. ............
1832 ....... .............
1883...... .....
1881..............
1885......... ...............
1886......... .......
1887......

9,998,800
7,962,295

10 12Qt,60
12,955,855
17,499,488
20,080,274
14,790,727
11,415,713
11,t53,365
13,595,046
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DircouNTS given by the Ohartered

1868... ........... $50,500,316
1869.... . 53,573,307
1870...................62252,569
1871........... 83,989,756
1872 ........ .............107,354,115
1873.......................117,646,219
1874......... ......... ...... 133,731,260
1875................ . 123,786038
1876....................... 128,645,238
1877.........126,169,77

CANAàjA: Overdue Notes and Debta ln
to total amount borrowed from
ber :-

1873....... ...... $ 207
1874............. ....... 202
1875.................... 4 73
1876....... -... 4 30
1877 ..... 1....... ......... 4 45
1878 ....... .......... ... 4 56
1879...... ........ ...... 490
1880»e................... 4 24

BUSINEaSSF'ailureo ilu
1873........ ...... 12,334,00
1874......... ........ 7,696,000
1875 (Roy. Tarif') ... 28,843,000
1876 do ... 25,517,000
1877 do ... 25,523,000
1878 do ... 23,908,000
1879 do ... 29,347,000
1880 (Protect. Tarif) 7,988,000

Banks of Canada, June 30th :-
1878...... ......... 124,888,552
1879......................122,502,537
1880..............118,916,970
1881 ......................144,139,875
1882..............177,521,800
1883..... ........177,222,669
1884......... ............. 160,459,183
1885 .......... ........158,209,174
1886 ......... ........165.044,608
1887............ ...... 169,357,325
Ohartered Banks, proportion being
Banks for Years ended Blet Octo-

1881.. ........... .« $ 2 68
1882.242. 19
1883.5..... 2 45
1884 ..- ......... 357
1885...................245
1886 ..........-........ 1 63
1887.................. 161

Canada, years: .
1881 (Proteet. Tarif') $ 5,751,000
1882 do 8,87,000
1883 do 15,872,000
1884 do 18,939,000
1885 do 8,743,000
1886 do 10,387,090
1887 do 16,311,745

CANADA Bank Notes in circulation during years ended June 30th:-
Bank Notes. Dom. Notes.

1868......... ......... 8.07.. ...... 3,795,000
1869 ...... ......... ........................... ....... 8,063,198 4,792,000
1870 ............. .. .................. 14,167,948 7,294,103
1871 ...... ..............................-.............. 18,339,893 7,44,341
1872..................................... 25,040,077 10,813,58
1873...................... . ..... 29,516046 11,314,256
1874.......... . . . . . ......... 583,130 12175579
1875................................ 20,902,991 10,780,324
1876.................................20,288,158 11534,731
1877................ . . . ...... 18,265,356 10,680,493
1878.......................... 19,351,109 10,435,696
1879.................... ............. 18,090,814 10,790,510
1880 ................................................... 20,186,176 13,565,959
1881................... . . ..... 26,102,368 4,539,795
1882................... ......... .............. .............. 32,229,937 15,796,538
1883 .......................................... 2,211,945 16,005,243
1884 .. ......... 29,654,51...15,344,474
1885 ................. ..... ......... ..... . ........ ..... 229
1886 ..... ......... ....................... 29,200,627 16,V9,452
1887 ................................ . 30,438,152 15,064,835

DEPOSITe by the People in îbi Chartered Banks of Canada, 30th June :
1868 .............. $ 32,808,104 1878 (Rev. Tarif')... $ 66,503,757
1869..... ......... ,3,823,333 1879 do ... 63,635,952
1870............ ...... 50,767,100 1880 (Protect. Tarif') 77,891,498
1871.......... ... 5,763,067 1881 do 86,07,571
1872..... .......... 53,986,818 1882 do 99,100,729
1873...... ......... 55,547,607 1883 do 99,364,750
1874 (Bey. Tarif), 65,991,047 1884 do 92,413,513
1875 do . 58,367,942 1885 d0 99,383,673
1876 do .9 63,320,858 1886 do 103,583,950
1877 do .2 63,241,128 1887 do 107,154,483

CANADA,, Deposits b y the People in Savinge Branches, Baildlng Socie-
ties and Loan Gompanies, for Years ended 301h Iiecember :

1868............. $, 959,054 1878. ......... $ 8,269,295
1869. . .... 1,485,014 1879 . .... 9,426,148
1870 ..... ........ 1,942,575 1880 .............. 11, -à 3,633
1871................2399,136 1881. . ... 13,460,268
1872. .......... 2,0,778 1882 ,14,241,783
1873. ............ 2,869,382 1883.......7.... 13,954,461

3. 4,614,813 1884......... 13,87616
1875 ............... 25,020,907 1885 ,15,435,084
1876........ ........ . ..... 6,126,378 1886 30438.. .. 17,712,885
1877.................. 7,1,186

DEPOEITs in Savings Ba.nks of Canada, 30th June:
1868..................$ 4,360692 1878... ...........$ 14,222,074
1869 .............. ..... ,723 567 1879.................. 14,702,715
1870......................7,591,978 1880 .............. 18,237,496
1871.............. 9,367,941 1881 .............. 24,331,202
1872................... 1026,376 1882 .............. 31,098,718
1873.....................12,933,894 1883 .............. 35,189e426
1874 ..... T)..... 15,101,195 1884 . 38,003,116
1875 .............. 14,125,477 1885 .... .. 41,990,776
1876 .............. 13,838,201 1886 .............. 45,072,886
1877,.................. 13,391,014 1887 .. 60944,785

Sir C*aBLES Tuippza,

COYami: Operations of the oney Order System for years
ended Both June :-

Orders Iumued.
Amount.

1868.................................... .... ...... $ 52,881
1869....................................3,563,645
1870 .......... ......... ........ 3,910,250
1871............ ... . .. ................ 4,6,434
1872 .................................... ................ 5,154,120
1873..... .................. ....................... ....... ,289,06
1874............................. ........... 6,757,427
1875 ... .................. .... 6,711,539
1876......... ...................... ....................... ,8666 8
1877............................ ......... 6,856,821
1878....................... ................... 7,130,895
1879 ............................ 6,788,723
1880 ...... ....... 7,207,337
1881 ..... ......... ............. ............ ............ 7,725,212
1882 .................. 8,354,193
1882............. . ......... ,...... ,490,900
1883....................... ... 10,067,834
1885............... ..................10,384,211
1886 ....................... 4........ ........ 10,231,189
1887 ........... ....................... 10,328,984

No.
Issued.

90,163
96,629

110,021
120,521
136,422
161,096
179,851
181,091
238,668
253.962
269,417
281,725
306,088
338,238
372,248
419,613
463,502
499,243
529,458
574,899

CANADA POST OFFICES.

Number of Post Offices:-

1868............,.........
1869.................
1870......................
1871...........................
1872...................
1873....................
1874...................
1875....................... .....
1876........................ ......
1877....................

3,638
3,756
3,820
3,943
4,135
4,518
4,706
4,892
5,015
5,161

Distribution of Post Offioe:-

Ontario....................... . 1
Quebec...... ................................ .....
Nova Scotia ..... .........
New Brunswick ................................
Prince Edward Island ...................... .....
British Columbia. ............. ......... .
Manitoba and North-West .......... .....

1878 .............. ......
1879...................... .
1880..... .. ..................
1881.. . . ........
1882 ...................... ....
1883 ......... .. ...... ..... ......
1884............
1885. ......... ........
1886 ...............
1887.........................

5,378
5,696
5,773
5,935
6,171
6,395
6,837
7,084
7,295
7,534

to every 64 square miles.
do 142 do
do 16 do
do 26 do
do 7 do
do 3,250 do
do 225 do

Lettirs and Postal Cards posted (000 omitted)

18689............... ...
1869........ ........... .... ....
1870..................... ....
1872........................
1872....................
1873 ......... .....................
1874 ........ ................
1875 ........ ....................
1876......... ......... .........
1877............... -

18,100
21,920
24,500
27,050
30,600
34,579
39,358
42,000
46,446
46,960

1878....................
1879 ................
1880...... .........
1881........... ..........
1882....................
1883....................
1881.......................
1885.......... ....
1886..... .........

1887...............,...

Newspapers carried by Postal Department (000 omitted):-

1868...........
1869.... ............
1870....... ...............
1871 ................
1872.... ....... ........
1873.............. ......
1874...................

1876............ ........

1877 .......

18,860
18,700
20,150
22,250
24,400
25,480
29,000
31,300
38,550
39,000

Postal Revenue -

1869......... ........ $1,024,710
1869......... ... 973,056
1870 ........ 1,010,767
1871............:.......1,079,767
172 .................. 1,193,062
1873 ...... .......... ...... 1,406,984
1874 ............... 1,476,207
1875 ....................... 1,536,509
1876 .................. 1,44,886
1877 .............. .. .. 1,01134

1878......... .

1879 ........ .... ...... ........
1880.. . . .............
1881 .........
1882 ........ . ..... .. ...... ......
1883........ ..............

1885........................

1887

1878...........
1879 ............
1880. .
1881.........

1883 ...................
1884................

1886...........
1887........ ......

50,455
5,840
53,60
57,810
67,500
75,74.
79,680
82,200
86,110
90,658

89,936
42,80
45,120
48,690
50,845
53,140
55,9M0
58,381
60,064

1,620,022
1,534,363
1,648,017
1,767,953
2,022,098
2,364,384
2,330,741
2,400,061
2,469,379
2,603,2u6
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1878 ........ .............. $2,110,365
1879 ..................... 2,167,266
1880 -...... ........ 2,286,611
1881...... ......... 2,333,189
1882..... .......... 2,459,356
183.............. ..... 2,687,394
1884........ . 2,931,387
1885 ............... 3,097,882
1886 ......... ...... 3,380,411
1887 ... ............... 3,458,101

Rixiwiysla Oxas oth June,
1868 ... ......... .Miles

1869.......... do
18 .................... do

. ............ do
18......... ..... do
1 ................. d
1 .............. do
1 .. .......... do
1876.. do
1877.. ....... do

r mile.
Great Britain 206,800,
Qrpany.., 103,000
France ........ 134,000
Itl ... ,......94,700
Belgium....... 123,400

2,522
2,880
2,679
2,950
3,018
3,869
4,0,a2
4,826
5,157
5,574

Popt'n.
per mile.

1,930
2,065
2,110
5,000
2,102

1878..... ............ Mles
1878................... do
1880 ........ . .......... do
1881.............do
18P.. ............ do
1883. . ... do
1884 .............do
1885..... ....... ......... do
188 ...........
188....... ....do

Holland...
Russia.....
United States
Canada........

Oost
per mile.

95,200
97,200
61,000
61,000

6,143
6,2b5
6,891
7 260
7,530
8,726
9,575

10,773
11,823
12,292

Poplt'n.
per mile.

3,400
5,965

417
491

p

0 ANADIAN Rallways, Passengers carried, for years ended 30th June --

to '1874..

187,7.
188.....

1 76...........

1879.
1880.

18 68 to 18 5.
1876........
1871.......
1878.........,
1879.......
1880 .......
1881....

Number.
No returns.

5,isp,416
5,544,814
6,073,233
6,43,924
6,523,816
6,462,948

Per
capsta.

1.33

1'50
1.57
1-5'
1.50

1881.
1882...........
1883.. ..
1884..
1885.....
1886.......
1887.. ...

Per
copita.

1·57
2-01
2-12
2 16
2.06
2 '06
2·20

Par
capita.

306
2·93
2,99
3-12
3«25
3·35

Number.
6,943,671
9,358,325
9,579,948
9,981,358
9,672,599
9,861,024

10,685,508

RAiLwÂs of Canada, Tons Carried

Tous,
No s'etirns.
6,31757
6,959,796
7,883,7%
8,848,810
9,938,323

12,065,323

Per
capita.

1.60
1•70
1e93
2·00
2*35
2•77

1882.
1882,.... .. ....,1883.
1884............

1889 ...........
1887...... ......

Tons.
13,575,787
13,26d,2 5 5

13,712,269
14,659,271
15,670,460
16,à67,997

Â-o1TG,ßnd lnland Lakes: Shippingemployed, not including Coasting
Vessels :

1868 . .......................................
189 . ........
1870.... .. ... .. ..........
1871.........................

1872 ....................... .... ..... .........187........................
187. ....... ...........

1874 ..... ... .......................

18m'.......................................
1878....................................

18.78 ......... .............
1 '. ............. ........ ......... ......

1 ............. ..............
1881...................... . .

1887. .......... ... ....... . .........

Tong. Sea-goingTonnage. Departed.
12,982,825 2,215,31a
10,461,044 2,537,482
11,415,870 2,476,354
13,126,028 2,594,460
12,808,160 2,956911
11,748,997 3,052,789
11,399,857 2,973,371
9,527,155 2,708,074
9,911,199 2,938,305

11,091,244 3,34e,835
12,054,890 3,342,919
11,646,812 3,039,029
13,577,8456 3,298,979
13,802,432 4,071,391
13,379,882 4,003,410
13,770,735 3,96?,420
14,359,026 4,233,6
14,084,712 3,843,951
13,969,232 4,018,»6
14,317,099 4,125,671

Tonnage.
Arrived.
2,104,009
2,459,083
2,608,519
2,521,573
2,988,793
3,032,746
3,077,987
2,521,134
2,972,459
3,295,887
3,841,465
3,049,521
3,487,735
4,032,946
3,933,152
4,004,357
4,250,665
8,800,664
4,026,415
4,236,767

CADA sea-going Shipping (arrived and departed) by nationalities :-
Tonnage. Tonnage.

(Buitiu1 ............ 1,896,668 IBritish......... 2,155,444

1876 Oanadian .... 1634 333 1879 COanadian ......... 1,736,310
united States... 1,597828 )United States.... 1,534,016
oreign........... 782,389 oreig......... 6,780
Briti....... 2,21,6516 Britisb. ........... 2,612,935

1 n.......... 1,897,094 1880 ConadiU. 1,794,210
18e4 e .. 1,7'16,800 18 itedStàtws....11,594,333

Mro* ..... 814,412 Foreign ...... 55,236
....2,294680 Br i ........ 3,8 005

UOnie iiý.-
18* 11 , 198l 881 <Unit8 a . 1.,79320Fre . 71,0.6707

Foegn. 791,08toega , 91,1
181

British............
182 Canadian .......

United States....
Foreign ............
Britishi.............

1883 Oanadian
United States...
Foreign .....
British .. ... ......,

1684 0anadiaa.
United States....
Foreign ..........

Tonnage.
3,164,839
1,892,290
1,884,65t

994,779
3,001,071
1,886,166
2,096,148
989,392

3,257,219
1,880,993
2,239,576
1,106,513

/British .............
185\anadiaa ......

1 Uaited States....iForfign............
(British .............

1886 Oanadian .........
United 8tates....
\oreign............
<British......

United States ...
Foreign............

Tonnage.
3,007,314
1,588,894
2,118.767
9e9,40

3,101,28a
1,783,63
2,190,Q05

968,968
2,657,619
2,3141io
2,288,067
1,102,641

CANADA Ooasting Trade, registered Tonnage empoyed
1868 to 1875............. No returns. 1882 ................ Tons 14,791,04
1876 ................ Tons 10,300,9.9 188 .... ............ do 15,683,59'
1877................do 8,968,862 1884 ................. do 15,473,47
1878 ................. do 11,047,661 1885 .. ............. do 15,944,441
1879..........do 12,066,633 1886 .... ,.......,.... do 16,368,7,4
1880.................. do 14,053,013 1887,................. do 17,513,671
1881........,........ do 15,116,766

TOTAL Production of Coal lin the Dominion, net tons of 2,000 Poundi:-
1868...... ......... Tons 623,392 1878 ............... ,Tons 1,109,595
1869 ................. do 687,627 1879 ................. do 1,152,783
1870..............do 734,245 1880..................do 1,456,795
871..........do 804,431 1881..........do 1,514,54
872............... d 1,038,349 1882..........do 1,845,548
1873...........do 1,228,852 1883.........,... do 1,831,819
1874................. do 1,068, 14$ 1884..........do 1,997,868
875..................do 98,104 1885................ do 1,978,981

'876..................do 950,483 1888................. do 2,104,17Q
817,................. do 1,020,875 1887.................. do 2,387,875

NuvA SOTIA0 Coal Sales (in tons).

Year.

1868................
1869 ........... ......
1870..... ..... ............
1871............
1872......... .............
1873 ......................
1874..................
1875.............. .........
1876 ........ .........
1877 ........ .. ..........
1878.......................
1879................
1880.......................
1881 ........ ........ ,......
1883 ... . .........
1883................. ......
1884........ .... ........
1885................
1888................
1887......... ..

Year.

1868 to 1872............
1873 .....................
1874......... ..............
187.........
1876...............
1877...... .... ......
1878.......,.......
1879 ................
1880........1...........
1881..... ... .....
1882............
1883..... ......
1884 .............
1885......... .-...... ......
1886....... ..
1887..........

Total Sales1

453,624
511,795
568,277
596,419
785,914
881,106
749,127
706,795
634,207
687,065
693,511
688,624
954,659

1,035,014
1,250,179
1,297,523
1,261,650
1,254,510
1,373,666
1,519,684

Sales to
Neighbor-
ing Pro.

vinces.

102,814
129,148
172,918
168,578
280,553
337,977
338,754
381,711
317,843
294,447
303,728
341,391
453,301
503,611
666,476
688,111
691,817
769,643
835,324
970,037

Sales to Sales for
other coun- Home cou-

tries. *umption.

233,179
266,220
265,147.
278,209
300J 05
327,84
195408
112464
9 706

136,828
109,'61
69,113

148,445
148,90
124,75,1
138685
76,783
40,215
78,10
80,183

117,631
116,427.
130,152
149,6»,
205,306
2 15, g0
114,965

225,658
255,790
279,172
278,110
322,913
382,Ai
458,952
471,32î
493,ÔS0
454,6,5
460,287
469,464

Analysis of sales to neighboring Provinces.

Sales to NSalesS Salesto PE
Quebec' run wi Iland e

gTo returns..
187,059 88162,269 78,81 41,948 55,696
189,754 85,968 43,611 62,sa
117,303 101,890 46,908 51,742
95,118 101,818 45,169 49,342
83,710 115,245 43,412 61,361

154,118 84,731 44,891 51,851
239,091 97,817 46,767 89,61t
268,6À8 123,528I 4Q,313 82,174
383,031 153,617 50,6 79e732
410,605 167,740 48,088 6478
396,782 158,420 50,399 86,216
493,917 148,634 52,770 14,329
538,762 175,918j 49,108 74476
50,858 186,511 50,615 82,053

18%8
Postal Expeaiditure :--

1868......... ..... $1,053,570
1869............... ...... 1,079,828

17. .............. 1,155,261
1871 ...... ........... ,.;.1,271,0#8
1872 .................... 1,369,163
1873... .... .. 1,653,604
1874.......................1,695,480
1875 ............ 1,87,241
1876 ................ 1,959,758
1877............. .2,075,618
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1878.... .........Tons
1879................do
1880......... ........do
1881...............do
1882............d..o.
1883................do
1884................do
1885................do
1886................do
1887 .......... do

1,665,814
1,748,164
2,094,844
2,260,680
2,708,654
3,085, 6M9
3,556,673
3,439,745
3,515,769
4,110,778

FPin Insurance in Oanada.-Amount at risk Dec. 3lst:-

1870.............1870 ..................1871...........

1873.............
1874.. ..........
1875...................
1876..............
1877.............. ....
1878....................

$188,359,809
191,594,586
228,453,784
251,722,940
278,754,835
306,848,219
364,421,029
454,608,180
420,342,681
409,899,701

1879...................
1880.. ...............
1881..........
1882.............. ......
1883.................
1884..................
1885............. .......
1886.........
1887...................

$407,357,985
411,563,271
462,210,968
526,856,478
572,264,041
605,507,789
611,794,479
586,733,0Z2
633,523,697

Lira Insurance lu Canada. Net Amount in force:-

1869............ $ 35,680,082
1870.............. 42,694,712
1871.............. 45,825,935
1872 ., ............ 67,234,684
1873........................ 77,500,896
1874....................... 85,716,325
1875..............84,560,752
1876....................... 84,344,916
1877..................... 85,687,903
1878.....,........... 84,751,937

1879.....
1880...... ........... .
1881...... ......... ..... .
1882. ...... ......... .
1883....................... .
1884.....,............
1885......... ...............
1886......... ...... .
1887............... .

86,273,702
90,280,293

103,290,932
115,042,048
124,196,875
135,453,726
149,962,146
171,315,696
191,566,168

CANADIAN Bank Stocks Highest and Lowest Quotations in Montreal
during years ended bec. 3Ist:-

Quotations.
Highest 111 1-10
Lowest 104 2-10
Highest 120
Lowest 209 8-10I Highest 134 7-10
Lowest 108 7-10
Highest 143 7-10
Lowest 120

j Highest 132
Lowest 113
Higheet 120 8-10
Lowest 111 6-10IHighest 122 8-10
Lowest 113 2-10IHighest 121 1-10
Lowest 1004-10

j Highest 112 3-10
Lowest 102 9-10Iiighest 106 2-10
Lowest 93

No.
of Banks.

1878... 20

1879... 17

1880... 18

1881... 19

1882... 19

1883... 20

1884... 20

1885... 21

1886... 21

1887... 19

Quotations.

Highest
LowestI Highest
LowestI Highest
Lowest
Highest
LowestI Highest1
Lowest1
Highest
Lowest
Highest1
Lowest
Highest
LowestI Bighest
Lowest
Highest
Lowest

100 5-10
83
93 4-10
74 5-10

115 7-10
89 1-10

126 8-10
1<3 8-10
138
118 8-10
132 6-10
111 6-10
120 3-10
99 6-10

114 6-10
100 6-10
129 3-10
113 1-10
137 2-10
122 6-10

LoANu or CANADA.

Loan of Amont. Nature. Ave. Rate Average rate at
Interest. which taken.

£ Lu. d.
1869 2,000,000. uarnteed... ,. . Premium 5 12 11
1873 1,800,000* Guaranteed .... 4 per eent " 4 7 8
1874 4,000,000* Unguaranteed.. 4 per cent. Discount 9 19 3

1875 2,500,000' f l Guaranteed. 4 p. c. " 18 4~11Unguaranteed 4.c
1876 2,500,000* Unguaranteed 4 per cent. " 9 0 0
1878 3,000,000† Guaranteedar 4p. c. " 3 8 311Unguaranteedj
1879 3,000,00o† Unguaranteed.. 4 per cent. " 4 18 1
1884 5,000,000t Unguaranteed.. 3 "' 9 0 0
1885 4,000,000‡ Unguaranteed.. 4 " Preminm 1 1 8j

Binking fund of 1 per cent.
" 1" " for unguaranteed.

t s a

No minking fun
Sir (G i&Lis TupPER.

TOTL debt payable in London, July lst, 1887:-

Rate of Interest.
3S per cent........... ...........
4 ". .........................................
5 6" ........ , ......... ...... ............... .......
6 4" ............ ............... .....................

Total.............................

Interest paid........................ . ...............

Average rate of interest :-1867, 5'55 per cent.;
4-74 ; 1882, 4 39 ; 1887, 3-99.

Amount.
$ 24,333,333

140,86,599
2,433,333
4,052,473

$171,675,736

$6,850,745

1872, 5'35 ; 1877,

PRicEs of Canadian Securities in London, in month of March :-
5 per cents :-1868, 86j; 1872, par; 1873, 108 ; 1874, 108; 1875, 108J;

1876, 107; 1877. l,08; 1878, 108 ; 1879, 109 ; 1880, 112 ; 1881, 114; 1882,
114; 1883, 114¾; 1885, 113; 1886, 116; 1887, 114; 1888, 118.

4 per cents. :-1875, 92; 1876, 92; 1877, 94J; 1878, 941; 1879, 95;
1880, 97 ; 1881, 104 ; 1882, 106 ; 1883, 105 ; 1884, 106 ; 1885, 106; 1887,
106Î; 1888, 115Ï.

3 per cents. :-1885, 92; 1886, 97; 1887, 100; 1888, 109.

I do not propose to detain the House very much longer,
but, before sitting down, there are two or three questions to
which the House will no doubt expect me to allude. When
making the financial statement a year ago, I was obliged to
state to the flouse that there whs one cloud on the horizon.
I think I would hardly be wrong in saying that there was
a cloud both on the political and the commercial horizon ;
and that cloud was the very unpleasant relations which at
that time threatened to arise between us and our great
neighbors to the south of us-between the United States of
America and Canada. I am happy to be able to congratu-
ltte the House on the present occasion, upon that cloud
having been entirely swept away; and I am glad to be able
to give to the House the most conclusive evidence that, I
think, could be required on that point, by reading brief
extracts from very high authorities, and which, I think, the
House will regard as entirely conclusive upon that question.
I will first read an extract from the Message sent by Presi-
dent Cleveland to the United States Senate, in submitting
the treaty that was recently arranged at Washington be-
tween Great Britain and the United States of America, in
which that gentleman used the following language:-

"The treaty now submitted to you has been framed in a spirit cf
liberal equity and reciprocal benefits, in the conviction that mutual
advantage and convenience are the only permanent foundations of peace
and friendship between States, and that with the adoption of the treaty
now placed before the Senate, a beneficial and satisfactory intercourse
between the two countries wll1 be established, so as to secure perpetual
peace and harmony."

Mr. Bayard, in a letter which I recently had occasion to
quote, and which was made public in the United States, and
which he addressed to parties who had invited him to go to
New England to make a speech, said:

" Conciliation and mutual neighborly concessions have together done
their honorable and honest work in this treaty, and paved the way for
the relations of amity and mutual advantage. "

I thin1 k, Sir, with that evidence, 1 am justified in congratu-
lating the House that the only cloud that we could see upon
the horizon has entirely passed away. The House of Com-
mons of Canada have ratified that treaty by their action,
and I have no doubt that the other branch of Parliament
the Senate of Canada, will ratify that treaty; and I am still
sanguine that that treaty will not be rejected by the Senate
of the United States of America. But, as I said before,
come what may, we have the fact placed on record from the
very highest sources connected with the administration of
that great republic, that the Government of Canada and
the Parliament of Canada have been prepared, by mutual
concession, to ratify a treaty which would dispose of the
question that was causing so much unpleasantness between
the two countries; anad whatever may be the action of the
Sonate of the United States upon this question, I think I am
not too sanguine in expressing thO conviction that
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1868.................Tons
1869 ..............do
1870................do
1871.......... do
1872........ do
1873.................do
1874................do
1875...............do
1876 ............... do
1877................. do

714,893
636,704
859,630
852,217

1,227,653
1,398,403
1,454,636
1,362,363
1,466,531
1,751,031

No.
of Banks.

1868... 12

1869... 13

1870... 13

1871... 14

1872... 16

1878... 16

1874... 17

1875 ... 20

1876... 20

1877... 20
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nothing will occur to disturb that continued harmoni
ous intercourse between the two countries, that friendly
reciprocity of good neighborhood, that will not onl
dispel any cauqe of anxiety in regard to our relations with
the great republic, but will lead us to anticipate a large
and freer commercial intercourse than has hitherto take
place. I do not intend to ask the House, in going int
Committee of Ways and Means, to make any alteration i
the tarif. As I said before, nothing is more important i
regard to the trade and business of a country, than confi-
dence on the part of commercial mon in the permanence o
existing arrangements; and I feel that we can scarcely d
a greater service to the country and to the development o
our best interests, than by showing that it is nôt necessary
continually to change our tarif arrangements, I am satis
fied that no gentleman who has ever held the position thai
I now occupy as Finance Minister, has been less troubled
than I have been with applications for a change of tariff
I am quite certain that my hon. friend from South Oxford
(Sir Richard Cartwright), when he held that position, had
a hundred applications for a change of tariff during every
year that he administered the office of Finance Minister
for every single application that I have had during the pre-
sent Session. I may be told that a hint which we gave to
the country, rather discouraged applications ; but at
the same time I believe that it has, to a large
extent, arisen from the fact of a general satisfac-
tion upon the part of the country with the tariff which we
now have upon the Statute-book, and a disposition not
unnecessarily to disturb it, but to allow it to have an
opportunity of being fairly tried and fairly tested. A year
ago it became my duty to submit a very startling proposi.
tion to this House in regard to the iron industry of the
country; it became my duty to make a very radical change in
the tariff in regard to that industry. I think, considering
the difficulties to which I have adverted, that capital is
extremely cautious, and that the capital required for the
establishment of new iron industries is so enormously large,
still we have every reason to be satisfied with the indi-,
cation we see that there will be no want of capital in a
short time, and that at no distant day we shall ho able to
manufacture, on Canadian soil, and with Canadian ore, all
the iron-and a very enormous consumption per capita it
is-that is used in our country. It has been a source of
great gratification to me to be able to read to the House, as
I have done, the evidences that we have on all sides from
parties connected with the development, not only
of the iron industry, but parties who are engaged
in the varions manufactures of iron, of uniform
satisfaction; and I am safe in saying that I have
not received from any source, from either a company or
any important and prominent individual desiring to invest
money in the iron industry, a single remonstrance against
the very great change that was made a year ago. I have
been pressed, and strongly pressed, to take another stop in
that direction, for the purpose of having steel rails manu-
factured in our country. I mentioned to the House a year
ago that Canada was the only country in the world posses-
sing 12,000 miles of railway within its borders, that did not
manufacture its own steel rails, and I had the evidence pre-
sented to me that, by giving proper protection, such pro-
tection as we gave the other branches of the iron industry,
we might succeed in establishing rolling mills for steel rails.
But we had to take into consideration the fact of the enor-
mous importance of the railway development of a country
like Canada, and under those circumstances we have,
although we considered it a subject worthy of attention, when-
ever it can be properly taken up-but considering the great
and vital importance of railway extension to the prosperity
of this country, we felt that we must postpone, at all events,
for this year, makiug such a change as would lead to the
establishMent of rolling mills in this country for the manu-

- facture of our own rails. I am glad, as I say, to be able to
y state to the House the uniform satisfaction that seeme to be
y expressed ail over this country in regard to the present
h tariff. I will not say more upon the subject than refer to
r the Bill that I propose to introduce in connection
n with the resolutions that are on the Table, when
o we go into Committee on Ways and Means, and
n that is to a large extent to meet the changes in the Act
n proposed, in what I have termed the Mills' Bill. I need
- not remind this foase of what I said a few days ago, that
f both parties in this House, whether in power or out of
o power, had been exceedingly anxious to obtain a return to
f the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, or such reciprocal trade

relations as were enjoyed between Canada and the United
- States unier that treaty. T arn bound to sty, I am quite
t certain every hon. gentleman who has looked into the
d subject with the care and attention I have,-and no doubt,
. considering its importance, a great many bon. gentlemen

have done so,-I am bound to say that I believe this country
à would be greatly disappointed if the Reciprocity Treaty of

1854 were re-enacted. While that treaty gave the most
undoubted stimulus to the trade and business of Canada,

- while that treaty, advantageous as it was to Canada, was
still more beneficial to the United States than it
was to us, I cannot forget that a great change has taken
place in this country and in the United States in a great
many very important points that would bear upon the
operation of that treaty if it were re-onacted to-morrow.
But the House is perfectly aware that ail the efforts, and
they have been great and continuous, made by hon.
gentlemen on both sides of the House when in power to ob-
tain a return to the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854, have
proved abortive. It would, perhaps, be a waste of time to
go into the causes that have resulted in that; suffice it to
know that sll our efforts in that direction have ended in
failure. The House is aware, from my statements on a
former occasion, that we not only endeavored to obtain a
re-enactment of the reciprocity treaty as a question of treaty.
but that we also endeavored to promote a freer intercourse
of tradc, freer commercial relations between Canada and
the United States, by the placing upon our Statute-book
fr a very long period wht was held to be a statu-
tory invitation to the United States to meet us half-
way in reference to certain articles. Those articles
did not cover ail the articles that were in the recipro-
city treaty, but as long ago as 1849, Canada, before
Confederation adopted that clause, and it has been re-en.
acted in every re-enactment of the Tariff Act, I believe,
from that time down to the present period. The object of
that was to direct the attention of our American neighbors
to the fact that we were anxious to promote freer commer-
cial intercourse between the two countries. It appears
that certain articles that were named in that statutory
clause were made free two or three years ago in the
United States. Attention was not drawn to it, I believe it
escaped the attention of hon. gentlemen on either aide of
the House, and the attention of the Government was not
drawn to it until a very recent period.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Excuse me for men-
tioning it, but attention was drawn to it.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). We had an hour's discussion
on it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. When ?
Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGELT. In 1886.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then I must say, in justifia-

tion of myself, that I do not think I was here in 1886.
Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I think you were not.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. At ail events I do not remem-
ber, and I am not as a rule deficient in memory, the subject
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having been brought ander the notice of the louse, and
aethough I have been a tolerably close observer, whether
here or abroad, of what has transpired in this House, I do
lot remember to have seen any reference to the subject. If,
as the hon. gentleman Fays, and I must of course, accept
his statement, attention was drawn to it, I regret my own
attention has not been drawn to it. I may here mon-
tion that no communication down to this hour has
been bad with Her Majesty's Government on the ques-
tion that certain articles contained in that statutory
invitation had been made free in the United States, and I
make this statement as I wish to correct an improper im-
pression that has gone abroad that we had been in commu-
nication with Ier Majesty's Government on this subject-
but when at a very criticat period in the relations between
the United States and Canada our attention was drawn
to the question, by the Government of the United
States, we felt that under all the circumstances the
wisest course to purspe was to meet the proposai that had
been made.and to put on the free list the articles that were
contained in that clause and which had been made free by
the aciion of Congress. I see a very erroneous impression
is abropd in many quarters as to the effect of these resolu-
tions which are placed upon the Table with a view to the
amendmeçt of that clause, or rather to its repeal and the
substitution of a somewhat different clause, and that is that
thèeffect of that action will be to destroy the effect of the
proclamation which put the articles named on the free
list. That is an ontire misapprehension. Parliament
élothed the Governor General in Council with power to plut

certain articles under certain conditions, upon the free list,
and,' thit power having been exercised, those articles are
ofithe free list of Canada and duties can only be imposed on
those aticles by the re-enactment of a new tarif placing
duties upon them. I mention this because it has been stated
in the press, I do not consider it is an attempt to mis-
represent the position, but it is a statement likely to create
a very prroneous impression on that point. I have drawn
the attention of the House to the fact tbat the difficulties hav-
Xng been removed by the Treaty between the Goveroments of
the United States and Great Britai ar:d between the Govern-
ments of Great Britain and Canada, at a very early period
we found a Bill introduced by Mr. Mills, Chairman of the
Commission on Ways and Means, placing a rumber of
articles in which we are very much interested in Canada,
upgn the frc list. And I will say this, that it is one thing
to make a treaty and another thing to make a statutry
arrangement, to make a legislative reciprocity. You may
be induced to put a large number of articles jnto a
treaty tbat you do not desire to be made free, that if you
had your choice you would not put on the free list, but you
agree to it for the purpose of getting other articles thei-e

hich you very muoh desire to be there; consequently a treaty
is nade a matter of mutual arrangement,of mutual concessiov,
ài it has the advantage that being a treaty it cannot be
4rected during its continuance by any legislative action on
6e part of one country or another. But under legislative
reciprocity the whole thing is entirely c.banged, as the
fouse will see, and we cannot imagine for a single moment
Wt. thje policy of that great country is goimg to be muateri-

ally influenced by any re.erence to Canada. When we take
e ppQsal to put lunrber on the free liet,as:it is propQsed

i th Mills' i i, a Bi llregarding which I still entertaina
very sanguine hope, that it will become law during the
present session of Congress. 1 say when we find that to be
the case, we know a once that it is not for tkie purpose of
furbering Canadian ipteress. It is done sin-ply because
in carrybg out the polcy of the democratic party of the
USnited Sates, they desire to make that article fiee in the
interestsof their wu countay, and in the interests of
their oyn psople. So n regaxd to .a large n4Lber of
other articles. But, as I have said, that propos l

Sir' CHARLZs _1UPPER.

in the MilHa' Bill is coupled with the statament that
lumber wilI only be free to ccentries that have no ex-
port duty on logs. The consequence was that I*preparéd
this Bill of which I have given notice in the resolutions, by
which the export duty can be taken off loge by an Order of
the Governor General in Council. It the Mills' Bill, a
month hence, become law, and lumber be made freo,
our lumber would still be met in the Uned States by
the same duty as before the passage of that Act. 0on-
sequontly it became necessary, as.every gentienan in the
House will seo, that in order to give Canada the advantage
of having this large industry relieveI from the heavydaty
which is imposed upon its products in the United Sttes of
America, it became absolutely necessary to arm the Gev-
ernor General in Council with power, when that Bill be-
came law, to repeal the export duty on logs, in order tha't
we might enjoy the advant age that is thIu given under that
Act. But, Sir, we must not forget that a though' Jumber
may be made free, although a large number pf other
articles in which wc are greatly iteirested may be rna4e
free under that Bill, ihat it is only an Àct of legisiation.
It is not a treaty, t is not a matter of arrangemert for
ton or twelve years, as on former occasions cf reciprocal
action between the two counti4Qs which was arrangead iy
treaty. We have the disadvantage of hpnowing that therp
is not that fixity in legislative arrangements hlat therp
would be under a treaty, but count4balaneimg this we are
left in Canada as free as the statesmen cf the Upited-ýtatip
are left, to alter or modify our legislation,'and ~~der
a reciprocity of tariffs each country rpmains pre e!y
free from Session to Session, to maIe just guch changes in
extending the free list or in curtailing it and imposi
duty upon articles that have previously been mad^ free, as
they had before. There is no obligation resting or bindirg
upon either country, and, under'those circumstangs, I fë1t
that it was right for tihe protectio of Gauadian ilgeests
that we sbould mpoify this 'cape,and nly embrece in'"
such articles' as~we wer'e 'H quite satiAfed. it would be in
the interest of Canada te make free, Whêinver they were
made free in the United States of Ameria'. -Saft stands in
the same way. In the Mills Bill it is provided itfat silt
sball be made froc, but only that coming fromi sunhicoun.
tries as do not charge duty upon salt going into that
country out of the United States. So in tbIc ame
way as in reference to lum,ber, in ordpr ito get the
advantage of that Bill, if it wore to as to-morrow
or a month hence, it was absolutýely necessary the Gover-
nor Geaeral in Council sbould have power' to des
with that subject so as to put salt on the fre list, and give
-as [bave ro doubt that acton would giye-a very great
impetus to that very lfargeand important indnutry in t he
Province of Ontario. NQw, Sir, I do not fhiùk~it will e
necessary for me to say more in reference- to tfiat but 1
want to draw the attention of the louse for a few momenta
te a subject of voeiy consideorable irpspor±noe. WhäT rwas
standing here a year ago I congrtulatul 1flie Hose, .ànd I
congratulate the countrupon te fact, that the näiily thit
parties wjshing and desiring to invest ii pitln te
manufgeturing industries of this' conn try aid ted
velopment of our indu tries, -ad,' in'conséqence 'of he
doctrines hold previously by theLiber l j>arty, dipoared
on account Of tlie action of the bd gentlemen opposite. i
congratulated the' Houe,; and I congratalated thé qointry,
upon the tact that the r.est leader of~the'pair.yop-
posite-i refer toe the Ion. Mr. Blake-whb so long
led with se much ability in this floee the party
posed te tbe Governrpnt-I ôngratülated the Höos'e tht
in the mst ,formai apd authpiçticniancr,~that bon.
gentleman, on a möst importnt pccpion, on~ thoejve and
Ln the very throes of à generaTl ehad deolared to 10e
pWople of this ountry itte ä m-oYtiihldbigral
party to the polidy of JrQ çtinèg naian in tries
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ad aspd he hon. gentlenan Aot only spoke with

thA i autliority which attached to his name, and which
attachqdto his poSitMon, but feeling that it was desirable on
an occagien of that kind that there should be no misunder-
standing; that everybody in this countr-y should understand
t4at we were as one upon this great question which bad been
go long a subject of such ferce controversy; referred espe.
ciallyio the hon, roem ber for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright) and undertook to state to the count: y that he
was expressing that hon. gentleman's views and expressing
ihe views of the great party of which he was the leader
when he made that important announcement. I do
not hesitate to say that as a party man, as one who believes
very sincerely that the best interest of Canada is intimatey
boind ap with the success of the great Liberal Conservative
arty in this çcountry, I read that ýnnouncement of Mr.

BIake's with a good deal of dismay. Lookirg at it from a
party standpoint I feit that le had made a great stride on
the march to the Treasury bepches. I always felt secure
that so long as that bon. gentleman kept his party in battle
array against giving sueh fostering protection to the indus.
tries of anada, as "had been found necessary to vitalise

them bring them into existence, that we were safe
eut I fet that, however much we were in danger by the
fact that the hon, gentleman had stepped upon a higher
plane and placed himself before the people of this country
in a pos4tion that took away one of the strongest argu-
ments we could present to the country to induce them to)
keep hon. gentiemen opposite dischargipg the important
functions of a loyal and constitutional Opposition-I say,
Sir, although I felt this, I felt also that the loss to my party
was more than counterbalanced by the gain to the coun-
try, in the assurance to the capitalists of the world
t»eling them: You need not .ear, you are no longer ii
danger, there is no party with free trade colors mailed to
thei maiset, yon neqd not fear that if we get into power we wilL
de4r4yyur iuvestmentf. It reassured not only the capital-
ists, Sir, but that body which is of more vital and greater
importance than the capitalists, the laboring class of
this country. In informing the laboring man who had
been liîted by this policy of fostering our industries
from the condition of helpless poverty into one of
comfort, the laboring man would no longer tremble at
the thought of hon. gentlemen opposite obtaining a
position on this side of the House, and discharging
the administrative funetions of the Government of the
country, because they were told that all these lears might
be at once and for ever thrown aside, and that the Oppo
sition had shown that it was possible that they could learn
Romething. They had shown that it was possible for them
ai ti when face to face with the great throbbing pulse of
the public sentiment of this country, to ascertain what the
people of this country had deltberately resolved upon, a

tlpt the people~ haddi-leiberately and again aud again
a rmedwas tþe true policy to be pirsued in this country.
Stili, Sir, I need not tell you with what regret I learned
that all these ongratulations that I had hbffered to hon.
gentlemen opposite, all these congratulations I had offered
xp this on ,al, th"ee congratulaties I hrtd qffered to this
contry 0be re-called. I need not tell you, Sir, the
rgret wiI wih I6earned of t ia-not again as a party
man, because, oking at it from a party ata,ndpoint, I feit
that hon. gentlemen opposite could do us no greater service
p ga fîrty then to fall back from the higb position they
had taken, and to take back this deliberate announcement
made in the most formai way to the peple of all Canada as
to What the future trade policy of hon. gentlemen opposite
woula be. Well, Sir, what was proposed ? Why, Sir,
when that great and distinguished leader of the party
waa o1biged, by causes which we all deplore, to de-
prive the Parliament of Canada of the great adva»aLge of

ps gen0. oeJknAw tþat very soo, notwithstanding the

eloquence and amiable qualities of the gentleman who
has so worthily succeoded him, notwithstanding that
ho is a gentleman whom we all respect, we found th4t
the Liberal ship was drifting without a rudder. Instead of
the firm hand of the captain on the tiller, we found a va.
cillating hand. The hon.gentleman with bis conservative
instincts-so conservativo that I have always wondered,
ever since I have had the honor of meeting him in this
BRouse, that he was not on our side instead of where ho is
-I say the hon. gentleman, with bis conservative instincts,
whon it was proposed to go back on the policy propounded
by his leader and accepted by his party, aud deliberately
sanetioned by the people who sont them to this louse-
when it was proposed to the hon. gentleman to go back on
ahl that, he besitated long; and when it was propounded to
him fuither that we should take so radical a stcp as to
virtualiy change the constitution of our country, the hon.
gentleman showed more than a disinclination to bebled into
that course. But, Sir. we found the Liboral ship, having
lost its rudder, in the hands ,f the hon, gentleman opposite,
without apparently knowing in what direction to attem.pt
to move. We found it drifting upon the rock of commerciç&l
union. Sir, I am glad to know that the hon. gentleman
did not commit himself to that policy; I hope, for
his own sake, and for the sake of the record that will
romain of him as a public man after wo all pass
away, that he did not commit himelf to that
policy; but it cannot be forgotten, Sir, that hon. gentle-
men holding high and commanding positions in the party,
were ready to adopt commervil union as the policy of the
Liberal party. We know, Sir, that commercial union was
proponnded by Mr. Wiman, a gentleman of.great ability, a
gentleman of immense pecuniary resoiurcos, and I think I
would not be doing hini a particle of injustice if I were to
add-for it is no disgrace to him--a gentleman of un-
boutded ambition, living in the city of New York
and a resident of the United States for many yoars;
and I congratulate him on his success most beartiîy. If
we do lose a man, if a Canadian goces to the United States,
I care not in what eapacity, I want to see him occupy the
highest and most important positioni he canioccupy.
But, Sir, what did we meu? We ouid thut gentle arn pre-
pared to ilace himself at the head of the great Liberal
party of Canada. We found that gentleman, not only with
the ambition, but the vanity, notwithstanding the great
names and the great ability posesssed by a large number
of gentlemen in that party, to aspire to place himself at
their head, and dictate to the Liberal party of Canada what
should be their policy with respect to the most vital and
important and momentous issues in this country. Well,
Sir, it is a groat advantage for a movement to have a man
of unlimited pecuniary resources associated with it. Every-
body knows that in these days it is no detriment to a cause
to bave men in it who have not only the will, but the
means to put their hands in their pockets to advance its
inteiest. Mr. Wiman had those advantages, and I do
not hesitate to say e bad the still greater advan-
tage of being a man of marked ability. Well, Sir, what
was the result? Why, Sir, ho soon-whether by some
human device or not, we are not able to fathom-se-
cured the services of two leading jouruals of Canada, the
Globe newspaper and the Mail newspaper, to advocate the
cause of commercial union. But, Sir, we fourd not only
these two leadingjournils comniittig themselves to the
policy of commertcial union, but we ound orie after another
of thegreat igbtt of thc L-beral party giving more than
countenance to that policy. Where is iL now, Sir? Why,
Sir, a discovery was made, and I feel that a meed of praise
is owing to the bon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar)
in this regard. I believe he is the man who beid out the
beaun light to keep the great p.rty with which ho is con-
nected from driftmg on the rock which ho had the sagacity
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to see, would have consigned it to political perdition. We
not oaly found that hon. gentleman becoming alive and
awake to the dangerous direction in which his party was
drifting, but we very soon found that he had influence
enough to rescue the organ of the Liberal party from a
poliey that would have undoubtedly endel at an early day
in the utter destruction of the party. And what is the
result ? The result is that Mr. Wiman, with all
bis money, with all his ability, with all his ambition, stands
to-day alone on the policy of commercial union, without
a follower, without a supporter, in the whole of Canada.
That, Sir, is the position. He founi himself
face to face with the loyal British sentiment that is too
deeply rooted in the bearts of Canadians to allow them for
one monent to adopt a po)licy which every man with a par-
ticle of sagarity must see would result in Canada either
occupying the most deplorable and contemptible position
that any free country could ever occupy, that of having its
tariff and taxes imposed by a Government with which it had
no connection, or teking the next and inevitable step, of
becoming a part of that great country. Brought face to face
with that loyal sentiment, which fills the breasts of Canadians
to an extent as great as it doee those of the people of any
portion of Her Majestv's Empire, the ship was steered away,
and, Sir, what for? Only to escape destruction on the rock
of commercial union, to be stranded on the shoals of unre-
stricted reciprocity. There it lies to-day, Sir, a great party,
a party possessing men of the highest order of talent, a
party embracing a great body of the independent yeomsnry
of this country, who give it an enthusiastic support, a party
possessing every quality necessary to lead it to power ex.
cept fixed principles, in accord with the sentiments of the
country.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Hear,hear.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I hope my hon. friend will
allow me to take that back, if he supposes me to use the
expression in the sense of unprincipled. Not at all. What
I say is this, and I say it in no invidious sense-I say that
the seeking of power, the desire to obtain power for the
sole purpose of governing a countrv, is, in mv judgment,
the most unworthy one that could ever stimulate a party.
I say that the object of n)-taining office must be, if it is to
be useful to the country. inspired by the conviction that the
attainment of power will be the means ofenablingtheparty
to carry out such a policy and such principles as will pro.
moto the progress and prosperity of the country. When I
speak of the want of principle, I speak of it in that sense; I
speak of the want of any fixed principle that will commend
itself to the judgment of the independent yeomanry of
Canada and inspire confidence in the party which seekse
their suffrages.

Mr. LKNDERKIN. Something like the standing offer
that you refor to.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. I will not occupy the time
of the House much longer, but I want to draw the atten-
tion of the House for a single moment to the supreme folly
of any Canadian statesman talking about unrestricted reci-
procity. 1 put aside as a minor matter the question that
in order to get unrestricted reciprocity you must bring the
people face to face with enormous direct taxation. That I
take to be admitted by the gentlemen opposite.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If they do not, they ought to

admit it, for it is plainly to b seen. No man who bas yet
undertaken to give during the long debate, to which I was
sorr y not to have the pleasure of listening but wbich I
read, a single statement asking this country to commit
its elf to what I conceive to be the mad folly of unrestricted)
reciprocity, has ventured to put before this House or for-

Sir CuaLis Tupria.

mulate any system by whieb it could be carried out if we
got it to-morrow. If they say they are going to let the
United States supply Canada witb everything without a
farthing of tariff being imposed on it, where is the revenue
to come from ? The United States are perfectly able to sup-
oly this country with everything we require, and I want to
know in that case where is your revenue to come from ?
But, I am not going to waste the time of the House in dis-
cusqing the wildest chimera that was ever put before a
sensible people. I put aside the question of the enormous
direct taxation that would crush the reople of this country.
[ put aside the question of imperilling the industry, the
capital, the labor of this country, as they would be im-
perilled. I put aside the fact which everybody knows,
and which my hon. friend admitted, when he stood here
battling with heavy deficits and struggling to make the
revenue of this country meet the verv moderato neeessities
of this country, the hon. gentleman then was impelled to
pursue a very economieal and moderato course in reference
to pnblic expenditure. 1 say. when ho was face to face
with deficits, when he, as Finance Minister of Canada, told
the people of this country that he could not add a emall
percentage to the duties on imports, that ho could not
increase the revenue to even a small extent unless he did it
by direct taxation -

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I did not say that.

Sir CHARL ES TUPPER. If my hon. friend says ho
did not say that, I will say that his memory and nine are
not together on that question.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Quite so.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And he knows botter perhaps

than I do; but I understood the hon. gentleman to say,
when he was admitting a serious and formidable deficit,
that ho would be glad to provide for it, but that ho did not
know of any means of further increasing the revenue except
by direct taxation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, I did not say that•
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman says I

miwînderstood him.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Quite so.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And I suppose I have mis-

underefood him. But independently of that, what is the
fact? Why, ho knows that Canada was then the slaughter
market of the United States.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Ho knows that every interSt

in Canada was paralysed.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Not a bit of it.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman knows

that every interest in Canada-that is my opinion-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is all right, but
you said I knew.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That Canada was paralysed
by being made a slaughter market for the United States.
Does the hon. gentleman want to take Canada back to 18749
1875e 1876, and 187l?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT., She wa in a great
deal botter position then than she is in to-day.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does ho want to allow the
enormons capital, the great skill, which bas made the
United States to.day one of the foremost manufacturing
countries of the world, sweep our younger industries,
with their smaller capital, out of existence, and compel
the labor of this country, which, after all, it in our mont
vital and important consideration to keep in our midst, to
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go, as it had to go in those dark years of Canada, down to discover the distinction between an unrestricted offer and
Boston and New York, to do in another country the work unrestricted reciprocity. When as a negotiator, when as
required to be done in Canada, and which a subsequent one of Her Maietv'e plenipotentiaries, it became my duty
Oanadian Government found that Canadians could do on to as( ertain whethe - the United States were prepared to
Oanadian soil1? I have used a strong term; I have said this meet us hait wayt or to do anything to remove the obstruc-
socheme of unrestricted reciprocity is a folly, a mad folly; tions to the freer commercial intercourse which we ail
and I say so for this reason: thatif every man in this House desire, when I was in that position, I put an unrestricted
was of opinion that Canada should commit suicide-as it offer before them certainly, but did I say anything about
would do by adopting unreetricted reciprocity-l say if that unrestricted reciprocity ? What was that offer ? Did it
was the position of every man of both sides of the House, commit me to anything except that I was prepared to
we would have no more chance of obtaining unrestricted negotiate in regard to the question of freer commercial in-
reciprocity with the United States than we would have torcourse ? The hon gentleman said, you made an unres-
of dictating to the Imperial Parliament what Ministers tricted offer. I said I did, and I did Bo deliberately, because
should advise Her Majesty. I can scarcely find any if the statesmen of the United States were prepared to offer
simile or language that would show the utter futility of us unrestricted reciprocity, I wanted to know it, but I was
adopting such a policy. This subject has been discussed not committed to it. I said that I was prepared to
now for many months, it has been put forth in the most negotiate the settlement of the fisheries, diffliulty on the
captivating form by the ablest men on the opposite side of basis of freer commercial intercourse, but I ask any hon.
the House, both in this House and abroad through the coun- gentleman on the other side if I would not have had a per-
try, and they have found papers so wanting in information fect answer to any proposition, either that the pro-
and so blindly subservient to party influences as to advocate posal did not go far enough or that it went too far.
their scheme-and what has been the result ? Why, point Mr. MACKENZIE. You made an offer, but you did notme to a paper in the United States, republican or demo- mean it.cratic-show me a single paper possessing the sligutest
influence in that country that would ever give support to a Sir CHARLES TUPPER The hon, gentleman says
scheme which would take away the barriers between the that I made an offer which 1 did not meanu. That would b.
trade of Canada and the trade of the United States, and a very mean thing to do. I think my hon. friend cannot
leave Canada free to admit the products of England,- mean that. i made an offer in a broad and comprehensive

form, meaning exactly what I said, that I was prepared
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Certainly not. or that the British plenipotentiaries, who authorised me to
Sir CHARLES TUPPER-and the other parts of the make the offer, were prepared to negotiate the settlement

world. of the fisheries question upon the basis of greater freedom

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That je what yen cati of intercourse between the United States and Canada;
unrestricted recAprocity.Wbut did that commit me to unrestricted reciproeity ? I was

asking for what every public man in this country, every
Sir CHARLES TIPPER. I say you will search in vain. man on both aides o this liouse, has endeavored to obtain
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I dare say. and has asked for over and over again.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You will find no man in Mr. MACKENZIE. If they accepted yonr offer, wonld
Congress who will support such a scheme. Mr. Botter- flt that have committed yen?
worth, in bis Bill, provides that nothing shall be done until Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, it would net have
there is an arrangement by which all this is to be managed. committed me te unreetrioted reciprocity. I tell my
In these vague terms, he seeks to get over the difficulty, hon. friend, ae I have aiready explained, that, if tbey
but he knows that neither in the Senate, nor in the had accepted the offer and had said: Yes, we wilI
louse of Representatives, nor in the press, nor among the sottie this question on terme of greater freedom of
public men or statesmen of that great country, could yen commercial nteroourse, and had then said:We &re
find a man occupying influence or position who would prepared to negotiate in regard te those terme, and had
dare to stand up in that country and propound the policyaked: What greater freedom do yen wish? I weuld have
that Canada ehould have free trade with the United States, formulated the greater freedor which we desire and weuld
and make as low a tariff as she pleased at the same time have put a distinct stâtement before tbem. Thon I would
with England. wit Eglad.have been bound te forinniate r poy and te aay how

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I dare say not.fro or ow farI1reqnired them
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is the reason why, in te go in order te negotiate the question on that bauis.judmen, Iar ne uengteestrng trmwhe îif 1 had te take op more time te teach bon. gentie-my judgment, I am not using too strong a termwhn Idifferencebetwen an unrestricted offer and

say that a madder act of folly for a party to commit itself 'net eIda
to could not be discovered, if they offered a premium toe
any person to discover it. Yesterday these hon. gentlemen env. iny breath for something more important.
stood face to face with the people of Canada with a policy When we took up tbis question of fostering our native
that everybody understood. Yesterday they stood face to industries, many parties in England attacked re in re.
face with the people of Canada declaring that they had fernete it, and asked: What de yen rean by turning
learnt something by their long term in Opposition, and your back upon the English free trade policy and taking
were prepared, if entrusted with power, to protect the up the United States pretective pelîcy? I said: If yen
labor and the capital and the industry of the country. were placed in eur position, with a population of tive
To4ay they have escaped sudden destruction on the rock millions alongmide ef a country witb ixty millions ef people,
of commercial union only to be etranded on the shoals of and with only un invisible ue dividing the two countries,
unrestricted reciprocity. yen wenld underbtand what we moun. I said te them,

as I have etated ini thie Houâe, that n Canadian etates..
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You were very near there men can fermulate a fiscal poliey for this country with-

yoursclf. eut having regard te the policy of tbe great nation te
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman says I the south of us; and I said further that it was of tbe

was very near there myself. i am puzzled to know what greateet intereet te Canada te have the freet intercoure
sort ofa mental organisation a man muât posse.. who oannot1pos.ible with them, cneistent with sfe.gwding the beat
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afid highest interests and institutions of the people of
Canada. Now, what do you find ? You find the republi-
can party of the United States standing firm b a protec-
tive policy, you find them standing by a pbhcy o'high
ptotection for American industries. That is their policy.
Do you find any free trade party in that country ? If you
think there is any such party, read Mr. Mills' Bdil, and that
is the exposition of the views of the administration
of the United States and of the great democratie
party. Do you find any free trade in that Bill ? I have
shown that ho proposes the enormous reduction on ait the
iron industries of the United States from 43 per cent, to
41 per cent. That is the free trade proposed under Mr.
Mills' Bill. He proposes, it is true, what is also our policy,
to make raw materials and natural products free, but that
is also a protective policy. Everything that makes the
living of the artisan eheaper and furnishes the raw
material to the manufacturer cheaper, enables yoa to
raise the same revenue and at the same time to pro-
tect the article with a lower tariff. There you have
the great statesmen of that country, who have been
able to excite the admiration of the civilised world by
the high condition of prosperity and progrees into which
they have brought their country ; you have republican and
democrat unted in demanding and maintaining a system
of'protection for the capital, for the industries, and for the
labor of the people of the United btates. This is their position,
and it is ours. 1 do not intend to weary the House with any
fnrther rëmarks, except to say that, although I have had the
unpleasant duty to perform-and I hope my hon. friend
from South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) will not press
me too hard on that ground-of showing that we have had
a litLle check on our onward progress, ho must
not forget that the policy which was adopted
of fostering the industries of this country so
strengthened the hands of the Government and of Parlia-
ment, so filled the treasury of the country, as to enable us
to construct public works of the most gigantic extent, and
of the most undoubted importance to every section of this
country; he must net forget that Canada has built these
great public works-and not only one side but both sides of
the House have been concerned in that, because bon. gen
tlemen opposite completed the intercolonial Railway, as far
as it can be said, I suppose, ever to be completed-from the
Atlantic te the Pacific, and the people of Canada have found
the means to construct one of tho inost gigantic works that
any five millions of people in auy part of the world have
ever been able to construct, and yet our credit stands to-day
at the highest point ever reached. We have found means
to stimulate the various interests of the country, we have
lound means to promote every industry except lumber,
which, I hope, in a very short time is going te have its inn-
ings, under the Bill which I am at present laying on the
Table. We have a country vast in extent, illimitable in re-
sources, whether by sea or land; we have inexhaustible
riches in the seas which surround us, and they are in our own
hands to develop them. We have a mercantile marine which
would be the pride and admiration of any country, and
which is onlyi surpassed by that of four nations in the world.
Sir, i remember the bon. gentleman opposite, on one or two
occasions, endeavoring to cover me with ridicule because I
made a calculation ot ow much wheat could be grown in
the North-West by 100,000 faimers, cultivating 320 acres
of land eacb, with a yield of 20 bushels to the acre. What
dôoes ho say now? Will ho repeat that to-day when we
have the tacts boloro us, that 16,000 larmers in Manitoba
aid the North-West of this country, have produced fron
13,000,000 to 16,000,000 bushels during the past year ?
Sir, the abnormal difficulties that were experienced there,
the inexperience of the country by the new men who went
iúto it, and a variety of other diffliculties, have disappeared,
agd'so far as the developmneit of that oountry is oncernhd,

Sir Ca&um Tvram,

we are now entering upon a career of rapid adeine
that I believe will, at an early day, give us niúcI gr i
surprises than that which is at this momêtit obdu fyíinth4
attention of thoughtful agriculturists ovèr th ciÉ6lse
world, that ise, a country prôdueing 50 and evèn 60 bihfi
to the acre, upon the average; over laigé fatins I do nôt
mean to say that is the avetage in the coumtif, but I n iW
to say that, on a Dufiber of large agricultural holdingsfi'
the North.-West, when the grain was threshed out, it mide
sured from 50 te 60 bushels per acre, coverigthé wliole o0:op'
on the farm. Hon. gentlemen opposite wll bé a glada'Il
will be if that statement turns out to bëtrue. I eniy, fut&
the circumetances, what has Canada to be afraid of, if we
have accomplished all this, if we have brought ont conntÙ
te the position which she' occupies to-daf? There is nO
member of this House who does not know that bôth ii
England and the United States Canada is boghining, to
attract an amount of attention that a feW years ago the mcst
of us would have believed it impossible te attain. I say,
Sir, what have we to be afraid of, with a hard, enterpris-
ing and intelligent population, with men whb, n ist fbt
man, are ready, in a fair field, to enter into compétition witi
the men of any other country in the wrld-wit'h a1 fe1t
field, not handicapped mind you, but with a fair fiëfd-I
say, what have we te be afraid of ? Sir, we hievè thé
most abundant evidence that it is only necessary fôr
us to have confidence in ourselves, and te devote our-
selves unsparingly in the future to tho great taOk of
developing the inexhaustible resources of this .ountry.
Then, with a great population, whenever the time comes
that, as hon. gentlemen opposite seem te tilnk, we ougbt
to have the management of these matters entirely i'
our own hands, we shallh b able to enter, upon even
terms, into negotiations with other countries for the
extension of our commercial relations. I say, Sir, that
we not only have the advantage of this great demraiD, with
its inexhaustible resources, but we have over us the lag of
the mightest empire in the world, and under its oegis we
can go forth with greater confidence than any man
can possess, representing a community of only five mil-
lions of people, we can go forth knowing that in the
remotest section of the world that flag is waving over our
heads, that there are behind us an army, a navy, and a
moral force of a groat empire that will give Canada
all the protection that she can desire. Sir, under these
circùmstances, te throw away Qur birthright for g. meâs of
potage, te go looking for comm rcial reciproéity with a
foreign country-even if wecould obtain it, I say a policy
of that kind would be, in zny opinion, te .aake. -u ,rget
what Canadians never will forget, the gratitud.e t1ey QW9
to the great empire of which we form a perti, and t duty
of building up on this northdh4portiouof tliè c5h iWof
Amorica, a power te which eve±y Gainadian wilt fe&' prOhd
te belong.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Sik o'clock.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Call it sii o'clock.

Sir RICHARD CARETWRIGHT. Perhaps it would be
as well, but I wish te say one or two words te the hon.
gentleman. I regret extremely, for hie own sake, that he
was not present during the reciprocity debato. It would have
intorested us allI to have heard what ho had te say then.
Had he been present thon, ho never would have talked the
intoleî able rubbish he has done to-night about unrestricted
reciprocity. But I agreé with him that it le'not possible
just now to enter into a discussion of that saubje and se,
as the hof. Minister ha surgestïd, I wihl eti Lit at fo'côWk.

I being-si o6IektrakudtèYt 'the Cli1f
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After Reces.

IN COMMITTEE-THIIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 72) to incorporate the New York, St. Lawrence
and Ottawa Railway Company.-(Mr. Wood, Brockville)

Bill (No. 30) to authorise the town of Kincardine, in the
county of Bruce, to impose and collect certain Toile at the
Harbor in the said Town.-(Mr. Rowand.)

Bill (No. 61) respecting the St. Catharines and Niagara
Central Railway Company.-(Mr. Rykert)

WAYS AND MEANS-TIIE BUDGET.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Mr. Speaker, the
speech of the hon. the Minister of Finance may be said to be
properly divided into three parts. The first position was a
candid and businesslike statement of the affairs of the
country, carefully prepared and carefully read; a departure
no doubt from our ordinary custom but one which, under
the circumstances, I do not think anybody ought to object
to, inasmach as it is extremely desirable that a Minister of
Finance in making such a statement should guard against
any incautious or ill-considered words, which might, per-
adventure, be afterwards used, or misunderstood, to his
detriment. I have my doubts, Sir, if the hon. the Minister
of Finance quite clearly saw the full import of ail the state.
mente which ho made in the early part of his speech. I
have my doubts whether ho entirely comprehended their
bearing on certain proposalis to which ho alluded, very
gingerly indeed, in the course of the discussion, but of
which we will hear more, I do not doubt, before this debate
is closed, and assuredly before this House is prorogued. The
second part of his speech was mainly devoted to an adver-
tisement, or, perhaps, I might more properly describe it
a prospectus, lacking nothing in fulness of accuracy
and detail, of the Londonderry steel works and ail that per-
tains thereto, saving and excepting a list of the share-
holders past, present and to come, but possibly this may be
in the documents the hon. gentleman handed to the
reporters. But in the third part of his speech, the old
Adam asserts itself, and we heard once more those thunder-
ing tones and impassioned declamations, with which the hon.
gentleman was wont to tickle the ears of the groundlings
on his side of the House, when ho bad the honor of sitting
here and when we had the honor of sitting on the opposite
benches. There was the same glorious inconsequence, there
was the same magnificent audacity, and the same superb
self-confidence which has so often led the hon. gentleman
to wrestle with facts, and so often resulted in facts gotting
the worst of it. Mr. Speaker, it is hard to say which we
are to admire the most, and I use the word admire rather
in the American sense than in the English in this respect,
whether it was the tender solicitude for the welfare of the
Liberal party displayed by the hon. gentleman lest we had
made a mistake, and thereby put off indefinitely our chance
of returning to office which the hon. gentleman (no doubt
most sincerely) implied, that ho desired in the intereste of
the country, if only we would alter our position in one little
matter, or the hon. gentleman's grand and magniloquent ex-
planation of the devotion to fisced principles, which has so
uniformly distinguished not only the hon. gentleman but
ail the hon. gentleman's colleagues in ail the many years
we have been acquainted with them. It does infinite credit
to the hon. gentleman's command of face, when we recall
the events of the last few months and recollect that the
apostle to-night of fixed principle is the same Minister of
Finance, who was a member of the self-same Cabinet about
a year ago, when they explained to the British Govern-
ment and to this House, that the concessions demanded by
the Americans could not possibly be made to them without

1M2

treason to their country and without utterly destroying
the entire value of our fisheries, and who twelve days ago
came down with propositions to this House enforeed with
al the bon. gentleman's eloquence and energy, in which
he proved to us most conclusively that hie late colleagues
(or his present colleagnes I should say) had not quite fully
understood the situation, that they hadgone a little too far,
and that he in his wisdom hadcome toseethe neoessity of ar-
riving at a totally different conclusion and to make them see it
too. Sir, is this adherent, this apostle as I said, of fixed princi-
ples the self-same hon. gentleman, a member of the self.same
Cabinet who, twelve months ago, compelled this House by
an eDormous majority to deelare that disallowance must be
rigorously practised in Manitoba at the pori of the most
tremendous consequences to the people of this oountry who
had invested so many million dollars in developing that coun-
try, who about three months ago, as the papers laid on the
Table of the flouse show, addressed a formal communi-
cation of the greatest weight to the English Government,
in which thoy pointed out that the greatest interests of
Canada would be imperilled if these pernicious Manitobans
were pormitted to construct a railway of 60 miles to the
American frontier; and who are at this present moment in
the act and instant-not of free grace or free will, but on
compulsion, applied directly to them by these same des-
pised Manitobans-of proposing to us to add to the enor-
mous burdens of the people of this country in order to
compensate a well-paid corporation for giving up a mono-
poly which those mon of fixed principles told us oould not
be given up without the greatest peril to this country?
Are they the salf-same parties who a few weeks ago
deolared-although there the hon. gentleman was not
so inconsistent as the rest of them-that it was
in the highest degree treasonable and traitorous to
this country to ask that certain goods which the Ameri-
cans had put on their free list, should also be placed on
ours, and who, about a week thereafter, at the instance of
the hon. gentleman, who had the good sonse to se. where
their senseless obstinacy was leading them, issued a pro-
clamation to do that which they declared, only a week
before, could not be attempted without treason to this
country? Sir, one is almost tempted to ask: are there, if I
may be permitted to use the phrase, two Tuppers or one
Tupper in the field ? We know that the hon. gentleman
can fill two quite different places rather irreconcilable under
our constitution. But are there two wholly different gentle-
men, one of whom was present twelve months ago and one of
whom is present to-day ? I rather think not; I rather
think that when nature made the mould in which the hon.
gentleman is cast, she broke it forthwith; and perhaps it
was just as well. Sir, here we have this same hon. gentle-
man, who is so touchingly afraid lest the Opposition should
become inconsistent, declaring in one breath-and there I
agree with him-that Canadians in a fair field are able to
hold their own in any country under heaven, and in the
next breath deprecating competition by these same Cana-
dians with the people of the United States. We have had
these gentlemen boasting of what Manitoba has done in
spite of a vile tarif, a viler land policy, and a vileet railway
monopoly; and we hear this sane hon. gentleman, who às
responsible for the tarif and the land policy, and more than
any other man in Canada for the railway monopoly,absolutely
congratulating us on the progrees which is likely to ensue
in Manitoba when these disabilities-and most of all
this last disability-are removed. Sir, we had the hon.
gentleman declaring, in one breath, that unrestricted re-
ciprocity was a folly, and in the next admitting that he had
offered that same thing, just to see what the Americans
would say about it. Sir, the hon. gentleman told us-and
there again I rather agree with him-that it did not com-
mit him to anything. What, Mr. Speaker, in the name of
wonder, could commit this Government or any member of
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it to anything, I should like to know? HRe asked us why it
was that the Liberal party never reminded the Govern-
ment of the statutory offer of the United States-as if it
was our business to acquaint them with what passed in the
United States. I have the Iansard of 1886 under my hand,
showing that for an hour 1, mysolf, my hon. friend from
Bothwell, and others of my hon friends bore, pleaded with
the hon. gentleman, who sits behind him, not to impose
those enormous and exorbitant duties on green fruits and
other similar articles coming into the country, because the
Americans had made them fre, and because, as I told him,
we were bound, by our statutory offer likewise,
to put them on the free list. The hon. gentle-
man declared, and perhaps doclared truly, that I
had a hundred applications to add to the burdens of
the people in the shape of new taxes for one which was
made to him. Sir, that may be true. What, I should like
to know, have the hon, gentleman and his colleagues left
untaxed ï Look over the free list from end to end, and
can he or any of bis friends point out to me one single
article which enters into the general consumption of the
people of Canada that is left untaxod, save only the articles
of tea, and one particular species of coal ? The hon. gentleman
desires to know if we should go back to 1874. Sir, there
is no such luck for the people of Canada. I would to
heaven that we could go back to 1874. I would to heaven
that we could undo the villainous mischief, the era of folly
and extravagance which have disgraced the history of
Canada during the last ton years. But, Sir, unhappily no
such thing is possible, and we must recognise the changed
situation. The Ion. gentleman declared-and upon my
word, audacious as he is, I wondered to hear any man in
his position, or any position, make such a statement-that
the effect of putting additional duties on iron was to pro-
duce new discoveries of iron ore in the neighborhood of
Port Arthur and elsewhere; and he also declared, on the
authority of a gentleman who had been greatly enriched
by hie iron taxation, that he never hoard of a consumer
who complained of those duties. Sir, the hon. gentleman
must have been deaf in both cars. If there is one subject
more than another on which complaints have been rang
into my ears from the day the lon. gentleman put on his
duties to the present time, it is the oppressive incidence of
those iron taxes on vast classes of our population. And
thon, Sir, the lon. gentleman wound up by declaring that
no man in the United States, no party in the United States,
and not one single journal of repute in the United States,
would go in for unrestricted reciprocity, but he did not add,
as defined by our high commissioner and plenipotentiary, Sir
Charles Tupper. Sir, I agree with the hon. gentleman in
this, that if our proposition had been such as he defined it
to be, if it had been one for annuling and repealing the
whole system of trade of the United States, and for turning
Canada into a vast smuggling depot from which people at
pleasure might import goods into any part of the United
States, it was the maddest folly to propound any such
proposition. But, Sir, when did any man in this House,
when did any journal of the Liberal party, or any other
party, ever profess to expect that the Americans would en-
tertain any proposition for unrestricted reciprocity which
at the same time meant free trade with England ? If the
hon. gentleman Lad done me the honor to read the speech
I delivered on the question, he would have seen that
several pages were devoted to pointing out that it was of
the essence and necessity of any proposition made by
Canada for unrestricted reciprocity, that we must dis-
criminate in certain linos of goods against England and all
other countries; and I defy the hon. gentleman to say
that he can name any journal or any man of note in
the United States, who, if that had been explained to them,
who, if the proposition had been placed before them as I
have placed it in my speech before this House, would have

Sir RIouARD CÂRTWBIsaT.

declared that they would refuse to consider it. If the hon.
gentleman will look at the language of Secretary Bayard, if
ho will look at the language which President Cleveland,
time and again, has addressed to the Congress of the
United States, if ho will look at the language used by
Mr. Butterworth in his Bill, he will see that hoeis wholly
mistaken in supposing that such a proposition as the one
we advanced has been refused or criticised in an unfriendly
fashion by the distinguished gentleman to whom I have
referred, or, for that matter, by any other publie man of
mark in the United States. But it is interesting to note-
and I call on my hon. friends to take special note of it, I
call on the press to take special note of it, I call on the
people of Canada to tako special note of it-that the hon.
gentleman by his own words admits that he and his party
are utterly unable to solve or to grapple with this problem.
I well believe it. There is no doubt whatever ihat to
grapple successfully with the great enterprise to which we
have set our hands, requires the greatest prudence, and tho
greatest economy. Thore is no doubt it requires a know.
ledge of the first principles on which honest taxation
should be based, it requires zeal for the welfare of
Canada and not for retaining place by grants to com-
bines and trusts and monopolies ; it requires statesman-
ship and patriotism-a statesmanship and patriotism not of
the order which, in two periods amounting together to
fifteen years, bas trebled the debt and the taxes of the
people of Canada; not of the order of statesmanship and
patriotism which has succeeded in those periods in driving
away something like two millions of people from our
ehores; not of the order of statesmanship and patriotism
which succeeded in provoking two rebellions in the North.
West and would have provoked a third, had these hon.
gentlemen not cooled down in time and surrendered to force
and threats wbat they would not give to justice and roason.
For the rest, 1 have to tell the hon. gentleman what ho, as
a medical man of renown muet know, that it is not our
business to prescribe until we are called in. If ho and his
friends cannot solve this problem, I can tell him that we
can, and are prepared to do it in case of need. But I am
not going to commit the gaucherie of drawing up a budget,
ont of which ho may take such plume as he pleases, and
hold me responsible.

Mr. HICKEY. Very sour plume.

Sir RiCHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I was inclined to smile
at the tribute which the hon. gentleman paid to my worthy
fi iend, Mr. Blake. I have no hesitation in saying that in
the language ho used with respect to that eminent states-
man, he spoke the simple and literal truth; but it is most
noteworthy that those worthies on the other side never
discover the purity, or the statesmanship, or worth of any
Liberal leader until that Liberal leader is out of their way.
They belong to the tribe, they are the true spiritual descen-
dants of that people whose fathers stoned the prophets
and whose descendants built their tombs. So long
as Mr. Blake was here, using his great power to
unmask the schemes of those hon. gentlemen, how
few compliments wore paid to him from those benches.
So long as my hon. friend Mr. Maokenzie was able
to lift bis voice, as he was wont to do, in defenue
of the right and truth, so long was his reputation not par-
ticularly respected by these hon. gentlemen, but when these
two gentlemen have been stricken by the bands of disease,
we find all of a sudden hon. gentlemen opposite are awaken-
ing to their great virtue and patriotism, particularly if they
think any word of theirs can, by any possibility, be twisted
to the detriment of the Liberals who survive. I would not
wonder that if anything should happen to me and I were
compelled to absent myself from political life, I might be
canonised in my turn. My patriotism, my loyalty, my
statesmanship, and all the rest of it might be flaunted lia
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the faces of my bon. friends on this aide, if any good oppor.
tunity presented itseolf, by bon, gentlemen opposite. But I
am on the whole content to be where I am; I am not
anious for premature exaltation in that way.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Even at the price?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIUHIT. Even at the price. I
must, however, on behalf of my hon. friend, Mr. Blake, take
serious exception to the very gross misconstruction which
was placed on bis words by the hon. the Minister of Finance.
What did Mr. Blake say? I know what he said. I know
what Mr. Blake meant, and I bave to tell the hon. gentle-
man'this: Let him take my hon. friend's speech from end
to end, and you will not find one syllable in it in favor of
protection, or in approval of the National Policy. What
my hon. friend did was to point out, in very express and
pointed language, the monstrous injustice of the present
tariff, more particularly as it affected the poorer classes of
the community and the agricultural classes. What he did
was to point out how very grievously the interests of con-
sumers at large had been set at naught in the framing of
that tariff, and it is notewortby that in that very speech,
and even in that part of the speech-because they
will not quote the speech, they quote merely fragments
from it which suit their purpose-but even in that little
fragment quoted my hon. friend expressly declared, in
so many words, that relief from these difficulties was
to bo sought in freer trade relations with the United
States. What else he did say was this, and hon. gentle-
men opposite are welcome to make the most of it: IIe did
state that the folly and extiavagance of which those gentle-
men and their friends have been gnilty for the past ten years
bad most grievously complicated the whole question, that
it would take time and consideration to work our way
through it, and, furthermore, that the parties whose inter-
ests were affected had the right to be heard. That is what
my hon. friend, Mr. Blake, said, and that was a proper and
statesmanlike utterance. I agree with that. I say un-
doubtedly these gentlemen have complicatel the case; I say
that time and consideration are required to deal with it,
and I say, also, that the parties concerned bave a right to
and should be hoard. But that was all. And I may
tell hon. gentlemen ihis: I made not quite as many
speeches as did my hon. friend, Mr. Blake, but I ad-
dreesed, in all probability, about 100,000 voters ini
various parts of Ontario, previous to the last elec.
tions, and in not one single, solitary speech that I
made did I fait to point ont to the audience I ad-1
dressed that the position was so seriously complicated(
by the extravagance and folly of the Government(
that I saw no chance of any great permanent relief except1
in much freer trade relations with the United States, and if1
the hon. the Minister of Finance wisbed it, I could bring1
witnesses, not by the score or by the hundro, but by thei
tens of thousands, to testify that on every possible occasioni
I indicated freer trade relations with the United States ast
the one avenue of relief which was opened to the people ofi
Canada. We can judge perhap3 better of the extraordinary1
sccuracy of the hon. gentleman in regard to Mr. Blake'si
speech, by remembering what he said but a few hours agoe
with respect to Mr. Mill's new tariff Bill. I have here the(
speech dated 2)th April, in which Mr. Milts introduced1
that Bill to the Congress of the United States, and I will1
cali the attention of the House to the language which Mr.1
Mille used with respect to that Bill, as to which the hon,
gentleman gave us to understand that it is practically aq
protective measure. What says Mr. Millsl?

" The policy which is being pursued now, may for a while suit the de-
mands of the capitalists who have money invested in the va-ious fac-'
tories and enterprises of that kind in the country. They may ba able
by the aid of these pools, trusts and combines, which eeem tu be springing
out of the earth aIl around us, to secure for a tims the capital invested.
But what, I ask you, is to become, in the meantime, of the poor laborer

when they shut off their fires, when they turn him into the streets and
determine that they will limit the product of their establishments in
order to keep up prices so as to save the profits on their investments ?
And yet they cail this the American policy. I repel it, Sir, it is not
American. It le the reverse of American. That policy is American
whieb clings most closely to the fundamental idea that underlies our
institutions and upon which the whole superstructure of our Govern-
ment is erected, and that idea is freedom-freedom secured by the
guarantees of Government; freedom to think, to speak, to write ; free-

om togewhere we pese, select our own occup atons ; freedom a
labor wben w, pisase and where we please ; fre. dem to receive and
enjoy aIl the results of our labor freedom to sell our products, and
freedom to buy the prolucts of others, and freedom to markets for the
producte of our labor, without which the freedom of labor ie restricted
and denied. Freedom from restraints in working and marketing the
products of our toil, except such as may be necessary in the interest of
the Government. Irreedom from all unnecessary burdens ; freedom
from ail exactions upon the citizen except euch as may be necessaryto
support an honest, efficient, and economical administration of the
Government that guarantees to him protection to ' life, liberty and the
ursuit of happiness.' Freedom from all taxation except that which is

revied for the support of the Government ; freedom from taxation levied
for the pur ose of enriching favored classes by the spoliation and
plunder of the people ; treedom from all systeme of taxation that do
not fall with ' equal ard exact justice upon all '-that do not raise the
revenues of Government in the way that ls least burdensome to the
people and with the least disturbance to their business."

I think that, when having access to that document, which
was as free to him as to me, the bon. gentleman should
have so thoroughly misconceived the spirit of Mr. Mills'
resolutions, be can hardly be held to be a very good or a very
accurate guide as to the meaning of a particular passage in
Mr. Blake's speech at Malvern. For the rest I feel that, to a
certain extent, this debate bas been discounted. A good
deal that might properly come in in the course of the Budget
debate bas bcen anticipated in our debate on unrestricted
reciprocity, and I must add that, while I was disappointed
that the hon. gentleman was not present during the other
debate, I was also somewhat disappointed in the line which
he bas taken to-day. I had thought, and1 had some reason
to think, that the hon. Minister had recognised in a great
measure the difficulties of our situation. If he bas,
and I am not certain that ho bas not, realised these
difficulties, thon the statement we have heard is only
another proof of the extrema difflculty, even in the
case of a capable and resolute man, as I admit thu
hon. Minister tuobe, retracing his stops and getting out
of the difficult position into which the country has beon
plunged. I thought he bad seen the signs of the times,
and I 1think that te some extent ho doos see thom,
and that ho saw tho changes which are imminent
in the United States and how they would inevitably affect
us, but the hon. gentleman, perhaps, is indifferent, perhaps
ho has made up his mind to leave us, and under those cir-
cumstances it may be that the hon. gentleman does not
care needlessly to embroil himself with bis colleagues
further than ho bas alroady done. Still, it is to be regretted,
because the hon. gentleman had, toe some extent, tho op.
portunity, if he so saw fit, of bringing about a great
and wholesome alteration in the policy of this country; and,
as I have said on another occasion, I am inclined to believe
that the hon. gentleman really and truly desired to do so,
although circumstances wore too strong for him, and ho
was obliged to leave the work he had began unfinished. I
noticed that, in bis proliminary remarks, the hon. gentle-
man called our attention to the fact that he had expected a
deficit of $30),O000 on the transactions of the year 1887, and
that, by some remarkable exorcise of skill and ingenuity,
that deficit had been avoided. I proceed now to point eut to
the House how it was that the misfortune of having to de.
clare a deficit bas been avoided. I find that the first
expedient which suggested itself to the hon. gentle-
man was a simple one, to be sure. The hon.
gentleman stated, as you will observe, that, whereas ho
had expected a deficit of $300,000, he found himsolf
unexpeetodiy in possession of a surplus of $7,313, aLd this
is the way in which that pleasant result was brought about:
For the last four or five years, af ter discussion, alter special
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agreement on the part of his leader, it has been arranged that we chooee to add to the enormone pile of buildings
and agreed that receipts for Dominion lands sold in the which we have already erected here for parliamentary pur-
North-West shall go to capital account, and that the expendi- poses. I think it is time that that account, also, should b.
ture for surveys and purposes of that nature were also to go closed. However, I ar not going to insist on that. The
to capital account. That has been done ever since 1880,as other points I have alluded to, think, admit of no dispute,
these public accounts show. What does the hon. gentle- and they show only too clearly that on the present occatdon
man ? AIl of a sudden he reverses the policy formally the public accounts of Canada have been cooked, and oooked
enunciated by the Prime Minister, and charges the expendi- to the extent of $456,000, so as to convert a real defloit of
tore to capital account, but credits the amount of $191,781 8350,000 into a nominal surplus of $97,000. Sir, in review-
for receipts on account of sales of Dominion lands to ing the estimato which the hon. gentleman bas bronght
income; and so, unexpectedly as he says, ho converts a down for 1888-89, and as to which Loecorreotly stated that
deficit of at least $300,000 into a surplus of over 897,000. le believod a largo addition would have te be mado for
But the hon. gentleman was not then at the end of hiespublic works and mail subeidies, Ifind that le propbaed te
resources. In former years, under his predecessor for two spend $35,421,000. Now, the hon, gentleman gave us Do
successive years, the cost of suppressing the rebellion i hint whatever as to wlat amount would ho required for mail
the North-West was properly charged to consolidated subsidies, but I am strorgly inclined te believe that wowill ho
revenue, inasmuch as we had nothing but gunpowder smoke fortunate if we escape, uncer existing circumstancos, with
to show for that expenditure; but it was not convenient lees than about 8500,000 on that acceunt. I fear, also, that,
to do that on the present occasion, and so the hon. gentle- looking at tho experience of previons years, which 18 the
man opens a new account which he calls a territorial ac- only guide wo lave, that the Indians rud Mounted Police
count, and he credits to that $293,917 on account of this together are likely to absorb a couple of hundred thousand
North-West Rebellion expenditure, instead of charging it in more than the lon, gentleman las estimated for. There is
the ordinary way. Thus, by getting rid of items which no doubt wbatever that ho will have to ak for at leaet
his predecessors had charged to consolidated revenue for 8500,000 additional for public works. It 18 probable that
years and years, to the amount of $456,000, he forces a railways atd canals, judging from the statements ef
balanee of $97,313. The hon. gentleman's original state- this carrent yar's oxponses se far, which the hon. gen-
ment, it turns out, was perfectly correct, because the actual tleman himsolf brougît down, and for which I1arnindebted
defloit was 8348,996; but it was not convenient to have a de- to him, in which 1 observe a charge of 8477,000 in
ficit reported whn he was leaving the Finance Department, addition to the large snm already askel for on rail-
and, so, by a species of legerdemain, this deficit has been way expenditure-it is only tee probable, I say, that wo
turned into a surplus. It is very ingenions, but I am sorry iay add at leat $200,000 more to the ameunt estimaled for
that the hon. gentleman, for the sake of producing a wholly railways and canais. For intereet, as I understood himelf
fictitious balance, should have allowed himself to be a party to admit, something like 8200,000 je likely to ho charged;
to what is purely and simply a case of cooking accounts. and, if we are to have an Election Act at ail, there romains
If yon take the Public Accounts for 1887, you will see that, the necessity of providing for the registration of voteN,
from 1881 to 1886, not one farthing of the receipts for whicl on the plan laid down by the hon, gentleman, cannot
Dominion lands was credited to the consolidated fund, and ho doue for lees than $250,000. Now, Sir, the total resnît le
you will also see that the present Postmaster General, during this, that we have arrived (and this le eubstantially in
his time, most properly and correctly charged to ordinary accord with the statomont of the Ion, gentleman) at an
expenditure the very large sums which wore expended in annual oxpenditure of 837,000,000 a year, and if wo have a
1885-86 for the purpose of putting down the rebellion in the Franchise Bil, of thirty-seven millions and a quarter, net
North-West and defraying the losses incurred thereby. Now, te speak of other mattere which 1 shah preaently alludo te.
in that respect, I am bound to say that the Postmaster General Sir, the lon, gentleman admittod candidly and irankly, and
set the Minister of Finance an excellent example, and it is it je te lis credit, that, se far as le could net eee, thinge had
very much to be regretted that he departed from it, more core to such a pase that our probable income would hardly
particularly after the special agreement which was entered exceed 836,000,000 and our expenditure would bo about
into on that subject between myself and the First Minister, $37,000,000. So that we are Dot only onfrontod vitl a
and to which, for fear of accident, I will call the attention past deficit as 1 said et 8300,000 or 8400,000 and I fear a
of the Minister of Finance, because I really think the item possible deficit for this year, but an almeet cortain deficit
ought to be reversed. This matter came up as far back ason the hon. gentleman's ewn slewing of $1,000,000 for
28th April, 1880, and after some discussion between mysolf 1889. Now, 1 say that je ratIer a serions statoetaffaire
and the present Premier, alter I had pointed out the neces- and more partienlarly as the Ion, gentleman made ne
sity of having the account arranged in this way, if he proposition whatever for the purpose of grappling witl
chose to charge the expenditure for that service to capital thatdeficit. Ho trusts te thc chapter of accidente, le leaves
account, ho replied: it te lie succeser. Sir, tIe timo wae when 1 recolleet

" A special land account can be kept for this, for which credit will be that the hon. gentleman used te denounco such a policy in
rven for all moneys received, and in which all charges for surveys, most ferecieus languago, in fact ho conld find Iardly any

e., will be charged." worde ufficiontly severe te stigmatise my colleague and
That promise was repeated the year after, and an account wae m> self wl9n, under very peculiar circumetances, we
opened, as I have shown, for four or five successive yearsethouglt it wae the laser of two evils te save the people
by the hon. gentleman's predecessor. Now, Sir, 1 will not from excessive taxation and te face a possible deficit
detain the House at present by pointing out, as I have often of 81,000,000 a year. Now, it je important that vo
done before, the fact that it is avery dubious policy indeed te sould be accurate bore,beause, altheugl the Ion.
allow expenditure for ordinary rolling stock on the Inter- gentleman treated tIc matter very lightly îndeod, thore
colonial Railway to be charged to capital account. I think can te ne deubt that there are very leavy iabilities
the good sense of the House is with me in thinking that beomiDg up before tIc people of Canada, Thc fouse
suc matters as rolling stock on the Intercolonial Railway vili romember that I took occasion te warn the lin.
should certainly come under current account; otherwise w gentleman, hast yoar, of thc inevitable reenît which would
will never be able to know where we stand as regards th ensue from thc grant whicl ho proposed te make te
expenditure upon that railway. I have my doubte whether Prince Edward Izland I pointed eut te him that if le
it is altogether in consonance with sound book-keeping to go 1 gave haîf a million te that izland on any pretext whatever,
on keeping a perpetually open account for every building he muet lay hie account te b. oonfronted witl similar
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demands from all the other Provinces in the Confederation. I oould have maintained it, but under those ciroumst ances
poin ted out to him, also, that this pernicious system of rail- we would have been free agents in dealing with the Cana-
way subsidies, which he is now apparently desirous of stop- dian Pacifie Railway. I need not comment on the utter
ping, involved consequences which could not be stopped, that violation of pledgee made time without number by hon.
he had opened the door wide and hoecould not shut it. He gentlemen to this House and to the people of this country.
had laid down a principle which involved the neoessity, if Bore is another finally final, final, final, final bargain with the
the case was fairly and honorably dealt with, of dealing with Canadian Pacifie Railway. Sir, every man knows, and noue
it on a large and generous scale, and of compensating those botter than the First Minister and none botter than the
localities which were not provided with railroade, or had Finance Minister, that the moment the ink is dry on this
spent their own money in providing themselves with rail. contract new propositions will be made, new demande
roads. I pointed all that out, and if the hon. gentleman will be made; the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
had any doubts as to the correctness of my foresight pany is certain to have some other proposition to
on that occasion, I think that the resolutions passed make, and it will seek to rescind its bargain when
at the Interprovincial Conference which took place convenient that it should be rescindod. Nor did the
a few months ago, must have roused him from bis dream hon. gentleman, altbough ho bas formally announced,
and dissipated hie delusion. There, Sir, ho finds that the or bis colleagues have formally announced to this
Premiers and the Ministers of the various Provinces united louse that there were negotiations now going on with the
in council, took the ground, and took it, so far as I can see, Island of Newfoundland for its admission into the Union,
incontrovertibly, that the present Government, by their say one word to us of those negotiations, or did ho
conduct in violating the federal constitution, by their con- ever allude in the slightest way to the responsibilities we
duct in making these grants without reason, or any special might be called on to assume, and the additional burdens
cause, to particular localities and partieular Provinces, had that might be imposed on the people of this country if we
utterly destroyed the whole financial basis of this Confed- entered into any arrangement with that I[land. I warn
cration. As the hon. gentleman well knows, they proceeded those hon. gentlemen that they have no right to entangle
to formulate their demands, involving, if these demande are this country further at the present time. That is a matter
acceded to (and the hon. gentleman and hie colleagues have to be gravely considered. There might b situations, there
rendered it exceedingly difficult to find any just ground for might be occasions on which it might be reasonably prudent
refusing them) involving an addition to the publie burthens for us to consider the question of the acquisition of New-
of about a million and a half a year, that is to say, if foundland; but I say, and I will prove it before I sit down,
capitalised, an addition to our total indebtedness of some- that of all conceivab!e times and periods this is the most
thing like 40,000,000. Then, Sir,-and a remarkable omis- inopportune to add largely to the burdens of the people of
sion iL was-from beginning to end I did not hear one Canada. We bave past exporience to warn us. I
word used by the hon. gentleman to point out to us the have no hesitation whatever in saying that it was
fact that there is now on the Journals of the House a most unwise and ill-judged step, on the part of
a proposition by himself and his Government, in- the bon. gentlemen opposite, to precipitate as they
volving a charge of $525,000 a year for 50 years did the union of British Columbia with us, although
to come in favor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Not one there was a great deal more to be said for that step than
word respecting that very heavy liability did the hon. gentle- eau ho said for the present negotiations with Nowfoundland.
man say. Sir, the hon.gentleman mighthave, with propriety It did no g<od to British Columbia, and it very soriously
perhaps, deferred the discussion of the details of this measure hampored and embarrassed our wholo future, and I am
until these resolutions were before the House; but in a afraid the promature forcing on of that union was one of
financial statement the hon. gentleman, I think, was bound tho greatest mistakes in point of statemainship, that was
to call the attertion of the country to the fact that engage- ever committed; it was at least ten years too soon,
monts had been entered into by the Government of which and it would bave been infinitely botter, both for us
ho was a member with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com. and for the pooplocf British Columbia, had they
pany invelving a charge for more than the lifetime of retained their autonomy for that spÀce of time. Sir, I
every man I now address of 8525,000 a year. I am not fear again we see Imperial interference. I am afraid the
going to discuss that in detail, I will merely say at the British Goverûment, tinding Newfoundland a troublesome
present moment that seems to me to be trebly objection- colony to deal with, are egging on hon. gentlemen opposite,
able. It seems to be objcctionable, in the first place, because without much regard to the interests of the people of Can-
the hon. gentleman apparently does not propose to give us ada or the people of Newfoundland in order to rid themselves
any data by wbich we can estimate the real value of the of the trouble; and I call the attention of the House again tO
rights we are called upon to purchase ; nor do I think it this, that in dealing with Newfoundland there is a series of
would be possible for him to give it. In the next place, it is unsettled and troublesorne questions which have bothered and
quite clear that the concession will involve other very large perplexod the British Government for many a long year
concessions te varions other portions of the Dominion, that past. Why, it is well known that one of the most thorny
we will not be allowed to guarantee this half million a year questions in diplomacy are the rights which the Government
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, without making of France still assert over a large part of the Newfoundland
concessions to other parts of the Dominion that will involve coast; and does the hon. gentleman suppose, does thi House
a lose of many millions of our assets and practically an ad- suppose, after the experience we have had of our fate in deal.
dition of hundrede of thousands of dollars a year to our ing with our own acknowlodged coast rights in Nova Sootia
publie burden. I might add that it appears to me, like- and elsewhere, that if we get possession of Newfoundland
wise, that the hon, gentleman and his friends were guilty with ail these questions unsettled, Imperial necessities
of very grose negligence in this, that when they were mak- would not compel us to play second fiddle to the people of
ing concessions in times past to the Canadian Pacifie Rail- France just as iohey have compelled us to play second fiddle
way Company, when that company was suing them for aid, to the people of the United States on the fishery question,
which it was necessa:y for it to receive, alth )ugh caution. Sir, I bave no time to speak of all the other propositions
ed and warned by us of tho necessity of arming themselves alleged to be in the air, although the hon. gentleman has
with power to deal with this very monopoly, they obsti- doclared that, with certain exceptions, which lie was too
nately refused to do so. They bad the power then to have wise to specify in detail, ho and the Government want to
got control of the monopoly question into their own hande, stop ail expenditures on publie works and ail expenditures
and if they Lad thought it wasin the publie interest they 'on capital account. Who does not lgnow that there are de-
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mands for canals, for raIways, for bridges across our great1friends might be certain of, and that wae: If the wretched
rivers, who does not know that all these different proposals Grits succeeded him they would flnd no surplusto dis-
are being presseï on hon. gentlemen opposite, and that sipate. Nover, Sir, was there a prephet who se thor-
under certain political exigencies these demands will be eughly believed in his own propbecy, and who is
conceded ? I should like the House to consider what the more determined to keep bis word than the hn. the
sum would amount to if these projects or demands for Firot Minister. Now, Sir, I ar going to address myseif
which the hon. gentleman bas opened the door so wide beto-nigbt to two or three matters of great î.ractica1
carried out? I venture to say we will not escape from moment to the people of this country. And first of ail, 1
our settlement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in- shah point out the relative expenditure ef Canada ag com-
cluding sums we will have to pay to other parties to get pared with the expenditure in England and the United
their support to the bargain, for one penny less than States, in those matters which are not fixed charges and
$25,000,000. I venture to say that if we allow ourselves which are under the control of Governmont and of Prlia-
to be entangled in negotiations for the acquisition of New- ment. You wilI recolleet, Mr. Speaker, that we were told
foundland, it will mean a charge of about $1,000,000 to the that no economy could bo practised; ne substantial
annual expenditure of this country in one way and anothr econ my could be practised in the affairs of Canada.
over and above all we cau obtain from that colony. I We were told, S!r, that with sucb ekili, and with such
venture to say that sooner and later, and probably sooner excellence were our affaireranaged that it would bo
than later, hon, gentlemen opposite will find they wiIl practically imposible for me, or for anybody else 1Ioaffect
have eut the ground completely from under their feet by any material reduction. Sir, I ar content te point te ry
their past actions as regards the demands of the several past record. We found a controllable exponditre of soma
Provinces, and they will have to concede to them a $9,000,000 a year and we eut it down te somethinc liko six
sum which, if capitalised will amount- to $30 000,00> or and a-hall million dollars, and, Sir, what we did beture we
810,000,000 more. There is a sum equal to $100,00.000 candogain. But wbat00wanttocalyourattention more
of added debt, if those sums were capitalised, staring na particulausly te 1 the actual present controllable expendi-
in the face, largely in consequence of the unexampled im- turc of Canada and the United States. I have bore, Sir,
prudence and folly with which hon. gentlemen opposite the Treasury returns of the United States, and I cailthe
have conducted the affiirs of this country. Sir, I say this attention cf this fouse te them for a few moments.
has arison to a very great degree from one fundamental h is a very curions thing, and will well repay examin.
error, I might add from one fundamental crime, in that tien. The actual expenditure cf the United Statei
from first to last hon. gentlemen opposite have deliberately for the pa4 year amounted te $267,000 00d)ail told.
disregarded tho very essence of a federal constitution. 0f that $75,009,000 were for war pensions, $47,000,000
From first to last they have grasped at more than they could for intereat on debt, and some one hundred odd mil-
manage, they have insisted on taking the second step before lions were for army, and navy, and snoh purposes as these.
they bave taken the first, and now we see the consequences of The total expenditure, bas the army and navy charges and
that folly. Some weeks ago I showed, and I will not repeat war pensions, and itemssncb as we place under Icollection
what I said, where this had landed us. The Finance Minister cf revenue," the total expenditure of the United States for
might possibly bave made a botter defence of the conduct purposes such as we calI contrellable expenditure, with
of the Government than bis colleagues made had he been the selitary exception et the expenditure on our militia
bere thon, but up to the present time the tacts I thon ad- anounted te $54,732,000, the rest was for army and navy
vanced have met no refutation, have hardly met with a and interest and pensions and customs and inland revenue
contradiction. We had the flimsiest apology for the deplor- charges, and bore arc the details in my hand. The United
able condition into which the hon, gentleman's party bas States, Sir, with 60000,000 of people require 854,00,000
brought Canada. Now, Sir, it is perfectly notorious that for ai ordinary purposes cf expendituri', including
from the first, the present leader of this Government never 86,00,000 defleit on p)st office, that is te say they caird
liked the federal system, nover approved of it and never on their controllable expenditure for just 90 cents per
believed in it. I will not say that he las maliciously and head, and about the same amount I notice is estimated fer
of set purpose applied himself to destroy the federal consti- the year 1888-89. Wbat is eur expenditure? As noeded
t4toin, but I will say thie, that the werfst focmf the inorai Canada expends on similar items:
constitution would have actd precisely a@thathon. gontte- Civil overnnentef............i........$ 1,300,000
man bas doe. I say that frm firt te last, i every pesai- Legilationo............o...............o700,000
ble shape and way, the bon, gentleman bas sot irnerf te Superannuation and Judges' Pensions 290,000

Publit Works ...orh. mtsfp2,250,0r00destroy and undermine the leading principesof our con- Inians................t............1,200,000
titution. And at wat a cost in mon and money te Canada Mounted Police............ ......... 800,000

ias that been doue? Why, Sir, rom 1867 te this present Fieries..............i....x...........e400,000
Penitentiariesc........G.... o..............360,000year of 1888, our own records, our own cousus return, our Justice.M... r......S......70,000

own statistios show that the conduet cf the hon, gentleman Emigrationomcount. bepractised;ni.. 350,000
bas cotus about crie million of native-em Canadians and Franhise Bil .i.........................t300h000

abu hreqateso mlinofimganswo Mise. lianeous ...................... «...._ 500,00')
abot hre-qartrsof mllin f imirans hoLight-houses..... ........ ... .... ... 6000

sought our shores intending te stay here. In that same Min or items ......... .......... ......- 300,00<)
f ifIarWtrinelude the indebtentos Mail Subsidies and Ocea Service. uchski, a700,000spaeoftme era Deficits Post Office and Publie Worko....... 2,000,000

whichattriahonedgeiot.emanis amwcpnenparodptenincorm

ho lias ddeds9mething ,ike $0a00,000,000 te our Total................... . i2,g li,
national debt. In that same space emiwe, if yeu regard,
net the nominal snm wbich ges inte the treasury, but the anming our population to cb 4,50,000 white or
real addition te the taxes of the people, the bon, gentleman 4,600,000, if bon, gentlemen opposite liks, our cn-
bas added about $30,000,000 a year te the annuap taxation trollable expenditure fer the same purpoe is 83 per
-the real genuine taxation which cornes eut ef the peopte's! head nearly for the people of Canada as againat 90 cents
pokets. That, Sir, is a record of which very few other per head for the people et the United States. Ths e Siaact
men indeed, in thie or any ether country, can bo st, and that may wel s make on gentlemen on bth sides cf
there is no doubt, Sir, that the ben. gentleman fer once, atthisiouse ponder, and if they want the detaile mhaebe
any rate, in bis 1fe, spoke the exact and si mple trntb, when happy te supp them te the initer of Finance or any ef
at Quebe some menthe age, he declared that ene thing bis hie friendes. ore thandthat Sir, those hon, gentlemen per
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haps will object to the United States as being a Republican
country, and they are too proud to take a lesson in mach
needed ecomony from republican countries. I bave looked
to the expenditure in England and I find in England a
similar state of things to the United States. England be
it remembered is a country having a legislative form
of Government and a comparison, therefore, is not
fair to England. It is too much in our favor, unless I
were to include our subsidies which I do not pro-
pose to do. I find in England, excluding services of educa-
tion and similar services and their legal expenditure, I find
their civil list amounts to £1,000,000 sterling; their publie
works, £1,708,000; their civil departments, £2,468,000;
their foreign and colonial services, £617,000, to which we
have nothing to compare. Such of their non-effective and
controllable services as may be fairly put in comparison is
£500,000; miscellaneous, £48,000. So that, Sir, in England
they contrive to discharge substantially the same services
that we discharge for $12,950,000 (or deducting our charges
for justice $12,200,000), they in England discharge those for
£6,321,000 sterling or about 831,000,000 a year with a pop-
ulation of 36,000,000 of people, being nearly the self-same
amount per head that the people of the United States require.
You get, Sir, this rather remarkable result, that wo in Can-
ada, a young nation and by no means as wealthy a nation as
England or the United States, for those controllable services
which are under the special charge of the Government and
Parliament, and in which economy can be exercised,
require to-day per head about three times as much as is
needed in England or the United States. What makes
this matter very much worse in my judgment is this :
This huge expenditure, for huge it is, either in comparison
with our resources, or in comparison with the expenditure of
England and the United States is raised under a system of
taxation of which I say that it would beb ard to find in any
other country a system more oppressive to the great mass
of the people. Now, Sir, that is denied by Ministers. When
I made this statement in the course of a recent debate the
late Minister of the Interior took occasion to say that under
the present system poor men could get on practically
without any taxation at all. Sir, I take issue in the strong-
est possible terms with any such assertion. I say in the
first place that no system of indirect taxation can spare the
poor man if it is an extensive system of indirect taxation
and not supplemented by heavy direct taxation. I say, in
the second place, that our system is especially a bad one.
Our system taxes the poor man's food, or many portion of
it; it taxes his tools, it taxes his medicine, it taxes his
clothes, it taxes his furniture, it taxes his crockery, and every-
thing that he uses, except possibly the one article of tea,
All other things, with the exception of certain descriptions
of food, are heavily taxed under our tariff. He was followed
by the hon. Minister of Marine, who declared, like the bon.
Minister of the Interior, that the tariff does not press on the
poor man ; and challenged us to name any article the duty
on which pressed on the poor man. Sir, I reverse the
challenge. I challenge him, i challenge the hon. Minister
of Finance, I challenge any and all of those gentlemen, to
name one single article which eners into the consumptioni
of the poor maa which we import which is net taxed,i
except the one article of tea. You can get old masters free,,
you can get rough diamonds free, you can get raw cottonsi
and other articles for the benefit of the manufacturers free;1
but you will not find on our froelist one single thing thatj
enters into the consumption of every man that comes in free(
except the one article of tea. Then the hon. Miniter of Ma-(
rine undertook to dilate on the case of the fariner, declar-1
ing that every article that goes into the food of the farmer's1
family escapes taxation. What about sugar, I should likei
te ask him ? Does it not go into the food of the farmer's1
family, and doas it escape taxation ? Whatr about dried1
fraita, rice and a host of minor articles ? The hon. gentle.'

man is virtuons, no doubt, but ho would surely admit
that there must still be cakes, even if he would eut
off the ale, which some people deem a necessary
article of consumption. Now, Sir, the truth is this:
Our system of taxation, among its many other ovils, is
especially hard on the thrifty workingman aud ai tiban. I
have the details of the average expenses of an ordinarv
family, of which the head possesses an income of $400 a
year; I have had several estimates given me, and have
made a sort of rough average of the amount of taxation
paid in Canada by an ordinary mechanie receiving that
income, and having a wife and three or four children. I find
that such a family will consume about 200 lbs. of sugar,
on which the taxes, although not necessarily going into
the Treasury, amount to at least $5 a year ; it would con-
sume of dried fruits, rice, and similar articles about 810
worth a year, on which the taxes would amount to $3 ;
its clothing-and it is a low estimate-amounts to about
$85, on which the taxes amount to about $30 a year ; and
when you take into account the increased cost of thoir out.
fit of tools, furniture, bedding, croekeryware, &o., there is
not the slghtest doubt that their annual taxes on the-e
items amount to not less than 810 a year. In other words,
an ordinary artisan or mechanic receiving $400 a year, is
taxed under your tariff, though the taxes do not neccessarily
go into the Treasury, but are often imposed for the
benefit of some trust or combination, to the tuie
of $48 a year on the average. And, Sir, where
in some cases, as in the city of St. John, you may fairly
make an addition in consequence of the taxes on fuel,
fiour and meal, the taxes of such a mechanic would be in-
creased some $8 or $10 more. Now, Sir, I turn to Eng-
land. lion. gentlemen are always quoting England. 1
wish they would pay ber the compliment of an enlightened
adoption of her system. An Englishman, with an income
of 30 shillings a week, which is almost equivalent to $400
a year, only pays necessary taxes-I am not speaking of
excise taxes, which are voluntary-at the outside on 20 lbs.
of tea, amounting to $2.50, and on an equal quantity of dried
fruits to that consumed here, amounting to about $1 per an-
num. So that the English artisan, or operative, or mechanie,
with $400 a year escapes with a taxation of 83.50 a year,
while his Canadian brother has to pay $48 a year under
this beneficent tariff, which the Ministers of State tell us does
not practically ad uone farthing to the expenditure of the
poor man. Why, Sir, the very organ which hon . gentle-
men opposite have lately established in the city of Toronto,
had a calculation the other day which I was rather amused
to see, in which it pointed out that a man with an income
of $500 a year was apt to run behind under existing cir-
cumstances to the tune of $60 or $70 a year; and it stated
rightly that that was a very unfortunate condition for
thrifty, industrious mechanics to find themelves in. Now,
Sir, I will point out further that this is exceedingly aggra-
vated by the incidence of the specific duties which hon.
gentlemen opposite have imposed, Sir, I need hardly
waste many words on this subject, because it must be
obvions to everybody who gives the subject one moment's
reflection, that when you raise a large portion of your
revenue from specifie duwies, they must necessarily press
very heavily and unjustly on the poor man, and give an
undue advantage to the wealthy consumer, Now, I find
that in such articles as coarse tweeds, for instance, which
are worth about a shilling a yard, there is an ad valorem
duty of 20 per cent. and a specific duty of 7j
cents per pound; so that the man who uses such tweeds has
to pay from 44 to 46 per cent., while the rich man using
tweeds costing 7 or 8 shillings a yard only pays 20 or 25 per
cent. The same is the case with such articles as blankets, on
the cheaper kinds of which the daty amounts sometimes
to 70, 80, 90 or a 100 per cent., as compared with a duty of
20 or 25 per cent. on the richer and superior article. I am
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quite aware that it is one of the misfortunes of a heavy cent., and ha8, at one blow, in that article atone, added
tariff that when you have heavy duties they constantly $200 te $250 to their cost. When yen add te tht th.
provoke fraud, and it is very much easier to prevent enornous taxation on clothing, bedding, lumber, fur.
frauds, by imposing specific duties, than it is by im. niture, even the tarred pper used in hie shanty, and on
posing ad valorem duties; but there is also this result: every article the settier needs, yen muet show for at lest
that a specific duty conceals from the people the weight of $120orO840more. And itisabsolutelydemonatrablethat
the taxes and the extreme injustice of those taxes to the this policy of high taxation practioally inflictea finef 8400
poor man in favor of the rich. The hon. gentleman was or $500 on every settier wlo goes from Ontario te Manitoba
good enough to devote a large part of bis speech to a eulogy and desires to farm any considerable quantity of land ad
of the beneficial results of those enormous taxes on iron possesses means enongl to supply himself with the proper
which lie imposed last year, and he had recourse to a very ontfit. This may be sud te be in some cases a littie miti-
old and very stale artifice. Instead of pointing ont to us what gated by the exemption on settiers' effeets, ad that, per.
was the precise amount of the duties imposed on those kinds laps, appiies with more force te persons who corne from the
of iron which went most into consumption, be masses his older ceuntries as regards the latter hie of articles, but it
duties togo:her and says that the average is only so much. is of no use to settlers ceming from the other Provinces of
Now, I have here a statement from a gentleman in the the Dominion, and those are the muet valuable seLers. I
trade, in which he points out that the hon. gentleman's might add f urther tht the effeet of these linge taxes on iron
charges are now as follows:-On pig iron, which at pre- le inevitably Lu add te the cogt ef working ad constructing
sent-or when this estimate was made out-was worth railroads, andin tht respect bits the farner buLl waye. You
about $12 a ton, the bon, gentleman places a duty of 81, tax lim on everything ho requires for bis outfit, ad you
amounting to 33 per cent. ; on puddled bars, which were likewise tix the railroads wbich convey hie produce Lo mar.
worth at the time of this estimate, $16 a ton, the lion. ket, ad thereby rob him stili further et the proceeda ef hii
gentleman charges a duty of $9, or 60 per cent.; on ordi- toit, I was ratIer surprised Lo hear thc lon. gentleman
nary bars, which were worth $22 a ton, he places a duty tell us, with ail our experience in these matter@, thut rcally,
of $13, amounting to about 60 per cent aliso. These are utter ail, ahough lie had put on thie enermous taxation,
not, by any means, the worst of these duties. There are manufacturere are se kind ad so good te us tht they do
some duties which range up to 75 per cent. or 80 per cent., net take full advantage of the taxation; and that aithougl
and I will call the attention of the House to the way in li lias put on a tai et $2 a ton on seme articles, ho fouud
which those duties affect un ordinary farmer, in order by experience Lhe manufacturers only take $1.25 ont of ne.
that we may see what right the agricultural classes have Wc should have sone expianation of this benevolent feeling
to consider that their interests are protected under the on their part. They do net want, perhups, te pincl the
present tariff. Some time ago, I caused to be made people teo suddeniy, or, what is thc muet probable ex-
by an exceedingly competernt party an estimate of the planatien, they have net lad ime enouglite fora
amount of iron which would be used in a very ordi- combine or trust, and se we have caped with a charge of
nary dwelling louse if erected by a farmer. I find euly $125 instead ef $2. But the lon, gentleman knows
it would require some 860 to $80 worth of iron, on whichwell that this enormeus taxation which le las put on, in
the duty ranges from $24 to $36 in the articles required. I addition te ail the other cviii I have deseribed, tends muet
find that stoves and cutlery, of one kind or another, would seriously te interfere with thcproper sanitary condition of
cost about $40, on which the duty would amount to $12 or our ciie. it is a direct impediment te the putting dewn
$15; I find that in building his barn, the farmer would of gis works ad Lhe construction ef water werks.
require iron to the value of $64, on which the duty would beIL le preposterous nonsense Lu taik ef these thinge being
$20 or $25. Such ordinary tools as lie must have would cost givon te us by LIes. manufacturera as dheaply as if
820 with a duty of $5. If, as very frequently is the case now in there were ne extra duty. What dees thc hon. gentle-
Canada, owing to scareity of wood, and, as is almost univer- man take us fur? Dees le net kuow wc bave a cer-
sally the case in Lhe North-Wet, he found it necessary tomittee ef this Bouse invetigating ut tus moment tIc
use wirc feucing on lis farm, he would probably require for varions arts, ad modes, and ways in whicl these mau.
an ordinary farm about 30 owt. on which h. would have to facturers, atter brief competitien, combine togetler te
pay some $5. That is a mere illustration of the incidence put puces up te Lhe higeet peint tht the taxation
of this taxation on iron, as regards certain necessary expen- imposcd by the Government will allew. Thnt is thc
ditures on an ordinary farm. But if you want to see how most prepestereus argument I have ever liard advanced.
mischievously, how grievously the whole future of the If these gentlemen eau manufacture as dheapiy as we eau
country is compromised--and the words are not toobuy la other conutries, what nced have they of a protective
strong- by this suicidal policy of taxing what has now tarif iL li? Sir, I say tht thue whole policy is beLl
become a prime necessity in farming operations, because fooli ad wickcd, and I wmrn lon. gentlemen and 1 warn
no man requires cheap and good iron more than the the Bouse, ad, as far me I eau, I warn thcountry tht we
farmer, I must refer you to the case of a farmer going to are only bcginng Le feel LIe resuits et this fooh policy.
Manitoba with the intent ofoccupying a considerable quan. W y, consider for one moment wbat LIe tax of $40 or $50
tity of land and hoping to br ing it into cultivation in a short a year un frugal, industrione mechanie, factory uperatives,
space of time. In the case of the four firet articles I have artisans, ad peuple ofthat kind, means. Lt means nething
named, the dwelling, stoves, barns and toole, the estimate is more or lese thun depriving theineImeane of muking
pretty much the sanie. On the first four itemp, the Mianitoba provision for thcmbelves ad families in their old age. Tie
settier would be muloted in about from $61 to $75. Of wire Lax yen takeoutoetLen for the purpose et enriehing
fencing he would probably require a considerable amount- your friends of the manufaturing associations, wisely
because there is no wood at ail suitable for fencing in most ueed, wuuld supply these men, if Lhey chose te put tie
parts of Manitoba-he would probably require about 50 money awmy, witi the means of effecting an ineurauce te
cwt., on which he would have to pay a tax of $75; and in thc ameunt cf 82,000 or 82,500, te le paid t1orawlin
order to farm properly in Manitoba, the farmer must have tlcy attain LIe mgof ixty years, or te le paid tîcir
a large quantity of agricultural implements, not less, as I familiee on their demie. It weuld enable every man te
am informed, in order to start fairly and properly, than provide him8eif witl a home aud a reasonuble plut of
$600 or $700 worth. Well, on those implements our bone. ground mttuched. Mure thau tht, let the hon, gentleman
ficent Government, for the purpose of encouraging consider wIat& terrible disadvantage ahi thie je likely te
settlement in Manitoba, has placed a duty of 36 perput uâ Lu in entering into competition with our neighi
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bors. We are on the eve of great changes in the
American tariff policy, and if we go on loading down our
farmers and artisans with this heavy taxation at the self-
same moment when the people of the United States are
reducing theirs, I can tell the hon. gentleman that he
will find that we willbe exposed to a very much more intense
competition with them than we have hitherto experienced.
Now, there are a few fallacies and errors which are
constantly cropping up, some of which I noticed in
the hon. gentleman's remarks, and in regard to wbich I
would like to say a word or two. In regard to this allegod
cheapness which h. told us we would obtain from the pro-
motion of home manufactures, in the first place, it is a most
dubious question whether there is any increased cbeapnoss
at all. I believe that, in) a great many cases, it will be
fourd that our manufacturers, whon they say they are
giving us cheaper articles, are really deteriorating the
quality, as bas been done in other cases and in other places;
but, supposing this is true, if these men can manufacture as
cheaply at home as goods can be manufactured elsewhere,
what need is there of hedging them round with an artifi-
cial protection ? Are they not perfectly able to compete
in the open maiket with other people ? So far as there
has been any reduction in the price of goods, it has arisen
from worldwide causes, from causes largely affecting the
cheapness of the raw material which enters into the manu-
factures, and in no way or shape or form is it due to the in-
creased taxation which we have beaped upon ourselves.
Then, I would like to say a word or two as to the
fears of our manufacturers. As I conceive, the roal
danger to the manufacturers of Canada will begin the
moment the United States reduce their present heavy tariff.
Then, as Mr. Chamberlain pointed out, American r.anufac-
turers will become very formidable rivals not ouly to
English manufacturers but also to Canadian manufacturers;
then there will b. a slaughter market in earnest ; your
present tariff will be inadequate to keep them out, and the
manufacturers, not being able to send their products to the
United States, will suffer ten times more than they did in
the old time of the so-called slaughter market. I am quite
aware that the manufacturers are now in some respects in
a difficult position. They need, and they know tbat they
need, a much larger market than they now have ; aLd the
better class of our manufacturers are in favor of obtaining
admission to a larger and freer market. There is no doubt
whatever in my mind that, in the case of a great many
manufacturers, the cost of production has been increased by
the operation of this tariff. Their workmen require more
wages in order to live in comfort under the increased cost
of articles under the tariff, and, more than that, the noces-
sary effect of a high tariff is to utterly destroy the export
trade, as to which we have had proof advanced time and
again by my hon. friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson), and
as is shown conclusively by the Trade and I avigation
Returns. Then, we find in the last place, that the
artificial and foolish stimulus whieh is given to placing
capital in certain particularly favored lines, ends in pro.
ducing a home competition which is much more formidable
than the foreign competition, or resulta, as we have
Been, in inducing the manufacturers to combine together
for their own profit, but to the great injury of the
consuming public. There is another fallacy which is
constantly advanced by the hon. gentlemen opposite. I do
not think the Minister of Finance mentioned it to-night,
but it is often brought before the attention of the ilouee.
That is the fallacy that it costs nothing to the people of
this country to assume provincial debts, that, though a
Province is managed as foolishly or as extravagantly as you
will, it costs nothing if the Dominion steps in and relieves
the Province from the results of its extravagance. I deny
that altogother. I say that is contrary to the fundamental
principles on whioh our federal constitution is based. I
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say it is at once a wrong to the Dominion and to the Prov-
ince, and I have regarded from the first with the greatest
possible apprehension the consequences cf the policy which
the hon. gentlemen have introduced, and wbch having now
been adopted, renders it almost imperative thut we should
revise the whole basi-i of Confederation to see if it be possi-
ble to adopt bome system, or some scheme, hy which we can
put an end, once and for all, to the inces-ant fornys which
are made on tho Feleral Treasury. I think wo have shown
that a most radical reform is nocesiary Wo have indi-
catcd to the hon. gentlemen how that might best be ob-
tained. We have pointcd that out at length, thou2h, as
the hon. gentleman was not here at the tin.e, I will brifly
review the urc>ntradicted and uncoutrovertiblo easons
which have led us to this conclusion. Wo pointed out
bow firmidable has been t he movement of' poiuiation as
against us. We pointed out that in 20 or 25 yeais we
have lost 2,000,000 of our people, or of those who came
here in order to settle in Canada. We pointed out tbat in
that space of time there has been an enormous reduction
in the volume of trade, measured per capita, so that, in
15 years, the total volume of trade, per capita, is 50
per cent. less than it was long before this policy was
introduced. We pointed out that the hon, gentlemen
have onntrived in that time to treble our debt and to
treble our taxes. We pointed out-and it is one of the
very few points that the bon. gentleman attempted to
contravene to-day-that there had been a complete fail-
ure to create an inter-provincial trade of any magnitude.
We did not deny that there bad been some intercourse,
but we pointed out that so weak and feeble was the
current of trade that, after all the enormous expenditure
to which we had gone for the construction of the Inter.
colonial Railway, hon, gentlemen were unable to make that
railway pay its own working expenses by many bundreds
of thousands of dollars a year, and thero can be no better
proof than that of the total failure of their efforts to create
a genuine inter-provincial trade. If that inter provincial
trade could be properly obtained, it would not be necessary
to convey goods from one part of the country to the other
at less than the cost of transport, and that is wbat has con-
stantly been donc on that rmilway, annd tibat is the rel cause
of the cons4tant deficit which has already been pointed out
in regard to that road. The bon, gentleman, on other
occasions, bas been compelled to admit that this augmenta-
tion of trade of which he boasts bas been obtained absolutely
and entirely by conveying goods on that road below the
cost of transport, and thora can be no greater condomnation
than that admission of the policy which he bas adopted.
As for bis allegation touching the large increase in the
coasting trade, it may be as well to remind him of the
explanation which was given a short time ago by one of
my hon. friends from Prince Edward Island, who pointed
out with great force that the nominal increase of
trade was almost entirely due to the fact that the
customs regulations wore more strictly enforced, that
there were not any more ships or any more real busi-
ness, but that more reporte were made of vo'els
which went from one port to another, and that there
was bardly any increase in the coasting trade, if there was
any. We have pointed out the lamentable failure which
had attended the efforts of the hon. gentlemen toe settle the
North-West in spite of the enormous expenditure of money
which has been made there. We have pointed out their
failure to make their other public works pay. We have
pointed out that practically there were but two customers
for Canada to deal with, the people of England and the
people of the United States, and we have shown very good
reasons for believing that, were we able to obtain free trade
with the United States, our commerce would spring up
by leaps and bounds, that it would vastly increase, and
that it would be more than uone hundredfold in excess of
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all we are ever likely to obtain by all the steamship
subsidies, all the delegations, all the arrangements which
the hon. gentleman can make with the antipodes,
or with South America, or with all the ends of the
earth, to which he proposes to send his trusted friends. And
we pointed out also the tact, bearing very heavily on us at
present, that we had completely reversed our position
towards the United States, that whereas we started on our
career with a debt one-third that of the United States, with
taxation only one-third that of the United States, our debt
to-day was two and a-half times as great as that of the
United States, and our necessary taxation was at least 50
per cent. greater than the necessary taxation of the United

tates. Well, what answer was made to all that ? Why,
Sir, practically every one of the facts I stated were admitted.
I do not believe a single fact of importance was challenged;
I know that not a sirgie fact which I advanced was over-
thrown. There were two feeble attempts made to reply,
and two only ; one was as to the value of lands in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, and another was as to the egress of popula.
tion from 1873 to 1879. Now, I will say a word or two on
that subject. My statement was, and I repeat it bore, that
there has been, within the last few years, a decided and
heavy fall in the actual selling value of property through-
out the Province of Ontario. What was the reply
of the hon. gentlemen? They did not dispute my
assertion that there had been a fall in the actual seliing
value, but they said : Look at Mr. Blue's statistics,
and you will find that Mr. Blue reports a small increase
in the estimated value of farm lands in 1887 as compared
with the average value of farm lands for several years back.
Well, I looked at Mr. Blue's statistics, and I found this very
important fact: I found that Mr. Blue gave the value of
land in the Province of Ontario as follows :-In 1883 the
number of acres in occupation was 21,458,067; the value of
land, $654,793,000 In 1887 Mr. Blue gives the total
quantity of land at 21,799,017 acres, that is, 310,950 acres
more; and be gives the value of land, not the selling but the
estimated value, at $636,883,000, being jast $17,909,000 less
than in 1883, and, Sir, that was the case, aithough 340,000
acres of new land had been added, and 560,000 acres more
had been cleared. Therefore, accoding to the authority
that these hon, gentlemen quoted, thu value of land iii
Ontario was less in 1887 than it was in 1883 by 28,000,000,
after allowing for the additional acreage brought in.
Sir, it so happened that on the very day and hour that I
was speaking a gentleman well acquaintied with this subject
addressed a letter to me of which 1 will read a short extract
to the House, and I beg the fouse to note that this letter
is dated on the 12th of March, 1888, two days before I had
made this statement in the House of Commons. This com-
munication is as follows: -

"In my almost daily communication with the farming community as
impector foi a loan company here, on knowing something of the strain
put upon the cauntry at the present time, I have been led ta study the
situation serionly, and i1 am convinced that the country never was in a
more serios plight, fiancally, than it is at present. Lands that eould
have beau realily sold in Western untario fire and six years ago at $60 to
$80 per acre, caunot fiad a market now at $10 to $50, and in any town-
ahip there are dozeas of farms for sale and no buyers, and it is very
diicult ta say what the end of such a state of things will be, except we
get re1id- fromn some quarter.

Ne edoub qyou weU havethe report of the Ontario Bureau t f Indui-
tries thrown in your face in contradiction of the statement as to epre-
ciation in value of farm lani, and while [am free to admit that they are
computed honestly, probably from the best data obtainable 1till, as te
the value of farm lands, 1hey are terribly misleading. The number of acres
sown in wheat, oats, barley, &c., quantity of cleared and wild land, &c,
are probably returned complete, and trom the average of this return the
tables are computed. A harmer can tell exactly how many horses, cattle
and sheep he bas, also how many acres he has in wheat. osta or barley,
but if he gives the prie of hie land he invariably puts it down at the
highest price he has ever been offered, or bases his figures on some price
generally that bas been paid in his neighborhood, adding fur improve-
meuts he bas made in the meantime at cost, bence the misleading çhar-
acter of that portion of the utatisties. I have gone over these sheeta
carefally in townships where I knew the parties and the farina well,
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and found that it was generally the best, most independent and enter-
iprieng farmers who made returnu, and while they gave the ether statwb

ce correctly, they invariably place their land at a great deal more thm
t is worth and we find the same thing occur lu applications for loans."

1I shaillnot trouble the Hlouse with the reíaîinder of thisi
letter, which is in the same strain, as it is somewbat longey
than I cire te read through at the present motnent. Nowi
here is a communication volunteered to me by a man whb-
I know to be exceedingly well acquainted with the value'0f
land in Ontario. 1, myself, have had large experience fêr
many years in dealing with farm lands in varions parte of
this country, and I know for a positive fact that you eost-
net obtain to-day, in many parts of the country, within 20
or 25 per cent. of the price which was freely and redly
paid for farme but a few years ago. But I have a challenge
to give to the hon. gentlemen, if they dispute my assertion,
if they think that the actual selling value of land has iain-
tained itself. There is no use in appealing te statisties a
to estimated values, but it would be in their powet, as the
Governm'nt of Canada, to apply te those rmen who
are practically conversant with the selling value, to
apply te the sheriffs, the registrars, the connty
attorneys and county judges, all of whom, ti varions
ways, are continually made acquainted with the
actual selting value of land. If they dare te dispute
rmy assertion, let them apply to thesé nthorities, ani I
venture to eSay that they will find thàt I arm o y to wlell
justified in the statement I make, that there has been e
large and formidable reduction in the selling èVlue of land
throughout a great part of the Province of Oario. Now,
Sir, hon. gentlemen on many occasionsw have dréd to ttlk
te us about the egress of the population from Canada, they
have dared imply that there was as great in exodus fron
Canada while Mr. Mackenzie controlled thé aff'airs of thbi
country, as under their régime. Sir, I have the same statis-
tics before me te which they appeuled, and I call the atten-
tion of the House te the a1tslat i'nerease wich took plaëe
in Ontario in two periods òf seven yéarg, one péêgod from
1872 to 1879, covering the whole period deig whiàh Mr
Mackenzie held thereinsof pôwer; the otho eriodfiom 187'
to 1886, covering seven years while hon. gebtlemen Wereif
power. Sir, we find that, in Ontario, the totaltpopulÉtion in.
creasedin seven years, from 1872 te 1879, by 250,782 souls; in
other words, the natural increase was imaintained within à
very small fraction. The rural population of Ontarieoii-
creased from 1872 to 1873 by 8U,938 souls. We turn
to the period from 1879 te 1886, and *e find that un-
der hon. gentlemen opposite the total population of Ontà-
rio, in a similar period, increaséd just 145,00 soul, &
pgainst 250,000 under the régime et my hn; friend Mr.
Mackerzie. We also find that the rural popu4ation ia4
creased 15,631 soule, frim 1879 te l886, &e êgai'nst 80,958
in Mr. M ackenzfe's time. Se, Sir, theactui increase df thé
Province cf Ontario was vèry nearly double in the seare
years for which Mr. Mackenzie was mainly rèsponéible lô
what it was under hon. gentlemen oppoMite, and the ik-
crese of the rural popnlhtion, the farming pô*ruatio;
the true backbone and sirièw of the codntry, ýWËs live titff
as great under Mr. Mackenzie as it wàs under tie Admiàis-
tration of hon. gentlemen oppoèite; and thet, be it remerf-
bered, in spite of a very large immigration whith cahin
la during the latter seven years as againft a Very smaaf
immigration which came into thiA country in th. firât
seven years to which I have alluded. As toQ 1i alle
gation that the poor pay no taxes, I wil day ne dr0e; 1
think I have dealt sufficiently with that particular tilestatè-
ment. But 1 have this to say, that our position nôw is
such that it requires the most seriots eorisideration at dùr
bande. What is it in brief ? In brief it is this: We have
contracted it huge debt, hugb in proportibn t out poptl tIon
and in proportion te our resour oes, à debt almost as grmt
per head aâ that with which the Ameiean émdrged fDoa
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their civil war. For that debt we have nothing whatever
to show except a parcel of assets so unprofitable that they
involve an annual charge on the people of this country of
not far short of one million dollars a year in order to make
up the -difference between the working expenses and the
receipts we obtain from that source. We are on the ove of
risking an enormous increase of our indebtedness, as if our
position was not already saioiently serious. We have
been, I say, most scandalously extravagant in every par-
·ticular of our controllable expenditure. Why, I turn to the
UnitedStates' accounts, which after all afford the bestground
for comparison, because they have a federal constitution on
which our own wae very closely modeled; and I callattention
again, as I have called attention before, to this very remark-
able fact, that forty years ago, ln 1845, the United States,
having an army and navy to maintain, haaving considerable
pensions to pay, were able with twenty millions of people
to conduct their whole expenditure for $22,919,000 a year,
while Canada with 4,500,000 or 4,600,000 Fouls requires,
according to the statement of the Finance Minister,
$37,000,000 to discharge the expenditures which the United
States, with an army and navy to boot, discharged for
$23,000,000 in 1845. i have pointed out that our controllable
outlay is so great that to-day, for about the same services,
we charge the people of Canada three times as much as the
people of England or the people of the United States are
charged. I have pointed out likewise that our system of
taxation is most injurious to the workingman, that the
thrifty workingman who denies himiseit for the sake of his
family ail luxuries, whether tobacco, spirits, beer or wine,
is obhged to pay for the necessaries of life for himself and
his family one thousand par cent. more than a workingman
in the same position in life has to pay in England. I have
pointed ont that this is aggravated by specific duties so con-
struuted as to compel the poorman, who under our indirect
system of taxation is already taxed out of ail proportion te
bis means and income, te pay fifty per cent. while his
rich fellow citizens pay twenty-two or twenty-three per
cent. I have pointed out that these taxes appear to be so
designed and levied as to be specially injurious to the
farming population above all other portions of our popula-
tion, and that bas been aggravated in a high degree by
these identical iron duties, for the imposition of which the
Finance Minister takea so much credit, and that they are
specially calculated to impede the settlement of the Noth-
'West and Manitoba, on the rapid progress of which so much
of the future of thia country depends. One thing must be
admitted. If the design of hou, gentlemen was to keep down
the farmers and impede settlement they have been remark-
ably suecessful for they seem te have succeeded, according
te the -statistics I have quoted, in bringing the rural popula-
tion of Ontario to a pertect and complote standstili, and in
the case of Manitoba where we ought to have had to-day
four hundred thousand or five hundred thousand people,
they have been so successful in impeding settlement that
in the same period of time during whioh Dakota bas ac-
quired three hundred thousand or tour hundred thousand
people, composed largely of Canadians, we have only added
thirty thousand people te the population of Manitoba. I
think it is desirable we should put our views en record.
I think that there is good reason we should do
se, because it appears te me that the danger
is always looming nearer. It appears to me that my hon.
friends would do well in fature discussions Vo emphasise the
fact that a very great change is imminent in the -United
States and that great change is likely to affect the people of
Canada very seriously. The hon. gentleman cannot be ii.
norant of the very remarkable position taken by, President
Oleveland in his recent Message to Cangress. He knows
whate that foreshadows, that a great party in the United
Btates have ineribed "redaction of taxation" on thoir
bapaers, snd that Lh.re is ory reason to believe that those

banners will lead tbem to victory at the next Presidential
election, and I would call the hon. gentleman's attention and

f the attention of the Hl use to the language in which the
highest authority in tho United States spoke of that system
of protection to which the bon. gontleman would have u
believe the people of the United States are fondly wed. Says
President Cleveland:

" But our present tariff laws, thi vicions, inequitable and illogical
source of unnecessary taxation, ought to be at once revised and amended
These laws, as their primary and plain effect, raise the price to consum-
era of aIl articles imported and subject to duty by precisely the sum
paid for such duties. Thus the amount of the duty measures the tax
paid by those who purchased for use those imported articles. Many of
these things, howeyer, are raised or manufacture lin our own country,
and the duties now levied upon foreigu goods and products are called
protection to these home manufactures, because they render it possible
or those of our people who are manufacturera to make these taxed

articles and seli them for a price equal to that demanded for the im-
ported goode that have paid duty."

The Finance Minister will note that President Cleveland
agrees precisely with the doctrine which I have laid down,
and which has been constantly laid down by this aide of
the House, as te the effect of those vicious, inequitable and
illogical tariff laws. Preaident Cleveland goes on to say:

'' So it happens that while comparatively a few use the Imported
articles, millions of our people who neyer use and nover saw any of
the treign producta, purchase and use things of the same kind made in
this country, and pay therefor nearly or quite the samre enhanced price
which the duty adds to the imported articles. Those who buy importa
pay the duty charged thereon in the public treasury, but the great
majority of our citizens who buy domestic articles of the same clas pay
a sum at least approximitely equal to this duty to the home manufac-
turer. This reference to the operation of our tariff laws is not made by
way of instruction, but in order that we may be constantly reminded
of ihe manner in which they impose a burden upon those who consume
domestic products as well as those who consume imparted articles. and
thua create a tax upon all our people. Nor can Ilie workers in manu-
factures fail to understand that wbile a higli tariff is claimed to be
necessary to allow tbe payment of remunerative wazes, it certainly
results in a very large increase in the prices of nearly all sorts of manu-
facturers which in almost countless torms ho needs for the use of him-
self and family. He receives at the desk of his employer bis wages,
and, perbaps, before he reaches home, is obliged, in a purchase for
family use, of an article which embraces his own labor, to return In the
payment of the increase in price, which the tariff permits, the bard
earned compensation of many days of toil."

And ho goes on to point out at great length and
with great force how this vicious and inequitable taxa-
tion hampers tho farmer and prevents him competing
on fair termi with the inhabitants of every country in the
world, and how greatly for tho interest of the American
farmer it is that those taxes should be swept away. So the
Ways and Means Committee, have likewise pointed out at
very considorable length to thoir fellow-nountrymon, what
is the assured and inDvitable result of that vaunted home
competition of which we have heurd so much and which
was said to be so certain and so likely to produce cheapness
and to reduce prices to the people of this country if they
would only consent to go on for a little raising their tariff
higher and higher and excluding foreign goods fron im-
portation. Here, Sir, is an extract from the report of the
Ways and Means Committee, which I commend to the special
attention of that hon. gentleman :

" There i a persistent pressure by manufacturera for the specific 4uty,
because it conceals from the people the amount of taxes they are coin-
pelled to pay tu the manufacturer. The specific duty always discrimin-
ates in favor of the costly article and against the cheaper one, sud
therefore it imposes a heavier burden as it goes down from the highest
pricel articles to the lowest. This discrimination is peculiarly oppressive
in woolen aud cotton goods, which are nocessarles of life to a classes
et people."

Then it proccoeds to point out that the inevitable result of
excluding foreiga goods, id, first of all, to produce an intense
home cotmpetition, and next, and very speedily, to bring to-
gether under "combines " and "trusts" all the manufactur-
ers ot aparticular article who will make rules to close as
many manufactories as are necessary 10 keep the highest
price of the goods they produce up te the highest possible
figaro. President Oleveland's message, and the statements of
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the Committee on Ways and Means, and the Bill which has
been recently brought into the United States Congress are un-
doubtedly glad tidings for ail bonest toilers in the United
States. But they are also this: They are a warning for
the people of Canada and to the Government of Canada. to
set their house in order, and the hon, the Minister of Fin-
ance is too able and capable a man not to know what the
consequences are likely to be to us if we refuse to accept
that warning. The hon. gentleman knows right weil that
if the American taxes are largely reduced, as most probably
they will be, that we may prepare ourselves for a most
intense competition with American producers in all
walks of lite, and that that 3ompetition will assail not
mercly our farmers but our manufacturers in every possible
shape and way, and that if our position is further
injured, with further heavy taxes of the sort which ho bas
been imposing, we may also look to see a redoubled exodus
of our people, of far greater proportions than we have
already had to deplore in this country. Now. Sir, I will
not dwell further on that unpleasant theme. This one
thing is certain : Every million of fresh debt which
we add to the encumbrances of this country, every
dollar of yearly expenditure which we incur, every new lia-
bility we assume, are all and each of them a fresh nail in
the coffin of the commercial and political independence of
Canada. Every one and ail of them mean, Sir, an additional
millstone around our necks, an additional fetter on our
hands and a fresh disadvantage in coming to fair and free
trade relations with the people of the United States, in
which, as I have said, the best and ti uest safety of the
people of this country lies. Within the last 2() years it
appears to me that there have been two possible policies,
either of which might have resulted in great advantage to
the people cf this country. One of those pulicies was the
poliey developed by my hon. friend Mr. Mackenzie in his
time. That was a policy of prudence, a policy of economy,
a policy which meant to solidify the ground as we went on.
That hon. gentleman, with bis native sagacity, saw that
there was great danger to us if we persisted in heaping
up debt and taxes in the reckless way which hd been done
for some years before he succeeded to power. He saw the
danger, and bis policy would have gone far to prevent it if
it had been adhered to. I think my hon. friends will do
well to note, and to call the attention of their constitu-
ente, and the people of Canada, to the results which mest
assuredly would have followed if Mr. Mackenzie's policy
had been adhered to. Firat of all, there would have been
a vastly reduced taxation. In the next place, there is no
doubt whatever the people would not have been driven
out of Manitoba and the North-West. We would have to-
day something of the same state of things as on the other
ide of the line in Dakota. We would have had a popula-

tion of 500,000 at least of the best settlers in the world, and
we would have had an extra volume of trade backwards
and forwards of $t00,000,000. We would have had
a taxation of S20,000,0.0, instead of a no ninal taxation
of 830,000,000, and a real taxation of 840,000,000 or
$45,000,000. Our position with respect to the United
States would have been infinitely better than our position is
to-day. We would have been a thousand times in a bot-
ter position to make a good bargain than that
which we can possibly hope to make under the present
condition of things; and, Sir, in every way it would have
been to the great advantage of Canada, if they persevered
in that policy which had been inaugurated under unusual
disadvantages by my hon. friend Mr. Mackenzie. There is
a second policy which might lead to equally good results
and that was the policy which was lately propounded from
this side of the House; a policy which recognised the altered
situation, a policy which proposed an effectiva remedy for
al those evils which I have pointed out, and which not
one of the Ministers nor any of their supporters have been

Sir Jouaa CARTWaUaaT.

able effectively to contradict. The hon. gentlemen may
rest assured of this one thing ; they may rest assured that
the Liberal party is not drifting without a policy or without
a rudder either. They may rest assured that we will figbt
it out on the lines we have commenced, they may rest
assured that our policy will be fought ont on every hustings,
in every farm yard, by every fireside from one end of the
Dominion to the other. It is a very silly thing to suppose
th at we are going to quail before any adverse vote, or a han-
dred adverse votes such as those recorded here the other even-
ing. It is an error arising only too naturally out of our form
of representative institutions to suppose that a nominal
majority in this House should by any chance represent the
real strength of parties in the country, and that applies, no
doubt, to hon. gentlemen opposite whilst they were in
Opposition as well as to our position when we are in Oppo-
sition. But, Sir, least oi ail does it apply to a question liko
this, which was not brought before the people at the
last general election. I will give the House a very few
figures which may convince some of those hon. gentlemen
-if anything can convince them-of the sort of majority
on which they are depending as evidence that the people
of Canada tare determined to maintain their present policy
and maintain themselves in the future. I find that at the last
general election there were cast in this Dominion 659,452
votes. Of these there wore cast for the Government candi-
dates 332,485; there were cast for the Opposition, 326,967.
Tac difference in favor of hon. gentlemen was about 5,500,
and that, too, it will be remembered, when in Ontario, at least,
we voted undera gerrymander, which had thepracticaleffect
of disfranchising at least 4,000 or 5,000 Reform votes.
In Ontario the Government carriel 173,821 votes against
170,950 cast for Opposition candidates. And, Sir, in
my own riding, in the riding of my hon. friend from
North Oxford (Mr. Sutherland), and in the riding of
my hon. friend from North Brant (Mr. Somerville), there
were Reform majorities left unpolled, because we did not
want thom, which would have wiped out that majority in
Ontario altogether. Sir, I say their so-called majority was a
fraud and obtained by fraud; aye, by fraud, by villainous
fraud, it was that the people of Canada, or at any rate the
people of Ontario, were deprived of the right of electing
those men whom they would have elected. Thefactis that
a change of one.third of one per cent. would have placed my
lon. friend on that side of the flouse, and those hon.gentle-
men on this side in as great a minority as they are in a
majority to-day. And I tell hon. gentlemen this: They talk of
the wilt of the people being shown by the majority of the
Government in this fouse; I say there are other assemblies
which represent the will of the people fully as much as this
House does which are nearer to the people, which are elected
under a mach honester system, under a system in which there
are no returning officers or deputy returning officers selected
to fi ustrate the will of the people; and to-day I have reason
to believe that resolutions in favor of unrestricted recipro-
city would be carricd in every legislative assembly from
one end of this Dominion to the other by just as large
majorities as that cast against us here the other night. Now,
Sir, I warn the Government to take heed. I cannot hope
to influence the lon. Minister of Finance, because I under-
stand that he is not going to give us the light of his count-
enance mach longer, which for certain good reasons i regret.
But I warn the Government that it may be in their power to
obstruct and delay for a short time what they well know is
the true current of the popular will on this subject ; but if
they do that, they do it at their peril. Yon may dam it up,
you may divert it and delay it; but the consequence will
be that the pent-up waters will rise higher and higher until
they sweep away you and, perhaps, much else that you
would not like to be swept away. Now, I think it well that
our views on this matter should be. put on formal record,
and, therefore, in amendment to the motion that you leave
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the Chair, I move that all the words after the word "That"
be lefit out, in order to add the following :-

The net debt of the Dominion of Canada was $140,382,069 on the
801h June, 1878;

Tha the net debt of the said Dominion was $238,235,786 on the Bslt
Mardi, 1888;

That the total annual expenditure of the Dominion was $33,503,158
for the year endmig 30th June, 1878, and $35,658,161 for the year ending
30th June, 1887;

That the estimated expenditure for the year ending the 30th June,
1889, aI $35,421,440, wholly apart from divers known unprovidFd expen-
ditures which will raise the total amount likely to be expended to at
least $0,000,000, being an increase of the net debt to the amount of
388,000,000, and of the total annual expenditure of $13,500,000, in the
space of 11 years;

That the said debt and expenditure have increased in a ratio very far
in exceu of the increae of the wealth and population of the country
duirmg the aa'd interval;

That the said expenditure is provided for by a system of taxation so
adjusted as to press with extreme and unjust severity upon the tbrifty
and industrious producer, and especially upon aIl farmera, day laborere,
mechanics, artisans, and factory operatives, who are at present subject
to a customs taxation on articles necessary to life and comfort amount-
ing to nearly one thousand per cent. more than tfiat levied upon mem-
bers of the corresponding classes in Great Britain and Ireland;

.That the mischiefs caused by the present system are further aggra-
vated by the very general substitution of specific tor ad valorem cluties
whereby the injustice of the existing mode of taxation and the unfair
prelerence shown to rich consumers over the less wealthy is at one and
the same time increased and concealed, and that it is expedient that the
said injustice should be remedied, and that the wealthy classes should be
compeled to bear their fair proportionate share of the burden of taxa-
tion ;

That this House views with alarm the extremely rapid increase of
the debt and taxation of the Dominion, especially in view of the fact
that there has been contemporaneously a very great reduction in the
debt and amount required for necessary taxation by the United States,
and that this House is of opinion that any considerable addition to the
debt or taxation of the people of Ganada will work very great hardship
to the great bulk of the population and will tend powerfully to place
them in a position of great disadvantage as regards the people of the
United States, besides seriously prtuticing their chances ot securing
improved commercial relations wiuh the people of that country.

Mr. McLlLAN. I beg te move the adjournment of the
debate. The resolution which the hon, gentleman has
offered is so long that it is impossible for us te grasp the
different points at once, and the flouse is so thin that I
think the debate had botter be adjourned.

Motion agreed te, and debate adjourned.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have listened with

so much attention to the speeches made on both sides ta-
night that I think we shall require a littie time to digest
them. Therefore, I move that the louse do now adjourn.

Motion agreed te; and House adjourned at 10.45 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MonD-r, 30th April, 1888.

The SPEAKUR took the Chair at Three o'clock.

BUSINESS OF TRE HlOUSE.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. I propose. with the con-

Orders, I do not see that there are very many matters of such
paramount importance that we could not facilitate business
by giving more time to the measures in the hands of the
Government; and if theI louse wili permit, I will move
that after answering questions,Government measures should,
on Wednesdays, as well as on the other days whieh are now
appropriated to Govern ment measures, take precedence.

Mr. LAURIER. I am quite sure tbat on this side of the
House we will do everything in our power to assist the
hon. gentleman in bringing the business of the Session to a
close, consistent with public exigencies. I do not think we
would have any objection on this side to allow the Govern-
ment to take next Wednesday and the other Wednesdays
following, but I would suggest that the two Bills on the
Temperance Act be first on the Orders of the Day for next
Wednesday and take Government business afterwards.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not the Prohibition Bill.
Mr. LAURIER. No, only the Bills to amend the Scott

Act.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that is a very
good arrangement.

Mr. CHARLTON. Would it not be considered a little
invidious to other members who have charge of Bills, not
to allow the whole of Wednesday for Public Bills and Orders,
instead of giving proference to these two Temperance Bills ?
I do not think it would make much difference if the whole
of next Wednesday were given to public Bills and Orders.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAILD. It isjust the next Wed-
nesday that will mak- it of importance.

Mr. LAURIER. I made the suggestion becau,e the hon.
gentleman some time aga said full opportunity would be
given to have those BlIs expedited.

Mr. LAN1DRY. I do not wish to say a word in objection
to the motion pr oposed ; but injustice to a Bill I introduced,
seven or eight days after the opening of the Session, and
which is ofconsiderable importance to the district I bave
the honor to represent, I must say a word in its bebalf. I
introduced this Bill at an early day in order that I might
have an opportunity of testing the feeling of the flouse on
its second reading, and I have watched it ever since, but it
bas not been reached,and it is evident, if this suggestion be
agreed to, that it will not roach its second roading this Ses-
sion. It does appear to me that if in the early part of the
Session the hon. gentleman would not propose the adjourn-
ments at the early hours he generally does, private members
would have a better opportunity ol having their Bills put
through.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The time for members
not connected with the Government to press their measures
is early in the Session. If an hon. mcmber is in charge of
a measure and desires to carry it through, he must see that
it is translated, printed in French and English, and put on
the paper early. Then he can best ensure ita being taken
up by the House.

sent of the House, to make a motion without notice. We Mr. LANDERKIN. It would be well for the Govern-
are getting on very late in the Session, and, as the Housesame thing.
knows, to the general regret of the Parliament of Canada,

is Excellency the Governor General will leave here at Sir JOHN A. MACDONAIL D. In the early portion o
the end of May. It will, I am quite sure, be a matter of ithe Session, there seems to be a general reluctance on the
great gratification to him to be enabled to wind up his part of the members to put through their measures.
administration by proroguing the presentParliament, and 1 Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Especially the Government.
would invite the assistance of the flouse, in the parpose of
expediting business so that that object might be accom- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman is
phshed. I arn quite sure that lie moment I mention this' giving us a confession so far as his Governmont was con.
it will receive the general assent of the louse if the public cerned. We will not confees the same thing. The only
interest and the state of publie business will allow it; of chance private members have, in our short Sessions, is to
course, not otherwise, On looking over Public Bills and have their masures printed and put on the paper early.
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,Mr. McCA RTHY. I do not propose to make any objec-
tion to the arrangement arrived at with regard to the Tem-
perance Bill, but the hon. the First Minister had better un-
derstand that the discussion on the Bill in the hands of the
hon. member for Lanark will certainly exhaust Wednes
day. He need not expect to have any of Wednesday if
that Bill is to remain first on the Order. The second Order,
an Act in relation to railway employés, gets the go-by ac-
cording to this arrangement, unless the hon. the Minister
of Finance will say that the Government propose to go on
with their railway legislation.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They do.
'Mr. McOARTHIY. Then that Bill can be dealt with at

the same time.

Mr. LANDRY. I would not want the observations of
the leader of the House to go to my constituents, and to
be interpreted by them in such a way as to imply that I
had neglected to proceed with my Bill. What I said was
that I presumed these Bills were printed and translated in
their regular order, and that was the way in which I un-
derstood the proceedings of the House. I do not think
there was any neglect on my part in reference to this Bill,
and when the leader of the House proposes the adjourn-
ment of the House at an early part of the Session, it is
difficult for a private member to oppose it. At this stage
of the Session, I do not suppose there is any possibility of
reaching the Bill, but I certainly wish that the Govern-
ment should state at the early part of'the Session that there
will be no possibility of reaching a Bill, instead of reserv-
ing the statement till a time when it is too late to proceed
with it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If I am bere next Session,
I shall do so.

Mr. CH ARLTON. I suppose the leader of the Govern-
ment intends to leave Monday to private members?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. CHARLTON. Monday is a day on which notices

of motion come first, and the hon. gentleman is taking the
only day on which Public Bills can be reached. Several of
the Notces of Motion are of very much less importance
than some of the Public Bills; and I would suggest that,
instead of taking Wednesday, the hon. gentleman sbould
take Monday. That will give h in the same number of
days, and will leave the half of a day for Public Bills and
Orders.

Mr. McQARTHY. Or take Wednesday's business for
Monday.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection to
that, but, in the first place, 1 nay say that some of the
Notices of Motion are really more important than the
Public Bills. The list of Public Bills and Orders is not
very important, as a rule. Then, on Monday, for what-
ever reason it may be, there is always a thin House.

M r. MIL LS (Bothwell). Then the Government can get
on faster.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We are so confident in
the merit of our measures that we like to have the House
full in order to have the meed of approbation which we
receive from bon. gentlemen opposi te.

Mr. CHARLTON. I think it would ba only reasonable,
if only one day i left to private members, that i should b.
a day on which all kinds of business introduced by private
members might have a chance of being taken up.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection that
for the reit of the Session the routine for Monday shall be
that laid down for Wednesday, giving tlat, we willake

Sir Joas A. MAODONALD.

the whole of4he Wednesday, as we may take the Temper-
ance Bills on Monday.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No.
Mr. LAURIER. I do not think there iesany reason to

believe that we cannct reach Public Bills and Or4era to-dqy.
Unless there is a debate whieh we oannet foresee upon some
Notice of Motion, we may reach Public Bills to-day. -4t
any rate, we make sacrifice at.the end ofovery-8esion,
and in every 8essionsa number of Bills must be-alaugh'trd
at the end.

Mr. CHARLTON. There was no proposition made to
interfere wilh the procoedings to4ay, but simply to take
Wednesdays after today for the Goverument and: to Slqw
the proceedings of Wednesdays to be applied to Mondays
after to-day.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I-would like very mach
to take the whole of next Wednesday, with the view of
expediting business, and we will give next Monday the
same routine as Wednesday would.have. We are certain in
that way to get these two Bills upon Monday, and it will
not throw them back at all.

Mr. LAURIER. Very well.
Mr. MIL LS (Bothwell). Does the hon.-gentleman.intend

to proceed with the Bill which was promised in relation o
the North-West, or las that been. abandoned ?

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. It stands for -the second
reading. It bas been kept back by the didficalty.of settling
the boundaries of the constituencies, and I think we have
that settled now, and the Bill is in the hands of the printers.

Mr. LAURIER. That leaves two heavy Bills.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, this is not a heavy

Bill. It is only to allow them to elect an Assembly, accord-
ing to the Bill of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille),
with aq few alterations as possible, leavin g the new body,
altogether elected, to Jay their views as to the future before
Parliament at our next Session.

Mr. LAURIER. If the hon. gentleman follows the sug-
gestions of my hon. friend behind me (Mr4 Mille), I am
sure it will be a good Bill.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is it intended that thpy should
have an. executiva or an administrative body ?

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. No.
Mr. MIL LS (Bothwell). How is the Governor to get

on ?
Sir JOHN A. MAGDONALD. We ,hve copied the Bill

of the hon. gentleman verbatim et literatim, so that h. can
easily show how -this ï&yskm will go on without an execu-
tive.

Motion agreed to, as follows:-
That Government measures have precedence on Wedneadays for the

remainder of the Session after Qesutions to be put by Members, and
that the orderof business for Mondays hereafter be the erder of busi-
nes for Wednesday, under Rule 19.

FRATERNAL AND BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.

Mr. DICKINSON, moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 115) respecting -,Fraternal and BenevolentSocieties.
lie said; lIt is -well known to membersofthis louse that
tsocieties of a fraternel and benevolent nature exist-through-
oui this Dominion, and the e.ebership of such. eoietiesis
already large. I am iaformed that they number over
200,000 throughout the Dominion, and this Act is intended
to protectthe benefioiary in uch societime, but it appliesawore
especially to societies which grantiprivileges of pecuniary
benef to 4heir members -or to4hese -who partakeoof :the
natfre otinem.wa aa.wellaaaothewssaietiuasjkgpnt
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thWeeberefmu. The Bill provides fbr a government inspec-
fion and audit of such soeieties, and aise that such societies
shah have therprivilege of depositing with the Goverinment
such sums as may be rmade neceosary by the regulations of
the TreasntyBoard. The Act wiol not apply to societies
doing business within the bounds of only one Province; it
o.ly'appHes to aocieties doing business in more than one
Province, or throughout the Dominion. The Act is promo-
ted more especially by the Independent Order of Forestets,
which has been in existence some six years, and has new a
membership of nearly 9,000, with a surplus on hand of over
$90,000.1

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMEN.D)IE NT.

Mr. CHAPL1EAU moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 116) to amend the Civil Service Act, chap. 17 of the
Revised Statutes of Canada. lie ssid : In presenting this
measure, I may say that it deals only with matters of
detail of minor importance. with the exception, perhap,
of one provision made in order to prevent the personating
of candidates at ezamination, and copying and procuring
copies of answers, or precuring papers for examuination.
Thcre is also a provision that the entrance, promotion and
qualifying ex-aminations shall be beld only once a year.
The other details of the BlI will be more fully explained on
the second reading.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

ELJÈCTORAL FRNOCH[SE ACT AMIENDMENT.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 117) to amend the Electoral Franchise Act, chap. 5 of
the Revised Statutes of Canada. He said : I may state, in
introducing this measure, that it is limited to three disposi-
tiens, though the volume of the Bill might suggest that it
contains a greater number of new provisions than it really
does. The three provisions are these: First, prohibiting
the insertion, on the list of voters, of the names of persons
disqualified for bribery or other corrupt practices ; second,
to provide means for printing ai the electoral lists ai the
Goverament printing office, thus reducing the cost of prini-
ing by a very large figure; third,to provide that no revision
of the lists should be made this year. It has been found
inpossible to make a revision this year, as it is desired thut
the lista should be printed at the Government printing
ofice, Which la not yet ready. A large saviug will be
egeoted in the printing, as will be seen in the report of the
Seeretary of State, for the next first revision, and for ail
subsequent revisions. Compared to the cost of printing of
the last revised lists, the difference will be as between
9186,O04 and $7,000 or $8,000.

Mr. LAURIER. I may say at once teiat my hon. friend's1
provision for having the printing so far from the differcnte
electoral distriots, will, I fear, involve endlos conusion.i
As to the last provision of the Bill, suspending the Act once1
more, if it were coupled with a provision to have the elec.
toral franchise in the meantime carried out in the differenta
Prcvinees, I would approve of it.f

Mr. CHIAPLHAU. I hope to be able to satisfy my hon.
fiiend in respect to the other provisions of the Bil when it
comes up for its second reading. I know the prejudicesa
and the wrong impressions that have been created in the
public mind, but I hope that all these will vanisb when
explanations are given to the louse.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman made ju.t
as confident a promisé as did his leader wheu the Franchise
Bill was under consideration. We predicted, on this îide
of the House, that it would cost at leat a quarter of aj i

million dollars to prepare the votera' lista. Onr estimate
was largely exceeded, and 8410,000 if the charge against
the Treasury for preparing the voters' lists for a single
year. Now we have in the Province of Ontario a votera'
Hi4 prepared, a non-political list, made by representatives
of the people.

Some hon. MEMBE RS. No, no.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). 1 want to know whether

county councils are not non.political bodies ? I want to
know whether the people have not the same
opportunity of electing their party friends on county or
township councils as they have in electing members of this
louse ? I want to know whether, in the preparation of these

votera' lista, municipal bidios do not act fairly as be.
tween the respective parties, and whether the county judges,
who are appointers of the Government hre, are not the
ultimate arbitrators in decidiag whether theoe lists are not
properly prepared ? Now w can use those lists without
their costing us anything, and without requiring
personal supervision, because they are preparel by thoso
who live on the spot, who know the parties. I waut to
know whether the Government are not prepared now to
adopt the lists prepared by municipal bodies? The hon,
gentleman can amend bis Bill without difficulty ; he can
relieve the country of this extraordinary burden that bas
been imposed upon it; hoecan restore to the people the
rep-esentation which has in manv cases been taken away
from them. The hon gentleman dared not put his Bill in
operation last year, he dare not put his Bill in operation
this year, An hon. friend i f)n s rne tiat lie cari nane
a courty in whilh there are moto than a thousand electora
let off, who, if an election was to occar to-morrow, would
be disfranchised. Yet bon, gentlemen persist in
imposiog this extraordinary and unnecessary burden upon
the people in order that the voters' lista may be manipu-
lated by them and their friends.

Mr. CHA RLTON. I think that Canada, in respect to
this Franchis3 Act, occupics a unique position arong the
Anglo Saxon comrnonwealth of the world. We have upon
the Statute-book an Act which is confessodly, in a moaure,
unworka le, and too expen&ve to be put tint opertt'ion
every year-confessedly so from the fet that the Govern-
ment have twico suspendod the operation of that Act.
Now, the practical knowledge we have derived fhom the
carrying out of that Act faiirly, bears out the observations
made by the Opposition when the Bill was under discussion
in this House. It wats asserted that its oporation
would be very expensive; and the expense of its operation
bas proved to be fully as great as was asserted by the Op,
position. It was asserted that the oporation of the Act
would entail very great public irconvenience, and that
proved to be the case upon the revision taking place when
the votera' lit was revised for the only time under that Act.
It was asserted that the fact that there would exist in
each Prevince two separate sets of voter' lista
would create groat diffiualty and confusion ; and that
has proved to be the case. l the preparation of our
votera' lista we follow a course different from that pursued in
any British community. l England the voters' lista are
prepared by the overseers of the poor, and those gentlemen
are municipal officers elected by the people. The revision
of the votera' 1jsts in England is a judicial aet, performtd by
a revising barriëter, who is appointed, not by the Govern-
ment, but by the courts. In British colonies, so far as my
invest'gation goes, the voters' li4s tire formed in the same
manner-it is a municipal At.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Every colony has a se-
parate law.

Mr. CHA.RLTON. But there is no British colony where
the Grovernment assumes this power. It is conceded to be
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a popular right for the people to exercise in ail the colo-
nies, except in this country. If we look to the United
States we find that in every one of the thirty-eigbt States of
the Union the preparation of the voters' lists is a municipal
act, and the revision is a municipal act in every State ex.
cept in Oregon, where the list is revised by county court
judges. We have a cumbersome, unworkable, tyrannical
Act in existence, which has been shown to be such by the
experience of the people. Experience bears out every
charge made against the Act when it was under discussion
in this House, and the Govern ment could not do better than
return to the old common-sense principle of adopting the
provincial franchise in each Province. That principle was
adopted in the American Union when the constitution was
adopted. After full discussion, and after four different
plans had been thoroughly discussed, the mem bers of the
constitutional convention of the Unted States deliberately
adopted the plan of having the qualification of a voter in
every State the qualification that would be required for vot-
ing for a member of the most numerous branch of the Legis.
lature in each State. That system bas worked well for
more than a hundred years, and no one would dream of the
possibility of adopting sncb an absurd regulation as to give
Congress control of the voters' lists, and have two sets of
voters' lists, one for state and another for national purposes.
We shall be obliged to abandon the present system, and the
sooner we abandon it the better. The sooner bon. gentle-
men opposite accept the inevitable in this matter the botter
it will be for their credit, and for the interests of this coun-
try. The common sense principle is to decide that the
qualification for a voter for a member of the Dominion
House shall be the qualification required in each Province
for a voter for a member of the Legislature of that Province.
It is a simple, inexpensive, common sense system, which
would work no injury, and would enable us to dispense
with ail the costly machinery connected with the present
system, together with the inconvenience caused to the pub-
lie, and with the confusion which results from having two
liste, by which one-half of the voters do not know whether
they are on one list or the other, or possibly whether they
have a vote at all. I cou nsel the hon. gentlemen opposite to
amend the Bill by adopting the provincial franchise aud
return to a common sensu system again.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E.I). Any one who bas a practical
acquaintance with the printing of the liste will know that
the scheme proposed by the Secretary of State will never
work. When the liste are printed in the varions places
there are always a great many errors, both in the christian
and surnames, and also in the post office addresses. The
county court judge being on the spot goes over themand
revises them, after which they are reprinted and accuracy,
as far as possible, is secured. If the work is donc here I
can see no system by which these errors will be corrected,
but the evil existing in the present system will be inten-
sified. I wish the leader of the Government would once
for ail adopt the proposai made o0 this side of the Iouse
some time ago and simplify this matter. He bas provided
a large number of franchises, being driven onward by the
force behind him. ln this demooratie country where
wealth is, perhaps, more general than in other countries
and where the people, man for man, are botter educated
politically than in other countries, there is only one logical
course to pursue, and that is to provide residen tial manhood
suffrage. That is a proposition which would meet with great
favor throughout the country. It is a proposition which we
urged some years ago; it is a proposition which the logic of
events will compel the Government to accept, and it would
be a graceful act on the part of the Government if they1
were to repeal ail the other clauseso the Bill and enact one
clause giving residential manhood suffrage.

Mr. CHARLTON.

Mr. JONES (ifalifax). The Secretary of State thinks
that when he made this explanation it would be a perfectly
satisfactory one to this side of the louse. The bon. gen-
tleman must have been very much mistaken indeed if ho
thought ho couH satisfy this House or members on this aide
of the House with the Bill in its present shape. He bas a
very easy way of stating, not only tothis aide of the House,
but to bis own side of the louse and the country as well,
that the Bill would be a satisfactory one, at the same time
forgetting that the Government have not ventured to carry
out this Act for the last two years. They have suspended
the operation of their Act for one of two resons: ei her,
because they were afraid of the outlay involved, especially
in view of the statement the Minister of Finance expressed
the other day that the Goverument sought to exorcise
prudence and economy ; or it was because the Act is as dis-
tasteful to their own supporters as it is to hon, gentlemen on
this side of the House. Look at what is going on in the
country to-day. We have had elections going on almcat
every week since the House met, and yet to-day in different
counties-for example, in Rnssell where thereis an election
now going on-there must be a large number of electors
who possess ample qualifications but are unable to vote. It
is an arbitrary and a cowarily act, to take away from the
people the right to express their opinions at the polls. In
Russell, Kent, or in any county where an election is in pro-
gress, there are many people who are in a position to be
voters, but who, at the will of the Government, are dis.
franchised. This is an arbitrary Act, and it shows clearly
that the Government do not carry out the provisions of the
measure both on account of the expense involved and be-
cause they know that it is just as distastefal to their own
people as it is to hon. members on this side of the House.
Does the hon. Secretary of State propose to carry on
that Act froin year to year until the general election ?
The hon. gentleman shakes his head. Why not put the
Act in force to-day ? Why not bring in an amendment
that it shall be revised in cases where elections are to be
held ? If the hon. gentleman will bring in an amend-
ment to his proposal that revision will take place wheoever
an election is to be held before the House meets next year,
it v uld not be so objectionable, but to defer this from year
to y ear and to disfranchise a large number of voters -not
voters, I will correct myself again, but people who are
qualified to vote and who would be voters if they had the
opportunity-is a very bad principle, and the hon. gentle-
man brings in a Bill here to-day to prevent their being put
on the list. I repeat, Sir, that it is an arbitrary Act and it
will be viewed, I believe, by hon. members on both sides,
and by the country generally, as an attempt to interfere
with the liberty of the people in the proper choice and
election of members to represent them in this House.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon. member for Halifax (Kr.
Jones) is in a warlike mood to-day. He opened the sitting
of this House by defending, in a soldierly manner, those
promises against a fancifol invasion. He now appears to
defend the country against an injury which does not
exist.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Yes, it does.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is aIl well to say: "Never say

die." The gentlemen on the opposite side were very
badly defeated when the principle of this Bill, which I de-
sire to amend, was before the louse; but not being satisfied
with the defeat they met there, they went te the polls, and
they told the people that the measure brought by the
Government would be a ruin to the country. The
people would not believe them and defeated them. Now
they speak of our predictions that the principle of the Bill
would net cost mach to carry out. Nobody on this aide of
the House made such a statement. We all knew it would
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cost a great deal of money, and that the introduction of a of the Bill, that the provisions will b. acceptable totbem,
completely new system necessarily involved a large ex- and that it will reduce the expenditure to sncb a degree
penditure. But what was the result of the predictions on that they will find the system quite workable and far from
the other side? Ky hon. friends, when the discussion being expensive.
comes up, will be astonished to hear how unfounded were Mr. WELDON (St. John). The argument of the hon.their predictions. They told us that it would cost not less the Secretary of State shows bow important it is that thethan three-quarters of a million of dollars. revision should take place. He admits that the cost has

Some honà ME1BERS. Oh, no. been too much, and that was the point whicb this aide of
Mr. CHAPLE&IU. It is so, and I will prove to my hon. the House made in our arguments against the Franchise

friends that they made that prediction. I have made a Act. The amounts may have varied but there is one thing
little collection of those terrible predictions that bave gone clear, as the hon. gentleman admits, that the expenses are
into smoke, as most of their predictions have. too great.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It costs too imuch anyway. Mr. CHAPLEAU. I said that for the first time it was
ywtoo large.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I agree with my hon. friend, it bas Mr. WELDON (St. John). The reason given by mycost too much, but the Government are anxious now that it hon. friend lor not printing the list implies that the expenseshould cost very little. I will satisfy my hon. friend here, for the second time would be nearly as great except thatif it is possible to satisfy him, as well as the hon. gentle- he hopes to reduce it in the manner that he points out. Themen on the other side of the House, perhaps not all on this members on this side of the House stated that it would bepoint, which is the main part of this Bill, that we will reduce a great expense to the countryand that prediction bas beenthe expenditure to its minimum. IL is useless to go on with verified. The Secretary of State is endeavoring to reducethe discussion now on the introduction of the Bill. Lt that expense by printing ah the lists throughout this Dom-is always better to speak in time, and it is always a great inion, from Prince Edward Island to British Columbia, atdeal of savng of words and of valuable time if we discuss only Ottawa. Those lists have got to be divided, and it seems towhen the proper time comes. Myhon. friends have now been me that so far as this plan is concerned if it does not in-fighting a Bill which is not yet before the House, and a Bill crease the expense, it will increase the inefficiency of theof which they do not know one of the provisions at the lists to a very large extent. IL was bad enough as it stoodpresent moment. It bas been said to us that we have pro- on the first revision, but it will probably be worse now, andtracted the introduction of this measure for two Sessions. where any difficulty took place on the first revision it wasI will give a reason for that at once. The first reason was supposed that the inaccuracy might have been corrected inthat we could not introduce the amendments and the modi- the second revision. It is my experience, and I think it isfications which we proposed in this Bill before the House the experience of every member of this House that names
passed the Printing Bill. Last year af ter the Printing Bill were left off the list of electors, which had a right tobe put on.
was introduced we thought we could print those voters' It might not have been any harm, as the Secrctary ofState
lists at the Government Bureau, but it may startle mem- says, but if one man is deprived of his rights of franchise it
bers of this House to know that thirty printers working all is a wrong done to them and through him te the entire
the working hours of the day would take ten months to people. I know a gentleman in the county represented by
print the 6,150 pages of those lista. Those lists will be my hon. friend from Westmoreland (Air. Wood), a gentle-
ready in due time and they will alil be prepared for next man who is the local member for that constituency, and a
revision. Wo have not been able to do it this year because gentleman of wealth, and to-day ha is not entitled to vote
it was physically impossible to do it. My hon. friend has for a member for the Dominion Parliament.
made a complaint that we have not made a provision for
any election imposed on the House by the death of mem- Mr. CHAPLEAU. Was it because of a mistake ef the
bers. Death bas been busy amongst us since the beginning printer ?
of this Parliament, but I hope we will be spared from any Mr. WELDON (St John). Whether in the printing or
further calsmities. We have had death enough amongst not his name bas been left out. I can give several
us and I hope we will not soon have any new elections from instances of this kind where names bave been omitted last
sncb a cause. It is not right to prevent a county from being year and where the people thought the mistake would
represented in Parliament because of the revision of the be rectified this year. By this delay now proposed, the
lista, and the revision would take three or four months, and people will be again deprived of their franchise. It seems
we know that members of the House always ask that elec. to me that we had better go back to the original principle.
tion writa hould be issued immediately. IL is but right So far as the Province from which I come is concerned we
that those who have run the race on the political ground have a cheap mode of registering the voters which com-
of their county, when the court bas decided the race was mends itself to the people, and which is controlled by the
not fair, that they should begin on the same ground again. people through their revisers-revisers appointed bythe

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh. municipal authorities and not responsible to the Lcal
Government. It is a cheap and inexpensive mode, and

Mr, CHAPLEAU. I understand the objection. My every man who bas a right to the franchise can have his
friends say that new-comers should have a right to ask vote.
that their vote.should be put on the new list, but I do not Mr. WELDON (Albert). I quite sympathise with the
see that there is any harm done to one side or the other, if member for St. John (Mr. Weldon) in the instance he has
the new election takes place with the same list. It may given to the House. He refers to Mr. Killam as not being
be that a few electors would ask for the privilege of voting on the list, and I sympathise very strongly with Mr.
when a new election comes around, but that is not a very Killam, because he left the eounty of Westmoreland where
great los to the country if they do not vote. In the olden he would have voted against my hon. friend who represents
times, lista have been left for three, four and five years that county, and who could afford to have one adverse vote,
without any revision at all in many constitutiencies. It and came to Albert to vote against me there.
was not, perhape, quite desirable to leave a few electorsa
without a vote, but it was not sufficient to place the Mr. CHIARLTON. I wish to point out that the remarks
interests of the country in danger. I think I will be made b y the bon. the Secretary of State were the moet
able to show my friends, when moving for the introduction powerful arguments that have been adduced against the
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operation of this measure. The hon. Secretary of tate
tells us that in the preparation and printing of these lists
at Ottawa the time of thirty or forty men will be employed
for at least ton months. Now, Sir, contrast that with the
fact that the lista under the Provincial franchises are
prepared without exponse to the Dominion, and speedily,
and when prepared, are more suitable for the purposes for
which they are designed than the lista my hon. friend is
to expend ton months in preparing here. This fact illus-
trates more forcibly than almost anything that has been
said in this discussion, the cumbersome and unrelia ble
character of this huge, clumsy piece of mechanism.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon. friend bas
rather trespassed on the rules of the House in making a
second speech on the introduction of a Bill, and bof >re we
have the Bill before us. The discussion bas almost entirely
gone off on the question of whether the Franchise Aet
which was passed some two years ago should be repealed
or not. Well, that is a fair question for discussion. But
that was a reform Bill, which was deliberately adopted by
Pailiament ; it is the law of the land, and like any other
reform of a constitutional nature, it is a portion of the
constitittion of the country, and if it is to be altered it ehould
be altered with due consideration, and after full discussion of
the merits of the Bill itself. But this m asure of my hon:friend
has nothing todo with that Franchise Bill. It simply relates
to the printing of the voters' lists; yon ought not to mix
the two subjects together. One is a reform Bill. If we should
adopt the suggestions of hon, gentlemon opposite, and
return to the old system of adopting the franchises as they
exist in the difforent Provinces, we should have to have a
new election. But hon. gentlemen opposite are not quite
agPeed as te what the reform is to be. The hon. member
for North Norfolk (Mir. Charlton) says, lot us return to the
old system, and let the votera' lista as prepared in each Pro.
vince be the governing franchise. The hon. momber for
Queen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies), says we must come to man&
hood saffrage,

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I say that is the alternative if
you do not take the Provincial lists.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is quite a different
proposition. One says, let us have mainhood suffrage; the
othor says, no, we will let each Province stato what the
franchise is to ,be.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). So your constitution provided.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We would fall between

two stoola if we took the contrary advice of hon. gentlemen
opposite.

Mi. MACKENZIE. We would be satisfied no matter
what way you fell.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If hon. gentlemen state
what they want, we will consider it.

Mr. LAURIER. You heard for six weeks, threo years
agoi

Sir JOHN'A. MACDONALD. Hon. gentlemen did not
agree thèn. They discussed the franchise for six months,1 think, but they did not agree.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). We did agree.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And if they had brought

the force of thoir united intellects and power to bear upon the
question, perhaps the Government would have been forced
to succumb. But we escaped doleat. On the contrary, we
gained a great victory, so far as numbers constitute a
victory, in the carrying of that measure. Now, we are nut
proposing such a measure as we discused then; this little
Bil of myhon. feiend is simply a measure, as he say-
and when hon. gentlemen opposite see it they will probably
agree with him-which wril greatly economise the expense

Mr. CHARLTON.

of preparing the voters' lists. The hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr.Obariten) says it is a unique system, which
exists in no country in the world, that the- Governmuent
should regulate the votera' list. The Government do not
pretend to regulate or interfere; with the voters' lista.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Oh, yes, you do.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are prepared unddr

the Act by a revising officer in eaeh county, who is in most
cases a judge.

Mr, MILLS (Bothwell). No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, in most cases a

judge; and I have not heard any statement thàt these re-
vising officers have behaved -partially. Thé Goverument
have nothing to do with the preparation of the votera' lists,
but, when the voters' lists are made up by' the revising
officers, the simple proposition of the Government is that
they shall be printed in an economical manner; and tothat
proposition we expect to get the assent of both sides of the
House when they see the measure.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Willthehon. gentleman let nie
ask him a question ? I understood the -hon. Seeretarye of
State to say that it wonld take ton months to print these
lists. The hon. gentleman knows that, as the law now
stands, the printing goes on simultaneousIy ai overthe
country in each electoral district. Now, under-this propoz
sition ton months wili be occupied in the printingof-the
lists, and twelve months will pasa by before alist oanbe
revised-at ail events before some'of them ca be- se that
lista will be in operation in some counties s<year before
they are in others. Will the hon. gentleman tellus bow ho
proposes to get over that difficulty? because he=must see
that il is a serions one. Our experience shows that ten per
cent. of the old votera go off, and teniper cent. of new voters
come on overy year.

Mr. CIHAPLEAU. Not five per -cent.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). A good deal morethan ten per

cent. in some cases.

Mr. CHAPLEATU. I am speaking of the-average.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am speaking of the average
too. I would ask the hon. gentleman how he proposes to
overcome that diffieulty ?

Sir John A. MACDONALD. The'system is understood.
The lista are settled by the revising officers. The printing,
of the lista will take considerable time, no doubt, I rather
think my hon. friend has exaggerated the time.

Mr. CIIAPLEAU. I said it woald take abôut thirty
men ten montha to do thh work; but it will be done i a
shorter time.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALU. Yeu can easily. go% the
necessary number of men to print the"lista When: they
are once printed they are stereotyped, so that when a list
bas to be revised, the names to be taken ofar'e -pihkWd ont,
and the names to be -added are put in ýthe- form ; and &kat
will take hardly any time. An enormous -saving-will bd-
effected by having the listeastereotyped, and having them,
altered from year to yeaàr when the revising offiers make
their returns.

Mr. CHA.PLEAU. I nay perhaps be-allowedto make a
suggestion, which if ; aoeepted may groatly shorten: the
debate on this Bill when it, comes ta beeonsidered. I would
invite those hon. gentlemea on both sidew of thé Htouse,
who would wish to se. practicallyý the simple maherid
whih these lists ate goingato be printed, se wll Ie the
chèapnEs and regala#ity of the fyatem, to goetothe ptfing
office, wherer the Supetittondet et oPri4tiing tdld fe -bh
would be ready not bàly 40give explaationsiet Ihe atemy
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bgt to show bon. xembers,Aspeially. those conneoted with
printing establishnmte,, ita.practiçal operation.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says it
will take thirty or forty mon ton months to prepare the
liste, so thatstAany .rate one-haif of the votera' lista used in
a general election would be those of a prior year, and all
the Governmoat would have to do to carry an election
wguJd. be to find whe4er,& particular list wia favorable, or
unfaaorble, adto.get the lista ehanged in the order to
suit, thfn.

-Mr. CHAPLZAU. My hon. friend does not understand-
one thing. ýWhen the lista are ail prepared, lot us say that
there is about ten per cent. to be added in the revision,
That· would be ten per cent. of ten months; and it would
take one month when ready, as they will be in three or
four months from now to make the corrections. At every
revision, not more than one month wou!d be required to
make the corrections. ]My hon. friend will say it is not
right to have that delay, but as every district will not be
prepared at the same time, the Superintendent of Printing
stakes-his r.-putation that not a single constituency will
have to wait a single dAy for its lista, unless the revising
oMeers delay themi on purpose,

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman said it would
take ton months to make 215 lists.

Mr. QHAPLEAU. ThQse are the lista we are now
m#k g,, but when printed the type will remain standing.

MotienIt gred to.

IN COMITTBE-THIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 69) to confirm a mortgage given by the
Central R9ailwy Company to the Qentral Trust Company
of New York, to secure an aune of denue.-(Mr.
Weldon, St. John.)

Bill (No. 4) respeeting the Thosand Islanda Rail-
way Compny.-(Mr. TayIqr.)

-Bill (No. 96) to incorporate the Belleville and Lake
Nipissing Railway<Company (from the Senate).-(Mr.
Corby )

SECOND REA DINGS.

Bill (No. 107) respecting the York FArrmers' Colonisation
Company.,-(Mr. McCulla.)

,Bill (No.1l14) To amend the several A cts relating to the
Board of Trade of the city of Toron to.-(Mr. Small.)

RIMOUSKI OUSTOMS COLLECTOR.

Mr. FISFRTasked, Whether it is to the knowledge of the
Goverjment th.at Mr. J. A. Martin, Collector of Customs at
the port of Rim nski, is a trader, carrying on business at
the present timie? It so, whether it intenda to take any
actin the mattr ?

Mr. BOWELL. The Government hae lately been in-
formed that Mr. Martin, the-Collector of Qastoms at the
port of:Rimouski ha been carrying on a trading business.
'That will be investigated, and if it is correct, he will -be
called upen to give up business or to resign his position.

CAPE IUTON RAILWAY ;CONTRACTORS.

ir, OÂ iRON asked, Whether the Government intends
to adopt means to compel the sureties of Sims & Slater,
contractors on the l4jastern Section of the Cape Breton
RAilway, to pay laborers and o4ers who were employed
by thh said:Sipns k Sslter on the construgtio of that
sectioni-f railw*y?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Any legal means the Gov-
ernmont may have to get these natters settled, of course
the Government will take.

PUBLIC WORKS IN THE COUNTY OF RIKOUSKI.

Mr. FISET (Translation) aske 1, Whother the Government
have expeuded duriLg the course of the past year, the sums
voted during the last Session und mentioned at page 55 of
the Estimates for the year ending the 30th June, 188ý, to
wit:-Matane, completion of the brea.kwater, $500; Bic
pier, to complote, $750; River Blanche, repairs, $2,000;
Rimouski River, $1,000 ? If not, what are the causes which
have prevented the Government from oxpendting the sums
so voted for the repairs and improvements abovo stated ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) The hon.
momber made a mistake as to the column of items voted
for the year 1888. If he refers anew to the Estimates of
last year, h. will sce that the items ho mentions were voted
for the previous year, and that they have been expended
during the previous year.

WHARF AT MATANE AND AT RIVER BLANCHE.

Mr. FISET asked, Whother the Government intend to
insert in the Supplementary Estimates, the sums necessary
for repairing the wharf at Matane and at River Blanche, as
well as for the completion of the Bic pier and the improve-
ment of the River Rimouski ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot give an answer
presently to the hon. member. As soon as the Supplemen.
tary Estimates are brought down, they wilI give hum the
answer to this question.

CONTRACT OF MESSRS. ISBESTER AND REID.

Mr. CAMERON asked, Whether the Government have
reasonable ground to believe that Mesasrs. lisbester & Reid
will bave their contract finished before the expirationof the
time limited.by their contract ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Ail I can say to the hon.
gentleman is that we hope these contractors will finish their
work before the time fixed by their contract.

PILOTAGE AT NORTH SYDNEY.

Mr.'DAVIES (P.EI.) asked, Have the pilotage authorities
for theport of North Sydney, Cape Breton, made the yearly
returns required of them by the Pilotage Act of 1873? Has
the Government talien any, and what stops, to ascertain if
the superannuation fund has been, and is now being proper-
ly administered by the said pilotage authorities? lias any
security been taken from such pilotage authorities, or any
of their officials. for the proper distribution of such fand ?

Mr. FOSTER. There is no pilotage authority for North
Sydney. That is included in the general pilotage authority
of Sydney. I do not know that any superannuation fund bas
been established, but I think there is a fund for the widows
of pilots, as I find some items ir. the acounts for that pur-
pose. No security has been taken for the distribution of
such fand; it does not appear to be required. I will further
look into the matter.

OCEAN MAIL SERVICE.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre) moved for:

Copies of all notices calling for tenders, and of all tenders received,
for an impro-ed postal service across the Atlantic; and, &IBO, for
Copiu »olAll. correspondenoe or documents reupecting the. said service.

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. I must ask the hon. gentle-
man to withdraw this motion, becaune it would Mt b in
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the interest of the publie service that these papers should of that matter will be iere, and will be able to give him all
be laid before the House at present. the information that the House eau desire.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). Am I to under.
stand that the Government propose to take some action in
the matter during the coming summer, or is it proposed to
leave the service as it is? The object of my motion was to
obtain bome information in which the public at large and
people of Quebec in particular, are greatly interested, that
is to say, when we can expect to get an improved postal
service on the Atlantic. Sometime ago rumors were pub-
lished in the newspapers that the Government were to
enter into a contract with a certain company for
an improved mail service; while not more than a
week or two ago, the papers published rumors that
the Government did not intend to do anything
this year, that they intended to leave matters as they are.
This matter bas been pending for a long time; it is within
the recollection of those who have been members of this
House since 1885, that there bas ever since been a question
of having such improved mail service. The Govern ment then
proposed to give a new contract to the Allan Steamship
Company. The members on this side of the House op-
posed the renewal of the contract. We all agreed that it
would be better to pay a little more, and get a better
service than to pay even a comparatively smal sum and
get no service at all. This is a very pressing matter in-
deed, and a deputation came from Quebec to Ottawa to
interview the Government regarding it a short time before
the Session. At the present time we are paying for a mail
service to Europe, and our own people do not avail them-
selves of the mail steamers which are subsidised by the
Government. I consider that it is an injustice to other
steamship lines which ply between Quebec or Montreal
and Europe, that one particular company should be singled
ont and favored by getting a subsidy for doing a service
which is considered so inferior to the lines plying between
New York and Europe, that even our own merchants
scarcoly use the line from Quebec at all. Every winter I
see our merchants leaving Quebec to go to New York,
and taking the Inman or Cunard steamers, or even
the French steamers, to go to Europe. This is very
much to be regretted, and I consider it is a waste
of money to this country to be subsidising any line unless
it is sufficiently well equipped to take our own people to
Europe, and even people from the United States. I regret
very much that the Government do not intend to give this
information to the House, not even to say when they will
be able te give that service. I do think there could be no
objection to laying before the House the tenders that have
been sent in. I understand there are only two or three; the
seeret of these tenders seems to be what we call in French a
secret de polichinelle, that is a secret that every one knows.
It is known that one or two tenders have been sent in, and
also, almost the exact amount, and the terms of each tender,
are known generally by those who are engaged in that
business. It is very desirable that the Government should
be in a position to give us more precise information on the
subject, a subject of the greatest interest to the public at
large. In the meantime, while we do not get that im-
proved service, we are going on wasting money that is
being paid to an insufficient service, to the detriment of
other lines which get no subsidy.

Sir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. I stated just now why we
oould not bring these papers before the liouse. I will ask
the hon, gentleman to be kind enough to renewhis question
and his remarks when the Supplementary Estimates are dis-
oussed, on the item relative to mail service on the Atlantic.
That will give him an opportunity of bringing up the sub-
jeet again, and then the Minister who has special charge

1Ir HIroTz LAxeari.

Motion withdrawn.

CUSTOMS SEIZURES AT QUEBEC.

Mr. LANGELIE R (Quebec Centre) moved for:
Copies of all correspondence, Orders in Jouneil, reports, papers and

documents touching the seizure made on F. 0. Vallerand, at Quebec.
He said: I should like these papers to be brought down as soon
as possible. I know the facts regarding th case of fMr. Valle-
rand very well, but I desire to know the facts relating to
the seizure connected with Mr. Levi, which was a more im-
portant one. In the one case that of Mr. Levi, the goods
seized were returned ; in the other case, that of Mr. Valle-
rand, they were not returned. The case of Mr. Vallerand
was that of goods seized n account of an error committed
by a clerk and done in good faith. In the case of Mr. Levi
it was a seizure of diamonds and procious stones. After
some time the goods were returned, and I do not know
whether ho was compelled to pay a fine. I should like to
sec the papers in these cases, not only for myself, but for
the information of a great many people of Quebec, especially
in order to sec what particular ground existed for returning
the goods in the case of Mr. Levi, and not returning them
in the case of Mr. Vallerand. Mr. Vallerand is a most re-
spectable merchant in the city of Quebec, and I understand
the whole trouble arose owing to a mistake, and a very
excusable mistake, made by a clerk. On the other hand,
Mr. Levi was a stranger who came into the country having
a large quantity of precious stones, I am told, of the value
of $10,000 or $12,000, in his trunk. They were seized,
but were returned after a short time. Why they were re-
turned, it is impossible to judge, but I should like to see the
papers in order to see the reasons assigned.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no objection to the papers in
connection with both seizures being laid before the flouse.
In the case of Mr. Vallerand the seizure arose from the fact
of there having been an enclosure in a package not mention-
ed in the invoice, and if the hon. gentleman will refer to
the law ho will find that in such a case the goods are abso-
lately forfeited and that no diecretion is left to the depart-
ment. Mir. Vallerand was treated in precisoly the same
manner as all other importers, quite os respectable as ho
is, are treated. I have no doubt as to the respectability of
that gentleman; but in all cases of that kind where the law
is positive tihe importers are treated alike. As to the
seizure of diamonds from Mr. Levi, when the papers are
laid before the House, the hon. gentleman will see that
where the Minister of the department lhad discretion in
dealing with the case, the decision was of an equitable
character. He not only had to pay the duty, but penalties
were imposed in addition. I do not desire to go into the
facts, because the hon. gentleman will be much better satis-
fied when ho reads all the papera and the decision of the
department which contains the reasons for the conclusion
arrived at.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). I do not dispute
that the law is as stated by the Minister of Customs; but,
if the law is such, it is a very bad law and should b.
amended as soon as possible. Here we have the cases of
two men; in one a seizure occurred from a package, and a
very unimportant package, being enclosed in another pack-
age and omitted from an invoice, alil of which was done in
good faith; in the other case it was that of a man who had
no invoice, but who concealed goods in bis trunk, which
goods proved to b.eof very large value, I am informed not
les than $10,000 or 112,000 at least. Those precious atones
were seized but returned. He was a stranger, and visited
Quebec with those stones inl hi trunk evidently for the pr.-
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pose of selling them to the trade. I repeat that I do not
say the interpretation of the laws laid down by the Minister
is incorrect, but I say that it is evidently a very bad law
and should be altered.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not admit that the clause is a bad
one. It is more moderate now than it was when the hon.
gentleman's friends were in power, and when they consoli-
dated the law. I did modify it once. I do not think, in
the interests of honest trade, it should be modified again;
but it would have been just as well if the hon. gentleman
had waited until ho had obtained the papers before h. ex-
pressed the opinion he has given in regard to the diamond
seizure. One would b. led to the conclusion from his
remarks that the two cases were analagous. The diamonds
were not brought in as the hon. gentleman bas said. I will
not now discuss the question, but will simply say that the
information he has received is not strictly accurate.

Motion agreed to.

TRADE RELATIONS BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN
AND THE COLONIES.

Mr. MARSHALL moved :
That the establishment of mutually favorable trade relations between

Great Britain and her colonies would benefit the agricultural, mining,
lumbering and other industries of the latter and would strengthen the
Kiapire by building up its dependencies, and that the Government
should ask the other Colonial Governments to join in approaching the
Imperial Government with a view to obtaining such an agreement.

Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Speaker, in moving a resolution
for the first time in this House, and having taken part in
none of the debates or proceedings heretofore, I do not in-
tend to occupy your time for more than a few minutes on
this occasion, as I should like to hear hon. membersi on both
aides of this House express their views on this, what I con-
aider a very important question. My object in moving this
resolution at this Session is, because I think the time bas
come when the attention of tbis Hlouse should be drawn to
the advisability of extending our trade relations between
Great Britain and Canada, whereby the natural products of
our country should have preference in the British mar.
ket to those of foreign nations or other countries other than
her colonies. During the recent debate on unrestricted
reciprocity between Canada and the United States in this1
louse, it was admitted on ail sides that we should seek the

British market for our natural products, and that fact basj
already been established, because there bas not been an1
hon. member on the opposite side of the House, or on this1
aide either, who has not forcibly laid that principle beforei
the louse, and spoken in support of it. They have
ail admitted that the British market is the market which
rules the prices of our surplus products and not only of this
country but also of the United States, and ail the world.
Sir, I have been asked by hon. members since making this
notice of motion when i intended bringing my Imperial
Fedoration resolution forward. Now, Sir, I want to say for
the information of hon. members that I do not belong to
the Imperial Federation League myself, nor does my
resolution. This subject bas been prominently in my
mind for some time past, long before I had the honor of
occupying a seat in this fouse, and perbaps more naturally1
Bo because being intimately and practically connected with
the clasa of people who would be more directly benefited
by suchtradt relations than any other class of peoplein Can-
ada, and upon whom I consider, and I think this flouse
considers, by their voices in the past, that upon them depends
the welfare and prosperity of this country of ours. Thati
is the farming and agricuitural classes, and it is in theirE
interests that Ihave been prompted to move in the matter,1
for whon they are benefitted or prosperous the countryj
naturally muât be also. But, Sir, as a Canadian, I do not1
propome to go to the mother country hat-in-hand,as the

saying is, to ask a favor of her specially for Canada.
I hope while in this fouse or out of it I will
always in my humble way uphold the dignity of
Canada. I do not propose to ask England to do
anything that would be an injury to herself or her people.
What I ask for is a policy of trade relationi by which
mutual advantages would be secured in the exchange of
our natural and manufactured products, and I do not propose,
of course, to seek any advantages from England without
giving ber something in return. The object of the resolu-
tion is that we shall have more extended trade relations
between Canada and Great Britain,whereby some agreement
may be arrived at mutually beneficial to both countries,
and secure extended trade relations with our sister colonies.
When I propose that Great Britain and Canada, as well as
all the colonies, should be more closely connected, I do not
expect that Great Britain will concede a special favor
to us, nor do I ask it. But I do think that if the mother
country makes a concession on behalf of the colonies that
they will give ber something in return. We must re-
member that such a polioy for the Empire would give our
people a market with a population of over 320,000,000
instead of having a market of 60,000,000, as pro-
posed by unrestricted reciprocity with the United
States-the people with whom we have principal-
ly to compote in the British market. It may be
said in answer to this proposition that it is ail very well
to make a suggestion of this kind, but that England, after
adopting ber free trade policy fir the benefit of her people,
wilt not go back to ber old barbarisma, or as some people
say, of protection, or adopt a protective policy in tavor ot
ber colonies. That may be said, but England's relations
with ber colonies have buen very muuh changed since free
trade was first agitated and adopted as the policy of Great
Britain. The tree trade policy was ftirst agitate in 1838,
or about fifty years ago, and lot me ask bon. gentlemen
what the position of the North American colonies at that
time was and what it is now ? Take, for instance, our own
country. At that time it was almost unknown to Eng-
land except as a country of forest and snow, and we are in
a position to-day that if our great wheat fields of the North-
West and Manitoba were under cultivation they alone
would supply the British markets with wheat. I
should like very much that the Government of the country
would take whatever stops may b necessary to bring
about such a trade policy, as I do not intend to lot this
matter rest until some such result has been arrived at. The
fact is, that if a protective wall were built around the Brit-
ish Empire she could live independently of the world with
the aid of ber colonies alone.

Mr. MCA RTIHY. Mr. Speaker, before you deoclare
the motion carried I desire to say a few words in support
of it. The motion is very similar in purpose to the one I
had the honor of placing upon the Order paper and which
I am afraid there will be no opportunity of moving during
the present Sesssion. I have given notice that I would
move:

" Thst it would be in the best interests of the Dominion that such
changes should be sought for in the trade relations between the United
Kingdom and Canada as would give to Canada advantages in the mor-
kets of the Mother Country not allowed to Foreign tates, Uanada
being willing for such privileges to discrininate in her markets in favor
of Great Britain and ireland, due regard being had to the policy
adopted in 1879 for the purpose of fostering the various interests and
industriesof the Vom:nion, and to the finaancial necessities of the
Dominion.

The motion which my hon. friend has jast proposed is one
upon somewhat the same lines. At all events it cannot b.
said that the motion which i have juast read is not germane
to the general purpose of that resolution. 1 undertook, Sir,
at a public meeting that was held in the city of Toronto,
to bring this subject before the House this demsion, and I
am very glad that I have tbis opportunity Of doing so.
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Not that I at all assume that the House is prepared to come
to any decision on it this Session, but it is proper, I think,
that the matter should be considered, and the arguments -
as I believe, the iriesistiblo arguments-in favor of this
poticy should be known, should be weighed, should be con-
sidered. Ido not-I may as welldisclaim at the outst-I do
not at all admit that what we know as the National Policy
bas been a failure. I do not at all desire t join the band-
which is sufficiently large in my view, and perhaps a little
too large,on the other side--of those who are always proclaim-
ing,and soom to take a delight in doing so,that the people of
this country are in a worse condition than the people of
other lands. On the contrary, Sir, I believe that on inves-
tigation, the condition of our people will compare favorably
with that of any other people who are knowa to us, or any
other people we are brought in contact with ; and I think,
Sir, it will be found that the policy which we adopted here,
and which the country has twico since ratitied by a very
large vote, has been on the whole beneficial, and that what.
ever we may be now said to be laboring under is not at all
attributable to the policy of protection, or the policy known
as the National Policy, but to causes over which we in this
Parliament have no more control than the people of Great
Britain or the people of the United States.

Mr. .MILLS (Bothwell). Flies on the wheel.

Mr. McCARTIIY. Tho hon. gentleman reminds us of
remark of the financial critic of the Opposition. I do
not know that it is particularly apposite to the point I am
making, but, at all events, it is always well to remember
that that was the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite.
Whether they have forgotten or would like to forget that
policy, and adopt more active measures for the promotion
of the interests of the country, it is for them and not for
me to say. Now, lot me deal with one large class of people
in this country-the largest class-the mfarmers and the
farming community. We hear a good deal about the
manufacturing industries of the country, and I think we
do not, perbaps, hear any more of thom than the great
importance of those industries demands. I think we all,
or the most of us, at all events, are of opinion that if Cana-
da is ever to attain to that position in tbe councils of the
world that we believe she is entitled to, it cannot be by the
promotion and fostering of one industry alone, but that the
best results are to be obtained by the promotIon and foster-
ing of various industries, and the afforaing of opportunities
to the sons tof toil and the peoplo in different branches of
life. Therefore I do not at all desire to say that the manu-
facturing industries of this country, and those engaged in
them, are not entitled to every consideration. But we can-
not and ought not to lose sight of the fact that the largest
proportion of the laboring classes and the toiling millions
in this country are engaged in tilling the soil; and those
people are entitled to bave at theb ands of this Par-
himent full consideration of their watnts and aspirations,
and all that this Parliament can do to afford them the best
market for their produce. It is because I think, Sir, that
the policy ot hon, gentlemen opposite is exactly in the
wrong direction-because I believe the policy which has
been announced he e on the other side of the House, and so
persistenly fought for during a large portion of the Session,
would not be giving to the farmers of this country that
which they demand, a botter market, that I ventured to
put the notice on tue paper to which I have referred, and
that I venture here to mako some observations in sup-
port of that notice. When we are askod to throw opo
the market of sixty or sixty-five millions of people,
and when we are told in general terms that that
would be a great boon to the four or five million people
in this country, we ought naturally to enquire-and we
should be unworthy of our position here if we did not carry
Our investigation at least that far-what is the market for

S r, Mc0ARTr.

our farmers which is sought te be obtained 1y that poloy ?
Why, Sir, we are competitors in tho great sularket of 4e
would. Our surplus producta go to he Engligh gkçt,A s
do the surplus products, to a very much r J,-gr,, xWlnt, of
the people on the other side of the lino. hey are pro.
ducers of corn as we are producers of corn ; they are produ-
cers of cattle as we are; sud if we look to the trade returns,
of which we have ample store, and which are open to us
ail, we shall find that the great market for both countries,
as for the whole of this continent, is the British market ;
and if by any means we can obtain in the British market a
more favorable return for our products than is permitted
to other countries, that certainly would b3 a wiser policy
than, as has several times been said, to send our coals to
Newcastle, to send our products to mix with the mass
of the products of the United States, wbere we could not
expect to get a botter price. Now, let us see whether these
few observations, which are merely introduetory to what I
intend further on to draw the attention of the Uouse to, are
not borne out by the statistics which are open to us. ls the
Canadian farmer, according to the knowledge we have-
and unfortunately that knowledge is confined mainly, if
not entirely, to the statietics in the Province of Ontario-
any botter off to-day than the farirnr of the United States?
Whether yon look at the quantity he producesor at4te
price ho realises, I venture te, ay that no hon, gentleman
can consult the statistis of the UnitedStates without-be-
ing perfectly and ciearly satisfied that the farmer ofOnt4ario
at all events-and.I do not know why the game rensark
should not apply to other parts of the Dominion-is botter
off, both as to the quantity ho produces and the price ho
realises, than is the farmer in the United States. Now,
Sir, I desire to prove-and I have the statistics here which
I think will enable me to prove to the satisfaction of ail
who desire to realise the true position-that that is the
position of the farmers of Canada at this moment. Whether
you take, Sir, wheat, or barley, or oats, or rye, or corn even,
or hay, or potatoes-taking each and ail of these articles, I
find that the following may be said to bo the
net results: In the great article of production in
the Province from which I come, an article which
in the near future we ail hope is to be produced in the
great North-West in still greater and ever incroasing
quantities, it will be found that the average pro.4action per
acre, as well as the price realised, are in favor of thenOntario
farmer, and I believe to the same extent in .favor of the
farmers in those portions of the Dominion in whieji those
cereals are grown. Now, I have taken of fall
wheat for two years; but an examination fQra agries of
years wili lead to the same result and perhaps one more
favorable to the Canadian farmer. Tale fllyheat tf'r the
years 1885 and 1886, and I find the-net result.hasbeias
follows: The avorage price has been 77, cents.per busha1
in the Province of Ontario, and the average produt has
been 22 4 bushels per acre.' During the saie period in.the
United States,the average price was 72-9 instead of 77cents,
and the pruduet 11-4 as comnpared with 22-4. The pet
return, therefore, so far as that part of that product is.con-
cerned, shows that the yield per acre in the Province of
Ontario bas been 9'17 in favor of the Canadian ascompared
with tie American farmer. That result alone, if it is borne
out by reference to the other figures which I propose to
gire, ought not to dishearten us, but ought to rather on-
courage us, and to show that we are not, as mby hon.
friends opposite so often preach, going to rain. Take
barley, the price of barley .during' thee two yeNs
in Ontario averaged-hen. gentlemen will understand
that the average includes the barley not quite suf-
ficiently good for export or for use by brewers and also
that wiich is fit for export and fit for use by our domestic
manufaçturers-53 2 cents and the average proctietL.
On theothler side of teh loie s *ver@g 1prioe wu.
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cente, but the average product was oily 22*; and the dif-
ferene; again in favor of the Onitario farmer, is $2.11 per
acre S0 in oats, the difference is $4.70 per acre, the
quantity grown in Ontario beng an average of 36 bushels
per acreeompared with 26-55 bushèls on the other side of the
lineandbothe price in Oatario being 317 as against 25·33 on
theýother side of the line. Therefore, both in quantity and
in prire; the average is in favor of the home farmer. In
rye, the product is not very large in eithcr country; but
sneh as it is, the quantity with us is 16-2 bushels per acre
as compared with 12 on the other side, or 25 per cent. more
in our favor, and the price with us is 53-7 cents while
that on the other side is 57.9 cents, showing
upon the whole a result favorable to us to the extent
of $1.80 per acre compared with the other side. I cannot
make any cormparison with regrd to peas, because they
do not appear to be grown to any considerable extent on
the other side. I do not find them in the report of the
Commissioner of Agriculture, but the result apprars to be
reasonably satisfactory, so far as our farmers are concernod,
$12.28 per acre. Take in corn, of course our product is
not'very läage. It is confined, so far as I know, to that part
of Ontario which is in the neighborhood of the Detroit
river, but our prodÙct is 6fi bushels per acre to 24 on the
other side; and the price 27 cents on our side against 24 on
the othbr side, the result beinn' favorable to our farmers to
thet extent of 110 per acre. Now, hay is grown on both
sidesr, and although the Americans import hay from us
and pay tbe dùty, their importation is but for local pur.
poses. Taring the general result, I find that the price
during these two years in Ontario averaged $9.77 a ton
and on the other side averaged $8.71 a ton, showing a dif-
ferenee in favor of the Canadians of $1.c6 per ton ; and
the prodnct was 1.39 in Canada compÀred with 1.02 on
the other side, the net result being $313 in favor of the
Canadian side. Take potatoes, this is the original home of
the potatoes.

Mr. CASEY. No, that is in Ireland.

Mr. McCARTHY. No, that is a mistake of my hon.
friend. The home of the potato is here, and it shows this
result: The price during tho two years was 42 conts
in Ontario, and on the other side, 44.7 per bushel. And the
average product here 123 busbels to the acre compared
with 77 bushels on the other side, the difference in value in
our favor being the enormoussum per acre of $24 40. So,
whtever article yeu take that we grow and compare it
with a similar article on the other side of the line, the con-
clusion is inevitable that the value to the farmer of his labor
is-greater othisside than itison the other, It may well be
.gtd that 1 am* comparing one particlar province, perhaps
the richest part of the Dominion, with the whole of the
United States, and that the comparison in that respect is
not ftair. I understand perfectly well that my argument is
open to that objection, and the objection is so obvious that it
hasoccurred to my hon. friend from Elgin (M9; Oasey) as
well as the others. But surely those hon. gentlemen w1i not
say it ië -an unfair comparison to compare Ontario with
Michigan or with the State of New York. I
invite a comparisn between these two neighboring
States'and Ontario, and I maintain it will be found, al.
thouagh-not so Iatgey in our favor as the total result by
the figures I have aready given would indicate, that
the result is in favor of the Canadian farmer. Take, for
instanc, wheat, the value in Ontario as I have alrealy said
per acre is $20. In Michigan it is 816.17, and in the State
of New York $14.76. Rye, $8.96 in Ontario, 66.67 in
Michigan, $1.37 in New York. Oats $11. 7 in Ontario,
$9.91 in M ihigan, 810.05 in New York. Barley 8i5.27 i n
Ontario, 513.98 in Michigan, $15.6 )in New York. Pota-
toeSr854.27 in Ontario, $29.58in Michigan, $2520 In New
Ye*. Hay44M2 in Ontario, $12.85 inlMiohigan, $1389 in

Now York, CornSi7.86in Ontario, 811.00in Michigan, 817.
in New York. Tn fact, there is not a single article for the
year I885, of which the value to the farmer was not greater
in the Province of Ontario than it was in the neighboring
States. acording to the returns of Michigan and New York.
I think that this is a satisfactory reason why I should not
stand here representing an agricultural constituency, and
pretend to tbink or to urge that our farmers are going to
ruin as compared with those who occupy the
same position on the other. side of the line. I
think it is also a reason why I should not accept the
policy which bas been enunciated on the othor sida of the
House, and in regard to which we are tbld that they have
nailed their celors to the mast, which they are propared to
stand and fail by; and it affrds an argument why I
shall b found votinz, as I trust I ever shall bi found
vnting, against that policy. Bat I admit, while that is so,
that if this Ejoune by any poliy cain improve the condition
of the fermer, it is ihe bounden duty of this II mse to do
so. I think, therefore, that, while I am not oppoaed
in any sense or form to the policy that I havo hitherto
supnorted, while I am prepared to accept that policy with
all its consequences, at the same time if it eau be shown to
us that we have yet another means which is quite con-
sistent with that policy which we have adopted, and con-
sistent with the protection which we have given to our
infant manufactures, by which wo can bonefit our farmers,
we are bound to adopt that means; we owe averything to
the great producing peorlo of this euntry, and wo are
bound to give effoet to suh a policy. Theroforo it is that I
have ventured to propoind the policy which i have
mentionod, and which is expounilod vory largrely, if not even
more wiW-ly, in the resolution which is nov before the
Chair. Undoubtedly, while the comparison, so far, is in
favor of the Canadian farmer with the American farmer,
while it is stili more largely in his favor as compared with
the English farmer, who, according to statistics, is on the
high road to ruin, sti!l we carnot forget or ignora the fact
that the prica of the cereals, which are the chief articles of
export from this country, bas been for some years past,
and appears still to h gctting lowor an loeer, so that the
farmeer des not get now for hi.ï produc, although ho gets
more than bis neiuhbor, as mueh as he did obtain some
years ago, an I particulirly in the product of wheat. On
the contrary, that article bas been falling in the market so
enormously that I will just mention one set of figures as
showing the result of that falling off, which must strike us
as being of great significacv. The export from the United
States of wheat and wheat finr alene in 1897, as compared
with what it was five yeari bofore, bas increased to an enor-

mous extent, 1 think to the extent of over $5,000,000 costs.
The cost to the onglish consumer is no less than £5,000,000
sterling less than it was fivo years ago. They have pur-

chased from the American farmer wheat and wheat flour to
the extentof $5,000,000 cost more than they did at the period
which I have mentioned at a cost of £5,000,000 sterling less.
Nothing can more illustrate the down grade which this
great article of production on this continent bas been taken
in late years than that. Therefore it behoves us to take
into consideration the question whether we might not re-
store ta the farmer the market ho bas lost in consequence of
the enormous competition on the other side of the line.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. McCARTIIY. B,3fire entering on the next branch
of the subject, Id !sire to dilain all hosility to the great
American Republic. Tho motion which [Lave mentioned,
and the views 1 propose to state, are not grounded at all
upon any desire to croate feelings of hostility between this
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country and the neighboring Republic; but I believe that same period our exporte of the same products to the United
we ought to do here what they appear always to have done States amounted to the sum of $78,302,984, or an average of
there, to make our trade relations with reference to our of sometbing over S15,500,000 per annum. I do not wish to
interests and the interests of the people we represent, trouble the House with the exact figures; the general reeult
without regard to the interestsof that neighboring nation. is quite sufficient for the purpose of my argument. Now,
I think we will best fulfil our duty if we endeavor, no matter then, the total of these exporte of agricultural products for
what the subject may be in connection with trade, to put it that period came to the large sum of $192,000,000; or in
in the best possible shape for the people of Canada, without the ratio of 23 to Great Britain, and 15J to the United
having too much regard to the Acte, the policy, the possi- States. When we examine, for that period, the proportions
bilities, the expectations which we may have from a con- we muet be more convinced that our trade is growing with
ciliatory policy on the pait of the people on the other side one country while it is falling off with the other-if not
of the line. Perbaps in the past we have ail been looking falling off, it is certainly not increasing. In 18 3, the
too much to Washington. Certainly we have been expect. ratio was 22? to 18f; in 1884,20 to l8½; in 1885, 23•4 to 15 ;
ing more than we have ever obtained from them, and I in 1886, 22J to 15j; in the last year of which we have re-
think we are strong enough and able enough, and I think turns, 25 7 to 15-;, the largest export of any year, and
we will do better, to deal with great trade questions solely the largest proportion to Great Britain. Now, it would be
in regard to the wishes and wants of our own people, without a policy of madness, as it appoars to me, if we, at this
regard to the policy which is pursued on the other side of the stage, should say to the people of Great Britain, who are
line. Now, we cannot, of course, discuse this question without the great purchasers of our goods, we propose to increase
making some reference to the alternative proposition which our tariff in such a way that not only goods cannot come in
has been made this session, and although I have no right, here intended for the United States, but that the large
and I do not propose at all to transgress the rule, to make imports which we are now taking from you, muet be very
any reference in particular to the discussion which took greatly diminished, because the result of unrestricted reci-
place on that subject, nevertheless, the two policies are vir- procity or commercial union, would ho that, to a large
tually antagonistic. Unrestricted reciprocity with the extent, these goode would be purchasedfromhe nei
United States, which it is admitted, involves the rearrange- boring Republic. That course, I eay, je not unattended
ment of our tariff, not to suit our own wants, not to suit with danger in a commercial sense; that course would
our own interest, but in order to prevent goods being be foliowed, I believe, very promptly, by scheduling
imported through Canada, and thereby reaching the Canada, and preventing us from doing that which we
neighboring Republiic. That seems to be practically and have hitherto doe-try to export cattie alive to the
honestly conceded. Then it appears to me that alter all, mother country. No greater biow could be etruck at
call it what you will, unrestricted reciprocity is but com- the prosperity of the farmer, in my humble judgment, if
mercial union thinly veiled; because, whether we are to that growing indutry-because it je a growing induetry,
make, by a jroint arrangement, our tariff, which, in point of one which bas attained enormous proportions within recent
fact, would be having our tariff made for us by the people yeare-nothing oould give ns se fatal a stab as that the
on the other side; or whether we are to make our tariffEngliah people ehould place Canada on the schedule, and
according to their wishes, and to bind ourselves to retain put us in the same position, in that regard, as the United
that tariff for a certain definite number of years, as in the States. We ail know the trouble that our 111gb Commis-
event of a reciprocity treaty; whether we are to collect our sioner, the present Minister of Finance, had in England
revenue into one fund and distribute it per capita, or in any net xany years ago, to prevent that uutoward re-
other way that may be agreed upon, or to collect the suit. We ail know the jcalousy of the hard-run
revenue coming imio this country and to allow them toE;glish and Irish farmer againét importations ef cat-
colleet their revenno-all these, in the long run, tie frem a colony like Canada, that doos fot give
amount to one aLd tho rame thing; and, as I say, I believe any advantages whatever to Britain in ier markets; but if
it is commercial union thinly veiled. Now that involves, we were to raise our tarif, no one can pretend with any
Sir, as an immediate consequence, the disruption of the show of reason that the Engliel people would fot be per-
trade relations which exist between this and the mother fectlyjustified in scheduling us, sud treating us, in that
country. It would cause us to say to the people of Great sense,as a hostile people, 80 far as tarif relations are
Britain: Truc it is, you have given us an open market; we concrned. Not only would that be so, but if we do not
have for years sent you our goods on free and equal terms, deal with thcm, if we do not purchase from them, we cannot
but the country to the south of us, which has denied us an slip our goode te them with advantage. The very slips
open market, which has imposed a high rate of tariff upon that uow go there to carry our wheat, core back laden
our goods, which ias done ail that tariff regulations could with tîcir goode. But destroy our trade with them, and
do in order to impede our trade and to build themselves we would sce repeated thc complaint made in respect to
up at our expense,-because of that very policy, we are the Maritime Province vessels that go to Boston without any
now prepared to take them to our bosom and to turn our returu cargo. That itecf would tend to drive our grain
backs upon the old mother land. Now, not merely is that and our produce awsy from the porta of Montreal and
so, but it is a fact that cannot be denied, that the great ialifax, where wc have been spending money and doing
bulk of our trade has been, and ie, and is still more largely ail we eau, with the higheet patiotin efforts, in order to
likely to be with Great Britain, than with the United build up those porta and theesea-waye, for it would be
States,-I speak more particularly of that portion of our driviug our goode away towarde the porte of the United
products which the farmers have to export, the export of States. So, whatever wsy it is loeked at, it appeare te me
agriculture in the broadest sense of that term. Let me it je a policy that muet be attendcd with the greateet diead-
just go over, very briefly, a few figures upon that vantages to this country. Now, what je our position in the
subject. For the last five years 1 find that our exportsEnglisb market? Lt je said we have get ail we eau poseibly
to Great Britain-I do not take five years because get there; we have got absolute frec trade, fuît and free
it brings out any special result; I believe the same result right te take our goods in there. We get that jut as al
will be found for any other period that may be selected- other countries in thc world et i4,net because we are a
but I will take the five years from 1>83 to 1887, and 1 find colony, net becau@e we are a British possession, but because
the amount of our agricultural products exported to the it k the policy et that country te receive goode on those
mother country amounted to $114,457,541 odd, or an aver- terme from ail parts ef the werld, 50 that they may buy in
age of nearly 823,000,000 for the five years. During the the eheapeet market, even although they may not le ale,
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possibly, to sell in the dearest, and if that is true, if that be a very considerable sum per bushel to every farmer who
the unalterable policy of that country, then there might be produces any portion of the produce exported from this
some justification for the argument used on the other side country; and whatever may be said about the other part
of the House; although, Sir, it does appear to me that if of the question, I do not think any hon. gentleman will
nations are to deal in the same way that people deal with deny that that at all events would be an advantage which
one another, it is a strange way of showing our gratitude we ought to be prepared to accept.
for all that has been done for this country in the past, by Mr. MILLS (Bothwell.) What about the manufacturera?
the open market that bas been given to us, to take the first Mr. MoCAR T HY. I will give an answer to the hon,opportunity of building up a country to the south of is gentleman, although I propose to deal with that branch ofwhich has denied us that market in every possible way. the question a little later. I admit, and my resolationWhy, Sir, to me it ia most astonishing tbat the free tradersthqusinaîteltr.Jdmanmyeolio
iWy thisi louse, those who have preached free trade so long suggests it, and it is a point that has not been lost sight of
in this country, should propose thia as the culminationf by gentlemen who favor the policy, that manufacturera
their policy, that the country which iass denied us free must be to a certain extent protected, and to a certain
trade, which bas built itself up by protection, is to reap a extent they mut aurrender in favor of the great farming
reward from this country, which my hon. friends opposite population the extreme protection they possess at this
bave all along contended sbould have adopted free trade. moment.
I fancy that gentlemen on the other aide of the lino, the Some hon. ME NiBERS. Hear, hear.
great statesmen who inaugurated the policy of protection, Mr. MCARTHY. I will deal with that point in a few
would if they lived to see this day have reason indeed to moments when I come te discuss that branoh of the subject.
be proud of their policy and of its results. They would be We need not doubt that there is a market in England for
able to say: Here is part of the British Empire, a part of all our products. When I say so I am aware that hon.
that great country which las nailed its colors to the mast, members know perfectly well that England to-day is im-
so far as free trade is concerned, and we are a country which porting from the United States 60 per cent. of her bread-
has adopted the opposite policy of protection. That policy stuffs, 15 per cent. coming from India and but a very small
of protection, of building up our own manufactures, making proportion indeed from the remaining part of the Empire.
and creating a market for our home industries, has been There ais no question but that there is an ample field for all
attended with such marvellous results that Canada is knock- we can raise, or hope to raise, in this country for the next
ing at our door, desirous of obtaining the great advantages thirty years in the English market. The same remark applies
of the protective country, and is willing to give termas to to horned cattle, to cheese, to everything we have to export,
the United States that she denies to Great Britain. I do not even to barley, whi.h we send to the other side of the lino;
think it is possible, in any event, that so disastrous a policy there is not an article that our far mers have to export and
as that is likely to prevail. But I am prepared to establish which the country has to dispose of for whiah there is net an
that we have a market in England for everything we ample market in England, and that market can be obtained
produce, that no matter what may happen that market is by excluding, in the differential manner I have mentioned,
open to us, and I think I shall be able to satisfy this House the exports of foreign countries. Who is in favor of this
that there is good ground to believe and strong ground to policy on the other side ? I have been at some pains to
hope that there is a party in England which favors the follow the discussion, and the thought, in this particular and
giving of advantages in the English market to the colonies, most interesting branch of politics to Canadians, because
and that this opinion will before very long prevail. Hon. whatever else may be said of it I think we all must agree
gentlemen may say that it is an impossibility. Hon- that if there is any large party in England willing to
gentlemen may say: What evidence have you of such a adopt that policy we should stretch ont the right hand of
result? In the first place, let me point out what the fellowship to that party, and do all that ia possible tosupport
result would be. I have given the figures of our exports and strengthen it. In 1879 the subjeot of fair trade, as it
of farm produce to England for the past five years. I ask was known, was first broached, and the first discussion
this House, is there any member in it prepared to vote took place in the press and on platforms, and in 1881 an
against the proposition that will give to us a preference in organisation was formed. I will read the principles, or
the English market of 10 per cent. or any other per- what we would call the platform of that organisation,
centage, no matter how small, upon the agricultural pro- showing as it does that, from the earliest time, the fair
ducts of this country ? Ia any person prepared to say that traders were in favor of giving advantages to Canada and
that would not be a policy advantageous to the people of the other colonies of the Empire in the markets of Great
Canada? I see my hon. friend who is distinguished of Britain. The first article of the platform was with respeot
course as a free trader (hir. Gillmor) laughs at the very to the formation of commercial treaties. It was suggested
notion that the English people would do such a suicidal and urged at that time, and perhaps not improperly so, that
act, in his judgment; but, if he will pardon me, I will some of the commercial treaties Great Britain had made
comle back to that point afterwards, and I will simply say would prevent ber giving botter terme to her own depen-
now that there is a strong probability, I will venture to say dencies than she was prepared to give te other countries
there is more than a strong probability,that as regards bread- with which she had made commercial treaties. The first
stuffs Great Britain will be obliged to come to that point. I article of the platform was in opposition to that policy, and
am at present dealing with the question whether it would for the discontinuance of it in the future. The second
be advantageous for us, if there is such a party there, if article of the platform was this:
there la a party in England prepared Wo offer to the colonies-
and this a pEngland's greatest colony-advantages in ber in" Imports of raw materials for home industries free from every quarter

order that we may compete suecessfully in the sales of our manufae-
market which they would not afford to foreigners, a per- tures."
centage obtained by placing a duty against foreign products, The third article was that import duties sbould be placed
thereby giving a substantial advantage in her markets to upon the manufacturera of foreign states refusing to receive
Canada as well as to other parts of the Empire ? I want to our manufactures into their markets free or on a fair ex-
know if there is any person prepared to say that that policy change, and article four, the one with which we were more
would not be an advantage to the people of this country ? immediately concerned, is as follows:-
Why, take these very $25,000,000. Ten per cent, on that IlA moderate duty to be levied on articles of food from foreigu coun-
would be an advantage to Our farmers of 82,500,000 more I tries, the same being admitted free from aIl parts of our Empire, in
in addition to $26,000,000 already received. It would mean i order :
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"I 1. To develop the resources of our own Empire, and to determine the

flow of British capital, skill, and industry, henceforth into our own
dominions, instead ot into protective foreign states where it becomes a
force commercially hostile to us.

" 2. Thus to transfer the great fruit growing industries which we
employ from protective foreiga nations, where tariff restrictions contract
our export trade and diminish its value, to our own colonies and depen.
dencies ; where, even now, without such preferential treatment, our
labor produets are in increasing demand, and are taken per head of the
populations, in far greater proportionthan those foreign states to whick
our food custom is now chiefly given."

That was the policy laid down by an organisation known
as the Fair Trade League. That league is still in exist-
ence, and before I am done I shall be able to show hon.
gentlemen that the principles of the league have been
adopted by the party that now rules in Gieat Britain. But
there are some words to which, with the consent of the
flouse, I vcnture to draw attention, written by one of the
distinguished members of that league-a gentleman who
occupied so high a position that he was afterwards ap-
pointed one of the Royal Commission en the Depression of
Trade-Mr. W. Farrar Ecroyd, of Bradford. fie wrote on this
subject, and his letters were afterwards circulated in pam-
phlet form, and to those letters I appeal for a full statement
of the case. So full and so convincing is the statement
that I venture to say no man can read them withont feel-
ing satisfied that the day of the triumph of the policy
which he is in favor cannot be very long delayed. fie
divided the position of England into three periods and he
said:

"1. A period of almost unbounded prosperity, during which the na-
tions from whom we purchased our supplies of food and raw materials,
not having the meane as yet of manufacturing for themeelves, must, of
necessity, take our productions in exchange. During this period, any
protective duties they might levy would not affect us, and would only
enhance the cost for themselves.

"2. Transition. During which these nations, gradually increasing
their own manufactures under the shelter of protective duties, should
become more and more independent of ours ; yet during which the
increased prosperity of our home trade and the growth of marketa in
semi-civilised landse should suffice to maintain our prosperity.

"3. A period of contradiction and difficulty, when-being obliged to
import half the food of a dense and delicately organised population-f
we should find the nations excluding by hostile tarifs those products
of our industry whieh are all we have to offer in exchange in the
long run."

Mr. MoCARTHY. I did not give last year, but in 1885
it was twenty odd millions.

Mr. MULOCK. Pounds sterling?

Mr. MoCARTHY. Yes. Compare that with £34,000,,,00
in 1871, and compare the population in 1871 with the popu-
lation in 1885, and see how enormous the decrease per
capita has been. Now that is not all. That is not the
only force that is at work. The agricultural industry in
England is absolutely in a state of bankrnptcy, and I do
not think that language is too strong to describe it; I du
not think it is too much to say that, when I point out the
enormous loss the agriculturists have been sustairing, and I
take the authority of Sir James Caird. In that gentleman's
evidence before the Commission on the Depression of Trade,
he puts the annual loss of the farming community at no
less than the enormous sum of forty-two millions and odd
pounds sterling. Then look at the enormous quantity of
land in England that yearly passes out of cultivation. Take
grain growing as an illustration of that, and let me give
you the figures. From 1870 to 1886, in 16 years, the
difference in the quantity of land in Great Britain which
formerly was used for the cultivation of grain had fallen
from 11,803,000 acres to 9,851,000 acres, or nearly 2,000,000
acres, a decrease of 16 par cent. It is shown by statistics also
that although the population is largely increasing the num-
ber of people engaged in agricultural pursuits is very largely
diminishiug. Those people either emigrate or go to the
towns and what is the result ? Let us take the manufacturer.
He is denied bis home market to the farmer, who was bis
largest customer, and the former purchaser, who is in
beggary instead of being in affluence, can buy no more.
The agricultural laborers are driven from the country to
compete with the artisan and the mechauic in the town,
and so the manufacturer and artisan and the mechanie
have this two-fold reason for supporting the policy which
I am speaking of. First, the increase of bis home and
local market, and secondly, a desire that the competition
from the cotuintryman should be withdrawn to his more
natural pursuits of agriculture. Those economic forces,
appear to me, must before very long prevail. But I am
not driven merelv to relv nuD-nhat srzumenL althouLyh T

- -. i "r-, LNow, look at the trade returns, and see if this gentleman's think very great importance is to be attached to it. What-
statement of the position is not accurate? How has the ever politicians may hold, we know they pass away, but
course of trade been in England ? Why, Sir, the exports the arguments and reasons which induce great changes of
from 1871 to 1885 to foreign countries, mainly, although public opinion remain, and I say these causes inevitably
not altogether, protective countries, have decreased from tend to England doing something in order to get a market
£171,000,000 to £135,000,000. The exports from England for herself, instead of importing enormously from protect-
to the United States, notwithstanding the enormous in- ive countries which every year take less and less from
crease of the population of that great country, have de. England in exchange. Now, let me draw attention to the
creased from £34,000,000 in 1871 to £21,000,000, or nearly report-tho minority report it in true, but still a report of
£22,000,000 in 1885. The exports to Germany during the very able men : upon this subject on the Commission uf
same period have decreased from£27,000,000 to £16,000,000. enquiry into the Depression of Trade, and the reasons they
The writer pointedly asks, and the argument is irresistible, give and the remedies they propose for it. The gentlemen
and I venture to say it is unanswerable : If such is the whose minority report I propose to read an extract or two
result of protection in those countries-and I could have from, are Lord Dunraven, Mr. W. Farrar Ecroyd, Mr. P.
added France to the number-that we cannot trade with Albert Muntz and Mr. Nevile Hbbock, men of distinction
them, that they built up by their protective policy in- in the various walks of life. Let us sec what they reoom-
dustries in their own land, so that they ceased to buy mend. They say :
from un, what will happen in England if Japan, China, "For though we may be unable to alter the protectionist poliey ofTurkey and other countries, where there isne other nations, we eau do much to free ourselves from its injurious effects.
protective policy should adopt the same system and estab. The more we can draw our supplies et imported food trom countries
Iish thesame industries in their midst ? That is the view which will largely and under moderate tariff rates, accept the products
that is presented by this gentleman, who is net merely a of our industries in exchange, the fuller and the steadier will be the em-
froc s trder tbu t h isentaemanufac i t is im ployment of our population.free trader but who is also a manufacturer. It is im- 6 "Our command of the fiscal arrangements ot India has saved the
possible to have regard for what we know is going on in industry of Lancashire from the calamity which must have overwhelmed
the world without seeing that the United States with its it, had the great Empire cone under the control of a commercial policy

like that of Russia and the United States. And the growth of our6a,000,000 of people is now practically doing nearly all its colonies, with their very large consumption per head of British manu-
own manufacturing. factures, has helped on our industries to endure with less suffering the

stifling pressure of foreign tarifs.
Mfr. MULOOK. Ho0w much did they expert hast year "But these aida, though welcome, are insudicient. It is a striking

from Great Britain ? fact that during the past twenty years 67 per cent. of our emigrants
lm. rea It ta.?have gone to the United States ad only 27J per cent. to our ewn colo-

Mir. McCAaRar1.
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nies. The more extreme protectionist policy of the United States, so far
from repelling the emigrants has operated as an effectual bribe to both
capital and labor, by holding out the inducements of higher prices and
higher wages.

" It would be an act of suicidal folly on our part to attempt to counter-
work these influences by a like system of enormous import duties,
designed to raise the price of commodities for the advantage of home
producers. We have a far better and more effectual remedy at command.
A slightly preferential treatment of the food products of India and the
colonies over those of foreign nations, would if adopted as a permanent
system, gradually but certainly direct the flow of food-growing capital
and labor more towards our own dependencies and less towards the
United States than heretofore."

Mr. CASEY. What is the book you are reading from ?
Mr. MoCARTEHY. The report of the Commission on the

Depression of Trade.

" When it is noted that in the year 1881 the Australiau colonies, with
only 3,100,000 inhabitants, purchased £23,895,853 worth of our manu-
factures, whilst the United States with about 55,000,000 inhabitants,
purchas ed only £24,424,636 worth, it will be apparent how great would
be the effect of a policy which should lead to the more rapid peopling
of the Australian colonies, in giving fuller employment to our working
classes at home, and thus increasing the bealthful activity of the home
trade, as well as the import of raw materials for our various industries
to operate upon.

" We believe that specific duties, eqial to about 10 per cent. on a low
range of values, imposed upon the import from foreigu countries of those
articles of food which India and the colonies are well able to produce,
would sufficiently effect this purpose. Their adoption would, ot course,
involve the abolition of the heavy duties on tea, coffee, cocos and dried
fruits which are now levied on Indian and colonial equally with foreign
produce. It would widen the basis of our revenue, and render us less
dependent upon the sustained productiveness of the income tai and the
duties upon intoxicating liquors. And, what in even more important, it
could not fail to draw closer all portions of the Empire in the bond of
mutual intereste, and thus gave the way towards a more effective union
for great common object3.'

Here in this formal document is the proposition to put 10
per cent. duty on ail breadstuffs imported from foreign
couotries; and, Sir, it is the recognised policy, the clear and
well-understood policy of the party of which these gentle.
men were the representatives that that duty, or some equi-
valent duty, should be placed on breadstuffs in order to
attain the ends which they seek to accomplish, and of the
means they themeolves propose. Now, Sir, let us under-
stand what that would be to us. Let us take it in a simple
form and work it out.

Sir RICIHAIRD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
man say what party has declared that as its policy ?

Mr. MoCARTIY. If the bon. gentleman will allow me,
I wili tell him before I take my seat, but I thought the hon.
gentleman having such a wide knowledge of financial matters
would not require to come to me for information on that
subject.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGiiT. Because I know that
it bas been disavowed by the leaders of both parties in
England.

Mr. MoCARTHY. However, I will give the hon. gen-
tleman the information, and add to his stock of knowledge.
Let us see what the effect of that policy would be on the
consumer, because I am roasoning the question f rom his
standpoint. It needs no argument to show that it would
be of advantage to us; what I want to show is, that it is a
policy which must recommend itself in the near liture to
the English people, and what I want this louse to do, if
not to-night, at some near day, is to lot the party who are
advoqating it know that we are in a3cord with ther, and
ready to do whatever we can to induce the Canadian people
to join hands with them. Now, I have worked out, as an
illustration, the effect of this policy on the food supply of
England, which is, porbaps, after ail tha most unpopular
way in which it eau be prosented to a British audienc-e.
Much has been hoard there in days gone by of the large
loaf and the small loaf; but when we know that during t li
years of England's greatest prosperity the price of wheat
was 5:s.to 58o. aguarter, and that to-day-or on February 8,

by the last returns I oould obtain-it was 30s. 4d. a quarter, I
think hon. gentlemen must see that a small specifie or ad
valorem duty on wheat would not press heavily on the re-
sources of the working classes of Great Britain. If they
could prosper with wbeat at 50s. a quarter, I fail to
know in what way thoir circumstances have changed
so as to prevent them paying 36s. or 38s., which, per-
haps, a small duty on wheat would compel thom to pay,
but would be more than returned to them in the increased
prosperity of their own farmers, the revival of their indus-
tries, and the enlarged commerce of thoir colonies. Eng-
land's consumption of breadstuffs amounts to 231,000,000
bushels of wheat and flour. Of that quantity Great Britain
herself produced something in the neighborhood of 79,(00,-
000 bushels, while from the British Possessions 36,000,000
bushels were imported; in other words, Great Britain and
ber colonies produce about 50 per cent. of ber food supply.
Now, put upon that, if you ploase, a specific duty of a shil-
ling a bushel, and what is the immediate result? That
would bring in a revenue from foreign wheat of nearly £,-
000,000. The revenue obtained from foreign wheat would
supply the place of the revenue now obtained from the
duties on tea, coffee chicory and the like, and dried fruits.
They would be merely receiving that revenue from one
article of food that largely enters into the consumption of
the people, while they could relieve the people of
the duty on the article of tea, which I suppose also
enters very largely into general consumption. But, Sir,
that is not all that it would do. It would raise
the price for us of the whoat we send, and would also raise
the price to the English farmer of the wheat ho grows.
How much it would do that is not, perbaps, a matter on
which we shall be able to agroe; but i put it-and I do not
suppose it will be deemed too much-at 9d. a bushel, threo-
fourths of the duty. Suppose it would be a shilling, my
argument would still be sound; but call it 9d., and what is
the result ? The result is that you would have au increased
cost to the consumer altogether of £9,000,000, which would
be the difference in the price of wheat botween 30;. 4d. and
36s. 4d. a quarter, which would be still much lower than
was the price in the best days of England's prosperity. To
us it would mean a difforence of 25 cents a bushol; to the
English farmer a difference of a shilling or ut least 9d. a
bushel, as the case may b; to t he British consumer it
would mean half of that spread over the whole of the bread-
stuffs, because ho would bo relieved of the tax on tea, which
ho could afford to apply on the increased cost of his grain.
Now, I was pleased to find that this illustration was backed
up by a gentleman to whom I have alroady reforred, Mr.
W. Farrar Ecroyd, who pute it in this way :

"To effect our purpose it would, I think, be needful to impose speelic
duties on foreign fool products, equal to about 10 per cent. on a low
range of values, and to maintain them steadfastly until our own depen-
dencies should be able to supply our wants; save only, that in the event
of a bad harvest and high prices,the duty on corn, not being maintained
for revenue purposes, could easily be suspended for a yoar. I will not
encumber my letter with a long array of figures, but after a careful
study ef our average importe of food products trom foreign countries, I
find that a duty of 10 per cent. on them would amount to about£[ ,500,-
000. From this must be deducted £1, 600,000 which would be reraitted by
reducing to 10 per cent. the existing duties on foreign tea, coffee, ccoa,
dried fruits, kc, and by almitting these articles duty free from English
dependencies. To the balance of £9,000,000, I add £1,600,00), to
cover the charges and profits of distributoro on the increased cit;
this brings the sum to £9,600,000. We have next to consider
the effect of the duties in raising the price of some of these articles
which are also growa at home ; this is a complicatnd question,
because it is not eaiy to estimits tha' proportion of oss which would
fall upon the foreigu grow r, just as Braifoîl miii owners and work-
men too weil know that th5y now end-,re a portion of the barien of
these foreign tariffi which press upon their gnois and renier their til
and trade so unprofitable. I taklc the amnaut, however, at £7,500,)0
after much researc,-thus bri-giig twe toWti u, to £7, to,0»); of
which s im it is evident thit £ï 0s0,0) biiag new revenn, wo ild at
once enable us to lighten tae exisia bciris ot t .xtion t an eqil
amount. This woald blave £9,70U,000 as the nit adlitioral cest to
consumer ; of which £1,50),000 woul go to ratiere onr depressed and
harassed agricuiturista of the remainiug £ ,600,O30to increase the in-
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terests and profite of wholesale and retail distributors, should competi-
tion permit them to charge it to us. Now our present population is about
35,000,000, or 7,000,000 families at 5 persona each, amonget whom to
divide the added cost of £9,100,000. This would give 269. per annum,
or 6d. per week as the charge on each family; surely a very
moderate price toepay for benefits so great and enduring as thoEe which
have been described."

I think I have shown so far that this matter is gaining
ground in England; and now I will answer the question
and point out the party that bas adopted, as a party, to-day
the fair trade policy, which was laid down in 1881 and bas
been fought for ever since, and which was adopted by a
large minority of the report on the depression of trade.
We find at the meeting of the great Conservative party in
Oxford last November, attended by representatives from
all parts of England, that a resolution in favor of fair trade
was adopted by the enormous majority of 1,000 to 11. The
great party of England, because it is the great party of
England t-day-leaving Ireland out of the question-the
Conservative party, bas a majority of about 90 representa-
tives, so far as Great Britain alone is concerned. It je the
great party of England, and upon this question of protec.
tion, I venture to say the Irish representatives would not
be found opposed to the majority of English representat-
ives. There is no country in the world where protection
to the farming industry is more required than it is in the
Green Isle; and on that policy, when the day comes for a
new party, when the day comes for a new policy and for
new issues, I venture to say that the Irish representatives
will be found at the back of the majority of English repre-
sentatives on this great question. Here is the resolution
which I beg to read for the information more especially of
the hon. member for South Oxford.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, As I have read it a
dozen times and know it is disallowed by Lord Salisbury,
it is no use to read it again.

Mr. MoOARTHLY. I will deal with Lord Salisbury's
position presently.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT17. No doubt you will.

Mr. McCARTHY. The resolution is as follows:-
"I Resolved that the continued depression in trade and agriculture ren-

ders speedy reform in the policy of the United Kingdom as regards
foreign importe and the influx of indigent foreigners a matter of vital
neoeshity to the people of Great Britain and Ireland."

That platform, only last November,was, at what we would call
a convention, a convention of the whole Conservative party
of England, adopted by the enormous majority of 1,000 to 11;
and that policy is now the accepted policy of the Conserva.
tive party of England. I want to know whether that is
not encouragement for as to adopt a corresponding resolu-
tion in this House; I want to know whether any repre-
sentative here of any agricultural constituency can go
baok to his constituents and say: The great party in Great
Britain offers to us differential terms in their market, and
that party has accepted this policy as their platform, but
we have refused in the Canadian flouse of Commons to
take advantage of the offer they have made. I do not think
there is one member from an agricultural constituency or
from any other constituency in this House who can refuse
to, at all evente, hear what the results of that offer may be.
Now, as to Lord Salisbury, he came down- to Oxford. He
was not present at the meeting, but he was received
by that convention and addressed them; and the
hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
is perfectly right in -saying that Lord Salisbury did
not, by word, say anything in favor of this resolution. On
the contrary, Lord Salisbury, with a good deal of circumlo-
cution, gave it the go-by. Hie intimated that in times past
lis party and the Liberal Unionists had held different views.
He intimated that these two parties were now united for a
specific object, and that their purpose gained, their interests

Mr. MoCaay.

could again differ ; but for the present-and a practical
statesman is concerned for the present,-he, the leader
of the Government, composed not merely of Conservatives
but of Conservatives and Liberal Unionists-a government
formed for the express purpose of preventing the policy of
separation, as propounded by Mr. Gladstone, being adopted
-bad, as lis first duty to bis party and policy, to see that
no disturbing influence or question should be allowed to
interfere with that union until the great end and aim of the
union between the Conservatives and the Liberal Unionists
was attained. Well, I can understand that. I can understand
that it would have been suicidal on the part of the leader of the
present Government to have introduced a bone of contention
into his present policy. Remember that he bas the support of
of Mr. John Bright in his present policy. Remember that
Mr. Bright always has been a great free trader and wi!l
remain a free trader to the end of bis term. Remember
that Mr. Bright could not support a government, even
perhape to prevent the separation or division of the Empire,
contrary to his opinion on free trade. But the men of this
generation, the men who compose the party, the men
who wield the strength of the party, because, after
all, even the hon. gentleman, a kind of sub leader on the
other side, 1 venture to say, does not direct all the policy of
bis party, for the great body of gentlemen who sit bebind him
bave something to say in the formation of that policy, and so
I believe have we on this side-the men I say, who form the
body of the great Conservative party of England-have
something to say in the formation of its policy, and when
these men, when the great Conservative party of England
have adopted as their policy this policy of fair trade, it must
in the near future prevail.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). They had a vote on that in the
House of Commons.

Mr. MoCARTHY. No doubt, but that party were just
,as much bound to sustain the Government in their present
policy as is Lord Salisbury. But the policy of fair trade
bas been announced, and I;am merely giving the course of
events which have led to that conclusion and which is con-
vincing that the policy must be succesjul. Either England,
as a great manufacturing country, must fall from her great
estate, either England, as a great manufacturing country,
must ccase to holdlier own in competition with foreign
countries, or she must adopt some policy of the kind I have
intimated, of drawing her supplies of breadstuffs from ber
own people and creating an intercolonial trade, so to
speak, by gathering in all her colonies and dependen-
cies, just as we have gathered in all the colonies
and dependencies from the Atlantic to the Pacifie.
Is there anything to fear from the adoption of this policy ?
I dare say there are amongst us gentlemen who may feel
that, if we adopt any such policy as this, we will raise
feelings of hostility, that is to say, that we will be embar-
rassed in our trade relations with the United States. For
my part, I utterly disbelieve in the possibility of the United
States doing more than the United States has already done
to injure us in trade matters, or, in other words, to advance
her own interests. Her policy has been consistent. It bas
been said, perhaps not correctly, that it was Mr. Seward's
policy, after the abrogation of the Reciprocity Treaty, to
drive as into annexation, to compel us by hostile tariffs to
sue for annexation. If any such idea entered into the mind
of any United States statesman, I think the resuits siice
that date must have shown the difficulies with which they
had to deal. Take our products which they import. Take
for instance our barley. There is a duty of 10 cents a
bushel on tbat. If they were to make it 15 cents, does
anyone suppose that we would send one bushel less to the
United States ?

Mr. MULOCK. Who paye the duty?
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Mr. MoCARTIIHY. The American brewer buys our

barley because he must have it, because, great as that
country is as an agricultural country, it cannot produce the
barley which he requires in order to make his beer, and
the American brewer, as he bought our barley in times
gone by, so he buys it now, and pays that duty in order to
obtain our barley. I throw out a hint to some of the
moneyed men on the other side of the louse. They could
make a corner in barley if they were to buy up all our
barley, and they could make the American brewer pay
whatever they liked to ask for it. England is a great im-
porter of barley. She imports a large quantity of barley
from Russia. Why should she not import from Canada ?
Will anyone say that our barley is not as good as the
barley from Russia ? I may be told that the barley which
is produced in England is better for the manufacture of their
heavy beer than any barley which we produce here. That
may be so, but does anyone suppose that the barley which
they obtain from Russia is better than ours ?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). She gets it cheaper.

not think anyone will say that the Canadian people are not
able to alter their own tariff and make advantageous relations
with any country in the world without consulting the
American Sonate or the people of the United States. Thon
there is the other consideration whioh must not be lost sight
of, that we would find ourselves by-and-bye left out in the
cold. If it is a possibility, and I am not putting it further
than that-I loor upon it as a certainty and not only a
possibility-if it is a possibility that a Fair Trade party
should come into power in England, how would they treat
Canada with this tariff which we have to-day, or how would
they treat us if the policy which hon. gentlemen opposite
propose to force upon the House and the country were
adopted ? Can we expect that, if they adopted Fair Trade
they would treat us in the same way as if we had always
been ready to open our markots to them and to deal with
them, or would they not naturally deal with us in a manner
which would under the circumstances be perfectly proper
and right from their standpoint ? I cannot put this better
than in the words of the president of the Federation League,
Mr. Cunliffe Lister, who says:

Mr. MoCARTIHY. Not so cheap. Look at the trade "rin conclusion, let me point out that it is this cmmercial fed iration
returns, and you will see that the declared value of Russian of the Empire which furnishes the key note of the present position, nm-
wheat in England is I cents per bushel. Of course that pared with the protection of old days which looked to the United
includes fre;ght, that is the price delivered in England, but lnpgdom being self-contained, aselfsub3isting and self-sapportin . This

inodesfrelit tht i Li prce chvred~ E~ghud, latter position is so ab30lUtely imrpossible to day that wo are bouni to
that is not so remarkably cheap. I say that, if we had a extend our bordera and to treat the Empire as one; and it it be urged
preferential market there, if 10 per cent. were to be put on that some of our possessions cannot for revenue purposes, and will not,Russian barley, we would have a mnarket there for Canadian dispense with import duties, evea against British preducts, our reply iRussan arle, w woud hve amaret terefor anaia simple In sucb case, our bande are free to establieh the differential
barley. I think I may say that the reason why we have system in lieu of absolutely free importa. In such case, our Enpire
not a market in England for our barley is that the Ameri. would be still united in commercial bonds, and there is probhtrly no
cans are alwaysprepared to go one better than the EnglishBritish colony in existence that wou'd not, in return for a preferential

wy prp t market on our shores only too gladly give us a preferential market on
offer ; and, of' course, when they go one botter, it is to our theirs. Should there be any so blind as not to be willing to do so, then
interest to send our barley there; and everyone who knows such colony or possession sh>uld become ipso facto for tarioe puoses a
anything abont brewing knows that whether the price is 10 foreign state."
cents or 15 cents different is only a small matter. Then I Now, there we have the alternative presented to us. On
will come to another article, that of horses. They tax our the one hand, the alvantages are to give us free trade with
horses pretty heavily. The tax I know has been lowered, but the United States, and to build up a tariff against Eng-
las it been lowered to suit Canada or to protect the Ameri- land. Has it any advantages ? yon know its dangers.
cin farmer ? What is our position ? Out of $37,000,000 of But, we know, by that means, that not the slightest b3nefit
exports to the United States, about $9,000,000 or 810,000,000 can be obtained, so far as advancing the price of our agri-
went in free of duty. If the present changes proposed by the cultural products is concerned. Wo know, on the other
MillW tariff are adopted, it is expected that another hand, that there is a possibility-and I hope yot to live to
89,C00,000 or $10,00 000 will go into the United States see the day when my statement will be corroborated-of
irce of duty. But we are not getting that reduction getting advantages in the great market of the world, where
because we asked for it, or to please us. All parties in ail Our goods uiimiately have to go. If they go to the
the United States fiid that they have a larger revenue States, we will dimplace there goods that go to England ; if
than is required, that they are absorbing a larger American goods are allowed into this country they morely
revenue from the country into their exchequer than displace so much more for the ultimate destination of ail.
they know what to do with, and it has to be reduced ; We make the market ourselve. An invitation is offored
and, while one party proposes to lighten the taxes on to us, not by the Government, it is true, but by a party
the neessaries of life, the other party proposes to reduce which is now, I venture to say, the large party. I want
the taxes on whiskey and tobacco, so as to keep up the tarif also to point out how much Ireland is interested in a policy
walL against ail the world ; but, with all the care they ex. of this kind. We all know, who have paid any attention to
croise, with ail their devotion to their own country and its this subject, that from Ireland a large number of cattle is
interests, they have never suggested what, in madness, bas sold yearly to the English market ; but I was surprised to
been suggested by hon, gentlemen opposite, to take off the learn that in the year 18Y6, from Ireland, were shippel to
protection which is given to the farmers. They may take England, Scotland and Wales no less than 717,389 cattie,
the duty off lumber, but not off horses. 7d4,213 sheep, and 421,285 swine. Now, compare that with

our export, which we know is large. I have not the values,
Mr'. CHARLTON, What about wool ? only the numbers. Our export of cattle was 91,000 as against
Mr. MoCARTHY. Wool is an exception. They do not 717,000; our export of sheep was 359,000 as against 734,-

take the duty off barley or catte. They keep up this pro- 000; we do not appear to have exported swine at ail to the
tectionfor the farmer, and the farmer much needs it, because British market. Now, what country is more interested than
there is no certainty that this tarif of theirs would introduce Ireland ? What argument compelled the Government last
reciprocal relations with this side of the lino, and the year to pass a measure in relief of the tenant? It was an)
farmers need what protection they have, as I demonstrated argument demonstrated by the Commission that sat in
by the figures which I quoted this afternoon. I do not think Ireland, namely, that owing to the competition from this side
that any portion of the Canadian people will agree to allow of the Atlantic, the value to the Irish larmer of all that he
any man to say that they fear that the-adoption of any raised, ail that he bad to seol, had enormously depreciated.
policy which is wise and beneficial will be hostile Io the What country, therefore, is more interested in this policy
United States. They have dealt with us as they saw fit, they than Ireland ? What country, therefore, should this fair
have raised and lowered their tariff, as they saw fit, and I do trade policy look to for support more than Ireland ?
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Now, when the question is settled, the question which, no
doubt, will be settied during this Parliament, which appears
to be in a fair way 6f settlemeit even now, when the ques-
tion is settled as to what tho frish are to have in the nature
of Home Rule, or County Government, or whatever it may
be, then the new issue must be this all-important question,
important to every man in Great Britain and Ireland, the all-
important question as to the position of the farmer, and not
merely the farmer but the manufactarer of that country.
Sir, I will close my observations by reading an extract from
Mr. Chamberlain's speech, Mr. Chamberlain, of the great
free trade City of Birmingham Mr. Chamberlain, of a
younger generation than Cobden and Bright, and still hith-
erto believed to be impregnated to the fullest extent with free
trade doctrine; speaking the other night-where, Sir? in the
Devonshire Club, a Liberal club; in the chair, Lord Gran-
ville, a Gladstonian Liberal, surrounded by members of the
Liberal party, he held out his bands in terms of kindness,
in terms which one formerly would not have expected from
Mr. Chamberlain. Dealing with this question of commercial
u1itn, ho said:

" The difficuilty in the case of the commercial union is, no doubt, much
greater. Itis no use to expect that our colonies will abandon their
customs duties as their chief and principle Fource of revenue. It is
harcly to be hoped that the protpcted interes's fostered by their system
w 1l willingly surrender ihe privileges which they now enjoy. All
they can dois to wait until propos ils are made to us to c ynsider those

proposals when thy oioe weth fsirnes and impartiaûty and to accept
thein if they do not involve the sacrifiý,e of auy important principle or
interest vital to our population.

Coming from Mr. Chamberlain, under the auspices of Lord
Granville, in the Devonshire Club, I say these are words
that speak, perbaps, louder than the report of the Com-
mission with regard to the depreciation of trade, which
speak, perhaps, a- loudly as the voice of the great Conser-
vative party in their meeting last November, in Oxford ;
and they warn us not to turn our backs, not to despise the
policy which is offered to us by so great a statesman, so
eminent a public man, and by so large a party in the
country where our chief market must always ho. There-
fore it is that I have risen with great pleasure to make
these observations in support of the resolution which my,
friend from East Middlesex (Ur. Marshall) bas moved, and
also to some extent, and, perhaps, more particularly, in
support of the propositions contained in my own. I would
close by saying this with regard to the manufacturer :
The manufacturer, as he stands tc-day, has, to a great
extent, successfully built up industries in this country.
I believeformy part thatour manufacturers can wellsay that
if we are 1lobe protected against foreigners, if we are to have
that market, we can well afford that England should have
certain differential preferences in our market. We cannot
expect that all the advantages are to be on one side; we
cannot expect to discriminate agninst her in our market, to
be placed by England, as it were, upon the ground floor, andt
at the same time deny to the English manufacturer all thati
the English manufacturer wants, that is, the sale of his
articles in our country so as to pay for the food he gets
from us. We cannot refuse to say to England: We now
import from the United States $45,000,000 worth, we
will do what we can to give that $45,000,000 to the English
manufacturer; we will do what we can in that way ; and I
do not believe, Sir, that with a reduction of 5 or 7 per cent.
even on manufactured articles, from our protection as it
stands to-day, he would be able to hold his own if the
American manufacturer was excluded from our market.q
Therefore, I say that the policy which I advocate is ad
fair policy. We ask, on the one hand, for preforences ina
the Englieh market, and we say we are prepared to give
them certain preferences in ours, we are willing to entert
into commereial union. This matter has been foreseen. With
many countries, their terms would be botter than ours; with f
a country such as Australia they would probably be entitled a
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to all the advantages with us. As I read a moment ago from
Mr. Cunliffe Lister's observations, there will bo, perhaps,
such a bargain as, under the circumstances, would not b
unreasonable. That however is a matter of detail, which I
need net dwell upon now. I am obliged, Sir, to he fHouse
for the patient hearing they have given to my somewhat
lengthy remarks. The subject, in my humble jadgment,
is of the greatest importance, or else I would not hsve been
found occupying the time of the House to this extent. I
believe it is fraught with great importance to this country,
and believing that, I feel it is my duty to say what I have
said on this subject.

Mr. CASEY. I am glad that my hon. friend from
Middlesex (Mr. Marshall) bas brought this question to the
attention of the House. I know that ho bas done so from a
real desire to benefit the interest of that class to which ho
belongs, and to which I also claim to belong, the farmers of
Canada. I have been long aware that the hon. gentleman
had some such plan to bring before the louse, and I am
glad that ho bas now put it in shape, and brought up a dis-
cesson upon it. I cannot say that I stand before
you as a supporter, in the fullest extent, of every-
thing that has been adva-iced by himself, and es.
pecially by bis seconder, in discussing this matter,
but I am suffielenly of a free trader, sufficiently in
favor of rociprocity with whoever is willing to b recipro.
cal with us, to entertain favorably any reasonable propobi-
tion for reciprocity with any country, and more especially
with that country from which we claim political descent
I have voted already this Session in favor of reciprocity
with the United States. I do not think that is inconsistent
with the position of being willing to enter into reciprocal
trade relations with Great Britain as well. I do not accept
this proposition instead of the other; in fact, I wish to be
understood distinctly as saying that if it must be a choice
between the two I believe Canadian interests will bo most
promoted by having free trade with the United States
rather than any arrangement that is likely to be obtained
with Great Britain.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. CASEY. Hon. gentlemen may say "no." If they can

show us any reasonable possibility of obtaining fa;r arrange-
ments with England, arrangements quite as favorable as
those we can reasonably expect to obtain from the United
States, thon they may say "no." However, I am not contrast-
ing the two propositions or rejecting the one in favor of the
other; I sec no reason why we should not discuss with the
Imperial Government the question of improved trade
relations between Great Britain and the colonies generally.
The resolution merely suggests that such arrangements
would be beneficial to all interested in Canada, and would
strengthen the Empire by building up her colonies, and
that we should discuss that question with the Home Govern-
ment. So far there is very httle objection to be taken to the
motion, and I am glai ho bas brought it before the House
with a view to eliciting opinion by way of discussion, I do
not suppose it is intended to pi ose the motion to a division,
at least I hope not, for I do not think a vote should ba
taken on such an impoitant question the first time it comes
up in the House for discussion. I do not think ten members
have considered the matter sufficiently to be able to vote intel-
ligently upon it and place themselves on record. I am glal,
howe er, that an opportunity is afforded to discuss it. This
question should be discussed in a purely non-partisan spirit, f
do not see why any question of party is connected with it,
and for that reason I was rather sorry, not so much at any
actual words used but at tho general tone of the speech of
the hon. momber for Simcoe (Kr. McCarthy). The earlier
part of his speech was evidently prepared for delivery on a
former occasion, when, perhaps, the hon. gentleman had not
an opportunity of deliverin it. It waa a speech intended for
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the reciproofty debate, and I do not think it has improved population in the world. There is thore a large markct
by keep4tg. 8ome thinge do not improve by age, and for choice cattle, choice sheep, choice horsem, and every-
spmeebes are among the number. The earlier part of the thing that is good ; a market almost, if not quite as high
speech was devôted not to advocating reciprocity with Eng- in price, as the market of England, and a market infinitely
land but to showing that reciprocity with the United States more convenient for Canadiaû farmers to sond 1i heir stock
was not advantageous, and it is to that part of bis speech I to. I have been myself told by feeders a«nd buyers of
detsire to make special reference. The hon. member, no cattle in my own neighborhood, that they would much
doubt, spoke some sound and stirring truths. He said that rather deal in the New York market, even at a smaller
most of the people of Canada were farmers and that their price, than with the Liverpool market, for tbe reason
interesta should be considèred, and that they should have the that they cau know from day to day how the
best market available, and he went on later to state that the market stands. They can buy a carload of cattle and ship
manufacturers must give up to the farmers some of the ex. them across the line, knowing about the price that they will
treme protection they now enjoy. It is because I believe that get for them, whereas if they send them to England, thore
the manufacturera should give up some of the extreme protec- is a long delay, there is a great uncertainty whether they
tion they now enjoy that I voted in favor of reciprocity with will get there, and a tremendous uncoertainty as to what
the United States and am now willing to consider the ques. the price will be if they do get there. For that reason
tion of reciprocity with England. For the same ostensible alone the United States markets would be a great con-
reason for which the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) venience to the Ontario farmers. 1 say "United States,"
claims we should have reciprocity with England, I claim we because I have an objection to using the word 1,American,"
should have reciprocity with the United States because the and 1 shall say United States whenever I have an occasion
farming intereste should prevail. We have had class legis- to refer to that people, because I believe that we have the
lation since 1879, nearly all favoring that portion of the bigger, if not throughout the botter, part of America our-
population which comes under the generic name of manu- selves. The hon. gentleman went on to rofer to the prices
facturers ; but in legislating in favor of the farmers who of products in the States and bore. Ho said that the price
constitute a majority of the people I hold that they should of wheat was higher in Canada than in the United States,
be considered more than any other class. It is their turn and that the farmer was more prosperou-, becauso ho lnot
now, and I hope that the farmers have a sufficient bond of only raised more bushels par acre but he obtained a
union, sufficient esprit de corps, sufficient self-restraint and higher price. I have no donbt of the correctnùs
knowledge of their own interests to see that their interests of one of those statements, that, on an average, the
are protected. We should not have a class war, but if one Ontario farmers do produce more bushels par acre
class pushes their interest at the expense of the prepondera- than the average farmer in the UJnitd States; but I
ting and overwhelming class, the farmers, they must expect must also point ont the utter unfairness of any ennparison
ultimately to bu forced to the wall. It would be unfor- between Ontario, the best Province of old Canada -and tho
tunate if suoh a war should occur, it would not most fertile part of Canada too, except the very favored
bu the fault of the farmers, but would have been portions of the prairie in the North-West-being compared
brought about by the policy of hon. gentlemen op- with the average of the United States, including the worn
posite ; and unless somu one of these propositions out lands of New England, including other lands whieh may
is adopted and reciprocity is had with a convenient not perhaps be worn ont but which never were good, and
market sncb a resuit may occur, and the manufacturers including the rocky farms of the State of New York, for even
must look out for themselves. The bon. member for Simcoe in New York there are a great many rocky farms. It is
(Mr. McCarthy) referred to the policy of the United States absurd, utterly misloading, and unfair in discussing a ques.
in protecting the farmers and said that neither party in the tion of this kind on the motion made by the bon. gentle-
States would be so mad as to talk of giving up protection to man who seems to show such a knowledge of agrieultural
the farmers, and he went on to show that a similar condi- matters, and I would almost say it was lawyer-likeuto make
tion prevailed in Canada. Did the bon. gentleman forgot such a comparison. If ho wishos to mako a comparison
that his leader, the representative of Canada at Washington, between Canada and the United States he should have
clothed with allthe authority of a plenipotentiary and backed secured the statistics for ail Ca4nada, and if they are not
by the Canadian Government, asked the Amurican com- available it is simply impossible to make any companison
missioners to agree to remove the duties on agricultural and between Canada and the States. Hie referred to the com.
natural products on both sides cf the line ? I do not think parison between Ontario and New York, but he did not
such a proposition was improper, but I also think it should give us a comparative statement of busbels and prices as
not be confined to that line of products alone. i believe in between Ontario and the State of New York or the State
reciprocity all around. I think the farmer bas a right not of Michigan.
only to enter the American markets with his produce, but Mr. RHESSON. Yes, h did.
that he sbould be able to buy bis manufactured articles in
the American market if he can obtain them cheaper. Reci- Mr. CASEY. No, be did not. I was here, and the bon.
procity all round isthe only motto that can be adopted. The gentleman simply said that the total returns pur acre wure
hon. gentleman continued, with his thorough knowledge of so much in Ontario, so much in Michigan, and se much lu
agricultural questions, to discuss the comparative profits of New York. He did not tellu s how it was arrived at, and
American and Canadian farmers, and he declared that the he did not tell us that 20 bushels pur acre were worth con-
United States market was no use to us because they pro- siderably more in the State of New York than in the Pro-
duced the same articles we did. This is an old argument vince of Ontario. He dil not tell us that they were worth
used during the reciprocitydebate, but it requires, perhaps, more in Michigan than in the western part of Ontario. Of
an answer afresh. Although the United States export a course I have not given so much time and attention to the
great many products, we are able to sell them many. matter as the hon. gentleman, nor have I gone so fully into
The bon. gentleman bas proved to bis own satis- the rccords. I just picked up this afternoon, smino I came
hztetion, as a lawyer, that our farmers cannot obtain into the House, a copy of the Empire, and it gives the con-
in the United States as high prieus for their products trast between the prices of whoat in Ontario and the State
as they eau at home; but the fact remains that, notwith- of New York and in Michigan. I find the result te bu as
standing the protection, our farmers send produrce across follows:-I find that in Toronto on Saturday, as reported lu
the line. In New York and its vicinity there are over two the Empire Io day, "Red Wînter " wheat of the very best
millions of people, forming one of the largest centres of kind was worth 90 cents a bushel; "No. 2 PAll," 86 eente,
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a bushel, and the prices in the Toronto market ran ail the
way down to 76 cents. Let us compare that with the price
in the State of New York. Let us take the price in Buffalo,
which is just about as far from tide water by way of New
York as Toronto is by way of Montreal. In Buffalo " No.
1 Red Winter " was the same price as in Toronto; "No. 1
Hard " was 96J cents a bushel, and there was no price
quoted in Toronto for "No.1 Hard," and there did not seem
to be a market for it; "No. 2 Red Michigan," correspond-
ing to "No. 2 Fall Wheat," sold in Toronto at 86 cents, was
sold in Buffalo at 94.

Mr. TAYLOR. Let the hon.gentleman look and he will
find that "No. 1 Bard " is quoted in the Toronto market in
to-day's Empire at 93Î and 94.

Mr. CASEY. It is possible I overlooked that. It was
96 cents in Buffalo, that is three cents more than in Toronto
and ail the other grades run about the same way. "No. 2
Fal" wheat was 8 cents higher in Buffalo than in
Toronto, and "No. 1 Hard," on the word of my hon. friend,
was 3 cents higher in Buffalo, and "No. 1 White" was
3 or 4 cents higher in Buffalo than in Toronto. In
London on the same day the highest quotation for wheat
was 84 cents a bushel. Detroit is the nearest correspond.
ing point to London, and in Detroit on Friday the highest
quotation was 88J cents The highest quotation in Detroit,
which is 100 miles west of London, was 4½ cents higher
than the highest quotation in London. I take the quota-
tion from the London Free Press. I do not know exactly
what kind the wheat was but that is the bighest
quotation that I eau find for wheat in the Lon-
don market. Now lot us take barley. The highest
price for barley iu Toronto was 68 cents a bushel,
and in Oswego, across the lake, it was 80 cents for the best
Canadian barley. The same grade of barley thatwas selling
at a low rate in Toronto was sold at 12 cents a bushel more
in Oswego-that is the difference between the two sides of
the lake-and yet the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy) says it would not pay us to go into that market.
If prices are lower in the States than in Canada, as they
would wish to make us believe, how is it that the people of
the United States do not send their wheat in ere. It is
perfectly absurd ard nonsensical to make such a statement
is that to an auditce of farmers. The hon. gentleman
would not say i. in a country school-house, becauce he
would know that everyone who heard him was aware of
the fact that grain is dearer on the other side of the line
than it is hero. He would not presume to make that state
ment to farmers, but he thinks, possibly, so many members
of this House are not farmers that it will go down here.
He will find he is greatly mistaken. Such a statement will
go down neither bore nor in the country, because it is
absurd on the face of it. If gran was cheaper in the States
than 11 is here they would overrun our market with grain.

Mr. TAYLOR. Quote oats.

Mr. CASEY. The bon. member for Leeds (Mr. Taylor)
will have his opportunity afterwards, and I shall have to
make this speech myielf I think. The hon. member from
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) dwelt a great deal on average
prices. That was another misleading portion of bis speech.
I should like to know what ho means by average prices. He
says ho quoted the average prices in Ontario from the
report of Mr. Blue, the Deputy Minister of Agriculture. f
do not know how Mr. Blue arrived at an average price for
a whole Piovince - at how many points ho took the marketi
rates; but even if you took the rates on a particular day at
every maket town in Ontario, you could not arrive at an
average market price unless you knew the quantity of wbeat
sold at each of these places. As a matter of fact, the great
bulk of the lail wheat of Ontario, at all events, is sold at
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markets west of Toronto, where the pric3 0f wheat is low,
and runs, as it does at London at the present time, at from
80 to 84 cents a bushel. If you took this price and averaged
it with the prices in eastern Ontario, you would get an
unfair resuit, because the bulk of the wheat sold in Ontario
is sold at the low rates instead of at the high rates, and you
must know the quantity sold at all places in the Province
before you can get the average price. I do not know
whether Mr. Bine made up the average price, or whether
the hon. gentleman took Mr. Blue's figures and made
up the average price himself ; but I know that no
average price can be anything but misleading. The same
is true of bis figures of the average price in the United
States, which he says was 85 cents. We find, in to day's
paper, that on Saturday last wheat sold in Buffalo at 90
cents, and in Detroit at 88 cents. I do not know how the
average price in the States is made up unless the prices at
Chicago, Minneapolie, and other western points, where
wheat is still lower in price, are taken into account. The
hon. member gave us a great many statistics of our trade
with Great Britain to show how important and great il was
as compared with our trade with the United States. I
should be as glad as the hon. gentleman to see our trade
with Great Bi itain increase; I should be more so, I think,
because tbe hon. gentleman has been supporting a policy
which led to a decrease in our trade with Great Britain. He
tried to draw on our credulity by urging that if we entered
into reciprocity with the United States, it would lead to the
scheduling of Canadian cattle, so that they would have to be
killed on landing at Liverpool as are American cattie. I
admit that if we entered into reciprocity in live animals,
it might possibly have that effect, not from revenge
against Canada, but because our cattle would be exposed to
the same risks as the American cattle, But that might be
avoided by quarantine or in some other way. But suppose
our cattle were scheduled, the Americans seem to make a
good deal from selling their cattle in England as thinge
are, and il we had both the English market and the A meri-
eau market I do not think we should care much whether
our cattle were scheduled or not. But what pleased me
very much in the hon. gentleman's speech was the way in
which he dilated on England's prosperity under free trade.
The statisties he quoted were such as to convince almost
everybody that free trade has been a good thing for Eng-
land. I shahl leave it to the hon. member himseoif to draw
the conclusion which is applicable to Canada. After that,
he went on to prove to his own satisfaction that, although
free trade had been such a success in England, the largest
party in England, the Conservative party, were at the
present time committed to the policy of what he calls
fair trade-discrimination in favor of the colonies
-because a certain Conservative meeting at Oxford
had adopted that policy. The hon. member knew, and
admitted that he knew, that Lord Salisbury, the leader of
the Conservative party and the leader of the Government,
had utterly repudiated that policy, and had said that it was
impossible to carry it out. I should not object to sec Eng-
land adopt that policy, as I think it would bonefit us in
this country; but it is not fair to lead us to believe that the
Conservative party are in favor of that policy, when the
leader of that party has repudiated it. It may corne in
the future, but no party in England is at presont committed
to it. Now, [1regret, although the House will probably
not regret, that the condition of my throat is such that I
am unable to continue this discussion any further. I
shall conclude by repeating that I am glad that this ques-
tion has been brought up by the bon. member for East
Middlesex (Mir. Marshall), and that the prospects are that
there will be a very full and free discussion of the question.
I hope some good will come out of it, by informing both
the people of Canada and the people of England on this im-
portant question.
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Mr. FISIIER. Before this motion is carried, I shoul

like to say a few words on it. Like my hon.friend who has
just sat down, I am very glad that this question has been
brought before this leuse. For some time back we have
had discussions of this question in various parts of th
country-discussions, however, of a more or less informa]
character,.and carried on by those not having the full re
sponsibility which attends a member of Parliament on the
floor of this House. I am glad, indeed, that my hon. friend
from East Middlesex (Mr. Marshall) bas brought it before
us to-night, so that some illusions which have been thrown
around it may be cleared away, and that the people of thi
country may have something on which they can go in their
examination into the subject. When the hon. member
from Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) was addressing the House
a little while ago, in a somewhat lengthy, but not at all too
lengthy speech, considering the importance of the subject
and the prominent position he holds in this House and the
country, I was a little surprised at some of the words he
gave utterance to, and some of the ideas ho put forth. In
that speech the hon. gentleman announced some very good
doctrines indeed, good free trade doctrine, I may call
it, which I was surprised to hear coming from that
hon. gentleman. Sir, we do not often hear such prin-
ciples coming from the lips of leading gentlemen on the
opposite side of the flouse. Pity it is that that hon.
gentleman did not years ago, in the party to which he obe-
longs, utter the words he as uttered to-night. Pity it is
that when that party in 1878 appeuled to the people of
Canada-on the question of protection and free trade, he did
not give forth the truths which ho has given forth t-night.
The hon. gentleman spoke of Great Britain as our mother
country, and said we would be much more right if we foi-
lowed the example of that country and drew ourselves
closer to her instead of trying to forrm a connection with
the United States. But, Sir, in 1878, when the party to
which that hon. gentleman belongs appealed to the people
of this country, did they hold up the mother country as an
example to be followed by Canada? Did they point to ler
policy as one that we should adopt? Nothing of the kind.
They thon pointed to the country to the south of us, and
appealed to the people of Canada to follow the example of
the Uniied States, because we lived under the saine conditions,
and toadopt a pro tec tive policy as the true policy for this coun-
try. At that time Canada made a great mistake, and threw
away the chance she will never be able to regain. Hadi
Canada thon pronounced in favor of a revenue tariff, and
distinctly and clearly against a protective policy, we would
have to-day a prosperous condition of affairs, which words
fail me to depict, inst ad of the deplorable condition of
affairs that now exist. AV that time, our neighbors to the
soutLh, by means of the injudicious policy they were pur-
suing in regard to their commerce on the sea, had practi.
cally destroyed their carrying trade and their shipping.
If we had gone exactly in the opposite direction, instead
of following their example, at a very respectful distance,
as we have only been able to do; if we had announced that
we would makeCanadas cheapcountry tolive in, by follow-
ing on this, the best portion of the continent, the free trade
policy of England, we would have attracted to our country
the enormous immigration that has gone to the United States.
If, at that time, instead of following the United States and
doing our best to deetroy our commercial marine, we had
made it easy to the people of this country to build ships and
to navigate those ships, we would not have gone backwards
as we have, since the inauguration of the National Policy,
and our commercial marine would not only be doing our
own carrying trade, but be doing the whole carrying trade
of this continent, and be a strong competitor with the com-
mercial marine of the mother country in the carrying trade
cf the world. If instead of a high tariff we had adopted a
low revenue tariff, capital would have been invited to our

es

d shores and found investment here in enterprises which it
s would not be necessary to foster by increased protection
n year after year. That capital would have been invested in
e manufacturing industries able to stand on their own bottom,
e and not continually requiring increased protection, and we
k would not be witnesses of that antagonism which to-Jay
. exists between those manufacturing industries and the other

industries of the country. We would not have the
i antagonism that now exists between those who are
e producers of natural products and consumers of
n manufactured products, and our manufacturing in-
s dustries. The hon. member for North Simooe (Mr.
r McCarthy), spoke at long th this afternoon on the question

of reciprocity between us and the United States, and in that
i connection made most contradictory and extraordinary
i statements. I will not detain the House by going over
t those statements in detail, but there are one or two points

which have not been touched by the hon. member for West
Elgin (Mr. Casey) and to which I think attention should be
drawn. In the first place the hon. gentleman spoke of the
United States as being our competitors in natural products
instead of having our market for those products. It
is true that in two or throe leading articles they are our
rivals. They rival us in the production of beef, and cheese,
and butter. Nevertheless it is true, and perfectly reasonable
to say, that in the United States our farmers have a very
large market for thoir products. The eastern portion of
the United States bas to bring its food from a very great
distance within the United States, and that foDd it could
more easily import from Canada were the duties re-
moved. Having made an investigation into this subject,
and coming as I do from a locality where this Atlantic
seaboard market of the United States is espeaially valuable,
I can say that the duty which the farmers of the Province
of Quebec and the Maritime Provinces have to pay on their
products shipped to the United States, just counterbalances
the freight whîch the eastern portions of the United States
have to pay on the products they import from the west. If
we send hay, horses, cattle, or oats, or potatoes from the
Province of Quebec or the Maritime Provinces to New Eng-
land, to New York, and Philadelphia, we not only have to
compote with the portions of the United State which are
equally distant from those markets, but we also have to
compete with the whole area whose freight rates are
greater than ours, but whose freight rates are less than ours
and the duties combined. The resuit is that in the instances
I have mentioned, especially horses and hay, we have to
compote with the whole area of the United States ail the
way to the Pacifie seaboard. Take a cargo of horses: the
freight rate from the Province of Quebec to Boston or New
York is very small indeed, but the duty is so high that,
combined with tbe freight, it enables the Amuericans to
purchase horses on the Pacific coast which will compete with
ours. The hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy),
speaking of the product of hay, acknowledged that local
causes enabled our people to pay the duty and ship their
hay to the New England markets. He thus refuted him-
self out of his own mouth. More than that, the hon. gen.
tieman knows right well that we do, to-day, export an enor-
mous amount of natural produets to the United States.
Now, if, ai is contended by the hon. gentleman, our farmers
get higher prices here for their products than do the far-
mers of the United States there, how is it that we are able
to send our food products over to the United States, pay
the duty, and compete with the American farmer ? It
would be manifestly absurd to say that we could do this, if
the facts were as describod by the hon. menmber for North
Simcoe. I suppose some hon. gentlemen will say that they
d> not pay the duty. Weli, 1 will refer them to the speech
of the Finance Minister himself, who said that we did pay
the duty. It is true that the result of that was to draw
forth a vigorous protest from the Government organ in
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Montreal, the Montreal Gazette, which, while stating that
the hon. gentleman had made a splendid speech in regard
to every other matter, said ho had made a serious mis-
take in saying that we paid the duty on anything
that we sent into the United States. The hon. member for
North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) also said that the United
States Government would not dare to take off the pro-
teetion which their farmers have, as against Canadian
farmers, in regard to food production. At the same time,
he alluded to the fact that we got a higher price here for
our food products than they do. What an absurd juxta-
position that is 1 If they can produce food more cheaply
and get a less price, why do they need protection against
us ? Be also said a few words in reference to barley, and
he said that England got barley from Russia cheaper than
we could send it to England. Why is that? Simply because
our producers find that they can get a botter price in the
United States than they can get any whore else. The other
day I heard a statement on this question from a man who
is an authority, a man who, i believe, is the largest dealer
in barley in the Province of Ontario, and he stated that he
could not afford to send barley to England because the
English barley was so much cheaper than our barley could
be sent over there for. The reason for ail this is that the
United States people are willing to pay a larger price
than any English maltsters would. The hon. gentleman
referred to the fact that the Russians sold their barley
in- England at a cheaper rate, but the reason for that
is that the Russian people have no other market for their
barley than England. They have to send it there, and
they are obliged to take the price which the English malt.
sters would give ; but in regard to our barley, we have a
market at our own door. The hon. member for Simcoe (Mr.
McCarthy) alluded also to what is known as the Hills' Tariff
in the United States, and he said that, when that was
adopted, no doubt we would be enabled to send a large
number of our productions into the United States free of
duty or nearly so, but he brought into close juxtaposition
with that the proposition to discriminate against the United
States in favor of Great Britain. I think that our experience
in regard to the United States of late has been that, if we
were to diseriminate against them in favor of any one, the
mother country or anyone else, the result would be retalia-
tory legislation, not only against us, but probably against
the British Empire altogether. I will only allude to one
other fact, which is, perhaps, a piece of by-play-that is,
that the hon. gentleman referred to our most important
export, and spoke of cereals in that connection, and
said our breadstuffs were the greatest exports of Can-
ada and the foundation of our prosperity. I think he
cannot have consulted the Trade and Navigation Re-
turns, or cannot be familiar with the actual condition of
affairs, or he would know that, in Ontario itself, breadstuffs
play a secondary part in exports to the export of animals
and their products. We, in Canada, occupy a prominent posi-
tion in the world in regard to our exports of animals and their
products, and I believe we have the very best means for
the production of animals, and that we have shown, espe-
cially in Ontario. We have the best appliances, and we
have the best means in the world to produce the best cheese.
We have been able to produce a larger proportion, in regard
to our population, than any country in the world, and we
stand at the head in regard to the production of animals
and their products, sent from this continent to England. In
this connection also, the hon. gentleman spoke of what le
called our proposition to allow American animals to come
into this country free, and suggested that our animals
would run the great danger of being scheduled in England
because of that free interchange. I was surprised that
that lon. gentleman, who is known as a great legal
light, should have made such a statement as that. I
remember when some other hon. gentleman who, per-
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haps, was more rash in his statements than the hon.
gentleman, made an allusion to this matter in the same
sense, I was surprised to find the hon. member for
North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) forget, apparently, that
there is a statutory offer on the Statute-book of this coun-
try-an offer which las been there for a long time, an offer
which lion. gentlemen opposite have boasted of, and have
thrown in our teeth for years back, an offer which the
leader of these hon. gentlemen proposed to withdraw. But,
in bis proposition to withdraw it, does ho propose to take
out of that list animals and their products ? On the con-
trary, in the very first line of the resolution which the
Finance Minister proposes, for which I have no doubt the
hon. member for North Simcoe will vote next week, and
all those ion. gentlemen will vote who have been talking
about the danger that we may have our animals scheduled
in England, hoesays :

" That section 9 of the said Act be repealed-"

That is the section which says that the Governor General in
Council may by Order in Council allow these articles to
come in free from the United States,-
" and the following substituted therefor: Any or aIl of the following
things, that is to say, animals of aIl kinds. "

That is the very first thing youe corne to, and yet the hon.
gentleman says that we have introduced a danger to the
export trade of cattle to England, when ho knew that the
Government of which he is a supporter, ever since 1879,
have made the saie proposition to the United States, and
that to-day when they are proposing to reconstruct their
offer and to make changes in reference to that proposition,
they still offer what, according to the hon. gentleman,
amounts to ruining the Canadian export trade in cattle.
This is of a piece with the other arguments of the hon.
gentleman, with the changes and the difficulties which those
hon. gentlemen find themselves in, when, as usual, they
try to trim, to hunt with the hounds and to run with the
haro. I have something more to say in regard to this ques-
tion, which is, perhaps, more germane to the proposition
before the House, bocause reciprocity with the United
States bas been dealt with, and voted upon, and the hon.
gentlemen who voted against it took their lives in their
lands, and many of them, when they go before the people,
will find that they will have to retire into private life.
There is, however, another question, and that is the ques-
tion of an extension of our commercial relations with the
Empire. The hon. member in introducing this resolution,
-and I congratulate him on the manner in which, as a
young member, he did it-stated that he did not wish
England to give us a preference without giving her some-
thing in return. Ho did not very definitely say what he
was prepared to give in return; but the hon. member for
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) was a little more clear, although
not as specifie as I would like him to have been; but to a
certain extent he did tell us what he was prepared to give
in return. He indicated what he was willing to give, by
quoting from English sources, frem certain people in Eng-
land called fair traders to sh >w what they expected us to
give them in return. Now, I was a little surprised
to hear the hon. member for Simeoe so nom-
pletely give himself and his friends away-to use
a slang expression-when ho announced that the farm-
ing community in this country needed -to have their
condition improved, and that it ought to be im-
proved by some means which would be consistent
with the manufacturing interests. That ie all right. That
part of his speech was quite consistent with the aetion
which he aand is friends have hitherto taken, and quite
consistent with the amendment which the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries mo --ed to the motion of the hon. mem-
ber for South Oxford the other day. The on. member for
Simcoe went on a little while afterwards to say that the
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farming community of this country was the largest in fairly announced. The great English dailies the next day
number, that they were practically the toiling masses of had editorials on it and accepted the meeting as the ex.
this country, and that they must be considered. Brave ponent of the principles of the fair traders in England, and
words, Mr. Speaker, and [ will be glad if the hon. gentle- alluded to them as the official announcement of what the
man opposite and his friends would act upon them, and in fair traders wanted to do. At that meeting Mr. Cunliffe
framing legislation would remember that, as a matter of Lister, who was mentioned by the hon. member for Simooe,
fact, the farming class are not only the foundation and and whom I believe to be one of the leading lights in this
basis of our community, but in numbers they are actually fair trade movement, and whose dictum upon the question is
four-fifths of the whole population, and the capital invested accepted as authority, said upon that occasion:
in agriculture is seven and a-half or eight times as great IlFair traders advocate to-day, as they did six years ago and au theyas is the capital invested in the manufacturing industries of have done ever since, duties on foreign manufactures, combined with
this country. But, Sir, he said that the manufacturer duties on ail foreigu imports of food, but stipulating always for the free
probably would have to suffer a little. I understood import of raw materials needed for home industry.
him to mean that the farmers would have to be care. Now, the Times newspaper is generally considered to be the
fully considered, even though it should be necessary most perfect exponent of public opinion in England ; it is a
for the manufacturers to suffer a little. Sir, that is very newspaper which, in all circumstances, desires to express
disloyal. These hon. gentlemen, a few weeks ago, were what it believes to be the prevailing sentiments of the Eng-
telling us, when we made such a proposition, that we were lish people. And what does the Times say ?
disloyal to the best interests of our country, that we were "So far as words are concerned this is clear enough, When we come
proposing to destroy this country, to interfere with the to things it becomes somewhat obscure, and what is more the policy,
vested righits, as they called them, of the manufacturers, such as it is propounded by Mr. 0. Lister, was expressly repudiated bywhste ich a be he b ait rip by optte arf. But rsone of the speakers at the conference. Mr. Dixon Hartland declared hewhich had been, built up by onr protective tariff. But could not be a party to taxing corn. There is thus stili a rift within the
to.day, according to the hon. member for Simcoe, they are lute. Fair traders are not entirely agreed as to whether they will advo-
ready to hurt the manufacturers a little for the sake of the eate a duty on corn or not."
farmers. Sir, I am a little surprised to hear that from the And here comes, I think, the most pithy statement of the
hon. member for Simcoe and his friends, because à little question in England which I have ever heard:
while ago they were declaring most emphatically that not "The manufacturers would like to put a duty on manufactures, but
one jot of our protective tariff, so far as it relates to manu- the agriculturist will not let him. The agriculturist would like to put a
facturers, must be disturbed, and they declared then, and duty on corn, but the manufacturer will not let him. When these two

declare now, they are quite ready to take away from artie are agreed we shall begin to believe in the strength of the Fairte olr othey aeqierayt aeaa r rade League."
the farming community of this country their protection, I should like to ask the hon. gentleman whether the timeand to sacrifice the interests of the firming classes, in so far has come for the two parties to be agreed. This was theas the abandonment of protection will sacrifice them. I result of that great meeting, There is a little addendum todo not believe it will. Sir, I am quite prepared this in an editorial in the Times, which the hon. gentlemanto believe that the farming community can exist might take to heart, and which expresses pretty clearly thewithout protection. As a matter of fact, the protection opinion the majority of the people of England have on thiswhich was extended to the farming communty snce 1878, movement:has been an entire delusion. Surely if the principle which
hon. gentlemen opposite denounce that protection must be " We are now told that fair traders are proteetionists pure and simple

n .a with a sort of platonie predilection for what they are pleased to call
upheld ' the interests of a class, then they ought to uphold 'Commercial Federation of the Empire.' 'They would' as Mr. O.
the principle of protection to the farmers just as much as Lister said yesterday, 'put a duty on everything foreign exeept raw
to manufacturers and other interests. But, no, they are material, placing, however, our colonies and depeDencies in the position
quite ready to sacrifice all the protection they have given of having free entry here if they gave ns free entry in return."

to farmers. Now, Sir, the hon. member for Simcoe went Are hon. gentlemen ready to give English manufacturera
on to quote from English sources, to describe the great pro- free entry here in return ?
gress that the fair trade movement in England has been Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
making. I quite agree with the hon. member that there
are in England to-day a goodly number of fair traders Mr. FISHER. Hon. gentlemen say "lno." If hon. gn-
There are always in England a large number of indi. tlemen are willing to discriminate against England then
viduals who are always ready to take up anything new and they may be quite sure that England will discriminate
disensa it, hold conventions on it, form leagues and associa- against the colonies. So long as we impose duties on British
tions for the advancement of any ideas they have. We eau manufactures, British manufacturers will not allow us to
name, perhape, a hundred leagues which are to-day in impose a duty on the food of their laborers. Moreover, it
existence for the promulgation of one principle or another. does not follow that if we allow British manufactures to
It is true, Sir, that attempts have been made by the Con- come in free, England would admit our products free and
servative party in England to make this a party question, discriminate against those of other nations. I attended
but, as was acknowledged by the hon. member himself, they the British Association meetings in Montreal, which were
have not so far succeeded; and the leaders of the Conserva- attended by a large number of the beat intellects of Britain.
tive party have again and again refused point blank to take I attended the economic section, and a discussion arose
up this question and make it a plank in their platform. relating te the commercial relations of the Empire,
Sir, they are wise in their day and generation, for they when the question of Canadian intercourse with England
know perfectly well that those principles of free trade came up a gentleman proposed Imperial federation or
which Bright and Cobden taught in England soma years Imperial free trade, with discriminating duties against
ago, those principles upon which the great free trade foreign couatries. There were present a large number
campaign was conducted to a successful issue, are so well of representatives of British manufacturers, and there
established in England that there is no possibility whatever was one universal chorus of horror at the idea that
of the electors of England being brought to reject them. they could be tempted, under any circumstances or condi-
The hon. member quoted some words from several fair tions, to impose a duty on corn coming into England. The
traders, and I have here some quotations of perhaps later figures quoted by the hon. member for Simcoe (Ur.
authorities than some he las given. Last November a McCarthy) show that the importations of foreign corn were
great fair trade meeting was held in England, and at that enormous, and to-day the British colonies do not produce, or,
meeting the platform and .principles of the league were i at ail events, ship anything like to meet the surplus required
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by England from ftreign markets. The hon. gentleman
said that the duty to be imposed on foreign corn would be
sufficient to give a very large return in the English
markets. If so, what bonefit would it be to us ? It
would not displace foreign corn, we would still have to com-
pete with it. One of the two things would happen :either
it would not increase our corn production and consequently
would not displace foreign corn, or if it did so displace
it, the duty would not give the income expected to be
obtained from the duty on foreign corn. Mr. Cunliffe
Lister says :

" Let us have free trade within the Empire, or as near it as may be
possible, and no longer should we be dependent on the foreigner who
refuses to deal with us."
The Tzmes says :

" By all means we reply, but how are we to get free trade within the
Empire ? It is not true to say the foreigner refuses to deal with us,
and certainly if any foreigner does refuse to deal with us, we cannot
be in any way dependent on him. but so far as it is true that foreign-
ers refuse to deal with us, it is eqally true that many of our own colonies
refuse to deal with us. If fair traders really can tell us how we can
better persuade the colonies to adopt f ree trade than by showing that we
ourselves believe in free trale, they have cartainly so far sncceede lin
keeping a very important piece of information to themselves."
Therefore, altbough the hon. member for Simcoi (gr.
McCarthy) is advozating commercial Imperial confoderation
or free trade in the Empire, it must be remembered that if
there is an obstacle to free trade in the Empire it has been
brought about more by hon. gentlemen opposite than by
any other individuals in the Empire,because Canada, in this
respect, has gone beyond any other of the colonies and
placed a stumbling block, which it is impossible to over-
come, to any inovement for free trade within the Empire.
I will read another short extract to show what is the
opinion of England on this question, and it is not going too
far to say that this is a fair ropresentation of that opinion.
After discussing the old question of free trade or protec-
tion, ithe writer goes on to say:

" As for the other branch of their policy-namely, the commercial
federation of the Empire-it seems to us to be a proposition applicable
rather to Jupiter or baturn than to the actual world in which we live."
This is a deliberate statement taken from the first editorial
article in the London Times dealing with the question, and
after the full exposition of it by the leader of the fair trade
movement at the meeting to which I have alluded. The
same article goes on to say :

" It might be possible, if the colonies were at one with each other and
with the mother country, to establish a customs union which would
secure free commercial interchange between the different parts of the
Empire combined with hostile tariffs against foreign nations. Whether
it would be expedient or not is another question, into which at present
it is quite unnecessary to enter. But the colonies are not at one with
each other, nor with the mother country. Victoria and New South
Wales cannot agree with each other. Canada seems at present to be
moving rather in the direction of commercial union with the United
States than in that of commercial union with the United Kingdom."

There is another part of the hon. gentleman's speech to
which 1 cannot refrain from alluding very briefly. He
gave a very lugubrious account of the present depression
in England. I was certainly surprised that theb on.
gentleman, who is rather an important person and whose
words carry weight, should have followed the policy which
he has so roundly condemned in hon. gentlemen on this
side of the House. Hon. gentlemen opposite have taunted
us with decrying our country and have accused us of being
unpatriotic, because we have said that Canada was not so
prosperous as she should be ; but the bon. member for
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) was quite ready to rise and state
that the mother country is to-day suffering from com-
mercial depression and is practically on the highway to
ruin. I am not going to accuse the hon. gentleman of
want of patriotism. If those are the facts relating to
England we should know them, just as we should know,
the exact state of affairs respecting our own country.
I do not attack a man's patriotism if he points out the
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remedy for a deplorable state of affairs, if such should exist.
But if the hon. gentleman's accusation in regard to hon.
members on this side of the House is true, then I must say
he is as unpatriotic as we are. What are the facto? He says
England to day is depressed. I came across a report in a
paper, which the hn. gentleman will acknowledge to be a
good protectionist organ, the Mon treal Star, and that organ
says in alluding, not to anything of its own but to a report
which the hon. gentleman will be content to accept as
authority. Here is what the Montreal Star said about Mr.
Giffen's report to the British Board of Trade. Mr. Giffen is
well known all over the British Empire as a gentleman
who is in no sense a partisan but who is essentially and
before everything else a statistician, a man who deals with
figures, examines those figures, and gives the result:

"Mr. Giffen's report to the British Board of Trade shows that Great
Britain maintains its relative superiority with regard to foreign trade. In
the open markets of the world the old country still distances ail competi-
tors. To some countries, such as India and Australia, it sends by far
the greater part of what they import from'*foreign countries. Great
Britain sends to Egypt 47 per cent. of a1i that il importa, France and
Germany send 14 per cent. each, and the United States 1 per cent. To
the Argentine republic, Uruguay and Chili, it sends from 28 to 39 per
cent. of all they import, France sends 17 per cent., Germany from 8 to
19 per cent., and the United States 7 per cent. As much as 28 per cent
of all that China importa is sent by Great Britain, while Germany and
France send next to nothing and the United States only 4-per cent. The
Japanese get 43 per cent. of all their foreign gools from Great Britain,
9 per cent. from the United States, 7 per cent. from Germany and 5 per
cent. from France. The preponderance of Great Britain is conspicuous
in every country except Canada."

And mind you, Sir, that is after ton years of the policy of
hon, gentlemen opposite, which was intended to foster
a trade between us and Great Britain and to descriminate
in favor of Great Britain,

''There the contiguity of the United States gives it an immense
advantage. But as regards European countries, what Canaia importa
from the whole of them does not amount to much more than one-
sixth of what she importa from the mother country. Germany
about whose rivalry in foreign trade with Great Britain so much has
been said, does not, according Mr. Giffen, send to British North Ame.
rica more than 1.7 of its importa. Mr. Giffen's general conclusion is
that 'Germany ha3 not been gaining in common markets of late years
at the expense of English trade. Its gains have been in special direc-
tions. Our predominance in the great common markets remains sub-
stantially what it was ten yeara ago.

This is only one evidence. I have here another quotation
which is taken from the Times of last November, and in
allusion to that same meeting which the Fair Trade League
had held in London :

'The whole basis of their argument is the allegation that our trade
is declining. The allegation is not true 'In point of fact,' says our
correspondent, 'English manufacturera and English industry in general,
whatever may be the case with one or two branches only, are now de-
veloped to a greater degree than ever they were before, and our ex-
ports to foreign countries are also greater than they ever were betore.'''

This does not look as if England were going back in the
commercial race of the world. As a matter of fact to a
certain extent it has apparently been slightly retrograding
in consequence of the lower values of goods, but if you
take the amount of goods exported, England has held her
prominent position more than she ever did before. To-day
she does most of the carrying trade of the world, and has
a greater command of the markets open to competition
than she ever had in any period of ber history before.
Those things show pretty clearly that England does not
need to take up this policy which is proposed to ber. ier
old free trade doctrine is carrying her to prosperity and
keeping her in a sound condition. It shows more than that:
that the efforts which have been made to.depreciate this
free trade success, and the efforts which have been made to
point ont what is called the depression, in consequence of
free trade, are clearly inaccurate and misleading in fact. It
is also a warning to us in this country. At one time it
would have been better for us if we had taken the example
of the mother country, and if we had followed the good
advice given by the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. MoCar-
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thy), instead of, as was unfortunately the case in 1878, fol-
lowing the right hon. gentleman who leads the Government,
who for the purpose of carrying the country at that time,
chose to take the example of his neighbors to the south and
chose to take that example which his followers have told
him ho was wrong to have done. We would have been in a
far more prosperous position to-day, and we would not have
been obliged to consider either the United States or the
British Empire, in our internal economy or our internal
legislation, if we had followed the policy laid down by Mr.
Mackenzie. The great reason why it is necessary for
Canada to regulate her commercial policy by the
commercial policy of England and the States, is
because our progress has been baulked in consequence
of the policy of protection which the hon. gentlemen
opposite have insisted on this country adopting. I do
not see how it is possible that this proposition eau be prac-
tically carried into effect. I read with great interest some
words of the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) in
Toronto a little while ago and those words I fully endorse.
I thought that when the hon. gentleman uttered those words,
ho was going to come to a different conclusion f rom what
ho did, for certainly his first conclusion doos not appear to
me to agree with his support of this motion. The hon, gen
tleman said :

"He did not think the practical 0anadian peop le were prepared to
endorae any scheme which did not hold out any hope, any prospect ot
being adopted on practical lines and being capable of practical solution."
He was thon advocating a policy which ho has not yet
shown in the slightest degree, to be practical. He comes
before us and ho supports the motion of the hon. member
for Middlesex (Mr. Marshall), but ho has not shown us the
practical solution of these difficulties which ho bas acknow-
ledged were to be found in the discussions at the Freo Trade
Loague meeting in England. Instead of trying to forward
a policy which would ho practical ho has attempted what I
believe to be a dream, and a dream which never can be re-
alised. It is a fact that the Empire to-day is composed of
very widely scattered portions; it is a fact that they are
building up new states in far distant portions of the Empire,
and I believe if there is going to be any possibility of hold-
ing that Empire together it will bc by giving each portion
of it the fullest latitude and jurisdiction to deal with its own
affairs as it thinks best for its own welfare. Thus and thus
only will you be able to keep the Empire together. If we
try, by any paper plan, to bring the bonds closer and try
to draw the string more tight between the outlying por-
tions of the Empire the result will be, as it bas been, un-
fortunately, in this Dominion, a rather straining of re-
lations between the different portions of the Empire
a tendency to arouse irritation between the different portions
and eventually to break up the Empire into a large number
of possibly antagonistic states. The efforts of the leader of
this House to centralise in this Dominion have been unfor-
tunate. His efforts to make a legislative union, though ho
cannot adopt a legislative union in theory, are very unfortu-
nate. We, as Canadians, can give a warning to the whole
Empire that they shall not carry out the same mistake as
we did and that they shall not be lauded in the same diffi-
culties as we have been. It is not from any lack of patriot.
ism that I thus prefer that this resolution should not pass,
or that this question be deait with on the lines laid down by
the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy). I yield to
no one in ny patriotism. I hold, as everyone in this
country holds, that the Queen is the head of our country
and our Government, just as much as she is of the English
people, the Irish people and the Australian people. But, Sir,
I do not acknowledge any allegiance whatever to the Parlit-
ment of England. We, in this country, are a portion
of the British Empire, having free institutions, ruling our-
selves in a Parliament that is supreme in this country ; and

we believe that the more that is done, and acknowledged, and
insisted upon, the botter chance there is that we shall
romain good friends with therest of tho British Empire and
with the mother country herself. I trust that it will
be a long time before we have any other hoa1 to our
Government than the Queen of England ; 1 trust that
we shall long remain a portion of the British Empire; but,
Sir, I do not believe that, to occupy that ground, it is noces-
sary that we should be subject to the Parliament of Great
Britain or be ruled except by our own people, and in accor-
dance with the views of our own people as expressed on this
floor. Sir, the patriotism I glory in is the patriotism
which leade me to do what I consider best in the interests
of the people of Canada, and I believe I shall be doing that
by favoring such measures as will tend to extend and
increase the trade of our people. The hon. member for
Simcoe gave utterance to some good and sound advice on
this question. Be said ho believed we must discuss it purely
from a Canadian standpoint, and I have been trying to do
so; but we know that hon. gentlemen opposite, in discuss-
ing the question of reciprocity with the United btates,
prominently brought forward what they call the interests
of the Empire. I have heard and seen in the press utter-
ances of some bon. gentlemen from which I would be led
to believe that they did not care at all for the interests of
Canada, but were sont here especially to look after the
interests of the Empire. It may be well for men who come
bore from the mother country to think of those iriterosts;
but I have to look back through too many generations to con-
sider any interests but those of the country in which I have
been born and brought up, that is Canada. In taking that
position we follow the example of the mother couitry. In

ngland, have we heard one word of what would be for the
advantage of Canada from Imperial federation ? Not one.
Have we known any man there to calI on the English peo pe
to accept that doctrine for the bonefit of the colonies? Not
one. It bas been urged on the English people by its advo-
cates, because they said it would bc for the bonofit of the
manufactuing and agricultural classes of England; and
one reason why England bas been governed sowellis thather
statesmen have always been true to the English principle
that it was their duty to look after the interests of the
English people and nothing else. In the Associated
Chambers oef Commerce in London, in February last, a
question similar to this was brought up, and I will just
read to you this description in the Daty .News of what
occurred on that occasion:

" A motion in favor of such changes in the fiscal arrangements exist-
ing between Great Britain, her colonies and dependencies as would
increase the trade of the British Empire, was opposed by Mr. Mundella,
M.P.--"

Hon. gentlemen are all familiar enough with his name to
know that he is a pretty high authority on commercial
questions in England; and what did he say ?

"He pointed ont that the colonies could notsupply us with ail ourneeds.
The United States were at the present moment the greatest market for
our manufactures; and was it not possible that if we acted in the way
suggested by the resolution, the United States would subject us to defer-
ential treatment? What would become c us then ? We imported silks
and tea from China, and were we going to put an increased duty on
those articles? It would be cutting our own throats. The suggestion
was especially ill-timed, when the United 8tates were in the middle of
a controversy regarding free trade. President Oleveland had uadoubt-
edly taken a stop in the direction of free tralp, and if, or when, it was
adopted, and America was made one of the cheapest instead of one of
the dearest countries in the world, great adrautage would accrue, not
only to herself but to the English colonies."

What was the result of that discussion in that purely com-
mercial body, which i representative of the whole United
Kingdom ? 4"The motion was lost by an overwhelming ma-
jority." No, Sir,; the people in the mother land look on
this question purely and simply from their own standpoint,
considering whether it is going to benefit them, and not in
any sense whether it is going to benefit us. Then the
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question of differential duties was mooted there, Mr. Mun- the rest of the world. In support of that position, the hon.
della did not look to Canada; he looked to the United gentleman was able to urge strong reasons. He was able
States, and his fear was that the United States might put to point to the unmistakable utterances of a powerful party
on retaliatory duties and injure English trade. Hon. ger- in England to-day-he was able to point to the utterances
tlemen know that although we are a portion of the British of the leaders ot that party, and the body of men who
Empire, and although ourflag is the flag of the Britishi Em. constitute it, when they met in solemu sonclave at Oxford,
pire, our trade is intimnately connected with that of the in favor of that view. But the trade returns and the con-
United States. Sir, by looking after the true interests of sular reports appertaining to the British Empire furnish far
Oanada, we shall, I believe, best conserve our relations wider reasons in support of the position taken by the advo-
with England and the most outlying portions of the British cates of this resolution. These reports and returns show
Empire. I must hope that this motion be not persisted unmistakably that, so far from the policy of free trade in
in, or, at all events, that it be not carried. the mother eountry carrying out the viewsand the opinions

of the framers of that policy, who have stood by it for so
Mr. TUPPER (Pictou). As the hour is late, and we many years-so far froni these gentlemen being able to

have listened to several speeches this evening on this very convince the world that free trade is the proper policy,
interesting subject, which has been so ably brought before steadily, day by day, all the nations of the world, all the
the louse, I do not propose to occupy the attention of hon. countries that are the commercial rivals' of Great Britain,
gentlemen at any great length. Indeed, the hon. gentlemen are going more and more to the other extreme.
on the other side of the House have rendered it unnecessary, Mr. M[LLS (Bothwell). No.
at this stage of the debate, for those who are in favor of
the principle of the motion, and the resolution on the Mr. TUPPER (Pictou). These gentlemen have found
motion paper to which the hon. member for Simecoe (Mr. the colonies of the Empire forced to adopt a protective poli.
McCarthy) referred, to elaborate the case. The hon. gentie. cy, and they have found that the foothold of England, once
men on the other side of the House, who have successively unchallenged in the different markets of the world, foreign
taken their seat, one apparently from an avowed sympathy as well as colonial, is steadily becoming weaker.
with the motion, and the other for reasons best known to Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No.himself, have avoided the main question before the House.
The bon. gentleman who last spoke took up considerable Mr. TUPPER (Pictou). In a moment Iwill give the hon.
time in discussing the question of trade elations with gentleman my authority for making the statement. The
the United States, and alluded at considerable length statistics to which I have alluded, and to which the ouse
to the question of Imperial federation. Neither of these will permit me briefly to refer, fully bear it out. Comparing
questions is before the House on the present occa- the position which England holds in the foreign markets
sion. The ques'ion before the House las nothing to to-day with that she held formerly, we find that to the
do with the question of Imperial federation. It is colonies, in 1n72, England exported $320,500,000 worth of
true, many otf the leagues in Canada, and Canada goods, while in 1886 she exportod to them $350,000,000
alone, have favored some question of this kind; but neither worth, showing a steady increase; and if yu take her
the league in Canada nor the league in England bas sub- returns of exports to foreign countries, which formerly were
scribed to the principles in this resolution. Therefore 1 do ber monopoly, you will find the proportion bas decreased.
not understand why, when this question is important In the last fifty years the imports by Great Britain from
enough, broad enough, and big enough to engage our con- the colonies increased from $75,000,000 to $405,000,000,and
sideration, such questions as Imperial federation and other her exports to the colonies increased to about the same
questions which have been discussed outside of the House, extent, from $75,000,000 to $375,000,000. Those are impor-
and are in no way connected with this important trade ques. tant figures, and bon. gentlemen will see their force, They
tion, should be brought belore the Hlou'e. I was some vhat wiil sec by them that this colonial question nover entered
sorry, in listening to the hon. gentleman who has just taken the minds of English statesmen at the time they adopted
lis seat-who poses in this House as a temperance man, and their free trade policy, the value of the colonial
who lectures lis bretbren sometimes as to what they should trade then being as nothing compared with the value of
do on that subject-to heur him dwell so long on the the other trade. No one will seriously controvert that po3i-
growth and export of barley in Canada. The main use for tion, and it furnishes an important and powerful reason
barley is for malting purposes, and surely my hon. friend for the change that is coming over English public opinion.
has not receded from the strong poition on the temper- We find, for instance, Sir Robert Stout, the premier of
ance question which ch-bas so long occupied. My hon. friend New Zaaland, in a very interesting article in the Nineteenth
discussed one other point only, and, perhaps, not the most Century, written last year, citing as evidence in sup-
important point, montioned by the hon. member for North port of the position I took a short time ago,and which hon.
Simcoe, and that was the practicability of this resolution or gentlemen opposite challenged, the important fact that in
of the scheme embodied in it. Hie took issue on that point New Suth Wales, American contractors were able to
with the on. gentleman, who was sanguine that the obtain the contract for building the largest iron bridge ever
day was coming when it would be practicable to go to the built there, at a figure 8135,000 below the lowest tender
English Goverrment with such a policy as this, and to from Great Britain herself. Hon. gentlemen will see from
endeavor to make trade arrangements for the Empire-not this one sample, that in her own colony and in that iron indus-
between Canada and the mother country, but between the try which, with the coal industry, at one time gave England
mother country and ail the different coloniesof the Empire. the monopoly of the markets of the world, England can be
I did not understand either the mover of the resolution, or outbid by a foreign competitor. In face of this evidence,
the hon. member for North Simcoe, or the resolution itself, ion. gentlemen ought to hesitate before contradicting the
to go so far as to ask that this Government should at once assertion that Great Britain las not in the foreign markets
approach the Government of the mother country with this to-day the position she hitherto held. Why do hon.
policy. I understood the on. member for North Sîmcoe gentlemen opposite try to minimise the undoubtedly grand
to take an entirely different position in the debate. Iunder- results that would follow from increased trade between the
stood him to forcibly allude to the different facts occurring mother country and her colonies. No man from the
every day in England, in order to show that the carrent of Maritime Provinces, I venture to say, would for a moment
public opinion there was in favor of a trade policy for the declare that he would be in favor of frustrating a movement
.British Empire, as distinct from thei policy.of England with wrhieh has in view the increase in commerce not only
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between the mother country and the Maritime Provinces
but between the different colonies of the British Empire
and the Maritime Provinces. We have expended, without
demur, in times past, large sums of public money in the
endeavor to create a trade between the West Indies and
Canada, and hon. gentlemen opposite have always held that
the money spent in this view was well spent, and that to open
up new channels of trade was an object that should be encour-
aged. We find these potent facts: that, in the West Indies to-
day, our competitor is not merely the mother country, but we
find there, as in the English markets themselves, that the
American States are our competitors. They actually buy
from us about 700,000 ibs. of dried fish to send to the West
Indies. Their trade relations are so complete with that
portion of the British Empire, that they do not only their
own trade but a part of ours with them. Of course, you
can encourage that trade by subsidising steamers, but it,
nevertheless, is true that you can encourage and foster it in
the way proposed by the resolution now before the House.
Not only do the United States send our productions there,
but they also send them to Africa, to the extent of
$5,000,000 annually; to Australasia, to the extent of
$10,500,000 annually ; and to Great Britain and Ireland,
where they meet us as gigantic competitors, they send
$447,000,000 worth of goods annually. The last gentleman
who addressed the House, as a practical farmer, as one who
is familiar with the trade between the mother country and
the Dominion of Canada, mentioned, en passant, three arti-
cles in which we had a large trade with the mother coun-
try-cheese, butter, and I did not catch the other article
which he mentioned. Even under present circumstances, I
find competing with us in the markets of the old world
that country to the south of us which Mr. Gladstone refer.
red to recently as making progress by leaps and bounds,
and he predicted that it was possible that it would distance
even Great Britain in the near future. We find that, in
regard to cheese, we send more to Great Britain than the
Jnited States do. But there are a host of things in regard

to which they interfere with us. Looking at the trade
returns, I find-though I have not had time to look the
question up as I would wish to do-and taking the consular
reports of the United States and the official documents
published in Washington in 1885-the following results:-

Cattle.............
Sheep and lamba....
Baconand hame....
Beef................
Butter, &c.............
cheese.........
ish...........

Wood and tmber ...

Great Britain Prom
Imported. United States.

$16,661,210 $17,686,815
12,591,09 1 167775
50,181,630 39,502,605
14,471,985 13,371,490
58,869,665 2,811,580
24,452,000 13,478,520
311,609,830 2826,540

83,876,419 (bot

From
Canada.

$4,650,595
919,495
746,178

4,391
1,423,016
7,777,675
1,5,)0,000

13,142,663

Mr. FISHER. The hon. gentleman is simply confirming
what I said, that our chief export to England was animals
and their products, and that we exported a larger amount
in proportion to our population than the United States did.

Mr. TUPPER (Pictou). If I misunderstood the hon.
gentleman that is another thing, but I do not think he
mentioned the article of fish or the article of lumber. At
any rate, if the hon. gentleman will look through the trade'
returns, and I hesitate to weary the House by giving the
proof of this at this hour, he will see that we send a con-
siderable number of other articles in the same way. W&
are sending an appreciable quantity of manufactures, we
are sending something of nearly every article, and the
whole point is that you cannot judge of the trade which we
could do by that which we do at present. Large au our
trade has been in the past, you are not to judge what it
May be in the future, or to test the merits of tis resolution
simply by whatit has be in thep&at; but if we have

been able to do something, in spite of the strong and
powerful competitors we have on the south, what can
we do if we receive the preference in the different
colonial markets ? No one will dare te say that cur
advantages will not e great in that regard. I will
not refer to the matter of canned goods and fruit
which we export, which are becoming large items of our
trade, and which, under any circumstances, we hope to in-
crease year by year. But, in reference te all these matters,
the slightest change in the tariff, the smallest amount that
could be obtained from the British Government under an
arrangement with the different colonies, would start all
these industries in the most extraordinary and beneficial
manner to Canada. The hon, gentleman spoke of the English
merchants having no reason to fear competition in foreign
markets, and said that our whole supposition was fallacious,
without a careful consideration ofthe action which England
would be. sure to take in this matter. If you look over the
bluc-books publibshed in England as well as those published
in the United States, you will see that not only are the
manufacturers of the neighboring republie meeting the
English manufacturers in colonial markets, but also the
German manufacturera te an alarming extent. I could
quote from the reports of English and German as weil as
American consuls, to show that the Germans and Americans
are driving the English from the position they once held;
but I may summarise these reports by one small quotation
from Sir Thomas Brassey's work on "Foreign work and
English wages," in which he says:

"IlJxcluded troni the principal manut'aoturing countries b>' a pro.
tectionist policy, it ia to the colonies andto the h civibsed contries
that we must look for new openings for the expansion of our traie "

When English public opinion is looking towards the grow.
ing commercial trade between England and the colonies, it
is wise for us not t formulate any polioy here; the tirme has
not come for that. To make any definite expi ession of our
views now would be unwise, but weshould, by an expression
of the opinion of Parliament, in an unmistakeablelmanner,
show public men in the old country who may help this mat-
ter, what our sympathies are, and that we hope the day
will come when this will be carried out. I hope that
some day the representative mon of the Australasian
confederation will go to London and meet the repre-
sentatives oi the other co federated colonies, and ar-
range a system which wl be beneficial to all the
colonies, as well as te the mother country itself. In this,
there is no attack upon self-government or upon com-
mercial autonomy. It is not necessary to invoke
any sentiment in regard to this matter, bat there is sirmply
a trade proposition before the House ; and I understoo i the
mover of the resolution and the hon. member for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) te give no uncertain voiee on this
question, that this is no time for action, but that it is desir-
able te tell the distinguished men in Great Britain, men
like Mr. Chamberlaim,-who has givon the benefitof his great
ability to this subject-that we are ready to meet them, and
that there is nothing in the National Poicy antagonistic te
this matter or te th benefit of the farmers of that country.
It is not proposed, as I understand it-and if it is proposed
I am against it tooth and nail==to interfere with the vested
interesta of the country. It is& propoaed, on the other hand,
to give them lar more protection than they now hava.
Whatever other hon. gentlemen have te say upon the ques-
tion, 1, for one, would not go for lowering the duties which
are necessary for a fair proteotion of the manufacturing
industriesof thiscountry, t-itheextent of onesingle farthing.
But I think an arrangement can be made ; I think we can
raise the duties on other goode when the time comes. Bat,
certainly, if there is an unanimous desire throughout the
colonies and Great Britain -I mean by unanimous
desire, such a one as wdl dinduce political action
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-I am satisfied that when the time comes, an arrangement
can be easily and willinzly made by this country to carry out
the objects wbich the mover of this resolution has in view. I
promised the House not to deal with the position of the hon,
member for Brome (Mr. Fisher), as far as the question of
reciprocity is concerned. It was quite natural that the
hon. member for North Simcoe should explain his views as
far as they affected the question of commercial union ; and
I quite admit that my hon. friends opposite who, a year or
two ago, might consistently have jiined hands with us, as
the hon. member for West Elgin (Mr. Casey) wished to do
tc-night, in legislating as far as we could towards a consum.
mation of such a policy, are, to a large extent, debarred
from it. They wish to throw in their fortunes with the
United States, our competitors in uearly all the articles of
trade between Great Britain and ourselves. We, on the
other hand, who support the substance of the resolution,
and the proposition of the hon. member for North Simcoe,
desire closer trade relations with the mother countey and
the colonies which constitute the British Empire.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It does seem to me rather
extraordinary that a motion of such importance as this
should have been discussed the whole evening without
any member of the Government giving to the House the
slightest indication of what the views of the Government
are upon this question. We are told by the seconder of this
motion Iat it is one of paramount importance, that it is
one effectiug not merely the future well being of Canada,
but one of the utmost consequerce to the whole Empire ;
and yet, after such declaration as that, made by a gentle-
man who occupies a very prominent place on the front
benches of the Ministerial side, not a member of Govern-
ment, up to Ibis moment, has give to the House the
slightest indication of what their views may be upon the
subject. Sir, there can be no doubt whatever that this
measure is one, if it were adopted, of a revolutiouary
character. If we are to believe what hon. gentlemen op-
posite contended on another important proposition that was
under the consideration of the House at an earlier period of
the Session, we should come to the conclusion that the pro-
position now before the House would lead to the absolute
destruction of everything like self-government in this
country. Sir, those hon. gentlemen informed us
again and again that anything like absolute free
trade between Canada and the United States must
ultimately lead to the wiping out of our political
institutions, and there can be no doubt whatever that
if they were to abandon the policy upon which the Govern-
ment entered some years ago, and adopt the views expressed
in this resolution, an equallygreat calamity would befall this
country. We would have our autonomy wiped out, and we
would be absorbed into the government of the United King-
dom. Sir, if there is danger on the one hand, there would be
still greater danger on other ; and if hon. gentlemen on the
Treasury benches entertain those views which the exponents
of the Government put forward upon another proposition,
we can corne to but one conclusion with regard to .their
views as to what would be the political effect of this propo-
sition. Now, an hon. gentleman bas made a proposition
which would lead to a complete change in the fiscal policy
of this country. Are the Government prepared to recommend
to this House that change ? The Government asked us again
and again, what were we to do if we wiped out the 7j millions
that we now derive from the imposition of taxes upon our
trade with the United States ? I ask them this question :
What, under this proposition, are they to do if they wipe
out 1u or 12 millions of customs duties which they receive
by taxes upon our trade with the United Kingdom ?
There can be no doubt whatever that if the proposition
of the hon. gentleman who moved this motion is carried
out-I lay aside. the commentary that was read upon

Mr. TUPP a(Pictou)

the proposition by the hon. gentleman who seconded it-
there must be an abandonment of those taxes which the
Government have imposed on articles produced in the
United Kingdom which have hitherto been consumed in this
country. Why, Sir, hon. gentlemen do not suppose for one
moment that the people of the United Kingdom would, if
they were making such an arrangement as is proposed,
permit the articles of Canada to come in absolutely free of
taxes into the market of the United Kingdom, while those
of the United Kingdom coming into Canada would be
subject to a very heavy taxation. What do the Government
prcpose, then ? We find this proposition moved by one
supporter of the Government, seconded by another, and
supported in a speech by another gentleman wbo we are
told, is looking with longing eyes, and not without hope
to the Treasury benches. Sir, I think it is rather extraor-
dinary, under these circumstances, that the Government
should have, up to this moment, failed to indicate to the
House what their views are upon the question. Are they
in favor of abandoning their National Policy, and of accepting
a policy of the federation of the Empire, for that is precisely
what this proposition means. The hon. gentleman who
seconded the motion told us that this was not quite so
explicit as the proposition which he had submitted but that
it was really a proposition with the same object and aim in
view. And so the hon. gentleman has submitted to the
House a proposition which we are lead to believe has the sur-
port of the Government, proposing to wipe out $10,000,000
or $12,000,000 of customs duty, and establish absolute free
trade between Canada and the United Kingdom. Now,the
First Minister is in his place, and I put to him the question:
If ho could not see his way to carry on the Government of
this country in abandoning the $7,000,000 of taxes that
we get upon trade with the United States, how is he pre-
pared to carry on the Government of the country and to
abandon the $ 12,000,000 of taxes that we receive from trade
with the United Kingdom? iDoes the First Minister pro-
pose to accept this proposition ? Does he attach to it the
importance that is attached to it by hon. gentlemen on that
side of the House who have spoken ? Does he subscribe to
the doctrine that fair trade is in the air, and that the policy
of fair trade at this moment constitutes the policy of the
Conservative party in the United Kingdom. that Lord
Salisbury is a supporter of that policy in disguise, without
the courage of his convictions, and that all those who sup-
port him entertain the same views ? I think, Mr.
Speaker, that the people of the United Kingdom, their
representatives, at all events, have rather a strange
way of exhibiting their devotion to this principle. If I
remember rightly, but a few weeks ago a vote was taken in
the House of Commons upon the subject, and there were
4 supporters to 304 opponents. That, I think, was the way
the vote stood. Those hon. gentlemen are proposing to us
a proposition that, however favorably it may be received
by hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches and those
behind them, certainly has not been very favorably received
by the representatives of the people of the United Kingdom.
We are dealing here with questions of practical politics,
and I suppose the Government are not prepared to abandon
what they call the National Policy unless they see some
hope of this new policy being adopted, and the action of the
Parliament of the United Kingdom on the question does
not indicate a very great disposition to carry it out at a
very early day. The hon. member for Simcoe (Hr.
McCarthy) in discussing this question not long since in
Toronto told us that the theory of a Federal Government
was propounded by Lord Darham in 1837, and it was not
until 18o4 that serious steps were taken with a view to
consummating the policy of union which Lord Durham in
hsi report had indicated. And so, the hon. gentleman says,
we should not be discouraged. But it is rather an
extraordinary proposition to submit to this Parliament,
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that we should at this moment disregard our present
interests and present necessities and should look to
the condition of things thirty or forty years hence, and
undertake to exercise a policy of self-denial and act upon
lines that are only to lead to conclusion long after we
have not only ceased to be members of this Ilouse but inha-
bitants of the world. Tihere is a great deal of force in the
observations addressed some years ago to the people by the
Rev. Sydney Smith. He said: Gentlemen, so long as you
are members of the congregation and occupants of the pews
you have the right to decide what shall be done in the
parish church, but after you have become occupants of the
graveyard, after you have ceased to be here and others
have taken your places, you ought to leave them the same
privilege of judging what is best in their own interests as
yon claim for yourself while living. So long as you are
masters of the ship yen may say that the ship shall sail
east or west, but when you have resigned your position and
it is placed in charge of other persons, it is for them to say
in what direction it shall sail and upon what voyage it shall
enter. And se I say that those who occupy the places we
now occupy thirty or forty years hence will be the best
judges as to what policy shall be adopted in their day.

Sir JOHN A. MACIDONALD. Of what ought to be
adopted now.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is not the hon. gentleman's
proposition. The hon. gentleman pointed out that Lord
Durham in 1837 decided in favor of a union and it was not
until 1864 that serions steps were taken to carry it out; but
now we have a speech in favor of the principle of federation
of the Empire at some period in the remote future, and that
some one will then be in favor of giving effect to the policy
at this time enunciated. I am not in favor of any such
policy. I believe any step in that direction would diminish
our power of self-government, it would increase our respon.
sibilities. it would impose serions burdens from which, at
the present time, we are relieved, and I am not disposed to
sacrifice our present opportunity for practical improvement
and our present lines of public policy that are in the inter-
ests of the people, in favor of some fancied scheme upon
which it is necessary to consult another party which has a
paramount interest in the question, especially when
there is not the slightest indication of any disposition
on their part te adopt the policy we are now
marking out for them. The people of the United
Kingdom number 37,000,000, and the hon. gentleman pro-
poses that we shall mark ont here a policy for those
37,000,000 and tell them what is the best course te adopt
at this moment, not with any hope of its being now
adopted, but, in order that we may convert them to our
views and at some period induce them to accept what he
and some other hon. gentlemen believe to be an excellent
policy. The hon. gentleman also told the House that the
people of Ontario were more prosperous than are the peo-
ple of the United States to-day. That was a very extraor-
dinary announcement for the hon. gentleman to make. One
would suppose it was a statement of which he had been
ignorant. It seems to be new to the hon. gentleman, quite
as new as the calculation of an eclipse would be te an In-
dian. But this statement was as true ten years ago as it is
to-day. There was a greater difference in 1877 between the
relative prosperity of the people of Ontario and of the
United States, as a whole, than to-day; and yet the hon.
gentleman did not hesitate to declare that the whole country
was goingto ruin at that time. The present First Minister
moved a resolutian declaring that the people of this country
were leaving it, that people could not get employment,
and that if ho was returned to power all this would
come to an end. It did not come to an end. The people
are leaving the country in greater numbers than before.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, no.
137

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I say " Oh, yes; " and statistios
show it to be true.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). There is no doubt whatever of

the fact.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, every doubt of it.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). There are at lest four times

as many people leaving the country every year as there
were in 1878. What did the hon. member for Simoce (Mr.
McCarthy) tell us to night ? The hon. gentleman said that
the country is depressed, that trade is depressed, that the
condition of the farmers, although better than the condi-
tion of the farmers in the United States, was far from satis.
factory.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes, he did say so; I took down

his words.
Some hon. MEMBERS. No, he did not.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I say he did, and the question

will be decided by Hansard when the speech of the gentle.
man appears. The Firat Minister knows that the hon. gentle-
man went on and said what the price of wheat is to day,
that it was 7J cents a bushel. Now, the First Minister
promised the people that it would never be less than a dollar.
He further promised the people that the price of barley
should never be less than it was in the United States.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They have had better
prices.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. member for North
Simcoe, to-night, has said that the farming population
was in a depressed condition, but that it was brought about
by matters over which the Government could exercise
no control. I say we were told the National Poliey
was intended to prevent that state of things. We were
called "flies on the wheel." Why did hon. gentlemen call
us by that name? lion. gentlemen, when in Opposition,
promised to stop the emigration of the people and secure
for every man good wages for a fair day's work and con-
stant employment, and at the same time fair prices for
our agricultural products. Yet what is the statement made
by the member for North Simcoe, in support of the reso-
lution to-night ? It is that such is not the condition of things,
that the agricultural population are in a depressed condition,
in an unsatisfactory condition, and that it is necessary to
bring about a better state of things than exista. How does
the hon. gentleman, and the mover of the resolution, propose
to do it? He says: Let us enter into commercial relations
with the United Kingdom and other British colonies; let us
enter into a compact by which there shall be absolute free
trade between the varions portions of the British Empire
and high tariff against all therest of the world. That is the
proposition of the mover. But does the supporter of that re-
solution takethesameground ? Oh, no; he tellsus adifferent
story. He says : That is too high a price to puy for such an
arrangement as this, we would not like to have absolute free
trade, we have got to consider the condition of the manufac-
turers to some extent, and the manufacturers have got to
make concessions to the farmers. Now, assume at the pre-
sent time that the manufacturer gets 60 per cent., and he
must be content with 53, for the hon, gentleman says: Let
as take off 6 or 7 per cent., so as to give the English man-
ufacturer a little advantage in the Canadian market, and
for giving him that little advantage the British people
will gi ve us absolute free trade and exclude the rest of
the world from trading with them. Hon. gentlemen
know that this is an absurd proposition. If the English
Government and the people of England can be persuaded
to act on the principle of free trade, and to tax the rest of
the world and establish free trade between England and
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Canada and the colonies, it can only be on the principle of
absolute free trade between the different portions of the
Empire as free as that which exists between the different
Provinces of this Dominion. But the hon. gentleman who
leads the House will not support such a proposition, and
the hon. gentleman who seconded this proposition dare
not express his approval of sncb a proposition as that.
The hon. gentleman is in favor of the federation of the
Empire under which our autonomy would be sacrificed, ho
is in favor of a federation of the Empire that would compel
usto fight the battles of England against Russia in Central
Asia.

Some hon. MEMBERS, Oh, oh !
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Hon. gentlemen think this

is nonsense. I believe that such a view is nonsense, but
nevertholess, it is hold by quite a number of his supporters.
Here is a gallant general who sits on this side of the
House, but who belongs to that aide, who assured
the people of this eity the other evening that Canada
absolutely was spoiling for war, in which she would
feel all the consequences and mischiefs of war, and un-
der which she would feel the necessity of relying
upon the right arm of England for her support, and then
from the feelings of gratitude that would be so far carried
on that she would be compelled to fight the Zulus in Africa
and the Russians in Afghanistan. I notice that the hon.
member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) did not quite
fairly state the commercial relations and the trade of
England with the United States. He represented the trade
of England as declining, that her manufacturers were losing
the markets of the world, and that all this was being
brought about because other countries had adopted a pro-
tective policy. He referred to the fact that the trade of
England with the United States was declining. Where is
the evidence of that ? The bon. gentleman took a year
that happened to favor his comparison, but lot him take
another year. The exports of England to the United
States in 1878 were £14,500,000 and in 1886 £26,824,000
sterling; nearly double what they were in 1878. Why didi
not the bon. gentleman take some other year in which the
comparison would not be quite so favorable to his argument ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He took 1885.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). And I take 1886 when the trade

is nearly £6,000,000 more than in 1885. Why did
the bon. gentleman take 1885 and not 1886, for I apprehend
he had the statistics before him ? Thon, when ho comes to
tell us about the report of the Commission of Enquiry into
the depressed state of trade in England why did ho read
the report of the minority ? The bon. gentleman did that,f
and ho did not tell the Hfouse that it was a report of theE
minority.f

Some bon. MEMBERS. Yes, ho did.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I accept that statement. I didç

not hear him say so. At all events the whole drift of hisi
speech was supported simply by a selection of evidence thatt
suited the line of argument which ho had adopted, and care-1
fully ignoring whatever might tend to establish a different

people of the United States ? Why, Sir, he applied the
punish ment to England as well. Doos the bon. gentleman
think it was a great advantage to this country to buy
cheaply as well as to sell dearly ? Why is it that ho bas
adopted towards England which puts no tax on our exports
the same policy that he does toward the United States
where ho said retaliation was necessary ? The hon. gentle-
man bas not taken the same view as to the importanee of
free trade with England that ho bas with regard to free
trade with the United States, and yet the bon. gentleman's
supporters bore to-night state that they are prepared to
adopt the other policy. Io the hon. gentleman who leads
the Government prepared to adopt this policy ? I am satis-
fied that the right hon. gentleman will not venture to ask
the House to support this proposition. I am satisfied that
the hon. gentleman will not ask the House to agree to reci-
procal free trade between England and Canada. I am rather
inclined to think-unless the bon. gentleman's views have
undergone another revolution-that he will hardly be found
bore to support the views of the hon. momber for Simcoe (Kr.
McCarthy) on the subject of Imperial Federation. I think
that the hon. gentleman bas both in England and in this
country declared himself against such a proposition; and
unless ho bas had new light-and I have not heard that ho bas
announoed views different from those he formerly expressed
-I fancy ho will not support the proposition of the hon.
member who moved this motion or of the hon. member who
seconded it. The hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper)
told us that the English are driven out of the market of the
world by the German competitors. If the hon. gentleman
would undertake to read the reports of English consuls, and
they are quite accessible, ho will find that that is not the
case, and so far as it is the case in certain localities it is due
to other and different causes. The reports of the English
consuls at Rio Janiero, La Plata and other parts of South
America, show that the Germans have sent into the various
republics of South America commercial travellers who are
thoroughly conversant with the Spanish and Portuguese
languages and he tells the English manufacturera that
unless they send out mon who are good linguists they can-
not expect to sell goods with the same facilities that the
Germans do. What are commercial men in England saying
just now ? We must establish schools and colleges for men in-
tending to engagein commercial pursuits in all parts of the
world where the modern languages will ho taught to them ?
What is the report of the English consul from the capital of
Japan ? It is that the French and German commercial men
there are thoroughly acquainted with the Japanese language.
And they have sent their commercial agents all over Japan,
while the English have sent men there who can scarcely
speak a word of Japanese, and who have to confine them-
selves to the capital, and he says that unless they adopt the
aggressive policy of the Germans and the French they cannot
make the sanme progress in establishing a market for their
goods in that country. HFe says their goods are botter and
cheaper-there is no doubt about that; but they have not
men so well qualified to net on the part of those manufac-
turing and commercial bouses as the French and German
bouses have. There is not one of the English consuls-and
I believe I have read the reports of every one of them

proposition. Thon, Sir, if the hon. gentleman had thought as throughout the world-who assigns as a reason that the
he does that free trade with England,with protection against English are inferior as manufacturers and are failing
all the rest of the world is such an advantage, why did ho sup- in the race. Thon, Sir, the hon. gentleman told us
port the statutory offer ? The hon. gentleman who leads the that our barley was a necessity to the people of the
Government did not take the same view. The hon. gentle. United States, and that as long as we chose to grow
man proposes to establish free trade with the United States the article, the Americans will have it, no matter what
upon certain conditions. He never made such a proposition the duty is. The hon. gentleman is mistaken. In 1875,
to England and in fact ho declared in 1878 that we the Americans raised but a very few million bushels
wanted a policy of retaliation to bring the United States to of barley. To-day they raise more than five times the
terms-that we wanted freer trade relations. What did the quantity they raised twenty years ago; and as every one
hon. gentleman do when ho succoeded to power ? Did ho acquainted with agricultural populations knows, the people
confine his increased taxation to the punishment of the in large districts become habituated to run in a certain

Mir. MILLE (Buthwell).
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routine; they grow certain products, and unless something
occurs to induce them to ehange the order of rotation of
crops, and to introduce some new orop, no change will
take place; but when the people of the United States
began largely to consume malt liquors, and a demand arose
for barley, the article began to command a high price, and
the Americans began to grow it largely. So that neither
on the Amerisan side of the line nor on the Canadian side
does barley bring as high a price as it did ton years ago,
and the Government have found themselves wholly unable
to seriously affect the price of that article. Now, I am not
going to delay the House by entering into a discussion of
this question at any length, because the Government has
no more serious idea than we have of accepting the prin-
ciple laid down in the gentleman's motion. They know
botter than to accept any such proposition, and that being
the case I do not think it is necessary to discuss the subject
further.

Gen. LAURIE. I desire to make a personal explanation.
If I were an older member of this House, I might have been
prepared for the way in which this matter was referred to
by the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). It appears to
me that ho rather took the line of drawing a red herring
across the track, to carry this discussion to Imperial federa-
tion. I do not think Imperial federation is concerned. But
with reference to the remark that I am stated to have
made, that the people of Canada were spoiling for a war,
and that they should ho taken to fight the battles of England
in Centrbl Asia among the Afghans, or in Africa among
the Zulus, I think that is exactly the opposite of what I
stated. What I stated was that it was giving a false impres-
sion of Imperial federation to say that that was the view
of its promoters ; but I stated at the same time-and I am
satisfied that in this I shall carry the House with me-that
there was a strong feeling in Canada in favor of taking
part in England's wars when she was in danger. But I cer-
tainly pointed out to the meeting I was addressing that it
was not a true idea of Imperial federation that our people
should ho taken against their will to fight the battles of the
Empire abroad.

Mr. DAVIN. Mr. Speaker, I shall not stand between
the House for any length of time and any hon. gentleman
who may wish to address it on this subject, but I wish to
make a few remarks upon it. Before doing so, however,
you will permit me to correct the history of my hon. friend
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills). He doclared that the party of
the right hon. gentleman characterised himself and his
friends as "fies on the wheel." Why, Sir, they never did
anything of the kind. That phrase originated with the hon.
member for South Oxford.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No; there is the origi.
ginal proprietor of it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. DAVIN. I am perfectly correct, Mr. Speaker. The

hon. member for South Oxford was explaining political
economy, and ho declared that statesmen were only "flies
on the wheel."

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman is
wholly wrong; I did nothing of the kind.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He is quite right.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It was first used by

the First Minister at Halifax. He rightly compared him-
self to a fiy on a wheel.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). He used it at Halifax in 1864.
Mr. DAVIN. Well, the fies are not of so much impor-

tance; but I distinctly remember the hon. member for
South Oxford making a speech, in which he did not credit
the Prime Minister or anyone else with making the state-

ment, but declared that statesmen had as much infiuene
in promoting prosperity as "fies on the wheel,"

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, I said nothing of the
kind.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Withdraw.

Mr. DAVIN. I cannot withdraw, because I remember
it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then, all I can say
is that it is a very vinous and after-dinner memory. I have
told you distinctly that you are wrong.

Mr. DAVIN. Well, I do not think it is at all unparlia-
mentary to say that my memory of a matter like that is
one that can be relied on; and my memory, after dinner
or before dinner, is probably about as good as that of the
hon. member for South Oxford. But, of course, if ho is
deeply hurt at the suggestion that ho could describe him-
self and his friends as "flies on the wheel," I will, ont of
consideration for himself and the flies, withdraw the state-
ment.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no hesitation in
saying that the hon. member for South Oxford said so, and
I heard him say so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, I have no hesi-
tation in saying that the statement just made is utterly
without foundation ; and if I knew any stronger expression
that would not be unparliamentary, I would use it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, The hom gentleman is
quite ready to use strong unparliamentary language, but
ho d id state so, and if ho says ho did not, ho says what is
not true.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I did not, and the hon.
gentleman in saying that I did knows that ho is stating a
falsehood.

Mr DAVIN. I will not refer to that, but I will say
that I never in all my life felt confident in my memory,
and found that I had cause to repent relying on it.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But you have withdrawn.
Mr. DAVIN. I did not withdraw. The hon. member

for Brant (Mr. Paterson) is, I see, trying the new role of a
humorist; ho generally appears in a different role. I will
not pay any attention to the hon. gentleman in this role,
but will proceed to discuss the question before the House.
It is greatly to b regretted that the hon. member for Both-
well (Mr. Mills) and the hon. member for Brome (Mr.
Fisher) should have introduced Imperial federation into
this question. This has nothing to do with Imperial feder-
ation.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Oh, yes, it has.
Mr. DAVIN. This is the proposal that the Government

shall make certain propositions to England; and I venture
to say there is not a man on either side of the House who
will dare to controvert the statement that if we can get
England to discriminate in our favor, it will be of the great-
est advantage to us. It does not follow that we need in any
way interfere with the protection we have given our manu-
facturers; it doos not follow that our infant industries
should, in any way, be imperilled, but we can make pro-
posals to England that will be at once advantageous to
England and to us, without in any way imperilling the exis-
tence of these industries.

At hon. MEMBER, What are they ?

:gr. DAVIN. It is of great value to have introduced
this subject here and to have introduced it in England,
because England has had very little interest in her colonies,
and in Canada up to a very recent period. It is exceedingly
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difficult to bring home to a large population, such as that of
England, the affaire and the claims of a oountry separated
from her by the "great floode and barriers of creation," to
use the language of Edmund Burke. I can ses here an
illustration of how difficult it is to do that, in the difficulty
we have of bringing home to members from the east the
exact condition of affairs in the North-West, which is nearer
to us than we are to England. But as surely as it is of the
greatest importance to Canada that our eastern members and
polticians should thoroughly understand the North-West, it
is of the greatest importance to England and to the Empire
that the people of Egland should thoroughly understand
the claim of her colonies and the advantages that the colo-
nies hold out to ber. The other day I was reading the
speech of an eminent naval man, who pointed out that Eng-
land oould not, apart from her colonies, defend her mercan-
tile marine. He pointed out that, under the new conditions
of naval warfare, England, deprived of her colonies, could
not protect her mercantile marine; therefore, apart from
any such consideration as that referred to by the hon.
member for Bothwell, namely that we might have to be
involved in wars and fight battles, which is a mere attempt
to discredit a question on which it bas no practical bearing,
because nobody who takes a sensible view of this question
proposes anything of the kind.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Ask the hon. member for North
Bruce (Mr. MoNeill) ?

Mr. DAVIN. If we can show the English Government
that her colonies are of the greatest advantage to her, then,
from our point of view, when we come to what the hon.
member for Simcoe, in his closely-reasoned and most in-
atructive speech, called the great market of the world, we
see what an advantage is presented by that market to
Canada. The hon. member for Bothwell talked as if this
proposal was for free trade with England, and the hon.
member for Elgin, acting on a similar supposition, said: let
us have reciprocity all round. We would then have to go
in for direct taxation and free trade with all the world, and
the result would be that our manufacturers would despair,
and the exodus, which weighs so heavily on the hearts of
hon. gentlemen opposite, would be swolien to an enormous
extent. There is no proposition here for free trade with
England.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What is it ?

Mr. DAVIN. There is the proposition that England
shall give us an advantage in consideration of our giving
ber an advantage, as compared with other countries.

Mr, MILLS (Bothwell). What is it ?

Mr. DAVIN. Can we not discriminate? Can we not
put up a discriminating duty against other countries in
favor of England ? le not that possible? Mr. Gladstone
was accustomed to say there are three customs. We may re-
main as we are, or we may adopt the benighted policy which
hon. gentlemen opposite advocate, or we may support the
suggestion of the mover of this motion and try whether we
shall not get advantages in the English market, by
discriminating on some articles, say on breadstuffs, in favor
of Canada, while we would put a duty on manufactured
articles coming from other countries to the extent of 5 per
cent. or 10 per cent. over those imposed on the importe of
foreign countries.

Mr. LISTER. That is a "dandy " policy.

Mr. DAVIN. I have never studied slang, and I do not
know the meaning of "dandy." The only idea I have of
" dandy " is as applied to the individual, and I dare say the
hon. gentleman fulfils that part well.

Mr. LISTER. No, you are the man,
Mfr. DÂvra.

Mr. DAVIN. This question has been moet properly
brought before the House to-night, but some of the hon.
gentlemen opposite have sought to raise issues that should
not have been raised. The hon. member for Bothwell com.
plained that no member of the Government had spoken on
this question. If this motion should be carried, no one can
doubt that the Government will make proposal to the other
colonies and to England, and that a step will be taken
towards an understanding of what may he done in this
direction. At this late hour I do not propose to say any-
thing further except this, that any one who visits England-
and I visited England eight or nine months ago-will find
the greatest possible change in the sentiments of the people
there; ho will find they have made the greatest progress
in understanding the colonies and that the fetish of free
trade no longer holds dominion over their minds; he will
find they are beginning to understand the advantage of
taking a different course from that which they took
under the inspiration of Manchester and under a com.
plete misconception of the teaching of Adam Smith.
I will also give the hon, gentleman a fact that came to my
knowledge when I was travelling on the continent. I
found that large quantities of ready-made clothes were
being sent over to England from Belgium, sent to England
where men are supposed to have such an advantage in
manufacturing wearing apparel. Can anyone doubt that
it would be an advantage to England to preserve that
market for her own sons? Then, Sir, I know Coventry.
I remember, when I was a boy, driving over to Coventry,
before Mr. Gladstone's policy ruined their manufactures,
and it was a thriving and a thickly populated town. After
I left the university I visited it again, and I found it like a
city of the dead, the manufactories closed, and the industries
destroyed. By adopting a wiser policy, by adopting fair
trade, as my hon. and learned friend bas said to-day, and as
is set forth in this resolution, .9ngland would benefit ber
own trade, would keep her own markets for ber own sons,
would practically promote ber industries which are now
dormant or dead, and would obtain advantages for herself
and extend advantages to us.

Mr. McNEILL. As this is a very important question, a
question the magnitude and importance of which can
scarcely be exaggerated, and as hon, gentlemen opposite
have not discussed it at all, I beg to move the adjournment
of the debate.

Mr. LAURIER. It is, perhaps, just as well to adopt the
motion of my hon. friend, as, unfortunately, the Government
do not appear to be prepared to give an opinion on this
important question this evening, and, when it comes up
again, if it does come up again this Session, we may expect
to have the benefit of their views on the subject.

Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned.

RETURNS ORDERED.

Orders in Council, &c., connected with the resignation of Antoine
Audette, Esquire, Postmaster of North Stukely, and with the appoint-
ment ot his successor.- (Mr. Langelier, Quebec Centre.)

Correspondence between the Corporation of the City of Quebee, or
any of its officers, and the Department of Militia, or any of the officers
of the same, respecting the supplying, from the waterworks of the said
city, of water to the cartridge factory and the drill hall.-(Mr. Lange-
lier, Quebeo Centre.)

Copies of aIl correspondence, Orders in Council, papers and docu-
ments respecting the seizure of diamonds and other precious atones
effected at Quebec on one David Levi, and the cancelling of the said
seizure.-(Mr. Langelier, QuebecC entre.)

Copies of aIl correspondence between the Department of Railways and
Messrs. A. Pion & Co , of Quebec,in relation to a claim for goods damaged
on the Intercolonial Railway.-(Kr. Langelier, Quebec Centre.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.
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Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 12:10 a.m.

(Tuesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS3.

TumSDAT, Lst May, 1888.

The SpiÂua took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYEras.

WEIGIITS AND MEASURES ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved for leave tu introduce Bill (No.
118) to amend the Weights and Measures Act, as respects the
sontents of packages of salt. le said: I propose to amend
the present Act by providing that every barrel of salt sold
oroffered for sale in Canada shall weigh 280 lbs.; the weight
to be marked on the barrel. Whon imported in barrels
such barrels should have the name of the importer marked
thereon, and when packed in Canada the name of the
packer shal be on the barrel. It is not proposed to inter-
fere with salt imported in bulk or in sacks, but when small
bags of salt are packed in barrels, such barrels shall have
the gross weight marked on them.

Motion agreed to, and Bill road the first time.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. DAVYIN. Before the Orders of the Day are proceeded
with, I wish to cal[ the attention of the House to a gross
breach of its privilege. Last night, it will be in the recollee-
tion of the House that the hon. member for Bothwell (hLr.
Mills) made a speech in which ho used this phrase: "You
said we were flies on the wheel." I happened to speak
later on, and I said that I should like to correct the history
of the hon. member for Bothwell. I said that the phrase
I flies on the wheel " was not flung across the louse at
those hon. gentlemen. I said that the phrase "flies on
the wheel" was-

Mr. SPEAKER. If the hon. gentleman will allow me, I
must say that he cannot make a question of priviloge of
what passed last night in another debate in which ho took
part. If he wishes to make a personal explanation, and
will keep himself within the limits I have on a previous
occasion indicated to the House, that is another thing.

Mr. TAYLOR. I move the adjournment of the House.

Mr. SPEAKER. I will put the question. Is it the
pleasure of the House to adopt that motion ?

Mr. DAVIN. I said that the phrase "flies on the
wheel" had been used by the hon. member for South Ox.
ford (Sir Richard Cartwright). Thereupon the hon. mem-
ber, with that courtesy which distinguishes him, said it
was not so.

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman is still breaking
one of the Rutes of the House. He is referring to a past
debate of this Session.

Mr. HIAGGART. If I understand rightly, the hon.
member is bringing this up as a breach of privilege, the
charge which was flung across the louse to him last night,
and I think ho is perfectly in order.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Chair.
Mr. HAGGART. It was stated that the hon. member

had not made a true statement.
Mr. SPEAKER. This incident could have been brought

up last night as a question of order, when the veracity of

the hon. member was called into question, but it cannot be
taken up as a question of priviloge.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If Mr. Speaker would
so far kindly consent, it would please me exceedingly that
the hon. gentleman should make hie statement on the con-
dition that I should have the right of reply.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think it would be much botter to
have this dealt with when the debate is resumed, and I do
not think it would further the business of the House to
refer to that debate again.

Mr. DAVIN. In Manley's case, reported in the Com-
mons Journals on the 10th November, 1620, the conduct of
Manley was brought up as a matter of privilege, as I bring
this matter up, and in Sheppard's case it was also brought
up and was also a case of using language which it was not
proper to use.

Mr. LANDERKIN. What year was that ?
Mr. DAVIN. I think that was in 1622. Sheppard, for

using language not nearly as strong as that of the hon.
gentleman, was brought to the Bar of the House on his
knoes. However, if you decide that I should not go on now,
I will not go on at present, but I can give notice, because, in
the case of Sir Robert Peel and of Sir Edward Watkin,
that course was adopted, so I will give notice in the rogular
way, and will bring the matter up.

Some hôn. MEMBERS. Go on.

Mr. DAVIN. The Speaker rules that 1 cannot go on.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Speak to the motion for

adjournment.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Go on.

Motion to adjourn withdrawn.

WAYS AND MEANS-TRE BUDGET.

House resumed adjourned debate on the proposed motion
of Sir Charles Tupper: "That Mr. Speaker leave the
Chair for the House to go into Committee of Ways and
Means,"' and the motion of Sir Richard Cartwright in
amendment.

Mr. MoLELAN. Mr. Speaker, I shall not follow the
example of the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright) I shall not preface my remarks by stating
that the observations that ho made to the House were
intolerable rubbish. The speech which ho delivered is
before the House and before the country, and the
the House and the country will judge of that speech as they
have judged of all the speeches which the hon. gentle-
man has delivered in this House, speeches which have
never yet found a response in the hearts of the people of
this country, to sustain him and approve of them. Sir, ho
excited our sympathies for the people of this country by
telling us that ho had addressed a hundred thousand of the
electors of Ontario. The infliction of those speeches
upon the people of Ontario excites our warmest sym-
pathies, except in one respect, that they have reisulted
in giving to the Government a majority from that
Province. He went down to speak to the people of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, in 1878, and
his speeches there resulted in a majority againet
him and the Government of which he was a
member. He has spoken, ho says, to one hundred thou-
sand people. One can fancy that speech redelivered and
redelivered. I was reminded, Sir, of an American states-
man, Mr. Stevenson, who made a humorous speech oom-
plaining that President Hayes had not appointed him
collector of New Orleans; for, he said, on behalf of the
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republican party, he had made 127 speeches, or rather ho
had delivered one speech 127 times. So, Sir, I presume
that the hon. member for South Oxford bas repeated the
same speech to a hundred thousand voters of Ontario.
There is a similarity in all his speeohes upon public ques-
tions and in all his resolutions every year. They seem to
grow a little every year, but as a repetition of what we had
last year and a little added. It reminds me of the old legend
of " The Louse that Jack built," the revelations incroas-
ingin length a little from every repetition. He has discussed
almost every possible question throughout the country.
Sometimes we find him dealing with a protective tariff, and
the robberies committed by protection; sometimes we find
him discussing the gender of political parties. In 1884 we
found him at Toronto advocating the independence of Canada,
and in 1887 we find him here on the floor of Parliament,
and on the hustings, advocating annexation to the United
States. It is true, Sir, that the bon. gentleman, in all the
speeches ho has made in this House, does not openly use
the word annexation; but yet the arguments he has used,
the assertions that he is making, are in advocacy of annexa-
tion to the United States. He startled the House this
Session by informing us that he had been reading his Bible,
that ho had learned from Solo mon that it is "In vain to
spread the net in the sight of the bird." And so, Mr. Speaker,
he covers up the net of annexation, and ho talks about
reciprocity, but the net is there all the same. He tells us
that sentiment follows interest, and he declared that ever
since the Loyalists aettled in Canada, there has been no
year in which it was not the interest of the people of
this country to associate themseolves and to unite with
the people of' the United States. He tells us that we owe
no debt to England except the debt of forgiveness for the
wrongs she has committed against us. And so, Sir, under
the guise of unrestricted reciprocity, ho throws in sentences
and expressions every little while to affect the minds of the
people in favor of annexation, which is more dangerous
than open discussion of the question, and an open declara-
tion of his views and intentions upon the subject. Sir, he has
learned from Solomon that it is in vain to spread the net
in the sight of the bird, and he covers it up, but the danger
is only the greater:

"The deadliest snakes are those which, twined 'mongst flowers,
Blend their bright coloring with the varied blossoms,
Their lerce eyes glittering like a spangled dewdrop
In all so like what nature has most harmiess,
That sportive innocence which dreade no danger is poisoned unawares."

The net was spread, but hidden, and the serpent twined
among the flowers and blended its coloring with the blossoms,
exhaling its poison all the time. He bas been good enough
to define his position for our benefit. He took special care
to define it for the benefit of my hon. friend the Minister of
Finance. He declares that his position upon trade questions
is to discriminate against England, to turn his back upon
the mother country in all commercial transactions, and to
favor the United States; and ho tells the hon. Finance
Minister that if the people of the United States knew that
we were determined to discriminate against England, they
would hold up both hands for unrestricted reciprocity with
us. That he defines as his position, that is his fixed
policy, the policy of himself and his party, which
he is prepared, he says, to fight out upon every
hustings, and in every farm yard in the country.
Sir, the hon. gentleman called attention to the fact
that my hon. friend the Finance Minister was unable to
discover a way to provide for the ordinary wants of the
administration of the country. Ie, however, profeesed to
have all the knowledge necessary, that it was simply a
matter of statesmanship, that he had that ability, that
patriotism, and that wisdom which were necessary to
solve that great problem. Mr. Speaker, it was amusing
to see the way in which he directed the attention of his

Mr. McLELAN.

party and the members around him, to note the fact-and
he called upon the press of the country to note the fact-
that my hon. friend was unable to grapple with this
problem, but that ho, the hon. member for South Oxford,
had the wisdom, the statesmanship and the patriotism
requisite to grapple with that question, Let me read what
he said:

1 I call on my hon. friends to take epecial note of it, I call on the
people of Canada to take special note of it, that the hon. gentleman,
by bis own words, admitl that ke and his party are unable to solve or
grapple with this problem. I well believe it. There is no doubt what-
ever that to grapplIe successfully with the great enterprise to w hich we
have set our hands, requires the greatest prudence and the greatest
economy. There is no doubt it requires a knowledge of the firet prin-
ciples on which honest taxation should be baeed, it requires the greatest
wisdom for the welfare of Canada, not for retaining place by grants to
combines and truste and monopolies; it requires the greatest state-
manship and patriotism."

And then ho says: 1, the member for South Oxford,
possess all this wisdom and statesmanship, but I am going
to button it up in my pocket and will not let the Finance
Minister know anything about it for fear he will steal some
of the plums. The wisdom comes to him late and it comes
to him suddenly. Why, not only did ho announce to us
that ho had been studying Solomon, but he made a pious
ejaculation and wished to heaven we could go back to 1874.
With this new-found statesmanship and this new wisdom
that has come to him I suppose ho wanted to go back to
1874, and from that date to 1879, in order to remedy the
errors he had committed and to wipe from our public
records the blot which he had placed upon those records
by his administration of publie affairs during those years.
I am not surprised that ho should want to go back, that ho
should pray to heaven that ho might be permitted to go
back to 1874 and exorcise that wisdom and statesmanship
for the want of which every industry in this country
languished and died, for the want of which ho declared
himself, as the hon. member for Assiniboia (Mr. Davin)
was about to prove, to have been unable to grapple with
publie affairs and was but a "fly on the wheel." I under-
stood the hon. gentleman last night denied the paternity of
the fly.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh 1
Mr. McLELAN. The leader of the Government said it

was a waep. We have had proof that there have been a good
many bees in the hon. gentleman's bonnet, and this Session
there has been a bee of enormous growth that wants to fly
unrestricted. Now, Mr. Speaker, as the hon. gentleman
denies that, permit me to take the figure of a ship used by
the Minister of Finance and to say that during that period
the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
never touched the tiller, that ho allowed the ship to drift
helpless upon the tide wherever she might go, that during
five years, for the want of that statesmanship, that wisdom
and that sagacity which ho now claims, ho never touched
a helm, ho never trimmed a sail to catch a favoring breeze,
but ho left the ship of state drifting helpless, aimless and
uncertain as the poet's rudderless ship:

"Asleep in an ocean fog."

Now, however, the hon. gentleman desires to go back to
1874 in order that ho may exorcise wisdom and statesman-
ship, that ho may make a botter record for his party and
for his country than there romains for his administration.
He claims now that ho has all the statesmanship and
wisdom necessary to grapple with this problem which was
presented by the Minister of Finance, namely: How are
you to govern the country without direct taxation ? The
Minister of Finance referred the hon, gentleman to his
statements in 1874 during the time ho was Finance
Minister, to the declaration that ho thon made that ho was
unable to raise any more revenue without imposing
direct taxation. The hon. gentleman thon denied that he
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ever made such a statement. We have here his speeches
for two separate years; they are nicely got up, gilt edged,
but the policy did not turn out to be of that character.
What did the hon. gentleman say when he was Finance
Minister, although ho now denies it. He said:

" An increase of duty is inevitable, and arises from circumetances
over which this Government has no control. I do not think that any
greater increase of the tarif than we now suggest would be wise. I
think we have gone to the limit beyond which it would be impossible to
paso without resorting to direct taxation. It may be that those very
expenditures may indirectly help our revenue; but I desire to say to
the House that, although I think the country can bear the entire
burden we have imposed upon il without any great inconvenience', I do
not think that much more taxation could be safely resorted to; nor do
I think we should be called upon to consider the question of raising any
great amount by direct taxation."

Now the hon. member puts aside the question of direct
taxation and stands before this louse and declares that he is
quite able to solve the problem of sweeping away the entire
revenues we derive from our imports from the United
States, and nearly all those from our imports from Great
Britain, and carry on the administration of the country and
provide a revenue without direct taxation. I should like
to refer the hon. gentleman to some observations made by
his late leader, the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) at Malvern, when the question of the reduction of
revenue was under discussion. What did his leader say ?

"Now, what are our sources of taxation ? Direct taxation is at this
time out of the question. The reasons I need not discuss. The advan-
tages and disadvantages I need not balance. We are dealing with
practical conditions, and no one suggests direct taxation as practicable.
There remain in the existing sources, the duties of customs and excise.
From the liquor duties we cannot expect further relief. By common
consent these are kept as high as the danger of illicit invasion will
allow; some think higher. The progress of the Temperance movement
will, we all hope, diminish this source of revenue, and when the advo-
cates of total prohibition succeeds those duties will disappear; at any
rate the excise will then be 'all smoke.' There remain the duties of
customs on other commodities, and the conditions demonstrate the
impossibility of diminishing to any large extent this fund. We have
no longer a surplus to dispose of; we have a deficit to overcome ; and,
that done, we have a tremendous yearly charge to overtake. 'Oh,
but,' say some Tories, 'you can yet do this and make a free trade or
non-political tariff.' The statement is dishonest and absurd."

I want to call the hon. gentleman's special attention to this:

" The statement is dishonest and absurd."

I should like to know whether, if the hon. membor for
West Durham had been present, the hon. member for South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), knowing that that hon.
gentleman made the statement that it would be dishonest
and absurd, would have risen in the House and said he was
quite able to solve this problemr and quite able to provide
revenues for the country without resorting to direct taxation.
One word more upon this point. I have referred to a speech
delivered last year by the hon, gentleman, and I find he
took a little different course at that time to that which he
is taking this Session, for he said that the charges on the
revenue are so great that you must always raise a large
sum from customs and excise in order to meet ther. Ie
goes over the different items : for interest and charges of
management, $ 10,000,00; sinking fund, at $6,000,000 ;
subsidies, $4,182,000; and if you include the Indians,
825,278,000. Now, Sir, he admits that here are
the fixed charges which must be met. Allowing
that from excise and miscellaneous sources, we receive
enough to meet the controllable expenses of the country, lot
me tell the hon. gentleman that our entire revenue, exclusive
of Great Britain and the United States, from customs, was
$5,851,000. Having free intercourse and no duty from the
United States, this would without doubt to drop $5,000,000.
The hon. member has told us, in a previous discussion, that
although we had entire free trade with the United States,
we ought to purchase from England as largely in propor-
tion to our population as the United States does. The hon.
member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) put the amount at 8150,-
000,000 of purchases from Great Britain. I do not believe

that we would purchase anything near so large an amount,
but assuming that we did, that would be $12,500,000 worth
purchased from Great Britain, and it would give us a
revenue of two and a half million dollars, or a
total of seven and a half million dollars fromn those sources
to meet the $25,000,000 that the hon. gentleman says are a
fixed charge upon us. This would leave a large difference
between our revenue and the fixed charges to be other-
wise provided for. Allowing that frorn excise and
from the general revenue of the country there would
be a surplus of $2,100,000, there would still be $15,000,000
that would have to be met, and the hon. gentleman would
have a difficult task before him to make this up, I
know that the hon. gentleman, if he takes time to consi-
der this subject will come to this conclusion, and if
he gives weight to the assertion made by his late leader,
that it is dishonest to say otherwise, ho will admit that we
must raise $15,000,000 by direct taxation from the people
of this country, if the on gentleman's proposed scheme is
carried into operation. I have been referring to the asser.
tion which was made by his late leader, that any attempt
to convince the people of this country that it was impossi-
ble to reduce the duties of the country without direct taxa-
tion, was dishonest and absurd. The hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), when reference
was made to Mr. Blake, challenged us, or rather he con-
trasted our treatment of the member for West Durham and
the member for East York now, with that of old times.
Sir, when those hon. gentlemen were here in health,
there were always men on this side to measure swords
with them but when they became unfit, or rather when
they retired from the conflict, we observe the decencies of
life which should prevail between one member of this
House and another. The hon. member for South Ox-
ford (Sir Richard Cartwright) does not follow the example
that we set him, and he is not careful of the good name of
his late leader. Why, Sir, when the Finance Minister
referred to what Mr, Blake had said at Malvern Hill, and
that that hon. gentleman stated ho had accepted the
National Policy-when the Minister of Finance stated that
Mr. Blake lad given the manufacturers of this country and
the farmers of this country to believe, that there would be
no disturbance in the policy of protection, except upon the
single article of corn meal for the L wer Provincethe hon.
member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) said
that he knew when Mr. Blake was making this speech what
Mr. Blake meant, insinuating that Mr. Blake was deceiv-
ing the people of the country on that occasion, doceiving
his hearers, deceiving the manufacturers and deceiving
the people at large. It ill comes from the member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) to reflect upon the
good name of the hon. the late leader of the Opposition ; an
hon, gentleman to whom he owes every thing, an hon. gentle-
man who las done more for him Ihan any other man in this
country, and to whom he owes hie seat in this House.
When the hon. gentleman was unable to find a constitu-
ency, when driven out of Lennox and again defeated in
Wellington, his late leader found him a place in Huron, and
when the period had elapsed, and when the people of Huron
were giving him intimation that he would have to move
on, as a policeman would intimate to a loiterer on a street
corner that he as to move on, then Mr. Blake came
to lis assistance, and implored the party, supplicated
the party, begged of the party to provide him a safe seat,
and to give one of theI "hives " to the hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright). I do not know,
Sir, whether there is to be another intimation to the hon.
member for South Oxford to move on, or whether this is a
finally, final safe seat for him. Mr. Speaker, I wish to refer
to one or two of the assertions made by the on. member
for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright). That which
deserves most attention just now is a charge made against
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my hon. friend of having cooked the Public Accounts, so
that, in the statement which he delivered to this House, ho
might show a surplus for the year 1887. The hon. gentle-
man charged, as a crime against the Minister of Finance,
that he had transferred to revenue account the receipts from
Dominion lands, whereas, previously, they had been credited
to capital account. Why, Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman
knows that, under his own administration, he always
credited those receipts to revenue account.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And charged like-
wise.

Mr. MoLELAN. And charged likewise; and so do we
credit and charge likewise. If the hon. gentleman will
look at the Public Accounts, and study them, he will see
that whereas ho charged only $80,000 or 890,000 of receipts
from Dominion lands, we have this year charged $190,000
odd. But ho knows that he always took credit for the
receipts from Dominion lands, small as they were, and that
they were always so treated down to 1881, both by himseolf
and by Sir Leonard Tilley; and after 1881, when we had
got this policy in full swing, Sir Leonard Tilley had such
large surpluses, amounting to two, three, four, five, six and
seven millions a year, that it was unimportant whether
these charges were made to the credit of income or capital
account. Now, Sir, in 1886, when I had the honor of
standing before the House as Finance Minister, dealing
with the Public Accounts, I said:

" It will be noticed that I have included in that amount, the receipts
from Dominion lands. During the five years that hon. gentlemen op-
posite held the Government, all the receipts from Dominion lands were
taken and counted as part of the revenue, and my hon. friend and pre-
deceseor, Sir Leonard Tilley, followed the same course up to 1881,
placing these as part of the receipts from consolidated revenue account.
From 1881 to 1885, Sir Leonard seems to have placed them to capital
account. I suppose the reason will be found in the fact that be had a
large surplus each year during that period, and it was immaterial
whether they should be placed to capital or to revenue account. But,
Sir, I think the House will agree with me that as we have made large
expenditures in the North-West in opening up the country by railway,
and incurred a large debt for that purpose, as we have made a large
expenditure in surveys, in the North-West Mounted Police, in the
Indian treaties, incurring large liabilities, it is but right that whatever
revenue or return we should have from the lands in the North-West,
should be placed to revenue secount to meet the interest that we are
paying on the expenditures an1 the sinking fund that we are providing
In order to pay off that indebtedness. I think the House will agree with
me that we should do that instead of iucreasing the taxation of the
Country. Should we receive from the lande In the North-West a larger
sum in any one year than would meet the sinking fund we have to pro-
vide towards the payment of our indebtedness there, and the interest
upon our indebtedness for that expenditure; then it might very well be
placed to capital account, but until that point is reached, I think we are
justified in placing it as hon gentlemen opposite did, and as Sir Leonard
Tilley did till 1881, to revenue account, and I have therefore proposed
for the present and future to deal with it in that manner, calling it and
using it as so much revenue, instead of increasing the taxation in order
to meet our wants."

That was the proposition that I made to the House and
that was agreed to by the House; and although the hon.
gentleman was present, and although he knows the custom
that had been pursued by himself and Sir Leonard Tilley,
yet he now comes down and says that because these are
credited to income, there has been a cooking of the
accounts. Sir, I will tell the hon. gentleman what would
be a cooking of the accounts. If Parliament makes a par.
ticular grant to be charged to capital or income, and that
is sanctioned by Parliament, it would be a cooking of the
account to transfer it, contrary to the orders of Parliament,
to some other account; and the House will remember
that when the hon. gentleman came into office in 1874,
and a large sam had been passed by the preceding Parlia-
ment to capital account for the purpose, I think, of changing
the gauge of the railway, the hon. gentleman, in order to
diminish the surplus that Sir Leonard Tilley left behind
him, charged this amount, which Parliament had declared
should be charged to capital, to income, in order to reduce
the surplusi That, Sir, is what may be called cooking the
aecounts, doing that whioh Parliament declared should

Mr, KOLELAN.

not be done. Now, the hon, gentleman two or three
times in his speech, and in all the speeches ho has
delivered to this House this Session, and I may say
in almost any speech of any length which ho delivered to
this House in any Session, makes the charge against the
Government that they have driven many people out of this
country. Why, Sir, one is almost amazed at the assertion
of the hon. gentleman, when we look back to the period
during which he administered the Government of this
country, and at the condition of the country during
those five years, and when ho has under his hand the
proof that the people of this country went out during
that period of depression by hundreds of thousands, and
sought homes, and made a permanent settlement in the ad-
joining country. I have only to refer the hon. gentleman
for an answer to all his assertions that we have driven
people out of this country, to the statement made by his
late leader in this House, on March 24, 1884. Mr. Blake,
speaking of the lose that the Province of Quebec had in-
curred, said :

"The Immigration of French Oanadians to the eastern States bas, no
doubt, assumed alarming proportions, in two respects-first, in the ex-
tent of the departure, and secondly, in the character of the exodus. It
is proved by the very thorough examination that took place in the year
1882, under the instruction of the Legislature of Massachusetts into the
q uestion, that it bas only been within the last ten or fifteen years that
this immigration has assumed such large proportions in that part of
the country. It was only within a much shorter period, five or six
years before 1882, that it began to assume the character of a permanent
settiement in the country to which these people went."

And if the hon. gentleman will take five or six years from
1882, he will get back to 1876 and 1877, when the hon.
gentleman administered the affairs of this country without
the remarkable wisdom and statesmanship which he now
claims to possess. Now, the hon. gentleman spoke of the
meeting of French Canadians in the United States at
Lowell. One of the resolutions passed at that gathering
of French Canadians recites as follows.-

" Wherea, since the French Ganadians have come to this section, they
have reached a population of 400,000 in New England, and whereas a
large number have become proprietors, paying large taxes, and where-
as for the most part theyoung men propose to make their homes here;
Resolved, that we protest against that portion of the report which says
that we are a horde of industrial invaders. And whereas we have to
live five years in the country before we can become citizens of this
glorious republic, and the French Canadians have been bere in large
numbers but five or six years.''

That would bring them to 1876-7, when they reached a
population of 400,000, and determined to become perman-
ent residents of the United States, having been driven ont
of Canada by the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite. There
is other evidence before that Commission of the Legisla-
ture to show that the French Canadians went to the States
for employment, and that finding employment there, and
having no hope of ever being employed in their own coun-
try, while hon. gentlemen opposite were in power, they
determined to remain in their adopted home. The hon.
gentleman has said that we are losing our very best men,
the mon that statesmen desire to retain in a country. Well,
the hon. gentleman has here the proof that 460,000 went
out in 1876 and 1877, under his administration, seeking
labor in the United States, which his policy denied them at
home. I find by the United States census that there were
in the United States in 1880, including all those that the
hon. gentleman drove out, 36,385 operatives in the cotton
mills, 6,096 blacksmiths, 7,581 shoemakers, 3,447 brick and
tile makers, 15,036 carpenters and joiners, 5,000 railway
employés, 50,000 laborers not specified, 22,000 domestic
servants, 21,000 laborers, 2,000 harness and saddle makers.
So that the hon. gentleman, by his policy, drove out these
men and women to work in the workshops of the United
States. Following these there went out 1,379 traders, 1,520
doctors, bosides lawyers and clergymen; and in addition to
all these, there went out 50,000 farmers to supply the wants
of thom all. We have changed that policy. We
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are seeking to furnish employment to our own people in our
own cauntry; we are seeking to keep our own operatives and
artisans and agriculturists to supply them at home. The hon.
gentleman, before declaimivg So loudly against the present
Government for havirg helped the exodus, should consider
that, under his own policy, he drove ont of the country from
one Province 400,000 to 500,000 people, and gave a perman-
ent character to the exodus to the United States. The hon.
gentleman comlains we are now in a bad position because
there has been a grant given to Prince Edward Island last
year, and ho complained that we had taken in British
Calumbia, which ho urges was entirely premature. I
would have thought that, backed up as ho is by the little
Province of Prince Edward Island, the hon. gentleman
would have had a good word to say on behalf of that
Province, whatever maledictions ho might use against the
Province of British Columbia. Then ho said that there
were great demande upon the Government for bridges
acrose our great rivers and for harbor improvements, &c.
Well, the hon. gentleman has given this House to under-
stand that, under any policy he might adopt, there shall be
no aid given to publie works, either railway bridges or any
other public work in the country, should ho again assume the
reins of power. The hon. gentleman has referred to the
controllable expenditure of the country, and has compared,
I regret to asy, not fairly, the controllable expenditure of
Canada with that of Great Britain and the United States.
The hon. gentleman seems to take, on all occasions, a special
delight in contrasting our condition with that of the United
States, always endeavoring to make the contrast appear to
our disadvantage. We have had speeches from the hon.
gentleman in which he desires connection with the United
States, and represents Canada in such a destitute condition
that it would be the greatest exorcise of charity on the
part of the United States, if they would take into their
Union such an iMnpoverished country as ho represents us to
b. But ho goes on to make this comparison between the
controllable expenditure of this country and that of the
United States, and ho says :

"You will recollect, Mr. Speaker, that we were told that no economy
could be practiced; no substantial economy could be practiced in the
aff4ire of Canada"

Then ho refers to his own record from 1874 to 1879, how
ho ot down the expenses in that period, but ho did not tell
us how far ho came from meeting expenditure with
revenue, and what was the deficit. In this comparison ho
cuts down the controllable expenditure of the United
States from $êT,000,000 to $54,000,000, and builds up the
exponditure of Canada in ail possible ways. For the
purpose of comparison, ho puts in our expenditure on
Indians, #1,200,00, and on Mounted Police, 8800,000, or
82,000,0 together. as a controllable expenditure which
could be reduced. The hon. gentleman knows something
of the history of the Indians on the other side. He knows
that there is always a special grant, a very large sum pro-
vided for the maintenance and care of the Indians,
and for guarding against their inroads, and ho
knows somothing of the enormous cost to that country
of the Indian wars that, from time to time, have
waged there. There was a retura called for in the United
States on the 24th January, 1882, showing the cost of the
Indian wara for the ton years from 1873 to 1882; and it foots
up an amount of 8323,891,264 that the people of the United
States have had te pay for Indian wars during the period
of tea yers. Now that we have provided a large Oum for
the maiatenanee of the Indians, and have provided $800,000
for the maintuaance of the Mmted Police to keep them in
check a*d in good behavior, 82,000,0 in all, the hon.
gentiema pute that in the colum of controllable expen-
ditues whiah ho says should be reduced. Then he puts in
lihthese, 680%,Q60. I suppose, uder his wise and

iasatesamaaip, ho would put «ut the lights of

every lighthouse, Snd save that expenditure. Then there
[s the protection Of the fgeheries, 8400,000. My hon. friend
near me usys that the hon. gentleman would make aIl things
dark. He has been blackening the picture from the time
ho first entered Parliament until the last speech ho has
made; i. has always been making the blackest possible
picture of this country. Yon may go over this list which
the hon. gentleman would compare with the expenditure of
the United States and of Great Britain, and ho says that
we are expending an enormous proportion greater than the
expenditure of Great Britain and the United States in
matters which are oontrollable, and, therefore, he says we
are enormously extravagant, because that expenditure is
812,950,000.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGU T. You are getting mixed.
That is for Canada.

Mr. McLEL AN. I find that ho says:
"I nd in England, excluding services of education and similar ser-

vices, and their legal expenditure, i find their civil list amounts to
£1,000,000 sterling, tbair public worka, £1,708,000, their civil depart-
mnts, £2,468,000, witli whiah we bave nothini to compare."

He takes that out.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There are some re-
porter's errors in one or two linos there, and the hon. gen.
tleman may be deladed by that; but I will tell him, if he
likes, what I did say.

Mr. MoLELAN. I am glad to find that the hon. gentle-
man has been misreported, and that there is no necesity
for me to refer him to the speech of the Hon. Edward
Blake, and especially to that line which is printed in large
capital letters, "dishonest and absurd."

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH1T. Does the hon. gentle-
man want to know what I did say as to the expenditure ?
I will tell him, if he likes, as he seeme to b. very much
mixed as to what I did say. He is quoting an erroneous
report of my speech.

Mr. McLELAN. I accept the statement that that report
is erroneous, and, therefore, there is no necessity to
pursue. that further, but I say that, if yon make a proper
comparison with the United States and Great Britain, con-
sidering the extent of the .ountry over which we administer
the Government, the camparison is not unfavorable to our
country. But the hon. gentleman complainod that the
Finance Minister had not said anythiog about the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and the obligations which ho says will bo
thrown upon the country in consequence of that arrange-
ment. The han. gentleman should have waited until that
question was before the House before ho made his oom-
plaint, and should have heard the explanation which the
hon. gentleman will be able to give, the satisfactory expla-
nation that he vil! give, that there is really no responsibility
entailed upen the revenues of the country by the arrange-
ment we have made. Why, the press of the hon. gentleman
himaolf, when the terms were rat made public, declared
that the arrangement was as favorable as could be expected,
and there was really po obligation thrown upon the
country. Thae hou. gentleman comes back to the question
of the taxation of the poor man, and he has been there so
often and has been string se long to excite our sympathy
on behalf of the far ner and the laboring man, that one would
think he was weary of the task he has undertaken. He wants
to know what is free and what is untaxed in this country.
I tell the hon. gentleman that, in regard to the necessaries
of life for the laboring man and the farmer, there are more
articles untaxed or more lightly taxed than there wore
under his administration. The hon. gentleman ays that
we can get old masters free and rough diamonds fre, and
thon ho ges o to py, what about sugar ? The hon, gen-
tleman makes an .nquiry about sugar: " I should like to
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aek him, what about sugar ?" I am glad that the hon. gentle-
man is seeking for information. I hardly expected, after
the declaration that ho had made, that ho was able to
-grapple with this great problem of the taxation of the
country, that ho would come down to this Bouse and con-
fess his ignorance upon the sugar question. Still, there is
no man in this country that should more earnestly seek for
information upon the sugar question than the hon. gentle-
man opposite. That hon. gentleman had a teacher at one
time; ho had an old master free. The senior mem-
ber for Halifax (Mr. Jones) undertook to give him some
instruction at one time on the sugar question, and I sup-
posed that, havitg that hon. gentleman behind him, ho
would not have found it necessary to appeal to this side of
the House for information on the sugar question. In 1877,
the senior member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), then support-
ing the hon. member, delivered himsolf thus on the Tarif
debate:

" There was another point to which attention had been directed, and
that was the sugar duties. He ventured to say it was a question
regarding which the people might have expected legislation at the
bands of the Goverument. An article of that importance, from which
a large amount of revenue was collected, ought te have been more
prominently referred te, considering the opportunity the Goverument
had had for collecting information in regard to it."

You will see how the bon. member for Halifax borates the
hon. gentleman for not having collected information on
the sugar question during recess.

" He was aware that the Government might say they did net feel in
a position to try an experiment in the present condition of the revenue."

The hon. gentleman now is ready to try an experiment,
to the sacrifice of three-fourths of our customs duties; but,
in 1876, in his own budget speech, hoesays: "It is no time
to try experiments;" and the hon. member for Halifax,
sitting beside him, says perhaps that was the reason ho did
not operate. But ho says:

" They might have proposed it if they had taken the trouble to con-
aider the information submitted to them."

It seems to me that the senior member for Halifax had
been endeavoring to furnish him, and had furnisbed him,
information which ho did not even take the trouble to con-
sider upon that question.-

" He thought the sugar interest had not been fairly treated In that
ras pect. Every hon. member in business knew that the Government
had laid down a rule that certain articles archased In the United
States could not be introduced in this country.'

1 will not trouble the House by reading the whole of this
speech, but ho says:

" If the Government had applied that same principle to sugar, he
would not have complained; but the principle applied to the manufac-
turers had been refused to the sugar refiners. The sugar interest de-
manded some consideration, because, if some legislation did net speedily
take place, he was afraid we were going te lose a large trade with the West
Indies. That trade, in the Mariume Provinces, at the preseut moment,
involved from three to four million dollars a year, but the inevitable
result of the present policy would be te drive the whole trade te the
United States. We sent our vessels with outward cargoes, which were
sold in the West Indies, and they were oblhged to take the sugar to the
United 8tates te have it refined. Cargoes of sugar paso through the
Boston refineries, and in twenty-four te thirty-six heurs were exported
into Canada again, under a bounty of 50 per cent. Such a system could
not continue very long. In a short time when the &mericaus found
out that they had destroyed our trade, they would dictate their own
terms, and then it would be seen how disastrous the present policy
was."

Then ho goes on to quote Lord Derby's views upon the
same question. So the senior member for Halifax, in 1877,
recognised the ignorance of the hon. gentleman upon the
sugar question, at d sought, as one of the old masters, to
give him instruction upon it; but ho seems not to have
been successful. The hon. gentleman comes down now and
says : What about sugar? Well, Sir, I will tell the hon.
gentleman, first, that we are not taxing sugar now nearly
so high as ho taxed it from 1874 to 1b79.

Mr. Mo LELAN.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Oh !

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon.gentleman says "oh." I have
given him some information. It seems that more than one
bon. gentleman on that side of the House desires to receive
information on the sugar question. In 1878, we imported
109,000,000 Ibs. of sugar, and upon that there was paid
in duty $2,783,605. In 1887, we imported 202,466,000 Ibe. of
sugar, and the duty upon that, nearly double in quantity
what it was in 1878, was 83,245,347.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). How much did the refiners get ?
Mr. MOLELAN. Well, you go down and ask the poor

man, ask every man how much ho paid for his sugar
from 1874 to 1879, and how much he paid during the year
1887, and he will tell you that there is a very perceptible
difference in favor of the present period. Now, Sir, if we
had imported at the same rate of duty last year that we
did in 1878, the duty would have amounted to 85,003,476,
or an incroase of $1,758,127. Therefore, if we had the
same rate of duty upon sugar last year that we did in 1878,
we would have received 81,758,127 more of duty. Thon
there is the article of tea. If we had taxed it as the hon.
gentleman taxed it, there would have been another million
of revenue. But, Sir, I am sure he amused the House and
he amused the country with the calculation he made as to
the amount of taxation upon the poor man's family in con-
sequence of this iniquitous tariff. Hle commences with the
sugar question, and he tells us that the mechanic, the
labDring man, who only earns $400 a year, consumes two
ibs. of sugar a day, or for a family of five, 730
lbs. of sugar, or for a large family about half a ton.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yon had better read
what I said, then you will not fall into such a blunder.

Mr. McLELAN. I will read what ho said:
" I have made a sort of rough average of the amount of taxation paid

in Canada by an ordinary mechanic receiving that income, and having
a wife and three or four children. I find that such a family will consume
2 lbs. of sugar a day."

Two Ibs. of sugar a day, 365 days in a year, for a family of
four, half a pound a day to each one, 180 ibs. of sugar.
Why, Sir, the average consumption of sugar in the Dom.
inion of Canada for a family, on the average, rich or poor,
is only about 40 lbs., and the hon. gentleman would, in
bis kindness, give to this poor man 180 Ibs. of sugar, in
order to swell up that $18 a year of taxation upon the poor
man. But this is not the limit ofhis generosity to the poor
man. He says that down in New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, after ho had imposed $48 duty upon the poor man
for sugar, dried fruits, and all these other luxuries, hoesays
that in St. John, and I suppose in all the Maritime Prov-
inces, they pay 88 or $10 a head more for their four. Why,
Sir, $10 a head would give the poor man twenty barrels of
four. His late leader, Mr. Blake, went down to the Mari-
time Provinces with the poor man's shirt, containing nine
yards, and the hon. gentleman, to outdo him, goes down to
the Maritime Provinces with 180 Ibo. of sugar for the poor
man, and 20 barrels of four for a family. Why, Sir,
that is four barrels apiece. We are about a million
people in the Maritime Provinces, and according to the
hon. gentleman the Province of Ontario supplies us with
about 4,000,000 barrels of flour. Good for the Province
of Ontario. But, Mr. Speaker, the reality is, so far as I
can make the calculation, that there are only about a
million barrels of four going down from the Province of
Ontario to the three lower Provinces. What is the use of
following these calculations any further ? $48 and $50 a
head for every head of a family, represents $50,000,000
of customs revenue. I suppose my hon. friend the Finance
Minister will be very glad to get so much revenue in order
to wipe ont the deficite which the hon. gentleman incurred
from 1874 to 1879. Then he goes to the west. He is not
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so generous there. He telle the poor man that hoeis taxed
on iron, and he puts it as if the iron duty on pig and bar
iron enters the soul of every poor man in the NorLh-West.
By hie calculations, a man in Manitoba who builds a house
requires over two tons of iron. He says he requires 886
worth, which would be equal to two tons and a quarter.
The hon. gentleman's mind muet have been running on
Dakota, that country of cyclones and tornadoes, where the
people have to secure their honses and provide for their
safety. I remember, when I was down in Nova Scotia,
meeting the wife of one of my constituents who had gone to
Dakota. She was visiting there, and in reply to questions
she said she disliked the cyclones or tornadoes. She was
asked what they did when tornadoes came. She replied that
they built a cellar in which to go. The hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) evidently thought
that the houses had to be iron fastoned to meet tornadoes
snch as they had in Dakota. Then there was a ton and a
half of iron for the barn, and so on. I am afraid, if I had
not promised not to call the hon. gentleman's speech in.
tolerable rubbish, I would now feel compelled to say that it
was rubbish to talk to intelligent farmers, mechanics and
laborers as to the taxes imposed on a family consuming 730
Ibo. ot sugar and 20 barrels of flour, and requiring two tons
of iron to secure the house and one and a-half tons of iron
to secure the barn. What intolerable rubbish. But the
hon. gentleman said that this tariff would destroy the
export trade, and ho says that bis friend Mr. Paterson
had time and again referred to it. His friend Mr. Paterson
had a little story that we have never disturbed. In 1878
the Norwegians had a craze for buying old ships, and
they bought $1,250,000 worth of old ships, and that was
placed in the returns as exports, by which the returns
for 1878 were increased, so that Mr. Paterson bas been
able to make a favorable comparison with 1886 and 1887;
and I suppose in a short time we shall have the same
old ships trotted out again to do duty on this occa-
sion. The hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright) also stated there had been a great reduction
in the volume of trade. On every point to which
the bon. gentleman refers bis own record stands as
condemnation of the words he utters, and it is no
wonder ho wishes to go back to 1874 to wipe out the
record for that period. Let me trouble the House with a
reference to our trade, and I will only refer to that with
the United States. I go back as far as 1854, and I had
some papers prepared some time ago, by the statistical
officer of the Customs Department, of the values of the
importe from the United States of articles enumerated in
the Reciprocity Treaty, from 18à5 to 1886 inclusive. The
total value in those twelve years was $520,278,650. In the
next twelve years, from 1867 to 1878 inclusive, the value
had run up, not decreased, as has been stated time and time
again by hon. gentlemen opposite, to $837,589,194. If you
take the next twelve years, allowing for the three years at
the sane rate as the nine years that have passed, the value
of trade with the United States will reach $1,000,000,000.
Yet hon, gentlemen opposite have been ail the time declar-
ing that our trade had dropped away to almost nothing, and
that we should obtain unrestricted reciprocity with the
United States in order that it might increase by
leaps and bounds. We should be pretty well content with
our trade, considering we are supplying so largely
our own people, as is evidenced by the importation of raw
material for manufactures. We ought Vo be ontent, more-
over, with our trade, especially when we contrast it with
that of the great country which the hon, member for South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) wishes us to join. In
1887 the total value of imports to the United States was
$752,000,000, exporte 8725.000,000. total 81,472,000,000,
which, for 60,000,000 of people, gave $24.63 per head.
The value of Canadian importe was 112,000,000, exporte

$89,000,000, total $201,000,000, giving $40 48 per hawi.
While the per capita trade of the United States was 824.63,
that of Canada last year was $40.48. If the hon. gentleman
will reduce the number of our inhabitants from 4,800,000,
as he wishes to do, and place it at 4,600,000, that will give
a total value of $44 per head; so I think we should be
content with the progress we are making, and the manner
in which we are progressing. The hon. member for South
Oxford says that ail we have te do is te obtain unre-
stricted reciproeity with the United States and our expert
trade will go forward by leaps and bounds. The hon, gen-
tleman bas not pointed out the articles that we aun export
to the United States in order to build up that great trade,
nor can he, unless there are included exports of articles
through the United States to the old country that now go
by the St. Lawrence and are shipped from our own ports.
The hon, gentlemen has told us that we have two customers,
the United States and Great Britain. As was shown by the
Finance Minister, and by almost every bon. gentleman
who spoke on this side of the liouse, the articles of which
we have a large surplus for expert are the very articles of
which the United States bas a large surplus to expert. I
have before used an illustration of this, and it bas been used
elsewhere, but I may perhaps be permittod te give it on this
occasion. The measure of the United States in tho staple
articles, of animais and their products, and of grain ot all
kinds is full and overfiowing. Our cup is aise full and over-
fiowing; and is it common sense that, their oup) being fuil
and overfiowing, we should, as the best outiet tor our over-
flow, pour our surplus into theirs, already overflowing ?
No, we should pursue that course we have followed in the
past, of facilitating exports direct to the mother country,
the land that requires them. We should by ail
possible means cheapen the cost of transportation te the sea
in order to benefit our agrieulturists. But the hon. gentle-
man says: There are the great cities of the United dLates,
New York, Chicago and Boston, ail of which are ready to
take the products of our farmers. The hon, gentle-
man did net tell us there were Amerîcan farmers ail
around those cities, in closer proximity than are our people.
He tells us that it is unwise to build up our own cities, and
that we are building up Toronto, Montreal, Halitax and
Quebec at the expens eof the rural population. Tao hon.
gentleman would strike down every industry in thoso
cities and tell the farmers that they may send their pro.
duets to the United States. He ought to have told them,
however, that one city within their reach dues more te
increase the value of their land@ than a hundred citios many
miles distant from them. There is an article in Scribner's
Statistical Record which I want to eCal the attention u0 the
hon, gentleman to. It is respecting the value of farms;
and he said a good deai here about the value of lands, ani
tried to make out apparently that the value of lands in
Ontario had decreased. I do not think it is worth while te
diseuse the question as to whether ir. Blue or the member
for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) is the more
accurate in his figures, but the fact remains that in the
North-West during the period which he refers to there have
been sales of 820,000,00o worth of land, a large portion of
which has been paid in cash either to the Government or
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. The following is
the quotation which I wish to refer to:

"The grosa value of farms la greatest in Ohio; New York follows,
thon Illinois, and Peunsylvania. The value pur acre ranges higbest in
the deusely populsted itates of the North Atlantie group, graduaily de-
creaing westward throughout the Northern entral group. Louuthward,
tue value decreases greatly, the lando of the cotton Btates barely aver-
aging fire dollars per acre with the improvements.

" The highest value pet acre accompanies the densest population, and
the greatest relative importance of manutactures and other iudastries.
l other words, the greater the proportional numiber of inhabitanta
depeadent upon other industries than agriculture, the greater the
vaine of agricultural property conaequent, uof course, upun the higher
prias. resultag from the greater demand for farm products, and their
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more somplete utilisation. Mch tha le waste in a parsely setled
agricultural region, bas a commercial value in cities and towns. Straw,
burned ai of no value in one place, selli readlly where populations
deager.>l

The hon. gentleman will see, and the country will see, that
by his striking down the manufacturing industries of the
Dominion; by his being willing to sweep them onut entirely
with one blow, he would do more to depreciate the value of
lands in this country, by driving away all the artisans, and
mechanics, and laborers, and those who purchase the farmers'
products, than bas ever been done. The hon. gentleman per-
haps will deny that he wants to give over the manufacturers.
We have been told in this Hosse this Session, that it is useless
to have upon the Statute-book an offer of reciprocity in
natural products in the present state of the country. The
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) says: You
have not the right bait on yoar hook; and another hon.
member says: It is only playing with the question to make
this offer. But, Sir, they are going to bribe the Americans
by giving over to them all the manufacturing industries of
this country, and as the bait is not sufflcient the hon. mem-
ber for Norfolk says: We will bait the hook with the
manufacturer, we will give you free access to our markets;
and if the Americans cannot see that they will
take the entiro manufacturing industries of the
country there would be no inducement for them to
accept his challenge. The hon. member for South Oxford
wanted to shut down all the manufacturing industries of the
country, but he made one exception. If you turn to that
resolution of the hon. gentleman you will find this one
exception, and that is that all the manufacturing industries
of the country were to be swept away except the distilleries.
He excepte the excise duties; he protects the manufacturer
and distiller of ardent spirite and beer, in the country. The
man who spins cotton, the man who emelts iron, and the
man who digs coal and performe all the other duties of life
necessary for the production of articles may, be sacrificed,
but the man who distille ardent spiritesand makes whiskey
and beer muet be protected. Why, Sir, a short time pre-
viously, when the Dominion Alliance was in session here, the
hon. gentleman advocated that we ought to amend the
Temperance Act in order to have prohibition, but now he
comes forward with this resolution which would protect the
distillera of whiskey and the manufaoturers of beer; and
those are the only manufacturei a that he proposes to protect
in the whole land. Mr. Speaker, i have only one or two more
points to refer to. The hon, gentleman was good enough to
quote, in answer to the Minister of Finance, some remarJs
from President Cleveland, and in those remarks President
Cleveland is advocating free trade. Me i advocating a
reduction of duties in order to reduce the prine of goods.
The hon. gentleman wants free trade with the United
States. H. wants our articles admitted free, our lumber,
our barley, and so forth, and at the saine time ho furnishes
a proof to the House that that freedom will reduce the
pnce. Now, Mr. Speaker, h. bas given in evidence that in
those articles that they require the people of the United
States pay the duty on the articles which they receive from
Canada. The hon. gentleman concludes by referring to the
debt, and ho says the debt has grown to enormous propor-
tions and that we have nothing tg show for it, except assets
so unprofitable that they cost about a million of dollars to
take care of. Well, Sir, I have not looked over the list of
assets lately, but I dare say there are some assets there fbr
which the hon. gentleman is responsible, and there aresome of our assets that I do not think we expend much
money for taking care of. I do not see anything in the
Public Accounts for taking care of the locks ait Fort Frnncis,
and I do not see anything charged for taking aue of the
Neebing Hotel and a great many other things that thehon.
gentleman i responsible for. When the hon. gentleman
talks of the increase of the public indobteduess of this
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country and of our having no assets for lt, I suppos he
refers to bis own deficits from 1875 to 18'9-90, amounting
in all to about $7,900,000, for which he is respouaible. I
suppose h. includes in our indebtedness for which we have
no assets, the four and a half millions discounts, which he
lost upon the bonds which ho sold in Great Britain.
I did expect, Sir, that an ex-Finance Minister, standing up
here and representing a Government that had increased the
public indebtedness at the rate of about 88,000,000 a year
for five yeare, and had oomparatively nothing to show for
it, would have been a little more careful in speaking of the
public indebtednese. Why, Sir this Government is able to
show good assets for all its expenses. It May be that some
of our public works, such as our canala and our railroads, on
which we have expended largo sums of money, are not
worked at such rates as to yield larg, profits, as is the case
in some other countries. If te hon gentleman will turn
to the Australian colonies-and he bas sometimes referred
to them to show that some of their publie works are pro-
ductive-he will find that the railroad charges there are
equal to a tax of about 810 a head on the people of the
country. If we worked our railroad sand canals at similar
high rates of cbarges, we should have a large ineome from
them; but the policy we have been pursuing is to cheapen
the rates of transportation to the seaboard to the farmers of
the west, in order that they may compete with the farmers
of the United States in the markets of the world. Now,
Sir, without detaining the House at greater length, I may
just say that if the rules of this House permitted me to
move an amendment to the amendment of the han. member
for South Oxfcrd, I sbould be very glad to do it, and I
would do it, Sir, in this form:

That during five years, from 1874 to 1879, the present member for
South Oxford, Sir Richard Cartwright, was, as Finance Minuter, mainly
responsîble for the fiscal policy anid administration of Canadia. That
previous to this, and from the date of Confedoration, the Public Ao-
counts show, each and every year, a surplus amounting in aIl to
$11,.075,063.39.

That the condition of the country when handed over te the member
for South Oxford, as Finance Minister in the Reform Administration, was
such that in the first year and before the effects of the change were
fully felt there was a further surplus of $935,644, makingte total
surpluses $12,010,707.

That thereafter and for every year for which he arranged the tarif
and expenditure, there was, notwithstanding ho materially increased
the taxation on general goods and levied duties on tea and coffee, a
deficit, as also in the followiug year (the country not having recovered
from the effects of bis policy) amounting to $7,970,181.27.

That when the effects of the National Policy were fot upon the
business of the country, the Public Accounts again show a surplus, con-
tinuous down to the latest, 1887, except in the years affected by the
North-West troubles, making a grand total surplus of $30,375,883.

That the net debt of Canada, on the 30th June,
1887, was, as shown by the Pubiic Accounts. $227,313,911

Prom whicb, if w. deduci the amount allowcd
to the Provinces tocover their aedebtedueu
and to provide revenue.. ............ 10 6,4 72

,
93

4

There remain........... ........... 120,841,77

As the net debt incurred by the Federal Goverument fer Dominlon
purposes, accounted for as follows:-

Intercolonial Railway and extension ...... $ 33,335,971
Canadisa Pacifie Railwy.............. 61,76,785
Purchaae of (Janadian Pacifie Railway lne 1%,198#620
Deficits occurring trom the policy of Sir Richard

Carthwight ........ ...................... 7,970,181
Losses on bis several loans........... .................... 4,500,000
Purchase from Hudson Bay Company cf North-

West., and organisation cf territory ...... ...... 2,920,000

Thuas making a total of... .. $120,685,457

That it appears that the total indebtednes nlacarred by the Dominion
for federal purposes is covered by the parchase of the North- West, the
construction of the g-eat national highway from the &tlantie Ocean te
the Pacifie, and the deficits arising from the policy of the member for
South Oxtord, and the losses or discounts on the loans he negotiated ;
whilst under the administration of the Right ou. Bir John A. Mae-
donald, for fifteen years, the ordinary revenues have met the gmner.1
wants of the country, and permitted a large expenditure on public
buildings, barbor im provemente and aid to rail*ays, m well ai te meft
expeases or the troubles in the Nort-West.
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That in this latter peroi as Well as in the former, under Sir John A'

Maodonald, the country has made great advances, as shown by a com-
parison of some of the returns of 1878-79, with those of 1887:-

BAà AN» OUMroN NorT 1IN COROULATIoN.

1879................................. ..... $28,881,324
1887................ ........ . .. . 4.. ........ . ....... 45,502,987

An increase in 8 years .f.................4..... ..... $ 16,621,663

lot.
Deposits in chartered bank .... '.... ... 563,635,832

savings and loan companies............. 9,426,148
Government savings bank............14,702,715

$87,764,795

1887.
Depoulta in chartered banks................... ............... $107,154,483

mavings and loan companies.. ...... 17,712,885
"g Government aavings banks............... 50,944,785

$175,812,153

Au increase in 8 years of............. .................. $88,047,358

Mr. MULOCK. Mr. Speaker, I rise to a point of order-
It appears to me that the hon. Minister is adopting an in~
direct mode of reading a speech.

Mr. SPEAKER.
in this instance.

I cannot see that the rule would apply

Mr. MoLELAN-
that the money order system of the post office has grown from

$6,788,723 in 1879, to $10,328,934 in 1887, an increase of $3,540,261;
whilst the correspondence through the post office (the best possible
test of commercial activity) in the sarne period, has risen from 50,840,000
letters and polt carda in 1879, to 90,650,000 in 1887.

That the agriculturists have benefited in having the supply of an
increased home market, as shown by the tact that the value of grain
imported has fallen, in the period already referred to (1879-1887) from
$9 862,315, to $3,630,247, a considerable portion of the latter amount
representing Idian corn for distillation ; whilst the importations of all
articles cf food and drink which

Iln 1879 amoannted to. ...... .................. ~$26,640,728
In 1867 amounted only to................13,107,286

Showing a reduction of.. .............. ......... $13,533,442
and a corresponding increase of expenditure among our farmers.

That our agriculturists have not only supplied this largely increased
home market, but have aiso maintained a large export trade in grains,
aud, in addition, increased the exports of animals and their products
from $14,100,604 in 1879, to $M4,246,937 in 1887.

That the miles of railway in operation in 1887, and the movement in
freight and passengers thereby, are nearly double what tbey were in
1879, whilst the traffic by water has also largely increased.

That the enormous increase of business as shown by the foregoing
comparisons, han been conducted on a more healthy basis than that of
the period fron 1874 to 1879, during which the business failures were,
in each and every year, greater in amount ithan the entire revenues of
the country, averaging $28,827,000, whilst in the subsequent period thei
average las been $11,572,330.

That notwithstanding the expenditure in the completion of a great
interprovincial highway from ocean to ocean, and numerous other
works, all tending to develop the country by promoting internai trade
and Intercourse, and cheapening transport of agricultural products to the
seaboard, the taxation levied on the country in the last fiscal year, in
which every obligation was met, has only averaged an increase of
three quarters of one per cent. per year a head in customs and excise
over 1875, under the taxation imposed by Sir Richard Cartwright in
custems, excise and starnps.

Th t whilât the credit of Caneda has never suffered as did that of
the United Statues for a period of years-the value ot $100 currency be-
ing, at one time (July, 1864) only $38 00 in gold-nor as did that of
Great Britain during the closing years of the last and the opening ones
of the present century, yet it Euffered so much in the bands of the mem-
ber for douth Oxford that the unguaranteed bonds sold by him in 1874
and 1876, amounting to $31,633,333, netted him only $28,064,770, while,
under a changed policy and the improved condition of our credit thence
resulting, these arne bonds now command a premium of from 13 to 15
per cent., or, in round numbers, $8,006,00 more than the member for
Bouth Oxford mold them at.

That eminent statistical authorities-such as Sir John Gorst, Under
Beeretary for India-after elaborate investigation have declared that
amongst the countries of the world, Canada stands third in respect to
her ability te seenre investor in her fundh, only paying six pence peri
Oent. more btha the United States and £1 le. 3d. per cent. less thant
France; whilst the London Economist, in an elaborate presentation
of Biitish inteetments in the colonies shos that the external burdens
P eaCd of Anstalia wer s times these of Qnada.i

That, with thi. hh Standing, malntained until the maturity of OUr
outatanding bonds,there will be no difficulty in placing upon the market
other loans for their redemption at such a reduced rate of interest aswill be practically equivabent to an extinction of at least $50,W0O,.00 of
the country's indebtedaess,"

That thi. House views with juat pride and gratification this high
position which the Dominion of Uanada has attained, as weil as the
extremely rapid prog-ess it has made ince the adoption of the policy of
protection to home industries, and would impressuapon the Government
the duty it owes to the country, to al farmers, day-laborera, mechaios,
artisans and factory operatives, to guard that policy from the machi.
nations of those who are seeking, under the nane of unrestricted
reciprocity, to give over to the Americans the entire manufaeturing
industries of Oanada, except that of intoxicants, and to impose a burden-
some and relentleu system of direct taxation upon the people.

That Ls the amendment to the amendment which I would
desire to place before the House, if the rules per-
mitted. But I would not desire to do so because of any need
on the part of the Government to receive instructions as to
the performance of their duty of protecting the industries of
the people. The Government reoeived the mandate of the
people, in 1878, to protect our home industries. The voice
of 1882 repeated that mandate, and the people's command
given in 1887 was that we Sbould continue ur policy of
protection. This Government will discharge the high duty
imposed on it by the people of this country, by doing whst
lies in our power to proteot our industries, to give employ-
ment to our people, and to develop the great resouroes with
which this country is blessed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I rise for the purpose of sug-
gesting to the House that, at this late period of the Session,
we should reach the question at as carly a moment as pos-
sible. The bon. member for South Oxford gave a very
elaborate review of the financial statement which I consid-
ered it my duty to lay before the Honse. My bon. friend
the Postmaster General bas replied to that speech, and thus
the views of bothB sides are, I consider, very fairly and fully
before the country. I hope, therefore, that at this late
period of the Session the House will be disposed to allow
the debate to rest there, and that we will at once be enabled
to reach a division that will show the views of every hon.
gentleman in this House, and then proceed wilh the busi-
ness of lhe Session.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The bon. the Finanoe
Minister, has certainly paid a very groat compliment to my
bon. friend from South Oxford (Sir Richard Gartwright),
by the request ho bas just made. The hon. gentleman,
having an army of elerks at his disposal, knowing precisely
the line of argument he bad to take, and the tables he
reqnired, and having every facility at bis disposal for the
preparation of these tables, gave to the House an elaborate
speech on the Budget. My hon. friend from Sauth Oxford
had to rise in reply as soon as the hon. gentleman took his
seat; and he was of course at the disadvantage of having
to answer a line of argument which ho could not have
been aware beforehand would be taken, and to tables which
were new to him and to the House. MEy bon. friend ha
been followed to-day by the late Finance Minister (Mt.
McoLelan) in a speech of about two hours in length-a
speech in reply to my bon. friend, which ho had some days
to prepare -and after the delivery of that speech, the hon.
the Finance Minister (Sir Charles Tapper) bas risen in his
place, and by the reqmest ho bas made bas declared to the
flouse that he considers the speech delivered by the bon.
member for South Oxford a speech equal in weight and
importance to the combined efforts of his colleague, the
ex-Finance Minister and bimself. 1ave every confi-
dence in the correctness of the position the bon.
gentleman has taken, and I therefore do not intend
troubling t e ouse at any great length. I bad some
intention, considering that the bon. the First Minister
the other night was kind enough to adjourn the Hlouse
at a very early hour at the reqtest of the ex-Finance
Minister (Mr. MeLol) who dured to have from Friay
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night last until to-day to prepare a statement, or procure
some one to prepare it, in reply to the speech of my hon.
friend-I ha some slight intention of asking the hon. the
First Minister whether ho should not grant me a similar
favor and adjourn the House now, in order that I might
bave time to consider the amemendment of the hon. the
Postmaster General, which is ton times as long as that of
my hon. friend from South Oxford. But the First Minister
will no doubt agree with me that while the Postmaster
General's amendment exceeds ton times the length of that
of the hon. member for South Oxford, it contains only one-
tenth of the sense of the latter, and, therefore, will not
require so much time on my part to prepare a reply to it.
The hon. the Postmaster General is of a pootic and a vision-
ary turn of mind. He gave us to day to understand, as ho
did in a celebrated financial speech of two years ago, that
he has seen visions and dreamt dreams. To-day, however,
his visions have taken the shape of snakes and
blossoms, and ho has seen snakes hidden in the blossoms.
The last time ho addressed us he saw blossoms without
snakes; ho saw blossoms, and wedding parties, and cradles,
and babies, that would grow up and pay the taxes. We are
delighted always to bear of the visions which the hon.
gentleman sees, and when ho is in dreamland hoe is cr-
tainly much more interesting than when ho undertakes to
descend to the plain world of facts and figures. Thon ho is
apt to be confused, but ho is to be forgiven, because it would
require a man of much larger mental calibre than the hon.
gentleman to do that which ho undertakes to do; but, ifhe
does undertake that task, ho ought to show a little modesty,
and thon ho would not render himself a subject for the
remarks, a little severe or a little sarcastie, of those who
may happen to follow him. What did the hon. gentleman
tell us when ho was alluding to the speech of my hon.
friend ? He alluded to a remark which was interjected
when the Finance Minister was referring to the time
during which my hon. friend occupied the position of
Minister of Finance, and said that ho would like to go back
to 1874, and ho said ho supposed ho would like to go back
there to rectify the errors ho had made, which I suppose
meant to wipe out the deficit which occurred during that
period. Was it not a piece of assurance on the part of the
hon. gentleman to refer to the state of the finances at that
time? If he remembers the state of the finances under his
own administration, is it not a piece of assurance for him
to talk about deficits? Can ho venture to refer to deficits
under the administration of the hon. member for South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) with a tariff of 17J per
cent., and compare that with his tariff, ranging on an
average to 22* per cent., when ho himself as Finance
Minister had to come down to the louse and confess to a
deficit of two and a quarter millions in one year, and after.
wards to a deficit which ho expected would turn out, and
which did as a matter of fact turn out, to b one of
86,000,000 ; that is, that ho had in one year a deficit
amounting to more than the defioits of the combined years
of the member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright).
But ho found it nocessary to bring that question before the
House and to suggest that my hon. friend would like to go
back to 1874 in order to remedy the errors which he made
when ho administered the finances of this country. I think
the less they say about deficits the botter. Thon the hon.
gentleman tells us, and ho seemed to think it was a very
weighty argument, and ho attempted to be very funny and
to b very sarcastic in reference to my hon. friend from
South Oxford, in pointing to the fact that he had
represented different constituencies at different times. I
do not know that that is any discredit to that bon. gentle.
mai, but, on the contrary, I think it shows that ho is appre.
ciated in every part of this country. I have never thought
it necessary to find fault with the change of constituencies
pu the part of hon, gentlemen opposite. If was found noces.

Mr. IPATrSoN (Brant).

sary in the case of the hon. the First Minister to change hie
constituency, and that is no reflection upon him, but rather
a compliment paid to the worth in which he is held in the
different Provinces of the Dominion, when it was found that
a seat could be obtained for him on the Pacifie coast. Any
of US may lose his seat, and I know that, under the pros.
sure which hon. gentlemen have been good enough to put
me to I have had enough work to hold mine. Of course, I do
not think that my position or my attainments would warrant
another seat boing found for me, as it was for the hon. mem-
ber for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright); but, when
1 find that seats can be provided for prominent politicians,
I think it is rather a testimony given by the people of the
country that they recognise that there is great worth in the
gentlemen for wnom they make place, that it is recognised
on ail hands, and that it is not simply in the interest of
any particular riding, but in the interest of this great
Dominion of ours, that certain individuals should have a
seat in the House. But I will ask the hon. gentleman
who took his seat just now, who attempts in a
side way to cast ridicule on my hon. friend
froma South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), because he
bas represented different constituencies, if ho thinks the
adoption of such means as the late election trial in Col.
chester showed were adopted there, would fnot secure
election in almost any county. I do not think that the
record in that case is of such a nature that it need be re-
ferred to very much, or that the hon. gentleman need
speak of the permanence of seats of hon. members on either
side of this House. Then the hon. gentleman referred to
the statement made by my hon. friend as to the extrar-
dinary exodus of our citizens to the neighboring republi.
He admitted the fact of the exodus, but he attempted to
show how it came about, and he was not aware that he
proved that it was only after the introduction of the
National Policy, these States of the Union obtained such
an influx of Canadians. That exodus has increased, as his
statement showed, and has been intensified, as bas been
demonstrated on the floor of Parliament, Session after
Session, and never refuted successfuly by hon. gentlemen
opposite. I do not wish to thresh that subject out again,
but I will remind the hon. gentleman that the figures which
have been used by the member for Sonth Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) are based on reliable data supplied by
the officers of the Government themselves. Tnat is the
case also in regard to the lamentable failure of the
Government's policy in the North-West, and the hon.
gentleman may remember that the First Minister himself
expected that we would have had this year 400,000 or 500,-
000 souls there, whereas we had searcely 108,000. In the
Province of Manitoba, according to the calculation of the
First Minister, we should have had last year 45,000 or
50,000 people going into that Province, but the records
show that we only added to the population about 7,000.
Witb these records before us, and with the census which
was taken in 1885 and 1886, I think it is well for those hon.
gentlemen to leave that part of the speech of my hon. friend
alone, because it is unrefuted unless they can change the
statements which have been given to the country. 'Then,
the hon. gentleman referred to the question of taxation,
and he waxed very witty, or thought he waxed very witty,
as to the amount of sugar consumed by the people of this
country. He referred to the statement in the Blansard, and
my hon. friend asked him to read the context. He pro-
fessed to do so, and members on the other side cheered him.
The member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) is
correctly roported in the officiai debates with one exception,
It is stated that the amount of sugar consumed per head of
a family is 2 lbs. a day, and that the taxation is $5 per
annu.m. If the hon. gentleman had any knowledge at all
of finance, or if he were willing to bring that knowledge to
bear on this point, ho would know that, when the hon.
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member for South Oxford had stated that the amount of
taxation that would come from each head of a family on
the article of sugar would b $5 per annum, the amount
of 2 lbs. per day must be wrong, that it must be
and error either on the part of the Hansard reporter
or in the printing offlee. What the hon. member
for South Oxford said was not that the amount consumed
was 2 lbs. per day for each family, but 200 lbs of sugar
per annum, and that upon that the taxes would be $5.
If the hon. gentleman understood figures, if ho could grasp
the simplest arithmetical problem, ho would see that there
must have been a mistake in the calculation of the amount
of sugar consumed. Where is the laughter of hon. gentle-
men now ? They laughed at an error made by the Ransard
reporter or in the printing office ; they laughed at the fact
that the taxes on that amount of 2 lbs. a day for each
family would be $5 per annum, but I challenge that hon.
gentleman or any hon. gentleman to show that a family of
four or five persons do not pay that amount of taxes on
their sugar in the course of the year. It is estimated that
each person consumes 40 lbs. of sugar per annum. That,
with five in a family, would be 200 lbs. The hon. gentle-
man knows that 2j cents a pound, at least, is taken out of
the people for every pound of sugar that is consumed.
Why do not hon. gentlemen laugh now? The question was
not the amount of sugar which was consumed, but the
amountof taxes which was paid, and that was stated by my
hon. friend to be 85 per annum, and was so reported in the
fansard. I challenge the hon. gentleman to show
that it was any less. I need not follow him through
bis further statement, when ho attempted to be funny
again in reference to the cost of houses and barna.
lie ridicules the idea. Perhaps so, to hear these hon.
gentlemen opposite talk as they of ten do talk, about the
poor man not paying any taxes. This is the way they talk,
and they go on to legislate in order that the poor man may
escape taxes, they make him live the life of a pauper. If
ho settles in the North-West they do not allow him the
conveniences that a settler ought to have. Sir, the figures
are there, and lot them worry over them as they see fit.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). He thinks they use wooden
pegs.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I suppose ho would not have
them use iron eave spouts on their bouses, but mail a couple
of boards together and in that way run the water off. That
would be good enough for settlers in the North-West. Of
course, what are settlers in the North-West for, in
the estimation of hon. gentlemen opposite, except to
pay taxes, any way, and build up the Canadian Pacifie
Railway ? Then ho goes on and ho calis me by name, ask-
ing to be excused for having done so. I readily grant it.
He says I have stated in the House that our export trade
of maLufactures had diminished. He says his answer to
that is to be found in this fact that when Norwegians came
over to Nova Scotia they used to buy the old ships
and enter these in the Trade and Navigation Re-
turns and now they do not do that, and so that
accounted for the decrease of exports. The hon.
member for Halifax tells me that ho is not cognisant of
any Norwegians having bonght any old ships about Nova
Scotia, but of course that is a matter that the hon. gentle-
men may know themselves. I want to tell the hon. gen.
tleman that if ho means to say that that wholly explains
all the decrease in the exporta of manufactured goods, I
think ho will find that ho is entirely mistaken. Let him
look through the list and see the manufactured articles, the
export of which is being killed off by the National Policy
of bon. gentlemen opposite. I know that. I live in a city
where a large export trade had been done in a certain line,
whereas they are driven out to-day under the taxation of
hon. gentlemen opposite, and witholding the drawback that
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trade, and it is now about destroyed. And, Sir, that firm
to-day are the most ardent advooates of a policy of unre-
stricted reciprocity that will give them access to the
markets of the United States, not only where they may
have a chance to sell, but where they can buy the raw
material entering into their manufactures as cheaply as the
American manufacturers can buy, with whom they have to

. fight in Brazil, in Australia, in Hungary, Chili, and other
countries I could mention. Then ho thought ho was
making one point against my hon. friend, because ho
said the resolution ho had offered was a proposition to

- wipe out the manufacturers of this country, and
it was to save the distillers. Very well, that might
do for a little clap trap upon the public bastings,
with a not too intelligent audience before you, but one
would rather wonder to see a gentleman who has occupied

1 the position of Finance Minister, and who may, for aught
I know, be called upon to fill that position again, indulging

t in that kind of thing, in the Canadian House of Commons,
in the presence of the people's representatives. Why, Sir,
can ho not comprehend that resolution ? To save the dis-
tillers! Why, the very reason ho has asked that they be
left out is for the purpose of taxing them, not for the pur-
pose of protecting them at all; it is that they may bo
taxed, not that they may be protected, not that they may
be saved. Well, now, I think I have gone over all
the points except those that are recited in his amendmont--
I cannot remember all that was in it. I cannot be expected,
of course, to take up all those points and allude to them,
as it would ho impossible to remember all that
the hon. gentleman said. But I think ho bad
some reference to his deficit, and some boasting with
reference to the surpluses that they had had. It is
true they had a surplus, but that surplus was just so
much more money taken out of the pockets of the
people of this country, that ought to have been left in them.
It was just so much money taken from thora in order to
encourage a reckless Government and an extravagant
Government in going on to more recklessness and more
extravagance. I do not see the reason for boasting, it
sounds bad now, inasmuch as the hon. momber for South
Oxford showed, that unless there had been a peculiar
arrangement of accounts, differing from the arrangement
of accounts during some years past, the hon, gentleman
would have had to confess to a deficit this year, which ho
has, by the procoes described by my hon. friend, converted
into a nominal surplus, as ho calls it. fe stands with it now
staring him in the face, and I think ho was almost honest
enough to admit that in the years 1888-89, ho would pro-
bably ho called upon, even with the enormous rate of
taxation now burdening this country, to face a deficit of a
million dollars. Now, I am reminded that the hon.
member touched on the price of sugar. Well, Sir,
that was remarkable-the statement of the hon. gentle-
man with reference to the duties, that the people
are not taxed so much now because less duty is paid
on sugar than was paid under the old tariff. The hon.
gentleman knows that under the arrangement of his tariff,
sugar comes into this country in a raw state at a very ow
figure, while before, it came in refined, a large portion
paying this duty, and of course, the price being higher, there
was a larger revenue from it. But hon. gentlemen opposite
cannot claim that the people Of Canada are getting their
sugar as cheap now, under the tarif as arranged by the
hon. gentlemen opposite, as they could get sugar under a
tarif arranged similarly to that in force when my hon. friend
from South Oxford was Finance Minister. Sir, I make
bold to say, after due consideration on this subject, that I
believe the sugar duties could be so arranged as to leave a
protection to the refiners, and give to the people of this
country their sugar at as low a figure as they get it now,
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and next year put a million dollars extra into the treasuiry to
wipe out their expected deficit; and if they will goon the lines
followed by the hon. member for South Oxfor,-I do not
say follow them absolutely, but base an arrangement on
those line,-I will venture to say that they will accom-
plish that result. And they will accomplish more
than that, They will do away with the necessity of
that commission that is sitting to aseortain the
operation of this sugar combine and trust that the
wholesale mon, and other men engaged in the sugar trade,
bave entered into; they will find a remedy for this in a
moment, and avoid the necessity of sperding $6,000 or
87,000 in order to find out a remedy for the evil. If we, as
manufacturers, are taking advantage of the tariff, to take
more out of the people than we ought to-I say we, bocause
I am a manufacturer mysolf-if that be true it is the
bounden duty of the Government to reduce the taxation and
take away our power of doing se. That sugar duty could
be arranged by one stroke of a Finance Minister's pen so as
to deal successfully with this difficulty, and at once put an
end to this combine, and we woiuld do no injury tW the
wholesale merchants ecattered throughout the country.
Sir, I believe they have gone into this combine in order to
help themeelves, yet I will venture to say that to-day they
would rather have the privilego they had during the time
my bon. friend was in omoe, of going te markets of the
world and buying their sugar and standing their chance of
making thpir profits on it-they would rather do that than
to risk the profits they have now after they have entered
into their combines, tied down, as they are, te the demands
of the refiners, that can be madearbitrarily, and from which
they cannot release themselves, Sir, J give that to the hon.
gentleman with reference W ths sugar duty.

Mr. GIULLET. Io not te hon. gentleman himself a
member of combines?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I am a member of an asso-
ciation, if the hon. gentleman wants to know, and, Sir, I do
not feel that I am doing any wrong to the country. I hold
this, that if i am in an association that is taking any advan-
tage of the public, by means of this tariff, hon, gentlemen
opposite are recreant to their duty if they do not wipe out
the protection under which we are enabled to do it. That
is the hon. gentleman's answer. He wili find me frank in
stating the position that I am in, and, Sir, I do not claim
that 1 ara wrong. 1 only state this as a personal explana.
tion. I suppose the hon. gentleman can find out all about it,
if he likes to, and he is welcome to it. If there is anything
wrong in the position I ara in, I would like to know it,
for if i thought so I would get out of it. But if the
ion. gentleman thinks that I am tking an advantage
of the tariff, it i his bounden duty to urge upon the Govern-
ment that which will cure the evil. Wipe out your
protection, and open the markets of the world
to the people, and you will manage it very successfully.
With respect to the manufacture in which i am engaged
the difference between the cost of the raw material and the
price of the manufactured article does not give any great
amount of protection, and the manufacturera are met with
the competition of the world, as I hold should be the case
in regard t esugar and ail other articles consumed by the
people, and in regard te wiich they are taxed te an exor-
bitant amount. I proceed te notice a few stateaents made
by the Finance Minister in hie Budget speech. I notice
that the tables he gave seem te be pretty fairly prepared,
and for them I presume he assumme responsibility ; i do
net desire to criticise them, as they have already been criti.
oised by the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright), and I wish te leave them in that position. I
simply wish to re-enforze the statements made by that hon.
gentleman that the rate of taigation imposed athe
people is excessive, thmt ta hoa. gentleman hàas edonor-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant).

moualy last year to that taxation in the form of iron dutiun,
that he has also changed the duties on sugar so that the
treasury received something like three-quarters of a million
extra in taxes from the people. The Finance Minister was
honest enough to admit that with all the increased taxation
there is in Canada to-day depression in trade, that the progress
of the country has been checked, and to that checking of
progress and dulness of trade he attributed the loss of
revenue that has taken place and the probability of a defi-
oit. I was a little amused at the hon, gentleman. He is
of a happy turn of mind, ho is of a cheerfal spirit when on
the Treasury bonehes, but when in Opposition ho has a
long face and deplores and grumbles about the posi-
tion of the country. When seated on the Treasury
benches, however, ha feels that everything is all right.
He took a glance through the country and saw, what
we all very much regret, a failure of crops in Ontario,
which is a very serions matter for the whole country ; yet
he extracted consolation even out of that thought. ie said
that after all the short crop in Ontario was a blessing in
disguise because it would prevent over importation. The
short crop in Ontario is a blessing because the people are
too poor to buy the goods they bought before. I have
sometimes wondered how a large and kind hearted
gentleman such as ho is could heap burdens upon the
country without having twinges of conscience; but
the explanation is here. What the short crop did by
impoverishing the people and making them less able
to buy goods, which was in the hon. gentlemans
opinion a blessing in disguise, the Finance Minister accom-
plished by making them poor through excessive taxation,
thereby conferring a blesaing in disguise on the people
without their knowing it. That is the explanation of the
hon. gentleman's conduct, and we can now understand that
he is not so hard-hearted as we otherwise might think ho
is. I pass on to notice the increase in the national debt.
It must be alarming to the people of the Dominion to con-
template a net debt of $228,000,000. I am told, although
I have not seen the notice myself, that the Finance Minister
bas given notice of a resolution asking power to effect a
further loan of $:.5,000,000. The hon. member for South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) pointed out very clearly
the large expenditures we shall have to meet in the near
future, the great augmentation of the net debt that is taking
place, and that the time has arrived when if we cannot
reach the ears of the Government, we should reach the ears
of the people and lead them to put a stop to the further
accumulation of debt in the interests of the well-being of
this country. The Finance Minister while admitting
that there was somewhat of a depression to-day, went on to
point out that there were some directions in which there
was light, and tbat our trade was increasing in some
quarters. While there was a poor crop in Ontario he said
there was a good crop in Manitoba and the North-West, and
I very much rejoice in that fact. The hon. gentleman also
said there was a great increase in the West India trade, and
in order to prove that statement he gave the House some
statistics. I wish to call attention to those figures, because
I am unable to reconcile them with those I find in the
public docaments. The hon. gentleman said, at page 1085
of Ransard :

"I nfid that in 1878 the total value of the imports entered for con-
sumption froin all the West Indies was $L,181,728; and in 1866 it had
inreaed to $3,249,42."
He gave those figures as showing a gratifying increase in
the West India trade, a trade which the Government prided
themelveson developing. The figures quoted by the hon.
gentleman show an increase in the years mentioned of
42,067,914. But I deaire to ask the Minister of Finance why
he gave statistice afor the year 1886 and net these for 1881.
Surely whon we take statis of uither privte or publie
buainess we waat them for thepsesent year and ot fa
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lastyear. The hon. gentleman should have made his speech
last year-he is a year late. I will give the figures for
1887 instead-of 1886,1which in all fairness the hon. gen cle
mmn was bound te bave done ,if he wished the people t
thoroughly understand the question. I find by the Trad
and Navigation Returns for 1887 that the value of import
entered for bome consumption from the West Indies in
1878 was 81,033,849; 1887, 81,942,182, so that the increase
in the West Irdiesimport trade, during those nine years
was only 8908,33, but the Finance Minister, by selecting
1886, led the country to understand that the trade had in-
creased by over 82,000,000. The hon. gentleman further
saidi'

4 A regards the whole trade, both importe and exporte, I find that in
1878 the total value of these amounted to $4,689,473, in 1886 to $5,553,-
892.n

The Finance Minister thus gave the House to understand
that the total trade, exports and imports, had increased by
the value of $864,419. What are the facts ? If ho had
deait frankly with the House and had given us, as ho was
bound to give us, the figures for 1887, in reference
to this matter, as disclosed by Table No. 4, of the Trade and
Navigation Returns, that the total value of the imports
to the West Indies in 1878 amounted to $4,897,996, and in
1887, 64,017,593. Thus, Sir, instead of there being an in
crease in the total trade with the West Indies, as would
appear by the figures given us by the Minister of Finance,
there was a positive decrease in the total trade with the
West indies of $380,403. I think I am justified in bringing
that fact before the notice of the Finance Minister,
and in asking him to explain how it was that in
making his financial statement to this liouse and
protending to show the progress we in Canada were making
that ho should have gone back to 1886 and overlooked
the figures for 1887 which must have been before him?
The hon. the Pinance Minister was pldased to say that in
addition to develafing our West India trade we were also
developing our interprovincial trade, and he gave us figures
to show the increase of.trafflo over the Intercolonial Rail-
way, and pointed to that as an evidence of increased provin-
cial trade, I say here, as I said not long ago from my seat in
this House, that the hon. gentleman would not delight more
than i would delight if itwere possible for us, in a business
wuy, to increase our interprovincial trade. I said on a pre-
vious occasion, and I do not hesitate to say it now, that I
believe the Minister of Finance is the founder of the
National Policy, and has the honor of being its founder, if
there be any honor in it. I believe that one of the objects
of the National Policy, was as had been told us, if possible
to develop an interprovincial trade. He saw the necessity,
if we could not develop a foreign trade, to promote a trade
between ourselves. I would rejoice wita him if his figures
could h taken as indicating that between Springhill, Cape
Breton and Pictou, there could ho a legitimate interprovincial
trade, but I felt constrained to interject a question to the
Finance Minister, which ho was kind enough to answer at
the time. I did not wish to disconcert him during the pro-
gress of his speech, but I asked him if ho had a compara-
tive statement of the expenditure and receipta during this
period on the Intercolonal iRailway. He saidhe had not, but
that ho considered it was a matter of very small impor-
tance-I think those were his wcrds-in consideration of
the vast benefits that would flow to this country from the
encouragement of an interprovincial trade. Stili, Sir, I can
scarcely agree with him on that point. 1 ask the Finance
Minister die question : Can you not develop an interpro-
vincial trade to a muach greater extent than at the present
time, provided you run your Intercolonial Railway for
nothing; prôvided yon carry and lay down in the
Maritime Provinces flour for nothing. Then our friends
from the Maritime Provinces would buy all their flour
from us, aMd they would not import any American
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flour and pay taxes upon it as they do to-day. If you
r brinuy the Springhill mines ard tho Pctou and Crape
. Breton mines and lay their products down in my city, free
o of cost to me, then I will purchase those products, or let yo
e bring themoveryour railway, as fari as it cones, trec of'cost,
s and thon, Sir, 1 might be found usina them, and that may
n develop the trade. But where would be the savin, to the

country ? Why. Sir, you would be paying out (f the pockets
of the people of the country the expenses to run your road
We can only rejoice in a development of trado and commerce

- when ibat commerce is brought about legitimately, and
when it is not brought at tbe expense of taxes that are taken
out of the pockets of the people to pay.for losses incurred in
other directions.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Mr. Speaker, I had hoped
to have been able to conclude my remarks before the House
rose at six o'clock, but I found there were a few points I
desired to touch upon, having reference more particularly
to some of the statements that were made by the Minister
of Fîiance in the speech he delivered to this House. I have
discussed what I conceive to be the effect of the sugar du-
ties, and of our trade in that direction, and I would propose
now for a short time to consider the effect of the iron du-
ties that were proposed by the Finance Minister last Ses-
sion and from which he predicted such grand results would
flow. The question of the groat blessngs to ho derived
in this country from the imposition of duties upon iron has
been often pictured to us. As long ago as 1882 it was
brought positively before our mindasand the hon. Minister
of Finance, Sir Leonard Tilley, told us that the roason that
Parliament was prematurely dissolved was to give the peo-
ple an opportunity of pronouncing whether the National
Policy was the settled policy of the people of this country
or not. He told us that ho was in a position toe say that if
the people would endorse that policy in 188e that he knew
of millions of capital that was waiting ready to be invested
in the manufacture of iron in this country. The First
Minister, in speeches delivered throughout the country in
va!ious places, notably in the city of Toronto in 1882, during
the general election, stated that to bis own knowledgo such
was the case. I will not trouble you with long quotations
but I will just read you in a few sentences what ho said
upon one occasion :

"1 tell you-and this is not a matter of stposition but of cer-
tainty and knowledge on my part-that there are millions of dollars
waiting to be inve3ted in Canada; millions in England and large sumo
in ihe tUnited States waiting to corne to Canada, waiting tu be invested
in every kind ofindustry, in mines and in manufactures of every knd,
but the capitalits esay: Your Opposition say that your policy is only
the result or a temporary madness on the part of the peopte ini Canla
in 188 because times were bad then and that it wilI be reversed at the
neit election.",

He pointed out, Sir, in continuing, what the result would be
if the people supported his G'overnment and said that those
millions of dollars were waiting to develop our iron indus-
try if they did so. Nearly six years have elapsed since
then, and I would ask those gentlemen, who spoke of their
own knowledge, oftheir own certainty, not on supposition
at all as they declared; whether those millions of dollars
bave been invested ? The Government was sustained in
that election, the Government have been sustained in
an eleciion siice then, and I ask where are those
millions of dollars that wore to have been invested ?
But last Session the hon. the Finance Minister told
us that they had found out that this blessed po-
licy of theirs that was to build up-that was so com-
plote, and perfect, and harmonious in all its parts,
and that was working such wonders in this land, had
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one serious fault. They had discovered that the iron duties
were arranged on a wrong basis and that this was the ser-
ions trouble in this much belanded National Policy, that
was the mLodel of perfection itselt. H1e applied the remedy;
ho asked Parliament to give an incroase of taxes on iron
and that this would remedy the trouble. We had him pro-
phesying what would be the effect of this change. He said :
Allow the imposition of those duties on iron and you will
find blast furnaces springing up in those places immediately.
I am no prophet, ho said, and no son of a prophet, but I
venture to say that there will be found very great prosper-
ity in this country as a result of that policy. May 1 ask
the hon. Finance Minister to-night, a year after the impo-
sition of those duties, when we should have some promise
of the fulfilment of his prophesies, whether he can point to
any instances that prove that ho was a true prophet on
that occasion ? Although ho disclaimed to be a prophet or
the son of a prophet, ho was a prophet, Sir, but of a certain
kind. Now, the Book from which ho took that quotation
tells us about a class of prophets who existed in
other times and in another nation. They were
prophets of a people who were steeped in iniquity, who
wished to continue in thoir perverse ways, who did not
wish to be disturbed, and who said: " Prophecy unto us
smooth things, and they prophesied them." 1 think the
hon. gentleman might be classed among thoseo prophets. i
would not like to apply to him the term apjlied to them,
that of being false prophets; but ho seemed to be ready to
do what they did, and to prophecy unto us smooth tUiings.
Let the publie debt be heaped up, say they; let th taxes
be increased on the people, let there be a shrinkage in our
trade, let us draw closer the lines and restrict our commer
cir.l intercourse with other nations, let us cripple our indus-
tries and our resources; we are at ease in our beds; do not
talk about the accumulation of the debt; do not talk about
bad times; do not talk about mon being out of work or
about people leaving the country; do not disturb us in
our slumbers; they say: Prophecy unto us smooth things; and
the hon. gentleman doos so. Now, I would ask the bon. gentle-
man to-night to point ont some of the proofs of his prophecies.
Where are the blast furnaces which he said were to be
brought into existence ? I should like to know if there has
been one brought into existence. I would like to ask my hon.
friend from Carleton N. B., (Mr. Hcle) whether that
blast furnace in his county, whose lires were damped some
years ago, bas had them relighted. I would like to ask,
where are the blast furnaces at Cobourg, at Weller's Bay,
at Kingston, and at other places where the hon. Finance
Minister said they were going to spring up? le said,
there is only one thing in addition to these iron duties that
we require in order to have blast furnaces established at all
these points, and that is, to have the duty taken off anthracite
coal. A year ago that was done and yet there are [no blast
furnaces at Cobourg, at W eller's Bay, or at Kingston. I have
looked around the country, and I have failed to discover tbat
any great stimulus has been given to the industry, while the
iron duties imposed at that time have borne doown heavily
on the agricultural classes. The bon. Finance Minister
told us that certain factories had increased their output. I
will not challenge all the statements ho made, Lut I wili
refer to a sample of them. I an not blaming the Finance
Minister, who I believe was misled, but I blame the gentle-
men who gave him the information. Hie told us that a
wood screw factory was being erected in liamilton that was
not employing, but-the language was very guarded-to bo
capable Of employing 400 hands. I think I am correct in
what I am about to say, but I shall be very happy to be
corrected if I am wrong. He told us that that was a new
industry ; but my impression is that that wood screw lactory,
that was to be capable of employing 400 bands as the effect
of these iron duties, is the same factory that was located in

Mr. PrIIasoN (Brant).

the town of Dundas, five miles distant from Hamilton, for
years and years, and was only removed to iHamilton.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. For twenty years.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Long before the National

Policy was thought oi, that factory was in existence in
Dundas, and as a mat ter of convenience, as a botter shipping
point I suppose, it was removed to Hamilton. I think Iam
correct in that statement; if I am not, the hon. Finance
Minister will correct me.

Mr. BROWN. I should like to correct the hon. gentle.
man, if I am in order. Tbe hon. gentleman is correct to
some extent, that the screw factory, a amall concern, had
been in existence in Dundas for some time, and did remove
its machinery to Hamilton. But this establishment which
has been organised in Hamilton is eight or ten times the
size of the one that was in Dundas, and its creation is
entirely a result of the tariff that was adopted at the last
Session ; and had that tariff not been adopted that large
factory would not have been orected in the city of Hamilton
or anywhere else. It is entirely due to the tariff adopted
last Session that that large establishment is now in successful
operation, giving employment to some 400 or 500 hands.

Mr. SOXERVILLE. MUr. Speaker-
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). Perbaps I may be permitted

to a word of explanation.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. member for South Brant has

the floor.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As these hon. gentlemen
live in the town of Dundas, and are conversant with all the
circumstances, I am quite willing that they should state
the facts, because I would be glad to know whether this
is a new industry or not, and to what extent it has
benefited by the iron duties.

Mr. SPEAKER. It will leai to four or five explanations
of the samo kind, and I think it would be better, and
expedite business, if the hon. member proceeded with his
speech.

Sir RIcIIARD CARTWRIGIT. May I call your
attention to the fact that the hon. member for Hamilton
(Mr. Brown) chose to intervene and interrupt my bon.
friend, and thereby induced this reply. Now, he ought not
to have been allowed to speak, or else I think the hon.
member for Wentworth should be allowed to speak.

Mr. SPEAKER. I would have stopped him at once,
but the hon. member for Brant seemed to ho willing to
have that interference.

Sir RICHARD CAIRrWRIGHT. He iswilling that the
hon. member for Wentworth should speak.

Mr-. SPEAKER. Yes; but if we go on in that way, we
shail have four or five speaking on the same subject.

Mr. SOMERVILLE. The reason I was willing to give
way was that the bon. member for Wentworth represents
Dundas. I do not represent it, but I know all the facts,
and i would just say-

Mr. SPEAK ER. I would interrupt the hon. gentleman.
These statements wili 'very weil come after the hon.
member for South Brant has concluded his speech.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Well, I think thelouse is pretty
well seized of the fact. At any rate, the hon. Finance Min-
isi er bas been misled as to this being a new industry, started
under the stimulating influence of the tariff, and it is pos-
eible that the gentleman who gave the explanation is the
same one who gave the information to the hon. Finance
Minister, and it would be natural that he should wish to
make the best of the case. These cases which are given of
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manufacturer@ sending in their own statements about their
output being s much greater than before, and all that kind
of thing, really do not prove anything. We are capab!e of
using business arguments, and determining for ourselves as
business men what the effect would be; and to speak of an
increased number of bands in my factory or your factory or
anybody else's, proves nothing in an argument of this kind.
It is quite possible that there might be, in these cases,
something such as there is in the city of Toronto. If you
consider the manufacturing industries located there, and
say, in such a year, only a few years ago, there wore only
@o many factories in existence, but to-day there are so many,
hon. gentltmen would say they are the effect of the National
Policy. Some of the factories are not theeffect of the National
Policy, but were in existence years before the imposition of
the National Policy, and were simply transf.irred from one
city to another. Cases of that kind continually oifer tnem-
selves; and they were thus transferred, not under the stimu-
lating influence of his National Policy but of the bonuses
offered by rival towns. For instance, I[need refer, as an
illustration of this statement, to the offer male lately of a
bonus of $30,000 by the town of St. Mary's to a factory in
Paris, to induce the proprietors of that factory to remove
their establishment to St. Mary's; and should that offer be
accepted, no doubt some hon. gentleman opposite will claim
the establishment of that enterprise in the latter town as
due solely to the National Policy.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I do not want to interrupt
my hon. friend, but I would like to ask him whether the
National Policy and the bonuses had not something to do
with each other ? Doos he think the bonuses would have
been given but for the National Policy ?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I will answer the hon gen.
tleman. I believe that in that particular case, the effect of
his tariff has not been to stimulate that industry to that
extent, as I was able to show when the reciprocity debate
was before the House; I gave the testimony of the manu-
facturera in that line given before the committee of this
louse in 1876, in which they declared that the increase in

the tariff would be injurious instead of beneficial to them.
But the National Policy has had this effect, that manufac-
tories have been transferred, by means of the bonues, from
one place to another; and I tell the hon. gentleman further,
that one other effect of the National Policy has been this:
Whether that effect las been good or bad I will not stop
now to argue, but one effect has been to concentrate num-
merous small establishments into a few large ones. Take,
or instance, the large boot and shoe manufacturers. You

will find that they employ a large number of bands, but
how does that come about ? Io it that there are so many
more men employed making boots and shoes than for.
merly ? I think you will agree with me that there are not,
but yon will find that where formerly boot and shoe
makers were widely distributed and employed men in their
own shops-each boot and shoe maker employing in his
own shop, in his own town or village, several apprentices-
to-day the large factories have absorbed these smaller in-
stitutions, and the men who were formerly employed in
emaller shops now have to turn to something else or to go
into the large factories. You cannot say, therefore, that
these factories are the effect of the National Policy, but yon
must trace them directly to the combining of the small
shops into large factories. I have always made these state-
mente with the reservation that I am willing to be cor-
rected if wrong, and I make them to-day under the same
reservation. but I have asked, time and again, hon. gen-
tlemen to point to me a single manufacturing industry now
in existence in this country, that was not in existence
years before the National Policy came into effect at all.

Mr. HERSON. Mr. Speaker-

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman must allow the
hon. member for S:uth Brant to proceed with his speech.

Sir RICIIAR D CAR'WRIG lIT. The bon. member for
Wentworth was not allowed to interrupt, and, as a matter
of course, the hon. member fa>r North Perth must not object
to the same raie being applied to him.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would have been quite
willirg to allow the hon. gentleman to interrupt, but aq I do
not intend to ocupy the time of the House long, lie will
have the perfect right to rise tafter I have fiîs ed, and
enumerate the numerous industries which have boon star'ted
after the National Policy, that ho knows of. I have doubted
that there are any, but, if hon. gentlemen op)posite say tlhere
aie any, I have asked then frequently to namo them That
there are more factories to day in existonce, nore woolleu
mils, muoe cotton mils, and more factoiues of that kind, I
do not deny.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I do.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But can it be expected that
the country is to go on increasing in population, and hon.
gentlemen opposite will suroly not urge that we have not
increased somewhat, though at a slower pace than we should
have increased -and that there should not, in the natural
order of progress, be also an increase in thesedifferent kinds
of manufactories? But in order that bon. gentlemen
opposite may establish the claim they urge on behalf of the
National Potlcy, they mist prove that industries are to-day
in existence in Canada which were not in existence before
the National Policy was adopted. Sir, thegreat manufactur-
ing industries of this country were in existence years before
these hon. gentlemen attained the Treasury benches the
second time. Years before that, the manufactures of Can-
ada were exhibited at the Centennial Exhibition of Phila-
delphia and challenged there the admiration of' the world ;
and as the result of the display our Canadian manufacturers
there made and which attractod the attention of the people
of Australia and Europe, a foreign trade sprung up in
those industries which still continues, and [ believe a
Jarger trade would have been promoted between Canada
and the outside worid bad not these manufacturers been
restricted and burdenied by the imp>widon of the National
Policy. I ask hon. gentlemen opposite to point to a
new industry which bas been brought into existence by the
National Policy. Take the census of 1871, taIre the census
of 1881, or take any tables you may know of, of a later
date, and point to me any new industry started since the
National Policy. I will not deny that you may find some,
but I venture to say that the lines will ho very few and very
difficult to name. I was told once by a gentleman, when I
put this question on the publie plattorm, that there was a
pin factory started in Gait and that such a factory was un-
known in Canada before the adoption of the National
Policy. I accepted his etatement, but I was corrected after-
wards by a gentleman who stated that years before the
National Policy came into force there was a pin factory in
existence somewhere else in Canada. Another gentleman
stated that the electro-plate business was brought into exist-
ence in Iamilton by the National Policy. I was not able
to contradict that statement, but my impression is that
there was one established in Canada before the adoption of
our protective tariff. Therefore, these glorious prophecieâ,
those grand, proud swelling words, which are uttered by
Ministe, s and their supporters, are mere sound and fury,
and carry no argument, unleàs those gentlemen are able to
point to the case of any new industries which have been
started into eistence by our National Policy. Letthese hon.
gentlemen look over our census of 1871, and they will find
that all these various ind ustries about which we now hear
se mach, were in existence in this country then and pros-
pering. I wish just to refer briefly to a statement that was
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made by the Finance Minister, and which afforded me some
pleasure. I was pleased to hear him state that while he
irmposed an additional duty of $2 44 per ton on pig iron the
price had only increased $1.25 per ton and ho argued from
that that the manufacturer in Canada had not availed him-
self of the full amount of duty, but that thehforeign manufan-
turer in order to get his goods in Canada had to lower
his prices. I think the facts hardly bear out that
statement. I have not got access to the papers
from which the bon. gentleman quoted. Ho selectel
the months of December and February, but I thought it
would be as good a test as any, and I think the bon. gertle-
man will agree with me in this to take the figures from the
London Economist. These figures are pretty reliable as a
rule, and taking their quotations on pig iron for the month
of March, 1888, and the corresponding month of March,
1887, they show the following exports from Great Britain
to British North America :-In March, 1887, the export
was 1,252 tons of pig iron, valued at $3,492; in 1888 the ex-
port was 1,877 tons, or a larger inport in 1888 after the
imposition of the high duties, and the value of that was
84,69. I call the attention of the Finance Minister to this
fact, that in 1887, that iron averaged per ton, as quoted in
the London Economist, £2 15s. 9½-., while the quotations of
March, 1888, are £2 Ps. 5d.; so there you find a roduction
in tþe price in tho old country, in Britain, of something like
$1.52 on jron, and if you add to that the 81.2. that the
Finance einister admits it has to pay hore, you have an in-
crease of 82.77, provided the price of iron had not fallen in the
old country market. I have not got the same months the
Finance Minister had ; I have not any access to them, butl
have taken March, 1bb8, and compared that with the corres-
ponding week in 1887,which I think isjust as fair a compari-
son. Now having spoken wiîth reference to the question cf
iron, and the duty on iron, and what it bas failed to do in
its effect on manufactures, notwithstanling the grand pro.
mises we had held out to us, I wish to ask the attention of
the House for a few moments to another point on which
the Minister congratulated tho House, as being part of bis
policy, and that was when, iii his round, swelling tores, he
declared that the polcy of this Governnent was to protect
the labor interests of ihe country, to protect the aitisau,
the mechanic, the workingmao, that their interests had been
tken under the fatberly care of this Governmenit. Well,
Sir, I charge that that is just what this Government have
not done. They have protected the manufaeturers, or tley
have sought to proteut the manufacturers, but I deny most
emphatiially that they have given any protection to labor
at all. Ithink I cati demonstrate that, instead of granting
any protection to labor, they have discriminated a ainst
labor, they have oppressed labor, they have brought unjust
çompetition to bear against labor in tbis country. Why,
the very tables the Finance Minister gave us to show the
inorease in the output of the Londonderry works as the rc-
sult of bis tariff, if I understand bis tables aright, though
lis figures are rather confused, demonstrate, if you go into the
éalculation,that while there are more bands employed i n those
Loüdonderiy iron woiks, the ra te of wages pur haund is les
than it was before. What dos Ibo workingman foul in
reference to this matter? Is it any bent fiL to a mecharic to
kn w that the shop in which ho works is somewhat en-
larged, and that other mechanies are found by bis side,
bronght as it may be from Germany, from England or from
the U nited States, to work at the same wage-, or to lower the
wages which he bas received ? What the mechanie and the
laboring man want is not work for more mechanics. The
country, as a whole, may benefit by an increased number of
mechanics, but the interest of the laboring man and the
mechanic of Canada is that bis condition shall be imprted
and his wages raised, and he does not consider that ho is
benefited by a policy which bririgs in other hrt-sans, o îî
that he hns to work for 1ess wages, and I think it is proved

Mr. PATERSO 4(Brant).

by the tables of the hon. gentleman himself that this le
what the Government have done. What have the Govern.
ment done in reference to the protection of Tabor ? They
have, as my hon. friend from SoUth Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright) has pointed ont, taxed the workangman upon
everything almost that he consumes. There is earcelfah
article which ho needs in his household, or for tbie use of
bis family, or for bis own use, that is not heavily taxed; but,
in regard to what he has to seli, his labr, have tbiey
protected his labor? No, but they have taken tates
out of the public treasury of this conntry, taxes that in
part were paid by these hard-working, industrious mechi-
nies, and have given them to mechanics in England and
other countries to help to pay their passages to Canada io
lower the wages of the mechanics who are working in our
factories. That is the way in which those hon. gentlemen
protect our labor. It would be ainusiig, if it did rot
raise a feeling of indignation, to hear an hon. gentleman
professing to speak of protecting labôr, wben ail the effect
of his policy is to burden the mechanic with fresh taxes
and compel the mechanic not only to contend againit
the labor market of the world, but also to take tlhe
taxes which ho has contributed in part and þppfy
them to the purpose of enabling other mechanies to
corne here and lower the wages which he was receiv-
ing before their advent into this country. The iáb.
gentleman epoke as to the condition of the manutactureis,
and there has been a great deal of symp4thy expressed
on account of the manufacturers. What js the coU-
dition of the manufacturers in this country to-ay ? Of
course there are manufacturers and manufacturersi.
Some of them, I suppose, are doing fairly weil;
sorne, I suppose, are doing very well; but so-ne
are do-ng very ill indeed. That will always ba thé
case. Fortunate circumstanees may perhaps attend onb
man's ventures which may be absent from another's, ab
that under any tariff some men *iIl pro8per in busine5s
while others may not; but take tÈade ls a Wh'ole-ah l I
call the attention of the Finane "Minièter to ,iis, because
he stated in his speech to us last year what I believe to be
a truth, and I like to quote truth whenever it is stated by
the Finance Minister, and ho saw us a public man, and knew
what he was giving utterance to a year ago, and that was
that production in manufactured goods in this ecountry had
about overtaken consumption. He Was within the mark
that time. Sometimes ho is charged with overshooting thb
mark, but ho was within the mark that time. Production
has not only overtaken consumption, it las done more, It
has outrun consumption, and, as a result,'ybu have found
men who, in order to save their capital, in order to aave
their resources, have found themselves under*the necessity,
as they considered, to band themselves together ih trder to
restrict production and to keep up the price, whiëh of course
means a hardship to the consumer. The'hon.*gentlemaIn
recognised that, and ho suggested that it would be thetihty
of the Government, and ef every 'Government under thie
circumstances, to look abroad and to use every energy they
were possessed of to open up new and foreigun markets
which might takie the surplus bf lir inarifcturëe;
and ho told us that the Government had sent commissiors
to varions countries, to the Ar entine repubile, and ho
Brazil, and to other countries, to open up additiotial tratie.
But no result has come from those efforts. I thihk a com-
missioner was sent to Australia, but I am afraid that noth-
ing has resulted from that either. But, wbile the hon.
gentleman admits the absolute necessity that our mannuft-
turers should have largerfields in which to operate, he telle
us that he is an avowed opponent of any scheme to open'a
market of 60,000;000 of people at our own doors or to giye
our manufacturers a chance to open that market. Why,
instead of sending co iihlfferl to heeedaliftSotaffries,
does he not himself, with tenfotd the ability of the men he
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has sent there, to to the neighboring republic, to the capi. is equally laudable to maintain those principles in all their
tai of the United States. to which ho was invited to go purity when occupying this seat. I would remind him
where he-was told that they were ready to treat on a basis that it would bo only a proper thi-, in maintaining those
of larger comniercial relations with us, and sec if ho could fixed principles, if gentlemen, having that sonse ot honor of
open dip the narkets of that great cons;uming people of the way in whieh public businesis hoiuld be conducted, would
sixty millions? Our manufacturers may be timid. Capital be willing, in rakingr an ap)eal to the eloctorate of this
is always timid. Our manufacturers may dread radical country for a renewal of their confidence, to go before that
changes, bnt, as the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir electorate and say: Gentlemen, theso are our principles,
Richard Cartwright) bas pointed out, what tho manu!ae- this is our p>licy, these are our acts, this is what we bave
tarers of Caada have to be anxions about is this, that, as done; judge whether wo have bon faithful stewards ofyour
soon as the United States are able to roduce their duties affairs; in your hands we leave the decision of this case.
on raw material, or to wipe thom out altogether, as they We have empanellel yoii as a jury, and to your verdict
soon will beable to do in view of their overfiowing treasury, we will bow. Sir. gentlemen of fixed principles, gen.
then the Canadian manufacturer will be subjected to a tlemen who will trust to their principlos and believe
closer, a keerrer, a stronger competition than ever before. that they are right, would not hesitate for a moment to go
That, Sir, 'being thq case with the American manufac- to the country under such circumstances. But bave these
turer, and that being the case with our manufacturer, under gentlemen opposite evor dared to) go to th3 country on thoir
the pôlicy of expenditure that has ben followed by these principles ? Have they over dared to g>to> thoantry and
hon. gentlemen, they will tell you that the maintenanco of fiht their opponents iii a fair tic! t with no favor ? No, Sir,
high taxes upon their raw material would place them at a the records ofthis counLry sh.ow no%. Sir, gentlemnof tixod
di-d7vantage in their own country, to say nothing of tho orýnciples ought nover to conde-scerid to such a:ts as the
absolate disadvyantage fbst they would be under competing Gerry mander Act, as the Franchise Act, as the lRevising Bar-
with the Amerians in other parti of the world. Now, Mr. rister Act, as the Returning Offi'er Act, if they folt strong,
Speaker, uipjiose we eave the subject of trade, and finance, and confident that they were virtu >us in their prin-
and figures, which aire dry, and disouss lofty and exalted ciples. Sir, I am afraid there bas been a de.
principles. We had a little novelty of that kind the other parture from fixed principles on the part of mora.
day whep theFinance Minister did so. The Finance Minis- bers of the Cabinet-though undoubtely their sole
tér loft bff his discussion of trade and commerce in order to desire in set king to attail that position was not to
read lon. gentlemen on the Opposition side of the House a remain there a day, or a yenr, but simply to givo effeot to
lecture as Iohow thèy ought to bebave themselves. Ie was prirnciples that they bellevud in. Niy hon. f iiend baside me
kind éboï'gh to tei us that a party, in seeking to obtain siys, and I believe that is true, that, pe3rhaps, with thomu
power, should only seek power for the sakeofthegoodtbey there is one grand, oversbadowinig principle, which out-
wotild be ble to do When they got there, for the sako of weighs all other considerations to which they may bow,
giving effect to their principles; that if a party sought to and that it is their findaimeital prirciplo to cling to office,
attain power simply for the sake of holding and cxcrcising no matter by what inoans, or undor what circumstances.
power, it was a most unworthy, a most base thing. But then my hon. friend the Finance Minister will not
Sir, I agree with him. It was refreshing to hear senti- tay that that is a high and lofty )rino ple. le will not stand
monts so grand from the Finance Minister-not that I on the podestal that he did the othferday, when delivering a
mean to say he is incapable of feeling them, but ho las to lecture to gentlemen on this mide ' thio lluse. Well,
deal so much in a hard, matter of fact region, that ho doos now let as examine and soc what are the fixed prin-
not often soar into the region of fixed principles. But 1 cipleS of the piarty oppoite. Vhat is their policy ? I
would like to ask him this question, agreeing with him in remember la't year erd iho yeir heore, gentlemen on
that: if it be proper for a party, in seeking to attain power, this side of the Ilouse hatd a fixed poley on a parti-
to do so with a single eye to carrying ont their principles, cular question, that it was the duty of theý Federal Govern-
and giving effeoct to them, whether he does not think it mont to allow the Provincial Governrnernts t) exorcise thoir
would bea good plan for a party. ater they have attained undoubted rights within their coristitutional sphore; and,

to retain their principles while thay romain in office. therefore, they moved a resolution eonsuring the disallow.
I think that wnld be well. Now, we cannot tell exactly wbat anee of Manitoba railway charters by the gentlemen who
th'hon. geiflemian's principles were when lie was strug- are in power. Well, Sir, we were answered by bon. gentle-
liig for power; but let me ask him, in all frankness, Has men opposite: We will not consent to the abandonment of
e held on to his fired principles since he got in ? It seems the disallowance policy, we wilt not consent to allow iani-

tô me, Mr. Speaker, that there bas beon a deþarture from toba to charter rai lways that will tap the Canadian Pacifie
seound princile by eue or other of the gentlemen opposite, Railway an 1 divert the trade of our great North-West into
who* 'Seo a Tupper and a McLelau sitting in the same Amorican channels. They pointed out to us that millions
GCbiétit I think there mtst be. I cannot conceive, my- and tons of milliins of dollars of the taxes of the people of
self, that onegentleman who denounced dnotiiras the high the older Provinces had bee expended in building that
piiest'of corruption, who pictared him as robbirrg his-follow road, and it was not in the interest of the Canadian Pacifie
lihsséegèrs ' ith 'false arms in a stage cohoh-I cannot Railway, it was not in the interost of the oider Provinces,
believe ft p ible that these two mon were honest at that that disallowance should be abandoned, and they would not
Iifie, and n be fóund sitting in the same Cabinet together cease their rights, as they claim to bave the right, to
to-day, Ùnlés there has been a departure from principle on disallow the charters and tbus prevent our trade from being
t e part of otde drthe other. I will do the Finance Minis- diverted. Well, there was their poticy, fixed and unalterable,
ter the crédit of saying this, though, that -he did not seek a a year ago. Where -re they tw-Jy? The very same gontle-
seIt in the Cabinet with the hon. member for Colchester, mon have now on the r> tico paper a r,ýo>lution to be
(Ir. McLetan), but the member for Colchester sought, and offered by the Finance Miniter himself, by which ho wiil
wua whiiinrto accept, a seat in the Cabinet aide by side ask the assenut of tIis louse, n'.L only to permit Manitoba
with this Qentleth n that he had thus described. I am to charter railways to take the traffile of the North-West,
"lfriid there has been adeparture from principlesomewbere. to carry it into Amorican channels, but that we shall

oi 'v7'old like the hon. gentleman, when lecturing this sideof guarantee the interest fur f>à years on $15,000,000 to the
lhe Rblude, toreinember that while it is-a high, and alofty, Canada Pacific RtilwayCompary. This is the fixed principle
and a proper thing teobe actuated solely by a desire te mair- ef hon. gentlemen oppoisite. Why, they had a fixed principle
tain principles when striving for the Treasury benches, it in reference to this National Policy, to the industries of the
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country that were to be protected. Among them was to be
protected the great tree, fruit-growing, and nursery interest,
which, tbey claimed, bas sprunx up in this country as one of
the beneficent results of their National Policy. Well, Sir,
what is the fact ? We had one day the First Minister and the
Minister of Justice rising and declaring that though the
Americans had put these articles upon their free list, and
though we had a statutory officer upon our books, saying if
they did that we would do the same with their products,
these bon. gentlemen said they would not do it, that
tbey had the liberty to select wbat they saw fit, that
they would not consent to do it, that it would be trrason-
able to the interests of the country to do it. Within
one short week the hon. the Finance Minister came
down and said that that was ail wrong, that already an
Order in Council bad been issued placing those articles
upon the free list, where they remain to.day. One of the
fixed principles of hon. gentlemen opposite has been that
Canada must not discriminate against the mother country.
Yet in that very Order in Council they discriminated
against the mother country by declaring that those articles
might come in free from the United States but not free
from the land against which they wouid on no account dis-
criminate. They had also a fixed policy in regard to the
manner in which they would deal with the liquor traffic.
The hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) and the
First Minister put their heads together and a Bill was in-
troduced know as the McCartby Act. What was the result ?
They abandoned that principle, I will not say voluntarily,
but they had to abandon it after an appeal to the highest
judicial tribunal of the Empire. Their fired principle of
dealing with the liquor traffle is a thing of the past and ail
that remains of it is in the shape of taxes to the extent of
nearly a quarter of a million to pay for the blunder
the Government committed at that time. Then they
had until a short year ago a decided policy and
principle in dealing with the Americans and our fish-
ories. They were not to be allowed the use of our
fisheries on any consideration ; the Treaty of 1818 was to be
entirely carried out ard we were to uphold our rights. Less
than a year ago the Minister of Finance went to Washing-
ton und arranged a tretty hy which under certain con-
ditions the American 3wou'd be permitte to enjoy every
privilege that hon. gen emen opposite declared Canada
would never consenit to aecept. I amnot finding fault with
the fisheries treaty, it is not necessary for the purposes of
my argument, but I am simply pointing out that one year
the Government had a fixed policy and were determined to
carry it out, and in fact did carry it out, in such a manner
that the Finance Minister has declared that it produced a
feeling of irritation in the United States that led us to the
borders of war, and yet now we find an abandonment of
all those contentions, ail done it is said for the sake of peace.
The Finance Minister himself had a policy last year with
respect to the United States, and he was not disturbed by
the prospect of what was known as the Retaliation Bill be-
ling passed in the United States. Some foars were expressed
in regard to the results that might follow f rm rou-inter-
course with our neighbors, and it was thought it would
prove very injurious, but the hon. gentleman could even
see in that Bill, as he saw in the poor crop in Ontario, a
blessing in disguise. The wholeoutlook was notdark, there
was a silver lining to the cloud, and he went on to picture
the silver lining and it appeared tof be not a silverlining but
the bright cloud itself, and the non.intercourse would be in
Canadian interests. What were the hon. gentlcman's state-
ments in regard to that non-intercourse Bill, as given to us
last year ? He said then :

"Non-intercourse would build up Montreal, Quebec, St. Andrews and
St. John, &c., with a rapidity which the people of this country can
scarcely undersLand."D

1fr. PATERSoN (Brant).

That certainly would not be a bad result. Oities could
not be built up except by providing employment for the
people and giving a stimulus to trade generally. Hon.
gentlemnen opposite claimed it was part of their policy to
build up great cities, and the effect of passing a non-inter-
course Bill on the part of the United States would be that
our cities would be built up with a rapidity we could
scarcely understand. What more did the bon. gentleman
say ?

" Non-intercourse would lead England to put on differential duties ou
grain to such an extent as would vivify the industries of this country,
eepecialiy the great farming indnstry of this country, toaua extent
whch would make the moat marvelloas change in tLi Dominion."

If the resuit would be that it would advance our agri-
cultural interests to such an extent as to produce a
marvellous change in their favor non-intercourse would be
ot great benefit to us, and it would not be a eloud with a
silver lining but a cloud white altogether with perhaps a
dark rim. Yet this was the fixed principle which hon.
gentlemen opposite declared a year ago, but within a year
the Finance Minister comes to this House and declares that
if the non-intercourse Bill had been put into effect it would
bave been the most disastrous thing that could have
happeoed to Canada, and one of the great objects in
surrendering what we did surrender to the United States
of the fisheries was almost necessitated by the state of
public opinion over there, owing to the policy we had
pursued and to the danger that they might put into effeot
that very non intercourse, which, according to the hon.
gentleman's statement last year, would bave been fraught
with blessing to us. I think, therefore, we may fairly ask
hon. gentlemen opposite when tbey read us lectures with
regard to having fixed priniples, to be themselves consistent
not only in their utterances but also in their actions, because
I would venture to propose this question: What principle ais
there that has been held by the party which occupies the
Treasury benches which they are not ready to sacrifice if
necessary in order to hold their present seats ? Theirs
bas been a changing and a vacillating course, their pro-
mises have been broken and violated, their pledges have
not ben kept, they have nt succeeded in giving that pros-
perity tu the country which they promised that the country
shou J onj>y. They to-day sit there with all their predic-
tions.à not only unfalfilled but with many of them looked
upon in the light of events that have transpired as having
been perfectly ridiculous in their nature and in their ex-
pression, if I might ho permitted to use language as strong
as that without giving offence ta hon. gentlemen opposite.
But it is not too strong language to use when we look at
their prediction of immigration into the North-West, when
we read the predictions of the First Minister endorsed by
the Finance Minister, given five, six or eight years ago
and look at the actual result to-day, and on comparing them
the question will force itself upon all minds. Can those hon.
gentlemen have ability sufficient to manage a great and
prosperous people like the people of Canada when they are
unable to gauge with greater accuracy the state sud condi-
tion of this country and the results likely to follow from
the course and policy they are initiating ? I will touch for
a few moments on that which the hon. the Finance Minister
has been pleased to terni a new principle and new policy
that we were grasping at. Several hon. gentlemen have
pleased to tell us this and in the same breath have quoted
the speech of the late leader of the Opposition (Mr. Blake)
in which be stated that one of the settied principles of the
Liberal party was to secure reciprocal trade relations with
our neighbors to the south. We are told it is an entirely
new principle, and the Postmaster General was pleased
to tell us that the resolution offered by the member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) was annexation
in dieguise. He ses ho tolag us, a suakre in the
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resolution, and he seems to imply that this is a party ready
and anxious to promote annexation with the United States.
I do not think there is any neoessity for saying things that
are offensive in their nature when it is not at ail necessary.
What right had he to charge any such sentiments or the
holding of any such sentiments upon gentlemen on this aide
of the House? Did he produce a tittie of proof that the
great Liberal party that were represented in that resolution
by the mover, have ever advocated annexation to the
Inited States ? Why; no, Sir, he did not. He would have

failed of proof, and Isay that I am only tempted to mention
this fact because the hon. gentleman has provoked it by
seeking to fasten the charge upon theLiberal party of this
country, that they desired a severance of the political rela-
tions that bind them to the mother land. I only allude to the
fact that if he wants to find the annexation party he would
find it in days gone by, not in the ranks of the Liberal party,
but in the ranks of the party he himself belongs to to-day.
He would have found men prominent in the party with
which he is connected, in high places in the State and in
high places in the mother land advocating annexation,
Therefore, before he attempts to make an insinuation, or to
make a statement of that kind, he should make himself
aware of the history of this country, and know what the
history of the political parties of this country has been. I
hold in my hand what purporta to be the annexation mani-
festo of 1849. It is said to be reprinted from the original
pamphlet with the names of the signers. I have not time
to read it, but I will read you the 6th article. and what does
it Eay:

Of all the remedies that have been suggested for the acknowledged
and insufferable ills with which our country is afflicted, there remains
but one to be considered. It propounds a Fweeping and important
change in our poltical and social condition, involving considerations
which demand our most serious examination. This remedy consists in a
friendly and peaceful separation from British connection and a union
upon equitable terms with the Great North American confederacy of
sovereign States."

I find, Sir, appended to that document such names as "J. J.
C. Abbott," I find the name of " John Rose," I find the name
" D. L. Macpherson." Will the hon. gentleman answer if he
has ever known any persons bearing those names or any
names having before them those initials ? and if he has I
would suggest that ho would confer with them and ask them
whether they are the individuals who signed their names
to that document, the sixth article of which I have read to
this House ? If ho finds they are the same gentlemen then
I would ask him in very modesty, before ho levels charges
of treason and rebellion against thisa ide of the House, that
he should take care that bis own skirts, and the skirts of
his own party are clean in this matter. In the course of the
debate which took place on unrestricted reciprocity, we
were told by the hon. the Finance Minister in his speech
the other night that there was a certain gentleman who
came from the United States and sought to place himself at
the head of the Liberal party, to carry ont the principle of
commercial union. He gave us the name of that individual. He
Eaid it was Mr. Wiman. He said Mr. Wiman wus a gentleman
of large means- and the Finance Minister seemed to speak
feelingly and knowingly when he said it was a great ad-
vantage to a party to have a man of large means connected
with it. My friend from South Grey (Mr. Landerkir) said:
" Like Sir Hugh Allan." What made him make that in-
terjection ? I will let him explain himself. But the
Finance Minister understood the advantage of it. The hon.
gentleman was pleased to say also that Mr. Wiman wus a
man of great ability and acknowledged power as well, and
that he had come here to attempt to put himself at the head
of the Liberal party and to lead the Liberal party to adopt
commercial union. lie told us also that the member for
West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) was too much for the gentleman
from New York, and that he had got the botter of Mr.
Wiman, with ail hie wealth, snd ail hisability, snd that ho

had rescued the Liberal party from Mr. Wiman's leader-
ship, and had thus saved the ship of the Liberal party from
being dashed into pieces on the rocks of commercial union,
but only to ho stranded on the shoals of unrestricted reci-
procity. I know nothing of Mr. Wiman myself. I am a
humble member of the Liberal party sometimes con-
sulted with, sometimes knowing what is going on
within the ranks, and perhaps knowing as much of
what goes on as the hon. the Finance Minister himself.
Not that I claim to have any great intelligence or influence
but simply from the fact that we would not consider him
as trusted a member to admit to the caucuses even with all
bis ability, as I am myself. I am not aware that Mr. Wiman
ever attempted to set himself up as the leader of the Liberal
party in Canada, but I have the statement from the hon.
gentleman himself that Mr. Wiman not only set himself up
to be, but that ho actually was the leader of the Finance
Minister. Why, Sir, what glorifications we had over the
consummation of the fishery treaty. What p ina of praise
were sung by the High Commissioner to the plenipoten-
tiaries who arranged this fishery treaty. Great praise was
given to tbem, and the Finance Minister, in that soli-sacri-
ficing manner which so eminently characterises him, took
nearly an hour and a half to describe the admirable quali-
ties of those gentlemen who had been engaged in the super-
human task ofdefining the Treaty of 1818. But it all came
back to the Finance Minister, because those plenipoten-
tiaries were appointed, at his suggestion, because ho made
representations to Mr. Bayard and Mr. Bayard made
representations to the United States Government and Sir
Charles made representations to the British Government
and those representations were carried out, and,
as a matter of fact then the credit came back
to Canada' fHigh Commissioner, as being the one
who conceived the project Of settling this question
and devising the means whereby it could be settled. In
a moment of frankness the hon. the Finance Minister told
us how all this came about. Shall the Canadian High
Commissioner have the credit ? If ho was the first cause,
yes; if ho was not the first cause, no. Was ho the first
cause? H1e was not. He himself told us ho was nt. Wby,
he told us that the way ho came to go to Washington, and
the reason ho took the initiatory stop was, that our mutual
triend, Mr. Wiman, told me that ho had a conversation with
Mr. Bayard, and if you go over there Mr. Bayard will talk
to you about the trade relations between Canada and the
United States. flere is an admission tht he receoived his
instructions from Mr. Wiman, and although Parliament
was in session-may be there was a holiday at that tine-
the Finance Minister takes a trip across to Washington,
sees Mr. Bayard, and thon followed the result that we all
know. The point I wish to get at is this: The Finance
Minister, who charges as with having sought to put our-
selves as a Liberal party under Mr. Wiman's leadership, and
charges Mr. Wiman with having sought to obtain the
leadership of this party, ho himself has confessed that
he was a follower of Mr. Wiman, and, as far as we
know, the only follower that Mr. Wiman had in this
country, and that ho followed him in tbis direc-
tion with the resulta that followed fnom it. I ask
hon. gentlemen opposite-i wish to ask the hon. member
for Pictou (Mr. C. I. Tupper) if hie i in his seat, what ho
thinks of the conduct of the Finance Minister of Canada
who has himself declared that this Mr. Wiman was "our
mutual friend," and the member for Pictou knows what ho
told us about Mr. Wiman. lie told us that Mr. Wiman
was the apostle of commercial union, the apostle of unre-
stricted reciprocity or anything else that would lead to
annexation. That is the description that was given to us
of Mr. Wiman by the member for Pictou (Mr. C. o.Tupper).
The member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) described Mr.
Wiman as a renegad Canadi4n, What do these gentlemen
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think of the Finance Minister acknowledging him " his
mutual friend" and acting upon the suggestion of thi,
annexationist, and this gentleman who i bthe apostle of
anything that would tend to annexation ? I think that the
hon. the Minister of Finance need not have looked to the
Liberal party as those likely to follow Mr. Wiman's lead or
thoso likely to look for a new leader. lt would rather
bear the significance and we would be more justified
in considerirîg that the hon, gentleman himself was pre-
pared to enter into a league with Mr. Wiman to bring about
not unrestricted reciprocity, but commercial union with
the United States, than ho is to charge the Liberal party
that they sought to effect it by means of Mr. Wiman him.
self. Sir, b has declared that b had communications with
Mr. Wiman, that ho head negotiations with him, that ho
had received suggestions from hlm, and that ho had acted
on those suggestions; and I think ho will not find that the
Liberail paity have ever donc that. Now, Sir, the Liberal
party have adopted the principle of unrestricted recilprocity,
that is, they desire to promote the trade ard the varied
industries of this country. The agricultural interest of this
country is not banefited, as I think the hon. gentleman
himself will now b atlmost prepared to admit, by bis bo-
calk d National Policy. What they want is larger markeis
and freer mar kets. Much of their produce has to go to the
neighboring states as almost their only market. It is met
there by heavy duties. The .like products in the Unted
States are so large and groat in comparison with the quan.
tity that we send to thom that our products do not regulate
the prico in that market, but their own greater rroducts
regulate the price; and under these circumstances, as the
hon. Minister of Finan ce himseif pointed out, the
Canadian sellor has to lose the duty. Therefore we
propose by this policy of unrestricted rociprocity to
secure an open market, in order that the great agricultural
interests of this country may reap the benefits that would
flow to them from wiping out the American duties, and
giving them the amount of cash which those duties repre.
sent in addition to what they now reccive from the sale of
their products. But the hon. gentleman tells us that the
Liberal ship is stranded upon the shoals ef unrestricted
reciprocity. Woll, I ventured to s»y to the hon. Finance
Minister, when ho saidl that, that ho was very near there
himself. It was about the only time that 1 perceived a
shade of irritation upon bis countenance. le had tuken
one or two previous interruptions from me in good temper;
but whon I felt impilled to point out that ho was very near
unrestricted reciprocity himself, he turned upon me rather
fiercoly, and said ho was at a loss to understand the mental
organisation of a man who could not understand the differ-
once between un restri cted reciprocity and an unrestricted
offer ofreciprocity. Well, 1 do not dwell on that. I was1
sorry for the hon. Minister of Finance when ho said it. The
mental organisation is not a peculiar one, I trust, in this
country. [t is a mental organisation that you 'wili
find among honorable mon, 1 take it, in any coun-
try-the organisation th at bolieves that when you
make an offer to a man you make it il good
laith, and that making it in good faith you will be
honorable enough to cainy it out if ho accepts it. That is
ail that is peculiar il the mental organisation of some mon,i
and I venture to say that tLat is what the hon. Finance Min-1
ister did. The hon. member for Picto (Mir. Tupper), who,
spoke with power and authoity- I knuw net whence heo
got it-told us the offer made by theFinanco Ministerj
of Canada to the American commissioners in reforence to
trade relations was as broad and free as it was possible to
make it. Sir, 1 cannot understand anything that could be
plainer than ihat; I cannot understand a trade that could hi
more freo and unrestricted if the offer had been accepted,t
than ihat involved in the proposition which the hon, gentle-j
man himselt made. When the hon, gentleman was askedj

Mr, .ATzas9x (Brant).

by the bon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), did
you offer what you did not mean to grant ? He answered,
no, that would ho a mean thing to do, and ho would notdo
it. If he made an unrestricted offer, the broadest, freest poe-
sible offer, to settle this fishery question, and to give the
A mericans freo access and all therights to our fiehories that
we enjoy ourselves, if ho offered to give them unrestricted
free trade upon the lard as well as upon the sea, and
if the United States had said, we will accept your offer, and
the commercial barrier shal be removed from the sea as
well as from the land, and commercially we shall be âne
people, I say from hie own description of hie offer, he
would have been bound as a man of honor, and doubly
bound as one of the trusted plonipotentiaries of the British
Eimpire, to have corisented to that arrangement wit6 the
United States. Sir, ho asked, in replying to the question
of the hon. member for East York, if I had made this offer,
and if the American Government had said, well, we will
accept so and so, and we will not accept so and so, would
I not be at liberty thon to say, no, I will not agree to that?
Grant that there is some argument in that; grant that' if
they had made an offer of partial reciprocity, thon ho might
say, this partial offer of reciprocity that you make has been
well considered by you, and will work more in your
interests than ours, and I cannot consent to it. But if they
had accepted the unrestricted offer, and had said, we wll
adopt what yon have suggested, perfect, unrestricted free-
dom of trade, thon, Sir, I hold that the hon. gentleman
would have been bound, and would have had no excuse for
rejecting such an arrangeiont Therefore, Sir, we were not
so very far spart a short time ago. This hon. gentleman who
lectured us on fixed principles, ought to have held to the fixed
principles ho had when b was negotiating with Mr. Bayard,
and was making this offer to that gentleman. If he bad
remained true to that fixed principle, ho would have been
to-day found in accord with the Liberal party and seeking
to give effect to that offer of unrestridted freedom of trado
to the American Government on perfectly equal conditions.
Sir, the Liberal ship is not stranded on the shoals of unre-
stricted reciprocity. I do not think it will be stranded there.
The hon. Finance Minister himself, sailing in hie Ehip of un-
restricted reciprocity, a few months ago, anchored in the
waters of unrestricted reciprocity bay. The command of
the ship was for a time given to him by the captain, who
wanted to sleep and take his ease; but some of his crew
from the county of Welland, some from the county o Lincoln,
and some from other counties, mutinied and said, if yeu put
us on shore to trade with these people, they wil.Pbeinarter
than we are, and we shall be beaten in the 'bargain;
and they woke up the captain and calfed' upon
him to resume the command of the ship in place
of the mate; so the anchor was lifted, dnd'the sbip ' wàs
dritted to sea, and now they are drifting abouit, ne oie
knows where, I suppose for some fixed principle to which
they eau tie their ship. No, Sir, the offer that was made
by the Canadian people and adopted by the Liberal party is
th s. We propose, what I understood the hon. Ministe- of
Finance proposed, to go to the United States and say, we
are living on this same continent, we are speaking thésame
language, we are people descended from the same nationa-
lity, we are a people of the same blood,-let us reasôn
togother, let us talk this matter over, and se. whother it
will not bebetter for both of us to remove these artifidial
barriers that divido us. Let us see whether we cannothave
access into each other's markets and tradé together>as a
people in perfect amity, although diffuring in our politiôal
institutions, for Mr. Bayard was very carefal to say that by
no intendmeit whatever did ho propose te alter the politi-
cal statua of either country, but simply that ho desiredw.e
should commercially be one people, and thus thrive, prosper
and progress. Let the hon. the Finance Minister teil me,
realising as he doue the Vast importance of this
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inter-provincial trade, and the great wealth that a
great inter-provincial trade flowing freely in natural
cbanfels inust produce-let him tell me that he is insensi-
ble te the effet of the wave of prosperity that will sweep
over Canadè, sbould wo be perreitted to enjoy the beneats
of that vast inter-3tate commerce which has tnade the great
American natidn one of the grestest nations on the face of
the earth to-day. Should that freedom of commercial intey-
course be brought about between the two countries, which
woùld have the best of the bargain ? Which is the better,
to have a market of 5,000,000 or a market of 60,000,000?
Would we not be the gainers thereby ? Yet bon. gen tlemen
opposite tell ne to-day that our duty is to prevent our
obtaiùing access to this great market by every possible
means, beeause Canada'a intereste do not lie in that way.
Why ? Is it becauee it would nt beonefit our agrieultural
interests? Some hon. gentlemeu opposite have ventnred
on that line of argument, but I venture to say that the hon.
the Finance Minister will not. And I venture to say that
hon. géntiemen opposite who bave given utterance to
thià opinion will bd glad to recéde from that position. The
great lumbering interests of this country muet asuredly
benefit by it. So muet the mining industry, the
fishing ibduitry, and the shipping industry. There
remains but one industry, so - called, the manufac-
turing industry, and what do hon. gentlemen opposite
tel us with respect to that ? They must al[ admit
fhat free commerce between the two countries muet be of
great benefit, I *ill not say incalculable benefit, to the
agricultural, the mining, the fishing, and the shipping in-
dustries of the conÉtry, to, in fact, nine-tenths of the peo-
ple of Canada; and yet peradventure, because it might
jeopardise the business standing and wealth of the remain-
iig tenth who are engaged in the manufacturing industries,
they oppose this policy. Is that the principle that prevails
où the Treasutry benches ? Or do they hold to the old
consfitutional mafim tof" the greatest good to the greatest
rrunaber ?" Bon. gentlemen who speak about fixed prin-
ciples ought to take that as a fixed prinéiple, and then let
thém tell me where the justice is in denying the right and
Ib liberty to trade and increased prosperity to nine people
iÊ the con ry simply because of thé danger, and I believe
in mnany instances edy a supposed danger, to the
establishinent of the other the tenth individual. They
say tiát this policy will crush eut our manufacturing
induetrie. Why, the hon. the Finance Minister, in one
part of his speech, declared-and I was glad to hear him
declare it-1ihat Canadians were the equals of any people on
the face of the earth in a fair field and no favor. That was
a sentiment I was glad to hear him utter, but I did not like
to hear him say afterwards, with a singular want of logic in
one who possesses a logical mind, that Canadians, who are
the 'als of àny men on the face of the earth, could not
hold t dir own with the people of the United States in
mmaufacturing, in a perfeétly fair field and with no favor,
such as would be afforded were unrestricted free trade to
e1ist between the Ufrited States and this country. As I
havé said on a previous oceasion, that policy does not mean
the csnadian bars down to the Canadian manfactrwers,
and fhe Anerican bars up té the Cnadian manufacturèrs,
but it mean ai bars down ad a fair field and no favor tO
both. Now, then, can the hon. the Minister of Frane go
back on the saitement hé måde, with apparent sineritythst
thé Canadians *6ûld be ablé to hold théfr own undet these
circumstance? If themnanfactures ofthiscountry woukIbe
destroyed éder unràstricted frëe trade with the United
States, ?*ow wodld their destruction be brought about ? I
wculd like the hon. member for South Leeds (Mr. Taylor),
who is a minufactarer hriMself, to tell me. I think hé must
adfeit, aa * mà nfacturer, that the only way they could be
detfroyed *CilM be by the mIanfactsrers on the otoer side
Of the Hùe beng *bleê te sm#thir producte at lower pries
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than can those of this country. That is the only way in
which I can see our manufaeturing industries would b
killed by this policy. And if tha American manufacturers,
under unrestricted free trade, could sell their gods cheaper
than could the Canadian manufacturers, it seems to me the

b Canadian consumer must b now paying more for his goods
f than ho would be under uinrestricted reciprooity, notwith-

standing all the assertions to the contrary of hon. gentle-
men opposite. D, they not see thaL they must take
either one horn of the dilemma or the othor? We can
in a perfect free and open market hold our owî ; or
if we cannot, it eau only bo because we are forced
to chargo higher prices than would the American
manufacturers. I belueve the Canadian manufacturer,
under perfectly fair conditions, would ho not only able
to hold his share of bis own Canadian market, but
to secure his share of the trade of the United States as wel.
If this offer, which w made in the resolution that was
voted down, had been instead endorsed by this House, and
were accepted by the United States, it would produce some
changes, and in these changes no doubt some mon would
suffer. That is an incident of everyday life. Thee
changes and reverses are taking place continually, but I
believe its great effect as a whole upon the country would
be to give a stimulus to all our industries. I believe that
it would promote immigration to our shores, develop and
extend our North-West, and remove the feeling of irritation
that exists in the Maritime Provinces by opening to them
their natural markets. I believe that it would give to the
people of Ontario thoir natural market, I believe it would
weld our country together and solidify us as a Canadian
nationality; I believe it would make us tree commercially,
and bind us together politically as a strong Canadian nation.
ality, built up on the North American continent, a nation-
ality that would do credit to the people froin which we
have sprung I have been lcd into making those remarks
in reference to this question, because I was disappointed in
hearing the Finance Minister declare so emphaticaIly
against this policy, which, if I uuderstood his ofor to the
Uuited States aright, ho proposed to them in good faith,
not many months before. I do not desire to continue the
debate any longer, I have made thèse remarks, as they o.
curred to me, in the endeavor to give expression to what
[ considetr teobe the principles of the Liberal party, and the
hou. member for North Perth may now avail himself of the
priviloge of pointing out to us auny new industries which
have been brought into existence in this Canada of ours
under the influence of the National Policy.

Mr. BESSON. I understood this debate was to b closed
as soon as the hon. gentleman had completed his remarks,
but as ho has thrown out to me a challenge, I thlndk it is
but fair now that I should take that challenge up, by point-
ing out what bas occurred in my own constituency with
reference to establishment of new industriei which did not
exist there before the adoption of the National Policy. The
hon. gentleman may refer, if ho does not choose to t
my statement, to the hon. member for South Perth (
Trow) who knows whereof I am about to speak. I refer
especially to an industry which bas been brought into
Canada from the State of Mi-higan, where its headquarters
exiated, and which gave employment te soMe 500
men. Owing to the policy adopted by the Government, the
proprietors of this industry tound they could not go
into Canada with their manufacturod goods and ell go
our Canadian millers, and, consequently, as they pos-
sessed a specialty of their own, which had a large sale,
hure, they came over to our ide. They came to our
city, and seeing that the premises there were lying
idie which formerly bolonged to the ThompSn
William' afirm, but had been ilent for a number of years,
they made a proposition to open works there. The town
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gave them a small bonus of 88,000, and the result was that
those gentlemen established a business there which has
given employment to 120 or 140 skilled mechanics, and
they are paying every year from 850,000 to 860,000 in
wages. This is what is called the Smith-Mills Purifying
Company, and they manufacture a special article for mills.
They brought many excellent bands with them from Mi-
chigan, including Mr. Hayward, the manager, with whom
I engaged in conversation a short time ago. Speaking of
the effects of commercial union, I asked him what the
effect would be on that business. ie said : "Mr. Hesson,
I do not hesitate to say that the busiress would be
closed up in four months if such legislation should
take place in Canada. If we could get our goods into
Canada we could manufacture them more cheaply in Mi-
chigan, in Jackson, than we can here, but, in order to keep
the Canadian market, we find it better tomanufacture hore.
If unrestricted reciprocity or commercial union were car-
ried out, we would close our works in four months." My
hon. friend from South Perth (Mr. Trow) knows very well
what that means as far as my own city is concerned. I
leave other gentlemen to speak in regard to their own
observations, but, as the hon. gentleman threw out a chal-
lenge that no industry had been established in Canada under
the National Policy, and asked hon. gentlemen to say
where any existed, I think it is only right that I should
make this statement. That industry would not have come
to Canada but for the protective policy of this Government.
In future, I think my hon.friend from Brant (Mr. Paterson>
will not throw out that challenge when he koow n-w, if'
he did not before, that there are industries-and that is one
of them,-that have been established in this country under
the National Policy. I will not occupy the time of the louse
further, as I understand that there las been an arrange.
ment to close this debate to-night.

Mr. TROW. I beg to correct the stateraent of the hon.
member for North Perth (Mr. Hesson). I had no desire te
rise on this occasion, but my hou. friend from Brant (51r.
Paterson) stated that no new industry had been started under
the National Policy, and my hon. friend from North Perth
(Mr. Hesson) took up the challenge, and said that a large
industry had been started in the city of Stratford. I may
state that that industry was started in the city of Torontoj
long prior to the time when it was brought to Stratford.
It was started in Toronto under the name of Holland & Co.
I had something Lo do, as my hon. friend from North Perth
(Mr. Hesson) knows, with bringing it to Stratford. I had
the honor and pleasure of taking down $8,000 to Toronto
to bring the plant which was under way to that city long
before it was brought into Stratford.

Mr. RESSON. It is quite correct, as my hon. friend
has stated, that this industry was brought to Toronto. I
believe the Company had existed there for two years, but as
they found they could do better with us than they could in
Toronto, they removed to Stratford. My hon. friend is quito
correct in stating that he took the 88.000 to Toronto, andi
as he is aware, I was one of the guaran tors of the fund until
it was adopted by the corporation; but I may say that they
would not have been in Stratford or in Canada if the
National Policy was not in force,

Mr. MULOCK. I think the company in question Com.
menced operations in Toronto, not by reason of the ta, iffi
laws at all, but by reason of the Patent Act. The com-
pany had a patent, and every hon. member knows that that1
Act requires that the articles which are patented must be
manufactured in Canada within a certain time, I think
within two years after the patent is issued. They desired
to preserve their monopoly under the patent laws, and,
therefore, they opened their factory in Canada instead of inà
the United Siates.

Mr ir, ÎoN .,

Mr. COOK. I have heard for the first time from the
momber for No-th Perth (Mr. Hesson) that there was au
arrangement made by which this debate was to be brought
to a close. I am not aware of such an arrangement. I
think every member has a right to speak at anv time he
thinks proper, and I do not think the member for North
Perth, the Finance Minister, the leader of the Government,
or any gentleman in this House, or any number of gentle-
men have a r;ght to make an arrangement to gag any hon.
gentleman in this House. For my part, when t feel dis-
posed to speak, I will speak, and I will not be dictated to
by the leaders on either side of the House. I propose to
offer a few remarks on this question, and I am going to do
it as briefly as I can, if hon. gentlemen on that aide will
hold their peace for a time. If they do not, it will take me
so much longer.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. COOK. It does not make mach difference to me

when they cheer, as far as I am concerned, This is probably
the proper time when any hon. member may discuss any
question of impirtance in connection with the tariff rates
of the country, and the members on both sides of the House,
in this and in former debates have discussed the questions
relating to their peculiar calling and aiso questions which
they did not know so mach about; but I was surprised to
learn from a speech of an hon. gentleman who is interested
in the lumber trade that the National Policy was a bless-
ing to the lumber trade. I propose to deal with that matter
for a time, but I do not propose to confine myself excluaively
to the lumber trade. I think t know something about that
trade, and I have the authority of a gentleman, who is
perhaps the m3st intelligent of all the lumbermen of this
country, and who is a supporter of the present Government
but is opposed to the National Policy, that is Mr. Campbell
of the Muskoka Lumber Co., who stated to me yesterday
in Toronto that the National Polcy has caused a los
to the lumbermen this year of not legs than $2 a
thousand, When you take into consideration the vast
amount of lumber which is manufactured in the Domi-
nion of Canada, you will see what an immense loss the lum-
bermen and the people of Canada have sustained. But I will
go more minutely into the matter of the lumber trade. I will
not deal with the lumber trade in Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, Prince Edward Island, nor the spruce trade in Quebec. I
shall not allude to the trade in the North-West or British
Columbia, but I shall confine my remarks almost exclu-
sively to the pine trade in Ontario and Quebo. I think I
will be able to show pretty clearly how that trade stands.
I wish to show to the flouse the sales that have been made
by the Province of Ontario since Confederation up to the
present time. Before Confederation the hon. gentleman now
leading the Government was in the habit of dealing ont to
his supporters, piece by piece, without anysale, or money, or
reward, such limits as they felt inclined to take. Re has
a lopted the same principle in the North West Territories,
giving to all his supporters timber limita in those territories
that come within the jurisdiction of this House. In 1071,
under the Sandfield Macdonald Administration, we had a sale
in the Province of Ontarioof 487 square miles, at an average
price per mile of $241.62. In 1b72, we had a sale on the
north shore of Lake Superior, when Mr. Scott waw Commis-
sioner of Crown Lands, comprising an area of 5,031 square
miles, the average price of which was 8117.79. A greatsdeal
of that section of country had very poor timber, and a large
amount of land having been put upon the market,the average
price was low. But, on the whole, it was a very good sale. In
1877, there were 375 square miles sold, at an average of
$201.97; in 1881, 1,397 square miles, at an average of $532.03;
in 1885, there was a sale of 1,012 square miles, which
averaged 8314.87. Last year there was a sale of 469
square miles, at an average of $2,69 per mile. Now, hon,
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gentlemen will see how rapid of late the price of limits ha
incroased. What is the cause of it ? Well, it sim ply
means that American capitalista are coming over here anc
acquiring our limits, competition is becoming greater, an,
consequently the price is increased. I claim that wha
is now going on in reference to timoer limits, will occa
in all other branches of business in the country. I claim that
if our markets are tbrown open, and we have the privilege of
dealing with the Americans, Ameri3in capital will come
into this country, and what is now occurring in lumber
will take place in the mining interests, the agricultural
interests, and the mannfacturing interests. Now, Iwill give
some figures concerning the timber limiLs under license in
Ontario. I give the figures for 1886 ; I do not take the
figures for 1887, because a great many licenses have net
been renewed in consequence of the depression uin the lumber
trade. The lumbermen are not very flash of money; and,
theref ore, have not yet renewed their limits. Inl 1686 we had
under license in Ontario, 18,486 square miles, or 11,811,040
acres, estimated at 81,000 a mile, which would give
a total value of 818,486,000. We have in the Province of
Quebec-I take the figures for 18m6 for the reason that we
have not the Crown Lands report for 1887, which will not
be brought down till the meeting of the Provincial Legis-
lature-we have in Quebec, in 1886, 46,078 square miles of
timber limits, or 29,489,920 acres, at an estimated value of
$500 per square mile, which gives 823,039,000. The total
value of timber limits in Ontario and Quebec is put down
at $41,525,000. Now, we all know the timber resources of
the Province of British Columbia, and of the Provinces of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The timber of British
Columbia differs from that of the Lower Provinces and of
Quebec, because the spruce limits renew themselves every
8 or 16 years, according to the closeness with which they
have been cut, and from the fact of the timber growing so
thickly, the trees being so close together, the ground is
sheltered, and there is a perpetual moisture, so that the fires
do not destroy them, as a rule. Therefore the spruce limits
in the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick will remain in perpetuity. Now, Sir, there
was cut, in the Province of Ontario last year, 2,839,016
standard logs, ut 200 fet to a standard, makir g 567,803,200
feet; and at $10 per thousand, we have the total value of
the pine cut in the Province of Ontario for 1n87, amounting
to 85,678,032. In Quebec, according to the report of 1886,
they got out 2,187,098 standards white pine logs, making
437,419,600 feet, which, at $10 a thousand, would give a
value of 84,374,196. Therofore we have a total cnt of pine
timber in Ontario and Quebec for 1886 and 1887, of 1,005,-
222,800 feet, valued at $0,052,228. Now, according to Mr.
Campbell's figures, the Canadian lumbermen are losers to the
extent of 8d per thousand; but I take it at 81 per thousand, so
that upon that vast amount of lumber, we are losing, accord-
ing to that estimate, $1,005,222 a year. Thon there isanother
greatdifficulty in that we have to compote with the American
lumber in Michigan and Wisconsin. We have to cut our lumber
considerably thicker than they do on the other side; as
an average we out it one-sixteenth of an inch thicker than
the American lumber, so that upon every 16,00,000 feet
of lumber that we manufacture, we lose a million -feet,
which is a very serions loss. Thon there is a difficulty in
getting Americans to come in and purchase our lumber, in
consequence of their customs duty being so great. The
fact is that we have to send our lumber there and
pay our transportation and daties, and then when we get it
into the American markets at Albany, Troy and other
large cities, we bave to compote with the Michigan lumber.
Now the estimate is that we lose, for the reason stated, upon
the whole out of our lumber from Ontario and Que bec, no less
than 62,826,425 feet, which, at $10 a thousand, would amount
to $628,264 per year. We have a still greater difficulty to
contend with. In consequence of the duties on our lum ber

we are unable to send inferior classes into the American
y market, and we are obliged to export the best, and to do so we
d have to cut the finest trees and leava the poor ones to rot.
J l'aking an average, I suppose probably one-quartor of the
t timber is left in the wods, but that could be markete.d if
r wa had unrestricted trade. We could snd our ecarse
t grades there and relieve our market in Canada, which would
f be a very great avan utage, bocause lumberrmen are all aware
e tbat the coarser grades are more abundant. We sustain a still
r farthar loss, and it is a very important one. If we had unre.
À strioted trade with the United States we would not be com-

pelled to ship our lumbar in the rough. Thore i- u duty of 35
per cent. upon manufactured lumber,tbat is planeI lumbor or
lumber put in shapo for bu 1iing purposos. That is a very

t serious matter. If the duty were romoved wý would manufac-
turc lumber in Canada fr the Anorieui market; we would be
able to send lum ber tongued and grooved and in proper con-
dition for house building and other purposes, and this coun-
try would have the further advantage of having milla
erected for that purpose and labor employed bore to a very

f large extent. At the present time several of our lumber king&,
such as Mr. McLaren and Mr. Bronson of Ottawa, and others,
have large planing mills at Burlington, Vermont. They send
lumber there and it is manufacturod and sont ail through
the United States. If we had unrestricted trade with the
United States all that work could be done in this country
by our own people. I have prepared an estimate of the
number of men we w >uld employ under snob a state of
things. I plac the loss on froight alone at over 8400,000.

f The loss on these three items is therafore 82,03d,486 a year,
or taking the nine yoars during which hon. gentlemen
opposite have had the National Policy in force, that policy
which was going to bu a blessing to the lumberman,
the manufacturer, the agriculturist, the miner and the
laborer, the loss bas been 818,301,374. I have made
another estimate and I find that wu employ about
24,000 mon in the woods getting out logs and timber.
The last census shows that thore are employed in saw mills,
shingle mills, door and sash factories, 47,352 mon, and that
the capital invested in those industries amounted to
827,93,238-with a total output of 814,091,112. These
figures give a total population of 35 :,7(; , uking five to a

îamily. I remomber that only last Session wheri the Minis-
ter of Finance was proposing to increase the daty on iron,
ho declared that in a very short time we would obtain an
increased population of 100,000 people on that account. I
claim that by manufacturing lumber in Canada and being
able to ship it free to the United States we would employ
directly half a million people. What do we find in regard
to all the manufacturing establishments of the country which
hon. gentlemen opposite claim they have protected ? In
ail the manufactures of this country there are only 206,583
persons employed, and I am sure not more than one-half of
those manufactures are protected by the National Policy.
I claim, therefore, that the lumbermen as a whole do not
receive that fair consideration from the Govern ment which
they deserve. I will not speak of the vast amount of
money employed in plant required for the manufacture
of lumber to place it in a state for shipment, or speak
farther of the question of the increased value of the timber
limita in this country ; but we know tbat the Amoricaus
gave the increased value toor timber limita and that many
of the citizens of Ottawa and those largely employed n bthe
lumber trade were at one time foreignars, and they have
been the means of developing the lumber resources of the
Ottawa Valley. At the last sale of timber limita Americans
who have not heretofore been interested in Canadian limita,
were instrumental in increasing the price of those limita to
such an exteat thtat the limita are now considered to be one
of the main sources of revenue to the Province of Ontario. I
will not detain the Hnouse by giving details of the lumber
ahipped to the United States luat year, but I may just say
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that we shipped 508,304,000 feet, of the value of Kq209,023.
I refer to shipments to the United States and not to
any other foreign country. There can be no doubt that the
American market is the proper market for the lumber of
this country. We have exported timber to Great Britain
and in small quantities to other countries, but Creat
Britain will not take our better grades, for they
find they can obtain timber to suit their purposes
oheaper from the Baltie. We find, moreover, that the
Americans are more inclined to pay high prices for lumber
than are the people of Great Britain, and, therefore, we
muet look to the United States for our market, and the
sooner we make arrangements with that country to admit
our lumber on good terms so much the botter will it be for
Canada. The United States will also be the gainers thereby,
because at present they have to pay very high prices for
coarse grades of lumber. If we were at liberty to ship the
coarser grades of lumber the Americans would be bene&ted
by that to a greater extent, and thon our lumber coming
into competition with theirs, the prices would be somewhat
reduced. I happened to be in the House at the time we
were discussing the probabilities of this tarif system-tbis
blessed National Policy that hon. gentlemen opposite then
proposed to inaugurate. After they came into power in
1878 1[did not happen to be in Parliament when that sys.
tem was inaugurated, for like many other hon. gentlemen
I was swept out by the bugaboe cry of the National
Poliey. But just as soon as the electorate discovered that
it wds a sham and a snare they reelocted me, and I
have been here ever since. I expect to romain here,
notwithstanding the efforts of hon. gentlemen opposite
to defeat me, not alone in the election contest, but
in the law courts. I had the pleasure the other night of
telling the Finance Minister that now that the election had
been decided and that there was no chance of another
election, that ho might appoint a collector of customs at
Penetanguishene, a place e had kept open as a sop for his
friends in the event of another election. I understood that
the hon. gentleman stated something across the floor of the
House te the effeot that bu had made the appointment, but
I did not catch his words. I hope ho hus made the ap.
pointment, and I hope he has made a good one. We have
heard a great deal about the balance of trade. We were
told that unless the National Policy were adopted we would
become poorer, and that the balance of trade was
against us. But what is the result ? In the time of Mr.
Mackenzie the balance of trade against us amounted te
$11,876,910, and according to this year's reports the balance
against us is $24,678,519, a difference of 8 13,801,609. I
would like te ask the Finance Min ister what bas become
of his promises which he made when bis party were in
Opposition, and when he was the financial critic on this side
of -the House ? But it was said the poor minora at that
time were in dire distress. Have they been benefited a
great deal by this National Policy ? The condition of the
armers at that time was one of the great cries. Sir
John-if I may be permitted to use bis name-who
was leader of the Opposition, thon said he would not
touch the National Polcy unuess the farmers were to
b. protected. And one of his friends (I think it was
Dr. Orton) moved a resolution that the farmers should
share in the blessings of the National Policy. How have
the farmers shared in that policy ? We find that in agrical
tural products there is a falling off of $8,454,85t. Hon.
gentlemen opposite say: Oh, we consume it. Who con-
sumes it ? llow many people more have you got to con-
sume it now than you had then ? You have only got 400,000
more people. The fact is the farmers have become dis-
gusted with the whole matter and they are not raising the
amount of coreals they raised at that time. The farmers
have been disappointed and disgusted because they expected
somothing great fSom the.National Policy and they did not

Mr. Cuoo.

get it. Although I was defeated by the cry of the Nationat
Policy, I miust do the farmers of my constitueney the eredit
to say that in the county of Simooe they were not
hoodwinked by the National Policy cry, becacoe in every
polling booth where the farmers voted they incresed my
majority instead of decreasing it. It was only in the
towns that my majority wae decreased, and tht was on
account of the promises that the villages were to be built
into towns and the towns into cities. They were to have
more smokestacks in the towns, and the towns were to be
crowded with artisans. I remember the hon. the leader of
the Governmont when ho was in Barrie, the chief town of
the county, stated what he was going to do for that town,
and that ho was going te make it a city. It is a town stit, and
has not progressed nearly as rapidly as some other places in
the county. He appears by hie presence to have put a
blight on the place, because immediately after the inaugura-
tion ofthe National Policy the increase was mach slower than
it had been for years before, and, Sir, it will be many years
yet-unless they get sncb legislation in the Province of
Ontario-before that town wilt attain the position of
a city. It is said that during the last nine years the Na-
tional Policy has been in force that a good deal has been
done for the manufacturers in the country. We know that
every other industry in the country, the farming, the lum-
bering and the mining have bean bled to support the manu-
facturera, and yet we find that the manufacturers have only
increased their export this year over that of 1878 by4t11
635,804. The fisheries was another induetry theywere going
to foster. How do they foster that ? By a reduction of the
export this year as oompared with 1878 of 653,6ff. The
hon gentleman stated before ho got into power that the
Province ot Ontario, under the Liberal raie, would becomo
a pasture field and that we would grow nothing but cattle.
It appears, however, that those gentlemen, by the National
Policy, have made this country a pasture field to a large
extent. Lot us take the total exporte of 1887, and we find
that we have exported only *1,td42 worth more this
year than we did in 1878. I would like to know what the
National Policy bas done for all our industries ? The
National Policy was the means of putting the hon. goutte-
mon opposite in power, and the means of defbating
Mackenzie's Government, but, Sir, the National Policy ic not
the means that bas kept those gentlemen in power for the
last two terme. It is something else that has been doue in
the name of the National Policy, because the people
are sick, and tired, of that policy, They are kept in
power by such means as the Minister of Finance staled
when he said: It is well to have a 1r. Wiman in your
ranks, a gentleman of means. They had some wealthy
manufacturera and we all know of the leader of the Giovern,
ment going to Toronto and calling thoe gentlemen
together and asking them to put up the money to keep
him in power. We know where the moins came from.
When they resurrected the Neebing lotel, the stiel rails,
and the Fort Frances look@, as the hon. member forOClehbe.
ter (Mr. KeLelan) did to-day, I would refer them bok to
the Pacifie scandal; and if the truth could onky be known,
we have had greater Pacifie scandals than that of 1873, and
many of those hon. gentlemen on that aideof the House ows
their seats to Pacifie railway scandals. They were going to
stop the exodus. They said the poople were going ont of 'the
country too rapidly; the country was being depopulated; it
would never do. But what classes have gone ainee ? The
flower of the country. Not the old mon and the children,
but the yung men, twenty or twenty-five years old, who have
just received their education, they ar the mea who go to
swell the numbers in Unele Sams dominions. After we
have been at the erpense of educating them, and befor.
they have become of any service, beneftt or advan.
tage to the couutry, they leave us and go to another
country; and no wondur we are not gwowing th.
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cemeals that we did before. No wonder that our mines
are net being worked; no wonder that the lumber trade
is not in as flourishing -a eondition as it was in 1878,
although ne of 'the greatest depressions that was ever
known swept over this country at thiit time, and not onlV
over this country but over the United States and all
other countries in the world, except little Switzerland,
which wa the greatest free trade country in the world.
But those gentlemen on that ide of the House did net besi-
tate to cry mad dog al along the line, or in declaring that
we were not true to our country. They were the disloyal
men atthat time; they were the mon wbo were crying stink-
ing fish, and saying that the resource5 of the country were
becoming exhausted by tho system adopted, a system that
had been in vogue for years under the management of the
present leader of the biovornment. Sir, when he got to
this side of the House, it was anything to return to the
Treasury benches. Be did not care how his friends decried
the country, or what injury they did to the country, but
when we on this @ide of the House state the plain facts of
the case, w are disloyal. Well, Sir, I will have some-
thing to say abont that loyalty question after a while.
The hon. gentleman's chickens are coming home te roost
More than one hon. gentleman on this Bide of the House
bas Ppoken of the eomersaulte that have been taken by gen-
tlemen on that side of the IHouse during the laet fortnight;
most of them have been standing on their heads, if they
have any heads But if I were sitting behind a leader or a
Government that would ask me to do as the hon. gentleman
who leads them asked them to do within the last two
or three weeks, I would soon say what I thought of
them. The hon. Minister of Finance tells us in one breath
that he made an offer of unrestricted reciprocity to the
United States, and in the next breath I did not do it, or, at
any rate, if I did I did net mean it. Fine diplomatista
they are to represent this country 1 Great High Commis-
sioner I Wonderful man to deal with a nation like the
United States!1 He says te them, we will offer yen so and
so, and thon ho comes home and tells us on the floor of
Parliament, and the people of the United States too: We
ditl not mean it; we only did it to draw them out; we only
did it for a lark; we wanted to see how far they would
go. Thon ho states that ho did net meet a man in
that country who was in favor of unrestricted reci-
procity; h was in every class of sooiety, from the highest
to the lowest, and every man was against it. But
ho forgot to tell us what measures were being discussed in
C(ongress at the present time. He forgot to tell us about
the Mille' Bill thIats going te reduee the taxes of the
United States by a vast amount. He forgot to tell as that
Preuident Oleveland, in his inaugural address, stated that
h. proposed making a reduction in the tariff. He forgot
ail these thinge, or probably ho thought the people of this
country do not read. Well, the bon. gentleman spoke of
Mr. Wiman as the leader of the Liberal party te day, and
the disciple of commercial union, and aid we were going
to be stranded on the rock of umestricted reci
procoity. Weil, sir, I am willing te be stranded on triat
roek ; I would raither be stranded on It than on the rock
of the -Yational Policy, which has been a pretty hard one,
not only on the branch of business with which I am con -
nected, -but en ilmost every other industry in the country.
But the Finance Minister was a big man while ho was
there. He coald oconult with Mr. Wiman on that occasion.
Mr. Wiman was not above his notice before ho went there;
and does ho think that we have forgotten that Mr. Bayard
recommended the hon, gentleman to the position of plenipo-
testiary ? Does ho forget that Mr. Wiman told Mr. Bayard
that he thought Sir Charles Tupper would be a good man
fbi that ition? Was it Mr. Wiman who recommended
him t -r. Bayard? Wasit -Mr. Bayard who recommended
hi to the Rom Goveiment ?iAnd wu h o the ponta-

neous choice of the Home Government? We have some light
l tbrownm on the diplomatic arrangements that have been
going on between the two countries; but, Sir, it is an exhi.
bition that I hope 1 will never agîin witness the like of.
Something has boen said by hon. gentlemen on the other
1ide, in reference to the question, how are we going to
manage affairs so as to meet our expenses,suppose we obtain
unrestricted reciprocity with the United States ? How are
we going to raise the revenue ? Well, the hon. member for
South Oxford has stated pretty plainly how it is to be done.
We know from the past history o: the country that those
gentlemen opposite, through their extravagance, bave in-
creased our expenses during these last years from $23,000,-
000 to $35,O00,000, and increased our national debt to a
very large amount, about S 100,000,000, or thereabouts.
Thon they raise the cry of direct taxation, should the
policy we advocate be adopted. That is their great
bugaboo. Ail over the country their supporters are crying
themselves hoarre declaring that the Grits pro))se to
have direct taxation. I am not in favor of direct taxation.
I do not believe it would be practicable in Dominion poli-
tics and I have corne to the conclusion that perhaps it
would not do to have it. Bu t we have, as it is, a large direct
taxation in this country, and the people do not find fault with
it. We have a direct taxation in Ontario for municipal pur-
poses, which, in 1873, amounted to $5,605,779, or 815.54 per
hond; in 1879 it amoun ted to87,157,366, orS16.27 per head;
and in 18f5 to $8,333,370, or $17.20 per head of the rate-
payers. But the people have the opportunity of turning out
the mon who transact their husini<s in the municipal counn-
cils, and if those gentlemen do nt natiage their aff.irs
properly, the people soon get rid of thm. Sach would be
the case bere if we had direct taxation, and the bon. gentle-
men opposito would not long remain on the Treasury
benches. If every mari who went into a store paid the
price of the goods without taxation, and thon was met by
the cu4om bouse o>ieer on going out and f rced to pay
the duty in cash sepaate from the price of the goods, he
would soon find out what ho bas to pay under the prosent
extravagant administration of the Government. But as it
is, the peoplo now pay taxos without kîoving what they
pay. O every Sto0of revenue that is collocted
the people havo to pay $54. Now hon. gentlemen opposite
say a good deal about the deposits in the post office saving1s
banks, and point to them as a source of wealth to the
country. Well, the peopli put their money there because
the Government give 4 per cent. and because there is no
"risk of loss. People who are afraid to invest their money
in business put their money in the pos<t office savings baiks
because they believe they are the safest institutions. You
remember, Sir (Mir. White, Renfrew) because you were in
the flouse at that lime and took a lively interest in the
debate, how you and your friends spoke of the faults of the
system thon in existence, and glorified the systern that was
to be put in operation when you succeeded in attainirng
office. I regret, Sir, that you did not succeed in reaching
the Treasury banches, becauso I think you would be much
more capable than some hon. gentlemen who got there. But
now, when there are vacancies occurring in the Cabinet, it
would give unbounded satisfaction to us on this side, so long
as a Tory Government must be in power, to sc
yon occupy one of the Treasury benches. I do
not say this to boom you because you do not require it, and
your leader must know you by this time, as you have been
a long time in Parliament and have materally assistcd y our
party throughout the country in their elections. To judge
from the speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite, yon would
think it was all sunshine throughrout the country, and that
thore was not such a thing known as destitution at ail. These
bon. gentlemen ought to visit some of the quarters in our
cities, and they would soon discover that the contrary is the
case. Only a short time ago, sermons were proached in
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every pulpit throughout the length and breadth of the fact ? But, perhaps, ho does not oare about it. Porhaps ho
country, on depression and on the dire distress of the people. is going to leave us, he is going to London, where he can
Only the other day, the Rov. Mr. Me Donnell, of St. Andrew's live comfortably and can hobnob with the nobility of the
Church, in Toronto, preached a sermon on that question, in land, where ho can ait in the midst of hie wine tumblere and
which he stated that if ho were to attend to all the cases of that sort of thing, and no doubt ho will be more oomfortable
poverty brought under bis notice, bis usefuiness as a minis- there than Crosus was whon ho was surrounded with the
ter would be gone, because he would have to give the whole greatest amount of gold that any man ever had. I give the
of bis attention to looking after the poor of Toronto. Hon. bon. gentleman this credit: that he is very obliging, very
gentlemen opposite talked about soup kitchens. There respectable, and I will not say very intelligent, beause
are worse than soup kitchens now. The people, whenever everyone knows that he is intelligent and obliging
they get the opportunity, are going to visit the sins and respectable, but I think in his capacity in London
of this Government upon the Administration, and I hope he deals fairly and honetly and liberally with eveiy
that opportunity will not be long in coming. Ion. class of the community that comes from iCanada, and I
gentlemen opposite pretend that on this question of unre- give him credit for that. Tbere is one question I have
stricted reciprocity the people are beartily with therm. rather overlookel, that is, the mineral resources of the
But let them orily dissolve Parliament and go to the coun. country. My hon. friend the Finance Minister, last year,
try and they will soon find out that the reverse is the caqe. attempted to do something for the mineral resources by
Hon. gentlemen opposite take credit for the National Pol- increasing the taxes, but that is not the way to increase a
icy. Well, in my constituency, at every meeting held, national industry. I say the taxes should be removed alto-
both in the towns and in country places, my opponents on gether, that it should be as free as the air and the water that
the platform, whoever they might be, took this National flows, and that, under those cireumstances alone, will we h
Policy as their stock in trade, and yet every time they able to succeed in this country, particularly with the small
attempted to talk on that question they were hooted. Now, population which we have. If we were a great eountry,
if hon. gentlemen opposite are in office, it is due largely to like the United States, with 60,000,000 of people, we
the Gerrymander Act. Why, if the representation of Ontario would be in a different position. If we had that barrier
in this House were based on a fair numerical adjustment of taken down, the manufacturers of this country would succeoed
the population, instead of the Government having a major- better than they do now. The market has been glatted to
ity of sixteen trom that Province, they would have a major- a large extent. We have not the consurming population
ity of only one. I would like to ask, therefore, those hon. gentlemen promised us, and, except in regard to
if that Gerrymander Act was an honost fair Act. taxation, they have signally failed in the promises they
I think the hon. gentlemen should follow the principleï made as to the results of the National Policy. What have
laid down in England, whereby the counties are not laid we done in the way of minerals ? It is well known that
out by the Government of the day, but by the judiciary. this country is possessed of great minerai resources, gold,
I wish he would do that, and further, that ho would change copper, iron, silver, lead and other minerals. Lat year, we
the constitution so that the Provinces would raise their only exported of all our minerais S3,805,959 worth, and in the
own revenue, so that we would not have the Province of last six years we only exported of silver, iron and copper,
Quebee, or the Province of Manitoba, or the Province of 8318,660 worth from the whole Dominion. Now, what do we
Prince Edward Island, or the Province of Ontario coming find on the other side ? We find that in Michigan atone they
to the Government on their knees, rapping at the doors produced in the last census year 45,830,000 Ibs. of ingotcop-
of Parliament, and asking for increased subsidies. The per, valued at 87,979,000, while in the same year the iron
Provinces are masters of the situation. The Provinces mines of thit Stato produced I,838,7 L2 tons of ore, va!ued at
existed long before the I orninion was known, and to-day the $6,034,0)0. Tùe copper companies of the State paid, in
Provinces ought not to be hampered in that way. They four pauàrs, from 1882 to 1885, dividende aggregating
should be as free as tl i wur which flows in the Niagara 810,352,000. We have as good copper mines in this country
River. lb would make the Provinces more economical to if they were developed, as they have, but we will never
do this, because, if they had to depend upon their own develop this country until we can induce people to corne
resources, they would be very careful with their funds; but into it to help us to do it. If we would take down the
now they say, we will expend our money, we will make obarriers on both sides, Arnerican capital would flow in
our people happy and contented, and thon we will go to here. Perhaps some manufacturers would succumb, and
the Dominion Government, and we will give Sir John a some of them should, because if they could not live with a
wink as to what we are going to do in the next election, market of 65,000,000 or 70,000,000 of people, while they
and we will get what we want. As far as the National can exist on a population of 5,000,000, they should go to
Policy is concerned, I think these gentlemen have come to the watt. We have no right ta pamper them. There is
the end of their tether. I was surprised to hear the no reason why the people of this country should ho taxed
Finance Minister declare that ho was to have a surplus to keep them up. Then, salt was another of the great in-
of 897,000, when in reality ho bas a deficit of 8350,000. dustries that the Government were going to rotect.
How did he do that? By changing his accounts, by They did protect it and what was the resait? The first
a sort of hacus pocus. If I had a book-keeper, or if return we had from the Geological report was in 1880, and
any man in business in this country had a book-keeper that shows that the manufacturer of salt was 472,000 barrels,
who would so fix lis accounts, he would dismisa him at while in 1887 it was only 106,643 bushels, valued at 89,463.
once. The fact is that the hon. gentleman forces a trial in Michigan, in 1860, when they werejust developing their
balance, and he should be amenable to the law, and ho salt industries in the Saginaw Valley, they produced 4,000
would be amenable to the law if ho were in the employment barrels; in 1870, they produced 621,352 barrels; in 1880,
of any private firm. ie is in a humiliating position to-day, they produced 2,685,588 barrels, and in 1886, they produced
by making these changes in bis books, I suppose by giving 3,677,257 barrels. S they steadily increased during those
instructions to bis clerks to make the changes which have years, and we did not increase, but, on the contrary,
been made. Iow muoh more manly, and upright, and just we decreased largely, though our sait i, I am told,
it would have been il the hon. gentleman had come forward as good as any which is produced in the Saginaw Valley.
and said bone-stly : We have a defiuit of 8350,000 ; how But the difference is this, the sait manufacturera of Michigan
much more iwould we have thought of him ; but, when ho have 6),000,000 of people to selI to, and our saltchanged tthat deficit into a surplus ot 897,000, what will the manufacturera in Canada have oniy a few people to eei to,
hon. gentleman's friends think of him when they learu the and, therefore, they could not sucoeed, Now, I wan to nake
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a few comparisons in order to show this Hsoue that although If I can buy them cheaper there, I will go there to buy
we have the finest country on the face of the earth-I themr. Ilon. gentlemen do it thenselves. They go to the
believe there is no botter in America, at ail events, for other side to buy every thing that they require, and they
growing cereals-our farmers are *not progressing. Why, can get the same bore just as well. They are sncb sticklers
Sir, the farms of this country are not nearly o valuable as for their country, and their National Policy, and the manu-
they are on the other side. Farm property in the State of facturers of this country. Why, Sir, we know that bon.
Michigan, or Indiana, or New York, is almost double the gentlemen even go to London to buy their clothes. They
value of land in Ontario, and the best part of Ontario, too. have the measures taken, even for their clothes, in a shop on
Now, I will give you a comparison between the city of Bond street,in the city of London, and the clothes are sent
Rochester and the city of Toronto-the emporium of On. out bore. Whether they pay the duties or not I do not
tario, one of the finest cities, probably, in Canada, not to know, but the poor tailors of this country have discovered
make any invidious comparisons. We ail know that that a great many mon, who are loud-mouthed in their
Rochester is a slow-going place compared with other cities of cry for protecting that class of industry, do not get
the United States. Therefore I am prepared to make a com- their clothes made bere after ail. Woli, Sir, in the
parison between Rochester and one of the most prosperous State of New York they grow 29-6 bushelsof oats per acre;
cities of Canada. Land for business purposes, in the heart in Michigan, 32-9; Wisconsin, 31.1 ; Missouri, 26-2 ; Pennsylk
of the city of Toronto, is worth $1,500 a foot, in the city of vania, 28-1: Indiana, 28-8; Minnesota, 34-6; Kansas, 31-9;
Rochester, in the business part of the city, is worth over Ohio, 32; Illinois, 34-5; Iowa, 34; Nebraska, 32. In Onta.
$3,000 a foot. So much for the value of land. If we had unre- rio, we grow 37.1 busbels per acre, so that we grow, of ail
stricted reciprocity, our city property and farming landa these cereals, more bushels per acre than do the most
would be worth as much as they are on the other side of the favored States of the United States. Now, after looking at
line. Now, Sir, I will give you a comparison in wheat. In the these figures, I want to know how it is that the farmers of
State of New York they grow 14-8 bushels per acre ; this country have not raised more grain than they did in
Pennsylvania, 12-6 ; Ohio, 13-3; Michigan, 16·4; Indiana, 1t78 ? Why should there be such a falling off ? Thon there
13; Illinois, 12-9; Missouri, 10.9; California, 12; Kansas, is the great question of barley. Barley is one of the most
15 2; in Ontario we grow 21 bushels per acre, four or five profitable crops our farmers raise. We exported last year
bushels more than the best wheat.growing States in the over 8,000,000 bushels to the Americans. They will
Union. Now, how does this compare with the statement always take our barley, they are always glad to get it. Sup-
made by the Minister of Finance with reference to wheat pose, now, the duty of 10 cents per bushel was taken off
growing in the North-west-60 bushels per acre ? Sir, barley going to the United States, what an advantage it
the farmers sitting on this side of the lonse-and I know would be to tbe farming community of this country I Now,
something about growing wheat mysolf; I have done a we have an opportunity of muking terms with the Ameri-
little in that line-all shook their heads and laughed. cans for unrestricted reciproeity. I think it is within
Every farmer, I don't care who he msy be, who bas ever our reach, if our Goveroment would only take the
grown a bushel of wbeat in this country, well knows the matter in hand. I do not wish to make it a question of
exaggerated statement made by the Minister of Finance. turning the Government out of power. I am honest
He made a similar statement a few years ago about the in my conviction that the Government should take
enormous yield in the North.West, and ho reiter- hold of the matter and give us unrestricted reciprocity.
ated it the other night, that they grow 60 bushels They have discovered that the National Policy bas been a
to the acre. Why, Sir, the farmers would laugh failure, and knowing that they sbould grapple with this
at him. HIe cannot go and hold a meeting among the great question. By doing so they might keep themeelves
farmers of thics ountry, anywhere, and make such a state in power ton years longer, and I would be pleased to sit in
ment as that. If he does, they will say that if his other Opposition for ton years if they would give us that great
statements are as correct as that, they would know just how boon rather than cross the floor and sit under the National
much confidence to place in him. Thon there is the ques- Policv. But if hon. gentlemen opposite do fot give 1ho
tion of spring wheat. In Nebraska they grow 12-7 bushels peopie that for which they ask, and meetings have been
per acre; in Minnesota, 13.2; Wisconain, 12.7; Dakota, held in different parts of the country and resulutions unani-
13•1; Iowa, 11-4; in Ontario we grow 16-1 bushels per mously passed in favor of unrestricted reciprocity with the
acre, over three bushels per acre more than they do in the Unitod States, then they will discover wheu it is too late
best'States of the Union. Thon we corne to oats, and that that they have made a mistake in not taking tho advice
brings me back to the campaign of 1878, wben theleader of given them from this side et the Rouse. I know it te boa
the Government went holding forth with bis Neebing Hlotel fact Ibat Many of our largo and wealthy manufacturors are
under one arm, and his steel rails under the other, and Ionly waiting for the bare te be taken down to enter the
don't know but that ho had a model of the St. Frances locks. United States market and compote with the Amenicans on
But ho depicted them to the people. These were the three their owu ground. They eau do it. Give tbem the oppor-
great cries ho had against theGovernment. 810,400 in the tuuity; do not decry theability othe Canadian manufac,
Neebing Rotel. And the Minister of Finance and the Post- turer and workman. Hiitory bas sbown that the froor
master Generat had the hardihood to repeat these statements trado le the larger are the w8ges xecoived by the working-
to-day. The Postmaster General might have lot them ie, but man. Compare the wages in England and in Geroeand
ho felt inclined not to do so. But at present I am speaking you will ut once sco the difference. TboQo are the two
of oats. The hon. gentleman spoke of myself as alfuropeau nations having different rade policios, Germany
lumber king, and ho said the lumber king buys all bis being highly protective and Great Britain fro trade. Hie
oats in Chicago, al American oats. I wrote the hon. le a comparison of wagee:
gentleman a letter contradicting the statement. I do not Gt. Britun. Germany6
know whether ho received the letter, but ho reiterated the Bia8 ers ... ...... 7,68 $421
statement, and I thon had a statement put in the papers. I Plutt.r..... ......... 7.80
think ho is a pretty cloe observer of the papers, although Oarpenters ................. 7.66 4.11
ho may have overlooked that small item. I had a statement Blacksmitb8........ . ............ 7.37 4.00Oabinet-makers . ...... ................ 7.68 4.25
inserted in one of the papers that the statement ho had...........................6.07 8.68
made was entirely unfounded ; but hoestill kept repeat-o7.N0 3.97
ing it. Up to the present time, I have never bought.4.10 3.11
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In conversing, some time before the question of reciprocity
arose, with a prominent Conservative in Toronto, ho said to
me: The moment you propose tbat resolution Sir John
will haul up the loyal flag and the people will flock to him,
The Premier bas hauled up the loyal fag, as ho has done on
many occasions before; but ho has got to be a prettyold man
now and there are a great many young mon coming up
who cannot be hoodwinked, the young portion of the coun-
try cannot be carried by the loyalty cry and will not be
hoodwinked by it. I hope hon. gentlemen opposite will
raise this question at the general election, because I am
satisfied that if that cry is raised we will be the vietors.
You know the story about the quaker and the mad dog.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.

Mr. COOK, The quaker said: I will not raise my hand
against it, but I will give it a bad naine, and forever after-
wards it will be called the mad dog. The hon. gentleman
is going to raise the loyalty cry, and like the quaker is
going to raise the cry of mad dog, hoping that that will
bring the people around him ; but h ts very much mis-
taken. Lot me say a few words about loyalty. Who have
been the loyal party? I am descended from the United
Empire Loyalists, and I do not yield my loyalty to the leader
of the Goverument or any one else. Hon. gentlemen opposite
are loyal so long as it keeps them in place and power
and they get the bonefit of it. So soon as they seeo they
could, by turning round and hob-nobbing with the United
States, gain any a Ivautage, politioally, they would do it
quicker than any men living, for it is a question of keening
themselves in power. I believe the leader of the Govern-
ment is dosirous of promoting the well-boing of the country,
but if it stands between him and political success,
thon tho interests of the country will have to
give way to political success. Who signed the annexa-
tion manifesto? Ron. gentlemen opposite know very
well. The leader of the (Government knows that he sat in
couneil with some of those men ! Who burned the Parlia-
ment buildings at Moutrea? Why, the Tories ! Who
rotten-egged the Governor Gencral, Lord Elgin, at Mont-
real ? Why, the Tories ! That very mace now lying on the
Table before you, Mr. Speaker, has a histury. The beaver
was stolen from it at the time of the fire in Montreat.
Who did it ? The mon who burned the Parliament build.
ings and rotten-egged the Governor General-they stole the
beaver off the mauc1l Who was it that boisted the black flag
in Brockvitle? It was the Toriesi Wherevtr theroeis any.
thing disioyal you wiil tind a Tory mixed up with it, and-
when therae isanything to be carried out that is not loyal
it is carried out by the party who are always claiming they
are the loyal party in the country.

flouse divided on amend ment of SirRichard Cartwright ;
That the net debt of the Dominion of Canada was $t40,362,069 on the

BOth June, 1878;
That the net debt of the said Dominion was $228,235,786 on the 31st

March, 1888;1
That the total annual expenditure f tthe Dominion was $33,508,158

for the year ending 30th June, 1878, and $35,658,161 for the year ending
30th June, 1887;l'hat the esetimated expenditure for the year ending the 30th June,
1889, is $35,421,440, wholly apirt from divers known uoprovided expen.
ditures which will raise the tutl amount likely to be expended tu at
least $37,000,00O, being au increase of the net debt to the amount of
$88,000,000, and of the total annual expenditure ot $13,500,000, in the
space 0111 years ;1

That the said debt and expenditure have increased in a ratio very
far iu excess ut te iucrease of the wealth aud population cf the country
during the said interval ;1

That the said expenditure is provided for by a syaten of taxation Fo
adjusted as to press with extreme and unjust severity upon the trifty
and industricus producer, and especially upon alI farmers, day laborers,
mechames, artisuas, and factory operativea, who are at present subject
to a custome taxation on articles necessary to life and comiort, amoun-
ting te nearly one thousand per cent. more than that levied upon members
of the corresponding classes in Great Britain and Ireland

That the misohiefs caused by the present system are further aggra-
vated' bYthe very general subatita of spech for ad valereu dates,

*. 000e

whereby the injustice of the existing mode of taxation and the unfair
prefre°cetshuwn to rich consumer over tim.lese ywsaltbi ii fi d
the eâme time intreman d conoealed, and tbat il io expfflent *st the
said inj.stice shoutl be remedied and that the wealthy clae ah*uMi
be compelled to bear their fair proportionate sharéof the buidelnóftaxd-
lion ;

That this House views with alarm the extremely rapid ineSan. of
the debt and taxation of the Dominion, especially in view of thie fct
that there has been contemporaneously a very great reduction hin he
debt and amount required for necemsary taxation by the United stites,
and that this Houes is of opinion that any considersble addition to the
debt or taxation of tbe people of Canada will work very great
to the great bulk of the population and will tend howertally %op'
them in a position cf great disadvantage sa regara the pie .e
United States, besides stiouoly prejndiclng tber- citanee sue0uagin
improved oommercial relation vith the people of taI counry.
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(In the Committee.)

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved :
1. That the Governor in Council may, by proclamation, when-

ever it appears to his satisfaction to be desirable in the public interest
go to do, either reduce or remove entirely or in part, the export duties
provided for by section six of the Act respecting the duties of customs,
and by echedule E thereto, or by au Act in ameudment thereof.

2. That section nine of the said Act be repealed and the following
substituted therefor :-

" 9. Any or all of the following thinga, that is to say :-Animals of
aIl kinds, hay, straw, vegetables (including potatoes and other roots),
sait, peas,.beans, barley, malt, rye, oats, buckwheat, flour of rye, oatmeal,
buckwheat flour, butter, cheese, fish of all kinds, fisk oil, producta of fish
and of aIl other creatures living in the water, fresh meats, poultry, atone
and marble in its crude or unwrought state, lime, gypsum or plaster of
Parie (unground, ground, or calcined) hewn or wrought or unwrought
burr and grindstones, and timber and lumber of all kinds, unmanufac-
tured in whole or in part, including shingles, clapboards and wood pulp,
uay be imported into Canada free of duty, or at a less rate of duty than
is provided for by any Act at the time in force, upon proclamation of the
Governor General, which may be issued whenever it appeara to hie satis-
facion that similar articles from Canada may be imported into the
United States free of duty, or at a rate of duty not exceeding that paya-
ble on the same under such proelamation when imported into Canada."

3. That section ten of the said Act be repealed; and items 592 and 781
in Schedale C to the said Act are also hereby repealed, and the follow-
ing substituted therefor respectively :-

4 592. Coffee, green, except as hereinbefore provided.'
" 781. Tea, except as hereinbefore provided. '
4. That the excise duty on spirits manufactured from raw or unmalted

grain used in combination, in such proportions as the Department of
Inland Revenue prescribes, with malted barley taken to the distillery in
bond, shall be the same as that in spirits manufactured exclusively
from malted barley.

5. That when any substitute for methylated spirits is supplied to au
manufacturer in accordance with section 238 of "The Inland Revenue
Act," the price therecf shall not exceed the actual cost with the addi-
tion of 15 per cent.

6. That the excise duty on cigarettes, whether the product of foreign
or of domestic leaf tobacco, weighing not more than three pounds per
tbousand, shall be sixty cents on every pound ; and on those weighing
more than three pounds per thousand one dollar per pound.

7. That the excise duty on all cigare, whether the product of foreign
or domestic raw leaf tobacco, when put up in packages containing less
than ten each, shall be seven dollars per thousand.

8. The foregoing changes in dnties of excise shall corne into effect on
and after the second day of May, 1888.

Sir RICHARD CARPWRIGHT. Just state the altera-
tion proposed to be made in the existing law.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What articles are left ont?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The article of green fruit is
left out, because they are now there by proclamation.

Mr. MULOCK. Will not the repeal of the Act repeal
the proclamation ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; the proclamation has
placed them on the free list, and nothing would subject them
to duty but an Act of Parliament.

Mr. MULOCK. Does not the proclamation depend upon
that Act?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at all.
Mr. LANDE RKIN. What are the articles ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am now reading the articles

omitted from the old list. Green fruit is owitted, bran is
omitted, seeds of all kinds-for the same reason that they
have been included in the proclamation; also plants, trees
and shrubs have been made freo by proclamation. Coal
and coke, hops, wheat, Indian corn, fiur of wheat, flour
and meals of any other kind, lard, tallow, salted or smoked
meats are omitted; and there are added, that are not now in
the present li8t, fish of all kinds.

Mr. MITCHELL. Salted as well as fresh ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Yes, f1h of all kinds; also fish-

oil, fish products, fresh meats, poultry, wood puip, stone in
the rough, marble in the rough, burr and grindstones, lime
and calcined gypsum. I may say that many of those alter-
ations are made in conformity with the Mille' Bill, sothat I
have adopted the same designations as were used there, and
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have added some articles; for instance, stone in the rough,
marble in the rough, grindstones calcined gypsum, and
poultry, which are included in the Mills' Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL. Were not wheat and the produce of
wheat in the Bill ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; none of those were in the
Bill.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the bon. gen-
tleman's reasons for omitting those articles that he now
omits from the statutory offer beginning with bran, if I took
him down correctly, and going down to salted meat ?

Sir CH AR LES TUPPER. I stated that while you would
be prepared, as a question of treaty, to put on a number
of articles that you might not desire to have made free, be-
cause, taking the arrangement as a whole, you obtained the
insertion of other articles that you desired very much.
When you come to make those articles free by logislative
enactment it became necessary to revise the list and the
list would be revised from time to time. I am governed to
some extent by the movements made in the Congress of the
United States. I considered it not desirable to embrace in
this articles which are not embraced in the Mills' Bill, and
[ bave embraced a numbor that are embraced in that Bill. I
think wt must now deal with the revision of the system
from time to time. While we retain It as a statutory offer,
it must be from time to time revised in such a way as to
meet the interests of Canada and the wishes of our own
Parliament.

Mr. MITCHIELL. Is coal in the Mills' Bill ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, Mr. Chairman, I did not feel
disposed to take up the time of the House as gentlemen
much more able to discuss the Budget than myself desired
to speak, and have spoken, at considerable length; but i
cannot allow this measure to pass without again, as I have
done Session after Session, calling the attention of the Gov-
ernment to the fact that wheat and the produce of wheat, and
corn and the produce of corn, bavo been omitted from the list.
I have repeatedly on former occasions pointed out t'o great
injustice that is donc to the lumboring, laboring and fishing
classes in my own county, by the principle that makes them
pay a duty on the food th3y Lat as well as the clothing they
wear, and everything that enters into the consumption and
maintenance of lif. I feel that year ater year, whon the
system of protection is being aggravated very much, that
it is an injustice to that numerous class of the community,
to allow such an opportunity as this to pass without
adding these items to that statutory offer of reciprocity.
I am not going to make a speech about it ; it is useless.
If I diJ not kno w it was so hopeless I would take up a
good deal of time to prove to this House the injustice,
and I would feel it my duty to divide this House on the
point. But as I have done it before, and may have an
opportunity of doing it again before the Session closes,
unless the Goverument revise their decision, I will not take
np the time of the committee at this late hour. I there-
fore simply enter my protest against the omission from
that statutory offer of these articles, at the present time,
when everything looks so favorable to our getting the
United States to meet us on a fair reciprocal basis. I think
if there is anything that should be put on the free list it is
the food of the working classes.

Mr. O'BR[EN. I object to the course the Givernment
are pursuing in this matter, from exactly the opposite rea-
son to that stated by tbe hon. gentleman who bas just sat
down. I think their course is objectionable on several
grounds. It is objectionable because I think it is humiliat-
ing for this country to be playing this sort of game with the
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United States. I object to playing a game when I am playing
aecond hand with a low card, can never have the lead and
never get a trick, and that is exactly the position we are
standing in with relation to the United States. I also
object because I think, as a matter of principle, any such
arrangement, whether by treaty or by statutory enactment,
is in itseolf antagonistie to the National Policy. I contend
that if we are to carry out the National Policy we must
carry it out in its entirety. We cannot add a little bit here,
and take off a little bit there, and say we will put this or
that on the free list; and at the same time do justice to the
great bulk of the community. I merely mention these two
grounds, because I think the time must soon come, and the
sooner the better, when if the Governmont are to stand
by the National Policy, which this House and the country
have supported thom in, they must begin by repealing
that statutory clause altogether. It may be said that
that clause is only permissive; yet so long as we have
it on the Statute-book, it is to some extent binding and
obligatory upon us. If not, why do we put it there ? We
must also remember what we seem to have forgotten on
this side of the liouse at any rate, in the debates that
have taken place, that this country bas not stood still
since fB78-that what would have been a perfectly just
and reasonable policy at the time of the initiation of the
National Policy may naturally be expected to be entirely
unreasonable and unsuitable to the present conditions. If
the National Policy has done anything during the time it
bas been in force, it must have created a great many indus-
tries, and therefore have placed the country in an entirely
different position. Therefore a-ting, as we are doing now,
is almost equivalent to saying that the National Policy has
not altered the condition of things in this country. I con.
tend that it bas altered thom, and very much for the botter;
and it is because 1 believe in it that I do not wish to see it
hampered in its operation by a reciprocity treaty or by any
such provision as this, which is in some respects as binding
and obligatory as a treaty. For these reasons I object to
the course taken by the Governrment. In pursuing it, I
think they will be digging a pitfall into which they will
ultimately fall.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I regret that the hon. gentle-
man should have taken from the list any article that was
there before. He bas taken off corn and corn meal, and
wheat and the flour of wheat. In doing so I think he is
making a very great mistake. He is cortainly not acting
in the interest of the agricultural population of this country.
He is leaving on barley; yet when there was no duty at ail
imposed on American barley coming into this country, none
came; the barley went in the other direction. Does ho
suppose that the Amoricans are going to act on that statu-
tory offer by taking the duty off barley if he leaves the duty
on corn ? lt is in the interest of the agricultural population,
who are raising stock, to have the privilege of obtaining
corn from the United States to food to their stock, because
we raise in this country a quantity of that article altogether
inadequate to our wants. The hon. gentleman proposes
to agree to have free trade with the LJnited States in
certain natural products in which the exports are
from Canada; but in regard to those articles which Canada
imports ho does not propose that any statutory offer
shall exist. In inaking that proposition I cannot
believe the hon. gentleman to be sincere. It looks like an
attempt to put on the Statute-book an offer which ho knows
will not be accepted. What is ho asking the House to do ?
He is asking it to guarantee the interest of a very large sum
to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, to remove the
restraints that exist against the importation into the
United States of the growing produet tof the North-West,
and yet ho proposes by removing wheat and wheat flour
from that statntory ofier te interfere with the freedom of

Mr. 0'BRiEN.

trade between the North-West and the United States. I
say that in doing that ho is taking a retrograde stop. If
ho is, as ho says, in favor of free trade in natural products.
why does ho remove any natural product from the list ?
He is either in favor of free trade in natural products or ho
is not. Why, every Minister whob has spoken on the suh-
ject bas declared himself in favor of free trade in natural
products. Thon, why remove any natural product from
that statutory offer. fake another case. The hon. gentle-
man told us ho was in favor of free trade in coal with the
United States. He bas told us so repeatedly. But now
what does ho propose to do? fHe proposes to take coal out
of the statutory offer. He proposes to keep upon the
people of Ontario a tax that is imposed upon the people of
none of the other Provinces; ho proposes to retain this very
large tax that falls exclusively upon the people of Ontario.
The hon. gentleman knows that ho has repeated every
Session, and hon. gentlemen behind him have echoed bis
statement, that the tax on coal does not increase the price
of Canadian coal in Qanadian markets. But ho knows that
he bas collected nearly 81,000,000 from the people of Ontario
on coal alone. There is not a town or city in the Province
of Ootario, the people of which do not consume coal during
five months of the year, and yet the hon. gentleman under-
takes to impose a serious tax upon them, which must
seriously weigh on their earnings. Why, I have seon my-
soli, during the presont winter in London, the children of
poor people purchasing 10 cents, 15 cente, or 20 cents worth
of coal or wood, and the hon, gentleman proposes to impose
a tax upon the lnel which is to keep these people in com-
fort during the winter season. That is what the hon. gen-
tleman vioposes to do. He knows that at present there is
a Bill before Congress proposing to remove the duty upon
coal, wh ich Bill will probably be carried, and yet, in order
that ho may avoid removing the tax upon coal, which falls
very severely upon the poorer population of the cities-

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. What Bill does the hon. gen-
tleman refer to?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I refer to the proposition that
is now before the Congress of the United States.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Any tariff Bill ?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What is it ?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I cannot tell the hon. gentle-

man at this moment.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I know of no such Bill.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Then the hon, gentleman has

not taken the trouble to read the Arnerican papers.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have followed them closeoly.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman now is
proposing to remove coal from the liet in the statutory offer.
Why does ho do so? if he thinks that there is no proposi-
tion to be made by the United States, no mitchief, even
according to the protectionist's view, can arise from leaving
eoal there. If there is to be such a proposition, the hon.
gentleman puts it out of his power to place coal on the free
list; and I say it is a serious tax upon the poorer population
of Ontario. Thon the hon.gentleman bas referred to the effeot
of the proclamation that bas issued. Of course the procla-
mation does not remain in force when the statute upon
which it resta is repealed. The proclamation faIls with the
statute. The articles are put upon the free list, but they
may not romain there. If they do, it is because there is no
provision of the law that the former state of things shal ho
revived. I do not know wbether there is a provision in the
hon. gentleman' Tariff Bill w hich provides that the unenum-
erated articles shal be subject to a certain rate of taxation.
If so, it is possible that those articles might be seo included,
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but I suppose the hon. gentleman intenda to put those arti-
cles, upon which the duty bas been removed by the pro
clamation, in the tariff, upon the free list.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They are on the free list
noW.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Does the hon. gentleman pro
pose to put them on the enumerated free list of the tariff ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, They are on the free list by
law.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I call the hon. gentleman'
attention to this fact: that the proclamation by which they
are put there is gone when the statute is repealed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at all.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I say if you repeal section 9,

you repeal the proclamation whieh was carried in virtue of
the power given by section 9. There can be no doubt about
that. If an article is put upon the free list and there is no
statute to interfere, and there is a provision that the former
state of things is not to revive, it will remain on the fre
list. It will require a positive Act to revive the tax once
it is removed, but the hon. gentleman knows there is a pro-
vision in the law that all unenumerated articles-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not an enumeration of
the articles to leave them out of the list.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). They will require to be put on
the free list and specified in the tariff.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Not at all.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says no. I

have not looked carefully into the Act for that purpose, but
certainly tho reason ho has given is not at all adequate.
The hoU. gentleman says he proposes to follow the Mills'
Bill. I find that petroleum is put in that Bill.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say that I pro-
posed to follow the Vills' Bill. I said the very reverse.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman said he
would leave certain articles ont of this Bill, because they
were left out of the Mills' Bil, and that ho would include
certain articles because they were put in the Mills' Bill.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did, but I did not say I
proposed to follow the Mills' Bill.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The statement the hon. gentle-
man has just made, is wonderfully like the same thing.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is a great distioction
between the two. I stated that when you came to deal
with this question by legislation, both Governoments were
left entirely free to pursue the course that their own inter-
ests indicated as the best. That is the position I took; and
wherever I found in the Mills' Bill an article I wauted to
take advantage of and to make free I embraced it ln this
list, and if I find an article in that Bill that it is not in the
interest of this country to have free, I am under no obli-
gation whatever, because I know it was put in the Milis'
bill purely and simply with the view of considering the
interests of the United States market.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If the Mills' Bill were going on
the line which the hon. gentleman mentioned, and without
reference to what might be done bore, it is very extraor-
dinary, as the bon. gentleman muet see, that the article of
corn should be left out. What I was calling the hon.
gentleman's attention to was that ho might find that while
the Americans would be willing to give us a remission of
duty upon barley and a number of other articles, the natural
products of the country, they might be willing to do so
wholly upon the condition that we would be willing to take
the duty off corn ; yet the bon, gentleman puts it out of hie

power te accept an offer which on the whole might be
-advantageous to the country. &ven taking the hon. gentie.
man's view that some of themn are more advantageous than
others, atd some may not be advantageous at ail standing
alone,they might be advantageous taking the whole together.
The hon. gentleman has said that his leader bas stated that
they would like to have reciprocity with the United States
in natural produots, and I am calling the hon. gentleman's
attention to the tact that ho is seeking, by these provisions,
to leave out some of those natural products, the free inter.
change of which ho thinks would be to the advantage of this
country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I find myself between two
fires. In the first place, my hon. friend from Muskoka
(Mr. O'Brien) objects to our having a statutory clause at
ail. I must remind my hon. friend ttat we are not bring-
ing forward a statutory clause, but that, from 1849, in the
old Province of Canada, this clause has been on our Statute-
book. The Treaty of 1854 enlarged it very mach; thon, in
1866, the treaty having been abrogated, the clause was
again put on our Statute-book, and it was re-enacted in
1861, 1868, 1870 and 1879. So we are not bringing forward
the clause now. I am inclined te think that, if it was not
already there, we might not hoeoccupied as we are at this
moment, but, the clause being on the Statute-book, we are
of the opinion that it would not be wise that it should dis-
appear, it would not ho wise, at the present time and under
the present circumstances, that it should be taken away. I
do not hesitate to state to the House my position and my
opinion in reference te this subjoct. I am in favor of having
ail the products of the farm, the produots of the forest, the
products of the mine, and the products of the sea, made freo
between ourselves and the United States. In my judg-
ment, we might adopt the whole of that policy, and I say
more, that both parties in this country have professed to
desire that for many years. In my judgment, such a policy
would be one teat might fairly be entered upon with.
advantage to both countries, but we know that all our
efforts to obtain a reciprocity treaty, which would make ail
these products free, have entirely failed; and, under those
circumstances, the Legialature of Canada ever si nce 1849 have
been placing a statutory provision in their laws in regard
to a number of articles-not all those which were in the
Reciprocity Treaty, net by any means ail those articles which
would be embraced in the category te which I have alluded
the natural products of both countries-but they have
selected a number of articles to be placed in this posi-
tion. Now the time has come when it is clearly indicated
on the part of the Congress of the United States that they
do not intend to deal with fiscal questions by any other mode
than by legisilation, and we find a Bill brought forward in
the House of Represoentatives there which proposes to place
certain natural products of this country and others upon
the free list. The hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell) on the other hand, unlike my hon. friend from
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), who thinks this provision goes too
far, complains that it does not go far enough, and he speaks
especially, ho says, in the interest of the lumbermen. Whad
is the first clause of the Bill? It is a new enactment which
I am asking the House to put on the Statute-book in the
interests of the lumbermen. I do not think my bon. friend
from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), much as he may object to
making some of the natural products free, will say that it
would injure the lumbering interests of Canada te obtain
free admission for ail our lumber to the market of the
United States.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Our lumber, but not our saw logs-that
is the point.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is the position in which
we find ourselves. Here is the great lumber interest of this
country which has the prospect of having the market of the
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United States opened to it frec by the Mills' Bill, which I
an strongly of opinion will become law during the present-
Session of Congress. If that is put on the Statute-book of
the United States, we would not be able to take advantage
of it, because there is a provision which says that no lumber
shall be admitted into the United States free from any
oountry which has an export duty on logs. We have an
export duty on logs, and the first clause in this Bill is to
enable the Governor Generailin Council to remove that
export duty on logs so as to give the great lumber interest
of this country free admission into the markets of the United
States, if that Bill passes. I have already stated why this
measure bas been revised. It is one thing, as i have already
said, te make a treaty, but it is an entirely different thing
to deal with questions of this kind by legislative enactment,
and the moment this question was settled, as it undoubtedly
was settled, by the Judiciary Committee of the House of
Representatives, that it is in violation of their con-
stitution to deal with those fiscal matters without
legislation passed by both Houses, we have to decide
how far we shall go on one side or the other. The
United States will decide to put on the free list, as
they did in regard to lumber, such articles as they think
will conduce te thoir own interests without any reference
to our action. We, from time to time, will revise our list,
and deal with our fiscal policy precisely as the Congress of
the United States declares it will deal with theirs. We
*ill make such articles free as we think the interests of
Canada demanda and we will impose duties on such articles
as we think the interests of Canada require. I think that
will commend itself to members on both sides of the
House. The hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) has re-
ferred to coal. He must not forget that this Government
without being moved to it by any party anywhere, removed
the duty on anthracite coal, which had given us a revenue
of $500,000 a year, and the hon. gentleman knows that the
Province of Ontario, from which he comes, largely receives
the benefit and the advantages of the remission of that
duty. The hon. gentleman is perfectly aware that, deriv-
ing, as we do a large revenue from coal, it might seriously
derange our financial arrangements if suddenly, in relation
to that or any other article, an alteration were made, and
we were placed in suh a position that we would have no
option but to make that article free. We have confined
this list to such articles as it would be in the interest of
Canada to make free, and that will be subject to revision
from time to time as, in the judgment of Parliament, it may
be found necessary to act in the interests of this country.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. the Finance Minister has re-
ferred to my objections to the form of the statutory offer,
and he says I referred especially to the lumbermen and to
the fishermen, and in that he is correct. He states that
the provision in the first part of the Bill covers any
advantage whieh the lumbermen might fairly expect.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER I did not say so. I said the
first clause was in the interest of lumber and in the interest
of salt, which are the two articles the first clause deals with.

Mr. MITCHELL. My hon. friend knows that no pro
portion of the class of people I have referred to in the
Lower Provinces, will derive any benefit whatever from the
first clause. Talk about salt. Can they take salt from
Western Ontario down to the fishermen along our coast?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not mean to say that;
but I meant to correct myself in saying that the first clause
dealt entirely with the interest of the lumbermen. I had
omitted to state that salt is also included, and that it had no
reference te the hon. gentleman's constituents.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am speaking from the standpoint of
constituents now, and from the etandpoint of a very muchg

larger sphere. I wish to lot the hon. gentleman understand
that the advantages given, as ho claims, to the fishermen by
the first section of the Bill providing for salt-

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. No; the hon. gentleman is
entirely mistaken. I had no reference to advantages to
fishermen whatever, The salt industry is entirely an
Ontario interest, so far as the action of this Bill is concerned.
It had no reference to the fishermen whatever. I merely
referred to it as being in the Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman referred by
special direction to the objections I took on the ground of the
fishermen and lambermen, and when ho spoke oflumber and
salt I assumed that he meant to point out the special advant-
ages to be derived by the class of constituents I re-
present. The fishermen of that section of the country know
botter than tbe hon. gentleman that a very large portion
of the population of the Maritime Provinces is largely en-
gaged in fishing, and another large portion engaged in
lumbering and as laborers.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And they have all the salt
free now.

Mr. MITCHELL. I know they have salt free, but the
hon. gentleman put forward the question of salt, and I
assume that ho referred to that as ho did to the question of
the lumbermen being benefited by the first clause of that
Bill. As to the advantages lumbermen get under that Bill,
I do not think it has anything to do with the duty on flour
and provisions that are nsed by men engaged in the lumber
business. When I speak of the lumber interest I do not
allude only to the men who carry on business in the woods,
but I allude to the laboring classes that form so necessary
a part of the lumber business, forming forty to one of the
class the bon, gentleman refers to, the lumbermen proper.
Now, I tbink it is pursuing a course to be regretted to leave
out all these items and also the item of coali and I think
it is pursuing a course not to the advantage of the country.
The hon. gentlernan speaks of the advantages that have
been given to Ontario by the admission of hard coal free.
Why should a special portion of this country be selected
for special advantages under this Bill? Why should New
Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island, and a considerable
portion of Nova Scotia too, be left out of the advantages
which free coal would give them ? If there is a loss of
duty amounting to nearly half a million, by the act
of the Government, in the admission of anthracite
coal free for the benefit of Ontario, why should not
the Maritime Provinces participate in those benefits,
by taking the duty off soft coai ? My hon. friend
will say it would tend to discourage the miners of Nova
Scotia. Sir, I was speaking to the manager of one of the
leading mines in Nova Scotia the other day, the Spring
Hill mine, and I asked his opinion about the effect of free
coal. ie said ho would be glad to see coal free, ho wanted
no advantage from it; and he pointed out to me why, and his
explanation was perfectly satisfactory. I can sec no reason
whatever why our people should be subjected to the disad-
vantages which result from the treatment which they have
received by the preferences given, as shown in the instance
the hon. gentleman has referred to in the case of Ontario
and free coal. Now, this treatment has been going on quite
long enough, I recollect the subject was brought four
years ago before the then Finance Minister, the present
Governor of New Brunswick, and an intimation was
given very like a half promise that the duty would b. taken
off cornmeal, and I dare say some hon. gentlemen will
recollect i. Now, if the hon. gentleman takes ont of this
list of statutory articles which they propose to make
free-omits from it corn and the produce of corn,
wheat and the produce of wheat, and barley and the pro-
duce of barley-if the America.s adopt the Mill' Bill
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and put them in, ho 'preclude this country from getting
the advantages of the powers that these very gentle
men would have the right to exercise under the law
now, if these things wore included. The hon. gentleman
speake as if we were to follow the United States alone
Why should they only follow the United States ? Why
should they only follow the Mille' Bill ? The hon. gentle
man says that if the United States make a certain article
free, it is for the interest of Canada that that article shoul
be made free also, that they may come, Session after Ses
sion, and take powers to make it free. Why do they no
take powers now and reserve to themselves the right only
to accept such articles as are in the interest of Canada-
and this House would not hesitate to give them the power
That is, in my opinion, the course these hon. gentlemen
should pursue, and not pursue that which is evidently thei
determination, and refuse to let the food of the people com
in free. It ie time this legislation for localities was done
away with. I would remind my hon. friend that it has been
stated in the press of the United States that there should
be a clause-I do not know whether it should be put in the
Mills' Bill or whether mn a separate Bill, because there is a
separate Bill talked of-thore should be a clause put in one
ofthese Bills that the free list which it is proposed largely
to extend by that or some other Bdl,shall fnot apply to Canada
or any country that han certain stipulations against the Uni-
ted States which Canada bas to-day. Now, Sir, one of these is
fish, and I would like to know if my hon. friend is doter
mined to impose upon the fishermen of our country the
exclusionoffresh fish from the marketsof the United States?
-for that is what that Bill would mean, if there is any.
thing in the statements of the American press. I need not
tell my hon. friend that it would mean hundreds of thousands
of dollars out of the pockets of the fishermen of the Province
of which I have the honor to represent one county. It is a
very serions position in which to place the fishermen of our
country, in the future, in earrying on their business. 1 need
not tell this fouse, because a dozen mon in this House
already know it, that to some counties in the northern por-
tion of New Brunswick, and especially the one I reprosent,
the free markets of the United States for fresh fish are ot
the greatest importance, and are, perhaps, the source of
the living of a large number of people during the winter
season in catching fresh fish and sending them through to
the United States. But I very much fear, from the tone of
the prese of the United States, and what is said in relation
to the treatment Canada has given them, that we may find
ourselves excluded in the article of fresh fish from the
markets of the United States, and I would very much
regret it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I have no doubt the Finance
Minister is correct when ho said that the changes proposed
by the American tariff Bill were more with reference to
their own interests than to the interest of Canada. But be
that as it may, I think it would not be wise for us to close
the doors against any proposai looking to the enlargement
of the free list between the two countries. Now, the liât
which i proposed by the present resolution embraces
articles which we do not import from the United States,
that is to say, animals of ail kinds, hay, straw, potatoes,
poe and beans, barley, rye, oats, buokwheat, oatmeal,
buckwheat, flour, cheese, gypsum, timber, and lumber of
all kinde, manufactured wholly or in part, including clap-
boards and wood pulp. Now, it must be rememberod that
we do not import any of these articles from the United
States at the prosent moment ; therefore putting them on
this list is merely with the object of conveying to the
country the idea that we are going to be very generous in
iaking an offer to the United States for the froc admission

into Our country of certain articles when these articles
are placed ona the free list of the United States.

g The omission of coal and wheat from the free list may, it
- appears to me, prevent our having the advantage of the
w Milis' Bill, provided it passes. Tue hon. gentleman drew
n attention to the fact that last yeur we pai i, as ho said,
. although I see it is corrected in his rovised speech,
y 61,800,000 on lumber shippud to te U e Joi states. If they
- place that on the free list and other articles which are ou
e the free list at present, and sbould also place coal, whioh
i the hon. gentleman says they propose doing, and we should

place certain articles, not coal or wheat, on the ree list,
t then I am afraid it might prevent their allowing that clauso
V to go into operation. They might say that unlesis you admit

all those articles free, including coal, coke, wheat and breal-
stuffs of ail kinds, we willnot admit lumber and other articles

i which it is to the interest of this country should bead mitted
r free into the United States. It would, thereforo, ho wise for
e the Government to take power, whother they exercise it or

not, to be able under certain circumstanccs that may arise,
i when the Government may be able to dispense with the

revenue which they at present derive from the importation
of coal and which I admit is a large item-if the Amoricans

à should place coal and other ai tioles on the froc list the
Government would be able to deat with the natter, if they
saw their way clear to do so. If they put it out of their

à power to deal with it and the Americans pass th at Bill
enabling lumber and other articles to go free to the United
States, I say they may naturally turn round and say : We
are not going to give yoa what you offer uninless you place
ail those articles on the froc list in Canada. IL is in that
sense the Finance Minister would do well to amend hig
proposai and place those articles on tho froc list, coal and
coke, and breadstuffs of ail kinds, so that they nay be aMo
to deal with the matter it occasion shouid arise b'y the
Americans placing thom on the froc list, otherwise tho-o
interests in which we are concerned in the proposai now
before Congress might lose the bonefit of free admission
into the United States.

Mr. WATSON. I desire to ask the Minister of Finance
if it is his intention to include flooring and siding in manu-
factured lumber.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We say manufactured in
whole or in part.

Mr. WATSON. You specified clap-boarding. I regret thait
the Finance Minister has not seen fit to place on the statutory
offer the two articles which some of the members for Nova
Scotia are afraid that uniess they are placed on the fro
lit wili not be admitted into the United States froc. As
representing a country that might b3 supposed to be pro-
tected by the duty on wheat, I say that Manitoba regrets
as well as Ncw Burswick doos that the duty has not been
taken off wheat. The Americans are now coming into the
North-West to buy our hard wheat, which bas brought 10
cents more per budhel in Dakota this year than in Manitoba.
In fact they have sought that wheat in large quantities, not-
withstanding the duties, and about 100,000 bushels have beea
shipped to the United States for seed, with a view to improv-
ing the quality of wheat grown there. It is well known that
the area in Ihe United States for producing bard wheat is
rapidly diminishing, and I believe it would b to the inter-
esta of Manitoba to place wheat on the free list. A duty on
wheat ie ne protection to auy farmer in the Dominion, it
eimply prevents their selling wbeat in the best market
available. I also wish to draw the attention of the
committee to the duty on coal. I believe if the duty
were removed from coal a large part of the North-western
States would be séupplied with soft coal from mines in our
Canadian North-West. There has boen a largeo shipment
of anthracite coal from Banff mine to California, some
10,000 tons having been .hipped already. If we had unre.
stricted reciprocity a large portion of the North-Western
States would be supplied from our North-West coal fielda,
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and if coal were placed on that list we might hope to have
unrestricted trade. Another article from which the duty
should be removed is potatoes. Thore have been a hundred
carloads of potatoos sont to St. Paul and Chicago during the
present season, and some also to St. Louis. It was my
intention to have addressed the flouse on the question of
unrestricted trade, but I am able to say that so far as Mani-
toba is concerned we have nothing to protect and no benefit
eau be obtained by us from a protective tariff. We are in a
position to defy the competition of the world in natural pro-
ducts. Of manufactures we have very little indeed, and we do
not wish to have them protected to the injury of the develop-
ment of our agricultural resources. Manitoba would bail wiLh
pleasure the adoption of such a policy as bas been introduced
by the hon. member for South Oxford (ir Richard Cart
wright). We grow the best wheat, we have the largest num-
ber of acres in natural products, and if we had fiee inter-
course with the United States, the No th-West would prosper
more rapidly than it bas in the past. 1 hope that agricul-
tural products and agricultural implements will be placed
on the free list ere long. It is as important for a farmer
to obtain cheap implements as it is to protect him in any-
thing for him to grow. The dutios paid on certain articles
are imposed in the interests of two or three coustituencies
in Canada. The duty on fruit, which bas been referred to,
benefits only two or three constituencies. Coal in a like
manner. lon. gentlemen from the east have explained
to me that if coal was placed on the free list they would be
in a better position than at present. it is unnatural for
coal to reach further west than Ottawa. Not a ton of coal
from Nova Sc.>tia goes as far west as Toronto. If the
Governumenut propose to operate a railway in the interests
of Ibe coal miners of Nova Scotia and carry coal frec to
them, but t tie cost of the people at large, it may be done.
But this is an unfair and unjust principLe to adopt.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hou. gentleman seeis
entirely to misapprehend the scope of this measure. It is
not to place anyth'ng on the tree list. We have not power
to put anything on the free liit in the manner to which the
hon. gentleman has referred, coal or wheat or breadstuffs
enteing the United States. it is the other way. Ali this
does is to enable us, in case of legislation in the United States
making the articles free, to place them on our free list by a
proclamauuon. The hou. geutiuman must not forget, and
the bon. member for lialulux (Jir. Jones) must not forget,
that we have had coal on the statutory offer since 1879.
The United States have not placed it on their free list.
There are only two tariff measures now before Congress
and neither the Mitlls nor the Randali Bill bas uny reference
to coal, corn, wheat, flour or meul.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.). Daes the hon. gentleman say
Indian meal is not in the Mills' Bill ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say it is not, and while we
have had it on our statutory offer since 1879, as well as coal,
coke, and meal, and grain, and flour, and potatoes, not one of
those articles are in either of the Bills that are before the
United States Congres. It bas been shown that putting
those in the statutory offer bas not accomplished anything
ut ail in respect to those articles. We have tried that and
it bas failed. lu fact I am inclined to think it Sas had a
very contrary effect. I am inclined to think that putting
coal on our statutory offer Jeads them to the conclusion that
it is a great advantage to us to have coal free, and that
rather prevents its being put on the free list in the United
States. The saine thing may b said of whoat and those
other articles. I am just as anxious as the bon. gentleman
is to sec thein include potatos and I hope thoir Bill may be
still amended before it becomes law as to include potatoes,
and therefore I am anxious we should be in a position to
take advantage of it.

Mr. WATSoN.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Do you wish them to include
coal and wheat ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have not said that. I said
we have bad it in the statutory offer since 1879 and neither
the Mills' Bill nor the Randall Bill now before Congresa
propose to make those articles free.

Mr MITCHELL. The hon, gentleman has told us two
or three limes to-night that those articles were on the
statutory offer since 1879. Knowing as ho does the hostility
to anything like free trade in the United States during that
time, ho has taken good care not to tell the House what I
believe to be, viz., the change of sentiment, and what others
believe to be the change of sentiment in the United States,
in the direction of free trade. Notwithstanding the arguments
that are made to the contrary, I believe that the free trade
sentiment is making its way in the United States, and in view
of that fact it is now proposed that we should take off some
of the most important items, such as coal and wheat, flour
and meal, from the statutory offer. I think the present
time is the best chance for our offer being accepted, and
these articles should not be dropped.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGBT. It seems to me that
the hon. gentleman is naturally enough in a difficulty. He
and his colleagues have brought things to such a pass here,
that we are now, according to his own statement, face to
face with a considerable difficulty. I understand that the
real roason for taking those off is, as ho almost admitted,
that ho cannot dispense with the revenue ho receives from
them.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would not like to lose it
without having means to provide for the same.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. I am aware that the
hon. gentlemen, by the mode in which they have conducted
the public affairs of the country, have brought us to this con-
dition-that In spite of the enormous taxation we are face
to face with a deficit. Under those circumstances, with a
known deficit of about a million on the next year, the hon.
gentleman does not like to face another deficit, of as far as I
can judge, a million and a quarter of dollars, if those articles
should bo placed on the free list. I think he is play-
ing with edged tools. I have no doubt that when his
proposition comes to be known and discussed, as it will in
a short time b known and discussed in the United States
Congress, that very much the conclusion will be drawn that
bas already been drawn and that is that he is carefully elim-
inating a number of articles which the United"States might
export to us in considerable quantities, and take from us in
return other articles we desire to make free. As my hon.
friend beside me (Mr. Mitchell) very properly says there
was no disposition during the last nine years on the part of
the thon American Government to relax their highly pro.
tective system, but it does seem very expedient, to say the
least of it, that now that there is good ground to bolievu that
their opinions are altering, that these articles should be left
on thefree list. The hon. gentleman very materially reduces
the scope of the articles which ho had formerly proposed
to make free, and, though 1 am bound to admit that there
is force in the objection ho took as to the probable loas of
revenue, I think that ho wili find that the action he is
now taking will be apt to be construed to our disadvantage
and that it will prevent a number of articles which would
be greatlv to our advantage to put on the free list in the
United States, from being put there.

Sir COuIRLES TUPPER. I do not think it is possible
that can arise.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think the hon. gen-
tleman will find that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would consider it a serions
question if I could take that view. I do not think it is
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possible thait any person in Congrees eau object to the elim.
nation of those articles. How can they take objection
when they have refased to accept it for nine years, and
when they find that in a number of articles they propose
in their Bill to make free we immediately take power for
the Governor in Council, the moment their Aet becomea
law, to make those articles free also ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is just as my hon.
friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) pointed out. We sell the
Americans no Indian corn, as the hon. gentleman well
knows. I do not suppose we send a bushel except for the
purpose of seed to the United States. On the other hand,
every body knows that but for our arbitrary Lariff restric-
tion we would import considerable quantities of corn from
the United States. Then, as the hon. gentleman knows,
too, we want to get our barley in there free. I think there
is great force in the objection made by my hon. friend from
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), that in striking out such an article as
grain we may possibly prevent the Americans from admit.
ting such articles as barley free.

Mr. WATSON. I finally comprehend the question and 1
have this to say, that I believe the Government ought to
place such articles on the free list as would induce the Am-
ericans io give us rociprocal trade in certain lines.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The offer had no such effect.
We have had it there since 1879.

Mr. WATSON. It is only now we could reap advantage
from that. As far as we are concerned in the West we had
nothing to trade with the Americans, but we find now that
notwithstanding the duty they are seeking our potatoes
and wheat to-day, and we wish to have those articles they
are seeking in the American market placed on the free list
if possible. I know that the Minister bas not power now,
but I wish ho would take power to put them on the list,
and the American people who are legislating now in the
interest of the American citizens would, I am sure, ask
power to place them on the free list also. I maintain that
the Canadian agriculturist is handicapped by this policy.
He has to pay more for his farm implements and ho gets
less for his farm products than ho did before. It bas been
stated in this House that the farmer does not pay more
for his implements than he did before. I know from
my knowledge of facts and from my own experience
that the Canadian farmer has got to pay a little more than
the extra duty on implements, and more than that again in
Manitoba, because the excessive freights charged on imple-
ments going into that country makes up the difference for
the duty. I wieh to see the agriculturist legislated for now,
and I say legislation has not been in his interest, although
that has been contradicted in this House by members, and
by members from the North-West. I hold that the
farmer of the North-West, who should be encouraged by tbis
Goverument in settling that country, is handicapped as
compared with the American farmer of to-day. A farmer
in Dakota eau buy his implements 35 per cent, less than a
farmer can in Manitoba, and in some instances it is more
than 35 per cent. les, because of the excessive freight to
Manitoba. If time would admit I could give you the list of
necessaries a farmer requires to settleon a farm in Mani toba
and what he requires to settle on the saine farm in Dakota.
The balance is in favor of the American farmer by $270.
That is the cost of the goods taken from actual figures paid
in 1887.

Mr. FISHER. If I understand theb hon. Finance Minister,
he has taken off certain things which are in the old stand-
ing offer, because he does not find them either in the
Mills' Bill or in the other tariff Bill before the United
States (Jongress; but I find, notwithstanding this, that
there are a lot of things in this offer wbich are not in the
Millo' Bill. The hon. Minister mentioned potatoos as one

article which he hopel to see introduced into that Bill be-
fore its passage through Congress, and therefore he left po.
tatoes in this standing offer. Do I understand him then
to build a hope that what articles he bas in this standing
offer will be placed in the Mille' Bill before it becomes law,
and that we shall have that opportunity to have all these
articles free ? I did not understand him to say that much.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

Mr. FISHER. Thon, I ask him why ho has taken some
articles off, and left some on which are in the same position.
I would like him to say why ho las left on animals, for
instance, which he does not hope to have introduced into
that Bill, and taken offnsuch things as whoat, Indian corn, flour,
Indian meal or meal of any other grain, lard, tallow, salt
meats and smoked, some of which are still left on the frec
list by the Order in Council lately pasvod by the Govern.
ment? The hon. Minister bas not explaived his reason for
picking and choosing between these things at aIl, and I do
not see why ho should have taken from this standing offer
these particular things. Does ho intend it to operate
against particular classes in this country, who might enjoy
the freedom of the things which are put on the froc list ? I
cannot understand any other reason for his having omitted
these articles. I sympathise with the hon. momber for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) who las called attention to
the fact that Indian corn and meal and moal of other grains
are removed from the chance of being put on the freo
list. Not only are the fishermen and lumbermen
interested in these articles, but a largo portion of
our farming population as well. Thi hon. Miniser
knows perfectly well that Indian corn is not grown in
this country to any extent, and wo cannot raise it as
cheaply as it is raised in the Western States. The f arming
community, especially in Ontario and Queboc, buy these
grains from the Americans for fattening thoir cattle, whih
they export and make a profit on. Thereforo the duly
imposed on corn is a detriment to them, making thoir meat
dear, and putting them at a disadvantaige in competing with
the Americans in the English market. This is only one
article, and I think others would como under tho same
reasoning. I was surprised to find the hon. Miister so candid
as to say that ho based Ibis legislation orn the logislation
which was taking place at Washington. He did not say it
in so many words, but ho practically ackrnowlodged that ho
is regulating our tariff by the action of the Amorican Con-
gress. Yet it was only a fow days ago that his f llowors
called us disloyal, and applied almost every opprobrioués
epithet to us, because they said we proposed to give
the American Congrees some power over our tariff. If
it is so disloyal and wrong on our part, how is it possi ble
that it is right in the Finance Minister of Canada to make
this proposition ? I say the lion. Min ister and bis col-
eagues are driven to it by the tortuous and varying policy

which they have adopted towards the United States. While
at one time, as they did in U73, they try to throaten the
United States into reciprocity, at another time they try to
coa them into it to such an extent as they are willing to
go, but will not accept anything except what they are will-
ing to give. But just now the bon. Fnance Minister stated
that ho was going to take some of those things from the
standing offer so as to intimidate the United States, I
nnderstood he wants to try and force the lato give us a
chanee of getting some of our articles free into that coun-
try. I think the Government's exporience in the past in
trying to intimidate the United States should show the
lon. gentleman that he is not likely to succeed to-day, and
I do not imagine that the United States are going to be in-
fluenced by bis action in this matter. But so far, I have
not bad any sort of information from the hon. Finance
Minister as to the reason he has taken these particular
artîicls ont of the standing offer, while h. ,ha *left others
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which are exactly in the same category. If ho does not
explain that, we can only suppose that ho has been entirely
arbitrary in his selection.

Mr. PLATT. I wish to draw the attention of the hon.
Minister of Finance to a matter of considerable and conti-
nually growing importance, with reference to the admis.
sion of certain classes of corn into this country free of duty.
It is well known that the system known among farmers as
ensillage, or grcen feeding of cattie, is carried on in many
parts of Western Ontario as well as in the section I repre-
sent. It is produced from green corn, which is taken from
the green stalk, This corn is grown from a seed which
does not ripen in Crnada, and which the farmers have to
import. That seed is imported every year in large quan-
tities, and the dairymen and farmers of the country would
consider it a vory great advantage to be allowed to import
that kind of corn free. In the county 1 represent it is a
new business, but last year sone 200 bushels were imported
for such purposes, and this year 1 am informed by the
dairymen 600 bushels will ho imported for seeding pur-
poses, and the success of the dairymen in carrying on that
system will depec d on the cheapness at which they can obtain
that food.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) I understood the hon. Minister
in the early part of bis speech to emphasise that it bas
been aid is now the policy of his pairty bo obtain a treaty
which would admit as far as pos,ible the products of the
farm, the sea, the lorest and the mine from the one conntry
into the o*ber free cf duty, anrid ho gave us to understand
that that policy was ernbodied in the old statutory (ffer.
He has now revised that statutory offer, and bas introduced
a new one, omitting not only certain articles which by
proclamation were taken out of the old statutory offer,
and ai e now on the free list ; but as my hon. friend
behird me bas remarked, ho has omitted a large number
of articles that were in the statutory offer and bas
limited the genera]l character of that oier very largely.
I thiuk the House is entitled to know atgteaterlength wby
ho has done this. The hon. member for Northumberland
asked a question on the subject of Indian corn and never
obtained an answer. Why was that included in the old
statutory offer and omitted in tbis ? If the bon. gentleman
is desirous that we sh'ould have rociprocity in the natural
products, why omit these articles in the mtatutorv offtr ? I
hold the substance of a letter which the First Minister is
alleged to have written a year or twoeago to a leaing states.
man in the United States. It is contained in the letter of
Mr. J. S. Ritchie, of Acron, Ohio, a gentleman well known in
Ottawa, addressed to the Washington National Republican,
and in that letter the First Minster stated what the policy
of his Government was. Mr. Ritchie says:

" When the first Morrison Bill was under consideration in Congress I
reeeived a letter from the Canadian Premier, Sir John A. Macdonald,
accompanied by a list of aIl the articles covered by the abore mentioned
provision (he standing effer) in ber tariff law, and a large number of
articles not there enumerated. In that letter he promised that if the
Morrison Bill passel and included any or all of these articles in its free
liet, or admitted them at a lower rate of duty, Canada would at once
treat all such artieles which were the product of United States in a like
manner I gave that letter to Mr. Blewitt, the present mayor of New
York, who was then an active member of Mr. Morrison's committee,
and he gave It to Mr. Morrison, who expressed to me great satisfaction
with the proposition contained in it. The letter, I believe, is to-day
among the papers of the present Ways and Means Committee, and I do
not doubt that the offer contained lu it is as good as the day it was
made."

The hon. gentleman will see that the expression of belief
that Mr. iitcbie gives utterance to is not well founded, be-
cause the promise of the First Minister is not kept. A new
statutory offer is introduced by the hor. gentleman, which,
while it is extended to certain articles not mentioned in the
old offer, deliberately omits a number that are mentioned
in it. If they were omitted for the purpose of revenue,
that reason i indefensible, because the taxation bears very
OKfr. Fa=aw

beavily on the poorer classes. I would like to know
whether the First Minister has changed his policy or
whether he is prepared to adhere to the proposition ho
made in his letter to Mr. Ritchie. Before the hon. gentle-
man asks us to carry this resolution, ho should explain
why the articles in the old offer have been omitted in the
new one.

Sir CHARLES TUPPeR. If the hon. gentleman will
road over Ransizrd, he will find there an answer to all
that both ho and the hon. member for Brome have sai.In
endeavoring to draw a distinction between a treaty and a
legislative enactment, I have endeavored to mark the
difference betwen a broal comprehensive policy entered
into by two nations by treaty and a policy of each country
dociding to adopt in reference to this matter just what saits
it own interests. If the hon. gentlemen are not abl to
appreciate the distinction, I am afraid it is due to my
inability to express what I feel upon the subject, in the
mode in which I ought to be able to express it. It apears
to me perfectly plain and simple that a policy which would
be a sound, a rational and a judicious poliey for a country
to enter into by treaty covering all the natural proiucts of
the country is one thing, and it is another thing when one
country declares it will not have a treaty or any reciprocal
arrangement whatever, but will from Session to Session be
entirely free to act just as its own intereste require. That
being the case, I view the position from that standpoint. I
have never said that I decided to put everything upon
our free list that I found made free in the Mills' Bill.
If the Mils' B,1, or if the action of the Unitcd States Cor-
gress makes free an arLicle which I do not consider it to ho
in the interest of Canada to make free, I will not put Lt in
this clause. The articles put in this clause are put there to
show what, in the judgment of the Parliament of Canada,
we intend to take advantage of, should they be made free
on the other side. I have put articles in this clause that are
not in the Milta' Bill, but I do not confine myself te the arti-
cles mentioned in that Bill, because there aie other articles
which, should they be made free by the legislation of the
United States, we would like to take advantage of. There
are other articles that might by treaty bo dealt with as a
matter of deliberate arrangement, but which we would not
be prepared at the moment t, make free upon the actiun of
legislation over which we have no control. I hope I have
made myself intelligible. I have tried to explain every.
thing in the fullest and fraukest manner possible, and
I hope hon. gentlemen will consent to review the
statements I have made when they see them in print,
and allow this proposition to pass.

Mr. MOMULLEN. I do not thinkit is creditable on the
part of the hon. the Finance Minister, after the criticisme
and suggestions which have been made by hon. gentlemen
on this side, to try and lead as from the argument that we
bave presented. It has been stated that the hon, gentleman
intends to put potatoes on the free list, no doubt in the
interests of the Maritime Provinces. But, on the other hand,
ho refuses to put corn on the free list. If there is any
article at ail shipped from the Unitel States that would be
compensated by the freo admission of barley to the United
States, it is the article of corn. The hon. gentleman well
knows that the farmers t f Canada paid 8 '10,000 during last
year to get their barley into the United States. Now, there
is not another item that would be more likely to be traded
off for free admission of barley than corn.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have bad barley on our
statutory offer since 1879, and barley does not appear in the
Milla' Bill or the Randall Bill at ail, so that we gained
nothing by that. We have had both corn and barley on the
offer, and neither one nor the other has been made free.

Mr. McMVULLEN. I do not say that barley is on, and
the hon. the Minister is not going to prevent me froin mak-
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ing my argument by saying it is not in the Milla' Bill. I
say corn is the only item that we might have to trade off
in return for barley being admitted into the United States
free, and the hon. gentleman has not explained why ho bas
put potatoes on and left corn off.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. So far as potatoes are con-
cerned, there was a greatdoubt as to whether it was uin the
Milis' Bill. In fact, it was supposed at first that itdid include
potatoes. But it was found subsequently, by the provisions
of the full and complote Bill, that it was considered pota-
toos would come under the head of vegetables otherwise
enumerated, and, therefore, potatoes were not included, but
there is a strong reason to hope that, before that Bill be.
comes law, potatoes will be included. We have had corn
and barley on our statute since 1879, and we have had
wheat and flour and other articles, and that bas produced
no effect whatever.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Why not continue them ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The reason, as I have stated,

is that we propose to deal with these questions from our
own standpoint entirely.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon.gentleman bas, over and over
again, stated that ho has had these articles on the statutory
obligations of 1879, but ho fails to answer the argument
which I advanced against that, and which was referred to
also by the hon. member from Prince Edward Island (Mr.
Davies), that we knew that after the repeal of the Washing-
ton Treaty, a feeling had grown up in the United States,
arising ont of the fiuhery difficulties, which was hostile to
any extendod commercial relations between the two coun-
tries at all. That feeling has existed pretty well for seven
or eight years, and, although the hon. gentleman had that
statutory obligation thero, the argument which I raise in
reply to that is that a change is coming over the people of
the United States, that their financial difficulties demand
that a very large reduction shall take place on the articles
coming into their country, and, judging by the Mills' Bill, a
very large quantity of free goods will be admitted. My
hon. frienud the Finance Minister continually refers to the
fact that this statutory obligation has existed since 1879,
but ho fails altogether to give an explanation why potatoes
and coal are not in, and why cornmeal and corn and flour
are taken ont; ho fails to realise the change which bas
taken place in the sentiment of the people of the United
StateP, and so his answer is no answer at ail. He is evad-
ing the question.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The reason which the hon.
gentleman has would ho a reason for repealing the Act alto.
gether.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think so.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). He says ho does not think
so; thon, why does ho make the change in regard to these
articles, and put articles there which are altogether con-
trary to the reason which ho has given ? He puts potatoOs
there, though he knows they are not in the Mille' Bill, with
the hope, as ho says, that at sone future period or at sone
time or other the United States Congress will lOgislate in
the direction of free trade.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is good reason to think
so.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon he should put corn on
the list also.

Sir CHARLBS TUPPER,
put corn on, even if they did.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).
free trade in natural products.

I did not say that I would

He said he was in favor of

Sir CH ARTES TUPPE.R. I said, e a whole.
14.S

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But he does not take power
to deal with this as a whole. He deals with it piecemeal.
Suppose the United States were to put the whole of the
natural products on the free list to-morrow, the hon. gentle-
man does not take power to deal with that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It would be very question-
able whether you ought to. I have endeavored to explain
that, as a matter of treaty, covering the whole, I would be
willing to do this; but I never said that this should be done
by legislation, seeing the power of the Congress of the
United States to throw our whole financial arrangements
into confusion by dealing with three or four articles.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman has now
repeated what ho bas said six or seven times before.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may bave to repeat it five
or six times yet before the hon, gentleman will understand
me.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If the people of the United
States have reciprocity in natural products, they will not
enquire whether it is under a treaty or under legislation.
The effect is the same.

Mr. BOWELL. It is not the same.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I say it is the same. If that

advantage is obtained, it is the same to the people of this
country if it is done under legislation as if it is done under
a treaty.

Mr. BOWELL. The one is permanent and the other
is not.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman had butter
stand up when he wants to speak.

Mr. BOWELL. I am not talking to you.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). You are interrupting me.
Mr. BOWELL. Very well; I beg pardon. Go on.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says we
are not to take power to throw the financial affairs o f this
country into confusion. He is not likely to do that with-
out sufficient reason, and Congress would have the same
reluctance to throw the financial affairs of the United
States into confusion. He has not given us any valid rea.
son for doing what ho has done. He proposes to put cer-
tain articles on the free list which ho admits the United
States have not yet put on the free list by any Bill which
is before Congress, and ho bas taken off some articles that
are included in that Bill. fe says ho does not know that
he would in any case put corn on the free list.

Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. You have said that a great
many times.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Well, it seeme to be necessary
to repeat it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That statement has been re-
peated twenty times to.night, and it is one o'clock in the
morning.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Quite so, but the bon. gentle-
man might have concluded this debate several hours ago.

Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. I did my best to do so, but
the hon. gentleman knows that I could not.

Mr. M[LLS (Bothwell). The people of this country are
in favor of putting all these articles on the free list.

Mr. BESSON. How do you know ?

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell), Does the hon. gentleman mean
to say that b. is opposed to reciprocity in natural pro-
ducts ?

Mr. HESSON. I am, in some of them, certainly.
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Then the hon. gentleman bas
been misstating bis position this Session, and aleo in other
Sessions, because he bas voted to put that provision on the
Statute-book which the Minister of Finance is now propos-
ing to repeal. In fact the only hon. gentleman who bas
had the courage of his convictions, the only hon. gentte-
Mn who has spoken on this subject and bas stated what he
felt, is the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), who
aays ho does not believe reciprooity in natural proucts
would be good for this country. Other bon. gentlemen are
acting as if they were in favor of that reciprocity, but they
are simply pretending that they are. The Finance Minister
has been on each side of this question several times during
this Session.

Mr. MULOCK. It may be that the law is as the
Finance Minister says. I am not going to enter into any
controversy with regard to that, but I hope the Finance
Minister will not be offended if I ask the Minister of Jus
tice to ive us an assurance on that point. The Customs
Act of 879, section 6, declares that the articles mentioned
shahl be admitted into Canada free of duty whonever a pro-
clamation iseues. Now it is proposed to repeal the procla-
mation under that clause.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, not the proclamation.

Mr. MULOCK. No, but to repeal the clause on which
the proclamation rests; and it is said that the repeal of the
clause will not affect the proclamation. I do not propose
to argue that point, but that is a question on which I would
like the assurance of the Minister of Justice, for wbilt that
may be law, it is possible there is a doubt. There are cer.
tain orders that the Governor in Council can repeal, and
others that he cannot repeal. A proclamation standing
under that clause, resting upon the clause in question, I
take it, is not repealable by the Governor in Council, but
if yqu repeal the clause and leave the Order in Council
standing, it may be that the Order in Council ma ybe
repealable under some other provision of the law. ow,
1 would ask the Minister of Justice whether it is quite clear
in his mind that the proclamation under which green
fruits, and fruit trees, and so on, articles that are not
now to be rensmed in the substituted clause,-whether it
is perfectly clear to bis mind that that proclamation cannot
be repealable by any other than an Act of Parliament?

Mr. THOMPSON. I understand the position to be this:
Theso articles had a duty imposed on them by statute, and
by the same authority, that is, by a statute of this Parlia.
ment, power was given to the Governor in Council to make
what was practically an enactment upon that subject for
the repeal of these duties. Now, in pursuance of the powers
giPen in section 9, the Order in Council was issued, and the
proclamation went forth effecting a repeal of the duties
which were imposed upon green fruits, and upon certain
seedu, plantesand shrubs. My view is that from that
moment the enactmont imposing the duty upon these
articles was repealed and cannot be re-enacted except by
ti Parbasment.

Mr. GILLMOR. I regret to discover that the Govern-
mit are not disposed to place coin upon that statutory
offer, because it has not been responded to in the United
States. it is very important to New Brunswick and to my
own constitueney that corn and corn-meal should be
admitted free of duty, and during the campaign of the late

eneraloelection, there was an impression given currency to
y myoappenonts that that smait grievance was going to

be redressed. I regret to discover that the Government
are not so ready to put corn on the free list, even if
the States do take duty off corn. I have not heard the
Finance -Minister say yet that he would reapond to that,
that ho would meet the United States with regard te

1fr. Husox.

the duty on corn and cornmeal. I wlsh ho had left it,
at least, on the statutory otter instead of removing it. I
understand his position is that Government are going to
exercise their own judgment as to how far they can accept
reciprocity, as long as it is not general, and there is
some force in the remarks of the hon. gentleman. But I
do think that thu duty on corn and cornmeal, even if it is
kept on gour, ought to be removed, because you do not pro-
tect any industry that is now producing corn in Canada to
any extent. I understand that there are two or three
counties in Ontario that produce corn, but it is not
exported to the Maritime Provinces, and we import a
large quantity of corn and cornmeal.. It is a matter that
largely affects the poorer classes. While much of it may
be used to feed horses and cattle, a very considerable
quantity is also used by the poorer classes of the
people as food. I think you might well have left
it in your statutory offer. I do not think the people are
going to have this duty removed from corn and meal quite
as soon as they were led to expect by my opponents during
tho last campaign. If you would keop iton meal and allow
corn to câme in free, you would eneourage our griot milis.
Many of the grist mills you had before are now abandoned,
but if you allowed corn to come in free, you would
encourage the manufacture of grain into meal. The hon.
Minister, who is a leading man in the Maritime Provinces,
has intimated or hinted that ho does not know whether ho
would meet the Americans half way, but in the interests of
the people of that section of the country I would be very
glad if ho could meet their wishes in this respect.

Mr. MITCHELL. In relation to the duty on corn, I pre-
sume one of the objections the Minister has to its removai
is the loss of duty. Now, I do not think the.loss of duty
would be so much as the hon. gentleman imagines, because
I do not suppose any one would ask that the duty should be
taken off corn that is used in the country for distilling pur-
poses. What we ask is that it should be taken off crn
when it enters into the consumption of the people and for
the use of stock.

Mr. FISHER. The Finance Minister said a little
while ago that ho had over and over again answered the
question which the momber for Prince Edward Island had
put to him, It is true that ho has told us that ho believes it
is in the interests of the country to keep corn off the
statutory offer in the future. No w, I would like to know
why the Government think it to be in the in-
terest of the country to do so. I would like to know
whether it is that they believe that this is an industry
which requires protection, or whether they believe it is a
fair subject for taxation, or whether there is some particular
interest to be conserved of which the Finançe Minister has
given ns no inkling whatever. I have no objection to the
Government taking the power to put upon the statutory
offer such things as they think in the intereste of Can'ada,
but I want to know why they think it is in the interest of
Canada that corn should not be put in such an offer. When
the hon. momber for Bothwell intimated that perhaps the
Minister would not put corn upon the free list, even if the
Mills Bill did contain it, and that ho means to keep it for the
sake of the duty, the hon. Minister did not say anything to
the contrary. I think ho is going back on hie own statements
that ho wants to go as far as he can in the way of reciprocity
in natural product.

Mr. HESSON. I confess that I cannot understand the
hon. gentleman's reasoning. ie has endeavored to make it
appear that the exporters of barley from this country do
pay the duty, and that if the Americans took thea uuty
off we would get a higher price for barley. Now, if it will
work in one instance, why would it not work in another?
If the exporter pays the duty in the case of barley, may it
not be possible that h will pay the duty on oorn and corn-
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meal Did it ever occur to the hon. gentleman in that Mr. MITCHELL. I put the question: Did I understani
way? you to say that i is not in the interest of Canada ?

Mr. FISHER. What do you think yourself ? Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Whenover Ptarliament de
Mr. UESSON. I have my opinion, and you may study cides.

the question out for yourself. But you will seehowdifficult Mr. MITCHRLL. When the Governmont of th day
it is ta convince gentlemen who think that we must pay the which controls Parliament deoides.
duty in both instances. It is simp'y impossible. If we ex. Sir CHRLES TUPPER. No; Parliament which con
port barley and pay that duty, why, thon, may not the trois the Gover ment.
Americans, in the export of cornmeal, be presumed to pay
the duty ? They do not produce barley and we do not pro. Ur. MITCHELL. We hold the reins, but yn show n
duce corn. They requireeour barley and we require their corn. the way to go according to the old song. I contend th a
It is perfectly clear that we do not pay in b)th instances. the han. gentleman by bis acts, if not by bis words, decide
I know hon. gentlemen opposite always endeavor to prove thaf it is not in the interest of Canada to phice corn on the
that on sending producti into the American marklet our free list. If there is onq single article discussed that abouk
farmers pay the duty. It cannot be a roasonable or a be on the froe list it is corn
logical conclusion to suppose that the people will believe Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think my hon. friend hadthat if this is true in one instance it is not also true in the botter make a clean breast of it before he sits down, andother instance. I am not in favor of the Goverument even tell the House why the Governmont, of which ho was ataking into consideration the propriety of taking the duty member, placed a duty on corn and cornmeal, and whichoff grain or four. It would ho a most unwise course, and they kept on while ho was a member of the Government.in the interests of my constituents I will never consent to
the removal of the duty from wheat, oats, four or meal and Mr. MITCHE LL. It is not necesary for the hon.
a great many other articles I could enumerate. Our mar- gentleman te apply te one ef the miner members of the
ket in Canada is botter than that of the United States for Cabinet, as Sir Hugh Allan styled us, in tbe celebrated case
ail these articles, and our market bas been better since the which the hon. gentleman knows something about.
duty was imposed. That is perfectly certain, and our far- Mr. BOWELL. Do you acknowledge that?
mers and business men realise the fact, and while we export Mr. MIyCFIELL. Yes; I have the honesty te acknow.our surplus to the old country the United States is not our ledge that I was a minor member. I do not know, withoutbest market for the articles indicated. referring to the statute,whether the statement made by the

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not want to be guilty of bon. gentleman is accurate or not. I certainly did not think
any discourtesy to the hon. gentleman, but I may say that that the Governmeut maintained the duty all the time 1
I see no object in placing corn in the statutory offer. We was in the Goverument.
have no desire te induce the United States te legislate so Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No.as te place corn on the free liEst. We have no object iU
doing se. We do not send any corn to the United States. .aMr. M[TCHELL. I am willing te accept tho fact tkst
Whenever it is the policy of Parliament to make corn free, it wa so.
thon we can make it free, but there is no object in placing Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No; it was not se.
it in this effer. Mr. MITCHELL. I am willing to accept the fact. It doesMr. FISHER. By parity of reasoning the United States not lie in the mouth of the Finance Minister, who ocoupio4might decline te put barley on the free list. a more prominent and important p-sition in that (Govern-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will say at once that the ment, te put such a question before me, which, as the letter
United States will place barley on the free list the moment of Sir lugh Allan said, was one of the unimportant me%-
they come te the conclusion that it is in the interests of bers of the Cabinet, who was not a person of sufficient im-
their people to do so, and when they do that we shall be in portance to discuss important questions such as those which
a position te make barley free also. were discussed by the hon. gentleman.

Mr. FISHER. If the Americans do se for their advan. Ur. JONES (Halifax). As this je a mater cf public
tage they do not care whether it is put on the free list or pelicy I should like te be certain that I uderstand the
not. Under these circumstances it is no object to us to give statement othe Minister et Finance. I nndarstood ho wu
power to the Government te put it on the free list. in hiver of the tree interchange ef'the naturat producte ef

Mr. MITCHELL. Do I understand the Minister of the twe ceuntries.
Finance te state that it is not in the interests of the people, Sir CHI&RLES TUPPER. By treaty.
particularly the poorer classes, te put corn on the free list ;
because that is the only inference I can draw from the Ur. JONES (Latifax). Thon I understood Lii.bon. gen-
objeetion cf the hon, gentleman to placing corn in the statu- teman ta say that in the event of the Americausting ai
tory offer? If ho takes that position we have a distinct these article# on the free list ho could net gay that th8.over»-
issue, and one the country can understand. What I con- ment, se long as ho was a member ef iL, wouid reciproa.e
tend in regard to corn is this: It is a food consumed by the iu ail those articles, but there might b. geme te whieh h.
poorest classs, and it le grown in only two counties in might take exception.
W estern Cana" a teny uodei'ItO extent. Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. 1Iendoavored te draw a broad

An hon. MEMIBER. Hait a dozen conutios. distinction between a treaty aud legielation, between making
]Kr. MITCHELL. It is ouly raised te any extent articles free by treaty and by legielation.

in about twp coixties. When we do net raieau Mr. JONES (Halifax). Thati i a evmation.
article that utorshinte the food eol the poorest clase of the Sir CHARLS lTUPPE. You mhyCaiit ian vheon
population. when it je used by tho farmers tor fosd and by I do net. I Cali it a fiank statomanlik estatement.
theMr. JONES (Halifax). Theam.agtn tIderodeeoerng
ought n ta te taxed. The hon, gentleman says iLii net IortJOe S (ht iaf) Thee he hmoigne an s pldaoing all
iW te interats et Canada.erateaexet S rdiA LESTUPE or.in Inavre to rauw *haa

Sir. CHARLES TUPPZR. I did not say that,
loadi enatuai ro uct o me two countrseoatie a
guarding himsel1f all the time with this reservation, that
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unless it comes just in the way to suit himself,-and which
ho says cannot be given,-he is not going to admit the
natural products of the United States so far as ho can con-
trol it into the Dominion of Canada, although the Congress
of the United States may express their willingness and may
pass an Act admitting the products of the Dominion of Can-
ada into the United States. If that is his position I wish
the hon. gentleman to distinctly understand that we shall
know him for the future, because we do not intend to allow
him to take advantage of both sides of the question We
shall know henceforth that although the hon, gentleman is
expressing his readiness for free exchange of products hoeis
throwing difficulties in the way.

Mr. HESSON. I hope the Finance Minister will hold
the position ho bas always held in this country of fairness
and independence, and I do not think that any threat coming
from the other side of the House will very likely change
his views. In reference to the imposition of duty on corn,
I wish to saY that there is another consideration besides
that for the louse. That duty bas had the effect of reserv-
ing our market for oats and peas and the coarser kinds of
grain. Hon. gentlemen cannot help seeing the difference
between a treaty and between an Act of legislation in this
House. By a treaty we can say to them: If we take off
the duty on corn, will you give us an equivalent in another
direction ? If by an Act of legislation we remove the duty
on corn, it means leaving our market exposed to the Ameri.
cans and getting nothing in return.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It means getting cheaper
corn.

Mr. MULOCK. We could get in our barley.
Mr. HESSON. The bon. gentleman must take the

ground that we are not producing the corn and the corn.
meal, and the people must pay the duty.

Mr. MULOCK. Lot me ask you one question ?
Mr. HESSON. I am sure there is notagentleman in this

flouse who does not understand the position the Minister
takes on this question, as to our legisIation hore and by one
stroke this lHouse wiping out the tariff imposed on grain,
which we have felt in the interests of the country in the
past, and which I hope the people of this country will main-
tain, we will ho leaving our markets exposed to be flooded
from the other side. By a treaty we can get something in
exchange. They may under a treaty givo us their market
for free fish if we take the duty off grain, but if yon do so
by an Act of this House you expose the markets of the
whole coutry simply to gratify gentlemen who will censure
the Government afterwards for accoding to their wishes
and get nothing in return.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Never.
Mr. HESSON. I venture to say it is o.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is really a terrible
thing to have such a censure pronounced by an old time
supporter of the Government on the policy of the Govern.
ment for the lst ton years. Does not the hon. gentleman
see that according to his argument nothing could be more
absurd than the policy of the Government for the last ton
years since this offer has been on the Statute-book ?

Mr. MULOCK. i would like to ask theb hon. momber
for North Perth (Mr. iesson) if the United States produce
anything that can be used in substitution for Canadian
grown barley, more particularly the best kinds of bay
barley.

Mr. HESSON. I think not.
Mr. MULOOK. Well that answers the question at once

as to who pays the duty.
Mr. JoNas (Ualilax).

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Life is too short to settle that
a question now.

Mr. MULOCK. I know the party on the other side is
not agreed as to that question of duty. I heard the mem-
ber for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) insinuating and suggesting
that the Canadian people are paying the duty on barley
going into the United States. What does the Minister of
Finance say on that question ?

Sir CHARLES T[JPPER. I did not say anything.
Mr. MULOCK. I remember that in 1878 when the Pre-

mier was in Opposition he drew a very beautiful picture
of the Canadian fairmer paying the duty on barley. Daes
any one know what was the policy of the Administration
on the question we are discussing to-night? Why will
they not admit us into their secrets ? A little while ago
during this very Session, the Premier said that he was not
going to allow the Americans to pick and choose, and
they had got to go the whole hog or none. The Premier
said that and all his followers said it after him, and the
Conservative press in Hamilton, Toronto and Montreal,
all said that the Americans must accept the whole statu-
tory offer or nothing at all, but they had hardly finished
their tune when the Premier changed his tune.

Mr. MITCHELL. He got a telegram from Washington.
Mr. MULOCK. Yes. I want to ask the Finance Min-

ister if the policy of the party which he represents la going
to be changed every day and every hour by some Bill
that may be introduced into Congress, and are we to be
imitators of the people of Congress, or are we to consider
the intereste of the people of Canada? If it is in the
interests of the people of Canada that we should have en-
larged and freer trade relations with the people of the
United States in natural products, let us not adopt this
narrow policy now proposed, which will, at al events, have
the effect of preventing the farming community of Canada
obtaining a free market in the United States for some of
their cereals; more particularly barley. If that is not
what the Minister is aiming at it is where he is going to
arrive. He is preventing the American people placing on
their Statute-book any offer to Canada.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Ours is to be a sham offer.
Mr. MULOCK. Yes, it is practically a sham offer, and

there do not appear to be two members on the other side
who have the same opinions on the question. The member
for North Perth (Mr. Ilesson) who I suppose is on the
borders of going into the Cabinet, now says he is against
placing meats on the free list. If that be the case I hope he
will vote against the motion.

Gen. LAURIE. I deeply regret to have heard that the
Government were not prepared to take into consideration
at the present time, the free importation of corn. I fully
realise of course that revenue muet be raised, but I do
sincerely regret that there is no present indication showing
of any desire to put corn on the free list.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Vote against it thon.

Gen. LA URIE. With regard to voting; when the time
for voting comes I shall vote as I think proper. At the
same time the Minister of Finance states that it is a matter
which reste with Parliament. I wish to say that I shall be
most happy to support him in any resolution that ho will
bring forward when he considers Parliamont is ready to
deal with this question. I think the hon. member for
Queen's, P. E.I. (Mr. Davies) has expreused the proper
view in regard to this question. I do think it is a matter
of extreme importance to the people living in our Province
that grain should be placed on the free list. I do not think,
however, that it is necessary wesheuld have it in those re-
solutions, because in placing it on those resolutions we would
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have it on the free list, without any corresponding benef
for it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Not at ail.

Gen. LAURIE. That is my view at ail events.

Mr. BORDEN. I am glad to find my hon. friend fros
Shelburne (General Laurie) has experienced a change o
heart since 1879. In 1879 we had a colonization committe
sitting in this House from day to day. That hon. gentl
man did not hold the responsible position which ho nov
holds as a representative of a constituency in this Dominion
aithough he held as Le does now, a very high military posi
tion. At that time the committee were endeavorng t
obtain evidence on which to base a National Policy, anc
before that committee my hon. friend was called as a witness
A number of questions were put to him as to the effect o
a duty on corn and cornmeal on the farming industry o
the Province of Nova Scotia, and he replied to one and al
of these questions by saying that the duty on corn
meal would not at all be opposed to the interests o
any class in the Maritime Provinces. I, as a member of th(
committee, pressed him on that point. I said that as i
representive of a county in the western part of Nova Scotia
I believed that it was very important to the farmers ther
to have this article free for fattening, but he persieted that
it was not. In fact, he said that a duty would stimulat e th
introduction of coarse grains, which would be quite as good
for the farmers as corn. Now, Sir, I find that the hon
gentleman has changed his mind. Is it because he hi
become a representative of a constituency in Nova Scotia?
At any rate, J am glad to find that he has changed his mind
and has come to the support of those who have been for
years endeavoring to induce the Government to take the
duty off cornmeal. I am glad to find that I, who broughl
this subject last winter to the attention of the hon. Fmanc
Minister, who kindly promised to take it into his consider-
ation, have in the gliant general an able ally, and I have
no doubt that in the near future we shall be able to secure
that change we desire, the removal of the duty from corn-
veal.

Gen. LAURIE. The hon. gentleman is rather flogging
a dead horse. He states that in 1879 J was prepared to
advocate a duty on corumeal. I am now speaking of
taking the duty off corn, and I pointed out that the hon.
member for Charlotte (M r. Gillmor) had expressed my
view, that we might well keep the duty on cornmeal, but
take the duty off corn, and so encourage the grinding of
corn in our own country.

Mr. MoMULLEN. The hon. Finanoe Minister stated it
was the confirmed policy of both parties in this House to
favor reciprocity of trade in natural products. We have
certain friends in the United States who are fighting
otrongly for more extended trade relations between that
country and Canada, and I think it is exceedingly un-
fortunate that at this juncture the hon. Minister of Finance
should have considered it his duty to give our friends there
a slapin the face.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

Mr. MoMULLEN. He is doing it by taking from the
free list an article that we declared to be free of duty, and
he is placing us in such a position that we shall not be able
to reciprccate if they put it on the free list. I think it is
unfortunate that he Is taking this retrograde step at such a
time.

Mr. MONCRIEFF. Without entering into the question
of the advisability of interchanging the articles produced
here with those produced in the United States, my view je
that the present is about the first occasion since this Act of

ft ours hau been on the Statute-book. that the Ameriean Gov.
erument have shown any disposition to reciprocate in any
of these articles The Americans, in the Bill before Con-
gress, place a numbor of articles on tboir free list, s to
which they are willing to reciprocate, and they have left
out, not accidentally but by design, certain articles that to

in rny minci, is equivalent to saying, we do not thiuk it je to
ofour interest that those articles should go on the free li8t;

e and if that je the American view, the passiug of thia Âct ie
e- simply the withdrîàwing of the balance of those articles
w which they have said to us they will net reciprocate in, and
D, 1 think it le the true ard statesmanlike position for us to

occupy te beave those articles for the further consideration
o0f Parliament.

it

m

Mfr. WELDON (St. John).Thora je ne doubt that we
ofthe duty on corn, and 1 boliove our people are just about

as anxious to have the du y takon off cormui.
1fr. GILLMOR. I said that.

le Mr. WELDON (St. John). But it seems that for the
Spurpose uf pretecting a emali num ber of p)eople in Ontario

who raise corn, the rest of the Dominion should be saddled
Swith that duty, and at the very time proposais are being
Itmade in the Unitedi States lu favor of reciprocity, wo with-
adraw these items frotn the standing oiTer. 1 have listened
ýdattentivoly tb the bon. Min ister of Finance as to the differ-

o. nce between a treaty andi legislation ; but in regard to
ýnatul-al produets it seeme to mo thut we shoulci maintain
?the same position that wo did lcfaro, if we ozpect, our

neigbbors te meet w4 with logimlation thut rnay culminate
rin a treaty. But it seorne to me that the (ulvornment are

a taking the preeent course, eithier fia- the purposo of raising
ta revenue or becauso it is part of' the National Policy that

reciprocity muet ho subordinate to it, aithougli the party
- eupporting that policy profess to be in favor of reciprocity

ein natural product.
e Mr. HESSON',. The hon. gentleman speake of this duty
ais having been bevied inl the interest of Ontario. It may be
that the Provinces et Ontario and Quchue expoct, te

*reccivo cerne considor-ation in thîi matter. 1,ýut 1 would ask
the bon. gentleman and aIl the hon. genitlemen t'rom the

,fMaritime Provinees te recollect that the lieuse iu yoars
paet voted 8 150,000 to aid the fishermen.

Mfr. MITCHELL, My hon. friend frorn Lambton, de.
fserves commendation for the interest he has takon lu an
article in which, I have taken some intorest. If thora je an
article in whioh ho is deeply intereeted it is petroleum, aud
I notice that ln the Mila' 1Bill pctroleum le rnade free. If
the Goveru menit were to take the dilLy off that artiHe, they
would confer a great boon on the Maritime Provinces and
Easstern Canada generally.

Mfr. MONCR[EFF. They would not have put it in the
»Màills' Bilh, without good cause.

Mfr. FISHIER. I would like to endorse the remarks of the
hon. gentleman for Prince Ectward with regard to, eeed
corn, and I trust the Finance Minisiter will take it inte hie
favorable cousideration.

Sir CHiARLES TUPPER. That is a new question aud
we will coneider it.

lfotion agreed. to.

Sir C!IARLES TUPPER moved:
section i0 of the aaid Act be Lereby repealed andl thçàt items 592 And

781 rf ebedule 0 of an Act respecting the dutie3 of Ou tomes, chepter 33
Rt'vised atatutes of Canada, iff6, be repealed, and the fullowing imbati-
tuted in lieu thereof.

692. <joffos, green, except as herein provided.
781. Tea, excspi au hereinbefore provided.
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I may state that that change is for the purpose of drop-
pin g out what is now quite surplusage-that is section 10
o the Act which has entiroly lost its force in consequence
of legislation in the United States. It does net affect any
change in the tariff.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). While I do not dispute the legal
view of the Minister of Justice, it seems to me there would
be no harm in having a provision that the proclamation
continue in force. My own opinion in looking over the
matter carefully, is in accord with the view of the Minister
of Justice. Still there is some doubt, and it would be better
by some clause jist to leave that proclamation in force.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRLGHT. Are tea and coffee free
altogether ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, a duty of 10 per cent. on
tea from the United States remains, but this legislation
which is surplusago is removed for the purpose of taking
away what has lost its significance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In what way does it
lose ite significance ?

Mr. BOWELL. Having repealed the clause of the law
which gives the Government power to impose a duty of 10
per cent. on tea from the United States, it becomes neces-
sary to amend the items in the froc list which affected coffee
and tea, which read as follows:-" Tea, except as herein-
before provided by section 10 of 49 Vie., cap. 33." The
proposition is to make the items read: "Coffee, green, as
hereinbefore provided." This leaves coffee, green, free,
except when imported from the United States. Precisely
the same remark applies to tea. These changes are necee-
sary in order to prevent difficulty in the interpretation of
these clauses.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do I understand that coffee or tea
when imported direct from the place of production are
free ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. But if they come from Great Britain,

France or the United States they are subject to a 1) per
cent. duty.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER.
from the United St;ates.

No; only when they come

Motion agreed to.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved:
That the excise duty on spirite manufactured from raw or unmalted
grn ed in combination, in such proportions as the Department of

nland Revenue prescribes, with malted b rley tuken thethe ditillery ino
bond, shall be the aïme as that on spirits manufactured exclusively
frovn malted barley.

That when any substitute for methylated spirits is supplied to any
manufacturer in accordance with section 233 of the Inland Revenue
Act, the price thereof shall not exceed the actuad cost with the addition
of 15 per cent.

I may state to the committee the explanation of that is
this: When the Inland Revenue Act was framed orly two
kinds of spirits were made-first from raw grain and
second from malt. The former were allowed to use up to
10 per cent, of malt, though in practice the amount barely1
exceeded 4 per cent. This was duty -paid malt. The latter1
used malt entirely and in bond, Hence to put them on a(
footing of equality 2 cents a gallon extra was charged asj
spirit duty as an offset to the malt duty levied on the grain
distillers. Last year a distillery was started in Halifax,,
which did not come exactly under either of these defini- .
tions, as they proposed to use 15 to 25 per cent. malt and! i
the remainder raw grain. Section 130 of the Inland
Revenue Act established a duty on the raw grain spirite at 'i
81.30 a gallon and on the malt spirits at $1.32 a gallon. |l
As the distillery at Halifax used a greater percentage of
malt than was allowed to tho raw grain distilleries the ratej

Sir CHARLEs Tvmez,

of 81.32 a gallon was established by the Department as thei
duty on the spirite produced there and this duty has
always been collected and the object of the resolution is
merely to remove any doubts whieh may, arise s to the
proper duty to be collected on such spirite. There is no
increase in duty. The duty romains the same, but this
removes a doubt that might arise in that connection.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Why does the hon. gentleman specify
barley. The spirite made in Ontario are entirely made
from indian corn.

Sir CHJARLES TUPPER. It will not affect that in the
least. It only removes a doubt arising from the effoot of
the different portions of tha grain and malt duties.

Mr. MULOCK. I thought there was to e ho nchange in
the duties this year.

Sir OCHAR LES TUPPER. There is no change in eustom
duties, but there are two or three in excise.

Mr. MITCHELL. Are there any changes ?
Sir CHARLIES TUPPER. If my hon. friend will allow

me to read the resolutions, ho will See.
Mr. MITCHELL. I have asked a simple question, &ad I

want a civil answer.
Sir OFIARLES TUPPER. The last thing in my mind

would be to treat my hon. friend with anything oxeept
marked courtesy.

Mr. MITCH SLL. I have not had much of that lately
from you.

Sir CHARLEï TUPPER. I simply thought that, by
reading the resolution, I might give him the information
botter than I could state it. The firet resolution is :

That the excise duty on spirite manufactured from raw or unmlted
grain used in combination, in such proportions as the Deparltnent of
Iliand Revenue prescribes, with malted barley taken to the distillery la
bond shall be the same as that on spirits manufactured exclusively from
malted barley.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What is the provision if it is
made from potatoes ?

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. It does not affect that at all.
It does not touch the manufacture from potatoes or from
collD.

Mr. MULOCK. Will the Department of Inland Revenue
issue a general declaration in reference to these prepara-
tions ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). There doS not ee9m to be any

statutory provision as to the manufacture of aloohol from
roots.

Sir CA.RLES TUPPER. That is another question. The
second resolution 1e:

That when any substitute for methyiated apirita la supplied to say
manufacturer in accordance with section 283 of "The Inland Revenue
Act," the price thereof shall not exceed the actueai cost with the addi-
tion of 15 par cent.

The explanation of this resolution is that these methylated
spirits have hitherto been manufactured bjy the bonded
manufacturers, and the Department of Inland Revenue has
had suspicion for a lengthened period ttat these spirits, the
duty on which je 15 cents a gallon, have been largely used
for potable and other purposes t > which only pure spirit,
duty $1.30 a gallon, should be applied. It is intended to
withdraw the privilege of manufanturing the mothylated
spirits from the bonded manufacturers and to place the
supply under the control of the department, who wi¶1
supply wood alcohol or wood naphtha to varnish makers
and others. The 15 per cent. added to the coat is to pay
for handling, and to prevent the loss which would otherwise
accrue from withdrawing the duty oolleoted on the matin-
facture of methy lated spirits.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are you going to un-

dertake the manufacture of alcohol in the Inland Revenue
Departmont ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The details will be fully ex-
plained when my hon. friend the Minister ofInland Revenue
introduces the Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL. I bope you will not object to our dis.
oussing the matter on the Bill.

Sir CEA RLES TUPPER. No, the fullest explanation
will be given then. The third resolution is:

That the excise duty on cigarettes whether the product of foreign
or of dotnetio leaf tobacco, weighing not more than three pounde per
thousand, shall be 60 cents on every pound ; and on those weighing
more thaa three pouZds per thousand, ,L.00 pr pound.

The explanation of this resolution is that the present inland
revenue duty upon cigarettes is the same as on cut tobacco,
viz., 20 cents per pound. The duty on cigars is $6 per
thousand weighing say 12 pounds to the thousand, or say
40 cents per pound. The growth of the cigarette business
bas been seriously threatening the cigar revenue, while
costing much more for stamping, &c. It is proposed to
raise the duty to 60 cents per pound on ordinary
cigarettes and to Il per pound on those weighing more than
8 pounds per thouand. The customs rate is 82 per pound
and 25 per cent.

Mr. MITCHELL. Does that increase the duty on
cigars ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; but on cigarettes.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). How mach revenue will you
get out of it ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not a great deal.

Mr. MULOCK h this to increase the consumption of
cigarn T

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It will have that effect. The
4th resolution is:

That the exclue duty on all cigars, whether the prodact of foreign
or ofdomestic raw leaft obacco, when put up in packages ocontaining
less than 10 each, shal be 57 pet thousand.

The explanation of that is that the present duty is $6
per thousand and the extra dollar per thousand is to pay
for the increased number of stamps used upon the swailer
packages.

Sir CBRLES TUPPER moved that the resolations
take effect from and after the 2nd day of May.

Motien agreed to.
Resolutions reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House,

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2.20 a.m.

(Wednesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNNSDAY, 2nd May, 1888.

The SPuxi took the Chair at Three o'clook.

BANK ACTS AMENDMENT.

Mr.TRlOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
119) to amend the Bank Acte, hapter one undred and

twenty of the Revised Statutes. He said: The object of
the Bill is to make a further elight change in that portion
of the Act whieh enables certain producers and manufacturera
to issue warehouse receipts which will be as security in the
bands of the persons loaning money upon them. The
provision of the Bank Act enumerates various
manufacturers who shall bave the right to issue warehouse
certifioates, manufacturers of timber, and various others,
and I propose to add distillers. I may mention that one
of the principal reasons for this change is the provision of
the statute requiring the guaging of spirits, which makes it
necessary that distillers should carry a very mach larger
stock than they otherwise would do, and it seems reason-
able that such large concerns should have the right to issue
warehouse receipte.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURT ACTS
AMENDMENT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (INo.
120) to amend the Supreme and Exchequer Uourt Acts
ehapter one hundred and thirty five of the Revised Statutes.
He said : The object of the Bill is simply to enlarge the
right of appeal in reference to British Columbia and the
North West Territories. There is a provision in the present
Act with reference to appeals from Maritime Provinces,
giving appeale in some cases where the amount is above a
certain sum, even though the action did not originate in the
Superior Court. It is desired to extend that provision to
British Columbia, and to provide some system of appeal in
reference to the North-West Territories. The provision for
appeal which I propose to make with reference to the North-
West Territories, il that by leave of the Suprerne Court, or
of a judge thereof, an appeal may be allowed from the deci-
sion of the Supreme Court of the North-West Territories,
although the matter may not have originated in the
latter Court.

RIVER ST. LAWRENCE IMPROVEMENTS.

Mr. DAVIES asked, 1. What is the amount of the
advances made by the Government to the Harbor Com-
missioners of Montreal for the Lake St. Peter and River St.
Lawrence improvements, up to this date ? 2. Wbat is the
total amount of interest on such advanices? 3. What part
of such interest has been repaid by said Commissioners to
the Government ? 4. What was the expenditure of the Har-
bor Commissioners for the calendar year 1887, apart from
expenditure on capital account ? 5. What was their net
revenue for same year? 6. Does this expenditure include
any, and what expenditure, in the harbor of Montreal ?
7. What amount now remains unexpended of the sums
authorized by the Act to be advanced the Harbor om-
missioners for the completion ofthe Lake St. Peter channel,
and which amount the Government, in the resolution sub-
mitted by Sir Charles Tupper, ask for authority to expend ?
8. What is the estimated amount yet required to complete
the widening and deepening of the channel in Lake St. Peter
and the River St. Lawrence ?

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. 1. The amountof the advances
made by the Government to the Harbor Commissioners of
Montreal up to tbis date is $2,735,504.10. 2. The total
amount of interest on such advanes to the 3uth June last
wae $794,028. 3. Ail of the interest above referred to has
been paid. 4. The expenditure of the Harbor Commis-
sioners for the calendar year 1887, apart from expenditure
on capital accoant, was, awcording to the statements
made by them to the Government, &17,290. 5. Their net
revenue for the same year, $289,885, 6. They divide their
expenditure as follows<--,20,123 as apphable 1 o the
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harbor, and $8107,187 as applicable to the channet. 7. The
amount unexpended of the sums authorised, which the Go-
vernment asks for authority to expend on the channel, is
8179,495.90. 8. The Harbor Commissioners estimate
that it will take the whole of this amount and $20,000 ad-
ditional to deepen the channel to .7½ feet at low water,
and that to straighten and widen it so as to make it easier
of navigation, would cost say $200,000 more.

QUEBEC HARBOR.

Mr. DAVIES asked, 1. What amount bas been ad.
vanced by the Government to the the Quebec Harbor Com.
missioners for the purpose of constructing the Lévis Grav-
ing Dock, up to date ? L. What is the total amount of in-
terest accrued thereon, and how much, if any, bas been
repaid the Govern ment ? 3. What amount has been paid
towards the sinking fund ? 4. What amount bas been paid
out of capital by the Quebec Harbor Commissioners to the
Government for interest and sinking fund on the bonds de-
posited with the Finance Minister as security for advances
made by the Government on account of harbor improve-
ments in Quebec and the tidal dock at the mouth of the
River St. Uharles? 5. What amount bas been actually paid
to the Government by the Quebec Harbor Commissioners
for sinking fund on their bonds ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. 1. The amount advanced by
the Government to the Quebec Harbor Commissioners for
the purpose of constructing the Lévis Graving Docks, up
to date, is $838,000. 2, The simple interest thereon pay-
able in advancefrom 17th December,1878,to 19th April,188,
amounts to 8204,454.32, of which no part bas been paid.
3, Nothing bas been paid towards the sinking fund on
such advance. 4. The amount paid out as capital by the
Quebec Harbor Commissioners to the Government for
interest and sinking fund, on the bonds deposited hy them
with the Finance Minister as security for advances made
by the Government on account of barbor improvements in
Quebec and a tidal dock at the mouth of the River St.
Charles, is estimated at 8493,706.64. 5. The amount
actually paid out of their revenue by the Qaebec Harbor
Commissioners for sinking fund on the last mentioned
bonds, i, so far as can be ascertained, 898,621.69.

CElSTENXIAL EXflIBITION AT CINCINNATI.

Mr. LAURIER asked, Is it the intention of the Govern.
ment that Canada should be represented at the (jentennial
Exposition to be held at Cincinnati, and opened 4th July
next ?

Mr. CARLING. It is not the intention of the Govern.
ment to be reprosented at the Exhibition.

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee to-morrow to consider the following
resolution :-

That in addition to the sumo now remaining unborrowed and nezo-
tiable of the loans authorised by Parliament by any Act heretofore
passed, the Governor in Council may raise by way of loan sucb sum or
suma of money, not to exceed, in the whole, the sum of $25,ooo,oo, as
may be ruquired for the purpose of piying the floating indebtedness of
the Dominion tf Caiada, and for the carrying on of the Public Works
authorieed by the Parliament of Canada; suct sum or sums of money
to be raieed i accordance with andunder the piovisions of that portion
of chapter 29 of the Revisea Statutes ot Canada relating to the publie
debt, and the raising of loans authorised by Parliament, and the sum so
raised hereunder to form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of1
Canada. The rate of intereat on any loans raised hereunder not to e'.-
oeed four per cent. per annuni.

Motion agreed to.
Sir Cà&La Tmza.

RETURNS AND PAPERS.

Mr. LAURIER. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
[ beg to enquire whether the papers to be placed on the
Table of the louse, with respect to the disallowance of rail.
way charters in Manitoba, have been printed and will be
distributed to members before the discussion on the resolu-
tons is entered upon ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, We are pressing the print-
ers to have the papers printed immediately, and no doubt
they will be distributedwithout delay.

Mr. LAURIER. Will the Government also bring down
papers with respect to disallowance in British Columbia ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Were they asked at the
same time?

Mr. LAURIER Not so far as I am aware, but they
would properly belong to the discussion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will bring them down
as well.

Mr. McMULLEN. Up to the present time 92 orders
have passed the House for returns since we met on 24rd
February. Only 27 returns have been brought down. The
Government have intimated their desire to have the business
of the House closed in about two weeks, and the condition
of business in the meantime, as evidenced by returns
brought down, is in such a state that it is impossible for the
Opposition to discharge their duties efficiently if they are
not supplied with the infirmation asked. I moved a reso-
lu tion asking for a return of fees paid to counsel in the case
of the Queen vs. St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Company,
but the return has not yet been brought down. Out of eigh t
orders I moved myself only one return has been brought
down, that in connection with the Strathroy post office.
Only three returns a week have been submitted. I should
like to know whether the Government's intention is to furnish
the Opposition with the information they have asked, or not ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The returns are being
brought down as rapidly as they are prepared. Some of
them require a great deal of work and they cannot be
brought down at an earlier period. They are brought down
each day as they are ready-I do not know whether they
are three, four or five a week. I know I have brought
down a number, as other Ministers have done. But the
hon. gentleman may rest assured that our attention is
given to this matter, that the returns are brought down as
rapidly as they are ready, and orders for their immediate
preparation have been given in the different departments.
However, if the hon. gentleman will send me a memoran-
dum of any partieular return he requires, I will make
special enquiry about it.

Mr. McMULLEN. I should like the return in the case
of the Queen vs. St. Catharines Milling and Lumber
Company; also the correspondence in relation to the
establishment of a model farm in the North-West.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If the hon., gentleman will send me
a list I will notify the different departments, because the
Government are as earnest as hon. members in obtaining
these returns as rapidly as possible.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. member for Wellington
(Mr. McMullen) is a little unreasonable in the matter. I
moved for a return three or four years and it took two
years to bring it down-it was in relation to the Grand
Trunk. The hon. gentleman may get the returne next
year; ho noed not hurry.
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THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 60) to amend chapter twenty-seven
Revised Statutes, respecting the Department of
Printing and Stationery.-(Xr. Uhaplean.)

WAYS AND MEANS.

of ibe
Public

Resoîntions adopted in Committee of Ways and Means
(May 1st). were read a second time and conourred in.

OUSTOMS ACT AMENDENT.

Sir CHKARLES TUPPER moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 121) "An Act to amend chap. 33 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada, respecting the duty of Customs."

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the firet time.

INLAND REVENUE ACT A&MENDMENT.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved orleave to introduce Bill (No. 122)
" An Act to amend cbap. 34 of the Revised Statutes
respecting inland Revenue."

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

ADVERTISING COUNTERPEIT MONEY.

paid bis money snd when ho sooks to obtain his parcel or
bis satchel, that rubbish-either sawduast or blank paper--
has been inserted in the parcel instead of the notes of
which he saw samples. So generally ha. sawdust been
nsed that the whole businesa is called unde the nams
of the " sawdust cireular business." Efortse have ben
made by the police authorities of New York to put a
stop to these practices, but the ingenuity of'theseoon'
fidence men is shown by the dexterity with;which the
efforts of the police have been evadedfiom timeoto time., I
may say that one of the practices by which the persons
ongaged in this kind of business attract attention and per.
suade the public that the notes which they introduce are
notes that are easy of circulation, is by insecrting from time to
time in the American papers false accounts of hank note
plates having boen stokln fron the Tieaiury, bywhibhtbO
public are given to understand that the production of apptri
ently genuine notes is a very easy matter, and the " gooda "
as they call them are thereby advertised as being more
likely to appear genuine and, easy of circulation. The busi-
ness which I have referred to is carried on in many places,
and with occasional variations, but in some cases the person
to whom the circular is addressed sende bis money-and
generally speaking the remittanees are not very large-in
answer to the circular, expecting to receive in retUrn coun-
terfeit notes, but ho generally receives no answer at all and
the money is thus lost. It is a significant fact that the leadlng
operators in this business in New York are many of them
known to be worLh from 850,00 to $1OO,000. IL has come to.
our knowledge within the last two years, that the business
has been taken up in Canada, and that in two or three places

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No. in this Dominion the saine eperations are boing puredebY
108) respecting the advertising of counterfeit money. He swindlors cf this description, who have cehao for thal
said: It may be somewhat useful t the ouse that purpose fron the United States. A large number f ltt
should make a short statement explaining the reason for which ha ee rin by ponte wnomaiduana
introducing this Bill, because it is designed to put an end wer hsares s inare l tpeovio fdahero
to what bas bean a very great evil, and is a growing evil datdfrnia int the Provinceoncf the Do
in Canada. For some years past persons in the United
States who are known as "confidence men " have been in te whom these circulare are addresed, te enter into the
the practice of obtaining in the Mercantile Agencies liste of nefanieus eperations which the circular inviteà thom to
the names of persons who do business in different parts ofbe.
Canada, and who are supposed to be of somewhat wnakf deds. Many of them are from pcrrus holding good pou-
financial standing, and of addressing to those persons cir- Lion, and whoaro supposed te bu rio ut ail likoly in engage
culars in which they intimate to them that at a lowpr in transactions of ths kind. This leter is datod February
they will furnish them counterfeit notes. either of the 9tL of last yeur, and this persen says:
Dominion of Canada, or of the United States, and they are
accustomed to send on the requisite specimens of the that I could fot attend until te-day.
"goods." as they call them, wbich they are willing thus to IPlease send me $25 (twenty-five dollars) worth ofthe goode by
sell. Those goods which they thus oeffer are described by return mail, with instructions how to oeil them I am trading with the
varions names. Geuerally they are called "lgreen goods," country people a geod deal in the run of a year.I mea business. Sond the goodeas ses sepossible sd I will
referring ta the coloret the notes, and sometimes they are send you a peast office order by rtrn mail."
calledwh henrsb" and sometimes angreen cigare.b" Varions
othber caut names and expressions are mado use of which non- Thisoneofee ehus ese e in droe that are In our
veyp1ainly. eneugb to the pereen-reeeiving the cireular the posession from variou points in the Dominion. Some of
intirhation that if hosonde hie meney ho will -get a snpptyefithese, regret t t say, are signed by porions holding very
conntorfeit note&.Althouah. it bas-net been generaly known respectable positions, commercial and otherwiestome of
that this practice prevailstoany very great extent, theftact-tbemgmunicipal offlers, soma of the justices f th peaes,
bas beeuascertarnedthatý every weekfrein the city of eevdral f them puboe functionaries, from whom e would
New York thosandsof those eircla are sent int anadaexpeot a very different ansewer. may etate as an
The resuit b.ing,, that inimanycases persone are indneed illustration of the extent te whic thete operations ae car-
ta enter into a orregpoudonee, and the correepondenceÀle9 îed on in the Unied States, and the difloulty of dotectig
followed very frequently by persual negotiations on the (hem, that a pamphletcoantbeenatiteunddtWithingto-aon
part ofcur people with those confidence mn. The plan thiesubjet, in wsicho list o are given et the Iatitigus names
whioh la tho'n pursuodje this: An applicant fer the Il"green whieh are usee by pensons engagd in toiubnainra.y.aTpd
goa" goos ta a place indicated ilu the circular aud hol m way nu whieh the ltterh getd nto tona posesilond 1 -the
shonfr he cinspfctiO, a bunde of notes whih are in police authorities bore b that ate p."son euga.d in sSd-
most cases perfeoctly tge sd find rthat tbey are ef a do-ing those irolarfido intss n tochange is
icription which ai easily pa s crrent. Ie pay hie smon y adres and hie alia, that thesaette b veryon mi s hem
ftr the bndle cf notes wich ner euppoed ten hwrapped and go te th dead lette r omfce, wheme. tofy are tros-,
tp or put up in a satcoel, t ndgivo te hlmorteonde ft rred toe the bande ofStae an the diftAtyo panof tei re-
at ao re whe ih hsn caci for itnf oBiden , after ho is sportb, two pages clos ay printed are taho utwiob ate,

wsree
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aliases and changed addresses of one man who was engaged
in this business; and the writer mentions that another
notorious offender had 81 names and addresses, and that
another party, whose right name is unknown, now bas 136
different alisses. Under these circum8tances, and in view
of the fact that persons in Canada are engaged in these
operations of sending out circulars as well as sending and
receiving bogus money, it is proposed by this Bill to make
both the sending of circulars and the agreement to receive
the money criminal offences.

Mr. EDGAR. Can the hon. Minister tell us whether the
present criminal law is not capable of reaching this class of
offenders? Has it never been put into operation against
them? Ie entirely new legislation required ? Perhaps he
will also kindly tell us, as there seems to be reciprocity in
this business, at any rate between the United States and
Canada, whether there is legislation on the subject on the
other side.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think special legislation is required,
especially to cover the offence of agreeing to receive. The
Bill now before the House is very like one which is being
adopted in the State of New York. I think the New York
Bill does not make it an offence to agree to receive such
goods, but otherwise it is similar.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time, con.
sidered in committee, reported, and read the third time and
passed.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
89) to amend the Dominion Elections Act, chapter 8, Re-
vised Statutes.of Canada.-(Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,

Mr. THOMPSON. I propose to move a substitute for
this clause, makiug the electoral districts of Algoma, in the
Province of Ontario, and Cariboo, in the Province of British
Columbia, exceptions to the provision that the nomination
of candidates at a gencral election shall be on a particular
day.

On section 2,
Mr. THOMPSON. I propose to substitute for this

section the same provision that is contained in sub-section
2 of section 14 of the present Act, but limiting the provision
to the electoral districts of Algoma and Cariboo. It changes
the Bill in order to make exceptions of those two districts.

Mr. EDGAR. This only applies to general elections. Do
the Government not think it would be well to provide that
one and the same day should be fixed for bye elections as
well, whon there are more than one?

fr. THOMPSON. That suggestion, I think is hardly
applicable to the present section.

Mr. BARRON. I have an amendment to propose to the
proposed amendment of the hon. Minister of Justice, and to
which I referred slightly the other day. I think it is an
amendment which must present itself favorably to the minds
of hon, gentlemen on both sides of the House. [ think it is
hardly right or proper that it should be in the power of the
Executive, whether it be composed of hon. gentlemen on
that side of the House or on this, to bring on the elections
when there are vacancies during a recess just when it
suits their particular purpose, and perhaps in some cases1
bring them on rather hastily without due consileration of1
the intereste and rights of the people in any electoral1

Mir. TaoMPsoN,

district, or in others so slowly that for some considerable
length of time the constituency may be unrepresented.
Now, in the amendment I intend proposing to the House, I
have endeavored, as far as possible, to follow the spirit,
if not the letter, of Imperial legisilation, and hon. gentle-
men in this flouse who seek to copy the English practice
will be glad to know of that, I find that the practice in
England in some respects is not unlike our own. There
the Speaker acts upon the receipt of a writ to the
effect that a member has been promoted to the House of
Lords, or upon the certificate of a judge of an election being
voided, or upon the certificate of any two members of a
vacancy having occurred. There, under the statute of
George IV, I find that a period of fourteen days was allowed
to elapse, during which time the Speaker was required to
advertise in the London Gazette the fact of receiving notice
of a vacancy having occurred in the representation of any
constituency. Now, under a subsequent and amending
statute, 24-25 Vic.-and to this statute I would like to
draw the attention of this House, because it shows the spirit
of improving legislation in England-the period of four-
teen days was shortened te a period of six days- and if
any hon. gentleman will look at the Act, h. will see that
the preamble recites the fact that it is necessary to shorten
the time in order to expedite the bringing on of elections.
Well, under that statute the Speaker is required, as ho is
required with us, on receipt of a certificate, immediately
after that delay, to issue his warrant to the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery. Our statute provides also that the
Speaker must issue his warrant "forthwith," butin England
I find the practice is to proceed as expeditiously as possible
after the warrant reaches the bands of the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery. That gentleman is at once required,
on receipt of the warrant, to issue the writ. In tact, so
important is it that he should do so at once, that any
wilful neglect or any delay in the transmission of
the writ to the returning officer is made a misdemeanor.
Now, there is no such law as that here. As soon as a war-
rant bere reaches the hands of the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery, then the delsys begin, and very serious
delays, as we know, occur, so that I think the amend-
ment I propose must present itself to the favorable
consideration of hon. gentlemen in this flouse, who seek
to copy as closely as possible the well established prac-
tice followed in the old country. Now, I will proceed
to show the serions delays that have occurred here and the
undesirability of continuing the practice which bas hereto.
fore existed; and I will ask the House to bear with me
for a few moments while I show them the delays which
have occurred in the issuing of writs in some particular
cases, and I shall not go beyond this Parliament to seek for
instances. In the case of Yarmouth, the judge certified to
the Speaker on the 13th of Auugust, 1887, but the writ
did not issue until the 18th of November following. There
was thus a delay of three months, because I presume
that when the judge certified to the Speaker, the latter com-
plied with the provisions of the statute, which is, that he
shall "forthwith "-because "forthwith "is the word used
-issue his warrant to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery.
I presume, therefore, that as soon as he received thejudge's
certificate, the Speaker acted upon it and issued his war-
rant to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. But, although
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery received the writ, as 1
presume he did as soon as the Speaker received the certifi-
cate from the judge, on the 13th August, 1887, the writ was
not issued until the 17th October, 1887, or three months
later. The delay, therefore, that too k place was, no doubt,
due to the Executive, in delaying the issue of the writ for a
period of three months, and the election did not take place
until the 15th December following. Thus, the people of
the electoral district of Yarmouth were unrepresented in
the Parliament for a period of four month. Now, tako the
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case of Dorchester. In that case, the judge certified to the elapsing, and the election took place on the 3rd April, 1888,Speaker in August, 1887, but the writ was not issued until only thirty days elapsing between the date of the judge'sthe 21st December following, being a delay certificate and the election. Now, in those cases where theof four montha for which the hon. gentlemen opposite have time has been short, it is a very peculiar coincidence thatto aceount. How was it that this period of four months they are electoral districts returning membors to supportelapsed after the warrant was issued by the Speaker to the the Government; but, in those cases whore greut andC!erk of the Crown in Chancery before the writwas issued ? serions delays have taken placo, it is another peculiar coin.And the election only took place on the 7th January, 1887. cidence that they are constituencies which send members
Thus there was a period of five months during which that here to support my hon. friend from Queboc East (5ir.constituency remamned unrepresented. I think the Goverc- Laurier). If such delay is possible in one case, and such
ment should account for that delay. They should also ae- extraordinary haste is used in another case, it is evident that
count for the undue haste exhibited in the case of the Shel- there should be some amendment to the law, and the amend.
burne election. In that case, the judge certified on the 9th ment which I ask the House to adopt is the following:-
November, 1887, and the writ was dated on the 18th le the cage of a vacacy happening ie the Fouse of Qomnons by
November following, so that ,only a period of nine days the death ofaanymember, or by a member accepteg aey office, or by a
elapsed between the time when the Speaker received the member resignmng bis seat, or byreason of the seat ot any member
certificate from the judge and the issuing of the writ. How being declared void under the Dominion Controverted Elections &ct
is it there was only nine days delay in that case and a delay (except as in the next succeeding section is provided for), then and in
of five months in the case of Dorchester? The resuIt was every suc case, the dayfor the nomination of candidatessha ain theof fve onts inthecas of orcestr ? he esa electoral districts o the Proviece of Britishi (olumbia, and lenthe elec-
that the delay in the case of Shelburne, between the time the toral district of Algoma in the Province of Ontario, and in those of
judge certified to the Speaker and the time the election took Gaspé and Uhicoutimi and saguenay in the Province of Quebec, bewas nlyonemonh an si das, heres i th otherwithin thirty days aitter the day whezn the Speaker or aey two inembersplace, was only one month and six days, whereas in the other shall have, according to law, addressed bis or their warrant, as the cae
two cases the delay was four months and five months respec. may be, to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery for the issue of a new writ
tively. Take the case of Gloucester, which is represented by to fil the vacancy, and in the other eleoctoral districts of Oasada be
the hon. the Postmaster General. In that case, there was stil within twenty days after the day when the Speaker or any two mem-

bers shall as aforesaid have so addressed bis or their warrant.greater haste displayed, the judge having certified on the 3rd
October, 1887, and the writ having been issued on the 5th The committee will see that that section provides for the
October, 1887, so that i t took only two days for the judge's case of ail vacancies arising when the House is not in Ses-
certificate to reach the Speaker and the certificate and the sion. It provides for the two cases, where the Speaker is
warrant of the Speaker to reach the Clerk of the Crown in required to issue his warrant, or, in the case of his absence
Chancery, and the time between the date of the judge's or sickness, or when there is no Speaker, far two mermbers
certificateand the election wasonly twenty-four days, as com- to address a warrant to the Clork of the Crown in Chancery.
pared with four and five months in the first two cases I have That is only in cases where the writ has to bo issuod by the
given. Then, take the case of the county of Cumberland, Clerk of the Crown in Chancery on receipt of the Speaker's
in which only one month elapsed between the judge's eer- warrant, but there aare cases where a writ has to be issued
tificate and the election. Take also the case of Haldimand. on the order of the bouse, and this amendment, if it went no
In that case the judge certified on the 15th October, 1887, further, wonld not deal with the cases whe the writ has
and the writ was dated the 24th October, 1887, so that only to be issued on the order of the fouse. Therelore, I have
nine days elapsed between the date of the judges' certi- te ask the committee to adopt anothor section wbich I pro-
ficate and the issuing of the writ, and only 28 days alto- Pose shah corne immsdiately afterwards, je erdor te meet
gether elapsed between the date of the judge's certificate euch cases as 1 have spoken about. Lot me, for a moment,
and the election which took place on the 12th Novem- speak of the case of Russell, and ths case of Kent, in order
ber following. Take the cate of Victoria, N.S. The to show how dulays have occurrod, and how noossary it is
judge's certificate was dated the 17th October, 1887, and the to avoîd theso delays hereufter in any doctoral district. le
writ was issued on the 28th October, showing a delay ofRussell, the Speaker issued bis warrant befure the .13rd Feb-
only eleven days. And the election was held ruary, 1888, and ho se ieformed tho bouse. The writ was
on the 21st November, 1887, thirty-four days thus issusd on the 5th April. Bat, on the 27th March, the liuse
elapsing between the date of the judge's certifi- ordered the writ te issue on the motion Of MY bon. frîend
cate and the date of the election. Then, takefrom Quebso East (Mr. Laurier). Lttookoightdayis fterthis
the case of East Northumberland. The judge's certificate fouse ordered the writte issue fbr the writte be îssued. Why
was dated on the 16th November, 1887. The writ was wasthatdelay? lon. geetlemen semetimes sayihat they
issued very hastily, it was issued witlin twelve days, on do net keow who is te be the returnieg officer. We couid
the 28th November, and the election was held on the 22nd very easily get over that difficulty if the law wastered go
December, 1887, only thirty-six days elapsing between the as te have permanent returning oficiers, but surely, when
date of the judge's certificate and the day of the this luse orders s wrît te issue, it cannot be said thât it
election. In the case of Prince Edward county, the takes eight days te commueicate with the candidate, boanse
certificate of the judge was dated the 9th Febru. I believe that is what the prosont Governmont dees, M
ary, 1888, the writ was issued on the 22nd Feb. shown by thoir history in the past, te find who shah
ruary, 1888, thirteen days elapsing between the judge'a be the returng officr. At al events, in Rassoit
certificate and the date of the writ, and the election took eight daye te issue tho writ after the louse had
was held on the 10th March, that is, thirty days after the erdersd that tho writ should issue. In Kent we
judge's certificate. in West Middlesex, the judge's certificate fied the same thing. On the 28th February, the
was dated the 20th February, 1888, and it only took twe fouse passod a reselutien that the report cf Mr. Juatis.
days for that certificate to come to Ottawa by post in order Oêler should be referrod te the Cornettes on Privilegos
to reach the Speaker's hands, and for the Speaker to issue sud Eleiticne. It took a ronth for that cemmittee te re-
his warrant to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, and for port te Vhe fouse, sud what wusdons je that case? That
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery to issue his writ ie a delay which should net b. alled te cour &gain,
for a new election ; whereas, in the case of Yarmouth especially whee fouse je ittieg and the coestituecy,
it took three months, and in the case of Dorchester, therefere, without representation in this flouse.flow-
four monthe. Then, take the case Of L'Assomption. over, the oommittee did report, and on the.27th Msroh
The judge's certificate was dated the 3rd March, 1888, lute the writ wu ordered te be' iusued; but i
and ti writ wu immesuOdn t 9th M a0hsix df O fthera, co it took ton da forshe wr - to itisi.
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Kent is not so far away that the Government could inot
communicate with the gentleman who was running in the
Conservative interest, and find out who was to be his re-
turning officer, in less time than that, but it required ten
days before that writ was issued. In the case of Russeli,
the order of this louse was practically disobeyed for eight
days, and in the case of Kent it was disobeyed for ten days.
In order to meet a case of that kind, I propose to ask the
committee to adopt this clause:

Wheu a new writ for au election has to issue upon the order of
the House of Commons, then and in every such case the day for the
nomimation of candidates aball, in the electoral districts of the Province
ef British Columbia, and in the electoral district of Algoma in the
Province of Ontario, and in those of Gaspé and Chicoutimi and Saguenay
in the Province of Quebec, be within thirty days alter the day when the
Bouse of Commons shall have ordered the writ so to issue, and, in the
other alectoral districts of Canada, shall be within twenty days after
the day when the Bouse of Uommona shali have so ordered the writ to
sanse.

I think, if these amendments are adopted by this committee,
and by the House, they will be in the general interest of
the entire country.

Mr. THOMPSON. I am not prepared to say that the
bon. ,member's suggestions may not have a good deal of
merit,-and that some measure might not be devised to
meet what he thinks is an uncertainty as to the time when
the writ should issue and the elections should be held ; but
Ido not think ho bas made out a case for theamendment
which he bas read. I understand his objection to be, in
regard to the olections wh*ch have taken place since the
general election, that undue delay has taken place in the
issue of 'the writ and the holding of the electione, and his
object is to prevent a recurrence of that delay. The hon.
gentleman cited, irrespective of the two cases dealt with by
the fouse, eleven cases of bye-elections and in nine of them
he had rather to complain of precipitation than of delay. In
the cases of 'Yarmouth and Dorchester, in both of which
the vacancy oocurred long before there was any probability
of a Session of Parliament, he complained of the delay of
fourimonths in one case and three months in the other.
In the other nine cases the bon. gentleman will remember
the etatement that in Shelburne there was a delay of but nine
days; in Colchester, less than a month's delay; in Cumber-
landtamonth; fHaldimand, nine days; Victoria, eleven days;
East Northumberland, twelve days, Prince Edward, thirteen
days; West Middlesex, two dayts; L'Assomption, six days.
If there was any other,1 missed it fromnot hearing the bon.
gentleman distinctly. But bis statement to the flouse practi-
cally isthis: that out of eleven cases with which the Govern-
ment have had to deal, in nine of them they pursued a course
thathis amendment would directus topursuo,and in the other
two eass, tbe vasancies oocurred at a time when there was
n oocasion at all for any haste in holding the elections. The
hon. gentleman.has stated that it seema desirable to follow
the English practice upon this subject, but I think he bas
mot quoted to the flouse any English statute bearing upon
thissubject, of the kind which ho asks us to adopt. 1
think rthere are very good reasons why such a statute does
mot exist in England, and why it should not be adopted

ere. One reason appears to me to bo this, that if we
maake the rmle rigid, that the election must take place
;within a certain period,tben the effect ofsuch an encitment is
ton iyalidate the election which does not take place within
that period ; in other words, to corne down to details,
that the Speaker should issue his warrant to the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, and if any misadventure
should occur, or any miscarriage, through death of the
'Cierk of the Crown lu Chancery, or his neglect, or bis ill-
.-ua, or through failure of the postal connection, or
lhrough neglect of the returning officer, the election should
not take place, or the nomination should not take place
pr'eisely within the twenty days which the ameudment
points out, then no election aun take place. If the hon.1

Mr..B1amo.

gentleman does not miake it as rigid as that, hé bas to leave
the matter stili in the hands of the Government, subject, of
course, to the responsibility which the Government bas to
this louse, It seems to me, therefore, that it would be
unwise to make the change, and that the hon. gentleman
has not made out a case by the illustrations which he las
cited.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman, in arguing
against the proposition of my hon. friend, bas also argued
against the principles of the Bill. The same accidents
which he says are possible in the cases referred to, in 4he
amendment proposed by my hou. friend, might take
place at a general election,, and yet we do not refle
to provide for holding all the elections over the country on
the same day, and the nominations on the same day, in a
general election, because such misadventures may happen.
The hen. gentleman says that we have not followed
the plan of the English statute. Well, Mr. Chairman,
the hon. gentleman seems to overlook the difference
between our circumstances and those of the people
of England. In the United Kingdom, the Govern-
ment do not appoint the returning officers, the returning
officers are named in the statute; the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery is not controlled or interfered with .by the
Government that issue the writs. There is a duty imposed
upon him by law, and that duty he is calied upon to dis.
charge. The hon, gentleman, therefore, will see that the
difference between the nosition of the matter in England
and this country arises largely from the action of the Gov-
ernment here in repealing the law which names certain
parties as returning offieers. The bon. gentleman will
also see that the Government have no more right to-name
returning officers, and to interfere with the freedom of the
people in holding an election, than they have to name for
the people a candidate whom they shall be called upon to
elect. There was a period in the history -of England
when the Crown named the candidates, and called upon the
electors in various parts of the United Kingdom to support
the candidates so named. But that is not the law or
practice in the United Kingdom at the present time, and
it ought not to be the law or the practice here. The bon,
gentleman says my bon. friend has not made out a case.
Why, my hon. friend pointed out two cases where the
writs were delayed for upwards of three months. Now he
says that there are only two cases out of some ten or twelve.
Why, two cases out of ton or twelve are a very large per-
centage, quite sufficient to influence the constitution of this
House. There is no more reason for theon. gentleman retain
ing the power that he possesses under the law, to perpetuate
an abuse, or create an abuse which did not before exist,
than thera is to continue the old abuse of non-3imultaneous
elections. Sir, they have not simultaneous elections in
Einglatnd at the present time. And why -not ? Because no
abuse has ever grown up. The writs are issued as a matter
of course, after Parliament is dissolved. The Crown does
not interfere, and can exorcise no control over the issue of
those writs. No Minister would for a moment be permit-
ted to interfere with the Clerk of the Crown in Chanoery
in the discharge of his duties. Those writs are issuedas
a matter of course. The elections where the Government is
likely to b. successfully opposed are just as likely te coine on
first as those where the Government are likely to be suocessful
in aarrying the constituency. So there being no abuse, no
change bas taken place in the law. Wby were elections
made simultaneous bere? Because the hon, gentleman who
now leads the Government misased the powers of the Crown
in this matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, Sir
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon, gentleman says no;

but I remem ber very well when the hon. gentleman, in a
general election, held some elections in uly^and othor.
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neary as late as the et of October. I remember, in 1867, the Parliament, and should appoint a returning officer for awhen some elections tefr place in July, and my own elec. Parliament. If such a course were followed there would betion took plae on the 17th September, and the elections in some one to whom the writ could issue. Why should thereNova Scotittook place on the 19th, when there was no sup- be (Government interforence at every turn in every elec-porter ofthe Govrnment-ercept the hon member who is tion ? The hon. gentleman knows that there has been in-nowMinisterof Pinance--returned fromtheProvince. I want terference, that there -is a meddlesome exercise at everyto knowwhy that was-not an abuse ? I want to know why, in election held; ho knows the people are wearied and dis.1872, -when the general election was spread over more than gusted with the delay, and that the election in Kent to-daytw-ymontherwas there nothing to complain of? I want to ie taking place at a time when every farmer is busilyknow'Wheher itwas not this abuse of the authority of the occupied with his spring work. The convenience ofOrown;ihisinterference with theliberty of the people in the the public interests are as nothing in the estimation of thebhoice ofrepresentatives; that'did not lead to the demand for Government, so long as they can manipulate a constituencysimultaneous elections? There can be no doubt whatever and use the power they possess for the purpose of partyon that point, and the hon gentlemen, driven from interest. If the Government do not want to accept thetheir old -ground, now undertake to perpetuate amendment of my hon. friend, let the Minister of Justice

an abuse, or create an abuse, of another sort. amend the Bill so as to secure the nomination by the Gov-And why ls it? Why, that-although the law ernment of a returning offler during the continuance ofprovides that the warrant of the Speaker shall issue the Parliament, and then there can be no meddlesome in.
forthwith under certain circumstances. that a writ shall terference, then the writ will issue as a matter of course in
issue immediately by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, obedience to the law to the party so indicated; but theGov-
the hon, gentleman undertakes to render that law nugatory ernment now set the law at defianco. The abuses committed
and of no force by the usurpation of the power to appoint by Charles 1, for which ho lost his head, wero not grosser
returning officors. If the hon.gentleman refuses to appoint than those that are being committed by the Governmont of
a returning òfficer, of course it is impossible for the Olerk the country to-day. If the people of this country had not
of the Crown in Chancery to discharge his duty. The been degraded and debauched by the conduct of the Admin-
Bouse may order theowrit to issue, but there is nobody to istration, if their political independence had not been sac-
whom that writ can issue, forthe Government have usurped rificed by the conduct of the Governmont, they would no
control of the- appointments, and it is impossible for the more tolerate snob proceedings than the people of
Oierk ,of the Orown in Obancery to distiharge his England would tolerate the interference of the Crown
'duties. There bas been an abuse in that respect. Wehave in matters which concern public affairs. The First
had an Instante in Kent. Why did the bon. gentleman Minister knows that ho bas prevented the free expres.
reler that matter with regard to the election in Kent, and sion of public opinion at the general election from
the report of thejudge, to the Committee on Privileges and the course taken ; ho knows that ho has prevented the free
Elections? It -was 'done to secure delay, it was to expression of public opinion in the constituencies where
prevent the writ being issued. Theysaid : We must have elections have been held since the general elections took
the evidence pnblished, we want to know what the case is. place, and that system is being persisted in by the Govern-
I told thei that the evidence did not indicate the views ment setting the law at defiance and refusing to advise the
expressed by the judge, and the Minister of Justiue found Crown immediately in order that the law itseolf may be
it so. ~They said : We want to know what the evidence is, obeyed. My hon. friend made out a strong case in favor of
and the comniittee must judge. A whole month was con- the amendment ho bas proposed, and the Ministor of Justice
sumed in priùting 'the evidence. Thon the hon. gentleman bas not at all answered the objections ho made to the law
said: This committee bas no right to examine the evidence, as it now stands. New abuses are boing porpotratod, and
and criticise thedecision of the judge; they would be sit- we sek to have such an amendment to the law as will tie
ting inreview as an appellate court and overriding the the hands of bon, gentlemen opposite and prevent those
decision of the judge, and therefore we have no right to abuses being repeated. The proposition is a reasonable
look at the evidence and estimate the accurscy or inaccur- ore, and the Minister of Justice, with his sensîe of justice,
acy of the jadge'S conclusion. We must accept his report, must be satisfied that there are abuses which should - be
as a mâtter, of course, as perfectly correct. So the position corrected, and which I do not believe ho is disposed to allow
was taken that *hile a month was wasted in getting the if he were in the position to take his own course.
evidence printed it was not to ho ooked at when printed.
And then the-matter came before the flouse. What thon Mr. TiHOMPSON. I Listened te the bon. gentlemanu
happened ? The Hlouse ordered the writ to issue forth- remarks with a great deal of interest sud pleasure, but my

ith. Was kat order obeyed ? No. And why not? plesure would have been inoreased if ho had spoken to
Because 'the First ,Minister ed hie coleagues, having the Bill. Let me offer a few words in reply to
epeuted the law whiclr named the returningoffleer, as he the bon. gentleman's remarks on a matter which is

ie named in hnglanduisurped the powerto appoint a roture- not reforred to lu the Bill, the Kent election
ing ofiBer to disoharge the trust that the law case, in regard to which the hon. gentleman appears
had -impoed on themt tey failed to advie to have utterly forgotten the leading facts on which ho
Hie Ecelency as was their duty to do. When based hie comments. It is not a fact that the printing of
the House tnd the law sys the writ shall issue the evidence for the committee occupied a month. The
'forthwith; what right las the hon gentleman to neglect te committee were instructed by the resolution of the House
advise His ExoelHeney to make the appointment at once? to advise the House wbat course ought to be pursued le
The law was set at defiance. Ten days were wasted. There view of the report which the learned judge made upon that
was f surther procrastination; not unat two menthe had case. I bolJ in my band the evidenîce on which the oom-
.lapsed trom the. date the vacancy was reported to the mittee were asked to advise this louse. It ocupies 129
House was the writ issued. t et teii hon. gentleman sys closely printed pages, anci when the committee met and
there w no abuse. Why ther were three monthe ansd a that evidence was li the hands of the chairman, not a
half in Yarmouth, four menthe ln Darchester, sand i member of the committee bad seen it. I admit the hon.
weeks in Kent, of delay. This is a monstrons condition of member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille> was sagacious enough
thinge. If the. hon, gentleman persista ln retaining the to be able to come to a resolution as to what advice should
hiegs. oI i the g g ofleer, h. ehond indicate b. tendered ta this House, without reading the evidence.

e y«ers, orfor he 0ondinauan of Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I had read i
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Mr. TBHOMPSON. I had not and there were several

other members who were in no botter position, and they
desired before passing judgment to see the evidence. I
asked under those circumstances that the evidence be
printed, for there was no otber way of getting it into the
hands of the committee, and instead of the printing taking
a month, I venture to say, although I am speaking from
reoollection, it did not take six days.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman is alto-
gether mistaken.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think one month was con-
sumed from the time of the reference to the comaittee un-
til they made their report.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Look at the date.

Mr. THOMPSON. The second observation I have to
make with respect to the delay is that the decision of the
committee in that case was such that delay was inevitable.
The decision of the committee was, in view of the report
the learned judge had made, that the time which had
elapsed without representation of that constituency, to
the date of the report, was sufficient disfranchisement.
So that if the committee had reported earlier they
would, under any circumstances, have advised a delay
in the issue of the writ. The hon. gentleman's next com-
ment on the Kent election case was that we had no right
to hold the election to-day, when every farmer was
busy with his crops-perhaps a very serious inconvenience,
perhaps not a greater inconvenience than holding an elec-
tion at a time of year when in that county not one-fifth of
the voters could go to the polls on account of the condition
of the roads. But in any case lot me call the hon. gentle-
man's attention to the fact that the amendment which ho
supports proposes a fixed date for the election, which
cannot be averted or changed, notwithstanding the
greatest inconvenience might arise to the constituency.
The hon. gentleman's next argument in -favor of the
amendment was that the Government should have no
right to appoint a returning officer, yet the amend-
ment does not contain one syllable on that subject, it
simply fixes the day within which the election, if an elec-
tion is to take place, must take place, and it leaves the quees.
tion of returning officers precisely as it is undor the pres-
ont law, Now, as I have said, if the election does not
take place within that per iod we have to wait, not tili ater
the twenty or thirty days which elapsed in some of those
cases ; not even for the three or four months whioh seems
to have been an intolerable delay to some of my friends
opposite; but we have to wait until Parliament shall pass a
statute to meet those special cases. The hon. gentleman
told me that I was arguing against my own Bill in stating
the jeopaidy Of alIowing an election to be entirely defeated
by fixing a time within which delays take place. My
Bill is entirely silent upon that subject. it has nothing to
do with it whatever,

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. It does not mention the subject from

beginning to end. The Election Act which I am amending,
the hon. gentleman sees, contains provisions with reference
to a general election whieh imcurs that jeopardy, but only
in relation to that part of it which requires an election to
take place on one and the same day throughout the Dom-
inion. And it is only liable to the jeopardies which exist
between the issue o the writ and its reaching tho hands of
the returning officer. Within a certain number of days
after he receives the writ he is to have the election, but the
amendment proposes that besidee that delay and jeopardy
connected with the mail, if there should bo any miscarriage
between the time the warrant issues and the writ Issues, the
dleotionb hall be defeated.

Mlr. TiOMPaON,

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman stated a moment
ago, when he was addressing this House in answer to my
friend behind me from Victoria (Mr. Barron), that ho had
made no case, because out of some ten or eleven bye.elec-
tions which had taken place delay had only occurred in the
cases of Dorchester and Yarmouth and, that in every other
instance the writ bad issued without delay. But as there
has been delay in two cases there might have been delay
in all the other cases as well, and that is exactly what my
hon. friend wants to prevent. Why should there be any
delay at all in those cases and no delay in the other mine
cases. At the present time there is no rule whatever. The
writ may be issued at once as soon as the vacancy occurs,
or it may be deferred for two or three months. There is
only one rule as far as I eau understand, and that rule has
been put into practice, namely, the convenience of the
Government. If it suits the convenience of the Government
to withhold a writ it is withheld, and if it suits their oon.
venience to issue it at once it is issued at once. Take the case
of Dorchester, for instance. It is well known that they went
around from door to door and knocked at this man's door
and at that man's door asking if any one would be willing
to sacrifice himself on the altar of his party. They found
no victim; they waited twoor three months and atlst they
had to let the election go by default and let my hon. friend
the present member for Dorchester be elected by acclama-
tion. In the county of Yarmouth they did the same thing,
but they found a victim there to sacrifice himself and ho
was defeated. In the other cases when they found the
chances were good, and the result proved their chances were
good, they issued the writs immediately. My hon. friend's
object is that there should not be a rule in an election for
the convenience of the Government, buta rule which would
act uniformly to the advantage of the Government or the
Opposition, or to the detriment of one or the other. What
reason can there be against this? Why not have the
law declare that the writ shall issue on a reasonable
delay and that there will be no undue favor on
one side or the other. The hon. gentleman stated that
the amendment of my hon. friend did not comtemplate the
appointing of returning officers, but the Government have
told us again and again that they will keep in their hands
the choice of the returning officers and that they will not
trust the present officials, who by the nature of their office
ought to be returning officers; that they will not trust the
registrars or sheriff, because, as was stated some time ago
by the Prime Minister, those men being appointed by a
hostile Government might be hostile to the Government of
the day. I think it is a very bad reason, but we cannot
help it, and as it is so we must stand it. I appeal to the
sense of justice (if there is any left on the other aide), when
they have to deal with friend and foe, why not have a
uniform law ? Why not declare the writ shall issue
within a reasonable time ? It may be that in one case it
would work injuriously to the Government and that in
another it would work in their favor, but at ail events it
would be even justice to all. You can provide for permanent
returning officers, when the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
will know at once to whom ho should direct hie writ, and
my hon. friend will ho happy to withdraw hie amendment
if you do that. I do not see any botter rule to have uniform
justice than the one proposed in the amendment before the
House.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says there
is no such provision in his Bill by which accidents such as
he hypothetically stated might arise, in the case of the
amendment proposed by my hon. friend being adopted.
Why, Sir, the very first clause of hie Bill gives rise to the
same possibility of misadventure. The Bill says:

" The Governor (Geerau shall fix the day for the nomination of the
candidatea at thei eleoction, and sa1l, a evtey guenral eluetion, f one
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ath .same day for the nomination ot candidates li aIl the electora

districts."
What if the writ should go astray ? What if, before th
writ reaches Oariboo or some other district, it should b
lost? There is the mne possibility of misadventure in tha
case as there is in the case where the time is limited. Th(
time always has been limited. You say all the writs shai
be returned before a certain day, when the writs are issued
There is such a provision, and you can make the time long
or short, as the law stands now, within which the writs ma3
be returned. Now, the objection of the hon. gentleman i
that respect is really no objection at ail. Doos the hon. gen
tieman refer to cases in which this power that the Govern
ment holds in its bands bas been abused ? He says there arE
but two instances mentioned by my hon friend. I draw hiE
attention to another, the case of the Kent election. Th
bon. gentleman says there was no delay in the Kent election
The hon. gentleman forgets that a long time elapsed from
the time that election was reported and when the evidence
was printed. My complaint was this, and I have said suffi
cient to show that the reason for asking that that ovidence
sBhould be printed was not a genuino reason, and was no
the reason which influenced the Government and their
friends in asking that the evidence should be printed. 1
have stated that the hon. gentleman himself, after that
evidence was printed, refused to consider the evidence
because he said we were bound by the decision of thejudge
and we could not go into the question at al], as to whether
there had or had not been such corrupt practices as the
judge reported. Why, Sir, if we were rot at liberty to en-
quire into that fact there was no object in having that
evidence before us, and yet there was a delay of nearly a
month in getting that evidence printed. When it was
printed the hon. gentleman refused to act upon it, and
refused to consider it. When the report was made to this
louse and it was ordered that a writ should be

issued there was still a further delay of ton days,
because the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery could
find nobody into whose bands that writ could be deliv-
ered. The statute says that the writ shall issue forthwith,
and yet the Government nullified the provisions of the sta-
tute by refusing to name the returning officer. There are
two ways in which that difficulty can be got over, that is
to accept the amendment of my hon. friend, or let the
Government name a returning officer during the continu.
arce of Parliament in every constituency throughout the
country. They have named returning officers at last elec-
tion. Why do they not say : These parties shal[ be the
returning officers until this Parliament is dissolved, and
then the Clerk of the Crown in Ctancery can issue bis
writ to that person without the interference of the Govern-
ment at all. We have pointed out again and again on this
side of the House that in England the Crown never inter-
fores with the matter of the appointment of a returning
officer, or never interferes with the issue of the writ. The
Clerk in England does hie duty, as he has sworn to dis-
charge hie duty; and as ho is not allowed to do
his duty, thongh ho has sworn to discharge it, in
this country, in consequence of the improper inter-
ference or negligence of the Government in advising
Hie Excellency te appoint the returning officer. Now
let the Government name a returning officer during
the continuanoe of a Parliament, and then the law may be
complied with. Then the Clerk of the Crown in Ctancery
may issue the writ as the law says hoeshall. While you
agree to such a statute,you render it nworkable by roserv-
ing to yourself a dispensing power, such a power as one
King in England lost hie head for protending to. The bon.
gentleman shakos his head, but I say it is a gross abuse of
the power ho posesses; I say it is contrary to the obliga-
tion into which ho has entered as au adviser of His Excel-
loney the Governor General. Did ho not swear to give

t His Excellency proper and true advice, to carry ont the
law of the land as it was intended by Parliament it should

e be carried out; and is it not violating the spirit of that law
t which says that the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery shall
e issue the writ forthwith when ho refuses to name the man
l to whom that writ eau be issued ? Why did you not advise
. Ris Excellency to appoint the returning officer the moment

Parliament gave the order ? We know very well why it
g was not done-bocause the hon. gentleman knows on whom
7 he relies. He knows that those who assisted him to put
n that Act on the Statute-book are ready to wink at the mie-
. conduct of the Government on this question; and when we
- propose an amendment to the law to carry out the purpose
e of Parliament, ho seeks to defeat that proposition, not
s because it is not reasonable or will not have the effeet of

scuring a f ir and just administration of the law, but because
. it will take away from him tho power which ho bas abused,
n both in advising His Excollency and in disregarding the

order of the House.
Mr. B ý RRON. The objection made by the hon. Min-

ister of J ustice to my proposed amendment is that delays
r might occur which would render it nugatory. That objec.
I tion applies as much to bis Bill as to my proposition. But

the bon. gentleman could not have read the statute whicb
he proposes to amend, for section 15 of it provides :-

e "l Whenever from unforeseen accident, delays, or otherwise, the pro-
r clamation hereinafter mentioned cannot be posted up so as to leave the

required delay between the po3ting up of the proclamation and the
nomination day, or whenever any candidate dies after baing nominated
and before the close of the polis, the returning ofhoer may fix another
day for the nomination of candilates.'

That section will still be in force, and if there is any such
occasion as the hon. Minister pointed out, the eloction can
still be carried on.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think my hon.
friend from Bathwell (Mr. Mills) improved or strengthened
bis argument by bis violence of language. It is very re-
markable that whenevor we are concerned with the fran-
chise, or the appointment of returning officer,4, he is so
strong in his opinion that ho threatens us with losing our
heads ; but when ho speaks so s:iongly, I think ho has lost
bis head already. It is a iew roading of bimtory that
Charles the First lost bis bad becauso a writ was delayed
twenty days. The bon. gentleman says the Governmont
bave usurped the power of appointing returning officers.
Well, it happens that the Government are authorised to
appoint returning officers by the law of the land ; it hap-
pens that it is a duty forced upon the Governrment by the
law of the land, and they would be guilty of breaking their
oath if they did not appoint the returning officers.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But you do not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON ALD. We do recommend the
appointment of the returning officers to His Excellency,
and Ris Excellency has been pleased to appoint the return-
ing officers that we rccommend in carrying ont the law of
the land. But it seems to me that it aniswers no good pur.
pose to enter into a general discussion as to whether the
law was right or wrong with respect to the appointment of
retnrning officers on this occasion, or the general principles
under which elections are carried on. Now, if the hon.
gentleman is anxious to aler the law, let bim prepare a
Bill and introduce it, an we will discuss it. (t is too lite
this year to disease it, but there will be four years before a
general election, and the hon. gentleman who moves this
amendment can make it a portiou of that Bill. Meanwhile,
I think the bon. gent!eman shoiuld allow this Bill to go
through. The hon. Miùister of Justice says that ho is not
prepared to accept this amendment or to delay bis measure
for the purpose of making it a portion of iL. I think the
hon, gentleman, baving expressed his viewe, ehad botter
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reserve his amendment to be a portion of an Election Act
which the bon. gentleman can bring down next Session.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Would the hon, gentleman explain
the reason of the delay in the two cases of Kent and
Russell.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think it is es-
pecially my duty as i;First Minister to look alter the election
lists.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Oh, yes, it is.

Sir JOfHN A. MACDOlAkLD. I do not know whetber
my hon. friend interfered whon he was First Minister. Per-
haps my hon. friend thinks it was bis duty; it is not mine.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. I did not interfere; but I saw that
the law was carried out. You did the reverse.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As I understand, the
law provides that the writ shall issue forthwith. Every-
body knows that the writ bas not issued forthwith in a
great many cases, for various reasons, and therefore the
law is not obeyed. It le a matter of notoriety that in the
case of the city of St. John, when its representation was
vacated bv the decease of my friend, the late Mr. Burpee,
five months were allowed to elapse before that vacancy was
filled, although the law provides that wben the Speaker
is notified of a vaeancy, the writ should be issued
forthwith to the Clark of the Crown in Chancery, and
it is after the writ is in the hands of the Clerk of
the Crown in Chancery that these delays occur. Thon,
there are the cases of Haldimand and Chambly. In 1886,
when it was desired to test the popular pulse, various
rosons were given for delaying the election in Haldimand;
it was impossible to bave that election until the new
voters' lists came into play, and certain serfs of the Crown
should be included in it. But, although that was the case
in Haldimand, the election in Chambly was hurried on be-
fore the new lists were prepared. It seems to me that
where accidents of that kind occur, there is the greatest
abuse-or if the han. gentleman objects to that term, there
is a remarkable irregularity, to say the least, in the course
the Government have seen fit to pursue under an Act,
which, as I understand it, was intended to secure the im-

mdi ti fil lino nf ndi n wt hAizmAni

on the 30th October by the prsseêt Lieuteaantoum,
nor of New Brunswick, the writ was issued on thatueame
day for the election in that constitueuey. Iteoems toime-
that the writ should issue within a certain. spe'o&I time;
say twenty days, as named by my bon. friend, after natice
being recoived by the Speaker of;a vacancy havingoeorred
or of an election having been voided. SurelyitheoUovemé
ment could, without difcaulty, appoint a retuming offierfin
that time, and they would then oarry out theupirit ofsthe
Act. We find that, in one case, the Goverument were able
to name a returning officer within:two days,«and, therefore,
it may be presumed that a delay of twenty-days wouldybe
am ple time for a similar purposea In that case, thereeould
be uniformity, whereas, to.day, the Governmeut, wheneit
suits them, may delay the election for an indefinite period,
as they did in the two flagrant cases of Yarmouth and
D.rchester. The hon. the Minister of Justice ,says that
there was no Session of Parliament in the cases of
Yarmouth and Dorchester before the elections took place,
and that, therefore, the eleetions took place in ample
time. But in the Chambly case the election was held
in July, when there was no prospect of any Parliament
being held until the following winter; and although: the
Franchise Act had been passed, the Government did not
wait for the electoral list to be revised, but held the
election in July, despite the fact, if the contention of the
bon. the Minister of Justice is right, that there was notlhe,
slightest necessity to do so, because there was no probas
bility of any Session of Parliament being held for, some
months. It seems to me that in justice to the electoral
districts, and to carry out the spirit of the &ct, there should
be no delay on the part of-the Speaker issuing his warrant
and at once putting the machinery in motion for the pur-
pose of having an election. Lot a reasonable delay be
given, and then the responsibility will fail on-therGovern-
ment, and surely, judging from past experience, there ought
to be no difficulty in the Government: carrying ont their
duty within the delay suggested by my hon. friend.

Mr. TIOMPSON. The objection now, is that in Cham.
bly the writs were issued tee soon.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Not so.

Lu Iiin vi Vi - r ce uIL Wtt IleL3aVLUvjfiu Mr. THOMPSON. It is really very difficult to satisfy.that my hon, friend' s motion was proposed. hon. gentlemen opposite. In most cases, they. complain of
Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seems to me that. this is the delay being too long, but now they change their. tune;

quite an important question. l'he only objection the hon. and, after first taunting us with undue delay, they complain
Minister of Justice bas offered to the amendment is that by of too much haste. I would draw the attention of the hon.
some accident the writ might not arrive in time; but ithas gentleman to the fact that this..amendment would, have
been pointed out that section 15 provides for such an occur. compelled the election to be held in Chambly at once, con-L
rence, and, as the hon. member for Bothwell bas pointed trary to the argument whieh my. hon. friend has just. pro-
ont, that may occur in the case of a general election. sented that the Government ougit in such a case to wait
Now, it seems to me the spirit of the Act requires that as until the eloctoral lista were revised.. I would just. say a
soon as the Speaker is notified of any vacancy, according to word to the uon. member for. Bothwell with regard to my_
law, ho should at once issue bis warrant, so that the vaeancy contention as to the effect of the evidence .in th case eof-the
may be filled up. The instant the warrant passes to the Clerk county of Kent, because I am-sure, had ho spoken of the
of the Crown in Chancery the Government take hold of it, matter when it was fresh.in his memory, he would not have
and,<under the present system, can delay theelectionas. said that my contention that we should wait for the printing;
long as they please. My hon. friend who moved the of the:evideace was insinoere, in view of the fact that when
amendment has not gone beyond the present House, but in the evidence was printed I held that the finding.of the judgo
1885, in the case referred to by the hon. member for South was conclusive and could not be reversed by this louse,
Oxford, the warrant of the Speaker was in the hands of the My contention was, that we had no right to say from the
Clerk of the Crown in Chanery on the 12th .July, 1885. evidence that the judge's finding was wneng, but that we
On the 16th July, 1885, enquiry was made in the House of were boundto read the evidence in order to be in a position
the Government as to whether the writ was issued in that to advise the louse as to whether -the corrupt practices
case, and the only answer that the hon. Minister gave was whioh the j4dge said had.prevailod in the election for that
that he would enquire about it, and ho was enquiring county were of so flagrant a nature that we should disfran-
nearly three months before ho decided to issue the writ, It chise the constituency. We did refer to.the evidence for
was nearly tbe end of September before the writ was the purpose of making. the report which we made to the
issued. Vhen, however, a vacancy occurred in the House; and if we had not.referred-to it, wecould-aot have .
city of St. John, owing to the acceptance of office conscientiously come to the oenclusion we did

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman certainly clearly, should no longer be left in their hands, and I thinkhas forgotten tbe discussion that took place and a portion it is clear that it ought not to be left in their hands, and I

of his own report. Be proposed that we sbould declare think we are not very bard to please. We point out whatthat the constituency bad been sufficiently punisbed by the abuse is, and what the remedy is, and we do not wantbeing deprived for a time of representation in this House. the abuse which occurred in Chambly or the abuse whichI pointed out thatthe evidence disclosed the fact that the occurred in Haldimand to be repeated. We wish to see
constituency did not deserve to be punisbed at all, and the the law amended and made what it ought to be, so thatbon. gentleman's contention was that the judge having said justice may be done and that, when elections are held, they
tbere was reason to believe corrupt practices had ex. ay fairly reflect the public opinion of the constituency.
tensively Drevailed in that constituencv we were bound toy

plgiiv. FAI41waluJIU%%J1LLV Uy, vw tvU U U Laccept that statement as true, no matter what the evidence
might show. That was the position of the hon. gentleman,
and that was his justification for putting that provision in
the report, and refusiDg to accept any amendment.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have said that was my contention,
and I say again we are not at liberty to refer to the evidence
in an election case for the purpose of revising the decision
of the judge, but can only refer to it for the purpose of
advising the House whether the corrupt practices that
prevailed, prevauled to such an extent as to justify steps to
b. taken to disfranchise the constituency.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman does not
meet my statement squarely. I do not say that we should
sit in judgment and review the decision of the judge, but
the hon. gentleman embraced in his report the inferential
statement that the constituency was corrupt and deserved
punishment, but that it had been sufficiently punished by
the delay that had already occurred in its representation ;
and when I pointed out to him that there was not a tittle
of evidence to show that the constituency deserved punish-
ment, b said we had no right to look at the evidence in
that matter, but to look only at the report cf the judge.
That was the position ho took. Therefore, it was not the
evidence that the hon, gentleman was examining in order
to make hie report, but it was the decision of the judgo that
the House had before the evidence was printed at all. The
hon, gentleman says we are hard to please on this side. Ho
says that we complain about the haste in issuing the writ
in Chambly and the delay in issuing it in Haldimand.
The bon. gentleman bas forgotten the circumstances
connected with those elections. The late member for
Haldimand died while Parliament was in session, and it
was proposed bere that the writ should issue. The Speaker
issued his warrant, if I rember rightly, and the bon. gentie
man, when we asked him why the writ did not issue, de-
clared that there was no necessity for any haste, that te
new voters' liste were being prepared, and that it would be
wrong to hold the election before that list was completed.
Parliament besaid, had by its legislation already declared
that the existing voters' list was imperfect, it had altered
the qualification of electors, and we must wait for the new
list. That was the declaration the first Minister made on be-
balf of the Government. The Government set the provisiDn
ef the law at defiance, and justified their course in that matter
on the ground that a new votera' list was bE irg prepared, ard
that, until that list was prepared, there ought not to b. an
election. That was the hon. gentleman's position. It was
either right or it was not right. Some two or three months
later there was a vacancy in Chambly, and the hon. gentle-
man disregarded the rule which had been laid down in the
case of Raldimand, and ordered a new writ to issue ut a
time when the 0o1d voters' list was the only one under which
it could take place. Both these cases occurred at tbe same
period of time, and what we are now calling the attention1
Of the Minister of Justice to is the fact that there was One
rule and policy adopted in the county of Chambly and1
another rule and policy in the county of Baldimand. Both4
Of these could not have been right. One or the other rule1
ehould have been adhered to, and we now propose to make
such a change that the discretionary power the Govern-
ment possou and have abused, as has been ehown veryi
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Mr. WELDON (St. John). My hon. friend the Minister
of Justice thought I complained in regard to the election in
Chambly. -He said that the reason why the elections in
Yarmouth and Dorchester were delayed was that there was
no Session of Parliament at the time, and thore was no
necessity for holding un election,cbut the election in
Chambly was belti in July, the. vacancy hiavicg oocurred at
about the same time as that in Dorchester, but the Govern-
ment issued the writ in the first case and not in the other.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. My argument was not that an elee-
tion should not be held in summer, but that there was no
ground for complaint if it was not.

Mr. PATERSOŽN (Brant). Surely, if the Minister of
Jutice will not accept this amendment on any othergrounds
he will when he secs how it must distress the Finance
Minister to witness this Jack of fixity of purpose on the
part of his colloagues.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I have not seen it.

Sir RICHAIRD CARTWR IGi Ir. Suroly the hon. gen.
tleman will understand that, when a certain rule was adopt-
ed in regard to Chambly, and an entirely different rule pre-
vailed in Haldimand, we had good reason to propose a
change. If thero was evor any case in whieh the power
and authority of the Government were abused for a party
advantage, it was in the difforent treatment they aoeorded
to Chambly and ilaldimand.

Amendment of Mr. Barron negatived.

On section 7,
Mr. EDGAR. That is the section wbich was allowed to

stand. Is it not proposed to make any alteration in that?
Mr. TIIOMPSON. I think not. The reason it was al.

lowed to stand was, as I said the other day, that I thought
that the substantive pai t of the legislation regarding the
qualification of farmers' sons and owners' sons, was in the
Franchise Act, and I still think it le.

On section 9,
Mr. THOMPSON. This section was allowed to stand at

the suggestion of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mille)
in order to make it clear that there should be no counting
of the ballots by the returning officer unless the certified
statements or copies cannot be obtained.

On section 13, sub-section 3,
Mr. THOMPSON. This was allowed to stand at the sug-

gestion of the leader of the Oppisition, who thought there
should be a trial by the indictment.

Mr. LAURIER. I objected to that section bucause I
thought it was Jeaving too great powers in theb anda of
the justices of the peace. As a rule, without any offence
to justices of the peace, I would not be disposed to trust
them with these very large powers. I believe it would be
better to follow the spirit of the Act, and to make the
offence punishable as ail other offences are punishable under
the Act.

Mr. BARRON. It is quite clear that under that seotion
there is no right of appeal whatsoever.
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Mr. THOMPSON. I was going to suggest that there is
a Bill relating to summary convictions before the House,
and in it I will endoavor to provide for an appeal in such
cases.

Mr. AMYOT. I beg to move in amendment to this Bill
the Bill which I introduced some time ago-Bill No. 2. It
is as follows:-

Paragraph (b) of section nine of "Dominion Controverted Elections
Act,' is hereby amended by striking out the following words after the
word "days " in the second line of the said paragraph : "after the day
of publication in the Canada Gazette of the receipt of the return of the
writ of election by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery," and substitu-
ting the following: "after the day fixed for the nomination, in case the
candidate or candidates have been declared elected on that day, and in
other cases thirty days after the polling day."
My object is to make uniform the delays in contestations,
30 days after nomination day, when the election is by
acclamation, and 30 days after polling day when there bas
been an election. I do not think there can be any objec-
tion to this. I do not want to discuss the matter, as the
House is fully informed of the facts.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I think the hon. gentleman will see
on reflection that bis Bill is not a safe one. I will read
paragraph (b) of section 9 which be proposes to amend :

" The petition must be presented not later than 30 days after the day
of publication in the Canada Gazette of the receipt of the return of the
writ of the election by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery."

le strikes out those words and says :
" After the day fixed for tho nomination, in case the candidate or

candidates bave been declared elected on that day, and in other cases
30 daye after polling day."

Now, it seems to me, from the examination I have given
the hon. gentleman's Bill, that if the returning officer, for
any reason, delays bis return beyond 30 days alter nomi-
nation day or polling day, ho would put it beyond the
power of either party to controvert the election.

Mr. AMYOT. The returning officer is bound by law to
make bis report within a certain delay, which delay is
fixed, I think, by the statute. He is bound to do it, and we
bave nover seen an instance where ho has not done it.

Mr. THOMPSON. But if ho does not do so,he does not now
deprive any party of bis remedy. But it is avery dangerous
thing, I think, to allow him to provent the return from
being controverted by petition.

Mr. AMYOT. We eau make a special proviso for that,
0 as, except in cases where the returning officer will not
comply with the law, to fix another delay for that case. I
think it is fair that the delay for contestation should be the
same for all the members. It is not fair to give 40 days or
60 days to one and only 30 days to another. Let us make
a uniform delay for every one, and have equal justice.

Mr. MITCHELL It appears to me that my hon, friend's
intention in bis Bill is very good, and if the working of bis
Bill is not such as to meet the difficulty, if any difficulty
presonts itself to the Minister of Justice, ho can easily
frame a Bill which will carry out what my hon. frieni asks
for, namely, that every person shall bave the same time
granted to him to enter a contestation or to meet a contes-
tation. It is very easy to frame a clause to meet the dif.
ficulty, if the Minister of Justice feels there is a practical
difficulty in what my hon. friend presents. He wishes to
avoid the recurrence of what took place at the last general
election. It is patent to everyone that gross injustice wasi
done to some members, that some of us were not gazetted
for three weeks and some for nearly four weeks, alter the1
returns, and some of them corning in the same day were1
gazetted in the next Gazette ; in other words, there was ai
fortnight or three weeks of opportunity for contesting the1
election as against some gentlemen, while most of the min-
isterial candidates were gazetted almost immediately. If1

Mr. BARRoN.

1
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this Bill does not meet the case, the Minister of Justice can
prepare a clause that will meet the difficulty.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). There is no difficulty in carry-
ing out the clause as proposed by my bon. friend. The
hon. gentleman proposes that the period within which an
election may be contested shall be thirty days countirg
from the day of election. It is contended, however, that
it is possible the returning officer might, contrary to law,
delay the returns of any particular candidate for thirty
days. I do not see how it is possible. The returning
officer is sworn to discharge certain duties; he must withmn
a ceitain number of days declare a candidate elected, then
four days are given for an appeal to the county judge for
the purpose of having a recount. The whole of the pro-
ceedings taken must be taken within less than the
thirty days, and, that being the case, such an abuse
as the hon. gentleman suggests could hardly arise. Certainly
it never could arise if the Government were to allow cer-
tain officials to act as returning officers. So far as I know,
since the Union in 1867 not a single instance has occurred
in which the period of thirty days elapsed before some can-
didate seeking election was declared clected. It may be
that if the bon. gentleman wishes to take abundant security
further amendment may be required by providing that in any
case where the returning officer bas failed to declare some
candidate elected within thirty days a week or more time
may be allowed for petitioning. But certainly thirty days
covers a much longer period than is required by law to
have one or other candidate declared elected, even where
an appeal is made to the judge and a recount is had. If
the bon. gentleman thinks the time is not sufficient it
might be extended to thirty-five days.

Mr. O'BRIEN. My suggestion is that the time should
count, not trom the day of election in case of a contest, but
from declaration day, when the vote is summed up and the
returning officer makes his declaration. That should be
the time from which the period allowed for filing a petition
should be dated.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think the matter requires to be
very carefully considered, and sevoral Acts, both the Elec-
tion and the Controver, ed Elections Act, will require to be
remodelled to carry out such a principle as bas been advo-
cated. I would remind the House of the proceedings after
the holding of the poll. We have first of all, after polling
day, the delay until declaration day, thon the summing up
of the votes, thon the delay of six days and possibly a re-
count in the meantime as well. The petition is to be a
petition complaining of the undue return. If we are to
confine the practice to the Controverted Elections Act, we
must give a fair chance to those desiring to petition, and
all those proceedings, by the amendment, would have to
be taken within thirty days. The return goes to the Clerk
of the Crown in Chancery, perhaps on the twenty-oighth or
twenty-ninth, or even on the thirtieth day, and there is
certainly no time to prepare a petition or even to know
what the return is against which the party will petition, in
the short interval remaining unexpired. I stated to the
House at an earlier period of the Session that, although it
had been intendecd to introduce a Bill relating to the Con-
troverted Elections Act and to suggest several import-
ant changes-and this is, of course, an important change,
but I refer to other important changes-it was decided
that it would be botter for several reasons to wait until
another Session, and no great harm could accrue by that
delay, inasmuch as the probability was that few bye-eloc-
tions would boehld in the inerim. I will, if the hon. gein.
tleman concurs in the suggestion, let this matter stand
until that has been done, the Acts compared and the necess-
ary changes made, and in the meantime I assent to the
principle suggested and embodied in the hon. gentleman's
Bill for having a fixed time at which all returns shall take
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effect irrespective of any discretion en the part of any
officer whomsoever. Ai regards the suggestion of the hon.
member for Muskoka (Mr. O Brien) ; that would be quite
foasible if it were not that the petition has to be against,
not the declaration of the returning officer, but against the
return which ho makes, and which is really not made until
at least six days after declaration day. That, however,
could be remedied by making a provision to this effect,
that on declaration day or after the six days the returning
officer should make such a return, and should make it im.
mediately so public that every person desiring to petition
would have ample notice of what the return was, and from
that date we might have a fixed period, and a short period
too, in which the election may be protested.

Mr. EDGAR. I must congratulate the Minister of
Justice on having assented to the principle of the proposed
amendment. I would point out, however, that even more
changes will have to be made in the law, I do not find
anything in the law rendering it obligatory upon the Gov-
ernment to fix any particular day for the return of the
writ. Thore are ancertainties which must be removed. If
we are going to fix a day by statute within which the peti-
tion against the return must be made, we must begin by
fixing a date in the statnte within which the return itself
must be made.

Mr. AMYOT. In view of the declaration of the Minister
and his promise that ho will introduce a Bill next Session,
I withdraw the amendment.

Bill reported.

FORFEITURES FOR TREASON AND FELONY.

Mr. THIOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No. 88)
to abolish forfeitures for treason and felony, and to other-
wise amend the law relating thereto.

Mr. EDGAR. I surely think the Ministerof Justice must
see that this Bill interferes in a most marked dogree with
the rights of the Provinces, bocause it undertakes to deprive
them tof thoir property. In this Bill the Government pro-
poses that the land which by the law to-day when it has
been escheated in some cases becornes the property of the
Provinces, shall not escheat and shall not become the pro-
perty of the Provinces. I surely think that cannot be a
proper function for this Parliament to assume. It may be
said that because it is escbeated on account of crime, that
that would make some difference. I do not apprehond that
it does. It has beon decided by the Privy CounCil in the
Mercer case that escheated land goes to the Provinces,
because escheats are royalties. It cannot be contended that
escheats for crime are not royalties and do not go to the
Crown as royalties, and to the Provinces consequently. I
know that, in the Province of Ontario at any rate,that when
before the decision of the Privy Council they were legiWla.
ting about escheats, they excepted escheats for crime from
their legislation; perhaps, having some doubts then as to
the law on the subject. I think that those who took the
provincial view, thought that escheated land belonged to
the Provinces by reason of the tenureof the Crown. When
a failure of hoirs arose the land would revert on account off
the tenure tu the Crown. Probably for that reason they
left out in the legislation in Ontario, reference to es2heats
in the case of crime. But, as I said, the Privy Council has
distinctly decided that escheats belong to the Provinces as
royalties. Take section 2 of this Bill. Itsays;

" Subject to the provisions of this Act and from nd anfter the pasing
thereof, no confession, verdict, inquest, conviction orjudgment of or for
any treason or felony orfelo de se shall cause any attainder or corrup-
tion of blood, or any forfeiture or escheat, provided that nothing in this
Act shall affect the law of forfeiture consequent upon outlawry or any
forteiture in relation to which special prorision is made by any Act of
the Parliament of Canada."

I surely think that is taking away the property of the
Provinces, and the Act seems to interfere in another respect
most distinctly with provincial rights. There is provision
made in this Act for the administration of assets. Section
8 provides:

The Governor in Council may, if to him it seems fit so to do, commit,
during pletaure, the custody and management of the property ofany con-
viet to an administrator to be appointed in that behalf; and upon any
determination of such appointment, either by revocation or by death of
any such administrator, a new administrator may, from time to time, be
appointed ; and every such administrator shail, upon his appointment,
be and be deemed to be th successor in law of the former administrator;
and aIl property.invested in, anl aIl powers given to such former ad-
ministrator by virtue otthis Act shilh thereupon devolve to and becomne
vested in such successor, who elshll be bouud by al acts lawfully doue
hv such former administrator during the continuance of is office ; and
the nrivisions hereinafter contained with reference to any adninistrator
shal, in the case of the appointment of more than one person, apply to
such administratora jointly.
Now I think if there is anything that belongs to the Pro-
vincial Government at all it is the right to regulate matters
of administration, and I think for that reason the Bill in
those respects, at any rate, is not within the jurisdiction of
this Parliament. Thore are portions of it which, however,
are difforent and do not bear on the rights of the Provinces.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not propose this evening to go
on with the Bill in the Committeoe of the Whole House. I
will avail mysolf of the opportunity of going into commit-
tee to answer the objections which the hon. gentleman bas
made. They only relate to certain foatures of the Bill, and
i think I can satisfy the hon, gentleman that the Bill is
entirely within our jurisdiction-that wo are doaling with
the property of the Crown, after having relinquished our
right to forfoit-dealing with the property of the criminal
in respect to which the Crown has the right of ownership,
as we can relinquish the forfeiture for crime. That pro-
perty, which is of right ours, we propose to administer in
a certain way for the benefit of the convict himself. That
is the principle that underlies these provisions.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Can the Crown rostore the
forfeiture ? I recollect that some years ago in New Bruns-
wick a party was pardoned, and subscquently an Act of the
Local Legislature was necessary to restore his property.

Mr. THOMPSON. By this Bill we propose togive up the
property.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentliman, in this
second section, misuses the word " escheat." Forfeitures
and escheats are two difforent things. Mr. Blackstone, in bis
commentaries, points out that whon thero were allodial
estates, and whon there could not be any property except
in the individual owner, there is nevertheloss forfeiture.
The doctrine of escheats was of very much later growth ;
but even in this country in cases for forfeitures for crime,
they never could be more than forfoiture of the intorest of
the party, that is, forfoiture of the interest of the tenant in
fee, not forfeiture of the property. The jurisdiution as to
echeated property is necessarily in the Local Logislatures ;
but I think that decision of the Privy Council dues include
forfeitures as well as escheats. However, that matter can
botter be considered in Committee than in a discussion on
the second reading of the Bill. I merely mention the fact
that the hon, gentleman uses the word "forfoiture " pro-
perly, but the word "escheats" improperly in the Bill.

Mr. THO PSON. By another name it would smell as
sweet, and we can change it if necesary. Yet, I am net
willing to admit that I use the word improperly, because
my authority for it is the English statute, of which this is
an exact copy.

Mr. MILLS (Bathwell). But there is this difference:
that in the United Kingdom the whole power is vested in
one body.
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Mr. T HOMPSON. But the expression is there used in
reference to the forfeiture which results from felony.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I think the position taken by
the hon. member for West Ontario (Mir. Edgar) would
surprise most lawyers, that this Parliament, in dealing
with the criminal law, has not itself power to decide what
the penalties shall be, and that by the decision in the
Mercer case escheats do not go to the Crown. The hon.
member for Bothwell's playing upon the words escheat and
forfeiture afrikes us as really a mere verbal and technical
oriticism. These words are certainly used in the ordinary
sense, as the hon. gentleman will find them in any law
book.

Mr. TISDALE. I think that if this Hlouze has the power,
it ought to prevent any such cases as the Mercer case oc-
curring again. There were descendants of the man whose
property was in dispute. We have a large building in
Toronto, which bas been erected at the expense of a private
individual for the bonefit of the Province. I think if this
House can do anything to prevent any Province taking
property in that way, it should do it,

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second timo.

SUPPLY.

Bouse again resolved itself into Committee.
Committee rose.
It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

UPPER OTTAWA IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) moved that the House resolve
itseolf into committee on Bill (No. 20) relating to the
Upper Ottawa Improvement Company.

Mr. BRYSON. I desire to ask that this BiIl be left over
until it is reprinted. Several gentlemen who are absent to-
night would like to place themselves on record in relation
to this Bil, and at their suggestion I make this request.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). This Bill has been two months
before the Bouse. Lt was fully discussed in the committee,
as were all the amendments made to it, and it seems to me
that it would be unnecessarily delaying the work to have
the Bill stand over.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Com.
mittee (Mr. Sinall in the Chair).

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This proceeding is irregular.
The law provides that the Deputy Speaker, who is called
the Chairman of the Committee, shall take the Chair when-
ever he is in the House.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. Very well, I will take the
Chair.

The Committee passed the several clauses and the
preamble of the Bill.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER called on Mr. Small to take
the Chair.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This is again irregular. The
Deputy Speaker must romain in the Chair; and as he can-
not report to himself, the Speaker must be called in. No
hon. member eau be appointed Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole while the Deputy Speaker is in the House, and
a the Deputy Speaker cannot report to himself, the
Speaker must be called in.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

Sir JOHN A. MJACDONALD. When the Deputy Speaker
is in the Chair ho cannot very well act as Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole, and thon get up and report to
himself.

Mr. MILLS (Bithwell). Certainly not, and the Speaker
must be here to receive the report. The clerk says that is
not the English practice, but look at our own Rales which
we have made for ourselves. The Rule says that the Chair.
man of the Committee shall be cilled to the Chair whenever
ho is present. Now, the Chairman of the Committee is
present, and is called to the Chair. He, of course, cannot
report to himself, but the Speaker must be hore in order
that ho may report to him.

Sir JORaIN A. MACDONALD. The Rule is that the
Deputy Speaker, if he is in the House, must take the Chair;
and once he does so, ho eau call on any one else to take it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Lot us send for the Speaker.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is impossible that the
Deputy Speaker should report to himseolf, and the Speaker is
not present. Therefore the Deputy Speaker must call on
an hon. member to take his place as Chairman of the Com.
mittee in order that ho may receive the report of the
committee.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The proceeding is altogether
irregular, and contrary to our Rule.

Mr. SMALL thon took the Chair and reported the Bill,
which was read the third time and passed.

IN COMMITTEE-THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 102) respecting the Central Ontario Railway
Company.-(Mr. O'Brien.)

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Arts, Agriculture and Statisties..............,1,........ $147,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I wish to state that we pro-
pose to drop the item "for expenses in cmnection with
Dominion Exhibition, $10,000.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Why is the hon. gentleman
dropping that ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, We thought it was not neces-
sar y to incur that expenditure this year.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) You are not going to contri.
bute anything to that ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. MITCHELL. Why was it put in?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was put in the main Esti-

mates before it had been properly considered, and it was
reconsidored afterwards.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would snggest whether it
would not ho just as well to apply that amount, or more if
necessary, to a proper representation of Canada at the Cin-
cinnati Exhibition. The hon. gentleman knows that there
are an immense number of Canadians in the United States,
and ho professes to be anxieus to promote trade relations
between the two countries.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is only sometimes.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). And, if he would assist the
exhibition of Canadian products at Cincinnati, it would do
a great deal towards promoting more intimate commercial
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relations between the two countries. 0f course, if the hon.
gentleman is opposed to that, such a poliey would be
objectionable to him, but, if he is favorable, as ho professes,
to more intimate trade relations, thore is no way in which
ho could assist it better than by giving an opportunity for
Canada to exhibit her products at that exhibition. Even
if he or bis leader is opposed to that now, they have chaigod
their views so often this Session that, perhaps, we may
expect them to be in favor of it when the time comes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Thore is one difficulty,
and that is that we have no authority from the Crown re-
commending such an expenditnre.

Mr. MILLS (Bthwell). Certainly not.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You were merely suggesting
how we might avoid the difiaulty of having this n$10,000
left on our bands.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon, gentleman knows that thore
is no difficulty whatever in getting the authority of the
Crown for this expenditure ; and therif>re, if ho bas any
btter objection to offor, we should know it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) I see that last year, though the
amount voted for the care of archives was $6,000, hon.
gentlemen expended about $,200 in excess of the grant. I
think the louse should have somo information upon that.

Mr. CARLING. This amount is for collecting historical
records and manuscripts, of which there are now upwards
of half a million volumes arranged, bounid and reudy for
reforerce. The volumes are coistantly rferred to for
bettling disputed points. The archivist reports the vote
insufficient, and for this reason it is impossible to begin
copying documents in Paris. Dr. W. F. Poole, president of
the American listorical Society, in his report oft a visit to
OLtawa in September last, made offiially, to the Soioty of
Librarians of North America, describes the Caiaiian
archives as the most valuable collection for historical pur-
poses on the continent.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. L) I am not objecting to bis taking
this small vote, but I was objecting to the Dopar tnent
spending nearly double tho amount that Pairliarnevt voted
for a specific purpose, and when money is expenide in that
way, it amounts to this, that it is only a farce for us to go
through the form of voting money at all, if we vote a sum
of $6,000, and they spenci between 810,000 and $11,.00, the
reason for going into Committee of Supply seems to be
rendered nugatory.

Mr. CARLING. I ibink it is the practice, if any partie-
ular vote is over-run, to take the balance from another
vote. I believe the money was carefully expended, and, if
necessary, I can get the particulars.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) I have no doubt that the amount

may be the reason why the exponditure of 1886-87 amounts
to so much more than the sum appropriated.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. -I may say that the arrange-
ment previously was that Mr. Chipman had 8400 a y.ar in
connootion with the supervision of this work on the other
sile of the Atlantic, and the han. gentleman will see that
it distappears from the vote of this year. It had nothing to
do with the 81,000 which was voted to that gentleman, and
which was for an entirely different purpose. It was for
the very extraordinary duty that has boon thrown upon
him in connection with the exhibition in London. The
$400 was paid to him by the Department of Immigration
for the supervision of and constant attention to this work in
the Archives Branch.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is this Mr. Chipman the gentleman
who was in the office of the iligh Commissioner in Lan-
don ?

Sir CHARLES TU PPE R. Yes, ho is the same person.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Thon he recoivod his salary un-
der another head as private secrotary to the IIigh Com-
misioner?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, ho was not private secre.
tary to the ligh Commissioner?

Mr. LISTER. What position did he hold ?

Sir CUIARLES TUPPER le held the position of
accountant and assistant secrotary in the High Commis-
isioner's office.

Mi. LISTER. At what salary ?

Sir CHlA RLES TUPPER. At a salary of 81,800, and
this was $400 added.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I did not hear wbat
explanati)n was given why tho vote had beon $6,000 and
the expenditure 810,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. The explanation given by
the Minister of Agriculture was that an unusual amount of
work was thrown upon tho archivist, who was extremely
anxious te carry on a considerablo amount of work. In
faet it has been vory extensive indeed. This amount was
taken from the bracketod vote, as the hon, momber willi see,
but it was tbought as there was sufficient money provided
in this yemolution (No. 45) to cover the expenditure, it was
taken so that they could go on with this work that Mr.
Brymner was very aunxious shouli bo done during the year.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGIIT. I do not think that we
have ever considered that when these votes for a distinctly
different purposo were bracketed, it was right to transfer
ore to arnother. I think it is a veoy objoctionable practice.
I have always objecied myself to bracketing.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think it would be butter to
avoid it.

was expended, and I am not objeoting to the expenditure,
but I am objecting to the principle which is involved. 1 Sir hOUARI) CAPTWItIGuI. But where ou state
do not think the bon. gentleman is j astified in withdrawing di-ýinet[yse rucb for one purposo and se mach for another,
from another sum voted for a specitid purpose, any amountott
to apply to this. The whole principle is wrong. I have
no doubt that the money was spent, or it would not be in Sir ChARLES TUPPER. TueÙ3 ne doubt about
the Auditor General's report, as it is. that, unl I have nu doubt my hon. friend will sue that it

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I see that C. C. Chipman is dues no occur again.
down for $400 in connection with the archives. HIow Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Was any autherity
does that come about ? taken by Governor General's wtrrant or anything et..?

Mr. CARLING. That is not in this year. SirC!IARLESTUPPER. No. Ltwaobeld bytL.de-
partrnent that thero was enenghla the total vote Vo allow

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). No, but last year it was in, and ler an excees in one bran c, and this amoant was taken;
I think it was stated that there was an appropriation of but I quite agree that iL is neta edprtice, and I am

$1,000 extra for this purpoee. Yet we find that C. C. quite sure the Minister of Agriculture wilI se. that it dom
CbiPmtnhhno drawn $400 ont of this fund, and perhapnftratiwotocnurdgain.
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Mr. CARLING. I may tell the hon. member that this

was for agriculture and statistics, and I believe it has been
a practice in the Department of Agriculture, not only last
year, but for many years, and during the time the hon.
gentleman was Finance Minister, I am told by the officers
of the department that when a sufficient amount was voted
and it overran, they would take it for another vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not recollect
whether the bon. gentleman is right that the abuse may
have prevailed before, but I think it is distinctly an abuse.
I do not remember at this moment anything of the kind
that the Minister of Agriculture mentions, but it may have
occurred. Where such things were brought to my notice,
I always insisted on a separate vote being taken, but it is
possible that one or two occasions may have occurred.

Mr, MILLS (Bothwell). No doubt the practice is con-
trary to the rule at the present time. The old English
practice, of course, was to vote the subsidy in a lump sum.
Mr. Downing was the first Chancellor of the Exchequer who
introduced the present practice, and from bis time down to
the present, it has always been the practice, in the English
House of Co.rnmons, to confine the expenditure to the appro-
priations made; and the sum that is asked for one purpose
cannot be applied to another different purpose.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would ask the Minister of Finance
whether these services were performed on the other side of
the water, or here in Ottawa?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They were performed on b>th
sides. I may explain to my hon. friend that Mr. Chipman,
who was appointed to the position of accountant and
assistant secretary of the High Commissioner's office in
London, was necessarily required when I was called back to
the position of Minister of Finance, and remained still charged
with the administration of the duties of the Iigh Commis-
sioner's office in London. My hon. friend will see that it
was almost indispensable that I should have the services of
a gientleman who was thoroughlv familiar with the duties in

try several thousands of dollars. If hon. gentlemen knew
bis valuable services as well as I do, Mr. Chipman is the
last man to whom they would grudge the small amount
that is now being voted to him.

Mr. TROW. No doubt Mr. Chipman is a very worthy
officer. I found him so. I had the pleasure of being in
the office of the High Commissioner, and found him very
attentive to bis duties, and no doubt a very worthy man.
The only fault we find is that he is being paid sums under
different headings, and it is difficult to ascertain how much
he bas been paid. I find he lias received $1,799 in Immi-
gration Department.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The 81,800 is his salary as
accountant and assistant secretary in the Iigh Commis-
sioner's office.

Mr. TROW. I also find that he has been paid travelling
expenses, $170; he received as private secretary, 8250;
travelling expenses again, $48.56; cab hire, $8.50, and $400
in connection with the archives, making a total of $2,862
already discovered. There may be other items that we have
not discovered.

Mr. LISTER. Do I understand the Minister to say that
he acted as his secretary while the hon, gentleman has been
in Canada ?

Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. Since I left the London office.
He received $600 a year as my private secretary.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. Minister has given us a very
minute description of the ability and services of Mr.
Chipman. I am sorry that I do not know of his services.
It is quite new to me that he is such a desirable man,
although I have no doubt he is a valuable man. Is that the
gentleman who is brother-in-law to the prescnt Lieutenant
Governor of New Brunswick, Sir Leonard Tilley ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

both departments, and consequently I appointed Mr. Chip. Mi. MI tELL.Well Ior n that, ecauTe
man my private secretary as Minister of Finance ; and it won. etepnaawod that aount. eT -
would have been almost impossible for me to carry on, hon, genteauaspstin hat iea solutComncs-
as I bave done, the administration of both departments saFi ntealpi t le oudhas Comis-
if it had not been for the valuable services of Mr. Chipman. sionemandace MiNster, tt e sdvea con fiden
I dare say my hon. friend knows that he is a man of excep-ty
tional ability, ard of unwearied industry. He las served ýhat he should have a confidertial mar as secretary, but it
long in the various departments of the public service, in 15 mudl to be regretted that my hon. friend should have
New Brunswick first, and subsequently in the Railway attempted to occupy these dual positions, otberwise, per-
De partment at Moncton,lthen in the Finance Department, haps, we would have avoided this charge ef $600. But I
and then in the Department of Railways and Canals. suppose ai dan w arnri o mone
There are few gentlemen better acquainted with the duties back, therefore the less wa say about it thc better. After
of these various services. When Mr. Dewar retired he wasmteest n tbat lias been borneto bti of, ro Chip-
appointed in his place to the position of accountant andari ervie lu cofte boithgehtle in, n dub
also assistant secretary in the High Commissioner's office.cigto be ideasofti tion, etean, thy eritit
I may say that in that position I had no private secretary. him tse ddit1oal emunation. ucriony say tîbt
There is no charge for a private secretary in that connee-f'r P
tion. But when it became necessary for me to return as swelen from tbe moderato sum which thc Finance Minister
Minister of Finance, and I was still charged with the daties stated at first te, if 1 am correct, over $100,000 for that
of administering the office of High Commissioner on the'exhibition iriLondon. It is se mucl money throwriaway,
other side, it was absolutely indispensible that I should and I hope there will le no repetition of sncb squardering
avail myself of the services of a gentleman who was thor- ofthe public money while the country's financesarc insuch
oughly familiar with the duties of both departmentM. a deplorable condition.

Sir RICHRD CARTWRIGriT. Caon th aon. gentle-
Mir. COCKBURN. I had happened to be in bondon mari give us my information in regard ta the receipta fremduring the time et the exhibition, sud was brougît into tho patentDepartment?

very frequent contact witiyr.,hipmanmducaroassureT necp i am
thc hon. gentlemen opposite tat there waso mari on thathinr adin MTercth a foe sholavteparct en-
ide of te Atlantic wowrkd harder fr the interestofas ery i as er es

Canada thari did AMr. Chipman. I fonnd lm early in thehreipth for patents and trade marks were 876,600, or
morning and late at rugît, liard at work, anid I know frm $13,000 more than the previus year.
persenal knewledge that in thc management of some thingMater. DAVIES (P. E. 1). Wil the h, gentleman
entrusted te hlmlie was thc mearisof saving te, this coun-. explai wthe manner of obtainig criminal statisgtios?

Sir CHARLE TuppziR.
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Mr. CARLING. The item of $4,000 is required for th
collection of criminal statistics from every police court and
magistrate in the Dominion, the remuneration being fixec
by statu te. The cost of the pi eparation of the returns for
the year je included inthe expenditure.

Mr. LISTER. Who make the returns?

Mr. CARLING. The police magistrates.
Mr. LISTER. They have only cognisance of the convic

tions made before themselves. lis there any way of having
returns sent by the clerk of the peace in each county ?

Mr. CARLING. I understand the returns are made
according to a schedule in the Blake Act.

Mr. DAVIES. Partial statistics are of no use, and it je
desirable to ascertain whether the present system places
the hon. gentleman in a position to obtain statistics for all
the Dominion.

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Have the Government given up

the idea of contributing the usual amount of 810,000 towards
the Dominion Exhibition this year to be held in Halifax ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is matter for regret that the

contribution should have been made by the Government
year after year when the Dominion Exhibition was held at
other places and that it should now be dropped. It will be
a matter of considerable disappointment to the people of
Halifax that the exhibition will not be held there this year.
They have been making considerable preparations under
the expectation that the usual grant would be made, and as
it had been held in other places in previousyears there was
a reasonable expectation that it would be held at Halifax
this year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was with extreme regret
that the Government dropped the vote; but the hon. ger-
tleman will see that if we are to economise we must com-
mence somewhere, and we felt this was an expenditure
which we could, without any very serious injury to the
country, forego this year.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Perhaps the Minister would
explain the working of the system in connection with health
statisties, for which 10,00 is asked. I have been unable
to see that this amount is usefaliy expended. I observe
that $10,000 is still as.ked, although last year only between
86,000 and $7,000 was expended.

Mr. CARLING. These are returns obtained for the dif
ferent cities and towns in the Dominion from health offi-
cers appointed by the municipal authorities. These
returns are placed in the recoids of the department, and a
report is issued every year.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Will the Minister tell me how
this health officer appointed by the municipality obtains
his information ? What instructions are given to him by
the Goverument, and what duties are imposed upon him,
so that the reports may be somewhat reliable ? Are there
any directions given to those health officers as to their
duties ?

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman of course will find
that, if ho refers to the annual report and the certifloates of
the medical offcera which are in the report issued by the
department every year.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Pretty nearly every municipality
in the Province of Ontario has a board of health now.
Have you gi'ven your officers directions to avail themselves
of that information, and to get information from those
various boards ?

e Mr. CARLING. An Order in Council was passed some
J years ago limiting this information to cities and towns of
j 5,000 inhabitants and above, and we avail ourselves of the

health officers of the cities and towns for this information.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It appears to me that we arc

not getting that information that we ought to, when we are
asked to vote $10,000 for this purpose. The Minister knows
very well that all the duties those health officers perform are
rmerely by their going to the sextons and copying from the
sexton's book the number of deaths or burials that took
place there. As far as the department is concerned they
perform no other duties whatever and we are askod each
year to grant $10,000 for that.

Mr. CARLING. [t is true none of those officors aro
appointed, except the municipality have by resolution ap.
pointed a health officer.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). All they do is to go to the
sexton and obtain information as to how many were buried
there. They may not obtain full information, bocause
people who have died in a particular locality may be buried
elsewhere. We might juat as well not spend a singlo
dollar, for all the reliability that can be attached to those
reports. It is a waste of moncy, and it is evidont that the
Government are not making any effort whatever to have
this branch mado efficient. It has now gone on for a num-
ber of years. We were told at first that it was mercly ex-
perimental, and that it would be in a few years of import.
ance to the country in reference to health statisties.
Many thousand dollars have been spent upon it, and I
would ask the Government tc-day wherein cai thoy point
to the benefits accruing frorn the polioy of the departmont
in this i espect. I say there are no bontefits whatever. The
information is of no use tous, because wo can not rely upon it,
on account of the manner in which those offieors dischargo
their duties. It would be much botter to striko out the
item altogether.

Mr. CARLING. The information gathered from those
different municipalities is published monthly, and it is very
much sought after by the press and published all over the
Dominion, giving the death rate of cach city and town. I
think it is important to have the information. It might
porhaps b fùller, but the cstablished rule has been that
no place under 5,000 inhabitants could givo the informa-
tion because it had no health offloor appointed. If a
health officer is appointed in a town of less population, we
have not stood strictly to the 5,000, as we are anxious to
get the information. I think the amount paid those
officers is not extravagant. I sec in the town of St.
Thomas which the hon. gentleman has the honor to repre.
sent, with a population of 10,000 or 12,000 people all that
was paid to the health officer during the year was $120.
Considering this information is gathered from cities and
towns all over the Dominion and that the information is
most valuable to the people at largo, I thlink it does not
cost very mach.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The statement of the hon.
gentleman shows that what the Province of Ontario is
doing for itself with tolerable completoness, the Govern-
ment here are doing very imperfectly. Of course hon.
gentlemen would like any information that would con.
tribute to the general welfare of the health of hon. gentle-
men on that side of the House. I may say for their
information that Mr. Campbell who formerly represented
Kent in this House has been returr.ed by the people of
Kent by an increaaed majority.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I may say that whatever the
health officer in St. Thomas gets, be it much or little, ho
gets more than ho earns for the services ho rendors. It is a
notorious faoct that those offleers are appointed by the muni.
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cipalities and they perform the duty for the municipalities.
They duplicate the information wbich they collect for the
municipalities, and if all that be does is to send to the
Government a duplicate of the information he bas to render
to the St. Thomas Council, I should say ho is pretty vell
paid. I do not know what the Minister of Agriculture may
think, but he may be in the habit of giving more liberally
than that. Take for instance the officer in Toronto. He
receives between 8300 and 8400, and you do not pretend to
tell me that sending a duplicate here is worth that amount ?
Whether the cost be much or little the information is unre
liable and it is not worth what you pay for it. Unless you
organise that branch of the Department in a dilerent way
you might as well stiike out the item altogether.

Mr. LISTER. Are those oflicers appointed by the Gov.
ernment ?

Mr. CARLING. The Government ajpoint the salaried
health officer of the city or town.

Mr. LISTER. I observe here that the icturns are very
imperfect. I find that the towns of Goderich and Sarnia
are not included.

Mr. CARLING. The law provides that if a town ap-
points a health officer, such oficer is selected by the Gov-
ernment for mortuary statistics.

Mr. LISTER. We have a health officer in our town.

Mr. CARLING. That bas not been reported.

Mr. LISTER. I do not say that one should be appointed,
because I agree with the bon. member for East Elgin that
this money is thrown away, so far as the information given
us is concerned. The amounts charged by the different
officers for making these returns vary greatly. In some
cases the amount is 8100, and in others as muoh as $300.
In Brantfoid and Woodstock it is $56, while in smaller
towns, Galt for instance, the amount is considerably more.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman must urderstand
that it is according to population.

Mr. LISTER. The amounts are larger in some cases
than in other cases where the population is smaller.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would liko the Minister to tell
us whether there is a health officer in London.

Mr. CARLING. Dr. Hutchinson, I understand, is the
health ofloer for that city.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the meaning
of this item, "Sundry persons, for 18,012 certificates, at 15
cents each, 82,700 ?" Who gives these certiticates, and what
do they represet?

Mr. CARLING. They are medical burial certificates.
they are paid to the cemetery keepers, who get 15 cents for
each medical burial certificate.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think the Minister must be in
error. I think he will find that the 15 cents is the amount
paid by the health officer to the sexton on ac3ount of a cer-
tificate given to him. It may be that some of these sextons
get the 15 cents, but I doubt it very much. 'i'his is a very
large amount of money expended for that purpose, and we
have no explanation to show where that $2,700 goes.

Mr. CARLING. I think the hon. gentleman must have
seen the report which states that the cemetery keeper get
16 cents per burial.

Mr. LISTER. As I understand, the health officer makes
these returns. Why, in addition, should there be this enor- I
mous sum paid to get the certificates from the cemeteries ?

Kr. WasoN (Elgin).

Mr. CARLING. I do not think it is an enormous sum
for these certificates of burial, obtained from all the cities
and towns in the Dominion.

Mr. LISTER. It is of little consequence whether it is
large or small, but why should it be done?

Mr. CARLING. As a matter of policy, to get the infor-
mation as accurately as possibly. It has been done for
fifteen or sixteen years.

Sir RÎCHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does that represent
the death rate of these various cities ?

Mr. CARLI1NG. Yes.
Sir RICLIARD CARTWRIGHT. This information would

be valuable, no doubt, if it represented accurately the death
rate in each of these cities; but I would like to ask the
Minister of Finance, who in his professional capacity is an
excellent judge, whether it does so. He knows that the
cemeteries adjacent to towns and cities are often made use
of by a considerable section of country around. Does he
know whether this death rate is tnat of the cities, or is it
that of the cities plus a large section of country around
them ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I imagine that the deatb rate
represents ail the persons buried there, whether belonging
to the city or the adjacent country. But the statistics are
valuable because as a rule, they present a lower death rate
than is found in any other part of the world ; and anything
that tends to show a low death rate establishes the health-
fulness of our towns, and makes them additionally attractive.
In that way these statistics have a certain value. I am afraid
the appropriation is too small to enable the Minister of
Agriculture to obtain as thorough and full information as is
desirable. No doubt there cannot be a very great deal
accomplished all over the Dominion with this amount of
money ; but in the absence of a better and more complete
system of vital statistics, it furnishes that wnich persons
investigating the relative attractions of different countries
attach a good deal of importance to, as an evidence of the
healthfulness of our climate.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There is no doubt the object is a
good ore, and the information if obtained would prove of
some importance. What my hon. friend was asking was a
smalt piece of information which I imagine the hon. Minister
could give at once. This $3,700 has been paid to sundry
persons fAr what ? I have not been able to gather as yet.

Mr. CARLING. It is paid to the sextons of cemeteries
for burial certificates.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) What has this to do with the
collection of statistics. The doctor gives statistics of the
deaths and the causes of death. The sexton in charge of
the cemetery has nothing to do with the causes of death.
You want to get the population of a town, the number of
people who died, and the different diseases of which they
died, so as to sece what diseases are most prevalent and
what the death rate is, in order that some precautions may
be taken to reduce the death rate by adopting means to
prevent the inroads of any special disease that is more
prevalent than others. I do not see therefore why we
should pay 82,700 a year in order to get the certificate of a
sexton that a certain number of men have been buried in a
cemetery.

Mr. CARLING. The certificate furnished by this officer
gives the disease which each person died of.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The sexton cannot possibly be
able to state the disease except from information he gets
from the doctor.

Mr. CARLING. The doctor's certificate certifies the
disease of which the person dies and the sexton certifies
that he was buried.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). Why not also get a certiflcate
from the undertaker ?

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think the hon. Minister is labor
ing under a mistake. In former years, 10 cents was paid
to the municipal clerk for each death certificate, and
that, in the Province of Ontario, is paid ont of the local
dues of the municipalities. I cannot say what may be the
course pursued in the other Provinces, but it may be that
the Minister pays 15 cents for a certificate from the sexton,
and that the sexton, in his wisdom, certifies that the man
lived to a certain age and died of a certain disease. It bas
been proved that these certificates are worthless as data on
which to form an opinion in reference to the health of any
locality.

Mr. LISTER Will the hon. gentleman strike this ont?
There is no earthly use for it.

Mr. MACDONALD (Huron). It is the custom among
professional men to give a certificate of death stating the
age, the disease, and other facts in that conneetion, for
wtiich the medical man receives from tbe Local Government
about 10 cents Do I understand that the 18,000 deaths
given in this return are the actual number of deatbs that
took place in the whole Dominion or oniy in those cities
where those health officers are appointed ?

Mr. CARLING. It indicates the number of deaths in
those different cities and towns where there are health
officers.

Mr. MACDONALD (Huron). Then tho informuation is
of no value, as regards the death rate of the Dominion,
because it is only partial information. There are a largo
number of villages and townm, with a population under
5,000, that have no officers of that kind. It would have
been far better and less expensive, as regards Ontario, to
take the returns made by the Legislature of Ontario of the
births, marriages and deaths in the whole of that Province,
instead of taking this return from special centres in it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At all eventQ, we must
have this vote, whatever may be the opinions of the louse
and committee as to the real value of these statistics This
system bas been going on for a good many years, and the
arrangement cannot now sudden'ýy be closed. No doubt my
hon. friend will consider the remarks made by some bon.
gentlemen, professional men, whose opinions are worthy of
all consideration.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I understood the hon, gentleman
to say that these statistics were all published in his report.
I have looked into it, and I have not been able to firnd them.

Mr. CARLING. They are in the appendix to the annual
report.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I wish to point out to
the hon. Minister that although itis true we have recog-
nised the desirability of having health statistics, if they
were accurate, it is worie than useless to have inaccurate
statistics because they are positively mieleading. Now, tor
several years we have been pressing from this side that
some different system should be adopted. My own impres-
sion is it w-uld be far better to select a snall number of
points and to work thom thoroughly than to attempt to
carry out the system that at present exists. For four or
five years, we have been pointing out the desirability of
having some new departure in this matter, so that it cannot
be said this question is brought up for the first time. It does
not seem, however, that we are much nearer to any souition
Of the difficulty than when we started.

Mr. CARLING. 1 think we are carrying ont the very
suggestion the hon, gentleman made to the House of gather-
ing these statistics from the centres of population, and I
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think the hon. gentleman will find that the information we
have from these centres is correct. As the hon. the Minister
of Finance has said, perhaps the vote is not largo enough,
but i am confident we are getting information that can bo
relied on.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Did I understand from
the hon. the Minister of Finance just now that these lists
of deaths do not really represont the deaths of the several
places referred to ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes, they do.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG LT. I understood the hon.

the Minister of Finance to say that they represented the
number buried in the cemeteries in and adjacent to these
several centres.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They cover all the cemeteries
in each locality where there is a health officer, and a few of
the cemeteries adjacent to these locaities.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E 1.) The hon. gentleman will see that
ho had better reduce the vote for that reason. Last year ho
experded only 87,800. That includes $1,700 which was
paid for certificates which are perfectly usoless, and in fact,
no one knows what they are for. Then, if you take the
8.,l100 which you are asking more than last year and the
$2,700 you have paid for certificates, you might make a
saving Of 05,000.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). One objection which I sec to
this vote is that Ontario bas a complote system of health
statistics, eovering the whole country, while the bon. gon-
lerman is col ecting only from a few points.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALI). That is quoad Ontario
alone.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But a large proportion of this
expenditure, neaily the whole of it, is for the Province of
Ontailo, and in regard to that Province all you need do is
to examine the reports made by the Province, which are
not only in relation to those few places that the hon. gen-
tleman obtains bis mtatistics from, but from every localty,
and then you have in a complote form what you are bore
obtaining in a very incomplete form. Why, then, should we
expend this noney to obtuin impeilect statistics when wO
ean get complete statistics without uny expenditure at all ?
The Provincial authorities have facilities, far greater than
those which you have, to get those returns; and, while it
may be proper to carry on this system for thoso Provinces
which have no such law as that which exists in Ontario, to
extend it to ibe Province of Ontario is certainly a work of
supererogation.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). As bas been stated by my bon.
friend from Queen's, Prince Edward Island (Mr. Davies),
we do not take any exception to the vote for obtaining sta-
tistics, but we do object to the way in which the money is
expended, and the unsatisfactory resuIts obtainod from it.
I can see no benefit in getting these stAtistics from the
cities alone. If it is desirable to obtain those statistics at
ail, they s.hould be obtained from all parts of the country
districts as well as from the cities; and, therefore, i think
the Governmont should consider whether, in the interest of
the country, we should not have some arrangement whereby
the vital statistics of the country generally could be obtain-
ed and tabalated and pointed to and relied upon. At pre.
sent, the information is only derived from the cities. It is
imperfeet. In the Province of Ontar io far botter informa-
tior is obtained than thi4 Government can obtain, because
the information of this Governent is orly obtained from
the cities. I think this is hardly worth the expenditure
which is made upon it. If the hon, gentleman were to
adopt a broader view and obtain the vital statisties from
the country generally, it would ho different, but, until that
is done, I think this is sirply a wate of money.
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Mr. TROW. I think the Minister in charge of this
department should make it imperative in other Provinces
to have these statistics returned. In Ontario it is made
imperative by the law for the clerk of the municipality to
make his returns, and to give this reliable information under
a penalty on those who neglect to carry out that duty.
Some hon. gentlemen bas referred to the sextons, but I
cannot understand what knowledge the sexton can have.
It is a matter of indifference to him whether the coffin is
empty or full. Ie knows nothing about the cause of death.
He knows nothing about the matter except in connection
with the graveyard.

Mr. LISTER. Does this $10,000 cover the expenditure
for registration of births, deaths and marriages, which was
8871 last year ?

Mr. CARLING. No, it does not.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Is the hon. gentleman asking for

an expenditure on that account this year ?

Mr. CARLING, Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). In reference to this item of out-

lay towards the establishment and maintenance of experi-
mental farms- $90,000-will the lon. gentleman give us
some information as to what has been done here and in
other parts of the Dominion? I should like to know some.
thing about the farm in the Maritime Provinces, where it
is located, what progress has been made, and when he pro-
poses to put it in operation ?

Mr. CARLING. A site bas been purchased, containing
300 acres, on the Intercolonial Railway, near the town of
Nappan.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What have yen paid for it?
Mr. CARLING. I think it is $816,000 for the 360 acres.
Mr. MITCHELL. Is that in the county of Northumber-

land ?
Mr. CARLING. It is on the line of the Intercolonial

Railway, and it is a very suitable location, as Mr. Saunders
reports.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). .It is in the eounty of Cumber-
land ?

Mr. CARLING. I suppose it is.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is a place in my county which
is spelled Napan.

Mr. CARLING. There are two " p's " in this Nappan.
Mr. MITCHELL. I did not suppose it was in my

county.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will the Minister tell us what

progress bas been made?
Mr. CARLING. None as yet. We have secured the

property, and steps are being taken to construct the build-
ings and to put up the fencing.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Ras any person been put in
charge of it ?

Mr. CARLING. Tes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Who?
Mr. CARLING. Colonel Blair has been appointed.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) From whom was the farm pur.

chased ?
Mr. C&RLING. From Mr. Boach and Mr. Marshall.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many farms hias

the hon, gentleman now got? There is one near Ottawa,
there is one in Nova Scotia, how many other farme bas le
purchased ?

Jir. JonEs (Halifax).

Mr. CARLING. There is the Central Farm, the farm in
the Maritime Provinces, and a site has been seeured in the
North-West Territories and one in Manitoba and one in
British Columbia.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Five inI al ?
Mr. CARLING. Five in all.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where are the farms

situated in Manitoba and the North-West Territories ?
Mr. CARLING. The farm in Kanitoba is in the vicinity

of Brandon, the farm in the North-West Territories is near
Indian Head, and the farm in British Columbia is at Agassiz.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Where is Indian Head?
Mr. CARLING. It is near the Qu'Appelle Valley.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In reference to the

farm in the neighborhood of Brandon, I would like to ask
the hon. gentleman what is the extent of it, what price he
has paid for it, and from whom it was purchased ?

Mr. CARLING. The farm is a section of 640 acres,
and I think the total cost is 9,200.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon.gentleman
remember from whom it was purchased ?

Mr. CARLING. I do not at this moment, but I can give
him the information to-morrow.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. I should be glad if the
hon. gentlemen will also get the exact locality of this
Brandon farm.

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the Minister of Agriculture

whether the fencing of the Central Agricultural Farm was a
matter of competition, or whether it was done by piece-
work, and, if so, what it cost per rod ?

Mr. CARLING. It was done by contract.

Mr. MULOCK. What was the cost ?

Mr. CARLING. In the neighborhood of 15 cents a foot.

Mr. MULOCK. What kind of a fence is it ?

Mr. CARLING. It is cedar posts with buckthorn wire.

Mr. MULOCK. Is that the sort of fence the hon. gentle-
man would recommend as a sample fence to the ordinary
agriculturist of Canada ?

Mr. CARLING. I do not mean to say it is. But I mean
that the central farm is in the vicinity of the capital of the
country, it is in a beautiful locality, and it is a permanent
fence for the next 20 years. I do not think it in a very
expensive fence. I know that some of the neighbors have
asked the contractors to put upa similar fence around their
property, and they would not do it at the same price.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think the hon. gentleman will
find any farmer in Canada to adopt such an absurd style of
fence, and invest such an enormons sum of money in the
construction of sncb a useless article. I venture to say it
will not be two or three years before the whole structure
will have to be pulled down and built on a different plan.

Mr. CARLING. I am quite sure the hon. gentleman
does not understand the subject in hand, because the
matter was very carefully considered, and I am sure that
there is not a more solid or permanent fence in Canada
than that. It was said by others that the frost would heave
the fence and throw out the posta, but if the hon. geitleman
inspects the fence now, j-ist alter the winter, he will
find it just as solid and substantial as it was when frst
put up.
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Mr. MULOOK. I mean to say that it is an utter wast

of money to go on and invest such a large sum-did1
understand 40 cents a foot or 15 ?

Mr. CARLING. 15 cents a foot.
Mr. MULOCK. For the erection of such a fonce as this

It was not at ail necessary. The farm is not situated withir
three or four miles of this city, and a much less expensiv(
fonce would have answered just as well. I again repeat
without referring to the character of the work-for I dé
not wish to do any injury to the patentee of the wire use
-but I venture to prediet that the wire used will, in a very
short time, be condemned as absolutely unsuitable, the froi
will destroy it. Any one knows, after an examination o
the material used, that it will not ho at all durable. It is a
real waste of money, in my opinion.

Aid to Agriculture Societies in the North-West Territories. $10,000
Mr.McMILLAN (Huron). I see an item of $6,425 for labor

I would like to know how much of this was spent for fenc
ing, and how mach for drainage. In a lump sum, we have
no idea what each class of work has cost. Then, I se. there
are three superintendents besides the workmen. What are
they employed in doing ?

Mr. CARLING. The chief director of the farm is Pro-
fessor Saunders, and he has a horticulturist employed to
look after the planting of trees, and the management of the
fruit and garden department. I think these were the only
two that were employed last year, excepting the laborers.
And also a chemist whose salary did not commence until
late in the falI. But ho is now occupying his time in mak-
ing chemical examinations of different seeds, and other
things in connection with the farm.

Mr. McMILLAN (Huron). I see iere the name of Mr
McKay, superintendent, the name of Mr. Bedford, superin-
tendent, and William Blair, superintendent, besides a fore.
man, and a Mr. Hurlburt, as horticulturist. What are they
superintending ?

Mr. CARLING. Colonel Blair, as I said before, has been
appointed superintendent of the Maritime Province farm,
and we utilised his services in the summer time for two or
three months at the central farm until ho took charge of
the farm in Nova Scotia, having in view to make him ac-
quainted with the system pursued. He is a practical farmer,
and is to get $1,200. Mr. McKay has been appointed to
take charge of the farms in the North West Territories at
Indian Hlead. He is a very superior man, and we utilised
bis services for two or three months in the same way. Re
is now at Indian Head and Coloned Blair is in the Maritime
Provinces.

Mr. MOMILLAN (Huron). My question is not yet an-
swered. I see there is 86,425 for labor. How much of that
goes for clearing and draining the Iand ?

Mr. CARLING. I should be very glad to furnish the
hon. geçtleman with that information to-morrow, but
I cannot give it to him at this moment. To-morrow we
will tell him exactly how much has been expended for the
purposes ho speaks of.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the Minister state,
roughly, how he proposes to dispose of this large amount
of $90,000-what division he is going to make among the
several farms ?

Mr. MoMILLAN (Huron). I ses there i an item Of
1,076,25 for manure and $606.31 for freight. Now,

in this section of country, it may be neocessary for
the farmer to purchase a certain amount of manure,
and as this farm is to serve as a model for the
people of Canada, we should know how it is cou
ducted. We ail know that in order to manage the farm
suocessfully the manure must be made upon the farm, agd
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e used upon the farm, because we cannot make a great deal of
I profit if we spend a large sum of money in buying manure.

There is an opportunity in this farm of ascertaining
by experiment what can be done with land that was run
down in the direction of renewing its fertility without the
aid of manure. Snch experiments would be of benefit to

n the farmers. Unless, however, these experimients are car-
e ried out on a proper system they will mean money thrown
o away. There ie just one thing I regret, and that is that
d there is on the central farm very little, if any, of heavy

clay land, such as prevails throughout Ontario, which
t requires the most scientific farming. A great many of our

farmers du not suoceed with land of that description, yet if
f properly farmed it is perhaps the most proatable land we

have in the Province. If a large amount of manure is to
be brought on the farm, the experiments will be of no benefit
to the farmers in the direction of showing what can be done
with the land.

- Mr. CARLING. The Government selected the farm with
a view to obtaining different varieties of soil, and it con-
tains about 35 acres of heavy cla y land, such as the
hon. gentleman refera to, as well as other different varleties
of soil. With respect to manure, we found it necessary to

- purohase a certain quantity in order to conduct our experi-
ments with sees and grains. Mr. Booth, a very extensive
farmer adjoining the Government farm, purchased last year
more manure than we did, and it cost him as much. The farm
is only two and a hall milesfrom the centre of the city and
it is not very difficult to get manure; of course when we have
a large quantity Of stock we shall not require to purchase
manure. This is not se much a modelfarm as a farm where
experiments are made, and the reaults are published for the
intormation of farmers throughout the Dominion, espeoially
results as to what can beo produced on particular kinds of
soil and particular kinds cf manure and certain quantities
cf it. As to the general expenditure I may say that it
is expected that this amount, together with the sum in the
estimates of the )epartment of Public Works will complete
the purchase and the fencing and building, and leave a
small amount for the purchase of stock for the central and
branch farms. This money will be devoted to eom-
pleting the central farm and the farm in the Lower
Provinces, Manitoba, North-West Territories and British
Columbia.

COensus and tatistice. .............. .- ~7,s.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the bon. gentleman explain this
item?

Mr. CARLING. We are collecting statistics ail the
time, and a statistical record is published by the depart-
ment each year, which has proved of very great use to
members of Parliament and to the people Of the country.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is it necessary ?
Mr. CARLING. It is a work very much in demand and

it contains information that can be relied on.

Mr. LISTER It contains a great many inaccuracies.

Mr. CARLING. If eo, we shall only be too glad to have
them remedied if the bon. gentleman can point them ont.

Lumigratien . . .. ............ $......,......

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps the Minister
of Agriculture may recollect that a few days ago I put
several questions to him with reference to the policy of the
Government in regard to necesuitous and unfit persons
coming to ths country. The hon., gentleman at that
time gave me to understand that in the judgment of
his department there was very little occasion to make
any special provisions or take any special precautions
against this clas of persons. The information whioh
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bas reached me from various part of the country
is this, that a very large number of utterly unfit persons
are being dumped on our shores from time to time,
and that there is at the present moment something
which might be fairly described as a sort of movement on
the part of the authorities in the British Islands to dispose
of a considerable number of paupers or persons who are
only one remove from paupers, by sending them to this
country. The hon. gentleman knows that in other coun-
tries a great many of these people have been sent back, but
I have never heard of any being sent back from Canada. I
do know that such cities as Toronto, Kingston and other
cities throughout Ontario, and I believe Montreal and other
places have a yearly increasing number of such persons
who become a charge on public charity. I have received
from a gentleman in Toronto a resolution passed by the
City Council, and I will read an extract or two from it that
may convince the hon. gentleman that, in the opinion of
the civic authorities of the largest city in Ontario, there is
a good deal of need that the Government should exercise
some care in this matter. The resolution is as follows:-

" Wheres during the last winter season, and to a great extent for a
number of yeare past, the demanda on the various charitable institutions
and of the city authorities for assistance to destitute immigran ts have been
so great and of such a character that the resources of the civic authorities
and others interested in the question of providing relief for the desti-
tute have been seriously overtaxed, and the causes which have led to
this state of affairs require our most serious consideration ; and where-
as according to reliable information received from various sources, and
from information received in some cases from the applicants themselves,
a great many destitute persans have been sent over to this country by
the Poor Law Guardians of Great Britain and the varions charitable in-
stitutions of that country in order to relieve themselves of the further
support of perlons who are unable to provide for themselves in their own
country ; and, whereas we believe that continued efforts are being made
by the parties atoresaid to ship tothis country during the coming season
this very undesirable class of immigrante, to the grat injury of this
city and the country ; therefore be it resolved, That the couucil of the
corporation of the city of Toronto enters ils most emphatie protest
against the continuance of this prattice of shipping to this country a
class of people so very undesirable, and who, being unable to provide
for themselves in the old country, necessarily become a burden on the
charitable institutions of this country, and help to swell the number of
inmates in our gaols and asylums."

There is danger here. If the statements made by those
gentlemen-and I believe a copy of the resolution was
communicated to the Minister of Agriculture-.have any
foundation in fact, and from what has come under my own
observation in other places I am inclined to believe they
have a great deal of foundation in fact, there is need that a
good deal of care be taken on the part of Government offi
cials to prevent the number of such persons swelling. If
the authorities who control English and Irish poor houses
are allowed to do this they will scruple very little at send-
ing several thousands of most undesirable emigrants to
this country. I am not now speaking of the other ques-
tion of the desirability of putting an end to assisted pas-
sages, because Iunderstand that at last the policy of the
Government is to do so, but 1 am speaking of the necessity
of preventing our country from being made a place of
deposit for persons who are not able to earn thoir own
living in the mother country. I can tell the hon. gentle-
man he will find a very considerable degree of danger that
unless the strictest precautions be taken many persons of
that sort will come h 3re.

Mr. CARLING. I think the statements made in the
country through the press in reference to pauper immigra-
tion have been very much exaggerated. I am quite sure
from the statements I possess from our agents in Liverpool,
lalifax, Quebec and other parts of the country, the
percentage of pauper immigration is very small indeed.
I think it will be found that these statements that have
been made through the city council of Toronto that there is
a very large number of paupers coming into the country are
incorrect, and that many of those who have had to be sup.
ported have been people who were not immigrants but

Sir RIcHARD CARTWRIGHT.

worthless people who flock to the cities from different parts
of the country. From ail the information I have obtained
f rom the officers of the department as to the parties leaving
the old country to come hore, the number of unfit persons
arriving in this country has been very fewindeed. Ithink
the hon. gentleman will find that every precaution bas been
taken that can ho taken to prevent any snob class of people
from coming into the country and becoming a burden upon
the people.

Sir RICH AIRD CARTWRIGHT. I hardly think that is
at ail a satistactory answer to the resolution of the corpora-
tion of the city of Toronto. I understand this resolution
was carried unanimously.

Mr. CARLING. That statement, I may say to the hon.
gentleman, is a general statement.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It says that during
the last winter, and to a great extent for a number of years
past this bas been going on. I amnot speaking only with
reference to what the Toronto corporation say. I have ob-
served myself, in other places, that a very considerable num-
ber of persons have been brought into this country substan.
tially by false representations. Not, it may be, made by autho-
rised agents of the Governiment, butrepresentations made to
them by persons in the employ of varions steamship
companies, who did not care two straws whether the people
were fit to be emigrants or not, but who simply wanted to
get a cornmission on the passage money and swell the
receipts of the varions steamship lines. That was a great
and serious evil, and it was ail the more so because we know
from our own returns that those people who are brought
out, do not s-,ay here but that a great part of them find their
way te the States. A resid oum of them stays here and that
residunm, in other places as well as in Toronto, are neither
mure nor Iess than burdens on the charity of the people of
Canada. i am not at ail satisfied that any efficient precau-
lions are being taken, and the hon. gentleman the other
day stated, if I recollect rightly, that nobody had ever been
sent back I say that this kind of people ought to be sent
back. I say there is neither rhyme nor reason in al-
lowing paupers from England, Ireland, Scotland or else-
where to be made a charge on Canada. Of course it is not
necessary to require that every healthy, industrious man
who comes here should ho provided with capital. We can-
not do that, but it is necessary to see that decrepid, infirm
and unfit persons are not allowed to come bore.

Mr. CARLING. A departmental letter bas been written
to the mayor of the city of Toronto in answer to that circu-
lar, asking him to give us the particulars and let us know
when those people arrived, and where they came from, so
that we can trace them and know if those people were
really brought from the old country and dumped upon our
shores. I cau assure the hon. gentleman that everything
that possibly can be done by this Government will be done
to prevent any snob immigration as ho bas reference to.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I really do not think that the
Minister of Agriculture bas given that information which
the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) was entitled to. In reply to the charges made by
the corporation of Toronto, a respectable body, a body who
had an opportunity of thoroughly investigating the whole
facts in connection with the charges they had made, they
are coolly told by the Minister: Oh let them make a de
tailed statement of where those parties came from, how
long they have been in the city of Toronto, what are the
circumstances in connection with their former habits, and
whether they be emigrants or whether they be somebody
from the surrounding country ? That is hardly treating a
respectable corporation like that of the city of Toronto in
a fair way. I cinnot sce how the members representing
the city cf Toronto should ait here and allow that corpo-
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ration to receive a slap in the face from a Minister, who Yet the Gevernment aili asks this fouse to ontinue to vote
as much as says, that they sent false representations to the large sums et money for this purposo. 1 say it is a great
Government in reference to the city of Toronto. I think mistako, and the ameunt thoy are now askinz ought to ho
the Minister should be a little fairer than that. Ho should reduced at least one-haif. If it is neoeàsary to kop up the
bear in mind that ho has three representatives from the igh Cemmissier'a office, well and good. liewill net ho
city of Toronto, but it might be perhaps that the Miinister very cemfortable in staying bore, and lot utube him as an
of Agriculture will say: "Oh, the city of Toronto is not immigration agent in London; ho is capable of being a good
as true and loyally Conservative as it was before in the one. We have ne objection to his stayingthore altogether,
city council, and therefore a large proportion of the aider- at any rate as long as hia ionda romain in pewor. Lot
men of the city of Toronto being Reformers we cannot the money we vote be used in bringing out a hoter class
depend upon their statement. When we find one of the of immigrants, those who have amal means and who will
first cities in the Dominion of Canada coming here with a Dt be a burden on the country.
memorial of that kind, it is right and fair that the Minister Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman tried to makout
of Agriculture should treat their representations in a dif-that 1 said something dogatory of the city of Toronto. I
feront way. believe the hon. member is a member of the Committeo on

Mr. CARLING. How have I treated them? Immigration, and if I arnnt misinformed, that committee

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). He asks me how has ho treated asBed a unanimeus resolution to.day a8king the ity of
them. I appeal to the House as to how ho bas treated them. sentht city aat yèar aeleo tha i mmiorrets
He says lot them make a detailed statement, let them give
us in detail the whole facts so that we may examine into 1r. WILSON (Elgin). It ia quito correct. The chuirman
the affair. Is the city of Toronto the only place where tbought ho ahould have the information.
complaints have come to the Government in reference to Mr. CARLING. My departrnnt bas asked fer the saine
the kind of immigrants brought from the old country ? It information that the (ommittec on Immigration authorised
is the same report from every city and municipality almost, the chairman te obtain fror the City of Toronto. I think
from one end of the country to the other. We have been the bon. gentleman bas made a statement that ho Fhould
told that there is every precaution used to prevent unde- net make in this fouse, fe says wo have the iamc reports
sirable immigrants coming here, but the facts belie the from other cities as we have frein Toronto with regard te
statements made by the Government. The facts show pauper immigration. Wall, I happen te bo the bond of the
that a very large number of those who come out here are Department of Agriculture, and I on state that the one Pont
not suited in any way for the requirements of Canada, and, frornToronto, whieh is a very indefinito one, is the only
therefore, if the Government exercised every precaution reselution tho Dopartment bas reoived thât I unuwaroof,
they could exercise, I say their manner of conductiug the potitieuing againat pauper immigration.
affairs is not successful and they had botter adopt some
other means. The hon. gentleman says that many of those Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I suppose the hon. Miniater will
immigrants in the city of Toronto likely come from the remembor that ho bad a report frem Montrent.
surrounding country. I guarantee that his experience, and Mr. CARLING. I tbink that was mereiy a nowapaper
the experience of every individual member in this House in report. We had nothing officiai, se far as I am aware, from
the locality in which ho resides has been that the greater the city cf &ontrcal; and I think thât tho hon. member will
proportion of those who require aid and assistance are find thut when the city of Toronto and the different cities
those who have been brought out as immigrants from the look inte the matter, they will sc that the Governmont has
old country within the last few years. I have no hesita- taken overy precautien Vo prevent anything like pauper
tion in saying, that there are a good many useful citizensa-mmgation, and ttat the porcentagof paupers coming
wbo are immigrants, but I de say that the method and theit s mdu s
manner in which the hon. gentleman and his predecesseor ter bas been very much eaggorated, and I arnafraid it bai
have managed the affairs in reference to immigration has been done in some places for purposes other than Vhe gen-
resulted in a class of immigrants coming here that are net oral welfare cf the cuntry.
suitable. When we find the labor market is entirely over-
stocked, and that the demand for labor has been decreasing Mr. MoNEILL. I wili just state that I ar a momber of
rapidly for some length of time, it is the duty of the Gov- the Immigration Committte, and was pront in the cer-
ernment to come forward and roduce still more the expen- miuee te-day whon the communication from the city of
diture on this item. is it necessary that yon should keep Toronto was discussed by mombers cf'the cemmittoo bc-
your large staff of agents in Europe and in Canada, when lenging te both political parties. The hon. member for
you now find the city of Toronto petitioning you not toEast Elgin (Mr. Wilso) was presont when iL wusdocîded
proceed with it any further, because of the enormous num- unanîmously, ho boing a consenting party bimsolf, that thia
ber of unsuitable immigrants and the superabundance communication sheuld ho sent to the autherities cf the fcity
of labor in the market, why do yon not take this ef Toronto, asking for information on thia subjoot. If thero
item ont altogether ? It may be said that it is necessary was any insult eflered te the city cf Toronto the hon.
to keep up the same staff in Europe, but we have a Highgentleman was a party te it; but there was ne insuit in-
Commissioner there, and we were told that ho would tended or thought cf. Thero was a statement made te the offect
perform some of those duties. When we were called upon that a numbercf people wore eut of employrent inToronto,
to grant millions of money to the Canadian Pacifie IRailway and the opinion was exproased that the Department cf Agri-
the Government said: Give us the money, let the Canadian culture sbould sc that unBuitable immigrants wero not
Pacific Railway proceed and we will have the best immigra- brougbt te the country. Alter the mater had been die-
tion agents that can be had in Europe and we will not bocused fr someime, it was doided that nothing could o
called upon to spend money for emigration purposes. We donc until we ascertained something cf thenumborsoftbeue
liberally passed a measure appointing a High Commissioner people ontcf ompleymont, and where toy came fror
for Canada in London, and we have made liberal grants toeTherefore il was determined that the authorities cf Toronto,
this railroad ; and yot we find the Mnister of Agriculture who had sent this communication, shonld ho aaked te fur-
bringing from the old country a number of immigrants un-nish that information; and the bon. member was present
suited in every way to the requirements of the country, st the ime consenting te that which ho saya wa an insult.
and paying large amonuts of money for bringing tho eut. .1larn tumshod am the observatiomsoh. Iaon. gontlman
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). I amnotgoing tosay anythingof the Sir CKARLES TUPPER. The salaries paid to-day to

characterof the immigrants who come to the country, because the entire staff in the High Commissioner'soffice is less than
I arn not in aposition to express an opinion upon that sub- it was in 1883 when I took charge of that department.
ject. What I wish to call attention to is that the money Mr. COOK BU RN. As the hon. member for East Elgin (Mr.
voted by Parliament year after year seems to be wasted, or Wilson), has challenged the members for Toronto to stand
distributed in a manner not calculated to briug any great up ana say something to save that city from the suüposed as-
advantage to thbe country at large, but seems to be con persions cast upon it by the hon. theMinister of Agriculture
dered as a fund from which the Government may reward I[am veiy glad indeed to accept the challenge. It seemed to
some of the papers supporting them throughout the coun me that the half hour he devoted to attacking the policy and
try. If you take up the Auditor General's report, and look the action of the Minister of Agriculture was devoted to
at page 112, you will find that payments have been made toi attaking the Minister for doing precisely what the
almost every Conservative paper, in the Upper Provinces at hon. gentleman himself, twelve short hours ago, had
least, for pamphlets on all imaginary subjects. One is been instrumental in doing. It is t be regretted that
called, IlThe Immigrant," another "Facts and Figures,"! in a matter so important to all of us as emigration,
another " Across Canada," another, "The Fisheries of hon. gentlemen should be so far led astray by party feeling
Canada," and so on through the list. The payments: as to make it a party question. I ask the members of this
made in these ways amount to the very large sum Of! House, in discussing a business matter oft his kind, to put
849,418 which, with $20,000 for paper, makes 069,418 ex- aside, if possible, for one short night, their strong political
pended in that way. Now that does seem to me to be a er proclivities, and see if we cannot together discussa question
penditure which is unnecessary to such an enormous extent. of this kind on its own merits. The speech of the hon.
It would seem that the Government have so mach money. member for East Elgin is not new to us, for we had almost
to dispose of that it is almost too muoh to ask any employé verbatim the same speech last year. The only little point
who draws a handsome salary from the Government to in it that is novel is the attempt to foist on the Minister of
hand these pamphlets to the immigrants as they are coming Agriculture the charge of dealing harshly with the repre-
into the country. I see on page 116 that the sum of $800 sentations made by the city council of Toronto. Now,
was paid to the marine mail clerks for distributing mail while I am quite prepared to stand up for the city of Toronto
pamphlets, or $100 each. It is absurd that these postal on all occasions, and especially for two noble wards in that
clerks on the steamers who are paid by the Government, city, at the sanme time I must say that I see nothing in the
and whose time is at the disposal of the Government, should action of the hon. the Minister of Agriculture which could
require to be paid $100 each for handling a few Government lead the member for East Elgin to make the attack he did.pamphlets to the emigrants on board. This is a sample of What are the facts of the case according to the hon. gentie-
the utter recklessrers with which the Government dis- man's own statement? The city council cf Toronto sent
bursed the emigration money. Go through the whole ex- to the Minister of Agricultuaie a certain statement with
penditure on immigration, and you will find it consists reference to the character of emigrants who arrived -insolely of paying ont large saums of money to supporters of that city. Like a courteous gentleman he acknow-
the Government for purposes useless, so far as immigration ledged the reoeipt of their communication and courteously
is concerned. said to theni: Your statements may be all correct; will you

Mr. CARLING. I am sorry the hon, gentleman, when aid me in my tracing the source of this evil, if such evil
he was in offlce, did not do away with this grant to the there be? Will yon give me all the information in your
mail clerks on ocean steamers ; and I may say that this power, and let us see if we cannot get at the facts. As far
expenditure has been discontinued. There are no mail as I can make out, that'is the whole gravamen of the charge
clerks now on the ocean steamers. brought by the hon. gentleman. If the Minister of Agri-

culture is to be challenged in this Huse for simply dis.Mr. JONES (ilalifax). I am glad tosee that the hon. gentle. chcrging, in a courteous and gentlemanly way, the duties
an has discovered this was an unnecessary expense, and I of his office, I do now know how any Government is to bewill be glad to see him do away with the other expenditure carried on. I trust that hon gentlemen in future will try towhich appears to be a waste of public money. Fiereis tthe Hon' regard this question of emigration, with whieh the future

iector Fabre receiving for tho Paris-Canada $1,739, and T. of our country is so intimately connected, in a plain, simple,
Skinner for copies of Canadtan Gazette and advertismg impartial spirit, and, for the time being, lay aside those feel-12,769. Then there is the income tax on the salaries of ings of hostility which are, perhaps, apt to creep up inthe High Commissioner's staff. Well, we have voted in this other questions of a more partisan charaeter.
Ha na lhg Ébtm%10Vi hkc mloy É-f ikehlouse tue inicome tax on1 t e satary o1 tn e Hi oma
sioner-and these gentlemen, I believe, are in the employ of
the ligh Commissioner in London. Mr. C. C. Chipman, I
think, is the private secretary of the hon. the Minister
of Finance.

Sir CHARLES 1 UPPER. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). And Mr. Colmer, I think, is

also in the Department of the High Commissioner in
England ?

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Well, these gentlemen are paid

salaries for their work, and I have no doubt they do it well;
but if they are entitled to anything more, it should be added
to their salaries and not slipped in in this way as an income
tax. It is not a very large amount, I admit, but every
dollar than can be placed in the way of these people, who
compose the hon. gentleman's staff, and seems to think the
country belongs to them, and that they must be rewarded
for their political allegiance, is given to them.

Mgr. McNEILL.

Mr. TROW. I do not think it lies with the hon. member
for Toronto to lecture my hon. for Elgin on what he said,
for my hon. friend merely asked to be informed of the true
state of the affairs in Toronto. The hon. the Minister of
Agriculture, we are aware, took proper stops, and I do not
know of any plan which he could have adopted better than
the ons he did adopt to ascertain at once the actual state of
affairs in the city of Toronto, and find out whether really
an undesirable class of emigrants bas been du mped out there
by the charitable institutions, or whether they have been
brought eut by the Immigration Department. At all events,
during the winter season, improvident people from many
parts of the country, in the rural districts, where work is
thon scarce, find their way to the towns and cities, where
the bowels of compassion of the people are more likely to
be moved than iu the country sections. Now, if we get
proper statistics of the class of which the city council of
Toronto has complained, we will then b able to judge
what remedy should be applied. I know sometimes these
rumors are very much exaggerated. I recollect when
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the Mackenzie Administration was in power that it was of Agriculture bas reeived a handsome return in that way
said there were hundreds in this city in need of employment from the London Free Press, and we bave only to look at
and on the verge of starvation; and on that occasion, that item te find that that paper recoived nearly 8 6,000
whether bon. gentlemen on the opposite side of the House during the year 1886-87. What was that for? Did that
aided in the gathering of the large community that met in conduce to immigration to any great extent ? I do net
tho railway room or not, 200 or 300 were drummed up and think it did, at all events to the extent of $16,000. No
found their way there, demanding bread and soup, and we doubt my bon. friend will say that this was for the purpose
were accused of having soup kitchens all over the country. of engraving and printing pamphlets, and advertising, and
Well, the Mackenzie Administration took the Btep then that so on. Very likely they did print some pamphlets, but I
the bon the Minister of Agriculture is now taking, te 8bould think the principal part of the pi inting would be the
ascertain the facts of the case, and instead of 200 or 300 enormous profits the proprietors received, and i think the
being at the point of starvation, there were only 13. Well, Minister of Agriculture benefited in his election by the
the case in Toronto may turn ont, as I hope it will, assistance which the Free Press has bad. You may go over
similarly. nearly every Qonservative peper from one end of the coun-

try to the other, and you will find that they have been em-
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Of course I receive with due ployed in printing immigration pamphlets. It is a very

submission the remarks made by the hon. member for nice thing. It gets the good will of ail those Tory papers.
Centre Toronto (Mr. Cockburn). I know ho is in the I advise my friend from Contre Toronto (Ur. Cookburn) to
habit of punishing delinquents. He followed that practice consider that immigration is a matter of more importance
for a long time, and I suppose ho thinks [ am one of those than Io retain the present Government in power, and that the
delinquents and that ho can use the rod for my punishment. money which is given for immigration purposes is not given
An hon. gentleman near me says that he is an old sbchool. for electioneering purposes. If that hon. gentleman would
master, and that might account for the punishment he exercise more ingenuity in that matter and would read
imagined ho was to g ve me. I did not complain of the fewer lectures to me, lie might become of more use ini this
Minister of Agriculture obtaining bis information from the House than he is now. If the Governmont are candid and
city council of Toronto. What I complained of was-and sincere, if they desire to rotrench, they will commence by
that is what the lon. member for Centre Toronto (Mr. reducing the expenditure upon these various offices. How
Cockburn) withheld in crder to make a point against me can you explain, when you are taking only halftho money,
-that the Minister should get up in bis place here and how you require to expend the same amount in each of the
make an assertion, without hfving the information he offices? Perhaps the Minister of Agriculture could induce
desired, that very probably the report was not reliable the Free Pressto printonly $8,000 wot th nextyear iînsteul of
because it may have been wrong in some points. Was I 816,000. 1 know it would be hard on the Free Pres. It is a goed
wrong in saying that ? Will the hon. member for Centre Conservative organ. It was a Reform organ at one tirme, but
Toronto (Mr. Cockburn) say that the city council of it was bought over, and now it is to have 816,000 as a sub-
Toronto made a report which was not reliable? He said stantial inducement te support the Government overy year,
that I condemned him for obtaining that information. I have only to repeat that I do not think this money bas
I did nothing of the kind. If the hon. gentleman been in the puat expended in the interost of immigration.
would romain in this House and pay attention to what Judging from the appearanco cf the various agencies, I do
takes place, he would know botter, and he would not not think that it is intended to expend this money for that
make that kind of mistake. He says that the speech I purpose in the future. I think it is intendcd to keep civil
made was the same se made a year ago. He has a good servants outside in positions which they have oecupied for
memory. He is a wonderful man. I venture to say that some time past, and the Government do not desire to
he as not looked at a sirgle speech that I made a year remove them; but the country demands a larger retrench.
ago or six years ago, but ho is a wonderful man, he bas a ment at their bands in reference to immigratin at this
wonderful memory, and yet ho does not remember what I time, and I think, % lien an opportunity occurs, the people
said a year ago, but, while he as a long memory, what he will give this Governmont to understand thut they intend
fails in memory he makes up in assertion. My hon. friend to enforce that view upon them
from Bruce (Mr. McNeill) said that I supported a certain Mr. McNEILL. As a matter of expianation, I want to
matter in the committee which I did not in the House. .I say that what I referred to was the fact that the hon.
may say to my hon. friend, for bis information, that it is gentleman had accnsed the Mianister of Agriculture of
not right to say anything about what took place in a com- deliberately insultirg the city of Toronto while ho had
mittee until the report has been presented to the House. snoken of the communication from the city council of
However, I will not object to that. I think it is right that Yoronto in exactly the terms, or in words in the same sense
the Chairman of the Committee sbould send and obtain full as those which were used by the Chairman of the Committee
proofs, but I complained of the Minister of Agriculture on Agriculture to-day. There was a consensus of opinion in
making unfair assertions against the city council of that committee to the effect which has been expressed by
Toronto without. propr ground. My hon. friend from the Minister here to day, and I said that I was astonished at
Centre Toronto (Mr. Ookburn) said that I ould not rise un ion. member, who had been one of those who held that
above partisanship. Those hon. gentlemen say they are opinion, coming here a few hours afterwards, and endeavor-
only going to take half the money for immigration purposes ing to make party capital ont of the atatement of the
this year that they did luat year; but, if you run your oye Minister of Agriculture, who had stated exactly what the
from top to bottom over the various agencies which they Committee had stated a few hours before. I must "ay that I
bave, you will fmd the same amount of money voted for was astonished at that, and that I think it in degrading to
them as there was before, as there was at the time when this House that any hon. member should do so.
tbey proposed ta, sp.end double the amount of meuey.
What is ti for? It is, as everyoue knoews t
keep a large number of these servants employed, and1
aiso to give an opportunity to the various presses from one
end to the other of this country to print immigration pampb-
lets, and charge the cost to the Government. No doubt
thiey can conadown handsomely at election times, and theyi
should get a consideration for that. No doubt the Minister1

Sir RIC HARD CARTWRLG lIT. I think it is extremely
unfortunate that any hon. gentleman like the hon. mem-
ber for Bruce (Mr. McNeili) should so far forget the Rales
of the louse as to bring before the louse what bas
passed in a committee, and It is still more unfortunate,
if he wants to proinote the busineis of the House,
that he should tell another hon. gentleman, like my
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hon. friend from Elgin (Mr. Wilson) that ho bas used
language which is degrading to the flouse. Sncb
remaiks as that will not facilitate the progress of the
Estimates in the slightest degree. They only lead to dis-
agreable altercations, and draw our attention away from the
point before us. And I am certain that his friends on the
Treasury benches will not thank him for taking the con-
duct of the Estimates out of their hands. Now, I want to
call attention to what appears to me an extraordinary
charge, one of the items my hon. friend referred to. There
is in the Auditor General's report for last year a charge of
$15,807 for the London Free Press, and in that there was
an item of 322,000 colored posters at 4J cents. They can-
not have been works of art at 4J eents. It appears to me
that that was just another instance of what I must call a
most gross waste of public money, for all these 300,000
or 400,000 colored posters amount' to just so much
rubbish, and nothing else, flung broadcast across the coun-
try, for no earthly purpose except to enable a particular
nowspaper to make a good thing out of the job.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman should not make
that statement without knowing -

Sir RICHARD CARrWRIGHT. I saw one of the
c>lored posters.

Mr. CARLING. I can tell the hon. gentleman that the
London Free Press bas a large lithographic establishment,
and it is the only newspaper in Canada, I believe, that bas
one. The posters wero published in English, French, Ger-
man and Norwegian, and distributed all over Great Britain
and Europe, and we have statements from our agents in
Europe, and from the different steamboat agents. that they
were most valuable in drawing the attention of the people
to Canada. 1 am satisfied that nothing bas been done that
has tended more to attract people towards Canada. Sncb
is the information we have from our agents, and from the
agents of the steamboat companies, who have been pressing
us to give them further supply. The price paid to the
Free Press for these posters was certified by the Queen's
Printer as a fair and reasonable price.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Well, I saw one of
these posters, and I am bound to say that if is a fair
sample of the 322,000 I will not qualify or withdraw what
I stated. I think a most gross waste of public money
was committed. But with respect to the whole of
this, I am glad to se that the Ministers have cut down the
expenditure. I believe that no worse use of public money
has been made for many years than to expend it in bringing
people to this country whom our own returns show
we have not been able to keep bore, who have been brought
here largely by false pretences-I won't say in all cases on
the part of the Minister's agents; but the mon who brought
these unfortunates bere, not for the purpose of doing any
good to Canada, but for the purpose of swelling their own
commissions. Now, we find in the returns for Manitoba
what this amounts to. We found that hundreds of thousands
of people were stated, on the authority of the department
the hon, gentleman now presides over, to have gone to
Manitoba, and when we took the actual census there we
found that not one in five of those who were alleged to have
gone there, had settled there, or remained there. Now, the
danger and the mischief is this: You bring people here by
false pretences, and they leave Canada and go to other
countries and become, to all intents and purposes, anti-
immigration agents. Itis a great error and blunder to bring
people bore who are not wanted bore, and that bas been
done for a long time.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Before that passes -

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Let us get on.
Sir R cHADn CARTWRIGRT.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). If my hon. friend was as ready
to cali the attention of his supporter to the fact that he was
discussing a matter not pertinent to the question-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Ithink he has been answered
by the bon. member.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Then, all I have to say is, that
as to my remarks being degrading to this House, the hon.
member for North Bruce (Mr. MoNeill), baving so long
existed in such an atmosphere as that, is a good judge of
degradation. I will therefore allow the matter to pass.

Immigration Agent at Victoria, B.0 ........- 31,000
Mr. BAKER. I desire to ask the Minister of Agricul-

ture the same this year that I did last year-if ho cannot
see his way clear to increasing the salary of the agent at
Victoria, B.C. For the last two or three years ho hts got
only $1,000 a year, and I see no reason why ho should not
get the same salary as is given in other places where the
agents get 81,200 or $ ,400. I undertake to say that the
duties performed by that officer are as onerous, if not more
so, than those performed at Calgary and Medicine Hat.

Mr. CARLING. The agent at London is only reeeiving
$1,000, and the same is given at Halifax and St. John. We
are paying no more than $1,000 at Medicine Rat and Cal-
gary. We have not been able to see our way clear to make
any change in the salary.

Mr. BAKER. The hon. gentleman will remember that
the reason given for paying higher salaries at Brandon, Cal-
gary and other places in the North West, was on account of
the high cost of living. The same reason should induce the
Minister to increase the salary paid at Victoria, B. C.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Perhaps the better way would
be to reconsider the whole list. At Quebec there is an
agent, an assistant, and a clerk, recoiving altogether $3,800,
and there are in addition an interpreter and a messenger.
Now, I notice there are eight immigration agents in the
North-West. I do not know how far they are necessary,
but it appears to me rather an unnecessary expense to have
eight agents and four interpreters engaged in the North.
West, when we hear of so few people settling in that coun-
try. I presume the distance is considerable b..tween the
various points, but now the railway is running I should
imagine the necessity no longer exists for having an agent
at each one of those varions points.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon, gentleman bas
overlooked the fact that Quebec is the great central point
where the people focus. We have thousands of emigrants
coming there, and we must have persons able to communi-
cate with them and give them the needful information at
the point where they touch the country. That accounts
for the nu mber of officers and the larger charge for Quebea.
Whon we corne to the question of the North-West I may
say this : These agencies are widely separated, and hon.
gentlemen can hardly imagine the vital importance it is to
strangers coming into the country to have persons take
them by the hand on their arrival giving them information
as to how to locate themselves and assist them to settle.
There is a reduction of 8100,000 in the item, but we could
not dispense with the services of these efficers if we are
going to have immigrants come into the country and hope
to keep them bore and settle them in a satisfactory way.
We must have persons who possess the information and
knowledge of the country to take them by the hand on
arriving bore. I do not think these amounts are too large,
nor do I think there are too many of those officers for the
purposes for which they are really required.

Mr. TROW. I agree with the hon. member for Halifax
(Mr. Jones) in the statements h bhas just made. 1 wou!4
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not press the giving up of agents in the older Provinces. I
cau, however, see no use for an agent at Port Arthur, for
there fs no land adapted for settlement In that locality.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Port Arthur is the landing
point for the steamers. These immigrants will mainly go
across the lake by steamer, and this vote is for the purpose
of providing officers who will receive them on their arrival
there, care for them and give them proper advice and assis-
tance. They come here strangers, and [ do not think that
any person who has had any experience eau over-estimate
the importance to persons coming into a strange country,
of having some one to whom they can apply for advice and
assistance, and protect thom against being misinformed and
misled by interested parties.

Mr. TROW. I may stili further say that there may
probably be use for an agent at Brandon, as there is a good
section of country both north and south, but [1think the
Government might do away with the agent ut Qu'Appelle.
As to the agent at Medicine Hat, very littie land is taken
up there or is likely to be taken up.

Sir CHaARLES TUPPER. Medicine Hat is a place to
which miners will naturally resort.

Mr. TROW. Coal miners ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman will find that some

years ago buildings were erected at Brandon, Qu'Appelle,
Medicine Hat and Calgary. A number of immigrants have
gone in at those different points and they took aRa tage of
the immigration buildings for shelter. Of course there
must be some officer in charge of each building to look after
it and also to see that the immigrants obtain inf1ormation as
to the advantages of each partidular section and, in
addition to their other duties, act as land guides to
assist them in securing land for settlement. So far we
have found it necessary to have these officers. If later on
it is found to be unr.ecessary I shall be very glad to con-
sider the question of doing away with them ; ut present,
however, we do not see our way clear to do so.

Mr. TROW. I have seen large buildings at those places.,
I know there was no immigrant agent at Medicine Hat last
fall. In regard to Calgary I do not know of any great
quantity of land there except what was adapted for grazing,

Mr. CARLING. There is very good land north of Cal-
gary, in the Red Deer district. A large number of settlers
went there last year and a number are going this year.
When immigrants reach Calgary we have an agent there
to give them information in regard to the district, and of
course to the country north of Calgary.

looating. In regard to doing away with the officers, I may
say that I have had different applications from sections for
officers to be appointed to assist settlers coming in.

Mr. LISTER. New offices ?
Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). Yes. I have had an application

from Whitewood asking that an immigration shed should ho
built there, and stating that a large number of immigrants
had been obliged to lodge in the railway station, and had
been entirely at the morey of the operator for accommoda-
tion. la place of doing away with any of the offices already
existing, there sbould be more established for the accommo-
dation of the people. The land is good and our whole
country only requiros to be known, and it is a very import.
ant matter to strangers to have some one to guide them
and to look after their interests.

Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). To keep thein in the country.
Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). You want to give proper

information in regard to location. Strangers do not know
where to go when they have to engage in land hunting.
The land has to ho mappod off, and unlos you have some-
body to guide you, how are you to make a proper selection ?
So far a4 doing away with them is concerned, I think it
would be much botter for the country to increase the staff.

Mr. LISTER. By how many ?
Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). In my district by about

two more. I only speak for my own district.
Mr. MILL3 (Bothwell), The hon. gentleman says thoro

are not a sufficienit number of immigration agents in the
North-West and that immigrants are going in now.

,Mr. PEIRLEY (Assinibia). Yes, Sir.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). And more immigration agents
are required.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). Yes,

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thore is a Mr. Adam J. Baker
at Qu'Appelle. I suppose that is an important point at
which to have an immigration agent. Will the hon. gen-
tleman abolish that as an immigration agerncy ?

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Baker is not an agont at Qu'Appelle.

Mr MILLS (Bothwoll). lI ho not?

Mr. CA.RLING. Yes; I have been informed now that
he is.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman has dis-
covered tbat he is. Mr. Baker is down hore. le has been
engaged in canvassing in the county of Rassell for the

Mr. TROW. There is some force in the remarks of Goverament candidate, and I suppose sia ury is going
the hon, member foir Victoria (Mr. Baker) in regard te the on and that he is paid travelling expenses from e orth-

expense of living fthat City. ( observe that the agent West down here. The o uIluse will now sce the importance

ut Victoria receivein in0ha cwile othersreceive hth aIt of having immigration agents, and they will understand

strikec me fro i the litte experience I had there that a the importance of the hon. gentleman's suggestion that the

man can live cheaper in either Manitoba or the North- Govormont want more immigration agents. f course
West than in Victoria and that provisions are mach higher yen ceuld no t ave go t on in thoie by-gorctions if you did
there than in the North-West or Manitoba. The argument net have more of those immigration agents.
Of the hon. gentleman is therefore quite reasonable. Mr. MITCHELL. They will want more of them now.

Mr. PERLEY (Assinibola) I quite agree with the Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thehon.member forAsiniboia
Minister of Finance and the Minister of Agriculture with (Mr. Perley) says there are more of them required in the

regard to the agencies established at different parts of the North-West, but when you appoint them in thrs'e districts

North-Weet. People go there entirely unacquainted with they are Lke the non-resident clergy in Ireland, they do
the country and it isnecessary to have some officer there to not h 1 pen to reside in the place for which they have been

provide accommodation for the new arrivals for the ti-ne appointed. Bore is Mr. Baker, an immigration agent,
and assist them in locating on suitable land. OtherwisD drawing his salary, and whose saaary bas to be providod for

they would bave to obtain the services of some one who next year in the appropriation the hon. gentleman now asks

muit take great advantage of them, while tie immigra the cornittee to vote. Ils travelling exponses will have
tion agent possesses full knowledge of the country and is to be provided, as were the expenes for the private secre-

enabled to give them valuable information in regard to tary of the Finance Minister, who is someti mes on the other

1fe
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side of the Atlantic and sometimes on this. Those travell.
ing expenses will be very large, but not larger than is
necessary, because how could Mr. Baker be engaged in can-
vassing for Mr. Mackintosh in Russell, when ho was
appointed for the North-West, if a sufficient appropriation
was not allowed to cover hie expenses coming fron the
North.West down hore. According to the hon, gentle-
man's statement there are immigrants going in there
and there is no person to guide themr. The shepherd
bas gone and the sheep are being scattered, and they
are in danger of being taken over to Dakota, where the
wolves will devour the sheep of the hon. the First Minister.
The country of course will understand now why it is noces-
sary to make this liberal appropriation, and why although
we have scarcely anybody in the North-West now, we
should have more immigration agents. The hon. the
Minister and his predecessors in office informed us that
155,000 people had gone to that country during the past
five years, and when the hon, gentleman looked at the
census he could only find 43,000 of them remained. Here
are 112,000 of the hon. gentleman's sheep lost, and lost
because those shepherds who are so well paid for locking
after the sheep, are not there to take care of their flocks.
They are down in Russell and they are down in Kent. One
of those shepherds received $1,890 for looking after these
sheep in Dakota.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that Mr. Smyth.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes, that is the shepherd named

Smyth. I do not know whether ho found any stray sheep
down there or not, but at all events ho was down in Kent,
and ho was a candidate and I am glad to know that ho was
not a very successful candidate. The country will under-
stand the importance now of voting the hon. gentleman's
appropriation without further question. I am surprised
that the Minister did not ask for more, as is suggested by
the hon, gentleman behind him. Why did ho not propose
to appoint two or three more immigration agents for the
North-West, who will not reside there and no doubt the
hon. gentleman's supporters on that side would without
question have voted the necessary appropriation ? Why,
Sir, this Government never could have got on unless this
committee deals more liberally with them. They cannot
keep their flocks in the country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Let us go on.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Will the hon. gentleman pro-

mise to reform ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, yes; I will promise it.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Will ho perform it though. If
we have reached the hon. gentleman's conscience-

An hon. MEiBER. Where is that.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It may be like the man in
Richard III that it is a troublesome thing, and that every
man who wishes to get on in the world with convenience
and comfort to himself ought to get rid of it. I do not know
whether the hon. gentleman bas come to that conclusion,
but I think the country will come to the conclusion that
this appropriation is unnecessary to the extent that the
Jkon. gentleman bas asked for. When ho pays out of the
publie treasury a man who can be taken 1,500 miles away
from the place hoeis supposed to be serving, to engage as a
political hack in an election contest, I think the appropria-
tion could be dispensed with.

Mr. LISTER. There is one thing I would like to say to
the hon. gentleman. I suppose Mr. O'Donohue was in the
service of this department also. I do not know whether
he is an immigration agent or not but I think he is in the!
pay of the Goverument.

Mr. MILIS (Bothwell).

An hon. MEMBER. He is an extra clerk.
Mr. LISTER. I thought ho was in the Immigration

Department. Mr. O'Donohue was down in Russell too, and
he is canvassing from bouse to bouse for the Government
candidate. I do not know how that can b, because, if I
recollect, last year he spoke in the kindliest terms of the
First Minister. Probably it is because of what he said about
the First Minister last year that ho is engaged in this occu-
pation now.

Mr. MITCHELL. What did he say?

Mr. LISTER. I do not like to repeat it. This shows
the way that the Government backs in this country arc
being paid by the people's money to support this corrupt
Ad ministration. They are being paid a salary day after
day, and they are employed as Tory hacks throughout this
country serving in the interest of the Tory party. Only
the other day three respectable young men as ever found a
position in this Flouse were dismissed for taking a part in
an election against the Government, and yet this bonest,
honorable, upright Goverument, which bas found so much
fault with these translators, permit those miserable,
wretched backs to receive the money of the Government to
malign the Opposition, and to misrepresent the position of
the Government for the purpose of defeating Opposition
candidates. So far as their influence is concerned, the
Government has had a leson to-day, and 1 think on next
Wednesday they will have another lesson. When another
general election comes around those gentlemen will find
that they will be right here in these benches, and that
botter mon will beoccupying their positions of to-day.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This is no joking matter at all.
It shows to what extent public opinion bas been debauched
in this country, when the Government would dare,-dare 1
say,-to bring one of their public officers from the North.
West to take part in an election in this part of the country.
Imagine for one moment the Prime Minister or a member
of the English Government doing this. Would they be able
to stand 24 hours against the indignation of the people of
Great Britain if an bon. member on the opposite side of the
House should bring such a charge against thern as is being
made by the member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) against the
Administration here to-night. I say no matter whother it
was a man of the standing of the present leader of the
Government, or Mr. Gladstone, or any other, there would
be such a howl of indignation from one end of the country
to another, that the party which permitted such things
would be swept out of office. There was a time in the his.
tory of this country whon the hon. gentleman would not
have dared to do this either. There was a time, at tho
commencement of Contederation, when the public opinion
of this House and counLry would not permit the hon.
gentlemen to sit there and laugh at the statement
made by the bon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills).
When he states that the Government have brought one of
their own officers, whom the taxpayers of this country
are paying to take immigrants by the hand and locate
them on the lands of the North-West, and have sent him
to be a party back in an election, I repeat that the public
opinion of this country must have descended low indeed,
when the bon. gentleman and the Government dare to
sit there and treat the observations of the hon. member
for Bothwell as they have done. I say no man can look for
much fron the future of this country if that thing l going
to be permitted. If this country is going to occupy as high
a place in the world as other countries, there must b a
wholesome tone in the public opinion of the country. We
are sometimes directed across the border fur instances of
corruption ; but if an act of this kind were committed there,
you would find every paper in the country ringing with it.

lut here we find a Government, which is safe for tho
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present, ready to outrage every sentiment of public prin-
ciple and honor, and send their officers to interfere in by-
elections from one end of the country to the other. I repeat
that it ie a melancholy fact to the world, and it will be
known abroad, that we have descended to such a condition
of affairs. Therefore, the Government should now under-
stand that thie is no joking matter, that we are not going
to sit here and quietly permit the Govern ment to appropriate
the funds of this country for the employment of immigration
agents or any other agents for political purposes.

Mr. CA RLING. The statement made by the hon. member
for Bothwell is not correct. Mr. Baker has not been brought.
down from Qu'Appelle by the Government or offered his
expenses. He came here of his own accord. He lived in this
county, and his friends live in this county, and he asked the
Department to give him what is given to all other officers
of the Government, leave of absence.

Mr. LISTER. A singular coincidence.

Mr. CARLING. If the agent at Qu'Appelle asks the
department for leave of absence, we give it as a matter of
course. The officers of my department or any other
department are entitled by the law to three weeks holidays
each year; and if Mr. Baker asks for holidaye and pays his
own expenses, I think I would be remiss if I refused to him
the privilege that I allow to other officers of the Govern-
ment.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to know
whether the hon. Minister denies that Mr. Baker, an official
of the Government, is now taking part in the Russell ele-,
tion.

Mr. CARLING. I am not aware whether he is or not.

Mr. CARLING. I may tell the hon. gentleman that the
agent at Qu'Appelle ha provided a substitute at hie own
expense during his absence.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, Iast year we had a general
eloction, and I know from the very best authority that last
year and every year that there has been an election in
Russell, that gentleman has been there.

Mr MITCHELL. He got leave of absence perhaps.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. No doubt he got leave of absenoe.

But it is a strange fact that gentleman always lande down
le the county of Russell when an election is coming on.
He is aid to be one of the best manipulators in the country.
Another fact I want to draw attention to is that last Tear
when ho was down there, and no doubt pa ing a substitute
at bis own expense, the Auditor General's report shows
that he received every cent of his salary, $1,400. The hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Lister) has called attention to
the fact, that not only he, but other civil servants
are out stumping the country in the interest of
the Government. I met Mr. O'Donohue in the
county of Russell. It may be said that these
gentlemen are not paid while they are there, and I am the
last man who will stand up and question the right of ariy
man to express his opinion, whether hoeis a publie servant
or not; but what I oontend is that something like even-
handed justice should be shown-that the law on one side
of the flouse should be the law on the other side of the
louse too It is only a few days since two men who hurt

the feelings of the Secretary of State and the hon. member
for Rlichmond and Wolfe were dismissed surnmarily for the
part they took in the elections. What I say is that British
fair play and honorable dealing demand that the same law
should be meted out to one side of the flouse as Weil as to

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I am sorry to have to differ from the other, and that men sbould be dealt with on the same
the hon. member for South Perth (Mr. Trow). I think he basis on both sides.
is wrong about there being no necessity for an agent at Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. the Minister of Agri-
Port Arther, and I agree entirely with the hon. Finance culture doces not deny that Mr. Baker is the Government
Minister about the importance of having an agent there. It immigration agent at Qu'Appelle. He does not deny that
is the place where the immigrants land from the boats and Mr. Baker is not in Qu'Appelle, where he said an immigra-
go on the railway on their way to the North-West. More tion agent is particularly required at this season. He does
than that, Ihave been informed by Mr. Conmee, the local not deny that Mr. Baker is hre in Russel, engaged in
member for that district, that within twelve miles of Port canvassing on behalf of the Government candidte.
Arthur there is just as fine land as can be found in any part
of the country; and we know, from the reports of the com- Mr. CARLING. I do not know that.
missioner sent out by the Globe Company, that in the Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Ignorance sometimes in conve-Rainy River district there is as fine land as can be found .
in the Dominion of Canada, and it is of the utmost nient.
importance that attention should be drawn to it. With Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ho knows it now.
regard to the immigration agents in the North-West and
Manitoba, I cannot see why there should be such differences Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman does not
in the salaries paid there compared with those paid in know it, but that does not alter the fact that Mr. Baker is
British Colombia. The hon. Minister says that the larger in Russell county, aiding in the canvase for Mr. Mackintosh
salaries are necessary because the duties there are very and doing what h. can to secure that gentleman's alection.
oncrous. I can understand that in certain seasons of the The hon. gentleman nods his head; he approves of that.
year it is absolutely necessary that those men should be Well, Mr. Baker cannot be in Russell helping Mr. Mackin-
there. I can understand, from the reports that I have re. tosh and in Qu'Appelle at the same time. The hon. gen.
ceived, that it is absolutely necessary that the immigration tleman says Mr. Bker bas paid an agent to act in hie place.
agents should be on hand at the present time to meet the fias the Government entrusted Mr. Baker with the power
immigrants and direct them to the best localities. With of appointing an immigration agent ? l1 this the new doc-

regard to the immigration agent at Qu'Appelle, I think trine that an agent may delegate his powers to another
bis agency is one of the most important, and the most im- party with the consent of the Government ? l that the

portant duty ho bas to perform is to tell the poor immi- rule now ?
grants who are coming in not to go one mile further West Mr. CARLING. That is the rule. If an officer at
in search of farming lands on the Canadian PacificRailway. Qu'Appelle or Calgary or Medicine Hat requires leave for
With regard to his being absent at the present time, it is a a week or two, a substitute isappointed, or he selects one
strange thing that he did not take his holidays when there a take hil, a substitute mt or a respone

werene mmirant gong nto he ounry.Any one canejte taes ie place, but the subtitut. muet bc a responsîblewere no immigrante going Înto the country. An1necnman.
understand that just now, when the busy season is coming •en

on and immigrante are going in, it is of the greatest import- Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is it the practice for agents
ance to have a man there to locate the immigrants. during their absence to appoint and to pay substitutes ?
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Mr. CARLING. If an agent makes application at any

one of those points for leave of absence, and a good man is
recommended to fill bis place, we will allow him to have
his leave of absence.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). At election time.
Mr. CARLING. At any time at alil.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon, gentleman says at all

times. When did this practice of appointing agents and
paying them at the expense of the regular agents arise ? So
far as I know, the practice is that when you give a man his
holidays you do not charge him for carrying on the work
of his office during bis absence; and when the hon. gentle-
man informs the committee that Mr. Baker bas employed
and paid an agent to act in his behalf, he is stating a fact
which shows that he bas adopted a different rule from the
one which usually applied in the public service. The hon.
the First Minister informed the House a few days ago
that the Government did not authorise Mr. O'Donohue to
g o or did not send him to Russell county. Well, the
Governm.ent did not by Order in Council say that Mr.
O'Donohue should go to Russell. The Government, as
a Government, did not take any action in that sense;
but Mr. O'Donohue is a clerk in the public service and he
is not in Russell without the consent of bis chief. Mr.
O'Donohue is paid as a clerk in the Government service
while in Russeli, and Mr. Baker is paid as a Government
agent while he is also in Russell, both engaged in the same
election contest; and both these mon are being paid out oft
moneys to which the Reformers of this country contributeL
as well as hon, gentlemen on that side. When hon. gentle.t
men wish to appoint election agents or ask parties to sup-1
port their friends, they should do it at their own expenset
and keep their bands out of the public treasury. There isf
no difference between a misappropriation of public funds on1
the part of a clerk for which hoeis tried and sentenced to
penitentiary and the action of the Government, when they
put their hands into the public treasury and pay an officer
who is employed in the public service and who should be
giving his time to the public service while, he is, instead,
doing electioneering work. I say tbat this whole proceed-e
ing is in the last degree discreditable to the Government. I
say it is in the last degree discreditable to them that,1
under the pretence of appointing aun immigration agent to
look after the interests of the immigrants in a part of the
North West, they should pay a man for working in an
eloctioneering contest 1,500 miles away from where his
publie duties as immigration agent should be discharged1
were he fulfilling the duties of the office to which ho bas
been appointed. I say that condition of things is intolerable.
I say it is impossible that hon. gentlemen opposite shouldç
be permitted to go on this way, and if they desire to have
the Session brought to an end, as we all desire it should, let
them take the public moneys and honestly devote them to
tho purposes for which they are voted. They are notdoing c
that when they employ a man as an immigration agent in
the North-West and thon send him down to the county of b
Russell to aid in an election contest, or permit him to go
down there for that purpose. In so doing they are mis.
appropriating the public moneys; in so doing they are
obtaining moneys from the people and the Parliament of
this country under false pretences.

Mr. MULOCK. I am surprised to learn that the hon.
the Minister of Agriculture bas permitted these abuses to il
occur in connection with the administration of his depart- t
ment. Of him I had expected something different, but I
cannot say as much for his colleagues, and I can only n
look upon the conduct of the Minister of Agriculture as t
oe of the effects of the company the hon, gentleman is a
keepiDg. I quite endorse all that uas been said by the heu.:c
member for Bothwell. This is certainly a misapplication U

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

of public money; it is certainly a breach of trust on the
part of the Minister who is responsible. It is a breach of
trust which if it occurred between the hon. gentleman-if
ho is the Minister who is responsible-in bis individual
capacity and any one for whom ho might be a trustee,
would render him liable in his person and estate in any
court of competent jurisdiction. That ho should, because ho
happens in this case to be judge as well as a trustee, abuse
the position of trust which ho occupies, as a trustee of the
funds and the law and honor of the country, is discreditable
to himself and ta the Administration of whic hoe is a
member. I will just remind the hon. gentleman of another
transaction in connection with his department. I had
expected that the Minister of Agriculture, at all evente,
would have had a due regard for the public funds and for
what is right and proper, but when I look over some of
his ways of spending the money entrusted to him, I
find ground for the opposite opinion. I see that he is now
spreading broadcast over the country a pamphlet entitled
" The experience and observations of r. Webster," who
poses as a fariner from Gananoque. i suppose that pamphlet
has been ordered by the hon. gentleman and paid for out of
his departinent. This Mr. Webster, I am informed, is also
au election agent, although ho is in the pay of the Govern-
ment, and from time to time ho is sent out as such. I had
the honor of meeting him on several occasions, when ho
posed as a farmer, and I find bis name scattered through
the public accounts. The hon. Minister who has evidently
taken him under hi@ wing, pays him for his pamphlets, and
uses him as an agent of the Government. What must be
the position of an Administration which is obliged to fortify
itself in this way by misapplying the moneys and abusing
the power they are entrusted with. The G>vernment must
feel their position very precarious when they resort to
practices of this kind. No wonder the voice of the country
is loud against them; no wonder that election after election
is going against them.

Some hou. MEUBERS. Oh ! Oh !

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to know what
election the; e bas been lately, since this flouse has been in
Session, which bas not gone against the Administration.
Although we hear of many hon. gentlemen seeking port-
folios, I doubt very much if there is a member ot the
Cabinet to-day who will resign his seat, for fear that it
may not be filled by a supporter of the Administration.

Mr. CARLING. How about West Middlesex? That
has been since the general election.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What about the post office in
Strathroy ?

Mr. MULOCK. West Middlesex did render a temporary
verdict, but we will see how it turns out when it is adjtdi-
cated upon. The member for West Middlesex was re-
turned to this House by about the same majority as ho had
before. The very same day an election was hld in Prince
Edward, and the candidate who was defeated in 1878, who
was elected in 1882, who was elected by a small majority
in 18S7, was returned to this louse by a majority about
200 per cent. larger than that which ho received in 1887.

Mr. MITCHELL. What about Missisquoi ?
Mr. MULOCK. Yes, what about Missisquoi, an<d Hoche-

aga, and Maskinongé ? Are not these indications of what
;he public think of this practice; and what about Kent ?
Of course Keat is present in the minds of those hon. gentle-
men to-night, and I hope the resuit there will warn them
hat these practices can ouly have the same result. When
candidate was proposed in Kent, who bad the nomination

of the party practically in his pocket, while the protest was
ndetermined, he was appointed to a nominal office, and was
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given $1,800 of the public money, to do whatf'To go out of
the country at a convenient time. These are scandals that
the public are becoming familiar with, but I think the coun-
try will soon resent them, and thon hon. gentlemen will fool
regret that they have not had more regard for the welfare
of the country as custodians of the public money and custo-
dians of the public honor.

Mr. MITCHELL. In looking over the details of the
expense, 1 find that C. C. Chipman is put down for $316 in
addition to the $2,000 referred to two hours ago, and I
would like to ask the Minister of Agriculture if that gentle.
man is employed in hie department.

Mr. LISTER. 83,200.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, if it was $3,200, here is $316 in

addition, which makes $3,516. Is that the same man ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Probably the hon. gentleman

does not understand that Mr. Chipman's office is under the
Department of Agriculture. All the staff of the High Com-
missioner's office are under that department.

Mr. MITCHELL. But how does he come to draw over
83,500 ? That is an enormous salary.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no such salary.
Mr. MITCHELL. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will say

that this statement on page 119 of the Auditor General's
report is not correct ? There we find, under the head of
travelling expenses, C. C. Chipman, $170.33. Fnrther down
we find, C. C. Chipman, advance on account of contingen-
cies, $146, making $316.33. I do not know how many
more items there are for C. C. Chipman. On page 112 of
the Auditor General's report, I find that the Quebec
Canadian reoeived for publishing 20,000 "North-West
of Canada," 8727.49; the Brockville Times, 50,000 British
Columbia pamphlets, $573.28; the Birland Lithographie
Company of Montreal, for maps, and so on, 85,907,Z6; the
Montreal Gazette, 28,000 pamphlets with maps, $746.23; the
Scandinavian National Onion of Winnipeg, 20,000 Scandina-
vian pamphlets, $382.50; the Canada Bank Note Company,
Montreal, for maps, &o., 8847.80-that may be right
enough, I dare say -the Quebec Courrier du Canada, 5,000
British Columbia pamphlets, $512.28; the Quebec C'ulti-
vateur, 3,000 "Esquisse de la Gaspésie " and "Notes on
Gaspé," 81,033.33; Three Rivers La Liberté, "Esquisse
Générale du Nord-Oaest," $1,704.70; Notman & Son,
Montreal, views of Charlottetown, and so on.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The view of Charlottetown is
only 50 cents.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is so, but there is J. H. Brownlee,
cf Winnipeg, 8,000 maps of Manitoba, $200. Thon we
have J. Wilson& Co., of Ottawa, stretching and binding
1,000 chromo posters, stretching chromo posters with zinc
ends, stretching maps, binding, framing, and so on, $905.20;
Quebec Chronicle, 50,000 "lInfbrmation for settlere in B. C."
-which, I presume, means British Columbia, and that
appears to be a pretty expensive place-8 74 4 .92; Morris-
burg Courier, 50,000 "Canada, its extent and resources,"
$644.77, This is touching the resources of Canada pretty
well. Thon there is the Montreal Colonizateur Canadien,
81,520; the Montreal Monde, $981.51 ; Montreal Minerve,
50,000 pamphlets, "Rapport Agostini," 81,784.93; Toronto
Mail-I suppote this wae before the Mail learned to speak
the truth-

Mr. CARLING. How much did the ferald get ?
Mr. MITCHELL. I do not see auything here about the

Berald.
Mr. CAR bLNG. But the previons year ?

Mr. MITCHELL. We got something to do in a
previous year, but, as we had independence enough to

speak what we thought, we were mighty scon stopped.
Toronto Mail, $10,088.78. Then we have Richardson of
Winnipeg, 13,000; "Facts and figures," $624; Mortimer
& Co. Of Ottawa, lithographing and printing 10,000 maps,
and another 10,000 maps, $484.44; S. B. Foote, advcrtising
in Canada, $50; J. A. Carman, of Winnipeg, $75; I'oronto
Irish Canadian, 100,000 "Across Canada," $718,98 ; Quebec
Journal, 50,000 "To Canada," $949.50; Pembroke Standard,
on account of work completed in September, 1887, $262;
Ottawa Le Canada, 1,000 Hungarian circulars and transla-
tion, $22.50; Berlin Gospel Banner, 50,000 German
pamphlets, $751.60, and then we have the London Frec
Press, the only instance in the whole lot that I find of a
Liberal paper, which receives $15,807.32.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It gets a liberal supply, at
any rate.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is not that your paper, Mr. Mille ?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No, it is on the other side.
Mr. MITCHELL. He gets $15,807; Welland Telegraph,

$50,000; German pamphlets, folding, covering, &c, 8351;
Arthur Buies $200, "Sur le parcours du chemin de fer du
Lac St. Jean, $20." I do not object to the hon. gentleman
publishing pamphlets and books to inform the public of
England and Europe of the advantages of Canada as a
country to settle in, but it appears to me that the distribu-
tion of the public money in the way çf printing is very
badly administered. I think it is a little selfish of them
to keep it ail among the Tory press, and I think tbere is an
amount of trash published in some of these pamphlets that
is perfectly worthless. We know the object. It is to sub-
sidise them, and we know that the sum that is paid in ad-
vertising, to say nothing of other expenses connocted with
the Department of Agriculture, is utterly out of proportion
to the amount of the benefit received. Sir, I am glad
to see the Government have dropped out $100,000
on account of assisted passages. I think we have been
spending money most recklessly in that way, and we have
no corresponding advantages to the communitioes in which
we live. I think now the Government ought to go on and
to a large extent cut off the expenses for those useless pub-
lications. I do not mean to imply that all the persons wbo
write pamphlets do not render some service, but there is
a great deal of trash circulated in connection with this de-
partment that is outrageons.

Mr. LISTER. So far as these pamphlets are concerned,
with the exception of one, that of Mr. Lynch, on dairying,
the rest are simply trash. They are prepared simply for
the purpose of giving money to the friends of the Govern-
ment; and so far as the newspapers are concerned, they
are simply subsidised in the interest of the Government. 1
challenge the Minister to point out a single Tory news-
paper Irom Pince Edward Island to British Columbia that is
not subeidised by this Government. Why, Sir, if they want
coal away down in Prince Edward Island, they advertise it
in the British Columbia papers, and in the Regina Leader.
Why, Sir, a gentleman who sits in this House as member
for one of the Assinaboias, appears in the Public Accounts as
having received something like $5,000 last year. No won-
der he could take a trip on the continent. He says ho went
to the continent, and ho told us that he was at some uni-
versity. He bas travelled on the continent at the expense
of the people of this country, for which ho ie giving them
nothing at ail. Now, the hon. gentleman talks about the
election. I think he had botter bave said nothing about
the West Middlesex election. Does ho not know that they
dangled a post office before the people of Strathroy for
months before the elections ? Does ho not know that every
Tom, Dick and Harry who had a lot of land in Strathroy
were promised that the Goverument were going to buy
their lot at an enormous price ? Does ho not know that
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every contractor in the town was led to believe that he
was going to get a contract for this building, and that
everybody who had anything to do in the village, was
going to be appoirted clerk of works. No wonder that
West Middlesex went against the Liberals this time, but
wait until the next election comes, and we will show yon
a trick or two. Does anybody suppose that these two men,
O'Donohue and Baker, who have worked for the Govern-
ment in Russell, if they were Liberals, and had worked
against the Government, would have remained in its service
a single day ? No, Sir, they would have been dismissed
like the French translators. The Premier and one or two
of his friends go round and say to the Speaker, dismiss that
man without trial. That is British justice and fair play for
yon! But as long as a man is working for the Goverament
he can go home and leave his business when ho ought to be
at his post in the department, and go back and forth pur.
suing his nefarious work in promoting the election of the
Government candidate. There may be a day of reckoning
for this gentleman, who may find that the position he bas
held, under these circumstances, at all events, is not a very
safe position. low differently hon. gentlemen treat Liber-
als. I had occasion only the other day to bring to the
attention of the Postmester General the case of an honor-
able and responsible citizen who was postmaster down in
Arkona in my county, and because they wanted to
have his place for a political hack and supporter
of theirs they dismissed him without a trial. They pre-
ferred no charge, they had no investigation, there
was nothing wrong with the office, and that man was
summarily dismissed, and his crime was the crime of being
a member of the Liberal party of this country. They tell
us that his books were in disorder. But he denies it in is
letter to me. le says there was nothing against him; no
charge ever made, no wrong ever took place in the office,
and the statement made by the Government that he was
dismissed for cause is falsified by the fact that the man who
bas received his position was promised the appointment of
postmaster for months before the dismissal of Mr. Evarist.
That is the way Liberal offceholders in this country are
treated by this Government. That is the way that worthy
officehold-rs are treated by hon. gentlemen opposite. Sir,
they must not be surprised if, when a change of Adminis.
tration takes place, these wion;gs are righted. TJhere will
be a fearful day of reckoning for these men who have vio.
lated the position they occupy, who have proved thenselves
to be unfit to be in the public service. They must not be
surprised if they are slaughtered right and left when a
change of Government takes place. The public service of
this country cannot be kept in the position it ought to be,
unless ail public servants cease to be partisans, and cease
to interfere in elections.

Mr. BAKER. I still wish to ask the Minister of Agricul.
ture if I may have any reason to hope that the agent at
Victoria will have his salary increased,

Mr. CARLING.
duties of that offioe
take an increase of

I can only say that if I find that the
have been very much increased, 1 will
his salary into favorable consideration.

Salaries of the London Offlee in England............ $7,554

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is this to be voted again this
year ? The hon. gentleman is not accepting any salary ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It bas nothing to do with
my salary.

Mr. MULOCK. I am glad to have an opportunity of
saying a good word for an officiaI of this Bouse. I wish
to offer my testimony to the manner in which Mr. Oolmer,
of the ligh Commissioner's Office in London, has diE-
charged his duties. I have had an opportunity of knowing

Mr. Laria,

personally how he treated the people from Canada, and I
have found his conduct in that regard entirely satisfactory.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may take this opportunity
of saying that it would be impossible to find in any depart-
ment of the public service, a more energetic, industrious,
and painstaking officer than Mr. Colmer. The total salary
paid with this increased vote is less than it was in 1683
when I first took charge of the office.

Mr. Mc MILL AN. I see there are three different officiais
wbo are paid the same salaries, the agents at Liverpool,
Dublin and Glasgow, but each pay a different amount of
income ,ax, namely, $137, 886.62 and 930.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The income tax is so much
per dent. upon the salary, and when the salary is larger of
course the income tax is greater. I can assure the hon.
gentleman that the salaries are not alike.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is it necessary, now that we have
d ecreased assisted immigration expenditure by over 8100,000,
or about two-fifths of the whole expenditure, that all these
officials in Europe and Great Britain should be maintained?

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. It is impossible to immedi-
ately change the staff. These officers have been placed in
th >se positions, and they will have to discharge the duties
to the office precisely the same as before. I may say with
regard to the Liverpool office that Mr. Dyke, who is an
extremely able and assiduous officer, is charged with a
large amount of work in connection with continental immi-
gration. Persons on his staff are corresponding in different
languages with persons in Germany, Norway, and Switzer-
land, and other countries, and, therefore, so far as regards
the Liverpool office, which is the principal point of depar-
ture for European emigrants to this country, must be
maintained. You cannot dispense with it, because you
have reduced the amount of assisted passages; in fact we
would rather require to increase the efforts of the agencies
in Liverpool, Glasgow and Dublin with a view to attract
agricalturists with capital to this country. I do not think
if the hon. gentleman will give the subject his attention ho
will come to the conclusion that it would be wise that,
because we are effecting a saving of $100,000 a year in
assisted passages, we should do away with our officers, but
on the other hand we should rather increase our effcrts to
obtain such immigrants as will not be able to pay their
own passages, but will possess sufficient capital to enable
them to become useful and valuable settlers in developing
our country.

Mr. MITCHELL. The explanation given by the hon.
gentleman is a very reasonable one.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I find that Mr. Dyke's salary is
$2,100, Mr. Graham's salary 81,300, Mr. Connolly's $1,000,
instead of all the salaries being equal, s hbas been alleged.
The hon. gentleman was looking at the amounts for travel-
ling expenses, which is a different matter. The income
tax is so much per cent. on the salary, and the str-tement
of the Minister of Finance was therefore perfectly correct.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) What agencies does the hon.
gentleman propose to retain ?

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Dyke at Liverpool, 83,100; Mr.
Graham at Glasgow, $1,300; the agent at Belfast, $1,000;
Mr. Conr.olly at Dublin, 81,000 ; agent at Bristol, $500, and
an agent at Switzerland, $800.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I find the hon. member for
Albert (Mr. Weldon) is quite mistaken in regard to the
income tax payments. The same amount of income tax
has not been paid by officers with the same salaries, the
difference in one case boing 86 to 27, and in another case
50 to 28.
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Mr. CARLING. Thore is a receipt for each of the i$tms
cortified by the Auditor General.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will bring the Auditor
General's statement which will show that the amounts stated
are perfectly correct.

Mr. MULOCK. Are the agents in Europe remunerated
for their actual time while travelling ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There are 84 a day allowed
for travelling expenses.

Mr. LISTER. Whether they travel or not ?
Mr. MULOCK. This agent bas his fixed salary, and

$1,460 are allowed him for travelling expenses, as we see
by reference to the Auditor General's report, that is 4
a day for the 365 days in the year. I suppose that during
the most of his time he is engaged in his office at Liverpool.

Sir CHARLES TUPPFiR. That is not exactly so. HRe
frequently makes trips to Norway and Sweden and parts of
the continent ofEurope to see the various agents and per-
sons with whom he is in constant correspondence.

Mr. MULOCK. I hardly think that is a good way to
remunerate him. He receives a certain amount as
salary and ho receives $1,460 more in order to keep him
from loss in case ho travels. You are remunerating him
in a way that conflicts with the public interest. If it is in
the public interest that he should travel, he should be paid
for travelling, but by the way in which yon are remunerai-
ing him now yon make it to his interest not to travel. I
presume that it is more expensive for him to travel than to
romain in Liverpool and if ho receives $1,460 whether ho
travels or not, and it 13 more expensive to travel than to
remain in Liverpool, ho will stay in Liverpool. I think ha
should be paid his expenses when he travels, and then only.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is something in the
remarks of the hon. gentleman. This practice was estab.
lished several years ago and when a practice is established
in remunerating a publie officer hon. gentlemen well know
how difficult it js to change it.

Mr. DAVIES. There is a great difference between the
travelling expenses of somo of the agents. The agents at
Liverpool and Glasgow are allowed 84 a day as travellirg
expenses and Mr. Connolly in Dublin is only allowed $2.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is in relation to the im-
portance of the position ho eccupies.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The man in Dublin would seem
to be just as important as the man in Glasgow.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I see that in another part tf
the acconnts, Mr. Dyke gets $450 more for travelling ex-
penses.

Mr. MULOCK. The Minister of Finane seems to
admit that this is not a sound way of paying those travel-
ling expenses, but ho does not hold out any hope that ho
will correct it. What bas fallen from the hon. member
for St. John (Mr. Weldon) shows the necessity of establish-
ing a proper basis by paying a fixed salary, and if ho travels
by paying him for travelling,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no doubt but this je
a subject worthy of careful consideration.

Mr. MITCHELL. I see Christmas gratuities in Mr.
Dyke's items, 612.54. It is a small item, but it is a strange
principle to establish to give gratuities and charge it in the
public aceounts.

Mr. DAVIES (P. .LI.) What is the saving made in
the item for contipgencies for Canadian agencies? I see4
that you saved 89,000 on this year's grant, i

Mr. CARLING. The amount last year was S3io,000.
This report is based on the actual expenditure for last year.

Gen. LAURIE. While on tho item for immigration ex-
penses I should like to ask is it probable that any botter
accommodation will be afforded at Halifax to immigrants
waiting there before they are taken out west ? I do not
know whether it cornes under the Department of Agricul.
tare or of Railways, but the immigrants have no other ac-
commodation at present than a freight shed, and it is very
severe on women and children coming in an inclement sea-
son of the year that they have no place to obtain warmth
and food. It does seem to me that accommodation should
be provided for them rather than leave thom as they are
now among the sheds.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have been in a place there
which is to aecommodate the immigrants and which is at
the head of the wharf. It is not very spacious it is true,
but at the same time it must not bu fbrgotten that there is
no object in having arrangements made to keep immigrants
there a long time. We do not want to have thom there an
hour if we can help it. The trains come down on the spot
and they are on thoir way, after a short time. The accom.
modation is not very ample, but there is a house at the head
of the wharf to give them temporary shelter while the trains
are being got in readiness to take them away.

Mr. KENNY. MIy hon. friend the member for Shelburne
(Gen. Laurie) is slightly in error. There is a room there
which communicates with the shed in which the emigrants
land, but inasmuch as last year, I think, some 14,000
immigrants were landed in Halifar, I do not baliove the
accommodation is sufficient for this large and ihcroeing
number. I hope the Minister of Agriculture will take that
matter into consideration, whilst thoro is sorme accommoda-
tion there it is quite insufficient for the growing traffic.

Mr. MULOCK. I would liko to ask the Miniater of
Finance if any portion of this $-0,000 ie to be applied
towards assisting immigrants who come to Canada ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, not any.
Mr. MULOCK. No publie money is to bo expended in

that.
Sir cIIARLES TUPPRR. No. At prcsont the question

has not been finally decided witb reference to cbildren who
are brough, out b obaritable institutions; by Dr. Barnardo
and other persons, who have established with their own
money homes in this country, in which the children are
cared for until they are finally placod in a satisfactory posi-
tion. The country bas had no other charge and thero bas
been a small assistance, I tbink I am right in saying of $2,
given for each of those chiliren.

Mr. CARLING. Over 1,000 were brougbt out lest year.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Two or three thousand dollars

is the entire expense and that bas not been withdrawn.

Mr. MULOCK. Am I correct in understanding from the
Minister of Finance that the Government have decided that
they will not in any way contribute towai-ds paying for
immigrants.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not a shilling.

Mr. MULOCK. The only question in point i the quo-
tion of $2 for each of those children ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.

Mr. MITCH E LL. While this subjeet is before the Hous
I wish to give an expression of opinion about the allowsaoe
for those children. I entirely approve of au allowance to a
moderato extent to assist those people who bring ont those
children. I do not think because we condemn aid being
given te those immigrants geneally that the same applies
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to benevolent societies or individuals who at their own
expense bring out children. I do not think this country
would object to a small contribution such as this for that
purpose.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) lt depends on the children they
bring out.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say as
the investigation bas been most satisfactory.
Las been found that 95 per cent have been
and are all that could possibly be desired.

to that that
I believe it

well selected

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the hon. Minister of Finance
was right in Lis statement that the immigrants romain only a
short time at Halifax when they land there. My firm being
agents for the Dominion lino, by which a large number of
immigrants come during the winter months, I have been
able to watch the modus operandi, and ho is quite correct in
saying that we always endeavor to get thom away as soon
as possible, and they soldom romain there more than a few
hours, in fact only long enough to have their baggage exa-
mined. Thero is a room thore for their accommodation, but
at times it is hardly sufficient for them, and we sometimes
have to obviato the diffliculty by keeping them on the
steamers until the trains are ready. There is a bouse
opposite the depot for the accommodation of immigrants. I
do not know anything about it, and would net ho understood
as saying a word against it; but someof the clergymen in
Halifax, who had an idea that liquor was sold in that louse,
started an immigrants' home opposite the deep water ter-
minus, where the immigrants would be under the charge of
people belonging to the different churches, and would be
carefully looked after. I undorstand that the people in
charge of this home have made an application to the Mi-
nister, and if the Government would make an arrangement
with them, they could rely on the immigrants being care-
fully looked after, and kept away from temptation. The
accommodation we have we manage to get along with, but
it would be botter if we had a little more.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think the hou. the Finance
Minister stated that the Government Lad not yet decided
whether they would give any assistance to those societies
which are bringing out children. The hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) said he thought it was
right and proper that aid should Le rendered to them. I
think the Government should seriously consider whether it
would be in the best interest of the people of Canada to
assist the majority of those children who are brought here.
I have Lad frequent opportunities for a number of years of
seeing and examining those who have been brought out by
various institutions, and I have no hesitation in saying that
they are not a desirable class out of whom to make citizens
of this Dominion. I think the Minister stated that careful
inspection was made to see that only proper children were
brought out. I should like to know what arrangements are
made for doing that. I do not know of any regulations of
the department providing for any proper inspection of these
children before they leave the old country' Many of these
children are the offspring of a class of people whom we would
not like to become citizens amongst us; many of them are
diseased, and I think it should be seriously considered
whether it would be wise to allow them to Le scattered
throughout the country, to mingle and associate with the
children of our own people. I certainly think that the
Government ought to decide either to exorcise every dili-
gence in the selection of these children or else not to render
any further aid to that class.

Mr. TROW. I dissent entirely from the view expressed
by my hon. friend. In the town of Stratford there is an
institution, established by Miss Macpherson, to which she

Kr. MrrÇsULL.

has brought hundreds of children, and they are not there
twenty-four hours until they are placed in good, comfortable
positions for life among the farmers in the neighborhood,
and thus far I have not heard of more than two out of the
thousands she has brought who have net proved to be res-
pectable citizens. I think these children from 12 te 14
years of age are the most desirable class of immigrants we
can get. We have been freed from the expense of raiming
them until they are prepared to take positions in life for
themselves, and the farmers are always anxious to obtain
them.

Gen. LAURIE. It fell to my lot to place about 500 of
these children, and I think the best proof that they gave
satisfaction is the tact that as successive parties came out
the applications for them increased Eo much Ihat I Lad four
or five application@ for each one that came out, for 1 inferred
that the people would fnot apply for them unless they were
a desirable class. I watched over them and inspected them
for a certain number of years, and while a certain number
were not satisfactory, the great mass of them were satisfac-
tory. I have watchud the careers of many of themr since
and they have become valuable citizens.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Notwithstanding what my hon.
friend from South Perth bas said, I have seen many of these
children as they grow up, and I consider that they are not
such a class as we ought te have in our midst. They are a
class brought frequently from the poorhouses and the slums
of the cities of the old country.

Mr. TROW. No.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). My bon. friend says no, but he

knows nothing about it; he bas had no opportunity of witnese-
ing the diseases that are prevalent among many of those
brought from the old country. If we wish to sow the seeds
of disease among the people of this country, we will con-
tinue bringing that class. My hon. friend desires that we
should do so. I have no objection as far as he is concerned,
but I desire te protect the rest of the community; and Isay
that my experience has been that màny of those brought
here should not have been permitted to remain in this coun-
try. These children, of coarse, are not te blame. Their
diseases are inherited from their parents; but the Govern-
ment would be justified if they would devise some means by
which a selection would be made and we would be spared
the infliction of the immigration of poorhouse children.

Mr. TROW. The experience of my hon. friend must be
very limited, for the simple reason that there is net an
institution for the reception of these children probably
within 100 miles from where he resides, and he would net
have an opportunity of considering their character in the
isolated constituency he represents.

Mr. MITCHELL. I notice that a considerable amount
bas been expended for the examination of these children.
I find eight items on page 117 and two items on page 118.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am glad te hear the hon.
gentleman state this, because the hon. member for East
Elgin will find there is a careful examination made.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Perhaps if the hon. the Finance
Minister would take an opportunity te see many of those
children, he would have the same opinion with regard to
them as I have. It is net my desire te make any attack
or te misrepresent things in the least. But I have Lad the
opportunity of examining into the condition of thoe
children, and I know what I am speaking. As regards the
remarks of my hon. friend (Mr. Trow) te the effect that
there is no institution for these waifs within 100 miles
of where I reside, that statement comes fittingly from one
who speaks of mountains thousands of miles high, and
do net pay much attention to it.
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I remember speaking last year

on this subject with a police magistrate in Chatham, where
a considerable number of these children, principally girls,
were left; and I think he told me that in the course of six
months, there was not one of them that had not been
before his court. I think, therefore, the subject is one
that ought to receive the careful consideration of the
Government.

Mr. MULOCK. Before this resolution is carried, I
would ask the Finance Minister if he would call an early
meeting of the Public Accounts Committee to examine into
the cases of Mr. Baker and Mr. O'Donohue, and find out the
exact circumstances under which they absented themselves
from duty to take part in an election contest. Perhaps
Friday would suit the convenience of the hon. gentleman.
This is a mattei which we cannot pass over in silence. The
hon. the Minister of Agriculture has given a very unsatis-
factory explanation, and we are bound to find out how it is
these publie servants have been allowed to desort their
posts in order to perform other duties.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That bas nothing to do
with Public Accounts.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It bas a great deal to do with
them. This Mr. Baker left an important post to canvass in
Russell, and a most unsatisfactory explanation has been
given by the Minister of Agriculture.

Mr. CARLING. In what way ?

Mr. DAVIES (P BE..) Either ho is absent on leave or
hc is not. If absent on leave for the purpose of electioneer-
ing, his action is most disgraceful to all the parties con-
cerned. If the bon. gentleman has been deceived by MIr.
Baker-

Mr. CARLING. I have not.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I,) There can be no more
important enquiry before the Public Accounts Com-
mittee than the enquiry into the circumstances under
which a man receiving public pay is negleocting his duty
and engaging in an electioneering contest. If this kind of
thing ie to go on and there should be a change of Govern-
ment, none of these mon can hope to retain their places
longer.

An hon. MEMBER. That will be a long time.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Perhaps so. But even if
this Government continues in office, I an sure the
better men supporting it do not wish to see public servants
neglecting their duties to take part in a political contest.
As far as we are concerned on this side, we are prepared to
enter our protest against it, and will make that protest very
effective, if it ever falls in our power to do so. I desire
these public servants to know that if they choose to make
themselves political hacks and canvass for Gavernment
supporters in an electioneering contest, they must do it at
their own risk, and I desire to know how far the Minister
of Agriculture has lent himself to such conduct.

Gen. LAURIE. If a public servant happened to be
canvassing in behalf of a supporter of the Government, I
would like to know what position the hon. gentleman
would take ?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman surely did
not hear the debate which took place the other day on the
dismissal of some gentlemen who were not even officers of
the Government, but were officers of the House, because
they ventured to take part in an electioneering contest
against the Government, while those who took part on the
Government aide were retained.
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Gen. LAURIE. I regret to say that I know of' a great
manay public servants who workod very hard in favor of an
opponent of the Governmont in a late contest in which I
was engaged.

Mr. JONES (Ha4lifas). The hon. gentleman had the
advantage of the Governmont steamer to carry his voters
all along the coast.

Gen. LAURIE. I have already statod thut is not the
fact.

Mr. GILLMOR. I have sut bore for two or three years
listening to this discussion. I think that the question which
is now occupying the attention of the committee is a
scrious one. Of course, the salary is not a very largo one,
but I would have bcen glad to bave hoard some of the
mombors of the Govornmont express an opinion with
reference to this smal imatter. If it is thoir policy to
encourage officials who are paid out of the public Treasury
to loave their post of duty in order to astist in eloctions,
and to run throughout the Dominion, thoy should announce
it. I do not think tbey can approve of it. I have listenod
to the charges which have been made. Thore is very little
political capital to be made out of that sort of thing, but
there is a principle involved, and I would be pleased to hear
members of the Government disclaim any intention of using
their officials, who are paid out of the taxes of the people,
who are paid ont of the publie purse, in this way. i think
it is wrong, and I would be glad to heur some mombers of
the Government disclaim this sort of thing. It ought not
to be, no matter what party is in power. I could occupy
the time of the committee much longer, but I do think it is
important for this country that we should have ut loast as
much political morality as it is possible to have, and I
think this is political immorality and ought not to be oncour-
aged, and I do not think the Goçernment can approve of
this sort of thing. It would please me to hear them say it
is wrong and should bo discontinuod, and to hear thom say
they will discontinue this sort of thing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON'ALD. It occurs to me that the
question put by the hon. member for North York (Mr.
Mulock) comes at the wrong time and in the wrong place.
We are ut present discussing the Estimates and not the
conduct of the Government. If hon. gentlemen opposite
choose to bring up a charge against the Government, lot
them do it at tho right time, and we will be prepared to
meet it. As to the question of my hon. friend from
Charlotte (àir. Gillmor) I may say, in roferenco to this Mr.
Baker, whose case I never hourd of until to-night, that I
think the statement of the Minister of' Agriculture ought
to be perfectly satisfactory. He says that Mr. Baker
applied for loave of absence and obtained it, that ho got
the same loave of absence which was given to otherofficers,
that ho found a substitute to do his work, that substitute
being satisfactory to the departmont for the performance
of his dutics during his leave of absence; and the Minister
of Agriculture says that how Mr. Ba3ker was employing his
time ho does not know. That was the answer of the
Minister of Agriculture, and no other answer couId be give n.
He did not know any more in reference to Mr. Baker.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Thon ho cannot read the
papers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I reud the papers, and
I never heard Mr. Baker's name until it was mentioned by
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills).

Mr. MULOCK. We are now engaged in voting a sum of
money to pay Mr. Baker's salary for the ensuing year, and
I think it is very pertinent to that question to decide
whether h has been discharging his duties in such a way
as to move this committee to continue their payments.
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There are some four or five thousand civil servants in the
service of this Governnent, and perbaps this kind of action
might go a litte further, because we have seen some inter-
ference with civil servants in certain ca-es. Sometimes we
bave seen tbem removed from their positions, and in others
we have seen them compelled to take part in elections on
bebalf of the Government, If the First Minister does not
regard this inquiry as being limited, let him go a little fur-
ther. I am not at all satisfied as to the circumstances under
which some of these men have been dismissed. For in-
stance, there were those three Irishmen who were dis missed
from the canal at the instance of the hon. member for
Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran). I believe ho is blameable
for not protecting them if ho is not for obtaining thoir dis-
miesal. ' bat, perhaps, is a matter which is not germane to
this point, but it ought to be cleared up. In regard to the
matter now before us, if the Minister takes the ground that,
as a committee, we are not entitled to do this, suroly as a
committee we can make arepresentation to the flouse, and
that sbould be that A. G. Baker, or wiatever bis name is,
was employed as immigration agent at Qu'Appelle, that he
was stationed at Qu'Appelle, that at the present time the
immigration business is very brisk at Qu'Appelle, ihat b
bas had some experience in managing that business, and
that bis business there ought to call upon him to discharge
the duties of bis cffice, and that the interests of the country
imperativoly demand that the duties attaching to that office
should be attended to, and that they will not admit of delay
or of being performed by a person incompetent to perform
them ; and therefore no person should be allowed to vacate
that office at such a critical moment, except under the
greatest possible urgency. I ask the hon. the Minister of
Agriculture whether this civil servant submitted to him the
name of his successor who was supposed to be able to per-
form theEe duties.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). He did not know that ho was
the agent.

Mr. MULOCK. The First Minister says ha did know,
but ho says the Minister of Agriculture passed upon the
qualifications of the substitute.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, I did not. What I
said was that the appointment of the substitute was satiE-
factory to the department. I do not know whether it was
satisfactory to the Minister or not.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not know whether the Minister
runs the department or the department runs the Minister,
but I assume that any hon. Minister ought to understand his
own business, and I do not think that even the First
Minister, who bas had great exporience as head of a depart-
ment, will admit that ho was not responsible for everything
that took place in his department. 1 ask the Minister of
Agriculture whether ho knew what were the qualifications
of this substitute of Mr. Baker before ho granted leave of
absence to that agent. )id ho consider for a moment that this
was not the time to grant leave of absence, and that it should
only be granted under great urgency, such as a family bereave-
ment or somothing of that kind, which would justify the Min-
ister, if ho were willing to do so, in recommending a change
in the Department at that time. If that is not so, the
Minister of Agriculture bas been derelict in his duty. If
everything is satisfactory, the committee will, o course,
disclose it, but, if the bon. gentleman gives out that the
only excuse was to enable this gentleman to go to some
constituency and manipulate votes there and secure the
Minister of Agriculture and his colleagues in office, that
would not bo a sufficient ground for the leave being granted.
I think we must firbt find ont whether this oefficer las dis-
charged his duty properly, whether he was justified in
leavin is office, either by the ciroumstances or by per-

Mx-. MULoCK.

mission ; and not till then should we vote money to con-
tinue him in office.

Mr. CURRAN. With reference to the statement made
by the last speaker in connection with this matter, and which
ho bas just taken the oppoitunity for the third time to
repeat in this House, although I stated that the allega.
tions he had made on two former occasions were untrue, as
ho bas again repeated to-night the statement about three
Irishmen being discharged from the publie service in
Montreal, whose discharge I might have prevented, I may
as well make, once for all, a formai statement with regard
to that subject. The report originated with a young man
who was employed on the Montreal Berald, and was utterly
without foundation. In the first place, there were no men
discharged, either Englishmen, Irishmen, Scotchmen,
Frenchmen, or men of any other nationality, from any
public service in the city of Montreal, and I had nothing
to do with such discharge, if it took place, and I know it
did not. On the contrary, when this statement appeared
in the newspapers and was copied into one or two other
papers in this city and elsewhere, I stood up in my place
and stated that if any such discharge had taken place, it
was without my knowledge or consent, and that I would give
the papers in question an opportunity of proving their as-
sertion. I went to Montreal, and I there enquired from the
superintendent of the canal what had taken place. These
three men were alleged to have been discharged from the
canal works because they had taken part in an election
against me. I found that no such men were in the employ
of the canal office at ail. There are a certain number of
laborers employed in the canal office every year to take
charge of the locks. The superintendent of the canal in-
formed me that certain parties had told him that during
the course of the election three men who were in the habit of
being engaged in the spring, were taking a very active part
in the election against me, and that ho had gone and told
them that it was very much botter for them, as they did not
know what Government would be in power,to give their votes
as they thought proper, but to take no other part in the elec-
etion canvass. t appears that the three men whom ho had
thus notified applied for work at the opening of the season,
and he told them to come to me and get a letter of recom-
mendation, and ho would give them work. That was ail that
was said. Two of these men corne to me and asked for
letters of recommendation, which I immediately gave tbem,
and ho immediately gave them work. The third man never
applied to me for a letter, and I confess I never ran after
him to give him one. If ho had come to me ho would have
had the letter just the same as the others. Now, I will
read what the papers which had published this statement
about me said afterwards. In the first place the Montreal
Berald, in a very manly way, came out in the following
language-

" Some time ago, before the animosities of the late general election had
ubsided there appeared in the Heraid an article in which Mr. J. J.

Ourran, member for Montreal Centre, was alluded to as the enemy of
Irish Home Rule and a coercionist. He is represented as having made
use of hie political position to oppress a number of Irish laborers in this
city. We deem it our duty to state how much we regret that the article
in question should have found its way into our columns, and lest its pub-
lication may have in any degree injured that gentleman in the esteem
of hie fellow-countrymen, we desire to add that the charges were un-
founded, in so far as they related to Mr. Curran. We differ from Mr.
Curran on many questions of Dominion politios, yet we willingly ac-
knowledge that he is a sincere friend of the Irish cause and an upright
Canadian politician."

That was publisbed on the 14th September, 1887, and I
think disposed of the question in so far as I was concerned.
I have stated exactly how far the superintendent of the
canal was ooncerned, also. Then the Montreal Post, which
had been most bitter against me ail along, copied the article
of the Berald and published a very strong article on its
own account, in which it stated:
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iL The article of the Berald which ocessioned the above apology

having been reproduced in the Post and l'rue Witaues, it la only fai
that the management of those papers should publish the disavowal. On
the other hand, they also published strictures on the member for Mont
real Centre, and to end if possible aIl causes of dispute with tha
gentleman they deem it proper to make the follewing statement: The
ierai says that Mr. Ourran is an upright Canadian politician. The
management agree with that paper. He is an honorable and an hones
man. The charges made against him in this paper relative to coercing
poor labori g men were, they no beliee, unfouded and the manage.
ment regret any such alleirations having been made.

" The management of the Post are therefore prepared to admit thal
when a difference of opinion comes it is possible to advocate the views
of either aide without~having recourse to epithets. The management of
this paper feel that some of the language made use of by their writers
gave Mr. Curran good cause of com laint and they desire to make the
amande honorable in this connection. 't

This was publihed both in the Post and True Witncss, on
September 29, 1887. Another paper published in this city
also apologised for having reproduced the statement in
question. Now, all these things must have been known to
the hon. member who has just spoken. When I stood up in
the House, on a former occasion, I gave the most emphatic
denial to the allegations that he had made, Still, he per.
sisted in them. He was requested to withdraw this state-
ment, but he would not withdraw it. Now, I have only
one thing to add, that any man who says that I have ever,
on any occasion, oppressed publie servants, or sought to
deprive them of any position which they hold under the
Government, or might hope to hold under it, because any
man or men had opposed me in an election, is a liar, in the
plainest language.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. CURR AN. I say any man who says so, is a liar.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. CURRAN. What is the order about? Isay so here,

and I will say so anywhere else. Now, I hope that this
thing has come up for the last time, because I shall consi-
der it a personal insult if it is again hurled against me,
after the manner in which I have disproved the allegation.
As I said, the papers in question came ont in a most manly
way and exonorated me in every respect, and frorn that day
to this I have been well treated by them, I believe. But cer-
tainly there is no excuse for such reiterated attacks upon
me in a matter that is utterly without foundation ; and if
all the other allegations made hore wi h reference to publie
employés are of the same nature, ibis House can judge of
their value.

Mr. MITCHELL. This is the second time the hon.
member for Montreal has chosen to read that article in the
Berald.

Mr. CURRAN. I never read it before in the House.

Mr. MITCHELL. You referred to it, thon, lat Session.
Mr. CURRAN. No, I could not refer to it last Session,

because it had not been written thon.
Mr. MITCHELL. In the beginning of the Session, you

did.
Mfr. CURR AN. Not at all.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, I oertainly understood so.

Mr. CURRAN. I stated in answer to the hon. member
who spoke a moment ago, that this article had appeared in
the Berald, but I had not the article about me just thon to
read.

Mr. MITCHELL. I know you referred to it, at all
events.

Mr. CURRAN. Yes, I did.
Mr. MITCHELL. As the hon. gentleman bas made a

statement, I may just as well make one too. This article
wa written without my knowledge, and the årst I saw of

y it was in the pres It was written by a gentleman who
t hen managed my paper, and when I saw the article I at
once asked that gentleman-I need not mention his name

t gentlemen on the other side know who it is.
An hon. MEEMBER. The Empire?1
M r. MITCH ELL. The Empire, if you like. I asked hi m

what the meaning of thearticle was, what was the foundation
t for making such etatement against a man of Mr. Curran's

position and standing. He said ho had the best authority
f for it, that ho had sent down to verify the statements of

the men-the hon. member for Mntreal (5fr. Curran)
spoke of three, to the best of my recollection the number
was six. My manager told me they had been not exactly
discharged, but had been refused employment on the canal.
They had been employed from season to season, some of
them for years, and when they went to get employment at
the openingbof this season they wore informed that before
they could brremployed they wouli have to get permission
from Mfr. Curran. My manager informed me that ho had
verified the facts, and the mon had come to the office and
asserted it over and over again and they were prepared to
prove it. Whon Mr. Curran brought an action against the
Berald I said; If those facts eau be estabtished I will defend
it, and I did defend the action, till I got an intimation that
the matter could be very easily settled. I bolieved thore was
very grave doubt as to wbother, under the libel law of Quebec,
the proof of the truth of thestatement was always a defonce,
and when I came to consult my lawyer, who was a very pro-
minent Conservative, I discovered that there wore very
grave doubts whether, even if every fact be proved as stated
in the paper, I would not still be muloted in damages. Mr.
Curran having very handsomely offered to settle the matter
if an acknowledgment was made, my lawyer said I had
botter do iL and get rid of it. I at once said to my lawyer :
If that is the case I will do it. I will say this, that Mr.
Curran said more than that, namely, that he would not
even charge the costs against the Berald if ho had not a
partner who was entitled to have his coste in the matter,
when ho found that it was done without my knowledge or
information. i said to my lawyer under those circumstances:
We will pay Mr. Curran his costs and make such an
acknowledgment of error as you think desirable-and Mr.
Curran prepared it himself, ho will acknowledge it. And
that at the time I said to my lawyer : Well, it is going
pretty far, but we have done him some injury and I am
willing to make the utmost recompense to him for
it. Under those circumstances I gave Mr. Curran that
explanation for publication, if ho chose to use it. It
was objec.ionable to me somewhat, expressing as it did
an opinion about his private character, but at the
same time I felt that, when I was doing it, it was
botter not to do it half way but to go the whole longth and
satisfy Mr. Curran. I want to say this to Mr. Curran, that
every man connected with the editorial staff, and there
are several of thom, was indignant to think, with a case
which they thought clear, I should have been so foolish as to
settle it. I have had some little experience with actions
for libel since I became connected with a newspaper. I
know what the troubles are. I got into an action in which
there were ton difforent allegations of defonca, each of which
would have laid me open for an action for damages. The
partner of our worthy Speaker brought au action against
the Berald in that case, brought us into court, and one of
the allegations was of rather a serious character, the case
being in connectiôn with a young immigrant woman. She
subsequently emigrated to Vermont. I had to send to
Vermont for ber, and although I proved every one of the
ton allegations extept one, which had to be roved by
that young woman, the old woman who brought the
action hurried ber away and I was never able to get
sight of ber again. Judge Jetté, who proesided st the
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court, postponed the final evidence for several days, know-
ingwe had brought thisyoungwomanthere and thatishe had
disappeared, but the result was that because we were not able
te prove the tenth allegation, although we had proved nine,
I had toe pay $ 100 damages and over 8,00 costs to the worthy
Speaker's par tner. That was a little experience fr me.
My lawyer told me, as I bave said, ihat even if I proved
the facts to be as stated it was veiy questionable under
the Quebec law whether that would free the Berald from
damages ; I said I did not believe any such thing in regard
to the law. I happened to have another Fuit in the court,
of a political character, and 1 got out of it on nppeal on
account of the declaration not having been properly drawn.
I have thus had some experience of the effect of the libel
law in the Province of Quebec. I made up my mind that
iL was better to eat a little crow than to puy largelawyers
bills, and when I did make up my mind to eut the leek I
did not go half way in the matter ; and as Mr. Curran
knows, iwhen ho prepared the letter and submitted it to my
lawyer and my luwyer submitted it to me, I said : It goes
rather too far, but 1 will sign it and pay the bill and the
hon. member and myself bave been friends ever since. I
merely state these tacts in order to explain how Peter
Mitchell came to cat the leek, for ho doesr ot very often
do it.

Mr. CURRAN. IL is porfectly true thut tho apology
was prepared by Mr. McMastor and myself.

Mr. MITCHELL. 13y yourself chiefly.
Mr. CURRAN. On the other hand I do not wish the

hon, gentleman to be under a false imprescikn, and I may
say bore that whatever mjy bo the defects in the Quebec
law, if the hon. gentleman is sure of what he lias siated I
am perfcctly prepared to waive the wholo question as to
damages. If ho imagines ho can prove any one part of the
statement made againsit me as true, I state in the presence
of this House that I am prepared to say that ho shall not
be mulcted in any damages, and let him go on with the
suit. I am prepared to establish that J had nothing to do
with this matter, and that the statoment I have made is
true in every respect.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not say you had.
Mr. CURRAN. I understood the hon. gentleman to say

that it was because ho was atraid ho might not be able to
prove it on some one or other point.

Mr. MITCHELL. No, I did not say that. I had given
My experienco as to what had been done in another case.

Mr. CURRAN. That seems to have led the hon. genlu-
man to adopt the course ho did adopt, as I thought in a very
manly way, in this matter. As I have said. there was no
man discharged. It may have been a very tyiannical thing
on the part of the superintendent of the canal to say to
those men go and get a lotter of recommendation from Mr.
Curran. i do not think it is, because a great many come to
me for letters, and although I give them, I cannot always
get tbem work I gave the letters the very moment the
men came and I would have given it to the third man if he
had come also.

Mr. MITCHELL Mr. Curran may have misundorstood
me. What I did wish to convey to him and to this Houso,
was that I knew uothing of the facts myself. The libel, if
it was a libel, was committed before I knew anything about
it. As to the facts I endeavored to get them verified atter
the event, as my manager had verified them, as he said
before. I told him to verify them again, and ho assured me
that the facts which he was preparcd to prove were, that
those six men, not three if my recollection serves me right,
who were in the habit of going as a matter of course in the
spring of the year and getting employment as they had
employment before, when they did apply they were told

.Mr. MITCHELL.

by the manager of the canal that they would have to get a
letter from Mr. Curran before they could get employment.
That is what those men told my manager, as my manager
told me, and he was prepared to verify that and ho was
very indignant with me for taking the course I did.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think it is quite germane to
the whole debate that the suggestion of my hon. friend
ebould be entertained, because this discussion places the hon.
the Minister of Agriculture in a very equivocal position.
The hon. the Minister says that Mr. Baker recommended
to him or to the department a person to look to his office
during bis absence and that this was eatisfactory to the
department. The hon. gentleman forgot that when Mr.
Bi.ker's Dame was mentioned by the hon. member for Both-
well (Mr. Mills) ut the commencement of tha discussion, he
did not remember that Mr. Baker was an officer of his de-
partment at al. I would ask him how he can state now
tbat Mr. Baker could have made this satisfaetory arrange-
ment for the conduct of his business?

Mr. CARLING. I did not say that I did not remember
that ho was an offleer of the department. I said that I
thought ho was the agent at Brandon and not Qu'Appelle.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understood the bon. gentleman
to say that he was not aware that he was an officer at all,
and when be consulted with his deputy ho found that he
was. However this is just a part of the programme that bas
been played for a long time. It was played in Halifax
durirg the local election when an officer of the Customs
Depart ment who had enjoyed a summer holiday, on bis
return from bis holiday and when the local election was
going on, the collector received orders from the depart-
ment here at Ottawa to give him louve of absence during
ihe election and he was despatched to Isidore with fihing
bounty cheques, to be distributed se as to influence the
electors to vote against the provincial secretary. That gen-
tleman's name is Mr. Morris. His salary bas since been
advanced, and ho was used during the wholeof that election
with the fishing bounty cheques in bis pocket, working by
orders of the Depaitment of Ottawa. It is part of the same
system that Mr. Baker is carrying on in the county of
Russell,

Mr. BO WE LL. Ido not of know Mr. Morris' trip toNova
Scotia, to which the hon. gentleman refers, but when ho
makes the statement as broadly as he bas done, that Mr
Morris was sent down there to work against the Local Gov
ernment by the department at Ottawa, he tells what is not
corrcct and what it is impossible for hinm to prove.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I can prove it.
Mr. BOWELL. I say yon cannot prove it.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I say I can.
Mr. BOW E LL. I give no opinion as to the gentleman to

whom he refers otbaining leave ut that time. I am n->t in
a position at this moment to state whether it is correct or
not, but I do deny that that gentleman or any other ger-
tleman was sent down by the department at Ottawa to
electioneer against any local candidate or any Dominion
candidate cither.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I say he was, and I know it.

Mr. BOWELL. I say ho was not, and I know betfer.,

Mr. MULOCK. The member for Montreal Centre (Mr.
Curran) says that no men were discharged from the canal
service. That is, Of course, a technical way of getting out
of the difficulty. The facts are, as I understand, that the
men in question had been appointed from year to year, and
while they only worked during the season of navigation,
yet thoir appointments were considered as permanent as
that of any other person in the publie service. To say,
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therefore,that they were not discharged, if when the season
was about to corne round again they were refused to be
allowed to proceed with their work as usual, i trifing with
the real substance of the question. However, the member
from Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) admits that an employé
of this Government, the superintendent of the canal, chose
to resort to the extraordinary course of intimidating three
of the electors of Montreal Centre.

Mr. CURRAN. Nothing of the kind.

Mr. MULOCK. And that the superintendent of the
canal informed those three men that if they took a promin.
ont part in the elections they would be dismissed, or, what
is the same thing, that their services would be discontinued.
Now, the member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) eau
settle this matter between himself and the canal superir-
tendent. I presume the superintendent knew there was an
election on, when ho said that, and I presume h. was con-
cerned very much in promoting the election of the member
for Montreal Centre, and I very much doubt if there was
not some hint or other given to the superintendent about
the promotion of the election in MontrealCentre. I would,
under these circumstances, attach very little importance to
the withdrawal and the apology that appeared in the Montreai
Herald. I admit that to the sentimenta expressed in the Mon-
treal lerald should attach very great weight as disclos-
ing very fully the gentlemanly demeanor and the principle
of the member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran), because
no one knows those better than the member for Montreal
Centre himself who wrote it. But the circumstances under
which they were prepared as has been stated here and
under which they were published in the Herald I hardly
think can be cited as good evidence for the member for
Montreal Contre. We come right back to the fact that
three men, three Irish Catholics-perhaps six, but at all
events three-were driven from the public service because
they chose to exercise the rights if freemen. That is the
transaction. The member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Car-
ran) when h. knew that wrong was done and when two of
those men, perhaps from their necessities, were humiliated
and compelled to come to him to ask him to get justice,
knew that there was another suffering, but he had nmot the
courage or the manliness to go to that independent
man and see that h. was reinstated in his office. He
knew that man was unjuetly treated, and I charge
him with the whole responsibility. I say he ij
trifling with the facte when he endeavors to escape from
the dilemma and when h. says.• I the representative of the
Irish Catholie people of this country in this House chose to
stand on my high position as representative of Montreal
Centre, and when two of those men came and humbled
themselves before me and begged for food I did not refuse
them; but one other who was manly enough, courageous
enough, and Irish enough to refuse to humble himseolf
before me, I from my high pedestal refused to step down
and extend a hand to him. That is the attitude of the
representative of the Irish people of Canada in the House of
Gommons of Canada. I hold him responsible for every bit
of it. I do not take back one wod of it. I charge him with
the guilt of it, and no apology will corne from me, lot him
use all the dignified and classical terms he may choose to
apply to me. I say he is responsible for iL.

Mr. TROW. I rise to order. What has this to do with
the item under consideration ?

The CHAIRMAN. I think this is irrogular. I would
have stopped it before if my attention had bean callel to
it.

Mr. CURRAN. I will refrain from saying anything,
as I do not think the gentleman is worthy of any answer.

Committee rose and reported progrese.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournrnent of
the louse.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1.20 a.m.
(Thursday).

HIOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuuRasDAY, 3rd May, 1888.

The SprEÂKEa took the Chair at Thre o'clock.

PaAYERs.

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 123) to amend the Criminal Procedure Act, chap. 171
of the Revised Statutes. He said: The object of this Bill
is to make two changes in the procedure relating to
criminal libel. In the first place, it is proposed to enact

that the place of trial in criminal prosecutions for libel
against the publisher of a newspaper, shall be within the
Province in which the newspaper is published-the pub-
lishing office of the paper. In the second place, it is pro-
posed to establish that the crime of libel shall be like that
of perjury and two or three other offences, in respect of
which it is provided in the Criminal Procodure Act that
proceedings by indictment must be proceded by a prelimi-
nary investigation b3fore a magistrate, unless the indict-
ment is on the fiat of the Attorney Gene-al of tho Province,
or approved bythe judge before whom the indictment is
preferred.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I understand, from the hon.
gentleman's explanation of the Bill, that ho docs not pro-
p ose to include any clause to have reference to tho exorcise
by courts of arbitrary powor of imprisonment for con-
structive contempt ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. DAVIES (P E.I.) I rise merely for the purpose of

giving the hon. gentleman notice that it is my intention, ut
an early and convenient opportunity, to bring before the
louse for discussion the proceedings arising out of hie

imprisonment of John J. Hawke, editor of the Moncton
.Transcript, for alloged constructive contempt of the New
Brunswick Court ; and probably before that discussion is
disposed of, the hon. gentleman, if he sees the feeling of the
House is in that direction, may make up his mind that it is
desirable to enlarge the scopeof the present Bill by making
it refer to proceedings of that kind, and limiting, if such is
the wisdom of the flouse, the arbitrary power which seems
to be vested in the judges, as seen in the action of thoso
gentlemen in question. I do not propose to discuss the
matter now, but merely to give the hon. gentleman notice
that I will bring forward the matter.

Mr. THOU-PSON. I thank the hon. gentleman
for giving me notice, bat I shall esteem it a greater
favor if he informa me at a subsequent time whon
he proposes to bring the matter forward, because I shall
have to make enquiries at a distance.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

COPYRIGHT ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
124) to amend the Copyright Act, chap. 62 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada. He said: The effeot of this Bill will
be to adopt in Canada the provisions of the Berne conven-
tion relating to copyright.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LANDS.

Mr. WATSON asked, What amount of lands retained
by the Dominion Government as provided for in 49 Vic-
toria, chapter 9, is situated within the Province of Manitoba?
Aiso, what amount of said lands have been retained west of
the boundary of the Province of Manitoba and east cf
3rd Meridian ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The negotiations with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for the defining of
the lands which are to be retained under the Act mentioned
have been proceeding, and they will be completed as soon
as possible after the passing of the resolution respocting the
company's land grant now bofore Parliament.

Mr. WATSON asked, 1. Whether the Canadian
Pacifi eRailway Company has made a selection of all lands
granted to it under clause Il of Canadian Pacifie Railway
contract ? 2. What amount of said lands have been
selected within the boundary of the Province of Manitoba ?
3. What amount of said lands have been selected between
the western boundary of the Province of Manitoba and 3rd
Meridian ?

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. 1. The Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company have selected nearly 7,000,000
acres of the lands granted under clause 11 of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway contract. 2. The area of lands selected
within the boun laries of Manitoba is, iin acres 1,818,330.
3. The area of landa selected between the western bound-
ary of Manitob: and the 3rd Initial Meridian is, in acres,
2,989,440.

Mr. LAURIER asked, 1. What number of acres is there
of unsold lands which the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany propose to receive by deed of bargain and sale to
trustees under sub-section c of the Resolutions now before
the House? 2. What portions of such lands lie within the
Railway Belt? 3. How many acres of those lands are
there in Manitoba, and how many in the Territories, east
of the 3rd Meridian ? 4. How many acres have been sold
by the company, paid for, and the deeds completed ? 5.
How many acres have been sold, but the sales are still
incomplete ? How much paid on the same, and how much
remains due, and when and how payable ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am able to answer one
of these questions, but not the whole satisfactorily, as the
information must bo obtained from the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company. I have asked the company to provide
the information and I expect it any moment.

Mr. LAURIER, Perhapm you will answer the questions
to-morrow.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If yon please.

LIGHTHOUSE ON STAG ISLAND.

Mr. MONCRIEFF asked, Whether it is the intention e
the Government to construct and estab:ish a lighthouse
on Stag Island, in the River St. Clair?

Mr. FOSTER. The department has been gathering
information and making enquiries with respect to the
necessity of establishing a lighthouse on Stag Iléand, and
the matter is now under consideration. At the time the
Supplementary Estimates come down I shall be able to
answer the hon. gentleman definitely.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT STRA.THROY.

Mr. McMULLEN asked, Has a site been selected fâr the
proposed publie buildings at Strathroy? If so, where is
the location? fias any, and what progress been made
towards the erection of such public buildings ?

Mr. TaoepsoN.

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. The site has not yet been
selected.

NORTII-WEST TERRITORIES ACT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee, to-morrow, to consider the
following resolution:-

That it is expedient to provide that there shall be payable, in respect
of his attendance at each Session of the Legislative Aasembly of the
North-West Territories, to each elected member thereof, an indemnity
of $500, and to each legal expert, for the like attendance, an indemnity
of $250, in addition in each case to his actual travelling expenses, sub-
ject to a proportionate reduction for each day's absence from a sitting
of the Assembly, the amount of such reduction and of such travelling
expenses to be ascertained in such manner as the Governor in Council
prescribes; that there shall be payable to the Speaker of the said Legis-
lative Assembly an annual salary of $500, and to the Ulerk of the said
Assembly, acting also as secretary to the Lieutenant Governor, an
annual salary of $2,000; and that all sucb payments shall be made out
of the Cons ,lidated Revenue Fund of Oanada.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This, of course, relates to the
louse of Assembly in the North-West Territory. I would

ask the hon. gentleman whether he has considered the pro.
priety of placing at the disposal of the Governor and Legis-
lature of the North-West Territory the same grant as that
which the Provinces receive in proportion to their popula-
tion; leaving to them to appoint their own clerk, regulate
their own affairs, and to spend the money so given, in the
way that they think best in the publie service. The hon.
gentleman knows at the present time that this assembly
bas really no funds with which to carry on the business of
legislation, except such as the Governmont here may place
at its disposal. if there was an account opened with the Ter-
ritory, the moment a Legislature is established and money
placed at their disposai, when they come to be admitted as
a Province of course the whole sum so received by that
means could be taken into consideration. It always seemed
to me, that that would be the rational way to deal with
them whenever they had a legislative assembly. I would
like to know whether the hon. gentleman bas considered
the subject, and whether he proposes to invite parliamen-
tary action in the matter? It will be perceived that it
would be a littie more reasonable, in con ferring on them
the power of legislation and representation, that they
should have funds with which to carry on their operations.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This discussion will
arise more properly on the second reading of the Bit. I
will say to my hon. friend that wa do not propose to put in
any such vote for this year. The territories are not quite
without revenue, as the hon.gentleman knows, and [ have no
doubt they dispose of that revenue to the best advantage of
the territories. Those revenues are very smail, certainly,
and I am quite ready to admit the merits of the suggestion
of the hon. gentleman. The idea is to make as little change
as possible until they have a purely elective assembly re-
presenting the people. They will be obliged, after the elec-
tions, to meet very soon, and to consider what the wants of
the country and what administrative action here they think
would be most satisfactory for that country. The measure
before the House is intended merely to carry out the prin-
ciple, with ail due respect to their suggestions for the future.
From time to time we have had a series of resolutions pase-
ed by the mingled council, in which parties were nomir:-
ated and parties elected. Those are contradictory in them-
selves and connot be supposed really to represent the feel-
ings of the people. We propose to make no appropriation
of a sum to be disposed of by the Governor there, including
the Legislature, until they have really a Local Legislature
and ascertain what their own ideas are on the subject.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Of course I do not propose to
enter into a discussion, and I am making only a suggestion
now. Those people are contributing their proportion to
the taxes of the country at the present time. In ail ihe
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Provinces a certain portion of the revenue, so much per
capita, is paid over to the Provinces as provincial revenue
for provincial purposes. My remarks had reference to the
intention of the Government when the hon. gentleman's
Bill is adopted, and the Logislature made completely elec-
tive. It does fnot seem to me, and I do not say it with a view
to provoking controversy, that it is not a matter of nego-
tiation to know how much they are entitled to. As a mat.
ter of right they should be entitled to the samen amount
per capita, revenue for local purposes, as in the Provinces,
and which should be accounted for at the time of Union.

Motion agreed to.

THE RAILWAY ACT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 24) to
amend and consolidate the Railway Act.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2, sub-section p,
Mr. MULOCK. This clause, defining the word "near,"

refers to the proximity of one railway to another. Would
it not be advisable to define the word with reference to
some point as well ? lu Acts of incorporation the word
" near " is used to define the route taken; but 1 do not
know how aniy court could determine whether any railway
was exceeding its powers when it is authorized to go to or
near a point. In this vast continent that might mean
many miles away. While I do not wish to embarrass any
company, I think it would be well to give some statutory
definition of the word "near " under such circumstances.

Mr. TISDALE. It is easy to define the word, having
regard to the relation of one railway to another; but if we
try to define it in relation to the routes of railroads, it
seems to me we should defcat the object the hon. gentle-
man has in view, because "at or near " any point, describ-
i)g a route, will depond on all the circumstances. No
difficulty bas arisen from the want ofsuch a definition, that
I am aware of. Sometimes a court would hold that a quar-
ter of a mile was near, and in other cases they night hold
that two miles was near.

Mr. MULOCK. Or fifty miles.
Mr. TISDALE. No.
Mr. MULOCK. Where will you draw the lino?
Mr. TISDA LE. The courts will always draw the lino

according to the circumstances, and give a roasonable con-
struction to the word, as they do in other cases. But I
think if we define the word in a railroad Act, we would
create greater difficulties than now exist.

Mr. MULOCK. Suppose a railway was incorporated to
build to or near a certain town which may be near a cer-
tain other town. It might be within five or ten miles of
the other town, and the engineering difficulties might be
precisely the same in both cases. Tbere might be no such
circumstances as the hon. gentleman suggests to enable the
court to determine how the word ' near " should be con-
strued. I do not think it is right to incorporate a railway
company, giving it the utmost freedom in the choice of a
particular route, thus causing one munici;ality to compete
with another, and perhaps obliging it, by force of
circumstances, to gi e a large bonus to bring the
lino within its neighborhood. If the route is not defined
by the Act of incorporation, yon give the company
practically a roving commission, enabling it not only to
commit the abuse 1 speak of, but perhaps to affect existing
rights. Therefore I am satisfied that it is in the public in-
terest that we should not incorporate these companies at
large. I would suggest this. Every railway company
under the general Aot, has power to build branches six

miles in length, and I think the word "near " might be
defined here to mean not more than six miles. In the
North-West, where there is a vast prairie country, engineer-
ing difficulties would not arise to aid the court in determin-
ing the meaning of the word. Suppose a company were
incorporated to build a road in the North West near to a
certain town. In that vast country fifty miles are equivalent
to not more than five or ton miles in the older Provinces.
Surely a company should not have the power to choose a
location as wide as fifty miles; but what would enable a
court to determine whether it was exceeding its powers or
not?

Mr. EDGAR. I think it is just as easy for a court to doter-
mine when one railway comes near another as it is when
a railway comes near a point; and I think it is quite as
necessary to define the meaning of the word '"near" in the
latter as in the former. Not a Session passes in which a
number of Bills are not put through the Rail way Committea
saying that the railway shall commence at or near a town
or city or a certain point. This cortainly leaves a great
deal of doubt as to the distance intended, and I think that
both for the general purposes of a publie railway and for
the legal effect of such a provision, some definition of dis-
tance, say four, five or six miles, should be covered by the
words "at or near." I would suggest to add to this clause
as it stands, "and near to a point or municipality whon
sume part of it is within five or six miles thereol."

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think it is quito so
easy to define the word "near," in relation to the
construction of a railway, as it is in relation to its
operation. The definition would have to be of an entirely
different character. When we are defining the word "near"
in this sub.section, we are deahing with the interchange of
trafflc and matters of that kind, in relation to which prox-
imity must be pretty close, but when we come to deal
with the word Inear" in relation to the termini of a rail-
way, as the hon. member for York mentioned, a very much
larger limit must b given. Thon, take a charter in
which it is provided that a railway shall b built fron a
point beginning at or near a certain town. Thore would
also be a good deal of practical difficulty in defining that
word, because we would be giving a material limitation to
a large number of charters which Parliament has alroady
pa-sed.

Mr. MULOCK. It would not be retroactive.
Mr. THOMPSON. In relation to those railways which

have not been commenced, it probably would. The limit-
ation of six miles in some cases would hardly do. Some of
the statutes, for instance, are for linos not six miles in
length, and it would defeat the limitation in the charter
altogether if we were to apply so lax a limit to such linos.
The whole thing depends on the kind of country through
which a line passes and the kind of termini it bas. The
hon. gentleman's suggestion, however, deals with a separate
subject, which we can consider later, if ho thinks the matter
is ot sufficient importance.

On
Mr.

is any
Mr.

words
Mr.

sub section r,
THOMPSON. In this section I do not think there
change in the law; it is only a little more full.
WELDON (St. John). I would suggest to add the

" or other erection" af ter "railway bridge."
THOMPSON. I will add those words.

Mr. BARRON. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman
if it would not be well to define the meaning of the word
"railway," as including the lessees of a railway. I have
found in my professional practice that the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, as lessee of the Midland Bailway,have esoaped ail liabili-
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ties from injuries resulting from overhead bridges, by
reason of not being met by this particular Railway Act. I
find that the sections referring to overhead bridges in this
new Bill are almost similar to the sections in the old Rail-
way Act. The word "operate," however, if new, may cover
this objection. The hon, gentleman will remember that the
other night we discussed the necessity of providing that all
railways leasing other roads should be liable for damages re-
sulting from overhead bridges, such as did result in the
case of the Niagara Central.

Mr. THOMPSON. I did consider this question. The
hon. gentleman was kind enough to show me the case, and
it seemed to me that provision ought to be made, and if
we find it is not clear in the Bill that such provision is
made, we will attend to that suggestion.

Mr. MULOCK. Why except Government railways?
Are they not held liable as common carriers ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, but we have a special Act for
them.

Mr. MITCHELL Docs that Act provide in the same
way as this?

Mr. THOMPSON. It regulates the liability of the
Government as a common carrier,

On section 4,
Mr. WE LDON (St. John). ian we compel local rail ways,

built under loeal charters, to come under this Act ? They
are not works at all under the control of the Government of
Canada, but they are entirely under the control of the
Local Legislatures, and are subject to such provisions as
the Local Legislatures may pass. This Act, however,
brings them in for certain purposes under the jurisdiction
of the Dominion Parliament, and, if they can be brought in
for one purpose, they can for all. Unless these are for the
general advantage of Canada, they are altogether without
the purviow of this Legislature.

Mr. TEHOMPSON. That clause is the same as the other,
excepting that the other is contained in two provisions,
owing to the Bill being in two parts, and this is merely
throwing the two provisions into one, but, if the bon.
gentleman thinks that it is of any importance, we will lot
that section stand.

Mr. WELDON (St, John). The hon. gentleman knows
that only the other day an information was filed against a
railway in New Brunswick, and my attention was called
to this matter in that way, and it struuik me that it was a
question whether we had any power to make any work
which was witbin the control of the Local Legislature of
the Province, liable to this Act, because, if you can do that
in one case, you may make them liable to the whole of the
provisions of the Consolidated Railway Act. I think that,
as long as these railways are under local legislation, the
Local Legislature is paramount in dealing with them.

Mr. TIOMPSON. The intention is only to bring them
under our jurisdiction in regard to matters in which we
certainly have jurisdiction, such as offences, penalties and
statistics. However, we will let it stand.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No doubt we can bring these
railways under the jurisdiction of this Legislature in certain
matters, but I think we have gone far beyond our juria.
diction already in declaring certain railways to be for the
general advantage of Canada, though they have been con-
structed under local authority. I think that there is no
doubt that, when these questions are argued in the courts,
our action will be declared to have been ultra vires, and I do
not think we should go any further in that direction.

mittee ex oylcio. The present law provides in section 58
that the Governor General may appoint such members as
he thinks fit to be members of the Railway Committee, ,ut
this clause declares that the Minister of Railways and the
Minister of Justice shall be ex o9fcio members of the Rail-
way Oommittee of Council.

Mr. TISDALE. I think that when the quorum is only
two one should be the Minister of Justice. Of course, if the
whole of the members are there, it is all right, but we ought
to have the Minister of Justice always there.

Mr. THOMPSON. We may go back to that question
hereafter.

On section 10,
Mr. MULOCK. I would call the attention of the Minis.

ter to sub-section c of this clause. It appears to give the
Railway Committee power to fix the liabilities of companies
transgressing the provisions of sub-sections a and b, section
a dealing with the rate of speed at which railway trains
may be run. Now, it might be held that was the only lia-
bility the railway company incurred. Of course the Minis-
ter does not intend it should have such a meaning as that.
A railway running its train beyond this speed, through a
thickly-populated section, might cause damage far in excess
of anything for which section c provides a remuneration.
Therefore I think it would be well to qualify section c, so
that shall not interfere in any way with the liability of the
company in any court for damages for which it might be
liable.

Mr. THOMPSON. I have no objection to that. It is a
mere copy, however. I propose this as a sub-section :

" The imposition of any such penalty shall not lessen or affect any
other liabihty which any company may have incurred."

On section 11,
Mr. EDGAR. With reference to that clause, which seems

to be largely new, perhaps the Minister can point ont what
provisions are based upon the recommendation of the Rail-
way Committee ?

Mr. TEHOMPSON. No, I cannot, from any memorandum
I have here. If the hon. gentleman desires, we will let
that clause stand for the present.

Mr. MULOCK. I would like to recali the attention of
the Minister to the amendaient we have just made in sec-
tion 10. I think we should use the word "person," in-
stead of the word "company," so as, for instance, to meet
the case of an engine-driver abusing his power and disobey-
ing orders, resulting in loss of life or damage, for which
he might be personally liable.

Mr. THOMPSON. Very well; I accept the suggestion.
On section 20,
Mr. MITCHELL. Will not this section be required to

be amended so as to make it consistent with section 17 ?
Mr. THOMPSON. No, I think not, as oonstrued to-

gether. They will have a right to review their own order,
but no other tribunal would.

Mr. MULOCK. When does it become final?
Mr. THOMPSON. It is final as soon as it is made.

Mr. EDGAR There i no appeal except to itself.

Ir. THOMPSON. There is no objection to making a
change. I propose that it read: "shall, subject to the
provisions of sub-section 17, be final."

Mr. EDGAR. It is a question whether four weeks
On section 8, public notice of the regular annual meeting is not more
Mr. THOMPSON. This is simply to provide that certain than i necesary. Special general meetings should be well

members of Council shall be members of the Railway Com- notified, but general annual meetings are fixed by statute.
Mr. BmaoN.
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Mr. THOMPSON. Are not thQoe the provisions of the

Model Bill?
Mr. E DGAR. I do not think so.
Mr. THOIPSON. I think se.
Mr. TISDALE. Under the Model Bill it was found this

Session that there was no power to cal a speoial meeting,
sud the idea is te have one class of notice for all classes of
meetings.

Mr. EDGAR. I think four weeks is too much notice for
an ordinary annual meeting.

Mr. THiOMPSON. Lot it stand, please, and I will con-
sider it.

Mr. CqIARLTON. I think it better te have a uniforrm
rule with regard to giving notice of those meetings, and I
should be in favor of having thi# clause passed.

Mr. TISDALE. Four weeks is not too mueb for import-
ant meetings, sueh as the issue of bonds. All the large
companies give that notice, and many of them six weeks.
I thirk it is botter te have the clase adopted.

On section 44,
Mr. MITCHELL. I think that there shQuld be a r»le

that the proxies at meetings should be held by shareholders
only.

Mr. TISDALE. Why?
Mr. MITCHELL. Because I do not think that outsiders

should be allowed to come in and discusa questions.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). In banks outsiders are now

allowed te hold proxies.
Mr. CHARLTON. I do not think it is usual for proxies

te be put in the hands of anybody but shareholders, but if a
shareholder wishes to appoint bis Sounsel, I do not see
why he should not be allowed to do it.

Mr. TISDALE. It has always been the law and it bas
always worked well. The people may net notice those
little changes and some eompany may hold a meeting
which might be illegal on account of this.

Mr. MULOOK. l there anything in the Act saying that
the he&d of a municipality should be admitted as a share
holder ? Suppose a municipality took stock, the municipa-
lity of course could not all be present, but it might be repre-
sented by its head.

Mr. THOMPSON. Iwill look into that question and see.
Mr. MITCHELL. Will yenoenquire as to whether the

proxies should be held by shareholders or net ?
Mr. THOMPSON. I would like to take the opinion of the

HoUse on that matter.
Mr. MITCHELL. You might consider it wheu you are

amending the Act.
Mr. THOMPSON. I wili.

On section 49,
Mr. CHARLTON. Why is it eessary te exclude stock-

holders olding loss than twenty shares from the boar4 of
direetor s?

Mr. TISDALE. Twenty shares is the qualification
adopted by the Bailway Committee in the Kodoi Bill. The
COmfliittee thought that auyone who was îiot interested te
that extent should not fil se important a position.

fr. EDGAR I suppose that this section only applies
te cases whore no prgviion is made in a special Aet for a
Similar sum.

]Kr. TROMPSON. Yes.
148

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I think a provisipn eoiuld
be introduced which would prevent a director acting as
Pecurity for a contractor. In many cases the security is
the real contractor.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will iasert that proyision.

On section 60,
Mr. WEL DON (St. John). Are those wqrds "hsbepoe

or illnes" not too general? What do tbey 9epa4?
Mr. T HORPSON. They mean that when the presi4gat

is away, the vice.presi4ent shall act in his plpce.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). The question might be raised

as to the authority of the vice-president, as to whethe, e
president was really gbsent or not. I eoulW s gggast to
leave thoseo words out.

Mr. THOMPdON. Thon yoq would givp the ygoeypresi.
dent authority to act asen when the president ishara,*ad
diffloulty might ensue.

Mr. TISDALE. This is the wording of the old law, and
no difficulty las arisen under it. The president is bead,
and in his absence the vice-president. It simply means
that when the head is there he must do the work, but that
when absent the vic-president has hie powers.

Mr. THOMPSON. I propose to add the words "or in
case of a vacanoy in the ofMce of the president."

On section 62,
Mr. HALL. I do not see any necessity for making the

date of the annuai balaneing of Accounts the 30th day of
June, because there are many ompanies whose books are
balanced, under their charters, on other dates.

Mr. THOMPSON. The object is to have the accounts
closed at such a time that we can get the satatiatics in lime
for the meeting of Parliament.

Mr. MITCHELL. It appears to me the object is very
desirable ,because it is well to have uniformity.

Mr. KfRKPATRTCK. It will cause a groat deal of in-
convenience and difficulty to many companies ifthey should
be compelled to change Lfte date at which their tinincial
year closes. Many ot them make their annual statements
on the 31st December.

Mr. MITCHELL. It will cause inconvenience ouly for
one year, and will enable us to receive the statistics in
proper time, and croate uniformity.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Some of the companies, by their
special Acts, are obliged to make up their accoants at a dif-
ferent date. Many of them must bold thoir annual meet.
ing in May and make their accounts up to the 31st econ-
ber. You might as weil compel insurance companies to
change the date of thoir annual meetings and statements of
account.

Mr. MACKENZIE. We have doue that.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Not with every insurance com.
pany.

Mr. THOMPSQN. I do not think t4 is proyision oould
apply to any Company whiqh has a ecial proviion in its
Act, and it is impossible to get the returns in time for
Parliament, unless we bave a uniform date. One of the
recommendations of the Commission was that there should
be a uniform date, and it is impossible to x that uniform
date at a botter one than the itl Jane.

Mr. MITCHELL. Ifthe.atatemnpnt bas to be.nMade up
to the 31stDocçmber, it piaea only Uhe .ffereuog of half
a year, and that will not entaitan"y seiQuài i8nçorpiefnce.
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On section 69,
Mr. HALL. It is a very unusual tbing that dividends

should be declared by the shareholders. As a rule, the
dividende are declared by the directors. I suppose the
object of this is that the dividends should only be declared
from the profits that might be made, and I think it might
be provided that the directors should only declare dividends
on the clear profits of the undertaking.

Mr. THOMPSON. This is the exact section which
was in the old Act, but I will consider the matter.

Mr. MULOCK. I would suggest that the word "clear"
should be struck out, and the word "net " should be substi-
tuted.

Mr. MITCHELL. It appears to me that that claase goes
a little too far. It says:

" At the annual meeting of the shareholders of the company, a
dividend shall be declared out of the elear profits of the undertaking,
unlems such meeting decides otherwise."
Why should the power be given to the meeting to decide
otherwise? Surely we are not going to give power to the
meeting of the shareholders to declare a dividend out of
capital?

Mr. THOMPSON. It simply gives them power to refuse
to declare a dividend.

Mr. MITCHELL. This section really gives them power
to provide for a dividend out of the capital.

Mr. TISDALE. Section 71 provides for that oase.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think this clause should be

amended so as to read that the dividend may be declared
out of the net profits, and leaving out all after the word
"unless."

Mr. WELDON (St. John). According to this, they can
only declare a dividend once a year, while some companies
declare a dividend every six months.

Mr. KERKPATRICK. That is true.

Mr. CHARLTON. Would it not be well to insert the
word "only " after the word "shall "?

Mr. THOMPSON. I think the intention of the Act is to
prevent the directors making a dividend from funds arising
out of fortuitous circumstances, and to prevent the irregular
declaration of dividends, and to prevent the directors, with-
out consulting the shareholders as to what dividend shall
be declared, making such a dividend.

Mr. HALL. Why are these more applicable to railway
companies than to banks or any other joint stock companies?
In those companies, the directors always declare the divi-
dend.

Mr. THOMPSON. The operations of railway companies
are more expensive than others, such as banks, but, of course,
I am in the hands of the committee in regard to this
matter.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I see that this clause pro-
vides only for an annual dividend, and, supposing the
annual meeting fails, no dividend can ba declared that year.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. The Grand Trunk has a semi-
annual meeting at which it declares dividends,

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Why should you not say
that a dividend might be declared at an annual or special
general meeting of shareholders ?

Mr. TISDALE. It seems to be the policy that directors
shall not declare dividends without the consent of the share-
holders. That has been the law, and I cannot see any
reason for changing it. The Grand Trnnk Railway Com.
pany has special legislation for that purpose, but I think it

Mr. MIcuHLL.

would be a mistake to do the same thing in regard te other
railway companies. If that is done, you must authorise
semi-annual meetings instead of annual meetings. I think
we should be careful to see that these companies have
money in the banks out of which te pay for labor, and for
accidents, and all that sort of thing, and, as a rule, with re-
gard to most of our railway companies, there is no occasion
for semi-annual meetings to declare dividends, because there
are no dividends to declare.

Mr. MITCHELL. The only instance I know of where
semi-annual dividends are declared is the Grand Trank Rail.
way. The other railways are only authorised to declare
dividende annually. I do not see that it is necessary to de-
clare semi-annual dividends on any of these railways. I
would suggest that the section should be se amended as te
read that:

" At the annual meeting of the sharehollers of the company, a divi
dend shall be declared only out of the net profits of the undertaking."

And ieave out the words "unless such meeting decides
otherwise." I think that would meet the case.

The CHAIRMAN. The way in which the clause now
reads is :

" At the annuel meeting of the sharehold ers of the company, a
dividend may be declared out of the net profits of the undertaking.'

Mr. MITCHELL. That will do.

On section 71,
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I do not know whether

there is any penalty for the infringement of this clause. If
there is not, it will be nugatory.

Mr. THO XPSON. This makes it illegal, but it would be
very difficult to inflict a penalty when it is the act of the
whole company at an annual meeting of the shareholders.

Mr. MULOCK. Would it not be possible te provide some
means of enforcing this section ? It says that the directors
shall not pay a dividend on the stock until the undertuking
has been completed and opened to the public, and then
they may pay interest at the rate of 6 per cent. Supposing
the directors violate this provision of the law, what will
yon do ? The clause says :

" The directors may, in their discretion, until the railway is com-
pleted and opened to the public, pay interest at any rate not exceeding
6 per cent. per anium."

If the proprietors pay more than 6 per cent., they should
be held liable, and I suggest that they should be made
liable for any excess, without any prejudice te the right to
recover from the parties receiving the same.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will make a note of that.
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. We also.ought te have the time

specified when the railway is to be completed. I do not
think any railway in Canada is really completed, and
therefore there is no definite time specified.

On section 73,
Mr. MULOCK, Would it not be proper to provide

restrictions against shareholders disposing of stock which
they have not paid up, where good shareboldors may rid
themselves of liability by transferring their stock .to men
of straw ? Under the Joint Stock Companies' Act, there
is a provision to meet such a case as that. Under that Act,
if I remember rightly, the directors are not allowed to per-
mit the transfer of stock that is not paid up in full, to other
than substantial persons, or persons who are generally
reputed teobe substantial persons; and if they violate the
provisions of that Act, they are liable. I would suggest
that provision of the Act might be well incorporated here.

Mr. THOMPSON. Would it not restrict the transfer of
shares very much ?
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Mr. MULOCK. I mean to say that when a man sub-
scribes for stock and pays up, say, 10 per cent. upon it,
and owes 90 per cent., he onght not to be at liberty to
transfer that stock to a man of straw and leave other per-
sons, who were induced to come in on the faith of his
transaction, to meet the whole liability, I think thore
should bo a limitation of transfer.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. If the hon. gentleman will look at
section 75-I think that meets the case.

Mr. MULOCK. That only deals with the transfer of
stock on which there is no arrears.

Mr. THOMPSON. But suppose an individual takes 50
shares in a railway company, on which there is a cali of 80
per cent., the rest may never be called up, and would the
hon. gentleman make these shares never transferable ?

Mr. MULOCK. No; you must not quarrel with me,
but with Parliament that bas laid down the principle under
the Joint Stock Companies' Act. It is one thing for them
to be in arrears, that is, to hoeoverdue, and it is another
thing to have liability that has not been called up at all.
Now, the Joint Stock Companies' Act provides that a share-
holder cannot rid himself of bis contingent liability, how-
ever remote it may be, except with the consent of the
directors, and the directorate must not give that consent.
I ask that the same safeguard be put in here for the pro-
tection of the honest shareholder.

Mr. THOMPSON. Very well, we will let that stand for
the present.

Mr. TISDALE. I do not think we need to waste any
sympathies over the railway companies. I think the share-
holders are in much more danger of being induced to take
stock than are the railway companies to suffer. I think
any gentleman who bas any knowledge of the way railway
companies are organised in this country, knows that there
is much more danger of the shareholder being victimised,
than of the company being imposed upon by allowing the
shareholder freely to transfer his share. The Joint Stock
Companies' Act, and the subjects it covers, are entirely dif-
ferent matters from railway companies. I think the hon.
gentleman's grievance is entirely theoretical. It would
certainly be a very inconvenient law to hlmit the transfer
of shares. The ordinary law is that you must pay your
calls in order that a company may go into effect. Now,
the Joint Stock Companies' Act deals with a different class
of subjects, small companies of all sorts, engaged in mercan-
tile transactions, where business men carry on business for
themselves. When railway companies are organised the
general public are invited to subscribe, and they do sub-
scribe, and they cannot transfer their shares unless they
pay calis. You subscribe to stock, and the law says that if
the company impose a call, that shallh be paid, otherwise
the shares are free to be transferred. I think it would be
a great mistake in the intereste of the construction of rail-
ways, and- it would rather be putting the boot on the wrong
leg, to give railway companies more power over people sub-
scribing stock than they have now.

Mr. MULOCK, I am not seeking to protect railway
companies*particularly, but to prevent injustice. We are
now on the eve of a great boom in railway building, par-
ticularly of short linos in the North-West, and these rail-
Ways incur liabilities particularly to creditors, and the
provision I suggest would be, in the first instance, in the
protection of creditors. We have no right to allow partners
to escape their liability. These shareholders are limited
partners by virtue of the Act, and the general law of part-
nership applies, that partners are liable to pay the creditors
of the concern. In this case they are only liable to the
extent of their shares. They undertake to pay at some
time or other a certain sum of money, The shareholders

may not choose to make calls, there may be arrears in
regard to the liability, but the liabilities exist, and if unpaid
the creditors can proceed against the shareholders and
recover payment. To allow solvent shareholders totransfer
stock and escape liability renders it possible to commit a
fraud upon creditors. Then again it would leave share-
holders, who perhaps did not have the consent of the direc-
tors, liable to pay in full, whereas other shareholders might
be allowed to escape. I think it is proper that such a pro-
vision as I have suggosted should be ntroduced.

Mr. W.ELDON (St. John). If you put such a clause in
the Act you will very soon have few stockholders.

On section 75,
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). This section should be

struck out, as it is infringing on the powers of the Local
Legislatures. We have no right to determine what is per-
sonal and what is real estate; that i a question of property
and civil rights.

Mr. THOMIPSON. All property and civil rights in rail-
ways under our control may be regulated by this Par-
h1ament. As regards railways, we have a right to legislate
over property and civil rights, as being within our jurisdic-
tion and not within the juriediction of any other Logis-
lature. We can absolutely forfeit or do anything we please
with railways under our control, and it is only as to them
this Act applies.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). This section has nothing
to do with the railway itself. It is more than doubtful if
we have the right to determine that certain property with
which we have power to deal is real or personal property.
It is of great consequence, not at this moment perhapa,
because 1 think the law is the same in all the Provinces of
the Dominion. We have in the civil code of Quebec a de-
claration that shares in railways are personal property;
but supposing the Legislature of Quebec thought proper to
change that, I think it would apply to railways as well as
to anything else. This question is of great consequenoe, on
account of the law concerning marriage settlement. Under
our law there is a community of property between the
parties, and in that community is included every kind of
porsonal property. It would raise a very serions question,
supposing the Legislature of Quebec should make a law de-
claring that railway shares are real property.

Mr. THOMPSON. I admit, of course, that we should
not interfere with the rights of property unnecessarily, but
it must be remembered that all the other seventy-two sections
have dealt with the question of property and civil rights. If
we hesitate as te our power on that subject we surely must
reconsider our position as to the transfer of shares and the
declaration of dividends, and everything of the kind. But
the hon. gentleman will see the consequences that will
ensue. If the doctrine can be sustained that i is only for
the Provincial Legislatures to say whether these shares are
real or personal property, this result would follow, that the
Provincial Legislature might declare them to be real estate,
or interest in reaI estate, and then they would not be trans-
missable in the way prescribed, and every provision of the
Bill as to the rights of shareholders would have to be
altered. It is inevitable that the power must rest entirely
here, and that we should deal with railway shares as being
personal property.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I do not dispute that
question of civil rights necessarily incident to railways can
be dealt with by this Legislature. 1 do not, however, se
the bearing of this determination of the nature of railway
property as regards the building of a railway. What
necessity is there, when we are legislating on railways, to
say what the nature of railway property shall be ?
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Mr. THO IPSON. It seems to me most material to the
construction and working of a railway that the interests of,
the shares shail be personal property, and that only.
If we are to treut them as interests in real estate, the hold-
ers may at any moment interfere with the operation of
the railway, and olaim a division of the property, and their
shares would be transmissable to their heirs, and a new set
of shareholders would come in in that way. It is vitally
conhected with the exorcise of the necessary control over
the companies which are authorised to construct railways
under our control. I would be sorry to be disposed to in-
terfere unduly, but it seems to me to be necessary.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I will point out the diffi-
culty which this may bring about. It is this:. Personal
property is a word used il English law, but we have not
that word in our Quebec law. if yon state that railway
property will be personal property, it will raise a difficulty
in our Povince, where the law is not the sanie as in the
other Provinces.

Mr. TI1OMPSON. I now see tho particular point of the
hon. $ôltleinan's bbjection. It may need another word
addetto describe the kind of personal property it would be
in the rO'Vinte of Quabec; and I will therofore let the
seotidh stAnd, with that viWv.-

On #ection 83,
Mr. TISDALE. I see that that clause is chabged ina-

teriilly, although it dos mot show it in the printing. Thore
is a portion of the old clause loit ont, us regardirg the
power to sell shares, which may affect railway companies
already incorporated. It is a question whether those
powers should be taken from the companies that are already
organised. Some of those companies from time to time do

=éil ares that are not altogether paid up. I think the
Oanada Southern, and the Grand Trunk, and possibly the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, have a large ameunt of capital
stobkyet unsutscribed, and under the former Railway law
they would have a perfect right to sell this, while according;
to tié present Bill they would be deprived of that right.
Fôrmerty this unsubscribed stock could be sold, or they
could inake loanmfor it. On ordinary small railways it would
not matter very much; still I would like to know if there
is any objection to that power being retained. It would
seem to me that there is an objection to its not being re-
tained in the case of companies now incorporated, and 1
shôûld think we bught to be carefui ho* w. thould deprive
thieni f rights they have had up to this time.

Mr. :EDGAR. I do not see what is the use of retaining
that piovision.

.Mtr.IfSbALE. Formerry they could soil or pledge the
stock.

Mir. EDGAR. Not unless it is subsoribed.

Mr. TiSUÂLE. Yes, they could get subsoriptions for it.
It struck me it must have been pût in the Railway Act for
some objèct, and I think we sh6uld be careful in making
such a radical change.

Mr. EDGAR. I think it is far botter the way it is in the
Bili.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think the view of the Minister of
Railways was that it was too large a power to give to
directors, to soell or pledge unsubscribed stock.

Mr. TISDALE. I have not heard that any railway
companies object to this provision, but I know that in times
pt some of them have ased that power to raise money. We
know the Grand Trunk aut one time sold several millions -of
that sort of stock, and, by what the hon, gentleman opposite
eay., I think the oomcàitteelhave hardly got the correct Idea

Mr. LANQELUS (4uebec).

1about the matter. There is a ver-y material difference
between people buying at 20 cents on the dollar, and
subscribing so that they wlll have to pay 100 cents on the
dollar. I mnight be willing to buy $10,000 and to
pay $1l,000, but I would not want to pay $10,000
and be liable to be assessed for a hundred, when
it is only worth 10 cents. As you will see by the
stock quotations, the companies deal in this by millions.
I remember well when Parhiament authorised the Grand
Trunk to enlarge their capital stock, and they sold it st 10
cents on the dollar and realised a great deal of tnoney,
because it tempted people to buy it in the hope that it would
ho worth something. Thougb this was a very large power
under the general Railway Act, we should be careful that
we do not put ourselves in the position of legislating away
companies' rights.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is not my hon. friend fighting a phan-
tom. I do not think the illustration ho has given occatrs at
all in relation to this particular section. The section says:

" The directors may sell, either by publie auction or private gale, and
in such Manner and on such terme as to them seem meet, any shaîres se
de1tared to be forfeited, or inay pledge suchforfeited shares for the pay-
ment of loans or advances made or to be made thereon, or for the pay-
ment of"-

That is. only shares subscribed.

Mr. THOMPSON. What ho complains of is that the
provisions of the present law are left out, which enables
the sale of unsnbseribed stock by the directors,

Mr. TISDALE. After the word "forfeit" is left ont
several words, " Any shares remaining unsubscribed of
the capital of the company and they shall be allowed to
pledge for loans of money." That is a serions change and
might affect some rights of those companies very largely.

Mr. HALL. I think it ought to be left ont so far as
general powers are concerned. The illustration the hon.
gentlerman gave of the Grand Trunk was by special legisla-
tion and under special circumstances. We can always give
that power under similar special circumstances. I thitk
the power is wisely left ont of this Bill, of giving the com-
pany permission to sell their stock at less than its par
value.

Mr. TISDALE. I do not think the special legislation
the hon. gentleman referred to went so far. Tie special
legislation authorised the company to increase their
capital, and I think they sold it under this power of the
general Railway Act.

Mr. HALL. They ought to have had special legislation
for botii.

Mr. TIOMPSON. It does seem to me that power like
that shôuld be specially given. The powers here given are
often overlooked by people who beôone shareholders. It
is unsabe to entrust power like that to every class of
directore.

On section t6,
Mr. MULOCK. I would point out that if you allow a

shareholder to transfer bis stock, on which there are no
arrears, and on whieh h. is liable to creditors, you allow him
to escape from the provisions of that Act. The shweholder
who is liable at the tine cease to be liable if you allow him
to transfer. Section 86; pretending to gise security to the
creditor, can be defeated under the provisions of a prior
section.

On section 88,
Mr. WELDON (St. John>. I think you should have

ndded the worda, " Whith shah be -open to the inspection
of sharehoiders."

Er, TEOAPSON. Yes i thiMk that taiht be don,
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On section 89,
Mr. THOMPSON. The Act at present provides that 10

per cent. of the capital stock must be expended on the con-
struction of the railway within three years. It is proposed
by this Bill to change the amount to 25 per cent. and to
reduce the time to two years.

Mr. MlTCHELL. DoSe that affect any special charter
already granted ?

Mr. TROMPSON. No.
Mr. EDGAR. It eeems to me that this is rather hard,

because a large amount raised from bonds or otherwise may
be expended, although 25 per cent. of the capital stock may
not be expended within two years, and if not the powers ot
the company cease. I think if this were put into effect it
would cause the forteiture of almost every charter, because
the system is to do the work by Government subsidy and
the issue of bonds, and it is very seldorn that 25 per cent.
of the stock is expended in ton years, much less in two years.
I think 10 per cent. would probably be enough.

Mr. THOMPSON. Ton per cent. would probably bo too
low. We might make it 1à per cent. instead of 25.

Mr. MULOCK. Would it not be better to make this a
percentage of the cash paid, because capital stock embraces
a great deal that is given away for nothing.

Mr. THOMPSON, If you said ton per cent. of the cash,
that would mean very little.

Mr. MULOCK. Suppose a company had $1,000,000
capital stock, and gave away $800,Ou of it; there would
only be 200,000 which riepresented cash.

Mr. THOMPSON. We should make it so that it is
impossible to give away so much stock.

Mr. MULOCK. Every special Act allows stock to be
given away in that way.

Mr. THOMPSON. It would be subject to this provision,
which would made that unworkable.

Mr. EDGAR As I understand, this provision will only
apply to cases where there is no time limit fixed by a
special Act?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

On section 90, sub-section d,
f7 Mr. PA.TERSON (Brant). Suppose a railway company
Ws desirous of crossing an Indian reserve, which is not held
in fee aimple, but in common, how would it obtain the
power?

Mr. THOMPSON. The titie could b3 given with the
assent of the Crown,

On sub-section e,
Mr. EDGAR. Surely this section, which permits a com-

pany to remove trees whicet stand within six rods from
either side of the railway, or which are liable to iall across
the rai iway track, cannot be intended to apply to the open
country, because it would include trees in a man's orchard.

Mr. TROMPSON. If they fell on the track.

Mr. EDGAR. It includes all trees. If you strike out
the word " or " it will be all right.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I thi-nk there ought to be some
provision that if the timber that is felled by the railway
compnY is converted to thoir use, they ougtit to pay for
it.

Mr. TISAML. That isoood further on,

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I hope it is, because the com-
panies take timber and convert it into bridges, and refuse to
pay the proprietors.

Mr. MITCHELL. There may be hardships about that.
I have heard of a railway company goingthrough a country
and taking trees which were nothing but rampikes only about
the size of a man's leg, and the owner made a claim on the
company for using some of these rampikea for ties. We
know that if certain obligations are placed on the rail.
ways they may be taken advantage of by some of these pro.
prietors.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Nameý
Mr. MITCHELL. There was a claim once put in for

something of that kind-but I will spare the hon. gentle-
man's blushes, and not go on.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I confess I have not heard any.
thing from the hon. gentleman that removes the objection
against placing the railway oompanies in any different posi-
tion from that which they will occupy under the amend-
ment I suggest. I do not know to whom the hon. gentleman
refers. lie should have told the committee when he went
so far as ho did,

Mr. MITCHELL. I shall certainly do so if you wish.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). But no matter whether those
trees to which ho refers were, in his opinion, of little value
or not, they were the property ef somebody else, and they
should not bave been converted by the company to their
own use without compensating the proprietor. However,
I arn not speaking with regard to this particular subject,
because i do not thirk it should have been alluded to by
the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell), but
I say that when trees are removed from the vicinity of a
railway by the railway company and used in the oenstrue-
tion of the railway, or for any other puipose, the value of
those ti oes should be paid to the adjoining proprietor.

On sub-section g,
Mr. INNES. I would like to call the attention of the Com-

mittee to the large powers this section gives a railway nom.
paüy in respect of the closing up of roads, or making per-
manent embankments. You will notice by this section that
it gives the company the power to make an enbankment,
and to eloie up a road or a road allowance. Of course seo-
tion 91 providus that the company shali leave the road as
neurly as possible as it was before, but we know well
that in many cases railway companies exercise rather
arbitrary powers in that respect. Section 92 provides for
compensation, but in the case of municipalities it is very
difficult indeed to assess the damages, as no individual
is concerned. I think the section should be amended so as
to be as much as possible in the interest of municipalities.
There is a case in point in the corporation of Guelpb, of
which the hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) knows.
When the Grand Trunk was constructed, a good many years
ago, they made a large embankment of 20 feot aeroes the
road allowance, and that road has never been made, and the
compaiy bas never made an undor-crossing. The matter
is nuw in litigation. lt isjust possible, accorjing to the
terms of the'clause, that the Railway Committee may make
the under-crossing, but it provides that the approaches may
be made by inclined planes, and these may be of such a
nature as to render the crossing in a sense useless or im.
passable. I thing the clauses should be modifled in some
way so as to conserve the rights of municipalities as much
as possible, and to provide that these crossrings sha be of
such a nature thatthey will be useful. It should also pro.
vide for proper compensation to municipalitis.

Committee rose.
It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Qhair,
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After Recess.

House again resolved itself into Committee,
(lu the Committee.)

On section 90, sub-section g,

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. member who called atten-
tion to the necessity for making a provision in favor of
municipalities as regards the interference with embank-
mente, acqueducts and bridges, will, I believe, acquiesce
in the view that the company should have these powers. I
have made a note of his suggestion that the municipality
should have some protection, but in the meantime there
can be no objection to this clause passing.

Mr. INNES. Do you mean both with regard to the
proper crossing and with regard to the compensation ?

Mr, THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. EDGAR. In this clause, the word "permanent " is
quite new. I fancy it is taken from the English Act, but
that makes a serious difference in the law as it bas existed
hitherto, because this gives power to the railway con-
pany to construct a permanent embankment across a road-
way. That is entirely unusual, under our practice.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. As we go on, the hon. gentleman
will find that there is a provision that, if the level of the
highway is to be altered, the consent of the municipality
has to be obtained, and if that consent cannot be obtained,
it goes to the Railway Committee.

Mr. INNES. I think it is left altogether tothe Railway
Committee, and the power is taken eut of the hands of the
municipality.

Mr. EDGAR. That is in regard to running along a
highway. I would like to ask if it is proposed to allow a
railway company to obstruct a navigable stream?

Mr. THOMPSON. They cannot obstruct any navigable
streams without the approval of the Governor in Council,
under the Acts respecting the navigation of rivers.

Mr. EDGAR. Should not the power given under sub-
section A be subject to the approval of the Railway Com-
mittee?

Mr. THOMPSON. I think the hon. gentleman wiil find
that it is so.

Mr. E DGAR. I would like to ask whether, under this
clause, a railway is entitled to make all these obstructions
in any direction without coming under the subsequent
sections? Apparently, in regard to the permanent location
of the road, its profile and alignment, the -Railway Com-
mittee has control, but 1 think that in regard to these
temporary proceedings they ought to have some control
also.

Mr. HALL. I think some power should be given to a
railway company in regard to highways. There is suffi-
cient provision for Government control under sections 183,
184 and 1b5 of the general Act.

Mr. EDGAR. That is in regard to permanent construc-
tion, but this is only temporary.

Mr. LAURIER. These permanent powers taken under
sub-section h, seem to be in confiiet with clause 9)1, because
the latter readâ:

" The ompany shall restore (as nearly au possible) to lit formerstate, any river, stream, water-course, highl way. "-

Now, sub.section A, on which we are now,
that the company shall have power to alter.
word "permanently " has been added sinee.
have been the original intention.

Mr. >Iîns.

contemplates
I suppose the
It could nt

Mr. THOMPSON. A highway, for instance, is to be
restored as nearly as possible to its former state. It cannot
be restored to is foi mer place if it has been diverted.

Mr. LAURIER. Yes, but if the alteration is to be nade
permanent how can it be restored to its former condition ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The highway can be completed as
well as it was before, or as nearly as possible.

Mr. LAURIER. The section now reads:
" Divert or alter, temporarily a well s permanently, the course of

any such river, stream, water-course or highway."
Then clause 91 says:

I The company shall reutore (as nearly as possible) to its former
state, any river,"-

And so on. Does not the hon. gentleman see a contradic-
tion ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It would be so, excepting for the
words "as nearly as possible." I think that is about as close
as we can get for a provision of that kind.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think it is doubtful whether we
can give such power. Of course they can do so in the English
Parliament, because there is no other body having jurisdic-
tion, but here there are Local Legislatures under whose
jurisdiction ail the property of the country is situated, and
while we are authorised to incorporate a railway company,
we cannot insist upon giving to Lhat company any other
powers than those which are necessary to its existence.
We cannot do what we might do, il property and civil
rights were under our jurisaiction. If a .rovinco were to
say, for instance, that a railway should drain the trauk in
a particular way, that would apply to railways of the Do-
minion just as well as to railways of the Province. If a rail-
way of the Province couid exist when such powers are being
exercised, so could a Lominion railway, and we could not
protect the Dominion railway against the public policy of
a erovince.

Mr. THOMPSON. We cannot legislate on the subject of
railways at all, if the hon. member's views are correct. We
cannot invade the rights of property by allowing a company
to take any lands, and if we cannot give them the right
over land, the railway cannot be built.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). My statement is, and it is in
accordance with the decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States, that if you have power to croate a railway
corporation, you have power to confer upon it all powers
that are necessary to the existence of that corporation.

Mr. THOMPSON. And to enable it to carry out its
undertakiug.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But you cannot go beyond that.
Suppose )ou were to authorise a railway company to build
a ruad, and they located it along some river or water-way
which would seriously interfere with the drainage of a large
section of the country. 1 say you could not do that. That
is my contention; and you could no more do thai than a
Local Legislature could deny you the right to create a rail-
viay corporation. Property and civil rights being vested in
the Local Legilature, of course, do not ueprive mis Parlia-
ment from creatnng a corporation where such corporation
comes within the exceptions in the 92nd section et the
British North America Act. But sureiy you cannot give
a railway corporation powers beyond that. eor instance,
you could not say that a railway corporation shai fnot di ain
its lands in theb same way as any other portion of the muni-
cipality affecting the public health; if a railway corporation
were to create a parumular naisance, you have not Lne right
to say, by legislaLon here, that it ahould not be called upon
to drainthose"landinsome other way. Thatiunder the
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'urisdiction of another body, and they have just the same
right to legislate with regard to the conduct of a company
created by this Legislature as they have with regard to the
conduct of any citizen within the Province.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I am afraid we cannot convinee each
other on these doctrines.

On section 101,
M. EDGAR. Do they decide who shall receive the com-

pensation ?
Mr. THOMPSON. In connection with the preceding

clause I suppose it would be all right. It is just adopting
the words of the Act amending the Indian Act of last SeE-
sin.

On section 120,
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I would suggest the pro.

priety of changing this provision, which requires the map
and the book of reference to be deposited in the office of the
Clerk of the Peace, and make it the office of the Rogistrar,
wbich is mueh more accessible to the general public, I
think, in all the Provinces.

Mr. E DGAR. Besides, the Clerk of the Peace has no
vault or safe place for keeping these plans, which are valu.
able and should be preserved for future reference. But the
registry offices always have vaults.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, I think it should be the registry
office.

On section 150,
Mr. LAURIER. This section provides that if the oppo-

site party neglects to give notice to the company that he
accepts the sum offered by it, or does not give the name of
the person whom h e appoints as arbitrator, the judge shall
on the application of the company, appoint a person to be
sole arbitratror. This seens to me to be rather arbitrary,
as it would put th e proprietor in that case altogether at the
mercy of the sole arbitrator,

Mr. THOMPSON. We will let that stand.

On section 159,
Mr. LAURIER. This clause provides that the arbitrator

may be a person professionally employed by either party.
Is not that contrary to the general principle, that no one
should be arbitrator who is interested in the suit or has
expressed an opinion on it.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is the same as the law at present,
and was really made in the interest of the property owner.
The fact is that the property owner, in nine cases out of
ten, selects some personal or professional friend as his arbi-
trator, but who is really an advocate, and the party on the
other side does the same; then a third party, if they do
not agree, is appointed to judge between the two.

Mr. EDGAR. The practical result of this is, as I know
from professional experience, that the Railway Company
employs one men who is a skilled surveyor as their arbitra-
tor, and he, understanding the case, does not call in the num-
ber of witnesses that one not cognisant of the facts would
The other aide selects their arbitrator on the sane prin-
ciple, and thus a great saving is made in the expenditure
which would be entailed by calling in a large number of
witnesses. Then, if these two disagree, they cal! in a third
party.

Mr. THOM PSON. It looks unsound in principle, but it
works really well after ail.

On section 164,
Mr. TEROMPSON. This section changes the percentage

from double the amount mentioned under the notice served
under section 146, to 25 per cent.

Mr. WELDONÔ On a small amount of land, 25 per
cent. would be very little.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebeo). Botter leave the law as it is'

Mr. THOMPSON. Well, we will say 50 per cent.

On section 169,
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I would call the attention

of the Minister of Justice to one great inconvenience which
bas arisen under the old clause. Our judges have decided
in several cases, that no compensation eau be awarded for
witnesses, because, as they said, the witnesses must appear
voluntarily. I have known cases where the parties have
succeeded as against the railway company, but had to pay
hundreds of dollars for witnesses, because the judges held
that the witnesses appeared voluntarily, and that, therefore,
the allowance to them could not be taxed. I think there
should be some provision that the party that loses should
pay the witnesses. Of course I am speaking of the law in
the Province of Quebec, which is exactly the same as this
clause, and it is under that that the judges have taken this
position. I know, in my own practice, that a client of mine
had to pay $250 for witnesses, though he won his case.

Mr. THOMPSON. We will insert the worda "including
the proper allowance to witnespes."

On section 173,
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). That does not state how

long notice shall be given before the application.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). I think the General Mana-
ger should be inserted, as well as the other offlers.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, we will insert that, and make
the notice ten days.

Mr. EDGAR. Why is the last part of the old clause left
ont ?

Mr. THOMPSON. That is provided for in section 176.

On section 175,
Mr. THOMPSON. This is intended to enable the Rail-

way Committee to impose conditions for the safety of trains
passing over crossings which the RÀilway Committee may
sanction. At present, the Railway Committee have only the
power to approve or disapprove of the crossing, and some-
times, when the Committee ask that certain precautions shall
be taken in regard to the crossing, they are told that they
have no jurisdiction, and they can ouly get the control. by re.
fusing to allow thec ressing until the parties agree to adopt
the precautions. That is very indirect, and, therefore,
this provision is made.

Mr. EDGAR. Does that arise in reference to the differ.
ence between the Grand Trunk and the Ontario and Quebec
Railways.

Mr. THOPSON., No, I think not. I did not hear that
flly, but I have seen cases where this diffiulty has arisen.

On section 176,
Mr. SELANLY. As this clause is somewhat cognate to

sections 11 and 102, which have been allowed to stand, and
as this section is a new one, I hope the Minister will allow
it also to stand.

Mr. TIHOMPSO.N. I will agree to allow it to stand, as it
is cognate to other clauses which are standing, but it is not
new. It is simply a recasting of sub-section 13 of section 6.

Mr. SHANLY. In the expropriation of one company'
property by another, that bas not hitherto been the law. It
is provided for in section 102, which bas been allowed to
stand, and therefore I ask that this should be allowed to stand
als.
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On section 177,
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I cannot help thinking that this

is an objectionable section, and that it is in all probability,
beyond our jurisdiction. This section undertakes to control
all crossings of railways, whether these are incorporated by
the Provincial Legislatures or by the Parliament of Canada,
Now, while we have a right to control corporations
constituted by the Parliament of Canada, I do not think
we bave any authority to exercise jarisdiction over other
corporations that have an equal right to existence,
and an equal right to be protected against regulations and
interference by a body that did not create them. Certainly
the power to regulate or control implies the power to
destroy, and the Bill here might establish regulations that
would be so vexatious or so burdensome as compltely to
destroy the profitable character of roads that were incorpo-
rated by the Provinces; in fact they might make such regu-
lations as would induce every railway corporation to seek
to become a corporation of the Dominion, rather than of any
one of the Provinces. I was not in the House during the
Session that the Minister of Finance (I think it was) passed
the Bill that usurped control over nearly all the local rail.
ways of this couîtry. This is the first time the subjoct bas
come up since that period, and I wish to cali the attention
of the House for a moment to the provisions of the British
North America Act upon this subject.

Mr. THOMPSON.
stand for the present ?
after.

Wili the hon. geutleman allow it to
We eau disouss it more fully here-

On section 183,
Mr. EDGAR. With reference to that clause, a very

radical change is made in it. The old law provided that
whenever a railway was carried along an existing high-
way, as distinguished frou crossing it, the consent of the
proper municipal or local authority thereof should be first
obtained. I do not think the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council should be substituted for that local authority.
What means can they possibly bave for knowing about the
local interests affected by running railways along highîways
in every municipality where they mnay bo constructed ? It
is not one of the class of cases that I tihink is at all
proper for the R .y Commnittce to undortake, but is
one that the muniuialities have been accustomed to deal
with.

Mr. THOMPSON. We will let that stand.

Mr. O'BRIEN. This subject is worthy of a good deal of
consideration, and I think the time has come when the
people of this country ought to have more protection against
railways than they now have. It will be utterly impossible
for the Railway Committee to deal with the various cases
which require to be adjudicated upon. There secms
to be a conflict between this clause and the 187th clause.
This clause says:

1A railway shal fnot be carried along an existing line of highway."

But shall merely cross it. Clause 187 sayse:
"Whenever any portion of a railway la construetqd, or authorised to

b. oonoted, -upon, or along, or acroue any street, or other public

Clause 183 makes no provision whatever for any restric-
tion being put epon railways as to the rnanner in which
they shall cross highways. Thon clause 187 provides, as I
understand it, that no railway shall be constructed along
or across any street or public highway at the railway
level, without previously obtaining the consent of thie
RBtilway Cnmmittee of the Privy Cou iL Wall, that,
would bu all right if it was practicable, but how in the!
world eau the Privy Council undertake to deal with the num-

Mr. SHANLY.

berlesi cases thronghout the Dominion in which proteotion
is required for the public ? I am sure very member of
this House must have within his own knowledge a number
of cases where life and property are in danger every day
in the week by railway crossinirs. I know one case
of a crossing on the Northern Railway, which
is practically within the yard of a station where
ihere is not a day that life is not in danger.
It may be said that this is the business of the
municipality, but the municipalities have never yet,
in any case that I am aware of, taken the matter up,
iand it is very certain that the Railway Committee can-
not act, because the labor imposed upon them would be in-
terminable. There should be some speedy and expeditions
way of having these questions properly adjudicated, so that
a railway shall not be permitted to cross a highway in a
manner dangtrous to life or property. Now, such a state
of thirngs as exists in the case I alluded to, and in several
other cases within my knowledge, would not be tolerated
in any other country. Any one who has travelled in Eng.
land knows that, even upon branch linos upon which there
is the least traffic, either by road or by railway, such a
thing ai a level crossing without some protection to the
public is not permitted under any circumstances. But bore
we allow railways with long trains to go back and forward
over crossings without affording any protection whatever,
and the public have just to take their chance. The only pro-
tection they have is the privilege that, if a man is injured, he
caun bring suit against the company for damage, but that is a
very poor compensation for the loss of life. I think the Gov-
ern ment ought to deal with that class of cases. It has been
supposed bitherto that it was so important to get railways
built, that we should not interfere with their
freedom of action in such matters, and that it was better
to run a certain amount of risk than to put raitways to the
immense expense which they must incur if they provide
proper protection. I do not think this 187th clas. can be
acted upon. I should like to know how, in cases s»ch as I
alluded to, and s-uch as must be within the knowledge of
this Ii use, it is possible that a Railway Comnittee of
the Pri y Council can give us redress ? It is one of those
e in which, it being nobody's business to act, and in
w h a remedy cannot be obtained without a great deal of
expense, nobody undortakes it, so that we go on from year to
year with an increased trafflc, and yet the railways furnish
no protection to life and property. I do think it is some-
thing that onght not to be tolerated any longer, and it is
not tolerated in any other country in the civilised world.

Mr. EDGAR. I think that we should get section 188
amended as suggested. We want more protection to the
public against railways. The whole of the plans and profile
of the railway must be first sabmitted for the approval of
the Railway Committee, before they ean do anything. That
is the safeguard, and it is a check on the companies. I pro-
pose that we abould go back to the old provision that a
railway shall not be carried alongside a road unless leave is
obtained from the municipal or local authority.

.Mr. HALL. It is idle to compare the condition ofaifars
in this country with that in England. It is aid that there
is no country where this state of things exist except Can-
ada; in the United States level crossinge are the rule,
rather than the exception. It is idie to expect that we ean
have overhead and under-crossings; we are obliged to have
level crossings in nine cases out of ten. The provision
inserted is a very wise one. It would be vwise to go
back and give power to municipalities to dictate as to-ow
crossings shall b made. We might juast as well tell
individuals that they need not give up their lands to rail-
ways unless they are compensated acoording te the Aerms
,hey chouoe to ask. Municipalities would impose zrossage
on railway companies which tihey coeld not comply with.
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The Railway omMiitte of the Privy Council will safely
guard the puboe interest, aand it is a better tribunal resort
thaa t"e one ezisting under whieh rai4way construetion
was first oemmenced in this con»try. The change is a wise
one and it ià in the gênerai interests of the people.

Mr. O'BRIEN. No one has interfered, and the evil still
exista. I do not say that we can get rnder or overhead
croesings at every concession line; but some authority
should have interfered in this matter long ago. Undor this
Bill there will beno interference, for it wiIl Le impossible for
the Privy Council to take up all these cases. How are the
people going to travel from remote parts, even of Ontario,
to Ottawa, to se the Privy Council, m such a case as I have
in mind this moment? I am not, I repeat, proposing that
the company shal be obliged to make crossimgs at every
concessional line, but there are a number of cases where
protection should be afforded.

Sir RCHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thisis a point as to which
I canconfirm theatementa made by the hon.gentleman who
bas last spoken. I recollect extremely well that in Kingston,

oral court of appeal in these matters, and they could
inspect erossings complained of through their ofEcers,
ln the case of old-established crossings the municipaliti«e
might very fairly be asked to assist the railway Gompauies
in making the necessary improvements. Some of the earlier
crossings were not dangerous until population increaQed and
the roads were more used. I consider the Privy Co-uneil
to be the best Court of Appeal in such cases, having, as
'hey would, to deal, not only with cases of level crossings,
but with aIl other subjects covered by the elauses ot this
Bill in which they are made sole judges. In those obber in-
stances the same objection might be taken, and it might be
contended that some other authority should be established
other than the Railway Committee of the Privy Council. I
think the clause as it stands eis fairly protective of public
saféty. The appeal, I repeat, should be in the hands of the
Railway Committee of the Privy Council. I do not think
it is right or just that such matters should be left in the
bands of municipalities, in regard to which I do not speak
too harshly when 1Lsay that they are not, as a general rule,
inclined to be over just to the railway compafies.

or within two or three miles of it, eleven or twelve deaths Mr. COOK. In cities and towns I think gates might
ocurredfrom thedangerous state in which railway crossinge be erected at level crossings. We have an instance in
were left for many years. It was only after an enormous num- Toronto in connection with Parkdale, where a
ber of remonstrances, and after delegations had been sent to great many accidents occurred. The Railway Committee
Ottawa, ut very considerable expense, that the Railway Com- of the Privy Council had been applied to frequently, but
mittee were at lat, I believe, induced te take action. I they would not move in the matter until, finally, there was
doubt whether even at this moment the several crossings an accident by which a valuable life was lost, and thon the
to which I alude have been put in proper shape. I dare Privy Council gave the privilège to build the sub way, and
say the hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) will re- it was built. n King street there is a crossing of about
collect the rather notorious crossing at Collins' Bay, where eight tracks, and that has been in a disgraceful condition
as many as ten lives were lost in the last twelve or fourteen for a number of years. Accidents occur there frequently, and,
years, and other crossings in the same vicinity where aise finally a nearly fatal accident having occurred, the Privy
lives were lost, and the crossing at Cataraqui Road going Council order ed the railway authorities and the Uity to build
ont of Kingston. The appeal to the Railway Committee of a subway there. The railways run through the town of
the Privy Council is a very tedious, expensive, and unsatis. Parkdale, and in some places the crossings are very danger-
factory proceeding. Very often the Ministers are away, ous; one place particularly so, bécause of a curve in the
very often it is dimoult to obtain appointments at conveni- road and a high grade, where the trains come with great
ent times for délegations, and bringing people to Ottawa speed; and in this place, to my own knowledge, acidentshave
from a great distance necesarily involves a heavy expense. occurred. In places like this the railway com nies should
I should ike to hear the opinion of the hon. member for be compelled to put up gates, and it would
Grenville (gr. Shanly). I know, as a matter of fact, not not be very expensive. I believe that the public
mere cases of inconvenienee, but cases of very serions risk should be protected a littie more than they are, and I
te lives of all persons who cross the railway track do occur, believe, with the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien),
and if any means cau be devised for providing some remedy, that it is too expensive and to difficult to appeal to the Privy
it is eéeeedingly desirable it should be done, even if we have Council in such cases. It is too difficult te Move the Pmivy
to arm the judgee of the land with some discretionary Couneil when a railway company ise concerned. Railways
power to deal with the evil. are great corporations, and they have very great infduenc.

I do not care whether it isà the hon. gentlemen who are
Mr. SBANLY. I quite remember the crossings to which o d t rehsur benhe té or g ete othe

the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cart- oeupying thé Trepury bonow s to-day, own hetherother
wright) lhasr.férréd. They were peouliarly dangerous; geteeaey oebtIke em u nwég

hata do nt sfupo tr t he, any more thanthl on.eom- that both aides are influenced largely by thése corporations.

ber for no spos(M . tha he ), int nd e teproo e hn.mem Therefore, I think it would b. li the interest, not alone of
eel crossngakIa ( b. 'doue) m nwayd wth p ea i thi the Privy Council, and thé members of the Privy Council,

levl rossinga abalbe done awaos wi th, beause ' this but of the country at large, that these influences should be
coutry, i wuld b ttery impossible t provid overhadremoved and thttherehould be a geeral Act by Wh
or under.crossinga at alI highways. But, at thé to places the public would be fairly protecte. Th public of this
refred te by thé hon. member for South Oxord,theos epubliboantry are not protected as they should be from these
oa were puiar y dangrous from the fact of therebeing railway corporations, and I think it is about time that

sheo étrns in the red. in cases of that kind 1 thinkit this House should study the public interest. I boliev
shokie inkited oncfhaes.erhesadacr oi? bntaraquead' that the Privy Council would find it mach te their advan-

th h éié of-possible danger h been rem di d lataly, o, tage to see that the publie are protected against thèse grat
let, it h beau psoosed to construct an overhead crosing railway corporations -
at an early day. h bmn. momber for Muakoka (Mr. Mr. BHANLY. I quite agrée with the hon, gentleman
O'Briéa) faêd & td with the system of level crossings, whe hs jut spoken and with the hint which hiu fallen
especijlly i the vioaiity of railway stations, but hé does not, from my hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien), that in

ont-a amedy. If wé-do not refer the matter to the all"ities and towas there should be gates on thé cra .
Coaamtte of the Privy Council, it is not to be I am not so familiar with the cities of western Canada, st

supposed that that body can take cognisance of thése dan- in Montreal it i never thought Of having a level crosig
geq. oreshinga; bat, when raported to them, this without a gate. If they have nouéine Toroto, I can say
wOdS le dm Thé E Uur Qomuita i. the ge.m that at the P'arkdule crossing they have dons a great doal
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botter, they have made an excellent under-crossing ; in
that instance, the municipality came to the aid of the rail-
ways.

Mr. O'BRIEN. How long did it take to get that done ?
Mr. SHANLY. I do not know that; but it ought to be

remembered that when those roads were first constructed
they were scarcely dangerous at all, and that they only
became to be so considered as the population increased.
lu the case of the Parkdale crossing, as I was the first per-
son that constructed it, I ought to know something about
It. When it came to be a great thoroughfare, and instead
of boing as formerly, an ordinary country road crossing,
it was actually in the city, the necessity arose for giving
increased protection. I remember the case, for I was ap.
plied to by some Toronto people for my opinion. As well
as I remember, the Privy Council took notice of it very
promptly. They had a meeting with the railway authori-
ties, who divided the expense with the municipalities,
and made an excellent safe crossing, botter than gates
could possibly be. I know that the King street crossing
too, is a dangerous one, and I also know that it is in con-
templation now to do something the samie with it as was
done in the case of the Parkdale crossing.

Mr. COOR. Oh, yes; it is under way now.

Mr. SHANLY. From having been a crossing in the
open common it bas become a crossing in the middle of the
city. I am strongly of the opinion that the Privy Council
is the proper court of appeal in those matters,

Mr. DESJARDINS. The bon. member for Grenville
(Mr. Shanly) has alluded to Montreal, and says that all the
railway crossinge in the streets are provided with gates.1
Re does not know, perhaps, that outside the limite of the
city proper, there are densely populated localities where
the railways cross numerous streets, and where there are
no gates to provide for the security of the people. He
knowe, probably, that every year we have to deplore the
los of many lives on account of the want of proper precau-
tions on the part of the railway companies. I think it
would b. better if we had a clause in the Act which wouldt
immediately provide, instead of leaving it to the Railway
Committee, that wherever a railway line goes across a
densely populated town or district, the law would compel
the company to build gates immediately and providet
necessary safeguards agaimst accidents. This would be
moving in the direction that my friend from Muskokat
(Mr. O'Brien) has indicated. Take, for instance, the town
of St. Henri, in the western portion of Montreal
city, which has 2,000 ofa population. The inhabitants of
that town have applied several times to the Grand Trunk
for gates to be put on the streets where the railway line
crosses, and they have also applied here, but as yet there are
no proper safeguards against accidents there. It is myu
opinon that the law should provide immediately that
whenever a railway crosses the street of a town or a
village, where the population is dense, that gates should be
put there. If this were done those accidents which wed
deplore would be avoided, and it would meet the object
which we have in view.

Mr. SHANLY. I quite agree with my hon. friend that3
some of the suburban towns around Montreal have becomea
to all intents and purposes, part of the city. I am entirelyn
in favor of insisting that gates or some such safeguardf
shall be used where there is a large population ; and not
only am I in favor of it, but I would make it imperative
that gates and keepers should be provided for those cross- 
uge .

Mr. DENISON. In Toronto the citizens have complain- o
ed for a great many years of these level crossings not being1
proteoted. There are a great many level crossings in c

Mfr. SKê.nLT

Toronto, and I know of only two instances in which there
are gates. If anything can be done in this Railway Bill to
protect the citizens of towns, where there are large popula-
tions, I think it should be done.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My attention has been
called over and over again to the very great indifference of
the railway corporations, one and all, to the destruction of
human life. The fact appears to be that when accidents to
lite happen the survivors are ready enough to bring claims
against the railway companies for compensation; and,
generally speaking, the railway companies, to do them
justice, are willing to consider those claims and make settle-
ments; but it is nobody's business to take steps to prevent
the recurrence of suoh accidents, and the consequence is
that year after year a succession of fatal accidents occur at
particular crossings. Now, if this matter is going to be
left to the discretion of the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council, it appears to me that the Railway Department
should also b. called on to investigate every case of death
which takes place at a crossing. That might well be made
a part of the functions of that department; and in such
cases, it should be the duty of the Government, as the
natural protectors of the lives o the people of this country,
to see that effective stops are taken, as far as possible, to
prevent the recurrence of similar disasters. There is no
use in leaving the matter to private parties, because they
will not exert themselves further than to obtain compensa-
tion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I quite agree with the obser-
vations of the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright). If this Bill does not provide, it ought to
provide, that in every case of death caused by a railway,
the Government ought to make an investigation.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Why wait for death ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Or in anyserious accident to
the person; for these accidents almost invariably result in
death. I think the Railway Committee should investigate
such cases and have a report, because that is the first
necessary stop towards taking such measures as will prevent
the recurrenee of such accidents, and the Railway Com-
mittee should be clothed with power, not only to make the
investigation, but to apply the remedy.

Mr. McMULLEN. I am quit. prepared to endorse what
the hon. member for Muskoka (gr. O'Brien) has said on
this question. In my own riding there are many places
where there is very great risk of the loss of life almost
every day, not only from crossings, but from trains running
close to roadways. If the muncipalities are not given
power to do something in the way of insisting on railways
putting up high fences so as to prevent teams being fright-
ened, and caused to run into ditches or against fences, and
upsetting the vehicle to which they are attached, these
accidents will undoubtedly continue to happen. In some
cases the railway companies have put up snow fences, and
have earried ther close to the crossing, so that a person
driving cannot see a train coming until he is right upon the
crossing. It is all very well for hon, gentlemen to advocate
changes for the protection of cities, but my hon. friend from
Muiskoka and myself are here to advocate such changes as
are necessary for the protection of life in the country
districts as well. I hold that the munioipalities should
not be prevented from compelling a company to erect
fences along the line where it runs beside a public road.
If the matter were left to the Railway Committee
of the Privy Council, as the hon. Minister of
Finance suggests, and if every oonstituency were
compelled to bring before them the same number
of accidents that happen in my constituency, they
would not be able to investigate all the cases that would
oome before them. I quite agreS with what the hou.
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member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) Baye about level cross-
ings. It is impossible at present to do without them in
Canada, but I think thatany hindrances, such as fonces and
shrubbery, should be removed, and I think the municipalitios
should bave power to enforce their removal; and where the
railway companies erect snow fences in winter close up to
the crossings, they ought at least to be taken down during
the summer. If the public have to come before the Privy
Council with ail such complaints, when there are, perhaps,
forty or fifty crossings in each county, it would be quite
impossible for the Privy Council to deal with all these cases.
I do not see that a botter arrangement could be made than
to allow the municipalities to stipulate what protection
should be afforded in the interest <f the travelling public.

Mr. SH AN LY. Will you guarantee the municipal
councils being reasonable ?

Mr. MoMULLEDN. I quite admit that in some cases
they might be unreasonable. At the same time, there
should be something done to protect the public from these
accidents which are continually happening, and which
will continue to happen unless some change is made.

Mr. BRI EN. In the town from which I come there is
one of the worst crossings in Canada, where accidents are
constantly happening. A year ago last winter a young man
with a bob-sleigh ran upon it, when a train came along, and
he was thrown on one side and the bob-sleigh on the other.
The buildings are situated close tu the track on each side of
the crossing, so that one is on the crossing before ho can see
the train coming. Last summer a poor unfortunate fellow,
while attempting to drive across, had his horse killed and
his own head taken off, Action was taken against the
railway corporation, who were, of course, quite willing to
settle. The law provides that trains must travel through
the town only six miles an hour, but they almost invariably
travel at a more rapid pace, especially in shunting. I think
it would be in the interest of railway companies themselves
if some provision were made by which the public could be
protected. The corporation or city council have made appli-
cation to the railway company two or three times to do so,
year after year, and invariably the reply has been that if the
corporation will pay the man, the company will furnish him.
That is equivalent to treating the corporation with contempt;
and I think that now is the proper time to adopt some
provision by which the public would be protected.

Mr. WRIGHT. I think it was Sydney Smith who said
that if a director were tied in front of every engine, acci-
dents would be lesa likely to occur. Many members of
this House visit my country place, and every time they do
Bo they run very great risks, as there are three very danger-
ous crossings on the way. Only the other night, on my way
home, I had to wait half an hour for an engine to pass up
and down over the crossing on the Gatineau road. No
serious accidents have as yet occurred, but no doubt if this
thing continues, some very serions accident will some day
occur. On the road to Aylmer we have two very bad
crossings, and I quite agree with the hon member for
Muskoka that country people ought to be protected quitet
as well as the city people, and that railway companies1
should be bound to provide against serions accidents result-
ing from these unguarded crossings. I hope the Govern.
ment will see its way to do this, because this is really an
important matter.

Mr. SHANLY. Would you advooate that for every
level crossing ?

M r. WRIGELT. I would, certainly, for every level1
crosing in the eounty of Ottawa.

Mr. THOMPSON. This is, no doubt, a very important
portion of the Bill, and it is well it should receive the
utmost attention, I am quite willing, in accordanee with
the request made, to allow the clause to stand over for

future consideration ; but I would ask the hon. members
who have given this matter some attention this evening,
to examine again the clause in connection with the exist.
ing practice and the difficulties wbich have ar.sen under
that practice, and I think they will find that this section is
a change in the direction of providing for the public safety.
Whetber it is adequate or not will remain to be considerei,
but it is, I think, a decided improvement in that direction.
The discussion of this particular clause commeneed by
the suggestion that we were taking away the power of
control from the inunicipalities, as under the existing
law there can be no crossing over a highway without
the consent of the municipal authorities. In the first place,
we must provide, as has been iuggested by my hon friend
behind me (Mr. Shanly), for the arbitrary refusal of the
municipality, because that is not provided tor in the exist-
ing law; but, as regards the control of the municipality
being sufficient for the purposes of public afety, hon.
gentlemen will observe, on reflection, that it is under that
system that all the present difficulties and negligencies
have occurred. While the law provides that there
shall be an absolute veto in the bands of
the municipal counoil, so little control has bee
exeroised by the municipalities, that not only have the
necessary safeguards never been taken, but the matters in
dispute have nover been brought before the Railway Con-
mittee for adjudication. The present law works, as I under-
stand it, practically in this way: No railway crossing on a
level sha be made, and no railway shall run along the public
highway without the consent of the municipal authorities.
A railway is built with or withont that consent. Generally
speaking, no doubt, that consent is assumed. Since I
have been a member of the Railway Committee, in only one
case, and that in the Province of Quebec, has a municipal
authority objected to a crossing, and the matter had t come
before the Railway Committee, and thon the public interest
was safeguarded to the fullest extent. In nearly ail other
cases, the consent bas been given on account of the
general desire which municipal authorities have to give
every facility to rail way companies; and they pay but
little regard to the chances of accidents, when those chances
aie balanced by the danger of the rail way being diverted to
some other locality. In other cases, the consentis taken for
granted, and there is no control in such cases in the hands
of the Railway Committee of the Privy Council at ail, unless
some other question arising, it becomes necessary for the
company to get its crossing confirmed; and it is only after
the railway has once been constructed with the consent of
the municipality or that consent having been taken for
granted, that by the occurrence of soma circumstances, such
as conflicting interests, the matter cones before the Privy
Council Committee. Now the change we propose to make
is this: We say that a railway cannot be built, even if the
municipal authorities consent, across or along a public
bighway unless the approval of the Railway Committee is
first obtained; so that it will not be a question of depending
upon the municipal authority for the safeguards which
they have seldom insisted on down to the present time,
but this will be a provision that a railway company
shall not make the crossing until they come before the
Railway Committee, where we will have an opportunity
of hearing all the contentions made, and when we will have
the advice of our own engineer, and thus obe able to see that
the publie interests are guarded. I do not think that the
Railway Committee is so inaccessible or so expensive a
tribunal in cases of this kind as the hon. member for
Muskoka bas euggested. I have sat upon it in two cases
which were presented in relation to railway crossinge, one
being the case in Toronto, which the hon. member for
Muskoka has montioned, In that case, represectations
were made by the mayor on one sile, and on the other side
by the connsel for the railway company, and I do not think
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that any witnesse were examined. I do not think that
the discussion eocupied half an hour, and I am sure that
the expenses incurred did not reach $40. In half an hour
a decision was made that gates should be put upon the cross-
ing, and I understand that that decision is being carried
out. If it is not, under the provisions of this Bill, it can be
very speedily enforced, because an order of the Railway
Committee may be made a rule of court, and be made
compulsory by summary proceedinge. Only one or two
other cases have occurred in which the Railway Committee
have been asked to intervene, either by the munieipalities
or any other person, as regards gates across highways, and
in those cases the gates have been ordered to be put up;
but, generally speaking, the difficulty ha not been in con-
sequence of the difficulty of getting the Committee to meet,
or the cost of its proceedings, hecause its proceedings are
very inexpensive, but it is owing to the utter negligence of
the municipal authorities, which are far more under the
influence of the railway corporations than the Railway Com-
mittee can possibly be, in bringing snoh matters before that
ommittee ut al. In the first place we have to be careful
that we do not give a control to the municipal authorities,
which will be absolutely arbitrary, and, in the next place,
we must provide that some botter and more independent
authority than the municipality shall have the regulation of
the question before the crossing is made. However, i am
willing to let the clause stand.

Mr. McMULLEN. I may say that it would be well to
provide in this Bill that t aIl crossings in rural sections,
railway companies should be required to protect the cross-
ings by removing trees or shrubbery, or anything of that
kind that is growing up upon their land, and that prevent
people approaching the crossings from beeing the approach
of an engine or train. I know of some sections where the
ralway companies have never tried to remove the shrub-
bery growing p on their land, and whieh becomes a com-
plet hedge, hiding the place of the crossing, espeeialIy
where thons is a deep out. If this Bill would proride that
in rural districts the railway companies must remove such
impediments to the view, a good reform would be affected.
I tink there should be some provision that the railway
should be required to remove anything which tends to pre.
vont a party travelling along the line of the railway from
seeing the approach of the train. I know that trees or
bush grow up, and the rai lway company should remove them,
whother they are on their own property or even on private

ty, so that parties who are crossing the track should
ve an opportunity to see the train when it is approaching

the crossing. Iknqw of severateos in myown county where
the shrabbery as grown to such an extent that it hides
the reai,, nd in several cases it has caused accidents

On section 191,
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Am I to understand that the

eompany is to be made liable only if it does not m .ke pro.
vision fer the pasing of farmers' earta over the railway ?
Very frequently it is found botter to make the czossing
wider the railway, but there seems to be no provision fkr
that.

Mr. THOMPSON. We will insert the words which will
make it read "under or over the same."

On soetion 193,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I understand the objet of 

tis section is to have means adopted which are fouRnd
neeessary for the proieution of trains cromsing bridges. Iti
is proposed to have the oor of the bridge se constructed and
maintained as to be a closed floor instead of there being
large open spaces, so that if a locomotive is derailod it eau-
not erush down between the Lseepers. It is also proposed
to havea bapedblock next to the railinorder to pre.

Mr. TibeoxpWN.

vent cars striking against the bridge. It is a technical
matter, and the importance of it will be seen by evory one.

Mr. SHANLY. I quite agree that this is4 technica
matter and I think the sub-seation had botter be omitted.
We are propouing to insert a specification i this section,
but we may get a botter system before long. t wilI be
quite sufficient if it is provided thiat th trains hall iot rTn
on a bridge unless aueh bridge is approved by tbe Minister.
The sub.section will simply complicate the matter nd miay
lead to trouble.

Sir RH ARLES TUPPER. Quite so. The ub-motion jis
aIl right at this moment; but a botter system might be dis.
covered afterwards, and the plana might thon be varied as
improvements are made.

Mr. EDGAR. I suppose it is meant to be enfbroed against
all railways after six months ?

Sir OHARLES TUPPER. Yes, it giveasix montha to
enable the companies to conform te the prevision.

Kr. THOMPSON. I havedrawn the following clause to
cover the point:

"No eomnpoy sha run ita trains ouany ridRp unioes uh brid
is constructd and maintained with the .fegards epproved by theMinister. This section shal fnot apply to ny ridge oalredonstruot-
ed until six months after the bringing of this Act inioforce.

On section 194, .
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Some further provisions should

be made in regard to the fencing of railway. Thre is a
provision already for fencing against adjoining proprietors,
and section 196 provides eertain peatties for neglect ia
such cases. In Ontario, munidpalities have power
to permit the run2ning at large of cattie pon
public highways. The railways are constrated in certain
portions of my county without having any finc..
erected along the lin. for long distanoos and Do attl
guards at the public highway crossing, and ome of the
municipalities where the road is not fened have passed
by-laws prmitting eattle to run at large en the highways.
In many instances these cattie stray on the railway track
and are killed, partily because of the non-fencing of the traok
and partly because of the non-eonstruction of cattie-guardu
at the publie highway crossinga. I know that instances
ocurred in my county during last summer where a large
number of cattle were killed belonging to people who could
not afford the loss. Whon compensation wss applied for
the companies sbeltered thms behid the t nip aw,
which provides that as the catde were trespfssera on the
railway lime at thàe time they we killed the 4oowas m ese
not entitled to compe9sation. Wbat I w t te prvid fofr,
if it can be provided for, is to make ere prøvision in esa
where mIuniipaitiw have passed byIaws peritisg the
run of attle on the higkway, that e railway Oaipanie
shal be required to mauintain their feases and aU-g 4rds,
and if they do not do thaLtheyallh beliable to dmage
for cattle kâled when they May have *tray4 ou the tiwak
from the publie highway.

Mr. BARRON. The member for North Repfrew r.
White) anticipated me in the very point wbicb I wbas . >Q
to raise. I have hud some experience of this very r*sttr
in my ridîng, and at the present time I sxn asked to brig
an action by people whose cattle have been killed by reasgn
of escaping off land over which they had a right to be and
to pastare under the by-law of theunmwipalty altewing
them te run at large. I rather foar that unw em law tie
it is these people who have tost tair catth;le a iiha* neo
remedy. We know it is oaly as againut te adjoising pre-
p.rty that the railroad has got to fenes, ad they heve
already refused to fence in many inatanees eqapt in so f4r

to proteet the cattle escipg froip tl* rs of $P pa-
tioular »e.n who wih to have a usoion bropgt It »"zj
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to me thWat sietion &94 and 19 ao aomewhat defootive, where the company does not fence the track, and the resuit
heoause soetimn 195 effrs to the âfaaing mentioned in 194 is that numbers of cattle are killed, and the settler whose
and say$ that "sach fscing skUJ be done within three oattie are destroyed, finds it almost impossible te receive
months 4ter wh oonstrawtion f thel railroad as against the compensation. I hope theR inister will amend the law in
ocapier." That applies t the asse where the land is such a manner as will compel the railroad Company to
,l4 ready ocowpiod. Seotion B applies to te case where it is fonce the railroad through the cities or municipalitiee, and
not already oocpied and it roquires the railway company to proteot cattle where they are allowed te run at large. It
te fonce it within three menthe after it is occupiod. There is the duty of the railroad company to protect their linos
is no means of giving an occupier any remedy In law for and the Goverunment should insist upon it. Of course, I
net feneing anless the occupier firet of all gives notice quite understand that when a railroad runs through twenty
requiring the railway company te fonce. I do net think or thirty miles of unsettled country, it would be harsh to
that is right. I think that the oecupier of land should have ask the companies te fonce those lands.
an action of damages without first of all giving the railroad Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In a thickly settled countryCompany notioee L fonce. you wantfences ?

Mr. T y ORPSON. I do not quite comprehend where Mr. WATSON. Yes, and if the land is net occupied andthe diMeulty arisie. As I understand the member for the farmer le allowed Le have hie cattierun at largo.North Ronfrew, ho takes the case of the railway crossing
which the compagy has negleoted properly te fence, and Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They ought net te allow thom
cattle are killed at the railway crosing. If they had te run at large; it is very dangerous to life.
escaped from the owner's property to the highway and had Mr. WATSON. It would b. almost impossible te om-
been destroyed for want of proper f.ncing of the railway, pel a man te fonce his cattle in. It is much more reason-the Company of course would be liable, but the company able te sey that the railway company should fonce thesots up 4 defence that they are killed on the railway cross- railway track.
ing having first escaped from their owner's property and
being wrongfully on the highway, and that although thecom. Mr. SH.ANLY. There ie one view in the case that my
pany were wrong in net having those fences up, the cattle hon. friends from Renfrew (1fr. White) and Lambton (hir.
were wrong in being there. I would refer'the hon. member Lister) have not touched upon. My hou. friend from North
to section 200 which requires them te -fonce the crossing. Renfrew (Mr. White) seems teobe particularly careful of

Mr. LISTR& It is net the case of farm crossings at aIl. the lives of cattie, but hoeshould remember that in this free
Mr. THOMPSON. I understand that commoner business the lives of people travelling by trains

• 1d . are in peril by cattle being allowed te rn at large.
Mr. LISTE R. As the law now is all the railway con- Whie I aom entirely in favor of railway companies provid-

pay is bound te do is te fene against Adjoining owners. ing proper cattle-guards, I think it should be insisted upon
The difficulty.ârises where they have net fenced as against by some law or other that cattle in a populous and settled
the adjoining owners and where cattle belonging te people, country should not be allowed to run at large. No matter
owned by persons other than the adjoining owners, escape how good the cattle-guards may be even where high fences
on the railway track over on fenced land. What I learned are constructed, you will occasionally find places where
from iny hon. friend ie: If lthe municipality allows thoee the cattle will get on the railway, if they are allowed te
cattle te be free commoners and enacts a by-law by which roam at large; and it is much more important to consider
they cese te be trespassers allowing them to run over on the danger to the people in the trains where the cattle are
enelosed lands, then if the company bas neglected te fonce killed than the cattle themiselves.
they should be held responsible in the same way as if theyare owners cf the adjoining land. 0f course, the. law, se far Mfr. LkANDERKIN. It is very important that the. quah-.
as crossinge are oncerned, is plain enough. ty of the fonce should be considered, because if the fnce is

881frossig ar.e onfernew). Thplai noug i. yenet of such a quality as te prevent cattle and other animais
Mr. WHITE (Bnfrew). Thoughi the law expressly re- getting through, and on te the track, loss of life may occur

quimre railway companies to put on cattle-guards on the from the trains coming into collision with them. Many of thelevel crousaLge, and if they do net and if Cattle etray on the railways have fences that are wholly inadequate te prevent
track.,, or eVR n the rossigs, and get upon the railway cattle, sheep and pigs from getting through them. For in.ine, from .the fact of there beingno cattie-guards, then the de- stance, many of the fencesconsist of wire hung on posts whioh
fonce is set up that those cattle are trespassers, and although are twelve or fourteen feet apart, and frequently there is no
they are there by the law of the municipality, that they board on the top of the posts, se that the animals caeasilyhave no right te be on the public highway. The hon. make their way over or through the wires. It is a greatmember for Lmbton (Mr. Lister) contends with me that hardship to farmers, and te people living in towns, te pre-
the railway company should b. bound o fonce against the veut their cattle running at large. In many towns theretrespassing of those cattle on their line I think it in a are commone. and Lb. municipal by-laws permit the cattle
i.anietdat that they owe te the public in every te run at large, and sometimes the cattle get on the station
populated portion of the country that they abould fonce ounds, owing te the station grouds not being enclosed.
thior lines. What I want te get into this law, if I can, is a fknow of a case in which a cow was killed by getting on
provision that will require them te do se, and if they te the station grounds, and the company declined te pay
boget- 4beir uoifest daty that they sheald be made te for the cow on the ground that she was unning at large.
suffer. fIf thre is anv thinv. in the contention that a cow comnr<in

Mr, WÂ!SO. This is a very •m rtant point, and
eepecially important in Msiitoba ani4 t4North-West. A
great many farmers there have suffered loss on acount of
fences &et bng ereted along the lines<of railway, and by
cattie being illed upon the track off their ows property,
jist as t)e member for Lambton (Mr. Lister) and the mem-
ber for Benfrew (Mr. White) have explained. Those cattie
do not on te ett crossing but te railroad running

a a mtio of A prwi c ôo>Pty 9P hieb cattIe are
to riaAt lag they get ou the rMilWay traok1

ilucvi;ilytuu gu g JLUIVUttua AWJULu;contact with a train is liable to throw the train off and
destroy human life, it is of vital importance that the com-
pany ehould not be allowed to neglect to construct euch fences
as will prevent cattle getting on the track. The quality of
the fence is not sufflciently laid down in the Bill. If the
railway company erect a wire fence, it should be compelled
to place a board on the top of the posts, and if the com-
pany neglects to construct a proper fence, it shoald be held
re6ponsible for the accidents which occur in conequence.
I know of a namber of cases in whichi cattle got through
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improperly constructed fonces and were killed, and their
owners were not compensated, on some pretext or other.
It is impossible for a farmer to go to law against a railway
company, for the company appeals and appeals, and on some
technical ground the farmer is defeated. It i8 the duty of
this Hoiuse to have the fence well defined in this Act. That
is apart from the other question. I want to see human life
protected, and in order that it sbou!d be protected the rail-
way companies should be compelled to erect good fences
which catitle will not be able to pass through, and thus
throw the train off the track and endanger human life.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). In the Province of New
Brunswick there is this diffilculty, not in the cultivated por-
tions, but in the woods. The farmers in the spring turn
the cattle in the woods, and they get on the railway in
spite of every precaution. If the cattle are to be allowed
to run at large, the company would have to fence its road
from one end to the other. Then, in some portions of the
Province the occupiers of land do not want the railway
fenced, because the fence takes up a large portion of land,
and they prefer to crop it close up to the track. We have
to consider the life of the publie in these cases, and if the
cattle are allowed to stray on bighways in proximity to a
railway, it is almost impossible to run a railway without
some accidents occurring; and the question is whether in
the interest of the public, cattle should not be prevented
from running on highways which cross railroads. How
can you make a company resposible in cases where the oecu-
piers prefer not to have the land fenced ? There should be
consideration for the railway as well as the cattle in these
cases.

Mr. MONEILL. I think if it im possible to keep the
cattle off the line over all the rest of its course, they eau be
kept off the line so far as the highways are concerned.
There is no doubt that in many parts of the country which
are partially settled, itl is eof great importance to the settlers
that they should have the opportunity of turning their
cattle into the woods and along the roadsides, and it seems
to me that it is a piece of almost high-handed tyranny on
the part of railway companies to refuse to take the trouble
of having the railway guardo against cattle in those
districts as well as in oLher parts of the country.

Mr. SHIANLY. U 1w ar you going to secure the high-
way if the cattle are siunning.

Mr. MoNEILL. By cattle-guards. As my hon. friend
will see, the point that the hon. member for Renfrew bas
made is this, that there are cases where these cattle-guards
are not as well constrncted as they ought to be and where
there are none at all, and the cattle straying from the roads
on to the railways are killed.

Mr. SHANLY. If the cattle are running at large, they
may be killed actually on the railway line. The cattle-
guard may be perfect, and still the cattle may be collected
on the highways at the crossing and there be killed, and
perbaps kill the railway passengers.

Mr. MoNBILL. Of course it is possible that they may
get on the road and stand just on the crossing, but that is
very unusual. It is generally when the cattle get on the
line and are collected in places within the fences and cannot
get away, that accidents occur. When the cattle are stand-
ing on the highway at the crossing and a train comes
along, all they bave to do is to walk out of the way, and
that they do. As soon as the engineer sees the cattle he
blows his whistle, and they move on. It is not on the cross.
ings that accidents occur, but it is on the line through the
crossings not being fenced.

Mr. LANDE RKIN. It isin the cut.
Mr. McNEILL. It is in the eut and along the lino. Itis

most important an arrangement of this kind should be
Mr. LanADzaRm.

made, I must emphasise again my statement that it is of
the greatest possible importance, in sparsely settled dis.
tricts, that farmers shonld have the benefit of their cattle
feeding in the woods and along the roads, and I do not see
why they sbould be prevented baving this benofit, simply
because railway companies do not choose to be at the ex-
pense of fencing their linos as they should.

Mr. MITCHE LL. You can easily see the difference be-
tween the gentlemen who repreesnt the population and
wealth of cities, such as the hon. member for the city and
county of St. John, and gentlemen who represent rural
constituencies like the hon. member for North Bruce. I
happen to represent a constituency which is a mixture of
rural and urban, and 1 have had a good deal of experience
in the matter of cattle being killed on railways. I must say I
entirely differ from the hon. member for the City and
county of St. John (Mr. Weldon), and I :agree in the senti-
ments expressed by the hon. gentleman who so ably repre-
sents the British Empire, when he speaks on that subject,
and who in this case is representing the farmers. I suppose
I have had occasion to plead before the Railway Depart.
ment of this country as often, and get as little, as almost any
member of this House, and I have hoard these legal objec-
tions raised there which have been raised by some hon.
gentlemen opposite. I have had oocasion to ask for
compensation for cattle, horses, Colts and cows killed
on the Intercolonial Railway, and the only animal
I ever got paid for was the widow Murphy's cow
after a long and arduous fight. I believe it is
the duty of railway companies, and of the Govern-
ment, which owns a railway, to fence their lines both
in settled districts and in districts which are only compara-
tively settled. In the latter the farmers have to allow
their cattle to feed upon the unoccupied territory of their
neighbors, and the hon. member for North Bruce has
correctly represented the condition of things in relation to
that matter. I will just say to the representative of the
Intercolonial Railway that it would be very well if the
Government will keep the fences in repair after they had
put them up. As the chief manager of that enterprise is in
the House, I hope he will see that the fences in the county
of N or hum berland are better maintained than they have
been for some time past. There ought to be some provision
in this Bill by which railway proprietors, whether corpora-
tions or govern ments, should be compelled to fence, not only
through thickly settled districts but also through partially
settled districts, especially as in the latter the farmers muet
utilise their unenclosed land to pasture their cattle during
the summer.

Mr. EDGAR. There seems to be two points on which
this discussion has taken plaSe. One is the neoessity of
fencing a railway from the adjoining land. Now there is a
very distinct and good provision for that in'the first part of
section 94; then, the other point is the nocessity of having
sufficient cattle-guards at all highway crossinge to prevent
the cattle getting upon the railways from the highways.
That is provided for by sub section b of section 194, in very
clear terme, I think.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). But if the railway company
does not put them in, what then ?

Mr. EDGAR. Those two provisions seem to be clear and
sufficient as to those two purposea.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The fences should be made higher.

Mr. EDGAR. Apart froin that, there are those two
provisions. Now, how are they enforced ? I would like
the hon. the Minister of Justice to explain section 195. la
it in his view necessary that the adjoining proprietor
should give in all cases six month' notice in writing ta the
railway company before it is liable for not fencing ? I
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cannot make out from that section whether it is necessary Pacifie Railway, or the Manitoba and the North-West Com.
that the notice should be given, and whether the delays pany, in those portions of their line where they have to run
referred to in the first part (a and b) render the railway through an unettled country, where there is no danger of
liable without a notice in writing. I think section 13 of the cattle straying on the track, to go to this expense, but, when
old Act renders it neeeary that notice in writing ehould a municipal council is giving the power, I do not think any
be given before the railway company is liable, because the municipal council would act unfairly to a railway company.
old Act mentions these delays; and thon it says: "and after I know of instances where some settlers had three or four
the Company has been so required to give notice." I observe head of cattle killed. They appealed t. the county court,
that in this section the drattsman of the Billbas left out the and were awarded the value of the cattle, but the railway
word "and," se that it does not seem to require that the company appealed to a higher court, and the settiers had
notice is necessary in writing in addition to the delay. to stop because they had not the means to go on further. If
I think it would be a most scandalous thing if that were the railway company were notified, I do not think that
allowed, that no railway company should be hliable for dam. any one would object.
ages to the adjoining proprietor if hie cattle were killed, Mr. MoNEILL. I think that notice should b. ivenunless he had given six months' notice calling for the before the railway is constr'ucted, or before it is compYeted.
fencing to be done. I am glad to see that this Bill
appears to change that provision, and I hope the commit- Mr. SHANLY. I think the suggestion of my bon.
tee will accept it so far. But, supposing that improve- friend from Marquette (Mr. Watson) is a very good one,
ment is made, how is the remedy to be enforced? The rail- that the maintenance of the fonces should be insisted upon
way is liable, but it is only liable to the occupants of the when the municipality desires their continuance.
land in respect to which the fonces are defective, and the oc- Mr. O'BRIE 9. I am not altogether in favor of that,
cupants, as in cases that have been mentioned to-night, of all because there are many places where there are no organised
other land through which cattle may stray on to the track, townships, were it would not apply.
over land which does not belong to the owners of the cattle,
are left without legal redress. I think that matter ought t Mr. ARMSTRONG. I agree fully with the remarks of
be considered. I think, if the Company is bouand to make the bon. member for North Bruce (Mr. McNeill), and also
and maintain these fences, it should be liable for the loss of with those of the hon. momber for Northumberland (Mr.
all cattle straying upon their track through these fonces Mitchell). In counties where people are settling and
where they are defective. where the farms are new, it is a necessity that the
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Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Wbere there are no fonces
erected at all, what would you do thon ?

Mr. EDGAR. Of course I am assuming that there are
fonces erected, and I think some means should be adopted
in that case to make the company liable for damages.

Mr. SHANLY. You would not propose to compel the
company to keep alil the farm gates closed ?

Mr, EDGAR. I am very glad to see the hon. member for
Grenville (Mr. Shanly), with his great practical knowledge,
taking part in this discussion.

Mr. SHIANLY. Supposing the cattle strayed on to the
track through the carelessness of a farmer ?

Mr. EDGAR. That case is not in question, because sec-
tion 201 says that anyone who leates a gate open is liable
to the company for all sorts of damages, but why should
the company not be forced in all cases to make a good law-
ful fonce. I think they should be made liable for danages
if they are net.

Mr. BHANLY. That is, in a settled country. Yon
would not want them to fence round Lake Superior, for
instance ?

Mr. EDGAR. Yes, in a settled country. It must be
remembered that it is not only the cattle that are lost, and
it is not only the loss to the farmer which bas teobe con-
sidered. I think we oaght to make it absolutely clear and
distinct that the railway companies, in settled counties at
least, must be forced by some means to keep up these
fences, and I do not think that the ridiculous provisions in
the former 'Act, requiring notice in writing teobe given,
should be entertained for a moment.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Are you speaking of the Act
of 1883?

Mr. ED(AR. I am speaking of the Revised Statutes.
Mir. WATSON. I would make a suggestion to the

Minister of Tustice to add these words in sub-section c.:
" If the companr is required in writing by the occupant or by thei

municipalcounty.'

I think that would suit most pople, and oertainly most
people in the west, because I would not ask the CanadianI

catue snouu Pe a iowea to run at arge.L speai wtL
knowledge, and even with authority on this matter, because
I began life on a new farm, and overyone who knows any-
thing in regard to farming knows that a new settier bas no
choice, but that bis cattle must be allowed to run at large.
If the railway, therofore, is not to have its track enclosed,
it simply prohibits the new settler from keeping cattle at
al. The hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly), if I
understood him aright, said that the saie danger existed in
regard to railway crossing.

Mr. SHANLYà Not to the same extent of course.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. If we take the surveys which have

been made in the Province of Ontario, we find that that
danger is one to five hundred, and anyone who bas ob-
served the habits of cattie knows that there is nothing like
a railway or a turnpike road where they will seek to lie
down, to escape from flies or other nuisances; and I think
the motion of the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson)
meets the difficulty as well as it is possible for this House
to meet it. I think the flouse onght to make the safety
of the.people the first consideration, and it is certain that
there is no more fruitful source of accidents on railways
than animais lying or being upon the road. I therefore
hope that the Minister of Justice will adopt the suggestion
of the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson.)

Mr. THoMPSON. The suggestion will go further than,
I think, the bon, gentleman intends. It would enable the
municipal council, in unsettled places, to fonce on both
sides of the lino cf railway, and I think the clause had
botter be allowed to stand.

Mr. WATSON. I do not think a municipal council would
be unfair in dealing with a railway company. I think it
would be perfectly safe to allow the council to decide as to
whether there was any danger of cattle straying upon the
road, and they might make arrangements with the rail.
way company, in case of accidents, to pay the damages.
But it is very annoying to a settler to know that his cattle
are liable to get on a railway track, and ho cannot recover
damages if they are killed. I do not think there would be
any injustice in asking a railway oempany to fence the
land, when notifled to do so by the owner or oooupant, or
by the municipal oouncil,
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Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I would go somewhat further

than my hon. friend. I think he will remember a discussion
that took place here some five years ago in regardito foncing
railways, in which I took the ground that railway com-
panies ought to fonce their roads without any notice from
the adjoining proprietors ; and I intend, if these clauses are
allowed to stand, and when they come up again to renew
that proposition, that railway companies shall be required
to fonce against the adjoining properties without any
notice being given requiring them to do so. I quite agree
with the hon. member for South Grenville (Mr. Shanly),
that the protection to human life ought to be of
paramount importance to this flouse, and I think
that only strengthens the argument I have presented in
favor of the proposition that railway companies should be
obliged to fonce their roads, not only for the purpose of
protecting settlers from the loss of their cattle, but also for
tbe protection of human life. Lot me point out an instance
that occurred in my county last year. In the township of
Head, aconsiderable portion of the railway was unfenced, and
representations were made to the railway oompany, by my-
self and by the municipal authorities, asking them to fonce
the road along this portion of their line, some four miles in
extent, where there was a considerable settlement, but
where the land is not of very rich quality, and consequent-
ly the settlers are not very well off. After we made these
representations the company promised time and again that
they would ereot the fonces; but they neglected to do it,
and the consequence was that not less than 30 head of cattie
were killed in that short distance, during last season, and no
redress eould b had from the railway c impany at all. When
application was made for payment they replied that they
did not believe they were liable, as the cattle had not strayed
on the railway from the lands of the adjoining pro-
prietors; and so these poor people, who were (in the exer-
cise of their rights,) allowing their cattle to run at
large, and in conformity with the by.Iaw passed under the
Municipal Act of the Province of Ontario, and who were
not improperly occupying the land from which the cattle
strayed upon the track, were prevented from obtaining a
single dollar of compensation for the damages they had
suffered. No only that, but, as I have already stated, there
are three or four crossings in that township, two at all
events, that I am aware of, and I believe four, upon which
there are no cattle-guards erected, so that if cattle strayed
from the highway, at these points to which i refer, there
would be nothing to prevent them from going on the track,
that is, in the way of cattle guards. So I think that som'
provision ought to be made to carry out the idea I suggested,
and if the Minister of Justice proposes to allow any of these
clauses to stand, I would ask him to allow to stand alithose
clauses relating to fonces, for future consideration.

Mr. TROMPSON. We will allow them to stand.

On section 201,
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Under this section, in case for

instance, a farmer had a crossing on his farm, and through the
negligence of a servant, his cattle happened to get upon
the track and an accident occurred, according to this section,
he might b called upon to pay an enormous sum, which
would rumin the unfortunate farmer, when, perhaps, ho was
really not personally to blame.

Mr. TROMPSON. We have adopted a provision in the
Bill which entitles every farmer to a crossing, and entites
him to have gates for the passage of vebicles. Surely it is
neoessary, in the publie intereet, that ho should keep these
gaes cloaied. The company cannot be expected to keeP
them closed, because, they are entirely for bis own us.I
the provision is strict against the farmer, it is so in cou-
sequence of the necemsity, on his part, of eoroiuing oMe tg
prevent accidents.

Mr, WATSOX.

Mr. PATERSON (Bramt>. My bon. frie.d uppoues
*the osse of an aceident ooourring uapn the railway timongh
the negligence of the farmer'a servant, in aRowing the
gates open. I think he deires tha you mhould atach a
sufficient penalty to the farmer, without entirely rainiag
him, through no fault of hie own.

Mr. SH&NLY. It should be remembered that the
farmer's negligence may almost ruin a railway; thodestr.c-
tion may amount to tens of tbousands of dollar, not to
speak of the lois of life that might ocour. It should be
made a terror to farmers to leave their gates open.

Mr. WATSON. Make the penalty not less than $20 nor
more than 8500. It might be a hardship to make the
farmer responsible for the whole damage.

Mr. SIHIANLY. That is absurd, becane the farm wotld
not pay the damage, in most cases.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is theP roviOn of the law at
present.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No serious diffculties have
arisen yet; no such cases have occurred.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin.) We may not have had any up
to the present time, but we have no guamante that they
will not occur.

Mr. McNE[LL. I ventureto suggest that in the present
state of scientific knowledge and inventive power if a
premium were offered by the Government, and probably
the railway companies would be willing to join in, as it
would be very advantageous to them:, some invention would
be made by which a lag would be allowed to drop, say,
eight or ten rods froin the railway crossing, as the train
was coming forward. I shonld think by the use of elec-
tricity this might be done without much difficulty. At
night this might be done by using another kind of signal
such as turning a red light in place of a green ee. Thia is
a matter of such enormous importanee to the publie tht it
might be as well for the Govemment to take it into con-
sideration and see if something of the kind might not be
done.

On section 250,
Mr. WATSON. I would suggest that a price not to

exceed a certain amount per mile, should be ied for pas-
senger fares. In some clam the matroads eharge 4 and
5 cents permile. Ithink &cntsper mile imageneraly
conceded to be fair.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. Those rates are all sub*oU to the
control of the Governor in Council.

Mr. EDGAR.
old Act?

Was there auy limit to the ntie in th*

Mr. THOMPSON. No.

Mr.EDG lR. fitinotinthegenealtitiinmany
ispecWa cases.

Mr. WATSON. The old Act subjected it to the regula-
tion of the Governor in 00ancil, and railroads were allowed
to charge 4 or 5 cents per mile. I think we ought to gx by
legislation the rate of tol not to exeoed 3 cents per mile.

Sir OHARLBB TUPPER. Are thhee Amy ra aesbe
that ?

Mr. WATSON. I do not know this year, but lastyear I
know the Onadian Pacifie Railway charged 4 and 5 àents a
mile; west of Brandon 4 ooets and west of Burton 5 eueta.

Mr. SHANLY. The Grand Trunk rate in 3 Seate by
ustatte;i hto ay it is twopeuce.permiein the igi>
am mwharte jei 0qqm te sc ou,
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Mr. WATSON. Kake this 3 or 3 conte and have a'

jimit.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That might have the effect

of preveting the construetion of railways in many unset-
tid localties where they are a great benefit to the settiers.

'Mr. SHANLY. . It is botter not to make a rate in par-
tially settled countries like the North-West where there
are few people to make the road pay. I think it is better
to lave it Io the Governor in Council to make the rate.

Mr. WATSON. I find that the Governor in Council
legiélates in the interest of railroads and not in the interest
of the publie.

On section 235,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). This requires the company,

on the demand of any person, to make known any special
rates which they have given. Suppose they refuse to give
the information, something is required to compel them to
give it.-

Mr. TIIOMPSON. Well, we will let this stand, and I
will look at the Interstate Act.

Mr. CHARLTON. Are these clauses modelled on the
Interstate Commerce Law ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

On section 274,
M r. HALL. I would suggest that the words "or across"

should be added, because I have seen a prosecution fail on
that ground.

Mr. O'BRIEN. That would be a very unreasonable regu-1
lation. If a railway runs through a man's farm, is that toE
prevent his crossing the track ?

Mr. EDGAR A man has to go acrose the track very
eften.

Mr. HALL. Railway companies never enforce the pro-
vision unless there is a wilful violation of the law, but there
are cases in which the companies are prevented from stop-
piDg the publie from crossing the track, though it is
dangerous to the publie themseolves, and I think they
should have the power to do that.

Mr. EDGAR. They have it already. They can stop
trespassers on railway land.

Mr. TROMPSON. There are many cases where lands
have been severed by a railway, and you would not pro- 1
pose to prevent persons crossing the track there. The pro-
vision the hon. gentleman suggests would be very severe.

Sir CH.ARLES TUPPER. It would defeat itself by its
severity.

On section 282,
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think there ought to be

some provision by which persons who purchase a railroad
under the foreolasure of a mortgage ought to be able to t
beéome a corporation and obtain the franchises, because it h
is doubtful if a purehase under a deed of foreclosure passes
the franchises. An Act was passed in New Brunswick last
year to enable the persons who purchase under a deed of
toreclosure or a deed of sale to become a corporation. t

On section 288,
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Would it not be advisable to

introduce a clause providing that parties should give
notice to a railway company when they claim damages, on
the same principle that notice bas to be given to revenne
officers? Sometimes these actions are brought on epecu-.
lation. Froquently no notice is given to the railway com-
panies, and the first thing they know a writ is served.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think parties usually try
to get some compensation from the road before they bring
the action.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). No, they do not. The first
thing they know the writ is served. In the State of
Maine a notice has got to be given to the railway, and the
particulars have to be given, upon which a claim je made
for damage, before the action is brought.

Mr. MASSON. I think the limitation of six months is
too short. The last speaker says that often'the first notice
a railway company gets is the writ. That may be the case
sometimes. I know cases where a railway have got the
notice, and thon pretending to promise a settlement, they
waste time until the limitation expires, and then the com-
pany refuses a settlement, and the unfortunate man has to
suffer a lose. I wouid suggest that the time be lengthened
to a year, or that notice of action should ho sufficient to
prevent the limitation running. I think the object of the
short limitation is to allow the company to have notice
within reasonable time, while the means of obtaining evi-
dence for their defence are available, and not allow the
claim to·get stale when they would be at a loss to discover
evidence. I believe that to be the reason for which the
limitation is so short. I think that notice in writing within
six months would be suificient, and it would then give time
for negotiating a settlement.

Mr. TIOMPSON. As regards the notice of action, the
difficulty is that so many technicalities urround it, that
practically, in four cases out of five, actions fail where
notice of action is required.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). All that is noeded is a simple
notice to the company on the part of the claimant that ho
intends to bring an action, and to give some information
to the company as to the particulars of the action. I know
that in the State of Maine, notice is required, and if it is
required here, I think it might be extended to 12 months
instead of 6-so many days' notice, and then extend the
time within which the action may be brought. I propose
to join protection to the railway companies with further
protection to the public. Six monthe is undoubtedly a very
short time to lot a suit clear a railway company.

Mr. THOMPSON. If we intend to insert a provision of
his kind, it will have to be very carefully drawn, and we
ihould let the clause stand.

On section 294,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). You do not propose to make

he employé responsible, but only the person who sella
àim the liquor ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Tes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the employé drinks enough

o become intoxicated, ho becomes guilty of a mizdemeanor.

Mfr. TOMPSON. I think it is very undesirable that Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Suppose a eonductor stops at
railway companies should be incorporated by lettere patent. a station sud goes in to taire lunoh, and takes a glass of

beer?
Mr. WILDON (St. John). This very day there is a

rmilway to be sold, and there con be no incorporation until
nexgean

Mr. THOMPSON. i will make a note of the point.
Mu.

-Mr. THOMPSON. Spirituous or intoxicating liquors.
Mr. WIIBON (Elgin). Beer is intoxicating.

Mir. THOMPSON. I did not know that.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It depends upon how much
you take.

Mr. THOMPSON. If there is to be a prohibition, it
muet be strict, and we can only draw the line at spirituous
or intoxicating liquors.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think to have perfectly
sober men on a train is of very great importance. I do not
see why weshould not prohibit a person, when on duty,
from taking it, as well as to prohibit a person from selling
it.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Suppose that party did not know
that this man was engaged upon the road, and sells him a
glass of liquor, would he then b hliable to a fine?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If nobody sella or gives it to
him, he will not take it.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is juat the same as the prohibition
against selling to minors. Persons who are engaged in a
business which we restrict muet take the risk of violating
the law.

Mr. DAVIN. I desire to call attention to what I con-
eider a very grave circumstance. In the North-West Ter-
ritories we have, or had up to the time I left, conductors
and brakesmen running from Donald to Swift Carrent and
fron Brandon to Swift Carrent, and I have seen conductors
dropping asleep. They had been up the best part of two
days and one night on that run. This causes danger to life,
for the whole train depends on the wakefulness of those
men. I will not comment on the cruelty to the men. By
clause 293 we declare that 'levery person'who is intoxicated
while in charge of a locomotive engine or while acting as
conductor to any car or train of cars is guilty of a misde-
meanor." The reason why you punish him for being in.
toxicated is because his intoxication unfits him to discharge
hie duties, and if conductors have to run from Donald to
0wift Current, by the time ho is within 100 miles of Swift
Carrent the average conductor will be not wakeful enough
to attend to his duties.

Mr. SHANLY. What is the distance?
Mr. DAVIN. I do not know the exact distance at the

present moment. It will take the best part of two nights
and a day, and that is too long a time for the men to be at
work on duty.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That there and back?
Mr. DAVIN. No; direct.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Surely not.
Mr. DAVIN. I rather think so.
Mr. SBRANLY. It muet be a very slow train.
Mr. DAVIN. I believe the train leaves Donald some time

in the night, and it wilI get intoS wift Carrent the day
following. The conductor has to get up in the night, get
on beard the train, run a whole day, and it willh b night
before he gets ixto Swift Current. I have seen the mcn
dropping asleep. They come in and sit in the "Pullman "
for a moment and their eyelids fall. I have spoken to
them; I have written to Mr. Van Horne; I also sent an
account of what I saw to the Railway Committee, for I think
it is a serious matter.

Mr.SHANLY. How many miles a week does the com-
pany get ont of them?

Mr. DAVIN. I do not know. The fact is as I aate it.
From Brandon to Swift Current is not so long a run, but I
apprehend it is too long. They leave Brandon at about
half past one or two o'clock and get into Swift Current the
next day.

Sir C1HARLS TUPPER. It is a very important ques.
Mon.

Mfr. TBoMONao.

Mr.SHANLY. It is a question as to the number of
miles a week the company get ont of the men. Somebody
must do the night work.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Io it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to embody in this consolidation the Bill introduced
by Mr McCarthy in reference to protecting railway em-

Mr. THOMPSON. Some parts of it I propose to add
when the House goes into committee again.

Mr, DAVIN. The question I apprehend is not how many
hours of work you get out of them, but how many hours
continuously can a man stand it. That is the real question.
There cannot be the least doubt, I can assure the Govern.
ment, that this is required in the interest of the public, in
the interests of human life, and I would say even in the
interests of the railway companies, because they will one
day or other have an accident and the result of that accident
will cost them, by many times, more than if they had
adopted this regulation.

Mr. SHIANLY. They have too few conductors yon claim ?
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). On behalf of my hon. friend

the member for York (Mr. Mulock) who bas been compelled
to leave before the committee had finished their work, I
would call the attention of the Minister of Justice to the
fact that the hon. member said to me that lat year when
several amendments were moved by him to the Aot respect-
ing the sale of railway passenger tickets he moved the fol-
lowing amendment:-

I Every railway company liable to redeem sany uuch ticket, which
refuses to redeem the same when so presented, shal forfeit to the holder
thereof a sum equal to ten times the amount payable for its redemption,
which sum shal be recoverable, at the suit of the holder against such
company, in any court of competent jurisdiction."
The member for York (Mr. Mulock) tells me that that
amendment was left ont with a promise from the Minister of
Railways that it would be incorporated in the consolidation
of the Railway Act which was to be introduced thisSession.
I see that it is not incorporated in this Bill, and he says the
amendment is an important one. I do not think it has any
great application in the Province of Quebec. Since some of
the amendments passed last year, compelling railroad com-
panies to redeem their own tickets when they are not used to
the end, the railway companies have refused to do so, or they
have placed such conditions on the redemption that it makes
it practically impossible to redeem them. The resultis that
the value of the tickets are lost, or they are sold at a loss by
those who are the buyers of them. I would not be prepared
to support the amendment as proposed last yearcompelling
railway companies which refused to redeem the tickets te
pay ten times their value. I think the penalty is rather too
high. We might say they would pay double the value of the
ticket or some other figure. I wish to draw the attention
of the Minister to the statement of the hon. member that
there was a distinct promise made last year by the Minister
of Railways that this would b. incorporated in the consoli-
dation which was to be made this year.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think te hon. gentleman is mis-
taken about there being a distinct promise. The Minister of
Railways did promise that this year there would be a consoli-
dation Bill introduced, and also stated that that would be the
time to consider the matter. If the amendment has been
overlooked in the drafting of this Bill, I will see that it is
considered. In relation to what the hon. member for
Assiniboia (Mr. Davin) says I will also see that that matter
is considered before the House goes into committee again.

Oommittee rose.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
' Motion agreed to; and H1ouse a4ourned at 12.50 a.m.
(friday).
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HOUSE OF OOMMONS.

FRIDAT, 4th May, 1888.

The SpzAKEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

LETTER FRO THE GOV. GENERAL'S SECRETARY.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the Rouse that he had received
the following letter from the Governor General's Secre.
tary:-

"Orrieo or TRU GovaBNoR GaNERAL's SEcRUTART,
"OTTAWA, 4th May, 1888.

"Sm,-I have the honor to inform yon that Chief Justice Sir William
Ritchie, acting as Deputy toR is Excelleney the Governor General, will
proceed to the Senate Chamber this afternoon, at three o'clock, for the
prpose of giving the Royal Assent to the Bills which have passed the

nate and Bouse of Commons during the present Session.
"I have the honor to be, Bir,

"Your obedient servant,
"HENRY STREATFEILD,

" T h H torabl ''aoernor General's &scr.tary.
IT he Rofforable

"The Speaker of the House of Commons."

CANA DIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY MORTGAGE.

Mr. EDGAR. I wish to ask the Government if they
would lay on the Table of the House the mortgage of the
Canadian Pac'ific Railway under which the existing bonds
of the road are secured. I do not think it has been laid
before the House at all. It would be very important for as
to have it in considering the questions which are coming
up.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If it has not been laid on the
Table of the House, and is not in any of the public docu-
mente, we will have it laid on the Table.

Mr. EDGAR. I could not see it amongst the documents.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not quite certain, but

my impression was it had already been laid on the Table.

SECOND READINGS.

Bill (No. 95) respecting gaming in stocks and merchan-
dise (from the Senate).-(Mr. Thompson.)

Bill (No. 104) further to amend ehapter 51 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada, the Territories Real Property Act.-
(Mr. Thompson.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LANDS.

Mr. LAURIER asked, 1. What number of acres is there
of unsold lands which the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany propose to receive by deed of bargain and sale to
trustese under sub-section c of the resolutions now before
the Houses? 2. What portions of such lands lie within the
Railway Belt ? 3. How many acres of those lands are
there in Manitoba, and how many in theTerritories, east of
the 3rd meridian ? 4. How manùy acres have been sold by
the company, paid for, and the deeds completed? 5. How
many acres have been sold, but the sales are still incor-n
plte? How much paid on the same, and how much re-
mains due, and when and how payable ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 The unsold lands, rep-
roeenting the balance of the land grant, amount, as stated
in the memorandum of the Minister of Railways, printed in
the Votes and Proceedings, to 14,934,237 acres. 2. The
land secounts of the Canadian Pacifie Railway are not sub-
divided so as to show the number of acres within the rail-
way belt, or in any particular district; and besides, the

selection of the company's lande bas not yet been completod,
either inside or outside of the railway boit. 8. It will take
a considerable time to make up a return which would serve
as an answer to this question, since, as already stated, the
lands inside the railway belt or in the Province of Manitoba
are not shown particularly in the company's accounts, and,
moreover, have not yet been fully selected. 4. The num-
ber of acres sold and paid for, and for which deeds wore
completed up to the 1st of October, the date of the last re
turn to Parliament, was 517,120. 5. The number of acres
contracted to be sold, the deeds of which had not been made,
was at the 31st of December lst, about 2,755,629. The
company cannot at present give exact information as to the
number of acres for wbich full payment waq made and deeds
executed botween the lst October and the 31st December
last, without reference to thei r land commissioner'si office in
Winnipeg. The amount outstanding on uncompleted sales
was, at the 31st December last, 81,252,857, which is payable
by yearly instalments spreading over various periode not
exceeding nine years from the date of the contract of sale.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee,

(In the Committee.)

Medical Inspection, Quebec...... ............. 1,600

Mr. MITCHELL. With regard to that medical inspec-
tion, I believe there has been a great change in connection
with the old gentleman who formerly had the superinten.
dence at Quebec. Only one inspection is required now,
and it is said that some cases of small-pox passed the inspee.
tion at Grosse lie and the inspector at Quebec, owing to
the fact that the inspector there has been prohibited front
inspecting ships at Quebee. This requires some explanation.

Mr. CARLING. When did this happen?

Mr. MITCHELL. Lat year or the year before.
Mr. CARLING. Under the new regulations put in force

last August, ail vessels, except the mail steamers, which are
inspected at Rimouski, are inspected at Grosse lie before
they come to Quebec, and it is improbable that anything
contagions should break out between Grosse lie and Quebeo,
a distance of 30 miles.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the hon. gentleman inform the
House whether he is able to state that no cases of small-
pox were discovered on landing at Quebec, although the
vessels had been inspected at Grosse lie.

Mr. CARLING. I am informed to the contrary.

Mr. MITCHELL. As I understand it, the offloer at
Qnebec, is, under the regulations, authorised to inspect, but
has received official instructions not to inspect. Now, ho
is on pay there and there is no reason wby he should not
inspect the ships on their arrivai there.

Mr. CARLING. I think the statement was made, over a
year ago, that some cases of small-pox had been sent to
Ontario, but it has never been proved to the satisfaction
of the department that such was the case. I contend that
as the inspection is now made at Grosse Ile, and a cer-
tificate is given by the doctor to the mater of the vesse)
it is not likely that any cases as the one referred to wIf
occur again.

Mr. MITCHELL. The officer is on psy at Qnebeo to
superintend the landing of passengers,and there is, therefore,
no reason why ho shotld not continue the inspection.

Mr. CARLING. The Government will see that particular
care is taken to have a good inspection.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). I notice also that the expenses
at Grosse Ile are increased 84,000. The medical superin-
tendent last year had $1,600, and his salary is increased to
I2,400, and he hu an assistant at $1,20. It seems to
be a very large increase to give the medical superinten-
dent $800 extra, and the other items are increased generally,
making altogether 84,000 increase at Grosse Ile. I can
hardly see the necessity of having an assistant and thon in
creasing the pay of the inspector 50 per cent.

Mr. CARLING. New regulations were put in force in
August last. Previous to that vessels were only inspected
during the day, but now they have to be inspected
day and night, and the doctor could not be called upon to
discharge duties by night as well as by day.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That is a fair explanation for the
appointment of an assistant, but not for increasing the sal-
ary of the superintendent.

Mr. CARLING. In addition to the regular offleer, it bas
been found necessary to have an assistant, and therefore
this appointment was made.

Mr. MITCHELL. That does not come in under the
salary question.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman is speaking about
the increased expense.

Mr. MITCHELL. We are speaking about the increased
salary.

Mr. CARLING. The increased salary is caused by the
increased duty which these gentlemen have had to do, hav.
ing to work day and night.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). But yon do not require two
physicians at tbe same time to inspect, and, if you have
the twenty-four hours all round, it is obvious that the in-
specting physician who was there before has no more work
to discharge than he then had, because yon have given him
an assistant to de the extra work, and I do not see why you
should increase his salary 50 per cent. It seems altogether
out of proportion to the duty he is called upon to discharge.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I understand that now all
ships are to stop at Grosse le. I understood the Minister
to say that, if that is doue at night, the medical superinten.
dent at Grosse Ile station will go on board, and-

Mr. CARLING. And inspect.

Mr. LANGELIBR (Quebec). He has no time to make an
inspection. Suppose there are 500 or 600 passengers, it
would take a whole day for the doctor to inspect them. I
think the previous system was much more efficient, that is,
the system which was adopted when there was some fear
of the cholera epidemic. There was a physician stationed
at Rimouski or at Father Point, and he boarded every ship
which carried passengers.

tir. OARLING. That was only in regard to mail steamers.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). If we are to increase the
expenditure-and I do not object to that so long as it will
prevent the introduction of disease into this country-the
same policy should be adopted as was adopted, 1 think in
1811 or 1872, by appointing a physician residing at Father
Point, who should board every vessel carrying passengers,
and should come up with the ship, and would have ptenty
Of time te examine ail t.hepassengers, to look into every
rom sud every berth on board the steamer by the time it
arrived at Quebec. But, if the examination is to be made
at Grosse le, as I understand, either the examination wili
be a perfunctory one, or it will take so much time that
those interested in trade and commerce will complain. In
the case of a ship with 500 passengers on board, it would
take twenty-four hours to make an effoient exami-

Mr. CARLING.

nation, and the trade would complain if the essel
were delayed se long for that purpose. I think it
would be a much botter system not to have the
inspection at Grosse Ile, but to have physicians
detailed at Father Point to board every ship carrying
passengers and inspect the ship on the way up,-which would
be doue without delaying the ship in any way, Then
there would be plenty of time to make a good inspection.
In the case of fast ships, it would give the physicians 12 or
15 or 16 hours from Father Point to Quebec, and ho would
have all the time necessary, I think we are not improving
on the old system which was adopted when there was fear
of a cholera epidemic. I have heard it remarked that it is
impossible that this inspection should be effective. There
is no doubt that, under this systexu, the physician will go
on board and make enquiries of the captain, and of course
the captain does not like bis ship to remain there for two or
three days, and, if ho bas only one or two cases of disease
on board, he will say it is all right; and, so also the
physician paid by the steamship company will report
everything correct, and so the ship will come to Quebec,
and thon, perhaps, it will be discovered that there is
disease on board.

Mr. CARLING. The Sanitary Boards of Health of the
Provinces of Quebec and Ontario, have.highly appiroved of
the new quarantine regulations at Grosse Ile. In regard to
what the hon. gentleman says as-to the detention of veosels,
the vessel owners have highly approved of the system we
adopted last year. The physician goes to the vessel in a
tug, and the tug goes up the stream alongide the vessel,
and in one or two or three hours, the doctor makes his in.
spection, and then he bas also an affidavit from the captain
in addition to his inspection that all on board sae in good
health, and on that he gives a clean bill of health.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I can quite understand that
these boards would approve of the regulations, because they
understand that the inspection will be effioiently done. IZ
does not matter where the phyician goes on board, so long
as the inspection is efficient, but it is within myown knew-
ledge that, under the present proposals, itwould be done in
a perfunctory manner. The Minister stated that the reason
for an increase is that the inspection may have to take place
during the night, and of course the increased machinery
necessary bas to be provided for.

Committee rose.

ROYAL ABSENT.

A Message was delivered by R. B. Kimber, Esq., Gen-
man Usher of the Black Rod:

Mr. Spuàxu,-Sir WLLKAm RITCe, Deputy Governor, désires the
immediate attendance of jour Honorable House in the Ohamber of-tbe
Honorable the Senate.

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the House went aptethe.
Sonate Ohamber; ana having returned,

Mr. SPEAKER informed the Hous that the Deputy
Governor had been pleased to give, in Her Xijesty's namet
the Royal Aqsent to the following Bills:-

An Act respecting the Port Arthur, Duluth and Western BRiway
Company.

iA Act to inorporate the canada .n IishtganTann peny.
An Act respecting the Canada Southern Railway Oemaaand _the

Erie and Niagara Railway Company.
Au Act t amend the Acts relating to the Grat Wetem- nd Labe

Ontario Shore Junetion Railway Company.
An Act respecting Bonde on Braneh Line of the =.ama P.aoIe

Railway Comapany.
AL Aottpamsnd the Act inorpraing the Bhuwap nd Okaaga

Railway Company.
An Act respecting theO rand Trunk atlway Oompany er Qanada.
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A- Aet to enable the lquimalt and lanaimo Railway Company to

rn aeSry betwee Beeer Uay, in British Columbia, and a point on
theStraits of Fuca within the United 8tates of America.

An Lot respecting the8 outh Norfolk Railway ompany.
An:Act to amend the Act incorporating the Hereford Branch Railway

yompany Md to change the name of the Company to the Hereford
Raiway ompany.

Au Act respecting the Lake Nipilsng and James' Bay Railway Oom-
pany.

Anoet to incorporate the Collingwood and Bay of Quinté Railway
Company.

An Act respecting the River St. Olair Railway Bridge and Tunnel
Company.

An Act to incorporate the Western Ontario Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Pontiac and Renfrew Railway Company.
An Actto confirm a certain agreement made between the London and

South-Eatern Railway Company and the Canada Southern Railway
Company.

An At to incorporate the St. Lawrence sud Adirondack Railway
Company.

An At to confirm a certain agreement made between the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada. theO anada Southern Railway
Company and the London and Port Stanley Railway Oompany.

Au Act to reduce the capital stock of La Banque Nationale.
Au Act to incorporate the Chinook Belt and Peace River Railway

Company.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Kincardine and Teeswater

Railway Company.
An Act to incorporate the Ottawa and Parry Sound Railway Com-

pany.
An Act to amend the Act relating to the Manitoba and North-West-

ern Railway Company of Canada.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Moncton Harbor Im-

provement Company.
An Act respecting a certain Treaty between Her Britannic Majesty

and the President of the United States.
An Act to amend the Revibed Statutes of Canada, chapter one

hundred and eighty-one, respecting panishments, pardons and the com-
mutation of sentences.

An Act to amend the Adulteration Act, chapter one hundred and
seven of the Revised Statutes of Canada.

An Aet to amend the Consolidated Revenue and Audit Act, chapter
twenty-nine of the Revised Statutes of Canada.

An Act further to amend the law respecting Procednre in Criminal
Cases.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. KITCHELL. If I understand aright, with regard to
this Grosse Ile business, you do not intend to disturb the
inspection, or the salary of the inspector at Quebec ?

Mr. CARLING. We do not propose to interfore with
the duties of the port physician.

Bir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to ask the
Minister why he has increased the salary by 50 per. cent.,
and provided an assistant at the same time ?

Mr. CARLLNG. The inspection is continued now twenty-
four houre instead of twelve hours, as formerly, and we have
a aight service as well as a day service.

Mr. MITORELL. $600 for Chatham, New Brunswick.
When was the Chatham officer appointed?

li. CARLING. in August, 1887.
Mr. MITCHELL. There was no vote last year.
Mfr. CARLING. H. was paid out of the quarantine vote.

Mr. MITCHELL. Was there any special reason pre-
snted for his appointment ?

fi·. CARLING. Yes, special reasons were given for the
necessity of appointing an officer there.

Bir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What were they?
Mr. CARLING. 'he large number of vessels arriving at

the port ofChatham, and the necessity for an inspection.
-ir RIÇHARD CARTWRIGKT. No immigrant come,

there.

Mr. CARLING. I think there are.
Mr. MACKENZIE. How many immigrants?
Mr. CARLING. I cannot say the numberof immigrants,

but the vessels were inspected by this officer.
Mr. MIT£CHELL. I do not think there are any immi-

grants coming, but the necessity of the appointment is
apparent, with the threatened cholera scare that occurred,
and so many vessels coming from the continent. I would
like to know on whose recommendation h. was appointed.
I had been trying to get an appointment made for five or
six years, and could not succeed, but as soon as I assumed
the attitude of freely criticising the action of the Admin-
stration, parties were appointed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhaps it was to in-
spect you. You were in quarantine, in a sort of fashion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A very good reason.
Mr. MITCHELL. But 1 do not think it was a good use

to make of the public funds. Either the officor was noces.
sary or he was not, for some years past, and if he was
necessary, ho ougbt to have been appo;nted whilo I had the
ear of the Administration, and not immediately when I
ceased to possess that influence. I do not object to the
appointment -

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. M[TCHELL-because I think it is necessary, and

I think it bas been necessary for a good many years,
when the hon. gentleman did not "hear, hear" so cleverly.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hearing has im-
proved lately.

Mr. MITCHELL. They say you have got religion, and
I don't see why you should not get hearing, too.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGERT. Port Hawkesbury,
Nova Scotia, $300. Why do yon select Port Hawkesbury?
It is not so far, as I understand, a port of very great call.

Mr. CARLING. It has been represented to the depart.
ment that a very large number of vessels touch that port.
It was represented by the medical mon in that district, and
by the townspeople, that it was very important, and after
we made enquiries we found that it was necessary.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There are a great many
ports that appear.1o be of more importance than Hawkes.
bury, so far as one can judge, and I want to know how it is
that Hlawkesbury comes to be a port of special call ? If I
am correctly informed, but a very small revenue is re.
ceived there.

Mr. CARLING. A very large number of vessels touch
there.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It does not appear to
be a very great port in point of customs receipts.

Mr. CARLING. We are not paying a very large amount
of money.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But where do the ves-
sels come from ? What sort of vessels are they-fishing
boala, or traders, or vessels taking in coal ?

Mr. CAME RON. Hawkesbury is a port near the Strait of
Canso, and a quarantine station was established some years
ago on Point Tupper, in the county of Richmond. The Strait
of Canso separates Nova Scotia from Cape Breton, and a very
large number of vessels passthrough the strait, and as a ger -
oral thing, make Port Hawkesbury a port of call. Steamers
ply between the United States and Prince Edward Island
which call there, and it is the terminus of the Cape Breton
iRailway. It is true that a number of oontagious diseases

have been sent to hospitals there, and it was found noces-
sary, on the repreaentation of the late member for Rich-
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mond, I presume, to have a quarantine station established
there. I do not know of any point in Nova Scotia, with
the exception of Halifax and North Sydney, where so many
vessels call, and where I believe a quarantine station is
more necessary.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. To meet expenses of
precautionary measures for publie health, 815,000-1 am
not disposed te object to a vote of 815,000 for the benefit of
public health, or for enabling the Goverament, in case of
the outbreak of an epidemic, to take proper procautions,
but I fail to see, although the journal may deserve some
assistance, that it is quite correct to charge to the vote of
precsutionary measures for public health,.a sum of 81,200
as a subsidy to Dr. Playter for his health journal, and other
sums to other medical mon who are starting other journals.
It seems to me it is rather a misappropriation of the public
money to have expended that amount under a vote for
preeautionary measures for the public health. I do not
mean to say that the Government may not be justified in
subsidising those medical publications, but the amount
should be placed under a different head from precautionary
measures. As I understand it, the Government require
this vote in case of au epidemie, so that they may be able
to iolate patiente, or take such other precautions as may be
necessary, and to that I do not object, but I seriously think
a subsidy to journals should appear under a different head.

Mr.CARLING. This item has appeared in theEstimates
for a great many years, and it covers a sum given to Dr.
Playter and also to a French journal in Montreal. The
medical profession have brought pressure to induce the
Government to increase the amounts, but I have not seen
my way to recommending an incroase to the Government.
This vote has been paesed a number of years, and I think it
is money very well expended.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may be; but I do
not think it comes fairly under the head of precautionary
measures for the public health.

opportunity of seeing them. According to the experienoe
of the majority of medical men this book is not
sent to them, and the vote is a useless expenditure of
money. We further find that this vote is squandered
very recklessly, regardless of the manner in which it
is expended and benefit done. A number of physicians
received payments for visiting vessels. Some, I observe,
received 84 a visit. Another medical man at Rimouski
made twenty-five inspections, and received $10 a visit.
Besides, he received a salary of $250; then there was a boat
and 8374 wages of boatmen. I can understand the necessity
of such visits, if we were threatened with special dicaes.
Perhaps the Minister will explain why $10 is paid in one
case and 84 in the other case, and that tees are 'paid in
addition to salary ? Tnere must be something wrong.

Mr. CARLING. The fee of $10 is for each inspection of
the mail steamers at Rimouski by Dr. Gauvreau. He is a
very excellent officer, and makes a thorough inspection of
the mail steamers, which is necessary to allow them to pro-
ceed to Quebec without further detention. The payment of
84 a visit is for the ordinary inspection of other vessels; it
is fixed by law.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Were there only
twenty-five mail steamers in the course of the year ? I
thought the Dominion as well as the Allan lino carried the
mails.

Mr. CARLING. No; there is only one mail steamer a
week we inspect.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understand that at Grosse
Ile there is a medical officer who is paid for hie services.
What are his duties? What is the use of having a medical
man there if vessels are not inspected ? He is apparently
there to perform no duties whatever, but he sends the
steamers forward to this other point at which a medical
man inspecte them, receiving $10 a visit.

Mr. CARLING. I stated, a short time ago, that be-
tween 900 and 1-000 vessels came St u the St Lwn

Mr. CARLTNG. They advise the public what to do in fvess ""cn, sud I have ne deUbt tha t as mUWill
case of au epidemic occurring. atsasnan Ihaeodubta smaywlcasecf a epderne ocnrrng.corne up this seasen. Ail thoso veseels wilI have te hoe

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The vote for precau-iiîtpected, and Dr. Gauvreau inspecte tho mail steamers,
tionary measures is uone too large if an epidemie should which como up once s woek. The mail steamers are
occur. cbliged te stop er at Rimouski te deliver the mails, and

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). What is the method of distribut- Dr. Gauvrean makes that inspection. The number of
ing this health journal; how many copies are published, steamers amounted te twenty.five as I sehore, or it may
and in what way are they distributed? We should take have been more than twonty.five, sud Dr. Mcntizambert
the nesessary precautions against an epidemic, but I really aud hie staff inepeot over 900 vesele at Grosse fle, for
do not see the propriety of giving a large sum of money which wo psy hie salary and that cf hie assistants. This
for this useless book. Perbaps the Minister will be able toameunt je cnly for the inspection of the mail steamers at
explain in what way it is distributed or placed in the handsRimouski, which inspection le made there se that they
of those who would be benefited by it ? shahnet be detained at Grosse lie, and it uables them te

Mr. ARLNG.Thos paphlts r boks batarebriug up their passengere as rapidly as possible te Quebee.
Mfr. CARLING. These pamphlets or bocks that are r.ILO (Eg).flwonietemlsea r

printed by Dr. Playter and by the French Hygienic Society detined51 Rmcusi?
of Montreal are distributed to the press,to the medieal pro.
fession, and in different cities and towns throughout the Mr. CARLING. I understand that it je net more than
country. A large number of professional mon in the Pro- an heur or twe. During the timo the mails are being
vinces have written asking to have an increased numbor delivered at Rimouski the medical officer makes th
distributed, and I take it for granted that it bas done very inspection.
much good in instructing the people as to what precautions Mr. WILSON (Elgin). As I understand the Minuter,
to take in the event of an epidemic. hesys the vessel romains for about an heur, and the

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). That is a very strange explana- doctor, wbo lives in the place,'je understeed te make a
tion. If a medical man desires special information, in re.thereugh inspection cf the boat during that time. Accord.
gard to the treatment or prevention of disease, he should ing te the Minister this max made a careful and particular
subscribe for appropriate books. I have been practicing inspection for which ho receives $10, sud the other mon
some length of time, and I cannot recali any of the books ouly recoive $4, because it is net as important an inspection.
being sont to me. I do not desire them, and I do not think If the steamer romains thero an heur a therough inspection
much of the information in them; but if tbey were sent to muet b. made in that lime, se that 1he dector gets 810 for
medical men i towns and cities, certainly some would one hour9e servie. If that b. the faot I think th. Kinister
have fallen in my way, and I would have had an is very liberal indeed.

iDr. Cnupoea.
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Mr. CARLING. It was mentioned to me by a gentleman

who bas passed up and down the river that a steamer may
remain there longer.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). The Minister said an hour.

Mr. CARLING. I was informed by a gentleman sitting
beside me, and I cannot say whether it is an bour or two
hours. The vedsel is inspected and the doctor and the
captain are obliged to make the same affidavit to Dr. Giu-
vreau at Rimouski as theoffloers of other vessels are obliged
to make to Dr. Montizambert at Grosse Ile.

Mr. SPROULE. The member for Elgin (Mr. Wilson)
forgets that the doctor is obliged to be there day and night,
whenever ho is notified of the arrival of the steamer. Every
medical man knows that if he makes a night visit it coste
more than if ho makes a day visit. The necessity for in-
spection means that there may or may not be contagious
disease on board the vessel, and if the doctor finds any evi-
dence of disease the vessel will be detained longer than if
ho found no such evidence. The length of time occupied will
depend on whether or not there is disease on board the vessel.
It does not mean either that the doctor is on service just the
actual time hoeis on that vessel, because from the time a
vessel is notified ho must be in readiness at any hour of the
day or night. It is hardly reasonable, therefore, to suppose
that the doctor is paid $10 just for the time he is on board
the vessel. With regard to the distribution of the litera-
ture by Dr. Playter, I remember that it was distributed very
largely throughout Ontario, not only to medical men but toj
the heads of municipalities and others interested in healthi
matters. Two years ago, when it was anticipated we mighti
have cholera in Canada, this pamphlet was distributed. Itt
was a very good pamphlet and contained information re-1
garding cholera, dipiheria and other contagious diseases,1
so that persons who were not medical men, when they camei
into contact with contagious diseases, obtained informationj
as to what they should do, and were instructed how to1
isolate cases as soon as possible before they could bring
them to the notice of the health officers or medical men of
the district. In my part of the country those pamphlets
were found very useful, and when they have not been dis-
tributed lately there have been a number of enquiries for
them by medical men and the heade of municipalities.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With regard to the
inspection that mail steamers undergo at Rimouski, if I
understood the Minister aright, ho said that when they are
inspected at Rimouski that they are not inspected at Grosse
Ie 4 Everyone who passes up the St. Lawrence knows
that those vessels are not detained long at Rimouski, per-
haps an hour and a half. It is utterly impossible, i shouldà
think, for any modical officer to make a personal inspec-1
tion, whieh would be of the smallest value, of a mail steam-t
er in that time, for there are often 800 or 900, and possibly
1,000 immigrants on board. This is all the more difficult if
a ship comes in at night. It appears to me all the medicalt
inspector can do is to confer with the medical officer on
the mail steamer, and if that gentleman tells him it is all
right ho accepts the statement and the vessel goes on.t
That, I take it, is practically the result of the inspection of1
the mail steamer, carrying many hundreds of immigrants 8
and reporting at Rimouski. The inspection is simply1
equivalent in value to an affidavit made by the captain and
medical officer that they have no contagions diseases on board.
It seems to me, on the Minister's own saying, that this gen-
tleman stationed at Rimouski cannot by any possibility make
any perfect inspection of a large number of immigrants
arriving under the conditions stated. I fail to see that
thore is any practical use in it which cannot be equally
seoured by an a5davit made, under penalties, by the medi-
09i oMMenr on bord. It

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You can understand that
a steamer arrives there with a large body of immigrants on
board. The vessel bas a captain, who is responsible by bis
oharacter and under the law, for a true report, and there is
also a medical man on board who is likewise responsible.
We muet not allow the ship to pass imply upon the idea
that the medical officer on board, when he arrives at Quebec
or Montreal, or wherever his destination may be, will make
an affidavit that there is a clean bill of health. We have a
right to see that when those shipe enter into our waters
they ehould be examined.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Quite so.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. You can understand how
it is. The medical man at Rimouski goes on board and he
must be paid for that service. He sees the doctor of the ship,
and he aske him what has been the state of the health of the
passengers on board during the voyage. He asks the captain
the same thing; and they are bound to make honest and true
statements, and there is no reason why they should not make
honest and true statements. I take it the medical man may
say: There are so many cases on board; there are some of
measles, but we think they are over; there is no mall-
pox; there are no other of the innumerable diseases I could
mention; but here is a case I would like you to look at, I am
not sure whether it is small-pox or measies, or anything else.
He goes and sees that man and adds his responsibility as a
Dominion medical officer to the responsibility of the cap-
tain and the surgeon; and there is a substantial advantage
in getting the captain and the medical officer on board
cross-examined by the medical man who is responsible to
the Government, that no unhealthy or diseased person
should pass the inspection. It is of very great consequence
tbat that should be so. While on my legs, I would say
that although the quarantine iegalations lately adopted are
a very great improvement on the previous system, yet I
am not at all prepared to say that the Government and Par-
liament would not be justified in sanctioning a very con.
siderable additional expense to provide for extra precautions
being taken against the introdustion of disease by the large
mass of immigrants at the very portals of the Dominion.
I quite agree with the hon. member for Quebec that it is
not sufficient that they should ho passed either at Rimouski
or Grosse Ile, but that if there is the slightest suspicion of
disease, there should alsoe nhou examination at Quebeo.
I am rather surprised to learn, for I did not know it before,
that there is no officer to examine them at Montreal. The
ships now go up to Montreal. Years ago, when these
Grosse Ile regulations were established, Quebec was the
place of debarkation for all the immigrants. I am not at
all satisfied that there should not be an examination both
at Quebec and Montreal, just as much as at the other two
points. I thoroughly agree that this is a matter as to which
there should be no starving of the service.

Sir RICHARD CAR TWRIGHT. We have no desire
that there should be; we are quite agreed as to that.
Probably a bow passes between the medical gentlemen,
and the examination je one of a very free-and-easy descrip-
tion. I am not sure that, if there were serions cases, the
captain or owner of the vessel should not be oheld respon-
sible. In fact, I would be disposed to do as is done in
Eogland, make it equivalent to manslaughter for the cap-
tain or owner of a vessel to allow it to enter a port, know-
ing that there were contagious diseuses on board, without
reporting.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It should approach to
that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is a great offence
against the public weal, and the hon. gentleman has just
touobed the point, which is, that the ships oannot be
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properly inspected at Rimouski, unless you allow the medi-
cal officer to accompany the ship to Quebec or te Montreal,
and make a pretty thorough examination as hegoes; and 1
would suggest that he should do se:

Mr. CASGRAIN. The moment a ship arrives at Rimouski
the medical man goes on board for a short time, and then
the vessel starts for Quebec. There is no opportunity of
making a propor examination ; but if the previous method
were adopted, of accompanying the vessei to Quebec, the
officer could make a better inspection than he is able to do
at present.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I do not think the explanations.
offered are quite satisfactory. I do not doubt that the hon.
member for Grey (Mr. Sproule) receives some of those docu
mente; but what I said was that I did not think it was
reasonable that the country should pay for those works to
be sent to medical mon. If they require them, let them
pay for them as other people are required to do. I should
like to ask the Minister whether the officer at Rimouski
bas detained any vessel after it bas arrived at that port ?

Mr. CARLING. fie has sent vessels to Grosse Ile if he
has discovered any contagious diseases on board. There
the patients are taken charge of by Dr. Montizambert, and
the vessel is disinfected.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Can he tel me the number of
vessels which have been detained and sent to Grosse Ile ?

Mr. CARLING. I cannot at this moment, but I shall be
very glad to furnish the information to-morrow.

Mr. LAURIER. Do I understand that every steamer is
examined at Rimouski ?

Mr. CARLING. All the steamers that stop at Rimouski
to deliver the mails are examined. The Allan line and the
Dominion line carry the mails week about alternately.
Twenty-five come up during the summer months, and these
are all inspected.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it would be
strictly germane to this item, relating to precautionary
measures for the protection of the public health, to call the
attention of the hon. Ministers te the fact that for the last
two or three days there bas been a very unsavory and un-
wholesome emell on this side of the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman had
botter change to this side.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have no objection if
hon. gentlemen come over here. It is particularly dis.
agreeable this afternoon. I believe our worthy Clerk bas
noticed it for the asIt two or three days. It evidently
comes from the ducts under the Clerk's table; I do not
know what the cause of it may be. I think it is eminently
in the interest of the public health that it should be looked
to.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I had no idea that there
was anything of the kind. I may eay that the officer in
my department, who bas charge of these ducts, stated to me
not more than two days ago that they had all been exam-
ined, and were perfectly clean, and that the air in them was
pure. 'It seems to be only on that side of the House. How.
ever, I will have the matter enquired into.

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. I am quite willing to
accept the suggestion to change places pro tm, and to con-
aider this the right side of the House for the time being.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is a constitutional
objection to that-the ayes ait on this side, and the noes on
that side.

Some bon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh,
Sir ,Riwavu CATWRI0KT.

Mr. COOK. I think it would be an improvement if
the ducts were whitewashed. There is a good deal of white-
washing going' on on the other ide.

To meet expenses for cattle quarantine, Province- of
Quebec .. ,... .........................-.. --.- ..... $5,00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would call the at-
tention of the House to a rather extraordinary correspon-
dense which took place with respect to this item between
the Auditor General and the Department of Agricuture.
The House will recollect that we had a great deal of trouble
in fixing the value of animals, and that after a good deal of
discussion it was decided that the sum to be paid should
notexceed $150 in anyone case. Lastyearthepaymentswere
made to two or three gentlemen largely in excess of-what
the Act permits. One is Mr. James Me Rae-who is ho?

Mr. CAiRLING. He is an importer of cattle and resides
in the city of Guelph.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And Mesrs. Clarke
and Norris ?

Mr. CARILING. Tbey belong to Nova Scotia
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I notice that the

Auditor General declares that in the case of the First
mentioned gentleman, an overpayment was made of $795,
and in the other case an overpayment was made to the
amount of $856. I have looked over the correspondence,
and desire to call the attention of the House and the Minister
to a very remarkable letter from Mr. McEachran, who, I
understand, is to be the inspector employed by the
department. In the first instance, Mr. McEachran made
the appraisement low, and the Auditor General properly
pointed out that under hie appraisement the sums paid
were considerably in excess of what is provided by law. I
shall not trouble the House with reading all Mr. Mc.
Eachran's letter in reply, but will point ont the remarkable
statement with which he concludes. He had made an ap-
praisement under which, according to the Auditor General,
a considerable sum had been overpaid. He does not deny
that he made that appraisement, but ho states :

" In filling up the appraisement forme, I put the appraisement at a low
value purpoaely, in many cases, under the then market value. My
motive being to make the compensation allowed appear in the most
favorable light to the owners of the cattle. I caun,however, with per-
fect honesty make the appraisement equal to one-third more than the
amountpaid, and I herewith enclose eertificate amended in this sense."
That is rather a remarkable declaration. First of all, ho
sends an appraisement under which payment is mMde con-
siderably in excesseof the law, and thon ho declares that he
could with perfect honesty have appraised the- cattle one-
third more, and encloses certificates amended in that sene;
and on those the department consider that the Auditor
General's objections are overruled. I do not think that
is a sound way of doing business. It might b. quite true
that the total value of the animals was in excess oonsider-
ably of the amount the Deptment were allowed to pay,
but it is quite clear from . MoEachran's own statement
that the Auditor General was right in saying that the
Department had paid two sums of nearly S8,000 in exeses
of the law, and that Mr. McEaohran's mode of dealing is
not a correct mode of dealing with the subject.

Mr. CARLING. In no case bas more than $150 been
paid. No doubt Mr. McRachran had made an error of
form in his certificate.

Mr. LAURIER. The law does not allow the full, value
of the animals to be paid but only two-thirds of their value,
and that value must not in any oase exceed $150. l athe
present case the parties were paid not only aeoording to
Mr. McEachran's appraisement, the full valu. of the aimal,
and thus Mr. McRoahran and the 4gpartunt somed -to
baye overlooked the law. *No doub t the lomjodhep*pvg
tor of the animais wus a serious one, but stilh the law must
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be carried out. If it is unfair it may be amended, but as
long as it remains what it is, it is not within the compe-
tence of any officer of a department to go beyond it. In
order to cover this violation of the law Mr. McEachran says
that he filled up the appraisement forms at a low value, his
motive being to make the compensation allowed appear
in the most favorable light to the owners of the cattle. The
proprietor, however, not being satisfied, he says :

" I can, however, with perfect honesty make the appraisement equal
to one-third more than the amount paid, and I herewithenclose oer-
tificate amended in this sense."

The whole thing is irregular. I am fully aware that in
many cases this law must work extreme injustice to the
owners of cattle, but in this matter their rights must be
sacrificed to the general good. Therefore these cattle are
slaughtered, and for compensation the law provided that
two-thirds of their value shall be paid but not to exceed
841.50. The Department simply disregarded the law and
paid tho full value. Under the circumstances it is impos.
sible that the department should not be censured.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No doubt there is an
apparent irregularity in this matter. But, after all, the
desire of Parliament and the public is that parties who lose
their cattle should get this $150 if that is two-thirds of the
value of the animal. It appears that Dr. McEachran, from
some mistaken idea, undervalued the cattle, and afterward,
when the error as respects the regulations was poined out,
ho says :J

"I can honestly and fairly state that the cattle are worth one-third
more?"

I admit the irregularity still. On the whole the morey has
been paid and the party has not received more than the
two-third value, looking at the amended report of Mr.
McEachran. At the same time 1 do not underestimate
the importance of officers like Mr. McEachran-who, I
believe, is a very good man-being kept strictly on the line
of their duty and not loft to their disoretion. He should
have given the full value in the first instance.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. The value appears to
have been lumped, which the Act clearly intended it should
not be. There are cases, no doubt, in which some of these
cattle wore worth less than 8150. That is almost as good
as stated here. The statement is that the value of many,
if not of ail, was onc-third over the maximum, and that
the owners were heavy losers. I do not doubt that many
of these cattle were worth more than that amount, but we
know that the value of fancy cattle goes up to enormous
figures, $4,000, 85,000, 86,000, 87,000 and $8,000. The
Act, however, is clear in declaring that each animal shail
ho dealt with separately, and there is god reason for that.
It would seem to be a sensible view that gentlemen who
choose to import very expensive cattle should be their own
insurers and sbould stand their own risk. For instance, wea,
should not be called upon to pay $12,000 for one animal, v
though I believe that amount has been paid for certain a
cattle. In tact I have known that to be paid. It would
never do for the owner, if that animal were lost, to come on
the country for that amount. I simply call attention to
it because I think the Auditor General is perfectly correct a
in calling the attention of the department to it. The
department, no doubi.t, without meaning any harm, have
been incorrect in this matter, and my special reason for
referring to this is to point out that the officers of the
department ought to be very careful not to make two n
distinct appraisements. When an appraisement is made,
whether under oath or not, it is supposed to ropresent the
true value of the article, and after that the appraiser ought S
not to add one-third to the value and so change his sworn c
appraisemnt.t
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR IGHT. I simply would cati
the attention of the department to it, and after the state-
ment of the First Minister, I suppose we may understand
that it will not occur again.

Mr. LAURIER. It is evident that the owner of cattle
will never be satisfied with the amount given by the ap-
praiser.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It should be a final esti mate.

Mri.aDelaney, wife of Indian agent killed at Prog
L.ake...................... ..........................$400

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose this is a
proper opportunity to enquire what decision the Govern-
ment have arrived at in the Gowanlock case, which the Prime
Minister stated the other day would receive their attention.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the Supplementary
Estimates will show that the Gowanlock case bas been con-
sidered.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Of course, I do not
press this, but possibly the hon. gentleman might as well
state now what decision the Government has come to.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think, but I am not
sure, that it bas been put on the same footing as the case of
Mrs. Delaney.

Pensions payable on account of Fenian raid,........$3,355 60.

Mr. DENISON. I would ask whether these pensions
could not be paid next year in advance in the same way as
other pensions are paid? Of course, I do not suppose it
can be done this year.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That will be considered be.
tween this and the next Session. It is too late now to make
the change.

To meet probable amount required for veterans of
war ofÎ12.... ... ................... $4,530

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGII '. What are you giving
those old mon at present ? I think the amount was raised
a little, was it not ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. They are getting $30 each.
The number who were paid last year was 151.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Doos the hon, gentle-
man recollect the age of the oldest of those veterans ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I must say that I do not.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it must be over

one hundred.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). How many of these veterans

are still living ? It seeme to me that they must be very,
very old, and I should like to know whether there are
any fresh applications placed upon the lista.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I have told the hon. gentle-
man that we paid 151 veterans $30 each last year, and I
may add that we have a couple of new applications which
are now being considered by the departnent.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). In regard to the item on account

f the Fenian raid, I would like to ask whether that was
ot a liability incurred previons to the Union. If so, I do
ot think it is a proper charge on thO Dominion, but it
hould be born by the Provinces.
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is regulated by the

tatute, 42nd Vic. Some portion of the amount was in-
urred previous to Confederation, but it was all assumed by
he Fedoral Government after Confederation.
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Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would like to ask the Minister gentleman will lay it on the Table I will not object to that,
if he pays any pensions to widows of veterans of 1812. I on the understanding that I can bring this up at any con.
know of a case of a poor woman whose husband served in venient time in the passage of supplies.
that war, and I know she is in destitute circumstances, and, Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes, I think I eau lay it on
if there were any possibility of getting anything for ber on the Table on Monday.
account of her husband's services, I think, under the cir
cumstances, it should be given to ber. Mr. LAURIER. Is there an increase ofnew applications?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Under the law we do not SirAIOLPIE CARON. There are some new appli.
provide for widows. cations; and the hon. gentleman wilI understand that some

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Other pensions, in other cases. of these applications already made could not be immediately

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. This matter is regulated, the brought before Council. In some cases there are certain
hon, gentleman should see, by statutory enactment, out of arrearp, and the money they were entitled to under a new
whicb, of course, I cannot go. Ozder in Council had to be provided for.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes ; but you do take care of Pensions payable on aceunt of Rebellion of 1885, to
Mounted Police, Prince Albert Volunteers, and

widows in other cases. Your military regulations provide Police Scouts . ........ ...... .. $1,824.91
for widows of officers and men who are killed, or who are Mr. DAVIN. Before that item is passed, I wish to eau
wounded, and they get paid. the attention of the Minister of Militia to the daims of cer-

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. But we do not at present tain persons which I brought before him last year, but
provide for the widows of 1812. witheut success. After 1 brought these daims before his

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes, we have paid them since the attention last year, the Mniter puid a visit to the North.
last two years. Do I understand there is no possibility of West, and witb Col. Scott and Major Mowat, 1 saw hlm,
a provision being made ? and ny impression was that we had entirely removed fron

Sir ADOLPHE CAROY. No. the Minister's mmd the difficulty that ho found in acceding
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I do not think there is any law e proposition that laid before hm. There are other

Mr. IRKATRCK.I d no thik tere18 fl~lawpersons to whose claimis I would like to cati the hon. gentie.
regulating pensions to the veterans of 1812. It is an annualnanps attention-m fact there are two classes of daims that
vote, given to the department to pay them. Would the I wouid press upon his'attention, and upon the attention of
Minister tell me what the law is? thiscomittee. There is a clas ofpersons who are legaily

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. But don't you sece that entitled Vo what they daim, but who have noV got their legal
unleas she volunteers we cannot pay hier ? I is Vo py the rights; and then thereO is a class whi iar s an honorable
v'olunteera noV the volunteers' wdows. taim, a just dtaim, but under the iaw they may not be abte

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No, it is the veterans of 1812. to substantiateio. Sdr, I conted that in a matter like
this, where men have been ready to risk their aives

Pensions payable tedilitiamen on acceunit of Rebel- for the country, whero mon have been fghting our
lion of 185...................................$25,CO.batt.es.i surely is not creditable, it is no what

Mr. JONES. I would ask the Minister of Militia whethMr the country dsires, that we should go into everv
he lias arrived at any decision with regard to Capt. Fortune nice question, and consider in a huckstering EpIit
of the 63rd, whose application bas been before thedepart- whether we shah acknowiedge thoirl aims or f eot. rNow-
ment for some trne. I undorstood be passed severa boards Sir, the fortune t warout aleifres, bas been unequa.
of enquiry, and it was known that the injury le receivedM die in thousand a dit , heroes die in ilo i: and,
was incurred wuile he was serving in the North-West. Last in order that one wan-and he, peihaps, may eot be as
year the Minister promised to look into that case, and 1 brave as the least brave amongst thter- may wear acstar;
bope he lia8 arrived at a favorable decision. The man i and Ishouldsbc very sorry, in this free country, in this

aeuntry where we are accustowedto hold that one ianI lasgood pas another, that our Govern ment shoeld have ono
Sir ADOLPHE CAtRON. The case of Capt. Fortune was rule for the rice. and powarfl, and another ie for the poor

brouglt to my notice, like that of ail the militiamen who man. Now, Sir, there are ases tike this. For instance,
served during the troubles of the NorthrWest and who were there is the case cf a man named Whalen, wh n served as
wounded. e had o go befre a board of doctors, anr ogallantly as ary man that ever fought for his country and
under the first report that was hade ho was granted a flag who was under fire, but becthat was under the
gratnity. Representations have since been made Vo the police at Cut Kife, instad of under the militia, a distino..
department, and a report ias been sont in by a new tion is made in wis caer.Re was at the bead of the team.
board of physîcians, and hie ase has been submitte to sters, li was uder ire at CutcKnife, and although ho was

.unJil-ali thI pensions are regulated by Orders in recor ended strongly, yet nothing is doue for him. Now,
Couneil. ihave made my recommendation to Council, and c urge that the scouts and the tansters, those men who
o an happy osbe appbleicto the hon, gentleman that his were engged in that rebellion l one form or another,
ase is now beore the Couneil, but it s not yet passrd. siould have theoir aim considered; and s urge in the
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG T. There is an inerease case of the police, non meriy those who were under fire,

of $5,000inr this vote. To that I shae oVtobjest, but i but those who were actively engaged in other ways, who
think we ougnito have suppied to us, in the shape of a miglt have been under fire, that no invidions distinction
memorandum, which mig t b printed in our Votes and shaI be made btween them; and that hey sha u get their
Proeedin , or otherwise, information as to whom this medals. whoieve there are outy about 150 of that who wan t
850110W, is olie istributed. I suppose, as Vo the other' their medas. 1 antold they do noVwant s hrip, but they want
8203000, I eau find particulars in the Militia report. their medals, and I hope they wili geV thera. Now, 1 wil

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Ye e no doubt. I will le happy ask the Mfinister's attention o the case of those who have a
O turnlih the lon, gentleman with the information wh legal. daim, the volunteer at Regina, s d other like those,

requir N. at Edmonton, who are on the sahe footing. Lat year I
prwsented o the iniater every eleuent la their favor that

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think that i ougsr t a case could require i met the Minuster, and verybody
Vo be frnised to us at the presont moment, but if the hon. who m aets him knows how ourteostly ho entera into teo

Sir ADOLpHE CàRoN.
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demands.
mine saidt
language
langagge

"oHe kick
You migh

But the fact is this, as one brother member of
to me, "fie is too polite." i do not give the exact
ho used. Bat, Sir, I will put it in Shenstone's

ed him down stairs with such a aweet grace,
t have thought he was handing him Up."

Bat the objectionable thing about it is that the Minister
is not to be moved. We have failod to move him, oven
though we put, as I believe, just claims before him. In the
oase of the volunteers whose claims I put before him last
year, ho acknow% ledged there was overy element of a case
made out, but ho said to me: " lHere is a telegram in
which Col. Scott acknowledgee that these are home guards."
When I read the telegram I confess it seemed to me that
we had been bowled over. But we were able to show the
Minister, when we met him in January, that these tele-
grams about the bome guards had nothing whatever to do
with the volunteers. Every telogram about the home
guards is signed by Mr. Scott as mayor; every telegram
about the Regina volunteers is signed by Mr. Scott,
with his military rank attached to it. Now, this is the
telegram respecting the home guards:

"l Raai;i, A pril 1st, 1885.
"To the Misiarsn op MILITIA, Ottawa:

" Guard organised here for home protection. No arms. Oan they ob-
tain 75 stand and aimunition from the department ? If so, when?
Town Council will be responsible.

" D. L. SCOTT,
"Mayor."

Here is the answer, signed by A. P. Caron, dated Ottawa,
April lat:
" To D. L. SCOTT.

"Ye. Must apply to Majar General for permission."

In the case of the volunteers-I have the tolegrams here-
the M nister does not say that ho must apply to the Major
General, but ho at once says that the arms arc on thoir
way. Another telegram is dated Regina, April lth, 1885:

"The MINISTER OP MILITIA, Ottawa :
" Have applied by telegram to Maj3r-General for arms for home

guard, as directed by you. No answer from him. Can you order arms
and ammunition for 75 men to b.-esuppliel trom stre3 at Winnineg?

"D. L. SCOTT,
9"1fayrr."1

The reply was:
"OTTWA , April 12th, 18s25.

"To D. L. ScoTT, Mayor .
" Cannot interfere with distribution of arms. My doing so rnight

disturb arrangements made by General.
"A. P. CA RON."

When the Minister cornes to deal with D. L. Scott as colonel,
ho does not rmake any such statement as that; and I will
cali the attention of the committee for a few moments to
this subject. On July 1'h, Colonel Scott wrote to the
Minister informing him that ho was the commanding officer
of the Regina volunteers, and that ho had issued to the
members of that company the necessary certificates of er-
rollment and service to enable ther toobtain land warrants
or scrip under 48-49 Vie., o. 73. One of the members
of the company who had applied under the Act brought to
Colonel Scott a letter from the Department of Interior, in
answer to hie application, stating that no further action
could be taken with regard to the issue of scrip, until a
certificate showing that ho was entitled to military bounty
was received from the Dupartment of Militia and Defence.
Another member of the company had also shown Colonel
Scott a letter from a friend at Ottawa, through whom ho
applied for a warrant, enclosing a memorandm from T. B.
Aldrich stating that the Regina company was recognised
only as a home guard. From those communications Colonel
Scott was led to infer that the right of the members of the

Regina Company to the bounty under the Act had not then
been recognised by the Department of Mititia and Defence.
colonel &eott, in conclusion, said :

"I beg to enclose herewith for your information, copies of the corres-
pondence between me and the militia authorities."
ie goes on to say :
" 1 have the honor farther to state that on let April, 1885, 1, as mayor

of the town of Regina, telegraphed you etating that a home guard had
been formed here and asking you to forward armi and ammunition for
its equipment. The home gurd mentioned in the telegram was a dit-
forent body to the volunteer Company organised by me, and at the time
I telegraphed yon i had alreaiy received the arme and ammunition for
the volunteer company.
Thon, Colonel Scott gives the telograrm relating to the for-
mation of the corps of Rogina volunteers :
(Pelegram.) "Rai&, 27th afarch, 1885.
"The Minister of Militia, Ottawa.

" Will you authorise enrolment of volunteer rifle or infantry corps,
and direct equipment to ho forwarded forthwith ? Corps will be filled
at once.

"D. L. SCOTT, Lt. Colonel,
"Mayor."

To this telegram ho received the following answer

"OTTAW, 26th March, 1885.
" Lieut.-Colonel, D. L. Scorr.-Yes, authority is given ta organise

company at Regina. Arms and equipment on way to Winnipeg."
"A. P.OARON."

lere is a letter addressed to Lieut. Colonel C. F. Hough-
ton, Deputy Adjutant General, Winnipeg, Manitoba:

"l RxaINA, 31st March, 1885.
"Sin,-I have the honor to inform you that acting upon the sugges-

tion of the Lieutenant Governor I telegraphed the Minister of Militia as
follows : "

Here follows copy of first telegram sont in bis oapacity as
Lieut. Colonel:

" AsnoU, '28th it.
cI received a reply from him as followa:

lere follows copy of telegram I have already read.
"I in pursuance of this authority I was deputed bîythe citizens ta pro-

ceed with the organisation of the company, and have the honor to
state that I have enrolled a Com pany ot 55 men, and have arranged ta
put them through a course of dril instruction, and I hope to be ahbleto
put them in a state for active service by the time the arme and equup-
ments reach here. It je the unanimous wish of the members of the
company that the corps should be equipped and uniformed as a rifle
company, and I have been requested by them ta acquaint you with their
wishes in that respect. f have the honor to requeet that you will take
the necessary steps ta have the corps and the officers thereof gazetted
and have the arme and equipment forwarded to us here as soon as
piaible."
To that communication Colonel Scott reoeived a Jetter frotn
the acting Deputy Adjutant General. On 17th April, 1885,
the following telegram was sent to the Ministor of Militia
by Colonel Scott :-
(Telegram.) "lReNis, 17th April, 1885.

"The MIrsTa or MILITIA, Ottawa :
" as my company been placed on active service ? When will uni-

forme be forwarded.
" . L. 8ooTT,

The answer was as follows:-
('eleram) " OTTAwA, Ont., 18th April, 1885.

"Yee, your company is authorised. Make reqnisition for equipments.
" A. P. CARON."

After the troubles were over, C. F. loughton, Lieut.
Colonel, Deputy Adjatant General, wrote to him the follow.
ing:-

"EHADQUaTRsae, MMLITAit DISr IcT No. 10.
"IWINNIaPI, MAIToBIA.

Sla, -I have the honor to acknowledge recelpt of your letter of 20th
inet, relative to land grants for the late Regina company under jour
command. Your servie roll was dly received and forwarded to head-
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quarters on Srd October last. The course now to pursue is that a sepa- Now there arc other companies that have been deait with,
rate application muet be made in each case direct to the Department of as 1 Contend, justice demandeJ, and I trust that the Minister
the Interior, by the soldier or his duly appointed attorney, stating th
clearly wbether a warrant to enter for 320 acres of land la requiredort egina volaneers,
scrip for $80 in lieu thereof. and other corps similarly situated, in accordance with

" Pay liste will be forwarded to yon to be filed in for the time your the legal claims of these bodies. Lt cannot be con-
eompany was engaged on active service and returns to this office to be tended that the Regina Company was a home guard
submitted for approval."Menbmttedfor pproaL"within the meaning of the amending Act, 49 Victoria,
On 7th October, 1886, Colonel Scott wrote to the Militia chapter 29, hecause the latter Act is net intended te re-
Department as follows- strict or annul the operation of the frmer. The expressed

"IREGINA, 7th October, 1886. intention in section 1 is to widen the scope of the original
"Si,-I have the honor to state that on 12th July last, I wrote you Act by extending its privilges to certain classes who

respecting the application of the members of the Regina Volunteer would otherwise bo excluded, as, for instance, members
Company for land warrants or scrip under 48-49 Vie, c. 73, and en- of the irregulai forces. Nor is the Regina company
closing for your information copies of the correspondence relating to
the formation of the company and other matters relating thereto. 1 within sub.sectioni"a, by roason of the fact that
have not yet received a reply to my letter." having been duly organised and enrolled under the

To that communication Colonel Scott reccived this reply: special provisions of the Militia Act, it is fot anirregular force, and the special section mentioned only
"OTwa, 17th October, 1886. exoludes irregular forces serving as home guards. I do

"Sim,-In reply to your letter of the 7th inst. I am directed by the net think that I need trespass fnrther on the attention of
Minister of Militia and Defence to direct you that it appears that the the committee, because 1 have established, if I may ven-
Regina volunteer company were organised as a home guard." ture to say so, the logal daims of the volunteers. Bat
And so on. It is perfectly clear that the Minister acted I would just urge on the attention of the inister, with
bona fide. I think he was misled by the fact that Colonel whatever littie persuaîiveness 1 might ho capable of using,
Scott, as mayor, had communicated with him about the te eonsidar claimethatare just as strong, morally-although
formation of a home guard, and I think the Minister con- they may fot have a legal backing-to consider the daims
fused the action of the mayor with the action of Colonel of the police who, althongh having boon on active service,
Scott; and after I have pointed out to him that there is are doprivod of their modals, to coneider tho daims of
no connection whatever between the two, and that those those scouts and those teamsters who may have sorvod
telegrams re home guard were telograms having nothing under th police, which daims have net been acknowledged,
to do with the Regina volunteers, I hope the Minister will becauso thoy did net serve under the militia. In conclusion
have no difficulty in acting. In case ho should feel any lot me say that 1 think it is net desirale, in the intereets
diffieulty about it I will forward oither to him or the Minis- ef Canada, that wo sbould make a distinction betwoon the
ter of Justice the wholo case, and I have ne doubt whatevar North-West Mounted Police and the militia u such a mani-
that the Minister of Justice, or any lawyr-I had forgotton ner as weuld make those policemen fool, if ever calld again
that thoeMinister of Militia is himself a dis-inguished te perforservice te ths country, that when their services
lawyer-will see at once that those men have a legal laim, corne teo appraisod a gallant deed doue under the red
The Birtle volunteers, ase Ishowod tast year, were acknow- coat of a mounted policeman pa ono thing, but a gallant act
ledged and frm the Gazette, which 1 quoted lawst year donh under the unifof e a militiaman A quite anothor,
for the Minister's information, I wiIl give hlm the details I hope that the Government will tak tho view of thoe
again. Ho will find, for instance, in the Gazette of slth people of Canada tht any manwheother ho be a mounted
April : policeman, militiaoan or volunteer, who in the hournf

"l The following companies have been suthorised to be raised in danger strikes a gallant blow for his ountry will eho
Manitoba and the North-West Territories for active service" acknewledged in Parliament with the same gratitude which

bis fellow countrymon fool, andi that ho will know equal
A liat of thecompanios is given, and among thom are the cew- justice will be deat eut to him by tho Government of
pany at Regina, Captain David L. Scott, and the company at Canada.

wBirle, Cat tain James H. Wood. The hon. Minister fond
no difflcurt'y whatevor in dealing with the cempany at Mr. SPiROULE. y1 would j andt like tolsay very britely
BirtIe. Ho gave them the scrip, ho acknowledged their that I can endorse what the son. member for Assinibola
statua, ho acknowlodged the statue of other companies, and ( lr. Davin) e said in reernce te the police and the
I should think At a vry extraotdinary thing indeed, if scouts in tha North-West, whe did net get modal
after bis doubt has been removed by what I have pointed and scrip, or land grant warrants. On behaif ef some
out te, him respectinr the mistake made by confusing tho rof those police scouts have for a couple of years
homo guard with ]Îogina volunteers, he will net 500 hie pat beon ondeavoring te get thorn that acknowledg-
way at once te admit my contention in this mattor. Again, mont fur their services, which I blievo they are fairly
in the Gazette of l8th Soptember, 1885, thore appears a list ontitled to. There eem e ob an interpretation put upon
of the following corps that have been rolieved from service the law, that des not appeal te common sonso as a correct
and diebanded, among othere : Infantry cempany of one. The law was amended, as undcrsteod it t the time
IRegina, Captain Scott, infantry Comepany of Birtle, Captain the ameudmont wa8 made, se as te include those police
Wood.I have a letter bore from Captain Wood, and pro- scoutse andts nure that they would get their land grants
bably it reflectsupen mysoîf for net having get the Bcrip or scrip the saie as other wh hadeerved in the rebel-
for the Regina volunteers. Captain Wood addresses this lion. When the application was made in thir bohalif the
letter t the major of the lRegina company: objection was raised that they wsre net police scouts

in the ordinary acceptation bf the word as interpreted
BIhaTL 8th M y t 1886. by the Iin!ster of Militia and Defence, but that

ay De MwAr,- have been in Otarie for the pat thre monthe they were home guards. At the time, wa net
on the businesW whieh yonr favor of the 2th February refera, snud had aware whether they wero or net, but in looking
it nt been that r- waise aOttawawen the Riel rebellion broke eut, sud c e b p T a g deed de erh e

g et onr company by general order gazetted on actuai service, we were intoe eue 0f0 uruher I &aku the Ministers interproetton
Tas fr as recmpense for services waa cencerned. As it ws we of what ho onsidered w an home tgard." bI aaid h

were relegated to the home guard l t ti i I went dewn, and asfter a considerd it was the mon who were appointed t loeok
r hard fight in the deprtient, I suceeded in esth dtls Ifte tha t a oment intake the vie bt

Ail te-lplaped on the active serviceit,cOemiltamonst w n the h
t the land allowed."anisevicerai inaoality where a nu ber of people wero oongregated
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together and they were afraid of some infractions of
the law or intrusion from outsiders, and they banded
themselves together to look after their property.
I found, after examination, that those mon to whom I
refer were enlisted by Lieut. Col. Macdonald for the
purpose of scoutin alil over the country, and that they
were employed at Wood Mountain, more than one hundred
miles from home. They were sent to this place because it
happened to be on the trait between iBatoche and Montana,
where it was expected the Indians from Montana might
come, or where there might be communication from the
half-breeds and Indians around Batoche with those of a
foreign country. They were stationed there for the pur-
pose of giving information to the authorities, and they were
supplied with arms, but each man had to furnish himself
with a horse. They were on the prairie at the time, and
were subjected to all the hardships and all the dangers
of those engaged in quelling that rebellion. It was only
by the accident of war that they were not under fire the
same as the volunteers were, yet those mon were denied
the same consideration and remuneration that the volun-
teers got, because of what I believe to be an unfair interpre-
tation, or some technical defect, in the law intended to cover
those mon. The objection was raised that those mon could not
geteitherscripenor land grants because their services wer e not
certified to by competent parties, and the question
arose who would be competent to certify to them. It was
thought at the time that the certificate from the officer un-
der whom they served would be competent, and for that
purpose those men got their certificates from Lieut. '*l.
Macdonald. It turned out afterwards that this certificate
should have been from the bead of the police force there,
but they only got that information after the head of the
police force was changed and another man who did not
know the circumstances had been sent to his place, and at
this time it would be a very difficult matter to get a certifi
cate, as the man who occupied the position d:d not know of
their services. The objections raised were tried to be got
over so far as they possibly could, with the object of satis-
fying the department that those men were entitled to com-
pensation, but up to the present they have failed to receive
that acknowledgment which is their due. I am glad to say
the matter is now under the consideration of the depart-
ment. It may be that through time they will get what
they are entitled to. Whether they do or do not, it is not
amiss at this present stage to say-inasmnch as the notice
put on the Order Paper is not likely to be reached-that I
think they are fairly entitled to some reward. In regard to
those policemen who did not receive their medals, I am
told that 8150 would cover the whole expense, and it does
seem to me very unfair that one part of the forces en-
gaged in that rebellion should receive medals and that
other members engaged similarly in defending the
country should not receive medals. If any dissatisfaction
ils created, for the small amount of money that would be
required to satisfy all of them, I think the country could
well afford to place ail of these gentlemen on an equal
footing. We have plenty of land in the North-West, and
these police scouts only ask for land or scrip. Many of
them are actual settlers in the country, and as we have
21)50000,000 acres there that we want to get settled, the consi-
deration necessary is only a amall one, and I do not think
any hon. member on either side of the House would object
to the Government granting it.

Sir ADOLPIE CARON. In regard to the remarks
which have been made, I am bound to state that no mem-
ber of Parliament has taken a deeper interest in trying to
i.ecure recognition fôr those who took part in the suppres-
sion of the rebellion troubles in the North-West than my
hon. friend from Assiniboia (Mr. Davin). On more than
one ocSion the hon. gentleman has come into my depart-

ment, and ho has been most energetic and careful in
securing all the information that could possibly be seoured
for the purpose of making the case which ho was submit-
ting te me as strong as possible. I must, however, recall
to bis recollection that when ho and I disoussed the various
points which ho has submitted te-day, the hon. gentleman
could not overcome the objections which existed, according
to the statute as I understand it, against the recognition of
the Regina company as anything but a home guard. The hon.
gentleman submitting the case de novo to-day, bas read some
letters which have not yet corne to my notice. As I am
ever so anxious to meet the claims of those who took a
prominent part in the suppression of the troubles in
the North-West, and who have earned from Canala
the gratitude which our country should grant to those
who at the call of duty sacrifice thoir business and their
daily occupations for the purpose of resisting any risings
from outside or at home, I shall be very happy indeed to
reopen the case and consider it from the new information
which bas been submitted to the House tcd-ay by the hon.
gentleman, and sec whother it is possible for me to alter
the decision that 1 arrivel at. The hon. gentleman must
consider that, however anxious we must all feel to recognise
the services that have been rendered, those troubles have
already cost a very large amount of moncy, The list of
pensions bas been largo and I believe the pensions and
gratuities granted have really been most liberal, so far as
the circumstances of the country would allow. I must also
draw the hon. gentleman's attention to the fact that I am
controlled by the statute, which wai passed by this
Parliarment, and which decided what classes were
entitled to receive pensions and gratuities. The hon. gentle-
man remembers that the point of discussion between us was
whether the company ho bas referred to to-day had been
regularly enlisted in the militia force of Canada. I claimed
that they had not been; end if it should appear from the
letters from.Colonel Suott, which the hon. gentleman bas
read to day, that that decision should be changed, I shall
be very happy to change it. The hon. gentleman referred
to the Birtle volunteers. That case is no doubt different
from the case I have just referred to, and I think it has been
considerel as much as it is possiblo to consider it from the
information we have reccived. In that case, as in the
other, if any fresh informittione an be furnished to the de-
partment, I shall be very glad, inieed, to reopon it and
consider it de novo. Tne hon. gentleman from the east
riding has referred to the case of the Wood Mountain
rangers. Under the law as it exists, as I have explained
to the hon. gentleman, 1 do not see that it is possible for me,
as Minister of Militia, to do anything more than has already
been doue. I have been aunxious to meet all the claims of
the volunteers who took part in the suppression of the
troubles, but I have to be controlled by the law passed by
Parliament. The hon. gentleman has referred to the fact
that some of the police have received medals and some have
not. Ho must rernember that the same distinction was
made in the case of the volunteers. Parhiament decided
that only those volunteers who had seen active service west
of Port Ârthur should be the recipients of the medals re-
ceived from ler Majesty, and that those of the police who
had been under fire should receive medals, while thoso who
had net been under fire should not receive them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I find very great dif-
ficulty in understanding on what principle pensions are
granted by the <department. I call attention to two pen-
sions which were granted to the families of milifiamen who
were killed in action or died from wounds or disease,
reported at page 12 of the Militia report. The first of
those is that of a man named Ryan, who died from disease,
leaving a wife and daughter. The widow receives $68 and
the daughter 814 a year. I am not in the slightest degreo
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inclined to object to that; but the next case is that of a
man named Valiquette, who died from disease likewise. He
apparently leaves no widow or children, but ho leaves a
father, two brothers and thrce siéters, ail presumably adults,
each of whom receives $51, making in all $307 a year; or
practically four times as much is granted to collateral rela-
tives, brothers and sisters, in the one case, as is granted to
the direct boirs, the widow and daughter, in the other.
There may be some roason for this distinction ; but primd
facie it seems a very absurd thivg that widows and chil-
dren, who are necessarily dependent on the husband and
father as the bread-winner, should receive a very small
proportionate sum, and a very much smaller absolute sum
than is granted to the collateral rlatives in the other case.
I should b very glad to hear an explanation of what
appears to be a very unfair distribution of the Government
bounty.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The question which the hon.
gentleman bas submitted could be much more intelligent-
]y discussed and understood by reading the Order in Council
which afterwards appeared in the General Orders. Every
individual pension granted was decided by the Governor in
Council, and every pension was decided according to cir-
cumstaLces, possibly the nature of the wound in some in-
stances.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGBIT. These are cases of death.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In cases of death the financial
position of the relatives or family of the deceased was con.
sidered. In other cases, some of those who received pen-
sions had means of their own, and the pensions were given
to supplement that por tion of which they were supposed to
be deprived by the deuth or loss of those who were killed
on the field of battle. In all cases the pensions have been
submitted to the department, and the documents accom-
panying the applications looked into, and it was only after
careful examinalion into the special circumstances attend-
ing each individual case that the department arrived at a
decision. On Monday I will bring down the list of pen-
sions granted, and a copy of the General Order which ap-
peared in the Canada Gazette, as well as a copy of the Order
in Council regulating those pensions. In the case of Vali-
quette, I am not to-day prepared to give an explanation,
but I wilt look into the docket and give the hon. gentleman
the information ho requires. I may say that the board
which was called upon to examine into these cases was
careful to get al] the evidence possible before arriving at a
conclusion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRLGHI'. That is al very
proper, but it is our duty to see that justice is done between
the parties ; and I must say that the allowance to the
daughter of a dead soldier of 814 a year, and the allowance
to each of the sisters of another of 852, would strike most
men as a very disproportionate allowance.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. One may have been an officer.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. One man was gunner

Ryan and the other sergeant Valiquette, so that there could
be no such distinction in rank as to warrant paying the
one 800 per cent. more than the other. In the former case
the grant was made, besides, to collateral relatives. This is
a thing subject to great abuse, A man is not usually the
supporter ofb is brothers and sisters. They are expected
to look after themselves, but he is supposed to be the sup-
porter of his wife and children; and my point is not alone
with reference to the enormous disparity of the aIlow&nce,
but also the fact that in the one case they are the parties who
would have looked naturally to the deceased, in his lifetime,
for support, and in the other case they are collaterai relatives
who Lave no primd facie particularly gool claim on the
country to be compensated for the loàs caused by the death

Sir RioAnD UA RRwaiIT.

of their relative. It is possible this man was the sole supporter
of bis brothers and sisters, but it is an unusual case, and the
allowance is a large one for a discharged sergeant. For
instance, an annuity of $300 is given to his family, and
auless sergeant Valiquette was a man of superior education
and rank in life, an annuity of $300 to his family is exces-
sive; while, in the other case, the widow gets some $64 and
the children $14 each, in all $33. In all these cases where
there is a discrepancy, a full explanation should be append.
ed. I called the hon. gentleman's attention last year
to a di.crepancy between the pension given to the widow
of a captain and the allowance made to the collateral re.
latives of a lieutenant, the latter getting much more than
the former, while the information given by the hon. gentle-
man, who professed to know both parties, was that the
widow was in quite as destitute circumstances as the father,
brother, and sister of the officer I refer to.

Mr. SPROULE. As I had not the Act when I addressed
the House I would like to draw the attention to the clause
that refers to those scouts. The Act is 49 Victoria, chapter
29, and the clause is as follows:-

" Whereas it la expedient te make further provision respecting the
grants of land authorised te members of the militia force by the Act
passed in the Session held in the 48th and 49th year of Her Majesty's
reign and chaptered 73 : Therefore Her Majesty, by and with the advioe
and consent of the Senate and Elouse of Uommons of Ganada, declares
and enacts as follows:-

" In the Act hereinbefore cited, the expre3sion 'member of the
enrolled militia force actively engaged and bearing arma li the suppres-
sion of the Indian and half-breed outbreak' shall be deemed taoinclude,
in addition tothe members of the said force mentioned in the said Act:

"Every officer, non-commissioned officer &ad man of any irregular
force raised by authority and actively engaged and bearing arme in the
suppression of the said outbreak, other than as a home guard for the
protection of property at or near their place of residence."

Now, the Wood Mountain scouts could not be termed
"home guards" under this clause, because they were
employed 100 miles from home, and at a place where their
services would be needed. That di4poses of the contention
those men were not entitled to compensation because they
were home guards. The Act provides further:

" Every scout actively engaged during the said outbreak, whose ser-
vices have been certified to by competent authority."

The objection in the next place was that their services was
not certified to by competent authority, and the question
arose as to what was competent authority. Thev were re-
quested to send certificates of service, and they thougbt the
best certificate was that of the lieutenant colonel under
whom they wore serving. They, therefore, sent the certi-
ficates of Lieutenant Colonel Macdonald. Then it was
contended that the certificate should be either the cor-
tificate of the Commisioner of the North-West Mounted
Police or of Major General Middleton, and they could not
get the certifi3ate of the former because he had been
changed and was out of the country. Under a fair inter-
pretation of the Act those men ought to be included among
those entitled to consideration. Therefore, I hope the
Minister will look into this matter again, and will give
them what they are entitled to under a fair interpretation
of the law.

Mr. WATSON. Last year, I asked the Minister of Militia
to look at the discrepancy between what was paid to Mrs.
Brown, the mother of Capt. Browa, one of Boulton's scouts,
who was slain on the field, and the pension allowed to the
parents of Lieutenant Swinford of the 90th Battalion, Winni-
peg. The father and mother of Lieutenant Swinford are
botb living, and I believe the father is performing his usual
occupation in Guelph, but they received a mach larger pen-
sion than the mother of Capt. Brown. I.think the Minister
of Militia told us last year that he would look into the
matter, and explain why the discrepancy existed. I think
the amount granted in the case of Capt. Brown is some-
thing over 8200, while in the case of Lieutenant Swinford
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it is something over $700. I wish the Minister would
look up this case and give some explanation in regard to it.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I will make a note of it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is evidently a mistake in
the principle which has been adopted in regard to these
pensions. I think the Minister bas hardly satisfied the
House in regard to the cases which have been brought up
by my hon. friend from Norfolk and my bon. friend who
has just spoken. It is clear that, when a man loses his life
in the service of his country, it is intended that the pension
is for his family and not for his collateral relations. In the
Imperial service, I understand that the pension only goes
to the widow or children of the man who loses his life, and
not to his brothers, or sisters, or father, except under peculiar
circumstances. i do not deny that such circumstances
might fairly arise, but there is no case in which the Gov-
ernment should award so large an amount to the brothers,
and sisters, or father, of the one and so small an amount to
the widow of the other. The only excuse that bas been
given is that it was settled by an Order in Council, but the
bon. gentleman knows that he made the recommendation
to the Privy Council, and, therefore, it is the same thing. He
is responsible, and the Government are responsible. There is
no reason that we can unders'and for this irregularity, that
such a large amount should be allowed in one case and such
a small amount in the other, particularly when, accord-
ing to my judgment, in the first case they have no right to
anything at all. As far as I can judge, in the case of ser-
geant Valiquette, his father, his two brothers and his three
sisters were not entitled to any pension at all. He must
have been a young man of age, and bis two brothers and
three sisters with their father had no claim upon him for
their support, and the fact of the Government adopting a
principle like that may lead to very much further results
than the hon. gentleman is aware of. I think the House
cannot protest too strongly againet sucb a misappropriation
of the publie funds, and I should very much like to see the
papers connected with 'hat case, if the hon. gentleman can
give any explanation of it, because, up to the present time,
as far as I am concerned, the explanations are not at all
satisfactory.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I have already explained that
every case was investigated by a board. Upon the report
of that board, it was submitted to the Minister of Militia.
After the report was concurred in, the Minister of Militia
made his recommendation to Council. Of course, I am
quite prepared to take the responsibility of that recom-
mendation. If the hon. gentleman wili point out any
individual case where he finds that there is a disparity, or
where he believes that the pension or gratuity is larger
than it should have been, I am prepared to bring down the
information and to put upon the Table the docket contain-
ing the history of that individual case; but, considering
that the list of pensions is very large, I am not prepared
from memory to go into every individual case and state the
circumstances which led to the conclusion arrived at. I
am prepared to give every information in regard to the
case of Valiquette, and the other man, whose name Iforget.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Ryan was the name, and it is
mentionod in the hon. gentleman's own report, page 12.

Mr. WATSON. There is also the cases which I have
mentioned of Capt. Brown and Lieut. Swinford.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). My objection is to the principle
of granting pensions to collateral relatives.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is explained by the
General Order regulating pensions.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That may explain the Govern-
ment's view, but whether it is wise or proper for the Gov-

ernment to adopt sncb a policy in this country which does
not obtain in other countries, and certainly does not obtain
in England, is another matter. If the hon, gentleman has
opened the door to giving a pension to every connection a
man may bave, if in bis wisdom and in that of the Govern-
ment behind him tbey see fit to do so, it is difficult to see
the end of it. I think none of these people have any right
to a pension. I am simply contending for the principle
being wrong aud vicious, and I think it should be put a
stop to.

Committee rose and reported progress.
It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

IN COMMITTEE-TR.IRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 45) respecting the Oatario and Quobec Railway
Company.-(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 73) respecting the Stanstead, Shefford and
Chambly Railway Company.-(Mr. Fisher.)

REPORT.

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. I beg to lay on the Table of
the House Abstract of satement of the Insurance Companies
in Canada for the year ending 31st December, 1887, and in
doing so I may say that this statement bas been in the
bands of the printers since Ma ch, a circumstance which I
mention to account for laying it on the Table at so late a
period.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itseif into Committee.
(In the Committee.)

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Among the items for quarantine
there is one for $200 for chaplains at Halifax quarantine.
Only one chaplain acted last year, the Catholie chaplain,
and tbe rector of tho parish having left that district and
another person having been appointed, he was not aware
that $100 was appropriatod for that service at the quaran-
tine station. Of course, I do not ask that ho be paid for the
time ho was not doing the duty, but I suppose the $100 will
be continued as usual to the Protestant chaplain as a similar
sum is paid to the Catholic chaplain.

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. McNEILL. I wish to express my gratification at

learning, from the observations that have fallen fro hilion.
members during the discussion of the Estimates, of the very
great appreciation with which the volunteers regard the
medals which have been struck for them at the instance of
the Government. As I had the honor of recommending, or
suggesting, to the Goverrnment that these modals should be
struck, I feel very much gratifiel to find they are so much
valued, so much prizod by the mon and so much sought
after. The hon. member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar)
took occasion, from his place in this louse, to state, judging
from his supposed knowledge of the feelings and sentiments
of the people of Canada, that they would not wear the
medals, that they would reject them, with scorn, in fact.
From my knowledge of the views and sentiments of the
people of this country I balieved that they would value
them, and I am glad to find that my view in reference to
this was correct, and that the view of the ion. gentleman
was wrong. The bon, gentleman seeks to pose as the
representative of the views and sentiments of the people of
this country, but he only represents certain peculiar views
and sentiments that he himself entertains. I may leave it
to this House and to the country to decide, as to whether
he or 1 best represent Canadians in reference to this matter,
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I who proposed that these medals should be struck and Mr. McNEILl. Sa far as the observation which has
believed that the people of Canada would value them, or ho fallen from the hon. gentleman opposite is concerned that
who says that the people of Canada would refuse them with 1Iamnlectnring native-hem Canadians, I jast simply wish ta
scorn. say that 1 arnrepresenting the North Riding of Bruce in this

Mr. EDGAR. I am very glad indeed that the hon. mam-flouse, and that I thinkithe representative of the North
ber is so satisfied with rejoicing over the unfortunate events Riding of Bruce bas as goed a right to express the views
that occurred in Canada in connection with the North-West of bis constituents in this fouse as the representative Of
rebellion. What I said before on the subject of medals I any other riding in Ontario, or in Canada. I arnperfectly
will repeat now. I think it a great pity that so unfortu- satisfied that in any observations I have made in this fouse
nate an event as that should be commemorated by striking a in refece to this, or any kindred subjeet, I amnonly
medal. It is very well when Canadians fight for their reprosenting the views of thoso who did me the great
country against a foreign foe that they should be decorated bonor to send me bore. I am respensible to my con-
with medals, but when Canadians fight against Canadians stituents, and I ar prepared to abide by their ver.
in a miserable civil strife like that, I think we ought to becdict in reference te my conduet in this fouse. Se
ashamed to strike medals to commemorate it. 1 thought far as my representing the views of the people of Canada is
so when I spoke before and I think so now. concerned, 1 think I have the riglt tu say that I represent

the views of the people of Canada a great deal botter than
Mr. McNEILL. It bas been reserved for the hon. the member for West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) or the bon. gen.

gentleman to suggest that Her Majesty the Queen would tlernn from Lambton (gr. Lister) who se rudely inter-
grant medals on an unworthy occasion, rupted me, inasmuch as, since I came te this fouse, I have

The CHAIRMAN. I must call the bon. gentleman te consistently supported tbat great consistent policy which
order. las been approved hy the people of Canada, and the hon.gentlemen wbo have se intermupted me have inoonsistently

Mr. Mc NE[LL. If I am out of order I will sit down. supported lu this fouse a score of inconsistent policies, ail
which have been disapproved by the people of Canada.

Mr. LISTER. This self-glorification is perfectly ridic- Therefore, I think I epresent the views of tbe people ef
ulous. He thinks there are no loyalists in the country be- Canada as well, if net botter, than the hon, gentlemen
side himself. sidahimslf.opposite. I venture to say that tbe hon. gentleman frein

Mr. McNEILL. I am not speaking of loyalty now. West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) who prides bimsoîf se much
upon the possession of the wisdom of the serpent, may

The CHAIRMAN. Order. find, and bis party ray find, that that wisdom bas

Mr. LISTER. He bas no right to lecture native.bemn been as superficial and dangerous te them on this occasion
Canadians. as it bas often proved in tures past. I will say that thesuggestion wbich came frein tbe hon. gentleman that in

Mr. McNEILL. I shall move that the committee rise. this ceuntry men whe bappen te be boru in Lhe metber
The CHAIRRMAN. Order. ceuntry, oi in any other part etLe Empire, are te bc dis-tinguished frern those whe happen te be baru in Canada, is
Mr. McNEILL. I rise to a point of order.carrying pretty far that policy which the bon. gentleman bas
The CHAIRMAN. Te heon. gentleman should be se distinguished bimeif in supperting, that la the policy ef

amenable to discipline. There is no question before thesowing dissension among the people ef this country. fihas
Chair. The gentleman is entirely out of order from the bon distinguishcd in sowing dissensions between Province
first. and Province, race and race, creed and crced, and between the

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If you allow me I will put a Puihes andtenastsw e nion luotefaily

quesion efoe th Chir. moe- fithr. MnEILL.o r sa s enserion w hich has

circle itself. e endeavers te teach tei son tcat the father

Mr. MoSEILL. I think I arn in erder. wîo came te this ountry has not as good a rigt te have
a say lunthe affaire of Canada as the son has himself. do
net think that policy tione whieh will commend itself te

Mr. MoINE [L. I risc te a point of erder. th people of this country, and as I said beforess think that

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. I think I have the floor, Mr. tIe hon. gentleman wilI find that tIe policy which ho now
Coairman.hepresents ie net se very astute as ho thinks it te .

Speaking for the native-bor Canadians ef the North Rid-
Mr. McNEILL. I amn ercly rising te a point eof order ing refBruce, wom I represent, I venture te say that if

and I think 1bave tIe floor. trepron. member fer West Ontario(Mr. Edgar) came therea,

The CUAIRMIAN. Ordhr. and from any publie platform suggested that the people
would refuse te wear tIeamedals whidh her Gracies

Mr. MoNEILL. I move the Comrnittoe rise, and I want te Majesty, whom thoy se love and se revere, lad pesented te
know wbether that l in order or net. If the Chairman mules the , altonugh teere is net any more orderly cnstituency
I amn eut of order I shaf discontinue. in ae Dominion f Canada ho would-wel ho weCuld very

The CIAIRMAN. What do I understand thehon. likoely have cause ta repent his temrity. Ido net say that t
gentleman te move? lte would recive a bapti m of fire, for that be would re

quire te go south were bis affection is, but I thinke
Mir. MoNEILL. Imovo that tIe committee rise. would e frklytm get a baptism lu hoe nearest swamp.
Tbe CHAIRMAN. That 18 in order. Mr. LISTER. came inte athise ousei think, about
Sir CHARlLES TUPPER. I must raise the question the samne time that the bon, gentleman for North Bruce

that the bon, gentleman having spoken h is net competent (Mir. MotNeill) did lu 1882, and i think thet pbahardly
te move- been a Session froem that lime to the present that that

gentleman las net sought evermy available pportnnity of
An bon. MEMBER. He las a rigît te do seuncern- proclaiming his intense leoyalty, and speaking aboet l

whittee. disloyalty of tbe Opposition.
The CHIAIRMAN. I Lhink tho bonp gentleman is in Mr. M NEILL. That is net se. Pleau do not firepro.

urder, andpeobas a rigpt te speak. sont me.
Mr. MONEILL. - &
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Mr. LISTER. One would think he was a warrior bold; he
reminds me of Artemas Ward, who was always willing to
sacrifice his wife's relations for the good of the country. I
am not aware that the hon. gentleman shouldered his musket
on the occasion he speaks of, or participated in any way in
the rebellion. I want to tell this to the hon. gentleman :
That so far as Canada is concerned it belongs to al]
people no matter from where they corne. Every man in this
country has an equal right, but a certain portion of the

people of this country have a right to say, to a gentle-
man like my hon. friend, that he has no right, on every
occasion, to lecture any other portion of the community.
Now, so far as the rebels are concerned, I have nothing
to say one way or the other. If it pleases the volunteers to
receive these medals and to wear them, all well and good;
but this I have to say, that in that rebellion our own people
were called on to shoot down their brethren, and that war
was a war caused by the administration which the hon,
gentleman supports. If the people of the North-West
Territories had been treated as they ought to have been
treated, if the privileges bad been conceded to them hich
they demanded, and which were ultimately given to them,
there would have been no rebellion, and no occasion for
striking the medals and giving tbem te the gallant men
who went to the North-West to suppress it; and yet the
hon. gentleman, who supports the sovernment that was the
prime cause of the rebellion, takes every opportunity of
saying to gentlemen on this side of the House: You are
disloyal. Dlisloyal for what? For putting the blame on
the proper sboulders ? Now, I want to say to the hon.
gentleman, who has all the loyalty of Canada wrapped
up in his particular person, that his constant praling about
loyalty does not prove that he has any of it biimeif,
and it is obnoxious to a large portion of the community.
People who are constantly preaching virtue have generally
very little of it themselves, and people will be apt to say of
the hon. gentleman, who is always preaching about loydlty,
that he has very little of it himself. The hon. gentleman
talks about being the representative of North Bruce. low is
he the representative ? By the most infamous gerrymander
that was ever perpetrated. He might live to be as old as
Methuselah and never have been in Parliament but for that
gerrymander. But if we happened to get into power, and
it became necessary to redistribute the counties, he would
not be here at all.

Mr McNEILL. You would gerrymander me out of my
seat.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman knows that he is
only a representative of a particular section-they are all
put there together-not a tempertince section, but another
section. He knows as well as i do that he is here by vir-
tue of a gerrymander, not by the free will of the people.

Motion withdrawn.
Salaries, Military Branch and District Staff.......... $14,100

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHRT. How is the decrease
of $3,400 caused ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. From the fact that two of the
deputy adjutants general, Col. Harwood and Col. Jackson,
have been retired this year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. What retiring allow-
ance is made to these gentlemen ? What is the rule of the
department in that respect ?

Sir ADOLPUE CARON. We give two years' salary. é

Brigade Majors, salaries, &c...................$15,100

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to call the atten
tion of the bon. Minister to a matter of some importance1
to one of the brigade majors; I refer to Col. Aylmer, at
London. The hon, gentleman knows that ho has a claim

152

against the department of two or three years' standing,
and I believe the hon, gentleman some time ago assured
Col. Aylmer that that claim would be paid, but up te
this moment that promise bas net been carried out. It is a
claim for having discharged the duties of a special officer
for a time, and, according to law and the practice of the
department, he was entitled to be paid for those services.
. Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do not at all admit that I
ever told Col. Aylmer that his claim against the depart-
ment of Militia was going to be settled. The circumstances
under which that claim was made are these: Dauring the
troubles in the North-West some of the deputy adjutants
general were sent, under orders from the department for
active service, to the front, among others Col. Straubenzie
and Col. Jackson, the former under orders of the major
general, and the latter being put in charge at Winnipeg.
In the case of Col. Straubonzie, the allowances made to the
deputy adjutant general were transferred by him to the
brigade majar, who acted as commanding officer of the dis.
trict during his absence. In the case of Col. Jackson, bis
allowances for a portion of the time he was away were paid
to Col. Aylmer, and a diffiuulty arose between the deputy
adjutant general and the brigade major as to the balance
of those allowances, the deputy adjutant general claiming
that some reduction had been made by the department
whon be was acting here as commissioner for tryingclaims
arising out of the troubles in the North-West, and that this
reduction should go to pay Col. Aylmer. The hon. gentleman
brought this matter under my notice the other day, when
I told him that i would take it up again and see whether
or not it was possible to adjust that claim ; but 1 wish it to
be distinctly understood thmat I made no promise or pledge
to Col. Ayl mer or anybody else to settle tho matter, because
the contention of the department was that wo had nothing
to say of the transfer of allowances te other districts.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to ask whether it
is not the unitorm practice of the department, and the re.
cognised right of an officer who takes charge of a district
and discharges the duties of an absent officer, that he shall
receive the extra amount making up the difference between
the salaries of those officers.

Sir A DOLPHE CARON. It has nover been the practice.
The department has always left the two officers to settle
that between themselves.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I understood that the depart-
ment kept back the amount.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is a mistake. It has
not been kept back.

Mr. MILLS (dothwell). I did net say that the bon.
gentleman made me any promise at all, but i understood
Col. Aylmer to say that when he met the Minister in Lon-
don he promised to pay this claim.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is a very fair way of
settling it, but I do not want to pledge the department at all.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What makos that item so much
in excess of the expenditure of previous years ? I see
in the Militia report that brigade majors are put down for
$10,800 for 18ý6-S7, and tbe hon. gentleman is now asking
for a vote of 815,100.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. lIn District No, 2, I had
placed the whole district under the charge of the Infantry
School. We found that Col. Otter's time was fully taken up
with his duties as command-int of the Infantry School, and
also as acting deputy adjutant general for District No. 2.
It had been in contemplation to supplement that by throw-
ing the work of the brigade major upon the officers of the
Infantry School. lowever, the Government decided to
appoint Col. Gray, who is an officer of great experience,
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and who had been a prominent member of the volunteer
force, as brigade major, and he bas been acting as such
ever since. Of course the hon. gentleman, in noticing the
increase to brigade majors, will also notice that there is a
decrease, in so far as the staff expenditure is concerned.
The second increase is for the purpose of appointing a
brigade major in the Eastern Townships, We found that,
as I was dispensing with the services of two deputy adju-
tants general, and making a reduction in so far as thoso two
salaries were concerned, that for the efficiency of the service,
it was necessary to appoint a brigade major in the Eastern
Townships. 1 think the system adopted by the department
will act satisfactorily. It is a reduction in so far as salaries
are concerned, and I think the efficiency of the service will
benefit by the change.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That will absorb the difference
of $5,000.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. O'BRIEN. I think the policy of the Government is

a very good one. In the first place, the appointment of the
commandant of the Infantry School as deputy adjutant
general brings the school itself more directly in contact
with the force, and will prevent to some extent the ten-
dency, always had by these corps, to assume a professional
standing above that of the ordinary militia. The fact of
the commandant of the school holding the position of
commandant of the military district, as well as the appoint.
ment of brigade majors from the active force itself, will
have a tendency to prevent that. This will make a con.
necting link between the two corps. Where it is necessary
to have a brigade major, he should be appointed from the
active force, and the deputy adjutant general should also
be the commandant of the Infantry School.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the exact
position of Col. Irwin ? Is he still in the Imperial ser-
vice ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Noi he hais retired altogether
from that service.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I wish to call the attention of
the hon. the Minister of Militia and Defence to a memo. that
was handed to me by Mr. Little, and if the statements there.
in are accurate, I think the hon. gentleman must be labor-
ing under some error with regard to what has been the
practice in former times in his department. I find it here
said :

l Mr. Aylmer was major in the Military District No 1, acting as such,
during the absence of the deputy adjutant general, from the 3Sst March,1885 to the llth December, 1885, and he received an allowance for that
time at the rate of $500 per annum. That he acted as deputy adjutant
general from the 6th January, 1886, until the 6th January, 1887, and
received no portion of the allowance for performing duty during that
period of time, although he was entitled to $41.66 per month. The $500,
however, was paid monthly to Colonel Jackson, who was absent for the
whole time, from the 6th January, 1886, to the 6th January, 1887, as
chairman of the North-West Claims Commission."

Mr. Aylmer was engaged in the discharge of his duties. -
" That subsequently the allowance of $500 was withdrawn from Col.

Jackson, that officer having been paid his salary on an Order in Council
of August, 1885."

Consequently neither the brigade major nor Col. Aylmer
who had charge of the district received any portion of this
6500.-

"That the officer in charge of Military District No. 1, although that
district was in an ineffiient state, was allowed this particular sum.
That the precedents show that the brigade major has received the staff
allewance lu the following cases; Duingthe absence ofLiet. Col.
Osborne Smitha, the deputy adjutant general at Winnipeg, District No
5, in 1871, 1872 and 1873, the brigade major, although the junior in
District No. 5, drew the staff allowance ai the rate of $11.66 a month."*
And that was paid by the department and not by the
offoer.-

Sir ADOLPHE CARON.

" In 1876, Lient. Col. Wilson, brigade major of the District No. 9,
acted as Deputy Adjudant General, and drew the allowance. At that
time Lieut. Col. Straubenzee, the deputy adjudant general in Military
District No. 5, was seriouely ill at Montreal, and the brigade major,
who acted in his absence, drew the staff allowance."

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Quite right.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell)-
" And during the time that Lieut. Col. Straubenzie was absent on

the North-West service, in 1885, the brigade major, on orders from
headquarters, as will be seen from the Auditor General's report, drew
the staff allowance."

Not by a private arrangement between the absent officer
and the party acting on is behalf, but by order of the de-
partment, as appears by the Auditor General's report, I
think that these statements show that it has been estab-
lished, as a regulation by the department, to pay the money.
So far as I know, this is the only officer in the service who
bas been so dealt with. Lieut. Col. Aylmer made official
application to the hon. gentleman for the amount to which
he was entitled, on three different occasions-on the 23rd
March and the 19th May, 1886, and on the 23rd December,
1887-and he bas not received any allowance, nor has there
ever been any decision communicated to him with refer-
ence to his claim upon the hon. gentleman's department.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In the several cases to which
the hon. gentleman has referred, I have no doubt that in so
far as the fact of the payments is concerned, it is quite
correct; but the point between the hon, gentleman and
myself is simply this: What I claim is that the payments
were made by an arr angement between the deputy adja-
tant general, and the brigade major serving under him.
The position I took, as Minister of Militia, wlben the troubles
broke out in the North-West, was that I did not consider,
when taking an officer in that position and sending him te
the front te take the risk and hardship of a campaign, that
it Was right for us to deduct anything from his pay; but,
in the case of Col. Straubenzee, under whom Col. Worsely
was acting as brigade major, Col. Straubenzie handed over
to Col. Worsely bis allowance, but that was by an arrange-
ment between Col. Straubenzie and Col. Worsely, but not
by any direction of the department. In view of the serions
illness of Col. Straubenzie, the allowance was made to the
gentleman who was performing the duty of deputy adju-
tant general, and that was all. I can, however, give a
case of similar nature to that of Col. Jackson
and Col. Aylmer. In this very district, Col. Lamontagne
was adjatant general, and Col. Lewis was acting under
him as brigade major. Col. Lamontagne was sent te
the front ill, but he did not pay over his allowance
to Col. Lewis, the brigade major, and the department
did not interfere. The department did not think it
ou ght to interfere in the case of Col. Jackson either,
although it is true that I thought, if I could bring on
an arrangement between the two officers, it was not
only my duty but it would be a pleasure for me to make
that arrangement. I was under no pledge to Col. Aylmer,
and he is in the same position as Col. Lewis was in this dis-
trict, when serving under Col. Lamontagne. No doubt this
money may have been drawn and paid through the Auditor
General in the case referred to, but, if se, it was drawn and
paid by an arrangement between these officers. I am net
prepared te say that, previous te the time when I undertook
the administration of the Department of Militia, some cases
may not have been deait with in a different manner by
other Ministers of Militia, but I can say that, during the
time that I have been acting in that capacity, no such case
has been settled in the way the hon. gentleman says it has
been settled by thé Department of Kilitia.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). While Col. Straubensie was
in the North-W est, I think you will find that the payment
was made by orders from headquarters.
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Sir ADOLPH E CARON. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is so stated in the Auditor

General's report.
Sir ADOLPH E CARON. It may have been, with the

consent of Col. Straubenzie, but I state positively that
no sncb payment was made without the consent of Col.
straubenzie.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I may say further that the hon.
gentleman has overlooked the fact that Col. Jackson
was supposed to be differently paid while he was acting on
the Commission, and the Government were of the opinion
that his payment as deputy adjutant general should cease
for that time.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). He was paid, and he was called

upon to return what he received, and he did return it, and
neither Col. Jackson nor Col. Aylmer has received any
allowance for that time, which they were entitled to as
officers holding that position.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is not so.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I amR so informed.
Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. The pay ai deputy adjutant

general, the salary, was not affected in the least. This is
simply the allowance.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What I am referring to is tho
allowance.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The question is whether he
should have handed over his allowance as commanding offi.
cor of that district to the brigade major during his abence.
I have stated that, during the absence- of Col. Strau-
benzie, with his consent, the money may have been di awn
by Col. Worsley, but the department was never brought
into play to get Col. Straubenzie to hand over his
allowance to Col. Worsley any more than it was to get
Colo. Jackson to hand over his allowance to Col. Aylmer.

Ammunition, Clothing, Military Stores, &c......... $205,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister will remember
that last year there was a discussion on the subject of the
manufacture of ammunition at Quebec, and I took the op-
portunity then of expressing an opinion which I had.heard
from several quarters as to the poor quality of the ammu.
nition manufactured there, and issued to the force. The hon.
gentleman then said that they were about to institute a sys.
tem by which they hoped to obviate that difficulty, and that
in luture he hoped there would be no complainte made
in regard to that. Would he now be able to inform the
House as to what changes, if any, have been made, and
what has been the resuit in regard to the expenses attend-
ing itL?

Sir ADOLP HE CARON. Since the time that the ques-
tion was brought before the House, we have had competent
mon, who take a great deal of interest in rifle practice,
who have made a report as to the cartridge factory. A
great deal of the trouble, if I may so express myself, arose
from the fact that it was supposed that the powder used in
the manufacture of the-e cartridges, which was manufac-
tured in Canada by the Hamilton Powder Co., was not as
good as the powder we imported from England. To obviate
this difficulty, we ceased to use the Hamilton powder, and
got the powder from England. Of course, I need not
explain to the hon. gentleman that, like himself, when
he was occupying the position I happen to occupy to-
day, 1 am a layman, and my experience of rifle prac-
tice has not been as large as that of some other bon.
gentlemen. I should not undertake to express my own

opinion on this subject against that of prominent members
or the militia force who occupy seats in this House.
About two weeks ago there was an artiole which appeared
in a certain newspaper criticising the quality of the cart-
ridges manufactured in Quebeo. For my part, I did not
even know that the cartridges manufactured in Quebec
were being used in Infantry School "l C" in British Columbia,
the latest addition to our Infantry Schools in Canada, but
I received a letter from Col. Holmes who, after reading the
article in the papers, thought it might be desirable, from
the standpoint of the department and also from the stand-
point of the force, to give hie experience during the period
of time when it was his duty to put his school through
rifle practice in Brlt.sh Columbia. He writes the following
letter, ard as it is the opinion of a practical man, who has
been one of the leading shots in Canada during most of the
competitions that have taken place, I think it will satisfy
public opinion more than anything that I could say from
personal knowledge:

"'O ' Batteryb as just completed firing at the annual practice, and
has fired 4,000 of Snider ammunition of Canadian manufacture,
which was sent with the corps to British Oolumbia. As I[have heard of
discontent being prevalent regarding its rellability, although I had
never seen any of it in use before, as our supply here la of Englieh make,
I was prepared to find fault with it, if necessary. Imust say, however,
that what we have just used is really as good and reliable as any I have
ever seen any where, and 1 should be aljudge, as I stood 5th in the Wim-
bledon team for 1873, and have always been a fair average shot.
Peters--"

Major Peters, who is also known to be a capital shot and
great sportsman, and one of the best offlers we have in the
force-

"Peters also agrees with me as to its good quality, and speake
highly of it, and says ail the fault found with it of late years is ground-
less. I thought you would like to have an opinion from British Oolum-
bia in this matter, as I premume some one may possibly bring up the
same remarks which have appeared in the papers against the cartridge
factory."

Now, this is evidence of an officer who i not only a very
good officer, but who is known to be a first rate rifle shot;
and relying upon information which I received from com-
potent officers such as he is, I believed that the cartridges
manufactured in Canada were not perfect at first. Like
overy other new enterprise it required skilled men and
skilled labor, and that skilled labor could only be acquired
by the experience which we possess to-day, and which is
making of the cartridge factory a success.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will the Minister tell me what
the cost of manufacturlng is ? It occurred to me that if the
Minister bas to import powder, he might import the cartridge
filled much cheaper from England than he could manu-
facture it here.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. So far as possible, I am very
much in favor of keeping Canadian money in Canadian
hands. I believe the reason why we decided upon import.
ing the powder from England was that it was reported to
me by men who understood the question thoroughly that
the powder which we had was not up to the mark, possibly
from the fault of our specifioations, or from some other
reason, because I believe that just as good powder can be
manufactured in Canada as anywhere else. Possibly
we had not acquired sufficient experience to specify the
manufacture of that powder in such a way that it should be
equal to the requirements of the cartridge factory, so we
got the powder from Waltham Abbey, where we all know
that the test is absolutely certain, and it is known all over
the world as being equal to any powder manufactured.

Mr. JO NES (Halifax). Will the hon. gentleman tell me
what it costs to manufacture the cartridge, including the
cost of powder, as compared with the cost of importing cart-
ridges from England filled ?
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Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The only way we eau arrive
at that point is to know how much the oartridge factory
coats to Canada.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Cennot the hon. gentleman give
me an idea of how much they cost per hundred ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The cartridges cost us $20 a
thousand-manufactured in Canada. But I must draw the
hon. gentleman's attention to this fact, that we have got the
Enfield rifle here, and that the same cartridges are no longer
manufactured in England, consequently we would have had
to change the whole of our armament, at a cost of millions
of dollars to Canada, or to manufacture our own cartridges,
because the cartridges we used to obtain from England are
no longer manufactured there.

Olothing, [great coats.........................$90,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I notice by the Public Accounts
that these infantry overcoats cost 85.48; scarlet tunics,
85.50. I do not remember at the moment what those
imported cost during the time I presided over the depart-
ment.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. That is the cost, $5.48.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). My experience was that two suits

of English clothing were equal to three suits of the clothing
manufactured here. Is that the hon. gentleman's experience
since that tire ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No.
Mr. JONES (Halifax), The Minister seems to have had

some doubt about it, because in his report ho says :
" The contracts for the clothing in the force have been given to

experienced Canadian contractor, and I have no doubt that the
clothing manufactured by them will give entire satiefaction''
Has it given entire satisfaction?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is the relative cost cheaper as

compared with the figures I have given ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Not cheaper.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is still that difference in
the wear ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. A great difference.
Mr. JONES. That is to say, that it takes three suits of

Canadian to last two of English. That was the experience
during the time I was in the departnent. Is that the
result of your experience up to this time ?

Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. No. The National Policy of
Canada has been improving our manufactures so rapidly
since the hon. gentleman ceased to ho at the head of the
Militia Department, that the reverse of the hon. gentle-
man's experience now is true.

Mr. LISTER. Do I understand that the cloth for the
trousers is manufactured in Canada?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON, Yes, everything now.
Mr. LISTER. I brought this matter up at the last Session

of Parliament, and I have reason to do it again this Session.
I sec that the contractors are: for trousers, Henry Shorey
& Co.; great coats and tunics, W. E. Sanford (who is the
senator) and James O'Brien. I bave not heard any com-
plaints about the tunics and great coats; but as regards the
trousers, they were made of nothing but shoddy. I am
told by members of the force who were out last scason that
the trousers only lasted a few days, that you could take the
cloth and pull it to pieces, the fibre was so short, that they
were perfectly useless. My own company went out well
clothed but some of the mon had to buy new trousersduring
the 12 days and in other cases tbe trousers were not fit to
wear. I bave seen the cloth, and it is the most wretched
shoddy ever manufactured. Any hon. gentleman who has
given attention to the matter, I am sure will corroborate
my statement. I am not blaming the hon. gentleman for
it but the contractor, and I bring it before the attention of
the Minister in order that the matter may be remedied.
What I complain of is that shoddy cloth should not be dis-
tributed to the force. We are paying good prices for tho
cloth and it should be a good article. The force is entitled
to that, and I trust the Minister will make it bis duty to
enquire into the matter, and I am sure ho will find that the
statement I have made is strictly accurate.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I have had somo little experience in re.
gard to militia clotbing. The great coats are of excellent
quality; I could not say bow they compare with those
issued under the old system, but so excellent was the cloth
that I obtained a.piece for my own use and have been wear-
ing a coat made from it regularly. It is a cloth of excellent
quality both as regards quality and wear. The new tunica
1 cannot say anything about, because our tuies were of
Eoglish manufacture, and we have not yet had issued any
of Canadian make. With regard to trousers, there was one
sort, a tort of serge, that was ceitainly very poor stuff. The
clothing we had in the North-West certainly wore very
well.

Mr. LISTER. I am speaking of trousers only.

Mr. O'BRIEN. The serge trousers were very bad. Any
further issue of them should be stopped; but the cloth is
very well.

Mr. LISTER. i am speaking of last summer. The mon
went out with apparently good trousers, and they were
worn out in the course of a few days.

Mr. O' BRIEN. I cannot speak of last year's issue.

Mr. TYRWHITT. I have had some little experience in
volunteer matters and have taken an interest in the cloth-
ing of the force. So much interest have I taken in the

An hon. MEMBER. Oh ! matter that this year I have gone through the stores. My
Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The hon, gentleman says, Oh! attention having been drawn particularly to the trousers I

but I am asked a question to which 1 am attempting toe can offer my testimony that the cloth is of an unusually
reply, according te the experience I have acquired in the good character, and the clothes were much botter finished
department. We find the cloth manufactured in Canada s in every way than they have been during the last twenty
far superior to any cloth we have imported. i am express- years. I did net see the issue of last year; but the issue cf
ing not my own opinion but the opinion of the officers who the year previous, and we have been usig them in rny
have had charge of the store department for years, and they corps, I found cf fair quality. Those cf the present
all agree that the cloth manufactured in Canada is superior year are of exceptionally good quality and much botter
to any we have ever imported from England, in so far as finished. No comparison whatever can be made between
durability and comfort are concerned; it is a warmer, those trousers and the trousers of previous years, as the
heavier and botter cloth in every way. We consider that former are so very much botter.
overcoats which formerly lasted only five years will now Mr. JONES (Halifax). Has the department in band
lat six or seven years, owing to their being manufactured masny trousers of the inferior quality mentioned by the hou,
of botter material. mom ber for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien)?

Mr. JoNEs (Halifax).
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Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I do not admit that we issue Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The items are 12 days' drill

any clothing of inferior quality. I do not make that state- eity corps and brigades of garrison artillery at local head.
ment on my own authority alone, but I will give an opin- quartera, for cost per officer and man of 72 cents a day.
ion that will carry great weight with hon. gentlemen oppo- Mr.JO
site, namely, the Globe newspaper. It says, speaking of . eilllalifax). Wo en. n ister explai-
military cloth: were the iesn

" Lieut. Col. Gibson, commander of the 13th Battalion, and Captain
lendry, of the Bamilton Field Battery, in company with our corre- Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I cannot sec any increaso. I
spondent, this afternoon were shown through the factory of W. E. am explaining the details te the hou. gentleman.
Sanford & Co., manufacturers and contractors for the Canadian militia
clotbing, with the idea of giving them an insight into the character Mr, JONES (Halifax), I see by the report that this
and quality of the goods manufactured for the militia. After inspecting ameuntseens te be ereeping up year by year.
the machinery, the process of making the clothing, and making a
minute examination of the material, with a view to its quality and dura- Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No, it je net.
bility, as compared with imported cloth, they expressed their entire
satisfaction with the resuit of the inspection, as well as their completes Mr. JONES (Halifax). Iu 1886 for this purpose thora
confilence in the ability of the present contractors to produce superior were $241,217, in 1886-S7 $257,385, and now the Minister
military clothing. During the visit of these military gentlemen a com- i ask'n
parative test between English and Canadian cloth was made, provingf
the latter to be in every particularsuperior to the English make, the im'- whcr the increase comas in?
ported cloth tearing with comparative ease, while it was almost im- Mr.OBRIEN. Thore is ne increase. The same anount
possible to make the home fabric move, it being of superior quality. its
weight, dye and great durability seemed to be all that coula be desired. bas been vted year by yoar since I have bcen a mcm-
Whatever may be said of the militia clothing, the clothing now being ber ef this ieuse. The numbor of mciiwhe tam eut is not
made for our active militia by W. E. Sanford & 0o., and which wilil
be distributed in due course, if it does not prove to be the best ever
worn, at all events will compare advantageously with any previous a nt voted and expondcd. Suppose that cri year the
issue. The officers noticed in particular a marked contrast between the brigade camps do net coat the sumo arnoutiL is car.
quality of the cloth used for the trousers and that of the material ried on te the noxt year, but the samo ameunt bas bean
worked up in most of the outfits to which we have been accustomed.
We are happy to say that the issue to the 15th Battalion seems excellent, voted by Parliament fer yoars back. What wc should cer-
especially as compared with the ill-fitting, badly made clothing sup- plain ef is that the Gorment does net deom it proper te
plhed after the burning of the drill shed in 1886."have the rural corps eut every year.
That happened to be imported English clothing which was Mr. JONES (1lalifax). 1 am not complainingof tho
served ont. I am free to admit, for I wish to be perfectly amount. I ontyasked where was the dillirenco.
frank in the matter, that we had, at the beginning, certain
complaints in regard to some of the material used. It was
at the beginning of a new enterprise, and it is not eurpris. de crnplain that while theuity corps geL thoir pay overy
ing if the clething was net as peifect thon as it ite-day. 3 eur' thS rural corps are only calodeut eveîy tweayear.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is more te the peint than Mr. DEISO(. I enderse what the hon. m mber e r
the advertisoment which tbe hon, gentleman bas read. 01 Mubkeka (Mr. O' Brion) says about the necessity foi' having
course, the hon, gentleman well know that it was un ad- the militia drilled overyyer. Se that for ighe ycars
vertisempnt. back about the saie am ount bas ben ved fer this purpose

Sir ADOLPHEI CAIRON1. It is net an advertisement; and while the amount for thO mdinnory mititia bas reaied

it je published in the Globe. in th ncighberhedef o290,000 that fer the permanent

Mm. ILL (Bthwol).Dee thohon getlemn po- checis bas steadiiy and largely increased. 1 thirik ihattend teay (hatpuwelbei puthinto aneneaprith- th aMrounts for each are o t e proportion, teeo much bing
teud to eing aid f gputsrmoupcn t supon the scheol rin proportion te amount spnt upon

otbigpai or? the mrilitia. Wo find haro that we have an amount of'
Sir ADO LPIHIE CARON. Yes. 8,90,00f A r driLing th ordina y militia of the contmy for

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do flot agreo with the bon. the ceming year, and w fInd that there are 522,700set

gentleman. I will venture te say that if'I callod Mr. San- apart fer permanent 1ch2ls. have takend the Mroublte

is askingtforne 290,000. I maserlyask theguhson Miise

ferd'sook-keeper hrel would tolwa wholly difhrntstry. er te eeoe
It je morely triffing with the ieto te roacM an advrrtise- question, and a .theughram inot quito sure Te smy figuros,
mont for sh double or treble rates werc as bcausen Iad some dfficuty in culling them e m the

whic, prbae pid, diberothi reortse. The nuber ofemn tho main corrut.o

showing the excellent quality of the clothing, in opposition dffrnw the s88, ath eris pth usaynco difference b tn fo

t the statmentf my on. frind made from personal ntt ned p sn r

knowledg, that themon bad te buy trousers in ordor te the permanentchools, $22tc,72.81. In 8e4-85 tho dril

avoid ceming home in their shirt tails. In the face of pay wao 8270151.19; and the permanent corps had

a statement of that sert the hon. Mnistcr reads an advertiee- increased t 8280945.51. in 1885-86 the dril poy
twasn 281,207.91; and the permanent corps had again

ru . DLe tincroased t o350,858.87. l 188687 the dryly pay was
ColE. 1oathugh psed te allhion.mentmen M290r.00, and the permanent corps t482,700, and for the

co. this sdecftheBloue, pcaedtoeccupgentlemamcoingyar the drill pay is estimated at r290000,While
onhi posidftion as a p oli, aglean ad aofiery, the permanent corps e stimatd hat s 522,700. regret
nd piftinrstothearitici ch a gente mninteanofMilitiad voîy mach that some move is nt bcing made in the di ec

aitienfincrasing the arount that is spent on the ordinary
read it was on the autherity cf Col. Gibson. 1arn sur- militia cfthe country, in the salle manner as they are in-
pried, therefore, at M . Millhinsinating, indireoctly, in that cresaing the arount that waospewt on theo permanent corps.
way a charge againt Col. Gibson and nt againt tho If tho pr.ent policy is pursuedo e will soon not have
Globe nwpaper. any militia, bt oly yxponeiv s ehoole inwhich the militia

Drill Pay, etc..b............ .... $290,000 are te bo trained, but no pupils. In 1873t sore fifteon years

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Perhape on this vote fer militia ago, when our population ws pmch nilero mw exi
the hon, gentleman will expain bhw it je that ho je askingppanded on the mfin tiah th248,663; while we had agrose o-
fur $.190,000 thia year as against $257,000 last year. le pendit e of $ 19,174,647. Thon we ware drilling 45,000

Sgoingto giv(othose hocals ont a greater lngth of er-nen, or in otherword sal the militia we had in the rountry
tvie ? and we wore drilling th m every year. I 1886-87 we
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are drilling only some 18,000 or 20,000 mon and the militia
exponditure is $1,193,692, while our gross expenditure for
all purposes in Canada reaches the sum of $35,658,161 10.
1, therefore, wish to draw your attention to the fact that
while the ordinary expenditure of the country has been very
largely increased, that the expenditare on the militia bas not
inereased in the same ratio or in anything like it. If we
increase our expenditure on the militia in anything like
the ratio of the general expenditure, we would now be
spending on it in the neighborhood of $2,000,000 a year. I
regret that within the past few years so much has been
devoted to the permanent schools while the amount for the
militia romains as it was, and in looking over the report of
the. Major General of Militia this year we sce no indication
from it that any move wiil be made in the direction of
staying the expenditure on the permanent schools and in-
creasing it on the militia, but rather the reverse. Speak-
ing of the school at Quebec, the major general says:

"A riding school is very much needed, and I would again beg
earnestly that the strength of the troop be increased, its present
strength being inadequate for the work. It should number at least 60
troopers with 50 horses, and the commissioned ranks should be in-
creased by one captain, one subalteru, a riding instructor and a quarter-
master."

In reference to Toronto, b says:

" I again beg to recommend that a cavalry school be formed in Tor-
onto where it is much required, and also with regard to ' A' and 'B' Bat-
teries I would beg to point out that the present organisation of only
two guns in each school is not a good one, two guns only not being
sufficient to give proper instruction in field artillery, and I would recom-
mend that each school should have four guns fully horsed, the guns of
the battery should be replaced by more molern guns when possible."

He goes on to say with regard to Winripeg:
"1A riding school is absolutely necessary, and I hope wiIl soon be

built. The mounted men of this force should, as in the Imperial service,
have a slight addition to their pay, their work being harder and the
wear and tear of uniform being greater."

He also says:
" 1 would again urge the necessity of increasing the number of officers

in the several schools. This is requisite for the due exercise of discip-
line alone, since owing to the pancity of competent officers it is now
almost impossible to hold regimentai courts martial without employing
non-competent officers or such offleers of the local militia as can be
found available, which practice is not for obvious reasons advisable."

That is certainly a thing that I cannot agree with, for we
have a good opportunity in those schools of instruction
where the local officers might be placed on courts martial
and so taught to do the duties of officers of court-martial.
It seems to me a great mistake to appoint a permanent
officer on purpose that he should be ready to go on courts
martial for the purpose of trying these mon. It would cer-
tainly be an advantage to the militia force generally, itthat
money were spent in having different offioors go on the
board, and so teach them these court martial duties. Then
he goes on to say :

"I would again recommend that the school corps be armed with
Martini-Henry rifles now in store, and be supplied with the latest equip-
ment-the balts and straps of brown leather."

Again, he says :

" I wauld here beg to recommend strongly that liberal assistance be
afforded by the Government towards the maintenance of the non-corn
missioned officers messes and the men's reading and recreation room.
• a • I venture tothinkitwould beunwise of the country eobegrudge
a little extra compensation, within reasonable limits, to the permanent
corps, as being so smali a force it should be thorough and ready in the
tine of need to act as a foundation on which to form rapidly a large
force."

All theEe remarks, advocating increased expenditure, are
in reference to the per manent corps, a body of some 900
men. Then, we come to the general's report in reference
to the militia of Canada, which is supposed to consist of
about 40,000 men, and here is all we find in regard to
inereased expenditure on them:

Mr. DENIBoN.

" This year I was enabled to visit aIl the camps assembled in the
Dominion, and to see the troops at different stages of their training,
and from this experience I am confirmed in my opimions, expressed in
my last year's report, that though the men and officers do certainly
make the most of their time, it ls altogether too short, and I do earn-
estly hope that some arrangement may be made to lengthen it, and that
the city corps, who with their superior knowledge of drill would
greatly benefit by it, be encouraged to join the camps in their districts,
if only for a few days."

Thon ho says he would like to see the city rogiments
with paid adjutants ; and says further :

''My experience of another year does not lead me to alter the opinion
expressed in my previous reports, that with the amount of money now
voted for the militia, the strength of the force should be reduced, and
that every regiment, corps and battery liable to camp service, should be
called out every year for not less than sixteen days, which, when con-
pared with the number of days that the Imperial militia are out for
training, seems a very limited time."

Then he urges the formation of an engineers' corps. I have
searched through his report, and that is ail I find in
reference to increasing the expenditure on the ordinary
militia of the country-a force which we all know is abso-
lutely necessary for the purpose of maintaining order, in
case of any serious trouble. While making these remarks
about the schools, I must not be understood as saying that
they should be disbanded, for they do a great deal of
good. But we should not have the whoie life-blood of
the militia drained into these schools, which show very
small results for the large expenditure of monoy upon
them-3ù5 obtaining certificates, with an expenditure,
last year, of $482,700. If something like the old system
wore adopted, it appears to me that it would be a
great advantage to the country. Now, the plan adopted
is that any one who wishes to join one of these schools
has to go in either as an officer or a private. When
ibe original schools were formed twenty years ago, a
captain and half a dozen non-commissioned officers were
told off from a regiment to carry them on, and anybody,
whether an officer or private, or anybody else, could go into
one of these schools and be drilled for the small sum of 850.
There are no doubt a great many young fellows in the
country who would be willing to go in if they could go in in
that way, and get their certificates, but at present they do
not care to go in, either as officurs or privates. I received a
letter the other day from an officer, not a constituent, but
one living outside of Toronto, which with your permission
I would like to read for tho benefit of the Hlouse. He says:

'' DEAR Sia,-Knowing the great interest you take in the militia of this
country, I have taken the liberty of writing you in regard to it. The
evident tendency of the policy of the Government seems to lean towards
decreasing the militia force and adding to the permanent corps, at least
that is the opinion of a great many militia officers in this district, and I
think we are justified in this opinion by the action of this and preceding
Governments. We used to have about 45,000 men drilled every year, then
it was reduced to 35,000, now we drill 19,000, but keep on the rolls
37,000. The general recomments that the force be reduced to 18,000, and
drill them every year, probably in a yearor two they will again econo-
mise and drill some corps every two or three years, until we have no
militia, and the defence of this country is left to the permanent corps
consisting of say 3,000 men ; 18,000 men are no use, we should drill
50,000 men twelve days every year, and this could be done at a very small
increased expense, the same brigade staff general expenses would do
for 50,000 men. The same officers would look after a company of sixty
men as well as forty, same case of arms, instruction, drill sheds, the
only increase would be averaging city and rural corps.: pay, $6;
rations, $J.25; clothing, transport, contingencies, $3; $i.25 difference
between 18,000 and 50,000-32,000 men at$11.25 or $ 360,000-ar a great
deal less than we now pay to support 950 men at the schools. I would also
like to give you some examples from the Public Accounts.

'' The tollowing city corps cost in pay $25,000: 7th, 2nd, 10th, 13th,14th,
1st, 5th, 6th, 3rd, Governor General Foot Guards, 3,000 men, add $9,000
tor clothing, ammunition, &c., per year, and 8,000 for cars of arme
instruction, &c., we find that these 3,000 well drilled men, that in the
recent rebellion turned out as promptly and marched and fought as well
as any there, did not cost the country as much to support as the 100 men
at one of the schools, 3,000 men against 100 for the same money. Again
take a field battery of artillery, of whom Lieutenant Colonel Irwin says
they are as efficient as they will be under existing circumstances, and of
whom the general also speaks very highly: pay, $900 per year ; instrue-
tion and care of arme, $200; rations, $230; clothing, $150; $L,480. This,
for about 60 men, would be slightly increased 70 and 30 horses, and it
just costs the country as much to maintain as three garrison gantiners
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from a permanent corps without guns. l the event of serions trouble,
which is of the most service ? The country can afford to thoroughly
equip, drill sud elothe men in a rural company, as cheap as it can keep one
private at the schools. Most of the schools are asking for more men and
money. If they get more, five or six regiments will not go to camp next
year, and so on until the militia ceses to exist, when the excuse for
maintaining the schools will also cease. We want good ochools, well
equipped, with the best men we eau get in the country te manage them.

• In conversation with some officers it was suggested I
sbould write to you and give you some figures, and if the people want
regulars by aIl means let them have them, but they must be prepared to
pay for them and even then, say in a war with Russia, militia would
have te be again organised. floping I am not giving you too much
trouble.

"tYours truly."

I think that shows conclusively the value of the militia as
compared with the permanent corps. I hope, therefore, that
the hon. Minister will bring down in the Supplementary
Estimates an amount sufficient to drill the whole militia
force of the country. I would like to see him look after
the militia in the way I have pointed out, and to show
that, if hoe is looking after the permanent force, he is not
altogether unmindful of the militia.

Gen. LAURIE. As the hon. member for Toronto
(Mr. Denison) has gone fully into this subject, I will not
speak on it at any length; but I feel that I would be recre-
ant in my duty if I did not say a word on this question.
The total sum to be voted for the militia is $1,319.,000, and
yet, as the hon. gentleman for Toronto has said, only
$250,000 of that is given for drill purposes. We are to have
a militia composed of 37,000 men, and yet we are only to
drill of that number 20,000 men, se that 17,000 are to re-
main unidrilled. Now, I maintain it is very desirable that
the whole 87,000 should be drilled. I am not opposed to
any of the expoditure made in connection with the per-
manent force, which is a very valuablo force indeed,
for I have had reasons te change my views, since I have
been on active service in the militia, with regard to the
value of a permanent force. and will touch upon that subject
when we come te deai with it. With regard te this vote,
however, Imust repeat I think it is unreasonable that whilst
wehavea militiaexpenditure of $1,300,000 a year, the force
proper should only consist of 20,000 men drilled, and
the amount devoted for drill purposes be but $250,000. I
do not wish te draw comparisons between the country and
the city militia. They both render good service. 1 have
seen the two under all circumstances, both in aid of the
civil power at home and on service in the field, and the one
is as good as the other. I contend, therefore, that similar
treatment should be dealt out te each. The city militia
have special advantages for perfecting themselves through
the opportunities they have for assembling for drill pur-
poses, but the country militia, although they have not such
favorable opportunities for improvement, have done them-
selves and Canada great credit by the way they have turned
out, and I think they should have the sane faciliLies accorded
te them as are accorded to their brother corps in the
cities. I am not prepared te go as far as my hou.
friend for Toronto has gone. I know that the hon.
the Finance Minister finds it difficult te spare even this
sum; I know the great difficulty that war ministers, in
other countries, and the Minister of Militia here, bave te
contend with in obtaining an adequate alowance from
the Finance Minister. It is the Finance Mimster who i
checking the Minister of Militia in this case. Of that I do
not think there can be any doubt. The hon. the Finance
Minister has been so often criticised for allowing so large
a sum of money te be expended, that I am not sur-
prised he should draw the cord as tightly a he can
when ho has the chance; but I think the House
and the country will back up the hon. the Minister
of Militia, in asking for a sufficient sum ta enable the
whole force to be drilled. I am sure that the feeling
in the country is that although the force is what is called a
Spending service and does not bring back an immediate

return, still the expenditure on it Is a proper one, especially
in the rural districts. The expenditure is scattered throughout
the country and the people get the benefit of it, although I
do not give that as a ground for a heavy expenditure,

ï because the money must first come from the people; but I
.maintain that it is essential that this valuable military

1 training should be given to as large a number of our popu.
lation as possible. The rural militia have performed their
share of service and should be given the same advartages
as the militia in the cities. 1, therefore, trust that at as an
early a date as possible we may see the whole rural militia
trained to the same extent as the city militia. It simply
amounts to this: that, while on the expenditure, under our
system, of 81,300,000, woecan ouly drill 20,000 men, we could
on an expenditure of 81,500,000 drill double that number.
As that is actually the ease, 1 do think that if we are to get
20,000 men trained for the $1,300,000 it is right that we
should train all our force and get 40,000 drilled for the
$ 1,500,000.

Mr. McKA.Y. I would like to say a few words in
reference to the remark of the bon. member for Bothwell,
whon commenting on the quotation made by the hon. the
Minister of Militia from the Globe newspaper, that the
extract quoted was merely a paid advertisement. I can
assure the House, on the highest authority, that the extract
referred to was not a paid advertisement but the voluntary
opinion of Mr. Gibson, colonel of the battalion of Hamilton
in question, and a member, on the lRoform side, of the
Ontario House.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think there is a good deal of
feeling in this country in the direction indicated by the bon.
member for Toronto (Mr. Denison) and the hon. member
for Shelburnie (Gen. Laurie), that we are expeuding too
much money on the permanent force and too little in train-
ing the militia and giving thom yeariy drill. I am aware
that there is rather a strong senti ment in this country against
expenditure of that permanent character, and that the
feeling is in favor of expending more money and giving the
whole of the militia some training overy year. ln my judg-
ment, such expenditure would be more beneficial to the
country in the end, as would bo proved should the militia
ever bc called out on active service.

Mr. PRIOR. I heartily endorse the opinions expressed
by the hon. member for Toronto (Mr. Denison) and the hon.
member for Shelburne (Gon. Laurie) with regard to the
desirability of the militia boing trained overy year. In my
district, the brigade, in which I have the honor to hold a
commission, bas not been out for drill for the past four
years. It ies not fair to the officers or mon that such should b.
the case. The officers are put to heavy expense in getting
their uniform and making their course through the schools
and obtaining certificates; and when the force is not
allowed to go out, they can never become roficient, and the
whole thing seems to me a farce. In regard to the
clothing. I would like to ask the hon. the Minister of Mili-
tia whether he could not give more clothing to the artillery.
I do not think it is fair to put the artillery on the same
footing as the infantry, because they have a great deal of
hard and dirty work to do, which the latter have not, espe-
cially in the shifting of ordnance, which wears out cloth-
ing quicker than ordinary work. The clothing i suposed
to last for five years, but that it should last that long is
out of the question. This remark applies specially to the
trousers. 1 must bear out what the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Lister) has said with regard to the trousers.
Those issued to us were very poor shoddy indeed, not at
al the same quality of cloth as the tunice, and I would ask
the hon. the Minister if ho could not remedy this and see
his way to issuirg some extra clothing to the artillery.
i Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The systnem which has been

adopted in Canada has been discussed several times, and I
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believe, in so far as I am personally concerned, in the policy
of having training schools. That is the system which has
been adopted in every country in the world, and I think
unless you have some way of training these mon within the
period of time which their civil occupations will allow them
to give to military matters, it is quite impossible to expect
that they can acquire the efficiency they ought to have.
When the Imperial troops were in Canada it was different,
as we had then our military schools which were drawn f rom
the Imperial troops, and were models which our volunteers
were culled on te copy. I believe it is desirable the militia
force sbould be drilled every year, if possible, but we must
proceed gradually. Canada has been called on to incur
heavy expense for very important public works, and it is
essential that, without neglecting in any way the military
service, we should be as prudent as possible in oar
expenditure in that service. I hope the day will come
before long when it will be possible for Parliament to add
to the money which is now voted every year for drill pur-
poses a sum sufficient to drill the entire force. I fully
concur with what las been said about the rural militia.
The city militia are certainly equal to any militia I have
seen, but we must remenber that, in times of trouble and
when the militia force bas been called upon to do duty for
the protection of the country, the rural corps have been
equal, in every respect, by their pluck and their powers of
endurance and in every way, to any regiment from a city.
In answer to my hon. friend from Victoria (Mr. Prior), I
may Pay that the matter he as referred to bas already
boen brought under my notice, and I must admit that I
agree with him, and that for two reasons: I believe that,
from an economical point of view, it would be a saving if we
issued, as we did during the troubles in the North-West, a
canvas suit for artillery purposes. In regard to the artil-
lery, who have to do the heavy duty of handling heavy
ordnance, I think we could issue a suit of canvas such
as the artillery have for training in England and in Canada.
If that eau be done-and I can almost say it shall be doue-
I can tell the hon, gentleman who, for one, has brought the
matter under my notice, that the reasons he as given from
bis standpoint, as a practical officer belonging to that branch
of the service, bav had great weight in getting me to arrive
at the conclusion to which I have arrived. As to the trousers,
that is a matter which las been brought to my notice to-
night. I think the hon. gentleman will find that the trousers
whichhlie says were made out of shoddy were imported from
England. 1 do not want in any way to disparage what we
have imported from England so fur, but they issue their
clothing for one year instead of five years, and the shoddy
stuff is sufficient for that time. The suits we issue are sup-
posed to last for five years, and our material is so far supe-
rior to what we have had from England that, judging even
from that aiticle in the Globe, Ido not think any comparison
can ho made between the goods made by our own manufac
turers and those we import from England. If in the case of
any contracts given out by the department, some inferior
article has been produced, the officers of the department
have taken cure to call the attention of the manufacturers
to anything which is not up to the standard, and in several
cases those articles have been returned to the manufactu-
rers. I hope, as I told the hon. gentleman before, that we
will be able to issue a common suit which will serve during
the training of twelve days for the handling of heavy
ordnance, and which will save the more expensive tunic and
trousers which are supposed to last for five years.

Mr. LANDEIRKIN. I would again call the attention of
the Minister of Militia to the case of the volunteers in
reference te whom I spoke te him about two or three years
ago. I understand that this grant is increasing, and it will
be in the recolleotion of the Minister that there were five
or six volunteers from the Grey Battalion who went to

Sir ADOLPHE CARON.

drill in Toronto and were incapacitated through illness.
They were young men who were drawing from 81 to $1.25
a day before they went to Toronto. They went there in
the service of their country. They fell sick. One of them
was sick for about six months before ho could go back to
wQrk. Hle ost his situation, and was put to great personal
inconvenience and a great outlay of money. Another of
them was, to my own knowledge, sick for six weeks. The
four others were sick for a long time, and I regret to say
that one of them subsequently died. There is no doubt, in
my mind, that they contracted the disease in camp. I have
the testimony of the medical men who attended them, and
that is their opinion. Those were industrious young men,
active and hard-working young men, and, with that spirit of
loyalty which we hear spoken of so often in this House,
they were willing to qualify themselves to defend the country
in case of danger. Whon application was made that they
should be paid for the loss, and the suffering they endured
in preparing themselves for the service of the country, a
deaf ear was turned to their claim. I have brought this
matter to the attention of the Minister before, and it miy
be due to the imperfect way in which I presented it, but
nothing has been done for these men. Of course, they are
but poor laboring boys, or they were ut that time. If they
bad been officers, or if they could have brought political
influence to bear in their behalf, probably they would not
have had a deaf ear turned to thom. I know a case of an
officer who suffored 1from trouble which ho contracted in
camp, and he was paid something like $100, but these young
men-and young mon are the hope of the country-find
thoir claim treated coldly by the Minister of Militia, an hon.
gentleman who has been received with marks of
affection and esteem by Her Majesty, who has received
honors from the Queen ; and is he going to leave
these young mon, who suffered for their country,
neglected, and is he going to tell them that Canada
has nothing to give them? That is a strange commentary
upon the policy of the Militia Department. This country
wants no unpaid services; it wants to seo the humblest
person in this country who discharges his service, and con-
tracts an illness in discharging that service, requited for his
suff5riiigs, and I think that the claims of these young
volunteers are as deserving of the support of the Minister
of àilitia or of the Government of this coantry as any
claims which have been brought to their attention. There
is not the slightest shadow of doubt that these young men
contracted the disease in camp, and they were put to great
inconvenience and loss, and suffered a great deal, and one
of them has since died, I regret to say. Ihope that, having
brought this question again to the attention of the Minister,
that hon. gentleman, with the generous heart that throbs
in his bosom, and with that politenoss with which he is sa
largely endowed, will no longer neglect the claims of these
young men.

Mr. SPROULE. I think the hon. member for East Grey
(Mr. Landerkin) forgets that the surgeon who examined
those men has reported the contrary to his statement, and
that report is in the hands of the Minister. Besides, I
understood that at least three of these young men had gone
out of the country and had never come back.

Mx. L ANDERKIN. No, they have not gone away. They
stayed with their friends for a considerable time andthose peo-
ple were never paid for their board. They were told that the
Militia Department would pay for it. They kept them, and
nursed them, and looked after themi and it is on their behalf
that I have spoken. It is on their behalf that I am speaking,
and I think they should not suffer. They were told, when
the doctor came there, that the Militia Departmont would
attend to their case, but the surgeon reported against them.
The surgeon did not see them, never saw a single oe of
thom in their illnees. Ie came almost a year after they
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had recovered and consulted me, and I told him the nature and the claim h put in at an earlier date, and then theof the disease and where they contracted it, and that no surgeon could have been sent there to examine these cases
others in that broad country had the disease at that time. before they got well.
It only existed where they were drilling. He thon told me Mr. LANDEREIN. I dare eay the surgeon could have
that he would report in conformity with the testimony I bee snt, butRIN Idas not sent, and what e the use of
gave. Dr. Jamieson, who attended the others in Durham,beense ntnbu fhe a ot sent, andIwht is thehus
also made me the same assurance. I read his affidavit to fighting a phantom of that character ? If it suits the hon.thso Housetyeaagosancthatheyhad bcontratdthemember for East Grey to try to oppose these volunteers, thesethis aouse a year ago, tating that they had contracted the poor young men, from gttg their pay, thn h will havediseuse in camrfp- The hon. membor frorn East Grey (Mir. the conecionane8s of trying to deprive thern of getting
Sproule) probably would be prepared to bolieve the affidavitjte cncousnesoftrymg to deprmve tmof gtting
of Dr. Jamieson who attended the three-I attended justice through some tehimeality. I ar not going to beso
the other two myself. I have no doubt about the accurate about the time, but I know it was quit a length
matter at all. If he has no confidence in me of time. It was somewhere about a year before the surgeon
pttr he wuldI hve iasDr. Ja ien wh mde, came to see them, and he spent the day with me. He didprobably hie wouid have in Dr. Jarnieson who made not sec Qne of thorn when ho came thore, and ail the in-
the affidavit I spoke of. The surgeon did not come to se foematione hogot in conne4ion wth these two cases he got
them, and did not gain any information except what ho got forn mysiof. he ocore ith thesurgwo a hese
from those who were in attendance, and those who Wore in ca serf. The doctor o assured the surgeon that these
attendance were the best judges of the cases. There is not cases wore contracted while on drill, ando have no doubt
a doubt in my mind, there was no doubt in the mind ofa'y h any pleasur for the on. mobrtor E ast Gre to
of the volunteers. Dr. Jamieson believed, and everybody be to pre fo the on. e erfo Es ey to
who knows about the circumstances is well satisfied that strive to prevent the volunteers, who deserve so well ofthis
they contracted that disease in camp Now, those men had country, from getting thoir puy on the ground that there is
to be cared for. Any gentleman will understand the afflic, a technicality arising in the report.
tion it is to have two volunteers in the same house to ho Mr. SPROULE. I would like to remind the hon. mem-
nursed for six months by their friends, to be provided with ber that I am ot opposing the volunteers getting a just
medicine and every other comfort that is required in a sick claim, but I am opposing the department paying ont
room. We may well'understand what their friends had to money without competent authority. I know if any de-
undergo. They have never been requited for their care, partment of this Government paid out 610 without a very
nor have the Government requited them a single cent. It good reason, the hon. member for South (rey would bu the
is a case of hardship that the hon. Minister of Militia should first to condemn it, but in connection with this case it suits
not allow to exit. I do not think the hon. Minister of bis purpose botter to be on the other side. Now, what I
Militia because I do not uniformly support bis Government, have said was rather to defend the Minister tor not paying
should do an act of injustice to a volunteer, which ho would out money without having ju.,t grounds for doing so. I am
not do if it were brought before him by some other person sure the hon. member for South Grey would condemn it as
who had uniformly supported him. Would the hon. Minister quickly as any man in this country, if the Minister did so.
of Militia give us to understand that the militia force is Mr. LANDERKIN. I will just say that any Minister
conducted in that fashion ? who would refuse to puy this claim would nover get my

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. No, no. support at all.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Now, I am speaking of what [know. Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I can tell the hon. gentleman
I care not what any other mortal man says. I say I under. that the reason ho gave firet would be much more likoly to
stand the case, and I believe they contracted the disease induce me to consider this claim favorably, when ho spoke
while in camp, and after they recovered, they left debts of my humanity, and from that standpoint I am perfectly
incurred which the parties believed were to be paid by the preparod to say that I would have been only too happy to
Government of this country, and they are still unpaid. entertain the claim which ho prefors on bebalf of these

Young men, if I could have found it consistent with myMr. SPROULE. It seems very strange that when the duty to do so. But when ho supplements the compliment
Mister of Militia, as a member of the Governmot, is ho pays me by stating that possibly if the claim had been
asked to recommend the payment of money, that heshould brought before the department by a supporter of mybe expected to do so upon the strength of representations own--
made by officers outside his own department. The surgeon Mr. LA N DERKIN. Allow me. You rnistook my meaningof the 31st Battalion who examined into these cases, I take
itondothonyrposleprowomteMnse altogether. I said 1 would net boliovo for a moment, or, would ee the only responsible person whom the Mister entertain the idea, that you would refuse-these are theshould listen to on this subject, and the report of that Sur- words I used- because I had brought it forward, because I
geon Was against it. In connection with that I may say that thought you were more of a warrior than that.the hon. member for South Grey intimates that the surgeon
of the 31st Battalion did not see them for a year after the Sir ADOLPHIE CARON. I amglad the hon. gentleman
lime they got botter. bas suich a fair opinion of me. I agree with him that it

Mr. LANDERKIN. I say so. would be a very poor reason for refusing to consider this
claim, bocause it was put forward by a gentleman who does

Mr. SPROULE. Now, ho tells this House that one of not support the Government. ''he hon. gentleman knows
them was sick for six months before ho got botter, and that that the matter was investigated, and I could not pay out
makes a year and a-half before the surgeon went to exam- publie money without having a report from the officers of
ine these cases; in other words, they were allowed to my department recommending the same. I did get a re-
go to that length of time before the application was port, and it was dircetly opposed to the claim. The hon.
made. It seems strange that se long a time was allowed to gentleman brought the matter to my notice on more than
elapse before an application was made for some compensa. ona occasion, and ho was very energetie in pushing the
tion for the disease said to be contracted during the time claim. I reopened the case, and reconsidered it, and I
they Were putting in drili. The surgeon of the 31lst Bat- should have been only too glad te bo able to comply with
talion was in camp at Toronto, and during that time I be- his wishes, but I could not see my way clear to do so. I
liove the drill was put in. If they had contraced the dis- had no ground officially which would warrant me in pay-
ease thon and thon went home sick with it, or shortly after, ing out for that claim the money which was entrusted to
I can see no reason why it should not have been so repoted my care.
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Mr. LANDERKIN. But you could easily get over that'

by putting a sum in the Supplementary Estimates. The
House will vote it.

Contingencies ......... ...... . .................. ..... ......... $38,000

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. What has been done, or
what has been proposed to be done, with respect to the rifle
range of Toronto ? The Minister is aware that a very
unfortunate accident happened there by which a poor young
fellow was shot ; and no doubt he is also aware, and if not I
can tell him, that no matter how carefully arms may be used
there, so long as the range is in its present position bullets
will be apt to drop into the water. When that occurs, the
water being a common highway, it is quite clear that near
a large city there will always be a certain amount of danger,
and I wish to enquire if any steps are being taken to pre-
vent that risk and locate the range at some point where
the public will not be exposed to danger.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How does the hon.
gentleman propose to make the ranges safe in Toronto ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I can tell the hon. gentleman
what I understand from the plan. ILt is to erect a kind of
revetment, or an iron screen behind the ranges, which would
prevent the possibility of any bullets escaping from the
limited space within which rifle practice would take place.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know something of
the situation, and I doubt whether that class of protection
would be sufficient. It might be, but unless it were donc
on a very extensive scale, very high and very broad, I have
very considerable doubts-I will not say positively, whether
at the long range now used, especially if the Martini is
allowed to be practiced with-if the thing is possible. I am
not prepared to say whether, by taking precautions by way
of having guard-boats and buoys properly placed, it may
not be made reasonably safe, and I think the difficulty is
considerable in any case. Without protection on the water

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. I am very glad indeed the I doubt extremely whether the hon. gentleman can avoid
hon. gentleman has brought this matter under my notice accidents in future.
to-night. A few days ago I had the pleasure of receiving Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Every precaution must be
a large and influential deputation, headed by the mayor of taken.
Toronto, who called upon me as Minister of Militia, to point
out the danger which they claimed surrounds the perform- Mr. CASEY. A good deal has been done and a good deal
ance of the annual rifle practice of the volunteer force in can be done to make the range moderately safe no doubt,
Toronto. The question is one of very great importance, but any one who knows the situation and is a practical rifle
but it is fraught with difficulty. The point is simply this: shot must doubt very seriously whether it will be possible
Hon. gentlemen who take an interest in militia matters to make it absolutely safe, and nothing short of that is
know how difficult i is in a large and growing city like needful. The danger is not so much from competitions at
Toronto, or any other great commercial centre, to find rifle rifle meetings, but from greenhorns' practice at ordinary
ranges which are sufficiently close to be available for the times, and any one who bas seen young men learning to
purpose intended. As the hon. member for Halifax (Mr. shoot must be aware that they sometimes shoot over the
Jones) knows when rifle ranges are only a moderate dis-. top of the hill behind the target. I have seen ehots strike
tance out of town volunteers will not go there, holding, and 40 or 50 feet above a target on a hill side. Shots also
I think properly, that they should nlot be put to even a strike too low and ricochet to an uncertain height and fall
small expense to reach rifle ranges on Saturday behind the target. I am very sorry to have to say anything
afternoons when they are enjoying their half holiday. that the Ontario Rifle Association would not like to have
ln Toronto the same difficulty arises. I find the said, but it is our duty to insist on some change being made
great difficulty is to be able to procure a field where it is pos- in this matter. The Minister says he bas not been offered
sible to establish our rifle ranges. I fully agree with the any good range within a reasonable distance of the city. Ie
hon. gentleman that the range must be made absolutely did not say whether he had caused particular enquiries to
safe, so far as life is concerned, and I think from the reports be made.
handed into my department by competent officers that it can Sir ADOLPH E CARON. Yes, I have.
be made absolutely safe. But I find another difficulty in
the way. The great prosperity of Toronto, and I am glad Mr. CASE Y. Have officers looked around in the neigh-
to be able to congratulate my lon. friends from that section borhood ?
of the country on the increased growth and prosperity of Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes, several have.
that city, bas led the agricultural associations and other Mr. CASEY. It seems very strange that no reasonableassociations to be anxious to obtain possession of the rifle place can be found within a reasonable distance of the city.range for the purpose of increasing their own properties The present range is now almost within the heart of thefor purposes in which we all take a deep interest. No doubt city and I do not think it is reasonable to retain it there.it is very important that such associations which have donc If v<lunteers are called upon to pay charges for going to ase much, should be assisted te the fullest extent, but in ex- rifle range at some point on the line of railway the expensechange I am offered a range five or six miles, and I am told by would only be trifing, much less than that formerly paidothers, 14 miles from Toronto. The hon. gentleman knows by Enlie trin moin from tha n to Wmedop.
that it would be tantamount to telling tho volunteer force of by E ngish volunteers hgoieg from London t Wimbvedon.
Toronto that they must give up rifle practice, as it would be Irdos nt think volunteors there are much richer than volan-teers licre. I de net know that the officers of the Ontarioimpossible for them to fiud any range there. My first duty Rifle Association are eager to find out another place.je to look after the volunteer force, and that duty I am They would not tell lies to the Minister of Militia, but Iprepared to perform, but outside of that particular duty I do not think they trouble themselves very much to findam willing to go as far as possible in order to accommodate new grounds, because the present grounds are very conve-those gentlemen in carrying out the objects for which they ient for thoem. I think a thorough search should be madedesire to obtain that property. I fully understand that it n ew rond by a speciag oer et bromada

je nccsaryforthe epatmet t mak th ragesfor a new grouni1 by some epecial officer sent frem Ottawais necessary for the department to makre the ranges perfectly or by one chosen there who can be depended upon.safe, and I think there can be no difficulty whatever in
making them so, according to the reports I have received, Mr. JON ES (Halifax). I wish to know whether the
and unless we can keep a range which will be available for claims pending against the cadets who have withdrawn from
militia purposes within a reasonable distance of the city it the college have been disposed of ? I see a letter from Mr.
would be quite impossible to keep the force up to its present Helmsley who paid $100 when his son was taken from the
position in Toronto. college, and hewas informed, subsequently, that others whose

Sir ADOLPHE CARON
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sons had been removed had not paid that amount. Last'
year I think we had a return here of some half dbzen of
tho3e claims that were still unsettled. Have they been
disposed of and if not how many are still unsettled ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Some of those claims which
the hon. gentleman refera to bave been settled since last
year, and others have not. I caused a circular letter to be
addressed to the parents of the cadets, and, in some instances,
to the cadets themselves, calling upon them to reimburse the
amount, and stating that if those who had accepted commis.
sions in the Imperial service did not reimburse the Govern-
ment we would apply to the Imperial authorities to ask
them to withdraw it from their pay and hand it over to us.

Mr. JONES (Halifaz). Will the hon. gentleman bring
us down, later on, a statement of those that are still pend-
ing ?

Sir ADOLPBE CARON. Yes.
Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total num-

ber of the permanent corps, rank and file ?
Sir ADOLPHE CA RON. We have three batteries, "iA''

"B" and "C," the latter is now stationed in British
Columbia.

Mr. JO NES (Halifax). How many men in each. Are
they full batteries ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Wehave 150 men in "A " and
" B" Batteries and 100 mon in "C " Battery. Besides that
we have a cavalry school in Quebec, which is the only
cavalry school we have in the Dominion. Hon. gentlemen
will notice that I have provided for the establishment of a
cavalry school in Toronto, and the i'ntention is to take a
detachment from that school in Toronto to utilise in King-
ston for the drilling of the cadets. Besides we have an
infantry school in Fredericton, N.B, one in St. John's, P. Q
another in Toronto, and a fourth in London, and a mounted
infantry corps in Winnipeg.

Sir RICHiARD CAR PWRIGHT. How many mon alto.
gether ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The total permanent force, not
counting the cavalry school in contemplation, is about 1,000
men.

Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). You are adding $40,000 for the
permanent staff. Do you think it would not be better to
utilise that money in giving botter drilling to the militia,
and drilling the whole of them each year, than establishing
a cavalry school at Toronto. They have an infantry school1
in Toronto, and the cavalry school at Quebec might be
sufficient for the present. I venture to say that it would be
much more in the interest of the country if this money
were expended in Quebec than on establishing a cavalry
school in Toronto.

Sir ADOLPHE CAIRON. We have estimated $40,000
for establishing a cavalry school in Toronto. The Quebect
cavalry school cost 830,000, but we expect we will have toc
spend the other 810,000 in purchasing horses and saddlery.i
Those who take an interest in the forces will admit that theà
training schol for cavalry is very necessary, if not indis- 1
pensable, uinroronto or some centre in Ontario. 0f 1,44 a
cavalry which compose the entire cavalry force of the Do- r
minion, Ontario has 1,017. Moreover we felt the necessity u
of having cavalry to train our cadets in Kingston, and the
Only way we can provide for that is by sending a small de- b
tachment from that cavalry school. We propose by that d
school to train for the whole cavalry force in Ontario, and p
also to tiain the cadets in Kingston. I think it is money p
Well spent. The cavalry school in Quebec provides train- 1
ing for the Lower Provinces and the Province of Quebec, s
and it is impossible to take any larger number of men for a a
short course in that school. Unless we have a training e

school for the cavalry of Ontario and the Upper Provinces
it would be placing that very important force in a position
of inferiority that I think should not exist.

Gen. LAURIE. I have spoken alroady on the subjoct
of what I consider the desirability of training a larger por-
tion of the militia proper-the militia whom we consider
really our fighting force. I consider those schools as an
auxiliary to the militia, but at the same time I do not wish
it to be understood that I consider those schools are of
little service, or that they should be done away with. Far
from it. I have not always had as high an opinion of the ne-
cessity for those schools as I have since I went on active ser-
vice with the militia. We who bave been more particularly
connected with the English.speaking portion of the militia
forces, have found that we got on fairly well without ap-
pealing to the schools very largely, because we have drawn
from the regular service very valua ble assistance to the train.
ing, in the shape of old non-commissionod officers of the
army, and these have been of great assistance to officers
training their men. But it was only when, for the first
time, I was associated in the North-West with the French-
speaking Canadian regiments that I found how noocssary
it was that there should be some system for training non-
commissioned officers and officers for the service. The
regiment commanded by the hon. member for Bellechasse
(Mr. Amyot) came under my command. They were as full
of zeal and just as anxious and determined to do their duty as
any regiment of English-speaking Canadians, and just as
competent, so far as the means placed at their disposal were
concerned; but they were deficient in that very nocessary
portion of a military organisation, trained non-commis-
sioned officers; as they obtain none who have served in the
English army, because it is natural that mon coming out
from the English army are not likely to settle in French
districts, and if they did they would be of very littie use, as
not speaking the language. I did find in consequence that
the officers had extra duties devolving upon them; and I am
bound to assume that that regiment was only a type of other
French-Canadian regiments. That circumstance showed me
the value of the schools, not as being merely an aid, but a
necessity to the force, to provide for local training in our
own country. I am, thorefore, fully prepared to support
the position taken by the hon. Minister in strengthening
this force, but I do press upon him that we must not look
upon it as the force proper, but simply as an accessory of
the force.

Mr. CASEY. 1 am glad to be able to congratulate my
hon. friend this year on the wonderful rapidity with which
Battery "C " has filled up during the year. Two or three
years ago, when we first began to call attention to the fact
that there was a commandant without a school in Victoria,
we were told that the school would be filled up soon, as it
was impossible to get recruits in the Province, owing to the
pay being so much less than the rate of wages there, and
the hon. gentleman told us that he was to get recruits by
obtaining the loan of some pensioners fron England, who
were going to be warranted as sound in wind and limb,
although invalided f rom the English service. Last summer,
I understand, an attempt was made to secure these, but,
alas, for the hon. Minister's plan, these retired veterans
refused to corne out without their wives and families, as 1
underatand, and that plan fell through, and the hon.
Minister bas had to recur to the common sense plan, which
he should have adopted in the first place, of taking over
rafts from the military schools in Canada. That was one

plan which might have suggested itself to him in the first
place; and another was that if ho could not get men in
British Columbia for the ordinary pay given to soldiers, ho
hould pay the price that labor was worth in the country,
and put some British Columbians into the school. How-
ver, i congratulate him on having obtained some men to
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keep the guns company this year; they ueed to be very
lonesome.

Mr. ELLIS, I called attention last year to the very
large expenditure for drugs in the Fredericton school. I see
it was somewhat srnaller last year, but it is still very large.
Frederiction spent $698 for drugs, while St. John's, P. Q,
with just about the same number, spent $386, and Toronto,
where there is a somewhat larger number, spent $226. I
think there must be some mistake about this, because
Fredericton is quite as healthy as Toronto and more henlthy
than St. John's, P.Q. The hon. Minister told me that he
would give me details of the figures, but e has no doubt
forgotten them. fie will, perhaps, be able to give some
assurance that this expenditure will be stopped, because it
is evident that it cannot alil b for drugs.

Sir ADOL PHE CA RON. I am sorry to say that I did
overlook the matter. The expenditure seems to me large,
especially in a locality like Fredericton, which is perfectly
healtby. Hiowever, I shall get all the information and let
my hon. friend know exactly how matters stand.

Mr. ELLIS. I would like to ask another question. Is
the bread furnished to those schools the same all over the
country ?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Yes, the same.
Mr. ELLIS. Then, I would like to call attention to these

figures. In Quebec the rate is from 2j to 2î cents per lb.,
in St. John's, P.Q., 2j cents, in Toronto 2f cents, and in
Fredericton 4 cents. If that proves anything, it proves
that bread must be much more expensive at Frederieton
than in the Upper Provinces.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. Wc call for tenders for all the
supplies, and the lowest tender is accepted.

Mr. AMYOT.. I beg to thank the hon. member for Shel-
burne (Gen. Laurie) for the kind remarks ho las oflered
about the 9th Battalion, which I had the honor to command
in the North-West. I must say that I am happy to recog-
nise his kindness to the militia there, especially to my bat-
talion, and 1 am glad to have a living witness here to con-
tradict the false impression that may have been formed,
perhaps, on account of some correspondence which passed
between myself and the hon. Minister of Militia. The
hon. member for Sholburne knows personally under
what circumstances those cipher telegrams were sent.
Hie knows that they were not intended as official criticisms
of the manner in which the war was conducted, but as
private information sent from friend to friend under secrecy,
and they were not due to cowardice, as has been suggested,
but they were sincere expressions as to the way the war
was being carried on in some respects, and as to the expenses
which were being incurred. I am glad to have a living
witness who is able to give those telegrams their true
meaning, and I am glad to take this opportunity of saying
that, by the efforts of the hon. member for Shelburne tbere,
many of the expenses were curtailed, and his services were
most valuable to tho country. Now, I rise to draw the
attention of the hon, the Minister of Militia to an important
matter in connoction with these infantry schools. They are
most useful and indispensable, althougli, in my opinion, the
old military schools were still better. But a great many
young gentlemen, students from 'the universities and
elsewhere, are unable to attend them because in the months of
July and August, when they would be free to attend, the
schools are closed, as that is the time chosen for the holi-
days. The hon. Minister would do a great service to the
force if ho would keep those schools open during July and
August, and a short time in September, and allow the
officers to take their holidays at some other time. I have
received letters giving the names of some young men who
are ready to go and qualify themselves for the militia, but

Mr. CAsEY.

who cannot go except during those months. Another plan
would be to send a detachment from the schools to Quebec,
Montreal, Toronto and other cities to afford an opportunity
to the young men to qualify themselves during those holi-
day months. I hope the hon. Minister will consider that
suggestion.

Mr. PRIOR. I would like to ask the hon. Minister of
Militia if the officers and mon ofI"C" Battery get the same
pay as those of the other batteries. If they do, I do not
think it is fair to them, because living in British Columbia
is from 15 to 33 per cent. higher than it is in eastern Can-
ada, and if they only get the same amount of money, 1 do
not see how they can get along on it. They are a splendid
body of men, whom we in British Columbia are very proud
of indeed. I know that it is a botter climate than that in
the east; they have that advantage; but they cannot live
on climate, and I hope that the hon. Minister, if it is inb is
power, will give them botter pay or, if ho cannot raise their
pay, make some allowance to them so that they will be
placed on the same footing as their comrades in the east.

Gen. L AURIE. The hon. member for Belleohasse
(Mr. Amyot) has alluded to a matter that happened when I
was not in this House or in this country; I believe I was
actually at the time in eastern Europe. I do not wish to
reopen the matter; I simply wish to say that when I was in
the North-West I found that the expenses were far exceed-
ing anything that the hon. Minister himself, or any
other member of this louse, had any idea of, and I took the
opportunity of asking every member of Parliamont who
was associated with the force to come and see for himself
the enormous transport train that we required, and to ask
him when ho came back to this House to stand up in his
place and bear Lostimony to the necessity that existed for
an enormous expenditure, and to be prepared to justify the
Government in the outlay, after having seen for himself
how it was called for. Amongst those whom I saw
and conversed with was the hon. member who com-
manded the 9th Battalion, a battalion that I have
been pleased to refer to as being most efficient.
I pointed out to those gentlemen that the expenditure was
enormous ; and in the conversation no doubt ideas passed
between us as they will between two men who compare
what is with what might be, if they have any intelli-
gence; and I believe from the conversation I had with
the hon. gentleman that in the correspondence between him
and the Minister of Militia, the views of each were to a
certain extent misunderstood, and this misunderstanding
gave rise to allusions, which, in cooler moments, would not
have been made by the one to the other, and expressions
were indulged in and, perhaps, conveyed in such a way that
they were misinterpreted and misunderstood, and I am sure
the original impressions intended to be conveyed were
altogether misinterpreted.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In answer to the hon. mem-
ber for Bellochasse, I may say that the matter which ho has
brought under my notice, I fully acquit him of. It is very
difficult, as I understand, for young gentlemen who are foi-
lowing their leghl or medical course in the univeisities, to
be able, during the ordinary time which is fixed for the
training of the militia, to leave their ordinary avocatious
for the purpose of following a short course or a long course
in a training school. He must remember, however, that
the officers in those different schools are worked very hard.
Some hon. gentlemen who have not looked into the subject,
may believe they are not, but I can tell the hon. gentlemen
that the officers in the training schools are worked very
bard, and it is necessary they should have some holidays.
But I believe, without making a definite promise, that it is
possible to arrange in some way or other, so that in July
and August, and possibly the beginningof September, there
might bo a special course, under certain regulations pre.
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pared by the department. I shal give my attention to
that point. To the hon. member for Victoria, I must say,
that besides the advantage to "C" Battery of living in that
delightful climate and enjoying the hospitality of
the people of British Columbia, they bave better
pay than the "A or "B" Batteries or the ordinary corps.
It was considored that the labor market being very higb, it
was necessary to give more pay to the men, and, framing the
regulation, we allowed ten cents extra per day, but the ton
cents are paid at the expiration of every period of enlistment,
provided the men remain in the corps. A man in leaving
the corps and returning to civil life will thus have a con-
siderable amount of money to start his new life with. Un-
der the circumstances I do not think it is possible for the
department to go beyond giving extra advantages to one
battery over the others.

Military Properties........ ...... ,......$97,000

Mr. BRIEN. I would like to ask the hon. the Minister
of Militia if in this appropriation there is any vote to sup-
plement the amount appropriated by the municipality of
Essex Centre for a drill shed there. The hon. gentleman
is well aware that application was made last year, that a
deed of the land was passed, and that the municipality bas
complied with all the requirements of the department.
They are very anxious to know whether this appropriation
will be made this year or not. It is very necessary in the
interest of the 21st Battalion, a battalion which is second
to none in the force, that this appropriation should be made,
and I know that the mon wore very much discouraged last
year at the appropriation not having been then mado. If
there is anything more required to be done by the corpora-
tion or by the officials in that section, I would like to know.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. We bave provided in this vote
the money required for the six drill sheds. There was
some delay, no doubt, as we bad to get reports, and nego-
tiations were going on between the Government and the
munieipality. Ilowever, I understand from the officers of
the department that we now have all the reports we
require, and I hope that in a short time, we shall be able to
make the distribution of the money voted by Parliament,
and to do something for that drill shed, and so meet the
views of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There was some correspondance
which took place in regard to the caretaker at Bedford, Mr.j
J. G. Corbett. I think bedrawsonly $176. He was under
the impression that the caretakers of other rifle ranges werei
paid a larger amount, and I find that the caretaker atf
Otawa receives $456, at Quebec, $391, and at Montreal-I
suppose it is the one referred to as marker-8358. It seems
to me that it would be only fair that the caretaker at
Bedford should receive the same amount as that given in
other places. I hope the Minister will see his way to put
him in the sanme position.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The difference is simply that
the caretaker bore in Ottawa works in the stores in the
winter, and he is paid for that. When he is looking after
the ranges in the summer, he doos not receive any more
than the caretakers of the other ranges. I cannot say now,
positivtly, whether the caretaker at Bedford haî any other
occupation now or not, but I will look into the question,
and give the bon. gentleman information on concurrence.-

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What about the payment of the9
caretaker at Quebec, $391.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. It is the same thing. It may
be that ho has to look after stores, but the caretaker at
Point Lévis is also the caretaker of the fort. He occupies
the two positions.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). In regard
875,000 for construction and repairs of
I sbould like to ask how much of that
struction, and where ?

to the amount of
military properties,
is to go into con.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The manner in which that
amount is distributed is between the different districts,
London gots $400; Toronto, $4,875 ; Kingston, $19,404
Ottawa, 81,676.50; Montroal, $3,900 ; Quebec, 830,378
Fredericton, 87,856 ; Winnipeg, $3,745 ; Victoria, .,490,
and Charlottetown, 8275. Of course, in places like Kingston,
Quebec and Point Lévis, where we have these extensive
forts, the ex pense is much greater than in other parts of
the Dominion,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It was merely in regard to new
work that i was enquiring about.

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. The new works will appear
in the estimates brought down by the Minister of Publie
Works. I merely look after the repairs of the difforent
buildings under the control of the Department of Militia.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). But this is put down for con-
struction.

Sir ADOLPHE CARO'.N. Yes, it is constructon and
repairs, but it is only small construction. Any heavy
expenditure as far as buildings are concerned, wili appear
in the estimates of the Minister of Publie Works.

Canadian Pacifie Railway construction (charge-
able to capital) . ... ........................... $190,000

M. DAVIES (P.E I.) What is this-for the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is a revote, with the ex-
ception of $10,000. I explained last year that the objectof
that appropriation was to complote the work on the Cane-
dian Pacifie Railway which the original contract with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company bound us to do. The
additional amounts are for an engine-house on the Pacifie
coast 827,000, flattening slopos, 8153,000, and estimated
balance of arbitration expenses, $10,000.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) I thought that, by the agreement
made in November, 1886, subject to any adjustment of de-
ficiences which might afterwards bo discovered in the
Government work on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, the
company accepted all the work on that lino, and I undei-
stood that he only question left was any possible deficiency
in what is known as the Onderdonk contract, which might
not be complete, and which the Government might have to
supply.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is mis.
taken. This work has always been admitted by the de-
partment to be within the terms of the contract, and this
expenditure is required in order to do the work that the
Government agreed to do in conformity with its contract
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Of course the bon. gentleman
may be correct, but I formed my opinion upon the report
of the chief engineer, which says:

l On the 2nd of November, 1s86, an order in Council was passed
authorising the closing up of al the matters outstanding between the
Government and the company, and a fi2al agreement was signed,
accordingly, on the 15th and 2eth of that month, comprising the acce t-
nce by the Government of the work executed by the company, asai-

filling the conditions of their contract; th%% tranerer to, and acceptanee
by tre company of the portions of the road constructed by the Govern-
ment, subject to adjuêtment by the Goverument of deficiencies, if any,
in respect of the construction of the western section.

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. Quite so.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Very well; the work of the

Government was accepted by the company, and so all these
mnatters were closed, subject to the adjustment of any defi.
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ciencies in the construction of the western section, and I
understood that was confined to the contract which is known
as the Onderdonk contract, and that it was contended by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway that that contract was not pro.
perly carried out, or not carried out in such a manner that
they felt they should accept it. The chief engineer made
his report, but tbat question has been referred to arbitra-
tion, and I have no doubt that a large sum of money will
have to be paid on that account.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will see
that we were bound to construct an engine house; that is
a part of the original contract, and it bas never been con-
structed, and 827,000 of this vote is for that purpose. The
hon, gentleman will see, theretore, that this $153,000 is
for flattening the slopes. It was hoped that the slopes
would stand in the mode in which they were taken out,
but it was subsequently found that increased expenditure
was necessary, which was estimated at $153,000, to fIlatten
those slopes in such a way as would meet the contract.
That is a part of the $190,000, $27,000 for the engine bouse
on the Pacifie coast, which we agreed to build in the origi-
nal contract, 8153,000 in order to make the slopes stand, and
in order to carry out the contract as originally provided,
and no single dollar of this is connected with any shortcom-
ing on what was termed the Onderdonk contract, This was
not a lump sum, the hon. gentleman will understand. The
contract which was made with Mr. Onderdonk for a lump
sum was for the last 86 miles. No portion of this what-
ever is for that contract, but for work performed on the
four sections known as the Onderdonk contract, and which
was paid for. Thorefore, it bas nothing to do with the
shortcomings. It is simply for that amount ofwork which
was not performed or paid for in tho original contract, and
that is now found to be necessary in order to make the road
of the character we agreed it should be with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. Some of the slope cuttings have
not stood as well as was anticipated. We hoped it would not
be necessary to expend this money, that the slopes would
stand, but they have not stood as well as was anticipated
when they were taken off, and this sum is for the purpose
of cleaning down these slopes or euttings, and taking down
the loose rocks. An arbitration between the Government
and the company is in progress in connection with the
western section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and the
$10;000 which forms a part of this sum, is for the expense
of that arbitration. The Canadian Pacific Railway bas
claimed that the work is not performed properly, that the
road bas not been completed in conformity with the con-
tract which the Government made with them. That ques-
tion is under arbitration. But no question whatever arises
concerning the contract between Mr. Onderdonk and the
Government.

Mr. DAVIES. I think I understand the matter, and that
my conception of it was correct, that this contract was
made by the Government with Mr. Onderdonk according to
certain specifications and agreements, that it was taken off
his bands and certified to by the chief engineer of the Gov-
ernment as having been completed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so.

Mr. DAVIES. It was then accepted by
Pacific Railway contingently.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.

the Canadian1

Mr. DAVIES. They say: We are not satisfied ; thia
certificate ho gave that the roai was correct has turned out
notto have been correct. The Canadian Pacifie Rail way Co.
eontend that the slopes have to be enlarged, and they have,
I believe, either done the work, or are doing it, and the ar-
bitration is for the purpose of determining how much you
shall pay. The chiefengineer of the Government took over

Mr. Dàv'Is (P.E.L)

this road in a condition which the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Co. would not accept, and we have to lay out this money in
putting the road in a condition that they will accept, and,
practically speaking, Mr. Onderdonk should have done the
work which we are now voting money to have done.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is entirely
mistaken, and I think I will be able to satisfy him of that.
Had this work been a lump sum, had we made a contract
with Mr. Onderdonk for a lump sum, and taken the work
off his hands as completed, then the hon. gentleman's con-
tention would be correct. But such was not the contract.
The contract with Mr. Onderdonk was to pay him for every
yard of work performed, and if ho had performed it, this
$153,000 now asked for to flatten the slopos would have
been in his pocket. The work bas not been done, he bas
not been paid for it. We hoped it would not be necessary
to make this expenditure, and, consequently, we did not call
upon him to do it. He bas not been paid for doing it. The
Canadian Pacific Railway Co. claiming that the work is not
in the condition that the contract with us required, in order
to relieve ourselves from any responsibility before the
arbitration, from any claim before the arbitration, we ask
Parliament for this su m of $153,000 to flatton the slopes still
more. If they had stood, it would not have been called for.
But the hon, gentleman is entirely in error in supposing
that Mr. Onderdonk has the slightest interest in this ques.
tion whatever. He bas not. If that work had been done
by him, he would have been paid $153,000 more under his
contract than ho bas been paid. We have the money, and
we are called upon to do the work.

Mr. DAVIES. I think I understand it pretty well. I
want to ask the bon. gentleman if ho is able to assure the
House that this $180,000 we are now voting will place that
road in a condition that the Canada Pacific Railway would
accept if they had no award ?

Sir CHARbES TUPPER. No.
Mr. DAVIES. On what is this estimate based ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is based on the chief en-
gineer's conviction of what is neeassary to complete our
contract thoroughly, so that in the arbitration theý Canada
Pacific Railway Co. will not be able to obtain a dollar. We
admit that, under the circumstances, experience bas proved
that it is necessary to do this amount of work, and there.
fore we say that we are ready to do that amount of addi-
tional work over and above what we have done; and the
hon. gentleman will see that if it went to arbitration, with-
ont our consenting to make this expenditure, to build this
ongine house, which was a part of our contract, to make
the slopes, as we admit, under the circumstances, tbey are
entitled to claim at our bands, we would be in the wrong,
and the ar bitrators would be in a position to find against us.
This estimate which the chief engineer makes, is to com-
plete the work entirely in conformity with the contract
made botween the Goverument and the company, and
which hoeholds will entirely relieve s from the possibility
of any award being found against us.

Mr. DAVIES. Then it just comes down in plain English
to this : that the chief engineer of Government railways
accepted the work from the bands of Mr. Ondordouk in a
certain condition, and he certified that that work was perfect
and complote in itself, and fit to be haunded over to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Co., that overything had been done
by Mr. Onderdonk which was required from him. But now
he says that he was wrong, and in order to put that road in
a condition to justify him in handing it over to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Co., he must ask Parliament to expend
$180,000. Now, my contention was this: that we are paying
$180,000 for an error in judgment on the part of the chief
engineer. The hon. gentleman explained that this was not
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a lump $Um, that we were paying so much for the excava
tion of these slopes. I am not speaking at all about th
building in British Columbia, because I do not know th
facts, and I will not say anything about that. I admi
that what the hon. gentleman says is correct, that by ou
contract we are boun I to complete that road, and to buil
that engine house. But when the contract was entere
into with Mr. Onderdonk, the cutting of the silopes was t
be done in a certain way; that part of the contract wa
afterwards altered by the chief engineer, and Mr. Onderdon]
was allowed to make the slopes very much less than they
were required to be made by the original contract. If th
original contract had been carried out by Mr. Onderdonk
there would bave been none of those disputes existing whicl
now exist between the Government and the company, an
we would not have been called upon to pay more money

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; but the hon. gentleman
will see that it would have been paid long ago.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hou. gentleman will excuse me
I think I will show him that he is not exactly stating al
the facts on which an outsider would form an independent
opinion. Now, he lessened the slopes, and in lessening th
slopes lie made a certain allowance from the amount wbichl
was to be paid to Mr. Onderdonk if he bad carried ont the
original contract. He did not pay him nearly so much as
he would have paid him otherwise. Now, it is calculated
by those who know, that his estimate was altogether below
the mark, and that Mr. Onderdonk made a very large
amount of money out of the change in that contract made by
the chief engineer. It just comes back to this, that he
altered the contract and allowed Mr. Onderdonk to make
the slopes very mach less than they were originally intended
to be. He now finds that lie made an improper alteration,
he now finds part of the road not in a condi-
tion fit to hand over to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-!
way, and we have to pay $150,000 more. He now
finds an expenditure of $150,000 to be necessary in
order to place the road in a condition fit to be handed over
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. My own
opinion, gathered from reading the reports and the informa-
tion which bas come before the Public Accounts Committee
and otherwise, is that we shall have to pay a very much
larger sum yet before the company will accept that
portion of the road from our hande. I should like to
know what claim the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
have made against the Government, Is it not half a mil-
lion of money? It is a very large sum and we should know
what the claim is.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think there is no great
advantage to be gained in discussing this matter, and I
believe the hon. gentleman will agree with me. The
Canadian Pacific Railway Company have made a claim
against the Government; the Government have resisted
that claim. The Government say that this amount of
money, in their judgment, will complete that road in every
respect in conformity with the contract between the Govern-
ment and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. I have
stated again and again to the hon. gentleman that if this
work had been done by Mr. Onderdonk lie would have had
this sum of $150,000 in his pocket, of which lie bas not one
dollar-the money is here and bas not been paid, and if the
work had been done by him lie would have been paid so
much more than he bas received. The fact of bis not
having performed the work does not touch the question of
the public interest in the slightest degree whatever. The
company have made a claim, a large claim, I quite admit
that.

Mr. DAVIE5 (P.E.I.) Is it nearly a million ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not at this moment know

what the claim is; it was made in my absence, it was resist-

a- ed by the Government and arbitration was granted and
e that arbitration is being held. The Government claim that
e the expenditure of this money completes everything that
t they undertook, and places that work in a condition that is
r all which the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ca ask at
Id their hands. This is a revote, with the exception of 810,000,
d made last year after full explanations, and if the hon. gen-
o tleman talks all night it cannot alter the facto. He cannot
s change the fact that the Government endeavored to save
k and that, if the slopes bad remained, they would have saved,
y 8153,000. They have not saved, and, consequently, we agree
e that we are bound under the contract with the Canad ian
, Pacifie Railway Company to spend this money, and having
h spent it we deny that the company have a claim for a single
d dollar, and I do not expect they will get one.
.' Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It is no use the hon. gentleman
n saying I can talk all night and can do no good.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I said you cannot alter the
. facts.

Mr. DAVIES (P.1.) I dosire to get the facto properly.
The hon. gentleman said that the amount was voted lat
year under full explanations, but that is not the case. I had
not a thorough knowledge of the facts, but 1 have obtained
it since. If the chief engineer bas made as large a deduction
from Mr. Onderdonk's original contract, if he had made a
proper deduction and a full deduction, to cover all the costs
of the work, nothing more would have been said. I know
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are making a claim
to have the work donc as we contiacted with Mr. Onder.
donk it should be donc in the first instance, and the amount
which they say is necessary is more than double what the
chief engineer deducted from Mr. Onderdonk.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The chief engineer never
deducted anything from Mr. Onderdonk. When Mr. Onder-
donk did a yard of work, whether rock or clay, it was
measnred and he was paid for it. Thore was no deduction
whatever. The Government did not require this work at
bis bands. Mr. Onderdonk complains that be was not
allowed to do more work, but the Government's object was
to do the work that was absolutely necessary to complete
the road in the manner in which they were bound to place
it before handing it over to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company. If he had finished the work be would simply
have been paid so much more. He was not called upon te
do it, and he did not get the money-the money is in the
bands of the Government for the purpose of completing it
now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That might be all
correct, and yet the country might le placed at a large
additional cost in this way. HRad this work which is neces-
eary, by the Minister's own statement, been donc when the
original work was donc, it could have been carried out a
great deal cheaper than now; and in that way a very
heavy loss would have been saved the country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is a point in that.
Mr. McMULLEN. I notice in the Auditor General's

report, page 175, we paid $29,600 for removing slides.
Is that connected with work yet to be donc, or will the
country have to continue removing slides ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is in connection with
completing the work. It was paid last year, probably, for
the previous year. After the completion of the work no
charge eau be made on the Government for the removal of
slides.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). At pige 175 of the Auditor
General's report, there is a payment, under the head of
Canadian Pacifie Railway account, of $74,525, D. O. Mills,
balance rolling stock.
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Sir ICHABLES TUPPER. He was the contractor, and

under the contract we were obliged to take over the rolling
stook, and payment was made in connection with carrying
out the contract.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that in addition to
$250,000 ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is part of the award.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the bon. gentle-

man state, within a moderate limit, the total cost of that part
of the road the Government built in British Columbia?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The figures I have bere are
as follows: construction of Lake Superior and western sec-
tions, total expenditures up to 30th June, 1886, $29,64,,,876.
The items do not seom to be separated, but the Lake Super-
ior and western sections are put togother.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What the hon. gentle-
man means by that is that we have spent twenty-nine and
a balf millions on what we constructed ourselves.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, that is ail expended by
oursolves. We expended during the year ending 30th of
June, 1887, $471,463.41 an expenditure during the seven
months to 31st January, 1888, $08,122.11. Total expended
up to 31st January, 1888, $30,138,461.62. That covers ail
the exponditure of the Government in connection with the
construction of the Lake Superior and western sections
from Port Arthur to Winnipeg, from Port Arthur to Red
River, and in British Columbia.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gentle-
man obtain a division of that so as to lot us have it when
we meet again ?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. I shall furnish the hon.
gentleman with the exact amounts spent in British
Columbia.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think the total
amount we have paid thon is roughly about $70,000,000 is it
not ?

Sir CEHARLES TUPPER. Yes, about that. The surveys
on the Dawson route were ircluded.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That does not exactly
belong to it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is always a charge on
the Canadian Pacifie Railway in the Public Accounts as the
hon. gentleman knows. lIn ail on the Lake Superior section
we spent $30,038,461.69 and on the Dawson route $6,61 t,-
951.88, making in ail $36,850,413.50, beside the 825,000,000
and the 810,000,000 for the purchase back of lands.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Have the arbitrators made any
report ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They wore out in British
Columbia but no interim report bas been made yet.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E I.) This expenditure which the
hon. gentleman asks is not on any recommendation of the
arbitrators ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. No, it is on the opinion of
the Government as to what wiIl relieve us from that charge.

to protect ourselves. We take it that it is impossible for
them to establish a larger claim than that which we now
ask for.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Of course I have not seen the
submission to the arbitrators, but I presume they are asked
how much money is required to put the road in the condi-
tion that it ought teobe when handed over to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and in the condition
that Onderdonk originally undertook to put it in. I pre.
sume we will have to do the work whether it will oest

,$300,000 or 8500,000. They will be required to say whether
those slopes were in proper order and possibly what it
would cost to put them in proper order.

Mr. TIOMPSON. By the terms of the submission, the
arbitrators are required to state in what particular respects
thore may be a deficiency, and it is at the option of the Gov-
ernment to make those deficiencies good.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Thon this is a matter of mere
speculation as to what we require ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is based on the report of our
engincer that possibly this sum will be required.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The Government admit that we
have to pay this amount and the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company say that it should be somewhere about a million
dollars. If the arbitrators award $500,000 we have to vote it.

Mr. TIOMPSON. It would be admitting too much to
say that we will be required to expend any money for
this purpose. Our engineer thinks that no more can possi-
bly be needed. I do not think it is quite safo to say that
we will be expected to pay this, but no more can possibly
be needed in the opinion of our engineer.

Intercolonial Railway ,......,. ...... ........................ $349,500

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is this amount required
for increased accommodation at St. John ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. For filling in the spaces in
the wharf, and laying tracks to facilitate ocean traffic at the
dce-water wharf.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I thought that had been done
before the election ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The time was tooe short to
enable it to be quite completed.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Will the Govern ment rebuild
the freight shed which was destroyed by fire the other day?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That will be immediately
rebuilt.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know,
as a matter of curiosity, do the Government propose to
charge the rebuilding of this freight shed to capital account ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, no; all renewals, what-
ever they are caused by, must be charged to revenue.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Would the hon gentleman explain
the vote of $4,000 for increased accommcdation at Spring
Hil ?

Sir CHARLES TUIPPER. This vote is in consequence of
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) How will that relieve you ? the output of ceai at the Spring 11l1 mines having iacreased

The duty of the arbitrators is to determine how much I ,,ecormeusly during the past fow years that the presont
money yo pay the Canadian Pacific Railway to enable accommodation is quito inadequate for the trafflo, and it
them to put this road in the order which they said it should has become nocsary te purchase additioual land, te grade
be in. it for the track, and supply railsasd a freight bouse. No

additional accommodation has been afforded at this point
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman under- sinee the road was oponed in 1870. The output ef coai at

stands this question much better than I do, being a lawyer thuse Spring 1111 mines je from 1,500 te 1,700 tons per
himself. We say that this amount should be paid, and that day, e that the bon, gentleman will nnderstand the noces-
no largr sum, will be required, and in this way we intend sity et this inereased accommodation.

W.JONES (Haflf&X),
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). Are they still carrying the coal
at three-tenths of a cent per ton per mile?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There bas been no change in
the rate.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Then, the more accommodation
you give, the more loss you will sustain.

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. I am afraid it is not very
profitable.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understand that they paid one-
half cent par ton per mile to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company for hauling the cars from British Columbia to
Nova Scotia, and now they are only charging three-tenths
of a cent per ton per mile for hauling the coal over the
Intercolonial Railway, while I believe three-quarters of a
cent is the smallest rate charged elsewhere. I think it is
hardly necessary to give them increased accommodation if
thereby we are increasing our losses.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We are not giving them in-
creased accommodation; we are giving it to ourselves.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The chief engineer reports:
'The rate at which this coal is carried is extremely low, and in addi-

tion to this the cars are hauled back to the mines empty, a distance of
600 miles, so that this business increases the expense without an equival-
ent increase of earnings."

Mr. Pottinger seems to be in accord with the remark of my
bon. friend, that the more you increase the accommodation,
the more you lose.

Mr. McMULLEN. Last year, when the rate for carry-
ing coal was under discussion, the subject of carrying four
from Ontario to the Maritime Provinces was up also, and
the Minister objected to meeting the demands of western
shippers on the ground that to lower the rate would entail
a loss. But if they are willing to carry coal for the Spring
Hill Mining Company at a loss, and also to extend the
accommodation with an anticipated increased loss, I think
it but fair, that an attempt should be made to bring the
trade of the western Provinces to the Maritime Provinces
instead of letting it go through the States. The hon.
Minister said to the hon. member for Kent-who I am glad
to say will be here in a few days tn repeat what ho said on
that subject-that the flour, if carried to Boston, could be
carried in boats for a considerable distance, instead of being
carried by our own lino. It bas been generally stated that the
construction of the Intercolonial Railway was intended as
an inter-provincial line to facilitate trade between the
Provinces, and if that is the case its entire earnings should
not be devoted to developing a coal mine, which is a con-
tinuous loss to a part of Ontario, while flour is altogether
neglected.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. That question will come more
appropriately for discussion when we get to charges on
income.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When we get the
short lino through Maine, perhaps my hon. friend's views
will very likely be met.

Increased accommodation at Maccan Station ...... $3,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A new lina of railway there
joins the Intercolonial Railway from the Joggins Coal
Mines, and it is necessary to enlarge the accommodation at
Maccan Station.

Increased accommodation at Moncton........$5,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The excess on the amounts of
contracts for building, over the appropriation $132; clear,
ing the ground for building and track making $700; pro-
Viding freight sheds, shifting foundations, &c., $1,200;
roofing shop, &c., $400. Steam heating for paint shope,
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$1,100; inspection, $300; preparing floors, $60; advertis-
ing for tenders, $400; sundry fixings, 81,108; total 85,000.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Who prepares the plans?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The engineer engaged in the

construction.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). In addition to bis work?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; but where the work is

chargeable to capital expenditure of course you covor the
whole expense.

Mr.WELDON (St. John). I thought you were going to
make some alteration in regard to the station at Moncton ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

St. Charles Branch................3 188,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total co,,t
of that branch to date ?

Sir CHARLES. TUPPER. I an ahamod almost to say.
This $188,000 is composed of a shed for housing the passen.
ger cars, 87,000; car cleaning establishment and fittingg,
81,500; building at Levis, 81,500; lands and damages,
8 170,000 ; legal expenses, 88,000. The total expenditure up
to the 3Oth Jane, 1886, was 8787,473.47. The expenditure
during the year ending 30th June, 1887, was $230,101.78.
The expenditure during the two months ending 31st Janu-
ary, 1885, was $55,042.83; total, 81,274,619.81.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. To which thisS8188,000
must be added ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARICWRIGHT. So it will bo close on

$1,500,000 ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is tho longth?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Fifteen miles.
Mr. DAVIES. HEIow much more will be required bofore

the claims cease completely ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There are some claims in

addition.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH1r. There is no tunnel on

this that I am aware of.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, it is an enormous cost,

and principally consists of what is claimed as land damages.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yet we are told the

price of property in Quebec is not improving.
Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. The Government resisted the

claims in every possible way. They expended $8,000 for
legal expenses, and even brought the cases to the Supreme
Court.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In a sense this is sat-
isfactory, as it shows that the value of land within a certain
radius of the ancient capital is as dear as at any point of
Ontario that I know of.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What is the amount of the
claims yet unpaid ?

Sr CHARLES TUPPE R. A very large sum indeed-.
over 8500,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much represents
construction apart from the land damages ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I bave not the figures separ-
ating the two. Ont of the total surn stated bere, about
$600,000 is for construction, the rest is upon the land. Ont
of this $1,274,000, about $600,000 is for actual construction,
and the balance is for the land.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.
over $500,000 outstanding ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Altogether
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.

There is a claim of

for land damages ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What quantity of land
within the limits of the town of Lévis has been used ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A very small quantity indeed
as there are no works there I should think the railway
improved the value of the property.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think so, or the
greater part of it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, And it was undertaken under
the impression that it would be a nominal amount.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the hon. gentleman remem-
ber the estimate at the time?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The cost up to date is
81,500,000, including this estimate of $500,000 for unliquid-
ated land claims.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. These are claims we do not
admit.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. Well, $500,000 of
possibilities. Unless my recollection is at fault, I think it
was between $300,000 and $400,000 that it is estimated the
work would cost.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was a very small portion
of this, cert inly.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know
if the hon. gentleman can give me information as to the
width of the track and the total quantity of the land within
the limits eof the town of Lévis?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is 40 feet of width of
track besides a very small station, and the distance is one
and a half miles.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to have
had some land in Lévis, with that railway crossing it.

Mr. LAURIER. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will not
take any suggestion from me.

Sir CHARLES TU PPER. I shall only be too glad to do
s0.
f Mr. LAURIER. Perhaps not, when the hon. gentleman
knows the one I am about to make. I say every case in
which the Government appealed to the Supreme Court
against the arbitrators, the Government were defeated.
Whenever an appeal bas been taken from the arbitrators'
award, the award has been increased by the Supreme
Court. I do not say it was the fault of the counsel, but
perhaps the Government would change and employ new
people, Every time, whether before the arbitrators or the
Supreme Court, the Government have been unlucky, and
the most outrageous demands made for compensation of
land were acceded to. Very large amounts have been
awarded, which I thought, were altogether in excess of the
value of the land, though at one time, no doubt, when a
large trade was carried on, the land along the track was
valuable. To-day it has no value whatever.
5 Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was all in a state of dilapi-
dation.

Mr. THOMPSON. We have done much botter than
change our counsel. We have had the assistance of some
of the best counsel of Quebec in all those cases, and in moet
of them the court decided that they were bound, on
questions of fact, by the evidence given in the tribunal
below. That evidence was taken in a very arbitrational

Sir CAuLEs TuprPE.

way, in such a way that it was difficult to get at the right
testimony taken before the arbitrators. The arbitrators, in
many of the cases, disbelieved the testimony given. The
tribunal thought they were legally bound simply by the
evidence, and considered that, as professional men, they
could not get rid of the tvidence even though the arbitra-
tors had ample reason for disbelieving the greater part of it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The total area is
ridiculously small. Forty feet width for a mile and a-half
is but little more than six acres all told, and as the Minis.
ter of Finance truly says but little ground was wanted at
the time. I recollect perfectly the Une this road takes
going into Lévis, and unless it can be shown in the clearest
way-and it did not appear to me that any real damage
was done to the river property-that the property, to a
great extent, on either side was utterly destroyed and
rendered useless, which I do not think was the case, the
Government has been fleeced in the most outrageous way.

Picton Town Branch......................... $34,0

Mr. McMULLEN. Will that complete this branch ?
Sir CHARLES T UPPER. It will both complete it and

furnish the rolling stock. The total cost is $449,872.47.

Dalhousie Branch........................ $11000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That also is tofurnish rolling
stock, The total cost in 8216,506.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I see that the steamer
Admiral is charged to this railway. Does she run to
Dalhousie or only to Campbellton ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Only to Campbellton.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What is the vote for the Indian-

town branch for?
Sir CHARLESTUPPER. That is for rolling stock aliso.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). What has been the cost of

the Indiantown branch ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The expenditure up to date

is $177,612.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Is that under lease, or in

what way is it used ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Government is operat-

ing it.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Dies it connect with the

Western road ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It does not yet.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Will the hon. gentleman state

what has been done in reference to the Moncton branch ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is leased to the New

Brunswick Railway.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What is this: construction, $7,000?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER.'

It is a land claim at Newcastl<
That is original construction.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Iunderstand from the late super-
intendent of the Prince Edward Island Railway, who, I
regret to say, died a short time ago, that it was contemplated
to give increased accommodation-to give accommodation
worthy of the name-at Charlottetown. The old railway
station there gives very bad accommodation to the general
public. I believe that has been under consideration and
that an improvement has been very favorably reported upon.
I would ask the hon. gentleman whether it is intended to
do anything in regard to that ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no provision made
this year in increased accommodation at Charlottetown. I
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think what has been asked is mainly to get the track to run
along from the terminus. That is under consideration, but
it is not provided for this year.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). What is this at Newcastle?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Thatis an unsettled laim for

land ?
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Is it for the main lino or for

the branch, and who is the man ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is a ballast pit near New-

castle belonging to Mr. J. Ferguson.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Is that settled by arbitration ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The claim is for $20,000.

It is not settled, but the amount placed here is the outside
amount which the Government think should be granted.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). In reference to the item of
$25,000 for heating cars by steam and lighting by electricity,
does the Minister propose to light all the cars by electri-
city or only the Pullmans ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is proposed to light all
the cars.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. How do you propose
to divide it ? Hlow much does it cost for each car ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The details are-supplying
heating apparatus to thirty cars at $300 each, 89,000; en.
gines at $75 each, $1,500; applying electric lighting to
cars, $14,500; total, $25,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHI. Are they 30 Pullmans
or 30 ordinary cars ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Both.

Mr. WELSH. I see that the whole of this vote is to go
to capital account, and there has been a great deal of capital
already invested in the Intercolonial Railway, and it seems
to me that the more capital we put into it, the more we lose.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I suppose the hon. gentleman
will admit that this is a capital change.

Mr. WELSH. Yes, if you admit that it should be
extended to Prince Edward Island; but I do not sec anything
in that in regard to the Prince Edward Island Railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That will follow as a matter
of course.

Mr. WELSHI. I would like to see something in the Esti-
mates about it, and I do not see a thing. I do not like to
interfere with this Intercolonial Railway, but I would sug-
gest to the Government that, when they find that they are
carrying on a business at a loss to the country, they ought
to put their rates up to a sum sufficient at all events to pay
running expenses. It is ail very ,well to develop the re-
sources of the country, the mines and the minerals, but the
Government ought not to carry things at a dead loss. I
have already pointed out that they are carrying coal at rates
which are a heavy loas to the country, and that coal could
be carried just as well by shipping, and I understood the
Minister to say that, when they got their branch constructed
to Pugwash, they would carry coal more profitably. I
think that this should be extended to Prince Edward Island.
You surely do not want to leave ns eout altogether. If you
left us out of the Dominion, it would be a different thing,
but you have practically left us out in those Estimates.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As a matter of fact,
how does the expense of heating and lighting these cars in
this way compare with the ordinary mode ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER.L It is very much more ex-
pensive, but it is a question of safety.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. I did not rise to ob-
ject to it, but I wanted to know how the expense compares,
apart from the capital charge.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have net had sufficient
experience to decide that yet.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose this is sup-
plied by the engine?

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. Yes. Do I understand my
hon. friend from Prince Edward Island te suggest that we
should light the cars with electricity on the Island, and heat
them by steam, and that we should put up the rates on the
Island railway so as to make itself sustaining ?

Mr. WELSH. I would reply to the Minister that the Inter-
colonial Railway does not pay by a long jog. It is losing
nearly as fast as the Prince Edward Island :Rilway. But
if you charge the same rates as you do on the Interoolonial
Railway, in proportion te the gauge, and in proportion te
the cost, I am quite willing that the Island railway should
stand on the same level. But our railway is a Lilliputian
railway in comparison with the Intercolonial Railway, yet
the rates you charge are just about equal te those of the
Intercolonial Railway, whereas the expense of conducting
it ought net to be nearly as great. But put the whole thing
on a level, and I am willing Prince Elward Island should
bear ber share. The Intercolonial Railway is now losing a
large sum of money, but if you improve the accommodation
on this road we shall certainly expect you to make the same
improvement on the Island railway. It seems te me, in
looking over these Estimates, that Prince Edward Island is
forgotten altogether.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Y ou will sec, before we get
through the Estimates, that it has net been forgotten.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) From the remarks made by the
Minister one would imagine that that part of the Govern-
ment railways which paid less and which cost most, was
the Prince Edward Island Railway. Now, that is hardly
fair. The hon. gentleman knows that there is no Govern.
ment railway run which is net a losing speculation, and ho
knows that the loss on the Island railway is less per mile
than on any other railway that the Government operates.
I find that the lss on the Intercolonial Railway per mile is
$263; on the Eastern Extension road, which the bon. gen.
tieman bas done se much te complote, the loss is $377 per
mile, while the loss on the Island road in only $230, which
is $147 per mile less than on the Eastern Extension. White
I have been in this Rouse the last five or six years, when-
ever we ask for anything, it is flung in our faces that the
Island road is net paying, and the inference attempted to
be drawn is that the other government roads are paying,
I say that the Island railway is operated at less loss per
mile than any other government railway. More than that,
the Island road bas been built by the people of the Island
themselves, while in other portions of the Dominion, and
elsewhere in the Maritime Provinces, the railways have
been built at the expense of the general Government. I
agree with my hon. friend and colleagne that if you deem
it necessary te go te a large expense in making modern
improvements on the Intercolonial Railway, which I do not
at all object to, because I think the public have a right te
all the modern improvements of heating and lighting-but
if you vote $24,000 lat year, and 825,000 this year, for
that purpose, I think the Island road should be favored in
the same way.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid the hon. gentle.
man bas misapprehended me. I drew no invidious com-
parison between the Intercolonial Railway and the Island
road. I did not say anything about which was the most
profitable.
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Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1.) I think the hon. gentleman Mr. JONES(Halifax). There hasbeen enormousincrease
suggested it. in the expenditure.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, I spoke solely in answer Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am now talking of the
to the remarks of the junior member for Queen's, P. E. I. question of cars. What was a sufficient supply for the
(Mr. Welsh) as ho was asking to have these improvements trade of last year would be inadequate this year.
extended to the Island road, and I asked him in a jocular Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is no increase in the traffie
manner whether he would like us to make the improve- over last year.
monts and then charge such rates as to make the road pay ?
But I may say I do not believe we could improve the posi- Sir C•ARLES TUPPER. Ys.
tion of the country by increasing the rates on the Island Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is more coal carried west.
railway. I believe you would lose money instead of Sir CEARLES TUPPER. Yes, and it is the long haul
gaining, arid you would drive off the traffic we now have which uses up the cars. What would have been a sufficient
on that road, if yen were to increase the rates materially. supply of cars with a certain quantity of coal to be carried
The object is to do the business of the country, that is the would not be sufficient if there wais a large increase in the
first consideration; and you do it at as small a loss as you amount to be carried, and if you have to carry it a long
can. In reference togovernment railways, I do not think distance that consumes the car in capacity bocause it
we eau attempt to make them pay. Our object is not to takes a long time to get the cars returned.
make a profit out of them, but to promote the trade and
business of the country. In many instances I believe that Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understand that, but I was not
instead of improving the position and decreasing the charge speaking so much of that point. It is hardly worth while
to the Government by a large increase of the rates, it would incurring a heavy expenditure for gondola cars to carry
have a contrary effect, and you would not do as much busi- coal over the Intercolonial Railway at a loss. The coal
nes as you do now. coming from Pictou to Halifax for accommodation along

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The bon. gentleman is correct I the lino and "bunkering " the steamers is carried at a much

think in that, and I should like to see the spirit of his re- higher rate than when it is carried west.

marks applied to the Island railway, because I know com- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the short haul.
plaints are made that the rates are too high. The hon. Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is much botter for the Govern-
gentleman threw cold water upon the suggestion of my ment to cultivate that business than to incur heavy expen-
hon. friend that we should have the samo advantages ex- diture for gondola cars te haul coal to the west at a loss.
tended to the Island on the ground that the Government There has been a very heavy increase in the working
could not grant them until the Island railway was made to expenses of the Intercolonial Railway last year.
pay. I am glad that the hon. gentleman's suggestion was
more jocular than otherwise; but ho is giving the Inter- Sir CHIRLES TUPPR That will core up more pro-
colonial Railway these improvements although the road is perly under the head of income.
losing a very large sumn yearly, and the fact that a smaller Mr. JONES (Halifax). There has been a very large
loss occurs on the Island road should not be a reason for increase, amounting to $338,000, extending over every
withholding the improvements. branch, and that will require very considerable explanation.

Mr. WELSH. I will oppose the item unless the Finance I may ask, for what reason is the Eastern Extension worked
Minister will promise me that the Government will give separately from the Intercolonial Railway? It is very
the same improvements to the Island railway. I want a inconvenient, to say the least, for any one handling freight
fair and square deal. as we do as agents for a lino of steamers to England where

Sir CHAuLES TIPPER. That ia intimidation. the lines have a pro rafa rate on freight.
Sir CHARLES T UPPER. The Eastern Extension was

Mr. WELSH. Well, ne matter, I want a fair deal, not made by Act of Parliament part of the Intercolonial
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last year when the amount of Railway, and its accounts have to be kept separate, although

8318,000 was voted for rolling stock I enquired of the Finance it is working under the same management.
Minister whether it would be sufficient to thoroughly equip Mr. JONES (Halifax). But not under the same rates.
the Intercolonial Railway with coal cars as well as Pullmans. The hon. gentleman will see the inconvenience caused to
The hon. gentleman told me it would be ample for that the trade, and the matter is one that should be remedied.
purpose. I desire to know what expenditure has been made Inward freight from Europe coming by steamer, whore the
for coal cars, because up to the present time the coal trade Intercoknial Railway participates in a certain percentage,
of Pictou is suffering as much as last year. Shortly before I s charged an ordinary rate until it reaches Pictou Landing,
left Halifax I had a conversation with several of the coal and when it passes over the Eastern Extension the rate is
agents there, and they told me it was utterly impossible to very much increased. The two roads should be run
get coal cars to bring the coal down, and the consequence together, and there is no advantage in keeping separate
is that much of the coal trade is going past them. The accounts, where practically they both belong to the Govern-

t bunkering " business is gradually passing away. One gen. ment. With respect to the work undertaken at Richmond
tleman told me that he could have sold 20,000 or 30,000 wharf last year, I call attention to the fact that it was
more tons if ho had had car accommodation. The hon. Min- postponed, that all the best part of the eason was allowed
ister aliso stated that the gondola cars were found much to pass without the work being carried ot, and when
more suitable for coal traffic than were hopper cars. Gondola autumn came w had steamers arriving with large cargoes,
cars are, however, utterly unsuitable for the bunkering
business of supplying steamers off Halifax as they cannot Sir ÇHARLES TUPPER. The explanation is that the
be used on the turntable owing to their weight, 20 tons. parties had to got creoseoted piles and there was difficulty
The small hopper cars muast be used, weighing six to eight in obtaining them. If this had not oocurred the Government
tons. The Gondola cars however are very weli for the long hoped they would have been able to carry out the work as
haul or for our own local trade. The fact of having so few intended.
hopper cars is interfering most serionsily with the business. Mr. JONES (Halifax). I was prepared for each an ex-

Sir OHARLES TUPPER. There has been agreat increase planation, but it is not a satisfactory one, because no effort
in the traffic. was made all throauh the best part of the season. When

Sir Cxu~sLus TUPPER.
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an effort was made, no doubt the Government were disap- Halifax is blocked with freight, while st. John, with its opn port and
ponted. If however, they had cmmenced to wrk early its many facilities, is discriminated against by the Intercolonial au-pitd Ih ,h thorities, and the Government wharf is idle in coasequence. It is timein the summer, the work would have been done and the this Board should unequivocally and forcbly place thit mittir bifare
trade would have been accommodated; but they were sub- the Dominion Government. The treatment of St. John in this matter
sequently allowed to proceed with the work, by which the was most outrageous."
trade was inconvenienced, all being on account of the lack As I understand it, sugar was brought to St. John and
of proper attention early in the season. The work done shipped to Montreal at a rate of 18 cents per hundred as
last year was in a measure satisfactory, although there against 20 cents from Halifax. When the Halifax people
were great complaints on behalf of the importers of sugar found out that, they insisted that the rate shouli be made
that their cargoes were dotained there a very long time. equal and that is the origin of the diffilculty. i regret that
This arose from the want of rolling stock, as the hon. gen- the Minister of Railways is not here himself, for I wish
tieman is aware. to call his attention to another matter. He says in his

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There was a large increase report :
of traffic unexpectedly thrown on the railway. "The mail train service during the summer has been carriel on with

the regularity which in the winter months, owing to heavy etorms, it
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I was about to say that I would was impossible te maintain."

not blame the Government altogether because there was a That is not exactly the fact, and if the Ministor were here
large amount of European traffic which they were not I could tell him from my own observation that during the
aware of as likely to occur. Still they had not sufficient early summor months the management of the road, so far
rolling stock to accommodate the inward traffic. We had DO as the carriage of mails was concernod, was si mply shameful.
cause to complain of the despatch given to the European The road was made to do duty to carry the outgoing popula.
freight and the department made every effort in this tion of Montreal and Quebec to the shore watering places,
direction and it was very successful. and their baggage-consisting of pots, and pans, and beds,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear hear, and everything else-is carried along by the mail train.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). When it was represented in These were dumped at the railway stations and the train

England, as it was by interested parties, that the Inter- was delayed. That continued until the papers in the inter-

colonial Railway was blocked, and there was so much est of the Government, as well as newspapors generally,
freight remaining to be forwarded, this was attempted to be took the matter up and made suoh remonstrances that it

used against the Intercolonial Railway. The agents was to some extent improved. I think that the acting

in Liverpool were able to issue a circular to the trade, which Minister of Railways should arrange that the mail trains
was a copy of the letter which was addressed to them by should not carry this summer travel and freight from Mon-

my associates who are agents of that line, which shows the treal. Not only were the mails delayed in this way, but

despatch given by the Intercolonial Railway to the Europea connections could not be made with the railways going to

freight, but it was at the expense of the other freight it is the United States, and a good deal of delay and trouble

true. It shows, however, -what good work the Intercolonial occurred. Again, there is a groat diflioulty in getting any
Railway can do under ordinary circumstances. 1 will read person in authority to act. Whenover.the slightost applica-
the extract frey the letter tion is made by persons, at St. John or lsewhere, seoking to

have business transacted with the railroad, it is referred to
"Oregon arrived at 7 a. m. Sunday, and mails and passengers were at Ottawa, and delays occur which the merchants consider are

once forwarded by special traie. This steamer commenced discbarging
at midnight, and fiished and sailed for Baltimore at il p. m. Monday, very detrimental to trade. I wish to cati attention to
which we think was very good work. The railway also handled ber cargo another subject. If you take up the accounts of the railway
very well, haviug forwarded 25 cars, containing 550 tons, between mid- you will find a matter which has caused a groat deal of
night and 8 a. m. Monday, and a total of 70 ,cars containing about discussion in St. Jehn, and that is with reference te the
1,300 tons by midnight, Monday, and the balance was all loaded and
shipped by 6 p. m. Tuesday." Underbay purchases of oit; 813,804 worth of oil was pur-

1 mention that to show that the Intercolonial Railway chased from Underhay, of Boston, in 1887. Underhay is
can forward freight very promptly, and so far as my infor- not a dealer in oit but ho is a broker, and I will just direct

mation goes we have no cause to find any complaint with attention to a letter which will summarise this whole

the despatch over the lin. generally. If we only got suffi. matter. It says:
cient rolling stock and sufficient accommodation there for "I enclose a short statement with reference te oit. The figures as to

. dates, quantities, and prices paid are taken frou a retura brought down
handling so that the sugar cargoes might not interfere as te the House or Comnions in 1886. I have added the prices for identi-
they did last year, to a certain extent, thon the Intercolonial cally the same quality of oit ourmerchants would furnish it for. Those
Railway would be able to do work very satisfactority. I hope oils are lubricating oils and the Intercoloniat Railway authorities will
the Gevernment will push that matter of the rotlieg stock not purchase their eile by tender but purchase from Underhay & Co.,

and at prices double or treble what car merchants would charge. The
forward so that we shall have no reason to comptain in this mode of purchasing is very unfair te our people. If one of our merchants
respect in the future. hse goods in bond, the Government.will not buy without duty being

paid, but if they purchase from a man ia Boston the goods can be
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is what we are trying brought in duty free. This puts a premium on a man having hie place

te do. of business inl oston instead of St. John or any othez Canadian city.
If any change has taken place in this regard it bas been very lately.

.es.e You will notice in the enclosed statement that they paid $12,786,74 for
Mr. ELLIS. As this is the last item in the Estimates what they could have bought in St. John for $5,753,10, in other words,

for this purpose, I desire to draw attention to one or two there i considerably more grease than oil in the commodity bought."
matters which, perhaps, are not properly incladed in the The returns, for a half year, brought down in answer to the
item itself. Thore is great complaint at St. John with request of my hon. friend from the county of St. John (Mr.
reference to discrimination in rates, and at the meeting Weldon) show that $12,786 was paid for oil in six months
of the Board of Trade recently,- which the St. John dealers had offered to sell for 85,753. The

" Mr. Robertson, from the committee on freight rates, drew the atten- answer of the railway authorities is that there are some quali-
tion of the board to some statements made before the Royal Railway ties in this oil not to be found in the oit sold in Canadian
Commission, with respect te discrimination in freight rates on the Inter- cities. Some of this oit has been taken te analysts in the United
colonial, in favor of Halifax as against St. John. As a board, said Mr.
Robertson, we ak no favors from the Intercolonial Railway, the Domin- States, and it has been impossible, even by the keenest
ion Government, or anybody else, but we demand fair play, and we in- analysis of the oil, te find the slightest difference between
tend to get it. What is the use of havingz a favorable geographical po- it and the Canadian article. I trust that if this has not been
sionu faourintereet are ignered? St, John a 9e muanearer Moutreal tifid
thAa is £iiax, and yet the same rate le claarged froin botb pla00g. rectifibd, it wilI b. reotified, because it is a great injustice.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would like to ask the hon.

Minister what the Government propose to do with the vote
of last year of #$150,000 for increased accommodation at
Halifax. An application was made by the city showing
the mode in which Water-street could be widened and how
the increased accommodation which was desired at the
deep water terminus could be at the same time obtained.
But so far as I am aware nothing has been done. At the
request of the merchants of Halifax, the water line along
the wharves bas been surveyel, and a great many are
anxious to have the railway bronght down along the
wharves, and, although some are opposed, a great many
have offered their property free of charge, provided the
work is carried through. But what I rose for was to ask
whether the Government propose to acquire the property
at the deep water terminus necessary for the increased
accommodation? It is impossible to get on there without
increased accommodation, and that can only be secured by
taking some of the property opposite the deep water
terminus. I should like to know what the Government
propose to do, and how soon they intend to undertake the
work.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I understand that there were
two modes proposed-one, to take the property opposite the
deep water terminus, and the other to run a railway along
the wharves so as to afford facilities for doing business with
these wharves. So far as I am informed, the general im-
pression was that the latter would give the best accommo-
dation to the city and to the people doing business, as well
as be best for the railway. But while a large number of
the proprietors are quite willing to facilitate that arrange-
ment, there are other persons who would probably be dis-
posed to take advantage of it for exacting a very large
payment for the privilege of crossing their property, and
the work bas really been arrested with the view of getting
those parties to consent to have the line run down on some
fair arrangement under which the Government would not
be required to pay large sume of money for what really
would be increasing the value of the property and the
business facilities of the persons making these dems nds.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am afraid that if the 'Covetn-
ment wait until everybody agrees, they will indcfinitely
postpone the work.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I thinkalittlegentle pressure
of that kind will be sufficient.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I suppose arbitratot s would only
allow them a reasonable sum. For myself I have signed
the document agreeing to give up my property, and a great
many others are equally willing. 1 do not think the cost
of the property would be a very large amount, and those
who have given their property would be satisfied to see
the others paid, in order to have the railway brought down
to the wharves, even if they got nothing themselves.

Mr. McMULLEN. I notice that $32,000 of this bas been
paid for rolling stock. Is that charged to capital account ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. McMULLEN. Was any rolling stock replaced last

year?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes. Everything that is once

put on the road must be maintained and kept good from
revenue, that is to say, il a hundred engines have been pro.
vided, there must be a hundred maintained, and if one is worn
out it must be replaced from revenue. It is only rolling
stock that is required for the aceommodation of increased
business, in addition to what has been previously furnished,
that is charged to capital.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). With reference to what fell from
the bon. member for' St. John (Mr. Ellis) regarding the

Mr. ELLIS.

discrimination in favor of Halifax against St. John, I re-
ceived a communication last week from a party in Halifax,
complaining that a certain article was carried from St.
John to New Glasgow for 12J cents per 100 lbs. at the same
time that the railway was charging 12 cents for carrying
it from lalifax, and asking me to com rnunicate with the
department. With regard to inward freight, my hon.
friend will see that it is a matter that rates do not control.
The freight comes in the steamers which call at Halifax,
and it would not go to St. John in any case.

Mr. ELLIS. Sugar would go to St. John.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). A small quantity of it might,

but it is a question that does not amount to very much,
because the great bulk of the freight comes by the steamers
to Halifax under any circumstances, and would not go to
St. John.

Mr. ELLIS. The complaint is not mine ; it is that of
Mr. George Robertson, a member of the Board of Trade, and
a prominent Conservative; and I think he has some grounds
for it, especially as to sugar.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I moved some time ago for
some papers in reference to an accident that happened to a
young man on the Intercolonial Railway. The complaint
of his relatives is that after he was killed they went to the
place and asked what time the inquest would be held. They
were told on the following day. They retired about mid-
night, and in the morning they were told that a jury had
been empanelled and had brought in a verdict at 2 o'clock in
the morning, and they had not an opportunity of being pre-
sent. I have got the affidavits to show that that statement
was made to the brothers who were there, and while they
were asleep in bed the inquest was held at 2 o'clock in the
morning. They made application to the department for an
investigation, and the answer was that an investigation
had been made. The verdict was "accidentally killed,"
but they felt there should be more investigation, and the
Sun newspaper spoke very strongly about it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER' I will make enquiry into it.
The only way I can account for holding the inquest at that
hour was to accommodate witnesses who were employed on
the train and could not attend during working hours.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The gentleman who made the
statement to me is Mr. Wm. Lindsay Duncan.

Cape Breton Railway, construction ..................... $800,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is for construction and
equipment. The length of the railway, including the branch
and extension, is about 100 miles, which, at $24,000
a mile, amounts to 82,400,000. The expenditure to the
31st January, 1888, was 8311,979. It will form part of the
Intercolonial Railway.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It will have to be run in connec.
tion with the Eastern Extension.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The whole thing, I believe,
will have to be incorporated.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Which side of Bras d'Or Lake
does it run ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It goes from Inverness up,
running to Sydney by the Bras d'Or.

Oxford and New Glasgow Railway, construction... $750,oo

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Wil this finish it? What progress
has been made towards a settlement with the company?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No settlement has been
made. The parties are here for the purpose of seeing if
they can arrange with the Governmont. The Act gives
them the right to obtain it in the courts or by arbitration.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. It has been decided

by the courts in favor of the Government ?
Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. Not the question of compen-

sation.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). But the question of the owner-

ship of the road ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no question of that

kind.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Government took power last

year to make an arrangement with them if necessary, but
they led us to understand that they had no claim on the
Government.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We put in the words "if
any.

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) I objected to that at the time,
because I thought it might lead to trouble.

Mr. THOMPSON. It does not arise from that at all,
but the Government contended at the time the Bill was in-
troduced that the mortgage was sufficient. Then proceedings
were taken for foreclosure. The court in Nova Scotia
decided in favor of the Government, and that was reversed
in Ottawa, and the Act of last Session had to be resorted to
in order to obtain the expropriation. The question now is
whether the Government is liable or not to pay for these
laborers, and so on.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is the amount involved ?
Mr. THOMPSON. I think it is $150,000.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I thought this was all settled.

The chief engineer says in is report :
" Under an Order in Oouncil ofthe 14th August, 1885, a special com-

missioner was appointed, through whom a number of these claims were
settled. lu 1886, Parliament voted a further sum of $25,000 for the
same purpose, and the commissioner has obtained full receipts and as-
siguments fron the company's contractora and other parties having
interest in the road, the payments made covering liabilities of the
company incurred for the construction of the road prior to the cessa-
tion of works in August, 1883."

I would imagine from that that the entire matter was
closed.

Mr. THOMPSON. The receipts are not from the com-
pany, but from the company's creditors, and those were the
persons for whose benefit the mortgage was taken. Now,
the parties seek to repudiate that mortgage as not having
been made under any competent authority. An injunction
was granted by the Supreme Court bore, but the question
of what claims the company has is still unsettled.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There is no proposition asking
for any grant ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) My hon. friend rather surprised

me when he said this lino was shortened forty miles,
because I understood, in conversation with some gentlemen
from New Glasgow last summer, that the distance which
was shortened would be about only four miles; that from
New Glasgow to Truro, and thon on by the present road to
Oxford, the difference would not be more than four or five
miles by the construction of this road which has cost such
an enormous sum of money. If that is so, this expenditure
is utterly indefensible. Of course, I am aware that the Une
runs through those three important counties, Colchester,
Cumberland and Pictou, but it is at such an enormous
expense that I think it would be botter to allow the mem-
bers representing those counties to be elected every time
than to make this expenditure.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will get the actual measure-
ments and give them to the hon. gentleman, either on con-
Sur-ence or on some further item on the Intercolonial Rail-
way.

Mr. DÂVIES (P.E.I.) I have long despsired of geîting
Mr. DAVIES (P.E..) I have long despaired of getting

any information on concurrence.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I make the difference 19 miles.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I thought it was more than

that.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What will be the total cost of this
road ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The estimate is 81,400,000.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will it be in operation thisyear?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Eastern Extension Railway,................... ...... $ 33,000

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What is that for?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is in roferonce to the

road from New Glasgow to the Strait of Canso. It is for
increased accommodation at Mulgrave. There is, for the
station and siding, $8,000, and for water service, 825,000.
When the Government bought this road, it was equipped
with the Haggis water system, which works very unsatis-
factorily when quick speed is required to be made.

Committee rose and reported progress.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1.15 a. m.

(Saturday).

H-OUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, 7th May, 1888.

The SPEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'olock.

PRAERas.

LEGISLATION IN THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Message from
His Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-

LANsDOwNri.
The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, a

memorial of the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Territor-
ies in council, to His Excellency the Governor General in Couneil,
prayilnR for the introduction of a new method of legislation in the
North-West Territories.

NORTH.WEST TERRITORIES REPRESENTATION.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 125) te amend the North-West Territories Representa-
tion Act. He said: The object of this Bill is merely to
make the day of holding nominations and the day of hold.
ing elections in the North-West Territories unilorm with
those fixed for the rest of Canada. The Bill to amend the
Dominion Elections Act, which was considered by the
House a few days ago, ia declared by one of its provisions
not to be applicable to the North-West Territories in
respect to which there is a special Act, and this Bill u in
conformity with that Act.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

DOMINION LANDS ACT.

On the notice for the introduction of Bill farther to
amend the Dominion Lands Act,
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In consequence of the
pressure of business, I desire to withdraw this notice,
and have the Bill introduced in the Upper House.

The notice was dropped.

MANUFACTURE OF CARTRIDGES.

Mr. AMYOT asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to publish and distribute, for the information
of the riflemen of Canada, the Report of the Commission
appointed to enquire into the matter of the manufacture of
cartridges? and if so, when may the report be expected to
to be published?

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. In answer to the hon. member
I must say that the report of the commissioners appointed
to enquire into the matter of the manufacture of cartridges
shall appear in the annual report of the Militia Department
next year; it cannot be published before.

QUEBEC HARBOR.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) asked, What is the total amount
of the advances made by the Government to the Harbor
Commissioners of Quebec, up to date, on account of harbor
improvements in Quebec, and the tidal dock at the mouth
of the River St. Charles.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, The total amount of the
advances made by the Government to the Harbor Commis-
sioners of Quebec, up to date, on account of harbor im-
provements in Quebec and the tidal dock at the mouth of
the River St. Charles, is 83,241,000. While on the subject
of the Quebec harbor, I wish to correct an error which has
crept into Bansard in connection with my answer to one of
the questions asked me the other day by my hon.
friend as to the advances made by the Government to the
Quebec Harbor Commissioners for the purpose of construct-
ing the graving dock. It will be remembered that I was
asked what was the total amount of interest which had
accrued on the amcunts advanced for this purpose, and I
see that I am roported as replying that the simple interest
thereon payable in advance from the 17th December, 1878,
to the 19th April, 1888, amounted to $204,454.32, of which
no part had been paid. What I meant to say was that
simple interest on the advances so made would amount to
the sum mentioned. Hon. gentlemen will find, on
reference to the Act 38 Victoria, chapt er 56, under which
the first of these advances were made, that the moneys
were to be advanced to the Quebec Harbor Commissioners,
to be by tbem expended in the construction of the dock;
that the Harbor Commissioners were authorised to impose
tolls upon the vessels using the dock, and that they were to
pay over the net income received from such tolls to the
Receiver General, who was to apply it, first, for the pay-
ment of the interest on the sums advanced by the Govern-
ment, and, secondly, to the formation of a sinking fund for
the payment of the principal, but if the net income
received in any year from the dock was not sufficient to
meet the interest, then the Harbor Commissioners were to
pay, out of their general fund, a sum not exceeding 810,000
a year, until the debt of the Government was paid.

dised; but, with regard to this company, I may state that it
appears from the application that the ompany has not
shown that it possesses the means of carrying out the un-
dertaking.

POSTAL SERVICE IN MEGANTIC COUNTY.

Mr. FISET (for Mr. TuacoT) asked, Who has been
awarded the contract for the mail between Becancour Sta-
tion and St. Julie de Somerset and between Inverness and
St. Julie de Somerset, awarded on or about the lst April,
1888 ? For what amount was the said contract made?
Who were the parties that tendered, and what was the
amount asked in each case?

Mr. McLELAN. The service at present
of Mr. Johnson. No action has yet been
tenders sent in, and therefore I cannot give
the names of the tenderers at present.

is in the hands
taken on the
the prices nor

Mr. FISET (for Mr. TuIcOT) askei, Whether it is the in-
tention of the Government to establish postal service be-
tween Coleraine Station and Bennett, in the county of
Megantic ?

Mr. McLELAN. It is not the intention to change the
mode of postal service to Bennett.

Mr. FISET (for Mr. Tuacor) asked, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to grant postal service twice a
week in place of once between Lourdes and Somerset, in
the county of Megantic ?

Mr. McLELAN. It is not at present.

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF MUSKOKA AND PARRY
SOUND.

Mr. BARRON asked, Is the Government aware of Mus-
koka and Parry Sound having been formed into a Judicial
District ? If so, what arrangements (if any) have been
entered into or made by the Government, or any member
thereof, for the appointment of a County Court Judge for
the district ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The Government have been informed,
indirectly, of the formation of a Judicial District there, but
they have not received, according to the usual course, the
patent creating the district. No arrangement has yet been
entered into. I understand that the Act does not come into
force until the lst of July.

FISH TAKEN BETWEEN CAP CHAT AND GRAND
VALLiB.

Mr. JONCAS moved for:
Copies of all reporta of officers of the Fishery Department, letters and

otier documents, in relation to the falling-off in the quantity of fish
taken near the shores of the St. Lawrence, between Cap Chat and
Grande Vallée.

He said: My object in asking for the documents enumer-
ated in this motion is to call the attention of my hon. friend
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, of the Government and
of this Bouse, not only to the fact, that of late years there
has been a laroe deficiencv in the uantitv of fish cauo hbt

aiong the shors of the. St. Lawrence, from Cap Chat Io
INVERNESS AND RICHMOND RAILWAY Grande Vallée but also to the fact that the different varieties

COMPANY. offishwhich formerty frequented these waters, arenow

Mr. CAMERON asked, Whether the Government intends fast disappearing. Bardly any fish at ail are now caught from
to grant a subsidy to the Inverness and Richmond Railway Cap Chat to Monts-Louiq and from Monts-Louis to Grande
Company (Limited) ? If not, wby not ? Vallée, the deficiency in the catch is every year i-

creasing. If we consuit the. reports of the. Department of
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. At this stage ofthe Session Marine and Fisheries, we wi1l fiud in them the proofs

it is not Gonvenient to state what railways wirlabn aéh of my assertion. Let us compare the reports of 1870
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with those of 1886, and we will find that in 1870 th
number of fishing boats along these shores was 507, an
in 1886 only 353. Wo will find also that the numbero
&fsbermen employed in this industry was, in 1870, 1,220, an
in 1886, 489, and that the number of quintals exported i
1870 from these localities was 15,197, while in 1886 it wa
only 5,421. We find further that in 1870 the number of barre
of mackerel, herring and caplin caught along these shore
was 11,000, whilst in 1886 it was only 82. So that thej
fisheries which, in 1870, gave employment to 1,240 me
now employ but half that number; and their value, whici
in 1870, was about 8100,000, bas now decreased to $25,000
To this state of t hings many causes are assigned, of whic
perhaps the principal is the presence in immense numberi
along these shores of white porpoises, which are seen ther
not only by thousands but by tens of thousands movin
lower down yearly towards the Gulf. IL is in my opinio
most important that the Goverument should enquir
carefully into this matter, as the principal occupation and th
principal industry of the population along these shores is th
fishing industry; and unless an improvement occurs, thes
people will be obliged to emigrate. 1, therefore, hope the Gov
ernment, through the hon. the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, will give this matter careful consideration, an
take the necessary steps to remove, if possible, the evil.

Mr. FOSTER. Whatever papers and correspondence ar
in the department will be brought down. I have alread:
made some enquiry into this matter, and have had sorn
conversation concerning it with my hon. friend, and I wil
take steps to have a special investigation this year, by no
only special officers but also by our general fishery agents
and I have no doubt that by means of this information t
be obtained from our officers in that section, and fishery
agents, we will get at the facts of the case. With referenc
to the porpoise fisheries, that evil may cure itself in thi
way. There are some gentlemen now going into th
industry of porpoise fishing on a large scale, and shoul
they be successful in their venture this summer, which i
largely tentative, it may serve to diminish the evil spoke
of as one of the causes for the decrease of fish.

Mr JONES (Halifax). My hon. friend, the mover o
this resolution, wili remember that during the course of a
debate, in the earlier part of the Session, I took occasion to
say, in reference to the fisheries, that the shore fisheries on
the eastern coast of Nova Scotia had changed in about the
same proportion as that indicated by him. Now, the hon
gentleman, I think, will have to go further than the limit
he has put to his enquiry, to ascertain the real cause of the
change that has take place in the fisheries along the coast.
From the best information that can be obtained, it appears
to arise from two causes. The first is that the fish abound
in much less quantities along the coast than formerly; and,
in the next place, the mode of fishing has entirely changed.
In so far as Nova Scotia is concerned, the fishermen who
formerly fished in boats near the shore, now prefer to go
out in bateaux into the deep waters. Those who fish in
small bouts along the coast find that their labors are not
se well rewarded, although the toil is greater, as are the
labors of those who go out into the deop ses in well
equipped vessels. The latter is the mode now adopted in
my Province, and I believe a similar mode will have tobe
adopted in the district to which the hon. gentleman refers.
I can hardly imagine that the number of porpoises along
the coast can have any effect in causing the decrease com-
plained of. In my judgment, it is simply that the fish do
flot visit the shore as ciosely as they did in the old times,
and therefore the remuneration is not as great as it used
to be for the boats, and, therefore, they have changed their
system Of fishing.
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ie Mr. JONCAS. The system of fishing liasnet changed in
id Gaspé as it bas in Nova Seotia, ani I do net think that tho
of disappearance ef the flsh from thc shores ef the St. Law.
id rence is due to the fact that our fishermen have made sny
n change in the mode of fishing. My hon. friend miii find
as the reason why our fishermen of the Province cf Quebeo
4s have nut yet been able te change their mode cf fishing in
as the remarks whii~h I shail make on the next motion.

n, Motion agreed tu.
hi

0- PIEU, OR, WHARF AT STE. ANN.E DES MONTS.
h
rs Mr. JONÇAS (Translation) meved for:
e Qoples of ail papers, plans, letters, reports, and other documenta
ýg whatsoevqor in relation to the building ot a pier or wharf at Ste. Aune
D> des Monts, in the county of Gaapé.
'e 11e said: Mir. Speaker, betore allowing this motion te
e be granted, 1 heg to make some observations in support
e of it. 1 shali do it in as fomw wrds as possible, for I
ýc have no desire te talie te ne purpose thc time of this flouse.
v- Three or four yeurs ago, 1 think, the Government, with a
d viem-so at leasù thuy alioweci us to prcs3umo-tû tho buîd-
d ing, at Ste. Anne des Monts or ut cap Chat, in the county

cf Gaspé, ci cither a pier or a wharf, have eauusod surveys
and soundiogs to be made by thoir engincers. And, if I

'e May judge by the correspondencu mhiuh then pa-ýNed be-
y tireen My prcdocssor in this fluse, Ilon. Mir. Fortin, and
ýe the present Governinent, they rually iutoîîded ut tic time
[Il to provide for botter faeiiiti*4 for tiioso localities. Noir,
t Mr. Speaker, these 8urveys and soundings have been cern-
î, 1leted since 1886 and nothing has boon done yot. My hou.
0 frilend the Mini8ter of Public Works will therefore allow
y me to enquire through him whethcr Uic Goverament inteud
c to insert this year lu thc E8tiaàto8 an amount whatso-
s3 ever iu order te start in those localities, thc building of
ýe either a wharf or a pier. Ste. Anne des Mionts and cap
d Chat are tire ef the most important parishes cf the county
so et Gaspé, cach bcing inhiabited by 2,000 peopie, but unhap-
n piuy shut off froma ail communications. Lands in these

places are excellent und vory productive, but furmers, owing
to mant of facilities, cannot dis pose of the proccod of' their

ffarms and of their labor. Thy are coin pcled, cither
a to consume them ceû the spot or te sacrifice theni
Dat ridicuiously low prices. Their position bocomes

i daily more difficuit and the building of a wharf or
aa pier iu those localities would be et an immense import-
.ance, I trust the Governmeut will givo thiti matter their
tmhole cousidleration, for it is a paluful sight indood to daily

witness the rspid depopuiating cfthtI iuu&t parisjhes cf the
county cf Gaspé, duecocrtaiuly te neo(thur cause than the

amant of facilities; for Gaspesiia mould oiTer te its inhabi-
Stants advantages equal, if net superier, te s ny other parte

of the Provine cf Quiebee, if oniy it were given roade of
communication, if it could oniy get the means of rcachiug

>thc great centres of the Dominion. Our lands are in no
)way inferior to those se much boasted lands cf the St.

Maurice, of the Lake St. John valloy aud others ef the
Province of Quobec. And alongside with farming, WC have

Pfisheries et an invaluabie rîchness. In order that I May
flot be taxed with overratiug when I assert here that the
Gaspesia lands arc equai, if not superier, te thos4e of'several
parts of the Province of Quebec, I beg to q1uote0some
flgures taken from the cousus of 1,i88.1. Ishalhtake &S

Ponsof cmparion several counties deered the mut

pruductive efthte Province ut Quebec and mhere f arming
pla the more in houer. I shait, therefure, take the couinties
of Bagot, Megautic, Shefford, St. Elyacinthe, Roavile,
Verchêres, Huntingdon, and Champlain, lu ail ef' which
coanties the oultivated ares je about the same 5U ifi
Gaspesia. The foliowing le a statement cf certain prOdflOtl
i the several counties:
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Counties. Ares. Wheat. Barley.

agot . 80,000 38,086 34,017
kegantie....,....... 74,273 27,309 34,927
Shefford....... ,. 77,000 27,393 13,083

t. Hyacinthe.... 78,000 23,186 93,904
Bouville ............ 84,000 38,610 64,012
Verchères.........73,000 17,051 80,527
Huntingdon.. 78,000 24,215 34,988

hamplain.. 79,00 46,823 19,135
aspesia. 79,000 64 000 78,952

Oats. 1Potatoei Hay.

390,848 82,901
284,971 218,523
264,693 190,667
383,091 83,740
337,449 94,319
462,823 95,221
277,576 200,117
767,708 253,888
272,02' 1,129.023

27,707
39,000
49,597
18,997
33,601
30,279
31,985
30,911
34,070

As shown by these statistics, Gaspesia yields twice as much
wheat, as much barley, nearly as much oats, five times
more vegetables, and as much hay as any of the counties
with which I have just been comparing it. It is shown by
these figures,which will perhaps astonish many hon.members
of this House, that this part of the Province of Quebec
which, unhappily i not known enough, can favorably
compare with the other parts of the Province. And, how-
ever, Mr. Speaker, in this comparison, it must be taken
into account that the people of the Gaspé district, fishermen
nearly all of them, devote themselves to farming only in a
secondary way. Our fishermen basten to sow their seed in
the spring, before the opening of the fishing season, and
they take very little care of it until autumn rtime; while
in the couinties with which I have just been comparing
Gaspesia, rural labors are in honor, constitute the main
business, the principal occupation of the people, and are
managed with care, ability and according to all the notions
Of modern science. Now, Mr. Speaker, were I to further
show that Gaspesia could become an agricultural part of
our country, if it were only given the meens of carrying
to home as well as to foreign markets the proceeds of its
soul, I would have but to quote the officiai. documents which
prove that fact, and I would quote in particular, the reports
of the Government engineers who state that Gaspesia, with
its 400 miles of coasts, contain a sufficient quantity of fertile
,and arable lands to keep in easy circumstances a popula-
tion of 3,000,000 souls. But, in order not to take too much
of the time ot this House, I shall confine myself to quoting
some extracts from a pamphlet published by Mir. J. u..
Langelier, who has drawn from the very best authorities
the information which he gives us about Gasposia. At
page 4 of this pamphlet, I read as follows:-
" Gaspesia has at present but 56,860 inhabitants, thereby clearly

ihowing that it is a country into which the tide of immigration might
abundantly flow without encumbering it great extent.

"Unfortunately it has always been igrnored by immigrants, who
would nevertheless find in it incontestable advantages which are not to
be found in other parts of the Province of Quebec.

"nlu addition to its agricultural resources, the settler bai u iits fish-
eries a safe means of providing for the subsistence of his famuly. The

Yact is that the greater portion of its population lives on the fisheries, and
lives comfortably. This comfort might be 'considerably increassd if, in
the moments of leisure left them by the fishing, the inhabitants were to
give more care and attention to farming. 8till, notwithstanding thie
neglect, the people of Gaspesia cultivate aIl the produce required for
heir consumption.
" According te the census of 1871 the yield of wheat, per acre, was

8 3 bushels in Rimouski; 11-9 in Bonaventure and 15 in Gaspé, or an
average of 11-7 bushels for the three counties. This equals and eventresethat yielded b>' the mcii fbrtlle and cultivîeted re gions in other

'seeteU 'c'f yti Proiuc. B>' the sane oenasus h appeare tiosahte yield
*f the following counties for ever acre eown with wheat was : Mask-
I cn g, 7'11 bushels; Napierville, 6; Bagot, 7-69; Chambly, 6-73;
V's'rché, 8e,619 ; Richelieu, 746; Brome, 13,41 ; Compton, 12*89. Gaspé,
%kefoaregreiy excoue, 6i tie cultivation cf wieat, the ether 8ocalities,
while Bonaventure and Rimouski show ayield 30 per cent. greater tiai
the rich countries in the valley of the Richelieu."

And at page 5 are found the following words:-
""Coloniuatr, n bas there a it eld for its operations,and if al1 tise re-

touroes, the natural riches aid facilhes of sttiement of tigi fine ýregion
were well known lbroughout our Province, and appreciated at their

o value b> those who are in a position to render valuable assist-
tne'o eïnloneizatron, mallY, if thee richelatne resourcos and facllityVb aeSo s t te iuner par ts cf tiseScuni>' woro made known te ummi-
wrmts from Europe,'tî ie beyond a doubi rhat the current'ofimmigration
would set towards that part of the Province in preference to the others,
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and that, at the next census, Gaspesia would have a population of at
least 100,000 souls. Let Paspebiac be made a seaport by connecting it
with the Intercolonial by a railway, and before ton years Gaspesia wil
be entirely changed and become one of the richest and most progressive
parts of the Province, and even of Canada."

At page 40 of the same work, I read the following extract
from a report by Mr. Alexander J. Russell, one of the most
competent and best informed authorities, who says amnget
other things:

'' The soil of the county of Bonaventure ie a rich warm loam, free frotn
atones, even on the table lands on the.mountains; and is unarable oaly
where too steep to be ploughed. It yields heavy cropi of spring wheat
and of oats and barley, much superior in quantity to the acre, and in
quality, to those raised in counties on the St. Lawrence."

" The coait of Gaspé is similar in soil. Its fisheries are very valuable.
"I found the interior, through to the St. Lawrence, on the route

afterwards adopted by Major Robinson as a line for the Intercolonial
Railroad, to be generally an arable,fertile country, judging from having
had a hundred miles of it dug over in road making.

" This is the most healthtul and romantic land within the compaus of
the Dominion. It has a winter temperature ten to fifteen degrees
warmer than that of Quebec ; and in summer its rich valleys and high
swelling hills are fanned by the free breezes of the sea.

" Its rivers are uninterruptedly navigable by large scows drawn by
horses from their mouths nearly to their sources ; and freight from its
ports to Europe coste about a dollar a ton less even than from Quebee•
and every enterprise of sea and land is open to the settler on its shores.

Then let us see what another man says who is very well
informed as to the importance of that part of the country :
Commandant Lavoie, quoted at page 40 of Mr. Langelier's
pamphlet :

'' The counties of Gaspéand Bonaventure," says Commandant Lavoie,
"should certainly be now the wealthiest ones in the country, had both
the rich merchant and the poor fisherman understood formerly, as well
as they do now, how important not only to themselves but to the whole
country, was the cultivation of land where the soil was so fertile and se
easy of culture from the facilities of procuring manure. The population
of this part of the country where a large family eau subsist on the
produce of ten acres whilst one hundred would be requisite near
the cities, are mainly poor in consequente of their dislike to farming.
Experience will show them that by means of agriculture, they can be-
come rich and independent. In his report for 1876, he adds : This
region with a coast line of two hundred and twenty-four miles, offers
throughout the greatest possible advantages to fish-rmen. The soil,
which is equal to the best that can be found in our country, possesses
advantages which cannot be found elsewhere,and the settler canîfind an
abundance of food in the soil as well as in the sea and become wealthy
in a few years, if he oaly knows how to properly divide his labor andhis
operations."

The conclusioni of the pamphlet from which I havejusit been
giving some extracts is partieularly remarkable in point of
accuracy, and I beg to read the first part of it:

All the information given in these notes has been collected with the
greatest care and thnga are represented exactly as they are. The data
above given clearly show that Gapesia offers to the immigrant undeni-
able advantages aud the prospect not only of being able to hîve comfort-
ably as soonashe arrives, but of acquiring a respectable patrimony withia
a short time, of securing the future of his children and even of becoming
wealthy. ilow could it be otherwise wben the country abounds in
resouices and riches ot all kinds ? The sil is -everywhere fertile and
easy to cultivate, and, as Commandant Lavoie very properly says, equel
at least to the best land in the country. The forests have also their
weaith and aford every opportunity of carrying on a large and profit-
able undertaking. The fisheries.areabundant, easdy prosecuted, open
to all with their producis whieh -are alire of a market; they afford.
revenue as sure as that derived from agriculture and which for more
than a century has supported the greater portion of the population and
enabled the nerehants who trade i feish to accumulate millions"'

To those hon. members of this ouse who hardly know
anything of Gaspesla save the name of it, iso tospeak, these
quotations and figures will be sufficient to show that that
part of the Province of Quebec would offer real advantagea
it it weregiven the facilities it so earnestly asks for since
so long a time, and which it needs so mach. Lsaid a mo-
ment qgo, Mr. bpeaker, that in addition to its farming, the
county of Gaspé has fisheries of its own of great richness,
a mine wherefrom every inhabitant of the district cat, dur-
img six months ofthe year, daily draw not only the feeding,
but also all that is necessary for the support of his family.
Well, I do not hesitate to sy that, presently, those very
fisheries, however rich they may be, will become a sourie
of ruin for both the capitaliste who work them, and the
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fishermen who make the most of them, if the Government
do not provide for energetic and immediate steps to come
to their assistance. My predecessor in this House, hon. Dr.
Fortin, whose zeal, patriotism and devotion to his country
I am pleased to exalt bere, more than once rose within
these preciots to plead the cause which I am advoca-
ting just now. His voice often fell through. May be, Mr.
Speaker, mine will not be more listened to, my endeavors
may not be crowned with more success; I shall have ut
least the satisfaction of having done my duty. In several
instances, and again quite recently, I had the honor of call-
ing the attention of my hon. friend the Minister of Public
Works and his collea res, rot only on the importance, but
also on the urgent necessity of building on the Gaspêsia
coasts, at the more exposed places, harbors of refuge for
the protection of our fishing boats as well as to facilitate ou r
export trade and thus render more remunerative the so hard,
so difficult, so darigerous and presently so ungrateful work
of our fishermen. Lot it be well known, Mr. Speaker, that
our fisheries would not profit alone by the increase in wealth
which those harbors of refuge would give us, for, with the
increase in the products of our fisheries, the population of
the Gaspé distiiet, consumers nearly all of them,--and which
presently numbers about fifty thousand souls,-would give
larger orders to our manufactures. Trade Lrenerally would
profit by it as well as the public treasury, into which would
pour a large sum from the duties on foreign products. But
these are not the only roasons by which I am induced to
insist with more force than ever, in this present circum-
stance, on the wants and necessities of an industry which is
one of our most important sources of national wealth ; an
industry which yearly affords to our export trade goods to
the amount of $6,000,000 and supplies, moreover, our in-
land trade wilh valuable commodities of which we in this
country perhaps form an inadequate idea. Many hon.
members of this House who are just now giving me their
attention know how keen competition is nowadays on the
fishing markets of the world. In several coun tries, the Gov-
ernment, in order to promote the working offisheries, grant
very large bounties to their fishermen and ship-owners, boun-
tics which in several countries reach the sum of $1.75 for
each cwt. of exported cod; and, unless our own Government
extend to our manufacturers and exporters of the Province of
Quebec an encouragement worthy of the importance of their
labors, that industry,insteadof progressing,willfalldown and
afford no more a living to a large portion of our maritime
people, who will have to louve their country and go the
neighboring Republie for a bread always bitter, more
especially so when soaked in tours one sheds when remem.
bering the absent fatherland. From the Gaspé basin to Pas-
pébiac, in Gaspésia, an extent of more than eighty miles of
coasts, inhabited by a population of 8,000 fishermen, there is
no natural shelter where our fishermen can take refuge dur.
ing storms. So long as fish kept near the coasts, it required
but small boats to catch it, But now that it las moved
out from the shore, now that our fishermen are compelled
to go seeking after it to twenty, thirty or forty miles out,
boats of small dimensions are no longer adequate to the
requirements of a more extensive working, and the result
is a great loss of time, and notwithstanding their well-
known ability and fearlessness, our fishermen are often-
times compelled to quit the fishing grounds and give up the
certainty of an abundant catch, in order not to be caught
in a gale, which they would cure very little of, were they
manning good, large, solid boats. And when, driven away
by the storm, they go back to their starting point, they
have no alternative but to run their boats agrou.nd; their
only place of safety is the sand of the shore. When the storm
is over, a whole day glides away before they eau sait out
again, before the boats can be put again to sea for a new
expedition, a day often favorable to fishing, but which, by
the force of circumstances, is necessarily lost. And Ilam

tnot mentioning here, Mr. Speaker, the very large pecuniary
lose@ which our fishermen frequently experience. These
losses figure up, annually, to thousands of dollars, and it
often happons that our poor ishormen see the produce of

i many years of hard labor swallowed up in a single stor,
happy indeed if they can save their own life, which, unhap.
pily, is not always the case, for often, alas, there are disas-
ters to deplore. The reports of our Departmont of Fisheries
show, for these last years, a large deficiency in the quantity
of fish caught by the fishermen of the Province of Quebec.
-Now, Mr. Speaker, this deficioncy is olely due to tho fre-
quent gales which have visited our coasts these last years.
There is no less an abundance of fish, on the contrary; but it
is impossible for our fishormen, with the bouts they are com-
pelled to use owing to want of harbors of refuge, to corn-
pote;successfully with the fishermen of the neighboring
Provinces. It is therofore highly desirable and important,
for the future of fisheries in the Province of Quebec, that
the Government should take immediate stops to remedy the
existing state oi things, and I trust they will grant this
year a few thousand dollars for this purpose. Now, Mr.
Speaker, the want of harbors of refuge not only injures the
very working of our fisheries, it also tends to completely
paralyseour export trade. Owing to the want of
botter facilities, through railways or othorwise, the
fish of the Province of Quobee is stil[ carried to
the Meditorranean, the Braziliari and J th, irland
Dominion markets by way of sailing vessels, and
from the very place of supply. Now, cod cu:t in, July
and August cannot be dried and ready for export before
O,).tober and Novembr, and it is a very hard job, if not an
impossible one, for our coasting vessels to come and load at
that season of the year, so productive of gales and storms.
Last year again, three or four, I thirnk, of those coasting
vessels were wrecked on our coasts, in the famous storm of
October, the 21 st. The result of this state of things is that
our exporters, who could often get a very remunerative
price at autumn time on foreign markets, are compelled to
winter their fish and undergo considerable losses owing to
a subsequent deprossion on the markets, losses wholly due,
I may say, to the delay occasioned through want of bar-
hors of refuge which would allow our coasLing vessels to
load ut any time of the year. Moreover, our exportera
have to pay an additional freight which often reaches
30 or 40 cents pcr cwt., intended tg cover tho risks
run by vossels along our cousts. Add to that a higher in-
surance rato, the nocessary experisos due to the fa'-t that
vessels can only anchor two mi1 es from our coasts, and Ithis
House will understand the difficult position in which are
placed our ship-owners and traders. I bog, Mr. Speaker, to
read a letter writton to te, on the 29th of January la-t, by
the head of one of the leuding commercial firms of Gaspésia,
Messrs. Valpy and Le Bas, lere hi what ho says:

i DIAR sm,-As you are shortly leaving for Ottawa to attend the
meeting of Parliament, we would suggest to you the great importanoe
of having nome public works on this coast. From Gasp6 Basin te Port
Daniel, a distance of over seventy miles, there is nota bay or cove where a
vessel loading the prodnce of th e country can anchor in safety. The
natural consequence is, they have either to go out at sea or go ashore.
If the latter it places the shipper in a bad position, as if it is lat in the
season, in nine cases ont of ten he is not able to replace the vessel.
The consequece jnthat he bas to winter bis ools for a period of nOt
less tban ergbt mon h3. If a perishable article, il uîrnply means raina-
tion to the nnfortunate shipper. If you go into figures you will flnd that
a large amount ofproducts are exported rrom this part or the country,
such s fish, lumber, grain, potatoes, which we assure you is not done
without a great deal of money, inconvenience and anxiety on the part
of those doing business here.

"We would also bring to your notice the fact that we are unable to
chrter vessels to load on this coast for foreiga markets after the 20th
October, owing to the want of barberi, and we have, moreover, to pay
an extra 25 cents per cwt. on fish to ali veusels loading on te ceast.
That i to say, a vessel loading part cargo at Gaspé Basin (which is a
harbor) will earry fish at 2s, 3d. stg. per cwt.,whereas the a.Re vessel
t.aking the remainder of the cargo on the ceat lbas to h. paid Se. 3d. Ott-
This extra charge i to cover the risk of lading on an opea coasi,.
This of itself in a serions drawback to our trade,2and the extra freight
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has to be paid by either the producer or buyer. Is occurred to us last
season (say 1886), owing te the lateness of the season and the want of
harbors, te winter 6,0M0 cwt. of dry fish. The result was that we lost
$8,OO0 on the market value of this article, which was only placed on
the Brazilian markets in July and August, 1887. We may add that

cultural pursuits are growing rapidly and that large quantities of
were products oeuld be eperted but for want of facilities. Speculators
vere loath te meddle with them.

"We remsin, dear Sir,
"Yours truly,

lTALPY & Lu BA."'
I need not comment on this letter, and I trust the few
remarks I have just made will show the necessity of giving
botter facilities to the Gaspésian trade. It is a matter
which forces itself to public attention, and to whieh, I
hope, the Government will give their whole consideration.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation). Mr. Speaker,
before answering the hon. member, may I enquire of him
whether. in his remarks about Gaspésia, he intended refer-
ring only to the county of Gaspé, or to the united counties
of both Bonaventure and Gaspé?

Mr. JONCAS. (Translation). I referred only to the
county of Gaspé. I may remark that in my statements about
the agricultural products of Gaspésia, I gave the figures
for the united counties of both Bonaventure and Gaspé.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation). Mr. Speaker,
before proceeding f urther, I must congratulate the hon. mem-
ber on the able manner in which h has brought this matter
before the House, and tell him that after the two illustra-
tions he as given us of his fitness to deal with highly
important questions, he should not, hereafter, hide his
talent, but, on the contrary, ho should, at the next
Session, apply his researches and studios to other
questions that do not relate simply to his county, and thus
add to his services towards his country and his Province in
particular. The hon. member has just given us figures
showing how much Gaspésia, -that is to say, the counties of
Gaspé and Bonaventure-can yield and yields effectively in
wheat, barley, oats and other cereals which are found in the
most favored counties of the Province of Quebec. He has
shown that in reality both the counties of Gaspé and Bona-
venture yield as much, in point of grains and cereals, as
certain counties he mentioned and, in certain cases, four
and five times as much. It is a discovery for me, and I
think it is also a discovery for many members of this House,
who did not expect to hear of such results from Gasposia.
Gaspé being so far from the heart of the country, we are
apt to presume that it is a country of ice, frost and snow,
and that nothing else is teobe found there but fish. The
hon. member has just shown that, on the contrary, it is a
country productive of grains alike and that it could pro-
duce more, were it more settled. He was equally right
in saying that what is wanting especially -or rather what
was and is still wanting to that part ot the country-are
facilities. The fact is Gaspesia has but lately entered in
the way of transport accommodations, but it shahl have
more of them before long, when, for instance, the railway
that is being built at Baie des Chaleurs shall extend to
Percé and Gaspé. Of course, the hon. member cannot ex-
pect that all these great enterprises will be completed forth-
with, notwithstanding his anxious desire to soe his county
and Gaspesia thriving. I notice that, in this respect, he
has inherited the good qualities of his predecessor, hon.
Mr. Fortin, whose departure from amongst us to
occupy a seat lu another House has evinced a general
regret; but I am happy to notice that ho has been replaced
by a member who seems to take an equal interest in that
section of the country. As I stated in several occasions to
hon. Mr. Fortin, the Government cannot possibly do aUl at
a time. These things muet be done gradually. The wanta
of the county are stated with much force by the hon.
member, and will not fail to attract the attention of the
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Government and this House. It is beyond a doubt that bon.
Mr. Fortin, as well as the prosent hon. me mber for Gaspé and
the hon. member for Bonaventure (Mr. Riopel)-who
seems himself to have shared a good deal in the inheritance
of Mr. Fortin,-it is beyond a doubt that these hon. members
have obtained, from year to year, as much as it was pos-
sible to get for those counties. And with regard to that, I
take the liberty of saying that the hon. member was mis-
taken when he stated a moment ago that the hon. Mr.
Fortin's voice had not been much eehoed and ho feared his
would not be more so. If his voice can only get the fourth
part of the echo raised by the hon. Mr. Fortin's, he may
well be satisfied, for every year hon. Mr. Fortin always
receivod a good deal for that section of the country and its
fishermen. I shall not endeavor, Mr. Speaker, to follow
the hon. member in the informations and figures he furnish-
ed this House with; but I must say that, as to the harbors
of refuge referred to by him, it is impossible for the
Government to build them all at a time. Wu are at work
building some. There is one, I think, at the Magdalen
lslands, which must be about completed. There is also a
pier or a wharf, which, if not completed, will be so
before long, at Percé, in the county of Gaspé. Other
works of the same kind are presently carried on, on
the coasts of the counties of Gaspé and Bonaventure.
As to Cap Chat and Ste. Anne des Monts, the hon. member
is quite right when ho says that the Government have
caused surveys to be made there. We, effectively, have
had considerable studies made in those localities for two
years. The question to ascertain was the practicability of
building, at a moderate cost, a pier at Ste. Anne des Monte
and another one at Cap Chat. It was shown that the
works would be too expensive. Then they ascertained the
practicability of the building of a wharf between the two
parishes, in order to see whether it was possible to build
there a wharf for the use of both localities. It was shown
by the report of the engineers-as the bon. member wil
see, for ho moves for the documents and papers relating to
that matter-that the estimates for those works were so
large that the Government did not venture to ask from the
Parliament an appropriation for the works. Any way, the
voice of the hon. member for Gas-é is eloquent enough to
be heard again. I am satisfied that, with his energy and
perseverance, ho will not fail to return to the charge and to
call on his friend the Minister of Public Works, in order to
remind him of the fact that his county needs public im-
provements. I may say, in concluding, that I do not ignore
the thing, but it is well sometimes to remind it to the
Minister. The papers asked for will be brought down.

Motion agreed to.

CHEESE BRANDING.
Mr. SPROULE movcd:

That it le, rpedient tofproide by Bila, or otherwis, forthe brandn
of cheese, the. produet of the United Sta.tes, when the. sarnis ezp.rt
through or from Canada, in such a manner as to indicate the oountry
of manufacture.
He said: My object in moving this resolution is to call the
attention of the Government, and the House, and the country
to a practice, I might almost say a fraudulent practice,
which prevails at present, and whieb, if allowed to con-
tinue, must very seriously impair, if not destroy, one of
the most important of the industries of our country, I mean
the dairy industry. I refer to the practice of shipping
United States cheese into Canada, and then through Can.
adian porta to Europe with our Canadian cheese. There it
is sold as part and parcel of the manufacture of this coun-
try. It has been found of late years that-with the atten-
tion of our farmers to the manufacture of cheese, and the
education of the people in that industry-the quality
has improved very materially, and as years advance we are
atill commanding a higher price for Canadian oheese in
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foreign markets. It has also been noticed that in conse-
quence of the adulteration of United States cheese and
butter, their market has been falling off, and I apprehend
it is for this reason that the United States cheese doos not
command as high a price as Canadian cheese, but this i8
carried on, and they are trading on the good name of our
cheese. and they realise nearly as much as we do when they
ship their cheese with ours. If this is continued, it will
materially tend to destroy the value of our cheese in the
market. Some hon. gentluman may possibly be inclined to
ask whether it is known in the European marke s that there
is any extensive ajulteration of American cheese. I will
read what took place in the iEnglish House of Commons on
the 20th March last:

" It was announced in the House of Commons to-night that the
Colonial Office is about to enquire of Canada whether the alleged
adulteration of imported American cheese also relates to the Canadian
product, especially as regards the practice of using animal fats in making
eheese."

I believe that enquiry has gone on ; and I find afterwards,
in connection with that subject, that the home Government
have been moving in the matter. I have another extract
here on the same subject:

" HIBERNIA CHAMBEEs,
"LONDoN BRIDGE, S.B., April, 1888.

In consequence of the rigid construction which has been put on the
recent Act of Parliament entitled 'The Merchandise Marks Act,' by
the officers of Her Majesty's Customs, the Home and Foreign Produce
Exchange deem it desirable to inform the varions Chambers of Com-
merce and Bxchanges on the American continent, as well as various
shippers, that it is most important that aIl classes of provisions should
bear on the package the name of the country of production.

'' The following further suggestions are offered for cheese or butter:
The box or package should bear the brand 'Canadian product.' For
bacon, hams, etc., the package should also be branded with the name
of the town where the meat is packed. If the meat itself is branded
the brand must include the name of the country of production. Goods
will not be admitted if marked with any English emblem, name or sign
or with & Co., unless the name of the country of production is also
clearly marked thereon."

This was done for the purpose, I think, of, if possible,
securing fair play for the British colonies, and also to enable
the English consumer to distinguish between the products
from a foreign country, which is unhappily very much
inferior and very much adulterated, and the product from
Canada, which, in the English market, is noted as being
far superior. What grounds have we for believing that
this adulteration goes on ? We have the very strongest
grounds. We have the report of a committee of the House
of Representatives in the United States, a committee of
which was appointed to enquire into the adulteration of
food) and, after investigating the matter closely, that com-
mittee says :

" The subject-matter embraced in this Bill is one of great magnitude
and grave importance. The jurisdiction over it by this committee
was conferred by a direct vote of the House, and imposes a respon-
sibility fully appreciated, but which the committee have endeavored to
discharge fully and conscientiously."

"The Committee on Agiculture lias given the subject a patient and
so far practicable and exhaustive examination, and in the course of
that investigation have listened to arguments by representatives of the
National Butter, Oheese and Egg Association ; the Iowa Butter and
Cheese Association; the Baltimore Produce Exchange; American
Agricultural Association; the New York Retail Grocers' Union the
American Aricultural and Dairy Association; Hon. Norman J. âole-
man, Commissioner of Agriculture, and Dr. Loring, ex-Commissioner
of Agriculture, of the United States, as well as the representatives of
the manufacturers anti dealers ini oleomargarine;'

IThsatthey find in the 'United States that over 150,000,000 cows pro-
ducing annually over 1,000,000,000 pounds of butter, and 300,000,000
pounds of cheese and that the produet is worth $250,000,000, that about

an equal amount of milk la consumed as milk, so that the product of the
•ar in the United States is Worth $500,000,000 annually ;
" t cows were worth on an average $40 per head until the intro-

duction of counterfeit butter, and are now worth but $30 each, making
a total loue of 1.50,000,000 in milch cattie aloe;

ITha tduring last year there werea0 gtoed pe nC lcagy alone
about 300,00 mlleh cavs, or an average cFas thousantper ; tisaI

there are f rom four to five million American citisens engag%d in the
business, and that they must all abandon it an be driven into some
other already overworked branch of industry unless they can be relievei
from the present ruinous competition with cheap imitations of butter
and cheese ;

'That the dairy interest is a necessity to aIl other branches of agri-
culture, as it is the cheapest and most rellable means of producing er
continuing the conditions of soil necessary to the production of crop
of grain and grass; that the cost of producing the usual Imitations oi
butter is from 7 to 8 cent a pound, and the cot to the consumer bas
been and is about equal with the price of genuine butter;

" That such imitations are not only disastrous to th" dairy interest
directly and to all branches of agriculture indirectly, but thatt they are
detrimental to public health, being the fruitful cause of dispepsia and
other diseases.

" From the beat and most reliable information obtainable, your com-
mittee believe that about 200,000,000 pound eof spurious and imitation
compounds and mixtures are now being manufactured annually, which
not only takes the place of so much butter, but stops the consumption
of much more by the demoralisation of the trade.

I Your committee further believe that the unrestricted traffil in
counterfeit butter is demoralising in its effeot upon the people ; thsat
the existence of such base counteifeits bas already seriously mpaired
our export trade, and will result in still greater damage if not checkied.
It further appears, from all the information before your committee, that
at least nine-tenths of the people of the United States demand this
legislation."

Now, in ref erence to the introduction of these articles that
are injurious to health, I have also before me another report
from the Commatue on the Adulteration of Food, and from
which I will reud some extsacts:

" I have spoken of glueose as a giant which bas grown In a few years
to colossal proportions."

And I want the House to remombor that oleomargarine, as
it is spokein of here, does not relate to butter alono, because
it is a product that il largely used to adulterate cheese as
well as to represent butter. It says:

"Il is not only filling.our markets in the shape of butter, but also as
chee.se Many creameries and larga dairines, as I am informed, arenow
mixing 25 per cent.or more of oleomargarine oil with their cheese."

It goes on to say:

l'Mr. Michels, of New York city, a well known microscopist and
editor of a scientific journal, testifies that oleomargarine is simply un-
cooked raw fat, never subjected to sufficient beat to kil parasites hich
are lhable te be in it; that those who eat it mun thse risk of trichinée from
the stomachss of animals which are chopped up with the fat in making It.
He states that he las found in it tissue and muscle, and cells of suspici-
oa nature, and that Mr. Taylor bas also found in it positively identified
germa of disease.

" Mr. Michels further states that all they cail fat of oxen brought to
New York city in a week, would not suppl one factory tour days, et
zhere were thon saven factorisa in New York city, anti be assortita
trwere canheno doubtht fats and grease of varions description are
used in making oleomargarine.

" The eminent English chemist, Prof. Ohurch, states that be heu found
in it horse fat, fat from bones, and fats such as are ordinarily used for
making candles.

" But the gentleman whom, probably, more than anyone else bas writ-
ten u on this subject, is Dr R. U. Piper, of Chicago, concerning whom the
chief Justice of the Superior Court of that cit and three other jud geo
certify that the testimony of no other scientife gentleman of that city
would, in their jud ent, be entitled to higher respect.

" Dr. Piper says ls attention was first celled to the subject by an
article published by Mr. Michela betore referred to in the Amenican
Journal of Microscopy. Since thon ho ias examined a large number of
specimens. He testi fies that while no true butter can carry trichine.
eggs of the tapeworm, &c., ho bas found in oleomargarine not only
organie substances in the form of muscular and connective tissues ant
varions fungi, but also living organisme which have resiste hboaling
asetic acid, and eggs resembling those of the tapeworm -these ho las
preserved to show to any who may desire tesee tbsm, and ho he alo
microscopie photographe of tem. He thinks tishe may et n torouh
tise utomaclis of pige anti sieep useti ln making tiseart'es, tisongi h o
he fount ah i peiens of uncooked meat. His conclusion is that it
is a dangerous article, and that ho would on no account permit Its use
in hie family.''

The committee goes on to say:

" in view of the great and increaaing magnitude of tis business, and
the report of the French Academy of Medicine; and the discoveries of
the scientific gentleman before named; and the danger of using the raw
fats nd the stomachs of diusse animale and of those that de eon the
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ears, which nuiber hundreds of thousande aimualy; or of pleuro-
pneumonia, or of cattle fever, or of hog cholera; I thmk we have no
reason to rejoice over the erection of these enormous factories which
are now supplying the tables of our hotels, reastaurants, boarding
houses, private families, with elemargarine, butter and cheese. A new
article of butter and cheese has recently made its appearance in western
markets containing from 50 to 75 per cent. of hogs' lard."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I only give this for the purpose of
drawing the attention of the Government to this feature of
the case, and I think the evil can be reached by the law
that provides for aualysing foods that are supposed te be
adulterated; and if these spurious compounds are being
brought into our country and cannot be reached in any
other way, and if, on being analysed, they are found to be
adulterated to anything like the extent represented here,
they ought to be kept out of the country, or at least dealt
with by such restrictions as will enable those using them
to know that they are notof Canadian manufacture. Now,
I will point out what the effeet of this is upon the Canadian
manufacture. We find that for a great many years the
product of the United States in cheese and butter have
ruled in the English market much the same as ours, but of
late years ours has been gaining the ascendancy very
largely. For the last few years the best brands of American
cheese and Canadian cheese have stood pretty much
the same in the foreign market, but the large quantity of
this spurious product of these vile compounds that are so
much adulterated, that bas been sent over, has reduced the
price of A merican cheese in foreign markets to that extent
that whei nixed along with ours and sold in a lump lot, it
very materinfly reduces the price of our cheese. I find,
according to the report furnished me by Kirkpatriek &
Cookson, Montreal, that in 1886 the best brand of American
and Canadian cheese realised 50 shillings per hundred in
Liverpool, last year they realised 63 shillings per hundred,
and the Canadian product realised one shilling a hundred
more than that of the United States. But I say that this
is net a fair test of the injurious effect on prices of these
vile compounds being sent in along with our products,
because it only represents the price realised for the very
best parcels of ours that are sent out of the country, and
the very best of theirs. They manufasture, no doubt, a
great deal of cheese that is comparatively good and free
from adulteration. I find that in the month of April last
year we realised in England, 65 shillings per hundred for
our cheese, in July we realised 47 shillings, and in October,
57 s. ; but all through last year we realised one shilling a
hundred more for our bost cheese than were realised by the
Americans. Now, this only applies to the very best parcels
of our cheese that have been sent over separate from the
cheese manufactured in the United States. If we look at
this industry we must consider it a very important one, and
therefore one demanding our earnest attention, in every
line, for the purpose of preserving to the Canadian
farmer all the advantages he may reap from it. It is an
industry that has this indirect advantage connected with
it: the farmers who engage in it keep on thoir farms a
large number of cattle ; that means a constant improvement
of the soil that bas been worn out by grain growing. This
means the constant enriching of the soil by manure, and
the indirect advantage to the farmer of keeping the soil in
a rich condition by which ho is able to-raise more grain
than ho otherwise cruld do had he net kept that large
number of cattle. Again, as an industry it is very import-
ant because it has been a profitable one to the farmer. The
direct return bas always shown a profit to the farmer; ifsuch
had net been the case, the industry would not have grown
to the large proportions it has attained at the present time.
I have a retarn showing the increase from year to year of
the products of cheese manufacture in Canada, and with the
permission of the House I will give the statistics in order
to show the importance of the industry:

Mr. SPSoULI.

Tear.

1868,
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887

we exported....................
do ...........
do ............... .....
do
do ...... .... ..........
do .......... .

do -..... .....
do ....... .... ......
do ...............
do ...... ..............
do ......... ...........

do ...........do
do ....................do ......... ..... .......
do ......... ..........
do ......... ...,.......

do .............do ........ ....,.....do ,............
do ........

Quantity.

Lbs.

6,141,570
4,503,370
5,827,782
8,271,439

16,424,025
19,483,211
24,050,982
32,342,030
85,024,090
35,930,524
38,054,294
46,414,035
40,368,678
49,255,523
50,807,049
58,041,387
69,755,423
79,655,367
78,112,927
73,604,448

Value.

620,543
549,572
674,486

1,109,906
1,849,284
2,280,412
3,523,201
3,886,226
3,751,268
2,748,575
3,997,521
3,790,300
3,893,366
5,510,443
5,500,868
6,451,870
7,251 989
8,265,240
6,754,626
7, 10S,918

Value of
xportesto

Britain.

8

548,574
543,524
667,541

1,099,062
1,817,851
2,207,779
3,348,840
3,681,296
3,639,629
3,447,310
3,810,643
3,589,317
3,772,769
5,471,362
5,471,678
6,409,859
7,207,425
8,178,953
6,729,134
7,065,983

If we look back to 1860 when we exported only 6,000,-
000 Ibs. of cheese, and look at last year when
we exported 73,000,000 Ibs. and brought back in
return for that product 87,108,918, we see at once
the importance of this idustry. I find during
the last two years the Americans have shipped cheese in
considerable quantities through this country to England.
In 1873 tbey sent into this country, and shipped from Cana-
dian ports to England, as we believe for the purpose of
mixing it with the Canadian product and thus enhancing
the value of their product in the English market, 5,299,000
lbs; in 1884, 6,080,000 lbs.; 1885, 6,924,000 lbs.; 1886,
7,074,000 lbs.; 1887, 5,176,000 lbs. This cheese was
brought into this country by way of Brockville, or King-
ston and other ports, and sent to aontreal, from which
port it was shipped to England with a large quantity of our
Canadian cheese. I understand that some of our own people
are engaged in this business, because they can buy Ameri-
can cheese cheaper and bring it over here and sbip it with
our own Canadian cheese, and thereby realise a profit.
In Ontario last year we had 770 cheese factories in opera-
tion, We had, according to Mr. Blue's report, 750,000
milch cows in the Province, and if we take half the estimate
given by the Americans, and I do not believe they over
estimated it, because they appear to have gone into the sub.
ject exhaustively and very minutely, if we take half the
estimate that shows a loss in Ontario from the evil con-
plained of, not taking the other Provinces into considera-
tion, of not less than $3,750,000 annually. I hold it, there-
fore, to be of the utmost importance that we should do
something to protect, as far as possible, this important trade
to our farmers. I would suggest, as a means to accomplish
that result, that we should compel the branding of all United
States cheese entering this country as the product of the
United States, and we should not use the word "American,"
because that is not sufficieitiy distinct for Europe»a
buyers, but it should be branded as United States cheese.
That could be accomplished either by legislation or other-
wise. It should be provided that Canadian cheese be branded
not only on the packages, but also on the cheese itsolf, giving
the Province in which it is made, and stating that it is a
Canadian product, and thon no misapprehension could exist.
This would be in harmony with thesuggestion of the Board
of Trade of England, and it would enable foreigners who
buy our Canadian produce to understand where it is made,
and to be satisfied that they obtain Canadian cheese, ant
therefore an unadulterated article. The sme system should.
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Apply to butter. Whether it would require logislation to
socomplish this or not I caunot say; but I think the Min
ister of Customs, and the Minister of Inland Revenue
perhaps, without legislation might be able to make regula.
tions in their diferent departmen ts to accomplishbthis result,
If the evil cannot be attacked in any other way it can be
attacked underthe regulations of the Act for examining foods
supposed to -be adulterated. The American product canu
be analysed, and if it is found to be injurious, as it is
alleged to be, and I believe it is, then it can bo kept out
of the country. The evil can also be attacked by the
customs regulations providing that any article brought
into this country must be branded as the product
of the country in which it is produced, and that
on leaving the country it must bear the same brand,
so that no mistake can be made. This provision in-
decd might be extended to other lines, as was sug-
gested by the Board of Trade of England; it could be
extended to hamg, meat, butter, cheese and all other
linos of food produced irn our country and shipped tu
iEngland. I belive that, just as we found it nece»sary to

preserve the Enïglish mnarket for our cattle trade, it is
noecessary to preserve th: t important market of the Carna-
dian farmer for bis butter and cheese by sorme such regla
tions, because if we do it adopt such measures to met
the necessities of the case we shalt find mi a few years our
farmers will be euffering f;om the consequence of our inac-
tion in a cimilar way to ihe marner in which the Arnerican
farmers are .uffering to-day. I hope, underbtanding as the
Government must do the i mpor :aîce of this industy to this
country, und knowing as they must know that
the farmers all over the country, finding other
lines of agriculture ndt so profitable are engaging
largelv in the line of dairy products, not only
for the purpose of getting a direct compensation for their
labor but also an indirect benefit from their being able to
keep up the condition of the soit so as to produce profitably
other crops. I hope the Government will take action at a
very early date and provide means for protecting this
important industry to the Canadian farmer, so that it shall
not be destroyed by spurious compounds brought into this
country and sbipped from our ports ostensibly as Canadian
P oducts, and sold as such when they reach Liverpool.
With the permission of the louse 1 beg to amend the
motion so as to make it read as follows:-

That it is expedient to provide by Bill, or otherwise, for the branding
of cheese, the product of the United States, when the same is exported
through or from Oanada, in such a manner as to indicate the country
of manufacture, and also for the branding of cheese made in Canada as
Canadian product.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr.,Speaker, I shall not occupy the
time of tbe House further than to say that I endorse overy
word spoken by my friend the member for East Grey (Mr.
Sproule). Living as I do on the banks of the River St.
Lawrence, just opposite the State of New York, I am able
.perhaps to speak more authoritatively than my friend f r n
East Grey in reference to the shipment from Ganada of
American cheese. Nearly every week last year I saw fro:n
one to two cars laden with cheese manafactured in the
Etate of 'New York, carried across the river by steamer,
loaded on board the Grand Trnnk, and shipped to Montreal
for the purpose of export to England, I have no doubt as
the produet of Canada. As soon as reference was made to
this, by the press drawing the attention of the Canadian
Ekovernment to the fact that an enquiry was being insti-
tuted in the old country as to whether Canadian cheeae
contained the product of animal fat, a number of men in.my
setion of the country interested in the business, held
meetiqgs and passed resolutions on the subject. Many of
these resolutions have been forwarded to me, and I intend
to read a few of them to the House. I sincerely trust that
the- Government will deal as effectively wif thtis question

of cheese as they did with the question of oleomegarine,
. which t had the pleasure of Itroducing to tho notice of
, this House some two years ago. I have also on i be notice
- paper a motion dealing with the question of lard in the
. same connection, and I trust the Governmuiit wili deal

with it &t the same time that they are deaiú'; with the
s matter now before th louse. I do not k )w thaLt the

motion in refereneo to lard will bu reached this Session,
and while we art discussing this, a sonewhaît kindred sub.

t ject, one or two words nay bo said on it. I w iread a
ietter which t have received fromt the plesident of the
Ganan que Board of Trade n tho suibject:

"GANANOQUNI, 14th April, 1888.
' GEoReE TAyLoa, M.P.

"DEAa8s,-Ihave been requested by thepresidentof theG'anîanoque
Cheese Board of Trade to forward you a resolution passea at a meeting
of the Board and to ask if you would be su kind as to bring th mattmr
before the notice of the Minieter of Agriculture antd ask thats4omn. action
be taken that cheese mauutctured in Canada will be kuown froncheee
manufactured and shippel in bond from New York State, wheu shipped
fron Montreal to Europe.

"I have the honor to remain,
"Your obedieut servant,

"JOSHUA LEGGE."
"Moved by Charles Gray, salesman of Gananoque Cheesu Factory,

seconded by ïdward temerson, salesman ot Woodburii Cheese Factory :
• Whereas, it has come to our knowledge 'bat a large qutntity of

cheese manutactu:ed in the United States, of inferior quality, is brought
into Canada, in bond ana shipped from Montreal to the Liverpool mar-
ket and there sold aq lianadian eheese thereby materially affýcting the
reputation and standing of Oanadian cheese and the price îlmreu-Be
it resolved that this tiauancque Cheese Board of rrade e-solves and
authorises the secretary ot this Boa:d ta communica e with the hon.
Minister of Agriculture, for the purpuse (f having sucb action taken
as may be deemed ex pedient to prevent this serous griovanice to our
cheee producers and dairymen. This Board would suggedt the stamp-
ing of all cheese boxes by the cuatoms officiais at Mortreul coutaining
American-made cheege and that ail Canadian manufacturers should be
obliged to stamp their cheese boxes before shipmetu-Carried.

"&LEX. RICH&RDSON, President.
"JOSBUA LEGGE, Secretary"

"CEUSE BoARD oF TRADE HALL,
"GANANoquE, 14tb A pril, 1888.

"Moved by J. R. Dargavel, seconded by E Y. Halladay, that in the
opinion of this meeting the Parliament of this Dominion should be asked
to pas. such Iegisla.ton as will prevent the United States chees, pas.-
ing in bond through this country without being branded as such, and
would further recomnimend that all Canadian cheeae be stamped in such
mariner that it will be known to be of Oanadian make.

" At a meeting of cheese manufacturers and cheese factory Tatrons
held at Elgin in South Leeds on the 16th day of A pril, 1888, the foregoing
resolution was passed, and a eopy ordore t to be sent to the member of
Parliament for this riding.c"B.L. BALLÀDÂY,

" Chairnan."

"Moved by William Dargavel, seconded by John Singleton; that the
Dominion Parliament be aiked to enact such legislation as will compel
ail American cheese being shipped from Caadian ports to be branted
as such, and that in the opinion of thu meeting all Canadian cheese
should also be branded as canada cheese.-Carried.

"1I certify the forgoing to be a correct copy of a resolution pased at
a public meeting of chasse manufacturera and chase patrons hiold at
Newboro', this 17th dy of Àpril, 1888.

"T. C. SINGLETOUN, ,"eretary."
I may say that it is of the utmost importancu to Caouldian
cheese makers, that only Canadian choose should bc sold
on the Ea4giih market as the product of Canada. 1 does
the Canadian trade a great deal of injury that cheose trom
the United States should be sh ipped from Canada, going
into England as it does ree of duty, and placed on the
market there and sold as Canadian cheese. 'The only way
I see in which we can:deal wîth the matter is .teither that
thotcustoms authorities insist pon ad -cheese :passing
through Oanada is bond, being 'brauded both-on the cheese
and on the boxes at the port of shipment -for Englarnd, in
eitherMontuealor Quebec as theproductefa foreign -esmu.
try, or if it is neeesary that logislation-hould DO eauted
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which would compel all cheese manufacturers in Canada to
brand thoir cheese as a Canadian product. As my friend
the member for Grey (Mr. Sproule) bas made some re-
marks in reference to oleomargarine, I may say that I
received a letter a few days ago from a friend of mine who
now lives in Michiuan, and which tells of the manner that
oleomargarine is affecting the farmers in that country. I
will read the letter :-

"BANLOI Co., MIoHmGAN, 23rd April, 1888.
'' My DziR TAYLOR,-I aM glad to hear you took such an intereat in

the weltare of Canada I understand that you brought a Bill before the
House of Commons to prevent the making in Canada, or the importation
of oleomargarine. It the Government had not stopped it the farmer
would not get more than 10c. or 13c. per lb. for their butter while now
they get 20c. to 25c. In Miebigan in 1886 we only got 10c. per lb. for
our butter, in 1887 we only got 13e per lb., and I do not expect it will
be any better this year. This oleomargarine butter is ruining the far-
mers of the United States, for dairying is our principal business out here.
It would be well for the United States if we had a few more members
that would take such an interest in our affairs.

"I am, yours truly,I
" HENRY McPHERSON."

I may say that Mr. McPherson, who is a farmer, lived in
my county for a number of years and emigrated to Michi-
gan some three or four years ago. We have here what he
reports as being the state of affairs in that country owing
to the farmers having to compote unfairly with oleomar-
garine. He tells me that this oleomargarine is sont all over
the country in prints of a-half, three-quarters, and one pound
and that the result is that farmers can only get 12 or 13
cents for genuine butter. The same state of affairs would
exist in Canada if oleomargarine had been allowed to be
made or brought into this country. I again express the
hope that the Government will deal as effectively with the
cheese and lard questions as they did with the oloomargarine.

Mr. DAVIN. Mr. Speaker, I do not intend to occupy
the time of the Hlouse, because this subject has been fully
discumsed and a statement of the case has been made
exhaustively and forcibly by my friend the member for
East Grey (Mr. Sproule), In supporting the motion, I wish
to say that we in the North-West take a great interest in
this question, and desire to see a conservative policy
pursued in regard to our Canadian cheese. It will interest
the House to know that at Moose Jaw we have a cheese
factory that turns out a large quantity of cheese, which, in
quality, will compare advantageously with any cheose
manufactured in any part of Canada. As you know, Sir,
our grasses are rich, and it has been proved by tests that
the milk of a good yiolding cow in the North-West will
produce ti or 7 pounds of butter to the 100 pounds of milk
which is a very high yield indeed. I meroly wished, Sir,
to give the support of my district to my hon, friend in
pressing this matter upon the attention of the House.

Mr. BROWN. I wish to take the opportunity of reading
a letter which I have received from a constituent of mine in
relation to the adulteration of lard. I am sure that the
country is greatly indebted to the hon. member for East
Grey (Mr. Sproule) for the manner in which he has brought
this subject before the House. I do not propose to make
any remarks at all on the question, seeing that it is the
desire of all hon. members at this stage te expedite legisla-
tion ; but I desire to let the House know what the large
packing firm of Thomas Lawry & Son, of Hamilton, have
to say on this question :

S'The question of lard adulteration now before yon la the House l of
great importance to Canadian packers. In reference to same, we would
request you to use all your influence in either prohibiting the importa.
tion of adulterated lard or allowing Canadian packers the privilege of
briaging lu such adulterations as are used free of duty. Under the pre-
sent state efaffaire 15 leimpossible for uste make any money lu ntis
line, as American packers fil our markets with adulterated goods at
prieas wr cannot touch. In fact, at the present time Toronto and Mon-
eal are fuliof this so-called lard, at prie l cents per Lleusthan

w. can make the pure article fer without an y profit la enr estimation
a grat deal of this lard imported is not lard at Il, but a mixture sold

Mr. T oTL.

as lard. lu the States the same question of lard adulteration is before
Congress, and upoa analysis of some lard they find no traces of hogu'
product at all.

I havi simply to join in the hope that has been expressed
by hon. gentlemen who preceded me, that the Goverument
will take hod of this question with the determination to see
that our country does not suffer by the adulterated lard
which is brought in as a competitor against the honest
production of Canada.

Mr. HESSON. I desire to add a few words to what ha
been -said by the gentlemen who have preceded me on the
subject of this resolution. I think, Sr, that the House and
the country are very much indebted to the hon. member
for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) for having brought this vory
important subject before the House. I arm satisfled, that
the importance of the question to the agrieultural interest
of this country is a sufficient excuse for occupying the
time of the flouse in its consideration. If, as haïs been stated
by the hon. member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) and the hon.
momber for Sonth Leeds (Mr. Taylor), the Americans are
exporting cheese through this country for the purpose of
having it placed upon the English m irket as a Canadian
product, while its quality is inferior to that of our own
cheese-if the great cheese product of this country
is to be imperilled by the bad manufactured cheese
of the Unitod States, which is continually sold at a
lower price in the British market than our superior
cheese, I think it is high time for the Government to con-
sider whether it is possible for them to find a remedy for
the difficulty. I understand the difficulty that stands in
the way is requiring that au article in transit through our
country should have a certain brand upon it; but I feel
that it is quite possible for the Governmont to insist that
Canadian manufacturers of cheese shall stamp their own
brand upon their produet in such a way as to make a guar-
antee in the British market that the cheese is an honest
Canaïdian product. The hon. member for East Grey has
taken a great deal of trouble to give the House theo evi-
douces of the enormous growth of that great industry; and
we know how necessary it is to guard and protect that
indnstry, in view of the fact that the production and export
of grain and animals las not proven to be as profitable to
the farming interest of this country as the export of oheese.
I feel that we shall have to depend more and more in the
future on our exports of cheese and butter, for as far as grain
is concerned we are likely to have great competitors, But
we have the home for the production of the best quality of
cheese and butter, and I trust that the Government will
devise some means by which the article under consideration,
so very material to the success of the far mers of this country,
shall be protected in the British markets under its own
name and character.

Mr. SCRIVER. I desire to say a few words on this sub-
ject. I have no doubt whatever that adulteration in the
manufacture of cheese has been the practice in some parts
of the United States for some time past; but I doubt very
much whether in the region from which importations into
Canada are chiefly made, adulteration is practiced. My
hon. friend from South Leeds (Mr. Taylor) who lives very
near the border, must know something of those counties in
northern New York from which the importation into
Canada is mainly made, and I suppose ho knows what takes
place there. I suppose ho knows that buyers reprosenting
large Montreal louses are constantly there daring the chees.
making season, atterding the weekly meetings of what are
called the boards of trade, at Ogdensburg, Canton, Little
Falls, in Hlerkimer County, and some other towns in the
northern counties 'ofNew York; and ho muet know that the
prices paid there by Canadian buyers, who I am sure
know their business, and know good cheese from poor
eheese, rank equal with those paid in Canada.
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Mr. TAYLOR Generally half a cent less.

Mr. SCRIVER. Sometimes half a cent more; and I
sPeak from personal knowledge, for I have watched the
market very closely, and I have seen the reporte in our local
and other papers of those sales. I think my hon. friend
knows that those are very fine dairy districts. I do not
know whether he is acquainted with the factories and the
methods of manufacture pursued there, but I cari ay that I
do. In St. Lawrence County, a man named Crapen intro-
duced the practice into factories controlled by him of adal-
terating the cheese with lard. The hon, gentleman may
know that he did not find the business profitable, and he-
bas discontinued it, I think, altogether. My own belief,
both from my personal knowledge and from the fact that
the prices whieh I have mentioned are paid in that regiaow
generally, is that the cheese made in that region will com-
pare, upon the whole, favorably with that made in Canada;
and that cheese fbrme the bulk of the exportatina of the
American article, from Montreal at least. I am not aware
that in any other part of Canada there is much importation
of American cheese. Therefore I believe the evil, 0 far as
the exportation of American cheese from Canada to the
United Kingdorn is concerned, bas not been very great.
What may be done in the future it is impossible to say, and
I can see no harm, though I cannot see much good, to be
derived from such a regulation as that suggested by the
mover of this motion.

Mr. MaMULLEN. I agree, to a very large extent, with
the remarks of the hon. member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule).
The cheese industry in Canada is undoubtedly very impor-
tant, and it is highly desirable that the Govern ment should
this Session, do something in the interests of the farming
community by protecting this industry. I am rather sur-
prised that the Government have not taken stops in this
direotion before now. It is quite clear, from the remarks
of the hon. member for Leeds, that he has been aware of the
fact that cheese has been imported from the United States
into Canada for the purpose of exportation to England as
Canadian cheese, and I am sure he muet have communicated
his knowledge to the Governmen t and the Government must
have been aware for some time that this practice is in ex.
iWtence. I am disappointed, therefore, that the Government
did not introduce this Session some measure for the purpose
of protecting the Canadian farmer in this particular lino. I
am glad to say that our cheese ha, in England, secured a
very high reputation, and hon, gentlemen will admit that
it is desirable we should prevent that reputation
from being diminished by American cheese of inferior
grade being allowed to be shipped to England as
the Canadian artiele. I hope, therefore, this resolution
will pas@. and that the Government will bring in
some legielation on this saiject before prorogation. Every
one muet recognise the great desirability of our passing a
measure that will prevent our farmers being injured by the
export of American spurious eheese as the Canadian pro-
duct. I do not wish to detain the Hlouse longer, but feit it
my duty on thie important question to urge the Government,
even at this late hour, to bring down a measure that will
protect this important Canadian industry.

Mr. MARSHALL. I rise merely for the purpose of
eorroborating the remarks of the hon. member for Eati
Grey and the hon. member for Leeds with reference to this(
most important agricultural industry. As this subject basi
been gone into thoroughly by these hon. gentlemen I willj
not detain theI louse by discussing it at length, but I feeli
it my duty to read to this House a resolution which bas
been forwarded to me by the London Cheese Association,4
and which this is an opportune moment to lay before the:
Houe. The following is the resolution passed at a meetingi
of the London Cheese Association on the 14th April, 1888.-1
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" Moved by John Geary, Esq., seconded by James Oreighton :
'Thut the Diominion Government be asked te have aIl dairy
products of the United States of America as soon as it ar-
rives at a Canadian port for ahipment to Europe branded as a
product from the United States of America; lin the case of
cheese, both on the cheese itself and on the box containing it, and ln
the case of butter on the package containing it; and that an Ast be
passed compelling aIl manufacturers of Canadian cheese to brand it as
such with t e words <1Canadian Manufacture,' and the naine of the
Province in whieh so manufactnred on the outuide of each cheese sxm
on the box nontaining it with indelible ink, and in the case of butter the
package containing it to be branded in a similar manuer, and that a
copy iof the resoluion be orwarded to J. H. Marshall, Csq., M. ., for
East Middlesex.' "l-Oarrled.

I do not think it is necessary that 1 ehould discuss this
matter further, as I believe the House are fully aware of
its importance. The hon. mem ber for East Grey bas ehown
that our Canadian cheese is worth a skilling a hundred
pounds more in England than the American product, even
when handicapped by the exportation of the adulterated
cheese made in the United States as Canadian cheese and
by its being mixed up with our cheese. It is time that thia
should be put a stop to, and the Government should take
steps to protect in sorne way this important industry by
having the cheese branded as suggested by the hon. mem-
ber for East Grey, and I hope the Governnent witl, durig
this Session, bring down legislation in that sense, if in
thoir power to do so.

Mr. BOWELL. Before this motion is adôpted, I deire,
on behalf of my constituency, to thank the mover for hwv.
ing brought this subject before the fHous4e. It is gratifying
to every Canadian to learn the extent of this trade and it
importance, and how necessary it is that every stop should
be taken to protect tho Canadian manufacturer of cheese
against the spurious American article. But the request
made by the hon. member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) to
stop and demaind the branding of ail products of Amori-
can daires when they reach Canada is altogether i-m-
practicable, and it is a gravo question whother it would
not, in addition to the fact of the difficulty of stop-
ping American cheose, interfero with the arrangements
that exist between the United States and Chnada re-
garding the transport of American product fthrough
Canada in bond. It is weli known that over any articles
sent from the United States in bond through Canada to
any foreign port, we have no control arther tha. to pre-
vent its entering into coneumption in this country, and that
all we eau do is to see that the bonded car, when it entera
a Canadian port, is prope-riy leeked andm ealed by thO
castom officers, and that the eal is only breken
when the cheese is transferred from the cars to the
bonded warehouse and thence on bjard vessel for
transportation to a foreign country. Si fatr s that
request in the resolution is concerned, it cannot well
be adopted. The suggestion, however, that all Cana-
dian cheese and butter should be stamped so as te ?n-
dicate the country of production, is in the hande cf the
manufacturera themselves. Tbey could by rules and rega-
lations provide that in ail cases the Canadian cheeso which
is made for exportation should bear not only the ame Of
the factory, but also the words IlCanada," or the words
" the produot or manufacture of Canada." Whon I was in
Liverpool last summer, in looking through the warehouses
there, I found that in many cases the boxes were not properly
marked or stamped, and my attention wag cafled to it by
our agents in that city, who pointed ont the absolute
necessity, not only in order to give Canada the prominence
it should have in the narkets, but aiso to secure that no
apurions article irom other countriís should take the plac
of the superior qualities manufactured in Canada and so
obtain a ready sale in that maiket, that our packages should
be marked. Having pointed this out, an d having made it clear
to my hon. friend, and he having had the opportunity of
bringing it under the notice of the House and of the courÉtry
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and of the Goverument, I have no doubt he will be satisfied
and will not pres his motion. The fact of lard coming
into the country and being adulterated can be dealt with
by my hon. friend the Minister of Inland Revenue. If the
cheese which is imported from the United States is adulter.
ated and is entered for consumption, it would immediately
corne under the control of the officers of the Department of
Inland Revenue, but when it is entered in Canada only for
transportation to another country, it is a matter over
which the Government could not have control unless they
took the very violent step of interfering with the transport
trade; and, if we did that, no doubt the sane course would be
followed in the United States, and that would interfere very
much with the transport trade of Canada to foreign coun-
tries. I can assure my hon. friend that, as to the question of
lard or any other article which is not what it is represent-
ed to be, it will be closely looked after by my bon. friend
the Minister of lnland Revenue, whose officers will receive
instructions to confiscate the articles or to punish the par-
ties who are plaeing them upon the market and attempting
co sell spurious articles.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is when entered for consump
tion ?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. SPROULE. I have already said that, although the

Canadian manufacturer might choose to stamp the article,
if any article was not stamped, nothing would be accom-
plished; but a law might be passed compelling the manu-
facturers to stamp all packages of this kind. In regard to
cheese passing through Canada in bond, the hon. gentleman
knows that they must break bulk in Montreal when they
put these packages on the boats, so I would suggest that
this compulsory stamping should be carried out.

Mr. BOWELL. That question will receive the sonsider-
ation of the Government. Of course, thatr might be done
in regard to Canadian cheese, but we have really no con-
trol over the cheese which is sent from Montreal and
transhipped for carriage to England.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. One would almost
think that the interests of the Canadian manufacturers
would induce them to mark their own manufactures in this
country, without the necessity of passing a law, as it is so
evidently in their own interests. Still, if it ils thought
that the cheese manufacturers will not put the stamp of
their own native Canada upon their cases or boxes or what-
ever vehicles they may bc, we can easily pass a law to
compel them to do so, though it seems to be a somewhat
violent measure.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Does the hon. gentleman think that
this Legislature has any power in this matter to compel the
marking of such boxes ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I doubt that very much.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not beliève we have any power
whatever in the matter.

Motion withdrawn.

NORTH-WEST REBELLION OF 1885.

Mr. DAVIN moved:
That it is desirable that the claims of those who were engaged,

either as scouts or police or volunteers, in putting down the rebellion
of 1885 in the North-West, or gaarding places liable to attack, while
holding themselves in readineas to march to the front, should occasionÊ
demand, should be reconsidered.4
He said: This is changed from the motion of which I
gave notice at the suggestion of the Minister of Militia. I
have already,in committee, taken the occasion of expressing
what might be said in support of this motion.

Mr. BOW.sLL.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is the extent of these
claims ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEHT. What are we to pledge
ourselves to by this motion ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. In supporting the motion of my
hon. friend from West Assiniboia (Mir. Davin) I desire to
say a few words which may explain the question as to the
extent of these claims. I wish'to bring to the attention of
the Minister of Militia the claims of the Battleford home
guards, wrongly so called. They were authorised to enroll
at the time of the outbreak, under the highest authority
then in the North-West, for there was no militia au-
thority at that time, under the authority of the mounted
police officer t enroll, and they did so enroll. Their homes
and their property were destroyed during the trouble.
They might have gone out of the country, but instead of
that, they came and enrolled themselves as a militia regi.
ment, though they are erroneously called a home guard
regiment. They acted under the police authority until
Colonel Otter came in there in command of the militia, and
they thon connected themselves with the militia force.
Some of them were detailed for the Cut Knife fight. They
were not allowed any artisan pay. During the time they
were under atrms lhey were regular militia. They were
not dismissed or disbanded, but they received a notice to
the effect that their services wcre dispensed with until
further required. Up to this time, three years after this
occurred, these men have retained their arms and have
never been disbanded, and they have been paid as regular
militia, and the amounts so paid can be found in the report
of the Auditor General. They were not protecting their
own property, because that was already lost, but they were
simply acting as valiant and patriotie citizens, fighting for
the establishment of law and order in the North-West.
They weie erronecusly called home guards, and, because of
that, it bas been decided that they were not entitled to the
same reward as the other militia who fought in the North-
West. They did regular militia duty. It is true that they
were not il the field, though they were detailed for the
expedition to Cut Knife; and, simply because it was found
that too many had been detailed for that expedition, these
men were left out. They were and they still are in every
respect regular militia up to to-day. I think these mon
ought to receive scrip. They ought to receive some reward
for their patriotic conduct, as well as every militia man
who left the oider Provinces of Canada to fight for their
country. I myself am familiar with their daily life and
habits, and I know that no more intelligent men could have
been employed for such duties. They were familiar with
the country, and on this account were especially useful.
They did thoir duty, as the militia did theirs, and there-
fore I think that the Minister of Militia should recognise
their services by granting them scrip in the same man-
ner as scrip bas been awarded to other militia men.
I also desire to say a few words in favor of the
mounted police, which force supplied a certain num-
ber cf men who were in the field. I consider that the
North-West Mounted Police has a special claim on the Par-
liament of Canada for recognition, because many years ago
when the force only consisted of some 350 men, they went
across the whole of that wild territory and encountered
what were considered as the most dangerous tribes of
Indian, the Blackfeet and Piegans, and established with
then euch friendly relations that they were enabled to
enforce the law of the white mon amongst them without the
shedding of blood. The newspapers of that day throughout
Canada were filled with accounts concerning a single officer
of the mounted police with, perhaps, two or three men at
the outside, who had gone into a large Indian camp of two
or three thousand Indians, and arrested some of the chiefs
who bal committed an outrage against the law of the coun-
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try, but these policemen have not received any scrip,
although they did their part in the field at the time of the
insurrection, in common with the militia and the volunteers,
who have received their reward. It may be urged that the
police are not entitled to scrip because they are organ ised and
paid for defending the interests of the country in the North-
West, whereas the militia was sent from the older Provinces,
and therefore, as it were, sent into aforeign land. But I believe
that if we look at the custom in Englaud we shall find that,
when any great vote is taken in Parliament, the officers and
men of the Indian army participate in the reward as much
as the officers and men of any of the regiments which are
sent out to India, therefore, on the same ground, I think
the n-ounted police ought to participate with the regular
militia in receiving scrip and medals. I am also in favor of
recognising their services on the ground thatto the mounted
police, to a great extent, is due the credit of having kept
the peace of the country for so many years. The Indian
Department was not established for many years after the
mounted police had gone into the North-West, and to that
smali body of men is due the sole credit of having preserved
the peace among the Indian population; therefore I hope
the mounted police will also be considered whenever the
case is re-opened.

Mr. MACKENZIE, I object to this on the point of order.
It involves a public charge if the motion succeeds.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER. My impression is that it is
merely an abstract affirmation, not proposing a definite
charge. In that sense it cannot be objectionab!c.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think Parlia-
ment pledges itself to anything.

Mr. WELSH. IThe Government, no doubt, will take the
matter under consideration. I shall support uny motion for
rewarding the services of any person having a just claim
against the country. Although I do not know the particu-
lars of this case, I think it ought to be well considered by
the Government.

Mr. DAVIES (PE.I.) The point of order which the
hon. gentleman raised, it seems to me, is a little more than
an abstract motion. As the motion was originally submitted
to the louse it read:

" That it is desirable that no delay should take place in settling the
just and honorable claims of those who were engaged, &c."
Now, it has been amended so as to read "That it is de-
sirable the unsettled claims of those who were engaged
should be reconsidered," the hon. Minister having previously
stated that he had considered and rejected them. The
louse now affirms that it is deirable his decision should

be reversed. I think if we look at the amended form of
the motion, there is a lhttle more in it than a mere abstract
affirmation of un abstract principle. ILt really and practic-
ally pledges the House to the proposition that the judgment
alre:dy given by the hon. Minister is a wrong one, and the
House thinks tbat the claims ought to be reconsidered in
the sense which the House ie now affirming, that is, by
allowing them. It would be tantamount to an instruction
to the hon. Minister to pay these claims,

Sir JOHN A. MACD9NALD. No, the motion states
that the best consideration should bc given to the subject
again, otherwise it would mean that the previous decision
was wrong and should be reversed. This does not say s o;
it simply says that the question should be reconsidered. I
do not suppose there is any harm in recons.idering it. It
certainly does not bind Parliament to anything, although I
must say that abstract resolutions, generally, should not be
encouraged.

Mr. L&AURIER. What are these claims for?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not the slightest

idea.

Mr. DAVIN. I may inform the leader of the Opposi-
tion that in one case there is an alleged legal claim under
48 and 49 Victoria, for scrip, and in the other case there
are claims on behalf of scouts and teamsters for land war-
rants and scrip. These claims have not been acknowledged
by the Minister, and the resolution affirme that the ques-
tion as to whether these claims should be admitted or not,
should be reconsidered. It does not pledge the House to
any charge whatever.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, I should like to know
on what principle the hon. gentleman who moves this
motion, proposes that teamsters who, if I remember aright,
were engaged at daily salaries, should be entitled to scrip
for their services in putting down the rebellion. Our
scouts, police and volunteors have good grounds to be con-
sidered, but the hon. gentleman just mentioned the class of
teamsters. Well, I for one, unless botter advised, would
object to allowing teamsters-who, as I say, received daily
wages probably, four or five times in excess of those of the
volunteers-scrip for their services, I do not ses on what
principle it could be defended.

Mr. DAVIN. If they have no claim, the claim would
not bo allowed. But there is the case of a teamster who
was actually under fire, who fought as gallantly at Cut
Knife as any of our soldiers, and I say that a case like that
otight to b3 considered. Of course, if the Minister is bound
by the Act, ho cannot go outside of it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. [ presume the 'question
of ordur will not be seriously pressed. In regard to the
point raised by the hon. gentleman in the motion: as there
appears to be some discontent, or rather some claims which
it is said have not been iully considered, I do not sec any
harm that can arise from having those cases reopened and
reconsidered, and if a good case in an individual instance
or cases covering a number of individuals eau be established,
and if it is shown that just claims have beeen neglected
tbey will be granted.

Mr, MACKENZIE. The hon. gentleman has changed
his tactics: there is disallowance in the North-West.

Motion agreed to.

POST OFFICE AT INGOLDSBY STATION.

Mr. BAR RON moved for:
Return of all petitions and correspondence asking for or relating te

establishing a Post Office at Ingoldsby Station, on the line of the
Victoria Railway, in the Township of Snowden, in the County of
Haliburton.

He said : My object in submitting this motion is not only
to obtain the papers requested, but to draw the attention of
the House and especially of the Postmaster General to
what the people of North Victoria consider to beoa grievance,
the fact of their having been neglected so far as postal faci-
lities are concerned. In the particular case covered by the
motion I am told that the post office at Ingoldsby has been
moved to a distance of two or three miles nearer the other
post offices, the consequence of which has been that the
people who hitherto have been accustomed to have the post
office at the station have no accommodation without going
a considerable distance. If that was the only case in North
Victoria I would perhaps be inclined to think that the fault
rested with the people themselves-that they were cemplain-
ing too much, as I am afraid some people are in the habit
of unnecessarily complaining; but I find that in several
other cases in North Victoria, since I have had the honor
of representing the riding, the people have not received
the attention they should have obtained in so far as postal
facilities are concerned at the hand of the Government and
especially of the Postmaster General. In regard to this
particular case I request permission of the House to read a
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portion of one of the letters I have received, for I have
received a great many on this particular subject, from a
very prominent gentleman in that locality. He writes :

" We petitioned the Postmaster General about the lst November. A
.paper was sent me by Mr. Griffin, of Kingston, Post Office Inspecter,
asking certain questions which I answered, but we hear no more about
the matter. Our Ingoldsby post office is now haif a mile further renie-
Yod towards Minden, and is of littie use te us, Haliburtonud enolert
being more in the line of business. Ingoldsby Station is the proper
place for a post office, and it is only a matter of time as to its being
located there. From this point the mail should be carried to Ingoldsby
and also te Allsaw post office. It would accommodate about thirty-six
families, and since the post office at Ingnldsby bas been removed west,
a large number on the telegraph road are as auxious as those in Egypt
to have the siew office established."

Not only have the people reason to complain at not having
their request complied with, but they have special reason
to complain that they ean obtain no reply to their petition.
One would suppose that the Government, acting like
business people, would aay yes or no to any request sent in.
It would be imagined that the Postmaster General would
have the matter investigated, and if it was a proper request
to be granted he would acceed to it, and if not he would
decline ; but it gppears that the petitioners have not been
able in this case, and I know the same has cccurred in other
mases, to obtain any decision one way or the other. flou.
gentlemen opposite seem to be perfectly dumb so far as
answering requests made by the people are concerned, at
all events so far as regards granting botter postal facilities.
I do not think that is a proper course to pursue. I do not
say that all the complaints made from time to time are
justified, I am free to confess that people are apt to com-

lain sometimes when there is no ground for complaint;
nt when the people ask for better postal accommodation

they sbould be answered one way or the other, either yes
or ne, as business men would do in their own private
transactions.

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman bas read a letter
referring to the post office mentioned in the motion, and I
May Bay the matter was referred to the inspector to
make inquiries respecting the post office at Ingoldsby,
All applications that come to me for increased postal
facilities or new offices or new postal routes are sent to the
post office inspectors to report upon, and if the reports are
at all favorable the petitions are granted. The report in re-
gard to this post office has not yet been laid before me ;
when it is I will give a decision either yes or no.

Mr. BARBON. You have had it since last November.
Mr. MoLEL.i L It was in February when the petition

was sent in.
Mr. BARRON. No; it was in November last, and the

letter was written in February.
Mr. McLELAN. The inspector may have delayed it

until the time of the writing of that letter. However, the
papers will be brought down.

,Motio agreed to.

FRAUDULENT PRACTICES ON FARMERS.

Mr. BROWN moved:
That a special committee be appointed te enquire into the fraudulent

practices which have prevailed, and still prevail, in various parts of theDemilnit, by which farmers have been aud are inducod te give their
prombssory wtes sad socirities te a very large amount iuithe aggregate,
for Eeed, agricultural implements, and other goodesand merchandise, byvarious false pretexte; the goods in soine cases never being delivered,
and in other cases being comparatively worthless, the matkers of such
promissory notes being obliged te make payment, while the perpetrators
of these wrongs evade justiee; and that auch committee have power te
send for persons, papers, sud records, and be instructed te report what
remedies exist in such cases, or what fu ther remedies ishould be pro-vided,-said COoMmute te ho composed of the foIIewing- Messrs.
.Amyot, drron, Brown, Oarpen4er, Oochrane, Desj rdins, Fisher, H.l,
Hoodeçson, McMulleu, Marshall, Milib (Annopolis), Montcrieff, Bowand,
Smith (Ontario), Wells, Wood (Brockville).

Mdr. BàitiON.

He said: This resolution speaks for iteelf. Th press 'has
taken up this subject of frauds on farmers. It tisvery well
known that frauds to au enormous extent are perpetrated
on farmers all over the country in respect to seed wbeat,
farm implements, hay rakes and goods of ail descriptions.
These persons evade the law with great ingenuity, and the
object of my motion is to appoint a committee -with a view
to endeavor, if possible, to ascertain Bome means by which
this evil can be remedied and the farmers be saved from
being swindled by these rascals going throngh the eun.
try. I wouid have offered remarks at greater leDgth ex-
cept for the fact that it is almost six o'clock and I -desire
the resolution to be placed before the House snd allow the
Committee to get to work.

Mr. LAURIER. Before this motion is adopted I should
like to know if the Government bas anything to say on this
question. First of ail, I do not know how far we would
have jurisdiction in this matter. Of course, if the offence is
made criminal, that would bring it within the scope of our
powers. I think it will strike the hon. gentleman and the
Premier himself that we cannot appoint this committee at
this late stage of the Session, with any hope of a possibility
of making it a success, or even satisfactory.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not know if the First Minis-
ter is aware that a commission has been appointed by the
Ontario Government to examine into this matter as far as
the Province of Ontario is concerned ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I was not aware of it but
I am glad they have done so. I do net think that the
appointment of this commission would interfere with the
Ontario Commission. My hon. friend seems te think that
at this period of the Session the committee cannet do much.
They could enquire at ail events into the extent te which
those fraudulent practices prevail. I understand from infor.
mation that has come before me, although it has net been
specially pressed on my notice, that those fraudulent prac-
tices do prevail te a very large and lamentable extent, and
that our farmers are being continually robbed and plundered
by such practices. I think it would be an assistance to any
commission that is sitting, if the extent of those fraudalent
practices was ascertained. If they are frauls of ccurse they
are misdemeanois and they eau only be dealt with as such
by this Legislature.

Mr. LAURIER. If the motion is to be adopted I would
suggest that Mr. Barron should be plaoed on the committee,
with the consent of the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) If this question is te be ex.

amined into I may say that those regrettable practices te
which the hon. gentleman refers, prevail to a large extent
in Prince Edward Island- The hon, gentleman has herdly
a man from the Maritime Provinces on the committee at
ail, and I think it is desirable that the Maritime Provinces
should be more extensively represented on it. Unlees yen
have a member fron Prince Edward Island, you amnnot
get any information as te the extent te which the evil pre-
vails there,

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I wish te make the me re-
mark as regards New Brunswick. Extensive frauds pre-
vail in that Province, but in something of a different line
from those in Ontario.

Sir JOEN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Hale and Mr. Mills
of Annapolis are on the committee. We can put Oaptain
Welsh on, and have the rule suspended so as te add those
additionai Dames.

Mr. VELS E. I wish te make a few remarks, Mr.Speaker.
Sinuce the intention of the 'jvernment is te sail ships on
dry land, I am going tu drop my naval title and take that
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of major-major in the army, as there are qÛite a number
here, and really'I think I could put my olaim for colonel.

Sir JOHN A. M ACDONAL D. You are a young man, you
have not attained your majority yet.

Motion agreed to.

After Recess.
CLAIM OF JAMES KING.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. On 16th April last.a com-
mittee was appointed on a motion made by the hon. mem-
ber for Pictou (Mr. Tapper) in the absence of the hon.
member for St. John (Mr. Weldon), to investigate the claim
of James King. .According to the motion, the mover was
to be a member of the committee. Of course, it was the
hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon) who was intonded,
ard not the hon. member for Pictou. Therefore, I move
that the name of Mr. Weldon of St. John, be placed on the
committee instead of that of Mr. Tupper.

Motion agreed to.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMENDMENTS.

Mr. TISDALE moved that Bill (No. 6) to amend the
Canada Temperance Act (Mr. McCarthy) be referred back
to the Committee of the Whole for fartier consideration.

M1r. LAURIER. What is the objot ?
Mr. TISDALE. The object, so far as I am ooncerned, is

to make some verbal amendments in section 9, which was
added to the Bil on my motion. It was drafted rather
hurriedly, and it is necessary to change some words in it,

eal men'to dispense liquor in shops, is directly opposed to
the spirit of the At. The Act provides that when liquors
are required, (sub section 4, section 99) foce medical purposes,
they can be procured on the certificate of a modical man
having no interest in the sale. Under the proposed amend-
ment, a medical man can prescribe in violation of the
spirit of this clause of this Act, and I fear it will open the
door to abuses -ruch wider than it is opened at present.
The committee should hesitate before opening any wider
door, under the Scott Act, for the purpose of per.
mitting the sale of intoxicating liquor. Now, with
regard to the sale of pharmaceutical preparations,
I am not aware of any case, nor do I know that
the hon. member for South Lanark is aware of any,
where difficulty bas arisen under the law, as it now stands.
I am not aware that any chemist or druggist, in Ontario at
all events, bas been prosecuted for the violation of the Act.
It seems to me that the bitter authority is that at present
many of those preparations can be sold without constitu.
ting a violation of the Canada Temperance Act. I am
informed that, some years ago, an opinion was procured by
some of the chemists of Ontario that the sale of some of
the -preparations mentioned in this amendment would b a
violation of the law, but I do not think that there is a
single instance of a prosecution having been had under the
Act, and it will b time enough, when a ditflculty arises
under this section, to discuss the advisability of an amend.
ment such as the one proposed. Throughout the whole
Dominion the contention is that there are too many faci-
lities for thesale of liquor; and inthe intorestof the Canada
Temperanue Act, it would not b at all wiso to pass the
amendment suggosted.

which wili not change its principle, in order to give it Mr. FISIER. I muet take upon myscif te oppose the
effect. an»ndruents propesed by the hon. mnember for Santh

Mr. HAGGART. The further object, of course, is to janark. I amnot awaro wbetbor that hon. gentlaman
add the ameedments, of which I gave notice, to the >Bill of gave notie that they wouid ho introdaced into this Billat
the hon. member for North Lanark (Mr. Janieson). 1 this stage, but I was uredor the impression thatthey werto
propose to move the addition to this Bill. Its eobject is toe introduced into the Billeofthe lon, member for North
allow chemists and druggists and doctors to seîl certain Lanark, whieh wo are pot now discussing. I do not be-
officinal preparations. ieve, therefore, that these ameudments are in order, but

stilI I do net care te moect the lion. gcntieinan on thât Poinlt ,
Motion agreed to, and House resolved itsell into Com- and would rather di8onMt bis arnnmeu't4 on thoir morits.

maitteo. a fully endormes thoewords of the hon. mem ber fer North
Lanark, who kasnot said tht those wha dsir e violate

ntheSeott Acthbave wuogroult f eiities for doing tsB, a d that

îfthe is ae t I bwasaunder the prSothAt, theyereto

Mr. HAGGART. I beg te move the felloiwing amend- ifteebaycag eb aeii h rt ui ah
mont: rather te o made in the diretion mo giving thor Nwho

PrO,'ided aseo, that nothipg in this Act shall be hld to interfere-wis.h te enforce ic greater power t do s . Should the
with the purchase or sale, by Iegally qualifled physilans, chernista or ariedeontshof the heo. member fer Snth Lanark oecar-
drugsiâts, of the following articlesthat jeto ml : rid o ery ieened ohemis and duggist in a Stont Act

1. The -offeinaipreparations of lhe authoriaed pharmacopomas whes oouaty wal rbae sIss hiquorsfer medi nal purpses,
made of fu l medicinal trength, and sold only for uelicilyapurpoàes. and samedse mri wiol o able tehon mthemeven on bis own

2. PhysicianLh prescriptions aontainingabrstuowoiquors If sold po
in( quantitie of not more than ten monces at any timtee.) eteaot havet ataciltieaon santh

3. Any patent medicine, unieg oco patent medicine ameknown to hepgitions, nd one .hiclios unfair in hvery posibLe way.
the vendor to becartable of behng ueedrm a beverageanthediteedf which iodt know .x£ctlyhow it l in ofariv, but 1 venture

Sviodation of ,The Ganoda Teperan e Act, 1e8.rek
4. oau de fologne, bay rum, or other articles of persuaeryyo s. etbrt lceuld those amendmedts h adSpted,thAre

lotions, extracts, varaishes, tinctures or otier pharmaceutcl prepara- would b. a large incoase in tllnu msr of druggis weo
ticnE cttaiingothol, but ot intended for iuse a beverages.f s kaetiobaiae ihat iênyse or who bve procured clerks

5. Alnohol r mehylaied spirit, fer pbarmatendcalmhi o to positiaoAndie tir isnet oit ea
mechanicai uses. hthatàhav ob'ained it. I believe this is not intended to

Each auch male to be recorded in a book kept for the prpose, giving aupply the pe(qple with more chemicals or more drugs, but is
the name and address of the purchaser, the quantity and name of simply intended to supply themr with more lignor. I think
hiquor, the medical man prescribing the same, the purpose for which it th i amend ment is agwmst the spirit of the Scott Act, and!a rEquired, and the said book to be open for inspecton by the conty
infpector under the Canada Temperance Act at a times. would becvery etri mental to the working of the Scott Act.

Mr. EDGIAR Does the hon. member for North Lanark I believe it is the opinion of this House that the Scott Act
Consider the amendments desirable and proper? should romain on our SLatutc-b-ok, and, that being the case,

prop I believe it is the duty of the House to maintain that Act
Mr JAMI® ON. I ave voited againt these amend- in its integrity, and not to impede its working. I believe

ments before and am still prepared to oppose them, the resuit of this amendment woull be disastrous to the
because I think that the facilities tor the sale of liquor fnow; working of the Act. We know that we had a very strong
are tOo graat, sad they ought to be ourtaited rathrer than expression of opinioi in the Province of Ontario not long
Uaarged. The first smedmet, that which alewe medi- ago against the Act, and I believe that that result is largely
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due to the fact that the people have found that the Act bas I
not been properly worked, that they have not been able toj
enforce it ; and I think, in view of that fact, this House
should do nothing which woýu!d irnpede the working of
the Act, or moke it of less force. Therefore I call upon
the committee to rJeet this amendament. I bave no
desire to interfere with trade, and, if it could be done with
ont interfering with the workin tof the Act, I should bo
glad to allow upright druggists and chemists to carry on
their business. That class of man thinks it is not fair that
one druggist or chemist should have the right to sel these
liquors for certain purposes when another, who is his rival,
is not allowed to do so. When a deputation of those chem-
ists and druggists came to me a short time ago, and asked
me to support these amendments, I suggested to them that
the best way to avoid wbat they complained of was that
thore should be no druggist or chemist given a license at
ail in any Scott Act county, and that in that case no one
could complain that his rival had been unduly favored. I
believe that suggestion has not been favorably received,
and, therefore, I bolieve tbat the chemists and druggists'
are not in favor of what I suggestod. While a large num.
ber of these gentlemen, no doubt, are honestly and rightly
endeavoring to carry out the principles of the Act, there is
a darger that this amendment may contributo towards the
drinking of lIquor in Scott Act counties, and, therefore, I
cannot support it.

Mr. SUTHERLAND. I cannot agree with my hon.
friond as to the effect of this amendment. The bon. member
for North Lanark (Mir. Jamieson) has Admitted that in
Scott Act counties the druggists have been selling large
quantities of liquor, but noneof them have been fined. I
understand that these amendmonts simply provide that it
shall be legal for druggists to sell these preparations. As I
understand the object of these amendments, it is that modical
men may have liquor to be used in the preparation of their
medicines and may prescribe the use for their patients
only. My hon. friend boside me (Mr. Fisher) thinke this
may interfere with the working of the Scott Act. I have
had letters from prominent supporters of the Scott Act in
my county who have a different opinion. At present, one
vendor bas a license to seli liquor, and ho is not allowed to
soll anything less than 10 ounces. You can see that, where
1 oz or j oz of liquor is prescribed, it becomes necessary
to purchase 10 ozs. and that is kept in the bouse, because
the Scott Act requires that a small quaritity cannot
be purchased. My hon. friend has referred to the unpopu-
larity of the Act in many of the counties of Ontario.
I feel that this is one of the reaons, because the Act has
been found to work unfavoribly in this respect. The com.
mittee will remember that, when this question was discussed
on the same amendment in the Session of 1885, a legal
opinion was furnished from a very distinguished legal firm
in Ontario stating that, under the provisions of the Act, ail
druggists were liable to be prosocuted for selling the pre-
p arations referred to in these amendments, and that Mr.

lake at that time, in speaking to these amendments, stated
that ho was not prepared to disagree with that opinion, and
for that reason ho voted for the amendments which were
similar to those now moved. Those amendments were then
carried in this House by two to one, after being very cure-
fully and fally considered. I think it would be in the in-
terest of the community generally if these amendments
were supported by temperance people in Scott Acta counties
and 1 hope the House will support them, as they did bofore,
by a large majority.

Amendnent negatived by 59 to 34.
Mr. HICKEY. I wish to propose another amendment.

In some Scott Act counties where the Act has been repealed,
there romains a large sum of money froin the fines collected,1
and the counties have no authority for using the money

Mr.PIshul.

under the law except for the enforcement of the Scott &ot,
and I move the following resolution to meetthat dialculty:-

In counties in which the Canada Temperance Act shall bave been
repealed, such moneys as have been or shall be hereafter paid to anv
municipality for the purposes of the Act, under the provisions of the
Order in Conncil dated 15th November, 1886, made in pursuance of the
Act, 19 Vie., chap. 44, intituled : "An Act respecting the application of
certain Fines and Forfeitures," shall be appropriated, first, to the pay-
ment of any expenses which may have been or may be hereafter
incurred for the enforcement of the Act, and the balance, if any, shall
be disposed of for county purposes:

(a) Such moneys as have been or shall be paid te the ofBeers of any
union of counties shall be distributed among the united counties for the
payment of sc expenses as atoresaid, pro rataaccording to the pro-
portion of fines callected in each of the united counties."1

Mr. ROOME Would it not be well that that should
apply to all courties ? In the county of Middlesex there is
a large sum of money in the bands of the treasurer, and we
want some way of distributing it among the people from
wbom it was taken. Why should our case not be included
in that motion, until that Act is repealed in the county ? I
hope the Scott Act will be so amended that it wili not
require to be repealed in Middlesex; at the same time we
want some way of disposing of that money.

Mr. SCRIVERl If I understand the meaning of that
amendment, I do not think it is framed 80 as to meet the
hon. gentleman's object. He says: "in the counties where
the Act shall have been repealed." I understand him to
refer to the counties in which the Act has been repealed as
well.

Mr. HICKEY. Whore the Act bas been repealed; I do
not say anything about the counties where it is to be re-
pealed. In our counties there is a sum of money that
cannot be appropriated until we have power from this Par-
liament to dispose of it. It must romain there for the en-
forcement of the Scott Act, and there is no Scott Act in
force.

The CHAIRMAN. It is proposed to make the amend-
ment read 4"in counties in which the Canada Temperance
Act bas been repealed, or shall hereafter be repealed."

Mr. JAMIESON. I do not know how that will consort
with the statute passed last Session in the Ontario Legisla-
ture. I do not remember just now the provisions of that
Act, but there was an Act passed last session providiig for
the appropriation of monoy wbich was paid in under the
Canada Temperance Act. Of course that amendment goes
this far, that before there is any surplus to be paid over te
the county for county purposes, all claims upon the funds
for the enforcement of the law must be fully met. It is
only, as I understand, with reference to the balance which
maiy romain in the hands of the county treasurer after all
these claims are met. As the money came from the people
of the county it was not an unreasonable proposition that
it should be returnel to them, that is provided there is a
safeguard.

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). It strikes me that, however
this money came into the hands of the county treasurer,
this Parliament bas no jurisdiction to legislate as to how
the money should be applied. It is wholly a matter that
falls within the.jurisdiction of the Provincial L-gislature.

Mr. HICKEY. Tùe Act of 1886 provided that fines
under the Scott Act wore payable for the publie use of
Canada. Then an Order in Council provided that manici-
palities should make use of the fines for the enforcement of
the Act, and they must ba relieved and authority obtained
to expend it for other purposes.

Mr, TISDALE. From the discussion that has already
arisen there is evidently some doubt in regard to this amerd-
ment. While I have no objection to any amendment being
fully considered by the committee, I hardly think it is fair
to the Bill that, when all the clauses up to the hinth have
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been passed without any serions objection being offered,
anything should be doue that would tend to prevent the
Bil passmig both Houses, so that it might come into force
immediately. A discussion has arisen on the amendment,
and doubts have been raised as to the jurisdiction of this
Parliament. Under these circumstances I would ask the
hon. gentleman to withdraw it, and have it disoussed on the
Bill next on the Order paper.

Sir JOHN A: MACDONALD. It is of importance that
this Bill now before the committee should pass, and there
should not be attached to it any resolution of this kind, I
do not mean to speak in favor or against it, or say whether
it is good or bad; but there is considerable doubt in res-
pect to it, and it perhaps may lead to the Bill being lost.
I think, therefore, the hon. gentleman should withdraw his
motion for the present.

Mr. FISHER. I hope the First Minister will not act dif-
ferently now from the way he acted a few minutes ago in
regard to the hon. member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart).
He allowed clauses which were protested against most em-
phatically to pass without remonstrance, and now, when an
amendment is moved by the hon. member for Dundas (Mr.
Hickey), he objects to its passing, whille the only objection
raised has been a purely tochnical objection, not an objec-
tion against the principle of the Bill, whereas in the other
case there was a most emphatic protest against the princi-
ple, not only by members on this side, but from hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. That motion the hon. gentleman allowed
to pass without an objection.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Because I was in favor
of it.

Mr. FISHER. The hon. gentleman is quite willing to
support the introduction of amendments wben ho is in favor
of them, but wheu he is not in favor of them he objects. I
understood the First Minister was not going to express an
opinion as to whether he was in favor or against this amend-
ment, but that he objected to it on the general principle that
it was introducing extraneous matter, which was apparently
quite within the power of the House. The hon. gentleman
has made fish of one and flesh of another.

Mr. TISDALE. Hon. gentlemen have mistaken my
suggestion. In regard to this amendment there is a doubt
as to whether we have jurisdiction.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Where is the doubt ?
Mr. TISDALE. There is a question as to our dealing

with the funds, there is a doubt raised as to whether we
have the right to interfere inthat matter-I am not saying
whether we have the right or not. In the other case it was
purely a question of principle, and that amendment was
therefore one which the committee could deal with. In this
case, however, the question of jurisdiction lias been raised.

Mr. LISTER. How do you argue any doubt in the
matter ?

Mr. TISDALE. Not any further than that one hon.
gentleman has doubted about the disposition of the money
and another member has pointed out that in the Province
of Ontario there is already somer law dealing with the f unds.
I am not deciding whether these doubts have any foundation
or not, but lon. gentlemen have raised them and have
raised the question of jurisdiction. For these reasons I ask
the hon. gentleman to withdraw the motion so as not to
have in the Bill any provisions about which there is
quetion.

Mr. JAMIE3ON. I referred a few moments ago to an
Act passed at the last Session of the Oâtario Logislature.
The statutes are not issued yet, but I read a copy of the
Bill a few daysago. My recollection of it is that all moneys
which were paid in for fines and forfeitures to the county

treasurer under the Canada Temperance Act were ap-
propriated under the Act for certain purposes, one of which
was payment for a police magistrate for the county for the
purpose of enforcing the law and the balance was applied
for payment of the luspector and certain othier purposes.
I am sorry I cannot place my band on tth Act, but its
terms might perbaps be seen in the Ontario Gazette; but
the most serious objection I see o the amendment is the
fact that these moneys are already appropriated specially
in Ontario under the law to which I have made reference.

Mr. HICKEY. In deference to the opinion of the hon.
member for South Norfolk (Mr. Tisdale), who I greatly
respect, I withdraw the amendment.

Amendment withdrawn.
Committee reported.
On motion for third reading,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) The effect of that amendment

has hardly been considered by everybody. I think the
hon. gentleman in charge of the Bill might say it will be
read to-morrow.

Mr. TISDALE. That would do, if the bon. gentleman
is prepared to take the responsibility of saying that this
Bill should not pass this Session.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Why ?
Mr. TISDALE. Because thero is no other day.

Government have all the other days.
The

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.[.) I do not object if that is the case.
Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed.

PROTECTION OF RAILWAY EMPLOYÉS.

The Order being called, House in committee on Bill (No.
5) for the protection of railway employés.

Mr. DENISON. Mr. McCarthy had charge of this
Bill, but I believe it was understood it would be taken up in
connection with the Government Bill on railways. I move
that the Order be discharged, and that said Bill be referred
to the Comittee of the Whole on Bill No. 24-the general
Bill on railways.

Motion agreed to.

CANADA TEMPE RANCE ACT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 10) to
amend the Canada Temperance Act.-(Mr. Jamieson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 5,
Mr. JAMIESON. ThePe bas been an amendmentinserted

in the Bill of the hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy),
which renders this amendrment unnecessary, and I will
therefore ask the permission of the committee to strike out
that clause, and re-number the other clauses in the section.

On section 6,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.). Will the hou. member explain

the change?
Mr. JAMIESON. In this clause there are two changes

from the original text. One change bas reference to the
quantity of liquor which may be prescribed. Under the Act
not less than one pint eau be prescribed, and we propose to
leave the quantity in the discretion of the medical man.
There is no necessity I think for limiting the preecriptions
to a pint, bocause in many cases much less than a pint
would be sufficient. The next change in this clause imposes
a penalty on a medical man giving a colorable or fraudulent
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certificate. Those are the two changes from the original
toit.

Mr. TISDALE. If the hon. gentleman proposes that the
law shall romain, that there shal be no appeal from the de-
cision of a magistrate in offences under the Scott Act, as
there is in every other class of offences, I shah object to this
clause. If he consents to eliminate this from the Bill I shall
not oppose this clause. i do nrot believe that the clas%
of mon, such as the physicians and surgeons of this country
are, should be subject to be taken up, and fined or impri-
soned on the decision of magistrates who wik1 have absolute
jurisdiction in those matters if there ho no appeal. If the
hon. gentleman will consent that we may ameni the ori-
ginal Act, by giving the same right of appeal as there is in
all other offences under the general laws of the country,
thon I bave no objection to this clause. If ho will not do
that I must move that part of it which proposes a penalty
on physicians or surgeons shall be struck out of the Act. I
contend that if the generat laws of the land are not sudicient
to ensure justice in all classes of offences of a like nature,
thon we should amend the general laws of the land. I do not
believe that in temperance, or any other logislation, excep-
tional laws should put power that may injure the character
and ieputaion ofa man, in the hands of a class of magis-
trates who under this class of logislation would be
the sole judges. From such experience of judgments and
decisions as I have seen to my personat knowledge,
where according to any light that I have, and that any
roasonable man would have, of what the law of evidence
should be, that a doctor should be, without appeal, taken up,
and fined, his repuitation blasted and in some cases sont to
gaol if he dos not pay the penaity, solely at tho will of
the magistiate, whetber there is any evidence to support
the charge or not. If the hon. gentleman will leave this
Canada Temperarco Act as it is, I shall do as I did last
Session; I shall vote that it romains on the Statute-book,
in all those counties whero it is declared by the wili of the
people to bu in force, until they bave a chance to repeal it,
as I believe they will do, as they did in my county after an
experience of three years. 1 object to giving this star
chamber power, and I will oppose any clause that gives
such special power to ary court, without the same right of
appeal that is to be had in other casea. Therefore, I move,
uness tho hon. genlian wili say ibat ho will consent to
bave that struck out of the other Act, that all that part of
the section that imposes a penalty on these physicians
shallh b stiuck out o the Act.

Mr. JAMIESON. I do not quite understand the drift of
tbe remarkrs of the hon. gentleman who bas just sut down
in reference to the right of appeal. If the bon. gentleman
examines the Canada Tomperance Act, he wilI find that
when a conviction is made before two ordinary magistrates
or justices of the peace, there is the usual right of appeal.
It is only where the conviction is made by a stipendiary
mgagistrate or a police magistrate, who ordinarily has the
Power of two justices of the pence, that there is no appeal.
Now, I think hat Ibe safeguards whieh are already thrown
around the rights of parties who may be prosecuted under
the law aro quito sufficient. I grant that if one ordinary
justice of the peace bad power without appeal to convict,
thore would be sometbing in the contention of the hon gen-
tleman ; but inasmuch as there is an appeal from the deci-
sion of two justices cf the peace, and in other respects the
prosecution must be bc fore a sti pendiary magistrate or some
officer having the authority of two justices of the peace,
I think the hon. gentleman's contention falis to the
ground. So far as the medical profession are concerned,
this is not a slur cast on respectable medical men. I have
no doubt that every medical man in this liouse, who occu-
pies an honorable position in hia profession, wili fairly con-
aider this amendment, and say that it is not unreasonable;

Mr. JAumisos.

but there are in the medical profession, as well as ia every
other profeasion, black sheep, and we have to provide against
them. Why, net longer ago than this afternoon 1was in-
formed of a case in the Province of Ontario, of a medical
man who had lost caste in his piofession, who wa in the
habit of giving certificates for two or three gallonsof liquor
to persons keeping honses of public entertainment. It is.
for the purpose of meeting cases o this character that this
amend ment is required, and I earnestly hope that the enm-
mittee will stand by it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I support entirely the view
taken by theb hon. member for South Norfolk (Mr. Tisdale).
The bon. gentleman who has just spoken says there is an
appeal from two justices of the peace, and that there is no
appeal from a stipendiary magistrate. If the principle is good
in the one case, it is in the other. Iknow from my own per-
sonal knowledge that sti pendiary magistrates have decided on
evidence whiéh the judges of the Suprenoe Colft ddelared
did net afford the slightest foundation for a conïiet"on. If
a stipendiary magistrate who is strong in his views chooses
to enforce the Act strictly, and without due regard te the
evidence, the party who fails has te bear the consequences;
and we al know that when a case goes before a higher
tribunal, although the judges themsevfs may feef that they
would have come to a different conclusion if they had tried
the case in the first instante, they geÈerally do not interfere
with the judgment of the court that had the witn'éss before
it. I think it is in the interest of justice and the iberty of
the subject that that section should be iepealed,. and 1 wiff
cordially support the motion of the hon. nerhber'for Souti
Norfolk. But I agree with bim in his suggestion th«#,, if the
bon. member for North Lanark will agree to that secon
being struck eut of the Canada Temperance Act, this section
might go as il Ai.

Mir. TISDALE. With the permission of the commit-
tee, i wili withdraw the amendment, because it would, per-
haps, be wiser and fairer, on the whole, that to these
clauses shoulid b added a clause, which I will draw after-
wards, giving the right of appeal which is provided for or-
dinary proceedings by the Summary Convictions Act, in
ail cases of penalty under the Scott Act. Ihave no objec-
tion to fining anybody who offends against the principle of
the Act, provided that the fine can orily be enforced under
the ordinary laws of the land. Tn moving such an amend-
ment, i am quite prepared te take all the responsibility of
i t. I believe that in the Legistature, as in other places, a
man, shoal<i have the courage of his convictions ; and while
I wish to be understood as being a temperate and a temper-
ance man, I am not a total abstainer, and I think there are
thousands of men in this community who are as earnest in
their convictions in one way as i give the bon. gentleman
credit for being earnest in bis way ; and in this or any other
free country, where exceptional legislation is attempted on
the ground that it is necessary te the Act, you may
depend upon it that the sentiments of the people
are so much against that Act that you cannot en-
force it under the ordinary laws of tâe land. That
being the case, I ask the temperance men te pause, in the
case of temperance, because, as ithe recent nine elections
have illustratei, the majority of the people believing
in temperaree, many of them in prohibition, have found by
experience, by attempting te enforce the Act by this class
of magistrates, by star chambers, as I call them, by such
scenes of perjury in the courts, and riots in the commnnity,
snch going back on the quietnees and the temperance that,
had exited belore, that they rose in those counties and re-
pealed the Act that had operated se badly. i believe that
treedom is guarded by making general laws for the enforce-
ment of crime. Therefore, if I were alone in my conten-
tion,-I would say, change the general lawa of the country if
they are not suffloient to punish crimei do not give exoep-
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tional powers, for the moment you do you impair the liber-
ty of the general classes of the community by allowing any
one clas to say that exceptional offences shall be enforced by
other than the ordinary safeguards which all free countries
say should be open, namely, the ordinary right of appeal.
I feel this strongly for this reason: I have given some
attention to the question of jurisprudence, and I have
always found, as far as I have been ableto examine it-and
particularly in the history of this temperance question as
illustrated in the neighboring Republic where the same
kind of legislation bas been tried-that the result has been
that, in the end, the general tendency to settle difficulties
on broad general principles has been more effective than
any exceptional legislation entrusted to any spesial class of
men. Therefore, if the Scott Act can be enforced by apply-
ing the same general principles to it as are applied in the
enforcement of any other class of criminal offences,
surely it is a mistake to try and restriet the application of
those principles by any special provision of this sort. If
the general laws of the country dealing with crime are not
strong enough to meet the class of offences enumerated in
this Act, let us thon discuss the advisability of changing
the general law, but let us not have one special law applic-
able to one class of offences and another to another.

Mr. LISTER. Will yon submit your amendment?
Mr. TISDALE. I submit the spirit of it.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The first proposition of the hon.

gentleman, if applied, would render the whole section null,
and I understand him to withdraw that proposition. If the
bon. gentleman would confine himself to an amendment
declaring that an appeal should lie from a conviction under
this section, I would perhaps feel inclined to support it; but
his argument, if good for anything, went to show that the
Act should be entirely repealed. If his amendment, the spirit
of which, he says, he has given to the louse, should carry,
the result would be to strike a severe blow at the enforce-
ment of the Act altogether. The hon. gentleman knows
that witnesses, who eau be obtained for summary convie-
tion, are not the class of people who will wait three or four
months nutil an appeal can ho heard ; and if you give an
appeal in all cases, you will find that in fifty per cent. of
them the witnesses will not be forthcoming, as they will
either have been spirited away or will have business
elsewhere. Experience bas shown that whore an appeal
lies from a sunmary conviction, it is almost impoe-
sible to get, after a delay of three or four months, the
witnesses at all. We have had some experience of the
working of the Summary Convictions Act before stipen-
diary magistrates, and I think that the people, in the Mari-
time Provinces at any rate, have sufficient confidence in
those magistrates as judges of the fact to dispense with the
necessity for an appeal. Should these magistrates go be-
yond their jurisdiction, the proceedings can be reviewed by
means of a writ of certiorari in the Superior Court; and it
would be a great mistake to adopt the amendment suggested
by theb hon. member unless we would repeal the Act alto-
gether.

Mr. TISDALE. As far as this particular offence is con-
cerned, I will accept the hon. gentleman's suggestion, but I
wish him to understand that at a later period, I will, if
some one else does not, move to repeal that section.

Mr. JAMIESON I wish to say in reply to the bhon.
lember for South Norfolk that, as stated by theb on. mem-

ber for Queen's, P.E.I., it would be more advisable for him
to move for the repeal of the law altogether. Any person
who has anything to do with the enforcement of the law,
knows that a very great difficulty arises in procuring the
attendance of witnesses and in securing a conviction at alil;
and even if an appeal should be permitted from the deci-
sio f lte stipendiary magistrat, or police magistrate, in
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ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, there would be secarely
a witness procurable at the time of the appeal. If the
magistrate exceeds bis jurisdiction or acts without juriedic-
tion, there is already, on general principles, the right to re-
move the conviction by certiorari, and have it quasbed if itis
in any way irregular, and, as a general rule, the polie magie.
trates and stipendiary magistrates are men versed in the law
and of considerable experience in the working of the law,
so tbat in very few cases has there been any injustice done
by them. The fact of the matter is that great diffieulty
bas been experienced inb securing a conviction, even in cases
in whicb everybody is convinced that an infringement of
the law bas taken place. So far as cases where le charac-
ter of a medical man is involved, are concerned, I would
not object, although I have not heard of any cases of that
kind, to an appeal being had to the judge sitting in Cham-
bers; as regards the Province of Ontario, and in the other
Provinces, with whose legal machinery I am not familiar,
there might be an appeal to some court of appellate jurie-
diction. But I am certainly opposed in toto to allowing an
appeal generally.

Mr. ROOKE. Being one of those who would be affected
by this clause of the Act, I must say I agre to a great ex-
tent with the hon. member for Lanark. It is evident thiat
the Sott Act has not been working in the interests of the
temperance cause or it would not bave been repealed, as it
bas been a few weeks ago, in so many counties. Therefore
it is right this lHouse should try to amend that act so as to
make it workable. In this case, I admit there are some
medical men who assist in the violation of that Act. I have
seen during the past year many cases in which physicians
bad prescribed liquor by the gallon at a time, which liquor
was alterwards sold by the parties who bad obtained it.
We ought therefore to put some clause in the Act whereby
such physicians will b amenable to punishment. Such a
clause would not apply to physicians who carry out the law,
but there are in the medical profession, as in every other,
men who endeavor to evade the law, and with these we
should have some mode of dealing. I propose to move the
following amendmient in respect to the offences by this
clause enacted :-" appeal will lie as in the ordinary
cases under the Summary Convictions Act." That wil
give us a chance to prevent this abuse of which I
have spokon. I would not like to place myseif in the
hands of the magistracy of the country to any great ex-
tent without a chance of an appeal. There are some of
them whom 1 do not consider trustworthy and at times it
might not be safe for modical men to be placed at their
mercy if deprived of that right. By an appeal we would
have some safeguard against an unjust decision. One of
the great drawbacks to the working of the Scott Act bas
been the arbitrary action of justices of the peace and stipen-
diary magistrates, and I venture to say that, if it is carried
out in that way, it will be repealed in every oounty in
Canada. Itl is on that ground that I movethis amendment.

Mr. FISHER. I think it would be dangerous te intro-
duce a clause by which the trial of medical men would
be made appealable from the decision of the stipen-
diary magistrate. We have a good deal of diffloulty in
carrying out the provisions of the Act, and I think it iq
most important that the working of the Act should be as
simple as possible. If au appeal is allowed in certain casses,
and no appeal lies i similar eases, it would be very diffi-
cult to decide in which case it should be allowed and in
which case it should not be allowed. I think the prespnt
provision is quite sufficient, that there should4 b an appeal
from the decision of two ordinary magistrates, bat is a
different thing when the case is tried before a stipendiary
magistrate. The stipendiary magistrates are generally
men who are well known as lawyers, and their ability to
try such masesins weH known, They are generally of the
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same class as that from which police magistrates are
chosen in cities to try cases under the Summary Convic-
tions Act, and I think that is a sufficient safeguard to pre-
vent the necessity of an appeal. I am not a lawyer, and I
do not propose to deal with this from a technical or legal
standpoint, but, knowing the difficulties which exist in
regard to prosecutions under this Act, I should be sorry to
see any weakening of the mode by which these prosecu-
tions are carried out. The hon. member for Middlesex
(Mr. Roome) has admitted that many medical men have
lent themselves to the breaking of the Act, and I think it
would be in the interests of the profession to have any such
men punished for such a hoinous crime as a deliberate
breaking of the law.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). My hon. friend speaks of the
stipendiary magistrates being lawyers, but, in my Province
at all events, except in the city of St. John, as a rule they
are not. Perbaps they are superior to and more experienced
than justices of the peace, but at the same time they have
eztreme views in many cases ; and cases have occurred,
where, in spite of clear evidence to the contrary, they have
convicted parties in a way which would not stand in any ordi-
nary court of justice. If the principle of appeal is correct in
one case, it is correct in all cases, and no man should be
deprived of that right unless in some matter of exigency,
where the private right should yield for public reasons. My
hon. friend from Prince Edward Island (Mr. Davies) speaks
of an appeal involving a re-hearing. I do not agree with
him in that, but I think the party should be allowed to have
the decision revised by a superior tribunal. The general
rule is that the Superior Court will not interfere with the
decision of the magistrate except where the evidence is of
such a character or is so weak as to show that the magis-
trate had wrougly convicted. When we come to the case
of medical mon and make them amenable to a fine, I do
not think they should be subject altogether to the decision
of one magistrate without any appeal or without any
opportunity to have the decision revised by a superior
tribunal. The question is, is the power to appeal a right
one ? If it is in other cases just that the parties should have
the right to appeal to a higher tribunal, surely it is just in
this case also.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1.) I would suggest this amend-
ment:

Provided that the 119th section of the said Act, takingaway the appeal,
shall not apply to any such conviction of a medical man.

Mr. LANDRY. Will that allow the appeal to go before
the County Court, or will it necessitate the question going
again belore the jury ? .

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) It simply takes away the pro-
hibition contained in the 119th section, declaring that no
appeal shall lie from the :ecision of a stipendiary magis.
trate. The other clauses declare to what court the appeal
lies, if it lies at all. There is another section of the Act,section 103, which declares how the prosecution shall be
brought, and the subsequent sections declare how the appeal
may be taken.

Mr. LANDRY. That is the Summary Convictions Act,and that will cause it to go before the jury again.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Not in our Province.
Mr. WELDON (St. John.) It might be by a writ of

certiorari.
Mr. JAMIESON. We propose to repeal sub-section 4 of

section 99, and that amemendment might be held to apply
to the whole section.

Amendment (Mr, Davies) agreed to.
Mr. HICKEY. I beg leave to move that the word "two"

in line 31, be struck out and the word "one" besubstituted
Mr. Fsim.

therefor. At present the law requires that a man wanting
liquor must get a certificate signed by two justices of the
peace. This is frequently found to be very inconvenient,
I propose that one justice of the peace be sufficient.

Mr. JAMIESON. This is a part of the original Act, and
we do not propose to change that. I think it ought to be
allowed to remain in the state it is.

Mr. ROOME. I sgree with-the hon.member for Dundas
(Mr. Hickey) that this should be changed. In many cases
in rural sections of the country, a man may have to drive
ten or twelve miles to find a second magistrate before he
can purchase three or four ounces of alcohol. This incon.
venience prejudices many men against the Temperance Act,
and if it were removed the Act would be more popular.

Mr. FISHER. I must protest against this change in the
Act, The original Act provided there should be two magis-
trates so as to give greater respectability to the court, and
also to make sure that on no occasion should a magistrate
be chosen who would be especially in the interest of the
liquor party. It is very essential that a safeguard should be
thrown not only around those who are prosecuted, but also
around those who are prosecuting.

Mr. LISTER. There is no difficulty about working this
section. There is no reason why the act should be changed
from two magistrates to one magistrate, because if liquor is
required for medicinal purposes the certificate of a magis-
trate is not required at all; if it is required for the purpose
of art or manufacture, then and then only is a certificate
required.

Mr. HICKEY. What is the good of two ? Sometimes
farmers core in and want to get whiskey to make whiskey
pickles. I have been applied to frequently by people who
do not know where to go, who do not know where the magis.
trates live, and perhaps they have to go two or three miles
to hunt up two magistrates. Why bother people and compel
thern to hunt up two magistrates.

Mr. LISTER. I think my hon. friend will agree with me
that the Act does not contemplate whiskey pickles at alil.

Mr. HICKEY. It says art.
Mr. FISHER. At first I misunderstood the scope of this

amendment, but I still object to it, although it has not the
same force that I supposed at first. I think it would be
very easy indeed, in many districts, to get one magistrate
who would give a certificate for almost anything. We know
that many magistrates are appointed without any particular
care, and it would no doubt be easy to get a single magis.
trate to sign a certificate for anybody to get liquor.

Mr. HICKEY. If you can get one, you ca" get two.
Mr. LISTER. It is hardly likely there would be two of

that kind of magistrates in the same district.
Amendment negatived.
On section 7,
Mr. JAMIESON. I find the courts have construed the

law in such a way as to obviate the necessity for this
section, and I would ask that it be struck out.

Section struck out.
On section 8,
Mr. JAMIESON. In this section we have made one

general rule over the whole Dominion. Under the law as
it at present stands there is a special rule for each Pro-
vince. Now, I think the only officiai whose name has been
omitted, of those before whom a prosecution can be brought,
is that of the sheriff. In the Province of Ontario I am not
aware that the sheriff bas any j'dicial function, but I am
told that in the Province of Quebe he has the authority of
two justices of the peace. If that be so, they would still
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have juriediction under. thi8 section. It has been found that
in many cases in the Province of Ontario, one officer named
in the Act has ousted the jurisdiction of another. For in-
stance, the mayor in a town has been held to oust the
jurisdiction of a oounty magistrate, and this has.led to a
great deal of confusion, at all events in Ontario. I cannot
speak with reference to the other Provinces.

Mr. LISTER. Wbat is the nature of the section for which
this is intended to be a substitute? I have explained that
the original Act provides a special rule for each Province;
it sets out the name of each magistrate, and this provision
is to apply a general rule for the whole Dominion, at the
same time making very little change in the law. I think
the only change is omitting mayor and sheriff, and the
mayor in Ontario has been held to possess a magistrate's
jurisdiction.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The old section wasspecific and well
understood. It was provided in each Province that prosecu-
tion should be brought before some civic officers named in
the section. We knew exactly who they were, and no doubt
had arisen as to jurisdiction. Now we are making a general
provision to apply all over the Dominion, and it is very
difficult to use such apt language that doubts cannot be
raised in regard to its meaning. I see several points that
might be raised.

Mr. LISTER. I agree with the hon. member who has
just spoken, and I think it is a mistake in the interests of
the Bill to press this section,

Mr. JAMIESON. I have gone carefully into the matter,
in which I have had the assistance of some eminent legal
gentlemen, and this section is the result of our deliberations,
and we consider it will be a decided improvement.

On section 10,

arrives at, must fall and his judgment is the one. that gov.
orns. I cannot agree with the contention that when an
information was laid before one or two magistrates it would
be wise to permit other magistrates to come in and sit on
the bench with the magistrate before whom the information
was laid. I remember cases in which justices of the peace
-it bappened more than once-who issued the information
were overruled by magistrates who took seats on the bench
in the interests of the accused, and who discharged a man
whe ought to have been convicted. One can readily see
that, if what the hon. gentleman suggests is carried into
effect, it is possible such a state of things would occur again,
and it is infinitely botter to entrust magistrates who have
issued information in the case to deal with it rather than
permit the accused to have bis friends on the bonch for the
purpose, perhaps, of frustrating a proper decision. At all
evenits I do not think the section is necessary.

Mr. MASSON. I quite agree with the remarks of the
hon. gentleman that the section is unnecessary, and if it
romains at all, the latter part should be struck eut. If this
was an ordinary case, there wouldbe no reason to find fault,
but if special legislation is to be enacted for the bonefit of
the prosecution in cases under the Act, the accused should
have the same rights as in other cases.

Mr. JAMIESON. I do not quite understand the con-
tention of the hon. gentleman, but every party who has any
grievance and lays an information before a justice of the
peace has the selection of bis own tribunal. This is, there-
fore, not any innovation. You cannot obligea man in case
of an assault or any other case, to go to certain magistrates
and lodge the information; ho can go to any magistrate or
justice of the poace in the county and lodge it. This clause
is simply for thO purpose of preventing a grievance which
bas occurred time and again, whon attempts have been

Mr. MASSON. I object to this section in its present made to pack the bonch for the purpose cf frustrating the
form. It is carrying the rule laid down in section 104 a ends ot justice. It is simply to avoid anything of that kind,
little further, and to that I object. In Ontario-I cannot but so far as giving a party a right to select any magistrate
speak for the other Provinces-a few -years ago a large in particular the proseoutor bas that right at the present
number of magistrates were appointed at the request of the time, and it is impossible to deprive him of it. This sec-
temperance people. By allowing the prosecutors to select tion is simply to prevent the frustration of the ends of
from the magistrates of the county any two before whcm to justice.
lay an information, and to confine the trial to those two Mr. TISDALE. I agree with the hon. momber formagistrates so chosen, is to allow the prosecutors to select Lambton (Ur. Lister) that the clause is quite unnecessarythose whom tbey consider prejudiced in their favor, and and that the law is alroady settled in regard to it. 1, there-the effect would be to shut ont all the other magistrates fore, move that the clause be struck out.of the county who have equal jurisdiction with them.
Under section 104, where officials are of higher standing, Mr. WELDON (St. John). I agree with the opinionjust
such as the recorder and the police magistrate, they hav- expressed by the bon. member. I have had this section be-
ing in themselves the authority of two magistrates, infor- fore the Supreme Court of New Brunswick and the Supreme
mation can be laid before them, as in section 104, a provi- Court of Canada, and the judges differed as to what was the
sion to which I have no objection; but wheie the prosecu- meaning of the clause.
tors have power to go over a whole county and select Lwo Mr. FISH g R. I think the opinion given by the hon.magistrates before whom to lay information-and I know member for St. John (M. Weldon) is a very strng argu-
Of instances where information bas been laid before magis. mont e favor of lhe clause. My hon. friend las just said
trates twenty miles distant from the place whore the offence that ho bas iad athasection before the judges cf New
was alleged to have been committed and the parties were Brunwi cka nd that te co n ot mak he ad ortof it,
dragged from one end of a large county to another-I think Brunswick, and that hey could not make bead or ta n f it,
great injustice will be donc. ln such a case great hardship or werds te that effect. If that is seoil is very important
would be done if a prosecutor was allowed to select bis own hat some amendent tBl hissection should ho made. Tce

jugseven thongi distant lwenty, thirly or forty miles section ie the présent Bill bas been carefally gene over, by
jdges emy friend from North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) and Mr.before whom the case should be tried, without there being Maclaren, counsel for the Alliance, in the iraming of this
Ani opportunity to ask other justices of the peace to sit with Bill. I think it would b3 dangerous, at all events so quickly

tora.Land on the spur of the moment, as has been shown by this
Mr. LISTER. I do not think this section is at all neces- slight discussion, to deliberately strike out thie section. I

sary. It bas been held, at all events in Ontario, that the think it would not be safe for us to allow the motion of the
justice of the peace before whom the information was laid hon. member for Norfolk (Kr. Tisdale) to pass.
is the justice who has the right to determine the subject- Mr. DAVIES (P.E .) I think it would be botter to leavematter of the information; that while, as a matter of cour- it in the Act, and there is no harm anyway.tesy, ho asks his brother justices to sit on the bench, etill
ADY judgment they may come to, if opposed to the one he Mr. JAMIESON. I think not.
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On section 11,
Er. JAMIESON. I beliove doubts have arisen in some

courts as to the power of the magistrates to enforce the
penAlty, after the conviction. The section je intended
simply to remove that doubt.

On section 12,
Mr. JAMIESON. I want the committee to permit me to

make a slight change in this section. After this section
was framed I ascertained, on looking into the law, that the
courts had interpreted those words which occur in the fourth
line of the section: "in respect to which an offence bas
been committed " to mean an offence for which conviction
bas taken place, and I simply ask to strike out those words:
" in respect to which an offence against the second part of
the Act bas been committed," and to substitute those words,
" are kept for sale in violation of the second part of the Act."
Il the Act is allowed to stand in its present shape without
this change, it will be quite useless so far as facilitating the
enforcement of the Act is concerned. I would explain fur-
ther, that the courts have hold, especially in Ontario, that
the search warrant under the Act shall issue only after a
conviction bas taken place, and the object of this clause is
to amend the law so as to permit a search warrant to issue
in the first instance, which was undoubtedly the spirit of
the legislation. Alter a conviction has taken place, the
issue of the search warrant would be quite ineffectual to
prevent an infringement of the law. I propose that in
the 35th line the words "in respect to which an offence
against the Act," and in the 36th line, " has been com-
mitted," be struck out and the following words inserted,
after the word "liquor " in the 35th lino "as kept for sale
in violation of the second part of this Act." I propose also
to add "or the Temperance Act of 1864." That amend-
ment was in the Bill which was passed by this flouse three
years ago, and was accidentally omitted in drafting the
Bill. I believe there i only one conuty in which the
Dunkin Act is in force, and the object is to apply the
search clause of the Canada Temperance Act to the Dankin
Act.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) The bon. gentleman will sec
that this wil make a great change in the Act. Under the
Act as it now stands you muet obtain a conviction for
baving sold liquor or baving liquor for sale. Immediately
you get a conviction they can seize the liquor for any
offence for which the defendant has been convicted and
you can destroy the liquor. The hon. gentleman proposes
to add the words, "that any liquor is kept for sale." You
may go and seize it, but when you seize it what are you
going to do with it? You cannot destroy it until yo have
a conviction, and you must have a conviction with respect
to that very identical liquor. As the clause is now it may
be defective in a sense, but it is clear that if yon have a
conviction you can immediately issue a warrant. Yon may
find no liquor, and I dare say you will not, but if you doP
find it you can destroy it.

Mr. JAMIESON. The destruction can follow. It is a
primdfacie case if you find the liquor.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seems to me that it is in- t
terfering with the rights of property. If you can seize, onf
the statement of any person that he suspects there is
liquor in a private house, it looke like an encroachment ont
the subject. C

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) He can seize the liquor, but what a
is ho going to do with it afterwardà ? I do not see how you
ean make those two sections agree.

Mr. JAMIESON. If the bon. gentleman will take the A
109th section ho will find that any kegs and barrels can obes
destroyed, so that I do not see any diffiaulty would arise s
under thie. g

Mr. Piila.

Mr. TISDALE. I move to strike out the words "at any
hour." Under the general law relating to, this clas of
offencea you cannot search a man's house at night time, and,
I think, following out my amendment, that this class of
offences sbould be treated under the general law. Under
this clause, if a search were permitted at night, all that
would be necessary would ho for an informer to swear that
he believes there is liquor in a man's house, and the police
could go at night and turn him out of bed and search his
house. The Aet as it stands merely says that a search
warrant shall be issued, and I suppose that the advocates of
this amendment are not satisfied with that. It is the gen-
oral law that search warrants shall only be issued in the
daytime; but I suppose this amendment is in pursuance of
the general argument that the law cannot be enforced with-
out some arbitrary power that the general law does not
recognise.

Mr. LISTER. Whore is the law that a search warrant
can only be issued in the day time ?

Mr. TISDALE, It can only be issued in the day time
for petty offences ; in cases of crime and felony it is
different ; but my knowledge.of the law is that in this class
of offences a search warrant cannot be issued in the night;
if it can, why is it necessary to ask us for this power ?

Mr. LISTER. The courts have held that every class of
offence is a crime.

Mr. TISDALE. Will the hon. member for Lambton tell
me the cases in which he as known search warrants to be
issued at night for petty offences ?

Mr. LISTER. I think they have a right, if they can get
into a man's house, at any time.

Mr. TISDALE. On the contrary, I have known many
search warrants to wait until morning in order to be
enforced. I am distinguishing crimes and felonies from
misdemeanors or petty offences ; and I say that by asking
us to give the same right of search that existe in the case
of a felony, the advocates of this amendment confess that
they have not that power now. No case is made out for
this arbitrary provision, and it is a case in which we ought
not to allow it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). In the Summary Convictions
Act no hour is named. It says that where any larceny or
felony is committed, the warrant shall issue.

Mr. McDONALD (Victoria, N. S.) I quite agree with the
promoter of this Bill that it is quite necessary, for this Act
to have any effect at all, that there should be a clause provid-
ing for a seareb, and I think it is necessary to leave in the
word "dwelling house." But I think the hon. gentleman re-
quires a little more machinery than he bas now. In the
case of the Nova Scotia License Act, whieh was passed by
a House in which the extreme temperance element was re-
presented far more strongly than it is in this louse, they
did not go quite as far as the hon. gentleman proposes to
go in this bill. That Act gives the right to search in any
dwelling bouse and take away any liquor found there; and
f the quantity found is more than is needed for the use of
he family, it is quite competent for the defendant to come
orward and show that it was not kept for the purpose of
ale. If ho does not do that, he is liable to a fine. I think
he promoter of this Bill will find it difficult, with the
clause as it stands, to carry out the purpose of the Bill,
and I would suggest that some such provision as I have
mentioned should be added to it.

Mr. JAMIESON. AsI understand the Canada Temperance
Act, the finding of liquor under a clause of this kind, is
imply primd faci. evidence, just as it is under the provincial
tatute to which the hon. gentleman refera. The hon.
entleman did not tell s whether ho had looked into the
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law and seen whother the right of search was simply in the belief that spirituous liquor is kept for sale in any house
day time. I eannot speak in reference to other Provinces, contrary to the provisions of the Act, maygrant a warrant
but I know that in the Province of Ontario the right of and it shall ho lawful for the person named in such war-
search existe under the Crooks Act at any time, and that rant, at any time within ton days from the date thereof, to
without any search warrant at all. enter by force the place named and examine all the pre-

Mr. LISTER. Legislation is necessary to grant that mises, and for this purpose ho may, with any assistance ne-
power. The question here is whother an officer has a right to cessary, break open any door or lock. We simply want the
enter a dwelling or other place after night with a search same provisions in this Act. We want that the officer may
warrant ? have power to enter at any time with a search warrant and

Mr. JAMIESON. I quite understand the reference made search the suspected promises.
by the hon. gentleman, but I am told thatthis is innovation Mr. LISTER. No doubt the section proposed here is not
in the law. The fact is that such a provision is one of the as strong as the section in the Crooks Act. The section of
most essential requirements for the enforcement of the law. my hon. friend has the same effect as this, but in this the
I suppose it is as true now as it was when the book was additional power is given to the officer to enter atany time
written that "mon that are drunken are drunken in the without a search warrant at ail. The plea of the temperance
night." Liquor is consumed ard carousals take place in people is that they are not able to enforce the Act because
the night time, and when the daylight cornes the liquor the evidences of guilt are made away with by the time they
disappears, and it is utterly impossible, under the Canada have succeeded in getting a search warrant. Taking overy-
Temperance Act, as it is at the present time, to get at the thing into consideration, the committee ought to rise n
perpetrators of these infringements of the law; and I hold view of the fact that Russell has been carried by over 400
that this provision is absolutely necessary, and is no inno. majority
vation, but a much milder provisir>n-tban that contained in Mr. THOMPSON. This provision in the Crooks Act
the license law of Ontario. does not change my opinion as to the desirability of the

Mr. MoMULLEN. I wish to enter my protest agaiust clause at ail. It appears that the Ontario Legislature, with
this provision, along with the hon. member for South Nor- the view of enforcing its license laws, bas inserted a pro-
folk. I quite agree with him that the very arbitrary pro- vision like this. But this Parliament, which bas charge of
visions of the Scott Act have done more to make it unpo- the whole crîminal law, has not thought it necessary to
pular than anything else, and 1 believe this provision to aldopt such a provision in the class of offences created by
allow constables to go to a man's house at night, and rouse this measure; and the action of a Local Legislature with i e-
the whole household out of bod, in order to see whether gard to mere petty offences ought not to be taken as a pre-
there is liquor there or not, is a very arbitrary one. My cedent here for the insertion of a provision like this in a
impression is that if you adopt this, yon will make the Scott statute of a criminal character, especially when the policy of
Act still more unpopular. this House bas been declared otherwise in the whole

Mr. JAMIESON. It would popularise the Scott Act, if course of its legislation.
we are enabled to enforce it, and we cannot possibly ertorce Mr. MASSON. In the Crooks Act, the justices of the
it under the present procedure. I would like any hon. gen- peace can only give a warrant on the information of an
tleman to point out a single instance of hardship under the officer, policeman or constable or inspector. But under
Crooks Act in which the provision is much stronger than this provision, ho may issue a warrant on the affidavit of
this. any credible witness, so that a person who bas a spite

Mr. THOMSON. I am in favor of improvin the Act in against is neighbor may lay information against him and
igpeving in have bis bouse searched in the night. Such a provision. I

any way in which those gentlemen wlo have se well studied believe, would do more to embitter the people against thetbe subject will suggest, but I would seriously ask their Scott Act than anything oise that could be donc.attention to the question whether it is desirable to insert
this provision with regard to a search warrant. It is giving, Mr. WELDON (St. John). In the Crooks Act, form 9, and
in relation to an Act which does not certainly attempt in in the schodule, a search can only be made in the day time,
any part of it to give to an offence against it the character and the warrant can only be given on the information of
ef a felony, a procedure which ought only to apply to cases some official. Here, however, anybody who is credible, may
of felony, and a procedure which, as far as my recollection obtain a warrant on his own certificate. This puts great
serves me, is at present only applicable to cases of felony. power into the bands of irresponsible people. Under the
It would subject the Act to more odium than it has yet had Crooks Act, the affidavit must be made by an official who
to suffer from, and would make its operation exceedingly must give the reasons for the asking this extraordinary
unpleasant. power.

Mr. FISHER. I think that the fact that such a power as Mr. T[SDAL E. These officials, under the Crooks Act,
this is contained in the Crooka Act, which is constantly the Local Government are responsible for. The two
being held up to this House as a model license law of the classes of legislation are naturally different. In the one
Dominion, and on which the Dominion license law of 1813 case, the Ontario Government regulates the enforcement
was largely modelled, is sufficient to show that this is not of license inspection by their officiais, who are responsible
an ununual or extreme provision, and I think that the hon. for themn. The other is an attempt to apply the punish-
nember for North Lanark ias suffciently pointed out that ment for felony to a class of offences which this aw has
it is really necessary a search warrant should be allowed creatod, and I think the whole clause ishould hoetruck out.
during the night time. Mr. JAMIESON. I cannot accept the distinction that

Mr. THOMPSON. Of course, in ail Licensed Act there bas just been made. I think the clause which has just
muet be the right to visit a suspected house for the purpose been proposed is necessary in the interests of the temper-
of finding out whether the licenso law is violated or not. ance law. So far as the inspector or other officer layingBut this does not provide for a more visit. It ie a kind of the information is concerned, I apprehend that it makes
search warrant and allows the property to be seized. very little difference, because in a great many eases, at ail

Mr. JAMIESON. The provision in the Crooks Act is to events, the inspector or other officer will have very littie
the effect that any justice of the pese, upon information knowledge of what is going on in different neighborhoods
given by any omeerthat there is reasonable ground for in the county, and some pensons who have that knowledge
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will have better knowledge of the fact. The Ontario Act
is very much stronger than anything we propose in this
Bill, and I cannot see any reason why this should not be
adopted, nor have I been convinced by anything which bas
been said in opposition to it, and 1 insist upon it.

Mr. TISDALE. Moved that in the 39th line of the
clause the words "at any bour" b. struck out.

Amendment carried.
On section 13,

Mr. JAMIESON. The change is this. Under the Act,
it i8 provided that the amount of liauor confiscated, or 20
gallons thereof, may be destroyed. We think that all the
liquor confiscated under the Act should be destroyed. I
also ask to amend this by adding after the word "Act "
the words "or the Temperance Act of 1864," as was donc
in the preceding clause.

Amendment carried.
On section 14,
Mr. JAMIESON. That is simply to conform the law to

the amendments already made to the Bill.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I move that the 119th
section of the said Act be horeby repealed. That section
provides that there shall be no certiorari and no appeal.
The sense of the committee bas been already shown in
favor of this provision applying to this Act as to any other,
and J can state from my own knowledge that the clause
which gave the magistrates this power bas been abused to
a very large extent. I think the revising power should
exist and that the parties should have the right to appeal.

Mr. JAMIESON. I will not argue this matter, but I
suggest that the hon. gentleman bad better introduce a
clause repealing the Scott Act.

Mr. MASSON. I certainly agree with the motion to re-
peal this section. As bas already been stated, the clause is
entirely exceptional and we have already passed very ex-
ceptional provisions in this Act. I desire to correct a re-
mark of the hon. member for West Lambton (Mr. Lister)
as I have hore the authority. I find that, in Regina vs.
Milne, 27 U.C.C.P. page 74, an information was laid before a
magistrate who had called in two other magistrates to join
with him. The case was hoard, and the magistrate thought
the man should be fined while the other magistrate thought
be should be dismissed. The one magistrate signed a con-
viction and issued his distress warrant. The matter went
up by certiorari, and it was held that the men who were
called in had made the judgment and not the other magis.
trate.

Mr. LISTER. This is not the point at all.

Mr. MASSON. I think the bon. gentleman, in saying
that any person has a right in other cases tochoose bis own
judge, is not exactly correct, not according to the holding
in that case. Reading from the digest I find the principle
was clearly laid down, "that the conviction was clearly ba:d
and must be quashed, Sing baving no exclusive right to1
deal with the case merely because he had issued his sum-
mons." Now, this is an exceptional right of dealing with
the case; the law bas been amended by one of the sections
already passed. If they have the right of choosing their
judges, surely they have the right of appeal.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It must be remembered that the
right of appeal is only taken away in case a man sues before
a stipendiary magistrate, and it is taken away because these
men are supposed to be skilled in the hearing of evidence.

Mr. MASSON. We know they are not very skilled as a
rule.

Mr.JÂ,IMIsoN.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) They may not be in the Province
the hon. gentleman comes from, but in my own Province
they are skilled and good men. I think myself that the
hon. gentleman for Lanark was not very far astray when he
said that you would defeat the operation of the Act by this
amendment. If you sue before a stipendiary magistrate,
and get a witness on whose evidence you can base a convic-
tion, and there is an appeal for three months, when you
come to look for that witness you will find that ho will be
nn est, and the appeal will be dismissed for want of evidence,
unless you make a provision that there shall be an appeal
on the evidence of the magistrate, and not a rehearing at
Lil.

The CHAIRMAN. The amendment proposed by the
hon. gentleman is "that section 119 of the said Act is here.
by repealed." I am inclined to think that it is not cem-
petent for the hon. gentleman to propose that amendment.
The committee have already affirmed in an amendment
to the 6th clause the existence of the 119th section, and the
amendment now proposed by theb hon. gentleman is quite
inconsistent with the action taken previously by the com-
mittee, and I do not see that it can be properly entertained
by the Chair. Of course it is competent for the hon. mem-
ber to bring it up in the flouse, or at some other stage, or
by instruction of the House to refer it back to the com-
mittee.

Mr. TISDALE. I made a reservation and the committee
assented to my reservation. I confess I am not skilled in
the rules of proceedure. I said that I would move the main
motion, and an hon. gentleman asked me to confine it to
this section, and I said I would do so upon the understand-
ing that when we came to the proper place, I should move
the main motion; and that having been accepted without
objection, I think it would be hard to prevent me from doing
so now. I would ask you, Mr. Chairman, to change your
ruling, as the committee understood we were to have a vote
upon this section.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know how far the committee
can be bound by understandings, or conversations, or inci-
dental remarks made by gentlemen across the House, aseto
what they might do at some future stage; but it is very
evident that this proposition is quite inconsistent with the
formal and definite action of the committee.

Mr. LISTER. The hon, gentleman is hardly fair in
supporting bis case. I stated that when a man had issued his
warrant, and the person charged was bi ought bofore him,
other magistrates had Lo right to go upon the bench and
outvote him and discharge the accused against the authority
of the magistrate who issued the conviction. I hold that to
be good law still, and the statement made by the hon. gen-
tleman upon the streng h of this decision does not prove the
contrary. These other magistrates came to the court and
sat upon the bench. The case was being tried before three
magistrates as bench of magistrates, and therefore the con-
viction of a majority of them would be a binding conviction.
It is notu an analogous case to the one cited by me at all.
The minutes of evidence taken down by the clerk were
headed as in a case before three justices, and "it was held
that the convi3tion was clearly bad."

Mr. MASSON. Read on.
Mr. LISTER. There is nothing more to read.
" That the conviction was clearly bad and must be quaabed, S.

having no exclusive right to deal with the case merely because he had
issued the summons."

Mr. MASSON. And the judgments bear that ont.
Mr. LIST ER. The judgment baars nothing of the kind.

They sat with him as associate magistrates. It was a bench,
and the decision of the majority governed. It has been
decided in our courts that wherever other magistrates come
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upon the bench without the wish of the magistrate who
issued the warrant, the conviction of that one magistrate is
the conviction.

Mr. TISDALE. I would ask you, Mr. Chairman, to
reconsider your ruling when I came to consider the refer-
ence to that section. We said that if that section became
law, 119 should not apply to it. Now, that is not recognising
section 119. We do not say that 119 is law, we say that
amendment shall not be applied to 119. Surely referring
to a section is not recognising it as law ?

Mr. SCRIVER. I think it must be evident to any one
who bas seen anything of the working of the Scott Act that
if the motion for a repeal of that section is carried, we may
as well carry a motion for the repeal of the Act itself. I will
venture to say that if that clause is repealed, the Act cannot
be made effective. and the only effect of repealing that
clause would be an attempt in the House to restore it when
the House is full. I think a good many friends of the Act
are absent just now, and I doubt whether the Act 1s getting
fair play; therefore I would appeal to the hon. gentleman
not to press the Act now, but if hedoes this and carries, it
will be necessary to bring the question up again on
the motion for the third reading of the Bill.

Mr. FOSTER. I wish to emphasise one point which has
been brought up in the course of the debate and that is
this, that this clause against which the amendment is pro-
posed is the essential clause in the Canada Temperance Act
so far as lhe carrying out of the Act is concerned, and no
one knows that better than the hon. member for St. John
(Mr. Weldon). I am quite conversant with the history of
the Act and especially with its adoption in the Maritime
Provinces, and I bave no hesitation in saying that there is
no one clause which was more powerful in carrying that
Act than the 119th, which takes away the indiscriminate
power of appeal, not the power of appeal if a case is tried
before two magistrates, but when a case is tried before what
is generally supposed to be, aLd what I think is, a com-
petent authority, a stipendiary or a police magistrate. I
have simply to repeat what bas been said by several other
hon. members already, that if section 119 is repealed the
louse might as well repeal the Canada Temperance Act. 1

think we should not rush to a conclusion too rapidly from the
result of two or three elections in Ontario. This Parliament
has had several discuEsions on the Canada Temperance Act,
and it bas time and again refused to repeal this Act or to
impair the Act to any extent. It is not at all conclusive that
because seven of the counties in Ontario have repealed the
Act the other fifty or sixty counties may not retain the
Act, and speaking for the Canada Temperance Act so far asi
adopted in the Maritime Provinces, I believe the sentiment1
is there so strong that the Act will be retained. They haver
adopted it, they have refused in every case to repeal it,
although that has been tried time and again, and they haver
a vested interest in that Act and will keep it on the Statute-1
book; and I ask that the committee will calmly and rea-1
sonably consider whether it will b. wise to strike the Act inc
so vital a part and take it away from the large number ofk
counties which have adopted the Act because of their faitht
in that one strong essential clause. My deliberate opinioni
is that it would not be well to do it, and I ask hon. gentle.t
men, reasonably and caimly, to think over this matter beforet
they decide to, as I believe, render the Act totally ineffec-a
tive by repealing the section under discussion.

On section 15,
Mr. JAMIESON moved that it be withdrawn.
Motion agreed to.

Mr. JAMIESON moved that the following be added as at
clause:-t

" That the forme Vand N iin the Schedules of this Aet are hereby
ubatituted for forme M and N lu the sOchedule of the Canada Temperance

Act.

Ie said: It is simply to make the form conformable to the
alterations which we have made, and we have to substitute
sncb new forms or make such changes in the old as to ren-
der it intelligible.

On section 16.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I object to this, that one

half the penalty shall be paid to the prosecutor. It is a
temptation to prosecute, and I hold that the entire penalty
should be paid for the benefit of the public treasury.

Mr. FISHER. That may work very well in certain in-
stances, but not in this, wbereas frequently is the case the
onus of the enforcement of this Act is thrown on the ordi-
nary public. I believe that the properly constituted author-
ities should carry out the provisions of the Act, but this has
not beon done, and ordinary individuals bave to enforcethe
Act. It is very essential that they should be allowed some
means by which they can enforce it. One of the greateet
difficulties in the enforcement of the Act has been the want
of money. While private prosecutors, if successful, can have
their expenses covered by the court inflicting costs on the
defendant, yet cases may arise where the prosecution fails
perbps through no fault of their own. Even when the
prosecution is successful, they have to pay the fees of their
counsel as well as other erpenses. When private indivi-
duals undertake to enforce an Act, theenforcement of which
I believe to be the duty of the properly constituted author-
ities, they should be allowed, not heavy exponses but a just
and fair division and at loast one half of the funde should
be paid them. As a matter of fact the Order in Council
under which the fines are paid gives the entire amount to
the county council, and I know of many instances in whieh
the county council being in favor of temperance have put
the fines wholly into the bands of the prosocutors, in order
that they may enforce this Act.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). By what authority ?
Mr. FISHER. By the Order in Council they can apply

the fines any way they choose, and by passing a resolution
in the county council, in cortain instances I know of, the
fines bave gone towards the enforcement of the Act. Un-
fortunately the councils are not always in favor of temper-
ance, and sometimes they have refused to give the fines,
and have thus aided and abetted those who break the law.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I agree with the memberfrom
St. John (Mr. Weldon), as 1 believe the funds should bc
paid into the treasury of the county council entirely, and
not be held up as a reward for this one and that one to
prosecute the rum se'lors. It would result in a great deal
more bard feeling, litigation, and, perhaps, pistol shooting
than anything else you could put on the Statute-book lu
regard to this Act. In Annapolis coiruty, where the Act
bas worked very nice)y, the county council has taken
hold of the matter, and has authorised the prose-
oution of all those who infringed the Scott Act. It
bas authorised the inspector to employ connsel, and
they are paid out of the treasury of the council. lt looks
more as if the temperance pople were in earnest when
they put their bands into their own pockets, and carry on
the prosecution of the infractors of the Scott Act by some
sort of association, if the Local Government or municipal
council will net do so; and thon the opponents of the Act
cannot accuse the temperance people of any selfish motive
like a desire to obtain filthy lucre from these prosecutions.
I entirely agree with the hon. member for St. John that the
whole of the fines should b. paid to the county council.
Then there would be a chance for temperance people to get
the sentiment of the people up to such a point as to compel
the county councils to enforce the Act as they sbould,
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1Mr. KIRK. That would do very well if all the county
councils in the Dominion of Canada where the Canada
Temperance Act is adopted were in favor of the Act; but
unfortunately that is not the case. In the county from which
I come there are two municipalities. The council of one of
these bas proven itself favorable to the Act, and it bas
furnished ail the means necessary to carry on the prosecu-
tion ; but the other council bas refused to do so, and
private parties have bad to furnish money to carry on the
prosecutions, and the work has cost them pretty severely.
If we were sure that the municipal councils would appro.
priate the money for the purpose of enforcing the Act,
thon I should say that the money should be paid into the
treasury of the county council; but I fear that many of the
councils would not use the money for that purpose. Thore-
fore I think it botter to leave the clause as it is in the Bill.

Mr. FREEMAN. I beg to differ from my hon. friend
from Annapolis. le thinks the temperance people should
be forced to put their hands into their pockets and work up
their temperance enthusiasm in order to do what ? To
carry out the laws which this Parliament bas put on the
Statute-book. This Parliament bas given the people a law
to suppress vice, to suppresS an evil which it declares
exists in the country ; and instead of the makers of the law
enforcing it, they louve its enforcement to the people. I am
sure that the temperance people of my county have spent
hundredasand hundreds of dollars which they have taken
out of their own pockets to enforce this law, and 1 think
that those who do spend their money for this purpose
should have a little return from the fines collected. I there-
fore think the amendment proposed by my hon. friend
should pass.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I cannot see why a distinction
should be made between this fine and other fines. Other
fines are not divided with the prosecutor.

Mr. FREE MAN. This is about the only law that the
lawmakers do not enforce. There is an invidious distinction
with regard to this Scott Act, the people are left to enforce
it, and there should be some distinction made in respect to
the disposal of the fines.

Mr. FISHER. The hon. member for Annapolis said
that the enforcement of this Act ought to be in the banda
of publie prosecutors, and that private individuals ought
not to be encouraged to Act as prosecutors. If ho examines
this section, h will see that wbere there is a provincial or
other proper officer to carry on theI prosecutions, the fines
will be paid to him, and ho will be able to use them for
that purpose. It is only where there is not a proper official
to do this work, and where the public are called on to do it,
that it is proposed they sbould obtain such remuneration
out of these fines as to pay their expenses. I do not think
it at all likely that such cases will arise of people
carrying on these p»osecutions to make money out of them.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I have known dozens of them
to arise.

Mr. FISHER. The experience of those who have done
so is that they have lost money. I know that in my county
the temperance people bave bad to put their bands in their
pockets to pay the expenses of prosecution. It is all very
well for the hon. gentleman Io cal on people to show their
interest in the law by doing this; but I should like to ask
the hon. gentleman if ho is willing to put his hand into his
pocket to enforce the license law and other laws, and if ho
is not, I do not see wby temperance people should be called
on to put their hands into their pockets to carry out this
law.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I do not want to vote for the clause
as it stands, and I do not want to vote against it. 1 think
the whole difficulty could be met by triking ont that part

Mr. MILLU (Annapolis).

of the clause which provides that in one case the whole
penalty shall be paid to the prosecutor, and in the other
case only one-half shall be paid to him. The hon. gentle-
man who have spoken in favor of the clause plead that that
is the only way in which the expense eau be net. Anyone
who looks at the end of the clause will see that the part
paid to the municipality in whieh the offence was com-
mitted is to be applied to the enforcement of the Act. Why
not provide that the whole penalty shall he paid over to the
municipality for the enforcement of the Act ? It is said
that it is necessary that these prosecutors or informers should
have this money for their compensation ; but if it is provided
that the money shall be paid over forthe enforcement of the
Act, the person who is entitled to expenses will be paid ont
of it. I object to placing a premium on informera. We have
had experience in the past of men who have perjured them-
selves and resorted to the most infamous means to secure
convictions in order to get their shareof the fines; and if
this clause passes, you will be just placing a premium on
the most worthless people in the commanity, nd encourag-
ing them to perjure themselves in order to make money.
Now, I think, the whole difficulty can be met if the promo-
ter of the Bill will consent to have the whole fine recovered
paid over to the municipality to be expended in the en-
forcement of the Act.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I hold that where an informer
has one-half of the penalty, it is an inducement to him to
inform in order to make money. I had a party come to
my office and ask me to undertake the solicitorship of a
Scott Act case on condition that if he succeeded ho would
pay me out of the share of the fine, and that if not I should
he paid nothing. 1, in effect, kicked the fellow out of the
office, and when my election came on some of the temper-
ance people, who were opposed to me in politics, brought
that circumstance up as an argument why the temper-
ance people should not vote for me, saying that I refused
to assist the temperance people to prosecute the Scott Act.
That is one instance, and I know wbere the same thing
has been done in other instanco. The first fine is$50,
and if the informer gets $25 ont of that and bas an easy
prosecution, it pays him very well. Should the whole fine,
however, go into the municipality, it would work some
good; otherwise it will not,

Mr. FISHER. If the fine goes into the county.council,
as proposed by the hon. member for Annapohis, some
safeguard should be provided, so that the fund
thus created may be drawn upon by anybody who
undertakes a prosecution. I know that in my county the
county council, for some time, would not ass any resolu-
tion authorising the distribution of these ines. The fines
were paid into their bands and remained there, and it was
only last winter that I obtained the passage of a resolution
which enables anybody who bas been instrumental in get-
ting a fine inflicted to draw upon the fund for the payment
of bis expenses. If this plan were adopted, there would be
no difficulty in the way of a man getting his expenses, &s
he would be assured of having a fnnd to draw upon to meet
them. But to accept the bald proposition that the money
should be put in the hands of the council to dispose of as
they like in the enforcement of the Act would be a danger-
ou% proposition, and would lead to defeating the intention
of the Act.

Mr. BOWELL. Why give the whole of the penalty to a
public prosecutor and not to a private one ?

Mr. FISB E R. Because the public prosecatore are ap-
pointed by the Government.

Mr. BOWELL. I oould understand if the hon. gentle-
man provided that a part of the penalty should be .paid to
the prosecutor and the balance be paid into the funds oif à
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municipality; but in this case you give the whole of the
funds to the prosecutor.

Mr. FISHER. That first part of the section is not what
I am discussing.

Mr. BOWELL. If he is a public prosecutor why should
ho get all the money, and ifa private prosecutor only one.
hait?

Mr. FISHER. The provincial authority which controls
him, will make him apply the fines to a proper purpose.

Mr. BOWELL. No provincial law can take the money
out of his pocket.

Mr. MASSON. I agree with the hon. member for luron
that the centre part of the clause should be struck ont. I
think it meets the objection raised by hon. gentlemen in sup-
port of the clause introduced, the principal objection being
that there were some local municipalities which were fot
in favor of the Act. I de not think there is much in that
objection, because if the Act is in favor in a municipality or
county, it is not at ail likely the officers of the municipality,
who conduct its business, would not be in accord with the
majority of the county; but if such an objection has any
weight, it is met by the last clause introduced. I would
move that clause 17 be amended by striking ont ail the
words after the word "shall," and inserting the following
instead thereof :-

Be paid over to the treasurer of the county council or the city
council of the place in which the offence has been committed, to be
appliel to the enforcement of the Act.

Mr. JAMIESON. I do not see the necessity for that
amendment, because it is the law already. The statute
gives the Government authority, under Order in Council, to
appropriate these fines just in the manner indicated by the
hon. member for Grey. What we propose is very reasonable
and simple. We propose that where the provincial authori-
ties undertake the duty of enforcing the law, they should
have the benefits derived from these penalties, and, in other
cases, where the provincial authorities and their officers
will not take stops to enforce the law and it becomes neces-
sary for the temperance people to do so by the appointment
of a private prosecutor, they should have the benefit. I
think that is a very reasonable proposition. 1 know of no
case where a prosecution has been instituted by a private
prosecutor simply on his own motion. They are appointed
by associations and are amenable to those associations, and
the funds are used for the purpose of enforcing the law and
do not go into the pocket of the private prosecutor.

Mr. KIRK. Who does the hon. gentleman mean by
public officers ?.

Mr. JAMIESON. In the Province of Ontario-I cannot
speak for the other Provinces-the burden of enforcing the
law has been undertaken by the Government, and in the
other Provinces perhaps the county council or some other
body may appoint a public officer for the purpose of enfor-
cing the law, and in that case the amount would ho paid to
him.

Mr. KIRK, Thon it will mean somebody appointed by
the county council ?

Mr. JAMIESON. Yes, or by some competent authority.

fr. TROMPSON. I do not think the promoters of this
bill have given any reason why the oficer should receive
the whole penalty. In some of the Provinces, the inland
revenue officer is appointed, but, supposing a postmaster
were appointed or a customs officer, or any oficer not
directly connected with the enforcement of the Canada
Tenprance Act, why should ho put into his pocket the
fines, amounting in some eues to thousands of dollars ? It
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is said that in one county, the fines for one year amounted
to 88,000. This provision would make the whole of that
amount the absolute property of that officer. It may be
said that the Provincial Government might dismiss him
unless ho refunded the amount or unless ho paid over a cer-
tain proportion of it, but, with that in his pocket, ho might
very well afford to say good.bye to the Local Government.
I do not think it is any answer to the point which has been
taken to say that, after we have put that amount in bis
pocket, ho is to be made amenable. We ought to remember
that such an officer is supposed to be sufficiently remune-
rated for bis daties by the Government or municipality
which appointed him.

fr. JAMIESON. I know simply that in Ontario-and
I know nothing about the other Provinces--there is a
statute declaring how the fines shall go.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). If the fines are to be handed
over to the prosecutor, under this statute, they must go to
him. The result will be that, wbere there is a public pro-
secutor and a private prosecutor, there will b a race be-
tween them as to who is to get the fines.

M r. FISHER. I think the municipal order or the Pro-
vincial Act appointing the public prosecutor could instruct
him to keep those fines for the purposes of the Act, and so
enable a fund to be created for the purposes of the Act. I
do not pretend to say whether that is a matter which is
competent to the local authority, but if it is not, there
should bo an amendment to this Act, I think, so as to pro-
vide that the prosecutor should not put the fines into his
own pocket for hie own purposes. In supporting this
clause, my object was not at all that the prosecutor should
receive the fines himself, but that they should croate a fund
under the local authority which ehose to undertake that
work, out of which a public prosecutor could b paid by
the local authority.

Mr. JAMIESDN. I suggest that, after the word "prose-
cutor," there should b inserted the words "to be applied
for the enforcement of the Act."

The CHAIRMAN put the amendment of Mr. Masson.
Mr. JAMIESON. That is the law already. There was an

Order in Council passed by the Governmont under the
authority of the statute.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Ras the hon. gentleman got the
Order in Council?

Mr. JAMIESON. No.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Can ho tell us what the effect of

it is ?
Mr. JAMIESON. Surely the Minister of Marine can tell

us.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) This section as it stands now
would not suit the Province of Prince Edward Island at all.
The Act is in force in the two cities and three counties in
that Province, and the fines are paid into the city troasury
in the cities, and outside of the cities they are paid to the
Provincial Government, because we have no municipal
councils at all. The Act works very well there, and I should
be very sorry to see the present arrangements disturbed in
that island. This section could not apply to us at all. I
think that paying these fines to the prosecutor personally
is a mistake. With us, ho is paid a salary, and the fines go
into the city treasury or the provincial treasury, as the case
may be. I think as the matter stands now, the Act works
very fairly, and in regard to Prince Edward Island,. the
clause would have to be amended in any case.

Mr. JAMIESON. This change is proposed in order to
meet cases where the inspectors do not enforce the law.
There are some county councils in the Province of Ontario
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which have thousands of dollars in their treasury, but have
never taken one stop to appropriate that money for any pur-
pose. Only the other day, I was told by the treasurer of the
county of Lambton that ho has thousands of dollars on hand,
and has never been called upon to pay anything.

Mr. MONCRIEFF. They all obey the law in that county,
so there would ho nothing to pay.

Mr. HAGGART. I move that clause 17 be struck out,
and leave the law as it is.

Mr. DAVIN. In regard to this proposal I can give the
committee some information of the way this law is carried
out. We have this system in the North-West, and the re-
sult i that the informer sets traps with a view of getting
half the fines. We have had some very detestable instances
of treacbery, and I should ho sorry to see any such law in-
troduced in any part of Canada wbere it does not now
obtain.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The matter was considered very
fully before in the louse, and the Government framed an
Order in Council very carefully, which applies to all parts
of the Dominion, and I think it js unnecessary to legislate
anew about it every Session.

Mr. JAMIESON. We consent to lot it go. I now move
that forme M and N, in theeschedule to this Act, be hereby
substituted for lorms M and N in the sechodule to the Canada
Temperance Act. I would explain shortly that owing te
the change which has been made in the law of search, the
old form of information for search warrants, and the search
warrant itself, are not suitable, and I propose to add two
new forms, " M " and " N," as substitutes for the forme in the
original Act, with the changes which are made necessary
by the altered state of the law. The search warrant simply
follows the information.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I understood the hon. gentle-
man to put in his new form M the cause of suspicion. It is
very important that a man should set out in his information
on what ho gronds his suspicions.

Mr. JAMIESON. "And the causes of suspicion." That
is in, but it is in parentheses.

Mr. TISDALE. I move that section 114 of the Canada
Temperance Act be struck out. Under the general law of
evidence a husband and wife are excluded from giving
evidence for or against each other. As long as the general
law is in here, it is objectionable that in this class Of
offences a man should be compelled to give evidence against
his wife and the wife against her husband. Further, it is
contrary to the general law that a person shall convict
himself. I may say to those gentlemen who are strongly
in favor of the Scott Act, that I do not know of any one
thing that more embitters the people against that Act than
this clause.

Mr. JAMIESON. This Bill is for the purpose of amend-
ing the law, not for the purpose of destroying it. If the
hon. gentleman had the faith which ho professes to have in
his amendment, he would have put it in the form of a Bill,
and given us an opportunity to figbt the matter out. This
Bil is for the purpose of amending the law and making it
more workable; the amendment proposed by the hon. mem-
ber for South Norfolk is for the purpose of destroying the
efflciency of the law. This feature of it is the law in the
Province of Ontario, and will soon ho the law in the county
in which the hon. gentleman resides after they have
repealed the Scott Act. It is the law under the Crooks'
Act, and it has been found to ho very necessary for the enfer-
cement both of the license law and the Canada Tomperance
Act. It would be a most unfortunate thing if the amend-
ment of the hon. gentleman should recoive the sanction of
the committee, and i trust it will not.

Mr. JAMIEsoN.

The CHAIRMAN. I am informed that the vote is a tie,
and I will give the benefit of the doubt to the promoter of
the Scott Act by voting against the amendment.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I have an amendment that section
100be amended by adding the words "purchaser or " after
the word "who " in the first line.

Amendment negatived.

Mr. THOMPSON. I wish to call attention to the section
that has been adopted in regard to prescriptions by medical
men. That section conflicts with the section inserted in
the other Bill. We have already passed a Bill, and it has
gone to the Senate, permitting every chemist and medical
man to give the full prescription, and in this section of the
present Bill we have limited the prescription and imposed
heavy penalties if the chemist or medical man should obey
the prouision of the other Bill. I think it would be botter
to drop the section out of this Bill.

Mr. SUTHERLAND. If this section is allowed
to pass the Act will be simply useless as a temperance mea-
sure, as it will be unworkable. It is desirable that the sug-
gestion made by the Minister of Justice should be carried
out.

Mr. HAGGART. I intended to move on the third read-
ing that the clause should be struck out.

Mr. JAMIESON. I do not take the same view as the
Minister of Justice. Perhaps I am wrong, but here is the
amendment: "Provided nothing in this Act shall prejudice
the sale of by legally authorised physicians or surgeons, &c.

Mr. SUTHERLAND. That applies to qualified drug-
gists, licensed by the colleges.

Mr. THOMPSON. The amendment the hon. gentleman
has just read refers to medical men who sell articles of this
kind, if they form part of a prescription. This section
which he proposes says: If that is done, ho is liable to sum-
mary conviction under a penalty.

Mr. EIAGGART. It seems to be the unanimous wish of
House that section 6 should be reconsidered. I move it be
struck out. It seems to me a perfect farce, that in the same
evening within two hours, we should pass one Bill contra.
dictory to the other in reforence to giving power to drug-
gists and physicians to sell.

Mr. JAMIESO LT. There is a great deal in this sub-sec-
tion which doos not conflict. It will not take long to
remodel it so as to make it conform.

Mr. HAGGART. I move that clause 6 he struck out, as
it is provided for in the other Bill.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman is now placed at
a disadvantage, and I think it would be well to give the
member for North Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) time to consider
it.

Mr. JAMIESON. The disadvantage is that our Bill was
framed first, but I hold there are some things in the sub-
section that should be retained.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I am not quite sure, from closer
examination that those two Bills conflict at all. Whou the
hon. member for Lanark (Mr. Jamieson) moved his amend-
ment the effect was to give legally qualified physicians
power to sell medicines composed in part of liquor in the
manner ho prescribed in the section. The Bill has refer-
ence to the sale of intoxicating liquor when mixed with
other medicines. This clause in the Bill now before the
House relates entirely to the sale of intoxicating liquor
pure and simple.
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Mr. JAMIESON. I think the hon. gentleman from

Queen's (Mr. Davles) is quite correct.
Mr. HIAGGART. Read the 6th clause and you will find

that draggists cannot sell even a boule of eau de cologne
without a prescription.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) IL is quite clear that that does
not prevent the sale of eau de cologne because that is pro-
vided for in the Bill. If a medical man sells brandy, rum or
gin he must have the certificate provided by this section.
if on the other hand ho sells brandy, rum or gin without
mixing in the manner prescribed by the Bill passed in the
early part of the evening ho is exempt.

Mr. SUTHERLAND. Of course the Bill is contradictory,
Mr. FISHER Insteai of repealing the section why not

make it apply to everybody who by this other amend-
ment were allowed to sell? We eau in this way make the
two sections coincide.

Mr. BOWELL. The former resolution does not provide
for licensing every one it gives the absolute right to quali-
fied physicians.

Mr. JAMIESON. 1 move to strike out of the 6th section
the words, "by such licensed druggists and vendors," and
substitute therefor the words, "by any person duly author-
ised to sell the same ''

Mr. SUTHERLAND. When the hon. member for South
Lanark (Xr. llaggart) moved his amendment, thore was a
condition added to it that is not printed bore, so that the
conditions passed in the other Act will vary from the condi.
tions here.

Mr. HAGGART. The am3ndment just moved restricts
the clause to tose who are licensed to sell, for they are the
only parties who are duly authorised to sell.

Mr. FISHER. By your amendment you have authorised
them all.

Mr. HAGGA RT. This is not an amendment to my Bill.
It is an amendment to the Canada Temperance Act.

Mr. THROIPSON. That would ho so undoubtedly, as
this section is to be read into the Canada Temperance Act,
and form part of it; but inasmuch as the Act we have
passed to-aight is an amending Act, it seems to me that it
removes that diffioulty. I would like to study the two in
order to harmonise them; but as this ais probably the last
opportunity we shall have to consider this Bill, I think
that we had botter pass these amendments. I do not think
there is any harm in them.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L.) I do not think there is either.
Committee rose and reported, and Bill read the third time

and passed.

RETURNS ORDERED.

Copies of all complaints made respecting the right of certain Indians
on the Kettle and Stoney Point Reserves to occupy land on the said Re-
serve, and to participate in the annuity moneys ; a copy of aIl instruc-
tions given te any person or persons appointed by the Government to
mnvestigate such claims, and a copy of aIl evidence taken in support of
such complaints and in opposition thereto, and any report or reports
made te the GovErnment respecting the same.-(Kr. Lister.)

Copies of aIl correspondence and telegrams between the Department
of Railways and Messrs. Sims and Slater, contractors for the eatern
section of the Uape Breton Railway, between Grand Narrows and
Sydney.-(Mr. Flynn)

Copies of all correspondence between the Goverament of Canada and
village of Xidland, the Grand Trunk Railway Company, or other parties,
in reference te the harbor improvements at Midland, and al letters, re-
ports, or other papers eonnected with such harbor improvementa.-(Mr.
Lister for Mr. Cook.)

Copies of aIl correspondence respecting the construction of a iligt-
hous at the north end of Stag Island, in the River St. Clair.-(Mr.
Lister.)

S*r HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of
the House.

Mr. EDGAR. I wish to mention to the Governmentthat
I intend to bring before the House in going intoCommittee
of Supply some day after to-morrow the question of the
grievances of the half-breed settlers of Breslau in the
North-West Territories.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 12.30 a.m.,
(Tuesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TBESDAT, 8th May, 1888.

The SPzAKRa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PEAYERS.

THE TERRITORIES REAL PROPERTY ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that, to-morrow, the House
resolve itself into Committee to consider the following
resolutions:-

Resolved, That the salary of the Inspector of Land Titles offoe to be
appointed in eonnection with the carrying into effect of "l The Terri-
tories Real Property Act" shall be paid out of moneys provided by
Parliament for that purpose.

Resolved, That it is expedient to substitute the following for sub-
section two of section 133 of the Act above cited :-

"2. Except as herein otherwise provided, there shall be paid,
together with the fees under this Ast which are from time to time fixed
by the Governor in Coun.il, of one per cent. on the value of the
real property registered, if such value amounts to or is less than five
thousan d dollars, and one-tenth of one per cent. on the additional
value, when such value exceeds five thousand dollars."

Motion agreed to.

SATURDAY SITTING.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That when the House adjourns on Friday next it do stand adjourned

until the following Saturday at one o'clock, and that Government
measures have precedence on that day.

Mr. LAURIER. Does the hon. gentleman propose to
adjournu at six o'clock next Saturday ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not if we can induce
the House to sit after six.

àîr. LAURIER. I have no objection.
Motion agreed to.

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved:

That the House resolve itself into Committee on proposed Resolution
(p. 1136) to authorise the raising by way of loan such sum or sumo, not
exceeding $25,000,000, as may be required for the purpose of paylng the
floating indebtedness of the Dominion.

He said: It will be in the recollection of the House that
when making my financial statement a few days ago, 1
explained to the House that, owing to the changes made in
the regulations affecting deposits in the Government savings
banks, reducing the amounts that depositors were allowed
to deposit there, and owing to a certain amount of strie-
gency that prevailed in the money market, causing in-
creased inducements to be offered by the banks to deposi-
tors to place their funds in the banking institutions of the
country, the Government d id not receive nearly se much
money as they otherwise would have had reason to expect.
And, consequently, we were obliged to meet the capital
expenditure which would otherwise have fallen on the
money raised in that way from the current revenue, and in
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order to meet the difficulty by a certain amount of floating
indebtedness, which was incurred to the extent of about one
million pounds sterling. I might say that a very interest-
ing question arises in connection with a motion of this kind
in regard to the public indebtedness of this country, and I
wish to draw the attention of the House, for a few minutes,
to the fact that our indebtedness would not seem to be so
great, relatively, as it might at first sight appear to be. I
regret that the hon. mem- ber for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright) is not in his place on an occasion of this
kind, especially as I stated to him that 1 proposed, on
this resolution, to call the attention of the House
to what he referred to as the great increase of the
indebtedness of this country since 1878. Of course, the
debt of Canada is tolerably large, but it must not be forgot-
ten that, with the exception of a single item, this indebted-
ness is represented by valuable public works and by the
development of the country. That single item is the amount
of 85,897,256.66, which was caused by the unfortunate out-
break in the North-West. While the national debt of
England and the national debt of the United States have
been to a large extent caused by disastrous wars, Canada is
in the fortunate position of having its debt caused only by
the efforts of successive Governments to develop the coun-
try and to place its public works in such a position of pro-
gress that they would contribute in the future to thegreater
development of the country. lis true that we have a large
indebtedness, but we are able to point to most valuable
assets for our expenditure; we are able to represent by those
public works the amount of that indebtedness, because these
amounts of indebtedness have been incurred in such a way
as to add to the revenue of this country. I am sure that
every bon. member of this fHouse will find it a matter of
gratification that, if the indebtedness of this country has
increased, as it undoubtedly bas between 18ï7 and the
present time, we have the best evidence that that inerease
in the indebtedness bas contributed to the construction, or
in fact has caused the construction, of a great national
work which must in the future, as it bas doue already, tend
te the development and progress of the whole country.
But I desire to point out that the indebtedness of
Canada is not as great as it would at first sight appear
to be. I mean the actual indebteduess, because bon.
gentlemen are aware that the borrowings of this coun-
try are not intended to be paid, that is, that when
an amount becomes due, when a loan is floated for the pur-
pose of constructing public works, we go to the money
market of the world, and put our securities on the market,
not with the expectation that this comparatively new and
young country will be able to pay the debt at present.
Wbat is understood is that, when these obligations mature,
the country will put other securities on the market in their
place, and so it may be regarded as a continuous indebt.
edness, to be replaced by puttiig a new loan on the
market. The louse will therefore see that everything re-
lating Io the actual indebtednessof Canada is to be measured
not by the nominal amount of the debt, not by the actual
sum repre.ented by the debt, but by the sums which the
country bas to pay in the way of interest, and the amount
of the interest which bas to be paid is an indication of the
credit of the country. It might have been anticipated that
the credit of the country would have been strained by the
construction of one of the most gigantic public works that
any people of our numbers bave ever attempted in any
part of the world ; but, instead of our credit being injured,
although many were afraid that the enormous expenditure
required for that work would result in loss of credit to the
country, the credit of Canada bas steadily increased and
has kept pace with the advancing indebtedness of the
country. Consequently, as the actual liability of the people
of Canada is not to be measured by the amount which we
owe, but by the annual charge on our revenue which it

Sir CIUatLs TUPPER

entails, if our credit has steadily risen instead of falling,
if it bas steadily risen as the indebtedness of the country
has risen between 1877, the year to which attention was
called by an hon. gentleman on the other side, and the
present time, we have nothing to fear. I think I shall be
able to demonstrate to the Hiouse, that we will actually
save fifty-tbree millions of dollars of our indebtedness out
of the amount of the increase between 1877 and the present
date, on account of the enhanced credit of the country,
which enables us to replace our maturing debts with
securities which will effect an actual saving to the country of
over fifty-three millions of dollars. In, making this compa-
rison in such a way as to render it plain and clear, not only
to every hon. member in this House, but also to the general
public, who are so much interested in this question, 1
propose to deal with what it cost us to borrow money in
1877, and what it costs us to borrow money now, and in
order to deal in the most practical and clear way with that
important point, I propose to leave out the question of
commissions and everythingof that kind connected with the
floating of a loan. I propose to take the price which we
bad to pay for money in 1877, in consequence of the then
position of the credit of the country, and the position in
which we now can go to the money market of the world to
float any sums we require in that way. When the loan of
1876 was floated in England, taking away altogether the
question of commission, it may be stated that the charge
for interest upon that loan was about 4î per cent.
While money can be obtained et our present credit-I am
not speaking of what our securities are at this moment
bringing in London, but I am speaking of what we could
float any loan for, such as we would be likely to require,
at .1 per cent.; I say that the enhanced credit of the coun-
try represents the difference between 4ï per cent., which
Canada was obliged to pay in 177, and 3f per cent., the
rate at which, at this moment, she could obtain money.
If all our debt of 227 millions on the first of July last, was
in England, and if we were not committed to any rate of
interest for any time, it is evident that the result whieh we
are endeavoring to obtain, would be reached by multiplying
227 millions by 31 per cent. and dividing the sum thus ob-
tained by 4¾ per cent. in order to make the contrast be-
tween the period at which the loan was floated in May,
1877, and the present time, the debts being in proportion
to the actual charges. The result is 8155,300,000
instead of 227 millions; that is to say, the enhanced
credit of Canada practically reduces the indebtedness of
Canada to the difference there would be in that case,
assuming that the debt was all due in England, and it would
mako itie difference between 227 millions and 8155,-
300,000. Now, to illustrate this mode of reasoning by
figures which will bring out even results, and place it in
the power of any ordlnary arithmetician to make the cal-
culation for himself, I propose to take, as an illustration, a
debt of £7,600 with interest at 3j per cent. in perpetuity,
which is the same as a debt of £5,200 with interest at 4Î
per cent. in perpetuity, both entailing an interest charge of
£247 per annum, and £5,200 is obtained from £7,600 by
multiplying by 3 jand by dividing by 4î. Consequently
an individual who eau borrow money, assuming that it is
borrowed as our loans are, practically in perpetuity-a
person who could borrow money at 31 per cent. could
obtain £7,600, if lis credit would enable him to borrow at
3j per cent., with the same facility that another person
could borrow £5,200 at 4ï per cent. But the debt of 1877
was, as the existing one is, only partially held in
England, and, unfortunately, what is now held in
England does not mature for twenty years on an
average, and almost all of it bears 4 per cent. in the mean-
time. The debt of 1877 may be considered as having been
composed of 116 millions of money borrowed in England,
8 millions Dominion notes held above the amount of specie,
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7 millions held in the Savings Bank, and 2 millions of Canada in the money market of the world, and if
Trust Fands, beyond current balances due on other accounts, the statements I am making are sound, if the deductions I
making a debt in 1877, of 133 millions oomposed of theing are legitimate
various sums. Now, Sir, our present debt is composed of deductions, they will be of great advantage to Canada in re-
the following items: lst, money borrowed in England, lation to its credit, and the terms upon which we can go to
150 millions; 2nd, Dominion notes above specie, 12 mil- the money market of the world for the parpose of floating
lions; 3rd, Savings Bank, 40 millions; 4th, 12 millions, a loan. Now, as I have said, the sum of $ 150,000,0J0, cap.
Canadian Pacifie Railway guarantee, the amount of money able of being replaced by money borrowed at 31 per cent.,
deposited by the company with the Government, and on only represents $114,000,000, which would bear 4î per
which we agree to pay, for a certain period, 4 per cent. cent. in perpetuity. That I state as a mathematical prob-
interest, and to pay it out to the shareholders as their lem actually demonstrated, and placed beyond any contro-
dividends become due; and 5th, 13 millions, the amount due to versy or beyond any question; and I invite the attention of
the Provinces and Trust Funds, making a total of 227 millions the most able accountants and actuaries on both aides of the
in these five different clauses. I shall now proceed to deal House to the most close analysis of the calculations I am
with each of these clauses by itself, and to show what the act- submitting to the House, because if there is any error I
ual indebtedness is, as represented by these varions amounts. should be very glad to know it, in order not to com-
First, the 150 millions now due in England, considering that mit myself to a statement which may be found not to be
it has twenty years to run-I am speaking of an average- thoroughly sound and reliable. I now take the question of
at 4 per cent., I shall assume that it is obtainable at mot Dominion notes. Dominion notes bear no interest. The
more than 31 per cent. thereafter, and I think we may only charges on the country are interest on the
assume that seeing that the credit of Canada has steadily specie reserve and cost of management, and con-
risen until our securities stand third among the various sequently, as the cost of management is less than
securities of the world, considering that it bas risen step one-half per cent, the House will soe that every Dominion
by step while we were obliged to make enormous expendi- note we are able to float is money obtained with-
tures for the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway ont any cost to the country whatever, that is that
and other public works, considering that our credithas risen every note we are able to float over and above the specie
until we can borcow money now at 31 with the same ease reserve that Parliament bas decided must be held for
that we borrowed it before at 4ï, in fact with much greater the security of that money is actually found money,
ease, I think we may feirly assume that our credit will free from anything except a charge of less than one.
continue to improve, and that instead of being obliged to half per cent. for management; and thorefore, as we
borrow on less favorable terms, we can borrow on more have increased the amount of Dominion notes, maintain.
favorable terms hereafter, I take it, at the present value of ing the specie reserve required by law by a considor-
our securities, and the rate at which we could now go into able amount since 1877, and as no doubt in the future
the market to effect a loan; so that 150 millions, consider- that will go on increasing, so in order to make an exact
ing that it bas 20 years to nru, at 4 per cent. interest, and calculation, as I am endeavoring to do, as to the whole
that it can be replaced by money obtained at not more charge on the country of the present indebtedness, I am
than 3, is, by actuarial calculation, equivalent to 114 mil- quite right to take that into consideration. Any change
lions; so that our actual indebtedness in regard to that that would occur in regard to that item would strengthen
amount may be treated not as 150 millions but as practically my argument necessarily, because as the country develops
114 millions. and population increases there will naturally be an expan-

An hon. MEMBER. Strike ont some more. sion, and we will go on floating Dominion notes upon
the specie reserve to a larger amount as the case may

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am quite certain there is be, so that will not be subjeet to any deduction, but
not a member of this House but must listen with the most it wiil be an item presenting a better aspect in future
profound satisfaction to this statement. I am not dealing than it does now. You take that question: the cost of
with this matter as a party question at all; it is above and management is less than one-half per cent.; as the Dominion
beyond party. I am not saying that this improved credit notes floated in 1887 were 88,000,000 above the specie
of Canada is in any manner due to the present Administra- reserve and as the Dominion notes to-day are 812,000,000
tion. I am leaving out everything but the gratifying fact above the specie reserve, so the House will see that although
that sncb is the enhanced credit of Canada that we are we have increased our indebtedness nominally by those
enabled to stand before the world, not as having increased $4,000,000, the amount between 88,000,000 and $4,000,000,
our indebtedness, valuable as are the works for which that instead of its costing the country 4¾ per cent., it is costing
indebtedness was incurred, not as having increased the the country only one-half per cent.; consequently 8420,000 is
actual indebtedness to the amount that would appear at the entire charge resting upon the coun try for that increased
first sight, but I say that, taken in connection with our indebtedness of $4,000,000, as will be seen at a glance. We
improved credit, our increased indebtedness is much les. get an additional 84,000,000 for a sum whieh at 41 per cent.
I ar sure that is a statement in which, dealing with it purely would be$4,000,000 multiplied by one-half and divided by 4t,
as a financial question, purely as regards the financial credit or for $420,000 a year; that is the entire charge resting on
and standing of Canada, in which we all have an equal interest the country for that difference between the Dominion notes
on both sides of the House. I am making the statement, I over and above the specie reserve at the present day as
hope, in a mannqr not to challenge party criticism in any compared with 1887. The difference between that sum of
sense of the word, either in one case or the other. I am $420,000 and $4,000,000 is therefore no les than $3,580,000,
making the statement in such a way as to assure the which represents the reduction that is to be made on
louse and the country that we have great reason for the that clas of indebtednews; that is to say, that although
most profound gratification that in incurring such a large nominally you have $4,000,000 of ineressed indebtedness,
indebtedness for purposes that we believe warranted that you have practically for all purposes, measured by the cost
indebtedness, our credit hao so appreciated as practically to ta the country, the burden on the people for that debt, in-
render that indebtedness a great deal les than it otherwise stead of $4,000,000 only $420,000, making a clear difference
would be. I hope that the view I am taking of and saving, when you ceme to deal with the actual in-
this matter will not be misunderstood by any hon. debtedness, of the country as compared with the nominal
member, because it is put forward solely with a indebtednes, of no less on that item of $3,580,000. The in-
view to its influence and effect upon the credit of creasse in the deposit in the savinge bank of $33,000,000,
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if changed as it may be to a debt bearing 3 per cent.
interest, and at any time Parliament wishes that amount
for which we are paying 4 per cent., 033,000,000 may be
obtained at 34 per cent., or we could require the depositors
in the savings bank to accept that rate which it now costs
to obtain money, 31, instead of 4 per cent. which the de-
positors are now receiving, and the difference wili at once
be seen to be very considerable. The increase in the dc-
posits in the savings bank of $33,000,000 if changed as it
may be to a debt boaring 34 per cent. interest, would be.
represented by the result after multiplying by 3j, and
dividing by 4ï, or about $22,500,00, The $12,000,000
of Canadian Pacific Railway guarantee has six years to run
at 4 per cent.; the money to meet it will be borrowed at
34 per cent., an average of three years from this date.
Tnis amount will be represented by not more than $8,300,
000. The difference between the charge now borne, paying
4 per cent, on that amount-and I separate it for the rea-
son that I am dealing with all those items as the amount
of charges that actually rests upon them-will be shown
by the reduction to $8,300,000 by paying it off, as we can
do it, at an average of threo years, with monoy borrowed at
31 per cent. There will be no change in the fifth class of
debts, because, as the House is aware, this class amounting
to $33,000,000 is due to the Provinces under a statutory
guarantee that we will pay 5 per cent. on the money, and
therefore there will bo no deduction made on that class
because whatever may be the terms on which we can bor-
row money we are obliged to continue to pay to the Pro-
vinces, under the statutory agreement made with them, 5
per cent. on whatever amourit bolonging to them is in our
hands. That item of $13,00 000 is, therefore, unchanged.
The result of these statements I may summarise as follows.
The nominal debt of $150,000,000 represents a real debt of
$114,000,000, taking it in connection with our increased
credit. The nominal debt of $12,000,000 represents a real
debt of $8,420,000-that is to say, the $12,000,000 of
Dominion notes floated above the amount of spocie reserve
which Parliament requires to be held.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). At what rate?

SirCHIARLES TUPPER. Atone.half per cent, for manage-
ment, and the increased indebtedness of $4 000,000, for I
have only been dealing with that, which stood at $8,0t0000
now stands at $12,000,000, and that $4,000,000 would possi-
bly increase the management only in this on,-half per cent.
All those sums, whatever their characer, whether Domin-
ion notes, for which we are answerable, whether money in
the savings banks or money deposited for any cause what-
ever, all appear in the actual amount of indebtedness; and
those Dominion notes for which we practically pay nothing,
for the amount we flat over and above the specie reserve,
while it only costs us half per cent., it stands in the nominal
indebtedness just in the same position in the public accounts
as the money we borrowed in England. The nominal in-
debtedness of $10,000,000 in the savings bank, as represent-
ed in the calculations which I have made by a real indebt.
edness of $29,500,000, The $12,000,000 of the Canadian
Pacific Raiiway guarantee, which is payable at an average
of three years from the present date, and which will be
replaced q money at ij per cent., represents practically
only $8,300,000. Tho 13,000,000 which we owe to the
provinces, and for trust funds, over and above balances on i
the other side, is suscepti ble of no reduction because we are
obliged to continue to pay it. Tiierefore the $227,000,000
of nominal indebtedness-the amount that the publie
accounts show we are indebted-practically represents,
taking in connection with the present rate on which Canada
is able to borrow money in the markets of the world,
6173,220,000, or a difference of $53,780,000, as I said before.

Sir CÀRLEs TuPPER.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Would the hon. gentleman state at
the end of bis speech, how he manages to reduce the savings
bank debt from $40,000,000 to $29,500,000 ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, I have explained that
to the hon. gentleman and I will repeat the explanation.
That is done by the fact that the $33,000,000 of increase in
the deposits of the savings bank, if changed to a debt bear-
ing 38 per cent. interest ; that is to say, to-morrow we can
say to the savings bank depositors that all that money
costs us is 3j per cent.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Do you propose to notify them to
that effect ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman asks me
if we propose to notify them. At this moment certainly
not, but I do propose to ask the sanction of the louse to a
measure that will enable us to deal with that question as
the interests of the country may require, and I do not think
that any fault can be found with the Government if we say
to the parties who deposit their money with us for safe
keeping: We think it is in the interests of the country to
reduce the amount of interest, provided we pay you the
same amount as that for which we can borrow money.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The reduction must be solely by
reducing the interest to the depositors.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. Yes, it would b.

Mr. MACKENZIE. You convey a wrong impression to
the public as to the value of the debt.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. f am afraid my hon. friend
has not exactly understood me. What I have stated to the
House is this: that when we speak of the burden that rests
upon the country, we must take into consideration not
merely the nominal amount of indebtedneFsthat Canadabas
been charged with at the present moment, but we must taze
inio account the reduction that we are compelled to effect
in that indebtedness by the enhanced prestige of the coun-
try. Of course the hon, gentleman will see that if we were
obliged to pay 4¾ per cent. now to the public to obtain
money, that he can readily underistand that we could not ask
the savings bank depositors to take 34 per cent. But I
think the hon. gentleman will see that no just ground of
complaint can be made against the Administration, if they
were to say to parties who wish to deposit their money
with us : We will give you the highestrate of interest that
money costs us. And as it is in our power at any moment-
I am dealing with a mere hypothesis, for there is a sum that
we can practically reduce at any time from $40,000,090 to
&29,500,000 by changing the rate of interest which we are
paying on that money, or replacing it by money at the
rate at which we are obliged to borrow it. I hope the
hon. gentleman does not suppose that I would wish for a
single instant to mislead the House. I am treating it from
that standpoint, and I am only making to the House what
I trust will be received as a gratifying statement. That
is, that our increased credit will enable us -as the burden
of the country is to be measured by the annual charge of
money, that it is practically borrowed in perpetity-it
practically enables the Government of the day to reduce
the nominal ind.btedness of $227,000,000 down to $173,-
220,000. That is all that I propose to say in reference to
that matter. I have mentioned to the House that we
incurred a floating debt of five million dollars during the last
year owing to the causes which I explained when I rose.
The louse is aware that Parliament has imposed liabilities
upon the Government to the extent of about 86,000,000
more, by the aid and subsidies given to railways.

Mr. MITCHELL. How is that ?
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is six and a quarter mil

lions, but I am assuming that perhaps a quarter of a million
may not be required. Therefore I am treating that as
$6,000,000 instead of $6,225,000.

Mr. MITCHELL. Covering what period of time ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is covering the last four

or five years I should say.
Mr. MITCHELL. Present outstanding grants ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, it is the subsidies;

under the authority to subsidise railways.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The Government imposed that on

Parliament, and not Parliament on the Government.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman says

that the Government imposed this on Parliament. I was
glad to have my hon. friend's assistance-and most valuable
assistance it was-in imposing it on Parliament, because I
had the good fortune to be able to show that that hon. gen-
tleman, in the discharge of what he held to be his duty to
the country to assist li expanding and developing our
Dominion, very kindly, and in my judgment very judiciously,
furnished the iron to a number of railways for the purpose
of enabling them to get into operation when otherwise they
could not get into operation.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. I only lent that.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid the hon. gentle-

man's loaning was something like our borrowing. I am
afraid he was loaning them in perpetuity. When you lend
a steel rail until it wears out, it is a very long loan. I know
my hon. friend's good nature too well Io suppose, that if
the time came whon he was compelled to ask them to re-
turn those rails, the last thing ho would have done was to
tear them up, and take them back into the possession of
the Government. The hon. gentleman, I say, did a valu-
able service to the country in assisting these struggling
lines of railway to open up and develop the country; and I,
taking advantage, as I have been delighted to do, of the
example set by the hon. gentleman, not only followed him
in that particular, but I went a little further. I went so
far that, as I have frankly stated to the House, I am afraid
that the time has corne when we are obliged to check that
policy a little, and that we shall not be able to realise the
expectations of the House and the country this Session as
we have done in the past. However, as I have said, that
involves a charge of something like $6,000,000. Then, the
Estimates this year provided for an expenditure on capital
account of something like $5,000,000 more. So that, under
these circumstances, I find myself obhiged to ask for in-
creased borrowing powers with a view to meet these vari-
ous liabilities ; and I have only ventured to take up the
time of the House on the present occasion-first, for the
purpose of reassuriug the House and the country as to the
fact, that although there bas been a very large increased
indebtedness between 1877 and the present time, it is not
actually so great as it appears at first sight to be.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Does that 86,000,000 embrace any
portion of the ship railway guarantee ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It does not; and I am again
reminded that when I brought forward that project my hon
friend did not give it any opposition. That guarantee was
not given by a party in this House, but was given by the
whole House; and I am only sorry that when that measure
was attacked somewhat vigorously by my hon. friend from
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) the other nigbt, when it
was brought forward, not as a new project, but simply in
order to give effect to what had been done some years ago
in this House, I understand, jointly-

Mr. MITCHELL. Not at all; I always protested against

- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is the view I take. I
i am only sorry that my bon. friend, Mr. Mackenzie, was not
s here on that occasion to show that, having permitted that

liability to be assumed when he was leading the Opposition
in this House, he felt it was not unreasonable when no
additional charge was proposed, that a little extension of
time should be given in order to sec whether Canada should
not set an example to the world of leading in a great enter.
prise of that kind. I do not intend to detain the House
further than to say that the primai y object I have had in
making this statement, as the Finance Minister of the Govern-
ment, to this House-a statement that I have taken great
pains to verify by the most careful actuarial calculations-
was that I felt that it would be not only gratifying to the
H Bouse and the country at large, but would boeof use to
Canada when, as I suppose will occur at an early day, we
ask in the money markets of the world for an additional
loan.

Mr. CHARLTON. Before you leave the Chair, Mr.
Speaker, I desire to say a very few words in reply to sorne
of the points made by my hon. friend the Minister of Fi-
nance. The hon. gentleman informs the flouse that we
may fairly assume that the credit of Canada will continue to
improve. Well, Sir, that assumption can only be fairly
based upon the assumption that the affairs of this country
will be economically and prudently managed. Now, I think
there is something in the condition of the financial affairs
of this country, even at the present moment, that warrants
us in pausing to consider whether wo are not going too far
and too fast in the way of increasing the public debt of
Canada. We commenceci twenty years ago with a net pub-
lic debt of somewhat less than,876,000,000 in round num-
bers. When ny hon. friend'a proposition to borrow
8M,000,000, in addition to what we alroady owe, becomes
law, and the money is borrowed, the debt of this country
will be $252,000,000 in round numbers. That is an mcrease
in the publie debt in twenty years of $V76,000,000, or
an mcrease of 230 per cent.; and while the debt has
been increasing 230 per cent., the population of this
country bas increased in round numbers 40 per cent.
l other words, the increase in the public debt
has been six times more rapid than the increaso in the
population. Now, Sir, I cannot bolieve, if this ratio of
increase is to be continued, that we hate any right to
assume that our credit will continue to improve, or evon to
be maintained. Our taxation on customs in 1868 amounted
to $8,578,000 ; last year it was 822,378,000, au increase of
$13e800,000 in round nambers in twenty years, or an in-
crease of 160 per cent., an inease in taxation four limes
more rapid than the inerease in the population of this
country. In 1868 we expended, chargeable to the Con-
solidated Fnd, in round numbers, 813,500,000 ; we are told
that our expenditure this year will be $37,000,000 ; that is
an increase of $13,500,000 in twenty years, or an inrease
of 170 per cent., an increase over four times more rapid than
the increase in the population. Now, Sir, if this is the
condition of things, if we have increased our taxation from
customs four times more rapidly than our population has
increased, if we have increased our debt six times more
rapidly than our population has incrcased, if we have
increased our expenditure four times more rapidly than our
population has increased, and if this alarming rate of in-
crease is kept up, if, in faet, it is acceerated, as the policy
of the Government leads us to expect it wilh be, I do not
think we can flatter ours Ives with the consolation that our
credit is to improve in the future. We are taking the very
course to impair our credit; and prudence dictates that we
should pause in the course that this country has been
pursuing for some years.

Sir CHARLES T UPPE R. That is just what we propose
te do.
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Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. gentlemen takes one rather

curions view of the situation. He seems to infer that every
reduction in the interest paid on our debt is a reduction in
the debt. He telle us that this money is borrowed in per-
petuity. I hope that is not the case. i hope the publie men
of this country have not adopted a policy that does not look
to the future liquidation of that debt-that does not look to
the timo when Canada shall be out of debt. No matter how
much the interest on the debt is reduced, the principal of
the debt romains; and when we come to pay that, we shall
have to pay 250,00,000, if this resolution is passed, and
the burden will be just as much when we come to pay that
as it would be if the interest was 4, 5 or 6 per cent. We
must bear in mind that our affairs are very intimately con-
nected with those of the United-States. I am sure the hon.
Finance Minister will admit that that is the case.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. CHARLTON. Now, the United States are rapidly

approaching that period when they will not owe a dollar,
for they are rapidly reducing their debt. Their net public
debt to-day is something under 81,200,000,000. They owe
per capita $19, while we oweper capita $50.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman take
into consideration that outside of that public debt the United
States are at this moment obliged to pay $70,000,000 a year
of pension fees, and that instead of decreasing, they are
increasing every year ?

Mr. CHARLTON. I am quite aware of that fact; and
notwithstanding that the United States have a pension list
of $75,000,000, and that next year it will be much more,
they are using $2.03 per head less from customs in
defraying the expenses of their Government, the pension
list included, than we are using for our expenses.
And nothwithstanding its pension lists, the expenses of
that country chargeable to consolidated fund are not one-
half as great per head as the expenses of Canada, and it is
this feature of the case that renders it so much more noces-
sary for us to be prudent in the course we pursue with
regard to incurring increased debt. Now, I do not rise for
the purpose of discussing this question from a party stand-
point, but I do rise to urge upon the Government that the
time bas come when they should, in the interests of the
country, go slowly, when they should adopt the policy of
prudence and economy, The country does not desire that
we should keep borrowing in perpetuity; the country does
not desire that we should place upon our shoulders a
burden that is to rest there forever. Those who have
the interests of Canada at heart desire to see this
country, at some future day, free from debt and able
to engage in the race of progress ou equal terms with
the United States; but if the present policy of the Govern-
ment be continued we will never be able to reach that
position. Now we are told by the hon. the Finance Min-
ister that although our debt is large, although we have
borrowed a good deal of money and have rapidly increased
our public debt, our debt bas been incurred for purposes
that warrant this increase. I must dissent from that as-
sertion. I must state that it is my belief that the money
bas been expended for publie purposes which do not warrant
the increase of debt. I must state that we have compara-
tively little to show for that debt. We have expended
$45,000,000 on the Intercolonial Railway, and we could not,
even if we gave that road away, find responsible parties to
take it and run it properly.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do not say that.
Mr. CHARLTON. Yes, I do say that. We are paying

every year interest on £l the money that bas been put into
the Intercolonial Railway, and, in addition, a further sum
to make up its running expenses. Therefore on that road

Mr. OnAnT/ox,

there bas been an expenditure of between $40,000,000 and
$50,000,000, which has not been judiciously invested.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is because the road bas been
mismanaged.

Mr, CHARLTON. That may be true, but 1 would like
to see any one who could manage it so as to make it pay.
Our canals, although the expenditure on them is more
justifiable than any other expenditure, pay in return almost
nothing. We have invested in the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way 870,000,000 in cash and the net land grant besides,
which amounts to about 19,000,000 acres, and it is proposed
to grant to that company terms that may amount to the
equivalent of a gift of Irom $8,000,000 to 810,000,000 more.
That, I contend, is not a judicious investment, because
with that money we could have built the road ourselves
and owned it and retained the land. I must entirely dissent
from the assertion that the debt has been incurred for pur-
poses which warranted our incurring it. The truth is we
have not been prudent. We have increased our debt too
fast, we have pursued a reckless course, and the time has
come to call a halt; and whatever Govern ment may be in
power, that Government -should endeavor to place Canada
in a sounder financial position. The endeavor of whatever
Government may be in power should ho to reduce the debt ;
it should be to lessen the burdens that rest upon the people;
and no policy contrary to that is a policy conceived in the
interests of this country. The hon. gentleman, and I was
a little alarmed at the remark he dropped with regard to
Dominion notes, told us that every Dominion note we
floated was found money.

Mr. MITCHELL. Less one-half per cent.
Mr. CHARLTON. Less one-half per cent. That is the

old doctrine of fiat money.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My hon. friend muet not

migrepresent me. I stated that every note Parliament author-
ised us to float over capital or specie reserve was prac-
tically found money, because it cost the country nothing
except one-half per cent.; but we cannot issue a note except
in conformity with the law of Parliament, after Parlia-
ment bas carefully settled the rate to which we should go
above the specie reserve, and we cannot go beyond that.

Mr. CHARLTON. Supposing Parliament should authorise
the Government to issue $100,000,000 above its specie
reserve, would that be found money ? The policy pursued
leads on to the gulf of fiat money; if a Finance Minister
felicitates himself that every dollar of Dominion money
issued in exces of specie reserve is found money, why then
the temptation will be very strong, should we ever get into
financial dimculties, to avail ourselves of that found money
to a very large extent, and whenever we go beyond the
safe limit aof issue, we will have adopted the doctrine of fiat
money-and that is the danger. Whenever our financial
necessities may induce some Finance Minister in the future
to make large issues of Dominion money, we will be face
to face with the great disaster that results from an irre-
deemable currency. I hope, therefore, the hon. the Finance
Minister will be satisfied with a very small amount of
this found money, and will not endeavour to get himself
temporarily out of financial difficulty in the future by
adopting the fiat system. I would say one more word
with regard to railway subsidies. The bon. the Finance
Minister bas informed the Honse that ho has copied his
policy from that of my hon. friend on my right (Mr. Mac-
kenzie). He tells us that the leader of the former Govern-
ment (Mr. Mackenzie) inaugurated this system by prac-
tically giving railway grants, in the shape of railway iron
or old rails, to railways in the Maritime Provinces, and ho
ca see no differenee between giving rails and giving
money. Well, even if the rails were given, and that state-
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ment is denied by the leader of the late Government, who
boldo that the rails were simply loaned-but even if tbey
weregiven, there would be this difference between the
cirontuetanos of the two cases. In the one Osse, the
Minister had a large quantity of rails for which ho had no
use, and, in the public interest, ho might very properly
justify himaelf in leadipg or giving them Io be made use
of; .but in the presont case, has the Governoment a large
amount of useless money Iying idle that it bas no ne for
except to give to some railway corporations ?

Sir CRA&RLES TUPPER. My hon. friend is doing a
great injuotioe to the leader of theI late Goverument when
ho says that heo auld make no use of our Steel raiW, because
the bon. gentleman knows that every ton of those rails
represented just the cash epended oa its purchme, and
there was no moreskable ýarticle m the country.

Mr. CHARLTON. The basiness of converting old iron
into money is a sort of junk business that governments do
not often go into. The Government thon had old rails on
hand for which it had no use, and .loaned tbem to xailway
companies, but the Government to.day has no surplus of
money in its Tseasury for which it i8 diiflouit to £ind Ueo;
and for every dollar granted as subsidies to railway corpo-
rations, the people must :betaxed. This system of granting
railway subsidies is open to -another objection. It is
open te the serions objection that the money is used'
by the Government to promote its own politioal in-
tereste, and that these grants have been made in places
where they would do the most good politicaily, and
without reforence to the public interests. The whole'
system i essentially bad, and the sooner it is abandoned
the botter. It is fortunate if circumastances have
forced theGovernment to abandon it at present, and it will
be still more fortunate should the Govrnment conclude,
upon principle, to abandon it altogether. I did net rise to
make any lengthy remarks on tbe subject, but, upon the
spur of the moment, it struck me that it might be well to
point out some of the salient points in regard to our finan-
cial position. We are payirg out too much, our taxation is
too bigh, the debt of the country is beyond our resourcos,
and the Government shon Id have in view, as its great aim and
desire, the necessity of reduoing theburdens of the people
and pursuing an economical and thrifty rather than the
extravagant policy that has been parsued for many years
past.

It may be said that the Government of my hon. friend,
(Mr. Mackenzie) was responsible for theincrease of the debt
to a very arge extent, and that the debt increased under
his administration as rapidly as it has increased since.

Sir 0R14RTS TUPPER. I did not ea anytbing about
that.

Mr. CHARLTON. I say it may ho said. It is true that
the debt increased ander the Government of the hon. mem-
ber for East York by some $34,000,000, but that was con-
sequent upon the policy of -their predecessors, and upon the
contraota whioh they had made, the expenditures thoy
had rovided for, the engagements which their successors
oou0 ot fail to carry out. They had the Intercolonial
railway Io complete, they had contracts with regard to the,
pubrm buildings to comaplete, they had the contracte in refer-
once toanals to complete,1;hey had t proceed to some extent
with »e scheme of giving the great North-West connection
with the East; an4, in view of the duty resting upon them
to carry out these obligations of the previons Governnent,
whieh pledged the country to almost every dollar of thar
amount, i is evident that almost the whole of the increase
of#t?6;o.0w)0 on the net debt of Canada, if th s resolution
carries, which has been incurred since the Confoderation of
the Prov'inces, is du to the action of the prosent Govern-
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ment or to that of the Government which preceded that of
my hon, friend from Bast York (1fr. Manukenie -I mean
the Qovernment which exisetie-previens 0tod:78. Ihope
the Finance Minieter will take this matter into his w rious
oonsideration, and will see that an increame df our tiebt six
times more rapid than the increase of populationie danger.
one, and that an increase of taxation more than four tnme
as rapid as the increase of population la dangerous, and that
he wiIl in future pursue an economical and a careful !polioy
so as to preserve this country from the dangers which
threaten it.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I think there is one fallaoy of whioh the
hon. gentleman who bas just spoken bas been gailty. He
bases his whole comparison on the population of the
country. He must sec that th-it comparison is altogether
without proper foundation in this matter which is now l
controversy, bocause the wealth of any place t1oes net
depend altogether upon its population. For instance, the
wealth of the city of indon does net dpend opon the
fact that it bas a population of five millions; and, if we had
not had the Norih.Weet handed over to us, it would not
have been .necesary for us eto pend tis amnony on the
development of that country. It is really because we have
not the population which we xequire tthat compolm us to
spend this money which we have expended. Whbat di hi
reason why we have to expend more money in prqportion
to the population than those cotutries whicht have-alargr
population. Therefore, I think that the hon. genfleman's
argument on that point entirely fails to meet the case.

Mr. L AURL . I m desired by th. hon. momber or
South Oxford (Sir Riah-tdgartwright) 4o ofar his ;palogy
for not being in the onse to-day, espeially as L .he hon.4h
Minister of Finance was kind enough o mify 4him doay
he would bring this very important anbjaotbefmetheonl ,
My bon.Ariend would havebeen hee but that he aeal-
ed away upon important business, and .bis intention iste
resume this discussion at a future stage of the measume
which will be brought belore t b iouse. I was axooodiqg-
ly gratified to loara from the s.atenent of the Finance
Minister that our public debt has deoreased aotually to the
tune of $53,000,000, but I was very sorry to learn thlet Ob
ir only a figure of speech after all, and that the amonut of
our debt romains just what it was, and -that the ratepayers
will have not a cent less to pay than they now have on the
liabilities of the country. The only fact which we have
really learned is that the rate of interest las been decreas.
ing, but while the rate of interest was deoreasing,
we find that the Governmnt were -taking advantage
of it to sink the country further into debt every year. lu
connection with this, if I followed the argument of the hon.
gentleman correctly, I may say that I am not leure that he
is a believer in his own theory. I ompared hie speech
with the resolution which bas been placed -in your bauds,
and I do not think they are consistent, for he states that
the debt is redueed by 853,000,000 because the rate of
interest is reduced to 3 per cent., and I cannot under-
stand why, in that case, ho ehould be authorised to makela
loam et th.erate of 4 percent., because l that way., ocord-
ing to his own theory, he wili lseso D uch.

Sir CHARLES TLUPPER. Thmee is nothisg like a
margin.

Mr. LAURIER. I know there is nothing lik. a inarj'M
for the present Goverînment, but the hon. gentleman e
taking the margin in another way. Re.sayl ho wants;thfs
amount to pay the public dabt of theo cipntry and the
expenditure on public works carried on by the Government
of Cnada. If 1 understand hin arigcht,, ho has taken a
margin ot no les ithan $0,000,00. fe stated hat thO
floating debt was orily $1,000,000,
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Some hon. MEMBERS. Pounds.
Mr. LAURIER. I understood him to say dollars, but if

it is peunds, thon that is $5,000,000. He bas in that case
not taken quite so large a liberty. He says ho wants
$5,000,000 for floating deht, liabilities incurred in regard
to railway subsidies, 86,000,000, and public expenditure
provided for this year, $5,000,000. That would be 816,000,-
000, and the lon. gentleman asks power to borrow 825,000,-
000. I hope the hon. gentleman will give some explan.
ation of that to the committee before he carries this reso-
lution.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You are not obliged to
borrow the whole amount which Parliament gives you the
authority to borrow, and the hon. gentleman will find, if
hé looks back on the Acts which have passed, that the
Government have always had parliamentary sanction for
borrowing a larger amount than that which was actually
required.

:Mr. MACKENZ[E. Is there any unexhausted amount
now?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; there are about
811,000,000 authorised which have not been used.

1Mr. LAURIER. I suppose that is on the theory of a
wide margin.

Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) has protested against this measure, but hé
and bis party have admitted that al] the improvements and
all the undertakings of this country are due tol tho gentle-
men who sit on this aide of the House. The hon. gentle-
man says that the expenditures made by the Government of
the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) were en-
gagements entered into by the Government which preceded
that. Therefore he admits that all the undertakings, in
regard to public works in this country, are due to the
gentlemen who it upon this side of the House, and who
are now conducting the affairs of the country.

Mr. MITCHELL. And conducting thiem very badly, too.
Mr. MoLELAN. The hon. gentleman says that they are

very badly conducted. I do not think it matters much
what opinion the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr.
Mitchell) ias of the way in which they have been conduct-
ed. We will not admit that he is a very good judge of
what is done, well or ill, but we will go to other author-
ities. The hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
says that it depends altogether upon the way in which
matters are oonducted, as to what credit we can have in
the money market. From 1878 to the present time, the
public credit has been steadily and rapidly rising,and tbere-
fore, according to the view ot' the hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), that is évidence that our position
has been improving.

Mr. LIS 'ER. Have not the Australian colonies and
others improved their credit as well as we have?

Mr. McLELAN. Not nearly to the same extent, and I
think they have run in debt to an extent of 82 or 84 to 81
of ours. Their taxation is stated by English authorities as
being at least three and a balf times the amount of the
barden -which is placed on the people of Canada. The hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) says that our
taxation has increased four-fold in proportion to the popu-
lation. Let us turn to the taxation from customs and ex-
cise, or at least the amount received which is regarded as
taxation. In 1875, the taxation per head from customs, ex.
cise and stampesamounted to 65.30. In 1887, notwithstand-
ing aIl the expenditures which bad been made, and which
the hon, gentleman sys ei four-fold what it was in 1867,
yet from 1875 to 1887 the receipte from customs, excise and

Mr. LÂUaE.

stamps have only amounted to $5.79, as against $5.30 in
1875 per head.

Mr. CHARLTON. I am sure the hon. gentleman does
not wish to mierepresent me. I stated that the increase in
taxation from customs had been four times more rapid than
the increase in population ; and my comparison between
the increased debt and the increased expenditure was based
upon the comparison between the increase in that amount
and the increase in population.

Mr, McLEL&N. I am taking the taxation from cus-
toms, excise and stamps in 1875, and I am comparing it
with 1887, and I find that there has only been an increase
of 49 cents per head of the population. Now, with all that
bas been accomplished in these twelve years, with all that
has been accomplished since the present Government
resumed the reins of power, I think the country bas reason
to ba gratified that there bas only been this small increase
of taxation. I shall not prolong the discussion at the present
time. I only make these remarks to show that the taxa.
tion of the country has not increased beyond what would
be warranted by the expenditure.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There is one statement made
by the Finance Minister which, I think, he ought rot to
have given utterance to, and that is, that Canada, in effect.
ing these loans, in increasing this debt, is borrowing money
that she never intends to pay. If that idea becomes preva-
lent throughout the country it will lead-in what direc-
tion ? It will lead in the direction of carelessness and
ultimately to repudiation, and instil into the minds of
the people the idea that all they have to do is to go to the
money markets ofthe world and borrow money, and that they
will never have to pay it. Some future generation may, but
we are not to concern ourselves about that at all.
Whenever we find ourselves in a tight place, after having
recklessly wasted money, finding that our credit is good, we
will borrow with the intention of never paying. I say,
Sir, that is a sentiment that it is not desirable to encourage
in the country. Why, Sir, other nations have been in debt,
and they do not teach their people that they never intend
to pay their debts ; other nations have contracted an enor-
mous debt, and they have gone on reducing it until soon
they wiIl have wipt d it out altogether, and its burden will
be lifted from the people. But we are being instructed in
the doctrine that all we have to do is to go on and spend
money recklessly and extravagantly in this direction and in
that, our credit being still good in the money markets of
the world, we will go on and borrow, never intending to
repay at all. Then I want to make one remark about
what was said by the member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien)
who, alluding to the argument of the hon. member for
North Norfolk (Mr. Charlhon), said that you were not to
measure the wealth of a country by the population that was
in the country. My hon. friend for North Norfolk based
an argument upon the undesirability of greatly increa>ing
the public debt, or of increasing it in a far greater
ratio than the increase of population. His argument
amounted to this: that if your population was
increasing in a like ratio, as it is not, with the
increase of your public debt, the burden upon your people
would not become greater, and therefore could be renewed
with more safety. But the bon. member for Muskoka sys
that does not follow, that the wealth of the country does not
depend upon its population, that they may be more wealthy
and better able to bear taxation, even if your population
has not increased in the like ratio. There is fhi funda-
mental mistake that the hon, gentleman made, to which I
wish to call attention, and all the sophistries of the Finance
Minister in reducing this debt, as he does, simply by his
paper arguments, will not overcome the fact that it is not
the wealth of the country that is taxed to pay the interet on
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the millions we borrowed, but it is the people of the country
who are taxed. The system of taxation that is levied
upon the people of this country, by which we raise the in-
terest that is to be paid for these sums we are borrowing,
is a system that bears not upon the wealth, but it beare upon
the inhabitants of the country, and more unequally and
more unjustly upon the poor than it does upon the wealth
of the country. The Pinance Minister bas lost sight of this
tact, and while he speaks of the improved credit of Can-
ada, perbaps it would ho as well to take into consideration
that there has been a plethora of money, and the rates
of interest have decreased. Take his own argument. He
says we have deposits in the savings banks. People are
depositing their moneys at 4 per cent., and that is .their in-
come, that is their wealth. He says that we can reduce
that to 3 per cent. The moment it is reduced to 3j per
cent., are these depositors not ¾ per cent. poorer, and that
much less able to pay the additional burden placed upon
them ? And so this fallacy is running all through his
arguments. A man might very well afford to pay his share
of the public debt at 4 per cent. with wheat at 81 and 81.25
per bushel, but when his wheat brings but 70 to 75 cents per
bushel, thon ask him if he is just as able to pay ¼ percent.
as to pay 4 per cent ? Ask ·him which position ho would
rather be in ? Sir, the position you have to face is this:
A time bas come in the history of our country when the
earnings of the people are less than they were, when the
agriculturist is not receiving the profits that he once re-
ceived, when the business man is transacting hie business
on a emaller and slimmer margin; a time has come when
wages have been increased, but when the additional taxa-
tion, the burdens that have been levied upon him by this
Government, take more from him than the additional
amount that ho receives in wages; and the result is that to-
day you havea people in Canada less able to bear the rate of
inter est now existing, reduced though it may be, than they
were a few years ago when the interest was higher. Sir,
these are things to be borne in mind. I may have borrow-
ed $2,000 upon a building, and the builder may think it is
worth somewhat more, and I wish to put an increased loan
upon that building. What would the lender say to whom
I would go ? Would not ho judge it by the rent that I re-
ceived, by the revenue coming in from that building ? Would
that not enter into his calculation as to whether it was a
safe investment to loan any more money upon it? There-
fore when yon are considering our credit, when yon are
considering the sums that we have paid for public works,
as the Minister telle us, as a reason for our enhanced credit
and I agree with him in part-the question does come in as
to whether your money has been invested in such public
works as will repay you, as will be profitable to you, as will
give you an increaed value on which you may make your
security better. Sir, I think, looking at it in that light, we
can scarcely congratulate ourselves to the extent the Fi-
nance Minister has doue, with ref erence to the publie worke,
which, hoesays, have almost wholly entailed this debt upon
us. It ias been pointed out that at any rate 40 or 50
millions of that money, in the Intercolonial Railway,
is not to-day a paying investment, but that taxes
are actually taken out of the people in order to make the
two ends meet. Thon it will not be claimed that up to the
present time the expenditure on the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way has been a paying investment so far as bringing an
additional population into the country is concerned, that will
help the present inhabitants in paying the debt. With
reference to our canal system I regret to say that seo far as
income is concerned, it is much in the same position. But
there is a ray of light in the statement we have hoard from
the Finance Minister to-day; there has dawned upon hie
mind the fact that the public debt of Canada i something
alarming, even without hie proposed addition of $2â,000,000,
and thorefore he come. toParliament with a nicely prepared

statement, fallacions in many respects, in order to lead the
1 people of Canada to believe that, though numinally they are

alroady indebted to the extent of $227,000,000, and he pro-
posed to add $25,000,000 more to-day, yet after all, hoecan
figure out on paper that it is $53,000,000 less than
that sum, upon which you will have to pay interest, and so,
after all, yon need not be so alarmed about it. The
very statemont made by the Finance Minister shows that
the fact bas at last dawned upon him that the public debt
of Canada, in proportion to her population and resources, is
such as to make men pause and think, and when the hou.
gentleman comes to this louse to ask for power to in-
crease that debt by $25,000,000, I am glad to se. that ho
finds it necessary to make the explanation ho bas offered.
I tell him that with a public debt including these
$25,000,000, amounting to no lees than $252,000,000, with
a population of not more than 5,000,000 to pay the interest,
and with a system of taxation so levied and adjusted that
it does not bear on the wealth of the country, but presses
on the great mass of the people, the country feels it diffi-
cuit to bear the burthen, and as years go on, unless there is
an addition to the values of our products and increased re-
muneration paid for labor, it will find the burthen stili more
difficult to bear. It is time the Ministry and this House,
and the country, too, to seriously consider the position of
affaire in which we stand. I was led to make these re-
marks only by the statement of the Finance Minister that
the Government were borrowing money which they never
intended to pay. Such a statement wilI tend to reckless-
ness and extravagance instead of to a policy which I think
the best interests of the country demand, a policy of
prudence and economy in the management of our publie
affaire.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). One statement has been
made by the bon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
which I should not like to go to the country unchallenged.
He said the public debt had increased between 1867 and
1878, from 876,000,000 to $252,000,000. He was not can-
did enough to say that 8109,000,000 of that increase was
debt owing by the Provinces of this country, and
assumed by this Dominion, so that the net increase of the
public debt, that is the increase in the debt of the
country should properly be reduced by the amount of debt
owing by the Provinces assumed by the Dominion. De-
ducting that amount of $109,000,000 from $250,0000,
which the debt will be after this loan of $25,000,000 l
made, only gives an increase of 8143,000,000. Deducting
from this amount of $73,000,000 which the Dominion was
in debt at the time of Confederation, there appears an
incroase of only $67,000,000, or 88 per cent. iastead of 238
per cent. as stated by that hon, gentleman. I conceive it
to be a dnty to myself not to allow this statement to go to
the country unchallenged. The 875,000,000 paid in pen-
sions on the other side of the lin., and whiceh is a burden on
that country, represents a capital of about $2,500,000,000,
which the bon. gentleman may add to the public debt of
the United States if ho desires to do so.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman has not oorrected
the statement of the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton), whose argument was based on our net debt.
Our debt, according to the admission of the Finance Minis-
ter, will not be lese than $300,000,000.

Mr. DAVIN. I was very sorry to hear my hon. friend
from Brant (Mr. Paterson) make what seems to me to be a
demagogic speech on a subject like this.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh i
Mr. DAVIN. I say a demagogie speech on a subject

like this. It was the sort of speech which the hon, gentle-
man has probably rocently made, one that ho bas probably
made many a time from a platform; but I say it is not the
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mort of speech which should be made on a financial question No donbt a few years hence my bon. frind will net
like this.'corne here and say, the Canadian Pacifie Railway je

An hon. MEMBER. You make one.doing now much more than it did atew years ago. I[e
will corne bere and find some new reaeon for denouncing

Mr. DAVTN. Yes, if tbe hon, gentleman will have the the Government of the day. I have referred tothe etateof
courtesy to lieten to me I wili try to make one. I listened our finances in England. Wu know if yen tahe up an
to th1' statement of the Finance Minister with critical care, Engli8h newspaper, the Times for instance, and look down
and I say that every statement he made and every calcula- its monetary oolnmn, seref the prominent words thàt
tion ho made will bear criticism. As to the statement made meet yen there are "consols,"I"reduced three,"I&new
and the figures given in regard to what migbt be called the threes'andseon. What, Sir, do "console" mean? They
real debt and the nominal debt of Canada, you will find a mean that in 17à1, or thereabonte, a lot of debte that had
counterphrt of the history which the Finance Minister has beeu incurred on account of wars aud what-net, had béen
given in the history of finance in England, and if you turn consolidated at a lewer rate of interest. The same ting je
bacek to the speeches made by Mr. Gladstone in the carlier true ofI"redzoed threes," and the same thiug is trle of
days. of bis financial statements, yon will find him pointing ether financial items lu the Bnglish money market. That
to exactly the same thing having taken place in England, is the bistory of one of the moet suemsfnl financial nations
-that while the debt had increased the credit ofthe country in the world, whicb nation haî been expanding at a rate cf
had gneresed, that its borrowing power had increased, wealth that probably bas neyer b3eu equalied.fHistery,
and, by condequence, thongh the debt was at a given comparing great things with emalI, leade us te eepeet
figure, it was, in view of the power of England te meet a similar state ef affaira in thia »ominion of Canada.
that debt, a lower debt considered as a burden than The public credit to-iay stands high. The hon. mem-
it stoé at aetually in the books. That is what the bar for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) made a stetent which
Finmnoe Minister comeii to usand points eout, that although ry friend from Brant (Mr. Faereon) centroverte, aüd
thedebt be 820,000,000 it is not se terrible as it ap- thereagin I rather think hlie nlsrepreeented my hon.
pear= to be, bedause the credit of the country has fri"d from Muskoka. I apprehnd thaf My hon.
advaneed, and whereas twelve years ago we had to pay 4Î frierd di& net say that population had ne relation-tl
per dent. we can now borrow at 3J. With reference to the wealti, but what I nndeetood hlm te say wai, that gret
statement of the hon. member ftr Brant (Mr. Paterson) public werks had te b. projeeted and carried out becluge
that the Minister declaredthat we were borrowing money we bad a vast extent et cenntýy through whidh thofe lines
never to repay it, I uunderstaud th-e Finance Minister te of railway abould mn, in order te hring them withimua
bave made ne snoh statement as that. What I understood civilised condition and te ultimstcly increaethe population
the Miniter to say, andcstainkyCdndeatoodnhm coPRectlyayf Canada.
wau that when we go ute the mouey market teberrwd Mr. O'BiInn N. Yee I taidtat. I ale men to ay
w. look forward to a time when we shah go nto the woney that population wasoenlyen of the reafmen otiat had te
market again wheu w. want te psy the debt with anotter beGtakenjute account, wherea the ho. gentle an teated

rn f cade at a botter price, at a lower rate cffintiren sgthaninheenlyftemauntk
wE hnsdg nptppay for tp h e ianTpreviTusly obtained and whichT
we d>sired te psy.off. And se w go on ln Lieisame course Mr. DAVIN. The hon, metber for Brant (Mr. Pater.
of finance thathas distinguished every country where son) made a tater ent that has often been refte, lu thie
th~ kcience hau boeenwell understood. It je a atatesman-tHouse, and on the platfrm, in "t country. It ero"efnted

ike exoîition of our çondition, and> dbs not justify every day inute pres, refuted in tnd wel known senti.
the hon. mem ber for Brant (M'. Paterson) declarig monteof te peple f ta country esd refuted by the fa t

te the country that w. stand before tii. wrld that on Lhree successive occasions the. present Governuient
ready te repudiate our debts. The hon. member for has bee returned thepower. e makes e statem ntLeao
Brant le grea.teu illustratlons, aud le especially streng on taxation is pressing où the oorsud nton m . Thweaty.
conerete illustrations. Ho ieeue of the mobt affective mcm-uis takes the otate ent that Wealthsfu fgo Iseott free,"
bern on the, Reform eide wen an election figt je ou, snd aithoug if ha examines ou tarif it will show hlm, that it
holikes a-coucrete illustration. Ho gave ns an illustration. e actually contrived t prse rather on the midd atd,
Ie said: Suppose 1 have a houe.aud I think iL is worth wealt y classes than on th porll' eas w sth wom he pré-

Sgo t a mantte borow meey ou the bouse, but tende te have s tmch-daympathy. Theh poor man d.es nt
ho e net prepared tg advauease much as 1ask because suifer by it Lievotet (L.e poor mon carried the day, -and

ho dees net tbink the buene le wortb quit. wbat 1 tblnk 'there is I twr-fold proposition in Lhisrherernte m propo-
iL ia e rth.. Look at the position-w.re lu exactly that siion th t if theywereoM k power agoinaI p hey would cndeet

po#ýtibn. 1ut'our solveucy 1e Lie onvereof that assuniedtLie affaird ethencountry h poul a way, as net teprei t
te be-oursby bhon. gentleman. - W. go te tee lenders on th,- poor ma isundethatth hpmtsanty dtiietiea

inu the. money market. W. say: 'Wc have a great Domrin- pressesh ljrd upôn hlm. If tie preeent Adminitration-iii
ion, we have bult great publie works for the.purpospouf Canada is h pressing on he poeor man wLy do they re-
euriching our ceuntry-becane no doubt the hou. gen. turt a te peer? Are the peopl ail goe md?
tleiÉmul, *wolio ambitions te be one, day FinaneaKinistor, Wiatle th meaning tha in otree successie leotiohm ithiey

kuv'sthat mouey iE nct wealth. What do we find? As have rtn ned tisGovern mentat t power wih large majorti-
the-inance Mnistrtelie us, ou i crediterat d third in thaLies, ?I believe that on a occasion fCka this, we nagdt t.

m tiawnrke e oth world, tndwe arc able to borrow at a disus a'great financial question shc as o Le Minister ha
lower rate than ever before. Sohellustration thatthe hon. preented tou n, free from party feeling sud tht hdistur ng
gentaeman>gave turne bacir on himself a d refutes the oud- passions that beloung e party cttroversy. Fe r mysef
mouted fallay he gave ties louse. The ho, igentleman can say thnt I1neer attacked a mntin aH, my tif., unies.ho
also said that the oanadian Pacifi Railway had net pro- richly d.served it, or a cause or a party elther, sud it ie aI-
duced the resuits that were anticipated, cune very pro- waye unpleasant for met especially onanoeeeionHi e this

rlme tioned popula.bon. I je by adding terso e popuec n tdes withe peleany other way t-an parey ba a queston
ti of thicontr undobtedly that wethstnDmidiob h wrill otwhat l hbenefialte ie intereste-ot the eountry. Ire-
prots gand; ou lburdons abdminisesed. But ht Le peat what I have said n the begining, nd i he bealmy
ConcrdtiluPaions Ha bis onetime? m 1 nderstae tM- ebusimaes til lthroug my lie t weritit cangd dsot fed
afr t on t e ni msiet enmt iW n fioiwgtisnand alrite abutfh oieanes oumatar imut-wi s m, at it
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mnade by tbÊhedier~ BowibgIhat our oi-edit h advadeed
is irrefragible and that you. danWot ami-l it semsossIftll.
The MinIetr of Finanee he shown that although our
nominal debt is at a given amount, our liabilities as
compared with our capaeity te meet them-the relation be
tween the, burden and the potentiality of dealing with the
burden is such at present, that our debt is aetually not as
greasty in excesof the debt of, tenor twenty years-ago a
it seemse at first sight to be.

Mr1 DaES (P. EI'r.> y am sure that the Finance
Mininter as hikhihtf fiatteoed to ffnd that his financial
expoaîtidh h & réeivd an endorsemerit, so able and
so olear, frôrd tiê hot. geütleriián who bas just resumed his
seat. I slidtild ke to have ieard th opiDnion from the hon.
meniber fWf Esit Aseinibôià (Er. Perley) as to some of the
stterñente he madd, as to whotber he was realiy so gene-
roue or sÔ chivaiins in h'is atlacks on other people. i was
present the ot1ierdây at au entetainnient given by Canada's
humorist, tr.ltihgough, and aui1ong other amnsing sketches
he drew, was ôiin which the Priime Minister Was holding
in higids a pot1folio, and opposite it, holding out his hand
was the figuire'ofrmy esteemed friernd from Assibiboia who
was'offerihg Vtbcàry thls pôrteli. It i quité evident, I thiàk,
from the speech we bave had to-day that the views of the
me'nber fromï W est Assinibola (Mr. Uavin) are changed in
regard-to the p."ticular portfolio ho deserves, or which he
wonld deire to-h"ve. It is clear that the rumour having
become prevalent that the Finance Minister wishes to
remove from his present sphere of operations, the hon.
gentleéani Wisheè t esho* bis qualifiations to assure that
important, vacant portfolio. I am sure that the very clear,
the very concise, and the veryeasily understood,#peeohbe bas
delivered will beasufficient recommendation to the hon. the
First Minister as to the member for Assiniboia's (Mr. Davin)
qualifications for his appointment to that position when it
unfortunately becomes vacant. I have only risen for one pur-
pose, and thdt *Ès to refer tothe statement the hor. gentie.
man has mtde, ddwhichihaebêan endorsed by my hon. friend
who ha jnst taken hisseat. The Finance Minister has pro
sented to this House, cilitiy no-doubt, t hypothe*is as if
it were tangibleand Ma), We know the other ddy that the
Finance Minister of Great Britain, converted ber three per
cent, coneole, into two and a half, and by that financial op-
eration, successful as it was in the money market, he made
a brilliant stroke and saved a large amount of money to the
people of the country. BÉut the hon. the Finance Minister
is aware tha^t itis not in hie power to convert our six or
fiv-percentdebt into tbr'eper cents. Tisedebt etàndsin
theehapêof boùdsjey'sbleyears hence, now tieuringsftxed
interest. Whether the interest is five and four per cent. in.
terest, it wiI- have to be paid for the next ten or twenty
or thirty years. The hon. the Finance Minister cannot
change thod bcüdê into bnde bearing three per cent. If
wee'è iin dpositlon tô dodYert those into three per cent., I
would a ytdu a ·e rmakig a gfeat davitig iin your debt.
Tie hypoih s aight be-eaily andèrÀtood as the member
who gat déWn sid it *de bot ho knows that those abstract
caledlktidts- cÊ(not be grset-a iri a monient. Further hy
hon. &fieidsays ho followod them, with critical apprecia-
tion, and I can understand very well that some men are na-
turally clear and apt in appreciating points of that kind.
I have no doubt my hon. friend was ab'e to understand
hitn, but IL do not think the genefat public will understand
him. i thibk theohon. leader of the-Opposition summed it
up-inraphraaw #h.n ho said that while he wa delighted
aftbr liate*red'tipeedh, hik deligbt wsa turned into sor.
rOW *Xe1ti1e refected thatit-wa*9after all only a- theory,
whloh-eelWn't boearid:irntopractice. Ouir debt retains
thw#iÉ a.id 'Will bd thé sarde during the coming year.
NO dhi *1 be- iade hy the hon. gentleran in the

pey t d or6Pel* e# IIøda

to be paid for the next five or ton years, because you oan-
not conveit the borids bearing those rates into bonds bear-

r ing a lower rate of interest ; so that even if the hon. gentle.
man's dontentíod werè correct, you could not apply it to
reduce the debt. There is another remark that I would
mafre. The hon. gentleman stated that he was making this
financial staternent, not merely fr this House or this coan-
try, but for the money market of the world, where he was
goidg to borrow, and ho argued that our net debt was only
$227,000,000 in round numbers. Thereis this to be said how-
ever, about it, and it is well to be frank : Oarttal debt ie
1273,00;000, which w. reduce by certain assets which we
say we posses. The hon. gentleman knows that a large num-
ber of these assets are merely nominal; and ho knows thathe
bas resolutions before this House for wiping out millions
on millions of these very assets, sncb as the Quebec harbôr
works, the improvements in the St. Lawrence, and the St.
Charles tidal dock. I think it is hasardous for a man to
express any settled opinion as to the value of these assets;
but having gone over them from time to time, I think the
hon. gentleman will bear me out in saying that at least
810,000,000 or 812,000;000 of out assets are merely paper
aseets, and nothing more. We have no right to assume
our debt to be $227,000,000 net. It is nearer 8y40,000,000
net; and we have no right to assume that we are
only paying 3 or 3* pet cent., because the interest we
shall have to pay tbr many years to come is fired at
-a higher rate, and we cannot convert it into a lower rate.
The hon. gentleman erpeots that ho wili be able to borrow
this money at 3î perc ent.; but if he does, he is certainly
not parsuing the policy Which his predecessor did, and
Which I imagine would be good pollcy. If ho tukes power
to borrow at 4 per cent., that is pretty good evidence that ho
does rot expect to geL the money atia lower rate, Iowever, I
do not criticisethe bon. gentieman's methd x; 1 leve that to
others more famillar with such màtters. I join in the expres-
sion -of regret given by the bon. leader of the Opposition, that
the hon. gentleman did not take the Houme and the country
more into his confidence, and teli us all the purposes for
which ho wants this large um. He bas given us items
amounting to 816,000,000, and ho basa margin of 811,000,000
remainitig from the authority to borrow which ho previously
obtained ; and in addition there is 9,000,000 ofths amount,
making in ail 836,000,000. I tbinik we have a right to be
taken into theb hon. gentleman's confidence to a mach larger
extent than ho has taken us as to the purpose for which ho
wants to borrow that large amount of monoy. I am inclined
to agree with the hon. member for South Brant (Mr.
Paterson) that in- giving the Finance Minieter unlimited
authority of this kind, we are only encouraging ertrava-
gance, and inviting hon. gentlemen behind thehon. Finance
Mniiister to prose hit for extravagant grants for all kidde
of objecte which hoe should not make.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman who bas just sat
down bas expressed my views so well, thet I do not- think
I will travel over the ground which he bas-trtversed. I
may, however, make some sligbt reference to two or three
matters. The hon. Finadce Minister this afternoon-and
ho bas done it on more than one occasion this Session
-twitted hon. members on this side that they had
aesented to certain propositions, notably the hignecto
Railway and the Pictou Railway, becaune we did not get
up and divide the Honse on them. Now, I am net going
to attempt t divide the House on this scheme of theb hon.
Minister of Finance, although I think it is the duty of the
Government when they submit a scheme te Parliament
for their considbration, te state fully and erplicitiy the
objects for which they demand the assent of Parliament.
BHpecially when asking for suh an enormous armourt
of money as-is involvq4 in this scheme, I think it wsie
duty -theen Puiando Miitistef t alter, i greatW detXil'
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and greater particularity, into the matter, not only for the selling it te a syndicate, and that the hon. the Finance Min.
information of this House, but for the country. Why, Sir, ister earried on those negotiation.
ho bas given us only three or four items, and these in gross SirCHARLES TUPPER. WiIl my hon. friend allow
and general terms. As I understand the position stated by me to say that there is met the slightebt foundation for that
the hon. gentleman, we owe $227,000,000 net. The hon. statement. J. have neyer had any propo8al made to me for
member for Queei's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies) looking at our eo- the purcha8e of the Intoroonial Railway. 1 have nover
called assets, a portion of which are of such a class as we have been a party te any negotiations of any kind whatever in
in the Quebec harbor bonds, and at what has been said about that view, nor arnï awarof any such negotiations having
the Intercolonial Railway, claims our net debt to be t-ken place.
$240,000,000. Practically there is about 8300,000,000 of
gross debt standing to-day against this country, and if we Mr. MITCHELL. I ar glad to hear that statement. I
had to realise on our assests, I am afraid they would not a credibly informed by a person vhem I1 bohevod whon
roduce the gross debt to any great extent, and that ho made the statement, and I sw a bock printed
we would find that our net debt amounted to nearly the WIth the whOle thing set eut as a prosPectus, and I
full amount of our gross debt. I am not one of those am told, moreevor, that one cf the persona projocting tho
who have taken the position that expenditure for public purchase and that the promoters cf the sobeme iad oostly
purposes, even when not reproductive in the way of re- engineers upen that road for months gathering statiatica in
venue, were not valuable to the country. I have not taken roierence te it, and that a onférence was held in London,
the view of hon. gentlemen on this side of the House with re- with tbree, if net leur, Cabinet Ministers present, in which a
ference to our expenditure on the Intercolonial Railway, the discussion washeki as te the advisability cf the Government
outlay for the Pacific Railway and the canals; but when we proscuting a sale te that syndicate. 1 arnglad to hear tho
begin to talk of these as an asset which is convertible to pay hon. the Finance Minaster say ho hmsnover had anythiog to
the debt of this country, I claim it to be a fallacy. We de wîth k, but the information care in such a direct and
ought to look the thing in the face, and not allow ourselves positive mannor that it irpresaed me as true and I believed
to be deceived. The hon. gentleman has asked this flouse IL
for a credit of $25,000,000 ; in other words, ho asks us to Mr. CIAPLEAU. My hon. friend nover had tho infer-
give him power to go into the markets of the world and matien, which ho statesho had, frcm anybody. Ho nover
borrow that sum. In addition to that ho admits that ho has had tho informatien that any proposai eo the kind wu made
an unused authority to borrow $11,000,000, which, added to in England, when three Miniâters were present.
the $25,000,000 makes 836,000,000, which ho asks this
House to give him authority to borrow in the British atr.oITCELL.
market. New, Sir, what do we want of 830000,000 ? I8 thero wa ode o nw

eny nltoassity for itth With tha taxes increased as they have Mr. t hiPLEAne. No.
increased-with the people sufiringiwith every industry Mr MITCHELL. H Eas stated what ho doos et know.
in the country feeling the ffe f the high taxation, o ha ee h i tto atft

dteet havew nver had nfprmona tae ttolfefor

only upen the food and the elothing which the work- flew can ho state it ? I tell him ho saîd what is net correct.
ingmun wear, but on the materials whirh go into the
production of' their manufactures, I say it is ne time Sir CHAIRLES TUPPEIR. I think what my hon. friend,
te ask thisflouse te givo authority te the Ministry the Secretary cf State, neans tof say is that ne such ting
cf the day te gzo into the IBritish market and b trrow ever tok place, and, therefore, ias not correct information
money te the extont of 836M000r000. I arnmt geing that was given te the hon. gentleman.
te follew the hon. gentleman in the différent explan- Mir. CHAPLHAU. I bave said, and I said iLknowing
aLlons fho made. I mayhowever, sny this in regard Lo whath was saying, that the information the hon, gentleman
what ho said about the savingà banks account, that ho ad- may bave han was another information, that hb nover had
maits himself that ho is net prepared te ask this leuse te the information ho has given this flouse.
enable him tebomrow the money at once for the pur-othe atin a I
pose cf recasting that dcbt, but statos that hoanay rn tomITeL Wad hat atoeren wnhatin Lodon,

ossibly ask the use for authrity t do i. But if yo o ou ane t s t i w
ho were prepared te ask this lieuse for aitherity te reducedir. CHAPLAU. I know thehon, gentleman ad sente
the interest on deposits in the savings banks frm information in Montrear before tho interview which tok
4 te, b in pcr cent., and thas save a certain sum tecplace.
tho Gevernment, ne deubt it would save meney te the' AMr. MITCHELL. Thon there was an interview ?
Treprury, but iL would reduce, as my hensrfruend for
North Ž4rlolk said, the earniog capacity cf the mon who Mr. CHAPLEAU. We had an interview. My hon. friend
have moeoy invested. I would net oppose the proposition, may have had information of a certain gentleman, whom
however, on that grcund.I arn netmproparedat say that the ho know andh know, but I e ayso had a bodyfrm hm the
suggestion ought nt te b carried eut. 1 arn rathor inclined slightest insinuation or information that anything f the
te, think k sheuld. 1 amn aise inclinod te, think that kind corâcerning the Intercotoniat Railway was spoken cf
the pon It tflce saving@ ankis, which were ostablisied at that confehnce in London; and I know that ho had nt.

nainly for the benefit and advantage of thepeorer classes, Mr. MITCHELL. I eau tell my hon. friend that h. is
have boon largely utii6ed loi' the purpose cf invewtment statng wat ho doos nt know.
by the rich, and that t country would save, whie, at the Mr. CHAPLEAU. No
sainreatimethe poor man would be prothcted te a certain Mr. CITCHELL. I has iL.
oxtent, theugbho would Diot get as muob as ho does Dow, Air. MiICHELL. Yoa do not know iL, and you are un-
ho wculd geL ail that the (iovernment cau afford te pay, dertaking te tell us what yeu do not know. I repeat that
loking at what they have te pay to the pubhci when thoywdos n I he information,iana 1 had it from a gentleman whom
go into the fondy mark eot the world.rky' ocn.afriendnhbelieved te batelling the trth, and have son the pros-
lrom Nrthaorolk spoke about the iltercolonial Railway. pectus or bock which was printod-a very expensively geL.
t fas iLnecethsarybecause i wil be said by-and-bye, shuld up bock-asd it was intimated that they ooud get the
thié Government attempt te rsi that rmad that n assented etercolonialiaiway, which coto45,000,000forlt,0o0,-
by my silence, ntd o am credibly inform2d that negotiationg 000.That I heard, and I had my intormation pretty direct.
worein operatieon durntlem the fyefwth the viewf nd my Hon. friend Uae to know aomthiig about the

lUr. MifTCRELL.
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meeting in London. He admits there was a meeting, an
yet he has the audacity to state that I had not information
that I do not know-

Mr. CHAPLEAU. You do not.
Mr. MITCHELL. I say I do; and if it was parliamen

tary to use stronger language, I would use it.

Sir CfHARLES TUPPER. Perhaps my hon. friend wil
allow me to say that I was present at an interview at whic]
were present my hon. colleagues the Minister of Custom
and the Secrerary of State, in my office in London, tha
Mr. Kamper, the gentleman to whom the hon. membe
refers, was one of the parties present. That was an interview
with a syndicate of gentlemen connected with the iroi
industry, who came to London for the purpose of layinf
before me a proposition for the manufacture of steet rails in
Canada, and that during that interview, or any other inter
view of any kind, not one word was ever said with referenc(
to any negotiation or proposal for the purchase of the Inter
colonial Railway.

Mr. MITCHELL. The gentleman to whom the hon. tht
Minister of Finance refers was not the source of my in
formation, but it was that gentleman who conducted the
negotiations, as I was informed, for the purchase of the
road. I learned that negotiations for the establishment of
steel works was the subject of the meeting also, and, as an
adjunet of it, the purchase of the Intercolonial Railway for
the purposes of transport was a feature of the scheme; and
it was told that intimations came also from another Minis-
ter, who was not there, that $15,000,000 would be consi-
dered not an unacceptable offor, if made for the purchase of
the road. One of the objects I had in rising was to protest
against that road being sold for any sum to any private or
speculative corporation for any purpose. 'l hat ruad is part
of the charter by which the Maritime P.ovinces are tied to
the Dominion. It is part of the agreement by which we
of the Maritime Provinces were induced to enter Con-
federation for the purpose of making a practical con-
nection, not a mere paper one, as it would have been
if we had not the Intercolonial Railway; and no man
knows better than the hon. the Finance Minister, who
formed part of the conference held in London, as I
did myseif, which created the document tha+ bourd the
Maritime Provinces to this portion of Canada, that the
road was built, not for the purpose of making money
ont of it, not for the purpose of drawing revenue, but
with the national object of creating a union; and when
the hon. member for North Norfolk points to the road as a
non-payable asset, I say to him: Why, it is not an asset at
all. It is part of the national constitution ; it is in the
British North America Act, and forma part of the constitu-
tion of this country. I have risen on this occasion for one
purpose amongst othere, for the purpose of letting these
hon. gentlemen opposite understand that if there were
negotiations in London-and I believe there were, and else-
where, too, and perhape the hon. the Secrotary of State
knows more about it than he likes to say-these negotia-
tions were striking at the root of this union which is bind-
ing the Maritime Provinces to old Canada.

A.n hon. MEMBER. No.

Mr. MITCHELL. What do you know about it ? That
road was built under a solemn contract. It formed part of
the bargain, and it was because it formed part of the bar-
gain that we entered Confederation. Any attempt, there-
fore, to sell that road or to put it into the bande of private
corporations for speculative or other purposes, or to pass it
out of the bande or the control of the Government in any
way, would be a violation of the contract by which these
Provinces are bound together, and would be a fair groundi
for the Provinces to contend that the compact was at an

d end. I amrnont nne of those who would like f soe. anyvthing
tof the kind. We are bound togethor; I dosîre that we

@houtd romain together, and I *ant to se. our constitution
made as perfect as possible, and the attempt to oit our
road is a violation of that contract; bat I fear w. are
running too much into debt. Our debt bas now reacbed
nearly 8300,000,000, and with the power to borrow $36,-
000,000, $2,1,000,000 by this re8olution, snd 811,000,000

h by the authority te borrow under previons resolutione,
Syet onusod, basides 815,000,000 wbicb we will ho shortly

asfred to guaraute. for the Canadi&sn Pacifie, w. muy well
rlook with alarmn to? the increaairig debt of the ceuntry.

What does iL mean ?The. incresse of indobtednesa must
nmean the increase of the cost of living net only f0 the

rich, but to the middle classes sud to the poor of this coun-
9try, and the ceet of living is now very far beyond wbat It

should be in relation te the earning powers of tb. people.
SMy hon frieind the Minister of Finance made a very spe-

a-

-cious case when ho baid that, beeause ho can borrowruoney
for 8j per cent. for which w. are now psy iig 4 or 5 or 6
par cent., that wonld redue. the amount of our indebted-

eness by 853,000,000, That la a fallacy. It la true that,
-if w. neyer intend te puy the debt, iL would reduce the

amount we have annually to pay, snd ho almoat aaid
9 what would amouit to that. Then, it would make very
f litie difference. But upon that hypothesis, I amn afraid
i the oi'cdit of the country wc.uld flot stand very wellu
*borrowing any further amount in the mnoney market.

W. may assume that the 853,000,000 which h. pro.
poses to save by the rei-ssue of bonds at the reducod
rate of interest of 21 per cent. iumtcad of 4, 5 or 6 per

r(ont. would ho s reduction in the interest. But the
debt is net redueed at ail. 'l'ho debt la theo ame.
It may not cost as rnuch for interest, but the

*debt remaina, and it is weIl uuderstood that w. have te
pay these debta some tinie or other; snd, unle8saw. announce
that faet snd admit that fact, we could not borrow any

*money at ail. There is another hypothesis upon which ho
proposes te go int the money markets of the world sud

isave money te us, and thai ia ihat whon thero debta ma.
turc ho will ho able te obtairi new loans ut a less interest.
llow doe,4 ho know that ?Ilie may have to pay (; pir cent,
We have -no assuranci that money wili uiot go up in value
in a few years; a tbreatened war or a georat distui banco
in Europe would disturb the whole proposition; and yot the
bon, gentleman says that ho is going to save 653,OOOOU.
The Poatinaster G-eneral has chosen to challenge my
authority as te tbe mode of governing thia country. H.
says that he questions whether the authority of the mem-
ber for Northumberland la very good lu relerence te the
geverninent of this country. I wili only say on. word on
that subjeet, and it la this, sud I will lea.ve it te hon, gentle-
men who ait ai ound hlma as te the triith of it: that, if I was
flot a botter admninistrator than ho bas been, if i gave no
botter satisfaction te the bon. gentlemen who sat around
me sud te the public than ho baq doue, I would have vory
littie to boast of te-day.

Mfr. MULOCK. I think the Houa. canuot tee strongiy
empbasise iLs disapprovai of the new doctrine of th. Minister
of Finance, wbich is neither more nor lbas thon a policy of'
repudiation. The hon. member for West Assuniboia (Mr.
Davin) appeared te agrce with Lb. Minister of Finance in
ah has utterauces, but I doubt if he apprchended the. full
effeet of bis argument. The. hon, gentleman prepared a
statemnent whicb wus intendod te show that our public dobt,
instead cf being #.,27,00)0,000, by bis i.pocies 0of financing,
was $53,0001000 les. To-morrow, ne deubt Lb. Ministor
cf Finance will ho teiling the country, through the news-
papcrq. that our debt la oniy $175,000,000, because, wben
our Lubilities mature, they are renewed at a reduoed rate;
buL you are taking credit to-day for what may or may net
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be the outcome cf the future, you are assuming that the
oquntry will never be called upon te pay this $53,003,000.
How did the 8227,000,000 fall te 8175,000,000 ? It is in that
way and to that extent that the Finance Minister is teaching
the people the doctrine of repudiation. In that amonut
wbich heosays the country will save, there is included
88,000,000 of prornissory notes, that is, legal tender notes
owing by this.ountry. Does he.menn tosaythat the country
does net owe the amount of these legal tenders ? Does he
speap te say tbat.those cannot be exchanged for gold ? If he
dose, I venture te say that the notes will b. exchanged for
gold to.,morrow. He says that these are net a legal liabi-
lity, but the fact of his stating that may make them an
instantaneoousjegal liability. The member for West Assi-
nibois (Mr. Davin) refers to the case of England. It is
well known that England has been able frequently to renew
ber debt, and that there are many who contend that the
national debt of England is an advantage te the country,
but op what ground is that ? It is on the ground that the
bonds are held by the people of the country themselves,
that it binds the country together, and makes the people in
favor of the preservation of the constitution, but is it net
very different here? Here, as the hon. member for West
Assiniboi (Mr. Davin) should see, we should establish such
a condition of affairs that we should not ho transmitting
millions of dollars a year out of Canada to pay the interest
on our debt. le that for the interest of the people of Can-
ada ? l it for the interest of our people that we should
educate them to believe that it is a good thing te borrow
all youcane, te mortgage all your property, and to croate
an interminable debt which will be continuons as time
itself, by which the energies of the peopleshall be taxod for
all time in order te remit money abroad ? 1 look forward
to a ti.me when our people will be in a better position than
te require them te remit money abroad, and it is net in the
interest of Canada te encourage extravagant expenditure on
the ide& that there never will be a pay day. Theonly cheek
against extravagance and improvidence is the idea that at
some day or other these liabilities have te b. paid ; and, if
the Finance Minister does not desire his doctrine of what I
claim te be repudiation to lead te its natural results, lot him
get up and state that there was no ground for his statement
that our debts should n"t ho paid. Let us have sorne sta-
bility in this matter, I, 1884 he declared that if we gave
him $80,000,000 ho would do away with the policy of dis-
allowance. We gave him the money and in 1887 the hon.
Minister and all his party, assisted by the member for West
Assiniboia (Mr. Davin) repudiated that. They repudiated,
in 1887 what they promised in 1884, and this year they
bave repudiated what they did in 187. You do net find the
same policy, but it is practically repudiation in regard te
all their principles, and they are carrying that out in regard
to the national debt now. I think we cannot, as a House,
take too atrong ground in favor of the view that Canada
intends to pay ber debts when the obligations fall due. That
is Liie obligation we want te live up to, and, whether it h.
soon or late, jet it b. understood that it is our policy te pay
off our national debt and so te make the people of Canada a
free people.

Mr. MADILL. Is the hon. member for North York (Mr.
Malock) in favor of the Governoment assuming the dbts o f
the Provincial Governients ho the extent of 4107,000,OQQ ?
la he in favor of the Dominion Government assRmgthGs.
provincial debts.as part of the national debt?

-Kr. MULOCK. Am I in favor of what ?

Mr. goMULLEN. In my opiaiQa, we are called upon to
consider 1h. most importanet matter that has been brought
b4ore us duri4g thisS ession,. We are niow considering
the very .arge increaed indebtednees that resta upon
tbis country. A great many oQpQe in tbis QuaLnpy know

Mir. MULoo.

what-it is to get -into debt, and'there aremany.peopiswho,
from their personal experiene, would be able to relio the
fallacy of the argument that has tbeen <peshnted by the
Minister of Finance to show the Mnanner in whiOh he wold
reduce the public debt of this oountry. Xow, Sir, I
hold that the question before as of giving the -Govern.
ment power to borrow in the British market such a very
large amount of rponey, is i very asSions pq. Jpwug;the
last general election when te hpn. ,gontiomen qpppsite
appealed to the country, they made the steement tha,tlh
national debt was 8196,000,000, and that the interest per
capita was 81.65. They went on to show that, e-rparing
t bat sumwith what the peoplepaid diring the.rdgime Qf the
Mackenzie Government, they were only paying 3 cents a bead
more. But when we came to fint out the exact facto, when
Parliament met, w e ascertained that the dobt of this conptry,
instead of being 8 196,000,000 it was 8277,000,000,and that the
per capita intqrest, insteadl of being 81.65, was st4oast 81.98.
We found that the Governmnent succeeded so far in sucret-
iwng from the people the true financial condition of this
country that, on the strength of that statement, they were
able to get back into power. Now, they come down and
virtually confess to this House that they require to borrow
a very large ineressed sum in order ýto pay the debt which
tbey .secreted from the people, and wbich will raise the per
capita drain upon the people's resources from 81.98 to 92.21.
If we take their own statement made during the elections in
1887, we find that they now virtually oonfess that inside of
one year they have found it necessary to increase the per
capýta tax by something like 62 cents. Now, it wiIl be
remembered that the leader of the Opposition of that day
drew the attention of the House and the oountry to4he
consequences that would naturally follow the recklesses
of hon. gentlemen opposite in conneltion with the dierent
public works that they had undertaken, and notably the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. We are ail quite prepared
to admit that it was desirable that road should be
built, but we contend that the extravagance in which
they indulged in building that road, ha@ Jargely inereased
the people's burden beyond the sum that was neces-
sary to conetruct that lino if it àad been economioally
done. The leadec of the Opposition from time to time on-
davored to impress upon the House and the contry the
fact that the debt was going to inerease to a very large
amount, and although h. did that forcibly and -pointedly, as
well as others who associated witb him, hon. gentlemen op-
posite presented such a condition of thinge that they were
enabled to exact from the people of'this oountry aleas of
power for five years more. Now we ane having the evi-
dance that the statements made by the leader of'the Oppo-
sition were correct. Sir, I say that the statement presented
by the Minister of Finance is a most fallacious statement,
and it will tend largely to mislead the public in regard to
our true financial condition. I would like te ask wihat
effeot it would have upon the farmer, for instance, who has
get a mortgage upon -ie farm of 82,06 '2 That mort.
gage, we will suppose, was produed a few years ago when
interçat swas at -8 per cent., for a period of 0 years. The
interest -has dopped until new :hs ca borrow that money
for 5 per cent., and in thei place of<loeking upon "s mort-
gage as $2,000, he calculates what ,i wo omIesim at $p.er
cent. to mortgage it again, and h. says to himself: At
tie rate i «an bocrow maoey now, I would only bave 4e
pay $kOO a year, at -per cent., on 42,000, imstead
of having to pay SM0, at!8 per Oest, o n$e , and conge-
q aenIy the principal of mSy mortgage is only4t,25$, ndl
look torward to the day when I wiM be abe to placemy mont-
gage again and get the money at a rdueoed mte of ieteest.
But in the meantime, for the balanee of the1 W yearsebs
got to payk60. t is just the sme.wiçh ns. TheFinaaee
Minister points us to a period whnmour boude, thatar.neow
floating on the London mwket e mature,r.an4diewilI be
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able to replace them at, as he gays, Si per cent., and by an
operation of that kind, he says he will be able to reduce the
annnal drain upon people's resources. Well, that is a
very good thing to look forward to, but it is very poor en-
couragement to the people of this country, who are strug.
gling bard to make a living for themselves and support
those depending upon them-it is poor encouragement
for them to look forward to a period 20 years hence, when,
perhaps, they will be buried in the dust, and when the
prophesies made by the Finance Minister, even if realised,
will be of no benefit to them. Now, I say it is unfair to
mislead the public mind in this manner. The remarks that
were dropped by the hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) are very true, that although money at the
present moment may be low in the Eng.lish market,
and Canada is able to borrow on fairly good terms,
we are not certain that that condition of things will exist in
five years, in ten years, or in twenty years. Lt is very
foolish on our part to congratulate ourselves mpon the fact
that we can borrow now any amount at 3j per cent. The
unfortunate thing is that we are now committed to an
annual drain upon our resoftrces, in some cases at 5 per
cent., in some cases at 4j, and in some cases at 4. In
connection with this resolution, I was glad to get from
the Finance Minister a statement of what the rebellion
in the North-West cost us-I think he said it was
some 85,860,000. Well, Sir, it is very unfortunate that
we should have had to increase our national debt by
that amount. If hon. gentlemen opposite had been
auxious and earnest in the discharge of their duty and
their endeavor to govern this country, we would not
have been called upon to add these $6,000,000 to our
national debt. Now, Sir, according to the statement of the
Finance Minister, our national debt will be $252,000,000.
The interest on that amount at the present rate is over
s11,000,000 a ear, which is a great drain on the resources
of the country, and it will continue so long as our bonds
remain out bearing the interest they now bear, so although
hon. gentlemen opposite look forward hopefully to being
able to redace the annual amount for which our people are
made subjeot, the drain will nevertheless continue. From
the admissions of the Finance Minister it appears that the
present Government have increased the debt at the rate of
88,000,000 a year since they took office, equal to 8667,000
a month or $22,000 for every day they have held power.

An hon., MEMBER. What was the amount in 1878?
Mr. MoMULLEN. Our total indebtedness in 1878 was

$174,957,2b8. Adding the amount now proposed to be bor-
rowed, our present debt is $252,000,000, which gives an in-
crease of $8,000,000 a year from 1879 to the present time.
The hon. Finance Minister has not told the House all the
purposes for which the money is required. I suppose the
Government have a large number of railway schemes on
hand. They have spent considerable money during the
past few years in these enterprises. In some cases they
were desirable and the Government were to a certain ex-
tent justified in giving them money, but in a great many
cases they have subsidised lines running alongside roads
already constructed. I do not look upon that as a very
Wise policy iniithe face of the increased bardens proposed
by the Finance Minister. I hold that the whole system is
wrong, and I arn sorry the Finance Minietor was called
uPOn to make such a statement as he bas made. We are
undoubtedly in a most wretched and deplorable condition
in this country; it is a most humiliating position for us to.
be placed in, that this country with a population of
45,000,000, and''the population increasing very slowly,
should be increaming its debt from year to year until now it
has beyond doubt reached the enormous sum of $252,000,000,
which is far in exces of the debt of any of Her Majesty's colo-
nies n any part of the- world. The Postmaster General said

'S9

the Australian colonies were more heavily burdened than
we are. But those colonies built all their own rail wff anid
issued their own bonds for that purpomse, and if you eta our
entire indebtedness and add to it the indebtedness for bonds
held in England for the building of the Canadian Pacifie
Rail way, Grand Trunk Railway and other rail ways, our debt
will exceed that of the Australian colonies, and it was, theve.
fore, not fair for the Postmaster General to present the
statement as he did. The prophecies of the Opposition dur.
ing the past sevon or eight years have been fulfillai to-day.
The statement of the Minister of Finance is a frank confes.
sion that the results we predicted during the last ton years
have come to pass-and they are the natural resuits of
spending money in; building railways where they were not
wanted, of expending money extravagantly on publio
works and undertaking different enterprises untii we has
reached the period when the drain on the people's resources
bas become enormous. I felt it to be my duty-I cars
not what others in the House may do or what otherà on
this side may do-to enter my solemn protest against this
increase of the country's indebtedness. It is the duty of every
member of the Opposition to criticise the Government's
actions, particularly in regard to expenditures and increase
of debt, and hefore the Speaker leaves the Chair I hope the
Minister of Finance will submit a more minute statement
as to what he intends to do with the money h proposes to
borrow and where every dollar is togo. With respectito, saw-
ings banks deposits. I myself advocated years ago that the aste
of interest should be reduced. I held that the country should
not be called upon to pay 4 per cent. intereston deposits, and
the Finance Minister of that day acknowledged tat it cost
about 1 per cent. to, handle that accoant, thus making the rate
of interest 5 per cent. To-day the Finance Ministerpropomse
to avail himself of the advantage of being able to pay off oUr
post office bank indebtedness, that is to people having, de-
posits there. I well remember when the First Miniater
came west and addressed different meetings, that h. took
me very seriously to task for having dared to suggest that
the interest on such deposits should be reduced. Ho said
those savings wore the earnings of the poor laboring
classes, mechanics and others, and it would be grossly un-
fair and unjust to pay less interest than 4 per cent. Now
the Government have changed their policy in that as in
many other things. This Session will be remembered many
years bence as the Session in which the- Government
changed daily their policy. One day tey favor the Na-
tional Policy completely; another day exceptions are made
to it; and to-day we have another change, and that ie with
regard to the rate of interest to deposits in the post office
savinge bank. No attempt bas been made to defend ths
Government policy as expressed by the Finance Minister,
except by the Postmaster General. He attempted to prove
that our condition financially was not so serious after allas
we made it out to be. I believe the statement he made is
in keeping with the statements ho las made year after
year. The people are becoming wonderfully accustomed to
humbug. They bave been humbugged for many years,
they were humbugged at the time of the general election.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Six o'clock.

An hou. MEMBER. Go on, go on.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I am quite willing te goon if the
hon. gentlemen on the opposite sile wish. -I have noticed,
however, that when 1h. haeds of the elock pointed not-so
near to six o'clock as it does at prmeset, and when a :meit-
ber on that side of the Rous was speaking, ho was gene-
rally allowed to call il six o'cloek..L do net thiak they
should refuse to a member o this aide of the Roues the
courtesies we extend to members on the other aide.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair,
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After Recess. powers that he is acknowledged to posse. I ontend that our
national debt at this present moment is a very serions con.

Il- &L- P4 ý- in T mr.%n ý&, Id
Mr, MOMULLEN. Before six o'clock I was about giving sideration for the people or tie country, ana i.wuuuur uuw

some reasons why we thought it was imprudent, that the the hon. gentleman has attempted to get around the fact
Government should ask this House, without a more ex- which stares us in the face. I do not think in the future
tended statement of facts by the Finance Minister, to give the hon. gentleman himself will say that the debt is less
its consent to the borrowing of this money. The Minister than he acknowledged it will be; that if he should use those
of Finance in bis statement offered some general explana- borrowing powers it would virtually be 8252,000,000, on
tions with regard to what is going to be done with the sum which we have to pay a rate of interest which would aver-
he intended to borrow, but we did not get it in detail, and I age about 4 per cent. in the meantime. Of course, if the
think a considerable sum has got to be accounted for out of money market continues to be favorable, but there is no
the $25,000,000 that it is bis intention to borrow. guarantee that it will be so because it fluctuates ; when

those debentures mature he will be able to reduce
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have not made any sbu the rate. In the meantime the Finance Minister is

statement as that. I have asked for power to borrow, but I trying 10 comfort the representatives in this House and
have not stated that it was the intention te borrow the people of the country tht to-day if we borrow money
$25,000,000. we can borrow it at 31 instead of 4 per cent. That

Mr. McMKULLEN. I understood across the floor of the means that it would take every bushel of fall wheat grown
House that the question was asked from the Finance Min- in this oountry during the last year, at the regular market
ister as to what he would do with the money he intended price, to pay the annual interest on our public debt. Ac.
to borrow, and he mentioned some items he wanted te wipe cording to the returns brought down, the yield of fall
ont. For instance he stated there was the floating debt of wheat last year was 14,440,611 bushels, which at 78 cents
$5,000,000 and some other items too. Yet he did not ac. a bushel would amount to 811,263,676, just about the amount
count for the balance, or what he intended to do with it. we have to pay in interest every year; and this will tend

Sir HÂRABLES TUPPE. Quite s. to increase the annual expenditure, which I presume will
now amount to $40,000,000. 1 do not know how long the

Mr. MoMULLEN. I am glad to know it is not the inten- people of this country will keep patient under this sort of
tion of the Finance Minister to borrow to the extent of thing. They have borne wonderfully with it; but possibly
$25,006,000. I hope in the interesta of the country he will they will wake up after a while, when I am afraid, judging
not have to do that. I have tried to give some attention to by the condition of things into which we are drifting, it
the statement of the Minister of Finance, and I find in the will be too late. It wili be like locking the stable door
first plae that h. says there are four millions of money after the horse is stolen. Hon. gentleman opposite charge
payable to this country at a half per oent. which is practi. us with having annexation sentiments. My impression is
cally the ost of issuing the Dominion bille. If that is that we shall be glad to join any country that is in a better
a true statement, and if we have that money that financial position than we are if things go on as they are
has been drawn from the pockets of the people (for going at the present time. There is not another state or
undoubtedly the bills muet represent something) would union of states on the oontinent of America that bas so de-
it not be wise tb borrow in Canada the $25,000,000, if plorable a financial condition te present to the world as
we can get it at a-half per cent. in place of going tb England Canada has at the present time, and hon. gentlemen appear
and paying 3. If theb hon. gentleman can manage an to think nothing of increasing our debt. We do not hear
issue of Dominion bills and when the interest will only cost so much to-day about an increase of 825,000,000 as we used
the people of the country only one-half per cent., I should to har about an increase of $1,000,000. However, I sup.
think it would be prudent not to ask power to borrow pose, as we are in a minority, we shall have to consent to it
abroad, but to borrow the money at home. He acknowl.
edges we owe $150,000,000 in England on which we pay M r. ELLIS. I have endeavored to get from the Public
4 per cent. Ris stateinent te theR ouse is that the Accounts some idea of the effect of the borrowing system
actual cash value of the indebtedness would be 8114,000,000, upon the country, and to discover its advantages. I find
oounting what we would be able to borrow at 3, but he that in the'whole period since Confederation, the charges
admitted that we cannot redeem those debentures for 20 of all kinds on the debt, including interest, expenses and
years hence. Let us suppose that a man in business fails, sinking fund, have amounted to $161,590,432. There are
and he calls a meeting of hie creditors and says: "There is to be deducted from that sum the earnings of investments,
a mortgage on my house for $2,000, and that mortgage amonnting to816 ,193,048, so that the total debt expenditure
bears 10 per cent. interest. It is not due for ten years but over earnings amounts to 8145,397,384. Well, Sir, what
the money to day can be borrowed for 6 per cent., and I have we borrowed ? Our debt in 1867 was $75,728,612. At
claim that in giving me credit for my assets you sbould present it is $227,313,911, the increase being 8151,585,270,
only value that ut $1,200, because the reduction betwoen which 1 presume it is fair to infer represents what we have
10 and 6 per cent would be 4 per cent., and 4 per borrowed. We have not received all that amount, however,
cent. on 82,000 would be $80 per year, which, in ten yearst we have only received 8143,430,0131, the balance, 88,155,249,
would amount to $800, and 1 contend you sbould reduce being the discount on the loans, the commissions, the cost
that from the a:ount of the mortgage on $2,000.'" I of bringing the money ont, &c. S0 that the actual net
would like to know if any meeting of honest and intelli- result appears to be that we have received $143,430,021,
gent men in this Dominion would listen for a moment to and have paid ont S145,397,384, leaving a balance against
any such statement as that, yet that is practically us of $1,967,963. I take it, from the financial statements
the argument the hon. Minister of Finance has presented furnished to the House, that that is a fair statement. I
to the ouse to-day. I do not believe there is any man have gene over the figures fairly on both sides, and I
in this House who would dare to present to an intelligent annot reach any other conclusion but that we are actually
people, a statement based on such a fallacious argument as he borrowing money to pay the interest on the debt. Looking
las made to this Bouse with regard to the actual cash value at the matter from another point of view, the result is
of this Dominion. I do not know whether the hon. gentle- the same. The debt of the whole period as I have said
man prepared the statement, but I muet say that whoever is $151,585,270; we have paid ont lu interest and other
put it in his hande muet have thought that he was able te charges 8145,397,384, and we have paid in discounts
present a statement of this kind with aIl the ingenuity and ' on loans $8,155,249, making a total of 8153,552,633,

Mr. MCMULLEN.
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The inférence derivable from these figures seems to be a
plain one. The country itself is quite capable, if it got a
rest, to recuperate and to ovértake the burdens laid upon
it. It seems to be perfectly useless to go on borrowing
money, while we practically pay more than we receive in
interest, in the cost of management, and in the cost of
transference from the other aide of the water to this aide;
and that is one of the main objections to going into debt on
the other aide of the water. The hon. the Minister of
Finance in hie statement left ont reference to the premium,
discount and exchange as simplifying the financial opera.
tion in which ho exptained; but in the meantime we thus
lose sight of the heavy charges involved in having
to carry this heavy debt in England. It seems to me
to me that is the reason why the gentlemen in charge of
the finances of this country should consider whether a new
financial arrangement could not ho made instead of going
into the marketa of the world to borrow money. f we
could stop borrowing for a while, and let the country rest
and recuperate, there would not be the necessity of this
heavy drain on the resources of the country which the hon.
member for North Wellington (Mr. McMullen) who pre-
ceded me has so forcibly depicted.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I have frequently observed that
the hon. Minister of Finance, when ho finds himself in a
rather difficult position, always adopts a mode of directing
public attention away from the real question, and indulging
in some imaginary and glowing picture of what is going to
happen under certain peculiar circumstances. We have
become accustomed to that mode of tactics in this House.
I remember last year, when the hon gentleman found that
it was nocessary that the Government should have an
increase of revenue to the extent of a million or a million
and a half in the iron duties, ho indulged this House for a
few hours in describing the great resources of this country
and what great manufacturing industries ho was going to
build up if the representations made to Parliament wore
accepted. No one knows botter than that hon. gentleman,
wheu that statement was made, that there was very little
probability indeed of his expectations ever being realised.
Those duties were imposed more with the view of enabling
the Government to collect a million or a million and a half
of additional revenue which the Government stood so much
in need of than with the expectation of developing the iron
manufacturing industries of this country. In a previous year,
whon the changes were made in the sugar duties, the hon. gen-
tleman or his predecessor did not inform the House that the
change involved an increase of taxation to the extent of
87,500,000. Now, this mode of dealing with public questions
before the House is extremely unsatisfactory. The hon. gen-
tleman, on the present occasion, has indulged in one of those
flightsof fancies for which ho iseelebrated; drawing on a fer-
tile and powerful imagination, ho has endeavored to lead this
House te believe that we will be none the worse off by the
adoption of thia Solution, but that we will be the botter of it.
I would say to the hon. gentleman that if ho possesses the
power of forecasting financial events for ton or twenty
years, he is wasting his time in this country. If hoecan
look ahead fifteen or twenty years, and tell this Bouse that
those obligations, which are maturing, are going to be
renewed at three and three-quarters per cent.,--if hoecan
only persuade the bankers and financiers to believe in his
powers of forecasting financial events to that extent, ho will
become an authority in the London market, and his ser-
vices will ho paid for at a much higher rate than they are
paid for in this country, or in England when ho is there.
But the absurdity of that forecat must be apparent to the
hon. gentleman himselt. Ho told us that when these
varions bonds became d'ue, they oould all be renewed at so
much less interest than they are bearing at prosent, but ho
did not inform the House that it was not in hi power or in

the power of the Government to obtain the immediate con-
trol of those bonds.

k Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg the hon. gentleman's
pardon. I stated in the most explicit terms that the debt
in England had an average of about twenty years to run.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Exactly.

Sir CHA.RLES TUPPER. Thon, you must not say I
did net state it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Yes, but the hon. gentleman did
not say that the Governmont could obtain possession of
those bonds and renew them at a low rate of interest, and
thereby secure the advantage he se eloquently pictured.
Of course, ho stated that the bonds would mature in twenty
years, but the bonds are not. in the possession of the Gov-
ernment. They are in the bands of the monied mon of the
United Kingdom, who will hold them until maturity, unless
they eau make a better investment in the meantime. At
all events, the bonds will not, under any circumstances, go
into the possession of the Government. The hon gentle-
man must see the absurdity of the position he has taken.
and absurdity is net too strong an expression to use with
regard to explanations such as those with which the hon.
gentleman bas favored us to-day. It is quite within the
range of probability-nay, I may say, it is more than prob-
able-that within the next tenyears or twentyyears, when
these obligations are maturing, a war cloud may pass
over Europe, and instead of interest being at 3 or 4
per cent., the rate wili have gone up to 6 or 7
per cent., so that when these obligations are falling due,
the successor of the hon, gentleman, on going into the
money market in England to negotiate a new loan to pay
off these bonds, may have to pay 6 per cent., and therefore,
according to the argument of the hon. gentleman, insted
of reducing he will increse our debt by 50 per cent.; and
the debt, instead of being 8227,000,000 as at presont,
will be $340,000,000. If the argument of the hon, gentle-
man holds good in one case, it must hold good in the other.
This shows the complete absurdity of any public man
attempting here to forocast for ton years or fifteen years,
or even one year, the rate of interest in the old country. I
venture to say that if the speech of the hon, gentleman
were placed before the financiers of London, they would
treat it with perfect contempt, and would justly consider a
a gentleman occupying the high position of Finance
Minister of this country, who would thus seek to mis-
lead public opinion, unworthy of public confidence.
Were the bankers and financiers of London to analyse
the speech of the hon. gentleman and expose the
fallacies in which ho bas indulged, they would have
a very amall opinion of the intelligence of the peo-
ple and the Parliament of Canada in allowing them.
selves to be deluded by such a representation as the
hon, gentleman has made to-night. But the hon. gentleman
must not imagine that he eau test our credulity too far.
Another view taken by the bon, gentleman was a very
unfortunate one to be adopted by any gentleman occupying
the position of Finance Minister of this Dominion. The
hon. gentleman has told us that we need never expect to
pay these debts, as when they fall due we can make a new
loan, and se go on ad infniturn. Well, I confees that if the
finances of this country should be under the oharge of a
Finance Minister holding the views of the hon. gentleman,
the probability is that we will go on borrowing until our
credit will have reached a point beyond which we can go
no further. The hon. gentleman says ail we have to do
when our obligations fall due is to renew them. We all
know what renewing an obligation means in ordinary
financial circles. We know that a man need never expect
te obtain a renoval of bis obligation unleus he has kept hie
creditintaot,and hie credit depends altogether en the position
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in whieh be stands when asking for a renewal and not at all
on that which he occupied when ho contracted the debt.
The hon. gentleman reminds me of the witty Irishman
and all Irishman are witty, like the hon. member for Assi-
niboia (Mr. Davin), who, when he had given his note for a
certain amount and signed it, said : There, thank Reaven,
that is païd. That is about the soundness of the argument
of my hon. friend. The honm gentleman when referring to
thé interest, should have reminded the House that the
interest payable on our debt to-day is about $4,000,000 more
than it was in 1878; so that no matter how much the rate
of interest may have been lowered, the amount on which we
are compelled to pay interest has reached such a figure
that Our annual payment is $4,000,000 more than it wae
when this Government took office in 1878. Now, Sir, there
is 'another feature of the statement made by the hon.
the Minister of Finance which I think was of a very dan.
gerous character, coming from a gentleman in is high
position. He led this House to believe that we had extended
and probably might extend still further the issue of Domi-
nion ;notes without any greet injury to the country.
Re pointed out that, in issuing $4,000,000 in excess,
after the S8,000,000, it only cost us j per cent. The
hon. gentleman knows that there has been a feeling
among a certain clase in this country, and we have listened
to dabates in this House in times gone by, to the effect that
the ,Government should take the issue of notes into their
own Landse, and should issue Dominion notes for whatever
amount the Government might require. Suppose, instead
of proposing this loan to-night, the hon. gentleman had
asked the House to issue 825,000,000 of Dominion notes, we
know very well that, with the support which the Govorn-
ment have on that side of the House, or we have every
resson to belleve, hie supporters would have as readily
agreed to a proposal to issue 425,000,000 of notes as they
wiill agree to give him this authority to raise $25,000,000
by way of a loan.

Mr. HESSON. Why not ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am very glad to hear the hon.
goentdrmeant othat,n t it only shows what is underlying a

great dea of ignorant opinion in this country, of whieh the
hon. gentleman,.I suppose, is an exponent. It is an ignor-
aart opinion to imagine that we eau issue a large amount of
GOvernment notes tin thisa country without finding them in
a short time below par, and, if the Finance Minister would
desire to bring the credit of Canada to the position of that
of San Domingo, Cuba, or Honduras, or some of these coun-
tries, where their notes are at a discount of from 20 to 40
par cent., he could not adopt a more effective mode than by
adopting the suggestion of the hon, gentleman behind him.

Mr. HESSON. How about the American green backs ?
Mr. JONES (Hfalifax). It is a dangerous idea to promul-

gatebecause- the time may come when the Governient-
Imean ra&y Government in this 11ouse-might not be
strong enough to resist a strong feeling in this country on
the sibjeot, and might be compelled to yield against their
botter judgnent, and se practically ruin the country. If
825,00000 can be issued in notes, why not 4100,000,000 ?
I thin'l the hon. gentleman has done a great injury lu lot-
ting it go abroad from ene occupying the high position he
does, that the expansion of the paper issue can be made-

Sir CHARLES TU PPER. The hon. gentleman is put-
ting a statement in my mnouth for which he will find no
foundation whatever. What I said was that the amount of
Dominion notes issued in excess of the specie held had in-
ereased from $8,00,000 to 812,000000, and that the addi.
tional$4i000,000 oSt us $420,000 a year; and I said that,
instead-f -expecting that we would lose the advantage of
thai, as the country expanded, it would probably expand,
and ther was not the slightositsuggestion from me thatJ

Mr. Joezas (RalUx).

there should be any large issue of Dominion notes. The
hon. gentleman knows that every one of those notes is as
good as gold.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That is exactly what I said. I
gave the hon. gentleman's own statement that, by an in-
crease of 50 per cent, on the paper ourrency of the coun-
try, no injury had arisen ; and I said that hie argument led
to the conclusion that you might extend that to any iegree
that a parliamentary majority demanded. That was my
argument.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is not my statement.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I did not say that he made that

statement, but I was arguing from hie statement that the
increase of 50 per cent. would be of advantage to this
country; and certainly the hon. gentleman indicated then,
as he has indicated now, that this issue might be expanded
from time to time.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, not that we could increase
it now, but that the expansion of the country might lead to
a si milar increase.

Mr. JONES (Halifaz). Yes, that it would keep pace
with the expansion of the country.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is correct.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Therefore i was arguing that, in
my judgment, and I believe in the judgment of every well
regulated banking or commercial mind in Canada, the hon,
geutleman was taking a ground that would be detrimental
to every interest in tiis country. If he adopte that, he can-
not limit it. The power is behind him, that is hie majority
in the House, and that power may force him, or may compel
any Government to make a larger issue of Dominion notes
than I think would be consistent with the credit of this
country. It is in that sense that I regret exceedingly that
the hon. gentleman should have made such a reference.
Then as to this loan, the hon. gentleman indicated the way
in which ho anticipated the appropriation of about 816,000,.
000, but he also stated, in ieply to my hon. friend in front
of me, that about Sl1,000tOU of a previons loan remained
unappropriated. That would give him a credit of $36,000,000
supposing this vote is passed. That is a credit of $20,000,000
more than he can show any necessity ior. It is a most un-
usual and unconstitutional proceeding, No Finance Minis-
ter in this country or in any well-governed country would
ever venture to come to Parliament and ask to pledge the
finances of the country to such a large amount without be-
ing compelled to lay on the Table of the House a direct,
positive, detailed statement as to how that money was to be
appropriated, and I thirik the hon. gentleman is not dealing
fairly with the Rouse or the country or following the rule
which has always been considered necessary in this House
in regard to financial affaire, if he does not, before the inal
stage of the Bill, show a detailed statement ôf how this
money is to be appropriated. What does1 e want it for ? le
it for any public purpose which he can et state? l it to
cover up any deficiencies? Is it in regard to any expendi-
ture of money which he cannot state to this flouse ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Must the hon. gentleman be
told that not one single dollar of the money appropriated by
the Parliament of Canada can be used except under an Act
of Parliament or a resolution of this House ?

Mr. MITCHELL. Every one knows that.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman does not

seem to know it.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Cannot the hon. gentleman state

something new ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman for Hali-
fax knew it, it is entirely unpahdoable hat hie should sug•
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gest that this amount was to be applied to some purpose of
which Parliament was ignorant.

Mr. MITCHELL. My hon. friend said that the money
cannot be applied except as Parliament directs. Why, Sir,
with the hon. gentlemen behind them, with the voting
power behind them, we do not know but that to.-morrow
they will come down with some Chignecto Railway
echeme, or something of that kind, that will swamp the
whole of tus merney.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. member surely bas a
very short memory. He would lead this House to believe
that not one cent of this 20 millions eau be appropriated
without the special sanction of this Parliament. Why, does
not the hon. gentleman remember that only last Session he
brought down special warrants for nearly three millions of
money, after the money was spent, and what could Parlia-
ment do but sustain and sanction the action of the Govern-
ment? Was the House consulted respecting the appropria-
tion of one cent of that money, a large portion of which
was most improperly spent ? I say, Sir, there never was
a greater abuse of executive power than was shown last
year when nearly 3 million dollars was expended by the
Government under Governor General's warrants, which was
never contempleted when that permission was given
by this House. The hon, gentleman knows that the
authority of the Governor General's warrant is only
used when some great publie work bas to be rapidly
constracted, or when some public calamity oecur, which,
calls for the immediate action of the Government, like
the fire as St. John, or an accident on a canal, or
au accident on a railway, or a public building being burnt
down. But there we had a long detailed statement of expen-
diture of a character that could have waited and for whieb
there ws no necessity, at least for the lar est portion of it,
being spent until Parliament met. I dare -^y the hon. gen.
tieman next Session may come down with Governor
General's warrants-for a good share of the 20,p00,000 which
he asks us now to place at the disposal of the Government.
I repeat that this is an unusual and unconstitutiotal act on
the part of the Government. If they have any use for it in
view, if they think they will require this money in the
public interest, we are bound to know what it is, and we
should not be called upon to place this money at the dis-
posal of the Government when they may abuse their discre.
tion, and fritter away a large portion of the money under
Governor General's warrants, for purposes of which we
know nothing now. I hope, Sir, that the hon. gentleman
will retrace bis steps, that ho will see that it is necessary
to regard public opinion, that he will have enough respect
for the usages of Parliament, enough respect for bis own t
position, enough respect lor the people of this country,i
not to ask permission to make a loan of 820,000,000
without letting the people know what itl is for. I hope
he will yet give us some explanation before the Bill
passes its final asta , for he will find that if he does not,e
there will ho furTh er discussion, and we shall endeavor, 0
whether we succoed or not, to persuade other hon.c
gentlemen, if we cannot the hon. gentleman himself,b
and his Government, that they are pursuing acourse whichb
may lead to very unconstitutional procedure in the futurea
of this country. Hon. gentlemen who are charged with theP
Government of this country can only conduct its businessM
within prescribed limits and rules, and the moment thea
Government, through their Finance Minister, attempt to9
take a power which the constitution of the country andd
Parliament never contemplated, and never sanctioned, they
will find that there is enough intelligent opinion in this
country to express a very strong disapproval. I hope, a
therefore, that the hon. gentleman, with regard to that n
point, ili give us some further information before ho h
proed. o take t.he Anal stage,1

Mr. COOK. r wish to call the attention of the leader of
the Government to the fact that hie Finance Minister bas
made a statement to this House that he is going, with one
stroke of the pon. to reduce the debt of this country by 53
million dollars. He was not in his place when that state-
ment was made.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I heard that.
Mr. COOK. Well, Sir, I would call upon the right hon.

leader of the Government to retain that heaven-born states-
man and keep him here. He should not allow him to go
to a foreign country, becanse ho will find diffioulty in
replacing him unless ho calls in the services of the hon.
metber for West Assiniboia (Mr. Davin), who, I be-
lieve, would be the only man who could perform such a
feat besides the Finance Minister himself. My hon.
friend, the senior member for Halifax, says that we
sbould have a statement of the purposes for which this
moncy is to be expended. He need not concern himself
about that matter, because this Government will find ways
and means enough for spending that money. Now, it has
been stated that our net debt is $227,000,000 and this $25,-
000,000 will increase it to $252,000,000. Our gross debt
will thon be about 8300,000,000. Although we have some
assets, and they may be very good assets, still we cannot
realise upon them sufficiently to pay off the balance, and,
therefore, this money being borrowed will have to be paid
back, unless we adopt the plan that the Finance Minister
bas just proposed, and which hon. gentlemen opposite seem
to approve by the way they cheer him on. They did not
cheer him yesterday at the result of the election which took
place near this city under the very nose of the hon. gentleman,
although the Ministers exercised such an influence in that
constituency that they expected to carry it by a large major-
ity, but fortunately for this country the people thought
differently. Weil, Sir, our groes debt will be increased
to three hundred million dollarm, and our interest will
amount to over 811,000,000 a year. When hon. gentle.
men opposite were on this side of the House some years
ago, I remember a statement made, either by the present
Finance Minister or by Mr. Tilley, that the business of the
country, under the Government of Mr. Mackenzie, should
be conducted upon a sum of $23,000,000 a year, and that
the public expenditure should b. kept at that point. But
since they came into power they have increased the annual
expenditure to $35,000,000, being an excess of 812,000,000
over the sum expended by the Mackenzie Government. I
was somewhat amused and alarmed aut the statement made
by the hon. gentleman with reference to the issue of bank
notes. It is within the recollection of bon. gentlemen in
this House that some of their friends, a few years ago, were
advocating what was known then as the "rag baby." It is
aiso known by the hon. gentlemen in this House that the
bank charters expire in 1890. The Dominion elections will
not take place, if the hon. gentlemen keep in office to the
expiration of their time, till 1892, which will give them an
opportunity of ascertaining the feeling of the House and
country as to whether the "rag baby " will be a good card
to play at the next general election. Hon. gentlemen have
been feeling their way for sorne time in this respect. This
action of the Finance Minister will go out to the
papers and hoe spread throughout the country, and
we all know how unscrupulous some political papers
are, particularly those supporting hon. gentlemen opposite.
We shall probably sec in the papers to-morrow or in a few
days that the Finance Mimiister has reduced the debt by
853,000,000 ; the larger papers on the Conservative side
will make the statement and the smaller papers will follow,
and an effort will b. maie to impress on the people, who
read nothing but Tory papers, that the Finance Minister
has followed in the steps of the firet financier of England,
Mr. Gomehen. But there is a diference between financing in
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this country and in England. We have to borrow our
money from a foreign country, while in England they have
it at their own doot s and they lend money to other countries
that require it. It bas been stated that our debt will
increase. Certainly it will increase. It is the policy of this
Government to increase the debt, it never decroases any-
thing where public expenditure is concerned, and although
the papers will endeavor to make the people believe that
the debt has been decreased by 853,000,000 by a stroke of
the pen made by this heaven-born financier, the result will
be really an increase of 825,000,000 by the loan now
asked. The money will be spent. The senior member
for Halifax (Mr. Jones) need have no doubt on that
score, they will find a way of expending it, because that
is their way of doing business. They have increased the
peeple's burdon, but they should learn a lesson from the late
elections in Missisquoi, Kent and Russell. Supreme efforts
of hon. gentlemen were put forth in those elections, and in
almost every township they made a scheme by which to.
advance the interests of the people of the locality. Not
withstanding all the efforts brought forward to corrupt the
electors of the constituencies it had no effect. They
have humbugged the people a little too long, and they
know that if there was an appeal to the people to-day they
would not come to this House with a corporal's guard.
They know that, and I advise them to make hay while the
sun shines. Mr. Mackintosh, the Conservative candidate
in Russell, openly made the statement that ho did not know
how long they would be in power, and ho said: "You can
rest assured I will look after myself and make hay while
the sun shines." So I advise hon. gentlemen to make hay
while the sun shines, because their lease of power is very
short.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Good hay in Scotland.
Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into Committee.

(in the Committee.)
On resolution 1,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Perhaps the Finance Minister

will take the committee into his confidence and state the
objects for which ho seeks to borrow the money and whether
ho really requires the amount mentioned. We understand
that beyond the amount stated by him to be required there
will be a balance of $10,000,003, and ho bas already a
margin of 811,000,000 under authority already received
from Parliament.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not suppose that hon.
gentlemen opposite wore really serions in asking for an ex-
planation as to how we proposed to expend the amount for
which we ask borrowing power from Parliament. If they
will look at past legislation they will find that every Gov-
ernment has been armed with borrowing powers largely in
excess of anything they require for immediate use. How
is it that at this moment we have an unused borrowing
power of $11,000,000 ? That very fact will show hon.
gentlemen opposite that taking the authority of Parliament
to borrow to a certain limit does not at all involve
using that power; but it might at ny moment become
extremely inconvenient not to have a considerable
margin of borrowing power. Hon. gentlemen will

'understand thât fact at once when I state that at
this moment we owe the savings banks $40,000,000.
Every dollar of that sum is on call, so that if at any time
the banks offered a larger interest than the Government
were paying we would be liable to lose the deposits, and
hon. gentlemen opposite would not want the Government
to be unable to pay such claims. I merely mention this,
not as a thing likely to occur, but in order to show hon.
gentlemen that asking for borrowing power does not at all
involve an intention to use that power or to borrow mone
materiallIn exOess of the requirementa of theS ountry.i'

is not sufficient, as I have explained, to meet the liabilities
that have to be provided for. There are 85,000,000 for
the floating debt, 86,000,000 for railway expenditure
authorised, $5,000,000 for expenditure for capital account,
public works, and I do not myself know at this moment
what amount will be required or what amount it will ho
found at the moment judicions to place upon the market.
The Government of India a very short time ago floated a
loan for £7,000,000 sterling without requiring a single
dollar for expenditure this year. I merely mention
this to show that the Government should be armed
with borrowing power to use in the interests of the
country at the right time and for the right purpose. I
have already explained that to give power to borrow money
is not to give authority to expend it, and that the authority
of Parliament must be obtained for every dollar of expendi-
tare. If the Government to meet the wants of the public
service, as provided by law-because the Governor General's
warrant is issued under the authority of the law-require
to resort to the Governor General's warrant, they take still
greater responsibility than when they lay a vote before
Parliament, because they are held strictly to account by
Parliament for every expenditure made without its previous
sanction; and, therefore, that does not affect the question.
The amount asked is not with a view to take advantage of
that borrowing power, but it is asked in conformity with
the past practice of Governments on both sides of this Hl:ouse
to arm themselves with such borrowing powers as may be
required, and which it will be extremely inconvenient in the
interests of the country at any time notto possess. I ex.
plained to the House in the first instance the amount on
which we propose to make a loan at no distant date. In
doing that we have followed the uniform practice in taking
a considerable large margin, to meet any exigency of the
public service.#

Mr. MITCHIELL. The illustration which the hon.
gentleman has given is one eminently unsatisfactory to this
flouse and to this country, as a reason why we should pass
this Bill, and give in addition to the borrowing power of
$11,000,000 the Government already possesses, $25,000,000
more, making in all $36,000,000 that this country is ex-
pected to be responsible for. He bas stated as a reason for
that that the Government of India have taken borrowing
powers for about seven million pounds sterling.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. I did not saytheyhad taken
powers, but that they floated a loan, although they do not
require the money, to the extent of seven millions sterling.

Mr. MITCHELL. Very well, they floated a loan although
they do not want the money. But my hon. friend forgot to
teli this House, what most of the gentlemen know, that the
Government of India control a population between 260 and
270 million souls, and is it because the Government who
control that population have borrowed $35,000,000, or seven
million pounds sterling, it should be a justification, that the
Government of Canada, controlling a population of only
5,000,000 of people should borrow $36,000,000. The hon.
gentleman has told us ho is following the precedent that other
countries have pursued. Will ho point to a precedent in
any country, for the borrowing of such an enormous sum
as that, without any statement in detail whatever having
been given to the flouse? The Government has already
power to borrow 8 11,000,000 and w hy should the hon, gen-
tleman come to this flouse and ask for $25,000,000 more?
If any extraordinary occasion should arise, this Parlia-
ment can be called together at a fortnight's notice,
and at all events unlesa we dissolve, we will meet in
nine months from this. The hon, gentleman now comes
to this House with reasons which are eminently unsa-
tisfactory to the country, and asks for this increased
borrowing power, notwithstanding the circumstances which
I have pointed out. I would be rereant tothe duty whioh
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I owe to my constituents snd to my country, if I did pot
protest against this, and that we in thie fouse allowed. the
hon. gentleman to taunt us next Session, as he bas taunted u
before, with the remark that we consented to those borrow
ing powers and allowed him and the Government of which
ho is a member to get this permission to borrow money t
expend as they pleased without dividing the House. Th
hon, gentleman has told this House that they cannot use a
dollar of that money until Parliament votes it. I know
that, but my hon. friend the senior member for Halifax
(Mr. Jones) pointed ont the faet that $2,000,000 were used
lat year by the Government on Governor's warrants with
out the consent of Parliament. The hon, gentleman says:
Oh, we are authorised to issue those warrants by law. Yes,
that is so; but the authorisation is only in the case of greal
national emergencies, and the Government was not author-
ised to isque such warrants for the purposes they used
them for last year, and yet they did it. I am afraid
that the fact of issuing those borrowing powers
may injure the credit of this country in the markets
of the world. People will naturally ask what do we
want with the money? Do we want it for public works,
or do we want it to promote the interests of the country ?
If we do want it for those purposes let tbe hon. gentleman
come down with a statement and show this House how the
money is likely to be expended during the coming year.
We will then be able to judge if hoeis justified in asking for
those extraordinary powers. He says that this Bouse is
bound to grant the money before the Government can ex-
pend it, but we know that any proposition the hon. gentle-
man, as Finance Minister, brings down wili be carried
through this House. We know it is not the voluntary will
of the House, but that it is the majority that rules, and the
hon. gentleman knows that ho has a solid majority behind
him to sustain him in any proposition ho make.

Some hon. MEMBERS. lear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. Let me say to those gentlemen who

are so ready to say "hear, hear " that we know what ex-
travagance bas been committed in connection with the
public works of this country. Let us get borrowing powers
to the extent of $36,000,000 and what will the hungry mon
behind the First Minister say ? You will find that one and
ail in every ocunty from Vancouver to Cape Breton will be
pressing their demanda on the Government.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Cape Breton did not get much.
Mr. MITCHELL. Cape Breton bas got a pretty good

slice already. Every one of the hon. gentlemen behind
the First Minister will be pressing their demands on the
Government to get a share of this money, and it will be
useless for the Government to refuse them. We know
what the combination in "No 8" did a few years ago, and
when the pistol was put to the head of the Government we
know how the money went in the past, and it will go the
Bame way in the future. Before the authority to get this
money is voted by te House we should have a specifie
statement of how it is to b expended. I would not say in
great detail, but in general detail, as to what the hon. gen-
tleman intended to do with it, and where the neeessity ex-
iste for asking the House for such an extraordinary vote.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1.) There was, I think, no disposi-1
tion on the part of any hon. gentleman on this aide of the]
House to require anything like anaccurate statement, show-g
ing within a million dollars or so, what the hon. gentleman1
wanted this money for. I was really under the impressioni
that Canada had some contingent liability falling due in
England which the hon. gentleman wished to meet, and1
that he was going to take advantage of the favorablei
monoy market, to raise the wind and discharge that
liability. The answer of the hon. gentleman to my 
question eonvinoes me that there is no necossity for

t this money being borrowed. He suggetes acontingency
ie whieh he ought to be the lst man to suggest in this House.
e That contingency is of the most impossible charater-
- a contingency that there may be a run on our savinge
h banks, and that we will be required to pay the money that
o people have loaned us. I have not the slightest doubt that
e the people who have the money in the savings banks, have
a the greatest faith in the stability of the country. There is
v not the slightest danger of a run by the depositors, for they

know they have the best security that can be obtained on
d this continent for their money. That reason pute the hon.
. gentleman at once out of court with his argument. We are

face to face with the fact that the Government are seeking
powers fron this House to borrow 836,00,000 and that

t they orly require 816,000,000, or in other words they want
- the power to borrow $20,000,000 more than they can sug-
1 gest any reason for spending. The committee should ser-

ionsly consider whether they are doing a wise thing by
investing this unlimited power in the Government. There
is no special phase in the money market which renders it
desirable that hon. gentlemen should borrow $20,000,000
extra. If the hon. gentleman could show that the present
time was a peculiarly favorable time for floating a loan,
more favorable than twelve months hence would probably
be, there would be not a word said on this aide of the House
against his proposal. But we stand face to face with thefact
that the Government are a4king for 820,000,000 more than
they require, and, under those circumstances, I think the
hon, gentleman is not acting wisely in foroing his resolu-
tion upon the Horse. Wo do not need to be told that the
money cannot be expended without a vote of this House;
but I reiterate the statement of the exporienced gentleman,
the hon. member for Northumberland, who has been in this
House since 1867, that if the Government borrow 820,000,-
000 and have it on band, there are lots of gentlemen Sitting
around thom who will bring pressure to bear to have it
expended. It is not right that a surplus of money should
be in the hands of the Government, the existence of which
may be used by hon gentlemen behind them as a reason
for the demands they make being acceded to. There is no
doubt that they will say, judging frorn the electione which
have been held during the last toutr or five weeks, that the
Liberal party are coming into power, and that the sooner
you spend the money the botter.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh 1
Mr. DAVIES (P.E 1.) Hon. gentlemen may sing ont,

but I think the resut of the last tive or six elections have
brought a truth home to their minds that they are very
reluctant to believe.

Mr. MITCH.ELL. What did Sir John say at the Quebec
meeting, that he would not leave a dollar in the treasury?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I think that unless the hon.
gentleman shows us that ho needs this money in the near
future, or that this is a specially favorable time for borrow-
ing, the House should not give him the power to borrow it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). If there is a run on the
savings banks, the credit of Canada will be in such a State
that the Government will have great difflculty in borrowing;
but so long as the credit of Canada remains as it is to-:ay,
there will not be a run on the savings banks. No doubt a
prudent Government will have a certain margin to meet
contingencies ; but the hon. gentleman is asking power to
borrow a sum equal to the whole revenue of the country for
a year. That i too much power to place in the bande of
any government, and we should not entrust them with it
until it is required. It has been pointed out that wehave had
exparience of Governor General's warrants being used for
purposes entirely different from that authorised by the sta-
tute. During the administration of the bon. member for East
york (Mr. Mackenzie) whenevor that power was used, the
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reason was stated for using it ; but when warrants were
brought down lst year for nearly $3,000,000, the Govern-
ment refused to give reasons for them. We know that the
requirement of the statute was not complied with, that the
urgency which should exist as a justification of a Governor
General's warrant did not exist at all ; and these Governor
General's warrants were used for purposes coincident with
the general election of 1887. I would ask the bon. Minister
of Finance whether this $5,000,000 includes the New Bruns-
wick 6 per cents that falls due this year ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. CASEY. It does seem to me that this is the most

unprecedented demand that bas ever been made on Parlia-
ment in the last 17 Sessions, at all events. As nearly as I
can undertand, theb on. Minister bas only accounted for
about $16,000,000 of the $25,000,000 whic ho asks power
to borrow. In regard to the other $9,000,000, the only
excuse I have heard is that ho wishes to provide for such a
casualty as a run on the savings banks. Setting aside the
absurdity of the supposition that there could be a run on
the savings banks, for whose solvency the credit of this
Dominion is pledged, and supposing for a moment
that there might be a run on thom, the bon.
gentleman bas not shown the ghost of a reason
why he should be given this unusual borrowing power.
We have seen in the past that when an extraordinary
emergency arises, the arrangement of Governor Geueral's
warrants, as my hon. friend has shown, bas given every
facility to the Government for spending money ; and they
have been able to expend iteven when emergencies have not
arisen. We know that at the present time, on the hon.
gentlemen's own statement, there is a floating debt of
85,000,000 or thereabouts. It is perfectly clear from both of
these considerations that the Government are not likely to
be in a pinch for monoy, seeing that they have been able
to borrow 85,000,000 as a floating debt without any bonds
or debontures boing issued at all, and that they have been
able in one year to spend over $2,000,000 under Governor
General's warrants. Then what excuse have they for asking
power to borrow 89,000,00 above the present needs of the
country at any time, withont consulting the House? The
constitutional course w -uld be, if a pinch occurred, to exer-
cise the power of b rrowing as far as possible, and to use
the Governor General's warrants, and as soon as possible
thereafter to call the House together and state what they
had doue with the money, and ask the fouse to give them
power to borrow sufficient to cover the floating debt ; just
as the hon. gentleman is doing with regard to this 85,000,-
000 which hoeis now asking power to cover by a loan.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon, gentleman is mis-
taken; every dollar of that was voted by the House.

Mr. CASEY. But it was borrowed without the special
authority of the House.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I beg the hon. gentleman's
pardon. We have general borrowing powers by the
statute.

Mr. CASEY. Exactly. I say that that was borrowed
without making a special application to the Bouse, and the
hon. gentleman could do it again. Ho has given away his
whole excuse.

Sir CHAËLES TUPPER. I beg the hou. gentleman's
pardon; I cannot borrow 816,000,000 with power for
811,0'0,000.

Mr. CASEY. Certainly not. I am not objecting to the
$16,000,000 if the hon. gentleman tells us what it is for. I
am objectiung to the enormous margin of $9,000,000.

Sir H ARLES TUPPER. But the on. gentleman for-
gets that we bave had a margin of 811,000,000 year after
year on tb Statute-book, and that it has not been used.

Mr. WELDON (S. John).

Mr. CASEY. Why does the hon. gentleman want a
larger margin? What has become of the 811,000,000 ? Uas
it all been used up ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, we have had the
borrowing power, and used it for yeara.

Mr. CASEY. Why not use that ?
Sir CRARLES TUPPER. Because 811,000,000 will not

get $16,000,000.
Mr. CASEY. Thon yon only require to ask fornower

to borrow the difference between $11,000,000 and $16,00000.
On the hon. gentleman's own confession, he only needs
powero to borrow $5.000 000,and hois asking for powerto bor
row $25,000,000. He has made the case worse for himself by
bis interruption; he has made it more clear than I could have
made it in half an hour's speech. I do not pretend to be a
phonix of finance like the hon. gentleman, I do not pretend
to be able to prove that the more we borrow the less we
owe, I do not pretend to be able to juggle away our debt by
the means of flnnicking calculations on the basis of the
interest paid, I do not pretend to be able to prove that
because money is cheaper all the world over now than it
was twelve years ago, therefore the credit of Canada has
been vastly advanced by the hon. gentleman's Adminis-
tration.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say so.

Mr. CASEY. These are the very things the bon. gentle.
man bas been proving to-day. I do not pretend to be a pre.
stidigitateur of finance like the hon. gentleman; I do net
pretend, therefore, to be able to put is position in regard
to this margin as clearly as he as put it. With that inci-
siveness, wbich is lis special forte, he as shown there was
no need whateveç for asking the power te borrow this tre-
mondons margin over what is needed. The. hon. gentle-
man only needs 85,000,000 more te meet the existing wanta
of the country, and he asks power te borrow 826,000,000
more. If this resolution passes ho will have the power to
borrow $25,000,000 and $11,000,000, wbich makes $36,000,-
000, leaving a margin of 820,000,000 which hoecan borrow
at - ny moment without asking Parliament for special
authority. I say that is an extraordinary and unconstitu-
tional course. a course which no 'House that respected itself
and respected the constitution of Canada, or the rights of
the people of Canada, would for a moment endorse. The
rea.sons for asking this tremendons blank cheqpe from the
country we must seek for ourselves, since they have not been
given to Us. We must imagine that the hon. gentleman ex-
pects a new rebellion to spring up of three times the demen-
sions of the last rebellion. We must imagine that ho expects
possibly a general election te come on suddenly, and the
$20,000,000 would not be too large in that case te enable
the hon, gentleman to retain his party in power, for it
would take that and more te accomplieh that end. But, of
course, such contingencies as these are ogly speculations of
our own. Lot hon. gentlemen who interrupt read over the
speech of the Finance Minister te morrow,. and show me
where there is the ghost of an, excuse for our giving this
tremendous blank choque te the Government, aind I will
admit this side of the House is wrong and tbat the constitu-
tion of Canada, as understood hitherto by every Canadian
statesman, bas no foundation.

Committee rose and reported.

MONTREAJL HARBOR CORKISSION.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve

itself into Committee te consider resolution (p. 1031) rp
specting thé Harbor Commission of Montreal. He said:
In rising to move the resolution te provide for the
assumption by the Government of what is familiarly known
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as the Lake St. Peter debt, I will detain the House
but a short time, as this question has been so frequently
before the flouse, that it is familiar to hon& gentlemen on
both sides. The River St. Lawrence, a few years age,
would only admit vessels drawing nine feet of water to the
harbor of Montreal. It was then determined to endeavor
to deepen Lake St. Peter and remove obstructions, so
as to improve the navigation of that river, and, from time
to time, money has been appropriated by this House for
that purpose and advanced to the Harbor Commissioners,
who reoouped themselves for the interest by the tolls or
tonnage dues levied upon steamers, and by wharfage dues.
The efforts that have been made, I need tell the House,
have been successful, so much so, that the entire amount
appropriated for that purpose by the Parliament of Canada
has reaebed the sum of $3,005,000.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Do I understand the hon. gen-
tleman to say that he proposes to abolish the wharf dues ?

Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. No; I have not come to that
part of the subject at all. I said that the Harbor Commis-
sioners had recouped themselves for the interest payable
on the money advanced by the Parliament of Canada, to
deepen Lake St. Peter and the River St. Lawrence, by ton-
nage dues on vessels and by harbor dues. The Commission
have been discharging, I need not tell the louse, two
duties-as larbor Commissioners and as Commissioners for
the deepening of Lake St. Peter and the River St. Lawrence.
I say that the amount of money altogether advanced by the
Parliament of Canada has been $3,005,000, and that there
remains unexpended $279,475, which has been appropriated
by Parliament to the use of the Harbor Qommission. It is
estimated-and I may here say that 1 believe no public
body in this country have ever discharged a duty imposed
upon them with greater ability or greater success than
the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal, and I believe they
have been singularly fortunate in being able to command the
service ofso eminent and able an engineer as Mr. Kennedy,
under whom these important works have been carried ont-
that with an amount of only 820,000 over and above the esti-
mate and appropriation of Parliament the entire work of deep-
ening the St.Lawrence, so as to allow the passage of vessels
drawing 27J feet of water will be completed. To widen the
channel which has been thus oonstructed, so as to furnish
the most complote facilities for navigation, it is estimated
that $195,000, or, in round numbers, some $200,000 more
will be required to perfectly complete that work. Now,
the Government feel that the time has come when the
question of that liability should be fairly considered. They
feel that the time has come wben it is in the interest of the
whole of this country that this great water-way should be
made free so far as tonnage dues on vessels are concerned,
whether inland or ocean; they feel that the time has come
when the great port of Miontroal, the great commercial
centre of this country, should be made practically a free
port, so far as tonnage dues upon ocean or inland vessels
are concerned, and the Government have arrived at the con-
clusion that if there is one public work in this country
that may fairly be assumed by the Government and the
Parliament as chargeable upon the public revenue, it is
the deepening of Lake St. Peter and the River St. Lawrence,
thus furnishing a means of bringing ships drawing 27J feet
of water up to the city of Montreal. They believe it is
not a question of the city of Montreal alone. They
believe it is a question in which the whole tonnage
of this country is more or less interested ; they believe it is
a question of importance to the whole trade of Montreal
and to the whole trade of the country lying to the west of
it, which will be greatly facilitated by taking this course. s
They believe it is a question that intimately touches this i
great water-way which lies between the Strait ot Belle Isle
and Port Arthur, giving facilities for the expansion of the t
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trade and commerce of this country. They believe it is in
the interests of this country that this port in the great
commercial centre of this country should be placed in such
a position as to be able Vo compete with the Atlantic ports
in the neighboring Republic where there is a great and
sharp competition in the ocean-borne traffle and that of
the great lakes down to the ocean. Under these circum-
stances, it is not necessary that I should detain the House,
familiar as it is with the circumstances, at any length, in
showing that it is desirable that this great public work
should be assumed by the Parliament of Canada as a
public work, in view of the objects to be attained. There.
fore, we propose that the advances which have been made
should be made a charge on the consolidated debt of this
country, but we couple with that proposal to assume this
indebtedness the entire removal of all tonnage dues, so that
Montreal shall be made in that respect a free port. We ask
by these resolutions that Pariament shall assume all the
advances that have been made to the Harbor Commission for
deepening Lake St. Peter and the River St. Lawrence. We
ask that Parliament should agree to cover the amount of
interest, which has been punctually paid by the Harbor
Commissioners out of the revenues collected from the ship.
ping at the port of Montreal, so that the deficit of
837,000 which occurred in consequence of their having to
pay the last instalment of interest, should be assumed by
us, so as to take that altogether off the harbor proper of
Montreal.

Mr. CHARLiTON. What will be the entire amount
assumed ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The amount appropriated is
83,005,000. In addition to that there is the amount of 8200-
000 for widening the channel which has been deepened and
837,000 of interest which is a deficit caused by the last pay-
ment of interest. In that way the Harbor Commissioners
are relieved from any obligation or burden imposed upon
them in that way.

Mr. MITCHELL, Does the Government undertake the
responsibility of going on with improvments in the har-
bor?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Under the resolution this
work can be completed by the Harbor Commissioners them-
selves, or directly by the Government, under the manage-
ment of my hon. friend the Minister of Public Works.

Mr. MITCHELL. But, if you take away their revenues,
they will have no money ta go on with.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have provided the money
to carry the work to its entire completion, and all we pro-
pose to tako away from them is the tonnage dues.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What about maintenance?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There has been an expense

of 8600,000 for new plant which becomes Lhe property of
the Government, and will cover the $ 320,000 additional that
Parliament has already appropriated.

Mr. MITCHELL. But who is to improve the harbor
and the wharves, and matters of that kind?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That will remain with the
Harbor Commissioners.

Mr. MITCHELL, Where wili they get the money?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The harbor of Montreal bas
never been chargeable to the extent of a dollar on the re-
venue of this country. The interest on the money we have
advanced has been obtained from the tonnage dues on vos-
sels and the wharfage dues. We do not propose to
touch the wharf dues, which will not only leave in the
hands of the commissioners the money required to main-
tain the harbDr, but will give them a considerable margin to
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enable them to improve the harbor of Montreal or to make
a large reduction in the wharf dues. Do I make myseli
understood ?

Mr. MITCHELL. Tes, the hon. gentleman makes him
self understood, but I would like to know if the tonnage
does are abolished and there are still to be wharf dues, how
it can be called a free port, but, il they are all abolished, the
eommissioners will not be in a position te go on with the
improvements?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If my hon. friend looks at
the report, he will find that the commissioners will not be
in the least degree embarrassed in relation to that matter.
le will see that the expenditure of the Harbor Commis-
sioners for the calendar year 1887, apart from the amount
chargeable to capital account, was $327,000, and that their
Det revenue was 8289,885. If you relieve them, as you do,
they only had a deficit of $37,000, and that was only caused
by their paying nearly $100,000 of interest. Consequently,
being relieved'from any charge for interest, they have a
large revenue left, which will enable them, from the charge
on wharfage on goods at that port, either to make a
reduction in the wharfage dues, or to carry on the improve-
ments in the harbor. The effect of making this a free
port, as far as the tonnage dues are concerned, will inake
Montreal more attractive, aud will enable the StLawrence,
as a great route of intercommunication, to compete much
more successfully with other ports and in that way will
greatly increase the revenue of the harbor. Now, Sir, I
do not intend to take up the time of the House longer, as at
this stage of the Session I know how imnatient the House
is to proceed with public business. As this subject is so
familiar to the House, I do not think it necessary to say
more upon it than to make the brief statement I have
to the House.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the resolutions before
the House are of a rather startling character, looking at
the amount of responsibility we are going to assume, and
looking at the amount of assets which we are going to re-
lease, assets which heretofâre have been considered of a
sufficiently satisfactory character to be continued lrom year
to year against the public gross debt of the country. Let
us examine for a moment how it is going to work out, and
let us see, if we Can, what amount the Government propose,
under these two resolutions, to ask the Housé to sanction,
and what amount they propose to release. In the first
place, I desire to say that I sympathise very considerably
with the views propounded by the Minister of Finance that
the expenditure on Lake St. Peter for deepening the chan-
ne] to the sea and for admitting shipping of a much larger
draft of water te Montreal, may be regarded in the nature
of a publie work in the interests of the country. At the
same time we must not lose sight of the faet that this
.amount bas be incurred and expended to build up the
city of Montreal as *against the city of Quebec, which,
gèographically speaking, should have been the natural
shipping port of the St. Lawrence. lowever, I am
hot going to enter into a discussion of that aspect of the
question, but confine myself as closely as I can to the
Brguments the hon. gentleman has adduced in support of
these resolutions I admit, as I said before, that the expen-
diture of money for deepening Lake St. Peter, and for
bringing commerce t Moiytreal, may be regarded as a
public work in the interest of the country at large. The
people of the west are interested in having their produce
shipped as cheaply and economically as possible, and if by
deepening Lake St. Peter ships of large capacity and of
large draft of water can trequent Montreal, there will
naturally be greater competition lor the freight west, and
it willnaturally lead to a cheaper rate of freight. Under

these circumstances I think we do net require to justify
ourselves to Parliament or te the country in supporting a
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public work which, in my judgment, may be fairly consi-

f dered in the interest of the publie at large. The Lake St.
Peter debt, as shown by the bon. gentleman, is of course of

- some magnitude, and the amount expended, according to
the return given by him the other day, in answer to the
hon. member for Queen's, P. E. I. (Mr. Davies) was,
according to the Bansard report, $2,725,504; balanne
of the appropriation to be spent, as given by the
hon. gentleman to-night, and as given at the same
time the other day, $2,794.95; amount estimated to com-
plete the work to 27J feet draft of water, and to straighten
the channel, 8220,000; that is the amount which the hon.
gentleman has nentioned to-night; the amount of $37,405,
as mentionod by the hon. gentleman, is also the amount
given as the loss on last year's operations in deepening the
barbor. It was that amount, I suppose, which led the presi-
dent of the Board of Trade there, as quoted here on a pre-
viens occasion, to intimate at a meeting of that boatd, that
the Harbor Commission of Montreal was in a state of bank-
ruptcy, and that unless the Government came to theirrescue,
they would be in a very embarrassing position. The anount
of $37,405 bas therefore been assumed to relieve the Harbor
Commissioners of Montreal from the position of bankruptcy,
which the president of the Board of Trade said was threat-
ening them. Thon, again, the Minister of Finance the other
day, in reply to my hon. friend, gave thecamountof $107,187
as the annual expenditure on the work in deepening the
lake. Now, this amount, it must be remembered, is more
than it would appear to represent, and from our experience
with regard to the expenditure of public money by the
Government, I am afraid that we cannot flatter onr.
selves that under their management, no matter how
well they may be able to conduct it, it can be anything less
than the amount which the Harbor Commissioners them-
selves expended last year. On the contrary, I think there
is moderate groiind for apprehension that the annual expen.
diture in keeping up the Lake St. Peter channel will be
larger than was made by the Har bor Comomissioners last
year, 8107,187. Now. remember, Mr. Speaker, that this
amount bas to be capitalised, and taking it at 4 per cent., it
will be equal to a capital of' 2,675,000, which, added to the
previous items as given, will make the snm of $5,937,4"4
which this House is called upon to assume for taking charge
of deepening Lake St. Peter and the channel of the St.
Lawrence, This of itself is rather of a startling character,
but we must remember that whether it cm be justified
locally, we can take the view of it here that it is in the in.
terest of the general commerce of the country. Thisamount
capitalised, adjed to the expenditure already incurrei, will,
as tIe hon. gentleman sees, be equal to an appropriation of
85,937,404 for the Lake St. Peter and Montreal dobt. Thon
the amount covered by the other resolution which I will dis-
cuss in connection with this, respecting the graving dock of
Quebec, as given by the hon. gentleman the other day, is
$a38,000, intere-t to date on that amount $201,454, and ex-
penditure on work which we cancel or assume under the
last clause of this memorandum is $493,706.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I hope the hon, gentleman
wilt postpone his rernarks on the graving dock until we
reach that resolution, which will be, I hope, in a few
minutes.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If the hon. gentleman prefers it
I will confine my observatiors to the resolution before the
flouse, which, as I have shown, calls for the assumption of
a debt equal to 85,937,000. Hon. gentlemen will remem-
ber in this connection that the amount spent last year, ac-
cording to the report of tne Harbor Commissioners of Mon-
treal, was a sum considerably larger than that mentioned
by the Minister of Finance. The amount mentioned for
channel operations, as given in that report for last year is,
I say, considerably in excess of the amount given by the
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bon. gentleman in reply to the hon. member for Queen's
p, F. I. (Mir. Davies), the other night.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the sarne.
Mr. JONES (lalifax). The report says: New channel

operations, 8192,20 .
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I called that in round numa

bars $20,000 in my statement just now.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Not the other day.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, in my answer I gave

before.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I thought there was a difference

hetween the annual expenditures given. I understood the
hon. member to give the amount as $8[07,187.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. That was the expendi
ture of last year. I gave this answer.

I The Harbor Commissioners estimate that it will take the whole o
this amoant and $20,000 additional to deepen the channel to 27¾ feet ai
low water, and that to straigbten and widen it so as to make it easier
of navigation, would cost say $200,000 more."

Mr. JONES (Halifax). According to H(nsard the hon.
gentleman is reported as saying-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is the expondituro of
last year; it has nothing to with this.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This is the report of last year.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is another answer.

$2?0,000 is applicable to the harbar and Sr7,000 is appli-
cable to the chanr el. That was in answer to a questian as
to how much we spent last year.

Mr. JONES (HIalifax). Exactly. We are quite on the
same line; but the hon. Lentleman in his reply said it would
be $10 7,000 applicable to the ehonel.

Sir Q HARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Ilalifax). I have not capitalised that amount,

and it would theroeore bo so much the worse.

Sir CIA RLES TUPPER. That is all included in the
$3,005,0 0 ;iiverythin is inclie )in tht except 830,00i)
and 8O00,000.

Mr. JONES (Hlfax). If the hon. gentleman will refer
to the report of tho Harbor Commis ioners ho will find
under disburmementsIlast year : Now dredging plant, $5,000 ;
new channel operations, 8192214-instead of$107,000. That
is the point to which I wish to draw the hon. gentteman's
attention. If such is the case, unless there is an error in the
-Harbor Commissioners' report, which is not probable, I
think the hon. gentleman has not given 8us the amonzt which
would b required to be expended on the channel to keep it
open year by year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is nothing to be spent
year by year on the channel.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Does the hou. gentleman mean
nothing to keep that channel open ? The hon. gentleman
must know better than that. We can hardly vonture to
make a statement of that kind in face of tho fact that there
is a strong current there.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. That is just what will keep it
right.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). And a sandy bottom.
Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. No.
Mr. JONES (Flalifax.) It is not worth while for the

hon. gentleman to make prodictions as to future expendi-
ture, because every nauticil man kniws that it will not be
safe to keep the channel at 27 or 27J feet unles there is
coustant dredging going on, and therefore no m4tter what
opinion ho may have, I an sure that no one familiar with

the worlr of the looality will donbt that an orpendituro
will b. roquired year by yoar te k.ep the channel'open te
its preoent depth. I, therefore. ostinate thtit the atneunt
will ho in the neighborhood of $6,000 when Woe capitalise
the annual expenditure. Howover, 1 will flot rnake alIy
fnrther observations witb regard to the subjeet, but I wiILt
wait tilI the other resolutien ije beforo thoelieuse, beeauso I1
then propose te contrast the grantR made in proviens yeuî'e
te Quobee aid those called forth under the reo1eution now
proposed te be submitted, and te aek this bouse whethor in

eview of the large amount given te Quobee during ibese;
year@ undor peculiar cireumstanees hon. merrbers f roui
et ber Provinces of the Dominion are not justified in asking
that a proportiorato surn should ho distributed fer public
works ef an oqually nocessary charactor in oýtberProvinces.
That le the view whi:_h I intend te siubinit te th9 Goveru.

-ment when the other rerolations corne te ho discused. In
the meantime, on the face of it thiB le a more justifiable ex-

Sponditro than thut covered by ihe othor resolutien which
twill shortly corne before us.

,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleffln has
cortainly made a mistakie in his figures îvhon'ho czipitalis3ed
the soin of 8107,000 or $192,000, 1 did net undoratan d

f vhich aa m)unt, and added that te 83,0)5,000 whieh je the
amount of the dcbt advanced by the Domninion te the bar.
bor Commissionors of Mentreal for thoe hannol through
La~ke St. Peter. The hon, gentleman was mietaken in that
statement. The ameunt the Minieter of Finance nientiomed
as the amount of interest on the debt itsolf was 81 1?,000.
W,,he!n iho hon, c, 'ntleman inew îpuaks eof 8192,000), whîeh je
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given at page 32 of the report ieot that be exommisienre
cf Montreal, for new channel operatiens, ho aorne te bolieve
that tis means for peratieons t ketp the obannml open

d is a annual expendituro. It e nt so. This ae an
amont which he esoon expendoed by the arber Ce-
miesionerse tego onwith the work of deepening, and it se
taken ut of the amount advanced by thoe Dominion t the
iar ber Commissionrs. Ltcis a capital expenditure, not

an exponditure te keep the work open. Lt le te compplote
the work whics they hav undertaen te do. That i sto

p w get a chanelt m sfetdep, and)theribefe, there
willkot oan annual expenditure. The uin of 879,00
romains iiithe handiview ho itovernmoit to milete Gthose
works. Ofete therrsuti oein ail worke edoiue kind
seme annual expndiure. Y have a wharf, or youn have
a pier whioh rLquiros carE, but I think the hon. gentlerah
ce quite mietaken in thinking tha it wilh c alt &107,000

a ye4r t kofp t up. T s work a0 een0 weil oreuted,
and whenthent9,00 luhe hande of the Governinent bas
been expondod te give u,4 the required depth cf 27J foot,
thn thore will ho only 20,000 more tecomilote the work
as undertaken. The commissionersl thoir report have
stated that in addition te that, inorder to maire it a pai fot
werk and to preventtho tharp ourves in the chanl ,inter-
fering wth thonavigation by the large steamer that cerne
to ontreal, we wil have tl spendto,000 mor e to bliake

ada more dirnt e pannel than it is now. This wil s compnte
tho work. My on. friend when ho speas of 86,0,00) is
being the amount we assume was quite miDtakon. Whon We
hav expended the money whieh oen. OW i our bande, the
amount wil l bc $3)O05,00fland $220,000 more willo roqufred
t complote the work wh the direction have statd. 'iso
sums togetb'cr wili inaku 83,2 -5,000. We will thon have in
our we get a thennlart whch as cst avererfÜO,00 tef
Course tht plant will nt have a value of o600,00 when
them work are omplted, but theywil bave uffceient value
to cover the m$225,s00, beyed the na,00000tof the debt.
Whaer wthe orks art, cornleted and when the planta
dpisied cf,itmay iay thathe dobt will bo 8,900,000

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). Who will atten eteebuoying
and dredgin to n the channe
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Bir HEOTOR LANGEVIN. As far as I can recollect,
the placing and removing of those buoys was done by the
Harbor Commissioners for the Department of Marine and
the commissioners received $7,000- for executing that work.
If we choose, it can continue in their bands on the same
conditions or we can have it done ourselves for the money
we are paying for it every year.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). There is the dredging in
summer.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It was not for the dredging
but for keeping the buoys in order, and removing them and
placing them in position.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). You will have to dredge the
channel or it will never keep open.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will probably, in the
spring, have a tug to pass down the channel, to see if there
is any accumulation, or if the ice has left any boulders. If
there is any obstacle found we will do what we do for all
other works and have it removed.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the Ministerallow me to suggest
that ho will have to have dredges constantly employed work.
ing on the wharves ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will have nothing to do
with that.

Mr. MITCHELL. Who will do that?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Harbor Commissioners.
Mr. MITCHELL. Where do they get the funds?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. From the duties on goods,

and wharfage dues.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. * The hon. gentleman will

remember that the channel in the centre of Lake St. Peter,
and the harbor of Montreal are two distinct things. The
harbor of Montreal goes as far as a point called Ruisseau
Migeon as my hon. friend knows. From that point down-
wards towards Quebec is the channel the Government will
have under control if those resolutions are adopted by the
Houseé Prom Ruisseau Migeon westwards teo the Lachine
Canal, will be the harbor of Montreal and that will be under
the direct control of the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal.
It will be their business to look after the ceannel in the
harbor, to deepen it and keep their wharves in order.

Mr. MITCHELL. Ont of what funds will they do that?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There are two funds from

which the Harbor Commissioners derive their resources,
by which they are able to proceed with the works in the
harbor of Montreal. There are the tonnage dues on the
vessels, and out of those the Harbor Commissioners pay the
interest on the advances made by the Government, that is
to say, $3,005,000.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is abolished now.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; that is abolished now.

Beyond that the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal colleet
a large sum for goods on their wharves.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do you know what amount ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Wharfage on goods inwards,
amount to 8128,000 and outwards to $72,000, so that those
two sumo make over $200,000. The Harbor Commissioners
will have this money te go on - with their works in the
harbor of Montreal. Hon. gentlemeni need not be uneasy;
for the Harbor Commissioners of Montreal will have quite
enough to deepen their barbor, when it is required. In
addition to this, they have the right to borrow money to
extend their wharves, and build new piers, and those new
piers will give them revenue sufficient to pay the intereet
on the money expended.

Sir HRoToi LANGEVIN.

Mr. MITCHELL. Has the hon. gentleman received an
estimate of what it will cost to keep those wharves in repair;
to do the dredging necessary, to keep the channel in front
of the wharves deepened, and to perform the duties. the
Harbor Commissioners are expected to perform within the
territorial limit described by the hon. gentleman ? I have
myself seen from 100 to 200 men in the employ of the
Harbor Commissioners clearing off the ice in spring, and it
generally takes them a couple of months to get the wharves
in repair in consequence of the damage done by the ice. I
am greatly mistaken if $200,000, will even begin to do ail
that work.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think their revenues are
more than $200,000, but the reason why Isay the amount
will be quite sufficient for the purpose, is that I have put
together the revenues they derive from tonnage dues, from
wharfage and from goods inwards and outwards, and so on.
The Harbor Commissioners had quite enough revenues to
keep the harbor of Montreal in perfect order, to pay all
expenses, and to pay the interest on the advances made by
the Government. But last year they found that the advances
made by the Government to them had so increased by the
deepening of the channel, that their revenues from tonnage
dues and other sources were not sufficient to pay the intereat
by $37,000. Then they said, we cannot get along, and we
must be fair and candid with the Government, and tell them
at once what position we are in. So they ask us to come to
their relief by assuming the debt for deepening Lake St.
Peter, which they consider to be a portion of -the canal
system of the country. We will relieve them of last year's
deficit of $37,000, assume the debt, and extinguish the in.
terest they were paying to the Government this year to
the amount of $1 12,000. The balance of their revenues,
amounting to about $250,000, will be quite sufficient, as
they were last year and the previous year, to pay ail their
expenses in the harbor of Montreal proper.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What is the length of the
channel of Lake St. Peter ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I suppose the distance
tmust be 110 miles from the harbor of Montreal down to
Cap à la Roche. I do not know the length of the excavated
chaunel.

Mr. MITCHELL, My hon. friend has given his expia-
nation very clearly. But I wish to state that the harbor of
Montreal is far too cramped to enable the business coming
to it to be done properly. It will require to be extended,
and a much larger amount of money than the hon. gentle-
men expects must be provided. I am not an engineer, but
I know from the constant siatements of persons connected
with the port that such is the case. I would like the hon.
gentleman to bear that in mind, because if he takes away
the tonnage and the wharfage dues, I am afraid there will
not be enough left to extend the harbor. The railways
coming in there demand a larger amount of accommodation,
and I have heard merchants complain of the deficiency of
wharf accommodation.

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. I have no doubt that in
consequence of the abolition of the tonnage dues the business
of the port wili increase largely-that a much larger number
of vessels will come up the St. Lawrence and contribute a
larger revenue te the resources of the Harbor Commission.
But the commissioners foresee that they will have to expend
within three or four years about $900,000. They expect
that they will have out of their ordi4ary revenues, which
are increasing every year $40,000 or $50,000, which will help
them in meeting the interest on that amount. The new
wharves and piers, at which the vessels will be moored,
and on which merchandise will be landed, will also give a
large revenue to the Harbor Commissioners. They do not
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seem to be uneasy about that at alL They will have power
to borrow that money; but as prudent and honorable men,
they did not wish to borrow money in order to proceed
with other improvements until they were sure that the
Government and Parliament of Canada would relieve them
of this debt and of the deficit, and thus give them an oppor-
tunity to meet the interest on the new debt.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is the hon. Minister quite right in
stating that the revenues are likely to increase? I notice
that the figures for the past few years show an increased
tonnage, but a reduced revenue:

Year
1878.... .................................
18 ....... '.'.'.". .............
1880.................-.............
1881 . ... ..........
1882.................................

1884..................................
1885..................... ....
1886 ...... .. ..

1887 .......................... .

Tonnage
397,000

0,000628,000
531,000
554POOO
64,000

849,000
683,000
809,000
870,000

Revenue
$ 63,000

106,000
156,000
70,000
68,000
65,000
51,000
28,000
68,000
69,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A large reduction was made
both in tonnage dues and wharfage dues same years ago.

Mr. MITCHELL, I doubt if the revenue from wharfage
is very likely to increase.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As I stated just now, the
wharfage on goods inwards and outwards amounted to a
little over $200,000. My hon. friend will see that the
interest which the commissioners paid out of their revenues
to the Dominion Government was $99,187. They did not
pay that out of capital, but out of the revenues of the bar-
bor. They will be relieved of that, and also of 827,000 of
a debt which they would have had to pay to the Govern-
ment.

Mr. JONES. They would not be worth the whole of
that $99000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, the whole of that,
leaving $5,000 that the Government will pay or will expend
there. The remainder of their debt is not due to the Gov-
ernment but to outsiders, who bought their debentures, and,
therefore, the interest on those debentures will be paid as
heretofore out of ordinary revenue. On these resolutions
becoming law, the Harbor Commission of Montreal will b
relieved of $99,187 at once, which is now paid out of their
revenue. With the tonnage dues on steamers and sailing
vessels amounting to $48,000, that with the $5,000 will make,
say $53,000, which deducted from the $99,000, wiIl leave
the commission a nice margin of over $40,000, which added
to their ordinary revenue, will give them ample means to
meet their annual expenditure on their harbor and besides a
portion of the interest on the new debentures they may
have to issue. With these explanations, the principle being
admitted that this is a work which is not only for the
harbor of Montreal but for the country at large, the flouse
should agree to this resolution.

Mr. MITCHELL. I notice that the harbor expenses,
including harbor repairs, expenses of management, &c.,
amount to $261,323. Assuming the expenses to be no more
in the future, that would leave only 640,000 for repairs,
which will not amount to anything.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The deficit last year of the
Harbor Commissioners, after paying $99,000 of interest to
the Goveranment on this debt,of which we are now relieving
them, was 837,000. Is it not, therefore, evident that on re-
lieving them of the $99,000 interest, their reveaue will be
ample to meet the service to which the hon. gentleman
refers.

Mr. MITCHELL. No, because this $261,333 is for the
actuai working of the harbor. Thon they have the inter-

est on the debentures to pay to ho added to that, which will
amount to more than the balance.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, After paying everything and
doing everything a harbor requires, after making ail the
expenditure necessary, after paying 899,U00 out of their
revenue besides, the commissioners had a deficit only of
837,000. Thon, if we relieve thom of the $99,000, and the
deficit was only $37,000, when they had to pay that amount,
and also performed ail other services, that will leave a bal-
ance of $62,000 in their favor.

Mr. MITCHELL. Provided you have a finality ; but if
you expect to go on improving the harbor as the noces-
sities of increased railway business demands, where is the
money to come from? I am not going to delay this resolu.
tion, but I think it my duty to cal the attention of the
Government to the fact that they will have to give some
additional facility to the HRirbor Commission to enable thom
to get those improvements, if these improvements are to be
made. True, they may raise money on bonds.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. After making Montroal a free
port, so far as tonnage duos are concerned, the increased
business of the port ought to give ample revenue.

Mr. DVATIES (P. E. I.) The hon. member for Northum-
berland bas addressed himself boldly to some contem-
plated inprovements with respect to the harber of
Montreal proper. He is afraid that after the Harbor Com-
missioners have been relieved of this 83,250,000 which ho
proposes to relieve them of and to assume ourselves, thoy
will not be able to carry out certain grand improvements
which they have in view. If tho hon. gentleman will turn
to page 14, ho will see that the chairman of the board is
not under any apprehonsion on that score, bocanse lie says
that, "if relieved from the interest on our advanues to the
Government, the board will be able to meet ail the necessi-
ties of the harbor without unduly burdening trade. 1 hope
there will not be the smallest end of the wedge insorted
hore to load to the hope that any surm of money may ho
obtained for these contemplated improvements in the bar-
bor of Montreal propor. I have read the report of Mr.
Kennedy, and I have no doubt ho is a most able engineer,
but it is quite apparent that the improvements.in the harbar,
which ho has in viow, will involve the outlay of an enormous
sum of mone*y, aun outlay roquirod not for any projiet of na-
tional importancu but simply to improve the harbor of Mon-
treal proper. That is not the exact question before us to-night
We are assuming, as the hon. gentleman for Halifax put it
very clearly, an enormous liability added to the general
liabilities of the country. lad this proposition been made
a few years ago, it would have been received with a groat
deal of, I will not say fear and suspicion, but of disapproval.
When this proposition was made to the House, I turned up
the different statutes undor which advances were made to
the Montreal Harbor Commission. We began the work
in 1873, when we authorised the Government to advance
$1,500,000 to the Harbor Commissionors of Montreal for
the purpose of deepening Lake St. Peter channel to adepth
of 22 feet. It was understood thon there was no fear at all of
the country ever being called on to pay this money, and the
money was voted. A few years afterwards the commission
came before Parliament again, and askod an additional
grant of $218,000 to carry on the work. Parliament
gave that allowance O the further assurance that the
country was not undertaking any liability, but was
merely making an advance to the commissioners to
enable them to carry out much neeled improvements
Then, in the year 1883, the hon. ibe Minister of Public Works
comes forward with another proposition, that they should
deepen the channel from 2-1 feet, which was the propoei-
tion, to 27* fot, and for that reason we sbould advance
nearly a milion more, and the hon. gentleman managed to
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carry that through tho House. At that time, one hon. gent.
leman, at least the former representative of Montmagny,
stated that there was an agreement between the Govern-
ment and the Harbor Cominmissions ofQaebecand of Montreal,
that these works should not be undertaken at the Govern.
ment expense. h'bat statement was not contradicted hore,
and the general impression of the members who were
voting these enormous sums of money was that the country
was not assuming any liability, but was simply enabling
the Harbor Commissioners to carry out an improvemont
which was much needed in the city of Montreal. This may
or may not be a work of national importance, 1 think there
is Fomething to be said for it, but it is well that we should
understand the enormous liability which we are assminig,
and I hope the bon. gentleman from Montreal will not in
future put forward any claims for the improvement of this
harbor. I am not sure that the hon. gentleman from
Halifax (Mr. Jones) was wrong when be said that the
amount which had been advanced was83,725,704. We assume
that and make it part of the debt of the Dominion. Thon
there is another matter wbich is hardly defensible, and that
is the an:ount of 837,000. I do not see why we should
asume that amount which is the deficit on the last year's
operations of the Harbor Commissioners. I should like to
ask if that bas any relation to the works in Montreal
proper ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, but we do not want the
liairbor Commissioners of Montreal to have any claim on
the Government for anything in connection with the deep-
ening of Like St. Peter, and, as that deficit aroso in a yoar
mhen they paid $99,000 for interest, it is evident that, if it
had not been for that, they would not have had that deficit,
and we want to start therm with a tabula rasa.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) They paid that on the amount
we had advanced to them.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That was on the channel
debt.

Mr. DAVIES, (P. E.I.) We advanced the money, and
the tolls were allowed in order to enable them to pay that
back. I think I am correct in saying that the $37,465 is
the total deficit of the commissioners as to the channel debt
and also as to the Harbor of Montreal.

SirCHARLES TUPPER. That is so.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) So, practically speaking, there

is no deficit on the deepening of the channel, but it is in
connection with the works in and around Montreal. I am
not satisfied myself that it is quite fair. However, it is a
small matter to haggle over 837,000 when you are voting
millions. It appears that we are to assume a debt of
$3,242,404.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is $3,222,000.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I) There is not very much differ-

ence, we will say three millions and a quarter. My hon.
friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones) asked if this was the full
extent of the liabilities, because, from the answers to ques.
tions which I put the other day, because we were trying to
find what the extent of the liability was which we were
assuming, the bon. gentleman said that the commissioners
divided their expenditure, that $220,123 was applicable to
the harbor, and $87,000 to the channel, and the senior
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones) naturally assumed that to
be the amount of our annual expenditure on the work. I
find, on page 14 of the report which has been laid on our
Table, that the commisioners support the statement given
in response to the enquiry of an hon. member. la that
statement, it will be fôund that the Ordinary chaiges for
management, lighting, &o., were SiO8,004. Taking that
in connection with the answer of the Minister of Finance
that the-proportion applicable to the channel was $107,000,

Xir. DAvais (P.E..

I do not think my hon. friend was very far wide of the
mark. I believe it is truc that every year the channel will
be silting up that mud. It is stated that at one point the
ircoming tide meets the flow of the river, as I am i>tt ucted
by shipmasters who know that river well. What we have
been doing is to dig out this channel, but there will be
silting and filling up of that channel every year. I am not
objecting to this, but I think we had better understand
what wo are assuming. We are taking over all the dredging
plant, and why ? Because we will require it for dredging
every year. I am not going to oppose this proposition at
ail, whether right or wrong.

Mr. MITCHELL. Mostly all wrong.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I had some conversation with

some of the representatives of this work, and I find that
$4,04 bas been expended for buoying, and ligbtifi, and
matters of that kind.' I do not think my hon. fr i ndi is far
astray in putting the annual cost of managemen t at W407,000,
and that is in addition to this three and a quarter millions.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That ineludes $99,000 of
interest.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentlemi is wiong
there. The hon. gentleman will sec that, if we have to
dredge that every year, the cost cannot be much less than
$100,000, s that we are practically assuming a debt of
$6,000,000 for the harbor at Montreal. The Minister of
Finance said that we were giving facilities for traffic from
the Straits of Belle Isle to Port Arthur. That is not certain.
We are simply improving the approach to the city of MIor-
treal proper. Nature bas provided a port for the Dominicn
at Quebec, and all the vessels that corne down our canals
could go to Quebec without deepening this channel at alil.
The bon, gentleman knows that our canals are only made
at present for 12 feet vessels; barges of 12 feet can go down
our canalis already as far as the city of Quebec. lt is not
an enlargement of our canal system, otherwise we would
have to enlarge the canal system to the proposed depth of
27J feet. It is to enable large sized vessels and steamers
to go to the city of Montreal that otherwise would have to
stop at Quebec.

Sir CHARLE3 TUPPER. Inland navigat-n.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) Yes, it may be defensible. Gentle-
men who know more about the resources and wants of the
country than I do, seem to think it is; I am not one toraise
my voice against it; but I want to know exactly what we
are doing. I remember here, two or three years ago, these
votes slipped through the House without being ful[yundeï-
stood, in obedience to the suave manner and persuasive
tongue of the Minister of Public Works, and scarcoly no ob-
jections at all were made to them. A year or two ago we
were told that Montreal was all very well, but Quebec was
to be the terminus of the Canadian Pacific Radway, and in
a very grandiloquent speech the Minister of Finance came
down and told us that it was essential to the interest of
tbis country, and a matter of national importance, that
they should maintain access for the Canadian Pacitic
Railway to the great national port of Canada.
No use to talk about your inland ports, you must go to the
great natural harbor of Qxebec; and the bon. gentleman
invited us to spend over two millions of money in purchas-
ing the North Shore Railway to prolong the Pacifie and to
make Quebec one of its termini; and now, having voted
two millions, you are asked to assume the debt.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A million and a half, 8970,)00
and $530,000; that makes a million and a half.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) In the firet place there was the
$954,000 which we returned to the Government of the Pro-
vince of Quebec in consideration of their having constructed
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a railway from Quebec to Ottawa, and for the portion be-
tween Montreal and Ottawa, 120 miles, $1,440,000; that is
over two millions; and again a million and a half in 1885
as an hon. friend reminds me.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. For what did you say that
$1,440,000 was for?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) For the portion between Mon-
treal and Ottawa.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. But that has nothing to do
with it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I) It his a great deal to do with it.
The hon. gentleman, I say, when he brought down his
resolution, asked the House to give him that money, be-
cause he said it was necessary that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway should be prolonged to its natural terminus, the
city of Quebec.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was at Montreal then.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman took a

vote from this Parliament to recoup the Province of Quebec
lor money it had expended in building this railway. Now,
what are we doing? After doing that you turn round and
say you ought to assume the debt of $6,000,000 in order to
build up a rival port.

Mr. CURRAN. Make it $12,000,000.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I am not exaggeratiug it. I have

given the hon. gentleman the figures, and I say tbey comle to
six millions, and if the hon. gentleman can con test the accura-
cy of any of them, I am perfectly willing to bear him after
I sit down. There is no desire on my part to exaggerate,
and there should be none on his part to minimise. I say
that having voted this two or three millions for that pur-
pose, you now turn around and assume the debt of six
millions, which will render nugatory the puipose for
whiuh you voted these large sumas six years ago. Still, I
am not going to oppose the motion, because it is alleged by
those who have a pretty good knowledge of it, that it is,
peihaps, not unfair, that it may be construed, in one sense,
as pai t of a great national work. Bat I hope we will not
bear anything more hereafter from the groat rich city of
Montreal about not baving its share of public expenditure.
I hope when some outlying Provinces ask for some smal
grats from time to time, for necessary improvements in
their barbors, and in the construction of their public works
that the representatives of that great metropolitan city
wdl not be continually taunting us with our demands on'
the public exchequer. Montreal is making a haul to-
night that no other city in Canada has ever made before,.
and I wili venture to say that no other city will ever make
again. There is no doubt, as an hon. gentleman says, that
Quebec will come to the front. In a few minutes we are
going into a resolution-I do not want to anticipate a dis.
cussion,-to give some millions to Quebec.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). Quebec gets nothing
at ail.

if the plant was sold when the work was finished; therefore
I cat the debt assumed by the country three millions, and I
will show my hon. friend from Queen's, P.E.L (Mr. Davies)
that that $107,000 which I gave in answer to his question,
contains 899,000 of interest. I said, in answer to him, that
the expenditure of the Harbor Commissioners for the calon.
dar year 1887, apart from the expenditure on capital account,
was, according to statements made by them to the Govern-
ment, $327,290. That is the whole of their expenditure
chargeable to revenue. They divided their expenditure as
follows, that is, their expenditure apart from capital: $220,-
121 as applicable to the harbor, and $107,187 as applicable
to the channel, and ont of that amount they paid over $99,-
000 ofinterest to the Government, and they charged $8,000
as the proportion of the expenses of the board which would
be applicable to the channel, to make up the $107,900. I
know the hon. gentleman docs not wish to misunderstand
me, and I want to make that point eloar.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman will see that
he is not yet quite accurato, because at pages 32 and 33
of the report the total expenditure of the Harbor Commis-
sioners that year was $83l,739, which included $237,000
debentures paid, a certain amount for construction and
the cost of management. There was for salaries $26,300,
and $14,000 for buoys and beacons. Those items are con-
nected with the channel. I wish to ask the hon. gentleman
what will be the cost of dredging the channel from year to
year and lighting and buoying it ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the Finance Minister is
laboring under a misapprehension with regard to these
items. Here is an account of the uistbursemets. There is
for new dredging plant so much, new channel operations
$192,214.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That has nothing to do with
the point we are dealing with. 1 am dealing with charges
to revenue apart from capital. I said the amount of $l'W7,-
000 is composed of $99,000 interest and $8,000 manage.
ment.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is only an assumption.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. it is according to the report

furnished to me by the Harbor Commisioners of the port
of Montreal. They furnished me with a statement that
their whole expenditure was $327,000 and they divided it
as 8:20,123 applicable to the harbor and $107,t37 applica-
ble to the channel. That is chargeable to revenue and it
includes interest as I have said.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). By referring to the report of
the Harbor Commissioners, which I accept in preference to
the statement furnished by the commissioners to the
Finance Minister, it is stated that new channel operations
cost $192,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is an entirely different
subject. $192,000 is chargeable to capital expenditure and
bas nothing to do with the other. It is included in the
$3,005,000, and you must therefore not capitalise it over
again.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Well, we willdiscuss that directly. Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is the ameut wbich the
I am anxious we should understand the resolution, I wantfHarbor Commisioners had te expend in that way. They
to be clear in mv mind as to ourshare of the respousibility reduced it altorwaids, according te the statement, te
in assuming this debt.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not object at all to the lino
of criticism the hon. gentleman has adopted; I think in the Sir CHARLES TUPPER. One is capital and the other
main it is very fair, but I do proteet against his constantly 18 revenuo.
swelling an appropriation of three millions into one of six. I Mr. JONES (Halifax). Lt doos not form any part of the
protest against it because it is most misleading. I will show charge which they put cown.
my lion. Iriend from Halifax (Kr. Jones) in asingle moment
that ho is entirely mistaken as to the capitalisation of tho Sir CHABLES TUPPER. Entirely se; but the hon.
amount outaide of' the $3,005,000. The $220,000 in addition gentleman must not capitalise $192,000 as the amount @pent
te thut wib. more than eovered by the value of th. plant,on thM. Ochanuel when that amoant is already embrac ei
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the 83,005,000. The hon. gentleman must not capitalise it
twice.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It was the amount they spent
that year.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. But it was part of the $3,-
005,000.

Mr. GIROUARD. I was astonished by the remarks
made by the hon. member for Queen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies),
when he said that he hoped this was the last time any
elaim would be made.by Montreal with respect to the Lake
St. Peter debt. I do not pretend to represent the city of
Montreal and I do not speak for that city; no doubt we
shall hear from the members of the city reasons why the
resolution should be adopted. I desire to offer some remarks
from an independent point of view, and as the represen-
tative of the county which bas some interest in Montreal,
but not to the extent that the views of the county may
be influenced by the interests of Montreal. It bas been
admitted by all the speakers this evening that the deep-
ening of Lake St. Peter was a Dominion work. If it was a
Dominion work I do not see why so much time should be
spent in inquiring as to how much the Government would
be required to spend in futura in order to maintain that
work. It matters very little what amount is necessary, un-
less Parliament is going to lay down the doctrine that a
Dominion work must be shut up. I admit that works should
be closed if they are of no use, but no one will question that
this work is a necessity to the commerce of the country.
I hold that instead of getting too much, the city of Mon-
treal is far from obtaining full due by the resolution now
before the louse.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Hear, hear.

Mr. GIROJARD. L hear the hon. member for Halifax
say " hear, hear." When I visited Halifax last summer I
saw many improvements there that had been carried out
by means of the public funds of the Dominion. Is it not a
fact that the breakwater in front of the city of St. John,
N. B, which I also visited last summer, was built by the
Dominion at a cos of bundreds of thousands of dollars.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Only $100,00j.

Mr. GIROUARD. I said several hundred thousand dol.
lars, so it was twice the amount I indicated. That break-
water is in the very heart of the city, and in fact the bar-
bor of St. John could not exist without it. It is astonishing
that bon. gentlemen should declare that Montreal is getting
too much. It does not obtain one-half what is due to it,
considering its importance from a commercial stand-
point. If it is admitted that this is a Dominion work,
why should we not get back interest for the past?
If the work should have been built by the Dominion
from the very beginning, why should we not get that
interest ? [1say that we are entitled to it, and if the
representatives of the city want to get some support, I
am willing to give it to them in the future, in order that
they may obtain that claim, and so long as Prince Edward
Island receives injury, or any other portion of the Domin.
ion, that poi tion will get my support. Let us now see how
the matter stands in regard to Quebec. It has been said that
the channel was commenced with a view to establishing a
rivalry between Montreal and Quebec. There is no founda-
tion for that statement. The deepening of Lake St. Peter
was commenced in 1873. What was the position then of the
city of Quebee? 'Was it in the position of the first sea port
of the Dominion ? There was no railway communication
with Quebec at that time.

Mr. MITCHELL. What about the Grand Trunk Rail-
way ?

Sir CiAEusE TumPEa.

Mr. GIROUARD. It was on the other Bide of the river,
not in the city of Quebec. There were no harbor improve-
ment s to accommodate the whole shipping of the Domin.
ion. Quebec did not give sufficient accommodaition for im-
porters in order to distribute from it trade throughout the
Dominion. The city did not have a back country to main-
tain a large trade; but what has been the worst drawback
to Quebec is the ship laborers, whom the hon. member for
Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot), in this House last Session, de-
clared to be a conspiracy and a perfect nuisance in Quebec.
That organisation has been the greatest enemy of the port.
I agree to a certain extent with the hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) that the revenue of the IHar.
bor Commissioners of Montreal will be cut down by the reso-
lution. Some of the dues will be abolished, but the people of
the country will at once receive compensation from the
adoption by the Dominion of the Lake St. Peter debt. The
public will receive immediate compensation: they were pay-
ing 8 107,000 a year tonnage dues for interest on the Lake
St. Peter debt, which in future they will not pay, but the
Harbor Commissioners of Montreal will surrender the charges
which were imposed on the shipping of the country, and
the people of the country will thus receive compensation
for the outlay. The hon. memher for Queen's, P. E. I., said
that the chairman of the Montreal Harbor Board said
that if the Government would assume the Lake St.
Peter debt, they need not trouble themselves as to where
to get the revenue in order to meet the ordinary expenses
of the harbor. The report of the ehairman of the Harbor
Commissioners does not intimate that the Harbor Commis.
sioners expected that the tonnage dues are going to be
abolished. The chairman expected that while the Gov-
ernment would assume the debt of Lake St. Peter, all the
sources of the revenue of the Harbor Commissioners would
be maintained-that the tonnage dues would be continued,
if they were needed, and also that the wharfage dues would
be continued. It is impossible in the position the Harbor
Commissioners are left in to-day, to say that they will be
able to improve the accommodation for all the trade of
the Dominion in the port of Montreal. As I said a moment
ago, the city of Montreal does not get its whole due. We
ought to get the interest paid in the past. As has been done
in most cities of the Dominion, they should have got certain
assistance for the improvement of the harbor. They
should have got it as it was given to Halifax and St. John,
and a great many other ports in the Provinces of the
Dominion of Canada. I wish to say that I will gladly vote
for the resolution before the House. Although Montreal
does not get full justice, it gets a portion of it, and I believe
that in one or two sessions full justice will be done to the
city of Montreal.

Mr. AMYOT. I agree with the speaker who has pre-
ceded me that this is not a question of rivalry be-
tween Quebec and Montreal. It is a question of
business and justice. I am in favor of digging out
our rivers, completing our canals and having inland
navigation as far as possible. That is a right prin.
ciple and I am in favor of it. I am glad to see Montreal
going ahead so fast in the march of progress, but I am
not in favor of justice being done at the expense of other
places, or that injustice should be committed for the sake
of doing justice. What will be the position now ? In
Quebec we have built some works which have caused the
Harbor Commissioners to be indebted to the Government,
and they will remain indebted to the Government, so that
in order to enable them to pay interest they will be forced
to charge tonnage dues on the ships entering that port.
Quebec harbor will not be a free harbor, and it is not the
fault of Quebec that such is the case. It is the fault of
the Government which has organized the Harbor Commis-
sioners, or the majority of the comminaionors who have
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proposed those works, and imposed on the Harbo
Commissioners the obligation of borrowing monuy fromr
the Government. We bave now to force the commerce
away from Quebec, by charging tonnage dues on the shipq
coming to the port> of Quebec, so as to pay the interest on
the remaining debt. Under this proposition Queboc, as
wel1 as btherest of the country, has to pay to deepen the St
Peter channel, and when ships arrive at IMontreat they will
not be charged with sny tonnage dues. Shipping will there
fore have more interest in geing to &Montreal than to stop
at Quebeo, and in this way yoq are taking ,h e pul lic money
to chaqe the ships frôm Quebec and send them to Montreàl.
You take the public money to ruin Quebec and that is not
fair justice to Quebec. We contend that Quebec is a natural
port, and that no means should be taken to remove from
Quebec the advantages8it possesses of being a natural port.
You will in this way take the ships from Quebec, in spite of
its being a natural port, and by means of the expenditure
of public money send them to Montreal. I say it is very
unjust and vqry unfair. I am told by an hon. member
that the ship laborers in Quebec are the cause of the
diversion of trade froma that port. To some extent I admit
that they are, but who is responsible for that? I say the
Government is responsible, because they have not put an end
to that state of things. They know that the sailors coming
from other coantries have contributed to organise that con-
dition of affairs, but why do they not pass the legislation
that I and the city of Quebec asked theni to pass, to prevent
that orgamsation of the ship laborers to do harm. The
membere rvho represent the city of Quebec cannot agree to
this proposition, betause Quebec remains loaded with a debt
useless to itself, in favor of Montreal, and which burdon on
Quebec will have the effect of chasing the commerce from
that natural port. I draw the attention of the Minister of
Public Works to that point, and I am sure that it will on)y
suffl. to remind hlm. of tuls injustice to Quebec, in order
that hé nay remedy it. ie has said that the business will
increase in Montreal, and that the fact of its becoming a free
port will make the port more attractive, but at the expense
cf what other place is this done ?

Mr. CU AJ4ÂN. New York and Boston.
Mr. AMYOT. It will take away from Quebec what trade

remains there, and bring it to Montreal.
ICHARLES TUPPER. It will enable Montreal to

op4te wih New York and Boston.
Mr. AYOT. We crush the trade of Quebec with a debt

on account of useless works there, and give the whole of
the advantage to another city, You leave Qaebec burdened
with a debt, and you open another port where you create a
free tonnage, Under those circumstances this policy is good
for Montreal, and, goqd for the country, but for Quebec it is
h ruiua.

Mr. CURRAN. Mr. Speaker, the task whiph falle upon
me at this moment is certainly one that is extremly li ght
and were it not for some of the remarks made by the hon,
membeir for Queen's, P. E. I. (Mr. Davies), I should
iiot âttempt to say one word in defence of the policy
which bas been so ably placed before this House by the
hbn. Minister who has it in charge, and by his colleagues as
weLl. W. bave been -told by theb hon. member from Prince
Edward Island (Mr. Davies) that he hopes this is the last
tire'owe shall have the city of 'fóntreat comaing bere and
begging, or, on the other hand, olamoringagainst those who
from other citieenlay corne here and ask for grants from
the public tresasui; T have fnot been very long in this
loue.;ths is only my second Parliament, but during the
five€or e seesioi I bave been hore, I know that neither I
nor any of my c lleague& from Montreal have risen in our
IdaceS to Urge the slighteat obetion to any grant being.
mia to any pit$ in sn Jrovino whatever, and I tbink,

A-

r as one of my hon. friendse says, we are all pnlling together
i Montretl tries to pu:t with the whole 'Dfminion. 'WC

are anxious to see the whole Do)minion prospdrous. Wo
s have no jealousy of any other port either in the Maritime
1 Provinces, in our own Province or in any other Provihde.

We are delighted to see public money exponded in a manter
. that will boenfit the country at large, and I am notaware
l that any member ferom the city or district of Montroal -h'as
ever raised his voice in opposition to any seeme that had
the sligbte!t feasibility on its face. But I will say this, fhàt
Montreal as a harbor bas never received one cent fromu the
Dominion of Canada Montreal has paid its own expenes
and the cost of its own improvernnts. The work on Lte
St. Peter was originally a Dominion work.

Mr. DAVI ES (P.E.I.) How about the harbor police ?
. Mr. CURR3AN. The police have nothing to do with the

city, but they are paid out of the shipping and their duties
are on the wharves and in the harbor.

Mr. MITCHELL. The shipping actually pays a tonnage
tax for that expense. The shipping pays it, not the Gdv-
ernment.

Mr. CURRAN. If the hon, gentleman will refer to the
report of the hon. Minister of Public Works for the year
ending June 30, 1887, he will find that the harbors of
Toronto, Owen Sound, Kingston, Goderich, Cobourg, 3t.
John and Halifax, have ail received considerable sums bf
money for the internal improvements of these potts, but
not one cent has been contributed for the internal improve-
ment of the port of Montroal. Now, witb regard to my
hon. friend's assertion that we as a Dominion are assuming
a debt of $6,000,00f), there is no gentleman in this Houae
who bas hoard the explanations of theb hon. Minieter of
Finance, and ther. is no gentleman in this country who
will read his explanation in answer to both the hon. member
for Halifax (Mr. Jones) and the hon. member for Queens,
P.E I. (Mr. Davies), who will not admit that these gent!e.
men are both in the wrong in making that assertion, and
that the amount assumed is exactly the amount mimed in
this riesolntion.

Mr. DAVIES (P.EI.). The hon. gentleman, I am sure,
does not want to misrepresent me, but does he contend that
there will be no annual expenditure required for maintain-
ing this channel ?

Mr. CURR AN. My hon. friend may take my word for
it that there will be comparatively no expense for main-
taining the channel. What I said was that he was conteidd-
ng, and was giving the public of Canada to understand,

that we are assuming a debt of 86,000,000 when it i mý y
$3,000,000 and a fraction.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) I capitalise the probable expen-
diture at 8100,000.

Mr. CURRAN. That expenditure has nothing to do with
maintaining the channel open. It was for operations carried
on at Cape à la Roche, and when they are finished they will be
finished forever. As the hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell) bas pointed out to those gentlemen, it has not
a sandy bottom, but is of the hardest of rock almosit, and will
not require any dredging. On the contrary, it will b. kept
perfectly clean by the natural flow of the water, and the
only work to be done, as the hon. Minister of Public Worke
bas pointed ont, will be the removal of perhaps aun ocea-
sional boulder that may be driven into the channel by the
ice shove. Now, I am sorry that the hon. gentleman who
spoke last should have taken the view he did of this
question as obe affecting the sister city of Quebec.
I can assure him that there is nothing but the kindlest
feelings towards that city in the city that 1 have
the honor to repreent; there is no spirit ofunfrieàdlees
ther. towards the city of Quebec iand if the hOn. ge tle-
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man as read the memorandum with appendices on
the St. Lawrence route, submitted to the hon. Minister of
Public Works in February last, and distributed to the
members of this House, he will find that the most eminent
men of this country, those occupying adverse positions to
each other on every public question-such men, for instance,
as the vice-president of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the
general manager of the Grand Trunk. Railway, the presi-
dont of the Board of Trade of Montreal, the representatives
of all the great shipping lines that come to our Canadian
ports, both Montreal and other ports, the representatives of
the importers and the exporters, the representatives of the
Chamber of Commerce, in faut every great commercial
authority in the country-

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). In Montreal.
Mr. CUR RAN. Does the hon. gentleman suppose that

the Grand Trunk Railway is confined to Montreal alone ?
Does he suppose that the Canadian Pacific Railway is con
fined to Montreal alone?

Mr. LA.NGELLER (Quebec). Their headquarters are in
Montreal.

Mr. CURRAN. If they are, it is because they find it to
their interest to have them in Montreal. They are not there
for love of Montreal. It is no mater of feeling or affec-
tion with them. They go where it best suits them to go;
and each one of these gentlemen says that the question is
not one of rivalry betweenu any two Canadian cities, but the
question is whether Canada shall hold its trade or whet her
that trade shall go to Boston, New York and o ther Un ited
States ports. The assumption of this debt is not a question
that affects Montreal alone. It is impossible that it should
be assumed 'without Montreal benefiting; but the great
benefit will redound to the shipping and commerce of
Canada. The city of Montreal is ahve to the importance of
this question. As the hou. member for Jacques Cartier
(Mr. Girouard) has said, Montreal did feel that there was a
reimbursement due to it for what it had expended in the past
in the shape of interest. However, there is no use of open-
ing up a question that is not before the House. But the
city of Montreal as a corporation is fully alive to the im-
portance of coming forward and aiding, even to the extent
of more than its share, more than has ever been done by
any city in the Dominion of Canada, in pressing forward
the great improvements which are absolutely necessary
for the development of that harbor, in view of the great
acoession to our trade that is likely to come in the early
future. My hon. friend bas shown exactly what we have
doue in the past; and with regard to the matter of the
police, and matters connected with the revetmeint wall and
other expenses which the city has no right to assume, I
have the assurance of the ohairman of the Finance Com-
mittee that the city of Montreal is prepared to come for-
ward and do nobly that which its citizens f eel devolves upon
them os an enterprising and go-ahead people. For my part,
I am satisfied that some hon. gentlemen to-night have shown
that they have come to this question with far more interest
in it than they have shown in the past; and I am glad that
the hon. member for Halifax (hir. Jones), has made the
admission that this is really a L)ominion work, and that he
does not take the same view of this question that he did on
another occasion and at another Session of this Parliament.
I am satisfied that these resolutions will carry. 1 amsorry
to have detained the House at this late hour, but I felt it
due to the city I represent that I should say these few words
in vindication of what I conceive to b. the justice of the
position we occupy.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise simply for two objects. One
is to set myself right with regard to the remarks of1
the hon. member for Queen's, P.E.I., implying that I
was advocating that money should be expended trom the1

,Mr. Cuana,

public treasury to improve the harbor of Montreal. I ex.
pressed no opinion about that. In the remarksl made, my
object was only to ascertain exactly what the position of
the harbor trust would be after they were divested of their
tonnage dues and relieved from the liability of $99,o0o.
That was my sole object, and it was not for the purpose of
drawing from the Government in any way a statement
pledging them to expenditure for Montreal. When the
senior member for Halifax and the hon. member for
Queen's took exception to this large snm being given for
dredging out the channel of the St. Lawrence, they talked
as if the question was a new one. Why, I recollect that in
the early days of my occupation of the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, this very question was a rife one, a
question to which the public were alive. Delegations
came from the harbor of Montreal, and a committee of the
barbor trust came up for the purpose of settling this very
question, and the Government of that day were prepared to
do exactly what the Government are doing to-day. They
were prepared to assume the responsibility of deepening
the channel of the St. Lawrence and Lake St. Peter, but
the harbor trust did not feel disposed to let the patronage
and power resulting from the execution of the work pass
out of their bands, and they undertook to do it themselves
and to pay for it by levying tolls on the shipping.

Mr. DESJARDINS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. My hon. friend will remember the cir-

cumstance. It was a mistake on the part of the harbor trust
not to accept the proposition of the Government of that day.
It came within the prevision of my duty as Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, to discuss that matter, and I submitted a
scheme twenty years ago, by which the Government were
to assume the responsibility of doing this work. No man
should object to this; no man should object to our making
this great artery, one of the greatest in the world, of as
great capacity as possible, so as to admit all shipping. I
hope no jealoisy will exist between the ports of Montreal
and Quebec. The Government have been liberal to ports
all over the Dominion. In this case it is not asking too
much,that this, the greatest of the whole of them, this great
artery into the interior of the continent carrying out the
flow of a water shed of thousands of miles, a water terri-
tory of millions of acres, be made navigable for the largest
shipping. True, the question of the increase of harbor ac-
commodation is entirely distinct from this, and if the commis-
sion have not means enough, it may be that they will
come back to this House, but that is not the question
before tbe House, and my object was not to get a pledge
from the Government, but to understand how much and to
what extent the assstance given the HarborCommissioners
would go and to what extent they had to rely upon their
own resources to improve And maintain tho harbor. My
bon. friend seems scarcely to realise the importance to the
trade of the country of having additional lacdiities in
Montreal. Montreal bas not one.half the accommodation
she requires, and if we look at the large additional trade
that will be brought in by the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, with their elevators which exist and those
they have yet to put up, and with their cattle yards, per-
haps the finest in the world, should the harbor of Mont-
treal not be in a position to accommodate that trade, it will
go to Boston, New York, Portland and other Amerioan
cities. It behooves the merchants of Montreal to take the
matter in band in time, and before the trade gets diverted
to make such improvements as are required, and if they
cannot do what is necessary, it will be time enough then
to approach the Government and see what can be done.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I did not intend to make any
remarks on this resolution but to reserve them, for both
resolutions, but as the hon. member for Jacques Cartier has
brought into the question ithe harbor of t John a one
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on which a great deal bas been expended, and has stated
that the harbor would not be a harbor without the break-
water, I tell him the harbor existed long before the break-
water was put there.

Mr. GIROUARD. It was not neocessary then.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). It was neeessary for the

emaller vessels.
Mr. GIROUARD. Io it not within the limita of the

port ?
Mr. WELDON (St. John). True, it is within the limite

of the port, but since Confederation al that bas been
expended on the port is 8422,000, and by-and-bye we will
show that we are thoroughly entitled to further considera-
tion at the hinds of the Government with regard to our
harbor. The question now is with regard to the assump-
tion of this debt created by the deepening of the St.
Lawrence and Lake St. Peter. I pointed out that the river
police at Montreal and Quebes are sustained by the ederal
Government.

Mr. MITCHELL. If they are, the tax is raised off the
shipping which is collected by the Federal Government.

Mr. WEJLDON (St. John). The collector of customs
pays over the tonnage to the Harbor Commission, and there
is no charge in the Harbor Commissioners' accounts for pay.
ing the harbor police.

Mr. MITCHELL. Having managed this business for
seven years, I may eay that was always the general practice
of my administration, and I think that there bas been no
change since.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I will admit my hon. friend
is right, but if that was the arrangement why should it not
be put under the control of the larbor Commissioners,
instead of dividing it between the Federal Government and
the Harbor Commissioners. The Federal Government, it
seems, receives a certain amount of money to be expended
back on the port of Montreal.

Mr. MITCHELL. Whenever the fund, which varies in-
oreases faster than the expense requires, we reduce it. We
reduced it twice during my administration.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Probably my hon. friend is
correct. I have no objection to Montreal getting a fair
share of the public money or to the improvement of the ship
channel, but we find that even the canals of the St. Law-
rence are practically for the benefit of Montreal. The ex-
pense for harbor police was, I find, 817,400, and the receipte
for police dues $10,000, showing the expenditure over the re.
ceipte to be about $7,000.

Mr. MITCHELL. When we found the receipts were
larger than the expenses, we reduced the amount of the dues,1
and the present Government may have allowed that to re.1
main

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I have no objection as far4
as that goes, this being the great highway to the west. It
le necessary, however, for us tounderstand the burdens we are1
undertaking. The Minister of Finance has taken exception
to the figures used by the member for Queen's, P. E. I. (Kr.
Davies), as to the amount of capital which we say will b.-
come a liability of the Dominion. It is clear that the
amount is $3,225,000, and, in addition to that, we will have
$200,000 for deepening the channel to 27J feet.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, that covers everything,
and you have $600,000 worth of plant after next year. t

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Would it not be necessary toE
keep a large staff and a large plant there all the time ? I
see that the expenditure on buoys and beacons was aboutt
$16,000, of whieh the Dominion pays $7,000, so that will
inorease. he burden by 88,000. We have not had any1

information as to wbat will be the annual expenditure to
keep the channel clear. Up to this time I find that every-
thing has been put down to capital account, and, when the
oapital accont is closed, what amount will be neocesary to
keep the channel in order. We all know that every year
a oonsiderable amount of dredging has to be dont.

Mr. SHAN LY. I may infôrm the hon. gentleman that
so far, since the dredging operations were commenoed in
Lake St. Peter, there has been no indication whatever of
the dredged channel silting up.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). I was informed differently,
but no doubt the hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly),
with hie experience, is right. I should think, however, that
there muet necessarily be some deposit, if that ebannel is
anything like the rivers in New Brunswick. We know, in
our own harbor of St. John, what an immense amount
of deposit is brought Jown by the freshets, and
there we have a very strong flow of water, and
in St. Peter's, where, as I understand, the river meets
the tide from the sea, and the 'dow of water in
not so rapid as it is on the St. John River, it would seem
that there muet necessarily be an expenditure every year
to keep the channel clear. At present, we cannot tell what
that is because everything bas been put down to capital
account. In the sprng of the year, the dredge is put to
work immediately after the buoys are laid down in order
to bring the channel down to 271 feet, and we cannot tell
what will be necessary for sconring and cleaning that
channel every year, Judging from the experience of other
rivers, it must necessarily amount to a large sum and the
dredging plant muet be kept. Does the Minister of Finance
say that we are to take over the whole of the plant from
the Harbor Commissioners ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yese; all the plant used for
the deepening of the channel.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). And that used for the
deepening of the harbor?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. We have nothing to do with
that, but we simply take over $600,000 worth of plant used
for deepening the channel.

Mr. MII'CHELL. There are two classes of plant, one
suitablefor the deepening of the river, and more partien-
larly where it has a atone or shelvy rock bottom, and the
other different altogether and suitable for scooping out
round the wharves and the harbor. As I understand, the
on® goeeto the Government, and the other is retained in
tb. harbor.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Yes, but I see that three
spoon dredges belong to the harbor fleet were used in the
channel. I understand that the only plant taken over is
that which is purchased for the channel. It seeme to me
that the Government will have to keep that for contingen-
cies which may arise. Then there are the buoya.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman is getting on
the wrong track. The buoys bave had to be sustained for
years past as they will have to be in the future.

Mr. WE LDON (St. John). I bave put the amount down
at 815,000. The Government has paid 87,000 and now that
the Dominion muet take the whole that will be an increae
of 88,000. I find that tugs were employed last year 110
days going up and down and watching where it was
supposed that there might be a wreck. In that case
they bave to take it out of the way, and it is clear that a
staff and plant muet be kept for that purpose. I want to
know whether any estimates bave been made as to what
that cost will be. I think the sum of $108,000 includes
the interest paid to the Government of $99,000, which
leaves 818,000 and then there i an additional expenditure of
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MO,000. I preaume the expenditure will not be less when
this is in the bande of the Government than it was before, so
that represents'so much more capital which will become a.
lwibility of the Government. I am not opposing the grant.,
I mean byand.bye to put forward other claims in regard
te thie matter.

Mr.. DESJARDINS. The bon. member for St. John
(Ur. Weldon) has been speaking of that question as if it was
only a matter of expenditure without any compensation. Asl
understand it, it is a measure to settie the question whether
the trade of the Dominion will go to the American ports or
will remain within our own territory. It is well known
that at present, on account of the dues exacted by the
Harbor Commissioners of Montreal to meet the interest
on 'the debt and keep up the harbor and the channel,
the steamers that come into that harbor are cbarged
ftôr tines what they are in the barbor of New York.
I think when we see the State of New York relieving the
internal shippingfrom any dues on the canals, and other
maritime otties of the United States dotng everything they
cin to attract shipping into their ports, it is time for us to
take up this matter as a Dominion question, and to relieve
Ikoutreal of the charge. We could do noless than relieve
the harbor of Montreal ofthat charge upon it when it was
acknowledged to be a Dominion work. The question of
cotnpetition between Montreal and Quebec, or any other
harbor in the Dominion, bas nothing to do with this ques.
tion. The deepening of Lake 8t. Peter is acknowledged to
be a botninion work, and the Government is only assuming
a debt which was created, not for the benefit of Montreal
harbor alone, but for the advantage of the traffie of the
whole country. That is so much the case, that it bas
e:WWs bepn clairned by the other Provinces that Quebec
was not entitled to the whole credit of the income derived
from customs on importe coming into Montreal, but that
1hose'iodipts should be considered as spread over the whole
country. And so on many occasions in the past, whatever
i1ereased the trade of Montreal was considered as benefit-
ing the trade of the Dominion, so that the Government, in
assuming this debt, is not assuming it for the advantage of
a locality, but for the advantage of the Dominion.

Mr. GILLMOR. This discussion is taking a different
course frÔrn what I expected. After my bon. friend from
Halifax (Mr. Joues) admitted that it was important this
should be done in the interest of the Dominion, I saw no
necessity for any furtber discussion. The discussion bas
all been on the details. If you admit that this should be done
in the interest of the Dominion, then everything else is of
minor importance, and weare discussing details which do not
amount to much. I thought the discussion was to be upon
the point whether it was the duty of the Dominion to
assume this liability. This seemed not to have beon the
opinion of Parliament beretofore. They thought it was a
matter in which the city of Montreal was especially inter
&tW. The city of Montreal wanted to make certain im.
ÊrbvmentÉyin their barbor, and instead of' going into the
money markets of the world to borrow money, they came
to the Governmnent and the Govern ment agreed to loan them
so m gh money. I think myself that perhaps the Govern-
ment are about the best capitaliste te wbom any locality
a go to borrow money, because they never pay it b'ack to
tue Government. This has been running on for twelve or
fiteçn years, and now new light seems to have dawned upon
the Gevernment and upon Parliament. My bon. friend from
Ielifax gave away the whole case when he agreed that it i

im the interest of the çountry that it sbould be done. Now, it
was in the interest of the country in 1873 that it shoild be
done, therefore you'have been taking interest from Moûtreal
that, ou ad no right to.

îr. WLDoN (At. 'John).

. ir CHARL9S TUPP|R. The hon.géntldùan is wrMng
there. The trade of the ountry has paid it; Itohtreal ha.
not paid a dollar.

Mr. MITCHELL. The shipping paid it.
Mr. GILLMOR. Now, I am not yet convineed that it is

the duty of Parliament to assine this debt. 1 know that
iy hon, friend from Halifax says it is all right,and my hon.

friend from 'Prince Edward aIehnd (Mr. bavres) ôb 46ieeas
to understand the question so well, does not dissent from it,
nobody seems to dissent from it. I am not oonvinced that
Montreal, situated as it is by nature in the most important
position of this Dominion to derive great advantages from
commerce from all parte of the world-I do not yet consent
to the idea that it should shift its responsibility upon the
shoulders of the Dominion. It is deriving, at least,the cream
of the benefit from that commerce. .Montreal is the centre
of the wealth and of the population of this great Dominion,
and I do not se why the whole iDominion should assume
all the cost of making it more easy for her citizens to be-
come wealthy. It may be said tbat whatever facilities are
given to any port to inerease its commerce are in the in-
terests of the Dominion. Now doubt about that. ]But
alihugh I have not been conviricd tlat it Is our duty to
assume that respônsibility, T thirik there afe argu.
ments on both sides. There is one point b'tht I 1vould
like to see explained. A question '*a ' btb Uakkd,
perhaps it is impossible to answer lit. We a re not only
taking upon ourselves the debt, but :the yearly expense
that will be entailed upon the Government in the future.
I think it must entail a yearly expenditure to maintain
those works, and we do not have the revenue that the com-
mission have now, because they ta the h'ipfMng. s I
understand the argument so tar as it bas been advttnced,
they do not have the revenue because they inake it a free
port, so far as certäin charges on the eslsël are adtierned.
Tbey will not have the tonnage to reed he Gövbrtideinit
for any expenditure they may ike. thiak the sedi-
ment, or the silt, as it is called, settles in rivers, and Ithink
it must continue, in the very nature of thingestohgttle in
the St. Lawrence, as it has done in the past, and there must
be a yearly expenditure entailed upon -the Government, if
they assume this responsibility to keep the channel open.
Of course I know it is a foregone concluBion not to oppose
this resolution, because it seems generally agreed to be in
the interest of the Dominion. But it is a bad principle that
does not work both ways. If it is in ihe. interest of the
Dominion to asume this charge and the amount due from
Montreal, it is right to do @o for every other port 'of the
Dominion, for all are important in their degree.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is not in theport at all.
Mr. GILLMOR. Thon it isIn hewiver. But ,natue

placed Quebecast -the mouth of the river,-andmy hen. friênd
seems to forget that while they are doing a great work for
Montreal, they are deepening the channel tof the river in
Order to induce veasels to go further up te~'St.'Lawienop
thanthe eity of Quebec, whidh is, by nature, the naturil
sea port of the St. Laawrence. There is ne doulvaibout'tba
and they are trying to overcorme natural obstaclesin fa'vôr
of Miontreal.

Mr. CASIEY. We have heaîd a eat deal frein ibe'at
in régard to this qustieon, and s re reentik Western
Ontario I feel it ty duty to eay sonething in regid I'it,
I feel it my duty to do so particularly beeause it 4as been
asserted most .positively that this measure 'has been
adopted -as much in the interests of Western On-
tario as of Mentreal -or any other 'Part 'of the
IbDninon. The Ministr df Finance pt itin the broadet
brys, thbt'tra emt 6f So'IJdntuf'rn'at 'targ*ut%ßW i%'threwll
4but f rh'etôfMqitwit ag,wltes
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Dbdfùftfod hadn afnter lu i it. Tf *è tilsgreéd te tlat po-
pbeflfon 1[ a'f stop disciréing thre gue¶toiund lot the vote
come on. But I feel boedi to travefse the vety fret propo-
sit'ion. 'The Miniteraëserts that this measure le taken in the
interedt of the Dôminibo at lar-ge. I bold that the ehannel
bet*een Monfreal an'd Qtdebec was deepened specially for
the ptyôg off -ttracting oediu steamers to Montreal in-
stesd of ftaQnebec. Qtebéecs the Èstaral port; Moutrea
was no brt at ell for oOceuh stemmers until the Channet was
deepèeed. It 'wonld be do port without this expenditure,
Whih i 1.et is necessarf to tnrke it a port. Who origin
ated the deepéning oftihe channel in the first instance ? The
merchants ëf Montreal, for their own advantage. ThRe Hon.
John Young agi$ated the question, brought the scheme to'
comnletion anti got tbe lHarbor Commission appointed by the

fdvei'ume'nt ie order to It e the dhahnel deepeted. We re-
rmember how frehe saa it étfected efore hâ died, and we
kiudw'%iw tdh has been ctriedrdut tinbe. It wa a nmag-
nilcnt wciak as sho*ing thbenterprise of Miodtregl. Why
did they db it? Wa it for the iitereats f the Dominion ?,
No, butfor thét own intereâte, in order to bring«trade from
Qnébeo to Mibitreal, and they have made Montrosi the
cômrnercial metropoilli bf the Dominion at the expense of the
old metropolis. I give Montrealall credit for it; the pEoole did
a verysniart buiness tranesetion asthe Americans wonld say.
But instead of doing«it in the histerests of the Domi nion, they
did it in the interest nf their own pockets, which they have
filled, and they have reaped their reward. Whatdid it cost
thim? t cost them nothing, because they had money
advanced by the Governmaent, and the interest on the loan
was paid by tonnage and wharfage dae collected on ships
coming into.port. These people had two advantages: tbey
di-,i a htrgetarnônt af hippihg to Montreai, and they did.
not pay for getting it there. If tey had spent three millions
and-a quarter and paid the amount themselves, it would have
been a good investment for the city; but intead of doing
that, they eiletéd tonnage and harbor dues to pay the
interést, -ahd the money has been advanced to them by
the Go'trunment at s Iow rate of intereet. The Gov-
eÊbmënt aftér keioping the people of Montreal to carry
ont the improvements, after ailowing them to rob the
sister city ar'd to collect tolls to pay the interest, turn
arôund and declare that there i no object more wortby ot
DOminion eupport than this improvement, and they come
fbrward and ask Parliament to assume the responsibility of
maintairdag s channel constructed for the benetit of one city
and inot for thebenedt of the Dominion at large. it is no
difference to <sin Ohtario wbether grain is shipped at Mont-
riai or Qnêbec. ~It can be sent by water alh the way. A
sirall amuônt of freight goes down by -rail, but the differ-
èhée tif 190 niles from Montreal to Quebec would xmake a
#ery élight diffeienee between the cost of water carriage
anruti -iurriage. If the arguirent of the Einter of Fin-
abcstoisye-tre, w*hy vas it tot equally true lst year
sad -for several proevius yeure ? This is 1 e O wthing.
'ear aftar year t-Harbor Commisioners have asked to
hate this-tbiog done and they have been refused on the
very g¢unnd I have etated, that the work was not con-
structed in the interests of the Dominion but in the inte.-
reste of Montreat. What new light as come to the Govern-
lon.tin regard to this question? it ail arieèb from t1he
monopoly clase ln the'Canadian Padfic 'Railway charter.
When tsat monepoly was granted we old the Government
tàatitwould lead to endles-complietion. Now they have
to meoiesthat they have hadto buy up the monopoly. We
arefgranting to the Canadian Paoifie Railway an immense
asmbuaofiaoey-for that purpose, and Montreai naturally
eemes tosheQovernment and says that the result is that the
abolition of monopoly might possibly injure thoir city,
ad "hat uomething must be :done for them. The Gov-
arminehving been tseed by eiroumstances to accede
todhiswinwßhequplea4bec nezome forward and e<zy

"havig dom this for Montreai you nMrot do something
for Me." The Government say yes, and forthwith propose to
assume thre debt fror ertain woirks at Lévi@. So we have to
pay three millions and a quarter to Hontreal and over three
1 itions so Qnebec, all on account of that injarions mono
poly in the North West, and it is doe to enable the
people of Montreai and Quebec to vote with a clear con-
soience for the Canadian Pacific Railway resolutions. That Is
the whole matter in a nutshell. The people of Montreal and
the people of Quebe, feel that they were aggrieved by the
tremendous erpenditure elsewhere and they must have
something to make it possible for them conscientiously, ta
vote for the other scheme I do not blame them. I say tbey
have a perfect right to come bore and awk for this when the
public money is going the way it is. But the Government are
going beyond what is just and fair, going beyond what is
constitutional, and what is tolerable, whon they lay on new
burdens in this way, in order to enable them to get out of
the ecrape they have delib rately put thems-elves into by
inserting that monopoly clause in the Canadian Pacifia
Railway charter. It is to save thomselves they are doing
this and not to> help the country. If this action is in t-he
interest of the country now, it would have been just as mach
in the intereste of the country years ago when they reFused
to do iL. They do it now simply because they are in
ae tight place, and have to do it. No thanks
are due them from the people of Montreal, or from the
people of Quebec who hava been refused this year after
year. They do notoxpet gratitule I suppose, for they do
it to save tiiemselves. The people of Western Outario, the
people of Manitoba, the people of the North-West and jhe
people of British Columbia, are taxed to reliove the people
of Montreal and Qaebeo of certain duties, and wby ? Sim-
ply because the Governmont bound t bem-elves to do a thing
which they found they could not carry out; to maintain an
absolute monopoly for the Canadian Pacifie Railway for a
number ofyears. They have been compelled to give that
Up, and in consequence of that the taxpayers of this coun-
try, from Cape Breton to British Columbia, are taobe bur-
dened with millions of monoy in order to get the Govern-
ment out of a scrape. Tho pretense that this is done
through patriotic motives will not go down with the reo-
plu of this country. Lat my hon. friends fromn Capo Bre-
ton, or British Coltimbia, or Nova Seotia tell the people
that this is -not a local scheme, that it ; not a scheme to
relieve the Govertment from the troubli they got them-
selves into, and that i t is a broad, patriotic scheme to make
a groat water-way to get their goods nearer to market. If
my friends go home and say this they witl be told that it
is all nonsense.

An bon. MEMBER. Carried.
Mr. CASEY. If the hon. member wante to be carried

perhaps somae person wili carry him ont, bat the question
je not going to be carried just yet. We are told here to-
'nigbht that tis exponliture is anaiogous to the expenditure
on the Welland and St. L twrence canais. I say there is no
analogy at all. The expenditure on those Qsnals was
entered into in order to enable the farmers to get thefr grain
to the nearest point which they could, to the port of ship-
ment.

Sir CRHA RLE3 TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman for-
get that there i no way in which we eau add so mach to
the vaine of grain, as to make the grest ocoan port at which
it will be shipped a free port ?

Mr. AMYOT. Make Quebec the same thing.

Mir. CASEY. My friend from Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot)
hà anticipated me. The tatement is true thait a free port
adds to the price of grain, but why spend three and a half
millions to make Montreal a free port in-ead of Quebec ?
Thore is a naturai port a t Qaiobec and if the Montreal people
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want to make Montreal an artificial port, as the people of
Liverpool did make the port of Liverpool, lot them do it. Were
the people of England taxed to make Liverpool a free port ?
No, the people of Liverpool paid for it themselves, and
why should the people of Canada be taxed to make Montreal
a free port, instead of having the frae port at Quebec as
nature intended it should be? The pretendedt analogy between
this port and the canais does not exist. The canals were
deepened to bring the grain to tide-water, but this simply
affords greater advantages for large ocean vossels to
come to Montreal. It builds up Montreal and ruins the other
port. It rendors no appreciable benefit to the country west
of Montreal, and to pretend it is a benefit to the country, east
of Montreal, is nonsense. I do not think anyone can get up
in the House and say that it is. The subject is a large one,
but oonsidering the late hour I wish to cut my remarks
short at this point.

Motion agreed, to and House resolved itself into committee.

(In the Oommittee.)

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec.) I would like to have
some explanation on one or two points, one of which bas
already been raised by the senior member for Halifax (Mir.
Jones) and that is to ascertain the amount of liability we
assume. There is a fixed amount of three and a quarter
millions for the present debt of the Harbor Commissionors,
and no Minister on the other side has stated definitely what
is the estimated cost of keeping that barbor in order. The
question bas been put by several members on this side, but
it }was not been answered yet. The Minister of Publie
Works bas stated it would not cost so much as estimated
by the senior member for Halifax, but he did not state in
his opinion what would be the expenditure for keeping the
channel in order, Nobody on the other side has pretended
it would cost nothing, and it is important to know whether
it was fifty or one hundred thousand dollars. It will cost
something surely, and I would like to know how much the
Government estimate it will cost to keep that channel clear.
That is to say, to do what bas been done by the Harbor
Commission in Montreal. The Government must have
some data of the public expenditure.

Sir HECTOR LANGEV"T I am not in a position to
give figures in answer to the hon. gentleman. He must 8ee
that as long as those works have been going on as they
have been going on, and as they are now going on, the
keeping of the channel, or the improvements of the chan.
nel, as the case may be, bas been carried on with the other
works of deepening, and so on. Therefore, it is an impos.
sibility for me to say to the hon. gentleman what it would
eventually cost, but, nevertheless, I will take care, before
concurrence is asked on those resolutions, to have some data
on that point in order to answer the question.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I know there is a good
deal of misunderstanding about this. I heard it etated by
the member for Grenville (Ur. Shanly) that no dredging is
required fo- the St. Peter channel. Everyone is speaking
as if there was only the channel in Lake St. Peter; but
there is the channel from Quebec to Montreal. I have
seen the channel of Lake St. Peter, and it would be against
all the laws of nature and alil experience were no sitt de-
posited in it. It just starts where the tide ends, and the
channel is not a straight one, and does not follow the
direction of the stream. If it did, no silt would be
deposited, or it would be carried away by the stream, on
the same principle that Captain Eads proposed to apply
to the Mississippi. He proposed to narrow the channel
so that the natural current being inoreased would carry
away the silt and the sand. But the case of Lqke St. Peter
ie quite different. It is a widening of the St. Lawrerice to
about 20 miles, the river being about two miles i widith up

Mr. C&a.

to that point, and it is easy to understand that the ow of
the water must be much lower, and that much more aund
and slit muet be deposited there than where the river has a
narrower channel. If that ie not the case, the ordinary
laws of nature are not followed there. There in another
objection. I have seen that channel i 1883 and 1884,
when it was supposed to be 25 feet deep, and I have observed
that instead of following the natural direction of the stream,
it goes from one side of the river to the other-from Sorel
on the south side straight acrose to Three Rivers. I asked
the pilot on that occasion why the chaunel had been made
in sncb a crooked way. He said it was not made in that
way for the pleasure of making it crooked, but it wae
made so to save -money. He said that those who made
the channel had followed some holes that had been
made by nature in order to save excavation; but every-
one must see that such a channel muet be muoh more
exposed to be filled up by silt than a straight channel
which would be in the natural direction of the stream.
Then, there is another point on which I would like to get
some information. I have heard the statement made, in
answer to a question put by a member on this side of the
Honse, as to the probable cost of completing the deepening
of the channel between Quebec and Montreal, that the
estimate given to the hon. Minister was about 8225,000. I
would like to know on what data the Government rely for
such an estimate. I have beard different statements made
by people who are good authorities on that question. I have
spoken very frequantly on the subject with pilota who
pilot ships between Quebec and Montreal. I asked one of
the oldest pilote there how much he thought the deepeniug
of that channel would cost. He said that nobody could say,
for although the engineers might give a rough estimate,
they had touched rocks at the bottom, and in many places
they had found a bottom of solid rock, so that instead of
having to blast rock for 100 or 150 feet at one place, they
would have to blast it for a mile or a mile and a half. From
what I have heard, I do not think it is possible for the
Government to fix any amount as the probable expenditure
for deepening the channel between Qaebec and Montreal.
There is another objection which to my mind is a very serious
one. & great deal of the expenditure is being made to remove
certain rojks at Cap à la Roche, some 60 miles from Que-
bec. If that is done, it will most probably necesiitate the
deepening of the channel ail the way fron that point to
Montreal in ail places that are a little shallow. The
reason is that Cap à la Roche is a sort of natural dam
which keeps the water from that point to Montreal at a
certain height. If it is excavated sufficiently to allow
ships to pass at low tide, the water will probably be
lowered in the whole channel between Cap à la Roche and
Montreah These are observations that I have beard from
pilote and others who know the channel between Quebec
and Montreal much botter than an engineer could know it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon, gentleman muet
not forget that the Government have not come here with.
out the necessary information. This is not a work that
bas been done by pilote or mariners, but by scientific men,
engineers.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). In Quebec we have learned
not to have much confidence in scientific mon.

Sir HECTORLANGEVIN. Well, I have no doubt the
House will have confidence in scientifie men for scientific
works. While a pilot may be skilled to guide a vessel
safely into a port, I would not care to depend on his judg-
ment as to how a work of this kind is to be carried on. The
obannel is not in a straight lino, but nature has made nearly
ail rivers to wind about, and in this case we had to take
advantage of the long stretches of deep water whioh bad
been formed by nature, and the channel was made in a
diagonal lino. It would probably be more scientifto 4
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more handsome to bave a straight channel, but it woul
cot probably ten times as much as this has cost.

lMr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I think I have been mi
understood by the hon. Minister. I was not blaming thos
who did the work. 1 was only discussing the situation o
the channel.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It has been discnsed b
scientific men, and it has been considered that we shoul
take advantage of these stretches of deep water, in orde:
to avoid spending large sums of money. That is the rease
why this channel is not in a straight line from Montreal t4
Quebec. Cap à la Roche is a portion of the channel. I
is an elevation of the bottom of the river there, and iâ
really rock, but it is such a rock that wifth the very power
ful dredges which the Harbor Commissioners have there, thE
rock is removed in large pieces, pieces four times as largE
as these desks, and as hard as the hardest you can finc
anywhere. The engineers say that this portion of th
river had to be deepened, in order to get 2î feet of water
from one end to the other. I do not agree with the hon
gentleman that the removal of this rock will allow th
water to come down with such velocity that we wili
have to begin againi and deepen the channel from Cape
à la Roche to Montreal. The hon, gentleman wants to
know where w. get our figures about the future
cost of the work. I take them from the engi.
neers employed by the Harbcr Commission. A few
years ago, we advanced the amount of $900,000 to the Har-
bor Commission to deepen the channel from 25 to 27J
feet. Later on we found that to deepen that portion called
Cap à la Roche, an additional amount was required, and an
additional sum was advanced to the eommission. They have
expended during the past four years a large portion of that,
and the balance remaining in our bands is $279,000, which
has yet to be expended in completing the works. The
engineers say that $20,000 additional will be required to
complete it. Besides that, in order to make the channel
more perfect and facilitate the ascent and descent of large
steamers, we will have to widen it at certain points. That
ie estimated to cost $200,000. Add that to the $20,000
further required and the $279,000 not expended, and you
wili find it will take nearly half a million dollars to com-
plete the work.

Mr. LANGE LIER (Quebec.). This expenditure has
always been spoken of as if it was only expenditure in.
curred or to be incurred for the deepening of the channel of
Lake St. Peter. But it seems to be the whole expenditure
on capital made by the Harbor Commissioners at Montreal.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, if the hon. gentleman
will lok at page 33 of the Harbor Commissionera' report, be
will see at the first line, "interest on debentures $115,7â0,"
showing that they have a debt which I would*suppose must
be $2,500,000 if noet $3,000,000. That ia thedebt they have
incurred for the barbor proper. The amount of $3,005,000
is purely for the works outside the barbor.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is evident that the Govern-
ment are not in posession of such information as will enable
them to state with accuracy the amount that wiil be re-
quired to complete this dredging of the St. Lawrence . Any
one familiar with the work must be satisfied that the Gov.
ernment will be required te keep up the dredging continu-
ally, and that if they get off withan expenditure ef 8100,000
a year that will be the best they can expect. My hon. friend
from Yarmouth (Ur. Lovitt) who has travelled over that
district many times and is familiar with it, can give you
information as to the operation of the tides in that river.
Then, as to the completion of the work, the Government are
equally in the dark. Have they received an estimate with
sufficient accuracy to deoide what amount is roquired to
complete that work T1

d Sir HEC TOR LANQEVIN. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Minister of Publio Works

s says "ye." I have no doubt he believes it, but I do not,
e and I do not believe that any engineer, no matter how
f skilled h. may be, can make an accurate estimate as to

what is required to complete that navigation. We know
y what the estimates of engineers have been from time to
d time, and the hon. gentleman knows probably better than
r any member in this House that the estimates of engineers
n are about a% reliable as a good many other things in this
o world. I do not say that they purposely mielead you, but
t they give always a sanguine tone to their reports, and that
s leads the Government to believe that a certain thing will be

don. for a certain priee. The hon. gentleman will proba-
e bly propose only 8200,000 in one year, in another h. will
e want 150,000, and every year yon will have a different
d estimate, and there is no telling when the end of it will
e come. I venture to say that for five or ten years to come

the hon. gentleman will have an annual vote for this work
in addition to the annual expenditure for keeping it open.

e I do not say the Government are blaneable for not giving
j this information, because they have not got it themselves,
e but I blame them for leading the House to believe that in

their judgment this expenditure is going to be confined to
a the narrow limits which they have marked out.

Mr. LANGELIER (Que.) I desire to say-
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Question.
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). Il we are going to vote

this blind, lot us know it, but if not, I think I should b.
allowed to make some remrks.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. There bas been plenty of
opportunity for discussing this question.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). The Government are act.
ing on the supposition which they have never admitted
before, that this is a Dominion work. It is very important
to distinguish between the work donc in the barbors of
Montreal and Quebec and the work donc in the channel.
Everyone is aware that the Harbor Commissioners of Mon-
treal have spent a lot of money in improving that barbor
and in building very expensive wharves almost from the
Lachine Canal to Hochelaga. They have reoceived large
amounts for that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not a dollar.
Mr. LANGELIE R (Quebec). Who is going to show the

difference? When they have these large advances froin
the Government, how can anyone tell that they do not
apply a part of them to these works ?

Sir cHA RLES TUPPER. Because they are honest men
and bave given a report every year of every dollar th ey
have expended. Te Hearbor Commissioners have provid-
ed, altogether apart from any assistance they have received
from the Government, all bte expenditures which they
have made on the barbor of Montreal. Tbey have issued
their own debentures, they have paid the money and paid
the interest, and they have given an account eery year of
the expenditure of every dollar which has been voted by
this Parliament.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). Where eau we find the
distinction between the expenditure of the money voted by
this Par tliament and the money of the barbor of Montreal
proper ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The matter was investi-
gated by an officer of my department, and ho wa allowed
to investigate the books of the commissioners and there
was an amount voted which was deducted from the amount
claimed by them, and that was left as a portion of their
debt. The subject was well looked into, and there wa no
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hiding on the part of the commissioners of any of their
documents. They left their books open and there was no
question as to the accuracy of the investigation.

Resolution reported.

QUEBEC HARBOR COMMISSION.

Sir C HA RLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve
itself into committee to consider resolution (p. ) respect-
ing the Quebec Harbor Commission.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). You are not going on with that
to-night.

Mr. MoMULLEN. If you do, it will take till 6 o'clock.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If hon. gentlemen opposite

intend to prevent the conclusion which we have already
arrived at of having an early prorogation, if they have
changed their minds and have determined to occupy night
after night and day after day in lengthy discussions, we
must sit late at night or abandon any such hope.

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) That is hardly fair, because in
the early part of the discussion this evening'I stated that I
had mome observations to make on the policy of the Govern-
ment in reference to these matters, which would involve a
discussion of some length, but, as 1 did not then wish to
take up the time of the House, as I might have done, I think
an opportunity should be given at another day.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I quite admit that, but the
hon. gentleman knows that, although he was good enough
to refrain from going on with the Quebec question, other
gentlemen have not done so, and the subject has been ela-
borately discussed. If we go on with the discussion
of the Quebec question now, wo shall avoid going over the
same ground to-morrow. Gi-entlemen will not, to-night,
and repeat the same speeches they have made, but, if this
is postponed to another sitting, we shall bave the whole
thing over again and shall simply waste another day in
covering the same ground. The hon. gentleman bas his
speech prepared, and I shall be happy to sit here and listen
to him as long as he chooses to disouss the matter.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not think we cannot very well
entertain the hope to which the hon. gentleman bas
referred. So far, during the Session I think we cannot have
had any more important question than we have now before
us. When this is over, I do not see anything left on the
paper to keep us for any length of time.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think we might pas the
resolutions now and take the discussion on the next stage,
when there will be the same opportunity as there is to-
night.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thé discussion on the Quebec reso-
lution is entirely different from the Montreal question.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. AMYOT. Will the hon. Minister state what will be

the net amount of the debt that the Quebec Harbor Com-
missioners will owe to the Government, at 4 per cent., al ter
remitting a certain amount of bonds ?

Sir. CHARLES TUPPER. I will answer the hon. gentle-
man presently. These resolutions propose to assume 1the
graving dock at Point Lévis entirely as a publie work.
Hon. gentlemen are aware of the circumstances under which
the graving dock at Point Lévis was undertaken. The
money bas been advanced to the Harbor Commissioners,
they undertaking to pay, on the completion of the graving
dock, $10,000 a year, if it was required, over and above

bis UZoToR IANGIVIN.

the net receipts from the work, until the debt was extin-
guished. It is now proposed to treat the graving dock of
Quebec in precisely the same manner as we treat tbe deepen-
ing of Lake St. Peter, that is, to assume it as a public work.
We consider that a graving dock at so important a point as
the harbor of Quebec, the first great harbor that is reached
in the St. Lawrence, may be fairly treated as a national
work, may fairly be put upon the same footing as the
the graving dock in British Columbis, which has been
constructed as a public work by the Dominion, with the aid
of the Imperial Government. Under these circumstances,
we propose to relieve the Harbor Commissioners from any
responsibility in regard to the obligation to pay $10,000 a
year, in a certain contingency, in connection with that
work. We propose to assume the entire cost of that work,
to have it placed under the charge of the Minister of Public
Works, the receipts obtained from it to go towards the cost
that it has been to the country. So far as the graving dock
is concerned, ithe hon. member for Bellechasse (Mr.
Amyot) will see that we are putting it on precisely the
same footing as we have put the deepening of the Qhaqnel
of Lake St. Peter.

Mr. AMYOT. We have no objection to it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That, I presume, will be
acceptable to my hon. friend, and I think it will be accept-
able to the House. I think the House will consider that a
graving dock at so important a point as the entrance to the
first great harbor on our national inland navigation, as the
St. Lawrence undoubtedly is, may fairly be treated as a
national work. Then with reference to tho harbor improve-
ments, my bon. friend will remember that there was a sum,
of 8723,000 advanced long ago to the Harbor Commissioners
at Quebec, before any work in reference to their tidal dock
was undertaken. On that sum of $723,000 the Harbor
Commissioners have paid, out of the revenues of the har-
bor, regularly, the interest and sinking fund down to the
present time, that is, $36,150 a year. Then there was a
further sum provided for the Quebec Harbor. In connection
with the new tidal dock and these extensive harbor works
at Quebec, a sum in all of $3,975,000 bas been authorised
by Parliament to be expended on the works, and of this
sum 83,241,000 has been advanced by the Government to
the Harbor Commissioners at Quebec, so that there stili re-
mains available of the amount provided by Parliamenit the
sum of 8734,000.

Mr. LAURIER. That is to say, the commissioners are
entitled to receive tbat amQunt?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The grmissigners ae i
to receive that amount of 8734,000 whiíh lhas be n ApW!o-
priated by Parliament for that work. That is &,l to
be the amount that will be required te complete ferk.
There was an arrangement that interest sheouid, eu paid at
the rate of 5 per cent., and a sinking fund of 1 per
cent. That interest and sinking fund have both been paid
out of capital. There was no other source of obtaining it.
The works are not so far completed as to enable any rev-
enue to be derived. Consequently, the Harbor Commis-
sioners have been charged with the interest and sinking
fnnd, and we hold the debentures of the Harbor Commis-
sioners for the interest and the sinking fund. We propose,
by these resolations, to wipe out all the charge upon the
Harbor Commissioners for the sinking fand and for
the interest, from the commencement of the work down
to the present time.

Mr. GIROUARD. Is that work within the port of
Quebec ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER.
is not asking for information,

I am afraid my hon. friend
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Mr. GIROUARD. I am very familiar with the port of
Quebec, but I suppose some hon. members are not.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). The port of Quebec
goes down to Portneuf, some 300 miles below Quebee.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If my hon. friend is asking
for information I will tell him frankly that this work is in
the harbor of Quebec.

Mr. GIROURD. How far from the city.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is immediately opposite the

city, it is in the river. As I said before we propose to
return to the commissioners the debentures we have ieeeived
to cover the interest and sinking fund down to the present
time, and to reduce the interest to 4 per cent. per annum in
the future; so that they wilIl L'e liable for the principal
amount and for the interest friom the present time, at 4 per
cent., the amount of interest and sinking fund having been
remitted.

Mr. LANGEàLIER (Quebec Centre). Is the interest te
be reduced to 4 per cent., also, on the whole amount of
$700,000 ?

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. I do not remember at this
moment what that intereet is.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). That amount is
due on account of the redemption by the Government of the
old debentures, bearing 8 per cent. interest, and I think they
are now bearing 5 per cent.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. I can only say that if they
paid that interest it would be only fair to reduce the
interest on that additional amount to 4 per cent. in
the same way. The simple interest payable on ad-
vances on the graving dock from 17th December, 1878,
to 19th April, 1888, amounts to $204,454.32, of which
no part has been paid. The amount paid ont of capital by
the Quebec Harbor Commissioners to the Government for
interest and sinking fund on the bonds deposited with the
Finance Minister as secuirity for advances made by the
Government on account of harbor improvements in Que-
bec and the tidal dock at the mouth of the River St. Charles
is estimated $493,706.64. That is the amount we propose
to remit. The amount actually paid out of their revenues
by the Quebec Harbor Commissioners for sinking fund on
the last-mentioned bonds is, so far as can be ascertained,
$98,621.59. The graving dock is in addition, the amount
expended. being 6838,000 and simple interest $24,454.32
more.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) There appears to be some dis-
crepancy between the figures given by the hon, gentleman
and those given in the Public Accounts. Taking the
amounts for the tidal dock we have authorised 82,822,298.
I desire to enquire whether any amounthas been authorised
since 1886?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, a year ago there was an
advance.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not suppose the hon. gentleman
wishes to discuss this matter to.night, but before we take
the next stage I should like him to look up the early his-
tory of appropriations made for harbor 'improvements at
Quebec. And I hope he will be able to tell us whether the
five cents a ton imposed forthre purpose of paying interest
on harbor improvements is still to be collected on shipping
atopping at or passing through Quebec.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume so. There is no
engagement in these resolutions that touches the revenue
of the Harbor Commissioners of Quebec.

Mr. MITCHELL. This is a very serions question in the
interest of the whole trade of the St. Lawrence, not alone

19a

at Montreal but as far as inland navigation extends. The
history of the matter may be briefiy surmariged in this
way: An application was made to organise a harbor trust
in the Province of Quebec. The figures I am notprepared to
give just now, but to supply funds a t&x of five cents a ton was
imposed on every vessel ouminginto the port ofQuebem either
stopping there or, I believe, in passing, We are recasting
these measures now and the Government is giving up a great
deal and is about to pay a large suma of money. is it right
that vessels coming to Quebec or passing through it to
Montreal, Sorel or Three Rivers should be called upon to pay
toll at Quebec? We are dealing with this trast on considera-
tions of equity, and in doing so we have taken away a
portion of the revenue of-.the port of Montreal in the
interest of the public to make it a free port. Why should
ships coming to Montreal pay toll on passing Quebec?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Do I understand the hon.
gentleman to say that if a vessel passes through the portof
Quebee it has to pay toll ?

Mr. M ITCHELL. Yes, that is my belief.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, 1 think only those ves-

sels that stop in Quebec or stop there to discharge some
part of their cargo are tared.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman may be right.
There may have been some change since the matter was
brought to my attention some eighteen years ago. I should
like before the next the stage is taken, the Minister of Pu-
blic Works to be able to state how navigation will-be affect-
ad by the arrangements proposed. t have not very much
confidence in.4he management of the port of Quebec ie re.
gard to harbor improvements. I have nothing tosayagainst
the Minister of Public Works, in whQm I bave great confi-
dence; but in the first step taken with respect to harbor
improvements the money was thrown away. Instead of
making improvements the commissioners bought a pareel
of old wharves. [hey borrowed money at from à to 8 per
cent.

Mr.'LANGELIER (Quebec). All at 8 per cent.
Mr. MITCHELL. While I was Minister of Marine and

Fisheries they got into terrible difficulties and had to apply
to the Goveranment, and the Government agreed to take over
some of the debt. An arrangement was made by which
the parties agreed to take 5 per cent. per annum, the Govw,
ernment took over the debt and afterwards they got the
Lévis dock and the St. Charles River improvements. The
Minister of Public Works will no doubt be able to justify
all those things. I would like, however, when he does
attempt to justify them 'he would give us ail the information
that we want.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid there wilf be great
difficulty in touching any portion of the revenues of the
Harbor Commissioners of Quebec. Ineluding the 836,000
unpaid, and the original amount for the old works before:
the new works were undertaken, as I understand it theyk
had a small deficiency last year. If you takeany portion, of
the revenues from the Harbor Commissioners.of Quebeo you
would leave them without the mean aof discharging the
liability.

Mr. MITCHELL. How eau we make Montreal and the
River St. Lawrence, and Quebec that cheap port my hon.
friend pictured so beautifully in the earlier part ofthis diî-
cussion. If we desire to make the River St. Lawrence a
cheap port for the business of the world, we should not
start at the entrance and charge tive cents a ton on vessels
coming to the port of Quebec, if Montreaf i% to sustain her
own harbor and Quebec hers alao. I am not going to press
the matter, but I would call the attention of the committee
to the fact that we should not burden the shipping with
five cent&a ton in that port, if it could be avoidd.
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Mr, JONES (Halifax). There will be the usual charge
for vessels using the dry dock?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course,
Mr. AMYOT. There is no difference botween the Lévis

dock and the new dock. It is clear to my mind that the
Government should assume the charge of the Lévis dock.
It is not intended for the ships comin g to Three Rivers, or
Quebec but the ships of the whole Dominion can use it. A
certain amount paid on the Quebec dock is given back to
the commissioners in the form of debentures, 1 want to
know what amountremains in the hands of the Government
on which the Harbor Commissioners will have to pay 4
percent. in the future.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. $3,975,000.
Mr. AMYOT. You see from that, the immense amount

of interest Quebec will have to pay every year, and that it
will be necessary for it to charge tonnage dues.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is the total amount
including interest and sinking fund, it will not amount to
that.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It will be about $3,400,000.
Mr. AMYOT. It wili be a large amount on which to

pay interest. Quebec will have to charge tonnage dues
and the port will be at a disadvantage, because it will cost
less for the ships to go to Montreal and load and unload.
Quebec was the natural barbor, but on account of public
works paid for by the Dominion, you have pre.
vented Quebec from being the natural port.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman will
see fhat the small tax of 5 cents on the shipping in the
port of Quebec-not that shipping passing through, because
I think it would be unjust to tax those vessels passing
through and if it is doue we will have to change it-the
small tax of 5 cents is 815,000 a year to the Harbor Com.
missioners.

Mr. AMYOT. How will that pay the interest ?
An hon. MEMBER. They don't intend to pay it.
Mr. MITCHELL. What are those dues on the harbor

of Quebec ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The total is about 853,000.
Mr. MITCHELL. There will be a deficiency of nearly

$70,000 per annum.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When the tidal dock and

the wet dock are completed at the end of the year, those
dooks will give a large revenue, I have no doubt.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will you promise never to come here
for any more money ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I never make any such
promises.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). If the Goverument were
proposing to abolish those tonnage dues in the harbor of
Quebec I would see no objection to what is proposed for
Montreal, but the practical result will be that there will be
a descrimination in favor of Montreal.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. You have tonnage dues of 5
cents in Quebec and noue in Montreal, but you have heavy
duoes in Montreal on goods, and those dues are very small
in Quebec. Therefore if we want to have a change in the
Act we will have to put taxes on the merchandise as we
do in Montreal.

Resolutions reported.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to, and the House adjourned at 1.25 a.m.

(Wednesday).
Mr. MItanULL.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 9th May, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

iPRAYERs.

DEBATES COMMITTEE.

Mr. DAVIN. In the absence of Mr. Desjardins, the
chairman of the Debates Committee,I beg to move the adop-
tion of the second report of the Committee appointed to
supervise the official report of the Debates of this louse
during the present Session. That report is as follows

" The committee would recommend that the salary of Mr. J. C.
Boyce, assistant to the chief reporter, be increased to $1,OO, to take
effect from lot January, 1887, and that Mr. Boyce's salary be paid to
him monthly, as are the salaries of the official reporters; also that Mr.
Brewer be granted an annual allowance ot $100 from lt January, 1886,
for services rendered ; and that the clerk of the committee, Mr. E. P.
Hartney, be granted $200 for past services and au annual allowance of
$50 from the lit January, 1886"

Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. This matter came up the other
day, and the chairman of the committee was asked to put
it off for a few days. The report refers to three officers.
Mr. Boyce is an officer appointed by the committee, and his
appointment was sanctioned by the House. The other two
officers, Mr. Brewer and Mr. Hartney, are officers of the
House of Commons, and I would suggest that the portion of
the report wnich relates to Mr. Boyce may be adopted, and
the balance of the report may be referred to the Commis-
sion on the Internal Economy of the fouse of Commons.
Thus we will keep the officers of the House in the hands of
the Speaker and the members of that Commission, as has
been done up to the present time.

Mr. LAURIER I think I would agree with the sugges-
tion of the Minister of Public Works. 1 think it is a proper
thing to deal with Mr. Boyce, who is an officer ofthe flouse
itself, while Mr. Brewer and Mr. Hartney are employés in
another capacity. At the same time, I would suggest to
the hon. gentleman that Mr. Brewer gives very valuable
services to the Bansard, and that his case should be favor-
ably considered.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I urderstand that, and it
is my intention to call the attention of my colleagues of the
Commission to Mr. Brewer's special services. I would
move, or perhaps it would be better that the hon. gentle-
man himself should move, that the first portion of the re-
port should be concurred in, and the second part should be
referred to the Commission on Internai Economy. As a
motion has already been made, I will move in amendment:

That the first portion of the report in reference to Mr. Boyce be con-
curred in, and that the second portion of the report relative to Mr.
Brewer and Mr. Hartney, be referred to the Commission on Internal
Economy.

Mr. CHARLTON. I think I may say thit the proposal
which has been made by the Minister of Publie Works will
meet with the approval of all the members of the Debates
Committee. It is quite evident that the pointtaken by that
hon. gentleman is a proper one. So far as Mr. Boyce is
concerned, it was felt that he had a case peculiarly deserv-
ing the consideration of the committee, and that that was
the only case of hardship, and we desire to have that dealt
with, and 1 therefore cheerfully support the amendment of
the Minister of Public Works.

Mr. DAVIN. As my bon.friend has informed the louse,
the amendment will meet entirely with the approval of the
committee, especially as the chairman of the committee,
as I understand, has ben informed that the cases of the
two other gentlemen will be oonsidered by theauthority to
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which they are referred. With regard to Mr. Brewer, I awarded to Messrs. Labester & Reid for 8 14,500. 3. The
may say here, that, while the Debates Committee may not sdvertisement was dated Tth January, 1888; the time for
be in a position to deal with his case, we would strongly reoeiving tenders was named therein as the 21st January,
impress on the Government the desirability of considering 1888; upon appication the time was extended to the 27th
it favorably, because bis duties are responsible, they are January. 4. Yes.
strictly responsible duties, and the responsibility is not
merely such responsibility as is generally thrown upon any SESSIONAL CLERKS.
officer who has to perform duties requiring intelligence, but
it is such a responsibility as implies integrity as well as
intelligence. employed in 1814,1878, 1879, 1882, 1888, and the full amount

Mr. COLBY. I may say in addition, and I do not know psid and the wages per day or session?
if the Minister of Public Works is aware of it, but the case Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Governmentha
of Mr. Brewer engaged the special attention of a sub-com- nething to do with the sessional clerks, therefore I arnot
mittee of the Hansard Committee. They examined his in a position te answer the hon. gentleman.
work, which he bas been doing for years, and the nature
of it, and they reported to the committee that the work I.C.R.-BRANCH LINE TO MATANE.
was very considerable, that it was onerous, and very re-
sponsible, and they felt that it should be recompensed in Mr. FISET aked, Whether it 18 the intention of the
some shape. Gevernment to grant a subsidy in land or in money te any

M. MITCHELL. While the subject is up, I may as wellapny n ner oonsructo branro
say what I think about the Bansard business. I must frankly
state that I think it has never been conducted more satis- Sir HECTOR LINGEVIN (Translation). In answcr
factorily or more correctly than it has been this year. Ito the hon. member, I muet say that to my knowledge, no
think the staff, one and alil of them, have shown very great ench roquest hu been made te the Gevernment; but, at al
aptitude for their duties, and a great deal of efficiency and events, the bon. member must wait tilt the supplementary
ability in performing them, particularly Mr. Boyce, whose estimates are laid betore the lieuse.
duties have been very arduous, and with whom I have been
more frequently brought into relations than with the others. LETTERCARRIERS IN BARRIE, ONT.
I have always found the utmost courtesy and civility from
the whole of them, and apparently they bring to bear, in Mr. MoMULLEN a8kod, Whetber there is postal delivery
the performance of their duty, as great efficiency as could by letter-carriers iu the town et Barrie, Ont.? If se,
be oxpocted frein any set et gentlemen,18 are the gras receipt of the office, and the nutber of

ý-1-SES'IONAL &LERK«.

Mr. SPROULE. I do not rise to make any objections to
the consideration of these cases. But I think it involves a
bad principle in going back and increasing the salaries, and
giving a lump sur for past services, and thon commencing to
count an increase of salary from a past date. In the case
of Mr. Brewer, for instance, there is an allowance of $200
for past services, and an annual allowance of $50 from the
lst of January, 1886. That is not only going back more
than two years, but it is commencing to count an inerease
of(salary for more than two years back. If Ur. Hartney
did the work that entitles him to this additional considera-
tion, I think it is likely that it must have been brought to
the attention of those whose duty it was to see that bis
salary was increased. But I do not think that either in
respect to superannuation or the increase of salaries, it is a
good principle to go back and not only give a bonus, but
commence to count the time from a date long since past,
during which an increase ought to be given.

Mr. DAVIN. I ought to inform the House that we went
fully into the reasons for making the recommendation, and
this rocommendation ought to have been presented last year
in the case of r. Brewer.

Amendment agreed to, and motion, as amended, agreed
to.

RAILWAY PIER AT POINT TUPPER.

Mr. MACDONALD (Victoria) asked, 1. How many
tenders were received for the extension of the railway pier
at Point Tupper, in the county of Richmond, Cape Breton ?
2. To whom was the contract awarded, and for what sum ?
3. What length of time was allowed by notice in Cape Breton
newspapers to enable intending contractors to tender for the
work ? 4. Was there any correspondence with the Railway
Department complaining of the length of the notice given,
and asking for an extension of the time for tendering ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I may gay in answer to the
questions, three tenders were reeeived. 2. The contract ws

inhabitants of the town r
Mr. MOLELAN. There has been one letter-carrier mak-

ing parcel delivery in the town of Barrie for a year or two.
The receipts were $9,179.58. I have not the last census of
the town of Barrie, and cannot give the balance of the in-
formation asked for.

PIRIVILEGE-CASE OF JOHN T. HA WXE.

Mr. DAVIES. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
desire to call the attention of the House to a matter of some
importance, of which I gave notice a day or two ago, and
before I conclude my observations I shal make a motion, to
put myself in order. I refer to the impriounment of John
T. Hawke, editor of the Moncton Transcript, by the Sup-
reme Court of New Brunswick, for alleged contempt of
court. Although hon. gentlemen are generally acquainted
with the circumstances of the case, I will give a short sum-
mary of the main outline of the facts, before proccoding to
make a few comments on thejudgment itself and the impris-
onment of Mr. Hawke. The alleged libel for which ho was
prosecuted befoi-e the court, arese from the election trial of a
petition presented against the return of the hon. member
for Westmoreland (MIr. Wood). The hon. gentleman's
opponent, a gentleman named Emerson, on the 7th day of
April lst, presented a petition to the court charging that
a large number of acts of bribery and corruption had been
committed by the agents of the bon. gentleman, and asking
that his election be voided. When Mr. Emerson consonted
to contest the election in the first instance, ho gave public
notice that ho intended himself to conduct it on strictly
legal principles, and notified his oppouent that any breach
of the law in any respect would be prosecuted by him in
case ho was defeated. He was defeated, and so on 7th
April ho fyled a petition in thec election court. On
the 16th there was a second petition fyled by a supporter
of Mr. Emerson called Caldwell on the sane grounds, and
the reason for fyling the second petition was that there
was some doubt whether the first petition had been correctly
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entered befoie the court. The second petition was not of court, in which judgment Judge Fraser oneurred. of
-servedi; the time of serving was extended till lot July and course thore eau be no objection to the sitting member or
it wma-served on 27th June. On 14th April the first peti, his counsel seeking te have the trial placed for some day
tien agaiinst i the hon. member- for Westmoreland (Mr. beyond the time which the law allow. He had a perfect
Wood) was at issue; on 3rd July, the second petition was right, I suppose, to use sucharguments as ho thought proper
at issue. On 5th July Attorney General Blair, acting for to get a day fixed at time when the trial would be utterly
Mr. Emerson, applied for an exparte order to Judge useless, when the proceedings would be ultra vires, and when
Fraser to set down the case for trial. Judge Fraser the court could order the petition to be taken off fyle and
graúted the summons, roturnable Gn - 15th July. the whole proceedings cat to the winds. Moreover,
On the return of that summons objections were no doubt the judge of a court has a perfect right
taken by the counsel for Mr. Wood to the order asked to change his mind in regard to the law after hearing
for, and Judge ,raser_ took time 4o consider those objec- the argument of counsel, but in this particular case there
tions; but with respect to the day asked by the counsel for seems to have been an amount of vacillation on the
fixing the trial, the learned judge, as I gather from the part of the learned.judge which certainly isxost extraor-
sworn affidavits presented to the court in this prosecution dinary. After a solemn argument, after baving lad lis
against Mr. Hawke stated that if he overruled the objec. attention called to the fact that to fix the date beyond the
tion ho wotild fix tle day for 20th September. On 20th six months would probably throw the case out of court, he
August le did so; but in overruling the objections he virtually assented to the validity of the argument and
said ho would fix December 6th as the day for trial. thought it was a good one, and he decided to fix the trial
As soon as that fact was communicated to Mr. Emerson within the six months; he ai terwards reversed bis decision
his counsel went to Fredericton and protested against and did not think the argument was a good one and
6th December being fixed, on the ground that it would decided to fix the date beyond the six months, stating that
put the:petition out of court, because it was more than ho, was right in the first instance and wrong in the
six months fiom the time that the petition was fyled, second. Ultimately ho decided, as one of the full Court,
and counsel contended that there were more than grave that he had committed a fatal error in fixing the day of
doubts whether the petition would not be entirely thrown the trial heyond the six months, end concurred in the
out if the learned judge fixed the day beyond 20th Sep- judgment of the court dismissing the petition. That
tomber. The learned judge, after looking over the statute, is an éxtraordinary state of affairs, and it was on the
as counsel in an affidavit swears, assented to the validity facts as I have stated them that the editcr of the Moneton
of the objection and promised to fix the day for Transcript made the statements ho did for which he is now
20th September. He intimated at that time to in prison. I think it will be fair to the House and to the
counsel, after looking over the statute, that he judges of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick to read
thought there was good ground for the objection taken, and those parts of the articles of which they complained and for
if ho had fixed 6th December it would have put the case the publication of which they imprisoned Mr. Hawke.
out of court, as the time ought to be fixed within six months. The judg ment was given on 5th November, throwing the
A formal order was drawn up by the counsel for Mr. Emer- case out of court because the day fixed by Judge Frassr
son, in pursuance of what the judge had held, and it was was fixed beyond the six months. On the evening of the
presented to him for signature two days afterwards. When same day the judgment was given the following telegram
the order was presented to the judge for signature he again appeared in the Daily Transcript, and this is one of the
changed his mind, and said that after hearing what the op- telegrams for pablishing which he was imprisoned :
posing oQunsei sel had toisay he had determined to reverse "A obandalous outrage. The New Brunswick Supreme Court dis-
his decision, and to again fix the trial for December 6th. The misses both the Westmorland election petitions. Advices from
counsel wouldnot take out an order for that day, and, Mr. Fredericton state that the Supreme Court of New Brunswick, mainly

Emeroinagan set agenlemn frm Mnctn t Freeri- cmprsed of defeated Tory candidates, bas edtmtased both the West-Emerson again sent a gentleman from Moncton to Frderic-mrlnd election petitions, on the ground of lapse of time. The lateness
ton to remonstrate with the learned judge. He went to of the hour, 5 p.m , at which this news is received, preventa uny com-
Fredericton and urged the same objections, and after a long ments on the judicial outrage, but on Monday in these columns will be
argument Judge Fraser finally overruled the objection and ,posed themost diàgracefu r judicpl scandai thedetails eo which have

ever etunk in thse nostrils ofa free people. Who are the ne who have
fixed the date for November 8th. As a matter of fact Nov- doue this gross wreng ? For the answer seeMonday's Zranscript."
ember 8th would be soinewhat about six months after the On Monday the 7th, a leading article appeared. in that
fyling of the petition. The learned judge thus intimated, in journal, headed "Miscarriage of Justice," in which the facts
the first place when the matter came btore him, that he are reviewed, and the following paragraphs complained of
would fix September 20th; after hearing counsel for the appear:
sitting member he ohanged his mind and said he would fix "1Mr. Justice Fraser was the election court judge, and he insisted, as
December 6th; after it was pointed out that December 6th will be seen from a perusal of the affidavits published in another
would throw the case out of court, he said he thought the column, and from Mr. ECmerson's address to the electora, which also
objection was a good one, as it would throw the case six appears in this issue, that the postponement of the 8ate of the trial till

November 8th would not prejudice the petition. His attention was
montha past.the fyling of, the petition, and again intimated direeted by the petitioner's connsel to the possible interpretation which
his intention to fix 20th September for the trial. After could be placed upon section 32, and was asked in Mr. Emerson's in-
hearing coensel for the sitting memnber a third time ho terest that to remove all possibility of danger, the trial be brought on at

least a month ear1her.ehanged his mind again, and said he would not fix the "&Mr. Justice Traber at first appear.d to thidk there was a danger
date within six months and eventually he did -fix it and agreed to hold the trial on September 20. Afterwards, at the
beyond six months, vis, c November 8th. On 22nd instance a4a upon the representations of Mr. Woed'eo coumel, he post-

poined the date of the trial till November 8, and again allowed it to
October, immediately thesi months had expired, counsel be understood that the date would not prejudice the petitioner's case.
for the sitting member, the hon. member for Westmoreland Now on Saturday he is represented as ruling with his other colleagues
(Mr. Wood), immediately applied to have the case thrown of the Appeal Oeurt that the petitions were out of court because the

date which he fixed for the trial was too late. What does Mr. Justiceout oft ourt because the judge had fired the day for the Fraser meahby bis extraordinary conduet and deeision ? He certainly
trial beyond the six nionthe, and he applied to resoind the owes some explanations to the public for his own sake, as well as for
order of Judge Fraser setting down a day for the trial. That the credit of the judiciary to which he belonga."
epplication was argued before the Supreme Ceourt of New In the same issue the following editorial paragraph was
Bruoswick on 5th November. Judgment was given. by inserted :
thb Supreme Court suataining the objection of the counsel "A JumnoÀl Poon-BAn.-In Gilbert - Sullivan's comie opera, the
of- the hon, gentleman opposite, and throwing the case eout Mikado, there is a eharacter named 'Pooh-Bah ' who holdo mauy

Mr. DAvias (P.E.L.)
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offices, and as tLord High Executioner reverse the decisionq of him-
self in4he OBp "tyOf.rofôri Ohancellor. Yhousands efpeople on two
continents have looked ahd laughed atthis piece of comedy as au in-
nocent play of sarcasm, but ip, this Provinee of New Brunswick te-day
the electors are presented with the spectacle as a reality.

"1fr. Justice Fraer, in the election court for the trial of the West-
morelana election etitin, insiste, upo fixing November 8 as the date
Of the election triaj; the iberai petitioner's, counsel more than once
pointed put t shmtht iinder the statute the postponed date would,
under section 82 6f the (iontroverted Eleçtions Act, place the petitions
in jeopardy, and with this view he first agrëed. But when the orders
fizingXhe trial for ,eptember 20 were presanted to him for signature, he
refused to sign them andfixed the latter date in spite of the protest of
the-petitioner's conaeël, holding that under section 32 the time for
conmencing the tasW did not expire till some time in December, as the
time occupied bj the lut session of Parliament was excluded from the
commutation of the six mouths.

"This was the deciuioniof Mr. Pooh-Bah in hie capacity as Lord
chancellor, and in the Suprema Joart of New Brunswik on Saturday
the jadicial ýPooh-ah, in hie capacity as Lord ligh Executioner,
reveraed hie dormaer decision and ruled the petition out on the very
grounds which he ormerly held were incorrect Such is Mr. Justice
Pooh-Bah Fraser's conoption of law and justice."

That is the second article. In the issue of the same date
Of the Daity Transcript, there was published a lengthy
letter from the defeated candidate, Mr. Emerson, recapitat-
lating all the facts of the case and making some rather
seqere strictures on the conduct of the jidges. In the
summons which was issued to Mr. Hawke, summoning him
te appar before the court for contempt, this article oi
Mr. Emerson's was inclnded, but [ do not understand, as
far as I eau gather from the judgment of the court, that
judgment was given against him for the publication of
Mr. Emerson's card. If it was so I would consider the
judgment a most outrageous on, because if Mr. Emerson,
who is a solicitor of the court, and one of the counsel plead-
ing before the bar of the court, published any tubai or
offensive, thing concerning the court, the court onght te
punish him and nôt the publisher. I do not want te
encumber the case with any side issues, and I understand
that the court did not punish Mr. -Hawke so much for
Mr. Emerson's article as for those I have read, and that
whieh I am about to read. The following day, November
8th, an article appeared in the Transcript -

Mr. SPEAKER. I beg to' remind the hon. gentleman
that it bas been the invariable rule here, as well as in the
flouse of Commons in England, that hon. members were not
allowed te impugn the conduct of the judges of the land,
and I would call the attention of the hon. gentleman te
tbat rule and ask him not to make any commerits which
would be an infraction tò that rulae. I do *fnot know what
ho aims at now, but I would ask him not te impute corrupt
motives te a judge of the land in the discharge of the duties
of bis office.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I would remind the Speaker that it
bas been doue in this House before.

Mr. SPEAKER. But I have stopped it. I have ruled
that it was ont of order already.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Was it a formal ruling?

Mr. SPEAKER. Yes, a formal ruling.
Mr. BOWELL. That was on a motion by the member

for Ottaw., on a petition presented to the House alleging
certain complaints against the judge, and upon that peti-
tion the member for Ottawa made a speech.

Mr. MACKENZLE. And this will be on the motion of
wy hon. friend.

Mr. DAVIES. A petition cannot affect my proceedings.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not say that. I am speaking as
tothe question before the louse on a previous occasion;
and as 1 understood, the hon, gentleman proposed te end his
speech by a motion for the adjournment, which would cer-
tainly not be to refer the conduct of the judge te a com-
mittee of the Loiuse.

Mr. MACKENZIE. In Judge Prefontaine's case there
was no petittion for impeachment; there was a petition for
relief.

Mr. THOMP30N. If there is a rule against attacking
the character of ajudge in this House it onely canntot be
evaded by moving the adjournment. I take it, from
what I know of the matter, that that is not the hon, gentle-
man's intention.

Mr. DAVIES. (P. S. I.) My object is misconceived. I
am neither impugnirg the motives nor attacking tho
conduct of the judge. I am simply drawing the attention
of the House to the facts. I do not know it has any-
thing to do with Judge Fiaser at all, bocause the judg.
menti am going to draw the attention of the House to
was a judgment in which Judge Fraser took no part.
I thougtit this was fair to the House when I was calling
its attention to the fact that the editor of a newspaper had
been imprisoned for alleged contompt of a New Brunswick
court; and I do not wish to import any bitterness or any
party feeling whatever into it. I should be sorry if in this
matter, which I consider one of paramount importance, party
polities should be included in it in any way whatover. 1
should be sorry that prejudio or feeling ofany kind should
be imported into it, for there is,I consider, a very important
principle at stake, as to whether this man's imprisonment
should be taken notice of by this louse or not. I though t
that in fairness to the court I should road to the louse the
articles that were complained of, and I assume that if I did
not read theni some hon. gentleman might say: You are
acting unfairly, you have notgýven to the House the artiolos
that the Supreme Court complinod of. i desire to dont
frankly and fairly in this matter, and, as fr as I can, in a
judicial spirit.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think the point which arose was
when the hon. gentleman was proceeding to comment on
the Supreme Court in reference to Mr. Emerson's lettor.
I think we cau avoid any doubtful matter of that kind, if it
were agreed that the judgment of the court is not based on
Mr. Emerson's card.

Mr. SPEAKER. I bave not rulcd that the hon. gontle.
man was out of order, but I merely drew his attention to
the facts which I have stated. I might cite te the bon.
gentleman some rulings of Speaker Brrtzd. The following
is reported in Speaker Brand's decisions, page 8à:-

"CHARGE S AGINST THE JUDGg8.

"Oharges against the Judges are unbecoming to be made, as there
is a proper course open if their conduct is to be challenged.-The Queen
v. Castro.-The expenses of the prosecution.-Observations.

"l r. Whalley having said :-Tie petitions which had been presented
to the House showed the petitioners believed there had been gross
corruption and injustice on the part of the judges who tried the case ;
and he was prepared, to the best ot hie judgment, to prove that there
was ample ground for the coniplaint."

Objection taken."
Mr Speaker said that the question before the House was that the

House should go into committee of Supply-a question on which great
latitude was allowed ;.but the hon. member was very severely treuching
on the privileges aliowed to hon. members and taxing the patience of
the House. Although the hon. member was not, strictly speaking, out
of order, yet it was unbeooming to charge the judges with improper
conduct as he had done, for, if he desired to challenge their conduct,
bis proper course was to move an &ddress to the Crown for their re-
moral."

Here is another decision:

" An hon. member may comment on the conduct of the judges, but
he is not in order in using language that is disrespectfun towards them."

This is the reason why I stopped the hon. member-in
order to prevent him, if possible, breaking the rule in using
disrespectful language towards the j'dges Of course, hoeis
perfectly free to expose his case, but within proper limite.
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Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) With every respect to you, Mr.s to invalidate the petitionh. We know, of course, sthe proment lime,
Speaker, and with a desire at ail times to be res3pectful t the Tory pres wilI find it convenient to say that it is contempt of

theChirI hin i isbadiyfar t m toimly ha ~court to comment upon the decision of tliese ja dtges; but we hold that nothe Chair, I think it is ardly fair to me to imply that I ncircles these mn, d tht their decision are jut as open
was about to use disrespectful language towards the judges. 10 publie criticism sad discussion as are the decisiois of any other ciss
I stated when I opened my remarks, and I state now, that of public officiais. The public interest demand it, and no jorlistarn lothor tebrig achage aaint te jdgo, ad ~would be true to the dttios of hie position if he heitated for one
Iamomntin condemning the general attitude, with an honorable exception
have no intention of doing su. My object is not to bring bore and thero, ofthejudgcs of the Province of Ncw Brunswick with
the judges or the courts into contempt, but to vindicate the respect to election petitions."
great principle which I think bas been violated. The other There was one more article and one only, in the Transcript
day, in the English louse of Commons, the action of the of the l2th, and this 18 the article on which Judge King
Appeal Court in Ireland, in increasing the sentences passed based his judgment in favor of committal for eontempt:
on some prisoners under the Land Act, was brought before

Ghe Housastne reonsa itutional heafter selecting September 20, and allowing that date to b. an-
authority living, Mr. Glastone, nt only sad that ou d broadcast over the coutry as date of trial, change h
thought it was proper that the conduct of the judges in im. mmd and dotermine upon a date lu December? What were the argu-
prisoning men under the Land Act should bu overhauled in mentsud what were the ros presented 10 hlm ont of court, b
the ue of C mons, but e tbought that that was thed hirefusa ig the order for the

the uu.40 f Cmmosi ut o tongt tat hatwasthetrial on September 20? Who was it that repremeuted ta tMr. Justice
proper place to discuss all the facts connected with the Fraser that that date would ho inconrenient to him? Unless Mr. Pow-
imprisonment of those mon. Why, Sir, is there a divinity- elle doue a gross wrong, Mr. Powell was the attorney for th. sitting
hedging about the conduct and actions of these judgesmember, Mr. Wood; it is reported &round Sackville that hoebeaste ofJt e6haring induced the judge to change the date from September 20 to suit
which prevents anyone criticising thoir conduot in this hie convonience. Mr. Powell thinke it honorable, having induced the
high court of the land? I repudiate such a suggestion. If judge to change the date to suit hie convenience, 10 avail himselfof a
I were afraid to impoach them and were trying in an under- legal quibble to preveut that trial, because of the lapse of time. It iapiece of sharp practico, and discreditable oven te a Tory lawyer. The
hand and improper way to throw disrespect on the court or re to induco Mr. Fraser ta change the date of trial muet have
the judges of the coui t, I would understand a reprimand emanated from thoso iuterested in the Conservativo caudidato's cause;
coming from the Chair. and thon when Mr. Kmerson's conneel diecovered that the judge was

bout upon changing the date, hoe directed hie attention, as etated aboya,
Mr. SPEAKER. I made no reprimand. to the fact that, bv a possible construction of the etatute, that datewould tbrow the petitions ont of court. The judge ruled that il would
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Iunderstand Lhatyou did not, Mr. noV The moment the judge had changed the date, rumors b-gan 10

but en mplidlyropimaned e, bcauo ~ circulate aronnd Sackville, evidently emanating from Mr. Powell, that,
Speaker, but you impliedly reprimanded me, becausyou arutfh change of date, which it ibeeved h induced th
assumed that I was about toviolate the rules of this louse. judge to make, Mr. Emermon's potition would be thrown ont of court.

£bheu, tb theý surprise and astonishment of everybody, Mir. Justice
Mr. CH APLHEAU. The hon. gentleman mentioned that Fraser wont back on hie own interpretation of the law, performed hie

the judgment was outrageous. now notorions jadicial sonereauit, and wae the pantaloon oi the comic
pautomine to Mr. Powell's clown.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I beg the hon, gentleman's "lt je to Ibis judicial farce that juicial deaisions in the Province of
pardon; I said nothing of the kird. I said thon what I'Ne Brunswick have been reduced.1
repeat now, that I understood that the judgment was not I think these are ail the articles cf which the Supreme
given for the publication of the Moncton Transcript of Mr. Court cenplained. I undoratand, from reading the news
.Emerson's letter, and as Mr. Emerson was a counsel in paper reports of the judgment, that Chef Justice Allen and
the court and amenable to the court, it would have been Mr. Justice Palmer based their judgment in favorof commit-
outrageous if the court had punished the editor for having ting Mr. llawko upen the gronnd that the article known as
publisbed the letter written by the solicitor ; but I under- the Pooh-Bah article was a centompt of court-that it
stood the court did nothing of the kind. amounted in point cf fact te imputing corrnpt conduet te Mr.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. When I made the interruption I JusticeiFraser) and that the use cf the expression Pooh-Bal
thought I had heard the word outrageous, and that it was nocessarily impliod that when ho changed hi@ mmd as a
applied to the judgment of the court. I am corrected by judgho derom atcruph ot i. the erd ad
the hon, gentleman, and I think it proper that we should adhunrtodhttebtemaincft tranthundersts dtIach Un other. roe tatw sou ho gave judgmont aeoordingly. .Now, tho old doctrine inunderstand each other.the law with respect t libel was that the judges f the

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) On the 8th day of November, as land determined what was and what was net a libel, and
I was saying, there was a further article publisbed under the only fact they lefte a jury te determine was the question
the head of " Dismissed Petitions." I think the only para- of publication. Well, we know the struggle that tok place
graph in which it was used by the court of New Brunswick under the load cf that colobrated jnrist Erskine, te abolish
in condemning Mr. Hawke was the followig:- that old system; we know that happily that old syatem

" It would be interesting for somebody to explain why the judge has long since passed inte the era of forgotten thiugs, and
of the Supreme Court of this Province cannot within reasonable time that under our prosent system of jurisprudence, which bas
make up their minds upon the construction of a few lines of English in existed for many years past, net the judge alone, but
a statute which bas been in operation in the Dominion for a decade?
Will somebody also explain why it l that the judges of this Province,
the majority of whom are defeated political candidates, and at least nt. The old idea that a judge should determine what was
one or two of whom, it is within the bounds of possibilities, had agents libellons and that it should only hofte the jury te doter.
in their elections who spent money freely, should now manifest such mine the question ef publicity, is an explodel eue, and 10
hostility to election petitions? It seems almost impossible, in the
Province of New Brunswick, to bring an election petition to trial, and the jury te day is cemmitîed the whole question ef libel or
though we do not say that that fact is due to any hostility on the part ne libel. It wil ho seen, however, by the preceding under
of the judges to the ùcntroverted Elections Act and the principle which discussion that whibo wo have remndied the evils which
it embodies, yet we do hold and maintain that it is a perfectly fair com-
ment to point to that circumstance and contrast it with the other one,iexisted under the old law, the judges of the band, in seeking
that petitions are invariably rejected in this Province before they reach te exorcise what they daim te be thoir jurisdiction in
trial, upon some pretence or other.

" It the Dominion Controverted Elections Act is not to apply to the
Province of New Brunswick, for the judges of this Province, in their determine what is and what is net libellons, without
wisdom once declared that the Adct itself was unconstitutional, then iljthe intervention of a jury. In this case, we have
follows that special provision should be made by the Federal authorities Mr. Justice Palmer giving his judgment declaring the
for the trial of the etection petitions in New Brunswick. cal

" it is absurd for ani one to contend for a moment that all the coun-
gel engagel in drawiD'gup petitions in tlii»Provinoe make sno miatakes netoinarily an imptation aganot him of c orrupt motive.

Mr. bpzai,
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I do not think a jury could ho empannelled in the Province
of New Brunswick or in any part of the Dominion thatwould
come to similar conclusion. I would not myself say that
the use of this term, which is, in common use, applied to
anybody who occupies two or more ofices, no matter how
high in the state, would have this meaning. This expres-
sien is in common use; we see it applied every day to
those gentlemen who hold several offices, and the press
are not afraid to use it in snob cases, as a term .of ridicule,
without implying any corrupt motives. Why, I have seen
the Finance Minister spoken of as Pooh-Bah, because he
holds the office of Hfigh Commissioner in Eng
]and, and, at the same time, of Finance Minister bore,
and nobody ever supposed that the application of that name
to him implied that he was moved by corrupt motives.
The wildest fanatical opponent of his bas never imagined
that a newspaper which used with reference to him those
epithets, intended to imply that he took money in one posi-
tion for doing work in another. The thing is ridiculous
and absurd. The phrase is in common use, and its popular
meaning is that the man to whom it is applied holds a
variety of offices, and is enabled to reverse a decision in
the one which he gave while holding the other. Mr.
Justice Fraser held and determined 4bat Qn a certain day
the trial should bo held and that in computing the -six'
months the time of the sitting of Parliament should not be
counted, but that the trial, which was fixed for the Sth
November, should proceed on that day. Afterwards, in isi
character as one of the judges of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick, he reversed his own decision as judge of the
electoral court, and the editor of this newspaper called him
Mr. Justice Pooh-Bah. The question came up as to whether,
by the application of that term, the editor intended
to impute corrupt motives to Mr. Justice Fraser, and the
majority of the court held ho did, Mr. Justice King disset-
ing. The latter declared that there was no intention to
impute corrupt motives, but he bases judgment on this
article which I have just read, in which the editor stated
that Mr. Powell had induced the judge to change bis mind.
On this ground, Mr. Justice King came to the conclusion
that the editor, in that article, implied that Mr. Justice
Fraser had been induced corruptly to change bis mind.
Well, I think that is one of the most forced constructions
that ever was put upon a newspaper paragraph. I have
read the paragraph and re-read it; I bave submitted it to
some of my friends who have no interest in the case, who
did not know the parties, and who read it dispassionately,
and not one of them could give that meaning to the article.
Now, the question cornes before us in this way-whdther
the HRouse will be satisfied to recommend the Crown to
exercise its prerogative and release Mr. Hawke. I am
not here to argue, it is not necessary in this case to argue,
and I hope the argument will be avoided as far as
possible, that the press are to have unlimited license
in the discussion of matters relating to election
trials. I do not argue that a newspaper editor should
be allowed to publish libels against the judges or
against anybody. I do not argue that such license is in
the interest of the press or of society at large. I am not
contending that Mr. Hawke was justified in the language
he used, nor am I concerned in defending here bis language.
A part of that language is strong, stronger than many of
us think was nocessary or desirable. A man has the right
to publish what he likes, but if he does, ho docs so at bis
peril. If ho infringes the law, if he publishes language cal-
culated to bring the judge or any otherdignitary or peréon
into contempt, ho runs the risk of being brought before the
proper court and of being tried in the proper way for his
abuse of that liberty, and of being punished for it. That is
not the question belore the louse. .We are not to doter-î
mine whether Mr. Hawke was guilty of having used properf
gr improper language; we are not to determine whother

his language was libellous or not. i contend that there is
one and only one tribunal in this country competent to
pass an opinion on that point, and that tribunal,
I contend, i8 twelve sworn men empanelled as a
jury. That is the only tribunal which bas the
right to determine cases of this kind; and, Sir, I fear that
some of those who have heard the language used would say
that Mr. Hawke went too far and used language altogether
indefensible. Perhaps he bas, but that does not touch the
point. The point I wish to submit to the House is this:
Have the judges of this country the power, after a cause has
been finally determined, in case newspapers should publish
commenta îrpon their judgments, arbitrarily and summarily
to bring the editors or publishers of those papers before
them, and, without the interposition or the intervention of
a jury, punish thm by fine and imprisonment? That
power, I say, does not, in my humble opinion, exist under
the British Con;4itution. That power, at any rate, if it
does exist, has become obsolete. That powershould not be
exercised, and as far as I can find, with the exception of
this case in New Brunswick, bas not been exercised for
many years. Now, we must remember that, during the
past fifty or sixty years, the law of libel in this country bas
undergone great changes. Perbaps I cannot sulmmarise
the matter as well as it is summarised in the lahgua.;e of
Lord Justice Cockburn in the celebratod case of Wason and
Walters. Lord Justice Cockburn said :

" Our law of libel has in many respects only gradually developed
itaelf into anything like a satisfactory and settled form. The full liberty
of public writers to comment on the conduct and motives of public men
bas only in very recent times been recognised. Comments on Govern-
ment, on Ministers and officers of State, on member8 of both Rouses
of Parliament, on judges and other publie functionaries, arc now made
every day which half ascentury ago would have been the subject o
actions or ex-offieio informations, anI would bave brought down fi se and
imprisonment on publishers and authors."

Now, the language I have quoted, for which Mr. Hiawke
bas been imprisoned, was language used by him as editor
of a newspaper, in commenting on a legal decision which
had been given and which s2ttled an election trial, The
judicial proceedings were over, the judgment was given,
the election proceedings were out of court, and therefore
there could bo no possible interforence with the administra-
tion of justice; and the propostion I laydown is thatafter
a trial is ended and juidgment is finally delivered, no com-
ment, however strong, no language, howevor v'olent, whi'-h
a newspapereditoi may choose to publish, cari be punished by
the judges, except through the ordinary channels and in the
ordinary way. Every man bas the right to be tried by
twelve of bis peers; and to hold for a moment that thero
exist nunmbrless Star Chambers in this c>untry which cau
send a man to prison at their own discretion and judgrnent,
because ho bas publisbed language wbich the judges nay
hold to be libellous, would be to turn back the wheels
of time some hundreds of years, and replace us in
the state in which wa then were, and out of which
fortunately we have emerged, thanks to the strug-
gles of such men as Erskine and others. We might
be asked if there is any remedy for a judge who
is attacked for giving an improper judgment, is bronght
into ridicule or contempt. 1 answer, yCs, there is a
remeiy. He can prosecute the man fr libel, and there
is no doubt that ho wil get fuill justice in that case,
not only from hie brethreri on the bonch, but from those
that are calied upou to act on the jury. There i, how-
ever, the right of every court to protect itseif from libellous
calumny by summarily purisbing the offender bat should be
confined to comments upon pending litigation, where a
newspaîper editor, during the progress of a case, publishes
matter tending to impede or interfere with the administra-
tion of justice. From time immemorial, It bas been held
that in such caes in the interest of justice, judges must
have the power of immediately punishing those per-
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sons who interfere wi h its administration. If a man
goes into a c-urt and insults the court, everyone agreesi
that the court should have the power to punish him1
summarily. It is the samo in regard to any interferencei
with a jury, the court should have the power .of
awarding summary punishment. And, if any man
publishes an article which is calcalated to interfere
with the administration of justice by turning the
verdict of the jury in one direction or the other, or pre-
judicing the opinion of the jadge one way or the other, that
man should be punished. It is necessarythatthe wheels of
justice should not be clogged or stopped or impeded by any
such interference, but the position which I take, and which
I think is endorsed by the bast legal authorities, is that,
when the case is over, when the jury are dispersed and the
judge is off the bench, the judge stands in the eye of the
law in the same positiôn as any other man; he is no higher
in position than the Minister of Justice, than an Arch-
bishop of the cburch, than any minister of the- church or
any member of Pariament or any other citizen.. 1 have
no iight Io abuse hin or siander him, any morethan I have
to abuse or rlarder any other citizen, and,-if I do that, I
may be punished, but it must be in a legal manner in the
courts, and it would never do to admit that a judge of a
court of record, if he bas given ajudgment and comments
tire made afterwards on that judgment, bas the right to
hale the man who makes the comment from his home, and
Io deter mine that tho article he has written is libellous, and
io imprison him for contemrpt of court. I hope no member
of the House will understand me to impugn the
necessary and inherent powers which all courts of
justice possess, and ought te possess, to prevent
the administration of justice being fhwarted and inter-
fered with. I believe these powers are rarely exercised,
but they are as essentially necessary in order to preserve
order and decorum in the courts, and to prevent the
stream of justice being fouled I simply take the position
that, when once the judgment is delivered, that power does
not exist, and, if any man libels the judges afterwards, the
jadges stand in the samle position as other men. In regard
to that matter, I should like to cite one or two authorities,
but I will not do so at any great length. Hon. members
will recollect the celebrated case, in Upper Canada, of
Regina vs. Wilkinson, in which an application was made
to commit the late Hon. Geo. Brown for an alleged libel
on the Court. That libel was published after a criminal
information had been applied for, but before it had been
granted, and the two learned judges differed in opinion in
regard to their power to punish summarily for contempt,
Chief Justice Harrison affirming and Mr. Justice Morrison
denying the power. The alleged libel was on one of the
learned judges, Mr. Justice Wilson, who took no part in the
judgment on the application to commit for contempt. It
will be remernbered that the application was made to punish
Mr. Brown for contempt in publishing libellous language,
as was said, pending certain proceedings then before the
court. The criminal information had not been filed, and
Mr. Justice Morrison remarked:

" In the case of Birch v. Walsh, an application for an attach ment for
contempt was made. The Master of th Rolls, in giving judgment, re-
viewed ail the cases of constructive contempt prior to that period (1846).
He referred to a case decided by Lord Hardwicke, who committed the
editor of a paper, and after observing that the course pursued of commit-
ting for constructive contempt led to much observation, he quoted the
following remarks of Mr. Hardgrave: 'If the doctrine of contempts be
thus wide; if any of the great courts of Westminster Hall may con-
strue what they please into contempt, and may under such denomination,
without trial, by jury commit ail persons accused of crime and also bave
an indefinite power of punishing by fine and imprisonment; and if all this
when doue be unappealable and unexaminable, what is tiere but their
own wisdom and moderation, and the danger of abusing so arbitrary a
power, to prevent any court, under shelter of the law of contempts, from
practising ail the monstrous tyranny which firat disgraced and at length
overwhelmed the Star Uhamber,' "

Mr. L)v3s (P.E..)

The learned judge quoted that extract with approval as
showing that, in his opiniop, judgeà could not punish for
constructive contempts cf court. The newspaper criticisim
published in regard to a judge after the judgment is given
is termed a constructive contempt. . The learned Judge
Morrison went on to say:

"Inow proceed to themost important point raised by this application;
whether the applicant filing to sustain his rle for a constructive
contempt affecting himself, is now entitled te ask the court, upon hie
own suggestion and at his instance, to punish hie advers ary for a dirbet
contempt of court itself by the publication of the article in question-
a contempt committed five months before this application-a publication
which the court did not deem worthy of notice, did not think it neces-
sary to cati on the publisher to answer for. I have been unable to find
any precedent or authority, oreven suggestion for sach a proceeding,
although this arbitrary power of the court has existed during many
centuries, a power, as Tindal, 0 J., said, coeval with the courts them-
selves ; ad Mr. Robinson had to admit, no'doubt, after the monL iLili-
gent search, the absence of authority. When we consider the nature of
the proposition, I should have been surprised if aùthority could have
been found. I am certainly not disposed at this day. to create
a precedent for such a proceeding. On the other hand, I feel,
in the interest of the adminstration of justice, that such an applicatiou
should be met with a decided refnsal. To.assent to it wôuld be opening
a door to a species of application hitherto unknown-one-prensut with
mischievous results, and ivhich would be resortedt, not*ith the object
of upholding the dignity of the courtbut foneerving private or.political
ends, or other purposes qeite-foreign to such an object. This is the
fnt eeeAioa the court has been invoked in a matter of this nature. My
duty as a judge is to administer the law as I find it, but if I am at
liberty to express any per3onal opinion upon the expediency of exercising
the power of the court to summarily punish contempt not committed ln
its presence and not calculated to obstruct the course of justice, but by
the publication of libellous matter, unfairly criticising or impugning the
action of the court, or imputing unfair or corrupt motives to its mem-
bers, I would venture to say that in such cases the exercise of this
arbitrary power would be a questionable remedy, elth r for maintaining
respect for the court itself, or vindicating the characters ofits members.
As it is an arbitrary power and its exercise cannot be questioned, it will
always be regarde-d with jealousy and with great distrust if, unfor-
tunately, the exercise of its power is involved,-no matter how remotely,
with the struggle of political parties."

This language is peculiarly apt when applied to the case
which I am asking the House to consider. The pf.ssions
and feelings of parties in that county of Westmoreland were
unduly excited, owing te the pplitical campaign which
was going on. One party contended, rightly, or wrongly,i
that the successful one had carried the county by the most
corrupt and flagrant acts of bribery. They charged that a
petition was filed in the court alleging that over 500 specific
acts of bribery and corruption had been commitci. OnÔ
can well understand that when a judge gave as many
different judgments as Justice Fraser did, one day fixing
the trial within six months, another day fixing it beyond
six months, and eventually placing it at a day which
justiied the court in throwing it out, one can well under-
stand that the passions and feelings of those who were
directly interested in that conflict, would not be very
calm. They would be prompted to use, and I have no
doubt they did use, language exceedingly strong; but for
the court to take it up and say that their dignity required
that the person who used that language should be punisbed
summarily, and that this old power which they allege they
possess, should be invoked to punish the parties, is, in my
opinion, most unfortupate. The learned judge goes on to
quote:

"It le far better that the judges of the courts should endure unjust
criticisms and even slanderous accusations, than to interpose, of their
own motion, to redress the offence against themselves when the offence
complained of is not committed in their immediate presence. *

" In every case I have been able to refer to, i find the greatest rtluct-
suce in the courts taking any step of this kind, and that the power now
invoked has only been exercised when it was essential or necessary to
prevent justice being obstructed oi to protect suitors

That is the principle laid down by Mr. Justice Morrison,
and that is the principle which I believe to be the only
sound, or defensible, or permissible principle on which
courts can.act; and have no hesitation in stating myself
that if it is found, ventualiy, that the courts possess this
absolute power, that they aie Star Chambers, possessing
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power to send a man to prison whenever they please, with- fact of the intention, sud of the sentence, and bis decision waa withont
out trial or appeal, it will not be long before the Legisla- any power of review. That ws most unisatistactory, aud there toula be

t no doubt that the doctrine had a tendency to unduly fetter the fredominre will intervere to take that power away from the m.>of the press and in that light was important to them ail. No doubtI do not believe they have that power, but the misfortune in there was a diinculty in dealing with it; but he would rather see the
this case is that when the judges claim to exercise a power doctrine doue away with altogether than contine to eist in itsprsn forni. There was no snch law luauy of the Arnerloan States.of this kind, their judgment is unappealable. They are arbi- Te New YorkT ode said:
tary and responsible to no one. They give a judgment, and 1'"Every Court of Record may punish anmmarily~disorderly, contem
it is allegod that from that judgment there can be no tuons, or insolent behavior In the immediate presence of the court, tent-

eIhave found it necessary i to interrupt its proceeding and impair therespect due to authorty.'appeat; and therefore it is that 1 aeI " i eesay But it coutld uot puuhsh for publication ont oyfcourt, for the-reidyto bring this matter up in Parliament, that Parliament may waby indictment ;ud h. believed uiih a practie. as oursof s aamar7give expression to its opinion upon it, and if that opinion is punishment for constructive contempt did not exist in any other
expressed strongly, I have ,no doubt it will bear good fruit *country. Its effect was to enforce silence ou the part of the presexprsse atongl, 1hav, n dout i wil bar god rui$ where the. public intererequire.d the.fullest publicity and the olosestNow, I find that in 1883 a Contempt of Court Bill wa crticism of whaî was goi g n.no adsunl an objection to thedoc-
introduced into the English Parliament by the Lord Chan. trine and practice, that he should prefer being guided by the maxim
cellor, which came on for the second reading, and several 'Nil falsi.audeat, nil ver! non audeat dicere.' He need not es that

constructive crime was in alu cases oontrary to th. genlusof the glishot a dsseveral very emnentmeu) Prssd law, and that in snob cases it was usual to interpose a jury or thethemselves upon this matter. I will cali the attention of protection of the ubject. The objections to the proent syatem were
the b ouse for a few minutes to the language used by Lord that it was uncertain, undefined and depending on capricious discretion.

There would be great difficulty in defiaing constructive contempt, butFitzgerald, a judge of very great exprieuce and lerning; ho would auggest that it might be hedged around with some protection#,and as he is a very distirfguished jurist, perhaps I may be and that iu ail cases a right of appeal should be given to the Court of
permitted to read his remarks at some length. He is Appeal. The effect of that would be to render the judges more cautious,

of court, and drawing a distinction Wileit would leave thom free in their action ; and above al, in time aspeaking of contempts eriesofdecisions would be built up which would regulate and controlbetween contempts which frustrate or interfere with the the discretion of the judges in the exercise oftheir ummary power."
administration of justice and those contempts which eau It will be scen from bis Lordship's remarks that while he
properly be called merely constructive contempts of court. was strongly opposed to summary punishment for construe-
He says: tive contempt, ho was very careful to limit constructive con-

" But there was in addition another clas of contempts, which, to dis. tempt to the publication of language used either befbre a pend.
tinguish them, he might call criminal contempts, for which, in many ing case came on for trial or during the pendency of trial,caes, the persons committing them would be ablerto punishment, and heintimated and stated strongly that no publicationeither summarily or by indictment, for a misciemeanor. fror in ttance <
there was the misconduct of persons in open court A man might be af ter the trial could ever be construe by any judge into a
guilty of conduct in open court which impaired the dignity of the constructive con tempt ot court. If the language used by
court, and the court would immediately take cognisance ofbthat which Lord Fitzgerald is correct, the judgment given by thetook place before the court itself, and inflict summary punishment.
That, however, was a power which it was rarely necessary to enforce: Supreme Court of New Brunswick bas procoeded upon a
He bad had the honor of a seat on the bench for twenty-two years, em. false basis, and the judges acted upon an assumption that a
bracing periods of great public excitemeut, and he had never had occa- law was in force in this country which does not exist. Butsion to exercise that summary authority, but he had always felt that ita.t
was the knowledge of the existence of that power which enabled him to fnd that as lately as withm the last two months this
maintain the order and dignity of the court. If they conferredjuriadic- point was raised and a decision given on it in an English
tion upon a judge, they impliedly furnished him with authority tý court. This case I refer to is reported in the Times of 47thenable him to enforce that jurisdiction, and to preserve order and
dignity in its administration. He was far, therefore, from objecting t March last. It was an application made lu regard to the
the mmmary jurisdiction as it at present existed, for contempts in open publisher of the Era newspaper in London for contempt
court, with a fine limited to £500,-and a Perlod of imprisonment forthree of court in ridiculing the jury for having given a certain
montha. But behind that ciass of contempt there was another stili more verdict in an action for libel. Notice of application for aimportant, which. was popularly known as 'constructive' contempts
of court. They arose, not in the presence of the court, not in open new trial had been given, and it was contended in
court, but outaide the court, and not in the presence of the judge ; and this application that the action was still pending,
as to them, time and place had no application. They arose sometimes and therefore, inasmuch as the action wasfrom speeches, but principally from the publication of newapaper
articles in reference to some trial about to take place, or whieh was then pending, the publication of language calculated to
actuaily going on." throw ridicule on the jury was contempt of court. The
You see his Lordship confines his definition of construe- article suggested that but for the stupidity of the jury they
tive contempt of court to the comments made with refer- would not have found the verdict for the plaintiffs, and the
once to a trial about to take place, or with reference to a judgment delivered by Mr. Justice Field and lir. Justice
trial which was then actually going on. Stephen are instructive, because they show that in their

LiThis constructive cotempt depeded entirely upon tie inferenceopinion no language written or spoken of the jury or the

that the party speaking, writing or publising, lutended, in some way, Judge afer the procodings are terminated eau by a.y in.
to interfere with and impe the administration of justice, and they genuity be construed to be constructive contempt of court.
lad ben known to our law for a very long period. It was unneces- This is the latest decision that bas been given, and as it
Gary to consider when the practice arose-as far back as Edward III seems to ho apropos of the case before the House, I willthey had it in practice-and from that time down to the present, though . .
il was a power which was rarely exercised in modern times. There was trouble bon. members with reading it. Mir. Justice Field
One recorded case of a reverend gentleman, John Barker, who, having said:
called a meeting of his parishioners in the church yard, made a speech on
local ffairs, in which he spoke disrespeetfully of the King's Bench, and " The article complained of the jury that they had not found à proper
for that was called up and sentenced summarily to a terni of imprison- verdict, and the writer used language which ho had better mot have
mient; and in another case where, in a petition to the Corporation of used, and which was not in good taste. It was not wise or right when
London, the party libelled the Aldermen, and used words disrespectful a jury had ; given a verdict to hold them up to ridicule. The wrter
Of the King's Beach. He vas indicted for the first and tried before a should consider that lthe jurora had endeavored to do their duty, and If
jury; but was summarily imprisoned for the last. No doubt these it was merely a question of censure, he sbould be disposed to concur
cases would not now be followed. In modern times tis power of commit- in the observations made by Mr. Murphy. But the court vas asked to
Ment had been conflned solely to articles in the newspapers which were punish Mr. Ledger for this article, aud they muat have strong groundu
thought to interfere with the administration of justice. The doctrine of for taking that course. Now the proceeding for oontempt was for
cOnstructive contempt was one which he was not inclined to favor. It something serions, a contempt in the face of the court or aninterf"rence
aPpeared to him ihat if dealt with ah all, it should b. dealt with on with the course of justice. euppose, for instance, this article bad been
some broad founadation. The present course of proceedings was exceed- publisied on the morning of the trial so that it would be In the hnde
ingly objeetionable. If an article in a newspaper appeared which of the jurors, it would be an interference with the course of justice, and
Ias alleged to be such a contempt, and which was uone from which an would merit summary punishmert. But this was a jurisdiction to be
Inference could be drawn that it was intended to interfere with the exercised with care and caution, and upon grounds which did not apply
administration of justice, the party was called up summarily and the here. There was an undoubted rightI to maie com'e, ts upon the
malter enqured into, the judge being at once judge of the law, of the conduct of judges or jurors, and Mr. Murphy, with is usual faiMneus,
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admitted that if the article had been published before the notice of
application for a new trial it could not have been complained of. But
surely the liability of the writer could not depend upon a notice having
been given of an application for a new trial. Suppose the new trial
refused by the couit and an appeal brought. Is the right of a public
writer to be in suspense for two or three years. The case would have
lost all interest by that time. In that view the right of comment would
not be of much value. What then was the principle to be adopted ? It
must be this, that the article must be such as to influence the trial of the
the case and prevent the tribunal f rom coming to a just and impartial
decision."
The learned judge lays down the law very clearly in con-
clusive language, and shows that no application after pro-
ceedings are terminated can be construed to be a construc.
tive contempt of court. Mr. Justice Stephen, an eminent
judge, followed. He said :

" He thought that the power possessed by the court of committing
persons for contempt for articles in newspapers, calculated to prejudice
the fair administration of justice, was one of the utmost importance and
essential to the due administration of justice. But it was a power which
ought to be used as seldom as possible and almost entirely with reference
to the interests of justice. No doubt the principle in which the power
was to be exercised was very vague, and unavoidably so. All that could
be said was that the court must be satisfied that there had been some-
thing to interfere with the course of justice or likely to do so. Suppose,
for instance in a case which affected a political party or a religious body,
there was an article strongly pressing that the jury ought not to give a
verdict in favor of or against such party or such religious body. That
would be a contempt of court, undoubtedly, which would ment severe
punisbment. But when the trial had taken place different considerations
applied. The court had then done its work, the jury bad given their
verdict and they were given over to criticism and comment, and of that
they could not complain."

The learned judge there gives the whole thing in a nut-
eheli. After the judge and jury have done their work and
a verdict has been given and their duty discharged, they
are liable to the same criticism and comment as other
public officers, and if that criticisim and comment is unfair
and unjust and transgresses those limits which the law
prescribes, the parties complained of can be punisbed by
proceedings being taken in the proper way, by criminal
information or by an oidinary suit for libel, and they can
be punished, I submit, in no other way. The learned judge
goes on to say :

" That was so in the present case, and though it was said defeudant
had given notice of an application for a new trial, if it was granted a
considerable time must elapse before the second trial, and then it was
not probable that anyone who had the article would be on the jury or
that he would recollect or be influenced by it."

So in this case I am quoting, although there had been
notice of an intention to move for a new trial, that was not
held to be a reason for the exercise of this summary and ar-
bitrary power, inasmuch as justice bad already been admin-
istered, and therefore the court would not take knowledge of
that language as a constructive contempt of court, and they
left it to those who thought they had been wronged to initiate
proceedings in the ordinary way. There is a remark made
by the eminent Master of the Rolls, Jessel, who, in trying
the case of' Plating Company vs. Farquharbon, 17th
Chancery Division, 55, gave his opinion on this point in
these words:

" Unless the court is satisfied that the publication is a contempt
which interferes with the course of justice, of course the court ought not
to interfere."
These authorities are more than sufficient in support of the
position 1 take that after judgment had been given by the
Supreme Court of New Brunsvwick, dismissing the election
petition, the judges who gave that decision were then open
to the same criticism and comment on the part of the press
as any other public officialis. If the comments exceed the
fair bounds of legitimate criticism they eau be punished,
but they ougbt to be punished in one way and in one way
only; by invoking the authority of the courts through their
ordinary channelsuand empannelling a jury to decide on the
libel and so punishing the defendant when he has done
wrong. I make no claim for immunity from punishment of
any editor who libels another man. I make no claim for a

Mr. DAViEs.

license of the press, wbich would interfere with the free.
fair and fearless administration of justice by those to whom
this great and essential duty is entrusted. I do not desire
even to call in question the arbitrary power of the judges
of the land, summarily to punish those who, during the
pendency of litigation, publish articles calculated to impede,
delay, or defeat justice. Such powers are necessarily in-
herent in the court, and their maintenance is essential for
the proper administration of the law. It may be that Par.
liament may see fit to limit and define the powers of the
judges in this regard, as has been done in the United States
and in England; it may be necessary to regulate this power
by providing in all such cases an appeal to a higher court,
and 1 think it probable that Parliament may interfere
before long in that direction. But my contention is
that the inherent, necessary and admitted power of
the courts should not be allowed to be extended to
the punishment, arbitrarily and summaiily, of those
who, after the termination of the legal proceedings,
diseuss the conduct of either the judge or the jury. When
they have diseharged their functions they stand in relation
to the press on the same footing as other citizons. If an
editor libels them he should be punished, But he should
be punished only after a trial by bis peers and by the
ordinary process of the law. The doctrine that hoecan bo
dragged before the judge whose conduct he bas commented
on, and be summarily punished, heavily fined and sent for
months to prison, without any of the safeguards which the
law throws around the meanes t citizen is a relie of bar-
barism, is opposed to the genius of our constitution, and
calculated to inflict a mortal stab upon that freedom of
public discussion which our forefathers sought so bard to
establish, and to which we owe so mach of our highly
prized liberties. Judges are only mortal. They are subject
to the frailties, passions, and prejudices of ordinary mon.
They often do wrong; sometimes commit great in-
justice, and must be subject to that open and fearless
discussion which is our greatest safeguard against wrong-
doing on their part. If either a judge or jury-
man misconduucts himself, it is intolerable that such
misconduct should go unrebuked. It is intolerable
that the judge hirmself should without any appeal, and
witbout trial byjury, arbitrarily and summarily determine,
first whether the criticism is fair, and next what punish-
ment should be awaried. It is necessary in the public
interest, it is desirable for the proper maintenance of the
dignity of the tench itself, it is essential in the interests ot
the freedom of the press, that any decision upon the fairness
or justness of the criticisms should be determined by the
ordinary tribunals in the ordinary way. If any mar,
occupying a distinguished public position is unjustly libelled
and attacked, the law is open and there are deputies; let
him impload bis accuser. If a governor general, a prime
minister, an archbishop, or bishop, or clergyman, is
assailed in the press with libellous vituperation and abuse,
ho cannot arbitrarily and without trial hale the offender
to prison. Such a power, if asked for, vuld ho met
with a shout of derision. A judge muet not stand
in any different position and excepting in the case when
the attack interferes with the administration of justice, ho
must stand on the same level with the ordinary citizen.
We cannot afford to revive or tolerate the revival of num-
berless Star Chambers or allow in the present day the
application of the pernicious doctrine that the greater
the truth the greater the libel. An independent judiciary
is one of the bulwarks of our civil liberties, but freedom of
public discussion is another. Both eau co-exist. To allow
the judiciary under the pretence of maintaining its in-
dependence to muzzle the press by conceding to it the
right after the determation of legal proceedings arbi-
trarily to decide without trial by jury bow far criticiem
may go would be to strike a fatal blow at
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both bulwarks. It would destroy one and change of Mr. Hawke, I submit to hie own judgment, that his ar-
the independence of the other into tyranny. No gument was not well founded or well. addressed, and for
modern precedents can be found to justify the latest assump- these reasons : The hon. gentleman based his contention
tion of power by the court of New Brunswick. You will entirely on the ground that the decision of the Supreme
seek in vain in the records of the tribunals of justice in Court of New Brunswick was against law and oppressive
England, in the United States, or in Canada, for any justify- to the subject who is now confined. I pass by for the
ing precedent. The imprisoument of Mr. Hawke for moment the circumstance that if Mr. Hawke is falsely im-
comments made by him upon the conduct of the judge who prisoned, as the argument of the hon. member would lead
tried the election petition against Mfr. Wood, after the final ns to suppose, ho may have an ample remedy. Hie bas, in the
determination of that trial, is unjust and indefensible, and first place, bis writ of habeas corpus from the judges of the
such an arbitrary and tyrannical stretch of the powers of Province of New Brunswick. The hon. gentleman will
the court as in My opinion justifies and demands the remind me that these were his accusers and these were
interference of this Parliament, as the highest inquest of his judges, notwithstanding which, by the mandate of Par-
the land. No man should be allowed to publish liament, they are obliged to grant the writ under an enormous
articles scandalising any of the courts of the land. penalty for its refusai. But if he should fail to obtain his
It is safer, however, to allow such publications, than writ for any reason from them, he has the right
to tolerate their arbitrary and il]legal punish- of application to five other judges in this city, far
ment. I am not concerned in justifying ail the removed from the Province of New Brunswick, Overyone
language used by Mr. Hawke-much of it was very severe. of whom has concurrent jurisdiction with the judges of the
Some of it might be hard to justify, but no one acquainted Province of New Brunswick. But passing by that question
with the facts will deny that the circumstances called for for the moment, as I said I would, as to whether Mr.
sovere and searching criticism, or that the conduct of the Hawke has not a sufficient remedy for a legal wrong done
judge was reprehensible. If Mr. Hawke bad offended, if ho to him, without coming to the executive, i would remind
had libelled or scandalised any member of the court, ho could the hon. gentleman that, in so far as his argument is based
have been prosecuted in the ordinary way, before the or- on the contention that the judgment of the Supreme Court
dinary tribunals, and, if convicted, would have been pun- of New Brunswick is wrong, the executive of this country
ished like any other offender. But what I claim, and ail I cannot be regarded as a court of appeal from the Supreme
claim is, not immunity from punishment, but a fair, honest, Court of New Brunswick. The constitution of this country
impartial trial. I deny that ho got or could expect to get divides the Government of this country into threc branches,
that in the way ho was tried. A jury and a jury only the legislative, the executive and the judicial, and every
could determine whether bis criticisms were libelous. Hie one of these branchcs is entirely free from the control of
judges were bis aceusers; the offence was a charge of libel- the others. I can ne more advise His Excellency to
ling those very judges and of scandalising their court. The reverse the decision of the Supreme Court of New Bruns-
trial, therefore, offended against that first principle of British wick on the ground that it is against law than the Supreme
law that "no man shall be a judge in bis own cause." It Court of New Brunswick can decide that we ought not to
cannot be said to come within the rare exceptions which pass a statute.
allow that principle to be invaded. The prisoner was Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L.) How did the hon, gentleman act
denied the right of having bis case submitted to a jury of in the case of the imprison ment of an editor in Calgary by
bis countrymen. He was tried and punished arbitrarily, Judge Travis?
summarily, and, I venture to submit, unjustly. -He is in
my humble opinion unjustly imprisoned. The sentence Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman is addressing
was bitter, unnecessarily severe, and if the position I have himself, not to the case of a conviction by a stipendiary
taken is correct, involves a violation of some of our most magistrate, as was the case ho bas just referred to, but to
cherished rights. HIe has no appeal but that which every the case of a decision of five or six judges constituting the
alleged criminal has, an appeal to the Crown for justice. In Supreme Court of the Province of New Brunswick from
my opinion the prerogative of the Crown should be exer- whom there is no appeal whatever; and I do not hesitate to
cised in bis behalf, the fine remitted, and the prison doors say, in so far as I can bind myself by any opinion I may
thrown open, and it is with the hope of obtaining such a express as regards the ground on which executive inter-
result that I have ventured to bring the case before this ference may be suggested on my part, that I refuse every
louse. I move the adjournment. application which is based purely on legal grounds, when

the person suffering under sentence has an opportunity of
Mr. TROMPSON. Mr. Speaker, I have listened wit h seeking the decision of the highest court of this Province

great attention to the observations which the hon. member on the legal question ho wishes to raise, or having had that
for Queen's, P.E I., bas made to the House, and I recognise opportunity, bas availed himself of it, and has had judg-
to the fallest extent the importance of the question, from ment pronounced against him, I think it would be the
the point of view from which ho bas treated it. I eau un- height of presumption in me to go to His Excellency to-
derstand that sympathising as he doos with the elitor who morrow and say that, notwithstanding that the Legislature
has been imprisoned, and taking a professional view of the of the Province of New Brunswick in their wisdom have
case, it is reasonable to expect that ho should go into the made that court supreme in these matters in that Province, I
subject with some minuteness and care, and give to the ventured toadvisgeHis Excellency that theirjudgment shoald
House the benefit of the views which bis training and ex- be summarily reversed by him, and the punishment which
perience enable him to present. But I am unable to under- they have thought it their duty to impose should be undone,
stand the logic of the hon, gentleman in pressing the House without a single observation to present to His Excellency
earnestly for nearly two hours, for the purpose of making a from anything the hon. gentleman bas said this afternoon,
case for the interference of Parliament and concluding that indicating that there was a single mitigating circumstance
speech-referring it must be remembered, to the case of surrounding the offence when committed, or a single sign of
a man, who is now lying falsely imprisoned, as ho says,- contrition on the part of the offender. Now, in order that
concluding that long case, which ho bas made for the the flouse may be satisfied as to what the circumstances of
immediate and prompt interference of Parliament, this case were, I feel compelled, not merely in justice to the
by a motion that the House do now adjourn. in accused person, but especially in view of the high position
go far as the hon. gentleman has intended to present of those whose conduct and judgment bave beent arraigned
his argument in favor of executive interference in the case' this afternoon by the hon. member for 0Queen's, to detain
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the House for a few minutes in marrating the circumstances which the petition was presented, and the statute on this
which gave rise to this judgment, and the circumstances subject provides:
which immediately accompanied it. I feel the more bound to " That the trial of every election petition shal be conmenced within
do so because I do not understand the facts of the case to six months from the time when auch petition has been presented, and
be as they have been set forth by the hon, member for shall be proceeded with from day to day until the trial is over; but if,
Queen's. When the hon. gentleman was good enough a few atany tme, it appears to the court or a judge, that the respondent'8

9 presience at the, trial je necessary, such trial shah snot b. commenoot
eveninge ago to inform me that ho intended to bring this during any Session of Parliament "
matter to the attention of the Housi, I asked him to give fair And these words were added:
time in order that I might communicate with persons at a
distance; but I am able tosay to the House that in the few "And in the computatio'i of any trial the delay allowed for any stepthe.oto the proceeding in respect ot any such trial or for the commencement
observations Iwill make, I will present the facts to thereof as aforesaid, the time occupied by such Session of Parliament
House solely on the statements furnished by Mr. Emmer- shall not be included."
son, the candidate against the sitting member, not using Now, what was the action of the petitioner, Mr. Emmerson ?
any facts furnished to me either by his opponent in the Ho urged, it is true, to have the earliest possible day fixed;
litigation or by the judges of the Supreme Court of New ho wanted the 20th of September fixed, and if that day
Brunswick, with whom I have bad no communication on could not be fixed, ho wanted an earlier day; and ho in-
this subject whatever. Now, Sir, there was an affidavit structed Mr.Gregory, in Fredericton, to make the same
made, in the first place, by Mr. Emmerson, the petitioner, contention before the judge. Ho did so, not because in the
and another one by Mr. Gregory, his counsel; and in so far slightest degree ho held that the six months would include
as I am stating the circumstances connected with the dis- the period of session, for ho entertained no fear that the
position of this case, I am stating circumstances which are petition would be thrown out in consequence of the time of
detailed in these affidavits; and in so far as I am question- the session counting. It was simply because ho wanted
ing the existence of other facts, I am questioning them be- nrgency for his petition, and wanted it to be proceeded
cause these affidavits contain no allegations of them. at the earliest possible day. I have Mr. Gregory's affidavit
We know that it was of vital importance to the peti- here, and find fior it that, as far as ho is concerned, all that
tioner that he should make out the best case ho could, was said when this subject was broached was that there
and present al the facts ho could to strengthen his might ho a doubt upon the subject, and that it would be
petition when these affidavits were made. As the hon- botter to be on the safe aide and have the trial proceeded
gentleman has said, there was an election in Westmore- with within the time. There was no argument upon the
land county, in which the sitting member, Mr. Wood, and question; that question was never presented to Judge Fra.
Mr. Emmerson were the candidates. There was a petition ser, and let me call the attention of the Hlouse to what the
against the return of Mr. Wood, and a cross-petition against right of the petitioner was, at that time, if ho had enter.
Mr. Emmorson. Those petitions having been got ready for tained any doubts. It is known that the judge, by his
trial, an application was made to Mr. Justice Fraser to fix own action, threw the case over the six months period. Ail
a day when they should be tried, and on the 15th of July that Mr. Emmerson thon had to do was to ask the judge, un-
Mr. Fraser sat in the first instance to hear a motion to fix der those circumstances, and in view of an appeal being
aday of trial, and ho sat afterwards, on an adjournrment, pending upon the judge's decision of the preliminary objec.
on the 9th of August to hear the conclusion of the tion, to extend the time for bringing on the trial. The
argument. When ho sat to fix the day of trial, the provision- of the statute is as follow o:a-
counsel for the sitting member came before him, and urged IlThe court or a judge may, notwithstanding auything in the prece-
eertain objections to the regularity of the petitions and of ding section, from time to time enlarge the time for the commencement
the notice to fix the day, and certain objections as to the of the trial, if, on application for that purpose, supiprted by afndavit, it
right to have a day fixed at that stage of the proceedings appears to such court or judge that the requirements of justice render
at ail. Mr. Justice Praser heard those objections and ho such enlargement necessary.
reserved judgment upon them. But it is true, as the hon. There was ample ground in the existence of this appeal and
member has said, at least I assume it to be true, because it in the fact that it could not be hoard whether by the Supreme
is so stated in the affidavit of Mr. Emmerson, that at the Court of New Brunswiek or of Canada or by whatever court
argument against fixing the day of trial, it was mutually to which the appeal might b taken, until the six months
agr"ed, and assented to by the judge, that if the day should period had expired, for making this application, but Mr.
be fixed, it would be the 20th of September. On the 13th Gregory attached so little importance to this that although
of August, four days after the arguments on those hoe intimated to the judge it would be botter to keep on the
objections were concluded, Mr. Justice Fraser gave safe side, ho never moved to have that extension of time
judgment against the objections, and it only remained allowed; neither did Mr. Emmerson mention the subject to
for him to fix the day of trial, which, if matters stood the judge or anybody else, and ho had so little idea that ho
as they were when the application was made to him, was losing his right by the fixing of a later day and so
would have been the 20 th of September. The counsel for little idea of urging that contention before the judge,that
the sitting member contended that those objections were we find in a letter which ho published over his own signa-
so well sustained by the authorities which ho presented to ture, dated the 7th November, 1887, these words:
the judge, that ho ought in fairness to have the right of "My own opinion is that the construction given by Mr. Fraser "-
appeal, and that if the judge fixed the 20th of September The consol for the sitting meuber, I preaue--
his apceal would hoecut of, as the trial of the petitionT
would be going pn before the appeal could be heard. The "to section 32, when seeking an extension of time for the trial on Mr.
judge being imessed with that view, intimated that Wood's behalf is the correct one, and lawyers quite as able as any who

appeared before the court on the argument of the question agree with
he was disposed to fix a day in December instead of my view; but unfortunately a majority of the court, inclnding Judge
the 20th of September, in order that time for an appeal P raser, who has reversed his first decision, have decided the other way,
might intervene, and there can be no imputation against and unfortunately there seema to be, under the law, no appeal from thtis
his good faith in taking that stop. The day ho pro- judgment toL a higher court. e

posed to fix was the 6th of December. Now, let me Mr. LANDRY. It is t Mr. Justice Fraser, the writer
cali the attention of the House to the provision on which refers, and not to counsel.
the fate of this petition really turned. The 6th of Deeem- Mr. THOMPSON. Perhaps so. The hon. member for
ber would be more than six months after the date on Queen's (P. B. I.) was so misled by the information he

J&. ToxPSoN.
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got on this aibeot tbt he presented. the case to the House take, and there can be nodoubt that he did make a mistake.
in this way . That-the petitioner's coupsel were.endeavor- It was a mistake, however, in which. as I have shown,
ing to have the difficultyavoided,as regarde the six months, not only many other judges, but many other emitent
and that Judge Fraser insisted on forcing that difficulty on lawyers in Canada, concurred; and it was a mistake as
them4 w4hreas, when the mat.ter went before Judge Fraser, to which the petitioner in this case, after a fult adjudi.
M1r. Bmmerson deolares he wa&of opinion that that madono cation on the question, bas declared solermniLy, over bis
differenoe whatever. Thore was no application whatever own signature, that he concurs in now. Now, the
made to extendthe time, and that question was never argued best thing and the most honorable thing that Judge
before the judge at all. Fraser could have possibly done was to correct his

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.) I am sure the hon. gentleman does mistake, and to avow that he was wrong. We can
not wish to misefpresent me. It is not essential to the argu- easily se' that the circumatances must have been exceed-
ment, but the staten t I mado, and which I based on Mr. ingly painfut to him, as it always must be painful to a
Gregory's alidavit, which the hon, gentleman says he has judge to know that a suitor, by a mistake of his, has
before him, was that ho went first to Fredericton and raised lost bis right, but that should be no reason whatever
the preliminary objection to the judge, and whe the judge why the judge should not correct his mistake and inflict
intimated.that he would fix the day beyond the six months, another wrong on the other suitor, who, in this case, was
he raisedthe objection that the hon. gentleman is dealing the sitting member. What kind of honor and consistency
withs would Judge Fraser have had, if, after having made that

mistake in fixing the day of trial too late to keep the peti.
Mr. THOMPSON. He drew attention to the fact that tion alive, ho had turned round, in order to cover his mis.

doubts might existon tbat subject; and although I amstrictly take, and said : "Well, I have inflicted that injury on the
within the mark in saying what I said, I do not want to petitioner, but will endeavor to redress it by upholding my
press the argument further than this, that while that sub- judgment in the interest of the petitioner, and at the ex-
ject was mentioned, as I think it was, it was never argued pense of the sitting member, who, under a true construction
before Judge Fraser. It would be, of course, very satisfac- of the law, lias the right to represent the county for the next
tory if judges could always know what the true interpre- five years ?" Now, undor these circu mstances Judge Fraser
tation of the law is, without the assistance of counsel at was violently assailed, and it does seem to me most import-
all and without opportunity for reflection. But unfortu- ant, having mentioned the neoessity, in fairness and honor, of
nately judges are fallible like other people, unfortunately ajudge reversing his judgment, when he finds it was wrong,
they not only have to change their opinions sometimes, even if ho finds an injury has been done to a suitor, that
but they require the assistance of counsel, in arguing cases thon, if ever, in the intorests of justice,.calumny should be
beforethem, in order to enable them to come to a right silenced, and the judge should not be subjected to insult.
conclusion. Judge Fraser, when acting on this point, was But in this case, what course did the conivict take? I admit
acting on one of the most difficult portions of our statute that ho had a perfect right, not only as editor of a news-
law. He was acting on a provision, on which I confess paper but as a private citizen, in letters or in auy other
my own deliberate and unbiassed opinion changed two way, to criticise the judgment of Judge Fraser, and to show
or three times before I came to the conclusion I that Judge Fraser was wrong. [le bad a right to urge that
now have reached, which is that he was distinctly a judge who had made a mistake in law, as Judge Fraser
right in his last judgment. He was acti-g on a sec- did, shouli not sit upon the bench, although that would be
tion on which judges in almost every Province have very extreme, but. under the law of England, under the
differred as to its true meaning; he was acting on law of America, and under the law of Canada, and of every
a section on which I believe the judges of Ontario country where there is a frec and indopendont judiciary,
are now utterly at variance in opinion as to its the one thing which he could not do was to impute
true interpretation; and ho was acting on it without corruption to the judge. Let me bhow the House what
having had the advantage of the question being argued Mr. Hawke did say. I will endovor to avoid any debat.
before him, for an expression only bad been given to a able ground in speaking of the several judgnents of
doubt, and ho believing, as the affidavit shows ho did, members of the Supreme Court of àew Brunswick, in
that the time of the Session would not count, in conse- which it was unanimously decided that Mr. Hawke
quence of the strict words of the proviso I have read, fixed was punishable for contempt. On the 8th November
the later day, It surely will not be assumed that he did so ho had published an ai ticle which was headed "A
for the parpose of defrauding the petitioner of lis right, Scandalous Outrage." I understand from the hon. gentle-
but that, as he avowed in the presence of both counsel at man opposite that in regard to some portions of that article
the time, he did so for the purpose of enabling an appeal to some members of the bnDch did not regard them in the
intervene, in order that ho might be corrected, if wrong in same light as other judges did, but, when 1 read the article,
the judgment he gave on the objections which were taken. I do not think the Rouse will think that this was anything
Ilaving fixed the 6th December, believing ho was sale but a statement that Judge Fraser was corrupt and had
in so doing-and so did the petitioner believe, as ho been influenced to change bis opinion from right to wrong
tells as in the letter I have read-the objection was taken by corrupt influences, whereas the truth is that ho changed
that the time fixed for the trial was boyond the six months his opinion frorn wrong to r ght, as we know by the dcci-
limit, and that the time of the Session must count, sion of the higbest legal authority in this country. The
because there had been no jadicial determination that article to which I roter was headed, as I have stated, "A
the presence of the respondent was necessary at Scandalous Outrage." Thon there was another h, ading: "A
the trial. Under these circumstances, the question was Judicial Pooh.Bab." In that article it ii stated :
brougbt before the Supreme Court of New Brunswick, and "This was the decision of Mr. Pooh-Bah, in his capacity as Lord Chan-
by the judgment of the whole court, it was decided, as it cellor, and in the Supreme Court of New Brunswick on 8aturda1 , the

b e judiciat Pooh-Bah, as Lord High Executioner, reversed bis ormer
has been decided by the Supreme Court of Canada, and by decision, and ruled the petition out on the very grounds wbich he
the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, and by some of the On- formerly held were incorrect. such is Mr. Justice i'ooh-Bah Fraser's
tario judges and some of the Nova Scotia judges, that the conception Of law and justice."
timue of the Session must count, under such circumstances The hon. gentleman opposite intimated thaz these expros-
as existed in that case, and the petitioner lost his right. 1 sions were more trifles, that we would consider them trifling
Now, it is true that Judge Fraser concurred in that docision. if applied to us, accustomed as we in Parliamoent are to the
It ianførUuate hatin the first instanoe, he made a.mis greatetalumni
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Mr. DAVIES (P. E.I.) I spoke of the expressions in the
publie press.

Mr. THOMPSON. I mean expressions used to members
of Parliament. The hon. gentleman intimated that no
offence could be taken at the words "IMr. Justice Pooh-Bah
Fraser," as the same term has been ued in regard to the
Minister of Finance.

Mr. DA.VIES(P.E.I.) I said that no one could impute
a corrupt motive to the man using that phrase.

Mr. THOMPSON. 9hat is because public men in this
country are unfortunately every day exposed to the vilest
language, and be said that consequently a man should not
be punished for applying that kind of language to judges
on the bench, The on. gentleman thinks that no punish-
ment should follow in a case of that kind, because such
terms have been administered in liberal doses to members
who sit on both sides of this House. I have nothing to say
now in regard to the propriety of such language being used
to public men, but it is in the intorests of the free adminis-
tration of justice that the men who sit on the bench, apart
Irom the hurly-burly in which we live and struggle day
after day, should be free from such attacks. They have no
reply and their vindication must derend very largely on
the respect and confidence of the people among whom they
live. It is contrary to justice and to fair play that they
should be assailed by language such as that, and that the
language which is permitted in regard to public men should
be allowed teobe used in regard to the judges of the land;
and I think that the thoughtful and intelligent members of
the press would not claim that they are entitled to use such
language. The Chief Justice says:

"l It cannot be denied that this article does, and was intended to bring
Mr. Justice Fraser and bis proceedings on the election petition into
public ridicule and contempt to a very great extent. The very designa-
tion of him as '1Mr. Justice Pooh-Bah Fraser ' would, even to those who
had neither witnessed nor read the comedy, indicate that the termr 'Pooh-
Bah ' was applied to him as one ot contempt and of ridicule."

The lon. member is therefore mistaken in supposing that
the Chief Justice signifies that this is punishable only as an
imputation of corruption. It was sufficient that it was con-
temptuous and ridiculous for it to have all the characteristics
of "contempt." The Chief Justice goes on:

'' But I think it goes much further than mere ridicule; and, admitting
that it was not so intencded, the effect of it was at least to insinuate and
to lead the public to believe that Mr. Justice Fraser was induced to
change bis opinion as to the completion of the six monthe for bringing
the petition to trial for the same reasons that Pooh-Bah reversed his
decisions from time to time, which anybody who bas either read or wit-
neseed the comedy would know to bave been that he was bribed."

But that was not all. On the 12th November, this article
was published, to whieh I ask the careful attention of the
liouse:

I What induced Mr. Justice Fraser to change his opinion? Why did
he, after selecting the 20th September and allowing that date to be
announced broadcast over the country as the date of trial, change his
mind and determine on a date in December? What were the arguments
and what were the resons presented to him out of court to induce this
change of mind, and bis retusal to sign the order for the trial on Sep-
tomber 20 ? "

I think the hon. member will agree with me that, when it
is stated that a judge is induced to decide any inatter in
court by what transpires out of court, that is an accusation
of the lowest infamy that any judge coald be guilty of.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I ) I do not think he was charged
with that.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, he was charged with that-
I Who was it that represented to Mr. Justice Fraser that that date

would be inconvenient to him? Unles Mr. Powell is done a gross
wrong, it i8 reported round Sackville that he boasts of having induced
the judge to change the date from September 20, to suit his convenience.
The desire to induce Mr. Fraser to change the date of trial muet have
emanated from those interested in the Coneervative candidate's cause ;
and then when Mr. Emmerson'u counsel discovered that the judge was
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bent upon changing the date, he directed his attention to the fact that
by a possible construction Of the statute that date would throw the

petition out of court, the jndge roled that it would not. The moment the
judge had changed the date rumors began to circulate round Sackville
-evidently emanating from Mr. Powell-that as a result of the change of
date, which it is believed he induced the judge to make, Mr. Emmerson's
petition would be thrown out of court. Then, to the surprise and
astonishment of everybody, Mr. Justice Fraser went back upon his
own interpretation of the law; performed his now noterions judicial
somersault, and was the pantaloon of the comie pantomime to 1r.
Poweli's clown."

Now, I am under the impression that Iawke was charged with
that article, but whether ho was charged with that article
or not, it was in evidence that ho published that article, and
ho did not deny it himself; and I think the argument of the
Chief Justice was a fair one, that it could be used in inter-
preting the expression "Mr. Justice Pooh-Bah Fraser"
which was contained in the article, and which the hon.
member for Qaeen's admits ho was charged with having
published. Now, as regards the imputations conveyed in
that last paragraph, I fail to see the cogency of the hon.
gentleman's argument that a libel is for the jury and not for
the court, or the ground for his statement that there was no
juror in the country who would have found that statement
libellons.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) I merely expresse:1 my personal
opinion.

Mr. THOMPSON. It was the hon. member's sincere
opinion, I have no doubt. It is my sincere opinion that no
juror in the country would say that was not libellons, who
was not a perjuror.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E.I.) All I ask is that he should ho tried
in order to ascertain whether you or 1 are right.

Mr. THOMPSON. Well, fortunately, or unfortunately,
for Mr. Hawke, and I think fortunately, he has not yet
been tried for libel-perhaps ho may yet ho. He has been
tried for a milder offence, and a penalty has been inflicted
upon him which could not have been inflicted if ho had
been indicted for libel and a conviction had been found
under that paragraph. Now, thon, as regards the fact
which transpired that the judge had committed an error
in the first instance, in supposing the date would be in
time If ho committed an error on a most difficult ques-
tion of law, he committed an error that might have been
avoided by the action of the petitioner himsolf, oither in
calling the judge's attention strongly to that point, and
arguing it before him, or by asking to have al! doubts
rernoved by an extension of the time for bringing the
petition to trial. Now, as regards the course which mat-
ters subsequently took, let the Elouse observe that the con-
demnation by the Supreme Court of New Brunswick was
not in vindication of Mr. Justice Fraser alone, it was in con-
sequence of the imputation there conveyed against the
action of the Supreme Court of.New Brunswick itselftas well.
Mr. Justice Fraeer was only one constituent member of that
court, and he was not one of those who condemned
Hawke. As regards the character and standing of the
judge against whom this imputation was conveyed, of
being influenced, either by political feelings or by other
corrupt motives, to change his opinions from right
to wrong, I feel bound to say, knowing Mr. Justice
Fraser, and standing ere in an assembly of gentle.
men who do not know him, that while [ admit lhe made
that mistake, and while [regret that he did so, in conse-
quence of %ny possible injury which may have been done to
the petitioner, as well as on account of the strictures that
followed, I fel bound to say, I repeat, in view of the impu-
tations upon him, that if there is one man in Canada to
whom those imputations could not ho properly applied;
it is Judge Fraser. I have known him before he
went upon the bench, and I have known him since
ho went upon the bench, hardly personally at all, but as
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a public man, as a professional man, and subsequently as
a judge ; and I have known him to b honest, painstak-
ing and scrupulous to the last degree as regards the rights
and interests with which ho had to deal. When
this matter came before the court, let the House ob.
serve the position in which Mr. Hawke stood. Interro-
gatories were put to him by which he might, if ho
ploased, bave avoided the consequences which subsequently
fell upon his head. Ir. Hawke might thon and there have
done one of two things-he might have proved, as ho could
have done, that he was not a liar in the insinuation he
made-that the charge was true, or if ho were an honorable
man and worthy to be a member of the press of Canada, ho
might have honestly disavowed the insinuations and ex.
pressed regret that ho had made them. The House will
understand the force of the appeal which bas been made from
the other side for executive clemency, when I say that down
to this moment ho has not offered a vestige of proof that
the insinuations were true, or the slightest contrition for hav-
ing made them.

Mr. DA VIES (P.B. I.) The Minister of Justice, in justice
to Mr. Hawke, whom ho is assailing, ought to say that when
these interrogatories were put to him he was in prison, and
on the advice of bis counsel, refused to answer, because ho
challenged the jurisdiction of the court.

5r. THOMPSON. I have no objection to that statement
being made, or giving Mr. Hawke the benefit of it, I am
not saeaking of the interrogatories which were put to him
after ho was imprisoned for the contempt. Bolore that
ho was only imprisoned by bis own choice, for
rather than give his own recognisance, ho went to jsil in
order to give himself the solemnity of a martyr; and if ho
was in custody when these interrogatories were put to him,
he was in custody by bis own choice. Ho was just as cap-
able of being free and answering them, or of taking any
other ground of defence, as I am, or the hon. member is, at
this moment. Now, Sir, I shall endeavor not to detain the
House very long, but I must say that I disagree, from be-
ginning to end, with the grounds which have been
offered by the hon, gentleman for assailing the correct-
ness, from a legal point of view, of the judgment of the
Supreme Court of New Brunswick. I have to say
with regard to the authorities which ho cited, to the quota-
tions from Lord Fitzgerald, and the opinions which weie
cited from the judgment of Mr. Justice Morrison, and vari-
ous others, in regard to constructive contempt, that there
will be no difference between us except as to the definition
of the words " constructive contempt." There bas been a
good deal of loose expression with regard to the difference
between actual and constructive contempt. In the pa.s.
age which ho read from a speech of Lord Fitzgerald, there
is a good deal of loose expression and confusion as to con.
structive contempts, and a good deal that would lead one to
suppose that an actual contempt is a contempt committed
in the presence of the court, and a constructive contempt, as
distinguishod from that, is a contempt committed outside of
the court. Now, that is rot, I think, the correct dis-
tinction. It is to be borne in mind, when we are con id-
ering these authorities who say that constructive contempt a
cannot be committed after a judicial procoeeding is over, 1
that there are, in the first place, those contempts which con-
sist in throwing ridicule upon the court, or publishing libel
upon it, and thon there are those which, while not convey- &
ing ridicule or stigma. interfere with the course of justice. s
For instance, it is a constructive contempt, at certain stages N
of the ttial, to publish the proceedings, to publish the
evidence, or to make even a fair comment upon the evidence. I
It is a constructive contempt of court to arrest a witnessi
who is on his way to a court of justice, or who is returning c
from a court ofjustice; it is constructive contempt of court t
te amuil the. character of a suitor, or to arrest a suitor inu1)

any way that will impede bis prosecution of bis suit, or to
intimidate a jury or a grand jury. All these may not ho
actual contempts, but they are constructive contempts, be-
cause while showing on their face no derogation from the
dignity of the court they really interfere with the freedom
of its proceedings. But there are other contempts, especial-
ly those which convey imputations of corruption against the
judges, or which are actual interruptions of the progres of
the business of the court while the court is sitting, bAth of
whicb, whether the former transpires after or before the
trial is concluded, are actual and not constructive contempts
of court. As regards the first, I have to agree with what the
bon. gentleman (Mr. Davies) has said, that they should not
be regarded as constructive coritempts of court if the pro.
coedrings in the cause are over, that after the proccedings are
over and after the decision bas been rendered, in the words
of the decision cited by the hon. gentleman and which was
given in March last, all the partics to it are open to publie
criticism.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) Judge and jury.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, judge an jury. As I have said

this election petition being over, it was perfectly open to
Mr. Hawke to say that the judge was wrong or was weak,
or anything ese within the region of fuir criticism; but
when ho went out of the lino of fair criticism and made a
malignant attack on the personal character and motives of
that judge ho coinmitted, not a constructive contempt, but an
actual contempt, and so it was deoideci by the court. A con-
tempt of that kind has been punishable by the courts in IEng-
land on proceedings precisely like tho,. as the hon. gentle-
man read from the passage ho quLaud from L>rd lîz ald,
since the reign of Richard ILl dawn to last yeur, fi I can
cite, if it is necessary, English preceelotis down oven to
last year, and in the United States from the titme that
courts of jurisprudence in that country were contitute
down to the present time.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E..) Mr. Justice Stephen says ho is
unable to find the cases.

Mr. TH1ONfPSON. No; Mr. Justice Stophen was not re
ferring to actual contempts, but merely constructive con.
tempts-that is to saîy matters which imuy be considered
contempts only on the ground that they interferewith some
procceing aid cainot so intorfero after the trial is over ;
but attacks which vilify the court, or the judge, or the jury,
or the grand jury, and which have a tendoncy to intini-
date such officers or to decrease the respect due to the
court after the trial is over, these frequently, and in late
days, have been decided to bo contempts of court. Mr.
Justice Stephen did not mean anything else, because he
knew that both in the judicial and in the par liameontary bis.
t>ry of bis own country thero was t ho case, not five years ago,
of Mr. Dwyer Gray. Ho was oditor of the Dublin Freeman,
he was high sheriffof Dublin and momber of Parliament, and
in bis capacity as editor of the Dublin Freeman ho made
severe comments and reflections on the condiiet of the jury
which had jist returned a conviction in the lynes case. Ho
had stated that their verdict was influenced by drunkeness,
and, editor of the Dublin Freeman as ho was, high sherif of
Dublin as ho was, member of the House of Commons of the
United Kingdom as b was, within t1wenty.four bouts ho was
îQnt to gaol under a sentence of*thro months' imprisonment
nd a fine of £500 sterling, and ho was ordered to find heavy
ureties to keep the peace after ho should come ont of prison.
Mr. Justice Stephen could not have meant anythingelse than
what I have inlîcated, because a man of his eminence and
earning, one of the groatest criminallawyers of the pro ent
âge, if one may not aven extend that term to other branches
et jurisprudence, ho knows that that case is expanded on
he parliamentary and judicial history of Great Britain.
Dwyer Gray's case was made the subject of enquiry in Par-
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liament, and on the committee that investigated the
question of privilege which arose under that decision there
sat some of the ablest men of England, [reland and S.otland,
and the effect of the report they made was that there was
no necessity for pursuing the case further as a matter of
privilege. But, in consequence of the notoriety which that
case gave to the law of contempt, it was made a reason for
the Government introducing a Bill in the Session of 1883, in
the House of Lords, to amend the law relating to contempt
of court. Now, the amendîmente tbat were proposed are
significant, I think, in this discussion, in which we are told
that it was an old arid rusty weapon which was refurbished
in this case, and one which should be put beyond the reach
of the court. The amendments that were proposed were
in these directions: they were, first of all, to give means
for enforcing the deerees of the court without inflicting im-
prisonment for contempt ; they were to limit the jurisdic-
tion of the judges to commit for contempt to the extent of
£500 fine and three months' imprisonment, and they like-
wise afforded an appeal in case of conviction for contempt.
It may be that it will be wise to adopt, at some day, and,
perhaps, at no distant day, a provision for an appeal in all
cases of contempt ; but, leaving this caseout of the question,
which I will rot anticipate, there is certainly in the judicial
records of the country no reason for saying that the power
which has been vested in the* courts from time im-
memorial for adjudging cas, sof contenit shall be removed,
and there is no urgent reason for sking this House to adopt
legislation, for in this country the limits which the Bill of
18S3 proposed to establish have never yet been reached in
any one case. And I observe that although the case of
Dwyer Gray was made the subject of enquiry by a parlia-
mentary committee it was not proposed by any member
of the House of Lords-the Bill did not reach the louse of
Commons I believe, at all events it did not become law-to
take away from the courts the power to punish for contempt
even though, to use the hon. gentleman's expression, the
court in a certain sense sat as judges in their own case.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is time they did it.
Mr. THOMPSON. The bon. gentleman may be of that

opinion, but he differs in opinion from the wisest men of
the Anglo-Saxon race in every part of the world who have
given consideration to this subject.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not know that.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) That is not so.
Mr. TIHOMPSON. The reason is not very difficult to

explain to the hon. gentleman. It las been considered
necessary for the existence of the courts, and for their inde.
pendenoe and for the proper exercise of their authority, that
they should be clothed with these large powers-powers
which it is true may be abused as all powers may be, but
which are to be exercised under the strict responsibilbty which
attaches to the judges in respect of all they do. It would
be digressing to follow that argument just now, but I will
return to it in a few moments. I was stating the case of Dwyer
Gray for the purpose of recalling to the hon. gentleman's
mind some modern instances in which this power bas been
enforced. In another case, the case of Craddock, these were
the circumstances: He and another person were accused of
a crime. He pleaded not guilty; lis confederate in crime
pleaded guilty, and was removed from the dock. Craddock
underwent bis trial and was acquitted. The other man stood
aside for sentence, and as Craddock pasqed out he said:
" When you get out I will get even with you for splitting
on me." He went to prison that day, under sentence of a
year's imprisonment, for contempt of court for interfering
with the administration of justice. In another case which
was decided only last year, or at all events not longer ago
than 1883, thebe were the circumstances: It was a case in
which a judge of the igh Court of Justice was sitting in
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Chambers, and two solicitors having a sharp legal argument
before him, they took their departure and went down stairs,
and one of them shook his fist in the other's face. Although
the proceedings in which the dispute occurred were con-
cluded the solicitor was punished for that contempt, and
that was only a year or two ago.

An hon. MEMBER. Was it in the precincts of the
court.

Mr. THOMPSON. No; not in' the precincts of the
court.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It was in the precincts of the
court.

Mr. THOMPSON. The precincts of the court hart
nothing to do with it, but did not the hon. gentleman ask
us what sacred line was drawn r-ound the court hôuse?
Does the bon. gentleman mean to tell me that the protec.
tion which extends to the judge while on the court houe
steps, should not extend to him atter he passes the court
house gate, and that a judge is sacred on the'bench but you
can thrash him within an inch ofb is life when yoix get him
outside the precincts of the court. Here is the case to
which I refer as reported in the Law Reports:

" A solicitor who had attended the hearing of an application before a
judge at Chambers in the Royal Courts of Justice, immeliately after
such hearing and while the parties were on their way from the judge's
room to the entrance gate of the building, made use of groIsly abusive
expressions and threatening gestures to the solicitor on the other side in
relation to sucli application.

'®eld that suc condut in relation to proceedings before a judge at
Chambers was a contempt of court punishable by attachment.

"Exparte Wilton discussed."

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the hon, gentleman say the
proceedingshbad ended ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Certainly the proceedings about which
the altercation arose had ended.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman will see
that the man who made the affidavits swore that he was
threatened and that made it a contempt. If it had not been
for that it would not have been a contempt.

Mr. THOMPSON. Lord Esher says :
" It is not necessary to constitute a contempt of court thrt the con-

tempt should be in court or that it should be a contaIo,.ft a judge
sitting in cour t. Al that is necessary is that it should be a contemptuous
interfereuce with judicial proceedings, in which the judge is acting a.
a judicial officer. This proposition is laid down in terms in a learned
judgment prepared by Wilmot, 0. J."

Further on ho says that time and place have nothing
to do with the matter. Now we come back for a mo-
ment to the contention which was suggested to me by
the hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitche 1),
and which is suggestod indeed by another consideration,
as to the ground on which this large power, as I admît
it to be, ie conceded to the judges. Lot me recail it to
the flouse for a few moments. In the first place the
courts are armed with the power not merely for their own
protection, but for the protection of the people who do
business before them, for the protection of witnesses, and
for the protection of suitors who resort there. Lot me sup-
pose the case of a suitor having no access to the press and
another having accoss te the press, being the proprietor or
controller of a public paper, able to attack and intimidate a
judge on the bench, able to influence the opinions of a juiry,
able to influence the conduet aud demeanor of witnesses
and the freedom with which they should give their testi-
mony. Is it to be conceded that the suitor who has acces
to the press should be permitted to use that, to the dikad-
vantage of bis opponent in that suit?

An hon. MEMBER. No.
Mr. THOMPSON. Of course not, and the hon. member

opposite says no.
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fr. MITCHE . Does anybody els claim tiat?
fr. THOMPSON. Yes, the hon. gentleman's own etate

ment, that the judges ehould not ait in judgment on thei,
own case, claims it.

Mr. MITORIELL. I have not made any such statement,
but 1 intend to deal with that before I get through.

Ur. TROMPSON. The bon. memberhad better consult
aard before he says ho miade no such statement. He said

the sooner the power was taken from them the botter.
Mr. MITOCELL. I did say the sooner that power was

taken from them the botter, but you put words into my
mouth that I have not uttered.

gr, TIJOMPSON. The bou. gontleran need not trouble
himself by s8yng that I put words in his mouth that be
did Dot utter., Those are the worde thut came aerois to this
side of the Hogae, nd if ho did ngt mosn to say that judges
should be deprivod of the power of adjudicating on con-
tempts in their own courts, let him say so.

)Er. MITCHELL. I will tell yon by-and-bye what wus my
language.

Mr. THOMPSON. I dare say the hon. gentleman will
be able to say something by-and-bye different from what ho
said a few minutes ago.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will bc able to et you right on
what I said two moments ago.

Mr. RYKERT. Keep your temper,
Mr. MITCHELL. I will not have any Jesuitical inter.

pretatiou of what words I used in this House.
It being six o'elock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

IN 0031MITTEB.-TRIRI) READINGS.

Bill (No. 107) respeoting the York Farmers' Colonisation
Company (from the Senate).-(Mr. MOCulla.)

Bill (No. 97) to amend the Act to incorporate the Board1
of Management of the Church and Manse Building Fund of1
the Preabyterian Church in Canada, for Manitoba and thej
North-Wet.-(Mr. Daly.)

Bill (No. 80) to wind up the Bank of London in Canada.
-(Mr. Milla, Bothwell.)

Bill (No. 114) to amend the several Acts relating to the
Board of Trade of the City of Torouto (from the Senate).-
(Mr. 8"al.)

TME 0AE OF JOHN T. HAWK8.

Mr. TOIWPSON. A few moments bofore recess, whilet
I wa addressing mysoif to another branch of the argument,
the ban. gentleman, who brought this matter to the noticet
Of the lHRoe, read. a suggestion across the onse to mai
which caused me to divert for a moment from the lino of
argument I wasu rsuing. The interruption or suggestion

t Jutice Stephe, in giving
jndermt in a Dame in the igh CoUrt of Juatice ia Engrland, t
two or three months ago, said that ho had been unable to inds
anY precodent whatever for holding that to be S contempt of
=Ourt whiàh was a &ommuet upon a case after the case wasd
concluded. That led me to refer more particularly to thet
Case of Mr. Dwyer Gray; and before resuming the argu.t
meUt I wus âaroeig to prosent wbn the I31hone rose, I-
maet vero *0that ase for the purpose of making ou@ or a
tWo othier oIyservations, toe show what apare to me to be
the meaning ad f ect of that case. isra e tihat thea
grud du whih astenne was pronouuoed agsast Mr. Gray&
ws to view of the Iearned judge, Mfr. Justioe Laweon, that e

ffl

the severe strietvree which wore made in the De.biik
Freeaa on tJe oonduct of the jury in the partiolar 9a
in which they had just found a veri4ict of guilty, tended to
impede the course of justice by intimi4aitg jarors who

might be called to disoharge dutia s jurors in ethr ea
during the commission that wua then going o.

,Mr. WELON (St. John). That l eaot4y the diffw-
once; the Commission was aittiog.

Mr. THOMPSON. There are many disèrenus is tbe
case. But I am going to point out that the difference is
not one of prineiple at all. It isa imply one et detai]lin
that case which I revert te for the purpose of making
these explanations. It is true that, in all probability,
the punishmeut was euc(*bive. The judge biasalf pro.
b#bly thougbt so, beoiuse after the oummission hud 41
journed ho mitigated te punistahm t to som 0smaU esta
The point, however, is tba: tht that was #proedlg fQ
contempt in wlbioh there was an adjqdioatÀio that 6u artgto
reflecting upon the conduct of the jury wus a ognit 4
although it was published after the tril an4 proweingç
wore over

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman, I am ru,
wishes to state the facts fully and clearly, and will net ob-
ject to my interruption when I say that the oentempt of
court was in relation to the first case brought befoMe the
commission, and the learued judge beld that the rdeetioen
made by Mr. Geay in the article, for publishing whieh ho
was tried for contempt, probably would afeot the resait of
the other cases.

Mr. TROPSON. The ground c4a wie the ia, eprêe
ceeded was is view that the article tended ta il ppe th#
course of justios at that commimsion, an thb pinPo I Nko
is this: that ho held that to be so, sud that beieg s# it was
a contempt, notwithstanding the fact thoat it wasa e*t ioisai
upon a p4st trial. Now, the argament whib4 ws made by
the hou. momber for Qaee's (Mr. Davies), if it megat pay,
thing ut ail, upon that point of making a oouutractive ooe.
tempt of observations upon a past trial-the pith of the
argument presented to the louse by him before dinier was
that when once a trial was concluded, the judge, tbe jaror,
and everybody connected with the ucame wre harided ver
to public criticism and thers oould be no contempt; and
that was the sense in which my hon. friend referred to the
case decided in Mlarch last in the Righ Court of Justice,
The answer to the argument that comments ap#a a pat
trial cannot be oheld even to beoa cotempt, is that there ese
numerous instanQes, and Mr. Dwyer Gray'@ case is ne of
them, in which comment upon a past tri*l has beue hold W
be a contempt. I admit that the element was there thati i
impoded the due administration of justioe, and this must b#
the effect in every case.

Mr. DAVIES (P.8,I.) In the case of Mr. Gmay, v.
Justice Lawson was sitting on a commission appointed te
try a number of cases, and the first ease was one of the
same nature as others which were to follow; and Mr. Gray
baving made commenta upon the grat case, whiohthejjudge
thought was oalculated to impede the administration of jua,
tice with respect to the remaining cases before the commie-
oion, h. held that Mr. Gray was guilty of contempt of eourt.

Mr. THOMPSON. I thought the hon. mnember had un-
derstood me, but ho pvidently ha. not, and I will agin atat.
the case. Mr. Justice Lawson sat nder c9mimsion oIdin
the ussises in Dublin, to try a aumber of pensons chargea
with baving committed outrages in Irelane. The irt wi
a capital case, in wbich the jurors arrived at the conclusion
that the prIsoner was guilty. The trial was over, and,
according to the doctrine whicb tbe hon. gentlemen pre-
sented to-night, the judges, the jurors, the witnpsme, and
everybody connected with the case, were handed over t
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public criticism, as they were in this case in New Bruns-
wick; and the hon. gentleman' sargument went this far:
that no matter what that public criticism migh t ba, it could
not be held to be a contempt, even constructively, and could
not be held to interfere with the due administration of jus-
tice, because the trial was past and gone. Now, I mention
that case as one in which a comment upon a trial which
was past was held to be a contempt, was held to interfere
with the due course of justice, and that solely because it
passed the bounds of fair criticism.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) I think the ground upon which
that was held to be a contempt was that it was an interfer-
once with the course of justice.

Mr. THOMPSON. I might go further than that, and admit
that there is no contempt unless it is an interference with the
course of justice, and the only point of difference between
the hon. gentleman and myself is, that 1 say that a com-
ment upon a trial after it is over may interfere with the
due course of justice, and that it was so held in the Dwyer
Gray case. How it may interfere with the due administra-
tion of justice is for the court alone to decide. There were
thousands of people in Ireland, and many people in the
British Parliament, who did not see how the comments in
that particular case could interfere with the due adminis-
tration of justice, but it was held by Mr. Justice Lawson to
interfere because it insinuated that the jurors had come to
that conclusion by intoxication, and in this case, also, the
question as to how this interfered with the due administra-
tion of justice was for the judges alone to decide. They de-
cided it. In the one case, corruption was imputed to the
judge, and in the other case, corruption was imputed to the
jury, but both of these comments were after the trial, and
although the circumstances were different the principle was
the same. In the case in Ireland, the court held that this was
a serious imputation on the jury affecting them in regard to
cases which they might have to decide, and in New Brunswick
in this case, the judges viewed with grave disapproval the
attack on a judge who had simply made a mistake on a very
different point of law, because it was an imputation on the in-
tegrity of the bench and an attempt to intimidate judges who
might have to pronounue such decisions hereafter. I do not
propose to ait in judicial review on that decision, because the
judges must decide whether the due course of justice has been
interfered with. If the bon. member will turn to the place
in the English Hansard where that case is discussed on tbe
motion for a committee of enquiry into the breach of privi-
loge, he will find that, although that was a case in which
one of the leading members of the Irish party in the House
of Commons was subjected to severe punishment including
imprisonment, the leader of the Irish party, Mr. Parnell, in
discussing it, in regard to the limits which should be put to
the action of courts of justice in contempt cases, dis-
tinctly admitted that in that case the judge was quitewithin
his right, and was fairly within the law. I was about to cal]
the attention of the House to the reasouns which exist in the
mother country, which exist in the United States, and whieh
must necessarily exist bore, for the maintenance of this
power in the bande of the judges. Necessarily the courts
are the guardians of the property and of the liberties of our
people, and it is absolutely necessary that the humblest
individual who goes into one of our courts should have the
same protection as the greatest; that, when he goes into a
court, although the whole tide of public opinion should be
strongly against him, and tbe press too, he should have the
same justice whieh is granted to any other individual ; but, if
the press can freely impute motives to the jury or to the judge
who gives judgment in favor of the party against whom the
publie opinion and the press of the country have been
aroused, then there will be great danger te the proper
power and the impartiality of the bench. The oath of the
judge, and the oa of the jurore, and the oath of every one
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who is connected with the administration of justice, je not
only that he will administer it without favor, but also
without fear. Everyone who i connected with the admin-
istration of justice is human. Everyone who testifies in
the box, or acts as a juror, or sits on the bench, is amenable
to public opinion, and, if, when giving testimony or giving
judgment in favor of a person against whom the press
has aroused public opinion, thie witness, jurer, or judge
is open to such disgraceful attacks as had been made
in this case, the due administration of justice must be
interfered witb, and I can understand why tha judges of
New Brunswick have so understood this libel. There were
two remarkable cases in New York, in which two of the
greatest criminals of modern times were concerned. One was
the case of Tweed, who was convicted on a large number of
charges, and was sentenced to severe penalties. Not
only lad the publio opinion of that State been aroused
against him, and organisations formed to punish him,
but it took years to bring him to justice; and, although
the whole public sentiment and the whole. moral sen-
timent of that great commonwealth was against him,
the judges were fearless enough, after the sentence had been
pronounced, to set the verdict aside. Quite lately, another
great criminal was convicted in that State. Public opinion
pursued him with every weapon which it could use, and
the press pursued him also, but immediately after his con-
viction, his sentence was set aside. It is with the view of
preserving that same independence of the bench which will
brave public opinion, and will brave the press also, that the
law bas surrounded thejudges with the discretion of punish-
ing calumny in regard to the bench. Another reason is
that which I directed the attention of the House to
bofore dinner-the fact that judges, from their posi-
tion, have necessarily no opportunity of reply. We are
accustomed in Parliament to be assailed in regard to our
motives and conduct, but we are able to reply and defend
ourselves, we have friends and party allies who can
answer for us. But the judges must necessarily be
removed from personal conflict and precluded from enter-
ing on their own defence. It is absolutely necessary
that the judges should be in a position where they may
give theirjudgments, not only without affection but without
fear-as in the Tweed and Sharp cases in New York-
and, further, it is necessary that a judge should be
fearless in reversing, if ho so desires, his own decision when
ho finds he is wrong, as Judge Fraser did in th:s case. But
there could be no such independence on the bench if
the judges are to be assailed as they were in this case by
the imputation of the worst motives. If that is to b. per-
mitted, it will be found that the people who will accept
judicial offices will not be the men most worthy of thom.
Now, I want to call the attention of the House again, as
briefly as possible, to two or three authorities, for the pur-
pose of showing to what extent the press bas the right of
criticism. I will read from the case which the hon. gentle-
man cited, Regina vs. Wilkinson, and from the opinion of
Chief Justice Harrison. At page 101 he will find this doc-
trine laid down:

"In Huggonson'a case, Lord Hart wicke said: 'There cannot be any-
thing of greater consequence than to keep the stream of justie clean and
pure, that partiesmay proceed with safety both to themselves and to
their characters.'"
Chief Justice Harrison remarks:

" This language has been often quoted with marked approval"

Now, at page 92:
"While the right of public discussion in matters cf public interest is

important and should be protected, even while.involving the publica-
tion of defamatory matter, it is not in the publie interest to be per-
mitted, unies conceived in a fair spirit, in the spirit of fair disrussion
and not in a spirit of reckiesa or inconiderate imputation * * * *
No publie writer is allowed to impute improper motives to any man,
unless there be something to justify the imputation-something more
than the mere belief of the writer that what h wrote was true."
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Again, at page 96:1

"l The judgment of the court, consisting of several judges, is the re-
sult of the opinions expressed by the several judges, or the mojority of
,hem. The remult may be attained by different judges for different
reasons. The honest expression of these reasons, whether the judge be
in the majority or minority ; whether reflecting on parties to the suit,
witnesses or strangers, whose names necessarily appear in the proceed-
ings, muet be equally privileged and equally protected."

At page 97:
" The process of attachment for contempt muet necessarily be as

ancient as the laws themselves, for suits without a competent authority
to secure their administration froin disobedience and contempt, would
be vain and nugatory. A power, therefore, in the supreme courts of
justice to suppress uch contempts by an immediate attachment of the
offender, resulte from the first principles of judicial establishments, and
must be inseparable to every superior tribunal. * * * * The power
is now held to exist in every court of record, whether of superior or
inferior jurisdiction. If an inferior court attempte to usurp jurisdiction,
a superior court may interfere and prevent it,,

At page 107:
" The temperate and respectful discussion by the newspaper press of

the determination of our courts of justice is not to be interdicted, but
the mere invective and abuse, and till more, the imputation of false,
corrupt, or dishonest motives to those who are engaged in the adminis-
tration of justice, is not to be tolerated."

Again on the same page-and these are not the mere dicta
of Chief Justice Harrison himself, but in every case he i3
stating the opinion of eminent English judges:

"It certainly was lawful with decency and cando' to discuse the
propriety of the verdict of a jury or the decisione of a judge, and if the
defendants should be thought to have doue no more in this instance,
they would be entitled to an acquittal, but, on the contrary, they had
transgressed the law, and ought to be convicted, if the extracts from the
newspapers, set out in the information, contained no reasoning or dis-
cussion, but only declamation and invective, and were written not with
a view to elucidate the truth, but to injure the character of individuals
and to bring into hatred and contempt the administration of justice in
the country.

"cases may happen in which the judges and jury may be mistaken.
When they are, the law has afforded a remedy; and the party is entitied
to pursue every method which the law allows to correct the mietake.
But when a person hua recourse either by a writing like the present, by
publications in print,or by any other means,to calumniate the proceedinge
of a court of justice, the obvious tendency of it is to weaken the adminis-
tration of justice, and in consequence to sap the very foundation of the
constitution itself."
I ask the consideration of the hon. gentleman to that, as
he asked me, in contrasting this case with Dwyer Gray's
case, how while in that case the cause of justice might be
impeded in relating to future trials, the course of justice
might be impeded here whon this proceeding was passed,
and no other petition was to come on.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) Does the hon. gentleman refer to
the case he has just quoted ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I am making that observation in re-
ference to the effect which a criticism imputing improper
motives may have upon the course of the administration of
justice, whether past, present or future. The imputation
of improper motives, according to the language of the Chief
Justice, or a calumny on the proceedings of a court of
justice, has the obvions tendency to weaken the administra-
tion ot justice, and in consequence to sap the very founda-
tions of the constitution. Lawrence, C.J., in an American
case said:

"It i tihe power of the press, honestly, fairly and temperately to
criticise the courts of justice in regard to cases which have passed from
their jurisdiction, so long as the action of that court is correctly stated,
and the official integrity of the court not impeached."

That is expressly laid down in relerence to past cases, the
limitation of fair criticism which exists in relation to libel,
ard in relation to other cases of contempt. In the samo
case, the same learned Chiet Justice said:

" We wish to call the attentionof the press to the limits which cir-
cumscribe their commente on judicial proceedings, and to remind them
of the obligations imposed upon them by the great power which they
confeuaedly wield, especially do we desire to keep the judicial reputa-
lion of the state free froin the appearance of dishonor and to prevent
the growth of distrust in the minds of our own people, that would oer-

tainlyfollow the circulation of articles like the one under consideration
if permitted to go unrebuked "
Thon at page 112, the language isthis:

" Journalist as well se others, are prevented, in a country where law
is properlv adminisered, from taking the law into their own bands. A
law which would permit a person aggritved byan expressio'n cf opinion
by a judge in the discharge ci duty, te chastise the judge, would be
worse than no law, wbether the chastise:nent take the toi m et' personal
violence or vituperative language, there Is equally an offence against
the law."
I need not carry the argument any farther; I need not
carry it te the limit which the hon, gentleman himself sug-
gested b bis argumentî a lttle while ago, when ho statetd
that in relation to a past trial there could be no interfer.
ence with the administration of justice, and when he
intimated that, at any rate, the offence was punishable only
if it occurred within the precincts of the court. If the limit
is to be drawn there, when the trial is over, and the court
is closed, and the judge has left the precincts cf the court,
if the person who assails him is not punishable for contempt
of court, thon the effect is this: that every person who
wishes to arouse popular feeling in a case in which the
popular feeling is susceptible of being aroused, as we find
te be often the case, hoecan bring that state of feeling to the
point of inciting personal violence against the judge, and
yet be free from punishment. Now, there are one or two
other authorities which I must cite, because the hon. gentle-
man told me that Mr. Justice Stephen had been unable to
find them, and I would here call his attention to the fact
that ho was mistaken in supposing that Mr. Justice Stephen
had said that in bis judgment,

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L.) I read the judgment verbatim,
Mr. THONMPSON. The hon. gentleman said that Mr.

Justice Stephen declared in that judgment that ho had been
unable tu find procedents. I do not want to aeppar to be ac-
eusing the hon. gentlernan-which I am not doing at all-of
misquoting ; therefore I refrain from reading the judgment
of Mr. Justice Stephen, but the hon. member was mistaken.
There wae a celebrated case in Chicago in which the grand
jury, having found certain bills against the publisher of a
newspaper, was stigmatised and accused of improper
motives in that finding, and as that is the land of liberty,
and the centre of advanced principles, as regards porsonal
rights and the rights of the press, let me ask the hon. gen-
tleman's attention to what is there laid down. I am quoting
from tho Central Law Journal of 1876, vol. 2, page 250:

'' The power to punish for contempt i inherent In every court and
not derived from statutes. It is the power of self-defence, and without
it courts could net resist aggression. It includes all acts tending te
impede, embarrass or obstruct courts in the due administration o jus-
tice. All such acte are regarded in law as done in the preence of the
jndge, and are actual contempt. The position that courts can only
punish as contem pt acte done in the court room is supported by no
authority, English or American. What je a contempt Il te be deter-
mined with reference te the tendency of the act to obstruot the due ad-
ministration of justice and not by reference te the place in which
it le done. Constructive contempts are net aIl thoe committed
out oftthe view of the judge. An act which bas no tendency to ob-
struct justice, but only te wound the feelings or offend the personal
dignity of the judge, is at most only a constructive contempt. A rand
jury le a part of a criminal court, and while in session, engaged In the
discharge of its official duties, îs entitled to its protection. An editor
of a widely circulated daily paper, making In It vindictive and virulent
attacks upon the personal character of grand juries for their action ln
indicting him, which attaeks he well knows will b. read by them, while
the grand jury is still in session, le guilty of conduct tending te obstruct
justice."

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1.) Hear, hear,
Mr. THOMPSON. The authority te which the hon.

gentleman says "hear, hear," is directly in point, if he will
only substituto "the court " for "the grand jury." la
that case it is true the grand jury were sitting and were
iikely to read that statement, and to be affected by it. In
this case the imputation was upon the court, which cer-
tainly has not ooased to exercise its functions. This opinioA
continues:
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"Such acts tend not only to obstruct justice by improperly infin-

encing the conduct of the existing grand jury but of the petty jurors
when sitting in court, and who might be called upon to try the indict-
ment tending against such editor. buch contempts are actual not
constructive. Editors have thë same and no greater rights and are1
subject to the same responsibilities as other citizens."

Mr. I>AVIES (P...) Haar, hear.
Mr. THOMPSON. I am glad I bave succeeded in par.

tially convincing the hou. gentleman. I hope to remove
al his doubte. These observations were made by the Lord
Chancellor of England on March 8, 1883:

" The jurisdiction in matters of contempt was in its nature a penal
jurisdiction, and depended very much on the discretion of judges. It
was exercised summarily, and lu a manner which was entirely excep-
tional. It was impossiMbe not to uee that a jurisdiction of that kind
was liable frem time to time to provoke censure which, though it might
be entirely unmerited, could not be met and answered by the dis-
tin guished public servants who were the subjects of attack. They
enid fot vindicate their conduet; sud It was therefore detrimental
to the interesté of the public servide that they should be unnecessarily
es«oedin the dicharge of their dutiee to such criticism. The con-
liderations to which he had drawn attention appeared to apply with
dditional force bediiI it was rémtunberd that the power of commit-
tigg for emuVimpt might be exercised by every single judge of the Sape-
der Uourt, ad rwithin narrower limita by the judges of inferior courts.
There was yet another reason for leglslation. A judge, even if he pro-
neutmet à estence wbich rhight be severe, by nu means wished to be

ÈoeO ~ a wustê ha vs eesmry, au* Would villingly diminish the
.rrelity of the.sentenee upeuthe submiaon o the offending party.
Orders qf imprisonument for contempt were generally indefinite, it Deing
expeeted that the offender vouId maké onie apology of amends."

i invite the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to this
statement:

"But there were men so obstinate that they would never make sub-
mission. They like playing the part of inartyrs before any audience,
he*tet Rnited ; and they would prefer te remain in prsîca or an
indef,ite Une rather than submit themaeves to the law. Ino uch
cuhies thoughtlesm People Wero apt te censure the judges. And when
Ibh enteMpt ensisted il alsobedience to the orders of the court theé
obstiacy of the offending party might entirely prevent that which
vas thse main obJectoefrthe pumshment-namely to enforce obedience
te tie. order Mi t he courtT he offender had the. power by hie obsti-
àe M edil rendering the order ineffectuai. If, therefere, their lord-

shipes whle limti the power of icr enhnts oald at the same
ire Provide rorm better mes" of enforing te orders of the court
thbybuld unïdoubtedly be doug a goeod thlug.ý1

il. WELDON (St. John). Is that the same debate in
which Lord Fitzgerald took part ?

Mr. TROMPSON. It ià the debate on the Contempt of
court's Bill

. DAMES tP.E..) It wasi fôr eeolesiastical offences,

Mr. THOMPSON. No, not at all. That was the kind of
Oentempt in reforence to which it was proposed o substitute
ahetber penalty for nimgrisohment, but there *as no smch
dêhágà jb.òposed *i relation to commits on judges and in
reateion le publicatios which obetruct the coarse of justice.
If I l'mm tpeat the afgueiàt in-drdet- to remind the hon.

mate1iahi ;i ft I Il' - o. itoh ftéó 1bject of contèmpt
was oanvassed in t dèbeie on -mthe Bil which was
feedeik o 4tie ese ef Dwyer Gray, there was no prnposat
r n aqitey that the pôw'e. f adjudicating on cobtéempt

Sdd be taMenout of tthibande of the judges, or that tihe
ties should be made any less for au e&n nee of this kind
id bebe iùtlleted d(M D)yer Gray. The hon. gentiènan

naùe an argument to the Ilouse of this kind!: e said that
tlh eae -it Ishould apply to entempt as ha been appiied
by th e bhnge of the i* with r'espeet to libel, nd that thue
matter should in every case be submitted to a jur. The
Rouse will perceive ut ontô, *hen it reflets fnpoli the peu-
har natare W<eft tnpt, the inapplicability of tait iremedy.
la th* Atat place, from the very nature of the ofenee the
panisbmeit, if it is to be inflicted at all, muet be inflicted
at oeoe. It is intended qtite as much with a view te pre-
Ventieh asWtith view to enure; sud I would like to ask
this: 8spoe w.itroduce into the law of oontempt the
prinmipte Lich »ow prevails in regard to the iaw of libel,
and that is that the prosecution should be taken by iundiet-
ment, what position would the court oocupy which found

Mr TiloMooN.

its jurors, suitors, witnesses, bailiffs, sheriffs and everybody
connected with it maligned and the course of justice ob.
structed ? They mnst, forsooth, submit to have the course
of justice absointely thwarted in ail the proceedings that eu
possibly be affected and wait perhaps till next eatf to halve
the case brought before a jury in sone other part of the
country. There is this fallacy in the hon. gentleman's
argument also : It would not apply to cases of wtat the hon.
gentleman calis constructive contempt, where the lôntempt
is a mere obstruction to the progress of justice by iùterfering
with the officers of the court. Bat he would have this in-
vidions principle introduced: If a main commit rdinary
contempt of court, then, according to the hon. gentléianâ
contention, he might be brought up and punished at once
under the law relating to contempt, betauee hoesays that
would interfere with the due administration of justice. But if
the offender was sufficiently bold to add to his offence that
of libel, then summary proeeedings shoaid not be taken to
punish him, but the- proceeding shouid be by inditment. So
thegreater the offence-the more grievous the conte mpt-the
greater immunity the offender would have, and the greater
chance to escape, and the greater certainty of securing
delay. Let me call the attention of the fouse one moment
before I conclude, to the cases to which the hon. gentleman
has called muy attention-one of them decided in the ligh
Court of Justice in March last, in respect of whieh the htm.
gentleman Wa *indet- the iirpteslion, and he gave the
House the impression, that there *as a decision that
there could net be, in relation to a pat proeeedingt
an adjudiention that a eomment was a contempt. i hae
read that case carefnlly, and I think the hon,. geâtit.
man will cone to the same conclusion as myaelf, after a
littie reflection upon it, that it does not decide anythiag of
the kind. That *as Un application made by a fuit, tô have
the oditor who had made strictures panished for eohtempt.
He made it after the verdiet, and while the ease was pending
únder an application for a new tHial. The two judges,
Justice Field and Justice Stephen, who delivered the jadg-
ment in that case, carefully abstained fromn sayieg that
they bad not the power to grant the application. On the
eontrary, there is every reason to believe they were con-
vinced they had the power, bat they merely decided that it
was not a proper case in which to exercise that power. It
must be admitted that apon an application ct that kind
made by a suitor in the court-I amdistinguishtng betweeu
proceedings for contempt which originate with the court
itself, and those in which the snitor catis àttention to the
contempt-it must be admitted that the application ai one
for the diseretion of the ooart. The judges there treated it
so, and in the ieercise of their diseretion they deelined te
give the attachme at whici was sked for. Bat there is not
a syliable in that decision from beginning to end to seain
the boutention that a re.fection upon the proemedings in a
pat trial nnot be treated as contempt. I must revert fok
a moment te 4*o points whih escaped my remoileotion, a»d
which have jast eeurred to it newi To resume for an in-
istant the argument with reference to the inappliabifity of
the libel proceedings, allow me to quote to the House again
an American authority, and a very high one-the Âbemy
Law Journal-whih wrote on this quetien in 11i* it
i# aIl the more applicable, beoause it wsM tated that me
were old doctrines, doctrines belongiig to by-goite ihtn
in the iold country, and that they bad no application in twi8•
conitry at al. Tisi is *hat the bommeattor nays en
the proposition that the ordinary proedings for pWiMdh-
ing contempt must be abandoned, and ptooeedings by 1hW
resorted to :

"¶rhe ftnhed julmuu Mfto 1mw bafoie soS %ear xIbu, M
every one Shot is déessions effeud. ne-mut qunt his business in a o
and leare t. bench and travei to infesor cours and give sstas-

ne È"thei, negktiing In te aM"sime -lhédutiesvlrhf be»lm
euish et* * *enerou h ofsapin ho ~ - tha disara

puuiament aud the. numerou nn et m000koipag 1% W;;Ii diesa $13
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expta himent of all is terrors. Nor would theI Insulted eourt
evethiaofth atetmpt to ainse the laflotion of punishment under so
may diosfl ragutds. No eener do«s he get threib one set of een-
troveraies, thon some ether disatisfied suitor aussai im with <qual
courge and involvu hhÎfii e others. l.nmust go &gain and torêver
through thimMe ain utile et Texaion osud troubte. Wei1 xuay a judge
sbrnk from the perpetumi oosfidab whith ho has to maitmaiVinci.
cation of oPini"as la which he has na individ4ual interest, and the
unceaSing calumuies to whieh he is exposed for the protection of othere."

Niow, the hon. gentMenian cited to some extent the deeiislon
in the Brown ese, froïn theopinion of Mr. Justice Morrison.
Mr. Jnstices Mrrison diusented fron Ohief Justiee Harri-
son, and from iy réading of the views expressed I nd that
Mr. Jgstie Morrion differed from Ohief Justice Harrison
solely on the gt4unds that the contempt whioh was com-
plained of, being an tiako apen Judge Wilson, b.d been
ignored by adge Wilson, hd betu ignored by the court,
and ws only brought tO the notièe of the oourt by the suitor
who attempted to take up, inb is own interest, the reflections
cast on the Ourt. Mr. Jus8Ioe Morrison said that the delay
whioh had taken place ompletely put it out of the power
of thâeuiatot to avait himself Of saoh remedy, and all the
commente whieh were read this afternoon and the whole
jidgment of Mr. Jastice Morrison, iin dissenting from the
opinion of Ohief Justice Harrison, is based not upon the doe.
ti-in., St ll, tthat therseaun be no contempt in relation to a
pest tri and no pnnishnientt for contempt in cases of that
kibd, b«t solely beoase the .uitor who desired to avail him-
self ôt the power of the coart in that instance was disarmed,
because of delay and negligenoe in taking up the proceed.
ings. The Mho. gentleman asked me how I reconciled the
view whieh I 6M expressed with the view I expressed on a
torner oesion, in reference to the case whieh oceurred at
Calgary. I have no hesitatton in saying that the two cases
have as marked a distiaction between them as cases could
posibly have. At the same time every case of the exorcise
o1 jedicial powere of this kînd muet, I insist, depend upon its
own merits. I admit that the powers of the judges with
*hich the e'o armed in relation topanishment for contempt
are s»er; they are alimited ; they are emenedingly excep.
tiona inU the rtinlar that thby have to be exercised by
the party *ho is imeelf aggrieved, ad the very fact that
those powrs ae so steeptionl, seo severe sad so ar bitrary,
are reasons fer attaching thé highest and stricteat responsi-
bility on those *ho ndelrake teouse them. Therefore, while
1 mainbis, as i endeavered t de this afternoon, that those
poers eiest, l"d that their existetce onght to be main.
tained, I am willing to go the full length of conceding that
their ezerôiseedght to be guarded with the strictest criticism
os the part of those who have the right to- criticise, and
the strictest responsibiliîty with regard to the consequences
te the jadgs themselvee. Asumnig that those po#ers
were possesed by the two judicial officers, the eue elas
in New Brunswick and the other in Calgary, which I do
met Wdmit in regàrd to the last, except for the purposes of
the preêetm argtment, we have to onsidet the vases in
Whith they *erre ekereised f« the purpose of seeing
whetiwe they Wre exeroised unduly. In the first place I
wab of opi*ten that the magistrate in the North-West Ter.
ritéties did et pseeas the high jurisdiction ho undertook
1o use. le was an inlérior magistrate, armed, it i% true,
wak gieat powea by statto in reltilon o t5e administra-
tin of justioe in the Nerth-West Territories, but not
possesing, I thiak, the inherent powes, in relation to the
sUmmary proceedings for contempt which he undertook to
etrcise.

Mr DAVIES (P..I.) Had k not theP ower of a court
reord ?

L. TRO)MPSON. For certain purposes, and not at all
nemOO0kri1y t*ftwing that he has the summary right
te Pni for tempt. The e are loes e iensI0D5
as to the powers of courts of record, but when we corme

to consider them we will find that broad definitions do not
work very well. There are many justices of the peace in
this country who are entitled to hold courts of record, and are
not entitled t seond te prison persons who may cri-
ti.ise their prooeedings. lu that case, whether ho had
jurisdiction or not, the procedure by which ho undertook to
exercise it, was wholly irregular. It was a case, moreover,
in which the judge was acting alone. ln this case the
powers have been exercised by the wbole bench, and Ihe
judge himself, who was the aggrieved party, not sitting
upon the determination of the case. The calumny which
was made the subject of the proceedings for contempt in the
New Brunswick case, were calumnies against Mr. Justice
Fraser-it is true, indirectly they were a reflection
upon the court itself, but they were directly imputations
against the motives and integrity of Mr. Justice Fraser-
and the adjudication bas been made by judges of co-ordinate
authority wsio constitute the full bonch in that Province.
Furthermore as to the reason why one might be disposed to
review the decision of the magistrate in the North-West
and decline to review the decision of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick, on legal grounds such as were prosented
this afternoon, one might well take this distinction : that in
relation to the proceedings in the North-West the editor
was absolutely without any remedy, and there was even no
habeas corpus. There was no appeal te the Supreme Court,
either in relation to the proooedings for contempt-as
to which I admit there was no appeal bere but there
wa no juriadiction in any judge of the Supreme Court of
Canada te grant a writ of habeas corpus.

Mr. DAVIES (P.B..) Howt would habeas corpus remedy
the matter? They could not bring before them by a writ of
certiorari the proceedings ander which Mr. Hawke was
imprisoned, and, therefore, they could rot determine the
legality or illegality oW those proceedings. They would be
bound by the recitals of fact that in the face of the warrant,
and these recitals would not show whether the contempt
was one they had a right summarily to punish or not.

Mr. THOMPSON. If the hon. gentleman is right in the
contention ho presented to us this afternoon, the court is
absolutely without jurisdiction and he pressed thaL argu-
ment so far as to contend that this man was right in de-
clining to answer interrogatories.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) The bon. gentleman will not
surely put that in my mouth. I sid that the court was
within its juriediction if it imprisoned a pereon for contempt
of court during the pendency of any proceedinge, and that
if h. wa brought up before the Supreme Court of Canada
under a habeas rerpus, the warrant under whioh the jailor
woeuld sot wouid net show whether the contempt wa com-
mitted before or alter the end of the legal proceedîng, and
as that court had no power to bring up the proceedings by
certiorari, they would be bound simply by the recital of
facts on the face of the warrant itself, and could not there-
fore determine whether the court was right or wrong in
imprisoning him.

Mr. TaIOMPSON. It is impossible for anyone to tel
that without seeing the warrant under which he i. eom-
mitted. But wheon I spoke before dinner about an appli-
cation for the writ of habeas corpus, I was answering the argu-
ment of theb on. gentleman, which was proceeding on the
irregularity ofîtbese proceedings. Thet is not the point I
am now dealing with. What I am insisting on withregard
to the Calgary case is this: that as to the ground taken
that there was nojurisdiotion for the magistrate tomniet the
penalty or make theadjadication, the editor was completely
without redres, because, although the warrant might give
him a release ader the writ of habeas corpus, he had no
right to apply for il to asy judge of the Sapreme Oart of
Canada. As regards the particular prwsdin<- that took
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place in the Calgary case, the bon. gertleman put the
question to me how I interfered in the Calgary case if I
could not interfere here. I will state how the interference
took place. The magistrale thought fit to communicate
his decision to me for the purpose of getting my observa-
tions upon it; and, after the doubt as to his jurisdiction
had presented iteelf not only to my mind, but I may say,
perhaps withont breach of confidence to the highest judi-
cial authority in this country, I communicated to Mr.
Travis by telegram a message like this:

" I think that the prisoner should be- released, and your authority
will be better preserved if his discharge is your act rather than that of
the executive.''
Now, it only remains to call the attention of lon. gentlemen
opposite, who are pressing this case for the purpose of
getting executive interference, to the point, before they
press it any further, as to whether there is any authority
for the executive to interfere at ail in such cases. In
the case of Mr. Green, which was discussed in the English
House of Commons six or seven years ago, it was stated by
the Home Secretary that enquiry had been made, and it
was found that there was no precedent whatever for exer-
cising executive interference in cases of contempt. That,
it is true, was in relation to a proceeding in which the
imprisonment was for the purpose of enforcing an order of
the court ; and the prisoner remained in contempt ; but in
consequence of the abolition of the court or some circom-
stance of that kind, it had been absolutely put boyond the
power of the tribunal which imprisoned him- to discharge
him. Notwithstanding that, it was the opinion of the
Home Secretary, after consultation with the highest legal
authorities, that the power of executive interferencedid not
exist. In a later case, I think that of Mr. Dwyer Gray,
the Lord Chancellor of England stated in the House of
Lords, that precedents lad been searched for, and that
there was no precedent whatever for executive interfer.
ence in a case of contempt. It is true, there has been a dis-
tinction drawn between classes of contempt, cases which
were in the line of compulsion and cases which were of a
punitive character.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Criminal.
Mr. THOMPSON. Nocessarilv criminal. The distinc

tion was established only by a decision of a recent date
in the Court of Appeal in England. It is a modern
distinction, and there is still no precedent whatever in
England for executive interference in cases of contempt,
whether punitive or otherwise. In ail probability, the
natural effect of the decision making that distinction would
be tbat executive interference might be had in cases wher e
the punishment was of a punitive character. At the same
time, no distinction bas in practice been established, and
there is no precedent for a case of that kind.

Mr. WELUOON (St. John). I did not intend to take any
part in this debate; but after the position taken by my
bon. friend the Minister of Justice, I feel that, situated as I
am, it is only right for me to address the louse on this
subject. The hion. Minister certainly las taken an extra-
orimary course in this matter. I would have hoped that,
situatedi as be is, as Minister of Justice in this country, as
the Attorney Geueral holding a quasi-judicial position, he
would have approached this subject in the judi-
cial spirit in wbich my bon. triend from Queen's
(Mr. Davies) approached it. The question which
my bon. friend put betore the louse was with regard to
the exercise of the power by the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick, whieh my hon. friend questioned, not only
because in his view it was improperly exercised, but alseo
because, if there was such a power in the court, he thought
the attention of the Government should be called to it, with
the view of abolishing that anomaly in our jurisprudence.

Mr. TBQxPsoà.

The hon. Minister has devoted most of his attention this
evening to points on which we do not disagree. Ie bas
made an elaborate defence of Mr. Justice Fraser, and h. has
also endeavored to point out that the exercise of this juris-
diction exists where there has been an interference with
the administration of justice. On either point there has not
been the elightest difference so far as we ai e concerned. I
feel a certain delicacy in speaking on this subject. I[do not
intend to impugn or attack the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick; but I must say that if this power does exist,
it has been exercised, I will not say in an improper, but
certainly not in a judicious manner. The members of the
Supreme court of New Brunswick are gentlemen before
whom I appear as a practitioner, and they are friends
of mine; and so far as Mr. Justice Fraser is concerned,
I do not differ from the hon. Minister in regard te his
high character. I have known that hon. gentleman as
a judge; we were admitted to the bar together; we
enjoyed friendly relations while he was at the bar;
and while I regret that lis conduet in this case las been a
little injudicious, I must say that I have every faith in bis
honesty and integrity. In that respect, there is no difference
between us in this louse at ail. I must say that the lon.
Minister of Justice has not met the argument of the hon.
member for Queen's. He has made an elaborate argument
upon points on which we do not differ, and it seems to me
that my hon. friend, whom I have seen at the bar and
whose manner of arguing a case I have admired, was in the
position of a distinguisbed friend of mine and a namesake
of the hon. gentleman, when, before our court he was
asked-after he had very elaborately before that court
argued a point of law- by the Chief Justice : "Mr.
Thompson, do you really believe what you are arguing ? "
"IWell," he said, "if it comes to that, I do not, but 1 want to
make the court believe it, if I can." I think my hon. friend
is very much in that position, and I do not blame him for it.
He is holding a brief and trying to argue it. I would be
quite willing to leave it to the honest convictions of my
hon. friend to say whether he is right or not, because I
believe he is too good a lawyer to have any faith in the law
he has expounded to-night. The first point my hon. friend
put was with regard to the writ of habeas corpus. If any
one of the judges of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick
was callod on to issue that writ, what would be the result ?
It would be simply the order or warrant upon which the
party was committed, in order to ascertain if the court had
the jurisdiction to commit him for the case which appeared
upon that warrant. No court could go behind that warrant
to ascertain why he was put there. My hon. friend knows
that quite well.

Mr. THOMPSON. I know nothing of the kind without
seeing the warrant.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I put it, that if, on a warrant
of habeas corpus, the warrant was that Mr. Hawke was
conm mitted to the custody of the shei iff of the county of
York for contempt of court, attested by the hon. the
Chief Justice, signed by the clerk, and under the seal of the
court, no court in this Dominion has the power to discharge
him, and my hon. friend knows that.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not dispute that for one moment,
but according to the argument addressed to us this after-
noon, no such warrant could have been issued.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). That must have been
returned. The return must have been a return to the
sheriff of the county of York asking: By what authority
do you hold this man in your custody ? And the answer
would be: By the authority of the Supreme Court ot New
Brunswick which committed him for contempt of court.

Mr. THOMPSON. That would not be the return at ail.
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M-r. WELDON (St. John). I do not know if the hon.

the Minister Of Justice bas seon a copy of the attachment
which han been issued in this case. It was simply to arrest
him for contempt of court. The attachment in Mr. Hawke's
case I have not seen, but I have seen attachments in similar
cases, and therefore speak of what I know. My hon. friend
bas put forward a defence of Mr. Justice Fraser as if he
had been attacked for having changed his mind. Now,
what I contend in this case is this: That his Honor Mr.
Justice Fraser's attention was called to this point, and
while the hon. the Minister of Justice is right in saying
that the point was not argued before him at any groat
length-

Mr. THOMPSON. The question is whether in New
Brunswick the writ of certiorari is available with the writ
of habkas corpus.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think not. Do you ask
to the court itseif ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). I think not.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is in all the other courts of Can-
ada, except the Supreme Court of New Brunawick.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). No doubt the writ of
certiorari applies. The Court of New Brunswick and any
Supreme Court bas the right by writ of certiorari to bring
up the record from inferior tribunals, but I know of no
power in a court to bring up on a writ of certiorart the pro.
ceedinge before themselves. The proceeding is in the Su-
preme Court. How thon can it be brought up before that
court on a writ~of certiorari? The only case in which a
court can bring up proceedings against itself is what is called
a writ of error, coam nobis. Can a court issue a writ of
certiorari to itself? I never heard of such a thing.
What is the writ ? It is from an inferior court to a
higher court, to renew the proceedings of the former.
I am not speaking of the effect of an appeal from
CSesar to Cesar, but of the power of the court itself. My
hon. friend informs me there is a h7beas corpus, and bas
also put forward the statement that Mr. Hawke had the
right to justify himseif on the interrogatories. I an not
going to discusa what ho had a right to do on the inter-
rogatories. What ho did do was to dispute, not only the
jurisdiction of the court, but ho availed himself of what ila
the right of every man. He sheltered himself under the
right to refnse to admit to what might lead to criminal
prosecution. Put a man in an ordinary court of justice,
and let him tell the judge that to answer a certain ques-
tion might subject him to a criminal prosecution, and the
judge will bold that ho bas a right to refuse to answer. Mr.
Hawke refused to answer. On this point I would like to
refer to the answer made by Mr. Horace Greely, when ho
was brought before a judge for contempt of court. His
answer was this:

" For answer to the interrogatories filed and served on him says that
le is now and ever since its formation has been the principal editor of
the newspaper called The Tribune and is one of ita proprietors, by being
a stockholder of the corporation that holds the same. That, as such
editor and proprietor he is subject to ail the respousibilities tbat justlypertain to that relation. Believing that this avowal is a substmntial
answer to ail the interrogatories propounded to him, he moet respect-
folly declines to answer any quemtiona that may expose any of his asso-
CiAtes in 'the editorship and publication of said newspaper, In the dici-
Pluie f this tribunal, preferring te abide the consequences, be they
what they may."

I will add what the court did in that case. The court
decided that no disrespect was intended, and discharged,
Mr. Greely. So much with regard to the points mad by
my hon. friend as to the question of interrogatories. Now,
we c:>me to the rea), the serious question, which is the

one my hon. friend intended to bring up. It is the question
of the position of the courts, not only of New Bcunswick
but of the whole Dominion, witb regard to this power. My
hon. friend bas pointed out that in days gone by, the judges
held the decision of the question whether an article was a
libel or not, was in their power to decide. The old doctrine,
that the decision as to what constitutes a libel was a ques-
tion of law with which the jury had nothing to do, and that
the only question for the jury to decide was the publication,
is now obsolete. When in Parliament the law was altered,
we find that the question of libel was made a question
for the jury to decide, and thus it is that the judges
of New Brunswick, in order to sustain the position
they bave taken, have to go back to cases of remote
date for the purpose of establisbing a precedent to Chief
Justice Wilmot in the case of Rex vs. Almon, when the
latter was indicted as the publisber of Junius' letters, which
for their language, their bitterness, and their calumny,
if i may use the terms my hon. friand bas used, far
exceeded any of the articles now complained of. My
bon. friend bas failed to show any authority in the presont
day. He bas read the language of the justices as to what is
the right, and what we contend isthat, in the present state of
society, the present position in wbich we stand, it comes to
toe question of libe! or no libel. We should corne to the
standpoint laid down bv Erskine and Fox, and lot a man
be tried by his peers, and by a jury of twelve of bis feilow
countrymen. The lion, gentloman says that, if that wore
followed, the judges would have to come down from their
high station and be tried by thcir irferiors. If Her
Majosty's ropresentativo in this Dorninioi were libelled,
ho would have no power to comrnit a man for contempt,
and, if jndges are placed in that position, is it not for
the public safety and for the freedorm of the press
that tbey also should seek the ordinary tribunals?
I um not here to defend theso artioles or to say whether
they were right or wrorg. In my opinion, they were too
strong and were not justified by the occasion, but that is
not the question. The question is whother the courts should
bave that arbitrary power and should b accusersjudges
and executionors. My hon. friend says that Mr. Justioe
Fraser took no part in the decision. It is true that h( did
not; ho very proporly rot ireu fron the bench at that time ;
but I was presert in the court when the proceedings took
place, and thi first article which was road was a rdflection
upon the court, aid it was so held, and corsequently the
judges were passing an opinion in regard to themsclves.
My bon. friend elaborated at great length the point that
Mr. Justice Fraser did right in corrocting a mistake I
agree with him in that. I think, when a judge comes to a
conclusion that he was in error, ho ought to correct the
mistake ; but, it is most unfortunate that, when Mr. Justice
Fraser's attention was called to that mistake-and the
Miniater of Justice does not dispute that his attention was
called to it-he did not give that consideration to
it which ho afterwards gave. No doubt in that ho in
fortified by the decision of judges in other cours
who had taken the same view, and ho had a perfect
right afterwards to change bis view and cort ect
bis decision, and I do not find fault with that, because we
find that judges often change their opinions after hearing
arguments. That, however, is not the question. The
question is that, after ti matter was disposed of, after it
had become a matter of the past, a record of judicial deci-
sion which was past and gone, the court should be sup.
posed to have a right to bring a party up who chooses to
criticise them. If my hon. friend is right, there is no
limit to that. Mr. Ilawke might bave waitedfir twoyears
and then criticised the decision, and, according to my hon.
fricnd, he could still be made ame1 ble. I put it, to the
hot. gentleman, if t t tnrticle had bfon written on the lst
May instead of being wiit.n in fNovember, would Mr.
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Hawke bave been amenable to the jurisdiction of the indietments were drawn in other oaeaq Ato4oocfgthat
court when six months had passed? In regard to the the articles were oontempt of court, just iAW»oa nd:
Dwyer Gray case, my bon. friend spoke s if the court was 41 b the srliemeueouluiugthese atrocLoUsa at4ui*bolt
sitting when the articles were written. It was not. The teexoualon of Cathoiu rom the jury, are np.cia a otespt of
court had closed. My hon. friend from Westmoreland court> and they are writen for one parpose and one purpooe-ouly, bex-
seemed to be very much interosted in that case, but it ù cite in the mmd of the gentlemen of that periusion, attending upou the

31r7 panel, au id.es thaï they are outraoise or u'uftirly *eah with «d4
very atrange that his counsel did not appeat daring thesix the intention is thou >uy Ostholieu ared apo4u a auqnat
montbs, but waited until the end of the terrn, and thon jury there ehould ba an impression lett on their mmds which wqul,
applied on the ground that the time had elapsed. It was a prevent them and Interfere with thein bh due and proper dipctarge
very nice little catch. Justice Lawson says that when the Catholice, wbo, Dwyer

Mr. TROMPSON. Had there not been a decision in the Gray says weroosracied-tbat when they went en a au F_
meantime by Judge Wallbridge ? soquontjury, th impression loft by these articles upon

their minds was sucb as would intorfere with the proper ad.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I have no rocollection of sub m î8tration of justice. Ho say-
a decision, but it is singular that at the boginning of the "lu My opinion juror, of ail persana ubc çonily, Nqu te
term thoro was no auplication made, but at the end of the Protected in c h1jp
trm it was made. My hon. frend used the ter "covi much matter; tey are probably able t protect themelve ; but juronteri itwu ade My ou.frind aedthe ern Ilconict corne here and act witbout foe or reward ; they undertake, flot volun-
in regard to Mr. Hawke. I am ot here to defend or justify tari y, but compulsrly, the mont arduous duU.a1
Mr. lawke or the position which he took. I think this Thon again ho say8:
matter takes a broader ground. It is based on broader IlIh the poition of Ur. Gray grAtly aggmvate his offenu. I
grounds than the mere individual, but I think it is unfortu- tbink he owed a duty to the court which he has meut uerionuly
Date that the Minister of Justice should have applied that ueglected. if there were imputations a;sinst thèsegicen, ttere
term to hima. H1e is not a convict. He has been fined and wasa mode of obtaining a proper enquiry; if there le an imputation
imprisoned, as Mr. Dwyer Gray was fined and imprisoned 'g"nt the Orown for havin.g packed a jury,*ier th# oppiieiw isover that ms.y be enquired Inte ln the propor plece ; but dnring the
when ho was high sheriff of the city of Dublin and a member pendency ofthe commisio, to attaok the Crowa for pa.kingjuri«,
of Parliament, but I do not think that term was ever applied sud juries for acting improperly on insufflient evidence, and te attack
to him. The hon. gentleman has referred to that case and ýbe jadge for rejecting evidence whioh le ouet Vo have adittc, $bat
also to the Johnson case, which he read fron the January la atate of things which ceunot le tolemted.0
number of the Law Reports. That was a case of actual Mark the emphaeis which Justice Lawsou paVa upon tho
contempt of court, where, in going ont of the courtCosds t
the man said, ho would pay him off. That was comitted commisson was ovor. Thon wo hnd*tst su Mly,
in the aula regis, in the presence of the Crown, because Wheflhe reduoed the fine, ho said this:
the judges are supposed to represent the Crown, and "The power of the superlor court to commit for tontempb in part of
he undertook to make a threat against the party in the ecommon law cf Euglnd, and in essential in onder te protact the feadministration of justice. lt b lould, howeyer, be mild a4rotly lp
aula regis, which was just as much a contempt as if ho had defence cf the proceedings of the ourt for thc protection cf mitgra, and
struck the judge on the bench. lIn the judgment of Lord ail thon engaged in the administratio of justice, includingjurera
Esher, it is clear that the case was pending on an interlo- witnemes, aud those ongaged in the coaduot of the prooocnu
cutory proceeding in the courts, and that, an order having defence ciminal.."
been served on a solicitor to produce papers, before he Ky hon. friend said it wa1 a coaterat of court to armt a
went ont of the court, ho made this attack on the other witness, anà in seeking procedants, ho brongbt forward the
solicitor, and used this opprobrious language which they case 'f -lwitncs arrested wbich was hold to be a contempt
held was not a construnaivn oontempt of court but an actualof co-ù t.,Now, I have had soma expoiico at the bar
contempt of court. What I want to draw the attention of with regard to witnesseabeing arrested, and 1 nevoe
my hon. friend to is that the Johnson case was an interlo- that it wâs a eontempt of court
cutory case, that it was a matter in Chambers, that it was Mr. TUOhW3O. I cau sotisy the bu, gentlom. op
a matter thon proceeding, and, in consequence of the order that subjeet in five minutes.
of the court, this difficulty arose between the two solicitors.
The court might bave taken up the proceeding, because the Mr. WELDOS (St. John). la our poee I1never heard
man was an olieer of the court, but it did not take that of Bach a thing. If I bave s rlgbt 6941»t a M6n1Vo arrest
ground, but took the ground that it was an actual contempt hl, if ho is protected by the pros of the court, h. sisply
of court. My hon. friend did not rely bo much on that case, 5k@ he proteCtion of the courf, But howdo.sanyono know
but ho put forward the Dwyer Gray case as being exactly whether a man is a witneu or not? If there la an attempt
a case in point, and he turned up the Parliamentary pro- to arrest him, ho applios te the oourt and goto probcetion.
oeedings in reference te the matter of privilege. But this is But that has nothing Vo do with tiis cas..In t e te
not a question of privilege, and in the Dwyer (Gray case, hon. getieman clted 1V world come wtthin the doctrine laid
what was the position ? Re was the sheriff, and had to suma- down, and lpon whieh thero is » . ispute, because it w"
mon the jurors u that case, and ho used some extraordinaryinterlere with the administration of jstie. and prevent a
remarks in his newspaper. Ur. Justice Lawson had beev Mwn AUOzdiag Lç»' 00epurpof givi»g ovi4n. JMtie
appointed to try several cases of a similar character under lawsS g on Vo My:
aspecial commission issued for that purpose. kir. Dwyer Is
Gray, as editor of the Frecman, made strong remarks on fomt for st da qfM dimy UW ai the ofsdtr voul4 b. te
the conduct of the jury in the first case tried. Al the cases "e my rwedy, *m ali . 4obw vould bsp
turned on the same point, and it was supposed tbat the lan- haOs. dis rwiey *"Id bc a"lme It b" »O& *t t s
grage would bias the jurors in the other cases. It was not, cek ud natuoo bbcp$ad ttasIOWVin th# lTs d p Mm
in reference Vo the case that was pat 4, but it was supposed-saaa . glande bu lad a Vr aIntw 5ct, *0 à4s mny iaw-
that it would bia and influence the jirors in the cases that ledge of its existence, theugl it lnet called mb acticaiU»4@'Me .bk
were to follow. Now, when we come to the decision of Jus- improper liconse."
tice Lawson, we find that it does not support the proposition Now, Mr. Speaker, Jpotice IAWOQJI $ero rto the Tici-
put forth by my hon. friend. In that case a panel of jurors borne case. There wps ie ças of Onslow and wiqy.
was in existence from which the jury had been drawn and Whilo that case WUoing trld before Lord(Mef Jpatao.
cases had been tried and convictions obtained, andi similar C<iukbara, # numb> of gotiemmé,membeu qetPalUme
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went down and made inflamm'atory speeches to prejudic
the case, and they were brought up and fined on the groun
that the speeches they delivered, although members of Pa
liament, were such as would tend to interfere with th
administration of justice. After these gentlemen had bee
brought before the Queen's Bench and fined, on a decisio
of Justice Blackburn-no doubt the Minister of Justice i
familiar with it-Mr. Skipworth, a barrister, chose to g
down to. Bristol, I think it was, and make a speech attack
ing the decision of the court in their finding, and ho wa
brought up and fined and committed to prison, because a
that time proceedings were pending in the case of the Quee
against Tichborne. lu the Dublin case Mr. Justice Lawso
went on to say:

" During the course of my judicial experience, I have only had occa
sion to exercise it once before the present time, in a case at Belfast, t
which I referred in giving judgment in the present case. I was presi
ding over an important commission, at which a great number of pris
onere were to be tried for the Belfast riots. An article was written in
a local journal after the first important conviction had taken place
impeaching the conduct of the proceedings and calculated to prejudic
the minds of jurors and prevent them from the free exercise of thei
judgment in the other cases pending. It was brought before me, on
motion, by those representing the Attorney General, and I visited the
publisher with fine and imprisonment. Au attemnpt was made to quasi
that order in the courts above, which failed, the resL t bein that th

ceedinge ef the court were carried on without further molestation, an
Belfast was restored to tranquility. I regret to say that a precisely
similar attempt was made with respect to the present commission. at.
time when every legal and law-abiding citizen throughout the Empire
was congratulatg himself that at last a way had been found by judi
clous alteration of the place and mode of trial. Still adhering te the
ancient ines of the constitution cf escaping trom the paray8is cf jus

tice der which, for so many years eplendt ipnty hrcad hon en.a"
seemed at last likely te cope unsuccessfully with crime and outrage, ai
that critical moment the publisher cf a widely circulating journal
endeavored, by a senies cf articles, te discredit the proceedings cf this
commission and to destroy the moral effect cf unimpeachable verdicts
by representing that they were arrived at by' packed juries selected onr
aperinciple cf religious sectarianism, the publisher being himself th
sheri who was bound by his office to aid in the administration cf th

So ruch for the strong case, in fact the only case by whicht
the Minister lias attempted to impugn the position taken
by the hon. member for Queen's, P.EL (Mr. Davies), that
atlter the proceedinge are over, after the matter is closed,
criticism by a newspaper is a subject for judicial proceed.
ing. The Minister of Justice bas said that when judgea are
maligned the offenders should net go unpnished. If the
hon, gentleman will go down to the Supreme Court he will
fird recorded the case of a judge against a man for libel.
Judge Watkem, of British Columbia, before he went on the
benchi, was attacked as Attorney General and charged with
having committed gross frauds, and that he was therefore
unfit to be a judge, he was asserted te be guilty of corrup-
tion as Attorney General and therefore guilty of corruption
as a judge. What did lie do ? H1e did not seek the protec.
tion cf the court, but lie went before a jury and got a ver
diet and showed the accusation o b. a scandalous libel. If
Mr. Hawke had exceeded the limits, let an indictment or
criminal information b. laid against him, and if, after the
jury decided that he had exceeded the bounds of just critie-
ismi and was guilty of a foul and scandalons libel, I think no
punishment would b. too severe in such a case in regard to
libel on a judge. The hon. gentleman bas referred to the case
of Sharpe, and mentioned that after a long tie Sharpe was
brought wt justice. after Sharpe's conviction, and when
Jndge iBarrett had refused a new trial, his attorneys got an
order, I think from Chief Justice Ringer, to stay proceed-
ings before the Court of Appeal in New York. When the
case was brought before that court, it was decided that the
conviction was wrong, and they ordered a new trial. The
articles in the press ofNew York, as compared with te
articles written by Mr. awke, were extremely severe, and
twasopenly de.lared that Chef .Tustice Butger sd the

i*s

e Court of Appeal had been bought. Any lawyer who read
d the judgment of Judge Peckham, who delivered the judg.
r- ment in the Coui t of Appeals, would not hesitate to saye that the judgment was correct, and that evidence had been
n improperiv admitted. No doubt the bon. Minister would
n conour in that decision, yet the press of New York had no
is hesitation in charging Chief Justice Ruger and the Court
o of Appeal with having improperly stayed proceedings and
k- declaring, that if Sharpe Lad been a poor man the judg-
s ment of the court below would not have been reversed, and
t no attempt bas been made by the court to bring those
n newspaper editors before them for contempt. The hon.
n gentleman referred to the court of New York and the case

of Judge Lawrence. The code in the State of New York
i-this

c " Every court of record may punish disorderly, contemptuous or inso-
- lent behavior in the iamediate presence of the court tending to inter-
- rupt its proceedings and impair the respect due to authority?.

So the very case cited by the hon. gentleman shows that it
e is with reference to interference to the administration of
r justice. The Minister of Justice also referred to the case of

as against Ledger and the decision given by Mr. Justice
h Field and Mr. Justice Stephen, and the hon, gentleman put
e forward very ingeniously those decisions; but they put for-
n ward very clearly the view that judges and jury might be

criticised after the case is over. The hon, gentleman also
quoted a case in Chicago. The case was that while the
grand jury were in session and during the continuance of

. proceecaings connected with the administration of justice, a
e newspaper editor published an article which was calculated
- to interfere with the administration of justice or to bias the

grand jury in tiat case, precisely as Mr. Justice Lawson
put it in the Gray case, where there was an attempt to bias
Catholics put on the jury in subsequent cases. This
case is not, however, at al analogous to the case now
under discussion, because in the present case it was

e after the proceedings had been closed, wheres uin the
e Chicago case it was when the grand jury was in session.

Theb on. gentleman aiso referred to the Calgary case, and
be said the judgewas acting alone. I say he was a judge
of record, and as such he had the same power as the judge of
the highest court in the land. The bon. gentleman admit-
ted that he was a court of record to some extent. If ho
was a court of record at all, I do not care to what extent,
the sane power that is possessed by the Supreme Court of
Canada in this particular goes down to the lowest court of
the Dominion. If Judge Travis sitting there as a stipen-
diary magistrate was a court of record h. had the same
power as the Chief Justice of Canada, whether sitting alone
or in connection with hie brethren on the bonch. In that
case I understand the Minister of Justice acted as a court of
appea and reviewed the decision ; and the hon. gentleman
has the same right to review the decision in this case, if
he chooses to exercise it. I understand-and 1 believe the
lon. gentleman was in power at the time-that some time
ago a man was indicted in Quebec for a libel on the mayor
of Quebec, who is the highest civie offleer. It was a foul
and slanderous libel on the occupant of the civic chair.
The offender was convicted by a jury, not by the mayor
himself, but by a fair and impartial tribunal and was sen-
tonced to fine and imprisonment, and if I am correctly
informed the imprisonment aud fine have been remitted by
the Dominion Government acting through the Minister of
Justice.

Mr. TIOMPSON. I suppose the hon. gentleman knows
why. le knows I did not review that case; that the fine
was not remitted, but that on medical certificate. I ordered
his release, as I have already informed the House.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I accept the hon. gentleman's
statement. 1 understand that when the imprisonment was
remitted that involved the remission of the fine. A few
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words with regard to the power of appeal. The late Judge
Ramsay, of Quebec, addressed a letter to Judge Drutnmond,
and was fined. He took the case to the Privy Council and
they ordered the fine to be remitted. Then the cases of
Pollard, in Hong Kong, and Wallace, in Nova Scotia, were
also in point. I simply wish to show that when those
eases were brought before the Queen in Council the Judicial
Committee recommended the Crown to remit the fines in
those cases respectively. The matter bas of course gone a
little farther than what may have been intended. First, as
to the right of tie courts, I need not repeat again the lan-
guage of those noble Lords who have been referred to by
my on. friend from Queen's (Mr. Davies), where judges
of the standing of Lord Fitzgerald, have given their
opinion, and Lord Bramwell who stands as one of the most
experienced judges in England entirely agreed with Lord
Fitzgerald. We find those judges saying that it was a power
rarely exercised, and we find in a late case to which my hon.
friendhas referred, Mr. Justice Field and Mr. Justice Stephen
speaking of it as a vague and undefinable right. The judges
of New Brunswick are my personal friends and I know that
they stand in high estimation for integrity in the Dominion.
I do nQt impute the slightest vindictiveness to them, but I
think it is unfortunate that this matter haî been brought to
the position in which it is now. In a case like this I would
like if the court had been allowed to stand on its own high
position and dignity. If judges fearlessly and honestly do
their daty the people of this country will support them; no
matter what libel or slander may be cast upon them, it will
never stain the ermine if they do their duty fairly. There
is no suspicion as regards the high integrity of the judges
of the court in New Brunswick, and I would much prefer
under those circumstances that they would have allowed
this matter to romain as it was. I believe the true and
correct position of the case is put forward fairly in the
Empire of a few days ago. As I can use no botter language
in expounding what I believe the proper principle to be
maintained in this case than that which is used in that
paper, I will read it. In the preceding part of the article
they express no sympathy for Mr. Hawke, but on the con-
trary they do not at all justify hie course. The Empire
"ays as follows:-.. i

".While the common law stands as the justification of the courts for
9 uniiiing contempt, we rnay expect it te b. exercisod from ltime to tirne.

ore udgea who ave be aattacked lu th presa, and net only their
law but their motives queetioned, have-sa we think wieely-passed
over the offene, relying upon their high character and thir eminent
jublic services aus heir ahiold and protection. Thore are, we believe,e udge in Oanada who might notdo the saine. Judge Fraser ofthe
Ne r Bunswick Supreme Court, a gentleman of the highest reputation,
might safely have done so. Au matters have gong, there is now a per-
gonal coutst mb whici Party politice have largoly entered, and out of
wch no good te th. bech or the publieean cerne. The editor of theTreaemip niight have written against Judge Fraser until doomsday
withoutinjury to the judge's reputation, whereas now he is elevated te
au importance he dose net deserve ini the public oye, and.tii. judgee of
he Supreme Oourt are practically put on their ëefence in connetion
with a case out of which can come no honor for them. The question too
is raised as to whether judges should be allowed to punish rjournaliste
for expressionsof opinion delivered in their aewspaper tafler the public
trial of cases cf pu~b ic intereet. A jiidge's rigbste maintain orier in
hie court when engaged in hearing cases is unquestioned; without the
exercise of this prerogative, courts of law might be paralysed and their
usefulness destroyed. In such cases committal to prison on the 1pse dzit
of a judge is right enough. But we think the time has come whCn men
engaged in diseassing public affaire of the nation in public journal.
should be relieved of the danger of being sent to prison as criminals on the
personal order of a judge, without trial by their peers. l here can be no
doubt of the idea of jndges sitting sasaccusera judges and jury, al in
one, being repugnant te the ideas of personal liberty and independence
which prevaii at the present day. The country i. governed by intelli-
gent public sentiment, and judges, like other ofdicers cf the Orown, mayesfly rely upon enlightened public opinion for their protection. Thbeir
publie serviçe, their impartiality, ability and highpeional character
form a botter protection than ean be secured through committing ofbnd-
pr te prison or the impoeition of fines and costs. We recognise the factk
that t1e la, unaile witiin the reach ofjudges, lha sbten sldo appealed
te, sud ls anjust crlticim oet the deoisions of eur courts ie seldomseen.
This le due net to the fact that the pover of imprisonmmnt i inu the
handa ofjads, but to the general belief that the judges are fairminded,
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honorable, capable men, and to a gemeral recognition of the socal
uecess'ity that existo for preserving a benci without reproaci. ITnder
ahl these circumetances, it would meem to be lime to deelare that terer
should no longer be that anomaly in our constitution which enables ue
of Her Majesty'e subjects, of bis own motion, to arrest and imprison
withot trial anoher subjetcf er Majeety for offences alleged te have
beon committed lu connectien with the exeroimo of the. liberty of publie
discussion. The judges should, in our opinion, be placed on the sama
footing as other citizens. If they are libelled in the press, if they are
falsely accused, let them appeal to the courtsand to a jury of ther fellow
countrymen, who will not fail to see that ample justice is doue.>

I look upon that as an exposition of the proper position in
which this matter should b. placed. I am one who is pre-
pared to uphold and maintain the dignity of the bench. I
will be one always ready to defend that respect and honor
which should be paid to the judges, but I do think it is an
anomaiy in our procedure that judges eau ait as accusers,
and as judges, and jury and executioners, over a matter
where the party accused has no chance of being tried by
bis peers. I do not believe'that such a proceeding is at all
necessary for the maintenance of the dignity and the posi.
tion of the bench. I quite agree with the writer of this
article that the bench eau sustain their own position, and
that fair-minded and honorable judges will always maintain
the respect of the public, and that by their dignity on the
bench, by their judicial decisions, the judges will main-
tain that respect which should be accorded to them. If
it is assailed, I believe that all right-minded men in
Canada will rally around them and protect them. I believe
th at such protection as is guaranteed by the publie opinion of
the country, will be far beyond any punishment or fine
tbey may place on any editor, or anyone else who chooses
to assail tbem through the columns of a newspaper. I
would like to have not said anything on this subject. I
would have preferred to have remained silent in this matter,
not only from my professional but also on accont of my
personal connection with the judges of the Supreme Court
of New Brunswick. I have the highest respect for them
I have been before them for a great wnany years, and not-
withstanding what was said either against the court or Mr.
Justice Fraser, I believe that if the matter had not been
brought to its present position there would not be the
slightest stain of any kind upon the bench, and that the re-
spect in which they are now held by the people of New
Brunswick would still have remained intact and untarn ished
by any remarks that were made.

Mr. WEL DON (Albert). Everyone admits, Mr. Speaker,
the undoubted privilege of a member of the louse of' Com-
mons to challenge the conduct of the judiciary of any Prov-
ince where there is supposed to he a case cf hardship or
inhumanity, as we are members of the high court of Parlia.
ment. We all recognise, however, that this great privilege
is one singularly lia ble to abuse, and that we, in the exercise
of our fredom, may pervert this privilege into an engige
of mischief,. We feel the danger the greater for the reason
that the men accused are absent mon, and that they are men
the maintenance of whose exalted reputation is of supreme
importance to the whole country. I think the House
may be congratulated upon the excellent temper that
bas been siown by ail tie speakers who have taken
part in the debate; athough Bsome weeks ago when this
matter was discussed, we had occasion to regret that re-
marks so severe were uttered, as were ihen uttered. If
the question before the House were a Bill for the aund
ment of the law of contempt, I might agree with one-half
of what has been said by the hon. member for Queens,
P. B. L (Mr. Davies) and the hon. member for the city and
county of St. John (Mr. Weldon). But the matter before
the louse is not to amend the law of contempt, we are not
in committee on such a Bill, and we are not discussing the
second reading of a Bill in this direction. The precise
question before the House is this: Shall we urge theb hon.
Minister to exercise his exocutivo clemenciny respect to
Mr. Uawke, who now lies in the oountyfall' infFrodagiton?1
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I have followed the argument of the bon. gentleman who
bas moved in this matter, and the only reason he has given
is this: That as the law of England stands to-day, there is
no precedent in the English authorities for the imprison-
ment of one whse contempt is of the character of
scandalising the court after the judicial proceedings
have terminated. The hon. gentleman distinguished
between three species cf contempt-first, those which
are contempts in the face of the court, and therefore
obstruct business; second, those which are p'rejudicial to
the interests of parties when the cases are subjudice-and
ho agreed that these two classes were punishable in a saum-
mary manner; but in respect to the third species of con-
tempt, which had the fet of scandalising the court,
weakening its authority, and lowering it in the estimation
of the people after the case was cl sed, ho said there was
no Eiglish law aMrming the power of a court to commit.
I affirin that the cases which th hon. the Minster of Jus-
tice ha cited thenselves abundantly support him in the
Position that there was power, and that the Supreme Court
of New Brunswick rightly interpreted the English law,
whether it be humane and wise or not, when it punished
Mr. Hawke for the very strong and offensive words which
ho wrote in the Transcript newspaper. The hon. member
for St. John county cited among his cases the case of Rex
vs. Almon, and I will read a short paragragh from the
opinion of Chief Justice Wilmot in that case in which our
contention is affirmed. This is cited by Chief Justice Har
rison in bis judgment on the "lBia Push " case:

* The arraigument of the justice of the aidges is arraigning the King's
justice; it is an impeachment of bis wisdom and goodness in the choice
of bis judges, and excites in the minds of the peopié& general dissatis-
faction with aIl judicial determinations, and indis their mindi to
obey them; and, whenever men's allegiance te the lawi is so fundamen-
tally shaken, it is the mot fatal and most dangerous obstruction of
justice, and, in my opinion, calli eut for more rapid and immediate
redress than any other obstruction whatever; not for the sake of the
judges as private individuals, but because they are the channels by
whieh the King's justice la conveyed to the people. To be impartial and
to be universal ly thought so, are both absolutely necessary for the giving
justice that free, open and uninterrupted current, which it has, fer many
ages, found all over this kingdom, and which so eminently distinguishes
and exalte it above all nations upon the earth "
1 commend those sober and weighty word> te the hon.
nembers opposite. Reference was made once more to the
Johnson case; and I affirm once more, despite what hon.
gentlemen opposite say, that the Johnson case is a case of
the third clas, that of scandalising the court after the case
is closed. It is the case of two solicitors, one of whom used
abusive language and threatening gestures towards the other.
Thoir conduet does not seem to bave obstructed the business
of the court; it occurred somewhere between the entrance
to the building and the judges' room.

Mr. WEL DON (St John). But while the ease was pro-
eeeding in court.

Mr. WELDON. (Albert) The judge had apparently gone
out of his room ; but it did not obstruct the business and
did net prejudice the rights of the parties in the case. Lord
Esher affirms:

" It may posibly be thatl have too much reostricted the doctrine ou the
subject by uggesing that there would be a limit of time or space with
regard te the question whether suech conduct amounted te a contempt.
It may bs that there would be no sucih lmit of time or space, provided
the acta doue or expressions ued could be considered an interference
with the eourse ofjuntice."
I think it is within the spirit nd the words of that ruling
to consider that Mr. fHawke's articles published in the
Traacript newspaper might be an interference with the
carrent of justice. With reference to the case in the Law
Timea, from which the hon. gentleman cited the opinion of
Sir Fitzjames Stephen and Mr. Justice Field, the hon.
gentleman I know inadvertently stated that Sir Fitz-i
james Stephen had found no cases affirming the existence of?
any power for punising this kind of contempt. The hon.
SexiUenian was inadvertent in stating that, for Sir Fitz-J

james Stephen said nothing of the kind. I have read the
whole case. The case is not at all similar to this one. That
was an action of libel against a newspaper, this is a case of
contempt. There the words complained of were uttered
on bebalf of little children who were singing on the sta ;
the newspaper published them in the interest of haman;ty;
it used strong but temperate langguage ; and no one wonld
attempt placing these words of the New Bra side by side
with what was written by Mr. Rawke. Let me read a few
words more from the "Big Puah" case. At page 111 are
these strong words of Chief Justice Rlarrison:

"Letit be understood, onee for al, by the pres. of this Proviace that
a defamatory attack upon a judge of a superlor court fir a judgment
pronounced by him with other jadges in court, is more than a contempt
of the judge who is maliged-that it is a coentempt of the eoart of whMi
ho lrea judie; and that tho.court has the power to puaish an affroet
thereby offered te the court."

At page 113 reasons are given for the existenotcof th
doctrine that we are laying down:

"There is no prfflege for any-man la anada, nuder the peton Mof
the public good, rashly te assail in the publie preso lo eer jdgs
for his condust on the bonoh, and te impute te the jdge assailed con-
duet se wicked and corrupt as te render him wholly unfit t occupy the
distinguished and responsible position of a seat on the beneh."

Thos are the words of Chief Justice Harrison. He distinctly
lays down the rule that newspapers are not privileged to
make such attacks. The strongest case cited by the hon.
member for Queen's in support of his position, that the thitid
species of contempt is not punishable in a summary way,
was that referred to in a speech of Lord Fitzgerald ln the
House of Lords five years ago. I have the Hansard from
which the hon. member read, and let me say that immedi
ately after the speech of Lord Fitzgerald is a speech of
another eminent lawyer, the present Lord Chief Justice of
England, Lord Coleridge, in which he dissent. entirely frotn
the view taken by Lord Fitzgerald. I will read a few words
cf it:

" He could net agree with his noble snd learned fried behind hlm
(Lord Fitzgerald) that a material ateration should be madé lu the 1;w
as to constructive conteipt. Judging from bis present expedence, ho
thought the practical importance of the subject had been a good lal
overegtimated. He bimself had never imprisoned but one man for cou-
tenA tAnd ibat was oni>' for twenty-four houri ; and ho vas a persoîl
wbo tould net b yg n')oowithout rderto bh, remoyal ont ep court la
eustody. but with regard te conetructive contempt, hie noble and
learned friend had forgotten that offrnces were sometimes coumitted,
not in the face of the court, which, nevertheless, impeded the adminis-
tration of justice."

le goes on to speak of certain causes of offence, and sayt
further:

" He had hardly ever semn person. committed for oeutemp except la
cases where the contempt was outrageons ; and he did not believe that
instances of constructive contempt were at ail common. He thegt,
therefore, it would be better te leave the matter where it wa, and thore
was no reason te believe thatjudges would exceed their powers A court
of appeal could not besuch a good judge ofwhatparticularactamounted
te constructive contempt as the j udge who had ltried the action in which
the contempt bas been oommitted."

But let me say that the hon. member for Queen's mis-
stated the views of Lord Fitzgerald. He said that Lord
Fitzgerald declared that the law of England, in 1883, was
that there was no power to commit for contempt after a
case is closed. Now, Lord Fitzgerald, on the contrary
expressly says that the law of England regards such acte a
contempta.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L). I did not say that.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). You did. I beg the bow. gfn-
tieman's pardon, but I took hie words down, because I knew
that he was making an inexact statement of the law, and
Hansard will show which of us is right. The hon. gentle-
man stated that he had read Lord Fitzgerald's opinion, and
that Lord Fitzgerald's opinion was that the law of Er$-
land to-day declares that there is no sch power as this
for committing for contempt after the eas hau closed,
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Lrd Pitzgerald was asking for reform of the law, and ho vindicate hi character. I answer that by saying that,»der
stated the law to be exactly the opposite of what the hon. our constitution, a judge hold.an 1tgethrxoptionp-
member for Queen's has said it is, and Lord Fitzgerald's tion. Our constitution declarea thst ho shah not b. dragged
opinion is ail the more valuable because ho believed the ido the courts either te Vindicate bis rights or to defond him-
law to be barsh and unwise, and required to be amended; self, and, tberefore, he is given this effctive renedy. Joan
and, at the time, ho was speaking in committee on the onty express my regret that tbis trouble has arisen. An Un.
second reading of the Bill to amend it. So that Lord Fitz- wiGe yonng Man went down to the eastand brought into poli
gerald, the hon. gentleman's main witness, is an adverse tical discussions there an acerbity hitherto unknown. Ho rau
witness. The real reasons given by the hon. gentleman, I amuck againet everything and everybody, and by-and-hye
will not follow. I think the question is one to be settled rau amack againet the Supreme Court of New Brunswick
by authority, and I think the authorities in those five cases which bas that sterling old English quality of self-respect.
are clearly with us. But bon. gentlemen opposite bave Hie friends say that ho is a young fellow of good impulses,
raised some imaginary dangers in this connection. They aud I arnnt geingto say a word againet him. i in jail,
state that this ie an alarming power with which to clothe and ean thank himeoif for it. He wanted te be a martyr
the judges. In ans wer to that, I would say that with the andbh achieved martyrdom; and ho ie net entitled te
experience we have had for years, we have not found as mach sympathy as, under other circumetauces, ail goDer-
that this power bas been abused, we have not found ous hearts would feel for him, because, after hie firet offeuce
that there have been any serious complaint regard. ho oontined defiant, againet the advice of hie beet friende,
ing ite exorcise; and that though we have a long hie strong friends in bis own party, who said to him: You bave
tory in this country, no one eau point to any abuse donc wroug, your werds were too strong, yon have fahlen
of that power. The judges are amenable to public opinion, under the ban of the law, sud sheuld apologise. But dis-
they are chosen from the highest ranks, they are selected regarding ail these representations, ho refused te retrect
f rom the best men in the country, and they are in the what ho had said, aud consequently has gene to jail. I ws
highest degree amenable to public opinion; and I will glad to hear the manly words of the hon. member for St.
hazard the statement that to-day the representatives of the John (Mr. Weldon) in vindicatingthe character of Mr. Justice
leading papers of the country, the gentlemen in the gallery Fraser, and I desire te endorse what ho said. For many years
would much rather, if at any time, in the heat of temper, Judge Faser's long, honorable, aud useful life bas lain before
spurred by momentary passion and impatience, they should thepublic liko an open book. When ho wasin politice,
write what might be considered libellons, they would far hie life was by the consent of both parties held, in a
rather have their case submitted to any of the superior courts singular degree, to hocblameless. The foremeexponent
of the Provinces for adjudication than to any jurors; and, of Liberal p4nciples iu New Brunswick-I mean ne
like honorable gentlemen, if they had made a mistake, they disrespeot tony member frem New Brunswick ait-
would be willing, when they came to their sober minds aud ting oppositefor many yeais, the late Mr. William
their party feeling bad cooled down, to apologise for their Eider, who was a me uber of the New Brunswick Legisiature
attacks. Our English constitution provides sufficient for years and wu considered the ableet Liberal iu the fouse,
remedies against the abuse of the power to commit for con- although ho differed from Air. Fraser in Dominion politios,
tempt. A judge'is not above the law, assuming our theory had 50 high an admiration for his iutegrity sud ability

l right as to this doctrine of contempt. Under the Imperial that ho gave himhie unwavering support, and bis confidence
Acts of 1782 and 1818, which Acts bave been declared by lu hlm was simply the tribute ef respect te hie high porsoual
the Crown lawers to be in force in colonies with constitu- character.
tions like our own, the Governor in Council eau remove an
offending judge, if immediate action is required; and if Mr. LISTER. I shaîl ask the attention ef the liuse this
not, it will be time enough to obtain a remedy when Par- evening for a very few moments whule I attempt to reply
liament is sitting. He can be removed by the Crown upon te tho statements et the hon. the Minister of Justice aud the
a joint address of the two Houses. bon, gentleman who hae just taken hiest. 1 isteued with

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Can a judge be removed close attention te the speech of the hou. the Minister of
without the addresses of both Houses of Parliament? Justice, sud I muet say that, se far as 1 arnconcerued at ail

events, the speech made hy him was disappointing. If the
Mr. WELDON (Albert). No doubt hecan under the Im- hon. gentleman had been applying te the court for criminal

portal Acte of 1782 and 1818, which have been declared te information egainet the gentleman now lu jail, or if ho had
b. in force in the colony of Victoria, which bas a consti- been pretocuting that gentleman nder an iudictment fer
tution in this matter precisely similar to our own. In the libel, I could have uuderstood hie speech. I think ho was
constitution of the coy of Victoria, there is a tection hardly fair in the statemeutsud argumente ho made in
similar to section 99 in the British North America Act, suswer te the speech of the hon. member for Qneen'swhich provides that the judges can ho removable ou hwhih rovde tht he udes aube emvabe n.the (Mir. Davies). That bon. gentleman opened hie addirec-9
joint address of the two Houses; and the opinion was given by stating ho was eurprised that the hon. member fr
by Sir William Atherton and Sir Richard Bethell, the one Queen'e had net made a motion sking the Govern-
Attorney General and the other Solicitor General in Eng- meut te take some stops in this matter, but the hou.
land, that in the colony of Victoria in 1862, and again in gentleman muet kuow that, if the hou. membor for
1864, in Now South Wales, these Acts of 1782 and 1818, Queen's had made such a motion snd plaoed it upon the
which empower the Governor in Council to remove a mis- Order Paper, it oou!d net have been reachcd this Session,
behaving judge, were undoubtedly in force. sud that if ho had made this motion on geiug jute Supply

Mr. WBLDON (St. John). Statutes so late as those are the supporters of the Governmeut would have been bound
not held to be in force in this country. te vote it dewn as a motion et want of confidence. MYhon. friend fromn Queen's, in moving tiBt resolution, bas

Mr. WELDON (Albert). If the hon. gentleman will bee actuated solely by the desire te have this case care-
give the matter more attention, I am satisfied ho will come fully sud judicially discussed; sud if it te ehown that Mr.
to a different opinion. Another material contention of hon.flawkeizuproperly imprisonod, if it is shewu that tbero
gentlemen opposite was that this power was unnecessary, le any doubt at ail ai te the right ef the court which im-
and that a judge hasa proper way of vindicating himself prieoned hlm te grant that order, the objeet iu bringing
under the law of the land. They argue that a judge has an this cae before the high court ef Parlimont le te bave
action of damages, and c-n institute criminal proceedings to right doue in the promises and te obtuin the re etothe

vcr. WnLd c r es (Albert).
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gentleman in question. Now, hon. gentlemen bave spoken
of the high character and the integrity of the judges in the
Province of New Brunswick, and the position they occupy.
So far as these gentlemen are concerned, I have nothing to
say. I know nothing against them, I know nothing for
them, and I have a right to presume that, oocupyiog the
position they do, they are honorable men; but, iu Uis case,
there is a broader and a greater principle at staike which
affects the liberty of the press in this country and therights
of the people, and the question is whether they shall be
imprisoned by tribunals other than those which we have
been accustomed to look to ? That is the question which
this high court of Parliament bas to consider, and in
arguing this question the hon. gentleman who has just
spoken and the Minister of Justice have endeavored to jus-
tify the action of the court in New Brunswick on the
ground that this man, who did not commit a contempt in
the face of the court, who did not commit what is called by
them a constructive contempt, was guilty of a contempt in
scandalising the court after ail proccedings had ended. and
that th'tt justified the court in exercising the great powers
which the Minister of Justice kays they possess. These
are dangerous powers, powers which are dangerous to the
safety of the people of this country, and, instead of extend-
ing them, the object of Parliament should be to contract
them. They are a remnant of an age which bas passed away.
of a power which existed in the past of the judiciary of the
country, and which ishould not exist in a frte country such
as we have. iRights have been granted to us, and one of
those rights is that a man shall not be deprived of his
liberty except upon the verdict of hid peers and to
say that the judiciary shall be encouraged in bring.
ing a culprit, as they call him, before them, trying him
without evidence, being themselves the prosecutors and the
judges, to say that this should exist in this country is
advancing a theory which is dangerous to the liberties of
the people and should be restricted if it does exist. But I
contend that no such power exist uin the judiciary of this
Dominion. I say that the right to commit for contempt
exists where the contempt is committed in the face of the
court, and where it is necessary for the preservation of
order and the dignity of the proceedings that the persoa
who interferes with the court in its proceedings sbould be
committed, and it exists where a person slanders or libels
the court in a proceeding then pending, and that for the
manifest reason that such an article must be an interference
with the proper administration of justice. To tell us that,
because a man happens to be a judge, he is over and
above the law, is to state an absurdity which will
not find a resting place in the thinking minds of
this day. It is for the preservation of the public
and for the preservation of the dignity of the courts that
this right is given to the courts, and the moment the ob-
ject ceases, that moment the right of the court to irnflict the
penalty ceases aiso. To tell us that because a man is a
judge of a court he bas a right to take a power to himecif
that no other citizqn of the country, whether high or low,
possesses, is to tell us something which we cannot receive
and which does not exist. Suppose for a moment that
Judge Fraser had been a drunken judge, that he had been
drunk upon the bench, shall it be said that the publisher
or editor of a paper who is bold enough to come forward
and denounce him shall be committed to prison for a libel
upon thatjudge? Judges are but human,uand have nogreater
rights than other citizens of this great country, and to say
that because ho is a judge he has exceptional power given
to him greater than auny other citizen enjoys is monstrous
and abmurd on the face of it. The hon. gentleman
talks about a habeas corpus. He knows as well as
I know that sncb an argument is absurd. To whom
wouldthey apply for the habeas corpus? To the very Judges I
who had already condemned the man to imprisonment and

i fine. The hon. gentleman knows that the warrant issued
3 and that the commitment was for contempt and that the
. court at Ottawa would have no power to interfere because

they could only look at the warrant and could not go behind
r that warrant. The hon. gentleman took up a great deal of
3 time in proving that Mr. Hawke had committed the crime

of libel, and that the judges were justified in finding him
guilty of the offence. I repeat that it is of no consequence
whatever whether a libel was committed or not. That is not
the question before this House. The question is whnther

) those articles, written after the proceedings bad terminated,
libellous though they may be, gave the judge a right to
take upon himself summarily to find this man guilty of
'bel. Hon. gentlemen on that side of the House have failed

to produre one single authority to show that the judges
possess such a power as that. They do not possessthe power,
they never did possess the power, and they have never
exercised it, and I challenge hon gentlemen to produce a
case parallel to this in the last fifty years where a judge
has attempted to exercise this power in Britain or in the
colonies. These decisions and authorities have been read to
the House over and over again this evening, and I will
trouble the Huse for a moment witb an extract from the
judgment of Mr. Justice Lawson in the Dwyer Gray case :

"It has been at all times used to check and restrain the publication
of articles calculated to prejudice pending proceedings; and Its exer-
cise in the Tichborne and other cases in England has had a very salu-
tar effet, and the very knwiedge eof its existence, though it la not
calltd jute action, tends te check imapreper lceuse."

There i8 nothing whatever in this case to show that the
libel for which Dwyer Gray ws convicted was committed
subsequent to the proceedings then pendinz. As a matter
of tact, this shows that there were a large number of cases
ponding, and the questions involved were the saine in each.
rhe alleged libel was published in regard to the first case,
and the effect wae to interfere with the due trial of the
cases which were to corne on afterwards. »ln that case the
libel was looked upon as affecting pending proceedinga.
He says again:

" Having regard, however, to the prineiple I have laid down, that
the exercise of this power e zntended only to protect and secure the due
admiuistrationr of jutice, 1 am bouni nor, at the close of this commis-
sion, to conbider whether theJa w ha been sufficiently viudicate i hy what
has already taken Osace. Wr. Gcay hlis been now six weeks in custody ;
he must pay the file of £500 which I shait not remit. The attacks
upon the proceedings of the court ceased at once, and have not been
BiDce renewed, a d I an bound te say that a considerible UCange fore
the better as taker place in the toue of the paper; the trials are all'
concluded, and the action of the law officers and my order have been
effectual iin preventing the course of justice fro:n being impeded."

Such being the case, I charge that what has been donc here
by Judge Fraser is a direct attack upon the liberties of the
press of this country. It is dangerous to the commonwealth
for that reason ; and I say that unless the law is clear and
manifest that the judges bad power to commit Mr. Hawke
for that alleged offence, then the executive should step in
and relieve him from the punishment which bas been
inflicted. I say that the power is one which this Parlia-
ment should not extend; it is a power whicb, if it ever
existed, should be contracted by an Act of this Parliament.
But if there is any question as to the po wer of the judge to
inflict this punishment, then I maintain that it is the duty
of the Minister of Juiice to advise His Excelles.cy that the
penalty sbould ba remitted, and Mr. Hawke released from
jail. Sir, the case of Dwyer Gray shows that that course
was pursued It is not alleged that since these alleged
libels were written, Mr. lawke bas printed anything
further in bis paper which can be called a libel upon the
judges of New Brunswick. Snch being the case,
1 rauy it is a matter wbich onght t bu consi-
ltrfd by the Miniter of Justice, and that Mr.
Hawke ought to be released from imprisorament.
ilow can the Mni.,ter o Justice diîtinguish between this
case and other cases wach have corme under bis notice, and
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upon whih he has acted ? HE has attempted to di.tinguish Mr. D AVIN. If the ghoat of Richard Brineuly Shldd
between tis aid theCalgary case. I .ay that attempt has were in our midst this evening, I am sure that spirit 1would
been a failure. The judge in Calgary was a jadge of a court feel greatly complimented at the way his word. have boe
of reeord, and being a court of record it bad al the inci- dragged into this discussion. Sir, I think that the Rouse is
donces of that court, and the judge had ail thep owers of to be congratulated on the wide reach of hitorical know.
that court; yet when ho had committed the offender i ledge, on the legal acumen, and the great regard. for the
Oagary, the Minister of Justice exeroised bis undoubted liberty of the press, that the hon. and learned gentleman, who
rigbta and advised the judge at Calgary to release the has just sat down, bas displayed. With a dlicacy whioh
prisoner who had beeno convicted. Sir, let as come to the cannot be too much admired, after the hon. member for gt.
city of Quebec. There we find that Mr. Maguire had been John'(Mir. Weldon) had, in an elaborate argument, sought to
convicted of a most scaudalous libel upon Mr. Langelier,now grapple with the Milnister of Justice, this boa. gentlemau
representing one of the divisions of Quebec, and ho was said ho rose to answer the Minister of Justice, and my h n.
eorvictod by a jury of his countrymen. Did the Minister friend from Albert (Mr. Weldon), and, Sir, he bas made a
of Justice there refuse to exorcise executive clemency ? ragni ficeut answor. The way ho made that anawer waa to
Did ho then question the right of the executive to interfere take a caqe that bad already been quoted and requoted, sud
with the sentence which had been passed by the court? No, ho rehashed that single case. Then h. stated that tus vas
Sir, ho remitted the fine, I believe, and ordered that the a terrible affair, because the liberty ofte press was in
person who had been convicted should ho reloased from danger; the palladium of English liberty was in danger.
imprisonment. These are only two cases, and doubt. Why, Sir, what analogy is there botween the ami power a
less a number of other cases eould b produced. judge has cf imprisoning for contempt cf court, and the
Now, such being the fact, it being shown that the power cf the Crown as it ozisted in Bir. Sheridan's mmd,
right which the Minister of Juttice contended for, when ho penned those magnificent sentences? Sentences
the right to convict this man before the judges of the that in that day we eloquent because thoy woe appropri-
court of New Brunswick for a libel upon that court, is ac-ate, but quoted hore in a cas. like tis, it le like building a
cording to his own contention, a doubtful one; as it is a Oorinthian portiao te a hut or te any other buildig more
doubtful power, and in the interest of the British subject, contemptible etili. That question as te the danger of tue
the Minister of Justice sbould exorcise the undoubted power libertios of the press was a living question in the days of
which he possesses of advising His Excelleney to releas. Sheridan; it was a living question wheu Robert Hall wrot
Mr. Hawke from jail. Now, hoesays that if Mr. Hawke hie olebratod spology for the liborty cf the pross, cf which,
asked pardon, had apologised to the court, had withdrawn ho saidif ho upod very strong larguage it uit ho remombered
iho accusations that ho'made, nothing further would have it was 1au apology for a dead friend." It vas a living
been done. Sir, when Mr. Hawke believed honestly that question when JuRius wasimprisoned; but the.time hu
what ho had stated was true, I ask any man bore if it would entirely gone by, and the hon. gentlemau's speech, and
not have been unmanly on his part to withdraw these much cf the speaking vo hear in Parliament and eut of
statements. There was, as I said, a great principle at stake Parliament, aud mucloe writings w. fini in our jour-
in this case uand that was the freedom of the press. If ho naisand in our books show that vo are govoruod by
had done that, 1if would have admitted that the judges of phrases.
New Brunswick had a right te fine and imprison him for Mr.MITCHELL. Io that whatyen cati them?
the offence which ho was alloged to have committed. I say it
bas not been shown here to-night that any offence was com- Mr. DAYIN. No, these are hon. gentlemen. 1 can
mitted. The preponderance of authority showsthat thejudges boar the support or opposition of either the Conservative
of that Province, or of any other Province, in this Dominion, party fr Liberal party, but when the.Ilthird party'"riaes in
have no power to conviet for a libel such as was written in this îLe iu;ht 1 am crushed. I eau stand a good deat, but I
case, if it was a libel ; bcaiuse it was written and published cannettand that. Soriously, eau eue imagine-I do net
subsequently to the termination of the proceedings before wish te ue streng language or wish to bc har8h-more in-
the court. Sir, there is a great principle involved in thistelerable buncombe than that sert of talk about tho liberties
case, there is the question of the liberty of the press in thmis of tho prose which ve have beard here to-night? Whyt vo
country. We need not go back in history for more than a have cone te a timo wbeu any thinking man yl say thio,
hundred years to see the terrible struggle that was made in that the great force in every English-speaking coustitutionat
thos days for the liberty of the press against the tyranny country le the press; that b the force whieh is actuatly st
of the Crown. Sir, are we to go back to those days again ? the proent time without any restraint whatever; sud if
Are the people to fight over the battles that were fought there is a danger te liberty lu a great republie, in a country
les than a hundred years ago to retain the liberty which like tus, in Bnglaud te-day it is net frem a crowued head,
they enjoy to-day ? or are they to go back and restore theiii net frei a geverument, it is from, the tyranny of the
obsolete power which the Minister of Justice says that the majority, aud in a free country euch as we have here,
judges of this country have to-day ? Sir, it is a great advan- whero the greateet licence is allowed te the preb,
tage te the people of the country that the press hould bo te tal rcf the.freedonof the pres being eudangered
absolotely free, and any attempt on the part of the adm is perfect nnense. The.real point is wiether the freeden
nistration bere to strangle or to fetter that preqs, is a blowcf the.individuat is not endangered. I arnnt goiug to
st the liberties of the people. Sir, I will read to you the travel ever the tegal arguments whlch have been presontéd
worde of Sheridean upon thie questio : by my hon. and earned friend, the Ministôr of Justice, in a

"Give me but the liberty of the press and I wili give the minister a speech that I say wasthe omanation of a master mmd; I
venal hous of peers,-I will give himl a corrupt and servile Houae of amnnt geing over the cases discnssed by the hon. member
Commons-I will give him the full swing of the patronage of office-I for Albort (M. Woldon); I wiii not rcason tus as if I va
wili give him the whole host of ministerial influenee,-I wili give:hin ail
the power that place can confer upon hia to purohase sabmission, ad case in ban.o, butif I may dare te use the ex-
overawe resiatence ; and yet, armed with te liberty of the press, I wiii presion, if it is not prlelmptuoue in ny monti, I yul en-
go forth and meet him undismayed ; I will attack the mighty fabric he deavor, duriug the few minutes I shaH trespasa on tii
bas reared, with that mightier engine I will shake down from itsheght.corruption and lay it beneath the ruina of the abuses it has met to
shelter.
Sir, that is what the press of this country needs, and if Som hou. mlàM1BI3. Emear.
the pretensions of the Miunister of Justice are correct, I say Mr. DÂVIN. I said if it vead not b. conmiared pus-
ho is striking a fatal blow at those liberties.o eon. mebers acon% 49 thunk it wouldbu
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out of place; but I did not intend, if I should suoeed in the
effort, to erect a standard that would renfeet on any hon.
member. The propoeition that was laid down by the bhon.
member for Queen o (bir. Davies) and by the hon. gentle-
man who answered theb hon. Minister of Justice was this:
that a contempt oannot be committed after the cias e over.
They argue that a contempt mustneces sarily be an ob-
struction to the course of justice, and they seem to think
that thei course of justice ould not be obstructed unies@ by
something which should have reference to some individual
case that 'was actually pending in court.

Mr. DAVIBs (P.EJ.) Or a similar ase.

Mr. DAVIN. I say that the course of justice can be im.
peded if the Act tende to lower the digpity of the judges
upon the bench. I once beard one of the best and most
distinguisied judges that ever presided in England-a man
not oly of great legal acumen, not a mere case lawyer,
not a more huxter of cases, but a man of eminent abilities,
a man of wide reading, a man of great literary power-
I mean the late Chief Justice Cockburn-say to an
eminent barrister, who was using language that ho
thought diarespectful: "I do not care a pin about you, but I
must remember my office." And what ho meant was this:
that he, the Chief Justice of England, could not in the in-
terests of the people of the United Kingdom have allowed
such language to be used, although personally, he could re-
gard with condig escorn the language of that man. And I
say the Chief Justice of New Brunswick, in the interests of
the course of justice in that Province, could not have allow-
ed such a course as Mr. Hawke pursued to go
on unless he was false to his duty and to
the claims of his position. Another proposition that
was evidently in the minds of those hon. gentlemen
was this: That for a couple of attorneys, or a couple of bel
licose barristers, to have quarrelled within the precincts of
the court, would be a grave oontempt of court-a thing
which, within my own memory and observation, has been
punished, and punished promptly in Toronto-it would be
a very grave thing for a couple of those gentlemen to have
a quarrel within the precincts of the court, or for one to
shako his fet in the face eof the other, but it is no grave
contempt of court for a man to write in newepapers which
are circnlsted broadcast throughout the length and
breadth of the community, statements oalculated to lower
the judiciary, not only calculated to lower it, but
maligning it; not only calculated to injure the course of jus-
tice and to impede the course of justice and make the course
of j9stice less efficient, but also calculated to inflict injury
on the personal character of the judge, to reduce his author-
ity in te ecourt and his induence on the people in that
court, and in cases brought before him to discount him to a
very great extent. There is no comparison between the
two cases. The one is a far greater contempt than the other ;
the one is far more injurions than the other; the one is a
very serious thing indeed while the other might have no
effect whatever on the course of justice. I sqppose if there
is a man in this louse who would be jealous, I will not say
more jealous, bpt if there is a man who would at all events
be expected to be as jealous as any man in Canada, or ln
the three kingdomsi about the freedom of the press, it
would be myseef. But it is because I know what great
things the prese bas done; it je because I know what the
liberty of printing bas done for the world; it ls for that
reason that bere in tbis House, or wherever else I am, by
pen or by voice, I will always protest against the view that
he lice se of the proe Ie synonymous with its liberty.

The hon, gentleman froin ueen's, Prince Bdward Island;
(Mr. Davies), ii this House, referred to certain language
intended to be contemptuous as applied to the bhon. the'
Finance Minister, and be.vory properly s i4 that politicians
â» &ooes tmed to that sort bg.They bor with that

B sort of thing, and there is a reason wby they might be
, expected to bear it which does not apply to the jud ges.

The judges cannot come into Parliament, or go on the plat-
foru and eLaer into a wordy warfare with persons who
traduce and malign them, and try to lower their authority,

. while a politician can. But wilI any fair-minded man say
that it is not a lamentable thing, that it is not injurions to
the country, that it is ot injurious to the pres, that it is
not a thing to be regretted, and which we ought to seek to
reform, that the press of the country, in discusing its publie
men, never shows the least regard for truth? Is t not a
lamentable thing that if a man devotes the best years of his
life to hi@ country, and wastes his time, as some people
would think, and wastes hie money, and seeks by eminent
services to win enduring gratitude in the hearts eof the
people among whom he lives-is it not a lamentable thing
that we muet wait until he is dead to have one word of truth
said of him by hie opponentse? I make these remarks
merely in passing, beoause the hon. gentleman who pro-
oeded. me has raised the question of the freedom of the
press. There is no question of the freedom of the prose
here; there is no freedom of the press endangered here; we
are not dealing with the power of a court, we are not dealing
with a despotie king.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.). We are dealing with a despotic
court.

Mr. DAVIN. I am speaking of tho political courte We
are not dealing with a Parlament that is not firmly based
on the people's will, but we are dealing with the power
given to the jadges to protect thom, and to protect them in
the interests of the public. Tho only question is this: has
the court in this case exceeded its power, or has it not ?
Sir, I think that from the arguments and cases quoted by
my hon. and learned friend the Minister of Justice, and by
my hon. and learned friend the member for Albert (Mr.
Weldon), no sensible man in Oanada-and this is not a
question of politice-can doubt but that the judge was
within hie rigbt, and no sensible man, and no studoent of
constitutional history can doubt but that the exercise of the
power is one that is useful to the country. I will say ui
regard to the general question of the law of libel-because
it bas been glanced at and I want to show what my position
is-as applicable to newspapers, that, if that question were
before us, I would be prepared to suggest some amend-
ments. Although, Sir, I hope wbenever it does nome up,
this House of Commons will ponder well how far they ought
to go and how closely they ought to watch this great power
of the preds-groat for good, and like other institutions
also great for evil if it be not directed by educated and by
high spirited mon.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not intend to take any particular
part in this discussion to-night, in relation to the question
of whether Mr. Hawke was guilty or not guilty of the
offence for which he bas been committed to prison, but I a
may be excused aiter what bas been said if I express some
opinions in relation to that matter. My interest in this
question was mainly directed to the doubt which the Minis-
ter of Justice assumed, in reference to what the prose of
this country could do and could not do; what they were
justified in saying, and what thoy were justified in not say-
ing in relation to questions which affected the judiciary of
the country. I may first deal with Mr. Hawke. Before
this afternoon'e discussion I had given the matter very little
attention beyond the fa..t that I bad seen in thenowspapers
that Mr. Hawke had been charged for having committed
some offences against the judiciary of the Province, of
which fbr one of the counties, I am the representative.
I happen to know personally and individually every
member of the bench of that Province, and personally
I have respeet for those men. The partimular judge whose

ndaet has been reW red to in rlation to this mate,
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was born and brought up within a mile of where I was
born and brought up myselt. I know him perhaps
better than anyone in this Hlouse knows him. I have
known him from boyhood and I was at school- with him. I
knew him during his studios. I have watched his course
as a publie man. I have known him upon the bench and I
believe him to be an honorable man. Whatever may have
been his faults in later years, if any, I will not speak of
them-the press has spoken of them-but I say that I
believe him to be an upright, honorable man, and one that
I would have the most perfect confidence in were I before
him in a trial in which I was personally interested. But Mr.
Fraser is like other mon of his class. Judges of the courts
of New Brunswick, or of any other Province of Canada, or
of theSupreme Court of this country, are all fallible men. It
bas been questioned whother, in the course of their judicial
conduct, their actions may be criticised by the press of this
country. I claim, Sir, as one of the members of the press of this
country, that we have a right to criticise them, and I dispute
the position taken up by the hon. the Minister of Justice
in relation to this matter. Are we going back to a century
»go and to what the law was then ? Dà we not know that
the Parliament of England had privileges a century ago
that they have not to-day, and dare not pretend to exorcise
to-day? Do we not know that men have been brought before
the bar of the Parliament in Eagland and have been
arraigned there because of some imaginary offence against
the privileges of the House of Commons of Englandi? What
is the fact to-day ? Do you find men brought up there to-
day and arraigned in the way they were arraigned 100
years ago, as gentlemen are trying to construe the power of
the courts of this country to arraign men as they were
arraigned a century ago ? No, Sir, I recollect not very many
years ago and my hon. friend the right hon. Premier will
recollect, that one of his protégés insulted a prominent
member who sat on the Opposition side, in the most gross
and outrageous way. That man was arraigned and he was
brought to the bar of this flouse; but it was a farce. This
House while having powers recognised for centuries dare
not exorcise thom. Do we not know that a returning officer
of the Crown, a man who was oharged and was known to
have corruptly exercised the powers with which he was
entrusted, was arraigned at that bar of the flouse within
the recollection of many members here present, and when
everybody knew he was guilty, what were the powers of
the House? fDid they exorcise any powers over himn? No,
Sir; those imaginary privileges which existed a century
ago dare not be exercised to day in the Parliament of
Canada. Why, thon Sir, are those powers which the
judges claim, this power for committing for contempt
which they claimed a century ago, why should that be
continued in force in the advanced and enlightened age
in which we live? Whether Mr. Hawke was authorised in
saying what he did say or not I do not pretend to know.
My own impression is, from what I have heard to-:ay, that
Mr. Hawke went too far in his criticisms on the bench of
the country. i am frank to admit that; but, Sir, that the
bench should have taken notice of them in the way they
have done I do not believe. Sir, looking at the authorities
which have been read on both sides of the ilouse, I dispute
the right of the court to commit any man for contempt for
a transaction that occurred after the trial was over. That
is the point on which I intend to speak to this louse. I
do not pretend that the press should have unlimited license.
The press, like evcy other institution in Ibis country,
whether corporate or individual, is amenable to the laws of
the land if it trespasses on the rights of anyone. If
I, in the exercise of my rightÉ as a journalist,
assail my right hon. friend at the head of the Government,
as I have done in no measured terms, and with some basis,
I consider, of right and justice to the iublic, I am amen-
able for it, and he has a remedy. I, on 1ei ntr band, a
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judge attempts to exercise an authority over me which I
cenceive he las no right to exercise, and attempts to en-
force a right which authorities two or three centuries old
may bave given him, and which he may attempt to resusci-
tate into existence in the prosent advanced age, I will en-
deavor to resist him; and I wish this House to underst4nd
that as one connected with the press of this country I shall
never be deterred by the revival of those old laws from
criticising public officials from the highest to the lowest in
the land. The gentleman who is about to leave us, Lord
Lansdowne, bas been amenable to criticism in the columns of
the Herald, as my rigbt hon. friend bas been, and whoever
succeeds hin will be subject to the same criticism; and if it
should be necessary in the public interest to criticise the
judges of the highest tribunals in this country, they would
find that the Eerald would, in the face of the opinion given
by the hou. Minister of Justice, deal with them, but would
endeavor to deal with them within the limita of those rights
which the press is entitled to exercise. Sir, I do not pre-
tend that the press bas a right to criticise in an unfair
or illegitimate way the conduct of public men. I say that
right should be kept within reasonable limita; but when I
hear the doctrine laid down by a Minister of the Crown
that after a public trial bas been completed, and after gross
outrages have occurred in the conduct of that trial, the
press of the country is not to criticise it, but that there is a
sacred class in this country, a class of people who are above
and beyond criticism, thon, Sir, I must distinctly dissent
from that doctrine ; and 1 hope one shall not be bound by
any rules such as the ion. Minister of Justice bas laid
down to-night. Sir, this debate is one of a much more
serions character than it may seem to a great many hou.
gentlemen. We are not alone testing the question whether
Mr. Hawke shall be set at liberty or not; that is a matter
which is an incident, from the standpoint from which 1
speak. We are discussing the right of free criticism upon
our public men, upon our judges, our governors and those
who rule over us ; and if we, at this advanced age, permit
the opinion to get abroad that a court, no matter how high
they may be, can muzzle the press of the country, or sum-
marily punisih thom at their own sweet will, and they
themselves being the judges, thon all I can say is
that we have retrograded and gone back to the state
of things which existed two centuries ago. Sir, it is
useless taking up time in discussing the matter; but
I could not allow this discussion to close without enter.
ing my protest against any such doctrine I will
not deal with the question whother Mr. Hawke is
guilty or not, for it has already been dealt with most amply
and 1 think most ably by the hon. gentleman who took up
the gage in this matter, and who has reflected credit upon
himself for the manner in which h has put Mr. H1awke's
ese before the country, I must say that upon the decision
which this House may arrive at td-night-whether or not
it will sanction the extraordinary doctrines of the hon.
Minister of Justice, and the fulsome adulation which my
hon. friend from Regina (Mr. Davin) bas given to the Gov-
ernment of the day-whether it wili adopt the views enter-
tained by these gentlemen, or support the reasonable pro-
position put forth by the hou. member for Queen's-depends
largely the extent of the freedom to which tiihe press of this
country will b entitled. Sir, the right of the proe is one
thing and the illimitable license of the prees is another;
but at this age we cannot limit the right of the pross to dis.
cuss and criticise the conduct of public men, no matter
whether their positions may be those of governors or min-
isters of state or judges ; and 1 want to let these hon. gentle-
men know that there is one man at all events in this country
who will perhaps give them an opportuaity of tefting the
question if the public interests demand it.

Mr. RYKERT. Name,
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Mr. MITCHELL. You do net require me to name him ; the Minister of Justice himself has not said why. ie de-

you know who he is-one who will not hesitate to criticise voted bimself to justifying the action of the judges in the
them from the Chief Justice down te the lowest official. Sir, case which Mr. Hawke criticised, and he devoted himself to
this discussion will arouse an echo throughout Canada; and picking out flaws in the criticisme of Mr. Hawke. I do not
wbatever may be the action of the Government in relation say that those criticisme are justified, but I say that the
to the imprisonment of Mr. Hawke, whether he is granted action of the judges was none the less unconstitutional, un-
bis liberty or not, this discussion will arouse a public senti- British and un-canadian, and that the Government should
ment throughoat this country ; and if the feeling of this find means to prevent such action in the future. I am net
House is against maintaining the liberty of the press and attacking the judges for their action in the matter. I have
the right of free discussion, it will have an effect that some no doubt that they suppose their action was sanctioned by
hon. gentlemen may feel at the next opportunity the public precedent and by the law ; but if they were correct in that
may have to deal with them. opinion, I urge that it is time the law was changed. We

Mr. CASEY. We have heard all sorts of arguments on cannot afford to have a number of petty despots established
this question. We have heard the legal argument advanced in Canada with power to imprison for any time they like
by the bon. gentleman who brought the matter up; we have all those who, they may consider, have offended or
heard the very legal and very technical reply of the hon. insulted them. A number of years vgo, a similar case came
Minister of Justice; we have had the height of Irish elo- up in Ontario, the case of the Hon. Geo. Brown, who was
quence from my hon. friend from the North-West; and I charged with contempt of court for certain criticisma
think it is time for some one who is neither a lawyer nor on Judge Wilson. The House is familiar with that case. It
an editor te have something te say on the question. It was established, as the result of that case, that the press
seems te me that the hon. Minister of Justice, and ail the had the right te criticise the action of judges, and that the
other gentlemen who have spoken on that side, have shown judges have net the arbitrary right te commit journalists
the highest degree of ability in avoiding the real question for contempt of court in consequence of such criticisme.
at issue in this ease. The hon. Minister of Justice justified Tbe case was argued by Mr. Brown himself, who was not
the proceedings of the judges, and attacked the statements a lawyer, before the judges, and they concurred in his view
contained in the alleged libels published by Mr. Hawke. and dismissed the decree which called on him to show cause
My hon. friend from Prince Edward Island stated clearly why heshould not be committed for contempt ofcourt. That
when he brought the matter up that ho was not concerned is the constitutional view of the case; and if the law does
to justify the statements of Mr. Hawke, and that he did not not bear out that view, it is the duty of the hon. Minister
intend te attack the judges; and, therefore, the matters of Justice to see that the law is changed. Publicity is net
treated of by the bon. Minister of Justice were entirely enly the sole safeguard of our liberties, but also of the
beside the question. The question is this, whether we shal dignity of the bench. Some people may suppose that the
allow the judges of our different courts to be prosecutors, action taken by the judges in New Brunswick, showing
witnesses and judges in their own case. Sir, I think the personal resentment for a personal attack, maintains the
magnitude of this question fully justifies any discussion that dignity of the bench, but I hold that such action lowers
has taken place, and would have justified even more vigorous the dignity of the bench. It is only by agreeng
action on the part of this House in the matter. My hon. friend to the proposition that the standing of the bench is

from Perth pooh-poobs the question, and seems te consider se high that all its actions will bear the light of
that he could never be concerned in a matter of this kind. publicity, and the fullest discussion in the presesand
Now, it might possibly happen that even my hor. friend from elsewhere, that the dignity of the press can be maintained.
Perth migbt have occasion te express his opinion on the The only manner in which the dignity of our judges
action of the judge in some matter of this kind, and might can be maintained, in which the right of free discus-
very inconveniently b. brought before the very man who Bion which belongs to every British subject can be
eonsidered himself insulted by theb hon. gentleman, and secured, in which the constitutional liberties of this Empire
who would be allowed under the law to avenge his owni can b. carried into effect in Canada, is to provide that, apart
personal injury. I say this is a great constitutional question, from the mere proceedings in court iu regard te which the

and I am eue of those who maintain that the action of the judge must have summary power, a judge is only an indivi-
judge was unconstitutional, un-British, un-Canadian and dual citizen like any other, and should have his remedy in
outrageous, and I cannot denounce in too strong language law like any other for any libel he has sufferred, and should

the principle that any judge who feels himself personally net have the arbitrary power te avenge personal insulte in

aggrieved should have the right to wreak bis vengeance on the way adopted in this case. I am glad theb hon. member

the offender by committing him to jail without the formality for Prince Edward Island has taken up this case. I am glad
of a trial before any impartial tribunal-without taking the there bas been this full discussion on it. But I am deeply
evidence and without having any process of law at all. sorry te find the Minister of Justice has chosen to look upon
This House knows that this practice, this relic of the bar- this question rather in the light of a party question than lu

barism of the middle ages, bas gone out of use in England, the light of a judicial question. I hope that he bus only
and that in England, the home of prerogative, the home of taken this course on the spur of the moment, and that, after

tradition, the one country of all others where the judiciary mature consideration, he will see the force and justice of the

is more respected than elsewhere, the judiciary has given points urged by theb hon. member for Prince Ed ward Island,

up, of their own free will and pleasure, and their action and I will conclude with the hope expressed by that gentle-

bas been endorsed by statute, this prerogative, which was man at the close of his speech, that the ventilation Of this mat-

intended in the rude middle ages te protect them from in- ter will lead the Government te ee that it is their duty, as
sult. If in England, that country which we call se old. the guardians of public and personal liberty, free discussion

fashioned, this prerogative bas been given up, why should snd thedignity of thecbench, to exercise the clemencyw cflh
it exist lu Canada? And, coming nearer home, we find Crowu suddtb relieve Mr. Hawke free the penalty wbioh,
that in the United States this prerogative of commitment however ho may have deserved it, shoald not have been

for contempt of court without a trial no longer existe. imposed on him in this particular manner.

Why, therefore, should it exist in Canada ? Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I am net at all dieposed te prolong
Some hon. MEMIBERS. Why ? the debate. I am perfectly satisfied that the object I had
Mr. CASEY. A number of hon, gentlemen opposite ask in view has been obtained by our having had a free disons

me why, but not one of them so far has said why. The hon. sien upon the more salient points which belong to the case
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of Mr. Hawke; and I would not have risen at all at the
close of the debate, but for a remark which the hon. the
Minister of Justice made, and which I think was hardly
fair to myself. The hon. gentleman stated that, after mak-
ing a two hours' speech-he was only an hour astray, but
assuming him to ho correct, it would not make much differ-
ence-I had ended with a simple motion to adjourn, and he
intimated that, if I was serious, I would have made a motion
of a very different ebaracter. I think that was hardly fair
or generous on the part of the Minister of Justice, because
he knew that it was perfectly impossible for me to make
any motion other than I did make. He knows that I could
not to-day have made a substantive motion embodying the
views which I hold in reference to the imprisonment of Mr.
Hawke. If I had waited for the next motion to go into
Committee of Supply, I might have waited until next week,
and, if I had moved on that, I would have been met by the
Government with the charge that I was not seeking to
vindicate the freedom of the press as I understood it, but
simply to embarrass the Government by putting for-
ward a motion which must ho met by them as a motion
of want of confidence. My object was not to catch a vote
of the House of Commons, but to elicit what the real opinion
of the fouse of Commons was in reference to the arbitrary
exercise by the Supreme Court of New Brunswick of this
poWer which they claim to possess; and I think hon. gen-
tlemen will do me the justice to say that, in my remarks, I
did not once challenge the exercise by ary superior court
in this Dominion of the necessary and inherent powers
which are essential for the maintenance of the honor of the
court or the due administration of justice. There was a
statement made by the hon. member for West Assiniboia
(Mr. Davin) that the liberty of the press was a living ques-
tion once but a perfect farce now. I did not quite under-
stand the line of his reasoning, but I may say that the Star
Chamber was a living power once, but it became dead.
Thanks to the efforts of the friends of British liberty, after

-years and years of pesistent effort it became dead, but its
corpse has come to life in this Dominion, and we have the
member for Assiniboia, who claims to be a Liberal exulting
over the resurrection of that dead corpse. That hon. gen-
tleman says that the course of justice may ho impeded by
the publication of criticisms after the proceedings have
ceased, and that the language used by Mr. Hawke was calca-
lated to bring the court into contempt. I will read one
sentence from the judgment of Mr. Justice Morrison in the
case of Regina vs. Wilkinson, which i think is a complete
answer to the argument of the bon. gentleman:

" Respect to courts cannot be compelled. It is the voluntary tribute
of the public to worth, virtue and intelligence, and while they are
found on the judgment seat, so long and no longer will they retain the
public confidence."
The member for Assiniboia (Mr. Davin) may believe
that the dungeon and the jail of Fredericton, and the im.
prisonment in the jail of those who dare to criticise the
judgments of the courts, will compel respect and obedience
from the general public of Canada, but ho will learn in ai
short time that the laite Mr. Justice Morrison had a truer
appreciation of what constitutes worth, intelligence and
virtue, and what will best command the respect of the
public. There was also an argument used as to what I said in
regard to the hardship of Mr. Hawke's case, and the Minister
of Justice said that, Mr. Hawke had his remedies. Well, what
remedy has ho? The Minister of Justice says ho has the
remedy of an application for a writ of habeas corpus to
the Supreme Court of Canada. I am so perfectly satisfied
with the reply of my hon. friend from St. John (r.Weldon)
to that statement,that I will not even attempt to summarise
it. He answered that proposition perfectly, but I will cali
the attention of the MinLister of Justice to the case whieh
ho mugt weil know, of Stockdale and Hansard. Ho wil
remember that the louse of Gommons caused the sheriffs

Mr. DA vus (P.E.I.)

of London to be imprisoned for contempt of their honorable
body, because they had, pursuant to the w'rit of the Court of
King's Bench, seized the goods of the Reporter Bansard
convicted of libel. The &heriffa wore committed to the
Tower for that contempt, and when they were brought up
bofore the judges of the ]and, under a writ of habeas corpus,
what did the judges say ? They were acquain&ted with ail
the facts, they believed they were improperly impris med,
but they said they could not go beyond the terms of the
warrant. According to the terms of the warrant they were
properly imprisoned, and the judges said they could not go
behind the warrant. As it appeared that they had been im-
prisoned by the House of Commons for contempt, thejudges
stated that they could not on habeas corpus enquire into the
facts whicb, in the opinion of the Commons, constituted con-
tempt but were bound by the recitals in the warrant, and as
the warrant was good on its face they could not release the
prisoner. It would b the same thing if Mr. Hawke were to
be so ill-advised as to sue out a writ of habeas corpus and to
come here. He would find that the reason for his commitment
is staited on the face of the warrant to be simply a contempt of
the Supreme Court of New Brunswick. The judges would
find that the jailer held him by virtue of a warrant
from the Supreme Court of New Brunswick charging
him witb being guilty of contempt of court, and the
Supreme Court of Canada would be powerless to re-
lease him, just as the Court of Queen's Beach was
powerless to release the sheriffs of Middlesex when
lhey were imprisoned for an alleged contempt of the
flouse of Commons. It may be that this warrant has been
altogether illegally issued, that the grounds could not -be
justified, but they cannot b enquired into, the judges are
holpless, they are bound by the warrant, and they would
have to remit Mr. lawke to prison. If they had the
power by certiorari to bring up ail the proceedings under
which that warrant issued, they might be able to enquire
whether the warrant was legal or not, but they have no
such power, and, unless the clemency of the Crown is
exercised, there is no other power in this country by
which Mr. llawke eau be relcased. The hon. gentleman
asks if it will be argued that the Crown has power to in-
terfere ? I doubt very much the power of the Crown to in-
terfere, but I remember the precodont which the hon.
gentleman has set, and I know what a stickler ho is
for precedent and how carefully ho must have enquired
into ail the authorities betore ho determined, as Minis-
ter of Justice, to exorcise his power and release tho
prisoners who were imprisoned by the judges in Cal-
gary. If ho had the power in Calgary, I came to the
conclusion that ho must have the same power in New
Brunswick. If Justice Travis imprisoned men improperly
in Calgary, in the opinion of the Minister of Justice, and the
Minister had power to review that decision, and did so,aind
released these men at Calgary, ho must have the same
power in New Brunswick, and I knew that the hon. gentle-
man could not be charged with exercising that power from
political motives. At all events, I hoped not. I hoped
that, in matters connected with the administration of jue-
tice, the hon, gentleman would carry out in the Department
of Justice the traditions which ho learned when ho vais on
the bench of Nova Scotia, and I ventured to assume that,
when ho exercised the power vested in him in regard to
these men in Calgary, ho would exercise the sanie power in
New Brunswick if ho came to the conclusion that that man
was improperly imprisoned. The only question, therefore,
is whether he considers that ho was improperly imprisoned,
because, having taken the power in one case, I
am sure that, if I have convinced him that this man is
improperly imprisoned, ho would exertose it l the other.
Sir, I regret to say there is just a suspicion of party poli-
tics in this matter. I wl not charge my hon. friend from
Albert (hîr. Weldon), nor will I charge soome other hon,
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gentlemen opposite with entertaining such strong party
views as would prevent them from doing justice. 1 think
I do not go beyond the truth when I say that in their secret
hearts they are glad that Mr. Hawke is imprisoned, becauBe
ho reflected upon a judge whose actions resulted in pre-
venting the Westmorelani case from being tried. That I
believe, whether right or wrong, and I gave my reasons
for so believing it in the afternoon, and I have not scen
any reasons yet for retracting one of them.

Mr. HESSON. It was party views that induced you to
bring this matter up. If it had been a Conservative who
had written these articles you would never have found
fault'

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) There is an old and homely maxim
that a man generally measures his corn by his own bushel.
The hon. gentleman makes that charge against me, but I
would like toknow from him whether ho could gather from
anything I said to-day that I was actuatod by political mo-
tives. I refrained expressly from introducing politics in the
matter. The hon. gentleman knows-and if ho does not,
those who sit to the right of him can tell hi m-that I could
have imported polities irito this question, and personal
matters, and matters of an acrimonious character, reflecting
severely upon many gentlemen who occupy high positions
in New Brunswick. I refrained from doing so because I
wanted the great principle which underlay this case to be
fairly discussed by this House apart from party politics
altogether. If the courts of this land have power arbitrarily
and summarily to imprison without the interference of a
judge, anybody who camments upon their conduct, if they
have power to determine when those comments go
beyond just criticism and when they do not, and if this
Hónse of Commons is prepared to endorse the action of those
courts, I am anxious, as a Liberal, to know it. I will dissent,
and as far as my humble voice goes, I shall continue toraise
it in protest against that old Tory and accursed doctrine. I
hope and believe better things of the House of Commons. I
believe to-day that if there is a sentiment evoked on behalf
of the exercise of this power by the judges of the court of
New Brunswick, it bas been because party politics have
been brought in to back up that sentiment, and not because
they believe in the doctrine itself. Sir, we do not hear the
Premier or any other leading member of the Government,
outside of the Minister of Justice-who made an argument
from a purely legal standpoint endorsing the sentiments
which some hon. members on the back benches are prepared
to cheer, and which the hou. member for Assiniboia (Mr.
Davin) enunciated hore, sentiments which were invoked by
the Tory members of the House of Commons a hundred
years ago, but which it was thought their descendants are
now ashamed of. I have only a word to say in reference
to the authority by which the Minister of Justice attempted
to justify the position ho took, the case of Dwyer Gray.
Why, Sir, the hon. gentleman could not have cited
an authority stronger in favor of the position I have
taken. The position I took was this: that commente
are improper which wore calculated to interfere with the
proper administration of justice. In the case of Dwyer
tiray,he was the publisher of a newspaper in Dublin, and
ho published comments reflecting severely upon the ver.
dict of a jury at a commission held by Mr. Justice Lawson.
Mr. Justice Lawson held a court, under a special commis-
sion, to try a certain number ofe cases, and ho had on his
jury Catholies and Protestants. One case was tried, and
a verdict was given convicting the prisoner. Mr. Dwyer
Gray came out with an article in his paper condemning
most strongly the action of thejury. His language, was held
to be intimidation of the worst kind, and so severe that un-
les it was punished summarily, the administration of justice
during the existence of that commission would be paralysed,
and no other verdict possibly be obtained. The court

held that unless they were readyto consent tothis paralysie
in the administration of justice, they muet stop in, in vindica-
tion of theirown rights, and assert the right of the court to
punish the man who attempted to paralyse justice by the pub-
lication of articles intended to intimidate the jurors from giv-
ing a verdict. Sir, that case came within the very exception
that I contended for in the proposition that I submitted to
the flouse, namely, that comments which are calculated to
impede or prevent the administration of justice in the courts
of the land are comments which come within the rule of
law by which the courts are enabled, by their own inherent
powers, to jufli t summary punishment. Those powers are
inherent for one object alone, for the administration of
justice, and to secure the administration of justice from
being improperly obstructed. I think there never was a
case cited in this House which could bear out more strongly
the position I took, than the case of Dwyer Gray, and the
reason which Mr. Justice Laawson gave for deciding it as he
did. What does he say ?

" I see perfectly well that the design of all these articles is one-it
was to endeavor to destroy in the public mind the moral effret p this
conviction; that was the object and nothing ele, and to interfere with
the trial of the subsequent cases, and to prevent jurles from bringing to
the discharge of their duties that free, that unfettered judgment, that
judgment free from alarm and trepidation which every man should have
when ho comes to discharge this duty."
Mr. Dwyer Gray was guilty of that offence, ho had been
convicted, and although it was contended in the House of .
Commons that his arreat and imprisoument were a breach
of the privileges of the House, nobody ever contended that
the judge exceeded hie duty, because overy'body agreed that
the articles wore intended and calculated to intimidate the
jury and prevent justice from being administered. But is
there a man in this Hlouse who would dare to rise in hie
place and say that any one of the articles published by Mr.
HIawke could possibly have the effect of impeding the ad-
ministration of justice in New Brunswick? Sir, ths election
trial was closed, the Supreme Court of New Brunswick had
adjourned, no other election trial was going on when these
criticisme were passed, there was no similar case before
the court, and hon. gentlemen opposite cannot argue that
the criticism of which they.complain was calculated to im-
pair or impede theadministration of justice in that Province.
Not being so calculated it did not come within the summary
power of the court to punish. I repeat now the proposition
with which I started out in the early part of the evening,
that in attempting to exercise that summary power, and
punish a man without the interference of' a jury, for having
made a comment upon their judgment in that election case,
after the election court had cloeod, after the Supreme Court
itself had elosed, and five months, mark you, atter the pro-
oeedings were over, the judges wore uaurping a jurisdiction
to justify which a precedent cannot be found, either in the
laws of the old country of England, or in) any of our colonies.

Motion to adjourn withdrawn.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the flouse.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 12.05 a.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIAr, Ilth May, 1888.

The SPzaza took the Chair at Three o'clook.

PETITION AGAINST MR. CO11QUETTE, M.P.

Petition from Philippe Landry and others, praying that
Philippe Auguste Choquott, Esq., member for the electoral
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division of Montmagny, be declared an unfit and improper
person to represent the said electoral division, and dis-
qualified to sit in this House-being read,

Mr. LAURIER. I intend to object to the reception of
that petition from Philippe Landry and others, but I do
not see the hon. member for Provencher (Mr. Royal) in
his seat.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The motion for the re-
eeption of the petition can stand over tili another day,

INSURANCE ACT AMENDMENT.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved for leave to introduce

a Bill (No. 126) to amend chapter 124 of the Revised
Statutes, respecting insurance. He said: This Bill is
simply to put the insurance companies incorporated in any
of the Provinces of the Dominion on the same footing as
insurance companies incorporated in the United States;
that is, they are allowed, by making a certain deposit with
the Government of Canada, to do business in lire and life
insurance. As the law at present stands, companies incor-
porated in the Province, after making the deposit required
by theGovernment as security, have not the power to do
business except in life insurance. This Bill is to extend
their business to lire insurance, the same as is done by
American companies.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is optional ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, of course. It simply

enables the Government to receive their deposit, and give
them power to do business.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

DEPOSITS IN GOVERN MENT SAVINGS BANKS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 127) relating to the interest payable on deposits
in the Post Office and Government Savings Banks. He
said: The object of this Bill is th enable the Government to
reduce the rate of interest we are now paying, under the
statute, to depositors in the savings banks, if the Govern-
ment think the condition of the country should require it;
that is to say, it is to enable the Government to regulate the
interest and to pay a lower rate than is paid at present, if
they find that the terms upon which money can be obtained
from abroad, do not warrant the payment of so high a rate
as we pay at present.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Would it not be botter to abolish
that Act altogether, and allow the Government power, from
time to time, to act ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is just what this Bill is.
It is an enabling Act.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first time.

BUSINESS OF THE HlOUSE.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That on every Monday, for the rest of the Session, Government

mesures shall have precedence after Questions.
Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILiWAY.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve

itself into Committee to consider resolutions (p. 1001) res-
pecting a loan to be granted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
fie said: Mr. Speaker, in rising to move these resolutions
I am glad to know that the subject-matter is so familiar to
every hon. member on both aides of this House as to ren-
der it unnecessary at this late period of the Session that I
should detain the flouse long in referring speeifically to
what these resolutions contain. The House is aware that .

JLa. DvIEs (P.Ej.)

when this Government eame into power in 1878 they found
the Government of the country committed to the construe.
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway as a Government work,
and having taken such measures as they were enabled to do
from time to time with the object of furthering that great
work, they came to the conclusion that it would be very desir-
able if the proposal that had been made by their predecessors
when they published advertisements asking for tenders for
the construction of this great work, the proposal to transfer
this great work to the hands of a private company, should
be adopted; and in 180 my right hon. friend the First
Minister, the present Minister of Railways and Canals,
(Mr. Pope) and myself were deputed by the Government
to go to London for the purpose of ascertaining if it would
be possible to obtain a company to take up the construction
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The object of our mission,
as the flouse knows, was no secret, it was publicly stated
everywhere both in this country and in England that that was
the object of our mission to London, and we spent a very
considerable time in endeavoring to ascertain if we could
obtain the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
through the agency of a company. We were in communi-
cation with a large number of capitalists, notably the presi-
dent of the Grand Trunk Railway, upon this subject; we
were in communication with ether capitalists who had their
attention attracted to the object ofour mission, and we had
an opportunity of discussing exhaustively with varions
capitalists the terms upon which it was possible to obtain
the construction of that great work. I need not say that
the result of those negotiations was to arrange with what
was then known as the Canadian Pacifie Railway syndicate
for the construction of the railway. The contract, which
was subsequently adopted by this House, contained a clause
which says that:

"For twenty years from the date hereof no line of railway"-

That is, from the date of the contract-
-" shall be authorised by the Dominion Parliament to be constructed
south of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from any point at or on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, except such line as shall be run south-west
or to the westward of south-west nearer than within fifteen miles of lati-
tude 49 ; and in the establishment of any new province in the North-
West Territory provision should be made for continuing such prohibition
after such establishment until the expiration of the said period."

I have no hesitation in saying that without that condition
we would have been obliged to return as we went, without
being able to make any contract whatever with anybody
for the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway. It
was known that the country through which that line of
railway, involving as it did an enormous expenditure for
its construction, was to a great extent unsettled, and that,
in fact, the country would require almost to be created as
the line was constructed; and attaching the importance
that we attach to the great object of securing the construc.
tion of that line of railway which would bind the varions
provinces of which Canada was composed together and
render a real as well as a nominal union and confederation,
we had no hesitation at all in binding ourselves to this clause,
which under other and different circumstances would
perhape be regarded as very objectionable. The policy
contained in that clause, I need not remind hon, gentlemen
opposite, was the same policy that was pursued by our
friends on the other side of the House when they were on
the Treasury benches; that is to say, to endeavor to adopt
such measures as would prevent the traffic of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway so constructed from being drawn ont of the
country instead of being made subservient to the develop-
ment and progress of our own country. I need not detain
the House by going through the long history of antagonism
to the policy contained in this clause, the excitement that
was raised in connection with it; and I do not intend to
raise the question which has been raised and which has
been pressed, that inasmuch as we declared that the
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D)ominion Parliament should not authorise the construction
of the linos, the Government, elothed with the power of
Parliament, assenting te the construction of linos in the
established provinces, was open to question as to how far
it was embraced in the terms ofthat clause. I do not propose
to raise that question, because it is not necessary for the
consideration of the subject. The louse will remember,
however, that a great deal of agitation having taken place
in regard to the monopoly which is embodied in this clause,
in 1884, when asking Parliament for a loan of $30,000,000
additional to what had been granted by the contract made
by Parliament with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I ac-
companied that application to Parliament by a statement
that the Government hoped, and the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way hoped, that by the time the line was completed north
of Lake Superior, they would find themselves in a position
to warrant abandoning the policy of disallowance which
had prevented the construction of the proposed lines of
railway tapping the Canadian Pacifie Railway and running
to the American frontier on the south. I made tbat state-
ment to the House in all candor; I fully believed, I fully
expected that it would be realised, and that neither in the
interests of the Canadian Pacifie Railway nor in the in-
terests of the Government would it be necessary for the
Government long to adhere to the policy originally pro
posed by hon. gentlemen opposite, and which we had
adopted as a sound, reasonable and justifiable policy. But,
as I stated to the House a year ago when this was under
discussion, and when the hon. member for Marquette (Mr.
Watson) moved a resolution upon this subject, I drew the
attention of the House to some very important circum-
stances that had occurred between the time when I
made my statement to the louse in 1884, and the
condition in which we found ourselves in 1887. I doi
not intend to waste the time of this louse by going
into the question as to how far the Government is bound
by the policy it announces at one time and under one set
of circumstances, to adhere to that policy at another
time, and under other circumstances. I hold that truc
statesmanship requires the Government of the country, to
meet the cireumstances in relation to every question of
great publie importance under and in connection with the
existing state of things; and if a different policy is
demanded, and a different course of action required by the
changed state of things in the country, I say that a Gov-
ernment would be unwortby of their position, and would
not discharge their duty to the country, whieh did not take
into consideration the changed circumstances under which
the same question of public policy had to be viewed and
treated. 1 drew the attention of the louse to the fact
that we had been all disappointed, and especially had
the Government and gentlemen on this side of the
flouse been disappointed, in relation to the development of
Manitoba and of the great North-West. I drew the atten-
tion of the flouse to the fact that we had had three, I am
happy to say, abnormally bad seasons, and I believe there is
no reason to doubt that the reassuring condition of things
witnessod last season, will be found to ho the normal con-
dition of the seasons in the North-West. We had, un-
fortunately for Canada, for the Canadian Pacific lRailway
and everybody concerned, and especially unfortunate for
the people who have gone into that country, we had those
three abnormally bad seasons. In addition to that there
had been no doubt a want of acquaintance, on the part of
strangers going into the country, as to the beast mode of
meeting diffeulties of that kind, and a want et experience
which led no doubt to those bad seasons having a much more
injurions effect than they would have had if parties starting
in that country had known as much then as they know now,
as to the best means of counteracting and avoiding those
diMefulties ; an acquaintauce which would have told them
that early seeding was necessary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And good seed.
ýf

Sir OIALRLIES TUPPER. Yes, as my right hon. friend
r mentions, and good seed, too. In addition to those diffi-

culties wo had that which was unexpected. No person in
184 had certainlythe slightest possible reasi to anticipato

, the outbreak which ocurred-tbat disastrous, and unfor-
tunate and lamentable outbreàk, which occurred in the
interim after 1884, when we had expressed the hopes as to
the position we would find ourselves in on the completion

9 of the lino north of Lake Superior, and which outbroak had
a most disastrous effect upon the settlement of the country,
as every person can well understand. Under those circum-
stances we were obliged to reconsider the hopes we had
expressed. We fonnd ourselves in the position, that with-
out smuffoient traffle to maintain the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way, without such a settiement and without such a return

f from the crop in the country as to furnish traffie for that
road ; we found ourselves in the position, that obliged us to
hesitate, in the adoption of the abandonment of the policy
that was intended to keep the traffe of our country upon
our national lino of railway. Under those circumstances
we were compelled to &sk the House to pause. We are
compelled to ask the House not to oblige us to carry out
what had been our confident expectation in 1884, but toallow
that policy that had been continued up to that time, to be
continued for a longer period and for the reasons I have stated.
We asked this in what we belioved to be the interosts of
the people of Canada as a whole, as well as the interests of
that company who bad undertaken and carried out so rapidly
the completion of that great work. t may say, in
passing, that those expectations which we held out to the
flouse in 1884, have been given great importance to, be-
cause they were statements made in connection with an
application to Parliament for a loan of $30,000,000 ad.
ditional assistance to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, in
order that they might carry rapidly to completion that
great work. I may remind the House that hon. gentle.
men opposite told me, that if I would cal] that a gift, in-
stead of a loan, I would be treating the House much more
ingennously than I was, and that I perfectly understood, and
that the Goverument of the country understood that so far
as that loan was concerned, not a dollar would ever, be
returned; that it would pass into the same category as the
loan made many years ago to the Grand Trunk lailway,
and of which never a dollar had bon roalised or returned
to the treasury of the country. I have no hositation in
saying that the rapid comple ion of the Canadian Pacific
Railway-suppose that loin ha I been a gift, suppose we
had never received a single dollar of that mony-t have
no hesitation in saying that apon that eventful occasion of
the disastrous outbreal in the North-West, on account of
the rapid manner in which that work had been pushed
forward, and above anything the contract obliged them
to do, the country received full value for every
dollar of that $30,000,000. llad it not been for the
complet:on of that contract, not only would the disaster
have been infinitely greater, but the additional cost to
this country would have fully equalled the entire amount
of that appropr&tion. I mention that, merely in passing,
to remind the flouse of the position in which we stood.
The House is aware that shortly after the Canadian Pacifie
Railway returned 820,000,000 of that loan in cash to the
Governmont, and that we were paid the other $10,000,000
by taking land at 81.50 per a-3re; which hon. gentlemen
opposite estimated, and had very good ground for estimat-
ing, to be absolutely worth from 83 to 85 an acre. So that
we sec that claim was entirely extinguished. I arm happy
to say that we find ourselves able to reconsider our policy
this year; just as we were obliged to reconsider our poelicy
a year ago; just as we were obliged to reconsider the ex-
pectations we held out to Parliament and to the country as
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to what we would be enabled to do in the abandonment of
the policy of disallowance, and the permission of those rail-
ways that were so much desired to be constructed by the
people of Manitoba. Just as a year ago we were
obligod to reconsider our policy, and to a certain
extent change it in the light of the changed
.circumstances that had occurred after that policy was
propounded, I am happy to say we find ourselves to.
day in a position again to reconsider our policy oflast year,
and for the sarne reason, but in a very different direction.
Every hon. gentleman in this louse knowenow that instead
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway not having, by the want
of settlement of that country and the growth of crops in
that country, the means of being furnished with traffie;
every person knows, and every person is delighted to know,
no matter on wbat side of this House he may sit, that a
return of the normal good seasons in that count y have
shown that its fertility has never been exaggerated, and that
it certainly surpasses in its fortility of soil, and in its climate
and its attributes as the great remaining granary of the world,
all that which was claimed for it. That country to-day occupies
a position that enables us to rest with the most unqualified
confidence, upon its er ormous resources, as the great re-
maining, and unoccupied grain field of the world. I may
draw the attention of the louse to this as it is a very
important point, and as it has had the most vital bearing
upon the position of the Gavernment in relation to this
question. The best and most reliable estimate I eau obtain
of the crop of 1887, showing the total crop and the number
of bushels for export in the Provinces of Manitoba and
Assiniboia, jis as follows:-

Total crop.
Bushels.

wheat......................... .. ...... 12,860,000
Barley............. ..................... ,....... 2,263,000
Oats.................,......... 3,780,000
Flax . ............................ 180,000

Totale..a........................... ..... 19,083,000

For export.
Buahels.

10,613,000
1,130,000
2,890,000

150,000

14,783,000

The- crop for export, independent of all requirements for
the consumption of the country, amounted to no less than
14,783,000 bushels, which had to beforwarded bythe railway.
From the commencement of the rmovement of the crop of
188, up to the 29th of April, 1888, there have been moved
east from Winnipeg 6,887 000 busbels of wheat, and flour
equivalent to 737,870 bushels more, or no less than'7,624,870
bushels of wheat or its equivalent carried east by the Cana-
dianî Pacifie Railway from Manitoba and Assimibmia. Now,
Sir, I need not tell the louse that tho Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, instead of being in a position to say
that the country did not provide traffic enough for the line,
stand in this position, that all their resources-and every
person knows the extensiveness of their rolling stock-
their elevators and other means of traffie have
have been entirely unable to deal with this immense traffic.
Every member et the fouse can see that if the company
had suflicient elevator capacity at Fort William or at Port
Arthur, the trains could bring the crop forward and deposit
it in those elevators and return; whereas if thay
were obliged, after the capacity of the elevators
was exhausted, to go down a thousand miles further
in order to reach means of storing the grain in elevators
by the sea, the time expended in bringing the cars back
would be such as to entirely disable them from handling
the crop, as they would otherwise be able to do. But, Sir,
as I said before, this fact has entirely changed the whole
position of the question. I need not say that, from the first
moment this was seen, our friends in this flouse-I will not
say our friends only, but al[ the members from Manitoba
and the North-West Territories, ineluding the hon. member
for Marquette (Mr. Watson), brought all the pressure pos-
sible upon the Government in connection with this question.
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They declared, one and all, with one common voice from
the first, that this great crop showed the inability of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway to handle the traffic, and brought
forward that fact as an unanswerable evidence that the
time had passed when it could be claimed that the country
should be prevented from having other means of communi-
cation in order to handle the enormous crop that was ai-
ready producod, and in order to provide for that which
every person knows, in the nature of things, must in the
future be demanded in that country. The fact that 16,-
000 farmers, all told, have been able tQ raise for ex-
port, over and above the entire consumption of the
country last year, nearly 15,000,000 bushels of grain,
principally of wheat, but also including barley which is
known to be of the highest character, and oats which I
believe will compare favorably with those of any other
part of the world, shows the adaptability of the soil and
climate for grain growing ; and the moment that is known,
everyone must see what a rapid developrnent in that
country must ensue, how capii saiand agricultural skill
must be attracted, not only from the older Provinces,
where the mon best able to cope with the difficulties of a
new country like the North-West come from, but from all
parts of the world; and this must result in an enormously
increased demand for the means of traffic. While on that
subject, after having stated what last season has produced,
I am sure the Hlouse will bear with me, if I give them the
best evidence that can be obtained of the prrspect of the
crap for the present season. This is a telogram received
three or four days ago from Winnipeg:

"Winnipeg, Man.:-The farinera throughout the Canadian North-West
have no reason for sharing the feeling of despondency that prevails
throughott Minnesota and Dakota owing to the unfavorable condition of
the weather and backwardness of the season for seeding purgóges, as fol-
lowing detailed reports will show:

"Oarberry:-Seeding going on rapidly. Wheat about done and if
present dne weather continues few days later all seeding will be com-
pleted.

I Battleford :-Weather very warm, theranometer 92 degrees in shade.
Farming operations about completed. Wheat on many farina up.
Every prospect for best harvest In years.

"Edmonton:-Seeding about finished and some field grain up.
Farmers jubilant over prospecta and sowing heavily. Weather very
warm.

I Brandon, Man.:-Weather most favorable and farmers taking every
advantage of it, thousands of acres being seeded each day. Wheat
seeding nearly completed. A large quantity of wheat is above gron.nd.

"Emerson:-Seeding operations in this vicinity progressing vpry
favorably. Wheat is about all sown and up in some localities Farmers
report the land very dry, and warm rain would be beneficial just now.
Prospecta good.

Il"Glenoro', Ian.:-Farmers are very buay seeding. The fine weather
of the last few days haa put them in excellent spirits. There will be
about one-third more acreage under cultivation this year than lasit.
Prospects, as far as can judge, seem very good. Wheat in many plaees
already thrQugh ground. About two-thirds of seeding already finiahed.

" Moosomin, N.W.T. :-Seeding in this vicinity about completed. A
few have some oats yet to sow but majority have finiahed, and general
feeling is that there will be bountiful harvest. The seed bad bas never
bean ib ttercondition. Wheat fields are looking green, and alU vege-

"Qu'Apelle, N.W.T.:-Farmers in this vicinity have finiahed aow-
ing wheai and oata, and barley seeding under way. Roots will be put
in about the 20th.

"Regina, N. W.T -Seeding al done in Regina district. About
twenty-five thousand acres seeding wheat, principally up, and looking
well. Vegetation growing finely. Farmers are in good spirits, and
looking forward to a bountiful harvest.

"Portage la Prairie, Man.:-Seeding progressing finely, and rapidly
nearing completion. Wheat seeding finished, and farmers are now busi-
ly engaged in putting in their oats and barley. The present warm
weather is favorable for vegetation, and many fields are already present-
ing quite a green appearance. The acreage will fully be one-third over
that of lait ysar.

"l Morden, Man :-Seeding is well advanced. Fully one-third area
more under crop this year than last."

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Are these despatches all of
the same date ?

Sir C HARLES TUPPER. They al came three days
ago from the different points. They are about the same
date-I would not say to a day. I do not think it will be
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necessary for me to say more as ta the fact that when the remove the sfghtest possibility of doubt of the Government
Govermnent pressed upon the Hlouse last year our reasons of Canada ever being called upon to contribute one dollar
for hesitating to carry out our original hopes and ex- in relation ta this question, if the Government of Canada
pectations in regard ta disallowance, we felt it was a will lend us their credit in such a way as ta enable us to
question on which the advocates for the discontinuance of obtain upon our land grant the means of putting our road
the disallowance policy had very powerful and irresistible in a complote condition, the means of furnishing the neces.
standing ground; and, under these circumstances, we folt sary elevators and providing the nccessary rolling stock to
obliged to give iramediate attention to the changed con. handle the crop. Now, the Government were very glad to
dition in which this question presented itself,-a position find that they could settle this question upon terms
changed in every possible respect from the position of the that, I bave no hesitation in saying, have been
country when we stood here a year ago, when we were ob- received by the people of this country, from one end
liged, as matters thon stood, to hesitate in the adoption to the other, with feelings of the most profound
of the policy that was so earnestly demanded by satisfaction. I have no besitation in saying that we
hon. gentlemen, on both sides of the louse. Well, are indebted, no doubt very largely, t aOur friends opposite
under these circumstances, we naturally opened up and to the newspapers representing their views, for that
negotiations witb the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. condition of things These gentlemen an J the newspapers
It may be said that we could have dealt with the Province opposed ta the Government, held ont to the people the
of Manitoba, without regard to the wishes or feelings of that assertion that we had fastened this gigantic monoply upon
company. I have already said that I do not intend, for a the country, and that we would be compelled to buy it out
single moment, to enter into a discussion of that question. by the actual payment of a very large sum of public money,
It is a question upon whieh lawyers, and very eminent and coneequently-and I have no doubt that the opinion.
lawyers, hold dîfferent opinions; and becanuse I have not was honestly entertained by hon. gentlemen opposite and
the advartage of being a lawver, I may be excused for saying by the press opposed to the Govornment-they bolieved
that where lawyers differ on a question of that kind-and looking at the importance of that clause, looking at the fact
lawyers of high standing and character, as Ihappen to know, that it had been a prime factor in obtaining the contract
do differon it-it is best if you possibly can, to avoid the con- for the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, that
tingency of these legal issues being raised and tried. Now, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company not only fait that
tbere was another point made, and that was that we were per- they held a very strong and powerful influence in order to
fectly aware t at that the moment we chauged our attitude inducea the payment ta them by the Government of a large
in regard to disallowance of the construction of railways in sum of money, but felt that tho abandonment of that
the Province of Manitoba, this woulldbecome a fair question monoply was worth ta the country a very largo sum
in the great North-West, and that we would be charged with of money, and that consequently, as companics arc not
doing for Manitoba what we were denying to the settlers likoly to part with anything they own without a quid
who, under still greater difficulties, were going out building pro quo they would compel us to pay a very largo sum
up the North-West and making it productive. We were ta at once sweep away and forever remove this
perfectly aware that that question would be raised in ail its monopoly which formad a part of this contract.
intensity, and that, in fact, it was of great importance to After discussion, we found that, by giving a guarantee for
have at oncea complote seulement and disposal of the whole fifty years for the payment of the interest on the Canadian
of this agitation and of the whole of this question in con. Pacific Railway land grant bonds at 3½ per cent. on $15,000,-
nection with it, by obtaining, if we could, by an arrange- 000, we could obtain the consent of the company to take
ment with the Canadian PacificRailway Company, the aban- this clause out of the contract, and leave that country free
doniment of that clause ofthe contract which the Govern- and open ta railwvy operations troi any iourco whatove,
ment were compelled ta make, giving them that twenty and o entire)y remove the whole dilIoulty connected with
years monopoly, in order ta get the road constructed at ail. the question of monopoly. Thon it came t obe a question
I need not tell the flouse that we were agreeably surprised of' what security 1ih ay wero prepared to give and how far
when we came ta negotiate that question with the Cana- their statemont wat weli lounded that not a particlo of
dian Pacifie Railway Company, ta find that they were ex- rcsponsibility would rest upon the Government; that,
tremely anxious this question should be disposed of at once wbile the credit of' the Government for the irterest on
and forever, because it was of vital importance to them the bonds would enable themn ta go ta the money market of
that Manitoba and the North-West Territories should be the world and obtain thirs money upon infinitely more
settled up as rapidly as possible, and no person had so deep favorable terms than they otherwise could obtain it, the
an interest in the development of that country as the Cana- security being ample, it would furnish thom, without im.
dian Pacifie Railway bas. They knew how the country posing any responsibility on us whatever, with tne means
suffered; they knew how settlement was retarded by of putting their road and the entire system connected with
the agitation and the hue-and-cry passed all over the woi Id their road in such a condition of efficiency as would ena ble
that there was a gigantic monopoly there which prevented them rapidly to develop that country and ta compote
the development of that country and imposed great diffi- with unybody in connection with this matter. The Gov.
culties in the way of its settlement. 1 need not tell the ernment felt that Canada had a very vital interest in the
House how entirely I disagree as regards the exaggerated expeunditure of that money ; that is ta say, that the
statements that have been made on that subject, and ground we have taken and the action we have taken bas
how greatly I think the difficulties connected with been inspired by the conviction that we owed it ta Canada,
that question have been exaggerated. But we have after having expended such an enormous amount of public
ta deal with things, not as they ought taobe, but as they money ta adopt mearis by which the traffie of that
are; and the Canadian Pacifie Railway find themselves road would be brought down tthe sea through our own
precisely in the same position, that they have ta look at country and would not be used ta enrich the railway l'nes
the question as it stands, ad not at the question in the and the parts of another eountry. We believe now that wa
attitude and position they would desire it should occupy. have a vital in·erest, that thi Government and the Parlia-
What they stated to as was tbis: Feeling the importance of ment and the people of Canada have a vital interest in the
this question being settled, we are prepare to have this Canadian Pacifie Railway otaining the means by which
monopoly dispoeed of at once and forever, and ta meet any they will be able to hold Canadian traffie on Canadian lines
competition that can be brought into the country, and and bring itdown ta the great ports inO ur own country,
further to give abundant security, security so ample as to nstead of its going do wn to the seaboard of the United
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States of America. It is fair and legitimate competition,
and we believe that we would be warranted in contributing
towards an expenditure which would secure objects so im-
portant to the trade and to the development of an enor-
mously large section of Canada. Wo have gone carefully
into this question. The amount of interest which is in-
volved is $525,000 a year to pay 3j per cent. interest for
fifty years. What is the security upon which this is based ?
That security is on the land still owned by the Canadian
Paeific Railway Company. I may remind the House that
the question of the value of these lands is not a new ques-
tion in this Flouse, it has been discussed again and
again. When we gave a grant of 25,000,000 acres
of these lands to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
hon. gentlemen opposite, in showing what an enormous
subsidy we were giving to that company, undertook to place
an estimate on the actual value of tho.e lands, and the House
subsequently deliberately passed an Act authorising the
company to issue bonds to the extent of $2 an acre, and I
remember the then leader of the Opposition referring to
my modest estimate of 82 an acre as the value of those
lands, asth it " miserable82 an acre." IL was so utterly below
and beneath the estimation of himself and of other hon.
gentlemen opposite of what these lands were worth ; and
the hon. gentleman, I am bound to say, made a very power-
ful argument at that time in showing that that estimate of
82 an acre was a most miserable estimate and was very
much below the mark. He took the adjoit.ing country;
ho took Dakota and Minnemota, which are similarly situated,
which are lying alongside our North-West, where the lands,
and the climate, and everything else give a comparison in
our favor as against theiris, and ho showed what those lands
had brought, and that, at no distant date, our lands in the
North-West would become very valuable, and therefore ho
considered 82 an acre a most miserable estimate, Well,
we had the good fortune to buy back 7,000,000 acres of
lands at the still more miserable price of $1.50 an acre, and
thus we did two things-we reduced the monopoly which
we ail felt to be objectionable in regard to the 25,000,000
acres, and we brought the percentage of value very much
down by purchasing, as we had the good fortune to do,
7,000,000 acres from the company at that reduced figure.

Mr. CHARLTON. Do you not think they would sell
you the rest at the same price ?

Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will get
hie answer in a few moments, when I show that the average
price received by the Canad ian Pacifie Railway Company for
all the lands they have sold bas been over 83 an acre. The
hon. gentlemen on that side had a good deal of reason to
say that their estimate was not a very extravagant one on
the information they bal. The hon. member knows that
the original land grant was 25,000,000 acres. Up to the
31st December last, there had been sold, of that 25,000,000
acres, 3,272,749 acres, at an averade price, per acre, of $3.12.
The number of acres sold to the Government for $10,000,-
000 was 6,793,014, so that the number of acres left is 14,-
934,237, which will be encumbered, that is including the
fifteen millions about to be issued if these proposals re-
ceive the sanction of the flouse, deducting the 81,200,000
unpaid purchase money on accomplished sales from the
amount of the land grant bonds in the hande of the public,
to the extent of $17,271,000. So the average charge is not
more than 81.15 per acre.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What did the hon. gentleman say
was the amount of the bonds involved in this ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER As I have already stated, the
House bas already enabled the company to issue bonds to the
extent of $3 per acre upon the whole 25,000,000 acres, and
the outstanding land grant bonds in the hands of the public
amount to -$3,463,00&. From that you muet deduet the
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amount due on sales of land already made, $1,200,000,
leaving a charge of $2,263,000 in addition to the$15,000,000
which we hold, which makes our charge$17,263,00, which
is less than $1.15 per acre on the lande still unsold. That
is irrespective of the $1,000,000 of land grand bonds held
by the (Government of Cauada as security, upon which there
is no interest. We do not take that into account, bocause
there is no interest payable upon that, and it is the pro-
perty of the company. In reference to the question of
security, I may say that this Parliament has deliberately
pledged itself to the monetary publie as to the value of
these lands at 82 per acre, because, if these lands
were not worth 82 an acre it was a great wrong for Parlia-
ment to authorise the emission by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company of $50,000,000 of land grant binds upon
the 25,000,000 acres. In addition to that, we have the fact
that the sales of between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 of acres
have averaged 83.12 per acre. We have another important
tact in connection with this, and everyone who knows any-
thing of the construotion of railways through those prairie
countries is aware of it, that in almost all cases in the first
instance the construction of railways upon land grant bonds
bas failed. Take for instance the most notable case, which
is known to every member of this House, the St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway. They undertook, with
a very large grant, to construct a road there, and the result
was that the Government free lands came into competition
with the railway lands, and they could not sell their lands,
and they broke down and utterly failed. I need not tell the
House that Sir George Stephen, Sir Donald A. Smith, Mr.
James ill1, the present president of that company, and a
number of influential capitalists, went in and bought up the
securities for a song of the railway that had failed, and made
immense fortunes out of the sale of these very same lands.
And why ? Because the moment the Govern ment lands
were occupied as our Government lands are being occu-
pied now, by free settlers, the moment these free lands
were disposed of-every settler that was brought into
the country went upon a free gran', and increased enorm-
ously the value of it for two reasons: firat, they placed it
out of the power of other people to come in along this line
of railway and get land upon the same terms; and, secondly,
because they created a settlement, and thereby gave a great-
ly enhanced value to the land. As I say, enormou L-rtunes
were made by these gentlemen to whom I bave referred,
in connection with the enterprise, and that is the
best possible illustration of the fact that you cannot
construet railways by land grant bonds that are inter-
spersed like these, for the House knows that every acre
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's lands, every
square mile, was intersected by a Government section.
What is the result? Why, Sir, they have been wise in
their generation, and they found that it was impossible to
compote with us and our free grants, and they have
directed all their energy to advertising the free grant lands
of the Government, and getting them taken up, in order to
enhance the value of the lands which they hold. As these
lands now are, to a great extent, occupied by free settlers,
and are adjacent to the railway lands of the company upon
which it is proposed to place a mortgage equal to $1.15 per
acre, they will be enormously enhanced in value, and the
sales in future will be infinitely more rapid than in the
past. I ask the louse, under these circumstances, if there
is a gentleman here, if there is an intelligent man in
this country, that does not believe that, inasmuoh as
every dollar that is received for the sale of this 15,000,000
acres, in round numbere, of land, that stil remains
the property of the company, as every dollar of that
money goes into the treasury of Canada, until the
amount of 815,000,000, which covers the mortgage, is
provided-I ask if there is any intelligent man in this
country who doubte that at no distant day they will be in
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a position entirely te wipe out this mortgage and leave doubt the suffleiency of the security. The surplus revenuethe money upon which we have guaranteed interest, eof last year, over and above thoir fied charges, Wa o
in our hands, at, as I have said, at a cost te the country less than $253,884. It must not be forgotten that theseof the interest which we will thon be called upon to pay at figures are for the year 1886-87, which winter was one of3j per cent.? No person can question that the basis of extraordinary severity, the winter was one of unparalleledsecurity is undoubted, that the amount with which these severity, and one which has not been experienoed before
lands will be dhargeable, $17,000,000, with the land at or since. The cost of the operation of the line which was$1.15 per acre, will be ample security for the payment comparatively new, which was practically only opened, was
of the principal, and we are taking care that the bond- under those circumstancesvery greatly enhanced, altheugh
holders, that the persons who invest their money, shall the means adopted by the company for dealing with the eval-
have security for tho payment of their principal, by the anches of snow in the Rocky Rountales were found teobe
fact that every dollar received for the land shall ho deposited absolutely perfect, the sncw-shedding, which is upona scale
with the Government under the control of trustees, of whom that w -uld astonish hon. gentlemen if they were to see in
a member ofthe Govermnent will be one, fer the purpose the solidity of construction, allowing these avalanches te
of extinguishing the claim; thorefore, I think no person come down from the Rocky Mountaine and the Selkirks
can doubt that the principal is perfectly safe. Now, what and elsewhere to pass over thom without the elightest diffi-
about the liability for interest ? We now come to a question culty or without producing the alightest disturbance. But
that, I think, will admit of boing demonstrated with as they did not possees the knowledge they have onow as to
much clearness and as much ease as anything else. The how far these means of protecting the road would raquire
Canadian Pacifie Railway has surpassed all expectation as to be carried, and, conisequently, they had not beenifuici-
to the net returns that it hasreceived; the enormous volume ently extended. The traffle was blocked. The company
of traffie that bas beon created. Everybody knows that a was taxed with an enormous expenditure in the working
vast extent of that line passed, at the time that contract of their lino, which in future will be avoided, because they
was made, through an unpeopled desert, everybody have supplemented their extensive works during the past
knows that there was no town on the Pacifie coast season with sech additions as will entirely remeove*ny
of any magnitude. Almost the entire lino passed difficulty or obstacle from that cause. But the resuit is that
through such a country that I remember well my for the first tbree months of this year the net profits have
hon. friend from East York (Mr. Mackenzie), when increased 8234,202 over the corresponding three monthe of
dealing with our original proposition to construct that last year. I am now speaking of the net revenue. The
railway in ton years, after looking at it in the light of all company had a surplus revenue last year ofS253,854, and for
the sagacity that hepossessed, and after looking at it in the the first three months of this year a surplus, beyond all er-
light of ail information that ho possessed as Minister of penses, of $234,202 over the same three months of last year,
Publie Works, the hon. gentleman declared, in his place which indicate an inorease of profite for tho year of fuhly
here, that all the resources of the Britsh Empire could not $1,000,000; and that would afford, I think, sufficient margin
build that road in ton years. Sir, why did ho make that to satisfy anybody. Not only from their inability te re-
statement ? He made the statement because it commended move the crop produced in Manitoba lest year, but from the
itself te the judgment of the great body of the people in short crop in Ontario the receipts Of the company relatively
this country, and ho made it on the ground of the absence for the portion of the lino used in moving the Ontario erep,
of population, on the ground of the enormous engineering were affected very disastrously indeed, and I hope snob an
difficulties, and above all because of the inaccessibility of occurrence may not happen during coming years. But at
that country in dealing with the engineering difficulties, this moment the company stand, taking a moderato calcula-
and also because the country was unpeopled. But at present, tion, in the position of having surplus earnings, this year, of
no person can look at the returns made from year to year, at least a million. The House must net forgot that this
of the traffic which had tho becreated as this road was road is to-day in its infancy, that tho initial diffleulties
constructed, and which now run up to eleven or twelve which the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie),
millions of dollars per annum, without feeling that our which we and every one who took an interest in this gret
most sanguine expectations as te the settlement and devel- work felt, namely as to what the roa would do until the
opment of that great country,havebeen more than realised. time came when the country was settled and developed,
Sir, ifyou look at the development of the country, at the re- have just been surmounted ; and every person will
cent crop in the North-West; if yon consider the inability of recognise that if this road when it bas just got fairly
this road,with all its rolling stock and ail its appliances, which under way is able to have surplus earning te
were very great, te handle that traffic last year, if you this extent, when it obtains fifteen millions additional
look at the prospect for a crop this year and at the normal capital which will plaoe it in a thoroughly leient 'and
condition of that country as it will rapidly people up, complete condition te handle whatever traffle may ofr,
yon can come te but one conclusion, and that is, that we can scareely fix bounds t thee steady aad solid bass of
every acre of these lands lying contiguous of the line prosperity en which this enterprise will rest. The grous
Of this railway, will become greatly enhanced in value, earnings for the firet three menthe last year werêl1,878,M4,
that they will sell with muchL greater rapidity in the and for the year 811,606,412. The inorease n profite fer
future than they have in the past, for the reason that the firet three months of the year were 5034,202, and lhe
the Government lands, in the neighborhood of the railway, profits would be $1,450,000 for the present year, seinug
having been, te a considerable extent, disposed of, as the that that ratio of increase were maintaied. I ave
country fille up the lands *ill not only be enhanced in net, however., based my calculation on that as it might be
value, but you will have a traffic that will tax all the regarded as somewhat extravagant, but we may fairly siy
resources of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, after they have upon having an increase of $1,000,000 not profite in, the
expended these 415,000,000 of money, under this arrange- present year. If we can have sne a return at the oom.
ment, in the botteraient of the road, and in furnishing it mencement of the enterpriso te what may we not look for-
with rolling stock and elevators se as to handle that traffic. ward te as the position Of this great national highway in
I believe that when they bave expended that money they years te come, as year by year the country becomea settled,
will Still find that their great dificulty will not be to obtain as discoveries of minerais are made along the barren and
trafic, but te handle the traffic that the rapid development ontoward district north of Lake Superior ? I ventured to
of that country will throw upon them. Under these circum- prodict years ago when speaking of the construction of this
StnceIs, Ido not think that any person Can, for a moment, road-andI based my estimates on a careful mination ef
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discoveries made in the past-that when this country was
made accessible and the country could be investigated as it
can be now done by railway, and I need not tell any one
who has travelled on the Canadian Pacifie Railway as to
the comfort and luxurious character of their cars-when men
of science and enterprise could travel through this desert,
as it has hitherto been, for the purpose of making discov-
eries, surprising results would be obtained. Why, there is
a copper discovery made in connection with the opening
and construction of the line which has no parallel in the
world. I took to the exhibition in London a barrel of
the ore taken out of the mine as I saw it thrown up, for I
went and examined the district, and I asked Professor
Selwyn to place it in the hands of the most able analysts in
London, in order to ascertain what it was worth, and the
result was that they reported that the amount of metallie
copper was no less than from 14 to 15 per cent. The ore
of the Calumet and lecla mine, the most valuable known in
the world, the capital of which is so many millions, I am
afraid to give the figures, but no doubt they are known to
the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton),
yields only from 4 to 5 per cent. of metallic copper.
There is this, however, to be said that the copper is of a finer
and more valuable description than that found in the
Canadian mine. But we have this fact, that at this moment
we are drawing capital out of the United States for the
establishment of enormous works at Sudbury on this lino of
railway, which will build up at that point a town of many
thousands at a very early day. Then we have a discovery
of a silver mine within a distance of 15 or 20 miles of Port
Arthur and Fort William in which a large capital is
now invested, and which is said to rival and even transcend
anything that Silver Islet has ever produced. Irrespective
of the discoveries during the past year along that line of
railway there las been discovered at a distance not remote
from that point the finest iron ore ftr making Bessemer
steel ; and so in that district, which we all supposed was
going to offer the great cardinal difficulty in connection
with the construction and operation of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, we have these mineral developments that
surpass anything which the most sanguine had ventured to
predict. The fertility of the soil and the character of the
climate of the North-West have placed beyond question the
fact that we have the great remaining granary of the
world for development, and all that is necessary in order
to make that country a mine of wealth to Canada and to
build up there a great, powerful and prosperous population
is that capital and people shall be brought into it. I do
not intend to detain the House longer. I think, familiar
as every hon. member is with the resolutions, which have
been a long time on the paper ; ventilated as they have
been in the public press of the country, which has dis-
cussed the matter in all its bearings, I do not intend to de.
tain the time of the House longer, than simply to draw
attention to the fact, that in addition to the undertaking to
expend this money, in the way in which we consider it
would be most important in the interests of the country,
we have provided in the schedule to this agreement, that
$5,498,000 shall be used to pay the floating debt of the
company, which was expended as I have said in
carrying out those great snow-shedding arrange-
ments, and for the betterment of the road during the
past year, also that of the remaining amount, $5,250,000
shall be expended in obtaining the most ample provision of
rolling stock on the road, and providing locomotives, box
cars, passenger cars, freight cars, tool cars, snow ploughs,
&c., so as to put the line in a position to do what bas been
the vital point with this Government and with the people
of this courtry to do, from the ineeption of this contract,
that is adopting every means that we can devise by which
this great expenditure the country has put itself to, shall
inure to the development of our own country primarily, and

Sir CHARLEs TUPPa.

to bringing the bountiful produets of the North-West down
through our own channels to the seaports of our own coun-
try, for shipment across the ocean. At this late period of
the Session I will not detain the House longer, because I
feel it would be unnecessary, and wearying them without
any necessity in connection with this subject which I have
placed as briefly as I could before the House.

Mr. CHARLTON. There is one question I would ask
the hon, gentleman before he takes bis seat. What signifi-
cance is to be attached to the following passage in the
memorandum of the Minister of Railways:-

® PThe cmpany are willing that aIlpostal aubsidies and other monfys
payable te, them by the Government of Canada may be set off against
any interest which the Government of Canada may be called on to pay,
and these moneys will, at no remote period, be sufficient of themselves
to cover the interest guaranteed."

I have not noticed that the hon. gentleman said anything
about security for the payment of interest.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I felt it would be unnecessary
after demonstrating to the House, as I trust, the absolute
impossibility of our being called upon ever to pay a dollar
of this interest, until the entire $15,000,000 were deposited
with the Government as land sales. I felt that the impos-
sibility was so great as not to require at ail a reforence to
that. The hon. gentleman is aware that the Government
of Canada requires the Canadian Pacifie Railway to perform
a very large amount of work for it. The hon. gentleman
knows that at this moment we are pay ing an enormous sum
to the Grand Trunk Railway for postal and other services
for the Government, so in the same way our payments this
year will very likely approximate to $400,000 to the Cana-
dian Pacific ailway, and that will always be an increasing
amount.

Mr. CHARLTON. What security is there ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am coming to what my hon.
friend says. He wants to know what security we have for
the appropriation of that, in case we should be called upon
to pay. As I said, I did not feel it necessary to refer to that
subject, because the possibility of our being called upon, was
as I thought so remote as to render it unecessary to make
the slightest reference to that. But the hon. gentleman
will see that the original mortgage given to the bondholders
by Parliament, provides that they shall have the tolls and
revenues earned by the road, and the question bas been
raised as to how far that would interfere with the Govern-
ment appropriating in case they were called upon for
payment of any portion of this interest before the land
grant bonds wore extinguished, and before we had ail the
money. The hon. gentleman need not be told that the tolls
and revenues will not be earned until we owe the Canadian
Pacifie Railway for the performance of the work, and that,
as we can have the halfyearly settlement with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway dated beyond the periods at which any
amount of default would become obvious and we would
be called upon ; the hon. gentleman will see at once,
that the tolls and revenues never would be earned, and
never would become the property of any person else,
while the parties who had done the work owed ns the
money. I will put the case to the hon. gentleman
himself. Suppose the Canadian Pacifie Railway owed him
S100, and he got them to carry a certain amount of freight
a certain distance for 8150 ; the hon. gentleman would
discharge ail hie liability to the company and hand over
ail that could inure to the original bondholders, when he
paid 850 taking the 100 they owed him. That is a matter
of account, and is perfectly simple. Of course faith would
be kept with everybody. No persons are more interested in
the betterment of this road, and in its being put in a position
to earn those revenues in a most prompt, effloient and
economic manner, than the bondholders themselves. 'lhere
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is no attempt to diminish in the least degree the security
given to the original bondholders, nor is there the least
posibility remaining, for the question being raised as to the
Government of Canada being called upon to pay anything,
in addition to that which at the time of settlement hall
yearly, from year to year, this Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company are shown to owe the Government for any service.

Mr. LAURIER Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman has
endeavored to persuade the House that the liability which
he has asked the House to undertake in favor of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, is truly nominal, that it
involves no responsibility whatever, and that the people of
Canada will never be called upon to pay one single dollar
of the millions which they are asked to guarantee in favor
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Well, Sir, whatever this
House may believe, and whatever this House may do, I
venture to say that the people of Canada at large will ac-
cept, only with a large share of discount, the sanguine
expectations which are held out to them by the hon. the
Finance Minister. The professions of the hon. gentleman
and his colleagues with regard to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company, have been so often falsified that there is
legitimate cause on this occasion to apprehend that again,
the result of the present transaction may be a heavy debt,
to be paid by the people of Canada. With this expectation
before us, there would be some measure of relief in the
resolutions before the House, if it could be expected now
that those new demanda would be the last and final demanda
that would be made on the people of this country on behalf
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is finally final.

Mr. LAURIER. This is "finally final." That is not the
first time we hoard the statement from the same gentleman,
and although it was "finally final," as was said, it never
was final and that finality never was realised. There is rea-
scn to believe again on this occasion, that this will not close
the account and that for us to expect even so little as that,
is to expect too much. At no distant date we will have a
repetition, and this "finally final " demand will have to be
supplemented by some new favor on behalf of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. Those resolutions are the pound
of fdesh exacted by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
to relinquish the monopoly which they have exercised over
the North-West portion of car country, and which if it has
not ruined, has blighted the prospects of that country. It
was feit from the first moment the centract with the syndi-
cate was laid upon the Table of this House and communica-
ted to the public, that of the many obnoxious elauses which
the people of Canada were subjected to under this instru.
ment, the most obnoxious of all was this monopoly clause.
Indeed, publie opinion recoiled against it ; publie opinion
remonstrated against it ; public opinion insisted at once
that the monopoly would be an incubus upon the people
of the North-West, which would crush their energies, and
perhaps blight their prospects. Public opinion remons-
trated in no uncertain tones, and many of those who were
disposed to swallow the other terme of the contract, mons-
trous as they were, stopped at the monopoly clause. In
fact, Sir, I am not exaggerating when I say that from the
moment it existed, the contract was in danger. The Govern-
ment understood that they had to speak on that subject to
alleviate the anxiety of the people of the country ; and
then were uttered the famous words : "iwe cannot check
Manitoba." The hon. gentleman tells us to-day that he
will not discuss the question whether or not the obligation to
disallow the railway charters granted by the Legislature of
Manitoba was imposed on the Giovernment by the monopoly
clause. in so saying, he is eluding the very question
involved to-day. What are the Government asking the
Rouse? They are asking the House to compensate the
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Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for relinquishing
the monopoly which they claim over the Province of
Manitoba. I will not say at present, taking the
hon. gentleman's line of argument, whether or not

f their claim was not justified in their own view;
but they have claimed that monopoly and successfully
claimed it, and to-day the Government ask us to componsate
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for relinquishing
it. I say, Sir, that at the time when the contract was
adopted, the Government committed themselves to a policy;
they declared that they had no power to check Manitoba;
and since the hon. gentleman bas taken the position that
this question is not to be diseussed to-day, it becomes my
duty to roiterate the words that were spoken on that occasion
by the Government in order to secure a ratification of this
contract. The hon. gentleman who leads the Government,
and who led the Government at that time, felt bound to
alleviate the anxiety of the people on the subject of the
monopoly, and ho did it in these words:

" In order to give them a chance we have provided that the Dominion
Parliament-mind you, the Dominion Parliament-we cannot check
any other Parliament, we cannot check Ontario, we cannot check
Manitoba-shall, for the first tenhîears after the construction of the
road, give their own road, into whfih they are putting so much money
and se muoki land, a fair chance of existence."

Sir these words were explicit. But it seems they were not
explicit enough, and an hon. gentleman whose recent loss
we all mouru, Mr. White, who thougb not a member of the
Government at that time, enjoyed the full confidence of bis
party, was detailed to emphasise the words spoken by the

rime Minister, and he did it as follows:-

" But we are told now that because of the fifteen miles there never
eau be any railway into this country. To what does that apply?
Simply to the Territories over which the Dominion Parliament has
control. There is nothing to prevent Manitoba now, If it thinke proper,
granting a charter fromWinnipeg to the boundary line. At this very
moment there is a company in course of organisation to build a railroad
from Winnipeg te West Lynn on the boundary, and after this agree-
ment is ratified. This provision does not take away from Manitoba a
single right it possesses. In fact this Parliament could not take away
those righte. It bas the same right as the other Provinces for the
incorporation of railway companies within the boundary of the Pro-
vince itself, and there is nothing te prevent the Province of Manitoba
from chartering a railway from Winnipeg to the boundary to connect
with any southern railway. The only uarantee which this company
has under the contract, is that the traffic shall notbe tapped far west
on the prairie section, thus diverting the trafflc away from their line te
a foreign Une. But there is nothing to prevent a railway being built in
Manitoba, within the Province that would carry the traffic to any
railway that may tap it from the American aide. That is the position
with respect to this matter."

Well, Sir, this language was very explicit; it could not be
more explicit. It conveyed the idea as plainly as languago
could convey it, that the Dominion Parliament undertook
not to charter any railways whieh might compote with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, but that the Governmont at the
same time declared that they had no power over the
Provinces, and that the Provinces were at liberty to charter
as many railways as they thought proper for their own
advantage ; and, Sir, the compact was se understood by
everybody. I cannot do better to show that it was se
understood, than to quote a paragraph from a ministerial
newspaper, the Hamilton Spectator, which commented on
the language used by the Prime Ministor and by Mr. White
as follows:-

" Now observe it is the Dominion Government which is not to author-
ise any line to be built to the sonthward, except in the direction of
south-west, or west of that, and not nearer to the border than 15 miles.
But the territory from Winnipeg to the American border, for a good
many miles east and west of Pembina, in Manitoba territory. Within
that territory the Dominion Government have no jurisdiction in either
the granting or withdrawal qf railway charters, unies. they paso lato
the territory of another Province, in which case the line becomes a Do-
minion one, and muet have a Dominion charter. The right et granting
railway charters within the.territory of Manitoba and np to the bonud-
ary line of the Province is vested in the Legislature of Manitoba, and
the Dominion Government have no power to interfere with that right
eitber through a bargain with the Pacifie Syndicate or in any other
way. The ManitobaLegislature may grant charters for a thousand
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ratways from Winnipeg to the Omsnadian boundary if it pleases, so long
athe linos aze withia Manitoba territory. That point was clerly ex-
plained by Sir John Macdonald in the railway debate, and was not for a
moment questioned b'y an Opposition member.''

No, Sir, it was net questioned by any Opposition member,
because every Opposition inember understood the language
spoken by the Prime Miniter exactly in the manner in
which it was nnderstood by the Hamilton Spectator, and te
be ineapable of any other interpretation. Wel, even with
this restrietion, that the nonopoly clause applied only to
the Territories, it still remained an obnoxious clause. But
a great deal of the objection te it had been removed; the
pablic anxiety had been alleviated, because a great many
understood, and rightly understoôd, from what took place
afterward, that the development of the Territories would
not be so active during the lime the monopoly was to be hin
operation s to be seriously hatipered by the monopoly
clause. But, as we are aware, the people of Canada, especially
the people of Ontario, had invested millions and millions of
do-lurs in the Province of Manitoba, i lands and every form
of enterprise, and everybody realised that if the monopoly
was to apply to the Provirce of Manitoba, those invest-
ments would become comparatively barren, and the pro.
gress of the Province would be checked ; and when the
Government stated that the monopoly would not apply to
the Province of Manitoba, those people felt that the
future of Manitoba was beyond question. And, Sir,
I ask now, what was the reason those statements
were made by the Government when the contract was
under discussion ? Why, Sir the reason was obvious-it was
in order t get the contract ratified ; it was te quiet an agita-
tion which would have been dangerous te the existence of
the ontract; it was to prevent an opposition which was
brewing even in the ministerial members and the ministerial
commnnity at large. But, Sir, what took place? The ink
whieh recorded that assurance from the Government was
scarcely dry before the sacred promises made, the solemn
pledges taken, were deliberately violated and broken by the
very men who had made them. The Province of Manitoba
whieh in the language of the Prime Minister could not be
checked, which in the language of Mr. White could net be
deprived of a single one of its rights, but could charter as
many railways as she chose te the boundary line-the Pro-
vince of Manitoba largely availed itself of that power, and
granted charters for the construction of railwuys to the
boundary Une; and every one of those charters, one af ter
another, was disallowed by the very men who had said
that the legislative authority of Manitoba could not be
interfered with. Well, I ask, Sir, whether a more bare-
faced deceit was ever practiced on any people ? Were
solemn proinises ever more absolutely violated by those
who made them than those promises were violated? But,
Sir, bad as this was, worse yet was te come. One day,i
not long ai ter that, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
cane te this louse, knocking at the door and asking for1
assistance. The Government determined te grant the,
Company a loan of $30,000,000, and asked Parliament te
authorise that loan. We remember the circumstance, well.1
They are still green, I believe, in every one's memory. Wei
know there was strong opposition upon that occasion toi
that demand amd te this nw bounty being granted te the1
oempany. The Governmert nderstood the position, andj
decided they must speak at once strongly in order te pre.1
vent further opposition. The hon. gentleman who hasn juet
addresmed the liouse, and who was thon Minister of Rail-1
ways, had charge of the resolution, and ho openly declared,1
in presenting the resolution te the House, that by the year1
1886, as soon as the line would be ccmpleted along thei
north shore of Lake Superior, the policy of disallowance
would be abandoned. I do net quote the language of the
ho. gentleman because it is frSeh la the me ory of every-1
one Of us.

Mr. LAvuia,.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I wish the hon. gentleman
would quote it, becanse it is not quite so strong as heanys
it is.

Mr. LAURIER.
hon. gentleman, I
language he used.

If it can afford any pleasure to the
will be happy te give him the exact
The hon. gentleman then said:

" I showed on a former occasion that the present Government had
adopted the policy of their predecessers in regard to what is called the
monopoly in the Province of Manitoba; that when the late Government
undertook to carry on the construction of the (Ganadian Pacifie Railway
as a Government work, they felt bound to protect the traffin of the road
from being drawn off to lines to the south of us in the adjoining repu-
blic, and had consequently refused to issue a proclamation which would
charter lines within the Province of Manitoba to connect with American
Unes to the south. [ said that the present Government, when we came
into power, adopted that policy; that we felt, as our predecessors did,
that, grappling with as gigantic a work as the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, we were bound to adopt every possible
means of proteeting our own line against having its traffie drawn to
lines to the south-and, mark you, this was at a time when we did not
contemplate, at an early day, carrying the Canadian Pacific Railway
further than Port Arthur. I said, further, that when we made It obli-
gatory upon the Oanadian Pacific Railway to extend, at once, the line
north of Lake Superior, giving us an all-rail route from Montreal te the
Pacifie Ocean, or from Callander to the Pacifie Ocean, we felt obliged
to give to that company, upon which we imposed such onerous obliga-
tions, all the security that we had considered necessary, and that our
predecessors in the uovernment had considered necesary for the pro-
tection of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

" But I am glad to be able to state to the House, that, although true
to that policy, the Government refused to give asuent to the construc-
tion of lines within the Province of Manitoba to connect with American
railways to the south, such is the evidence presented by the operation
f the lins eo far as it has gone, such l thse conclusion arrived at by the

Canadian Pacifie Railway.Company itself in regard te the abuhity cf a
through line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to take care of itself, and,
by the inherent power of its own advantages, to maintain its position,
notwithstanding any competition to which it may be subjected, we are
now in a position to review and to reconsider the policy of the late
Government and the policy of the present Government, as te the con-
tinued necessity for any long period of protecting the Canadian Pacifie
Railway against competition within the Province of Manitoba, and I
am glad to be able to state to the Bouse, that, such is the confidence of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in the power of the Ganadian
Pacifie Railway to protect itself, tbat, when the line is constructed
north of Lake Superior, the Government feel it will not be incumbent
upon the te preserve the position they havehitherto felt bound te
preserve, that of retusing to consent te the construction of lunes within
the Province of Manitoba connecting it with American railways to the
south. I can give no better evidence to the flouse and the country of
the advanced position whicis vs consider this great enterpriae cf the
Canadian Pacifie Ralway has atained, than hen I say tint I el it ie
consistent with what we owe to the people of this country and to that
great national work, that the Government should not deem it incum-
vent on themselves to pursue the restrictive policy within the Province
of Manitoba, which we have hitherto been obliged to maintain."

That was, it seems to me, not even diplomatic language. It
was as forcible language as the hon. gentleman could well
deliver. He distinctly stateu that the Government had
come to the conviction that it would be no longer incumbent
on them to pursue the policy of disallowance once the line
was completed on the north of Lake Superior. Well, the
date fixed by the hon..gentleman came to pass, and the lino
was constructed on the north shore of Lake Superior. The
people of Manitoba, once more relying upon the promises
which had just been reiterated by the hon. gentleman
speaking on behalf of the Government, thought they would
avail themeelves of the fact that at last their rights were
recognised, and they chartered new railways to the boun-
dary line. But I am sorry to say, and I am ashamed for
my country to say, that these very promises, which had
just been made on a solemn occasion, were again broken by
the very men who had made them and the two charters
were disallowed. That was more than the people of Mani-
toba could endure, and, indeed the people of Manitoba would
have been less than men had they longer submitted to seeing
their legislation torn into pieces by a despotic Government
and the fragments thrown into their faces in contempt.
They commenced the policy of resistance to the authority
of the central government. Ail party lines were obliterated
upon that question. "No dinallowanoe " became the one
and the only political cry in Manitoba. Even ministorial
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candidates for seats in this House had to adopt thet policy
or forego all hope of being elected, and even the Local
Giovernment, the Conservative Governmont of Manitoba,
which had hitherto folfowed in the stops of the Dominion
Government, were foreed to change their course and to
adopt the poticy of disallowance. Up te that moment they
had left the initiative of chartering competing lines to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, to private enterprise, but they
now determined to make this question a ministerial one.
Not only did they make it a ministerial question, but they
also made t a provincial question, and all party lines were
obliterated in th Legilatare of Manitoba. Mr. Norquay
proposed the measure, which was carried unanimously,
pledging the Government to undertake te construct a
line from the city of Winnipeg, through the valley
of the Red River, to the boandary line. That Act
was disallowed, and the disallowance made it a dead
letter. Sti1, in spite of the diallowance, the Gov-
ernment of Manitoba undertook to build the railway. In
other words, they undertook to resist the Government.
That was the third rebellion in the North-West. Not, I
am happy te say, an armed rebellion, not a rebellion of
p or half-breeds ignorant of their own rights, but a rebel-
lion of civilised mon; British subjects, who were deter.
mined that the spirit of enterprise should Dot be crushed
out of their Province. Wbat remained to be done by the
Dominion Governmont ? They had just disallowed an Act
of the Legislature of Manitoba. The Government of Mani-
toba, backed by the whole people of Manitoba, undertook
to set at defiance the authority of this Government, and
there was nothing more for this Goverrnment to do, if they
wanted to carry out the policy of disallowenco to its legiti-
mate conclusion, but to call ont the volunteers and militia,
and send them to Manitoba to tear up the railway works as
fast as these were proceeded with. That was the legitimate
conclution of the policy of disallowance. There was another
conclusion as well, which was open to this Government. That
was for the Government to retrace their steps, to
abandon their policy of disallowance, and to let the
people of Manitoba build the railways which they deemed
necessary for their own advantage. The Government did
not care to take the first course; and, I am sorry to say,
they had not the manliness to adopt the second course.
They resorted to a third course. What was that ? It was
the course of granting more money, more advantages, and
more privileges to the Canadian Pacifie Railway; and hence,
Sir, the resolutions which have been placed in your bands.
Well, as far as these resolutions are concerned, they must
be considered, first, as regards the abandonmrent of the mo-
nopoly in the Provinces,not only of Manitoba but of British
Columbia, because British Columbia has also been subjected
to this monopoly; and, secondly, they have to be considered
so far as they contemplate the withdrawal of the monopoly
of the Territories, So far as the Provinces are concerned,
we, on this side of the louse, protest against any compen-
sation being given to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany for relinquishment of the monopoly in the Provinces,
because we are certain that the Canadian Pacifie Riilway
Company never had any legal right or and legal clai m
to the exorcise of any monopoly in the Provinces.
It is true that, shortly after the contract had been ratified,
in the month of October, 1881, the Pacitie Rsilway Company
presented a memorial to the Government complaining of
certain charters which had been granted by the Legislature
of Manitoba to lines which were to compote with them,
and-

"' alling attEntion to the fact that one of the most essential of the
conditions upon which the work waa undertaken, and more particuarly
thre ta8tmf division of it, extending from the rhunder gay Branch to
Callander Station, was that n odiversion of the traMfe which the com-
pany Eight reasonably be expected to carry over that division would be

Pemitted by the bontraotWi of ralways tending to tp the traffic Of
àanitoba and the North- West."

1888. 1&41
Thon there was but one answer to make to that pretension
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. The only
answer which it udmitted of was, to say the Ieast, that
their claim came too late. Ttiey had hoard the explana-
tions given by the Ministers on the floor f Par-liarmont;
they had heard the interpretation which bad been given to
tthe contract by the Government whon the contract was
under discussion; they had heard the Ministers and influ.
ential members speaking for the Government, stating that
rthe contract could not apply to the Province of Manitoba,
that nothirng could check Manitoba or interfore with her
rights to charter railways to the boundary lino, that Mani-
toba could not be doprived of the rights she enjOyed under
the constitution ; and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Corn-
pany should have been told that, having heard those state-

t ments and never having protested aguinst th)rn when that
discussion was received, it was nothing less than a piece of
presumption on thoir part to ask the Governmeont after-
wards to do what the Gavernment had said thoy would not
do. But the Government ate their own words, and instead
of saying what they had previously said to the company,
they stated that they would do, and they did,
the very thing they had said to the House they
would not do. They disallowed the charter granted
by the Legislature of Manitoba, a charter to com-
vete with the lino of the Canadian Paeitio Railway, but
the Government, it is duo that L should say, foLt the weak-
ness, and the humiliation, and the shame of thoir position,
because, in disallowing those charters, they did not pretend
to say that they did it becauso they weroebound by the con-
tract with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, but they
pretended that they wore acting on bhalf cf the publie iri-
terest, they suid that the public initerest demanded that the
charters which had bocn grauted by the Legislature of Man.
itoba should b disalloweI, becauSe, forsooth, if they were
allowed to go into operation the result would be that the
trade of tbe North- West would be diverted fron Canadian
to American channels. All I have to say upon this aspoct
of the question is that, if such were the views of the Gov-
ernmunt, if they were of opinion that it would not be con-
ducive to the publie iuterest to allow the charters to be
granted by the Legislature of Manitoba to compote with
the line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, why did they not
say so when that matter was under discussion? Why, in.
stead of saying to Parliument, whn tie cn tract ws under
discusmion, we cannot check Manitoba, cannot doprive Man-
itoba of any of her rights, did they not say we will check
Manitoba, and will prevent hor Irom granting charters to
competing lines with the Canadian Pacific Railway, be.
cau-e it might injure the trade of the country ?
If they had spoken in that way whon they were
azking for the as-cnt of' Parliament to that con-
tract, there would be nothing now to say. That
would be perfectly legitimate, anid the contract w ould have
been ratified accorditig to the views the Government now
entertain, but wbat they did then was not what they did
afterwards. When they said, we cannot check Maitoba,
and we cannot deprive Manitoba of auny of her right, it
was not open for them afterwards to prevont charters from
being granted by the Legislatur cof Manitoba. Hlowever,
I do not besitate to say that these pretensions, which have
been set forward by the Gorvernment at the fourteenth hour,
that public policy and public interest demanded that thiese
charters should be disallowed, are a more sham, that the
thing which they pretended to fear was never to be appre-
hended. Whatis it that they pretended to fear ? They
pretended to say that, if competing lines were built, in the
valley of the Red River for instance, the trade would be
diverted from Canadian to American lines-that is, from
Manitoba to St. Paul and M:nnoapolis; but bow many times
did we not her lu this House-and the fact is true-that
our geographical position is such that on the north aide of
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the St. Lawrence, we must have not only the trade of our
own North-West, but of the American North-West; not only
the trade of Manitoba and the Territories, but of Dakota,
Minnesota, and ail those States of the Union, [could not do
botter on this point than to quote the opinion which was
expressed in the month of December last in the Montreal
Gazette, speaking of the completion of the Sault Branch of
the railway. 1 do not quote this because I attach any par-
ticular authority to the newspaper, because the facts are
well known, but I do so because it is a paper representing
the Government :

'' The distance from Minneapolis to Liverpool, vi& Chicago and N'ew-
York, la about 4,4.15 miles, while from the same point to Liverpool, via
Hault Ste. Marie, it is only 3,946 miles, a saving in distance cf nearly
600 miles This saving constitutes the advantage possessed by the new
system, through which it is enabled to compet,- successfully with Chi-
cago lines for the traffic of the North-West. Traffic fror the Canadian
North-West will enlarge by leaps and bounds in the next few years, and,
wi:h that flowing from the American North-West over the new system,
should donble the trade of the port (of Montreal) in a very short time.
The Harbor Commissionera cannot longer prudently delsy devising
means for increasing harbor facilities and acconmo:latioa, they ought
at once to determine on a policy of extensioa and enlargement of whar-
fage and apply it to upon the opening of navigation next spring."
These facts are not new. They are well known. They
express what everyono knowae, that our geographical
position is such that, even after the trade bas arrived
in Minneapolis or St. Paul, it must corne back to the
Canadian territory, be cause all the geographical advan-
tages are in favor of that route. So the petence set up by
the Govern ment is evidently a mere sham There was nover
anything to induce the Government to believe that the
tradecould be diverted from Canadian to American char-
nels;- but the Gw-crnmeiit shieldcd thomso1ves behind pub-
lic opinion. They did not dare to say that they were act-
ing at the diotation and bidding of the Canadian Pacifie
IRailway Comnpaniy, that they were acting flot upon their
own wiews, because I believe that, if they bad been acting
upon their own views, they would have given them in time,
but hoy were acting at the bidding and dictation of the coin-
pany to wbich they had given life and which proved to be
stronger than they were. The Government were fishing
for reasons, and they took up that one. They took up
another one, and that is alludcd to by the bon. gentleman
in bis speech a moment ago, that eminent lawyers had cor-
tcndcd thiit itho Fioviucoof(>1Manitoba haî not the power to
charter railways to tbe bounduiry hne. These views were
set forth in many State papers, and in the latest, in a Min-
uite of Councit which was adopted on the report of the lato
Mr. White and the Minister of Justice, which is in these
terms•

"The Sub-Committee aubmit that the distinction between works
purely local and those of general intcrest, embodied in the above clause,
is a very obvious one, and may be made more clear by reference to the
sub-clause of the 9lat section of tuýe British North America Act, which
confers upon the Parliament of Canada exclusive jurisdiction in all
inatters afficting the regulatien (J trade and commerce. To siy that a
Piovincial Legilature sha nt bave power te legislate in respect of
railways extending into another Province or into a foreign country
would be mere surplusage, for be reason that no powers car be con-
ferred by any legialative body forthe construction or workin gcf rail-
ways beyeud its cwn boundaries. It is clear, therefere, that t8 ex op-
tions in sub clause 10, of the 92nd section of the British North America
Act, were designed to restrict the powers of the Legislatures to works
of purely local concern, leaving to the exclusive control of the Parlia-
ment of Canada railways which, although situated technically within
the boundaries of a Province, are intended to become, and are created
with the express object of connecting with other railways beyond its
limits, would thus become great arteries of interprovincial and inter-t
national commerce."

Well, Sir, I am not to discard the legal proposition whicht
is here set forth. There is something to say on b>th sides.i
I am not prepared to say that the contention that we oughtt
not to charter a railway through a foreign country, is not a1
sound onei but I repeat what I have already said in regardt
to the other branch of the question, that if such wore the
views of the Government it was thoir duty to have aban-i
doned those views whon the contract was under discussion,i

Mr, Luvam.u

but having taken the position they did, having stated to
Parliament that they would not check Manitoba. when the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company came to this Parliament
and asked us to interfere and exorcise the power of dis-
allowance, thon the Government should have said : No, we
cannot do it, because we have pledged our word that we
would not do it; thus they should have left the company
to seek a remedy before the tribunals of the country. But
that was a more fishing for reasons. They again refer to
the policy of public interest, and this is the way in which
they do it :

"It Is most important on commercial, as well as national grounda,
that the policy should be continued for some time longer. The Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway bas aiready attracted a considerable trade between
Canada, China and Japan, and the Atlantic markets of this continent.
It has attracted attention as the most valuable highway, under British
control, between the eastern pos3essions of the Empire. The Imperial
authorities have become so impressed with its importance that they have
agreed to grant a subsidy of £45,000 sterling per annum towards the
establishment of a line of steamers on the Pacifie Ocean to be run in con-
nection with the Canadian Pacific Railway. in the struggle for the Pacific
trade, the .,ailway bas already become a most important factor, heing
regarded as in some respect the most important of the transcontinental
lines. Its chief competitor, the Northern Pacific Railway Company, of
the United States, bas been making great efforts to bear up agatinst this
new competition, and it is admitted that the efforts to strike the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway in its centie, by an extension of the Northern
Pacific Railway system from the international boundary line to Winni-
peg, is not with the object of affording competitive rates to the people
of Manitoba, but toe secure a weapon by which to control the competi-
tion for transcontinental trade from the Pacifie coast, now rapidly find-
ing its way over the Canadian route, and thus retain it for United States
Railways. It would be a most suicidai policy on the part of Canada to
assist a foreign population in obtaining that weapon, to be used as it
must be used, in hampering a trade from which the business men of the
country have so much to anticipate."
Sr, these lines were written-when ? No later than the
4th of January last. The Government then took the posi-
tion that to allow these railway charters to go into opera-
tion would place in the hands of a foreign corporation a
weapon to be usei in hampering the trade and growth of
the business of the country. Scarcely four months have
elapsed and now the Government are forcel togo back upon
the policy which they thon enunciated, upon the policy
which they said at that time was stili required in the best
interest of the country. Sir, the Government to-day are
giving the lie to the very arguments they used no longer
than four months ago. We have prved out of the mouths
of the Government themselves that they nover hal any
justification for acting as they did, that their fears were
purely chimerical. Sir, to say that no monopoly existed in
Manitoba is to say somothing wbich cannot be admitted. A
monopoly in Manitoba was an outrage, it was maintained
against the constitution, it was maintained against
the pledge of the Governmont, it was maintained
againbt the best interests of the country, and now to ask Par-
liament to compensate the company for a monopoly which
they never enjoyed, is a wanton sacrifice of the interests
of the people of this country. But I frankly admit that the
situation is altogether different with regard to the Terri-
tories. The monopoly legally exists in the Territories, Parlia-
ment granted the monopoly, Parliament enacted the clause
which was cited a moment ago by the hon. gentleman, and
Parliament did it in the plenitude of its power. But Parlia-
ment did this, in my opinion-indeed, the fact is now proved
by the action of the Government-most unwisely, but stili
ParliamerAt acted in the plenitude of its power; therefore,
the contract is binding upon us, and like ail contracts, must
ho dealt with in a just and fair manner. The contract has
to be carried out unless it is cancelled by mutual consent,
and upon a' fair compensation to the party which renounces
the advantages that it enjoys. So far as that goes, I would
have nothing to say against the rosolution. I admit that if
the monopoly is to be wiped eut as regards the Territories,
Parliament should not do so except upon mutual agreement
with the company, and I say without hositation, except,
also, upon compensation to the Company for the advan
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tages which they may have under the instrument. The
hon. gentleman says that under the terms agreed
upon, Parliament would not have a single dollar to pay the
com pany. Well, Sir, I venture to say that the Parliament of
Canada do not want any favors from any of their creditors,
whether it be the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company or
any one else. The people of Canada are prepared to dis-
charge honestly all the liabilities which they may owe to any
man, and if the company had come to Parliament and said
they wanted compensation for the advantages derived from
the monopoly, then coupled with the facts and data upon
which we could base some action, I think we would have
been placed in a position to discuss the terms proposed by
the company. But we have nothing of the kind before us,
we have no facts, we have no data to state the damage which
may accrue to the company from the loss of the monopoly.
It would have been more conducive to the publie interest, it
would have been more dignified in every way, that we
should have had a plain demand from the company, and
that the company should have been granted such a specifie
amount as would have been a fair compensation to the com-
pany for the loss of the monopoly. But this is not what has
been done. We are asked~ to adopt as compensation
to the company a proposition to assume an unlimited
liability, a liabihity which is altogether contingent, under
which we may not have to pay a single dollar, and under
which we may have to pay $525,000 every year for 50
years, or a total of $26,000,000. Well, these are the
terms which have been agreed upon by the Government,
these are the terms which have been submitted to Parlia-
ment. The company proposes to effect a loan of $15,000,000
in bonds redeemable in 50 years, bearing interest at
38 per cent. This involves a charge upon the country for
interest of 525,000 every year for 50 years. As farther
security to the bondholders, the company asks the Govern-
ment to become responsible, not for the payment of the
capital, I admit, but for the payment of the interest. The
Government have undertaken a contingent liability, and
they have adopted a security against their own security.
They have not adopted all the security which was granted
to them, but they have adopted other security. We see in
the report of the Minister of Railways that the company>
were prepared to give very large securities to the Govern-
ment, The report says:

" The company are willing that ail postal sub3idies and other moneys
payable to them by the Government of Canada may be set off against
any interest which the Government oft anada may be called upon to)
pay, and these maneys will, ah ne remote period, ha sufficient of thern-
selves to cover the interest guaranteed."

That was the offer of the company; but the Government
did not deem it, for some reason of their own, advisable to
avait themselves of the company's offer. I have not, how-
ever, to look at this point at the present moment. They
adopted other secarities, and these are recited in the in-
strument which contains the agreement signed by the Min-
ister of Railways and the president of the company. Let
the louse remember that we become guarantors of the
debt. It is always a safe rule in business fcr any man who
becomes security for another to measure the liability whieh
he undertakes. The liability which we undertake, as I said
a moment ago, is the sime as the liability which is under-
aken by any individual; under it we may not be calle. on

to pay a single dollar or we may be called on to pay the
whole of it, that is, $525,000 every year for 50 years. The
Government have accepted other securities to recompense
nU for any expenditure which we May make under this
agreement, and is contained in clause 5 of the contract,
which reads as follows:-

"But if the company should at any time make default in thep ay-
mentof anyinterest which may become due on any Of the said bonds"-,
The Government have contemplated that this debtor like>
every other debtor might perhaps fait to carry out the agree-'
ment, and they very wisely foresee this event,-

-" then If required by the Government the company shall thereafter
pay over to the Government aIl interest which it may collect, under
uncompleted sales, upon the price of lands sold as well as the principal
realised from the sales thereof, and the Government shall allow on the
amount of such payments interest at the said rate, and shall apply ail
of anoh additional payments aud the interest thereon as well as aIl
interest accrued on ti esaid principal fund towards satisfaction of the
interest on the. said bonds."

They say this security, accepted by the Governinent, is for
any expenditure the country may have to make in the
event of the default of the company. The company trans.
fers certain moneys due to them upon lands sold but not
yet paid for. It is remarkable how under ths initrument
we do not take the power to collect ourselves the money
due to the defaulLing party; but if the debtor is in default
thon we may go to the company and ask them to do for us
what they do not do f>others. I do not think these terme
are very satisfactory. But it is well to look at what is the
amount which is there set forth to be our guarantee. We
find it stated in clause 8:-

"Ail land grant bonds which form part of the former Issue by the
company and now held by [amounting to $1,0C0,000] shall be can.
celled, and the said mortgage hereinbefore mentioned shall be sub-
ject to the payment of such of the said land grant bonds as are ('ut-
standing, [in the hande of the public, amounting to about $3,463,0001,
but ail sums due or to become due for inpaid purchase money to the
company on account of lands heretofore sold, [amounting to about $1,-
200,000, j shall be applied to the payment of the said land grant bonds
according to the terms ot the mortgage securing the same."

These terme are vory remarkable. The security accepted by
the Government for any exponditure which we may have to
make undor this agreement, is equal to how much ? We
undertake to pay possibly 8525,000<> a year for 50 years, and
the Governmont have accopted scourity of the value of
81,.50,000, or to put it in figures exuctly as they are,
61,252,857. This is all the amount whieh the Goverr-
ment have accepted for security in cas we should have to
make any expenditure on default of the cor.pany, if the
company make default, we must pay 6525,000 a year for
50 years, or 826,250,000, and we have placed in our bands
security of the value of S1,a53,'57, tt is v>e say, not more
than two years' interot. The security is a porfect mock-
ery. It is cl more a mockery, bocauso the seurity
given to us in case we should have to pay on behalf of the
company, tho.so very moneys set forth hero are already
mortgaged to other credito-s of the companiy to the
exten t of 831 0. If t his propial is not a mock-
cry, 1 do not ktiow wiat is. It wouli have
beun much botter if the (overnment bad accepted
no security whatever but had trusted to tho crodit
of the company, istead of aecepting such a iniserablo,
paltry sum as that namel under such conditions, when
aven the security is a mere deusion anI we have not, under
the exsting law, power to apply those moneys to claims
w'iich would arise in case the company mado detault. But
the Governmcnt said, through the mouth of the hon. Minis-
ter of Finance, that it was perfectly useless to accept any
guarantce from the Company, that the terms were sach
that the land& would be perfect security and that there
was no fear whatever but that the bondholders would
be safe. I believe, and I must give my opinion canlidy,
that the Londholders undor this agreemernt will ha perfectly
secureh; I have no hesitation whatever in saying it; but
the poition of the Government is far different from the
position of the b>ndholders. What will be the position (of
the bondholders ? They have as a security 14,934,238
acras of land, wbiceh is the balarnce still remaining in the
hards of the crrpany out -f the land grant. For how
mu h would tbose lande seli t-Iay? The hon. gentle-
man says thbt the landi disposed of by the co.npany
have been sold at the rare of $3 12 arn acre. fhat
may be; but how much has been sold? Tho total
aamount of land sold is only 3,270,743 acres. One
fact is quite certain and quite plain: those lands to.
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iday would not sell for 81 an acre. It is true that in
southern MaInitoba somvi land,, are held to day at a pro-
hibitory price, 85 or SW an acre ; but the whole of the-e
14,000,000 acres, if put on ihe market, would not sell for I1
an acre, in tact there is no price for them. This fact is
proved by another fact, that the company have not select-
ed the whole of the land to which they are entitled under
the contract. If there was a demand for the lands they
would have made their selection long ago, but there is no
price for them at this moment ; and this is the reason why
the company, instead of selling them, have borrowed money
upon them. I am bound to say I believe that in course of
time, in course of the 50 years which the bonds are to run,
the lands may porhaps be sold for $1 an acre and more than
sufficient realised at all events to pay the principal,
815,000,000, issued on the security of those lands. So
that the bondholders will be secured in this way ; the
agreement provides that the lands are to be placed
in the bands of trustee, they will sell them from
time to time, the money will be depoited in the hands
of the Grover ment and will constitute a fund exclusively
lor tbe benefit of the bondholders, and, as I said a
moment ago, I believe in course of time the lands will be
sold at a price sufficient to meet the principal. As to the
interest, bow is that to be met? This instrument provides
that Government shall pay upon the moneys that are depo-
sited in its hands interest yearly to the company, and it is
to go towards paying the interest cf the bondholders. It
is quite evident; iL is manifest indeed that for several years
to come that the sales of land wili be puroly nominal ; that
there may not in fact bo auy sales of land, and, therefore,
the interest shall have to bu paid out of the other resources
of the company. At all events it is of no concern to the
bondholders, because if the interest is not paid by the com-
pany out of their other resources, then the interest will be
paid by the Government, and so the bondholders are per-
letly secured, But does the situation stand in the same
manner with regard to the Goverriment ? Nothing of the
kind. The Government will have to take theirsecurity out
of these lands,and we inust see what aie the charges on these
lands. First of all therewill be 8,5,000,000 of bonds issued
on this agreement; there ai e outstanding claims, on the for-
mer bonds of $3,403,000-I should say of $4,463,000, because
we have learned the fact and the Govern ment holds $1 ,000,000
of bonds in their hands, whicb are security for certain obliga
tions contracted by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany, and therefore the amount is $4,463,000. Fur-
ther we must deduct, I admit, the balance still outstanding
upon lands sold, but the deeds of which are not yet deli-
vered, $1,252,857 ; leaving a balance of $3,Z10,143, so that
the capital charges against the lands will be $18,210,143.
Now if we are to measure the liability which we have un-
dertaken, we must see, as I said a moment ago, that we are
liable to pay 8525,000 every year for the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, suppose the company should fait to
meet that amount. If we have to pay that amount it be-
comes at once a charge on the capital, which will lay upon
the land. That would amount in the space of 50 years to
$26,250,000, or a total charge at the end of 50 years to
$44,460,143. Now will the land sell for that amount ? I
question it very much, and I have no hesitation in saying
that the lands will not sell for that amount unless the policy
of the Government with regard to the North-West in coin-
pletely reversed. What bas prevented the company so far
from selling their lands ? What is the reason, as the hon.
gentleman stated a moment ago that all our hopes with
regard to the North-West have been deceived ? ihere are
two reasons why our hopes have been deceived. l<irst by
the monopqy, and next by the taritff-the National Policy.
Those are the two causes which bave impeded and retarded
the settlement of the North-West. 1 am glad to say the
monopoly will disappear, and must disappear whether those

Mr. LauBia.

resolutions carry or not, because the people will no longer
submit to it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. LAURIER. Yes, it will have to disappear. Does the

right hon. gentleman prutend that the people of Manitoba
will longer submit to the monopoly ? lis il not a fact that
all parties in Manitoba, even the friends of the lion. gentle.
man, have-declared that the people of Manitoba will have
competing railways, no matter at what cost tbey should
have to obtain it. But, Sir, there is another blight on
Manitoba and the North-West, and that is the tariff. There
is no other section of this country which las suffered so
much from the tariff as Manitoba and the North-West. If
you want to sell those lands and to guarantea .a rapid sale
of them.; if you want to settle the North-West with people,
give us unrestricted rociprocity with the United Statue.
Not only will unrestricted reciprocity settle the North-
West with inhabitants, but it will give value to your lands.
There is no country which would profit so much from
unrestricted reciprocity with the United Statesas the people
of those Provinces. There are only a few thousand of them
there, perfectly isolated from the east, but in direct com-
munication with the large and teeming population to the
south of them. if you only give them the power to
trade with those people, then, Sir, al the expectations
which we were confiaent of a few years ago ; ail the
expectations which the hon. gentleman was forced to admit
have not been realised, al these would bu revived. Yon
will see that prosperity which we hope for in theNorth-West
revived, and that country become, what it ought to be, the
garden of Canada. I have but one further remark to make
before I close. It is with regard to the application of these
moneys. The agreement stipulates, as the bon. gentleman
has stated to-day, that the object of the money so to b
raised by the Canadian Pacifie Railway, is to perfect the
line from Quebec to Vancouver. How is it, Mr. Speaker,
that this line is not yet perfected ? The line has coat us
already, as was stated a few days ago by the hon. gentleman,
over $70,000,000. The people of Canada have given to the
Canadian Pacifie Riilway, either in money or in tho value
of money, 870,000,000, and still the line is not yet perfect.
I say the line ought to bu perfect by this time and if the
company had not misapplied their resources in dapÀcation
of lines in certain portions of the country-in the Eastern
Provinces-and gridironing certain seetions of the country
with railways, the line would bu able to do whatever is
expected from it, without those $15,000,000 hav.ing to be
applied for. If the company were raising their own money,
they would bu at pertect liberty to apply the money as
they liked, but since they have asked the credit of
Canada, since they ask the help of the people of Ca-
nada, the people have a right to expect that that money
will bu spent in a manner which will bu most conducive to
the interests of the country at large, and that should not bu
in perfecting a line which ought to be perfect by this time.
But that the money ought to bc applied in constructing
branch lines in the North-West, and giving them to the
country whieh bas suffered so much for want of the erpend-
iture on competing lines, for whieh they have been battling
for so long a time. Those are the views which we on this
side of the fHouse entertain. In the firat place we say that
the Houme owes no compensation whatever to the Canadian
Pacific Railway Com"any, for the relinquishment of the
moniopoly in British Columbia and Manitoba where the
monopAly so existed. le the second place we say, that the
terms are;unsatistactory, because they are vague and becauso
they impose further liability on the country, and in the
third place we say that the termi are ansatisfactory, because
they do not provido, as they should provide, that the money
should bu applied in the manner I have just stated ; that is
te say, securing branch lines in Manitoba and the North-
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West Territories. Therefore I beg te move the following
amendments seconded by Mr. Davies (P.R.I.):

That aIl the words after " That" to the end be left out and the
following added instead thereof:

(1.) The exclusive privilege granted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
CcmpiDy in virtue of article 15 in the agreement between Her Majesty
and the company contained in the sche'dle to the Act 44 Victoria,
chapter 1, do not apply sud never were intended to apply to the Pro
vince of Manitoba s it existed at the time of the passing of the said Act,
to the Province of British CoImbia, or toany other Province but solely
by the Territoies over which the Parliament of Canada had exclusive'
andparaoneut legilatlte juriadiction

(2.) That the pelicy hitherte maintained by the Goverument of dis-
allowing legislation by th. Provinces of Manitoba and British Oocmbi
authorising the construction within the limits of eaeb Province, of rail-
ways to the benudat'y line of the United 8tates was one directly ait
variance with the statements of the leader of the Government whu
subrnitting the agreement for the construction of the Oanadian Pacifie
Railway to Parliarment, and has beè productive of great lois and injnry
to the said Provinces and the North-West Territories and of well
grounded discontent on the part of the people.

(3 ) That this House, whilst ever ready t) discharge honorably all the
engagements legally as0umed by the Government of Canada with the
company, regréts that the terims entered into by the Gbivernment anti
the company for the relinquishinent of the exclusive privilege which
the company claims under the said Act, involve Canada in enormods
contingent iabilities without providing adequate security for the indem-
nifying of the Government against the payment of the interest it gua.
rantees and may be compelled to pay, and that this House further regrets
that such termes do flot provide for th. expenditure of the principal
moneys lo bc raised ou e bnd in thee constrcion of braneh rail-
ways of the Caiadian Pacifie Railway in Manitoba, British Columbia,
and the North-West Territories.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker loft the Chair.

After Recess.

FIRST READINGS.

Bill (No. 128) for the relief of Eleonora Elizabeth Tuddr
(from the Senate), on a division.-(frr. Small.)

Bill (No. 129) for the relief of Anidrow Maxwell Irving
(from the Sonate), on a division.-(Mr. Small.)

BiH (No. 130) for the relief of Catherine Morrison (from
the Senate), on a division.-(Mr. Small.)

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not ask to divide the
House now on these two bills, but I give notice to thbe pro-
moters of then that when they are moved for their second
reading, I will ask for a division of the HlOuse upon them.

ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA CENTRAL RY.

Mr. RTKER*T moved that aindments made by the
Sente to Bil (No. 61) respecting the St. Catharines audd
Niagara Railways Company be now read the second time
and conourred ib.

fr. RDGAR. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will explain
the nature of these amendents ?

Mr. RYKERT. I undersadd that the Senate bas struck
out certain w6rds which-would have a retroactive effect,,and
have inserted a clause to provide that the Bill shal not affeet
any pending litigatiob, although it was shown to them that
no litigmtion' wu pending.

Mr. EGAR Does that reverse the action of the Rail-
way Committee of this liouse?

Sir HEITOR L&ANGEVIN. Yes, so far as those two
clauses are conuderned, and alsoeso fair as the third clause is
concerned. There was a provision that certain sections
of the Railway Act should apply to this Act, which bas
been struck eut.

Mr. EDGAR. Do these amendments materially affect the
decisions arrived at by the Railway Committee, because if
they do, we ought not to rush them through without consider-
aLion?
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Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think they do. The
Benate amended a clause which they considered to have a
retroactive effect, and 1 do not think anybody will complain
of that. Then they thought proper to provide for pending
litigation. Thore are other slight amendments.

Motion agreed to, amendments read the second time
and concurred in.

THE OAN&DIAN PACIfKC RAILWAY.

Mr. Mc MULLEN. When you left the chair, Sir, at six
oeclock, we were deahn g with the stamernent made to the
Honse by the hon. the Minister of Finance with regard to our
guarantee of the interest upon certain bonds of the Oanadian
Pacic Railway. The hon. the Finance Minister represented
tous in tht- statement the financial condition of the Oanadian
Pacifie Railway as eminently satisfactory. I am sure itis a
matter of great gratification to every true Canadiat to learn
frotn the lips of the Minister of Finanoe that the anadisu
Pacifie Railway is in a healtby condition. We rejoice to
know that there are mon amonget us who have bad the
ability and the courage to undertake the construction of that
lino, notwithstanding the fact that it bas cost the country
so much money ; there is no Canadian who would desire
to say a word derogatory to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company or those connected with it. On the contrary we
wish them every succees. The country is largely interested
in their success; and we shall be gratified year by year to
see the financial prospects of the company improve. Still
we cannot help remembering that the construction of this
line bas cost the counti y a good deal of money. When the
hon. the Minister of Finance, some years ago, introduced bis
resolution with regard to the advance of 830,0001000 to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, ho depicted in glowing terns
the infaux of population in the North-West, and the vast
amount of progross which ho anticipated would flow from
that influx, and he gave us a very glowing account of what
we might look for in a very few years in that country.
We now begin to realise that his prophetic utteranoes on
that occasion were not the words of true inspiration; we
begin to doubt very seriously that theutterances of the hon.
gentleman now and in the future may prove as wide of the
fact as his utterances in the past. It is therofore fitting that
we should elosely and carofully criticise the statements ho
makes to us. Ho has of course painted the future of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway in glowing colors. I shall be
rejoiced should bis statements be fully realized. At the
same time the country bas expended a large amount of
money, admitted on both sides to be $71,000,000, on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and it is high time thit, in
dealing with the compsny, we sbhould take care to guard
against the country being called on to pay any more money.
No doubt the Canadiau Pacitie Railway Company bave
honest intentions in this matter. I believe that company to
be composed of high minded and honorable gentlemen. I
have no doubt that if their lives are spared they will carry
out honorably the contract they asked the ounntry to
enter into. But the day may come when the present
directors of the company may bave to abdieate their posi.
tion; and if the affairs of the company should not.be as
carefully handled by their sucoessors, we may be called on
to pay this interest of $525,000, the payment of which we
are now asked to guarantee. We bave no g"arantee to proteot
us against this contingency. We bave no seourity. The
land in itself is absolutely devoted to the producing of funds
for the purpose of meeting the principàl sun of 815;000,000.
No portion of the money to be realised from sales of lande
can possibly be devoted, under any circumstances, to the
payment of the interest, until the proceeds of those sales
reached the sum of $li5,OO0,OOO. Should they ever reaoh
that sum, and I hope they will, the country will then become
the borrowers of the $l,000,000,and have tepay the interest
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at 3i per cent, for the balance of the fifty years. The hon.
the Finance Minister, in addressing the fouse the other
evening, said he was able to borrow on the credit of the
country in England at 31 per cent., and he anticipated a
very decided reduction in the value of money in the old
country. We hope his prediction may be verified and that
the value may be still further reduced; but should that
reduction continue, we will find ourselves placed in
the unfortunate position, so far as this loan is concerned, of
being committed to paying 3 per cent. for the balance of
the fifty years. We cannot possibly redeem the debentures
before then, and the Government, should the land realise,
in the course of 5, 10 of 15 years, the sum of $1b,000,000,
the company will be entitled to a discharge of the mort-
gage on any of the balance of land that romains, and the
Government will become the borrowers of 815,000,000 at
Si per cent. As far as the statement of the hon. the Minis-
ter of Finance is concerned, we hope that his predictions
may be realised, but, in the event of the company not being
able to meet their annual interest obligation of $525,000,
the country will be called on to meet it. The road of course
in the meantime will have to be operated. We ail admit
that, under any circumstances, the road must continue to
be operated. As I have said before, we have sunk already
871,000,000 on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, the interest
on which i $2,840,000. Now, the people are paying that
annual interest. It may be said that every dollar of that
871,000,000 was not directly borrowed in the English market,
but that possibly some of it came out of the very large
surpluses which the Government had in years past.
The result is that we now have, and will continue to have,
as long as those bonds continue in existence, to pay $2,-
846,000. If the Government bas to meet the interest of
$525,000 a year, that will increase the annual drain on the
resources of the people so that it will amount to about
83,400,000 a year. That is a large sum, and before we put
ourselves in the position of adding $525,000, we should
seriously consider the whole question. It is highly desir-
able no doubt that the Pacifie road should be placed in a
proper position. Anyone who bas passed over the line, as
I have, must have seen that it is desirable that the trestle
work should be replaced by solid embankments, and I am
glad to learn that it is the intention to carry that out, be-
cause otherwise it would not be a complete road. There is
a history of the transactions between the Government o
Canada and the Canadian Pacific Railway which bas yet to
be explained, and some of the best statesmen of this country
have declared that the connection between them bas been
very disastrous to the best interests of Canada. I believe
thatwe cannot look forward with any reasonable expectation
to the end of this until the country is placed in such a posi-
tion that the Government and the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company are separated, until they cease to be mixed up
the one with the other. I have no fault to find with
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for asking
what they have demanded from the Government,
for if they were permitted to retain the monopoly granted
them, it would be worth more money annually than the
interest on the loans, and I have no doubt, if it had not
been that the people of Manitoba and the North-West be-
came sensible that they were suffering from the monopoly
which was granted, and threatened revolt, they would never
have obtained the rights conceded them under this ar-
rangement. The Government, in bringing in this proposition,
have placed the Opposition in a very awkward position by
the terms in which it is worded. They have prevented
the Opposition from assenting to the proposition which they
have introduced by ihe manner in which it is brought be-
fore the House. The Opposition have contended for years
that Manitoba as well as British Columbia could not be pre-
vented from granting charters to any local railways. Then,
why should the Government expect that the Opposition
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should agree to any such proposition as this ? But, while
the Opposition are willing to do anything reasonable to do
away with that monopoly, they are not willing to admit
that thero ever was any right to this monopoly in Manitoba,
We would be compelled, if we accepted this, to disregard the
statements that we have made and the grounds that we
have taken for years past, we, therefore, are compelled to vote
in opposition to the propositions now submitted. No one
on the Government side has attempted to show ,by any
logical argument, that there is any legal monopoly, so far as
Manitoba is concerned, and the utterancesof hon. gentlemen
opposite have gone largely to show that it is not in regard
to any right in connection with the contract with the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway in Manitoba that disallowance has taken
place, but it was owing to the friendly relationship which
bas existed between the Government and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company that they have been disposed to
protect them as long as they dare. Under these circum-
stances, we are in such a position that we will have to
oppose the proposition which is made, in its entirety. They
say that this is to be the lasu and I earnestly hope it is to
be the last demand made on the country, but the same statc-
ment has been made before. The Finance Minister stated
before that this was to be finally final. The Finance Min-
ister stated that the earnings of the road from the Govern-
ment would be a part of the arrangement, and that they
would be a part of the security for the additional amount of
8525,000 which the Government would have to pay to the
bondholders. I do not know, if the hon. gentlemen remain
in power, whether they would retain that amount or not.
We had a case where a quantity of freight from British Col-
umbia was carried down to the Provinces, in regard to
which there was a considerable amount of money owing to
the Canadian PacifieiRailway Oompany, and that was much
less than the amount of their indebtedness to the Gov-
ernment, but still that was paid in full and the indebted-
ness has been left standing against the company. The
Finance Minister said something to us with regard to
the uinancial condition of the line. Amongst other things
he told us that there was a sum of five millions for fioating
debt. Well, I uuderstand that the company have been
making very large improvements in the city of Montreal,
and I understand they are going to make very extensive
improvements in the city of Toronto. With regard to those
termini, in ail probability they will cost considerable
money, and my impression is that it would have been much
better if improvements of that kind had been postponed
for some years; and that the main line, with the necessary
branches in the North-West that will have to be constructed,
should have been built first, and after that, if they found
their financial condition would enable themr, out of their
own resources, to make the necessary improvements, or
what they consider to be necessary, in Toronto and Mon-
treal, they might have donc so. They might have adopted
the American system of building roads. I have been
through that country a good deal, and I have seen a road
opened, running, and earning, withuat even stations,
and in many instances without fences. They continued
in that condition for several years, until such time as
their earnings would enable thera, after paying work-
ing expenses, and interest upon the bonds to complete
the stations and do a certain amount of fence work. I
think if a course of economy of that kind had been adopted
by the Canadian Pacifie Railway it would have been better.
However, as the men at its head have had an extended
experience, perhaps they have done what was best. Now,
we are told that a land board is to be appointed, and that is
to be a drain upon somebody. The Minister did not teli us
whether the salaries of that land board are to be paid ont of
the receipts of the had, or whether the Canadian Pacifie
Railway will have to contribute towards paying thom. If
they are paid ont of the landa, of course it will take some
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time longer before a sufficient sum accumulates to enable that exists in the North-West-not including Manitoba orthe company to ask for a release of the mortgage; but that the Province of British Columbia, because, as I said before,
is a point the Finance Minister overlooked. Now, when we we claim that in paying money for any supposed monopoly
come to consider the history of this entire scheme, we have that exists in those Provinces, we are paying money forto express regret, in the interest of the country, that the what does not exist at all, and the Government cannot
Government should have entered into the bargain that they make out that suoh a claim does exist. I do
did. They were warned at the timethat the monopolies they earnestly hope, in the interest of the country, that, as
were creating, were going to be a sertous injury to that coun- the Finance Minister has said, this is the lat demand that
try; they were also warned that in all probability a release will be made upon us, but from paet experience I can
fromn the monopoly would be presed for by the people of scarcely expect that such will be the case. I am afraid
that country before many years. Our prediction with regard that as long as the present Government and the Canadian
to that matter is now being fulfilled. The Province of Mani- Pacifie Railway are hand in glove, as they evidently are,
toba is now pressing for a release, and it bas been released. demands will be made year after year, and if the people of
WelI, Sir, it has been very unfortunate in the history of this country ever want to be released from the annual drain
this country that so many blunders should have been upon their resources in this connection with this line, my
made in the North-West. If that company was the opinion is that they will have to ask the Government to
only one that offered to build the road, it might not take the opposite side of the House before the people will
have been so bad; the Government might not stand ever be able to get rid of the influence that witl be exercised
charged before the country to the same extent that -not to say that the company is exercieing an undue influ-
they are. But there was another company at that time ence in this matter, because, as I said before, if they could
who offered to undertake the construction of the Cana- retain their monopoly I daresay it would be worth more
dian Pacifie Railway, and to do it without the monopoly money to them. However, when they get this guarantee
clause at ail. Now, owing to the Government being so and complete the works that the Finance Minister sys are
closely committed to that company by that first offer, they so necessary, I hope they will not come back to this HOuse
are now compelled, owing to the bargain they entered into, again and ask us for any more money.
to ask the country to run the risk of paying a further large
amount of money to get rid of that monopoly. But it is no Mr. AMYOT. I think it my duty in a few words to ex-
use to go on setting examples of the blunders that bave plain the vote I am going to give on this question. 1
taken place in that colony of ours. It has been one after have always been in favor of the speedy construction of the
another. The first unfortunate blunder was in connection Canadian Pacific Railway. I think the company has been
with the governmaent of that territory, when officiais were a great success. I have great admiration for the energy
sent up to govern it, virtually in opposition to the people's and boldness of the company, because they have succeeded
wil. The second blunder brought on a war. The third in constructing a railway which is not surpassed in any
blunder was committed in persisting to maintain a mono- part of the world. As for the directors personally, I eau.
poly, year after year, that almost ended in a rebellion, and not refrain from expressing my admiration for them. I
possibly might bave caused a rebellion if the Government believe in the second place that the resolutions which take
had not receded from their pretensions, and made up their away the monopoly are necessary to-day. When the
minds that it would be too great a risk on their part to monopoly was granted it was thought to be necessary to
attempt to hinder these people any longer. But taking the induce the company to build the road, and I believe it is
entire history of that whole country, and the amount that proper that it should now be brought to a termination. The
it has cost the people of the Dominion, it has run up already amendment declares that the monEopoly of the company ex-
to an enormous sum. When we consider the cost of the tended only to the North-West and not to Manitoba or
two rebellions and the cost of the Mounted Police, which is British Columbia. I believe such to be the case; but ad-
now about 81,000,00U a year, we find that altogether we mitting that it only extended to the North-West Territorios
have virtually spent very close on $20,000,000 We had I still believe that that is sufficient to warrant the abolition
spent 871,000,000 in the construction of the Canadian Pacifiecof monopoly and acceptance of the security we are consent-
Iailway; we have paid for officials and surveys, within ing to accept from the company, at all events it removes
a short amount of $15,000,000; and the guarantee we are ail possible doubt, and it will release the country
now going to give the company is worth a little over from a great embarrassment. The amendment further
$13,000,000, making in all $119,000,000. We have received says that disallowance was productive of loss and
something like $6,000,000 in ail for lands sold, leaving a injury. I know that to have been the case from
total of $113,000,000 that that country bas virtually cost the number of letters I have received from farmers
the Dominion. Now, with regard to the value of this in Manitoba, some of whom left there becanse they
guarantee, the leader of the Opposition stated this after- could not make a living on account of disallowance. But
noon that it would cost the country some 826,000,000. as the proposition of the Government is to do away with
If you take an annuity of $525,000 for fifty years, disallowance and bring it to an end, I will support it so far
at ai per cent., and the country was to go to the Bank as disallowance is concerned. The amendment states
of Montreal and ask them what amount of a deposit they further that the security offered by the Canadian Pacifie
would accept and releaose the country from this agreement, Railway Company is not sufficient. I have gone over the
and meet the interest every year, the Bank of Montreal Nor th-West pretty thoroughly, and I am of opinion that
would tell you that they required an immediate deposit of the security is sufficient. I believe in the value of the
813,87m,541.61. If they were called upon to meet 8525,-000 North-West lands, I believe that those lands are of immense
a year, allowing 3j per cent. interest on the money in their value, and that the more they are settled the more pro-
hands, it would take that amount to meet the sum of ductive and valuable they will become in the market. T he
#525,000 every year. Now, I am not at all finding fault amend ment also states that the construction of branch lines
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I have no doubt that should have been provided for. That might be so; but I
under the contract they are entitled to what they are ask- know that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will be
ing; but as I said before, I do not think they are entitled bound in their own interest to construct many branch rail-
to anything so far as the Provinces of Manitoba and ways in the North-West. I am sure that such will be the
British Columbia are concerned. Whatever amount we are case, and when the interests of the company urge them in
called upon to give them, or whatever sum they ask us to that direction they will promote those interests. Being in
guarantee, must be taken as a sum in lieu of the monopoly favor of the resolution of the Government, in favor of the
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settlement of the question, being anxious to see the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway advancing from success to success and
doing weil for themselves and also advancing the interests
of the country, I shall take this opportunity to make a com-
plaint, not perhaps against the directors themselves, but
against the management of the road bytheir offici4is, and 1
de not think I could adopt a botter method of informing the
Blouseas to the state ef affairs than by reading an extract
fron a paper, La Presse, of Montreal, which takes a great'
deal of iùterest in railway matters. The article is con-
tained in one of its late issue, and is under the heading "It
does net pay," I read this translation in order that the
Government may be informed of the position of affairs and
nay bring it before the.directors of the company with a
view to have it remedied. The article is as follows:-

"IT DOES MOT PAY.

"c he reason giveu by the subordinate officials of the Canadian Pacific
for the wretched service and accommodation affôrded to the public on
the north shores of theSt Lawrence and of the Ottawa, is that the line
and its braniches de not pay.

" In the fret p4ae, persons eminently competent to form an opinion
on the subject assert that those officials do net speak the truth, but are
simply seeking tomystify andbrowbeat parties who venture te complain,
as one btise eicials recenhly a&tempted tg do with the agent of a
short line having a connectin wit,h the ,anadian Pacific Railway. An
employé of the latter, on being ašked te alter the time for starting
fitteen minutes, made answer: ' What 1 do you want us to upset the
whole arrangement throughou.t the vtat extent of the Canadian Pacifie
for the sake of your small little line ? ' This is moi e humbug, but it is
juet the same with every complaint made or to be made, by.those who
are dependent on the Oanadian Pacific for railway service in this sec-
lion. When the officials do not understand our complaints, they Ao net
take the trouble to ask for explanatien, and when they do underatand
wbat we want they give the matter no attention. This is the truc state
of the case as between the French-Canadian community and theo ana-
disn Pacific.

" Yeu say Ithe line 4pes not pay.' Bu surely the psýimonious
manner in w.hich the service is conducted is not exactly the best way to
make it do se 1 Is the closing of branch lines for eighteen days at a
timethe way 4onake the lins pay? Is it bymnglecting te ballast a line
ever ei4ee it teIl into your bande, and running nothing better than p
15-miles-an-hour moccasin-train Tou are going to make it pay ? You
imported from.Ogdensburg an individual named Bosworth, who could
net speak a word of French and whose high breeding and culture were
eviUnced by tap-room oaths and tobacco chewing, te establish a set of
stupid;egpg.tins for a new country where everything has yet to be
created.itoanblow he destroyed .Me spleudid lumber traffic over the
Canadan Pacifie Railwayfrom fHülltoMontreal, which has now been
dirsrtedto the Ottawa ;y the abussd rate lhe estabUlied he put a veto
on te transpr4 of cattle ip large numbers fiem St. Thérèse, Joliette
and Berthier; he established a special tariff for cordwood, calelated
by tie pound weight, instead of by th& car load, and actually killed a
bsanoh of trade whici was -beingextensàely developed.along the wiiole
line of h anadian Pacifie Railway.

" ut the sapient Bosworth has now vanished from the soene1. What
has become ofltim? What has become of the farmers who formerly
shippeddheir produce on the company's trains ? Many others also awe
M ip g, and wil continue te be misse, so long as the company fail te
plae at the head of the eastern section of their railway, from Quebec
te Ottawa, aid branches, a competent man familiar with our language,
knowngour people, their manner ofdiviing, working and trading, their
wayf traveiniîg, and the periqds ?wen -they like to travel whether for
bupsess or pleasure; a man with whom we can converse, and who can
understand us,»and with whom it would be a point of honor te treat us
well and 4e oreate ýa profitable -business for his own section of the road.

" The company are notjustifed in fayug that the -lins dos s»t pay,
s9ong icthey do not work it intelligentl7 and under a aystem adapted
to the trench Canadian population with whom they have te deal.

ç You say the rond does not pay I But how could it be otherwise
when our people are daily subjActed te treatment which no other »ss
w»nldp ieUj submit toi and whi would -pot for one day be
toleratedia France or in England 1

h' Let our legisletors and the directors of the canadian Pacifie Rail-
waeSad whait follows.:

" Theother day, aperson from Ste. Thizèse, holding a 'commutation
ticket,' tok the 9 o'clock, a in., train at lontreal, which, as the news-
papers stated, was to stop at Ste. Thérèse. He was not allowed toestop
at tiat place, but was compelled te go on te Lachute and return later
st an additional cost of$1.âO. Two ather passengers were treated in
the sane way. Is lnot this dowaright extortion ? But the company,
ntwithstanding their absurd and annoying arrangements, cannot assert
that line dues not pay as respects the earrying of passengers. Many
of their lealing officiais have again and again seId the reverse ; and any
ene w>ao kas occasion te travel on the lie now and then, wiil bear
witness that the cars placed at the disposal of the public on certain of
theirbranches are literally Eiled, and that the passengers, men and
vopen alike, are ftequetly compeAUed te aUvel nwded together snd
standing, for several miles. But do your two Toronto lines pay so very
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well I Have we not seen a train laden with-but two firet-class passengers
arrive from that capital ?

''The answex: 'it does not pay," is simply a ready-made reply to
meet al cases which you do not wanat to deal ; or an impudent attempt
to impose on a population of 500,000 soule who have paid ~ too much to
stand any longer sneh a service as the company now aford."
This is a perfect picture of what is going on to-day, and I
hope the Government will make representations to the
directors of the company, in order that justice may be done
to the trade and travelling public on that section of the
lino. I have another complaint to make. When we leave
Quebec for Ottawa, we have to stop over at St. Martin for
three or four hours, to obtain connection with Ottawa.
This is perfectly absurd and unfair to that part of the coun-
try. It is no reason for the Canadian Pacific Raiiway to
say that it does not pay. When the Canadian Pacifie
Railway wanted to have a terminus at Quebec, we hoped it
would open a second road, and thus develop the country,
but instead of doing so, they bought the North Shore line
from the Grand Trunk Railway, and the Government came
to the rescue of the Canadian Pacific Railway and gave to
the company the 81,000,000 which was going to be given
to the Province of Quebec. By arrangement, if the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway does not meet the interest of the
money placed in that section, the Government is bound to
indemnify them. The oompany has no excuse whatever to
treat our section of the country in that way. I do not sup-
pose that the directors know that this state of things exist,
because I know they are well disposed towards the Prov-
ince of Québec generally speaking, and I think they want
to give us fair play and justice. I hope that those few
remarks may have the effect of causing a modification in
their conduct, and that they will give us fair play and jus-
tice. I believe that the abolition of this monopoly will be
a great benefit to the country and that it will be the cause
of encouragitng many branch lines in the North-West and
Manitoba. We will, I believe, extend our commercial rela-
tions with the States, and we will make those relations so
extensive and profitable, that the great cause of reciprocity
will be enhanced by it, and finally we will have such trade
relations through those railways thaï the great mass of the
people will bring about the success of the reciprocity ques-
tion. For alil those reasons I will support the resolut'ions of
the Government.

Mr. WATSON. I .wish to address the House for a short
time on this subject. My remarks will be brief,on acoount
of the latenees of the Session, and the anxiety of the
members of this iouse to conclude the business of this
session. I mnst say that 1 have pleasupre in supporting the
amepdment move4 by the leader of the Opposition, because
IIbelieve that it is an amendment moved in the proper
direction. The hon. gentleman who bas juset taken his seat
bu stated that he believed the Canadian Pacifie Railway
will build branch lines iast enouglh in their own interest.
ggst people would suppose tlaat the Canadian Pacific
Railway wogld build branch lines in their own interest, but
such is not the case. We have had experience in the past
that it was not so, and we have found that portions; of the
country that were piQmised to be accommodated by branch
lines ye s ago, are still without those lines. As I have
siated in the flouse on a previous occaion, the conany
aid they had ne money to build branch lines in'Mainfoba.
I wlsh to al the attention of the Htouse tQ the fact, that in
the localLegislature of the Province of Mtinitoba, they have
passed resolvtions asking that, as a condition of this settle-
ment, the company should be required to extend branch
lies. That resolution was moved by the Premier of the
Province of Manitoba, and carried without a dissenting voice.
When the Finance Minister introduced those resolutions to:
day, I was a little surprised to hear his attempt to lead this
liouse to believe that the Government of the day wore
overflowing with generosity and kindness towards the peo-
ple of Manitoba, that they were new giving to that Pro-
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vince all that was asked for, and that he believed it was 000 bushels of wheat out of that country last year, let alon
true ettesman"hip for mon to alter their position when 600,000,00t0. It appears te me this is not the particula
they foundit necessa.ry. The people of Manitoba do not feel reason for the change of policy, and in faut I eel satisfie
particularY grateful to the Goverment for making tbis that it is not. The hon. gentlemau cannot speak too higbhl
change, but they do commend the wisdom of the Govern- of the prospects of Manitoba for the present season.1I bi
ment in mSaking the change. The Government of Canada lieve that this year we will have at least a thid more grair
have ingicted.monopoLy and disallowace on the Province to expert out of that Province than we had last year. I wa
of Manitoba just se Iong as that Province would submit te surprised to hear the hon. gentleman state that we bac
it. When thy found that.the Province was prepamed te three bad years; in Manitoba, for when some years ago1
take the bit in its teeth, and construet a line of railway to made reference, not to Manitoba but to a portion of th
coompete with theaad«Wian Pacific Railway, and break down North-West that is not admitted to be as good as Manitoba
the monopolytha thi Government yielded ; and only then. I was called te task by the hon. the Minister of Finance
I do net intendito go over thewhole history of disallowance, who claimed that it was a very nice description for me t
because I bave .akpen about a portion of it on previous give of that country. That description has proved true, anc
occasions, but this House must regret that the Government so far as Manitoba is concerned the hon. gentleman canno
did not take a&vatage of opportunities which were pre. speak too highly of the prospects of this year. Wu hav
sonted te them on previous occasions to wipe out this not had a crop during the past three or four seasons whicl
monopoly clause, et a time when they could have wiped it has not been a botter crop and has sufferod less from natura
out without thecost of risking one cent to the Dominion of causes than last season's spring crop in the Province o
Canada. ln 1284 it will be remembered, when the Canadian Ontario. The hon. Minister said that the question
Pacifie Railway asked for a Ioan of $30,000,000, I took ad- of disallowance in Manitoba was a legal question.1
vantage of thatopportanity to move an amendment, which think that is not an argument which ho can fairl
was eupported by the Opposition in this House, to the effect bring up at this late day. The bon. Minister of Justice
that on condition of.that loan beinggranted tothe Canadian stated te the delegates who visited Ottawa last Session tha
Pacifie Raitway, the right of monopoly should cese. That the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company had no logal righ
amendmentwasvoteddown by theGovernment andhon. gen- of monopoly in the old Province of Manitoba, and if the
tlemen opposite. I bave no doubt thatat that time the Cana- hon. Minister of Finance had consulted the hun. Ninister o
dian Pacific Railway would have been only too gad to have Justice on that subject, ho would have had no need to stato
given .p clause 15 of the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract to the House to-day that it was a legal question whether
on condition of.receiving that grant. It was stated at that that power extended to the old Pro>vince or not. The hon
time that the road was not constructed, but it appearod te gentleman stated that the Government had beon led to be
me thon, and it appears to me now, that if the Government lieve that disallowance should cease, and that the monopoly
were prepared te vote 430,000,000 at that time te the Can- clause should be wiped out, in consequence of the large crop
adian Pacifie Railway as a ioan, taking that railroad as se- we had in Manitoba last year, and in consequence of the
curity,:tha t he company should feel perfectly safe, in trust- persistent endoavors of myseif and other gentlemen from
ingto the Government te protect their security. If they Manitoba and the North-West. Now, Mr. Speaker, il
took the power of disallowance in their own lhands, and if seems rather strange that such a statement should be made
they saw fit te make ita part of the policy of the Govern- i might ask those bon. gentlemen, why thoir sudden chang
ment, they bld a rigàt to do se. The Minister of Finance on this matter? I remenber that in the debate last Session
stated that clause 1l was a similar clause te that which was on the rosolution which I moved that monopoly should
contaied in the oer mad by the leader,-of the Macken- cease in Manitoba, the hon. member for Provencher (3Mr
zie Administration for the construction of the Cian- Royal) stated that with the exception of a fow hot.headed
adian Pacifie Railway. That is not se ; it is entirely politicians and ruined real estate mon, there was nobody in
different. This clause was placed in the Canadian Pa- Manitoba who wanted disallowance or monop'ly to cease.
cifie Railway contract giving those powers te a I might also call the attention of the Bouse te the views
priva'e corporation, while the Mackenzie Government expressed by other bon. members, to whom I suppose the
had proposed tobid that roed as a Government work, and hot. gentleman refers as having urged the Government te
they Made that provision in the contract, but they had it in do away with the monopoly. I find that W. l). Perley,
thoîr power, at ay time, te relinquish the monopoly, and M. P., at a meeting of the Conservative Association at
allow competition. in 1884, wben the Finance Minister Qu'Appelle, on the 30th of Decomber last, is reported by
fitrodu.ed the resolutions on the $ 4 00,0U, pledges were the Progre8s to bave stated bis position as follows:-
made by him, which I need mot point out have been vio- "Mr. Perley spoke of the disallowance agitation as being a blow a
lated. He promised at that time that as soon at the road Confederation, aud said be refused to be party at striking the blow ai
was oonatracted north of Lake Superior, the Government the Dominion as a whole.'

would se. fit te revise the policy a4id allow competing lines I wonder if theb hon. gentleman expressed similar views to
et rail.way to the boundary lino. It is unnecessary for me the hon. Minister of Finance and the Government at Ottawa
te atate that that promise bas ot been carried eut, and that during the Session. The Regina Leader of 24th May, 1887,
the ýGvernmtb lad gne on persistently disallQwing the gives the views of the hon. member for West Assiniboia
local Act of the Province of Maitoba. The Minister of (Mr. Davin) as llowd.-
Finance bas stated thtthe (overnment felt that they were " Mr. Davin voluntarily declared bis opinion in hi@ address against
noxw houad to revise their poliy n accoiunt O the excOed- disa&lowance."
ingcy large crop of last yebr. Hle went on te state that we That is what I stated last Session, that tho hon, gentleman
hat three very bad years in Manit.ba, and while those Ibree ad daclared in bis address to the electors that ho was
bad years existed, etat the farmers who bad very little opposed te disallowance. But that hon. gentleman did net
grain to ehip, according to bis estimata, should have topay a vote in the Rouse, but paired with the hon. member for
highor rate on that very s"all crop. 1 do not think that this East Yoi k (Mr. Mackenzie) on that question :

ouse will acceptthoehon.geonUleman'l og ic ld tod ushid "He i against it stili, but the question waa hardly before the consti-
1 88 lh haEome 600,099,0no bushels of grain would be sh ippe tuen1ces and were he to vote in favor of his abstract opinion he would
outoIManitobain 1890. If he expected 600,000,000 bushels of ggnsthmàerca line eteret fof bis constituento."
grain in 1890, whydid he wait s0 Jo0g? Why did he net allow
tk..onstraoInofrailaoade ? He »as s4dmitted that the Can- Tihese were the views expressert by those hon. gentlemen

dian Pa abd not thecapacity to xport 14,000,-1 only a short time ago, and when they voted againet my
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resolution in this House last Session, I supposed that they
did not wish the Government to change their polie-,.

Mr. DAVIN. I merely rise to remark, Mr. Speaker, that
the hon. gentleman attributes words to me that I did not
use. That is a newspaper's comment on my opinion.

Mr. WATSON. The newspaper is the Regina Leader,
which is supposed as a raie to express the views of the hon.
gentleman. Of course, I give the extract for what it is
worth. I thought the hon. member for East Assiniboia had
more appreciation of the truthfulness of the Regina Leader.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I maintain that under the arrangement
proposed by the Government Manitoba receives nothing,
unless some such changes are made in these resolutions as
are proposed by the hon. leader of the Opposition. Mani-
toba bas now the right to build railroads, as has been main-
tained by the Opposition all along, and as was admitted by
the hon. Minister of Justice to the Manitoba delegates last
Session. It is not uecessary for me to state to this flouse
the views expressed by hon. gentlemen opposite during the
session when the contract was adopted-for their speeches
have often been quoted-to the effect that the monopoly
clause did not apply to Manitoba. Therefore I maintain that
Manitoba bas no right to be charged with any portion of
this guarantee, becauso Manitoba is receiving no benefit
from it, and I say that the Government should be censured
even et this late day for coming down bere and dealing out
justice to Manitoba which she should have received years
ago. The people did rely on the statement made by the hon.
Finance Minister three or four years ago that as soon as
the railway was constructed north of Lake Superior the
monopoly would cease, anri they remained quietly waiting
for the completion of that lino before they raised a voice
for competition. By the proposed arrangement the Canadian
Paific R'ailway Ompany in reality give up alil claim to
any lands in the North-West, and so they will not have the
same interest in developing the country as they have had
while holding the lands, because they find that there is
enough land now under cultivation to tax the carrying
powers of the railway. Therefore I believe that the money
they realise from the guarantee will be used in binding the
monopoly still tighter on Manitoba. I do not
know whether or iot it is on the strength of this
proposed guarantee, but I see that they have
purchased controlling interest in tho Sauli route,
which the people of Manitoba expected would be held by
an independent company which would be willing to give
running powers to the Grand Trunk or any other company
that would wish to corne and ielievo Manitoba from mono-
poly ; and I fear that the moneys they will raise on the
strength of this guarantee will be used for the purpose of
maintaining their monopoly as strongly as they have done
in the past. Now, I am not going to say that the Govern-
ment are not taking sufficient security for the guarantee ;
I am not going to discuss that question ; but I do say that
in all reason the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will
not encourage settlers to come into the country, which they
find is already too large for their carrying capacity, and they
are trying to get the Government to relieve them of some
of the responsibility. Now, the policy pursued by the
Canadian Pacifie Rilway Company and this Government-
for I charge this Government with having prevented the
construction of competing lines-has caused groat loss to
the Province of Manitoba, and directly to the owners of last
year's crop. It is estimated that it that crop had been
cari ied out promptly and at as reasonable rates as the
grain of Dakota was carried at, the people of Maritoba
would have realised an advantage of at least $1,500,000.
And the Govern ment did not simply leave the monopoly to
the Zanadian Pa·:ific Railway, but they prevented a road
that was built up to the boundary lino from carrying any
portion of that crop. The Northorn Pacific Company built
a lino of railway to the boundary lino and asked for bond-

Mr. WATBoN.

ing privileges, whereby they might ship wheat out of Ma-
nitoba to Ontario, but the customs authorities refused to
grant bonding privileges, and thus forced the whole crop to
be carried over the Canadian Pacific Railway. Now, I wilt
simply eall the attention of the House for a very few mo-
ments to the action of the House in preventing the con-
struction of the Red River Valley road last year. That road
was to have been built under a charter granted by the
Local Legislature of Manitoba, a charterwhich was entirely
within the power of that Province to grant, it was a char-
ter for a road running directly over a route laid down by the
hon. the late Minister of the Interior in his speech in 1881,
when he said that Manitoba had a perfect right to bauild a
line of railway from Winnipeg to the boundary, and there
connect with the American roAds. The Local Legislature
passed an Act granting a charter for the building of such a
road, but that Act was disallowed by the federal authority.
Notwithstanding that disallowance, the Local Government,
finding it impossible to get private parties to undertake
such an enterprise on account of the hostile action of the
Dominion authorities took power to build that road as a
Government work. The Local Govern ment then proceeded
to build the road as a Government work, and the Federal
Government again disallowed the Act and everyother Act
for that purpose, for there were several Acts which
took power to build to the boundary. The Local G-ov-
Government still persisted in building the road; and what
was the next move? The Canadian Pacifie Railway pur-
chased or got an agent to purchase a lot of land, which
extended between the Red River and the Canadian Pacifie
Railway South-Western, which runs to Gretna, extending
the full length between the river and the Canadian Pacifie
track, except road allowance at the rear end of the
lot. The Canadian Pacifie Railway thon obtained an injuc-
tion against the construction of the Red River Valley line
across that lot. The Canadian Pacific Railway then
went to work and built a spur line and a switch across
this road allowance, to prevent the Recd River Valley road
being constructed on that road allowance. The Lcal Gov-
ernment persisting, however, in proceeding to construct the
Red River Valleylineacross this lot, and then several injune.
tions were obtained against the constructionof thatwork bya
director of Canadian Pacific Railway, who bas the honor of
a seat in this liouse, I refer to the hon. member for
Montreal West (Sir Donald A. Smith). The injuoction,
however, apparently failed in that case; and thon this
generous Government went towork and obtained an injune-
tion against the construction of the Red River Valiey Lino
across the land that had been held and occupied by settlers
for a number of years, on the ground that, as patents had
not been issued for those lands, they belonged to the Govern-
ment. The Premier of Manitoba then proceeded to try and
raise money for the construction of that line, the estimated
cost of which was $750,000, in the money markets of the
world, whither he was followed, according to bis own state-
ment, by an agent of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, who
threw ail the obstacles possible in bis way, the result being
that he was unable to float the bonds for the construction of
that work. The people of Manitoba, who are the proper
parties to be credited with this change in the policy
of the Governument felt justified-whether properly or not,
it is not for me to say,-in believing that Mr. Nor-
quay, the Premier of Manitoba, was not sincere in his
endeavors to raise money for the construction of the work,
and the result was ho had to resign the leadership of the
party. Then a gentleman came to the front who was
supposed to be a better Conservative than Mr. Norquay-a
man who bad always been true and had never kicked-Dr.
Harrison, and he proposed a compromise between the
Dominion and Local Governments. Hâe was premier
but for a few hours when ho had to go to the wall, as the
people of Manitoba would accept no compromise, as they
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would accept nothing less than the right to construct the Manitoba and the Territories may not be able to obtain anyrailway to the boundary lino. Mr. Greenway was called taxes from them just in the same way as if they romainedupon to form a Government, which ho did, and hoeis, in the bands of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.backed up, not only by the Liberals but by almost the solid The question of the taxation of the Canadian Paci-vote of the people of Manitoba on this question of disal- fie Railway lands is now becoming a burninglowance. Mr. Greenway proceeded to Ottawa where ho question in Manitoba and the Territories. Undersacceeded in obtaining a letter from the Government to the that clause of the contract, they bad a right to the
effect that the policy of disallowance would ho discon- exemption of their lands fron taxation for twenty years
tinued. Now, I will just say this, th t if the Dominion and of their rolling stock and matters of that kind forever.
Government had ceased, during the past autumn, objecting Well, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company have a cor-to the construction of the Red River lino, the flouse tain mode of disposing of their land. The Minister of
to-day would not have been called to guarantee Finance has told us that the average price at which they
this large amount of money to the Canadian Pacifie have disposed of their lands is 83.15. Why is that the price?
Railway, because the oonstruction of that work would Because a large portion of those lands are exempt from tax.
have settled the difficulty, as far s Manitoba is concerned. ation ; they are exempt from taxation until an agreement
The construction of that work would have shown is registered in the registry office of the municipality, so
the people of Manitoba and this House that Manitoba had that the municipality n ay fiad out to whom the lands belong,
the right to build that road, because she had built it and The North-West Company bcught a large amount of lands
defied the authorities to impede ber in the exercise of her from the Canadian Pacifie Raîlway, and they were sold in
just rights. Last Session I ventured to use some strong such a way that. I do not think there could bo a cent of taxes
language in this House during the debate on this question collected. The Local Logislature of Manitoba, sympathising
of disallowance, and was called a traitor and several other with the municipalities, have agroed to under tako the cost of
harsh names, because I stated that, if the Government inter. testing a case between one municipality and the North-West
fered with the construction of this line, there would be Land Company. The amount of laxes which the municipa.
trouble in the west. The events have proved that I was lities lose in consequence of this exemption is enormous. I
rigbt in making that statement and in warning the Govern- find that the amount of land in the Province of Manitoba
ment at that time as I did; and the Government have had which is exempt from taxation and is supposed to be held
to yield, not to the prayer or petition of Manitoba, but to by the North-West Land Company is as follows:-
the demand of Manitoba for the acknowledgment of the
right to build that lino without boing interfei ed with by the Lande Exempt. Annual Loss.
federal authority. Why this change of front to-day on the North Cypres................. 26,72) $ 923 53
part of the Government? The hon. the Finance Minister odanah..............'.......10,080 401OOoprey ............... .---- - .,200 168 00has given us his reasons for it. lie bas told us that it is Miniota ..................... ................. 1,680 473 7j
due to the large crop of last year that the Govern. Elton .................................... ..... 3,520 284 59
ment made up their minds te yield on this question. Ga®dar.......................22030,2125
But what do we find stated in a report of thesub-committee Cornwallis ................. ............. 3,860 bb9 95
of the Privy Council to the Imperial authorities, dated the Archie..................................... 19,360 608 77
4th January, 1888? In that report, that sub.committee, Brenda ................. ... ............ 115,810 1,200 00

South 0yprees.................... 38,560 1,186 45composed of the lon. Thomas White, Minister of the lu Whitewaters............ ........ 18,080 271 20
terior, and the Hon. J. S. 1D. Thompson, Minister of Justice, Oakland ................................... 8,960 305 53
recommended that the petition of Manitoba, whichî had been Daly .......................... ..... 2 240 118 00
forwarded to the Imperial authorities, should not be listened Burnside.......................958,320 2,814 58

to, and gave the reasons why. How is it, I would ask, that This docs not include ail the lands, bociuso in sone of
the eyes of the Minister of Finance and of his colVeagues the municipal returns, it is found imrpos.sible to eparato the
have been opened since the 4th January, 1888? Did he not Canadian Paciq tiýtaiway lands and the lands of the Jind
know then that we had this large crop, and that the Cana- 'ompany, and o they caînot show what proportion of land
dian Pacifie Railway were unable to carry it out of the should be taxod. I have no desiro to decry the quality of
country ? Did they not know that cars could not be fu- the lands, bat I must point out that, when iho Siinister of*
nished by the Canadian Pacifie Railway to carry away the FinancO stated that the average price was 83.15, it should
crop ? Did they not know that tons oftthousands of busbels be remem ber ed that those are selected lands, and rnust ne-
of wheat were piled along the lino waiting transportatior, cessarily be the best lands in the courntry. I say that com-
which the Canadian Pacifie Railway could not furniebh? pany mde a good bargain in buying the land at thut price,
Now ho comes down and tells us that this change of policy but the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are holding lands
bas been brought about because of the large crop, when only in Manitoba tc-day at a p. which no purchaser will pay.
on the 4th of January, 1888, the sub-cammittee of the They are holding lands from 84 to 810 an acre. These lands
Privy Council recommended that the policy of disallow- are not subjected to taxation. They are in different munici-
ance should ho continued and gave the reasons why. pafit<es, and they are a great loss tothe municipality, because
1 am sorry to say, Mr. Speaker, that the reasons given con- schools and churches and other public institutions have to be
sist in the quotation of extracts from speeches made by maintained, and it is a great drawback to have theso lands
members of the late Government in the Province of Mani. locked up and paying no taxes. I do not feel disposed to
toba, but the people have risen in their might irrespective occupy any more time. I will certainly support the amend-
of party and have demanded of this Government the right ment. It is unnecesiary for me to repeat what I said in the
to construct railways in that Province, of which they House before as to the causes which led the people of Mani-
ehould have never been deprived. I will call the attention toba and the North.West todemand competition in railways,
of the Government to another fact. They are taking this but, so far as the North-West is concerned, through their
land as security, and I do not know whether it will ho con- representatives, we have r.t heard uny objection to mono-
sidered s Government land or Canadian Pacifie Railwty poly. La-t year, the representatives of the North-West
land. During 20 years from the letting of this contract, voted i; favor of monopoly, and against doing away with
the Canadian Pacific Railway lands are to be exempt from disallowanue, and that bcause they can only expect to have
taxation. It appears to me that theGovernment may prac. their railway communication east and west through the
tically hold those lands for another 12 years, a large por- Province of Manitoba. Ali their freight bas to come
tion oi them may not be disposed of, and the Province of through that Province, and it is imply a question for the
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North-West whetber they will tap the international boun
dary in the old Province of Manitoba or in the added
territory. Before long, we expect to have a competing
line by means of stcamboats from Duluth. We feel that we
will not be able to ship freight at the rates which the
Canadian Pacifie Rvilway w;Il be compelled to charge for
carrying our grain by ail rail from the North-West to Mont
real, so we expect to send it by water by way of Duluth or
Port Arthiur. .. am satisfied that that will be the rosuit and
that tbey will connect with the all-rail route from eastern
boundary of Manitoba. For the reasons I have given I
intend to support the amendment moved by the leader of
the Opposition, and I trust that the Government wçill see fit
to make such charges in their proposed conditions of settle-
ment, as will afford ail sections of country in the Province
of Manitoba the railway accommodation that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway have promised them for years, I know that
the settlers in certain portions of Manitoba, particularly in
south-western portion, represented by the hon. member for
Selkirk (Mr. Daly) are greatly in need of railway accommo-
dation. Tne monber representing West Brandon moved in
the Local Legislature the other day that it was of the utmost
importance that branch linos should be extended from
Brandon t,) the south-west in the very near future, and that
it would be a considerable loss to that section of the country
if railway accommodation is not provided. Settlers located
in that district years ago whon they were promised that
t hey should have railway accomodation immediately. They
have lived there for years, they have grown a large amount
of grain, but they have not been able to dispose of it at
remunerative prices. The gentleman who moved this reso
lut*on, Mr. Kiikaffer, and who is a supporter of hon, gen-
tlemen opposite in politics, stated that unless the people
were afforded such accommodation, it would be necessary for
them to cease growing grain, and actually to abandon the
homesteads which they have held for years. Mr. Speaker, I
have made thece remarks in order to set forth my position,
and what I believe to be the views of a majority of the
people of Manitoba.

Mr. DALY. Hon. members will no doubt recogniseothe fact
that as a member f rom Manitoba, I have a particular interest
in the question before the louse. I am indeed surprised at
the stand that has been taken by the hon. member for Ma-
quette (Mr. Watson) who has just sat down. That any
man from the Province of Manitoba, that any gentleman
representing a constituency, either in Manitoba or the North-
West Territory, should stand upon the floor of this House
and oppose such a resolution as the Minister of Finance has
brought down to-night, I nover supposed would come
about in the history of the Parliament of Canada. What
else has been the cry in the Province of Manitoba
during the last five or six years, but " this ci ushing
monopoly was grinding the lifc-blood out of our coun-
try ?" And when at tbe last moment the Government
bas conceded that this monopoly should be done away witb,
when the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has been in-
duced to enter into an arrangement with the Government
to do away with the monopoly, and the Minister of Finance
asks this Parliament to assent to that arrangement, an ar.
rangement which it is conceded by the Reform press of
Canada, throughout the length and breadth of it, to be a
fair one, we find the hon. member for Marquette,
supposed to stand here, as he bas been called
by the Reform press of Manitoba, the sole repre-
sentative of that Province-that hon. gentleman stand
up here and has the hardihood te say that beis going to vote
for this amendment. I say, Mr. Speaker, that the sooner
this rip, ranting, and roaring hypocrisy that we see
upon the otber side of the House, is done away with, the
botter. We beheld a spectacle in this House last Session
that, I suppose, has never occurred before in Canada, when

Mr. WATBON.

my colleague from Winnip.g (Mr.BSmrth), and myàelf, had
to vote against the. Goternmeut updn the qiestion of dis-
allowance, I who have been a supp#t*er of the right bon.
gentleman ,who leads thi Homse, -s far baok as I can re-
merber, and the hon. member for Winnipeg who bas been
a lie-longsupporter also of the right honr. gnftlem¶rn. We
carried out the pledges Vhat we made-toôur constitu-ents,
e'-hoing the voice of th" Whole peopleof Manitobaupon this
question of disallowance, and we came down he're and man-
fully withstood the reproaeh that we were voting agaiùst
the party that wo were elected to support, and voted ágainst
the Government upon the q'uestion of disailowance. We
stood true to our colors thon. But we find ncw that things
have changed, we find that Richard is not himself ? The hn.
gentleman on the other side of the Hbouso who criti-
c:sed my conduct typon that occasion, tbre press representing
that gentleman in the PÉovince of Manitobâ who criticised
my conduet, will find that, to-morrow, when th*t specch
is read in Manitoba, that the man whom they looked upon
as being their sole representative, has ácted fari other-
wise tc-lay than they expected him to do. Now, Sir, we
find that the great Liberal party of Canada were not able
to pose in Manitoba as Reformers, but they endeavored to
pose as Manitoba Liberals, they designated themuselves as
being Manitoba Liberats, they wdrlt to work and drew up
a platform. A meeting of that association was béid in
Winnipeg on the 2nd March, 1886, and the fifth plank in
their plutform was the following:-

"PROVICOIAL RIGHTS PLATPORM.

" The absolute right to charter local lines of railway not extending
beyond the boundaries of the Province, and it is asserted that whatever
arrangements the Dominion .Government may have fmade *ifh the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway curtailng the odid Dominion Gu'verntnant is in
duty bound to cause such arrangements to be set aidde by purchas or
otherwise, and thus restore to Manitoba her rights in this respect."
Now, Sir, that is a plank of the "Provincial Rights " p4atfirm
in Manitoba. They laid it down as a plank that thie Govern-
ment should purchase the rights of the Canadian Pacific
Railway in the monopolf. What is the'Government seeking
to do to-day ? Are they not seeking to purchase the rights
of the monopoly ? Have they not come down with a rose-
lution which says that this "grinding monopoly " is to be
abolished ? But we fitid, in fare of that fact, that the hon.
gentleman opposite, who isthe sole representative from that
Province, is opposing the resolutions that the Government
have brought down. In addition to the resolutions that
that were passed by the Liberal Association,-wefind that the
Winnipeg Free Press, which supports that hon. gentleman,
which has boomed that hon. gentleman, which h*s told the
peoplo of Manitoba and the people of Canada that ho is the
sole represdntative of Manitoba--the Free Press, on the
22nd July last, stated, in reference to the monopoly :

" The monopoly'must be abolished everywhere, "nd If the D5iinion
Governahent have contracted to grant it te the Oaumdian Pacific Rail-
way in the added territory and the North-West, that contractmust be
rescinded without being repudiated."
Again we find that the Winnipeg Free Press on the 7th Dec-
ember, 1887, stated :

" There can be no two opinios regirding tAle advibilty of buying
out the monopoly rights which are actually posseussd by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway in the added territory of Ranitoba and the %Nrth-West
Territories. Although the Dominion Pariaiment dia not contraet to
give the railway a monopoly in old Mtiitoba, it did eter into an agree-
ment to furnish it with a mbnopoly in the added terrîtory and in the
North-West."

Thon again, the same newspaper, on the 21st December,
1887,says:

" In old Manitoba, te be adre, the 0anadiah Pacifie riklway has no
legal right te monopoly, but in the 'added territory,' which forms a
very considerable part of the Province, it dopa posseas mnch right just
as fully as it possesses a similar right in the North-West Territories-
*L * * As to the projeet of buying out the monopoly right we

a, to see how any journal in-thUsooustry or in the Dbminion oa oppose
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The reason I have troubled the House with these statements
is to show that the Roform or the Liberal party in Manitoba
are bound to the plank laid down in their platform, and
tiat is that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company have
certain rights in the added territory, as it is known, or the
larger portion of Manitoba, and that the (Janadian Pacifie
Railway Company wouM not be likely to give up those
rights without compensation. Yet, in the face of this fact,
the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson), whose con-
stituency is largely composed of counties lying within the
added territory, as is my own constituency, rises and states
that so far as Manitoba is concerned the Government have
no right to compensate the Canadian Pacifie Railwny Com-
pany. We heard the Minister of Finance state this after-
noon that 7,000,000 bushels of wheat were sent from Mani.
toba this year, and I venture to say, without fear of contra.
diction, and the hon. member for Marquette (Mir. Watson)
will bear me out, that of that quantîty exported over
4,000,000 bushels were raised in the added territory; and
that very added territory would have remained until the
expiration of twenty years under the bann of monopoly
unless this resolution had been brought down by the Gov.
ernment.

the declaration of the Government previously thaVno more
charters would be disallowed, the agitation wouid still have
gone on. My people would not have yielded in that way-
the more fact of Mr. Greenway chartering lines to the
boundary was not going to give compensation to the people
I represent in the added territory. The people living in
the added territory, among others in the constituency re-
presented by the hon. member for Marquette (Mr.Watson),
would not be affected if disallowance was simply going to
be done away with, and it would not have brought peaes to
Manitoba. 1, and the hon. members I have mentioned,
urged on the Government that the only thing that could
possibly be done was to wipe ont the monopoly clause, and
by that means plae-the added Territory in the same position
as the rest of Manitoba. Imay say for the infornationof
the Hlouse that it is my intention to move an amendment
to the resolution in Committee of the Whole, to the
effect that we regret exceedingly that the Government
have not seen fit to provide for the building of the branch
linos spoken of in the last clause of the amendrnentof the
leader of the Opposition. The position taken appears a very
singular one to me, reprosenting as I do the very people
who are most affected by the question of branch lines,zwI- ng tuAti4-e no1 .m-mu1,--r qýuie yxi

Mr W TSN Dos h bn enlma ntknowing that the hon, member for marquette (aiMr. WATSON. Does the hon gentleman not suppose Watson) must know, and through him the leader of ththat the grain of the added territory will always be shipped Oppoitio, that I have urged this question on the Goverlthrough the old Provinee of Manitoba ? ment in sesson and out of season. I presented a petitic
Mr. DALY. I do not know any other line of railway to Sir Geo. Stephen not long ago signed by 229 ratepayeî

in Manitoba to-day by which it could be shipped. [ am in nine townships, who stated they had marketed b32,90
speaking of matters as I find them. I will cometo a qestion bushels of wheat, that they had 32,000 acres of land read
later on which will possibly answer the hon. gentleman. I for crop this year. That petition was take into considera
was about to pint out to the House that I represent the tion by the directors of the company, and the reply1
largest constituency in Manitoba so far as population is received from Mr. Van Horne was to the following effeo
concerned, there being 34,000 people there according to the4"lt"Y18.
last census, and 11,500 votes upon the voters' list. Of these
11,500 voters there is no question whatever that 8,000 live "M DÂan Sm,-The petition of theresident ratepayers of the mua
in the added territory, and therefore 8,000 of the voters who cipalities of Olenwood, Whitewater, Oakland, and Brena, coneernin

the construction of the Souris Branch of the Canadian Pacife Railwajsent me to ihis House are men interested the same as is the which cones to us through your hands, was considered by our boardo
hon. member who represents Eastern Assiniboia in the direetors at their recent meeting.
question of monopoly. I was surprised to see the leader of "gThe directors do not feel justified in deciding upon an ypoliCy a
the Opposition expose his ignorance in regard to this regards railway extension in Manitoba itpresent or a inthe policy cthe Provincial Goyernmeint in this particular iefully determined. WbI i
matter ; I did not suppose hé would do so in discussing our directors fully appreciate the needs of the settiers in the Souris dis
this question. I presum e the hon. gentleman has never j trict in the way of additional railway facilities, they cannot find money
been in the country, cither in Manitoba or the North- Ito buld i orumpée tton with the verinnoermentIo no
West, and that he bas been inspired, as was the hon. engaged in the construction of a lino between Winnipeg and the Inter
member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), national boundary which will destroy the value of the two lies belong
when ho made a statement during the earlier part ing tothis company, together amounting to 185 miles of railway, anc

representing in value more than $,000,000, and the company bas reason
of the Session thrat thousands of bushels of grain were to believe that the Government contemplates extensions in other diree
rotting at'the stations. The hon, gentleman made that as- tions. The company's ability to provide additional railway facilitbsi

t p tde will be reduced at leaet to the extent of the destraotionsof its existingsertion sip y upon statements ma e to him by men in property by such action of the Local Government With a view to preterested in decrying the-country. Iwould simply state venting this logs, the Company some time ago intImated its wllingnehs
that the largest portion of Manitoba is as much affected by to lease in perpetuity lgsexisting lins from mermon to Winnipeg and
clause 15 of the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract as it has lately repeated this offhr, indieating at theame time a disposition

te go as far as possible towards meeting the vievs of the ýGovernment as
any part of the Territories. The hon. gentleman's amend- to rental. No decisive answer has yet been received, and untifl weknow
ment is ennningly worded to catch myself and other hon. the intention of Mr. Greenway's Government we wll not be able tomay
memibers who voted against disallowance last year; but what the policy of the company will b", but I fear that the prefore

Spon him from those in Winnipeg who want some money.spent by the
they arenot going to catch me. I have used every poss- u orernment, whether It will serve a usefdl purpose or not, may be
ible endeavor, and the leader of the Governmaent and the greater than helcan witbuiand.
Ministerof Finance will say so; they will say that I and "Youns very tr*ly,
my colleagues, the hon. member for Provencher (Mr. T.MÂYNE DÂLY fi " W. O. VAN NORNE."
Royal), the hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. IRos) and the'gE<>i, ofcommona,
hon. member for Winnipeg (Mr. Scarth) pressed, in season ° tta°a.,
and out of season, the Government to carry ont the view
they now take. Although-the question of disallowance was It is apparent from the tone ofbthat letter that'the£auadin
a moot question in Manitoba, yet at the same time only a Pacifie Railway Company were prevented from taking into
certain portion of the Province would be affected and that consideration the question of building those branch linos
was old Manitoba; the largest portion of my constituency simply from the fact that Mr. Greenway and his Govern-
would still remain under the bann of monopoly if dis- ment bad made up thoir minds tbat they were going into
allowance were removed and it was conceded, as I competition wilh the Canadian Pacific Railway in building
have contended and will ever contend, that the Local branch lines in Southern Manitoba. Now, Sir, at a meet-
Legislature had power to grant charters for lines run- ing which was held in my constituency about three weeks
ning to the boundary, and if Mr. Greenway hid obtained before I loft k*nie, mn tted on the publie plaornt tkat
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they desired to have branch lines constructed, but that they randa be bas made. At the ame time that hon. gentleman
wanted those Unes to be built by the Canadian Pacifie Rail- was here endeavoring to do away with this disallowanee,
way and no other. They had lived in the Province of On- and to do away with it to an extent whieh would only affect
tario, and they lived on the line of the Midland Railway, one portion otthe Province, we, the representâtives from
and they knew what it was to be served by an independent Manitoba on this side of the fouse, were busy day
railway which carried their grain to the Grand Trunk, noces- in and day ent, negotiating with the rigbt hon. the
sitating the payment of double freight charges. They did Premier to try and wipe out monopoly, and he in turn
not want the same treatment they received in Ontario, and was negotiating with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The
they wanted this lino to be built by the Canadian Pacifie ct is, that wben Mr. Greenway went back, ho stated
Railway. I have shown that I have urged in every possi. to reporters in Winnipeg and in Toronto, that heknew
ble way that the Canadian Pacifie Railway should build nothing wbatever of the tormsand negetiatiens that were
those branches, and I am going to show that I am in earnest geing on between the Government and the Canadian
in the matter, by moving this amendment in committee. It Pacifie Railway. We were conversant with those termi
seems to me strange that the hon. gentleman from Marquette because the Gernment bad taken us inte their confidence
(Mr. Watson) and the members of the Opposition, should be and although I do not seek, nor do my colleagues seek any
actuated by so great a desire to serve the constituents I credit for the bringing about cf these tern, I watt to
represent in this flouse. Tbey imagine, I suppose, that I state bore, as I will state in Manitoba, that fror the finit
never thought about such a thing as this. I tell the hon. time I was elected, I have been trying and endoavoring to
gentlemen opposite, that the people of the Province of try and wipe eut tho monopoly. Ater ail the offerts I and
Manitoba will appreciate their anxiety in their behalfwhen my colleagues on this side cf the fouse bave made, and
they see the amendment moved by the leader of the Oppo- after ail the abuse we have beau subjeet te by the hon.
sition, and they will approciate it further, when they read gentlemen on the other sida, we find the efforts we have
the speech that bas been made by the hon. member for made have net been seconded by an bon. gentleman who
Marquette (Mr. Watson). The hon. member for Marquette represents a Manitoba censtituoncy on the opposite aide cf
referred to the question of the Red River Valley Railroad the fouse.
and ho said, that was the burning question in Manitoba. It
was a burning question. So burning was the question that An lon. MEMBER. Miarepresents.
I predicted at a banquet given me on my return from Par-
liament last year, that it would be a cold day for Mr. Nor- Mr. DALY. Yes, miarepresents. I was about te sayIlmis-
quay when ho introduced the Red River Valley scheme, represents" a Manitoba censtituency. After the efforts wo
and it was a cold day for him, for ho is now in the coldbave made, hoehurla back in our teetb, and tries te belittie
shades of Opposition. I predicted that, and I predict now the work wo have brought about in the interea of the Prov-
again in this House, that the Red River Valley Railway icc of Manitoba. In these memoranda that werepublished
will prove a cold day for Mr. Greenway also, and that in the Winnipeg nowepapers, Mr. Groonway sets ent among
this gentleman wilt fall by the scheme. The Red otier thinga, that ho md several interviews with the right
River Valley Railway means the building of a lineoi. the leader cf the Government, that those interviewa
from Fort Rouge to the boundary lino. That would only were net satisfactory, tint they could nover renci the lead-
accommodate the people of Winnipeg and the surrounding ing question, and that leading question, mmd yen, was dis-
country, and it could not go to the people I represent. The allowanco. Wben this was proceeding there wns engnging
reason I stood upon a platform in Manitoba as soon as I the attention cf the right bon. gentleman a question which
went back, and condemned this Red River Valley Railway it was net bis business te intorm the Premier of Manitoba
was, because, I believed that on a question of that kind, I about, and that is the question we are discissing here
should represent the interests of my constituents. It isto-night; for the question cf disallowance is included in the
true I stood up and faced the whole public opinion of Mani- grenier question et monopoly. The ion. the leader of tho
toba on that question, but Idid it for conscientious reasons, Opposition and the member for Marquette (Ur. Watson)
because I believed, and I believe now, that that railway have stated that that is the Liberal platferm, that se far
could never, and will never, accommodate the people I as Manitoba was concorned altiey required frei the Cana-
represent. Our people wanted monopoly tiobe wiped out dian Pacifie Railway was that monopoly should ho discon-
and that the 15th clause of the contract should be abrogated. tinued in the old Provncof Manitoba. I have ahown by my
I find now that the Canadian Pacifie Railway are willing to action on publie platforra in Manitoba, and by my vein
abrogate the clause. The Reformers of the Province of tha lieuse last year, tiat I was net in accord with tbepolicy
Manitoba, and the Liberal press of the Province had made adopted by the Geverument on the question ofdisallownuce.
it a plank in their platform that the Canadian Pacifie Rail- At the ane 1 foît this: tint nîthougi I representod a con-
way should be compensated for this, yet at the earliest stituency that was net actually intereated in 4he question
possible moment when those negotiations were brought of disallowance se far ns their material intoreata weire con-
down, when the resolutions were placed on the Table cerned, because if disnllowne md been discontinued it
of this louse, we find the great Liberal party cf would net affect the building cfrailwayS in M7 eonstituency,
Canada and the only Liberal representative west of Lake yet as an abstract question, ns a question ef principle, ns a
Superior coming down bore and opposing this very question cf right, I feltint the Legialaturof Manitoba
policy. Why, gentlemen, we are toli in the Province should have the ame right te charter inof rnilway te
of Manitoba to-day by the Liberal press, that thisthe boundary, as any other Province in the Dominion had.
arrangement between the Canadian Pacifie Railway What bas Mrr. Greenway aecured at the banda cf tus Gev-
and the Governmont has been brought abont by Mr. orninnt to-day? Ho in admitted tint ho know nothing
Greenway. We all know that Mr. Greenway and Mr. Martin about the negotiatiens betweon the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
were down here, and that they came as representing tho way and Sir John A. Macdonald, ho ft tiat ho wns net
Province of Manitoba. What did those gentlemen come heing taken into bis corfidence; ho feit tint ho wu bbing
bore for ? According to the memoranda publisied in the kept bere longer than ho tiought ho should have beau
newspapers of the Province of Manitoba, Mr. Greenway kopt; ho did net like the idea cf remaining here untit Mr.
said ho came down bore to try and discuss with Sir John Van Home would return from tie west, or until Sir George
Macdonald and the Government, the question of abolishing weuld bo bore; ho feit sggrieved; bo baves bore and ho
disallowance. fie never referred to the question of mono- eûmes baok. Wien ho went b.Rek te Lie peoplof Manitoba
poly, and monopoly is not referred to in any of the memo- &Hl tit ho teck witi him was a latter freinthe right hon.
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the Premier, and there is nothing in that letter except the
concluding portion of it which is as follows:-

i The great and unexpected harvests of last year and the increased
areg proposed to be sown this year prove that additional facilities for the
transport eastward of the agricultural products of the North-West will be
required, and while I have reason to believe that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company will make large expenditures to enable it to handle
this increased traffic the Administration will not advice the disallowance
of a Bill similar in principle to the Act for the construction of the Red
River Valley Railway."
That is all that Mr. Greenway took back with him, a pro-
mise that the Administration will not advise the disallow-
ance of a Bill similar in principle to the Act for the construe.
tion of the Red River Valley Railway. Does that say that
the Government of the right hon. gentleman would discon-
tinue the policy of disallowance throughout the whole of
Manitoba ? Does that say that those numerous lines that
have been chartered by the Local Legislature are not subject
to disallowance to-morrow? It simply says that a charter
similar to that granted to the Red River Valley Railway
Company will not be disallowed. But, on the other hand,
while Mr. Greenway went back with that simple letter,
myself and my colleagues, the hon. member for Win-
nipeg (Mr. Scarth), the hon. member for Provencher
(Mr. Royal), and the hon. member for Lisgar (Mr.
Ross), were not content with doing away with disallow-
ance merely. We wanted the doing away with the
greater matter; we wanted to wipe out monopoly, and I
can say this, as I have said before, that the doing away of
disallowance would not affect my people, because they
would not be able to secure any competing lines by the
doing away with that. I contended on platforms in Mani-
toba, and I contend here, in accordance with the report of
the two members of the Privy Council, that no Local Logis-
lature, be it that of Manitoba, Quebec, Nova Scotia, Neiv
Brunswick or Ontario, bas a right to charter a line of rail-
way running beyond the boundary of the Province.
The leader of the Opposition said to-day that it was a ques-
tion on which lawyers differ. My opinion as a lawyer has
been all along that the British North America Act did not
contemplate that any Local Legislature had the power to
grant charters to lines of railway running beyond the
boundaries of the Province. If it did, why did the Canada
Suthern Railway Company and the Great Western Rail-
way Company, whose linos ran into the United States, corne
to the Parliament of Canada for their charters ? Now, all
that Mr, Greenway has got is a letter to the effect that a
charter similar to that of the Red River Valley Railway
Company shall not be disallowed. Does that mean that
other charters shall not be disallowed. Does it give to
Manitoba the constitutional right to charter lines beyond
the boundary ? Certainly not. So far as Manitoba is
concerned, the question of disallowance to-day stands
in the same position as it does with respect to
other Provinces, and the measures passed by the Manitoba
Legislature are still as much subjectto disallowance as those
passed by the Logislature of any other Province. I congra-
tulate the Government, I congratulate the right hon.
Premier linister, I congratulate the people I represent, and
I congratulate the whole Province of Manitoba, that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have consented to ne-
gotiate with the Government on this matter, and that the
Government in turn have consented to negotiate with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and that a settlement
has been brought about; and I trust sincerely that the peo-
ple of Manitoba will, as I am sure they will, appreciate the
efforts of myself and my colleagues on this side of the louse
in connection with this matter; and at the same time I am
perfectly satisfied that they will deprecate the action of the
hon. member for Marquette who preceded me. Now, there is
one point that I do not want the House or the people of
Manitoba to lose sight of; there is one point that I do not
want the constituents of the hon. member for Marquette to

lose sight of, that is, that if the amendment of the hon.
leader of the Opposition is carried, for which the hon. gen.
tieman says he is going to vote, monopoly will continue,
and everything we are fighting for will be lost, and the
people he represents will remain under the bann of monopoly.
Why, we have been told on platform after platform in the
North-West by those righteous Liberals that monopoly has
been grinding the life-blood out of the country; and two
years ago, when we approached the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way on the subject of abandoning the monopoly, they pooh
poohed it ; the sums they asked were too large; the Gov-
ernment would not agree to them; and now, when the
Government bring down a measure to acecomplish that very
thing, the hon, leader of the Opposition moves an amend-
ment which, if carried, will continue disallowance and
monopoly during the whole period for which the contract
provides; and the hon. member for Marquette intends to
support that amendment. I can scarcely conceive of the
bon. gentleman occupying so unfortunate a position. Now,
a great deal has been said by the hon. leader of the Oppo-
sition in regard to the security that the Governmont will
hold for this guarantee. The hon. Minister of Finance
has shown clearly that the Government will have sufficient
security in the lands which will be held by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, and which, after all encum-
brances are removed, will be worth $81.15 an acre; and I
think the policy the company are pursuing to-day is a wise
one. They are endeavoring in every possible way they
can to secure the settlement of the Government lands, th
homestead and pre-emption lands throughout Manitoba and
the North-West Territories, and thoy are not devoting the
same effort to sell their own lands that thoy would do if the
Government lands were all settled. It stands to reason that
when a man goes into a new country like the North-West, if
he can get a homestead on payment of 810 in a Dominion
land office, he will prefer doing that to paying $2.50 or $3
an acre for Canadian Pacifie Railway lands; and whon that
country is fully opened up and settled, there is not the slight-
est doubt, in my mind, that the value of those lands will groat-
ly increase. It has been contended by the hon. momber for
Marquette that, as soon as the monopoly is done away with,
the population of the country will increase, which would
increase the value of the lands, and if the proposition of
the Government is carried to-night, monopoly will be dono
away with; and, carrying out the reasoning of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, there is no doubt that population will in-
crease largely, and that the value of the lands will aiso in-
crease, and that the Government will have ample socurity.
Now, I will not detain the louse at any greator length,
except to say a few words with regard to the amendment
which I propose to move in committee, as I may not have
another opportunity. The people living in south-western
Manitoba are very much interested in the building of
branch lines. Hon. members are aware that a Bill was

passed in this louse last Session extending the time for the
building of the South-Western Colonisation Railway, which
now runs to Deloraine. The Act provided that that railway,
which is controlled by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany, should be built to the extent of 50 miles thisyear. ln
188 L the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company sent out survey-
ors south-west of Brandon, and they surveyed a lino running
south-west to the Souris coal regions. The line known as
the Glenboro' Branch runs about 70 miles south-west from
Winnipeg; and the people in the section whieh I represent
wish it to be extended for 15 or 16 miles, and they wish the
Souris Branch to be extended at least 50 or 60 miles to
Melita, and the Deloraine Branch extended to the boundary
of the Province. But I regret exceedingly that while the
schedule and the agreement were signed by the hon. Minis-
ter of Railways and Sir George Stephen, the schedule did
not provide for the construction of these branch linos. To
give the members of this House and the people of the
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ountry some idea of th quantity of grain raised last year
in the eountry of wbch I îpeak,I will cite a few figures,
showing the quantitby of grain grown bysome of the aettlers,
whieh will indicate how prosperoua our farmers are in that
neighborhood:

Settlers.
Gray Bros., tp. 7, r. 18... . ............. ....... ,
T. Nichol, tp. 7, r. 17.........................
Jas. Ilite, tp. 7, r. 17.............. .........
Fas. Foledn, tp. 8, r. 17. .............
P. 0. Fowler, tp. 7, r. la18..........
Jas. Brenner, tp. 7, r. 17 .......................
B. Donaldeon, tp. 8, r. 18... ........ ........ ......
B. Line. tp. 7, r 19.. .......................-.
A.. 9. CarroU, tp. 7, r. 19.......... ........
H. 0. Graham, tp. 8, r. 19..... ...................
Jas. Henderson, tp. 8, r. 19........,......... ....................

Bushels.
19,000
18,000
14,000
18,000
10,000
20,000
8,000
6,000
6,000
7,500
7,000

Making an aggregate that those men living in those three
townships marketed of 123,O0 bushels of wheat. Everyone
of thee farmers had to team their wheat 18 miles into the
city of3randon, and all that is required to give them mar-
ket facilities is to extend the South-Western Colonisation
Branci some 16 miles, which will bricg them within seven
miles of a market. I ask, therefore, that the Government
should urge upon the Canadian Paiifie Railway to extend
that branch those 15 miles. Then we come to another
portion of my constituency, which lies south-west of
the city of Brandon, which is 25 miles from the city
of Brandon and 16 miles from Alexander, the nearest
point on the Canadian Pacie Railway. Now, thore are
very large markets there. For instance, Mr. Wenman, last
year, marketed from that district some 8,0.00 bushels, and
another man, whose name I do not recolleet, who took the
prize in Manitoba for wheat some years ago, marketed
14,000 bushels, and Mr. Beckett marketed 12,000 bushels,
and all these men are settled considerably further south.
west. If this branch of the lino from Brandon to the
Souris coal fields was extended £5 miles, these mon
would be within two or three miles of a station. To give
an idea of how the setilers in that portion of Manitoba
have prospered this year, I may read an extraet from a lot.
ter written by Mr. Norman, correspondent of the Pall Mall
Gartte oftLondon in connectien with this very country, to
which I desire the Ganadian PacificE Railway should build
their branch line:

" Wm. Wenman, from Kent, tarmer, Plnm Oreek; came 1881; capital,
about $1,000; took up homestead and pre-emption for selfand two sons,
960.acres in aaIl; hasover 8,000 buebels wheat this year ; three teame of
horses, worth $1,200 ; eight colts, worth $1,000 ; cattle, worth $500 ;
implements, &c., $1,000. Bis real estaie at present is worth at least
$8,00,.

b H4 Selby, from Leiceter,o&oe clerk, 23yearsold, came 1883, took up
hoeste4And pre-emption; capital ni; has .this year 1,200 buskels
wheat, some oats and barley ; yoke cattle and implements worth $400;
real estateworth$t,200. (Lrhis a worker)

" Michael Oreedan, carpenter, from Oork, came 1882 with wife and six
childsen, arrived at Plum Oreek in debt £80 ; bas now good plastered
bouse and two lots in Souris town; 160 acres good land ; four cows in
calf, three heiters, pigs and fuwls; no debts ; real estate worth $8000;
cattle Sorth i800.

"a a Coanolly, plasterer, from Cork, came 1883 ; brought out wife
and seven children; has now good plastered house in Souris town
wurth $600 ;eash at least $590; no debts.

" James âowan, Irish, arrived in Manitoba 1882, without.a dollar;
hired out until he eould earn enangh..4to by a, yoke of oxen ; owns.now
320.acres, of whik 200 are u.nder cultivatiou comfortable frame house,
two teama of horses, eight cows, and everything necessary for carrying
on alarge farm; also-a wife and two children; bas 000 bushels of grain
thisayar.

" dtephen Brown came out in 1882; w.as hired out till 1885 ; saved
enough to buy a team of horses and make payments on land, broae land
in 1885 and had his first crop in 1886 ; get his brother te come out, who
aseo haaateamand bought land ealoageide, no that they wocked to-
gether ; raised their seçoad year 7,W90bushelaof grain.

"Morgan and Thomas Powell, Welsh miners, came in 1882, £80 capi-
tal ; last year brought out their wives and.families, whom they had left
behind ; have each about 4,00 bushels this year.

"Patrick Auckley came out in 1882; h&as worked on a farm, hired
ever.since ; has £100 in bank.

" Phillips Brant, a Guernsey carpenter, £200 capital; bas 320 acres,
60 hud attle,,aand three grown up sonssettled within four ailes, al on

Mr. Dahur

their own farme of 320 acres and risinglarge crops.
" Donald Sutherland and Thomas Stewart came from Scotland in

1882; bought each a yoke of oxen and went to work breaking their land,
their wives meanwhile erecting sod houses, in which the families lived
for two years. They are now independent ; god frame bouses, a
quantity of stock and large erope."
I willdetain theaRouse a few momenta loiger beae,owing
to the Government having outdown the immigraionexpen-
diture from $500,000 to $aOO00, it is necessary we Should
endeavor on every possible occasion to show to the, werld
that we have a country fit to live in, and that those indus.
trious people who have a hard struggle to make both ends
meet in the old country can, by settling in Manitoba, look
forward to securing, within a tew yeas, a competency. I
will read a few of the many letters received from actual
settlers. Is there any known country where such similar
results can be obtained ?

"K»MNT, l6th January, 1888.
"I take great pleasure in giving a correct statement of aIl the crop I

had on my farm, which is situated on the main Line of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, seven miles west of the city of Brandon.

" had 145 acres of wheat, from whieh the total yield the past seson
was ,840 bushels. One piece of.45 acres of summer fallow, gave 2,340
bushels, being an average of 52 bushels per acre, and 100 acres aver-
aged 45 bushels per acre. I had also 45 acres of oats, which yielded
3,150 bushels, au average -of 70 bushels per acre. Off 4 acres et barley
I had 387 bushels. I planted about î of an acre potatoes and had 225
bushels good dry mealy potatoes. The yield of roots and garden vege-
tables was large and of good quality. In conclusion, I would say that
previous te coming to Ontario, Canada, I farmed in one of the bot
agricultural districts of Germany, and after coming to Canada I
farmed twelve years in the county of Waterloo. Ont. 1 removed to
Manitoba in March, 1884 ; that summer I broke 190 acres, off which I
reaped in 1885 a fine crop of wheat fully as good as this year. My two
sons have farms joining mine and their crops yielded equally as large
as mine.

"I mut say that farming bas paid me better in this Province than in
Ontario or the fatherland.

(Signed) "ONRISTAN SUMxE L."

"From J. R. Nurr, Moosomin District, N.W. T.
"Range 30 and 31, township 14, 4 miles from station. Came to

country 1883, and settled in present location. Amount of capital
$12,000. Acreage now owned 4,000. Under crop in 1887, 600 acres,
present capital $40,000. Yield per acre 1887, 30 bushels average. Live
stock, 14 horses.

" 1 am pleased to give my experience since I came to this country; my
success has been far beyond my expectations. I am fully convinced for
extensive farming, wholly grain, or mixed farming, it cannot be sur-
pased.

"I think Moosomin district is equalled by few and surpassed by no
other point in Manitoba or the North-West Territories.

" Moosomin is a first-class grain market and is growing rapidly il
importance "

" W. Govenlock-S. 27, T. 11, R. 23, near Griswold. Rad 60 bushels
of wheat per acre on 5 acres, and 37 buahels per acre on 250 a.es.

" Samuel. Hanna-S. 7, T. 10, R. 22, near Griswold. Bad an average
of 40 bushels of wheat per acre on 250 acres.

" John Young-S. 1, T. 10, R. 23. Had 75 bushels of wheat from one
acre.

" Alex. Johnson-Near Elkhorn. Had an average of 41 busisels
wheat per acre on 14 acres.

" Geo. Freeman-Near Elkhorn. Had an average of 37J bushels. of
wheat pereacre on 50 acres.

" Thos. Wood-10 miles north of Virden. Had an average. of 63
bushels of wheat on 5 acres. (315 bushels of wheat from 5 acres.)

" Rich. Tapp-Sonth of Virden. Rad an -average of ,1 bashels of
wheat per acre on 20 acres.

" Thos. Bobier-Half mile north of Moosomin. Had forty acres of
wheat, averaging 38 bushels to an acre.

" J. R. Neff-Three miles north of Moosomin. Had 115 acres of
wheat, averaging 37 bushels per acre.

"G. T. Oheasley-Four miles north-east from Alexander. Had an
average of 45 bushels per acre on 100 acres of wheat.

" A Nichol-Four miles north-east of Alexander. Had 100 acres
wheat, averaging.40 bushels per acre

"B . Tonehborne-Four miles north-west of Alexsader. Bad an
average of 40 bushels per acre on 100 acres of wheat.

" W. Watt-$outh-west of Alexander. Had 80 acres wheat, withan
average of 40 bushels per-acre.

" Robt. Rogers-Near Edkhorn. Bad 10 &oes of wheat avesaging 45
buahels per acre.'

I have taken up the time of the House to show that in the
contituency I represent, the people are more affeeted by
this question of monopoly than the people residing in the
eastern portion of Manitoba, and that unless the Govern-
ment had brongit down these rso.utions, th.se poople
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would not be relieved from the bann of monopoly which now
lests upon tdhem. No credit is due for this relief to the
gentlemen who have prated so much about monopoly in the
eastern portion of Manitoba. SO far as that portion is con-'
cerned, which is affected by the Red River Valley Road, it
has not sent out 500,000 bushels of wheat, while the City of
Brandon has marketed 1,300,000 bushels of wheat this last
year. The last statistiS I have got from the city of Winni-
peg show that aIl they marketed was 30,000 bushels. Yet,
forsooth, because the city of Winnipeg, which has been nur-
tured, and built up by the Goverrnment, and, were it not for
the shops of the Canadian Pacifie Railway would fall to
the bottom, agitated for this Red River Valley Road, which
they wanted to be built at the expense of the whole
Province of Manitoba, they claim the credit for the
discontinuance of monopoly. Last year, the Provincial
Government said they would expend $1,000,000 on the Red
River Valley Railway, and they asked that that amount
should be borne by the whole Province of Manitoba. 1
have shown that thepartof the Province from which I come
would not receive a dollar's worth from the money•ex-
perded in that way, and yet, forsooth, in order that these
men should get competition with the Canadian Pacific
Railway, they were going to run us into debt in order to get
a second outlet from the city of Winnipeg. They knew
very well that that railway could not be built by a charter
from the Local Government. If they thought it could, why
did they come down here and ask for authority, as the hon.
member for Marquette (Mr. Watson) bas doue by bis billsi
to build two bridges across the Assiniboine River. I pointed(
out, in a speech I made in Brandon, that the Assiniboine1
River would have to be bridged, and that it would bu neces-t
aary to ask the Government for authority to bridge it, andt
the best proof thatI was right is that the Provincial Gov.
ernment have asked, through Mr. Watson, for legislation ati
the bands of this ilouse. But,still further to carry out thei

we have had au agitation there which would drive immi.
grants from any country in the world. 1 have shown what
a land of promise that is, and all I ask is that my friends shail
stand ut the back of the leader of the Government and
show to those hypocrites on the other side that they òani not
seduce his friends from this side on any such question as
this. Although the Reformers are in power iu Manitoba
to-day, I prophesy that within two years the people will
discover the hypocrisy of that party. We find that Mr.
Greenway has gone back to Manitoba with the idea that he
has brought about this settiement. What will bu think when
he finds that his friend gr. Watson is voting against a propo-
sition for the abolition of monopoly ? The Grit press of Ma-
nitoba, from one end to the other, bas been advocating the
abrogation of clause l5 of the Act, and yet, the moment the
G:vernment proposes to agree to that, the hon. gentleman
is found to vote against it. Flushed with victory in anitoba,
the present Premier is now acting in the manner the Re-
form party would act when they got into power, as the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr, Lister) suggested the other night,
when he said: "God help you people when we get into
power ; we will wipo your friends out of offie." We find
that an Act bas been passod in Manitoba wiping out every
Dominion offler from the voters' list except those in the
Indian Department. There are two ofileurs in the Indian
Departmont, Mr. McColi and Mr. Levecque, both of whom
were appoioted by the Government of 1he hon. momber for
East York (Mr. Mackenzie). The postmasters in Manitoba
are also wiped out, except in cities or towns. In the country
districts ther are somo Grits, but in the cities and towns
thoy are nearly all of tih other stripe. The Government
there have carried out the threat whieb was held out before
the election and have practically d ismissed evory offier who
was appointed by Mr. Norquay. So it goes on, and so it
will go on until the people of Manitoba dismiss the men
who are now acting in that hypocritical manner.

idea that I expresaed that ratification from this Parliament Mr. LANDERKILNIHeur, heur.
is necessary for the construction of competing unes, I may
quote an article from the Brandon Sun of 17th March, 1887 Mr. DALY. Yes, yen may say "hear, heur," but the pe-
-and everyone who knows anything about Nfanitoba knows ple of Manitoba will say "heur, heuar" beflore long and don't
that the Brandon Sun is grit of the gritty: you forget it. 1 may have the opportunity of meeting the

hon. gentlemnan on the platform in Manitoba, and he will
"What is desired and what must be obtained is a local charter that find thatemy constituent§ will consider tha have carried

will be immediately ratfied by the Doaminon Government, and unleus we
can secure this we might as well at once give up aIl hopes of ever being out the pledge which I madi when I was elocted, whon I
able to obtain the relief that is to free this country from the monopoly stated that I would vote against disallowance. I did vote
that i now cruehing it." against it, anilI will vote against, it to-night, particularly

Now, in view of that utterance from a Grit paper, when as this proposition not only wipes it out in tho old Province
the Government have decided to wipe out the monopoly, Of Manitoba but in the added part of the Province and in the
and we find the Reformers of all the Provinces coming here Territories as well, and gives to the pop1 I represent and
and proposing an amendment, I say that, in the annaes of to the people of British Columbia that measure of right for
this Parliament, no such rank piece of hypocrisy has ever which we bave so long contonded that we, in the same wty
been exhibited as that which is now exhibited by thesehon. as the other members ofConfederation, had to charter Unes
gentlemen. They held me up to scorn last year, and said I of railway within any part of our Province.
Was pledged to my constituents to vote against disallowance Mr. DAWSON. When anytbing connected with the
and that I was bound to carry out my pledge. I did pledge Canadian Pacifiô Railway cornes up, Manitoba always takes
myself to my constituents, bueeuse I believed that the a prominent place, and very properly so. I am very
Government policy was wrong, and I told my consti- happy to think tbat the people of Manitoba will now ba
tuents thut, as far as they were concerned, this matter satisfied and will be able to build railways wherever they
did not affect them ut all, because, unless monopoly like within their boundaries, and go wherever they
was wiped out in the added territory, they would not please ; but there is another section of the country
receive any relief, but, a desiring the prosperity of the through which the Canadian Pacific Railway passes to
whole Province, I said we would pitch in with the mon which the hon. Minister of Finance alladel. Hfli alluded
from the old Province and so they oight.receive the same to the great quantity of minerais which wore to be found
relief, as a matter of right and justice, which the old Prov- to the north of Lakes Huron and Superior. There is no
inces of Confederation possessed. AIl I have done and all doubt that a great development bus taken place there,
my constituents have done, would be thrown to the wind and that it bas been principally caused by the construction of
if ihe amendment should carry. Representiug my con- the Canadian Pacifie IRailway. At Sudbury, there are mines
stituents in that addel portion of the Province, as the of copper which I believe to bu inexhaustible, and at Thes-
hon. gentleman misrepresents his constituents, I thank salon to the north of Lake fluron there have been recent
the Government for bringing down this measure to- discoveries of gold. Sections have been discovered there
night. We have not had that measure of prosperity where formerly gold was only found in the quartz, but
which we expected, and why have we not ? Because now inalinvial goldl as been reported, and the existence of
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alluvial gold above all other things, draws people into a
country. At Sault Ste. Marie and vicinity, they are now
opening up mines of galena, and also copper mines, and quar.
ries of the most magnificent marble, which latter is now
being exported to Chicago. If you go further west, you will
find valuable minerals in great abundance. Witbin a short
distance of Port Arthur there are silver mines which are now
attracting a good deal of attention, miners are going in, and
we expect a considerable influx of population during the
coming summer. But it is not in silver alone that that dis-
trict is rich, but also in iron. There are immense deposits of
iron ore towards the height of land in the country through
which the Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Railway
will run, f'r that railway touches on the groat belt of iron
ore extending through to the State of Minnesota. To give
the House some idea of the importance of that great band
of ore, 1 may state that from a section of it just beyond the
lino in the State of Minnesota, there were exported no less
than 400,000 tons of ircn ore last year, which is a quantity
sufficient to load 800 vessels with 500 tons each. Then at
the Lake of the Woods, which is also in the district I have
the honor to represent,they have discovered gold, which is
giving rise to an important industry. Mines are thobeopen-
ed next summer, and I believe that the great district of AI-
goma will be found to be ve y rich in minerals. But that dis-
trict is not only rich in valuable minerals, but also in agricul-
tural lands. Along the shores of Lake Huron towards Sault
Ste. Marie and in that direction generally, there are large
tracts of the very best agricultural land, whieh are now
being opened up. We have hourd a good deal in this House,
within the last few weeks, of a great exodus of Canadiar.s
going to a foroign land. But that is not the case in the ro-
gions I speak of, where a large influx of population is
now occupying the fertile lands along the coast of Lake
Huron. On the Islands of Lake Huron, more especially on
the Manitoulin Island, and on St Joseph Island, there is
now a very large population. It bas more than doubled
since the last census. 1 believe that in Eastern Algoma
alone we have now a population of 35,000. On the Island
of Manitoulin there are no less than 12,000 ; on the Island
of St Joseph, 4,000, and on the other islands, corresponding
numbers, so that on these islands, fronting the north shores
of Lake Huron, we have now a population of 18,000,
chiey brought ii f oin the prospect, iin tho first placo, of
tho opening up of tho Algorna Branch of the Canadian
Pacifti Railway. bere, Sir, we have no exodus, here we
have a country growing up. Those who have been speaking of
an exodus might bave pointed to Algoma, where at least
40,000 people could be accounted for within the last eight
years. But it is not alone on the shores of the lakes that
people are settling, but they are going in along the great
Rivers, such as the Mississagua and Thessalon, and spread-
ing backwards into the interior. Now that this railway is
opening up the country, there is no doubt that the north
eoast of Lake Huron will become one of the finest sections
in Canada, rivalling even Manitoba in its agricultural re-
sources. More than that, there is now growing up in
Algoma an immense lumber trade, occasioned by the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. Saw mills are being built, and a water
power canal at Sault Ste. Marie, is among the enterprites in
e>ntemplation. The people of Minneapolis are speaking of
building mills there to grind the wbeat of the North-West-
crn States, because the water power at Minneapolis is
insufficient to r un the mills that are required. This
fact is in a great measure owing to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. When this Algoma Brancb, which bas been so
long in contemplation, is fully completed, 1 believe that
the amount of traffic thereon will even exceed that of
the main lino. The traffic already going over it, although
it is not quite completed, from the direction of Minne-
sota, is immense. I believe that in the future large
quantities of wheat will come down Lake Superior from

Mr. DAwoN.

those great regions north-west of Duluth, and north-west
of St. Paul, then it will find its way to Sault Ste. Marie, and
a great portion of it come over the CanadianPacific Railtway
to Montreal, where it can be shipped to foreign ports. I
need not go on speaking of the resources of that region, bat
since Manitoba has occupied so much of the attention
of this House, and as Algoma is more than treble the
size of Manitoba, and contains a very much greater length
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I think it is just as impor-
tant as Manitoba and the North-Woat Territories, and it is
only proper that the attention of the louse should b e called
to it. Sir, no one is more improssed than I am -ith the
energy and financial ability with which the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have pressed forward their work.
Only eigat years have elapsed since the contract wasgiven
out, wbich gave them ton years to carry the railway across
the continent. A great part of it has been already four
years in ope -ation, and numerous branches, develop-
ing the country in all directions, are now being
carrie.d eut. I say that the energy, the enterprise, and the
pertinacity with which that company have carried through
their operations, is something extraordinary, and the
country at large is greatly indebted to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company for the bright prospect before it. I think
the present arrangement is one that must receive the
approbation of every person who bas given attention to the
subject. It will put the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
in a position to complote their lino from ocean to ocean, and
to improve it along the north coast of Lakes Superior and
[uron and there can be no doubt that they will now put
their lino from one ond to the other in the best possible
order. Then we shall have population flow in in alt direc-
tions. With the great crop of last year, and with the pros-
pect of a favorable crop the coming year, there is no doubt
that we will have a large immigration to the great regions
of the North-West. 1 can only say, without going into
details, that I approve in the strongest manner of the
arrangement which has been entered into by the Govern-
ment with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, as it
will enable them to put the line into good order, and will
ho of immense advantage to the country at large.

Mr. DAV[ES (P.E.I.) The hon. member for Selkirk
(Mr. Daly), who closed his speech a few moments ago, made
some statements with reference to the richness and develop.
ment of Manitoba which I was very glad to hear, and which
I do not propose to criticise. I hope ho has not over-
estimated the wealth and value of Manitoba lands, and I
hope ho has not drawn a brighter picture than the circum-
stances justify of the future of Manitoba. Nor am I con-
cerned with a large part of the criticism which ho devoted
to the claims of Winnipeg. He seemed to think that one
part of the Province had been unduly favored at the expense
of another; that is a local matter on which I have neither
the knowledge fitting me to discuss it bore nor have I the
desire, But the hon. gentleman made some general obser-
vations with regard to the course ho intended to take to-
night and with reference to the policy of the Reform party
upon the question of disallowanca, which I cannot allow
to go unchallonged and upon which I desire to take
issue and to take issue promptly. The hon. gentle-
man talked at some length about my hon. friend
from Marquette (Mr. Watson), whom ho designated
as a rank hypocrite and as one who he said, unfairly
misrepresentedi the people of Manitoba. Well, I have
bad the honor of sitting with that hon, gentleman some five
or six Sessions, and 1 know I am but voicing the opinion
not only of his political associates but the opinion of the
manlier part of his political opponents when [1say that a
botter, nobler, more self-sacrificing patriot does not sit in
this House. That hon. gentleman time and again has
fearlessly and ably advocated the interests of the whole
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Province of Manitoba, and especially of the district ho re-
presents, in a manner which commanded and won for him
the expressed admiration of some of the leading members on
the other side of the House. At the time when the hon.
menber for Selkirk (Mr. Daly) was skulking in his seat,
af raid to open his mouth, the hon. member f(r Marquette
(Mr. Watson) was raising his voice loudly in defence of the
rights and privilAges of the people ho represents, which ho
said were being trampled upon by the policy of the Govern-
ment. The hon. member for Selkirk (Kr. Daly) took
great credit to himself that ho worked his enthusiasm up
sufficiently once, after he had got the permission of bis leader
to vote against that disallowance. If it came to a question
between the people he represents and allegiance to his party
the people would have been sacrificed to that allegiance.
I would advise him to imitate not only the modesty of the
bon. member for Marquette (Kr. Watson), but the industry
which prompts him to master Eubjects before he addresses
the louse, and then ho will receive from the flouse at
large that kind attention which generally greets my hon.
friend behind me. But the hon. member for Selkirk (gr.
Daly) says to-day that the Reform party are opposed to the
abolition of the monopoly. I interrupted him because I
thought the hon. gentleman was delivering himself of some
very flippant remarks without reading or understanding the
resolution of my hon. friend before me (Mr. Laurier). The
policy of monopoly has received the bitter opposition of the
Reform party from the time it was first proposed and carried
by hon. gentlemen. When the monopoly clauses of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway contract were first introduced in
this flouse, from what quarter came the unswerving and
rolentlessopposition with which they were met ? Was it not
from the united phalanx of those who composed the R6form
party, and from that day to this I challenge the hon. gen-
tleman or any of his friends to point to any occasion
when the voice of the Reform party has not been raised
strongly in denunciation of those monopoly clauses, which
to-night le says, he is proud are going to be removed.
The hon. gentleman is confusing monopoly and
disallowance. My hon. friend for Marquette (Mr. Watson)
bas contended, acting in unison with the Reform party, that
the monopoly clauses of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
contract never extended and never were intended to extend
to the Province of Manitoba proper. ie contended, and
we all united in the e ;ntention with him, that when the
Government by their policy of disallowance thought togive
an extension to the monopoly clauses of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway contract, they were acting in defiance of
the expressed wisbes of the people and in opposition to the
ir terests of the people of Manitoba. We were opposed to
monopoly from the first, we denounced it from the first;
but the hon. member for Selkirk (Mr. Daly) became the
subservient and obedient follower of the father of the mono-
poly clauses. We opposed the disallowance policy of bon.
gentlemen opposite, and when my hon. friend for Marquette
(Mr. Watsen), not once but time aùd again, brought the
matter before the House and moved resolutions, how was he
met ? It is true ho received at one time a reluctant assent
-I will not say that, but I say be forced the hon. gentle-
man to acquiesce in the resolution ho proposed, and when he
gave that acquiescence ho said ho was sorry he was
voting against his leader. But to-night what does the bon.
gentleman do? He says my bon. friend is taking a course
condemned by the people of Manitoba. What do I find? I
find in the Manitoba Free Press of 24th April a report of
the proceedings of the Manitoba Legislature, and that the
leader of the Government, who I think it will b admitted
represents the feelings, wishes, desires and hopes of the bet-
ter class of the Manitoba farmers as well as any other man
and botter than most other men,moved a resolution which was
unanimously adopted by the Legislature. What was that
resolution ? It was a resolution aMffrming the very prin-

ciple which the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson)
supports in the amendment moved by the leader of the Op.
position. That resolution declared that a humble address
should be presented to the Governmont, praying that in the
proposed settlement with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, it should be mado a condition that the branch
lines of the Manitoba South-Western and the Canadian
Pacifie South-Western should each be extended a distance
of 50 miles during the present year The mover went on
to support that proposition. He received the unanimous
endorsation of the representatives of Manitoba, and to-day
in supporting the resolution in the House declaring that
the money recoived from the Government should be
applied to the construction of branch lines in Manitoba and
the North-West, my bon. friend is carrying out a proposi-
tion identical in principle with one that received the unan-
imous assent of the Manitoba Legisiature. So I do not
think ho need fear when be goos back to bis people and
points out that the resolution ho supported bore had been
in advance supported and endorsed by the representativesof
the Manitoba people. But the hon. member for Selkirk
(Mr. Daly) intimated that ho was going to screw his cour-
age up sufficiently highI to move a resolution. The way
was open to him now. He said ho was going to more some.
thing in relation to branch lines. Why did ho not do it
now? I will tell the House the reason. Because ho had
not the courage to move a resolution when ho would have
to divide the House, and when the votes would appear on
the record. Ie prefers to act in committee when there is
no record of the vote taken, when the people of Manitoba
will not know how any one votes. I prefer the manly
course of tho Opposition, supported by the hon. memrnber
for Marquette (Mfr. Watson), to the rank hypeor isy
which dictates the course of a man who says: I will
not move when my vote can be recorded, but I will move
at a time whon I will escape baving my vote reo>rded.
Did the bon. member read the propositions embraced in the
amendment moved by the leader of the Opposition. What
are those propositions ? The first proposition is, that the
exclusive monopoly clause in the Canadian Pacific Railway
contract does not apply to Manitoba proper. Does that
proposition receive the consent of the membor for Selkirk
(Mr. Daly), or of the member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross), or of
the other members fron Manitoba ? Are they prepared to
vote against that proposition ? Are they preparod to go
back to Manitoba, and declare that they bolieve that these
monopoly clauses do extend to Manitoba proper ? I do not
think they wilJ do that. I rermember last year that the
member foir Selkirk, and I think anothor member from
Manitoba, if I mistake not, the member for Winnipeg (Mr.
Searth), voted fur a propositiorn involving tle samo state-
ment that is contained in the first clause of the amendment
before you, a proposition to the effect that the exclusive
privilege does not apply, and never did apply, and never
was intended to apply to the old Province of Manitob s If
that proposition is correct, why is the Houoe now asked to
assen t to the proposition to buy from the Canadian Pacific
Railway the monopoly which they do not possess and
never did possess ? We are asked to assent to a
proposition which in'volves indirectly the paying to them
of money for a privilege which they nover received from
Parliament, and which they do not possess at this day.
The next proposition of the amendmant is, that the policy
of disallowance which has baon practiced for the past five
or six years by tFe Government of the day, is at variance wi th
the deelaration and statemen ts made by the leader of the
Government when he was sibmitting the Canadian Pacifie
Railway contract for ratification to this Parliament. I need
not elaborate upon that point. My bon. friend the leader of
the Opposition bas to-night shown the language made use
of by the leader of the Government when he introduced
that contract. At that time the contract was opposed by
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the entire Reform partv, ad they opposed it on the grounds the oountry there, to increase largely in value the lands
that you were not only giving the Canadian Pacifie Rail- which are given to us as our onlysecurity. If those brancb
way a monopoly in thateoiuitiy by your contract, but you lines are built and the country developed those 15,000,000
were extending to the in a monpoly over the Province of acres may become valuable. If they are net built, and if
Manitoba, one of the existing Provinces of the Plominion. the country remains with a single main line, thon the
An agitation arose not oly in this House but outof itwhich lards will remain, most probably at about the average price
gained strength day by day, and the leader of the Govern- in value that they have been bringing for some time past. 1
ment saw it was necessary to allay that agitation. What cannot see-and the hon. gentleman who spoke so vigorously
did ho do? He rose in bis place and ho said that that and with such apparent heat and warmth failed to show-
agitation was based on a wrong impression. He one single proposition contained in the amendment of the
said: It is not the intention by this contract, to leader of the Opposition, which ought toreceive disapproval
extend this monopoly to the Province of Manitoba. from any Manitoba or North-West representative. Before
We cannot check Manitoba, to use bis famous historical I sit down, let me cati your attention for a moment to the
phrase. "We cannot check Ontario." We cannot check proposition contained in the main resolution. That pro.
Manitoba, and the House believed this, and the country position has been said to be one, baving for its principal
believed that the leader of the Governmont was honest in object, the abolition of monopoly in the North-West. I
his declaration when he said, that the contract then before have already referred to the fact, that when that contract
this flouse could not check Manitoba. They believed that was passing, one of the strongest arguments aga!r st it was
ho was honest in thatstatement.thathe would not introduce this very monopoly clause. I have referred to the language
legislation to the House, or in bis capacity as Premier of made use of by the Premier, in which ho led the Housa and
tho Govorniment and head of the Executive, do any act the country to beliere that that monopoly should not extend
which would check Manitoba in her constitutional actions to the old Province of Manitoba. I have shown how ho ebas
in the building of railways. Sir, the hon. gentleman then broken bis pledged word Io this fouse from thet day ta
c trried bis contract and ho bas broken bis word. He did thiR, and that ho bas disallowod every Bil which has beon
c'eck Manitoba. He checked her persisently and consist- passed by the Province of Manitoba, with the objecte as I
eritly, and I do not know of any policy of the Government have said, of obtainieg accoas to the UnitedStates. In
in which they have been consistent, excepting in this con- 1884 we had the hon. the Finance Minister coming down
sistent disallowance of every railway tlt which the people to this fouseand asking the fose to assist, with a large
of Manitoba passtd, with the object of obtaining access grant of monoy, tho Canadian Pacifie Railway syndicate.
to the boundary. That is the second proposition to the We had that hon, gentleman thon declaring that ho was
amendment of the hon. gentlemau; that this policy of speaking not only for the Goverement, but for theCanadian
disallowance whichbhaE prevailed in the Government Pacifie Railway Company, and declarieg that if the agree-
from that day to this is a policy at variance which the ment the Goverement were then sub'mitting to Parlianent
statements of the leader of the Government when ho should be assented te, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Oom-
introduced and carried bis contract, is a policy an- pany would abandon the moaopoly they had claimed, and
tagonistie to the best interests of the people of this tho G-vernment would abandon the policy of disallowance,
country, and is a pDlicy which should ho abolished. There and thore would be prosperity in the North-West from that
is another proposition in the amendment which says that time on I am not going to repeat the hon, gentleman's
the terms of that contract, was an enormous addition to our languago, but 1 will say that ho used language at that time
liabilities without adequate security. That proposition I with the objeot of inducing Parliament to assent to a con-
will discuss in a little while, but not at any great length as tract which I donbt they would bave assented to unteas ho
I do not wish to detain the House. I will pass over it in had pledged the Goverement of which ho wag a member
the meantime. The last proposition in the amendment is that if the $30,000,ù00 were voted, tho Governrnnt would
that the terms do not provide for the expenditure of this not continue further to exorcise the policy of disallowance,
money on branch linos in Manitoba and the North-West. and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company would net
Which of these propositions is it that receives the hatred daim the further continuance of their monopoly. The im-
and opposition of the hon. member from Selkirk (Mr. plied contract the hon, gentleman thon made witlxthe people
Daly)? Which one is ho going to ask the Manitobans to and the Parliament of this country was no sooner made
condemn the Reform party for introducing ? Why, Sir, than it was broken, and as soon as the Company got'the
the proposition to construct branch lines in the Province of money the Government resuned their policy of diïallow-
Manitoba, if I have road rightly, bas been the policy of the ng every railway BilltheManitoba L-gislature paseod. Sire
Reform party for many years back. I remember years ago, the hon, gentleman las been charged to-day with a broach
when that branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway was about of faith, one of the grosseat la tho poiticai history of this
being constructed, reading a very remarkable speech made country, and 1 repoat the charge. Thon, la 1887, came the
by the thon leader of the Opposition in this House. In that resolution of my hon. friend fron Marquette (Mr. Wmton)
speech he pointed out that the only way we could help to de- rociting ah the faots of the case, and asking that the pledgo
velop the resources of that country was by building a main which had beon givon by the han. goeleman should bc
line with reasonable speed, and as we went on, and as carried out; and wbat wu said at that time? Lam not
settlers came into the country, building branch lines to going to quoto the oarlior speeches;-but when the hon.
develop the land to the north and south of the main Finance Minister was cSrfrontod with the &lemn pIoche
line. That policy thon seemed to me to be a manly which ho lad givon two yearsbotore, whatdid ho do?'Why,
and statesmanlike policy, and to-day, Sir, in this Sir, we had the bon. gentleman rising inibhi place the other
resolution we are only asking that the money which will be day and reading a lecture to this side of the fouse upon
received on the sale of the 815,000,000 of bonds, shall ho the desirabiity of a great political party having some fixd
appropriated in the corstruction of branch lines in that principles to go upon, and ht told ns that unies& w. bal
country, which willgo to develop and render more valuable those fixed prînciples we nover could hope toeueoed to
the lands they gave us in security. From that standpoint, place and power. This hon. gentleman taik about fued
from the standpoint of a Manitoban especially, that proposi- principle8, and yet bis wholo career daring this Session bas
tion of the leader of the Opposition should receive a very beon a ebameleon record of changes. One morning ho bld
hearty assent. From the general standpoint, from the to one policy, and by tho tue the afternoan shone upon it,
standpoint of even a Maritime Province man, it should it diBappeared and a new one was st up iite place; one
receive assent too, because it is calculated by developing day le was in favur of iteetriotoi roiprocty, and aeoher
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day opposed to it; his pen was hardly dry in writing the
proposition which he himself had made to the Secretary of
the United States in favor of such a policy before he stood
up in this Blouse and declared that such a proposition would
be an act of insane folly. But to come back to the point,
when my hon. friend moved his resolution in 1887, and
called upon the hon. gentleman to carry out his pledge, he
said :

"4I never made a more candid statement to the House, I never made
a statement with greater pleasure than when with the authority of the
company and tbe consent of my colleagues, I found myself in a position
consibtent with the policy we had pursued, and the policy we had
adopted of preventing competition, while at the same time we eneou-
raged Canadian interests, to be able to state that the time was near at
hand when we would be enabled to be relieved of that obligation and
not feelit necessary in the interest of Canada longer to continue that
pelicy."

Then, the hon. gentleman, after showing that the Govern-
ment and he himself lied frequently changed their opinions,
went on to say that it was not a provincial matter meroly,
but a great national matter, and he deprecated, he said,
looking at it from a narrow provincial standpoint. It was
not a question for Manitoba, but it was a question for the
great Canadian people, and he said, I appeal to the gentle-
men from the Maritime Provinces, the independent opinion
of the Opposition, and I ask them whether they ever could
consent to a policy which is calculated to act so detriment-
ally to their interests as this one. le said :

" It is a question between the Northern Pacifie Railway and the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, and the men to the south of us, the men who
think that, regardless of everything else, setting patriotism aside, set-
ting the development of their own country aside, it is to the best inter-
ests of Caraas to build up a great rival line to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, must expect to have their views put bfore an intelligent
people, not in a small Province, not before a comparatively small popu-
lation of this Dominion, but broadcast over the whole of this country
It muet be understood, and it may as well be understood at once, that
this is not a question between two great Canadian companies, but it ie
a question between a great transcontinental highway, binding ail these
Provinces together and giving us easy and rapid communication with
each other, and a rival hne of railway that has s9ared no effort and is
prepared to spend any amount of money in order to undermine tha;
serious competitor for the traffic of the east that the Canadian Pacific
Railway has already shown itself to be. Under these circumstances, I
feel that this House will not hesitate. Gratified as every man here, on
either side of the House, would be to meet the views, even the erroneous
views, and to satisfy the prejudices of the rising city of Winnipeg and
the important Province of Manitoba; anxious as this Government las
shown itself to be by every act by which a Government could evidence
its anxiety to develop and promote the interests of the Province of
Manitoba and the great North-West, notwithstanding all that, the ltime
has come when we muet choose between what 1 believe to be the pre-
judices ef a section of the community and the interests of the whole of
sianada. "

The hon. gentleman contended that the interests of the
whole Dominion were bound up in the carrying on persis
lently and continuously of this policy of disallowance for
preventing the people of Manitoba from obtaining any
access to the markets of the world excepting over the
Canadian Pacifie Railway; and be denounced those who
looked at the matter from a provincial standpoint, telling
them that they were speaking from their prejudices, and
that the interests of the whole country must be looked to.
Now, I want to read another extract, in order to call he
attention of the House to the manner in which the hon.
gentleman spoke. There was no hesitation; there could
be no doubt; there was not a man with a head on his
shoulders who could hold any view but that which the hon.
gentleman was at the moment propounding. It mattered
not how much it might be at variance with the pledges or
the statements or the arguments which ho had used before.
The hon. gentleman is always so thoroughly satisfied with
his arguments that he invariably says there is not a man in
the country with a head on his shoulders who will hold any
view different from the one he is at this moment propound-
ing. What did he say on that occasion:

I say there is not a man in this House, I care not on which aide he
sits or what his political proclivities are, who will not say that as we
taxnd to-day in the presence of a threatened danger, the danger of hav-
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ing our own lines of communication on which we have' expended so
large an amount of public money, embarrassed and paralysed-there is
nt a man tewwhom 1hcannot confidently appeal on suach an occasion as
this, te stand by the whole country. "

Sir CHARLES TU PPER. ear hear.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E I.) The hon, gentleman says "bear

hear"; and yet ho is asking us to-night with a calm, un-
blushing countenance to reverse that policy.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The circumstances are changed.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman has changed.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am sorry it is so lato in the

Session for I would like to reply to the hon. gentleman, but
I shall be glad to hear bim continue quoting from my very
interesting speech and read the whole of it.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I am not going to roai the
whole of it, but I will just finish this quotation, bocatuse it
is interesting reading. Mind you, the hon. gentleman
called upon us thon to stand by the whole country and not
to form an opinion on the subject which might bo in the
interest solely of soine one or more of the Provineos; and
ho appealed to the representatives of the older Provinces,
which bad expended the 871,000,000 in building up this
highway in the hopes that they might reap from it morne of
the advantages of the great traffic which was to flow from
the great North-West, to support the polbcy ho thon pro-
posed. We cannot allow this lino, ho said, to be tapped by
railways on the other side. Such a policy would be suicidai,
and therefore ho called on the Opposition to lay aside
party feeling and to vote for the country. To-nightthe hon.
gentleman, with equal improssiveness, asks us to vote lor
the opposite policy. But I will conclude the quotation :

"It is a painful position for me and my colleagues to occupy, after all
we have done for the Province of Manitoba and the city of Winnipeg and
the great North-West, after the support they have unanimously given
us at the recent elections, it is an embarrassing position to stand for a
single moment in confiict with the hopes and sentiments or even the
prejudices of any considertble portion of our fripnds ; but we owe some-
thing more to Canada than to any personal consideration for ourselves,
and that debt eau only be discharged by ndependently, at ary cost-
aye, at the cost even of alienating the political support of these gentle-
men which we have had the good fortune to obtain, and which w, value
so highly-even ai that cost, we owe it to ourselves and to our country,
straightforwardiy and urflinchingly to pursue the course tlit, not our
expectatious of a couple of years ago, but the present exigencie of the
country demand it at our hands."

he bon. gentleman t.night asks us to pursue a course
direct!y opposite. Ho is the general of fixod prlinciples who
represents the party of fixed principles, and we bave the evi-
douce of it in bis speeches. Did ho ever shriwk, whon
asking Parliament to accept a proposition, from doclaring
that it invloved ail that was great and good, and that every-
body with a head on bis shoulders and who was not a fool,
ought to accept the proposition at once ? But a proposi-
tion exactly the reverse may be presented the next night,
and everybody is equally a fool who fails to seo its justice
and strength. Some of us may be pardoned if we cannot
change our views so suddenly and complotely. But the hon.
gentleman says, the times have changod, the circumstances
are different, and he used these words : "The duty of a
Government is to change their policy with changing circum-
stances." That is perfectly true, as a general proposition, and
I never saw a Government that could change-quickor than
this one. They are changing from day to day. But lot us sec
how long it ii since the last change. The bon. gentleman bas
tried to make us believe it was bocause the crop was a largo
one last year and the Canadian Pacifie Rail way could not
carry it, that the Government abandoned their policy of
disalowance. But the hon. gentleman knows that is not the
reason. He knows that the circumstances show that it is
not the true reason. He knows that his record proves it is
not the reason. He knows that in January of this year, ho
assented to a Minute of Council, which declared that the
unyielding policy which he recoimended last year must oon-
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tinue to be the policy of the future. le knows that he de-
clared the Government had a mandate from the people to
carry ont that policy, that that policy was necessary to
develop the best interests of this country, and that any
other policy would be suicidal in the extreme. He knows
that he put those views on record only a few months ago
in a Minute of Council, signed by the Minister of the In
terior and the Minister of Justice and dated on the 41h Jan-
uary last, and which the hon. gentleman ratified. That
Minute of Council reads as follows:-

" It is Impossible that the policy which bas produced these results
can be properly stated as calculated to deter immigrants from settling
in the Provinee, or to prevent the investment of capital therein."

He was then urging that the policy of disallowance had not
worked detrimentally to the North.West.-

" On the contrary, while the policy of the Government has been to
afford the fallest development to the resources and industries of the Pro-
vince, it bas had in view to prevent the diversion of a large part of the
traffic of the Province to a foreign country, by which the forces that
have been most effective in building up the different industries of the
Province, and bringing settlers to it, would be seriously impaired."

Then the Minute in Council continues as follows, and this
is the important part of it :-

" The sub-committee, therefore, are unable to recommend that there
sbould be an abandonment for the present of the policy of Canada, pur-
oued by both political parties in the past, of preventing the trade of
Manitoba and the great North.West from being diverted for the advan-
tage of foreign railway corporations and foreign commerce, and of
protecting the great national interoceanic highway for a reasonable
time to permit permanent direction to be given to the traffic of the
country. Canada bas made great sacrifices to secure the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Upwards of $71,000,000 and over
18,000,COO acres of land have been voted by Parliament for that purpose.
These generous subsidies have been voted under the conviction that the
older Provinces of the Dominion would be greatly benefited by the
increased trade which would flow down upon them as the result of the
development of thoEe portions of the Dominion lying west of Lake
buperior; and the unwillinguess to forego these advantages by per-
mitting this great western trade to be diverted to United States railways
for the advantage of the commerce of a foreign country, found its
expression at the last Session of Parliament in the emphatic vote of the
House of Commons, in which every Province is represented, and which
had just come from a general election at which the question formed one
of the leading subjects of discussion. That vote, the sub-committee
submit, must be regarded not only as an endorsement of the policy of
the Canadian Government in the past, but as a mandate to the Govern-
ment to continue that policy in the future."

That official record of the hon. gentleman's opinion of a few
montbs ago was forwarded to ler Miajesty the Queen, and
lier Majesty the Queen was told that this Government
could not depart from that policy, the object of which was
to retain to Canada the benefit of the great trade of the
Nortb-West, and to prevent that trade from being diverted
to the country to the south, to enrich, as the hon. gentle-
man sometimes tells us, foreign corporatiens. And mind
you, this is not the unstudied language which the bon.
gentleman sometimes uses to catch a vote in the louse of
Commons. This is bis deliberately recorded conviction,
which he placed upon the councils of the country and for-
warded to Her Majesty the Queen. Yet the document bas
hardly crossed the Atlantie, it las hardly reached
ler Majesty, before ler Majesty will learn by tele-
graph that the bon. gentleman bas changed his
mind, and that nobody with any sense can fail
to see that the change is aitogether in the interests of the
country. We bear of nothing now about diverting our
trade to the foreign country, but we lave a glowing picture
given us of the development of the country urder this ncw
policy, which, but four months ago, would be ruinous to
every Canadian intereet. Now, however, we are all going
to be rich. Such is the marvellous richness of our western
country that when the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
get these 615,000,000 and wben the harvest of lastyear, which
he told us was not an abnormal one, bas been duplicated
for a few years, the riches of the North-West are going to
flow all over the Dominion. A year ago, if the Canadian
Pacific Railway were tapped by a line leAding to the States,

Mr. DAvIEs (iP.E.1.)

- that would be ruin, not to the interests of Manitoba alone,
but to the interests of all the Provinces. Ail the Provinces
had invested $71,000,000 in this road, and had a right
to get some return for that expenditure ont of
the trade, which, if it were tapped by a line leading
to the boundary, must he diverted to the States.

- The hon. gentleman has turned bis back on the cities by
the sea and ho bas reversed all his policy, and ho asks us
to follow him in his wonderful vagaries and windings. We
are asked to give our quota for the payment of interest on
bonds to the extent of 815,000,000. The country will
naturally ask, as we have a right to ask, what guarantee
have we for the payment of this ? As far as the principal
is concerned, I do not think any difficulty arises, but there
is no such relief in regard to interest which, for fifty years,
amounts to no less than $26,250,000. We bave been voting
one, two, three, four or five millions to this and that corpo-
ration, and that is not considered to amount to very much,
but, when you vote $26,000,000 to one corporation, it ap-
pears to be a serious matter, and the first question which
will be asked in any conslituency will be, what security
have you got ? I have no hesitation in saying that you
have not got a scrap of security. The Minister of Railways,
in bis original report to council, stated thatwe were to have
the securily of the freight and the postal subsidies. That
report stated:

" The Company are willing that all postal subsidies and other moneys
payable to them by the Government of Canada may be set off against
any interest which the Goverument of Canada may be called on to pay,
and these moneys will at no remote period be sufficient of themselves to
carry the interest guaranteed."

That might be true or it might be debateable. I am not
going to enter into it; I do not know what the postal
subsidies amount to. 1 find that, although the Minister of
Railways states that they are witihng to give this as a
security, the Government have not taken that security, but
tbey bave gone further and entered into a binding contract
which this Parliament is free to accept as a whole or
to reject, and in that contract there is no security given for
the payment of this interest. The bon. gentleman told ts
that we ought to be satisfied because this rich corporation
bad a surplus last year of $250,000 over and above its fixed
charges, and, in his usual way of dealing with those matters in
a grandiloquent style, ho said that this quarter of a
million would amount next year to a million dollars.
But this country bas had such promises from the bon.
gentleman long enough, I do not think they will accept bis
statement as a guarantee. le bas statcd nothing except
the good nane of the company as any security whatever.
What is that worth ? Supposing the company were to fail
in paying the interest, and that we, under our guar
antee, are called upon to make good their detault,
and we must look upon it in that light, wbat is the total
amount which we would bave to pay at the end of the
fifty years ? At 3 per cent. interest on the amount of
826,250,00, it will tot up to the sum of $45,543,750, and at
3j per cent. it would come to 648,975,000. We must
remember that this agreement which the Government had
entered into and which bas been signed by the Minister of
Railways, is not an agreement which they submit to us for
amendment, but is already entered into and concluded, and
that Parliament bas simply to go through a form and take
it as it stands. In that agreement, it is carefully provided
that the lands shall ho security for the principal, but not
for the interest. Section 4 of the agreement is as follows :-

"4 It shall be a condition of the eaid mortgage that the net proceeds
of the sales of said lands shall, from time to time, be paid over to the
Government, and the company msy st its option aise psy over other
moneyntenttheGovernment, the whole to cenatitute a fund tob. set
spart and held by the Government exclusively for the purpose ot
satisfying the principal of the said bonds."

We are, therefore, trustees for the bondholders, and we are
bound to appropriate whatever is received for the sale of
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the lands to meet the payment on the principal. We have
no authority, and it would be a breach of our duty to divert
one dollar of that amount to the liquidation of the interest.
There are many other clauses in this contract which I
cannot reconcile with each other, and wnich show that
there has been a most culpable negligence in the pre.
paration of this contract. There is clause 5, which leads to
the belief that, if default is made in the payment of the in-
terest, the Government may receive the amount from un-
completed sales. It says:

" But if the company should at any time make default in the payment
of any interest which may become due on any of the said bonds, then if
required by the Government the company shill thereafter pay over to
the Goverument all interest which it may collect, under uncompleted
sales, upon the price of lands sold as well as the principal realised from
the sales thereof, and the Government shall allow on the amount of
such payments interest at the said rate, and shall apply all of such addi-
tional payments and the interest thereon as well as all interest accrued
on the said principal fund towards satisfaction of the interest on the
said bond."

Any ordinary reader, any lawyer or any critical reader
would understand from that that we had the security; that,
in case there was default in the payment of interest on the
bonds and we had to pay the interest, we could fall back on
the moneys derived from the uncompleted sales of land by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the unpaid pur.
chase money on the uncompleted sales, and that we would
receive from that source suficient to indemnify us for the
money paid out. But it is not so, because every dollar to
be derived from those uncompleted sales has been already
pledged for the payment of the bonds, and the 8th section
makes that clear, It says:

" The sums due or to become due to the company for unpaid purchase
money of lands heretofore sold, amounting to about (51,200,000) one
million two hundred thousand dollara, shall be applied towards the
payment of the said land grant bonds now outstanding according to the
provisions of the mortgage secnring the same.'

year to year, yon have no security wbatever. Sir, I do not
think that proposition should be allowed to go through
Parliament without an amendment. The company have, it
is true, pledged the tolls which they at first offered to the
Government as security to the bondholders of the road, for
the interest due these bondholders; but there is nothing to
prevent that company giving us a security upon
the road itself and upon its tolis, and upon the revenues and
franchises, so that we might take precedence and preference
to the stockholders. As it stands now, we have no security
upon the road whatever. The stockholders own the road,
and the stockholders can make away with it, notwithstand-
ing our guarantee which we give them. We have no hold
upon them, and the least that the people of Canada have a
right to expect from its parliamentary representatives is
that they see that all the franchises, and plant, and railway
property that the Canadian Pacifie Railway possesses, shall,
at any rate, be pledged to secure the Government against
any loss that may occur from this indemnity. It is true
that it will only be a second security, but it will come in
ahead of the stockholders, and it wili bi something. I see,
myself, how it is going to be. I sec that the hon. member
for Selkirk (Mr. Daly) and many others like him, will go
through the perfunctory work of moving some amendment
in committee which thoy are afraid to move before
going into committee. I see this agreement wili b
adopted as it has been entered into by the Govern-
ment. But, Sir, we can wara the hon. gentleman row
as we did in times gone by, that his fancy predictions will
fail, as they have failed heretofore. We warn him now that
ha is submitting to Parliament an agreement duly signed,
sealed and delivered, ho is taking Parliament by the throat
and saying : Agree to that, or nothing. Ho is binding
this country to an enormous contingent liability, running
up nearly to 50,000,000, and he las not asked from
the Canalian Pacifie Railway, for whom we are assuming

Section 5 says that the S 1,200,000 is given to us as secu. this liability, any security whatever. He can get security
rity for any interest we may have to pay, but, by section 8, for the asking, but ho does not ask it. If the Canadian
it is declared that that amnount shall be applied to the liqui- Pacifie Railway Company intend to indemnify us, to pay
dation of the land grant bonds. Therefore, we have no us back, they can have no objection to giving us a second
collateral security whatever from the Canadian Pacifia Rail- mortgage upon the railway, and its plant and franchises.
way Company, we have nothing but their own name for the The liability we are assuming to-night is a very large one,
amountof interest which we guarantec. That, as Isaid before, the obligations we are taking upon ourselves for the peo-
is $>6,250,000, and if we are obliged to pay all that we guar- ple are enormous, and I trust that every bon. gentleman, I
autee in the end, it will amount, with interest, to nearly 50 care not on what side ho sits, will calmly reflect upon the
million dollars. Hon. gentlemen may think, as the hon. mom- enormous extent of these obligations, and will endeavor,
ber for Selkirk (Mr. Daly) seemed to think, that it does not by his voice and his vote, as far as he can, to secure to us,
matter what the country has got to pay, so long as there is at the very lest, all the security the Canadian Pacifie
a statement on the face of the proposition that disallowance Railway can give, even if it is only a second mortgage
is to ho done away with, and that we ought willingly to upon its plant and franchises.
vote whatever the Government ask. Sir, we have a right
to be prudent in this matter, we have a right to see what Mr. DAVIN. I do not intend at this time of night to
engagement we are committing the country to before we trespass long upon the attention of this House, but I
give our assent to this arrangement. Now, how do we may be permitted to say a few words with reference
stand? We are getting 14,400,000 acres of land, the hon. to the speech of my hon. friend from Queen's (Kr.
gentleman says. But that land is not clear, it is mort- Davie4), and briefly speak of the question as it affects
gaged. All that land stands mortgaged to-day for the North-West. I confess, Sir, in listening to the speech
$4,463,000. I tell you, Mr. Speaker, that before that of my hon. friend, that I had to make an effort to recall
$4,168,000 is paid, many a year will roll by. We have fhat the amendment was that he was supporting, because
got to judge of the future to some extent by what las taken it was very difficult for me to realise that so stormy
place in the past. They have never yet taken $4,000,000 a speech was required to support an amendment which is

out of the lands of the North-West, and I predict it will ho merely a regret, for it concludes by expressing a regret that
many a year before they will do it. The bon, gentleman the Government has not decided to take guarantees that the
said it was $3,463,000, but he left out a million of land grant Canadian Pacifie Railway would bauild branch lines; and if
bonda which we hold as security for the company perform- we divide on this, we shall divide upon the question as to
ing its obligation west of the Rockies, and this 84,463,000, whether we should express regret or not. Now, Sir, when
forms a first charge upon these lands which are now hand- my hon. friend from Queen's accuses my hon. friend from
ed over to us, so that after the land las paid nearly Selkirk (Mr. Daly) of not having the courage of his convie.
$5,000,000, then we get the balance towards the principal tion in coming forward with an amendment, before going
of the bonds we are now going to guarantee. As for the into committe, so that the names may appear on the divi-
$26,000,000, or with interest, 949,000,000, according as yon sion list, it seems to me that the Ion. gentleman WhoI lead
take the simple sum or the sum with interest added from the Opposition with such distinction as himseolf been some-
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what timid in affirming the amendment ho bas placed before
this flouse. Sir, it is quiteclear that the real truth in this,
that the Opposition agree that the policy of the Government,
as their press throughout the country bas declared, is in
this respect a very good one. In other words they agree
with the policy of the Government-

Mr. DAVIES. Not the disallowance policy.
Mr. DAVIN. Is it not abandoned ? Gertainly, most of

the hon. gentleman's speech might have been made if the
Government were persisting in disallowance, and persist-
ing in supporting the monopoly. He thundered against the
hon. Finance Miinister. Why ? Not for what the hon. gen-
tieman isdoing now, but for something the hon. gentleman
said under a different set of circumstances, and a few years
ago. Really, Sir, it was a pity to see so much nervous
force wasted, and so much eloquence thrown away. It is to
ho regretted-because 1 like my hon. friend for Queen's. I
have indeed an affection for him; ho is an old acquaintance
of mine ; and for that reason I should always like that ho
might ho as strong in argument as he is invariably in tone.
It he ever becomes as strong in argument as ho is always
in tone, ho will be one of the most cogent debaters that
ever appeared in Parliament. Now, the position of the
members from Manitoba and the North-West bas been
somewhat canvassed bore to-night, particularly by the hon.
member for Marquette (Mr. Watson). Now, I am not the per-
son to deny my hon. friend from Marquette any credit that
ho proper)y deserves, for haring fought, to the best of his
lights, for his views in this House and out of it. My hon.
friend from Marquette quoted a passage from an article in
a paper published in the North-West Territories, and he
attributed the sentiments to me. That article appeared, I
believe, in the Leader newspaper. It was not writen by
me.

Mr. PAJERSON (Brant). Which Leader?
Mr. DAVIN. The paper that is publised in Regina. The

hopeless ignorance on North-West matters exhibited by
some hon. gentlemen is positively discouraging. However,
they will learn by-and-bye.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I have heard of it in the
Public Accounts.

Mr. DAVIN. Mr. Speaker, I believe it is in the Public
Accounts, and if any hon. gentleman who takes an interest
in its appearing in the Publie Accounts-so I am informed
by the manager of that paper-will look into the reason for
it, they will see that it gives very good value for any sum
that may appear to its debit in the Public Accounts-at least,
so I am told. I may say bore in passing that I do not write
the leaders of that paper and for the sentiments expressed
I am not responsible; but I will say this, that the view
taken is a view I would defend and enforce, namely,
when I came down bore, never having heard from a
single constituent of mine that ho took the least interest
in this question, having come down as a supporter of
the right bon. gentleman who leads the Conservative
party and the Government, and having many things to
carry and effect for my constituents, I say that although i
voluntarily put my opinion in regard to disallowance in my
address, I would have been recreant to my duty and my
constituents, if, when I came bore, not knowing that they
took the least interest in disallowance, a question that did
not affect the Territories, because the members for Manitoba
who were urging their views never said one word about the
general question of monopoly-I say if I had at that time
not taken the course I did I would have been a traitor to
my constituents, because I did not know that the right hon.
gentleman had the strong backing ho had, and I thought it
was of far greater importance, and I think 80 now, than any
question of disallowance that the right hon. gentleman and
his able colleagues should be able to carry out their general

Mr. DAvm.

policy for the Dominion of Canada than that hon. gentie.
men of the Opposition, if any little disaster occurred,
should take a band at mixing and muddling publie affairs
as they had done in other years. Afterwards, when I saw
the Government had a good majority, what did I do? I did
not vote. I did not pair. I saw it stated in the papers-it
was stated in the Leader that I paired. Immediately my
attention was called to it, I wrote up and said I did not pair.
I abstained from v:ting, because I thought thon that
was the only courae for me to pursue. We had
had conferences together and decided on a certain
course for those members to pursue who came from the
North-West. That personal attitude is a small matter, but
ithas this phasetoit to which 1 will call the attention of the
House. The hon. member for Selkirk (Mr. Daly) very pro-
perly dwelt on the efforts made by him and his colleagues
from Manitoba to change the Government's policy in this
respect, because the attitude of the Government in this
matter from beginning to end, is, as I will show, one of
policy. No one who is fit to pronounce an opinion on the
subject doubts that technically the Government were within
their rights in the course they took, and the only question
which can be discussed is whether their policy was right or
wrong. We took the view, I took the view, that their policy
was not the best policy to pursue. What did I do thon ?
I stood by my party. If I may recall to the mind of the
leader of the Opposition, who I know is a student of the best
and greatest minds in politics, the powerful utterances of
Edmund Burke ii regard to political connections, ho will
know very well that that great man, one of the purest minds
that ever applied itself to politics, points out the advantages
to the community of the binding force of those connections
on every honorable man, and nothing but the very greatest
questions, questions affecting the interests of the country
at large, can justify any man in breaking the bonds of an
honorable connection of that sort.

Mr. LAURIER. You did it.

Mr. DAVIN. No; I did not. I will now call the
attention of the House for a moment to what we did.
The Minister of Finance, who is always such a power
in this House, I had the honor of meeting in London,
where ho treated me with the greatest kindness, and
I believe it is in his honor to say that ho always
treats ail Canadians with equal kindness, whatever may
ho the party to which they belong. I told him my
views on this question, I pressed my views on the hon.
gentleman; I pressed my view on other members of the
Cabinet. I will now ask what then was the position of the
Government? Tho members of the Governmont were not
living ont in those Territories. It was a question which
might occur to any man coming from the Territories or
Manitoba to ask : I am looking at this question, but probably
I am looking atit in a half light, from the point of view of the
Territories or Manitoba; if so I actually may not be taking a
just view. But the Government were bound to look at the
question of disallowance and monopoly from the point of
view of the Dominion at large. What did they tell us? They
have told us in this flouse that looking at it from the
point of view of the Dominion at large, they considered
that the policy of disallowing the railway charters of Mani-
toba was the true policy. Taking that view, what course
had they to pursue but the course they took ? What other
course could they take? We are bound to believe what
they tell us, that one of the most cogent arguments that
could possibly be used had its effect-the argument of the
abounding harvest we had last year, which showed the
Government and showed the world at large that one rail-
way could never serve that great territory. I consider
that was really the clinching argument that decided the
minds of the Government. I will ask the attention of the
fHouse for a few moments to the merita of the question,
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because it is really not a question that we are actually in
battie about, because the conscience of the Reform party
throughout the country has gone with the arrangement tha
the Government is making in this matter. They have go
rid, not of the disallowance for whieh the hon. member fo
Marquette (Nir. Watson) was struggling, and for which1
ia my way was struggling-for I never concoaled my opin
ion, but in fact stated in a very plain way to the head o
the Government what my view on this subject was, tha
while my friends in Manitoba were contending for disallow
ance we in the North-West were not deeply interested i
disallowance unless we had alse monopoly got rid of;
but the Gavernrment decided to get rid of monopoly
and disallowance at the same time. The hon. gentle
man who leads the Opposition dwelt in his argumen
on the fact that in the older part of the Provinc
of Manitoba, and in the Province of British Columbia, th
Canadian Pacifie Rail way cannot have a monopoly. I must
frankly say at once. that I entirely agree with him there
The Canadian Pacifie Railway can have no right of mono
poly at all under its charter, or in any construction that can
be put upon any bargain that bas been made with it, over
the portions of Canada I have referred to. That at least is
my view, whatever it is worth ; but what about the mono
poly for the North-West Territories ? Will any man tel]
me that the guarantee that has been given by the Govern
ment for the relinquishing of that monopoly to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, is not a good bargain for Canada and for
the Territories? Remember that the Territories have given
last year 14,000,000 bushels of grain, and that from year
to year they will go on expanding at a ratio far groater
than the most sanguine member of this House anticipates
and far greater than could dawn from the sanguine mood
the hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) attributes to the
Minister of Finance. Under these circumstances that
monopoly would be a far greater advantage to the Canadian
Pacific Railway, than any equivalent that is given them
under this arrangement. I think there is an inability in
the minds of some hon. members to realise the magnitude
and importance of the North.West to Canada. The
hon. the Finance Minister has spoken at other times
on the advance in our credit. lie has spoken of the
fact that at present we cau borrow at 3j per cent. Why is
that ? Partly it may be due to the fact that certain changes
have taken place in the money markets of the world, but
undoubtedly one of the reasons is this that since the time
we had to go to the money markets of Europe and pay 5
and 6 per cent., we have got possession of the North-West,
and with the accession of the North-West, and with the
growth of that country our credit has every year improved.
Therefore I ask the attention of this Hiouse to a view that
must be pressed upon them, if they will do their duty to
the Dominion of Canada and to the North-West Territories,
and the view is this; that our North-West is a place whore
a statesman bas to make the greatest and most fruitful
blow for Canada. The Canadian Pacifie Railway must have
had great expectations from that monopoly in the North-
West Territories, and I say that the abandonment of that
monopoly might fairly bu set against any aivantage that
under Ihis arrangement the company gets. I do not speak
with any official authority, but I am not surprised if I am
rightly informed, that the Canadian Pacifio Railway hesi-
tated long, and required a good deal of pressure before they
would agree to that arrangement. I will deal with the
reference to one part of what might be cailed the attack of
the hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) on the Minister
of Finance. It is a thing worth referring to, because if his
view of the case were correct it would involve the honor of
one of the most prominent men in the Conservative party,
and in the Dominion of Canada. He argued that that
utterance of the Minister of Finance was tantamount to a
decisive promise that henoeforward the policy of disallow-

n ance would not be adopted. What did the Minister of
y Finance say : He said :
t "I a glad to be able to state to the House that although true to that
t policy, the Government retuses to give assent to the construction of
r lines within the Province of 4fanitaba to conneet with the Ameirican
I railways to the south inasmuch as the confitence presented by theoperation of the line so far as it has gone, and sncb is the conclusion
- arrived at by the Canadian Parifie Railway Oompsny, that it is entirety
f in the ability of the throngh line of the Canadian Pacifia Railw4y to

take care of itself, and by the inherent power of its own advantages to
- aintain it psition notwithstanding anv objection to which it rcy be

-subjected. We are now in a position to review and te consider the policy
n of the late Government, and ths policy of the present Government as to

the continued necessity for any long period of time of protecting the
Canadian Pacifie Rilway against competition in the ProvinoAe of Mani-
toba. and I am glad to be able to state to the Rouse that such is the

- confidence of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Oomnpany, of the nower ot
t the Canadian Pacific Railway to protect iselt, that when the line is

constructed north of Lake Superior the Government feel it willnot be
incumbent upmn them to preserve the position that they have hitherto

e felt boand to preserve."

t Some hon. ME)IBERS. Ilaar, hear.

- Mr. DAVIN. Hon. gentlemen say " hoar, hear." Will
any honest man, reading those lines say, that they mean a
promise on the part ot' the Finance Ministcr that that policy
will be discontinued ?

An hon. MEMBER. Yes.

Mr. DAVIN. No, a thousand times no. The only fuir
corstruction that can be put upon those words, is that tho
hon. gentleman and his colleagues at that time fult that
after the lino was completed north of Lake Superior it
would be in a position to hold its own, it would bu in a po-
sition to face competition, and with safoty to the country,
safety to the Canadian Pacific Railway, and safety to the
interests involved that the policy of disallowancu might be
discontinued. There is no position that a statosman
can take more truly statesmanlike and more truly
great than the position taken by the Finance Minister.
The hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) comes with
that sort of rhetoric which is somotimes very successful
before ajury and that with untrained minds bas a certain
cogency. But, Sir, the statesman that would bind himself
to go ou,under changing conditions always in the same way,
would bu the greatest ourse that ever oppressed a country.
The hon. gentleman, if ho found that the conditions of the
country were notas heanticipated them to bu, if hefound that
they would not justify the courbe that ho intended to take,
it was a bold and courageous and statesmanliko policy
to say : We must defer taking this course. Though
I differed from the Government on their policy of disallow-
ance, yet in regard to the principle on which they acted I
have not any hesitation in saying that taking the view of
the situation that they did, and the view of the interests of
Canada that they took, they took a broad and statesman-
like course. I shall not trespass un the House furthor. I
wanted merely to correct a few misapprehensions and reply
to one or two things that hadl been stated. I will say that
since disallowance and monopoly have been done away witb,
that a new lite has struck the North -West. Although lamonly
in this Houmse for two years stil I have had conmiderable ex-
perience of parliamentary proceedings, having sat so many
years in the gallery of the Lnglish fHouse of Commons, and t
have seen amend ments like that constructed, which are si m
ply fishing amendments, whiob have no meaning. What
policy does i t propound? Does it say you will not consent to
anything unless a certain course is taken ? No ; we are
asked to divide solemnly on a regret. It is like organising
Her Majesty's fleet to waft a sigh. You are going to divide
this House of Commons in order to declare solemnly that
yon do not agree with the hon. gentlemen's regret. lHe
says ho regrets that the Government has not adopted a
certain course. Why, Sir, the Government could not probably
have got that course adopted unless they gave a still bigger
guarantee. Suppose the Government came down here ask-
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ing that the fouse should guarantee the interest on $25,-
000,000 instead of $15,000,000, and were to say that next
year-and I would like it to be done-a branch line should
be built here and a branch line there, the size of the surn
would be attacked by the Opposition. As a North-West
man I heard with some surprise-I forget whether from a
North-West member or not-a complaint that some of this
money would be spent ia Toronto and some in Montreal.
Now, Sir, I will show yon howlarge-minded and how liberal
our broad prairies and our free western air make us. It is
to us a matter of no regret that any money of that sort shall
be spent in Montreal or Toronto. We do not care where the
money is spent provided the Dominion of Canada at large is ad-
vantaged by it; we regard ourselves as part of the Dominion
of Canada. Sir, I never heard words of which I was more
proud than words which fell from farmers at meetings held
in the North-West some months ago in answe'r to some one
who said that we are paying heavily on our laumber, on our
coal, and what not; and those farmers got up and said:
We are also getting great advantages fron our connection
with eastern Canada, and we are determined to feel
that we are part and parcel of the Dominion
of Canada, and ready to bear whatever burdens may
properly fait on us. That, Sir, is the true course. I
hate the sectional sentiment that mikes any man think
his own little place or his own little Province the contre of the
universe. For God's sake, let us escape from the miserable
thraldom of tbis sectionalism. Let us act on the view that we
are all Canadians, and are bound to make this Canada of ours
a noble land full of a great national life. Lot me say to the
hon. leader of the Opposition that branch Unes are being
bailt, and they will be built ail the more now that the mono.
poly clause is gone. That young country will go on under
the sympathetic care of the Gavernment ; but whether
under this Government or another it will go on by its own
inherent energy which will not be kept down ; and I eau
assure you that the day is not distant when the North-West
will repay Canada fifty-fold for any expenditures such as
those the hon. member for NorthWollington (Mr. MIcMullen)
referred to. It is greatly to be regretted that these narrow
calculations should be made. Any man, come from what
part of Canada he may, who will calculate what the North-
West has already done in the way of recouping Canada,
what las been given for Dominion lands, what has been

aid in customs duties-and that cannot be exactly got at
ocause our customs duties are paid at Montroal and Quebec

-and what we shail pay by-and-bye when we shailhave
five or six million people in that country, wdl find that
Canada will be amply repaid. Why, Sir, at the present
moment a vast trade is donc between the North-West
and Montreal ; and do not let any man from Ontario
or Quebec imagine that we for one second will listen
with any patience to the proposition that the North-West
is in any way indebted to the rest of Canada. The
fact is this: it is the rest of Canada that is indebted to
the North-West. We have given you a backbone. We have
put you in a position to go before the world with the
certainty of a great future, and hence it is that your credit
stands so well. I say that seriously; it is a proposition
that will bear the utmost scrutiny. Now, Sir, I cannot vote
for the amendment of thé lon. leader of the Opposition,
because part of it contains propositions that the Govern-
ment have endorsed, and it closes with a simple regret that
the Government have not doue so and so. Why, Sir, what-
ever course the Government took--if they were to propose
branchlines, do we not know that the hon. leader of the
Opposition would go into his room and prepare another
amendment, saying that it was a pity the Government had
not gone in for littie canals in the North-West? And if they
went in for somé amall canais, some other idea would occur
to the hon. member to express his regret about Bat the
fact is, Sir, I am a material. crature. I am not airy1

Mr. DAVIN.

enough, I am not volatile enough to be able to divide
on a regret or go into battle about a sigh. I consider
that this is altogether too fine and spiritual an issue
for a material and practical person like me to be able
to divide upon with the leader of the Opposition. I
have so much admiration for him and for his silvery
eloquence that I sometimes aLmost wish that I could divide
with him; but I mast say he will have to bring forward
amendments of a more practical nature before he can find
my voice on his side.

Mr. AR3MSTRONG. I hope hon.gentlemen will give me
just a few minutes. I beg to annoance myself as a fourth
party in this House, for this time at ail events. The first
party are allowed to say as much as they choose ; so are the
second party; the third party says what he likes, and I
claim as mach for the fourth party. 1 have been very much
amused with the hon. member for West Assiniboia (Mr.
Davin), who has proved, at least, by his readiness to sup-
port any new position which the Government may take,
that he is a practical politician. While he was speaking,
he brought to my mind a historical parallel, the only one
that strikes me very forcibly as applicable to himself, and
that is Black Sam in Mra. Stowe's celebrated novel. You
are aware that when twitted with inconsistency for having
taken two different courses within 12 hours, Black Sam
says: "Oh, I thought Missus wanted to cotch Eliza, and so
1 determined she should be cotched. That ere was con-
science; but when I found that she wanted Eliza fnot to be
cotched, I dotermined she should'nt be cotched,
and that ere was doubly conscience, because
the fellow that gets the most is always standing
on her side of fence." The hon. member for Sel-
kirk was hardly consistent in his strictures on the hon.
member for Marquette, for he should have remembered that
when about twelve months ago the hon. member for Màr-
quette moved a resolution in this House declaring that the
policy of disallowance should now be abandoned, he asked
the hon. member for Selkirk across the floor to second his
resolution, and that hon. gentleman refused to do so, so
that your humble servant from a distant Province had to
second the resolution in order to get it before the iIouse.
Now, I am one of those who have always held that if the
monopoly given to the Canadian Pacific Railway were
abolished, that company was certainly entitled to a fair
consideration for giving it up, and that whatever the mono-
poly was worth to them they were entitled to be paid, and
I hold the same views still. But in the resolution before
the bouse, I believe that they are getting too much.
Let us look at their claim. The hon. the Finance Minister
gave away the whole case this afternoon, when he said
that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company were utterly
incapable of carrying the traffic out of the country.
Now surely, the contract is not all on one side. When
the Government gave the company a monopoly for 20
years, it was certainly the distinct understanding that they
would do the necessary work of the country. That must
have been the implied obligation on their part; and when
the hon. the Minister ot Finance tells us to-day that the
company are utterly unable to their work, it is certainly
his place to ask them to allow another road to be built,
which will do the work that they are unable to do. Their
inability to do the work of the country certainly goes a
long way to deprive them of any claim to compensation for
taking away the monopoly. Then again the sum allowed
the company is altogether too much compared to the
security given. We are asked to assume, for practically it
amounts to that, an obligation of $29,50à,000. The hon.
the Minister of Finance has stated correctly that the
interest, which we are asked to guarautee, amounts te
826,250,000, and we have only a second mortgage on the
property, for there is a first mortgage amounting to
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$3,263,000, which brings up the whole amount to $29,500,-
000, which we are asked to guarantee. Now, the hon. the
Minister of Finance bas proved to his own satisfaction,
at least, that all that money eau be got from the
land, and that we are perfectly safe in giving a
guarantee because every dollar will be recouped.
I have great admiration for the Finance Minister,
and there are few things I admire more than his pro-
phetic utterances. He has made a great many since Ihave
had the honor of a seat in this House, and he always makes
them with full confidence. True, not one of them bas ever
been fulfilled, but that makes no difference, and he comes
up smiling and makes his next prophesy with the same con-
fidence as he did the others, and his followers applaud and
hope lie will have botter luck next time. The hon. gentle-
man's prophesies we may be excused for taking with a little
grain of salt. We remember the prophecy the First Minis-
ter made some years ago, that by a certain time there would
be $60,000,000 derived from the sale of lands in the North-
West. Most of that time las passed, and the prophecy is as
far from fulfilment as ever. The bon. the Finance Minister
remembers that some years ago he prophecied that between
certain days lie named, there would be $58,000,000 in the
public treasury, as the result of the sale of lands in the
North-West. Well, the time ias very nearly gone by, and
if we deduct the expenses of survey and management in
the North-West, we will find that we have not one
dollar to-day in the treasury to show for the land. Now,
what right have we to suppose that those lands in the
North-West, which we are asked to take for security, will
yield anything like that amount guaranteed. As has been
shownsthis afternoon, the guarantee is too large, and the
consideration far too much when we consider what the mo-
nopoly really amounts to. It has been shown most conclu-
sively that the monopoly never was intended to apply ex-.i
cept in the North-West. It was not to apply to Manitoba
or to any of the older Provinces, so that in considering the
compensation to be given we have simply to deal with the
North-West, and I submit that the sum asked is entirely
too much. This appears much stronger when we consider
the change that has been made in the route of the railway.
I need not tell this flouse that the line was intended to be
run on the old route surveyed by Mr. Sandford Fleming.j
The route, as originally surveyed, was to run from Winni-
peg tothe Rocky Mountains, through the fertile parts of
Manitoba and the -North-West. For nearly 1,200 miles the
land was all first-class to fair farming land ; if we can credit
the evidence of travellers and the evidence which is beingj
given before the committee in the Senate. The road
was to have been built over this route, and if the
country was to be considered at all, it was by that route
the road should run. It is in the memory of the House
that, in 1882, an innocent lookinglittle Bill was brought in,
after the contract had been let, to allow the Governor in
Council, if the Government saw fit, to change the
route of the road. It was then said by the hon. the Minis-
ter of Finance that he did not expect the line would ever be
changed; however, the Government took power to change
it, just as they did the other day to borrow an enormous
suai of money, as they saw fit. 'lhey changed it, and where
does it run ? Any one conversant with the geography of
the country, knows that the great American desert dips
down into it, and that now instad of running over a fertile
tract of country it runs straight through the desert. What
was the reason for this change? The Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way simply desired to get a shorter road to the Pacifie.
They abandoned the idea of building the road to develop the
North-West and of getting tralfic from the North-
West, and thought only of the traffic from Asia.
I submit that when that change was made the railway
was no longer constructed in the interest of the country.
I do not blane the company for making that change. It

was a matter in which they were the best judges as to what
would pay them the best, but I think the Government, in
the interests of the country, were very much to blame in
sacrificing the interests of the country by agreeing to that
change. See how the matter stands now. From Winnipeg
to Qu'Appello, and a short distance beyond, it in good fertile
land for a distance something within 400 miles. Of course
the land is of a variable character. Sometimes you find
land on which good crops could be raised, and sometimes
you cannot. But after that you get into this arid waste,
and I say it would be simply cruel, and I say it without
fear of contradiction, to advise any man to settle in that
part of the country. I assert that from Moose Jaw to the
Rocky Mountains there is not a spot where any man could
settle and make a living by farming. The distance is over
500 miles. It is true that near the mountains, where the
moisture does fall, in what is known as the ranching coun-
try, where I have been informed by friends who have been
in the business, there is everything in the soil and the clim-
ate which is required for raising good crops, but unfortun-
ately, being in ouch a high altitude, the summer frosts are
so frequent that agriculture is not successful there. It is a
strange thing that 400 or 500 miles further north, it is per-
fectly safe to farm, and I can only account for that by the
fact that the mountains are lower there, and the warm
breezes from the Pacific ameliorate the climate and prevent
summer frosts. This railway only accommodates about 400
miles of that great North-West. The Government have
allowed the company, at their own request, to change the
route and simply to give accommodation to that section in-
stead of to 1,ý00 miles of country where the territory will
have to be settled, and where a road must be built. In fact,
we will have to pay for that now. The Manitoba and
North-Western is being built on a land grant, and this Ses-
sion I see that we have been askcd to allow them to roduce
to over one.half what tbey were compelled to do, that is, to
build 20 miles instead of 50 miles each year. As the
Finance Minister has stated to-day, no company can build a
road simply on a land grant, and the result will be that the
country will have to pay for building a road which the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway Company agreed to build, and was
paid for building, and was expected to build. For all these
reasons, 1 say that this resolution asks too much. The
company are entitled to something, no doubt, and I am in
favor of their baving every dollar which they should have,
but I think they are asking too much, and, therefore, I
cannot vote for the resolution. As to the amendment, so far
as I recollect it, it asserts that too much is given to the coin-
pany, but it goes on to demand that the money shail be ex-
pended in Manitoba in building branch lines.

Mr. DAVIN. Not to demand-it only expresses a regret.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, I do not regret that it bas

not been done. I say that the company is either entitled
to consideration or it is not. If it is not, then the amend-
ment should bave said so, and have doue with it. If it is
entitled to consideration, it siould have the right itself to
say how the money should be spent. I shall, therefore, vote
against both the motion and the amendment.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). My usual modesty has
prevented me Irom addressing the Bouse before, but I find
that it is a duty that I owe to myself and my constituents
that I should, even at this late hour, trespass upon the
indulgerce of the House in order to explain my position in
regard to the vote I gave last year and the vote I intend to
give to-night, and to bring au important matter before the
notice of this House. Last year, at the time of the election,
my constituents did not pledge me as to what course I would
take upon the question of disallowance. They had confi-
dence in me that I would fairly represent them, and that,
as I stated in my addrees, I would stand by them first, if
necessary, against the Govemnment. Last year I did what
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I thougbt right in this matter, and, if I thought the interest
of the Government was against the interest of the North.
West, I would vote against the Government now. But,
when I found last Session that the question of disallowance
was to be brought before Parliament, I took some trouble to
make myself acquainted with all the details connected with
the matter. I was not a merchant and had never
had any connection with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company in regard to paying for freight over
their line. But, when the member for Marquette (Mr.
Watson) put his motion on the paper, I made myself
acquainted with the question, in order that I might be able
to defend my vote before my constituents, which I trust I
have done. Before the disallowance resolution was brought
up in the House, the members from the North-West and
from Manitoba and from British Columbia organised them.
selves into a committee to consider how they hest would
represent the interests of their constituencies. We had in-
vited Mr. Van Horne to appear before us and to bring to us
the tariff of the rates charged by his road, and to produce also,
if lie could, the rates charged on other roads. Mr. Van
Horne did not arrive here before the time came for bringing
up the resolutions of the hon. member for Marquette (Mr.
Watson). I asked that hon. gentleman to allow those re-
solutions to stand over until we could meet Mr. Van Horne
and see what conclusion could be arrived at. The hon.
gentleman kindly consented to that, on condition that we
should see the First Minister and arrange that the motion
might be allowed to remain on the Order Paper. We met
Mr. Van Horne, and also the General Manager of the road,
and we discussed the question of freights with them,
because I understood it was the question of the rates for
freight on the Canadian Pacifie Railway which was con-
plained of. We discussed the question most thor>ughly,
with Mr. Van Horne and the manager, and they showed us
that the charge on the Canadian Pacifie Railway was
not excessive as compared with other roads, and that,
after the first hundred miles, freight was carried at a lower
rate than by any other road. Not being a railroad man, I
was not able to contradiet them, but at that time you will
remember that a delegation from Winnipeg came down
here to ropresent the views of Manitoba and of Winnipeg
in reference to disallowance. We had the pleasure of meet-
ing those gentlemen. There were five or six of them.
There was Mr. Ashdown, a very large and wealthy merchant
in that country, Mr. Brock, a elever business man, Mr.
Robinson, and the present Provincial Treasurer, and some
one or two others, all able men, well able to prosent their
case. I heard those gentlemen present their case, I listened
with a great deal of attention, because I was bound to get
all the information I could from ithem so that I might give
a proper decision in that matter. Well, Sir, I did make
a proposition to Mr. Van Horne when lie was meeting with
us, because he knew more about rates than I did. I was
not able to compute with him in argument, and I did sug-
gest to him that we wouild meut him in company with
these Winnipeg men, but lie said it was no use that when.
ever a Winnipeg man came down to a conference lie was usu-
ally on the other side of the question. I also proposed to
them to meet Mr. Van Horne, and we would meet the two.
rival competitors, and hear the arguments on both sides and
come to a conclusion. I may say that Mr. Ashdown
refused the interview as well. Well, Sir, we met on two or
three occasions, and I may add that I always considered
mysoif an intruder upon this Winnipeg delegation, because
they never invited me to assist them in what they desired to
accomplish. I was present at several meetings with them,
but it was upon invitation of the members for Manitoba.
Well, when we met these gentlemen and discussed the
matter with them, I found that their whole object and game
was to advance the interests of Winnipeg more particularly
than any other part. I found that when we did happen to
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meet a day or two afterwards with Mr. Van Horne, and
when Mr. Ashdown and Mr. Van Horne undertook to
discuss the question of rates, Mr. Ashdown claimed that the
railway sbould carry freight from Montreal to Wionipeg,
and then unload it and reship it to western points at the
same rate th.at he was carrying direct from Montreal to
western points. Ie was endeavoring to get a concession
for Winnipeg that was against the interest of my consti-
tuents at least, and after list.ening to the arguments of those
men I concluded that wbat Winnipeg wanted was a mono-
poly of the trade of the whole north-western country, which
Mr. Van Horne, in my presence, absolutely refused to give.
H.e said he would not give a concession to Winnipeg as
against any other western point. I listened to these men
carefully, and our last meeting as will be remembered by
some of the western members here, took place in the tower
room in this building. We had a meeting which these
gentlemen addressed, and after they were done speaking I
was puzzled to know what they really wanted, because in
some of our conversations Mr. Ashdown put forth the idea
that Manitoba had suffered during the hard times from a
trade depression caused by bad crops, frost, and one thing and
another, which had caused a depression of money circulating
in that country. He said that if they could get another
railway,-and the Grand Trunk was the road h referred
to,-if they could get that road to come into Winnipeg, it
would cause a large circulation of money, a million and a quar-
ter dollars, he said, by which the Province could tide over
the depression until such times as the road was built, and
that the immigrants coming in on that railway to Winnipeag
and bringing certain sums of money with them, would help
to carry the Province over until a good harvest came on.
Well, after listening to that argument, I asked the question
of these gentlemen in the tower roo n, as the Ion. member
for West Assiniboia (Mr. Davin) was going to get up to
reply, I rose to ask a question on the matter of
rates. I said to those gentlemen: "I wish to ask
you one question, is it a matter of rates that you
complain of, or is it a matter of getting a railway to Winni-
peg ?" Mr. Robinson-he was the man, I may name him-
said it was not a matter of rates at all, it was a matter of
getting another railway to Winnipeg. Well, [said, then and
there, that I was justified in voting against the resolution
of the hon. member for Marquette, because my constituents
were interested in that question., and these men were ask-
ing that the standing Of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
should bu affected by that vote. They knew very well
that the Canadian Pacific Railway had been to a large ex-
tent backed up by the Government in building that road
through that great country. There was no section in the whole
North-West that was receiving a greater benefit from it than
the city of Winnipeg. They wanted to get their end accom-
plished, no matter how other people were served. I was ex-
pecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway to build an extension
of railway through a portion of the counti y that I represent,
and after thinking the matter over carefully, I considered
it was in the interest of my constituents for me to interfere
with any project that was not injuring the credit of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, from whom we were expecting
to get railway extension, and whose officers we met every
day, and with whom we were receiving no competition in
the resolutions then before the House. I may say further
that up to that time, there lad not been grain enough raised
in the country to half employtheCanadian Pacific Railway.
I contend that they built the railway two or three years in
advance of the time specified, and I maintain that to under-
take to bring in competition and interfere with the contract
would have been a violation of the terms of agreement, and
would have interfered with the credit of the company in the
mother country where they expected to get money. I
therefore considered that it was not in the interest of my
constituents to support the resolution of the hon. member
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for Marquette. Now, I would refer to a remark made
by the hon. member for Marquette to-night. It is true
-and I want this to be distinctly understood-that at
the meeting of the Conservative Association last fall,
as was stated by my hon. friend, I did make a remark
that I would object to being a party to striking a blow at
Confederation, and I repeat that here to-night. The cir-
cumtances did not justify those gentlemen in the agita-
tion they were cari ying on. Sir, since 1884, I have
had continued application from agitators in Manitoba to
take part in an agitation in the NorLh-West, and I never
listened to them. I say this, I care not if there was a
Reform Government in power in this country, if I were a
member of this House, and if any section of the people
undertook by any other means than constitutional means,
to carry ont their views in defiance of the Federal Govern-
ment I should vote against that Act. That was the spirit
which animated me last year, anjd I reiterate it here to-
nigbt. I do not think it is proper for any faction of men in
Canada to get up and defy the federal power. I do not
think it is good policy, and as long as I have the honor to
occupy a seat here I will not sustain any party in doing it,
evon against the Government that I am opposed to. Now,
after considering well all the circumstances in connection
with this matter last year, I voted as I did in support of the
Government on the disallowance question. I voted for that
because it was not bringing any grist to my mill; I voted
for that because I considered it was not in the interest of
my constituents, and I am proud to think that every action
of mine from that day until this evening has been in keep.
ing with, and in pursuance of the policy of bringing about
the very result of doing away with this monopoly
as these resolutions propose to do to-night. I
must express my deep gratitude to hon. gentlemen, on the
Govern ment side of the House, for the course they pursued
in not forcing the Government to grant disallowance to old
Manitoba alone. If such had been done, what would have
been the result ? Monopoly would still have prevaiied in
my constituency in the .North-West; but by proceeding in
the course that has been followed and by standing by the
Government, the prosent result has been brought about,
because circumstances did not demand increased railway laci-
lities until last harvest. Before I left O Ltawa for home last Ses-
sion, I heard glowing accounts of the prospects of a bount ful
harvest; these accounts were given in every letter I received
from the people there, and on the morning when the train
reached Winnipeg and I pulled up the blinds in the car I be-
held splendid fields of growing wheat. Prom that early hour
in the morning until twilight I saw nothing but field -after
field of the most promising harvest. It astonished mu; I
had never seen anything like it in my life. The reports
sent by every man were of the most glowing and hopeful
character. Seeing the prospect ahead I arranged with the
agricultural societies of my district to hold a series of shows
in the autumn in the several districts commencing at Mooso-
min and proceeding west, holding nine shows in al. When
I had arrived at that conclusion i wrote to the Minister of
Railways and the Minister of Agriculture, asking them for
free passes for newspaper men from the eastern Provinces.
I also wrote to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and
by return mail I received information that free passes
would be given to responsible newspaper men who mighti
be induced to visit the shows. I called a meeting of the
people, not of my own town but of different parts, and
organised a committee, and we invited a number of press-
men from each of the Provinces, irrespective of their politi-
cal leanings, whether Reform or Conservative, to visit our
shows. I told them in my communication that I could
provide free passes going and coming, and the condition
was that they should give a true and correct account of the'
country, nothing more or less. Thirteen different editors
sont reporters of their journals, three fron New Brunswick,
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three from Nova Scotia, two from Prince Edward Island,
and the balance from Quebec and Ontario. We had report-
ers there from the Halifax Chronicle and Halifax Herald,
and from very many different journals. We met them at
Moosomin. My object was to bring these journalists to see
the country. I saw we were going to have a splendid crop,
and that on account of Manitoba being an old settled Pro-
vince, the section of country that I represented was not
likely to b brought so prominently before the world as it
should be. They saw the splendid field referred to by my
hon. friend-4,000 bushels of grain in September in Mr.
Niff's granary. They saw hundreds of acres of barley, they
saw most magnificent crops, of whioh I had no conception
before the harvest. They saw the cattle. They visited tho
butcher stalls the previous evening, and when they were
siown the beef of prairie fed cattle they thought the state-
monts were falsehoods; but when they saw the cattie on
the grounds, every one first class, they wore convinced.
Mr. Trewman, of New Brunswick, a reliable man and a
first-class farmpr, wrote home that common prairie grass fed
cattie were equal to the best stall fed cattle of the eastorn
Provinces. We visited all the shows; it was difflicult totell
which was the best, some excelling in one particular and
others in another. At Whitewood we bad working oxen
which were 8 feet 1 inch in girth There were sun-flowers
that were 14 inches wide and that would feed a flock of
chickens a week. Tacre were turnips woighing each 25
puuids, raised on the stubble without manurc. One ex-
bibitor showed potatoes, 23 of which filled a bushel, and
another man near Wolseley said that ho had a field of pota-
toes each weighing on an average half a pound. I fuit,
after visiting those shows, that the time had come when the
wheels of progress of our country should not be cloggod.
I sat down-becauie I was astonished at the greatnoss and
grandeur of the c>untry, and the exhibit made -and wrote
the First Minister, and told him of the greatness o the
North-West, and what a magnificent harveit we had. I sont
him the reports from the newspapors, for they were written
by impartial judges. These reports, which were written by
picked men whose opinions carried weight, had a strong
influence in asisting in monopoly boing wiped out. When
the shows were over I wrote to the First Minister a lotter
of eight pages. I told him that if thore were a dozen corn-
peting railways into Winnipeg the stock of each of those
railways would be worth more in the money market of
England than was the stock of the Canadian Pacifne Raiway,
with half enough to do, as had been the case in the past. I
said the time had come wben monopolies should be wiped
out, not only in old Manitoba but throughout the country.
I have never boasted of what I have done to bring about
that result; I do not claim to have any influence more than
other members. There is another matter which I want to
refer to and I am going to be brief, as I do not want to
detain the House at this late period.

Some hon. MEMBE RS. Hear, hear.

Mr. PE RLEY (Assiniboia). I intend to speak as long
as I want to, and you need not say "hear, hear 'orI" no, no."
I have as good a right to speak as anybody else. A mem-
ber of the Government pledged a portion of my constitu-
tents that he would use every effort in his power to secure
the construction to completion of the Canadian Pac.fie
South-Western Railway, and if there is any pledge that I am
morally bound to stand by, that is my'pledge to the people
of South-Eastern Assiniboia. Last Session I presented a
petition for a railway from 500 settlers in the south-east.
ern portion of the district, asking for a railway. They
went there among the first settlers in 1882 and 1883,
believing that there would be an extension of the Canadian
Pacific Railway beyond Deloraine. This is a very impor-
tant matter, and I want to call the attention of the louse
to it, because where a human being is suffering an injustice
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ho should net be allowed to suffer it any longer than can
be helped. When the country was firet occupied there
were railway tracks dotted out on the maps all over, and
those men went there in good faith under the promise of
having a railway. I went to the Dominion lands office
In 1882 and asked for maps and plans of the country,
and I was advised te go te southern Manitoba or southern
Assiniboia. I said : I would net go there because there
happened to be a few dots on the map indicating where a
railway might be built. I have been within the sound of a
railway whistle all my life and I will remain there ; and so
I stuck along the line of railway. Some of the men had an
ambition to be good farmers, and they went into that
country because it is good, and got their land under the
promise that a railway would go there in the near future.
They have lived and worked hard there for five years, but
stili there is no railway accommodation for those mon.
They live in a country where it costs a man $10, over and
above the price obtained for his load, to market it with a
team of oxen, and se it is impossible for them te raise
wheat in that country. I promised the people that I
would try and get tbem the railway. I may say that
the late lamented Hon. Thomas White wrote a strong
letter to those settlers, in which ho told them that the
Government would use every influence they possibly
could to get this lino built. I may say ere that every
letter I have received from my constituents since the death
of that hon, gentleman, bas expressed the deepest regret
for hie sudden and lamentable death. What is the good
of our producing grain in that country, the fertility
of which bas been pointed out by the member for Selkirk
(Mr. Daly), if they cannot get it to market ? It is true they
may be poor mon, but a poor man has feelings. Those
men are there with their wives and families, and if there is
a heart-rending scene it is te see them toiling there, after
five years of hard labor, and toil with patience and endur-
ance, without their hopes being realised. I do maintain that,
in all fairness, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company should
spend a portion of this money in extending that line. I do
not care, what road is built so long as they will extend the
line that wil run 50 miles below whero it runs to now. Last
year, when the time of the charter had elapsed for com-
pleting that railroad, the member for Selkirir (Mr. Daly)
and myself, in the Railway Committee protested against
renewing the charter, unless they told us they would go on
with the railroad. Mr. Abbott, too, I understand, is a
director of the company, and who is the leader in the
Senate, came before that Committee and pledged his
honor as a man, that the company would build 50 miles
in time for the harvest this year, and that they would
build the balance next year. Inasmach as the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company made that promise by one of
their directors, who is also one of the cleverest and ablest
mon in the country, and that the people had faith and went
on with their ploughing the land in the hope of what
might be realised, I say that they are honorably bound te
se. that that promise is carried out. It is net only the boun-
den duty of the company to build the road, but of the Govern-
ment te see that they do it. I intend to vote with the Gov-
ornment in the expectation that they will see that this road
is built. The amendment of the Opposition asked that
all this money, without distinction, should be expended on
branch lines. I think this is unfair. I do net want that. I
want te see the road thoroughly equipped and enabled te
carry the product of that country, but I say that the ex.
penditure will be of no very groat use te my constituent&
unless they give a portion of that money te the extension of
railways in South-Eastern Assiniboia. I claim that my pre-
mises are correct, and my vote last year sustaining the
Government, has been the means of keeping disallowance
in abeyance until the magnificent harvests of this year. I
do net pretend te say that it is because of my influence, or
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any other member's influence, but that the magnificent
harvest has been a very important factor in doing away
with monopoly in Manitoba and the North-West Territories.
I believe that the course I have pursued will be approved
of by my constituents in bringing about the result that has
been brought about. In committee I shall support the
amendment of the member for Selkirk (Mr. Daly.)

Some hon. MEMBERS. Question.

Mr. SPEAKER. Call in the members.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have something to say on this
subject.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. MITCHELL. I have a very important proposition

and I think I should be heard. I have not taken up the
time of the House very much to-day in reference to this
matter.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Chair.
Mr. MITCHELL. I will obey the Chair.
Mr. SPEAKER. The members are called in. I am very

sorry, but the hon, gentleman bas an opportunity to speak
again.

Mr. MITCHELL. I know that, but you gave no time
when the other gentleman sat down, to allow an bon.
member to get up and speak.

Some hon. MEMBE RS. Order.

Mr. MITCHELL. This is the second time I have been
enubbed in a vei y peculiar manner by the Speaker.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Laurier:

YuÂs:

Messieurs
Bain (Wentworth), Flynn, eMcMillan (Huron),
Barron, Gauthier, MoMullen,
Béchard, Geoffrion, Meigs,
Bourassa, Gillmor, Paterson (Brant),
Bowman, Godbout, Perry,
Brien, Guay, Platt,
Burdett, Hale, Rinfret,
Oartwright (Sir Rich'd),Holton, Robertson,
Oasey,mUes, Rowand,
OCasgrain, Joues'(Halifax), Ste. Marie,
Choquette, Kirk, Scriver,
Couture, Landerkin, Semple,
Davies, L.ang, Somerville,
De St. Georges, Langelier(Montmor'ey),Sutherland,
Dessaint, Laurier, Trow,
Doyon, Lavergne, Turcot,
Edgar, Lister, Watson,
Sisenhauer, Livingston, Weldon (St. John),
Bulievt, Welah,
Fiset, Macdonald (Huron), Wilson (Elgin),
Fisher, McIntyre, Yeo.--63.

NYs•

Amyot,
ÀAudet,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baker,
Bell,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bowell,
Boyle,
Brown,
Bryson,
Burns,
Cameron,
Cargill,
Carling,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),

°hiaholm,
Cochrane,
Colby,

Messieurs
Freeman,
Gigault,
Girouard,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guilbault,
ouilibit,
Haggart,
Hall,
Heesco'HickeY'
Hudspeth,
Jamieson,
Joncas,
Joues (Digby),
Kenny,
Labelle,

Lan'gev'in (Sir Hector),i
Laurie,
Macdonald (Sir John),

Montague,
0' Brien,
Patterson (Essex),
Perley (Assiniboia),
Perley (Ottawa),
Porter,
Prior,
Putuami,
Reid,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Roome,
Ross,
Ro aI,

Ryert,
8haly,

ekinner,

Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Stevenson,
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Corby, Kacdowall, Taylor,
Co.tioean, MCUll, Thérien,
Coughlin, McDougald (Pictou), Thompson,

onulombe, McDougall (0. Breton),Tupper (-ir Charles),
Daly, McGreevy, Tupper (Pictou),
aost, MCKYhtt,

Davin, MeKeen, esal laoe,
Davis, McLelan, Ward,
Dawson, McNeill, Weldon (Albert),
Desaulniers, Madill, White,

Dew*rdis, MraWilmnot,
Dinson, Magson, Wilson (Argenteuil),
Dupont, Mills (Annapolis), Wilson (Lennoz),
Ferguson (Leeds & G.), Mitchell, Wood (Brookville),
Ferguson (Rnfrew), Moffat, Wood (Westmnoreland),
Foster, Moncreiff, Wright.-rl.

Amendment negatived.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am informed that the

hon. member for Eust Middlesex, (àfr. Marshall) and the
hon. member for South Essex (Mr. Brien) paired, and the
latter has voted.

Mr. TROW. We made a change for Mr. Armstrong.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Armstrong stated in the

House that he was against the amendment.
Mr. TROW. I do not think the pair on the opposite

side is entered in the book. The parties have not spoken
to me about it.

Mr. SHALI. I think the hon. member for South Perth
(Mr. ''row) and myself made the arrangement that the
pair should be Mr. Marshall and Mr. Brion,

Mr. TROW. The hon. gentleman must be mistaken; ho
did not mention the matter to me. The hon, member for
North Oxford (Mr. Sutherland) mentioned it to me, and I
said I would do my best to find a pair, and I thought of
Mr. Armstrong.

On main motion,
Mr. MITCHIELL. I suppose I am now in order in

speaking to this motion, and in doing so, I shall occupy but
a very few moments. I dissent from the proposition made
by the Government in relation to this matter, inasmnch as
it does not go far enough. I dissent from the views ex-
pressed by the majority of hon. gentlemen on this side of
the lodse, because they object to what, in My opinion, is a
measure in the interest of the country. The view I enter-
tain about this matter is this: I think the corporation now
under the consideration of the House have shown an energy,
and ability, and a determination, such as few men or groupa
of mon could have possibly shown in the same circumstan-
ces, and they have doue a work for this country which willi
redound to the advancement and to the increasing of the
population of this country. They have performed a work
for Canada such as few men would have undertaken, and
fewer still would have carried to so successful a resuit.
They have been aided by the Parliament of this country on
former occasions, on one occasion to the extent of 830,000,-
000; and a great many people in Canada and in the neigh-t
boring republic, and some of the members of this House
doubted very much whether that money would ever be
repaid. But it was promptly paid when the company
realised on their securities; and now, when they are asked
to give up a valuable privilege for the sake of peace in the
North-West, for the sake of getting the Government out of
a difficulty, for the sake of settling difficulties in the North-
West, which were preventing population from flowing into
it, I think, when the Government decided to grant themE
aid, they should have gone to the extent of aiding themE
effectively without practically increasing the liability of theE
country. What have the Government doue ? They have
agreed to guarantee the interest on 815,000,000 for 50 years.E
There is no doubt that that is a very oonsiderable privilege
if these gentlemen are enabled to raise 815,000,000 on the
guarantee of the Government; but, Sir, they have given up

a great privilege when they have given up the monopoly
privilege in the North-West; and they have done it, I
believe, to the satisfaction of the Government without
haggling or dickering very mach over it. As I understand
the condition of things in the money market of England,
although I do not pretend to spoak with a great deal of
authority or information, the guarantee of the interest limits
the range of purchasers of that $15,000,000 of stock to a
very great extent. I blieve that ail the trust estates, all
the chancery funds, all the funds in the hands of executors,
will be practically excluded from investment in these secur-
ities. That class of investors are precluded from investing
in anything of which the interest only is guaranteed. Now,
as the Government have taken over all the lands, surely
they may be considered a safficient security for this princi.
pal money. Those lands are taken for the express purpose
of securing the principal money; and if the Government
bave any confidence in the future of that country-and I
believe it will be the heart of Canada, and that if Canada is
to have a future, it depends on the settling up of the North-
West and the development of the fertile resources which it
contains-surely the Government will be amply secured by
the lands for the principal of that money. After having
taken the lands into their hands, they had better go the
whole way and enable those gentlemen to secure a larger
number of investors than they can with only the interest
guaranteed, and thus enable the country to realise to the
extent of 81,500,000 beyond what they will be able to realise
under the arrangement as it stands. I say the country would
realise tho benefit from that. Some may question that state-
ment; but, Sir, every benefit that company derive, every addi-
tional million of dollars they realise, whatever the security
may be, comes to Canada, for we are bound to carry ont
that enterprise whatever it coste. The Goverument deserve
great credit for the aid they have given so far, and I trust,
that notwithstanding that this resolution bas been sub-
mitted, that they may yet consider the propriety of doing
the right thing, and enable the company and the country
to secure as favorable results as are possible. Sir, there are
no riska. If the Government are safe in guaranteeing the
interest on $ 15,000,000 for 50 years, surely the value of the
lands and the earnings of the railway will be a sufficient
security for the principal as well as interest. That is all.
I have prepared a resolution embodying my views; I do
not expect to carry it, but I have felt it my duty to place it
before the flouse :

That all the words after the word " That" 'lbe struck out, in order to
add the following instead thereof: it is the opinion of this House, that
inasmuch as the effect of the Government resolution is only to guaran-
tee the interest on the fifteen millions referred to in such resolution;
and as the Goverument propose to take over the fourteen millions of
acres of land of the Canadian Pacific Railway, in order to secure the
principal of the said Oum and as the absence of the guarantee of prin-
cipal as weil as interest largely restricts the limit of purchasers of said
bonds by the exclusion of trust funds, and thereby lessens the value of
such guarantee to the extent of about one million and a quarter of dol-
lars, it would be in the interest of the country as well as of the company
to remore that objection by guaranteei g the principal as well as the
interest, and thereby enhance the marke ble value of such securities.

Amendment negatived.

House divided on motio

Amyot, Gigault
&udet,Qironai
Bain (Sonlanges), Gordon
Baker, Grandb
Bell, Guilbat
Bergeron, Gnillet
Bergin, Haggar
Bowell, Hail,
Boyle, Besson
Brown, Hickey
Bryson, Hudpe
Barns, Jamia4
Oameron, Joncaa,

n of Sir Charles Tupper:
Yaks:

Messieurs
t,

ts,
a,

,4

O'Brien,
Patterson (assez),
Perley sniboa),
Perley (Ottawa),
Porter,
Prior,
Putnam,
Reid,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Roome,

Royal,
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.argill, Jones (Digby),
Oarling, Kenny,
Carpenter, Labelle,
Caron (Sir Adolphe), Landry,
Ohisholm, Langevin (Sir Hector),
Olmon, Laurie,
Cochrane, Macdonald (Sir John),
Colby, Macdowall,
Corby, McCulla,
Costigan, McDougald (Picton),
Coughlin, McDougall (O. Breton)
Coulombe, MeGreevy,
Daly, McKay,
Daoust, MeKeen,
Davin, McLelan,
Davis, McNeill,
Dawson, Madilli,
Desaulniers, Mara,
Desjardins, Masson,
Dickinson, Mills (Annapolis),
Dupont, Mitchell,
Ferguson(Leede& Gren.)Xoffat,
Ferguson (Renfrew), Moncrieff,
Foster, Montague,
Freeman,

Messieurs

Rykert,
Hhanly,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Spronle,
Stevenson,
Taylor,
Thérien.
Thompson,
Tupper (Sir Charles),
Tupper (Pictou),
Tyrwhitt,
Wallace,
Ward,
Watson,
Weldon (Albert),
White,
Wilmot,
Wilson (Argenteuil),
Wilson (Lennox),
Wood (Brockville),
Wood (Westmoreland),
Wright.-112.

Bain (Wentworth), Flynn, MeMillan (Huron),
Barron, Gauthier, McMullen,
Bourassa, Geoffrion, Meigs,
Bowman, Gillmor, Paterson (Brant),
Brien, Godbout, Perry,
Burdett, Guay, Platt,
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd), Holton, Rintret,
Casey, lunes, Robertson,
Casgrain, Jones (Halifax), Rowand,
Choquette, Kirk, Ste. Marie,
couture, Landerkin, Scriver,
Davies, Lang, Semple,
De St. Georges, Langelier (Montmo-'cy)Somerville,
Dessaint, Laurier, Sutherland,
Doyon, Lavergne, Trow,
Edgar, Lister, Turcot,
Eisenhauer, Livingston, Weldon (St. John),
Ellis, Lovitt, Welsh,
Fiset, Macdonald (Huron), Wilson (Elgin),
Fisher, Mclntyre, Yeo.-60.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. TAYLOR. The hon. member for Prince Edward

Edward Island (Mr. Perry) was not in the House when the
motion was put. The hon. member for Essex is recorde.î
in the Whips' book as being paired with the hon. member
for Toronto.

Mr. PERRY. I was in the House and in my sent when
the motion was put.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. I saw the hon. member
come into the louse.

Mr. PERRRY. I was in my seat when the motion was
put, and left it for a moment when an hon. membar began
to sing.

Mr. TROW. In reference to the statement that I made
at the previous vote, 1 am aware that Mr. Marshall was
paired but not with Dr. Brien. I forgot who was present
because I had not the papers, and I mentioned Dr. Borden
on that occasion, in order to get Mr. Marshall, a gentleman
who, I knew, 'was away. I was not in the House when Mr.
Armstrong was speaking, or I would have been the last
man to pair him in that way. I did say on the impulse of
the moment that Mr. Armstrong was away and paired him
with Dr. Brien.

House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On section c,
Mr. WELDON (St. John). As far as 1 understand it,

the lands are mortgaged to pay the principal only, but the
Government are responsible for the payment of the interest.
If the company make a default in the payment of the

Mr. MITCHELL.

interest, would the mortgagees have the right to enter on the
lands to secure their trust ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It is not so provided here.

Mr. TEBOMPSON. The provision will bein the mortgage.
The provision in the resolution is that the mortgage shall
be approved by the Governor in Council.

On section b,
Mr. EDGAR. I think on this section the whole question

aritses as to what the real security is which the Government
is going to obtain fiom the company against their guaran-
tee of interest; and I, for my part, am entirely unable to
satisfy myself from the explanations which have been given
so far as to what the security is which the Government will
have. As far as I am concerned, if the security the GQv-
ernment takes under this arrangement, or can take, is
clearly sufficient, the whole arrangement is one that I must
approve of; because, as far as the principal is concerned,
the Government assumes no liability whatever. That is a
matter for the purchasers of the bonds, and I have no doubt
that the land will be sufficient security for the bonds, as
they are not to mature for fifty years. The whole matter,
therefore, comes to a business discussion as to what security
the Government of Canada is to have against the payment
of $525,000 annually upon this guarantee. The Finance
Minister told us that the first security we bad was the net
revenue of the company over and above its fixed charges,
and ho told us that the net revenue of the company for the
last year, as shown in their annual report, was $253,000.
But that is entirely inadequate, even if we had con-
trol of that -net revenue, which we have not, to meet
8525,000. The Minister of Finance spoke very hopefully
indeed of the future prospects of the railway as to its net
revenue, and perhaps ho is right, but certainly the net
revenue has been going down in the last few years in a
most extraordinary degreo, as far as I can judge from the
reports which I have examined very carefully. I find that,
in 1883, the net revenue amounted to 81,115,000. In 1884,
it went up to $1,126,000. In 1885, according to the conden-
sed balance shoot attached to the annual report of that year,
and after all fixed charges had been first deducted, which I
understand to be not only the charges on the first mortgage
bonds but also all the interest and all the bonds of the
leased railways, it left a net surplus, according to the
report, of $3,781,000. Very well. It bas gone down since
construction was ceasing on the railway, as soon as the
charges ceased which the railway made against itself and
the contractors, which swelled its profits, and it began to
come down to hard-pan, in 1886 the profits came down to
$635,000; and, as we have seen by the statement of the
Minister of Finance, they went down last year stili further,
to about a quarter of a million. The Finance Minister told
us, however, that the profits would increase, that it was all
to be couleur de rose, because the first quarter of the year
showed au increase over the first quarter of the last year.
I think it is botter to look back over previous years, and see
the tendency, than it is to take one quarter of a
year to which reference has been made. Fairly
and reasonably looking at the prospects and finding that we
have to pay 8525,000 out of this 8253,000, we do not see a
very bridiant prospect. I cannot sec where the immediate
inerease in earnings is to be as great as the Finance
Minister states, but, supposing the surplus was to increase
and was to go up to about the amount of interest the
country has to pay, what security have we that we are to
receive that ? Provision may be made in the mortgage, and
when we as sureties have to pay money for our principal,
we may be subrogated in their rights, but I do not see how
that will give us any claims except as a simple contraet
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creditor against the railway. We will stand in the posi-
tion of an ordinary creditor against that net surplus, against
that which would otherwise be a dividend on the shares,
and we have not yet seen any way in which the Govern-
ment propose to secure them2selves in that respect. Then
as to the postal subsidies. It appears from the report of the
Minister of Railways that the company is willing to put in
the postal subsidies payable by the Government to the
company as security against our guarantee, but when
they come to talk business and to draw an agree-
ment between the Government and the company,
they left postal subsidies ont utterly and entirely.
Now, I think that is most unaccountable. If itbis intended
that the postal subsidies shall be made security for the
Government against this guarantee, why, when the busi-
ness arrangement-the official documents which we have
before us-came to be drawn up between the company and
the Government, have they entirely lefL ont all reference to
these postal subsidies? I think it is a most extraordinary
thing, and requires a great deal of explanation. Here we
have the resolutions brought down, and we find all reference,
also, to the postal subsidies left out of them. I think I
know wby. I think the reason is obvious,-it is that the
holders of the first preference bonds, the thirty-five millions
have an absolute legal claim against that postal subsidy,
and I think the Government have discovered it. I think
the Minister of Railways did not know it when ho made
that report to the Government, and I think he has dis.
covered it since, and when they came to put that into form
and shape in that agreement, the company refused to put
this in. The Minister of Finance also ieft them out of his
proposals to-day. I think there is very good reasons for
bis having left them out, because ho could not put them
in. As I understand the matter, the first mortgage bonds
come in and control these postal subsidies com-
pletely, and it would be a breach of faith against
the holders of the bonds to attempt to take away
the postal subsidies from them, because these are
tolls and revenues of the railway company, and they were
pleged and hypothecated by Act of Parliament, and by the
mortgage bonds over again. I think the first reference to
the tolls and revenues of the company, is in a letter that
Sir George Stephen wrote in 1885, asking for a tempory
loan of $5,000,000 for the company from the Government.
He distinctly and in plain words proposed that this temporary
loan should be made to the company on the Pecurity of the
postal subsidy, payable by the Government to the company.
And so I believe it was arranged, and that loan was paid off
almost at once, by.the issue which was authorised in 1885,1
of $35,000,000 of first mortgage bonds, so that the postal
subsidies became rehieved from that charge, which was made
in favor of the Government upon them, in respect to the
85,000,00 loan, and came then under the operation of the
Act which was assented to on the 20th July, 1885, and
which authorised the pledging to the trustees for the bond-
holders of the first mortgage bonds of the entire property
"real and personal, now owned or hereafter to be acquired,
by the railway, including its main line, with its tolîs and re-
venues"; and among these tolls and revenues were undoubt-
edly these postal subsidies. Then the bond on its face, which
was issued by these purchasers for value, also states that it
is secured by the whole lino of railway, its tols and revenues.
Then the mortgage itself, which I had an opportunity of
seeing, and which secures those bonds, also specifically and
clearly covers the tolls and revenues, and also "all income,
rents, profits and sums of money arising or to arise from
said railway, or extensions and branches thereof, and in
any way connected with or relating to the said rail way or
property." Well, if that does not cover the postal subsidies,
I cannot conceive any language that possibly could. So we
have that as an absolutely good reason why the postal sub-
sidies were loft o'ut of the bargain between the railway

- company and the Government, and also left out of these
resolutions. So as far as I understand it, the Government
lias not that security and cannot get it. I do not think
that the Government, after Parliament has assented to the
creation of these mortgages, and to the pledging of the tolls

3 and revenues, would have a right to retain in thoir bands
these postal subsidies which have been earned by the rail-

b way, and which are payable to bondholders. I do not think
the Government would have a right to retain those as
against the bondholders, even if there is default in the
payment of interest on those bonds which we guar-
antee-if we have to make the advance, at least if we
have, I would like to hear it explained on what theory we
could do so. Thon there is another more apparent than real
security which the Government seems to have brought, in
some sort of way, under this proposed agreement ; that is,
they seem to have the arrears of the principal and the
interest on all uncomploted sales as distinguished from the
unsold lands which are to be transferred to truitees, simply
and exclusively for securing the principal of the bonds.
But to secure the interest which the Govorn ment advances,
they seem to have some sort of a lien proposed to b given
upon principal and interest, payable on sales which have
already been made and are uncompleted. Now, that view
seems absolutely worthless and illusory for this reason :
These are all covered by land bonds in excess of ail the
arrears of principal and interest, to the extent of $2,263,000 ;
that is, the land bonds which are a first charge upon the
land held, and which have been sold, and upon which there
are arrears exceeding the whole amount of the arrears upon
these uncompleted sales by 62,263,000. That is according
to the statement made in the report of the Min ister of Rail-
ways, in which he says:
'' The lando are now subject to mortgage to secure outstanding bunds
amounting to about $3,463,000; but sums are due to the company for
unpaid purchase money or landa heretofore sold, to the amount of
$1,200,00t whieh the company are wiling to apply towards the pay-
ment of the bonde "
That, as will be seen, leaves a deficiency over and above
all these arrears upon bonds which are chargeable to the
land) of 03,263,000. So that that guarantee is absolutely a
great deal worse than nothing. Thon wo come to what I
suppose is considered the .most tangible secu-ity that the
Government get, that is, as I understand it, the interest
which the Government may become liable to pay out to the
company, at 3j par cent. upon the net proceeds of the sale
of the 14 millions odd of land by trustees. An important
question to understand at first withreference to that is this :
Who pays the charges of management ? Provision is made
in this arrangement that trustees should be appointed who
shall take charge of these lands, and make sales of thom,
and payover the proceelstotheGovernment. We know that
a large land department lika thiscannotbe managed without
very great expense, and I think it is perfectly clear where
that expense is chargeable; it is not chargeable against the
Canadian Pacific Railway, because although the languago
of the resolations is not very clear on that point, somothing
else throws light upon it. The language of the resolution
says the proceeds ofthe sales and lands shall be paid, but it
says nothing about the management.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does it not say that the
company pays it over ?

Mr. EDGAR. It sys the money shall be paid over by
the trustees.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Together with any othersum
the company pays over.

Mr. EDGAR. You might infer something of that kind.
The whole point, however, is made clear in the agreement
between the Minister of Railways and the Government,
which says it shall be a condition of the mortgage that the
net proceeds of the sales shall from to time to time be paid
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over to theGovernment. The trustees will take charge and
hand the proceeds over, after paying ail expenses of man-
agement.

Sir CH ARLE3 TUPPER. There is not ,a word of that
there-that after the trustees have paid anything.

Mr. EDGAR. What can net proceeds mean ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER, They mean money paid by

the company as net proceeds to the sale of the land to the
trustees.

Mr. EDGAR. I cannot understand it so, and no court
would interpret it so. They have to get the lands by deed
into their hands. They are to sell them, and the condition
is that the net proceods of the sale of the lands be paid
over to the Governmont by the trustees. They charge, as
any trustee in law is entitled to charge, the cost of the
management and the trust against the estate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That has nothing to do with
the expenditure for sales by the company. That is per-
fectly clear by the resolution.

Mr. EDGAR How can the company seli the lands
when they are not to have a title to them ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The title is passed to the trustees by
the company, but it is not for the trustees to manage. It
is only in case of default that the trustees may enter on the
lands and soit them. lu the meantime the Canadian Pacifie
.Railway Company sell the lands. The moneys are paid
over to the trastees and the trustees pass the title when the
payments are completed, and it is a condition of the
mortgage that the trustees shall be obliged to pay the
receipts-after deducting their own remuneration, i hich
is to be fixed-to the Government.

Mr. E DGAR. Does the Minister Justice of mean to
contend that there is notto be an immediate convoyance of
the lands ?

Mr. TIIOIPSON. The company immediately passes
the whole title to the trustees, but the tustees do not enter
on the management or sale of them. The company will do
precisely as they are doing now. The effect of the agree-
ment is that purchasers are to get a title when they com-
plete the purchase in full, and the payments of purchase
money in advance of sale are to be paid into hands of the
trustees, and when the purchase money is fully paid the
trustees pass the title, the money being paid to the Goveru-
ment. The trustees do not manage the land.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). At what prices will the land
be sold ?

Mr. THOMPSON. At prices to be agreed upon.
Mr. EDGAR. When anything is left unstated in the re-

solution it is announced to us that it is to be put in the
mortgage.

Mr. THOMPSON. There must naturally be conditions
in the mortrage that cannot be inserted here.

Mr. EDGAR. If that be -the meaning or intention of the
resolution I do not think such is the evidence on the papers
before us. liowever, I am very glad to hear that such is
the intention of the Government, and I expect to see it dis-
tinctly provided for in the mortgage.

Mr. THOMPSON. There are many conditions not here,
but they will form part of the mortgage.

Mr. EDGAR. I am very glad that the expenses of the
management of the lands will be borne by the company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. fHear, hear.
Mr. EDGAR. More than that: the Canadian Pacifie

Railway Company will have little or no intereet in those
lands.

Mr. EDA.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They have a very decided
interest.

Mr. E DGAR. Yes, but only in any surplus, if there is a
surplus. However, they have not nearly as much interest as
trustees and bondholders, and therefore I eau hardly under.
stand how any trustees for any mortgaged lands should
allow the company making the mortgage to have entire
control of the disposal of the securities which are held for
the trust.

Mr. T IOMPSON. Within certain limits,

Mr. EDGAR. This should be introduced in some measure
before the flouse because it is one of the most vital parts of
the whole scheme. One reason why it was of very great im-
portance that the question of the management of the land
should be un derstood was this : that I find in the report of 9th
May, of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, the expen-
ditures of their land department during the past year, 1887,
was $73,000 more than the entire receipts of their land de-
partment. I am not taking sales, which I fancy were in con-
nection with land purchased in British Columbia, on the site
of the town of Vancouver, and things of that kind, but under
the ordinary heading of land department we find this distinct
statement, showing that after the net and gross proceeds of
sales of land, and the charges of management, it left a bal-
ance of $73,280 against the company on the sale of
lands. That is an alarming condition of things in one
year. If the Government, or the company, or the trus-
tees are not more successful in realising for their land
than tbey happened to be last year we will not only
have very little money for the principal of the bonds,
but we will have nothing whatever to meet the $525,000
which we have to pay every year no matter whether
the lands are sold or not. These unsold lands which are
security for the principal, and to the Government to a cer-
tain extent for the interest, are subject to certain charges.
But before I refer to that I eau go back one year further and
see what the proceeds of the sales of land were by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I find that while in 1887 there
was a deficiency of $73,000 in the management, in 1886
55,936 acres were sold, but the startling information is
given that there were cancelled sales amounting to 280,286
acres. About five times as many land sales were cancelled
in 1886 as ware made. We must hope there will be some little
improvement as this is the only security the Government
seem to have for the interest. By sub-section g of this agree-
ment the unsold lands are subject to the land grant bonds of
83,463,000, and of course it is anticipated that that will be
somewhat reduced by the uncompleted sales. But it is
rather an uncertain matter, when that reduction will be
made as those are uncompleted sales and are in arrears, and
are very often cancelled, as we see by the history of the
company. That $3,463,000 is the existing liability upon
those unsold lands, which has to be met as to the principal,
out of the first sales and the interest upon which is to be
paid immediately.

Sit CHARLES TUPPER. How many acres were can-
celled in 18b6 ?

Mr. EDGAR. 280,286.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. How many in 1887?
Mr. EDGAR. I have not the particulars as to the acres,

but only the deficiency in cash as I stated.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Well, there were 21,762. That

cancelling in 1886 was, I presume, the arrangement with the
North-West Land Company, in which you are aware there
was a large quantity of land taken back.

Mr. EDGAR Still the deficiency is enormou& Upon this
14,000,000 acres of unsold land which we get, the Govern-
ment have got to face an immediate liability of outstanding
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land bonds to the extent cf $3,463,000. That principal is mortgage bond on theline of the company and the franchises
to be met out of the first sales because they are a first of the company, their tolls and revenues which will be
charge. held to secure the Government, and in that way avoid all

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Don't keep us here until day- dispute as to the nature of the security. If the company
Iight please. We have had it over and over again and and the Government mean the same thing, that is, that we
it is a mere repetition. are to pay nothing on this guarantee, but that the railway

company are to pay it all, why should not a second mort-Mr. EDGAR. It may be a repetition, but it is a very gage be given by the company to the Government, whichimportant matter, and it is a matter which should be dis- could rank, if necessary, not only afcer the 835,000,000 ofcussed by this House when we aie assuming an obligation existing bonds, but after the other fixed charges of the
of 826,000,000 as we are doing here to-night. company, all the leased lines and all the bonds which the

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have assumed the obli- company have guaranteed. Thon the Government would
gation. be secured before the sharebolders of the company would

get any dividends beyond the 3j per cent. gaaranteed by
Mr. EDGAR. With all deforence to the Minister of the Government. That, it is contended, is what the com-

Finance I may say that I would not bring it up unless it pany are willing to do; and if that were provided in this
were a matter of great importance, and I am trying to pre- agreement, now that we have docided on the principle of
sent the position the country is in to the House. I do not the affair, there would be little further dispute across the
trouble the House unless I have something of importance to House, and the Governmont will be secured in the gua-
say. rantee.

Mr. BOWELL. You think so.

Mr. EDGAR. Perhaps the very important matter I once
brought up relating to the blind shares are not in the eyes
of the hon. gentleman who interrupted me.

Mr. BOWELL. Nor the sum you received when you
sold the charter out west to the Grand Trunk Railway and
all the men had to suifer by it. Nor the $18 you paid for
a bed in Haldimand when there.

Mr. WATSON. Do not complicate the question please.
Mr. EDGAR. We have aiso an annual charge for interest

on this $3,463,000 to be met, and I do not know whether
that is at four or at five per cent. If it is five per cent. it is
$173,000, and if it is four per cent. it is $138,000. If we do
not get any more money for some years to come than we
have been getting of late years from the sale of those lands,
we certainly will not bo able to get this interest, much less
than to pay $3,463,000 principal on outstanding bonds. It
will be a great many years, I think, on the most reasonable
calculation, hefore the trust ees will be able to hand any of the
proceeds of the sales of the land to the Government, so that
the Government may be able to recoup itself ont of the
3Î per cent. interest. There is another thing to b
remembered and that is that those lands before long
will become subject to taxation. It is important
when we are arranging to-night a guarantee for 50 years,
and according to the terms of the original charter, as the
Minister of Justice bas told us to-night, the titles in the
lands are immediately to be conveyed to the trustees, so
that taxes on these lands will run from 20 years hence
at any rate, and thore will in that respect b no very light
charge, which will reduce the interest coming to the country.
Now, I suppose, as a matter of fact, that the consideration
which the Canadian Pacific Railway Company expect to re-
ceive for making the concession which we admit they must
he paid for-their right to the monopoly in the Territories at
any rate, whatever may be disputed as to their rights in
the Provinces-is the difference between what they could
get for the $15,000,000 of bonds which they would give up-
on their unsold lands without guarante, and the price they
expect to get from those bonds with the Government gua-
rantee. IL may be many millions, I do not know how
many, but the company may have made the calculation.
That, I suppose, is all the consideration tbey are
really asking or getting, if the contention
of the hon. Finance Minister is that we are
being secured entirely in the guarantee, and that
the oompany are themselves going to pay all the interest
out of revenue. Very well, it they are honestly doing so, I
would like to know why they cannot say so, and make pro-
vision now, so that it can be clearlyunderstood, for a second

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am very sorry the bon.
gentleman could not have been in the House this afternoon
when I went into all of these questions and dealt with them
fully.

Mr. EDGAR. I was in the House.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If ho was, I think I have
reason to complain very much, at three o'clock in the morn-
ing, of his going over the whole ground and asking ex.
planations which ho must have heard very fully and expli-
citly. The only excuse the hon. gentleman could have
for keeping us hore for an bour at this time in the morn-
ing, in listening to a repetition of statements which have
been made over and over again with quite as much ability
and force as the hon, gentleman bas displayed, I think is
entirely taken away. The hon. gentleman knows that ho
bas not undertaken,'for a single moment, to answer the
grounds which I gave for holding our security to be ample
and complote. The speech the hon. gentleman bas made I
regard as amost valuable one; and, were it not that it is
inconvenient for me to be ohere at three o'clock in the
morning, I would listen with delight to that speech. Never
since the Canadian Pacific Railway question came before
this House bas a speech been made of greater value to the
Government than the speech the hon, gentleman bas just
delivered. What does it amount to? Let him go back
and contrast it with the speeches made by him-
self and his leader and all the mon who have spoken,
year after year, in their puny, futile efforts to obstruct
the greatest entorprise ever undertaken in the inter-
est of Canada, and what will ho find? He will find
this Government held up to public execration, because
of the enormous subsidy we gave to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company in granting 25,000,000 acres of
land, and yet ho has taken from two to tbree o'clock in the
morning, to prove that by giving them those lands, we gave
them nothing, because the lands would not pay for the
administration of them. I say the hon. gentleman bas
this morning given the answer to all those wild, reckless
statements made throughout the whole of this discussion,
as to the enormous consideration that was given tO this
company. The hon. member for North Wellington (Mr.
MeMullen) told him, and told him correctly, in his place
to-night, that he could go to the Bank of Montreal and by
paying $13,500,000 could get an annuity that would meet
the entire outlay that these resolutions impose on the Gov.
ernment if we had to pay every dollar of it. I ask if, in-
stead of a guarantee upon an ample and undoubted security
that will protect this country from the necessity of ever
paying a farthing, we had given the whole money accord-
ing to the hon. gentleman, we would have given inflnitely
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less than he and those who have opposed this measure from
its inception bave admitted we bad a right to give for
the construction of this work. If the lon, gentleman was
here this afternoon, he heard me say that the sale of lands in
the inception of the work cannot yield any material result,
but he hoard me also demonstrate the value of those lands
by an illustration that is familiar to every hon. member of
this House. I stated that wbile the sale of lands during the
construction of the Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway wore
not sufficient to pay the way of the company and they went
into default and broke down and had to sell all thoir
securities for a song, the people who came in and took
those lands realised an enormous fortune from their
sale. Why ? Juast because, as in this case of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, they c>uld not sell
their lands, because they were in competition with free
grants given by the Government-and that as those free
grant lands were settled in the vicinity of the railway, the
railway lands would become of great value and give a great
return to the company. And the hon. gentleman knowing
that, knows there is no answer to it, he knows the thing is
apparent, he kows that it has been demonstrated over and
again in precisely similar cases; yet he goes into the ques-
tion of how much land has been sold and what the net
revenue was during the past year. The object has not been
to sell lands, but to advertise the free grant Government
lands in order to give increased value to the railway lands.
I eau only say as to the security that is thus shown to be
placed in the hands of the Government, is as it bas been
stated by bon. gentlemen on that side of the House, over and
over again, that there was no question as to these lands
realising amply to cover the security of tho bonds.

Mr. EDGAR. Ultimatoly they will.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. Then the hon. gentleman has
wasted bis hour's speech, which was devoted to showing that
the administration of the lands would swallow up all the
money. That was the whole touer of the bon. gentleman's
speech. Our contention, on the other band, is that the sale
of those lands will steadily increase, that the money tbey
will bring will discharge the entire indebtedness which,
at no distant date, will be handed ovel' to the trastees by the
company who have the entire charge of the administration
of the lands on their shoulders; that the net proceeds will
extinguish, at no distant date, the entire indebtedness of the
land grant bonds; and that the Government will have in the
Treasury the $15,000,000, upon which they will afterwards
bave to pay interest at 3j per cent. during the currency
of these bonds, which is the next 50 years. The only
point made by the hon. gentleman opposite ils the fact
that the Government would have to psy 3ý per cent. upon
the money they receive. But the hon. gentleman him-
self bas admitted that it is of great importance to the
country to get rid of the monopoly; ho bas admitted
that the company are entitled to ample payment for the
diseharge of the monopoly; and yet, when we have shown
the committee that we have ext nguished the monopoly, hou.
gentlemen opposite seem to be exceedingly annoyed because
we have removed forever this ground of attack. They cavil
at the Government for having been able to accomplish this
wtihout enabling the Opposition to show that we have paid
a large sum of money for it, The difficulty is not in the
terms of this arrangement. It is in the fact that the mate-
rial to foment rebellion las been taken away from hon,
gentlemen opposite.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGEHT. Hear, hear.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. member for South
Oxford, I say, inb is place in this Rouse, did all in his
power, this very Session, to foment a rebellion in the
North-West. He lent the sanction of his high authority
in this House, and there is no gentleman on that side who

Sir CnumiEs TPrzPa.

speaks with bigher authority, when he declared there was
ground for rebellion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG IT. Certainly there was.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What have you to say to this
Goverument who have removed all that and given to the
country peace instead of war, who bave taken away any
possibility of any difficulty? What have yon to say when
that bas been accomplished on terms like these? I say
that if hon. gentlemen opposite were sincere in their
anxiety to relieve Manitoba and the North-West from the
effect of this disallowance. if they were interested in re.
lieving this country from the dangers that they declared
threatened it, their conduct to-day is thorougbly at variance
with their professions in the past, and it looks as if the
trouble with hon. gentlemen opposite is that the last, the
only cry with which they have been able to agitate
this country bas been taken away from them by the resolu-
tions now upon the Table. The hon, gentleman referred to
the management of the lands, and he talked about a secord
mortgage. Why, we have a second mortgage. To suppose
the company will make default of one dollar in payment of
this 8525,000, he must, in order to give plausibility to his
imagination, leave out of sight the history of every railway
on this continent, whether in the United States or this coun-
try, and ignore the experience of the past in reference to
this railway enterprise, in order to throw a doubt upon the
ability of this company to meet from their net surplus earn-
ings the entire charge. The hon. gentleman knows that
three years ago the whole earnings of the company were
$8,000,000, that two years ago their earnings were $10,000,-

00, and that one year ago they were 811,000,000. Andthe
hon. gentleman need not rest upon the mere word or upon
any imagination of mine, for I gave him the evidence. I
showed that the net earnings of last year and of the first
three months of this year were such as to ensurea return of
no less than $1,000,000 this year over and above all fixed
charges. The hon. gentleman knows that, now, in the in
fancy of this great work, because the line is not completed,
because it requires this money in order to get the means to
handle traffic, that it is in the interest of the country and in
the interest of the company that they should be furnished
with those means. The hon. gentleman has to ignore
all that in order to throw the slightest doubt upon the ability
of the company, from their net earnings, to meet fully this
insignificant charge, for insignificant it is compared with
the enormous character of the work and the resources of the
company. But suppose hedoes ignore all that, does not the
hon. gentleman know that the moment there is a default of
one dollar, the Government come in front of the 865,000,000
of stock of the company ? Does he not know that those
stockholders to the extent of $65,000,000 cannot divide a
farthing among them, if the company does not meet
promptly, at every demand, the entire interest charge ? He
denies that we bave a second mortgage. Does not the bon.
gentleman know that we come next to the first mortgage,
and that the company cannot put a dollar of additional
security on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and that only
$35,000,600, for all this enormous work and this immense
property is the entire amount that stands in front of the
Government ?

Mr. EDGAR The fixed charges are there,and if capital.
ised, they would be 8100,000,00.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have disposed of the fixed
charges. I have shown the hon. gentleman that the com-
pany will meet thoir fixed charges, and have a handsome
surplus this year-a surplus which, beyond a shadow of
doubt-wilI go on increasing year by year. We need only
look at the history of the road and at the history of other
similar roads on this continent, to see this. Al that stands
in front of the Government is the claim on the Canadiau
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Pacifie Rail way by the original bondholders, for they are
not preference bondholders, they hold simply the first mort-
gage bond-all that stands in front of the Government
claim, in case the company makes a dollar of default, is
that $35,000,000 of the whole of this immense pro perty.
What value would a second mortgage on the road be?
We have it now. We are in front of the stockholders, who
cannot get a farthing if default is made, nor can they
divide one farthing among them until the uttermost farthing
of interest on the bonds is paid, and tbey cannot put any
additional liability over the 635,000,000 on the proper ty
without the assent of Parliament.

Mr. EDGAR. Is it intended that the S15,000,000 and the
interest on the $15,000,000 shall also be a mortgage upon
the line as weil as the lands ? If it is, my argument is
wrong.

Sir CHARLES TU PPER. I have told the hon. gentle.
man what it is exactly. The resolution and the agreement
speak for themselves. But what I say is this: We are in
the position of second mortgagors for this reason.

Mr. EDGAR. We are ordinary creditors.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, we are not. The Govern-
ment of Canada represent the Parliament of Canada in this
arrangement, and they cannot put a dollar additional claim
or security on that work unless they can get the sanetion
of this Parliament to do so and therefore it requires no
second mortgage in order to give us all the security we can
possibly require. The hon, gentleman heard my statement,
and I do not think, in reference to the view ho takes as to
the first mortgage bonds, he should have raised the ques-
tion again. lHe says that he heard my statement, which
was that, while the mortgage to the original bondholders
gave them the security of the tolls as well as on the revenue
of the road and on the road itsolf, I explained that the tolls
would not accrue in the legal sense in which the bondholders
could claim them until they were earned over and above
the current debt of the company to the Government at that
time, and consequently that, if default were made of a
dollar the Government would not be called upon to pay any
money for any service performed by the company until it
had settled the charge which the Government might have
against it. That is the statement which I made, and the
hon. gentleman should have accepted it.

Ur. E DGAR. I should like to see where it is in the
resolution.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman doos not
suppose that the Government are going to pay any person1
who owes money to them for any service performed untili
that debt has been satisfied. Could any public contractor
ask to have money paid over to him if he were in debt to
the Government ? The hon. gentleman knows that he
could not. It would ba the balance that would be paid to
him after discharging the amount he owed to the1
Government, and so it is with this company. They willi
only be entitled to the balance. They will have to pay.
their debt to the Government before they cau receivej
anything from the Goveranment. As my hon. friend thej
Minister ot Justice says, it is a set off. . -No question can ba
raised as to the justice or the propriety or the legality of
the G.vernment not being required to pay one farthing of
that interest except when they had deducted wbat wasi
payable to the company, and ail that would enure would
be the balance. I think I have answered everything the
hon. member said that bears on the question, and I am only
sorry that, after the lengthened discussion and the iterationq
ihat we have Lad on this subject all day, the hon. gentleman
ehould have at this hour in the morning seen fit to have iti
gone ail over again,
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do fnot think the
hon. gentleman is in a position to complain in regard to
the lengthening of this discussion. In the heat of bis argu-
ment he has made use of certain expressions which are very
likelyto calt for some reply from this aide of the House.
If we question his figures, we have good reason to do so.
We have heard before, both from the hon. gentleman him-
self and from the First Minister, calculations which were
made with as much accuracy as those which were given to
the House to-day and ou Tuesday last, calculations by
which it was a clear and well proven case that $70,000,000
in the one case, and $58,000,000 in the other were inevi-
tably certain to go into the coffers of the country from the
sales of lands li the North-West by the year 1890. We
know exactly how much value is to be attaohed to these
statements now ; we know how likely we are to have
858,000,000 from the sales of land in our coffers by the lst
January, 1890 ; and therefore we are justified in entertain-
ing the gravest doubts as to whether one word of the cal-
culations we have heard to-day will be verified now or ut
any other time. As to what the hon. gentleman was good
enough to say in regard to our encouraging rebellion lu the
North-West, I assert that he and his colleagues are respon-
sible alike to man and to God for all the blood which was
shed in the two rebellions in that country, which were
brought about hy their gross misconduct, and it was only
because they did not listen to our advice that theyso narrowly
escaped provoking a third and a worso rebellion than
either, as they would have done if they had not ut the last
moment-not because they were convinced of the impoliey
of their course, hut because they were confronted by an
indignant people, who were deiermined to put the railway
through coute que coute-in consequence of the thrcats made
by the people of Manitoba-brought down these resolu-
tions to day. What have we to say of men who dared to
addres Her Majesty a few months ago, and to tell her that
it would be a suicidal thing for the people of Canada not to
pursue the policy of disallowance, and to permit the Ameri-
can roads to make a connection with the people of Winni-
peg, and who now come down and say that it is our duty,
without cavil, comment or criticisn, to pas a set of com-
plicated resolutions which I venture to say the hon. Minis-
ter does not very well understand himself, though his coi-
league the Minister of Justice may? I desire to know
whether the Minister means us to understand that we can, in
deflance of the rights of the first bondholders, appropriate
to our own use any postal subsidies or other sumo due by the
Government of Canada to the company ; and I ask this
particularly of the Minister of Justice. I make this en.
quiry because I am convinced that, if it is found that
that is the case, there will very shortly be very serious
remonstrances addressed to the Government of this
country on the part othVe holders of this $35,000,000
of b>nds. I am not sufficiently well skilled in the my-
steries of the statute which my hon. friend (Mr. Edgar) has
quoted to say how far the Government of the country may
by Act of Parliament interfere with what these bond-
holders conceive to be their rights, but I can tell the
Minister of Finance this, that if I correctly understand him,
and if it is his policy and the policy of the Government to
appropriate these postal revenues for the payment of this
particular debt, if it should go into default, it will be taken
very ill indeed by the bondholders in England, and a serious
shock may result to Canadian credit, which the hon. gentle-
man may find very inconvenient when he proceeds te
London to fl.at the loan which ho has taken authority to
do. I should like to know if the Minister of Justice con-
firma the view which as I understand-and I am open to
correction on that point-the Mini ter of Finance has
enunciated, that the Minister now claims that the Govern-
ment can appropriate to the payment of this 3Î per cent.,
if the company goes into default, the postal revenues we
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'Are to pay to the company, and which I can tell him the
bolders of the bonds now existing suppose to be pled1ged to
themr. I ask for an answer to that from the Minister of
Justice.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not suppose it is intended to in-
terfere, by statute or otberwise, with the rights the bo-d-
holdiers lave in regard to the securities on the road by
which their bonds are secured. i understood the hon.
ruember for West Ontario (Ir. Edgar) to say that the coi
pany had conveyed the future tolls and earnings of the roal,
they did so as far as they could, but they couid only have
power to convey the toils and earnings they were entitled
to convey, and certainly they could not avoid the right of
set-off which any of their customers may have. They
might, in the saine way, convey ail the tofls they arc to
receive for carrying froight for the Girand Trunk or any
other company, but the trustees could not in crsequence
demand the gross tolls, therefore the right of set-tff e.xists
<n the part of the Government as against this company,
just.as it ezists on the part of any other company as against
then, and the consequence-must be :ubject to the rigbt of
set-off as it exists between ail persons.

'ir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. Then do I understand
-because this is a matter of the greatest moment to these
bondholdors - or, rather, I do understand, from the Uinitter
of Justice that, in theevent ofdefiailt ofthe paymentoi this
852,00, the Government will -pply the sums due for post-
al and other servces in payment of thu default.

Mr. TIOMPSON. That is their right.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGI'. Weli, I mayi say t tih
Minister of Finance that I think that staternent will be a
surprise, and a verydisagreeable surprise, to tie holders of
these bonds. However, it is extremely desirable that we
should understand exactly where we are in that matter.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, Nobody is more interested in
this very measure than these bondholders, and nobody is
going to derive greater benefit and security from it.

Sir 4IGHARD CARTWRIGHT. I doubt very much
whether they entertain that opinion. I think when the
answer made by the Minister of Justice cornes to be fully
known, the Minister of Finance will find that the bond-
holders to whom I have referred do not cnteîtain that
opinion. I am not, of course, in a position to dispute the
hon. gentleman's law on the subjtet : I assume it is correut.
But Iam in a position to asure the Minister of Finance,
and the Governmert generally, tbat the btndholders are
likely to receive that statement with a very considerable
alarm, and he will do well to considor how far the injury
which may be done -

Sir CHABLES TUPPER. I do not think that contir-
gency will ever arise.

Sir RICIARD CARTWRlGEIT. I cannot agiteo wilh th
hon. gentleman on that point, cither. Tlhe coî. V og1ny mtay
not arise, I trust it will nfot arise ; bat 1 do not t l that we
have any absolute warrant for supposing that it will not
arise, nor most assuredly do I believe th:tt wo have any
absolute warrant, looking at the positionoflihe coipa'y as
respects these lands, for supposing that we can depena on
receiving, from hie sale cf the lands for a good many years
to come, enough to meet these liabilities. I want, howeer,
to enquire of the Minister of J ustice whether this iortgage,
which.is so often referred to here, has actually beea drawn
up and agreed to between himsielf and the legal authorities
of.the company?

Mr. THOMPSON. It bas been drawn and partiaily
,agreed upon, but not completed. It has not received the
approeal of the Government yet.

Sir £MrAa CARTWAIGHT.

Sir IHACaARD CARTWRIGHT. I think, looking at the
importanic of the matter, that we ought to have that laid
ou tae Table, as it is the basis of our secunrity, aLd a perusal
of it would remove, I presume, a great many of these diffi-
cuiIlies.

Mr. WE LDON (St John). I do not differ from my hon.
fi iend, the Miniter of Ju tice, so long as the eompany fulfil
their obligations. Tue object of taking the mortgage is to
piovide lor a contingency of security in case there is a
failure of obligation. Now, the peculiarity about this
maa ter is: tht while the lands are given for security for the
priicipal, we look to other property for tue purpose of
beinrg recouped in the payment of interest. If there were
at any lime default, and the trustees took possession of the
railwny, we thon have no right to get anything at ail; and
the il tanit the trustees take possession they have a right to
oi.in the postal subsidies, an equitable right which may ho
cuforced against the Government, and noset-off would arise.
As long as tho company fulfil their obligations, thequestion
is immaterial, but the instant they should make default,
not so mueh in Ibe payment of money in regard to
this mortgage, but in deault of the first mortgage,then the
trustees takiog possossion of the rcad, which, no doubt,
they bave the power to do, under the provisions usually
matde in mortgages, they would become entitied to these
tolls and revenues, and no set off would arise. There is
this curious anomaly under this mortgage, that the property
wbich is a security for the mortgage, is simply to secure
the principal, while wo have to look to other sources where
we have no security, for the purpose of being recouped for
the pax ment of interest.

Mr, IHOMPSON. No doubt the hon. gentleman is cor-
rect that, on default, in regard to the bonds on the rail.
way, the road will pass into the hands either of trustees or
a recoiver. No questi>n, as ho says, at ail could arise in
relation to tbis off-set until there was default, not only in
respeét to this guarantee, this interest on the 8s5,000,000,
but likewise delaultin respect to interest on the charges on
the railway. WVe are under no contract to give postal sub-
sidies. The trustees would have to earn, or the receiver,
on behalf of the company, would have to earn these postal
subsidies under the conditions and under the right of set-off
that may be provided in any contract that may be made.
The hon, gentleman seems to be under the impression that
there is now somofixed obligation in regard to postal sub-
sidies lasting ail lime to come. The subsidies are running
without any definite terrm.

Mr. WEL DON (St Johin). I admit that my hon. friend
might be right theoretically, but when we come to the
practical workirig, and you allow that to go towards
P y i! the de bt, it would almost be a breach.ot trust. But
i tbat contingtncy should arise, what position wili the
arLies bo in ? The Miniter of Justice says. We will make

no arrangemontz with you unles youset-oif. But I thiPk the
Governmnent are hardiy prepared to do it, because the true-
tees wilI say : We will carry the mail, and we wilI require
these postal subsidies to be given us. We will do the work
;and we watt to do il. In that case the Government would
bo bouud to rsend the mails forward by that route. As Isaid
before, the difficulty is this: that it differs from any other
mortgage that I ever saw. The trastees hold cerrain pro-
pet tics for the security of the principal, but for the interest
look to a property that is not secured. While it is true,-as the
Minister ot Finance says, assuming it is correct, that they
could not take up any more obligation without the consent
of Parliament, yet they might involve themselves in ,liabi-
lities to simple contract creditors, and the Governmnt, an-
der those circumstances, could only.cone. in and &hare with
them, unless the Government chose to exriroia Uhat vry
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doubtMu right which rnight erist in such a case under the
prerogattve ofthe Crown.

,Mr. L 4 URf ER. The Minister of Justice made a state-
ment upon which we had botter have a compt e undor-
standing. If I understood him aright, ho stated a moment
ago that, in case the company made default, in caso the
Government had to pay the interest which the cornpany-
had failed to p.ty, thon the postai subsidies might b appro.
priated by the Governmunt to d scharge the obhgoeation
which they hiadjust made with that cormpany, -s a set-off;
that is toe say, that the amount paid by the Gavonment
and the amount due by the Givernment to fhfii m-
pany, would bo a sot-off to enforce what we cali i iFrenn,
comp3nsation, that is to sV, tt tw i thing wouli anruai
oer ano'her. If that is thte statemeunt m il by the E ier
of Justice h senems to me it is at variance withl the statute
which already existe. I would understand the doctrine of
the Ministerof Justice under ordinary circumstances, bLt he
cannot forget that ail the earnings, if I recolect the state-
ment well, S85,00LA00) of the earnings of the road, are
already pledged to the bondholders of the 835,000,000 whieh
are issued by the company.

Mr. THO PSON. So far aï they had power to pledge
them. They had not the power to take away the right of
set-off te other people,

Mr. LAURIER. I cannot see that doctrine at all.
Mr. THOMIPSON. The hon. gentleman will see it if hc

will redlect for a moment on the illustration I gave hirn of
the dealings of the company with other railways. ho
company must necessarily exchange freights, say with the
Grand Trunk Railway. Suppose, ut the end of the year, the
Canadian Pacific Railway hasa bill againstthe Grand Trutik
Railway for $20,000, is it possible that, under that mort-
gage, they eau caim that amount when the Grand Trun.k
Railway bas a set-off of$813,000 against the cornpany ?

1Mr. LAURIER. The illustration does not apply. Lot a
case be taken such as is constantly taking place. Insiead
of exchanging cash in every transaction, there is credit
given by the one company to the other. Can it bc said
that all the earnings of the road which are already pledged
can be taken as a set-off?

Mr. THOMPSON. I would suggest this: that the mort-
gage and statute only cover the Unes of rail way s which were
in existence and operated by the company then.

Mr. LAURIER. No. It includes everything acquired by
the oompany. It is idie to continue the discussion further.
I caunot agree with the construction of the M'nister of
Justice in regard to the law; but the point brought out is
that the Government believe they have a right to stcp in
before the bondholders and make a set-off against the claims
of the company.

.fr. EDGAIL es the postal subsidy pledged ?
Mi.. THOKPSON. We are not giving up any right of

set-off.
Mir. EDGAlt. le it propoed to obtain any pledge or

hypothteosion cf the postal revenue? In the $5.000,000
transaction in 18865, the courpany gave this specifically.

Mr. T RO MPSO T. The nortgage wilo be morely a con
veyence of the land.

Sir RCHA.iH9D CARTWRIGHT. Is the hon. the Finance
Minister a trustee of the bondholders ?

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. Yes; of the original bond.
holders. I do not intend to raise any trouble on this point.

1it or not. These bonds cover not merely the main line of
the Canadian Ptaific fRailway but the branches as wel).

Sir CRARLES TUPPE R. Yes, all except the Algoma
Bran ch.

Sir RI(0HARD C ART4WRIG HT. Ait 1l can say ie-that
the b>ndhotders, the great proportion of 'vhomn are
foreigners, considcred themselves under the statute passed
by the Parliamnîct of Canada as entitled to participate in
this matter, and I would very strorgly recomr.end the
Minister of Finance, who is occupying the double position
of trustee to them and also fils the position ot Finance
Minister, to inake enquiry as to how this is recarded. If
tho b dhoders do so îogard it I think it will be ex.
tremwly imor;ntant in the interests of Car aihnat a future
collision shyid b avoided, aund that the question shoul be
fully understood.

Mr. EDGAR. I shall be very glad on behalf of the coun-
try if the view expressed by the Miniter of Justice is
eorrect and is carried out, as it will offer furiher securityto
the Government.

Mr. M ITCHIELL. I shall be very sorryif that is the case,
because it will discourage us in Engánhd in regard ttrthe
holders of the original bonds. It is verv clear that Sho8ld
,have the mortgaie submitted ou the Table-of the House so
as to sec its exact terms.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I should like the Minister of
Justi, to sty vhether ho will avail himself of theýright of

fi rgard to postal service.

Mr. THROMPSON. That is a question fôr the fatureêen-
tirely.

Mr. LAU RIE R. The M nister of Justice of thatday will
bo very glad to avail himself of the opinion of tho present.
Minister of Justice if he can have it.

Mr. MITFCH ELL. After listening to some very obtuse
explanations, ua I to understiid that the Min'istt& of Jus-
itico bah sad that the Governenit bave the riglht, if they's
îo e to exrcise it, ot doing what the hon. geutlemen are
e: e ag about ?

Ir H ARLES TUPPER. That is what the Minister of
Jutbo has said.

Mr. MITCHELL. WelI, then I understand the Govern.
nient on this matter.

An hon. ME MBER. What do you understand ?
Mr. MITCHI-TLL. I understand they have got a claim

to exercise tho jower, and, of courîe, if they have the right
they will do so, if it is in the publie interest.

On section h.

Mr. THOMPSON. I wish to add a few words to that
section which will not alter the sense. The words are:

Nothing herein shali affect or diminiah the righta or remedies of any
holder of any ofrthe said land grant bonds now in the hand-or the
publie

Mr. LAURIE R. It seems to me that there is something
which requireï explanation here. In section d it is pro.
vided that if the company miake detanit we can be recouped
out of the rneny which maystill be due to thecompany ont
of unc>mpleted sales. It I understand this arigbt this money
is already pledged to the present creditors of tie issue of
the Iand grant bonds.

Mr. THOMPSON. What section do you rofer to ?

Mr. LAU RIER. Section g.
M- TH1ONMPSO0N_ That is so. Sectionn nledLes the

Sir RICEARD C&RTWRIGIIT. Aithough the Minister uncompieted sales to the extinunishmientof'the ontstanding
of Pinance is trustee of the bondholders ho is not holder of' land grant b>nds. Thlb pu, chase moncys wh eh are pro-
the boøde a4 he may have to like it whether he wishes vided in soation d are these breafter to be mad.
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Mr. WEL DON (St. John). Would they not be, under

any circumetances ?
Mr. THOMPSON. The principal would, and not the

interest.
Mr. LAURIER. Sales to be made hereafter are to be

made by the trustees?
Mr. THOMPSON. The land will ho in the hand of the

company and the sale is really affected by it. The trustes
approve the transfer. While the purchase money is accru-
ing, the company is receiving the interest. The objec-
tion of section d is if they should be in default they would
be able to pay over the principal moneys which become
due, and the interest as well.

Mr. LAURIER. If I understand aright section d only
refers to the 14,000,000 acres, m hich are pledged to the
capital bond, and nothing else.

Mr. TIHOMIPSON moved the insertion of sub-section i.
He said: The object of it is to enable other forms to be
issued that might not be covered by the word "bond," such
as inscribed stock or debenture stock.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Should not that be approved
by the Governor in Council.

Sir OHARLES TUPPER. We will do that. They pro-
pose to have power to use registered bonds or inscribed
stock, because that is a much more attractive security to a
large class of investors than debentures which might be
destroyed.

Mr. MITOHELL. I might ask the hon. Minister whether
the claim ho now puts forward of the Government's right
to maintain moneys for postal subsidies also covers transport
service ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, it covers overything; every
service that they may do for us.

Mr. DALY. I beg to move the following as sub-section
g :-

Provided further that it shall be a condition to the above provisions
being carried out, that the Canadian Pacifie Railway shall expend a
portion of the proceeds of the sale of the bonds referred to herein in the
immediate construction and equipment of the projected branch lines cf
the said railway in South-Western Manitoba and the North-West
Territories.

I move this section, seconded by my hon. friend the momber
for Assiniboia (Mr. Perley). I am not going to take up the
time of the committee further than to say how sincere 1
am in moving it, and I trust, sincerely, that the Govern-
ment will accede to my request to allow that amendîment to
be added.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, I regret to say that it would
be impossible to accept the motion of my hon. friend, and
[ cannot but feel that it is an unreasonable motion. Both
my hon. friends have been vehement advocates of the extin-
guishment of the policy of disallowance, on the ground that
if it passed other peoplo in addition to the Canadian Pacitic
Railway would corne into this section of the country and
provide railway facilities. The object that we have in giving
this guarantee, and ti making this arrangement, is that the
money should be expended in orJer to enable the Caiadian
Pacifie Railway, in such a tboroughly efficient condition, as
to e able to handle all the traffio on that line. I have no
doubt that the resolutions which are now on the Table will
compol the oompany to do what my hmn. friend requires ;
that is to extend these branch lines where the development
and settlement of the country makes it absolutely in the
interests of the company that railways should ho extended;
and for the additional reason that now they will be in a
position that they will have no option but to extend the
branch lines, because the monopoly being removed, they
will be exposed to competition, and other parties may come

Mr. luomrsoN.

in and make these extensions if they do not do it them.
selves. I look on the passage of these resolutions as the
best guarantee for the extension of branch linos that could
possibly be given. I do not know any mode in which a
more complote guarantee could be given. As this is a mat-
ter of agreement, and as it would throw open the whole
question to introduce this matter which has not been the
subject of agreement, I must ask my hon. fiiends to leave
that matter now, relying on the assurance that the Govern-
ment will do everything in their power to promote the e-
tension of branch lines, using all the influence they possess
with the company towards that end, and that if the com-
pany do not extend branch liues, others will be free to go
into tho country and extend them; and I thirk it would
only jeopardise these resolutions if we should put anything
into them that has not been a subject of agreement.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). But the agreement between
the Government and Sir George Stephen absolutely pro.
vides how this money shall be expended, and it is fnot to be
expended on branch lires. Now, I understand the hon.
Minister to say that, at loast, some of this money will be
expended on branch linos,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at ail. I said we re-
quired this money to carry out our original policy, that is,
to keep the trafflo on our own lines and in our own coun-
try, and therefore this money is to be expended in provid-
ing such additional elevator accommodation and rolling
stock as will secure that end. But my hon. friend will see
that the object in having these facilities for incroased
trafic, which will enable the company to handle the traffle
of the North-West, will very greatly improve their finan-
cial position in every respect, and will enable them botter
to extend their branch lines than any other course that
could be adopted; and, therofore, the company will have an
interest to do so, while the people will have the assurance
that the removal of the monopoly will secure them, be-
cause they have always said that if the monopoly wore re-
moved there was no doubt that the country would get all
the facilities it required. The company must either con-
struet branch linos themselves, or allow the finest section
of country to be supplied with branch linos by others.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I understood that we were to
have a completed road without this guarantee of money at
ail, and I think we have a direct interest in the coýnstruction
of branch lines under this arrangement. If they are con-
structed out of this fund and constructed at once, what will
be the effect ? The effect will be te enhance the value of
the lands, in which we shall have a docided interest. There-
fore, the motion seems to be an eminently right and proper
one. I must say I do not understand thi8 schedule. It
provides that the money shail be expended as follows :-

" 1. On account of capital expenditure on main lino between Qnebec
and Vancouver, in buildings of varions kinds, snow sheds, siding,
permanent bridges, filling tresties, reducing grades and curves and
other improvements and facihties, and on vonchers and pay rolla
$5,498,000

4 2. For rolling stock, locomotives, box cars, passenger cars, flat cars,
tool cars, snow ploughi, &c., $5,250,000.

"3. For required improvements on the main line, elevators, bridges,
locomotive shops, filling trestles, sidings,docks, lakeand coast steamers;
the residue, whatever it may be, estimated at $4,252.000."

There is this significant note :
" The expenditure on item 3 may be increased, and for that purpose

the expenditure on either of the other items may be diminished.'
In No. 3 there is a repetition of several articles, apparently
te caver up what is new, "docks, lake and coast steamers."
It seems to me that under this third item this money might
be wholly denied to local traffic and devoted to the devel-
opment of their steamship line on the Pacific. Elevators,
bridges, locomotive shops, filling trestles, ai.d sid ings ae
ail included in the first item, and what remains in the third
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clause is, "docks, lake and coast steamers; " and they bave
power to increase the expenditure under this third item to
any amount; so that they need not expend any of the
money on the main line at all. I think we are interested
in having at least a portion of this money expended on
branch liues, because it would develop the country and
make the land valuable. That was one of the strong reasons
I bad for supporting that resolution, and I am glad that the
hon. member for Selkirk (Sr. Daly) though ho voted against
it before, is prepared to vote for it now.

Mr. EDGAR. Perhaps the hon. Finance Minister eau
tell us what ho understands by schedule A, because I un.
understand it a little differently from my hon. friend who
has just spoken. I understand the first part to refer to past
expenses, to the floating debt.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is so.
Mr. EDGA R. And No. 3 is for future expenses ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Ycs.
Mr. E DGA R. If so, there must be a misprint in the

first part; "and on vouchers " should be evidently printed
"as per vouchers."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. The main ine is be-
tween Quebec and Vancouver, and it muet be all expended
on capital accoant between those points.

Mr. MITCHELL It strikes me that the hon. member
for Selkirk is very inconsistent in the attitude ho has as-
sumed in subrnitting this amendment. When the amend-
ment of my bon. friend was submitted, it appears he voted
against it.

Mr. DALY. Yes.
Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. Very properly too.
Mr. MITCHELL. There may be a difforence of opinion

about that, with all due respect to the Minister of Finance
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think 0so.

in that part of the North-West, that a stipulation to
this effoot should have been exacted from the company.
The people out there are suffaering from the want of rail.
ways, and it would bo but an act of justice to my constitu-
ents, under the circumstanoes, to have provided in clause 3
that a portion of the money should be expended on
branch lines. As the hon. member for South Brant has
said, the effect of those lines being built there would be to
increase the value of lands $ i or 84 an tscre, au that would
recoup the Canadian Pacifie Railway for any expenditure
under that head.

Mr. WATSON. I have great pleasure in supporting the
amendment of the hon. member for Selkirk.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Of course.
Mr. WAT -ON. I generally do support proper legislation.

It seems to be that the legislation introduced by the hon.
the Minister of Finance is altogethor in the interest of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and the interests of the general
public and of a suffering comminity are nover considered
at al]. I know the sufferings of the settlers in this part icu-
lar section of the Province of Manitoba, and have great
pleasure in supporting, as the Finance Minister might sup-
pose, my hon. friend's amendment. As a rule I generally
advocate the irtrests of the people in preference to the
interests of the Canadian Pacifio Railway. I think the
amendment of my hon. friend is a proper one, and for that
reason I .upport it; and for the same reason I supported
the amendment of the leader of the Opposition. By the
second clause it appears to me that the company can spend
the money where and for almost anythir-g thoy pleaie.
There is nothing to prevent them sponding it in getting
rolling stock to be used on the roadsof the United States of
which they have obtained control.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Exactly.
Mr. WATSON. I think it is in the interest of Canada

that the money should be employed in developing our
C ii ; N ;W tef i ii ni fr%- i i init
uanaa anLN ot . vvesti n ireLerenUce to any Joreign country,Mr. MITCHELL. But I think there are other portions and for that reason I feel that this amendment should beof the country besides the North-West. I think that this ae

liability and the interest in which it is created is one carried.
attachiug to the whole of Cana la ; and although the first Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I hope my hon. friend from
item says botween Quebec and Vancouver, the lurther pro- Selkirk will witbdraw his amendment, as if prOssed it will
visions give the company power, where the nocessities of go a longway towards stuttifyjng himself as completely as
the case require, that a portion of the expenditure shall ho the hon. member for M4rquette bas stultified himself.
taken from one and placed to the other, to do so. I think After professing to be a very eurnest advocate of doing
it is right they should have this power. I do not think the away with the policy of disallowance, when the Govern-
hon. member for Selkirk bas the right to come in and ment have prepared an arrangement by which that policy
attempt to specify the branch linos which must be built in is to be removed, that bon. gentleman endeavors to defoat
that country by the company. That is a matter for the com- it. Ho bas shown !hat bis object was not to do away with
pany to decide, and which they wdll decide according tothe disallowance Ut all, but to embarrass the Government ; and
necessities of the country. 1 do not think we should tie that in order to do so ho was prepared to defeat the policy
the company by the resolution proposed by the hon. mem- of removing disallowance. The hon. gentleman knows
ber for Selkirk. well that had the resolution, for which ho voted to-night,

fr. DA LY. I am very willing to be lectured by the carried, the policy of disallowance would not have been abro-
hon. gentleman as to the course Ihavetaken in this matter. gated, the monopoly would have remaine-d on the
I was perfectly justified in the vote I have given ; and if Statute-book, and ho would have had to go back and meet
the last part of the last clause of the anendment of bis indignant constituents to answer to the charge that
the leader of the Opposition had stood alone I should ho had prevented disallowance from being abolished.
have voted for it. But thore is a great deal of ex- That is the position of the hon. member for Mar-
traneous matter in the amendnent which I could not quette; and my bon. friends, the members for Sol-
consistently vote for, in connection with the position I took kirk and Assiniboia, are in danger of boing in that
on the question of disallowance last year. In reading over position. They have been perfectly consistent in vot-
this agreement signed by the Minister of Railways and Sir ing down the proposition moved for the express pur-
George Stephen, I noticed exactly what the hon. gentleman pose of embarrassing the Govornmont and defeating any
for South Brant has noticod, and it occurred to me that when attempt to carry out this arrangement, by which alone the
the Government were giving this company $15,000,000, it Governmont could hope to take that monopoly off the Sta-
would have been only jut to the people in my constituency, tute book; they have asol st.ated they are very anxious to
who were promised by the Canadian Pacifie Railway these have branch linos, and ifa motion for such should come up
branch lines, and there is a declaration in our Statute- in Parliament, and we were free to advocate it, we would
book that we should bauild fifty miles of railway i take every means in our po wer to secure the extension of
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braneh lines, but when thatis attaobed to a-resolution orip-
pling the Canadian Pacide Railway by making then less
able to huild branch linos than they otherwise would be,
and maintaining this poliey of disallowance, we have to
vote against it. The same principle that obliged
those hon. gentlemen to vote against the propisition
of the leader of ihe Opposition preclados from pressing thiê
resolution, which if passed would defeat the policy of' the
Government. '! bis is a contraot, and if we cannot obtain
the support of Parliament to it, the resolution will go, and
the monopoly will romain on the statute. The monopoly
romains on the Statute-book, and, consequently, I tbink my
hon. friends will soe, under those circumstances, that it is
not wise for therm to press this resolution. I think they
sbould withdraw it, with the assurance that the Govern-
ment will do everything in thoir power topromote thecon:
struction of these branch linos, which they know to ho vital
to the development of the North-WAst, in regard to which
they have given abundant ovidence of their interest.

Mr. LAURIER, My hon. friend from Marquette (Mr.
Watson), bas been consistent in the course which ho has
always asserted, and which ho bas asserted to-day, and
which we have asserted on this side of the House, that there
was no monopoly in the Province of Manitoba, and that it
was only forced on that Province by the undue stretching
of the prerogative by the Government of the day. If the
resolution had carried, what would have bean tbe position ?
It would have been that, while the majority of the House
would have asserted that there was no monopoly in the
Prorincoeof Manitoba, still there was a monopoly in the
Nor th-West Territories, which would have been dealt with
by any Government that might have been la power, and-
for which there was compensation due to the company.
My hon. friend from Selkirk (Mr. Daly) did not choose to
vote for the amendment which I moved, though it embraced
what ho has proposed now, and which I am glad to see he
is going to stick to ; but I can assure him that wo will give
him what little assistance we can on this side of the fouse,
though I am afraid his amendment will not be carried.

Mr. DALY. I wish te correct the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Laurier) vhen he says that ro monopoly existed in Mani.
tooa. He forgets that monopoly existed in the added
territory of Manitoba. J r' present a portion of that added
territory and so does th lion. member for Marquette. The
mistake he made was in not making a difference between
disalowance and monopoly. The m'mopoly oertainly
applied to the new portion of the Province of Manitoba.

Mr. WATSON. I have been lectnred by tho Finance
Minister before, and I can assure him that his words of
castigation fall off me very much like water off a duck. I
can stand it, at any rate.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. WATSON moved that the following be added as sub-

section j:
Thit, as a condition of the proposed settlement, the Oaniliau

Pacifie Railway Company shali rehinq-nsh a claims to the right of
exemption from taxation on ail lands held by said compaey as set forth
in section 16 of the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract.

I will just say that it is of the most importance that that;
section should be added to the resolution. There are severai
munieipatities in the Province of Manitoba, in fact I may
say ibat every mnnioipality in that Provinceis sabject to
great hard-hip in consequence of these exemptions..

Sir COA RLES TUPPER. I think yon went fully into
this subject in your speech to-day.

Mr. WATSON. I may have done so, but I have a perfecti
right to repeat it if I choose.i

Sir OHARLES TUPPE R. I do not think it is in good
taste to re peatlat this time of the morning.

Sir CHARLES TUPrPEr,.

Mr. WAT3ON. I do net require-a lessen from the' he-
gentleman, but [ simply desire to say that I think it' isia
the in1erest of Manitoba te have this' q uestion settled in
the settlement which is being ruade with the Oanadian
Paciflc Railway Company. As I pointed out beforeý the
different muoicip'ilities on the line of the Canadian Paifie
Railway are suffering from these exemptions, and se are
those on the land which has been sold to the North-West
Land Compapy.

Amendment negativel.
Reiolutions reported and concurred in.
Sir CUARLES TUPPER introduced Bil (No. 132) re-

specting a certain ag-eernent between the tiovernment of
Canada and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

Bill read the first time.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjourament

of the louse.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 4.25 a.m.

(Saturday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

SATURI)A, 12th May, 1888.

TheSPaRERcp took the Chair at One o'clock.

PaAYzRs
FRAUDS ON FARME RS.

Mr. BROWN moved:
That the select Oo'nmittee appoined te enquire inte tlwfraauntent

practices which have prevailed, and stili prevail, in varions parts of the
Dominion, by which farmers have been and are indueed to give their
promissorynotes and securities to a.very large amount la the aggregate,
for seed, agricultural implements,and other goods and merchandise, by
various pretert, be empowered to examine on oath, or affirmation,
where affirmation is allowed by law, such witneses a may appear
befire the said Oommittee.

Motion agreed to.

THE MAIL SERVICE.

Mr. MITCHELL. I wish to bring under the notioe of the
Postmaster General sOme matters connected with the mail
service in the county of Northumberland. Fifty years-sgo
the mails were carried by a one-horse shay between New.
castle and Fredericton; sometimes it was carried by atwo-
horse shay. Now I find, although there are railways the
whole distance, and I think there are twenty post offices on
the route, an advertisement has been issuedwithin the past
few days inviting tenders foÔr carrying mails in the way they
were carried before railways were construoted.

Mr. MoLELAN. The notice was issued. without my
knowledge. I have received a report from the inspector on
the matter, which Ini now considering, and I wili corne to
a conclusion in a day or two.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad the notice was issued with-
out the hon. gentleman's knowledge.

Mr. WELDON (St. Jôhe). I eall theattention of the
Postmater-Generat to the' utail service between Grand
Fallis andEdmundston, where a-ra9tway'now runes; The
lmailscairied b stagearrivb 24.hbbarKbebehid the-train.

.Mr. MOLELAN. The carriage of mails over ithese new
railways is under consideration. Some little time has to
elapse before arrangements can be- made, and we require
to ascertain whether the trains aPe uning regulariy.

Mr. MITCHELL. I understand the 'hon, gentleman will
give the matter consideration and, will gives uwshis coela-
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sione in a few days, and in -ample time -before the Session
ClOies, and that:he wili -make use of the railways in the
transmission of the mails.

Mr. McLE-LAN. Yes.
Mr. PILAT1. I desire to call the attention of the Post

mabter General to the fact that an Order of the louee was
pased last Session for-a return concerning the removal or
diamissal of David Wellbank, mail carrier, and that such re
turn has noti>een brought down.

Mr. MoLEILAN. I will make enquiry into iL.

SECOND READING.

Bill (No. 132) respecting a certain agreement between
the Governanent of Canada and the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

THE PUBLIO DEBT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved second reading of reso-
lution (p. 1136) respecting the raising, by way of loan, of
such sum asinay be required for.the purpose ofýpaying the
floating indebtedness of the Dominion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before concurrence is
taken in the report I should like te say a word or two. I
sec the Minister of Finance was good -enough te express a
regret that I .was not present at the time he made his
statement with regard to this loan. I share the regret. I
have just within the last few minutes, succeeded in reading
through the speech which the hon. gentleman delivered on
thatoccasion, and I must say, if the hon. gentleman will
pardon me, that I have risen from the perusal with feelings
of considerable astonishment and considerable amusement.
I always like tosee an experiment properly and carefully
conducted,and I have asneaking kind of regard for the
hon. the Finance Minister. There is a boldness and a
dash about bis proceedings -which,:are very often lacking in
the proceedings of his colleague, and certainly of his
predecessors, and thoe characteriaties bave rarely been
more conspicuous than on the present occasion. After
read ing the hon. gentleman's speech carefully, I came to
the conclusion that he hs been practicing a huge joke on
his supporters, and that ho was really desirous of soeing
what they could be induced te swallow.

Mr. MITCHELL Ie seemed quite serious thongh.

Sir RICHARD- CARTW.LGIT. Yes, I amure. The bon.
gteteman hasgreateommandof musole, in addition to uany
other valuable qualities. I think, however, hewaarather hard
onhis supportera,oonsidering al they have had to go through
during the pst few weeks, considering that they bavebad
to.do sgreat -manyun pleasant things, and to contradict the w-
selves very.groasly, and aiso in the case of not a few of
them to put their seats in very serious peiil, in following
bis various utte«ances with that implicit obedience which
the hon. gentleman is apt to exact trom bis followers. It
was eather too .bad te laugh at them, as the hon . gentle-
man evidently did when he introduced those resolutions we
have now under discussion. 1 cannot say that the doctri ne
he announced is aitogether new. In fact [1think there is
good precedent for il. I think I recollect, in a baok which
ought to be familiar to ail mombers of this Bouse, that on
a certain occasion debtors who owed fourscore were told to
take thoir bill and write down fifty, but there was this differ-
ene: the steward there referred to had the power to abrogate
the.debt. The bon. gentleman, in this instance,fias Dot that
power. The hon. gentleman lays down two cardinal
propositions in this document I bave in my band. Firet
of ailI take it, that his major proposition, if Imay so de.
»sMOh i4WsLhat amnnnt.yoaivfyour note fland a

fellow you cease to bother yourself about any debt you may
owe to him. In the second place, and this is rather more
important, tho hon. gentleman defines the actual liability
of the people of Canaia, not by the amount which we owe,
but by the annual charge on the revenue which it entails.
I do not know that I am dispoied altogether to object to
that mode of stating the question, but we will see how it
works out. My time has been very brief for considering this
speech, and if there be any errors in it, as it is only the un-
revised copy, I trust that the hon. gentleman will excuse
me and correct me. The results that I have arrived at
differ slightly from the hon. gentleman. Now, Sir, ho will
follow me if ho so chooses. Our annual charge in 1878 was
$7,2M8,000 for interest and expenses of management. The
rate of interest the hon. gentleman states, and I pre.
sume hoe is correetly reported, was thon 4¾ per cent. Now,
the hon. gentleman proceeds later on to capitaliseour present
debt, and I propose to apply the same rule as ho does t> see
how it works out. We bad, Sir, as the House will observe,
an annual charge for interest and expenses of management
in 1878 of $7,238,000. If you capitalise that at 4î, which

1 the bon. gentleman declares was the then rate of interest,
you will find that our debt capitalised in 1878
would have amounted te $t52,476,841. In 1888-89,
the present year, our annuai charges are $10,250,000; our
rate of interest, according to the hon. gentleman, is 3j per
cent., and the consequence is, if we apply this identical rule
ho lays down, to which I do not object, although it is his
rule and not mine, our present debt oapitalised at :, per
cent., amounts to 8315,807,692. It is only fair that my hon.
friend should rememuber, that the amount of difference bo.
tween the debt capitalised in 178 and 1889 would amount to
exactly $162,830,851. That is juast as logical a way of stating
the case, asthe way the hon. gentleman has statod it, when he
declared that the liability is nat to be measured hy the amount
we owe, but by the annual charge on therevenue. We will
capitalise it, and it follows clearly and distinctly that if
eapitalised, our debt at the present rate of annual charge is
$162,832,851 greater than in 1 78. If you like to apply
that doctrine further, take the fixed charges of deb and sub-
sidies in 1878. They amountedall told, to 811,755,000, and
the rate of interest is, say, 4Î per cent. If you capitalise
the debt it will ho $247,473,685, and if you take our present
fixed charges, which amount to 816,250,0i0, and if yon
follow the hon. gentlemanà's ruling and capitalise that
at a rate of 3 per cent., yon find that our present fixed
charges, capitalised at that rate, would represent a total in-
debtedness of $500,000,000, or an increase in ton years of
.- 52,526,310. If yon gos stop farther, and if you capitalise
our necessary taxes in 1878, allowing that they amount
to 819,000,000, you would get an indebtednese of #400,-
000,000. Take necessary taxes to-day which amount
to 830,000,000 and capitalise them at 3¼ per cent., and they
amount to $923,076,923. On the hon. gentleman's own
showing, and applying bis own mode of reasoning, which
1 do not intend to dispute, alhhough I do not endorse it
either, the difference between our position in 1878 and
1889 amounts to $523,076,923. The hon. gentleman will
see that this isjust as good an argument as the one he bas
submitted here. It may be open, no Joubt, to the charge
that it savors a little of the reductio ad absurdum. I sub-
mit, Sir, with all duo deference tothe bon, gentleman that,
on his own principles, ho cannot gainsay one of those
figures or facts. There is no doubt our necessary taxes
were $19,000,000 in 1873. le puts himself the rate of in-
terest at 4¾ per cent tben. He pute the rate of in-
terest at 3 per cent. now. He places our necessary
tares now at $30,000,000, and ho cannot gainsay that cap-
italised on his own principles it would amount to $923,076,
923, and that we are so much worse off now than we were
a few years ago. I eontend, Sir, that this is just as logical
a 4.daction from the proposition he laid down, as the de.
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duction he bas made. It is the rule reversed it is true, but and to offer te barrow money at a higher intereet
it is a poor rule that will not work both ways, although this than the carrent market rate. say that the hon. gentle.
way of working it will not perhaps be as convenient to the man la right, bnt again ho puts bimself into contradiction
bon. gentleman. He undertakes to tel us what the rate of with his supporters, and again ho bas adopted the policy
interest will bo in twenty years hence. That is a bold state. reommended on this side of the flouse. That, Sir, how-
ment. No human being can tell what the position of EuropeIever, 18 to his credit. Thonly pity is that it wns not
will be twenty years hence, and no one can tell what the adopted earlier aud practiced by those who preceded bim,
value of money will be. Men who are entitled to the although it is botter that it la done evenow. Thon, Sir,
highest respect are of opinion that Europe is on the al îhrough those romarks the hon. gentleman calta atten.
eve of a tremendous war. If a tremendous war should tion to the fit in the rate of intoreat, as if the bon. gentie-
break out, and should be but a prelude to other man was entitled te considerable credit, becauee ail ovor the
wars, as has been the case over and over again, civilised world in the lut few years thore bas been a very
it is extremely doubtful whether the great fall in interest marked reduetion i the rate of interest. Wall, Sir, I arn
which bas taken place in late years may not be checked, very glad, for the cake of the peoplof Canada, that we
and whether we may not have to borrow at a higher in- have had a reduction in the rate of interest; but perbaps I
stead of a lower rate in the market than we are able to do may be permittod te qaete te the hon, gentleman some re-
to-day. I trust, for our sake, that that will not be the case; marks which caught my eye sometime age, as te the share
but the hon. gentleman surely cannot deny that that is a which the hon, gentleman and other persons Bimilarly situ.
possibility; and as a great portion of our debt does not ma- ated, on the other bide of the liuse, may have had in this
ture, according to bis statement, for twenty years, weshould matter. Ifind that, a long time ago, a gentleman doaling
be very indiscreet in beaping up liabilities on the assump- with questions of a semowhat similar character, teckc-
tion that everything will go on as prosperously as it has casien te observe as foliows
done in the last few years. But, Sir, I was very sorry to IThe wheel à now revolving, and we are only the fly on the wheel,
find the hon. Minister, in existing circumstances, using we cannot delay it."
language in his speech which goes to show that in his
opinion Canada has no hopo or chance of paying off or re- The name of the person who made that statement wu John
ducing her debt. I am sorry that that statoment bas gone A.Macdonald, and it was made on the 2lst day cf Septom-
abroad on the authority of the Minister of Finance, even ber, 1861, at a certain dinner at Halifax. I cannet for a
though there may bo too much ground to foar that ho is moment suppose that the Jol n Alexander Macdonald, who
correct. At any rate, it is an unfortunate thing to parade 15 staîed te have made that remark, could be the hon. gen-
at the very moment whon we know the people of the Uni tieman Of the same name who teck part lu a littie incident
ted States havo beeen usi ng enormnous exertions to clear off a few days ago. He was the hou. genttern's countryman
their indebtedness-when it is probable that the same hour and namebako, ne deubt, perbaps a gedfather te bim At
and day that sees us renewing this large iniebtedness of ours any rate, whatever ho was, ho was tmuly thoiy and
will see the United States absolutely without a single dol- original fiy on the wheel. I regret, Sir, that my inadver.
lar of indebtedness, I think, threfore, that it was an ill- tency in quoting a staiement of the hon, gentleman shouid
judged thing to parade the fact that in bis opinion there have led te a misunderstanding between mysoif and him
was very little cha.nce of our reducing our debt, but that we and some f bis coileagues. 1 remember some years aftor-
shall probably, on the contrary, have to increase it consider- wards quoting this remark cf bis, and I amnnow calhng ut.
ably. As to the observation the hon, gentleman made that tention te the fueL that ibis aforesaid John A. Macdonald,
we had good assois to show for this indebtedness, we have whoever ho may ho, said that hissef and bis celleagues
certainly assets, but I do not know what kind ho describesas were tho only original fles on the weel.
good. I donot bilieve Lbat among aill our canals and railways Sir CHARLE3 TUPPER. I am atraid the hon, goutte-
there is a single one which is paying interest on its cost, or man is couvicting himself as a plagiarist, because I have
even a fraction of it. If thore be, I should be glad to know always given him credit, when ho used that simile, cf beirg
it. It is not the lutercolonial Railway; it is not the great original; but we now find that IL was stolon, without being
majority of our canals; I have uxamined the Public Ac- credit d cithor.
ceulis, and I know et noue, and I can tbink cf nouea wbich
at this moment will puy evon its working expensois;std I SirRICfARD CARTWRIGfT. Certainlycertainty; and
doubt if those are the kinds cf a8ssswhich h l desirabl te wiîth that spirit cf justice whiehlas alwaysdistingnis.ed me,
parade te the world. Tho hon. gentleman goos on furtborm now put te laurel crne on the riglt boad, regretting tat
te say that ini dealing with the savings batiks ho lbas corne ith hisple balder than ILwas when the speeph from which
te the conclusion te reduce the rate et inteu'est. Wall, Sir, 1 anow quoting was made, and therefore more in need
I congrutulato tbe bon. gentleman on having bal the geod cf laurel crowns. he truhli pithai the income cf the
Beuse ai luat, uftor mach b-truggling, te adopt tho policy peopiegf Canada bas been considerably redced. There Si
whieh bas been recommeuided frein ibis sida cf theflaouse n doubt that large classes eh people are recmiving saller
for several yeart3. Iu tbis case alsD bis course is rather incemes te-day ihat ihey did a few years ago; thoro is ]DO
ai variance with what bis predecessors argued and did. But doubt that the fall i he rate cf interes wot d lightly
I thik the bon, gentleman is correct, and 1 shal uphold alieviate that rifortune; bat what hert cf statesman-

hi m. At the saine Lime, whut la te bc said cf the arguments ship, what sort cf peliey la ibis? flore, by a speciai dis-
adivancod te us soefon by his colleagums and supporters? pensati retio Providence, as eone may say, over which th
Wewerotold, Sir, hat thi'ateof interestwals kp upfor t erbon, gentleman and bis colleageseortainy hadno coutrot,
special bonc'fit and advant:ige cf the poi oc C.tuiaL, who by au extraordinary faitn the rate of interest ail over the
hâd been ne doubt boavhiy oppressed hy the hon. gontlemnan's wcrld, car burdeus3 were lu a fuir way, no thanks totehorm,
tariti', snd miglit, therefure, aim sone right te be conbid- howeve, cf being redue, tod the bon. gentleman comes
ered ia theso mutters. iNow, Sir, 1 know vory well, and aleug and ubsorbs it ail, and makos iL an excuse for imnpos-
the returns broughi dlown te ihis 1-Iouse sho>w olearly, that ing eLlier bardons on the people that there bas beeu a fali
the gieut buik oe' the deposits, as te amouaL, if net as te in the rate f interet. Tha ba ben bis argument; sad
number, are net beld by poor people or by people wwo eau the hon hgentleman did net, se far aso anusee, show why
be'describad as needy ai ail, but by people ef censiderable ho dernunded se largo a sain. If I amn correct in my read-
means. I always have thougit that it was s maistake on the ing cf othe somer, bi had alroady the power te borrow
part cf the Government te compote against the baukT ae,of,00, and ho now want ae2thatsta.Tt was

Sir RA nditiw eCAtsTWdIGaST.
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$36,000,000 in all Ie, I presume, intends to apply
$3,000,000 of that to the redemption of debts due.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, Anything that falls due of
course will be paid out of the $3,000,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. There is about $1,000,-
000 of deficit expected, according to the statement of the
hon. gentleman. He asks for $6,000,000 for Public Works,
and he has $5,000,000 floating debt, which, if I understood
him correctly, he will pay out of the proceeds of the loan.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And there are about

$4,000,000 of railway subsidies, which may be expected to
mature within the next year or two, making in ail about
$19,000,000. Well, i would not object to the hon. gentleman
taking a reasonable margin, but I must say that betweei
$19,OU0,000 and $36,000,000 there is a very wide gap, and that
the House has some fair ground to suppose that there must
be some other reason for a demand of this kind than those
the hon. gentleman finds it convenient to give. No doubt it
is true we have not infrequently allowed large sums of this
kind to remain at the disposai of the Government, but not,
I think, as large a sum as that which he now proposes,
which amounts to about 617,000,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, I will give the hon.
gentleman a very good precedent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHI. I have not examined that
subjeet minutely, and it would require me to go through a lot
of details before I could do so, but evidently there is a large
gap there. Then there was another point which the hon.
gentleman made, and which I fail to understand, although
possibly he may be correct in that respect. The hon. gentle-
man stated, I think, that ho required legislative authority
to lower the rate of interest on the savings banks deposits.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What clause or what

statute contains that provision ? I do not at the moment
recollect that we did anything more that take power to
pay on those deposits a rate of interest not exceeding four
per cent.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. No; it is not less than four
per cent.

Sir RICIIARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, if it is not less
than four per cent., of course the hon. gentleman is justified
in taking legislative authority to reduce the rate. My
recollection may be wrong, as I had only time to peruse the
hon. gentleman's speech within a few moments, and I was
under the impression that we had the power to reduce the
rate of our own proper motion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; the clause in the Bill
in the Statute requires it to be not less than four per cent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If that be the case, I
have nothing more to say on that point. I only regret I
am unable to share in the very roseate view the hon. gen-
tleman gave us, and I will point out to him that the calcula-
tion on which he relies will apply with as much force to the
mode of capitalising the debt, which I lay before the House,
as to that which he lays before the House; and I regret
that the hon. gentleman, in his speech, sheuld have made
use of calculations of that kind, becanse I doubt, if they
should happen to make their way to the other aide of the
Atlantic, whether they will receive there that unbounded
approbation which, I am given to understand, they received
here on the occasion of the hon. gentleman's last speech, at
the hands of supporters.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. 1 am very sorry the hon.
gentleman wasnot here when I brought this subject to the'
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notice of the House; and I was so anxious the hon. gentle-
man should bo here that I not only mentioned to him my
intention of bringing the matter up the next day, but aiso
indicated to him the line I proposed to take, in order that
ho might be quite prepared to discuss this question with
that financial ability which always distinguishes the hon.
gentleman. I must say this, after listening to the very
extraordinary calculations ho has submitted to the House,
that if i have taken liberties with the supporters of the
Government in submitting the calculations I did, I think
the hon. gentleman will not be in a position to challenge
me with taking liberties of that kind after addressing to
his supporters the remarkable calculations ho has made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRILGHT. They are yours, not
m:ne.

Sir CHARLE 3 TUPPER. It is an old adage that figures
cannot lie, but I can only say, after listening to the hon.
gentleman, that that adage should no longer exist, because
if any figures can be said to baeof a completely mis-
leading character, they are certainly the figures the hon.
genileman bas used. The statement whichb I have sub.
mitted to the House was based upon a careful actuarial
calculation. The hon. gentleman, if ho has done me the
honor of reading my speech, will do me the justice to say
that I did not approach this subject, in theslightestdogree,
from a party standpoint. Ho will search in vain in any
remarks I offered to the House for the slightest suggestion
that the action of the Government, or the party with which
I have the honor to be connected, had anything to do with
bringing about the improved condition of the credit of the
country. And if 1 had not desired to avoid and been care.
ful to avoid raising any party feeling on a question in which
we are all equally interested, the question of the credit of the
country, I could have claimed for the policy of my right hon.
friend (Sir John A. Macdonald) and his administration a
very large share in the financial credit Canada now enjoyP.
I did not do so; I did not make the elightest reference to
what had brought about the change, but simply stated that
it is as well known to the hon. gentleman as it is to myself
that, fortunately for Canada, our credit has gradually ap-
preciated from 1877 down to the present time. The hon.
gentleman is no doubt right in saying that money has be-
come cheaper, and that that has had a very large share in
the rate at which we can float loans on the market; but it
does not account entirely for the improvement seen in the
financial position of Canada, and I will show the hon. gen-
tleman why. The best financial standard in the world, my
hon. friend will agree with me, is the credit of England.
If there is a country in the world, concerning which there
exista no doubt whatever as to any liability that it may
incur being paid, that country is England. She stands at
the head of all the world in financial credit; and in 1877
the difference between the credit of Canada and the
credit of England was l1 per cent. The Government
of England could borrow money at l¾ cheaper than
we could, and the hon. gentleman will remember that
our credit had thon been steadily appreciating. Lot us go
back 20 years. Take the credit of old Canada, take
Nova Scotia or any one of the Provinces of which
the Union is composed, and compare it with the
credit of Canada to-day, and you will find that
steadily, from the date of Confederation, the credit of
Canada has appreciated. But at the time we are speaking
of, ton years ago, measured by the most undoubted standard
of credit in the world, the credit of England, we were ]¾ per
cent. below that credit, and we were obliged to pay ]ï per
cent. more than England was obliged to pay for money bor-
rowed. When my hon. predecesor,Sir Leonard Tilley, was
here, our credit had appreciated, and instead of our credit
being 1¾ below, it was only one per cent. below that of
England. That appreciation of the credit of Canada has
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gone on until to-day, we are in the proud position of know-
ing that our credit is onlyahalf per cent. below that of Eng-
land. That is a statement of the most gratifying encour-
aging eharacter, because it is not a sudden change and bas'
not arisen from any peculiar state of things. I will
make comparison with the Australian colonies. My,
hon. friend knows that, a few years ago, the credit
of Canada was a great deal below that of almost all the
Australian colonies, to-day it is above that of the highest and
best of the Australian colonies. Why ? Becanse the fin-
anciers in the great money market of the world, where they
make a careful and exhaustive studv of the ability of foreign
countries to pay, the credit of Canada bas steadily improved,
until to-day the credit of England is at the outside only a;
half per cent. better than that of Canada. All I undertook
to do was to speak from the standpoint of the financial
position of the country and not from any party standpoint,
and I pointed out the importance of maintaining our credit,
in the interest of every Canadian. I admitted the state-
ment of the hon, gentleman tha.t we had a great increase in
the indebtedness of Canada from 1877 to the present time,
but I stated that, in connection with that indebtedness the'
burden upon the people was not so great in reality as nom-
inally it appeared to be. My bon. friend will not dispute
that. He will not dispute that, if you incur a debt at a cer-
tain rate of interest, and you borrow the money to pay that
off at a reduced rate of interest, the actual cost to the peo-
pie is not as great as it would appear to be. It is true that
I stated that our debt, with the exception of something
between 85,000,000 and 86,000,000, which was caused by
the unfortunate outbreak in the North-West, was repre-
sented by assets, but I did not say that those were
assets payiug interest to the Government, but that
they were assets whieh were conducive to the progress
and the prosperity of Canada. That was a perfectly
legitimate statement, and my hon. friend will remember
also that of those asset 8$19,000,000 of cash is deposited in
the sinking fund of Canada. Surely that is a good asset.
Then, take the Intercolonial iRailway. The hon, gentle-
man says very truly that it does not pay the working
expenses, much less anything towards the interest on the
money invested. I admit that, but I say it is a good asset.
lu Nova Seotia before the Union with Canada, we borrowed
money at 6 per cent. In fact, we had to pay a little more
than 6 per cent., because our 6 per cent. bonds would not
realise par. That money was borrowed in order to build
railways, which never returned a farthing of interest, and
you had there no revenue from that investment, but the
trade and the business of Nova Scotia was so increased by
the increased facilities thus given that tho Treasury ob-
tained all the 6 per cent. interest, and we wore bet-
ter off than we were before the debt was ineurred,
although we got no return from the railways tþemselves.
It is the same in regard to the Intercolonial Railway
which, I am sorry to say, for the lest year or two, has
not been paying even working expenses; but you cannot
measure the value of that railway without taking into con-
sideration what it bas accomplished for the country, the ex-
tent to which it bas developed trade and commerce, the ex-
tout to which it bas developed the business and the indus.
tries of the country which it serves, and that is shown by
the enormous increase in the gross receipts and in the
tonnage and the number of passengers carried. Thus in-
directly, that is a good asset. It is the same
thing in reference to the canais. They do not
pay the interest on the investnent directly, as my
hon. friend knows; they hardly pay enough to keep them
in an efficient state of repair; but they form a channel of
communication for Canadian products from Quebec to the
head of Lake Superior, and they even have their influence
beyond that. They bring the products of the great North-
West down to Montreal and Quebe, and so they afford an

Sir CHARLES TUPPiE.

internai lino of communication through Canada, the value
of which can hardly be estimated, though they do not pay
interest on the amount whieh has been expendei on them.
Still, I think that is a good asset. I submitted a detailed
statement showing that, measured by the amount of what
it would cost us to pay off the debt when we had the
opportunity of doing so, the debt of $227,000,000 was
susceptible of a deduction of $53,000,000. I placed the
actuarial calculations befere the hon, gentleman, and I am
willing, in regard to that matter, to go before a committee
of this House and to produce the evidence of the best
actuaries in Canada to show that there is not a flaw in that
calculation. If the hon. gentleman will accept my chal-
lenge, I will let him name bis own committe of throe
persons, and he may be the chairman, and I will be pre-
pared to show that these calculations are correct. I think it
was my hon. friend from North Wellington (Mr. MeMullen)
who said I had reduced the charge of $150,000,000
payable in England to $114,000,000, and that I had forgot.
ton that it was twenty years before we could ho relieved
from the 4 per cent. interest. My hon. friend was wrong.
In reducing that amount, I have had careful actuarial cal-
culations made, by which I charge against the reduction
the fact that we have to pay the 4 per cent. for twenty years,
and I discount that in the calculation. I understand that
the 4 per cent, is to eho paid for twenty years, and that it
will bo that time before we can receive the benefit of the
reduction to 3- per cent., but, if the hon, gentleman will
look at the difference between 4î per cent. and 31 per cent.,
ho will see that the reduction from $150,000,000 to $11 t,000,-
000 would not represent anything like the saving effected.
It is after the most careful actuarial calculation that
we have found that the net result so reduces this amount,
allowing for the twenty years of the 4 per cents. The
hon. gentleman has challenged my right to do this-and I
admit that ho has some justification for doing so-on the
ground that it is impossible to say what may cur ; that a
war might arise in Europe, or other matters might arise
to increase the price of money. I admit bis right to
raise that point, but it is impossible to deal with the
future, and I think we must judge the future by the past.
If Canada can raise its credit, as it has donc, from the first
loan which we placed on the London market to the present,
stop by stop, while incurring the enormous expenditure for
the great public works we have grappled with; if we have
been able to bring our credit so close to the credit of
England, which, as the hon, gentleman knows, is the
great standard of credit in the world, is it not a fair
assumption that we will be able to obtain, on as favor-
able terms, what we desire in the future? I agroe
with the hon. gentleman that, if, as ho seems to im-
agine, this was to induce us to branch out into groat ex-
penditure on publie works, something might be said in oppo-
sition to it, but I think the time has come when we should
exercise the greatest possible economy, and my object now
is to show that we have incurred an amount of indebtedness
which is quite sufficient for our resources, and I desire es-
pecially to strengthen our credit in the money market of
the world. I have no hesitation in saying that I believe there
is no place where a financial calculation can ho properly esti-
mated better than in London, nd I am prepared to stand or
fall by the accuracy of the calculations I have made and the
manner in which I am convincel they will commend them-
selves to the mon who are best able to test their accuracy.
The hon. gentleman says we may have a war. Well, Sir,
a war is very likely, but a war would, in aIl probability,
enhance our credi t; because the moment there is an European
war, the capitalists of Europe, feeling the insecurity of
investment which may be affected by that war, would look
for such securities as would be affarded by Canada, remote
from the scene of action. There is no reason te suppose
there will be any war that will affect Canada itself; but a
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war, instead of being a disturbing element and th-reatening
our credit, would, in all probability, enhance it, just as it
usually enhances the credit of great powers like England,
which are supposed not to be susceptible of having their
financial condition materially affected by a contingency of
that kind. Therefore, I do rot regard even a contingency
of that kind, which is not at aIl impossible, as likely
materially to affect us. I say that if our credit bas
steadily improved while we were making these large
expenditures, now that they have been made, and that
the country has the m3ans of continuous development as
a result of them, I think our credit ought to improve
as steadily, at al events, as it has done daring the period
when we were incurring these expenditures. Now, Sir,
the hon. gentleman has said it was very unfortunate I
intimated that we did not intend to pay our indebtedness.
I did not intimate anything of the kind. I say that the
credit of Canada depends upon ber ability to maintain
that credit and to pay. What I did say, was this : that in
making a calculation of this kind, we were warranted in
treating it as a loan in perpetuity. When the hon. gentle-
man borrowed in England four millions sterling, and under.
took to pay it in 30 years, he had not the slightest inten-
tion of saddling Canada with the load that would have been
involved if, at the end of 30 years, she had been obliged to
pay off that loan. The hon. gentleman intended to do, as
bis predecossors had done, and as his succossors have been
obliged to do-ho intended, when the loan matured, to re-
place it with another loan upon the best terms that ho
could: and inasmueh as these loans involved a charge of
interest necessarily in consequence of the thon condition of
our credit, of 4Î per cent., there was every reason to sup-
pose that when they fell due, we would replace tbem with
money borrowed, at the worst, at 31 per cent. I think we
may fairly take into calculation, in estimating the debt of
the country, the burthen that it imposes upon the country.
1Now, the hon. gentleman has referred to my asking rather
a large amount for the loan. Well, I was very sorry, when
I was pressed hard yesterday by hon. gentlemen behind
him, who did not understand that question at all as well as
ho understands it, and who have not had the sane
experience-I was very sorry he was not in bis plac-e in
the House, because I believed that bis presence would at
once have relieved me from any pressure respecting the
amonut of margin that I was taking in asking for borrowing
powers to the extent of $25,000,000, when we had unused
borrowing powers to the extent of something like $11,-
000,000-I am speaking in round numbers. As I stated to
the flouse, and the hon. gentleman will confirm my state-
ment, the margin of borrowing power doos not necessarily
imply that you are obliged to put that upon the market; it
merely gives the Government power to be used as the pub-
lic interest may demand, in borrowing such a sum, and at
such a time, as may best serve the public interest. I want
no better illustration of that principle than the fact that
when my hon. friend was Finance Minister of Canada, he
obtained authority from this Parliament to borrow
$ý,000,000 sterling, and ho only borrowed 64,000,000; ihe
therefore took a margin double the amount that he proposed
to put upon the market. I merely give that as an illus-
tration, as a single instance of what has occurred all along.
When Sir Leonard Tilley was bore, and from time to time,
asked borrowing powers from Parliament, ho did not at all
confine himself to the margin which ho was authorised to
use.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
will excnse me in pointing out that at that time there were
distinct liabilities ahead, abaorbing al that saum and more.

Sir CRARLES TUPPER. I am speaking of whether at
the time you ask borrowing powers, it necessarily follows
that you are to use thom, Isay no. You are to use what

yon require, perhaps it is not even what you require, but
it is the amount that eau be most advantageouly placed
upon the market at the time. Whon the hon. gentle-
man went home ho found that it was the wisest course,
in the puble interest, to float only one-half of what
Parliament had authorised him to do, and the S20,O,000
of additional borrowing powers remainel unused at that
time. Now, I do not raise the question bore, but my hon.
friend knows perfectly well that the question of a sinking
fuad is a very important and interesting question. lHe
knows that while I am not prepared to go into that disuus-
sion at the present moment, owing to the penuliar position
in which, as I have personally stated te him, that person
stands, it is desirable the Government should have a muar.
gin to enable them to deal with the question as circum-
tances may roquire. I do not think it will be necessary

to say more on that point. I may say this, however, that
all I said with reference to loans in porpetuity, was
for the purpose of explaining that, as that had
been the practiue, and as, in a new country like
Canada, that nust neessarily continue to be the
practice for a considerable period, I was warranted
in treating this question in the same way as Imperial con-
sols are treated. But as for not paying-why, what is the
fact this year ? We have already paid 811,654,308 of the
public indebtedness, and this very year I shall be paying
off $1,729,409 of our capital indebtedness, and that out of
revenue. So my hon. friend and bon. gentlemen on both
sides of Ihe House, will see that, although I intîmated the
possibility, I may say, perhaps, the probability of a deficit
at the end of the present fiscal year, there would be no
defieit, but there would be a handsome surplus if we were
not paying off the capital debt. The entire deficit, and
much more than the entire deflcit, will be covered by the
annual payment of capital that we shall pay out of current
revenues during the present year. With reference to the
reduction of interest in the savings banks, the hon. gentle-
man knows that i never hesitated to say that I was only
too happy when I could recoive a suggestion that I could
use in the public interest, from gentlemen on the other side
of the louse. The hon. gentleman knows that 1
have not often had an opportunity, but I am the
more anxious to avail myself of it, when I do have
one, in which I think that, by following their
example or by adopting their precepts, I can do anything
to promote the public interest. Hon. gentlemen have long
maintained that we paid too high a rate of interest to
depositors in the savings banks. I think my hon. prede-
cessor was quite right, nay, ho would not have beon
justified in paying them any less while it was costing Canada
as much to borrow money outside as we have to pay to
depositors in the savings banks. I am asking this authority
from the House, in order that as we obtain money cheaper,
we shall not be obliged, while we give the bost scurity that
can be given to the depositors, to pay a higher rate of
interest than we are able to obtain money for elsewbere.
I think we are bound, in the public interest, to adopt that
course. There is no change of policy. We are paying 4
per cent. for money now, and there is a prospect of being
able to obtain it on easier terns, and we ought to put
ourselves in a position to avail ourselves of that privilege
whether we borrow money in this country or in a foreign
market.

Resolution concurred in.

Sir RARLES TUPPER introduced Bill (No. 133) to
authorise the raising, by way of loan, certain sums of
money for the public service.

Bill read the first and second times, and House resolved
itself into committee.
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(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT4 The Finance Minister
was making some time ago a comparison, if I understood
him, with the rate of interest in England. The rate in
England may be placed at 2j per cent. now, or it will boas
soon as the Gosehen conversion scheme is carried out, and
the hon. gentleman proposes to give 31 per cent. for our
Canadian loan, being a difference of j per cent., instead of
î. The conversion scheme bas been in the air for many
years, certainly for the last five or six years, that is the
turning of the 3's into 2j per cents, and therefore the 3's
have remained stationary. Had this not been the
case, they would have gone up just as the American 4's
have advanced. When 1 made my last loan I obtained as
good terms as the United States secured, and that is a bet-
ter comparison even than Australia.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that House resolve
itself into committee on Bill (No 132) respecting a certain
agreement between the Government of Canada and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Motion agreed to, and louse resolved itself into commit-
tee.

(In the Committee)
On section 1.
Sir RICIARED CARTWRIGHT. I desire to know from

the Governmet, as we are putting this bil tbrough con-
trary to precedent and custom, whether they will be prepar-
ed to lay on the Table of the House the mortgago, within
the next three or four days. The Minister said it was ready
and in the bands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany's solicitors.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We will take the very earliest
opportunity of placing a copy of the mortgage on the Table.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. Can we rely on that
baing done before the end of next wook ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, yes.
Sir RICHARD C IRTWR'GH r. Because we should see

it before we rise.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I have turned over a
good deal the remarks made last night by the Minister of
Justice, by the First Minister, and also by the Minister of
Finance, on the question of the position of the bondholders,
the holders of the $35,000,000 of bonds. It is very much in
the public interest that there should be no misconception
on the part of the persons who have invested in those bonds,
and who stand to us in a totally different relation, as the
Minister knows, from the ordinary shareholders. I cannot
help feeling that what we are doing in this matter, without
the consent of the bondholders, is, so far at all events as
regards part of the security, to make the holders of the first
mortgage practically the holders of the second mortgage.
As the bondholders now stand they are the first mortgagees
on everything that the company earns, and so soon as the
working expenses are defrayed, the claim of the first
mortgagees inures. I can see no way ont of the pro-
position now made but that so far as regards sums which
are to be paid by Government for postal or other subsidies,
the Government cut out the bondholders to that extent.
It may be argued, I know, that the money which is pro-
posed to be obtained will go to increase the general secu-
rity of the bondholders, as it will be expended on the line.
There is something in that as a matter of equity no doubt,

Sir OHARLS Tuppza.

but neither equity nor law allows you to interfere, without
the consent of the original mortgagees, with their security,
and I am seriously afraid lest this matter will be taken up
and used to the detriment, it may be, of the company, and
at all events of the Government of Canada, if it continues
to be assumed, as we understood it was last night, that the
Government have the right to retain as a set-off or in any
other way the postal earnings and the earnings which would
accrue from the transport of troops and other purposes. As
to the law in the matter I am not in a position to discuss
that question; but I think the plain common sense of the
case ie, that the rights of the first mortgagees are more or
less interfered with by what is proposed to be done.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The position taken by
the Minister of Justice last night was, that he did notdesire
in any way to affect the rights of the bondholders. He
expressed his opinion as a rule of law, that there was not
any right or security held by those bondholders that pre-
vented the Government in case the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way owed the Government, of setting off that claim by any
counter claim that the railway might have over postal or
other earnings. That is either law or it is not law. The
Minister of Justice has expressed, without doubt, his opin-
ion that that is the right which the Government has, and if
the Government has such a right by law there is no danger
to the bondholders. If the Minister of Justice is wrong in
his opinion that can be easily ascertained. The Govern-
ment certainly do not desire in any way to affect the
security held by those bondholders, and that is the illustra-
tion given by my hon. friend the Minister of Justice, that
the revenues must mean what is coming to the bondholders
after an adjustment of the debit and credit accounts.
Whether it is with the Canadian Pacifie Railway or another
railway, or any other creditor, under the ordinary
principle of set off, one can be set off against the
other and the balance is the revenue which belongs
to the bondholders. That, I think, is the position. I do
not think, however, that the question will have any
practical bearing, for I am quite satisfied beyond a doubt
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will meot the interest.
They cannot afford not to pay the interest. They cannot
afford to be in default anyway whatever; and we bave
immense resources which shall be increasing from year to
year. There is, I was going to say, no possibility of any
failure, the land now will be selling much more rapidly than
it has hitherto. 'he proceeds of the purchase money will
be lodged with the Government, and the Government is
obliged to pay 3j per cent. on such deposits, and that 3j per
cent. will be appiied to the payment of the interest under
guarantee. First there is a general claim against the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway for the guarantee, then there is the
claim which the Government will have to have a set off for,
in case the Canadian Pacifie Railway should owe the Gov-
ernment anything on that guarantee, and, lastly, there is the
interest-the annually increasing interest-on the sales as
they are made, all of which three sources of revenue will,
beyond a doubt, remove any chance of the Government
being responsible for any portion of the guarantee, in case
of the possible contingency of a failure to meet the guaran-
tee.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Have any of the existing bond.
holders made any representation to the Government about
this ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. None at all.
Mr. MITCHELL. I must say that I quite agree with the

hon. the Premier in one thing, that I do not think from the
reasons he has given in the increasing population of the
country, the increasing value of the lands, and the increas-
ing business of the road, that the question is likely to arise
as a practical question, creating a doubt of the payment of
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interest. When the hon. gentleman speake with so much
confidence in relation to that matter it appears to me it
would have been wiser for the Government, if they had
settled that question the other way and not to have raised
doubts in the minds of the bondholders, that any question
ean posibly arise affecting the security which they firmly
believe they possess. I have seen some of these gentlemen
holding securities and they have expressed very grave
doubts about whether it is just to them that what they
have believed to have been mortgaged to them as security
on that road, should at the option of the Government
be taken from them, and used in the way of payirg any
liabilities that may be incurred towards the Government
of the country in connection with the measure now before
the louse. While I believe that I do not think this is
likely to arise, yet I know there is this anxiety in the
mind of somb of the bondholders. I venture to say the
general class of bondholders have not had an opportunity
of considering this question, and that 99 out of 100 of
them do not know that such question has been raised
here, because a large number of bondholders are in England,
and it is there that any sensitive feeling in relation to this
matter would have a detrimental effect on the securities of
our country. The hon. the Minister of Justice having given
his opinion to that effect, and having stated last night the
constructions put upon their rights in relation to that mat.
ter, I made a synopsis from what I understood from the very
ambiguous discussion which took place and to which the
hon. the Minister of Justice and the Minister of Finance also
assented; that the Government laim, what they now stated
they do claim, their right to exercise the power of retaining
those mail subsidies and paying any deficiency of interest.
Such an opinion as that going abroad in England, that great
centre of commerce and finance of which the Minister of
Finance speaks so highly, cannot have otherwise than a
detrimental effect. I regret that the Government could not
have seen their way to declare, that they did not propose
retaining any portion of those subsidies, and which subsidies
have been mortgaged and pledged, in my opinion, at least,
for the former securities that were issued. The member for
East York (Mr. Mackenzie) has asked the question, whether
or not any of the bondholders have made a protest to the
Government in relation to this matter. I can quite under-
stand that the bondholders have not made that protest
because they have not had time to consider it, or, indeed,
they may not have even heard of this Bill. Indeed thero
is a question of doubt as to the construction of some of
those resolutions, which bas given occasion to an immense
amount of discussion in this louse. It can scarcely be
expected in so short a time after those resolutions were
submitted, that the bondholders, particularly those in
England, could have had time to make remontrances or
protests against what they believed to be depriving them
of the security they think they have the right to possess. I
know that some ot the bondholders in this country very
seriously object to any such construction being placed upon
the security which they claim they possess. I trust it will
net affect our securities abroad, because if the Minister of
Justice should happen to be wrong in the law, it would
practically be regarded as confiscation of security which
those gentlemen rely on to secure the payment of both
principal and interest.

Mr. LAURIER. I am disposed to agree in a large
measure-with what bas been said by the Prime Minister. I
am fully confident, as the company now exists, that all liabili-
ties of the company will be honorably discharged. Thet
hon. gentleman implied that the present strength of the
company was the best guarantee to the bondholders. No
doubt the comepany so far have discharged their liabilities
in a practical manner, and the present managers and officers
of the company are men who prove themseolves to be able,

and honorable at the same time. And their personal honor
and ability is certainly quite a guarantee to all their
creditors, prospective and existing. But fifty years is a
long period, and we do not know what will be the standing
of the company after a certain number of years. If the com-
pany wore to remain such as it is now, I confess I would
share altogether in what bas been said by the hon. gentle-
man; but we must provide for the possibility of changes, or
of mistakes being made, and if they should not be made,
then would arise the verycontingency that we discussed last
evening, what creditors, whether the Government or the
shareholders, would have the first claim. It seems to me a
pity that we cannot reach a conclusion on that point. What-
ever may be the technical right of the Government, I think
that fbr the honor and credit of the country we should adopt
a broad construction, and say that, at ail events, the bond-
bolders must have advanced their money under the belief
that all the toils of the company were mortgagod to them
in satisfaction of the moneys they had advanced, and I do
not see that we cau adopt any other construction.

Sir JOHN A. MACIDONALD. Unless the Government
have a clear right at law, not a more technical right, to
make this set off, of course they will not do it; but if they
have a clear right at law, beyond a doubt the Government
have no right to surrender their claim without coming to
Parliament and getting the consent of Parliament. If I
remember aright the words in the mortgage are, "ail the
tolls and revenues." These words are very wide. They
must mean the net tolls, the net revenues. If ail the rev-
enues are to be socured they must b handed over irrespec-
tive of the working expenses. The word revenues cannot
mean the gross revenues; it must mean the net revenues.
In any adjustment of accounts botween the Government and
the company, that must be borne in mind.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The Government may have
a strict legal right, but there is an equitable right to be
considered. It is true it is the net revenues that are pledged;
but would the Government have a right in equity, after
having authorised the company to pledge those net
revenues, to come in and claim them as against a subsequent
debt ?

Mr. EDGAR. The Government, if they undertake to
retain these revenues, are representinig Parliament of course;
and Parliament bas pledged itseolf in language as strong as
it could use, that the whole of these moneys, including
all the postal subsidies that go to the company, are net
revenues going to bondholders. The Governmeùt are
obliged by the action of Parliament, and are not in
the same position as an ordinary creditor negotiating with
an ordinary debtor. However, we are discussing this
matter from a legal point of view, and l an inde-
finite sort of way. What we would liko to know, I think,
is what view the Canadian Pacific Railway Company take
of this question. We have heard the view of the hon.
Mini,ter of Justice, and I see sitting beside him an lon.
gentleman who is on the board of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company, and, perhaps, ho could tell us what the
view of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company on tis
question is. I appeal to him whether the hon. Minister of
Railways was corroect when ho reported to the Government
in these words :

"The company are willing that all postal subsidies and other moneys
payable to them by the Government of Canada may be set off against
any interest which the Government of Oanada may be called on to pay,
and these moneys will, at no remote period, be sufficient of themselves
to cover the interest guaranteed."

Was the Minister of Railways correct when he made that
report to the Government ? If ho was correct, have the
company changel their mind ? Are the company not
willing to put it in that shape ? We have had no clear
statement as to what is the opinion of the Canadian Pacifoi
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Raiilway Company on that int, and, perhaps, the hon. gen-
tiemnan sitting beside the hon. Minister of Justice can tell
US.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. Premier stated that the
Government had certain legal rights, and if the construction
put upon those legal rights by the hon. Minister of Justice
was right, they would not be warranted in making any
arrangement different from those legal rights. But, Sir,
we are now practically making an agreement between the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and the Parliament of
the country; and as this question bas arisen, it seems to
me that it is the duty of the Government to deal with it.
and to deal with it now. The right hon. Premier stated that
this could not mean the gross receipts of the road, which I
admit, but that it must mean the net receipts. Now, what
are the net receipts of the road ? Are the earnings of
$1,000,000 or $2,000,000 which come from passengers and
freight, and the postal subsidies, to be considered as net
earnings after the gross working expenses are paid? Can
the Government deduct a sum from those net earnings,
and thon say that what remains are the net earnings.
Because that is the reasoning of the right hon. gentleman,
and it does appear to me that his reasoning is fallacious.
It is this Parliament which bas the right to say whether or
not the Goverument shall be permitted to enforce the
claim they are setting up by this arrangement. When a
doubt exists as to the construction which the Government
may put on an arrangement entered into with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, it is the duty of Parliament to explain
that, so as to leave no room fer doubt. Why do the Govern-
ment desire to impair the securities not of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway alone but of the whole country, by leaving
a doubt,-and that there is a doubt is evident from the
various opinions expressed in this House, and I know that
doubt exists in the minds of the bondbcders of the company,
-and by permitting a measure of this kind to pass without
removing that doubt, great injury may be done to the credit
of the country ? Wby should they attempt to force
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to the wall by
lessening the character of this secnrity ? I am not here
speaking for the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, but
for the credit of Canada, and I think that the Government
should at once announce to this louse that they do not
propose to hold any portion of those postal subsidies, which
have already been hypothecatel to the people who
advanced $35,000,000 on the earnings of the road.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It appears to me that the
hon. member for Northumberland has not exactly apprecia-
ted the position of the question.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think I have.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If we were proposing by this
Bill to legislate that we should take these postal subsidies,
his argument would have force. But we are not. We are
leaving the law just as it is. Now, the rights of the
original bondholders are based upon an Act of this Parlia-
ment, and as we are not proposing to touch that matter by
legislation at all, we are doing nothing that can impair in
the slightest degree any legal right they possess. There is
therefore no necessity, as my right bon, friend bas said, for
raising this question at all. If, under the charter which
Parliament gave to those bondholders, they have not a legal
right, it is not in the power of the Governiment to give up to
them or to anybody else what belongs to Canada. It would
require an Act of Parliamont to do that. We are leaving
the law as it stands on the Statute-book and are not pro-
posing to impair a jot or tittle of bondholders' rights byi
any legislation. I put out of sight the fact that the whole
815,000,000 is going to inure to the direct advantge of the
bondholders; I put out of sight the fact that 835,000,009
upen that property ie a very small sum, and that the bond-

Mr. EDoAa.

holders have the most ample security for receiving, under the
mertgage which has been made an Act of Parliament, the
full return of their interest from year to year. But we are
not proposing to touch the matter by legislation. Suppo-
sing the Minister of Justice be wrong or right in any con-
tention he may make, we have not the power to touch one
jot or tittle of any legal right the bondholders may enjoy.
Were we proposing to enact that we could do this, the
question might fairly arise whether Parliament oua;ht to do
that, and we should then settie what the legal rights of the
bondholders are. But we are not proposing to alter the
law in the slightest degree, or to impair in the slightest
degree the securities we have given the bondholders by
Act of Parliament.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman does not quite
comprehend the argument I have made, and in place of my
failing to understand, it is ho who faits to comprehend
the position, I am quite sensible that we are not proposing
by this Bill to alter any existing legislation, but, by a cer-
tain ambiguous expression in those resolutions-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not in the resolutions.
Mr. MITCHELL. In the Bill.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not even in the Bill.
Mr. MITCHE LL. Well, in the correspondence connected

with it, in the report to council of the Minister of Railways.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is matter of opinion.
Mr MITCHELL. And in the fact that the Government

have been asked distinctly to state whether they claim the
right to appropriate these postal subsidies, which right
they practically admit they do claim. That being the case
and the postal subsidy having been, according to the opinion
of the bondholders and the general opinion of this country,
and I believe the opinion of the legistature, hypothecated to
the bondbolders of that $35,000,000, the course of the Go-
vernment raises the doubt whether these subsidies wili be
affected by this legislation or not.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We did not touch the question.
Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman says they did not

touch the security. Well, ho has the opportunity, whilst
doubts are being raised on both sides, of settling those
doubts by declaring, or, if necessary, putting it in the Bill,
that no portion of these postal securities will ho claimed by
the Government for the payment of interest. That is what
ought to be done, and that is what I have been urging the
Government te do. The bondholders understand that the
postal subsidies are hypothecated te them as security for
their bonde, and if they find that by legislation we have
impugned the character of that security-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We have not touched it.

Mr. MITCHELL, The hon. gentleman bas stated through
his officers that the construction ho puts upon it is that the
postal subsidies are open teobe taken by the Government to
make up a deficiency of interest, and if that does not mean
impugning the character of that security, thon I do not
understand anything about it. I thought it was my duty
to lay this point before the hon. gentleman in view of the
doubts which have been expressed on allsaides, and certainly
by every hon. gentleman who has spoken on this side.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seems to me that the ob-
ject of the Government should be mot to do anything that
would interfere with the credit of the country or affect the
character of their bonds; and, therefore, if any question
arises at all on this point, it should be dealt with apecifi-
cally. It strikes me that the Act by which we have de-
clared that thse toils and revenues, all rente and profite,
which practically means deducting net working expense,
ehall be applied for the purposes of tho»s bondi is prati'
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cally an agreement on the part of this Government that in
any subsequent arrangement with the Oanadian Pacifie
Railway they will leave that intact; and, therefore, if the
Government have a legal right to set against that, and I do
not say they have not, they should not exercise it, because
to do so would h clearly acting against equity and good
faith.

Mr. E DGAR, With reference to the first clause a very
important question arises. The clause reads:

"The agreement set forth in the schedule is hereby approved and
ratified, and the Goverument is hereby authorised to perform and carry
out the conditions thereof according to the terme thereof."

I do not suppose the Government intend by that language
to enact Private Bill legislation for the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. That is not connected with this transaction
between the Government and the railway. As I under-
stand, it is only intended to ratify the terms of the resolu-
tions which were passed at the last Session. It appears to
do more than that, because it does not ratify the resolutions
simply but it ratifies an agreement which was signed by the
Government and the railway, and that agreement contains a
good many more terms than the resolutions which we
passed at the last session, and some of those terms relate,
as far as I can understand, entirely to some domestic mat-.
tors of legislation between the railway company and leased
lines, or at least to matters which should h the subject of
Private Bill legislation in regard to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company just as to any other railway company,
and of which no notice has been given according to the
rules of the House. I would ask the Minister of Public
Works, who is chairman of the Riilway Committeo, whether
ho thnks that we can allow Private Bill legislation to go
through in favor of any railway in this way. Clause Il of
this agreement is of that character entirely, and it says:

" Whenever a railway company which has leased its line to the
Canadian Pac.fic Railway Company for more than sixty years hae
power by law to make any arrangement concerning its line, or any
branch thereof, with another company, then the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company shall, during the currency of the lease, have power
to make the same arrangement, and to do whatever je necessary to
carry itout."

Nowf, wbat under the sun can that have to do with the
guarantee of these bonds ? I am not sure that the language
of this first section would or would not make that law. It
eays that the agreement shall-

those bonds mature for the principal, and at what rates of
interest ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think they were 5 per cent.
bonds, and twenty years.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

THE MONTREAL HARBOR.

Resolution reported from Committee of Whole on the
subjeet of the release and discharge of certain liabilities of
the Harbor Commission of Montreal was received, rend the
second time and concurred in.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, introduced Bill (No. 134) to
make further provision respecting the construction of the
Ship Channel between Montreal and Quebec.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the first and second times and
House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As I understand, from
this time out, we become responsible for keeping this
ehannel in order ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CAR 'WRIGHT. The matter may have

been stated, but, unfortunately, I was not present. What is
the annual or possible charge that may be incurred thereby ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The question was put the
other day and I had not the answer at the moment before
me, so I telegraphed to Mr. Kennedy, chief engineer of the
Harbor Trust of Montreal, and his answer, which is dated
the 9th inst,, is as follows:-

" Absolute1y no cost for maintenance cxcept at one Fmall place at
Upper Light Ship, Lake St. Peter, and anotber near Champlain Village
where the sand filling in requires insignificant cost to remove every two
or three years. Experience of the puat shows that as a whole the chan-
nel does not fill up, that cost of maintenance is practically nothing."

Mr. MITCHELL. That pretty much agrees with the
statement I made, aud what my experienco taught me was
likely to result.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I). Why do the Govornment take
over the appliances at an enormous cost if they will not

i-xn;d fhA h %r ftp ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Do you Ece any objection to VIjUIin LIVUÂ aIL LV1

putting that in ? Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They were bought with

Mr. EDOGAR. I think it requires somne expînatien, money advanced to the Harbor Commissioners of lontreal,

We do net know what these leased uies are, or what thir and as we are now assuming the debt, and this reprosents

powers re. kn Privatesill legislation, notice would have a portion of the debt, they mut b taken ovor by the Gov-

to be given for this, but here is an attempt to put in Private erment; but when the works are comploted, probably
Bill legislation without any notice and without any explana- within a year, we wil be inrq position to disphe ht omuch
tion. If the members of the Government can explain what of the plant as may nt bc required cither at that work or
the powers of these leased hnes are, and what object is to tber works.
be attained by conferring these powers on the Canadian Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman expects to
Pacifie Railway, then we would know what we were doing ? realise a large amount from the sale ?

Mr. TflOMPSON. I think the hon. member is mistaken Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The plant cost about

in supposing that this is Private Bil1 legislation. It is part $600,000; I suppose if we reahse one-third the cost, we
of the agreement under which the Canadian Pacifie Railway shall be very fortunate.
Company bas given up the monopoly clause. One of the Bill reported, and read the third time and passod.
considerations is that they shall have this power in regard
to the leased lines, and that is a power which nearly every GRAVING DOCK AT LEVIS.
railway company kas, and it was contained in the Bill of Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved second reading of re-
1880. I may say that I propose to move that this section solution on the subject of the discharge of certain liabili-
11 shall be made a clause of the Bill. ties of the Harbor Commissioners of Quebec in connection

On section 7, with the graving dock at bAvis, and the assuming of the

Mr. EDGAR. With reference to that proposed new same as a public work of the Dominion of Canada.

clause, rmeerving the remedy of the holder of the outetand- Mr. JONES (Halifax). The proposal under this resolu-
ing land grant bond, n the Government say at what period tion is a somewhat different one from that respecting the
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assumption of the Montreal and Lake St. Peter debt. We regard ta this measure, the Government are bound ta
were able to agree with the Government that the assump- assume. They are bound ta assume that Sam and relieve
tion of the debt for deepening Lake St. Peter migbt fairly the citizens of Halifax from this charge that the citizens
be regarded in the nature of a work in the general interests have undertaken in arder tgabtain a dock of the.same kind
of the Dominion, because it was intended to promote the as las been bult at Quebec. 1 press that point strongly on
navigation of the St. Lawrence and to enable vessels of the Government, and I think that the Government will se
great draft of water to come to Montreal to carry away the the equity of that daim. 1 think the Government must
products of the west. In this case it is a matter of a local see that ilwe are going ta make one a publie work in the
nature, and according to my judgment it cannot be treated interest of the Dominion, that they should fot expeet thât
in the same way. The first proposal calls upon us to assume the city cf Halifax wauld be calied upen ta assess them-
the cost of the construction of the dry dock at the port of selves for this 8.00,000 for the completion cf the work of a
Quebec and to maintain it in future as a public work. With similarnaturethere. Tue nextproposai nder this arrange-
respect to this proposal there is this to say: there are other ment is that the Government are ta relieve the Harbor
works of a similar character in the Dominion which the Commissianers cf Quebecf $493,090 cf the maney which
Government should have treated in the same way as they tbey have expended eut cf the money advanced by the
propose to treat the Quebec dock under the present resolu- Dominion for the tidal docks at Quebec. This, remember,
tion. A few years ago there was an agitation in Halifax with the $204,450 cf acerued interest makes $1,536,160
for the construction of a dry dock, and we had whict we are called upon by those resolutions te assume
severai interviews with the Minister cf Finance on the on bea f of the marbr Commiesionersmf Quebec. That is
subject. The hon, gentleman stated to the committee, nt the worst view of the case. T e aon. gentleman tld
ef whichI happened te be a mem ber, that se far as bis us the other night that up th the present moment there bas
own opinion went the deok cf Quebec should be assumed as been spent on the tidal docks in Qubec $3,241,000. He aise
a public work by the Dominion, the same éhouid be donc lu informed the douse that there was remaining te b spent
regard to Victoi la dock, and the Haulifax dock shouid aise be eut cf grants, $734,000, making a total of $3,975,000. Out
constructed as a public work in the same manner and cf this sum, we assume, by the resolution now before the
operated by the Dominion. The hon, gentleman was, cffiouse, 493,000, leaving a balance of $3,42,000 whieh will
course, careful ta say that that was oely bis opinion and b o at the debit cf the Harbor Commissioners of Qeboo,
lie did net commit the Gevernment te that policy; but he when this blance e expended. This an the gravest part cf
led us tehope that from tbe influence he pos'.esscd wit the whole position, because lookinnt at the revenue of the
the -overnmentcf wbich e is such a preminent member, ilarborof Quebec, and leeoking at what has been done in
any opinion expresscd by bim would be favorably enter- the pat with regard to it, we have every reason te appre
tained. As time passed on the views of the hon. gnleman hend that we sha neer derive one cent cf interet for
seemcd net te find f avwr with bis colleagues and we were that $3,500, 0J of advances whic we have made thm.
led te believe that it would be impessible te, carry et tliat There appears ne reasonable probability that the tidal dock,
policy. We then changed our mode of appraceing the and the aarbor of Quebec, will over enable the Harbr
question and communicated wit the Goveru-ment te as- Commissioners t make any payment an account of this
certain wbether they would net advanoe us the nioncy on three and a haîf millions which stili romains at their debit.
onme terms and conditions as they had advbnced money have been told by members froas Quebec, and it is a
te theia bor Commissioners cf Queboc for the construe- matter generally knwn, that that expenditure ging on in
tien cf that dock. That appered tebe a reasonable pro- the Harbor cf Qnebec at the tidal dock has been a grss ad
position, that if the Government lad semn their way te absolute waste cf the public mondy. That it las been.
adrance money ta D arbor Commissioners fnr the construc- expended there without refrence ta the value cf the work
tioen cf that dock and the other tidal dock, the citizons cf itself, that it as been made largely an the interet of
Halifax ad a mir right ta expet tont the Government poitical parties, that the money as been wasted, that
would give bem th benefit f their credit and grant properties have been acquired for whih there was ne
the amount for the constructionh f a dry dock m ncessity, that contracta have been given eut in an imprper
Halifax. iowever, ater sme negftiation ad corres- manner, and, indeed, I am given t understand that more
podence the Government, I am sorry to say, refused teserions charges than that were made by a gentleman hold-
advance tle oiney in that way as lad been donc in the Case ing a very high officia position in Quebec, and it was inti-
cf the Hlarbor Commiésioneris in Quebec. WVe, therefore, mated to him a short tirne aiter> that if lie did net retract
were obliged tehadopt other mensures toeable us to carry on such a statement e would ave himself pen t crimina
the construction cf that dock, and the city of Halifax guar- accusation. The hon, gentleman nover withdrew that tate-
auteed $10,000 a year for 20 years, the Government cf the ment, and the people onnected with the expenditure cf that
Dominion at the anme tinie agreeing te guaran tee an equal money nover ventured ta, carry the case aoy further. It
amount. My contention is this: hat if the Goveru ment are wuld show that my information la correct, that theopinin
assuming thisa dock as a publie work and relieving the lagenerally entertained, as ta the misapprepriatien and
Harbor Commissioners of Quebeo cf ail responsibility insuanderig cf the public money at Quebec, as it as been
futurei l connection with that undertaking, they s tou neariens ail over the country, and it la kuown te hon.
now assume the $ 10,000 which the city cf Halif ax lias un-! mem bers cf this Bouse. Those two sums cf money
drtaken toe guarantee for 20 years in order ta secure the are very large woren they are put together, nndstar
construction cf the dry dock there. That work theitgiz n upon us ta hesitate before we assume sueh a responsi-
at the present moment it tbeing constructed byanbiity or commit ourselvea. I have ne abjection whatever
Englial Company under the guiranteeof$10,000 from theite the Province, or the peopaemcf Queboc, having their own
Imperial Government, as wee as $10,000 eaci from theharecf the public expendituref this esuntry, but I think
Dominion Government and the city o slalifax, and itbas been shown in thia flouse) on previens ocasions, that
although some delays have occurred, the work, I believe, there have been grants made to the people of the Province
is nov fairly under way and lu the course of another of Quebec, under pressure, wo order te obtain the pas-
year ne doubt will ho sucesufully completed. Stili age of mensures through this r sent manother
there romains a charge on the revenues cf the city of direction, whi have et been accorded toe the
Hialifax for tbe next 20 yearocf810,000 per annu u, peopfe cf the other Provinges tother e t or wst. O
amouuting to the large sum of $200,000, which I think, remenber, net many years ago, when the rbefotions woer
acrdingito the policy adopted by the Governrnent lier. in before thisoube with reselot to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
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way, that it was well understood they could only be secured
by large concessions to the Province of Quebec. I remem-
ier weIl, Sir, how for days and weeks "No. 8 " held the
fîrt against the Government. We know well, Sir, that it
was only by these large concessions which were made at that
time to the Province of Quebec, that the measures which the
Goverr ment had before the House respecting the Canadian
Pacific Railway were ultimately agreed to. We remember
that on that occasion a resolution was moved by the hon.
the leader of the Opposition of that day, calling upon this
flouse to express the opinion that large sums of money
should not be voted to the Province of Quebec, without a
similar appropriation, under similar circumstances, for the
other Provinces of the Dominion, and wo remember how
that resolution was voted down by hon. gentlemen support-
ing the Government of that day thon aiso led by the gentle-
man who- now leads the Government in this Houso. We
know well also that the presont position of affairs, is some-
what analogous to the position at the date to whieh I refer.
We have pretty good information to lead us to the con.
clusion, that had it not been that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company were coming to this Hlou'e for fur-
ther favors, in the nature of the guarantee which it
bas just passed this House, that it is very probable the
Luka St. Peter debt would not be assumed, and the
vote which we are now called upon to ratify would not
have been before the Houso to-day. I know, Sir, that it
was an arrangement in that way, by which support from
one side could bo given to secure guirantees or benofits for
the other part of this Dominion. And I think there is a
general impression throughout this House and the country
that that arrangement bas gone about far enough. Lot us
go back a littie and trace the history of these orlier trans-
actions. In 1884, when it was nocessary to secure the
adhesion of the Quebec members to the vote which was at
that time before the House, we remember that ibis House
was called on to assume obligations amounting to $2,394,000.
Of this amount $954,000 was voted for the 159 miles of rail.
way from Quebec to Montreal, forming a connecting link
between the Atlantic and the Pacific, as it was staed, and
$1,440,000 for that portion of the road between Montreal
and Ottawa, a distance of 120 miles. Thon, 83!1,000 was
voted for the con-truction of a lino from Beauce Junction to
the international b-;undary lino; and, in additicn, $960,000
was voted foi the cxtenbiou of the Pacific Railway from its
terminus at St. Martiu's Junetioa near Montreal to the
barbor at Quebec; and although the whole of that money
was not appropriated under the terms of the arrangement,
the larger portion of it was. Then, we had a further sum
voted, and the larger portion of it spent in the
Province of Quebec for a lino of railway connecting
the cities of Montreal and Quebec with the Harborof Hali.
fax, called the Short Lino Railway; and I believe it is well
known that the money that was not spent in Maine was
spent in the Province of Quebec. Well, Sir, in 1885 we
had a further sum of 81,500,000 appropriated for the pur-
chase of the North Shore line running between Montreal
and Quebec. Ail these different items make up a very
large amount; and while I do not pretend to have any
feeling of jealousy towards the people of the Province
of Quebec, I think they eau hardly come to this House
year after year to receive such large grants out of the rov-
enue without themselves affirming the principle that the
other Provinces of the Dominion are at least entitled to a
pro rata appropriation for public works I think that is a
principle that should be admitted and wilil be admitted by
every hon. member of this flouse. Now, taking those
various amounts together, the amounts voted in 1884 for
the Pope Line, so-called, and the amount voted in 1885 for
the North Shore lino, and the amounts now called for by
the resolutions before the House, they make up about
$1.,000,000 which the Province of Quebec in one form or
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another bas received since 1884 from this Legislature.
Under these circumstances, I think that the discussion
which took place hore in 1884 may be fairly repeated. At
that time the hon. Mr. Blake referring to the policy of the
Administration, said:

" They are adopting a very great change in policy; each step, in my
opinion, having a tendency against the spirit of our Constitution
Now, a third proposal is made, namely, that there should ho payment
to a Province in respect of past expenditure on certain of its provincial
railways. I maintain that this in a principle now brought forward for
the first time, and which, if it is te be applied at aIl, muet have an
application more extensive than that proposed to be given te it. I
maintain it is not just te apply that principle to one Province and net
to the other Provinces. I maintain that the claims and rights of the
other Provinces ought to be recognised when this new pohcy is inau-
gurated. We know what the truth is in this matter. We know per-
fectly well, it is quite notorious to us, that the finances of the Province
of Quebec are in a distressed condition. The statement bas been made
by both parties in the Province, by 'successive First Ministers and suc-
oessive Treasurers, and it is evidenced in the very memorial which la
upon the Table, as it has been evidenced by prior memorials, that
further assistance is needed in order te establish equilibrium In the
finances of that Province."

Then ho goes on to show how tho various Provinces have
been brought to this condition of affairs, the Province of
Quebec probably, by a larger expenditure proportionatoly
than any of the otber Provinces. He says:

" It is clear that the Province of Quebec at present, on the statement
of its provincial offleers, a statement made with authority, vouched upon
the statement of the provincial politicians on both aides, is in a condi-
tion which demands the serions consideration of the Confederation. But

bse is not alone in that condition. You will find statements made
from the Province of Nova Scotia, for example, and those who have
endeavored te analyse, I know with difficulty, with very greaty aptitude
te err for want of information, those who have at empted te analyse the
expenditures of that Province will, I think, find that there bas net been
a very great deal to complain of in the way of extravagance. At least
that was the rasult of suh cursory investigation as from time te time I
have been able te make into the expenditures of that Province, and I am
net singling out any Government from another-there bas been alterna-
nation of Governments-I do not find that there bas been much extra-
vagance, or that the expenditures have been in excess, te a large amount,
if at all, of the demands of tbat Province."

He thon cites the position in Nova Scotia, and says:
' I do not suppose my hon. frienda from the Province of Qaebec will

ask more, or those sitting on the other side, thougk they might view
my proposition differently fron what I view it, I do not think they will
dissent from the spirit in which I now address myself te them, namely,
that it is fair and reasonable, under these circumstances, when a new
policy of this kind is being proposed, to censider what its real basis is,
te consider what the real condition of the other Provinces ie, relatively
te that basis and otherwise, and a"e whether what is being proposed as
it stands, and without effecting proper remedies for the application gen-
erally of the new principle )-a propose, can be called just. I say, 8ir,
that for my part I should desire, and it is one of the things which is
most important for us te consider, next te the eonstitutional question-
I should desire that we sBhould address ourselves very early and very
earnestly te the solution of the question, by the adoption of nome plan
whereby once for aIl the question of the provincial subsidies shoulti be
placed on a permanent and lasting basis."
He went on further to argue in that same direction ; and
to show that while the Province of Quebec was undoubtedly
in an embarrassed position, owing to its large expenditure
on public works, the other Provinces of the Dominion were
equally straitened in their financial resources. And ho
wound a long and very able statement of the whole case by
moving a resolution to the following effect:-

" But this House feels bound te express the opinion that Canada, when
(as proposed by the said resolution) recouping of the Provinces for part
of the past local expenditure on railways, should have regard to the pat
local expenditure in other Provinces on railways, almost aIl of which
have been deelared to be for the general advantage of Canada; and this
House regrets that the Government, while proposing a measure of
relief to one Province, bas net taken steps with a view to a fair and
proportionate measure of relief, in respect of local expenditure, In the
other Provinces."

The resolution was of course voted down because the Gov-
ernment then as now, had a large majority in the Bouse,
and the resolution of my hon. friend did not meet their ap-
proval. In order to secure the passage ofthe Act granting
a large amount of money to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
the Government had to secure the adhesion of Quebec in-
fluence ; they had to make concessions to the Province of
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Quebec, which concessions have been continued up to the
present moment, and the last act in the farce is about being
played here. We are going now to assume this large expen-
diture on bebalf of Quebec, while the other Provinces ofthe
Dominion have not their just proportion, so far as regards
the expenditures which they have made in the public inter-
est. Look at those amounts, which aggregate about
$12,000,000, that have been expended, and apply to that
expenditure our proportion in the Province of Nova Seotia.
We have public works there, which are as mach in the
interest of the Dominion at large as those in the city of
Quebec, and those railways which run along the St. Law-
ronce, or those other lines which were subsidised by the
Government this year. I have referred to the dry dock.
Can any bon, gentleman deny the proposition that the
Government ought to assurie the amount which the city of
Halifax were compelled to guarantee for the construction
of a dry dock ? ls there any roason why the Government
should build a dry dock at British Columbia and assume
the debt for the construction of the dry dock and its
future management in the city of Quebec, and not
relieve Halifax from this obligation of $10,000 for
twenty years, which they have been called on to
assume. It was only when the Government refused
to place them in the position in which they placed the city
of Quebec, it was only when the Government refused to
make it a public work, that the citizens of Halifax under-
took this obligation, which they had every reason to believe
from their intercourse with the bon. the Minister of Finance,
the Government would assume. The Government, however,
subsequently refused to lend them the money on the same
terms as those granted to the Harbor Commissioners of the
city of Quebec, and the citizens of Halifax were called on
to assess themselves $10,000 a year for twenty years to
obtain tbis dry dock. I call on the Government to assume
that amount. They have as good a right to assume it as
they bad to assume the debts in the Province of Quebec.
Then there are other public works in Nova Scotia. There was
a railway built from the deep water terminus at Halifax to
Richmond across to Dartmouth, which was the subject of
negotiation for a long time, and was finally built when tge
municipality agreed to guarantee 4 per cent. on $100,000
a year for twenty years, to enable that line to be constructed.
That lins bas been constructed and in operation for a couple
of years, and the interest is steadily growing. I notice lately
that the Government have made a demand on the munici-
pality of Dartmouth for 88,000 for the two years interest,
arising under the guarantee for the construction of that lino.
I ask the Goverument if this House is to be called on year
after year to assume these railways in the Province of Que-
bec, and all these publie works to the extent of $12,000,000
a year, is there any ground of fair comparison, which will
justify the Goverument asking the municipality of Dart
mouth to bear the burden of 84,000 per year for building a
road which is part of the Intercoloniai Railway? I think
this must bave escaped the hon. gentleman's attention when
ho brought down these resoliftions to relieve the Harbor
Commissioners of Montreal, and the city of Quebec from
such a large expense, or ho never would have allowed his own
Province to have beeu put in such an unenviable position; and
ho would never have allowed the inhabitants otthat part of
the country I represent teobe called on to pay for railway ad-
vantages,although the railway in question is part of the Inter.
colonial Railway system. I can understand that in other Pro-
vinces of the Dominion equally strong claims may be made,
and I have no doubt wewill hear their views before this debate
closes. They wiIl have my hearty sympathy in securing a fair
proportion, in proportion to the expenditure which
bas been made under such peculiar and excep-
tional circumstances. Then again, a few years ago,
we required in the city of Halifax a small siding
from the Intercolonial Railway, to the cotton factory

Mr. JoNES (Halifax),

at Halifax. It is part cf the system of the Govern-
ment to increase traffic from the coal mines at Pictou, and
I tbought it would be a great advantage to the Intercolonial
Railway to have ths vdditional accommodation whereby
they could have their coal cars in rear of the city. Here
again the Government called upon the people of Halifax,
and they had to pay $9,000 to extend the Intercolonial
Railway in this direction. Again, we have very large de-
mands upon us in various parts of the Province for aid to
public works which are equally important as those which
have received the assistance of this Parliament in the
Province of Quebec. A road has been charteied called the
HantS Central Railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Would it not be botter to
reserve that speech until the railway propositions come
before the House ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I prefer making my statement
now. We have a road called the lants Central Railway,
running from Truro to Windsor through a fine agricultural
section of Nova Scotia. The company required a subsidy of
$200,000 or $250,000 to pay for a bridge across the Shuber-
acadie Rver. I cannot understand why the Government
refuse to pay the amount in order to bridge that river under
the circumstanceswhen every little railway in the Province
of Quebec receives immediate attention and obtains a large
grant. This road would connect the Intercolonial Railway
with the western part of the Province, would increase the
traffic of the Intercolonial Rail way, and would be of great
advantage to the people of Nova Scotia. Then, again, we
have a road running fron Musquodoboit to Pictou, which
the Minister of Finance in his election campaigu, or in inter-
views with bis friends in the city of Halifax, promised
to grant a subsidy to.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This is the first time that-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have said so again and again.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hoin. gentleman asked
me before where ho made that statement in a publiespeech,
and I replied that I was not aware that he did so, because
the statement was made in interviews, and 1 venture to say
that t'he hon. gentleman will not deny that, to gentlemen
in Halifax belongiung to bis own political side, he promised
that subsidy.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I say most emphatically
that there is not a word of truth in the statement. I say
that I never promised a subsidy to the road, but I said to
the gentlemen who saw me that I would state their case,
as they presented it to me, to the Privy Council, but that I
stated that a subsidy would be granted is absolutely untrue.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman's answer in
the negative will suit me aswell as bis answer in the affir m-
ative, because I know that the friends of the hon. gentle-
man represented that they bad bis assurare that the road
would be built, and they are men who generally have
regard for their own utterances and their statements. They
are business mon and prominent men in the Province; and
these men have over and over again, to my knowledge,
stated that they had the promise from the hon. gentleman.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER Not one of them will make
that statement in my presence.

Mr. J O NES (Halifax). At all events, they made it in
the bon, gentleman's absence, and that is a matter which
the bon. gentleman will have to settle with his friends. The
statement was made on a very important occasion when the
hon. gentleman did us the honor of paying a visit to Hali-
fax. Then, we have another road, which is called the
Nictaux and Atlantic road, which is not constructed for lack
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of the subsidy which was promised by this Governmont, but
which, because the county of Lunenburg returned an oppo-
sition member, has been refused up to this moment. The
Minister of Railways-and I regret that ho is not here now
-wrote a letter to the member for Lunenburg at that time,
stating that the Government would bring in a measure at
the next Session proposing to subsidise that road; and as,
T suppose, the then member for Lunenburg had experience
of the value of the promises of the Ministerof Railways and
of the Government, ho was not prepared to receive that
promise alone, but he got a letter from him and was not
even content by having that letter from the Minister of
Railways, but ho obtained the endorsation of the First
Minister to that effect. That letter was made use of by the
bon. gentleman who ropresented Lunenburg at that time,
but, in consequence of the county having returned a member
to oppose the prosent Administration, the Government
granted only a.small sum, about half the amount that was
required and had been promised, and they have refused to
go on with the work, and it is lying over at the present
time. I say that is a work in the interest of the country, that
it is a work which, if Nova Scotia had her fair share of the
appropriations which are passed by this House, as the Pro-
vince of Quebec bas, would not compel that Province to
come to the Government year after year for assistance, but
would enable it to carry on its works without further assist-
ance. Thon there is another road which runs from Anna.
polis to Liverpool and Shelburne. It is about 100 miles long,
and for the construction of that road we would require about
$320,000. If we had our share of that appropriation, we
should be able to construct that road, and so provide com-
munication with the western part of Nova Scotia, if we did
not find that the fair share which we should have is being
absorbed in other parts of the Dominion. That road would
open up a fine section of the Province, and would give the
people on the Atlantic coast the facility to get connection
by rail with the Intercolonial Railway, whereas at present
they have only connection by water. That is a road of the
greatest importance to the Province. There is another
road, the Inverness and Richmond Railway, which is con-
nected with the Cape Breton Railway, and would develop
a fine part of the Island of Cape Breton, a very valuable
agricultural district, which would be connected in that way
with the main lino. I mention this to show that, if we.bad our
fair share of the distribution of the revenues of the country
we should be able to coenstruct all those roads,and our Province
would receive the advantage of these roads which would
open up new sections of the country which are of great
value. Thon again, the Province granted about $600,000
as a subsidy to the Eastern Extension Railway. That
railway has been taken over by the Government and forms
part at present of the Intercolonial Railway system of the
Dominion. Why should the Province of Nova Scotia be
called upon to bear the burden of $600,000 for the construc-
tion of a road which is owned by the Dominion at large,
and which the Dominion at large has the benefit of ? This
House has been asked to vote $2,500,000 in Cape Breton-to
form a connecting link with this road. The Province of
Nova Scotia gave $600,000 for that road, and, under the
policy of the Government, that amount should be returned
to the Province. Thon again, you have to consider the in-
terests of the counties of Antigonish, Guysboro' and Pictou.
They paid for the right of way of this Eastern Extension
road which now forms part of the Intercolonial system. I
think the taxpayers of those three counties are justly en-
titled to come to the Government and ask for a roturn of
the money which they were called upon to pay for the
construction of the road which now belongs to the Govern-
ment. In aIl these cases, if the principle was applied to the
Province of Nova Scotia-and I am quite willing it should be
applied to the other Provinces as well, because I am here only
speaking for my own Province, with branches of the subject

with which I am most familiar-if that principle was applied
to Nova Scotia, we should thon be able to construct ail these
public works in the interest of our country, and open it up
east and west with railways which the people are so anxions
to obtain. It is in this view of the case that I object to the
assumption of these debts in the Harbor of Quebec, and
assuming control of the dry dock, and the debt for con-
structing it, and the debt for the tidal dock, and the large
amount which that dock represents. Every hon. member
of this House feels that we shall never be able to receive
one cent from it, either for principal or interest. You may
look at the $3,500,000 expended in the Harbor of Quebec
for these tidal docks, as a gift ; you might as well write it
off your books at once. Hon. gentlemen know that with
that $3,500,000, they may be kept on from year to year,
possibly until another deal, or a final deal, is required with
another Canadian Pacific Railway Company, when Quebec
influence may again prevail, and when that large amount
may be assumed by the Government of the Dominion. It is
under such circumstances as these that I venture to protest
most strongly against the assumption of these large amounts
continuously and persistently on behalf of the Province of
Quebec, without the other Provinces of the Dominion -
and although I am speaking for my own in particular now,
I do not wish to limit the principle to my own Province-
I say that my own Province and the other Provinces of the
Dominion ought to share alike in the public expenditure,
as indicated in the resolution of Mr. Blake last year, whon
these railway propositions were before the flouse. I
venture to appeal not only to the Government,
but to this flouse and to the country, as to the
justness of the proposal which we submit. I think it is
unfair and unjust that the citizens of fHalifax should be
called upon to bear $10,000 a year of annual assessment,
when the people of the city and harbor of Quebec have
their dry docks assumed and controlled by the Dominion
Government as public works. If they had accepted the
proposal, if they had given us the money under certain
circumstances, on the same conditions which were granted
to the Harbor Commissioners of Quebec, we could have
constructed our own dock at a much less cost, even if they
had refused to make it a public work. But ref using to
make it a public work, and refusing to guarantee the
money, refusing to put us in the same position in which
they put the Harbor Commissioners of Quebec, I repeat is
an act of injustice which I think the people of Halifax and
the people of Nova Scotia generally will resent. TIen,
again, with regard to that small piece of the Intorcolonial
Railway on the Dartmouth line-is it fair that the taxpay-
ers should have to pay $4,000 a year, a small municipality
like that, when you assume a long lino cf railway, running
from here to Quebec, with other lines of railway down
through that Province, for no other rea,on than because the
people of Quebec have a more persistent and unitod influ-
ence than the people of Nova Scotia or the people of' other
Provinces have. They are able to exert that influence
in a united manner, as one man, and that one man coming
to the Government demands to receive concessions which
are withheld from the other Provinces. I protest against
this unfairness to the other Provinces, and I call upon the
Government to take such a stop as will place the public
expenditure of this country in a fair and jast manner, so
that alîlthe varions Provinces may receive their fair propor-
tion of the expenditure.

Mr. KENNY. The first clause of the resolution now
under the consideration of the House provides that the
graving dock built at Levis opposite Quebec, shall become
a public work, and that the corporation of the Quebec Har-
bor Commissioners shall be released and discharged from
ali obligations connected therewith. That reminds me, Sir,that
at the port of Halifax we are now building a graviag dock, to
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the character and value and importance of which I desire to
call the attention of the House. It has been constructed by a
joint stock company, and is subsidised by a vote of $10,000
for 20 years from the city of Halifax, and the same amount
from the Imperial Government and the same amount from
the Dominion Government. The dock will be completed in 12
months. It will be one of the largest docks in the world,
and I think, without exception, the largest dock in Ame-
rica. Owing to the changes in the plan of that dock, which
it became necessary for the company to make in conse-
quence of the recommendation of the Dominion engineer, and
the engineer of the city of Halifax, owing, also, to the fact
that the site which it was supposed would have been ob-
tained for the sum of $25,000 has cost $60,000, the outlay
has been mucb greater than it was at first anticipated. The
company, under these circumstances, made an appeal to
the Imperial Government, and I have it on the best autho-
rity that the Imperial Government has made an advance-
I do not exactly know in what form-of $100,000 to enable
this company to corplote the dock. Since I came to Ottawa,
I have asked the Dominion Government to grant the dock
company a rebate or refund of the duties which they paid on
articles imported whilst that dock was under construction,
and I take this opportunity of urging that matter upon
the consideration of the Government. It has been stated
to me by those connected with the company, that this
is very essential to its completion. Having thus placed
before the House the. value and the importance of the
dock, I will contrast it with the Quebec dock. The Quebec
dock will no doubt be of value. I hope it will give some
return for the outlay which it is now thought, in the
public interest, should be made upon it, But it cannot be of
the same value as the Halifax dock, owing to the difference
in its size. Besides, the Quebec dock can only be used during
six months of the year ; the Halifax dock, as hon. gentle-
men know, can be used during the whole year. Therefore, I
think that our dock has a stronger claim upon the conside-
ration of the Dominion Governmont, and I hope that the
Government will relieve the city of Halifax of the outlay
which it is making upon that dock. I should be glad if
possible, to see it made a public work, and I expect that
the Dominion Government will treat the city of Hali-
fax in this matter a considerately as it treats the city
of Quebec. All I ask is that in this matter common
justice will be accorded to all. So much for the dock.
Now, my hon. colleague bas referred to other matters which
do not exactly pertain to the resolution which is under
discussion ; and when his attention was called to the digres.
sion, ho mentioned that ho desired, with the permis-
sion of the House, to make those remarks, and
ho continued his speech, and made his annual statement.
The hon. gentleman treated us to exactly the same speech
last year; at least the tone and style were so familiar that
I think I have heard it, if not in this louse cortainly eise.
where. My hon. colleague has frequently found fault withj
the Government for its extravagance. Now, ho says it is
not sufflciently extravagant. His idea of retrenchment is
to spend more money. Accusations have been throwni
across the House to us by hon. gentlemen opposite that thei
support which the Dominion Government obtains in the(
Province of Nova Scotia was gained by promises of rail-e
ways. It seems that the Government did not promise1
enough during the elections in Nova Scotia, for I do not1
think any references were then made to several mat-
ters to which my hon. colleague call the attention of the
Government. 1 am quite prepared to say this : that if thei
Government followed the advice of my hon. friend ho would1
be the first to accuse them of trying to buy the people ofi
Nova Scotia. That will not deter me from supporting himi
in uny claim which I consider a just one whieh ho may make,
and I do say that the cotton siding to which ho refers, and
of which I have a very intimate knowledge, and the Dart-

Mr. KigNNy.

mouth railway are matters which deserve the attention
of the Dominion Governmont. As regards the other rail-
ways and matters to which the hon. gentleman has referred,
they were so fully discussed last year, and answered by
the Minister, that I feel it is unnecessary to deal with them
further, and I hope that on this dock question, it baving
been so prominently brought before the notice of the
Government, they will recognise the claim which the dock
company has for a rebate of the duty paid on articles
imported which are essential to the construction of the
dock. When the dock is finished I hope the Government
will relieve the city of Halifax of all obligation in connec-
tion with it, as they are now relieving the Harbor Com.
missionors of Quebec. As regards the Harbor Commis-
sioners of Quebec I may say that in Hialifax we hesitated
to put the harbor in commission, because we feared it
might impose additional taxation on our shipping; but our
friends in Quebec were wiser in their generation than we
were, they took the risk and incarred the obligation, and
now they come to Parliament and ask to be relieved of it
As regards the claims of Halifax on the consideration of
the Dominion Government, I will give a few figures to
show its importance and trade. The amount of customs
duty which the Minister of Customs received last year
from iHalifax amounted to about $1,700,000, as against
$S00,000 collected at the port of Quebec. This will show
that the value of a public work like the graving dock
will be infinitely greater in Halifax than in Quebec, and I
hope its value will be recognised by the Government.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The hon. member for Halifax
(Mr. Kenny) has urgod the claims of the graving dock at
Halitax, which ho said would be of greater benefit than the
graving dock at Quebec, because the harbor of Halifax is
open the year round, Of course the hon. gentleman excepts
those periods when the harbor is frozen over. Then there
is a graving dock in British Colurmbia, which, I believe, is
also subsidised by the Government. I represont a consti-
tuency which has as important a harbor as either Quebec or
Halifax and we have this advantage, that I believe it is the
only port north of Cape Hatteras which is never encumbered
by ice. Our claims as a port in that respect are superior to
those of either Halifax or Quebec. W hile this amount is
being paid for the benefit of Quebec Harbor, I claim that a
similar expenditure should be made on works of public ad-
vantage in other portions of the Dominion. In many res-
pects we are at a disadvantage as compared with the port
of Montreal. The hon. member f-r iHalifax (Mr. Kenny)
bas pointed out the large amount of customs collected at his
port; I believe a similar amount is collected at St. John, but
the hon, gentleman will admit that we indirectly pay a large
amount of duty on goods entered at Montreal, because in
several lines cf trade tho merchants are placed at an advan-
tage and are able to seùd goods to the Lower Provinces
and successfully compote, to some extent, with the merchants
of Halifax and St. John. The port of St. John was not
put into commission for similar reasons to those given in
regard to Halifax. The port of St. John is in commission
in a certain sense, because under the charter the port is
conveyed to the city, and the civic authorities are practic.
ally the Harbor Commission, and not only do they control
the harbor but it is their property. It bas been argued
that St. John receives such a large amount for the break-
water the people should be satisfied. Since Confederation,
20 years, we received $422,000 for the breakwater, and dur-
ing that period 858,,00 has been expended in dredging.
While the breakwater bas been useful for the purpose for
which it was intended, as a shelter for the small class of
vessels navigating the Bay of Fundy, I am very much in.
clined to believe, but I do not speak with certainty, a large
portion of the expense occurred through defecte in the
plans and faulty construction. Be that as it may, there in
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a more important matter connected with the harbor, and
that is the work of dredging. We have a just claim on the
Dominion Government to see that stops ae taken for thor.
oughly dredging our barbor, as lying at the mouth of a
great river running through the alluvial soil of the upper
part of New Brunswick, a large amount of debris is brought
down by the spring freshets, and this is rapidly destroying
our harbor. This is more important because in a short
time the city of St John will be within 24 bours of Mon.
treal, probably 18 bours, and thon it will be the first ocean
port in the Lower Provinces touched by the Short Line.

Mr. GILLMOR. Except St. Andrew's.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Yes, I admit that St. Andrew's
will be reached a little before St. John. We have also a
road which bas been opened under the assistance of the
Dominion and Quebec Governments, running froin River
du Loup to the boundary of New Brunswick, and which also
opens another outlet, which bas its termination in St. John.
In view of those facts, and in order to carry out the prin-
ciple on which those roads have been built, it seems to me
the harbor should be put in such a position as to enable
ships to come there, it being the first outet of those rail-
ways which bave been supported by the Goverrment. Such
a large amount of shipping comes there that it is of the
greatest importance the barbor should accommodate thom.
From 1868 to 1885, while the number of vessels in Quebee
was 14,000, with 13,000,000 of tons, I find that in the port
of St. John the number of vessels during the same period
was 24,000 with about 8,000,000 of tons. Of course the ton-
nage was not so large as that in Queboe, but the number of
vessels frequenting the port was greater. We have now a
large number of steamers, and we think we will be able, witih
the assistance of the Short Line to get a share <f the trade
west. J, therefore, cannot too strongly urge upon the Govern-
ment, that they should give us the assistance that we are
fairly entitled to, for the purpose Of putting our harbor in such
a position as to accommodate and invite vessels to enter it.
I find, on looking cver the report of the Minister of Public
Works, that for the last fiscal year, 1886 and 1887, there was
expended for barbons and piers, $742,000, of which New
Brunswick received only $83,435, and Quebec, $ L96,512.
Besides that we find that in Quebec, under a special vote of
Parliament for that year, there was expended on the chan-
nel between Quebec and Montreal, $191,000. Quebec bar-
bor works, 8432,472 ; Levis graving dock, $ZO,OO, and
Three Rivers harbor, 8203. I do not object to any expen-
diture which will increase the trade of Quebec or any of the
other Provinces, but I feel that I have a right to urge the1
claims of the barbor in the constituency which I bave the
bonor to represent-the commercial capital of the Province
of New Brunswick. It was promised us that if we went
into Confederation, St. John would become the Liverpool of
America, and it was held forward as the great inducementj
by which ber people were asked to join the Union, that(
great trade would centre in ber harbor and city. That basj
iot been realised. We can only hope that the facilities

that will be offered to us, if we get that assistance which
we are fairly entitled to, as I claim under the federal com-
pact, will give us such assistance as will increase the
accommodation for vessels entering our harbor. With
regard to the harbor, I may say that in Feb-
ruairy, 18D7, the Government seemed to have awoke
to the importance of the place, for the chief engineer of
Public Works was sent down to survey the harbor with a
view to increasing the accommodation. Ile spent between
the let and 22nd of February of that yar, very busily
attending to that duty, but bis engagements have been so
great since that we have not heard the result of bis labors;E
and, if 1 am correctly informed, no report bas been made to t
the Public Works Department, or if it bas been made thatà
report has never been made before the H1ouse although iti

has been askad for. I do not wish to take up any more
time at this late period of the Session. I feel that I am
only asking for an act of justice towards the constituency
of St. John, and 1 claim that the position in which we are
placed, imposes a duty and an obligation on the orninion
to give us that assistance which is afforded to othor parts of
the Dominion, and which the situation and the importance
of our port not only in regard to the Province but in regard
to the Dominion entitles us to. I believe that the harbor
is of that public character and public importance, that will
enable the Government to see their way clear, to give Us
that just portion of assistance which we are entitled to, and
which on behalf'oftthe city I claim is our due.

Mr. ELLIS With regard to the general question involved
in both propositions, that is the Montreal proposition and that
with respect to the harbor of Quebec, I am unable to draw
in my mind any special difference as to the result of
the two. It appears to me they both lead to the same
thing, and that is that eventually all the harbors of the
Dominion will have to be fro. In the speech of the bon.
member for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) the other
night, there was a menace in his tones, and a glitter
in his eye, which suggested that this was only the beginning
of the demands on the part of Montreal ; that these de-
mands would be followed in the future hy other demands,
and that it was a more question of timo as to whon the port
of Montreal would be made free. He was backed up in that
to a large extent by the suggestions of the hon. member for
N>rthumberland (Mr. Mitchell), who is roally a represent-
ative of the city of Montral too, and I observe that the hon.
member fir Bllechasse (Ur. Amyot) wasof pietty mueh the
same opinion in regard to the port of Quebec. Tnoir re.
marks bave been followed up iin the same direction by the
hon. members for Hlalifax, and for the first time wo have
found them agreeing to a greater extent than they ever
agreed in this louse before. Thon my hon. colleague from
the city and county of St. John (Mr. Weldon) comes for-
ward and makes what seems to be a fair statement, and what
is no doubt a fair sLdtement, with regard to the claims of
tho port of St. John. Every harbor in the Dominion whether
it be a lake barbor, or an ocean harbor, is a harbor
that accommodates as much trade in the Dominion as comes
to it ; and if you can got that trade cheaper it is for the
benefit of the people to enjoy it. In the end it all means that
you are taking off a special tax on one part of the country
and putting it on as a goneral tax on the other. If you do
this for Montreal or Quebec, it is only fair and just that the
same principle shouldapply to the whole Dominion over. That
is, at any rate, the resuit of' the logic which the hon. the
Minister of Finance and th, hon. the Minister of Public
Works have put before the liouse. Lot me say one or two
words with regard to the St. John Ilarbor. That harbor is
owned by the city, inasmuch as all the tolls and revenues
from the harbor go to the city, and it is managed with no
expense except the expense of a harbor master. A com-
mittee of citizons manage it. Notwithstanding the
remarks of my hon. friends bore, my friend from Sholburne
(Gen. Laurie) and the other hon. gentleman, who are both
Halifax gentlemen on this occasion, I may say that I bave
seen 40 or 50 square-rigged vossels in the harbor. if you can
find 40 or 50 square-rigged vessels in a harbor where thore
is no water, you will sec a sight of a remarkable character
indeed.

An hon. MEXMBER. That was before Confederation.
Mr. EL LIS. They were there, and the water is there also.

There is in St. John a party of citizons who are extremely
desirous to have the harbor put in commission, and when-
ever a harbor improvement ugitation is raised in that city,
this question for a commission comes te the front. The main
argument on which it is based, I do not hesitate to say, and
I say it without any four of contradiction, is this: that if
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you put the harbor in commission, yon will be able to
get a great deal of money ont of the Government,
becuse the commission cannot spend their own
money or require the city corporation to spend any,
and it will be got from the Government. The argu-
ment is constantly presented to me as a journalist and a pub-
lic man that I should forego my own views, because if
we would consent to that the Dominion Government would
make the expenditure, and we would ultimately get rid of
the responsibility of it. I have never been able to adopt
that as a view of public morality that I can support. A short
time agosome of the representatives of the Province of New
Brunswick interviewed the hon. Minister of Public Works,
and asked him to give us some assistance. We have never
demanded from the Dominion Government that they should
construct unnecessary works; ail we have asked is that they
should help to put the barbor in a position to meet any grow-
ing trade that might corne there. In addition to managing and
controlling the harbor, we, in St. John, have spent something
like $200,000 within a comparatively recent poriod to build
wharves, which have become public wharves. The answer
of the hon. Minister of Public Works bas suggested that we
might get an expenditure if we accepted a harbor coin.
mission. But I warn the hon. gentleman of the danger he
runs in making that suggestion. I would suggest that ho
should get the report of bis officer who was sont down to
St. John before the late election ; and if he could give us
some assistance, it would be botter to do that than put the
harbor under a commission, unless ho is prepared to place
ail the harbors of the Dominion under the same system. I
dissent entirely from the proposition b4fore the House,
with regard to the harbor of Quebec. I dissented from,
though I did not speak on, the Montroal proposition. I
think it is sufficient for the Dominion to give a certain
amount of assistance to those harbor works, as they do
to other public works; but to put upon the whole country
the cost of local works in particular places, is unjust to the
whole country.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) If there is any lesson to be
learned nt all from the debate which has just taken place,
and the vote we are now asked to pass, 1 think it is the
great danger that exists in the initiatory steps that nre
generally taken on a small scale to impose a bui don on this
country for the benefit of one particular part of
it. In this natter we are called to assume, as I
understand, the total cost of construction and in.
terest on the Levis Graving Dock, amounting to 1,042,454.
lu addition, we have to assume $193,706 of the debt for
the construction of the tidal dock at the mouth of the St.
Charles River; in other words we are asked to vote to the
city of Quebec 81,536,160. If that was all that was included
in the vote before the House, it would net, perhaps, be very
serious; but it is just as well for us to understand where we
stand in this business, and what will be the logical conse-
quence of wiping out this indebtedness. So far as the Levis
Graviog Dock debt is concerned, it stands on a special
basis. The amount required to wipe out the cost of the
St. Charles River tidal dock is a more flea-bite compared
with what the hon. gentlemen will have to ask in a year or
two. When that work was constructed in 1873 we were
told that a guarantee of $1,200,000 would be amply sufficient
for the purpo.e, and that advance was made on the bonds of
the Quebeclarbor Commission ; and we were to have pro-
vision in the statutes for securing the Government aganst
any possible loss of interest or sinkingfund. The provisions
were well enough on papt r, but as a matter of fact they
have proved to be absolutely valueless. The hon. gentle-
man having got that principle adopted by the House in
1873, ho came in 18;0 and asked for $250,000 more to com-
plete the work; and in 1883 he asked for $375,000 for the
construction of a cross-wall. I have watched the debates

1r. r.rla.

on the subject, and with the exception of the hon. gentleman,
and the hon. Minister of Public Works, and a few others,
hardly anybody knew anything about these works. He
came back in 1884 and asked for $300,000 more; in 1886,
he asked for $750,000 more; and in 1887. ho asked for
$1,200,000. There bas hardly been a year since he first
induced Parliament to assume the liability of the construc-
tion of these docks that the hon. gentleman has not asked
for a half or two-thirds or the whole of a million dollars,
and ho bas always got it; and the same thing has
gone on to this day, and we do not know whether we
are at the end of these expenditures or not. I have
talked with some gentlemen from Quebec on this
subject, and they bave told me that these docks are
really of very littlo importance-that the large proportion
of the money bas been erpended for political purposes, and
that the docks, when finished, will ho of very littie use to
the city of Quebec. Though $734,000 romains which has
not yet been expended, I have no doubt the bon. gentle.
man will expend that; and judging from the past, ho will
be here again as sure as the sun rises to-morrow. And
suppose they spend all the money, what will it amount to ?
It will amount to this: that this country will have guarau-
teed within an ace of 84,000,000 for the St. Charles Tidal
Dock, irrespective of $1,000,000 which was voted for the
Levis Graving Dock. The hon. gentleman knows that ho
might as well ask Parliament to assume the whole debt at
once, as he is certain to do it a year or two bence. The
commissioners will never pay the interest, they have never
intended to pay it, and Parliamentimightas well know it; and
when Parliament is asked to wipe out one-half of this debt,
that is only a stop that will make it certain that Parliament
will be asked in a year or two honce to wipe out the balance.
We are practically giving the commission 84,000,000. We
have paid the money already, we cannot get it back, and the
securities are worth about the paper on which they are
written. The commissioners never have paid any interest
or sinking fund, not one dollar.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, yes; on the original loan'
they paid $750,000.

MIr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes, of the $1,200,000 voted,
8750,000 was taken to pay off outstanding bonds of the
Quebec Harbor Commission.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; they are paying the
interest of $36,000, and are paying regularly up to the present
time.

Mr. DAVIES (PE..) I say that of the 81,200,000 we
advanced in 1873, $750,000 were taken to pay the thon out-
standing debentures of the Quebec Harbor Commissioners,
and the commissioners looked upon this as a rual debt on
which they ought, morally as well as legally, pay interest.
But outaide of the interest on that $i50,000, the Quebec
Harbor Commissionors never have paid and never intend to
pay a dollar of interest. I talked to some gentlemen of
Quebec, and they laughed at the very idea of paying any
interest on that debt. It is well to ascertain what is the
real amount we are aesuming. I say it comes to this: Last
year we authorised the Government to expend 81,200,000,
of which there is yet $734,000 unexpended. That will bu
expended next year, and the total expenditure on the St.
Charles wet docks will thon amount to 84,000,000. I
think that the mistake was mide in the first instance.
As soon as the thin end of the wedge is got in by one
of these cities, and the Government gives its guarantee
for the payment of a large sum of money, to be in-
vested in some local work, the chances are, in nine cases
out of ten, that the Government will in the long ran have
to assume the whole debt. That has been the case with
reference to the Quebec Harbor debt. We have already
assumed the cost of constructing the St. Charles Dock, which
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imposes a charge on the Dominion of $3, Z62,000 and we are
now assuming by formal resolution another 8500,000, so
that we may as well make it a round 84,000,000, for we will
have to pay that in the long run. We are assuming ihe
cost ofthe Lake St. Peter improvements, 83,750,000, the St.
Charles Tidal Dock at Quebec, 83,975,000, and the Lévis
Graving Dock, 81,000,000, making nearly 88,500,000, in all.
In the face of this expenditure, the arguments of my hon.
friend from the Maritime Provinces must be acknowledged to
have some weight. We cannot go on laying out 88,000,000,
or 89,000,000 of public money in the cities of Quebse and
Montreal for harbor improvements, without recognising in
some way the necessity of improving the large harbors in
the Maritime Provinces. As far as the assumption of the
debt for improving Lake St. Peter is concerned, there
may be arguments used to justify the Government in as-
suming that, as the channel is a matter of national import-
ance, but there waS nothing to justify the pledging of the
credit of the country to the construction of a tidal dock at
the mouth of the St. Charles river, Quebec. That isa pure-
]y local work with which we should have nothing to do,
and a large amount of the money voted for it bas been
expended in electoral corruption, and to-day Quebec
is not much better off from the construction of the
dock than she was before, as I am informed by gentlemen
who are interested in that city. Having laid out this money
in these different works, it is, of course, to be expected that
similar claims will be made from the other Provinces. We
have St. John and Halifax putting forward their claims,
which, having recognised the claim of Quebec and Montreal,
the Government will find it bard to resist. What is to
become of tbe Provinces that have no special claims of this
kind. I suppose they will have no recognition whatever.
We have been going on spending money in subsidising rail.
ways and building Govemrnment railways in the different
Provinces of the Dominion, with the exception of Pt ince
Edwaid Island. We have expended 871,000,00 on the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, 847,000,000 on the Intercolonial
Railway, and I am afraid to say how much in subsidising
railways in the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia and New
Brunmwick, and the little Island of Prince Edward stands
alone, althougb she pays her quota in taxes. The Island
should be placcd in the same position as Cape Breton, whosei
railway was built at the general expense. We are building,
a railway running from New Glasgow to New Oxfor d,i
a l-ailway which was not required at all, exeept for the con-
venience and political assistance of the Finance Ministeri
and bis friends. The Government have built a parallel lino
of railway to the town of Pictou, which may be of some'
advantage to that town, but it is a disadvantage to thej
general interest of the public, because it forms a competing1
lino with the existing line to Fisher's Landing. Railways4
have been subsidised all through New Brunswick andi
Quebec, and the one exception to all the Provinces isj
Prince Edward Island. The Government of that Pro-t
vince have made a demand on this Government that wei
ishould be placed on the same footing as the rest of theé
Dominion, and that our railways should be assumed by the1
whole Dominion. I am not now going to discuss the matter;i
but in face of the enormous charge which the Government
are now putting upon the public, it will be imposeible for
them to resist the juet claims of the people of Prince
Edward Lland te consideration.

Mr. WELSH. I did not intend to offer any remarks oni
this matter, but as it seems the custom in the fHouse thati
when the senior member for Halifax gets up to speak, he
must be replied to by the junior member, so when the bon.t
member for Queen's addresses the House I will foilow him. Ic
quite agree with the remarks of my hon. friend. It appearsc
to me that the Government, in the first place, have spenti
their money without good security, and that now the Que-ç

i
bec Dock Company are bankrupt, and come to us to
assume the debt. Instead of being a source of strength to
the country, this eompany are adding to our net debt
85,000,000. I quite agree with my hon. friend that those
large railway expenses, carried on in the Provinces at the
general expense are a heavy burden. Well, Prince Edward
Island bas a railroad, but she las paid for it. I think she
has been treated very badly, and that the Government in
justice should return to her the $3,000,000 or $4,000,00U
that railway cost. The hon. the Minister of Finance told
us that when the Supplementary Estimates came down, we
would see that the Island was not forgotten.

Sir HkARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.

Mr. WELSH. I hope that is the case, but I have been
waiting quictly for those Estimates a long time, and you
know the old saying that hope deferred makes the beart
sick. I hope they will give us some satisfaction in these
Estimates. While the members from St. John and Halifax
are quite right in making their claims, I know that in
Prince Edward Island we are in a more difficuit position
than they are. In Halifax they have their barbor open all
the year round, while during the winter we are shut up, and
I think we deserve more consideration than they do,. shall
reserve what I have to Say further on this subject until we
are on the Estimates.

Mr. GILLMOR. I would make a suggestion to the hon.
gentleman, and that is that our present system is robbing
the Provinces of any self-reliance. They all como hore for
relief, anJ, if this goes on a little longer, wo might as well
have had a Legislativo Union as a FokrAl Union, blxcauso
the Government are taking charge of ail public works, as it
suits them, in the digorent Provinces, and the explanation
is that they are for the general advantage of Canada, but
the expenditure isdivided amongst thedifferont Provinces. I
do not know where the evil is to end, if it is a-1 evil; bat it ls
certain that the Govern ment cannot meet ait the claims which
are made upon them at onco. We must wait and take our
turn. The charge is fixed, and, as years roll by, it is clear
that some must inevitably wait longer than others, and of
course it niust bu expected that those who represent oppo.
sition conwtituencies will have t wait longer than those
who are mort favored. Still, I would bring unler the
notice of the Government tho conitituoncy that I roproont,
and I would cali their attention to what theyalready know,
that the port of St. Andrew's is coming into notoriety very
rapidly. It is the nighest part of the Atlantic coast to
Montreal and to all the west, and, although we have great
natural advantages, sorne little expenditure will ho needed
to make the harbor accessible to those vessels for which
other har bors are clamoring. I think that, from the in-
crease of trade, in ail the harbors that have been mentioned
and from all the facilities they have to accommodate ves-
sels, they do not need assistance as muclh as we do. I do
not hear of any damage occurring to vessels from want of
space in those harbors, and I think the muoney which is
voted to them would be as well in the Treasury and botter
in the pockets of the people than itwould be in expenditure
on those barbora. They say that there was a revenue of
$800,000 from the harbor of Qoebec, 81,000,000 from Halifax,
and 81,000,000fromSt. John. The revenue was thatfrom St.
John twenty years ago, and I think the Government should
not be too lavish in their expenditure of public money in
regard to certain harbors. O course, there may be an
argument in favor of public expenditure on these works,
and, for my part, Ithirk the only expenditurereferred to in
these resolutio:is which is justified, is the expenditure for the
opening of the St. Peter's channel, as a woi k to be paid for
out of the Dominion Treasury As to Montreal, St. John,
and Halifax, I Say that the localities, being the centres of
wealth, being placed where they are by nature for their own
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advantage, must have tho cream of the trade, and you find
in those places that 1ceir merchant princes are erecting
palaces, but it is unfair to the millions of the people of
Canada to say that certain work is for the general advan-
tage in those cities. Of course, if I succeeded in running my
saw mill, that is in one sense for the general advantagoeof
Canada, because ail that constitutes the wealth of the peo-
ple or of the individuals who form the population of the
country is for the general advantage. Still, I think the
Government onght to be careful in their expenditure. Imust
say that I did not enjoy the statement of the Minister of
Finance that ho thought it was time to cry " halt."
I do not want to se I " halt" cried before
you come to my county. If you have started
out on this benevolent mission, I think von must deal (ut

justice to every locality, and yon should not stop short in
N&ew Brunswick befora you have done justice te every part
of the Province There is a railway that runs through my
county, 84 miles in iength, and I think that railway is as
much for the general advantago as any other railway that
bas been aided, and that railwny is suffering under financial
dcpression in rega>d to building it and to runing it. Last
year you loaned $17,000 to a road in A)bert County, N B.,
it would take twice that amount to pay the claims on the
road I have referred to, and I think you are domg a great
injustice to Canada wýth these claims. People flock here
with these claims. We cannot tako charge of ail the
works in Canada and pay them out of the Dominion Trea-
sury. If this goos on much further, the Prinie 'inister's
view in favor of Legislativo Union would be the best, and
then we might dispense with the Local Legislatures and
save that expense.

Resolution reported, and concurre I in.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduced Bill (No. 135) rela-

ting to certain advances made te the Quebec Harbor Com-
missioners.

Bill read the first and second times, and considered in
committee and reported.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved second reading of Bill
( No. 121) to amend Chapter 33 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada respecting the Duties of Customs.

Motion agreed to, Bill iead the second time, aud House
resolved itself into committce.

(In the Committee.)
Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. You have finally come

to the conclusion that it is not necessary to attach to this
a schedule showing that the articles heretofore made free,
are on the free list ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. The Minister of Justice
says there is no doubt.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They are now on the
froc list, and they must stay there till they are taken off.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, quite so.
Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

INSURANCE ACT AMENDMENT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved second reading of Bill
(No. 126) te amend Chapter 124 of the Revised Statutes
of Canada respecting Insurance.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHIT. But it is not printed or
distributed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, but I thought we might
take it up, seeing that both sidas of the House seemed te be
perfectly satisfied with the statement that the effect of this

Mr. GILLMO a.

Pill is simply to place insurance companies having charters
from Local Legi4latures in the same position as foreign com-
panies, that is, to enable them to do a fire and life insurance
business by making the necessary deposits and complying
with the requirements of the Dominion Statute. If these
chartered companies receive the sanction of the Governor
in Cuncil, and make the necessary deposits, they have the
same power to do business here that the American corn-
panies have.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG-aT. Does that affect roc'
ine as well as life and tire companies ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. Now, is there not

sone risk that those charters may contain provis o Is more
or less at variance with the general Insurance Act.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will
observe that the first thing that is done when an ppl ication
comes from any one of these parties, is to refer it to the
Superintenlent of Insurance to report upon, and if there is
found to be any defect or any difficulty, they are refused.
If they are found te be in conformity with other general
enactments and the principles that are ad )pted he:e, and
the company is one whose security is considered ample,
thon it is allowed, by making the necessary depo4t, to
transact business throughout Canada in the same way as
foreiga companies.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is, we give the
Government, to a considerable extent, dispensing powers.
Now, some ot these companies, ne doubt respectable com-
panies, will come to the Government, and it will happen
occasionally that there will be some variation in their
charters, and if these happen to be inîuentially supported,
if gentlemen who have a considerable interest in maintain-
ing the present Government, press strongly upon the hon.
Finance Minister of the day that a little trifling deviation
should be waved, it appears to me there will be no security
at all, but that the Act may be infringed upon, first in one
point and thon in another, and that we will have consider-
able trouble in this matter. I think that in addition to re-
quiring a deposit, they should be roquired to conform to
the general provisions of the Insurance Act which was
drawn up with a good deal of trouble, and wh:ch cannot be
departed from without giving rise to a great many corm-
plaintc on the part of the various companies that do busi-
ness under it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I cannot answer to what may
occur when the hon. gentleman himself is on this aide of
the flouse, but I can assure him that while the present
Goverument retain power, there will be no possibility of
this Act being abuased in the w %y in which he refera. The
hon. gentleman knows how thoroughly we recognise eour
responsibility to Parliament, and that any action of that
kind would expose as to the animad version of hon. gentle-
men opposite.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But I recollect a certain
dogma laid down by the hon, gentlemen opposite, which
was to the effect that anything that Parliament sanctioned
of course bocame law, thiat it was no longer illegal. I
think the hou, gentlemen should guard against such a pos-
sibility as I have referred to. I am quite sure, from my
own exporience, that application wili be made, either to
him or to his successors, as the case may b, on the part ef
some persons interested in these eompanies, to permit ce -
tain deviations which may not in themselves appear to be
of very great importance. In that way there would be
very considerable tar that our general Act would b set at
nought.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would suggest that these
words be added to the clause: " The privilege of obtaining
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iDominion license upon "aking the necessary deposit with
thé Receiver General, and in other respects complying with
thq provisions of the Insurance Act."

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I thinkthat would cover
.it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think my hon. friend from
South Oxford (Sir;Rihard Cartwright)may havhad some
certain companies in his mind. Applications will come
iiomGntario-andQuebrneare than frenm the, other Pro.
Vfices.

Bir CHARLES TUPPER. My attention was drawn to
this question from British Columbia.

-Mr. 'JONES (Halifax). Rpdaking for Nova Scotia, I may
say that we are very careful to have our charters correctly
drawn, and the conditions are-more stringent than in other
Provinces. ,1A fire insurance oompany cannotitake risks ex-

,ceptto a certain ;amouantra&cording to ithe capital and re-
sources of the company. I have no objection to the inser-
tion of the clause, but I can see no dificulty in operating

'thehAct.
MrsEDGAR. I sappose 1the effect of. this clause, with

eapeokto'prov'incial companiesmaining depositsil[ be to
bring those compa nies under the jurisdiotioneof theDominion
with regard, to business and inspection.

S ßir IARLES TUPPER. Yes.

Mr".EDGAR. .as it been considered 'whatLthe. effect will
bein a case .of this kind : Take a provincial company in
Ontario doing business underi the inspection of the Ontario
Insurance Department, and it makes a deposit here and

*becomes-entitled tò do business-throughout the Dominion,
'ander whose jurisdiction *i11it be ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That point had not occurred
to me, ad 1 ill take the second reading of the Bill and
consider the point,-which isan.important one.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the second time.

POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANKS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved second reading of
Bill (No. 127):Telating to theinteresta-payable on: deposits
inthe Post Office and Goverument Savinga Banks.

Mr. DAVlES (P.R I.) Does the Government coutem-
plate making any reduction, in theowate of interest.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is simply an enabling
Act, andlhe question of the reduction of daterest will, of
course,,4depend considerably <upon- the -rate at which the
GWovernment are able to borrow money.rWecannot continue
to pay depositors sums very much in excess of ,what the
money cost the Government.

Mr. RESSON. It would be a very unfortunate thing,
when we remember that the money in thé Post Offee
Savings Bank is invested there by our own people and is not
sent to a foreign country, if we should reduce the rate of
interest. A trifling expense may be necessary to manage the
savings bank business, but when it is remembered that the
ciepositors belong very largely to the class of farmers, me.
chanies and workipg people, I think it would be a great
mistake to effect any economy in that direction. I trust no
step in that direction will be contemplated by the Govern-
ment. If it is necessary to obtain loans in theBritish market,
I presume they can be effected without reducing the rate
Ôfintormst-paid on the ivestments ef the wOrkingpeople
of Canada in the Post Office and GovernnentSavings ankas.

MolionagroedýoBill:rad themsecond timeand House
mskàdit" te ormmimete.
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(In the Committee.)
Mr. SPROULE. It would be a great pity if the neces.

sities of the country should demand that the rate-of interest
must be lowered upon money that is invested in the-B.St
Office Savings Bank. If we look at the large :number of
poor people who have small amounts in those banks, I think
we will understand the necessity of enabling them to re-
ceive the very largest amount of interest the country can
afford to pay. They are not in the position. to make in-
vestments, owing to the small amount of money they cm-
mand. I bave a return of the number of persons having
money in those banks, and I find that last year there were
90,159 depositors, the average amount invested by each
being 8216. If those people had more money to invest they
would be able to realise higher interest, and it is only in
consideration of the fact that the security is ample that
they invest in these banks. A country can always borrow
money on more advantageous terms than private indi-
vidais, therefore the rate of interest we pay tas a country
should be no criterion to govern the rate of interest we
should give these poor people, and if a private individual
goes to borrow money he is compelled to pay a higher rate
than that paid by the Government. I say, therefore, we
should endeavor to secure not only the present rate of
interest paid to those poor people investing in the 'Post
Office Savings Bank, but endeavor to increase it. I hope
the Government will reconsider the matter; andwill come
to the decision that the interest paid on the deposits in th.
Government savings banks shall not be decreased.

On section 2,
Mr. WRITE (Renfrew). I have not seen the provisions

of this Bill, but I should like toýenquire, whether it is pro-
posed when a reduction of interest takes place inthe Post
Office Savings Bank, that .notice should be given to the
depositors, for any particular length of time. -Do the
Government reserve the right -to reduce th. -interstwith.
-outnotice?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is nothigig in thisBill
that would oblige us to give another notice. Iecan assure
my hon. friend that the point h. raised is ah important one,
and that due notice ahall be given before any action is
taken.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. About how long?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. About two or 4heeestàeths,

I suppose.
iAn hon. KEMBER. A month would be enough.
Bill reported, and read the third time and pass.d.

INLAND REVENUE ACT AMENDMENTS.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved second reading'of 'Bill (No 12)
to amend chapter 84 of the RevieedStatatestof, anada re-
specting the 1nland Revenue.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into committee.

On section 4,
(In the Committee.)

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) You add the words "on oAher
products," what does that refer to ?

-Mr. COSTIGAN. It was felt that it should also eoverthe
productof spirits; theoame as it does with regard to-tobaeco.

On-section 5,
Mr. COSTIGAN. This section is in regard to the change

we made in the passing of this Act, for the naturing of
spirits. Ken.-members who took part in the discussion:at
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that time will remember that when provision was made for
the maturing of spirits a good many members of the Bouse
thought that it was giving a greater advantage to the dis-
tillers ; and that the means by which the spirits were to be
matured would result in giving the old distillera a monopoly,
and it would discourage the start of new distilleries. In
order to meet that objection, the section was changed at that
time, giving the privilege to new distillera to manufacture
one-third of their product and sell it, an advantage that the
old distillera would not have. We find that though no un-
due advantage has been taken of that provision, it is neces-
sary to change it, because it would leave the whole policy
of the Government liable to be frustrated if anybody chose
to take such an advantage of it. A new distiller might
come in and extend his operations so as to manufacture
enough for the whole requirements of the Dominion, and
send out one-third of the whole product, no matter what that
product might be, and in that way supply the whole coun-
try with raw spirits. That would be contrary to the policy
which bas been adopted by this House, that only matured
spirits should be sent out for cosumption. The rights of the
distillera who started under tbat clause and acted in good
faith under it, will be afforded the protection they had
before.

On section 7,
Mr. COSTIGAN. Under the law as it now stands, spirits

are given in bond to manufacturers of methylated spirits
throughout the country. It has been found by, evidence
brought before the department, that what was intended for
the encouragement of the legitimate trade of the country,
has to a considerable extent been abused. Therefoieo, while
it is not the object of the Bill to prevent the manufacture of
methylated spirits, it would have that effect very likely,
because we provide against the manufacture of methylated
spirite as they are now manufactured, because no spirits for
that purpose will be given in bond f rec of duty to the
manufacturera of that article. The object of giving them
free of duty in the past was with the view of furnishing
methylated spirits to the other industries of the country at
the cheapest possible rate. It is not the intention, nor will
it be the effect of the Bill, to prejudice the industries
depending on the supply of methylated spirits, because the
department will be able to supply a substitute for them
without increased cost to the industries requiring them4

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Do the Government intend
to manufacture them ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. We have not been in the habit of doingi
it in the past. In the United States the Government do not
allow methylated spirits to be manufactured from spirits
without the duty being paid upon them. I think this whole
matter will regulate itself in a year or two, and that it will
not be necessary for the Government to manufacture or
distribute this article beyond that period.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

SECOND READINGS, &c.
Bill (No. 119) to amend "The Bank Act," chapter 120

of the Bevised Statutes (f Canada.-(Mr. Thompson.)
Bill (No. 120) further to amend "The Supreme and Ex-

chequer Courts Act," chapter 135 of the Revised Statutes
of Canada.-(M. Thompson.)

Bill (No. 118) to amend the Weights and Measures Act,
chapter 104 of the Revised Statutes of Canada, as respects
the contents of packages of salt.-(Mx. Costigan.)

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS ACT
AMENDMENT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to withdraw Bill (No.;
110) further to amend the Supreme and Exchequer Courts

,gr. CoSTeIN.

Act. He said : The House will remember that that was
the Bill which I proposed to suit the present circumstance,
but it was too late for the term, and the court bas adjourned
till the l0th June, and, therefore, there is no reason for
proceeding with it.

Motion agreed to, Order discharged, and Bill withdrawn.

EXTENSION OF LAWS TO MANITOBA.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee on Bill (No. 41) respecting the application
of certain laws therein mentioned to the Province of
Manitoba.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itselfinto Committee

(In the Committee.)
Mr. EDGAR. This is a very important Bill. Have the

Judges of Manitoba made any representations in regard to
it ?

Mr. THOMPSON. There have been two or three judg-
ments delivered, which have shown the necessity for this
Bill, and on the last occasion, a decision was given by Chief
Justice Taylor in which he expressly called attention to the
necessity of passing this Act.

Mr. EDGAR. I see that there is another Bill (No. 100)
which seems to apply the criminal law of England as it ex-
isted in 1867 to the whole of Canada, while this Bill refers
only to the 15th July, 1870. It seems to me that if the
other Bill becomes law it would be entirely inconsistent
with the provisions of this Bill.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will let this Bill stand until I see
whether I will go on with Bill No. 100 or not. I see the
necessity for making the two Bills harmonise.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

SECOND READING.

BiIl (No. 113) to amend the Summary Convictions Act.

-(Mr. Thompson.)
STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. FOSTER moved second reading of Bill (No. 99) to
amend the Steam boat Inspection Act.

Motion agreed to, Bill read ttie second time and House
resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. FOSTER. The object of the Bill is to give some

relief to a class of small vessels which are being used on
the minor waters, and most largely on some parts of the
St. Lawrence.

On section 2,
Mr. FOSTER. The idea of exempting steam yachts of

ten tons and under from inspection arises from the fact
that the engines and boilers used in them "are important,
sometimes being mere steam pipes. The chairman of the
Board of Steamboat Inspectors was favorable to having
them exempted up to ten tons, but in conversation with
one of the inspectors, it was thought best not to go to ton
tons. Three tons will take in a class about which there is
ne danger.

On section 4,
Mr. FOSTER. I wish to substitute the following in

place of the 4th clause:-
ofThe Minter of garine nd Faheris, apon report of the inspector
af boiper tod msahinery in whoe diaetricther teamboat la to rura, mi

grant à permit to a feurl tà emesspaur or OhUM appliauat mowm.ttiy
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qualihed by his knowledge of steam machinery and hi. expertenee as
engineer, authorising him tos at as engineer on a eteamboat carrying
lasengers, and not exceeding 29 tons gross tonnage, and within speci-
Bd limite in the minor waters of Canada, which limits shal be deaig-
nated in the permit "

This brings it under the supervision of the local inspector
in whose district the steamer is to run.

Mr. E DGAR. The objection which I was going to take
to that clause as it stood in the Bill, I think has been remo-
ved by the suggested amendment of the hon. Minister.
Under the clause as it stood in the Bill, I think it would
have been possible to have given this certiflcate to a person
who had merely a theoretical or book knowledge. In the
proposed 4th clause there is a provision which I hope is dis.
tinet enough, that there must be some practical experience
by the person who receives this certificate.

Bill reported.

ADJOJRNMENT-FISHERIES PROTECTION.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment
of the House.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I desire to ask the Minister of
Marine what arrangements will be carried out with respect
to the protection of the fisheries; whether the same number
of vessels will be employed and the same arrangements made
for this year as were made for the past two years ?

Mr. FOSTER. The arrangements this year will be much
the same as those carried out last year.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Will the same number of vessels
be employed ?

Mr. FOSTER. About the same number.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Then the expense will be about

the same as last year ?
Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 6:25 p.m.

HOUSE OF COMMONb.

MONDAT, 14th May, 1888.

The SPEARa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRaIaa.

MESSAGE FROM bIS EXCELLENCY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER presented a Message from is
Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-
LÂxnsIowmu.

The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons, Sup-
lementary Estimates of sme required for the service of the Dominion,

forthe year ending oth Jane, 1859; aud in accordance with the pro-
visions of "The aritiah North America Act, 1867," he recommends
thes Estimates to the House of Commons.
GovzUNNNT Hous,

OrrSAW, 7th tMay, 1888.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the Message and

Estimates be referred to Committee of Supply.
Motion agreed to.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE.

Mr. MARSHALL. Before the Orders of the Day are
called, I wish to make an explanation. I nfid that during
the vote the other night on the Canadian Pacifie Railway
resolutions, I was paired by the hon. momber for South

Perth (Mtr. Trow) with the hon. member for Essex (Mr.
Brien), in the presence of the hon. member for North
Oxford (Ur. Sutherland), and I left the House understand-
ing that I was paired with him.

Mr. TROW. I may say, in reference to that, that I met
the hon. gentleman at the door as I was coming in. I had
heard previously to that from my friend the member for
Prince Edward county (Mr. Platt) that the men.ber for
Hastings (Kr. Corby) required a pair. Ky friend the whip
on the other side will remember the circumetances of the
case. I just passed the gentleman hurriedly and I thonght
the pair was for Mr. Corby. I said so to the member for
Toronto (Kr. Small) afterwards. Atter that the member for
Hast Middlesex (Mr. Marshall) left the House, and I did
not consider it was a pair. I mentioned particularly to
him that another gentleman had spoken of Mr. Corby.

MANITOBA RAILWAY LEGISLATION.

Mr. WATSON. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I would like to call the attention of the Government to the
importance of having a meeting of the Railways and Canais
Committee. There are several Bills of importance affeotig
Manitoba and the North-West which were asked to stan
over until the Canadian Pacifie Railway resolutions would
pass, and it is important those Bills should be called
this Session. I would like to know if it is the intention to
have a meeting of the Railways and Canals Committee ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It was understood at the
time that those Bills could not be taken up, until the law
about the North-West and Manitoba for disailowance should
be assed. Therefore, as the law has not been passed those
Bils have to remain, because, in passing them now, it would
be against the law as it stands. That is the reason those
Bills have been postponed.

DOMINION ELECTIONS ACT.
Mr. TFIOMPSON moved third reading of Bill (No. 89)

to amernd the Dominion Elections Act, chap. 8 of the Re-
vised Statutes of Canada.

Mr. BARRON moved, in amendment:
That the Bill be not now read a third time, but that it be referred

back to Committee of the Whole, for the purpose of amending the
saime by inserting therein the folowing as clauses two and three:-

2. lu the case of a vacancy happening in the House of Commons by
the death of any member, or by a member accepting auy office, or by à
member resigning his seat, or by reason of the seat of any member being
declared void under "The Dominion Oontrovetted Elections Act " (ex-
cept as in the next succeeding section is provided for), then, and in
every such case, the day for the nomination of candidates shal in the
electoral districts of the Piovince of British Columbia, and in t e elee-
toral district of Algoma, in the Province of Ontario, and in those of
Gaspé and Chicoutimi and Saguenay, in the Province of Quebec, b.
within thirty days after the day when the Speaker or any two mem-
bers shall have, according to law, addressed bis or their warrant as the
case may be, to theC Oerk of the Orown in ohancery for the issue of
a new writ to fill thei vacancy, and shall, in the other electoral dis-
tricts of Canada, be with twenty days after the day when the Speaker
or any two members shait, as aforesaid, have so addressed is or their
warrant.

3. when a new writ for an election has to issue upon the order of the
House of aommons, then, and in every such case, the day for the nomi-
nation of candidates shall, in the electoral districts of the Province of
British Columbia, and in the electoral district of Algoma, in the Pro.
vince of Ontario, and in those of Gaspé and Chicoutimi and Saguenay,
in the Province of Quebec, be within thirty days after the day when
the House of Commons shall have ordered the writ so to issue, and
in the other electoral districts of Canada shall ba within twenty da.
atter the day when the House of Commons shall have se ordered Te
writ to issue.

He said: As some hon, gentlemen are present to-day who
were not here when I spoke the other day, I think perhaps
it would be just as well that I shoud say a few words now
in support of this moLion. I gave instances the other day
to show the necessity, in the interesta of the people, of
taking away from the Execntive the power of bminging on
elections just when they please. I gave two very fagrant
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oames in which constituencies were kept unrepresented for
four or five months. The motion I make, if adopted by
the 'House, would take away that power from the Executive.
The mais argument of the hon. Minister of Justice
against my proposition was that if the law provided for a
fixed ,time within which an election must be brought on,
it was quite possible that an election might be declared
void by reason of the impossibility of the proceed-
ings being gone through within the statutory period.
It seeins to me that that argument cannot prevail, because
seotion 15 of the present Act already ovides for such a
contingency, and that section wili stili remain law if my
motion is carried. Now, Mr. Speaker, the delays, it seems,
are not due to any action of yours. The statute provides
that just as soon as you are advised of a vacancy having
occurred, yon shall forthwith direct your warrant to the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, and the delays occur after
the warrant reaches him. Singularly enough, although the
statute uses the word " forthwith " in regard to your pro-
ceedings, no such positive word is used in regard to the
proceedings of the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. I
think it would be in -the interest of the people generally
that weshould have some such law as I propose. There can be
no dobt that the people believe that the Exeoutive do not
bring on elections slely with the interests of the opeple in
view, but that they bring them on sometimes hastily, and
sometimes with great delay, in order to gain some party
adyàntag. It cannot be said that that is a right thing to
do, and Ithink the time bas come when we should have
some such law as is proposed in my motion.

Mr. THOMPSON. I regret I cannot accept the hon.
gentlean's amendment, and I am sure he will excuse me
fron, et this late day, going into further discussion of the
matter, as we have had already the debate on it in the
Oommitteo of the whole Iouse, and the hon. gentleman's
object, I presume, in bringing it to our attention thie after-
noon is to have a division recorded. I regret I cannot con-
car with him that the section he has read, removes the ob-
je=tions I pointed out before. It applies to the difficulties
whieh may now arise as to the delays which may transpire
between the issuing of the writ and its receipt by the
returning officer, or any fuirther delays that may arise after
it reaches the returning officer in consequence of the in-
clemenies of the weather or the climate or otherdifficulties.
I pointed out;to the House that the amendment would inter-
pose a number of fresh difflculties between the issuing of the
warrant and the actual issue of the writ. However, I do not
propose to enter into a discussion of these points. I do not
mean to say that the principle which theb hon. gentleman
asks to have introduced into the law, may not with pro-
priety at. soe. future time be adopted, but that would
require a cardl revision of the Aet, and a great deal of
furtihe pxovision as to details than his amendment now ir-
volke&r Hie 'amendment, in several particulars, which I

40unehOdoes not expect me to point out, requirescare-
u laramition. -
M. .DAVTN I agree with the principle of the hon. gea-

tlea.'s amendmetp , but I hope that he will not prees it
now«because arelly -we cannot discuss it.

lousetdivided en amendment of Mr. Barron:

Messieuzi
A&mpot, Fli ,
Amstrong, G or,
Balo (WentWerth), Godhont,
Bahloh' Guay,

B6ehae; Bl*,
Boiruam, Bo&loa,
Borman, Inues,
Bnien, Joes (Halifax)4
Buldett, Kirk,
Oarw (iai <r Rich!d)Landerkin,

Mitchell,
Paterson(Brant),
Perry,
Plat,
Rinfret,
Robertson,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Scriver,
Semple,

Casey,
Osugrain,
Choquette,
Oouture,
Davies,
De St. Georges,
1dgr,
lisenkauer,
Mlis,
lisher,

Bain'(Soulanges),
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Boweli,
Boyle,
Brown,
Bryson,
Burns,
Cameron,
Cargill,
Car ing,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Âdolphe),
Chisholm,
Oimon,
Cochrane,
Golby,
Oostigan,
Ooughlin,
Ourran,
Daouat,
Davin,
Davis,
Dawsen,
Denison,
Diekinson,
Dupont,
Poster,

Lang,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingston,
Lovitt,
Macdonald (Huron),
Mackenzie,

MMemil (Haronh>
Moullen,

Somervill,
Snmher.and,
Triar,
Tureet;
Watsçn,
Weldon (St6Joha)*
Weish,
Wilson (Elgin,
Yeo.-69.

NAÂn

Meseurs
Freeman, Montagne,
Grandbois, Montplazis
Guillet, Patterson <sueex
Haggart, Perley (Assiiboia),
Hall, Porter,
Henderson, Putnamd
Hesson, Robi1a;â
Hickey, Roome,
Hudspth, Ross,
Jamieson, Ro ,

Jones (igby), 8 inly,
Kenny, 8kmuner,
Landry, Small,
Langevin (Sir Hector), Smith (Ontaslo),
Laurier, Sproule,
Macdonald (Sir John), Taylor,
Macdowall, Thompson,
Meulla, Tupper (Sir Charlest),
McDonald (Victoria), Tupper (Pieton),
McDougald 1>lateu>, Tyriritt,
Me Dougall(uapeBteto)Wlae.o%
McKeen, Ward,
MeLelan, Weldon. (Ab6et), -
Madill, White,
Mara, wilmot,
Marshall, Wood(Wistmored)-85.
Mill# (Annapolis),

Amendment negatived.

Main motion agreed to, and Bil read ththiv4 timm, anpd
passed.

THERD READING&

Bill (No. 13M) relating to certain advances made to the
Quebec Harbor Commissiners.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Bill (No. 99) to amend the Steamboat Inspection Act.-
(Mr. Foster.)

GAMING IN STOCKS AND MERCHANDISE.

Heouse resolved itself into Committee on BiU (Ne. 9)
respecting gaming in stocks and merchandise (from the
Senate).-(Mr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,1
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I donet objoet !to,-tI*

principle of the Bill, but, in view of the con4eting ppinions
of eminent professional gentlemen, it is very , importaRt
that it should notinterea -with legitimate transactions,
and should only remedy the evil complained of.

Mr. TH-OMPSON I have onsideed verycareftyhe
opinions given and the objeeoeie raised by solne perso
whe are ßd fil.:operators in .transacionc of ,aane 4fni.1
and stocks, and the objections pf jome wh weuld lik.40abe
considered so, but who are precisely of the claantheBWin,
tends to punish. I may say that the BW htresiasthe
endorsation et opeiators engaged dn legitimate busines .in
àlantreal and Toronto. A certain p9rtiotmowever,gf the
brokers in Montreal engaged in legitimate busines, havo
pressed strongly, chiefly in view of the opinions te which
the hon. member for St. John has yeferred, te have a few
words added to the first clause of -hé Bill; and although
my own view is that the words which they desiro Qto hy
added are nothing more than expresésingaa'in in A difereat,
fora that which is already exprossed mu hoelrst eatiQnA lhave ne objection, in order to nieetthe feelingpf nama
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whieh rprovails amnig some of themýt ocomply with their
wish; and I am-advised that the addition of the following
wordswill meet the objections they raise:-

That theiforegoing provisions of this At shall not apply to cas
where the broker of a purchaer shall receive delivery as above of th
article sold, notwithstanding that such broker shall retain or pledge
the saieaa.seurity for the advance of the ipurebue money or any
part thereof.
Some of the brokers feel uneasiness on this ground: They
say that they make purchaseston behalf of clients, and that
they expect the vendor to deliver the stocks which they
so purchase, but it is necessary for them ocaasionally, in
the interest of tbeir clients, to pledge the stocks which are
the subjects of the contract with a bank or with another
broker as a guarantee for the purchase money which is to
be deposited; and, under these circumstances, they fear
that they may fall strictly within the provisions of the Bitl'
thoughldo not think they would do s,; but, in orderto
remove any doubts on the subject, I propose to add this
clause.,

Mr. ML TCHELL. I have been :spoken to by several of the
brokers mn Montreal, and I think the Miiiister of Justiee bas
fairly represented their sentiments on that subjeoct. Of
course theregu1ar brokers are against the bucket-shops i;
they wantto see them stopped, but they are afraid th at this
Bill-will stop 90 per cent. of the business of the regular ex-
change, and the amendment which the Minister proposes is
one which,I am told by several of the leading brokers, will
ease their minds as to the supposed interference with the
regular business.,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That may be so, but it
seems to 1me- that, according to that view, we will stop
illegitimategambling and will recognise legitimate gambling,,
becanse a great deal of this business is simply legitimate
gambling, with a certain amount put up. I agree with my
hon.rfriend (Mr. Mitchell) that what we desire to do is to put
down the bucket-shops, and the only question which sug-
gests itseif to ny mind is whether we do not leave a wide
door open for the evasion of this Act. I am not sure that it
is in the publie interest to facilitate the purchase of stocks
on smalil margins in any case, and, if we could do it, I am
not sure that it would not be just as much in the public
interest to stop that kind of gambling in stocks on margins
of 5 or 10 per cent. as to put down the bucket-shops.

Mr. JONES (Kaifax). The amendment may meet the
objections of .the brokers of Montreal, but there is another
clause which may go further, affecting those who are pur.
chasing an article of commerce on speculation. The Minister
will îee that questions have been put to certain eminent
legelt gentlemen, and tbat the opinion bas been given that
purchasing grain or iron or any other articles on a margin
would come within the meaning of this Act. That is a
practice which is so common in the mercantile world that
1 cannot suppose the Government intend to deal with that
as a criminal offence. If the hon, gentleman would state
the.yiew of the Government on this matter, itmight relieve
ihe minds.of those who think that this will interfere with
buch-legiWimate operationasas I have referred to.

Mr.TflOMPSON. The Bill will not interfere with those
who pernhase or selliron, grain or ,other merchandise on
spenie.ion,. but only with those who neither purchase ner
selà thosearticles, but simply speculate on the rise and
fail efXthe:price. It is the intention that there must be a
delivery imeplied in the agreement.

>fW. WELDON (St. John). Of course this Bill was
introdibed in the Senate by a gentleman who is known to
posess great ability as a couneel; and it is introduced here
by .the MI-isoer of Justice. StiB, it strikes me that the
opiaien -of counsel should have very great weight,
and whenAthere ls sncb a difoeeee of opinion we should be
very oael.t* tepausas , a Bll which .might interfero

r with transactions which are legitimate in contradietinotion
K to those which are illegitimate. No doubt the objeot

of the Bill is laudable, so far as it will interfere with
* a practice which we should properly check, but, as far as I
e have been able te read its clauses, I am inclined te think

that the Bil wili have very much the effect which these
y gentlemen think. Mr. Moss, Mr. Osier and Mr. Blake, all

emineat men, have given opinions that this Bill goes bo.
yond what I believe is the intention of the Government
who have brought it forward. If that is so, we should be
very cautions that we do not pass a measure which might
lead te interference with legitimate business or te any
confusion in regard to it.

fir. EDGAR. It seems to me that this amendment meets
the objections which have been taken to the Bill. I would
go a long way te support the course of the Government in
this matter, on account of the very great practical evils
which we have seen cxisting in my own Province of On-
tarioin consequence of these bucket-shops. In almost every
ismall town in Ontario, there are scores of people who have
been ruined, and there are many families that have been left
utterly destitute by thegambling in stocks carried on in these
institutions, which are operated principally from Toronto
and Montreal. I know of one case in Toronto where a bucket-
shop expended no less thatn. $30,000 a year on its private
telegraphie messages, and that must represent a propor-
tionate loss te the investors. Nothing but very stringent
legislation ean possibly put a stop to that, and from ail that
i can hear the legitimate brokers and bankers are in favor
of this Bill. In the third section, however, there is one
provision which I thrnk might operate unfairly. I believe
it is the custom of the telegraph companies te rent instru-
ments, or "tickers, " to anyone who applies for then.
They belong to the telegraph companies and are used for
legitimate transactions in stocks. I see that, by clause 3,
ail bucket shops are declared te be crmmon gaming-heouses,
and the instruments used for the conveyance of messages,
in these bouses are doclared te be implements used in
gambling, and are te be forfeited. I think that provision,
when it applies te the property of the Great North-Western
or the Canadian Pacifie Railway Telegrapb Company, two
responsible companies which do not promote gamrbling or
make their living by gambling, is too severe, end that their
property should be protected from the operation of the
Act.

Mr. LISTER. I think that provision is just what it ought
te be. If you are te suppress the bucket-shops, it is neces-
sary that the methods by which the business is carried on
should as far as possible be destroyed. When the telegraph,
companies know that the business is illegal, and that theirr
instruments will be confiscated if they are used in those
bucket-shops, then, if they put themn in, they should be con-
fiscated. 1 know that in Ontario, Cox & Co. opened small
offiesin nvearly every small town in the Province, and we
know that the instruments used there were rented from the
Grea t North-Western Telegraph( Cumpany for aconsiderable
amount of money. Everyone knew that these transactions
were not bond fide which took place in those offices. Every-
one knew that those offices were places for the assemblage
of young men without a dollar of their own, who went there
with the hope of getting money in that way; and I know
that in my own town this bucket-shop system induoed a
spirit of gambling such as never had existed before. I
believe that these institutions have donc enormons injury,
and that the Government are doing what is right in grap-
p!ing with the question. In that tbey will have the
approval of everyone; and if these institutions could not
get an arrangement with the telegraph company, their
business could not be condacted in the ordinary way, and
that would be-one of tthe most effective modes of putting a
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stop to this nefarious business, for I eau call it by no other
term.

Mr. SPROULE. I think it is to be regretted that the
Bill, which was well considered before it came to us from
the Senate, could not have been passed in the shape itcamei
here. I think the complaints against it were not well
founded, and that Ibo efforts that have been made to
influence members of the House against the Bitl, and to
enlist the press against it, should be looked upon with a good
deal of suspicion. Every channel has been utilised for the
purpose of defeating that Bill; yet I think that any person
who bas given a moment's consideration will admit its im
portance. The evil aimed at is one of those which
are leaching the life-blood out of the people. l every
town and city in Canada where these shops have been
opened, hundreds, and I think I may say thousands, of
people have been brought to ruin by means of them. Net
only private individuals, but banks and moneyed institu-
tions, in fact, almost every corporation that has gone down,
owes its fall, directly or indirectly, to gambling in stocks.
Now, if we can put down this form of gambling I think
it would be a great good to the country. I think there is
nothing in the Bill, as sent to us from the Senate, that
would interfere with what ought to be recognised as legiti-
mate business transactions; therefore I think it is a pity
that it does not pass in the shape'in which it came to us.

Mr. DAVIN. When I rose a moment ago it was to
protest against the method of passing Bills through this
Bouse. Hon. gentlemen on the Government, side speak so
low that wo cannot hear thcm, and hon. gentlemen on the
Opposition side speak so low that we cannot hear them,
und on both sides hon. gentlemen seem to consider that the
House is contained within a narrow circle described around
your chair. Now, I may say in regard to this measure,
that I shall vote with the Goverument for this reason-I
assume that they have well considered the principle in-
volved in it; and I may also say that my constituents are
not at all interested in this question. But I will say that,
in a larger sense, this Bill belongs to a class of legis-
lation that I am entirely opposed to. It is trying to ad-
vise poople to do right. It is like other modes of legisla.
tion.

Mr. SCRIVER. It is compelling them to do right.
Mr. DAVIN. Well, I entirely object to legislation com-

pelling people to do right. As I say, I shall vote with the
Government because I assume that they have considered
the question thoroughly, but, on the face of it, I am op-
posed to this sort of legislation.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). 1 think it is evident that the
object of this Bi, so far as it relates to gambling in stocks,
meets with the hearty approval of this fouse, but so far as
it may apply to transactions affecting the general commerce
of the country, is another question altogether. Now, I
would like to ask the Minister if he is aware of any such
law prevailing in any other part of the commercial wo.id ;
because it appears to me that it is not only arbitrary but
inquisitorial. If a person, having some means at his dis-
posal, sees an opportunity of making a speculation-it migh t
be in wheat, it might be in sugar or iron, or any fair
article of purchase and sale, and he is induced to make a
purchase of that article to make money out of it-I cannot
see why the House should step in and restrict the freedom
of action between one meichant and another. It appears
to me that it will not only be inquisitorial, but it might
lead to very disagreeable iesults. Frequently when a
person makes a purchase, whatever it might be, any out-
sider might say that it was for speculative purposes, and
bring him under the operation of this law, and put him to
a good deal of inconvenience, and possibly to some expense.
I think that in all these cases, strong grounde should be

Mr. LTsa.

given for interfering with the liberty of commeroe, and the
right of merchants to buy and sell according to their own
vie-s and methods, such articles as are usually transferred
from one to another, be it on speculation or be it other-
Wise.

Mr. THOMPSON. Wo do not propose, by this Bill, to
interfere with the freedom of commerce at all, and we
exempt from it every transaction which can result in business
of a commercial nature. As I said before, every transac-
tion which has for one of its features the delivery of the
go->ds purchased, is exempted from the operation of the Bill.
[n answer to the hon. gentleman who asks where similar
legislation has been had, I may say that among other places
I can mention Ohio, and Illinois; and at present an Act
almost in the same terms, is being prooeeded with in the
Legislature of New York, at Albany. I do not think that
it will in any way be found to interfere with commerce.
It is purely and simply aimed at gaming transactions.
I admit that in dealing with that kind of gaming, and the
holding of lotteries and everything of that kind, it is neces-
sary to have severo and sweeping legislation. It might ho
objected, if we were legislating against gaming for the first
time, that we were interfering againt many transactions
which are not considered immoral, by preventing the staking
of money on games in private houses, &c.; and if we were
introducing legislation to prevent lotteries, it might
bo contended that it would be oppressive in operation
as regards lotteries which are conductel as bazaars
for charitable purposes. All legislation of that kind must
necessarily be sweeping in its character, and would be op-
pressive if earried out in the strictest and extreme sense.
But if we fall short of that, and endeavor to describe min-
utely that which appears to us at the moment to ho the
immorality which we intend to prevent, we shall find it
impossible to arrive at legislation which cannot be evaded
by those who desire to conduct operations of this kind with-
out boing in the nature of commercial transactions.
But I cannot imagine that this Bill will operate unfavorably
as regards any kind of commercial transactions. I acqui-
esce fully in one of the opinions that has been expressed,
that, if tbe transaction is one from which delivery would
result, as the natural and legal consequence, it is not a
transaction that would ho interfered with by this Bill; but
if the contract is one of which delivery forma no part at
all, but which is simply between a pretended purchaser and
a pretended seller of certain stocks, as to their rise or fall
in a distant market, within a given number of days, these
acts are aimed at by this Bill, and [ can confirm to the
fullest extent what hon. gentlemen opposite have said as
regard their evil effects. It is known to every ob-
server that in cities and towns there has been a general
spread, within the last two or three years, of gamiug
establishments of this kind, which are doing far more
injury to the country, and are doing a greater business,
than many other establishments which are aimed at by our
criminal legislation. I know from experience, and from
applications which have been before me, that numbers of
persons belonging to respectable classes in the community,
are in our different penitentiaries now in consequence of
bucket-shop transactions, which led them on to embezzle-
ment and frauds of different kinds. It is considered, there-
fore, in the iuterest of public morality that legislation of
this kind should ho adopted, and I do think this can be
safely adopted, unless it is exercised la an arbitrary and
oppressive manner, which has not been our experience
with regard to laws against gaming, against pool-selhing
and against lotteries and transactions of that description.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I should like to ask the Minister
of Justice whether, in his opinion, it would be wrong for a
insu, if ho felt disposed to speculate in wheat, iron or other
articles, to put up a margin, say, of 15 or 20 coenta. Accord-
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ing te the opinion given by these eminent gentlemen,
whose names are attached to this document, it will be made
a criminal offence. According to my view of commercial
transactions, I think it is perfectly legitimate for any
merchant or speculator to purchase 10,000 bushels of grain,
if, according to hie view, the article is going te advance,
and put up 10 or 15 cents a bushel. I can hardly see how
that can be gambling, because in all parts of the world
bulky articles of commerce are bought and sold on ad-
vances, with the better information one man possesses over
another. If this Bill were adopted it would destroy ail com-
petition; it would destroy ail speculation, from the value of
one man's information over his neighbor's. If, for instance,
I collect information in regard to the eondition of the crops
and the stock of wheat on band, or the stock of sugar on
baud or future prospects, and I form my conclusion that at a
certain time there muet be an advance. If I go into the
market and make purchases in advance and put up a margin,
I fail to see the propriety of any legislation like this inter.
fering between the legitimate operations of that nature as
between buyer and seller. Still, we are told by these high
legal authorities that that will constitute a criminal offence.
If that i what the Bill proposes aiming at the hon. gentle-
man may as well admit it, and the merchants of the country
will thon be on their guard; but, failing that, I think it is
impossible for the hon. gentleman te put down such prac-
tices. His course will only lead te inquisitorial actions,
because every man who makes a purchase from bis neighbor
which is teobe delivered next week, and such transactions
are of every day occurrence, will come within the operation
of the Act. T cannot understand the object of proposing
such legislation. It is highly reprebensible and it is an
interference with the freedom of commerce, and bhould net
be adopted.

Mr. RAGGART. The Minister of Justice, in the course
of his remarks in support of the Bill, made an extraordinary
statement, viz., that this Bill would affect any case where
there is net an actual delivery of goods. In not one case
perbaps in 10,000 of actual transactions on the stock ex-
change je there an actual delivery of goods. The effect of
this open market is te cause a speculative feeling in the
community, and that is a bonefit to ail the farmers and te
every one engaged in business. One of the reasons why an
American city is, perhaps, in advance of a (anadian city is
the want of a speculative market and speculative feeling in
the people of our community. The law which the hon.
gentleman proposes te pass is like a good deal of the legis.
lation of that character during recent years, in the direction
of moral restraint; but bon, gentlemen do not consider that
when they are trying te do good they may be doing injury.
Yeu go into American cities and you see everything sold
on margin; money is borrowed on margin; the party does
net need te have a friend or a credit at the bank; he bas a
certain amount of money in bis pocket and with
that ho goes into the stock exchange, deposits
his margin and engages in transactions te the
extent ot his means. That feeling in the community
ereates a market, creates commerce. We talk about the
advantages of the St. Lawrence route te Americans in
sending their breadstuffs and products, which have been
bought in Chicago, te the seaboard. If the owner sends it
by the American route there ie a speculative market on the
route, while it is in transit te the ocean, and ho can sell the
produce at any time by dropping 1 or j per cent. If he
sonde it along the St. Lawrence there is no speculative feel-
ing, and ho cannot sli the produce if he desires it, and, of
course, ho profere t send it by the route where ho eau seli
it in transitu. I know notbing about bucket-shope, and
have never befere heard of their existence throughout the
ommunity, but if they are as wrong as the hon. gentleman
describes them to be, surely they can be reached by the

common law. Surely it is not necessary to pass such legis.
lation as is proposed for the purpose of punishing a few
persons who transgress the law. You cannot make them
act rightly by passing an Act of Parliament like this.
You cannot have a speculative feeling in the community
withont somoeone making losses; yon cannot, to use
the Napoleonie phrase, have omelets without smash-
ing the eggs. Someone must go to the wail, some
injury muet be committed to individuals and pir-
ties in the community; but it is questionable whether
the injury doue to the community as a whole is equal to
the benefit done. What is more wanted in this community
than anything else is the speculative feeling which exista
among the American people, and legislation of this kind is
directly against it; it may be in the direction of morale
and good government, but it i in the direction of doing a
direct injury to the country we live in.

Mr. CUR RAN. It must be supposed that the gentlemen
who are engaged in the legitimate transactions of brokers
really understand something about their own intereste.
This Bill bas been submitted to the careful study of the
leading minis in the city of Montreal and elsewbere where
brokers do most congregate, and they are most anxious
that this Bill should pass. They seem to think, and they
no doubt have good reasons for believing, that this legisla-
tien will not have any of the injurious effects which the
hon. gentleman whob as just taken bis seat, stated would
be produced by such legislation. I have no doubt that
speculation is a good thing, if it be loegitimate speculation,
but the stock exchange of Montreal, the board of trade, the
leading mercantile people of that great centre have not
only approved of this Bill but have passed resolutions en-
dorsing it, and most assuredly no sncb action would have
been taken without due deliberation, and if the effect was
to be that which bas been jutt mentioned by the hon.
gentleman, those resolutions would not have been adopted.
I am under the impression, and I have consulted several
bn. gentlemen from the Province of Quebec conneoted
with the legal profession, that there is perhaps one bard-
ship in this Bill so far as our practice is concerned in the
Province of Quebeo. We find that the proof of good faith
in the transaction which takes place must be establisbed by
tbe|accused. That is, perhaps, an absolute necessity in view
of the legislation we are passing, and the end we dosire to
attain. I am not going to complain upon that point, and
since that rule is being adopted wbich is contrary to the
rule of common law, and that the Government bas to sone
extent provided by this Bill that the negative bas to be
proved. The practice with us always bas been that before a
magistrate no other evidence isreceived than that establish-
ing a primdfacie case, just as before a grand jury, and under
that practice the person accused of thi-i misdemeanor would
be brought before a magistrate and sent to the grand jury.
That primd facde case would be established before a grand
jury, and e should have to wait until ho reacbed the petit
jury before ho should ho able to put in any evidence on hie
own behalf.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). And then ho could not ho a
witncss.

Mr. CURRAN. He could not be a witness then. I have
been informed that this practice does not obtain in some of
the other Provinces, but I know that my experience al-
ways has been-and I am borne out by my confrères in
this House from every section of the Province of Quebec-
that that rule bas always obtained in the Province of Que.
bec. Some say it is discretionary with the magistrate,
whether hesbould accept evidence of that kind or
not, but I do not believe there is any such discretion.
Bither the accused bas the right, or he has not the right to
be heard before the oommitting magistrate, and to give
his testimony to establish his minoence of the charge
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brought against him. If there be any doubt whatever on
the mind of my hon friend the Minister of Justice, I think
that such doubt should be removed, and a clause introduced
mio this Act which would enable the person accused of this
offence to make his proof before the committing magis-
trate, and to establish the good faith of the transaction. I
think that this suggestion will strike my hon. friend as
beizg reasonable. I agree with everything that has been

* said with regard to the desirability of putting down the
practices that have prevailed so much to the detriment of
our community. They are more to the detriment of our
community than any good that can result from the pecu.
liar transactions which my hon. friend beside me seems to
fear are in danger. I desire merely to throw a safeguard
around the person of the accused under this law, which is
a very severe piece of legislation. I bolieve it should be
carried out in the spirit that would show, that there is
not only no desire for oppression, but that there is no
door open to any oppression under it.

Mr. LISTER. The Minister of Justice will sec that there
is nothing in the Act enabling the party accused to give
evidence on his eown behalf. one can readily understand
that in a prosecution of this kind, a primá facie case can be
made out on the testimony of a person who suspects that
those practices take place. The whole crime rests on the
evidence of intent, and the only person to give evidence
would be the man acoused or the person from whom he
parchased. 1, therefore, think that a broker onght to be a
competent witness in his own behalf. ln the Province of
Ontario the accused can be witnesses on their own behalf,
in some cases, notably, for assault or battery. If the charge
against the person is simply assault or battery, ho is al-
lowed to be a witness in his own behalf, or, if on a trial for
a higher offence of the same kind, the court is satisfied that
it amounted to nothing more than an assault, the court bas
power te allow the accusel to be a witness. This is the
only instance in which I know a person is allowed to be a
witness for himself. Where the crime is presumed, as in
this case, I think it is only fair that the accused should have
the right to go inte the witness box and testify on his own
behalf.

may see his way to eliminate from the Bill the words
relating to the confiscation of telegraph instruments.

Mr. CHARLTON. I hope, Sir, that the Minister of
Justice will not be deterred by the criticisms .that have
been offered here to-day, from pressing hia Bill. I believe
that the hon. gentleman bas, most clearly, with him in
this matter, the moral and religious sense of this.country.
This is a Bill moving in the right direction, and if'there is
danger of its trenching on the operations of the
regular stock exchange, the greater the extent
it trenches on the operations of tchse, the better,
in my opinion, for the country. The hon. memiber
for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart), a few momenta ago,
pointed out to the 'House the advantages resulting fro
speculative operations on the stock markets. Hermnade the
astounding assertion that those stock operations-gamb.
ling operations I would say-were to the benefit of the
farmers. Now, if there is a great ourse to the farmerà of
America, it is this practice of gambling in grain. On
account of it the law of supply and demand does not bear
on the market at all. There may be a great surplus, or
there may be a deficiency in the country, but -the question
as to the price of grain is regulated, not by the law of
supply and demand, but by the manipulation of a gang of
gamblers called "bulls" and "bears," and they either put
up or down the price of commodities as they may be able
to manipulate the market. These operations are the ourse
of America, and they are the ourse of every civilised
country in Christendom. One of the outcomes ofthis kind
of operation is such a man as Jay Gould, who has accamu-
lated a fortune of $80,000,000; by a system---and
I say it advisedly and designedly - not one particle
better, than theft and highway robbery. The plea
that an interference with this class of business is a
damage to the community is a plea that no man conver-
sant with the operations of the stock exchang.s will.believe
for one moment. Let a man go into the wheat pit of Chi-
cago, or the stock exchange of New Tork, and he will find
a perfect pandemonium; the usual laws of trade bave no
influence or effect upon the operations conducted there.- The
system results in damage, not only to the farming commu-
nif.ut b t nin rt rf mA ta ma hi diaànrar%

Mr. BROWN. I am sure that the universal opinion is dito
in favor f ogisiation whieh aime at the destruction cfdirectly or indirectly, in these operations. No man ven-

thnse practices wich have caused se much misery and tures into Wall-street, unless he is in the pool,.without
thosine racticsyhihalegiation cf that kind i agood getting stripped of his money; and the same thing occurs
rin in the country. Any ein Chicago. As the hon. Minister of Justice properly anys,thing, and it will receive the support of the people o there are ln our penitentiaries te-day men who have been
Canada. I think, however, there should be some change in sentothre for resrcomitted thefr toards
ths Bill as it now stands with regari to the confiscation of senth t eof hmes committed the firsi stop towairde

which consisted cf the eperations of gambling Which are
theinstruments used. For instance, a legitimate broker in fostered by these bucket-shops, and in a stilLgreater- degree
the ordinary prosecution of lis work might ultimately be; by the regular stock exchanges. I hope the hon.~Minister
come gnilty of practices known as "bucket-shop deals. will not abate one jot of this Bill. It is a measare -wlhidh
That man may have been a respectable broker when those las îhe support of the moral and religions sentiment of-this
instruments were placed in his office by the telegraph com- country. I is a step in the right direction.
panies, and it is pretty hard that, if the person becomes
guilty of practices under the operation of this law, which Mr. THOM1PSON. I may say, in reply-to the observa-
he was not guilty of when the instrument was put in, that tions of the hon. member for Halifax (Kr. Jones)-andlhe
it should be confiscated. If, of course, there is a regular hon. member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart), that they
bucket-shop establishod, the telegraph companies have have misunderstood me. I-did not-say that every transa-
no right te put instruments there, because they are doing tion wouldcome under this-Bill unless there was;an aetna
it with their cyces open, but in the case where it may be delivery; and I think the hon. member for Haifar, in
eventually fonnd that a respectable broker may afterwards pressing bis objections to this Bill, as uin view legitimate
become engaged in bucket-shop transactions, I think it transactions which would be legitimate under this-Bdl, bat
would be unfair to confiscate the instruments. We might which he fears would be affected by it, bemanse he saywit
as well say that a letter-carrier, who bare a letter ineiting will apply to transactions in respect of whicb thereis a
to crime of some kind, was guilty of a crime himeelf. Those fair amount of security >given, andaeeording to theterms
instruments are simply plaeed as records of operations. I of which there may not be delivery for weeks. The beh.
do not think they should be allowed into bucket-shops to gentleman suggests a case like this. He or another geutle-
facilitate gambling, but as my friend the member for man engaged in mercantile basine- thas the advantage
Ontario (M r. E Igar) has stated, they may be given to of early information-in relation to the erop- in a distant
legitimate brokers who-in -the course of their business, mayPar of lthe country, and if he goe. into th-marke ad
dejendto 4bhose practices, Ihepethe Minister of JUstc dea lu-iw est ininidpaif ts1eiser 4dly wsese it

Mr. Oum&N .
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on that information he would come under the provisions of
this Bill because delivery might not be possible for months,
or perhaps a year to come.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Not at all.
Mr. THlOMPSON. Well, if the hon. gentleman states to

me a transaction of buying or selling in which there i@ a
stipulation that there shall be no delivery-

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Not a stipulation-a possibility.
Mr. THOMPSON. If there is no stipulation, delivery is

a natural result of buying and selling.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will the hon. gentleman let me

explain what I mean ? A merchant makes a purchase of
goods which are to be delivered at a future date. When the
time arrives, it may not be possible to deliver the goods.

Mr. THOMPSON. I can quite imagine that there may
be perfectly legitimate transactions of that kind; but the
difficulty is that if yon made transactions of that kind logiti.
mate, everything which is purely speculative and gambling
could be legalised as well. The hon. gentleman will agree
with me fully, I think, that it is desirable to suppress oper-
ations in bucket.shops, which are pure gambling.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Certainly.
Mr. THOMPSON. And I submit that the only test we

can adopt is that which is adopted in this Bill, that is, that
delivery eitber actually follows or is the legal result of the
contract made. If delivery is to be dispensed with, and
there is simply to be a money forfeit as part of the transac-
lion, thon it is purely speculative in its character; and this
is no new principle to adopt. The transactions which are of a
wagering description are against the common law, and have
been prohibited in some of the codes in the United States for
upwards of half a century. We know the familiar principle
that an insurance policy which is a wager policy is void ;
and the hon. momber for South Larark would sustain it, i
presume, because it encourages a spirit of speculation. But
there is a limit beyond which speculation becomes simply
vice and profligscy and a temptation to everybody to get
riches quickly, even if they do not get them honestly. Now,
I may say to the hon. mem ber for Halifax, who I know is per-
fectly sincere in suggesting the difficulties he bas mentioned,
that this matter bas been very fully considered hy those
who are far more competent than I am to judge of the
effect it will have on ordinary business transactions. I
have, for instance, before me, a letter from the secretary of
the Board of Trade of Montreal, addressed to Mr. Abbott,
who introduced the Bill in the other House, in which he
says:

"I beg to inform you that the Council of this Board bas instructed
me to express to you its hearty endorsation of the principle of the Bill
introduced by you in the Sonate, intituled: 'Au Act respecting
gaming in stocks and merchandise,' and also, that the Council would be
glad to take any further action in support thereof that may, now or
hereafter, to you appear desirable."
I have a letter from Mr. Parent, the secretary of the
Montreal Chamber of Commerce, who says:t

" At a general meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the district ofa
Montreal, held yesterday, the following resolution was adopted un-&
animouslyj: 'Moved by r. A. G. Hamelin, seconded by Mr. Thomasc
Gauthier, that this ohamber sees with pleasure the initiative taken byt
the Hon. J. J. 0. Abbott, for the abolition of bucket-shops, and re-t
commends fully the passage of the Bill now before the Federai Parlia-
ment.'"

A gentleman connected with the Imperial Bank of Canadat
writes:a

"I note with much pleasure that the bucket-shop Bill is being pro-
ceeded with satisfactorily in the face ofe strong opposition. There can
be no question with regard to the necessity that exists for legislation on
tho i d f s dnu unmU. i h b t ken

containing a short account of his crime, in which you will observe thatthe temptation to commit the crime referred to presented itself owing te
his losses incurred through a broker's bucket-shop.

" Yon and other members of Parliament will, no doubt, have influence
brought to bear upon you to drop the Bill now before:the Senate, but,in
the interest of the country at large, I hope that the firm stand takea by
the Government on this question will be maintained,"
A member of the New York Stock Exchange, and a pro-
minent banker and broker, writes:

"I am glad to see that you have taken the matter of bucket-ehops
in band. Do you clearly understand our mode of doing business? W e
members of the New York Stock Exchanze who do business on margin,
receive the certificate for the stock we buy, every share, and pay for it
in full. For instance, we buy 100 Western Union Telegraph stock at 80;
we receive the certificate, which we may put in our name if we please,
and pay $8,000 in money for it if it is bought on margin say of $1,000
-for a customer we advance the other $7,000. This is always doue in
transactions on the New York Stock Exchange. In bucket-sbops it is
never done. They pretend to buy ofthe oustomer, and seli to him, so te
make what the customer loses, and of course it is their interest te have
the customer lose. Any legislation to supprese bucket-shops will not,I
presume, hurt the legitimate dealinge in stocks, whether for speculation,
temporary or permanent investment, as practiced in the New York Stock
Exchange. I have been a member bere 2Â yehrs, and think perhps I
am a judge, but the facilities for gambling which these shopi offer te
everybody, clerk or otherwise, who can furnish $5, is worse than faro
gain bling. On the very block where your office is in Montreal is one of
the most notorious bucket-shops, but from the sign they pretend to be
importers."

Here is another from a New York broker, who is a member
of the stuck exchange:-

"Kindly accept my thanks for the Bill in re the bucket-shops, which
I fully and heartily endorse, and had I been aware the Hon. Mr. Abbott
had such a measure in view when [was in Ottawa, I would cheertully
have furnished him with a few additional points, which would have
strengthened the Bill. We have a similar Bill before the Legislature in
Albany, and think there is every likelihood oftits becoming a law."

Hlere is a letter from the secretary of the iBoard cf Trade
of Toronto:

" The attention of the council at its meeting held yesterday, was
directed to the opposition being offered to your Bll for the suppression
of bucket shope, and power was given the president to name a deputa-
tion to proceed to Ottawa for the purpose of furthering this measure if
you should deem it necessary. Can 1 obtain any further information
for you or in any way aseist in bringing about the passage of this most
desirable measure ? This board is prepared to act promptly the moment
you advise of tie necessity for action. Awaiting your esteemed favor."

One of these gentlemen in New York sent an extract from
a newspaper which contains a brief history of the legisla-
tion of this.kind, and a full copy of the opinion of the District
Attorney, Mr. Follows, of New York, on this subject. 1 wili
only read a short extract from the narrative, and a short
extract or two from the letter : The narrative says:

"The Revised Statutes of the State of New York have for more than
half a century provided that wager contracta are unlawful, with certain
exceptions. The transactions of the bucket-shops are no more nor less
than bets on the future price of stocks. They are wager contraots on
contingent events, which, by the Revised Itatutes, are unlawful. The
present Bill aime te add this old provision of the Revised Statutes witb
certain words of specification te section 343 of the Oriminal Code, so
that the specific offence of betting on stocks shall be coverod distinctly
by the Code."
Mr. District Attorney Fellows says:

"l The most common kind of bucket-shop is equipped with a telegraph
instrument-either a stock-ticker or Morse instrument-from which quo-
tations in stocks or produce are from time te time takeu and written on
a large blackboard in presence of the customers of the shop. Wagers
are then made on the fluctuations in the quotations as they are recorded
on the blackboard, and various devices are resorted to by the proprie-
tors and their customere tomake the transaction appear a bond fide con-
tract for the sale and delivery of stocks or produce, whereas, in fact,
none of the parties engaged in such transactions have any intention
other thian te wager on the quotation that may appear from time to
time on the board. Tributor te these blaekboard shacpsare what are
known as bucket-shop commission bouses. These places, which are
scattered ail over the city, are provided with a stock ticker and con-
nected with the blackboard shop by a telephone or telegrapb instru-
ment. An agent of the main shop receives the money from te person
who desires te bot ad senda an order te the main house by the instru-
ments referred te."

'M uject. tEnndreds and thonsana 01s o as aeDe xie -advantage of in the past by the manipulations of expert and unprinci-1Further on, he adds:
pled Malpulators of the 'ticker,' while it is difecult to discover, or .
to hemr one speoulator, who has been successful. "The allurements with which customers are drawn to these place,

" Quite receatl this bank was a sufferer owing to forgery committed while false and deceittul, are suaiicient to attract the multitude of
by one John K. erres, of Berlin, Ontario. I am sending you a paper those who hope to make quick profits on siall investments. Shop-
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keepers with small incomes, young men employed as olerks and sales-
men and women who believe they are engaged in legitimate specula-
tion form a large part ot their customers. The number of people in this
city who have been ruined by dealing in these places is large and con-
stantly increasing, and the cases are not a few of persons acting in a
reduciar capacity who have squandered trust estates in one or more
bucket-b ops in this city. Indeed, instances are multiplying in this
omce of ersons who have been led by these places into the commission
of crime. ,

There is much more to the same effect, which I will not
detain the House by reading. Withb regard to what
the bon. member for Montroal (gr. Curran) bas said, as to
the ne.essity for allowing the accused to rebut the primd
facie case before the magistrate, I do not hesitate to say
that ought to be the law as regards every charge of orime ;
and I ar equally positive in my view that it is the law
with regard to every species of crime, that the magistrate
who is asked to commit a prisoner for trial on an indict-
able offence, is bound to receive any kind of testimony
which the accused may offer in his defence.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Not bound; may allow
him to do it if hoechooses.

Mr. THOMPSON. In view of the authorities whieh I
have always supposed to be law he is absolutely bound,
and the commitment may be set aside if le refuses it.

Mr. LISTER. The statute provides that le may take
the statement.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, he is bound to take the state-
ment. Ie is bound to offer the accused an opportunity of
making the statement. Irrespective of that statute, if the
accused brings a witness, he is bouud to take his evidence.

Mr. LAURIER. Do you go to that extent ?
Mr. THOMPSON. I do.
Mr. LISTER. He is bound to receive it, not as evidence

for the defence, but as the evidence of people cognisant of
the fact.

Mr. THOMPSON. Qui te so; and with the view of seeing
whether there ought to be a commitment or not. It is
quite true ho is not to put himself in the position of a jury
and try the case; and if, after hearing that testimony,
it results in a conflict, it is a matter for the jury to
decide, and ho must commit for trial; but it is not
a proper exorcise of the power of magistrate at all to
refuse to bear the witnesses who are called, and who may
give a totally different color to the transaction.

Mr. MITCHELL. I presume there would be no objec-
tion to putting a clause in the Bill that the person accused
may be permitted to give testimony in explanation of the
charge.

Mr. THOMPSON. I am disposed to yield to that sug.
gestion. With regard to telegraph instruments, I see the
force of what was stated by the hon. gentleman opposite,
and by the hon. member for Hamilton, but I do not think any
hardship or oppression can result from keeping those words
in. The fact is that the telegraph companies derive
enormous profits from these bucket-shops. The prices
which they get for supplying messages and receiving mes-
sages are enormous, and the instruments, which are liable
to confiscation under this Bill, are of a very trifling value,
only about $6. If we can induce the telegraph companies
to aid the operation of the law by exercising vigilance as
to the kind of establishments in which they allow their in-
struments to be used, we will have a most efficient means
of preventing the violation of the law.

Mr. WELDON (St John). We are unanimous in feel-E
ing that these bucket-shops should be suppressed, as they
are a source of great misery, but we have to see that we
do not interfere with legitimate transactions. The amend-c
monts suggested by my hon. friend will certainly obviate 1

Mr. THolirfoN.

one of the objections which bas been raised by the council,
and which is as follows:-

IIf A, a grain dealer, telegraphe to B, broker, to buy 10,000 bushels,
of May wheat, and sends an accepted cheque for ten per cent. margin,
his intention being to sell the wheat when the price rises three points
but not actually to receive such wheat, and merely makine a bargain
for the purchase of it, I take it that he la brought within the criminal
clauses of the Act and the broker, aware of the intention of the customer,
aids and abets in the set and is, therefore, liable."

That is the opinion of Mr. Blake, and it is not merely his
opinion, but I find it is the opinion of all the other gentle-
men who have given their views, and it seems to me that
is a legitimate transaction. That is where the difficulty is.
No doubt these bucket-shops, with the blackboards exposed,
and so on, should be suppressed, but the legitimate trade
should not be intertered with. The Minister of Justice bas
acceded to the suggestions of the hon. member for Montreal
(Mr. Curran), which certainly has great weight, in refor-
ence to the position in which an innocent party might be
placed. Some years ago the hon. member for Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard) brought in a Bill in reference to
the sale of stocks. The matter was very much discussed at
the time, and it was thought thon that the Bill might in-
terfere with the regular stock exchange. The result was
that the Bill was not passed and did not become law. While
I think that the principle of this Bill should be carried out,
and that this action is a very proper one, still it should be
carefully seen that it does not go beyond bounds and does
not become a means of oppression.

Mr. HAGGART, If I did not misunderstand the Minis-
ter of Justice, when ho said that this Bill would require the
delivery of the article, he said, you may make a contract
for future delivery and at the time when the contract
expires you can settie it in any manner you choose. I
cannot understand how any person who enters into
any contract for actual or future delivery, and
it is future delivery which those bucket-shop men
confine themselves to, can be punished at ail under
this Act. If the law is extended so that it does not
require a delivery, so that yon can enter into a legal con-
tract for a future delivery, what punishment can you award
to anyone who is speculating for a future delivery ?
Ail ho bas to do is to enter into a contract that the article
shall be delivered at any future time, and thon he can settie
it in any way ho likes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to enquire
of the Minister of Justice whether the object sought to be
attained, as set forth in the preamble, would not be reached
if ho confined himself to dealing in stocks. From what I
have seen in reference to the mischievous institutions which
are known as bucket-shops, my impression is that they are
nothing more or less than hells carried on in the day time,
that they are gambling places of the worst kind; but the
hon. gentleman is fixizig very severe penalties, not only on
the keepers of these institutions, who, no doubt, in many
cases deserve what ho proposes to inflict, but on all persons
who are led in to deal in matters of this kind, and that is very
far-reaching in its character. My own impression is that
if these people were deprived of the right to make transac-
tions in stocks of any incorporated or unincorporated com-
pany or undertaking, the hon, gentleman would effect ail
ho desires to effect ; and there is ground for fearing
that the language of this Act is so wide as to inte rfere with
transactions which are more or less legitimate, and which
the Mimister does not intend to bring within the purview
of the criminal law. I do not myself like to create very
severe penalties even for such reprehensible transactions as
betting. There are other transactions which probably de-
serve more punishment than betting. I am very much
disposed to put down these bucket-shops, as they are called,
but I think that could be done just as wel by eliminating
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the words te which my hon. friends from Halifax and St.
John have taken exception. I am aware that it is quite
possible to gamble in pork, and wheat, and other things of
that kind, but I do net think any great damage would result
to the community from that comparable to that which
results from the gambling in stocks which now goes on. I
simply make the suggestion for the consideration of the
Mirister of Justice, who is responsible for this Bill in this
louse, and I think ho would gain his object by confining

bis provisions to the one class of cases.
Mr. THOMPSON. I would accept the suggestion of the

hon. gentleman in a moment if it were not that my in-
formatioû on the subject is entirely different from that of
the hon. gentleman. No doubt the speculation in stocks is
the principal evil in the United States, but in Carada I be-
lieve that the very worst kind of speculation is in articles
of mer -handise, such as pork, beef, wheat, iron and other
articles of that kind. Speculation in stocks is not so
popular in Canada, possibly because the people in the
United States understand the position of stocks there, while
the people who gamble in this way in Canada are not so
well acquainted with them, but the class who frequent
these establishments in Canada are supposed to be, and no
doubt are te a great extent, familiar with those articles of
merchandise to which I have referred, and a far greater
proportion of the speculation in this country is in relation
to the rise and fall of prices in merchandise. Of course I
have the greatest respect for the professional authority of
the gentlemen who have given their opinions on this sub-
ject, but I think, if we had the opportunity of discissing
the provisions of this Bill, and the construction te ho put
upon them, the answers might have been framed somewhat
differently. For instance, I find this answer:

" If A, a grain dealer, telegraphs to B, a broker, to buy him 10,00
buashels of May wheat and senda an accepted cheque for 10 per cent.
margin, hie intention being to sell the wheat when the price rises three
pointa, but not actually to receive such wheat, and merely making a
bargain for the purchase of it, I take it that he is brought within the
criminal clauses of the Act."

I think the writer has misunderstood the provisions of the
Bill, and I think that is apparent from his answer, although
I say it with a good deal of deference to the opInion given
by these gentlemen. But, when hoesays that the intention
of the dealer was to sell the wheat, it is clear that it would
be absolutely impossible that he could sell it if ho never
received delivery.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Not at all.
Mr. TIIOMPSON. Absolutely impossible. The hon.

gentleman is talking about delivery in its ordinary sense,
of coming into the possession of the man who makes the
bargain, but, in the construction of an Act of Parliament,
we have to take it in its legal sense, and it is as much
delivered to hum if it is delivered to his agent or his vendee
3,000 miles away as if it werc resting in his own cellar or
bis own barn. So, if a contract is one that results either in
delivery te the agent or the vendee of the purchaser, it is
a contract which is not within the provisions of this Bill,
because it is one froin which delivery has resulted or will
naturally result.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. Minister will see that the
statement hore was that the dealer was to sell the wheat
again when the price rose three points. He never had the
intention to recoive the wheat. When ho put up bis margin,
it was with the idea that ho should purchase that quantity
of whoat on speculation, and that when the wheat rose one,
or two, or three points, ho would sell it. He would never
receive it.

Mr. THONIPSON. That is a perfectly legitimate trans-
action. The Act says that ho must have the ownership
of it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). But ho never was the owner of it.
Mr. THOMPSON. He must have been the owner when

it was his under control so that ho oould sell it.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The broker would never have

received it, and there is only a transaction between them to
that extent. The communications which have been roeived
by the Minister of Justice were all in regard to what are
called bucket-shops. We are all in accord with the hon.
gentlemen on that point, but at the time those communica-
tions were written, which was about the 12th April, the
Bill had just been introduced. Since that time, ample oppor-
tunity bas been given of studying the effects of the
measure, and I suppose at that time the writers did not see
the length to which this might go. Consequently, they sub.
mitted certain questions to these eminent legal gentle-
men, who have answered in the way we have heard.

Mr. THOMPSON. These questions were not submitted
by brokers.

Mr. JONES (Hialifax). No matter who submitted them.
Mr. THOMPSON. The reason I made that suggestion

was for the purpose of showing him that although these
letters were dated between the 5th and 20th April, these
gentlemen have not receded from that position since. The
bueket shop people have put these questions with a view of
exciting the apprehensions of the legitimate brokers, and
the only response they have got from the brokers is a
request that we should put in an amendment like this.

ir. JONES(Ialifax). It makes no difference from what
source the enquiry eame. I presume it came from the oppon-
ents of the Bill, but that does not affect the question at all.
The questions wore placed before these legal gentlemen, and
they answered in* distinct termas that any ordinary trans-
action with an honest intention to make it a proper and
legitimate commercial transaction, might be brought within
the scope of this Bill. I will give an illustration. I may
own a ship, and I may charter it to a party to arrive two or
three months hence. This is a very common occurrence.
When she arrives the person who bas chartered her, instead
of carrying out bis charter, may offer to give me a certain
compensation and allow me to keep my sbip, and 1 could
not receive it under tbe operation of this Act.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Well, it is a legitimate transac.

tion, and brokers frequently charter ships on speculation,
relying on the condition of the market in the future to
place her, so that they may secure thomselves. The idea
of the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton),
that speculations in the ratural products are offensive to
Christian morality and religion, I think, with ail due
deference to my bon. friend, is very far-fetched. My hon.
friend, I think, h imself, if ho saw a good speculation in the
future, would not be the last to avail himself of it, and to
put up bis margin, like all the rest of tho commercial
world, in pork, or wheat, or anything else. I repeat that I
fear the Bill may go farther than is contemplated. Ofcourse
if it was confined to transactions in stocks, that would ho
perfectly right, but further than that I respectfully submit
it should not go.

Mr. SCRIVER. I do not agree with the bon. member for
Halifax (Mr. Jones) in saying that it is of no consequence
from whom these enquiries proceed. I think it is of great
consequence. So far as we know, we have reason to believe
that these enquiries from legal men have proceeded solely
from the proprietors of bucket-shops ; and as the Minister
of J ustice bas stated, although a considerable time has
elapsed since the communications which ho read, were
adiressed to the Hon. Mr. Abbott, it is alo a considerable
time since the Bill passed through the Sonate; and the
leading brokers of the Dominion, in all the principal oities,
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have, no doubt, taken communication of this Bill, and have
communicated their views in the way the Minister of
Justice has said, by suggesting a single amendment. Nor
can I agree witb my hon. friend in sayingthat transactions
in grain or in provisions may be different, if tbey are purely
betting transactions, from transactions upon stocks. I can-
not see any difference between betting that a thousand
bushels of wheat will be worth, two weeks hence, ten cents
more than it is now, and betting that the stock on a certain
railway will be worth ten cents more a share, two weeks
hence, than it is now. For myself, so far as the immorality
or the result of the transactions is concerned, they are quite
analagous.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to ask
the hon. Minister, when so severe a penalty as five years
imprisonment is possible, whether he does not think that
the introduction of the words "oral or written " leaves the
door open for a put-up job to levy blackmail in certain
cases-that is in section c, where a person "makes, or
signs, or authorises to be made or signed, any contract or
agreement. oral or written." It does appear to me that
might leave a man a good deai at the mercy of mischievous
scoundrels who might combine together to subject him to
prosecution under this Act, in threatening such heavy
penalties, that he might be obliged to ransom himself
where his intention was perfectly innocent.

On section 4,
Mr. THOMPSON. To meet the suggestion of the hon.

member for South Oxford, I propose to add the following:-
"In any transaction under this act the person accused shall
be a competent witness on his own behalf."

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

TERIRITORIES REAL PROPERTY ACT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 104)
further to amend chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada "The Territories Real Property Act."-(Mr.
Thompson)

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. THOMPSON. The first two sections of the Bill and

some we shall meet further on, ai e rendered noces-
sary by the fact that in the Province of Manitoba it
has been decided that an equity of redemption, in
real estate which is mortgaged, is not rual property
transmissible under this Act, and does not follow the pro-
cedure referred to in the Territories Real Property Act.
It is proposed to state that land means any interest in land,
and that the land shall go to the personal representative of
the deceased.

On section 5,
Mr. THOMPSON. It has been found very desirable to ap-

point an inspector of the land offices. There are four registry
ofces in the North-West Territories, which are, of course,
scattered over an immense distance. The duties of the
registrars are complicated and difficult under "The Territor-
ies Real Property Act," and it is very desirable indeed that
there should be uniformity in the practice, and that there
should be some authority to whom they can refer.
In addition it is necessary there should be a person
qualified and authoriced to act as a deputy in case of
a vacancy taking place in any one of those registrar-
ships. It is not sufficient that the registrars should
be in a position to appoint a deputy, but it is further noces-
sary that the person appointed should be a qualified person ;
and it is therefcre proposed that there should be an inspector
of the land titles office. The office is not an entirely néw
one, as when the Act was cominginto force I suggested to my

-Mr. SORITra.

late colleague, the Minister ofInterior, the necessity, in intro-
ducing so suddenly an Act so elaborate and complicated as this
Act, of having some person to visit the different land offi.es
and instruct the regÎstrars in their duties, and he employe a
professional gentleman for that purpose. The adoption of this
provision of the present Bill will entail a cost of about $1,500
a year for salary, in addition to a travelling allowance of
$3.50 a day during the days when he will necessarily travel;
but, considering the important interests involved, both as
regards the property holders themselves and the public who
are in terested - because we insure every certificate of title
we issue-it will not be money thrown away, and I tbink
those bon, gentlemen who represent the Territories more
especially will concur with me in thinking that the services
of the gentleman who has performed those duties in the
past have been practically useful. I propose to strike out
of the third line the words "no person shall be appointed
inspector of the lands title office unless he is a barrister or
attorney, of at least three years' standing, in one of the
Provinces or Territories of Canada." I do not think legal
qualifications will be absolutely esseetial. It may be that
some person who has been found to be expert in the per-
formance of his duties as a registrar, may be considered to
bu as competent a person as a gentleman who has had a
legal training and the short legal experience called for by
this section.

Mr. LAURIER. I am not sure that the last suggestion
made by the Minister of' Justice is altogether a good one.
The system of registration in force in the Territories, which
I believe is a very good system, is somewhat eomplicated,
and I quite approve of the suggestion of the Minister of
Justice to have an inspector, because, unless those officers
are very well kept, they may be the cause of a good deal
of confusion and loss to parties interested. It is not only
necessary that the offices should be well kept, but that
there should bu proper superintendence, and I would go still
further and exact from the inspector a minute and accurate
report as to the state of the offices. Unless it is provided
that the holder of the office shall possess special technical
knowledge in regard to the registration system, it is doubt.
ful whether he could properly discharge the duties.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Has this appointment of inspec-
tor arisen out of the working of the Act in the North-West,
or otherwiso? I do not remember any such system being
in force or foeud to be necessary, although the Act has
been in operation and working very well for a great many
years.

Mr. THIOMPSON. I am not sure that there is an in-
spector in the Au 4ralian colonies, but there is a Registrar
General in each of the colonies, who exercises the control
which it i8 proposed the inspector in the North-West shall
exercise. In connection with the Torrens Act in Ontario
there is a Master of Titles in Toronto. If it is the view of
the committee that the legal qualification should bu retatined,
I will not press my point.

Mr. LAURIER. It is the Torrens' sy.Lem you have
adopted in the North-West, but unless the affairs of the
offices are accurately regulated, and there is a strict super-
intendence exercised, most damaging results may happen to
parties interested.

Mr. DAVIN. The North-West members would prefer
having this qualification in, I think myself our judgment
on that subject ought to control.

Sir R[CIARD CARTWRIGHT. Itwould, if those gen-
tlemen supplied the moiey to carry out those things, but
they do not.

Mr. EDGAR. Can yon give us any idea of the volume
of business done ? On thia would largely depend what the
inspector would have to do.
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Mr. THOMPSON. The volume of business has not been
great. I am aware that questions, even though not of a
comp;icated character, are disposed of differently, in the
different offices; the officers are unwilling to change their
practice without the controlling authority of some person
who has the right te direct them. We think it would
secure uniformity to have an inspector visit those offices
occasionally.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the hon. gentleman intend
that this inspector is to be one of the registrars ?

Mr. THIOMPSON. No; he is to be a different officer from
the registrars.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What time wil! the inspector be
engaged ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I think it will take him about two-
thirds of the year.

Mr. DAVIES (P.EI.) Surely it will not take him that
long. When ho lays down one rule of uniformity it will
have te be carried out by the registrars.

Mr. THOMPSON. It will be his duty to decide difficult
questions in different offices. At present a large number of
them come to Ottawa, and it is found to be very inconvenient•

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Does the hon. gentleman say
what salary ho will pay?

Mr. TEIOMPSON. My own opinion is that about $1,500
a year would secure a competent person. Of course we
will allow him travelling expenses.

Mr. LAURIER. Do you require hi m to report yearly ?
Mr. THOMPdON. Oh, yes, more frequently than that;

quarterly at least.
Mr. LAURIER. To some extent you give him jadicial

powers. le should give in his decision and report.
Mr. THOMPSON. I think he should be required to'

report quarterly.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) It will be an additional charge,

at any rate, on our revenues.
On section 8 .
Mr. THOMPSON. An office fee of $10 is charged to

every homesteader when ho obtains an entry for a quarter1
section of land, which is always represented as being the
fee necessary to procure him a title to his land in fée
simple on the performance of the duties prescribed by the
Dominion Lands Act; and it has always been the custom of
the departmeL to give to a purchaser of land direct from
the Crown letters patent for the same without the pay-
ment of any fée or charge whatever other than the price of
the land. The object of sub-section 2 of this section is to
provide for the issue of such certificate of title free of
charge where there are no registered encumbrances affect-
ing the land. Sub-sections 3 and 4 were to render unn< ces-
sary the issue of patents to the Hudson's Bay Company.
for their lands, thereby saving an immense amount of use-
less work to the Department of the Interior. It is proposed
simply to recognise, as a grant from the Crown in the same
way as if letters patent were issued, the notifloati>,n to the
com pany already provided for by the Domirion Lands Act.
Sub-section 5 is intended te provide for the conveyance of
lands in large arcas to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com.
pany, and other railway corporations, entitled to Dominion
lands, by notification te the registrar and without the issue
of letters patent.

On secion 9,
Mr. TEIOMIPSON. The tariff at present in force provides

that a person td whom a patent had issued beoi-e the Reat
Property 4ct came into force may register hie Crown deed

à upon payment of .. The object of this amendment is to
% make it uniecessary, since thore is no risk to the Crown in

the registraeon of such a deed where the lands are not
encnmbered, that the percentage provided for by clause

1 133 of the Act,with a view to the creation of an assuran.e
1 fund, should be paid,

On section 10,
Mr. THIOMPSON. Section 94 of the Act makes aU the

neocessary provisions in regard to the delhvery to theregis-
trar by t.he sheriff of a copy of any writ or proceas affecting
land, and the provisions of sub-section " c " of section 46 of
that Act are therefore unnecessary. Moreover, they entail
an unnecessary expense of at least one dollar to every
person bringing his land under the operation of the Act.
The law requires that a certificate shal be furnished from
the proper uotder, showing that there are no taxes in arrear
against'the land.

On section 11,
Mr. THOUsON. This is in relation to a rolase of a

mortgage, and provides that a certificate on the back of the
mortgage or a copy of it is suffloient to discharge the mort-
gage.

On section 12,
Mr. THOMPSON. This abolishes the requirement of

the mention in the certificate of the intermediate convey-
ances. I think the registration of the intermediate con.
voyances on the face of the certificate is undesirable. It may
be that, owing to the change of title being accomplishod by
possession, or by dcscent, or by a ju.igmont of a court, the
mention of the intermediate convoyances would not on its
face show the consecutive change of tenure; and besidos,
there may be objeètions in law or equity to those convey-
ances. It is in accordance with the Torrons' systom that
the certificate should b esimple and should result in the
transfer of land as quickly as the transfer of a share in a
bank.

On section 13,
Mr. THOMPSON. By this amendment it is proposed to

make it compulsory for the registrar to enter in his regis-
ter the memorandum of any process affecting land which
may have been deliverod to him by tho sheriif. If the
land bas aircady b'en brought under the operation of the
Act, the entry mu5t be made by the registrar irmediately
upon the delivery to him of the process affecting the land;
but if not, thon uch entry is to be made as soon as the
title has been registercd.

It boing six o'elock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

RERItEF OF ELJEONORA ELIZABET H TUDOR.
Mr. SMAJLL moved second reading of Bill (No. 128) for

thérelief of Bleonora Iizabeth Tudr (from the Senati).
House divided:

Bain (Wentworth),
Barron,
Bowell,
Bowtnan,

oy le,
Brien,
Brown,
Bardett,
Cargili,
Oarling,
Carpenter,
ccbrae,

Cockbnrn,
Davies,

YRAB:
Messieurs

Hudspeth,
Innes,
Jamieson,
Jdinet (Digby),
Kirkpatrick,
Lang,
Laurie,
Lister,
Livingston,
Macdonald (Sir John),
Macdonald (Haron),
âacdoiali
monila,
KloDouatd (Vict.oria),

Putnam,
"I,
Robrtson,

Rose,
Rowand,
Rykert,
Seriver,
semple,
8haly,
Skinner,
Small,
EmIhh (Ontario),
aproul.t,
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Davis,
Denison,
Dickinson,
Edgar,
Ellis,
Fisher,
Foster,
Preeman,
Gillmor,
Gordon,
Hale,
Hall,
Henderson,
Besson,
Hickey,

Amyot,
Armstrong,
Bain (Soulanges),
Béchard,
Bourassa,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Choqiiette,
Cimon,
Couture,
Ourran,
Dawson,
De St. Georges,

McfDougald (Pictou),
P*cKkiy,
McKeen,
Mciillan (Huron),
Me Neill,
Mara,
Marehall,
Mills (Annapolis),
Moncrieff,
Montague,
Mulock,
O'Brien,
Perley (A ssiniboia),
Perley (Ottawa),
Porter,

NAYb:

Taylor,
Temple,
Trow,
Tupper (Sir Charles),
Tupper (Pictou),
Tyrwhitt,
Watson,
Weldon (Albert),
Welsh,
White,
Wilmot,
Wilson (Lennox),
Wood (Brockville), and
Wood (Westmoreland).

-86.

Messieurs
Dupont, McDougall(C. Breton),
Gigault, MoMillan (Vaudreuil),
Grandbois, Montplasir,
Guay, Perry,
Haggart, Pureell,
Joncas, Riafret,
Jones (Halifax), Ste. Marie,
Kirk, Somerville,
Langevin (Sir Hector),Thompson,
Laurier, Turcot, and
Lovitt, Wilson (Elgin).-34.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read tho second time.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were read the seccnd time, on the
same division:-

Bill (No. 129) for the relief of Androw Maxwell Irving
(from the Sonate) -(Mr. Smali).

Bill (No. 180) for the relief of Catharine Morrison (from
the Senate).-(Mr. Small).

Mr. JONES (Halifax). i think thatit is very unfortunate
that our system of government requires that these Bills
should be brought before this House. We have a la w on our
statutes preventing the introduction into this country of
obscene literature and other works of an improper character;
yet, under the sanction of Parliament, such literature is dis-
tributed to the members of this House. I do think that
the time bas arrived when it would be well that these pro-
ceedings should be avoided, if possible. I bave always con-
sistently and persistently voted against these divorce reso-
lutions, and I voted against them in the interest of society.
I do not regard these resolutions in the same way as do
some of my bon. friendswho vote with me. Looking at the
influence these measures have on society at large, looking to
the effect that similar measures have hd on society across the
border, where the marriage tie bas frequently become nothing
more than licensed adultery, the time bas arrived when hon.
gentlemen in this House, even those who cannot accept the
view which Ihold against divorce per se, might be brought
to consider the proposai whether the time has not arrived
when it would be botter, in the interests of the country at
large, that we should be able to establish a divorce court
to dispose of these questions. We have a divorce court in
the Lower Provinces, in the Provinces of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, where those unfortunate disclosures, when
such questions are submitted to them, are treated
in a more private manner. They are not made the sub-
ject of public comment, they are not distributed to the
members of the Legislatures, they do not reach the employés
of the Legislatures, from the oldest to the youngest; and
it occurs te me that the time bas arrived when gentlemen
who hold the same views as I do on the same grounds, and
those who hold them on very different grounds, should be
brought to consider the propriety of agreeing to the
establishment of some court, and thus spare us the exhibi-
tions madelhere from year to year. i make this statement

Mr. TaoMPsoN.

to protect my own view, because I believe there is sufficient
good, sound, honest feeling in this country at large to
protect the public from the distribution of literature in
connection with these transactions such as has been dis-
tributed during the last three or four weeks.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDO NAjLD. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Jones) very properly exclaims against the distribution of
obscene literature. I must say that I have not seen any of it.
The hon. gentleman may bave. We may remember the story
of the lady who said to Dr. Johnson, when his dictionary
came out, that she congratulated him very much on his
book, particularly because there were no bad words in it.
Dr. Johnson said, "Madam, I am afraid you have been look-
ing for them." I am afraid that my hon. friend's experi-
ence of this literature may, perhaps, have arisen from the
same source. I may say, however, that I am opposed to a
divorce court. I think it would be a great misfortune for
Canada to have that established, where these cases become
a matter of regular daily discussion. The hon, gentleman
bas said that it would prevent the publication of evidence
of this kind, but these courts are open, as they ought to
be, and the evdence is taken, and is published, as we can
see very easily by look ng into any of the English papers.
Some of the most disgusting kind of evidence is published
in the legal reports and the legal columans of the Times and
other newspapers. It is only in very exceptional cases
that the evidence in Canada is taken except privately,
and I may say that that practice is not to
ho encouraged, because secret tribunals are al-
ways objectionablo, and between the two evils we
should choose the least. That trials affocting the
character and the reputation and the property of parties
should ho left to private tribunals, is, I think, an abuse of
our legal system, and is contrary to the liberty of the sub-
ject and to a proper check upon the tribunals themselves.
Between the two evils of having the evidence published
and having secret trials, I would prefer, notwithstanding
the objection the hon. gentleman has taken to it, the publi-
cation of the evidence, to the institution of ecret tribunal.
I prefer our system here, which offers very considerable
impediments to the granting of divorces, to the systems
which prevail elsewhere. We have not very many of
those cases. Of course, as our population inrases, we
have more divorce cases, but they are very few and far
between as compared with those whioh would certainly
crowd our court if it were once established. That bas been
the experience of England, and of those who once strongly
supported the establish ment of that court, and the transfer
of the trial of these divorces from the Logislature to the
court, very many have seriously repented thoir ad vocacy
of that measure, because the number of divorces, the cor-
ruption of society and the numbar of collusive trials are in-
creasing to the annually increasing degradation of the pub-
lic mind.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I differ with thehon. gentleman.
I think the arguments he as used to-night are the strongest
I have yet heard in favor of the establishment of a divorce
court. We are asked bore to grant divorces, as we pass
any Act of Parliament, and the bon. gentleman says that
we grant these without reading the evidence. Can anything
be conceived more pitiable than the fact of this Parliament
passing a vote on a serious case of this kind, wbere the
matrimonial bond is to ho dissolved, without, as the leader
of the Government states, anybody reading the evidence in
regard to it.

Sir JOHN A. M ACDONALD. I did not say so.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman suggested
that one hon. gentleman who had read the evidence had
done something which was improper, and ho took credit to
himself for voting without reading the evidence. if the
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leader of the Government has done that, what may be ex-
pected from the rank and file. I was led to the conclusion,
which I bave expressed, very largely by the discussion in
the other Chamter en the case which we have just voted
upon. I read the speech of the leader of the Government
in the Senate, and I found that he argued that the Senate
was not to be bound byany of the rules adopted by the House
of Lords before the Divorce Court was established in Eng-
land; that there was no legal rule guiding their decisions to
which any ordinary member could look, or under which he
could act pro or con; that every man could use his own judg.
ment and do what was right in his own eyes; that the deci-
sion was to be an arbitrary decision in every case; in fact, that
the man or the woman who canvassed the hardest in the
lobby was the one who would win. After reading that, I
judged that there was no rule guiding the Senate, and I came
to the conclusion that a rule should he adopted and that a
tribunal should be established which would be guided by
fixed principles, in the hands of judges, so that in this very
important matter we might know what we are doing. I
know that there is a large section, a religious seetion of our
people, who are opposed to the granting of divorces alto-
gether, but it must be evident to them that at present
divorces are granted year after year, not because facts show
in the greater number'of cases that these should be granted,
but because the parties on one side or the other have
evcked a certain amount of sympathy; that they are
granted, not because of the evidence taken, but simply be-
cause those who are promoting the Bll are more or less
active. I think it would be far bctter that we should leave
these questions to trained judges and trained lawyers. Draw
the line as closely as you like, but leave it to these trained
men to carry itout. If that sy stem were adopted, we would
not see the absurdities which I have seen during the short
time that I have been in this Ilouse, and which we witness
year alter year. I venture the assertion now that there
are not a dozen gentlemen here who have read the evidence
in this case from end to end; I doubt if there are balf a
dozen; and yet we are voting pro and con on the question
of whether this divorce Bill shall be passed or not. If we
bad any principle laid down on which a divorce should be
granted, if we had it decided that it should be on the ground
of adultery or for any other cause, we could vote almost in
the dark, beeause we would be certain that the Bill would
not pass the other Chamber without the promoter having
establishod a case; but the leader of the Governmont in the
Senate las laid it down, with the assent of legal lights on
both sides, that they are bound by no principles what-
ever in regard to these matters, that they are a law
unto themselves, tbat they are not bound by the piece-
dents of the louse of Lords or of the Divorce Court in
England, or by any other precedent, but that they can
act just as it strikes thom in regard to each case, so that, if
the promoter is represented by able counsel, she gains ber
case, and if she is represented by counsel not quite so able,
she loses it. A more lamentable state of affaira cannot be
conceived of, and the picture which the hon, gentleman
draws of what takes place on the other side of the border is
bright compared to what takei place here. The only re-
deurning feature is, that we have so few of those cases, and
1 dû not think the tribunal before which they come has any
reason to congratulate itseif on that, because it is due to
the morality ot our people.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I just want to say one word in
explanation. I stated that I was against divorces per 8e,
and I do not think that I argued in favor of having any
secret tribunal, but I instanced the fact that in New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia we had a court which conducted those
cases without any publicity being given to thom. I agree
with the hon. gentleman that nothing of that kind should
be carried on in a secret tribunal.

Mr. SCRIVER. I am very sorry to hear the hon. mem-
ber for lalifax (Mr. Jones) make an imputation concern.
ing our neighbors across the lino, to which I think ho would
not have given expression if he had weighed bis words a
little more carefully. Wben he spoke of the marriage tie
between the people of the United States as liconse d adultery,
I think he used an expression which is not warranted by
the facts. I suppose it is a lamentable fact that divorces in
some of the States are procured with great facility; but I
do not believe there is an hon. gentleman in this House
who would disagroe with me when I assert that the great
majority of those who are living in the marriage relation
in the United States, regard that tie as sacrodly as any
member of this House,

Mr. MULOCK. I arn uuable to agree with the hon.
momber for Queeti's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies). He objects to the
practice which, he says, has prevailed in this fouse; but I
am not aware of any divorces having been granted by the
Parliament of Canada under conditions that would not have
been recognised by the divorce courts in England. I
think when any one doubts the ability of this flouse to deal
with the questions of fact involved in an application for
divorce, he is also called upon, if consistent, to condemn the
system of trial by jury generally. Surely the House can sup.
ply as good a jury as is called together anywhere in the
country, to try any question of fact under the judicial sys-
tem prevailing in the Provinces. Theonly possible objection,
in my mind, that can be advanced-and I do not think it is a
sound one-against the present systemr, is that it is an ex-
pensive one. Evon if that objection were well founded, it
would not altogetherjustify a departure from this practice.
But I maintain that a divorce through this louse doue not
cost more than it would under any ordinary a:tion at law.
The expenses are iot heavy; therefore, I think the state-
ment that is sometimes made that divorces in Canada are
only within reach of the rich,is not well founded. I think the
facility with which divorces are granted in England and in
other countries, does go a long way to interfere with the
sacredness of the marriage tie. But, at ail events, in the
Province of Ontario, peoplejoining together in the holy bonds
of matrimony, feel that it is a life contract, and this makes
them careful to do nothing that would justity either ofthem
applying to bu rolieved from the contract. There is no reason
that justifies, in my opinion, the establishment of a divorce
court for the Province of Ontario. Divorce courts do exist
in certain other of the Provinces. Il it is sought to harmo.
nise logislation, that may bo a reason for ail these cases
being brought before Parliament, but it does not supply a
reason, I think, for adopting the suggestion made by my
hon. friend from Queen's.

REPRESENTATION OF RUSSELL.

Mr. DEPUTY SPEAKER informed the liouse that he
had received the certificate of the Returning Ofluer at the
last election for the Electoral District of the (Jounty of Rus-
sell, that William Cameron Edwards, Esq., was duly elected
for the said Electoral District.

Sir HECTOR LANGENIN movel:
That it be resolved that in admitting William Cameron Edwards,

Esq., elected to represent the Electoral District ot the0 ounty of Rus-
sel, to take his seat upon the production of the certificate of the Re-
turning Officer, the Hiouse still recommends a strict adherence to the
practice of requiring the production ot the usual retur.

Motion agreed to.

TERRITORIES REAL PROPERTY ACT
ARENDMENTS.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (104)
further to amend Chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada, "The Territories Real Property Act."
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(In the Committee).
On section 14,

Mr. THOMPSON. The only change is made in the
38th lino of the Bill by the insertion of the words "and the
registrar shall thereupon if the title bas been registered, or
so soon as the title has been registered under the provisions
of this Act." The policy of the Act is to enable encumbran-
ces to be recorded prior to bringing the lands under the
Act, and it is the duty of the registrar to note the lien so
created, and to register against the land.

On section 16,
Mr. THOMPSON; This is a new provision intended to

regulate the sub-division of lots. We know that the system
of land transfer is based on the rectangular system of
survey, and the object of this section is to prevent lots, once
placed on the register,from being sub-divided and conveyed
by vague descriptions and monuments, maps being deposited
drawn on a certain scale showing certain particulars.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L.) In sections where a sale is made
they will have to exhibit the map and plan of the whole
section.

Mr. TIIOM&PSON. Yes, and of the manner in which it
ie to be divided.

On section 17,
Mr. T 'fOMP$ON. Tre alteration there is merely verbal.

Sab section 2, is changed in accordance with other amend-
monts that we passed this afternoon.

On section 18,
Mr. THOMPSON. The object is to give an appeal to

the Supreme Court of the North-West Territories f rom the
decision of a judge. I mentioned this afternoon that there
was a want of uniformity in the administration of the Act,
and that want of uniformity has been quite as apparent in
regard to the decisions of the judges there, as in the practice
of the registrars.

Committee rose and reported.

MEMBER INTRODUCED.

William Cameron EDWARD5, Esquire, Mfember for the Electoral
District of Russell, introduced by Mr. Laurier and Mr. Armstrong.

INSPECTOR OF L AND TITLES OFFICE.

Hlouse resolved itself into Committee to consider ceitain
proposed resolutions respecting the salary of the inspector
of land titles office to be appinted in connection with the
carrying into effect of "The Territories Real Property
Act."-(tr. Thompson.)

(In the Committee.)

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I think the salary of this officer
should be fixed, so that we may know what the salary is
going to b).

Mr. THOMPSON. When the vote is taken for the
North.West I will mention the sum proposed to be fixed,
and if that meets with the concurrence of the louse the
salary will be fixed at that sum.

Committee rose and reported, and resolutions read the
first and second time, and concurred in.

House again resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No.
104) durther to amend chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes
of Canada, "The Territories Real Property Act."

Sir Hxoros LAezvm.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. THIOMPSON. The hon. member for West Assiniboia

has given notice of some amendments. As regarde the first
I think the amendment by which he proposes to insert the
words "or territories " after the words "provinces " is
nnnocessary, because, by the Interpretation Act, province
is declared to include the North-West Territories. As to
the other amendments, I have no objection to them.

Committee rose and reported.

THE INSURANCE ACT.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the Honse resolve
itself into committee on Bill (No. 126) to amend chapter 124
of the Revised Statutes respecting Insurance. He said : My
bon. friend from West Toronto raised the question as to the
position companies would be in, which . have Ontario char.
ters and which came under the provisions of this Act. I
have looked into that matter, and I find that a remedy is
provided in the Ontario Act. Section 3 in the Insurance
Act of Ontario, which went into force on the 13th of
January, 1887, and is still in force, provides as follows :-

" The provisions of this Act shall not apply to a company licensed by
the Dominion of Canada, except as to sections 114 to 120 inclusive,
which shall apply to aIl fire insurance companies transacting business
in Ontario."
These relate to the statutory condition of fire policies, which
are binding on all fire companies now licensed in the Domin-
ion. Section 43 of the Ontario Act is as follows:-

" A company which has made a deposit under the Act shall.be en-
titled to withdraw the deposit on the sanction of the Lieutenant-Gev-
ernor in Council, whenever it is made to appear to the satisfastion of
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council that the company in carryiug on its
business of insurance under a license of the Dominion of Canada,"
As soon, therefore, as a Dominion license is granted to an
Ontario fire company, it will cease to be subject to the in-
spection or toe ain any way under the control of the officers
of the Ontario Government; and if it has made a deposit
with the Ontario Government, it will be at liberty to with-
draw it. This removes all difficulty and danger of conflict
between the two. The Ontario Act provides that in that
case they corne under the inspection of the Dominion Gov-
ernment and are entitied to withdraw their deposit from
Ontario.

Mr. EDGAR. So the Finance Minister contends that it
is optional in each case ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so.
Mr. EDGAR. And, if it is exercised by the Dominion,

either by license or in any other way, it takes it out of the
control of the Provincial Govern ment ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. By the consent of the

Provincial authority ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, under the Provincial

Act.

Mr. MULOCK. I have not seen the Bill of the Finance
Minister, but, when he introduced it, I understood him to
mention that it referred to fire and lifeinsurancecompanies
in the sameconnection. Ido not know whether the Bill pro-
poses to deal with what I have in my mind, but I think it
is a very unsound policy to have these two classes of insur-
ance combined, and I think the money which is collected
by life insurance companies should not be endangered by
being embarked in fire insurance. If the Bill does notdeal
with that question, I hope the Government will take the
matter up, and at some future stage attempt to deal with
that subject, There is nothing that we are assuming juris-
diction over, and giving, to some extent, sanction to, which
is more important than the matter of life insurance. We
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can easily see that the whole maintenance of a man's family
might be swept away by the failure of an insurance com-
pany, and the two risks of fire and life are so distinct that
I do not think there eau be any justification for our giving
sanction to allowing life insurance funds, which should be
placed only on such securities as trustees would be justified
in accepting, to ho made responsible for fire loses.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The object of this Bill is sim-
ply to apply to companies having provincial charters the
same provisions which are made in regard to American
companies doing business in Canada, that is, to enable them,
by making a deposit with the Federal Government, to carry
on their business. But the point which my hon. iriend has
made is a very important one, and will receive attention.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think our present
law provides that the funds for these two insurances shall
be kept distinct, and I think that a great deal of the duty
of the Superintendent of Insurance is to make sure that
these two insurances shall be kept distinct and that none
of the funds which are received for life insurance shall ba
applied for fire losses. I speak from recollection, and I
think the Minister of Finance stated that this Bill would
be subjected to the provisions, in all respects of the general
Act.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is provided in this Bill.
lotion agreed to, and House resolved itself into com-

mittee.

(In the Committea.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIHT. As these proceedings
are informal in a sense, I suppose it is understood that, if
any discussion is required on the third reading, it will pro-
ceed as if we were in committee?

Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. Quite so.
Committee reported.

SUMMARY CONVICTIONS ACT AMENDMENT.

House resolved itself into Committee on Bill (No. 113) to
amend the Snmmary Convictions Act.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MULOOK. Would the Minister of Justice explain
the object of this Bill ?

Mr. THOMPSON. The changes in sections 29 and 30
provide that a constable may serve a subpona out of the
county of the magistrate who issues it. lu the second place,
that a witness refusing to obey the summons may be arrested
and detained before the magistrate until the time of trial,
or he must give security that he will appear at the trial.
Third, the magistrate las power to fine and imprison a
witness so refusing, for contempt, as well as to oblige him
to pay costs. These provisions are principally taken from
the Speedy Trials Act, and it is proposed to give the same
procedure to magistrates.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not object to the change in the 29th
section, but I ask the hon. gentleman to consider whether
we are doing wisely in passing that 30th section. Now,
that 30th section is more far-reaching and more important
than hon. members imagine. The magistrate now bas
power, if his summons is disobeyed, or if ho thinks the
witness will not obey the summons, in certain circum-
stances, to issue a warrant and to arrest the man and bring
him to court; and we here give him summary power,
which generally belongs to courts of record alone, to punish
for oquteppt. But you say that he may summarily doter-
mine tht there has been contempt, although the summons
inay not have been personally served ; and I would suggest

itay

to the hon. gentleman whether hoeis not giving too great a
power to the magistrates.

Mr. THOMPSON. I consent to make the change in
accordance with the hon, gentleman's suggestion.

Mr. MULOOK. If the magistrates dotermine to keep
the witness in custody, would it not be right to entitle the
witness to an immediate examination, and then to bc did-
charged from eustody ? Once in custody he au be kept in
custody after giving hie ovidence, because the case may be
adjourned, and he may stili be required as a witness, and
hie imprisanment goes on until the case is disposed of
before the magistrate. Would it not be right to allow an
opportunity to purge himaself from contempt ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I consent to the change.

On section 7,

Mr. THOIPSON. In the section 76 there is this pro.
vision:

" Unles@ it is otherwise provided, any special Act under which a con
viction takea place, or an order is made by a jnstice."

I propose to strike out the following:-
" Or unlees some other court of appeal having jurisdiction in the premises,

is provided by an Aet of the legislature of the Province withiu which
such conviction takes place."

It seeme to be clear that the Legislature of a Province
cannot nake provision for the court of appeal, for this is
purely criminal procedure.

Mr. BARRON. There is an important provision in the
Ontario Act allowing each party to go into the case de novo.
This is found to work very well, for by the evidence taken
before the magistrate it has sometimes happened tbat justice
bas not been done. It would ho very desirable to allow
parties to go into the case de novo before a county equrt
judge.

Mr. THOMPSON. I understand that to b. the practice
now.

Committee reported, and Bill read the third time and
passed.

THE RAILWAY ACT.

louse resolved itseolf into Committee on Bill (No. 24) to
amend and consolidate the Railway Act.

(In the Committee.)
On section 4,
Mr. EDGAR. Will the Minister explain why this

is absolutely necessary?
Mr. THOIPSON. The section is of a corresponding

number in the old Act, and it contains substantially the
same provisions excepting this: that the portions of the
Act which are made applicable to all railways are numbered
and that Act is divided into three parts. We have there-
fore recast the section and we have inserted as new words
"offences and penalties." Otherwise the clause is just the
same.

Mr. EDGAR. It was called part 3 of the Act before.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes; I may state brieffy now that

sections 31 to 83 have reference to the organisation of the
company, the conduct of directors, the making of calls, and
various provisions of that ]ýind.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Art not all railways inoor-
porated under the legislative authority of Canada under
the Act?
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Mr. TRHOMPSON. Only sinoe the passing of the Railway
Act, I presume.

Mr. EDGAR. This would seem to apply to companies
to which these provisions are not applicable-that is
provincial companies.

Mr. THOMPSON. Certain of them are. A railway is
now under the authority of the Parliament of Canada, by
virtue of its havirg been so declared, or oherwise, but that
company would not have under its charter those provisions
relating to the organisation, or calls, or conduct of the
directors, and so forth. It is to enable the company to get
under the operation of those sections.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The second scction would
appear to do that.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think this section is incon.
sistent.

Mr. LAURIER. It is evidently the intention that it
should be optional, and that .certain parties in the land
should be subject to the law of the land, if they choose to
be so. The law should be made for everybody equally.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is made for everybody equally,
who comes under its provisions by getting legislation after
the Act has passed. Those companies have now their
systems, and we cannot without revising all their charters
force them under the provisions of this Act. The object of
this is when they so rearrange their econcmy, that they
can apply to come under the. Act and ask to be brought
under its special provisions.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Would this enable them to
supersede any special Act ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

On section 8,
Mr. SHANLY. I should like to see it provided that the

Minister of Justice should form one of the quorum. Parties
will always be heard by counsel, and when points of law are
brought up, I think it right that the judicial mind of the
committee should be there. Three members of the Privy
Council form the committee, and any two form a quorum.
What I would suggest is that of those two the Minister of
Justice should always be one.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is this objection to
that, that in the absence of the Minister of Justice, it might
be impossible to obtain a decision on a very simple matter

Mr. MITCHELL. When questions of law came up the
committee would desire to postpone their decision until the
Minister of Justice could be present.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHp. If my memory serves
me, the committee in former times numbered four.
Very extensive powers are given to this Railway Com-r
mittee, and I think it ought to consist of five with three1
for a quorum, as I understand their decision is to be final.a

Mr. SHIANLY. I quite agree with my hon. friend that
if their decision is to be final the committee should be
increased to five with three as a quorum.

Mr. EDGAR. This Act very largely extends thea
powers of the Railway Committee; I fancy that is the realo
object Of putting this Act through this Session. The Rail.
way Committee before consisted of at least four members,
and now it is reduced to three. I think we should certainly
have a larger body or an appeal or both, considering thea
extraordinary interests involved. It would be retrogressive
legislation to place such enlarged powers in the hands of a p
smaller body without appeal. I agree with the hon. mem- i

-Mr. WILDoN (ST. JoHN)

ber for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) that the number should be
increased to five, perhaps with an appeal.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It does not limit the number
to three.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But it leaves the
power in the hands of two, and those two may not include
the Minister of Justice, and there is no appeal. One could
easily conceive cases in which the decision of two mem
bers would be rather unsatisfactory.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We will make the number
four, with a quorum of three.

Mr. SHANLY. I still think it important that the
Minister of Justice should always form one of the quorum.

Mr. EDGAR. The difficulty is that there is only one
Minister of Justice, and the whole business might be
obstructed if he were absent. It would be botter to have
an appeal, I think.

On section 11,
Mr. EDGAR. Perhaps the hon. Minister of Justice will

point out to the committee in what particulars the powers
of the Railway Committee are increased by this section ?
Some of them may be additional powers. If they are, we
certainly ought to consider them.

Mr. THOMPSON. Sub-section a is new, for the reason
that this Bill for the first time provides that one company
may have right of way through the lands of another com-
pany. Sub-section b is equivalent to sub-section 16 of sep-
tion 6 of the former Aet. Sub-section c is equivalent to sub-
section 15 of section 6 of the former Act.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Why do yon make it
"the construction of branch linos exceeding one quarter of a
mile in length." They might require a branch line a little
shorter.

Mr. THOMPSON. This is not dealing with the powers
of a company, but with the control of the railway company.
If the branch hne is less than a quarter of a mile, the com-
pany can construct it without coming to the Railway Com-
mittee.

Mr. EDGAR. I think that companies had the power
before of making branch lines six miles in length.

Mr. THOMPSON. No; these powers are subject to the
control of the Railway Committee. Sub-section d has its
equivalent in section 13 of the old Act.

Sir RICHAIRD CARTWRIGHT, In what exact respects
does sub-section d differ from sub-section a?

Mr. THOMPSON. Sub-section d provides for the crossing
of the tracks, and sub-section a provides for right of way
over lands owned by another railway company, and not the
mere intersection of the road-bed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentle-
man mean by a that the Railway Committee would have
power to allow another railway to plant itself immediately
adjacent to railway No. 1 ?

Mr. THOMPSON. No, not to replace it on the track.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But they have got a

limit of some 66 feet allowed them. Would that clause a
allow a railway company to run within 25 or 30 feet of the
other track ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHr. On the ground origin-

ally granted to the first one.
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, and it would enable the com-

pany to enter the station ground or the shunting yard of
another company which cannot be done now. Ail that is
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based on the principle that we should have some system of
enabling one railway to get over the lands of another rail
way company-not in all cases, but subject te the contro
of the Railway Commaittee. If that should not be done, and
it cannot be done under the present Act, the obstruction i
such that in some cases railways cannot be built. All that
is Deeded te preventanotherrailwaycoming into proximity
is for the existing railway company to purchase lands along
side in such a way as te obstruct the new railway.

Mr. EDGAR. They can only purchase fands for railway
purposes.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is easy for them to make it ap-
pear that they are for railway purposes. Sub-section e
has its equivalent in section 7, sub-section 2 of the old Act.
Sub-section f is new: "the use by one company of the tracks
or station grounds of another company." Sub-section g,
" the construction of works in navigable waters," has its
equivalent in sections 91, 92, 93 and 94 of the old Act. Sub-
section i is the equivalent of section 48, andj is the equiva-
lent of section 74. Sub-sections k and 1 have their
equivalent in section 16, sub-sections 9, 10, 11, 12. Sub-sec.
tion l, "the adjustment of such tolls and rates between
companies," bas its equivalent in section 56, sub-sections 1
and 2. Sub-section m "running powers or haulage " is new.
Sub-section n, "traffte arrangement" lias its equivalent in
section 56, sub-section 2. The other sub-sections are new.

Mr. EDGAR. With reference to these sub-sections a
and f, and also having regard te section 102 of the Act,
which also is allowed to stand, it appears that the Railway
Committee of the Priv.y Council have taken powers te them-
selves without appeal, to do what never could be done in
Canada before, namely, te allow one railway company
whom tbey may choose te favor-if they should happen te
show any favor-to expropriate the station grounda, the
right of way, and in fact all the property of the existing
company, without any regard even te compensation under
this Act. If there were compensation provided, that would
be a little matter compared te the entire destruction of
the franchise, which might be worked by the arbitrary
exercise of this power. I am speaking of the two clauses
of section 11, a and f, both of which are new, and when
those are read in connection with clause 102, there is a
complete system devised of destroying the franchises, if the
Governmient were se disposed, of one railway company in
favor of another. There is no use disguising the iact that
the company which is aimed at by this legislation is the
Grand Trank Railway.

Mr. THOMPSON. No, it is not.

Mr. EDGAR. That is the company which owns the
largest properties from one end of the country te the
other, and a new company, the Canadian Pacifie Railway, or
other companies which are proposing to construct new
lines, wili be able, if they can persuade the Privy Council
Committee to do it, to expropriate the valuable properties
of the Grand Trunk Railway ail over the country or the
benefit of rival railways, and there is no appeal. I will
admit that if a proper appeal te some independent tribunal,
net influenced by, we will say, political considerations-
some judicial tribunal like the Supreme Court-were given,
legislation of this kind might, perhaps, be justifiable; but
as it is proposed here, it is arbitrary, unprecedented and
entirely unjustified.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman bas only, after
all, stated that in taking power te do right, we are taking
power te do wrong. Al reasonable men admit that
power must be conferred, notwithstanding that it may be
abuaed.

Mr. EDGAR. With limitations.

f Mr. THOMPSOT. In every country whore any exten-
- sive railway system prevails, it is found necessary to allow
l that the property rights of one railway company should be

at times interfered with by another railway company. This
s provision is no more aimed at the Grand Trunk Railway

than at the Canadian Pacifie Railway. It gives no more
rights against the Grand Trunk Railway than it gives
against the Canadian Pacifle Raifway. It is simply to pre-
vent obstructions, wbich would absolutely prohibit the
passing.of linos of railway across the property of other
companies.

Mr. EDGAR. They always could cross.
Mr. THOMPSON. They could cross the track but not

the lands, and if, for the more purpose of obstruction, one
railway company may buy an acre of land at a point at which
another rail way proposes to cross, thore is an end of that
other railway ever reaching its termination Is that right
or wrong ? The hon. gentleman says it is unprecodented.
Not only do these powers exist in the United States, not
only do they exist in the interstate commission, but they
are exercised there without appeal, ani they are far wider
because they enable, not merely the crossing of a railway,
but the absolute expropriation of even the track of a ri ilway
in some cases.

Mr. EDGAR. Row about England ? They cannot be
found in England.

Mr. THOMPSON. 1 am not able to inform the hon.
gentleman. The hon. gentleman will not say that in Eng.
land one railway company can prevent the construction of
another, as it can in this country by buying a piece of land
or expropriating it for anothor purpose. I have heard the
solicitor of the Grand Trunk Railway along with othors,
who suggested an amendment to this Bill. Tho solicitor of
the Grand Trunk Railway said this Bill was going very far
to enable one company to expropriate the property of an-
other, but, h lias asked that we should be careful to pro-
vide that the orainary principles of compensation shall be
established, and I have agreed to do that.

Mr. EDGAR. What about an appeal ?
Mr. TJHIOMPSON. A railway company should have no

more appeal than I should have, if my property werc taken.
We propose in ihis Bill on every question that comes before
the arbitrators to give an appejal, but no more than the
ordinary appeal shouldb h iad.

Mr. EDGAR. Only on points of law.
Mr. TIROMPSON. No. On all questions of compensa-

tion which can possibly be reviewed.
Mr, EDGAR. What tribunal.
Mr. TROMPSON. I will explain that as we go along.

We are putting railway companies on the same footing as
regards compensation as other property owners.

Mr. SHANLY. The Committee of the Privy Council
decide what lands should be taken, but you refer the cost
to the ordinary means of compensation for the valuation of
that land with power of appeal.

Mr. EDGAR. Yes.
Mr. McNEILL. I do not think these powers are any

greater than those which are taken in the United States,
and in England also. I think that the Railway CommiË-
sioners in England have powers quite as extensive as these,
but I think we have been reduced to rather a peculiar
position in Canada by reason of the fact that we have not
followed out the legislation contained in this Bill, as it bas
been followed out in England and the United States, and
have not provided the tribunal nocessary to give eflect to
the legislation; and now we have legislation of this very
strong kind, as I think I may call it, committed into the
hands of the Privy Council, in other words, committed to
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gentlemen who are simply politicians. I think that is a
very improper state of affairs.

Mr. MITCHELL. It appears to me that there is an im-
irense power taken by the Government under this Bill. I
do not say that it is not necessary that some person should
have the authority described lu the Bill as vested in the
Privy CounciL 1 am not prepared to say, with some of my
friends on this side of the House, that one railway company
should not have a right to take the lands of another rail-
way company under a great necessity. The Grand Trunk
Company, the pioneers of railway enterprise in Canada,
may have an entrance to certain chies, to Montreal and to
Toronto, and I am not prepared to say that no other
railway should have the right to get into those places,
which might be the case if the opportunity was pre-
viously taken by another railway. I think that is
what my hon. friend desires to provide against, and I
think it is reasonable that such a provision should be put
in the Rýailway Act, The only thing I regret is that this
proposal gives to the Railway Committee of the Govern.
ment, in which I have no great amount of confidence, the
power to grasp by the throat one railway company or the
other, because, if they do that in a despotic manner, they
may compel them, when a general election comes on, to
stop ont and vote as they dictate. Still, I do not see how
we are to get over that. I am afraid we will have to give
that power to them, but I have spoken before in regard to
the danger which there is to the liberties of the people in
leaving such power in the hands of these two great railway
corporations which are now dominating the people, and the
danger wilil be intensified by such legislation as this. Still
I do not see how we are to get over that. Of course, if we
could put in a government which would exercise the power
fairly, that would be another thing, but I am afraid that the
power proposed to be given is a dangerous one. Yet I do
not se. how we are to avoid it.

Mr. EDGAR. No matter what Government might be in
power, I do not think it should be clothed with such a
despotic authority as this amounts to. I think it is just as
well to leave questions of this kind to the Railway Coin-
mittee of the Privy Council as the first tribunal, and, if
all parties are satisfied with their decision, and a fair pro-
vision is made for compensation, that is all right-; but, if
they provide unfairly in regard to a matter affecting a vast
amount of property, why should they b. the only tribunal
in Canada from which there is no appeal ? In all other
matters affecting value there are appeals from the decision
of the court of first instance, and why should there not be
in this case ? Wby should it be Faid that the three memb2ers
of the Committee of the Privy Council are infallible when
the decisions of the judges of the Supreme Court and of all
the judges of the land can be appealed from? I eontend,
and 1 shall continue to contend, that an appeal should beo
allowed from the deciion of this committee.

Mir. THOMPSON. I understand that the hon. gentle-
man agrees that the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council should decide the matter in the first instance, and
that is all which is referred to in this clause, and I therefore,
move that it be adopted.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But there is anothert
clause

Mr.. THOMPSON. We cannot take two clauses at
once.

Sir RICHfARDCARtWRIGH T. The same thing would,
apply to the members of any government whatever. There
is no doubt that members of a governiment are subjected to
pressure which cannot be put on any judges in the land,
and le»at of all on the judgee of the Supreme Qourt, and
cases have arisen, are always arising, and wii oontinue to
arise, when extraordinary pressure may be put on the tl

Mr. McNIILL.

members of the Committee of the Privy Concil in favor of
a particular railway. I think that every principle of justiee
and equity demands that there should be an appeal to the
Supreme Court. If the Minister of Justice will concedethht,
there will be no neel ot any further discussion on the sub-
ject.

Mr. McNEILL. There is a difficulty also as to the appeal,
becanse the judges in England with, I think, one dissentient
voice, have declared that they cannot decide on matters of
that kind, such as haulage and right of way over tracks and
so on. Those are cases in which they have decided that they
are not competent to deal with them, and therefore it would
b. better to have a special tribunal appointed for the pur.
pose. I think it would be botter to have an appeal from the
tribunal of politicians who have to deul with this matter,
but it is unfortunate that we have not a tribunal specially
competent to deal with those subjects.

Mr. EDGA R. It is for the Parliament of Canada to say
what it is competent for the Supreme Court to deal with.

Mr. McNEILL. It is not a question as toour competence
to say what the court bas a right to deal with, but as to
what they are able to deal with. We may take a horse to
the spring but we cannot make him drink. I fancy that
it was for the same renson that a special tribunal was pro-
vided in the United States.

Mr. EDGAR. So far as that is concerned, in this very
Bill, a little further on, in clauses which, I think, have been
cast already, it is provided that the Supreme Court shall
have cognisance of any matters of law which the Railway
Committee think fit to refer to them. It says: "The
Supreme Court of Canada shall hear and determine a ques-
tion or questions of law arising thereon, and remit the mat-
ter to the Railway Committee with the opinions of the
court thereon." In addition to that clause, it would be
necessary to extend that to questions coming under these
clauses which provide that the Railway Committee shall
adjudicate upon the right of one company to obtain the lands
of another, in order to meet the difficulties which have
been raised,

Mr. THOMPSON. In due time the bon. gentleman will
be asked to take that up and then ho can make what pro-
posal ho wishes as regards the Bill.

Mr. EDGAR. It is understood these clauses shall be
considered as we come to them ?

Mr. TIHOMPSON. It is in the power of the committee
to reconsider any clause it has passed.

Mr. LISTER. The other day I spoke to the Minister of
Justice about the Bill I introduced respecting the crossing
of tracks, streets, drains and water mains. I would ask
him whether ho bas considered the matter, and whether
this is not the proper place te insert legislation.

Mr. THIOMPSON. I do propose to take up some of the
clauses of the hon. gentleman's Bill before we get through.

Mr. MONCRIEFF. I would suggest to substitute the
following instead of clause q: "any highway or street, ditch
or sewer, water, gas or other pipes and mains over or
through lands owned or occupied by the company."

Mr. THOMPSON. There is no objection to that.

Mr. EDGAR. If by any chance the Government have
left out an occasion to bully or worry a railway in the
other sections, they have got it into section q, because
under that they have juriediction to decide "any matter,
act, or thing which, by this or the special Act, is anotçioned
or required to be done or prohibited."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, That does not embrace any-
thing that is not already covered by what has been sano-
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tioned, required to be done, or prohibited, by this or t
special Act; so that it does not widen it at all.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). If Parliament decidestogiç
the Railway Committee these functions, we must expect1
give them very large powers.

Mr. SHANLY. I am strongly of opinion that the
should be at least an appeal from the Committee of th
Privy Council to the whole Council. After the wor
"finalm" in section 20, I would be i favor of inserting:.

" Provided always that either party may petition the Governori
Council, and the Governor in Couneil znay, in their diseretion.he
the parties and change or vary any such orders as they, in their jud
ment, may deem fit and proper.'

Section 20 was reconsidered.
Mr. SHANLY moved in amendment the addition of th

following words to section 20 :-
" Provided always that either party may petition the Governori

Conneil and the Governor in Couneil may in their discretion resein
change, or vary such order as they in their judgment may deem just an
proper."i

Mr. LAURIER. This is an important clause of the Bill
but I should prefer that the appeal should be taken not t
a political body but to a judicial power, say the Supremt
Court. It has been stated that the Supreme Court woul
not be, perhaps, the most competent body to deal with suc
a question, that the judges would not be so competent a
special men. That may be so. But hon. gentlemen wil
agree also that the judyes, being outside of the arena o
politics, would be more competent than men actually in
politices. The Minister of Justice stated that all powers ar
liable to be abused, and that is the reason why there isa
check on parties vested with authority. We are proposing
to give to two men, actually in politics and, therefore, liable
to political influences, very great power. It is proposed to
take an appeal from their decision to the Privy Counci
itself; I agree that is an improvement; but the men to
whom the appeal is taken are still liable to be influencec
and prejndiced by party considerations which might biai
their judgment. Would it not, under these circumstances
be wiser to take an appeal to mon removed from politica
influences ? We are giving the very greatest power to this
committee to deal with pcwerful corporations, and is it not,
therefore, wise to remove the tribunal as far as possible
from the arena of politics ?

Mr. THOMPSON. If the suggestion of the hon. gentle-
man were carried out, it would be necessary to completely
reorganise the Supreme Court and all its system of proce-
dure.

Mr. LAURIER. Would it rot be necessary also to re-
organise the Privy Council ?

Mr. TIHOMPSON. No; the Privy Council stands as it bas
been constituted by Parliament and the people. Until the
composition of the body ischanged by the body that created'
it, it is hardly worth while to discuss its composition. I de.
sire to call the attention to the inaptness of a court of appeal
for the purpose of reviewing decisions of the Privy Council on
a matter like this. The parties are heard in a summary way
before the Railway Committee. Witnesses are sometimes not
examined. The parties very often agree as to the factis and
only disagree as to certain matters of detail and certain
questions of value. In some instances it is absolutely neces-
sary that experts should be sent over the ground, in other
instances members of the Railway Committee have visited
the locality, and from those elements their decision is even-
tually made. If the matter goes before the Supreme Court
there may not be a shred of evidence taken, and it bas no t by
its procedure means ofexamining witnesses. There would be
nothing on which to base a decision in such an event. The
Supreme Court would need to be constitute 1 a court
of first instance, which it is not now, and its judges

he made judges on questions in regard to which experts
alone can properly decide. I am generally speaking in

v favor of appeal, and for that reason I do not object to the
to proposail of the hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) ;

but in no country where there is a tribunal to regulate
matters of this kind, is an appeal given to any legal tribunal

re in the shape of a court of appeal. In the United States all
he these matters are entrusted to three gentlemen, one being
da a lawyer, and two of them, and they may not include the

lawyer, form a quorum, and their decision is absolutoly
in final, a. much so as the statute of the United States. There
ar it has been found absolutely necessary to establish a system
g- like that in order to get promptness. The complaint made,

when this question was last discussed, was mainly in regard
to delays occurrug before the Privy Council. This can

àe only be avoided by having a small quorum and prompt
action; but if the matter has to go before a court of appeal

in on every question of crossing and the placing of gates at
d, crossings, a decision will not be reached for one, two or three
id years. The adoption of this system would lead to dis-
- organisation of the whole system, and compel us to establish

, another tribunal, and a very arbitrary one, instead of the

M present tribunal, which is answerable to Parliament.
d Mr. LAURIER. There is force in the answer made by
h the Minister of Justice to my contention. I am far from
s asserting or from believing that the Supreme Court of
j Canada wonld be the very best tribunal to deal with
f such questions, but I submit that under our existing system
n the Supreme Court, with ail its imperfections, is the body
e that would be likely to give most satisfaction. No doubt a
a special tribunal is more competent to deal with such ques-
g tions, but until we have such I have no hesitation in saying
e that if we have to choose between an appeal to the Privy
o Council and an appeal to the Sapreme Court, the balance
l of reasoning is altogether on the side of the Supreme Court.
o Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would add to what my hon.
1 friend, the Minister of Justice, has said, in reply to tho
s leader of the Opposition, that the practice of the past does
, not support the foar that the bon. gentleman seems to have
l of the decisions of the Railway Committee of the Privy

Council. I was for many years Minister of Railways and we
had a great many very fierce controversies before the Rail.
way Committee of the Privy Council. My bon. friend the pre.
sent Minister of Railways bas had also a great many very
strong controversies between contending parties, on ques-
tions of very great moment and very great importance. I
do not remember, at this moment, one decision within the
lat ton years that has been brought before this Parliament
by elther the one party or the other. The decisions arrived
at, have, I believe, been snob as commended themselves to
the parties, and in fact they disproved the impression that
they were given on political considerations, or any other
considerations outside those of justice and fair play. The
decisions have always been accepted, and they have not
been brought before Parliament as undoubtedly would have
been the case, if there had been any roason to suppose that
they were not fair and just decisions. When you consider
that you have on this committee the Minister of Railways,
a gentleman whose mind and attention is given specially
to the consideration of those subject, that you have him
assisted by able engineers whose business it is to weigh
and consider those questions in ail their bearings, and that
you have in addition to that, on this committee the Minis-
ter of Justice, to see that everything touching the law is
kept right, I doubt very much-in addition to the delay by
which would almost render it impracticable to go to the
courts-if you would obtain more satisfactory results to any
of the parties concerned by any other system.

Mr. LAURIBIR. I might point out that I do not think
that what the hon. gentleman ha stated is good argument.
It reflects great credit and great honor upon the former
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Minister of Railways, since he was able to give decisions
which were not subject to eontroversy. But perhaps we
will not always have the services of the former Minister of
Railways, and perhaps his successor may not be so fortunate
in giving such decisions.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. For many years my successor
has given them.

Mr. LAURIER. If I understand the Minister arightthey
are taking very new and very extraordinary powers. They
are greatly reducing the scopoof the Railway Committee, and
those two clauses a and f are deviations from the former
practice, and from the former law, and tbey give powers
which would enable Ihe Railway Committee of the Privy
Council almost to confiscate one railway for the benefit of
another, with a very insufficient compensation in many
cases. I do not say that that power will be abused, but
this legislation will give them that power.

Mr. THOMPSON. Compensation is a subject of appeal.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. By what clause ?
Mr. THOMPSON. It will be provided for.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is not in the Bill.
Mr. THOMPSON. No, I am going to provide for it.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does that affect the

whole question?
Mr. TIIOMPSON. The evidence is to be taken in writ-

ing and filed witb the rogistrar of the court, so that either
party can insert an appeal.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. It appears to me, in
some of these cases that it would be nearly possible to con-
fiscate one company by allowing another company to enter
in and take possession and use its tracks, stations and
station Ilands.

Mr. THOMPSON. That is a case in which the company
ought not to get the right.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, I know, "ought
not," but I think the companies will feel very much more
secure if they had an appeal to a judicial body to decide
that.

Mr. EDGAR. I do not think the difficulties which were
suggested by the Minister of Justice in the way of an appeal
to the Supreme Court are so great as ho seeme to fear. No
one suggested that there should be an appeal in the case of
gates and crossings, and minor matters of that kind, and it
was only where one railway corporation was assuming to
take the lands and station grounds of any other that appeal
is asked for. The Minister of Justice has told us that pro-
vision will be made for compensation, with a right of appeal
to the courts in the ordinary course in this instance as weil
as in others. As I understand the amendîment suggested
by the hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) covers
appeals from the Railway Committee to the whole Privy
Council, in all matters, large and small.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. EDGAR. I think that is a very important step in

advance and I sbould be glad to support it.
Mir. SHANLY. I beg to ask if it is the practice, if 'it

has been the practice heretofore, and will continue to be the
practice, of taking the ovidence given before the Privy
Council in writing.

Mr, TIIOMPSON. That is the practice.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that evidence taken

onOath?
Mr. THOMPSON. No,
Mr. LISTER. What I have to say now does not come

under this section, but I might as well say it as at any
other time. I it the intention of the Gavernmont to in-

Mr. LAuIza.

clude in this Bill a section, making it ponal on the part of
any railway company to give passes to members of the
Sonate and flouse Of Commons. As a matter of fact a very
large number of the members of this louse hold passes
from the railway companies. If they hold them because
those railways have been subsidised by the people of the
country thon there should be no distinction shown amongst
the members, but if they are given to members for the pur-
pose of influencing them in their votes thon they should not
be allowed to have them. If mombers are entitled to passes
because they are members of the House, all should have the
right to travel over the railways free, irrespective of party.
I think this is a proper matter to bring before the attention
of the Government, and that tbey should either make it
penal for companies to issue passes to members of tbe
Sonate or louse of Commons, or if it is thought that the
country is entitled to this privilege, thon every member of
both Houses should receive passes.

Mr. E DGAR. I observe that the Royal Commission on
Railways had that matter under consideration, and that they
recommended that the granting of free passes by railway
companies, not only to members of Parliament but to every.
body else, should be abolished, saving and excepting the roser-
vations in the United States Interstate Commerce Act, and
excepting membersof the Federal or Provincial Governments,
travelling over federal or provincial railways respectively.
As far as 1 can see, this is one of the recommendations of
the Railway Commission with which the Government do not
propose to deal in this Bill. If they are dealing with it at
all I should say it would be exceedingly appropriate to
make it penal for railway companies who are soeking logis-
lation at the handts of this Parliament to offer free passes to
the members of this House.

Mr. LISTER. I know one member from the Province of
Manitoba who has not received a pass at all, nor bas he re-
ceived a half fare certificate, while other members f rom that
Province have received full free passes. I do not think
those companies should place the members of this House in
any such position. If the members are entitled to those
passes they should receive them, and I will support a
measure bore making it penal on the part of thecompany to
grant any member of Parliament a pass.

Mr. AMYOT. I think the principle is admitted in many
counties that the railways subsidised by the state, should
grant fre passes to the members of the Logislature. It is
in the public interest that every member may go over the
country and ascertain for himself in what state are the
public works, and in what condition are the railroads and
so on. That is in the public interest. In the second place
it is in the public interest that those free passes be granted
to all so as not to be the means of corruption when the Bills
concerning certain railways come before the House.
It is no use trying to deceive the public, for all the mem-
bers are glad to have free passes. We do not go into politics
in this country because we are rich. We know very well
that some members have given votes, under certain circum-
stances, with reluctance, I will not say this year, because
of the free passes which they had received or which were
offered to them. I think it would be botter to take a firma
stand on the matter, and as all railways which have been
declared to be under federal jurisdiction have received
subsidies from the state, and as it is in the public
interest that members should have the right to travel
all over the country, we should say that on the presen-
tation of a certifcate stating that they are members
of the House of Commons or the Sonate they should
be entitled to free passes. This is done in France; I think
the same thing is understood in England; and in the United
States, although there is no law to that effeet, it is well
understood that all members of Congress should have the
right to go over the railroad's free. Therofore, I think it
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would be right for us to take a bold stand which will avoid
corruption. Therefore, I am ready to take the responsibility
of proposing a clause, to this effect:

Every member of the Senate or of the louse of Comm3ns will be
entitled to a free passage upon any railway declared to be undei
federal juriediction upon exhibition of a certificate signed by the Olerk
of the Senate or the House of Commons, respectively, establishing the
identity of such member.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am not disposed to go as far
as my hon. friend; but I think that we all agree that if
any free passes are to be given to members of this House
over railways controlled by the Government, they should
be distributed indiscriminately. That question was before
the House last year, and I think it was then well under-
stood that on such occasion as a recess, if passes were to be
given they should be given to all the members. At
the last Easter recess, when I had occasion to return
to Nova Scotia, I was aware that passes were given
to members of that Province who would go to tbe clerks
of the department and ask for them, I did not care to
put myself in that position ; I preferred to go to the
ticket office and pay $25 for my fare to Nova Scotia and
return. I thought it was a position a member of this
House should not be placed in, and I travelled over the
railway with other gentlemen going and coming who had
free passes. I only say that if passes are given at all,
they should be given to all and not to the few who go
to the offices for them.

Mr. THOMPSON. I presume the hon. member for
Bellechasse (Mr. Amyot) only intends to give notice of
his amendment, as it is not pertinent to the clause we are
now discussing. The hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright) asked if the evidence is to be taken
under oath. There has been hitherto no power to take it
under oath, but one of the clauses of this Bill provides
for that-sub-section e of section 13.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If it is taken under
oatb, 1 presunme it will be put on record.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

On section 90,
Mr. INNES. I understood that the hon. Minister was to

reconsider clauses g and A of clause 90.
Mr. THOMPSON. I did agree to consider them fully

with the view of pruviding for compensation, and I have
made a note to explain the sections, which I think answer
that purpose. I will be prepared to show to the hon . gen.
tleman before we finish that I provided amply for his case.
The company has, in the first place, to place the road or
whatever it may be, in as nearly as possible the same con-
dition atter the work is done as that in which it was before.
It is provided that they must.make compensation.

Mr. INNES. It is sometimes very difficult for a munici-
pality to get compensation. It is more difficult than it is
for a private individual.

Mr. THOMPSON. In looking at the clause dealing
with compensation, I think I have met the hon. gentleman's
wishes fully. It has been asked, in some places, that the
r&unicipality should receive compensation, not for the cost
of making a new road or anything of that kind, because that
has all to be done by the railway company, but tor the mere
fact of the grade of the road having been chenged. It may
be necessary to change the highway or to put an overhead
bridge where there was formerly a level highway. Under
those circumstances, it has been asked, in one instance, that
the municipality should be compensated. I do not think
that would be a safe principle to introduce. We ought to
compel the railway company to restore the road to, as near-
ly as possible, the same condition in which it was before.
We ought to make them pay compensation for all the loss

1 and expense they have caused, but I do not sec that a
F municipality, township, or city ought to bo paid a suma of

rmoney by reason of the road being made of a steeper grade
than before. With respect to highways, the municipality
must be treated as trustees of the general publie, and
no inconvenience is occasioned except the inconvonience
to the general public, to which it has to submit in the car-
rying out of the public work.

f Mr. INNES. The railway might make the grades so
that the road would be praetically impassable.

Mr. THOMPSON. All that is to be under the.control of
the Railway Committee.

Mr. LISTER. I have an amendment to propose, which I
may as well propose now. I move the following amend-
ment :-

It will not be lawful for a railway company chartered by Parliament to
grant any complimentary passes over ihe road or any part thereof, to
any member of the Senate or House of Commons ; or if any member of
the Senate or flouse of Commons travels on any such pass over any such
road, bis seat Bhalip.so facto become vacant, as if he were naturalty
dead.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. LISTER. I give notice that I will again move that

amendment on the third reading of the Bill.
Mr. THOMPSON. I propose to insert 20 per contin the

4th sub-section of section 93. I propose in section 102
instead of " No company shall take possession of," to make
it road: " Any company may."

Mr. WELDON. I would suggest that the words I When
the public interest require " should be added.

Mr. MULOCK. I propose that an appeal bo granted
from the exercise of the power under this clause. Under
this clause, it is possible for the committee, subject to the
appeal referred to, to allow one Company to take possession
of the railway of another. It is now proposed that a rail-
way company may, with the sanction of the Government,
take possession of and use and occupy the lands of any other
company. I think these are very extensive powers and that
there should be a qualification, and I think that should bo;

po as, however, not to interfere with the working of the senior con-
pany. e

Mr. THOMPSON. It would not do to frustrate the ope-
ration of that clause by allowing one company to assert
that the taking of its land by another would interfore with
the working of the railway.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think it will be right to vest
in the Committee of the Privy Council the power to transfer
ail the lands of one company to another company, and the
words of this section are quite large enough to do this. Of
course, that is not aimed at, but I would ask the Minister to
provide some safoguard in that case.

Mr. EDGAR. Of course the Minister does not intend to
enlarge the provisions of section 11, but only to carry thom
out.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes, to carry them out.
Mr. EDGAR. But these provisions are much larger. I

suggest that the clause should b amended by saying that
the company may, for the purposes named in sub-section a
and sub-section f of section 11, take possession. Of course
that is what is intended.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I would suggest that the
following words should be inserted after the word "give'":

If the lands proposed to be taken are necessary and if the public in-
terest requires them to be so taken.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does not that carry on the
face of it the suggestion that the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council would enable one company to infringe on the
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rights of another without necessity ? I think you must
assume that this is all subject to the necessities of the case
and to the public interest.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). No ; this would make the
company apply to Parliament and show that there Was a
public necessity, and it shauld be clearly shown that it was
only in case of public nocessity that the lands could be taken
by one company from another.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They must show that to the
satisfaction of the Railway Committe.

Mr. MULOCK. But why should we give a larger
authority to the Government than it is necessary to have
exercised ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If these provisions are patin,
it will be the Railway Committee who will have to construe
them.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not know what these words are,
for I did not hear them. They may not meet the case, but
I do not thinkthe Governmentshould have power absolutely
to transfer the property of one company to another com-
pany. The Government may make a mistake.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They will not havethatpower,
because the question of compensation is to be a matter of
appeal.

Mr. MULOCK. What is the use of arguing against the
words ? No doubt the Minister thinks that what he says
is correct, but this section has a plain meaning, and no
wider power could be given to the Railway Committee of
the Privy Council than what is contained in it. Subject to
appeal, they may give any land belonging to one company
to another company, and they should have their power
limited, and the company in possession should not have the
working of its road impaired by the exorcise of these
expropriating powers.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What would you suggest?
Mr. EDGAR. I proposed a limitation in these clauses

a and f of section 11 which would limit the powers to the
station grounds, and plaoes of that kind.

Mr. M ULOOK. I would suggest that this clause should
stand over. There should be some principle to guide us, and
that should be that, if the rights of one company have to
doter to the rights of another, the rights of the company in
possession should be considered first of all, and the invading
company ought not to exorcise rights against the interests
of the invaded company without reasonable grounds for the
interference.

Mr. THOMPSON. We will lot the clause stand for the
presont.

On section 156,
Mr. MULOCK. Have you taken out of this reprinted Bill

the power of a railway company to appoint an arbitrator ?
Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. MULOCK. I think it ought to come out. When the

Railway Committee selects its ar bitrator, and the proprietor
has selected his, I do not think that either party should
have an advantage. Under the present law the proprietor
can give a notice of desistment at any stage if he thinks the
award is going against him. He can cancel the whole work
up to that moment, and start again. Both ought to be on
the same footing.

Mr. THOMPSON. They may ascertain in the meantime
that they do not require the property.

Mr. MULOCK. Quite so. If they desist on that ground,
well and good; but the company should not be allowed to
desist merely to get rid of the arbitrator And to begin again.

Sir CunLzs Tuppa.

Mr. L&URIER. This is giving very large power. If,
by some accident, an award is made by the arbitrators, then
the sum offered by the company shall be compensation to
be paid by the company, and, therefore, the owner of the
land is altogether without recourse. He was not satisfied
with the sum tendered to him by the company; the matter
has been referred to the arbitrators, they fait to make an
award, and lie is forced to accept the amount. I do not
think that is fair.

Mr. THJOMPSON. The matter must be ended at some
time, and the object of this is to fix a limit. The company,
in the first place, makes an offer, the proprietor, being dis-
satisfied, with that, claims an arbitration. The time is
fixed, and unless the award is made by that time, it is
equivalent to saying they will not change the offer. They
know that before they begin.

Mr. LAURIER. The amount might be deposited in
court by the company.

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the Minister to go back to
clause 158, the desistmont clause. I would suggest that
the desistment should be only where the ompany does not
desire the lands.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I will consider that when we get to
it again.

On section 182,
Mr. SHANLY. This clause provides for the Couneil

having power to order swing bridges to be constructed in
any particular place ; but it does not seem to be fair that
bridges that have long been in use, should be subjected to
any such change as that. I would suggest that the follow-
ing be added to this clause

" Provided, however, that so much of this clause as relates to the
substitution of swing bridges for fixed bridges, shal not apply to
any railway bridge heretofore built and now in use."

I know the Committee of the Privy Council do not want
to multiply swing bridges ; but still it might be very unfair
that bridges that have long existed, should now have to be
changed.

Mr. THOMPSON. I quite agree with the hon. gentle-
man that swing bridges ought not to be ordered where they
can possibly be avoided; but I think that when the public
interest of the community, as regards navigation, requires
that they shall be ordered, there should be no distinction
made between those which exist and those which are to
be constructed hereafter.

On section 189,
Mr. SHIANLY. 1 think this clause is rather arbitrary,

and I would suggest that we add the words: " it shall not be
competent for the Railway Committee to extend the time
for the completion of said work, upon proper cause being
shown."

Mr. THOMPSOIIN. I have no objection.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Why should there be a longer
time for the completion of this work, if the Railway Com-
mittee should think it necessary ? Certainly the Railway
committee will, in the first place, set the piroper time, ahd
thon it is the duty of the company to make the necessary
repaire, so as to lessen any risk or danger. I think we should
leave the clause as it stands, it is botter for all parties cou.
cerned ; the railway company knowing well the necoeity
of making the repaire at the time suggested by the Railway
Committee, will proceed to make those repaire. The clause
is better as it is.

Mr. SHANLY. In view of the extensive powers given it
is not extending thoir powers very m4ch to say that under
certain circumstances an extension of time may be granted.
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Mr. MULOCK. I agree with the reasoning of the member

for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) ; but the Government have
exercised powers they did not possess under the Act. For
very good reasons the Grand Trunk Railway Company were
ordered to erect gates at Simeoe and York streets, Toronto.
Tie work had to be done on lst January, but it has not
been carried out. Those streets lead from the Union station
to the centre of the city and are crossed every day by thou-
sands; many trains pass on the difforent tracks and life is
endangered. The member for West Toronto (Kr. Denison)
calIed the attention of the Government to the delay at the
commencement of the Session, and the Government were
unable to advance any reason why the work had not been
comuleted. Did the Government grant an extension of
time ?

Yr. TIO3PSON. No.
M. MULOCK. Have the Governrment taken stops to

enforce penalty ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I cannot answer that question at the
moment without making enquiry.

Mr. SHANLY. ln section 192 it is provided that every
bridge nver a railway shall be of a height of net less than
severi feet fiom the top of the cars. The cars belonging to
our own railway companies may allow this distance, but
refrigerator cars of American roads may reduce it by a foot
and a-half. Is the railway subject to a penalty ? It would
be botter to recast the clause and fix the height from the
rails.

Mr. THOMPSON. The section is for the protection of
workingmen on board the cars. It is botter to leave it as
it is, in view of the provision by which that requirement
may be dispensed with in any case where trains are operated
with air brakes, or where any protection of that kind is
used.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew) In regard to section 194 I pro-
pose to move an amendment with a view to restore the law
to what it was prior to 1868. In 1883 I moved a similar
amendment to the one I now propose, and it was carried
through this flouse, but certain changes were made in the
Senate which minimised its effect. I move that clause 19 1
be struck out and the following substituted:

Fences shall be erected and maintained on each aide of the railway
of the height and strength of an ordinary division fence, with openinge
or gates or bars or sliding or hurdle gates of sufficient width for the pur-
poses thereof. with proper fastenings at farm crosuings of the railway,
and also cattle-guards at aIl highway crossings, suitable and sufficient
.to revent cattle and other animals from getting on the railway. 2.
A urdle gate has proper faatenings if it is fftoen inches longer than
the opening and is supported at each end by two upright posta.

Mr. THOMPSON. This will oblige every railway com-
pany to fence its whole track on both sides of the lino for
the safety of a single cow.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). No, I think the hon. gentle-
man is not right in that contention. It compels a company
to fonce without notice having been given, or to take the
consequences whatever they may be of their neglect to
fonce. I think it is the duty of railway companies, in view
of the concessions that are necessarily given to them, to
protect their traoks, not only against the destruction of the
property of other people but so as to render them as little
danger as possible to destruction of life. I do not think
that any notice ought to be required to be given as is pro-
vided in this Act to the railway company, of what seems
to me to be their manifest duty. If a railway company
choose to take a risk in not erecting fonces, thon it will be
subject to the penalties for not doing so.

Mr. THOMPSON. It bas been the policy of the Govern-
ment to encourage the building of railways in unsettled
portions of the country. In unsettled portions of the country.
it bas never been considered necessary to construct fenoes,
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excepting in the olass of cases mentioned in section 195 of
this Bill, where the land is occupied, and the construction
that bas been put upon that is, that land is occupied, if it la
in the possession of the owrier, or any person by his consent,
even for the purpose of pasturage. The first clause of sections
194 and 195 provide this :

The company shall make sud maintain for the accommodation of the
owners or occupiers of any section or lotof land adjoining the railway,-

Fences for separating the lande required for the use of the railway frou
snh adjoiningmetion or lot of land. of a helght of fot r ei than four
foot and of suificient *treaigth, width openinge or gates, or bars, or
sliding or hurdle gates, of sufficient with for the purposes thereof, with
propor fastenings therein at farm crossings of the railway;

Oattlo guards at aIl Lig1hway croseing8, suitable and sufflolent to
provent cattle and other animale from getting on th erailway;

If the motion of the hon. gentleman from NorthRenfrew were
carried it would mean that a cwnpany might have to fenoe
four or five thousand miles of railway in places vhere nows
were most unlikely t get on the tractk This amendment
would simply give the right of way over the whole coun-
try to stray horses and cattle. No matter whother they
may be ru:uing at large on tbe highway, or lying down on
the railway track to the risk of life and property, in a way
that ought to lead the owners to the severest kind of pun-
isbment, th owrer, have n- punishnment a ail, btn the rail-
way companio must mieur thi en'ormous ,%xpense. What
provision bas the hon. gentleman in the case of cattle com-
ing along the highway? He proposes to allow municipali-
ties to pass by-laws so that cattle can run at large as they
please. There is no possibility ot fencing on a highway
crossing, and that is the place where cattle are mo likely
to lie down at night, because it is dry aSd ree froin insects.
The public would have no protection whatever as
regards that, and the eattle would be al'owod o run at
large. I think the provision in this Bill is a very fuir one ;
that whenever the land is occupiod or becomes occupied the
railway company shall fonce. To provide that the com-
pany shall fonce thousands of miles of railway where the
land is unoccupied just because a cow may happen to be
abroad that night some miles away, is unjust indeed to the
railway company and to the public.

Mr. SHANLY. I quite agree with the hon. the miniater
of Justice that the first clause in the amendment that my
hon. friend from North Renfrew (Mr. White) makes here
would compel the Canadian Pacific Railway, for instance, to
fonce all the way round Lake Superior on both sides. It
would not only be harsh, but it would be absolutely useless.
Again, in the last part of his motion ho interferes with the
existing law. As i remember the old law, cattle were not
allowed to roam at large within half a mile of any road.

Mr. WHITE (Ronfrew). That is a provision in this Aet
which 1 do not propose to alter.

Mr. SHUANLY. The last clause of my hon. friend's motion
would clash with that.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I do not think so.

Mr. SHANLY. Cortainly, because cattle might roam
anywhere, and you could not keep them away without some
means of fencing.

Mr. LAURIER. I quite agree with the amendment
moved by the hon. the member for Renfrew (Mr. White).
It is most opportune, and in my judgment there can be no
hesitation at allin aceepting it. There is no doubtit would
involve the railway companies in some hardship. If the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, for instance,were com-
pelled under this to fonce 4,000 or 5,000 miles it might be a
hardship, but at the saie time the hardahip would be les
upon the railway company, than the possible hardship
which may happen to a poor settler who may lote his horse
or his cow and bas no means of buying another. We
encourage the settlement of wild lands, but we muatremem-
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ber that the settler we send into the wilderness generally nocessity eompelled to allow their cattle to run at large,
comes with scanty means. He bas a horse or a cow which They have no choice; they must either have no cattle at ail
in most valuable to him, and that is killed on the railway. or let them run at large ; and the idea of comparing thoir
He bas no recourse against the railway, it is a dead loss to hardship to a great company that we have endowed with a
him, and his means are such that he cannot without great many millions of dollars in doing what simple justice
reat inconvenience to himseolf and bis family replace it. requires them to do, with the injustice and hardship to a
think the hardship is less upon tbe railway company settler who may lose his all owing to their negligence, is to

than on the settler. But I do not believe that the rail. make a comparision which I am sure this House will not
way company could be compelled to fonce so many sustain. We had a fight on this subject before, in which
miles of railway. There is no doubt that under the the bon. Minister will remember the sense of the House was

rinciple of the law the Canadian Pacifie Railway would very much against him; and I hope he- will accept this
ecompelled to fonce around Lake Su perior, but they amendment and save further dieeussion, becaute I ean assure

might very well take the risk there of not putting any him that his Bill will not be allowed to pass in its present
fonces at all and no danger will accrue. When they come form.
to a country where the ]and is fit for settlement, then Mr. EDGAR. The question of the danger to the settler
they should take the precaution of having those fonces put bas been pointed out very forcibly by the hon. gentlemen
up. It is within the exporience of everyone of us that such who have spoken; but it appears to me that there is also
accidents have taken place, just for want of those very great danger to the lives of the passengers of the railway in
provisions which are contained .in the hon. gentleman's leaviug the land unfenced. If the cattle are not fenced in,
amnendment. Many a poor man has been injured starting they will get on the tracks, and be liable to throw off the
out in life, and bas had to endure several years of hardship trains. Therefore I think it is in the interest of the tra-
in consequence of such accidents. This is an amendment velling public, as well as of the settlers themselves, that
which bas passed this House already and which I again they should be fenced off the tracks.
hope will pass it. After it does pass I hope it will be more
lortunate than the last time, and that it wili carry in the Mr. THOMPSON. I should look on the insertion of the
second Chamber. proposed clause as a very great outrage in the way of

.Te M railway legislation, and I should think it well to consider
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). My hon. friend the Mmyister of very seriously whether it would be worth while to go on

Justice calls this ex post facto legislation, and says it is a with the Bill. I bear hon, gentlemen treat the buitding of
hardship that sbould not be introduced into our law. If he thousands of miles of fonce as a matter of not the slightest
goes back to the law of 1868 he will sec that those proposi- consideration to a wealthy railway company. I do not
tions are the laws that existed at that time, and they are know whether these railway companies are wealthy or not;
almost an exact transcript of the law as it existed prior te but whether they are or not, I think that we should not
1868. Section 195 of this Bill proposes: take their wealth for the construction of unnecessary fences.

The company shall make such fonces, gates and cattle guards with- The Bibl providos that the owners of cattie shail keep them
in the following times, that is to say:

(a). If such adjoining section or lot of land is occupied at the time
Of the construction of the railway opposite thereto, within three months pel the railway corpany, for the purpose of allowing cattie
after such construction; te mn at large in an almoat unsettled tewnehipte build fonces

(b). If such adjoining section or lot of land is not occupied at the threugb the whele of that unsettled country. I think the
time of the construction of the railway opposite thereto, within three
months after it is occupied;

Why should a railway company be allowed to run for three nificance in compamison with the enormous burden which
months over a man's land without fonces? thie would inflict on the raihway companies. The question

(c arises wbether it would net be botter te insert a clause pro-
(c). If the company is required, in writing, by the occupant of anyivesstating

adjoining section or lot of land so to do, within six months after anyh
part thereof is taken possession of for the use of the railway. many cattie ho bas, the company should pay for them.
Why should that be granted ? What is unreasonable in the But te roquime a railway corpany te baiki a mile et fenciug
proposition ? tesavo the price of s cow would o paying a very oxtrava-

- gant prico te the poor settlor.
Until such fences and cattie-guards are duly made and completed,

and if after they are so made and completed they are not duly maintained, Mm. LAURIER. I amngbad the bon. Ministor bas made
the company shall be liable for all damages done by its trains and en- that argument. 1lthink ho bas givon the aneo, as themo
gines to cattle, horses and other animals on the railway. is anothor alternative Io building the fonces. If the compauy
I would just like to point out to my hon. friend the Minister choose te dispense with the fonce, they can psy for the
of Justice, when he says that it would be necessary for a cews.
railway compary to fonce the whole extent of their line, Mm.TEOMPSON. I should iko tbem te psy for the
that I do not think that is at ail necessary. In the 194thcowso
section you provide that those fences shal obe erected. if beothegh
the company choose to take the risk as my bon. friend froin
Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) says, of not fencing the track in Mm. O'BRIEN. The hon. Minister cf Justice je evidently
such portions of the country as they consider would not beignorant of the condition cf the countmy through which tho
necessary, they certainly will not put up the fonces there, railway le bult. Thore je a sîretch cf 100 miles cf country
but where there are cattle in certain portions of the country lu which the people muet bot their cattie mn at large; sud
roaming at large it seems to me that it is the manifest duty does the hon. Minister cf Justice tell me that because the
of the company to fonce. It is because I believe so that Irailway company le net te build a fonce, the settiers through
have submitted these propositions. 100 miles cf country shouid net slow thoir cattle te mn at

Mr. O'BRIEN. If the Bill should be carried in the shape MPat h d o d
as introduced by the Minister of Justice, it would mean that
ail the settlers in the northern part of Central Ontario n at largo within a certain distance cf a railway,
would have to leave the country, as it would be absolutely Mm. O'BRIEN. It je impossible that they cau proveut
impossible for them to make any improvement, or get along that.The cattle are one of the moans cf livelihood which
if the law is as now suggested. Everybody who knows the people muet have. As a matter cf fac, tho railway je
anything about the country knows that the settlers are of 1 feuced, sud nder ibis law the compauy migbt take thoir
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fences down. In that country there are many lota which
are not occupied and will nover be occupied; and for the
hon. Minister to tel me that the people must keep their
cattle in only shows either very little regard for the in.
terest of the settlers or very great ignorance of their con-
dition.

Mr. WATSON. It appears to me that this legislation, like
a good deal of other railway legislation that we have had in
this Rouse, is entirely in the interest of the railway com-
panies. I know of cases in which the settlers have been
injured to such an extent by the railways as to have
been almost broken up as farmers. I know of one par.
ticular instance in which a farmer who owned seven cattle
had them all killed by a railway. He oued the company
in the Division Court and got judgment for the whole seven
cattle; but the company appealed to a higher court where
the rman was Dot able to follow them, aind he got nothing.
That is only one of many cases that occur in Manitoba;
and I think that if the company do not fonce their track,
they should taire the responsibility of paying for the cattle
killed on it. With regard to the road allowance, I certainly
think the settlers will see that their cattle do not get on it,
and the railway companies will not be liable for cattle
killed on the public highways. I certainly think the pro-
position made by the hon. member for Renfrew (Mr. White)
is a very fair one. It does not provide that the company
shall fonce every mile of the railway track; it simply pro-
vides that if they do not fonce it, they shall be responsible
for damages.

Mr. SIANLY. It should be remembered that the danger
of allowing cattle to run at large is not only to the cattle
and the settlers, but to the lives of the travellind public as
well.

of the country, to keep clear of the railway, and I thought
that all Of us niust feel that in a case of this kind it is
necessary for the sake of poor settlers that the exceptional
powers of railway companies should beo curtailed, an these
corporations should net be allowed to ride rough-shod over
the people.

Mr. THOMPSON. The proposition is that the com-
panies shall not be required to fonce at all if they are wil-
ling to take the risk of killing cows, and the cows are not
to be rost rained from running at large within any distance
of any railway, so that we shall bave no restraint to safe-
guard the lives of the people who pass over the track.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman says that cattle
should not be allowed to roam within a certain distance of
a railway. That is proper; but how is that to be enforced
in sections where there are no fences ? Will yon compel a
sottler to put up fonces so as to provent his cattle from com-
ing within half-+-mile of the railway ?

Mfr. LANDERKIN. If the people are prevented from
allowing their cattle to run along the highway, in order to
save the lives of people who travel on the train, does it not
seen a little odd that the c>mpanies are to be allowed to
construct any kind of fonce they please, which cattle can
get through from the fields and go on the track.

Mr. THOMPSON. I would make the companies punish-
able for that, of course.

Mr. LANDERKIN. In many places through Ontario
the fonces are in total decay, and the animals have no diffi-
culty in getting through. There you allow the companies
to make any kind of fonce. In most instances you find the
accidents arising from cattle getting on the track through
the railway comtanv's fences instead of from the highwav

Mr. M ULOK. I sympathise very largely with the view Theretore,while you are compelling the settlers to keep
taken by the hon. member for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien). their cattle off, you allow the companies to lot the cattle on.
Anyone at all famiiar with the country knows very well
that the settlement is very sparse, that many tracts are Mr. THOMPSON. I do not care how stringent the
rocky, and that grazing is only found in patches; and it regulation is made to compel the companies to keep up
would be be3 ond the means of the settlers to fonce in, say fonces, if difficulties arise from keeping the fences in an
200 or 300 acres, simply to get the littleopatchesof pasture. ineffiient condition, the enactment of this provision will
If you carry out to its fullest extent the argument advanced not remedy the matter. We must makre a stringent pro.
by the hou. mnember for Muskoka, it means that the settlerN vision. As to dispensing with the prohibition againstcattle
must leave the country as soon as therailway comes. I am running at large, the duty devolves upon Parliament,
not prepared to accede to that doctrine. Tre settliers were irrespective of the farmers or the railway, toe sue that
thore first; they bad their rights, and when the railways neither human tife nor property is endangerod.
come in, wo must have regard to the existing rights of the M.e .
settlers. I entirely sympathise with the hon. member for Mr. WATSON. The hon. the Marnister of? Justice has
Muskoka, and if the hon Minister thinks the matter over, I stated that under the amnendment the company wud have
think he will provide a remedy. te pay simply the loss of the cattle.

Mr. McNEILL. Does itreally amount to this, as the hon. Mr. THOMPSON. There is more than that; I was
member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly) says, that we are logis. quoting the argument of other members.
lating that the settlers shall not allow their cattle to run at Mr. WATSON. The amendment is far-fetched bocause
large thronghout the country ? Because, if that is what it the company would be intereted in fencing the track for
cemes te, iL is well that we should understand iL. Some of the purpose of saving their own propirty. They ckannot
us represent settlers who are obliged, as my hon. friend for endanger the life of the public without ndangecring their
Muskoka bas said, to leave their cattle running at large. Ifu own property.
this legislation should pass, they will not be allowed to do pp
se, for it will virtually amount, as hon. gent lemen opposite Mr. WHITE (Renfrow). As regards4 sections 191 and
have said, to their having to clear out in order to make way 195, I think the hon. the tinister of Justice must have
for the railway. So far as the argument is concerned that been arguing for the whole of the 3rd clause.
it is unfair to make a railway company ereet miles of feue- Mr. THOMPSON. Certainly.
ing where there are only a few cattle, that has been dis
posed of by the statement of my hon. friend opposite, who Mr. WF1ITE (Renfrew). Bocause as regards these two
says companies need not fonce if they think it is not worth clauses, what I propose to provide is simply that the corn-
their while to do so. But it is right that these settlers who pany be compelled to put up fonces without notice. As I
have their cattle destroyed, should have compensation for understand the common law, it requireï that the owner of
the destruction of their cattle by the railway company, and cattle shall occupy the property or land from which the
that the railway company should not be allowed to run over cattle stray. I propose by the 19dth section to remedy
cattle and human beings as they please. We know it is that, but as regards 194 and 195 they do not affect
hard enough for oursetves sometimes, even in settled parts railway companies at all in the way the hon. Minister
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of Justice bas described. The 194th section requires the
railway company to fonce without notice; 195 provides
the penalties that will be imposcd for not doing so;
and the penalty is exactly the same as in the Act we are now
considering, except that the words "after the expiry of the
said delay " are struck ont. The 196th section reads : "If
after the expiry of such delay, such fences, gates and cattle
guards are not duly made and completed." The two sections,
195 and 194, will not involve the railway company in the
difficulties to which the hon, gentleman reterred. I propose
that railway companies shall not require notice of any kind
and shall be required to fence the road according as it is
built, and 1 cannot see why a company should be at liberty
to run a railway through a man's land for three months
alter it is occupied. If I understand the common law a man
must be properly occupying his land ; and if ho ewns one
hundred acres of forest land and chooses to put his cattle on
it for the purpose of grazing, ho is properly occupying it.
And that it is of no consequence to the railway company
whether the land is cultivated or is in forest.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Supposing it is only a wood
lot, and the man doos not occupy it, but allowshisneighbor
to go on it ?

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I am not lawyer enough to say
whether that would entail upon the company the damages
for the loss of the cattle straying on that land and killed
there or not.

Mr. THOMPSON. I understand that it has been so hold.
Amend ment carried: Yeas, 43 ; nays 9.
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew), moved that the following be

substituted for section 195:-
(195.) Until such tences and cattle-guards are duly made and com-

pleted, and if after they aie so made and completed they are not duly
maintained, the company shal be liable for aIl damages done by itstrains and engines to cattie, horses and other animals on the railway.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Does that mean that they are
to be liable for cattle bolonging to anybody ?

Mr. WILTE (Renfrew). 1 propose this section which I
have taken trom the Railway Act of the old Province of
Canada.

Mr FISUER. Does the hon. gentleman mean that the
rai wav shalln1 1n tf-4- b- ll d -

M. WHITE. (Renfrew) I do not see how the hon. gent-
leman could compel the companies to build the fences
unless he took them into court. Of course, if they do not
budd their fences, they are liable to damages, but how are
you to compel them to build ? I will give an instance which
occurred in my part of the country in order to show how
di[atory these railway companies are. An agreement was
made betwoen the proprietor of a large tract of land and
the railway company that, as .soon as they laid the track,
they shouid put up the fences. There was no difficulty
between them, but that was a condition when the price of
the land was agreed upon. Some four or five years elapsed
before they put up their fonces. Every year the proprietor
said, Why do you not put up the fonces ? and they replied
that they would put them up, but they had to pay damages
to the amount of $400 or $500. Unless he had gone into
court, I do not know how the company could have been
made to carry out their agreement.

Mr. FISHIER. They could be made to do that just in the
same way as in regard to division fonces belween neighbors.
By the law of the Province of Quebec, if I wish to have a
fonce built between me and my neighbor, I have only to
give him legal notice, and, if my neighbor does not build
the fonce, I have a right to build it and sue hirm for the cost,
and it would be the same way in this matter. This gentle-
man to whom my hon. friend refers could have built his
fonce, and just such a fonce as he chose to b'uild reasonably,
and could have made the company pay for it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I think my hon. friend should
provide for certain cases. Sometimes a fonce is torn down
or unintentionally injured, or people put their cattle within
the enclosure, and I think there should be some penalty
imposed on those who allow their cattle to get inside. I
know that in some cases they turn thoir cattle in or lot them
insido the enclosure.

Mr. W HIT E (Renfrew). I ara afraid my hon. friend must
live in a peculiar community of people. I know that, in my
own county, the people are anxious to keep the cattle off
the track because in not one case out of fifty have they
been able to co lect anything from the railway company,
though the cettle have actuatly been killed.

Amendment carried.
y, no w«uLare.compe e tomMaetifnicLLAN.eLutthehProvince of Oetaye, there isbuild tIe railway ? ne ncessity îbr passiug a by-aw. Accordiug te the Mu-

Mr. WHITE. No, but until they do they will be iable nicipal &et, ailcette are allowed te mn at large uatil the
fo auny dawages.itewnmhil> passes a by-law te prevont it.

Mr. FISHER. I would like to go iurther, ut all events in1-r. TflOUPSfN. Tais, I take it, would practically do
the old setled parts of the counitry, and to make it law that nway with that prireiplof the Actwhich prevents cattie
they shall Jence their lands as they lay their track. Iknow runiug at largo within a certain distance of the railway.
that, when they are co;:structiig their road, and construe- It would put that matter under the control eoftho munici-
tion tirains are runninig, therehas bec' great hardsbip causcd pality. Lt really does seem te me that the louoe, oven with
to farmerd whose land they bave takon posset.sion of, or the etreug dosire it haî shown te proteet sottiors and
bogight for railway purposes, because they have not bit'farmors, should hositate te abolish a principle liko that, in
their fencesi when they had been i unning their construction view cf the public ttrests involved as regardsafety. Az
trains, and I do not think it is any hardship that they should 1 aaid before we have net only te censidar the interest cf
be forced to build their fences as they lay their rails Of'ftmers and settiers, net only the interest ef the railway
couse until they do lay their rais theoe is no danger, but companies, but we have te cousider that this is a provisionwhen tbey lay them the danger to the cattle commnences, adopted exclusivoly for the bonefit cf the travelling public.and I think when any land through which they pass is Lt seems te me that thid section jsseunroasonable that,
occupied or cleared, tbey sbhould bo forcud to build fonces altbengh the ownor of a preperty adjoining the railway
there if not in other places.dees net think it worth hie while te put side fonces

Mr. WHITE (Reufrew). I think the section which hs along hi lot, the railwa company is compelled tefoe
just been carried provides that they shal be liable for dam- the front 0f't. That seems te me a very unressonable pro-
ages. position, but il is involved in the principle w. have adopted,

Mr. FISHER. They are liable for all the damage they sud involved in the 196Lh section proposod. I think the
Croate, but in old settled parts of the country that does not hon. gentleman had botter net prosethie point
meet the difficulty, and they should be compelled to build Mr. WHITE (Renfrow). I draw tho attention of the
these fences eo protect the people whose cattle they maay Minister te the provision in 272, which is te the effeet thathurt and the people themeelves who may go on the railway. ne herse, sheep, ewine or ether cattie shail h permitted teMr. WrNPT.r(.Rnfrew).
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betat large upon any highway within half a mile of the
intersection of such highway with any railway at railway
level. Now, what I pointed out the other night, was thii
that in certain portions of my county where, as bas been
mentioned by the hon. member for Muskoka (Kr. O'Brien)
there are farmers who are not very wealthy, and whose
lande are not very fertile, and whose principle dependence
is upon their cattle, there is one instance that occurs to my
mind at the present moment in which over ton miles of the
highway runs parallel with, and at a considerable distance
from, the railway, so that cattle might be allowed to run
over nine miles of that road without interfering with the
provimion of the law in section 272. I also drew the atten-
tion of the House the other night to the fact that there are
two or three highway crossings, in the township to which I
refer now, of the railway upon which there are no cattle-
guards at ail. Now, how is the railway to be compelled to
put in those cattle-guards ?

Kr. SHANLY. The Committee of the Privy Council.
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Yes, they have the power, but

I am sure the poor farmers of that section of the country
are not going to corne before the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council to fight a great railway corporation sncb as
that which owns the railway running through my county.
What I propose by this section that I am submitting for the
consideration of the House, is that if cattle run at large under
the authority of a by-law, or under the authority of the
municipality, if they go upon the track, other than f rom the
highway-because they can be impounded if they are found
within half a mile of the railway crossing on the higbway-
the company shall be liable for any damages that may
occur.

Mr. THOMPSON. That is to say, even if they go off the
owner's lot by bis not having put up aide fences?

Mr. HALL. It seeme to me that this is giving power
going far beyond anything that this committee should adopt.
I think it should be considered that a fair compromise bas
been made in the clause we have already adopted, protecting
the settier. But this would certainly be an innovation on the
ordinary law of the country, open the door to what I am
afraid would be a very serious matter for the railway com-
panies, and would really be a danger to the travelling
public. I should hope the hon. member would be satisfied
with the suecess he bas already had in the two clauses he
bas secured, and rot attempt to intruduce a clause which
would be so directly in violation oi the ordinary law of the
country.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I do not feel clear upon this clause; it
certainly will be inconsistent with the other clause to w hich
reference has been made. That clause 172 bas never been
acted upon in the part of the country where I live, and it
could hardly be acted upon practically. It is a clause which
has been passed in the inýterest of the railway companies,
but which, under the existing circumstances of the country,
bas always been, and will continue to be, a dead letter. The
railway companies have never attempted to enforce it. I
never heard of a railway company putting an animal in
pound caught upon the track. I do not myself see much
object in the present clause, because certainly cattle ought
not to be allowed upon the track, and certainly the com-
pany ought not to be liable in that case, if they killed the
cattle.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I am not quite sure but that
this provision is somewhat too drastic, and under the cir-
eumstances I will withdraw it.-

Mr. FISHER. I would like to move, in amendment, as
sub-section to 195, the following

If an adjoining section or lot of land through or by which a railway
Pases, is occupied at the time of the sonstruction of the railway oppo.

site thereto, the company shall make such fenoes, gtes and cattle-
guards as ther lay their rails.
This is in connection with what I said a few minutes ago,
that I do not consider it to be suffloient that the railway
companies should simply be liable for the damage. In the
thickly settled country through which railways frequently
pass farmers who occupy lmd have their fields frequently
cut up by the lines, and they are much inconven-
ienced by fences being taken down and rails removed when
the construction trains commence to run. While it is pro-
vided that the railway company should be liable for dam-
ages, farmers hesitate to commence proceedings, because
their damage is comparatively slight.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I am inclined to think that this
would prevent a farmer driving his cattle, on a farm cross-
ing, from one part of his land to the other. He would then
be within the enclosure of the railway. I should like to
hear the opinion of the Minister of Justice on that point.

Mr. THOMPSON. 1 do not think it is open to that con-
struction. A farmer bas the right to do so and it is the
purpose of a farm crossing to enable him to drive his cattle
across.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Min ister of Justien has
had bis attention called to the wording uf this sectioni. It
seems to me that the penalty imposedI i5 very light, in con-
parison with the penalty that may possibly come to him.
Uncer the Act only $20 penalty is imposed for leaving the
gate open, but at the same time ho is exposed to consequent
damages whieh might amount to 830,000, or more than ho
might be worth altogether. I quite understand the penalty
should be heavy in the public interest, but it seems to me
that the two penalties are inconsistent. If a farmer can be
made responsible for the accidental opening of a gate to the
extent of more than his worldly goods, on aucouit of con-
tingent accident, it seems to me barsh that such a penalty
should be imposed.

Mr. HUDSPETH. The penalty seoms to me to be too
heavy for the accidental openirg of a gate. I suggost that
the word 'wiltully," who "wiifully leuves a gate open,"
be inserted.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. There is no objection to that.

On section 216,
Mr. EDGAR. Would the Minister tell us what is now in

this section ?
Mr. THOMPSON. The section is all new, but the saume

subject was deailt with in section 85.

On section 220,
Mr. AMYOT. I think these by-laws should bo printed

in French, in the Province of Quebec, at any rate.
Mr. THIOMPSON. I will add words, providing that in

the Province of Quebec they shall boe nboth English aid
Frenci.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I should like to enquire whe-
ther any provision is made in this Bill to reg ulate the size of
the meshes of the covering of smoke stacks to prevent the
escape of sparks.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The courts have decided that
the company are bound to have proper appliances.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). There are several new clauses
in the Bill which appear to have buen adopted in pursuance
of the report of the Railway Commission I wouli like tle
hon. Minister of Justice to state, in a few words, just what
improvementsbave been made in the law by these clauses
whih have been added. Hie is aware that there bas been
a ereat deal of dissatiefaction in several partâ of the country
owing to discriminating rates between towns. I presume
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that the object of these clauses has been to obviate that
difficulty somewhat, and I would like him to state what
advantage has been gained in that respect. For instance,
would a person in making a ship ment from Seaforth, Wood-
stock or Brantford over any one line of railway be entitled
to the sane rate per mile as a person shipping from another
town for the same distance ? I observe that one of the
clauses says:

No company, in fxing any toll or rate, shall, under like condition
and circutastances, make any unjust or partial discrimination between
different localities; but no discrimination between localities which, by
reason of competition by water or railway, it is necessary to make to
secure traffic, shall be deemed to be unjust or partial.

I suppose that will leave the making of rates to Montreal'
Toronto, Hamilton and similar places, as much more favor-
ablo as the company may decide in their interests than to
any inland port or ports that is not a railway centre Have
we really overcome the difficulty in any measure by the
new clauses which have been added ?

Sir CRA RLES TUPPER. I think so; certainly. It is
provided:

The tolls fired for large qnantities or long distances may be propor-
tionately les than the toils fied for small quantities or short distances,
if such tolls are under the same cireumstances charged equally to all
persons.
That appears to me to cover the case entirely. While it
preserves the principle of the long haul and the short haul,
it declares that under the same circumstances all persons
shall boecharged the same rates. I do not tbink you can
have it more explicit than that.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I understand that is from
any one town the same rates shall be charged to all persons
in that town.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at all. It does not say
one town.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Will the rates be the same
to two towns at equal distance ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. McNEILL. What is the meaningof "under the same

circumstances," in that section ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The same distance, the same

quantity of goods, &c.
Mr. AMYOT moved:
That every member of the Senate or House of Commons shall be

entitled to free passage upon any railway under the Federal jurisdiction
upon exhibition of a certificate signed by the Clerk of the Senate or
of the House of Commons respectively establishing the identity of such
member.

This amendment if adopted will prevent railway corn-
panies from attempting to corrupt momb.rs by the offer of
railway passes. Botter have a law that will apply to every
one, and not have railway companies coming down with
offers of tickets to obtain votes. I do not complain on the
Score of not having free passes, because I get them in any
case, but, 1 say that mem bers shou'd not be assailed with
offerm of free railway tickets ; and as the State pays for
these roads, the members should have the right of tiaveil-
ing over thom and using them at different points.

Mr. MADILL. Any men so weak-minded that they
cannot withstand the influence of a pass should not have
pa@ses.

M.r. AMYOT. The hon. gentleman cannot deny that
railway companies were offering free tickets to members.
That is an insult to Parliament and it sbould be avoided.

On section 2.8,
Mr. MULOCK. These sections provide for tolis eBah as

receive the sanction of the General Governor in Council ;
but where railways have not submitted their tois, they are

Mr. PATRsoN (Brant).

entitled to collect for services rendered as common carrierse.
They should not be allowed to evade the principle of the
law by simply withholding their tariff and thon charging
excessive rates as common carriers. I propose to add there.
fore to this section :

Nor shall any company levy or collect any money for services au a
common carrier except sabject to the urovisions of this Act.

Mr. THOMPSON. I will agree to that amendment.
Mr. MU LOCK. In section 230, provision is made for cer-

tain fixed tolls and I think there is a danger of the interes
of the people being overlooked through want of knowledge
or inadvertance on the part of the Government in approving
ofthe tolls. When a railwaysubmits its tolls to the Governor
in Counucil, I suppose it sends in a schedule of tolls which in-
volves the supposition that the Government has a know-
ledge of all the businesses of the country, but there is no
one to represent each branch of business or the customers
or patrons of the railway, and thus the Government have
nothing before them except the schedule of the railway,
and the railway representatives themselves. Thus, while
the Government may be desirous of approving of only fair
tolls, yet, looking into their Orders in Council of the past
as I have done, I think they have invariably adopted as a
whole the schedules sent in by the railway companies, and
in many cases they have adopted schedules which were not
only unjust but almost confiscatory. I may say that I
have received a letter in reference to this matter from a
stockdealer. It is dated 8th May, 1888, He says:

I You are well aware that the farmers and stockdealers are charged
for shipping stock on the different roads in some case at a most ridieul-
ous rate."

And thon ho mentions one case in which ho shipped seven
sheep erom one place to another, only sixty miles distant,
and was charged at car rates, $À*8. I find that a carload of
sheep means 120 or 130 sheep, and this man was charged
for seven sheep the same price as it would cost to send 120
or 130 sheep. We know that many single animals are
transferred from point to point in the Province for pur-
poses that the Govern ment shouId encourage. For instance,
they are sent to shows and exhibited there, and they are
shipped aiso, not more than one or two animals at a time,
for breeding purposes. Ordinary cattle which are sold are
sent in carloads, but if cattle are sent for breeding purposes
they have as a rule to go alone, but in such a case the sh ipper
may have to pay for half a car. I kaow a case in point,
where a man had to pay for a .small calf, because it
happened to be a male animal, the same price as ho would
have had to pay for a 4,000 lb. bull. That is very unjust.

Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. How do you propose to remedy
it?

Mr. MULOCK. by an amendment to section 230, as
follows:-

Provided always that in the case of any animal shipped to an exhi-
bition for exhibition purposes, and return, and in the case of an animal
shipped to any paint for breeding purposes, the Railway Committee
shal be entitled, notwithstanding any such Order in Council, to reduce
the amount of the toll for the carriage ofsuch animal under the circums.
tances aforesaid, when it appeari to the said Committee that the amouat
fixed by the By-law is unjust or unreasonable, and the amount so taxed
by the Oommittee shall be the only amount which the company shal
be entitled to, and the balance shall be'rttained by the said Committee.

fhat is that where the amount collected is unreasonable or
unjust, the Railway Cjmmittee may order its return to the
shipper.

Mr. THOMPSON. This law enables us to revise the tolla
from time to time, but this amendment proposes to ask us
to make special rates for one animal. It will be wholly
impossible to make special rates for single animais.

Mr. MULOCK. All stockbreeders are interested in this
matter. The amount the railway companies are enabled to
collect on the single animals in the aggregate does not
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amount to very much to the companies, but it seriously
interferes with the breeders.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman proposes
that, as the value increases, the cost of carriage should
decrease. As 1 understand, he proposes that the amount for
which he would carry a common ox should be much larger
than the amount to be charged for an animal which would
take a high prize at a show. Take the case of a horse which
is used for breeding purposes. Instead of that bei ng charged
at a less price, there should be a larger price paid for an
animal of that kind than for a common unimal. The hon.
gentleman is reversing the whole thing.

Mr. MULOCK. The hon. gentleman has lived so far away
from the atmosphere of the Canadian farmer that he bas
forgotten whatever he knew in reference to farming
interests. If he would remain a little more in Canada, he
might not be so ignorant of the effect of the proposition
which I have made, and he would know that this amend-
ment proposes to deal with the case of individual cattie
shipped for exhibition or breeding purposes, because other-
wise they go in car loads.

Mr. BOWELL. Not always.
Mr. MULOCK. Almostalways.
Mr. BOWE LL. If you want to send a draught horse

from one farmer to another, you will send it singly.
Mr. MULOCK. As a rule, ordinary stock are taken in

car loads.
Mr. BOWELL. Any one who hais brought a single horse

anywhere, as I brought one to this town, must know that
he would have to pay in the ordinary way. . I had to pay
for a car.

Mr. MULOCK. Perhaps Ministers of the Crown may be
able to pay for a car for their horses.

Mr. BOWELL. Oh, we are talking sense just now, and
not nonsense.

Mr. MULOCK. I am talking sense.
Mr. BOWELL. You are trying to insult everyone you

speak to.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I can hardly imagine that the

hon. gentleman is serions in the amendment he proposes.
Does le suggest that, for every calf which is sent to an
exhibition there is to be a special meeting of the Railway
Committee of the Privy Council, and witnesses are to be
called and evidence received as to the weight and value of
the animal ? It is simply trifling with the committee.

Mr. SPROULE. I think there is some force in what the
hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock) has said. I
know that I brought a horse down to Ottawa at a cost of
814 and I took him back and paid only $10. Inside the last
couple of months I shipped two head of cattle about
100 miles for which I paid 820. The trouble is this:
Whatever the rate may be, if it was so much per hundred it
would be all right; but when they carry an animal that
will weigh 300 or 400 pounds and put him down at 2,400 or
4,000 pounds, then the rate becomes unreasonable.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I think these hon. gentlemen
ahould remember that in almost every case where a single
animal, or two animais, are shipped from one point to an-
other, a car is required to be sent with them, and necessa-
rily the rates for each of these animais would be greater
than the rate for each animal were a full car load
shipped. Besides, my experience is that the railwt y oom-
panies, in transferring animais to exhibitions or for breed-
mg purposes, have transferred them at much lower rates
than for any other purpose, at lower rates even than those

ized by the Committee of the Privy Council.

Mr. MoeMILLAN. I think there is something in this.
At one time I purchased a horse, and had him taken a dis.
tance of sixty miles, and had to pay for the carriage 2,400
pounds. Now, I thinig the farmers have some claim to
consideration. We buy an animal. for breeding purposes,
and we wish to transport him, he can be put in the corner
of a car along with other freight. It is not fair that v e
should be charged such enormous sums.

Mr. TIOMPSON. We have that power now by the
very section you propose to amen t. We have the right to
revise and lower from time to time.

Mr. MULOCK. But that does not meot the case, bccatuse
the charge bas been levied. You have approved of a by-
law e hich you propose to revise, but so long as that by-
law is in force, the rates collected remain the property of
the company.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I think the truc remedy is to amond
the law under which that toll is created by lowering the
tariff ; but having sanctioned the toll, we cannot ask them
to give up the touls they have legally collected.

Mr. MULOJK. It would be impossible for the com.
mittee to approve of a tariff that will be just all round,
because they cannot have the knowledge that will enable
them to do so. The railway company will get you to
approve any tariff that will operate anjustly upon a certain
class of people. Yon have done it over and over again, and
you will do it again. Al I ask is that when you have
sanctioned the collection of a rate which is unjust and
unreasonable, you should undo the mischief donc thereby.

Mr. THOMPSON. We ought to pay it ourselves, per-
haps.

Mr. MULOCK. I did not ask any such ridiculous
thing. The Minister of Justice knows that I have not ad-
dressed him in any such spirit. I do not propose such an
unfair thing, and if he wants to get this Bill discussed in a
proper spirit, I will ask him to be kind enough not to ans.
wer me in that spirit. We are trying to prepare a Bill in
the common interest of all. If the Minister chooses to sneer
at the interest I represent, it is his privilege to do so.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I do not know why the hoo. member
looses his temper about it. Ail Isaid was, it would be much
more reasonable and sensible to say that those who had
committed the mistake should pay the toll back than those
who had collected it undor their law. But the bon. gentie-
man' proposition strikes me as silly in the extreme, and I
cannot sec how any one can read that clause and keep a
straight face.

Mr. MARSHALL. I can ship cattle now under the old
law as cheaply as this will enable me to do. I have shipped
cattle and calves altogether by space, and not by weight at
all. As the law stands, it ls our own fault if the railway
takes the advantage of us.

Mr. DENISON. It says here that these regulations
shal be changed from time to time by Order in Council,
and they can at any time, by representation to the Privy
Council, have such changes made without putting them ain
the Act.

On section 242?
Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). I wish to ask a question

with reference to recovery. You would ship, we will say,
by the Grand Trunk, the Grand Trunk to deliever to another
company, some goods. The goods are damaged by one of
the railways at some point, and you make application to the
company you shipped by, and they say: We delivered them
all right to the next company. The next company says:
They were not in proper order when they came to us; and
so between the two companies the person is buffetted back-
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ward and forward and gets no compensation. Whatredress
is there for him under this railway law? 243, I see, makes
the second company that refuses or neglects to receive,
convey, or deliver any goods delivered by the first company
responsible to the first company, but I cannot see that it
makes them liable for any damage that may have occurred
to the goods in transit. This has beenbrought under my notice
from a party shipping a car load of apples to Winnipeg.
They became damaged en route, and he was unable to obtain
damages from the railway company.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It has been held that if a
company undertook to carry goods to Winnipeg they would
be responsible for them no matter what line they passed
over.

Mr. MULOCIL lu regard to section 245 I cannot bring
the point I desire to make more clearly before the commit-
tee than by reading an extract from a local journal, the
Newmarket Era. I do not vouch for the correctness of the
statement, as I have had no opportunity of seeing the editor
and aertaining how far he verifles it. The extract is as
follows :-

"ANOTHER MAN KILL1D.-On Friday night last another lamentable
accident occurred on the Northern Railway, near Longford, which re-
sulted in the death of another employé on the road named Thomas
Beanlon, nephew of Mrs. P. Kitto, of Newmarket, and brother of Mr.
Richard Scanlon, baker, of Aurora. The cause of the accident was the
same as that which resulted in the death of the brakesman, only a couple
of months ago, who was run over at Rolland Landing, and demands a
remedy at the hands of the Government. Mr. Scanlon attempted to set
the brake on a Rat car, when the end of the shaft came out of the socket
and he was thrown between the cars. Only the caboose passed over
him, but it mangled both legs almost off near his body and he died after
4 bours of suffering. He was about 28 years of age and expected to be
married next month. He was a very active, intelligent and obliging
man, and a general f 4vorite among those with whomhoworked. He had
been on the road 5 or 6 years and was the next man to be promoted.
Bis remains were interred by sorrowing relatives some two or three miles
above Bradford on Konday last, near his parent's residence.''

Apart from the ordinary law. which to some extent limite
the liability of employés in some cases, there is a custom
requiring employés to contract themselves out of their
rights in case of accident. Will the Minister of Justice be
prepared to receive an amendment to deal with such a case ?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes; but it should not be moved this
evening, but submitted only, and I will take it into con-
sideration.

Committee reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
louse.

Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2.05 a.m.
(Tuesday).

HOUS.E OF COMMONS.

TEsDAY, 15th May, 1888.

The SPEAKERt took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PILÂyEIts.

ONTARIO AND SAULT STE. MARIE RAILWAY.

Mr. BDGAR asked, Whether an application has been
made to the Government by the Ontario and Sault Ste.
Marie Railway Company for a subsidy; and whether the
Government has yet decided to aid the construction of that
lino ?

Sir HEICTOR LANGEVIN. Such an application ias
been made, but I am not in a position to give an answer to
the second portion of the question.

TREL DREDGE CAPE BRETON.

Mr. TU PPER (Pictou) asked, Is it the intention of the
Government to provide for a steam dredge in the place of
the dredge Cape Breton which was lost last fall ?

Sir IECTOR L&ANGEVIN. It is~not the intention of the
Government to buy another steam dredge, at all events for
the present ; but most likely the steam dredge that has been
lost will be replaced by a hired one.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Mr. CURRAN (for Mr. GIROuARD), asked, Have the
Government received an application from the Grand Trunk
Railway Company of Canada for assistance in doubling their
line of railway between Montreal and Toronto; and is it
the intention of the Government to bring the same before
this House during the present Session ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Such an application has
been received, but I am not in a position to answer the
second portion of the question.

TUNNEL FROM SARNIA TO PORT HURON.

Mr. HIESSON (for Mr. PATTERSON, Essex), asked, Have
the Government received an application from the St. Clair
Railway Bridge and Tunnel Company for assistance in the
construction of a tunnel for railway purposes from Sarnia
to Port Huron, in Michigan; and if so, is it intended te
bring the same before this House during the present
Session ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Such]an application has
been made, but I cannot answer the second portion of the
question at present.

EXCISEMAN AT PICTON.

Mr. PLATT asked, What is the gross amount of revenue
collected by Mr. A. F McCuaig, exciseman at Picton, since
his appointment? What was Mr. McCuaig's salary when
appointed, and what is his salary now ? Whon was the
increase made ?

Mr. FOSTER. The gross amount of revenue collected
by Mr. McCuaig, exciseman at Picton, for 1886-87 was
$5,816; for 1887-88 th returns are not in. His salary at
the time of bis appointment was $200. Hle afterwards
claimed the minimum salary of a third class clerk, $400,
and he has received it.

PUBLIC WORKS IN PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY.

Mr. PL&ATT asked, lis it the intention of tho Government
to place in the Supplementary Estimates any sum or sums
of money for any or all of the following purposes: To con-
struct post office and customs office at Picton; to dredge
Picton harbor; to construct harbor of refuge at Welling-
ton; to build bridge across the Bay of Quinté at Belleville?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is not the intention of
the Government to lay other Supplementary Estimates
before the House than those that are now before it.

SUBSIDY TO THE LAKSC ST JOHN RAILWAY

Mr. COUTURE. (Translation). Asked whether it is the
intention of the Government to grant a subsidy to the
Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Company for its branci
line from Lake St. John to St. Alphonse ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation). Mr. Speaker,
I have the honor to inform the hon. member that I am not
now in a pSition to answer bis question.
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RATIFICATION OF TRANSFRR-LAKE ST. JOHN
RAILWAY.

Mr. COUTURE (Translation.) asked, Whether it is the
intention of the Government to ratify, during this Session,
the transfer made by the Saguenay a.nd Lake St. John Rail-
way Company to the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway
Company, of the sum of ninety-six thousand dollars voted
last Session ? If not, why ?

Sir HECI'OR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker,
I have the honor to inform the hon. member that question
is not yet decided.

Mr. LAURIER. (Translation.) Will it be during the
Session ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) It is not
decided for the present moment.

. BUOYS IN THIE RIVER SAGUENAY.

Mr. COUTURE asked, Who received the contract for
placing, maintaining and removing the buoys in the River
8aguenay, awarded on or about the 5th May, 1888 ? What
is the amount of the said contract ? Who were the parties
who tendered, and what was the amount of the tender in
each case ?

Mr. FOSTER. The contract for placing, maintaining
and removing the buoys in the Hiver Saguenay, and for
receivirg, storing and delivering supplies at the light sta-
tions, bas been awarded to Mr. Ainsworth Sturton, of
Chicoutimi. The amount of the contract is $250 par annum.
The other parties who tendered, and the amounts of their
tcnders, are as follows:-William Warren, $350; Louis
Dufaur, $600; Thomas Tremblay, $850 ; Joseph L. Trem-
blay, $950; François St. Pierre, $1,000; Honoré Savard,
$ 1,250 for the last year, $800 for the second year, and $800
for the third year; Alexander Blair, $1,300 per annum.

OBSTRUCTIONS TO SHIPPING.

Gen. LAURIE asked, Whether the attention of the
Government have been called to the danger and obstruc-
tions to shipping stated to have been cansed in the West
Atlantic Ocean, by the abandonment and subsequent break-
ing up of the large raft of timber and loga which was
taken, in December last, from the Bay of Pundy in tow for
New York, apd whether it is the intention to prescribe such
regulations for any future experiment of this kind as will
ensure that such ventures uhall not be undortaken in a
manner that will constitute a serious danger to the common
navigation of the high seas ?

Mr. FOSTER. The attention of the Government has not
been directly called to the danger of obstructions to the
shipping from the causes stated in the hon. gentleman's
question. It is the intention of the Government to con-
sider, during the recess, whoth er any legislation is necessary
in order to prevent the g>ing of these rafts to sea. At pre-
sent we have no law which would cover such a case.

ENQUIRIES FOR RETURNS.

Mr. iAURIER. Will the Government lay before the
House the correspondence with regard to two items which
I find in the Supplementary Estimates? Item, page 3,
construction of dam above and below Dunnville weirs;
item 40, page 8, to pay one-hall the cost of the con-
etruction of a bridge across Grand River, at the village of
York, the County Council of Haldimand paying the other
half.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will Eee and have these
papers brought down.

18I

Mr. MULOOK. Can the hon. gentleman bring down
the papers connected with the items on page 7 of the
Supplementary Estimates ? The items are: Oakville
harbor, $2,300; Meaford, $5,000; Thornbury, $3,000; Col.
lingwood, $5,000; Penetanguishene, $10,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. You mean the correspon-
dence that bas passed between the Government and those
parties ?

Mr. MULOCK. Yes ; the correspondence and the
scheme in each case for expenditure. i presume thore are
reports from the offlers of the department as to the
expenditure. I mean whatever paperé bear upon the ques-
tion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think I will be able to
bring'the papers and give the information the hon. gentle.
man requires, when we take up these items.

Mr. MULOCK. If they were laid upon the Table before-
hand, an examination might render any debate unnnocessary,
and thuts promote the deepatch of business.

Sir HRECTOR LANGEVIN. I will try and meut the
hon. gentleman's wishes.

THE FISHERY QUESTION.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would like to ask the Pirst

Minister if the Government will be proparod, b3fore Parlia-
ment prorogues, to announce what policy they intend pur.
suing with reference to the Fishery Treaty in tho event of

1the treatynot beingaccepted by the American Government ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Tho House will bc in-

formed before prorogation on the subject.

THIRD READINGS.
Bill (No. 126) respecting Insuranco, chapter 124 of the

Revised Statutes.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)
Bill (No. 104) to amend chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes

of Canada, "The Territories Real Property Act. "-(àfr.
Thompson.)

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT.
Mr. CHAPLEAU moved second reading of Bill (No.

116) to amend the Civil Service Act, chapter 17 of the Re-
vised Statutes of Canada.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 1,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. That clause is now perfectly useless,

as it referred to the classification of civil servants who were
in the service when the Act came into force. That classi-
fication is now complete.

On section 2,
Mr. CHAPLE AU. That clause bas been rendered neces-

sary by a certain number of fraudulent practices that have
happened in the course of the examinations, the deteetion
of which is rendered rather diffleult, because the means to
detect them are not at the disposal of the examinera. These
would probably b. repeated if a severe punishment were
not imposed upon the offender. This clause is only to pun-
ish these frauds, either of perseonating another, which bas
bappened once or twice, or of getting the papers from other
candidates and copying them, or of fraudulently obtaining
examination papers before the examination takes place.
If there is a case of larceny at all, I think that is one, be-
cause a man may be stealing the situation of another, either
by personating the other man, or by gettoDg, purchasing or
stealing the printed papers or forms of questions prepared
for the examination.

a
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Mr. LAURIER, I do not exactly see the point of the be committed. Generally speaking, if such a person ie to

last paragraph of clause 2. I can quite understand that, if be admitted as a witness under the criminal code, lot it be
somebody is on trial for what I agree with my hon. friend so enacted, but this should not ho made an exceptional case.
is a grievous offence, there should be power to summon I entirely sympathise with the object of the hon. gentleman
anyone to answer, and the party who summons should to prevent these frauds, but there is no guarantee that the
have the power of a magistrate, but to proceed in that officer who ise clothed with this summary power will con.
way on more suspicion would give a very large and danger- sider the excuse in the same light as that which the hon.
ous power. Minister bas stated, and ho may say, under bis summary

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The powers given are only those power, I enforce the penalty againet you, and I do not con-
which are granted to a magistrate when he js preparing an sider the excuse that you might criminate yourself a good
examination, under the Summary Convictions Act. They excuse, and, therefore, I choose to exorcise the power to
are not the same powers as are given to a court sitting punish you summarily.
in trial. I think there is a similarity in the two cases and Mr. CHAPLEAU. Hut is not the fear of criminating
that a similar remedy should be given, so as to procure the one's self a lawful excuse for not answering anywhere an
attendance of witnosees and the proper answers when pro- investigation for an offence made ? Perbaps we might
per questions are put. meet the views of the hon. gentleman by substituting the

Mr. LAURIER. But a magistrate never uses these word "lawful." I have no objection to say "just and law-
powers under the Summary Convictions Act unless there ful excuse." We cannot say that a party who says ho will
is an accused before him, and the object of summoning not answer because he might criminate himself, is not
witnesses is to establish whether the accused is guilty or making a lawful excuse.
innocent; but here it appears that there is to be an inquisi- Mr. MULOCK. Quite so, but I wish to impress upon the
tion to discover whether there bas been an offence com- Minister that the chairman may be absolutely innocent of
mitted, and, if a person is summoned in that way, ho may all knowledge of criminal law. A magistrate is appointed
not be able to answer without criminating himself. to administer criminal law because of his supposed fitness,

Mr. CHAPLEAU. How can the attendance be obtained? but the chairman of an examining committee is not appointed
In the case of an investigation by a magistrate, when it is for any such reason. We are attaching to this office of
made in regard to a felony or crime, the magistrate las a chairman, powers that ho may be wholly incapable of exer-
right to issue a summons, and, if that is not answered, ho cising, and we cannot expect to find what the Secretary of
has the right to punish the offender. State says would be a perfectly valid reason for the candi-

Mr. LATURIER. Under the circumstances, it would be date refusing to answer the question. I think it would be
more natural te make this offence a miedemeanor and te wise that if' ho should reconsider that before vesting such
say that the person accused might oe brought beore the powers in the chairman, I would piefor, in the case of
magistrate or the examiner, but it seems to me that it would refusing to answer, that the ordinary machinery of the law
ho ver.aeresi p .aie .teeow nyinqistite o be invoked, and if ho is then declared to have oommittede very dangerous in practice to allow any inquisition to be an offence, that hoeshould ho punished before a magistratemade except when there is a person accused, in the ordinary way.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The offence is practically made a Mr. WOOD (Brockville). I quite agree with what hasmisdemeanor by the Act. In this case it was necessary to been stated by the hon. gentleman. I suppose it wilI notmake this provision, because there is no accuser. Noces- be denied that when gentlemen are appointed to the positionsarily the accuser is the examiner, and ho cannot give the of justice of the peace, notwithstanding what we haveinformation himself. This possibly might be added: that heard on that subject, their general fitness for the positionho believes that such an offence las been committed, and on is taken into consideration. It is possible that the chaitrmathat he is to summon such witnesses as ho thinks are re- i make eineted fo the dible of the cuties n
quired to make out the charge. This could not be exactly examiner, but entirely unfitted to discharge any judiciaat the beginning of the proceedings, because there is no duties. I think it would be dangerous to clothe the chairother prosecutor than the publie prosecutor who is the man of the examinig board with any suelt powers as is-examiner. I do not see that any harm can result from this here proposed to be given him.provision, and I think the clause is necessary for the en-
forcement of the Act. Mr. CIAPLEAU. There is a presumption that every

Mr. MULOCK. I would call the attention of the Sec- magistrate knows the law, and I believe there is a presump-
retary of State to the fact that under the fourth section the tion that the chairman of the board of examiners is as well
party accused is compellable to answer, and, if ho refuses qualified as an ordinary magistrate.
to answer any question put to him in relation toany charge, Mr. WOOD (Brockville). But this man is not a magis.
ho is liable to be summarily dealt with by the presiding officer trate.
by fine and imprisonment, unless ho gives to that officer Mr. CHAPLEAU. He is given the power of a magie-
what the officer may deem to be a just excuse. trate by this Act, and certainly there is a presumption that

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If it was an answer which would ho knows the law sufficiently to understand whether a law.
criminate himself, that would be a just excuse. ful excuse is given when a man says that he does not want

Mr. MULOCK. I would like to know if the presiding to answer for fear of criminating himseolf.
officer is to take that view of it, because, although in the .Mr. T HOMPSON. The object of this section is to pro-
other section the penalty, under summary conviction, iS vide machinery for making an examination before any
liability to imprisonment for six months and so on, I think person can be definitely charged belore a magistrate. It
the crime of personation at an examination is more than does seem to me to be proper.
a misdemeanor, and really amounts to a forgery. I think Mr. LAURIER. It is quite proper.
a person who personates another has to sign a faise declara. Mr. TIHOMPSON. It is somewhat inquisitorial, of
tion, and under our criminal law I think that would be course; but so are all proceedinge which take place before
called forgery, and therefore ho would be guilty of a felony boards, for instance, to examine into the causes of fire.
punishable by imprisonment. If you are to put duress The chairman of the board will not be in a position to
upon a person wlo is so charged, you practically compel refuse any person, but it seems to me that hoe is fully as
a person who is charged with felony to give evidence or to com petent to hold an investigation of this kind as anMr. C&PrL z.&u,
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ordinary justice of the peace. If he is not, let us make him
a justice of the peace, and then4he;will be fitted.

Mr. MULOOK. Very weli, make him a justice of the
peace.

Mr. LAURIER. The Minister of Justice has stated the
ense exactly as it is. You make an offence of a certain act
which may be done by a candidate at an examination. So
far I quite agree with the principle of the act that it should
be made an offence punishable by law; but you go further,
and you say that the moment the board is constituted and
such an offence has been committed, thon they have power
to make an inquisition to discover the culprit, to summon
witnesses, and compel them to give evidence as to who is
the author of the offence. This is altogether repugnant to
the spirit of our law, and to thespirit of the British criminal
law; and once you make it an offence, I see no reason
why you should treat it difforently from othor offonces. In
this light, I think thespirit of the act is veryobjectionable.

Mr. McMULLEN. I do not think the powera mentioned
in this clause should be given. In the first place the power
to be exrcised by the members of the board are powers
that are not permitted to be exercised by any magistrate.
A magistrate cannot procoed with a case without having
an information laid before him by a complainant; this must
bo done before ho can proceed in the regular way. Under
this clause, if a member of the board believes that an offence
has been committed, or that some irregularity with regard
to the examination has taken place, ho bas all power in
his own band, and he can immediately summon b3fore him
every pupil for examination. Tho Minister says it would
be no good reason for refusing to reply to a question that
the porson would criminate himself. Suppose a person is
under examination and declines to answer on the ground
that it would criminate himself ; thon information might
immediately h lodged, and an action brought against him
ln the ordinary courts.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. This examination is reported to the
Secretary of State, before any information can ho laid
regularly before a magistrate. I understand very well
the objection raised by the leader of the Opposition, and
I fully agree with him that it is a novelty in our law;
but I think the novelty is justified by the position of
the parties. It is true we hold -a preliminary investigb-
tion to know whether there is an ofûence which should
be reported afterwards and prosecuted. For this purpose
we give to an officer named lu the law the powers of
a magistrate for the moment. We do not do anything
which is very extraordinary. Parliament has the right
to grant certain powers to any person, and here we give
those powers to persons who are supposed to under-
stand the law, and as well as any magistrate. We give him
the power to compel persons to appear before him to give
information, in the case under investigation, and if this
person refuses to answer, thon the magistrate reporta the
case to the Socrotary of State for prosecution, if there is
reason to prosecute.

Mr. MULOCK. Would it not be safer that in every case
the chairman siould be a duly qualified magistrate ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I was thinking of that a moment $go.
Sir RICHARD C&RTWRIGHT. I think some little

consideration should be given to the clase of persons who
are likely teo fbeaected by this clause. I suppose the great
balk of the pupils who appear befor these examinera are
young men from the ages of 16 and 17 to 21 and 22; and
the examinera before whom they are to appear are com-
monly known as college dong. Now, I must say thatwhen
I had some experience with college dons, if they had been
granted such powers as the lon. gentleman proposes to
grant them here, mighty summary justice would have been

administered to the oellegians who were brought before
them. Speaking from my own recollection, I say that
while college dons are, as a general thing, very good
examiners, they are very unfit persons to b e entrusted
with judioial or inquisitorial powers-particularly unfit.
For that reason I should object myself to seeing the chair-
man of a board of examinera clothed with inquisitorial
power to examine an eath, and te punish in case of con-
tempt. My experience of that class generally is that they
are very respectable, eminently respectable, and all the
rest of it, but at the same time they are extremely arbitrary,
and disposed to stretch whatever authority is given theum
te the extreme point, low far the suggestion of my hon.
friend from North York (Ur. Mulock) ould be carried out,
I do not know, but I think it would greatly hamper the
Secretary of State, in the choice of proper examiners.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I do not think this House eau confer
this power; it resta with the Local Government.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The power of appointing a justice of
the peace is with this Government. I do not think there is
mach danger in assuming that this Government, in giving
a commission of justice of the peaco to the chairman of the
board of examiners, can make as good a selection as any
governmont. I do net refer particularly to the presont
Governments. Such oleers eau be entrusted with the pow-
ers of u justice of t'bo peace with full safety te the publie
and to those interested. The power will net extend to bu.
flicting punishment for offences, but only to make inves-
tigations.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGI'. Thon what is the
meaning of the last words, which say that the chairman, or
the acting chairman, shall be invested with all the powers
conferred in like cases ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is power to compel witnesses to
appear and answer.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. He eau commit for
contempt.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Quito likely.
On section 3,
Mfr. CHAPLEA.U. I propose te add at the end ofthe

section these words: "Nothing herein shall affect persons
who have been previously promoted to the rank of deputy
head."

On section 4,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. The only change proposed is this:

By the law, as it is now, officers iu the lower grades, that
is te say, the mail carriers, porters, messengers, and se on,
may have had their salaries increased from $300, at -wbich
they eommence, te $450 or $500, which is the maximum,
after a certain number of years service. When those, after
having been submitted to a qualifying examination, enter
the service, I really think it is a cruel thing to reduce
them, when they had rendered four, five, or six years of
service.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not underatand really what is the
meaning of this sub-section:

The optional subjects in the next preceding sub-section mentioned
shall be book-keepinr, shorthand, tranaslation and type-writing.

Mr. CHAPLE&U. There were before six différent
optional subjects by the regulations, and we rodueed It by
statute to four, and we name them.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does proficienoy in
each of those subjecta entitle a party to 850 a year extra ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. . Yes; 850 a year extra on their
appointment.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They may receive
$200 more if they are proficient in all these subjectsa?
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Mr. CHAPLEAU. If they are proficient in all these

points they would receive $200 more on appointment.
On section 5,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. The 5th section is only to make

examinations once a year.
Mr. MULOCK. Would yeu introduce into the Bill the

words "only once a y ear "?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have no objection.
On section 6,
Mr. CHAPLE AU. That is only striking out the words

"or in both," which had no sense.
Mr. LAURIER. It does seem to me that they had some

sense, since, if the candidate passes a good examination in
one language, hoeis qualified, or ho might be examined in
both languages.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It would exactly mean, if he wants
to be examined in translation, that that is an optional sub-
ject, and ho gets $50 more for that on his appointment.

On section 8,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. That section provides that:

Such examination shall be in such subjects as are determined, from
time to time, for each department by the Governor in Couneil, and in
such subjects as, by report of the deputy head of the department in
which the promotion is to be made, concurred in by the head of the de-
partment, are submitted to the board as best adapted to test the fitness
of the candidates for the vacant office.

The regulations provide that an officer is not promoted
from one class except to the next following class. That is
to say, ho cannot be promoted by favor from a third class
into a first class He has to pass through a second class.
He would not have the right to ho examined for afiret class
when he was only a third class clerk. The rule is that
young fellows arriving from the benches of the school can-
not be appointed over men who have been a long time in
the service.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) As we understand it, you omit
from the existing law as it now stands, that part of the law
which declares that examinations shall be:

" Open to any person who holds a position below that to which the
promotion is to be made in either division of the service of the depart.
ment in which the vacancy to be filled by promotion existe."

It seems reasonable on the face of it, but there must be some
reason for the omission,

Mr. CHAPLEAU. As I said, it is provided for by the
regulations in the Civil Service, and we thought it was not
necessary to put it in the Act. A person can be promoted,
who passes an examination only from the class below, to
the nht class superior. The regulations require that those
called for promotion examination, to a first-class clerkship
will be of the second class.

Mr. LAURIER. In other words, you say the regulations
provide what the law provides here.

Mr. MoNEILL. Is there any other provision in the Act
that enables a man to go for promotion when these words
are struck out ?

Mr. CHA PLEAU. Of course thete is.
Mr. McNEILL. It is merely to prevent a third class elork

paing to the first class ?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, or a second class to a chief

clerkship.
Mr. MULOCK. It is provided in this amended section'

that the promotion examination may ho dispensed with, on
the report of the deputy head, in the ease of certain persons
who are supposed to have sufficient training already.
Among others are mentioned the graduates of the Royal
Military Collego. I would suggest that the words should
be added : "or any university in Canada."

Sir Ricn&im CARTWURiHT.

Mr. CHIAIPLEAU. As I understand the law, graduates
of the Roya! Military College are only exempt from ex-
amination when they seek promotion in the lino of their
profession, as in the Militia Department.

Mr. MULOCK. Although their education in the college
may be largely military, it is literary as well. If yon look
at the curriculum of the military college, you will find that
a very large portion of their work is just such as is done in
any firstclass educational institution in Canada, and if you
grant this privilege to the graduates of that college, the
graduates of every well-oonducted university are entitled to
the same privilege. It is simply ridiculous, in my opinion,
to require the graduates of any Canadian university to sub.
mit, as a matter of course, to the promotion examination.
This clau-e does not entitle anyone to an absolute exemption;
it must be on a favorable report, and I ask that graduates
of the universities sbould b3 included in this favored class.

Sir ADOLPHE CÀRON. If I understandthelaw rightly,
the exemption, so far as the Royal Military College cadets
are concerned, applies to the examination qualifying them
to enter into the Civil Service ; but there is no exemption
under the law from promotion examinations.

Mr. MULOCK. Read the section ; there is no doubt it
applies to them.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The promotion examination is only
dispensed with whon the officers are seeking promotion in
the lino of their profession. [n the Department of Customs,
for instance, if a military collego graduatesought promotion,
he would have to be examined.

Mir. MULOOK. I move to add after the words "IlRoyal
Military College," the words " or any university in Canada."

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I certainly think those words
might be added. Every graduate of a university ought to
be as well qualified as any young person who passes the
Civil Service çxaminatiois, and to include university
graduates would be recognising their status.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hon. friend is also laboring under
a mistake. This only concerns promotion in the line of
their profession, and not othotwisc.

Mr. LAURiER. I understand that if a lawyer is ap-
pointed in the Department of Justice, ho requires no
examination, but if ho is appointed in the Department of
Militia, or any other department, then he requires tobe
examined.

Mr. CHAPLEA-. Quite so.
Mr. MULOCK. The universities turn out men with

technical knowledge. Every well equipped university, for
instance, has a faculty of law, the graduates of which might
bo appointed to the Department of Justice, although not
barristers or attorneys. Yet, even when they may be
gotting promotion in their professional lino, you require
them to pass an examination.

Mr. CHAPLIEAU. To tell the truth, I never under-
stood w.y this special provision regarding the graduates of
the Royal Military College was introduced bore, unless it
was introduced under the supposition that they would not
be required to pass the qualifying examination. I would
have no objection to saying that graduates of every univers-
ity should be exempt from examination for entering the
service.

Mr. MULOCK. Perhaps the h>n. the Secretary of State
will add a clause allowing graduates to enter without ex-
amination, and introduce the words I have suggested aftor
the words "Royal Military College."

Mr. CHIAPLEAU. G:raduates of the R>yal Military
College and of the universiLtos will ho exempted from the
qualilying examination, bocause their certifloates entitl

l
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them to enter without examination, but this does not apply
to promotion in the service.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I would suggest that the words
"military or civil " be put before engineers, and not after.

Mr. DAPUTY SPEAKER. The clause as amended reada
as follows: Graduates of the Royal Military College and of
any university in Canada shall ba exempt froin qualifying
examination. In the case of barristers, attorneys, mil tary
or civil engineers, officers of artillery in the Militia Depart-
ment, architects, draughtsmen, land surveyors, &c., striking
out the words "graduate of the Royal Military College.",

Mr. CH A.PLEAU. The l1th section, the 47th, will
have to be recast. The second part of it should remain as
it is now, that is: that ail temporary employés shall1 not be
paid more than at the rate of $400 a year ; but the first pax t
of the clause, as it is in the rtatute, should be struck out,
because there is another clause which refers to the officers
who have been employed from 1882.

Mr. LAURIER. Yem take power to appoint these
officers ?

Mr. CRAPLEAU. Yes, we take power to appoint to the
permanent service officers who were employed in the tem-
porary service before 1882. It was by mistake that in the
amendment and consolidation of the Civil Service Act, that
clause was taken out. It was in the Act before 1885 that
temporary clerks who had been employed before 1883
might be transferred without a qualifying examination,
By this clause we claim the power to transfer them with
out examination, and to appoint them at the salary thoy
have been recciving during the last two years of their
service. I have taken the average of the two years of thei r
service in order to prevent certain things that might
happen. No government is perfect, and some chief of a
department might yield to solicitation and increase the
salary, in view of an appointment, if this provision were not
inserted.

Mr. LAURIER. I think this is very objectionable. It
is departing from the principle of the Act, which is that
no one should be appointed unless he has proved his
ability by an examination. In the case of certain servants
who have been employed for six years as temporary clerks
but have become permanent clerks, they are now to be put
on the permanent list without examination. What reason
can there be for that?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hou. friend has voted for that
before.

Mr. LAURIE R. I do not think I have voted for it, but
I have tolerated many things for which I am very sorry.
Because it was dore once, I do not think that is any reason
why it should be done again, and I think we sbould con-
tinue to uphold the good parts of the Act. There is a
double objection here. In the first place, no temporary
officers should be kept on the civil list. If those officers
are wanted, power should be taken to employ them in the
ordinary way.

Mr. CIAPLEAU, We are doing that as much as pos-
sible.

Mr. LAURIER. I think you are acting too quickly.
There are certain officers who you say are required, and
you take authority from Parliament and ask for power to
appoint them without examination. I cannot see any
reason for that.·

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I already said that they had that'
right by law from 1882 to 188a, and that it was througb an'
oversight that it was taken away from therm. It was not'
just that it thould be taken away from them, and this is
only restoring the law as it existed between 188.. and 1885.

Mr. LAURIER. I think the hon. gentleman's oversights
are botter than hie deliberations,

Mr. McNEIL L. I quite agree with the principle of the
amendment which bas now been introduced te this clause,
and I should only like to sec it carried further. Se far as
1 understand this amendment, it amounts to this: that ser-
vice and proved fitness will be taken in lieu of examination.
These gentlemen are to be allowed to enter the permanent
service without examination simply because they have
proved themselves to be fit during their tenure of office in
the temporary service. I think it would be quite right te
extend this principle further, and I propose to add these
words to this section 11:

The provisions of the Civil Service Act, so far as they render promo-
tion in the Civil Service contingent in any degree upon examination au
provi led in the said Act, shall not apply to any civil servant who en-
tered the Civil Service bafore the first day of July, one thousand eight
hundred and eighty-two; and any civil servant wha entered the service
prior te that date shit be eligible for promotion in every respect as
though such provisions as to examitiation hai never been enaeted.
i do net tbink it i, neOessary te take up the time of the
Houqe in pressing the reasoni in support of this amend ment.
I think it must commend itself te the sense and justice of
every hon. member. These gentlemen entered the service
by reason of certain prospocts which were beld out to them
in the service They might have entered other walks of
life, but, because of certain prospects which wore held out
te them, they entered the Civil Service. I do not think it
is necessary to ask any hon. gentleman to agreo with me,
because 1 am sure that everyone will agree with me, when
I say that one prospect above all others wbich was beld
out to them and led them to adopt the Civil Service in
preference to other walks in lite, ivas the propect of pro.
motion, which would carry with it greater emolurncts.
These gentlemea who entured the service before 1882 enter-
ed it in good faith, bolieving that, if certain conditions wee
fulfilled, they woul i roceive these promotions. fhe con-
ditions were very well understood. There wai no misap-
prehension in regard te the matter that, if a civil servant
was diligent, and if he was of good conduet, and if h e proved
himselt efficient in the discharge of the duties of the
service, his promotion would follow as a matter of coure.
The Act wh ch wias introductd in 18m2 chauged ail that,
and theye gentlemen, without any fault of their own, found
thcmielves suidenly debarred fi oim thoir promotion unlces
they wore ab!e to aîswer certain curioui questionts, peculiar
questions, strang- qitstion4,which ivere propounled to thom.
by certain iàquis .. i, un s i thoy oould arswer theso ques-
tions in a manner satisfactory to those inquisitors, they
were debarred from their promotion. I think it requires
no argument te show that this practically amounted to a
breach of faith with these men. It does not matter how
long a man bas servei, how efficient he bas been, or how
good his conduct hs been, unless he can pass tis newly
devised test, he is te be precluded from obainîn the
emoluments whicb were hcld out te him at the time he
entered the service. A good deal more might be said on
the sul-j bct, but I do not deire to delay the House at this
stage of' the Session, and I think the amendment will com-
mend itseif to the common juitioe of every bon member,
and I therefore move it.

Mr. DENISON. I desire to 3ay a word on bebalf of this
motion. I know of a case in Toronto which I think is a
very bard one. A man was appointed to the ustom bouse
there eighteen or ti enty years ago as a tide-waiter, and
long ago he received the maximura wages allowod to tide.
waiters, of $600. Now a law is passcd which compels hlm
to p tss an examination before he can be made a landing
waiter, the duties of wbich he bas been performig ever
since be was firt appoiuted at the port. Now i seemus to
me very unfair that a man who is competent to do the duty
of a lauidi ng wiiter, anu who bas been doing it for 18 years,
should n>t be appointed to the position which he has ac-
tually filod because this Act etep in and says that becaue
he waa not appointed nominatly to that office, he is debarre4
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from ever rising any biher, or from receiving the salary
of a landing waiter, the work of which he bas been doing
for se many years.

Mr. BROWN. I wi..h to add my testimony to the re-
marks of the hon. gentleman who bas preceded me. It
seems to me that great injustice is often done to men who
entered the service before those examinations were
instituted. I know of many persons in the service who are,
perhaps, as efficient public servants, if net more so, than
men who have passed the examinations, whereas men are
placed over their heads because they have received their
certificates, but who positively are not as competent to fill
the positions. I speak feelingly on this subject, because I
know of men whose services in the Department are of a
great value, but who cannot receive promotion under this
law, although they are entitled to il.

Mr. CASEY. I have pleasure in endorsing the amend-
ment and the remarks of my hon. friend from North Bruce
(Mr. eNeill). It is not often that one bas an opportunity
of endorsine' the remarks of an hon. gentleman on the other
side of the Ilouse.

Mr. WOOD (Brockville). You have plenty of oppor-
tunities, if you would only embrace them.

Mr. CASEY. I quite agree with his contention that it is
unfair te those members of the Civil Service who entered
before the present Act was passed, te compel them to pass
an examination before getting their promotion. There are
some departments, of course, such as the Departmont of
Inland Revenue and the corps of surveyors, in which a
strictly departmental and technical examination should be
permitted, so as te test the fitness of the person asking for
promotion. But I agree with my hon. friend in holding
that ln the rest of the departments, the sort of examination
that has been beld does not test in any sense the fitness for
promotion of the applicant. I do net make any accusations
against the Government in regard to the manner in which
these examinations have been conducted; I may, perhaps;
bring that question up bereafter. At present I may say,
however, that I have been informed that parties applying to
be admitted to these examinations bave been refused per-
mission to go up for examination because they were not in
sympathy with the Governmont of the day, while on theother
band, those who were in sympathy were allowed to g, up
for examination. This might occur under any government;
I do net charge it as a special fault against this Govern.
ment. I say the power to prevent civil servants from going
to these departmental examinations, and consequently te
prevent them from getting prom->tion, should not b vested
in the Minister of any departmont. I would go further
even than the hon. member for Bruae, and I would urge
that net only in respect to those members of the service
who entered before 1882, but in respect to tho-e who have
entered since, these examinations should bo abolished. I do
not believe they are a useful or practical part of the
Civil Service Act; I do net bolieve they show in auy
dogree whether a person applying for promotion is fit for
it, and for that reason I should be willing te support an
amendment for abolishing ail examinations for promotion
except in the branches te which I have referred te, the
Inland Revenue Department and the corps of surveyors
I believe yeu might, in those branches, have a departmental
examination te test the applicant's fitness for promotion;
but in all the other departments I should be glad to see
departmental examinations for promotions abolished
altogether.

Mr. SIANLY. I hope that the amendment moved by
the hon. member f->r North Bruce (Mr. MlcNeili) will meet
with the general acceptance of this House. My hon friend
from West Toronto (Kr. Denison) has cited an instance
whioh clearly showi the extreme injustice that may bei

lir. DENISON.

wrought by the present system. I think I could mention
scores of similar instances aU over this Dominion. I think
all over the country civil servants can be found who entered
the service with a good education, and who may have been
able, at that time, to answer all such questions as are
now put to the boys who enter the service. These men have
thoroughly learned their business, and have become first-
class departmontal officers, but in doing so they may have,
perhaps, forgotten their school-boy lore; and now a boy
who i8 fresh from school, and who can answer all these
fancy questions, is put above the heads of these men who
have borne the burden and heat of the day; and, who ad-
vancing in years, are told: You must stay where you are,
and lot this boy go above you. And it should beremember-
ed that this same boy who going in now fresh from school
will, while ho is learning his business and making himself
equally qualified with the man over whose head he is put,
in turn forget al bis school-boy lore, and his ability te
answer the fancy questions required by the examination, by
the time ho becomes as able as the man over whose head ho
is placed. I most sincorely hope that this great injustice
will be remedied, and that the amondment of the hon, mem-
ber for North Bruce will be acoepted by this House. I
think it perfectly proper, however, that on entering the ser-
vice there should be a strict examination, because, we should
know that those who enter the service can at least read,
write and figure decently woll. I do not agree with my hon.
friend from West Elgin (Mr. Ca.ey), bocause I think that
without the Civil Service Act, the same evil that formerly
existed would be perpetuatod, an I people appointed, for poli-
tical or some other reas -ns, who are absolutely deficient in
the very rudiments of education, and consequently alto.
gether unfit ior their positions.

Mr. SPROULE. I do not think too much importance
should ho attached to remarks of the hon.momber, suggest-
ing that a departmental officer has got to go back to his
school boy lore before ho can get promotion; because if the
provision we passed a short time ago meaus anything,
it means that the deputy beads of departments shahl frame
such questions as relate to information practically needed
in the department. That clause says: " Sueh examinations
shall bo in such subjects as are determinel from time to
time for each department by the Governor Gineral in
ouncil," and they shall be concurred in by the head of the

department. Now, I take it, that the deputy head will
suggest practical questions in bis department, and those are
to b concurred in by the hoad of the department. If the
principle holds good you have an equal right to apply.it to
every man who entered theCivil Service after 1882, and even
a groaer right, than to those who entered befo, e that time,
because we have th guarantee that those who entered after-
wards passed the qualifying examination, whereas theother
men may not bave done so. If the examinations are con-
ducted on the practical work of the department, as the Bill
now contemplates, the deputy head would put such que-tions
as would bring out the information needed to prove the
candidate's qualification or otherwise, for the placeto which
hoe soeks promotion.

Mr. M NEILL. If the examinations are to be confined
purely to matters connected with the practical working of
the department, there is an examination going on day by
day, week by week, and month by month, very mach botter
than any examination which two or three men could insti.
tute during one or two hours. I wonder what business man
would promote a clerk in his emplay,not by what heknowd
himself of bis fitness and ability to perform the duties re-
quired of him, but by what persons who came in and asked
half a dozen questions in the course of a forenoon, told him.
With respect-to the remarks tof the hon. member for South
Renfrew (Mr. White), I, perhaps, may be allowed to read
half a dozen linos, and to cite a case of special hardship, as
showing how this kind of examination really works i
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practice. The letter [hold in my hand is from the post-
master at Toronto. He says:

S You are at liberty to etate that yon have learned from me that the
best clerk in the Toronto post office, which is the one ia which the
Inost buinesB in now done in the Dominion, is kept back by his inabi-
hty to conquer the diffculties ot fancy arithmetie. He has twice sub-
mitted himself to examination in vain, and will not try it again. Mr.
Dewé, chief office inspector, would, I am sure, endorse my statement,
that he is perhaps the beut post offce clerk in Canada."

This refers to an examination for promotion ; and this is
just how this system works in practice. We find some of
the very beot men in the service, the mon who teach those
men who subsequently come into the service how to perform
their duties are unable to obtain promotion. It is not only so
far as those who entered the'service prior to 1882 are cor-
cerned that this is most unjust, but I will go quite the
length of the hon. member for Elgin (Mr. Casey) and say
promotion examinations ought to be abolished, but: my
amendment does not go so far. Yon set up an irresponsible
machine behind which any officer of the department who
desires to keep back a man from promotion can shelter him-
self, instead of shouldering the responsibility of keeping the
man back.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I am perfectly sure that the hon.
gentleman does not desire to go the length of the amend-
ment he has proposed. It would not only subvert the sec-
tion or part of the section which ho wishes removed, but it
would completely subvert the Civil Service Act. We
would be glad if the deputy heads of depariments were
left entirely free to choose their candidates for promotion.
The Government, as a Government, cannot object to having
all the patronage given to them; but we thought it
would be well for the service aLd for the protection
of effloient officers that those officiais should be subjected
to promotion examinations. lHon. gentlemen have not
objected to promotion examinations on subjects connected
with the duties of the office, and in that case, after sncb an
examination, the deputy would recommend the candidate
ho pleased and the Minister would appoint whom ho
pleased. Complaints have been made, and what have been
termed shocking cases have been instanced, where good
officers unfortunately could not bo promoted because
they failed on some points of their examination. I have
heard those complaints, and a great many more of them
than hone gentlemen have beard. 1 have sympathised
with those officers, and I have tried to remedy the evil,
because there was certainly an evil existing ; an excess of
good may sometimes be an evil. The subjects in which
those officers are examined are part of the ordinary subjects
of knowledge, such as history, translation and composition,
which are subjects of the qualifying examination. On those
subjecteoi e Lecomes rusty after awhile, and I understand
there have been some cases of great hardship in which
officers, well qualified otherwise to perform the duties of
those offices, have been prevented from obtaining promo-
tion. I should b very much surprised if any one could
quote numerous cases in which young men have taken the
place of old cfficers in the public service in consequence of
this fact. I know some caees of hardship have occurred, and
my sympathies were aroused in favor of the candidates,
and a remedy bas been applied to the law in this respect
by giving subjects connected with the duties of the office,
subjecte not chosen by the board of examiners, but by the
deputy heads of thedepartments and according to the duties
the officer would be required to perform. But we have
done more than that. The liot of subjects of general know-
ledge is selected, not by the board of civil examiners-be-
cause, in some cases, they are gentlemen accustomed to
examinations of school dons, as they have been called by
the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
and they propose questions that may be very easy to them
butvery dficuit to the candidates-but selected by the
deputy heads themselves, I have adopted a similar
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course in regard to arithmetic, which every one will admit
is of great value to civil servants, but on which subject
many have failed, because it was not specially required in
the branch in which they wero employed, and they could
not aquire it sufficiontly during the lew weeks they had te
prepare themselves. I have adopted si milhr inasures in
regard to composition, in which I knoe some failures
have occurred. Any man, should, however, know how to
write a letter before ho receives promotion. The hon.
gentleman who spoke a moment ago suggested that men
should not be examined in arithmetic unless it were required,
or in composition unless it were required, and that the
subjects should be according to the vaoancy to be filled.
But in carrying out the regulations care has been taken
that no hardships will fall upon deserving officers, and if
some mistakes by accident occur in the future I hope they
will be very few, and that we will satisfactorily carry out
this principle, which is a good one in itself, namely, that of
conducting promotion examinations for promotion in the
public service. I thought my hon. friend woald have
limited himself to saying that promotion examination
would be only on the subjects connected with the duties of
the office. That 1 would understand, th,>ugh I would not
accept it, because I think that officers who are to be pro.
moted should keep up a certain current knowledge of the
subjects upon which they are examined upon. Il the hon.
gentleman would see now what are the subjects for promo-
tion examination outside the duties of the office, ho would
not have moved the present amendinent. If the House
should accept the amendment, the old system will return,
that the Government willhave the patronagein their hands;
and, in the interest of ail, we do not desire to have that
patronage.

Mr. CASEY. ITam very sorry thatthe hon. the Seoretary
of State has made this a Govern ment measure. I think that
on a question of this nature ho might have been content to
take the advice of the House and let the Fouse vote without
making it a Government question, and witbout dectaring
that the Government are distinctly against the amendment
of my hon, friend from Bruce (Mr. MeNeili). I think that,
with bis compara tivdly short experience in his Bouse and
in the management of his office, ho might have been con-
tent to take the opi nion ef the Hlouse, and not to make it a
Goverument question, by whichb h ccmpels a certain num-
ber of members to vote against the amendment, who,
if they followed their own convictions, would vote for
it. Ihe hon. the Secretary of State says that Ibo carr) i g
of this amendment would destroy the whole system of the
Civil Service as arranged by the Bill of 1882. Long belore
the hon. gentleman ever paid any attention to the question
of Civil Service reform, 1 discussed the matter in this Houle
and had the opinion of this House tupon it. I bave the satii.
faction of being able tosay thatthe commission appointed by
my right hon. friend the Premier in 18k0 or 1881, I am not
quite sure which year, agreed in ail respects with the views
that I had laid before this House, and with the views
formulated by the committee of which I was chair-
man. I have the satisfaction of knowing that the
commission reported that the recommendations of the
committee of the Bouse of which I was chairman, Lad
aided them very much in considering the question, that
they agreed with us in all points. Yet the hon. the Secre-
tary of State, coming in as a new member of the House,
and not having anything previously to do with the Civil
Service, introduced in 1882 a cude and ill-construed Bill,
which did not agree in any particular with the recommend-
ations of the commission appointed by the Governmenat
of which ho had newly betome a member. Now the hon.
gentleman gets up and tells us that the amendment
knocks ont the principles of that Bill, and that it would
destroy ail the safeguards of the Civil Service, and would
allow the promotion of men who are not fit to be promoted.
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He is quite mistaken in thinking that the House will agree
with him in that view. He bas already had evidence that
some of the most respected members of his own party, who
have considered the question, do not agree with him in that
view. The hon. gentleman has done wrong to take the
stand he has. He says that this promotion is intended to
be a check on the exercise of patronage. I do not believe it.
If it were a check on the exercise of patronage the hon. Min-
ister would not try to maintain it. Our party have tried,
as a party, to abolish patronage altogether, and the hon.
gentleman has always voted against us. We have tried
vainly, year after year, to impose checks on the exercise
of patronage within the service, and the hon, gentleman
has opposed us year after year. Whenever we have tried
to impose any effectuai check on the exercise of patronage
the hon. gentleman baq op'posed us. If he sustains the
existing provisions of the law, it is because ho finds it is
not an effectuai check on the exercise of patronage. My
outside information exactly agrees with the logical deduc-
tion I must draw from the conduct of the hon. gentleman
in regard to this question of patronage. That information
ls, that the existing law is no check at ail on the exercise
of patronage. In the first place, a man who passes an ex-
amination for promotion has no right or claim to be pro-
moted in consequenre of having passed that examination.
That is the whole object of the provisions of the law as it now
stands. A man whom the Minister of any department wants
to promote gets promotion whether he passes an examination
or not. I have had information from a great number of
persons whom I cannot name, because it would subject them
to the vengeance of the Minister under whom they serve,
and who have told mû that they had applied for leave to go
before the commissioners and pass this examination, and
they had been refused that permission Can the hon. the
Secretary of State stand before this House with any appear-
ance of fair play and urge that this examination is any
check at all upon bis dealings, or the dealings of any other
Minister, with the employés who are under him, when the
fact remains (and could be substantiated were it not for the
risk of naming certain persons) that men whom they do
not wish to promote have been forbidden leave to attend
the examinations. This knocks the whole ground from
under the contention of the hon. Minister. My hon. friend
from Bast Grey (Mr. Sproule) says that, in the first place,
the hon. the Secretary of State ias agreed to leave this
matter to the Deputy Minister. He did not tell us that any
examinations had been held which were conducted under
this rule. The Minister says that if we knew the questions
that had bcen put we would not make so much fusa about
those examinations. Why has he not submitted some of
those departmental examination papers to us? I venture
to say that outside the Department of the Interior, where
surveyors are employed, there has not been a single exami-
nation paper for promotion submitted to the House since the
Bill of 1882 passed. There may have been papers cornected
with some of the duties of the office, but the examinations
have turned on matters not at all connected with the duties
of the Department. If the hon. Minister can disprove that
statement he as every opportunity of doing so. He bas
the papers in his own bande, and he can show us them be-
fore this Bill is pnssed through the House. My hon. friend
from East Grey (àir. Sproule) says Ihe Deputy Ministers
would only examine on matters connected with their de-
partments. That is a qufstion of experience, and esperience
hitherto bas shown us that cxamitations have not been
conducted en that basis at ail, but that they have been
conducted as my hon. friend from South Grenville (Mr.
Shanly) says, so that the older members of the service, who
naturally ought to be promoted, are at a disadvantage, and
that the examination is not conducted on matters which
they ought practically to know. The hon. the Secretary
of State has urged that the subjects would be optional, that
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the examination would not be tied down to certain lines,
and that the deputies would make the examination on what
lines they chose. That is one of the very worst points in
the whole law. If we do not settle the class of subjects on
which these examinations are to be conducted, we leave in
the hands of the Minister of any department the power of
fixing thei examinations, so that his own personal or political
friends shall get through and no one else shall get tbrouglh.
The subjects of these examinations, if you are to have them
at all, should be absolutely fixed. But I go the wbole way
with the hon. member for North Bruce (Mr. McNeill),
that we ishould not have these examinations at all. That in
regard to all departmental matters the examination is going
on from day to day, and that the Deputy Minister or the
officer in charge of any particular applicant for promotion,
knows better than any examiner you could have the quali-
fications of the applicant for promotion. Therefore, as a
Civil Service reformer, as one who wishes to see the Civil
Service made a profession, in which efficiency and industry
will load to promotion and extra pay, I oppose this systemn
of examination in toto, and urge the introduction of a
system under which the officer directly in charge of the
particular applicant for promotion shatl be consulted, and
bis advice followed. For that reason I heartily support
the amendment of the hon, member for North Bruce.

Mr. CURRAN. I beg to move in amendment to the
amendment:

That ail the words after "1882" be struck out, and the following
substituted in place thereof: Except in so far as regards the dutles of
the office to which such ciril servant may desire to be promoted.

The CR AIRM AN. Mr. Chapleau proposes:
Sub-section two of section forty-seven is hereby repealed, and the

following substituted therefor:-
2. Temporary clerks employed continuously since the first day of

July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-two, may be appointed
permanently, if otherwise qualified, at a salary equal to their average
pay during the two years previons to such permanent appointment, but
in no case exceeding the maximum salary of a third-class clerk.

Mr. LAURIER. The effect of this amendment is that a
temporary clerk employed continuously since 1882 shall be
appointed permanently without examination ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU, Yes.
M r. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I object to that, unless you can

show somo good reason for it. I object tIo the principle of
the amendment of the hon. member for North Bruce, and I
intend to support the hon. Secretary of State; but it appears
to me that theb hon. Minister accepta so muh of the prin-
ciple of the hon. gentleman's amendment that h. will have
to aecept the whole of it.

Mr. CH APLEAU. The reason is that from i1882 to 1885
they were exempted, and whea the Act of 1885 was brought
in, this clause, by an oversight, was omitted from the Bill,
and thus temporary clerks who had been employed since
18l2, were subject to examination as new men entering the
service.

Mr. CASEY. I think the hon. Sacretary of State has
really given away the whole principle of this Bill, Be is
very vigorous in arguing in favor of oxaminations for pro-
motion; and now he proposes to put on the permanent list,
ahea1 of all those who have passed the qualifying examina-
tion since 1883, men who lave passed no examination at aIl.
If an examination is useful anywhere, it is for entrance.
Yet the Ion. gentleman bases his opposition to the amend-
ment of the hon. member for North Bruce on the ground
that he believes in the efficacy of examinations as a test of
fitness.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. When the original Bill
was passed, this clause formed a portion of it. It was folt
that those persons who lad been employed in the varions
depatments, not as civil servants, but as temporary
clerks, and who for their able performance of their duties
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were continued from year to year, onght not to be subjected
to an examimation. The consequence ot such a provision
would have been that in some of the departmonts we would
have lost in the lower ranks some most valuable men. This
provision, which was adopted in 1882, was continued until
the revision of the Act, and it was by the merest accident
that the words were omitted. I know temporary clerks in
the Department of the Interior who have been there since
the time of the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Millis), and
they bave been continued becabse of their valuable services,
and it would be a;great loss tó the department to lose thoso
men, because, although valuable 'officers, they cannot go
through the generaledicational examination which the Act
very properiy laye down for those who enter the service
atterwards. Tho insertion of this provision in this Bdl is
simply to correct the mistake made in the Act of 1885. It
is not promotion at al.,

Mr. LAURIER. It seemsto me that the reasoning of
the hon. the First Minister simply shows that there has
been an abuse added to another abuse. First of all, it was
a mistake that a permanent officer who, as the hon. gentle-
man says, is a very good officer and whose services are
indispensable, should have been kept on the temporary list
six or seven years. Power should have been taken to
appoint him permánëntly.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is what this clause
does.

Mr. LAURIER. No, you have kept this officer six or
seven years, and have never submitted his case. Now, you
say these offlers must be exempt from examination. The
Secretary of State believes they should be appoibted per-
manently withont examination, and the hon. member for
Bruce says, following this abuse to its logical conclusion :
Very well, if yon appoint them without examination, you
should promote them without examination.

Mr. CURRAN. Those who were there before 1882.
Mr. LAURIER. The hon. the Secretary of State is

ready to admit them for permanent employment without
exaýnination, but he will not promote thom without exam-
inution. The hon. member for Bruce says, not only should
they be appointed without examination, but they should be
promoted without examination; and against this conclusion
the hon. the Secretary of State robels. He cannot pursue
a bad principle so far as the hon. momber for Bruce does.
1 do not think we should admit the bad principle at ail,
and my hon. friend bas not given a reason wby these mon
should be exempted from the Civil Service examination.
The only reason stated by the hon. the First Minister was
that by the Act of 1882, they were exempted from the
Civil Service examination, and by the Act of 1885, through
a more oversight, that privilege was taken away. But why,
in 1882, were these temporary officers not submitted to
examination as well :as other candidates for permament
employment?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. One reason is that the right se-
quired by Aet of Parliamnent was taken away from these
officers by an oversight. There is another reason. The
first examinaition is to dcide whether a man is fit or not
to enter the service; but after he has been in the service
for years, and has ehown, by that practical test, his fitnese,
there is no necessity in his case for a qualifying examina-i
tion. Again, he would have, after passing a qualifyingt
examination, to rank as third clas clerk, and thus be re-i
duced in rank, even if he had proved his fitness for a higher1
rank by six years'servoe. With regard to promotion ex-
aminations the case is different. Eveiy officer is on the
same footing, and in order to give an equal chance to all
those who want to compete, and make a selection among
the number of equal good mon, they are subjected to thisi
examination.
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Mr. MoNEILL. The question which uly hon. friend -the
Secretary of State bas put is a very pertinent one. What
the examination is intended for, is te discover wbether a
candidate is qualified or net. If we know that he is qualified;
there is no need for an examination. The hon. the First
Minister bas told us that we cannot only tell without exam-
ination that he is qualified, but that we can tell that'jhe is a
very good offleer whose services are indispensable; That
sufficiently disposes of the question. If the exaraination-be
simply a test te find ont whether a man'is qualified or net;
aid if we know, in the case of those who ar6tnot permânent,
that they are qualified, witbout examination, so; in refbrence
to those who are permanent, we caa tel- 1without examina-
tien whether or not they are qualified for promotion. The
question as to whether a man should b3 examined ab aHi or
not, to my mind, resolves itseolf into what the bon. the
Secretary of State bas said. We have te diseover whether
he is qualified or not. The examination by books and
questions upon paper and viva voce is one ofehe nlost
fallacious tests possible as to qualification.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Then eliminate it from the Act
altogether.

Mr. MONE ILL. Personally I wotrld' go tha- fara at td
promotion examinations, but net asto'entranceexâminatietr
becanse, although the test is very impeïfect, we riust havd
sone test, and we lake that as the only test we ean' have.
But in the case of promotion, we have a far better test;, the
one referred te by the hon. the First Miister, whb-tolaus
it is absolute.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The promotion erardination is hbtt'tÔ
find out whether a man-is a good man,'but tófindbut'hixiolg
a number of gocid men which is the fitteet.

Mr. MoNEILL. That is te say, you are going te substi.
tute this absolutely fallacious test, as it is proved te be the
world over, a test, which, at all events, i an excoedingly
imperfect test, for the best test, which is that ofexperience;
Will hona gentlemen venture to say that the deputy heads
and those who are seeing theso men discharge their duties
day after day, do not know whether a man is qualifiod or
not, or which, among soveral, is best qualifled?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope we will get on
with this Bill or it will disappoint all our hope of pröro-
guing within reasonable time. The arguments of the hon.
member for Bruce are exceedingly fallacioau. I'explained
that before the Civil Service Act was passed, a -nnmber tof
temporary clerks were employed to perform the duties of
third class clerks, and that after it was ascertained they
could perform these duties, it was considered hard te sùb.
ject them to examination. But the prordötibu exa;&Ii-
tion is a different thing. The fact that a man hus shown
he is fit to be a third clas tilerk is no proof,'and tlhOdeputy
beads cannot know, that he possesses the qualifikatibnI
which would enable him to perfdrri 'satisfactorily the
duties of a higher rank in w'hicb ho bas neverbeenèe-
ployed. The fact that ho has for years perfbribed the etitt'es
of a third class clerk entitles him te be coitinuet in that
position, but the requirements of a second cles oroirstreles
clerk are altogether different from those of a more copyist
or writer lu the third class.

Mr. CASEY. The righthon:the Ptethier bas avowed boldly
what most of us bave only whispored te our own consci-
ences. Hesays that we should net diseuss this Bill, that
we should not perform the duties we are sent bore to-pér-
form, because it might result in postponing prorogation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON ALD. I did not say that. I said
we might come to a conclusion,

Mr. CASEY. A great many of us have beenm-allowing
matters which shouid have been discussed to pass thbough
for that reason, but we did not expect that it would be
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announced as a principle of action by the leader of the
Government. We have always known that it has been the
policy of Governments to bring down their measures at a
late period of the Session, and then to urge that they should
be pased without much discussion because of the approach
of prorogation; but I have never before heard that announced
as a declared policy in the House by the leader of the Gov-
ernment. He says that, although it might be possible to
admit a man to the service on evidence of his fitness, it is
necessary, in order that he should discharge the duties of a
higher grade, that he should have hie fitness tested by an
examination. The hon. gentleman has rather given himself
away by making that remark, because hoeis as well aware
as any other member of the House, and probably botter,
that in many cases there is no difference in the duties dis-
charged by a third class clerk and those discharged by a
second class clerk.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. CASEY. The right hon.gentleman says "hear, hear,"

but we have all known of men being promoted from the third
elase to, and reaching the maximum of the second class,
when they were discharging the same duties, and the only
differenoe was the difference in pay. The Secretary of
State draws a distinction without a difference. He says
that these temporary clerks of whom hoespeaks could not
be admitted into the service without having passed the
examination, and yet, because they may have been in the
service for six years back, they should be appointed per-
manent clerks. That is where the hon. gentleman misre-
presents the question. These tomporary clerks have never
ben in the service. They are not members of the Civil
Service, and these temporary clerks whom he proposes to
admit are exactly in the same position as any new applicant
of 16 or 17 years,of age, who asks to be admitted now. They
have never been in the Civil Service, and yet, because they
have been outside employés, he proposes to admit them as
permanent leerks. He is simply taking the power to admit
men who have been temporary clerks and not members of
the service at all, without examination, to the disadvantage
of those who have passed the examination.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It seems that we are discussing two
clauses at the same time.

Mr. CASEY. If the hon. gentleman will allow me to
retain the floor till 1 get through, I shall be obligod to him.
We are discussing the proposition to admit members of the
Civil Service without an entrance examination, thus knock.
ing away, as the Socretary of State said in reference to the
amendment of the wember for North Bruce (Kr. McNeili),
the real basis of the, his own, Civil Service Act, and the only
safeguard which-it provides in regard to the service; and,
at the same time, we are discussing the proposal of my hon.
friend from Bruce (Mr. McNeill) to knock away the arti-
ficial and pretended and useless safeguard against the pro-
motion of members of the Civil Service after tbey have
entered the service. I think the two matters are cognate.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the committee
report progressuand ask leave to sit again.

Committee rose and reported progress.
It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
SUPPLY.

louse again resolved itself into C >mmittee.
(In the Committee.)

sault Ste. Marie an&al........................ ........ $997,650
Sir CHABLES TUPPER. I may say that the appro.

priation in 1887-88 was $1,000,000, and the expense
from July 1 to December 1, 1887, was $2,350; the revote,Mr. CAsEY.

consequently, is $997,650. It was understood that amount
would be required to carry on the Sault Ste. Marie canal.
The expenditure thus far has been made in a preliminary
examination, because the surveys were made some years
ago, as the House will recollect, and this preliminary
examination is to verify the surveys and to prepare for
pushing on this work vigorously, as it is intended to do by
this vote.

Mr. DAVIES (P. E. I.) la this part of any general
scheme to deepen the St. Lawrence canals ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, the Sault Ste. Marie canal
h-s no connection with the St. Lawrence canals. As my
hon. friend from Queen's, P. E. I., is aware at present we
have no communication with Lake Superior except through
a canal which belongs to the United States, and I may say
that the traffie through that canal is greater to-day than it
is through the Suez canal. The traffic as enormously in-
creased recently, and from past appearauces, with the
continuous development of the North-West, and the
absolute necessity for bringing the products of the North.
West down to the sea by water from Prince Arthur's Land-
ing and Fort William, it is considered absolutely necessary
that there should be additional canal communication. My
own impression is that at an early day we will have all the
traffic it will be possible for both of these canals to accom-
modate.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). You expect it will pay then ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; I think it will give

an ample return, although probably that will depend
altogether upon the policy that the Government adopte with
reference to charges. My hon. friend from Halifax no
doubt is aware that the Sault Ste. Marie canal is a free
canal, and consequently it would be, perhaps, not so easy to
collect tolls as it would be if the usual charges were made
in the Sault Ste. Marie canal.

Mr. MITCHELL. If I recollect aright, when this vote
was taken, one of the great objecte we had in view was to
have an independent line of communication over our own
territory. I think that was very desirable at that time, as
it is now, no matter how friendly may be the relations be-
tween this country and the United States.

Mr. COOK. Will the hon. gentleman state what depth
it will be on the mitre sill ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We expect 18 feet on the
mitre sill, and the locks to be 540 feet in length.

Mr. BARRON. I the hon. gentleman aware that the
Americans are also going to enlarge their canal in antici-
pation of a large trade?

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. I may say that so impressed
are our American neighbors, that they have begun the con-
struction of a second canal. I met with a gentleman who
was speoially engaged in promoting the construction of a
second canal and he said he hoped nothing would induce us
to slacken our measures for constructing our canal, as be
was quite satisfLed there would be abundant traffic for all
at no distant day.

Mr. COOK. Do I understand this sum will be sufficient
to complete the work ?

Mr. DAWSON. I may mention that I have just received
a return showing the amount of traffic that passed through
the Sault Ste. Marie Canal last sumrmer.

Mr. COOK. What will be the length of the canal from
the river up to Lake Superior?

Sir CIHARLES TUPPER. About two miles, I think, is
the length.

Mr. DAWSON. I am glad to see so mich interest being
taken in this great work, which is to econneet the two grat
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seas of Lake Huron and Lake Superior, both in the district to pass through so fast as there is need. Lat sammer, in
which I have the honor to represent. The Americans are one day, as many as 801 vessels, representing over 30,000
now constructing a second canal on their side to take the tons, passed through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal. The
place of the old canal, so that they have really only one traffic through the canal is very olearly shown by the fol.
canal on the American side at present, and it is quite lowing statement:-
insuf£oient for the.traffic. The canal does not allow vessels

CoàiATrry STaruaRNT of the amount and value of the Commerce through St. Mary's Falls Canal, Michigan, for the calendar jyears
1886 and 1887.

Items.

Vessels..............................
Lookages, ......... ... .............. ......
Tonnage registered.....................

do freight...........................
Pessengers.. ............ . ...

Coal. . . .............. ....

Flour............................... ...... .......
Grain........ .......................... .

Manufactured and pig iron.........
Salt ......... .- ,...............
Copper. ................... ...................
Iron ore.. ..............
Lumber ...... .............
Silver ore ............... ,.............. ... ......
Building atone...............
Unciassified freight.................

1 1 Qnantity. 1
Units.

Number
do

Tons....
do ....

Number
Net tons
SarreIs..
Bushels.
Net tons

do
Barrels.
Net tons

do
[Pt. B.M.
Net tons

do
do

1886.

7,424
3,5931

4,219,397
4,527,759

27,088
1,009,999
1,759,365

19,706,867
115,208

158,677
38,627

2,087,809
138,689,000

2,009
9,449

230,726

1887.

9,355
4,165

4,897,598
5,494,649

32,668
1,352,987
1,577,735

23,871,686
74,919

204,908
34,886

2,497,713
165,226,0100

350
.13,401
344,586

Increase.

Amount. pc.

1,931
572

478,201
966,890

5,580
342,988

.... ........4,164,819

46,231

409,904
26,538,000
...........

3,952
113,860

26
16

Decrease.

AImount p.c.

S.....,..

...........

186,630

40,289

3,741

1,659

Price
per unit.

$ ots.

3 50
5 00
0 98

50 00
17 00
1 00

200 00
3 50
0 018

153 79
10 00
60 00

Total Valuation.

1886. 1887.

$ ct. . $ . ts.

3,534,996 00 4,785,454 50
8,796,825 00 7,863,675 00

19,317,720 84 23,394,242 28
5,366,950 00 3,035,750 00

133,773 0 241,468 #0
158,677 00 204,908 00

7,725,400 00 6,977,200 00
7,307,331 50 8,741,995 50
2,496,384 00 2,974,068 00

308,964 11 53,826 50
94,490 00 134,010 00

13,843,560 00 20,675,160 00

69,080,071 95 79,031,757 78

Canai was open to navigation 224 days in 1886.
Canal was open to navigation 216 days in 1887.

I am very happy to hear this work is to go on. This canal
should have been built twenty years ago; it is more than
thirty years since it was surveyed; but from what we
have heard to-night the work is now to be gone on with
and prosecuted to completion, a result which will give
great satisfaction to the shipping interest throughout the
Dominion.

Mr. LISTER. So far as this canal je concerned and the
statement of the hon. gentleman that the commerce of the
country requires another canal constructed, I have to say
that from ail information I have been able to gather, and I
have had ample means of information from shippers and
others, there is no necessity whatever for the construction
of a canal on the Canadian side. The hon. gentleman has
stated that the tonnage passing through the Sault Ste.
Marie Canal was equal to the tonnage passing through the
Suez Canal. As regards that statement, I have referred to
the Statistical Abstract Record for last year, and I find
that the number of tons passing through the Sault Ste.
Marie Canal was 4,219,000 and through the Suez Canal
6,000,000 tons. The hon. Minister has not informed the
House as to how much of the tonnage passing through the
Sault Ste. Marie Canal je American tonnage and how much
Canadian tonnage. When the hon. gentleman says that
the canal may be profitable, he states what is absolutely
not the fact. The American canal gives the same facility
to Canadian as to American vessels under the arrangement
entered into between Canada and the United States. No
charge whatever is made fer Canadian vessels passing
through it, nor is any charge made to Canadian vessels,
and so if a canal was constructed on the Canadian side we
could not posuibly obtain a revenue from it. As to the
contention that such a canal was necessary for defensive
purposes, that could not be supported by any reasoning
whatever. If there was any trouble botween Americana

Valuation based on estimate of 1885.
Valuation for 1885, $53,413,472.13.

and Caradians it would be utterly impossible for the Cana-
dian Government to hold a Sault Ste. Marie canal if oon-
structed by them. It would neocessarily follow that the
Canadian canal would be closed, and perhaps the American
canal would be closed also; but the hon. gentleman owes
it to the House to show that the commercial necesities
require that another canal should be constructed in the face
of the fact that we have had no complaints from shippers
that the conveniences of the American canal are insufflaient
for the wants of the country, and the further fact that the
American Government are constructing another lock
through which Canadian vessels will have the right to pass
on the same terms as American vessels. The Government
are asking Parliament to vote 8997,650 for this work, and
I venture to say that that amount will no more than hall
pay for the construction of the proposed canal. The Gov-
ernment are undertaking a work that will cost at least
double what they are asking Parliament to vote; they are
undertaking a work notdemanded by the commercial
necessities of this country; they are undertaking a work
when the bill is already filled by the American Government
and when we have a right to use the American canal; and
the Finance Minister has shown no reason, especially in
view of the financial condition of the country, in the face
of a deficit next year of a million dollars, why this country
should undertake the construction of the proposed canal at
the present time. So long as we own the Welland Canal
we know we shall have the right to exact terms from the
United States Government that will permit our vessels to
pass through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal, and the second canal
that will be constructed hereafter. The Welland Canal is
as important to them as the Sault Ste. Marie Canal is im-
portant to us, and for the use of the one they give us the ue
of the other. There is no more necessity for tii construction
of this canal than there ie for a jng to have two handles,
except for the purpose of spending the money of

à
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an overtaxed people. I protest against this expenditure,
as far as I can protest, and I repeat that the Gov-
ernment have no justification whatever for undertaking
this work, except for the purpose of securing a seat for the
hon. member for Algoma. There can be no other reason ;
it is not wanted, it is not required for any necessities of
commerce, it has not been shown here to-day that our ship-
ping is delayed on account of the canal being overworked,
andI have been told by men who pass through the canal
every two or three weeks that a canal on the Canadian side
is not required; and yet in the face of the present financial
condition of the country the Government are undertaking a
work which will cost from $1,500,000 to 82,000,000. The
Governmenthave not informed the committee that they
have taken the precaution to have this ground examined
carefully by engineers.and ascertain whether the canal b
pX4etiçable, and whether they have ascertained approxi.
mately the cost of the proposed work based upon estimates
made lýy Qngineers. The ccmmittee is asked blindly to vote
$1,000,000 for a work that is not wanted in this country,
for a work from which we will derive no advantage what-

yep, ,nQr is it one that commercial necessity requires.

Mr. DAWSON. I think the hon. gentleman who cen.
sWe the Government for going on with the work bas given
the very best reason why they should go on with it. Hie
l*s peinted to the other side and said the Americans are
biuilding another canal. ýWhy are they building another
canal ? B3cause it is required, as one canal is not equal to
the trafflo. But I must tell the hon. gentleman that they
are doing more than that, they have projected a third canal
in another locality, such is the enormous increase of ti affic
which they anticipate. The trade bas risen from !,000,-
000 tons three or four years ago to 6,000,000 tons of freight
now, and no canal in the world can accommodate that
traffic in the six months of aummer. So the Americans are
now building another canal, and they have already laid
ont thé ground and projected a third canal. in order to
keep up with the Americans we must build a canal on our
side of the river. The hon. gentleman said the canal was
going to be built in order that the member for Algoma may
havi a seat. The member for Algoma had a seat long be-
fore the ho, gentleman and long before any canal was
proposed, and I think *e will probably have a seat in this
Housewhen the u on. gentleman is not here.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman has told us that the
American Government are now constructing another canal,
and that it is their intention to construet still another
lock. In the face of those facts how can it be neceseary
for the Canadian Government to proceed with the construc-
tion of a fourth look ? The hon. gentleman bas told us that
this oanalwas not promised for the purpose of keeping him
in, hie seat. I ask him if he did not, from one end of Algoma
to the pther, during the last eleqtion, hold ont the promise
that the Government would construct another canal if they
were successful in the election ? And was it not in view of
the election that they placed.81,000,000 in the Estimates,
which they-ropped ot last year, it was supposed forever,
et, 1sst for years.

ir ÇLARLES,TUPPER. We did not drop it.

Mr.,LISTER. Was it not stated during the recess that
the Sault Ste. Marie Canal was not to go on ?

Bir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

>[r. LISTER. It was stated again and again during the
recess tht this canal was not to go on; and I say that the
hon. meber for Algora held it ont as an inducement to the
elgopra to sntain him, that they would get this canal if

he jpresent Administration were sustained in office. I ean
tel the hn9A. gentleman, farthermore, that although I have

Xr. Lista.

not had the honor of a seat in this House as long as he has,
if I live I think I shall have, because I do not think all the
power of this Government could put me out. During the
last election the hon. Minister of Justice, and the late
lamented Hon. Thomas W bite came into my county for the
purpose of defeating me, and they increased my majority
by 240.

Mr. DAWSON. The hon. gentleman is quite mistaken
in supposing that the Sault Ste. Marie Canal was made an
issue in the last election in Algoma, or that any promisos
were made in connection with it. The Sault Ste. Marie
Canal has been contemplated for the last thirty years in
Algoma, and last year it was barely mentioned.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I think the hon. Minister should
answer the pertinent question put to him by my hon.
friend at my right (Kr. Lister)-a question in which the
whole House is interested. Before we enter into this enor-
mous contract, the hon. gentleman should state if he can
what the work is likely to cost. Anybody who takes the
trouble to read the report of the Minister of Public Works
as to the cost of canais in this country can form some
conception as to what this one is likely to cost. I do
not think the hon. gentleman should ask us to vote $1,000,-
000 even if he can justify the construction of the work,
uoless ho can show that proper surveys have been made,
and that that.sum will complete it. If the Government are
going to ask the House to blindly vote 6 1,000,000 for a work
which may cost two or three times that sum, then they
must have lost their beads; and we have had enough expe-
rience in voting enormous sums of public money in this
House without proper information. Hon. gentlemen
talk about the immense traffic that is going to pass
through this canal. I have no doubt that it is very
great; but what difference can it make to those whose
vessels pass through the canal there, whether it is built
by American or by Canadian money? If the Amer-
icans have spent a large amount of money in building
canals at that point, there js no need of our building a
fourth one. The new American canal to be built there,
with a length of 800 feet, a width of 100 feet, and with 21
feet of water on the sills, is estimated to cost $1,700,000;
and my hon. friend tells me that it is only a lock. We adl
know that the estimate will be exceeded. In these large
public works the estimates are always exceeded ; and if
the American lock is going to cost that amount of money,
ours is likely to cost quite as much. Although the trafflc
at that point is very great, the traffic of vessele owned by
Canada is very smatl. Tàe report of the Minister of Publie
Works states that of 38,742 vessels that passed through the
canais there, but 6,000 were Canadian vessels. That is
the proportion which the shipping of Canada bears
to the shipping of the United States. I, for one,
feel that we should be doing wrong to onrselves and
the country if we voted this 81,000,000 blindly. I do
not think the hon. Minister has taken ussufficiently into his
confidence, or that he las even done himself justice, in asking
us to vote this money without giving as more information
as to the surveys, the reports from engineers, and the prob-
able cost of the work. This country is not in a position
to go on expending money to the same extent that it has
done during the past five years; I think the better minds
on both aides have come to the conclusion that it is time
to cali a halt; and I think that we should satisfy ourselves
that these great publie works are essential before we
undertake them. I can see no reason at ail why we should
incur this enormous expenditure merely to have a canal
on the Canadian aide when suffloient accommodation is
given on the American side. The Americans did not build
another Welland Canal, and the fact that they use, and
must use, that is a sufficient guarantee evidence that we
shal have the usa of thir osalaa.

a
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think it is evident that the

]louse is not in possession of suficiçnt information to vote
this amount of money to-night. Before asking this House
to pledge the credit of the country to the construetion of
sueh an important public work, the hon. Minister should
have submitted to us a plan and some authentie estimates
as to its ultimate cost. I am inforrmed, on good authority,
that the American canal will accommodate more than five
times the trafo passing there now. I am told that it is the
finest and largest Qangl in the world, that it will take three
steamers i the look at one time. As to the cost of the
work, there ie no doubt that this vote is but a commence-
ment. If the Government are placing the sum in the Esti.
mates, as they did on a former.occasion, merely to satisfy
the promises made by the hon. member for Algoma, it would
not, perhaps, be attended with very serions results; but I am
inlormed that although the lock is not very long, its ap-
proaches on each side are very shallow, with a rocky bot-
tom, and it will take an immense expenditure to blast out
those shallows before the canal can be used I am told that, at
certain seasons of the year, there is not more than five
feet of water. This work will probably involve an ultimate
expenditure of not one, but four or five millions; and I
think the hon. gentleman should hesitate before he asks
the House to commit itself to such an expenditure if he
is not in possession of information as to its probable cost.
If he is in possession of this information, he should take
the flouse into his confidence and let us know the extent
of the obligation he is asking us to assume. As the canals
there at present are sufficient for the trafflc, I think this is
a most unjustifiable appropriation of public money under
our present circumstances. In the prescnt condition of the
country it does appear to me from the best information I
have been able to obtain, tl4at the Government should net
ask this House to vote suct a large suai of money, whieh
wi probably not be near the cost of this great under-
taking. Hon, gentlemen have conceded that the approaches
te the canal would cost a great deal more than the canal
itself. I have been told that when surveys were made
there for the construction of a bridge, that atter two feet of
digging they came to solid rock. Ail that rock will there-
fore have to be removed, and it will involve an immense
outlay. From reliable information which I have, I believe
that the canal will cost not lese than $4,000,000.

Mr.SHANLY. I would ask the bon. gentleman where
he gets his information as to the shallowness of the water
in the approaches ? It may be just as the hon. gentleman
has said, but I wish to know where he obtained the infor.
mation, as I was not aware there were such shallow ap-
proaçiles'

Mr. PURCELL. The hon. member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones) has got sone of his information from me, and what
I said to him is correct. I do not suppose there is an
hon. gentleman in this House who knows more about that
part of the country than I do. I have had a great deal of
work to do there, and I have taken a great deal of sup-
plies through that place, and know it thoroughly. I should
be very sorry te give any wrong information on the subject,
and I have meróiy stated what I know to be facts in regard
to the canal there. The American canal is on a softer bottoa
than the Canadian canal, and the former lies on the side of
the river where it is easily out through. Our canal, if it is
built on the other side of the river, has to be cut through a
rocky bottom. I know this from my experience, as I tested
that place when we were about to tender for the construction
of a bridge there; and as the lon. member for Halifax
(M r. Jones) said we did not go more than about four feet
when we struck the hard rock; on the Canadian side'
of the river it is hard rock within about four feet from
the .esrfaoe. I believe that it will coSt more than a
miionn NIWlIto build that onal. As long as I bave ben

acquainted with this country I never knew the case of an
appropriation being made, where the first appropria'ion
over carried out the work and finished it. Speaking

f honestly, I do not think that three times the amount now
asked for will complete this undertaking. The sum might

s complete the locks, but, from what I know of the place, I
think there would be a mile on one side and more than half
a mile on the other side to be excavated, before you can get
water deep enough to float the vessels after you build the
tock. The excavation is not very hard there, but it eould

) not be taken out with dredges, and would bave to be don.
in the ordinary way by putting in coffer-dams. The coet of
the approaches on both sides would, in my opinion, be far
more than the cost of the locks themselves. I may saythat
the canal which is built there now is a most exponsive canal,
and is one of the best canals in the world. I have seen
three steamers locked in it at once, and I must say that
I do not think the canal that is there bas more than three
times the capacity of what is required. Unless the
Government wants that we should have a canal apart
from the American canal, and that we should have a
canal of our own independent of tho Americans, it is the
only reason why I see that this undertaking can bu neces.
sary. If you considor it necessary that we should have a
canal of our own, as we have railroads of our own, it is the
only reason why this work should be undertaken. I presume
the Government intend to build this canai, and if they do
intend they will probably carry it out, but if we live for
four or five years we will sec whether 83,000,000 will build
that canal or not. I think the approaches to the canal, to
get the deep water that is required, will cost more than
double the cost of the locks. It I am not mistaken there
are 27 feet of water in the American canal, and to maire
this canal perfect it ought to be able to accommodate ships
which eau cross the Atlantic Oaean.

A hon. MEMBE R. How many feet in the approaohes?
Mr. PURCELL. I think there is nearly a mile on one

side, although I never measured the distance exactly. I saw
it sounded myself when we were building the bridges and
we tested the depth of the ground over the lock.

An hon. MEMBER. How many feet have to be taken
out ?

Mr. PURJELL. Thore would be an average between
16, 18 and 20 fet. I think that the excavation to the lock
would cost more than the lock itself. We took the first
locomotives through this place that ever were taken across
Lake Superior.

Mr. DAWSON. The hon. member for Halifax (Mr.
Jones) has been completely misinformed as to the freshets
and as to the water. There are no freshets in Lake Sape-
rior, and there is no high and no low water, as there is in
other places. The high water does not differ from the low
water more than 6 inches, and at tbe extreme more than 9
inches, so that the height of the water and the depth of the
water are always uniform. Immediately at the entranoe of
this canal there is a bay where schooners from the
American side used to come over and lay up for the winter.
The water is deep there down to within a very short
distance of the entrance of the canal. It is deep also at the
outlet of where the canal will be. Surveys have been made
and soundings taken there, and I have no doubt that,
on reference to the Department of Railways and Canals, all
the plans and soandings can be seeu. There is, therefore,
no use making conjectures in thiis liouse on what has
been established by actual fact and actual measurement.
There is one little circumstance which I will draw atten-
tion to with regard to this canal. It lias been said that
the canals on the other side are more than sufficient for the
traffic, but the Americans themselves do not consider so.
I know that the big look on the A&mrioan aie takes three

a
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steamers at a time, and I have seen four steamers in that
lock, but whether that is an advantage or not, or whether
time is gained by putting four steamers in the lock, is a
question for people accustomed to canals to settle. Very
eminent engineers have given their opinion that it is not.
We must remember a former occasion when a canal would
have been of advantage, and when the existence of the
country might have depended upon it, that the American
canal was shut againet us. The locks on the American
side were shut down thon, and we were told that no
Canadian vessel could be allowed to go through those locks.
When a military expedition was going through to the
North-West long ago, it had to land on the Canadian side and
the supplies had to be taken by waggon over the old portage
road. There they engaged steamers drawing twelve feet of
water, and just at the point where the entrance to the lock
is to be put, a little wharf was built up, and those steamers
had no difficulty in coming in and loading to their full
capacity. It was long and tedious work to get the supplies
and military stores over that portage road, and not until
the work was about completed did the Americans come
over and say to us: You can use the canal now. Their in-
tention, however, was at first evidently to block that ex-
pedition. I think it is but reasonable that a canal should

e constructed by this country between these two great
inland seas.

Mr. PURCELL. In regard to the possible stoppage of
our traffic by the Americans, I take no stock in that, for I
know nothing about it, and in that I am satisfied to agree
with my hon. friend from Algoma (Mr. Dawson). I am
only stating the circumstances in regard to the work which
has been done there.

Mr. COOK. I did not suppose that any hon, gentleman
would attempt to defend this scheme on the ground of any
difficulty that might arise with the United States. It was
one of the great cries of the Government, when they were
building the Canadian Pacific Railway north of Lake
Superior, that it would be used largely for military pur-
poses. If any difficulty should arise between the United
States and Canada, this canal would be of no use whatever.
In the event of war between the United States and Cànada,
our vessels could not approach the canal, and we would have
to fall back on the Canadian Pacific Railway if we wanted
to take supplies west of Lake Superior. I do not rise to speak
against this project so much as against the manner in which
it has been brought bofore the louse. We have had in-
stances in the past where schemes of this nature have been
brought to the attention of the House, and large sums of
money have been put in the Estimates, and money bas been
expended, and no yery great object has been obtained. We
have the instance of the Trent Valley Canal, for which our
friends opposite asked for a vote of this House, and the
money was expended, which did some good in the way of
navigation in the interior, but they have never yet brought
down an estimate to Parliament of the total cost of that
work. This will be of the same nature. Then, we have had
the celebrated projected Bie Verte canal. We bad a sum
of several millions of dollars for that in the Estimates for
years, and thon abandoned. If the Governmentfollow that
example in this case, I hope, at all events, they will expend
the money on the works. If they are going to build the
canal, let them say so; let them ba frank andfair, aud farnish
the louse and the country with the plans and specifications
and the estimated cost o the work, and let th fHouse and
the country know what they are about. To ask us Lo vote
blindfold, to vote like children, ik, I think, treating the
members of this Hlouse with a great deal of contempt. I
hope, if this does pass, as no doubt it will, it will not pass
without a division.

Mr. CHARLTON. In discussing this project of building
a seoond canal at Sault Ste. Marie, two pointe. have alwsye

Mr.DAwsooN,

struck mras requiring to be taken into consideration by
the Government and as being pointe which ehould weigh
very heavily against the proposal. The first point is that
the canal is not necessary in times of peace, because the
present canal is amply sufficient for all the commerce
there.

Mr. SHANLY. Not the present canal.
Mr. ()HARLTON. The canal which is now being con.

structed will be ample for all the commerce of that lake.
The second point is that, in case of war, if we build a
canal of our own, either we will control both canals or the
Americans will control both canals, for whichever controls
the canal on one side will control the canal on both sides.
Therefore, this is not necesary either in time of peace or
in time of war, because whichever power controls one side
of the river will control both sides of the river, and there-
fore the expenditure of this money is useless. In regard
to the use of this for any possible North-West rebellion, we
will never again have any such use for it, because we now
have a military railroad which we could use in case of
another rebellion, if we were sending troops and munitions
of war to the North-West for any purpose whatever. I
think that, especially in view of the present state of finan-
ces, there is not sufficient necessity for the construction of
that canal to warrant the expenditure of this large sum of
money.

Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). 1The House bas been placed in
possession of information in regard to this canal from two
sources. The first was from th) hon. member for Algoma
(Mr. Dawson), who I presume is not a practical man, who
is not practically acquainted with this work. I presume
that, like most of us, he bas a theoretical knowledge of the
subject, and that, desiring to have a canal built in his dis-
trict, ho is auxious to persuade the House and the Govern-
ment that it is a laudable thing to do, but I presume that
ho has not a technical or professional knowledge of the
subject which would commend hie opinion to the favorable
consideration of the House. I do not say that with any
disrespect to the views of the hon. gentleman, but we know
that members of this House, when they are advocating the
schemes in which their constituents are interested, are
inclined, and very naturally so, to give as favorable a view
as possible. On the other side we had the practical man
on this subject. I suppose, if you went throughout the
whole Dominion, you could not get the opinion of a person
more competent to give a reliable professiona opinion and a
practical opinion on such a matter as this than the hon.
member for Glengarry (Mr. Purcell), who bas given his
views bere to-night; and ho telle us that the construction of
the look would be the smallest item of the expenditure. Ho
has told us that for a mile on one side, or for a mile or a
mile and a half on the other aide, to make the entranoes, you
would have to blast ont or remove rocks to a depth probably
of 16 feet. I think this House should pause in the face of
such a statement as that before committing the country to
an expenditure which the hon. gentleman stated, with his
knowiedge and belief and his practical experience, will
amount to three or four millions of dollars. I think the
House should pay heed to such an opinion as that. I do not
myself place any further value on any opinion of that kind
than to say that, if we have a canal there, which I have
been assured is capable of accommodating all the trade of
that section, we should not from a merely sentimental view,
when the finances of the country are in the position they
are to-day, furLher burden the tarpayere with such an
unnecessary expenditure; but, from the views which have
been expressed by tbe hon. member for Glengarry (Mr.
Purcell), althonghb hon. gentlemen opposite may suatain the
proposition of the Government, I think they must feel a
conscientious conviction that the statement which he has
made is likely to be realised, and that, if we enter upon this

a
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work, we are entering upon an expenditure which will be
enormous before the work is completed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This flouse has voted this
money several times. Long ago the question of the con-
struction of the Sault Ste. Marie Canal was brought before
the House, and the House promptly provided the necessary
means. A year ago there was a vote passed by the House.
Where have the hon. gentlemen got their new information
from? This vote was not opposed a year ago, why should
it be opposed now ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). They did not understand it pro.
perly.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then the hon.gentleman bas
got his inspiration within half an hour.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Yes, I admit that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And he undertakes to stand
up bere and talk learnedly to this House about the con.
struction of a canal upon information that ho bas obtained
within half an hour1i Dies ho not know that years ago,
the first canal engineer of this country made an elaborate
survey of this work, and made calculations and plans and
everything connected with it, estimating the cost of this
work at less than three-fourths of a million dollars? It is
true, this proposal embraces the extension of that work, it
embraces a deeper canal, and therefore the expenditure is
necessarily increased. The Government are not going
blindly into the question at all. The Government took
it up years ago, after careful and exhaustive surveys
had been made under the direction of one of the
ablest canal engineers, not only in Canada, but in the world,
for I have no hesitation in saying that John Page's name
stands, throughout the world, wherever canal navigation
or works of this character are involved, as one of the first
authorities to be found in any country. He had the confi-
dence of the leader of the late Goverment, who was
Min ister of Public Works, and under whom ho served, as he
has served under me when I was Minister of Public Works
and Minihter of Railways and Canals. Therefore, Isay, for
hon. gentlemen who only got their promptings half an hour
vgo, to stard up here and undertake to discuse this question,
hiter years of examination and investigation by Mr. Page,
is, I think, a little presumptuous. Why, Sir, Canada bas
the greatest system of inland navigation in the civilised
world. Where will you find in any country on the globe,
anything to compare with the inland navigation from the
Straits of Belle Isle to Prince Arthur's Landing; and yot, Sir,
on the whole of that great line of inland navigation, at that
little point of Sault Ste. Marie, you are liable at any moment
to be stopped and to be told: Thus far shalt thon go, and
no farther. Notwithstanding all our enormous experiditure
on our canal communication, on the River St. Lawrence,
on the canals from Lachine up to the foot of the Welland,
you are liable at any moment to be told by a foreign
country: You cannot enter the great Lake Superior
in a vessel; you mast stop bore, because this canal is
ours. I it a more imaginary idea that such a thing shall
occur ? No, Sir, every member of the Hiouse knows that
on a most momentous occasion when we considered it of
vital consequence to go through the S-.ult Ste. Marie Canal,
we were told we couId not go. I have no idea that such a
thing is likely to occur again, but even if it does not, a canal
at SauitSte. Marie is required as an independent line of com-
munication frm the Straits of Belle ible to Prince Arthur's
Landing. With the enormous resources of thatgreat North-
West pouring down upon us, I say the time bas come, at
this comparatively smali expense, when we should not be in
the humiliating position in which we found ourselves before,
and in which we are liable to find ourselves tc-morrow. I
believe, under thee oircumstances, the Rouse will be pre-

pared, and the country will be prepared, to approve of an
expenditure to remove the difflculty which we encountered
on a former occasion, and to make it impossible that
such a contingency shall occur again. I am not very
much surprised at the staternent of the hon. member
for Glengarry (Mr Purcell). Everybody knows that
the moment a contract is scented un the air, contractors
are the last men in the world to minify the cost of con-
structing the work. Everybody knows that the hon.
member for Glengarry, by bis ability and his sagacity as a
contractor, has made a great fortune, and it is not at all
unlikely that if a contract were let ho would be one of the
first men to tender for this work, and the last thing in the
world ho would be inclined to do, would be to minify the
difficulty connected with it, or to intimate to the people
that it was a very small affair, and an easy thing to con.
struct this work which probaby ho, or parties connected
with him, would tender for to-morrow if the contract was
offered. I want to know whether it is not quite as likely
that the hon. gentleman sees lifflculties that cautions con-
tractors always see. The hon. member for Halifax sneers
at the information of the bon. member for Algoma (Mr.
Dawson). Sir, if ho had lived up at the head of Lake
Superior, if ho had the doep and personal inter est, and the
means of informing himself on this subject, that the bon.
member for Algoma has had, ho woulid not talk so
flippautly here about three or four millions, or try to
throw contempt upon the estimates of one of the first
engineers in the world, up:n whose estimates those
appropriations are base]. I have stated that after Mr.
Page had made a careful examination and a thorough
survey of this work, he reported the cost at less than
$75,4000, and that estimate is increased bocause it is
proposed to build a larger and a more useful work. The
hon. gentleman says that the present canal accommodation
will do three times the present traffic that is done now. I
want to know why our American neighbors, who are so
astute, think it necessary to waste money in building a
second canal in the same looality, if there is not traffic enough
for the one which they have already got. Why, Sir, it is
because they are wise in their generation, it is because thev
see that mighty North-West, and thy seco the products that
are pouring down to the east through this canal ; and looking
at the enormously rapid and increasing development of the
traffic, they come to the conclusion that to provide for the
near future, it is absolutely necessary to have additional
canal commudieation. I trust, Sir, that it is not necessary
at this late period in the Sesion, to weary the House by
staterments of th is kind upon a question that bas been bofore
the House again and again. More than ton years ago money
was voted for the Sault Ste. Marie Canal, it was voted again
last year, and it is now placed in the Estimates with the
view of taking the work up and carrying it forward.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The warmth exhibited by the
hon. the Minister of Finance is proof that he finds ho bas
a bad case in hand. I have had a long political experi-
ence with the hon. gentleman, and I have always observed
that when ho finds himself hard pressed, when ho finds that
he cannot answer a fair argument from a political opponent,
ho always adopts the principle of the boy who got a thrash-
ing from his captain, and who turned round and abused
him. The hon. gentleman says that I only obtained my
information with respect to this canal very recently.
That is quite correct. But, Sir, if the hon. gentleman had
a case in court, would ho not prove it by bringing in a
witness, and if that witness was a reliable one, would not
the judge and jury be guided by the evidence which ho
gave ? Now, we have the ovidence of a gentleman bore,
whom the hon. gentleman himself admit& is most familiar
with the public works of this country, and who, ho says,
scents a contract from afar. Sir, the hon. gentleman bas
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been connected-I will not say connected himnelf-but the
hon. gentleman is quite familiar with ail these contracts
which are soented from afar, and the House bas had
ample experience of the way the hon. gentleman and
hi@ department have dealt with the Onderdonk, and
other contracts of that kind, which have been a
scandal to this -country. The hon, gentleman says I
" presunie " to speak on a subjeet like this. Why,
Sir, it is presumrtion on the part of this hon. gentleman
to attempt to lecture any hon. gentleman in this House.
The hon. gentleman bas not dispted one statenent made
by the hon. member for Glengarry (Wr. Purcel); ho bas
net been able to say that the Government have information
te bring down as to the cost of the canal. The whole thing
is a sham from beginning to end. Look at the appropria-
tion 1 The hon. gentleman puts down $997,650 in order te
convey the impression to the eouse and the eountry that
the Government have made an estimate so accurate that
they will be able te complote the work for that sum.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will
excuse me if I draw his attention te the fact that this sum
is a revote of the amount remaining of $1,000,000 which
was voted last year.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It does net make the least odds
whether it was se or net.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Yes.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I say no.
An hon, MEMBER. You are putting your foot into it.
Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). The hon. gentleman will put

both feet into it, and I want te keep his feot out of it; ho
does net open his mouth without putting his foot into it.
I say the hon. Finance Minister bas been unable to dis-
prove one statement made by the bon. member for'
Glengarry (Mr. Purcell), ho has not been able te show that
the canal can obe built for the sum of money placed in the
Estimates, while we have bore the evidence of a practical
man as to the ultimate cost of the work. And when the
hon. gentleman rises to lecture me and say I was
speaking persiflage I roll back such an accusation. I
have a right te speak on public questions as much
as the hon. gentleman bas, and ho has no right te
lecture me or any otlier hon. gentleman when we are
discussing public questions. It is simply because ho finds
bimself in a position which he cannot defend, when such
testimony is brought forward which ho cannot refute or
explain away, ho is driven to the expediency of endeavor-
ing te overcome it in another way. I believe hon. gentle-
men believe with me that we are entering upon a huge
expenditure, that we are commencing an undertaking which
the hon. gentleman bas distinctly described as of very
large proportions. The hon. gentleman rays I sneered at
the hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson). I made use
of no language towards that hon. gentleman which was dis-
respectful or such as I would net desire te use towards any
hon. member of the House. I said distinctly that one
would not suppose the hon. gentleman te have those pro-
fessional qualifications which would enable him to judge,
accurately in regard te this work.

Sir CHARLESTUPPER. That is just what the hon.
gentleman has.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). . I say this, that the committee
have before then the evidence of a man whe knows ail about
this matter, who knows the locality well, and the coantry'
will preftr to accept snch evidence in the place of the state-
monts made by the hon. gentleman. Whydoesinotthehon.
gentleman ru bmit statements which ho professes to have?
The Government are asking the committee to vote a large,
sum without any estimate or surveys, but mereily un the

Mr. JoNES (Halifax).

statement coming from the hon. gentleman, which lk'
many statements made on previous occasions regarding pub-
lie expenditures will be received with veity graveeasspicion.

Mr. SHANLY. May I ask the hon. gentleman why he
has said so positively that the hon. mënber for Algomà
(Mr. Dawson) has no practical and professional knowledge
on such a matter aq this ? I have had the pleasure of know.
ing that gentleman for a great number of years, and I have
always considered him a very eminent practical engineer.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The Finance Minister rose in his
place to give the committee inforniation in regard to ithe
money that was asked, and how has he treated the commit-
tee ? He has told the committee that there were accurate
surveys made with regard to the canal some years ago by a
very eminent engineer, and that the estimates submitted
by the engineer had been brought down- the preceditg
year. He asks the committee to vote the money without
submitting plans or estimates.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Did the hon. gentleman ever
hear of plans for any publie work being submitted to the
House?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Yes.
Sir CHARLIRS TUPPER. What were they?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) A number of them.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What were they?
Mr. DAVIES (P.R.I.) The hon. gentleman is only

trifling with the committee.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Name one.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Hon. members on the badk

benches had better wait till they hear what I have to say.
When the hon. gentleman ask us teo vote such a large sum
and refuses to submit the estimates signed by Mr. Page
showing how much ho thought this canal would cost, the
hon, gentleman knows-

Sir OIARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman has not
asked for the estimates signed by Mr. Page.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I have never heard of it till to-
night.

Sir OHARLES TUPPER. Did you not vote the one
million of money last year ?

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I did not vote it, it slipped
through like many other millions. How are the memrbers
treated? If they rise to obtain information there is a sneer
and a laugh, and a remark is made that- it is towards the
end of the Sesion and we had botter get the business through.
If they do not' rise they are met next Session with the state-
ment that' they did not object and they were estopped. We
have a right to bave information as to the estinated'cost of
this great public work, for which we are now asked to vote
$1,000,000 to begin with. Our constituents will expent it
the over-burdened taxpayers look to the Opposition to get
information before they allow these large sumo in the Esti.
mates to pass. What did the hon. gentleman say? He said
the mrveywas made years age. He says that Mr;-Page
thonght itwasdesirable to have a canal. But to-day we have
gone:into an expenditure of millions to build the Canadian
Pacifie Railwayaround Lake Superior, and the resons which
prompted hon. members to support the construction of the
canal a year agoAlot existnow. The hon gentlèm«d hin-
Pelf i n answer td a etatementmade here, took up the argumenrt
that we were :*in times past at théurter'ey oft the·United
States in regard to using their canal; but 'he has chànged
his position, and he has the manliness and honesty to tell
us that he doei emot: anticipate a renewal of that state of
alffdt 1 s. lie does net anticipate our bein; ptevented fronr
using the American ca, and yet thatc is -the argumertt
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used to-night. But the hon. gentleman has out the ground
from under the feet of those who used the argument, by
stating, in a frank way, that we w l1 not be stopped by the
United States from the use of their canal. That argument
is gone, and the other argument, that the estimate has been
made and not produced, is answered by the fact that the
hon, gentleman dare not bring down the estimate, and bas
not brought it dowa. A few years ago Parliament votcd
$1,000,000 to construct the tidal dock at St. Chartes River;
over $3,000,000 have been expendec on it, and it is pro.
posed to expend $1,000,000 more. The hon. gentleman
knows that is the way we have been going on year after
year, till we are on the verge of bankruptcy in this
Dominion.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. DAVIES (P. E. 1.) I say yes; this has gone on

until we had a debt which if we had been told ten years ago
we would owe that amount now, the people would have
stood aghast at it. We have gone on rolling it u p, and we
of the Opposition think it is time to hait, and we are de-
termined we will not vote these sums without at least obtain-
ing reasonable information as to the estimated cost, so that
we shall know what we are doing. Wo have only the in-
formation given by the hon. member for Glengarry (Mr.
Purcell). who bas a perfect knowledge of the surroundings
there. He bas told us that the construction of the canal
may bo completed for one million. To make that canal of'
any use, and to deepen the shallow waters at the mouth of
it, will coet you 2,000,000 more. Is the louse going to
vote that blindly ? Hon. members on the back benches and
the member for North Perth (Mr. Hesson) notably,
seemed to be very anxious to shut off discussion and to vote
this sum without our knowing what it is for. I say
that the bon. gentleman is forgetting himself whei
ho asks this side of the Hoase to vote blindly this
large sum of money, and when ho cails on gentlemen to sit
down, when they ask for that legitimate information with-
out which no member of the committee should vote. I
myself will take the responsibility of dividing the House on
this question unless theo hn, Minister gives us the necessary
information. I say that ho is insulting the committee and
insulting members on both sides of the louse by withhold-i
ing it. It is ail very fine for him to play with the commoni
sense of the louse, and to talk in the way ho bas done now,
about this great public work. He knows very well that the
reasons which induced many men to support that canal
years ago do not exist now. You spent millions of money
in building the Canadian Pacifie Railway road around Lake
Superior, and you do not anticipate to be deprived of the
use of the canal there in the future. It seems to me to be
throwing away millions of money for nothing.

Mr. RESSON. As the bon. member for North Perth bas
been alluded to I wish to say a few words. I did not in-
tend to take any part in the discussion whatever, but I mayt
poirt out that the discussion has largely been contributedr
to by gentlemen from the eastern portions of the Province9
who know very little, or nothing at all about the locality.t
We from the western portion of the Dominion have listen-
ed with patience, and I am sure with great respect to thet
hon. gentlemen when they were dealing with matters ap-t
pertaining to their own Provinces, and we presumed that r
they knew more about the interests of their own Provinces
than we did. The hon. gentlemen from the Lower Pro-
vinces are undertaking now to dictate to members from the
West as to what we require, and sneer at gentlemen on the
back benches who happen to dissent from the opinions ofI
hon. gentlemen on the opposite side. We are now referredf
to as sitting on the back benches, but if we have not the r
position on the front benoches which my hon. f riend bas, it is
because we have not so much cheek, and that we do not
aslessly Occupy the time of theI louse, although we re-

1sa

present just as good and as important constituencies as the
hon. gentleman who bas taken his seat. If that hon.
gentleman thinks we are voting blindly on this side of the
House, ho is very much mistaken, tor ho is probably
measuring us by his own friends. Every gentleman in this
fouse who was bore last year knew that this sum was in
the Estimates, and if ha voted in ignorance it was the fault
of the hon. gentlemen opposite. Ie muet have seen it
hirmself last year, and I do not think ho will ask us te fur-
nish him with eyes to see and ears to hear.

Mr. DAVIES(P. E 1.) Tell us what yon know about
the estimate.

Mr. HJESSON. It is exactly wbat was in the estimate
formerly. There was a vote of a million before; part of that
was spent, and we are now aked for a revote of the balance.
This great work may cost more or it may cost les,. The
hon. gentleman asked that the Ministor sbould present to
this House to-night the estimate prepared by the engineer.
Why did ho not ask for that years ago ? He was in the
House and ho did not discharge his duty if ho let it pass
unchallenged.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Read the debate and yau will see.

Mr. IESSON. The hon, gentleman must have looked
over this matter in silence for a number of years. I believe
that on this side of the HLouse we hive the interests of the
country at heart as much at loast as hon. gentlemen opposite
and we are just as likely to b- called upon to pay our por-
tion of the taxes as they are. Let me tell the hon. gentle-
man that I have as good a right to speak for my constituents
as be as for bis. 1 am sat.stied that tho.,o is not a single
constituency in the west wh:ch would hava ihe slightest
hesitation in agreeing to this vote, and which would
not say that the Government would bo recreant of
their duty if they failed for one million or two
millions or threo millions to construct that great
national work. As a Canadian proud of my country
I would not again have the insuit thrown upon Canada
that was hurled at us on a former occasion, whon we had to
go on our hands and knees for the right to go through those
American canals. I believe it would ho a disgraee to the
Canadian people if they did not undertake tho responsibility
to construct a work of this kind for ourselves. We have no
better evidence of the fact that it is necessary for us to build
this canal, than what has been stated by gentlemen on the
opposite side. If the Americans, keen and far seeing as
they are, and anxious for the development of that great
country in the futuri, should find it necessary to construct
that great public work, why should gentlemen on the other
side of the House who have never been up there, and who
do not know an inch of the ground, say that there is suffi-
coient accommodation there at present. If gentlemen on that
side of the House choose to dictate to the Americans as to
tho necessity for such a canal, they are taking too much
responsibility on themselves. I 1for one as a Canadian,
am prepared to take my full measure of responsibility
to carry out this work, and if $1,000,00 is not sufficient I
have no hesitation in saying that the Canadians are satisfied
they will have that work accomplished. Whether it is
this year or next year the canal will ho built. The hon.
member from Queen's, P. E. I. (Mr. Davies) did not hear
me complain when the Governament put in the Estimates
$150,000 to give a steamer to the island ho represents.
Year by year the hon, gentleman .tood in this House and
complained of the way in which that island was neglected.
I have never chosen to say a single word about the ex-
penditures on the great barbors of the Eastern Provinces. I
presume that if this great work is carried eut the harbors
of the lower provinces will all sare in the great benefits it
will confer on the country at large, and I think that Cana.
dians may be allowed to know what Canada wants, once in
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a while, and not b made to feel that they are not able to we got on this subject? The hon. member for Algoma (Mr.
protect thoir own interests. I, as a Canadian, protest against Dawson) bas given us the same speech as he gave us laat
any such course. If I am forced to sit on the back benches year, but he bas net ventured to tell what the canal would
I am not asbamed of it, but I do not wish to be referred tocost. le bas net vertnred te impugn the statemert of the
in an uiibulting way as a member from the back benches, memberfor Glengarry (Mr. Purcell), who is a practical man,
by a gentleman who bas more cheek than brains. but wbo is sneered at by the member for North Perth (Mr.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I shall not imitate the conduct Hesson), becauso heis a contractor. The member for Glen-
of the bon. gentleman, nor shall I use the insulting jan- garry bas btated in practical terms what ho knows of this
guage ho bas used. The reference I made was because of Place, and hoedoes fot indulge in strong ]an.
the fact, that when my hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones) guage and use bigb-falatin terms about Canadiane
was on his feet addressing himself to the important matter going it blind and spending any amount ot monoy,
before the House, the bon. meinber for North Perth (Mr. but tela us exactly what he h&i seau andknows by practical
Heason) indulged in the conduct which he generally experience, and his statement bas not been impugned in the
indulges in, and with other members kept up a running slghtest degree. The hon. member for Perth asks why
fire of insulting expressions, sbouting " sit down," anduing we did nt ask for retus. But it the duty of the
language which no gentleman should use. The bon. mem-Government to give tbe information which every hon.
ber acknowledges ho does not know what ho is voting for.menber is bound te have bore boing asked to vote away
He acknowledges ho will vote one million, two millions, the publie money o the country. Last year the vote was

thre mllins r ay e be nu be ofmilion lo tb'~ grauted on the statement of the hon. member for Algoma,three millions or any other number of millions for this3
work, irrespective of consequences. and what pa@sed in concurrence when the hon. Minister ofFinance was asked te explain the vote? The flhlwing

Mr. HESSON. You are Disrepresenting me. the report in Hansard ta
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.l.). Hei8 the lst man in thelieuse I"ySir RICHARDs oRTWRIGHT. Have tenders been asked for thi

who should ue insuloing expressions te us on this side when work?
we are trying to get information on a matter of greatim- "Sir CHArLES TUePER. Not yet.
portancoe the country.I asked hlm ilho knew wbat the "lSgar RIO ARD ARTWRIGHT. Have any reports ofengineersbeen
estimato is and ho dopsloot know laked him if ho read rgceivedn?
the dcbate of ast year, and if ho had reud the debate ho "Sir0HARLE TUPPER. Elaborate reportes were made ome time

ago, on two occasions, and Mr.Page now eonsidering the wholequestion. Very fuly plans and estihates are in the department, and Mr.dering the question, and that the Opposi tion, tbrct eo, i f.epage is condhering the when matter.sp
the mat 1cr in their hands thon. The only teferencu111 adu igfter. Page bas been considering the w role thing since
te the hon. gentleman as occuping the scat ho does on the hast Session, we bave the right whon asked to vote this
back benche,, was that while ho was writing bis letters, and amount, to know what his views ar , and i estimates of
while another gentleman was diseussing the matter ho kept the probable ost. Te he hon. m ember for North Perth
Up a fire of unseemly anI ungentlemanly interruptions and says ho is prepared te vote this3 money or even $2,000,000.
Swas determined that this condut shoud not go unrepri. li a paed e iit

inan eFina nc pe was sed to g exp laindthe vote ? icT falow ini

Mrn. Hrthe Gvernment; but ahinIanavestedsay l:-that his duty
Mr. AIESSON. AE.te the interruption which the Hone 'hir constituants rather was te seae that before eo gives

gentleman refers teu may say that ho uad been four or any vote, ho should have that information by whichho
ive times peaking on the question, and ho ditneto present a justify that vote te them.
te thisfalose any reason why this vote shuld net e c r.cOCKBURN I regret that in the heatidf the de.
passed. He seemed tetbink that the experience of a bateon some aono gentlemen are apt te forget the words
gentman in this fouse, who i a contractor, was more te tey utteed a few minutes before. 1 observe that the
to relied on than that of the mst eminent engineer in the hon. messor for Queen's (Mr. Davies) tovd us -that hast
cou ntry. year this ma wer sipped through withut his ebservingit,

Anhon.MEMBI lie nover said that. and that if ho bal only known it was berfor Nth ouse, ho
Mr. rESSON. The bon. gentleman said se, and members would have met violently opposed it. A few minutes

on that bide of the flouse repeated it everd' d g afterwards ho tbs us that ho had studied this dtbato, and
that because a contrator in this louset chooses ton fau any twite the hon. membcr hfr Perth with ne baving done
that work would ho an expensive Wo k and would coet more se, and aluded tosome points whihhead taken place in the
than the estimate, it is net a wok that should ho proceeded debate last year, of wbih ho had jst assured us ho was
wit . We onse thi nktdeh tho thouse prefer te believe th atoally snoant. I do nt wish to refresh an hon. meor-
opinons of eninent gentlemen wh are entrasced i ti the itred e seortly alter boas spken, but, a the sane
citrrying eut that work. We have here gentlemen wbo ti Ane, I mubt objeet te the d&ef'ul position in wh'ch we -are
bave experience as engineers in the country, ae d wn e are consta ntly paod beforo the country. Veo are told this
not cntractrs in thy ense my ftiend is on the other side evenig that the counrry u on the verge ot bankrupty;
ofhe flouse, and we prefer tevtake heir opinions te bis. yet only this evening w iave read that ourS

per cents wero quoted at 109. When the brekers,The COAIRAN. Hon. gentlemen would doweIl te ro- and mo yed mon f Paris, Londoen, Antwerp and ienna,
tuin te the ditcussion s f thr question. givo 9 per cent. premiu for our 3 per cent. secuuities,

Air. WELDO.Ç (St. John). Although I am a member 1t hink that bon. gentlemen opposite rather allow ýhir
Irom the Eastern Provinces ind otion to the objection made party feeling to carry themee far when tbeyhreprsent this
by the member for Perth (M.iesokn), yet u t mink we country as being on the vergeof in and unable tceno-
would th derelit in otir duty if wo should allow money ede pletthe cnneation of the grandest wator system the worhd
longing te this Dominion te o expended in any part of bas ever known. I have noticed in the dehae that the
Canada wibout having the proper information ad regarde gronsndtaken for the change of ouon thi yearje that we
the work on whih ie is to hoexpended. It je not enly the have built the coanadian PacifioRilway, and that there e
duty of the members of the Opposition te ask for that in- neear whatever of the Americans ever preventing us from3
formation, but it is the dityce the members who upport utilieing d completing eum grand water syetem. sNowe , as
the Govenment ai welt anci bfore they vote they sbould far as I reoollectit jeonly a few ra nte wago when we werl
know what ihey are voting for. What information haverhreatened wit h this vcryame oanitiy, byaur it mut be
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fresh in the mind eof hon. Members opposite that had it not It is one onfthe things which, if perhaps net strictly agreed
been for the prudence of the Prosident of the United States to in the British North America Aet, was in contemplation
we might simply have been in the position of being stopped when we agreed to build the Intereolonial Railway ; it was
at the entrance of the Sault Canal by the execution then contemplated that in due course the improvement sud
of the non-intercourse bill. I wish to point out te extension of the canals te the wostward should be carried
hon. members that there is a necessity for this out. It is for that reason and because it ils in the interesta
vote for the construction of this great work, inde- of the courtry, that we should have an independent system
pendent altogether of the consideration that we have of our own and rot be in a position in which tho Americans
Do other means of making water connection with might tbreaten us with the closing of ourcanahi. I may say
the great NorthtWest. I think that if the hon. mem- that I do not thin k thb hon. Minister of Fnarcq bas boeu pru
bers on the other side, especially thoe from the dentin his manner towards hon. gentlemen on this side Ile
Maritime Provinces, bad visited this district and studied it bas cbosen to speak te them in a dictatorial way, whirh was
as carefully as they have their own, they would appreciate uncalled for, becauso they were simply performing their
the absolute necessity which exists for ce opleti' g the duty. The hon. ger.tleman msy think 1 am lecturing hirm.
canal; and when we have a responsible Winister of the Crown I am net. I am bore as an independent man, not voting
telling (s that rainute estimates have been made of this from party g-oun s, but voling in such a way as my
work, and we are confronted only by the estimate given by a sense and judgament and conscience tell me is
gentleman whose business it is te undertake contracts, and right. The bon. gentleman knows I am in favor
who, I say it in ail humility, is net very exact in his of this canal, because I gave my assent te it
figures, if I may judge by the returns ho made with refer- and supported it years ago, and I am prepared te continue
ence te election expenses, I think we ought to accept the te support it now. The hon. gentleman must net take the
statement of the Minister. It is net fair te confront a hap- ground, at ail events, so far as I am concerned, that because
hazard expression, given perhaps an heur before, with the a vote passes once and lies unused, therefore bon. gentlemen
regular dotai]ed statement handed to the Government by must be expected te vote the same thing over again. I have
an authorised engineer. heard the hon. gentleman take that groand before on a

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Where is that? very recent occasion, and be has taken it again to-night.
I protest against that being an answer te the reasonable orMr. COOKBURN. Hon. gentlemen opposite have never the unreasonable grounds of opposition taken by the gontie-bked for that statement until this neorht. The vote has men who have preceded me in this debato. Sir, we arc en-been on the book for the last nine or tn years. It was titled, when an important question like this is under thelast year 8,00,000, and al0.that has been expended is consideration Of the louse, to every information which itisabout $200,00'in the power of the Government te give us; and we are not

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Wiere is it for the last nine or te be foreclosed because wo have not moved for papers in
ton years ? connection with it. The Goverument are the servants of

Sir CHARLES TUJP PER. It was voted in 181. Parliament, and the people will bold us responsible if we
do net question, and closely question, the correctuess of

Mr. LISTER. There was an election in 1872. every vote submitted te Parliament. I think, after the
Mr. COCKBURN. That had nothing te do with it. statements which have been made by the hon. member for

Glengarry (Kr. Purcell) and the hon. member for Algoma,Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We do not expect one next (Mr. Dawson), so diverse in their character, the hon. gen-
year. nti man will sce the propriety, as a matterofpolicy, of allow-

M1r. COCKBU RN. With the growth of the great western ingr thie vote to stand over until tomorrow or until we next
country, this canal that we saw was a growing necessity in g> into Supply, and then coming down with the detailed in-
1871, bas now become an absolute necessity, and it behooves formation which is asked by the Hiouse.
us te proceed at once with the work, and net te try and Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If I had the slightest idea
delay a work of this kind on the more opinion given by that this vote would have been questioned, I would have
a gentleman who tells us ho bas been at the canal and called on the Department of Canats for detailed information
sounded it here and there and looked around it, and bas respecting it. The House is aware that in consequence of
come te the conclueion that ho would not build it under the absence of my friend, the hon. Minister of Railways
84,000,000. and Canais, who is prevented from discharging this duty

MrMITCHLL If th hn th Mi it f Fi illhimseif by illness, it bas necessarily and unexpectedly beenMr MTflJTftA hnn- JtJU*i LE UiniDLU A f i. IIA<AJLVwil. e oUILJJLPJLÀI LJlu, te nits er oi ntancei wu
allow me te make a suggestion whieh if adopted would very
much facilitate the business of the Estimates, I would ask
him to allow this item to stand and bring the information
asked for to-morrow. That is the best and the proper way
of dealing with an impor tant subject like this before Parlia.
ment. I may also say that I have already expressed my
opinion on this Sault Canal. I am in favor of completing
it even if it should cost 82,000,000. I am in favor of com
pleting it for this reason, that we know there stands on the
Statute-book of the United States a statute giving the
President authority at any time he likes to stop the
transit of eur vessels, and to stop communication with Our
north-west country. A condition of things may arise which,
while not an actual state of war, might be such an
interruption of commerce as would seriousily interfere with
the prosecution of our traie with the North-West. We are
squandering money most recklessly in other ways, and I
think the expenditure of whatever may be necessary, to a
reasonable extent, within Or resources, te make the con-
nection of our great water system we are bound to expend.

thrown upon myself. But the vote having passed a year
ago, after a very full statement by my hon. f riend from
Algoma, ho being an eminent engineer himself-and
there being no indication that the vote would be
opposed by any hon, member, I did not taire the pre-
caution which I would otherwise have taken to have
obtained the fnllest statements from the Chief Engineer of
Canais. I have no hesitation in adopting the suggestion
made to allow the item to stand until I can obtain the
fullest information regarding it, which I know cvery hon.
gentleman is entitled t on a question of this kind, and
which would have been anticipated if I had thought there
was going to be the ilightest objyjction to it.

Mqr. WELSI. The hon. member for North Perth (Kr.
Hesson) b-onght up the subject of 8150,000 for a steamer
for Prince Edward Island.

Sir CR ARLES TUPPE R. The hon.gentleman will have
an opportanity to speak about that when we corne to that
subject.
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Mr. WELSH. Well, the hon. member for North Perth

should not have brought it up, bocanse ho knew very well
that that should have been voted ton or twelve years ago ;
and a deputation went to London because that money was
not voted.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Will my hon. friend allow
me to say that the hon. member for North Perth only]
brought it up to express bis approval of it.

Mr. WELSH. I will not allow the hon. mtmber for
North Perth to bring up a matter like that, which he ought
to have been ashamed to mention, because ho knows there
bas been considerable trouble between the Government of
the Dominion and the Government of Prince Edward Island
about it. I think it was bad taste in him to bring it up.
But as the hon. Minister of Finance says there will be a
time to make further remarks on that subject, I will not
say any more now.

Mr. DAWSON. I wish to read-
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I hope the hon. member for

Algoma will not pursue this question just now, as we have
postponed the item.

Mr. DAWSON. I wish simply to read a short extract.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Postpone the reading until

the item comes up again.

Lachine Canal.. .............. ........ ......... 588,00e

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Perhaps the hon. gentleman will
state, just once for all, whether this involves the deepening
of the whole system, and what these different votea are re-
quired for?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER• This is a part of the system.
The hon. gentleman is aware that it would take a very
large sum of money to deepen the St. Lawrence Canals to
the depth to which the Lachine canal bas already been
deepened. But that work is being gradually prosecuted
on a system to enable vessels drawing 12 feet of water
to go from the harbor of Montreal to the upper Jakes. This
is a revote, and it is required to complete this work, which
is estimated to be done by the lst July, 1889. The total
expenditure chargeable to capital, to 30th June, 18tz6, was
86,254,670; the expenditure for 1886-'7 was $28,'72.52,
and from the lst July, 1887, to the 31st Docember, $9,881;
making a total expenditure of $6,293,327. The estimate, as
revised by Mr. Page, for the entire work of the enlarge-
ment of the Lachine Canal, was $7,550,000.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hou, gentleman did not
quite catch what I wanted to know. There is a scheme for
the enlargement of all of the St. Lawrence canais to a
depth of 14 feet, and I suppose the Estimates show what
the total cost of carrying out that scheme will be.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. About 811,500,000.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Are there not serious obstruc-

tions in the St. Lawrence at certain points, wbich wili have
to be removed before you can obtain 14 feet of water ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes ; but their removal is
all included in the same simate.

Mr. JONES (Habax). At one time I think it was
the policy of this country to deepen the canals to 14 foot,
with the expectation that the commerce of the cuuntry
would extend up to the lakes ; but i utderioo 1that there
was a change in public opinion in that respect, and that it
was considerel that 12 fcet would be budicieLt above
Montroal.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The proposal is
13 feetfirst, but wiLh the mitre silis so aangedi
time the twa additional feet can be obtained.

Sir CHAuLes TuppR.

to make it
that at any1

Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). Is there not a change of
opinion upon that subject? [have conversed with several
parties, eminently weUl qualified to form an opinion on that
subject, who have told me that the views which at one
time were held as to the policy of deepening the canal are
not in favor to-day to the same extent that they were some
years ago, and that it was now held to be a better policy
to limit the canais to 12 feet, in order to avoid the heavy
expenditure which must arise in deepening the varions
channels of the river itself as well as enlarging the canals
and making Montreal the headquarters of navigation. They
say that 12 feet of water is considered ample for that purpose,
because it was not considered that shipping to a large
extent would ever require to use these canals.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will see
that the first intention was to deepen to 12 feet, but in snch
a way that we can obtain the 2 additional feet if found de-
sirable afterwards. As I have stated, there is a deduction
in this work of $550,000, which would be required to
deepen it to 14 feet, or 2 feet beyonJ the 12 feet. Bat that
is proposed to be deferred.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Unless the Government have a
settled policy on this subject and look to deepening the
channel of the St. Lawrence as well, it would appear to me
that it is rather a waste of money to increase the depth of
the canals boyond their present capacity. If it is the set-
tled policy of the country to have a depth of water extend-
ing from Montreal up, that will take 14 feet, then I can un-
derstand the vote, but in the meantime, unless the Govorn-
ment have arrived at such a decision, it would be waste of
money to deepen the canals to 14 feet, when the other
channels will not carry a vossel over 12 feet.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have endeavored to explain
to the hon. gentleman that the proposal is to deepen to 12
feet, but to make the locks and mitre sills in such a way
that the 2 additional feet can be obtained, provided it is
found desirable to extend them to 14 feet.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman asks us to
vote a sum of money for the Welland Canal to deepen it to
14 feet.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Welland Canal is alroady
finished at 14 feet.

Mr. COOK. Is the work going on at Blue Rapids ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We will come to that in due
course. If we do not, my bon. friend can ask me after-
wards and 1 will take a note and obtain the information.

Cornwall Canal............... ......... $74,Ooo

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. The vote for 1888-89 is brougbt
from 1886-87. The appropriation for 1887.-88 was 8273,000.
The amount available for 1887-88 is 8373,000. Theexpendi-
ture fromI lst July, 18d7, to 31st December, 1887, was
849,061. There is a revote of $224,000, and that leaves
from the original amount available for this work $224,000,
and a new vote of 8500,000, making a total vote of $724U0
required to complete to it July, 1689.

Mr. MITCHELL. In connection with that vote, I may
say that I have heard very serious complaints on the pat t
ot the peopleengaged in the navigation of Cornwall Canai
that the amount o water which is allowed to be drawn off
the canal for manufactuting purpses, materially inter-
leres with the depth of water that is necessary for the
vesseis, both steamers and barges pasig through. I
would like to know whether the Government will take a
note of this, and see that it is not ctioinued ?

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. Mr. Page is now engaged in.
vestigating that very subject.
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Wil1mmsbutrg-Toward o enlarging the Farran's

Point Divi ..on ............... . ......$100,0

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The chief engineer's estimate
was $500,000 for a depth of 14 feet. The construction of
a new lift look and enlargement of the prism of the canal at
Farran's Points cost $500,000; at the Rapide Plat Division
the expenditure was 81,250,000 to obtain 14 feet navigation,
and at the Galope Division, $900,000 ; making a total of
$2,650,O00. The total expenditure on the Williansburg
Canal, chargeable to enlargement on thel lt January, 1888,
was 8421,901.

Canaloiat 812,000,000, for a depth of twelve feet or fourteen
feet ?

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGII1'. Fourteen teet.
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) What is the estimate if you keep

it at 12 fet ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That would reduoe it very
largely. I cannot state exactly the difference at present,
but I will give the hon. gentleman the amounts at the two
depths.

M.JO'NES (Halifax)-De hticuetedOeî,Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is the proposed expendi- of hr. ivextture for the I4 leet ?h1

Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. $2,650,000 including Farran's
Point, Rapide Plat and the Galops Division.

St. Lawrence River and Canais ....................... $300,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The chief engineer's estimate
for 12 feet draught, lowering the bed of the river through
the flat rock shoals above the head of the Galops Canal,
lights, buoys, &c., $512,000; dredging and removing bould-
ers at Willard's Shoat between Rapide Plat and Farran's
Point Canals, $13,000 ; Lake St. Francis, dredging at three
different places, including lights, beacons, buoys, &c., $45,-
000; deepening and enlarging the channel at the head of
Beauharnois Canal, $430,000; deepening and improving the
channel through Lake St. Louis, $520,000; total estimate
for 12 feet depth, $1,520,000; additional for 14 feet depth,
$1,480,000. The estimated cost for 14 feet navigation will
be $8,COO,000. The expenditure up to the 30th June, 1886,
was 8603,781.57; for the year 1886-87 it was 871,437.31,
from the lst July, 1887, to the 31st December of that year,
$37,996, making a total expenditure to the 31st December,
1887, of 8716,214.88. The estimated expenditure from 1st
January, 1888, to 30th June of this year is 818,004, making
a total of $734,000. That leaves an amount required to com-
plete of 82,266,000. The appropriation for 1887-88 is 840,-
000; expenditure 1st July to 31st December, 1887, $37,996;
expenditure from lst January to 30th June, 1888, $l,004,
mak ng a total of $54,000. New vote, 1888-89, 810,000.
This give the information as to what the total co4 will be,
but the committee wilt see that the work is proceeding gra-
dually and we are taking a comparatively small appropria-
tion, though we are proceeding steadily with the work'

Mr. M iTCHIELL. I am afraid I could not derive muoh
information from the statement of the Minister, probably
because it was given too much in detail.

Sir CEARLES TUPPER I may say that I propose to
reduce the next vote from $100,000 to 80,0o0.

Mr. MITCHELL. I thought the maintenance of lights
and buoys was always in the Department of Marine and
Fiebries.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This i econnected with the
woik of deepening the canal.

St. Lawrence River-Lake St. Louis.......... ........ 100,000
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I propose to reduce that to

$30,000.
Mr. JONES (Hialifax). I understand that those amounts

are on works which are estimated to cost $.000,000 in the
future for reducing the depth to 14 feet. What would be
the coet at 12 feet?

Sir CHiARLES TUPPER. It was estimated that to
deepen the channel to twelve feet draught, would cost
81,520,000. For the two feet additional, it would cost
8 1,04tO,000 more, or $3,000,000 in all.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Was the estimate which the
hon. gentleman gave for the completion of the St. Lawrence

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, it is al embraced in the
same surveys.

Murray Canal, towardi completing the present works.. $75,000

Mr. PL&TT. When does the hon. gentlinuan oxpect that
that work viIi be completed, and at what o st?

Sir CF A R L ES T UPPE R. The total expenditure np to
the 31st December, 1887, was 8187, 166.22 The new vote
of $75,000 is required to b expended towards the construc-
tion of this canal. A further sum of about 4360J000 wili be
required to complete the work.

Mr. PLATT. When do you erpect the contract to be
completed ?

Sir CHA.RLE3 TUPPER. The estimated exponditure
from Ist January to 30th June, 1888, is $40,0,00, making a
total oxponditure to that date of $1427,166, and the total esti.
mated cost of the work is $l,26,6 whieh loaves $433,159
to complete.

Mr. PLAT I'. Is it likely that that amont will complote
the work ? It does not look like it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman ean
judge from the amiunts which have been expended. The
amount expended up to the ist July of tbis year will te
SP27,000 and the balance required to complote is $433,000.
That is in the light of the work that has been done and the
estimates which the chief engineer bas nado, showing that
about tw>-thiids of th e wrk is dmoe.

Mr. PLATT. This is outsidoeof building the approaches.
ls there not a separato con tract for that ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, I think this expenditure
covers everything.

Mr. COOK. Have uthe Government any statistics as to
the number of vessels that have passed thrnugh this canal ?
I believe it has boen in operation.

Mr. LISTER. IL is not a quarter finished.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. According to the engineer's

estimate, it must be about two.thirds finished.

Welland Canal (revote)........ ..... .................. $54,400

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This revote is required to
comploete the aqueduct under contract with Mr. Beemer,
and to settle with the contractors for section 34.

Deepening Welland Canal to 14 feet throughout
(revote) .......... ................... 190,000

Mr. BARRON. I understood the Finance Minister to
say that the Welland Canal was already deepened to 14 feet,
and I see that is stated in the report of the Minister of
Railways and Canal, page 86.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The expenditure for the
deepening of the Welland Canal to 14 feet throughnut up to
the 34ht December, i187, was $1,126,229.18. The bon.
gantieman is aware that at first there was 12 feet of navi-
gation obtained, and thon that the Government proposed to
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obtain the 14 feet, and for that there was a vote, of which
this is a revote to the extent of $190,000. This revote is
required for deepening to 14 feet, and to settle with the
contractors. The woi k is principally done.

Trent River navigation-for construction of look,
and the improvement of navigation between
Lakefield and Balsam Lake.......... ........ $88,O0

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Of this sum, $28,000 is a re-
vote. This amount is reqnired to complete the work now
under contrset between Lakefield and Balsam Lake. There
was expended on that work in all, up to the end of Decem-
ber, 1887, 8599,861.16. The estimated cost of the whole
work of the Trent River navigation was 8688,000, all of
which was spent except $S8,138 to complete, which is the
amount now asked for.

Mr. LISTER. Does this $88,000 complete the work?
This Trent River navigation canai has been going on ever
since I can remember.

Mr. BARRON. Will the hon. gentleman state where
these improvements have been made ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. On the Fenelon Falls Canal
there bas been paid $8106,500 ; the Buckhorn canal, amount
paid 881,500; the Burleigh and Lovesick Canal, $226,200 ;
lock gates for these canals, $4,000 ; Young's Point dam,
812,600; Lakefilod dam, $18,000; lock gates at Fenelon
Falls, $9,600 ; road bridges at Buckhorn and Fenelon Falls,
$ 13,200.

Mr. PLATT. What is the estimated cost of the whole
Tront Valley works ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The estimated cost of the
whole system undertaken is $688,000.

Mr. LISTER. But these worke will not complote the
undertaking.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, Of course, the hon. gentle-
man knows that the Trent River navigation is a very ex-
pensive undertaking. Al that has been undertaken are
the works I have mentioned, but of course they will not
procure a through line o-f navigation.

Mr. COOK Is it the intntion of the Government to
have a through line of na-i 5.tion ?

Sir OHA.RLES TUPIER. I think, if [ remember aright,
that a commission was appointed for the purpose of exa-
mining that whole line and reporting. I think that was the
decision arrived at when I was bore a year ago; and 1 do
not think that report bas yet been completed.

Mr. COOK. Surveys were made some time ago.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, long ago.
Mr. COOK. Just before the last election surveys were

made through the county of East Simcoe.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, I imagine that was the com-
mission appointed to report upon the whole question.

line bave been carried by this question for a number of
years back, but in the last election the people got their
eyes. open, and they returned some Liberals. I do not Se
the hon. membar for Weet Peterboro, (Mr. Stevenson) in
his place; he is deeply interested in this matter. Tue Minister
of Cuetoms is deeply interested in this matter, or hie
constituency is, and I do not see him in his place. I am
surprised at the smallness of the vote of $88,000. I
suppose the Finance Mhinister bas not forgotten the
deputations that waited upon the Government in times
past in reference to this matter. Ie surely does not
forget the deputation of 150 gentlemen that he enter-
tained with a speech in the Railway Committee room. He
has not forgotten the promises that were made to these
gentlemen that a through route would bo built as expediti.
ou.sly as possible. I think it is treating the constituencies
along the line of this route badly, to vote such a small
snm. Only an increase of $0,000i. Last year $90,00, of
which $28,000 was expended. I thought at least the
Government would give $250,000 to expend this year.
I believe thie is a work that should be completed. I believe
that if they ever intended this canal for the purposes which
they pretended it wae for, they should have completed it at
once. They should have put more money in the Estimates
and kept at it, but I fear we young mon will grow old and
grey before we will have the benetit of this communication
to send down our produce. I remember that at every election
for the last nine yeirs, since 1873, when they defeated the
Mackenzie Government, these hon. gentlemen told the
people in the front counties of the great blessings which
the opening up of these navigable waters was going to
give them. They bave only done a very small portion of the
work, and are not giving them an outlet at all, as pro.
mised. I am surprised at the Government endeavoring to
trafflc with the people in this way. I told my constituents
last year that the Government were not sincere in their at-
tempt to build that road, that it was nothing but a political
dodge, and all along the line wherever that canal
was to go, I am glad to say the people were not hoodwinked.
My constituents were not hoodwinked; they gave me a
better vote than they ever did before. They saw through
the thin mask of bon, gentlemen opposite. Even in North
Simco. îite cry was used at a distance of 60 miles from this
route, in the town of Barrie, where the hon. member from
North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) stated to his contituents
that it would go right up there, and that they were coming
down the Nottawassaga River, instead of the surveyed route
from Lake Simcoe to Motchedosh Bay vid Orillia. - I muet
enter my solemn protest against the conduct of the Govern-
ment with reference to the construction of thie canal, by
not putting a larger sum in the Estimates than they have
done.

Mr. BARRON. I have heard the explanations of the
Finance Minister as to how the $88,000 is made up. That
expenditure will be absolutely wasted unless the Gâvern-
ment excavate the waters of Cameron Lake north of Fenelon
Faits. I drew the attention of the Miister of Public Worke

Mr. COOK. I have heard a good deal about the political at the beginning of the Session to this faet, in order that a
complexion of this Trent Valley Canal in years past, but it sun might be plaeed in the Estimates te make the necessary
never reached East Simcoe until the last general clections; exeavation, because it je ntterly impos8ible for the lakes
I had a little taste of it thon. along the Trent waters te be used unlese that portion of

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Has the canal got to East the navigation je exeavated. Cameron Lake le like a
Simcoe ? basin. At one edge it gees inteFenelon R ver, and except

in caises of freshets it ie utterly impossible for a vessel,
Mr. COOK. No, but the forerunner, the engineer, the eteamboat or barge ef any draft to get inte Cameron Lake;

political part got there, and they boomed it for all it was and bon. gentlemen will sec ihat the whole une of wator
worth. Ncw, I would like to cali upon the hon. member communication wiiI be absolutely usoiesî unlesi proper or-
for West Hastings (Mr. Corby) to speak. He is a new cavations are mado there. It le at this place that the rail-
member, an.d his constituency is largely interested in way bridge crosses the river, whioh forme another impedi-
this enterprise. So are the people in the constitu- ment, Se ail this money wii be wasted unie somothing
ency of North Hastings. Al the constituencies on the is done; this i8 absoiuteiy neeeeary for the purpo

exvtinr, ataTuiptizm.
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naking the entire system of waters navigable. As regards
the commission: I desire to draw the attention of the
Finance Minister to this fact, thatalthough the commission-
ers are appointed for the purpose of taking evidence in this
matter, they appear to have no power whatever.
It is true they can summon witnesses; but they
have not the power to pay those witnesses, and at the pres-
ent time they do not seem to understand exactly what they
are doing. So much is that the case that private individuaIs
have to go to the expense of obtaining expert evidence on
the subject of the Trent Valley Canai. A few gentlemen
have combined together and, at their own expense, with
assistance obtained from municipalities, have summoned
witnesses for the purpose of giving evidence before this com-
mission. I hold thatif the Governmont think it is necessary
to appoint a commission to find out that which they have
professed for years and years to know, they should give
power to the commissioners to summon what evidence is
necessary to bring before them, and pay the expenses of
experts who are going to be brought before them from New
York and other American cities to give the evidence which
we think is necessary to prove that the canal when con-
structed will be in the interests of the country. I can
re-echo everything stated by my hon. friend behind me
(Mr. Cook), but I do not wish to say anything further,
except to draw the attention of the Finance Minister to the
fact that the expenditure of $88,000 will be absolutely use.
loss unless the work I have spoken of is carried out, and
also to draw his attention to what I think is the feeling
through the country, and that is that these commissioners
appointed for the purpose of taking evidence should have
their powers enlarged, and sbould have power to summon
witnesses from a distance and guarantee their expenses, and
not throw the onus of placing proper evidence before the
commission upon the shoulders of private individuals and
municipalities interested in the construction of the work.

i the Minister of Finance comes down and asks us te vote a
paltry 888,000. What will be gained by that ? It will be
sufficient to dig a hole bhere and there which wil never
atterwards be seen. Is it the intention of the Government
to trifle in this manner with eleven constituencies ? Have
they been trifling with them in the pat in voting paltry
sums ? If the work is of the magnitude and importance
represented by hon, mermbers, it is the duty of the Govern-
ment to come down and vote a substantial sum teo complete
the work at once, in order that the people living along the
line of the canal may have the benefit of the work; but
instead of doing so, they come down with an estimate for
$88,000. The Government have asserted that this work is
a public necessity, and such being the case it is the
duty of the Government to complote it with all
possible speed. Have the Government done so? For
over twenty years Parliament has been voting paltry
sums year alter year, trifling with the people of
the counties and sending out engineers juet before
the elections, spending a few thousands of dollars
here and there and wasting the money of the country. It is
the duty of the Governmont te finish the work. If it is
im portant let the Government vote 610,000,000 to complote
it, but do not trifle with the people along the lino of the
canal. It is unworthy of the Government just before an
election to do as they have done in the past, namely, when
an eloction was far off, to vote 850,000 or $60,000, but when
an election was closed at hand they raised the vote and led
the people to hope that the work would be speedily done,
and not only se, but they sent ongineers into the looality
and led the people to believe that they would finish the
work rapidly. If the people of those counties had a grain of
common sense in their composition they ought to know that
the Government had trifled with them and never intended
to complote the work, but simply meant to try and bribe
the constituencies. If the people were true to themselves
they would act on the opinion which they must form of

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I will draw the attention of thJcourso ethe-Governeot) wbich was a Polcof delay.
the Minister of Railways to the statements made by my It 18 unworthy the rduty te go
hon. friend, but I draw his attention to the fact that this on with the werk. The lin. Minister of Finance says that
sum is to complete the work now under contract between this werk will cost a large Oum, but le doos net tell the
Lakefield and Balsam Lake. I have no doubt that if it be committee how much it will cost to complete it as under
found necessary, as the hon. gentleman says it is, to make taken.
further expenditure in order to make more useful the work Mr. SHIANLY. Would my hon. friend from West
which has already opened up a very considerable section of Lambton (Mr. Lister) vote the item of $15,000,000 if it was
country, moasures will be taken to do so. in the Estimates ?

Mr. LISTER. The work under discussion is no doubt a Mr. LISTER. If it is a work of national importance, it
very important work per se; it is also a very important is the duty of the Government to finish it in the speediest
work as affecting the elections in ton or eleven counties. So way possible, and not to trifle with the constituencies along
long as I can remember, the Trent Valley Canal has been the lino there. My friend from Hastinge knows it is an im-
under discussion, and the Government many years ago under- portant work, and it is his duty to urge on the Governiment
took the construction of the work in question. The work no to vote a substantial sum, and net to trifle with the electors
doubt is important, inasmuch as the hon. member for North in the way they appear to do here. I hope the pople of
Victoria (Mr. Barron), and other lon. members have, year the country will understand that the Government have no
afteryear,in the most earnest manner, urged thespeedy corn. sincere intention of proceeding with this wrk at ail. Grand

pletion of the work ; we are, therefore, bound to believe, and magnificent and important as it is, and feasible as it is,
from the statements they have made and from the zeal they because it must be feasible, or else the Governmont would
have exhibited in urging on the Government the completion not be spending the money they are from, year to year.
of this great woik, that it is, as a matter of fact, a Being feasible, and being important in the interosts of the
great work in the interests of the country at large and par- whole country, it is the bounden duty of the Government to
ticularly in the interests of the people who live in that sec- complote that work without further delay.
tion. It, therefore, becomes the boinden duty of the Govern- Sir CIIA RLES TUPPER. I am quite certain that what-
ment to complete the work at the earliest possible moment, ever doubt the c,>mmittee may have hai before the hon.
in order that the benefit of this great work may ensure to gentleman spoke as to the prudence of the course which is
the people who live there. I have been in this House six being taken by the Government, it has ail been removed
years, and year to year I have heard the hon. gentlemen I during the time he was on bis feet. The Government have
have named urge on the Government the completion of the undertaken, at au expenditure of some 8688,000, to open up
work, and I aam amazed to-night on looking at the Estimates 150 miles I suppose - the hon. gentleman is more familar
to se the excesaively small sum which the Government with the distances there than I am-of a very good lino of
have placed in the Xstimates. If I am correctly informed water communication through a very interesting and im-
it wil cot nearly ,15,000000 to complete this work, yet portant mtion of the oountry. Finding that there were
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very great differences of opinion as to the amount that
would be required to carry the work to completion, they
have adopted what I think the committee wili agree is a
very reasonable and wise course before proceeding with any
further large expenditures on this. They are endeavoring
to find what amount of money would be roquired to com-
plete this work, and in the meantime to ascertain what
amount would be involved in carrying tbis lino of water
communication to completion. If there is any truth in
the estimate the hon. gentleman has made, that this work
would cost 812,000,000 or $15,000,000, I think the com-
mittee will see that we are very wise in pausing, and rest.
ing on our oars and to a certain extent completing the
work we undertook while we ascertained definitely what the
expenditure would be. I am sure that the hon. member for
West Lam bton (Mr. Lister) bas removed, by the statements
he has made, any doubts on the minds of members of the
committee on both sides of this House, as to the wisdom of
the course we have pursned. When the committee reports,
of course the Government will take the matter into their
very serious consideration, and decide what it is the duty
of the Government to do in relation to the cost of the work
and the value of it when completed.

Mr. COOK. I am very mnch surprised to hear the re-
marks that have fallen from the Minister of Finance. H1e
states thore bas been a diversity of opinion as to the cost of
the work. It is perfectly absurb and ridiculous for a
M inister of the Crown to make a statementof that sort, that
after nine years and having engineers upon the ground the
whole of the time, and spending $600,000, the Minister should
get up in his place, and Fay that there is such a diversity
ot' opinion that the Government are wise in their generation
by going slowly on with this work. The thing is perfectly
absurd and bears upon the face of it the political complexion
that I have already stated it bas. How long were the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway Company in discoveri ng a lino through
to the Pacific Ocean? Hlow long dd it take to discover the
necessary amount that would be required for canalis on the
River St. Lawrence ? It did not tako them very long. I
remember very well a deputation that waited upon the
Government a few years ago, and the presont Minister of
Finance thon stated that he expected their report im-
mediately, that the work was nearly compketed, that they
had not quite got the amount that it would fully cost, but
that they would soon have it. Now after a lapse of three
years the Government stato that they are not yet in poE-
session of those facts. I think it is trifiing with the coun-
try, trifling with this House and trifiing with the people
upon the lino on which this canal is to be built, to make a
statement such as the Minister of Finance bas made here
to-night.

Mr. BAR RON. The complaint the bon. member for West
Lambton (Mr. Lister) bas made, is that wbile the Govern-
ment professed to be always ready and willing to build this
canal as a canal, ail they are ,ow doing is improving the
water connection known as Trent River waters. The hon.
gentleman must know that througbout the country they
Lave creatd the impression, that from the very vutset of
the discué-sion on this important public matter, they have
always intended to go un with this as a canal.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This portion already done is
so much towaids the canal.

Mr. BAR RON. Yes, but you always professed and always
said you were going to build the canal. What the people
complain of is that while you have always expressed this,
especially before elections, that now you are appointing a
commission to find ont what yon have given the people to
understand you have already been in possession of. Does
the hon. gentleman mean to say that if the commission
reports agairist the fasibility of that eanal he will not go on

Sir CRaMI Tuprk,

with it? If ho does ho will deceive the people at large,
because the people at large have always believed the Govern-
ment were sincere in their professions, when they said they
would build that canal. In 1872 the Premier himself in a
speech made at Peterboro' said a sum had been placed in
the Estimates for the purpose of going on with this canal,
and the bon. the Minister of Publie Works is reported by
the hon. member for West Peterboro' (Mr. Stevenson) to
bave stated that this present summer the work would have
been gone on with between Peterboro' and Lakefield as a
canal and not as an improvement of the Trent Valley
waters. I doubt very much, that the improvement of the
Trent waters alone, will justify that great expenditure of
$500,000 or $600,000. Unless the work is to eho gone on
with as a canal from eod to end, that work should not ho
taken up at all. I understood the member for West Lamb-
ton (Mr. Lister) to complain that the Government bave
been deceiving the people of the Midland counties interested
in the canal before the election, and now ail tbey Bay that
they ever intended was the improvement of the Trent
waters.

Sir CHARILES TUPPER. No, no.
Mr. BARRON. Well, all you have done so far is the im-

provement of those waters. I again a-k the Minister of Fi-
nance if the commission reports against the feasibility of that
canal will ho go on with the work ? If ho does not, I can
tell him thab the people wili be greatly dissatisfied, because
they believed him to be in possession years past of the in-
formation which ho now says ho wants to find out by means
of this commission.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I never knew until to-night
that it wouild cost $15,000,000. Until the member for West
Lambton (Mir. Lister) spoke I never knew that it would
cost that sum.

An hon. MEMBER. You ought to know.
Mr. BARRON. Does the hon. gentleman mean to say

that he would take the statement made bore to-night by the
member for West Lambton (Mr. Lister)?

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, nO.
Mr. BARRON. Wait till I finish. The member for

Lambton was merely speaking on supposition at the time
ho mentioned those figures. The hon. the Minister of
Finance bas the report of an engineer to say that it will
not cost more than $3,000,000. Ie bas the report laiely of
Mr. Rabidge that it would cost $10,000,000. I can tel him
that at a large public meeting bld in the town of Lindsay,
at which people from all sections of the country along the
line of canal were prosent, they said that if it did cost that
they were justified in asking the Government to go on with
the expenditure. I believe the Govern ment ought to do so,
because they professed all along, and led the people to ho-
lieve, that they were sincere in their intention to build the
canal from end to end. I can tell them that the benefit to
the people along that route would justify the expenditure of
S 10,000,000-an estimate whieh although made by their
own engineer is believed by other engineers to be largely
excessive of the amount really required for that purpose.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I hope so.

Mr. IlUDSPETH. Coming from the County of Victoria,
I happened to ho at that meetng which the hon. gentleman
speaks about, and I happen to know something about
the people in that part of the country. They were under
the impression that that waterway could be built for a
reasonable amount of money, and believing that, they were
very anxious that the Government should expend that
money. Bat if it is going to cSt an immense sum of
money, I think those people are patrioticaenough to say to
the Government: Rold your hand, do not spend the money
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on that waterway, because there is no necessity for it. We
in Canada are not anxious that the Government should
spend a large amount of money if there is no adequate re-
turn for it. What we want to know is whether the Trent
Valley Canal is going to be a great national work. If it is
not, then the Government would not b justified in spend-
ing a large amount of money on it. If it is to be a great
national work, I think the Government are right in having
a commission to enquire into it, in order to ascertain, first,
whether the waterway is necessary to the people of Canada
or not, and in the second place, whether it would pay in
competition with railways; and as to that the commission
would enquire not only in Canada, but in the United States
and in Europe. The Government shou'd use every endeavor
in their power to ascertain whether it is really advisable to
go on with the soheme or not-not whether they should ex-
pond a large amount of money to benefit North Victoria and
perhaps other constituencies, but whether it is a proper ex-
penditure considering the whole of Canada; and I think that
it is the proper way to look at the matter. If the expenditure
on the Trent Canal is for the benefit of the whole of Canada,
thon the whole of Canada should contributo to it. If it is
merely for the purpose of carrying elections in certain dis-
tricts, it should be condemned. The work should be cor-
sidered not from the local standpoint of the hon. momber
for North Victoria, or from any little petty considerations,
but from the standpoint of the whole of Canada. If it is a
necessary work like the Welland canal or the St. Lawrence
Canais, then by al means let the whole money be expended.
But if it is only to benefit a few little villages or districts
contiguous to the canal, then I say the Government were
right to stay their hand and enquire whether the expenditure
would be for the benefit of the whole of Canada or not. AI-
though it may be said that a considerable amount bas
already been uselessly expended, that is no argument
for expending more ; it is for the Government to
ascertain whether the work is for the benefit of
tbe whole country or not. Aithough I come from the
county of Victoria, I would be very sorry to ask the Gov-
ernment to spend $15,000,000 or any such large sum to
bonefit that part of the country alone. It would be botter
for the $1,500,000 or $2,000,000 to be lost to the country
than to go on and spend a large amount more in building
that enormous system. I think the Government have
acted wisely in appointing the commission to ascortain
whether it is for the benefit of Canada that this work
should go on. If they say it is, let it go on ; if they find
that it is not for the benefit of the whole of Canada, then I
say let the matter drop.

Mr. LISTER. I have listened with pleasure to the hon.
member for South Victoria (Mr. Hudspeth). le is per-
fectly familiar with this question from beginning to end ;
and after listening to his speech, I agree with him that
this work is not a national necessity, and that a great deali
of the money spent on the work has been uselessly thrown
away, and that the Government should stay their hand.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not hear that.
Mr. LISTER. Yes. If the work is a useless work, thon

the Government should stop this expenditure. From the
hon. gentleman's speech, we can be satisfied that this is not
a work that should be cempleted, and suo being the case
it would bo worse than foly-it would be suicidai extrava-
gance-for the Government to go on spending more money
upon iL. The hon. Minister of Finance stated that my
estimated cost of the work was $15,000,000. If I remember
rightly, last Session, when this question of the Trent Riveri
navigation was before the House, the hon. Minister of
Finance was iurged to give the House an idea of the eost of
these works when comploted, and if my memory serves me,
the hon. gentleman estimated that it would cost 810,000,000,
and knowing the hon. gentleman as well as I do through
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the press, for I have not an intimate knowledge of him,
I thought it quite safe to add 50 per cent. to bis estimate.
It is net creditable totho Government that the hon.Minister
of Finance should have corne before Parliamont and made
the statement that they have spent noarly $600,000 of the
money of the people of this country on this work without
first satisfying thomselves that it was feasible. The
hon. gentleman teils s that it is necossary to
appoint a commission to make an investigation to
oee whothor this work can be completed or not.

I hold that it was the duty of the Governmont, before they
spent a dollar of the public money, te have satisfied them-
selves that the work was feasible, and that it was in the
interest of the country that it should b comploted. But f
fear that this is just using the money of the people for the
purpose of securing a few votes in this flouse, as the hon.
member for South Victoria has told us. If it is uîsed for
that purpose, ho says, it ought to be stopped. The lion.
gentleman is honest, at ail events, in that statement, and I
arn sure the statement ho makes finds an echo in the minds
of every member of this House. Every lion. gentleman
here knows that the Governmont have been using this
expenditure as a lever te carry eight or nine constituencies,
and that being the case it should be stopped. I say to those
hon. gentlemen in whose interest this expenditure has been
made, that they ought to spend their own money to secure
their elections, and not the money of the people.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a very improper
doctrine, that people should use their own money to carry
eloctions.

Mr. LIST E R. Hon. gentlemen opposite have used thoir
own money, notably the Postmaster General, who says ho
sptnt $1,500 of bis own money, and I do not know how
much of the publie monoy ho spent. But if you are going
to spend money at elections-and it is improper to spend
any-you should spond your own money and not that of the
public.

Mr. BARRON. I wish to answer one or two remarks
made by the hon. member for South Victoria (Mr. fiud-
speth). I was ut the meeting at which the hon. gentleman
spoke, and ho must know that it was tho concensus
of opinion there that this was a national undertaking.
Now, I think, when the hon. gentleman know that, ho
should have stated it here to-night, instead of throwing out
a doubt and asking whether it was or not a national high-
way. It would have beer. botter for him, in the interests
of his constituents and of the people who came to that
meeting, to have stated for the information of the Hiouso
that they ail agreed it vas a national undertaking which
the Governmernt should build as soon as possible. Iho
hon. gentleman must know that the sum Of $10,000,030
was mentioned there as the likely cost of this road. The
sum of $3,000,00 was aise mentioned, but the sum of
$10,000,00) was mentioned as the possible cost of this
canal, and ho knows that the meeting was unanimous in
favor of the canal being built.. Why did ho not tell the
louse that that was the feeling of the meeting ? Instead
of casting doubt on the project, did ho not advocate the
completion of that work ? The hon. gentleman was honest,
as the hon. member for West Lambton (Mr. Lister) bas
stated, in doubting the way in which these moneys have
been expended. They have been expended for elec-
tion purposes. I disapprove of such expenditure also.
The hon. gentleman spoke at that meeting strongly in favor
of the completion of this canal, and I was astonished te
find him to-night throwing doubts as to the wisdom of going
on with the work and as to its being a national undertaking
instead of urging its construction with ail his power. I
have stated before, and I state again, that this matter las
been approached by gentlemen on both sides in polities and
considered by them irrespective of politics, and I must say
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that, inasmuch as the Government have received the support
in this scheme of gentlemen on both sides of politics, the
building of the canal should bu gone on with as speedily as
possible; and instead of putting in a miserable sum for the
completion of the water-way, the Government should put
in a large amount for the completion of this work. I reite-
rate that the Governmaent will not be able to seltter them-
selves behind the report of this commission, because they
were aware, before they appointed the commission, of all
the facts necessary to be known before undertaking to build
this canal. This is not a new project. Ever since 1837 it
bas been written and talked about. We have the report of
an eminent engincer and the reports of other engineers on
this great project, and a vast amount of information given
from time to time by engincers, from which the Govern-
ment could have got sufficient data to go on with this great
work.

Mr. HUDSPETI. It do not suppose it interests this
House to know what difference miy exist botween the hon.
member for Victoria (Mr. Barron) and myself. The meet-
ing to which ho rofers, which was called for the purpose of
asking the county council to vote a thousand dollars for
the purposes of the commission, in order to obtain witnesses
who would lay before the commission all the facts. It had
nothing to do with the desirability or otherwise of the
canal. I made Lo speech in the town of Lindsay in favor
of this canal system. What I simply said was that I
believed the Government to be honest in their endeavors to
ascertain whether this was in the interests of the public and
the whole country or not, and I thought the giving of a
thousand dollars by the county council of the county of
Victoria was a very small matter, and I urged upon them
to give tbis money, which they did. The council of the
county of Peterboro granted a similar sum, and other
municipalities along the route of the Trent Valley system
granted money or the purpose of bringing witnesses to
testify before the commission whether the scheme was
practicable or desirable or not.. The town of Lindsay,
the south riding of Victoria county, has a very par-
ticular interest in this canal, and if it was seen that
the scheme was desirable and in the necessity of the
whole country I would bo very glad to sce it carried
out; but what I do say is, that I thought every infor-
mation that could possibly bu brought before the Gov-
ernment ought to bu brought, and I thoughtthey had taken
the right step in granting this commission, in order to
ascertain from all parties, not only in this country but in
the countries in Europe, whether the scheme wauld be prac-
ticable or not. As I understood the hon. gentleman, when
the scheme was first proposed a relatively small amount of
money was asked to build this system, and it gradually grew
and grew until it obtained mammoth proportions, and Mr.
Rubidge-I have seen his report, but I nover r ad it very
carefully-reported to the Government, as I understood,
that it would cost a very large amount, something like
thirteen or fourteen or fifteen millions of dollars, but in the
first place the amount asked for was not nearly half of that
amount. Looking ut the matter practically, I think the
country would pause before spending $15,000,000 upon a
scheme which it was supposed in the first place was to cost
$3,000,000 or $4,000,000.

Mr. BARRON. Whore did the hon. gentleman get his
$15,000,000 ?

Mr. HUDSPETE. lt was stated at that meeting.
Mr. BARRON. The estimate which was spoken of as

Mr. Rubidge's estimate was $10,000,000.
Mr. IIUDSPETIH. When we find that a work is going

to cost $10,000,000 according to a surveyor's estimate, we
may generally come to the conclusion that it will cost 50 1
per cent. more, and that would be8 15,000,000. So far as -

Mr, BAuaos.

the county of Victoria is concerned, both north and south,
I would like to see a large amount of money expended there
so long as that is in the interest of the whole Dominion of
Canada, but I will not advocate the expenditure of any
money in my own constituency or in any adjoining consti.
tuency if it is not in the interest of the whole Dominion. I
think the Government acted wisely, after they ascertained
that this work was to cost double the amount which was
originally estimated, in appointing a commission to find out
what the cost would be. The question was raised whether
the Government should pay the witnesses who came here
to give evidence, and I thought it would open the door to a
great many frauds, that persons would come from all parts
of the country who wou:d be anxious to give evidence, and
that it would be a very difficult question tor the Govern-
ment to solve, to say that ail persons who came here to
give evidence should be paid their travelling expenses, and
I therefore thought it would be botter for the county of
Victoria to give $1,000, and for the county of Peterboro'
to give the same, and for the other constituencies which
were interested to contribute towards the expense of getting
witnesses before the commission, so as to find in the first place
whether that waterway was necessary, and whether it could
compete with railways, whether the evidence which could
be obtained from the United States or from Europe could
be applied to the solution of the difficulty, and whether that
water-way would be of advantage to the whole Dominion of
Canada. If it could be shown that such a scheme would be
in the interest of the whole Dominion, and not simply in
the interest of the township of Fenelon or any other town-
ship in North Victoria or elsewhere, that would be a
different thing, but I think the Government were right in
staying their hands and it would be butter, s.fter paying
$500,000 or any other sum, to drop the whole thing, if the
Government found that it was not to be of benefit to the
whole Dominion of Canada, than it would be to proceed
with it if it were to be useless. That is the position which I
took and which I have always taken.

Mr. DAVIN. I can assure the hon. gentleman that the
North-West members are entirely in accord with him.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And I suppose will
contribute in proportion to what they receive. I think it
is seven years since the first vote for this work appeared in
our Estimates; that is, the first vote of recent times, because
this was projected, I think, about fifty years ago, and about
that time a good deal of money was spent upon this project,
[ would ask the Minister of Finance whether, when in the
seventh year the Government proposed to spend 888,000,
they have any estimate of the probable cost of this work ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This estimate is to complote
the contracts. We were carrying on certain works which
were undertaken and which would have the effect of open-
ing up fifty miles or more of very interesting country at a
comparatively small cost. It was hoped that the estimates
on which the work was originally commenced were relia-
ble: we boped to obtain a navigation of about 5 feet depth,
which would answer for barges, for three million dollars or
thereabouts; but, as the work progreesed, it was found it
would probably entait more expense than was contemplated,
and, as my hon. friend is aware, the Government decided a
year ago not to proceed with any new works, but simply to
complote those which had been undertaken, until they had
definitely ascortained, with all the exactitude that they
could, what amount would probably be required to com-
plete the work, and what relation that expenditure would
have to the value of the work which would probably be
done by the canal. This is simply a small amount required
to complote the works already undertaken at Fenelon Falla,
Buckhorn, Bnrleigh and Lovesick Canals, lock gates for
Burleigh and Lovesick Canals, Young's Point Dam, Lake
field Dam; lock gate, Fenelon Falls; road bridges at Back-
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horn, Burleigh and Fenelon Falls, which make a total of
8688,000. The amount now asked, $88,000, is to complet
the work which is now under contract. When the com
mission report, the Government will take up the whole
question, and next Session they wili be prepared to statE
whether they think they should go on with the work or
whether they would not be justified in taking another
course.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR [GIT. ilas not the Govern-
ment another report ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. Of course, before the
work was undertaken, there were elaborate survoys made,
but, as the works progressed, a doubt arose as to whether
there had not been a considerable under estimate of the
work required, and we thought it wise, before putting any
new works under contract, which would entail a large
expenditure, to have a careful investigation made by a com-
mission. The report has not yet been received, but no doubt
it will be in the hands of the Governmont before next
Session, and thon the Government will be in a position to
state what their position is.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I remember the report
the hon. gentleman refers to, but I undorstood tho reason
for the Government issuing the commission was that they
had received another report.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And that showed an

enormous increase ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. I wanted to know what

the amount was which that indicated ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am net able to answor the

question now, but the engineer who was in charge of the
work and was quite familiar with it did, no doubt, report a
very large increase over the original estimate, which led us
to saspend any further works in the meantime.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIG LIT. I suppose the hon, gent-
leman coald state the amount approximately ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. No, I cannot. As the hon.
gentleman knows, I am acting on behalf of the Minister of
Railways and Canals.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Perhaps the hon, gent-
leman will obtain that statement.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will got the statement
Sir RICHARD CA RTWR[GHT. I should like to know

what the total length of this navigation is supposed to be
from lake to lake from the point on the Georgian Bay to
the Bay of Quinté.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will got that.
Mr. IUDSPETI. The report is printed and before the

House and any member can got a copy of it, It shows the
whole matter from beginning to end.

Mr. CASEY. If this work is going to cost anything like
the amount that has been stated, 10 millions or 15 millions,
the amount of $88,000 that is put in the Estimates, is a very
trifling sum, and it must be put there purely for electioneer-
ing purposes.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, it is to complete existing
contracta, made long since.

Mr. OSAEY. Not to complote the work ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. Yes, to complote all the work

that is undertaken.
Mr. CASEY. All the works undertaken, but not te com-

plete the canal ?

f Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, no.
- Mr. CASEY. It has been stated that the work would cost

15 millions and I have not hourd that statement deniud. If
the work is to cost 1à millions, the item of $88,000 must be

r purely for electioneering puirposes. If it is not to cost 15
millions, we ought to know how much it will cost. This
thing has been before the Houseo ever since I have been in
the House, and that is 15 years. It has been usod as an

- electioneoring dodgo ut overy election. The Minister of
Finance has not told us how much it is going to cost, or
whether it is over going to be completed. If ho is going te
finish navigation between the Bay of Quinté and the Georgian
Bay, ho ought to tell us how rnuch it is going to cost. This
vote commits as to carry on the work to completion. If we
pass this vote, we are committed to carry on this scheme of
making a system of navigation froi the Bay of Quinté to
the Georgian Bay, and we ought to know how nuch it is
going to cost.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPEIR. We sh1all have to pay exist-
ing contracts, even though wo were going to stop. This is
to complote existing contracta, and must bu paid in any case.

Mr. CASEY. But the hon. gentleman bas not told us,
as he should do, in connection with this vote, how much it
is going to cost to complote the system of navigation ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. HELo does not know.
Mr. CASEY. The hon. Minister con feses he doos not

know how much it is going to cost. Well, of course, I sup-
pose this vote must pass, but I thirnk the hon. Minister of
Finance ought to tell us, beforo it passos, how much it is
going to cost to complote the systen of navigation.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I wish I could.
Mr. CASEY. Woll, porhaps if he had consulted with

the engincers of the department, if ho had had sur'veys
made, if ho had taken the stops that a Miniser ef Finance
ought te have takon before asking this louse to vote this
sum, ho would bu able to tell us how much the complction
of this system is going to cost.

Ste. Anne's Canal....... .................... $24,610

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This amount is required to
complete the work of deepening the channol for about
4,700 and 100 foet wide at the bottom, and 10 fout doop at
low water. This sum is a revote.

Sir RICHARD CAR1TWRIGIHT. low did it come to
be delayed ? It has been sproad over several years.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. i uni unable to sauy what
caused the delay, but this is the amoeunt requirod to com.
plote the work. The amount paid on this contract to
21st Docember, 1887, was $336,800.

Grenville Canal.......................... ............... ........ $7,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a revote. Tho ium
of 67,010 is required for the settlenent of a claim con-
nected with the enlargomont. The work has all beon done.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. Who is tho contractor?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The contractor was Mr.

James Goodwin. It is th cestate of the late Mr. Goodwin,
and the matter has not been finally settled and is now
under arbitration.

Tay Canal....... ......................... ...... $78,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This amount is required to
settle matters connected with the construction of the
canal; the work has been done.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Are the works in connection
with the canals always carried out by contract ?
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Always by public tender and

contract.
Mr. CASEY. Who bas the contract for the work?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A. F. Manning & Co.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What will be the
total cost ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER $358,364.

Culbute Canal ............ ............................. ......... $21,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is to settle claims for
land damages in connection with lock and retaining dams.
It is a revote.

Mr. CASEY. When will this work be finished ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is finished now.

Welland Canal........ ........................ $58,500

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. In regard to the item
of $15,000 for weirs and dam at Dunnville, is that for repair-
ing the old dam, or is it for the construction of a new dam?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is required to face the dam
with stone and lower the walls of the dam. The work is
under contract. The sudden and heavy floods that occasion-
ally take place on Grand River render it desirable that this
work should be done.

Chambly Canal................ ........ $39,200

Sir RICH1ARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this work for the
permanent deepening of the canal or simply for cleaning the
floor?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is for deepening theupper
entrance of the canal between lock No. 1 and the.Grand
Trunk Railway bridge.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What depth of water
is it expected to have ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I suppose nine feet.

Towards overhauling foundation of St. Ours Lock. $50,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I observe that last
year a comparatively small vote was asked, only $5,000;
Ibis year the hon, gentleman demands 850,000. It appears
as if there had been some error on the part of the depart-
ment when that first vote was demanded.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. $5,000 was voted towards
overhauling the foundation of the lock in 1887-88, and af ter
this being done it was found that they would have to take
down the lock walls on both sides, lower the bottom two
feet and rebuild the same in the winter of 1888-89. That is
what the vote is now asked for. The probable cost of the
whole will be $75,000.

To settle claim of Thomas Stephenson as per agree-
ment..........................................$2,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
man explain what the agreement was with Mr. Thomas
Stephenson by which he gets the sum of 82,000?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The agreement was made
between the Government valuator, Mr. Wood, and Mr.
Stephenson, for damage caused to his mille and farm by the
rising of the water in the Buckhorn Dam.

Mr. BARRON. Were there any other claims besides
that one of Mr. Stephenson ? It is singular he should have
been settled with and no one else.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not aware of there being
any other claim, and there is none in the Estimates.

Mr. JoNzs (Halifax).

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Was it settled by arbitration ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was settled by the valu-

ator.

To build a dam at Bobcaygeon .......... ,....... $15,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is to construet a dam
there. It will be placed in a better condition than the exist-
img one.

Mr. BARRON. I know that we have a great deal of
trouble by reason of thé leakage of this dam. Not only is
the trouble to lumbermen driving their logs, but 1, being
connected with navigation of steamboats there, have been
put to considerable trouble by the leakage.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is to reconstruct the dam.

Clearing out the channel between Lakefield and
Balsam Lake....... ....... ...... ............... $8,500

Mr. BARRON. I would like the Finance Minister to
draw the attention of the department to the obstruction I
mentioned to him some time ago north of Fenelon Fallis,
between the points mentioned in the vote. If that obstruc-
tion is not cleared the entire system would be useless.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume that will be included
in the work the vote is asked for.

Surveys and Inspections of Railways.............. $15,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see you have added
to this 85,000. What do you propose to do with this sur-
veying and inspection ? Is it to make a general examina-
tion of all the railways that are now under the Dominion
authority, because that is a very large job ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This sum is to provide for
the expense of inspecting railways to which subsidies have
been voted, and also the expense of inspecting railway
crossings over highways -all of those points which are
required to be carried out by the railway commission.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see that last year we
expended $1,072 in making a survey of the Prince Edward
Island subway. I have no doubt the hon. gentleman has
a great deal of useful information to communicate to us
touching that subway, and I should like to know what his
private-no, I cannot ask what his private opinion is, but
what his official opinion is about that work, for which we
have spent 81,072 in obtaining information.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. I am afraid I shall have to
refer my hon. friend to the distinguisbed senator who has
taken a great interest in this matter, and who has sanguine
views of the future of the work. I believe the surveys have
satisfied that hon. gentleman that the construction of this
subway is practicable, at a not inordinate cost, considering
the nature of the work.

Mr. MITCHELL. 1 want to state that if the hon. gen-
tleman is going to base the calculations of the Government
on what an hon. senator says, who is not responsible to
Parliament or the people, for the expenditure of money, I
do not believe this House ought to vote any sums based on
the opinion of an bon. senator. And I want te say further
that I de not think these calculations, which we sometimes
hear about things that may be done, ought to be accepted as
a basis of action for this committee in our votes.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Perhaps it was rather badin-
age on my part to refer to the very sanguine views that
Senator liowlan entertains on this subject; but I may say
that a great many gentlemen who have taken up projects
that were at first regarded as visionary have gradually
worked them into such prominence as to attract consider-
able attention. The expenditures in connection with the
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surveys have not been extravagant; and when the Govern-
ment of Prince Edward Island brought to the notice of Her
Majesty's Government the fact of our being obliged to main-
tain continuous steam communication with Prince Edward
Island, and the fact that eminent engineers had stated that
this work was quite practicable, the Government thought
they would be quite warranted in expending the small sum
that bas been expended for the purpoe of taking soundings
and getting information, which Mr. Howlan stated were
necessary to obtain definite statements from competent en-
gineers. I am not mysulf as sanguine as te the practicabil-
ity of that work as some others may be, but at the same
time i do not think it would be wise to hastily come to the
conclusion that the thing is impracticable until it is subject-
ed te the examination of able and distinguished engineers.

Mr. MITCHELL. If it does not cost more than $1,000,
I have no objection; but when the hon. gentleman speaks
of enterprises which were first regarded as visionary, and
afterwards proved valuable, I do not know what he points
at-perhaps the Chignecto Railway. I know of a case in
which Nova Scotia committed as great a folly in construct-
irg the Shubenacadie Canal for conveying ships to the in-
terior of the Province. The scheme was to start at the
barbor of Dartmouth, where there was an inclined plane on
which the ships were to be hauled, and from which they
were to go into the canal. I heard there was just one little
yacht that was hauled up there, but beyond that the whole
scheme bas proved a perfect failure, and a most disas-
trous failure, and I am afraid the Chignecto Ship Railway
will be just the same.

Mr. WELSH. I do not want to kick up a row about this
$1,000 for these surveys, but I could have given all the
information obtained by them for 10 cents. I know the
whole place. If they had only looked at the soundings
marked on Bayfield's chart, they would have obtained ail
the information that this survey has given. I am like the
Minister of Finance--I am not going to pronounce on this
scheme as not being feasible, but I hsve my own opinion
on the matter. The hon. senator at the other end of the
building, who has taken a great interest in this mat-
ter, and gone to a great deal of trouble over it, proposes
that the tunnel should consist of an iron tube. I asked
him if anything of this kind had been attempted in any
other part of the would. Hie said, yes, in Englar d. I made
some enquiries and I found that there was one in operation
under the Thames in London, near London bridge, and I
believe they are constructing one or two more in England.

Building on Wellington-street..................... $100,000

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is a revote of $100,-
000 from last year. This will be required to go on with
the work this year, and we expect it will be completed by
the end of the year. It will require an additional sum of
$80,000 next year to complote, and the total amount, in.
cluding the land, will be $707,000.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last year the hon. gentleman
said the cost would not exceed $600,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That did not include the
site, nor the furniture and so on.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The enquiry was made last year,
and the hon. gentleman said the total cost would be $600,-
000. Now he says it is $700,000, and I suppose that is
only an estimate, for there will probably be extras, which
ho is not in a position to give exactly.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will give the details, if
the hon. gentleman wishes.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How many officials
will this accommodate ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The intention is to put in
the basement the archives. On the first floor, we will put
the Department of the Interior. On the second floor, the
Department of Agriculture and Statistics. On the third
floor, the Department of Indian Affairs, and a portion of that
floor w 1l be vacant, but will be used for some other depart.
ment. The 4th floor under the attics will be for the model
rooms. The rooms vacated in the other buildings will give
more rooms to the other departments where the offices are
very crowded.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman can avoid
crowding the offices by not appointing so many clerks. I
suppose when this new building is filled with clerks ite
will be a demand for another building ?

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman knows
that the eastern and western bloks were built, not for the
wants of Confcderation bat for the two Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec, and the only addition to those was tho addition
made undor the Gwernment of Mr. Mackenzie in the west-
ern block. Since Confedoration the numbor of departmonts
and officers have increased considerably, and wo had to find
room elsewherc for many of them; for examplo, we had to
put the Dopartment of Indian Affairs in another building,
and thore is another building where wo had to put srme of
the Post Office clerks. As soon as tho new building is
completed, the places which have bcen ronted will bu
given up.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This explanation is all very
well, but, if you consider the extent of the aceommodation
required for the conducting of a large business, such as
exist in many parts of the world, a business more extensivu
than that under the direction of the Government, this cx-
penditure is perfectly absurd. I have no doubt anyone
would undertake by contract to run all those departnmonts
for fifty por cent. loss than they now co4t.

Sir RuICIHARID CARTWR[GHT. What plan hats the
hon. gentleman adopted in laying out this building? Has
ho adopted the system of long rooms ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, thero will bu two long
rooms, where the bulk of the clerks can bo kopt under
supervision.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGUHT. It does appear to me
that this amount of 8707,000 is an enormous sum to pay
for that building. Where does the hou. gentleman got the
stone from for that building ?

Sir1 HECTOR LANGEVIN. It was obtained from New
Brunswick.

Mr. MITCHELL. And it is a very good selection too.
It comes from the town in which I was born, and it is the
best stone on the continent. 1 am giving it a free adver-
tisement now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I believe the stone is
very good, as far as I am a judge, but it is a long distance
.to b:inigstone from.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is no further than I came myself.

Sir RICfIARD CARTWRW[IT. The hon. gentleman
can move himself, which is more than these ponderous
masses can do. I should like to know the cost of transi.ort
of this stone from Miramichi here.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We askcd for tenders for
the work, and we took the lowest tender.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Who is the contractor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Charlebois.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A particular friend of
the Minister of Finance, I believe.
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Sir HEC 'OR LANGEVIN. The contractor was bound

to furnish the atone according to a sample which was ex-
hibited for that purpose. The chief engineer had to have
the quarries examined in order to sec whether there was
enougb atone in a quarry for that building to prevent the
risk of the atone coming to an end in that quarry, and thus,
perhaps, having two different colora of atone in the build-
ing. Finally this stone was found to be suitable and good
Stone, and those who understand these matters-of course I
am only a lay man in matters of this kind -all say that the
atone which has been selected is a very good one, and the
bon. gentleman must see from the appearance of the build-
ing that it is a very good one.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Was not the original adver-
tisement for stone whieh was to come from the county of
Albert ?

Mr. COCKBURN. So favorable has been the impression
created by the appearance of this atone that a deputation
came from the rising city of Hamilton to inspect it and See
if it would not be the best for them to use in building their
court houso, and the result was that they decided to import
that atone all the way to Ilamilton for the purpose of erect.
ing their court bouse.

Mr. BROWN. My hon friend is wrong in one point. It
was not the court bouse, but the city of Hamilton is put-
ting up a new city hall at a cost of $150,000, and after
examining ton or fifteen specimens of atone from all parts
of the Dominion, the exporta decided that this was the best
atone that could be obtained, and consequently we are put-
ting up our building from that Stone.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What did the Government
charge the contractor for bringing that atone over the Inter.
colonial Railway ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot state the amount.
It was paid by the contractor.

Mr. JONES (Ilalifax). But it was paid to the Govern-
ment.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. lt was paid to the Railway
Department.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Was it a special rate that was
made ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think so. I will enquire
about it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. It certainly appearsto
me that this amount of 8707,000 is an enormous sum to pay
for that building, and it seems clear that a very largeextra
cost was incurred by the contractors having to bring that
atone up bere from Miramichi. I should have thought that
there were other qualities of stone which could have been
found and could have been laid down very much cheaper,
though, of course, there may be qualities in this Stone which
might pay for the difference in the cost of transport. I
should lhke the Minister to find out what was paid to the
Governmont for bringing this atone up here.

Mr. MITCHELL. I feel it due to my county to give the
hon. gentleman the information for which he asks. They did
not select the atone in that county until they had failed in
obtaining it in the Province of Quebec and also in Albert
county, and until they found that there was not enough in
any other part of the county of the same quality with which
to complete that building. They had, therefore, to fall back
upon this county, and I want again to advertise the stor.e
which is to be found there which, like the member for the
county, is of very good quality.

An hon. MEMBER. Very gritty.
Mr. MITCHELL. Not so gritty as you are, but a little

inclined that way. There is enough atone there to build
every public and private edifice in the Dominion of Canada. i

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT.

Mr. COOK. They have very good stone in the county
of Peel. In the city of Toronto they are using the atone
from that county in their public buildings, and I think it
is quite equal to the stone from the Province of New
Brunswick.

Mr. BROWN. Nothing like it.

Mr. COOK. I should like to hear from the membir for
Peel on this question.

Port Arthur Harbor and Kaministiquia River...... $125,700

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. The sums which have been
expended before were dividel. There was an amount of
894,000 for the Kaministiquia River, and $228,000 for the
Port Arthur breakwaters and matters of that kind. This
sum of $125,700 is to make provision for works for the
protection of the ships at Port Arthur and in the Kaministi-
quia River. We have to continue the deepening of the River
Kaministiquia, that is to say, we want to have a second
cut in order to widen the channel and to make the navi.
gation as perfect as possible.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How far does the hon.
gentleman say he will carry the piers at Port Arthur ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is 1,600 feet, more or
less.

Sir RICHARD CARTWIRIGHIT. Is that straight ont
seaward or is it in the form of an L.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is a protection from the
north-east, I should say; and by the reports I have, when
the extension is built, thon the harbor will ba tho safest we
have on all the lakes.

Sir RICHARD QART ;RIGHIT. It will be purely arti-
ficial, will it not ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, artificial to that extent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIIGHT. If I remember right,
the harbar is protected on the north-east by Thunder Cape.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, and in the other direc-
tion in order to form the large basin.

Mr. COOK. What proportion of this is for the Kaminis-
tiquia ?

Sit HECTOR L ANGEVIN. We have, out of the vote of
last year, $45,000, on the 1st December last which wili go to
pay a portion of the contract for the extension of the pier
or breakwater at Port Arthur. The total amount for
the River Kaministiquia, if we complete all the works,
will be $125,000. Out of that, we expect to take, probably,
830,1 00 for this year.

Cape Tormentine Harbor.... ................ $85,000
Mr. WELSI. Before that passes I want to say a w)rd.

We have got very good harbors in Prince Edward Island,
we have a very good harbor at Summerside, and a very
good harber at Charlottetown; and on the opposite side, on
the New Brunswick shore, there is a good harbor at She.
diac. In Nova Scotia there is a good harbor at Pictou, a
good harbor at Georgetown and a good harbor at Pagwash,
which is the other side of Cape Tormentine. It seems the
Government has andertaken to fight against nature and to
build unnatural harbors. Now, at the very place where
they are building this breakwater navigation is more diffi-
cult than anywhere else in the gulf. They can complete a
harbor for steamers drawing, perhaps, 12 feet of water,
where they are going to complete the pier. It is the only
place where they are going to complete a pier, but on the
other side it seems to me they are going to make an artifi-
cial har bor on the Cape Traverse aide. I have grave
doubts whether they will ever make a proper harbor there; if
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they do, it will be at great expense. Now, if you are at al
interested in Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick an
Nova Scotia, take a map of Prince Edward Island. and
just look at its situation, and then look at the
situation of Shediac and at Cape Tormentine, Pug
wash and Pictou, on the other side, and ask yoursel
what occasion was there for all this expenditure being made
in building artificial harbors? What is the call for it? I
they could be used for winter traffic, I would not say on
wo1d. If there was any possibility that a steamship coul
be made that would keep up winter communication betwOe
these places, I would not say one word against it. I sup-
pose the Government is committed to this matter, and it is
useless to Say anything about it; but had I been consulted
in the first place, I would have advised the Government to
save the money and lay it out where it can be of some use
to the people of Prince Edward Island. If one-half of this
money were applied to making good harbors and improving
the good harbors we have around the island, it would do
much more good. However, as the Government is corn-
mitted to it, I am not going to Say anything more.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think we sbould have some
explanation with reference to this vote. As has been
stated by my hon. friend, who bas just resumed his seat, all
along the coast of Nova Scotla and New Brunswick, we
have numerous safe harbors, and the Governmont now, har-
ing so much money to dispose of, are going to croate an
artificial harbor or pier there, in connection with the rail-
way owned or presided over by the hon. member for West-
moreland (Mr. Wood), or in which ho is interested. I prc-
Same, if we could get at the bottom of the transaction, the
raison d'étre for the transaction is that the bon. member
for Westmoreland and another hon. gentleman in the other
branch of the legislature, having a short piece of railway
running from the Aulac Junction, or one of the junctions
there, down to this point, to assist these very enter-
prising gentlemen, the Government step forward now
and put this large sum of money [n the Estimates. It is not
that the country requires it, it is not that New Brunswick
requires it, it is not that Prince Edward Island requires it,
but the ion..member for Westmoreland and bis associates
and their railway require it, and the Government are giv-
ing it to them.

Mr. WELSH. I notice here that it is a revote of $ 5,000.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes; the appropriation is

$ 100,000.
Mr. WELSH. And $5,OO0 has b
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What
pier ?

ten paid?

is the length of the

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 1,200 feet. The total pro-
bable cost will b 8185,000.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). What traffic is it intended
to accommodate?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is the communication
with the terminus on the New Brunswick side of the ferry.

Mr. KIRK. Do you mean it is in the interost of Prince
Edward Island ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Mr. KIRK. It appears to me in that case the hon.
gentlemen who represent Prince Edward Island are not in
favor of the expenditure of the money. I do not see why
the Governiment should expend it, especially in face of the
fact that in Nova Scotia we have numerous places where
the people are suffering for the want of- the expenditure of
a little money.

l Mr. WELSH. We are suffering in Prince Edward Island
d very much for the want of some money to improve our
d1 piers, our w harves and har bors ; but 1Inever heard of any one
e in Prince Edward Island agitating for this communication.
. As I said before, if the Finance Minister will take up the
f map of Prirce Edward Island and a map of New Sceotia and
e New Brunswick, and then look at the harbors opposite to
f each other along the shore, ho will see that thore is no
e necessity for building these artificial harbors. Even suppose
d you build this pier and this harbor at Cape Tormentine,

thon you have to build a pier and harbor at Cape Traverso,
- which in exposed to the north-east gale, and as fast as they

build a wharf there, it will fill up with sand, you will have
to build a breakwater and lay out an immense sum of
money at Cape Traverse, before yon can make this commu-

e nication. If you have a pier built and a harbor on both sides,
s what is the advantage of it ? It may benefit people on the

centre part of the island. The Government are going to a
great expense in those visionary schemos. They are entail-
ing a heavy cost on the country, and if thore is any bonefit
from it-I am not going to crack up the railway-it will
benefit a certain num ber of people and the Sackville railway
and people about Baie Verte. But as regards a genorat
benefit to the people of Prince EIward Island, I do not
think they have ever applied for it, but I am not going to
object to it.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER- If this work were not under
contract I would recommend the Minister of Public Works
to sttike it from the Estimates. Wtbat is the tact ? We
have an bon. gentleman pretonding to reprosont Queen's,
P. E.I., standing up in this House denouncing a railway
to Cape Tormentine and supporting the insinuations of the
bon. member for Halifax.

Mr. WELSII. I rise to a point of order.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman will

find that in the words ho bas just uttered ho lias attacked
ihis railway running up to Cape Torment:ne and giving
countenance to the insinuation thrown out by the hon.
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), that the road was built in
the interests of the bon. member for Westmoreland (Mr.
Wood) and was not roquired, that it is a waste of public
money. What is the tact? The fac-t is that every porson
in Prince Edward Island, every member from Prince E lwar&
Island, petitioned the Govornmont to build the railway to
Cape Tormentine. The leader of the late Govorrnment in-
stituted elaborate surveys at various points. Ho took up
the question of communication with the island as a ques-
tion of vital importance, as every one knows it was undor
the arrangement we made with Prince Edward Island when
Prince Edward Island came into the union, to do every-
thing we could to perfect communication by steam with the
island. When the hon. mem ber for East York was leading the
Government he appointed an able engincer and spent a large
sum of public money in ascertuining how ho could best
meet the wisbes of the members for Prince Edward Island,
who unanimously petitioned for the construction of a
road to Cape Tormentine as a project vital to the island;
they pointed out that for six months in the year they had
no means of communicating with the island except by Cape
Tormentine and when they got to that point there wore
twenty or thirty miles to be travelled with sloighs through
storms in order to obtain communication with the Interco-
lonial Railway. The report of the engineer, after examin-
ing all the localities and seeking to meet the views and
needs of the island, was that it was absolutely necessary to
have a railway constructed to Cape Tormentine, and to-
night the Government is denounced for assisting in the
construction of that railway, which we were told was Abso-
lutely necessary for the comfort and convenience of all the
people of the island ; 1 say the Governrment are attackednot
only for asuisting in the construction of that work shown
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to be necessary, but the report of the engineer appointed
by the late Government, adopted as that report was by the
present Government, has been carried out and everything
done in connection with it, yet we are attacked to-night. I
say if the work is not under contract I would ask my hon.
friend to strike out the estimate for a work that no
private company would do. The hon. gentleman is right
in saying that there is no natural harbor at that point
of communication ; but the railway requires to have
its terminus there, because for six months in the
year it is the only point at which the inhabitants
of the island can communicate with the mainland.
We have a right to expect different treatment from those
for whom public money is being expended to promote their
comfort and convenience. The Government acting in
response to the invitation of all members ofthe island acted
as I here said and yet this statement is made by the hon.
member for Queen's in the House and sent brondcast
throughout the eountry, at a time when they are carrying
out the plans initiated by the late Government and are
accomplishing that which the people of Prince Edward
Island unanimously demanded, that we are expending
public money for political purposes and to serve the interests
of a member of this House. There is no member of this
louse to whom the people of Prince Edward Island are

more indebted than the bon. member for Westmoreland
(Mr. Wood). Why ? Because ho las embarked his own
money in constructing this road that conduces to the com-
fort and convenience and best interests of that island, and
instead of being assailed for what he bas done ho should be
commended, and the people should thank him and thank
the Government for the assistance they were giving to do
that wbich no private company could do, the road being
carried to that point so as to afford communication in sum-
mer as well as in winter.

Mr. WELSH. I never objected to those railways. I
approve of the railway to Cape Tormentine. No man
suffered more before the railways were built than I did. Why
did the lon. gentleman pick me up in this way ? I was
talking about piers.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Because yon attacked the
railways.

Mr. WELSH. I did not. I said the people would bonefit
by it-the people ut Baie Verte wouid bonefit by it-but I
said if we built piers and ran a steamer through the winter
to keep up continuous communication, I would approve of
that more. If there is one place where you cannot run a
steamer near shore it was there. In summer we have
plenty of communication; the trouble is in winter. What
good will a pier be in a place when a steamer cannot get
within three miles of it ? I say it is a necessity to have the
railway to Tormentine and I am proud of the work the hon.
member for Westmoreland (Mr. Wood) has done in build-
ing that road from Sackville to the Cape and the Government
will have to take that road off the hon. gentleman's hands and
run it as aGovernment work. The Minister of Finance must
not pick me up ard misrepresent me as running down the
railway for which we have been petitioning. I approve of
them-I never did anything else. Why did the hon. gen-
tleman impute these motives to me ? I never said anything
of the kind about railways, and I do not want any words
put in my mouth that I did not say. I spoke of piers, and
of an artificial harbor that was useless in the winter. I did
not speak of railways that were useless in the winter. I
know the benefit of them and approve of them. The Govern-
ment adopted their plan; let them try it and see whether
it will satisfy the people of the island. As to railways I am
astonished ut what the Finance Minister says; he must have
misunderstood what I said.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I can assure the hon. gentle-
man that if the reporter took down his words he will find

Sir Cauns Tumpza.

that my statement is correct, although he may not bave
considered that he attacked the railways as well as the piers.

Mr: WELSH. The words I used were these: You take
a map of the island, and take the harbors of the island and
the harbors of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. They are
a great benefit to the island. You must keep up commu-
nication between Summerside and Shediac. It would be
accommodation, I said, for the railways. Will it not be for
their benefit ? Of course it will. Will it not be for the
henefit of the people living in the vicinity of the railroad ?
Will it not be for the benefit of the people of Cape Traverse ?
Of course it will. That is what I said, ani that is what you
will find out I did say. However, we will have a look at it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not pretend to
say anything about the railroads, because I am not quite
familiar with the country. I think I recollect that in the
time of Mr. Mackenzie, we came to the conclusion that the
hon. gentleman has come to, that steam communication on
that strait eight miles wide was practically impossible.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am afraid that is the

case. I do not think the Northern Light, nor any other
steamer has ever succeeded in making a passage there in
winter.

Mr. WELSH. No one ever tried her.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What I mean to say

is that in our time, as well as the hon. gentleman's time, it
was conceded that you cannot keep up steam connection
across that strait eight miles wide.

Sir ÇHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid not in winter.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In summer I under-

stand that was a matter of very little moment.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In summer the steamer will

not require an hour to make the communication between
railway and railway. There is a railway from Charlotte-
town to Cape Traverse, and a railway from Cape Traverse
to the Intercolonial. There is a ferry of nine miles between
the two and in summer it is perfectly practicable, in such a
manner as my hon. friend asked the House to provide, that
Prince Edward Island will be connected with the mainland
by half an hour's ferry.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It has never been used or
attempted to be used as a communication during the summer
time.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Because there have been no
facilities.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Why should we build an
artificial harbor when a man can go jast as well to Shediac.
If ho wants to go to Montreal or west, he joins the Interco-
lonial at Shediac and at the other end ho goes by Charlot-
tetown and Pictou. He can go from those points much
more conveniently than he can from Cape Tormentine.
Why should we spend $185,000 on a pier there ? It seems
to me that it is a waste of money. My hon. friend in front
of me speaks of Cape Traverse, which ho knows very well,
and ho says if you carry out a corresponding work there, it
must involve a large sum of money.

Mr. ROBERTSON. I must differ with my colleagues
on this matter. It las been the object of the people of Prince
Edward Island to make communication between the island
and the mainland as connected as possible. In the winter
season we have to run our ice boats at this very place. It is
one of the objects we have in contemplation that a summer
ferry be made between those two piers, and that our mails
and passengers will cross there and not between Shedise
and Charlottetown. .This is a hope we have been looking to,
and for that reason I agree with the bon. Minister in this
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regard. I also approve of the expenditure that is made on
the two railways. It is only an act of justice te Prince
Fiward Island to make this expenditure, and they cannot
be completed unless we have a summer ferry here. I see
now that it is advertised in some of the western papers
t hat a steamer runs across the straits of Mackinaw through
ic'e, which is quite as difficult to get through as the ice
betweon Cape Traverse and Cape Tormentine.

Some bon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Well, we do not know what science

and engineering skill may do in the future, and it may yet
come that we will have winter communication.

Mr. WELSH. It seems to me that my hon. friend from
King's (Mr. Robertson) has misunderstood me. I said I
was net going to be against this vote. and I will support it.
I want te agree with my hon. friend that this ferry will
shorten the sea voyage from three hours to one hour.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Or half an hour.
Mr. WELSH. Well, we will sîy an hour. If you leave

Charlottetown in the morning and go by Pictou or Shediac
you just arrive at St. John or Halifax the same time as you
will by this route. You have a shorter sou route, but you
bave a longer railway. I will certainly support this vote,
as the people of Prince Edward Island do not get se much
from the Government and when we do get anything like
this I am net fool enough to vote against it. I will support
it of course.

Mr. JONES (Halifax).
the beginning, that this
gentlemen from subsidies
Legislature.

It just comes to what I stated at
road was built by enterprising
from this House and the Local

Mr. WELDON (Albert). The road was undertaken and
built tu a considerable extent before any Damimion subsidy
was given.

Mr. JONES (lalifax). That does not make any differ-
once.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I was living in Sackville at
the time the road was undertaken. It was one of the few
ronds in New Brunswick in which a large amonot of private
capital was invested, and years went by before the Domin-
ion subsidy was obtained for that road. The hon, gentle-
man is unjust to the member for Westmorcland (Mr. Wood)
in what he says.
Mr. JONES (Halifax), I do not wish to be unjust to the

member for Westmoreland. The reason given by the mem-
ber for Albert (Mr. Weldon) for carrying out the idea that
they were not entitld to a subsidy after they built the
road -

Au hon, MEMBER. They had to finish the road.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Well, the road was under

way, and a person has no right to come to this House
and ask for a subsidy when a road is undertaken and
contracted for. A subsidy is only to start a road. This
road was undertaken and built, and 1 bave no doubt it was
managed successfully by those gentlemen and was useful
to the locality. It was useful as a mOan of communication
between Prince Edward I5land, Cape Traverse, and Cape
Tormentine in the winter season, but the Government were
not required to build a pier at a cost of 8185,000 for the
benefit of that road ; because this work is for the benefit
of that road and those connected with it. What is this
money all expended for? Under the most favorable circum-
stances to shorten the passage between the island and the
provinces two hours, and as bas been mentioned by myi
hon. friend from St. John persons cannot reach St. John or1
Halifax any quickoL than by the other route. It doesi
seem a most ridicu waste of public money.

I84

Mr. ROBERTSON. The people of Prince Edward
Island were put to a groat deul of trouble on account of the
shiftings we had betweon the uat and west end of the
island, and the consequent delay of the mails. If we can
succeed in having the one road for winter and summer it
will be a great advantage to Prince Edward Island.

Mr. WELSH. Certainly I agree with the hon. member
for King's (Mr. Robertson) in that.

Pablic Buildings, Nova 8cotia.....................$31,000
Mr. EISENHAUER. It will be remembered by the

hon. Minister that provision was made two years ago for
a public building ut Lunenburg, while provision was made
for one at Annapolis only a year ago; and yet I find a
further appropriation of 819,500 for the latter, while no ap-
propriation is made for a building at Lunenburg. I
had an interview with the bon. Minister about this mat-
ter, and be made a promise that he would recom-
mend an appropriation, but I find that no appropria-
tion has been made. The late member (Ur. Kaulbach)
during the election campaign, gave the people to
understand that ho bad the solemn pledges of the

Iinister of Public Works and of the Government
that a further sum would be voted the following year, and
the building erected ; but if that was the case, they have
gone back on their promise. I had some conversation about
this matter with the hon. Postmaster General, and ho
seemed to lay down the principle that there was not suffi-
cient moncy collected at Lunenburg to warrant the Govern-
ment in orecting a building thore. But I find that the ñiet
post office receipts ut Annapolis are $864, and the net
post office receipts at Lunenburg, $846. The receipts from
customs ut Lunenburg last year were 814,000, while at
Annapolis the receipts were only about $8,000. I also find an
appropriation for Sydney post office, where the net receipts
amount to 8895, very little more than the net receipts
at Lunenburg. I tbink it must be cvident to every
hon. momber that that is not the reason why there is
no appropriation this year, and I think the Government
should give me some reason that I eau give to my consti-
tuents why they have overlooked this matter. Are we to
take it that the roason is that which was given by the hon.
Finance Minister last Session in regard to the railway sub-
sidy, when ho said that the people did not deserve any sub-
sidy, because they had not sent Mr. Kaulbach bak ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not say that.
Mr. EISENHAUER. I would like the hon. Minister to

give some reason why he left this item out.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman says

ho came and spoke to me about a public building ut Lunen-
burg. I think ho is perfectly right. I recolfect that ho
came to me, and we had a pleasant talk together about the
matter, and I told him what ho had just stated, that I
would submit the matter to my colleagues. I did so, and
the result is what we see bore. I cannot say more tban
that.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think 1 can tell more about it; I
have been there mysolf, and I can tell how it is. I can tell
the hon. mermber for Lunenburg that he will b very
fortunate if ho gets anything; but if ho turns around and
supports the Administration for a while, ho will probably
get something.
Mr. LISTER. That in a very disgracoful state of affaire.

There is no question that the Government are using the
patronage which they have in the way of building post
offices and customs bouses, merely for the purpose of bribirg
and debauching the electors of this country. When we are
told that the town of Annapolis hLas public buildings which
it will cost almuost as much as the total revenue of the place
to keep and take care of ; when we are told that Cayuga,
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in the county of Haldiman had a vote in the Estimates for
publie buildings previous to the last election there ; when
we are told that the town of Strathroy previous to the last
eleotion, for the purpose of carrying the constituency for
Mr. Roome, had dangling béfore it the promise of a building,
and hints as to where the site would be selected, as to what
people should receive the contracts, and so on-I say it is
disgraceful on the part of the Government. These public
buildings should be given to places entitled to receive
them from the extent of the business done. There should
be some principle laid down, which would be binding
on the Government to give these public buildings
to towns of a certain population, or to towns whose
post offices or customs house yield a specified revenue.
In doing that, you would be doing what is fair to
the whole community. But to give a post office to a town,
simply because the county has sent a representative to
support the Government, as an inducement to the people to
swerve from their political allegiance and support the Gov-
ernment, is disgraceful in the extreme; it is debauching the
electors, and doing an injury to the people of this country
that is inconceivable. In the Provinces of New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, and other Provinces of the Dominion, we find
towns with a comparatively small number of inhabitants
receiving public buildings, while large 'towns in the
western Provinces have received no consideration at 'all,
simply because the sounties in which they are situated are
true to their political faith, and send gentlemen here to
oppose the Goverament of the day. Before the election, the
Government put in the Estimates a surm for the purchase of
a site for a post office in the town of Goderich, and the
people were given to understand that if they would support
the Government they would receive public aid. They did
support the Government, and the post office is going on;
but if the late representative had been in the House, nothing
of the kind would have been done. If it was not entitled to
it in 1882, it was not entitled to it in 1887: and the only
conclusion is that the Government are using these votes for
the purpose of buying up the constitueancies and debauch-
ing the people.

Mr. RYKERT. Very easily bought.
Mr. LISTER. You know as well as I do that the votes

for these public buildings are dangled before the electors
for that purpose. We know that in Haldimand the groat
issue was whether a bridge would be built or not. The
hon. gentleman who now represents that county told the
people that if he was elected they would get that bridge.
Hie waselected, and we find a vote in the Estimates for the
bridge. I am not saying that it is not wanted; but I say
it is unfair and improper on the part of the Government
to refuse to give publie advantages of that kind if they are
in the public interest. The public interest should be the
only ground upon whieh those votes are given. The
money is not yours to spend, it is not yours to bribe the
country with. It is mine as much as yours, and if the
town in which 1, or any other hon. gentleman lives is en-
titled to a public building, it should have that building
regardless altogether of the political complexion of the
people.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understand the Government
purchased the land in the town of Lunenburg for a public
building. If they did not intend to put up a public build-
ing there, that was an unnecessary expenditure. It is a
small piece of business, simply because the people of Lun-
enburg exercised the right of returning a member to this
Parliament to reprosent their views, that they should be
treated in this way and that the Goverument should take
this revenge. -lion. gentlemen opposite seem to think,
and seem to act as if the money and the country belonged
to them, and noi a it they had merely the disposal of it
in the interests of the people. I have nothing to say

Mr. LisTra.

against Annapolis, but, on the contrary, I am glad that it
will receive this building. 1 may mention, however,. that
Lunenburg is also an important town. The number of ves-
sels that entered the port of Annapolis and departed from
it last year were 71 and the tonnage 16,110. The number
of vessels leaving the port of Lunenburg was 327 and the
tonnage 40,614. I merely mention this to show that Lun-
enburg is a much more important place than Annapolis ;
and I say nothing against Annapolis getting its proportion,
but while the Government are giving that to Annapolis
they should treat Lunenburg with equal justice. The Gov-
ernment should deal with public matters in a public spirit
and net in a narrow spirit that now charaeLerises thoir
dealings.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). A stranger would infer from
what has been said that Annapolis is a very insignificant
place compared with Lunenburg. But we have vessels
leaving Annapolis for all parts of the world: steamers run-
ning to London loaded with freight, vessels going te the
West Indies and ail parts of the world, so that Annapolis is
net such a very insignificant portion of Nova Scotia.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). No one ever said anything
against Annapolis, but I was only arguing that if Annapo-
lis-

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). Yeu say it by inference, and
I do net wish that that inference should go on public record
uncontradicted.

Mr. LAURIER. No one complains of the grant made to
Annapolis, but my hon. friend asks why a similar favor is
not extended te Lunenburg, which is on a par with Anna-
polis. One is granted a public building and the other is
refused, although in the latter the land was bought for that
purpose. My hon. friend asked the Minister of Public
Works what the reason was, and the hon. the Minister gave
an answer which was simply trifling with the House, and
the conclusion we must como to eis that there is no rule for
the granting of money for public buildings except the desire
to secure political support. There cught te be some uni-
form rule adopted which would apply to all places, whether
they return Conservative or Liberal. The hon. gentleman
who represents Shelburne (Gen. Laurie) stated, in reply te
seme strictures, that if a supporter of the Ministry were
returned the demands of tho people would be reasonably
treated. We must infer from that that, if not, their demands
would not be reasonably treated. We should have some
public rule which would apply in all cases, and this matter
should net be leit te the caprice of the Government and be
made an instrument to reward a political supporter.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would ask the MiL-
ister of Public Works whether or not this amount was ac-
tually paid ? I remember the appropriation to which the
hon, gentleman referred, but was the land bought for the
post office at Lunen burg ?

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not remember at this
moment.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. I am under the impres-
sion that the lot was bought.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. Minister stated across
the louse that the lot was bought, and ho gave the name
of the person from whom it was bought.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGUT. The hon. gentleman
will see, where ho undertakes te buy a piece of laud for a
public work, the members of this House have a right to en-
quire why the work is net gone on with, and he will see
that the Ministry will lie under a very grave imputation, if
they have bought a piece of land for that purpose, and then
have taken no further stnps in regard te the building. One
of two conclusions must be adopcd, either that they made
the purchase without any ground for i*king it, and in that
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case it was a gross waste of the pu blic money, or that,
when they bought it, they intended to put a public build-
ing upon it. What is the reason why they have not ? The
hon. Minister did not give any reason at all for that.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I complied with the pro-
mise I made to the bon, gentleman to submit this matter to
my colleagues. I did so, and the result is what we see,
that there is no vote for Lunenburg. I may add that, this
year as in other years, all the demands or petitions which
have been made to me for public works have been laid
before my colleagues, together with the amounts that
would h required to carry them ont ; but that is no
reason why, because I lay these matters before them, they
should be supposed to assent to these demands or requests.
When the estimates which I laid before my colleagues
came out of the Privy Council, I must say that this list
was much shorter than it was when i1t went in; and that
did not apply to one county or another; to counties repre-
sonted by Liberals more than those represented by on-
servatives. I think if the leader of the Opposition had
looked at the Supplementary Estimates he might have seen
there a city not represented by a Conservative, but by a
Liberal, the city of St. Hyacinthe, and he would have
seen that we have placed a sum of money in the Estimates
to buy a site there and to go on with the work, and then
there ais also the county of Laprairie represented by a
Liberal, and there is another sum of money for a publie
building there. The Privy Council thought that these two
places were entitled to their attention, and so they put in
those votes. I think that the imputation made by the hon'
gentleman against the Government on that head is not well
founded. In this case, as in many other cases, the Council
have not been able to recommend this year the vote of large
sums of money such as 1 and they would have wished to
vote, if the finances of the country would have allowed it,
but we could not do it. We have curtailed the expenditure
very largely, and I was very sorry that we had to do it. I
knew that a large number of these matters which we were
asked to vote money for were very useful, but we had to
postpone them.

Mr. LAURIEI. I congratulate the hon. gentleman on
the fact, as he states, that two counties which are repre-
sented by Liberals are receiving some share of the favors of
the Government. I only regret that I cannot congratulate
the hon. gentleman further, in regard to Lunenburg.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is a beginning.
Mr. LAURIER. You have already, for two years or

more, had this land in your possession. You do not intend
to seed it or plant it, I suppose. I understand from the
hon, gentleman that he submitted this matter to his col-
leagues. I eau only regret that his colleagues did not
share in the same sense of justice.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman said he could not
state from whom the land was bought. I may tell him
that, as I am told, it was bought from Mrs. Creighton, the
aunt of Mr. Kaulbach, the late member, at double the value.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is very unfair. The
hon, gentleman knows that this question comes up without
any notice. He should have told me that he would bring
the matter before the House, and thon I would have had
the data before me, but it is an impossibility for me to
answer every complaint of that kind without knowing any-
thing about it and no papers to guide me.

Mir. JONES (Halifax). The hon, gentleman says that
the list which he submitted to the Privy Council was very
much curtailed. It seems to me a rather singular coinci-
dence that all the votes which are given to the Province ef
Nova Scotia are given to the constituencies represented by
Conservatives, exoept a small amount for the city of Hali-'
fax which is necessary in regard to the public buildings,

and that I am sure is not put there on my account. Under
the bead of harbors and rivers in Nova Scotia, we find
that all the sums of money which are voted there, with the
exception of 81,000 for Yarmouth, which is voted for the
removal of wrecks and matters of that kind, are given to
the counties which are represented by friends of the
Administration, and not a cent is given to counties repre-
sented by Liberal members. Take the oounty of Guys-
borough, which has long been true to its Liberal principles,
and I hope will long continue to be true to them, and there
has not been a cent of publie money spenb there for I do not
know how many years.

Mr. KIRK. For fifteen years, I suppose-six years any
way.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). No publie i'noney has been spent
there for a long time, and that notwithstanding the fact that
a county like that requires harbors and piers as much as
any other county. It will hardly do for the Minister
of Public Works to say that there is no attempt at fairness
of discussion in this matter, because the publie accounts
show that we bave no expenditure made in our Liberal
coirnties, although we pay to the revenue as much as other
counties do.

Mr. KIRK. I would like to know on what principle the
Government appropriate moneys for public buildings. I
cannot see where they have any principle at all. In the
Province of Nova Scotia I find some counties representod
by supporters of the Government that have public build-
ings in two or threo separate towns, while there are other
counties and other towns which bave as large business,
as large a population as they have that have no public
buildings at all, and in which there bas not been a dollar
of public money expended for the last six years. 1 want
to know if that is fair. It is true, as the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Lister) bas said, that the Government ex-
pend the money entirely in the interest of their party and
not in the interests of the people. That is true, and it is
also true that in the whole of the Estimates whioh bave
been submitted to Parliament this year, there is not a dollar
appropriated for counties in Nova Scotia represented by
Liberal members in this House. Why is that? Why
should it be that these counties should be deprived of their
rights, because they think it proper to exercise them as free
mon in electing whom they please to represent thom in this
Parliament ? If there is not something wrong in such a
state of affairs, I do not know what wrong in. The
county of Guysboro'that I have the honor to represent
in this House has applied for several public works. They
have applied for aid for the construction of a public building
in the town of Guysboro' and they have been pressing that
application, but not a dollar lias ever been voted for that
purpose. Guysboro' is just as much entitled to a public build-
ing as ihe town of Annapolis, or the town of North Sydney,
or the town of South Sydney, or any other towns that have
publie buildings. Why should it be overlooked ? Then,
again, the county of Guysboro' bas petitioned year after
year for a small amount for one particular breakwater in
New Harbor ; they have been pressing that year after year,
the people have subscribed money to assist in building the
breakwater, but not a dollar will the Government give. I
want to know why itl is, or upon what prînciple the Gov-
ernment have appropriated the money belonging to the
whole people ? Ls it because of the political necessities of
the Government, or of the wants of the public? I believe
it is in the political interest of the Government, and not mi
the public interest at all.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). South Sydney poat office, eustom
house, &c., 8 10,000, will that finish ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The chief architeet telle
me that the probable cost of the building will be about
820,000.
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Public buildings, New Brunswick,..............$17,900

Mr. EILLIS. Dalhousie post oflice, $(2,000, I would like
to ask the Minister of Publie Works what the Dalhousie
post office is to cost ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The site and the construc-
tion of the building will be $19,000.

Mr. ELLIS. Dalhousie is highly favored. It gets $17,-
000 for a branch railway that was completed some time
ago. Now, there are 900 people in the town of Dalhousie
who are served by the post office, and the whole parish takes
in probably 2,200 or 2,300 people. It seems to me to be a
very expensive post office for Dalhousie.

Committee rose and reported progress.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved the adjourument of the

louse.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2.10 a.m,

(Wednesday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNISDAY, 1Cth May, 1888.

The SPzAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYERS•.

REPRESENTATION OF MONT&HAGNY.
Mr. LAURIER. I will call the attention of the House to

the petition presented some time ago by the hon. member
for Provencher with reference to the hon. member for
Montmagny.

Mr. ROYAL. Dropped.

DIVORCE CASES.
Mr. SMALL moved that the second part of rule 65 be

suspended in regard to the following Bills from the Senate:
No. 128, for the relief of Eleonora Tudor; No. 129, for the
relief of Andrew M. Irving; and No. 130, for the relief of
Catherine Morrison, and that the said Bills be placed on the
Orders of this day for consideration in Committee of the
whole House at the usual hour for the consideration of
Private Bills.

Sir IHECTOR LANGEVIN. No doubt the motion will
be carried on division, but I suggest that the Bills should be
put on the Order to-morrow, so tha€ the members of the
Bouse may know what is coming up. The Clerk of the
House tells us that the Order of the Day to-morrow does
not include Private Bills after 8 o'clock, but I suppose we
might have the Order of the Day changed for to-morrow. In
any case, there is Friday, and there is plenty of time. I
think my hon. friend had botter change his motion to to-
morrow.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It will have to be made a special
Ordor for to-morrow.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is still Friday and
Saturday, and at the end of the Session the hon. gentleman
knows that the Rules are not much in the way.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Unless this is made a special
Order for to-morrow, it will not appear on the paper to-
morrow, but wilt go over until Friday.

Mr. EDGAR. And thon any member objecting could
prevent its going through.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. Yes.
Mr. SMALL. I move that this be made a special Order

for tc-morrow at 8 o'clock.
Motion agreed to.

Sir ]HEcToI LSMGEVN.

TRHE LABOR COMMiISSION.

Mr. WELDON (St. John) asked, How many persons
have been appointed as members of the Labor CommiE-
sion, and how many persons are at present members of the
Commission ? What salary or remuneration is allowed to
each Commissioner, and what amount for travelling expenses
and contingencies ?

Mr. BOWELL. Fifteen persons were appointed as
members of the Labor Commission; one of them, Mr. Coté,
is a member without salary. The Commission finished the
taking of eviderce on the 12th instant. The salary or re-
muneration allowed to each member was $10 a day, besides
actual travelling expenses, and $3.50 per diein to cover hotel
and living expenses.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

H1ouse again resolved itself into committee on Bill (No.
116) to amend the Civil Service Act.-(Mr. Chapleau.)

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
The CHAIRMAN. This section is proposed to be re-cast

as follows :-
Sub-section 2 of section 47 is hereby repealed and the following

substituted therefor:
Temporary clerks employed continuously since the first day of July,

1882, may be appointed permanently, if otherwise qualîfied, at a salary
equal to their average pay during the two years previous to such
permanent appointment, but iu no case exceeding the actual salary of a
third clase eierk.

Mr. DAVIES. That is the same clause wo were at
yesterday. It appears Io me that it is not acting fairly with
the large number of young men who have prepared them-
selves for examination and have successfully passed exami-
nations, and are now entitled to receive appointments in the
Civil Service. There are, I believe, some five or six hundred
of these young mon scattered throughout Canada, but yon
come in and with a stroke of the pen you enact that a
large amount of tcmporary clerks who have not passed,
and presumably cannot pass, that examination, shall be
eligible for appointment for permanent positions as third
class clerks, and so exclude five or six hundred young men
who have gone to the trouble and expense of preparing
themselves for these vacancies. Sir, when you passed
these young men, if you were not making fools of them,
they had a right to assume that as positions became vacant
in the Civil Service, und were being filled up, they would
be filled up from their ranks. Instead of that, you take
some favorites who bave been employed temporarily since
1882, who bave never passed any entrance examination at
all, and you give then the preference over those men who
bave prepared themselves. I say it is a most unfair
clause, calculated to work very unfairly towards young
men who bave prepared themselves, and I shall oppose it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Beforè dealing with this question, I
wish to make one observation. We sat very late lst
night, and at a very late hour a prominent supporter of the
Administration came to me and said: "Mr. Mitchell, we
have about 350 votes to pass, and at this rate we shall not
get through by Saturday night." Now, if the Government
desire to get through the business that is to be done by
Saturday night, I wish to say that the proper course for
them to adopt is to drop out a lot of useless Bills, such as
this one under consideration nEow, and let us come down to
the practical business of voting the supplies, because I pre.
sume that is what they want to do. 1 think the suggestion
is one that will meet with the approval of some members
of the Ministry, ut all events, who have some common senze
about them,
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Some hon. ME BERS. lear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thore are some of them who have

common sense, and I am glad to be able to say it. I think
it would be in the interest of this louse for the Govern-
ment to adopt my suggestion, if they wish to get through
the business by Saturday night, and 1 may say it is the only
way they will get through. Going on with Bills like this,
upon which we spent nearly the whole of yesterday after-
noon, and it is likely to occupy a considerable time this
afternoon, is not the way to get through within a reason-
able time. I think if the Government will strike out a lot
of these useless measures which are not called for, and not
occupy the time of the louse with them at this advanced
season of the Session, Bills that ough t to be left over for
more mature detiberation when we shall bave time to deal
with them, I think it will be in the interest of the H1ouse,
and will promote the interest of the Government. I make
this suggestion in order to facilitate business, and enable the
Session to draw to a close. I can tell the hon. gentlemen
that, if they do not do something of that kind, there is not
the slightest chance of getting through by the time the bon.
gentlemen said they wished to finish.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This Bill is one the con-
sideration of whieh we have nearly flnished, only two
clauses romain to be passed ; so I do not think the remarks
of my hon. friend will apply to this Bill. We have made a
great deal of pregress with it, let us finish it, and after that
the hon. gentleman wilt know, by the proceedings of the
Governmenl, what Bills they intend to push and what
other Bills they may drop. But I thinr it is too much to
ask the House to drop this Bill now, when we have con-
sidered it to that extent. I think the Bill will b a good one,
as it is being amended, and I have no doubt that my hon.
friend will help us to carry it through, and then we will see
what other measures we shall go on with.

Mr. MITCHIE LL. Will the hon. gentleman be prepared,
before the louse separates at six o'clock, to intimate % hich
of the numerous Bills the Government have un their paper
they are prepared to strike off, and let us see whether we
can get through the business by Saturday night or not? If
they do that, I think there will be some disposition on the
part of the party 1 represent, at ail events-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. Hon. gentlemen may laugh, but I can

tell them that the party I represent is not an unimportant
one in determining when the Session shall come to a close.
If they wish to meet th'wishes of the louse, let us know
what it is they propose to do, so that we will thon be able
to j adge whother we will allow any and how many of the
iniquities which they propose to the House, to go through
or not.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am sure there is no one
in this House that would be disposed to minimise the im.
portance or the influence of the third party. At all events,
my hon. friend knows that I am not the one to underrate the
importance of what ho says in the remarks ho hasjust made
to the House. I am not in a position now to give him an
answer, but when the First Minister is here, [ will consult
with him, and will state myself what will be the course.

Sir HECTOR LIANGEVIN. I did not understand it so
Of course, I may ho mistaken. Before comin g from the
Council to the fou-se, we came to the conclusion that we
should go on with certain Bills, and then we would take up
Supply. That was the understanding. But perhaps the
bon. gentleman misunderstood what my h n. friend the
Minister of Finance said about it; or porhaps my hon. friend
did not express himsolf with sufficient clearness to convoy
the idea which ho had in his mind. But I arn sure the hon.
gentleman does not suppose for a moment-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Understand I am not
imputing any bad faith at all. I morely call attention to
what the hon. gentleman knows, that it is very desirable
that we should know exactly what is o bo taken up.

Mr. SHANLY. I wish to make a few remarks with
regard to one particular word that was used by the hon.
member for Queen's, P. E. I. (Mr. Davies). He alluded to
these young men who have passed the examination as boing
entitled to Government appointmonts. Now, I wish il to
be put on record that I take entire exception to that word
" entitled." These young men who have passed the exami-
nation corne up of their own free wiil and accord. I sup-
pose there is not a member of the flouse who has not appli-
cations from people in his constituency enqiiring about the
Civil Service Act. I myself have had communications from
perhaps two dozen of my constituents, but I have invariably
told them that passing this examination does not entitle a
man to an appointment, it simply qualifies him, and there is
a great difference betweon a man qualifying himsolf to fill
a situation that may turn up, and a man being entitlod to a
position. 1 wish particularly to have this point, which I
have often inculcated among my own people, placed on
record, in order that people should not be led to suppose
that because they pass the Civil Service examination they
are entitled to the consideration of the Governmont and a
position in the service.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. gentleman has obtainod
a wrong impression of my views. I did not say that all
who passed the Civil Service examination were entitled to
appointments, very far from it, and if I said so I did not
intend to convey that opinion. What I intended to impress
on the committee was this: that the 500 or iOO mon who
have passed the Civil Service examination have a right to
assume that appointments will be made from thoir ranks.
A misajprehension as to the meaning of the clause now
before the flouse appears to prevail. That misapprehen-
sion arose from the debate which took place on an amendment
moved by the hon. mein er for Bruce (Mr. McNeill)-the
amendment relating to a class of appointmonts made in the
Civil Service before 18t. The present amendment of the
Secretary of State has nothing to do with that amendmet t,
but it relates to appointments made in the Civil Service of
a temporary character since 1882.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The words might be inserted,
"appointed before but employed since 1882."

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The clause says" employed con.
tinuously since 1st July, 1882."

Mr. CHIAPLEAU. Thon they must have been appointed
before.

Mr BOWELLýT M* ha frimd'a bht tn ta allow
Bir. . .L.y.LLIn. y on, rienUI sL LjecVJ is M o

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I would make just one those who were in the employ of the Government in the
observation. I understood that the hon. gentleman meant departments previous te 1st July, 1882, who have been
to take up Supply upon the House assembling this after- continuously employed since but have never been appointed
noon. That was the understanding between the Minister -by appointed we meanu appointed by Order in Council-
of Finance and myself. Now, I do not want to delay the teobe appointed now upon the certificate of their qualifica-
business of the flouse over a matter of this kind, but 1 must tions from their superior offcer. Now, my hon. friend
point out to the Minister of Public Works that it is not proposes to go further. Where ho gives that power to
convenient to come to these understandings and then go appoint, ho also provi les that they shall be entitled to pro-
into other measures. motion withont examination, I do not know that I differ
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to any extent from the position of the hon. member for
Qtueen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies). If that concession is to be made
te those who wore in the service temporarily and aftorwards
appointed, then it seems to me the saute priviloge should
be extended to those appointed afterwards. If you do not
do this you at once give tho privilege and the right of pro-
motion to a man who nover passed an examination, and
you debar the man who bas passed an examination,
because ho entered the service only one day afterwards,
that is on 2nd July, from the same privilege.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) I understand that those clerks
who were appointed temporarily before 1882, and employed
continuously since now, becone third class clerks and arc
entitled without examination to an advance of $50 a year.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Most decidedly; they are permanent
clerks.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) And how many are there?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. I do not suppose there are 20, because

those who have been employed continuously since 1882 have
gradually come into the permanent service. There are a
few old servante, some of whom have been ton, twelve or
fourteen years in the service, and it has been very ha;d to
pass them to $400 under the present Civil Service Act ;
some were receiving $2.50 a day, as they had done during
ton years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I take it that a good
deal of the trouble has ariseu from the rather vicious
practice pursued for a long time, very probably even under
the regime of my hon. friend (?dr. Mackenzie) to some
extent, that when you want to give a man an appointmernt
a littie botter than a third class clerk you very often place
him at $2 a day, which means about $730 a year, and ho is
kept as a temporary clerk, instead of being made a third
class clerk in the ordinary fashion and given $400 or $500
a year. I have some doubts as to whether so small a
number as 20, unless the hon. gentleman bas enquired into
the matter, are affected by this change; I suspect the
number will be found to be considerably larger. Owing to
the practice to which I have alluded a great many of those
gentlemen remained in the position of temporary clorks,
but in any case it appears to me that this shows in a very
strong light the utter inadequacy of the Civil Service exam.
ination of the character we now hold. If we are going to
do any good by this system we must make the competitive
examinations and give the men certain rights. To allow
600 or 1,000 mon throughout the country to qualify, and
then cause thom at the same time to understand that they
eau only get appointments by political influence, renders
the Civil Service examination an utter farce.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.L) I cannot conceive how we can
agree that a third class or temporary clerk not capable of
passing the examination, should be entitled to $50 a year
increase.

Mr. BOWELL. That only applies to the inside service.
On paragraph 2,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know

whether this paragraph does not permit the Secretary of
State to grant a larger salary than $400. If a man passes
in optional subjects I suppose he could be given $600 ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes.
Mr. MULOCK. What length of time constitutes a

temporary appointment? How long can a man be in the
service and be considered only a temporary clerk ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. So long as ho is not permanent.
Mr. MULOCK. Thon a temporary clerk may be a per-

manent clerk in fact ?
Mr. BOWXLL.

Mr. COLAPLEAU. Some of them are.
Mr. MULOCK. There is no limitation to

ment that may be called a temporary one.
may be continued in the service as long as
ment may wish to keep them?

Mr. CEIAPLEAU. We have to re-appoint
six months by Order in Couneil.

an appoint-
Appointees

the Govern-

them every

Mr. McNE[LL moved in amendment;
The provisions of "The Civil Service Act'" se far as they render pro-

motion in the Civil Service contingent in any degree upon examination
as provided in the said Act, shall net apply te any civil servant who
entered the Civil Service before the first day of July, one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-two ; and any civil servant who eâtered tbe
service prior to tkat date shall be eligible for promotion in every respest
as though such provisions as te examination had never been enacted.

Mr. COUGHLIN (for Mr. CURRAN) moved in amend-
ment to the amendment :-

That aIl the words after "1882 " be struck out and the following sub-
stituted in the plase thereof: "Except in so far as regard the duty of the
office te which such civil servants may desire te be promoted."

Mr. MoNEILL. I May say that I am willing to accept
the amendment to the amendment.

Amendment to amendment agreed to.

Mr. JONES (Halifax) moved :

That no person ahall be temporarily appointed, or eontinued In the
Civil Service of Canada for a longer period than two years unless he
has been permanently appointed,

He said; [1have heard the Minister say that a number of
young men have been appointed temporarily, and that they
remained there from one to ton years, thon the Goverr -
ment of the day is pressed to put them on the permanent
staff. My object is to prevent the nomination of those
supernumerary clerks in the departments and to confine
the appointment to the regular service, so that when more
assistance is required at least within two years, those
people, if they are there and competent, and having passed
the examination,can be appointed permanently.

Mr. CHAPLE AU. I am very sorry my hon. friend was
not here yesterday and ho would have known that it was
not the intention of the Government to do what ho is say-
ing now. It is not the intention to appoint all the tempor-
ary clerks permanent, but when the needs and the wants
of the service requires that such an offloer should be made
permanent, thon ho will ba made permanent without
having recourse tothedimeulties we shouldotherwise meet.
We will make permanent those of the temporary clorki
that we requiret.

Mr. JONES (Halifax).
apprehend my argument.
templated to appoint those1

My hon. friend does not quite
He says that it is not con-

supernumerary cleiks.
Mr. CHAPLEAIU. Not at present.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). According to my vlew they
should ho appointed and placed on the permanent staff or
their services dispensed with. Some of them ho says bave
been there for eight or ton years. Surely if they have been
there that time they are entitled to some acknowledgment
fer their services.

Mr. MULOCK. Why mako temporary appointments?
Is it because there are not enough candidates to select from
who pass the examination ? If there are to-day some 2,0A0
candidates who pass the preliminary examination it appears
to me the temporary clorks ought to ho selected from
those.

Mr. CH APLIEAU. We must select them from the list
of the candidates who have passed the iamination. The
law says se.
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Mr. BOWELL. If yen make them all permanent, it

would add three or four thousand dollars te the superan
nuation list every six months.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If the hon.gentleman wants te pu
his amendment in the Bill, let 1im put hie name on it
because it is the existing law.

Mr. LAURIER. My hon. friend misapprehends the pur
port of this amendment. At present there are mon in th
service who have been employed as temporary clerks for
years, since before 1882. Those men are reappointed by
Order in Council every six menthe. My hon. frîend's
amendment is that after a man has been employed aS a
temporary clerk for two years, it will net be at the option
of the Government te keep him as a temporary clerk, but
either his services must bu dispensed with, or ho must be
put on the permanent list. The idea is a good one, that
you should not keep a man five or six years as a .tempor.
ary clerk.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. Secretary of State says
that if the hon. member for Halifax will put up his name
to the amendment, ho will let it go into the Bill, but ho
does not want te lot it go into a Bill for which hoeis re-
sponsible. What trash that is for a Minister of State to
talk I Why, Sir, it is the veriest rot that ever was spoken.
The hon, gentleman should understand his position butter
than that. If heis passing a Bill through this louse, ho
knows that hoeis bound to accept any amendment which
is according to the sentiment of the House, and it is useless
for him te talk about the hon. gentleman putting his name
to an amendment to a Bill for which he (the Secretary of
State) is responsible. It is the discussion of questions like
this that takes up the time of the louse, and prevents
getting an adjournment.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I have only te thank the hon. gentle-
man for the politenees of his language.

Mr. MITCHELL. All I can say is that my language is
quite as good as the hon. gentleman's, and Ithink my com-
mon sense is a mighty sight butter.

Mr. BOWELL. Let us se what the practical operation
of the amendment moved by the hon. member for Halifax
would be. If it is adopted, I take it that overy person who
is in the employ of the Government for two years-it doos
not say continuously-will have te be put on the roll
permanently or his services will have teobe dispensed with.
What would ho do in the case of mon who are appointed
y ear after year at seaport towns ? I have in my mind at
prosent a man who died a few months ago, who was con-
tinuously in the employ of the Government during the sum-
mer season in Quebec for 50 years. Would this amendoment
compel the Customs Department te put him and scores of
others similarly situated on the'permanent list, or dismise
them ? In Montreal, for instance, twenty or thirty mon
are put on every summer, sometimes more, sometimes less,
in proportion te the amount of shipping and commerce.
Many of these scarcely do anything in the winter, but in
the spring they are re-appointed.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman will see
that during the winter their services are dispensed with.
My object is to prevent the departments iere being crowded
with supernumeraries who are net required, with the object
of putting them on the permanent staff as soon as possible.
Surely the hon. Minister will admit that if a person has
been employed for two years, he should be made a per-
manent employé, or be diemissed.

Mr. BOWELL. There are in Halifax men who receive
81.25 or S1.50 a day in the summer. and who in the winter
are kept on at 50 cents a day, although there is net much
for them te do. They have been se employed for years,
and they would come within this amendment.

it Mr. JONES. I will change my amendment te maake it
i- apply to the inside service.

Sir HECTOR LA.NGEVIN. This amendment would
Lwork injurioaly in more ways than one. For oxample:
tin the engineering branch of my departmnent, a numbor of

enginers are temporarily employel, and they are kept
-there from year to year. The reason we do not put tboin
eon the permanent Esisl, that ocoasiona(ly, for two or three

,r or four yeare, we may flot have work for them, and they
yfind employment elsewhere, so that the country is flot
's herged with the expene of these men when thoe is no-
atbing for them to do. We have a number of arehitecte
nemployed in the Mame way in the chioftrchitect'e hranch;

and if we had to disene with their iservioce8 ut the end of
two yeare, we Fhould have to obtain otherô who would mot
bo eo familiar with the woik. For example, Mr. Ewart,

*who is the first aiebiteet under Mir. Fuller, the chief'archi-
tect, hae been twenty yoars in the service, although he je

19lot on the permanent liet.

B Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). Hoi should ho.

Sir HIECTOR LANG 9V IN. I do not thi nk 80 ; but his
case is an exception. Ho edeserves great consideration from
the department, for I muet say ho is a very good officer.
If ho wero put on the permanent list, w. should have te

t

put a num ber of other officors on at a thrne when we have
net much work for them. Therefore, if an amondment im
te be made, I think it sheuld ho limited to persone in> the
servica who are net emptoyed for technical work, so that it

f will accord with the remaindor of' the meaeure.

3 Mr. MULOCK. I agree largoly with what bas beon
3said by the hon. Minieter of Customes ad the hon, Ministcr

of Public Works. I think the Government should have
-somo power of expansion and contraction with iteemployéà,

There are certain servicee which ut times are more prossing
than ut othocr times and there should buc orne latitude

9allowcd to the Minisere. It may bu that a man le kpt on
for fifty yeare, yet his uppointmont je a tcmporary one. In
a senee it ie a permanent one; it is permanent as long as the
work le there fbr hirn to do. 11c ile appointed, for ine-tance,
during the period ol navigation, and stops wC)ik durimg the
winter, and the next ycar hlie takion on if thorc je work.

iHie tippointrncnt le as permanent as the work itsulf, but 1
thirik it wilI ho a mistbkt, to eay 1ho should Lho made
absolutely permanent by Ordur in Conil, and thue made
a charge upon the reeourcee of the country, ovein chould
hie serviceî ne longer ho required. The test of' hit pýr-
maneucy ie, are hie services noceeary ?

Mr. SPROULE. Theo e le nothor vcry important
objection te this am-endmenit. A tcmporary elork may ho
employed for any lergth of timu with ont an incrouse of
salary, and thu work ho is expectud to do is only> ordinary
werk. Should thie3 amendment, bu carried anad thesu mon
be put on the per-marient list, they wiil be entitlud te the
etatutory inci.ease ef $50 per year, and whon they reach
the maximum of theit- dass, tbey will want promotion. Lt
meane creating large additional expense.

Mr. IDAVIES. (P.E. I.) Lt means that, or their dis
miesal.

M.r. WELSH. 1 think eome discretion seuld b. lesft to
the Govern ment, and 1 would ba sorry to so the amerid ment
pues.

Mir. BOWELL. I weuld like to eail the attention of the
hon. gentleman to a case which hie euggeeted itef te me
since, I took rnyseat. Al ter every ceusus is taken, it le
nuoessury iu the Agriculture Departmrent te appoint a large
aumber of bande, and it gonerally tukes two or three years
before the statistics are comploted. &coording as that
work ceuses, the cemmissienerdischarges thoeo extra bands.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). I do not wish to delay the com-
mittee, and as there are objections to the amendment I will
withdraw it, but the principle is the right one.

On section 12,
Mr. CHAPLEAU. This clause is to prevent the Govern-

ment from paying any additional salary or remuneration or
compensation for any work done by any officers in the ser-
vice except on bringing the claim to Parliament and having
it voted as a bill of indemnity in the service.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The existing law seems to arrange
for that, because it provides that no additional salary or re-
muneration of any kind shall be paid to any civil servant
unless the same has been voted in the Estimates.

Mr. THOMPSON. The insertion of these words "in the
Estimates " invites everybody to apply.

Mr. CHAPLE AU. The first part of the fourth clause
in the present law provides that when an officer fulfils the
duties of another officer of higher rank during three months,
he is entitled to the difference in salary. This is struck out.

On section 15,
Mr. BOWELL. There is no provision in the schedule

for the grading of packers in the Customs Department. In
some places, such as Toronto and Montreal, where there are
a dozen packers, one should be appointed to oversee the
whole, with a maximum salary of $60, while the others
have $500. At present we cannot appoint a chief packer
to look after the others.

On the preamble,
Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) The hon. the Secretary of State

argued yesterday that the adoption of the principle con-
tained in the amendment of the hon. member for Bruce
would be a fatal blow at the principle underlying the Civil
Service Act. I thought his arguments were conclusive,
snd was prepared to vote against the amendment. Under
the law, as it stands, it is provided that when a vacancy
occurs in a higher class, the head of the department shall
select fi om the list of successful candidates for promotion
the person considered best fitted for the ofilee, and in mak-
ing his selection he should have .reference to any special
duties to be performed and special fitness, &c. That is a
good pi inciple, and I believe it should work well. The hon.
the Secretary of State yesterday said it would never do to
repeal it. Now you have repealed that, so far as concerns
the officers appointed before 1882. They are no longer to
be required to pass any examination at all, except the
purely formal ones relating to the department in which
they are. What is the sense of keeping the clause at all ?
The hon. gentleman bas changed his mind, and he should
explain wby the principle, which ho thought yesterday was
subversive of the Act, should be accepted te-day.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

CUSTOMS ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. BOWELL moved that the amendments made by the
Senate to Bill (No. 92) to amend chapter 32 of the Revised
Statutes respecting the Customs be concurred in. He said:
The first amendment made by the Senate is to substitute 15
for 10 in the clause providing for the increase of duty in case
of an undervaluation. Under the old law, if an article were
undervalued 20 per cent., it carried with it a penalty of 50
per cent. of the whole duty. The amount which I proposed
was that, if an article was undervalued 10 per cent., it
should carry a penalty of 10 per cent. of the duty, and so
on proportionately to the undervaluation. The Senate
have corne to the conclusion that 10 per cent. was too low
a rate, and they have insertcd the word 15. The result is
to the importer that an undervaluation of 15 per cent.
carries a nalty of 15 per cent., and an undervaluation of

Mtr. wL.

20 per cent. carries a penalty of 20 per cent., and so on, so
that an undervaluation would have to reach 50 per cent. in
order to carry the same penalty which was provided under
the old law.

Mr. MULOCK. What penalty is provided if the under-
valuation is less than 15 per cent.?

Mr. BOWELL. None.
Mr. MULOCK. That is given as a margin ?
Mr. BOWELL. Yes. If there was an undervaluation of

14¾ per cent. there would be no penalty in addition to
the duty.

Mr. MULOOK. The Senate has given 50 per cent more
latitude for undervaluation than that the Minister proposed.

Mr. BOWELL Yes; that was a suggestion which was
given by the Board of Trade in Montreal,

Mr. MITCHELL. Was that the result of the con ference
botween the Board of Trade of Montreal and the gentleman
who was sent down there from the department to see them ?

Mr. BOWELL. I had consented to that arrangement
before Mr. Parmeleo went to Montreal at all. He was there
on other business, and I gave instructions that ho should
sec the committee of the Board of Trade and find out from
them what objections they had, so as to see how far we
could meet their views.

Mr. MITCHELL. Then I understand that the Board of
Trade is the legislative body in this country, and not this
Parliament ? That is what it comes to.

Mr. BOWELL. I cannot agree in that view. I think it
is neeessary for the Government to obtain all the informa.
tion they can from the people who are interested in the
working of any law of this kind, and that is the principle
u.pon which [have acted during theten years that I have had
charge of the Castoms Department. In order to show the
bon. gentleman that the Montreal Board of Trade is not the
legislative body, I may tell him that they made a number
of suggestions which I did not deem it advisable, either in
the interest of the importer or in the interest of the revenue
to accept; and wh'en it was explained to them what the
effect of some of their proposed amendments woîl I b.,, they
admitted that they were wrong and the Customs Depart-
ment was right.

Mr. MITCHELL. I should like to ask the iinister if
the visit of Mr. Parmelee to Montreal was before or after
this Bill passed this House.

Mr. BOWELL. It was after.
Mr. MITCHELL. I think it would have been better to

have obtained the views of the Board of Trade before the
Bill was passed. I had a rather warm controversy the other
evening in consequence of something which was said by the
Minister of Finance to me when I was not addressing him
in any way, and certain comments were made upon that in
the newspapers which were entirely untrue. I simply de-
sired, as I said, to have the further consideration of the Cas-
toms Bill postponed, in order that the commercial interests of
Montreal, Toronto, Quebec and other great centres might
have an opportunity to diseuss the provisions before the
Bill passed ; but I was told in the most peremptory way
that the Bill must go on. I thought it was not asking
very much, as I told the Minister of Public Works who
was then leading the House, after the way in which we
had facilitated on this side the promotion of public busi-
ness, to ask the Government to allow the Bill to stand for
further consideration from Friday until Tuesday, but I was
peremptorily told that the Government would not consent
to that, and the Minister of Finance interjected a most im-
pertinent remark on that occasion, although I was not
speaking to him at all. He said, as far as I remember,
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« Your impertinent threat, Sir, precludes the Government
from meeting your wishes." I wai pot talking to the
Minister of Finance, but to his leader. the Minister of Pub.
lic Works, who, I must ray, has always treated me very
courteously, and I thought the remark which was made by
the Fnance Minister on that occasion was very impertinent
and entirely uncalled for.

Mr. BOWELL. I was in communication with the
Board of Trade bsfore the Bill was passed through
ihis House. All these matters were under consideration
before the assistant commissioner visited Montreal, not
in connection with this mattor, but in connection with
a large seizure thore, which I desired to have investi-
gated before it was finally decided ; but I considered
that, being in Kontreai at the time, he miglit ses these
gentlemen and explain to them that some of the pro-
positions they had made would result more adversely to
them than in their favor. If it had not been for that
seizure, Mr. Parmelee would not have gone to Montreal at
all. The next lino applies to section 29, in which the
following words are added "manufactured articles, com-
posed wholly or in part of polished steel, &." The present
law provides that persons importing hardware cannot claim
anything for damage arising from rust or salt water except
on Russian polished iron and Canada plate. We propose to add
to that exception ail polished cutlery, or polished steel, which
will enablo the importer, in cases where damage has ocur-
red-it does not occur very often to this kind of article-to
put in a claim for damage and have a rebate upon the duty.
The third amendment relates to the clause which providës
for the examination of goods. Under the old clause some
of the packages were sent to the merchant's warehouse,
and certain packages were retained in the appraiser's de-
partment. Under the old law the customs officer had the
power to go to the merchant's warehouse a month after-
wards, il he chose, and claim an examination of the goods
which were in the warehouse. The law further provided
that the merchants were not to open the packages, under
liability to a penalty, until the appraisers had finally dis
posed of those packages which were left in the warebouse
This clause confines the right of the appraisers to visit the
'warehouse to three days; after that the merchant can open
his goods and dispose eof them as ho pleases, unless fraud is
found to have been practiced. These concessions are in
the interest of trade, and they do not in any way affect the
revenue. I would therefore move their adoption.

Amendments concurred in.

SAFETY OF SHIPS.

Ordbr for second reading of Bill (No. 112) to amend the
Revised Statutes, chapter 77, respecting the Safety of
Ships, re4.

fr. JONES (Halifax). If the Minister will allow me, I
will suggest to him that, as this is a very important Bill-

Mr. FOSTER. I was going to say that I have determined
to move for the discharge of this order. The reason is not
that I do not think that some legislation is necessary, but
that, after having the Bill printed and distributed, a large
number of very valuable suggestions came in, both from
sbip owners and from mariners, and I came to the conclu-
sion, after considering the matter very carefully, that the
Bill did not meet the case as regards the ship owners, nor
did it sufficiently provide for the protection of life and
property. I propose, during the summer, to take up the
whole matter and prepare a more comprehensive Bill,
which I think Will be more satisfactory all round. I there-
fore move that the order be dischargedi

Motion agreed to.
185

REPRESENTATION OF THE NORTH.WEST TERJ-
TORIES.

Sir JOHN A. MA.CDONALD moved second readiog
of Bill (No. 76) to amend the Revised Statnt4s of 4a.-
ada, chapter 50, respecting the Nurth-West Territories.
He sai: I explained the object of the Bill when it
was introduced. I may say, it is to carry out to conu p1ption
the legislation which bas previonuly Laken plage 4 will,
perhaps, be remembered by the old nembers qf Parliaipent
that a constitution was given to the North West Territories
under the auspices of the present member lor Bothwe:l (Sir.
gills) who was then Minister rf the lnterior.

Mr. MACEENZIE. Ho was not in the Goverqment then.

SirJOIVI A. MACDONAW)L. I thought it was hise Bil.
It was, at ail events, a measure introducod while my hon.
friend for East York was ut the head of the Government.
It provided that there should be a Lieutenant Gov*rpor,
assisted by a nominated council; thAt the Lieutenant
Goveinor and his council should si4 toget er, pnd the lien-
tenant should have a vote with his counij, *nd iarb ayet-
ing vote. The Bill also provided that when the Lieus'aa*
Governor asoertained that within a reasonable arqa tar0
was a population of a thousgpid soula, ho migbt give them
an elected member. Under that cause the Lieuteant
Governor did, from tirne t. time, lay out constituenoies,
which constituencies elected mormbers. The Act alao pro-
vided that when there were twepty-one elooted members,
the nominated councillors shQA4i cease to exisM, aQd
that there should bo a Legislaive Assembly, oouiste-

ing of twenty-one elept¢ mçrnbers; tha4 the Lieutenant
Governor should po longer sit with them and a c with tbe
as one of the body, but abould assum mor. tho e positiom of a
Lieutenant Governor of a province, and th4t they sen4
have the fuil power of legislating while he ha4 the power
of rejecting, or reserviog, or ass4ing to thair
measures. The constitution has beesm åp exstenioe
for some time, and on the whole has been satisfactory, but
the time bas come when tho nominated members mua4
cease. The population has increased in snob a degree that
they have fully aright to,2I members. This meamure pro-
vides for 22 constituencies. I may say I have consovl4d
the mem bers of this fHouse who reprosent the North-Wpst,
and af ter going into the matter with them the schedule at-
tached to the Bill now under consideration sots ont the 22
consti tuencies. The original Act provided that the term
should be two years for the elective mombers. After full
consideration, and after consultation with those hon. gentle-
men, it has been thought well to extend the term one year
more and make the term for three years, as two years is a
very ebort period. We all remember that when first
elected it appeared strange for the first session to enter in-
to the business of general legislation.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, but that North-West country
changes very faut.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The question was wbether
we should leave it to be two years or to extend it to the
term in most of the other Provinces, four years, and we
thought on the whole it would be well to adopt a compro-
mise and to extend the term to three years, the first session
being a session when the members would begin to loarn the
business, and the second and third sessions when they
would be useful members of the Legislature. In conse-
quence of the rapid or expected rapid increase--

Mr. L&URIER. Oh, oh.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. gentleman

says "oh, oh." L repeat that in consequece of the ex-
pected rapid increase in the Noith West, perha three
years would be better than four, so that the rapi popula-
tion coming in for the next three years mig have au
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opportunity of voting. No doubt hon, gentlemen opposite
have examined the clauses of the Bil, sud I do not desire
to go over them very closely, as this can be done more
conveniently in committee. I may say, however, that it
bas been thought well to place a clause in the Bill similar
to the clause in the British North America Act, which pro-
vides that no measure for the expenditure of public money
can be taken up by the Legislature without a message from
the Executive. Under that provision we would really have
a one-man power-that of the Lieutenant Governor.

Mr. MITCHELL. Just as we have got bore.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The one-man power

has been exercised so beneficently that it bas received
the undivided support of the third party. The North-West
Act provided that when there were 21 elective members
the Governor should cesse to be a portion of the Council
and become Lieutenant Governor proper and withdraw
from the Council, but there is no provision in the Act by
which there is any executive or responsible government,
or by which the system that obtains in the Provinces should
be carried out, The true theory, as I think, of the terri-
torial system, so long as it continues, both here and in the
United States, is that Goverument proceeds from bore.
That in the principle on which that original Act was
based, and until the territory evolves from its present con-
dition into that of a full grown Province we should, owing
to its sparse population and the fact that considerable
assistance must be given from the central power, the Parlia-
ment of this Dominion, and there must be ex necessitate
very considerable aid given to that country, responsible
government in its accepted sphere would be premature.
But this Bill provides that the Lieutenant Governor, as I
have already stated, must give his assent to money grants,
and there is a clause which bas been omitted from the
printed Bill, but which I will ask the House in eommittee
to add, which provides that the Lieutenant Governor shall
select from among the elected members three persons to be
an advisory committee on matters of finance. When they
have settled upon the appropriation of the fund to the
territory the statement will go down by message from the
Lieutenant Governor; but it cannot go down unless it is
carried by the assistance of the ativisory committee.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Can the three members of the ad-
visory committee override the Governor ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes. The Lieutenant
Governor will bave a vote and also a casting vote in case
of a tie. The object of the Government bas been to alter
the original Act as little as possible; and as this will be
the first election by the people of representatives to a re-
presentative assembly, holding all the characteristics of a
legisiative body as in other Provinces, we desire that it
should be left to them, either at their first or subsequent
Session, as they think proper, to suggest such amend ments
or improvements in the system as their experience may
dictate. We adhere to the present lines as much as pos-
sible. I will give one instance. We have not provided for
vote by ballot. There is a considerable difference of
opinion I find on that point at present. The present
Council have asked for vote by ballot. We have no objec-
tion to have vote by ballot there, but I should like to have
the positive, weli-considered decision of the Legislative
Assembly on that point. There is no power existing there
that eau exercise undue influence over voters.

Some lon. MEMBERS. Ob, Oh.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Some hon. gentlemen say

" oh, oh !" I think if they will look at Manitoba and the
North-West, they will find that so far as the central Gov.
erument is concerned, no influence can possibly be used.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is not the general impression.
Sir JoHN A. MAcDONALD.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. At ail events there is no
Lieutenant Governor similar to the Governors we have in the
Provinces, and no Council with a Lieutenant Governor to
exercise any authority over the neople. However, that is
mere badinage. The practical dificulty is that the settlers are
scattered over half a continent, in amall groups, and by a
very iongh and ready systemn the votes have been collected
in those places. If thore is going teobe a charge upon the
infant treasury of the North-West to furnish ballot boxes
and to send them along the trains, leaving those boxes at
different places along the whole coutinent, why the expense
would be enormous, and it would swallow up the whole of
their very sparse revenues at this moment. iowever, that
is for their consideration. Hon. gentlemen suggest that the
system of voting by ballot would be a good system, ard tbey
assume, as a matter of course, that ail the expense would fail
on the genoral treasury. There is no reason why it should
fall on the general treasury. The Territories must pay the
expenses of their own elections like the Provinces We
have,however, as the member for East Ynrk(Mr. Mackenzie)
knows, in aid of the local treasnry,paid the councillors out of
the Dominion funds, and that prixiciple is continued.
Under the North-West Act it is provided that the Govern-
ment may pay to each councillor for his annual attendance
a sum not exceeding $1,000. In the resolution which you
will see on the paper, it is provided that elective members
shall get $500 for each Session, aud that there is a new pro.
vision in this Bill that there shall ho legal experts, who
shall not exceed three in number, who will sit with the
elected members, but who will have no right to vote. The
object of that clause, which is a novel one, is to give the
Assembly the advantage of having some men to advise
them as to the drafting of Bills, as to what the law really
is, and if any amendments are submitted as to how the
amendments are to be prepared. The language of the Bill
is: " legal experts." It is, however, I may say, the intention
of the Government te select those legal experts from the
present judiciary there. Judge Richardson at Regina, who
is the senior judge, and in all but title the chief justice, bas
from the very beginning of this Council been nominated a
member of the Council, and he bas been of the greatest
assistance to that body. In fact, I believe that the very
able and well considered system of legislation that has
been adopted there, se far as the legal phrases go at all
events, is very much due to him.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He is the Attorney General of the
Territories in fact?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes ; I think he was sent
up there by my hon. friend opposite (Kr. Mackenzie). He
bas proved himself to be a most valuable man, so valuable
that from a stipendiary magistrate he bas been appointed
to the position of senior judge. The members of the Coun-
cil in ail probability will not contain any legal men among
them. They may or they may not, but hitherto there has
been no legal men elected to the Council, and the chances
are that there will not be legal men elected. It was sug-
gested that there might perhaps ho a law clerk appointed
to assist the new Assembly, but the objection te that is that
it would ho very difficuit to get a man fit to hold that ojfice
who would be of any real value to the Legislative Assembly.
The fact that a man is a lawyer and perhaps a good lawyer
gives no assurance that he is an sept at legal phraseology
as a parliamentary draftaman. Judge Richardson is ooe
and 1 may say Judge McLeod is another, and they both
have been mombers of the Council and have been thor-
oughly trained in that regard. Those two judges would be
quite sufficient, but it has been thonght well to
appoint a third. I may mention that if this Bill passes it
is the intention of the Government to ask thé Governor in
Council tbat Judge Rouleau should also ob appointed. The
appointment of those gentlemen is only te last during the
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term of the Legislature for which they are sppointed. I dc
not suppose that can last very long, but I wish to poin
out further that the appointmuent of a law clerk will not bE
satisfactory. You cannot get a man who is thoroughly
competent to assume that duty, unless you give him a largE
salary, and you cannot get a man to leave any of the Prov
inceB and give up bis position, unless you give him a very
large salary. ln fact, I do not know any man that woald
be suitable, becanse it requires great training to be a good
parliamentary draftsman. Therefore this scheme bas been
adopted, and I think it will present itself to the favor of the
louse. I do not know that there are any other clauses

that I need specially di8cuss just now, but when we go into
committee on the Bill the various clauses can be discasted

Mr. LAURIER. I am very sorry that I cannot look upon
this measure as being a measure of reform. It bas the prc.
tension of being an extension of popular rigbts, and so iar
it sounds well, but in reality there is no extension whatever,
except in name, of rights which can be at all useful to the
people. The only pretension of the Act-in fact it is the
basis of the A5t-is to provide a Local Legislature for the
Territories. So far that is perfectly satisfactory, but no pro.
vision whatever is made for an Executive Council which
would be responsible to the Legislature. It is within the ex-
perience of every Canadian that a Local Legislature, which
bas not at the same time the power of controlling the Ex-
ecutive, cannot and did not ever work satisfactorilv.
We have had experience of such legislatures in Upper
Canada and also in Lower Canada, and undersuch a system
it is always in the power of a Governor to baulk the will
of the people and set it aside. The bon. gentleman bas
stated that it is intended that the central governing power
should emanate from the Government; and Ibis system is
to cari y out that intention. The Dominion Government will
be the colonial office of those Territories; in fact, the Domir-
ion Government will govern the Territories by the agency
of the Lieutenant-Governor, who is an officer appointed
by them and responeible only to them. Wheu this Bill was
introduced, my bon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), who
is admitted on every side of the House to be an authority
on such matters, took exception to what b characterised as
a fatal omission in the provisions of the Bill. The hon.
Prime Minister answered that there was no demana for an
Executive Couneil or for responsible government in the
Territories. I will refresh bis memory with the words he
used on that occasion:

"In the first place, I must tell the hon. gentleman that in the North-
West they h-ave a most holy borror of responsible government. The
representations are,.I may Bay, without any exception, against the
premature introduction of responsible government. If the hon. gentle-
man were in the position of the Minister of the Interior, he would find that
the one cry il: Do not at ail at present give us a Government of that
kind."

Now, as far as I can construe the opinion of the people of
the North-West, that is altogether the reverse of what the
hon. gentleman said it was. Instead of having a holy
horror of responsible government, it is the very thing they
are asking for. We have not ample means of communica-
tion with those Territories, and their press is not such as to
give us much idea of the opinion prevailing there ; bathere
is a me morial of the North-West Coun cil, laid on the Table
of the Ilouse by the bon. gentleman himself, in which they
ask, as one of the features of their constitution:

" That the Lieutenant Governor carry on his executive fonctions by
and with the advice of an 1cxecutive Conneil of three, who shall be from
time to time chosen and summoned by the Lieutenant Governor and
sworn in as Privy Councillors, and who shall hold seats in the North-
West council Î,

They are asking the very thing which the bon. gentleman
Baid was regarded with holy horror by the people of the
Territories; and these people, coming as most of them do
from the older Provinces of Canada, and knowing some-
thing of their former history, cannot but entertain the idea

o bore set forth, because the bon. Prime Minister must re-
t member that the system of government which ho now pro.
e vides for the Territories never gave any satisfaction in bis
y Proivnce or in the lower Provinces, and, of course, the same
e causes must produce the same effects. So far, I think the
- measure is deficient. I notice also that no executive power
v is to be given to the Legislature, but it is to have absolutely

the same powers as those now enjoyed by the North-West
j Council, and nothing more; at least, I fail to perceive in

the Bill any evidence of a disposition to give increased
powers to the new Legislature. Now, the powers at present

s enjoyed by the North-West Council are of a very limited
char acter indeed. At present they have only three differ-

. cnt powere under the statute: to make ordinances with
regard to education, to make ordinances with regard
to the administration of justice, and to make ordinan-

- ces with regard to the oalling of juries ; all their
other powers are such as are conferred upon them by
the Governor in Council. The Governor in Council is
authorised by the Act to extend their powers, that is, to
give them such other pnwers as are conferred on the Pro-
vinces by the British North America Act. These powers
are rather numerous, and the Governor in Council cau
select from them those which ho thinks ought to be con-
ferred on that body. The bon. gentleman muit sec that
this is very unsatisfactory legislation. lu such a country,
though the population does not increaso as rapidly as was
hoped, we must still expect some increaso, and changes
may be required pretty rapidly. As the hon. gentloman
stated, the time bas crme when the constitution which has
been given to the Territories shou d b mcdified and defined
in such a manner as ho said, that is, by giving them a
purely elective Legislature instead of a nominatod boly.
At the rame time it seems to me that they ought to be
given, if not ail, at least a great many of the powers which
are given to the Local Legislatures under the constitution,
I am surprised, for instance, that no authority exists in the
law for giving to the Territories municipal powers, which is
the very first thing that should be done. They may have
been granted to them by the Governor in Council-I am
not aware of it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, yes.

Mr. LAURIER. If they have itbis very proper. I do
not know how far the provisions which the hon. gentleman
proposes to introduce with regard to an advisory board and
legal experts may work satistfctorily. This is altogether a
new experiment. I do not know that it has ever been tried
anywhere else; but it seems to me that responsible govern-
ment of some kind such as they are now asking, would b.
the bst system to adopt. With regard to voting by ballot,
the bon. gentleman said there could be no undue influence
in those Territories. Why, Sir, it seems to me there is no
part of Canada which is so liable to undue influence. The
hon. gentleman stated that the Territories would have to be
governed from Ottawa. That is the very undue influence
which [ dread in those Territories-that of the hon. gentle-
man and bis Government. The Lieutenant Governor is
their agent; the land agents are their agente; they have a
crowd of agents there, and 1 do not tbink I am wrong in
saying that the power of these agents was unduly felt dur-
ing the last election.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I think it apity that
the bon. the First Minister should have introduce bis Bill
so very late in the Session. There ii no doubt that the
questions raised are of great importance, and it is very dif-
ficult at so late a time as this to give them the consideration
they require. I should be glad if theb hon. the First Minis-
ter would agree not to take the third reading of this Bill
until as late a period as h. can, so as to give my bon. friend
from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) an opportunity of expressing
his opinion of it. Of ooarse, ho cannot take the third read-
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ing to-day but I would suggest to him that it would be bet-
ter to deer the third reading until Friday. I suppose he
will have no objection to that.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not the slightest.
Sir RICIHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to know

if this covers the whole of the Provinces, which return
members to this Parliament.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Yes, it covers all the
North-West.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is the three Pro.
vinces, Assiniboia, Saekatchewan and Alberta, if I recollect
aright.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, it is a very big ter-

ritory for these partieeto exercise authority of any sortover.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is so.
Sir RICHARD CARTW RIGHIT. I notice, whatever else

is or is not likely to increase by leaps and bounds, the
charges for the expenses of Government in the North-West
Territories aiIe'likely to so increase.

Sir .OHN A. MACDONALD. In what way ?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I judge from the

returns. I notice that they were $102,000 for the present
year, and the hon. gentleman proposes to take 8142,000 for
the future year.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONAL D. You mean the expendi-
tare voted bere ?

Sir RICEARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; and I should like
to kno* what, if any, revenues these local councils, or Leg-
islative Assemblies, whatever you like to call them, wilt be
called upon to administer. There is one serions difficulty
in the way of giving these parties legislative powers. If
we are to provide the funds from the Dominion for them to
expend, there is no doubt that there will be no check, or a
very imperfect check indeed, placed upon them in the way
of seoring prudence and economy mi their expenditure.
For that reason, I should like to know whether they have
any power of taxation for their own purposes?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They have the power of
direct taxation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They can tai by direct
taxation just as one of our general assemblies can ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They are going to

have, I presaume, municipal institutions similar to those
which exists in the older Provinoes

Sir JOIS A. MACDONALID. They may have them.
In some places they adopted municipal institutions, but in
other places they have refused to do so.

Sir RICHIARD GARTWIGHT. They have a sehool
system and tax in some parts, but I do not know whether
they have adopted the municipal system outside of pos-
sibly such places as Calgary and one or two others.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Calgary ls a municipality,
with a mayor and corporation.,

Sir RICHARD OARTWR1GIIT. Yes; there they would
tax the town people just as an ordinary village or town in
Ontario or elsewhere would. Have these people got any
revenues, so to speak, that they are likely to obtain by
direet taxation ? Where they have municipalities the pro-
bability is that the municipalities will abtorb ail the sanme
that can be raised by direct taxation out of the people just
as they do in the older Provinces.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Tes.
fr loKARD OARTWUGgT.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. In older Provinces,
they have Crown lands ard some other modes of suppo.
menting their revenue, which, I presume, wi(l be totally
wanting here, inasmuch as we are the landlords.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RIC11ARD CARTWRIGHP. Then, aslI understand

it, these people will, with the exception of some very smail
licenses, have no funds except such as they may receive by
direct taxation. That is the position ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. And wherever there

exists a municipality there will be extreme reluctance te
pay direct taxation to the Local Government, as well as to
the municipal body. So that I take it, practically, with
the exception of what funds they may get from Ottawa,
these people will bave no funds to dispose of. Is that the
case ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is very much the
case. The revenues that are at the disposal of the Council,
and will be at the disposal of the Legislature, are very
small. There is an amount received for permits, there are
auctioneers' and other licenses, there are fees from practi-
tioners at the Bar, and things of that kind, which certainly
do not amount to much. The members of the' Legislature
bave been paid out of the central treasury, and the
main improvements, such. as bridges, roads, and so on,
have been also paid from here; and I thirk, on the whole,
libcial grants bave been given, from time to time, for the
in provement and development of the country. The hon.
geitleman mentions that there is an increaeed vote in the
E&timates for this year. There ought to be an increased
vote. As the population increases, the demands will in-
crease, and necessitate increased pecuniary supplies to be
got from some source. The powers are being largely in,
creased from time to time. I am not sure that these powers
have been brought down to the House, but I fancy they
have been reported regularly in the varions reports from
the North-West; but the powers are nearly co-extensive
with those of a Provincial Legislature, and once the power
is conferred I do not think there is any means of taking it
away. At all events there is no disposition to take them
away, and I quite agree with the hon. the leader of the
Opposition that the sooner these powers, which have been
granted by proclamation, are embalmed in the statutes the
better. The expenditure for the opening of that cotntry f
guided heie. It does not come within the purview or con-
trol of a Local Government or Legislature any more than
in any votes here it would come within the control of a
Provincial Legislature. Votes for public buildings in any
Province of the Dominion are under the control of the
Department of Publie Works.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. What I meantto have
anquired was, as the-e people have, as it appears to me,
veiy small funds of thoir own, does the hon, gentleman
intend to allow them to dispose of all or a considerable part
of this vote of $140,000, or is he going te supervise that, as
we are the parties who furnish the mney ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course the vote is
here and the responsibility is here, and that money will be
appropriated on the responsibility of the general Govern-
ment.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. This Local Legislature,
as I understand, will not receive a lump sum to divide at
their pleasure ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. I may say that the
hon. member for Bothwell, in his remarks on the introduo-
tion of thei Rll, suggested in consequenee of the paueity of
the fund at the disposal of the Local Legislature, that some-
thing like a subsidy or grant for general purpose should be
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given. That is worthy of consideration. I am not at aIl
sure, inasmuch as these people contribute to the revenue by
consuming datiable goods, that there ought not to be a sum
placed at their disposai to be used at their discretion, in the
same way as the subsidies which are granted to the varions
Provinces may be dealt with by the Provincial Governments.
However, we de not propose to ask Parliament for a vote
this Session for that purpose, and there is not any
provision made for it in this measure or the resolution upon
the Table. The hon. the leader of.the Opposition said that
this Bill is one nomainaliy extending all thé powers of self-
government. I have already explsined that itl is exatly on
the line laid down by the present measure. It is notintend-
ed to be in any way a perfect constitution. It cannot by
any possibility be so. Hitherto the North-West has had a
hybrid constitution, partly nominated and partly elected.
That kind of government has always failed in the long run,
and now that we propose to have a purely elective body, it
has been thought botter, as a matter of caution and prudence,
to allow them to assume the responsibility of making the
suggestions for the future development of their constitu-
tional system. My hon. friend opposite disputed my state-
ment that they had in the North-West a hQly horror of
responsible government. I did not speak simply
from the statement that was made ly the North-
West Council, in the paper which has been laid on
the Table, that it should be an Executive Council.
That statement shows that there should be a legal
expert among them. The point taken is that there should
be some restriction of their powers. The whole body now
is either elective or nominated by the Governor, and is an
executive body. The Governor sat with them, and they
voted upon every subject, whether matters of administra-
tion or of legisiation, and the Governor could be out-voted ;
and at the same time they had the whole control of the
administration and legislation of the North-West. The
request of the Council simply amotinted to a cutting down
and diminisbing of their powers, and the proposition which
I now make is greatly in advance of the mneasure which is
now law. By that measure it is provided that the Lieutenant
Governor shall b. the sole executive, that he shal sit Rtbone,
that the Assembly may pass what laws they desire, but
that hoe is to have full power to veto, to assent to, or to
reserve any of those moasures as he believes it right for
him to do. Heia under no control of any kind, and I
think this Bill makes a stop in a liberal direction, and that
is in providing for an advisory committee in all matters of
finance to assist the Lieutenant d4overnor, and not only to
assist but to control him in regard to money levied on and
collected from the people there.

Mr. KACDOWALL. The hon. leader of the Opposition
has spoken of the desire of the people of the North-West
Territories to have responsible government; but I think he
is rather mistaken in regard to the feeling of the people in
those Territories in that respect. I know that in the con-
stituency I represent, which is within four êquare miles
of the entire area of Great Britain and Ireland, the people
sent ine a petition requesting that responsible government
be not granted at present, the right hon. gentleman pro
poses that the Lieutenant Govornor shal be assisted by an
executive of thrce. Under the old régime, he was assisted
by the whole Council, and I think that it ,in place of three,
the number were increased, it would be botter, because I
think that, if the number were limited to three, the various
interesta ot the Territories would not be so well represented.
The largest population is, of course, slong the ine of
the railway, ima probably the part of the Territories which
lies away from the railway line would not have representa-
tion in the executive. I look upon it as one of the most
valuable mati.ers i regard to the North-West Council that,
by means of their rpresettives, the peopleo a make

their wants known; and I do not think that they wiil ever
believe that their wants are properly attended to if a smali
executive is appointed, in which the various districts may
not be represented. I hope that the hon. gentleman will
at least take in another member and make the number four,
so that the four districts which are represented in this House
mnay h. represented aiso in the executive of the North-West
Council, As to what has been said in regard te the appoint-
ment of judges as legal experts in that Council, I am xhorough.
ly in accord with the right hon. gentleman. I was a member
of the North-West Council my self for some time, and I found,
during the tie I was there, that all thé members were
indebted to the knowledge and the kindness of the judges,
whô were then nominated members, for their valuable
assistance. I believe thé hon. member for East Assiniboia
(hir. Perley), who was a member of that Council afterwards,
will agree with me that they gave very valuable assistance
to the Council, and in no way whatever blocked the carry-
ing out of the public sentiment which the elected members
represented in that Council. As to the extension cf powers
to the North-West Council, to which the hon. gentleman
bas alluded, the North-West Council have enormous powers
at present. There are some powers which they do not
possess, such as the power to charter railways, and I think
at'present it is just as woll that they should not have that
power, because, if they had that power, I do not see how
they would be able to exercise any great control over the
companies which they might charter. At the same time
hon. members must recollect that this Parliament during
the last eight years bas chartered railways running through
the North-West. They have shoulderod the responsibility
themselves, and I take it that this Parliament is in
duty bonnd to relieve the people in the North-West
of the disabilities wbich they are under from want
of railway communication. Therefore, I think it is
net well that the North-West Council should have this
power granted to them until they are in full posses-
sion of power to carry out sncb works, and that can-
not be until this Parliament has done more than it bas
already done to open up the North-West. If that were
done the country would be repaid in a very short time for
any investment it might make in that direction. In regard
to the question as to the duties of the Council and the reve-
nue and expenditure, it is truc that the revenue received
fr'om the North-West is necessarily very small, because,
without direct taxation, they had very little to draw a re-
venue from. They had auctioneers' licenses; and an amount
of 50 cents a gallon, which some people imagine to be an
iniquitous tax, on permite for liquor. With some other
smali matters, thèse constitute a1l the revenue which they
have to receive. The totql revenue of that Couet *1, when
I was a member of it, was not more than $10,000. 1 do not
think they can do much with such a revenue as that. I
think it is necessary, therefore, thut they should have
a subsidy from the Dominion Government. I believe
every one must admit that the objects on which
they have expended their money are good objecta. They
have been mainly educational and for the improvement
of roads and bridges. We know that it is inecessary to
bave roads and bridges in order to carry on the work of the
country, and I am sure that no one will object to the amount
which ias been expended on edueation, because that is one
of the best objects on which money could be expended. I
believe that w have in the North-West one of the béit
school systems which exist in Canada, and I hope that the
amount expended in that way will b increased every
year. I think it is a great sign of the improvement of the
country when inoney ls expended on education, and also
when money is expended on roads and bridges, it shows
that there is an increase in the population which requires
greater faeflities, as it does when thera is an increase in
connetion wfth sohools, As to the powers of the COuncil, i
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would simply say that they are rather larger than the hon.
gentleman the leader of the Opposition imagines. They have
had, for some years, the powers to incorporate municipali-
ties, and in many districts along the railway municipalities
have already been formed. In the district which Irepresent,
there is only one municipality incorporated just now, and
that is the town of Prince Albert, which is, I believe, one
of the most flourishing municipalities in the North-West.
The people of that municipality were parties to signing the
petition which I presented to this House opposing respon-
sible government, on the ground that it might increase
their taxation. They have managed their own affaira well,
but they are afraid that, with a small representation in the
Council, and with their large area, they may be taxed, and
that other districts of the North-West may receive the benefit
of that taxation in a greater degree than tbey themselves
would. I believe that the powers of the North-West Coun-
cil given in this Bill, together with what tbey have, will
be quite sufficient for the Territories for the next three
years. I hope that during the next three years the coun-
try will have increased so much in population and import-
ance, that there will be a necessity for instituting a Legis-
lative Assembly, with full powers of Local Government; but
at the present time I think it would be premature. There
is, however, one section in this Bill to which I must take
exception, and when it gets into committee, I shall take
the opportunity of moving an amendment-I refer to
section 17, with regard to intoxicants. I regret extremely
that the question of intoxicants has not been dealt with in
this Bill, because I think the North-West Territories are
placed and are left in a most anomalous position. They
are just now placed under a maost arbitrary law with
regard to intoxicauts, which bas effect only in that part of
the country that had not representation in the Parliament
that made the law. I consider that this is to some extent,
unconstitutional, and that the sooner it is remedied the
better. As one of the first reprosentatives of the North-
West, I raise my voice against it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Won't you have free
liquor ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. No, Sir John; let it be under proper
restraint, and my amendment will be to this effect when
we reach the proper stage.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I wish to say only a word
or two, bocause my hon. frieud and colloague has covered
nearly all the ground that it is necessary to cover. I must
say that I am pleased to see that hon. gentlemen on the
Opposition side are disposed to take an active part in the
discussion of this Bill, because I want to see the matter fully
dealt with, not from any party standpoint, but from the
standpoint of the greatest good to that part of the country.
I had the honor of being a member of the North-West
Council a few years ago, and I was a member when we
memorialised the Dominion Government with reference to
responsible government; and I may as well say that dur.
ing the last session of the North-West Council, a similar
resolution was passed and sent down bore asking for a full-
fledged responuible goverinment. Well, Sir, the people of the
North-West were opposed then, and they are opposed now,
to responsible governmont. As the right hon. leadôr
of the Government has said, only a smali portion of the
country was represented in that Couneil; a thousand
adults in a thousand square miles elected a momber,
and the result was that a verv small prtion of the
whole North-West was represented in the Uoancd. These
gentlemen did undertake to offer some advice, and very
properly so, to this HIou3e, with reference to the form of
government that we shoulr have, and they did recommend
that we hould have a form of re ponsi ble government.
But, Sir, after I came down here last Session, and again
after I came down this Seasion, when it was thought that

Mr. MÂoDOWALP,

| this matter would come up, many letters that I had from
my constituents protested against the form of responsible
government, unless this Parliament was disposed to grant
a sufficient sum of money to run that government, and to
meet all the requirements of legislation and ever ything of
that kind, without bringing direct taxation upon the people.
If this Parliament will grant us a sufficient sum of money
so that we shall not have to resort to direct taxation, of
course we will accept responsible government. Bat I be-
lieve the present system, with some slight amendments, is
the system that will suit the great majority of the people
up there the best. It is true they have spoken of what
they called the one-man power.

Mr. MITCHELL. We complain of that here.
Mr. PERILEY (Assiniboia). Well, your complaint has

not amounted to much. You will remember that until a
couple of years ago the people of that country were
governed, and of necessity they had to be governed, by one
man, because there was only a person here and there in the
country until two or three years ago. Then the North-West
Council was increased becauee the population increased, and
there was a greater number of representatives in that Coun-
cil; and from that time down to the present I may say
there has been no confliet between the Council and Mr.
Dewdney, the present Lieutenant Governor. I may say
that on all occasions he has endeavored to meet the wishes
of tho people, so far as it was in his power to do so. The Gov-
erument have given us a large grant, which has been used
for local purposes. The North-West Council administered
the school money. The money was voted for that purpose,
and the Lieutenant Governor handed the grant, as it were,
over to the Council. Ie said: You make an ordinance for
lhe expenditure of this money, and it will be all right.
Very well, we make an ordinance, and I had the honor
of being a member of a committee which framed that
ordinance, and it received the assent of the Governor in
Council; so that the money is now being expended under
an ordinance which has been made by the people's repre-
sentatives in that Council. More than that, we have
made municipal ordinances; and I can tell hon. gentle-
men here that in a small portion of the district that
I represent, there are four well organised municipali-
ties, working as well and as orderly as any municipalities
in the Dominion of Canada. I have had some experience
in municipal affairs, in New Brunswick, where I was coun-
cillor for seven years, and I can say that the municipality
in the district that was known as the Qu'Appelle district,
is as well ordered and as well regulated as any municipality
that I am acquainted with. The other part of the district
has, under the same ordinance, the power to organise muni-
cipalities, but the people refrain from doing so, because
they do not want to get into a syetem of direct taxation,
which they would be under the necessity of doing. Now,
Sir, what we want is this: We want this Council to have
full power over the money that is granted for roads and
bridges. I think the school money that is granted is en-
tirely satisfactory. The Government here are building
large bridges and attending to the public works of that
country, and that is satisfactory. Bat the people of the
North-West desire that their members should have control
of the money granted for roads and bridges; they want to
expend it wheîe they think it is proper, and they wish it
to be taken from the control of the Lieutenant Governor. I
may say, also, that the North-West Council wish to have
the bqllot. I have had considerable talk with the Govern-
ment with reference to that matter, and I understand that
they will give power to the Council to regulate their own
local elections hereafter, that will be satisfactory. As regards
the revenue, the only revenue we have is from liqor, billiard
and a few minor licenses, as my hon. friend hero has said ;
but theo liceuse fee is a paltry oeu, which, with other
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local items of revenue, does not amount to much.
Therefore we will require a very respectable subsidy to be
given to that Council to expend. Any subsidy that bas
heretofore been given bas been placed in the hands of Lieu-
tenant Governor Dewdney. A. Small pittance, ten or fifteen
thousand dollars, was granted last year to bhild roads and
bridges. That is a very small amount, and il should be
very largely increased-any one can understand that. But
that will be a matter to diqouss hereafter. The Govern
ment, I think, are disposed to give us a very fair bill. I
may say with reference to the license system, that I see
there is a clause in the Bill which deals with that. I may
say that I have presented a petition, as will be remembered
by every hon. member of this Hlouse, signed by nearly
3,000 people in the Territories, asking that at this election
for the North-West Council, they may have an opportunity
of voting on the liquor question. That is to say they sLould
vote whether they desire to have prohibition or a high Ji
cense. If there is no provision inserted and no regulation
made so that the people can have.an opportunity ot voting,
it will create very great dissatisfaction all over the country.
The people have asked that by petition, and it is a wide-
spread opinion that they should bave a chance of prononu-
cing their opinion in favor of prohibition or a license sys.
tem. The present system of handJing liquor is entirely un-
satisfactory, and some steps should be taken by the Govern
ment to give the people either prohibition or license, for
we have neither now.

the ballot should be given. I am in a position te state that
there is no portion of the Dominion of Canada where gr<ater
undue influence is brought to bear upon the people than in
the North-West Territories.

Mr. MULCHELL. I hen it must be pretty bad there.
Mr. WATSON. It is bad. I can assure this House that

at the last general election of representatives to this House
influences were brought to bear that were actually shameful,
because while the people were not asked to sell their votes
and recoive money for them, they were told that unless
they did support the Government candidate they would not
get common justice. In a portion of the territory which I
visited during that eloction, the people were told that uness
they accepted the Government candidate, they would not
have a chance to get a second homestead, and fui ther they
would not get an eXteLsiOn Of the tirne for paying for thoir
pre.emption.

Mr. PERLEY (Aissiniboia). I distinctly stato that through
ail my campuainig I never heard such a threat used or in-
sinuation made. I do not believe one word of it.

Mr. WATSON. I know those threats were made-
electors told me that they were afraid to record their v "tes
as they would like to do for the Liberal candidate. The
electos stold nie that themselves. I will give further
evidence to show tha influence of a circular letter issued in
Prince Albert district on that occasion. We are ail aware
lhata a .rtain number of settlersq in the Printi c A ii.rt

r. LAURIER. What ystem now prevails?th overmont, and thy ap-
Mr. PERLEY (Aasiniboia). A respectable person, if pro' pointed a Foliciter to look afier thoir intorest by the narne

perly recommended to the Lieutenant Governor, can of Mr. W. V. MLise. A few days previous to the eloction
get a permit by paying half a dollar per gallon, he addreesed circulars to those who lad claime againet the
and that permit will cover one, two, three or more Dominion Government. It is marked Iconfidential," and
gallons; in fact, I saw the Lieutenant Gevornor my. is as follows
self two or three years ago, when I was a member of4ss
the Council, where I brought this matter up, and he told ciDEÂR Sîa,-1 deem it to be part of my duty, an olicitor for your
me ho had power to give a permit for one gill ora thousand rebellion losee, to intorm you in reference to the Kederal alections, tuat
gallons. I must say that Governor Dewdney administered on Friday 1st 1 telegraphed my agents in Ottawa, who are attending te
his duties in that respect most admirably. He refrained from "' e e whtbef me sal:resuit of election 50 tar.'
giving permits to some persons, and they found fault with Yesterdsy I received by tlegra'u the fIlowing reply:
him; ho refused to give permits to hotel men, uevertheless ,,Governmeattnaj)rityeotLriq 13.2Q4constituenciea JIeLofer

there is liquor all over the country. Liquor is smuggled electei m mb nt re 'mai le io the t e n
in; and it a man bas a permit for two gallons ho probably IlNow, in conclusion 1 wiil remindyou thtt by secton 51 ofthe Repre-
brings in four. The Canadian PacificRailway Company bave sentation Act esch voter cactB openlv ari bis vote gos ooe for or
a license to sell light wines and beer, and thore is very g reat aganstthé Govern ment in the poli. book. by sectiout' thesame Actthe poil books must b& forwarded to Ottawa after the election h8re. As
fault found with that privilege. There is a provision in the itis certain that the Goverument in fot defeated the losies will be pald
Bill that any vehicle shalh be seized and sold. I do not this neit Session, yours I trust with the rest.
knew whether the Gdeinment intend tedseie the Cana- lYouraibednent servant,
dian Pacifie ]Railway cars geing tbreugh the country IlW. V. XcLISE."1
-it wilI h. quite an institution te handle. I repeat that I, therefordslaim thot undue influence was brought te bear
the people in the North-Wett are very anxieus te have a on those peple from the faat that tre. was open voting
vote taken ou the iquer question at the time of tbe010c- that the poil beok would ho sent down t o the Ottawa Gev-
tien of the Council, in order te a8certain whether they faver erment nd tey wuld know how the people vted, and
prohibition or licous.. Anything short of that will not ho upon that would depod whether thoir claimas were paid or

DatiEftory to any claE -thempople,oeitherptythoseywo, ct. e h oto or t

rebelilsee, t info y@tefrem outheende detosthat

wieIt a loense system adopted or those who favor ontire North-Wet Territories, and wtn the Biah is in committee
prohibitien. This matter will cerne up when the Bilje in ile wmove te that feet. he eon. mrmber for Pec inca
committee, but the system wiÙt orne littie amendYent eau Albert (air. Macdowall) said that the people effe hidistrict
h made entirely satisfact.ory te the people. The peple do woreeppoGedtetaul responsible gvernont for tie North.

elected maonsblemb-rnme; uthstre rve ma ins1 oetob ed tmyb sue

i ht West. bnt was simply because they were afraid they
mney te administer it without resrtig te direct taxation. would ,et have o lffiient centrdl of that body. I doe et

Mir. WATSON. There appears teke a differeuce of epi.5sena how they would aot have sufficient influence in te
nion as te wbat the people of the North-West really waut, Local Legioature on accountoo the cto ofrepresentation
but this Hou'q shonld bk guided by the representatiene they possees in tItis wd oute. I oeOieve the peopleof the North-
Made hy a body suait as the North-West oncil. That body West are quite capable f elcting representatives who
bas asked Parliament te give the North-West responsibie are fully able tes conotrol public affairuswithot the adviory

owvernmentand their petition should be histened te. Te beard provided hy"thia Bill. I helieve tbey are suffiently
-ounil have ase asked for the ballot. That should h intelligent te elect mou te the Local Legielaure who wold

granted at th time orthe first electin af NrtIt-Weat be able te advise Hie Honer the Lieutenant Gvernor as te
embers, and after that if the Government decide te e how the money sbeuld k spelt.e1 hold that in teleinter-

away with te, ballot well and smod, butin t firet instanoe esta of that country thia flouse ehould grant a sum of
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money to the North-West Territories for the purpose of fur-
nishing them with es much per capita as is given to the
different Provinces, and thus give them the full ppwers of
a Local Logislature. I believe that the people would wish
that. Inl act these gentlemen who have spoken have advo-
cated for, and against further power being granted to the
JLegislature. I t seems to me that the Governor, who ever
he rsy be, can selent three nepa as his advisers and they
will controj bow this zMoney should be spent, so that the
representatives of the people have little or no say in it, or
if they do have a say, they have no power.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I beg your pardon.
Mr. WATSON. The three men seleoted as the advisers

of is Excellency would control the manner in which that
money is to be spent.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Those three members are
to be members of the elected body, and who will be selected
just as the Governor General has selected us.

Mr. WATSON. They are appointed by the appointee of
this Government, and the tbree mon who are selected can
overrule the rest of the Council. As far as the matter of
economy is concerned, I think that if we take the statistics
we will find that the North-West Council has been most
extravagant in the administration of its affairs under the
present system. I have figures here to prove this, but I
shall not bother the House with them now. I believe that
the Territories would be mueh better governed, by a Local
Legislature having full powers the same as any other Pro-
vince in Canada.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, gnd Honse
resolved itself into committee.

ComMittee rose.
Mr. MITCHELL. Before the Speaker leaves the Chair I

would like to make a suggestion te the First Minister. I
think it would bç desirable that ho should intimate te the
House what Bills he proposes to drop, and those which ho
intends to go on with. If they hope to close the Session
within a few dsys it would very much facilitate business, if
we knew exactly what work we have te do.

Sir JOH N A. MA UDDNALD. The hon, gentleman is
quite right. I shell b'e n ble by three o'cloek to-morrow to
inform the House whlat msesures we propose to drop.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Uecess.
House again in Committee on Bill (No, 76) to amend the

Reviaed Btatates of Canada, chapter 52, respecting the
North-West Territories.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALO. 'his is merely # re-en-

actment of the clause in the original Bill. It provides 22
councillors instead of 21. It aiso provides for tie legal ex-
perts. Sub-section 3 makes the duration of the legisiativb
Assembly 3 years instead of 2.

On section 4,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is a re-enactment

providing that the Legislative Assembly shall meet at least
once in every year. The only alterations in the claupe i
the late Aat is that we take out the power ofveto,-the
power of rejecting Bills.

Sir RICHARD CARIWRIGET. By the way bas the
Lieutenant Governor the right to dissolve this Legislati ve
Assembly ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have no such provi-
sion.

Mr. WMTSON.

Sir RICHARD CARTW.IGHT. They ait for thre.
years whether or not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, for three years.
Mr. PERjýeY (Assiniboia). I would like to ak if it is

the understanding that the N>orth-West Council wil hav,
the power to establish the ballot?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes. They have the
power to regulate their own eleetions. They have it now.

On section 1,
Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. This is an alteration of

the voting power.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Why should we not

confer on these people the blessing of having an Indian
suffrage which we have ourselves ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Whenevqr the Legislature
of the North-West ask for it i suppose we will give it.

Mr. LAURIER. They have been asking for reeponsible
government?

Mr. MITCHELL. If I recollect, when we were passing
the Franchise Bill, the right bon. gentleman was very
angious to extend the suffrage to the Indians for members of
this Parliament. We are creating a constitution for a local
Parliament, and we must remember that a very large pro-
portion of the population of that country consists ofIn*digns,
and if they are intelligent enough to vote for members of
this Assembly, they ought to be intelligent enough to vote
for members of a Local Legislature.

Mir. PZERLEY (Asminiboia). They do not vote for
this Aasembly.

Mr. MITCHELL. If they do not, we need not thank the
right hon. Premier or the hon. gentleman who supports
him. It was because of the public opinion whicb was
brought to bear on this Parliament that that was stopped.
But it seems that the hon. First Minister bas changed his
views in regard to giving Indian votes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not at all. If the hon.
gentleman looks at the AcL, ho will see that the Indians of
the North-West were excepted. There are Indians and
Indians, some wild and some tame. Iiowever, we will not
go into that discussion.

Mr. MITCHELL. It ie pretty hard to draw the distine-
tion. I have met soma Indians in the North-West who are
quite as intelligent and quite as capable of judging of their
own interests and of the difference between right and
wrong as a good many Indians whom the hon. gentleman
enfranchied.

Sir JOHN A. MCDONALD. This section prpvides
that a person is not entitled to vote until be bas resided for
twolve months in the North West Territories and three
months in the electoral district in which he voies.

Mr. W&TSON. Would it not be well to provide thaA en-
franchised Indians must be out of the treaty for a eartain
time before they are allowed to vote ? The Manitoba Logis.
lature have thought it necessary to make the time three
years.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD). L would not like to im-
pose that limit, otherwise I might .ecome li#b1e ‡» the
hostile remarks of the third party. The Indian, whpngen-
franchised, is a white man to ail intents a.pd par, es, Andif ho has lived in the Territories for twelv minh n d in
the electoral distriot for Lhree monthe, I gp ot se w y
ho sbould not have the right to vote. Suppose au Inpdip
trom the Six Nations at Brantford goee z ap<eAtlpp ip
North-West. why should he not have a vote as well >sja
white man? indins are got being enfranchised in 1e
North-West at ail, s the hon, gentlea4 knows.
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Mr. WATMON. We do not know how soon they may be. Kr. MULOGK. 1 think w. ought not w require that

We know that many Indiana in Manitoba have become en. depoait of $100 in the North-Weet.
titled to vote under the Provincial law, and I think the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is mortmo.y
Indiana in Manitoba are probably just as intelligent as the there than anywlere et.
Indians in the North-West Territories; yet.the Legislature
of Manitoba, which knows these Indiana, does not believe Mr. MULOOK. It ie questionable whetber it is a Wie
they should be entitled to vote, owing to their lack of intelli. provision to b in any Act. At &Il events, I think the
gence and knowledge of the public questions of the day, minimum amount of votes that would load to forfoiture je
until they have been enfranchised for three years. tee great. It means a fine of $100 on a candidate for not

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I think the hon. gentleman being suffiintly popular.
should blush when he asks any Parliament to adopt the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. [t is halfthe.mSw. am
franchise of Manitoba, which has disfranchised the most obliged te deposit.
intelligent people in that Province. Mr. MULOOK. t le too muai. 149 not thinkwe ehould

Mr. WATSON. I take iL that the people of Manitoba put this embargo on the candidatures of mon in the North-
know their own business best, as to who are entitled to vote.West. Ailyou want is evidelwe that a candidate jeingoed
Before this passes, I wish to mnove the following as anb- faith. I would euggest te make the minimum number of
section 1 of section 7:-vote a quarter instead f a haîf. 8upposing a suooaful

Whenever a poli bas been granted, the same shall be opened at the oandidate gets 500 votes the man who got 124 vowsewould
hour of 9 o'clock in the forenoon, and kept open until 5 o'clock in the hie deporit under this clause, and yot the fact that h
afternoon of the day fixed for holding it, and the votes at the several got that number ie good evidence of hie bond file.
polling stations shall be given on that day, and by ballot. Sir JOHN A-. AODONALD. The argur ofm yhon.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. That would render it im- friond would go te repeal our promeut law. That àe là%w
possible to have an election at ail next summer. in aIl tèe Provinces, and the dopoit reqnired is 8W». Lt

Mr, MACDOWALL. I am rather astonished at the posi- was thougit 8100 would be quit. suffiient for the purpoe,
tion taken by the hon. member for Marquette (Mr. Watson). and I do not think we should alter the proportion. It je of
He reproved my hon. friend from East Assiniboia for whatrtance that our lwsbould b.am mach apos.
h. said by stating that the people of Manitoba knew what sible assimilated.
was best for themselves; and yet the hon. gentleman, be- Mr. &ULOOK The bon. gentleman ie slightlyin errer.
fore six o'clock, had the presumption to say that he knew In Onta.io thero je a deposit f $50 required, but there is
better what was wanted by the people of the North-West no forfiture. Now, this election is for a Legislature whlch
Territories than the gentlemen who were eleoted to repre- hae fot the dignity of a Lwal Legislatureproper. I think
sent them iset yrar. that th sum should . a. I undertand that tie only

Mr. WATSON. I have no doubt that the hon. gentde- objet e t0 obtain bond fide candidates?
man approves -of open voting, becauee but for that ho wonld Sir JOH N A. MACDONALD. Yee.
not likely be in the House to-day. The hon. gentleman
obtained a small majority by means of a certain circular,
and I am not surprised at his wanting open voting. But
the ballot bas been adopted in every Province and by the
Dominion in Dominion elections, and I wish to see that
principle extend to the North-West. The people them.
selves have asked for the ballot through the North-West
Council, and knowing the injustice which was done to them
in the lst election by their not having it, I foel it my duty
to move that they should get it.

Mr. MACDOWALL. So far as I am concerned, I do not
object in the least to the ballot. Poessibly, if we had hed Lhe
ballot in the North-West, I should have had a larger
majority than I had, and I believe that if the tactics adopted
in opposing me had been more truthful, probably I should
have had a majority of 600 or '700, instead of a majority
which was more than double that which the hon, gentle-
man had under the ballot. Therefore, I am perfectly
justified in taking the stand I do.

Amendment negatived on division: Yeas, 35; Nays, 63.
bir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The second clause is an

alteration to the law. It provides for the deposit of a sum
of money by any candidate, just as in the Provinces, of
8100. It is found there, as elsewhere, that when there is
no such seourity for bond fid8 on the part of cdndidates, aIl
kinds of mon are propoeed, to the great detriment of the
public.

1fr. WILSON. Is it intended by this clause that only a
person who is entitled to vote in an electoral division can
be a candidate, or may a non-resident be a candidate?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA1LD. I am glad the hon. mem-
ber has drawn my attention to this. I- wil amend the clause
so sa to make it read: "Any Britiph subject, by birth or
naturalisation, ahail be eligible for nomination or election."

186

Mr. MUILOOK. Then, if the eandidate gets a quarter as
many votes as those given to the suocessful camdidate, I
think ho muât be supposed to be a bona #ide candidate.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is the same in the
Dominion elections. It is with the same objeot.

Mr. M ULOCK But now we are providing for local
representation. This is not in reference to the Dominion
Parliament, and I think that the precedent set by the great
Province of Ontario, if it were adopted, would net be pro.
ductive of any evil.

Mr. BOWELL. There have been some there who have
lost their deposit.

Mr. MULOCK. Name one.
Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. They lose their deposit

in Ontario.
Mr. MULOCK. I do not think so, but I speak subject to

correction.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I thought so.
Mr. MULOCK. If the hon. gentleman will not accept

th& suggestion, I will move that, instead of $100, the deposit
shali be $50.

Mr. MAC DOWALL. I do not think the only object to be
attained is in reference to the candidate himself. An elee-
tion always causes a great deal of cost to the people, and
the object of having a deposit is to prevent a dispute when
a case arises in which a candidate has nothing to deposit.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). There are many farmers who
have not so mach money to spare, and I think the amount
should be $50. I bave known five candidates to run fer one
constituency. While I bould like to see a depnsit provided
for, I think $50 is quite sufficient, because farmers have
not very much money to spare in that way.
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Mr. DAVIS (Alberta). I think that anyone who cannot

put up $100 for a candidature for the North-West Council
should be left at home.

Mr. WATSON. If there is a popular man in a con-
stituency, who might otherwise ho elected, ho should not
be compelled to put up that amount of money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If ho is a popular man, it
will be put up for him.

Mr. WATSON. I do not think that is a proper system. If
the candidate is a good man, ho should not be called upon
to put up such an amount, because that might deprive the
constituency of obtaining the services of the most popular
candidate. 1 think $50 would be quite sufficient.

Mr. MULOCK. I am surprised that hon. gentlemen bore,
who are supposed to represent the interests of the North
West, should upon this occasion take such a position as to
seek to stifle the expression of the views of the people of
the North-West.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh.
Mr, MULOCK. The hon. gentleman may laugh or seek

to stifle the expression of that opinion, but I think the peo-
ple of the North-West know the value of the men they have
there. For us to say that every candidate for the North-
West 41ouncil is to put up a deposit of $100, is, as My hon.
friend from Marquette (Mr. Watson) bas said, to place the
candidate in a position of losing his deposit if ho does not
poll the proper proportion of votes. He has to take his
chance. This is a restriction upon the choice of the people.
It is provided that this shall be a condition before a man
can become a candidate, and it is pro tanto limiting the
choice of the people. It is simply that these hon. gentle-
men have decided that no one is competent to represent the
people in the North-West Council unless ho possesses $100.
Why do they not go further, and say, as was once proposed
by a member from British Columbia, that the deposit shall
be $500, which shall go to the successful candidate ? That
would only be going a little further than the present sug-
gestion. Hon. gentlemen opposite have not attempted to
advanoe a single argument in favor of this proposal, but
they say they have decided upon this arbitrary sum.

great deal of trouble and expense although the candidate
would only get one-tenth of the total vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This is entirely an
innovation. Hon. gentlemen are always quoting Rngland.
I should like to know when it was proposed in the English
Parliament that any man standing as a member of Parlia.
ment should be fined in a certain sum if he did not poll a
certain number of votes. It is an innovation, and a very
bad innovation.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was an innovation
introduced by the Government of the hon. member for
East York, of which the hon. gentleman was a member,
requiring a deposit, by the candidate. However, as the
hon. gentleman has lived a great many years since thon,
perhaps ho bas seen reason to change his mind.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, I have. I do not
recollect the fact, but if so I think we did make a mistake,
and the result bas shown it.

Mr. WATSON. In the case of a man running for mayor
of a city there is no deposit required, and I do not think
we should adopt a different principle here.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I was in favor of a small
deposit, but I got a letter from one of my constituents who
desired to have the deposit raised to $200 so as to keep
other parties from offering, and the moment I heard that, I
changed my mind. But I still think a small deposit would
be botter, because I know that in certain elections in the
North-West, men have run who had no business to be candi-
dates, and materially affected the elections.

On section 9,
Mr. WATSON. I do not know whether the North-West

members have considered this clause, but I think there
should be a majority of the elected members present to
form a quorum, because they have not a right to vote, and
you might have a very small vote on a very important
question. I think there should always be a majority of
the elected members to form a quorum.

Mr; MACDOWALL. I believe there will generally be a
majority of elected members attending the Council. If they
do not attend the Council I imagine there is no use of their

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You are speaking against be c
your own amendment. nelcd

you ow amndmnt.Sir JOHN A. MKACDONALD. Tho only ebjt3et for put-
Mr. MULOCK. I am not doing anything of the kind. ting the clause in is te have a majerity as soo11 as possible,

In Ontario you cannot see any case in which the law has and as eften as possible, and te prevent the breaking up of
been defeated by any bogus candidature, and it is very the sitting for want of a majerity. 1 think when wo prevido
unlikely that such a thing will happen in the Nerth- West if that a majerity of the whole Concilwhich will ho 25, eau
you require a deposit of $50. But the hon. gentleman bas form a quorum, the Concil can Bit, whether the ether nemi-
no right to say that I want to prevent the $50 deposit. I nated members are there or net. In this fouse, althougb
know that whatever is proposed on the other side is likely we have 215 members, I thinir 19 members and the Speaker
to be carried. This bas ceased to be a deliberative assembly, form a quorum. I do net think wought te keep tee large
and, therefore, I know that my proposition will be votel a majority. As my hon. friend bas just said, the majority
down as usual. will, in 999 cases eut of a 1,000, ho thero,

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. 1 think mysoîf t bore On section 12,
ia a geod deal te be said againat allowing anyone who Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I mev that we insert a
chooses te put a cenmunity te the oxpense of an lelcti ng, clause btwen s and 13, toee calledmai , as fol lowss
but I do net thinkn that a money penalty is the proper plan
te o adoptcd in such a case. I tbink that aniyone who eau The Goverumet sha h select from among the eleted iembers of

teLaegislative Aseembly, fonr persons to &et as au advisory counicil inget a certain number of bis fellow-eitizons te nominate bim matter of finance, whosa severally hold office during pleasure; ani
should be allowed te come forward, and pat-ticularly in the Liemtenant'Governor hah prenod at al sitting ofech advlory
regard te a caseof this kind in the North-West Territories, couneil and have a righ to vote as a member treof, and sha pave

formls a qut otm. cas dof no tink uhtt ep oag

whare thoiCouncilAhis vny mu, Jike the munifipalrcouncrlsiendh
elsewhere. I think that twenty-five or sono other numburIwili explain this when the Speaker is in the Chair.
et electrs should beaRlowed te orinate a candidate as there Sir RICiARD CARWRIGHT.If I understand this
pleuse, an' I arn clear ibat this waId be as effiective a correctly, the Lieutenanit Govei-ner and one faith(ul adhcrentbrriel against useless nominations as the imposition of the would always control this councf I of four.
doposit e on 50. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Mr. MtACDOWALr. Supposing 25 voters or to nmi- Sir RICHARD CARTWRo bIeT. l thik in su h a case
nato a candidate and ho shold get 200 votes where toee the cuneil should certainly o enlarged te mvebecarse
were 2,000 electdrs, the coenstitency would ho put te a undor this arrangement the Lieutenant Governor might,

Mr. PERLIY (Assiuiboia).
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for form's sake, appoint a couple of opponents, but himself by presenting a petition sent here, showing that the poople
and one aide de camp would irule the roost altogether. of the North-West do not wish to have responsible govern-Of th Norh-Wet do ot govern-av

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is supposed that the
Lieutenant Governor will be anxious net to come into
collision with the legislative body over which ho presides.
I take it that overy Lieutenant Governor will try to get on
as well as possible. One Of my hon. friends opposite, I
think the hon. member for Saskatchewan (Mr. Macdowall),
suggested four instead of three. I have no objection to
make it four.

Mr. WATSON. I suggest that that clause should be
cbanged, and that these three or four members of the
advisory board should be elected by the members of the
Council. I think certainly the members hre from the
North-West will agree with my suggestion. If there is to
be an advisory board, they should be elected by the votes of
that Legislature.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman will
see that it is of very great importance that the Governor in
Couneil should be in accord with bis advisory Council.
If this advisory Council in their recommendations in
matters of finance, does not meet the views of the Legisla-
tive Assembly, the Assembly has the best means in the
world of expressing their ideas that it is not a proper
advisory Council, by simply refusing to assent te the
financial propositions made. Now, I do not think that my
hon. friends from the North-West will throw such an
apple of discord into the Legislative Assembly.

Mr. WATSON. The First Minister states that it is of
the utmost importance that these three mon should be in
accord with the Governor in Council. Now, 1 think that
is a wrong principle altogether. It is simply a one-man
power; it is intended for that, and it will be that, if this
Act is carried into force. It is absurd to suppose that the
people are going to be satisfied with a man who may use
arbitrary powers, and select three mon who may act against
the generat interest of the whole North-West. I say that
the Local Lagislature should have power te elect the three
members who will advise the Lieutenant Governor. But
the First Minister says: No, it is of the utmost importance
that those men should be in accord with the Lieutenant
Governor. That is simply one-man power.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
just heard from those who have the most right to speak for
the people of the North.West, that the people did not want
responsible government.

Mr. WATSON. But what does the North-West Council
say ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Including the nominated
ministers ?

Mr. WATSON. Yes, exactly. They represent te the
Government and advise the Government here te give full
representative government te the North-West. Under the
proposed arrangement the Government here will be able te
control the whole arrangements in the North-West.

Sir JOII A. MACDONALD. You could not have a
botter body.

Mr. WATSON. This will b the case because the
Lieutenant Governor and the advisory board will consult
the Government here and follow their advice.

Mr. MACDOWALL. The hon. member for Marquette
(Mr. Watson) haî spoken several times and has informed
the liouse that the members from the North-West do not
represent the views of the people there, and ho has tried te
impress on the louse that ho alone of all representatives
from the North-West submits the correct views of the opin-
ions held by the people there. For my part I do net object te
the hon, gentleman thinking so if he would only represent
the true views of the people. I have endeavored to do so

ment.
Mr. WATSON. What about the petition from the North-

West Council ?
Mr. MACDOWALL. The district I represent bas only

one represontative on the North-West Council. He voted
against responsible governmont, and the district bas sus.
tained bis vote. I, therofore, bolieve I am roprosenting the
true feelings of the people there. Thon the hon. gentleman
went on to try and prove that I did not represent the feel-
ings of the people of the North-West, and ho read a circu-
lar letter from W. V. Macliso, which was addressed to cer-
tain half-breeds there, and ho thought ho would be able to
prove that I brought undue influence to boar.

Mr. WATSON. I did not say you did.
Mr. MACDOWALL. The hon. gentlemati endeavored

to convey the impression that I had brought undue influ-
ence to bear on the balf-breeds to induce them to vote for
me. I happen to have a letter dated 29th March, 1887, from
the same W. V. Maclise. It was addressed to Mr. Bur.
bidge, who was thon Deputy Minister of Justice, and the
writer says:

" PRINca ALBERT, N.-W.T., CANADA, 29th March, 1887.
"SIR,-Reference has been made to the fact that I have writtan a cir-

cular letter to certain electors here, in some of the eastern papers, mon-
tioning the fact tha I am Orown prosecutor, &c., and as it takes a month
to hear from bore by letter, I ehoiild prefer thet the hon. the Minister, it
called upon to make any statement regarding the matter and desiron'l to
know what the facts were, should be previously informed. The facts
are as stated hereunder·

"In my ordinary business as a practitioner I was retained by abut
150 claimants to act as their solicitor in obtaining compeosation for losses
in consequence of the rebellion in 1885, and as such proved these claims
before the Commission who sat here last spring, and will notcasoe to be
their solicitor until their claims are respectively adjusted. When the
elections were over in the east the promoters and managers of the Globe
(roronto) and Free Press (Winnipeg) newspapers endeavored by a series
of telegrams to the Reformera here to doceive the electors of this district
as to the result of such elections. As such solicitorI took a linoeof action
indicated in the letter they have intercepted and partly publishod, one
copy of whichlI enclose. It is a letter from solicitor toclientandnothing
more-unless a sort of bombahell amongst Grit lies.

" Ihave the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

4lW. V. MAC0LISE."

This letter was dated from Prince Albert on 29th March,
1887, and addressed to Mr. Burbidge the late Deputy
Minister of Justice.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Is it an officiai letter to the depart-
ment ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. It is not an official letter at all.
He gives this note:
t ( Conßidential.)

"PuisNe ALBUaT, Tuesday, 2nd March, 1887.
"DEA Sa,-l deem it to be part of my duty as solicitor for your rebel-

lion losses to inform you in reference to the Federai elections that on
Friday last I telegraphed my agents in Ottawa, who are attending to
your interests there, the following message:

S'Please wire me what seems the real remult of elections so far.'
"And yesterday I received by telegram the following reply
"' Government majority so far is 12. 204 constituencies have so far

elected members ; there remain 11 more to be held. It may be assumed
that the Government will receive atLlait halfof these.'

" Now, in conclusion, 1 will remind you that by section 51 of the Re-
presentation Act each vote is cast openly and bis vote goes one for or
against the Government in the poli books ; and by section 61 of sarne
Act the poll books muet h forwarded to Ottawa after the election here.
As it is certain that the Government is not defeated, the losses will be
paid this next Session-yours I trust with the rest.

"Your obedient servant,
"WILLIAM V. MAGLISE."

Mr. MULOCK. Who signed the telegram to him ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. He does not say-his Ottawa
agents.
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Mr. LANDERKIN. Was the letter written to -the
departraent ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. The hon. gentleman has asked me
if the letter was written to the department. I have already
said th t the letter was written to Mr. Bnrbidge. It is ail
right so long as it got in my hands and I am able to read it
here. It is from Mr. Maclise, and it shows clearly the posi-
tion the Grit party assumed at the election at that time.
You would hardly believe what they did: you would have
had to have been present at their meetings to know it.
They talked rank treason. And what is more-hon. gentle-
man know whether they told the truth or not when on the
very night of the election, which was held on the 15th
Mareb, I think, they stated that Mr. Blake had a majority
of 6. Do you uppoée they were stating the truth?

An hon. MEMBER. Was that treason ?

Mr. MACDOWALL. An hon. gentleman asks was that
treason. Isay it was treason to the truth if nothing else.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I would like to ask the hon. gentie-
man by wbat process ho came into possession of a letter to
the department.

Mr. TIHOMPSON. I handed it to the hon. gentleman
about 10 minutes ago.

An hon. MEMBER. It bas not strengthened his case.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I think it bas strengthoned my
case. The simple fact is this: that Mr. [aclise was a soli-
citor, that ho wrote to his clients a letter which he thougbt
was in the interests of his clients, but I am not responsible
for the view that any solioitor in my district holds. If I
a1 responsible for that, probably the hon. member for
Marquette (Mr. Watson) is responsible for the views that
hie opponente hold.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Have the claims been paid?
1Mr. MACDOWALL. None of those claims have been
d and noue of the mon voted for me, so that it really

Lidno effect.
An hon. MEMBER. Ie that treason ?
Mr. MACDOWALL. I shall tell the hon. gentleman

what the treason was. I believe that anything that is con-
trary to the views I have heard expressed by the hon. the
leader of the Opposition, as well as by the right hon. the
leader of the Government, as to the true position of a law-
abiding Canadian, must be treason more or less to the con-
stitution. The secretary of the Grit Association in Toronto
(Mr. Preston), I believe, sent Mr. Lemieux and Mr. Cam-
peau up from Montreal to my constituency, and those
gentlemen held meetings among the French half-breeds of
Batoche. I can assure the House that those gentlemen
simply talked rank treason. They talked treason against
the present constitution of the country, for they told the

è 1o hold themselves iû readinese to overthrow that
eetitution when they were called upon. Would you not
call that treason? At ail evexts l would call ittreason.

Mr. MULOCK. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman
f âfr. Maelise was not ne of his supporters ?

Some hon. MEMIBERS. Dô notnswer.
Mr. PRILEY (Assinibola). I am very sorry that this

hs descended to a political discussion, and 1 hope that
every member in this louse will assist to give us the best
law lor the North-West. I think that the Government may
be trusted to appoint a good mmn as Lieutenant Governor
for the North-West Territories, and I have no doubt that
the ends of justice will be served. I have every confidence
in the Qovernment to do that, ani I do not believe the
Government will pursue any course detrimental to the
interests of the North-West.

gr. MacDowàAn.

Mr. MULOCK. I would ask the member for Baskat.
chewan (Mr. Macdowall) if ho would be kind enough to
allow this public document to be laid on the Table? It is a
public document, and i might tell the Minister of Justice
that it belongs to me as much as it belongs to him, and that
it belongs to every member in thi House and to the country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It will appear in Haanrd
I have no doubt.

Mr. MULOCK. But I wish te see it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You cannot see it now.

Mr. MULOCK. The bon. the First Minister can
refuse it if ho likes. He can be as tyrannical as ho likes,
but I propose to insist on my rights and on the rights of
this House and this country to see that public document.
We are willing to assist him in the progress of the debate
and the work of the iHouse, but we are not prepared on his
whim to allow matters to proceed just as ho in his pleasure
may think fit. That document is ours as much as it is his.
He has the trust of it for the country. The hon. the Firet
Minister shakos his head. Ho may shako his head as much
as ho likes, but I want to know how does it come that pub-
lic records are to be placed in the bande of one nrember of
this House and not in the bands of another? How is it
public documents are available for some members of the
flouse and not for others?

An bon. MEMBER. You would steal it.
Mr. MULOCK. Well, let us have a chance of looking

at it anyway. I do not know we are likely to do any great
harm by looking at the document. I would like to ask the
hon. gentleman who read that document, was not Mr.
Maulise one of his supporters during the campaign ho has
referred to ?

Some hon. MERMBERS. Do not answer.
Mr. MULOCK. The bon. gentleman's silence gives con-

sent. le refuses to answer, because ho knows very well
that the writer of that letter was his active man in the elec-
tion, and if I am correctly informed, and I speak subject to
correction, this gentleman was his agent in the election.
Was ho not?

Mr. MACDOWALL. The hon. gentleman is altogether
wrong. I believe the writer of the letter did vote for me,
and I value his vote as highly as that of any other elector,
but the gentleman was not my agent knd ho did not
represent me in any way whatever.

Mr. MULOCK. The bon, gentleman will not contradict
the statement that the writer of the letter *as au active
worker for him ?

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. MULOCK. Hon. gentlemen opposite have allowed

this letter te be read. They have allo*ed the momber for
Saskatchewan (Mr. Macdowall)to give his charges against
this party, and now they will try to stifie any attempt to
reply to anything hoesayd. This is what thoy consider
British fair play. This i the party of loyalty and the party
that is so glad to see justice done. Thii is 'how they are
stifiing public discussion in the countiy. The writer of that
letter, i am credibly informed, was one of the hon. gentle-
man's active supporters in this campaign. Does he deny
it?

Some hon. ME MBERS. Do not answer.
Mr. MULOCK. Why not answer? Was ho never at

one of your public meetings ?
Mr. MACDOWALL. He was at one of Mr. Laird%

meetings.
Mr. MULOCK. He was at one of your public meetings,

and anyone who can put two and two together can se. that
the hon member, through himdelf or hie friend, inepired
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the wording of that letter in order te ooeroe these men. demanded to be laid on the Table when they are read by a
The First Minister may laugh; probably h is se innocent member of the Government, I say this is a document read
that he cannot see through those thinge. What about the by a member of the Government, because the hon. Minister
seed grain ? What about issuing licenses for seed grain in et Justice gave it to the hon. gentleman to be road. If that
other constituencies, and having the applicants for that seed is not praotically being read by a member of the Govern-
grain going te the candidate to get an order on the Govern- ment, eI should like to know what is? Why should the
ment for the seed grain which was to grow food for him? Government desire te conceal anything in this matter?
Io that not coercion, and is that not intimidation of the Is there any secret reason ? We are told that it will
worst kind ? I maintain that thore could be no greater in. be laid on the Table to-morrow. Io it to be to-morrow
terference with the righte of the people. You may talk of all the time in relorence te public business? Why
treason, but it is the rankest of treason for the Government should it net be laid on the Table to-day, while the subject
te interfere with the free will of the people, and now the is being discussed, so that every hon. member can see it ? I
Government refuse te give this ouse the possession of a think it is nothing short Of a quibble for hon. gentlemen to
public document. I do not hold the member for Saskat- say that they will publish it in Hansard to-morrow, and
chewan (Mr. Macdowall) responsible. I acquit him of re. keep it back when we desire to have it in the discnsion of
eponsibility, because ho has done it in the presence of his this important Bill. Sir, we had botter postpone this Bill
chief here, and ho was told to withhold from the public a until to-morrow, or until Bansard comes in. Was it for
public document Which was read in the Parliament of the political effect that that document was read and immediately
people. The whole Gov'ernment have now te take the re- handed back to the hon. Minister of Justice ? I do net know
sponsibility of tryig te euppress this document, which they any other reason why it was sent back by my hon. friend
bronght to.night for coetain purposes. Now that it bas to the hon. Minister of Justice, who gots up and toill us
done, te a certain extent, mischief, they are afraid te show that ho will net lay it on the Table now. Sir, it is an
it te tho Houe. arbitrary exercise of the voting power which the Govern-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a new way to sup- ment possess; Lut although they possess that, they do not
prose a document to read it. possess the power of muzzhing men who are determined

that their rights shall be respected; and it is one of our
An hon. ME>MBER. Thero is more in that document. rights to have that document laid on the Table, so that we
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As to laying it on the may judge as to whether or not it was fairly and rightly

Table, I shal 1tell my hon. friend to satisfy him, that it read. The suspicion created by this refusal is that thero is
shall be laid on the Table to-morrow. something in this document which the Government are

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I want to know if the hon. afraid te publish and that the public ought t know.
gentleman had any reference to me about giving orders for
seed grain ?

Mr. MULOOK. No, I did not refer to you.
Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). Well, that is aIl right.
Mr. L AURIER. Mr. Chairman, 1 ask your ruling on a

point of order. 1 ask whether an hon. gentleman in this
HOuse is allowed to read a public document without laying
it on the Table ?

The OH AITRAN. I was not present. Who read the docu-
ment ?

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. member for Saskatchewan
(Mr. Macdowall) read the document.

The CHAIR&MAN. I think the rule is not applicable to
ordinary members of the House, but only to members of the
Government.

Mr. LAURIER A member of the Government has said
in this House that ho supplied that document to the gentle-
man who read it. This is the way in which the Govern ment
evades the. Rules f the House then ?

M&r. THOMPON. I handed the paper to the hon.
membir who used it and who read it. I desire it shall be
publm.hed in Haneard. It shall be laid on the Table and
every metaber of the House shall have a certified cepy of
the criginal afterwards, but until it goes into eansard I do
Sot propose to lay it on the Table.

Mr. LAURIER. That is simply evading the Rules Of
the House, and I hold that, in al justice and fairness, it
should be laid on the Table of the House now.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think the course pursued by the
Government is a mst extraordinary one. If they desire
to promote the progress of business, I think they could do
itvery mach by laying that paper on the Table. Is there
any reson why it should not be laid on the Table ? The
hn. memerbefor Aseiniboia bas professed to read it. I
presume the-hon. gentleman is inepired by too mach honor
Io hav read it untairly, and 1 presume that h. read what
wus in it; Md as you, Mr. Chairman, have d.oided that
dooments whiah ae rad i Prliament osa only be

Mr. EDGAR. I believe you have decided, Mr. Chairrman,
that a document read by a private member may not be laid
on the Table, but that a document read by a membor of the
Government muet be laid on the Table. Now, the hon.
Minister of Justice got up and stated that h. had handed
that letter to the hon. member a few minutes before to b.
read. Therefore, I say it was read by the hou. Minister of
Justice, according to his own statement, and I ask your
ruling whether he should not now lay it on the Table.

Mir THOMPSON. I submit that the question is
decided, and the hon. gentleman is out of order in raising
it again.

The CHAIR&RAN. I understand that the document was
not cited by the hon. Minister of Justice, but was introduced
by a private member.

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. I am not going to die-
pute your ruling, but I will point out to the House that
this is a quibble and an evasion of a well-understood prin.
ci ple. It is obvionsly for the corvenience of debate that
w en any document belonging to the Government, wbo are
trustees of the people and are not entitled to treat public
documents as belonging to thomselves privately, is quoted
in this House, whether by a Minister or a private mnember,
any member of the House should be allowed to inspect it.
It is a most prposterous thing that memabers of the Govern-
ment should supply supporters of theirs with public docu-
ment, and then refuse to allow them to be inspected by
other members. They may bave the technical rule of the
law on their side, but it js a disgraceful and a cowardly
evasion.

Sie JORN A. MACDONALD. I do not think that lan-
guage is called for.

Mr. MITCHELL. It is very applicable, though.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman

should not interrrpt me. I do not think the language is at
al called for. Thie cannot, in the strict sense of the word,
be called a public document. What is the fact? Thisman,
as counsel or solicitor for a number of people up there,
thoUght it lis dmey to write thletter. Thon, when e hos
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that charges may ho brought against him-and I understand mie, and no hon. gentleman for a moment ventures to a-
that charges were brought against him in the press-for sort or ovon insinuate that the document hu not been road
having written this letter, he writes an explanatory letter in full. Do lot us go on, and at tho propor time, Mr.
Io the Department of Justice, showing that he wrote that Speaker being in the Chair, the papor will b. laid on the
letter in the interests of his clients. The charge has been Table. Yen cannot have it now, becauso it is contrary to
brought against my hon. friend from Saskatche- the ruling of the Chair and parliamontary practico.
wan (Mr. Macdowell) that this letter was used by Mr. WELDON (St. John). I find in the Journals of the
him, or with his cognisauce, for electioneering par-fouse (7th April, 1880,) that when Mr. Cockbamn, in an
poses. My hon. friend denied it most explicitly, andier iciai papers,
the hon. Minister of Justice handed him that letter to show MrMackebzie, member o ro etaisiof a
that the charge brought against him by the hon. member ton raised the point of order that officiai papers, when
for Marquette (Mr. Watson) was unfounded. He read it, cited by an hou. member, ought to ha laid on the Table of
and I have no doubt he read it correctly. There can be no the fouse, and the Speaker ruled that the point of order
object in concealing that paper. The fact of my hon. friend was weIl taken, and that the papers cited by the hon. mem-
the Minister of Justice handing it to the hon. gentleman bers for Escx and Northumberland should ho plaoed in
shows that there was no desire for concealment; on the the possession of the fouse.
contrary, it was for the purpose of having it published that M
he handed it to my hon. friend. The House has heard it read r.c mU CK. T he on enle m n tatdthon
to-night, and I have stated that it will be laid on the Table
to-morrow and let us get on. The hon. member for Southgoos on to oxplain tînt it was a letter writton by an em.
Oxford says the technical rule is in our favor. If it be s ployé of the Govemament to the Goverament, explaining
there is an end of it; the decision is in our favor and it bis conduet as a public officer.
must be upheld, because it is the correct decision. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, not as public officer.

Mr. LAURIER. I would not question the decision of the Mr. MULOCK. He was afraid that ho was going to bc
Chair, but according to the rules of equity and justice it is disclarged or punisled for laving taken seme part in the
not a correct decision. I leave it to the hon. gentleman election, and wrote an officialouer explaining bis eondnct
himself. The hon. Minister of Justice could not read thnt as a public officer, and it is this document that the hon. the
letter himself without placing it on the Table of the House, Minister of Justice stated across tle floor, unaervedly nnd
and will we be told that he could evade the rule by placing unqualifiedly, was of public record. New the First Minis-
it in the hands of a private member ? The hon. gen- ter differs from the hon. the Minister of Justice, and also
tieman says it is not a public document, What is a public states circumstancos tint show the correctness of the atti-
document ? As I understand, this gentleman, as an agent of tude of the hon. the Minister of Justice. The suppression
the Government, a Crown prosecutor at Prince Albert, and of tus document certainly is suspicions. The hon. gentie.
paid in that capacity, thinks it his duty to write to the hon. man wlo read it did not rond it ail. And 1 will tell.yon
Minister of Justice explaining some condut of his. wherein ho did not rend it ail. fi did net rend the name

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Fe is afraid of being of the person te wlom tho teiegram was directed, nor the
punished for having written that letter. naieettte person who sent the telogrnm in reply. Who

Mr. LAURIER. Thon it is an archive of the Govrn- was t Ottawa agent tint wseommunicated with by
ment, and it is brought here for the purpose of being used gecle? And wh sent theeateohe? Woas tha
in this flouse. If it is not a public document I should likeoOttwa agont? And what was the date of thc telegram in
to know what it is. That letter goes to show how impor- reply?
tant it is that they should have the ballot system.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think if the lon. First Minis- Mr. T h eP ON. Theoaien istatoetheothe
ter desires to expedite the paesage of this Bill he will yicld oe ieofthe fouse Thorcirutereats
to the desire which has been expressed to have that letter Befrdnthe on.nGebe or Maruett reda ti-
placed on the Table at once. The argument of the hon. cieo theTronte eobeu
First Minister was not so much against placing the letter
there as against placing it there at this time. The hon. Mr. WATSON. It was frem a Winnipeg papor.
gentleman says, let us have our own time and we will place Mr. THOMPSON. A Winnipeg papor. As publisied at
the letter on the Table; that is to say, ho will not place iL the time the article was intended to convoy thc impression
there to-night, as he should do, according to parliamentary tint Maclise had written thnt circular in the service of the
rules, but ho is going to exorcise the authority ho possesses, Governent, contennnced by the Governmont, and as an
and place it there to-morrow. Now, it is hardly treating officer cf the Govemnment, hecauso leld the office of
the flouse fairly; it is a captious way of dealing with an Crown precuter. The hon. membor for Marquette before
important question. The hon. gentleman bas raised a dinner rend thc circular of Mr. M..cliseand intimnted tint
question of principle, and it is that question we are debat- the Ion. member from Prince Albert owod us electien te tus
ing. 1 have not the siightest doubt that the hon. member flouse te Iciuence and coorcion which tint hon. gen-
read that letter correctly, and that we will gain no further tleman and Mm. Maulise on lis behalf lad exemcised in the
inlrmation by its being placed on the Table; but at the constituency. After tIs lotter appoared lu the Winnipeg
same time there is an important principle involved which papers, and was quted in some et the papers east of Winni-
think this House should maintain, and that is that the let-.peg Mr. Maclise toIt that tic imputation bcing tint ho lad
ter should be placed bore on the Table, and that the Gov-wmdacn and circulnted it as n servant cf the Govornment
ernment should not exorcise their discretion as to whother and'while ho bld tic office of Crewn prosecutor, ho
they should lay it on the Table or not. wouid bc called te question for having made sncb a

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says use of bis position, wmoto n letter for the parpose of slow-
there is a principle involved, The principle is this : that ing tînt ho had acted in the intorest of lis own clients,
the House should have full communication of all officialwio, ail through the North-West, weme timentened with the
documents that have been quoted. But the House is net los of ticdaims tley lad agninst tic Goverument uniess
in session, the louse is not sitting at this moent. W. tley voted agninet tic Govemnment of Sir John Macdonald,
are in committee, and documents can only properly be laid which, thoy wemo toid, lad nlready been ejected from
on the Table when the Speaker is in the Chair; that is thepower. It wu in ordor W romove tht improsinfrom

Sir Jomm A. M,&gçxD.
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the nminds of his own clients that Mr. Maclise wrote tha
letter, and it was circulated without the slightest knowledg
of my department or the slightest connivance of mysel
After dinner, haviug the letter, I placed it in the hands o
the hon. member from Prince Albert, not knowing whethe
ho was aware of the circumstances which the letter explaii
ed. I was making no evasion whatever. If I had though
it necessary to read the letter, I would have read it my
self and taken the responsibility. But I thought it righ
that the hon, gentleman should be informed of the ci
cumstances under which Mr. Maclise sent the circulai
and I placed the letter in bis hands for the purpose o
giving him that information. It was a matter o
indifference to me whether the hon. gentleman rea
the letter to the House or not. The letter was entirel3
on the hon. member's own business, and related to his OWî
explanation in reply to the charge of the bon. mombe
for Marquette, and I did not band it to him for the purpos
of evading any rule of the Houseor of getting on the page
of Ran8ard a document which I was not baund to lay or
the Table. I leave to the hon. gentleman who read thE
letter to say whether he read it in full or withheld any par
of it. I do not believe that he withheld a syllable. I think
the House is ready to accept the hon. gentleman's statemen'
to the fullest extent, and this shout about the evasion of th
rule is raised to cover up the retreat of the hon. member foi
Marquette after the insinuation made by him before dinner

Mr. EDGA.R. I would liIre, after the statement made by
the hon. Minister of Justice as to the circumstances under
which that document came before this louse, through his
banda and from his department, to know whether your
ruling, Sir, sbould not be changed ?

The CHAIRMAN. The- ruling is equally applicable
under the circumstances as stated.

Mr. LAURIER. I am quite willing to accept the state-
ment of the bon. the Minister of Justice, but at the same
time I hold that, under the circumstances, the Government
should not have entrenched themselves behind a document,
and then refuse to produce it.

Mr. TBHOMPSON. There is no evasion ; it will be laid
on the Tablb before the Bill reaches the final stage.

Mr. LAURIER. While I accept the hon. gentleman's
statement, the fact remains that we have not the letter.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not suppose the
Minister of Justice or the First Minister wishes to have a
second discussion brought up on this question to-morrow.
Now the object of laying this paper on the Table is to have
the question disposed ot at once. Had it been laid on the
Table the discussion would have been over, and the Bill
would have passed.

Mr. WATSON. Although I did not wish to provoke a
discussion, I am pleased that it should have arisen and that
the truthfulness of that letter has been substantiated by a
letter from Mr. Maclise himaself and by the hon. the MiniE-
ter of Justice, because it was contended that, by placing
snch a circular in circulation, the Government tried to make
the people believe that unless they supported the powers
thatbo, they would not be entitled to their just rights, and
thus tried to bring influence to bear on the general public
of the North-West to vote for this Government. There is io
doubt in the mind of anyone that the intention of Mr.
Maclise was to advance the interest of this Government in
the Saskatchewan District. The First Minister apparently
feit that the electors would support the Government candi-
date if they thought the Government was sustained. I fiud
that the First Minister sent a telegram to bis friend the
member for West Assiniboia (Mr. Davin) stating that the
Gove nment were sustained, and no doubt he expected that

at for that reason the people would vote for that hon. gentle-
ee man.
f. Some bon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
r Mr. W ATSON, They ssy "hear, hear," which shows that
- they approve of that policy. I think it is to be regretted
t that anyono represeuting a popular vote in a oonstituency
. should not have equal rights with anybody opposed to him
t who happens to support the Ministry of the day. I find that
r. the following telegram was sont i-
r, "OTTiwà, 3rd Marth.
f " To N. F. DAvIN.
f Il t is reported here that the Grits are still endeavoring to doceve
d the people of the North West by stating that the Government bas not

been sstained at the pâlls. It is everywhere conceded that 53 supporters
Y ofthe Minister bave been elected in Otario, t 1in NovaeScotia1 9 in
n New Brunewick, 4 in Manitoba, ani oan in Britilsh Coluinbia, while ot
r the 65 mnbers from the Proviuce of Quebec w i are certain to b %aup-

p >rted by 37 and probably 38. in all there are aireayiv 1ids inistorialis's
and 86 Opposition, a majrity of 3j. We cori m euilycepet t, carry the

s eleven remaining constituenries, wbich wilt nake o'r majurtv 43, but
n sup)ing we failed to carry any seat in which a Grit is runuing our
e majnrity would still be2.
t "l JOaINA.nKODONA GD."

Mr. HICK EY. Was not that true?
t Mr. WATSON. It may be true, but I say it was sent to
e that member with the intention that it should affect the
r electors and induce them to vote for him as a supporter of
. the Government That carriesi out what I eay, that the

ballot should be put in force in the North.West. The
Government arein a position at present to ue undue in-
fluence with the early settlors in the North-West, because

nthose settter have to got their clain s decide: by the Gov-
cm ement of the day.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What has the boni
gentleman to say as to the telegran which was sent by Mr.
Blake to British Columbia ?

Mr. MULOCK. Read it.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not got it bere.
Mr. MACDOWAL L Mr. Proston, of the Liberal Associ-

ation of Ontario, telographed up that Mr. Blake had a
majority of six, and it was noeossnry for us to find out from
our friends wbat was the truc state of the e ise, and so wu
got that telegram from the leader of the Governmont, and
it proved to bu truc. I will lave it to the lon, gentleman
to say whether t hat can be said of the telegram which he
received from Mr. Preston.

Mr. WATSON. It is clear that the hon. the First Minister
sent the same telegram to the member for Saskatchewan
(Mr. Macdowall) as he did to the member for West Assini-
boia (Mr. Davin).

Mr. MACDOWALL. He was asked to give the informa-
tion.

Mr. WATSON. No doubt they asked him for that tele-
gram, because they thought it might have the effect of
changing some few votes in their interest. I do not care
wbat telegram Mr. Blake may have sent or Mr. Preston may
have sent. What I was insisting upon was that the peop:e
should be allowed to rucord their votes by ballot irrespec-
tive of any pressure on the part of the Gevornmont. I say
now, as I said before, that in East Assiniboia the son of the
Premier was shown thore as the son of a croftor, and it was
stated:I" If you elect Mr. Perley it will be helping the
crofters."

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. I may tell the hon. gen.
tieman that my grandfather was a crofter.

Mr. WATSON. It will be seen ihat every possible means
was used to influence the electurs. They even went back
to the right hlcn. gentleman's grandfather in order to influ-
ence a vote.
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Mr. EDGAR. The objection which we took to the pub-

lication of that letter just before the election was not as to
whether the Government had succeeded or not. Everyone
has a perfect right to state bis views in regard to that.
What we objected to was that the writer stated that
the votiug was open, when the voting would appear on the
poll-book, and that would be sent down to Ottawa; and
that the land claims of thete votera would b. decided upon
that. I think the House would hardly believe that any
Government officiais would before an election have distri-
buted such a letter to intimidate the voters, but it appears
that that was a genuine document, and if anything was
required to show how the elections in the North-West were
conducted, it is shown by the fathering of that document
by the Government. Aflter all, the promises which were
made did not amount to much, because, according to the
hon. member for Alberta, none of those claimq were paid,
and why were they not paid ? Because, according to the
hon. member, the parties voted against him.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I never gave any such reason. I
trust, the hon. gentleman, when he quotes me again, will
quote me correctly. As I understand, the Government had
nothing whatever to do with the settlement or payment of
these claims. A commission was appointed, and that com.
mission enquired into the claims and decided simply as
justice dictated to them the way in which they should be

ttl d.Af

Mr. LISTER. What were the book
for ? [ must say that I am glad to h
Premier really was born. He bas stat
his grandfather was an Irishman, and
stated that ho was a Welshman, and n
grandfather was a Scotch crofter. Th
referred to Mr. Blake's telegram, and,i
under that, he would have been a Grit

Mr. MACDOWALL. I deny that.
Mr. LISTER. He is one of those iw

for revenue. I say it is a most dising
Minister of Justice and the First Minis
as they have done the contents of that.
there were several other p-i pers appen
while the hon. gentlewai was readingi
to ask him whether ho read those.1
afraid to answer.

Mir. MACDOWALL. I am nota
stated before that I read everything tha
not think it neoessary to state that for

Mr. LISTER. Upon what possible
the Government refuse to produce th
hon, gentleman leading the Governme
telegrams. It appears that ho telegrap
tieman that the Government had a ma
would hbve a much larger majority.
that hon. gentleman telegraphed onc
that has become hisiorical. "Send me a
last time of asking.'

Mr. MITCHELL. I think the cou
Minister of Justice is unparalleled in m
liamentary legisiation. I think it isa
to this House that when adocument ha
purposes, or personal purposes, or for
legislation under the consideration of t
party using that dooument should layi
the House. The Premier says that he
H"use to-morrow; the Minister of Jus
ia at the next stage of the Bil. Now,
cove t reason for keeping that docur
this coimittee should be put in posse
60 anxious to get on with the1

Mr. WATSON.

Premier even entreating us to get on with the Bill,
Some hon. gentleman on the other side spoke of delays
arising from this aide. The delayd in this case have arisen
from the other side of the House, from the disingenuous
way in which the right hon. gentleman and his frienda
are suppressing a public document, which has been used for
some purpose in this House, and are preventing the gentie.
men on this aide of the House from having an opportunity
of seeing it. I will occupy no further time in diaeussing
this matter, but I will let the country jadge as to whether
there has been any motive for suppreing that letter. I
will not impute a motive to any of them, but I will aay that
the circumstances are very suspicious, and [ will place upon
them the reaponaibility bôfore the country of pursuing the
course they have adopted.

Mr. LANDERKIN. In this matter there is a vital
principle at stake. It is the question whether the ordinary
Rules of the House are going to be observed by the Govern.
ment, and whether in a matter, of debate, the Governmen t
are going to extend one rule to those who support them
and another to those who oppose them. After the hon,
member for Saskatchewan (Kr. Maodowell) read the letter,
I sont over a page and asked to let me see it, as I was very
anxious to see the letter, and he sent me word that he had
sent it to the Minister of Justice.

Mr. MAODOWALL. I did not send yon word.
Mr, LANEDBRKIN. I then sent over to the Minister of

s wanted at Ottawa Justice And asked if he would have the kindness to allow
ear now where the me to se bthe letter after he had read it; and ho returned

:ed to Irishmen that the answer to the page, " I will not." I believe that the
to Welahmen ho bas hon, gentleman has been on the bench, I believe that ho ia

ow ho says that bis distinguisbed for some courtesy, and that was the official
e hon.gentleman bas statement of the Minister of justice--not in writing, the
if ho bad been elected page gave me the answer. I wonder the Minister of Jus-
to-day. tice did not shudder when ho spoke in such terms as that to

a page, returning such a contemptuous answer to an hon.
member of the House. Now, there is a principle of the

rho are Conservatives highest importance at stake. Are the Government to come
enuous thing for the before the people of this country and say that they will
ter to have kept back pursue a course so cowardly, [ will say so contemptible, I
letter. I notice that will say so un worthy of any Government -
ded to the document TheCIAIRMAN. Orderthatisgeingteefr.
it, and I should like
He is ilent. He is Mr. L&NDERKIN. When the Government give the

letter to one member and refuse it to another, I ask you if
afraid to answer. I there is any word in the English language that wili more
at was there, and I do fitly characterise their conduct than the word "cowardly "?
the third time. I have no besitation in designating it by that word, I regardit to be that. The hou. member for Saskatehewan read the
principle is it that letter, and we believe, from the action of the Minister of

o letter ? Now, the Justice, that he bas not read all of this letter; we believe
nt is a great man on tbat if he had done sO, he would have had no hesitation in
phed up to this gen- allowing it to be laid on the Table. There ashould be the
jority, and that they same rule meted ont to every member in the conduet of de-
Sir, I remember that bate. This latter that was read was issued by one who was in
e before, a telegram the employ of the Government, s Orown proseoutor, and ho
nother ton thousand, says they have claims and that the poli books should be re-

turned and would b. examined in Ottawa-one of the worst
arae pursued by the forms of coercion that the Government could possibly
ny experience of par- adopt, and something that this House should stamp out,
a matter of fair play emanating as it doos from the Department of Justice to the
s been used for party people where an election was being held. If thgat is the way
r the purpose of the the Minister of Justice holds the oales of justice, .God holp
the House, that the the country, I say.
it upon the Table of Mr. MdMULLEN. I muet express my regret that the
will give it to the production of this etter should hae ben refused at this

tice says ho will give particular stage of the Session. If I know anything of the
if there is not some feelings of hon.-members on this side of the House, it is

ment back, of which that we oshould proceed as rapidly as possible with the
ssion, why are they business before us. It is ex«eedin ly unfortunate that the
business, -with the MnisteofJustieSeshouldear sb.e ed ou of We
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way to help an hon. member as to place in his hande docu
mente of a private character, belonging to his department
I know that sinee this House met, orders have been voted
for returns, including copies of telegrama that members on
this side of the House want to use in the course of discussion
in connection with items in which they are interested, of in.
terest both to the Aouse and country, and up te this time
those returns have not been brought down. But the hon.
gentleman,,a friend of the Minister of Justice, goes to him
at a moment when he thinks that hoecan, by the use of
private documents, correct his own position, and the MiniE-
ter of Justice at once bande out to him a document that he
is pormitted to rend before this eHouse, to use
in his own interest, ard then, when another pri
vate mem ber wishes te have the samei priviloges
accorded to him, thp Minister of Jutice returos
the very curt answer: "I will net." Now, if this is the
mode in which hon, gentlemen intend to adopt for the ex-
pedition of business, with the expectation that the close of
the Session will be reached speedily, I think it is an exceed-
ingly unwise courae. If the Government are disposed to
give the Opposition the privilege of examining that docu-
ment, why should they not place it upon the Table? iNow,
I should like very much to see this discussion brought to
a close, but I must say that, in my humble0pinion, a very
imprudent set has been committed by the Minister of
Justice, in bringing up, at this late period, a question that
has caused a good deal of discussion, and that possibly may
last for some time. I think if the Minister of Justice was
willing te place the document before the House, we might
get on with the business much more rapidly. If he does
net do so, and we are forced,as a matter of justice, to defend
the rights of a member on this side, to enjoy the same priv-
ileges as hon. members supportiDg the Government, then
we may sit here all night, and by to-morrow we will have
made no progress.

On section 13,
Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). Will the advisory board

consult with the Lieutenant Governor as to the expendi-
ture of money ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In ail matters of finance.
On section 18,
Mr. LAURIER. I wish to consider the question which

arises with respect to dual representation. I suppose it is
not his intention that members of this House should be
members of the North-West Council.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That point has not been
raieed.

,Mr. LAURIER. I raise it now. I apprehend it is net
intended, nor do I think it is desirable that members of
this House should be members of that Council or that
Couneil should be members of this House. We should, I
think, preserve the same principle we adopted long ago of
having no dual representation.

Bir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do net think that is the
principle. I think the principle is, that when the Legisla-
ture of any Province prevents any nr.ember of the Domi-
nion Parliament from being elected to the Provincial Legis,
lature, any member of the Provincial Legisiature is ineli.
gible for election to this Parliament.

Mr. LAUR[IER I will read a section from the old elec-
tion law:

"lNo person who en the day of nomination at anY election for the
Houe. of <Jommnins a member of any Liegluative aCuncil or an y Le.-
giaative Auambly of a eProvincenow includedor whieh sheai here-
afier be included m the Dominion of Canada shall be a legal member or
the sou"e of commons."
It is true you are not establishing a Province, but you are
establishing a Legislature in a Territory. I contend that,
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-[unless you have some sch provision inserted in this Act, a
. member of that Council might be a member of this aoua.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. That would be so.
Mr. LAURIER. Ie that the object of theb hon. gentle.

man ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The point never oeurred

to me. There was no such provision in the old Aetf?
fr. LAURIER. I call the attention of the hon. ge4tle.

man to the fact.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will consider it befror

3 the third reading.
On section 17, sub.section 2,
Mr. MKACDO W AL f. I desire to cal1 attention to the fact

that every vehicle in woich intoxicating liquor iscarried là
liable to seizure. On the Canadian Pacifle Railway line they
have refreshment cars; I wait to know whether the far-
mers' cart and the railway train are in the saie position or
not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The objeet of the.qlae
is very well known to the hon. gentl P an. Spirits or
intoxicating liquors are brought across the ) ne bycaçts and
teams of different kind. if they are caught the elquorm
are seized and destroyed; and in order to put an end to
this kind of thing, it is provided that the veb icle and team
are 1ia ble to se szure, and th is wild haveea great effect against
s;muggiling. '£e same principle prevails thronghout the
custume law. Whenever any goods are seized the vehicle
in which they are smuggled ls likewise seised. This i a
check on smuggling, and the bringing into the North-West
of forty-rod whiskqy from across the line; and I know theb
hon. gentleman will say it is a very just provision,

Mr. MACDOWALL. Although this may prevail in the
customs law, I am afraid it is a kind oflaw thatonly applies
to the North-West. I believe that the feeling of the Ptle
there is in favor of abolishing the system prevailing in te
North-West just now, because it interferes with the liberty
cf the subject in a manner in which it is not lnteïfered with
ini any other part of Canada, in that it ls exeeedingly
arbitrary. A mounted policeman can enter a house to
search for liquor, merely on suspicion, or almost without
suspicion. If liquor is found there the man in Whdse
premises it is found has to prove that it was brought 'into
the Territory under a permit, and he has to produce that
permit, and prove that it is the permit on which the liquor
inquestion was imported. I believe a great many of the
troubles arising in the North-West are caused by this liquor
'aw. It is generally contended by advocates et temperance
that crime and trouble are occasioned by the use of alcoholli
liquors, but a great deal of the crime and trouble in the
North-West is caused by the fact that the people are prevent-
ed from having that liberty which is accorded to ever'y Cana-
dian in every other part of the country, except, perhaps,
Keewatin. I hope eoon to see the liquor law amended. I
should like to move an amendment to this Bill, but I 'am
afraid, in the present temper of the Hous, I should not
meet very much success. I would, therofore, say that when
the new North-West COannail are elected I trust they will
advocate the placing of the settlement of this question in
the hands of the people of the North-West, because they
are sufficiently intelligent to be able to decide what s boat
in their own intereste.

Mir. WATSON. Speaking in the interests of the North-
West, I consider it is extremely important that thi law
should be enforced and enforced strictly. The Indians are
the wards of the Government, and every means in the
power of the Govern ment s.hould be used to prevent liquor
from going into the Territories, because part fida ite way
to the Indians. This clause might operate in a very arbi-
trary manner on innocent parties. Liquor is frequestly
taken into the Territories packed in goods and even in A
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sack of flour, and with our present system of carrying
freight in cartesand by teams, innocent freighters might
have their teams and carts confiscated because they were
carrying contraband goods, of which they had no know-
ledge.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The bon. gentleman
Wnust know that this clause is just the same as under the
old Act, and no more rigid than the customs law, which
provides that vehicles carrying contraband goods are
seized. Many vessels are seized, the owners of which are
quite ignorant of the fact that their vessel has been made
the means of carrying smuggled goods. The best mode of
appealing in those cases is to the Customs Departmont, and
if there is evidence of innocence on the part of the owner
of . the property, the vessel or vehicle is always
released. Tnis is a very important clause in the
interests of sobriety and temperance. The hon. gen-
tleman can, I think, trust the denartment with
not allowing innocent men to be punished. It is all very
well to say that an innocent trader may have bis horses
and waggon seized, but if he is a man of common sense he
will, when this law passes, ascertain whether he is carrying
intoxicating liquors or not on board his cart. If by any
unfortunate accident it should be found that he uninten-
tionally had carried liquor, his vohicle will be released.
This rule always has been carried out.

Mr. EDGAR. I think the House would very much
incline to support the Government in the direction indicated
by the First Minister just now. I cannot help drawing the
attention of the House to the statement which was made
by the hon. member for Assiniboia (Mr. Perley) before six
o'clock, about the sale of liquor in the North-West. As I
understand it the hon. gentleman said that one of the great
evils they complained of in the North-West was the giving
of a permit to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to
solt liquor on the railway, and that that was a great and
growing evil. I think it is very important for us to know
something more about that from the Government. Is it
possible that the Canadian Pacific Railway, as a corporation,
is given a permit to import and to sell liquor in the North-
West Territories? Although the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company bas a great many powers under its charter, I have
never seen that they were licensed to buy and sell liquor in
the North-West or anywhere else. I cannot conceive it
possible that such a thing is done. What will be the re-
sult if it is the case? A great corporate body like the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company given that power, they
must transmit it to their servants and employés, and one
class of servants is as much entitled to do that business for
them as the other. When you consider that from one end
of the country to the other every employé of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway is entitled, under that permit, to deal in
liquors, you will see the extent of the abuse. It surely can-
not be so, and the hon, gentleman must ho mistaken. I
suppose that, on the recommendation of the Canadian Paci-
fic Railway, at certain places along the line, some reputable
and respectable and responsible person is allowed to bave
those permits. As the matter was raised by one of the hon.
members from the North-West, I think it is of sufficient
importance to have an explanation from the Government
as to how it is.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The system of permits is
established by the original Act, and permits have been issued
ever since. As an hon. nember who knows the fets and
who comees from that portion of the country bas stated, I
believe that the issue of permits bas been carried on with
great discretion and great care, and that the consequence of
that care and discretion is that there is such an absence of
intoxicants in that country, and that smuggling is so very
great. If the permit system had been used without discre-

Mr. WATsoN.

tion, sud if permits had been granted promiscuously, there
would not be the amount of smuggling there is.

Mr. EDGAR. There may be an exception in the case of
the (Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the Canadian Pacifie
Railway has broken the law they are liable to be punished
as well as any person else, or any other railway company.
I do not myself know whether there has been anything@sold
in the way of intoxicants on the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
I believe from what I am informed that wirse and beer is
being sold to the passengers crossing the continent. I have
been told that is the case, but whether by permit or not I
do rot know. The hon. gentleman will see that, perhaps,
there is a good deal of excuse for any such practice obtain.
ing, because if people are obliged Io keep to cold water
crossing from Toronto to Vancouver, they would be very
apt to go south of the line. I cannot speak as to that from
personal knowledge.

Mr. PERLEY (Agsiniboin) I wish to give an explana-
tion as to what the bon. rnember bas said. I did not say
that there were intoxicating liquors sold, but I aid that wine
and beer were sold on the dining cars, not at stations but
during meal hours along the lino, and I believe that the Ca-
nadian Pacifie Railway Company has a license for that pur-
pose. They get a permit f rom the Lieutenant Governorof the
North West Territories to sell passing through the Territor-
ies. I think that we ought to discuss this liquor question a
little here, because the people ail over the North-West Terri.
tories would like to have some change made in it. There
is fault found that the Canadian Pacifie Railwayshould have
license for wine and beer, whilst hotels in the country cannot
have it; and that if a gentleman is coming from Ottawa, To.
ronto or Montreal, England, or anywhere else, he ought to be
subject to the same restraint in respect to liquor that a man
in that country is subject to. I think there is good sense
in that. Whilst the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
was building across that country, and the Indians, were
wild on the plains, it was a matter of importance to have a
law to keep the liquor away from the Indians and there is
no doubt the law bas served a good purpose, both during
the construction of the road and in respect to the Indians.
That country is now civilised. It bas a system of local
government, and law ard order are established, and
the people think they ought to have the right to say
whether they should have entire prohibition or a
proper and well regulated license system. That is
the opinion of all parties, both of persons who like
liquor occasionally and those who do not like it at all.
They think the time bas arrived when the Government
ought to take some steps to get the opinion of the people
on this matter, and ail parties are willing to abide by the
vote whether it be for liquor or no liquor as the case may
be. I think the time has come when the Government should
make some provisions of that kind, because the people have
the impression that the Government will take the recom-
mendation of the newly elected Couneil in reference to this
matter, and if that is so, it will make a terrible election in
that country. It will make one of the bitterest contests
in an election campaign that ever was known in Canada if
the ides goes abroad that the Goverument will take the
advice cf the new Couneil with reference to the liquor syE-
tem in future of the North West Territories. I think it
would be well on the day of the election, if we had two
more candidates in the shape of "license " and "prohibi-
tion." It will not cost a cent and the people will carry
out the resuit of that vote whatever it may be. If a man
goes into a polil and votes for Mr. A. let him maIke a
mark, and let the returnipg officer say : "-Do you vote for
prohibition or liquor? Let a mark be made opposite
which he may vote for and then we shall have the voice
of the people on this question. There is great disbatis
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faction in that country at the liquor system. There are a
great many people who come there and think they ought
to have Èeer, and if a man who enjoys those luxuries, as
ho may call them, cannot pass through the country without
having it on the Canadian Pacific Railway the people think
it is a denial of justice to them that they should be subject
to this restraint. I wish the Government would settle this
matter now, se that it would be settled before the present
election. If it is there will be no strife and we will get
good mon. It wilt not be the liquor crowd in one
place and the prohibition mon in another place, that will
elect the candidate. By this means which I have pointed
out, yon wili get the voice of the people as to prohibition
or high license and the result will be a great benefit to the
country.

Mr. COOK. Before dinner the hon. gentleman who has
just taken his seat stated that when permits were granted
by the Lieutenant Governor for a quantity of liquor, the
persons receiving the permits usually smuggled in double
the quantity. I think the Government should take action
in this matter, and I think that action should be to abolish
the system of granting permits by the Lieutenant Governor
or anybody else to traffl in liquor, and they should put a
prohibitory law into force in the North-West Territories.
The very fact of the hon. gentleman's statement shows that
a great deal of liquor is brought into the country illicitly,
bocause of the authority of the Lieutenant Governor to
issue permits.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I do not say that that is the
case in every instance; I say that it is of ten the case that a
man brings in more than he has a permit for.

Mr. COOK. There are respectable men everywhere, and
you will find them in the North-West. It was the intention
when this Act was passed that the country should be under
prohibition, and that the permit system should be used
only to a very limited extent; but that system has been
abused very much indeed, and I think the Government
should now pass a prohibitory liquor law for the Territo-
ries.

Mr. DAVIS (Alberta). I take exception to the remarks
the hon. gentleman has just made. I think ho knows very
little about the North-West. I do not know whether the
hon. gentleman ever takes a drink himself, or whether he
is strictly cold water, but that makes no difference. When
he gets up and talks about what the people of the North-
West should do, I think he should first find out what the
feelings of the people of the North-West are. I represent
the district of Alberta, where I have lived for nineteen
years. We are supposed to be a total prohibition country.
Of course, we can, by applying te the Lieutenant Governor
and paying half a dollar a galion, get a permit for two gal-
lons. You must remember that the North.West Territories
are enclosed by different countries. There is British Col-
umbia on our west, the Unitel States on our south, and
Manitoba on our east, where free whiskey flows in every
direction. Now, I would like to know why the people of
the North-West Territories are to be deprived of the same
liberties that the rest of the people Of Canada enjoy. I
would like to see a clause in this Bili te give the people Of the
North-West Territories a chance to say whether they will
have total prohibition or high license, whether they will have
liquor or not. The permit system is neither one thing ror
the other; in fact, it is a delusion, and an encouragement
to people te make money out Of smuggling whiskey and
selling it. I can show you twenty-five saloons in the town
of Ca[gary where you can buy a drink for 25 cents just as
yon can in Ottawa. I think we should have the right te
derive a revenue from these places. I believe in making
every man who wants to sell whiskey i the North-West
pay 81,000 for a license. lu that way you can control the

trade; but at present you can neither control nor stop it.
I would like to see an amendment made to this 17th section
such as my lon. friend from Saskatchewan (Mr. Macdowall)
had this evening.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the
hon. gentlemen who have spoken on this clause, that the
present system is unsatisfactory, and that the permit system,
which is absolutely necessary to a certain extent, ought to
be amended so as to prevent the evils which have been
described. I quite agree with my hon. friend from East
Assiniboia (Mr. Perley) in overything ho has said, except
in his proposition that, at the same time that an election
takes place for members to the Legislative Assembly, a vote
should be taken as to whether there should be prohibition
or high license in the Nortb-West Territories. The trouble
has been in this country, as well as elsewhere, that politice
have been mixed up a good dol with the moral question,
and I should be very sorry to see it recognised at any poli.
tical election that thore should b aiso the moral question :
Are you in favor of prohibition or bigh license ? I think
the two subjects, one roferring to polities and the other to
morals, should bc kept quite separate. As I have already
stated seve al times, the object of the Government has been
to mako as fow changes as possible. This election
will be the first election of membeis to the North-
West Assembly without the mixture of any Crown
nominees. When that body meets, it will be invitd-it
will be its duty without any invitation-to consider that
question as well as ail other questions affecting the interoste
of the North-West Territories. The people there, I am
sure, are lully alive to the importance of their first real elce-
tion of a Logislature for themselves, and they will choose
mon fully charged to consider the question of prohibition
and the question of high license, as woll as ali other ques-
tions connected with the welfare of that country. There-
fore I have abstained from dealing with that subject until
we have received something like an anthoritative statement
of wbat the wishes of the representatives of the people to
be elected under this law are.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). Will the recommendation
of that Council, with respect to the liquor question, be acted
upon by the Govornment in another year?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It doponds upon what that
recommendation is. It will be submitted to Parliament for
its judgment, Tho legisiation of that body will be laid be-
fore Parliament at its next Session, whenever they pass any
laws on that or any other subject, and the action of this
House upon it will be invited.

Mr. WILSON (Blgin), Am I to understand from what
bas been stated that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
have power to get a permit from the Lieutenant Governor
to sell liquors on their traine ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannotspeak positively.
I do not know that as a fact, as the questin has never been
brought before me; but I understand they bave a permit to
give wine and beer in the dining car at meal time to those
who are travelling across the continent.

Committee rose and reported progress.
House resolved itself into nommittee to consider resolu-

tion (p. 1174) respecting the indemnity and travelling ex-
penses to be paid to elected members of the Legislative
Assembly of the North-West Territories, and salaries to be
paid to officers thereof and others.

Resolution considered in Committee; reported, and re-
ferred to committee on Bill (No. 76) respecting the North-
West Territories.

House again resolved itself into committee.
Bill reported.
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EA&1LWAY ACT A.MENDMENT.

Rouse again resolved into committee on Bill (No. 24) to
anûend and consolidate the Railway Act.

(In the Oommittee.)

Mr,,'HO RPSON. I propose to go back to section 14,
which relates tofencing. It was not the wish of the ceom-
Mittee, I am sure, that the clause should be ruade se strin-
gbt as to necessitate the fencing of railways in wholly
unaotganised and unsettled parts of the country, such as the
North-West Territories, and I move to prefix these words
to the section :

Wben a municipal corporation for any township bas been organised
and the whole or any portion bas been sub-divided into lots for settle-
ment.

Sir RIEARD CARTWRIGHT. Has the Minister got
thè conseut of the member for North Renfrew (Mr. White)
to this amend ment ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I think that carries out the views of
members who were in favor of that proposal, and at the
same time does not make it too stringent.

Mr. EDG AR. I quite concur in the idea that it is hardly
fair to ask the railway to fonce where there are no settlers.
and that would be the effect of the amend monts which were
carried the other evening, but, if thero are no settlers, there
will not be any cattle, and, therefore, there could not be any
cattile killed.

Mr. THOMPSON. But that amendrment made it obliga-
tory on the company to fence.

M.. EDGAR. It made them liable for damages.
Mr. THOMPSON, There is a severe penalty under which

they wore liable if they did not fence.
Mr. WELI>ON (St. John). I kcow that in New Bruns.

wink, on what are known as anche land, some people farm
right ap to the railway, and are willing to relieve the coin-
pany from damage. I think, if the owners request the com-
pany in writing not to fonce the lands, they should not be
under auy obligation to fonce. I know many cases where
the parties have requested the oompany not to fonce.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). In moving my amendment, I had
no desire to impose any unnecessat-y conditions upon the rail-
wáy companies which are showing so much enterprise and
doing so much good in this country, and I think the amend.
meit suggested by the Minister of Justice will accomplish
what i eLdeavored to attain, and at the same time will reduce
the impositions upon the railway companies witbin narrower
limittAbagn. I submitted the other night, and, if the commit-
te. is agreeable, I am quite willing to let it go in that way.

AMendrhent agreed to.
Mr. THOMPSON. I desire also to refer to section 200.

Sections 200 and 201 were re-drafted from the old Act, but
thé ónoluding words of section 201 really belong to section
200:

Persons for whose un% fairm crossings are furnished, shall keep the
gates on each side of the railway closed when not in use, and no person
whose cattle are killed by any train, owing to the non-observance of
this section, shall have any right of action in respect of the cattle being
#o kiue

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). As I understand this, if any
cattle are killed at exonerates the company from al respon-
sibility. It matters not whether the party owning the
crossing leaves the gate open or not, if by any neglect a
rawa' employé leaves thora open the farmer is refused
cofapensätion for the loss of the cattle.

Mr. THOMPSON. The hon. gentleman will see that the
Act necessarily imposes the duty on the person for whose
us and benefit the farn crossing is made, to keep the gates

Sir JoE lA. MACDONALD.

closed ; and the natural resalt of that is that if he fails to
perform hi8 duty, ho s3hall not have right of action for his
cattle if they are killed in consequence. TheAct distinctly
imposes that duty on him and I take it the result at com-
mon law would be, that he would be held guilty of con.
tributory negligence, and therefore not entitled to recover.

Mr. E DGAR. What my hon. friend means is, supposing
the gates are opened by an emyloyéeof the company, the
clause would stili eionerate the company from liability.
Bat 1 fancy the doctrine of contributory negligence would
cover that case.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I move that the following
be added as a sub-section to section 250:-

2 Any person being on a train, and liable to pay a fare, who fraud.
ulently evades payment thereof by giving a falsae answer, or by travel-
ling beyond tbe place to which he has paid, or by leaving the train
without paying, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than live dollars
nor more tha.n twenty dollars, to be recovered under the provisions of
the summary 0onvictions Act:

3. No person shall loiter or remain withont right within any car or
station house of any railway company, or upon a platform or ground
adjoining any station, after being rtquested tu leave the same by any
conductor, station master, or other o licer of the company, and any
person refusing to leave after such rcquest, shall be liable to a penalty
of not less than two dollars and not more than ten dollars, to be re-
covered in like manner;

4. Every railway company shall cause to be posted up in a con-
spicuous place at the stations on their line a printed copy of the fore-
going sub-section;

5. Ali fines and penalties imposed and recovered under this section
alal be paid to the railway company upon whose railway or ground
the offence bas been committed.
I may say this is taken from the Railway Act of Maine, and
my attention has been called to it. Parties go on a train
and try to evade payment, or try to go further than tbey
have paid for. In regard to loitering, people connected
with railways have spoken to me on the subject, and com.
plain that parties loiter around the station who have no
business to be there, and become a nuisance. I have adopted
this section from the Railway Act of the State of Maine,
which is a very good Act, and I think the same provision
exists in several other States. At present there is no power
to prevent parties from hanging around the station. There
is a provision that this sub-section shall be printed and
postecd up in a Conspicuous place in every station.

Mr. SPROULE. It seems to me that would be a very
arbitrary rule, because it may be applied, if the station
master.was so disposed, offensively against parties who are
waiting for a train.

Mr. WELLDON (St. John). Those persons have a right
to be there.

Mr. SPRO ULE. W hat would constitute a right ?
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Any person who bas bad

any experience in regard to railways, bas seen people
loitoring about the station and interfering with the officiais.
A statiu is not a public place, and, therefore, they are tres.
passers. It is only persons who have business with the com-
pany who have any right to be thore. i am acquainted with
a railway partly in Maine and partly in New Brunswick,
and it bas branches in the State of Maine. in the State of
Maine the clause is in operation, and the Company has ex-
perienced great difficulties in consequence of a different
btate of things prevailing on the New Brunswick aide. I
Lhink also in other States there are similar provisions in
the law to enable the railway companies to have control
over their stations.

Mr. SPROULE. Suppose a person offensive to the station
master should be at the station, he might ho ordered off the
premises, and if h. refused ho might be brought u'pand
fined, on the ground that ho had ne right there. What
would constitute a right? He will not be doing any busi-
ness with thie station master gr the company, but ho might
be merely expecting a friend to arrive by train.
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Mr. WMDON (St. John). The fact that he was ex

peoting & friend by train would give him a right, a legal
right 1 think.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think so. I do not under
stand that a railway company does not own its own pro
perty the same as any other property owner. They choose
to thro>w their stations open for the sake of doing business
at the same time they have the full rights of any property
owner and can order a person off the premises. Under
the proposed motion the most ignorant messenger or any
one could order a pereon to withdraw on his construction
as to whether a man had the right to be there or not.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Make it station master or
conductor.,

Mr. MULOOK. I would not give that right to any man
As to loitering, every man who goes to a train loiters. I
hope the Minister of Justice will not allow such an amend-
ment to be inserted in the Bill.

Mr. LANDBERKIN. I do not think the fines should go
to the railway company, but to the municipalities in which
the crime was committed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid the adoption of
this amendment will lead to much unpleasantness, The hon.
gentleman knows that at all our country stations there are
many people who make a practice of going to the station to
see trains arrive and depart, a practice which is, perhaps, a
little inconvenient sometimes to passengers who-have legi.
timate business at the station. While there is a certain
amount of inconvenierice arising, it would lead to ignorant
officials displaying a little authority and producing more
unpleasantness than advantage gained.

Amendment withdrawn.
On section 158,
Mr. THOMPSON. I desire te call attention to this desist-

ment clause, and I move the following section:-
In any 'case where the notice given improperly describes the land or

meterials intended to be taken, or if the company decides not to take
the land or materis mentioned in the notice, it may abandon the notice
and all the proceedings therein, but they shall be liable to the person
notified for aIl dumage incurred by him in consequence of such notice,
and the method of deternining such conte shall be in the same manner as
coust after the award, and the company may give him or any other
person notice for land or material notwithstanding the abandonment of
the former notice.
That confined the right to desistment in cases of lands
being improperly described.

Mr. MULOOK. I appreciate the spirit of the
amendment, but it is still capable of being abused.
Suppose a railway company desires to expropriate a
piece of land through a farm, and for some reason they
imagine that the arbitration in running agairst the com-
pany, they may desist, and they may say we propose,
instead of taking the land described in the notice, to take'
land a few inches on one ide or the other. Sncb, of course,
will bring them under the word "improperly." The com-
pany should know their business belore they give their
notice., and if having given notice there is any award, and
if more is needed they should be required to enter upon a
new arbitration for sncb additional Iand. Hence a com.
pany by a little management might escape any award by
showing that they wanted land slightly different.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is impossible to frame a clause so
as to prevent attempts to evade it, but I think we meet the
point by the provisions given for reviewing the award of
arbitratoi-s and the facilities gvien for appeal. I intend to
propose eanseSrequiring all the evideÉce to be taken in
Wrftog ud fMd with the om<ors of the court and to give
the ourt complete control in regard to every matter before
the arbitators. Thus, if des»Wtment be colorable and for
the #o of evadig this provision, the company

W d fi ti%èd inathir attemp, Zb commiein

- doing away with this clause, would prevent the correction
of a mere mistake or change, suoh as this. Along a certain
line of country the company conclude they will require
station grounds at a certain place. They give the notice

- and an arbitrator is appointed. It is true the proprietor is
put to some expense, but the company dnds, from the in-

; formation they get subsequently, that it is desirable to
have the station further on. I think, from the mere fact of

r having given a notice, and having put the proprietor to
some littie expense, whioh the company is wiling to pay,
they should not be obliged to take the land also.

Mr. MULOCK. Daes the Minister think it would be
right for the company to exorcise this privilege to desiot,
merely for the sake of getting rid of their arbitrator?

. Mr. TEOMPSON. No.
Mr. MULOCK. Why not meet the case by allowing them

Sto amend their description during the arbitration, or say
that in cases such as desistment, they must nppoint the same
arbitrator? This would prevent the Company from impro-
perly desisting.

Mr. K[RKPATRICK. This would hardly do as they
f might not go on with the arbitration for a year afterwards.

Mr. MULOCK. If they desist for the sake of correcting
) the description, why not say they may correct the des.

cription during the arbitration, the saine as under a proceed-
ing of law ? Give them the power of anendment.

Mr. THOMPSON. That would hardly meet the case if
they want to desist altogether and not take the lande.

Mr. MULOCK. If they want to desist altogether give
them the power, but if they want to desist witbout good
resons I think the ordinary powers of amendment that are
exercised now in all proccedings in court, should apply
here, and there should be power to correct the description.
This would prevent abuse.

Mr, KLRKPATRICK. At the option of the company.
Mr. MULOCK. Give them power to make that amend-

ment, but do not allo w them to desist to escape fromthe ar-
bitrator they have ftppointed.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not think there is very much
danger of frivolous alterations.

Mr. MULOCK. I have seon the evil arise, and com-
panies desisting to escape from the arbitrator.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not see how it could be met. I
think we had better lot this clause pass and let the hon.
member frame what he thinks to be a suitable amendmnent.
We can then take it up again as a sub-section.

Mr. MULOCK. Thank you. I wiil do that.
On section 37,
Mr. TUOMPSON. I desire to make an amendment in

this section to meet the case whieh is mentioned by the
hon, momber for Yarmouth (MIr. Lovitt). The section
provides that, the warden of the township shall be ex of7icio
director, and in some cases the special Act provides that
instead of that being the case, the municipality should have
the right to elect the director and take somebody other
than the warden. An opinion has been given in tre case
that he referred me to where the warden and the person
elected both took their seats on the board, and this was not
intended by the Act. I propose to add those words in the
section:.

Unless in sneh special Act provision is made for the represeutation
of such corporation on the board thereof.

On section 245,
ir. THOMPSON. In this section, which we passed the

other evening, there are several provisions for the company
being compelled to use ail proper appliances for ihe working
of the raiiway. I move to add the following :-
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And shall as well be liable to pay to all such persons as may be in-

jured by non-compliance with this provision, or to their representatires,
such damages as they may be legally entitled to notwithstanding
any agreement to the contrary with regard to such persons.

Mr. EDGAR, To what will that apply ?
Mr. THOMPSON. This prevents persons contracting

themselves out of their rights, that is all.
On section 83,
Mr. KIRPATRICK, My attention bas been called by a

gentleman in Toronto, who knows a great deal about the
transfer of shares, to the fact that directors should have
power to sell, not only shares declared to be forfeited, but also
unissued sbares. A company may have an authorised capi-
tal of $5,000,000 and only $2,500,000 subscribed, and there
may be S1,000.000 more authorised to be issued, which the
directors have no power to sell under this clause. There
was such a power in the old Act, but this clause changes it.
I propose to add the following words :-

The directors may sell, either by publie auction or sale, and in such
manner and on such terms as to them seem meet, any shares so declar-
ed to be forfeited, or any unissued shares, and may pledge sach forfeited
or unissued shares or both for the payment of loans and advances.

And at the end of the clause I propose to add:
Provided that authority for such purpose and for the issue of such

stock be first given at a special general meeting of the shareholders
called for the purpose.
That is to prevent the contractors selling forfeited or un-
authorised shares without authority.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. SHANLY. I wish to suggest to add to the third

sub-section of section :24 the following:-
Provided, however, that nothing in this Act contained shall affect

any contract between any railway company and person sbndiag traffie
by said railway by which such person agrees that, in consideration of
a lower rate of freight charged, the company shall not be responsible as
aforesaid.

Mr. LISI'ER. I would oppose that. Surely the Minis-
ter of Justice will not consent to it.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not see any objection to that.
In the first place, i think that is the meaning of the clause
as it stands. It is a clause compelling the trains to run at
regular hours for the conveyauuo of passengers and go ds,
on the payment of the right tolls or fares, and that relates
to the ordinary transactions of the company. The question
has been raised, as the bon. gentleman kpows, in tho Pro.
vince of Ontario, whether that applies to a special rate or
not.

Mr. LISTER. It has been decided that it does apply to
a special rate.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think Jhief Justice Cameron con-
sidered that it did not apply to any special rate, and that he
could not be bound by the decision previously given, because
ho thought it was given in error. This case does arise
sonetisnes. A man having a perishable cargo, such as fruit
or vegetables, which will not bear the ordinary rate because
of the perishable nature. obtains a lower rate on the condi-
tion that the company shall not be liable for the loss caused
by delay. In somo of these cases a person is taken freo of
charge who bas custody of those goods, and it seems to be
bard to inflict the whole liability of the loss on tho com-
pany.

Mr. LIS1ER. Words might be added to the section so
as to provide especially for perisbable property. I know
of a case which happened on the Grand Trunk Railway
recently, when they undertook to ship an engine froi uone
point to another, and the contract provided specially that
they should not be responsible for loss. Though the engine
was detroyed through their negligence, they disputed the
responsibility because of the special contract. I can under-
stand that, when the freight is of a perishable nature, the
company should be allowed to proteot itself in the way the

Mr. TuoaPson.

hon. gentleman speaks of, but where it is ordinary freight
which the company contract to carry they ahould be held
responsible for loss.

Mr. TILOMPSON. But suppose the owner agrees to
these conditions because ho obtains a special rate?

Mr. MULOCK. We are doing away with special rates.

Mr. T HOMPSON. Not altogether. A very similar ques-
tion arose before the Hlouse of Lords, and it was decided
that the special contraet was binding. In England a con-
dition to be binding must be a reasonable condition, and that
bas been held to be a reasonable condition.

Mr. MULOCK. The weak point in this is that the
Governor in Council will approve of a schedule of rates
which will probably be higher than the company will ever
collect. The rates they will levy will, I suppose, be lower
than those in the schedule, and that will be called a special
contract, so that they can contract themselves out of all
liabilities in the future as they have done in the past.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. So they should.
Mr. MULOCK, It is all very well for the hon. gentle-

man to say "rubbish."
Mr. KIRKPATRI[CK. I did not say "rubbish."
Mr. MULOCK. I thought yo did. I think it would be

well to vary that clause.
Mr. THOMPSON. We might substitute the word

"special " for "lower."
Mr. WELDON (St. John). Special contracts are made

by stoamboats and all carriers of every description, and, in
England, contracts made with a company are held to be
binding. If the party chooses to get the benefit of the
lower rate, ho has to take the responsibility.

Mr. SEIANLY. It is a quid pro quo.
Mr. WEL DON (St. John). Yes, it is a quid pro quo.
Mr. LISTER. I do not think my hon. friend sees that

the company will have a fixed rate, and everyone who wants
to ship will have to make a contract by which the company
will carry for less than that rate. Consequently, everyone
who ships will be shipping by what they will call a special
rate.

Mr. MU LOCK. What is a special rate ? Under this Act
there can be no discrimination. You cannotallow one rate
to one man and another rate to another man under the
sane conditions, but [think that the clause which is now
proposed puts the whole railway law back to the same
position in which it bas been for many years past, which
practically affords no redress. Every shipper by steamboat
knows that there is no contract in commercial life to-day
which is more one sided than the contracts with steamboats
to which my hon. friend fromn St. John (Mr. Weldon) bas
referred. Lt is a standing grievance and it has come before
my notice year after year. There is scarcely a loss which
happets by sea of goods which were intended to be import-
ed into Canada, in which there is any recovery of damage,
simply because of this special clause.

Mr. DENISON. I think, if there is a fraction of reduction
in the rates charged, the company could claim that that
was a special rate. I think the clause had botter be allowed
to remain as it is.

Amendment withdrawn.
Mr. THOMPSON. I propose this as section 102:
A company may, for the purpose of constructing or operating its

railway, take possession of, use, or occupy lands of another company,
with the approval of the Railway Committee of the Privy Cocnil,
which approval said committee may give if they think it reasonable,
but, in regard to any such application, the Raiiway Committee may
make such provisions as to them appearjust and in the public interest,
and al the provisions of the law applicable to the taking of Iands and
the compensatiou therefor shaliapply to thelaad.
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Mr. EDGAR. I thought it was agreed that you shouldi

limit the application of that to the former provisions whichi
were within the powers of the Council.

Mr. THOMPSON. I attempted to do it the other night1

by defining it, but I think it was made more vague than it is
Dew$

Mr. EDGAR. Then put in the compensation and leave
out the limit. The Minister the other evening had drawn
the clause, and it was carried.

Mr. THOMPSON. No, it was objected to, and I allowed
it to stand. However I have no objection to put thein in.

Mr. MULOCK. The way they work it is this: There is
no finality to the rights of a oompany with regard te its own
property. The Railway Committee to.day may say that one
company may acquire certain lands of another company.
Then the arbitration takes place, and thereupon the lands
claimed pass to the other company. Then if the companv
that lest its lands happons to bave sufficient influence with
the Railway Committee, it may turn round and say that
they want those lands back again, they want to grab the
lands of another company, and so they come te the Railway
Committee again and the committee makes the change; ad
se the thing may go on, and whenever a company
happons te have the most influence, wbichever ceon-
pany can get, for the time being, a docision from the
Railway Committee in favor of its acquiring the lands of
another, thereby acquires them upon going through the
form of an arbitration. Under this clause it is possible for
that Railway Committee to enablo a railway company to
expropriate all the lands of another company with the
sanction of the committee; all that has to be done is to
pay for thom. Urder this clause one company may absorb
another. It is the most extensive power that could be used
by any set of men, and I do net think you ought to endun-
ger property by placing it in the power of any railway
committee te say: You owned this property at one time, we
now declare this property shall go to another person. The
Minister of Justice may say the Railway Committee i not
lhkely to sanction suh an expropriation, but I do not think
any set of mon should be entrusted with power that ought
net to be exercieed. I think there should be some limita-
tion for the protection of the company in possession.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think there eau be no limitation
further than the provisions adopted in this section. The
mistake the hon. gentleman makes in his argument is in
supposing that the Railway Committeceis going to decide
these matters on mere influence, and his argument is
founded on the principle that it is uneafe to confer powers
on anybody which may be improperly exercised. It would
be just as reasonable for him to object te conferring jurisdic.
tien on a court, on the ground that the court may decide in
favor of the wrong party. It would be just as cogent for
him to argue that we should not trust the arbitrators'
decision on the value of the land, bocause they might decide
the wrong amount. Now, these powers must, in the public
interest, be given to somebody. At present no in dividual
has a right of property, so final or absolute that it may
not be expropriated by a railway company. l tihere
any reason why property which has been acquired by a
railway company should be any more sacred than the
right of an individual ? Experience las shown everywhore
that it is abeolutely necessary that some one should oc-
casionally have these powers. I admit they are very great
powers. They muet be entrusted to some tribunal te con-
trol, and we have thought that the Riilway Committee is,
for the present, the boit tribunal to have such powers; il
fot, we must vest these powers in some other body of a like
kind, as in the United States, where they are vestod in three
individuals and are absolutely incapable of review.

Mr. MULOOK. Would you object to putting ln some
words like theseI: "but so as not to materially interfere
with the working cof the company ?"

Mr. THOMPSON. That would be vory vague. For
instance, one railway company desires to cross a lot which
is occasionally used as a shunting ground by anothor com-
pany. It may be that a suitable shunting yard can be got
in another place, but that the cost of the change is $10,000
or 815,000. Now, it would materially interfore with the
operation of the other company when it does so to such an
extent. But that is a matter capable of compensation, and
the committee should not lose its jurisdiction in that case.
It seems to me that wherever a matter is capable of com-
pensation, the power should be capable of being exercised ;
and that where it is not, it is a case in which the Railway
Commit tee clearly would exceed thoir d Uty if they ventured
to authorise the expropriation.

Mr. K[RKPATRICK. We must credit the Railway
Committee with sonie common sense and common fairness,
to see that no material injury is done to the company
whose lands are sought.

Mr. SHANLY. I beg to move an addition to section
255. This section is designed to protect the travelling
publie against the danger of smoking and carrying explo-
sives. I do not think it goes quite far enough, as I happen
te bave some experience of the great recklessness of mon
who are employed in carrying explosives, I have known a
man who was in charge of explosives. to put a small quan-
tity into bis carpet bag and travel in a Fecond cia-s piissen.
ger car, I propose to add aftor the word " left " in the
17th line, the following :-

Or who shail carry or take on any railway train, such material as
i3 mentioned above for the purpose of having theb same carried by the
said railway train.

It'is to prevent any person from smuggling, as it were,
such dangerous articles in his carpet bag, and I think it
provides for greater safety.

Mr. EDGAR. It says no person shall carry.

Mr. THOMPSON. It says that no person shall carry,
but it does not provide a penalty.

On section 277,
Mr. THIOMPSON. At the end of lino 11, we end with

tue word -1but" and strike out the words Ilnothing in " and
" and contained." It is done that this shall not affset the
powers or rights which any company in Canada now
possesses by virtue of any special Act. We add the word
"Canada" after the words "lUnited States of America."

Mr. MULOCK. Why not makre it uniform ?

Mr. THOMPSON. They have that right now. The
original Railway Act was passed long ago and we have
since given certain companies the power to hold stock in
other companies. Il we pass the prohibitory enactment at
the presont time it makes it unlawful for them to hold
those securities. I propose to make it uniform and to apply
to all, except those companies which already bave thosO
special rights.

Mr. MULOCK. You do not interfere with contracts al-
ready entered into.

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. MULOCK. I know of a case wbere a company bas

extensive powers, and if they are allowed to have those
powerd they might use them.

Mr. SBANLY. We gave a charter of that kind this
Session.

Mr. MULOCK. I think yon did an unwise thing. Unless
yon limit the exercise of that power to aIl companies, yorq
might as well strike it out,
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Mr. WELDON (St. John). You cannot take away the
powers the compauies bave under a special Act.

Mr. EDGAR. I would like to call the attention of the
Oommittee to section 295, which I think is exceedingly un-
fair and severe. We have, in section 217, already given the
railway companies power to inflict penalties not exceeding
$40 upon any of their employés for breaking any of
their regnlations ; and that is a ort of domestic arrange-
ment which the company cen carry ont themselves. But
bore is û clause aimi d et the officers and servants of the
company, which provides that for breach of by-laws, rules
or regulations, they shall be subject to punishment by fine
or imprisonment or both, the fine not to exceed $400 or
the imprisonment five years; and it is not necessary that
the rule or regulation sbould even be served on them.

Mr. MULOCK. Will any court give the punishment in
such a case ?

Mr. EDGAR. We should not provide for it if the eourts
will not. This portion of the section should certainly be
struck out: "or which bas been posted up or open to his
inspection in some place where his work or duties, or any
of them, are to be performed." It is unheard of that a per-
son should be liable to such penalties even when no
damage is done. I do not know how that provision could
have got into the statute, becanse I think it is exceedingly
severe and unreasonable, and that the limitation of the fine
and Ibe impri-onment should b. reduced.

Mr. MULOCK. I cannot agree with my bon, friend at
all There is no case that I have any recollection of in which
any servant of a railway company bas been unduly punished.
Oc the oontrary, they have escaped punishment in ome
eses where the most serious consequences have been the
result of their disobedience of orders, Every employé of.a
railway company knows or ought to know that it is his
dnty to read the general regulations applicable to his con-
duet, and it ought not to be necessary to serve him per-
sonally with a copy of these rules as a person is served
with a writ. The clause leaves it entirely in the discretion of
the court to impose a nominal fine or a nominal sentence,
and I am in favor of Lhe most stringent regulations in order
to enforce absolu'e obHcnce.

Mr. COCKBURN. I am in favor of the most stringent
regulations being imposed on the servants of the railways,
inasmuch as they hold, so te speak, our lives in their bands.
At the smme time, I eannot help thinking it unfair to de-
mand the infliction o punishment on- a railway servant
simply besause ho did not happen to see ome notice that
might be posted up or open to his inspection. A plaeard of
that kind might have been posted up and torn down. I
tbink it is right, when aman enters the service of any com-
pany, that the regulations of the company should be handed
to him. That is all I want done. If a man enters my ser-
vice, I sbould acquaint him with the regulations under
which h enters upon it, and every employé of the railroad
should have handed to him a copy of the regulations by
which he is teo h guided, so that h. wil not have to find
out in some dark corner some regulations which may have
been passed and to which his attention bas never been
drawn, and for the infraction of which h. is teobe subjected
to a penalty. I do not object to the penalties, because those
men who hold the lives of people in their bands should be
punished for non-observance of the regulations, but care
should be taken to enable them to be flaly acquainted with
the regnlations.

_Mr. EDGAR. I move that the word. I have quoted be
struck out.

.Mr. LISTEBR. I do not think that will impose any
hardship on the company. The Grand Trunk Railway band
the men copies of the regulations.

Mr. MULoO.

Mr. SPROULE. It will have this effeet: thatthe€ervants
of the company will confine their attention exclusively to
the regulations handed them in conneetion with their own
special business; but there are other duties to wich these
employés have to attend. and there are other regalation
which it wonld be well for tbem to learn, and these they
learn when the general regulations are posted up at every
station. If you take this provision ont of the law, a great
many of tbem will not take any trouble to learn any regu.
lations which do not specially apply to their own particular
work, and will not make themselves acquainted with any
regulations concerning which they have net been sened
with a particular notice.

Mr. MULOCK. I agree in the spirit of the remarks of
the hon. member for Centre Toronto, but I think his sug-
gestion will defeat the whole provision of this clause. Take
the Grand Trunk Railway. There are about 5,000 hands
employed on that road. Are you going to have a person
going from end to end of the line serving notices and
making affidavits and memo. of service, so as to be ready te
prove a case against any of these men ? If yon can prove
that the notice was posted up and accessible to the em-
ployés, yon cast upon them the onus of knowing what these
notices are. To prove personal service will imp9se on the
company an obligation that tbey will not be able to per-
form. This section has been on the ststute for years, and
we have not yet heard of any case of hardship arising under
it.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. An order ia sent out from Mr.
Ilickson's office to the employés to do a certain thing. It
is impossible to deliver that order to each of the whole
5,000, and it is posted up at all the stations along the line.
The only way a general manager has of communicating
with his employés is by posting up these notices.

Mr. EDGAR. Are not the employés paid every week,
and what difficulty can there be in handing them on pay-
day a oepy of the regulations relating te their departments ?
The working men are entitled to that. Merely stieking up
a general notice in some part of the work, is no notice te
an employé of the complieated obligations under which he
acts, and for the violation of whih he is to be punished se
severely. He is in the position of a galley slave. Even if
ho be not punished with the full force of the law, why insist
on this provision'?

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The provision to post up
notices should b. retained. The chances are that in nine
cases out of ten, it will be hown that the employés actually
read the notice. I do not think any hardship can arise
under this. It is the duty of the railway employé to
acquaint hivaetf with the regulations fronm day to day.
With iegard to the other amendment, it should be confiied
to cases where there bas been actual loss of life or damage
to property.

Mr. MoNEILL. This is a very stringent clause, and we
should give the employés every possible advantage and
chance. There ought to be no difficulty in fur.nishing no-
tices te the men. Trains are running over the lines daily,
and at different stations copies of these notices can be left.
It is very wall te talk of 5,000 men, butyou must take the
different localities and you will find that there are net many
men employed in each. Looking at the thing in gros, the
number seems very large, but lookiog at it in detail, I do
net see why there should be any difllichy at all. If you
impose heavy penalti'es on the men, you ought to .ake
every possible care that these men have rceived notice.

Mr. DESJAR DINS. Does the hou. Minister of Justice
know of any hardship or abuse under the Jawuas it is?

Mr. TEIOR&PSON. I have not huard of a single prosecu-
tion under it. The law appears to be harsh, but that it has
1been so long in operation without any particular hardship
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havingr arisen under it, is a strong argument in its favor.
j thiuk the fact that it bas been in operation so long and has
not operated harshly is strongly in its favor, but the
st, ongest argument is that which bas been brought forward
by the bon. member for York. As to the impossibility of
praying this years after, that can always be proved by the
books of the company.

Mr. EDGAR. How could you prove that a man got his
wages ?

Mr. TIIOMPSON. By the receipts.
Mr. MULOCK, As a rule, they do not take receipts for

wages.
Mr. THOMPSON. I should prefer to have the notice

hung up lin the place of business to giving a book containing
the regulations, probably of three or four ycars before,
wbich in all probability the man would not have the ability
to study.

Mr. EDGAR. The company are bound to put up the
regulations now.

Mr. SHANLY. I do not think this clause should ho
changed at all. It bas stood upon the Statute-book for
years, and has worked well. I think it is absolutely
imperative that the rules and regulations should be posted
up where everyone can Eee them. The regular rule which
exists is that every foreman of a gang, every engine driver,
and every man who bas men under him, bas the rules;
but, in addition to that, every laboring man who bas not
the book in bis pocket should have the opportunity of
reading the posted rules and regulations. I think the
clause ought to stand.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think this matter should
receive the consideration of hon. members. It is true, as
the member for North York (Mr. Mulock) says, there may
ho a difficulty in regard to the employés when they enter
the service of the company as to the by-laws. I do not,
however, apprehend tho difficulties which ho seems te
apprehend in regard to the employés being supplied with
the by-laws oft be company. At each station they could
be supplied with any new by-laws as they were issued, so
that each employé would have an opportunity of studying
and learning kis daties, and so would be able to do bis duty
with a better regard to the protection of human life, as well
as to the company itself, than if these regulations were
merely posted up. I do not see that there will h any sucb
difficulty as the Minister of Justice speaks of in regard to
proving this, because, if it was the duty of some one man
to deliver these, he could be called upon to prove it.
A man may be employed to.day and sent on the road
almost immediately, without any opportunity of learn-
ing the varions by-laws and regulations and what is required
of him, and ho may ho fined very heavily for some breach
of those regulations. We know that the railway companies
have the power in their own hands to punish their employés
if they do not perform their duties efficiently. Perbaps it
is because of this control which they possess that we have
had no convictions under this law. Is it proper, however,
for this Legislature to put a law upon the Statute-book
which will do a violence to many thousands of laboring mon
in the country ? If there have been no convictions, there is
no necessity for the law, as the companies have the power
to manage the men without this law, and it is a harsh law
to place on the Statute-book. I hope the Minister of Justice
will see his way clear to adopt the amendment that the by-
laws shall be placed in the hands of the employés. Further
on in the Bifl a great injustice is done to the men. If there
bas been no damage done, no risk incurred, still, if any of
the servants cf the company bas violated any of these by-
laws or orders of the company, ho is liable to a fine amount-
ing te 30 days' psy, and not les than 15 days' pay.

Mr. MULOCK. We are not on that section.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). These two claues will act very

harshly and will do an injustice to the employés. It as
not been shown that they are necessary for the protection
of property or human life at alil, and I think it is right that
the proposition which bas been made by various members
to relax this stringent law should be carried out.

Mr. EDGAR. The Minister of Justice and other mem-
bers have referred to the difficulty that might take place in
requiring the company to serve the copies of the regula-
tions on all the employés. If that is a real difficulty, we
will have to go back and ropeal clause 221, which provides
for that very thing,

Mr. THOMPSON. That only relates to the duty of the
officers as towards the company, and if the company failed
to supply them with the regulations, they of coure would
fail to enforce the $10 penalty against thoe officers, but
this is an indictable offence, and relates entirely to the
public.

Mr. MULOCK. Section 295 is the material section
dealing with wilful negligence and disobedience of ordors.
I do not agree with section 296, which I think is unneces-
sary and might go out. Section 295 provides that, where
there bas been wilfui or negligent disobedience of orders
and where thore bas been risk to life or property, the pen-
alty shall ensue. Section 296 is of a different character
altogether, and I sbould recommend that it should be
dropped.

Amendment to strike out the following words from
section 295, in lino 12, after the word "him," negative on
division : -

Which bas been posted up or opened to bis inspection in some place
where bis work or bis duties, or any of tbem are to be performed.

Mr. EDGAR. I suppose it must have been a mistake
that tbera was left out of this cli use atter the word "com-
pany " in the third line, the words 1;lawfully made and in
force."

Mr. THOMPSON. I have no objection to add that.
ir. MULOCK. I move that section 296 be dropped.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. EDGAR. I do not see why any person who is not
an employé should be put in a much worse position, in one
respect, than those who are. In section 295, ail officers are
guilty who " wilfully or negligently violate;" and here
people are guilty whether they do it negligently or not.
The words Ilwilfully or negligently " ought to be put in.

Mr. TEIOMPSON. I have no objection.

On section 368,
Mr. MULOCK. I suppose the Minister of Justice is

aware of the decision of Justice Street, with regard to the
Act of 1883, declaring these local works for the general
advantage of Canada. I think he recently held that where
a company was incorporated by provincial charter, and
thereafter brought under Dominion jurisdiction by the
legislation of 1883, the compasy no longer has the power of
expropriation. I think the qestion may yet arise whether
railways incorporated by the Parliament of Canada have
the right of expropriation,

Mr. TIIOMPSON. I did not sce that decision.

On section 310,
Mr. TIIOMPSON. After tbe passage of the two sections

we havejust adopted, there were cnactments in the Province
of Quebec and in the Province of Ontario, conferring bor-
rowing powers on some of the provincial companies that
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were brought under the jurisdiction of this Parliament, and
there is no doubt that they require validation. Somc of
the powers have been enacted on and mortgages given.

Mr. EDGAR. But this gave legislative power to the
Governor General in Council ?

Mr. THOMPSON. To proclaim them.
Mr. DENISON. In the absence of the hon. member for

North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), I wish to bring before the
Committee Bill (No. 5) for the better protection of railway
employés. I have had some alterations made so that the
sections can come in as section 263a of the Railway Act,
with various sub-sections. Sub-section number 2 is with
respect to the packing of frogs. In this connection I desire
to read a paragraph respecting an accident with frogs
which occurred at Barrie, in the very constituency repre-
sented by the hon. member for North Simcoe (Mr.
MCarthy). The paragraph states:

" BRm, May 14.-A young man named William Elsie, while engaged
in shunting in the Grand Trunk Railway yard, at Allendale, this after-
noon got his foot caught in a frog and was run over and instantly
killed. He is a single man, of about 23 years of age. His parents live
in Manitoba."

This is further evidence, if such were required, that some-
thing should be done regarding the packing of frogs. I
move the adoption of the following:-

The fexpression "packing'l means a packing of wood or metal or
some other equally substantial and solid material of not less than two
inches in thickness, and which, where by this Act any space is required
to be filled in, shall extend to within one and a-half inches of the crown
of the rails in use on any such railway, shall be neatly fitted so as to
come against the web of such rails, and shall be well and solidly fas-
tened to the ties on which such rails are laid.

On every railway at al tines after the cominginto force of this Act,
the space between the rails in eeh railway frog extending from the
point thereof backward to where the heads of such rails are not less
than five inches apart and the space between each wing rail and rail-
way frog, and between each guard rail and any other rail fixed and
used alongside thereot, and between aIl wing rails where no other rail
intervenes, shall (save only where such space between the beads of any
such wing rail and railway frog as aforesaid, or between any such guard
rail and other rail fixed and used alongside thereof as aforesaid, or
between the heade of any such wing rails where no other rail intervenes
as aforesaid, is either less than one and three-quarters of an much or more
than five inches lu widtb) be filled in with packing.

Mr. SHANL Y. The filling of frogs should be kept entirely
distinct from the filling of wing rails, and I, therefore, move
in amendment the following:-

That as regards frogs, the space behind and in front of every railway,
frog or crossing and between the fixed rails of any switch where such
spaces are less than five inches in width, shall be filled with packing up
to the underside of the head of the rail.

Mr. DENISON. I do not accept the amendment, because
it is intended to save the employés a little work.

Mr. SHANLY. And it may save passengers from very
serious accidents.

Mr. LISTER. Will the hon. member for Grenville (Mr.
Shanly) explain how bis amendment differs from thei sub.
section proposed?

Mr. DENISON. As I understand the amendment of the
hon. member for Grenville (Mr. Shanly), it is the same as
the provision proposed by the member for North Simcoe
(Mr. McCarthy) in reference to the frogs, saving as to
winter rule. He proposes that the frogs can be taken up
in the winter time and the snow swept from end to end,
with a broom, I.suppose. It is only a question of a little
extra work for the employés.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. SHANLY. I beg to move as follows
The space between any wing rail and any railway frog, and between

the guard rail and the track rail alongside of it, shall be filled with
packing at their splayed end so that the whole splay.shall be so filled
wilh it where the width of the space between the rails is less than five
inches such packiug not to reach higher than to the underside of the
head oi the rail, and provided that it may be in the discretion of the

Mr. THoMPsoN.

Privy Council to allow sunch filling to be left out from the month of
December to the month of April, both months inclusive.

Hle said: This bas been taken from the statute Of Ontario
and has been found to work very well there. The only
difference is that I leave it to the discretion of the Railway
Committee of the Privy Couneil to say whether the packing
eau be taken out in the winter.

Mr. HICKEY. I should say that the wing rail is more
dangerous than the frog, for if a man gets bis foot between
the wing rail and the main rail he is held there. If a man
gets his foot in the frog ho can take it out.

Mr. SHANLY. The foot would need to be very smail
to get between the wing rail.

Mr. EDGAR1. I am of opinion that the danger will be
just as great in the winter as in the summer time.

Mr. MULOCK- This is suspending the provisions of the
Act for four months. I think the time could be made
shorter than that.

Mr. SH ANLY. It laves it optional with the Railwhy
Committce of the Privy Council.

Mr. MULOCK, The option would be sure to be availed
of.

Mr. McNEILL. It seems difficult for members of this
House who are n t experts to deal with a question of this
kind. Looking at it simply as one who is not an expert
it scems to me that the packing might be made movable,
so that the difficulty in the cleaning out of the snow could
be got rid of by removing this packing. It is for the flouse
to say whether it is worth while to run th additiornal risk
during four months in the wint r, to save the railways the
trouble of removing a little snow and ice.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seems to me that the
danger at the wing rails is not so great as at the fogs and
fixed rails. But the hon. member for Grenville has stated
that if the snow anJ ice is allowed to accumulate at the
wing rails, thera will be risk of derailing the trains. When
ho has pointed this out, I think it is botter to adopt the
course his experience has suggested, and leave the Ralway
Committee to grant the permission.

Mr. THOMPSON. I wish to make a suggestion with
regard to running boards. The House beard a good deal
of discussion when Bill No. 5 was up for a second reading,
and I think it was understood at that time that it would be
unwise to adopt immediately the provision it cortained.
There is every disposition, 1 am sure, to make every pos-
sible provision for the protection of railway employés
who.have to use running boards; but there was this prac-
tical difficulty suggested, that it would perhaps be unwise
in Canada to adopt now a provision for a running board
30 inches in width, because many American railways have
narrower foot boards. I do not say that the House should
refrain from adopting a provision of that kind nuless we
are prepared to put something in its plaee Therefoi c, I
propose to insert in section 10, which confers powers on
the Railway Committee, this sub-section instead of sub-
section c:

To make regulations with respect to the method of passing from
one car to another, either inside or overhead, for the safety of railway
employés passing from one car to another, and for the coupling of
cari.

This will enable us to adopt that provision and any other
appliances, as soon as it can be done with safety.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I certainly feel that this is hardly
what we might expect at the hands of the Minister of Justice.
lt is certanly delaying the matter indcfinitely. That is not
what the employés of the railioads are demanding at the
hands of the Government. If we take into consideratiion the
number of livts whieh are lost, the seriones injury which is
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done, and theb hardehips which are endured by a class o
men whose eahng is a dangerous one at the best, it i
hardly fair that the Govern ment are not prepared to mak
any provision in the way of a running board for Canada o
other means to proteet the lives of the men employed o]
the railways. He says we cannot make a running board o
a certain width, 30 muches, because some of the railways in
the United States have not as wide running boards. I ast
yon if that is a reasonable excuse ? The running boards on
the cars in the United States are as a raie mach wider than
those on the cars in Canada; but even if they were not, and
it were necessary that a broader running board should be
placed on the cars for the protection of the men employed
in Caiada, we should require the cars to be made
with a wider running board. It is useless for the
hon. gentleman to say that because one car hap
pens tg have a wider running board than another
accidents are more likely to happen. That is not the case
If a number of the cars have a broad running board, there
is less danger to the employés than there is when they are
ail narrow. With regard to the frogs, it is an absolute
necessity that they should be filled in, although I am afraid
the amendment which has been moved by the hon. mem-
ber for Grenville will almost nullify any good effect that
might have resulted from the packing of those frogs. I
regret exceedingly this committee should have felt justifled
in accepting this proposition. Looking forward to the use
of automatic brakes upon these cars is a fallacy, and the asser-
tion that that is a sort of Rip VanWinkle legislation, shows
that the party who made that remark did not fully under-
f tand what he was talkirg about. You may have all the
automatic brakes you can place on those cars, the men
will still be obliged to go on the top of the cars.
Almost every day these automatic brakes go astray,
and if you have a train of thirty or forty cars hea-
vily laden, and your automatic brakes will not work,
you have no means of controlling them nnless you have
some men placed so that if they go astray they can at
once set the brakes with their hands. The assertion that
you will be able to do away with these brakesmen is arrant
nonsense; for so long as we have cars made as they are,
these unfortunate men will be compelled to run from one
end of the car to the other. Hon. gentlemen talk about the
great parliament of engineers devolving Eome scheme for
overcoming all the difficulties, but every one knows
full well that for years attempts have been umade
to grapple with this difficulty, and so far with-
out success, and let the parliament of engineers be as wise
as it may, we will have the same difficulties to overcome in
tbe future as we have had in the past. The hon. Minister
of Justice said that we should defer dealing with this, and
let the Government take power to attend to it. But we
know full well that the Government will be influenced by
the railway corporations, and we might as well have no
clause at all as have a clause of this kind. We should not
leave these men, who are compelled to take their lives in
their hands in performing their daily work, at the mercy
of the Government, leaving it to the Government to bring in
a measure to protect them whenever the people on the other
side of the line may happen to take a step in that direction.
Are we to suffer our people to be destroyed because
the Americans have not advanced as rapidly as they
shouil ? Now that we have the opportunity of placing on
the Statute-book a provision in the interest of railway
employés, it is our bounden daty to do so; and if we adopt
a two and a half or a three feet running board, and that is
found beneficial, the people of the United States will follow
our example. If we compel the railway companies to have
their ruhning boards project a certain distance from each
end of the car, and it is found benefiial, the people of the
Unitd States wili follow suit. Look at the cars of our
oVp railw4y trains, and you will fuid iL some of them the

f end of the running board broken off, so that the brakesmen
s have frequently to step, while the car is in motion, a dis-
e tance of three feet or three and a half feet. If we can over-
r come that difficulty, why should we delay doing so? 200
n or 300 people are killed every year in Canada on account
f of the neglect of this House in not compelling railway
n companies to look more carefully after their men. The
k number of men who lose their lives on account of the run.
n ning boards is much greater than those destroyed on account
n of the frogs. It is not in the interest of the railway mon
d that the Government should take power to act whon they
e feel disposed, and I would strongly urge upon the Govern-
1 ment to at once take a different course and protect the
e lives of these men.

Mr. IIESSON. I am sure we are all in sympathy on this
question, which is one of very great importance indeod. I
think the brakesmen are entitled to all the facilities that
can be given them in tho difficult work they are pursuing-
a work which is dangerous under the best of circumstances.
I think thore is a difficulty still to be overcome in roforence
to the difference in the heights of the cars, but I am glad to
say there is now a brake which is used on the Lehigh
Valley Railroad, called the electrie brake, the power boing
produced from the engine. This brake can be applied to
each freight and baggage car, and no matter if oven the
train breaks it can be made up immediately. The cost is
slight, but $6 on each car, and $75 on oach engine, whilo
the cost of using the automatic air brake is $300 an ongino
and $75 a car. If these brakes on the Lehigh Valley Road
are a success, they can be made a success bore. Thero is a
Mr. Fuller, a direcotor of the Grand Truuk Railway, who
sent me all the particulars in regard to that, and 1 placod
them in the hands of the hon. Minister of [ailways and of
the Chief Engineer and asked them to givo attention to
them. I think it is a matter of the greatest importance to
our railway men, especially to the brakesmon who under-
take that dangerous duty on the top of the car. Thero is
a difficulty in regard to one-suggestion the bon. gentleman
bas made as to the width of the running board. If the
brakesman thinks ho is about to tread on a board 30 incoes
wide, while it may be only 18 or 20 inches wide on the next
car, which is the present ordinary widtb, thoro would be
greater danger to him than if the width were not increased.
There is another difficulty caused by the difforence in the
height of the cars. Sometimes a brakosman comos to a car
2 feet higher than the one he is on, and ho bas to get to that
in the dark without knowing the difference in the hcight,
and that is very dangerous. I think many improvemonts
might be made. I think the hand rails should be alopted,
and I think the appliance for that purpose which the hon.
member for East Elgin (?&r. Wilson) showed bore on the
Table oftbe fHouse some time ago would be a very valuable
improvement. I suggest to the Governmont the adoption
of this electric brake, which has been so very successful on
the Lehigh Valley Railway.

Mr. SHANLY. I think this amendment ought to pass.
It is very unwise to legislate absolutely as to what you must
do in the way of mechanics. The true plan is to give the
Government power to acdopt the very best thing, because
what may be the best thing to-day may net be the best
thing next year. There are constant improvements going
on, and I think the true policy isthat the Railway Commit-
tee of the Privy Council should have the power to see that
the railways, from time to time, adopt whatever is in the
public interest.

Mr. DENISON moved in amendment that the following
words be added:-

The cil cupe or other appliances used for oiling the valves of every
locomotive in use upon any railway shall be such that no employé shaul
be required to go outaide the cab of the locomotive while the ame is in
motion for the purpose of oiling such valves.
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Mr. THOMPSON. There is no provision for oil cups, but
I am informed by gentlemen who know that this cannot be
adopted at present.

Mr. SaANLY. That again looks as if yon were legislat-
ing for the benefit of patentees or for some syndicate which
bas been purchasing patents. I do not know of any engines
now where the fireman is compelled to go ont of the cab to
oil the valves. They either oil the valves from within the
cab, or by the automatie process, so that there is no neces-
sity for this amendment.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I think the hon. gentleman is
laboring under a mistake. The system of compelling the
fireman or the engineer to pass out along the running board
and go to the front part of the locomotive, and oil the
cylinders from outside, bas been in vogue for a number of
years. On the Canada Southern, now the Michigan Cen-
tral, nearly all the locomotives were so built that they had
to be treated in that way, and a number of men were
killed on account of being compelled to oil the cylinders
from this cap which was placed outside. The hon.
gentleman neea not trouble himself in regard to
patentees, because the patents are generally for the
purpose of saving the expense of oil to the company
and the oiling has to be done in the ordinary way. I think
the cylinders should be oiled from the cab, and, if the Min-
ister would incorporate such a provision in his Bill, that the
oiling shall be done from within instead of outside, in
accordance with what my hon. friend says is now the usual
course, I shall be quite satisfied. All t'aat the amendment
asks is that the men shall not be compelled to go outside
and along the running board. What I complain of is the
mon having to go along six or eight inch boards at all
hours of the night and in storms and every kind of weather,
to pass forward to the cylinder in front, where they bave
no support, bocause one hand is holding the oil can and with
the other they have to raise the cap in order to pour in the
oil, so that they have nothing to.bold on to. That being
the case, and many lives having been destroyed on that

oil cups or other appliances ussd for oiling valves on any locomo-
tire used on any railway, shall be sach that noemployé shall be obliged
to go outaide of the cab while the same is in motion, for the purpose of
oiling the valves.

Another point the hon. member for Lambton (Mir. Lister)
has raised, can be met by a sub-section to section 13, as
foilows:-

Whenever, after due notice of application therefor, the Railway
Oommittee shall decide that it is necessary in the interest of any muni-
cipality that means of drainage shall be provided, or lines of water pipe
or other pipe should be laid, or streets made, through, along, across or
under, any works or lands of the company, it may, after hearing the
parties, direct how and on what terms such drainage may be effected,
or water pipes, or other pipes, laid, or streets made, and thereupon it
shall be lawful for such municipality to construct such works necessary
to carry out such direction, but only- under the supervision of such offi-
cial as the Rilway Committee may.appoint, and the cost of construct.
ing such work, the cost of supervision and the continued maintenance
of the same, shall be paid by such municipality, unless the Railway
Committee direct that the company bear some proportion thereof, in
which case the company shall bear such proportion as the Railway
Committee may decide.

The hon. member for Quebec suggested that a clerk of
the peace was not a suitable officer with whom to deposit
plans, books of reference, and soon, and we will strike out
the words "clerk of the peace" in those sections where
they occur, and insert therefor "registrar of deeds."

Mr. MULOCK. This Act does not apply to Government
roads, and I think this provision about the packing of frogs
should apply to all roads.

Mr. THOMPSON. It will not do to amend this Bill by
making an uamendment to the Government Railway Act.
This precaution about frog packing will be adopted on the
Govern ment railways.

Bill reported.

BUSINESS OF THE HlOUSE.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved:
That this House meet to-day and also on Friday and Saturday next

at 1 o'clock in the afternoon, and that Government measures shall have
precedence over aIl other measures.

account, if it is true that nearly ail the cylinders are now Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHIT. I do not propose to
oiled from the cab, it is very easy to put that provision into object to this motion, although it requires notice, but I
the Bill, and I bope the Minister will accept the amend- think we must have distinct understanding that if we are
ment. to meet at 1 o'clock the House will not sit past 1 o'clock in

Mr. SHANLY. I am afraid my hon. fr'iend is a littie the morning. It cannot be the desire of the Government to
behind the times, or that the railway that passes through deprive the members of an opportunity to consider the Eiti-
his section is behind the times, because there is no railway mates, and if the House sits titi 1 o'clock and continues titi
of any note now that does not oit either from the cab or by two, three or four on the following morning on successive
the automatic oilers outside. It is a surprise to me if the days, it becomes physically impossible to consider the Esti-
Michigan Central is so far behind the times. I think it mates at ail. Members cannot remain here for 12 or 14
would be a mistake to make such a cast-iron provision as hours consccutively. If that motion is adopted it must be
that which is proposed. Lot us have the best which is pos- on the understanding, to which I hope the hon. gentleman
sible at ail times. will not object, that the House does not sit past 1 o'clock

in tise morning.
Mr. DENISON. If the engines are now oiled in this Sir hECTORi LANGEVIN. We are as much disposed

way, I can see no objaction to the amendment being adopt- as reo ntlemen opposite t leave tshe ouse at a
ed, and if they are not so oiled, the companies should be are hon. ge
compelled to adopt that plan. reasonable hour, but perhaps without making a promise, I

may say we will do our best in the matter. We may find
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). The hon, gentleman is mistaken on Friday night that we eau do much by remaining an extra

in saying that the Michigan Central is behnd the times. hour so as to finish on Saturday.
Mr. SHANLY. You said so, I did not. Sir RICHA RD CA RTWR[GHT. I do not think that is
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Hie says that the other railways! possible at ail. My position is simply this : the House

have automatic oitera. It was in vogue for a length of should not as a mere matter of decency keep such hours as
time, and a great number of mon were killed, andrepresen- to make it physically impossible that members eau be
tation after representation was made to me by the employés present to consider the Estimates. Members cannot begin
of that road, and so urgent were their demande that I had at one and continue for even two successive days to stay
to have an interview with the principal officers of the road for 14 hours to get through the business-the thing cannot
to induce them to yield to the mon, and to put on the oit be done. I need not tell the bon.gentleman that we donot
from the can instead of those oi cups. want to prolong the Session ; I need not tell bim that

if there was the slightest disposition to detain the House
Mr. THOMPSON. If the hon. member will excuse me, unnecessarily, it is the easiest thing in the world to do so

I think there is no objection to the section as it now reade: on the Estimates. I want this matter to be distinctly under-
Mr. DENIsoN.
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stood. Nothing will be lost by-agreeing to a proposal of
this kind.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have no doubt we will
lose nothing by an understanding of this kin i, and we may
come to that understanding. We rely on bon. gentlemen
opposite to help us carry the business through as rapidly as
we eau decently do so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. I am not in the least
degree desirous of postponing in the least degree the busi-
ness, but if this arrangement were not arrived at, it would
be physically impossible for members to do their duty by
the Estimates.

Motion agreed to.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 2.10 a.m.

(Thursday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TauasDAY, 17th May, 1888.

The SPEAxEE took the Chair ht One o'clock.

PUA-rs.

DEBATES TRANSLATORS.

Mr. DESJARDINS moved the adoption of the third
report of the Committeoon the Official Debates of the House
of Commons. He said: Notice of this motion has beon
given. The object of the report is to recommend the
appointment of Messrs. Montpetit, Boisvert and McLeod as
permanent translators, at a salary of' $1,000 each. It is
recommended that the salary of Messrs. Montpetit and
Boisvert should be counted from the beginning of the Ses-
t-ion, and that of.Mr. McLeod from the 20th April, last. Mr.
hicLeod is appointed specially to translate from French
into English, and the three translators have proved them-
selves to be very efficient in their work.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). Have they been appointed
on the same terms as those who were dismissed ?

Mr. DESJARDINS. They are appointed to replace
them.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). la it understood that they
are not to meddle with politics at all?

Mr. DESJARDINS. They are under the control of the
Speaker.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I understood that one or
two of them were writng for Tory newspapers.

Mr. DESJARDINS. They are under the control of the
Speaker.

Mr. CHOQUETTE. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I do
not intend to oppose tbe adoption of thereport o the Debates
Cormmittee; but before it is adopted, I wish to move,>
seconded by the bon. member for North Wellington (Mr.
MoMullen), the following amendment:

That the said report be not now concurred in, but that it be referred
back to the said committee with instructions to enquire whether it
would not be right and expedient that an indemnity should be granted
to Messri. A. E. Poirier, fiémi Tremblay and Ernest Tremblay, who
were disiissed from office.c
I need not, Sir, return to the discussion raised by those dis-
missals, the House having approved of your decision; buts
as a matter of justice to those gentlemen, who had come
here todischarge their duties, and especially as no complaintç

bas been made as to the quality of their work, I think it
would be fair that the committee should recommend to
grant them an indemnity, which the oommittee could
determine and report to this flouse.

Mr. AMYOT. I think these young gentlemen have
reeoived a very severe punishment from this flouse, and
that now we ought to deal with them as we would deal
with other officers. They were not aware that their
services would be dispensed with. They may have re-
fused some other paying work because they wanted to be
here at the disposai of the House during the sitting of the
House. They were taken by surprise in regard to their
dismissal, and they were here waiting for the decision of
the House. If they were ordinary employés of ordinary
citizens, no one would think of dismissing them without
giving them an indemnity. I am not discussing the justice
of the decision of the House as far as they are concerned,
but, now that they have recoived their punishment, I think
we should give them an indemnity, so that they should not
suffer any harm for the time which elapsed at the beginning
of the Session, which they spent here. Surely nobody
would refuse to reimburse their travelling expenses. They
had to be here like the other translators. They bad to pay
their expenses up and down, and their board during the
time they were here, and I think they should be indemni.
fied for it.

Mr. LAURIER. I am sorry the Government have
rothing to say on what I consider a very proper motion.
Whatever may have bien the fault of these young mon, it
is well known they are no more guilty than many others in
the service, but I will not enter lnto a discussion on that
point. It is to be remembered that the complaint against
these gentlemen was inade during the last Session, and no
action was takon for some five or six months, and conse-
quently they believod their services would be retained,
especially since they had given an explanation. They came
here at the opening of the Session, expecting they would
be employed as usual in the post to which thoy had been
appointed. Therefore, in being dismissed summarily, they
lost the opportanity which they might have had ot seeking
for other employment during the rc-ess. When they cane
bore the first thing they knew they were informed that
their services were dispensed with. Under such circun-
stances it seems to me that since ile flouse bas visited thom
with punishment which see as to have been considered
sufficient, that punishment should not extond beyond tho
dismissal, and that, as a matter of justice, they should
receive some compensation for the services they performed,
and for the expenses that they incurred.

Sir JOHN A. MACL)ONALD. I think it is exceedingly
unadvisable-and I thiink the hon, gentleman will agrce
with me-to revive a discussion on this matter.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not wish to do so.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I understand the bon.
gentleman waives that point. I will not say one word as to
the justice or injustice of the claim made in this resolution,
but I think it is an inopportune one, and had botter be
dropped. If the report is sent back to the committee, it will1
prevent the mon who have been employed since, from being
paid. That report cannot possibly get through if it is sent
back; and I think it would b better that, early next
Session, the bon. gentleman should press ibis motion before
Parliament, if he desires. But at present, it answers nogood
purpose, and will, perhaps, prevent the men who bave been
doing the work, from getting their pay.

Mr. LAURIER. Since the First Minister has made a
suggestion, that thIis matter can be brought up again at the
opeuing of neit Session, I would advise my hon. friend to
withdraw his motion.
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Mr. CHOQUETTE. (Translation.) After the utterances

of the hon. Premier, and owing to the late stage of the Ses-
sion, I am ready to withdraw my motion.

Amendment withdrawn.
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). I think there is

one point deserving attention, in view of the hon. First
Minister's suggestion. I understand these translators bad
commenced their work, and it was only after the Session
had begun that they were informed their services were no
longer required.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will not make any
promises, but we will consider it before the next Session.
It is quite open to the hon. gentleman to move next Session
in the mtter.

Mr. AMYOT. I wish to say that the work actually
doue by the translators is very well done indeed. We have
men in that office who are most competent, and the salary
of $1,000 a year is not sufflcient for men of their merit.
I think the Government should devise some means of em-
ploying them during the recess so as to increase their
salary, and thereby avoid spending large sums paid for
doing translating outside. They would then secure to the
House the services of very competent men, and prevent
them fromengaging in politis.

Main motion agreed to.

CLERKS IN THE OFFICE OF HIGH COMM[SSIONER.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution :

Resolved, That the provisions of "The Civil Service Act'" and of
"The Civil Service Superannuation ArtI" shall apply to the officers
and clerks employed in the o2ce of the High Commissioner for Canada
in the United Kingdom, under the authority of the Governor in Council.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will not this have the
effect of rendering all these gentlemen pensioners upon us,
whereas at present they are not so? They entered their
offices under no such stipulation. It may be that hereafter
it will not be found expedient to continue that particular
office, and in that case I fancy we would have to provide
for a number of gentlemen whom, as matters stand, we
could dispense with, at any rate, by a moderate gratuity.
It seems to me rather inexpedient to taire this step. There
is a great deal of feeling all over the country over the
superannuation list that bas already swollen to nearly a
quarter of a million a year, and [do not like the idea of
unnecessarily adding to it. These gentlemen, probably,
could not be employed in Canada, a good many of them,

Sir CHARLES TUPP FR. There is-no doubt éornehing
in what the hon. gentleman has said, but I think th time
has come when it is very desirable these ofigQers should have
the same position as the other officers in the Civil Service
I may say here from personal knowledge-and thore is an
hon. gentleman sitting on the left of the Speaker who, if he
were here, could corroborate me in saying that it would be
difficult to find in the public service of Canada, gentlemen
more deseiving, and botter qualified, or more assiduous in
the performance of their duties. I may also m.ention that
the salaries paid at the present moment are less than the
salaries paid in that office in the year 1883-84. There has
been no increase iu the charge on the public service in that
direction; and the $50 additional that would be added to
their salaries by their being under the Civil Seivice Act,
it will only bring the amount of salaries to the point
where they were in 1883-84. I do not think it is at all
likely that the contingency will ever arise which the hon.
gentleman hais mentioned, because I believe the experience
of the House and of the country has been that the institu-
tion of the officeof High Commissioner in London has

Mr. Laumixa,

been a very valuable one in the publie interest, and that from
the day that appointment was first made, down to the
present time, the country bas had good value for the money
spent in connection with that office. I am quite sure that
if the hon. gentleman will investigate what has been done
in that department, he will consider it is not at all likely
that the offico will be dispensed with in future, or that the
arrangement that bas been so undoubtedly beneficial to
Canada, will be changed. But in that contingency I eau
tell him that there is not an officer in that office who could
not be transferred to Canada, and who would not be able to
take bis place in any department of the public service at
Ottawa with great advantage to the service. They are
men of unexceptional character in every possible way, they
are devoted to their duties, and it is not at alt an infrequent
thing to find the whole staff there until aniset, and some-
times many of them are employed in the evening. They
show the most cheerful readiness in the discharge of
their duties.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Might I suggest that
if we bring them under the Civil Service Act that will be
all changed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not-think so; at ail events,
it would be very ungracious to reward devotion to public
service by assuming that such would be the result.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have heard the explanations of the
Finance Minister, and while I have no doubt that the office
of High Commissioner has in the past in many particulars
been of service to the country, it has not been an unmixed
bonefit. It las cost a good deal of money, and, judging
from the proposition before the louse, it is likely to cost a
good deal more before wehave done witb it. The suggestion
made by the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright), that there is a possibility of its being done
away with in the remote, if not in the immediate future, is
quite a possibility. It is quite on the cards; we may get
sick of a High Comnmissioner running back and forwards
between London and Canada, and while he is supposed to
be doing the duties of High Commissioner ho is pract-
cally in this country attending to political objects and
political purposes. I, for one, am opposed to placing any
more penisioners on the Civil Service list, for that is
what it will amount to. Those gentlemen of whom the
hon. gentleman has spoken so highly, no doubt perform
their duties very welI; I know noLhing about them, and I
have had no opportunity of judging as some others may
have bad; but no matter how well they perform their
duties, they receive the pay agreed upon, and a good deal
more. I recollect that some few days ago when the expen-
diture of the High Commissioner's office, as contained in the
Estimates, was before the Committee of Supply, I added
together items amounting to $3,200 which one of those
gentlemen, Mr. Chipman, receives. The hon. gentleman
says that the salaries of that office are not se bigh as they
were some years ago. I do not know what they were then,
but they are high enough now. We should not establish
in a eountry beyond the seas a system of superannuation of
officers who can perfectly weil be done without. I have
hegrd of no difficulty in regard to those gentlemen ; I do
not believe they wili resign their.positions if they are not
placed on the Civil Service list ; I know nothing about those
officers, except from the very flattering account given by
the Finance Minister, such an account as Le always gives
when he wishes the salaries of bis employés increased or
their position a4vanced aad improved. Whatever other hon.
members may do I feel it necessary to oppose this Bill.

Sir CHARBLES TUPPER. If I am allowed to say a few
words in reply to the hon. gentleman, I hppe I may be able
to induce him not to oppose this Bill. The hon. gentleman
bas stated that the High Commissioner for Canada has
devoted hie time to party politics in Canada, I may say,
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and I say it unhesitatingly, that from the first hour I was after having the vouchers submitted. On page 105 there
appointed High Cormissioner for Canada down to the is an item of 833.).95. These are petty cash disbursements
time I resigned that office, that is when I vacated my seat as accountant of Colonial and Indian Exhibition. Taey con-
in P'arliament in 1884, upon my acceptance of the position sist of freight charges, telegrams, postages, raîlway and
of High Commissioner, down to the hour I resigned my 'bus fares of the exhibition staff. This is not a personal
office, and although I visited Canada on two or three occa- charge, and details with vouchers were duly supplied to
sions, I steadily and sedulously refused to take the slightest the Auditor General. At pages 99 and 109 there are items
part in party political affaira. My mission to this country amounting to $2,199.97. This~is salary as assistant secretary
on those two occasions was in connection with the Colonial and accountant in office of the H1igh Commissioner for
and Indian Exhibition, and the subsequent steps taken in Canada, 81,799.97 from Immigration and $400 from Archives.
regard to the establishment of an Imperial Institute. My Page 119, 8'70 33. Travelling exponses as authorized by
visit was to the varions Provinces, and on that occasion 1 Order in Council governing such payments to public
received the hearty support and co-operation of the various officers, and for which vouchers have been supplied. Page
Provincial Governments-those to which I was opposed- 119, $146. Advance on aceount of contingencies of the
just as heartily as I did from the central Government office of the High Commissioner for Canada. At the begin-
with which I was in accord politically. I mention ning of each financial year the accountant of the Lndon
this to the hon. gentleman, because, during my office is, in accordance with an arrangement between the
stay in Canada, I was on more than one occasion Ministter of Agriculture and the Auditor, supplied with an
invited to take part in political meetings, and I refused to advance of £30, for the payment of' telegrams and cables,
do so on the ground that it was not in the public interest messengers, railway and 'bus fares, postage, freight, &c.
that the -High Commissioner should take part in such meet- Tbis practice bas been in force for some years. It is not
ings. That was the course I pursued invariably. I acted, a personal charge, and a detailed statement with voucbers
of course, in such a manner as to carry out the instructions was duly forwarded to the Minister of Agriculture for sub-
of the Govern ment asHigh Commissioner and in sustaining mission to the Auditor General. Page 119, 840.55. In-
their policy with the Imperial Government or with parties come tax as authorizod to the staff of the London office,
on the other aide of the Atlantic as a High Commissioner The foregoing items appear in diffeî ent parts of the Audi-
would be expected to do ; but so far as party polities in tor General's report. It may ba mentioned that during the
Canada are concerned I took no part in them, and I adopted financialyear 1886-87 Mr. Chipman served the Government
that course advisedly from the very feeling which the hon. in the following capacitios:-assistant secretary and ac-
gentleman seema to hold, and which I share with him, that countant, office of the Hgh Commissioner for Canada,
it is not desirable that a person in that position should bo accountant Colonial af.d Indian Exhibition, and as privatu
engaged in party politics. Of course when I resigned my secretary to the Minister of Finance.
office and was called back to take a seat in the Cabinet, the Mr. MITCH ELL. How much does it amount to in ail ?
hon. gentleman would not expect me-although still super- Sir CHARLES TUPPER I do not think it is rightvising the duties of the office in London, from my personal that the hon, gentleman should ask me, when I have shownknowledge and acquaintance with matters and for the that those expenses were for the public service put down
public cenvenience -te avoid taking sueh action as feit nhcessarily to a partcular name, because of the offices hodesirable to take in support of the Government. The held and the duties he was charged with. The hon. gentie-second point made by the hon. member for Northumber- man ought not to ask me what it amounts to altogether,land (Mr. Mitchell) isone which deserves some explanation. bcause only n250 of the wholo of th mums named in anyIt is in regard to the amount drawn by Mr. Chipman, who way bonefit ted the gentleman, and that was his salary as
is accountant and assistant secretary in the Iligh Commis- private secretary. I will hand the hon. gentleman thesioner's office, in whose name a number of items appear, memrandum, stha t h b can see for himself the accuracybut in regard to which I will give the hon. gentleman an of the statument.oxplanation that will satisfy him as to the entire correctness c r.esAtRIE.
and propriety of every one of those charges. The first Mr. LAUIEIR. [t is a policy admitted by all that we
item is to be found at page 37 of the Auditor General's re- should have a 1igh (jommissioner in London. So far there
port, $250. This is salary as private secretary to Minister is no intention on uither side of the Ilouse to question the
of Finance, February to June, 1887, five months at $50 per policy admitted some years ago, but there is in connection
month, asauthorised byOrderinCouncil, No.510. I have ex- with the e-tablishment of the office, and the manner in
plained tothe House that charged as I was not only with the which it has been carried out, a remark that bas otten
duties of Minister of Finance, but asked by the Government suggested itself to the public of Canada. It is adnitted on
to supervise the duties in connection with the office of Hgh alil sides that this office should be removed from the arena
Commissioner, it was absolutely necessary I should of politics, and the bon, the Finance Minister bas him-
have a private secretary equally familiar with the duties self admitted the fact when he teck good care jut now
here and the duties in the office in London. The hon. gentle- to tell the House, that from the moment he bas been ap-
man will, therefore, agree as to the propriety of that charge. pointed to the high office of Igh Commissioner he had
I may mention incidentally that I scarcely expected carefully ab'tained from interfering in active politics, and
the question of expenditure to be raised, when I that when he visited the continent after the appointmnt
amn prepared to show the louse that by per- he guarded himself carefully, so as to bo altogether removed
forming as far as I was able the duties cf the from the feverish atmosphere of paty politics. So far I
office cf Finance Minister and f lhigh Commissioner commend his action, and so far his action would receive the
for Canada, I have efected a saving cf $28,0o0 cf money bearty sanction of ail parties in this country. But it must
appropriated by Parliament for those services. The strike the hon. gentleman that he bas not lai thf ully adhered
second charge in respect to Mr. Chipman is found at page tO bis own conviction and to his own principle. le bas iiot
45 of the Auditor General's report, $43.06. Theso are adhered te what he preached sone time ago as "fixed
travelling expenses, as authorised by Order in Council principles," because when the hon. gentleman came bere
governing payments to public officers for sncb service. the last time or the time before it, he at once engagel in
The next is at page 45, $8.50. These were official cab party politics. He came here to run an election for the
fares, as per details and vouchers supplied to the Auditor Government, and he became a member of the Government.
General. Ail these aceounts have been paid by the Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes; I ceased to be 1igh Com-
Auditor General, after the most careful examination and missioner for Canada.
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Mr. LAURIER. That is all very obscure in my mind.

He has ceased to be hRigh Commissioner ho says, but who
bas been his successor in office? If the hon. gentleman has
ceased to be the High Commissioner, how is it that there is
no ligh Commissioner at London ? Now, that cffice is
necessary or it is not necesary. If it is a necessary office,
thon it requires a head, and the head should be at his office.
If it is not necessary, then let us abolish it, and let the hon.
gentleman give all his time, and valuable time I admit, and
everybody admits, to his party and his country. We
entirely object that we should have the dual system of hav-
ing the office of a iligh Commissioner in London and no
High Commissioner at all. The hon. gentleman will not
make the House believe that he bas ceased tobe High Com-
missiorer. He may have perhaps in fact and in reality in
a certain manner, but certainly he bas not ceased actually,
because if ho bad ceased to be High Commissioner I pre-
sume the Government would have appointed one in bis
place. I say that this position in regard to this office is
intolerable, but I hope that we are now seeing the end of it,
and that we shall return to the former practice.

Mr. JONES (Halifax) No one can doubt that the hon.
gentleman bas discharged bis public duty in connection
with the Hligh Commissionersbip with great ability and to
the general satisfaction of the country. I myself happened
to be on a visit in England at a very imioritart time, and I
board in England of the great services which the hon.
gentleman had rendered at a very critical moment to the
interests of Canada in connection with the quarantining of
cattle at Liverpool. The hon. gentleman on that occasion
did I believe render a valuable service te lis country, but
the position in which the lon. gentleman bas placed this
appointmont bas tended te lead the public mind in this
country te the conclusion that the office can ho
now dispensed with because that office has been vacant for
several years, while the bon. gentleman who formerly
filled it bas dischargod his public duty in this Parliament
and to this country. I do not pretend to say that the lon.
gentleman bas not the right to resign his position there
and take another position in this louse, but I do say this,
that the hon. gentleman, when he resigned that position,
should have exercised bis influence with the Government
te place another person in the position which ho vacated.
It is perfectly useless for the Government or for hon. gen-
tlemen to try to make this country believe that the office
of i1gh Commissioner is necessary when it is not filled,
and the manner in which the duties have been discharged
would convey the impression to the country generally that
the bon, gentleman bad been merely kept in that position
for party purposes. 1 do not mean to say that the hon.
gentleman is expecting to return there immediately, but it
would look very much like as if he wre performing bis
position here for a time, ard rumor las it that the lon.
gentleman intends te return very shortly te occupy the
position of High Commissioner again. I have no
doubt, if ho does return, ho will fill that office with
bis usual ability. I do not think, however, that
the high office should be held hanging in the balance
as it were for years and years, just to suit the con-
venience of the Government, or any hon. gentleman who
may desire to take it. Let the office obe filled, or vacated,
or let the country understand that the appointment
is to be made te it at once. Thon we will ascertain the po.
sition in which we stand. The hon. gentleman says ho never
interfered with political life during the time he held the
High Commissionership. I am afraid that my hon. friend
has a short momory, or that he sometimes at least has a
very convenient memory. My hon. friend will remember
that at a very critical time in the position of the Govern-
ment, he left bis position in London and came out to Nova
Scotia. He visited Antigonish and he "arranged an ar-

Mr. LAvaima.

rangement," which has become a familiar term in Nova
Scotia, in connection with a transaction some years ago
which is doubtless familiar to the older members of this
House. I repeat he "arranged an arrangement" by which
the present distinguished Minister of Justice was taken from
the bench in Nova Scotia and transferred to this Parlia-
ment. The hon. gentleman on that occasion did not re.
member how louily ho denounced a similar transaction in
Ontario, when a judge was taken from the bench to lead
the Government in that Province. He took the Minister
of Justice from his position as a judge in lNova Scotia, and
carried out this arrangement to a conclusion by which we
are indebted to the presence of the hon. Minister of Jus.
tice in this House to.day. I think the hon. gentleman will
not venture to deny that, because it is familiar to every-
one in my Province and in bis Province, and we know that
but for that arrangement at that time the hon. the Minister
of Justice would not be here to-day. Therefore, I think the
hon. gentleman can hardly say that ho has kept aloof from
politics during the time ho was High Commissioner. Now,
to return to this Bill. There ie, I admit, something in what
the hon. gentleman bas said. I think ho has a very good
staff about him in London, and when I was there I found
them very obliging and very anxious to do everything they
could for Canadians visiting Lnndon. If possible I think
the salaries should be fixed so that there would be no dis-
eussion of these details in this House. I believe Mr. Chip.
man is a very deserving and hardworking man, and I dare
say the explanations the hon. gentleman has given will be
satisfactory to the House. But I would suggest that these
expenditures sbould be entered in such a way so that they
would not appear as payments made to him. But I repeat
that the hon. gentleman should either resume his position
in London or the Government should appoint some one else
to fill it.

Mr. TROW. I notice that Mr. Chipman received nearly
$2,000 from the Immigration Department. What is that
for?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may explain to my hon.
friend that the salaries of all the officers in the High Com-
missioner's office are charged to immigration; they belong
to that department, and that is the entire salary of that
officer from that departmeit.

Mr. McNiULLEN. I cannot allow this addition to the
public expenditure to pass without raising my voice against
it. A very short time ago a deputation waited on the First
Minister and strongly urged that the system of superanna-
ation should be done away with altogether. I think the
country is alive to the fact that it is quite unnecessary.
The civil servants of this country draw very respectable
salaries, and they should be able to invest thoir surplus
means like other people and provide for themselves ; and I
think that this superannuation expenditure, instead of being
increased, should be wipel out. When the office of High
Commissioner was before the House a short time ago, the
hon. First Minister stated that the Finance Minister perform-
ed the duties of the doublo position of High Commissioner
and Finance Minister, and only drew the salary of Finance
Minister, and that the country was indebted to him for
doing so. I have gone through the items in the Auditor
General's report, and I find that the amount voted lastyear
for contingencies of the High Commissioner was $2,500, and
in the first six months of bis term he spent $2,748.48, or a
little in excess of the amount votecd for the whole year. He
has drawn for travelling expenses, as Finance Minister,
$943.43, and for cab hire, 8170.73; ho las drawn as salary
as High Commissioner, 85,6-9.92, and as salary as Finance
Minister, 83,010.78; ho bas drawn on account of expenses
connected with the Colonial Exhibition, $900 ; be has drawn
on aceount of immigration, SL87 ; and be drew his indem-
nity last year; making a total amount of $14,557.34 which
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he drew during the financial year -ending the 30th of lune
last. The First Minister led the House to believe that he
was only getting 87,000 a year as Finance Minister, but I
find that ho bas drawn very nearly double that amount.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R, In reference to the remarks
made by the hon. leader of the Opposition and the senior
member for Halifax (Mr. Jones), 1 may say that I recog-
nise great force in what they have said, and in the position
which has been taken in this House on varioua occasions in
reference to the dual offces. The office of High Commis-
sioner and the office of Finance Minister are both very
important offices, and it could only be under vary excep-
tional cirOuimstances that the Hlelnse could apprave of the
duties being discharged by. one and the same individual,
whatover saving might be effeeted to the country. I feel
the full force of the objections raised, and t beg to state on
behalf of the Government that the state of affairs to which
they refer bas arisen from entirely exceptional circum-
stances. In the judgment of my right hon. friend the leader
of the Government, it was desirable that I should resume a
position in the Government as Finance Rinister, and I was
called upon to resign the office of High Commissioner and
take the position I now hold. What would naturally follow
that act undei ordinary circumstances would be the appoint.
ment of some other gentleman to the position of High
Commissioner; but it so happened that there were a
number of vry important questions in regard to which I
had been in communication with Her Majesty's Government
in the capacity of High Commissioner, and my right hon.
friend feit that under the peculiar circunstances it would
be better for me to continue to supervise the duties of that
office, not as a permanent arrangement, but for a compara-
tively short period, than to appoint a new officer who would
not have the advantage of the same personal acquaintance
with those questions, and not ho able to deal with them in
the same way.

Mr. JONES (Elalifax). How long is the present arrange-
ment to continue ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If my hon. friend will have
patience, the difficulties on that score will be very speedily
renoved; 1 say that in very strict confidence to him. Now,
I may say to my hon. friend from North Wellington (Mr.
MeMullen) that not one shilling has been drawn by me,
either as salary or contingencies for the office of High
Commissioner of Canada, by any direct or indirect action,
from the hour I resigned the office down to the present
time. The hon, gentleman bas been misled by confusing
payments made for an anterior period which do not apply
to the present time. If the hon. gentleman will go to
the ofce of the Auditor General, i will ask that officer
to give him the fullest evidence that from the hour I
resigned the office of High Commissioner down to
the present time, not one farthing of the $2,000 voted
for contingencies for the Righ Commissioner, bas been
drawn; nor oould it be with so vigilant an offieer as we
have for Auditor General, even if there was a disposition
to do it. The hon. gentleman knows that I had occasion
to go to London as Finance Minister during recess, and to
spend several months there, and although I supervised the
daties of the office of Hligh Commisione- during that time,
no charge was made. if the bon. gentleman will compare
the travelling expenses which he has reterred to with those
of any other Minister, ho will find that they are exceedingly
moderate. The amounts voted and the payments made for
salaries and contingencies since 1883-84 wore as follows

Year, Amt. Voted. Amt. paid. Amt. saved.
1883-84 $14,600 $5 ,045.00 $8,955.00
1984-85 14,000 12,000.00 2,000.00
1885&86 12,000 12,0000 0 .-.

188"-7 12,000 6,849.60 5,1[50.40
1887-88 n,9oo ... . 12,000.00

~~'35,894 60 5 105.40

I

So that the saving effected during those years while I was
connected with the office, have been no less than $28,10540.

Mr. MaMULLEN. I would net have drawn the attention
of the House to this matter had nlot the han. the Pirît
Minister attempted to lead the House to 'believe that the
salary of the High Commissioner was only $7,000; or at
least that he only drew the salary of Finance Ministcr, and
that his salary as High Comminsioner was saved to the
country. I am gad to find that the hon. the Ministet of
Finance admits that my statement is corr'ect. The only
item I will new draw the attention of the House to is the
item of contingencies for whieh we voted #2,000 last year.
But although the hon. gentleman only occupied the position
some six months, I find that estimatste has been oxceeded.

Resolution reportei ani conourred in.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduoed 'Bill (No. 136) to
amend chapter 16 of the' Reviséd Statdtes, respeoting the
High Commissioner for Canada in the United Kingdom.

Bill read the first and second times, and flouse resolved
itself into committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. LAURIER, Who compose the stàf?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Colmer, the seretaYy té

the office of High Commissioner; MKr. Chipthan, saobt>dntatat;
Mir. Just. Mr. Taylor, Mr. Howard and Kr. Luke, third diass
olerks. There are two messengers who are not priposed to
be included in the civil service, but are simply employed.

Mr. LAURIER. Under this section yon are takfag very
large powers. You are giving the Governor in Couneil
power to increase the staff at will. I do not believe that in
this case public oficers should be appointed without the
previous consent of the House, which consent is exýatedlin
all other cases.

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. No doubt tbe hon. gentleman
is quite right in principle; but we cannot treat these
officers in the same way as you can otherS in the Civil Bcr-
vico. I have given the bon. gentleman the evidence that, so
far as these olficers are coiicerned, even with the addition
of the $50 from the lst July last, the expenditure will not be
increased beyond what it was in 1883. The hon. gentleman
knows that the Government must corne to the House more
especially under this Bill than now. At the present these
officers are connected with the immigration staff, and paid
out of the immigration fund, and the object of this Bifli is
to bring under the supervision of this House, every sddi-
tion to the salary of these officers.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. gentleman bas not answered
the objection. We have not such great confidence in the
Government as to give them this unlimited power of
appointment.

Mr. LAURIER. We are going to put these offeers on
the same footing as other officers in the employ of the
Government, and, under such cireumstances, we should
follow the practice of being informed in advance how many
officers should be employed, and their positions and salary.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon, gentleman will see
that there will be two ehief clerks and four third clses
clerks.

Mr. LAURIER. You bave the power to make the
number eight or ton or any number you choose. Have you
not power to appoint ton offcers under that provision ?

Sir CEIARLES TUPPER. You would not have any
money to pay them. You cannot pay them any longer ont
of the immigration funds. You muet get a vote of Parlia-
ment for the purpose.

Mr. MITCHELL. That would net trouble yon at all.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHlT. A series of Governor

General's warrants would settle the difficulty.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not see why there

should be any special suspicion in regard to the Depart-
ment of the fligh Commissioner, because this language is
used in regard to every other department. Of course we
know that the Governor in Council may appoint as many
officers as he likes, but they must work gratuitously until
Parliament votes their salaries. The hon. member for Nor-
thumberland (Mr. Mitchell) says that Parliament will vote
whatever the Government propose. We cannot help Par-
liament having sufficient confidence in us to vote what we
propose.

Mr. LAURIER. The hon. gentleman is not initiating
this very vicious practice-I will do him the justice to say
that-but ho is simply following a very bad example.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Which the hon. gentle,
man religiously carried out.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is one point in regard to
this to which I desire to call attention, These officers in
the High Commissioner's office are exempt from examina-
tien under the Civil Service Act.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That, as I explained, is also a
necessity.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If my hon.friend will ailow me to
finish, I was about to say that this applies to their appgiint-
ment in London, but, supposing they came out here, would
they alse ho exempt ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, they would be dealt with
under the Civil Service Act.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That should be provided for.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If they were transferred it

would be different. They are only exempt as officers in the
High Commissioner's office, and that exemption ceases the
moment they are called upon to act here.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The Bill does not say so.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That follows as a matter of
course, because the exemption would be gone.

On section 3,
Mr. COOK. Are the present officials all natives of

Canada ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The secretary, Mr. Colmer,
is a gentleman of exeeptional ability and has shown great
devotion to his duties, as I think my hon. friend (Mr
Cook) knows, because he had an opportunity, I think, of
making the personal acquaintance of Mr. Colmer. That
gentleman went over from Canada with my distinguished
predecessor, Sir Alexander Galt, when ha was first appoint-
ed High Commissioner. Mr. Colmer was then living in
Montreal. Then there is Mr. Chipman, who is a Canadian,
who was born in this country and has always lived here,
except when he was away in connection with his duties in
that office. Mr. loward is also a Canadian, and I think
there are three of the third class clerks who are not.

Bill reported.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved the third reading of

the Bill.
Mr. LAURIER. To-morrow.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Very well.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I should like to know, Mr.

Speaker, if the Orders of the Day have been called ?
Mr. SPEAKER. No.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Then how does this Bill ome

up at all for the third reading ?
Mr. MIoTCHLL.

Mr. LAURLER. It is not to be read a third time
now.

Sir CHABLES TUPPER. It comes on the resolution.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It seems that the

irregularity which attaches to the dual office of High Com-
missioner must extend to all the matters connected with
that office, and I suppose we must let it slide.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir RICHRD CARTWRIGHT. 1 should like to ask
where is that mortgage which was promised us in reference
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway ? It was agreed that it
should be laid upon the Table. .

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I asked my hon. friend the
Minister of Justice to expedite that as much as possible,
but he informs me that the pressure on his department has
been so great that it has not been possible to have that
finally executed. I hope, however, that it will be possible
to get it finished so as to lay it on the Table.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRE'. I would remind the
hon, gentleman that that was a positive pledge, that we
should have that laid upon the Table before we separated, and
it was on that account that the Bill was allowed to leave the
House without a good deal of further debate.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. That is quite true.

Sir RiCHARD CARTWRIGHT. So I presume it will
be laid upon the Table for our information, even if it is only
in manuscript.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Every effort will be made.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There was another

document which the Minister of Justice promised, and that
was the letter in regard to which we had some discussion
last night. Where is that ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I am sorry that I was not in the
louse when the reference was made to the mortgage, or I

would have asked my colleague not to make a binding
promise to lay that on the Table so soon. The delay is not
in consequence of time required to draw the mortgage, so
much as to consider a number of details which require very
careful consideration and adjustment before they are finally
approved by the Governor in Council. I will endeavor to
bring that down before the close of the Session.

FISHERY REPORTS.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would like to ask the hon.
Minister of Militia when he wilt bring down the papers in
reference to the superannuation of Sergeant Valiquette? He
promised to have those papers submitted to the louse some
days ago, and it will be necessary to have them submitted
before that motion is assented to. I would also enquire again
from the hon. Minister of Marine what has become of his
reports ? In a day or two, ro doubt, we are to be called
upon to consider the estimates for the fishery branch of his
department, and I shall feel it my duty to challenge every
vote in that department, and divide the House upon it, if
there is no other way in which I can show the fteling we
have as to the extraordinary want of attention in his depart-
ment in bringing down the reports. It is unpardonable, and
it is impossible to consider these items properly unless we
have these reporte.

Mr. FOSTER. I have already made two explanations in
regard to that report and I have nothing further to explain.
It is not on account of any laxity or dilatoriness on the
part of any of the officers of my department. This is i
report which comes up to the eLd of the year. The in-
spectors make up their reporte to the end of the year, ihat
is to the 31st December. We do not get those reports, at
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the earliest, until the middle of January. Then they are
compiled in the Department, and the compilations are very
long and intricate. This year these reports were in the
hands of the printers as early as they were last year, or as
they have been generally, and the department has not been
one iota guilty of delaying the report. The hon. gentleman
is quite aware of the peculiar state in which our printing
stands at the present time, the contract having been re-
newed for a year or until the printing bureau is built. I
cannot get any proof from the printers. I have not had
any proof for three weeks. In consequence of my report
finishing with the calendar year, it gets into the bands of
the printers after al[ the other reports are in. The reports
of the other departments get ahead of my report, and there
are departments that get their reports in early which bave
not yet received from the printers those reports for distri-
bution. I cannot get mine from the printers; I cannot do
the work myself, and the officers of my department cannot
do it. I know that it is too bad that this delay should take
place, and I am very sorry for it, but I will not take the
fault on myself, because it is not my fault or the fault of
the officers of the department.

Mr. JONES (Ialifax). Would it not be better for the
hon. Minister to change the date of the issue of bis report,
and instead of making it the calendar year, make it to
accord with the parlianentary year. Let us have the book
at the proper time. I do not wish to find fault unneces-
sarily, but the hon. gentleman will see that the book coming
down to-day, we will have to go into the discussion of these
estimates without having had an opportunity of examining
it.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend forgets that the fishing
season commences at the beginning of the summer or the
end of the spring, and to have the report issued in the
middle or in the first month of the fishing season, would be
awkward and unsatisfactory.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The fishing season does not
differ from the crop season.

Mr. TROW. The excuse given by the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries for the delay in the printing of his depart-
ment, is certainly not founded, because there is a tacit
understanding between the Government and the present
contractor that his contract shall not expire, at all events,
till next October, if rot till December. He is going on
with the work as usual, and has been for the last year.

Mr. FOSTER. Not as usual.
Mr. TROW. There is no reason why his report should

not be printed as early as any other report.
Mr. FOSTER. If my hon. friend disputes the assertion

that I make in my place, that is all right.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is exceedingly un.

fortunate that the Goverument business is conducted in such
a fashion at this. There is no possibility of discussing these
estimates intelligently or intelligibly unless we know what
las been done with the money that has been spent during
the last year. Whether the fault is with the printer or
the Government, we find ourselves in this extraordinary
position of things, that perhaps on the very next item, we
shall be called upon to discuss appropriations involving- a
large sum of money, absolutely .without any information
before the House.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend is not correct, because
the explanations have been made of the expenditure in the
Fisheries Department for the last calendar year.

BUSINESS OF TIE SESSION.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I promised yesterday to
date what mehures would be proceedd with, and what

would stand over. In the first place, the third reading of
the Act to amend and consolidate the Railway Act, will be
taken. The Bill (No. 88) to abolish Forfeitures for Treason
and Felony, the Minister of Justice says does not press, and
in consequence of the lateness of the Session, he will allow
it to stand over until next Session, when he will introduce
it early in the dession. We will go on with Bill (No. 38)
to amend the Act respecting Patents of Invention; also 'with
the resolution to provide for the appointment of a Deputy
Commissioner of Patents of Invention. Bill (No. 100) res
pecting the application to Canada of the Criminal Law of
England, will stand over, by consentof the Minister of Jus-
tice, until next Session. We will proceed with the resolu-
tion respecting the salaries of Judges of Provincial Courts,
also with Bill (No. 17) to amend the Electoral Franchise
Act; also Bill (No. 123) to amend the Criminal Procedure
Act. We will not go on with Bill (No. 124) to amend the
Copyright Act, which will stand over until next Session.
We will proceed with the Bill (No. 126) to amend the North-
West Territories Representation Act; also with Bill (No.
131) to amend the Dominion Lands Act.

THE RAILWAY ACT.
Mr. TROMPSON moved third reading of Bill (No. 24) to

amend and consolidate the Railway Act.
Mr. LISTER moved in amendment that the Bill be not

now read the third time, but that it be referred back to
committee with instructions to add the following clause as
section 311:;-

No railway company incorporated under any Act of the Parlia-
ment of Canada, shall grant a complimentary paso to any member of
the Senate or commons of Canada.

Motion negatived on division.
Mr. EDGAFR. In reference to clause 295 of this Bill, I

propose to offer an amendment. By that clause very
severe penalties are imposed upon officers and servants of a
railway company for breach of the by-laws and rules and
regulations of the company. The penalties extend to
$400 fine and to imprisonment for five years. When we
look at the nature of the crime or mridemeanor whieh in
referred to in the clause, we see that the violation of these
rules and regulations of the company which causes injury
to any person or party, or exposes any person or party to
a risk greater than would.have been incurred without such
violation, even although no actual injury resulted, is a mis-
demeanor for which very severe punishment in this section
is provided. It is safe on the whole to allow a very severe
penalty, although I do not think if the House was fixing one
for the first time they would agree to such a heavy pen-
alty as this. Certainly we should take cure that we are
not making the employés of the railway liable t those
heavy penalties, without making it perfectly clear that
they have notice and information in regard to those regula-
tions. While it is perfectly true that ignorance of the
laws of the land does net excuse anyone, it is also
true that ignorance of the by-laws and regu-
lations of the railway company should excuse the
employés. We should, however, take care that they
have the information placed in their bande, and they
should be notified in a proper way before they are made
liable to those severe fines and penalties. The clause pro-
vides that a copy of the rules or regulations muet be de-
livered to the employé, or it muet have been posted up in
the premises where he i employed. So, under the cIause
as it stands, it is not necessary to give the means of actual
knowledge of the offence to an employé, but simply to
post up the regulations, which, I suppose, in the case of some
of the large companies, will amount to almst a volume, in
some remote part of the works of the company, where any
of the employé's duties may take him at any time. When
that has been done ho is supposed to know
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the whole contents, and be liable to be sent to the peni-
teptiary for five yeors for a breach of those regula-
tions, even if no injury ocours from the breach. I do not
think that is fair; andI propose, not to reduce the penal.
ties, not to altpr the nature of the crime, but simply to
provide by altering the word "or " into "and " so that in
addition to delivering those copies to the employés,
notices should also be posted up in the places where they
work. It was argued on a former occasion in committte
on this Bill that it was not fair to call upon the companies
to -deliver copies of the regulations to their servants, that it
would be too much trouble to the companies, and that it
ws the business of the railway employé to go and find
out the regulations and read them on the wall in some re-
mote part of the promises. That cannot be so, because
under another section of this Bill it is already provided
that al those by-laws and regulations of the company shall,
so far a they relate to the conduct or service of employés
of the company, be given to every officer, servant and
employé affected. I therefore move.:

That this Bill be not now read the third time, but that it be re-
ferred back to Committee of the Whole for the purpose ofamending sec-
tion 295 therein, by striking out the word Ilor," which occurs in the
sixth line, and inserting 'and"in place thereof.

Mr. THOMPSON. This matter was very fully consi-
dered in committee last night, and there was no disposition
to force toostringent a rule with respect to the violation of
the by-laws and regulations ; but I feel bound to present to
the House this afternoon the reasons which justify, I think,
the retention of the clause. In the first place, the section
has een in the le#ilway Act evor since a Railway Act was
adopted by Ibis Parliament, and in all probability before
that and when the enactment was the enactment of the
Provincial Parliament. It has never in any one instance
been found to be oppressive in the alightest dcgree. Lt is
purely for the protection of the travelling public, and it is
nepefssry, in the interests of the travelling public and for
their satety, that no ocer of the company should wilfully
neglect ao disobey regulations made by the company,
the 14nieter or the ilway Committee for the safety of
lif apd property on the rpad. It is only in respect to
of.çers of tJat kind that the peneIties can be. inflicted, and
then only for wili4g or negligent disobedience of orders.
W)iile it is true tlht the penalties may be severe,
notwithstanding that no injury might occur, under
the c4cumstances it is absolutely necessary to have severe
popae.tiçe. The penalty açtuatly infetled may be but a
very light ope; on the other hand, it may be a severe
on40 altough nO actual.injury. ensued, because it may have
beer a wilful disobedience of orders in consequence of
w4ieçh te safety of life and.property. along the road was
jeçpprdised. The propedure is the very best and neost
libsX4 in tbe i.terests of the o» eers that can be devised.
Th, offene is A mis4çeanor; tho offender hs to b. indiçt-
edand tp b. convicted by a petit jury, before punishment
ea bp inifliçted. Unçier the circumstances the provision i
wej guarded. I think, generally speaking, it is in the
inberest of the officials th notices shpui be posted up,
beqage many of then;. are cautions and indicatigns in regard
b t.lsiy wCkLof'tlle o#cers, snd i we require in addition,
beqre an employé can be held responsible for wilful or
negleetfil diobe ience of oiders, that the company should
provo tbe seFvng of the ordera upon him, the possibility
of ever, puting thp ciaise into operation wilL be very remote

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I do not imagine that the argu-
ment advanced-by the Minister of Justice is sufficient to in-
dume iis Houe te do that which would be an injustice toany
employ et any railway. i tlhink that the statement made
byl him, that altho"gh this clause had been on the Statate-
book for a umber of years and that it is not in forceor ha
notian n foroed ute the present time, i. no reason why

Mr. EDIAR.

it should be any longer on the Statute-book. It certainly
is a very severe clause. It is a clause that might in the
case of some railways be used with a good deal of injustice
to those who are compelled to follow the calliag of an
employé on the railroad. What le more, I think the
reason why this clause ought to be amended in the way my
friend said is this: that we find, if we look through the
clause, that it is not necessary on the part of the company
to see that their employés have the notices placed in their
possession. The company merely posta theu up upon
some portions of the building around the station,
and the attention of the employés not having been
called to such alterations or change in the article, the
employé may not know bis duty, which h. would know if
it were placed in his bands. Under the present
law it will be heid that h. has negligently done his duty
on account of not being constantly looking for the regula-
tions and by-laws. 1 say this is a gross injustice to the
employé. If the Government had consented to amend the
Bill so as to place those by-laws in theb ands of the em.
ployés there would have beon some excuse for this remain-
ing as it is, and it would give a certain amount of proteetion
to the employés, which they do not possess now I do not
suppose that the Government desire to do injustice either
to tbe eihployé or Io the railway company. The desire of
this Parliament ought to beoto try and treat fairly and justly
all alike, but it will b. felt by those who are the employees
of these companies, that the Parliament of Canada is deAl-
ing out to the difforent classes different kinds oflegislation.
They will feel that there is one legislation for the classes
and another for the masses. Therefore, I feel it would be
to their interests, as well as to the interests of the ermployée,
that they sbould consent to this amendment being incorpo-
rsted in the Bill.

Mr. MoNEILL. I think there is a great deal of force in
the argument raised by the hon, gentleman on the other
side of the House. So much was I impressed with the
force of iL that I supported the proposal last night, but after
thinking over it, it occurs to me that there was a great deal
of weight in the objection that had been urged against it,
as to the very great difficulty of serving by the company
on each of the employés all the regulations which might
from time to time be put in force. I thought that al we
desired would be secured if this clause itself were served
upon the employés, so that in that way their attention
might b. called to the danger in which they stood, and
that they should be so warned to read the notices whieh
were posted up, I think it would be sufficient if this
clause were posted up with all the other regulations
that were necessary, and if it were personally served
on the employés, calling their attention to the peril in
which they stood if they did not comply with the regula-
tions which were posted up, And which it was within their
power to read if.tey pleased. I do notthi»k there eau be
ay possible objection to that, for I think it would be a
simple ratter to serve a notice of this kind.

Mr. LAURIER. It seems to me that y friend the Minis-
ter of Justice did not rightly coriprehend th amendgment
which has been made by the nember for Ontario (Mr.
Edgar). I quite agree with hirm that the amendment does
not at ail controvert the principle, and I agree with him
further that there should be a most severe penalty inßfioted
on the employé who wilfully, or indeed even negligently,
breaks a rule which is devised for the safety of the travel-
ling public. No one ca object to that, and as far as that
goes the penalty in the Bill is not a severe Oe. At the
same time, the hon. gentleman I am sure would not infliet
such a penalty upon an officer who had no opportunity to ee
the rule against which ho had cqntravensd. The oeet -of
the lause, and the object of this aisendment a. well, is the
safety of the publie, and th.e clause i. jtwt in the mae
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spirit in which the amendment is framed. This amendment
is calculated to make it doubly sure that the company will
see that the employ«s are properly notified, not only
technically by the posting of the notices, but alse directly
by handing to the employé- all the rules which he has to
obey. It is no hardship to inffict this obligation upon the
companyand to force the company whenever they issue
a new ruie to have it not only posted on the walls of the
office, and call upon the employés there to go and read it,
but to hand every employé a copy of thôse rules, so that
ho may know them.

Mr. McNEILL, That would mean all the rules heretofore
published. Why not hand the employé a copy of this
clause? I think that would be sufficient.

Mr. LAURIER. Let the employé be handed such rules
as ho bas toobey. The company would have to give a copy
of the rule to each. of their employés, but as the provision
is at present instead of doing that they have a book in the
office aa we all know, which may be as thick a3 the statute
we have in our banda. Do you expect that each employé
will in his turn read all those raies ? No, it cannot be ex-
pected. But place in bis bands a copy of a book which
contains the rules; and this ean be done whenever a new
man is appointed. When the employé comes to be paid ho
can be banded a copy of the rules at the same time, and
if ho has beun notified of what is expected of hi m, and if ho
breaks the rule, lot the punishment be as severe as it can be
against him.

Mr. CURRAN. I have listened with ploasure to the re-
marks of my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition, and
more particularly with reference to the first object aimed at
in this clause, wberein he states that ho thoroughly agrees
with the Bill, inasnuch as "wilfully " and "negligontly "
are both cases in which the public should be protected. In
that, of course, he is not in unison with what other gentle-
men on that side, of the House, who have already spokon,
have said. I mustsay that I also agree with him in regard
to the alteration that bas been iade by the suggested
amendment. The factis, I think that my hon. friend the Min-
ister of Justice appreiends that greater difficulty wilil be
caused than actually can be caused in cases of this kind.
We know that railway companies are organtisod in a peculiar
way, and that eaeh branch is superintended by a foreman.
Now, it would be the duty of the foreman in ec.ch case to
hand to each man working under him a copy of any
rules and by-laws that may be passed in a generai
way. Ie would, take note of the time of the delivery
of4his book ontaining those raies and regulations; that ho
had handed over such a copy of the rules and regulations,
and in like manner any subsqueot rule or by-law, to each
of the persons in his charge;.tskiDg a note of the time of
delivery. I can.b.rdly conceive that the difficulty of mak-
ing proof :o servioe would be so great as my bon. friend
the Minister ofJustiee anticipates. Under these circum-
stances, I am satisfied that the law would be just as easily
enfore4, the publie would be as well protected, and even
the semblance ofomplaints would be removed froin those
in whose interest this amendment is being urged. It
is in the highest degroe desirable that no clas of the
community should have even a sentimental grievanoe, and
in this case I think the change of the word from "or " to
" and " would satisfy all parties, and would not impair the
efficiency of the law or the proteetion to which the public
are entitled.

Mr. THOMPSON. I think it would take away entiroly

influence in this country. But, Sir, the travelling public,
who exeroise no influence in the passage of this Bill, ought
to be heard likewise, and we ought to consider, not the senti-
mental grievances or the sentimental wants of a particular
class, but the interests of those who pass over these roads
year after year, with no possible protection to their lives
and property except what this Legislature gives therm.
Now, I venture to say that wi.h such an amendment it
would be almost an absoltite impossibility to secure a con-
viction for the grossest wilfutl disobedience of regulations
entailing the risk of a large number of lives. The hon.
member who leads the Opposition suggests that a copy of
the rules and regulations sbould be given every month
to the persons who corne to receive their wages.
He probably knows that many of these officers
change almost weokly in various places, and that
the employés of some of these companies number
thousands. One company was mentioned last night
as having at loast 5,000 employés, and if overy oue of
these had to be given a copy of the regulations every
month, the company would have to distribute 60,000 a
year. And it is not a more question of serving a copy of
by-laws on an employé, but a question of proving the con-
tents of those by-laws and the correetness of the copies
produced in court in case of a trial for an offence under this
Act; and everybody knows that when it comes to a ques-
tion ot proving that the copy delivered was an exact copy
of the by-laws, all chances of conviction vanish into thin
air; especially as we have to deai with the cases of 5,000
every month, or perhaps every week. Tho objection is not
only a sentimental one, but it is absolutely without any
practical force whatever. The provision o the clause re-
quires, as I said, before an indictment and conviction, that
there must be proof that the officer bas disobeyed wilfully
or negligently; and down to this hour no conviction has
taken place. The clause, acting as a menace, has given
some protection to the public, and has not been roquired to
be enforced.

Mr. LISTER Thera is a great deal of force in what
the Minister of Justice says; but with regard to bis state-
ment of the difficulty a railway company might have in
furnishing to each cf its employés a copy of the rules and
rogulations, I will point out to him that it is not neeossary
that 60,000 copies should be given to the men every year.
We all know that the companies have their rulos and re-
gulations printed and bound in small book form; and if
there is any change made in them-and my information is
that changes are not frequent-all that would be nOeOssary
would be to give the officers copies of any additional rlies
when these are adopted by the company. So that there
would be no great hardship thrown on the companies, and
tbe men would be certainly informed what their duties are
and what the consequences would be of non-fulfilment.
It is all very well to say that the public ought to be pro-
tected. Tuat is correct ; but you ought not to protect the
public by doing an injustice to the large body of mon who
are working on the railways of this country. It is their
right to know what the laws governing them are, and the
only way you can be certain that they do know or ought
to know is by bringing thoSe rules and regulationsdis-
tinctly under their notice. If there is no such provision,
they may see the rules or they may not; but if they are

given these rules, and do not acquire a perfect knowledge
of them, they ought toe hld hable for the consequences.
I think the amendment proposed by the hon. member for
West Ontario (Mr. Edgar) onght to beaccepted by the
Honse.

the slight measure of protetimou which tho public have now.
It is ail very wek for us to debate this matter from a senti- Mi'. MULOOK. I thiak it is qaite possible te meet
mental pqiat of view, and to consider how reasonable sud this oa oti in juatie. to the railway companiielil
hlow-fortùinato jtjj if îj we o&u .p$ bya Iew amond--.' justice VtOthe employâs, Md -injustiée to the travelling
the sentimentàl views Of laesw who, perhaps, are a potent publio. Whon a person is employed on a riway, ho
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knows, from the nature of hi@ duties, that he has to be on
the alert, and to inform himself as to what is required of him.
What is required of him by this section is not something
merely in the interest of the company, but in the in-
terest of the whole public. Now, it might be possible to
impose a duty on the railway company as well, which w-l
meet the case. I have drafted a clause which, perbaps, the
hon. gentleman, the Minister of Justice, will view favor-
ably. It is as follows:-

The company shall at all times keep posted up in conspicuous
places, convenient to where the work or duties of any employees are to be
performed, and accessible to such employés, copies of all by-laws, rules
and regulations of the company, touching the duties of such employés ;
and every such employé ehall be entitled to demand to receive from the
company for bis own use a copy of every such by-law, rule or regula-
tion.

Under that, when a man enters the service of the railway,
b is told that ho bas certain duties to perform. There is
within bis reach a copy of the by-laws, which he may peruse
if ho desires to do so; but as it is not likely ho would
have the time or the convenient opportunity to do so, I
would place it within his power to demand for is own use,
copies, and if the railway company makes default in sup-
plying copies of these rules and regulations, it shall be sub-
jected to severe penalties, under the penal clauses of the
Act. Thus we have a penalty on a company for not
placing in the possession of the employé those rules which
ought to guide him in the disehargo of his duties, and we
also have the obligation on the part ofthe employé to obey
those rules. If, under this Act, this amendment is adopted
the employé bas at once the right to obtain a copyof these
rules and regulations, and having that right, it is not too
much to call on him to ask for the copies. If ho declines
to do so, I do not think we can excuse him for not taking
that much trouble. Where there is a general manager or
a small executive and a vast army of employés, we must
call upon ail to contribute a little towards the common end
in view.

Mr. EDGAR. The objection I see to that is this : that
it throws upon the employé not only the liability to know
what these rules and regulations are, but also the liability
to hunt thom up himself.

Mr. MULOCK, To ask for thom.
Mr. EDGAR. Well, that is an additional responsibility

thrown on the employé. More than that, the objection
has been raised that it is too much to ask the company to
deliver these to the employé. This does not get over that
difficulty, as it still requires the company to hand them to
all the employés when they ask for them; and if it is to
be of any use they should ail ask for them. The responsi.
bility should be thrown simply on the company to furnish
their employés, who are not so very numerous, with these
copies, and to post themnup besides.

Mr. THOMPSON. I would call the attention of the hon.
member for JNorth York to the provision already contained
in the Bill on this subject. According to section 221, "a
printed copy of so much of any by-law, rule or order as re-
lates to the conduct of any employé of the company, shall
be given to every such employé." So that it is the duty
of the company to give the notice, and the employé cannot
be punished unless it bas been given to him. As regards
the suggestion of the hon. member for Bruce, with regard
to the propriety of bringing Ly-law uto the notice of the
employés, I think that before any by-law is aseented to it
should be made a condition that it should be posted up. It
would not be desirable that we should debate again on the
third reading of the Bill all these amendmente which were
proposed in committee, and be obliged to go back into com-
mittee. I would b glad toL give the most patient and care-
ful consideration to the Bill again, but we have really

Mr. MuLoco,

reached a stage of the Session when it is almost impossible
to delay any longer.

Mr. MULOCK. I there anything in the Bill requiring
the company to post up the notices?

Mr. THOMPSON. An employé cannot be punisbed un-
less the notice has been posted up in a conspicuous place.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). It is to be regretted that this
Bill was not introduced at an earlier stage. When the Bill
was in committee I was inclined to favor the clause as it
stood. I thought the penalty, where there was no actual
loss of life or property, was too severe. If that was elimi-
nated, I would propose to leave the clause as it stands. It
is rather hard upon the employés that because a notice is
put up, they should be amenable to a penalty. The hon.
the Minister of Justice said it was difficult to serve a large
number of employés with notices, but they are scattered
over all the different stations, and each station master should
see that the mon under his supervision were served with
these copies. I have changed my view, and I think that
before making any railway employé liable to a heavy
penalty it should be shown that he was notified of the by-
law.

Mr. MoNEILL. Would it not ho quite fair to call the
attention of the employé to the danger in which he stood,
and to the by-law within his reach ?

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The practice of railway
companies is to serve all the by-laws on the employés.

Mr. THOMPSON. It is not only a practice but it is the
law, and there are heavy penalties if the companies do not
do it.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Edgar:

YAsI:

Messieurs
Armetrong, Edwards,
Bain (Wentworth), Bisenhauer,
Barron, Fiset,
Beausoleil, Fisher,
Béchard, Geoffrion,
Bernier, Gillmor,
Borden, Guay,
Bourassa, Holton,
Bowman, Innes,
Brien, Jones (Halifax),
Burdett, Labrosse,
Oartwright(Sir Richard)Landerkîn,
Casey, Lang,
Cockburn, Langelier (Quebec),
Cook, Laurier,
Ourran, Lister,
Dessaint, Livingston,
Edgar, Lovit,

NTs:

Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bowell,
Boyle,
Brown,
Bryson,
Gargill,
Oarliog,
Carpen ter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Chapleau,
Chisholm,
Choquette,'!
Cimon,
0ochrane,
Coiby,
Corby,
Oostigan,
Ooughlin,
Ooulombe,
Daly,
Daoust,
Davis,
Dawsoa,

Messieurs
Girouard,
Godbout,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guilbault,
Guillet,
Hale,
Hal!,
Hesson,
Hickey,
Jamieson,
Joncas,
Joues (Digby),
Kenny,
Kirkpatrick,
Labelle,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),1
Laune,
Macdonald (8ir John),
Macdowall,
Mackenzie,

McDoald (Vlqtoeia),

McMillan (Huron),
MeMullen,
Meige,
Mitchell,
Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Purcell,
Rinfret,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Scriver,
Somerville,
Trow,
Turcot,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John), and
Wilson (Elgin).-54.

Masson,
Mille (Annapolis),
Montague,
Montplasir,
O'Brien,
Perley (Assinibois),
Perley (Ottawa),
Porter,
Prior,
Putnam,
Reid,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Roome,
Skinner,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Stevenson,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompsn,
Tupper (sir Chaes),
Tyrwhitt
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Donon, McDougald (Pictou), Vanasse,
DuIardina, McGreevy, Wallace,
Dic kson, McKay, Weldon (Albert),
Dupont, McLelan, White,
Ferguson (Renfrew), MeMillan (Vaudreuil), Wilmot,
Ferguson (Welland), MeNeill, Wilson (Argenteuil),
Foster, Madill, Wilson (Lennox), and
Freemau, Mara, Wood (Westmoreland-
Gigault, Marshall, 93.

Amendment negatived.
Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. member for North Norfolk

has not voted.
Mr. CHARLTON. I paired with the hon. momber for

South Norfolk.
Bill read the third time and passed.

PATENTS OF INVENTION.

Mr. CARLING moved second reading of Bill (No. 38) to
amend the Acte respecting patents of invention.

Motion agreed to; Bill read the second time, and House
resolved itself into committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. EDGAR. I suppose the hon. gentleman intends to
give the commissioner of patents, whom ho is going to
appoint, charge of the copyright branch as well as the
trade marks branch, because I do not think it is likely that
when there is a Deputy Minister of Agriculture and
Patents, as is proposed there shall be, the administration of
the copyright law and the trade marks law will remain
with him.

Mr. CARLING. The patent branch of the department
has grown so much tbat it is necessary to have someone of
legal knowledge to look after it. The number of patents
issued by the department some ten years ago was 1,258,
now it is 2,850, and the receipts now are $76,000, whieh
pay the expenses of all the oflcers of the department. As
there are a great many legal points which corne up con-
nected with the issue of patents, it is important that some-
one with legal knowledge should be at tho head of that
branch.

Mr. JONES (Hlalifax). Is this the position to which it is
understood the late Clerk of the Crown in Chancery Is to
be transferred from the one he so unworthily filled before?

Mr. CARLING. It is thought necessary to have a gen-
tleman with legal knowledge, but who will be appointed I
am not able to say,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is pretty well understood
that Mr. Pope is to have the position.

Mr. CARLING. He may or he may not.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). That is a partial admission, at aIl

events. He is to be taken from the offije where he disgraced
himself, where ho violated his oath of office, either of his
own accord or by the direction of the Government or some
members of the Government, and put himself in a criminal
position, although the real criminals were on the Treasury
benches, and ho is to be rewarded by the passing of an Act
for his particular benefit and under which ho will have a
larger salary. I cannot for myself allow such an Act to
paso without expressing the very strong views which I
entertain in regard to it, and I muet oppose such a provision,
unlese I fot that the office was to be filled by someone in
whom the public could have confidence, as certainly they
cannot have confidence in Mr. Pope in any office that ho
might occupy.

Mr. EDGAR. The Minister of Agriculture tells us that
the deputy is to be a professional man, a member of the
legal profession, I suppose, but there is nothing in this
clause to assure that ho should have that qualification. l
it iniended that ho shal have this qualification ?

Mr. CARLING. That is the intention.
Mr. EDGAR. Why is it not put in the Act? I should

also like to ask whether this officer is to deat with copy-
rights in addition to patents, or whether copyrights are to
be left to the Deputy Minister of Agriculture ?

Mr. CARLING. I think I have already mentioned to
the hon. gentleman that this appointment is confined to
the patent branch.

Mr. EDGAR. And has nothing to do with copyrights?
Mr. CARLING, No.
Mr. EDGAR. That romains with the Minister of Agri-

culture.
Mr. CARLING. It romains with the Department of

Agriculture.
Mr. MITCHELL. I should like to ask if this is the

department to which a gentleman of the name of Pope
bas been transferred, and if so, if that is the gentleman
who managed to keep my return from being filed for three
weeks, so that my opponent should have an opportunity
of entering a protest against me?

Mr. CARLING. I do not know that Mr. Pope kept
back any return. Mr. Pope is now in the Department
of Agriculture, and ho is cortainly an excellent offioer.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not ask the hon. gentleman to
state whether Mr. Pope kept back the return, but I asked
if this was the same Mr. Pope. I do not think it is to the
credit of this Government that a man who was arraigned
before this Parliament and was found guilty, should oe put
by the Government in an important position of this kind,
involving millions of dollars. It may fall into his hands to
deal with these questions of patents, and there are many
cases in which people would pay hundreds of thousands ot
dollars to have their patent confirmed or to have the appli-
cation of others rejected, and it is in a position of that kind
that Mr. Pope has been put, a man wbo has been convicted
by Parliament as Cierk of the Crown in Chancery of per-
verting the position ho occupied in regard to the seats of
members in this House. I think it is a disgrace to this
Gavernment to put such a man in that position, and it cer.
tainly will not croate confidence in the country in regard
to this Government it such a man as that is put there, for
what purpose I do not know, though the Governmont may.

Mr. COOK. The return for East Simcoe was held back,
and the return for North Simco was gazetted immediately
after it was roceived in the office of thc Clork of the Crown
in Chancery. As to East Simcoe, Iknow that they were hunt.
ing for evidence up to the very day when the time for pre.
senting the petition would lapse. They had not sufficient
evidence to unseat the candidate, and this gentleman, I
suppose by the advice of somo hon. gentlemen of the Gov-
ernmont, kept the returu until their friends in the county
of East Simcoe could get evidence to unseat the successful
candidate. If it had beeu nocessary to file a petition on the
other side, if itb had not been for a disagreement in the
Tory ranks, and if it had not been that I did not care
about settliüg ihe Tory difforences there, I would have filed
a cross petition, and could have shown that they spent from
$15,000 to $20,000 in that election. I know that in one
township they expenided 83,000. I did not feel inclined to
do that, because I rather desired to allow the Tories to skin
their own skunk, and I did not propose to do it for them.
I was seriously injared by this man in regard to my elec-
tion, and, as bas been stated, ho perjured himself in regard
to this, and it is most objectionable that such a man should
be appointed to occupy a position where matters involving
thousands of dollars will come before him, in regard to
which ho will have to adjadicate, because, if he will disre-
gard his oath in matters of this kind, there is no guarantee
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that he will not accept money in regard to these other
matters.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I was surprised, though perhaps
I should not bave been surprised, at -the remarks made by
the Minister of Agriculture. He says that Mr. Pope is a
very efficient officer. He occupied a position prier te the
one he is now occupviÏg, and no doubt the Government
found him a very efficient officer, and also a very useful
officer i» their interests; and, for the course that ho pur-
sued, for his conduct toward a portion of the members of
this House, we find the Minister of Agriculture making ar-
rangements, not only to pay him the salary which ho for-
merly received, but to increase bis allowance as a public
servant; and yet the Minister of Agriculture coolly asks
the members on this side of the House, who were treated in
that way by that officer, to cease opposing the promotion of
this officer te a better position than ho oecupied before.
The Minister of Agriculture knows very wel why some of
these returns were delayed one, two and three weeks. He
knows that the return for the east riding of Elgin
was delayed for a long time, and ho knows why. Other
members of the Government, as well as the hon. gentle-
man, know full well why that return was delayed. The
reason was to give every opportunity to search the riding
from one end te the other in order to find something, if
possible, by which they could unseat me. I do not mind
fighting my battles in the riding in a fair figbt, but, when
not only the Government but aise the civil servants of the
Government come down to my county, I think it is time to
prevent those civil servants from fighting the battles of any
parly. Do the Government mean to say now that they did
n > krow that those returns came in, and that this man was
doing the work in the manner in which he was doing it ?
I venture to say that no member of the Government will
get up and deny that statement. Still we are called upon
to give this man a better position. If ever there was a dis-
graceful transaction in any freo country, it was that trans-
action of wbich Mr. Pope was guilty in his position as
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. There is net language
too strong to condemn the man. Yet wbat do we find this
Goverrinent doirg to reward the unmanly act that ho com-
mitted ?

Mr. McNEILL. I rc.A to a noint of order. I think this
discussion is not in ordur. The Minister bas stated that
there was no intention te appoint this man ; that ho might
not be appointed. The question is whether a discussion
of ths kind is in order.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is thoroughly under-
stood that this is a job te reward -Mr. Pope for one of the
most disgraceful acts that was ever perpetrated by any
civilised Government, and we are net going to allow that
most dishonorable man te be rewarded for that most dis-
honorable act, without putting on record our opinion of
the man and of the men who are rewarding him.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). If I am out of order, I can very
easily put myself in order. No doubt the hon. member for'
Bruce (Mr. McNeill), with bis sensitive feelings, and the
peculiarly nice nature that belongs te him, with the finer
type and finer development ofthe human race which charac.
terires him, no doubt it grates uponb is feelings when we are
telling nothing but the simple truth about one of the officers
of the Government. I say without any hesitation, that I
believe that every man in the hearing of my voice-and no
doubt they all hear rme-will agree with me that a transac-
tien of this kind is to be tondemned by every member of
this House. I appeal te hon. gentlemen opposite te
consider it well. Suppose, in the near future, and
it will be in the near future, tiat they were
ptaced i the minority, how would they feel to have a Clerk
of the Crown in Chancery act towards them as he has acted

Mr. 0oX.

towards the members on this side of-the Rousie? Many:hon.
gentlemen know the inconvenienoe, the annoymnoe ad
perplexity of an election trial. I have gon e through it; and
although a thorough investigation was made,-lmatingfrom day
to day, not a tittle of evidence could be fond against ne.
Yet, Sir, on account of the conduct of this man, I had togo
through all this annoyance and trouble, and when I attemptto
place my grievanoes before the Chairman, who is fair, who
is upright and just in giving his decision, I am told that I
am ont of order. I cannot allow things·of -this ki-nd to go
on without raising my voice against them. I say, itfte
Government do perpetrate, as they are about to perpetrate,
this wrong upon hon. members on this side of h. Houe,
it wilI be an act to their lasting disgrace. Sir, I ara
bitterly opposed to this man being promoted. I say he is
not competent for the offlee 'in whieh h 'will be placed.
There is another place where ho ought to be,.and the sooner
ho is put there the botter it will ho for the morality of the
people of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. Carried.
Mr. MoMULLEN. Last Session-
The CHiAIRMAN. Under the circumstances I shall

persist in ruling that the motion is carried. It wa dis-
tinctly declared so before any hon. gentleman arose.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Then it was carried very violently.
The hon. member beside me was standing up when you
declared it carried.

The CHAIRMAN. If that is the case, certainly I did
wrong. But I saw no one standing up.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There was no hon. gen-
tleman standing up.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. member for Northumber-
land (Mr. Mitchell) was standing up.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. member for
Northumberland and I rose together. I am quite sure,
Mr. Chairman, that you wish to do what is perfectly fair
in this matter, we have had abundant evidence of that.
All 1 can say is, that everybody knows there is no use in
trying to head off a discussion on this matter. It bas ot
to core, ad it may just as well be had now as on the
third reading of the Bil. But as a matter of fact, my hon.
friend beside me had risen at the exact moment I rose.

The CIHAI RMAN. I certainly should not have made
that declaration if I had been awaro that any hon. gentle.
man had rison to speak. I may say that perhaps I was a
little more prompt in declaring the motion carried, for the
reason that we have to go back into committee again on
this same question in consequence of another resolution
which has to corne up, so that bon. gentlemen would have
lest the opportunity of speaking.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rose at the moment in order to
endorse the statements made by the hon. member for Elgin
(Mr. Wilson). I want to say, however, that it is well to
remember that when a motion is declared carried, whether
from the Chair you occupy or from the chair occupied by
the Speaker of this House, it does not necessarily follow
that the discussion is closed. That is done for the sake
of the dispatch of business; you onght not to be strict in
shuatting off hon. gentlemen who desire to speak, because
the Chairman does not happen to perceive them rising.

Mr. McMULLEN. The Firat Minister will remember
that last year when the question of increasing the salary
ofthis man was before the House, it was done at the very
losing hours of the Session. On that occasion the Opposi-

tion took pointed exception to the increase of salary and
to the position in which this gentleman was placed, owing
to the injustice which he had doue us in thegeneral election,
beoause it Was proposing an increa8ed remunermtion to tbi#
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man, and putting bim in a position beyond the reach(
i ho fouse, in a position somewhat similar to that of
judge. Now, if there is anything that is sacred to th
people of this country, and to every candidate who offei
himself for election, it is the right to be treated with eve
handed justice, no matter whether he is a Conservative c
a Reformer. In the last general election, undoubtedly a
advantage was taken of us. In my own section, ever
Conservative member elected was gazetted one or tw
weeks, and in some cases three weeks, before I wa
gazetted. I made strict enquiries with regard to th
time the returns were sent in, and I found that th
returning officer performed his duty and made the returns a
the proper ti me. Now, for a person to say that my ele<
tion should be held back two or three weeks and no
gazetted, while the Conservative members all around m
were gazetted from one to three weeks before I waH
to say that was a mere accident, to say there was n
intent on the part of the Clork of the Crown ir
Chancory, is to say what no onu believes. No mai
could accept that as an excuse for the irregularities tha
took place. Now, Mr. Chairman, if we allow actions o
that kind to pass without enterinrr our solemn protests
why, we may have another election, and at every election
little arrangements of this kind will be concocted and
carried out to our detriment. Tt is our duty to rosent suc
things, and to lead the Government to understand that i
these technical advantages are going to be taken with us
by mon in the honorable position of the Clerk of the Crowr
in Chancery, by gazetting certain men early and holding
back the gazetting of others, so that the advantage of protest
may remain in the bands of the Conservative party, and that
they may have a longer time to file petitions than we have,
then I say it is a piece of gross injustice to which we are
not going calmly to submit. Every time this question is
before the House I think a majority, at least on this side>
have entered their protest against that gross injustice, and
against granting any increase of salary to this man, or put.
ting him in a position beyond the reach of any Government.
He will be virtually placed in a similar position to a judge.
Hon, gentlemen cannot expect that we will submit quietly
to such a courbe us this, by which a gross injustice bas been
done, and we wish to impress on the House and the country
that if these things are perpetrated we will rusent tirem, and
that if officers perform their duties in a one-sided fashion
they may expect to bring down upon their heads the criti.
cism and condemntion which they justly deserve.

Committee rose and reported.
House resolved itself into committee to consider a pro-

posed resolution (p. 125) to provide for the appointment of a
deputy commissioner of patents and inventions.

Resolution repgrted and concurred in.
Mr. CARLING moved second reading of Bill (No. 38) to

amend the Act respecting patents of inventions.
Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time and con-

sidered in committee and reported.

THE ORIMINAL PROOEDURE ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No.
123) to amend the Criminal Procedure Act.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, and H1ouse
resolved itself into committee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. This Bill,lIsuppose, is
intended to prevent, what does appear to be an injustice, the
taking of a man from one Province to another Province to
try him. I presume the fact that the editor of the Empire

190

Of is one of the victime has not disinclined the Governmont to
a carry out this reform in the law.
rs Mr. TROMPSON. The hon. gentleman will relieve me
n from any such imputation when he is aware that nearly
or ail the papers in Canada disclosed the fact that I promisedr the y ear before to introduee this Bill.%n
y Sir RIIHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
o bas promised a great many things the year before, but ho
as has not carried them out the year after. The Bill is an
e excellent one, and I aua very glad to see it introducod.
e The only addition I should desire is a provision that an
at editor, after a trial is closed, shall noth be committed to gaol
c- for commenting on the judges who presided at the trial.
ot Mr. DESJARDINS. When a newspaper has established
e an office in one of the Provinces, so as to rake it a centre
s, for distribution, the offence of which ho is allegod to be
O guilty, sbould be tried in the district where that office is
n located.
n Mr. L AURIER. There is force in that objection. Theref is no reason why we should depart from the general rule

that an offence should be tried where it is committed, and I
do not understand wby a nowspaper should not bu tried
where it is publisbed. The doctrine prevaihing hitherto,

h and against which this Bill is intended to apply, was that
f the newspaper editor could bc tried in any part of the

Dominion. Now, you say, by this Bill, he shall btried in
' the Province where the papor is publisbed. Should not the
g Bill go a little further and set ont that the offence should
t be tried wherever it is committed ?
t Mr. TEHOMPSON. The whole bject of the Bill is te
, establish a difforent principle in regard to newspapers fron

that which prevails in regard te any other class of publica.
s tion, and the justification of that principle must be based on

the exceptional character of a newspaper. The reason
why the newspaper editor may be brought to any part of Can-
ada for trial is that the publication, in a legal sense, is com-
mitted wherever bis paper goes, and that therefore an
editor, who in the Province of Nova Seotia publisbes a libel,
and sonds bis paper to the Province of B:itish Columx-
bia, may be brought there for trial. because there bis
paper, in a legal sense, is published. But considering that
newspapers have a general circulation, and that that must
necessarily be more extensive over the country than any
other medium of communication, it is considered fair that
they should not bu held te the strict sense of the term
" publication," but that the place where the paper is in
the popular sense published-that is wherever the paper
is printed or wherever the editor resides-shall be the
place of trial. I think that is fair on the general principle
as regards publ;cation, but if we are te hold that any place
where a newspaper bas an ageney, is to be considered its
place of publication, aid that the publisher may be brought
there for trial, we-would bu giving no relief te the news-
paper editor at all ; especially to the large organe, which
are, perhaps, the more deserving of protection because they
are best conducted, and which have agencies all over the
country.
Mr. LAURIER. Would not this Bill, if it becomes law,

expose the newspaper to very queer consequences? Now
the name of the Empire has just been cited, and the
Empire is, as I understand, in the meshes of the law. Ac-
cording te this Bi 1, the editor of the Empire which is pub-
lisbed in Toronto, can be brought te Algoma or te any
other part of Ontario for trial.

Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr LAURIER. I think the clause cannot beread other-

wise. It says:
Every proprietor, publiaer, edtor or oer ppron cbarged with

the publication in a uewepaper of any detamatory libel, oaah be deait
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with, indicted, tried and punished in the Provinee in which he reaides,
or in which such newspaper is printed.

Then the editor can be tried anywhere in the Province
as I understand. Is not that the principle of the Bill?

Mr. THOMPSON. The place of trial must be within the
Province, but when we come to that the Criminal Proce-
dure Act provides what part of the Province he shall be
tried in. The object is to prevent a person being brought
from one Province to another.

Mr. LAURIER. If you bring this Act within the general
law that would be ail right and I have nothing more tosay.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know
before we pass this Bill, does it in any way affect cases
actually pending ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not at all.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I presume the general

provisions of the law would not cause the Act to do as I
stated, but I was not quite certain from the phraseology.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

DOMINION LANDS ACT-CROFTER IMMIGRATION,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved second reading
of Bill(No. 131) further to amend the Dominion Lands
Act (from the Senate).

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the purport
of this Bill?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I may say that this
measure bas been introduced at the instance of Her
Majesty's Government. The hon. gentleman may have seen
in the public press that a vote of £10,000 sterling had been
made by Her Majesty's Government in aid of emigration,
and there is also a sum to be added to this State aid. The
fund is to be managed by commissioners, and those com-
missioners are to have the powers givon to persons and
companies under our general Act.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So, in fact, you may
take a mortgage exclusive of the homesteçtd provision. Is
that the purport of it ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is making those four
commissioners a company which can loan money on mort-
gage; the same as is provided for other companies under
our law.

Sir RICHARD CARTWtIGHT. The object is a good
one I believe, although the sum appears to be exceedingly
small, except it is to be as a mere tentative experiment.
Ten thousand pounds will not go very far in relieving the
congestion in the crofters settlements in the Highlands, if
I know anything about them. Is there any limitation as
to the rate of interest or is it left to private agreement?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is left to our law.
Six per cent. is the maximum under the Dominion Lands
Act.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I rather ass umie that
in the case of those persons who are chiefly English, the
actual rate will be considerably less.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no doubt.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. But the hon. gentle-

man has no information about that.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I cannot say thatI have

no information. I gave my papers to my hon. friend who
has carried them to the Upper House and they are not
returned. We need not have the third reading until to.
morrow.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HIT. I do not wish to delayl
the Bill but I should like to know this for my own intor-

Mr. LAuarea.

mation. Does the bon. gentleman remember what number
of families are to be brought under this scheme ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is left, I suppose,
a good deal to themselves.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I fancy so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. The reason why I asked
that is that I think our Government will do well, if they
are anyway concerned in making land grants, to make sure
that a sufficient sum shall be granted to start those poor
people fairly. It would be more for the interests of the
people of Canada that 100 families should be started well,
than that 200 or 300 families should be started so imper-
fectly and with such a small amount of capital at their dis.
posal, that they would be likly to fail. I dare say that iin
many parts of the North-West the crofters would prove
extremely valuable settlers.

Sir JO HN A. MACDONALD. I take blame to myself for
not having the papers, but I will have them to-morrow.
The subject is an experiment and one which ought to be
encouraged. The hon. gentleman is correct in his ideas that
those crofters would make valuable settlers. The crofters
who have been sent out here by Lady Cathcart have been
very successful.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Those are all about the
Moosomin Station?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, somewhere there.
Their condition is in the highest degree satisfactory. The
arrangement is that each head of those crofter families
shall get a quarter section like other settlers. There
is to be a house put up for them, and they are to be set on
their way in the world as Lady Cathcart did in respect to her
crofters, and security will be taken for eventual payment.
I believe there is to be no interest charged for the first two
years, and at the end of two years, if they are successful,
there will be a moderate rate of interest charged, according
to my recollection, but I cannot state positively not having
the papers before me.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will make one sug.
gestion to the hon. gentleman. I have seen those crofters,
and I have formed a favorable opinion myself of their capa-
city and aptitude. At any rate, I thought the younger
men would undoubtedly become valuable settlers. Look-
ing at the habits and qualities of those crofters, I believe
that if the Goverument would make a point of seeing that
they were settled tolerably eloFe together, it would greatly
add to their probable chances of success. The Government
have received from the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
six or seven million acres of land, and mny suggestion is
that for the sake of this experiment, the checker board
principle by which a mile is interposed between the settiers
should be done away with. The experiment is worth try-
ing for its own sake.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
tainly worthy of consideration.

The suggestion is cer-

Sir RIC HARD CARTWRIGHIT. I shall ask the hon.
gentleman at the third reading of the Bill, whether he has
considered it and intends to act u pon it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I shall perhaps be able to
answer that question tc-morrow.

Committee rose and reported.

SUPPLY-TH JBRES&YLOR HALF.BRREDS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPBR moved that the luse again
resolve itself into Committee of Supply.
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Mr. EDGAR. More than a week ago I gave notice to the Indiana, without fighting, their property was no longer

Government that on going into Supply I would bring before disturbed, and they were aliowed to take with them four
the iouse the grievances of the settiers at Bresaylor in the or five eart loade of valuable furs. I do fot wish to go
North-West Territories. I will as briefly as I possibly cau into ai the details, but I would say that those alf-breeds
lay before the House the serions grievances and the deep allege that on two occasions, they sent communications from
wrongs which I think have been infnicted on these people, Poundmaker's reserve te the fort of Battieford and never
and will show the House what great distrees they are sufer- got a reply. When they heard that the Indiana were likely
ing from the treatment they have received. The story is a to bc attacked, they sent a messnger te Bay that thoy
tragic and touching one, and I sincerely hope that weuld put up a white flag on their canvas tont@, which
bringing it before the House will be the means of wore separate from the other tents, and that they were not
obtaining for those people tardy justice at tbe hands going te take any part in the fight. They put up thoir
of the Gvernment. The Bresaylor settlement is situ- white flag, but it appeara that some of tbe cannon shot8sof
ated on the north branch of the Saskatchewan, about 25 the volunteers came among their tonte, and they thon
miles above Battleford, and the settlers there are mostly withdrew with their families off the field altogether. It does
Sootch half-beeeds of a very high order of intelligence and aeemuthat twe or threo of them, whon they were fired at by
respectability. They were originally farmers at Headingly Col. Otter's forces, teck rifles, and engaged in the fight
near Winnipeg. They had the intelligence to sell out their with Pouedmaker, in self defence, as the Lndiansthratened
farm lands when the boom in Manitoba was at its height, te kilt them if they did not fight and the volunteers were
and they went up to their new settlement in 1883 and 1884, shooting at them. They, however, restrained the Indiana
taking with them a very considerable amount of money. in many ways and many times from commtting exceses.
Numbers of them were possessed of property worth $5,000, 1 have gene through the largo volume which was laid on
and Mr. Charles Bremner, who seems to have been a leader the Table early in the Session, andcould eetablish that daim
among them, was poséseed of about 820,000 worth of pro- if necessary, but I do net think it is nocessary. The com.
perty, as he had a large store and was engaged in consider- mission which considered the daims for rebellion lesses
able trading with the Indians. To show the House what disallowed the daims cf the settlers on the ground that tbey
position these people are in to-day, I will read a short ex- were parties te their cwn losses, or, in othez words, that thoy
tract from a letter which was written by a leading citizen had net been loyal and teck part in the robollion. Wall, 1
of Battleford on the 12th of March last, while this House have read the evidence cf these daims, which is not very
was in session. Referring to them, he says: long, and eertainly it leads me te the opinion that while

" These people are starving, and to use Xr. Bremner's worda to me thoro wero suspicions circumstances such as theo I
to-day, lie said: 'I would a thousand times rather die than to gohave given, thore was a very complote answor mado te
through what I have this winter-family half clothed and not halffed.' tho charge cf disloyalty in that ovidence; and I think
It is really too bad, and if trouble comes of it the Government are to that whle the commissioners had somo ground te
blame."

Andagingo upen in their general conclusion, atilg, on theAnd aain:whole, they came te, a wrcng docision. Since then, a
'" The settlement people are living on one another, and only bannock petition bas beon sent in te tho Govornmont by these sot-

at that. They have killed ail the animais they had, and are now sotiers. h was dated the 25th August, last your, and was
discouraged and disheartened that many would prefer death in almost presented up thore to the Minister cf Intorior on the 25th
any other shape than starving.''Auguet by the sottlere. This petition je a rathor long
The writer of this letter is a well known and always loyal document, and I will confine mysoîf te stating itssubstance.
citizen of the town of Battleford. Now, I would justenquire The petitionere show that they were made primeners by the
briefly why things are in the present condition. When the Indiana and forced into tho Indian camp, that since tho
rebellion broke out, these settlers wore living on their lands.robollion the Government bas indomnified aIl the sottiers
Some settlers near thom went into the fort at Battlefaed, and except thom for the losses they sustainod- that, ou the sup-
these settlers were advised by a missionary priest, the Rev. position that they joined the Indians cf their own f rowill
Father Cochin, who was a resident among them, to send a and acted as rebele, indemnity was injustly withheld frcr
messenger down to the fort, to ask the commandant whether thom, and they strongly protest against such a course
they should go in or not; and the priest wrote a letter for because they are British subjeots and theuld bo considored
them, which was sent to the commandant. No answer was innocent until proved guilty. Thoy say they can establish
received by them. The commandant says an answer was futly, if given opportunity, the gonuinenes cf their lcyalty
returned by him, but the messenger was intercepted by the on that occasion. They allego that:
Indians and never reached the settlers. There were two - Tovards the lsth of April, a few daysbefore the battle at out Kulfe
Indian reservations lying between this Bresaylor settle. Creek, we sent during the night one Samuel Denison, ith instructions
ment and Battleford-Thunder Child's reservation and thete proceed to the barricks and inform Cap'. Morris that w, were prison-

Moosminresrvaion;andPcudmaer' resrvewae er etthe Indiana ; that if they were te corne te fight neit te shoot at us;Moosmin reservation ; and Poundmaker's reserve was othat our camp wouid ho at one aide and conld bo easiiy rffeogised by
seven or eight miles from them in a southerly direction. our square canvas tente, while the Indiana bad tepecsith&#if a favor-
That being the case, the settlers did not think much harmable occasion offered during the battie we would jemn tbs troops and
would happen to them, and delayed going into Battlecid fight the Indians.

unti thy wre aptuedas he vidoce how, b a On the foliowing day the Indians taking notice of Denison's dis-until they were captured, as the evidence shows, by a parance, became suspicieus about our intentions. Tbey heid
coulecouncilan decided that we should remeve our tente te the centre ofcouple of hundred Indiana from Poundmaker's reserve, their ap

goods being largely plundered and they thomselves being thrcamp. On our refusing to cempiy wlth this order they rode &round
taken away te Poundmaker's reserve. It was a pity they a a tud i i hintoBattfor as hoydidbut her ithe shwed that we were deternuned te fight them rather than eompiy, a.nd
delayed goig into Battleford as they did, but there they g that we coudn timdated we were finlly allowd t
were, and they were taken away, no doubt in order toremin whors wo vore oncampod.
prevent them fighting with the police and the volunteers "On hearing the firing of the cannon on the nirning of the battis,
who were at Battleford. ILt does not seem to have been Charles Bremner put up a white fiag to indicate to the troopa the poi.wudtion ef oui camp. T he Indiana wanted us te pull it down, but we
contemplated by the Indians who took them that theywould resisted, nd t avoid a possible conflit we hâtiteasure them that It
be allies in their fight against the Canadian Government. meant nothmng.
But they were taken there and allowed to remain there, as,"Notwithstanding ont message te Captain Morris through our mes-

a sort of half prisoners. I bore were -fourteen or fifteen songer Denison, firing wu kept up at eur camp lq the troopa during
families of them altogether. They were allowed to retain the battie. Incensod at what waa considered a breach of faith or au un-ps.rdonable distrut, and w amongt ua-two or three-decided t take
their own arms; and after Vhy coneented te go With the part lu the figh e gaint the troap, sayingr tsie y the police do atot
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take any notice of our letters and messages we are not to remain exposed
to be killed by both the Indians and the police.'

" Your petitioners are ready to substantiate these facts bfore a court
of enquiry, and we feel that if such an opportunity l offered to us we
will be able to dispel all doubts about the loyalty of our intentions, and
prove besides that our firm attitude and our inguence over the Indians

as been instrumental in saving lives and in preventing cruelties of any
kind onprisoners and on the badies of the soldiers left on the battle
field."

They pray, therefore, to be indemnified for their losses on
account of the rebellion There are none who are botter able
to judge of the honesty of these people's claims and their
loyalty than the settlers of the town of Battleford, and in
support of the petition of these half-breed settlers, there is an
endorsement on this petition to the Minister of Interior:

" We, the inhabitants of Battleford, take the liberty of recommending
to your favorable consideration the within petition of the Bresaylor set-
tlement.

" Though we looked with some distrust at the doings of the petitioners
during the rebellion we firmly believe them to have been led astray ow-
ing to the intense excitement and general distrust then prevailing, and
we do not hesitate to admit that subsequent developments and a better
understanding have dispelled the erroneous impressions we had formed
on their loyalty. Though some still retain the belief that a few amongst
them took part and acted as rebels, we are fully convinced that the
greatest number never ceased to be loyal in mind and in action.

" That the facto as stated in the within petition are in substance true,
and that the granting of the conclusion of their petition would be an
act of justice to which they are entitled, and your petitioners will never
cease to pray."

This endorsement is signed by some thirty of the resident
settlers of the town of Battleford. Among them I see the
name of a former member of this House, Mr. Richard, who
was member for Megantic, John Hogg, Presbyterian minis-
ter at Battieford, the Rev. A. H. Bigonese, Roman Catholie
missionary, and Father Cochin, also a Roman Catholie mis-
sionary, who was there the whole time, and who shows
that these settlers, from the time they were taken prisoners
until the time they were taken to Battleford, were loyal to
the Government. And I aliso find the evidence of the Rev.
J. 8. Pritchard, a Church of England minister at Bat-
tieford. If that alone were presented to the Govern-
ment, I think it would make a case for a reconsider-
ation of the claims of these men. But there is a very
great deal more in it than that. These petitions were
evidently referred by the Government to Mr. Ioung,
the secretary of the commission, who examined into the
losses, and I have here an enormous mass, amounting to
162 pages, of a report which has been made to the
Government by Mr. Young on the subject of that peti-
tion. The whole effect of this report is to justify the
finding of the commissioners on the ground of evidence
obtained from a number of other sources, which was
not before the commissioners when they made thoir award.
However, perbaps the Government may have been right in
asking for that information, but, although that has been
obtained from the Department of Justice, from the Mounted
Police Department, and from several other sources of
information, and the extracts which have been made seem
to support the finding of the commission and are against
the claims of the settlers, I think I could undertake to point
out to the Minister of Justice, if it were nocessary to do so,
that even from that very report which was made to him,
ho can find perfect answers to almost everyone of the
charges made against the settlers or against the half-breeds.
I do not intend to take up the time of the House in disons-
sing or arguing that question, because I do not piopose to
put the case upon that ground entirely. In the claim which
has been put in by these half-breeds, there is the claim of
Mr. Charles Bremner, which is a specific claim for $1,000 or
85,000 worth of valuable furs. That was thrown out by the
commissioners in the same way as the claims which were
made for injuries to property when that was first plundered
by the Indians. I contend that this claim for the furs of
the half-breeds reste upon a very different footing and
a higher footing than other claims, and it is to that I

Mir. EDGAR.

particularly call the attention of the House. ThesA men
came in at the close of the rebellion and surrendered them-
selves or came to Battleford, at about the same time as
Poundmaker came in. They brought in four cart loads of
furs belonging to Charles Bremner, which were worth from
$4,000 to $5,000. What I state now is not contradicted by
any document whatever. I would like to read to the
House brifly some statements in regard to those furs which
have been made under oath. I would first read the state-
ment made by Louis Caplette, of the Bresaylor settlement,
dated the 9th November, 1885, and therefore a very short
time after these occurrences. He says:

'' At the time of the arrest of Charles Bremner referred to in his
affidavit, I was hie clerk, aid in possession of the furs as set forth in
schedule A of his affidavit this day sworn, and I know the contents of
the four cart loade of furs referred to in his affidavit. The said schedule
A referred to in bis said affidavit is a true and correct statement of the
furs then owifed by the said Bremner. About that time, the soldiers
commenced pillaging the furs, and I went to the military authorities
to ask for protection These authorities took possession of the furs and
placed the same in the police barracks at Battleford."

That refers to the occasion when brought into the fort by
the half-breeds themselves. He oes on to say:

'' I have seen the furs several times at the barracks since then, but I
have noticed the pile of fars upon each visit growing les, and the
authorities refuse to delhver them up. I believe the furs are worth the
amounts set forth in the said schedule A."

Then I would refer to the evidence given by Charles
Bremner himself before the commission. He says:

'' The furs were at my place in the carte, and went with us to the
Indian camp, but the Indians did not take possession of them. Middleton
gave orders to put the furs in a safe place. I have not seen it since.
1 enquired for it but have not recovered it."

Then ho says:
'' The furs were in my carte, and I brought them wi:h me along with

the Indians. I cannot say what became of the goode, but my furs were
brought in bere-"

That is Battleford-
" At the time of Poundmaker's surrender, and were delivered to the

police here then."

Then he says:
" The furs in exhibit B are the furs I alost. I cannot say if I had

counted them all. I had counted what was packed. I made out my
liste from memory as soon as released, when I went to Winnipeg, and I
have not recovered any ai them. Personally I cannot say who took
them." *
Then ho gives an account of how ho got these furs from the
Indians. Louis Caplette gave very much the same evidence
on the 8th of June, 188,, when ho was examined befare the
c nMission, and there is no dispute whatever about that
part of the matter. There is no dispute that these furs
were brought in by Bremner, and were placed, by General
Middleton's order, in the custody of the police at Battle-
ford. I wish to read to the House a statement which has
been very recently made by Charles Bremner on the 10th
March, 1888, and bas been sent to me. He says:

" In connection with my claim for losses and my petition to Hon.
Thos. White, I beg to submit the tollowing :-In the winter of 1884 and
1885, I was trading with the Indians and had accumulated a lot of furs,
the amount claimed by me was about $7,500. After the surrender of
Poundmaker, I was with ail the half-breede of our settlement to camp,
near the barracks, having the fur in my possession, was arrested and
placed in guard-room. lu the evening General Middleton came to our
camp in company with Col. Otter. The soldiers for some little time had
been trying ta take furs from us by force and had succeeded in carrying
off a few. Caplette here sked General Middleton if bis soldiers had
authority to take the fur Middleton said no, and asked to whom the
fur belonged ; being told, he said he would send two or three men to
protect ; a short time after three men came with a team and removed
all the fur to the barracks without our permission. We were taken
to Regina, tried for treason, not proven guilty and let off on our own
recognisanees. On returning to Battleford, I at once went to Col.
Morris, of the N. W.M P., and sked for my fur. He replied that he had
hrAd a telegram from General Middleton telling him ta give the balance
of the fur he hadleft to certain parties mentioned in hie telegram, and
that most of the fur was gone. I afterwards went to Winnipeg and
engaged lawyer, of Archibald, Howell à Co. We went to see Bon.
Caron about my fur, but he did not give me any satisfaction, saying
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it was outside his department. Mr. Howell asked to whom would we
go for information and the Minister replied to go to General Middleton.
We went to see Middleton but he said he knew nothing about the fur
and said that he had never commanded that Bremner or hie party should
be arrested, and in reply to a reference to bis telegram to Ool. Morris,
he denied having ever sent him a telegran on the subject. We left
Middleton in that manner withont any satisfaction.

" On returaing from Winnipeg I went again to see Morris and asked
for the balance of my fur, he said it was all gone, and on my referring
to Middleton's deniai of having sent a telegram to Morris re furs, Morris
again asserted that Middleton had sent the telegram and he could prove
it. This was said in the presence of Louis Qaplette.

61I put in a claim for the furs but have not received any compensation
for them so far nor for any other losses."

Now, the statements of Charles Bremner with reference to
the furs which were claimed by him, are abeolutely un-
answered, and are perfectly conclusive; and show that
these mon came into the barracks, their furs were taken
posýession of by agents of the Government, and they were
held by the agents of the Government as trustees for these
men. I do not care whether t.hese men wero rebels ten
times over, this was their private property, and it was
taken possession of by the mounted police, under
General Middleton's directions, and they have not got
any portion of these fars yet, nor have they been pai a
single dollar on account of these claims, and they are starv-
ing for want of that money. That point is absolutely clear,
and I think it is a disgrace to the country that it should be
so. These men may be rebels, but do not steal their furs.
The question with reference to these furs was raised twice
in this House last Session by the hon. member for Both-
well (Mr. Mills) when the House was in Committee of
Supply, and ho mentioned the names of high dignitaries of
the Government as being charged with having received
possession, personally, of these furs; ho mentioned the
name of General Middleton, ho mentioned the name of Mr.
Bedson, and ho mentioned the name of Bayter Reed, as
being charged by reliable parties with having taken those
furs, that somebody bas taken, and that have disappeared.
Now, I say that alter that statement was made by au hon.
gentleman from his place in this House, it is a most extra-
ordinary thing that we have heard nothing more from the
Go, ernment; it is a most extraordinary thing that, in
oidcr to clear the honor of these gentlemen from that foui
stain, they have not demanded an investigation and made
the whole thing public. I hope that after to-day,.at any
rate, we will have an investigation. It is absolutely proved
that these furs were brought into the possession of the
Government, and the clairr.s of those people rhould be
opent d up ; and I say that on that account, without going
into anything else, the decision of the commissioners was
wrorg, and shculd be opened up. Thon, I say it is the
duty of the Government to pay these people for the
value of their luis ; more than that, it is the duty of the
Government, alter what has been charged by these people,
to trace up these furs, and see where they have gone.
More than that, Mr. Speaker, I do not care who the guilty
par ties are, it is the duty of the Government te
bring them to justice, even if it should send somebody
to the penitentiary. Now, we see by this statement
which I read from Charles Bremner that General Middleton
denied to him baving taken these furs, and that ho also
deuied the statement which appears to have been made by
Capt. Morris, tbat ho had some telegrams from General
Middleton. Very well, I hope that is true, and if it is true,
how easy it is to prove it. Now, the hon. member for
Bothweii, as I say, mentioned the names of two other Gov-
erLnmont officials as having really taken these furs; those
IVere the names of Mr. Bedàon and Hayter Reed. I hope
they are free from blame, but I think af ter what bas been
said, the matter should be investigated. IL is only fair to
them and to the Government that the louse should know
what I am sure can be proved if the enquiry ls properly
and fairly openod. I believe it can be proved by crodible

persons that on the 5th July, 1885, the following letter was
received by Quartermaster Warden, in the police barracks
at Battletf )rd. The latter was dated at Fort Pitt, 4th July,
1885, and it is addressod "Dear Warden":

" Gea. Middleton has instructed and authorised me to send you the
present letter, desiring that you put up bales of furs for Ihe under-
mentioned : Two btles for General Middleton, one for S. L. Bedson,
and one for myself. Please select the best, and pack them down, as we
will be down there to-morrow by boat.

(Signed) 14HAYTER REED,
"Assistant Oommisaioner of Indian.."

Now, this letter was shown after it was received
to several parties, and a copy of it was obtained, and
I have read what purports to be a copy of it, and what
1 believe is a true copy of it, Now, those bales were
packed up in accordance with the directions, and the
furs were chiefly, as I said, Charles Bremner's. On the
6th July, the boat arrived down the river with General
Middleton and Mr. Hayter Reed on it. I do not know
whether Mr. Bedson was there or not. Mr. Reed, I
am instructed, saw the furs as they wore packed, but
wanted some botter ones, and had in addition to these, some
boxes filled with choice furs, bear skins and so on, and these
bales were sont with the boxes to the bout and they disap-
peared. Now, that is ail I know about where these furs
went to; but I take the responsibility in my place in the
House of saying that I bolieve this statement and that
letter cau be proved when the enquiry is made, for I should
be very sorry to make a statement to this House which
could not be proven. Now the delays have boen very
great in this matter. Mr. Bremner's affidavit, which I
read. showing that ho had these fars, and that they were
given into the possession of the officiais of the Government,
was made as long ago as November, 1835, and this poor
man and his family are starving to-day, without a dollar in
the wortd, according to the letter which I read in the be-
ginning of my remarks. Yet, with theo evidence in the hands
of their officer, and with the delays from that time onward,
the Government had full notice of this from time to
time, and the delays have been unacountable and cruel.
As Government officiais took charge of those fars the honor
of the Government of Canada is pledged to finding out who
stole them and where they are and what became of them ;
and not only finding out whore they are, but finding out
who plundered them. This matter having been brought
belore Parliament, it cannot permit people, no mattor how
high in office they may be, to rob oven the poorest people
in Canada. These people are far off and are ignorant and
friendless, and it is a cruel wrong that people who have
been plundered in this way, and when the case is as plain
as day, should be ignored as they have been ignored for
years past. For the honoi of the volunteers of the country
who wenlt to the North-West this matter should be cleared
up; the volunteers who se bravely went there and took part
in suppressing that rebellion should have that matter
cleared up in order to vindicate their own honor. There
are gallant members of this House, generals and colo-
nels, and you also, Mr. Speaker, who were also in the
North-West, and you should soe for your honor that a
charge of this kind against the force should be cleared up. I
would be the last person to say anything against the volun-
teers at Battieford, and I will not say anything against them.
I must admit that when Col. Otter made his attack on the
Indians on Poundmaker's resere, it was a great mistake. I
do not say it was a mistake of military tactices, but it is
an unheard-of thing, even in the United States, for troops ta
attack Indians when on their reserve. Now that this bas
become a matter of history it is right that a statement
should be nade in Parliament that we repudiate such at.
tacks in the future. I have nothing te say against Coi.
Otter himself. I have admired him as a Canadian soldier
ever sinoe I was a private in the ranks of the Queen's Own
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with him, when ho was a private too, and I trusted Col. ment the support of ail parties and to seonre the confidence
Otter enough to send up there as a private under him in the of the laimants themselves. Among others the claimants
Queen's Own at Battieford, one of my own sons. So that from the little seulement of Bresaylor were presented to
nothing that I say is against Col. Otter as a soldier; but I that commission. The commission laid down a rute,
make this statement, that it is impolitic and wicked to at- the justice of which, I suppose, will hardly b. disputed,
tack Indians when on their reserve. And more than that parties who had aided in the rebellion were not
that. These half-breeds who romained with Indians when entitled to any compensation from the publie Treasury for
on their reserve, must have known they were ont of the losses which resulted from disturbances which they had
the reach of having to fight with the volunteers or creàted or assîsted to carry on. To have adopted any
with the police, because they knew that an Indian other principle would simply have ben offering a premiun
reserve is a sacred asylnm, a city of refuge, where no to persons te disturb the public peace and croate rict in the
Indian is attacked in the United States; and if they went hope of being able perhaps to obtain some advantage by the
there they wotild be keeping the Indians away and they successfnl resuits of the disturbance, and if the disturbance
would be doing good service to the country. This is not failed to be successful, they would at ail events have thoir
and caunot ho made a party question. It is a matter losses indemnifled out of the public treaury. Bresaylor is
on which I felt that, as the facts were placed in my hands, a small settlement about 25 miles west of Battleford,
my responsibility as holding a seat in this flouse rendered between Battie and Saskatchewan Rivera. The settiemont,
it necessary I shocld bring it before Parliament, and not as the hon, gentleman bas stated, is composed of a number
only rendered it necessary, but I never value a seat in Par- of families who removed some years ago to that place from
liament more than when I have the privilege of bringing different parts of Manitoba. During the rebellion of
such a case as this before the Government and ask them to 1885 these settlers at Bresaylor were urged, as a
redress the wrongs done to poor people. It is the duty of matter of precaution, b go 10 Batteford. One ra.
the Government-I leave it to them to say what they are son why they were urged to go t0 Battieford was
going to do about it-to investigate this matter further, to that they would be better protected thero than they
pay these men the value of their furs, to follow up the of- could possibly be at a distant settiement, and in s0 small
fenders who took the furs and punish the guilty parties no a settiement as thoirs was. In the second place it was
matter where the punishment may fall. thought they should be aI Battloford where 1hore was

a considerable force of police, because thero was not the
Mr. THOMPSON. I think theb on. member has no doubt best assurance in the world that the settlement wao a loyal

been moved by very commendable feelings in bringing this one. The apprehensions that existed on that latter point
matter to the notice of the House; at the same time, I think tnrned out to be pretty correct. The settlenint wasnot
that the view which he expressed with respect to the wholly disloyal, but il was not wholly loyal, and instead
strength of the evidence in support of the claims is alto- of its being a fact, as the hou. gentleman bas supposed-hiB
gether an exaggerated one. I will not insinuate for a mmd being influenced by the strong impressions ofsympathy
moment, as ho closed bis remarks with a disclaimer of any which ho has in lavor of those people who at prosent ho
political feelings, that that exaggeration is due to political aays are afflicted-iustead of ils being a fact that they did not
bias. The hon. gentleman bas undoubtedly been actuated receive an invitation to go to Battloford, a large portion of
by strong sympathy in favor of the petitioners whom ho the seulement acted upon it and went 10 Battleford.iNot
understands are poor, whom ho is inclined to think are only was that so, but some of those who went to Battleford
oppressed, and ho has fergotten some very important engaged actively in the loyal forces which were pro-
characteristics in connection with the investigation wbich serving the peace of the country. Some of them on-
has taken place with regard to these claims. In offering rolled in the home guards and assisted in the defenco
one or two observations in reply to the hon. gentleman I of the place. As to these loyal selers wbo went 10
do so precisely in the spirit in which ho desired the matterBatieford for protection and for assisting in the de-
to ho considered by the flouse as entirely separate from any fonce of the country, there wore daims as well. Lu
political or party question, as one to be dealt with altogether consequence of their deserting their homes aI Bres-
from the point of view connected with the administration ayior their houses were destroyed, their furniture was
(f the affairs of the Department of the Interior. The only burned, and ail their prcporty was pillaged. The result
thing I have to complain of in connection with the presenta- was thathir daims, under these undoubted circumstances,
tion of a case like this to the House is that w hen claimants in were allowed by the commiasioners, and have been paid.
any part of the country assert a demand against the Govern- The other portion of th. settiemenl; and il is the daims
ment, there is too mach disposition on the part of hon. gentle- of that portion which the bon. member bas brought
men opposite, at once to consider the Government in the te the attention of the flouse this aftornoon, refused
wrong, and to consider that the Government is actuated by b romain at Brosaylor or 10 go 10 Battleford, and they
some kind of prejudice against claimants, inst ead of being, as weuî into camp for awhile at the place of Charles Bremner
they bave been in this case, desirous simply thatperfectjustiee whowaswiththem. Whilo they woro oncampod at Charles
should be done to the claimants, and actuated by a desire, at Bremner's place they had a consultation wilh the hostile
the same time, to protect in overy fair and proper man- Indians and witb rdbel omissaries from Batoche, and as a
ner the Treasury from improper and unjust claims. In the reanit of those consultations they removed, witb ail their
discharge of that duty the Government had to deal, as the animals and novable property, 10 tho Indian camp, in or
hon. gentleman is aware, with an immense number and an about which thoy remained untit the aurrender of th.
enormous am unt of claims arising ont of the late rebellion Indians 10 Generat Middleton. Poundmaker, in hbis letIer
in the North-West. They had to deal with claims made, of 191h May, 1885, speaka of these very persona as some of
by those who were immediately injured by the rebel- bis mon and asked that they should ho dealt kindly with, as
lion itself. Those claims it was impossible for the Govern- being part of his force. They had Ibis advantage in going
ment to investigate in the ordinary departmontal way, and mb the robot camp-tioir bouses were noV burned,-they
they adopted the best mode possible, the mode of issuing a contiuud to conîrol their animaIs and property, they we
Royal Commission which would take evidence on the spot, armed, and so far from. being prisonera or aemi-priaouors,
hear the claims, se. the witnesses and report to the Govern- as 1he hon. inmber supposes, they wero armod ail the
ment. The constitution of that commission bas never been lime ln the Indian camp, and had perfect freodom there.
assailed in any way so far as I know to this mo- But there wasmore Ihan that. They aceonpanied the
ment, the oêmmission was constituted in a maner to'rebêmcut4 from lime b lime, armed sud monted,

Mr. ED>UÂE,
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They were found ascormpanying the rebel scouts4 armod Miniater kpows that the evidene he was reading from wasand monnted, miles from the camp, and they assisted not taken before the commission, and I have gone through-those persons who were supposed to be in a state of the whole of that evidence most carefully-but it wae taken
imprisopment-in the capture of loyal prisoners, on whom froi other sources, and other departments, and reported
they ûred while in pursuit. They also captured and seized after this late petition came before the Government. EvenGovernment and private property. Some of them on their in that evidence, from which the hon. gentleman is quoting,own admission took part in the battle of Out Knife Creek I see there is a great deal that throws doubt upon the dis-
and were fully recognised at some 30 paces distant as firing loyaity of these men. They may have been some what dis-
on the troops. They were present in the Indian council tent loyal, and, perhaps, the commimsioners were right in their
when letters were received and read from Riel, they followed finding froin that point of view; but as to that I contend,
the dancing tent of the Indians and they had to submit to the that, upon the petition of the residents of Battleford taking
usual discipline and regulations of the warpath, and that is up the reconsideration of their olaims, it would have beenthe only measure of restraint they were under, for they were reasonable for the Governmont to opon those claims anew.
just the saine as the Indians on the warpath. After the I came to the question of the furs afterwards; whether
surrender to General Middleton, these people were found tbey were rebols or not is another question.
to· be in posession of stolen property and animais
belonging to their loyal neighbors who went to Battle' Mr. THOMPSON. I an speaking te the general ques-
ford, and in one case a Government rifle, the propertyof tio of these cleims. Thon the hon. gentleman and I under-

a ma wh wa kiled n dty, as oun in hei poses stand each other to this extent, that there was evidencea man who wae kied on dty, ws found in their posses- before the commissioners from which they fairly came tosion. Tbey wre the elves responsible for the los they the conclusion which they did. I was about to state what
purpose of minimising those oses; they were culpable in that evidence consisted of, but it is not worth while to press
regard to the pillage and destruction which the rebellion that point, as the hon, member concodes it. The question
caused in that country, and it seem to me that theo thon arises, how far are the representations in the petition
commissiners wereuperfy justifed in applying to them from the residents at Battleford entitled to weight as againstcomniissioners were perfectly justifledinapyg te the evidence which shows that these people participated inathe rule that rebellion should not be made profitable, as the rebellion? w have toeay this at the outet, that itnis fot
the evidence clearly brought them within the operation ofat iona? I haeteyis tte utsettainot
that rule. Their claims for losses, alleged to have been a question as to how far the evidence casts the stain of ro-
sovere in consequence of the rebellion, have been conse- belion on these claimants. They were taken, most of them,
quently rejected by the commissioners. No claim was in flagrante delicto; there can be no doubt that they were
allowed except on the strongest evidence ard the commis- seen under arms, that the property of loyal mon, their noigl-
sioners felt, in carrying out their instructions, it was their bors, was seen upon them, and that they engiged in the field
duty to be liberal wherever it was possible to be so and to and had Governmont arms in their possession. Ali these
be just. Let me show what the contention of these men is points are beyond quostion. But it is true that a number of
with regard to this, as arising from the evidence. Their residents at Battleford afterwards presented a petition to the
contention is that they were loyal, that they were Government representing that they had misunderstood the
unwilling prisoners in the hands of the rebels; that position of these men, and recomonding their claims to
while prisoners their property and animals were the consideration of the Governmont. That petition wss
stolen from them by the Indians, and that they were signed, as the hon. gentleman says, by about 30 persons,
left destitute. They said they did not come to Battle- W alIl know the facility with which signatures can be
ford like their loyal neighbors because cf the dangers of the obtained to petitions in favor of claimuants, and the people of
road, because their horses were not at home, because they Batteford, ptying the cir amstances of these peoplo, would
were surrounded by hostile Indians and subsequently forcd readily give thom thir iignatures. If we need any further
to go to the camp. These contentions were all fully coni- evidente on thaL point, it is afforded by the fact rthat thirtten
dered by the commissioners in deciding on the evidence of of tho persar.H Who signed that potition were not in the
the claimanta country at ail when the disturbances courred. It further

transpires that of the whole number of signatures to that
Mr. EDGAR. Perhaps the Minister will allow me to Say petition only one ws from an individual who could by any

one word. I do not want to interrupt him, except that he possibili ty have had personal knowledgoof thefacts which the
wili observe that I carefully said I was net going into dis- petition was based on. The hon, gentleman bas calied
cussing that, and I am sure that if I had discussed it I our attention to some names which ought to giçe great
could correct a great many of the statements which the weight to representations of that kind. One of them was
hon. Minister je reading to the House, from the evidence that of a missionary, who I think, ho said, ws in the vicinity
itself. I do not rest the case upon that, but upon the mat- of the settlement at the time, and would have knowledge of
lot of the furs. the facts. That is so, and ho is the only individual who had

Mr. THOMPSON. I did understand the hon. gentlemap knowledge of the circumstances ut ail. The rest of the sigma-
to discuse it. I have no doubt that he, with his mind in- tures might as well bave been replaced by those of citizens
Iluenced in favor of these claimants, would point out par- of Toronto or Montreal, as far as any knowladge of the êests
ticulars in the evidence on which we would suppose a dif. was concerned. But the hon. gentleman called attention to
ferent result should have been arrived at. I am stating, of the fact that this petition was signed by the Rev. Mr. Hogg,
course, as a mytter cf deduction fromtat i the Rev. Mr. Pritchard, and Mr. Richard, who was, I
conceive to ho that which the evidence establishes. If I de believe, at on. time a member of ths Bouse; and be
not understand the hon, gentleman as putting this claim on thonght that the signatures of thee three gentlemen gave
the ground that thçse people were entitled to compensation weight te the statements in the petition. These three gn-
because they did not participate in the rebellion ; if I am tiemen, whose opinion is certainly of weight, ali cane isto

to understand the hou. gentleman that they were fairly the country after the rebellion was over. Now, lot me call
within the operation of the rule, which excluded persons the atentien cf the House for a moment, in corrobaration
who participated in the rebellion from claiming for rebel of theo evidence with regard to the position of these mon in
losses, I 1hall not say anything further with reference to relation to the rebellion, te some faste which were stated in
their action in the rebellion. the Saskatchewan Berald of the lt of June, 1885:

Mr. ]DAR. I contended that the. commissioners had The any e hp4-brads frors the upper settlement who la14qrlylived t Pounlmaker'a camp poamg s opràoaers came into town on
ertain grouid for making the report they did. The Tuesday with their tocks, herds, houshold efrects and families. The
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appearance of the procession as it crossed the bridge gave the lie to
their story of captivity, because on almost every waggon were some
articles of furniture, such as bedsteads, tables, chairs, and sewing
machines-proof conclusive that they had been allowed plenty of time
to prepare for their entrance into bondage. They wore a very jaunty
air as they rode into town, with nothing of the bearing we would
expect in men jeust regaining liberty. They were put into camp a little
west of the barracks, and a search of their outfits instituted by the
police. In every outfit and nearly every waggon, were found quantities
of Government property, consisting largely of arms and ammunition.
The latter were chiefly taken from the teamsters captured a short time
ego, but in every one of the outfits were found many articles of personal
property belonging to other settlers who were bearing arme in defence
of their country. Indeed, most of the waggons, horses, and cattle were
also recognised and claimed by them; and wben asked by the authori-
ties where they got them, the reply generally was : 'I bought it from
an Indian,' or, ' found him.' The caravan was also gone through for
arms and ammunition and a large quantity taken, embracing every
variety of arm, mostly of a superior quality. It was never believed that
they were in reality prisoners, and Poundmaker set the matter at rest
by saying they came into camp of their own accord, at the request of
Delorme and Trottior, and that Baptiste Sayer was one of the captains.
Most of the men of the party have been arrested on varions charges,
principally appropriating property belonging to others, and are being
daily examined before Inspector Dickens, sitting as a justice of the
peace. The deposition of their cases will be found in another column "

Thon, the evidence shows-1 forbear, however, going minu-
tely into it, in consequence of the admission the hon. mem-
ber makes-active participation in the rebellion, and dis-
guise while under arms for the ptirpose of conealing their
identity. I admit, however, that in the case of the claims
of people who are poor and in a distant part of the country,
the avenues of justice and mercy ought never to be closed ;
and at any time that the hon. gentleman can bring to the no-
tice of the Government facts which should induce a different
conclusion from that arrived at by the commission, they
ought to be considered. The Government have made a
most careful and thorough inquiry into all the transactions
since the petition was presented and the endorsement from
Battleford came to hand. The result las been to confirm
to the fullest extent the finding of the commission, and to
corroborate by an overwhelming mass of testimony the evi-
dence given before the commission, on which it based
its conclusion. I do not mean to say that this conclusion is
absolutely final. I state it simply as the conclusion the
department has been forced to as the result of an en-
quiry made in consequence of that petition. The hon.
gentleman will see that there has certainly been no
want of attention on the part of the Governmet to the
claims the settlers of Bresaylor have presented. With re-
spect to the claim for furs, that has been presented simply
in the shape of a demand on the part of Mr. Bremner, and
the facts connected with the presentation of his claim,jus-
tify the finding of the commissioners with regard to it.
Mr. Bremner was a very prominent and active rebel
in the field. I do not think the evidence is at all so
clear and satisfactory with regard to his furs and the
quantity of them, as the hon. member bas stated. It ap.
pears that ho presented claims of various kinds. In the
first place, ho presented a olaim for furs of the value of
84,530; when he next presented it, the amount was
$6,070 ; and when he presented it the third time, the
amount had swollen to 820,358.

Mr. EDGAR. The hon. gentleman is wrong about that.
That was his total claim. One claim for furs was 84,300,
and the other, $5,000. The rest is for property and cattle.

Mr. THOMPSON. These claims were all filed at differ-
ont dates. They may have included other things than furs.
But, among the items which go to make up these rejected
claims, is one for furs. The first schedule represents them
as worth 84,A74. The second schedule represents them as
worth $5,364. In the first place, the commissioners had
eviderce before them that the prices were excessive; in the
second place, they had evidence before them that the num.
ber of skies cltimed exceeded even those which were in the
stores at Hudson's Bay posts of considerable fize; and, in
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the third place, they ascertained by the evidence that there
was no fur trade at the settlement, where Mr. Bremner
was, which could have possibly furnished such a store of
furs as he claimed to have. The contention is, in reference
to these furs, that they were the produce of his trade at
Bresaylor and at another point during the winters of 1884
and 18c5; when the rebellion broke out, he and bis neigh.
bors weut into camp near bis store, where ho loaded these
furs into carte, that ho went tothe Indian camp, that he took
these fursalong,and retained possession ofthem from that date
until the date of the surrender to Gen. Middleton at Battle.
ford. I want to call the attention ofthe louse to a significant
circumstance, as throwing some discredit upon his claim
and upon bis evidence. It is this: that while he claims for
large rebellion losses, in addition to the frs, ho bases that
claim on the ground that the Indians pillaged and robbed
him; and yet, although he was pillaged and robbed by the
Indians, he packed up and took into their camp, as ho says,
a large quantity of fars, to the value of upwardsof $5,000. In
the languago of the Saskatchewan Herald, "ho was making
abundant preparation to be captured." After the surrender,
he said that he noticed his furs were being interfered with,
when he complained to the general, who ordered them to
be put into the police barracks for safety ; and that at differ-
ont times bis clorks and others visited the barracks, and
found at each visit that the furs were decreasing in num-
bers, and he as not since been able to recover them. The
commission rejected bis claim for losses, because they
decided that, upon the evidence, Charles Bremner
himself was proved to ba a party to his losses, and
responsible for all ho had really lost during the
rebellion, that ho was present in the Indian camp,
armed, with liberty of action, and that ho frequently assisted
the rebel scouts in their expeditions into the settlements;
that he was present, armed and mounted, at the chase of
Ross and capture of Fontaine, both loyal secouts, and also
at the capture of the Government teamsters; and that, at
the surrender, a Government rifle was found in his posses-
sion, which, he said, he, when a prisoner, had purchased in
the Indian camp; that this rifle had been in use by Con-
stable Elliott who was killed a few days befora while on
patrol duty from the barracks. In the first claim, B -emner
does not claim for tho loss of any goods, animle, ur house-
hold property, lost at Bresaylor, but only for the furs and
the value of one horse and $895, the value of some goods,
lost by Antonins Falcone, bis agent. -In his third schedule,
ho increases bis f urs in value by about 81,000, and adds
$15,000, not previously mentioned, for animals, goode, and
household property. It came out in evidence before the com-
mission that rot only was Bremner armed and with freedom
in the Indian camp, but that he also had absolute control of
his furs, carte, and tente, and of hie goods and provisions as
well, and that while in the camp, ho and James Bremner
purchased stolen Government rifles from the rebels. I
mention these circumstances, which it appears to n:e are to
bis discredit, simply on the question of credit. Now, I do
not agree with the hon. gentleman that a foul stain has
rested upon the persons whose names were, I think, rashly
mentioned to the House two years ago in connection
with the loss of these furs. I think we should discour-
age the assailing of men in high positions, who had hitherto
borne good characters, on the statement of a person who
was not only disloyal, who was not only found with stolen
Government goods in his possession,but who was found armed
with the rifle of a recently slain public servant; and I
think to have assailed men in high position, on the state-
ment of a person wbo made, as this person undoubt-
edly did make, claims grossly exaggerated against the
Government, only refiected discredit upon those who
rashly did so. Now, the delay has not been so great
as the hon. gentleman thinks it was. It is true that
these claims were presented in 1885. The Government
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were unable to dispose of them, and they had to be
referred for investigation to a commission ; and I think
it was only about a year ago that the commission made
any report at all. It is true that representations have been
made since with regard to the losses of the furs. The hon.
member reminded me that the hon. member for Bothwell
cailed our attention to this matter two years ago. He did
so in this way-and the circumstances will recur to the hon.
gentleman's recollection when I mention them : In dis-
cussing the penitentiary estimates, the hon. member for
Bothwell asked me across the House if I knew that the
warden of the Manitoba penitentiary had stolen somebody's
fars, and I think he mentioned General Kiddleton's name
in that connection. I had never heard of the furs or of the
claims, and that was the first intimation I had of Mr.
Bedson's name being connected with the matter. I
said I did not, and last Session, before this commission had
i eported, at any rate before there was an opportunity of ex-
amining the evidence, the same question was repeated across
the House in a rather more exaggerated form, and the
charge of theft was distinctly levelled against these officers,
who are not bore and have no opportunity of answering
any imputation of that kind. I want to sam up what I
have said. It is this: That while I should not take the respon.
sibility of saying that there can be no further enquiry as to
the claims of the Bresaylor people-I am leaving the question
of the ftir claims for the moment out of consideration-I
do say this: That the result arrived ut by the commission is
a fair and proper one in view of the evidence before it;
that the Govornmont gave all proper consideration to
the petition which came for relief; that they gave a careful
and painstaking investigation into the truth of the state-
ments then made, that the result of that investigation is a
confirmation of the conclusion at which the commissioners
arrived, and that there is nothing in the evidence
which could lead us to arrive ut a different conclusion
now. As regards the furs, I think the claim for them
stands on a different footing. I do not, for a moment,
put against the claim for fars which may have been
deposited with officers of the Government, the mere fact
that they belonged to persons who were implicated in the
rebellion. I know, from the personal intercourse with my
late colleague the Minister of the Interior, that à very
short time before I had to be absent from this city,
previous to the sitting of the flouse, he *as pursuing a cure-
ful investigation with the view of arriving at a conclusion
which would be strictly just. Unfortunately, I am not in
a position to state to the lbuse, owing to the lamentable
circumstancoeof hie death, the conclusion he arrived at, or
even to know from himself the stage which the enquiry
had reachod. I ask the Biouse, therefore, to understand
that, as regards that claim, the enquiry bas not been con-
cluded and will be pursued.

Mr. LAURIER. There are two different aspects to the
question which bas been brought up by my hon. friend
beside me. First of all, there is the case of the Bresaylor
settlers, and then there is the peculiar case of Mr. Bremner,
whose elaim stands by itself. As to the settlers in general
of the Brosaylor settlement, the hon. gentleman bas stated,i
and I am not disposed at this moment to contradict hisj
statement, that the claims were investigated by the com-
mission, and that so fur as he could see the conclusion1
reached was a fair and exact conclusion. I must say at
once that, comparing the statements made, it muet be1
evident there is room for discussion ; it must be evident
that it is not beyond possibility of doubt that those mon
were not rebels in the full sense of the word. He muet take1
into consideration, in the first place, that I have always1
protested, not only after the event but before the event,
that these men were not rebels. That, at all events, appears
to be true; for, when they were invited to go to Battleford,
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they preferred to remain where they were. The rouson which
induced them to act as they did came from a statement made
by the council themselves, advising them te romain at home
and protect their own property. They had reason to fur,
and the result proved that their fears were justified, that, if
they left their property, it would be deetrbyed by the rebels
or the Indians; and it is in evidence, as has been already
stated by the hon. gentleman, that the property of those
who took part at Battleford was destroyed. It was very
natural for men, who bad reason to fear that their property
would be destroyed if they left it, to remain at home te
guard it. But, afterwards, they are found with the band of
Poundmaker. Here there is a conflicting statement. One
statement is that they were there of their own accord, and
the other is that they were taken prisoners by the Indians.
Even if the first statement is correct, that cannot ho made
an act of rebellion, because those Indians were on thoir
own reserve, and as long as they remained on their own
roserve, none of their acts could be construed as an act of
rebellion. The hon. gentleman bas quoted from the Saskat-
chewan Berald. I find a statement in that paper which
does not convey the impression that these mon were robels,
but, on the contrary, thatthey acted in a manner which goes
to their credit. We have the evidence of a soout named
Fontaine who was taken prisoner, and ho says that ho was
threatened with death by the Indians and was only pre-
served by the half-breeds. fHe sys :

I Fontaine was taken to the Indian camp, where he says the Stoneys
elamored for bis life. The half-breeds protested, telling the Indians If
they shot Fontaine they would have to shoot them as well."

These facts should go in thoir favor, and, moreover, I would
lay down this rule at prosent upon which I think the Gov-
ernment should act. I agree with the rule adopted by the
commissioners that no one should be entitled to compensation
who had been an actual rebel, though I have always taken the
ground that those who took part were excused, to a certain
extent, by the neglect of their claims by the Governmont;
but still everyone must admit that they committed a crime
against the laws of the country, and, if that is so, they can-
not complain; but I think it would be good policy, whon
there is a doubt as to whether the claimant for compensa-
tion has been a rebel or not, to give him the benefit of the
doubt. I think the Government should be lenient in that
matter, and should take a generous view of the case, and,
wherever it is possible, to take that view as it is hore,
whenever there is a doubt whether porsons were actual
participants in the rebellion or not, the Government
should be generous and should extend a mercifut considera-
tion to them. There must necessarily b a good deal of
bitter sentiment among these people, and the bet way to
cure that and to bring them to their dutiful allegiance is to
extend the best consideration to thora which is possible.
The Government and the country are sufficiently rich to
extend generous consideration to a people whom the Gov-
ernment have admitted they have so long negtected. As
far as Charles Bremner is concerned, it scers to me that
his claim bas been rejected for reasons altogether of a frivo-
lous character. First of ail, it was stated that ho was a
party te the rebellion. Suppose that was so. Thon another
reason is that his claims varied between one statemont and
another. But this point has been well explained by my
hon. friend. The difference is very small, it simply varies
from $4,000 to $5,000. He simply varied bis figures, not
as to the whole claim, but as to the amount lost in regard
to cattle and property and so on. Let this claim be set
aside. Still, when it is proved that ho took certain property
with him and that, in order to protect that property whieh
ho had with him, that is the furs, the general in command
ordered those furs to be taken to the barracks, it is clear
that the country must account for that property. It is evi-
dent that these fura were ordered by the general in
oommand to be placed in the police barracks for safety,
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and that this man has not received those furs to this
day. It matters very little whether they were worth
$4,000 or $5,000 or more. My hon. friend was quite
justified in saying that the honor of the country is bound
that this man should have the furs returned to him. Under
these circumstances, it is not satisfactory to hear, as we
have heard from the Minister of Justice, that the Govern-
ment are not at present prepared to consider the question.
I do not desire to place any blame on the officers whose
names have been mentioned, but I do not admit, as the hon.
gentleman has stated, that this is not the place to bring the
charge and mention the names of the officers, because they
are not here to defend themselves. This is the great court
of enquiry, because this is the'place where public opinion
can be called to the fact, and this is the very place of all
others where the charge should be made. There has been
a charge made that a wrong hais been committed, and the
country is bound to account to this man for this property,
poor and destitute as he is, and lor that reason, if for no
other, that the goods were really taken charge of by the
commanding offleer at that time, I am sure that, on the
other side, as well as on this side of the House, everyone
will feel that it would be a disgrace and a dishonor and a
shameful act if the property of that poor man is not account-
ed for in some way to him. It does not do to say: You have
no right to accuse this or that man. I do not accuse anybody,
but I say the Government should see that ample justice
should be done to this man, and that the property which was
confided to the Government should be restored to him.

Sir RICHiARD CARTWRIGHT. If no other gentleman
has anything to say on this subject, 1 shall bring forward
another question of which I gave notice several weeks ago,
and which I have not yet been able to reach. But as it is
now but ten minutes to six o'clock, I doubt whether it will
be worth while to go on with it, as I could hardly finish it
in ten minutes, and perhaps we had better call it six
o'clock.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

IN COMMITTEE-TIIIRD READINGS.

Bill (No. 128) for the relief of Eleonora Elizabeth Tudor
(from the Senate) on a division.-(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 129) for the relief of Andrew Maxwell Irving
(from the Senate) on a division.-(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 130) for the relief of Catharine Morrison (from
the Senate) on a division. - (Mr. Small.)

REPRESENTATION OF RUSSELL.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that the Clerk of the
House had received froin theClerk of the Crown in Chancery
certificate of the election and return of William Cameron
Edwards, Esquire, Member for the Electoral District of
Russell.

ST. CATHARINES AND NIAGARA CENTRAL RT.

Mr. BOYLE moved:
That the rules and orders be susnorded with reard to Bill Ma- f tn

in a south-westerly direction through the villages of Bis-
marck, Smithville and Caledonia, and the company obtained
a charter from the Ontario Legislature. This charter was
aftorwards amended so as to permit of the construction of
the line from St Catharines to Toronto, through or near the
city of Hamilton ; and, after that, legislation was obtained
from this House, declaring that this railway would be
for the general advantage of Canada, and a subsidy was
granted last Session to the extent of $38,000 for the promo-
tion of the said railway. Certain shareholders who sub-
scribed to the original project, and who were directly inter.
ested in it, came before the flouse this Session and asked
that, inasmuch as the line for which they had subscribed
had been practically abandoned and never commenced, as
their money or capital was diverted to another project,
either this House should order the original projeet to be
continued and carried out, or they, as shareholders, should
be relieved from any further charge thereon. This proposi-
tion was considered by the Rai lway Committee and without
a dissenting voice an amendment was made in the form of
clause 7 of this Bill, which I will read:

All original stockholders of the said company who have not assented
to the present route as now in process of construction, including the
proposed route by way of Burlington Beach to Toronto, shall only Le
liable in respect to their respective stock therein when the said railway
company shall have constructed five miles of the main line of their
railway from St Uatharines to Smithville with the bona fide intention of
completing the same, provided such shareholders shall within three
months of the passing of this Act elect in writing to be bound by this
section.

This clause, I say, was adopted unanimously by the Rail-
way Committee and the Bill, with this amendment, was
adopted unanimously by this House. When the matter
came before the Sonate, that body took exception to another
clause in the Bill, which they thought was of a retroactive
character. The Senate, therefore, added a clause to the Bill,
in these wonds :

Nothing in this Act contained shall affect any litigation heretofore
had or now pending.
This Bill came back to this House, and was finally passed
in this shape last Friday. It is now found, I believe, that
this will affect not only all other matters connected with
the railway enterprise but the rights of individual share-
holders who have been protected by the amendment, and
they now ask this louse to modify that clause so that it
shall apply only to clause 3 and not to clause 7 of the Bill,
by adopting an amend ment in these words:

Section 8 of the Bill of the present Session, intituled "An Act to
amend the Act respecting the St. Catharines and Niagara Central
Railway Company," is hereby amended by inserting after the words
"nothing in" the words " section 3 of."

I may say that Hon. Mr. Abbott, leader of the Sonate, has
been consulted in regard to this matter and has expressed
no objection to the change now asked.

Motion agreed to, and Bill (No. 137) respecting the St.
Catharines and Niagara Central Railway Company, was
read the first and second times.

Mr. BOYLE moved that the flouse resolve itself into
Committee.

Motion agreed to, and House resolved itself into com-
mittee.

(lu the Committee.)
.. 0npogu o 'rKbu ii(i. 0) 1 ro MTCELamend the Act of the present Session intituled: "An Act to amend the Mr. MTCHIELL. It seems to me a rather extraordinaryAcn relatiag to the St. Catharines and Niagara Central R.ailway Com- course to pursue to go into Committee on this Bill withoutpany, " and that lesve be given to introd tce said Bill. sending il te the Railway Committe, Perhaps thé hon.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Explain. member for Fronteac (Mr. Krkpatrick) wiIl explain what
Mr. BOYLE. It will be remembered by members of the is intended to be accomplished by the Bill.

House who are members of the Railway Committee that Mr. KIRKPATRICK. When this Bill was before thesorne three weeks ago a Bill was before that Committee to Railway Committee, as the hon. member (Mr. Boyle) hasamend the Act of the St. Catharines and Niagara Central said, it was referred to a sub committee toe settle a clause toRailway Company. This railway was first projected to run save the rights of certain shareholders who had taken stockMir. LàaUiERa.
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in this railway on the condition that it followed a certain
rou:o. That route has since been changod, and those far.
mers and others along the route who took stock do not want
to be bound to pay their stock. Their solicitor came down
here and appeared before the sub-committee, as did also the
solicitor of the railway company and it was agreed that those
persons who did not approve of the change of route should
be rolieved from the necessity of paying up their stock.
The clause was drawn by the two parties who were presont.
in that forma the Bill was sent to the Sonate, but that body
added a clause providing that nothing in this Act shall
affect pending litigation. It so happens that there is liti-
gation pending with respect to these shareholders, whom it
was agreed should be relieved, and the effect of inserting
the words, "Nothing in section 3 of this Act shall affect
pending litigation," is that the litigation against the share-
holders will b affected by this Act. Those shareholders
who do not want the change of route will be relieved in
accordance with the agreement entered into by the two
parties before the sub-committee of the Rail way Committee.
It is to carry out the intention and agreement arrived at.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am sorry to say that the hon. mem-
ber's explanation makes the thing more complex tban ever.
I find a very important parliamentary questian arises bore,
as to affecting existinig litigation. The object of this Bill is
to remove that safety valve that provides that existing
litigation shall not be affected.

Mr. KIRKPATR[CK. That was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL. That appears to me to be a very

very important principle, ar d ought not to be dealt hastily
with in this Parhiament. The hon. gentleman has cer-
tainly not given a very lucid explanation.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I have given yon the explana-
tion exactly. It is to affect existing litigation, but it was
done by agreement between this railway company and the
parties interested.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do you want it to affect lhtigation or
not ?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I want it to affect litigation com-
menced against those shareholders, boeause the railway
company said if we get this power we will give up those
suits and claims against those shareholders, but that agree-
ment botween the parties Las been nullified by the clause
which bas been added iu the Sonate. It was an agreement
made in the Railway Committee by the railway company,
that they shouldabandon thoir litigation against those per-
sons if they obtained this Act.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thon that is a case for the Railway
Committee, and my hon. friend's explanation is not satis-
factory. It clearly shows that a question is involved in
the passage of this Bill, which this Parliament and every
other parliament always sets its face against, uamey, that
they will not allow any legislation to pass through which
affects existing litigatieon. As I understand my hon. friend
says that the clause added ln the Sonate La, that this Bill
shall not affect existing litigation. My hon. friend tells
this committee that the object of the Bill is te remove the
effect of the clause added in the Sonate, which prevents
existing litigation being interfered with,

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It is because the committee have
agreed to it. We fnd that the clause added in the Senate
would affect some suits that are pending aganst the rail-
way under clause 3 of the Act. We want to protect
the rights of the litigants, who are the shareholders and
who are to be relieved from the effect of subscribing for
their stock, according to the agreement made by the
solicitor for the shareholders and by the solicitor for the
company. The matter was only called to Our attention to-

n day by the member for Lambton (Mr. Lister) who asked
that this Act should be brought in, to carry ont that agree-
ment that was made in the presence of the Railway Comn-
mittee.

Mr. MITCHELL. My hon. friend will see what the
effect of legislation such as this is. Hero is a Bill probably
before the Railway Committee for weeks ;-

Mr. KIEIRKPATRICK. No.
Mr. MITCH ELL. Ithas passed the Railway Committee;

it bas been roported to this House; it is sont to the Sonate
and amended in a certain clause as they thought noces-
sary in their wisdom to amend it, bocause they are a very
wise set of people.

Mîr. IKIRKPATRICK. They did not understand this
clause,

Mr. MITCHEIL. They have 'amended the legislation
so as to protect any existing litigants who have litigation
pending in the courts of law. It does appear to me that if
ever there was a case in which a Bill should be sent te the
Railway Committee this is the one. We do not know that
the people interested in the matter know that this Bill is
brought before the House. You come down at the last
moment to amend a Bill that bas passed both branches of
the Legislature, and it does appear to me it would be a
very improper course for us to pursue. If we are going to
adopt this method of logislating, itsimply wipes out ail the
Rules of the House.

Kr. KIRKPATRICK. We only wish to put this Bill in
the same state as it was in when it left tho House. Weare
asking that this clause (added after much consideration to
the Bill) should bo put back again, and that the Bill should
be put in the saine state as it was whcn it left this House,
and in which it was when it was reported from the Rail-
way Committee. The clause added by the Sonate changed
the clause as passed by the Railway Committee after much
consideration, and we are asking you now to put that clause
back in the shape it left this louse. Surely that is carrying
out what the Railway Committee wanted and that is carry-
ing out the intention of the flouse, although it does affect
litigation, but that is what the company agred to.

Mr. MITCHELL. Where is the evidence?

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. As one of the sub.committee I
toit you that it is so. The hon. member for Monck (Mr.
Boyle) was a member of the sub-committee, and the member
for Lambton (Mr. Lister) was another. We met together
to-day, when we had our attention called to the fact that
that clause which was passed by us, had been nullified by the
fact of the amendment added in the Sonate. WC went to
the leader of the Sonate and ho told us that if any porson
had stated this to him that he would not have added that
clause, and ho told us te bring in a Bill to add a new clause
te this section 3.

Mr. BOYLE. In addition te the explanation given by
the member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirrpatrick) there is an-
r.ther clause to which the Sonate objected, and their amend-
ment was mode for the purpose of covering that clause, but
it reaches a littie too far and covered the compromise
amendmernt in the Bill, which is just referred to. The clause
objected to in the Sonate was clause 3, whicb is as fol-
lows:

The provisions of "IThe Railway Act,' from section four to section 39,
both inclusive, heing part of the said Act shall apply to the said St.Catharines and Niagara Central Railway, and in so far as they are
applicable to the undertaking, and except to the extent to whicb theY
are inconsistent with the provisions of the sail Acts of the Legislature
of the Province of Ontario above recited, shall be read and construed
therewith in the same manner as though forming part thereof, and ex-
pressly incorporated therewith-
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And this part was specially objectionable in the Bill-
and it ie hereby declared that the said provisions of "The Railway
Act," from section 4 to section 39, both inclusive, have been to the
extent aforesaid applicable to the said railway from and after the passing
of the said Act of the Parliament of Canada, passed in the session held
in the fiftieth and fifty-first years of Her Majesty's reign, intituled: "An
Act respecting the St. Catharines and Niagara Oentral Railway aom-
pany."
To prevent that going further, and to prevent the retroac-
tive effect having a mischievous character they added:

Nothing in this Act eontained shall affect any litigation heretofore
had or now pending.
We see that that clause will cover the compromise amend-
ment to which I have just referred. I am sure the member
for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) as well as myself, would
like to see justice done.

Mr. MITCHELL. I feel I have done my duty in calling
attention to the extraordinary character of the legislation.
If the hon. the member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
has neglected his duty in going to the Senate Committee.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I have nothing whatever to do
with the Bill.

Mr. BOYLE. He has no more to do with it than you
have yourself.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I am merely doing it because of
a public duty, and I was asked by the member for Lambton
(Mr. Lister) to see that the compromise carried out in
presence of both parties to the Bill, should be protected by
law.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have donc my duty and shall say
nothing more about it.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-THE CASE OF WALTER JONES.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House again
resolve itself into Committee of Supply.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, a few
weeks &go I placed on the Votes and Proceedings of the
House a notice that when the motion that you should
leave the Chair and that the House should resolve itself
into Committee of Supply was made, I proposed to move
as follows:-

That on or about the 4th day of October, 1887, Mr. Justice Boyd held
a court for the trial of the cqntested election for the county of Haldi-
mand ;

That the said judge declared the said election to be vold, and that
certain persons, including one Walter Jones, had been guilty of corrupt
practices at the said election ;

That the said proceedings were very widely reported in the public
press, along with the fact that the said Walter Jones had been found
guilty of corrupt practices ;

That the said Mr. Justice Boyd duly reported the said fact to the
Speaker of the House of Commons, on the 15th day of October, 1887 ;

That the Speaker thereupon issued his writ for a new election for the
said county, and that the Goverunment appointed a returning ofeer to
hold the said election, at a very early date after the issue of the said
writ ;

That the said new election took place on the 12th day of November,
1887 ;

That on the l5th day of October the Government of the Dominion
appointed one Robert Glenny and the said Walter Jones, reported by
the said Judge Boyd as guilty of corrupt practices, to act as commis-
sioners and valuators to decide on the rights of the occupants and the
value of the iinprovements made by them in regard to divers voters,
resident in the county of Haldimand, on certain lande belonging to the
Indians of that region ;

That on the 28th day of October, fourteen days before the date of the
said election, the Department of Indian Affaira caused an official
circular to be addressed to the several occupants of the said lands in the
words following : -

"DIPARYiKINT OF INDIAN AFFAnS,

" OTTLWà., 28th October, 1887.
" DEAn SIn,-kr. Robert Glenny and Mr. Walter Jones have bea

appointed by this cepartment to examine the Indian lande in the
vihiage of Ojayuga, west of the Grand River, and to value the lands and
the improvements thereon. The Government have decided to sell these

Mr. BoYLE.

lands this autumn, and the squatters in possession, and who show they
are legally entitled to the benefit of such improvements as have been
made on such parts thereof as they respectively occupy, on investigation
of their claim thereto bein: made, will be given the opportunity of pur-
chasing on such terms as the Government may, on report of the said
commissioners to be made in each case, consider proper. Your name
appears on the list of squatters sent in by the said commiseioners. If
you desire to purchase the land you occupy, make written application
therefor at once to the said commissioners, Messrs. Glenny and-Jones,
stating what lands you occupy. If your title to the improvements is
found to be correct, you will then have the option of purchasing such
land as you occupy. Al land not applied for, or the improvements on
which the squatter does not appear to have a good claim, will be oftered
for sale at auction or otherwise as soon as the investigation is closed.

"I am, Sir,
'Your obedient 'ervant,

(Signed) ''R. SINCLAIR,
"For Deputy of the Superintendent General of Indian Afairs."

That, by clause 94, chapter 8 of the Consolidated Statutes of Canada,
it is provided that : "If, on the trial of any election petition, any
candidate is proved to have personally engaged any person at the
election to which said petition relates, as a canvasser or Agent in
relation to the election, knowing that such person, so egaged, has,
within eight years previons to such engagement, been found guilty of
any corrupt practice by any competent legal tribunal, or by the report
of any judge, or other tribunal for the trial of election petitions, the
election of such candidate, if he has been elected, shall be void."

That the said election was held on the 13th day of November, 1887, and
the candidate who supported the Government was elected by a majority
of twelve votes. That the conduct of the Government in appointing
the said Walter Jones, after he had bpen proved guilty of corrupt
practices, to a position of trust and influence, in which he would be
able to exert influence over a number of the electors ot the s&id county
of Haldimand, was in direct defiance of the spirit and intention of said
clause 91 of said chapter 8, and was, in the highest degree, reprehenui.
ble, and calculated to encourage and promote corrupt practices at the
said and other elections, and deserves the severe censure of the louse.

Now, Sir, I am not going to spend a great deal of time over
this, the more so that the facts are incontrovertible. No-
body in this House or out of it can deny the fact of Mr.
Justice Boyd's report, and that Mr. Walter Joues was in
that report declared guilty of corrupt practices; nobody
can deny the authenticity of this circular letter of the
Department of Indian Affairs; nor, Sir, can they question
the accuracy of the clause in the statute which I have read,
and which states that where a candidate employs a person
who bas been found guilty of corrupt practices within eight
years after the time ho was so proved guilty, his election
shall be void. Sir, I feel a sort of reluctance to comment on
the facts here disclosed ; it appears like gilding refined
gold or painting the lily. This transaction, Sir, as defined
within the four corners of this motion, is perfectly om-
plete in itself-totus, teres, atque rotundus-

99With every feature of a knave complete,
If it be honest, 'tis a dev'lish cheat."

Now, Sir, I must say a few woids as to the extraordinary
combination of improper proceedings which are disiclosed
by these facts. First of all, I say tbat this is a case of very
gross intimidation exerc sed by the GovCrnmcnt towarcs a
number of the electors of HaHimand, who by accidenta1 cir-
cumstances were absolutely in their power. Yon have to
consider the date of this circular; itl is dated the 28th day
of October, just 14 days before the election in that connty.
You must remember that these persons wLic Lc nost all very
poor, as I am informed, and that their whole property, such
as it was, was placed by this circular abuolutely and entirely
at the disposal of the two commissiorers, Mr. Robert Glenny
and Mr. Walter Jonez, whom the Government appointed.
Then, Sir, it is worthy of notice that this circular comes
from the Indian Department, who are trustees of the Indians
and are bound to get the best price they can for the property
belonging to the Indiane. Now, Sir, this is a very curious
way to do it. They appoint two commissioners, one of whom
was recently proved guilty of corrupt practices at an elec-
tion, and they subject this man, as well as the peuple
with whom he deals, to the strongest possible tempta-
tion to gain the good-wUl of these electors, by under-
valning the property te please them, if only they will vote
the right way. Now, it must be remembered that every-
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body was aware, and Mr. Walter Jones perhaps botter thar
anybody else, that the election was likely to be very close
A a matter of fact, some half dozen votes thrown eitho
way would have changed the fate of that election. On thi
deflarce of publie opinion, which is evidenced by these pro
ceedings of the Government, it is perhaps not worth while
to dwell. They may be perfectly right in despising thE
public opinion of the people of Canada. Looking at thei
past conduct and antecedents, I can hardly take it upol
myself to say that they are not justified in saying that
there is no publie opinion in Oanada that is worth one straw
for political pur poses. But still, you have staring them in the
face the statute which declares explicitly that if an ordinary
candidate employs withbi eight years a man who bas been
proved guilty of corruption, the election shall be void
and the Government of Canada, knowing the existence of
that statute, on the very day that ho is returned by Mr.
Boyd to you, Sir, as guilty of corrupt practices, signified
their appreciation of the statute by deliberately placing him
in a position which would give him almost unlimited power
to influence the dec«sion of a very closely contested elec
tion. Now, there are several lines of defence possible to
these hon. gentlemen, and I am curions to see which they
will adopt. There is the line of defence they may adopt,
that the department did not know of this, that the depart.
ment are rnot bound, I suppose, to read the newspapers and
to see Mr. Justice Boyd's report, and that it was a more
coincidence that, on the 15th October, 1887, the identical
day on which this report was sent in, the Department of
Indians Affairs chose to select Mr. Walter Jones, proved
guilty of corrupt practices, to fill the position of valuator of
certain lands occupied by certain voters in the county of
Haldimand. It was pure accident no doubt that induced the
Department of Indians Affaira, on the 28th October, four-
teen days before the election which was then known
to be about to take place, to issue to these thirty or forty
men, squatting on these Indian lands, a circular by which
they were informed that their whole properties were placed
at the absolute disposal, because that is what it amounts
to, of these two commissioners. Perhaps, I will be told
that Mr. Jones, in spite of the trifling accident that ho was
convicted of corrupt practices, was a highly respectable
man, who had filled many offices of trust, and peradven-
ture, had been recommended for this post by some promi-,
nent Liberal politician. I cannot say; possibly that was
the case, and possibly the circular also was conceived in
the usual form. Or they may make a more hypocritical
defence. They may plead that they are very sorry, but
these things will happen. They may plead that it is im-
possible always to be on the alert; and now that the end is
obtained, now that the election is decided in favor of their
candidate, I dare say they will be willing enough to pledge
themselves never to do it again-or hardly ever-except in
a political emergency; and, perhaps, they will be willidg
to put in a clause-and I think some such claube was eug.
gested on the other side--that hereafter persons guilty of
corrupt practices should be ineligible to hold any offise at
the hands of the Government. Then there is, lastly, the
defence which has been adopted before in another p>ace. It
may be called Mr. Wm. M. Tweed's line of defence. The

Sgentlemen may ask us what we are going to do about
iq They may cai lin their majority and vote us down; or,
tbey may combine one or more of these several lines of
defence. I make them a present of the whole three. They
may decide which one or how many of themr they would
like to take; but I sk the Iouse, on both aides, if there
is any hon. gentleman here, on either side, who entertains
the slightest doubt, that a gross outrage was eommitted in
this case, and that it was a most improper thing for the Gov-
ernment to deliberately appoint to a position of this kind a
man who had been proved guilty of corrupt practies. Iask
was it not a most corrupt act that they should place

n him In a position which made him, to al intentasand
. purposes, for the time boing, practically dictator of these
r unfortunate squatters, whose propertv was entirely depend-
e ont on the report that ho and hisbrother cormmissioner
. chose to make ? It is perfectly clear that the spirit of the
e Act has been most gross!y disregarded, if not the letter, by
e the very guardians, the very mon, who, by virtue of their
r office, are bound to see that the law is enforced. Nobody
n who knows the situation, nobody who knows the position
t in which these poor mon wore placed, can doubt that by
w such a letter or circular boing addressed to them, they were
e subjected to intimidation; and in view of the extremoly
y smal majority by which that election was carried, nobody
n can doubt that it was owing to that circular and to the
; corrupt appointment of this very man, Mr. Walter Jones,
f to the position of valuator of those lands, that the election
. was due. Now I should like to know what possible

defence honot mon outside of the House would
think could be made of these things? I recollect

r that, not many months ago, a reverend gentleman, the
- Rev. Principal Grant, dealing with somo of the facts which

had been disclosed with respect to the doings of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, had the occasion to say that ho, for his
part, defied anybody to defond such things, and that yon
might as well defend Sodom. Now, I am curious, as a
mere matter of experiment, to know whother among all
the worthy and hon. gentlemen opposite, we cau find as
many as would have saved the original Sodom, who are
willing to join with us in condemning this atrocious viola-
tion of ail constitutional usage and constitutional precedent,
and with that view I dosire to place this motion in your
hands, Sir, tc-night.

Mr. MONTAGUE. I am very well aware that hon. gen-
tlemen upon both sides of this louse are oxceedingly anxious
that the Bession should come to as early a close as possible,
and, therefore, I shail not make my remarks very long, and
shall follow in that respect the example which has been set
by the bon. member for South Oxford (Sir -Richard Cart-
wright), At the same time, while ho showed that ho bad a
desire to sce the Session close at an early date, I think ho
has, in regard to the ouality of the subject which he under-
took to discuss before the Ilouse, shown that ho believes
discretion to be the better part of valor, for it was quite
evident that there was not much in the ase to say a great
deal upon. Hon. gentlemen on this side of the *House have
come to recognise the fact that hon. gentlemen opposite
have elected a leader in the person of the hon, gentleman
who sits to the right of the hon. member for South Oxford;
but I am not aware whether the hon. member for South
Oxford, in bringing ap this matter, and varions other matters
that ho has brought before the Bouse, in acting, as it were,
as the scavenger of the party to which ho belongs, is endea-
voring to usurp the pLao oc the leader of the Opposition,
or whether ho is doing a kind of work which the leader of
the Opposition does not care to do, knowing, as we do, the fine
tastes and gentlemanly c>nduct of that hon. member. Hon.
gentlemen opposite have a very large number of leaders
among them. There are rmany gentlemen there who aspireto
prominent places in the ranks of that party, but I think it is
rather unkind on the part of the hon. member for South Ox-
ford (Sir Richard Cartwright) to Lake away the one ewe lam b
of the hon. memberfor North Wellington (Mr. McMullen) I
never expected to dnd the hon. momber fur South Oxford
in rivalry with the hon. member for North Wellington as
te who sbould be the chiot' scavengeer of the party, but, on
Ihis side of the House, we have nu fault to find with that,
if it suits his taste. We are perfectly in accord with his
practice in this matter, but we may be allowed to express
our sympathy with the hou. member for ]North Wellington
(Mr. XcMallen) ,who has hitherto, Iam bound to say, so
asiduoualy and s aucoe.sfully pursued that coue In bis
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place in this House. I hope the hon. member for South
Oxford will be more successful, with that peculiar genius
which the globe said ho possessed in this new sphere, than
he bas been in the financial circles of this country. I am
not without hope, that in future we may find him dealing
with those important matters of cab-hire, tooth-picks, and
wooden spoons, and that we shall find his aristocratie turbi-
nated bones passing over the odors of those second-hand
carpets to which the bon. member for North Wellington
occasionally refers, and over which the feet of vice-regal
i dies have so often trodden. However, at last the hon.
gentleman has found a reason why the county of Haldi-
mand bas slipped from his grasp. It is a new reason
which I have not heard given before, though I have
heard roasons without number. It was said in the first
place that the county was lost on account of corruption.
Well, they had a trial on that ground, and they tried to
prove that corruption was the reason. They had me on
the grid-iron there for eight days, and they could not prove
anything at ail in regard to corruption. Thon we had it
stated in a newspaper that the county was lost because the
Government had the eloction take place on a Saturday, and
that 400 Seventh-Day Baptists could not vote on that ac-
count. That would be a very good reason but for the fact
that there was not a single Seventh-Day Baptist in the con-
stituency, and so that reason went to the dogs. Thon it was
stated that it was because of the reconstruction of the consti-
tuency. That would be a good reason if it were not that the
re-arrangement took away certain municipalities which,
together, would have given me a majority of 50 or 60. The
next statement was that the result was owing to a grant of
$28,000 to the Indians, who happened to live in the county,
a few days before the election. No doubt that would have
been a good reason but for the fact that this bad and cor-
rupt Government had not given any such sum to the In-
dians, and that 1 never knew anything about the Indians
there having any claim on the Government until after
the election. Now, the bon. gentleman* bas found a
new reason, and I think I can show that ho places
it on the ground that I have obtained this seat owing
to the performance of my duty. I hope I shall always owe
my seat to the performance of my duty. The hon, gentle-
man said that he felt some delicacy in bringing this matter
forward, and I think there are two or three reasons why he
should feel that delicacy. In the first place ho should feel
that delicacy because he had not a single charge to make
that these gentlemen influenced in any way the electors of
the constituency, and, in the second place, because this refers
to the administration of an huon. gentleman who was then in
chargeof the Indian Department,and whose death has recently
taken place,and hascaused sort on and regret from one end of
this country to the other. There is another reason why the
bon. gentleman should feel delicacy in regard to this matter,
as in regard to other matters which ho has brought forward,
and that is that the protest in regard to the county of Hal-
dimand is now before the Supreme Court of this country.
I trust the hon, gentleman bas too muchsense to imagine that
by throwing these slanders against me in this House he can
prejudice my case before any Supreme Court of this
country. If ho thinks that, ho is very much misjudging the
calibre of the judges who dispense justice in Canada. Now,
I may be allowed to digress for a moment, and to deal
with the subject which the hon. gentleman has, on
three occasions, referred to in this House, aud which
he bas referred to in very unoomplimentary terms,
and that is in reference to the returning officser who
was selected to do duty at one polling place. I think I
might crave the indulgence of the House in regard to this,
because, at the time the subject was discussed, the whole
of the facts were not in the possession of the Minister of
Justice or in my possession. That is why I ask to be
allowed to refer to a pat debate in connection with this

Mr. MoNTAGUE.

matter. I should not attempt to refer to it, if it were not
connected with a private individual in my constituency.
This was brought up here by the hon. gentleman under
cover of his privilege as a member of Parliament, and ho
used language which ho would not attempt to use in the
presence of the man ho attacks in this flouse as an ex-con.
vict. Now, thon let me say that last year the hon. member
for West Elgin (Mr. Casey) in hie place, made certain at-
tacks upon an hon. gentleman in the Upper House, and
upon a certain judge in that county. What did ho do? Ie
found out afterwards that his information was false, and
like the man that ho is, ho offered an humble apology for the
statements ho had made, and declared that ho would embrace
the first public opportunity of expressing his opinion of the
information ho had. The man who informed my hon. friend
from West Elgin with regard to these matters, is the same
individual who informed my hon. friend from South
Oxford in regard to this matter ; and when I have
explained this mattor to the House, if the hon gen-
tleman is possessed of those finer feelings which aiisto.
cratic birth and liberal culture should give him, ho
should stand up in this House and express bis regret for
many of the statements ho bas made. But when I suggested
to one of my friends the other day that, perhaps, ho would do
so, my friend said: CI Oh, no; the member for South Oxford
nover does anything of that kind. His tastes are rather
blunt in that direction, so you need not expect ho will make
any apology." But, Sir, I have not lost hope entirely in the
hon. gentleman yet. I do not think that the constant failure
of the people of this country to appreciate the hon. gentle-
man's peculiar genius, bas so hardened him that ho will not
do justice to an opponent when occasion offers itself. Now,
Sir, the hon. gentleman bas said a great deal in one of bis
addresses in connection with the returning officer of the
county of Halcdimand, and bas sought to place a stigma
upon that gentleman's character in this House. All that I
can say is that that gentleman needs no defence of mine in
this flouse or in this country. He is a man of the highest
professional attainments, ho is a municipal officer who has
served long and faithfully the township in which ho lives;
ho is a man who holds the entire confidence of political
friends and foes; and ho is a gentleman of whom the hon.
member, removed from bis cover as a memher of this
House, would not attack in the way ho bas attacked
him here. We were told that when the hon, mem-
ber for South Oxford became the real leader of the
party, or words to that effect, h would take up an
aggressive policy, a heroic policy, and that that heroic
policy was to sweep the Government of my right bon.
friend from power. Well, Sir, we have had a specimen
of that heroism, we have had a specimen of the heroism of
an hon. gentleman, decorated by Her Majesty, a gentleman
who bas had ail the advantages of culcure and of a higher
education, using that heroism, standing up here under bis
cover as a member of Parliament, and attacking at a dis-
tance of 300 miles a solitary private individual whohas only
one leg. Sir, that is heroism. Now, I want to refer for a
few minutes to the answer which my hon. friend the Minis-
ter of Justice gave to the bon. gentleman when ho asked,
with regard to one Mr. Young, who was returning officer in
the election in the county of Haldimand. My hon. friend
gave him three answers. In the first place ho said that the
Government had no knowledge that this Mr. Young bad
been convicted of stealing ; in the second place ho answered
that ho was a respectable man in bis district, and hadoccu-
pied positions of responsibility and trust; thirdly, ho gave
him the answer that the gentleman had been recommended
for the post by a prominent Liberal politician. Notwith-
standing the affidavits that the hon. gentleman has
brought to this Hlouse, notwithstanding the certificates
ho bas read, I stand in my place to-night, with
the evidence in my possession, and say that as 4
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matter of fact the Minister of Justice was· right in .sequetly disoharged, as to that alleRed ffence, and ho withdrew bis
every single answer that ho gave. In the first place, the plea of not guilty, as to the other offence of recelving the quantdry of
on. geneman read a certificate of a gaoler and of a sheritioned the d ldiotnt.

hon. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I gnemnrdaceifct faaoean fahri, "I make this certificate on readin g the records of my office, 'which
that the Mr. Young in question had been convicted of theft. are carefully kept, and I Eav no farther or other charge or indiotment
IHow did ho get that certificate, Sir? HRe did not tell us in appearsbymy booksad other officiai recordd in my office &gainât the

ad Charles Young, except what in this my certificaste appeare.this flouse that it was acompanied by a cortificate from "The certificate of the sherif of the county of Brevit and the gaoler
one Charles Wesley Ooulter, a gentleman whom I know of the county of Brant, so far as it varies from this, my certificate in
in the courty of Haldimand; and I suppose that certificate stating that the saîd Charles Young was convioted ut the mid Âuees
was sent him by Charles Wesley Goulter as well-I noed for the offence of stealiug wheat, is incorrect.
net suppose anything about it, because I have the factosIdHW. RUBRIDGI,
of the case since, not from a friend of mine in that county, Iand Cierk tefAns,,Co. BranOt
but from the sherif and the gaoler of the county of But ry hou. froind will say that thore is a distinction; ho
Brant, who weie acquainted with this matter, and whose wîll say that the charge of recoiving stolon goods was
names wore signed to the documents which my hon. friend equally immoral with stealing the goois. Well, Sir, lot me
read with such adflourish in this louse. In the first place toit him this, that this Mr. Young, as I amninforrnd, to
let me say to him that Mr. Coulter went to the gaol of the save a friend, committod au indiscrétion, and pleaded guilty
county of Brant and asked to see the register in which those to the charge of having received stolon goode, and that is
commitments were kept. He discussed that commitment why a punishment was infiictud upon him.
with the gaoler and with the sheriff, and they allowed him
also to copy the certificate, and they signed it, supposing An hon. MEUBER. That is toc thin.
it to be correct; and I have their statements now that the Mr. MONTAGUE. Rond gentlemen with their keon, cool,
statements made in that certificate were not correct, as legal judgmont, of course will sny that it is just as bad, ovory
written by Charles Wesley Coulter, and sont to the hon. bit. Wall, Sir, I do net say that they would ho guilty of
gentleman. Now, lot me read the certificate of Alfred doing the ,ame thing. I îhink they woutd lot tue friand
Kitchen, the gaoler: take it evory time, rther than suifer anything for anyono

"11, Alfred Kitchen, governor of the gaol of the county of Brant, hereby el8e. Thon as te tho next statemont that this marihad oc.
certify that I signed a certiflcate with reference to the conviction of the cupiod a place of trust in the rnnicipality in which ho
said Charles Young, and his sentence te six months in the common gaol lived. My hon. friend contradicted that by au adidavit ofof the said county. He was net convicted for the 'larceny of wheat,'
but according to the 'register of the gaol fur the county of Brant,' 'for 8ome party whom, ho said,rosided in the township of Oncida.
receiving.' If I signed a former certificate at varianc 3 with this it was Ho may resido thora, I do net know the namo, but if ho
doue inadvertently. The certificate was drawn by Mr. Coulter after an doos îeside thore I1arnintormod ho is net on the list cf
examination by him 'of the said 'register of the gaol for the county ot votors l thut coutity. Either onof two tbings is truc:
Brant,' and I had confidence that it was correct and properly made out
from the said register. I have made no affidavit in this matter. eîther ho ha- net boon thero very long, or else ho has flt

"ALFRED KITCH EN, bon a very prominent citizen, or ho would have buen upon
"1Gaoler." the ist of voters cf that municipality. Lut me toll the hou.

I am sorry for the sake of my hon. friend and Mr. Coulter gentleman that the man ho is attacking iu thid fluse was
that his confidence was misplaced. Now, we have another deputy returning efficer lu the township cf Oneida in 1881,
certificate from Mr. Rubridge, of Brantford, registrar of that ho was doputy roturning officer ln 1886, boiug yars
the ligh Court of Justice, and ho bears out exactly the aftoro wasmin84d oa tat o was app ocd o-
statements made by the gaoler:trust in tat cuty. will place in the ands fthe
"Office of the Local Registrar of the High Court of Justice for the county reporters a statutory declaration from a respootablo goril.

of Brant, and Clerk of Assize for te said county of Brant. man in that district, who bas examincd the b.oks of the
"lu the matter of Charles Young, of the township of Oneida, in the

county of Haldimand, a deputy returning offcer at an election for township council, and who dolares tho facts 1 bave laid
member of the House of Commons of Canada. bofore the Uluse te bc absolutaly truc. Tho dcclatatio is

ehBRnTtORD,lothyteay, 1888. as follows:-
"1, Walter Rubridge, et' the city t Brantford, iu the couuty et' Brant,'Dxxo FQND, i h atro hre ono h onEsq1 local registrar cf the Hiph Court of Justice for the said county, Doea oF o giltyN, as to t thetofterofhareseoungf the oan-yo

snd clerk et' Assize fer the said cout do hereby certify: wa mon in te si ncteunit eou th iin
di"1. 1have read the certificate of thre sheriffo" the couItymf Brat,kTe wtti cetc t ret n thdeinr of tm omiio

aud of the ga,,ler of the ssid couty, as reportedlu Han8ard eof date leinheduNombr187
9th Aprl, 1888, whioh certificat. is iu these wordo Il"I, Eaenry B. Sawe, If the village o oCaedonia,ceouty inimdi-

maud, editr, do solemany doclare that r did on the seventh day otheay,Ihidtcetf utfo 't BRAOs4thaAdprit,18 D. 188, examine the miwute-biokn td by-law etf the muicipaitycf
'Ths the" boeks kept for the the uid township ft Oneida ut the municipal clerks offi'e, andi lnd

co'the coutycof entriestheroin which Show that o harles Young wm thappoistfd a deputy

statin thatfhersait, bareapYouguwas onvictd aChtelsaidAssise

Bliimand, farmer, was sentenced by Ber Majesty s regulur 0Court et' returuiug officer by the counicil of the said towUship on the 23rd duy cf
àAsa.ze on the 2nd day cf ay, .D. 1879, for the offence of stealiug Decetber, 1881, fsd agin wo the ea th day of December, 1885, fr the
wheat, te six mon thq' impri3onment in the common guol cf the couuty municipal elections heid lu the mid township in Januury iu the years
of Brant, and duiy served hie termi cf imprisouxent in accardance with 1882 aud 188 respectivelys;tr s.d. 1an findentriesiuthe Co idminute .
the mid sentence. snd nt, sud during the mid period he we sentenced book nud by-laws whi l show that the said Chriet Young ;as
by the County Judges Crirninal Court te a similar period cf imPrison1- sppoiuted ou the lBth day of Jsnuary, 1882, by the municipal counicil cf
ment on aneiher charge, bwth sentences being concurrent. the sayi township cf Oneid the collecter cf the taxes en oeoids own-

"(Sgd.) H. J. SCARIB, ship of OneidA endq 1further slemanly declare that the ,Sid Chrles

Slrif qf tA. County o Brant. Young se ppointeda us s're.id, iY the same harIes Yu ng who eted
s the depty reourning officer for poliig sub-division Ne. 4 l the

"'t(Sgd.) ALFRED ITOHIEN, townshipw a pOneidant the Dominion election held in the couty afore-
I'Gaodr.' WAd o the 22nd day f February, 1887, nd gainon 4he lth day of

November 1887. am, sUd for a long tme whe been, pronaly
lyoquaintedwth the said Charles Young.

and I wus acting us s enchcerk ut the Brant SPrimg Assizea, which cern- ,Aud th ake thi nso.enu declration conscentiously beliering the
mtnced ou Tuesday the àth day ef Àpril, 187, befere the Honorable mae te be true, sud by virtue f an Act pued for t aenyuppreson
George William Burton, the presidiug jndge. e extrs-jdcial oathen.'

IlAt th. mid Asise an indictriient wau preferred &gainât eue Charlet I"H. B. BÂWLE.
Young fer larceny sud receiving aqusntity of whect, the preperty piedDeclared before me tut ledoel, in i t n c
one Eljah Walker. A true billwuifvued ou the miid indctntert, by caudtyidft hbaldimand, thittlhth day cf
the grand jury, on the mrneswth day cf April, 1879, sid the daid Charesri nt op188oO i
Young pileddH mid indicyrenstitnet guihtyr' ou the ,ame day. There- COtN G. nIDER,
upo thedro r deabardoed the firt coauitnf the iudictmeut fgainotrnhem i o

d CJhar"yog for the laroy ehsrgod gutht hemrnnd ho vobncon-tr Comminoeur i heJ. s noe. t
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Theon, lhon. gentlemen opposite grew merry and facetieus "8. After I was appointed returning officer for the election held in
when the Minister of Justice declred that Mr. Young had November. 1887, I received a written application from the aid Charles

. Young to be again appointed deputy returning officer for polling sub-
been recommended for the post by a prommnent Liberalpohi-division No. 4, Oneida. No other person applied or was recommended
tician. lore is the affidavit of the returning officer of the for this division. l order then to enquire into the eharacter and
conüty of Haldimand, and this is what he says. As I read habits of Charles Young, I went to see James Mitchell, Esq., of
.t . o . Cayaga, local registrar of the High Court of Justice, and formerly
it it will be seen h ów 1t bears out the statement of the clerk of the Division Court, because I learned that Charles Young had
Minister of Justice. It also gives a thorough hitory of for a long time been bailifr for the said James Mitchell, and that Mr.
the *b'oie matter- Mitchell knew him as well as any person could. The said James Mit-

chell is and always bas been an infinential Reformer, and was strongly
DouINoN Or ACNAD, In the matter of Charles Young, of the lu sympathy with the said Charles W. Colter politically. Mr. Mitchell
OoUNTT. or ADIMAND, ýownship of Oneida, in the county of Haldi- forcibly and distinctly condemned Mr. Colter's conduct in making the

To WT: dimand. accusations and insinuations lie ha against Mr. Young, and he said he
r ilag o Jhad found Young honest and trustwortby and lad placed implicit con-

"1, John Langrill, of the village of Jarvis, in the eonnty of Haldi-fidence in him. I made further enquiries and found that Young had not
mand, physician, do solemnly declare been punished for stealing, but I was informed by persons interested in

'1. That I was the returning officer at the elections of a member to the case, the facts were that a brother-in-law of Young's and another a
represent the county of Haldimand, in the House of Commons of Canada, former hired man of Young's, stole some wheat and hid it in Young's
held in the month of February, 1887, and in the month of November, barn. Young knew nothing of it until a bailif with a search warrant
1887. oecame to search the barn, and thea at the brother-in-law's solicitation

"l 2.I employed Andrew Caldwell of the village of Jarvis, aforesaid, and to shield them, Young claimed that the wheat was his property. This
machine agent, as my messenger to post up the necessary proclamations, being subsequently proved to be the stolen wheat Young was convicted
previous to the election beld on the 22nd day of February, 1887, and I of concealing it, knowing it to be stolen.

=nstructed him to ascertain while passing through the varions polling "'9. The said Charles Young, I am informed and believe, acted as
sub-divisions the names of the deputy returning officers who acted at deputy returning offlicer, at the time the electors of Haldimand voted on
the previous election held in September, 1886, and where the deputies the Scott Act in 1885, and also at several municipal elections in the
we not available I instructed him to procure me the name of some said township of Oneida since bis imprisoument. Heis a good pen-
other person competent and willing to act. man and having lost a leg and hving only a small farm to support his

"3 With very few exceptions I obtained the services of the same amily from, he is frequently employed in small offices of this nature.
deputies that served ih September, 1886. One of these exceptions was Inder all these circumstances and nothing improper having been done
in No. 4 polling sub-division township of Oneida. For this sub-division by Charles Young at the previous election, I considered him a proper
the said Ualdwell gave me the name of Charles Young. I also received person to a ppoint and knew of no one else to appoint for that subdivi-
a written application from Charles Young for the appointment and sion, and I acted conscientiously and to the best ot MIy ability in
his appointment was recommend by reliable persons residing in Cale- seduring proper and efficient deputies throu.ghôut the whole county.
donia village, in the vieinity of said polling sub-division No. 4, town- And I make this solemu declaration conscientiffiàly believiqg the sane
ship of Oneida. Ihad no other application for the appointment of to be trié, and by virtue of the "Act for the nppressibn of extra-
deputy for this sub-division and I was afterwards informed that the judicial Oaths.
person who was formerly the deputy returning officer at this sub-divi- "JOHN ALEX. LANqEILL.
sion acted as Young's poll clerk, whether by previons arrangement or "Declared before me at Jarvis in
not, I do not know. I had nO previous acquaintance with the eaid the county of Haldimand this
Charles Toun, and in fact, until bis name was given me by the fôurth day of May, 1838.
said Caldwell, I had never heard of him, but I knew the persons who a . E. SOURNE,recommended him and relied on them I never heard that the said " ,
Charles Young had ever been accused of, or tried or punished for any "ACommissioner in H. C. J., ec.
criminal offence, until Charles Wesley Colter told me so in the judge's
chambers after the February election aforesaid was over, and at the I think the statement made by my hon. friend the Minister
termination of the recôunt. of Justice is completely vindicated as to the fact that Mr.

"4. The sald (Charles Young discharged bis duties as deputy return- Young had been' recommended for the poat by a prominenting officer in February, 1887, in a satisfactory manner, and I had no
reason to find any fault with him. Ne was in fact one of the best and Liberal politician. Let me say, in conclusion upon this sub.
mont intelligent deputies in the county, ject, that so far as Mr. Young is concerned, Ihave no need

"5. On the second day after the February, 1887, election was held the to say very much to-night. I think the facts which I havesaid Charles W. Colter left a message At my office, in my absence, that
he desired me to get possession of the ballot bQxes at once as he had placed before the House go to show that the statements and
information that they were to be tampered with. On being told that insinuations made by the hon. member for South Oxford
aIl were in or would be that day, he appeared atisfied, but when I (Sir Richard Cartwright) with respect to this man are not
asked hm st later Four thatoday to give me the name or namea of thee-sidnthisinstance. Let mesaythatitistrue, nopensons snspected be nefnsed to do se, sÉtying it miglit he ouly a vague jU8tflOed 'Bhsisac. o esyta i stun n
rumor difficuit to trace. Because of this conversation I asked the denies it, that ho comnhitted an indiscrétion ; but no one
said Colter, in the chamber of the judge of the county court, at attempte to show that he does not at the present time lead
Cayuga, in the presence of the judge and of counsel, after Mr. Colter an honest and perfectly trustworthy life and I think hon.had examined d1l the ballot packages and every bailôt-paper datllg
the recoent, and after having been present at the openIng of the billot- gentlemen opposite who are fair-minded and candid will
boxes at the 'summing up'if he had found anything wrong or any- agree with me in saying that the indiscretion committed
thing to justify the accusation he had made to me as above mentioned, tonyears ago night well been loft undisturbedMr. Colter replied. No, the ballots are all right.' He then wenthh end d
on to say that Charles Young was the deputy lie had suspected and ho beneath ton years of honesty, ton years of trustworthy
supposed his reason for suspecti1g him was because he bad served a conduct, ton years of integrity, ton years of induetry.
terna of imprisoument for stealing. This was the first l1ever heard of I think hon. gentlemen on both sides of the Housethe imprisoument of the said Charles Young.

"6. I subsequently and soon after had a conversation with Mr. Colter will agree with me when I state that fact, and will be
in Mr. James Mitchell's office in the Court Rouse at 0ayuga, when Mr. of the opinion that the hon. gentleman has eltogether goneCoter again mentioned the fact that Young bad some eight or nine out of his way in dragging before this flouse a private indi-ysasago been in giol iulwohs n potnt odfdhmefad47. 1 did not thon or et any other time intimate that I would not ap vidual who has had ne opportunity te defend himself and
point Young again. Nor did the said Colter or anyone else ever, who is hold to be a respectable man in the community in
either at the conversation referred to or at any other time, directly or which ho lives. Now, What is the charge that the hon.indirectly, request me not to re-appoint the said Qtarlee Yonng, or
make even the slightest objection to my doing so, although during thegentleman bringé dgainst the Government in connection
contest, prir te the election held in NoverSber, 1887, I frequently met with the vaiuntion of Indian lands? He might in making
the saia Obarlei Wesley Colter in varions places in this county while I that motion hâve Pursued that one-legged heroic policy stillwat dlsâhanging my dutiess a returming eorcer, d pncping for the nd further, and ho might have said that those persons didlaut menîtioned electiun. It le not tnue tilat I appointedl the said Chae.
Young the second time under formal remonstrance or any other kind of influence the eleotion on that occasion. But ho doeg not
remontrance. Atter the trial of the proteet of the election held in any so. Why? For thià reason: The very charge dtiade
February, 1847, I had a conversation with William Parker, of the -aint the Godrment on this occasion was a cha madetownship of Walpole, who is the secretary of the Reform AsSoiatio .aga arg
for this county and one of Mr. Colter's most active organisers. He then in the bill of particulars that was filed against me in the
told me he had heard the evidence given at the sad trial and having protest lodged againet me in aldimand. What did they
heard it he was convinced that al, the deputy returning efheers had do in regard te that charg' ? Did the attempt to rovehonestly tried to do their duty fairly. At this conversation anocng the .
names of the deputy returning officers mentioned by the said Parker was it ? No; after they had sooured the neighborhood they
the na of Charles Young aforesaid. fUiled to find one jet or tittie of évidence to sustait the

r. MoNtA*Ù.
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eharge; snd having brought it irto court and having failed
to establish one single iota of tlie charge, the hon. gentle.
man, the scavenger of hie party, is employed te come here
and bring it before Parliament where ne legal investigation
eau take place, where ne evidence eau be ofered and where
no judiels decisien can be obtained.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The person who is
addressiug the House has twice used the word "svenger.
I do noteare whatether he or any of his friende or&sup-
porters may aay or think, bu. I think it is your duty, Sir,
as Speaker, to rule whother such language is parliamentary.

Mr. gPEAKER. If the hon. gentleman wishes my ruling,
I am ready togive it, but i bjoet to lie tld in that tone that
it is my dety to do soh ad such a thing. On the point of
order, I think the expression is rather unparhiamentary, and
it wiIl be better for the hon. gentleman to withdraw it and
not te use it again.

Mr. MONTAGUE. If the hon. gentleman does not desire
to be plaeed in the position in which ha might be a success, I
leave him where lie is a failure. I will only say that I beg
to withdraw the statement. New then let me say, in the
firet place, that the hon. gentleman makes an insinuation
in the motion h. bas proposed against the settlers who are
settled upon those lands in the county of Haldimand. Ha
makes au insinuation that those men are eorrupt and venal.
Let me see wby he is doing this. He is urged by a gentle-
man who was his candidate in the county of Haidimand to
do so. He attempts te find a reason for that gentleman's,
defeat; but I feel sure that knowing the hon, gentle-
man se they do, having a record of his utterances in
this House during the lst fifteen or twenty years, my
friends in the county of Haldimand who are settled on
those lande, ad who are charged with being corrupt, will not
feel badly at the insinuation made by the hon. gentleman.
If I mistake not the hon. gentleman has, upon varions oc-
casions, disagreed with the people of this country. If I
mistake not he has on other occasions said the people of this
country were corrupt. I think I heard him last Session,
standing in hie place in this House, say that the whole
Piovince of Nova Seotia was corrupt, that the whole Pro-
vir.ce ot Nova Scotia had offered itself for sale. He bas
etill further to-night, with that broad expansive view ho
takes of the publie affaire of this country, said that there is
no public opinion in this country that is honest or that is
pure. Let us see what lie said in the past. He bas quar.
relled with the people before ; hochas expressed want of con
fidence in them time and again. While ha has expressed
want of confidence in the people, they have time and time
again voted their want of confidenee in him. So it is equal
play. Let us see what the hon. gentleman said. He said,
in the first place, they were corrupt; he said afterwards
they were lazy. He did not use the word lazy,
but he said, snd it is in Hansard, tbat tlhey had a notori-
oeu aversion te manual labor. That is his classical
and rounded style of saying a man is lazy. Then again he
hab said they were fooliah. He said again, and worst of
all, that the people are ignorant. So the people of the coun-
try whose confidence the hon. gentleman seeks are foolish
people, ignorant people, lazy people and corrupt people;
but bad as they are I have pleasure in saying, Sir,
they have rejected the courting of the hon. gentleman upon
varions occasions. So far as regards those men aganst
whom these charges are levied, though they be poor people
in the eyes of the hon. gentleman, who it would appear was
born with a golden spoon in hie mouth, they are not corrupt,
they are as honest as the hou. gentleman is, and just as far
beyond being parchased by this Government or by any
other Government. Let us look back for a moment at the
history of this matter. These landa years ago were set-
tied upon by the people who are now occupying them.
It is true they were poor people then, many of them are

igie
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poor people still; but no one can aay anything gaint
those people. Constantly they have asked the Govern.
ment to value those lands. The hon. gentleman has
said that it was purely an acoidental circumetance that
those people were at the mercy of the Government,
Sir, it was no auch thing. The hon. gentleman and his
friends were in power for ave years in this country, and
they had a member in that constituency who was a sun
porter of their Administration. It was his duty,.ud them.
duty to settie that matter long ago, and it was thoir negli.
gene, long before I had anything to do with t1.e eouct>y,
that left it over to mysolf and the pruesnt Governma.t to
endeavor to arrange it at the present time, In the rt plaS
the hon. gentleman tells us that this was done just previous
tV the elections, and that Mr. Jones was appointed just pro.
vious to the eloctions. I hold in my h 4ad a tter of my.
self and Snator MeOallu to whom the peopi formany
years had gone, urging that he should ask the Government
of this country to settle those mattera. It is writts ea
f6th May, 1887, aontss before the eleotion was hought ef,
and months before we had anything to do with the second
election conteat, and it urged the Govera mat t e eoies is
power to render the oettioe every juse" in their power,
in order that this mater, irritatiwg and log a aading as it
was, should be removed altogether from troubliag the
Government and the settlera. I read that portion of the
letter which refers particularly to the Cayqge laeda. Thîe
hon. gentleman may road the whole eorro idee, if be
likes.

R eum or ceuxos,
Orvwm, sth May, lASf."

With regard tothe aad at ayug we have to sayi*t it le asem
what different position and aequires different handlng by yoe 6d .
ment. The land has en occupied for years by squatters who bave
made improvements by clearing, eultivation and th erestion of littie
houses. They are auxiots te improve still further, but do %e want lo
do so seeing that they have no security that either their preat right
or ri gits created by any further expenditare will be protected, or reog-

A1 s yoe willse the questionfs ia most delicate Ou, the iateresteta
number of occupants being invalved. and these ooapants desre a*.
thing more than the recognition of whatever rights the pousess ad ws
have, no doubt that vou are equally d.sirous thaït tii. shall loue zotbfn1
by any action ofthe depament. What we would respssttally urge 9
that with a view to a low them in al fairuess te have the firs rlght te
purchase the homes, which they have with no inconsiderable ex use
and labor improved, and at the same time to have the matteroettled and
quieted for al time, we would respectfully suggest that the departm.nt
niake a valuation of these lands in Oaraga, and that th ocoupauta be
given the firet right to purchase the same, sncb valuation of course be-
ing made with a due regard to all the cireamstances of the ase. We
know that the people interested are auxions to bave the matter eloed
up, and we respectfully arge that it is equally in the pubbie iaerest to
have them settled. Please advise us of your opinion with regard te
the matters herein mentioned."

All I can say is, that acting conscientiously in the discharge
of my dnty, and assisted by a member of the Upper Houae
I endeavored to have this long standing difficulty arranged
in the interests of the settliers, in the interesta of the
Indians, and in the interests of the Government of
this country. Those two men were appointed valua.
tors of those Indian lands. I wasa urging the depart-
ment all summer to have this matter attended to, and the
absence of the late Hon. Mr. White, who wu thon in eharge
of the Department of Indian Affaira, I have no doubt delayed
it somewhat. Right from the time I boen until the
present time, I have been oe-operating with the ladian
Department, in order to have those matters arranged. If
Mr. White's death had not oocurred, the whole matter
would, I have no doubt, been closed ere this. As it is I
hope it may be all settled shortly after the Session. Now,
Sir, we are told that Mr. Jones could have soted Oorruptly
in regard to this matter. That he did set corrnptly, the
hon, gentleman does not stateu in the motion, but e states
it in the address which he made to the House, and ho
endeavors for a moment to fasten the charge upoa the
Government upon a clause of the statute whieh ho quotes
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to this Ilouse. What does ho charge? He charges that
this Government should be condemned far supporting
corruption, for endeavoring to corrupt the electors.
And pray, how does ho endeavor to prove it ; on
what statute does ho place it under, when ho brings
it before the House ? I am not a lawyer or the son
of a lawyer. My hon. friend did study law once-I am
informed ho studied it, Sir, with very indifforent success-
but as far as his position in this case is concerned, it would
have been botter if ho had continued to study law and not
to have gone into those kindly financial pursuits, in which
he is employed with that special and peculiar genius which
the Toronto Globe attributed to him long ago. His motion
says:

" That, by clause 94 Ohapter 8 of the Oonsolidated Statutes of Canada,
it 1s provided that: 'If, on the trial ot any election petition, anv can-
didate is proved to have personally engaged any person at the election
to which said petition relates, as a canvasser or agent in relation to the
election, knowing that such person, so engaged, has, within eight
years previous to such engagement, been found guilty of any corrupt
practije by any competent legal tribunal, or by the rep rt of any
jud e, or other tribunal forthe trial of election petitiona, the election of
sucb candidate, if he bae been elected, shall be void.' "

Now, Sir, that has a lot to do with the Government of this
country. Just about as much I think as the statute which
regulates lino fonces. I cannot see that it has anything to
do with the Government of this country at all. Under this
clause, if I had employed Mr. Jones as an agent, my seat
would have been voided, but so far as that clause relates to
the Government of the country the hon. gentleman's ele-
mentary knowledge of law, must show that has nothing
whatever to do with it. I ask the hon. gentleman the
question: If that is not legally wrong, was it morally wrong ?
The moral part of this pretension might have been urged
when Mr. Jones was appointed, and before his conduct was
before the people. It might have been urged at the time
this gentleman was appointed, but it cannot be urged now,
since that gentleman has performed bis duties satisfactorily
to the settlers in that district, and in such a manner that
the hon. gentleman's friends, after searching for evidence
against him, could not show, and cannot show, that in one
single instance he had used his position as valuator of those
Indian lande, for the purpose of promoting my election, or
of promoting the interests of this Government. I say that
if it is not legally wrong, the hon. gentleman has come too
late with his moral charge against the Government, or
against its officers, because this man has done his work and
done it well in the interests of the settlers and in the inter-
ests of the country. The hon. gentleman said that I might
ado pt some particular lino of defence, or that the members
of theGovernment might. I wish for a moment to adopt a
lino of defence that ho suggests, and it is a very good lino
of defence. Ho charges that this man is a corrupt man;
ho charges ho had no right to be appointed; and because
of the act for which ho was reported, the hon gentleman
claims ho was not a proper person to appoint. The people
of that township have pronounced upon Mr. Walter Jones;
they have elected him a number of times a municipil offi.
cor, and 1 claim, Sir, that it is the best test of honesty and
integrity when a man ean get elected to a position of trust
among the people who see him every day coming in and
going out, and who know him best and who appreciate him
most. I trust, Sir, it is not a piece of joalousy which
causes the hon. gentleman to attack this man in his own
constituency. The hon. gentleman would respect him
more, perhaps, if fromend to end of the county lie had gone
for the purpose of obtaining rest for the soles of his muni-
cipal feet. I say that this gentleman is highly respected in
the place in which ho lives, and is universaliy trusted among
the people who know him, and, therefore, I have no reason to
go on makinga defence in regard to him in this H>use.
The hon. gentleman objecte to this appointmont and says it
is utterly corrupt. That valuation of Indian lands went on.

Mr. MONTAGUE.

The valuator's report i now in the hande of the Govern.
ment; and notwithstanding the objections which were urged
by the hon. gentleman acting as I endeavored to do here in
the interests of my constituents, I shall endeavor to pusli

s that matter forward until those men receive justice at the
i hands of the Government, and until the Government have

that irritating question, to those settlers upon those lands,
finally settled. I am surprised for a moment that the hon.
gentleman hias referred to it as a matter of corrupt intent.
I know that the hon, me mber for South Oxford (Sir Richard
Cartwright) is an exceedingly pure individual, I know that
ho is very pure, but I must say to him that the sound
of purity, and the sound of political honesty coming
from his lips must have sounded exceedingly strange
to some gentlemen with whom he is associated. I
know that the hon. gentleman's momory is short.
It is short with regard to these matters, but he will excuse
me for a moment if I say Fomething which will recallo
his mind a series of event,; which have happened in this
party of purity, to whieh the hon. gentleman belongs, and
of which ho is the sub leader. Does he remember 1874?
Surely he cannot have forgotten the accents of my hon.
friend who sits behind him whon ho said: "I bot you now
it cost me 613,000." Surelv he could not have forgotten
his dearest friend, Major Walker, who rolled it up to the
tune of $25,000; surely he cannot have forgotten hie friend
from the Niagara peninsula who paid $11,000 for missionary
expenses, with a large amount of raspberry syrup thrown
in. Sarely ho cannot have forgotten the member of his
Cabinet who put up a large sum of money for the purpose of
relieving poor, needy individuals, and his other equally
pure friends, whose name are legion.

Mr. COOK. "Send us another $10,000."
Mr. MONTAGUE. Yes, $10,000 and $13,000 would be

$23,000, and there is no doubt the hon. gentleman means to
correct me in my figures in regard to his election. The
hon. gentleman says another ton thousand, because ho
has said that in a matter of an election campaign ho
did not take much account of a few thousand dollars.
The hon. member for South Oxford has a very short
memory in regard to these matters. Doos ho remember
when ho sat on this side of the HouQe that thore were
twenty-eight mon behind him who had b>ught constitu-
encies ? Does ho remember that every on)> in four who
supported him when in power was elected by the influence
of money ? He could be excused for not knowing this on
the ground of a short memory, since it was fourteen years
ago, but ho cannot be excused when ho pretends to forget
the history of Yarmouth, Shelburne, East Northumberland,
Prince Edward, Halton, Kent, Russell, L'Assomption and
East Simcoe, in the last campaign.

Mr. OOK. What about Kingston?

Mr. MONTAGUE. Well, I do not know. My right bon.
friend from Kingston is hore without a second election, and
I understand ho has not bought off his pursuers either. An
hon. friend suggests Glengar-ry, but I shall not mention
that, because it would soil and ruffle the kindly and gentle
spirit of the hon. member for South Oxford, who is so pure,
and especially since in his ears still, I have no doubt, is
vibrating the sourd of going among the branches of the
mulberry trees. The bon. gentleman from South Oxford has
had no election trials himself, and I think thore is a very
good reason for that. In constituencies at all close, it is the
other fellow who bas had the election trial. And besides
his party have not trusted the hon. gentleman in those con-
stituencies in which narrow majorities are the order of the
day. Where they bave trusted hirn the results hava not
been encouraging. He tells us about all the corruption that
existed in the county of laldimand. When I went there
almost every crime in the calendar was charged against
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myself and my friends-every crime almost, except suicide
and it was asserted that I was going to commit suicide; but
it proved to be homicide, and I believe this House will vote
that it was justifiable homicide.; If my hon. friend desires
to find impurity and corruption, let him search among the
franks of his own party, and if ho cannot find it elsewhere
ho can find it in the coanty of Haldimand. The hon. gen-
tleman has been given information from that county.
le has been given information with regard to the abuse
and vilification which was directed towards every
man who had anything to do with the contest and
was my friend? IDoes ho say anything of the coercion of
hotel-keepers by the agents of the Mowat Administration,
by which they were compelled not to vote for me on pain of
losing their licenses ? Does ho know why it was that by the
agency of servants of the Ontario Government men were
drugged and dragged from the poils, in order not to vote for
me ? Does ho know that his friends encouraged perjury in
order to defeat me ? And finally, if it were not for the presence
of ladies in the gallery, I should say that worst of all, they
dragged an old woman to the poils and compelled the return-
ing officer to give ber a ballot to vote against me, atd thon
had the hardihood to stand up before Mr. Justice Street, and
demand that I should be unseated, because a woman had voted
at the election. I would ask my hon. friend, when ho talke
about these things in Haldimand, whether ho has had this in-
formation from the gentleman who has boen posting him. If
there is one thing the hon. gentleman should not do, it is to
claim purity for his party; the five years rule of the bon. gen -
tleman and his party in this House was a cernetery, in which
their acts of legislation, &c., were the tombstones that marked
the graves of broken promises and unredeemed pledges. The
people of Canada might forget the blundering incapacity of
those men when on the Treasury benches; they might forget
their vilification of and attacks upon thoir opponents ; they
might forget their utter want of policy; but they never can
forget, no matter how amiable or forgiving, the hypocrisy
of those men in standing up in their high places and claim-
ing to be the political purists of this country. Now, Sir, I
come to another matter. The hon. gentleman does not like
the name of land valuators; what is the reason ? Well, Sir,
his party have had land valuators engaged in elections for
them in days that are gone. Does the hon. gentleman
remember that when an election took place once in the
county of Grey, one Lewis was sont up there on a telegram
from the brother-in-law of the hon. member for West Dur.
ham (Mr. Blake). This is the telegram :

"IDecember 25, 1871.
"AnÂ OLIVIER, ESQ., M.P.P.

" W here is Lewis ? He is wanted in Proton at once; most important.
"J. K. KERR."

Just previous to the election this man Lewis, a supporter
of these gentlemen, a land valuator in the employ of the
Ontario Government, of which the bon. member for West
Durham was the head, was sent up there into a township
owned by the Ontario Government, where these people
were settled, who owed their very existence to the Govern-
ment. This man was sent up there by the lon. Archibald
Mackellar, one of the members of the Government, who
gave him his directions in his bed-chamber at midnight, to
write "satisfactory " across the claim of every man who
refused to vote against the Government. It is in memory
of these land valuators in the past that my hon. friend finds
fault on general principles with these land valuators in
Hlaldimand. But the hon. gentleman will say ho is not
personally responsible for this act. H e is, however, him-
self acquainted with election contests in this country.
He was a momber of a Government in this country; and
ho will, perhaps, remember himself having bad a meeting
with a president of a bank in this country. I do
not say that it was at all a oorrupt meeting, or

with a corrupt intent; perhaps it was only a matter of
t more coincidence that it was just previous to an elee-
e tion. That bank president swears that he had a meet-
s ing with the hon. gentleman, and that they discussed
e the question of the deposits in the Ontario Bank. I will not
, say that the bargain was a venal or corrupt bargain ; but

I will say that many a man has been hanged in this country
on circtumstantial evidence which was less strong than the
evidence in that case. What did he do ? I will notsay that
ho formed an agreement, but the supposition is that ho
formed an agreement witb the president of that bank; and
what did we find ? We f)und a little while afterwards that
the president of that bank sent a letter to the managers of
the bank, in which ho asks them to supportthe Government
of which the bon. gentleman was a member, for this very
good and sufficient reason among others :

1 Because if they are sustained, our bank, and other Ontario bankt
and through them the country, will have the nse of the Government
aurplus until required."
Thon, Sir, what did the managers of the various branches
of that bank do? HIere is a sample sent out by a Mr. Hol-
land, a bank manager under Mr. Simpson, with whom the
hon. gentleman had his interview just a few days before an
election, the election in 1874:

" To customers.-My Dear Sir,-We are largely interested ln the
success of the present Uovernment, as their continuance in office will
add largely to the success and prosperity of the bank."
What do we find following that ? The normal amount of
the Government deposits, which should have gone to the
Ontario Bank at the timo when the hon. gentleman had this
coincidental, perhaps accidental meeting, with the )rcsidenit
of that ank, was .s per cent., and aftor the Govrnmont
had been sustained, by another strange rule of coincidence,
the deposits went up to the tune of 40, 44 and 48 per cent.
If Mr. Joncs, against whom not a tittie of evidonco can be
brought to show that ho did one single ungentlemanly, un-
kindly or illogal act is to be charged by my hon. friend
with corruption, how much more might I charge the hon.
gentleman with corruption, with the facts before an election
and after an election in my possession. Then, there was an
election in Algoma a number of years ago, and land valua-
tors were sent up there by the Mowat Administration ; and
it is, no doubt, because of the lively memorymy hon. friend
bas of theso men, that ho dreads the land valuator when ho
stalks through the country. Hore is a telegram sent by one
Burden, a land valuator of the Mowat Administration, a te-
logram not couched in English or even in Volapuk, a tele-
gram not couched in a language intelligible to any one
save the gentleman who signed and the gentleman who re-
ceived it. It was no doubt pure, and i prove that statement
by the fact that it went between two Liberals. If it had
gone between two Tories I would suppose it was corrupt mo-
tives which indueed the hidden language in which it was
couched to be used :
" Hon. T. B. PIanai, Toronto:

" Absolutely necessary that we should have funds for pressing emer-
44geneau secure loeal press for $500 half cash, halfatterelection. It is

moat important that this should be done at once.
" BURDEN."

Here is another one:
"H on. T. B. PinOls, Toronto:

i Outlook sa far splendid. Hugh at Rainy River. Stipendiary gone
to Fort Francis. He and friende say we muât have s1,500 for legiti-
mate expenses. Can you send, and to whom.

i do not suppose the stipendiary referred to was stipendiary
magistrate under the Mowat Government. Now, I say when
these gentlemen hear anything with regard to land valuators,
they recollect the events which occurred in the history of their
own party, and with a good deal of reason they suspect the
land valuator, no matter where he goes abroad in the land.
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The vight± hon. the First Minister is charged with having
ated, very wrongly and oouruptty in appointing this gentle-
man, who had been reported.aaguilty of corruption, to office.
Lat us nread the history of appointments under the hon.
gutleman himsil Pure as he is, dignifled as he is in
pabhie maUtiers, ha made appointments which were a diagrace
to the oountry and to his Governnnt, and will beadiegrace
to et political history. Does the hon. gentleman remem-
ber John: Walker, of London, the man who spent 8 b000
aginet the prosent Minister of Agriculture,. the man who
hed ben disqualified in the courts, the man whom the
judgssid he oould have as well believed hehad-been dipped
in'Laka Enie and came out dry as that ho had not been
guitty of corruption. Well, the Mowat Government of
Ontanio appointed that man to one of the most prominent
offices in the county of Middlesex.at present. Did that appoint-
ment meet with the approval of the people ? I have the
rusointion mosed, not by Conservatives, not by enemies
of the Mowat Government, but by Reformers in the town.
shipof Adelaide, inwhich I happened to have the good
fortune te: be born, moved and carried unanimously at a
municipat mass meeting ;

" Moved by T. V. Curry, seconded by Wm. Brook, and carried
unanimously-: ' That this meeting avsils itself of this the first oppor-
tunity of expressing its indignation at the appointment of John Walker,
the arch-briber-of tis Dominion, to the position of registrar, as it has
brought oIamity un this fair Provinceand stultified the profession of
purity by giving a premium to bribery.'

That is the. opinion of the people of Middlesex with regard
to the briber appointed by Mr. Mowat to an ofice of import-
ance in the Province of Ontario. Why was Walker ap-

o inted? There is no other answer than this: Because,
y a free e enditure of money, he had purchased a

constituency;bcause he had practically operated these
principles of purity, which the hon. gentleman from
Soth Oxford admires so much. But the hon. gentleman
will say that he is not responsible for the conduct of Mr.
Mowat.. Well, if he is not, hoeis responsible for the conduct,.
at least, of the exFinance Minister and his Government.
Does he.not remember the election trial in London, when Dr.
Hagartywas reported by the judge,as flnd on page 176 of the
votés and proceedinge for 1875, guilty of nine different spe-
cifie chargesof.bribery ? And what do we find ? We find that
within a.few yaSrs, the hon. member for South Oxford and
his colleagues appointed itht man, guilty of aine charges of
direct bribery, to a responsible position in connection with
tha Indianaof the North Weat-Torritories. What do we find
in the case of Mr. Jones ? We find that he- ia charged with
having;apent.a.dollar. The judge held he was no agent of
mine,,and my counsel said, though we can disprove this
chargeabsolutely,,we will not go into it because it is not
ementialwithour casanow. He iacharged;with havingspent
a dollar; and,, therefore, is a most venal and, corrapt man, in
the opinion of the hon, gentleman, and to appoint him a
land valuator was a scandalous. act, which deserves the
righteous condemnation of tiie hon. member for South
Okfordi 1iJ. Hlagarty, liowever, tiie friend of the hon.
gememan1 who: was onviote of spending &Ml0, andof
corruptly treating huMdrede o eleetre, Dot to speafr
of te- large number of women to whom h. had paid
money for the purpose of influencing their hsband'a-
votes, was appointed by my hon. friend, as a good,
para, Liberal poiktiene, to an. office of permanence and
largsemelemets in tiwNorth-WestTerritories. If that is.
nothonesty aud. consistency, there is no use in endeavoring
to fnd~ that jewel in the ranks of the hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. Let me say-to - the, lhoni gentleman that I regret ho
has-brougtt ttie -matter-up. lie has-brought it up simply
bemase-he· hs, beenL prmpted te do so by hie frkend,
by- or mmn whe, for t purpose of securing his own end,
ws-willing-to.stigmatis anmdx mine the charaeter-of every
prits'teidividnal ih th.eoounty of -ialdimander elswhrer

~r. MoJTAGUE.

I fear no result in that county from hi& attacke. The hon.
gentleman was there, and addressed public meetings, and
canvassed againet me, and my majority was increased 1,U00
per cent. When an election cores on there again, I invite
him to oome and diseues publie questions with me, though I
must be very feeble in hi@ presence. I invited him net
only to go there and assist his friend, but if South Oxford,
strong as it in now in Liberal professions and votes, should,
under the mysterious influence of the hon. gentleman's peca-
liar genius, which ho uses over a county, be wafted over to
the Conservative side, I should be glad to have the hon.
gentleman come there as a candidate for the Liberal party
hi mself,.for I confesi though my majority bat heen largely
increased, I am tired of having amall majorities. Sir, I
thank you and the Hous for the kind attention given me,
and I cannot better close than by expressing again my
regret that I have been compelled, at this late hour of the
Session, to detain the Honse.

Mr. MMULLEN. The hon. gentleman has had, I am
informed, the contenta of the library carted« to his room
during the past two weeks, and we have had the result in
the speech ho has made to.night. I cannot understand
very well why the hon. member should make a personal
attack. upon me. I do not know whether ho has any
personal venom against me. I was not in his riding during
.the contest. I did nothing in regard to his election, and I
do not understand why ho should criticise me in the very
discourteons and inparliamentary way in which ho did.
But I measure the hon. gentleman by what ho has said.
Water can never rise above ita own level, and you muet
measure the hon. gentleman by the language which ho
uses, and, according to that, his standard is not a very high
one. Th contest in Haldimand was far from being an
ordinary contest. There are many things- which came
into that contest. which were very disreputable. The hon.
gentleman says that this man las only one leg. I think
that a Conservative who has shown so mue aetivity in
favor of a candidate as this man has:will have a, new leg
procured for him, even if it is only a wooden one; and by
,the time the next election comes round, they will provide
him with a cork leg, in order to enable him to perform the
duties which he performed in the last contest. The hon.
gentleman admitted that this man Young, had been con-
victed, but he said that he did not steal wheat bat was
only charged with receiving stolon wheat. I look upen
the one case as about the same as the other, but L
think the on. member for Haldimand (Mr. Montagne) sails
in about the same boat as that man. The hon, memuber for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), by tiemotion which
h. has madeand the proof he bas brought forward, has
charged the Government, in consequence of their action in
regard to Iadian landsami the cercion they haveused, with
virtually-stailg the votes of tiie Indiati, sote-hon. mm-
ber has practically received the'stolen votes; undseo he and
this-man are in the same boat. Tire man who received the
stolen wheat is not more guiity thartheI man who receivedther
etolen vetee. I have no desire to follow the bon. genttlemait
trronghout the-rambling adtiresshe h«a delivered. 11e went
backto the history of the Proton scandal, and he stirredup
a number of little things in regard to the supposedseandals
which hon. gentlemen have built up in the course of many
years. Onething is certain. We never had anysuth a big
seandal a- the Pacifie Railway scandal. We. never had a
scandal which involved the expenditare oft .$O# in the
way in which the money was spnt then. We have neyer
been able to build a monument ofa scandal in oUr party as
those gentlemen have-doe. I do notthink it inswell to go
back to those matters. If we-did go back, we might point out
the hugeefibrt whih wus made by the hon; gentlematan'party
in the-Province of Otrtario to upset the wha*tocal Gorvern-
ment, Wnmightpointtô the bribery gwitg whielr wms hu ed
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byK atiffa- "MMdWIhW20b. We hWè flitdgift Ôf MM bff f
some time, but no doubt, if we went to the1 iorth-WesT, we
woUld ifnd atashei#hofored- theomvenrnmm wih some
appointment thever and n ode he is drawidg Government
pay to-day. Then, durieg thé, last electionS, we h' va&uint
tors sent out along the Rideau Canal and the Trent Valley

nMnglt f0 vatif ladit *hili wdre supposed té b. ii térfored
with by the Watë* of thoàê oaxiais, and sdm¥ have been
awarded On this ecort, no doubt in óYiér to get these
pepl4 intY lis iin seuppbrt of that pat. Vé dantiot forget
the history, which is not very old, of the Minister of Fiieë oe
and th Posmdsbtu General, iathe Provinde of lova Sootia
where there *oerevery large sums promisel during theI las
election, if that Provinoe sentthe present hon. gentleman
into power; and we have the beat evidenoe of that in the
Supplementary Estimates, in which we are asked to vote a
large aautit of idoney Whidh id to go to railways there, as
part of the gioriae Wçhich i sníad'e oh that Octaien. In
the cotRiy of Halditnand, the influences that were brought
to bear on th* I,1dians wete Étther part of the obiey
caried[ on li lion. ged lermeh oppositd. They aucnse us of
corruption in sone ristguce#, but the great differetiee
betweot Vheut and ts is that, When they bribe the
peopi, it kw*ith the people'sown money. Whenever any
charge has been rude aggiiust ds, we have only been charged
with using oût own rbnoey. A man is a double thief who
uses the proerty #i hch is etr'uated to him by the people
as compdred*ith the man who use his own money, so
those hou. gentlein stand doubly condemned. As I said
before, r ouldd iot ttnderstand the attadk made on mu by
the ion, gelfttman. I have sat in thiE« coae a little longer
than hobhsi and I haive never attacked hiri, or metitioned
his name in aüy diKeuson. I al'ways -tideavor to tea t aüy
hon. gentletiar on tho other Aide with the strit codrtesy
that I *ould teeltt dy hon. iheruher oi thlr sidd, with the
same ourt¥sy that I thihlk rhemibers of PàrIianierit are
entitled to. I have never sat in this House owing to a
narow. majity of 12; or adrhajority of one, but I Nhâe had
a majority of 868 in a badly gerryn1aidered riding. I take
the standard of the- hon. gbatiemm> acoording to the Ian-
guage heused, and#ear Iaid befoeeyte oucannot erpéot any
botter from- a man than h, really le; you cannot expect
water to ris. above its own level. I would not have said
anything on this question if the hon. member for' Haidi.
mand (Mr Montgtme). had not rade a personal attaek upoui
me which I, think wu entirely;incalled for.

Sir RIGHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before that question is
put, I desire to refer to a certain statement which was made
in respect of certain aedavits which were laid by me before
this House, and I will ask the indulgeoce of the House to
ref'r to that matter, or if neoessary, I W'ill have the adjourn-
ment moved. As to Mr. ex-cornvict Charles Young, the
statenient whieh I bave in my hand is that the mari served
his term of imprisonment on a sentence which was passed
upen him at the regular Court of Asgize on the 2nd May,
1879,fôr the offence of stealing wheatpand thatduring the
said period he-was sentenced by the County Judges, Crimi-
nal' Court¯te a similar period of' imprisoument on- another
chaige, both sentences being concurrent. I de not suppose
that anyorie would imagine that the judge sent oung to
gaol for this term if he was innocent;;but, even if that were
the-case,.it s nebt possible to imagine that two distinct sen-
tences would be passed upon this man unle8s ho wauclearly,
distirctly and unmistakably guilty of what was charged
aginat him. In addition to that, 1 have here a new afdavit,
signed by dk. Thomas Èridger, of the county of Haldimand,
in which Kr. Brider statesothat,'On a cèrtain day, the 18Lh
January, 182, thia Mr. ØCarle. toung was appointed a
ollectot for the township of Oneida, but that, on the 29th

F.braI> , Oharleu ougwa sdisrisd brecunt
ia bu. own towiutiph1,ouldjit and a.curty for acOmt-,

ing foifhe tae if ho were mad4 eôlfootot. Thit is the
very best eidence that cau be produced as to the opinion
held by bis frelloWcountrymon by the municipality in
which he lives, of this person, Mr. Young, That is all I
have to say on the subjeot of the guilt or innocence of Mr.
eharles Young, ex-convict, deputy returning offloor, excopt
this, that if it be correct, as stated, that ho is one of the
moost respectable persons in that county, it conpletely
removes the surprise i would otherwise have felt that that
oenty hK reVKrned its presont ieffesentàiive.

House dividd
*rigbt:

na (entworth),
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* cêhard,
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owraan,
Brien,

ga$rdett,

qartWright(Sir Rlch'
Cook,
Ooature

e St:eorges,
oyon, '
dwards,
unha;uer,JIlis'

iset,

Bain (Boulanges),
lergeron,
Bowe1l,

Bryson,
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laibolm,

dimon,
,ochrane,

eOcbk rn,
Oolby,
Crby,
cQoatigan,
ooughlin,
Ooulombe,
currn,'
Daly,
Davis,

Denison,
Iiesardos,
Dupont,
Ferguson (Renfrew),
*erguson (Welland),
loster,
érçemaip

on aiendment of Sir Richard Cart-

Ya&Ï~:
Messieurs

Fisher? Moiiasu(HMUro)
Gauthier, MoMullen,
Geoffrion, Malgs,
Gillmôr, Mitchell,
Guay, Mulock,
Rale, Paterson (Brant),
Holton, Perry,
Innes, Platt,
Jones (Halifax), Rinfret,
Kirk Rowand,

d»Lanerkin, 1ie. Marie,
Lang, scriver
Lauxtlier(Montmor'ey) Somorâhle,
Langelier (Quebeo), Sutherland,
Laurier, Trow,
Lister, Turcot,
Livingston, atson,
Lovitt, Weldon (St. John).
Macdonald (Huron), Wilson (~gn.5f

Messieurs

Girouard,
Gordon,
Granduois,
oIulbault,
Ouilet,
Hall
HeuïIersr,
Hesson,
Hickey,
HI[dopeth,
Jamieson,
joncas,
Jones (Digby),
Kenny,i
Kirkpatrick,
Lac vin (gir Hector),1
Laure,
Macdourald (Sir John),
Macdowall,
?AOUJIu
MçDonald (Victoria),
aifturaid (Pictou),
McGreevy,
âcKayq

itexlllan (Vau'dreafl),
MNeill,

Masson,
Mills (Annapolis),
Mon tague,

O' Brien,
Patterson (Rusci),
Poney (ÀÂu0idbbiâ),
Ponrey (Uttawa),
Porter,
Prior,
Putirata,
Reid,

Riopel,
Rdbfllard,
Roome,

Sbanly,
kinner,

8mith (Ontario),
proule,

etevenuon,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thériene
Tbompson
Tuppe'r ( chales),
Tyrwhitt,
Vans ,
Wallasce,
Weldon (Albért),
Wbite,
Wilinot,
Wilson (Argenteuil),
Wilson (Lennox),
Wpod ( rockt lle),

Wod( Westmorel'd)-98.

Amendment neghtived.
House again reeolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Public Buildings, Quebec. ........... 95,400

Mr. LAURIER. Aylmer post office, 67,000-i this sum
to complote?

Sir RECTOR LÀNGEVIN. We have bought a site very
cbep, for $860. Tendors have been called for, and we
think 'this itni will suMcE to ereetabùilding.

Mr. LANtgLIER (Quebec Centr)*. Quebee cusftd
hodead, v000-It mostasW4niè tua is ia veiuftad l tt.
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Sir HEC fOR LANGEVIN. That is for the purchase of

land only. Afterwards a larger sum will be required.
Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). I see there was a

similar vote last year. Has that been expended on this
work ?

Sir HEcTOR LANGEVIN. There are men at the pre-
sent moment working at it. The hon. gentleman knows
that loose rock bas tumbled down from the cliff.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). I remember that
last year between the nomination day and the polling, which
occurred in the middle of the winter, it was found that
there was great danger, and a large number of men were
set to work. I would like to know for what purpose they
were employed. This was in the month of February, and
there is usually not much danger of the rocks tumbling
down in the winter. Between the nomination and the
polling day some 150 men were found to be necessary to
prevent the rock from rolling down, I suppose, on the
votera who were to vote for the Opposition.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They are employed for
that purpose.

Sir RICIARD CARTWRIGHT. For what purpose ?
Sir. HECTOR LANGEVIN. To prevent the voters from

being killed.
Mr. LAURIER. Is any system followed with regard to

that work? ls it done with a view simply of preventing
the rocks from falling?

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN, The bon. gentleman knows
there is loose earth and boulders on the cliff which, from
time to time, fall down on the heads of the people and the
bouses below. We try to remove as few as we can, unless
there is danger of their falling, because the work is costly,
and we remove them only when there is need. There is
another place where boulders are threatening to tumble
down, exactly in the very place where men are now work.
ing.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). Is it intended, out of
that sum, to pay the damages which bave been caused re-
cently ? Not later than last yoar, a mas3 of rocks, some
ten tons, came rolling down from the cliff below the citadel,
and came in contact with a wooden bouse, which it pushed
further out in toChamplain street. If this house had been of
atone, no doubt the inmates would have been killed. L it
proposed by the Governmeut to pay for these damages? If
the Government admit their liability to remove boulders,
how can they escape the responsibility for damages caused
by rocks falling ? Snow shdes occur in winter causing
very serious damage. if it is admitted that the Govern-
ment are liable to remove boulders or loose rocks, I repeat
that I do not see how they eau escape the responsibility of
paying damages caused by rocks failing down in front of
the citadel.

Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. In two cases, I think, we
paid damages, but we did not admit that we were strictly
oound in law to do so. One cate was that of a horse killed
thi ee or lour years ago. We do not admit that we are
liable to pay 1er any damage doue; we consider individual
cases as they occur.

Mr. AMYOT. I beg to call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the followign facts, contained iii a letter I received
to.day, dated Qut.buc, lth May:

"I have been rtquested by Mr. William Venner to write Io you about
a house belonging to him and situate in Little Champlain street, in this
city, lacmg the Queen's wharf.O n the first day of May instant several
large rocks tell from the cliff in rear of this house and aemolished about
one-third of the westerly gable end wail. Mr. Venner as been informed
that the mlitary autlholrtea ut the Dominion Goverament art auswerable
fer the damage doue to the samne, and he hopes you wilI use your
influence uand urge upon them the immediate necessity o! having his
house properly repaired and made tenantable. lie has leaed %bis houae

Mr, .lêNOJLI (9Q4eboo entreil

by deed paseed before me, to one Quinn, who is now la occupation of
the same."

I hope the Government, if they are responsible for stone
coming down, the rocks being Government property, will
see that the damage is repaired at once.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course, if the case is
laid before the Government it will be taken into considera-
tion. We will ascertain the facts, and the case will then
no doubt be plaeed in the hands of the4inister of Justice
for advice.

Mr. LAURIER. What will be the total cost of the
Coaticook post office and inland revenue office?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The total cost will be
$25,000 or $26,000.

Mr. AMYOT. (Translation.) I do not see anything in the
Estimate3 about the St. Michel wharf, but I avail myself of
this opportunity to point out the necessity of prosecuting
and completing the repairs which have been began to that
wharf. I am happy to acknowledge that the hon. Minister
of Public Works has been lucky in bis choice of the super-
intendent of those works, and that the result secured is
greatly in the interest of the country. He bas appointed a
superintendent as practical and experienced as honest and
saving. With a comparatively small expenditure ho made
an almost new wharf ont of an old and dilapidated one.
With about 82,000 a work bas been built there which, under
ordinary circumstances, would have cost seven or'eight
thousand dollars. I hope the hon. Minister will prosecute
those works, and will have sufficiently broad view to for.
get the differences of opinion which may exist between the
present Federal member and the Government, and that
public weal alone will guide him. I hope ho will continue
to do justice to that parish till the circumstances allow him
to settle the main question, that is to say the capital due
for the wharf.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) The political
differences which exist between the member for that county
and the Government have already lessened, and perhaps
other differences may also lessen. As regards that wharf, I
have reason to believe that a company bas been formed, or
is about to be formed, for the purpose of building a wharf
further west-at about half a mile; that wharf will be
much shorter than the present one, and I think it will
require much less repairs. My intention is to maintain the
present wharf as long as possible.

Mr. AMYOT. (Translation.) I know where this new
wharf is going to bo built and it might happen to bo more
advantageous for certain reasons. If this change is made
the Government might use the stone and wood of the
present wharf in the building of the new one. In this way
the indebteduess incurred for the old wharf could easily be
settled, the parish, and the Local and Federal Governments
all contributing to its payment. I do not wish to discuss
this point to-night. I bave already dealt with it in this
flouse, and the hon. Minister is perfectly well acquainted
with it. He is aware that to day this parish, which bas
borrowed from the Government a certain amount for the
purpose of building this wharf, upon the pledge given by
the public men of that time that she would never be called
upon to refund it, should not, as a matter of justice, be ob.
iged to pay the capital and interest. As I have already
shown this House, the parish of St. Michel could not pay
that amount without being at least almost, if not completely,
ruined. If this reimbursement was asked for, the Govern-
ment would not keep the pledge given by such men as
Mr. Morin, Mr. Chabot, and all the public men of that time.
They would act very unfairly towards that parish by com-
pelhng her to pay, alone, for the building and repaire of a
wharf which is useful to all the large ships, to the whole
shipping interest, which serves as a harbor of refuge in
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stormy weather, and bas already saved thousands of doflars
to the shipping interest, a wharf which ii useful not merely
to that parish, but to the whole surrounding district. There
is in this matter a question of justice, and I am confident
that, looking at it in this light, the hon. Minister will use
his influence to protect the rights of the interested parties.
He may rest assured that that part of the country will be
grateful to him, and, at the same time, he will act in a
manner creditable to the Government.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What will be the total
cost of the Hull post office and inland revenue office ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $28,000.
Sir RICHARD CA RT WR[GHT. What is the amount of

inland revenue collected there ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have not the amount of

inland revenue, but I find the money orders issucd amount
to 826,000, savings banks deposits 825,000, pnst office reve-
nue $2,284. The population is now about 10,000, in 1881 it
was nearly 7,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A point that is worthy
of censideration is this : The revenue from the post office is
82,284 grose, from that you must deduct $1,000 salary,
leaving a net revenue of 81,234. We have expended 828,000
on a building, which would produce a revenue of very
nearly 81,200, so that, allowing for the salary, not to say
fuel allowance and caretaker, the whole revenue of tbe
post office at least will be absorbed and there will not be one
cent left. That is surely an improvident way to conduct
public affairs. In cases where there is a considerablo reve-
nue collected there is fair ground for expending a moderate
amount in the construction of public buildings; but unless
I am very much mistaken the inland revenue at Hull is
very little and the post office is the principal revenue, and
so the Minister will see that the interest on the money
expended on the public buildtng plus the annual salary of
the postmaster will use up the entire revenue of the post
office and probably more too.

Sir HECTJOR L ANGEVIN. Hall is a growing place and
I havo no doubt that the revenue from the different sources
there will not onlycover the expense but will be more than
that. lt being the city opposite to the capital of Canada and
one of the cities of the Province of Quebec wo thought we
might give a botter building than we would to a smaller
place. We have adopted a new rule about this and that is
to give a good building at less expense in the luture

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the new rule
I would like to know ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Insteadof $30,000 to try to
limit it to about $20,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. For towns of what size ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Sometimes it would be less
than 816,000, but as a rule not to exceed $20,000.

Mr. LAURIER. I am glad Io learn we have a rule in
this matter. I thought there was no rule ut all and that this
was judged of by exigencies. I do not say political exigen-
cies, but I say exigencies only.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. I think the rule appar-
ently is that due discrimination is observed in looking after
good supporters. That appear t.o be a very prominent rule
for building a post office.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The leader of the Opposi-
tion will admit that while we have had a number of tnose
buildings in counties represented by Conservatives, we have
not limited the post offices to those counties, and that we
have recognised the wants of other counties. I think it is
only fair to say so.

Mr, L A URIE R. Ye;, it is fair to say so. I am glad to
ssy that two Liberal counties are to be endowed with post
offices. That is not very much, but we are thankful for so
much, and I am glad to say it.

Joliette Post Office......................................... $10,000

Sir RICH&ARD CAR'WRIGHT. What will be the total
cost of this ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. About 821,000.
Sir RLCHIARD CARTWRIGIIT. What is the popula-

tion ?
Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. The population must be

1about 5,000 Dow. In 1881 it was 3,260.
Mr. LAURIER. It is not more than 4,000 now.
Sir RICIARD CARTWRIGH1T. Apparently the popu.

lation is 3,215, by our census, and it may have incroased,
although that doos not necetssarily follow.

Mr. LAU IER. It has increased.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Perhaps it bas, the bon.

gentleman ought to know botter than I do. This building
seems to be for a post office pure and simple.

Mr. BOWELL. I think if you look into last year's Esti-
mates you will find that it is also for the collection of
inland revenue. I remember it being distinctly stated by
the Minister of Inland Revenue that the collection of
tobacco revenue there was very considerable.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG-HT. There is nothing in the
item befbre us to indicate that it i anything but a post
office, and generally the Minister of Public Works is pretty
full and accurate in his statements.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. lu this case it is for post
office, &c., which means that the inland revenue must bo
there.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the revenue
in the "*et cetera " ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEV[N. I cannot tell you.
Sir -RICIAR D CA RTWiRIGII. The revenue from tho

port office alone would be barely $1,100. I must say that
expending 631,000 to provide house room and accommoda-
tion for an annual revenue of 81,100 is a way of maiaging
affairs ibat no business man would very much approve of.
It practically means that the whole revenue of this office,
and something more to allow for insurance-for although
we are our own inuirers weought to make a charge for it-
will go for repairs and expenses of maintenence. -Every one
of those public buildings requires a carotaker, and you have
the result that the whole revenue derived from tnis office
would be consumed in providing bouse room, and salary.
That is not business, ud it prevents us from seeing to a
certain extent what the post office costs us. Bocause those
matters afterwards are charged not to the post office expen-
diture, but to the Departmrent of Public Works.

Sir HECTOR LA NGEVIN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Every one of those

additioial buildings means so much additional charge ail
the time. J will not detain the hon. gentleman on this
point but I shall request the Minister to obtain information
as to whether ibis covers the inland revenue building, ad
what amount oi revenue is obtained both in the case of Hull
and Joliette. The hon. gentleman wild do that I presume ?

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. Yes, I wil takeanoteof it.

Montreal Post Office, electrie lighting .... ......... $2,000
Sir RICHARD (CARTWRIGHT. What is this?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is the same thing as laat
year.
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Sir RICHARD %JARTWR[GHT. I is en auýaa1 Mr. LtRIER. 'ftre is » "Dgs.th.s 1

oWrge, or for doing work ?underatand the irioe of ligwtig the biilding underthoId
Bir HEOTOR LANGEVINi. The chief mechanioal en. s was $3,000- Now it Viii aount to 42 , nd

gineer states this is to be applied in making necesry ex-my km., riend bu just ,hown au ai&inai charge of
tensiQge >»d alterations in the electric Lggþtig epjratus
of the Montroal post office. Sir HEÇTOR L&.NGCVIN. Whox, Y say 30ÇO In 18%

Sir RIOCHARD C&RTWRIGHT. Who suppig thoe e- for the ga, that is what w had te payethq $96 0O"zY.
trio light in the Montreal post offlee? We had the expense inside as usuel.

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. There is a contract with the rQ )deefp1n lampe
Gazette Printing Campany of Kontreal. The contraot, as ony lut a certain number of hours, and they oît from 7
stated two years ago, was for five years; from the 23rd of conte to 61.50 each, acoording to the size, ad they have to
Optqbr, 1885, so that it would be over in a Mhort lime. Tho befrequentlyrenewed. I underatand th.*t the Goveoement
price was 82,750 a yegr. The cost of lighting With gsme
previoui to that, for the year ending 30e Jqe, 1881,Gazette Oompany.
was $3,419, and to the 30th June, 1885,84,003. We thought SirflecroR LANGEVIN. W.0bive opy f«r m
it would be a considerable saving every year to have this SiRCAD ARTWRIGHT. I think the 1f. of these
electric light. lamps je about 1,000 houri, &o that they would b. ud up

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What number of lights in a year, and there would be at lent *1,00 a year for
are supplied for that ? I suppose you have the contract ther. So that there would be certainly no eoooiy in this
there. ohgng. 1I4M biaeliie4 to ogrS with t Minier thAt as a

Sir JUMOTOR LANGEVIN. I have not .the ontraot lerehr natt« of bln4
now. I had it lait y.ar, though. very mnçh botter " tho g«sbutleo upot c1mroimy

é~fo rit,
Si RIHAD CARTWRIGHT. Was that oontract made

by <4e overnmont with the Gazette Cormpany by tender Sin CtoR LÂNavintIe veannothe .eoomy
or witput ebdpr b?

Sir HETOR LANGEVIN. It was without tender. The Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I ohould think tlion.
Mon1 real Gazette Company's building being justin rear of gentleman conld have competition for the supply of power
the p94 office, it was very convenient for the post office to in Mon4yal.
obtain the eletric light from them, as we oeuld have it
withqqt inurring a large expense for stook. But the post ig4d, gnd tb. Mfntroa<*tt. Oompa ll M ot
ofice, having a large number of offlevs, who de a largetand ýv *9 way or any chan
amount of night work, requires perhaps more light thau we
have here, tipd the questin is now under consideration Quebe< Custom Houas............
whether we should not provide our own apparatus; and I Mr. LINGLBLEH(quebe). le this for repaira? Iteeni
think it will end in that. The fact is that the Gayette Com. a very
pany made this arrangement more to accommodate the
Government than anything else. It is not the arc light,
but the Edison light, gs the ofcers could not bear the plast4ring, &o., to bo done.
are light, which ls very trying to the eyes. Mr. L&NGELI1GR (quibec). Ie it intendod by Lb. Gov-

Sir RICHARD CAR VWRIGHT. I observe that riate bo oustom
1886-87, wy paid in A J. Lswson o1,089, to other parties b(>90
8100, to the Edjson Cmpany 82,241, to E. Chanteloup forireCTORL&NGEVIN. W. wish to have it, butw.
electric light fittings $447, making about 83,800 for eloctric have pot yet corn.te an und.ratanding wit the body wlich
ligi4 sud fittings in tie Koa4real pas offiue, for which the the bon. gontiemnan prides ovor; but mont likely, having
hop. genatleuman h a cQpoigded A contract at the rate Of the Irea4 of othM coprtment bore, W-0iMAY QMP b i800O
82,70Q4 s yer. Primna facie, that would look something likeunderstanding.
iqpprovidepce qp te part of the Montvl post offic. The
lon. gentlemnan told us tha; there was a aving of 8600 or

'?0O, but when yo come to spead about 84,000 in ddition corporation hu been prepared te supply tle QUîto%4 IQuW
to $2,'0Q a year, thie îsving vanishes, and there is a heavy viLla ater at the same rate ai ordinary citizen.
4ebit on the otbgr side. Quebe immigration building.......$5,000

Sir HIlTOR L440EVIN. Thore areNErtaiLERspeasebsItla plate ix14
fpr iutrc4uping the light intq &e buildiqg; ibut l.h ohief 001pçaI1 1
mechanical epginepr f patnt a ld migration building on the Louisembankment
there was cortainly a savipg a# well as great eel les Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Y"; $42,836 i. the totAl
danger fron fire and a botter atmosphere in the building,
o that the clorks felt botter and could work longer.

Mr. LAURIER. As I understand, thp Montreal (G#et(te Rivière du Loup pont office, b-.............
Oompany only supply the motive power.-Mr. L 4NGBLIER (Queb). le thbt the wbo1e ost ?

Sir H0TPR 4NGIlfN. Thpy have also smpplied a £Â FVIN. N% it wU o about
l*rgo porliQ of the paw-*us, 209000.

Mr. LAURIER. That is neessary to couvey the eleetrie
current, I ps. Bsfrq yop b th a o e h tt&thereP 1# 4.....
Gazette Company, how did you get the motive power ?

Sir HECTOR LAN(*EVIN. $eforo we costr#otad with Sir 1-ETOR taAN*EVIN. $20000. io for tbe.poM
them we only had the gai.office ad luland revenue ciic, %; PopuiQIlQ$tho

S EOr ELur T NEWslEniN.Oplace One about 8,00E
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Sir RCHARD uARTWRIGHT. I think the hon. gen- know it it is the policy of the Government tobuild posttXlrman is under a mistake, unless the population of St. Jé. offices in places of that size ? I agree with the hon. member,ôe has grown with great rapidity, because I sce by the for South Oxford. It appears tome that agross injustice is

consuls St. Jerôme had a population of 2,200 in 1881. You being doue to the country. If you are going to establish awill have the result here that the gross revenue will fall system of influenc.ing the electorate by building post offices
scveral hundred dollars short of defraying the salaries and and other public buildings in small places like this, net forthe interebt on the capital sum expended in building. That the purpose of economy or in the publie interost, but simply
is a mozt extraordinary way of doiDg business. I see the to influence the electorate, so that they will cast their votesjBrampton public building is put down at $7,000. It is put for the Government where they otherwise would not, we
down as a publie building pure and simple. Does that mean want te hr4ve the information. If it be the policy of the
a post office or what ? Government to build post offices in places of that kind, I

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Post office, custom bouse, have a very strong claim to press upon them. If thoy will
inland revenue, money order and savings bank. bauild post offices in certain places in my county, they miglht

possibly induce the electors te record their votes for theMr. BOWELL. The revenue from Brampton is about Government. If they will expend a sufficient amount of$15,00. money in the county of Elgin as they propose to do in the
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know that Brampton county of Haldinand, perhaps they might find the

is a very important place, and bas, I thiik, a population of samue consideration given to them in EBgin as they
6,000 or 7,000. I see now a vote for the Cayuga post office, have in Haldimand i though I have more faith and
$7,000. The population of that place is I think about 800, confidence in the integrity, the hone5ty and the uprighl-
and the net revenue was about $800, and here is a vote ness of the people of the county of Elgin than to think
demanded which, with the usual exciescences, will swell that they woulc yield to any such temptation which
up until it will be larger than all the revenue we can get niight be offored to (hem by the Governmcnt. I think
from that post. I think this is, porhaps, the worbt case we that, if there be one black aot on the part of the Gov-
have yet had. The same expenditure is asked for this ernrnent which is worse than another, it is this expondituro
village of 00 or 800 souls which is asked for these other for the Cayuga public building. If there was any neeessity
places containing several times the population. for it, I could understand it, but, if you take the interest

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The building will cost $13,. upon the original capital which will be required for this
500. building, and the expenditures that will necessarily be in.

curi ed afterwards on that account, you will find that it is
Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGil . The hon. gentleman's going te be a loss to the country, although, as we have seen

estimates have grown. I put the question to him, as he to-night, and as we may see for the next two years, the
will rernember, aceross the floor sone few weeks ago, and i Government may have one supporter froi that county. I
was then told that the total expenditure will bc about $7,800. think they are paying well for iL. I want to know whether

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount oftheeontract the Minister is going to establish as the policy of the Gov-
for the building was 87,87 1, but we have the furniture, vernment that expenditures of this kind should take place
heating, fencing and other matters to provide fer, and that in small towns, regardless of the requirementas of those
is the estimate. towns, in order to gain politictal advantages for themselvos

R:. RIPI('T-T ÀAPbn ADIPTW Ufn-Tim erkLover their opponents ?~JAJ-r.J~~L~~'Iib V ~UIL.JLU ut ss ~rTuu
r GH .£Thn thie case is rather

worse than I thought. ilere is a place, with a net revenue,
all told, ofrather less than $800, and 8 13,500 will have te
be expended theie to put up this building. Does that
include the land?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It includes everything.
Sir RICOiLARD CARTWRIGHT. This amount is to be

paid to provide house room for conducting a business of
8800 net. If you add the interest on that, and the fuel, and
probably a caretaker, you get a very delightful result. This
shows the wonderful economy and the wonderful care with
which the public affairs are administered. I do not blame
the hon. Minister so much in regard to this. I suppose he
tries to keep the expenditure within reasonable limits, but
it does seem to be a perfect scandai that such an amount as
813,500 of the capital money of this country is to be
expended, besides a considerable sum which wili beinflicted
on the people for maintenane for all time, in regard to
such a place as this, because you have to put on a sut for
insurance-for semetimes these places are burnt down-and
you have a charge for repairs, a charge for the caretaker,
and a charge for fuel. It is a most extravagant mode of
carrying on the public affairs, and ibis is probably the
worut case that we have yet had in tbe Province of Ontario.
It is cortainly worse than any of the cases that I bave
alluded to before.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would like to ask the Minister
whether it is the policy of the Government to build post
offices in all places of the size of the village of Caynga?
Supposing there is no object for the expenditure of money
except for some special reason, simply on account of the
service which is to be rendered to the country, I desire to
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Sir HEC3TOR LANGEVIN. The bon, gentleman must
sec that, as a rule, these buildinl2s are erected in the larger
centres of the different counties. Wo cannot do every-
thing in one year or in two or three years, but by degrees.
When the question comes up as to building a post office
somewbere, we have to look at all the circumstances and
sec whether the place requires it, whether the public ser-
vice requires it, and then we have to come to Parliament
and ask for the money.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would ask the Minister to
point out to me the great need for this building, the great
advantages to be obtained, and how the publie service is to
be promoted by the construction of this post office building
at Cayuga ? Will the hon. gentleman bring lorward the
representations which have been male to him to show why
be made up bis mind to erect this post office building there ?
He speaks about the centre of the county. Will he say
what representations have been made to him in reference
to this ? Surely he might give some reason why this ex-
penditure should bc made.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I wauld like to ask the Minister, in view
of the fact that this buildingiis to beerected at Cayuga, why
it is that he bas not done anything for a town with five
times the business and five times the revenue ? i refer to the
town in which i live, Orillia. i know that it bas been re.
peatedly pressed on the Government, and that petitions have
been presented for a post office building there, and i think
it is very unfair to the county ot Simcoe and to that town
of Orilli, which is as furishing and aQ progressive a place
as any place in the Dominion of Canada, which has a popu-
lation of 4,000 or 5,000 people and a revenue paid in of over
#6,000, with an allowance for rent and interest of over 840Q,
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that it should be lefit ont while this small placeis being con-
sidered. I know that an application was made and I think
it is exceeding unjust that it was not granted.

Mr. COOK. The reason is that they elected an opponent
of the Government. In the days when the leader of the
Government and, I believe, the Minister of Justice, were
gong through the country in the "JamaicaI" car, they called
at the town of Orillia and held a meeting, and they pro-
mised the people, se it was stated at the last election, that
a post offiee should be erected. There was a procession
formed and they went through the streets of the town of
Orilla. The Premier inspected the post office, and was
reported to have exclaimed : "Why, this is not a building
fit for a town of this size; you certainly require a fine post
office, and you shall have one." Orillia has a population
of about 6,000, and is one of the best built towns of
Ontario. It has probably the most intelligent citizens, of
its size, in the Province of Ontario. The result of the last
elections shows that, because at one time it was almost
wholly Tory, and at the last election it only gave a majority
of three to the Conservative candidate, who lives in
that town, and who is a large property holder. That
accounts, I think, for the absence of any amount in
the Estimates, Now, Mr. Quinn, the candidate in the
last election, I believe paid a visit to Ottawa, and he inter-
viewed the Minister of Public Works, and I understand ho
also interviewed the Prime Minister, and it is stated that he
got a promise. When he returned to Orillia ho made that
statement, but the people were a little suspicious, his ex-
penses being paid out of the town fund, the people were a
little suspicious that ho was down bore looking after his
own business; ho bas a timber limit in theNorth-West, and
ho was looking after the renewal of this timber limit and
getting things into proper shape-it was so stated. Thon
another deputation of two gentlemen came to Ottawa and
interviewed the Government again, with what result I do
not know. They were more discreet than Mr. Quinn, and
did not make it known through the newspapers. Well
I find a report in a newspaper in the town of Barrie some
distance from Orillia. Barrie is the shiretown of North
Simcoe. The article reads:

" Mr. James Quinn, the twice defeated Conservative candidate for
East Simooe, returned home from Ottawa last week (his expenses being
borne by Midland) where he had been interviewing various members of
the Government to ascertain how it was that no appropriation was made
for the Orillia post office. Sir Heector assured Mr. Quina that the mat-
ter had been overlooked, and promised that the Supplementary Esti-
mates would make things all right. The deputation then pushed for the
claims of Orillia as a port of entry. Mr. Quinn had a private interview
with Sir John, and was told (with a knowing wink, of course) to send
down statistics, and Sir Hector would attend to it. But all these inter-
views took place before it was learned that Mr. Cook's appeal to the
Supreme Court would be successful. So, it is not likely anything more
will be done until a short time before the next general elections. Mr.
Quinn did not say what Midland was after; bat it is presumed that
village wants a grant for au esplanade. These little claims of Orillia
and Midland are interesting as showing what were the bribes Quinn and
hie friends were holding out during the last election : a new post office,
built by the people of Canada for Orillia, and also a port of entry, and
something else for Midland. Mr. Quinn had better take the great big
piece of timber out of bis own eyes the next time, and he will more
easily see the little piece of splinter in Mr. Cook's eyes-"

Now, I put a question on the notice paper some time ago,
asking if the Government proposed to put a sum of money
in the Supplementary Estimates for the construction of this
post office in Orillia, and also what was to be done with
Penetanguishene and Midland, but got no response, I am
glad to see that the Minister has put a surm in the Supple-
mentaries for Penetanguishene, but ho bas neglected Mid-
land.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We cannot do everything at
once.

Mr. COOK. The work at Midland bas been commenced
and it would not take very much to complete it. Rowever, I
propose to discuss that question when we come to that item

Mr. O'BRIEN.

I am extremely obliged to my hon. friend from Muskoka
(Mr. O'Brien), who is aliso a constituent Of mine, for men-
tioning this matter. I am glad to get his able assistance,
and I am going to assist him in getting something for his
harbor in Parry Sound when the time comes. I think
Parry Sound bas been badly treated. I am sure the influ.
ence of my hon. friend ought to be very weighty, as he is
largely interested, or at all events, his friends are, in
Orillia, and I am sure ho would like to see the
progressive town of Orillia beautified with a magnifi-
cent public building such as they have got at Barrie.
Barrie is not a much larger place than Orillia; it bas been
almost stationary the last two years. I spoke the other day
of the blight Sir John had placed upon it in 1887. Orillia at
that time was a small place, but she is going ahead rapidly.
I do not know wheth~r the Minister of Ptt blic Works bas
been there. I was out of the country, and when I returned
they told me that these hon. gentlemen had honored my
constituents with a visit at Orillia. I was very glad of that,
because I thought the result would be as it bas turned out,
because Orillia gave me a larger vote than ever before ; so
that the promised post office, if intended for political effect,
did not amount to anything after all. Now, I can assure the
Minister of Public Works that it is no more than just that
buildings should be erected in the town of Orillia. Is there
any truth in the statement that Mr. Quinn obtained from
the Minister a promise that an amount would be put in the
Supplementary Estimates for the erection of this building?
The Government should not discriminate against certain
places in the matter of public buildings simply because the
electors return representatives oppomed to thom in Parlia.
ment. It is an unworthy motive; the Government have
no right to do so, the money belongs to the people, and the
Liberals contribute more than the Conservatives, because
they are more prosperous as a rule. The Governnent have
educated their Fupporters to this principle; If you support
us we will support you-you scratch my back and I will
scratch yours. They have made the people improvident
and led them to look to the Government for support, but
afterwards they often leave the poor fellows out in the cold,
when their influence is gone, just as the poor Grits are left.
I want the Minister to lot me know if there is any truth in
the statement to which I have referred, because the depu-
tation from Orillia made certain statements on their return,
and if they were not the facts they should be exposed.
Perhaps this matter has escaped the Minister's memory,
and there is even time yet for an amount to be placed in the
Supplementary Estimates, because, although there were
supposed to be no more money grants, notice was given
last night of a large number of grants to railways. The
Minister of Justice bas taken his seat, and I do not know
whether he made any promises in his public utterances
there or not; I rather think ho did not. The leader of the
Government did not do so openly, becauso it is always best
to do it by a wink aud a nod. I a,.k the Minister of Public
Works if this matter escaped bis memory for the second
and third time ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Nothing has escaped my
memory in that direction. I remember adeputation came
here, and they were received as well as I could receive
them; they seemed to be pleased with what I told them,
and they made a great impression on my mind in the di-
rection of that proposed building. Now the hon. gentleman
bas continued to make an impression on my mind in the
same direction, and with the help of my friend on my right,
most likely I will b very soon convinced that something
should bo done in that direction. But badinage apart, this
matter was brought forward, but we are not in a position'
to ask Parliament to vote money for a great many buildings
for which we would like to see sums in the Estimates. We
cannot do everything in a year, and the hon. gentleman
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says himself that though Penetanguishene is not in a county
represented by a Conservative, it should not be forgotten
We do not look to that matter, but we consider the wants
of the oountry. We may be mistaken; it is human nature
to err, but we commit errors as seldom as possible. The
hon. member for Sirncoe (Mr. Cook) had better take whai
I tell him as an encouragement.

Mr. COOK. I ar much obliged to the Minister and I
understand ho received the deputation very kindly and had
a considerable interview with them, and sent them away
rejoicing. If they went away glad they must have obtained
a promise from the hon. gentleman.

Sir HfKCTOR LANGEVIN. We never make promises,
because we cannot do se without having the authority of
Council. Wheni a deputation comes to me I listen to what
the members have te say, and I make remarks or objections
in order to ascertain exactly the position of affairsa; and I
then say te the deputation, that there is a great deal in
what you say and I will report te my colleagues, and if the
revenues of the country will allow us I should be glad to
have the work carried out. But we cannot make promises
either for a publie building or for works in a harbor ; it
would be wrong te pledge the Government without the
consent of Council.

Mr. COOK. I commend the hon. gentleman for being
discreet and for not committing himself. I believe every
word ho has said, From what I know of the hon. gentle-
man I believe that is just what ho would do. I know ho is
a very discreet publie servant, and never makes a promise
without endeavoring te fulfil it. But what bas ho to say
about his leader? fHas he the right to make promises
without consulting Council ? When ho was at Orillia ho
told the people the publie building was not satisfactory,
that it was a disgrace, and they should have a new one.
le made the promise at that time. I am sorry ho is not
in his place now, because I am inclined to think it must
have escaped his momory. I desiro to ask the Minister of
Publie Works whether ho will use his endeavors te have an
amount placed in the Estimates next year.

Mr. BARBON. Will the Minister state the circum-
stances which ho considered in deciding whether this or
that town is entitled to a post office ? It seems to me that
the member for East Elgin (Mir. Wilson) made out a very
strcng case in behalf of St. Thomas.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The new building is
erected.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It was for Aylmer.
Mr. BARRON. The ouly answer the Minister gave to

the strong argument advanced was that the Government in
deciding whether this place or that place should have a post
office, took into consideration ail the circumstances. What
are those circunstances ? Will the Minister state them ?
Very likely they will be sufficient te justify me in.coming
te this Government and stating that the circumstances in my
riding are such as to entitle me to ask the Government to
have a post office at Fenelon Falls, which bas twice the
population of Cayuga.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I am very sorry that we did
not discover at an earlier stage of the proceedings that the
principle bas been laid down that a village of 800 popula-
tion was entitled te a $13,000 post office. It seems to me, how-
ever, that these post offices are unequally distribated. The
manufacturing town of Dundas in which I live, has always
atood well by this Government, and the friends of the hon.i
gentleman who represents it made three trips to Ottawa in
order te induce the Government te give them a public build-
ing of that class, and te put their post and inland revenue'
offce in that town. But those expectations on the part of the
hon. gentleman's'friends were not fulfilled. It does seem to me

that it is not using his friends well that the town of Dundas,
which has a population of 4,000, and which has always stood

s well by the Government which he supports, should ho set
aside and a more village of 800 or 900 people should get a
$13,000 post office. It is true the bon. gentleman spent

t something like a couple of thousand dollars in fixing up a
post office for us in that town some time ago. Wo have a
very comfortable post office there now, but we did not
reach that stage until it became necessary to lease a build-
ing from an active friend of the Government, and a friend
that always worked very hard and faithfully on their
behalf. The people of the town have a feeling that had it
not been to square accounts with that gentleman that we
would not even have got this much for the post office. I
do regret exceedingly that we did not discover at an earlier
stage that the Government intended to adopt the principle
of giving a $ 13,000 post office to a town of 800 or 900 popu-
lation, because I think their friends in the town of Dundas
would have folt that they would have had a strong claim,
with their 4,000 of a population, to have something respect-
able in the way of a post office. We would be glad to take
a 813,000 post office, even though our town is larger than
the village of Cayuga.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would like to ask the Minister
of Publie Works to tell us what were the circumstances
that induced him to make this expenditure for the town of
Cayuga ? If ho will explain the theory upon which ho
arrived at the conclusion to make that exponditure, then
we will be put in a position to know if other places which
are similarly situated may have riason to apply to the
Government for those public buildings"? If ho explains
that to me I am willing to go on wit tho Estimates. I
want to know how ho arrives at this conclusion ?

Mr. PLATT. I suppose that we might as well say what
we bave to say on this subject ut once, as i have no desire to
waste the time of the House, I cannot refrain from thinking
that the rule which has been laid down by the Minister of
Public Works as to the construction of public buildings, has
more exceptions than almost any rule I know of. The hon.
gentleman bas told us that ho cannot do everything in a
single year, and the Minister of Finance has said that ho
cannot do all those things ut once. Thero are a great many
places that I know of that the Government have doue no-
thing for in any year, and a great many places of more im-
portance than the towns they have given public buildings to.
Ihave no desire to make special claims on the Government
for any town in my particular county, but I think under the
prosent circumstances I can lay some claims to theo considor-
ation of tho Government of the day. We have waited
some time to get somothing done for the town of Picton in
which I live. Ourfriends on the opposite sideof the Ilouso, not
long since, showed an extreme solicitude for the town of Pic-
ton and half-a-dozen of them came up there to express their
extreme regret that the town of Picton and the county of
Prince Edward, had been so long neglected and that the
only thing that remained for our county to do, was to
send a representative supporting the Government and thoir
claims would be no longer lost sight of. Itwas pressed week
after week in the Government press of that county, and
even the Government pressof the surrounding counties were
continually explaining to the people of Prince Edward,
that the reason they had been neglocted for a quarter of a
century was, that they would persist in sending somebody
bere to oppose the Government. It so happons that the
people of Prince Edward have been pursuing this course
for a very long time. I simply responded to those argu-
ments by stating that it was a more heinous charge than I
had ever brought against the Government, and that I did
not think they would negloct any portion of the country
because that portion of the country happenod to have an
opinion of its own on public questions. My friend from
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Huron (MIr. Porter) claimed for the Government of the day'
that they were not of the character that had been repre-
sented, and that they were willing to do justice to all parts
of the country no matter what opinions a particular part
expressed. The general opinion during the late elections
was that the county had been neglected, My opponents told
on the public platform that for a quarter of a century
very few dollars of public money had been expended there
while certain of the.neighboring towns of less size had
received large sums of public money. My own friends
thought that the people had been neglected, and both the
supporters of the Government and those opposed to
the present Administration were of the unanimous opinion
that the county had been noglected. I had the support of
my hon. friend from Huron (Mr. Porter) in saying that
the Government did not deal out their gifts to the differ.
ent counties according to the opinions expressed at the
polls, but in accordance with overi-handed justice. I
think that the friends on the opposite side who showed so
much solicitude for my county during the elections
should press our claims on the Government for further
consideration. We know that it very largely depended on
the town of Picton as to the result of the election, and it
was claimed that the town was going to carry against me
by a very large majority, because there there was a
belief expressed that if a Goverument supporter was elected
the public buildings would be erected. But my friend from
Huron (Mr. Porter) carne and told them that it would make
no differenco with the Govern ment of the day as to the poli-
tical complexion of the representative, and the people gave
me in that Conservative town a magniticent majority of 28,
StilI, I have the right to rely on the assistance of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, who were so interested in ny county at
that particular time, to insist on the Government the fact,
that the old town of Picton, which bas paid taxes for
twenty-five years, has never received any benefit from the
public funds. I think that the claims of Prince Edward
county should be no longer neglected. It is a deserving
county, and the town is a deserving one, and I hope my
friends will see that the Minister of Public Works will not
fail to carry out the rule he bas laid down and do justice to
the town of Picton. I shall be most happy to give him
any information that ie requires from this side of the
louse; but, after what has been said by my oppnents at
home and in this fouse regarding our claims, 1 do not con-
sider it necessary at this time to press for public aid. In fact,
I am a little modest in pressing for public aid at any time.
I am of opinion that the Government should themselves find
out what sections of the country are in need of public aid
and should give iL only to those ; and I regret that the senti.
ment prevails to any extent in this country that public aid
is given for the purpose of gaining political support. Istili
refuse to believe that such a state of things exists in this
country. 1 trust for the honor of our country that such a
stateof thingswill never obtain in it; but if we look over
the list of counties which have received grants during the
19at few yeafs, and consider the character of their repre-
sentatives, a large degree of color is given to the charge that
the Government are influenced in their grants of public aid
by the political eolor of those corstituencies. 1 think that
is as serious a charge as can be brought against the Govern.
ment. I trust that the expenditure of money will be made
in those sections where it is most needed, and without re-
gar'd to their political complexion.

Mr. MITCHE LL I think the Minister who is in charge
of the department whose votes are now going through, is
generally credited on both sides with being a fair and
reasonable man. Ho has heard the grievances stated oni
this side of the House, and ho possesses a mind which will
appreciate the force and value of the statements whichj
hae -been made, in determining the course to ho pursued

Mr. PLÂrr,

in the future. I must say that I bave atways found him
reasonable and fair, and after what he bas heard to-night,
I think he will perhaps give a little more consideration to
the gentlemen who have stated their grievances with
moderation, and with a feeling with what was due to them-
selves and the constituencies they represent I would sug-
gest that as the discussion has been pretty full, we had
botter take the vote and get on with the business.

Mr. McMULLEN. In the county which I represent,
there are no less than three towns, each with 2,500 inhabi-
tants. The receipts in the town where I live are over
$3,000, and I believe the receipts of Harriston are nearly
equal. If the Government are going to establish a principle
on which to build post offices, I think we should know what
that principle is. My impression is that when a town
reaches a certaia population and the receipts amount to a
certain sum, the Goverument ought to consider whether
they will erect a post office there or not, If the Govern-
ment are going to adopt the policy of erecting post offices
only in constituencies where supporters of themselves are
elected, no matter whether the receipts are such as to justify
the expenditur e or not, it is well that the public should
know it. In the county of Wellingion there~is only one
town in which they have ereeted a post office, that is the
town of Guelph, which bas 10,000 or 12,000 inhabitants,
and where the receipts are very large. There are severhl
towns in Wellington where the population and the annual
receip ta are both greater than those of the town of Cayuga,
and iwould like te know en what principle the Government
propose to build a post office in Cayuga when they overlook
the necessitics of other towns which have greater need of
accommodation ?

Mr. PORTER. I must apologise for speaking at all on
this matter, but the hon. gentleman referred to me as having
taken part in the election, and the remarks he made I take
as complimentary. ie said that I did not represent the
Government as granting those favors on account of political
support, but as dealing justly, and I think that is a proposi.
tion which I may maintain cither on the public platform or
in the liouse of Commons. I believe the Goverument do
that. I believe their conduct bas shown that they have
considered all the circumstances, and have attempted to do
justice. i was the more disposed to take that position be-
cause of the circumstances of the section I have the honor
to represent. Ii my election there was not a single word
of public buildings or of any favors to be obtained by the
community if 1 was elected; and if there are items in the
Estimates for public works in the town of Goderich, the ne-
cessity of those works was urgod on the Goverument by a
gentleman who was a very strong opponent of mine, who
was, in fact, the principal agent of the gentleman who
opposed me in the last election. This gentleman is mayor
of the town, and is well acquainted with its wants; and he
came to Ottawa and urged on the Minister of Public
Works that thoso buildings should be constructed,
as they were actually necessary in the public interest.
Every person acquainted with the beautiful town of
Godorich, the county town of a very large and
importaiit county, and acquainted with the condition of the
post office, will admit at once that the arguments of that
gentleman were undoubtedly well founded ; and his having
persuaded the Minisier to listen to his arguments simply
shows that the Government, when the facts and figures are
placed before them, are willing to deal justly with every
claimant, no matter whether he is a supporter or a strong
opponent, as the mayor of Goderich was.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I would like the hon.
gentleman who bas just sat down to state if he considers it
an honest, wise or just expenditure of public money to put
a vote of 813,500 in these Estimates for the purpose of pro-
viding accommodation for a business which does not net
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$809 a y ear? That is the question we are deciding. No
repiy bas been given either by the hon. Minister or any
other hon. gentleman on that side. It is perfectly olear
why it ws done, it 'was:done for no other purpose than to
bribe the electors of Cayuga to vote for the Govern ment
candidate. Now, I will fnot Waste any more time over it.

Goyernment Priating Bureau........ . ......... $115,00

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGLT. Here is #180,000 asked
for the Government printing bureau. Turn to the miscel-
laneous, and you find that $185,000 in addition to our con-
siderable vote of last year, was demanded for plant required
for theGovernment printing office; $500,000 are going into
this, in my opinion, very necessary useless job. It is a dis-
grace that in the present state of Government finances, at a
time when we have a deficit of 01,000,000, 8500,000 are to
be expended in the current year or the year gone by for this
purpose. It seems to me as if the intention of the Govern-
ment was to waste the money of the country with both
bands and to very little purpose. This may give a little
patronage but it does not appear to me any possible good
can result. So long as this lasts, we will be saddled with
a sum enormously in excess of what our former arrange-
ments cost ns.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is estimated wili be the
ulti mate cost of the building ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $184,000.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). How is this building being con-

structed ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. By contract with Mr. John

E. Askwith.
Mr. TROW. I am inclined to think this will be a bad

investment on the part of the Government for the reason
that the work will cost much more than it does at present.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is one item which we bave
passed to which I should like to refer. I see that for the
1fanilton drill hall there is an amount of $'6,000. That
seems to me to be a very large sum to be voted for a drill
hall. When I presided over the Department of Militia, we
took a vote for the drill hall in St. John, N.B., and I think
the arnount was 811,000 or 012,000, and I think that is a
very suitable building.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This amount is for the corn-
pletion of the hall. When it is completed, including the
821,000 now asked, it will cost $65,000 or $66,000.

IMr. JONES (Halifax). That is an enormous sum to
spend for a drill hall. in Halifax we have a drill hall which
cost, I think, about $11,000 or $12,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Does that include the
cost of repairs after a certain meeting which was held there ?

.Mr. JONES (Halfax). No, I do not think so. I think
ihis vote is anffiLient to build a hall to accommodate all
the military of the Dominion. It is so disproportionate to
the expenditure in other places that I think the Govern-
ment should give some explanation in regard to it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The requirements are laid
before my department, then the chief architect makes a
plan, and, of course, if it is a large building he states the
reasons. In this case, the walls are of brick with Stone
dressing and stone foundation. The total length is 260
feet, and the breadth 116 feet, exclusive of a detached
residence fur the carotaker. As soon as the wooden build-
ing is destroyed, we will make one of brick.

bir RIHo ARD cARTWRIGHT. My impression is, as I
have heard from some of the offmeers of the volunteers, that
the wooden building is to be preferred for military pur-
poes to the brick. The difference in cost is enormous.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I may say on behalf of the peo.
ple of Hamilton, that this is a very tine building. As the
Minister bas statod, it is a brick building with stone facingm.
The military force in Hamilton is rather large, and requires
a good deat of accommodation. It muast be remembered
that the old building was burned down, and that this build-
ing was arranged for just before the general eloction, and 1
supposed at that time the Governmont feit very liberal
towards a city like Hamilton, and they made this provision,
and they have been very succesful. At the same time, I
must say that it is a very fine building.

Sir RICHAR D CA RT WRIGHT. Where ie the Kingston
examining warehouse, for which there is a revote of
$10,000, to be situated ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is not docided.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The post office and
custom bouse in Kingston have a considerable space be-
tween thom, and L think this might be erected there.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Minister of Cuastoma
tells me that that is the place where it is intended to be
erected.

Mr. BARRON. Has the contract been le for the Lind-
say post offce, customs bouse, &c., for which there is a
vote asked of $7,000 ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, I do not think so.

Mr. Mc[ULLEN. When we were discussing the post
office at Cayuga, 1 bad not the roturns in my hand which
I now have. I find that the returnas for certain places in
my county and adjoining counties show that Listowel,which
is on the border of rny riding, bas not receipts of $2,208;
Harriston, a large town, with a population of nearly 2,500,
bas net receipts of $2,205; Mount Forest, with a population
of about 2,500, bas net receipts of I2,113. Ln none of these
places is there a post office building, and thore is no propo-
sal to bave a post office building, while in Cayuga, with net
receipts of $800, there is to be a large expenditure for a
public building.

Mr. COOK. I soe there is an expenditure of $8,500 for
the Barrie post office. lias that moncy been aIl expended ?

The CHAIRMAN. That is not on this item.

Mr. COOK. I see that, last year, $6,683 was expended
on that post office which will make a total of $15,834. Will
that be the total expenditure ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The vote last year was to
complote.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think this should be discussed
on this item.

Mr. COOK. I was not in possession of the revenue of
the Orillia post office whon I spoke before on that question ;
but I have ascertained by reference to the Postmaster Go-
neral's report that the net revenue of the p3st office last
year amounted to $5,220. I am sure the revenue of Barrie
and Lindsay on the other side would not be much more.
Orillia is the distributing point for ail the post offics in
that section of the country.

Mr. BARRON. Has the contract been let for the Lind-
say post office ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No. When it is let it will
be by tender.

Sir RICHAR 9 CARTWRIGHT. Napanee post office and
custom bouse, 87,000-is that contract let for Napane ?

Sir
Gorge
other.

BECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, the contractor isMr.
Newlands. That is a more eostly building than the
[t will cost about #33,000 or $34,000. Prescot4 post
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office, $15,000-we have purchased a site from Mr. R. Me
Carthy for 83,500, but we have not yet received tenders.
Public buildings, Ottawa, 85,000-when a large amount is
required for repairs, we must have a special vote.

Public Buildings, Manitoba....................... ......... $105,ooo
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Manitoba penitentiary,

$75,000-what is the total cost of this to be, including this
$75,000?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Up to December, 1887,
$382,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then apart from this
865,000, how much remains unexpended ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 875,000 must be added to
that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The Minister will see
that brings the expenditure on that Manitoba penitentiary
up to close on to 8500,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It appears to me that

is an enormous sum for a penitentiary to accommodate 120
convicts.

Sir HECTOR LANSGEVIN. It is the most expensive o
all these buildings. I suppose the reason is beocause it is
isolated from large centres.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am afraid there is
the same waste of money here which apparently went on in
the provisioning and providing for the convicts, as to which
we received a very unsatisfactory explanation. I have seen
the building, and, unless it bas been very much enlarged,
I cannot conceive how $500,000 has been laid out upon
it. Is that by contract or by penitentiary labor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Both.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then am I to understand

that over and above $500,000 cash, the labor of the convicts
is put in, whatever that may be worth ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Everything is included in
this.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 8500,000 cash and the
labor of the convicts thrown in gratis ?

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. Ycs, I think so. The cost of
their labor is taken into consideration.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Tieir labor is not worth
as much as that of free artisans, but it is an enormous
figure.

Repairs, Furniture, Heating, &c .............. $18,500

Mr. MoMULLEN. I think this is a good time to consider
the question of the expenditure at Rideau H all. The amount
expended for contingencies is equal to SA,000 a year. We
are now making a change in our Governor General and the
question can now be considered. There is an enormous ex-
penditure connected with that establishment. I am not
prepared to say that the amount is greater this year than
formerly, but we should make an entire change. I do not
think it js necessary for the country to contribute 88,000 for
fire and light. Il we keep the establishment in proper repair,
the Governor General whoever ho may be, should pay the
expenses connected with fire and light, and mat-
ters of that kind. This system bas gone on for
years, and we should not allow the item to
pass without ascertaining whether it is the inten-
tion of the Government to continue the same course in mat.
ters of expenditure connected with Rideau Hall under the
regime of the Governor General who will shortly arrive as
has been done in the case of the last two occupants of the
position I We pay the Governor General S50,000 a year.

Sir Huoros LANGEVIN.

If we provide him with a comfortable bouse, which ho has,
I do not think we should be a3ked to pay the enormous eum

i we are paying every year in addition. Ris salary and staff
expenditures cost about $115,000 a year; last year it was
$113,000. The incidentals are a little over 829,000. I think
it is time that some change should be made in
the manner of carrying on that establishment, and
I should like to hear from the Minister whether the Govern-
ment are preparing to carry on the saine courae with the
Governor General that is coming as they have with the Gor-
ernor General who is now' leaving. This is a proper time
to discuss the whole question before the new man arrives.
My impression is that it is fully time in the interests of the
people and the public expenditure when we should lay down
some system. If it is the intention of the Government to
continue to find a number of such things there as the vege-
table garden, the flower gardon and other things around the
establishment, we should vote a certain amount annually
and lot it be understood that we will not exceed it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN.' So long as the Governor
General is at Rideau Hall in the present building, the
expenditure must go on. That building is an old one and it
costs a great deal more to maintain than would a new build-
ing. Last yeur a number of members seemed to think it would
be better to erect a new building, and I had estimates pre-
pared, but after seeing the figure I thought the House
would not be prepared to erect a new bouse for the presont,
and, therefore, we have to go on and keep this building in
proper order. The Governor General as the representative
of the Queen must have a proper residence. The hon.
gentleman cannot expect His Excellency to take $8.000
a year out of his salary to pay for light and fuel for the
building-it could never be thought of. He has his salary,
and I think he expends it freely while representing the
Queen in this country. I do not think the expenditure can
be much reduced. If the hon. gentleman has looked at the
figures for the last three years ho must see that there has been
a reduction of several thousands of dollars; but I cannot pro-
mise that there will not b a larger amount next year, for
it altogether depends on the requirements of the building.
If a new roof is required it muet b put on, if a gable
threatens to come down it must be rebuilt, and the interior
must b kept in proper condition, so that the Dominion of
Canada may not be ashamed of the residence that is given
to the Governor General. I do not think this is an amount
that the people would ask to b reduced unless it could be
shown that the money was squandered, and I do not think
there is anything of that kind. The expense is a necessity,
and, though a large expense, I do not think we can curtail
it much.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). There is no doubt that the
country must b prepared to furnish a suitable residence
for the Governor General, and 1 do not think we could ex-
pect that the Governor General would pay for heating and
gas out of his salary. But it appears to me, looking at the
public accounts, that there must b a certain amount of
waste. In speaking in this way we make no reflection
on the people who are occupying Rideau Hall; they
probably know nothing about it, but they have people
about them who think that all this is furnished at the
Government expense, and they are really not so careful as
they otherwise would be. When examining the publie
accounts the other day I found that 400 tons of coal and
300 corde of wood were burnt at Rideau Hall, which seems
to be a very large quantity, and one can hardly understand
how it could be disposed of. The number of people em-
ployed round there is very large, especially considering
that carpenters are working there ail the year around.
Theeo amounts do not aggregate so much, but the saie
principle is involved. 1 think this country will be.pr
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pared not only to furnish the Governor General with a
comfortable residence and keep it in proper repair, but
they desire that he should be in every respect comfortable;
at the same time, I cannot help expressing the opinion that
there are more people engaged about the grounds and
Rideau Hall than is necessary for the purpose of making
the occupants there comfort#ble and taking care of the
property. It is the duty of the Minister of Public Works
and his department to do this, and I think it is a matter ho
might fairly consider and see whether a reduction could
not be devised.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Immediately after last
Session I took care to have statements of all the expendi.
ture there prepared, and after the Governor Generai had
left I visited the building myself and went through it from
cellar to garret to see it with my own eyes and be able to
state to the House my opinion about it. After going
through the whole building and having a statement of the
number of feople employed by the Government there, I
found we couId not have a less number than the number we
have this year, reducing it by two or three mon whom I
thought we could get rid of, but altogether I do not think
we can reduce it further.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This amount does not include the
annual vote for furniture.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The furniture gets worn out
and of course we have to re-cover it. We cannot cover one
piece of furniture and leave the others in the old way. In
the same way a portion of the paper may get spoiled and
of course wc have to repair the room. It is a large expense
I know, but with all the care possible I do not think we
can reduce it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is understood we pay for all
expenses of furniture, and plate, and glass, and things of
that kind ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Do yo furnish the building aIl over?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Mr. FISHER. There are two divisions in this expendi-
ture which ought to be borne in mmd. The one is on the
building and the inecessary investment there. The other is
the expenditure which roally is part of the household econ.
omy of the tenants of that building. It seems to me that it
is quite time a change was made in regard to this latter ex-
penditure. I quite agree with the Minister that white we
have such an old building as that, we cannotexpect that the
expenditure will be largely decreased, in keeping it in re-
pair, and I have no doubt the Minister is trying to do thec
work as economically as possible. I desire to see an abso-
lute change in what I might call the interna] cconomy of
the household. The change would not mean that we should
ask the Governor General to pay the expenses we are now
paying out of his ordinary salary, but a definite sum should8
be set aside for the purpose as an allowance to the
Governor General, and then the Governor General and bis f
household would be responsible for the expenditure of the q
money. As it is now, the expenditure is entirely in the I
hands of the department, and I would submit that it is a
impossible for even so careful and zealous a man as the t
Minister of Publie Works to control it. It is a difficult posi.
tion to place the Minister in, that he must be expected to
look after the internai economy of such a housebold as that
of the Governor General, but 1 believe it is right and just i
that the people of this country should expect that some p
official in the household of the Governor General sbould g
look after a proper and economical administrat on of tbe a
household. I do not see any other way it is possible to s
obtain that result, unless it is a change in the mode which E

I have referred to: that a certain fixed sum shall be given
to the Governor General for the parposes of his household
expenditure. Thon the proper administration should be
left to the household, and they should be beld responsible
for it. As it is, unfortunately, it is the duty of tho depart-
ment to look after those employés at Rideau Hall. I eau
well understand the Minister does not wish to interfere in
the household economy of the Govornor General, and it
would be a very difficult position to ask him to assume. If
the sun is fixed, and handed over to the household there
would be some proper official in the household who would
be responsible for the expenditure. I believe that in that
way the work could be done more oconomically than it is.

Mr. MOMULLEN. I want to draw the attention of the
Minister to the fact that we paid $6,453 last year for paint-
ing. I would like to know from the knowledge ho hrsof
that building, if thtat amount of painting will be required
on the arrival of the new Governor General. I notice also
that we spent something over $1,000 on carpets, and that
some three or four hundred yards of carpets wore laid down
last year. What is his view with regard to the probable
expense that will have to be gone to, to put the building into
a position to receive the Dew Governor General. I notice
that when the last man came thore was considerable improve-
ment gone to, and that we had to overhaul the whole place
and to change the carpets and furniture and all that kind
of thing. The probabilities are that next year we will
have a larger sum than we have now, for the new Governor
General will have new ideas with regard to the character of
the furniture and fittings that ho will require. If we are
going to spend a very large amount on the arrival of the
new man, my impression is that we had items of ex-
penditure last year which might bave been saved, in a view
of going into this expenditure when the ntw Governor
arrives. I find that last year it cost $80 a day to keop that
place in a position fit to b eoccupied by the Governor
Gencral, and I think there is no necessity for the number
of men that are employed about that place. I admit that
the gentleman we bad under examination, Mr. Hutchinson,
is an upright man and tries to do the best he can, but be
was surrounded by a number of mon thore whom ho could
not well control. Ho aiso admitted, when ho wats before
the Public Accounts Committee, that on sone occasions men
were sent thore without hib knowing anytbing about thcm.
Possibly they werc those who improssed on the Govern-
mont tbat they should be employed and-wero sent there.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman should
not make that insinuation against us. That is riot so. The
bon. gentleman should not suppose that becauso we arc bis
opponents, and in the Goverrnment, that we employ every
one who comes to us. He should suppose that we are
doing our duty, unless ho has proof to the contrary. Mr.
Hutchinson may know nothing about this because hoeis
not called upon to docide what is donc. If the bon. gentle-
man had put me the question I would have answered him
at once. The system now is that an (ffiler of the depart-
ment, and an officer of the household go arDund three or
our times a year in order to ascertain what repairs are re-
quired. A list is made and signed by them, and thon sub-
mitted to me, and I decide whethor the work should be done
after a proper estimate ls made. Whon that is assented to,
hen the mon that are required are sent, and Mr. Butchin-
on may perfectly well ho ignorant of what the docision
bas been arrived at lu the departmenet

Mr. Mc MULLEN. I would like to know from the Min-
ster of Pablic Works if ho thinks it neoessary to have four
professional gardeners at Rideau Hail. Thoro is a vegetable
ardueer and an assistant, and a flower gardener and an
ssistant gardener. Doces ho really think that it is neces-
ary to have four professional men ail the time at Rideau

alil, who are paid 82 a day, Sunday included ?
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The men that are there are
constartly employed during the period of the year, for
which they are appointed.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). A good deal of this expen-
diture is in connection with the repairs to the building. Did
I understand the Minister to say ho had considered the
question, as to an entirely new building?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). On the same grounds?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No; the idea was if we
were to erect a new building it would have been on Major's
Hill, towards Nepean Point.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I understood that idea had
been abandoned. The Minister probably bas formed some
estimate of what the cost of that new building would be. I
would like to know what estimate was formed in reference
to that and also as to what we could dispose of the present
property for, so that we would be in a position to judge
whether it would be truo cconomy to effect the change?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We could not obtain, of
course, what the property cost us. I cannot say at ail how
we could ell it, because it would be a difficult property to
sel, unless porhaps it could bo used as a summer hotel or
perhaps a public institution But the estimate was over
$q00,000, beeuse we shall require not only tho residonce or
castle, as we might call it, but the out-buildings, fences,
drives, &c.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGUIT. I would ask the hon.
gentleman to inform us on one or two points when we
meet again. In the first place, it seems to me that it is rather
hard that the Dominion should be called on to provide
$8,500 a year to keep up Major Hill park for the benefit of
the citizens of Ottawa. [ do not think that is a proper ex.
penditure at all. It appears to me that the place might bo pro-
perly enough leased to the city of Ottawa; but the people of
Canada should not be called on to provide a recreation
ground for the citizens of OLtawa. I sbould like the hon.
gentleman to state when we meet again whether thc
Government proposes, and if so, why they propose, to con-
tinue that policy. The other point is this : Ho bas often
heard, and I think he is well aware, that this particular
building in which we are carrying on our session to-night-
this pit-is about as unwholesome a building as it is possible
for any building to be; and I would like to know if the
Government are considering the propriety of throwing out
in some part of this building a room which will be tolerably
healthy and which will be arranged on reasonable hygienic
principles.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This last matter bas been
discussed already. We cannot make an addition to this
building without destroying its appearance; but the hon.
gentleman is aware that next to the west block there is a large
space facing on the square which bas not been built upon,
and we muight probably utilise that for the construction of a
louse of Commons, which might communicate with the

present Parliament building by a sort of arcade or
colonnade, which would bring the three buildings together.
The House of Commons would then be alone, with certain
offices belonging to it, and it would have all the ventilation
and all the light possible on all sides. That is an idea. Of
course it would' cost a large sum of money, but for the
comfort ot the representatives of the people we should have
it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is not a question of
comfort. Every man who bas studied the hygiene of these
buildings knows well that a room like this, where the sun
never comes, and where it is impossible to have proper

Mr. McMULLEiN.

ventilation, is a very unwholesome building in which to
spend so many hours as we are now spending.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). My hon. friend has properly
called attention to this vote for Major Hill park. How.
ever indefensible that expenditure may be-and I agree
with him that it is utterly indefensible-it has certainly
this in its favor, that it is not a new vote. But I see that
we are to be called on to vote a new item of $5,O00 for the
paving of Wellington street. That js a new departure
entirely, and I may say that when that item comes up, I
intend not only to discuss it, but to divide the House on it
in concurrence.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman must
remember that the papers on this subject were laid on the
Table two or three years ago, and approved by Parliament.
Wellington street is under the surveillance of the Govern-
ment from the bridges to Bank street, and must be kept up
by us. That is a bargain, and I hope the hon. gentleman
will not move against the voto.

Mr. MITCHELL. And with all due deference to my
neighbors, a very gaod bargain too; because a more dis-
graceful street before the Government made that arrange-
ment I never saw in my life. I think it was au arrange-
ment that might be justified by the necessity of the case.

Committee rose and reported progress.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
louse.

Mfotion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1.15 a.m.
(Friday).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FaIDAY, Isth May, 1888.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at One o'clock.

PIIAYERS.

REPRESENTATION OF KENT (ONT.)

Mr. SPEAKER. I have the honor to inform the House
that I have received the certificate from the returning
officer of the election of Archibald Campbell, Esq., for the
Electoral District of the County of Kent, in the Province
of Ontario.

TRADE COMBINATIONS.

Mr. WALLACE moved for leave to introduce Bill
(No. 188) for the prevention and suppression of combina-
tions formed in restraint of trade. le said: The Bouse
will remember that I presented recently the report of the
committee appointed to investigate this subject. T at re-
port has shown what, I think, is a surprise to the iouse,
and it certainly was a surprise to tha committee, as it will
also be to the people of the country. The extent of com-
binations formed in order to enhance prices and restrict
production, and keep out others from engaging in the same
oceupation and business constitutes a serious evil which cal s
for legislation. We find by the evidence produced before this
committee that coal combines exist in the principal cities of
Canada, that these combines are most tyrannical, arbitrary
and exclusive in their character; that they enhance prices
to the consumer; that they prevent competition ; and th at
under the cloak of law or under pretence of being attached,
as in Toronto, to the Toronto Board of Trade, they have
been doing acts which are entirely illegal, giving oaths an4
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statutory declaration, and eompelling their employds to
take those oaths, and in many ways violating the laws, an
doing all this under the oath of secrecy and pledges not t
divulge the doings of these associations4 l the oity o
Ottawa we find an example of the American trust system
imported into this country, in the case of the Ottawa Coa
Company. We see there an example of the arbitrary way in
which these combinations have increased prices, and they
have done this under the influence of these coalorganisations
In Ottawa until recently, coal was $8.50 a ton, and to-day
the very best quality of the same coal that was brought int
Ottawa this spring, is selling for 85 30, ora reduction of 83.20
per ton. I think the influence of bis investigation bas done a
good deal to remove the evils of combinations by acqnainting
people with the acts of these companies; but I think a more
severe and permanent remedy is required, and I have there.
fore introduced a Bill dealing with those companies. I am
aware that the period of the Session is late and it may be
difficult to give a Bill of this important character as full
and mature consideration as it deserves. But, Sir, the corn
mittee had a great deal of work to do. We held 26 meet-
ings and investigated matters very thoroughly, and it was
impossible to get through with our examination of the cases
that were brought before us at an earlier period. Then the
preparation of the Bill occupied a few days, so that it brings
us now to nearly the end of the Session. I will briefly ex-
plain the provisions of this Bill. The flrst clause enacts:

"Every person who combines, agrees or arranges with any other per-
son, or with any railway, steamship, or steamboat or transportation
company (a) for grauting to any person who is a party to such combina-
tion, agreement or arrangement, any facility for the purchase, sale,
transportation or supply of any article or commodity which isan object
of trade, which facility is, by sneh combination, agreement or arrange-
ment not to be granted to any other person who is not a party thereto ;
(6) For denying to any person wbo is not a party to such combination,
agreement or arrangement, any facility for any such purchase, sale, trans-
portation or supply, and whicb, by the provisions thereof, ia to be granted
to any person who is a party thereto; (e) For unreasonably enhancing
the market priceof any article or commodity which is an objectof trade;
(d) For unduly restraining the trafflo in any such article or commodity;
(e) For limiting, lessening or preventing the production, manufacture,

aie or transportation of any mnch article or cemmodity ; (t) For pre-
venting or restrieting competition in atheproduction, manufacture, sale
or tranFpnrtatign of any such article or commodity-s guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and liable, on conviction, to a penalty not exceeding $1,000,
and not lets than $200, or to imprisonment for any term not exceeding
twelve months, and not less than three months, or to both."

The next clause provides that any company that is incor-
porated by the laws of the Dominion of Canada, and that
bas been found guilty of misdemeanors of this kind, shall
forfeit its charter. The third and last clause provides that,-

" Nothing in this Bill shall interfere with chapter 131 on the Revised
Statutes of Canada respecting Trade Unions. "

These are the three clauses of the Bill whioh I submit to the
louse for its consideration. The evidence taken by the

committee justifies prompt and decisive action, because we
find that not only in the case of the coal trade, which I
have already mentiomed, but in every other branch of trade,
people are following the evil example that has been set in
this instanee ; and the results have been so satisfactory to
those engaged in the combination that if the evil is not
checked we may expect that a large number of other bran-
ches of business will be affected by similar combinations.
We see in the United States, and particularly in the State
of New York, that investigations of a similar character are
going on, or have been held, and Bills have been introduced.
But in those States of the Union the combinations are so
powerful and they have exerted such a great influence on
the Legielatures, that it has been found impossible to pass
an Act amuEciently stringent to suppress them. These mat-
tor in Canada to-day are yet in their infancy, and I think
this is the time when they should be strangled, when it can
be done more eaily than at a future time. For that reason
I pres this Bill on the consideration of the House and the

lountry.

) Sir JOHN A. M&AODO1ÇÂLD I amn sure the Houe,
Iwithont reference te party, snd the country will leel deeply
0gratefulteo the hon. member for West York (MCr. Wallace,,

>f for instituting this enquiry, and I have no reason to doubt
i but that the thanke cf the Blouse arc aiso due te, the cern-
il mittee fer making thst report. W.e an osly judge what
i the report ie and whst the evideuce is fromn the infor-
Smation we have oaseually gsthered. I qaihe agree with

m-y hon. frieud that it le well we shotild deal with this
subjeot uow, at lea8t as Peon as we oan preperly de it with
due consideration, and with the meaus for forinig s de-
liberate judgment on this important question. Mly hon.
friend bas stated that the fact of' the commit-tee cittirirfand
the evidence tha.t bus been pred tied have already ba

Bbeneficial effect in reducing the prices of oeeof the most
- important ai ticles of commerce 1 have ne doubt that this
ireport, the introduction cf tiai Bill, the publication of the

D evîdence, wilI aise have a most beneflial effeot. I do not
1 suppose my hou. friend thinke it would be possible that the
- leuse shonld read the evidence, digest the report snd corne
- te a fincal conclusion saste the merits c f the Bil intje t.
ipiring moenets cf the Session; but he wil have attaôaed,

3 and the oomuiittee wiIl have attaiued, 1 think, aIl tue>'.-can
ircasonabiy expeot te atteis that ie te attention of the
c ountry will b. called te tue evidence laid before the Houe%,
ansd the Bill which je proposod to become law cau b. 6airly
cousidcrcd, sud thoeowbo arc most affected by iL cac aiso,
bave art opportunit>' cf considering the eneasure aud being.
heard in Parliament. I bave great pleasure in isupporliing-
the intereet cf the Bill, but I do net think the Houa. cango
any furtiier with it during the present Session.

Sir IRICUA.RD CARTWRIGHT. I think it is talerbi>
clear that the lieuse canuot prooeed fartiter with thie Bd1,lf
and I arn inclined te, believe thtat service bas be.en r.nidered
by this committee in calling the attention of the coutry
te the ustural fruits cf the absurd ms.Lm ef proteotion
under which. we are fit preoent living. À great deal:of
geod wili be doue iu the way cf epening the minda cf the
peor)de te, se. whist cernes cf delivering the power cf taxa-
tien to a feW favorcd individuals ut the experse cf the
gerierai bonefit cf the cmniunity, and, therefere, 1 amrn l-
clined te agrec with the First Minieter in thLnkiug that
geod will corne cf this. That, howevcr, I thiak, will b. Lthe
oniy good that wiII ceeof it.

Mr. BESSON. One of the greateet combillAtions mv..-
tigatcd by the cemmittee wus eue in which there wus ne
protection, aud that wa u nceai. Smo.e the tai hbu been
taken off, advsntage lis beaun taken to a Frenter extent
than ever before b>' the cemuination, snd pricos înoreased.

Mr. G UILLET. Iu rcply te the heu. member for South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright), 1 waald &s&y thut oeeof
the etrongeet combinatiens we feund toexeist wus the stove
combinatien, aud soin. cf the meet edious festures were
found te have eriginated during the administration of the.
bon. gentleman, from 1875 te 1879; and altheugh they
cxist.ed through ait that period ne effort wss mode by the.
hon. gentlemen thon in power te control thst combination
or suppresu it.

Sir RIELiARD CARTWR[GHT. If the. hon. gentleman
ia refcrring te, steves: stoves are exaeedingiy proteoted.

1fr. MOMULLE&. I mustoexpressregrot that the Houas
bas net becu able te deai with tue questien during tiie pre-
sent Session. It le a ver>' great )iîty that the evideno. oould
not have been placed in such s shape as te b. availabie now.
I hicieve the report cf the cemnmittee wili do good; at the
saine time i t le hardly right that we should separato witb-
eut dealing witb these combinations inatead of sllowiug
them te enjo>' the sweete cf theoit gaioa for six or nine moutha
more before we meet again. However, il is in lino wiLli
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the promise which the Finance Minister made to the com-
bines, when he promised the manufacturers of this country
at the beginning of the Session that there would be no alte-
ration in the tariff and they could enjoy their sweets for
nine months more.

Motion agreed to ; and Bill read the first time.

GRANTS TO RAILWAYS.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R moved that the louse resolve
itself into Committee to.morrow, to consider the following
proposed Resolutions:-

1. That it is expediont to authorise the Governor in Council te grant
the subsidies hereinafter mentioner to the railway companies and te-
wards the construction of the railways also hereinafter mentioned, that
is to say :

To the Ottawa and Parry Sound Railway Company, for 22 miles of
their railway from a point on the Canadian Pacific Raiiway to Egan-
ville, in lieu of the subsidy granted by 49 Victoria, Chapter 10, for a
railway from a point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway to Eranville, a
subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in the whole
$79,400.

To the Nova Scotia Central Railway Company, for 46 miles of their
railway fromi Bridgewater to the Windsor and Annapolia Railway, in
the Province of Nova Scotia, a subsidy net exoeeding $3,200 per mile,
nor exceeding in the whole $147,200.

To the Montreal and Champlain Junction Railway Company, for 3
miles of their railway from the end of the present subsidised section te
Messina Springs, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceed-
in the whole $9,600. ï

To the Massawippi Valley Railway Company, for the section of their
railway from a point on the Atlantic and North-West Railway near the
Village of Magog, to Ayer's Plat Station on the Massawippi Valley Rail-
way, in lien of the subsidy granted by 50-51 Victoria, chapter 24, a
subsidy of $32,000.

To te Pontiac Pacific Junction Railway Company, for bridging the
several channels of the Ottawa River at Culbute and West thereof, a
subsidy of $31,500, to be paid out monthly as the work progresses upon
the certificate of the Chief Engineer of Government Railways, in the
proportion which the value of the work executed bears te the value of
the whole work undertaken, and for three miles of their railway extend-
ing from a point three miles east of Pembroke te Pembroke, in the Prov-
ince of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding
in the whole $9,600, provided that the entire work eubsidised upon this
railway shall be ompleted within four years from the passing of this
Act, the subsidy granted by this A et net te exceed in the whole $41,100.

To the Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Railway Company for 84î
miles of their railway from Port Arthur towards Crooked Lake, in lieu1
of the subsidies granted by 48-49 Victoria, Chapter 59, and 49 Victoria,
Chapter 10, for the construction of a railway from Murillo Station te
nrooked Lake, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding

in the whcle $271,200.
To the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway Company, for 30 miles of

thoir railway from Lake St. John towards Uhicoutimi, or from Chicou-
timi towards Lake St. John, being a transfer made at the request of the
Baguenay and Lake St. John Railway Company of the subsidy granted
te them by 50-51 Victoria, Chapter 24, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200per mile, nor exceeding lu the whole $96,000.

To the Temiscou ta Railway Compauy, for 20 miles of their Branch
Railway from Edmunds ton towards the et. Francis River, lu the Province
of Quebec, in lieu of the subsidy granted te them by 50-51 Victoria,
Obapter 24, a subsidy cf $100,000.

To the Quebeo Gentral Railway Company, for the construction and
completion of a line of railway from St Francis Station to a point on
the Atlantic and North-West Railway near Moose Head Lake, 90 miles,
in lieu of the balance o? the subsidy, unearued, grantod by 47 Victoria,
Chapter 8, a subhidy not exceeding $23,345 per annum for twenty years,
or a guarantee of a like sum for a like period as interest on the bonds of?
the (Jompany.

To the Central Railway Company of New Brunswick, a grant as sub-
aidy (the road to be first laid with new steel rails weighingnot less than
56 rbs.per lineal yard, and after an Order in Council bas been passed
authorising their transfer te the Company) of 4,052 tons of used iron
rails and fastenings loaned tothe St. Martin's and Upham Railway Com-
pany, now forming part of the Central Railway, which rails and fasten-
ings stand in the Public Accounts as an asset of $U,612.54.

To the Elgin, Petitcodiac and Havelock Railway Company of New
Brunswick, a grant ai Eubsidy (the road te be first laid with new steel
rails weighing not less than 56 lbs per lineal yard, and after an Order
in Couneil bas been passed authorising their transfer to ihe iiompany) t
of 2,201 tons of used iroun rails and fastenings loaned to the Eigin Brauch1
Railway, now forming part of the Elgin, P. Piteodiac and Havelock Rail-
way, which rails and fsstenings stand in thd Public Accounts as an asset
for $44,25282.

To the Kent Northern Railway Company of New Brunswick, a grant t
as.subsidy (the toad to be first laid with rew steel rails weighing not
less than 56 lb. per lineal yard, and after an urder in Council bas been
passed authorising their transfer te the Company) of 2,549 tons of used
Iron rails and fasteningu loaned to this Company, which rails and fast-
enings stand in the Public Accounts as an asset for $58,334 27

M.. MOMULLEN.

To the falifax Cotton Company, of Nova Scotia, a grant as subsidy
(the road to be first laid with new steel rails weighing ot leu than 56
lbs. per lineal yard, and after an Order in Conneil bas been paused,
authorising their transfer to the Company) of 233 tons of used iron rails
and fastenings loaned to the Company, which rails and fasteninge
stand in the Public Aecounts as au asset for $4,335

To the Steel Company of Canada, in Nova Scotia, a grant as subsidy
(the road to be first laid with new steel rails weighing not less than 56
lbs. per lineal yard, and after au Order in aouncil has been passed
authorising their transfer to the Company) of 597 tons of used iron rails
and fastenings loaned to the Company, and which rails stand in the
Public Accounts as an asset for $11,964.66.

To the Albert Railway Company of New Brunswick, a grant as sub.
sidy (the section of road to be first laid with new steel rails weighing
not less th an 56 lbs. per lineal yard, and after an Order in ouncil ha.
been passed authorieing their transfer to the Company) of 26 tons of
used iron rails and fasteningo loaned to the Company, and which rails
anl fastenings stand in the Public Accounts as an asset for $14,665.45.

To the Qþatham Branch Railway of New Brunswick, a grant as esub-
sidy (the road te be first laid with new steel rails weighing not less than
56 lbs. Der yard, and after an Order in Council has been paseud anthor-
ising their transfer te the Company) of 958 tons of used iron rails and
fastenings loaned te this Company, which rails and fastenings stand in
the Public Accounis as an asset for $14,439.84.

2. Reslved,-All the lines, for the construction of which subsidies
are grarited, shall be commeneed within two years from the first day
of August uext, and eompleted within a reasonable time, not to exceed
four years, to be fixed by Order in (Louneil, and shall also be constructed
according to descriptions aud specifications, and upon conditions teobe
approved by the Governor in .Council, on the report of the Minister of
Railways and Canals, and specified in an agreement to be made lu each
case by the Company with the Government, and which the Govern-
ment is hereby empowered to make; the location also of every such
line of railway subject to the approval of the Governor in Council; and
ail the sait subsidies respectively, payable in cash, shall be payable out
of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada by instalments, on the
completion of each section of the railway of not less than ten miles,
proportionate te the value of the portion se completed in comparison
with that of the whole work undertaken, teobe established by the re-
port of the said Minister or upon completion of the work subuidised.

He said: I desire to move that the resolution respeoting
grants for railways be placed on the Order Paper for to-day ,
1 can only do so with theunanimous consent of the House
as I am only entitled to move the resolution to-morrow;
but under existing circumstances I ask the House to allow
me to move the motion.

Mr. LAURIER. I must take exception at once to the
suggestion. We cannot proceed with the resolution to-day,
and I must ask that it stand tili to-morrow.

Sir OHARLES TUPPEMR I am in the hands of the
House.

Mr. LAURIER. It is very objectionable that each an
important matter should be brought in so late in the Session.
I suppose that cannot be avoided now, but we should have
on the Table of the House the correspondence which must
have been exchanged with the companies which are to be
favored in this way. It bas generally been done, although
I think it was net done last Session.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Then I will move that the
House resolve itself into committee to-morrow, and I de-
sire to say that I have the assent of the Crown to introduce
the motion. I would ask the House te allow me to add
another resolution te those already on the paper, which,
by an unfortunate oversight, was omitted, and which, I am
quite sure, the louse will readily allow me to correct. I
receivel a letter from the hon. Minister for Northumber-
land -the hon. member for Northumberland I mean-com-
ing events cast their shadows before them-pointing ont the
mistake I had made, and calling my attention to the fact
that a loan of rails for the Chatham Branch Railway, New
Brunswick, had been omitted. I sent to the Railway De-
partment and found that the resolution had been prepared,
but by some strarige oversight had not been included in
those handed to me to place on the Notice Paper. I aek
permission to add a resolution covecing this subsidy amount-
ug to $24,439.84.

Motion agreed to.
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THIRD READING. whole of the combination company in my riding. They

Bill (No. 76) to amend the Revised Statutes of Canada were there with thoir brass bands and drums, and from
ohapter 50, respecting the North-West Territories. evey platform they preached that the country was in an

entirely difforent position to what it really was. Their
object evidently was, if possiblo,to try and prevent your hum-

THE HIGH COMM[SSIONER. ble servant from being returned in that constituency. They
left no opportunity unavailod of to bring about thisSir CHARLES TUPPER moved third reading of Bill result, and by all moans legitimately, and I do not(No. 136) to amend chapter 16 of the Revised Statutes know but iltegitimately teo, they tried te det me

pecting the High Commissioner for Canada in the United before the election took place. They ought to have
Kingdom. been quite satisfied with ail this, and after the people

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think we should had recorded a majority of votai for me, they should have
understand now, because there has been plenty of time for allowed the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery to gazette me
the Government to make up their minds with regyd te the at a proper time after the return was made. Perhaps some
High Commissionership. Will the High Commissioner be mermbers of the Governmont may know more about this
appointed within a reasonable time-say within six weeks ; than they wish to tell, and perhaps some of them were in
and that is quite long enough, I should think, for se impor. communication with my opponent in that contest. The
tant an office to remain vacant any longer ? It is now vacan t next day, or the day after the election took place, I dis-
for eighteen months,or will ho with the six weoks added. I covered that my opponent had gone from St. Tbomas to the
think we ought to know this, whon we are passing a Bill city of London on some business, and what that business
for the High Commissioner. was I for a long time was unable to find out. As time

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD, I cannot give the ordi- _passed ou and as my returu was not gazetted, rumor said
ar aN tMAOr1but the High Cnomissioner wil there waa an intention on the part of my opponents to on-nary answer, to-morrow, beks.test my seat, and by every possibility to try to prevent meho appointed ini a few weeks. from taking my place in this Parliamont. Even up to the
Mr, JONES (Halifax). Who is he to ho? time that I lot for the opuning of the House I had not been

gazetted. Time and again my friends asked me what was
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, I suppose that is a the roason of this long delay. I was unable to give ther

secret. any information in reference to that, unless the belief which
Motion agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed. I expressed that the Governmont deloayed my rourn so as

to enable my oppononts to protest uny scat. My oponent,
too, prior to thcex p aition of the time for protost, in answor

PATENTS 0F INVENTION· te a question put to him, said it was not his intention to
Mr. CARLING moved third reading of Bill (No. 38) to protest the election, but yet the gazetting was delayed

amend the Act respecting Patents of Invention. until the very last minute. On the Friday night
before the expiration of the time, I saw two in-

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I understand the object of this dividuals, the local ropresentative and a dooated
Bill is to create a new offiee, and that the probabilities are candidate, about the lobbies here. On Saturday morning
that the Government will feel, as they have already stated, they left, and at the very last minute the deposit was made
that the interests of that office can be trusted in the hands and the protest entered against me. What were those men
of the late Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. I feel it would here for ? Porhaps hon. gentlemen opposite will bo able
not be in the public interest that a course of that kind to explain to me what took place while they were in Ottawa.
should bo pursued. We all know that that gentleman has However, notwithstanding a firm declaration on the part
occupied the position of Clerk of the Crown in Chancery of my opponent that there would ho no protest, it was en-
for some length of time. During the last eleetion campaign, tered, and eutered se late that i was unable to enter a
and when the election was over, it was felt by the Govern. cross-petition. The trial came on, and as I felt that my
ment of the day,prior to the returna ail coming in, that thoir conduct in the election was proper in every respect, though
position might be very critical, and that soma means would I could not say what some of my friends might have done
be necessary whereby, if they were not sustained by a suf through indiscretion but with no wrong intent, I was de-
ficient majority, other means would bo rosorted to, to deprive clared elected and entitled to rotain my seat. I had all
the electorate of the Dominion of a certain number of the the anxiety of that trial, and I am now in a position
representatives chosen by the people, and that their seats to say that had the gazetting not been delayed as
might be jeopardized so as te enable the Government to long as it was, and had those two individuals not
have a working majority. It is useless for the Govern ment come down here, thero would have been no protest entered.
to Bay that the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery performed 1 would say this of my opponent, that ho felt that it would
his duty. I am quite satisfied, from what has taken placi, that be suicidai, se far as ho was concerned, te enter a protest ;
there must have been some influence brought to bear on this bat I suppose ho was urged on; oven up to the ti me of the
man to induce him te act in the manner which ho did, on trial ho persisted in saying that ho did not desire that a
that occasion. We have found that either by accident or protest should ho entered. In view of these facts, I asi , is
otherwise a very large number of the elected Reformi mata- it not reasonable for me to foel that this postponement is to
bers were prevented from being gazetted for a long time,se reward a man who did me a personal wrong ? But I do net
as to give the Governmont of the day an opportunity of blame him so much as I do those who induced him te do it,
devising sorne means to prevent the returne f the people's He was only the instrument in thoir hands; and those who
choice. I was one of those whose return was delayed for instigated him should ha held responsible.. If he is guilty
about three or four weeks, and the object for delaying the of wrongdoing, the Government, if they inducel him to do
return is unaccountable to me, unless it was that my major. it, are to blame, and not ho. But what I comptain of is
ity was not so great as it was in some other constituencies. that the Government should seek te create a position for a
1 had only fifty-four majority, and perhaps they thought that man who was guilty of such conduct, who violated the oath
by some moans or other they would be enabled to have a ho had taken te do his duty faithfully and impartially. I
recount, or a protest, se as to prevent me taking my seat. feel, therofore, that it would be wrong in the publi interest
The Government ought not to have pursued that course, for this man to hold the position of Deputy Commissioner
bocause I had on that oocaaion the plasure of having the of Patente, and I bog to move in amendment thoreto;
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That al the words after the word "That " be struck out in order

to add the following:-
It is not expedient that a deputy eoinmissioner be appointed, and

that in any event the appointment of Ur. Richard Pope, the late Clerk
of the Orown l aChancery, to this ofice, can only be regarded as done
for the purpose of rewarding the @aidRichard Pope for a grose and de-
libeate violation of duty In the office he formerly filled, and that suchl
au appoiatmen4 if made, will not be calculated to inspire confidence in
the honeit administration of the department in which the said Pope is
exnployed.

MEMEBER INTRODUVED.

AacnarALD OCAMBLL, Esq., Member for the Electoral District of Kent,
Ontario, introduced by Sir Richard Uartwright and Mr. Langelier
(Montmorency).

PATENTS OF INVENTION.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I am delighted to be interrupted
by the introduction of my hon. friend from Kent. I bolieve
that every effort was made in the recent election to prevent
our having the pleasure of his presence here during the
remainder of this Session; and, Sir, no doubt ho would have
the same ground as I have for objecting to the appointment
now proposed to be made. But, Sir, we find, wbon the
country is appealed to, the voice of the people declaring
that they have no confidence in the presnt Government on
account of thoir many acts of wrongdoing and corruption,
and their neglect to look after the interests of the country
as they ought.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Wilson, (Elgin):

Messieurs

Armstrong, EBuis, MoMillan (Bluron),
in (Wentworth), Fiuet, Meàiallen,

ren Fisherl Meigs
eausolei, Uautbîer, Mitchelle

B6ehard, Geoffrion, Mulok,
Bernier, Gillmor, Paterson (Brant),
Bourassa, Godbout, Perry,
Bowman, Guay, Platt,
Brien, fBolton, Purcell,
Bardett, Iunes, Rinfret,
Campbell, Jones (Ealifax), Rowand,
Cartwright(Sir Rich'd),Kirk, Ste. Marie,
Casgrain, Landerkin, Scriver,
Ohoquette, Lang, Somnerville,
Oook, Langelier(Montmor'ey),Sutherland,
couture Langelier (Quebec), Trow,
De St.,deorges, Laurier, Turcot,
Dessalut,,Livingstone Watson,
Doyon, Lovitt, Welsh,
Edgar, Macdonald (Huron), Wilson (Elgin).-60.

M eurs

Bain (Soulanges), Freeman, Montplaiir,
Bergeron, Girouard, O'Bren,
Boweil, Gordon, Patterson (Easex>,
Bule, Grandbois, Perley (Assiniboia),
Brown, Guilbault, Perley (Ottawa),

Bryson, Guillet, Porter,Cameron, Riaggart, Prier,
Cargill, Hales Reid,
Carling, Ball, Riopel,
Carton (Sir Adolphe>, Bendersea, Robillard,
0 aea, eoson, Roome,
chisholm, Bickey, Ros,
Cinon, Budspeth, Skinner,
CJochrane, Jamieson, Bmil,
Oockburu, Jones <Digy), Smith (Ontario),
oQlby, Kirkpatrick, Sproule,
Corby, Landry, stevenson,

osti aLangevin (Sir Hector),Taylor,
Oou9ghlln, LaunsTemple,
Coualmbe, Macdonald (ir John),Thêrien,Daly, MoCulla, Thompson,
Daoust, McDonald (Victoria), Tyrwhit,
DaVis, McDougld (Picton), Vanase,
D 'soMoQn«vy, Wallace,
Denison, McKa, Ward,
DanscLeL White,

Dickinson,
Dupont,
Ferguson (Renfrew),
Ferguson (Welland),
Poster,

Madill,
Mara,
Masson,
Mille (Annapolis),
Montagne,

Wilmot,
Wilson (Argenteuil),
Wiison (Lennox),
Wood (Brockville),
Wood (Westme d).

-93.

1Amendment negatived.
Mr. TROW. I notice the hon. member for St. John bas

not voted.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I have paired with the hon.

the Minister of Finance.
Mr. TAYLOR. The hon. member for King's, N.S., voted,

although he was paired with the hon. member for Albert,
N.B.

Mr. BOIDEN. I allowed the names in my immediate
vicinity to be called without voting. Subsequently I saw
the hon. member for Albert in his place and voted. I sent
him a note informing him of the fact, and I presumed he
would vote, being in the House.

Mr. WELDON (Albert). I happened to come in too
late, thinking I was paired.

Mr. BORDEN. Then I would ask that my name be
struck off.

Bill read the third time, and passed.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMENDMENT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved third reading of Bill
(No. 131) further to amend the Dominion Lands Act (from
the Senate). He said : I promised the hon. member for South
Oxford to give him some general ides of the scheme for the
Crofters' settlement. The scheme is generally this: That
the Imperial Government are to advanee £10,000 on
condition that £2,060 are raised from other sources.
1. That three or four trustees or commissioners
should be appointed as a board to represent : (1) the Im-
perial Government, (2) the Canadian Government, (3) the
private subscribers, and (4) the important land companies,
whose gratuitous co-operation and assistance bas been pro-
mised, subject only to reimbursement of actual authorised
outlay, and that this board shall be entrusted with the res.
ponsibility of carrying out the scheme in accordance with
the intention of the Goverument. 2. That the board shall
be empowered to obtain such clerical or other assistance
(possibly two paid emigration agents, one in the old country
and one in Canada) as may be necesary in the selection and
înal settlement of the emigrants. 3. That in the event of
the families being selected and arrangements made for their
reaching the port of embarkation, the emigration officers of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway will take charge of the emi-
grants at Glasgow or elsewhere, carrying them to their final
destination in the North-West Territories for a fixed low
rate of passage money. 4. That, in order to meet the cost
of emigration and to comply with the provisions of "The
Dominion Lands Act, 1886," a sum not exceeding £120 shall
be advanced for each family, of which five-sixthe shall be
advanced by the Imperial Government and one-sixth by
private subscription, and expended in accordance with a
scheme drawn up and approved by the Minister of the
Interior in terms of section 38 of the aforesaid Act. 5.
That the board constituted as above will undertake, by
means of their agents, to settle the emigrants on the Govern-
ment land, to provide temporarily for their wants, and to col-
lect the instalments of capital and interest from them in the
manner hereinafter mentioned, they having the benefit of the
knowledge and experience both of the (Janadian Govern-
ment land agents, and of the gratuitous co-operation of
the officers of the Oanadian Pacific Railway, the Hudson
Ba Com y,and the Canadian North-West Land Oompany.
6. ; t Canadian Govrn nt Will give fro. graS
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lands of 160 acres to each family, and also render every
assistance through the High Commissioner in London, and
through their immigration agents in Canada, in connection
with the selection of the land for the emigrants, and their
preliminary settlement. The Danadian Government will
require that the emigrante selected shall be formally ap-
proved by an offlcer on their bebalf. 7. That the money
grants shall be for a period of twelve years, bearing no in-
terest during the firet four years, but the before.mentioned
board will collect the principal and interest from the set-
tiers during the last eight years by an annuity which, on
an advanoe of £120, would amount to £20 17s. 8d. per
annum. This is equivalent to an average interest of about
£4 6s. per annum during the whole period of twelve years.
8. That the foregoing board will take, by way ofesecurity
for the sum of £120, or lesser sum, so advanced, a mortgage
on the 160 acres of free grant lands of the Dominion Gov-
ernment, including a lien on the chattels, the mortgage
being secured in favor of the board by legal agreement. vo.
That, if thought desirable, the Canadian Legisiature will
be requested to facilitate the passing of an Act in connec-
tion with the constitution, powers and duties of the afore-
said board. This is the Act whioh is before the House.

Mr. MITCERLL. Does the Canadian Government give
any money ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. About £12,000 are
put at the disposal of the commissioners-£10,000 by the

Imperial Government, and £2,000 by private parties.
Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. Not less than £2,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am glad to see that

the poor immigrants are tob have four years to look about
them before being called on to pay. I think that is an
admirable provision in all such schemes. The hon. gentle-
man will remember that I specially called his attention to
the desirability of settling these people close together. By
that I did not mean that Canadian settlers need be excluded
from among them, but that the system of interposing a
block of a square mile between each other square in that
particular locality where they settle should be dispensed
with by the Government. Perhaps the hon, gentleman
has had time to consider the suggestion, and can say
whether he will see that it is carried out or not. I believe
it would be greatly to the advantage of the settlement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not quite prepared
to say that. When the Government agreed that a Cana-
dian commissioner should be appointed on the board, his
services being quite gratuitous, and the whole scheme not
involving any expense whatever to the Dominion Treasury,
it was agreed that the late Minister of Interior should be
the commissioner. I fancy hie successor will be the con-
missioner, and I will bring before him the hon. gentlemen's
suggestion. I have no doubt that this seheme will be laid
before ail the commiesioners, and the Governient will be
only too ready to agree to any claim such as the hon, gen.
tieman egggests, if they recommend it as being in the
interests of the crofters.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. For fear of being mis-
understood, asInotice Iwas by my hon. friend the other
evening, I would repeat that my object is not to exclude
Canadian settiers from the crofters'settlement. It may well
be that the intermixture will be advantageous. Ail I desire
is to prevent, what I would regard as a misfortune for this
settlement, the interposition of large blocks of vacant land
held on speculation by parties for the purpose of profiting
by the improvements made around them.

Sir jOHN A. MAODONALD. I quite understand the
proposidonof tkhon.gtleman. Ilwill, coobe. 1

visable, if possible, to have an admixture of other settlers.
For instance, if there were some Ontario farmers settled
among them, they would teach thom a groat deal in the
way of fai ming, because crofters are net supposed te be
very good farmers. 1 am not aware of the mode of settle-
ment the crofters proper had under the auspices of Lady
Cathcart.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I have visited that
settlement, a part of which is close te Moose Mountain, and
I found many of these men did well. I am inolined te
think almost all are likely te do well, once they overcome
the initial difficulty, but they made complaints on the very
point whieh i have brought up; and the hon. the First
Minister will easily understand that the difficulties of obtain-
ing a proper schoul accommodation in particular, which,
like ali Scotch people, they are very desirous of baving, were
greatly increased by the fact that euch a large area had te
be brought into a single school section, and in that country,
in winter time particularly, it is dangerous te send child-
ren a distante of two or three miles to school.

Motion agreed te, and Bill read the third time and passed.

THE SUPREME AIND EXCHEQUER COURTS ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved consideration of amendment
made by the Senate te Bill (No. 120) further te amend
" The Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act," chapter 135
of the Revised Statutes of Canada. Ie said : There is only
one amendment: te enable the registrar te have control of
the library of the Supreme Court, as he has hitherto had,
instead of having te purchase books (rom the Stationery
Department.

Amendment concurred in.

MARITIHE COURT OF ONTARIO.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that Bill (No. 40) te extend
the jurisdiction of the Maritime Court of Ontario, standing
in the name of Mr. Charlton on the Publie Bills and Orders,
be transferred to Governiment Orders and be read the
second time. Ie said: The first clause is an important
one, and I think*should be adopted, with a slight alteration.
As te the other clauses, they may be left over, with the ex-
ception of the last.

Motion agreed te, and Bill read the second time, and
House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. EDGAR. Will net the goneral provision giving the
court jurisdiction in rem clash with the law which already
existe ?

Mr. TIHOMPSON. I think it will; I think it would
amend it te that extent.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed.

ELECTORAL FRANCHISE.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved second reading of Bill (No.
117) te amend the Blectoral Franchise Act, chapter ô of
the Revised Statutes of Canada. He said: When I in-
troduced this Bill the other day, I ws confident that
it would receive the universal assent of the House, as
I was sure that its piovisioris were in favor of economy,
uniformity, and simplicity of proceeding in the working of
the Franchise Act. Unfortunately my previsions have not
been realised. I see that amendments are threatened
te be proposed which touch the very principle itself
of the franchise; and I have been informed that a
discussion on the principle of the Act itaelf might
arise, and take up a great deal of time; and, at flua
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late hour of the Session, I do not think it is desirable that
such a prolonged discussion should take place. I must say
that when I thought of the good memory of my hon. friends
opposite, I was afraid they would remember the speeches
that they delivered in 1885, and I shuddered at the recollec-
tion of the length of time the debate then lasted. Accord-
ingly, I think 1 may be allowed, in order to show my desire
to bring this Session speedily to a close, to withdraw some
of the clauses of the Bill, and ask the permission of the
Hlouse, when we get into Committee of the Whole, to
enact only the fourteenth clause; while the other portions of
the Bill 1 will bring up again next Session. The fourteenth
clause provides that a revision of the list shal be dispensed
with during the year 1888.

Mr. LAURIER. What the hon. gentleman has just said
proves once more the necessity of a vigorous opposition in
this House. We have here saved the country tom being
irnflicted another year with this Bill. As I have already
said, we will get the entire repeal of this Act piecemeal.
Twice already the hon. gentleman has moved the suspension
of this Bill, and I only hope ho wilI continue in the same
line.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I do not wish the hon. gentleman to
understand that the Government withdraws the measure: we
only adjourn it until nextyear, and carly in the next Sessicn
I shall present the measure again to the House. I am sure
that meditation wili bring wisdom to my hon. friends, and
that they will then adopt the Bill as it stands to-day.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). In that way they will adjourn it
sine de-we will take it so, at ail events. The last clause
the hon. gentleman asks us to eneat, I think, might be obvi.
ated if ho would provide that wherever an election may
take place during the year, sLy for the local House, the last
revised list should be used for that clection. Now the hon.
gentleman will see, as we observed before, that in the event
of an election taking place during the coming year, that
election is run on the list prepared for 1885. 1 submit it is
an extraordinary proposition that we should be run ning an
election in 1889 on an 1885 list, ad, therefore, even as a tem-
porary measure, I think the hon. gentleman will do well to
provide that the latest revised list in the county in which
the election is held, should be used for that election. We do
not know where the election may be held ; it is as fair for
one side as the other, there is no party gain or loss in it,
but it is simply maintaining the principlo that up to the
last moment those who are fairly entitled to vote should ail
exercise the privilege which belongs to all freo mon of se-
lecting a man to represent their views. I think the Gov-
ernment ought to yield to this proposition, instead of omit-
ting the revision for another year.

Mr. CHAPLEA J. My hon. friend is not generous. That
is completely ctiauging the principle of the Bill itself. As
I am generous enough to saurifice the body of my Bill, I
should be allowed te presorve the soul of it, at least.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 do not think there is
either soul or conscience about the concern. But be that as
it may, there are twvo ways in which the rights of the elec-
tors might be preserved fairly. One is the mode suggested
by my hon. friend, which has the great advantage that it
would cost nothing, and would meet all possible cases. The
other is this: There are a certain number, although a smali
number, of protests now pendruîg of clections t> tho Iouse
of Comumons, und whcrever elections are protested, and
wherever there is a possibility of an election, owing to an
election petition being presented ther e, the Govern-
ment should cause a revision to be made. I will tell
the Sccretary of State why. It is known to me, aud
I believe therc are gentlemen in this House who
cau testify from their own experience, that between the lists
of 1885 on which the presont eloetions are conducted,

Mr, OsApLZAU,

and the present lists, there is a difference of many hundred
votes in single counties. I believe that in one of the recent
elections it was found that in one single polling sub-division
containing 200 votes, there were no less than 57 persons
who became disqualified in the present year as compared
with 1886. That is, perhaps, an unusually large propor.
tion. My own calculation bas been from my own experi-
once that from 5 to 10 per cent. of the voters are usually
disqualified by a change of residence, by death, or by be-
coming ineligible in some way, in the space of twelve
months, and the consequence is that when you allow about
three years to elapse, you have something like 20 per cent.
of those who are qualified to vote at an election, disfran.
chised under the present mode. That appears to be a pro-
position vWich is fair in itself, and onght to commend itself
to the Government, unless they prefer to accept the pro-
position of my hon. friend behind me, which, as I said, bas
the merit of being very cheap, and of meeting ail possible
cases. My own would only meet, it is true, those cases in
which the courts might decide that new elections would
have to be hold.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I am very sorry we cannot accept
that proposition. The second proposition would be very
costly, and would give rise to a great deal of inconvenience
and expense in many cases where eloctions may have to be
held.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. There are only half a.
dozen protests now pending.

Mr. CHAPLE A.U. I am sure very few of the protested
elections wiil be determined otherwise than by retaining
the members in their seats, and I hope we have now doue
with the protests. We have the pleasure now of seeing one
of our friends (Mr. Pope) who, unfortunately, has been sick
for a long time, appear here as young and well as ho ever
was, and I hope ho will continue so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The suggestion offered
from this side of the louse would not involve any great
expense, because I referred simply to cases of proteste now
pending, which would not number more than half-a-dozen.

Mr. OHAPLEAU. Suppose there were eight protests
going on, they would mean eight revisions, which wouid
cost a considerable amount.

Sir RICHARD CARIWRIGiT. It would be the means
of obtaining the full opinion of the people. Any election
which now takes place does not by 20 per cent. represent
the actual number of persons entitied to vote.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon. gentleman is mistaken, as
statistics which have been taken show. In the cities the
change is considerable, but the average for all the constitu-
encies is not 5 per cent., and the average of the rural
constituenoies is not more than 2j per cent. a year.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not think the average majority of
candidates elected is 5 per cent. of the whole electonM

hlr. LAURIER. But whether the average beas small as
stated or not, la not the principle absolutely wrong that yon
should not have an expression ot the opinion of the people
of the country. The only way to secure the true opinion is
to take the provincial hot.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman says he las
endeavored to mnake the law uniform, and while ho las
eliminated certain clauses he has left the soul of it. I sup-
pose the spirit of the Bil is to work in the interest of the
Government. There is evidently no principle in it, because
universal suffrage was given to erinoe Rdward Island, and
different suffrages to other parts of the Dominion, a leature
which strikes at the principie of uniformity.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. That is not in the Bih.
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lfr.~JO ES (Halifar). The hon. Secretary of State

said the object of the Bill was to make the law uniform.
We understand that the Government is about to be recon-
structed, and some hon. members will be called upon to
appeal to the people under that arrangement. I suppose
the Government are desirous of maintaining whatever
advantage they possess under the old Franchise Act, witb
their own nominees or revising barristers. If the Govern-
ment have confidence in the country, as they tell us every
day they have, they should be willing to take the electors
into their confidence and give the fullest opportunity of
expressing their wishes. I know in some constituencies
the vote will be materially changed, I do not say it will be
cbanged in one way or the other, but it will be very
largely increased, and I suppose the Government in many
cases will receive the advantage of it whatever it may be.
I would again urge on the bon. gentleman to aceept the
proposition I made and utilise the latest litt, which will
fairly represent the eleoctors of the country.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The hon, Seocretary of State
ha stated that the increase in the rural districts is exceed-
ingly small. In one rural constituency in New Brunswick
it is stated there are 2,000 names to be placed on the list.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, considered
in committee and reported.

NORTH-WEST REPRESENTATION ACT.

Mr. THOMPSON moved second reading of Bill (No.
12b) to amend the North-West Representation Act.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the second time, considered
in committee and reported.

On motion for third reading,

Mr. WATSON. I think it is important we should alopt
some uniform system of voting for the Dominion elections
in the North-West Territories, and I beg to move:

That the said Bill ne not now read a third time, but be referred
back to the Oommittee of the Whole for the purpose of inserting pro-
visions for the taking of the votes at the elections in the North-West
Territories by ballot

I do not think it is necessary to occupy much time, but I
do say that the North-West ehould be aLowed the ballot.
We can understand that fiom the fact that the North-West
Mounted Police, the Dominion Lands Agents, the Indian
Agents, and a great number of people that are subject to
influence by the Dominion Government in the Dominion
elections in the North-West, are voters, that there should be
voting by ballot there.

House divided on amendment of Mr. Watson:

YIs:

Messieurs

Amyot, Gauthier, Mitchell,
Armstrong, Geoffrion, Mulock,
Bain (Wentworth), Gllnior, Pater&o'n (Brant), r
Beausoleil, Godbout, Perley (Asinibola),
Béchard, Guay, Perry,
Bernier, Hfale, Platt,a
Bourassa, Bolton, Purcel,
Bowman, Innes, Rinfret,8
Brien, Jones (aifax), Rowand,
Burdett, Kirk, ,t. Marie,f

Campbll, andekinSempe
Cartwright (Sir Rich'd) Kn, eSpl e,
Ohoquette, Langelier (Montmor'cy)omerville, l
Cook, Langelier (Quebec), Sutherland,
Ooturee Laurier, Trow,
Dovi ister, Turet,
De St. Georges, Livingston, Watson, w
Doyon, Lovitt, Weldon (St. John),
Edgar, Mackenzie, Weleb,
glus, a àulen Wilson (EgIn).-a2.
Pisher, Mgeig, o

Bain (Soulanges),
Bergeron,
BoweII,
Boyle,
Brown,
Oameron,
4Jargil,
Carling,
carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Ohap!eiw,
tJhieholm,
Cimon,
Cochrane,

ockburn,
Colby,
tJorby,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coulonibe,
C rrao,
Daly,
Daoust,
Daviv,
Dawson,
De'nison,
Desjardins,
Dickinson,
Dupont,
Forguson (Renfrew),

NÂTs:

Messieurs
Ferguson (Welland),
Foster,
Preexuan,

Gordon,
(iuilbault,
Bag ~artt
Hesson,
Hickey,
H ud3peth,
Jemieson,
Joacas,
Jones (Digby),
K e n n y , t r c
Kirkpatrick,
Labross,
Landry.
Langevin (Sir Hector),
Lau rie,
Mftdonald (Sir John),
MîcOtila,
MeDonald (Victoria),
MNIC)ugald (Pictou),
M C(41eevy,
UcKay,
McLeian,
M cMiiian (Vaudreuil),
McNeill,
Madill,

Mara,
Masmon,

Millu (énnapolis),
montagne,
0' arien,
Patterson (Essel),
Pope
POrter,
Prior,
Reid,

Robilard,
Ross,
Royal,
Sniall,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thôrten.

phonpson,
Tupper (Sir Oharles),
Voaasse,
Warn,
Whi te,
Wilmut,
wilson (Argenteuil),
Wilson (Lennox),
Wood (Brockville)-89.

Amendment negatived.
M..tioL agreed to, and Bill read the third time and passed.

REPORT.
Criminal Statistics for the year 1886.-(Mr. Carling.)

SUPPLY-TIIE LOB3TER FIISHERIES.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House again

resoIve itsclf into Committee of Supply.
Mr. 1IRK. Before you leave the Chair, Mr. Speaker,

I wish to call the attention of the Minister of Marine and
Fisherios, and of the Government, te a matter which affects
serionsly a largo portion of the people of the Maritime
Provinces. I bave reference to the recent Ordor in Council
for the restriction of the time for fishing for and canning
lobsters. I am aware that 1here have been complaînts, which
I have no doubt reached the Minisvr of Marine, and t.hose
complaints have existed for a number of' years, that the
Order in Couneil regulating the lob4er season in the Straits
of Northumberland aind tho northern parts of Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island had the effect of
destroying the lobster fisheries in those waters, that the time
for fishing was too long, and the ronsequence was that fishing
has been in jured and the lobster fishing ind ustry in those dis-
stricts were suffering very much. I am not aware thiat such
complaintscame from the southern part of Nova Scotia, but I
have heard of complaints frorn that side of Nova Scotia of
quite a different character. The complaints that I have
been accustomed to hear from the fishermen were that,
since 1879, they were restricted too much, and they
had not sufBcieont time for prosecuting their calling.
Since 1879 the regulations of the Government in
regard to fishing for loblers in the sontbern part of Nova
Scotia, and that portion of New brunswick in the Bay of
Fundy, extended from the lst of A pril to thu bt of'August,
and lobsters could only be canne d uring that season ou the
southern side of Nova Scotia, but on the northern side, in
the Straits of Northumberland, the fishing season extended
from the 20th April to the 20th of August. It was claimed
that in the Straits of Northumberland the season was too
long, and that lobsters should not be allowed to be Laken so
[ate in the season as August. It was claimed, and I believe
properly claimed, that lobsters should not be taken in those
waters later than f rom the 1Oth of July to the end of August,
because during ths.t season of the year the shells were soft
and the fish was not in a condition to be canned. On the
outhern ooast of Nova Scotia it was thought that the seaeon
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was too long, and that lobsters sbould not be allowed to be "To fiash for six weeks only would Rot pay theOut of runin lit.
taken after the middle of July. The 1st of April is as Business ®d inot be done withobt hre p month' fehing. M. heambn'

as lsheren cn gt thir fapeoutand b.~ candid opinion io that if the Iobtes are protected during the sqswa..
early as fishermen can get their traps out, and they ing time, they cannot be ex&inguished. Buch protectien would be
should be allowed to put them ont as early as the seu- ample to preserve the fishery. There should be sectional dates of Ibh-
dron will permit. In Guysboro' count and alon the ing for different sections. In Mr. Hamblin's opinion ten days of varia-

oyop r i f h m o tion in sectional date of close season is sufficient to cover tue industry
wholecostof Cape Breton it is often the middle of May throughout Canada."
before they can get their traps out to fish, and there- "Mr. George Rowlings, fishery overseer of Musquodoboit Barbor.
fore the season was not a long one even when Has been overseer only one year Visite the factories six or seven times

in the year, and estimates tbat it takes three and four lobsters toei a
they were permitted to fish to the lst of August. can. His district is from Dartmouth to Ecum Secam, about 130 miles,
The resuit of the complaints made to the department, and his remarku apply to that district.
which were heard by everyone throughout the Maritime "Mesers. Robert Simpson & Co, of Halifax. N S. Respecting lobster

-,re I fishery they would have the regulations retained just as tbey are,Provinces, at any rate by the members represent pg fishin exepting that they would shorten the fishing season, and make it close
constituencies, was that the matter was brought up in on ist July. In Prospect and Sambro. lobstera are as large as ever,
Parliament last year by the hon, member for Queen's, also at Salmon River and Spray Bay. They bandle lobsters taken in

P.EI. (Mr. Davies); and after a short discussion, the Min. 30 fathome. It takes 8j to 4 average lobsters to fil a one-poud can.
Marin sudFishriesstatd tht a ommi Si mpson & Co. bandie the fish of several fatories-about 80-sad

ister of Marine and Fisheries stated that a commission furnish supplies to nine factories."
would be appointed to enquire into the whole matter and I have been told by gentlemen connected with the Fishery
report to the Government, and that upon the report of that Department that it takes seven or eight lobsters to fill a
commission the Government would act. The commission one-pound can; but I find by this evidence, that on the
were appointed, and I am sure every member of the House whole southern coast of Nova Scotia the average given is
must have thought that they would collect information from three to five:
from varions parties interested, and that their report would
be thoroughly reliable. They proceeded with their work, four factories; seemed reluctat ta admit that lobsters were falinqgof
and we have their report before us. But what do I find ? in sise and numbers. He believed that if the present law of 9laches
I find that in the Maritime Provinces 77 witnesses were ex. were in force, it would answer every purpose."
amined-?6 in Nova Scotia, 25 in New Brunswick, and 126 "Mr. J. F. Townseud, lobster packer, Halifax, N.B. Be and Mr.

Stairs drafted a memorial to the Minister asking for a commission to en-
in Prince Edward Island-besides some in Quebec and other quire into the lobster fishery. Oan't answer as a question, whetàer
places; but of the '7 examined in the Maritime Provinces not lobsters are incressing or decreasing in size and number, but more

one or two is represen ted by tbe report as being a fisberman fctories are annually started. Decrsase in size is premonitory to falling
. off in numbers. Times are poor. So I asked the Government to grant a

but allwere packers or overseers engaged in the packing couple of monthseextra, August and Septenber, to apply to this year,
bu.irness. However, the evidence taken by these mon, so but did not get it."
far as the southerly coast of Nova Scotia is concerned, goes "1Mr. Isase Waters, packer and shipper,.Halifax, N.S. Has been en-

o . gaged in the business 23 years, and is now interested ia the trade. Hio
to show that there was no falling off in the fisheries there, principal business is done along the coast, and although the lobsteru are
but that the lobsters are as large and as plentiful as they getting emaller, does not think they can be said to be exterminated.
ever were ; and there is no evidence to show that the Fishing in the month of July does the mischief, and some firms he does
season is too long or that the lobster fisheries are being des- business with will not put their hands on the fish they take in Jly."

troyed. In the county of Guysboro' we have some fourteen They will not put their hands to the fish that are taken
or, perhaps, sixteen canning establishments; yet I find that during the season in which it is not proper to fish, and
the commissioners only visited one place in that county. during the month of July they are larger than in the month
It seems that these gentlemen were baving a good time, of August:
ad orly travolled where the regular lines of steam commun-- "Mr. L. R Cana, lobater packer, Yarmouth, NS. It takes 2j to 5
cation would take thom. The place they touched at in lobsters. accoarding to the catch, to fil! a one-pound can. Can't say

tht lobterà are getting scarcer, in faict rather more were packed thie
Gaysboro' was Canso, a very important point, and they took year with increased number of traps."
the evidence of three wit resses connected with the canning As regards shortening of the season, would not becontented
establishments there. The evidence of these gentlemen to close on lst July. Would not want to throw off until
goes to show that the lobsters are as plentiful in that dis" 15th July.
trict as they ever were, and that they are no smaller in size "Broadford Cornell, lobster fisherman, Birrington. Has fished
than they were when they commenced canning some lobsters 5 years. They are about the same size as they were ô years
twenty years ago. I make a few extracts: ago, but not quite as plentifut."

" Mr. Leonard Schreider, lobster packer, Canso Bas been in the " lMr John K. Shand, lobster packer, Barrington, Shelburne county,
business three years but fished one year 14 years ago. Don't ses much has been i the lobster business 33 years, and packing on the Shelburne
difference in the sze of fish between 14 years since and now. Oertainly coast 16 years. When first came there it took 3j lobsters to fil a can
can't see mneh difference in the past two years. and it now takes about the same."

" Mr. White, lobster packer, <anso. No closure for any term of Therefore, you will see in Shelburne lobsters are mot get-
yearsla necsssary at Danse. There is no-visible change in the a ize ting scarcer or smaller:
or qnantity of the lobater. Formerly and now 5 lbs. weight of raw g
unboiled fish made 16 ounces of meat. As to shortening the fishing "Elijah Nickerson, lobster packer, Shelburne .county, N.8. Lobsters
sason, diferent localities would require different regulations. Ang, t are as large now as they were ô years ago, and thinks they are as
te him, as far as it goes, is probably the best month. Does not approve plentiful as they were then."
of leasiug, it would not b. practicable.

IlMr. William Frazer, of Brnham id Morrell, Caribou, N.8. Has Now, I do not think it is neoessary for me to read any
been in business for six years at Caribou and St. John. Would recom- more of the evidence in this report. I have only quoted
mend as the best fiashing season to commence as early as might be, the evidence taken so far aE Nova Scotia is concerned.
and fish te 10th July; ihen a recess to 10th Auguet; and iesume she. What i maintain is that so far as the southern portion of
ing tili the end of September. Would not be in favor of closure for a
terni of years. Attributes the falling off in lobsters to a wrong fishing Nova Scotia is concerned, the lobsters are as plentitul as
time. In J une and July one-half the fish taken are in spawn; but after they were when the lobster packing began some 20 years
30th August not two in 1,000. " ago. This is fully borne out by the teetimony of those
1Mesars. F. B. Hamblin & Co., lobster packers, of Picton, witnesses which was taken before the commissie.- last
N.S., who are very extensive packers, having factories sum mer. I have, however, other evidence from fishermen.
both in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, say that The evidence in this report has been, with one exception,
they believe that if a close season is obeerved during the altogether from packers. I have evidence, however, from
latter half of July and the whole of August, it is practically fishermen and from gentlemen who are interested in pack-
impossible to destroy the lobster fisheries, even if the ing besides the packers. I have a letter here from a gen-
fishermen are allowed to fish during the whole of the rest tieman whose experience extends fioem Halifax to 0a&"
of theyear. Theysay: Breton, and le gives ascebodule of 8iMes showing Lte
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average size of the lobsters from 1883 down to last
year; and ho points out that there is a small falling of.
Hie points out that it took four and a half lobsters, on an
average, in 1883, to fill a can, while it takes now
in some places five and a balf, and in some places four
and a half to fill a can. Then I have other
letters from fishermen, one of whom ssays: "The lobsters in
1887 were larger in general than they were ever before."
Another, a fisherman in the county of Guysboro', says: "I
have been fishing lobsters for upwards of 18 years, and
to the best of my knowledge they have not diminished in
size." Another says: "Lobsters were larger during the last
year than they have ever been. We caught lobsters in
1887 weighing 8 lbs " I may say that I asked these gentle-
men for their opinion with regard to the lobsters. I wrote to
them telling them that it was stated here by some of the
officers of the department that in thefallof the year lobsters
were not fit to be caught, and that it took froin seven to
twelve to fill a can. One of my correspondents said: "1I
have never seen lobsters like them in my life. We cannot
catch tbem in our traps. Neither can we take them in our
hand traps. They are as large this year as they ever were.
In 1887 the lobs ters were fully larger than they ever were."
Now, this is the evidence of fishermen, and the hon. the
Minister will see that, seo far as the southern portion of
Nova Scotia is concerned, the lobsters are not di minishing
either in quantity or size, and, therefore, there can be no good
reason why a month should be taken from these people.
Now, I presented petitions here from fishermen to the
Rouse, which, of course, have gone into the bands of the
Minister of Marine and Fisherios. He will find by those
petitions that these people do not compltin so much of the
spring fishing season being shortened, although they claim
that it would ho no injury to the fisheries whatever if the
fishing season was extended to the 15th of July. They
niaintain that the fish are fully as good and as healthy
up to the 15th July as at any season of the year. They
admit that after the 15th July, down, perhaps, to the
middle of September, there ought to be a close
season, but that after the middle of September,
lobsters are quite as full and as profitable to ho taken as at
any season of the year. I have the opinion of one gentle-
man, of whom I enquired the condition of these fish in the
full of the year, with the view of knowiug what I should do
with regard to pressing the matter of fall fishing. This
gentleman has been in the business for a long time, and
his experience extends from Halifax to Cape Breton. ie
says:

" Lobsters are in good condition, say from the 15th September, as at
any time in the year. I know nothing of the northern shore of Nova
8cotia. Our average during the fall months was as good, if not better
than in June and July."

Now, there is nothing in the contention that lobsters are
not as full and profitable to catch in the fall of the year as
they are in the spring; and the only season of the year in
which they should not be caught is from the middle of July
to the middle of September. I am of the opinion ibat they
should not be taken daiing these two months, but after
that I maintain it is proper to catch them ; and I agree with
Mr. Hamblin, that if the close season is observed during
these two months you may allow the fishermen to take as
many as they like before and after, and then that it
will be practically impossible to destroy the fish.
I do not wish to say anytbing with regard te the lobster
fisheries in the Straits of Northumberland. Those who are
interested in the fishories there canattend to that business.
I am speaking more particularly in regard to the fisheries
on the southern coast of Nova Scotia, and I think I have
given sufficient evidence to satisfy any reasonable man
that, as far as that portion of Nova Scotia is concerned, the
lobsters are as plentiful and as large as they ever were. I
want to know why it is that the Government refuse to

19;k

allow the fishermen to exorcise their calling in the fall of
the year. I bolieve the reason why those fisheries have
been so much exhausted in the Straits of Northumberland
is the regulation of the Government which permitted them
to fish so long in the season of the year when the lobsters
should not bo caught, in the spawning season, when the
shells were not filled, when they were soft shells, and at
that soason it would take twice as many lobsters to fill a
can as it would when the shells were full.

Mr. WELSH. Three times.
Mr. KI RK. Well, three times ifyou liko, but I wantod to be

within bounds. It takes, at all events, that quantity more in
the months of July, August and the first part of September to
fill a can as it does at any other time in the year. I beliove
it is bocause the Governnout permitted fishing up to the
middle of August, -and also because they yieldod to the
pressure which was brought to bear by the packers to allow
fishing up to the end of August, that the fishing in the
Northumberland Straits has become exiausted. But, in
the southern part of Nova Scotia, that practice ha not boen
carried on, and, therefore, our lobster fisheries have beon
preserved, and for that reason I do not think it is necessary
in that part of the Province to restriot the time of fishing to
the extent proposed. I do not know anyt-hing about the
views of the packers in regard to fall fishing. None of ther
bave addressed me on the~subject. But I do know the viows
of the fishermen, and they think it is quite proper to fish in
the fall. They believe that, if the fish are protcted during
the two months from the middle of July to the middloeof
Septembor, they might fish as much as they like afterwards.
I think the Minister should allow them to tish for two motls
in the fall of the year. Such a provision is absolutely necossary
in the interests of the fishormon. A large number of them
have given up the other fisheries attogether, and have
turned their whole attention to lobster fishing. The samne
boat and the same gear which are used for fishing for lob-
sters does not suit for the proseocution of the othor fishories,
and as a rule the fishermen are not able to koep on land a
double supply of plant in order to prosocute both kinds of
fishing. Therefore, when you stop them from fishing lobsteàs,
they are stopped froin fishing altogother. They caninot afford
to buy the boats required for other fisbing,, und so thoy are
thrown out of omployment. I would ask, if the Minister thinks
lobster fishing is so profitable, that those mon, by prosecut-
ing it for two montbs, can subsist on the result of the two
months' labor and remain idle for the other ton months of
the year ? It is absurd to suppose that these mon can sup-
port themselves and their families on two months' fishing
in the course of the year. I find that in the Legisiature of
Nova Scotia, duringits recent session, the House unan imously
passed a resolution recommending the Ministor of Marine
and Fisheries to allow two months' fishing in the fall of the
year; to allow fishing up to the middle of July, thon to
make a close season until the middle of September, and
then to allow two months' fishing after that. No doubt that
resolution has been forwarded and is now in the hands of
the Mînister. I think the faets which I have given and
the evidence which I have read from the report of the
commissioners ought to induce the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries to open up the fishing season, on the southern
coast of Nova Scotia, at least for two months in the full of
the year. I hope the Minister will give this matter his
earnest attention, and will give those people a chance to
make a living. I am not sure but it would be botter for
these people, even if it were truc that the fisheries were
fished out altogether or were becoming exhausted, to have
them exhausted and completely destroyed, so that the fish-
ermen might b induced to turn their attention to some
other business, but at present they are prevented by the
Government regulations from prosecuting thoir lawful call-
ing, and denied the right to make a living for themselves
and families.
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Gen, LAURIE. The hon. member for Guysboro'

(Mr. Kirk) has gone very fully into this matter, and has
read very full extracts from the report of the commissioners.
I think heb as shown by bis remarks the necessity there
was for issuing this commission and taking this ovidence.
That bas sbown what the value of the fisheries to our
people is, and aiso how easily and how readily they bave
been destroyed by a neglect to observe the habits of the
fish. I do not desire to detain the House, but I want to add
a small contribution to what the bon. gentleman has stated.
While thore is likely to be a great destruction of the fish,
on the other hand, if the rules which have been laid down
by the Department of Fisheries are complied with in refer-
ence to the protection of the fish, there is reason to believe
that good resuits would follow. I have a letter from Mr.
Freeman Payzant, of Lockeport, Nova Scotia, in which he
says:

"[ am also of opinion that the present law, if enforced, provides
ample protection to this valuable fish. In our immediate vicinity, the
law is strictly observed ; in consequence, our lobuters have not dimin-
ished in numbers, nor do they decrease in size, This is not the case
when the law is entirely diaregarded, as it has been in the whole of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence."

Of course this is only bis own view:
4 We had a factory on the north aide of Antigonish connty, where

we packed five years, utterly disregarding the restriction (and others
doing the same). We abanooned this place three years ago. Lobsters
got too small to pack."

Whilst I think that the restrictions imposed are very desir-
able, I would venture to hope that the Minister may sec
bis way to make such a concession to the residents on our
south coast as they have asked for, by somewhat extending
the time during which fishing may be permitted. Those
fishermen are as much interested in the preservation of the
fish as anyone can bu, because, as the hon. member for
Guysboro' (Mr. Kirk) has told us, their living depends
on the maintenance of the fishery, and they desire simply
that they may bu permitted to fish for a fortnight longer,
having satistied themselves that that would not interfere
with the breoding of the fish, and would not result in taking
soft shell fish. On the south-west coast of Nova Scotia,
the principal business of lobster catching depends on send-
ing fresh lobsters to the United States and not on
supplying the canneries, and, therefore, this is more
in the interest of the fishermen than of the packers.
We bave a consensus of opinion on this point. I have
handed to the Minister petitions from 350 fishermen from
Shelburne county, asking that the time for fishing be
extended from the 1st to the l5th July. I aiso hold in my
hand two letters from lobster packers, asking me to urge
this matter upon him. Therefore, as the subject las been
brought up, I take this opportunity ot introducing it in
order that it may reeceive consideration.

Mr. FOSTER. The hon. member for Guysboro' (Mr.
Kirk) ought to have intimated to me that he intended to
bring this subject up, and 1 should then have been prepared
to give a moie comprehensive and butter statement than I
am now able to make from memory of what bas taken
place during the year.

Mr. KIRK. If the Minister will allow me, more than six
weeks ago I was in bis office and told the Deputy Minister
that on the first occasion I could get when the Hlouse was
moved into Committee of Supply, I intended to bring the
matter up. le said he was glad 1 told him that, because
he would inform the Minister, and the Minister would bu
placed in possession of all the facts that he could give to
the House.

Mr. FOSTER. The Deputy Minister is not the Minister,
and my bon. friend knows that it is quite uncortain, even
if I got notice six weeks ago, that I could remember it in
the multiplicity of business. However, I shall make a few,
observations with reference to this matter from my general

Mr. KiRa.

knowledge of the question. The hon. gentleman has made
one statement in which I do not think the Bouse will agree
with him, when he says that rather than that the lobster
fishermen should be deprived of their business, the lobster
fisheries should be allowed to become exhausted. Now, I
do not believe that is the sentiment of this House or the
country. An industry which, within the last year, amounted
to over 17,000,000 cans of lobsters alone, besides the live
lobsters that were taken, a trade employing thousands of
people, is too large an industry to be allowed to be sacrificed.
I believe the public sentiment of the country is now becom.ng
near ly ripe for some fairly strong preventive measures for
the preservation of the lobster industry and the lobster
fisheries. lui the first place it must be assumed that the
Department of Fisheries, or the Minister at its head, has no
object in view except to do the best he can, from the infor-
mation at bis disposal, to preserve the interests of the lobster
fishormen, the lobster packers, and all others engaged upon
that industry, so far as consistent with the preservation of
the very source cf their industry, the lobsters themselves.
Now, if you take the history of the lobster business in the
eastern States of the United States, if you take the history of
the lobster business in N orway, and wherever else it bas been
prosecuted, you will find this result: that from over-fishing
the lobster fishery has constantly decreased, and that there
bas come a period when it became essentially necessary, in
order to preserve it, that strong measures should be taken
to prevent over-fishing, even though the lobster canner,
even though the lobster fishermen, bad to suffer in conse-
quence of that restriction. In the United States to-day it
is generally admitted that the lobster fishery is pretty
nearly exhausted, and, consequently, the people are now
looking for another supply. They are now drawing their
lobsters from other countries, and a great many citize3ns of
the United States ara engaged in the work of supplying
lobsters for the United States market from our own shores.
Well, as a result of over-fishing under the regulations
whieh from time to time have been in force, everybody
who bas studied this question, every body who has practical
experience in it, has cone to the conclusion tbat it is high
time that somothing more should be done in order to
preserve that industry, if it is to be preserved
at ail. I readily admit with my hon. friend that
there are different circumstances upon different parts
of our coast. If yon take the Gulf coast, if you take
Prince Edward Island, and other parts of the northern
coast of Nova Scotia, you will find the lobster industry in a
far more depleted state, in a far more exhausted condition,
than it is on the coast of Nova Scotia from ils western ex-
tremity up around to Cape North. If my hon. friend will
take the report of the fishery oversuers and of the fish-
ery inspectors, from the different Provinces, and will look
through them for the last six or seven years, he will find a
constantly increasing note of warning, and he will see that
stringent methods are necessary in order to preserve this in-
dustry. Well, this culminated last year, as my hon. friend
bas said, and I promised that a commission should be ap-
pointed to investigate ihe whole question, and procure such
additional information as we could obtain. That commis-
sion was appointed and did its work. It is not for me to
say whether that work was done perfectly or imperfectly.
I believe that a fair average amoant of evidence was col-
lected, and that the evidence, take it ail in ail, points
strongly in the direction of restrictive measures. My hon.
friend has one opinion with reference to what should be the
close season, and almost every person has an opinion of his
own as to what that season should he. Almost every hsher-
man you ask has a different opinion from his neighbor,
acccrding to the locality and a point of view from which he
regards the question, and it is impossible to reconcile these
different opinions. Now, Sir, four men were appointed on
that commission. They studied the question during last
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summer; they had already studied the question for years;
they were persons who had been engaged in the lobster
fisheries and had an intimate knowledge of it. After they
had gathered the evidence, which bas been printed, in con-
sequence of the general impression they obtained from their
years of previ us experience, and the general impression
gathered during their trip last summer, they recommended
unanimously the close season which has been adopted by
the Government.- Now, I think that is one very strong
proof that this is as fair a close period as can be had. My1
hon. friend says that the evidence was chiefly obtained1
from packers. Well, if his statement is correct-and I
think in the main his statement is correct-more packers
have been interviewed, and their evidonce taken, than
fishermen. My instructions to the commissioners were toi
take their evidence from the best persons they could get
to give information. The evidence has been taken, and as
the packers' evidence predominates, you will fairly con-
clude that they w(uld give evidence as favorable to thei
continuance of their business as they possibly coul1.. Yet,
when you read the whole of that evidouce, taken from the
different Provinces, you will find the mass of it tending in
the direction of increased restriction, stronger regulations
and a shortening of the time. I may say that the dopart-
ment bas gone not only on the result of the com-
mission, but it bas also gone upon information
which had come to i year after year. The opinion
of the officers of the department is in the same direc-
tion and is stronger in favor of a clore season or of
suspending fishing for a number of years than is tho report
of the commission, or even the evilonce which was gather ed
by the commission, and it was upon both of these that the
regulations were ultimately fou nded My hon. friend believ a
in fall fishing. 0f all the mass of evidence whi h is in the
department, while there are certain wituesses who believe
that fall fishing should be allowed, the great miss of evidence
is against fall fishing. The packers themselves, some of the
most responsible of them, have not only written me but
have stated to me that in their opinion fall fishing would be
injurions. Fall fishing was once allowed under the regula-
tions in this country, and it was found to work destructively.
From the time the lobsters shed their shells until six or
eight weeks afterwards, the period is in:efinite, it may be
a longer or shorter time, they are not in a fit condition, so
far as their flesh is concerned, for canning or eating pur-
poses. They are then in their most hungry con.
dition. They catch readily at bait and they can
be caught with much more ease, and, therefore, more
indiscriminately and in larger numbers than later in the
season. I say the weight of evidence in the department
to-day is decidedly against the granting of fall fishing. The
hon. gentleman has said that we have shortened up the
season on the south part of Nova Scotia. Itis true we have
shortened it on one end, but we have widened it on the
other end, and whereas previously no lobsters conld
be taken before 1st April, now lobsters can be taken
from 1st January until 1st July. The hon. gentleman may
say that does not amount to much. I say it amounts to a great
deal, more to certain localities than to others. If you take
Digby, Yarmouth, Shelburne and Halifax you find that the
live lobster trade is continually increasing, and is becomingj
the most profitable branch of the trade. It is the least destruc-j
tive to our fishing. The lobsters are taken chiefly, 1 believe, ,
for the United States market, and the United States willo
not allow any lobsters of les than 1( finches to be imported
into their country, so that none but fully-grovn mature
lobsters are taken, whilst the canneries sweep in everything,1
and the result is that the canneries are the mist de-
structive to the lobsters themselves. Well, say we
have given on the south coast of Nova Scotia the
privilege of taking lobsters for shipment or for canning from
lst January until lst July. My hon. friend says there

are localities where this cannot be availed of. That may
be true. Localities differ; it is impossible to make a separ-
ate regulation for every locality in which diifrences eau
ba pleaded. We must have as far as possible broad linos of
distinction and as far as possible uniformity of the law.
Multiplied difficulties arise in the carrying out of the re.
gulations and in the enforcement of the law, if thoso diffor-
onces are allowed for every loctlity which can plead its
local circumstances. The interest of the fishormon have
been pleaded, and it is for the interests 'of the fishermen
that the department is chiefly aoting. Unless the supply
is kept up the fishermen's interest is not coiservod. fe
may for the time reap his reward, but if ho raps it only
by the depletion and ultimate destruction ot the fisheries ho
is taking action that will very seriously injure tho industry,
which ought to be kept a porennial and constant industry
in our country. I do not say that the rogulations aire cast
iron; they are not. Unfortunately the fishing regulations
never have been cast iron in this country, and the result in
regard to the regulations and the enforcement of the regu-
lations of our fisheries bas been that thoy have not had the
force of statutory laws, and by the pressure of eircumstances
and the pressure of opinion and sontimont they have been
changed from time to time until the ido of fixity bas
almost departed from our fishery rogulations. Theso, as I
say, are not cast iron rules. The departnent has not fin-
ished its investigation ; the department is eaoinestly at
work trying to get at what are the faots of the case from the
mass of conflicting evidence wo have froim aill quarters. If
iL is found that these regulations are not the best, the dopart.
ment cau change them, and I am prepared to change them.
If it is found they do not cure the diffiulties and somothing
more is necessary in respect to a close season, that some-
thing more will have to be resortod to. Thero is this against
a short close season: it doos net prevent the destruction
of fish. Give three months of fishing and the people will
fish with greater moderation than if the time is only two
months as the period during which the oporations are to be
carried on. By using increased activity, by usirg a larger
number of traps it is possible to destroy more fish during
the two months than if the season were th-eu mon ths,
when there would baless activity and eagerness shown by
the men in the pursait of thoir vocation. 1 say it is im-
possible to please every locality, it is impossible to please
every body of people. As far as possible the departînent
wishes to do what is best for the fishe-merionsderîng
also what is best for the promoters of the industry, and if
changes are shown to be necessary ia this respect, changes
will cheerfully be made, and what is considered best, after
mature deliberation and the gathering of eviduceo, will
always be cheerfully donc by the department for this or
any other part of the publie service.

Mr. PERRY. I am very glad the hon, gentleman for
G uysboro' (Mr. Kirk) bas brought this subject bof Oru Parlia-
ment and the Department of Fisheries. i must acknowledge,
I am happy to acknowledge, that the Government or the
Department of Fisheries have taken a steop in the right
direction. I think when they endeavor to protect the
lobster fishery, and do it properly and impartially, they
are doing what the country expuects them to do; they
are doing what the people of Prince Edward Island,
who have a very deep interest la the lobster fish-
eries, expeoct them to do, and they give this Govorrnment
creit for doing it. I hold la my hand the evidence of
of several parties deeply interested in lobster fishing and
packing in Prince Edward Island. 1 amr not going to
speak for Nova Scotia fishermen, who are well represonted
by the hon. member for Gaysboro' (Mr. Kirk) and other
hon. members who represent the coast counties, I merely
speak for Prince Edward Island. I have a knowledge of the
lobster fisheriesfrom my own personal observation, although
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I am not personally interested in those fisheries. I have gone closure would bring the lobsters up to the legal standard, that is to
to those fisheries, made enquiries, seen the men catch the say, would not objct provided sites of existing factories are protected

dui c h closure
fish, seen the boats come in; I know how the traps are made,
when lobsters should not be caught and other points, and so
I can speak impartially. I find that every one of the
twenty odd fishermen who gave evidence before the com-
mission are satisfied with the amount of restriction placed
upon those fisheries by the department. The only grumb-
ling is in regard to this: that the close season on the south side
of the Island does not meet the requirements of the people.
For instance, Mr. Holman, of Summerside, wrote to me and
said:•

'I have $20,000 invested in the lobster fisheries on the south aide of
Prince Edward Island, and under the present regulations I have only
about one month's fishing."
It takes one week to put down the traps and another week
to take up the traps, and so there is only aboht a month's
fishing. The department should take this into consideration,
whether it is fair, just and proper that $20,000 belonging to
a very enterprising man in Prince Edward Island should be
thrown ovorboard in order to carry out the restrictions which
have been placed upon the fisheries by the department.
It cannot be donied that the lobster fishing is declining

- fast. I remember well when three or four fish would fill a
can, and now it will take from seven to eight. That is an
evidence that it must be decreasing. The only way to keep
the lobster fisheryas it is, or to improve upon it, is to have
certain proper restrictions and to carry them out. Let
me read to you what Mr. Morrow says, a man who is deeply
interested in the lobster industry:

"Mr. Frederick Morrow, of Souris, is owner of two factories, one at
Souris, and one at Black Bank, both in King's County. Both factories
are running this year, since 26th May, and Black Bank will run till 20th
August. Commenced lobster packing in 1880. The two factories em-
ploy outside and.inside 60 men and 22 women, to whom $7,000 will be
paid this season in wages, or equal to about $120 per man. £r. Morrow
thinks the present regulations are all right for the norhB side of Prince
Edward Island, but it would be better for the south side of Prince
Edward Island, running trom Cape Bearto West Point, to commence on
20th April, then shut down on lth July, and re-open on l6th August,
and fish until closed by the weather. May and Jane are the best 6shing
months.

That is Mr. Morrow's opinion and no doubt when he cx-
pends some 87,000 or $S,000 a year in wages alone he
must be deeply interested in those fisheries, and we must
come to the conclusion that he knows something about the
question. Mr. -Rogers in giving his evidence says:

"Interested in two lobster factories at Egmont Bay, Prince county,
employing 45 men, at an average of $30 per month per man; and 12
women at 10 per month, thus expending $5,880 in wages alone, besides
the other necessary supplies, bringing it up to $6,000. His view is that
different seasons shonild be for north and south of Prince Edward
Island. On the north lobsters strike in early and on the south strike in
later. For the south be would suggest that fishing might commence
about 25th May; close down on the lt July; re-open lst August ; and
finally close on 20th September,"

Both gentlemen agreed that the lobster strikes the shore on
the north side as soon as the ice breaks, but on the south
side the lobsters only make their appearance about the last
of June, and it would be useless for the fishermen to have
their traps out on the 1st of April. I suppose the lobsters
are like other fish. They have their natural inclinations,
and they are at one end of the coast at a certain time, and
upon another end of the coast at another time. Although
the lobster does not travel fast he travels sure. Mr. Hol.
man in giving his evidence, says:

" Has been interested in the lobster industry for some years both as
owner of factories and as supplier of others He now owns eleven
factories, of which six are on the south of the Island and five are on the
north. Employs about 220 men, at an average wages of $36 per month,
and 90 women at $20 per month; thus expending $25,860 in labor, be-
sides supplies. la favorable to different seasons for north and south of
Prince Ed ward Island. For the south it would be better to commence
fishing as now on the 20th April; omit the month of July; recommence
lst August and continue fishing for the whole month of September,
although it would be inconvenient as to taking up and resetting the
traps in the receas in July. On the north he would retain the present
season. Is not hostile to closing for a term of years in view that such

Mr. Pnav.

This shows that Mr. Holman who has a large experience in
fishing, and who has large capital invested in this industry
in Prince Edward Island, is satisfied that the lobsters in
Prince Edward Island are decreasing, and decreasing fast,
because he says he would not have the slightest objection
to see the lobster fishery stopped for three years. I am
satisfiel, as I said before, that the department did right in
appointing this commission to investigate this matter, and
if they can see their way to have a commission appointed
this year to make a full report it would be very desirable. I
contend that one year is a very short time for gentlemen
to travel along the shores of the Dominion of Canada,
where those fisheries are in existence, and to make such an
intelligent report as would be of any service. Next year
they would be in a better position to do so, and in
fact it takes two years of experience to come to any con.
clusion on this subject. There is no use throwing cold
water on this industry. It is one of the Iargest
branches of industry in the Lower Provinces, and you see
that thousands of men and women, and even children, are
employed in it, making a living. You find a large amount
of capital invested in it, and those fishermen contribute
more to the revenue of the country than any farmer. I be-
lieve that a fisherman expends 100 per cent. more than a
farner does. Therefore, the fisherman bas a right to be
protected. The men who supply him have a right to be
protected, and the fish which enables him to pursue this in-
dustry a fortiori must be protected. I was sorry to hear
my friend from Guy6boro' (Mr. Kirk) say it would be
better to have those fisheries ruined. I say no. I say pro-
tcct those fisheries, and protect them as they ought to be
protected. I am not prepared to condemn the Minister of
Marine for the manner in which he as protected those
fisheries. I think he bas done very well, and I like to give
him credit when he deserves it, for, the dear knows, he de-
serves castigation enough in some other directions. In this
direction, however, I am satisfied to give him bis due
credit. If he can only sec his way to make an extension
of the time for fishing on tLe south side of Prince Edward
Island to the last July, I think all parties interested in the
fisheries would be satisfied, and if he cannot see bis way,
I hope and trust he will be enabled to say: I have done
the best I could. I repeat again that the people of Prince
Edward Island-not only the fishermen, but the farmers,
who by those fisheries have a channel opened to them for a
larger consumption of their products-are deeply interested
in those fisheries, and they will give the Minister credit for
endeavoring to protect those fisheries as well as ho possibly
can. I hope he may see bis way clear to change the Order
in Council, and to extend the time on the south side of
Prince Edward Island. As far as the north side is con-
cerned it is all right.

Mr. WELSH. I have listened with pleasure to the speech
of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries and I quiLe agree
with him in every point he made. As far as Prince Edward
Island is concerned, I think that if the fisheries are carried
on a few years more in a similar manner to that in which
they have been carried on inJ-he past, that they will be de-
stroyed altogether, and I can speak from personal observa-
tion. The Goverument have before them the report of the
commission appointed to examine into this matter last
year, and I have full confidence that the Government will
consider that report and act upon it. I have my own pri-
vate opinion, that if the fishery was stopped in Prince E i-
ward Island for three years it would be the beat cure, and
after that the fishing should be carried on under certain re-
strictions and rules. I leave that matter altogether in the
hands of the Government. I do not agree with my friend
from Guysboro' (Mr. Kirk) who says that even if the
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whole fishery should be destroyed it would be botter to keep
it on, than to lot these people who are now engaged in the
industry be idle. On the whole I agree with my hou. friend
the Mimister of Marine and Fisheries in the remarks he made,
and I[will leave the matter in the hands of the Government,
confident that they will use their best judgment and pre-
serve this important industry for the people of the Domin-
ion. I have got another matter, Mr. Speaker, which I wish
to bring before the louse.

Mr. KIRK. Before the hon. gentleman passes from this
question I would like to say one word.

Mr. WELSL I am just going to finish now. I have
been waiting a long while and this matter is pestering my
mind.

Mr. KIRK. I do not think it is right to bring up another
question before you finish this one.

Mr. WELSE. How long will you take thon ?

Mr. KIRK. There may be some other gentlemen anxions
to speak on this question before another subject is taken up.
I am charged with saying that the lobster fishing should
be destroyed altogether rather than that the present regu-
lations should be continued. I said nothing of that kind
at all. I approved of the regulation of the Minister so far
as Prince Edward Island and the north shore of -Nova Scotia
are concerned. What I stated was that it would bo botter
to allow the lobster fisheries to be destroyed altogethor than
to keep the fishermen of the Dominion waiting and
starving and trying to catch a few fish. It would be btter,
so that they could turn their attention to something elso ut
which they could make a living,because as the regulations are
now they are eking out a miserable existence. I pointed
out that the regalations allowed the fishermen of Prince
Edward Island to fish from 1879 to this year until the 20h
of August, a month later than they should be allowed.
Years ago I told the Minister, at loast half a dozen times on

port of the commissioners, to prove that the fisheries on the
southern shore are as good to-day as when they began to
pack lobsters. The hon, gentleman from Prince Edward
Island who spoke, says it takes eight or nine lobsters to fill
a pound eau in Prince Edward Island. That is not the case
on the southern coast of Nova Scotia, where the evidence is
that it takes from two to five and a.half. The roason of
that is that the fishermen were only allowed to take fish
down to the first of August; and'some of them closed their
factories before that date, beocause they found that the lob-
sters taken during the latter end of July were not equal in
quality to those taken earlier. Now, Sir, I. maintain that
if the fishermen were allowed to fish untit the middle of
July, and thon again for a couple of months f rom the middle
of September, and if no lobsters were allowed to be caught
or canned of a smaller size than nine inches, it would ho
practically impossible to dostroy the lobster industry. The
hon. Minister says that the lobsters taken in the fait of the
year are not fit to be taken or to ho canned. The testimony
we have in the report does not go to sustain that contention.
No evidence was sought by the commission on that point, and
only one packer, so far as I have seen, gave evidence ou
that subject, and ho points out that the lobsters
taken in the latter part of September or in the fall are
quite as good as those taken at any other time. This gen.
tleman, who bas had very large experience, extonding over
many years, from Halifax to Cape Breton, states that dur-
ing the year theycanned in the fail as weli ai in the spring,
which they did previous to 1879, ne more lobsters were
requir'ed in the fail to fill a can than in the spring. On tht
point, MIr. Haddow, of New Brunswick, gave testimony,
which seems to have beon volunteored. The commission-
ors do not seom to have required any testimony on that
point. They seem to have made up their minds boforo
they began their eniquiry that there should b3 no ishing in
the fall of the year. Mr. lHaddow volunteored his totims>ny
as follows:-

the floor of this House, that he was allowing the packers in i, Neede a ronth's recess, say 20th July te 20th Augut; fiade the
the Gulf to destroy the fisheries by allowing thom toflsh fish taller and larger ln teptember, heavier aud easier >
when the lobsters were in spawn and were casting the r This is thonty evidence on that peint, and yet tho hon.
shells. The hou. Minister admits that they should not boeho Minister of Marine and isherios gives it as his opion
caught at such a time, and yet ho allowed that to be done. that tho lubstors are net as ft in the tai in tio sprlg.
That is the reason why Prince Edward Island finds itsi 1an iglal te hoar theobon. gentlemn suy that tho rulo im
fisheries in their present condition, and why the Minister not a cast iron eue, and that hia oniy domire is te makosueh
finds it necessary to make his regulations so strict as they regulatiens as will suit the flihermen, with duo considora
are. If ho had listened to the warnings I gave him, there tien for the preservatien cf the fish. Ttnre was, howovor, no
would have been no necessity for sucistringent regulations. necssity for hlm te assure usotthat. If b had theughtulho
I have the testimony of one of the largest packers in the had any other desiro than te de what is right, I would not
Dominion of Canada on that point. Mr. F. B. Hamblin, have spoken on)the subjeet. Mter the testîm>ly 1 have
who is a packer on the north shore in the Gulf and in rond to-day, the hon. gentleman cannot but be satisfiod that,
Prince Edward Island, says this in a letter written in 1883 :basing his judgment upon tinoevidence suhmittet by the

" Having been in the lobster packing business in this Province for commission, se far as the south part cf Nova SceLla and Cape
over thirty years, I am prepared to show that the present law is doing Breton is concernod, theofisheries have not been exhaustod,
more to destroy the lobster than would be done by all the factories Com- and there isnnecessity for restricting furthonttime l'r
bined, were there no law to regulate the season for catching. It is MY
Opinion that one factory will destroy more fiuh in one month that the catchîing lobsters. Now, that ho knows the faets, I hope ho
fish are spawning, than ten could possibly do in the other three monthe wli cxtend the time aud alew the ishermen te have six
which constitute the season. Add to this the fact that during this month weeks or two menthe, if possible, lu thc fait et the yoar. I
the fish are so poor that not a penny is made by the packer.

" in conclusion let me say that the present law, in my opinion, is not arnwei aware cf tbe tact that the lebster packore do net
only destroying the fish as nothing else could, bat also driving capital desire te open up in theofail cf the year. Net hocause they
out of the business, as under the present law few packers would be believo that would destrey the fi4hing industry, but heùause
found in the business if they could realise 50 per cent. on the cost of aftcr thcy have shut dewn ior tablisbments in tho
plant." plant. sprinig, and their bands bave ail soparatod and .gene
That is what I have been telling the Ministerof Marine and home, h. is not easy for thora topen up agaîn in
Fisheries for years. Although packers were permitted tothe juil, and thoy wouid rathor have atl thoir fiîhing
pack up to the 20th of August in some years-I do not know done at one time. F->r that reason, we have Vine
whether it is the case in every year-owing to pressure influence of the packors soil against fait fisiing, but 1
from the packers, the Minister extended the time and say, if yen go in the sontheru cenet et Nova Buotia, yen wilt
allowed them to fish later, and that is what has destroyed find the fishermen ait atong the shore freinHalifax te Cape
the lobster fisheries in the Gulf and around Prince Edward North, favorable to fait fishiug. b amnwoll aware that te
Island. The same thing, however, doos not a ppy W iî,w to behcaught freinthe let January iustead cf
the fisheries of the south shore of Nova Scotia, as I have the finst April would ho an advantage to the fishermeuion
pointod eut. I have givon ample evidence, frem the re- the western cut f Nova ScLa, thpoae who catch the lob-
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sters for exportation, but it is no advantage to the packers,
because they cannot put their traps out earilier in the season
than April. Although the law does allow the fishermen to
put their traps out in the eastern part of Nova Scotia and in
Cape Breton as early as the lst of April, I would venture to
say that this year not one trap has been put out the 1st of
April. When they can put their traps out, it takes a week
or a fortnight to get them ready; so that if they can com-
mence to put themout the 1st of May, it is the middle of May
before they can commence to fish, and they are reduced to
six weeks fishing, which is too short a time for the fishermen
to earn a living for their families. I sincerely hope the hon.
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries will withdraw this Order
in Council, so far as the southern part of Nova Scotia is con-
cerned, and give six or eight weeks fishing in the fall.

.NORTBER Y LIGH T-CAPT. FlNLPAT SON'S
SALARY.

is treated in this way in the service of the Dominion is the
captain of the Northern Light, who occupies one of the most
important posts in the gift of the Government, who com-
mands one of the most important steamers in the possession
of the Government, a steamer which, for her size, has the
greatest power of any belonging to the Government, and
which requires the greatest care to navigate. This mari
goes to sea in the winter, and ho has more responsi.
bility in that way than any other master in the marine
service of the Dominion, and this man is specially selected
for that purpose. In the summer, his steamer is under
repair, and ho is sent home, and a number of men are
employed to make the repairs. Who ought to superintend
the making of those repairs ? The hon, gentleman says it
should bo the marine agent. It is impossible for the marine
agent to superintend those repairs properly unless ho car be
in two or three places at once. There is not a master in the
service of the Dominion, in the surveying service, in the
service of the G'urilf of St L or n. a n whae i s who

Mr. WE LSER. My opinion is the samie now as before the " a ulU L t LYLLit liwlbo.Mr WELuSR.Mopinionisthe saerme nae before cari be comparod for bis labor to tILs man. For the whoie of
hon. gertleman spoke, and the Government bave beforeth itrbeaeaIom coftbeadhyglIhr
them the commissioners' reporton the lobster fisheries, andth nilpy th e utis m somwork durînd th t heir
il the facts are as the hon. gentleman bas stated, the Gov- have alreadyread the statemot in regard to the wages which
ernment are informed of them. I will leave the matter in hi
the hands of the Government to use their discretion ins'hbe firtnoicebthat ieainof hie Korther Lit
deciding what is best to be dono. This matter bas been rei s hoh ice bein di ofted with:
pestering in my mind for some time, and I did intend toag w
take up some time of the House in explaiuing it. But as " DPÂRTMENT 0F'MARINE AND FISIRIES,

"OTTAWAi, l7th Ju ne, 18~81.we are so close to the end of the Session, I will abbreviate as IlSirt,-I have te inform you that Captain Fintaysoa servioes are to
much as possible my remarks if hon. gentlemen will givo be dispensed with, and 1 tedegraphed you yesterday that they would
me thoir attention flor a few minutes. I am much milder cease On the 18th instant. You will accordiugly pay him up to thè Isth
now than I was at the commencement of the Session, and instant ineluded, auà also pay him a gratnity of ont niontha 5lary."

flOW That is the notice which lhe geLs ai ta" ei fout- yoarq in
have good reasons for it. I was determined to pitch in a the Goverament service. We hourd the MiniterofFinanc-3
little plainly to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, bat as
a few days ago ho said if I would wait a little while the yesterdaytalkingaboutsuperannuaîion, îalkingabout briLg-
Government would make me a prosent of the Northern 1ng in the clerks in the High mifsice in
Light, that bas been an inducement for me to keep quiet.oni
I accept the promise ho thon made, no doubt with the con- we know that the clerks iiiOttawa aie placd on the supar-
sent of the Government, and 1 hope it will not be liko the annuation list, and I shouli like le know why caplains in
Indian gift, and that ho will not take it back again. The the Dominion service shoull not stand in the sani position
fact of the matter is this : The Governmont of the day, in d reoea suanuto.hsise a eculiar kindo
1876 or 1877, appointed Captain Finlayson to the command arionee ma esa mai wbo berned f 'ri 11e$9rÔegb
of the JNorthern Light.o$

$600, a man whe gave up a good appcintmenît take Ibis
Mr.LOVITT. Irisetoa point of Order. Wearediscussing position. Thon ho applied te thedepartuIet as llews:-

the lobster fishery and not the Northern Light.
Mr. WELS. I e am not aware that there is any resolution Se,ciMr. WhveteELS FI. lecip o vur4tter on the i7th statingbefore the House in connection with the lobster fisheries. that my services as master of the IVorthrn Liqht would not be re-

If there is, I will resume my seat. I hope my bon. quired after the lSth instant. 1 would take it as e very great kininess
friend will not interrupt me so long as I am in order. lu il you wili Write me and let me kow thee eason that t amn csscarged.
1877, Captain Finlayson was appointed to the command of h t e nry
the Northern Light at a salary of $900. le is a sober, Therefore it was clear that this notice was given by se
industrious, competent man, has a first class certificate, and . The answarleoat. was:
a man with whom his groatest enemies cannot find fault. deputy

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Does ho vote Grit ? 22nd ultime, enqniriog as te the reason for our discharge; and in
Mr. WELSH. I do not know. I never heard him express reply 1 am te inform yen that the Acting Miniéter was of opinion that

't was unnecessary te keep you on as master wben your services werean opinion on political matters, and do not know if ho ever fot required during the summer."
voted. fie was continuediin 1877-78-79 and 80, at$900, and in That is signed by William Smitb, Doputy Ninster. Thon,
1881 ho got his Irish promotion. His salary was thon immediately alter, t-aving discharged Capîain Fmnlayson,
reduced to $600. This man bas to go to sea in December, they askod him te take oommand eofthe Yorthern Lîght
January, February, March and April, when navigation on again and stated thal if ho would do so3 îhey would psy him
the river St. Lawrence is most dangerous and difficult. fie wage8 of$75 a month, Thatis paying him on aroîber basis
bas to weather snow storms, gales of wind, and obstructions again. It seems ho accopted that.under certain conditions,
on account of ice, and thon, in May, ho is discharged andsent and, on the 9th Novomb3r, 1881, Ibis lotîer was written:
home to support a wife and balf a dozen children, or perhaps tg1am to inform yen that Captain Finlaycon is te be appointed mas-
a dozen children, on 840 a month. I would not complain of ter of tie Northern Ligkt, Captain M. P. Mihinney, êrst mate and
this so much if it was the rule of the service; but I have clerk, and Mr. Henry W. Mutch, second mate, as already advised. The
obtained the papers, and I find there is not another master firet and second engineers are aiready engàged. I have te request yente enigage thse necessary firemen and snob men as are reqtssred, andin the Government service that is so poorly paid. I fid aend the vessel te Pieten on the first fine day offering. Yon can aise
that the captain of theNapoléon receives 8 [,000, the captain engap a persen te act as cook and steward. On the arrivai ofthe
of the Druzd, $81,000, the captain of the LVew/ield, $1,400, vesse'rnPictoa, ail handg are te be discharged with the exception of
the captain of the Lansdowne 8800, and the only man whoth tain, the two mates, and tie two engineera, and cook and

.Z. , K eoar.
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Then, on the 20th September, 1882, the marine agent at the floor of this House, who will sanction and approve cf
Charlottetown writes to the Deputy Minister: snch cenduot.? I say no, with ail due deferenee to My hon.

"Sir,-Will you kindly inform me as to the terms of agreement friend I am confident that the Minister of Marine and the
between the Department and Captain Allen Finlayson, as to wages. Government will for the credit of the country, for the

"I am, &a., credit of the service, put a auinthe Lstimates to psy
"ARTE.MAS LORD, Agent." this man, and put hlm on the same standing as thother

The Deputy Minister replies on the 27th September: masters in the Dominion service. am au old sulor myseif,
"SmR,-l have to acknoçwledge receipt of your letter of the 20th instant,

requesting to be informed as to the terms of the agreement between the for thOme mon, somo of them, probably, twenty or thirty
department and Captain Allan Finiayson as to wages; and in reply, I yeurs ln tbo Government service, having largo familios,have to refer you to my telegram of 3rd November last in which you are
instructeri to enquire of Captain Finlayson if he would accept the comn.
mand of the Northern Light, and that the wages were tobe $75 permonth. othing What man on $600 a yeur can support a wife and
These wages were to be paid while Captain Finlayson was employed, a dozon cbildren, and bring theniup and eduantom?and he was to receive half pay when not employed." [am astonished at my hon. friond-but I know he has had
Thon, on the lth Otober, the agent of marine writes to the neoexperience in that lno. Well, now, about the agent.
Deputy Minister : Sir, I ar very happy te bear tostimony te that gentleman's

" Captain Finlayson is now being paid $40 per month as half pay, ability, and there ie another gentleman bore wlose ame 1
which means $80 when employed. Pardon my again referring to this scmentioned in these papers, te who4e abiity 1 have
matter, but I wish to be put right as I understand the agreement in pleasure in boaring testirnony, that is Captain McElhinnoy.
May does away with the instructions per telegram of 3rd November, I amnnet intimatoly acquainted with hlm, but 1 knew hlm1881'' 1881. by sigbit. 1 have seen him about the Nordtern Liqhtî, and
Thon on the 18th October, 1832, the Deputy Minister I know of the Fervices thai he performud for tho Marine
writes to the marine agent: Department at Cape Traverse in the lc bout, ahangingthe

"I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the lth instant, in bad systm that existed there until tho (overntneit tont
reference to the wages to be allowed Captain Finlayson, and in reply Ihim aown te introduce a new system. 1 undorstand thisam to inform you that Captain Finlayson is to be paid at the rate ot$90 gentleman has been sont te Great Britain and Europe te seper month when employed, and to receive $40 when not employed. This
arrangement is to date from June last."

So here is another variation in the terms. I want on when the vote for tht srvie coes on, and may say a
gentlemen to follow me in this so as to see that I am right.
Thon, on the 12th OLtober, 1885, the Deputy Minister have fourd a more oompetent m în i+ho wholI
writes: te send eut on this service. Tho acknowladgtnent 1 got

" With referenre to the salary paid by you to Captain Finlayson for
last year, I have to request you to inform me why full wages have been Il1 have te acknowledge receipt et your letter ef the lOti ultino, re-
paid when the vessel is laid up. I have to refer you to my letter of the qnesting instructions as ta amount ef wages to be limid (aptaîn Fmulay-
u7th September, 1882, stating that Captain Finlayson was to receive $75 sou, commander of the Nerthern Light dwing the surnrnir uoifhi;
per month, and balf pay when not actively employed." andin reply I have te inferm yen ihat Japtain Fln1ayson le only to re-

He retors to a letter which was corrected apparently by celve hait pay when the steamer is net actively employed."
the subsequent statement that be was to get $80 a month. Then there was a petitien sent up te tho Govortmient by
I should like to know what is the consistency of that de- some of the leading mer, and somof thom, ne grant shakos,
partment ? On the 16th October, 1885, the agent writesto perhaps, liko mysoîf. The captairiwrete a latter t(>the
the Deputy Minister: Govorumont roquesting that ho might bo put on a prejer

" I am in receipt of the department's letter of the 12th instant, calling footing, and be is the petitien appended te it:
upon me to report why full ages have been paid Captain Finlayson I"We the nndersigued wonld reupecttuliy recomnend the applivatiou
when the vessel is laid up. I beg to i tate as follows: Spring 1884, et Captain Finlaysou te your favorable consideration, and would urge
when steamer went to Pictou fLr repairs, I received the following tele- that this request fur hîgher wages be granted. (Signet) Peake Urod. &
gram Ce., Lengwerth & 0e., William Welsh :im-n W-Urabbe, John Hughes,

"'OTTAWA, 3rd May, 1684. Almen Lang, R. BlakeL.O.Owen à.W.Wakeferd, Neil 9cLeud,
"A. LORD, M. Blake, Wm. Carnpbell, W. W. gulIivan, T. N. Ilaviland, Dounald

"'Agent Marine and Fisheries. AergoLo.
Send steam.er Picten, discharge crew extept captain, engineerand That went on, and thore bas ben n decision nappo. of

oller. Lot (oker know when ready fer inspection. Do net place on fIcamenp here last ytar and spokote the Minister e Ma-
slip util autheriseed. " WILLIAM SMITH.) inueGabout the ratter, and thero must have been fvery

'lThe ship did flot retoru ta Charlettetow'n until lîth October, 1884,sei.ons misnnderstanding botween us, for if 1 amrnnt rnis-
when the captain was fully ernployed getting ready for winter work. taken ho told me that ho was very pressed for business but
After winter's service was overslip went te Picte, Put on slip, a cd ho would consider the mattr, but ho said ho tought ti ad
rettrned thde Charlottetewnamnth May, 1885. As there was coneiderabled
work and repaire te do ta the Ehip abave water, I reqnested aptaiz m put it in the Domir light, and that as soon as the ilomse
Finlaysou teetay by the slip and sec the work done preperly, as, with adjouried ho would give the matter cnsidartion and iee
the increaQed work ofry agt ncy, bath inside and outfide the ofrce, 1 thesvil remediod. Very wel, probnt dwn and mot th
had net tirne ta give te the ship. Captaîn Finlayeon bas been about afindtl r heest.1odhmta twudthe yhip the welaefsthe pait suner, averaging eronthreentog hl g fiol
dayslu each week, and I waeofhe opinion hewae justly entitled tebo al right, that the Miniter ofMari ne was an hon et mari,
fuit play.I may be wreng, but the workmen required s neueoet' standing and a fir man, and would hboju t in the mattad eraducate the
te see that they did their work preperly, and did net liglit fastenings, caplain would ho put on a proper footing, on the same fbot-
&c., or id[eway their tiie, and I cnider Captain Finlayson basenno ea a
earned the extra pay le received "ngto xheieon n tat rtne Wameld.l nover ther agn
This je frora the agent ef marine, a gentleman Who bu tine theS I ehtmapy t lI a mes o. Tha eniteoa
been a larg shipbuilder, and who a very cmpetent man oh le wh e
The only fauli. ho bas in my ye je that ho l s ban ut- yee write a lottoer t thedepartment so e as te cai my ave

andout C nrvatv, but ho is a proper man for the posi-ptentin to the facin beforeionu have." I wrotan thMfoloing

tien, ho bolde, being a thorougbly competent man. This letter, dated the 7th Iayp 1887:-
extract, whihadid net snc before, agrees with my view, " Hnoi. G. E. FST l, Miauterant' Marine.
and shows what a dif'erence there wus when the captain Il"DmR Sîb,-RefrrIng te the petition of Captain inlayeon, dthe
wa8 net therote look after thei, but a posse comitatis was steamer Noreria Ligkt for as ncrease peoflary frg te Mcatiynr

pthe GovernDnt money without attrntin te the fact that haeas been about Il years un the service ef
b mthedpartren that hissalaryliabere $80 per Gonth, but tht at

anyone teIook after thom. Ifs there an hon. gentleman on timea when the voat wa laid sphe i oas been reduced tI ha' psay, ad
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is prevented from obtaining any other employment, having to hold him-
self at the command of the department. That Captain Finlayson's
command is a very responsible one in the Gulf during the winter navi-
gation, and when the boat is laid up, that the master should be con-
stantly on board, during repairs and looking after the ship. It is
generally supposed that the master of a ship should have more wages
than any other officer, but in this instance the engineer bas a larger
salary than the captain. Of the pay of the engineer I do not complain.
Captain Finlayson is the only master (I believe) in the employ of the
department who has been treated in this manner, having his salary
subject to reduction while the boat is laid up. I would earnestly request
your early consideration of the matter, in justice to the department and
Captain inisyson.''
Now, I do not know that it is necessary for me to occupy
the time of the flouse any further about this matter. Some
gentleman has sent me a memorandum, I don't know who
it is. fe says: " This will make you lose your $150,000
for Prince Edward Island, if you keep us any longer."
Now, I have a great mind to keep you for two hours, and I
just dare any hon. gentleman-remember this, I just dare
any hon. gentleman on the floor of the House to get up and
move a resolution to withdraw the grant, and I promise you
we will have a vote on it. Now, I am going to leave this
matter in the hands of the leader of the Government and
of bis colleagues. I am satisfied that if they look into the
matter they will do justice.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend bas gone into this matter
very thoroughly, and I do not think ho will ask me to take
up as much time as ho bas done in replying. But what I
lack in speaking of it, I will undertake to do in thinking
over it very carefully. 1 am sorry the hon. gentleman
misundeistood me when in the kindness of my heart and
owing to his seductive manner, I promised him that I
would carefully look into the matter. He misunderstood
me. I do not think that ho knowingly misrepresenied me.
I think it may be that I expressed myseIf a little too kindly
with reference to this matter. The salary that Captain
Fin laybon has is the salary that ho was getting w hen I came
to the department. Iknew that ho had received that sal-
ary in the past, and it bas been running until now. 1 had
great confidence in my predecessor, and I thought that it
should go on as ho had arranged it. There is this to say
about it: Captain Finlayson undertakes the service about
the middle of December and he runs the ship for three, four
or five weeks, and then lays up until April, when ho runs
the vessel three or four weeks more, and he bas nothing
more to do until the next December. That, I suppose, is the
reason why his salary was placed at $80 per month and $40
per month when off service. le has been receiving $960 a
year for several years. The hou. gentleman bas mentioned
the captain of the Lansdowne as receiving $800. That
captain goes on service in April and romains there until the
last of Deeember, and a very arduous service it is.
So Captain Finlayson, from 1882 up to this time, re.
ceived a good deal more than the captain of the Lans-
downe. In regard to the captain of the Northern Light
not having been given in charge of repairs, I rather think
that although a man may be a very good captain, ho may
not bo always the best person to superintend the repairs on
a vessel ,;so wheu the vessel was repaired last year, I
authorised Mr. Lord, our agent, to look after the matter,
which ho did through a foreman who had charge of the
work. However, whon the hon. gentleman gets away
in bis .Northern Light and is sailing about the Island and
when the new steel vessel is ready and Captain Finlayson
takes command, perhaps he will find bis position more
pleasant than it is at present. That new vessel will be one
that will be used in summer as well as winter. The hon.
gentleman has discharged his duty to Captain Finlayson by
bringing this matter before the louse.

DUTIES ON FLOUR, CORNMEAL, &c.

Mr. MITCHELL. I desire to submit to the House a
motion, which I have been in the habit of submitting for

Mr. WEL&s.

some years past, when the opportunity bas occurred, and I
submit it on this occasion as on former occasions. I am
not going to make a speech, but I feel it to be my duty to
carry out the pledge made to my constituents to endeavor,
as far as in my power lies, to impress on Parliament the
necessity of taking the duties off wheat, corn, flour, corn
meal, and coal. As long ago as 1882, when I was elected
by acclamation, I stated, after my election, that I agreed
with the policy of the Administration in its two leading
foatures: its policy in regard to railways and the National
Policy proposed at that day, with the exception of those
features and some excessive taxation on manufactured
goods. I need not discuss the question and go over the
arguments I have adduced to the House on former occa-
sions, but I will simply state that I believe it is in the
interests of the country, in the interests of the workingmen,
the mechanics, and laborers, farmers, merchants, and all
classes, that fhe food of the people and the heating material
should be relioved, as far as possible, from any taxation.
I move:

That in the opinion of this House it would conduce to the comfort and
well-being of the people ot Canada, and especially of the working
classes, if all import duties were removed from flour, cornmeal, corn for
feed or milling purposes, wheat and coal.

Mr. ARYO P. In my opinion we must either have pro-
tection or reeiprocity, and as this would be half proteciion
I think it is no measure at all, and I will vote against it.

lHouse divided on amendment of Mr. Mitchell:
YEAs :

Messieurs
Armstrong, Gauthier,
Bain (Wentworth), Gillmor,
Béchard, Godbout,
Bernier, Hale,
Bourassa, Holton,
Campbell, Landerkin,
Cartwright(Sir Richard)Lang,
Ohoquette, Laurier,
Oook, Lovitt,
Couture, Macdonald (Huron),
De St. Georges, Mackenzie,
Doyon, Mclillan (Euron),
Edgar, McMullen,
Ellis, Meigs,
Fiset, Mitchell,

Nars:

Amyot,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baker,
Bergeron,
Bowell,
Boyle,
Brown,
Bryson,
Cargill,
Carling,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
Chapleau,
Ohisholm,
Cimon,
Cochrane,
Oockburn,
Colby,
Corby,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coulombe,
ourran,
Daoust,
Davis,
Dawson,
Denison,
Desjardins,
Dickinson,
Dupont,

Messieurs

Ferguson (Renfrew),1
Ferguson (Welland),
Foster,
Gigault,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guilbault,1
Guillet,1
Haggart,
Hall,
Benderson,
Hickey,
Hudspeth,
Jamieson,
Joues (Digby),
Labrosse,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
Maedonald (Sir John),
Macdowall,
McDonald (Victoria),
McDougald (Picton),
McGreevy,
McLelan,
McMillan (Vaudreuil),
McNeill,
Mara,
Masson,
Mills (Annapolis),
Montagne,

Amendment negatived.
Mr. T-ROW. I noticet

(Mr. Jones) did not vote.

Paterson (Brant),
Perry,
Platt,
Rinfret,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
Scriver,
Semple,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Turcot,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John),
Wilson tElgin).-44.

Montplaisir,
O'Brien,
Patterson (Essex),
Perley (Asbiniboia),
Porter,
Prior,
Reid,
Riopel,
Robillard,
Roome,
Ross,
Royal,
Shanly,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
ïStevenson,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson,
Tapper (Sir Charles),
Tyrwhitt,
Wallaee,
Ward,
White,
Wilmot,
Wilson (Argentenil),
Wilson (Lennox),
Wood (Brockville)--89.

the senior member for Halifax
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M. JONUS (Halifax). I paired with my collegae, the

bon. member for Halifax (Mr. Kenny).
Mr. KIRK. When my name was called I had forgotten

for the moment that I had paired up to six o'clock with
the hon. member for Inverness (Mr. Cameron), who was
unavoidably absent. I ask to have my name struck off the
list

Mr,.MLTCHELL. What I ask is if the hon. member for
Selkirk (Mr. Daly) is counted in the vote ?

Mr. DALY. -I paired with the hon. member for Quebeo
Centre (Mr. Langelier).

Motion agreed to.

FAREWELL ADDRESS TO RIS EXCELLENCY.

A MEassue was received from the Sonate, with an Address
to His Excellency the Governor General, as follows:
To His Excellency The Mont Honorable Sir Henry Charles Keith

Petty-Pitzmaurice, Marquis of Lansdowne, in the County of Somer-
set, Earl of Wycombe, of Chipping-Wycombe, in the Oounty of Bucks,
Viscount Caln and Calnstone, in the Oounty of Wilts, and Lord
Wycombe, Baron of Ohipping-Wycombe, in the Oounty of Bucks,
in the Peeragaof Great Britain; E rl of Kerry and Earl ofShelburne,
Viscount Clanmaurice and Fitzmaurice, Baron of Kerry, Lianaw and
Dunkerron, in the Peerage of Ireland; Knight Grand Cross of the
Muet Distinguished Order ofSaint Michael and Saint George; Gov-
ernor General of Canada.

MAl IT PLIAÂa Youn REXOLLENCY:

We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects, the Senate sud
of Canada, ini Parliament aosemled,, desire respectfully-to

assure Your Excellemcy of the sincere regret of ourselves and of the
Canadian people, at the termination of Your Excellency's official con-
nection with Canada, and at the approaching departure of yourself and
your distinguished consort.

We also beg to assure Your Excellency that the Canadian people
have regarded with high appreciation your presiding care over the
affairs of this Dominion, as Her Majesty's representative; and grate-
fnlly recognise Your ýExcellency's active interest in the constitutional
and material progress of this country.

We shal remember with gratification that Your Excellency has been
happily enabled to fulfil the hopt5 expressed in the earliest of your public
addresses, that you might be the firet Governor General to cross the
entire breadth of the Dominion by the Canadian Pacifia Railway; andF
we shall always refer with pleasure to Your Excellency's eloquent utter-î
anes on1hat occasion, bearing witnees to the importance of that great
work, as ope.ng up to the nfluences of civilisation our vast unsettled
and fertile Territories; and as creating a new highway, upon Britisht
territory, between the eastern and western portions of the Britisht
Empire.creognition of the important services which Your Excellencyi
han rendered to this country would be imperfect were we to omit the
acknowledgment of the deep and practical interest which Your Excel-
lency has taken in the literature, art .and science of the Dominion, its
educational nstitutions and learned societiesuand in ail the more
ennobling elements of civilisation which teach us rightly to develop
and use the vast reources with which we have been endowed. The aid
and con eurrence. in this particlar, of Her Excellene the Marohiones
of Lansdowae basbeen marked and beneicial; an Her Excellency's
name will long be asaociated in the minds of our people, with all that I
is dignifleduin a public career, alil that ie gracions in private life. ]

In, asem g at the com.and of Rer Gracions Majesty, the high po-
tion of Governor General of Her Majesty's Dominions in British North i
Ameriea, Your Exeellemey bronght with you historie traditions cou- d
necting your name with the fortunes Of this continent in the past Cen- T
tury. And we venture to hope thatc l Your Ercellency, Canadaphas
aecured s.friend whe, onjoying the confidence cf the Crswn, aud parti-I
cipating in the onnela f Imperial statesmen, will aid in guiding Our h
destiny, and guarding our interest. .

Our regret at Your Excellency's departure in tempered by the reflee-
tion that Your Excelleney goes to occupy a more brilliant position, and
a wider field for your high administrative abilities than ibis country
affords. And in andertaking at the command of the Empres of India, r
to represent as Her Viceroy, fer authority over Ber Oriental subjects, g
Your Excellency will be continuing the traditional care of your ouse
for their elevationasnd advancement.

In bidding farewell to Vour Emxelleney we beg to assure you and Her S
Excellency the Marchioneas eo Lansdowne, that you are followed by our o
warmest wisbes for your welfare and that of your family.

And we beg Your Excellency to convey to fer Most Gracions Majesty
the assurance of our unaltered devotion, and of our loyal wishes for the
stabilhty of the Throne, and the aafety and prosperity of the Empire.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that said Message
and Addres be taken into consideration to-morrow. t

Motion agreed to.
196

IHause again resolved itslf int Ooumittees@f Bpply.
(Iu the Committee).

Aisaai, Bafield and McNalr> o v (Cape Geoge)

Mr. JONES (Halifaz), Will this amount complote the
work on the Bayfield pier ? I see the hon. Kiaister of
Justice has taken good care of hie couaty, and I have-no
doubt it is a very desirable expenditure. It would be well
to know whether this is going to be .oorpleted'id wh*t
amount is to be expended. 1 soe that 638,'0Ohdv bèsiu
spent on that pier already. Is this amount now gemgto,
complete it, and how is the work beuag don».? ls it being
done by contract ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is aun item in the
Supplementary Estimates that will complote thé work.

Mr. JONES (HaliUaz). l the Bayield wharf for marine-
or commercial purposes?

Mr. THOMPSON. There bas been a wbasf there for
som" timre.' It was supported foe a wMWeby the Proviwelt
Government and by a company. It has now obe tren&
ferred to the Dominion Government and this ie to repteie
the part which bas been carried aways.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will that complote the work ?
Sir BECTOR LAN(*IVIN., Yosi
Mr. LOVITT. Will the hon. gentle ma"utll me if he is

going to work immediatoly to remove thôserrocks'at Yir-'
mouth, so that we may not have the trouble for a reot f

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Ys.
Mr. JONES (Halifaà). What is belagdeae at the Digbyi

pier ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. $40,000 t ere voted for thè

purpose of erceting a new pier last Session, bat'the difttil-
ties about selecting a site were such that weeSaw that unless
some repairs were made to the old pier thora would be no
accommodation and the trade and the publie would suffeo'r
U(nder thos ecircum=tances esqential repairs were made to
the old pier, amounting to about 6OOU, and we belive that
that will asbt sufficiently to serve the trade for three years,
pet haps four, while we are building a new pier. We will
not begin with a new pier this year and we will likely ask
Parliament next Session to revote the amount. in tho
meantime it will not be expended.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I happenede to-b.eat Digby la"4
autumn and there did not appear to me muclh ta ,howon-
the old pier for anexpenditure of 87OO0 I do-not'mean.
to say, however, that the work is not there. At" that tims
he pier ,was very inoonvenienti and I wenU impres. on th*

hou. gentleman that no timeahould be lost in arriving at a
determination with regard to whore thé new pier is to be.
The sooner you get to work on the new pier the botter.
f the hon. gentleman could See the old pier as it la I tbiàk

be would come to the conclusion that a new -one shonid be
built immediately.

Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. I know the present pier in
not a very desirable one, but in the moantime wu had. to
give some accommodation to the public and to theitrade.
The proposed pier was taobe built either at the point on the
ame side as the old pier or below the creek or the river, in
irder to obtain a better landing and a shorter pier to the
necessary depth of water.

Rarbors and Rivers, Prince Edward Island......$1,000

Mr. PERRY. Will the hon. Minister be kind enough to
ell the Hose what the work is at Cascumpeo, for which
a vote of 82,000 is taken ?
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Sir RETOR LANGEVIN. This is not a new work;
it bas been prosecuted for two or three years. It is to
continuô the opening of the projected channel 100 feet
wide and 14 feet deep at low water, through the inner bar
of sandstone about 150 feet long, over which there is now
10 or 11 feet of water. As the work bas all to be done
under water, it cannot be proceeded with very speedily,
but we are making substantial progress, and probably in
another year we shall obtain the depth we require.

Mr. PERRY. I see that there is only $3,000 appro-
priated for the repairing of breakwaters and piers in Prince
Edward Island.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the Supplementary Es-
timates there is another vote for $3,000.

Mr. PERRY. That makes only 86,000, and it is not
sufficient. There are 26 wharves and piers on the Island,
which cost about 860,000, and if the Government think tbey
are going to repair them with $5,000 or 06,000, they are
mistaken. These breakwaters received a large amount of
damage last fall. The wharf at the West Point is altogether
broken up. I drew the attention of the Government to this
last year. Mr. Perley in his report states that the wharf'
at the.West Point is of much benefit and importance. and
since the Dominion Government took it over from the Local
Government, they have not spent one dollar on it. That
wharfcost 84,000 or $5,000, and to let it go down piece by
piece is an injustice to the people. They have no other
way to ship their produce to Chatham or Shediac. I suppose
the Government are waiting for the people to put their hands
in their pockets to repair it themselves. I would like to ask
the hon. Minister how mach was collected last year in wharf-
age dues from the wharves on the slland? Under the Local
Government we collected over $6,000, and I am told that the
tolla have been increased under the Dominion Government,
so that I suppose the amount must now be greater. Hence
the Government are not expending as much on these
wharves as the revenue they are receiving; We know
that the coast of Prince Edward Island is very much cut
into by harbors, and these wharves, if they are kept up,
are of great benefit to the people. I thought, when thoy
were taken over by the Dominion, that they would be kept
up, but I find that they are not. From year to year a good
deal of money is expended on them, but in what way? By
giving the work to private parties without tender. The
inspector goes down and gives this one a job and that one a
job for $50 or $60, and the money goes to partisans, I am
sorry to say. Not that I object to Conservatives having
the handling of the money if value is given for it, but it is
not. It is unfair and unjust that these jobs should be given
without public tender. I hope the Minister will not allow
these works to go down, but will see that they are kept up

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 should like to know
what is the exact number of wharves in Prince Edward
Island which we are responsi ble for ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the number named
by the hon. member is correct-between twenty-four and
twenty.six.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Is the income mentioned from
these wharves correct ?

Sir HECTOR LANGRVIN. I cannot say, as that is not
in my department. These wharves have wharfingers who
are paid out of the tolls, io that tbere is not much revenue
coming to the Treasury. Last year the amount voted was
82,000. This year wo bave made it thrce times as much.
That shows that we wish to do what is right, and that the'
intention is to repair these whaives in the best way possi-
ble. If more money is required next year, we will ask
Parliament for more, and if Parliament gives us the money,

Mr. Pzaar.

we will expend it. But this year I think we shall be able
to get on with $6,000.

Mr. PERRY. I will read, if the committee will allow
me, a list of the wharves on the Island, with the amounts
expended on them:

Am
Exp

Kier's Shore Pier .............. ............-..... .... $
South Rustico Pier.......... .-................................ . ...............
Campbell's Cove Breakwater.............. ............. ................
Annandale Pier ....................... ................................. ............
Lewis Point .............................................. . ........
North Cardigan........................-...........
Georgetown ................... . .................... ....... ...............

L ambert'a........................................... ...................
St. Mary's Bay ................... .......... ................
Mink River....... ....... .. ...........................................
South River........... .......................... 
Pinette..... ...... ..... ......... ......
Belfast .................. ........ ,............. ......................... ...........
Port Selkirk..... .............. .. ......... ........
China Point .................................................
Vernon River ......... ..................... ............. .
Pownal...................... . . ........................
H ickey's ............................................ .. ... . ..... .....
Nine-MiIe .reek................. ... ~.............. .'..........." .'.'.
Victoria Harbor, Crapaud-...... ..... ... ... f....e#.........
Hurd's Point .......................... .................... ...........
McGee's Pier...................................
Higgin's Shore... .................... ......... ...
West Point Pier............................ ......... ............

Mount
ended.
5,091

657
100

2,474
2,250
2,732
2,254
488

1,336
293

1,021
1,814
4,355
2,947
3,486

908
3,429
1,255

482
4,287
2,000
2,721
4,226
4,226

Total ...... ......... ................................ .... $ 53,222

Now, besides this we must bear in mind that we have the
Tignish breakwater, the Miminegash breakwater, the Mal.
peque breakwater, which are not included in this list, and
these suffered a good deal of damage last fall, to repair
which it will cost over $1,000 each. So that the bon. the
Minister will have only $2,000 in bis bands to repair these
piers of which I have spoken. That is a very amall amount
to put them in an efficient state. I trust the Minister, if ho
eau not bring down provision this year, willhave ample pro-
vision next year for this purpose.

Mr. JONES (Halifar). My hon. friend is rather unrea.
sonable in expect-ing that these ports are to be treated dif.
ferently from other ports. He must remember that Prince
Edward Island does not support the present Administration,
and therefore cannot expect, under the practico of the pre.
sent Government, to receive much attention at their bands.
The Government are always well able to take care of their
own constituencies. The hon. member for Cumbei land bas
four railways in bis county and a short line thrown in, and
no w he is having an agricultural farm in bis own county,
so that after ho leaves us, there will be nothing left te be
done by bis successor. The hon. the Minister of Justice bas
taken care of bis county.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In justice to his county.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). There are other counties in Nova

Scotia like Guysboro' which have no allowance. The
counties of Queen's and Shelburne never got anything
until, by an accident, they were represented on the other
side, and they are not likely to be represented so again, I am
glad to know. I think, however, the hon. gentleman from
Prince Edward Island bas a good claim for his demand.
$6,000 is a very small amount to keep these wharres in
repair, especially expended as it will be wboIly on political
considerations rather than as the public requirements
demand.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRiGfHT. Really my hon. friend
forgets the drains on the Government. Had ho been bore
last night, ho would have noticed that we have to pay
88,500 to keep a private park for the citizens of Ottawa;
813,501) to provide a post office for the village of Cayaga
with a population of 800 souls and a not annual postal
revenue of $800; $100,000 for four post offices of nearly
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equal magnitude. Under these circumstances my hon.
friend must rnot be so unreasonable as to expect that the
Government are going to give $3,000 for 100,000 people at
the far end of the Dominion.

Sir CHARLES TUPPEI. 10,000. Do not minify it;
and $3,000 more in other places.

Sir RICH ARlD CARTWRIGHT. 81.,000. As much as
was given to Cayuga post office, to be given to Prince
Edward Island. That is terribly extravagant ! I wonder
how the Minister of Finance can allow such expenditure.
My hon. friend must understand these things ! The Govern-
ment wants money; bye-elections have to be carried ; and
the hon. gentleman will see that the money cannot be
forthcoming for Prince Edward Island.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
supposing that the twenty-six wharves are out of repair.
The only thing ont of repair is the representation of the
Island.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentle-
man let us know the tariff ? We know pretty well what the
tariff is in Ontario to carry a doubtful county. What
does he think the tariff may be in Prince Edward Island ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not know what it is
in South Oxford.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think South
Oxford has a share in any of these estimates, and I ara sure
it is not likely to have any.

Harbors and Rivera, New Brunswick....... ..... $8,750
Mr. ELLIS. What do you propose to do on the Tobique

River ?
Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. I suppose some of this is

for the Tobique River. It is to continue the improvement
of the navigable channel of the River St. John and also ot
the River Tobique.

Mr. MITCHELL. Why does the Government confine
itself to improvements and the removal of boulders in the
River St. John? Is it because the Minister ofInland Revenue
represents the upper section of that river where these ex-
penses are to be made ? Has he forgotten the Miramichi,
which is a very important river, and the place where the
magnificent Stone is got from ? I admit it has had a con-
siderable traffle for the development of the stone quarries,
but that reste on the merits of the stone itself.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no reason except
this: that I had not seen any boulders there. I have seen
only rock and the beautiful stone of which the hon. gentle-
man speaks, and my attention has not been called to the
necessity 0f removing any boulders. This is the first time
I have heard that the River Miramichi requires these im-
provements.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do not plead that in the future, for I give
notice that it wants improvement very much. If not too
late, I would ask the hon. gentleman to bring down in the
Supplementary Estimates an amount for this purpose.

It being six o'clock, the Committee rose and reported
progress, and the Speaker ef t the Chair.

After Recess.

STANSTEAD, SHEFFORD AND CHAMBLY
-RAILWAY.

Mr. FISHER. Unfortunately, when the Senate passed
the Bill relating to the Stanstead, Shefford and Cbambly
Raitway Company, there were tbree words incorporated by
mistake into the name of the company with which that
oompany wished to amalgamate, and 1, therefore, move that

ail raies respecting Private Bills be suspended, and that I
may have leave to introluce Bill (No. 139) respecting the
Act of the present Session respecting the Stanstead, Shef
ford and Chambly Railway Company.

Motion agreed to, and Bill read the first and second times,
considered in committee, and read the third time and
passed.

SUPPLY.

House again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Harbora and Rivera, Quebec............. $89,250

Mr. BEAUSOLE[L. (Translation.) I would like to
enquire whether the hon. Minister of Public Works bas
taken into consideration the petition which was sent to bis
department, by the people of St. Barthelemy and other
parishes of the county of Berthier, praying that piers
should be built in order to prevent the dangers attending
the breaking-up of ioe on the St. Lawrence. The connty
of Berthier is not alone interested in that matter. The
counties of Maskinongé and St. Maurice stand in the
saine position. Every spring great damages are caused
there by the breaking.up of ice on the St. Lawrence, and
measures calculated to protect those three counties should
be adopted. Tho Government bave already donc some-
thing; they built two piers in the town of Birthier, but
the people of the parishes which suffer to the same extont,
are exposed to the same dangers, would like to securo the
same protection. In the early part of ihis Session I have
called the bon. Ministeo's attention to this matter, and
asked him whether a sum would be placed in the Estimnatos
this year for those works. The hon. Minister advised me
to wait till the Estimates would be brought down, adding
that I could thon judge for myself. I have followed his
advice, and I find that neither in the first nor in the Sup-
plementary Estimates is a sum placed for the county of
Berthier or for the counties of Maskinongé and St.
Maurice. It seems to me that equal justice should be done
to ail parts of the country; and if the Government can
devote $20,000 to building piers in Sorel, they could car-
tainly devote half that sum or one-third of it to the pro-
tection of the people living on the north shore.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Mr. Chair-
man, the hon. gentîman is right and wrong. Hoeis right
in so far as those works may h required ; on the other
hand he is wrong, because we cannot attend to everything
at a time. Moreover, as regards the places ho has just
mentioned, I was unable to decide what should be done and
how mnch I might ask my collegues for those works, with-
ont having the necessary informations, net informations
like those given in a petition or in the representations just
made by a member, but informations given by officers of
my department, by engineers, informations which I could
take as a basis to submit an estimate to the Council and
afterwards to Parliament. We will consider that question
during the recess, in order to decide what we can do, and
what we must do. As regards Sorel, the object was not
merely to afford protection against floods, but it was
especially to prevent towns from being entirely destroyed
by tbe ice, besides a number of steamboats and other boats
which seek refuge in the Richelieu river. The hon. mem-
ber may rest assured that I shall not fail to mind that ques-
tion. I took a note of it.

Mr. MULOCK. There is matter I would like to bring to
the attention of the Government. Although it is late in
the Session I do so with the confident hope that they wil
correct an error that they have talion into, and for the pur-
pose of the present discussion I will assume it was an error.
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I de mot intend to offer any observations, but simply to
pint out to-the Administration a grievance which I think
thMinister of Publia Works should eorrect.in the interest
of justice. He is aware that last year a number of officials
ln bis employment were dismissed from office, and if I may
be allowed to read to him a couple of affidavits that have been
placed in my hands setting forth what these declarants allege
to be the facts attendant upon their dismissal, I think he
will deem it in the interest of justice to enquire into their
cases and do what justice requires.

The OHMR[AN. Is it relavant to the item now before
the House ?

Mr. MULOCK. It is relevant, I tbink. I will read the
affidaitand the chairman.can decide the point. I will
read the affidavit of James O'Rielly:

'l Jrses Oileilly., of the City of hiontreal, in the Province of Quebec,
laborer, do solemnly declare :

4'. f am an Irish Roman Catholie.
4'2. Iam mar-ied,andhave two children.
's.Ias emploed continuouslyon the Lachine Canal during the

surnmper ponths of each year for four or five years previous to 1887.
'"l-ile S-employed the canal superintendent never found any fault

with.me.
6 5. Ioonsidered my position as a permanent one, and I returned to

w.rk as a matter of course each year at the opening of navigation.
"6. I did not take an active part in the election contest in Mlontreal

Centre between Mr. Ourran and Mr. Oloran, but I supported Mr Oloran
and I said that Mr. Ourran's conduct with regard to the Home Rule
resolutions was unmanly.

''On the 29th of April, 1887, 1 met Mr. Uonway, the canal superin-
tendent, on the atreet, and he told me the works would open on the fol-
lowing Monday. He then asked me if I had not beard rumors to the
effect that certain of the.men employed on the canal had voted and
worked againet Ourran in the late election. I said I htd heari rumors
to that effect. He said : 'Wby did you not tell me of it'? I aked him
If hehad not heard them himself, and he said he had. lie then said:
1I have six or seven names of men who worked against Ourran in the
election that I am instructed from Ottawa to suspend, and your name
is among them. You will have te go and ses Curran when he comes
dowa here on Monday and get a letter from him.'I"

Sir HE1 TOR LANGEVIN. This matter is connected
-with canals and has nothing to do with the present item.
The hon. gentleman will have several opportunities before
4bese Bàtimates are thrgugh to explain the errors th-at he
-says have been committed, when we come to the Estimates
on canals. -The matter bas nothing to do with this item. I
had nothing te do with this matter, it-belongs to the Depart.
ment of myhon. olleague the Minister of Railways and

-Canals.
The CIIAIRMAN. I tbink the point of order is well taken.
Sir$lSCTOR LANGEYIN. My hon. friend will have an

»pportanity when the item for railways and canals cornes
s1p.

.1MrMULOCK. I do not wish to press the matter against
,tberulingiof ithe Chairman, but late as the eseion is, 1 do
potest~ 'withoutidesirig to enter into controversy, against
anyemapd judgmMtagainataieby the1Ghairman,oir by any-
begiy' 1inetisliuoe. T4hoehair*an simply determines,
witmt- haning, froim me, that this point is well taken-
pýMapaIhe is ight.,perhapshais wrong. But I submit that
ia-s-maaa.emly on the part-of any efecial-and for the. pur-
ç ofshisi discaussion the Chairman is an offiaial of this

.4 protesteen the greund of his unSeemly oonduct-
"The oHAIRMALN. Order. I ask the hon. gentleman to

take his seat.
MlMULOCK. or whst purpose ?

'The QUAIRMAT. Tihe hon. gentleman is out of order.

Mr. MULOCK4 I submit-

,Ur. IITER. Ynouem't bulldose us that way.
ULOCKT T a h k.....1±L.. ý..

uphold the dignity of the Chair and the dignity of the
louse. I consider the Chairman isthe custodian ; but, ai-

though my respect for the Chairman is so great, I am not
going to abdicate my own rights. I am not going to admit
that any man in this House has the right ex parte:to doter-
mine upon the rights of others. 1 do not propose to criticise
the conduct of the Chairman further than to refer to what
bas happened. Before I had finished my argument, after
the Minister of Publie Works had come to him privately
and spoken to him, as I was addressing the committee, the
Chairman interrupted me and delivered judgment without
argument, and without hearing my explanation. Is that
the oourse that is expected of him, who is to oit as arbiter
between us all? There is a function that every Chairman
and every Speaker has to discharge.

The CHAIRMAN. I must ask the hon. gentleman to
resume his seat. I asked th hon. gentleman in the be-
ginning of his remarks if the affidavit which he proposed to
read was relevant to the item before the committee. In-
stead of replying to me he commenced to read it. I saw at
once it had no reference to harbors or rivers, or to any item
that is before the committee, but to canals, the responsible
Minister of which department isnot present in the House.
I thought it highly improper that the hon. gentleman
should, upon this occasion, take up the time of the louse in
reading an affidavit or discussing a matter which had no
relation to any item before the committee. Another
opportunity will arise, frequent opportunities may arise,
either when the House is moved into Committee of Supply,
or when we reach the item of canals, for the hon, gentle-
man to bring this item up, and the Minister of that depart-
ment will be in his place. It was not with any purpoise of
restraining the hon. gentleman from bringing up this-mat-
ter that I sustained the point of order, but it -was. simply
that the time of the committee might not be wasted by
irrelevant matter. I must persist in the ruling which I
made, and request the hon, gentleman to defer his remarks
until the proper occasion arises.

Mr. MULOCK. I know that you have the best motives,
and I do not desire to come into collision with you, but
permit me to say that these last remarks of yours do net
apply tothe motion now before the Chair, which is a motion
that the committee ariee.

The CHAIRMAN. I have heard noe suc motion.
Mr. MU LOCK. The motion was made by the hon. mem-

ber for West Lambton (Mr. Lister) if I can believe my
own uenses.

Mr. LISTER. Yes.
Mr. MUIOOcK. And therefore it is out of order for any

man, even the Cbairman, as it bas happeaed now, to inter-
rupt a:member. wben hoeis addreseing the oommittee. I
thiink the time bas arrived when we should understand
whether we are in committee or in the louse, a.nd what
the Rules of the House are. Last night I heard the Speaker
of this House say that it was not his duty to prevent un-
seemly or unparliamentary language in this Hlouse; and
this very Session that same Speaker, within the knowledge
of every hon. gentleman in this Roue--

The CHAIRMAN. I must eall the hon. member again
to order. le bas no right to reflect upon the conduct of
the Speaker.

Mr. BOWELL. The peaker did not sy.ao aither.

Mr. MULOCK. Did not say-what ?

Mr. BOWEILL. What you said.
v .x.~. .. ~ riUMl.aua. L~IWF u» n nuun m. m In.f..lu opawr sa1 wg--esa q__ a

1Ed BI sbmt that.Mmmbrs of the House1 Mr. IMULOCKi.The b S rlu ih Li A "
rave a rigoto .behemrd. I am willig te sustain the Chair. there wasne daty impoedjapon linste Pmvent «ai>lIia-

jas».'wiig more than tii, majooity are iii tiâINi. H ou.tementary langupg ii tb.<Uoaoe.
Mr. MULOOK.
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The CHMIAN. i muet ak the hon. gentleman not "8. I would not, and did not, humble myself by going and begging

to reflect pon 1the onduto-"Of theSpeaker. Ourran for a letter, and I have not been employed on th canal since.
1fIa"9. Neither Mr. Curran nor anyone ele, as far as I am aware, basKr. MULOOK. He prevented them using language ever taken any steps to have me reinstated in my position on the canal,

which hethougýht -wasunparliinentary. HoweverMr b nor have I ever been notified to go back 1bere.
Chirman, h thes Minpstrnof PulicWrks fifthevr M •"o10. I am advised, and believe, that seven men were discharged orChairman, if the Minister -tf Publie Works, if the commit- suspended at the same time and for the same cause that I was. The
tee, if the whole majority n this Honce, endeavor in their names of these are Edward Tobin, one Holden, Michael Egan and one
varions ways to prevent this question, that I desired simply Pl rawley. The otbers were not on my part of the works, and I do not

to sbmi fo th cosidraton-o th co mitee nd hic know their names.to-submit. for the cons.deration of"te1ommi1ee, and wbioh I. I was informed by a Goverument official here that the namesI said I proposed to submit without observation, from being of ail the canal men who had supported Mr. Cioran in the election were
ventilated, they can of course resort to their majority and to sent to Ottawa by some of Mr curran's committee, with a view to their
teohnicalitiesand provent it. I am aw'are that it is unpal. being suspended. And I make this solemn declaration, onsoientiouslyae "t fer o»BgdnimenoppoItem aïs. P believing the same to be true, sud by virtue of the 'Act respecting ex-atable for bon, gentlemen -oppositeto have -this question tra-judicial oatho.' Four marginal notes are good-twenty-elght words
brought up, iteis unpalatble to the First Minister, becue erased are null.
h. openly deelaredthat he had no sympathywith the people "Declared before me at the City of Mon) his
for whom I am pleading. I do not propose to. discuss this treal, in the district ofMo nsreal, this JAMES x O'REILLY,
question, but simply to give a narrative of thefacts. How- t day f May, A.D. BARRY, Comioner frnaro.
ever, sinoe, Mr. Ohairman, you have so ruled, I will not
proe the matter at 4his:stage, but I venture to prophey Another affdavit is by Edward Tobin, of the city of Mont-
-that thei despatch of business would have been aeeelerated if reai, Province of Quebec, laborer. It is as follows :-
the Minister of Pulic Works had not been so astute as .to " I, E dward Tobin, of the city of Montreal, in the Province of Quebec,
endeamor to sappness a discussion of this question at this laborer, do solemuly declare as follows:-

Il 1 1 m a Irih RmanCatholie.otage. it is probable, it is possible, it is perhaps more than "l2.1 amnarried and have eight hidren, the oldeut of thernbeing
possible, that he will hear more of it before we are through, nineteen.
andý perhaps the Session will net be brought to that speedy I"3. On lot May, 1874, I was first employed on the Lachine canal and
termination which it would have been if i had been per- I remained in that employment continuouly from the opeuing to the
mtted to g i a r efo P e -oloung of navigation in each year until last year.

ring is matter ftore the attention of the com- d44. During ail the time that I was employed on the canal, no fault
mittee in a proper and constitutional way at this proper was ever found with me.
lime. "5. I considered my position as a permanent one, and I returned to

work as a matter of courae on the first of May in each jear, being the
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am sure there is no day ou which the work always commenced on the canal.

desire, altho.ugh the bon. gentleman may think there is on "6. some years the men employed ou the canal wore notified a few
S p i s , days before the finst of May to be in readiness to come back to work;

the part of any hon. member in this House, certainiy not but most years we all came back a a matter of course without waiting
on the part of the Minister of Publie Works, to prevent th for such a notification.
hon, gentleman making a speech, reading an ers he .". On the lot of May, 1887, I went back to work as usual. The sup-

mk .t . yeeP i m erintendent, Oonway, was not about when 1 began work, but he chortthiks it his duty to lay beforeParliament, to ventilatteany atterwards came up to me and said: "Ned, I've got orders from hea-
subject ethinksOf publie interest. It any such attempt quarters not to employ you until you see Mr. <Jutran." t said, "No, l'il
were made, I would join the lion. gentleman in asserting his not go and see Mr. 0 urran. Before I'd go and see him and apologise to

Sh im for opposing him Id eat that mud on the street.' He sald, 1Well,
riglts. The Mivhster of Pu blicWorks simply stated that I've nothng to do with it; those are my orders.'
ho gathered from the speech of the hon. gentleman that he "Il. I did not go and see Ourran or anyone elue to ask to be reinstated
was referring to a subject connected with canals, and as in the pOsition from wbich I had been unjustly removed merely for exer-
that subject was not betre the committee, he asked it to cisng myrighta as a free man, and I have not since been employed on

stand over until some question relating te canals was up "9. Neither Mr. Curran nor anyone else, as far as I am aware, bas
and then the hon, gentleman would have an opportunity to ever taken any steps to bave me reustated in my position ou the canal,

nor have I ever been notifiet. to return.to bring this matter forward. No doubt my hon. friend "lu. James O'Reilly, one Holden and one Frawley were also dis-
will, inst'ead ofdelaying the Seseion, help us to prorogue the charged from the canal works at the same time and for the same reason
House. that 1 was.

"e11. I am advised and believe that Michael Egan, aso employed on
Mr. MULOCK. I wish to do so. the canal works, vas reprimanded by Oonway for oppoing Ounran in

the election.
Sir JOHN.AMAODONALD. I am quite sure the hon. - 1 12. During the winter of 1886-87 I was employed in the Gand

gentleman will do sol. Wen the question of Oanais is Trunk Railway yard, and on the firet oi May I abandoned tbat employ-
brQqght np, Isal, as leader, ef tic Biouëe, soc tint th ment in order te attend to my duties oun the canal works.

rg p s , lt the I"13. I did not take an active part in the Curran-Oloran election,hon. gentleman has a full opportunity to bring up this though I supported Cioran and advised my fellow workmen in the Urand
question and read all the papers. In the meantime as thib Trunk yard tu do so also.

S 14. On One occasion I attended a meeting called by some of Mr.sa question connected with harhors and rivers, and not ouran's supporters and oalled out IlHow about Home Kule " during
oanals, -the hon. gentleman himself will sec that it would ou of the speeches, as I believed that Mr. Jurran had betrayed bis

· e more -appropriate to bring it up at the regular time and nationaiîîy in pursuing the course be did on the Home tule question I
regular place, when some question connected with canals beard it commonly reported that my so doing was eue of the causes of

my suspension.
.a Deore the emnittec. "15. I am and always have been a Liberal, and my political convie-

'Mr. MUI{00K. I think il is quit. per tinent te the itons were well known to Mr. conway, as I have never tried to conceal

matter- mow -before-this committee, and I wil proceed "b16. It was currently reported among the workmen that a list of the
with it. canal employés who bad supported Mr. Oloran was sent tu Ottawa by

Mr. Curran's committee, with a view to having them discharged ; or at
The CHARKAN. I willpermit it simply for the sake least forcing them to humble themselveasand apologise.

of saving time. At thesame time it is quite irregalar and "And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously beleving the
Dlot pertinent tei bhc malter now hefere thecoemmice. came to be true and by virtue of the "Act respecting extra-judicial ths.",

"4Declared before me at the City of Mon-)
"Er. MULOCK. I wiil continue to read the affidavit: treal in the Ddtriotof Montreal this E. TOBIN.

"In the maantime I i put men ontemporaily lu your place, and if th day ofMay, A.D. 1888.
you get a letter from him you can ome back to work.' I said 'I will 4lD. BARRY, Commmsiosrfor Ontario."
do nothing of the «kind. Rather than go and beg a letter from him I 1do notp to make a charge against the Administrationwili aosemy ece.' .He sid No,-no; Ieensideryou one of the best propose
mn borenL -"h mhsai. Go and get the letter.' Re then told me I at all, or to take up any time, but simply toeaillthe attention
had poisoned my mind with reading I that G- d- Post and the of the AdmiUitration to this state Of the facto. Those mon
ether-papers, but added yea muet net blame me for this. I had ao wer empioed tor years upon te aonal At Montawl, and

1~mg'eê4 a &ài% uIuhs mo usstiafom tw.
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whilst it might be argued technically that they are tempo-
rary employés still they had been continued in employment
from year to year, entering upon their duties when naviga-
tion began, and, of course, having nothing to do when the
navigation closed, but coming on as a matter of course each
year. That they discharged their duties faithfully to the
country; that there was no reason so far as we can dis-
cover, unless it be a political one, for their discharge ;
that they appeared to take some part in the election
of 1887 against the Government candidate, Mr. Curran,
and were discharged from their positions as Govern-
ment employés ; that the Government agent, Mr. Conway,
stated in discharging them, he was not acting upon his own
responsibility but upon orders received from Ottawa,
evidently meaning from the Administration, and that the
Government at Ottawa was put in motion by Mr. Curran's
committee. Under those circumstances I ask the Govern-
ment to investigate this case and to do justice. These
affidavits disclose the fact that those men are unable to get
justice through the member for Montreal Centre (Mr.
Curran). Without further comment, and giving the
Government the whole of the nine months vacation to do
justice, I place this case in their hands, notifying them that
next Session if they do not soe their way to deal with the
case in the way they ought to, and which I believe is to
reinstate those men, I shall feel it my duty to comment
upon their conduct.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the total
expenditure on this work on the Du Lièvre River and what
has been done with this money ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The total cost would be
$82,000.

Kr. WELSH. As you are about to pass a vote for a pier,
I wish to say that I am not going to object to that vote, but
I happened to be out of the liouse when the Prince Edward
Island piers were under consideration and I want to say
something in reforence to them. I often wonder how the
piers in Prince Edward Island have got into such a bad
state of repair, and I wonder more particularly because I
understood them to be under the administration of the hon.
Minister of Public Works. Last year I had cause to bring
the matter to his notice, and i mentioned a couple of picrs,
which were attended to and put in proper order. If I had
not done so they would have been in a state of dilapidation
yet, and they would have cost three times the money to
repair them now that they did bofore. I received a letter
the other day from a wharfinger about those piers, and he
mentions: "There is a great deal of stuff to ship in the
spring; and last fall i laid out somne $30 to make it fit for
the people to ship them. Mr. William Smith, at Ottawa,
was dissatisfied with me for so doing." I was surprised at,
this, but when L made enquiries I found those piers were
under the Department of Marine. When a representation
is made that those wharves want repairs, it is sent to the
Marine Department and the Marine Department pigeon-hole
it. I do not wonder at the wharves being in a bad state
of repair when the Minister of Public Works does not
get notice of it, until perhaps six months after commu-
nication is made to the Marine I epartment. I suggest
that those piers be put in the hands of the Minister of
Public Works, for two departments have charge of them
now and I find that is very awkward. I notice tbat there
are 86,000 to be spent among 30 piers or about $300 each,
when some of those piers would require 6 1,000 to put them
in order. In this way the public set vice receives an injury,
and I hope the Government will consider this matter. I
believe it would be better if the Marine Department would
receive the revenues, and that the repairs should be done
altogether by the Department of Public Works, without
leaving it to the Marine Department to make a report to
the Department of Public Works. Better still, why not

Mr. Munoo.

have an official who will go around those wharves and make
bis report direct to the Public Works Department? It is
certain that something ought to be done. The Government
may rest assured that the people of Prince Edward Island
feel this thing keenly. It is a great surprise that when
wharves are built at the publie expense the people have to
go seven or eight miles out of their way to get at them. In
conclusion I state again that I believe the Govern ment should
place all those wharves and piers under the direction of the
Public Works Department.

Mr. SCRIVER. Before this item is declared carried, I
desire to express the disappointment which I feel at seeing
no appropiiation in tha Estimates proper or the Supplement-
ary Estimates towards the construction of a very much need-
ed work in the county which I have the honor to represent;
I refer to the proposed improvements at the mouth of
La Guerre River and the Teafield in the parishes of St.
Anicet and St. Barbe. The hon. Minister of Public Works
will remember that an officer from his department made a
survey and plans of the proposed work last season; and
when a deputation waited on the hon. Minister last winter,
thoy were received not only with great courtesy, but in a
manner which, notwithstanding the judicious retioence
which I suppose a Minister always maintains under such
circumstances, led me to believe that he was favorably im-
pressed in regard to the proposed work, and would probably
recommend to his collegues the placing of a sum in the
Estimates for it. In view of all this, I feel very great dis-
appointment at the lack of any such appropriation. I trust,
however, that the bon. Minister of Public Works
will not forget that his attention has been called
to this work. It is one very much needed indeed for
the protection of the inhabitants in that quarter. Damage
was caused, as he kaýows, by the overflow of water frum
Lake St. Francis, a state of things probably not foreseen
when the dam at Valleyfield, at the head of the Beau-
harnois Canal, was constructed. While on my feet, I may
be allowed to say a word in reference to another work-
one not connected with the Department of Public Works,
but with the Railway Department; I refer to the extension
of the embankment at the head of the Beauharnois Canal,
which was brought to the attention of the hon. Minister
during the illness of his colleague the hon. Minister of
Railways, and which he very kindly promised to bring
to the attention of that gentleman. I also notice with
regret that no appropriation has been made for that work ;
but i do sincerely trust that by next year an appropriation
will be made for both of the works to whieh I refer.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That matter was not lost
sight of, but I could not make the appropriation this year.
However, I will remember what the hon, gentleman has
just said.

Sir RICilARD CARTWRIGHT. How much does the
work at Ste. Adelaide de Pabos cost, for which a vote of
$7,500 is taken ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The chief engineer estimates
the whole cost to be $15,000, so that we shahl require about
82,500 more. It is for the construction of a breakwater.

Hrbors and Rivera, Ontario............... ............... $101,650
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is to be done

with Ibis vote of $10,000 for Goderich ?
Sir HEC 'OR LANGEVIN. It is for the continuation

of the works that we have been carrying on. This sum is
required to complete the works for which contracta have
been let for the improvement of the month of the harbor
and its approaches. The hon. gentleman knows that from
one side of the lake the silt or sand comes and accumulates
at the mouth. We have been trying to prevent this by
extending one of the piers; but that has not always slo.
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ceeded, and we have been obliged nearly every year to
dredge the bar that forms at the entrance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this a dredging vote
proporly ?

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. It is for the removal of
70,000 cubie yards of material at the entrance of the channel,
making an opening of 125 feet wide through the bank
between the new ohannel of the river and the harb'r, and
to provide stop-looks, &o., for turning the water of the
river into the harbor.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I sunpose what the
hon. gentleman wants to do is to use the freshest water of
he Màaitland River to scour the harbor.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There used to be some

omplaint about the difficulty of making the harbor in cer-
tain winds. Has this vote any reference to that ?

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. The north west pier bs
been extended. As I say, the river is to be diverted by
cutting the bank, so that when a large quantity of water
comes down in the spring we think it will scour the channel
between the two piers, and thus keep the harbor tolerably
well open, so that the dredging in the spring will be a com-
paratively small work.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In connection with
this Goderich harbor, there is a sort of outport eight or ton
miles distant, called Ba5field, to which I directed the atten-
tion of the hon. gentleman several times when I had the
bonor of representing South Huron. I should like to know
whether the Bayfield barbor has been put in'such a condi-
tien that vessels can use it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Perbaps the hon. gentleman
will help me to recollect that harbor ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is not in any way
connected with this item, but the bon. gentleman will re
member that after certain expenditure it was blocked up
agein, and I should like him to inform me later on what has
become of the harbor.

the village of Wellington, on the western part of Prince
Edward County two years ago, and bis report I have
not been able to get. I hold a return which was brought
down last year, which gives the report of the chief
engineer, Mr. Perley, but since thon another engineer
visited that place and took sounding. The report we
have is one conoerning the building of a breakwater and
not of a harbor of refuge. i do not know if the sobeme is
feasible, but tho hon. gentleman said the harbor would be
constructed under certain conditions. This is a projeit
which, if carried out, will be in the interest of all the marin-
ers of the lake. Doos the bon. gentleman remember whother
the report of the last ongineoer was favor'-ble or not?
The people have been ed to believe that something would
be done, and now they are beginning to despair, and say
those promises are only tricks before eletions. A delega-
tion waited on the hon. gentleman sone two years agi c)n-
cerning this mat'er, and since thon the engineer visited
that place, and I would like to know what the ongineer
reported.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is impos-ible for me to
remember what the engincer bas reported two years ago,
but I will try and give the hon. gentleman the information
to-morrow morning.

Mr. PLAT1T. I wonder it did not appear in that return.

Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. What others have said about
Wellington and the..possibility of having a harbor of refuge
there, i am ot responsible for. 1 am only responsible for
what I said myself.

Mr. PLATT. I thought there miglht be some mistake in
leaving out of the return the report of the last engineor
who visited there, because I find in the return of Welling-
ton hai bor a magnificent map of the harbor of Port Rowan.
Thero must have been rme mistake made in the depart.
ment.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I would like to point out to the hon.
Minister the very great necessity of the work at McGregor'i
Creek anîd Little Bear Creek. i am very glad, imdeed. that
the (Go-v,rnment have o hL,, t fit, tou aîprorrite that uraount

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Is tht the harbour where ofmoney for it. It will be of very grat importance to
the Capreol family had a large interest? the people, and ought to be proceeded with ut once. I trust

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIG HT. I never heard it. It the hon. gentleman proposes at an early day to have Little
is about 12 miles to the south of Goderich in the county of Bear Creek drodged. There are now on the banks of that
South Huron. The hon. gentleman voted about $4,000 to stream from 8$0,000 to $i00,000 worth of logs of' square
put it in order some three years ago, but owing to some timber, cord wood and tios, which it is impossible to get
errors in the work it became completely choked up again. out until the creek is cleared, and that timber will be

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will take a note of it, and spoiled if the work is not done before arother year. The
reason the creok requires Ireiging now is that owing to

give the answer probably to-morrow. the nature of the soi aid to the fact that the dirt was not
Mr. PLATT. I would like to draw the attention of the thrown sufficiently far from the stroam, a portion bas fallen

hon. Minister to the fact that he bas neglected one impor- back into the creek, theroby causinig shoals which obstruct
tant barbor in the Bay of Quinft, at the town of Picton. I navigation. It is of great importance this work should be
think the hon.gentleman should explain the reason wby the proceeded with. 1 trust the hon. gentleman will see that
dredge, which he promised in 1881 would ho sent there, bas it is proceeded with without delay, and thereby save the
not yet arrived. I remember when he told the people Of large amount of property that is lying there waiting for
Picton that the dredge was on its way, but it has not yet shipment.
arrived. The harbor is in such a condition as to require Sir RfCIARD CARTWRIGHT. What is intended to be
dredging. I trust the hon. gentleman, when in that loca- done at Owen Sound ?
lity next year, will visit Picton harbor, and see what can
be done there. I do not ask that so much in the interest Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The entrance to the harbor
of the town in which I reside, as from the fact that the requires widening, and there is a piece of swamp that hu
improvement of harbors for botter navigation is in the to be removed and dredged out. The purchase of land and
interest of the general public. Everybody who visited that work will require about $40,000. The lcoality will
Picton during the late election said that the barbor needed contribute $20,000. That wili b3 put to the credit of the
dredging, yet I find nothing in the Estimates for that Miùiater of Public Works, who, with the money whichb as
purp Can the hon. gentleman give any information as been voted, will go on with the work, trusting that Parlia-
to t ereport of the engineers concerning the construction met will give us next year the balance of $7,010 or $R,000
of a harbor of refuge at Wellington, Lake Ontario? The more which wil be required to c implete the work. Thus
hon. gentieman will remenber that h. sent an engineer to we will have a good harbor and a large harbor.
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Sir RIGHARD CARTWRTGHT. Is the pier at Ports-

mouth, in regard to which a vote of 84,000 is asked for,
repaire, owned at present by the Government.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Mr. OOK. I see there is a sum of 82,600 for Midland
Harbor unexpended. I should like to ask if that hs been
expended or not.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, it bas been expended.
Mr. COOK. Has the barbor been completed?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No.
Mr. COOK. What amountis required to com.plete it?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not sure, but I think

there is something in the Supplementary Estimates for
that.

Mr. COOK. No, there is not. There is something for
Penetanguishene.

Sir ELECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course sometimes. when
these matters are diQcussed I may be mistaken, but the hon.
gentleman is right, I find now that itis for Penetanguishene.

Mr. COOK. This matter of the Midland harbor was
made a subject of an electioneering dodge in the riding of
East Simeoe at the last election, and it was used for all it
wa worth. There bas beem a large amount of money
expended on the barbor of Midlaud and deservedly so, but,
no provision has been made to complote that work. After
the protest bad been iled and brought to a successful termi-
nation, in regard to the sitting candidate, it was stated that
now.that a nevelection would take place the probabilities
were thatthe Government would secure a supporter from
that riding, and they would put in the Estimates what was
required to pomplete the work. Several deputations have
waited on the Government in regard to that matter, and the
Government are reported to have given a promise that this
work would be completed. When the roult of the election
trial before the Supreme Court was made known, the reeve
of that town is reported to have said : "lHow unfortunate
it is for mir hbrbor, becanse now we will not get any money
for it." I would like to know if the Government do not in.
tend to put any sum in the Eîtimates for that work on the
ground of political mu'ives? I enter my protest against
any action of that kind. I do not suppose that will amount
to very much with the Government. It may be that
the Minister of Public Works should not be accused of
making this a political question ; but it seems very strange
thalie friende throughout that section should base the
result cf the election ipon a niatter relating to public
expenditure at that port. It looks very much as if the
department intended to do something of this sort, when
they did not put a sum in the Estimates to complote the
work.. If the work had not been commenced, I would not
have said anything about it at present ; bat: while con-
demning the course the Government have taken in regard
to that barbor, I must congratulate them upon doing some-
thing for the town of Penetanguishene by improving its
barbor, which is another town in the riding wbich I have
the hoenr to represent. I see they bave placed a sum of
$10,000 in the Supplementary Estimateas for that work,
which is estimated to cost .840,000, I understand that the
town ie tofurnish a sum equal to that voted by theGovern-
ment. Istbat so?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, they are to furnish
810,000.

Mr. COOK. Can the work be completed for $20,00?
Sir HECTORLANGEVIN. I cannot say positively.
Mr.COK1  Does the Grand Trunk Railway furnish i

another 810,000 ?
SIR HECToR LANGEVIN.

Sir HEC TOR LANGEVIN. No, I thiah .tbey privàd&
their contribution by furnishing material at a low rate.

Mr. COOK. Dos the Minister empeot tht -thework
will be completed for $20,000 ? The report of the Pen.
tanguishene Berald newspaper saye it will cSt $40,000.
There was a vote taken on the by-law in that towni and rit
was carried almoet unanimously. I am glad to see thé
Government are doing this, and no doubt that is through
my influence. I hope the Minister, if he has made a mi.
take in regard to Midland harbor, or has overlooked it, will
still do something more there. The work ought to be con.
pleted. I should like to know, if the inspector who was
there, Mr. Herdon, is stili employed ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, when his work-was
completed, ho was discharged.

Mr. COOK. Before I sit down, I msy ret4rn the com.
pliment paid to me by my hon. friend from Musfkoka (Mir.
O'Brien). Yesterday, ho kindly interceded with the:Govern.
ment on bebalf.of a post office in the townof Orillisawhich
is in my riding, and ho condemned the Government, as I
did, for not doing something for that town. I want to point
out that the Government have not done anything for the
harbor at Parry Sonnd, which is in the hon. gqotleman'a
constituency, and I call the attention of the. Governmot,to
that. Parry Sound is a very important.place; a large,
quantity of lumber is shipped from there, and vessels with
very heavy draught use that harbor. I would like to read
an article which appeared in a Parry Sound newspaper on
this subject, which is as follows:-
• " Although over $100,000 has been- placedin the Estimates. for the

coming year by the Dominion Government for the improvement of the
harbors of Ontario in addition to the sum of $165,000 appropriated last
'year for the same purpose, and although we have repeatettiy pointed
out to our member, Mr. O'Brien, the uufairness of these divisions and
have urged him to aee that our harbor obtained its just share of the pub-
lic expenditure, yet, either he has bon unable or unwilling to ecure for
us the small grant necessary to put the harbor and channels leading into
it in a proper state for the ,onvenience of the shipping trade. uwen
Round gets another pull ot $15,000 for its harbpr, on which. more money
bas been already expended than on any other port on the Georgian Bay;
CollingwoodR gets another $10,000, and a further vote of $4,000. Mid-
land harbor gýts $2,600 to complete ; Thornbury has had $2,500; Hilton
$S,000 : Little Current, $9,500û; Seguiandab, $7,000, and abountthe only
harbor o' the bay whichb hs been passed over is Parry Sound. Ifit had
not beeri for the liberaitty of the Ontario Government ourinside ohannel
would have been practically closed up this aummer owingto low water,
and if the derricks, bercons, and buoys are allowed to take care of
themselves as they have in the past, it wil soon be almost imposàble
for captains of vessels not well acquainte& with our channels to
iavigate its waters. It is a shame and a disgrace that our interestu are
so persistently ignored at Ottawa."

I do not wish to say anything further. I wished to return
the compliment that my hon. friend paid me lastnight, and
I wished to draw his attention to the-factta, thioe oneti-
tuency has been entirely negleoted in this matter.i

Mr. 0'BRIEN; I am happy to be able to tell. tho hon.
gentleman that his solicitade for thehParry Sound; harber
is altogether thrown away, because Parry Sound happened
to ho, I think, about the oniy really good and natural harbor
on the Georgian Bay. It does not 7require tobe dredgedj
it bas thoseadvantages that eome day wil make it a place
of very greatimportance. The only drawbaek to Parry
Sound harbor is the-fact that brother lumbermen of the-hon.
gentleman.have been in- the habit of dumping their sawduet
into it, and thereby'interfering withesome portiona.of it.
With regard to the chanael the OntarioQ erament have
that in hand, ad as long:as bthy are -working atiit, ve
cannot expeotthei-ominion Government4o coataibatistaary
thing.

Mr. COOL The -hon. gentleman's constituents know.
now 4thath»,ebas4ot ,exorcisea ny inflae4ce in,-behalf of
theirharbor.

Mr. MASISO&. I do notlike *enrkin the newmper,
paragraph the hone gentemanskaamead, topais enebak
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lenged. That paragraph, I suppose, must be taken as vouchei
for by the hon. gentleman who has read it. It states that
Owen Sound harbor has received more than any harbor on
the Georgian Bay. The statement is not true, but if it
were, it would only be right, because it is the best harbor
on the Georgian Bay, and does by far the largest trade in
Ontario. It ranks, in tonnage, second only to the harbor
of Toronto, which surpasses it in inland trade, and King-
ston alone surpasses it in foreign trade. But so far from
Owen Sound receiving a larger amount than other harbors
on Georgian Bay, it has not received one-half what OIling-
wood has received, and other harbors doing the sane com-
peting trade along the Georgian Bay and Lake Huron shore,
and some ofthem have received, comparatively, ten times
as much as Owen Sound. The amount received by Owon
Sound already, and including the present vote, is 895,000,
while Collingwood bas received over $200,000.

Mr. COOK. I did not complain about the amount of
money that was expended in Owen Sound harbor, nor did
the article complain of the money that was expended in
other places, but it said that they were entitled to have it
there as well as anywhere else. I believe the honà gentle-
man is correct when he says that some other harbors on the
Georgian Bay got ten times as much as Owen Sound, be-
cause I remem ber that, in 1878, the hon. member for North
Simcoe, in addressing his constituents at Collingwood, said
that I, who was then supporting the Mackenzie Adminis.
tration, had only got the paltry sum of 810,000 in the
Estimates, and that I should have got 8100,000. " You
elect me," he said to them, "and when the Conservatives
come into power I will see there is 8100,000 placed in the
Estimates for your harbor," and he has carried ont his pro-
mise. The prnciple adopted by this Government is to dis-
tribute the publie money for political purposes, and they
promise money for harbors ail along the line, wherever it
will exercise a political influence in their favor, but in the
case of Penetanguishene, where an absolute promise was
made before the last election, they could not very well
escape from carrying out the promises made.

Mr. WARD. I desire to say a word in reference to
a remark by the hon. member for East Simeoe (Mr.
Cook) in reference to the absence of an item in the Eti-
mates for the Midland harbor. During this Session, as the
hon. gentleman knows, I have taken a considerable interest
in the promoLion of the works at Midland, and a large
deputation came down from that town and waited upon the
Mnister of Public Works. They were courteously received
by that hon. gentleman, and informed that a certain amount
would be given provided the town of Midland also gave a
certain amount for the harbor. That is the system adopted,
I believe, in the case of harbor improvements, and if that
amount had been provided by the town of Midland, I have
no doubt that a large amount would have appeared in the
Estimates this Session for that harbor. I know the impor-
tance of the work at Midland, and I am sure that when the
people there pass a by-law to provide a certain amount for
the improvement of the harbor, the Government will also
give something, and the work will go on.

Mr. McNEILL. I just wish to correct a misapprehension
under which my hon. friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) is
laboring, when he speaks of the best harbors in Georgian
Bay. I only wish him to pay a visit to North Bruce, I will
show him two of the best harbors on the Georgian Bay. So
far as my hon. friend from North Grey (bir. Masson) is con-
cerned, I will just say to him, when he states that Owen
Sound is the best harbor on the Georgian Bay, that we do
lot count Owen Sound as a harbor at ail. But if he comes
to Bruce we will show him Ceolpoy's Bay and Tobermory,
which are the two best harbars on the Georgian Bay. It is
right that hon. members in this House should understand
what the facta are.
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Dredging-Harbors and Rivers generally...........t85,350

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. New dredging plant.
827,250-perbaps the hon. Minister can inform me about
what is the cost of a new dredge and the requisite barges
for service on the lakes, either Lake Erie or Lake Ontaro ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The St. Lawrence, hopper
dredge, cost 8116.000; Canada, 842,000 ; New Dominion,
88,000; (Cape Breton, 819,000; George Mackenzie, 815,000;
Prince Edward, 823,000; Queen of Canada, $15,000; Nip-
pissing, S15,000; Challenge; 831,000; Ontario; 820,000, Sir
John, 820,000; Sir Hector, $15,000. These include scows.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose sncb a
dredge as would be suitable for servica in harbore of the
great lakes could be obtaind for about 015,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. From 815,000 to $20,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. About what is the

prime cost per diem of one of the steam dredges ?

Sir HIECTOR LANGEVI N. My impression is it is from
$60 to $70 a day; larger dredgoe would cost more. We
have been obliged to hire private dredges at differenttimee,
when the Government dredges were employed elsewhere,
and the prices have varied from 875 to 8100 a day.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Over and above the
cost of fuel and labor the owners would require a respectable
amount of profit on the prime cost of the vessel. I shall
be glad if the hon. gentleman will bring down a statement
covering this point, because I was about to make a sugges-
tion with regard to the upper lakes where there are very
many harbors which the Government could hardly be ex.
pected to keep open entirely at the public cost, but where,
if it was understood that dredges oould be obtained from
the department for two or three days at a time, the muni-
cipalities and the persons interosted would be very often
quite willing to pay for them. If that were done, or if It
were known that that would be dono, a large amount of
money would be saved to the Government in the long run.
It bas frequently come to my notice that two or three
houri' dredging et the proper time would prevent very for-
midable obstructions from forming in rivers and harbore,
and the reason why so many applications are made and o
much money spent is because it is practically impossible
to obtain a dredge; but if some arrangement was entered
into by the department, and if it was understood that the
department at the prime cost of 820, $30, 840 or $50 a
day, would allow on application one of their dredges to be
used at those various harbors, the people would be quite
willing to pay the cost and would not come to Parliament
for a grant. A large amount of money would be saved if
the department could keep a goneral service dredge avail-
able for a considerable part of the season.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The department has several
times loaned dredgos to private individuals and corporations,
and also to the Government of Prince Edward Island. That
Government asked for the use of a dredge and said they
would pay the cost. Baving a dredge at our disposai I as-
sented, and we loaned them the dredge at a certain rate,
taking care that our own officers remained on board. That
bas been doue several times, but it is not every day we can
loan a dredge in that way, because there are works to be
prosecuted which require the vessels. For example, I was
speaking of the mouth of one of the harbors on Lake Huron.
We could not expect the corporation to do the work of
dredging because it is really a harbor of refuge, and se the
Government have to do the work. Then there are certain
shoals formed in the wuterways of the country, and, of course,
we have to look after the dredging of them. When dredg-
ing work is to be done near private wharves, the private
parties often ask the Government for the use of the dredge
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and pay $4Q or $50 a day. and we accede to the reqnest and
the cost is paid in advance. In this way a considerable
expenditure has been saved; but as I bave already stated we
have such a large territory that it is very seldom we have a
spare dredge. The suggestion is a good one, and I will take
note of it in case the present system might be improved.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would ask the bon.
gentleman to bring down at a subsequent stage a statement
of the rates per diem at which the dredge could be obtained
on our great lakes. I quite see that if we can have only a
moderate number of dredges it will be impossible to have
one at the service of the public all the time, but it would be
well to have an understanding that when a dredge was
available it could be obtained at a certain rate. I do not
think it is generally known that the department is willing
to allow dredges to be used in that way, because the ques-
tion has been put to me several times and I have not been
able to answer it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman will
seo the difficulty at once. There are private dredge owners
who are ready to say it is not fair for the Government to
compote with them. We have our dredges there, and if pri-
vate companies or corporations have dredges there also, we.
should not come into competition with them. There is a good
deal in that.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, there is a good
deal in that, but what I am proposing to do is distinctly in
the public interest, because the hon.gentleman knows very
well that this is emphatically a case in which a stitch in
time would save nine. Numerous cases have occurred in
which the Government by loaning their dredges to be
used by private parties for two or three days may save
them $5,000 or $6,000 in removing obstructions a little
while after. My remark was simply intended to apply to
those harbors in which the Government at various times
expended money, and which may be regarded as public
works. I do not know at this moment what private dredges
there may be on Lake Ontario. My information leads me
to think that on Lake Ontario, at any rate, they are very
scarce indeed. I hardly think that on our side there are
any except those under the control of the Government.
There may be some on the other lakes.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, there are.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I see an item here of $27,250 for

dredging plant. We were told during the discussion ou the
Lake St. Peter debt that one of the advantages we were going
to derive from that transaction was that we would receive
8600,000 worth of dredging plant. I would like to know,
what does the hon. gentleman propose to do with that dred-
ging plant wheu he receives it from the Harbor Commission-
ers ? It appears to me that the hon. gentleman with that
material at his disposal, ought teobe able to avoid the noces-
sity of sking this House for any expenditure on dredging
plant. To avoid speaking again, and although it may not be
in the proper place, I would also ask the hon. gentleman in
reference to the item for dredging in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, what place he proposes dredging during the
coming sesson in Nova Scotia?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount asked for new
dredging plant is for repairing the Canada, one of the
dredges, also for repairs and improvements to the New
Dominion, the Challenge, the Nipis8ng, t he British' Columbia
and George Mackenzie.

Mr, JONES (Halifax). I am glad to observe that the Sir
Hector never gets eout of order.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think not. He always
takes care of himself. The bon, gentleman wants to know
whatdiedgkig we intend to do in Nova Soetia. That is im-
possible for, me to say. After the reports of the engineers

Sirl Rcro LANGEVIN.

are collected and when the Session is over 1 will see what
amount of money we have, and I will take the most pressing
work.

Mr. KIRIK. How many dredges are there in the Maritime
Provinces ?

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. I think there are five.

Mr. ELLIS. I would ask the Minister of Publie Work'
inasmuch as the harbors are Eo deep and contain 80 much
water in other places, if ho cannot allow the whole expendi-
ture to New Brunswick, and particularly whether ho cannot
give us a large share of it for the harbor of St. John. I see
that the grant for Digby pier is dropped; and I wish to state
that the travelling publie of St. John are greatly interested
in the prosecution of this work.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have done some dredg.
ing in the harbor of St. John, but the hon. gentleman
knows that the harbor. as far as I can recolleat, is the
property of the city of St. John, and that, therefore, if they
are required to dredge their wharves it cannot be at the
public expense.

Mr. ELLIS. It is a public barbor.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The harbor proper; yes.

The hon. gentleman knows that in the barbor proper we
made a large breakwater at Negro Point, and that this
work was done without parsimony on the part of the
Government. We tried to make it a substantial work and
I think it is one. If it is shown to my department that
some dredging is required in the harbor of St. John, in the
public interest, we will attend to it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seems to me that it is in
the public interest. It is true the harbor is the property
of the corporation, but they oniy hold it in trust for the
benefit of the public, on the same principle that the flarbor
Commissioners hold the harbors of Montreal and Quebea
for the public benefit. In view of the public works going
on in the country, it seems to me that some attention
should be paid to the harbor at St. John. The refuse
coming from the rivers blocks up the harbor, and it would
be in the interest of the public generally that it should be
dredged; a large amount of vessels come there from al
parts. It seems to me that we have a fair claim to have
that harbor attended to and not to allow il to get into the
state it is now.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will see that the matter
is attended to.

Mr. EISENHIAUE R. In reply to the hon. member for
Halifax (Mr. Jones) the Minister of Public Works stated
that he was not able to say definitely where this dredging
would be done. I wish to remind the hon. gentleman that
I brought to his notice that it was very nocessary to do
some dredging in the harbor ot Lunenburg before the
winter. A very large fleet of vessels, comprising some 6O or
70 sail, are laid up there for the winter, and when a storm
comes on those vessels are constantly fouling, and serious
damage occurs for want ofproper accommodation. I would
like to call the hon. gentleman's attention to the urgency-
of the matter and I trust that something will bedone before
the winter season.

Mr. KIRK. The hon. Minister will remember that some:
of the people of my county have been pressing for dredging
in the St Mary'si River for a long tire ; and as he bas ad ied
8 10,000 to the vote, probably ho bas made up his mind that
it is about time there should be some dredging there. I
understard that a petition was presented to him duriug
this Session asking for a grant. I believe my opponenta
begin to feel-I think they felt ail along-that it was
useless to send petitions through me, and Ibis year they
have sent them through my opponent, the defated candi-
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date. I hope that the pressure from him will be sufficient to
obtain a grant this year, as it is very necessary to have
some dredging done there. The hon. Minister will remember
that a dredge was sent there just while the eleoction of 1882
was going on. It worked for a few days, but it was very
shortly found that it was not a suitable dredge, and it was
withdrawn ; it happened to be too large, and would not
work. A great deal of lumber and timber is shipped through
that river, and the lumbermen are obliged to ship it in
small vessels in consequence of the low water in some
places. These men are laboring under a great disadvantage in
not being able to use large vessels, and I hope the hon.
Ministor will not overlook the representations made tohim
by bis friends.

Gen. LKAURIE. As allusion has been made to the noces.
sity of dredging in other harbors, I may be allowed to call
attention to petitions which have been laid before the Min-
ister for dredging at Barrington harbor and Lockeport.
Lockeport, like Lanenburg, has a very large fleet bf vessels,
and exports an enormous amount ot the produce of the
industries of our people. The channel through Barrington is
also much used by steamers, and it is most desirable that
the harbor should be deepened.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon, member for Shelburne
will now see the way in which the Government aid those
who support them.

An hon. MEMBER. The same old song.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Yes, and there is a good deal of

music in it. I hope the hon. Minister of Public Works, al.
though ho has disregarded the constant applications and
remonstrances of the people of that district, will now, even
at this late hour, regard their application through their pre-
sent member, and make those expenditures in the public in-
terest to which that county was entitled to many years ago.
The hon. member will now see, as we have already seen
from the votes placed in the Estimates, how highly the
Government appreciate the change in public opinion in
that constituency.

Mr. LOVITT. I think it is hardly fair for hon. gentle-
men to accuse the Uovernment of not dredging harbors in
constituencies which are represented by opponents. Although
I was opposed to the Goverument, they kindly granted me
a dredge for Yarmouth harbor. I do not think it is well to
be too hard on them.

Gen. LAURIE. I am glad to see that the hon. member
for Halifax (Mr. Joues) recognises at last that I did not
make any promises of Government aid in order to gain my
election, and I am obliged to him for the support he gives
me in urging this work for my connty.

Mr. WATSON. I would like to ask how the vote of
$15,000 for dredging in Manitoba is to be expended ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say just now. It
depends on the reports from my engineers and the appli-
cations that may be made. When those are before me, I
will divide the money at my disposal according to the needs
of the localities.

Mr. WATSON. I should like to ask the cost of the tug
Princess which was purchased at Selkirk and taken up to
Lake Manitoba.

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. I think I gave the figure
last year.

Mfr. WATSON. I do not think so. The tug was almost
rebulit on White Mud River during the last season. It was
only taken up last year from Lake Winnipeg to Lake Man-
itoba.

8ir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the hon. gentleman hadi
toldme h. would bring that up, I woald have got the infor.1

mation. If he will be kind enough to put in writing what ho
wants I will try and get it.

Mr. WATSON. A vote of $6,000 was taken last year for
the North Saskatchewan River. No revote is taken this
year. Has that money been spent ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It must have been ex-
pended for the object for which it was voted.

Bridges-Ottawa city, over the River Ottawa, the
Slides, the Rideau Canal, and approaches
thereto ............................. $ .. 8300

Mr. JONES (Ilalifax). Under what circumstances does
the hon.gentleman ask the general Government to pay for
a bridge over the Ottawa River ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is in accordance with
the arrangement which was made two or three years ago
with the city of Ottawa, and which was laid before the
flouse at the time and sanctioned by the House.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What was the arrange-
ment ?

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. The city of Ottawa returned
to the Governument the property known as the Major's Hill
Park. Thon there was the income tar put on the ofilcers
of the different departments. There was litigation going on
in the different courts against a number of the ofloors with
respect to this income tax, and the matter was to ho appealed
to England. The Government thought, under the circum-
stances, they should stop this litigation, ais of course
ultimately the income tax would have fallen on the public
Treasury. Besides, the city of Ottawa claimed that, as the
Federal Government had large properLies here, and as the
police of the city and the waterworki were at the charge
of the city altogether, and the Governiment contributed
nothing for keeping up the streets or for the other exponses
of the corporation, they should pay a contribution. Under
these circumstances the Government took under their
charge a double bridge over the Rideau Canal, from the
lower town to Wellington street and also that portion of
Wellington street, opposite the Government grounds, from
the bridge to Bank street. Thon we had two bridges over
the slides near the Ottawa. Those were also put under the
charge of the Government, inasmuch as they had to be
bnilt and maintained on account of the slides built by the
Government. I think that was the reason why these pro-
perties came under the control of the Government.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think the rosesons given by the
hon. gentleman will hardly b satisfactory to tis HRouse or
the country. In the first place Major's Hill belongs to the
Government and not to the city of Ottawa.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The hon. gentleman might
remember that, under his Government, whilst ho was a
Minister of the Crown, that property was granted to the
city on condition that it would be returned to the Govern.
ment whenever required for the purposes of the Goverument,
therefore the property had passed attogether into the hands
of the city, and would not have come back to the Govern-
ment unless we erected, for example, a castle for the Gov-
ernor or used the property for public buildings; and we
thought that property should come back to us, inasmuch as
it was an eyesore, not being kept in proper condition along-
side of these buildings.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Just so; the Government of whioh
I was a member thought it right that the city of Ottawa, if
they wished to ornament their public places, should do no
at the expense of the citizens, and the property was trans-
ferred conditionally to the city of Ottawa; the understand-
ing being that in the event of its being required for publio
purposes at any time by the general Government, possession
of it would be resumed by them. It was handed over to the
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city with the object of avoiding what the hon. gentleman is
calling on us to do, that is, expending a large sum of money
on it. What right have the taxpayers of this country to
pay for ornamenting these grounds ? The hon. gentleman
says we are obliged to keep them up. Why, we were not
obliged to do so unless we resumed possession of them, and
therefore I say the Government taking baek this property
and imposing a charge for keeping it in order, is an unjus.
tifiable proceeding. The hon. gentleman assigns as
another reason that it was because the courts had
decided that the civil service should not pay an
income tax. We have nothing to do with that either. The
civil service have their own positions and salaries, nd we
have nothing to do with the income tax. What have we to
do with the bridges of the city of Ottawa ? Is the hon.
gentleman going to introduce a policy under which every
part of the country may apply to this House for grants to
build bridges? In the Supplementary Estimates, there ils
another amount for a bridge across the Rideau. What have
we to do with that? It that principle is to be adopted,
every town in the Dominion may justly ask for assistance
to span their rivers wherever a bridge is required. The
whole tendency here is to centralise the expenditure in
Ottawa. We expend enough public money in this city
without having to pay for police protection. Besides we
have a police force of our own for the protection of the
buildings, and I do not see why we should rely on the city
for protection at al. We see the Government cutting down
other proper expenditure. We see ihe vote for $10,000, which
has always been given for Dominion exhibitions, withdrawn,
when it was found that the exhibition was to be bel I in the
chief city of the Province of Nova Scotia. That was a small
business considering the large amounts we are sperding
daily here and in other places; and we know that if the
exhibition were to be held in Ontario and Quebec, there
would be no plea of economy to justify the withdrawal of
that 810,000. The people in the Maritime Provinces, who
expected to have a permanent exhibition there, will be
greatly disappointed; yet while the Government in a fit of
economy are going to withdraw this grant, they can ask for
a large sum to build bridges over the Ottawa River, and keep
the park in order, and are going to ask for a further sum
for the street in front of the building. I think the louse
and the country will be very much dissatisfied when they
learn that the Government have assumed these obligations,
when they compare then with the actions of their prede-
cessors.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. My recollection is that
the courts decided against the right of the municipalities to
tax the incomes of Dominion officials. I know that I had a
suit in reference to that matter, and that the municipality
were defeated. Further, I think it is a most outrageous
piece of impertinence on the part of the municipalityor the
citizens of Ottawa to attempt to tax Dominion property, or
even to advance any claims that they have such a right
One-half of this city and one-half of the population of this
city is due to the fact that it was selected to become the
Dominion capital in preference to other competitors. I
suppose that there is not less than one and a quarter or one
and a half millions of dollars expended in this city every
year in consequence of its being the capital, and it is, I
think, the most preposterous piece of impertinence for these
people to pretend that they have any ground whatever for
taxing our property. They owe, not ten times, but a thou-
sand times more to the Dominion for the expenditure made
within their bounds than the Dominion Legislature or the
Dominion officials can be said to owe to themin any shape
or way. I was not aware tbat these agreements had been
entered into, or I should certainty have protested against
them, because I think the municipality of Ottawa has been
paid a thousand times over for the expenditure whioh it
may have made.

Mr. JONs (Halifax).

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. This matter was explained
to the House at the time, and the flouse voted the money
and it is rather late now to protest against it. It was
accepted by both sides of the Bouse at that time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not remember it.
Of course, we have been in the habit of seeing these items
run through very rapidly at the end of the Session, so that
we may not possibly take cognisance of some of them.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course, I do not blame
the hon. gentleman for not having been aware that this was
passed, but, at the same time, it was adopted by the House.
In regard to the Dominion exhibition, I may say to my
hon. friend from Halifax (Mr. Jones) that we did not think
the Government should vote that amount this year. I
may say, however, that, if the sum had been granted this
year, there was another applicant for the grant besides
Halifax. M anitoba and the North-West, which had never
had an exhibition aided by ihe ominion Government, were
applying, whereas there had been an exhibition in Halifax
before ; so I am afraid that the hon. gentleman may find
that he was making a mistake in complaining on this
subject.

Mr. COOK. I think grants of that kind should be entirely
suspended, and that the Provinces should look after those
matters themselves. In Ontario we have an Industrial
exhibition in Toronto, which is displacing the Provincial
exhibition. I do not see that there is any necessity what-
ever for a Dominion exhibition. I think the Provinces are
quite able to look after those matters themselves, and that
the Dominion Government should husband the little
resources they have left.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). I should like to ask if the
principle which has been adopted in regard to Ottawa is to
be followed in regard to Quebec. I corroborate the state-
ment of the Minister of Public Works thatthe arrangement
entered into with the city of Ottawa was brought before
this House, but I understand that it was on the principle
that, because there is a large amount of property belong-
ing to the Government at Ottawa which does not pay any
taxation to the city, the city should be recouped for what it
loses in that way. If that principle is good in regard to the
city of Ottawa, it should be applied to the city of Quebec to
a much larger extent. I believe there is a much larger
amount of property in Quebec belonging to the Government
which does not pay any taxation than there is in Ottawa.
At Ottawa, the Government not only keep a publie
park for the advantage of the citizens, but they also
maintain the street in front of the Parliament buildings.
In Quebec, every private citizen is compelled to maintain
the sidewalks in front of his property. he Dominion Gov-
ernment have an immense arnount of property there, and
they have never given one cent towards the construction
or maintenance of those sidewalks, and they have not re-
couped the city for the amount it has expended on them.
They have properties there which they are obliged to pro-
tect against fire, and, as everyone knows, there was a great
conflagration last year in the citadel. Our fire brigade was
called upon to stop the fire, and the greater portion of our
fire appliances was destroyed or damaged in putting down
that lire. But, after the fire was over, not a cent was paid to
the city of Quebec by the Federal (iovernment. Not only
that, but I bave heard the Minister of Publie Works state
that the Government derived a great benefit from the
waterworks of the city of Ottawa. I think we are paying
rather dearly for that benefit. I see that we are to pay
$16,000 for the use of the water. In Quebec, after a great
deal of wrangling with the Government they agreed to pay
83,000 for the water, which is used by the citadel
and the cartridge factory and the laboratory. The num-
ber of mon in the citadel itselfis very largo, and we do not
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get as much as is paid even in Halifax. I think in Halifax
they are getting from the Federal Government between
$6,000 and *8,000 a year for supplying the citadel with
water. In Quebec we cannot get one cent from the Federal
Government for the sidewalks which we are obliged to con-
struct outside of the Government property. The city has
been threatened with actions for damages on account of the
bad state of the sidewalks in front of Government property,
and they have built the sidewalks, and have not been able
to get any money back from the Government for them. I
must say that we have been better treated by the Local
Government-I do not mean only the present Local Gov-
ernment, but its predecessors also. ~The various Local
Governments in Quebec have been always willing to build
the sidewalks in front of their own buildings, in fact to do
the same as is done by private citizens. The Minister of
Public Works knows that it is the law in Qaebec that
private citizens shall make tbeir own sidewalks, and I cal
attention to this point in the hope that the Government may
reverse the decision to which they seem to have arrived,
not to pay anything for the fulfilment of the obligation
which rests on private citizens to maintain the sidewalks in
front of their own property.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I was not aware of what
the hon. gentleman states in regard to the sidewalks. I do
not think it ever came before me.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). - No, most of the
Government properties in Quebec are military properties,
and for some years I believe they have been taken out of
ihe Public Works Department and put in the charge of the
Militia Department, and it is since that was done that this
expense bas been incurred by the city.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I must say that I think the
sidewalks should have been constructed by the Government
in Quebec as they have been elsewhere. That is a matter
which is really for the convenience of the building itself,
and I think that should have been done. As to these
bridges, which have been referred to in the city of Ottawa,
the hon, gentleman must remember that they are required
on account of the canal and the slides. We have doue the
same thing elsewhere. Wherever a river bas been dammed
for public purposes, and has thus increased in width, the
Government bave contributed to the extra cost of the
bridge, and here, the bridges being required for the public
convenience, the Government have thought that it was only
fair to maintain them, on account of their being required
for the canal and for the slides.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). lias the Govern-
ment undertaken to maintain the Suspension Bridge over
the falls between Ottawa and Hull?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That bridge never belonged
to the city. It was built by the Province of Canada and
was never a local bridge.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). But I understand
the bridge is geoig to be built. On the sane principle
would the Government be disposed to build a bridge over
the St. Lawrence at Quebec ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is a wiie question.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman will postpone it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It seems the Government
make this expenditure on the principle that the publie
buildings are under charge of the Dominion police. That prin-
ciple will apply to every municipality in the country where
there are public buildings. Dominion officials in St. John,
Ralifax and Toronto all escape taxation, and if that is the

inciple upon which they are going to give Ottawa, seo1
glyfavored already with Dominion expenditure, this

further privilege, then very other mUMoipaity will have

the same right. If the Government think that Dominion
officials ought to be taxed and assessed like other citizens,
upon their income, the Government should put all other
cities on the same footing, and say that Dominion officials
should pay the same taxes as other individuals upon their
income. I think some years ago there was aun enormous
drain put dowu in Wellington street in this city at the
expense of the Dominion, but when we ask thom to do
something for St. John they wili not pay a cent.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There was a suffloient drain
for the city, but the Government required a separate drain
on account of the new building. We had to make a large
basement and make it perfectly dry, on account of the
archives that were to bo deposited there ; therefore the
Government required a deeper drain, and had to pay for it.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I disagrec with the argument
advanced by the Minister of Public Works. I would like
to know what right we have to extend to the city of
Ottawa one kind of treatment and another kind of treat-
ment to other cities and towns throughout the country?
The other day we passed an item of over 88,000 for the
purpose of keeping up a park for the city of Ottawa, that
the civil servants of the Government who do not puy tares,
may have somo place where they may loiter around and
take their ease. Now, I say the people have just grounds
of complaint against the Government for acting in this
manuner towards the city of Ottawa, and giving it advan-
tagos which it does not give to other cities. Net satisfied
with that, the Government must pave the streets for
Ottawa. If we feel that we ought to do somothing for the
people of Ottawa, let us put an item in the Estimates and
give it to them, and not give it to them in the indirect man-
ner we are doing now. I say it is not a proper thing, it is
not a just thing, to tax the rest of the country for the bene-
fit of Ottawa, and I do not sec upon what principle the Gov-
ernment can defend it.

Mr. BOWELL. I do not wish to prolong the dis-
cussion with reference to the appropriation to improve
the park in the city of Ottawa. I think thore are
members in the louse who will have a distinct re-
collection that an agreement in full and in detail was
submitted to the Hiouse some years ago after nego-
tiations, if 1 May so term thcm, had takon place with
the city officials of Ottawa, whcn it was agreed that the
Dominion sbould assume the management of Major's Hill
Park, arid they should also take over the street from Duf-
ferin bridge to the extent of the property which belongs to
theDominion, and keep it in repair. It was also decided that
some other compensation should be made in reference to
the bridges, Dufferin bridge an the bridge crossing the
Ottawa at the Chaudiôre Falls. If my recollection serves
me right, the leader of the Opposition at that time, after a
full discu-sion of the subject, approved of the arrangements
that had been made. 1 am not discussing now whether
that was proper or not.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What year was that?
Mr. BOWELL. I do not remember the year, but I think

a consultation of the Debates will show that the statemnent
I am making is correct. My recollection is that the leader
of the Opposition at that time, after discussing the matter
across the lieuse, approved of the arrangement for this
reason : that whether good or bad, from the fact that the
Governmeuit ot the Dominion held so much property that
was not taxable, and for the reaions given by the Minister
of Public Works, they should contribute a certain sum to
the maintenance of these roads, to assist the corporation in
lieu of that which the corporation was deprived of, by the
exemption froin taxation of civil servants.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin), Why not treat other places ia
the Same way?
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Mr. BOWELL. I am not aware there is anyother capital

of the Dominion in the Dominion. I am not aware that
the Dominion bas any similar buildings in any part of the
country. I know there are properties owned by the Do-
minion in every city and nearly every town, but I do not
think they are at ail analogous to the buildings in the city
of Ottawa. Hlowever, I did not rise witb the intention of
defending the original agreement or of entering into that
question at al; I merely rose to state this fact, that this is
the first time any objection has been taken te these appro-
priations made under the agreement which was submitted
to Parliament at the time.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Last year objection was taken
to it.

Mr. BOWELL. Perhaps the hon. gentleman is right.
Questions may have been asked, but the principle upon
which those appropriations were made was not attacked
in the manner it has been attacked to-night. It may be a
question in the future whether that agreement shall be con-
tinued, and it will be for Parliament to determine the ques-
tion; but I have simply to repeat, and I am confident my
statement is correct, that when the arrangement was made
and submitted to Parliament, and it was accepted without
opposition, the appropriations made in the Estimates at
that time were accepted by both sides of the House.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Admitting for the sake of argu-
ment that the hon. gentleman is right regardir'g the bridges
and Wellington street, what reason can the Government
assign for assuming the cession of Major's Hill ?

Mr. BOWELL. Major's Hill is the property of the Do-
minion, and did not belong to the city of Ottawa. The Gov.
ernment thought it better, theproperty being at the capital
and belonging to the Dominion, that they should take it and
keep it in proper repair, just as they do Jacques Cartier
Square.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I want to know the reason why
the Government undertook that expenditure ? If Ottawa
thought there was too much property not paying taxes, the
Government clearly had power to dispose of that property,
which at one time was thought of by their predecessors. I
remember the question was discussed by the Government
which precoded the present Administration as to whether
they should dispose of that property. Then the principle,
so far as paying taxes is concerned, would have been dis-
posed of; but in preference to taking that stop, the Govern-
ment authorised the city to take it under their own care
and expend their own money on it under the condition that
it was to be taken back at such time as the Government might
require it. Thon, 'when the present Government came into
power, they cancelled the arrangement, and if they cancelled
our arrangement, I suppose when we get into power we can-
cel theirs, and 1 hope the day will come when we will be
able to cancel that outrageous agreement and put a stop to
it. I suppose when a change of Government occurs, who-
ever may be called upon to deal with this question will not
tolerate such an agreement to be continued at the present
time, by which that park is handed over for the benefit of
the citizens of Ottawa. I notice that a large sum has been
spent there on Langevin avenue. I do not objeet to having
a Langevin avenue here or elsewhere, but I do object to the
city o Ottawa being improved at the expense of the tax.
payers of the country.

Mr. BOWELL. You have Mackenzie avenue down there.
Sir HE9CTOR LANGEVIN. It is a very good name, but

there is no such intention in regard to it.

Telograph Lines.................. ......... ............... . $L7,500
Mr. JONES (Halifax). As I understand we pay all the

expense of maintaining the light at Oape Race, I think in-
Mr. BOWELL.

structions should be given to the operator to report ai
vessels that pass and signal to them. I understand it is not
donc at the present time, and I think instructions should be
given that it should be done. The report might be sent to
the ports for which a vessel is sailing; the expense will be
trifling because the message will pass over the Government
lino.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. Does the line extend as
far as Belle Isle?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, it is going in that
direction. We hava a small sum annually to extend the
lino until we reach the limits of the Province of Quebec.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How far are yoa at the
present time from Belle Isle?

Sir HECTOR L ANGEVIN. I suppose 280 miles.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do you pay for the

maintenance ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes. There are two or three
operators on the lino and they are paid small salaries.

Mr. KIRK. I desire to know from the Government if it
is their intention to extend the short lino telegraph lino to
Sherbrooke, and to the harbors on the southern cost of
Guysboro' county. The telegraph lino follows the shore
from Halifax to Sherbrooke, when it is extended up into the
county and runs inland for a distance of 50 miles. I should
like the Minister to consider the advisibility of extending
the lino from Sherbrooke east along the shore. It is a dan-
gerous coast, and a good deal of shipping passes that point.
I think it is very much in the interest of shipping and com-
merce generally that the lino should be continued, from
Sherbrooke to Port Hillford, a distance of about 20 miles.

Experimental Farmin-buildinga, fencing, &c ........ $70,000
Mr. FISHE R. Can the Minister of Agriculture give us

an explanation with regard to what has been done on those
farms ?

Mr. CARLING. Dwelling houses and stables have been
erected, and fencing has been constructed on the experi-
mental farm here.

Mr. JONES (Hialifax). What did the dwelling homi-e
cost ?

lur. CARLING. I think the contract price was about
$7,000.

Mr. FISHER. How much for the director's houa.?
Mr. CARLING. I believe the Minister of Pablic Works

wili be able to state. I think the contraot price is some-
thing between 89,000 and $ 10,000.

Mr. FISHIER. What did the other houses cot ?
Mr. CARLING. 83,500 each, I think.
Mr. FISHER. Before this vote passes I think we ought

to have a little more definite information about those matters
We were asked last year to vote *80,000, and we are now
asked to vote 870,000 more for buildings on the experi-
mental farm.

Kr. CARLING. The hon. gentleman is mistaken in
thinking t refer to the experimental farm here. This is
for the buildings on all of the experimental farmis.

Mr. FISHER. Do I understand the Minister to say that
ah the money we voted last year ias been spent ?

Mr. CARLING. I think not.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This #6,975 we are asking

for will cover the whole expense.
Kr. FISHER. Can the Minister of Pablio Works *

us a stateunten of what amannt will be Suired ai
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for the direotor's houae, for the other housesud the barns,
and also for the fencing ? I understood from the Minister
of Agriculture the fencing is included in the vote.

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Sir HOECTOR LANGEVIN. The residenee of the super-

intendent will coSt $7,800, which I suppose will include
heating; the barns and stabling $17,200 complete.; and
the whole of the residences for the staff amounts to $18,140.
The fencieg will amount to $4,000 or $5,000 at là or 16
cents a foot.

Mr. JONES (Hialifax). Do you propose to commence
operations on the farm in Camberland county at once?

Mr. CARLING. Operations have been commenoed on the
farm in Nova Scotia. The superintendent, Col. Blair, is now
there and is making preparations to commence the spring
work.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Are yon going to put up your
buildings at once?

Mr. CARLING. There is a bouse sufficiently good on
the land for the superintendent. Some other buildings will
be started this summer.

Mr. FISHER. Is it intended to put up any more build-
ings on the farm than those already started ?

Mr. CARLING. I think not to any extent.
Mr. MARA. I would like to ask the hon. Minister

whether he bas yet commenced the buildings in British
Columbia or engaged the farm ?

Mr. CARLING. It bas not yet been engaged, but we
expect to commence operations this year, in the way of
fencing and preparing the buildings.

Mr. MITCHELL. May I ask how the hon. Minister bas
cone to overlook the Province of New Brunswick alto.
gether ?

Mr. CARLING. When the Bill was brought down here,
it provided that one station should be selected for the three
Maritime Provinces, and the site selected is considered the
most central and most favorable.

Mr. MITCHELL It appears to me, as Nova Scotia
gets nearly everything going in the Lower Provinces, and
particularly the county of Cumberland, that the hon.
Minister might have looked around to see if ho could not
find some other place for these buildings. If ho had asked
me-of course they never consult me-I could have pointed
ont a dozen very desirable and very eligible places in New
Brunswick, where I am sure the people would have appre-
cisWd this large expenditure of money for such a public
improvement.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I wish to enquire of
the Minister of Agrieulture whether it is true that ho bas
purchased a part of the Bell Farm in Manitoba for an
experimental farm ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Surely the Government

had land enong of their own without purehasing land which
tbey had already sold to other people. What sum did the
hon. genteman pay ?

fr. CARLING. I think the priee paid was $12 an acre.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH. Wo, it does appear

to me that to pay 812 an acre for land in Manitoba, where
we must have a superabundance of land of our own, is a
very extraordinary proceeding, and looks very much like a
wastaof public funds.

Mn. ?ISHER. I am very glad so get these figures from
the Miaister of Agienltaue and to find ont that this
expendinure has not been greater than it is. I do not wiah

to criticise, especially at this late period of the Session, but
I think the bon. Minister wili have to make a few more
arrangements ior the proper carrying on of the work which
I trust will be initiated thera very soon. I would also say
that I think it rather fortunate that some of the houses
built there have a very small amount of underpinning or
cellar. and I foar that the hon. Minister will, in a short time,
have to change them.

Mr. MITCHELL. If the committee would allow me to
go back to the iLem regarding dredging, which is passed, I
would like to ask the hon. Minister of Public Works as to
what ho intonds doing in relatiun to removing the bar at the
entrance of the Miramiobi barbor, and wbetber any int-intion
exists of performing a portion of that work during the corn-
ing season ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Probably theb hon, gentle-
man was not here whon I stated, with regard to these dif.
ferent votes, thatthe places where the dredging was totake
place could not now be determined, becauso the list is now
being made of the places requiring dredging, and as towhat
the cost will be in eache case. 1 do not know whetber the
Miramichi i iver will require more money than other places,
but my attention will now bu given to that harbor, since
the hon, gentleman bas brought it to my notice.

Mr. MITCFIELL. D, you not think it would bave been
much mot e in order, and more satisfaetory to gentlemen
who put questions, if the hon. gentleman bad comu prepared
to tell us where ho intended to makothose expenditures? I
am afraid that the county of Northumobrnd, which does
not send a member who is at the bock and nod of the Pro.
mier, will come out very short.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Serve him right.
Mir. M ITCHELL. That may be the way you view it, but

I do not th;nk that is lhe way public afftirs ought to be
administered. I do not wish to protract this matter, but I
would be very glad if the Minister would lot me know to-
morrow whether he is going to do anything to improve the
Miramichi harbor this season ?

Sir IRICU A R D CA RTW[ilG FITT. I would ailso dsire to
know from the Minister (f Agriculture what his reason is
for purchasing land in the North-West nt $12 n acre whon
we presumably bave plonty of land of our own?

Mr. CARLING. I explained that a short time ugo, wben
the subject was undordiscussion. The difforent sites offored
were well considored by Professor Saunders, who, after
examining alil the diflerent localities, reported to the <ov-
ernment that this was altogether the best site, bing on the
lino of railway, which was a matter of considerable import-
ance. To get Governmenit land, we shuld have had to go
a distarce from the railway, which would have been incon-
venient.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). In the discussion which took
place on the Pacific Railway guarantee, the extreme limit
of value assigned even by the Government to lands in the
North.West was 83 an acre, and tbey quoted several times
the opinion given on ibis side of the louse years ago that
these lands were worth 83 un acre. Now there should be
some very strong roasons assigned by the hon. the Minister
of Agriculture for the purchase of land at 812 per aere,
when we know there is snob a large amonut of land owned
there by the Government. How many acres is the farmc?

Mr. CARLING. 600 acres.
Mr. JON ES (Halifax). Was thore not in the immediate

vicinity land equally good. Was thore not another 600
acres on the land?

Mr. CAR LING. I think not, and this is convenient to
the village of Indian lead. It has a variety of soil, is welL
watered and is considered cheap for the situation.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). What did the Bell Parm Com-

pany give for it?
Mr. CARLING. I understand they gave $6 an acre;

and to bring it to its present state of cultivation, it cost
them as much as we paid them for it. The report of
Professo! Saunders is that it is a very cheap farm.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). They spent 86 per acre more to
bring it to a higlh state of cultivation, and then when they
could not make it pay, they get the Government to take it off
their hands and recoup thein for their expenses, notwith-
standing the fact that the Government have land of their
own in that direction equally as good.

Sir -RICHARD CAR pWRIGHT. I happen to know that,
at this moment, in the immediate vicinity of Winnipeg,
there are large quantities of land offered at much lower
rates, and I believe that if the Bell Farm or any lands in that
vicinity had been put up to auction, they would not have
realised one-half or perhaps a quarter the sum the hon.
gentleman bas given. All over the North-West, it would
be extremely difficult to sell land at anything like the rates
the hon. gentleman bas given, and I take it for granted,
because the hon. gentleman bas not said there are, that there
are no buildings or houses upon these lands.

Mr. CARLING. There are some, but not of any parti-
cular value,

Sir RIC HARD CAR? TWRIGHT. It is a very extraor-
dinary price to have to psy in the North-West for 600 acres.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I happen to know a little
about that section of the country, as the farm is within a few
miles of where I retside, and I rmust say the section of land
which the Government selected is one of the best sections,
to my personal knowledge, in the whole country. The hon.
the Minister of Agriculture will remember that last Session,
when he first spoke about locating those farms in different
sections, I requested him to be very careful in the location
of the farm. I told him that notwithstanding I lived at
Wolsely, and what little property I have is there, and how-
ever anxious I might be to have that farm located at Wnl-
sely, by all means not to locate it thnre or anywhere except
the best îace he could find. Last fall Professor Saunders
went up the country to locate the farm. Mr. Bedford and
Mr. iackay, both pra tical and successful farmers, more
than commonly succesful, examined the land, to my per-
sonal knowledge, because I accompanied them through the
disriet from Moosomin to Koose Jaw. They drove from
station to station over it, and there was a committee of
citizens at each particular station appointed to view certain
sections of the land which they considered good sections,
and they selected finally the land at the Bell Farm, a mile this
side of the station. Two ravines run through it, there is a
fine water supply, and there are some three or four build-
ings, but they may not be of much use. The whole section
is broken, and to break it must have cost $5 an acre, That
would be of great advantage to the Government, besides
the land is good land, well adapted for the purpose in every
respect. I heard people say the company paid $9 an acre
for it to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and I
know that the section is a most admirable one, and had I
owned it myself I would have not taken $12 for it. I think
the choice is a good one; and notwithstanding I would
have liked to have the farm in my own town, I think the
Government made a wise ehoice.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is one advantage in paying $12
an acre, and that is that it fixed the price of land in the
North-West. i am not going to find fault with the price.
I have property in the North-West for which I paid cash a
good many years ago.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Would you take $12
an acre ?

Mr, CARLING.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have been offered and refused withia
six weeks 810 an acre for it, and every acre I sold, I sold
for $15 an acre.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where is it ?

Mr. MITCHELL. It is on Portage Creek, about six
miles north of Portage la Prairie. I do not find fault with
the price paid for the land, but I think that with 100,000
acres which the Government occupy, it is rather a reflection
on the land that the Government have to go outside of their
possessions to buy land for that farm. I have always heard
the Bell Farm spoken of as a favorite spot, from its location,
its topographical character, water facilities and other advan-
tages, and I do not think I would cavil very much at the
price paid, looking to my own experience.

MKr, PERLEY (Assiniboia). I do not think that from the
eastern boundary of the Territory of Assiniboia to Qu'Ap-
pelle Station, yoe can find land along the railway that is
open for entry or that the Government own. It is all taken
up and homesteaded. It was considered important also,
from a business standpoint, that this land should be near
some railway station. Everyone knows that in those cir-
cumstances the land is already taken up, so that they ceuld
not get land of their own because the land is homesteaded
by different parties.

Mr. WATSON. I should like to ask the Minister why
they decided to locate the experimental farm at Brandon ?

The CHAIRMAN. Tho vote for the experimental farm
was passed some time ago. We returned to another item
at the request of the bon. member for Northumberland
(Mr. Mitchell), and I have permitted the debate to go on so
far, but I think we should observe some rules of order, even
in committee.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think my hon. friend
might be allowed to put his question.

Mr. WATSON. I simply want to ask why the farm was
located at Brandon ?

Mr. C A RlLING. We had a number of sites offered to
us in the Province, and, after very careful consideration,
this was thought to be the best for the experimental farm
in Manitoba, considering that it was near the town of
Brandon, that it was well watered, that it had all the ap-
pliances required for an experimental farm, and was near
the lino cf railway, which we considered a very important
matter, that it was easy of access to the public, and was in
all respects suited for an experimental farm. I think the
hon, gentleman bimself told me that we had selected the
best site in the Province, with the exception of one at
Portage la Prairie, which is within the constituency he re-
presents. I think the hon. gentleman will admit that this
is a good selection.

Mr. WATSON. It is true that this site is alongside one
railway, the Canadian Pacific Railway, but it is only one
rai lway, while, if the Government had selected the site at
Portage la Prairie, they would have given to the travelling
public the advantage of two railways, because that is where
the Manitoba and North-Western branches from the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway. At Brandon, all the travelling pub-
lic cannot see the experimental farm, whereas, at Portage
la Prairie, everyone would have boen able to se it. I
know the land which bas been selected, and I suppose it is
good for the purpose, but I do not consider it is the beSt
farm that could have been selected for that purpose. Of
course, if the object in view is to allow the general public
to see the farm, it would have been much more central and
much more accessible to the general travelling public at
Portage la Prairie.
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oeean and River Service ..................... $2oT,o0

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose in a sens
this may be considered in connection with the item above
I would wish first to ask the Minister of Finance whethet
we are to understand that the item which has heretoforE
been authorised by statute for mail subsidies and steamshir
subventions is to disappear altogether? I notice that thort
is no reference to it in the Supplementary Estimates.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is the amount paid t
the Allan Lino?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER The Government have notified

the Allan Steamship Company of the termination of that
contract next spring, and that is done wîth a view to leave
the Government perfectly free to be in a position to secure
if possible, a fast line of steam communication between
Great Britain and Canada, something more in accordance
with the rapid means of mail and passenger transit which
exists elsewbere.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then, how do you
propose to authorise yourselves to pay the Allans any.
thing ? The reason I ask is that apparently bore the
statute has expired. Nothing appears to be authorised by
Statute in these Estimates, as the hon. gentleman will
see, and in the Supplementary Estimates he has not brought
down a farthing for that purpose.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Boing authorised by statute,
I supposed it can be paid.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It does not say so.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I observe that it is not carried

out for 1888-89, but if the statute authorises that payment,
until the notice is given under the contract on the part af
one party or the other, it must be paid.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is put down as a decrease.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is true, but I think that

is simply to show that it is not intended to be permanently
continued. We do not propose to continue the service after
the lst July, 1889, but I see the point to which attentiou
bas been called, and I will make a note of it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I hope the Government wil not
go to the great expense which I see some parties are advo-
eating with reference to a very fast line of steamers, which
must necessarily involve a very heavy outlay for two rea-
sons. One reason is the expense, and the otheris that such
a line would be useful only for mails and passengers, and
would prevent the carriage of freight, which is a very im.
portantinatter in connection with the railways of-the coun-
try. If, by a moderato increase in the subsidy, the Govern-
ment could obtain a six days' service between the old world
and this side of the water, that would be a great improve-
ment, but anything involving a twenty-knot service would
require an enormous subsidy, because steamers of that capa-
city ean only be run at a very heavy expense and take very
little cargo. Those fat steamers which run from New
York only take from 600 to 800 tons of cargn, while such
vessels as the Parisian, which may be called 15 knot boats,
carry about 2,500 tons of cargo, which goes over the Gov.
ernment railways. I hope the Government will not lose
sight of this when the arrangement is made for a new con.
tract.

Maintenanee and Repairs of Govenment Steamers, $130,O0

Mr. JONES (Halifax). With reference to the maintenance
of Dominion steamers, I would like to ask the Minister of
Marine whether the supplies are obtained by contract or are
distributed about promisenously, so to speak. Last year I
commented on the amount which was paid for coai, which
Was considerably in excess of the price paid by private
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individuals. I naturally preeumed that the oredit of the.

SGoverninent wuas good am that of ary private jodivideat,
and that tbey sbeuld sOcufO their coud on as riiaonable

r terme. Perhape the Minister might inform ýme how the
8 supplies are obtained and at what rate ?
p Mr. P'OSTER. Ail this c1ai*e rppied by oootrat.
e Tenders werc asked for a euapply of@ ceoai et diffet lxiau.

We have contracte at Pictou, at the Joggins, at Parvsboro',
0at Cow Bay and at Sydney. Our veaue take "a ierve

they need it, oven though it may b. a ittle bigber p«r 'on
than et other places, the sligh t extra ýceaI baing moreti"n
made np by the baving in time and expenso on t>oarL *htp.

Mr. JONES (alifax). What do yen pay in Halffkx?

e

9 Mir. FOSTE R. W. do not talt. any atItdai f«. W. get
COaI at Sydney, but W')> have a depoait of ueai at Halifax.

Rewardu for uaving life and ltfe.boat srvice..... $1,000

1 Mr. POSTER. There ie an incoease of $2#000 in thus itom,
for thie roason : We have &bout 20 statio ns where thiere ià a
lifo-boat service. fleretofore oniy a put~ot 4,bem bave bon

«organised, and now the reat are being organised. By eing
rorganised I mean having sonne person te tako char ge otfh cm,
with an organieed crew compoaed of voluinteers. W. -do not
psy the volunteers for the whole year, as w do flot toe.
their whole ti me. They have so maoy drilLa te, perform eoch
year, and we pay thom for-9aoh deiti. There isa rospoinible
otiler over them te conduat ttieir drill, te whcim we pby a
certain snm.

Mr. PL&TT. The Minister speake of them as a vclunteer
crew, although 1 underetsnd that they enist ioder <btetnn
terme, and sign eniistraent papore and a reg*lar agreerment
whcreby they plodge theinselves, undor certain pen.ki.es

1te, oboy thoir officer and perform their drîli. rP* a M
hardty 'be catled a voluntoor crew.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend may objeot to thenamne. I
do net know thaï, I could give any botter one..Of coUr@e,
they only drill a certain nuruber of dayft esch year, and
they are paid forthotimes they dril. It weuid bco impossble,
uridjer thoseconeditions~, te put thom under penalties to be
proiscut each time. Thcy are selucLod by the captain, and
they are genarally those portons who livo neur by, and n2ay
be called upon at any tirne of danger, and for thoir regular
drill. Lt does happen semetimes that a person goes away
and someone cisc has te be taken.

Mr. PLATT. I want te, ascertain whoth.er these mcna'b
are cn listed or enrollc4 on the captain's books, arc in.variably
the sanie mon whe, drill and are paid for driliing. I kncw
that, in rny instances, it is net cenvonint fer a volunteer te
go eut te, drill, and the captain takres in another pereon from
the shore who performs the drill and reoelves the psy. I do
net know that there is any great hsrm in it, ýbut thoe more
closoly a crew is kept in practice, the more efficient they
will become ina the drill.I think every exertion should h.
put forth that the same mon shoutd ho drilled each time, in
order that wa may have officient crow8. Now, Isoe. thore,
was a large appropriation last yeer for watchea and opqra
glases, 1 suppose for gratuitou4 rewards for eaving Hff..
Cao the Minièter toll us in what way he ascertains that a
man menits a reward ? Semetimes a large nurnbor of mon
are engaged in a reecue. lu what way does ho obtain his
evideuce ?

Mir. POSTE.R. The. ovidence, I think, is oarefally and
fsirly taken. For instance, if a foreigu vresseltekes cere
of a ship-wrocked crew, if one of our vesoels iii wreckedor
in danger, and the crow taken on board another veessel and
are cared fer a certain ime, tboge thingi are roported te
the Board cf Trade at the nearett port, and the. Board of
Trade takos Lb. ovidenco aud tends it t te .departmoiit
hore.
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Mr. PLATT. I refer more particularly to the crews on

the inland waters. Wrecks are likely to occur where they
have not the advantages yon speak of.

Mr. FOSTER. If such a thing occurs on the inland
waters, an investigation is made. We have regular forms
upon which a report is made. The captain or the officers
of the vessels that have been wrecked, and who have been
saved, fill up a form and send in their statement with refer-
ence to it, stating that they were wrecked, how they were
taken care of, and alil other such information. We are very
careful in the examination of these cases, and I think
probably no rewards have been given that were not well
earned.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think my hon. friend
cannot be reproached with undue extravagance in the mat-
ter of watches, for he seems to have purchased thirty-four
watchès for distribution for $364, which is a little over $10
per watch. Now, I am no friend of extravagance certainly,
but I think a watch that is to be presonted by the Domin-
ion of Canada to a person for saving life, might be worth a
little more than $10.

Mr. FOSTER. They are sometimes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Itseems to me rather a

shabby sort of recognition.
Mr. FOSTER. It is not only watches that are given;

besides, the reward depends upon the merit. I sent away
a watch the other day which would have satisfied the desire
of my hon. friend, I think, if ho had seen it, because the
case was a very meritorious one. There are other cases
where we wish to mark the sense of the department, and
that the danger has not been very great, and in these cases
a watch oosting 810 is a very pleasing recognition, and is
always very gratefully received.

Mr. PLATT. Ton dollar watches are practically as good
in these cases as twenty-five dollar watches ; it is botter
to increase the number of watches rather than to increase
the price. On very many occasions a number of people
assist at the wrecks, and some of them are overlooked in
the matter of rewards; and a great deal of hard feeling con.
sequently arises. That is why I drew the Minister's atten-
tion to the fact that where a large number of people are
engaged at a rescue tbeir efforts should be recognised. There
was a case at Weller's Bay when several men wei e over-
Iooked, and they will not be as ready to assist in case of
danger at another time. I would like to ask the Minister
how many boat-houses have been built during the year ?
Have more been built than the two mentioned in the Public
Accounta?

Mr. FOSTER. I cannot say exactly. I think about six
or seven during the course of the year.

Mr. PLATT. How are these buildings erected-are they
built by contract ?

Mr. FOSTER. They are built by contract in some
cases. In other cases we send our own foreman to the place,
and he buys the material and superintends the erection of
the building. If we consider the tenders are too high, we
send our foreman down to do the work. We have done
that in several cases, and have saved a considerable sum of
money, the work being done at prices lower than the
tenders sent in.

Mr. PLATET. I see an item: building boat-house, J. S.
McCuaig, $339. Was he considored the contractor or fore-
man of the Government in that respeut; in what way did
Mr. McCuaig assist ?

Mr. FOSTER. He superintended the building of the
light house, and ho gave his whole timo to it while it was
being built. He bought the material and sent the bills to
the department, and after being examined they wore paid.

Mr. FosTER.

He was given a certain percentage upon the cost of the
building for superintending its erection.

Mr. PLATT. That is to say the more the building cost
the more he would receive ?

Mr. FOSTER. Certainly; it was a percentage on the
amount.

Mr. PLATT. That is not a very great inducement to
build cheaply.

Mr. FOSTER. It was built very cheaply and very well.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not want to find

fault with any stroke of economy, for they are scarce
enough, but I desire to make a suggestion with regard to
this matter of watches. The custom in England is to give
medals whore crewsb have been engaged in saving life. I
should think, unless the hon. gentleman has struck a vein
in a matter of watches, and is able to get them extraordi.
narily good and extraordinarily cheap, in a good many of
these cases it would be better to give medals rather than to
give watches to the crews. I know that the medals given
in England by the Royal Humane Society, and I think by
the Life-Boat Society, are very much prized by the seamen.
I am aware that those medals have been handed down as
heirlooms for a generation or two. I think it would be a
botter way of rewarding merit, if mon succeeded in saving
life.

Mr. FOSTER. The men appreciate something that they
can use, and would rather have watches than medals. We
get watches with as good works for $10 as for $25 or $30,
and they are substantial timekeepers, although there is not
the amount of firish and case on them, as with expensive
watches.

Mr. PLAT. Are the instructions to the captains and
crews, as laid down in the hon. gentleman's report, furnished
to each member of the crow ?

M. FOSTER. Yes; they have been provided this year for
the first time.

Mr. PLATT. I must congratulate the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries on the measures he has put forth, and I think
successfully put forth, to increase the effBeiency of the life-
saving service. It is very gratifying to percoive taat the
work has been undertaken in a proper spirit and that good
results have been obtained.

Mr. BRIEN. Is it the intention of the Minister to organ-
ise a crew on Pelee Island, where the life-boat is and ihas
been for some time ?

Mr. POSTER. A boat-house is being built or bas been
built there.

Investigation into wrecks, &c....... .. ...... 31,500

Mr. JONES (Halifax). With respect to this item,
I desire to ask the Minister of Marine, or the Minister
of Justice, whether the Government could not under-
take some system whereby investigations into wree-ks
would be rendered more effective than they are at
the present time. Under the prosent law if a vessel ias
been est away, as is sometimes the case, and the under-
writers have every reason to believe that there bas been
foul play and the vessel bas been wilfully east away, they
are very unwilling to take legal proceedings against the
parties,because, in the event of failure to convict, the offender
turns round and enters a suit for defamation of character
against the company or individual in whose name the suit
is commenced. In ail cases of that kind it should be the
duty of the Governmnt to make those investigations,
because they stand in a very different position frcrm the
position of underwriters when they make an arrest. I am
aware of several instances where proceedings have been
taken. In one or two instances the parties were convicted;
in other cases the complainants failed to prove the case,
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and they had to compromise a suit for defamation of cha-
racter. I think such proceedings should be undertaken by
the Government, in the interest of commerce, and not
initiated by private individuals. If this course were pursued,
there would not ho so many accidents along the coasts and
on the high seas.

Mr. FOSTER. We are guided by the Act which we have
on the Statute-books. In certain cases the Government do
make investigations. By Order in Council tbey appoint
persons to make the investigation and report to the Gov-
ernment. It is done in all cases where the case is an im-
portant one or where there are special charges made in
regard to the management of the vessel, and the Gavern-
ment is specially asked to look into the matter. In those
cases the Government appoint a commission, hold an inves-
tigation and bear the expense.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman says where
there is an important case of the loss of a vessel an inves-
tigation is made. The loss of a schooner might not be con-
sidered a very important one, but it is just as important, so
far as the underwriters are concerned. The frequency of
the losses and the immunity from conviction lead to a re-
petition of the offence. I think the Government should
make the investigation. They say that the duty rests with
the underwriters. That is just what I want to point out to
the Government, and that is where the difficulty comes in.
The Government should step in and bring offenders to
justice in that case the same as in other cases, and not to
leave the prosecution for the underwriters, when if they
failed to succeed in a case, they are threatened with an
action at law. I hope the hon. gentleman will consider
that. I know it is the law now, but I think it should be
remedied.

Montreal and Quebec River and Water Police ....... $40,000

Mr. LANDERKIN. On this vote I would ask, who is
the captain of the water police at Quebec ?

Mr. FOSTER. Benjamin TrudeL
Mr. LANDERKIN. Is it the intention of the hon. Min-

ister to retain him in the service ?
Mr. FOSTER. It is; for the present,
Mr. LANDERKIN. Is the hon. gentleman aware that

ho was convicted of perjury after trial by jury?
Mr. FOSTER. I am aware that there was a trial and a

conviction in the first place, in which there was an appeal
and the conviction was voided.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The jury found him guilty
of perjury and ho got off on a technicality, but the moral
conviction is there. It was entirely on a legal technicality
that ho got off, because the evidence was at variance with
the indictment. If the indictment had followed the evi-
dence which was adduced in the case, the conviction would
have stood, but the court decided on that technical point, and
not on the merits of the case. If the oon viction had been
on the merits of the case, and the jury had come to a wrong
decision the matter would be in a different position. But
when a man is convicted of perjury, and although ho may os-
cape the punishment technically, it seems to me a great out-
rage that the Government should appoint him to such a
position. Thon, with regard to another matter, I do not
see why the Governmont of the whole Dominion should ho
saddled with the expense of the harbor police at Montreal
and Quebee. in St. John and Halifax we have got to rely
on our own police for the protection of the people, but in
Montreal and Qaebec we find that this charge is put on the
Government. It is true there are special feos whicb are
exacted on shipping for that parpose, but this is a charge
to some extent on the revenues of the Dominion, and I do
mot se on what principle it Can be defonded, unless the

Govern ment take charge of all such police forces. In the
harbor-of St. John thore are more vessels than in Quebec.
There are not such a number of large vessels it is true, but
there are many large vessels there, and there is a consider.
able floating population in the summer, and all through the
year, which is different from Quebee. The Dominion
allows nothing for the harbor police there, and the expense
is borne by the citizens. I do not see upon what principle
this charge should be made on the Dominion Governmont,
neither do I see upon what prinoiple a man is appointed
head of the Quebec police who stands upon the records as
having been convicted by a jury of perjury after a fair
impartial trial.

Mr. FOSTER. I acknowledge for the moment it is an
anomaly that Montreal and Quebec should be provided with
police in this way, but there seems to have been good reasons
for it at the time the Act was passed, and wo have been
working under that Act since Confederation. There is a fee
which is paid by theshipping for this purpose, and if my hon.
friend will look at the report howill find that, from 1870 to
1887, the average cost to the public, outsido of the fees
that have been collected, has only bean about $2,000 per
year.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It was $17,000 last year.
Mr. FOSTER. Take the whole expenditure from 1870

to 1887 and doduet what came in from fees, and it will be
found that it cost the country only about 82,000 a year to
maintain the force. With reference to the port of Montreal
especially, there is some agitation now to have the charge of
the bar b9r taken ovor by the city police, and that the ship-
ping be releasei from that foc. Mr. Trudol has been our
officer in Queboc for a number of years, and ho has always
proved himself a good officer. I arn not a lawyer nor have
I ha. time to look at tho evidence in his catie. I simply
take it that the court pronounced that &ir. Trudel was not
guilty of the charge. With regard to the moral crime I
have not looked into that matter.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). There is no doubt but that
it is on a technical point ho got clear. I think the Minister
of Justice will support me in the position that so far as the
morits of the case were concerned the jury found him guilty.
The judges of the court of appeal did not pass upon that but
simply upon the question that the evidence varied from the
charge in the indictment. We all know that a party is
given the benefit of a legal objection, such as this man has
availed himself, and got clear through the astuteness of his
counsel. The moral position in which ho stands before the
community is, that a jury-the proper tribunal to investi-
gate those facts-found hirm guilty of perjury. There are
instances in the books where men who had been convicted
of a crime, and when there was not the slightest doubt of
their guilt, have escaped on a technicality. Any lawyer
will know this, and not only a lawyer, but I think the hon.
Minister himself will know that this is the fact. The moral
guilt romains the same, however. It seems to me that the
Governmont should not appoint him as one of their paid
officers to that position, and bis appointment seems to me to
be on a par with what they did when they allowed a man
found guilty of corrupt practices to be appointed to a posi-
tion on the ove of an election, and when they pormitted a
convict to be appointed as a returning officer.

Mr. T HOH!PSON. I cannot confirm what the hon. gen-
tleman bas said as I have not studied the evidence.

Mr. WELDON (St, John). le was lot off on a tochnical
objection.

Mr. T ROMPSON. i understand the conviction was against
him, but there was no evidence that he used the language
with whieh ho was charged, and the conviction was for giv-
ing testimony that ho wa not charged with. Ho was
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charged with one thing as far as I know and convicted of
another. It may be, in the evidence there is something
morally wrong but I have not studied it.

Mr. WE LDON (St. John). The charge was that he stated
a certain tact to the effect that the money was received from
one person, and the evidence showed that it was received
fromnianother, but the fact remains that the statement he
made and which he swore to, was un true.

Mr. THOMPSON. Not having been charged with having
made that statement he had no opportunity to defend it.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The whole thing was fully
gone into with regard to the evidence on the charge in the
indictment, and the whole matter was fully investigated,
and my hon. friend knows that il turned entirely upon a
technicality.

Mr. THOMPSON. I do not know anything of the kind.
It is not technical if a man is charged with arson, and the
jury convicted him of larceny.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I only judge of the report I
saw in the papers.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. Minister of Marine is
aware that this item which we are now discussing is an
item that was there, previous to what we call the
present union of all the Provinces. When Ontario and
Quebec were united, they paid these amounts, and I
suppose it was fair enough. But ever since Confederation
it has been a subject of complaint from the people of the
other Provinces, that we should be called upon to pay
the expense of maintaining the harbor police of Montreal
and Quebec. Now, by an Act recently passed, we have
assumed the debts of the Montreal and Quebec Harbor
Commissioners, and I think the time bas arrived when this
item should be taken from tihe Estimates. I find that last
year the total expenditure on this aceount for Montreal was
$17,413, and for Quebec $22,935, making $40,349; the
receipts were: at Montreal, $810,450, and at Quebec, $812,483,
making $22,934, showing a deficiency of $17,414. Now, it
appears to me unfair, after we have assumed these large
obligations for the benefitof Montreal and Quebec, that this
country should be burdened with this deficiency. I am glad
to hear the hon. gentleman say that there is a prospect
of Montreal taking over the police, but I am afraid that
he will find that if the citizens of Montreal see that they
are likely to incur such an expenditure as these returns
show, they will be very unwiliing to assume the responsibi-
lity. Therefore I think the time is opportune for removing
this item from the Estimates, and I give notice that on
concurrence I intend moving that it be struck out.

Mr, MITCHiL. I think the hon. gentleman quite mis-
uaderstands the nature of this charge. The question of
taking over the Lake St. Peter debt has nothing whatever
to do with the, question of harbor police. He complains that
it is a hardship that the people of the Dominion ahould pay
for the maintenance of the harbor police in the chies of
Qu.e4e and Montreal. He forgets that the source from
wkich that payment is made consists of collections from the
shipping for whose benefit the harbor police are maintained.
The hon. gendUeman has quoted statistics to show that there
has been a deficiency last year of 17,000. Ie is right this
far, that I do not think we should be called on to vote a
defiency year after year. But, as 1 explained on a former
occasion, il depends entirely on the number of ships visiting
these harbors whether or not ther e will be a deficieney.
When the department under my administration founrd that
the tonnage dues were not sufficient to meet the expenditure,
we brought in a Bill to increase them a littie beyond what
was actualy required, so as to even up the cost with the
tax. That continued for three or four years, when we found
that we had to bring in another Bill to docrea them, when

Mr. TuompsoN.

the average trade of shipping warranted it, so that we
might not collect more than was necesary to maintain the
force. That is a fair way to manage it, and I have no
doubt that now that the attention of the Minister is called
to this large defioiency that ho will remedy it.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What have we to do with it at
all?

Mr. MITCHELL. We have everything to do with it. It
is for the benefit of the shipping, and I do not suppose you
want the cities of Montreal and Quebec to maintain a police
force for that purpose.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). We do it in Halifax and St.
John.

Mr. MITCHELL. You may do it in those ports of Hali-
fax and St. John, where the tonnage is not at all com-
mensurate with that of these large and important ports.
One reason why we have maintained this system is that we
found it in practice when we went into Confederation, and
it has ben f airly successful in accomplishing the object for
which it was originally established, that of maintaining
order on the vossels. If my hon. friend had been in Qaebec
on certain occasions during my administration of the depart.
ment, and had witnessed some of the scenes enacted there,
he would have seen how necessary it was to have a police
maintained for the protection of the shipping; and what
right have the cities of Montreal and Quebec to keep up a
for ce for that purpose? No, it is right that the present sys-
temn should be continued; but I am sure that the Minister of
Marine wiil next year feel bound to bring in a Bill inereas-
ing the tax on shipping sufficiently to cover the deficiency
which has been pointed out.

Mr. LOVITT. I object totally to the principle the hon,
menber for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) lays down.
Why should we not as well ask the Government to provide
a police force to guard strangers who come into a city ?
There is no real difference between doing that and protect-
ing ships that come into a harbor. I think his idea is pre-
posterous. You might as well say that the Government
should have a police to protect the floating population in a
city. I am surprised to hear him make such a statement.

Mr. MITCHELL. If my hon. friend wiIl recall some of the
occurrences that took place at Quebec when the crimps defied
the city police, tore mon ont of their forecastle beds, and
throatened to shoot them if they would not desert.

Mr. LOVITT. I was there.
Mr. MITCHELL. If ho was, I would like to know whe-

ther ho would not,-for the sake of this trifling sum, prefer
seeing order maintained there to having these cee Of
violence and outrage. My hon. friend asks why we should
not establieh a police to protect strangers coming into a
ci y. It is the property as well as the persons of the ahip
owuers that are protected in this case, and why should the
ship owners not pay for that protection. lIt is done inalmost
every port and why not here ?

Mr. LOVITT. I have seen in the city of St. John the
same things that the hon. gentleman relates as happening
in Quebec.

Mr. MITCHELL. I doubt if you ever saw crimpsagoing
on board vessels, taking possession of them, and making
the crew desert under penalty of boing shot, and in one
case actually shot a sailor for.refusing to desart.

Mr. LOVITT. I have seen it dozens of times.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). My hon. friend saya this tax
should be regulated so as to meet the expense, but why
should not the citizens of Montreal regulate tat tax?

Mi'. IITCflLLL They have not the powe.
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Mr. JONRS (Halifam), Give them the power. They

have the power of appointing policemen.
Mr. MITCHELL. They have no power of raising a tax

or shipping.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). It is their dnty not only to pro.

tect life but to protect property, and they appoint the police-
men to prolect property. The hon. gentleman cannot point
ta any maritime port in the world where the charge is not
borne by the port.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will give my hon. friend an illustra-
tion to show that it is impossible to carry out his idea. A
vessel arrives in the port of Quebec and anchors two-thirds
of the way across the river in the vicinity of Lévis. The
crew mutiny. The captain hoista a signal, and the police
put off and take possession.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Why cannot the city police do
that ?

Mr. MITCHELL. Because they have not jurisdiction.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). Give them jurisdiction.
Mr. MITCHELL. Better make the laws before you find

fault wit.h the existing system; do not abolish a system
that works well before you change the law and provide for
a new one.

Mr. WEIDON (St, John). If at Black Rck or at
Douglastown a mutiny arose, would not the police be sent
from Chatham.

Mr, MITCHELL. The case is not parallel, because Lévis
and Quebec, which are on opposite sides of the river, are
not in the same county, while Chatham and .louglastown
are.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec Centre). Tüere is more than
that. Frequently the river police go a long distance from
tho city, not only outside what may be considered the city
proper, but as far as Patrick's Hole off the Island of Orleans
and Cap Rouge, nine miles above Que bec.

Mr, JONES (alifax). Give the city police power to go
there.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebee Centre). It cannot be ex-
pected that the city police of Quebec will do police duty
nine miles away.

Mr. TL1S. It is absurd that a rich city like Montreal,
into which all the wealth of the Dominion flows, should not
be compelled to support its own police. If the people of
Quebec are not able to protect the ships that come to their
port against the citizens of that place, they had better dis-
hand their organisation altogether. The hon. gentleman
says that the citizens of Quebec-crimps--make trouble on
board shipa. Well, that occurs in our own port, and Our
city is compelled three or four times a year to send the
police out into the Bay of Fandy. What we are discussing
now is the opportunity of getting rid of this charge which
the country should not bear ; but if the laws do not reach a
case like this they can be made to reach it.

Mr. MfITRELL, My hon. friend fails to notice this
distiation": that the city of St. John and the county of St.
Jeha are on both sides of the harbor ; but that in the
casaof Lévisand Quebec there is one county on naide
and another on the other, and it is no part Of the duty of
tie oitizns of Quebec to guard the river on the Ivis
sk~i ar have th~e ity polce jnurnaction. Should troubie
occur on board a vessel lying on the Lévis aide, the city of
Quebeeoo cers cannot go there because they bave no juris-
diction.,

Mr. LOVITT We are not dnding fault with the river1
policsbut to8say thycanOgtO Làvis ls absuw4 they!

need not go. The people of lAvis are a French population
who give no trouble.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The hon. gentleman has not said
whether it is the intention of the Government to retain the
captain of the water police in the service ?

Mr. FOSTER. When the firat finding of the jury was
given, I commenced an investigation into the matter, but
an appeal was immediately taken, and I did nothing until I
oould see the result of the appeal.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The Minister must be aware of the
state of police affairs in Montreal, and the revelations
that took place there last fall. It ishighly important, there.
fore, that the chief of the staff should be a man whose repu-
tation is not smirched by a charge so serions to his repu-
tation.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). A question has been raised as to
jurisdiction. On that point 1 do not pretend to offer an
opinion, but, as there may be something in it, and I sbould
be sorry to take any action which might in the meantime
provent protection being given to property there, I wil not
move this Session, trusting that the Government will drop
the item next Session, and, if they do not, I will take
action upon it next Session.

Removal of obstructions ln navigable rivers, inelud-
ing removal of wreck of Ottawa in River St.
Lawrence..............................$14,000

Mr. MITCHELL. low is it that the saine sum is voted
this year as last year ? Was that amount expended in the
removal last year of the wreck of the Ottawa.

Mr. FOSTER. $10,000 is a revote for that purpose, and
the other $4,000 is the usual amount for the removal of
wrecks.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is no portion
which is a revote.

Mr. FOSTER. I think $10,000 of this is a revote.
Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. Thon the hon. gentle-

man's estimates are not correctly drawn, becauso in ail
other cases, the revote is stated in a separate column, but
it is not in this.

Mr. FOSTER. There should be a statement of the revote
here. Ihe anount of the contract for the reonval of that
obstruction was, I think, $12,000. By this time, probably
more than two-thirds of the wreck have been removed, and
the contractor hopes to have the whole removed this season.
The essence of the contract is that the contractor should not
be paid until the whole is removed, but some small advances
have been made.

Mr. MITCHELL. Under the contract, docs the con-
tractor get the wreck materials, or do the Goverunment get
the benefdt of that ?

Mr. FOSTER. The contractor gets the wreck materials4

Maintenance and repaira to lights, fog whistles,
buoyasand beacons, and humane establishment.,. $329,000

Mr. EISENHIAUER. I brought to the notice of the
Minister of Marine the great necessity there is for an alarm
buoy to be placod at the eastern entrance to Lunenburg.
A petition was presented to hie department three years
ago, and during the two Sessions I bave been hore, I have
been endeavoring to pres this matter on bis attention, but
nothing bas been doue. The largest portion of the fishing
feet there come in and out by the eastern entrance. The
channel is very narrow there, and there is a very large
sunken reef at the east point, and there are a number of
sunken shoalslaying off Oress Island. Our hermen .eem
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to think that they are so well acquainted with those shoals
that they can come in there even in very thick weather.
Some vessels have been wrecked there during the past
few years, and their cargoes lost. I think the departr
ment should pay some attention to this matter. As the
hon, gentleman knows, the port of Lunenburg is now a
very important port. It has nearly 100 sail of fishing ves.
sels, besides about twenty vessels in the West India trade.
Thore is a fog-alarm on Cross Island, but after that is
passed there is nothing else to guide vessels through this
dangerous passage, and I hope the Minister will pay some
attention to this matter. 1 understand that ho ias some
buoys of this description under construction, and I hope ho
will see that one of them is placed at this dangerous spot
during the present season.

Completion and construction of lighthouses and fog-
alarma ...................... .............. $40,000

Mr. FOSTER. I propose to reduce this item by $10,000.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHTI. The hon. gentleman

bas been good enouglh to send me a list of the amounts to
be expendei under this item. They are as follows:-.

Range lights at Byng Inlet, Georgian Bay, Ontario...$ 400
Beacon or range lights, on or near Stag Island,

River St. Clair, Ontario ............ ......... 400
Range lights at the Lime Kiln Crossing, Detroit

River, Ontario..............................-...2,000
Fog-alarm at Pelee Point light, Lake rie......10,000

I should like to enquire of the Minister of Marine how it
cornes that the fog-alarm at Pelee Point costs so large a
sum as $10,000 ? Other fog-alarms are put down at $3,000.

Mr. FOSTER. It is not the cost of the fog-alarm itself,
but it is the place on which it bas to be put. We have a
light-house there, and this is upon a pier at a very difficult
point, and that will require large repairs. This is in the
track of the large traffic botween Lake Erie and the upper
lakes, and it is a very dangerous point, and there has been
a great demand for a fog-alarm there. I have taken advant-
age of the repairs this year to make the pier a little larger
and to place the fog-alarm upon it.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHIT. The rest of this state-
ment is as follows:-

Beacon light on wharf at Ste. Anne de Beaupré,
below Quebec, Quebec.......... ......... $ 200

Fog-alarm at Bicquette Light Station, Rimouski
County, Quebec ......... . ........................ ...... 2,000

Lighthouse on Norton's Point, Bathurst Harbor,
Gloucester Co., N.B............... ... ............ 600

Lighthouse on Folly Point, Westmoreland County... 1,000
Beacon light on pier at Anderson's Hollow, Bay of

Fundy, Albert County, N. 8...................... 200
Steam tog-alarm at Meagher's Beach, N. S........... 3,000
Automatic buoy for Bantam Rock, off Baccaro

Point, N.S........................ ...... 1,250
Automatic buoy for the coaset of Nova Scotia. ... ... 1,250
Two bell buoy8 to be located on the coast of Nova

Scotia....... .. ............ .............. .............. 2,o0
Beacon light at Belliveau's Cove, Digby Co., N.S... 200
Light at Cold Spring Head, Cumberland Co., N.8... 1,500
Light and fog-alarm at Bonilla Point, B.0......... ... 4,000

Total...... ........ $30,000

Mr. LOVITT. Ihe Minister will remember a petition
which was presented to him for a light on Elwin's Island,
Yarmouth county, which was very niumerously signed, and
in fact was tigned by his onn officer Captain Scott. The
hon. gentleman promised laIst season that ho would go
down himself to see it, but ho did not. It is a very dan-
gerous place and, if ho is proposing to reduce this vote by
$10,000, J think ho might give us a light there. I see there
is a light to be put at Anderson's Hollow in the Bay of
Fundy. Cortainly it is not as much required there as it is
on iElwin's Island.

Mr. EUNEAUIR,

Mr. FOSTER, There is an estimate in another place of
$10,000 for a special work in the Lower Traverse, in the
River St. Lawrence. $40,000 is the usual vote that bas been
taken for years for the construction of light-houses. With
reference to that island, I passed through the channel last
summer. There is a light-house at Pease Island about two
miles from the northern shore of Ellenwood Island. There
are two passages there, I believe, which are fairly well de-
fined ; I suppose the difficulty is in foggy weather, and I
think we shall have to build a light.house there at some
future time.

Mr. COOK, I believe the hon. Minister last year pro.
mised the thon member for Ralton that he would erect a
beacon light at Point Baril, on the north shore of the
Georgian Bay.

Mr. FOSTER. I promised this to the thon member for
Halton. He came to me several times with reference to a
light-house at Point Baril, and I proposed to him to un-
dertake the building of it himself, and I would put a certain
amount in the Estimates for it. I gave him the plan, but
somehow he failed to go on and build it, and the scheme
fell through in that way. I think if ho had carried it out, it
would have been built economically. It is not my fault
that it was not carried out.

Mr. COOK. It is a very important point, and there are
steamers lying there all the time. -It is a difficult place to
approach, and very rocky.

Mr. GORDON. I would like to ask the Minister if the
sum intended for British Columbia includes the erection of
a lighthouse at the point which lies opposite Cape Flattery ?

Mr. FOSTER. The lighthouse and fog-alarm for which
this sum is put in the Estimates are meant for that point,
arid the Boards of Trade, the shipping interests and the
member from Vancouver Island have represented to me
the importance of that work.

Mr. GORDON· I am very thankful that the hon. gen-
tleman recognises that point as one of the most important
on the coast. I am glad to see that his department is
looking after the interests of the Province.

Mr. LOVITT. I would like to call the attention of the
Minister to complaints that have been made about the fog-
alarm at Yarmouth Cape, that it cannot be heard.

Mr. FOSTER. We had some correspondence about it.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Has the Minister come to a conclusion

about putting up a light.house at Baril Point. It is the most
important point on the whole of that coast. I understand
that the Minister and the lumbermen had made an arrange-
ment between themselves for the building of that light, and
I am sorry that it has not been carried out, I would also
ask the Minister to send his officers to inspect the light
in the mouth of French River, as there is a great defect in
it. The timber needs to be cut down.

Mr. FOSTER. The departmont has the matter now
under charge.

Signal Service... ... . .... $6,000

Mr. FOSTER. This is the signal service which is carried
out on the coast of the river and the Gulf of St. Lawrence as
far as Newfoundland, at posts where vessels are signalled
and reported to the head office at Quebec, so tha it is
known in Quebec and Montreal when vessels corne and
when they go, and what is the state of the weather, ice, &o.

Maintaining buoy. ic., in the St. Lawrence River
below Montrel. .............................. $T,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That will have to be doubled
now.

Mr. FOSTER. It is the same vote.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). The HIarbor Commissioners paid

part of that under their old arrangement, and we only paid
a portion of it. Where ts the balance to come from ?

Mr. FOSTER. We gave them so mach, and they at.
tended to the whole service.

Salaries and Disbursements of Fishery Overseers
and Wardens ...... ............... .......... 3,50o

Mr.JONES (Halifax). I think you will have to lot that
stand until we get the report from the department.

Mr. FOSTER. It will ho impossible to get the report
before the House rises. Ihave explained thereasons to the
louse.

Mr. COOK. I have some remarks to offer in connection
with a fishery overseer on Georgian Bay. I believe it is not
the custom of the Government, and especially of the Depart-
ment of Marine and Fisheries, to allow their officiais to
become public agents and election heelers. There is a gen-
tleman who at one time lived in the village of Victoria
Harbor, who at the last election, and at all clections since
I have known him. Las taken a very deep interest in poli.
tical matters. I would not find fault with him for exercisinL
his franchise or assisting bis party at elections, but I do
flnd fault with him when ho used the influence ho possesses
as a Government official to promote party purposes. I find
fault when I1know that ho promised electors in differeut
parts of the county bordering upon the shores where bis
jurisdietion extends, that if they would support the Conser-
vative candidate ho would give tbem permits to fish at any
time they desired. Is the hon. Minister in possession of
that fact ?

Mr. FOSTER. I am not.
Mr. COOK. A local newspaper puiblishes an article which

I willread:
" Considerable dissatisfaction is felt in some places along the shore of

the Georgian Bay on account of the fishery inspector, tr. F. G. If.
Fraser, giving certain parties permission to net fiqh during the close
season. Of course, the fishermen see the wisdon of Mr. Fraser's action
easily and support him, but loto of sober-micded men and lishermen to
whom the privilege has not been granted express a different opinion-
andi express it pretty etrongly too It seems strange that when there is
posted up in evry fishng town, village or hamiet in the Dominion, pro-
clamations forbidding under most severe nenalties the capture of
pickerel bptween the 15th of April and 15th of May, and of maRkinongé
and base, between the 15th of April and 15th of June, the insperter
eh uld bhe empowered to extend a verbal permission to whoevpr he
pleases, to break this law and to set their nets without let or hindrance.
Al fieh that may be caught in the seine are therefore the lawful pro-
perty of the fisherman, although the spawning season has now fully set
in and the amount of young fish detroyed in their embryoic stste will
be incalculable, no restriction will be put upon the number thus des-
troyed. There are many who say that Mr. Fraser is exceeding hie power
when he allowe this course to be pursued; but we have every reason
for saying such is not the case. The Government is to blame, for giv-
ing bim this privilege. Having it. he bas a perfect right to use it. But
what will he the consequence of this enormoue slaughter of fish-spawn.
Will it not be felt in the future when our natnral heritage becomes
worthlees through a to liberal rolicy ? One of the most important
matters the nation has to deal with is the conservation of our fisberies."

Did the hon. gentleman give that priviletre to the fihery
overseer, Fraser, as stated in that article ?

Mr. FOSTER I understand the charge is that Mr.
Fraser gives permits to whosoever ho pleases to fish during
fhiaf0 ýQ% a4hv NP-a Mr Fim tb-hA nffli%

1 obtain it. I would ask the hon, gentleman if ho proposes
to allow such a condition of things to exist?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Wbile Iknow that officer to ho a very
. ardent politician, I do not believe, as a matter of fact, he

did anything of the sort. I do not believe the statement.
I know the bon. member for Eat Simeoe (Mr. Cook)
would not make,on his own authority, any statement unless
ho knew it to ho true, but not having hoard the charge
before, I venture to say, knowing Mr. Fraser, that it is
without foundation. Ho is a most efficient officer.

Mr. COOK. The hon, gentleman says ho has takon an
active part in politics.

Mr. O'BRIEN. The hon. gentleman will not tell me
that a man receoiving a salary of 8100 a year is to be
debarred from taking any part in politivs. [ venture to
say Mr. Fraser did not do what ho is charged with doing in
that matter.

Mr. WELDOi (St. John). I am glai to bear the mem-
ber for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien)declare that the smatlsalary
of 8100 should not debar any man trom taking active part
in politics, because I wish to cali the attention of the Min-
ister to a case. There was a man in my constituency
who was fishery warden at a small salary, whi bas boen
dismihsd. He, like Mr. Fraser, was an active politician,
but bis views diffored from those of the Government; but
as tegards using any official position it is certain that ho
did nothing of the kind, and ho did only what ho thought
was right. In 1885 a letter was writton to him by the in-
spector. It is in theso termes:

" Sa,-Information from very relieble sources has reached the Min-
ister that you are openly and covertlt using the infltence your position
as a pa1i officer of the Government gives you, as a olitical canvasser
and strong partisan for the party opposing the overnment whose
utficer you are.

S8trong influence is being brought to secure your dismiesal, and if
vou still use your official influence against the Government, you cen
hfardly be surprised if your dismissal follows."

Mr. O'BRIEN. That was official influence.
Mr. WELIDON (St. John). What the hon. member for

East Simcoe (Mr. Cook) complains of is ffioial influence
beinîg used. Bit lth oon. nm bor for Muskoka said Mr.
Pra-or was an arden t poltiuian.

Mr. O'BRIE N. I deny that he uoed his officiai influ.
once.

Mr. WE LDON (St. John). I am taking the statement
ardent politican, and is it to be supposed that a man with a
salary of $100 or $150 a year is to close bis mouth with
respect to politics. As to the bon. gentleman talking ab>ut
official position, I cannotunderstand that aman wit h a smal
salary can bave auy official irflaeuîce; for ihe stato:nont i
perfectly absurd, nules it is in the direction pointud out by
the hon. monber fur East Simcoe-where an officiai breaks
the law by giving permiis te fish during the close scason.
There waBs not the sligbtct chance in the case I mentioned
to use official influence, and in fact ho took very littie part
in the election. During 1S87 ho took part in the election.
On the 20th of Jur>r' ho received the following lotter :-

" Sia,-I have the honor, by direction of the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, to inform you that Hia Excellency the Giovernor General bas
been pleased to dispense with your services as officiai overseer in St.
John county, N.B."

tU etlosei eason. either Ir. raser or any o er o cer

has such an authorisation from the department. I do not He then wrote to ascertain for what reason ho had been
believe ho has done it; but now that the matter las been dismissed, and ho received the following letter :-
brou&ht to my attention by the hon. gentleman, I will look '-8m.-l beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the Sth
into t. inst, and in reply to state that I am commanded t,) iufom you the

change of fishery offiresr at St Martin's was made in the public Interest

Mr. COOK. I know ho made those pledges, becanse some and for the betterment of the service."

of the parties to whom ho made the promise-that if they This gentleman who was dismîssed was commended by the
would support the Conservative candidate at the last gen- department and by the inspector for the effient manner in
oral election, ho would grant them this priviloge-refused which he dsrtharged his duties, and ho was stated to be one
to accept the conditions on which ho proposed they should of the best fishery wardens in New Brunswick. No doubt
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he was dismissed because he chose to vote for myself and
mv colleague in the election of 1887, anI a man was put in
office who has never made a single report or done anything
whatever in looking after the fisheries, but he happons to be a
brother of one of my stwong oppononts. In this case I con-
sider a gross injustice and unfairness has been done towards
this offieer, who, I believe, has now in his possession a report
of the department stating that ho was an efficient officer. I
undefstand that the present man, although I say it subject
to correction, bas done nothing except to receive his salary.

Mr. SPROULE. If this rmle laid down by the hou. gen-
tleman is held good, there are officers in my part of the
country that might have beon dismissed some time ago.
Although they are active politicians since their appoint.
ment to the office in 1874 or 1876, no persons have paid any
attention to it whatever, and they have enjoyed the same
privileges as other members of the community who have
the privilege to exercise the franchise.

Mr. WEL DO9N (St. John). A man ought not to be dis-
missed for that.

Mr. SPROULE. Although they have been strong parti-
sans, put in their place by the Mackenzie Government, and
have taken an active part in the elections, no person bas
ever complained of it nor do I complain of it now. I do
cômplain that the money paid to those fishery inspectors in
diferent parts of the country is like money thrown away.
They are appointed to look after smali streams through the
country, and I know that fishing is carried on there with
nets in season and out of season. We usually see those
men once a year when they put up a notice telling the peo-
ple what is the fishery season, and the penalties for flshing
in the close sesson, but that is the last we see of them dur-
ing the year. They draw their salaries and they do not
protect the fi4h, nor do I think there is any special reason
for protecting them. lit seems to me that if there was no
fishery officer within 100 miles, the fish would be protected
as well as they are now by those officers, who receive
their salary and do nothiig for it.

Mr. COOK. I never found fault with this gentleman
canvassing. Te has &ways taken an active part in politics,
but I say that the G-overnment has dismissed a man for
simply exercisirg his fanchise in the constituency of my
hon. friend for St J n (Mr. Weldon). 1 draw the atten-
tion of the Government to the faet that this man Fraser bas
not only been canvassing, which I do not wish to charge
him with, but ho las violated the law by issuing permits to
fish in the close season.

Mr. FOSTER. Was it with authority ?
Mr. COOK. The hon. gentleman says he bas no authority.
Mr. FOST ER. The hon, gentleman must not say what I

did not say. I did not say anythin - of the kind. I said that
no fishery officer bas discretionary power given to him to
give verbal permits during the close season. Permits are
-sometimos given, and close seasons extended but by the or-
ders from thedepartment. That is different from the giving
discretionary powers to an officer.

Mr. JONES (Halifr). They are applied generally.
Mr. FOSTER. Generally; as far as a -district is con-

cerned. They may apply*to a certain river and not to-all.
Mr. COOX. I do not know on what authority 'those

speoial permits were given by the officer.
Mr. F0T ER. Is the hon. geitleman certain from his

own knowledge that such has beenidone?
Mr. COOK. I only know fromithisýarticle.
'Mr. POSTER. I complain that a man who bas always

proved himsetf a good officer as far as the department is-
concerned should be condemned by my hon. ,friend from

Mr. WELDON (St. John).

St. John (Mr. Weldon). My hon. friend from St. John took
an assertion of the member for East Sincoe that permits
wei e said to have been given by this nan as proof of the fact.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I Baid I would assume the
statement of the hon. men»ber for Muskoka.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend said more. fe turned
round and said : Here is a man who has been giving away
permits.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). That is the 0ase if the state-
ment was true.

Mr. FOSTER. The first principle of law should have
gnarded my hon. friend from St. John from making uch a
statement without proof.

Mr. COOK. I ask the hon. Minister if lhe gave this
officer any special authority ?

Mr. FOSTER. I have no knowledge of any speeIal
authority, but I have about 800 fishery omffoersn, and I hould
have to look the matter over before I expremsed an opinion
on that question.

Mr. COOK. As regards the political complexibn of it, I
can assure the hon. gentleman that this man is a politician,
but I do not want to make any charge against him on this
ground. I was told at the last élection tnat he was usig
those per iits as a means to secure votes. I find an artidle
here in a newspaper which is about as truthful as anything
that will emanate from any department, or from the hon.
gentleman himself.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The Minister is wrong in
saying that I took the statement of my hon. friend from
East Simcoe. I stated if what the hon. gentleman said was
true, this man was not only acting as a politician but he
was using the authority of the Government or otherwise to
violate the law. It is stated that Mr. Skillen was dismissed
in the interests of the public. I should like to know why
ho ws dismiosed in the interests of the :public and on what
grounds ?

Mr. FOSTER. -A fishery officer is nota permanent offleer
and many of those officers are dismissed from year to year.
A ni -mil may -be a very good officer and yet there may exist
very good reasons why changes shonld te made.

Mr. COOK. I expect the hon, gentleman will investigate
this matter.

Mr. FOSTER. I told you that I would do o.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I want to know the reasons

why mn June, 1887, after theelections, Sillenwas-dismissed
right in the middle of the season, when he'had a-certificete
that ho was agood officer.

Mr. PLATT. Before you pas from Ontàrio, I widh to
ask some explanation from the Minigter-as to the instruo-
tions ho gives his offiers in the Province of Ontario,
especially in regard to inland Waters-waters that are iot
navigable -and about which there is a question of the jaris-
diction between the Dominion and the Provinces. Great
difficulty has arisen in those smaller lakes in Ontario, as to
the control over them by the fshery inspeetôrs of the
Dominion. I understand -that during the close season the
Dominion officers have contrdl, but during the open season
there is a difficultyas to whether tthe officers have eontrot
as to the -method of fishing, ms o hIohow they should issue
license, and as tothe principle of riparian righ*ts. lithink
the hon. gentleman answered a similar question ladtyear,
and that they are roi nsing to grant licenses in.those smaller
waters. Still a difficulty his I)ieen, mcatse ?'DomInion
officiaIs, whether iby-authority -or ndt, -dtattenpt toieteoise
authority on Bome of the amiller lakes of Odtario.

Mfr. FOSTER. The matter'ianow -being attended to by
the departmerit. We do not allow our oMoers to issue any
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licenusa or take any fees on waters which are clearly pro- and desirable in the publie interest, to have been delayedvinial waters, and we are now makcing ont a liet of those o long without baving beep considered by the Railwaywaters whieh elearly fall under the jurisdiction of the Local Committee, and In fact without a meeting of the RailwàyGovernment and we intend to withdraw our offleers largely, Committtee being called for the purpose of considering
if not entirely, from those waters. There may be a number them. I suppose the Governmenet elt a di%-uity In allow-
which are debatable, and as to those I intend to have a con. ing some of these charters to be granted beause the ar-ference with the Ontario authorities, when I hope the mat, rangement by which the Canadian Pacifie Railway AoM-
ter will be deeided amicably, and some arrangement will be pany were to abandon their monopoly rights þad not been
come to se that there will be no clashing and no duplication formally carried out by this House. But aine. the House
ofoffleers. has passed upon that subject, there has been plenty of t'ie

Mr. PL&T«. I wish to bring a fisherman's grievance to for the Government te have taken mtion'ia' this matter.
the attention of the ¥inister, not to charge him with any- I think this is the second Session that the Bill for the rail-
thinga in connectionwitb it, but merely to seek bis influence ways from Winnipeg to Lake Superior hm bee% thrown
ou behalf of the fiibermen. He knowf that a large number over in this way. The House is entitled to some orplana-
of tb fishermen in the Province of Ontario are po >r, and tien in regard to the matter.
the fishing is generally done by a system of gilling nets. in Sir HECTOR L&NGIYtN. The hon. gentlemanisle
the construction of those nets three kinds of twine areused. aware that when these Bills camp before the Railway Oomu-
The shermen, being poor and liable to have their nets de. mittee it was deemed desirable they Bhould be deferred, on
stroyed, employ the close season and winter montbs in con- the statement I made that the Government wiesed toonsi.
structing their own nets, and their wives and families could der them. Having considered then, the Gevernme1t were
employ their time profitably in that way. But recently some convinced that they could not proceed witbths ille for
change bas taken place in customs resolutions by which a the same reason that w. refused to prooed with siaiar
duty is irnposed on one class eof twine while it is not on others. Bill the previeus year, becuse the.Unes would interfe
The finer claes bas been made to rank as thread, and bas been witb the contract made with the Canadian P"00 Railway
made liable to a duty of 20 per cent., so that the price ef Company The hon. gentleman eaye: Yes, that in ne
the gilling twine used by the fishermen has largely increas- doubt se.
ed. The three classes are denominated as sturn twine, M,. EDGAR. I did net admit it wusoi as regarde the
salmon twine and white-fish twine. The white-fish twine railway from Winnipeg e.
is that which the fiQhermen use, and while the net can be
bronght in sluty free, the twine of which it is made ia Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Ten a measure was laid
taxed, so that there is this anomaly that the manutacturedbay
article i admitted free while a duty is imposed on the raw Compapy and their contract for the purpeeof seýtlin that
material. I trust that the influence of the Minister of Fish- difficnlty and having the.monopoly claue ila Lhiroftraot
eries will be used with the Department of Castoms te bave disppear, Ieaving the Goverament free orthp fature. That
this anomaly removed. Bil passed this fouse. Bat the bon.g , l

that that Bill bas pagsed, wbat objestion abould tý oIn'te
Committee rose and reported progress. these rai1way Bis undercooideratipp. Tiiii

gallligyet passed, it has corne back fromutki.Soa#tç and
FIRST READING, &c. there are âmendîmenta te the Bil; and uptiI it boomes Iaw,

Bill (No. 139) respecting the Stanstead, Sefford andtheontract with the anadian Pacifie Rilway Copany
Chambly Railway Company.-(Mr. Fisher.)Sstill holds good. Under thene cirumtauoeîî the overn-

Cbsmly Rilwa Comany.(Mr.Fishr.)nft do net tbinktheyarefreo tq procoed witb these Bills
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment ofthe The time loft between new and the end of tbe Session is'too

louse. short to have the Canadian Pacifie Railway Bill sanotioned
Motion agreed to; and House adjourned at 1.05 a. m. and these railway Bis taken up and conmidered. Thorefore

(Satcrday). I made this motion. It the the.only course left, and if those
gentlemean wish te bring back their Bic, tby wihL have an
opportunity next Session.

HOUSE 0F COMMONB. Mr. EDGAIWith the permission oftheHlin wo uldinerf
say, tat the on. gntleman's explanation doi net satiwfy

SÂ,TtIRDÂ, l9th May, 1888. my mmnd, becauee the third reading'of thoae railway Bille
could have been held over to the close of the Session.

The Spâx:a teck the Chair at Qne o'Clock. oMr. WILSON (Egin). My friand eservese than of
thefouse for aving brongbt this ffatter underonsidera-
tin. ThoE people iade their application in ai good faith.
Tbey antiecpated they would bave bnaia ta get the Bil

BILLS WITHDRAWN. throgh, and they were informed tbat there wouldb. ta
agreeuent between the Parliament o Canada and the

HSue.ior FIhLNEVINte i eooatethe Aibersf taeRail diaear cifig Rilway, whi e wold entable thm
Billpcharethis Session. Some of tbng have nmade

vay and Ceal-Ocrpany; Bill (No. 81) te inaorporate the arrangements in h. eld ountry o r r iig t, eland
Ontari, Manitoba and Western Rilway Cernmpany; and for tei.onstraction of ths uderc, and although we have
Bil (o. 85) te-meorporate the Emerson and North- made provision te set h.dificulty baweom the Canadian
Western Railway Company, b. diabarged and the Bills Pacifie Railway andthe Dominion, allwing ailways teab.
with drawn , an )t.fées remitted teus ceet of printing and built ther,, the Government by the course they are Dow
translation. adopting gives th advantage to tth Canadian acifio

Mr. EDGAR. At this stage of the Session there if; neRailway for another year. I aak yen, Siru, is it a fair ting?
othertourne eft except te take thie step, but I really thinkJ le it a proper course te purefe, ai d i it a proper thnel
the. Goverument and the ohairman of the Raitway Ce rtat tim.people of the North-W est in thies manner? Tii
inittee hould explain why it bas beconie noessry te fiDLCial rravgeMent are made for ah. constructionned
slow these Bille, oome et which are very important Bills thfroade, and yet we are sti ieaving i niebads of the

I aeti oio.I steonycus etadi hs
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Canadian Pacifie Railway for another year before we grant
anycharter for the construction of those roads. I say it is
unfair to the people of the North-West.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the bon, gentleman
objecte to this motion of my hon. friend, he can easily with-
draw it.

Mr. EDGAR. That is not fair. We do not object to the
motion.

Motion agreed to, and Bills withdrawn.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY MORTGAGE.

Sir RICHARD CARTW.RIGIIT. The hon. gentleman
opposite will remember that w. were promised the mort-
gage in this Canadian Pacific Railway matter. The Minis-
ter of Justice, if I remember aright, said ho would make all
possible exertions to bring it down. I want to know if it
is ready yet ?

Mr. THOMPSON. It is not ready, and it cannot be
brought down. It is not a question of the actual work of
preparing it, but it involves the coneideration of some most
important safeguards, and those have to be sanctioned by
the Governor in Council, and require careful consideration.
It requires much more consideration and care than we pos-
sibly could be able to give it now.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am willing to accept
the hon. gentleman's explanation, but I must remind the
Government that this was distinctly promised before the
Bill was passed through.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And in very good faith.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am aware that such

a document would necessarily be one that would require a
good deal of consideration, and I accept the statement. I
think in a matter of this kind, that the document should
have been prepared simultaneonsly with the passage of the
Bill, because it seems to me yon ought to have your agree.
ment with the Canadian Pacifie Railway se far perfected,
that there could be no possible chance of any dispute or any
difficulty arising between the two contracting parties.

MEMBERS' INDEMNITY.

Mr. TROW. It may beout of place for me to ask a ques-
tion, but I do so merely to get information for hon. members
on both sides of this House. I understand from the account-
ant that there is a misunderstanding in reference to the
sessional allowance of members. In the absence of some
members for weeks at a time, we find that they have been
paid during this Session of Parliament and other Sessions,
by making a reduction of $8 a day for the days they were
absent out of their total indemnity. It appears that mem-
bers who were only a few days present received their whole
81,000 with mileage, and were given credit for the whole
Session refurding $8 a day for the days they were absçnt
The question arises whether that is the rule, and if that rule
is to b. adhered to there are members who wish to know
whether they should receive only 510 a day during the time
they have been present, or whether they would receive
their whole sessional allowance and refund the 88 for each
day they were absent. A few years ago we find that one
member who was unseatcd during the Session received his
sessional ailowance for two Sessions, although ho was only
here part of one Session. Hie ecceived nearly 82,000 wbite
he was only here one-third of the Session. There should, I
think, be some established rule understood by ail the mem-
bers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The law prescribes what
members of Parliament are to get for their ses-ioual
allowance, and what deductions are to be made. There can

jfr. WiLsoN (Elgin.)

be no doubt, as the statute is quite clear and beyond any
ambiguity. I am not at all aware of the special circum-
stances the hon, gentleman bas reference to now, but we
will enquire and let the hon. gentleman know to-morrow.

Mr. LAURIER. The diffliculty is this: the statute
provides that if the Session lasts for 30 days the Session
allewance is to be 810, and if the Session lasts more than
30 days the allowance is to be $1.000. There are some
members who have been elected just a few days ago. Some
pereons contend that they are entitled ouly to the thirty day
allowance for the days they sut in the House. I would
claim they are entitled to 81,000, deducting $8 a day for
eaeh day they have not sat in the House. The statute, if I
construe it aright, i that if the Session laste more than thirty
days the sessional allowance will be $1,000, and that if a man
sits, one, two, three, ton or thirty days, and if the Session
is more than thirty days, thon the sessional allowance is
$1,000 less the number of days he has not sat. This was the
princi ple that was maintained in the caseof the hon. member
for Northumberland, who received not only one but two
allowances.

Mr. MITCHELL. What Northumberland does the hon.
gentleman mean ?

Mr. LAURIER. It is not you. There are more North.
umberlande than one, and you are not the one I referred to.

Mr. MITCHELL. Will the hon. gentleman be a little
more specific in future where such a serions charge is made.

FAREWELL ADDRESS TO HIS EXCELLENCY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As the House knows, the
Senate has adopted an Address to Ris .Excellency the
Governor General on the occasion of bis regretted departure
from Canada to assume distinguished duties in another part
of the Empire. The Address passed by the Senate (p. 1561)
is expressed in such appropriate language, and in such
eloquent terms, that it would be exceedingly presumptuous
for me to add any expressions of my own in addition to the
language used by the Senate. I do not think I am called
upon to make one single remark in addition, and I now
move, seconded by my hon. friend Mr. Laurier:

That this House concurs in the Address from the Senate to Ris Ex-
cellency the Governor General, on the occasion of his atproaching de-
parture, and expressing siacere regret at the termination of His Excel-
lency'a official connection with Canada.

Mr. LAURIER. Mr. Speaker, in seconding this Address,
I will follow the example of the right bon. First Minister
and content myself, at this stage of the Session, with adding
no remark whatever. As the bon. gentleman bas said, the
address speaks for itself, and the sentiments which it con-
veys are not, I am sure, the more formal, conventional ex.
pression of perfunctory lip courtesy, but they are the deep
expression of the feelings which the Canadian people ut
large entertain towards His Excellency and towards the il-
lustrions lady who has exhibited during her sojourn amongst
us, all those noble womanly domestio qualities which are
ever dear to the British and the Canadian heurt.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved, seconded by Mr.

Laurier:
That a Message be ment to the Sonate, acquainting their Honore that

thie House has agreed to theo said Address by filling up the blank with
the word "Commone."

Motion agreed to.

ELECTORAL FRANCH[SE ACT.

Mr. CHAPLEAU moved third reading of Bill (No.
117) to amend the Electoral Franchide Act, chap. 5 of the
Revised Statutes eof Canada.
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Mr. LAURIER moved in amendment :
That the said Bill be not now reai a third time, but that it be re-

ferred back to the Oommittee of the Whole in order to amend the same
go as to provide that a revision of the lista take place in ail electoral
divisions where the election of the sitting members is controverted.

House divided on amendment of -Mr. Laurier.
Yais :

Messieurs
Amyot,
Armstrong,
Bain (Wentwort
Beausoleil,
Béchard,
Bernier,
Bourassa,
Bowman,
Brien,
Campbell,
Cartwright (Sir
Choquette,
Chouinard,
Cook,
Coulombe,
Couture,
Doyon,
Dupont,

Bain (Soulanges),
Bergeron,
Bowell,
Brown,
Bryson,
Carling,
Carpenter,
Caron (Sir Adolphe),
chapleau,
Chisholmi,.
Cimon,
Cochrane,
00ckburn,
Colby,
Oorby,
Costizan,
Coughlin,
Ourran,
Daoust,
Davis,
Dawson,
Deoison,
Dickinson,
Poster,
Gordon,

Edgar,
Bd wards,
allia,
Fisher,
Gauthier,
Geoffrion,
Giganlt,
Gillmor,
Holton,
Innes,

Rich'd), Landerkin,
Lang,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingston,
Lovitt,
Mackenzie,
Momallen,

NAYs:

Messieurs

Grandbois,
Guillet,
laggart,
Hall,

Henderson,
Hesson,
ludspeth,
Jamieson,
Jones (Digby),
Kirkpatrick,
Landry,
Langevin (Sir Hector),
Macdonald (Sir John),
MKOnlla,
McDougald (Pictou),
McGreevy,
McKay,
MlcLelan,
McNeill,
Madill,
Mara,
Masson,
Mille (Annapolis),
Montplaisir,
O'Brien,

Mitchell,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Rinfret,
Rowand,
Ste. Marie,
8criver,
Semple,
Somerville,
Sutherland,
Trow,
Tarcot,
Watson,
Weldon (St. John),
Welsh,
Wilson (Elgin).-53.

Perley (Assiniboia),
Perley (Ot tawa),
Porter,
Prior,
Reid,
Riopel,
Roome,
Shanly,
Small,
Smith (Ontario),
Sproule,
8tevenson,
Taylor,
Temple,
Thompson,
Tupper (Sir Charles),
Tyrwhitt,
Wallace,
Ward,
White,
Wilmot,
Wilson (tennox),
Wood (8rockville),
Wood (Westmorelan d).

-74.

Amendment negatived.

Mr AMYOT. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, the hon. mem-
ber for Beauce (Mr. Godbout) and the hon. member for
Rimouski (Mr. Fiset) have not voted.

Mr. FISET. (Translation), Mr. Speaker, I was asked to
pair off with the hon. member for Joliette (Ur. Guilbault),
and I thought I could not refuse to do so.

Bill read the third time and passed.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved concurrence in amend-
mente made by the Senate to Bill (No. 132) respecting a
certain agreement between the Government of Canada and
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

Mfr. EDGAR. What are the amendments ?
Mr. THOMPSON. It appears that the company bas not,

by any of its legislation heretofore, obtained the power to
make the mortgage which isrequired by the agreement, and
the first amendment is simply to insert after the word
"money," in page 1, line 27, the following words : "Which
bonds the company is hereby empowered to issue." The
second amendment is to declare that they have power to
seoure the mortgage. The third amendment simply repeata

the section of the agreement in relation to the Emerson
branch.

Mr. EDGAR. It seems to me this clause simply covers
the agreement entered into between the Goverument and
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, except the additional power
of issuing the bonds, which ahould have been in the Bill
originally.

Amendments concurred in.

RAILWAY SUBSIDIES.
House resolved itself into Committee to consider certain

proposed resolutions respecting subsidies to be granted to
certain railway companies, and toward the construction of
certain railways mentioned.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

(In the Committee.)
To the Ottawa and Parry Sound Railway Company for 22 miles of

their railway from a point on the Canadian Pacife àailvay to Egan-
ville, in lieu of the subsidy granted b 49 Victoria, chapter 10, for a
railway from a point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway te Eganville, a
subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exoeeding in the whole
$70,400.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Io this Ottawa and
Parry Sound Railway in operation ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Ottawa and Parry
Sound Railway was chartered during the present Session by
Bill No. 175, from a point on the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
in or near the village of Renfrew, to the village of Egan ville,
thence to a point on theGeorgian Bay, at or neur the village
of Parry Sound, about 132 miles, and the section
of the Canadian Pacific Railway to Eganville, 2t
miles, the most eastern section of the road, and
the object of the resolution is to insure the sub-
sidy granted to the railway between these pointi two years
ago, 22 miles at 83,200 per mile, or in the whole $96,000
to the Ottawa Parry Sound Railway Company. In fact, the
amount is less in this resolution than that whioh bas already
been voted. It is simply to enable the company to bring
Ottawa and Montreal in direct railway communication with
the Georgian Bay on Lake Huron, by a very direct route.
It is to carry out the resolution of two years ago, and
the amount asked is less than the amount then voted.

Mr. HAGGARr'. I suppose the Governmont have some
information as to the feasibility of the linoeof road propos-
ed up the valley of the Bonnechere to Parry Sound. The
Government must be aware that some time ago that was
the lino proposed for the connection of the Canada Central
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and that, on account of
the reports by the engineer in charge of the read, the Gov-
ernment found that owing to the gradients on that fine it
was impossible to build the road, and eventually ohanged the
location of the line to Pembroke. I suppose that this com-
pany have some information by which they may be able
to build the line through there, other than that with which
the Government were furnished some years ago.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My hon. colleague, the Minis.
ter of Railways, who i not able to be in hie place in the
Flouse, informs me that he has looked carefully into this,
and is satisfied it is a perfectly feasible route, and one that
will best answer the purposes for whicb it is intended.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We are not making
an additional charge, and, therefore, though not to be
understood as In any wise approving or consenting to the
policy, I am not going to dwell particularly on the sum
granted, but the point I want to understand is this: what
guarantee have the Government that this particular railway,
for illustration sake, as means to go on with this work? Now,
we have had several discussions as to the extreme inexpe-
diency of granting what are known as bogas charters, or
charters, at any rate, which mon get hold offor the purpose
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of selling, and some very disgraceful transactions are
known to have occurred with reference to charters which
ha# beet. i thikik nnadvisably, granted by this House. I
thif& iy hon. friehid beside me suggested, and i think I
sug#èstad inyself, that *here subsidies are given, the
Govbethmet should také precaution to m'ake t'ertain that
the parties were able to build the roads. And I think that
the best plan would be to provide that a considerable
deposit, in proportion to the size of the railway, should be
placed in the hands of the Government, to be forfeited in
the case of a company that came hore, got a charter,
obtainàed a subsidy, and did not proceed with the work. I
shold like to kâo* if the Goternment have any infôrma-
tion as to the solvency of this company ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, The hon. gentleman must
remember that none of these parties can do arything or
can get a dollar of money from the Government unleýs
they make a côntract With the Government. Thé respon-
sibfity f making that ntiract, as my hon. friend says,
is nodue t a very serious one, involving that the parties
must show that they have the means of carrying the work
through. I believe my hon. friend the Minister of Rail-
ways bas take good care in all the contracts he has made
to s§ee that the parties had the requisite ability to carry
out theit *ork; but, in any case, not 'a dollar of public
mohey tan be obtained by them unless the work is per-
fbrnted under a cont•act entered into with the Minister of
Railways.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No doubt that is true,
but it does not meet one point which is of public impoi-
tance, and that is that the control of a charter like this,
carrying with it the grant of a considerable amount of
public money, should nlot be allowed to go into the hands
of persons who may make merchandise of it, who may
sell it, and I know no means by which that can be pre.
vented botter than by requiring a deposit to be made, and
forfeiting that if the parties do not go on with the work.

SirCf'CIÀ RLE Tt'PPER. I quite recognise the impor.
tance of the poipt taken by the hon. gentleman, and no
doubt that would be a very good way, if it were not for one
reason. The object of most of these grants is to help com-
pattes that have nôt sumiiént private capital, and to assist
thefn in carrying out iiportant works. i the parties were
obliged to raise the amount and to depouit it and to lose the
adrantage of a considerable sum cf money, it might
embarrass pùlies who otherwise coutd go on and complete
wòrks W hiobwe dobisider in the interesta of the country.
Ihé dùggestion of the hon. gentleman is well worthy of
coiiratioù, and i agree with him that every possible
means shuutd 6 fdken to prevent traecking in eilway
cha&texr. The object is to assist deserving enteirprises, but,
not *t' awo speôùlators tô t afie in these charters.

Mr. MACKENZLE. Would it not be well to provide in
the Billt hat these oompanies shall only obtain a charter
on condition that they shall 'not sel it. Make that a condi-
tion precedent.

Sir 04AULES TUPPER. That also might be a matter
weil worthy the considération of the Railway Committee.

MXr. MITCRELL. I would like to call the attention "of
the:chairman of the Railway Committee, the Minister of
Public Works, to this point. My hon. friend from South
Oxford bas alled attention to the fact that, during the ait.
tibge of the PRailway Committee, I called attention to the
terdIey there was in this country to trafflc in railway
chbrte4 and that I had suggested that the committee
shtMd tke stops to hedge the granting of charters in suchi
a Way that-morely speculative charters mot be obtained.

t ChaÀ:RLÊs TUPPE. Heat, hear.
&r lIOARD C.ATWIUGHT.

Mr. MITCHELL. That suggestion met *ith the appro-
val of the coimittee, and I suggested that the chairman
should take Borne steps in that direction. fHe stated thon
that steps would be taken before the close of the ession to
prépare a set of regulations to meet the case. No doubt,
owing to the pressure of business it has not been possible
for him to do that, and no doubt âlso, on my part, I have
beien guilty of neglect in not again calling attention to that
matter, and this has led to its being overlooked ; but I
wôuld suggest that during the recess the hon. gentleman
shtould have prepared such rules and regulations a might
guide the committee in granting thVse charters. That
might save a great deal of time to the committee,*'and
wôuld also prevent a great deal of scandai in regard te
suah matters as have taken plaoe in the past, but which I
hope may not occur again.

to the Nova Scotia Central Railway Company for 46 miles of thir
railway from Bridgewater to the Windsor and nnapolis Railway, la
thé Province of Nova Sootia, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile,
nol exceeding in the whole $147,200.

Mr. EISENH AUER. I see that this road, as the resolu-
tiôn reads, is from Bridgewater.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It should be from Lunen-
birg. That is a misprint. It should read:

From Lunenburg to the Windsor and Annapolis Railway, for 46 miles
of their railway in the Province of Nova Seotia.

That will remove all ambignity, as the appropriation last
year was for the whole road.

Mr. EISENHAUER. I understaend that, in subsidising
part of this road last year, it was intended that the money
should be expended In the county of Annapolis. I am gra-
tified to find that, at last, the Government have fulfilled the
pledges which they made in reference to this road. In the
Session of 1886, the Government subsidised 31 or 32 rail-
ways, and strenuous efforts were made by the late member
for Lunenburg, Mr. Kaulbach, to obtain a subsidy for this
railway; and I find by the discussion which took place oun
that occasion, that several members refetred to a memorial
which was sent in, signed by fifteen members of this Hoüse,
praying for aid to this road. In 1887, when the matter
was brought ùp, the Minister of Railways stated that this
was the first intimation ho had heard ci this road. I must
say that . think that was very unfair to the late meniber
fôr Lunenburg, if what ho stated in the county was true, that
he had made these representations.

Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. I am sure that minst be a
misprint. It is impossible that the Ministdr of Ráilways
could have said that.

Mr.EISENHIkÚÈR. I do not think so. I think sômehoh.
rhembers hore heard him iake that tatement.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER Then it was an entire mis-
a pprehension. I am informed that what the Mitister of
Railways said was that it was the first ho had heard of it
during that Session, that is, during the Sès"ion o 1887.

.Mr. EISENHIAUER. Net only was the pledge giéen then,
but there was a letter which was written by the Minister of
Rail*ays and was ued in the county, and very strentous
efforts were made by the hon. member for Annapolis and
myself to have the pledge carried out. The best we could do
was to get a subsidy for half of this road, and when I comr-
plained of the way in which we were tieatd, a threat *as
made that, if I did not keep quiet, lb. whole vote *odld be
struck out. I think that was very unfair. A great deai of
work 'has been done on that road, and 1 aln sure that lhe
road is entitled to much more coÈsideration than those 30
odd railways which were subsidised a few years ago. It is
ver, nir b thecompany, -h have apenta a great deËof
moqney in conâe<ueonobp amith t 1'b dM Ibdo -0- cra mxi<i.
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Sit UHARLES TUPPER. The hon, gentleman is quite

right in stating *tht in 1886 the Minister of Railways stated
that this road Weald be proMided for; but, at alil events, the
Government woald Ëubmit td Parliament at a future day
the meansA fo ptoviding for thim road. There is no doubt
about that; and Whei the Government sub quently were
asked to tulfil that promibb, they were assured, the parties
intereated *ere asaard that that promi#e would be carried
out. A year ago we provided a subsidy for a part -of the
road becau dwe thought that would answer the purpose,
and we would lot the balance lie over until this Session in
order to provide for the rest of it. But when the company
came to act under their subsidy, as the hon. gentleman has
stated, they found that they could not make their financial
arrangements unless they had a positive assurance that the
Goverument would submit to Parliament at this Session an
application for the balance, and this is in fulfilment of the
pledge given to that company during the recess, and which
enabled them to make their arrangements, and to complete
ie other part of the road. Consequently, I have put this
in general terms over the same line of railway. It makes
the subsidy as originally promised.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). When was the last Order in
Councit paésed f

thought they could divide it into two yeart, and when the
company reprosented that the vote taken last year would
be useless, unles the Government would, in the mont tor.
mal manner, pledge themselves to submit the additional
appropriation, they did so,and it being hore, Ithink every-
one ought to be satisfied.

Mr. MACKENZIE. It is quite elear that it was merely
a coincidence.

Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I wish to make one statement
wbich will show emphatioally the incorrectness of the state-
ment of the hon. member for Halifax. The Order in Coun-
*il was signed quite a while after the time had expired for
the parties wbo were urging the petition againsi me in the
county of Annapolis, to go on with their potition ; conse-
quently, that shows there was no corrupt arrangement at
ail with reference to the payment of the subsidy.

Mr. JOINES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman says that the
Minute of Council was passed quite a whilo afier the time
had elapsed for the contest being proceeded with, but the
hon. gentleman will not, I hope,for the sake of his own credit
deny that there was such an arrangement in the county of
Annapois, and that the hon. gentleman made a proposal to
the other side- to the nartiesi who were anxions to sieenre the

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not able to state that. completion of that road, and were ready to proceed againsl
When the company represented to the Government that him when they thought they might disqualify him. The bon
they could not take advantage of the subsidy that had been gentleman's proposaI was not only to securo a Minute of
given to them, unless they had a positive assurance that at ()ouncil, which he did secure, but that the Government should
this Seasion the balance would be provided, the Order in let the contract for that rond immediately. That was the
Council was passed, but I was not in the côuntry myself at arrangement to which the hon. gentleman was a party, and
the time, and therefore I am not able to state to the hon. that is the reason why the subsidy was given. While 1 am
gentleman the date it was issued. satisfied that the rond is at laet to be completed, I do nt

Mr. JONES (flaliix). With the hon. member for Lunen. think we can congratulate oursolves that the G;overnment
burg (Mr. Eisenhauer) 1 am glad this vòte has been brought have at lat been driven to give this assistance to the road
down, thoUgh I bélieve it has been brought down from dif- iù order to retain the seat for the hon. member for Annapolis,
feret fnOtiv'es from those given by the Minister of Finance. instead of giving it from motives of publie p:>Icy.
Lat year, it will be remembered, we took exception to a vote Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a very ungracious
for a part of the rfond, becausè it p evented the complet.ion statement to make.
of fimanelat arrabgements in New York to get a sum of Mr. MILLS (Annapolis). I meet this assertion with an
money to carry on the Whole work. Shortly after that, utqualified denial. i never made any such proposal to any
however, there was a very important event transpired in one that bas had any relation to the road whatever.
the county of Annapois-the sent of theb hon. gentleman
lor Annapolis wascontested, and that hon. gentleman, acting Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think we must get on. I
with the iriends of the railway in that county and in Lunen. propose to strike out "from Bridgewator to the Windsor and
burg,proposed that this might be made the menus of obtain- .Annapolie iRailway," making it apply goerally to the
ing an additional subsidy for this road, provided that the peti. whole lino the same as the other.
tion -against bim was withdrawn. To that condition the To the Montreal and Champlain Junction Railway Company, for three
petitioner and the gentlemen in the county of Annapolis, milesot their railway from the end of the prosent subsidized section to
who were interested in this rond, agreed, and withhuld the Massena Springa, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceed-
proteet against the hon. member for Annapolis, who visited Ing In the whole 9,600.
Ottawa and whô secured the passage of a Minute of Council, Mr. SCRIVE R. I would call the attention of the Minis.
of which the people of Annapolis were made aware, and of ter of Railways to what I think is an error. I do not sup-
whích the vote now befoie the Rouse is a confirmation. I oe the Government propose to subsidise a railway in the
mè-elg miention th'is as being the ihodus operandi by which United States.
the vote fra-sescùred. It was given under these circum- Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. We bave done thatc-
stances, and not, I believe, from the highest sense of public SirEd
duty which siould have influenced the Government to give easionally.
the vote yéars ago. It will bave the double effect of secur- Mr. SCRIVER. You propose to doit, according to this
ing the meinber ]or Annapolis in his seatby allowing it to resolution. Massenn Sp)riigs i 20 miles from the boundary
gu unprotsted, and it will have the effect of seecuriug the line in the State of New York. Moreover, the Montreal and
completin Ôf this road. Champlain Junction 1Railway ends at the boundary lino and

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. It is very hard to please not at Massena Springs.
hon. gentlemen opposite. My hon. iriend the other day Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. We will strike out the words
pressed me to fuil tithis promise and bring down this vote, "to Massena prings."
and when wé bring it down, he then ascribes improper To the Pontiac Pacile Junction Railway Company, for bridging the
motives. I was not in the country at the time, but I can- 1everal channels of the Ottawa River at Culbute and west ihereof, a
not believe there is any touudation for the statement of the subsidy ot $31,5e0, to be paid ont montbly as the work progresses upon
hon. gentleman, that a corrupt arrangement was made. the certificate of the Chief Engineer of Government tawways, in the
The oyerirmoentwrre boand by their pldge on the floor proportion which the value of the work executed bears to the value of

T o hewholework undertaken, and for three miles of their ralway zend-
of thtis ouse to provide for the balance of tiis road. Tàey ing frm a pot thre mus sast t Pembrok, to mbrok, in the fro-
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ince of Ontario, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceeding in
the whole $9,600, provided that the entire work subsidised upon this
railway shall be completed within four years from the passing of this
Act, the subsidy granted by this Act not to exeetel in the whole
$41,100.

Sir RICH ARD CAIRTWRIGH1T. What is the estimated
cost of the bridges ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The amount we propose to
give is 15 per cent. of the cost.

Sir RICHARD CARTW RIGHT. That is to say, that
about $200,000 is considered to be the cost.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Yes, in round figures.

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). Does the expression here,
"bridging the several channels of the Ottawa at Culbute
and west thereof," cover the bridging of the whole of the
channels between the Province of Quebee,north of Allumette
Island, and the Province of Ontario. The Minister of Fin.
ance will probably remember that there are a number of
channels there; first, the Culbute channel, to which special
reference is made. Allumette Island intervenes in the next
channel, and is about five miles in width, and there are
two or three other channels.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is to cover the whole.
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). And the amount paid will b

in proportion to the cost of the whole of these bridges ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). I draw the attention of the

hon. gentleman to the tact that the resolution provides that
the subsidy shall be extended over four years. The present
Act gives the company only until lst September, 1889, to
complete the road. Is the insertion of the four years the
resuit of an application on the part of the company, or is it
the general policy of the Govern ment ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the general policy of
the Government.

Mr. HAGGART. Was not the subsidy given the year
before on condition that this bridge should be built by the
company ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is possible; I will give
the information to the hon. gentleman. The Pontiac Pacifie
Junction Railway extends from Aylmer to Pontiac, a distance
of 88 miles. By the Act 47 Victoria, chapter 8, this road
was granted a subsidy of 8d,200 per mile on an estimated dis-
tance between those points of 85 miles. The present resolu-
tien covers the difference between 85 miles and 88 miles;
the distance is found absolutely to be 88 miles. Three
miles at $3,200 per mile is equal to $9,600. This road,
moreover, crosses the Ottawa River. The estimated cost
of bridging the channels is 8310,000. Owing to the heavy
cost of bridge construction, it is found impossible to
proceed with the erection of those bridges under the gen-
eral subsidy of 83,200 per mile. The road baving been
built up to or near to Ottawa, 71 miles toAylmer, the reso-
lu tion proposes to give assistance in the construction of the
bridges to the extent of $31,500, making the total addi-
tional subsidy 840,100.

Mr. LAURIER. The Minister of Finance probably re-
members that in 1884, when this company was bub.idised,
it was brought to bis attention that tho contractor and
sub-contractors had not been paid, and an engagement was
made by the Government that the claims of the contractor
and the sub-contractors should be fairly met out of the sub-
sidy then granted. I am informed, and I believe my infor-
mation is correct, that several claims were placed in the
hands of the Government amounting to 825,000 or
$26,U00, and all those claims have been satisfied with the
exception of four, so far as my momory goes. Those

Sir CaAaLis Tuprxa,

creditors are: Bate & Co., $1,814; William Brown, 1515
Russell, Forbes & Co., 8617; A. Workman, $105. These
claims have not been paid for some reason .which I do no i
know, but so far as I am informed, they were exactly on
the same footing as claims made and dealt with and paid
out by the company. I have no reason to doubt that the
same treatment should be extended to those creditors as to
the other creditors, andthey should be paid out of the subsidy

Mr. WHITE (Renfrew). The promise was made by the
Minister of Finance when ho was Minister of Railways.
There was a sum set aside for meeting those claiins, and
a schedule of the claims was supplied by the oentractor,
Armstrong, to the company. I happened to be one of the
trustees appointed by the company to pay those claims.
My recollection of the matter is, although I am speaking
from memory and I have not the papers by me, that aIl the
claims upon the schedule furnished by the contractor to the
company were satisfied. I did not catch the names of the
gentlemen to whom the bon. member for Quebec Centre
(Mr. Laurier) referred, and whether those claims were
upon that schedule or not. I am not prepared at the present
moment to say, but all claims furnished by the contractor,
who had the contract from the company, were satisfied in
some way or other by the company ont of the money ap-
propriated to pay those claims. I think my recollection
is that the contractor, Armstrong, with whom the company
dealt directly, did not consider that Perreault had any
legal or legitimate claim.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. He had a claim of $172,000 or
$17 1,000 against Armstrong.

Mr. LAURIER. I do not know anything about the
claim of Perreault himself, and if he had a claim for $170),-
000 it may be that this claim put in is largely spurious for
ail I know. It appears that Armstrong did not recognise
it as a claim. But it cannot be denied, I believe, that the
claim was to some extent a legitimate one. I understand
that these parties whose claims I have given all supplied
goods to Perreault, who was a sub-contractor of Armstrong,
and the goods therefore went into the construction of the
road. This cannot be denied. Under such circumstances,
whatever might have been the reason for Armstrong set-
ting aside the balance of the claim of Perreault, so far as
these four creditors were concerned their claims were legi-
timate ones.

Sir GHARLES TUPPER. I will ask the Minister of
Railways to have this matter carefully investigated. If
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Laurier) will forward a memo-
randum of these claims I will direct thei special attention
of the Minister to them.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I will give an explanation to the hon.
member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier). There was a
difficulty between Armstrong and Perreault, the latter of
whom was sub-contractor for nearly the whole length of
the road, and there is a suit between him and Armstrong,
who was the contractor of the company. Armstrong oon-
tended that he had supplied funds sufficient to pay for all
the labor given and the supplies obtained. When the
Minister of Railways, through a favor not as a matter of
right, said a certain sum would be paid for labor supplied
for bthe work, a list was given in amounting to $18,000 or
$20,000. The Minister of Railways, careful for the interests
of the laborers and those who had furnished necessary
supplies for the building of the road, placed $25,000 aside.
Trustees were appointed, and I can say that the company
not only paid those $25,000 reserved by the Minister, bat
they paid $10,000 more, so as not to have any claim direct-
ly from people who had worked on the road or furnished
the contractor with supplies. The difficulty between the
sub-contractor Perreault and Armstrong is stili before the
courts,
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M. LAURIE. Toe on, gentleman say the prIncipleadmitted by the Govorimont wau that a'Ithoso parties

who had actually supplied the contracwr were compen-
Fated .

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Not the whole of them, for that
would amount to $200,000. I understand 20,000 were put
aside. [n addition to those people there were others wbogupplied goode whieh went into the construction of the
road, and aocordîng to the principlteadmitted at the tine
they had the same reason to be treated fairly as the o me r.

Mr. LAURIER. If the money paid to this contractor.
by the company had been legitimately employed, those
parties would have been paid.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. I am afraid we cannot settle
that matter here, but if the hon. gentleman gives me the
names I will ask the Minister of Railways to carefully con.
sider it. My bon. friend sees that a commission was agreed
upon by the claimants on the one side and the company on
the other, and that they paid all that was reported after a
careful investigation to ho due.

Mr. LAURIER. I am only answering the Secretary of
State. I quite understand that the Minister cannot go there
and so far it is satisfactory.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I wapt to know who
furnished the statement that the hon. gentleman made to
the flouse as to ttie cost of the bridges. That was, 1 sup-
pose, supplied by the company's engineer.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. By the Minister of Railways.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. las ho satisfied him-1

self that that would be ibe cost?
Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIET. On the report of one

of his own engineers?1
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, quite so, thatmatterbas

been investigated.1

from Port Arthur. The promoters were rather ambitious
in their first charter, and the object of this is to apply the
same mileage rate to a much shorter lino.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Who are the parties.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Sir Alex. Wtalt la one of the
principal supporters of this road and I know that he has
been once or twice in England in connection with raising
the required amount of capital. This makea a change in
the location of the lino withont at all inoreasing the amount
of money. I believe altogether this is a very much botter
location than the former one.

Mr. COOK. Is this the road cntemplated to run through
Duluth ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I dare say it w Il ultimatoly.
Lt would ho quite eawy to carry the road from tho und of
this at the boundary, to Duluth.

Mr. COOK. I suppose it was Mr. Wilkinson, of bribery
notoriety in the Local Government, that brought influence
to bear on the Government to give the grant. He is largely
interesited in mines up there.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have never heard that
before. 1 can assure my hor. friend it is new to me, as I
do not know that gentleman bas anything to do with it.

Mr. DAWSON. The objeit of the road ie to open up a
very fine agricultural and mineral district at the same
time. It paiseï through the White Fish Valley where
thera is a great deal of the vory finest agricultural land.
It touches on the Silver Mines, Beaver Niountain, Stiver
Mounutain, and reaches the boundary lino at Gun Flint
Lake, where it touches on the great iron range of Minne.
sota. Last year there were oxported from that iron range
400 000 tons of iron ore to a place called Two flarbore,
twenty-two miles to the eastward of Duluth.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Did the hon. gentle.
man mean 400,000 tons from the Canadian side ?

To the Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Railway Company for 84f Mr. DAWSON. No; that was from the American side,
miles of their railway from Port Arthur toward Crooked Lake. in lieu
of the sublidies granted by 48-49 Victoria, Chapter 5P, and 49 Victoria, and tho same range in wbinh they got that iron runs
Chapter 10, for the construction of a railway from Murillo Station to across to the Canadian side. Te Americans were explor-
Crooked Lake, a subsidy not exceeding $3,200 per mile, nor exceedingin irg on the Canadian side since last year. They had diamond
the whole $271,200. drills and were SnucesbfiIuin disicoveriigan immense extent

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I want to correct that, by of this same iron ore, which is considori to ho the finost
subatituting Gun Flint Lake, inetead of Crooked L ske. ever yet discovered, and has been practically tested and

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Here is a vote of proved to be the finest yet discovered for the manufacture
8271,200 for this railway. For what purpose and on what of bessemer steel. A subsidy was granted some years ago
grounds do the Govemment recommend this to the House ? for this line, and this is simply a reniewal. As has been

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My hon. friend will see that explained the lino is somewhat shorter than tho former
this was voted before, and bas already bon granted y tbone proposed. One of the principal promoters of the lioe
thise was, ote bfor, andmas already be rhnted bete 'is the gentleman who was my adversary at the lat eloction,
House, as, in fact, almost all those subsihees have been, Mr. Burke, and Mr. Marks and al !our leadingPeople at
with the exception of the Central Railway Company,and? ot Arthur are concerned in the enterprise, by havethe Quebec Central Railway. Ail those votes practically associated with them Rnglish capitalista, and they have
have been already voted by the House, and thoseresolutions alroady graded tn miles cf the lino and have admirable
are merely in reference to some change ln the location of surveys made from one end to the other. The lino is now
the lines. sure to go on and tuo ecarried to completion, and it will

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I want to know, develop a truitfal and a rich section of the country.
because I do not remember, the innumerable grants that Mr. COOK. Is Mr. Conmee, the mornber of the Local
have been made- House, interested in this ?

Sir C HARLES TUPPER. It is cited on the face of tbis Mr. DAWSON. I believe hoeÎi.
resolution. Mr. COOK. Has ho obtained a grant from the LoIal

Sir BICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, I know, but for Government for this ?
what purpose ?..Mr. DAWSON. Not a dollar, but they promised one.

Sir CHABLES TUPPER. The object of this e to run a
railway from Port Arthur through a very rich silver and Mr. COOK. I expeet this will only end in emoke too.
iron mineral district, and in which at this moment a very Sir RICH &RD CA RTWRIGHT. The information
large amount of capital is boing expended in its dcvel p given by the hon. mem ber for Algoma (Kr. Dawson) is
nent, It runs to the boundary in a south-westerly direetion very interesting, and we were ail pleaed to hear it, but
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surely the member for Algoma, after wbat was stated by
the Minister of Finance a few weeks ago, does not attribute
this discovery to Americans who went there with diamond
drills, or other such base mechanical plant. The Minister
told us that this was discovered -by reason of the tax that
was put on iron,

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. I do not think this is the
rame locality.
Sir RICI1RD CARTWRIG HT. Oh, yes, it is.

Mr. SPROU LE. I am sorry to see that this opposition
is from Ontario members, where Ontario is gtting so little.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We are not opposing;
we are only making enquiries.

Mr. WATSON. I regret the Government have net seen
fit to aid and assist roads in the west, which have applied
for cash subsidies. This is the only road west of Lake
Superior that bas received a cash subsidy from the Govern.
ment outside of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Other
important roads have asked for cash subsidies and have
been refused, notably the Hudson Bay Railway Campany.
I do hope that at the next Session of Parliament at least,
that the Hudson Bay Railway Company may receive a cash
bonus. It has been explained by the Minister of Finance
and the Minister of Railways before, that it is very hard for
companies to constrnet a road on a ]and grant, and the
Hudson Bay Railway Compauy find themselves in that
position and have asked for a cash subsidy. I do net sup.
pose it is necessary for me to mention the importance of
that undertaking to the North-West. I hope that in a very
near future the Government will see fit to assist roads in the
west by cash subsidies as well as roada in the east. While
land grants are valuable, still it is very hard for a company to
float ita scheme simply on a land grant. It a ppears to me
that many of these cash subsidies for railroads in the east
have beeu granted on account of concessions to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company. It is felt by many people
in the east that every subsidy and every concession granted
to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company should be charged
to the weqt. I tbink fhatt is a great mistake, and such an
idea should not be allcw.d te prevail in this louse.

Mr. McKAY. I regret that the Government bas net
granted a subsidy to 'a railway in the section of country
which I nome from, which was applied for this Session, and
also last Session. The railway I refer te is the South Ontario
Pacifie, whioh was intended te give Hamilton, Brantford,
St. Catharines and a large section of country in westers
Ontario, access to the Onadian Pacifie Railway. The muni-
cipalities in that part of the o>untry have very largely aided
railways for the purpose of gaining access to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and also for the purpose of secui ing railway
competition. We now find ourselves shut off from any com-
petition by conneetion with that railway. Althoagh the
Government have net seen proper to grant us any aid this
year, we hope they wilI give our claims fair consideration
in the future. We are asking nothing more thaR is just, and
we feel that the claims of that part of the country for rail.
way accommodation are very great. Other parts of the
Dominion have been given b heoame advantage that we are
asking for, and I hope the Goverament will teke. our claims
into consideration.

Sir 01HA4RLIS TUPP8&R My bon. friend, çmd every
member of this committee will see, by looking over the
resolutions, that the Government have adhered as stria-i
gently as ibeyspossibly could te the polioy adopted thifyear
ofgrantingànoadditionalsubsidi.Only twoe eptions have
been m#de, and they rost on very exceptional circumstances.
One has already been referred te, that of the line from the
Windsor And Annapolis Railway te Lunenberg. The granti
te this railway is in pursuance of a positive pledge made on1

Sir RICHAD CARTWRIGRT.

the floor of this House two years ago. That, f coure,
hon. gentlemen wili see we oould not reoede from. The
other grant, which also stands on an exceptional basis, i te
provide for a line from Lévis, opposite Quebec, to the Short
Lino Railway, known aes the Atlantic and North-Western
Railway, which the Oapadian Pacifie Railwty 0%mpany are
under contract to carry down to the pprts of St. John and
Halifax, so as to p-ovido con nection in our country betweon
our winter port and the terminus of the Canadaan iacico
Ragway. The present vote is an extension of the grant
formerly made to that company. With t4e xception of
those two grants, which rest on exceptional circumstances,
there je abiolutely nothing in these resolutions to extend
what the House bas already appropriate't; and I can only
assure my hon. friend wbo has just addremsed the House that
it was with the deepest regret that the Goverament were
obliged to turn a deaf ear to the representations mad by
the very large deputation which came from that section of
the country which ho speaks of, and stated in very strong
and forcible language the great importance of giving assist-
ance to the railway communication to which ho has refer-
red; but they felt the same reluctance in a number of other
cases, notably in my own Province. It was represent4d
and very forcibly, that the Counties of Sheilburne and
Queen's were the only cr>untiei in the Province of Nova
Scotia which were absolutely left without any railway con-
nection with the other portions of the country; and
although we felt the strong claims which they had to con.
sideration, yet this year, in conformity with the statement
1 made to the House, while our policy was not changed, it
was absolutely necessary tocall a halt, and not increase
the public buidens in this direction at present. Therefore
we bave been obliged to postpone a number of important
claims from the different Provinces-Quebec, New Bruns-
wick, Ontario and I may say the North-West. The hon.
gentleman who had just referred to the question of the
Hudson Bay Railway, is aware that Parliament
bas appropriated a very large land grant for that
work; but I quite recognise the truth of the statement
the hon. gentleman has made, that in the first in-
stance it is almost impossible to construct a railway out of a
land grant. Tho reason for this vote to which ho has taken
excpi.cp. in contrast with what bas been done in the
North-West, is that the land along the lino cf this railway
from Port Arthur ta the boundary do not belong to us, but
te the Province of Ontario, and, therefore, we could not assist
it in any other way than in the way the House determined
two years ago to assist it, namely, by a money subsidy. I
trust that at a future Session the Government will be in a
position to give much more liberal consideration to those
great and important projects to which the hon. gentlemen
on both &ides of the House have drawn attention, than is
possible on the present occasion. These resolutions embrace
a number of roads for which praotically al this money has
been voted before, exoept the two oqmpanies to yhich I
have alluded.

Mr. LANGELLE R (Quebec). I am afraid thattbis aub.
4idy will not ho auffic&ent to secure thke construction of that
portion of tbe railway to Chicontimi. The amount is only
396,O0, and the distance is 62 miles from the present
terminus at Lake St. John to Chicoutimi. It would seem
that this resolation is not quite oorxect. 4m£uidy grant-
ed last year was not granted to the Quebec and Lake St.
Joh» Railway Company; but it was gri>tqd to a local
company for a lino from the terminus cf tb XLake st.
John Railway at Lake St. John to %hicoutimi. i think
I may say without fear of contradiction that 4hat om-
pany was formed for no other purpose than to make
some money out of the subsidy. They never could con-
ceive the ¶ilea of building puch a branch as au inde-
pendent lino. Lst year uthe Lke St, John Railwa7
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Company tried to get a subsidy, but they were opposed by
this local company; and, unfortunately for the Lake St. John
Company, there were some persons in the local company who
had a good deal of influence over the Government. The
local company went to the Lake St. John Company and said:
If yon want to get the subsidy give us $20,000, and we will
consent to the transfer of the subsidy to your company,
That sm was so extravagant,compared to the total amount
of the subsidy, that the Lake St. John Railway Company
positively reiused. At last the company yielded to a certain
extent, and they had te promise $6,000 to that boodling com
pany, for it was nothing else, the president of which was the
late Tory member for Chicoutimi and Saguenay, and the
directors of which were ail friends of the Government. ex-
pecting to derive some benffit out of their influence with the
Government. They got that 86,000, so that practicadly the
Lake St. John Railway Company are getting the subsidy
less that amount. I think, therefore, that the subsidy should
have been increased by so much, which, through no fault of
their own, the Lake St. John Rilway Company have to pay
to the local company.

Mr. AMYOT. I would suggest that the word Chicoutimi
be changed. The terminus is not Chicoutimi, but the rail-
road passes through Chicoutimi and goes to Ha Ia Bay.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That will not affect the loca-
tion, because it says "towards Chicoutimi or from Chicon-
timi,

Mr. LANGELIER. It does not matter much this year,
because the company will have to comne back again to get
an increased subsidy, for it cannot with this amount reach
Chicoutimi.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This subsidy will not prevent
the parties coming back if they find it necessary.

To the Temiseonata Railway Company, for 20 miles of their branch
railway from Edmundston towards the St. Francis River, in the Province
of Quebee, in lieu of the subsidy granted by 50-51 Victoria, Ohapter 24,
a subsidy of $100,000.

Mr. LANGELIER (Quebec). There is a mistake in the
resolution. It should be "St. John River" instead of " St.
Francis River."

Sir HECTOR LINGEVIN. It should be St. John.

To the Quebec Central Railway Oompanv, for the construction and
completion of a line of railway from Saint Francis station to a point on
the Atlantic and North-West Railway, near Moose Head Lake, 90 miles,
in lien of the balance of the subsidy. unearned, granted by 47 Victoria,
Chapter 8, a subsidy not exceeding $23,345 per annum for twenty years,
or a guarante eof a like sum for a like period as interest on the bonds of
the Company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Strike out $23,345 and sub-
stitute $21,191.54 and add at the end: "such annual subsidy
for twenty years, representing a grant in cash of $288,000."
Also change "Moose Head Lake " to "Moose River."

Mr. LANGBLIER (Quebec). Have the Government as-
certained that that subsidy will be sufficient to enable the
oompany to build the railway ? I think they asked
8500OO0 Iast year to build it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think there is any
doubt of their being able to build it with this subsidy.

To the Central Railway Company of New Brunswick, a grant as
subsidy (the road to be first laid with new steel rails weighing not legs
than 56 Ibe. per lineal yard, and after an Order in Council has been
pased authorising their transfer te the company) of 4,052 tons of used
mron rails and fasteninge loaned to the St Maties' and UTpbam Railway
Company, now forming part of the Central Railway, which rails and
itenings stand in the Publie Accounts as an asset of $83,612 54.

Mr. ELLIS. I would like to call the attention of the
hon. the Finance Minister to the necessity Of seeing, when
bargaina of this kind are made, that the railway should be
run. This St. Martin's and Upham Rai lway does not run in
winter at all, nor does the Kent Northern. I will not find
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fault with the latter because the proprietor did as well as he
l could, but the St Martin's and U pham road ceases to run in

winter entirely. The Caraquette road closed up last winter
ut a vory awkward time, when a number of the merchants
of St. J,bn were trying to make shipments of fish to the

1 West Indies, as an experiment.
Sir CRARLES TUPPER. The hon, gentleman will see

that this resolution will ga a long way towards accomplish-
ing the object ho bus in view, because the company go to
tho expense of railing their track with new steel rails, and
until they do that they cannot obtain any advantage from
this resolution. This will render the conpany much more
likelv to continue to keep their road open than formerly.
I do not think there was any condition made, whon these
rails were originially lent, of the kind the hon gentleman
refers to, but it would have ben a very proper condition.

Mr. ELLIS. With regard to the Caraquette road, I
think the Dominion bas given it about 8180,000 so far, and
that road was shut up ail w nter, so much so that it became
a matter of enquiry in the Legislature.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That was very wrong.

To the Elgin Petitcodiac and Havelock Railway Company of New
Brunswirk, a grant as subsidy (the road te be first laid with new steel
rails weighing not leas than 56 lbs. per lineal yard, and after an Order
in Council has been passed authorising their transfer to the Company)
of 2,201 tons of u3pl iron rails and fastenings loaned to the Elgin Branch
Railway, now foi ming part of th Kigin, Petîiteodiac and Havelock Rail-
wav, whi rails anl fstenings stind in the lPublic Acconets as an asset
,or $4252 82.

To the Kent Northern Railway Company of New Brunswick, a grant
as subsidy (the road to be first laid with new steel rails weighing not
les than 56 lbs. per lineal yArd, and after an Order in Counecil hasbeen
passed autborising their transfer to the company) of 2,549 tous of used
iron rails and fastenings loaned to this company, which rails and fasten-
inge stand in the Public Accounts as an asset fur $58,334.27.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Will there be any time fited
for rnaking this change ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, but they cannot obtain
possession of the old rails until tho truk is laid with new
steel 'ails, so that they get no bondeit until they make the
charu go.

To 1' ilalifax Cotton Company, of Nova Scot is, a grant as subsidy
(tif a rondlte be flrat laid with new steel rails weiging not less than 6
lbs per liroisi yard, aud a'tter an Order hla(Jounci I hnoiteen ipatmiid
authoriing their transttr to the company) of 235 tons cf usAd iron raIls
sA f:stenings loaned to the compauy, wlîch rails and fastenings stand
ie the Public Accouets as an asset ftor $ 1,335.

Mr. JOYIES (Halifax). I would like to ask the Minister
of Finance to explain this. An amnount of 869,000 was
paid by the city of IIalifax for constructing that
siding, and it appears to me that, if any grant is to be
made, it should be made pro raia to the city of Halifax. I
have no objection to the granting of the amount, but I
think it should not be granted to the Cotton Company when
the city actually paid for the siding. Thon, I presume that
the Cotton Company have no control over the branch as
against the publie, but it is open to the public?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume so-certainly.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I know that an impression pre-
vailed that the company could control it in some way, but
I understand that is not the case, and it should beso stated.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. This does not change the
position at ail. Whenever they put the new steel rails,
whoever the owners iof the road may be will receive the
old rails.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The road belongs to the Govern.
ment.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think so.

Mr. JONES (H aifax). It is a part of the Intercolonial
Railway, and I think the Government should return this
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amount to the city of Halifax, as the road belongs to the
Government.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think so.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). It must belong :either to the

Government or to the company.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We let them have the rails

and we run the road, but I do not understand that this road
belongs to the Goverument, because, if that were so, this
would be entirely unnecessary, as the rails would be ours.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understand that a part of the
cost was paid by the company and there was some expendi-
ture by the Government, and $9,000 was paid by the city of
Halifax.

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. That was an assistance which
was given to the company.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If you are going to make a
rebate, the taxpayers of Halifax ought to have a share.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The citizens of Halifax
simply gave, as we gave, some assistance to the company
to build the road.

Mr. JONES (Ilalifax). Yes, but if you are making a
return, the citizens of Halifax are entitled to a share.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We are not making any
return, but simply enabling the company to change the old
rails for steel rails,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). But it is a Government road.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think so. If it were
so, this resolution would be entirely unnecessary.

To the Steel Company of Canada, in Nova Scotia, a grant as subsidy
(the road to be firet laid with new steel rails weighing not less than 66
Ibs. per lineal yard, and after an Order in Council bas been passed
authorising their transfer to the company) of 597 tons of used iron rails
and fastenings loaned to the com pany, and which rails stand in the
Public Accounts as an asset for $11,964.66.

To the Albert Railway Company'cfNew Brunswick, a grant as subsidy
(the section of road to be first laid with new steel rails weighing not less
than 56 Ibo. per lineal yard, and after an Order in Council has been
passed authorising their transfer to the company) of 726 tons ofused
iron rails and fastenings loaned to the company, and which rails and
fastenings stand in the Pubic Accounts as au asset for $14,665.45.

Mr. WELDON (St. John) I think that is in the bands
of a receiver at present, and is taken out of the hands of
the company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That will not affect it. If
the receiver puts down new steel rails, we wiil have to give
the iron rails to the receiver.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). It is the same in regard to
the Chatham branch.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so.

To the Chatham Branch Railway of New Brunswick, a grant as sub-
sidy (the road to be first laid with new steel rails weighing not less than
86 Ibe. per yard, and after an Order in Council has been passed author-
lsing their transfer to the compauy) of 958 tons of used iron rails and
fasteninga loaned to tbis company, which rails and fasteningà stand in
the Public Accounts as an asset for $24,439.84.

rails were laid two or three years ago or one year ago, if
they are good steel rails, whether that will be considered
a compliance with the terms of the resolution.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think so.

On resolution 2,
All the lines, for construction of which subsidies are granted, shall

be commenced within two years from the first day of August next, and
completed within a reasonable time, not to exceed four years, to be fIxed
by Order in Council, and shall also be constructed according to de-
scriptions and specifications, and upon conditions to be approved by
the Governor in Council, on the report of the Minister of Railways and
Canais, and specified in an agreement to be made in each case by the
company with the Government, and which the Government is hereby
empowered to make ; the location aiso of every such line of railway
shall be subject to the approval of the Governor in Council ; and ail
said subsidies respectively, payable in cash, shall be payable out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada by instalments, on the com-
pletion of each section of the railway of not less than ten miles, pro-
portionate to the value of the portion so completed in eomparison with
that of the whole work undertaken, to be established by the report of
the said afinister or upon completion of the work subsidised.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I shotld like to ask in what con-
dition the Short Line Railway is, whon it will be
opened, and what the savings will be in distance
between Montreal and St. John and between Montreal
and Halifax, because it has been stated that, owing to
changes in the route, the saving will not be so great as by
tho route originally contemplated. I would also like
to ask in what position the negotiations are in refer-
ence to the Western Counties Railway, as to filling
up the gap between Annapolis and Digby. Perhaps the
Minister might tell the House at what time the operations
there will be commenced.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am sorry that the hon.
gentleman did not give me notice of these questions,
because I would have been in a position to give more pre-
cise information than I can now. I should be afraid from
memory to estimate the saving in distance by the Short
Line Railway, but I think I can get the figures from the
engineer, and at a future stage, probably to-night, I may be
able to answer the hon.gentleman. I may say that I under-
stand that it is anticipated that, in September, the road will
be opened to St. John, and the other portion of the road from
.Harvey Junction to Moncton will be immediately proceeded
with and completed within the time stated in the contract.
I will, however, get the exact distance from the chief en-
gineer of railways, and make a statement to-night what that
distance will be. I regret to say that the information has
been somewhat unsatisfactory with reference to the arrange-
ments that Mr. Plunkettwas making in England within the
last few days. A hitch bas occurred. I was informed by
Messrs. Baring that the matter had been arranged, and that
a very powerful syndicate had engaged to underwrite the
bonds, that the money was all forthcoming, and that the
matter was settled. But some legal question has arisen
between Mr. Plunkett and the parties with whorn he was
making the arrangement, so that I believe the matter is not
at this moment in so secure a position as i was led to
understand by a communication from the Messrs. Baring a
short time ago.

Mr. MITCHELL. I may state to the Minister-not that Mr. JONES (Halifax). I ar very sorry te hear that any
I can very accurately speak of it, but from general inform- hitch bas occurred; but, in the event of satielactory ar-
ation-that the chief proprietor of that road bas already rangements baing concluded, la the bon. gentleman in a
laid a very considerable portion of it with steel rails, two position te say what course the Gaverument will pursue
or three years ago, and 1 suppose it will be understood that with respect te nndertaking that work? The Minister of
that is a compliance with this provision if ho completes il. Jailways iifoxmed us last Seîson tbat, i the event of

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If he puts new steel rails ne."eiations failing witb private pardes, the Government
there, ho will have a right to the old rails. would immediately proceed te ndertako the work tbem-

selves. A. considerable time has Slow elaPsed. WOE up-ý'
MrMITCIHELL. I know that ho laid down the new posed, froruthe information we had cf Mr. P.uokelt's nego-

steel rails. The old rails were so bad that he had to lay tiatiens, that ho would be able te carry tbrough ibis con-
these new rails, but what I want to know is, if the new solidation sheme, and I regret very mach that ther. has

Mr. Jorrfs (Ua.afax).
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been any failure in that respect. But if such should un-
fortunately prove to be the case, and he should not suc.
ceed, will the Government then undertake the work ? Will
they allow it to remain any longer, or will they not pro-
ceed, as was intimated by the Minister of Railways last
Session, to have that gap completed without more delay ?

Sir CHARL9 TUPPER. The hon. gentleman is aware
that the louse has authorised the Government to put in
that gap themselves, and they attach the greatest impor-
tance to that gap being completed at an early day. I bave
no doubt that unless satisfactory arrangements can be made
promptly to carry out that 15 miles that is required to
connect the Windsor and Annapolis Railway with the
Western Counties Railway,andgive us direct communication
between Halifax and Yarmouth, the Government will
promptly undertake the work.

Resolutions reported and concurred in.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduced Bill (No. 140) to
authorise the granting of subsidies in aid of the construc-
tion of the lines of railway therein mentioned.

Bill read the first and second times, and House resolved
itself into committee.

(In the Committee.)
On section 2,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I want to add after the

words " completion of each section of the railway" the
words "to the satisfaction of the Minister of Railways."

Mr. MACKENZIE. Why not say to the satisfaction of
the department ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think we had better say the
Minister, because the Minister must have a report from his
engineer; so it amounts to the same t hing.

Bill reported.

SUPPLY-PAUPER IMMIGRATION.

Sir CEARLES TUPPER moved that the flouse again
resolve itself into Committee of Supply.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am not going to make
a motion, but I have a few words to say before we separate
on a question which I have twice brought to the notice of the
Minister of Agriculture, a question that is attracting a good
deat of attention in my Province at any rate, and especially
in the chief cities. Hon. gentlemen will, I dare say, recol-
lect that I interrogated the Minister of Agriculture soma
weeks ago, almost a month ago, on the question whether
the Goverument had seen .it to take precautions to prevent
unfit persons from settling in Canada, in view of the large
immigration which was expected. After that I brought the
subject a second time under his consideration with respect
to certain resolutions passed by the city council of Toronto,
who declared on their authority as municipal officers that a
considerable number of such persons had in the past been
made chargeable on the public rates. I do not know
whether the Minister'a attention has been directed
to the subject, but since that time there bas been a consider-
able number of complaints in the newspapers pointing out
that a large number,~or, at ail events, an appreciable percent-
age of these persons who were coming out, were persons who
had been apparently shipped to this country by divers
charitable institutions and municipal bodies in England, for
the purpose of getting rid of weakly and infirm persons who
were apt to become a charge on their parish rates. Now,
I happen to know that is a practice which has been had re-
courseto more or lees by English parish authorities on several
occasions, and I know also that the American authorities

have had to take rather severe steps to prevent that country
from being made a sort of dumping ground, as it was pro-
perly called, for the refuse of the European population. I
entertain myseif, and a good many other gentlemen enter-
tain, rather strong views as to the expediency of preventing
that, and I take this opportunity of pointing eout te the
Minister, and also to bis colleagues, tbat they must be beld
responsible if, in the present immigration which is now
coming to Canada, any percentage of those persons,
such as I have described, are allowed to land on our
shores, without stops being taken either to punish
those who land them or send those persons back to
the land froma whence they came. There appoars to be a
likelihood that this evil to which I have alluded may assume
considerable proportions. I have reeeivod private des-
patches from one or two quarters, in which the parties
intimate that the statements made in some of the news-
papers, notably in the Mail newspaper, are not exaggerated,
and that a certain porcentage, how large I cannot say, but
that a certain number of persons, who are untt to become
good or useful settlers, are now boing landed in Canada; and,
therefore, I de-ire to take this occasion of pointing out
that the Government has beenwarned one, twice and thrice
over against the risk, and that apparently the Government
have not taken, and are not taking, any efficient steps to
prevent that class of persons being brought into this coun-
try; and I would add this, that I have myself over and
over again interrogated persons who were brought to this
country by the representations of differont immigration
agents. I am unwilling to believo that the regularly
authorised agents of the country e >uld have made such
representations as th-se poor persons a11ýLred to have
been made to them, but I have no doubt whatever
that a great many of the agents of the railways and
steamship companies are utterly unscrupulous in indue-
ing persons to come to this country either as assisted immi-
grants or in any other way. They care nothing whether
those persons are fit or unfit to become settiers of Canada,
and I am inclined to believe that in the future the evil will
increase unless tolerably stringent steps are taken by the
Government to make it very unprofitable and very unpleas-
ant for any steamship company or any association whatever
to be concerned in bringing that class of people here; and,
further, I am strongly of the opinion that many of those
persons should be returned to the country from which they
came at the expense of the parties who landed them on our
shores, and particularly the steamboat companies. i have
many times, as 1 have said, conversed with those persons
who came here, and I think that inducements were
held, which were impossible of fulfilment, and they
are brought hure sometimes under circumstances of extreme
hardship, and very often have to make their way back
again. That is the lesser of the two evils, and I
would far rather that such persons should find their
way back again than remain here. There is another
point to be considered, and it is this: that a very
considerable number of our own people are leaving this
country, and when you bring this class of persons here you,
to a considerable extent, eontribute to drive out persons
who form a much more valtuable class of the population, our
own people, I think before we part the Government should
give us some assurance that effective stops will be taken in
this matter. If the Minister of Agriculture will examine
some of the reports made, which appear to be credible, and
which to a certain extent were confirmed by the statements
made, as I have said, by private parties in communications
made to me, the hon. gentlemen will agree that there is a
risk that this may become a rather serions evil, and that
the Government should take stops to render this kind of
thing impossible for the future.

Mr. CARLING. I can assure the hon. gentleman that the
Government are quite alive to the neoossity of preventing
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pauper immigration coming into this country, and, as I stated
before when the ELtimates were under discussion, stops bad
been taken by communicating with our agents in England,
Ireland and Scotland, and aiso with the steamboat com-
panies and their agents, and protesting in the strongest
manner against any pauper emigrants being brought to
Canada. With regard to the statements that have been
made by my hon. friend as to pauper immigrants being
dumped into the city of Toronto, I may say that astatement
of that kind was sent to the department and aliso to the
Immigration Committee. The Immigration Committee
as well as the Department of Agriculture wrote back
to the city of Toronto asking for particulari, and up
to the present time we have not received any reply. We
wanted to ascertain where those immigrants came from, and
exactly how many there were, and when they were damped
in Toronto, so that we could make enquiries to where they
had come from, and protest against their boing brought into
the country. I can only assure my hon. friend that I am
quite alive to the necessity of preventing unsuitable immi-
grants coming to the country, and I am sure the Govern-
ment will take every step possible to prevent such immi-
grants arriving here.

Mr. TROW. I am under the impression, Sir, that this
matter bas been somewhat exaggerated. We ail know that
during the winter season a num ber of people from the rural
districts who cannot get employment congregate in our
cities and towns, and that the result is they become objects
of charity. I know from the papers publisbed in the old coun-
try, which I consider very good authority, that all tibose who
were sont ont bore by benevolent and charitable institutions
are thoroughly inspected, before they leave these homes, by
modical mon, and that a very small proportion, not more
than one-seventh of those that are in those homes, are sent
out here. It is, I believe, the best class as a rule that are
sent out. In the city of Stratford, in which i reside,
it is a pleasant sight to see those little waifs walking around
and taking an airing under their respective teachers at
certain hours in the day. We can see that in many instances
they have a more healthy appearance even than our own
children. I believe that the matter has been exceedingly exag.
gerated. Our country requires population, and if we can get
children reared to the ages of 10 or 12 years, brought out from
the old country, it is very desirable that we should have them.
I deprecate the policy of individuals, and of the Govern.
ment, in endeavoring to check those from emigrating, for
we require immigration as our lands are totally useless
without settlers. The moment they come here they add
something to the revenue of this country. They must add
to it boing consumers, and in ai voiy short ti me they become
producers, and thus add to the wealth of this great nation
as we do ourselves. If we bad a million of such waifs spread
over the Dominion-in Manitoba and the North-West, in the
Lake St. John region, and in many other portions of Quebee,
New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, and Ontario, where
tilere are plenty of lands for settlement, it would be much
botter for the country. It would be much more preferable,
instead of checking immigration of that description, that we
should have thousands come out here of the proper clas.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend wholly
misunderstand me and probably did not listen to what I
was saying.

Mr. TROW. Yes I did.
Bir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I was not referring to

the immigration of children from those homes at ail. It
may be good or it may be bad, and I have nothing to say
about it. I was referring to a totally distinct and most
undesirable class of immigration, and I know, whether the
hon. gentleman does or not, that a considerable number of
pauper and infirm immigrants, who would be a charge on
the parish rates at home, have been brought to thia oountry.

er. CAaLUINae.

I know, if my hon. friend does not, that in England the
parochial authorities have attempted, and are attempting, to
send a considerable number of that class here, and I know,
if my hon. friend does not know, that they have been
charges in my own city of Kingston to a very considerable
extent on the benevolence of the inhabitants. I am informed
that the case is the same in Toronto and other towns.
I speak only of what I know, and I have seen a
number of immigrants brought ont here who ought
never to have been sent ont as settlers to Canada; people
who were not fit to be settlers, and who could only be
charges on the country. I know perfectly well from exper-
ience of the old country in former times, and from what I
know is takiing place there now, that the English parochial
authorities are constantly disposed to get rid of those bur-
dens and to shift them on other countries. The immigration
expenses out here have become so very trifling that it is
far cheaper for the parochial authorities in the old country
to pay the passages for those people than to koep thom for
a single half year in the poor-house at home. There is a
risk here, and I think that the Minister of Finance, who
has paid attention to the subject, knows that there is a risk.
As to the absolute percentage I cannot speak, but the thing
has been done, is being doue, and in my judgment-but
that is only a matter of opinion-is likely to be much more
extensively done, unless you take pains to prevent it. But
the children in what are called the Barnardo and other
homes are a totally distinct class, and I have not made any
reference to them, because I do not know anything about
them. It may be and perhaps is the case, although it is
disputed, that the greater portion of those poor littie waifs
-who certainly do deserve compassion if any human beings
do-are brought out at a sufficiently early age to become
valuable citizens. What I refer to is the pauper immigrant
who cannot be made and never will be made a very good
settler.

Mr. SPROULE. As a member of the Committee on
Agriculture and Colonisation I may say that this subject
has engaged our attention at considerable length. The only
two districts in Canada from which complaints about im-
migrants came were the citios of Toronto and Montreal.
Upon investigation it was found that every single one of
those parties complained of in the city of Montreal, was
employed at remunerative wages and was doing well. So
far Ib complaint was not by any means well founded, and
I believe it was disproven. The committee sont back to
Toronto for information to find out how many immigrants
were complained of, their nationality and every information
about them, but up to the last sitting of the committee
such information was not received and we have no infor-
mation as regards Toronto to let us know whether the evil
was great or smaill, or teoenable us to remedy it. At all
events those were the only two places in Canada from which
complaints came.

Gen. LAURIE. As I have had agooddeal todo with as-
sisting and bringing emigrants to this country and advising
people to come out bore, i may perhaps contribute a word
to this discussion. The immigrant from England is advised
to come out bore in the spring and he is told that this is
the time when there is plenty of work. Spring in England
and here are not exactly at the same time, and the emigrant
starts under the impression that ho will arrive in this
country when the spring work is going on. Hie arrives in
March. The farmer dces not want a large amount oflabor
then, and as the immigrant is landed in a town ho is foroed
to romain there and the people feel that h.eis a bard&n
upon them. They would rather ho did not come. They
complain that ho is an unsuitable and undesirable immigrant
because the unfortunate man is unable to get work. Over
and over again the immigration agent at lifax has writ-
ton to me in Maroh and April, asking me if I oould fid work
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for immigrants. The steamships can only bring a certain
number at each passage, and those who arrive early cannot
get work; the immigration agent does his boetto place them,
but in spite of every effort a certain number remain idle on
his bands. But now the case is different. He writes:

"A. short time since I could not get the Flaces to put people into, but
now I Canet get people to fil the place.

There is the secret. The immigrants come before the work
is ready. for them in the agricultural districts, and neces-
sarily they are loft in the towns until that work opens up.
Then there is more than enough work for them

Mr. WRITE (Renfrew). I do not want to prolong this dis-
cassion, but as chairman of the Committee on Immigration
and Colonisation, I may be pardoned if I say a word or two
with reference to what has fallen from the hon. member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright). I agree with hi m
that it is the duty of the department to use every effort in
their power to prevent the immigration of the pauper
inhabitants of workhouses. This subject, as the hon. member
for East Grey (Mr. Sproule) bas stated, was brought to the
attention of the committee by a resolution passed by the
City Couneil of Toronto, and that resolution was supported
before the committee by Mr. Jury on behalf of the Knights
of Labor. But both the resolution and the statements made
by Mr. Jury were indefinite as to the kind of people who
were seeking employment in Toronto. We were unable
to ascertain from the statements made before the corn-
mittee whether those people who were willing to work
during the winter for $3 a week were immigrants
who had come eut during the past season, or natives oi
Canada, or persons who had resided in the country a consi-
derable length of time. I do not propose to refer to the other
matter to which the hon. member for South Perth (Mr.
Trow) bas referred, because that is not, as I undertand it,
the objection which the hon. member for South Oxford
makes. His objection is that pauper immigrants ought not
to be allowed to come to the country. I entirely agree with
him, and the Committee on Immigration and Colonisation
took the same view, and if the Government adopt steps to
prevent the immigration of theose pauper immigrants, I
think they will be doing a good work for the country. I do
not think, however, that an able-bodied immigrant coming
from the other side of the water, who i able and willing to
work, ought to be prevented from coming to Canada because
ho happens to have no means. It is the infirm and those who
are unable to help themselves, and who are likely to be made
a charge upon the charitable institutions of this couritry, who
ought teobe prevented from coming bore if possible, and I
think that might be done by the department making repre-
sentations through the High Commissioner to the parochial
authorities in the old country. A complaint also came to the
committee from Montreal, indirectly through Mr. Jury, that
certain Belgians bad been induced to come to this country, as
they supposed under the authority of the Government of an-
ada, by a Mr. Wattela, who had uced paper on which ho had
printed the heading of the department of immigration in Can-
ada,and who had made contracte with them to come to Can-
ada, promising them a certain rate of wages. Those immi-
grants came to Montreal, and the complaint made was that
,he agreement which Mr. Wattela bad made with them had
not been carried out, that work was not found for thom at
the rates agreed upon when they left their own country.
That was something which the Government had no control
over, and which it was impossible for them to provide
against. But on investigation it was found that although
they were disappointed in the engagement they had made
with Mr. Wattela, they bd all fennd employment shortly
after their arrival in Montreal. 80 that the complaints
made to the committee were very limited in number, and
the evidence given before the committee went to show that
the evil did not exite omo great an extet as was repre-

sented, or there would have been stronger representations
than those that were made. But if the evil existe, I think
the department ought to adopt such measures as will pre-
vent that class of immigrants to whorm the hon. momber
for South Oxford refers, from coming into the country.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. member for South Oxford said
that ho knew of his own knowloge that a number of these
parties had been brought to Kingston, and were now a
charge on that locality. We have an immigration agent at
Kingston, a very excellent man, who makes a report to us
every month of thenumber and class of immigrants who arrive
there, and we have not reoeived from hima any report that
any such as the hon. member describes have been dumped
down there. But if the hon. member is aware of his own
knowledge that a number of such parties have been brought
to Kingston, I shall be excoedingly obliged if be will lot the
departmon t have the information-the names of the parties,
where they came from, how many, and who brought them
to the country.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will cause a con.
munication to be made to the hon. gentleman; but I did
not rofer to this season's operations, but to the assistance
which had been given by charitable societies and persons
in Kingston to that class of persons. It was what one might
call the débris of last year's oporations that I referred to,
not this year's. And I do not know that they were brought
to Kingston. They trooped back, I suppose, s is commonly
the case.

Mr. CARLING. I would like to obtain information
about those persons who bcrome a charge on the munici-
palities; but I believe that in many cases they are people
who go to the large cities from the country. I know that
in the city of London, which I represent, and in other cities
are to be found people who have become indigent and
paupers and have drifted thore from the country, and I
fancy that when the returns are obtained it will be found
that a large number are from rural districts. However, I
shall be glad if the hon. gentleman can give the department
information as to those parties ho mentions, either as to.this
year or last year. I can assure the hon. member that the
Governmont are taking every precaution to prevent any-
thing like a pauper immigration boing brought to this
country.

Mr. LAURIER. I think there caun b no doubt that in
certain parts of Europe the municipal authorities have been
in the habit of sending to this country paupers who have
been a charge on therm. They are to be found both in the
United Statesuand in this country. Whoever bas been in
Quebec could not but feel sad at the condition of these
people, and could not but roalise at once that they were not
fit to ho immigrants at ail, and could be of no service to the
community, but, on the contrary, a charge upon it. The
hon. gentleman says that ho will take stops to prevent this;
but what stops will ho take ? As I understand, ho will in-
struct bis agents in Europe to protest against these people
being sent ont bore.

Mr. CARLING. The Government have power under
proclamation to prevent these people landirng, and if we find
through our agents at Halifax or at Quebec that any large
number of them are being brought to the country, we shall
issue a proclamation to prevent them landing.

Mr. LAURIER. I was going to remark that the United
States authorities would not heitate, in certain instances, to
avail themselves of a similar power.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to ask the hon.
Minister whether any steps have been taken to get Mr.
Baker to return te Qu'Appelle, and whether hoei really
now as much needad uptiere as the hon, gentleman sup.
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posed he was, when we were discussing this subject before ?
The hon. gentleman knows that the election in Russell is
over, and there is not the same urgent necessity for his
presence in Rassell that there was three weeks ago,
and I am sure the flouse will be interested in knowing
wbether Mr. Baker bas been instructed by the hon. gentle-
man to return to his post of ordinary duty, seeing the extra
work is ended.

Mr. CARLING. I may state to my bon. friend, who
takes such an interest in Mr. Baker's welfare, that Mr.
Baker had a perfect right to ask for leave of absence, and it
is not usual to refuse leave when asked for, especially as
Mr. Baker is a very good officer.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No doubt, he is a very good
officer.

Mr. CARLING. He is a very good offi3er, and a highly
respectable man-a man who at one time represented a con-
stituency in the Local Legislature. I believe ho is now at
Qu'Appelle attending to his duties, after having visited his
friends in the county of Russell.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman has not
dealt with Mr. Baker exactly in the same way, in oonse-
quence of his exercise of his perfect right, as ho dealt with
the French translators, who were endeavoring to exorcise
their perfect right.

Mr. CARLING. I am not aware that Mr. Baker bas
taken upon himself to abuse any member of Parliament or
vilify his character.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It is not my intention to pro-
long the discussion, nor would I have made any remarks
whatever had it not been for the remarks made by the hon.
member for East Grey. That hon. gentleman virtually
ignores the statements of those who have made complaints
in reference to immigrants in Montreal, when ho said the
complaints made were totally disproved.

Mr. SPROULE. I said with regard to parties not being
employed; I did not say with regard to the difference be-
tween the wages they expeoted to get and the wages they
got.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Well, with regard to the parties
not being employed, I totally differ froin the hon. gentle.
man as to the proof which he believes to be substantially
correct. We have letters and statements from parties
living there that these people were not employed and were
in need, and that they had been totally, or nearly so,
neglected. Now, what proof have we to the contrary ?
We have two letters, one from Mr. Daly, immigration agent,
and the other from the other immigration agent in Mon-
treal. I should say that the opinions of parties not inter.
ested should have as much weight with the House as those
of the agents, who are interested in showing that they
attended to their work and whose interest it is to make as
favorable a report as possible. I do not wish to say a word
against immigration, but I say that the course suggested by
the hon. momber for South Oxford is the proper one for
the Govern ment to pursue. They should exercise vigilance
to see that those immigrants who come here should be of
the right kind; and I hope that in the future the Govern.
ment will see that we have a botter class coming to this
country than many of those who have already been sent
out.

Mr. SPROULE. If there is anything like authentic
information to be had, we have reason to believe that we
have it. The hon. gentleman discredits the Government
agent who wrote the report, giving the namos of these men,
where employed, and what wages they were getting, and
who showed that the lowest wages were 81 a day, and the
highest $2.50 per day. I do not See what botter informa.

Mr. MILLs (Bothwell).

tion we could have. We have further the evidence of
another gentleman, who, I bolieve, is a reputable man, to
the same effect.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Before you leave the Chair, Sir, I
would like to ask the Government how item 12, "for
grounds around publie buildings at Ottawa, 89,500," is
spent ?" Is that for the purpose of keeping up the conser-
vatory ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is expended in keep-
ing the grounds and the conservatory and the gardons
around the buildings in good order.

Mr. LAN DERK[N. What does the conservatory cost ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I cannot say just now, as I

have not my memoranda here. Thore are two men employed
there, and, of course, during the summer, two or three more
to look after the gardons.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I mention this because the other
day I visited that institution, and asked the caretaker if he
would give me a flower. In reply, ho said he had received
instructions not to give out any flowers, that they woreused
exclusively for the Ministers' tables. I would like to know
just how much we have to pay for the Ministers' flowers.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I would call the attention ofthe Gov-
ern ment to the fact that during this Session there have been
ninety-nine Orders of the House granted for returns. I have
endeavored to get a few returns that I ordered very early
in the Session, one as early as the 27th February. That
retura is not brought down yet, and there are two others.
Three returns have been brought down. The Minister of
Agriculture brought down one a short time ago. But I
would call the attention of the Government to this point:
If we are to discharge our duties as an Opposition, we must
be furnished with the necessary information to enable
us to examine into the public expenditure. There are
several returns that I have asked for in regard to matters
which I was very anxious to examine into which have
not been brought down, and it is impossible for mem-
bers on this side of the House to discharge their duties if
they are not furnished with the roturns which are necessary
to enable them to investigate the public expenditure. I
find that during this Session there have been ninety-nino
returns ordered, and up to this date only thirty-nine haze
been laid before the House. That is virtually about one in
three, and sixty returns have not been brought down. I
do not think members make motions for the more fun of
making them. They certainly have some object in asking
for a return. I suppose itis impossible to expect, atthis late
stage of the Session, that we should get those returns; but,
if this system is going to be continued next Session, it must
cripple the members of the Opposition in discharging their
duty to the country, and the country expects us to discharge
our duty as well as it expects hon. gentlemen opposite to
discharge theirs.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Whenever the House
orders returns, the Order of the House is sent to the de-
partment to which the matter belongs, and there they pre-
pare the papers as fast as they can. Some of these returns
involve a great deal of work-some of them the worir of
months. I do net know what special returns the hon. gentle-
man speaks of, but I believe that the departments work as
well as lhey can in getting up the returns for the House.
I agree with the hon. gentleman that they ought to be pre-
pare<d as fast as possible and sent down to the House; and I
may say further that I think, whenever they are ready,
they should be sent to the Clerk of the House during the re-
cess, so that they may be accessible to members who desire
to look them up.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I might be permitted
to suggeost that possibly the Government are a littie too
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careless in allowing returns to go without considering
whether they can be granted within a reaeonable time and
withont informing members whether they can be got during
the Session. Sometines hon. gentlemen on both sides ot
the House move for returns, without at all intending to
inflict a great amount of work on the departments; and the
Minîsters and those who have happened to be in the Minis-
try know that some of these will involve a great deal of
labor and a great deal of expense, and 1 think it would be
better for the Government to consider these motions for
returns a little more carefully than they have been in the
habit of doing before they are granted. The policy appar-
ently has been to grant these returns as a matter of course,
without stating whether they eau be brought down during
the Session or not. It is clear that one-third of all the
returns ordered during the Session is a very small propor-
tion to be brought down. I think that, this Session, scat cely
one half of the returns moved for in previous Sessions have
been ordered, but scarcely one-half of those ordored have
been brought down.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not think the Government
ought to answer the enquiry of the hon. member for Grey Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I suppose we must
(Mr. Landerkin) with a laugh. accelft this as the masterly review of the Session by the

han. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). It is a soit of
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With a laugh ? omnibus speech, for ho refers to a great many subjocts. In

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yes, the hon. gentleman bas regard to the flowers, of which an hon, member was
forgotten that ho laughed, but that is the only reply we dar 1ved, as ho says, because thoy were wanted for some
have yet had from the Government benches in reference t Minister's table, ail I can say is that, if My colleagues bave
the grounds. My hon. friend made an enquiry so as to been getting flowers from the conservatory, I an very
bring the expeuditure on these grounda under the ' atonbadly used, for I have not had my share. Ihan the hon.of theHoudithre on try.Therobds ertoneattention gontleman talks about <ab-bire. I have a protty good billof the Ilouse and the country. The obýervation whicb ws b cab-hire. I arn an old man, and my bouse is; a good
made to him by the caretaker shows that this expenditure for cab-haway, and oldamanad myahouss good
lias been incnrred for the special benefit of Ministers. We distane aynd I arn afraid that, as long as I hold
have salaries voted for the payment of Ministers, and we my pesont office, the Canadian taxpayer must consent to

haeaare otepfd pay rthose cabs. Tho hon. member for South Oxford
vote the travelling expenses of the Ministers which, when pays ho thinks there is a good deal oflaxity in the granting
they are travelhng on publie business, are paid for out of of motions for returns. I suppose the hon. gentleman looks
the public treasury ; then we have a large sum paid for the back to his own experionce as a Minister, and I think lie
cab-hire of Mnsters which has bee supposed to be a pr~ remembors that was a fault of his Governmont, if it be a
sonal charge upon the Mimisters themselves formerly, but fault, and of evcry Government. It is a delicate thing to
has been charged against the public treasury when Minis'.refuse a motion for a return. und my experiencehas been that
ters were seeking their own comfoi t rath(r than the publie wheneveramotion forartun hsbecîrefused therehs been
interest; but, when the Ministers have taken charge of the apeat dealmofrainathe Governmenthaharged
greenhouse here, and the flowers whieh are itended for the -t da eovents, w ubnw e were in Opposition-1 have heard it
adornment of the grounds, and when they give special '- otten charged agatinst the Governmont: Oh, it is an attompt
structions that those flowers are intended for the adornmont to suppresa or coneoul matters, when roturns have been
of the tables of Ministers when they are giving dinner par- refused. But iL is true Ltat hon. members are too apt to
ties, I think the publie ought to know it; they ought to move for relurns when they are not wanted, when they can
know whether this is in aecordance with the line b.eof no use in the publie interest; sometimes from curios-
drawn by the Speaker in reference to my hon. friend ity, someti mes for the purpose of getting a bit at sonebody
when he was taking some ladies to the gallery the other else, and sometimes from utter ignorance of the quantity of
day or not. The general impression in years gone work that the return involves, aud tue consequent exponse.
by has been that Ministers stood on the same footing If the Opposition to-day wou!d support the Governmont in
as any other hon. member of the House. I believe theex- objecting to returns that were mnoved for, when the mover
penditure on these grounds amounts to many thousads of does not explain at the time the object that the return is
dollars a year, and I would like to know whether, after all, asked for, I think there will be fewer returns asked for, and
it would not be better and cheaper in the public interst to a very considerable saving of money.
pay theMinisters 82,000 or 83,000 a year more and get rid
of this particular charge which is made in their interesit and Sir RICH A R D CA RT W RIGHT. What I suggested to the
on their bohalf. Of course it is ail right that hon. gentle- hon. gentleman was this: I agree with him that it roquires
men on the Treasury benches should have an opportunty a very strong case to refuse a member a motioni for a
of discharging their publie duties with efflciency and with return, when ho declares in bis place in Parliani'nt that
dignity, and with that ability which so eminently distin- ho wants it. I suggest that the Ministers, whoiinder-
guishes so large a number of them, especially the ability stand what will be invoived in a particular returtl, sbould
which they exhibit in regard to the masterly inactivity be at pains, instead of pasimng it as a matter offocourse,
which has attended upon their proposed legislation. But to explain to the member that such and Ft 4î retirn
I think the charge bas been made by my hon. friend and will take a long time and involve a considerag., amount
the statement which was made to him, as he says, that the of cst. My lon. friende behind me, I know, açg. ail rea-
green-house is the exclusive preserve of the Ministers of sonable men, extremely reasonable, and do not W»nt to in-
the Crown-that it is intended for their exclusive use flict unnecessary trouble on the departnments, or gzmqoessary
and benefit, that it is to provide filowers to adora cost on the coui try; and if the Minister states t at parti-

their dinner tables when they invite their guests, enlar returns will be costly, I am sure my hon' nds vwili
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and entertain them in order to promote that personal cor-
diality which ought to exist between Ministers and those who
support them, in order to smooth down the differences
which sometimes occur, and of which we saw one example
this Sestion when there was almost a disruption created
between the First Minister and the Minister of Finance,
when w- saw the First Minit4er compelled to eat humble
pie and to change his policy in the face of Parliament--
sugcsts that perhapq more flowers may be necessary to
smooth over these difficulties and to add to the e>nmfort and
pleasure of the hon. gentlemen and those who support
them. We ought to know what the facts are, and we ought
to bave somo information from the hon, gentleman before
we adjourn. I suppose they are anxious to get away. I am
sure I am.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You have only just come.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think they mi ht take this

opportunity of telling the House what the situation is, and
what are the special claims of Ministers upon this portion
of tho public exponditure ?
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not press for them, unless there be a very good reason.
If, after a Minister makes snch a statement, then tbe hon.
member chooses to say, I admit all that, still, I require it,
thon I would advise that the return be granted, as a rule,
unless there is very strong ground to the contrary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Put the responsibility
on the member.

Mr. MoMULLEN. The returns I asked for were in con.
nection with colonisation companies in the North West.
Now that return was ordered more than two months ago.
I wished to learn the number of colonisation companies,
the amount of money they have paid ont, the settlers they
bave brought in, and the cost of inspection. I asked,
also, for a return, on the 27th February, in connection with
the cost of a law suit, the Queen vs. the St. Catharine's Mil-
ling and Lumber Company. That cannot be a very expen-
sive return.

Mr. MITCHELL. There was a lawyers' bill in it, of great
length.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I dare say it would be lengthy, and
we want to know what the amount of those costs werâ.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I want to mention another matter
thfat was brought to my attention last night, which I con-
sider of so much importance to the farming community of
this country that I must bring it before the House. A
gentleman was talking to me last night about the experi-
mental farm, over which the Minister of Agriculture pre-
sides with so much ability. It is well known to the House
thqt the agricultural farms cost a large amount of money,
which is expended with a view of directing greater attention
to the cause of agriculture. It appears that last year, on
the experimental farm in Ottawa, a large quantity of roots
was raised-the Minister of Agriculture will testify if I am
rightly informed-and the department selected men to take
charge of those roots. They housed them and paid no
attention to ventilation, and in the spring when they came
to take the roots out, they were all rotten. And an hon,
member called and said : "Why, these roots sbould have
been ventilated, and if they had been ventilated, they would
rot have rotted." The man in charge said " I give you to
understand, Sir, that this is an experimental farm."

Mr. SPROULE. They are getting ventilated now ail
right.

fr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. Minister of Public
Works did not reply to the hon. member for Grey with
reference to the necessity of this green-house. For what
purpose is it kept up ? He says there are two or three
men there. Why should the country be called upon to pay
two or throe men simply for keeping up a green-house ?
We are told at last that the flowers are not for the Ministers'
tables, but, what is the necessity for the expenditure under
that head ?

Sir HECTOR LAN1GEVIN. The green-house is for the
purpose of keeping plants ready for the spring. The flowers
are kept there during the winter and in the spring they are
transplanted. They are probably being transplanted at this
moment on the gardons on these grounds. If we had no
green.house, we should have to purchase the fowers every
spring.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). You can buy thom for one-quar-
ter or one-half less.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is the same everywhere
that there are large gardons. We have a place where the
plants are removed in the fali in order to keep them during
winter until sprirg. The hon. gentleman knows ail about
that in Halifax.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Since the ..Speaker gave up
having dinners, there is no necessity for flowers,

SBkr osNA CoewmeGT.

Mr. AMYOT. I beg to communicate te the hon. Minister
of Militia and Defence a smatl matter which is important
to the parties concerned. The following letter is communi.
cated to me:-

"OTTAwi, 7th Kay, 18M8.
"Sz,-In reply t e your biter of thes2srdultime, I am directed b th

Minister of Militia and Defence to inform yon that the naines of Silo
Alexander Ramsay, John D. O'Neil, Ira James Barwis and Wellin n
Edgar BoweIl, have not been returned as entitled to ce:tifietes for aul
grant or scrip.

" In order that their claims may be entertained, it is necessary that
this department may be fnrnished, through the general oieer command.
ing the Miltia, with a certilcate of service from the offloer under
'whom the above mentioned applicants served.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Yourobedient servant,

"HENRY PANET, Colonel,
" Jus WALKR, Usq.,puty Mnir ismd Doj.

" Oalgary, Alberta, N. W. T."

Major Walker, of Calgary, transmitted the same to me with
the following letter:-

"I enclose you communication from the Militia D epartment, which
explains itself. Yon will remember these men were on scouting duty,
north of Calgary, and drew pay as such on pay roll signed and certified
te by you. I believe as scouts in other parts of the Territory received
the scrip, these men should be entitled to it also. Would yen please
take the matter in hand for them, and if possible furnish the Militia De-
partment with the necessary certificate."

Mr. Speaker, I must say that when I left Calgary I re.
ceived a letter from Major Generat Strange who had been
oommanding in the North.Wedt, and he asked me to send
a report of the operations of the 9th, and of the usefulness
of the 9th in that part of the country where it had been
scattered here and there. I sent that report, and I never
saw it afterwards published or referred to. It showed part
of the work done by the French battalion in the North-
West, which has been suppressed. I do not know upon
whom the responsibility rests-but what the 9th Battalion
did there has not been made known to the country and cer-
tainly this is unfair, for both the public and the battalion
have a right to know what work was done in the North-
West. I expect that between the close of this Session and
next Session a remedy will be introduced for that omission
which is a very serious one. There was part of the
report of Major General StraLge suppressed, and the
whole of my report concerning the 9th Battalion
bas been suppressed. As to tihese men 'to whom I have
referred, I am sure if they are entitled to scrip and did not
receive it, it was not my fault. I am only stating the facts
that occurred, as it is my duty to do. Their names will be
found in the many thousand vouchers which I signed when
at Calgary, where I was acting as commandant of the foro.
there, being the senior offloer. I was left there without any
instructions except on two points, which 1 need not parti-
cularise. As such commander I signed all sorts of vouch-
ers, and the names of these men will be found there. If
they are entitled to scrip, I think enquiry should ho made
in the matter, and they should receive the scrip as did any
others who served the country during those troubles,

Sir ADOLPHE CARON. There can be no possible ob.
jection to enquiry being made again in reference to the
names to which the hon, gentleman has just referred. The
hon. gentleman mu.st understand that the s3rip was given
under a statute passed by Parliament, and it was impossible
for the department to go beyond the strict letter of the law
which specified the special cases in whioh scrip should be
given. I will make it a point to look into the matter
again; but the return, which speaksafor itself, and which the
hon. gentleman has jast mentioned, evidently indicates that
those men would not be entitled to their scrip, otherwise
there can be no possible reason why they ahould have been
kept out of it. As to the other point to wWich the hon.
gentleman has referred, the report of Major-General Strange,
that matter las been brought up before Parliament already,
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and it was then sþown by the report and by the answer given
by ibe Major-General that that portion of the report which
referred to the military operations had been published.
There could be no reason why any portion of any report
sbould be kept out of the general report which was pub-
liahed and laid on the Table of Parliament. lowever, this
is a matter which again can be very easily ascertained by
referring to the report which the Major-General bas made
and which was presented through me to Parliament.

,Kr. AMYOT. I do not want any exception to be made
in the case of those men to whom I have referred, but I
simply want their case to be treated thesame as other cases,
If they are entitled to scrip under the statute it should be
given to them, and that motter should not be affected by
the question as to whether part of a report was suppressed
or not, for I wish to see justice done to them. As to the
fact of the suppression of part of the report of Major General
Strangeand the whole of my report, I do not wish to bring
this matter up now, and I only mentioned it incidentally;
but I hope the hon. gentleman will again look into the
matter and see that justice is done, and if not I will call1
attention to it next Session.

Motion agreed to, and House again resolved itself into
Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Fiahery overseers, N.B....... ............... $16,000

Mr. MITCHELL. I have recoived information from my
county that a good many fishery overseers have received
noticesof dismissal. I should like the Minister to explain
how this has occurred.

Mr. FOSTER. When I came into office and became a
little acquainted with the fishery inspection and the way in
which the protection of the fisheries was carried on, I began
to make enquiries into the whole matter. As the resuit of
complaints, which were very numerous and coming in from
aIl quarters, as to inefficiency in the protection of the fish-
eries, I gave general instructions to the officers in the
different Provinces to report ail cases of inefficiency,
my intention being to dismiss ail inefficient men and
to appoint in thoir place special guardians, persons
who were to be employed for the time required at
so much por day during that time. With respect
to the county of Northumberland I found iu the
office a nurnber of reports from Inspecter Venning. I asked
him for a confidential report upon the efficiency of the
fishery protection in New Brunswick. Among these coun-
ties reported on was the county of Northumberland, and
the inspector reported against a number of wardons, as
they wore called, who were receiving $25 or $30 a year and
whom he said were altogether inefficient. They looked upon
the post as a sort of sinecure and that they were entitled to
the pay without doing very much for the protection of the
fisheries, and the inspector recommended that they be dis-
missed and instead of having so many of those smaller
officers, we should parcel ont the district among good offlers
ase overseers and give those officers the option of employing
what special guardians they needed during the principal sea-
son during which the fisheries should be protected, at a oer-
tain rate per day. I carried out that recommendation, and the
result was a number of dismissals of that kind. I have now
parcelled out that part of the country in which this charge
took place under overseers, and have given them authority
to employ up to a certain num ber of special guardians dur.
ing the principal portion of the season, paying them at the
rate of $1.25 a day. When the principal season is over
those men's services will cesse. This accounts for what the
hon. member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) ha. hoard,
and I may say that having adopted this system for two
7ears, Snd to a large exte last year, I bave not only the
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report of Mr. Vonning, but I bave reports generally from
the county of Northumberland that the fishery protection
bas been very much better than during the precedingyears,
and this is attributed to the botter system of protection.
Not one of those offers bas been dismissed for political rea-
sons. I do not ask what the politics of any of the mon are,
snd I bave told my fishery inspectors in overy Province that
if they show that any fishery officer is negloctful of hie
duties and inefficient, if that fact is reported and the report
is sustained, I will dismiss that officer and employ another.

Mr. MITCIIELL. After that explanation, which is a very
reasonable one, I may say thai as the Minister ha. adopted
a policy different frorn that which bas prevailed for many
years, I have uothing further to say about the matter, bocause
bis policy, if it succeeds as I hope it will suoceed, will be
all the better for the interest ot fishery interests. The hon.
gentleman has anticipated me by stating that noue of those
changes were made for political reasons, 1 am glad of that,
because I should b very sorry to sec polities imported into
eitber the removal ci appointment of an officer. What
we want is to obtain the best officer. Previously we
endeavored to obtain good men, but some of them no doubt
have got old and may have become inefficient, and if the
hon. gentleman requires the removal of certain of those,
who may have been reported upou as inefficient, I cannot
say very much against it; but I am glad to find tbe hon.
gentleman bas stated that no political reasons have inspired
the removal of any of thoso mon.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Thore appoar to be no lems
than ton fishory wardons in the county of Victoria, N.B.,
to whom 8515 were puid. That is an ontire waste of money,
for I cannot understand what they have to proteet.

Mr. FOSTER. My hon. friend wili sec that the amount
of money which is expended for the county of Victoria is a
very small amonut, il I mistake not. There has to be
cared for, not only the head waters of the St. John, but
also the Tobique River, which is a valuable salmon stream,
and a large proportion of that money is expended for the
protection of the Tobique River.

Mr. PRIOR. I wish to ask the hon. the Minister of
Marine whether ho bas done anything with regard to the
deop sea fisheries on the British olumbia coast. This
question is a matter of great moment to British Columbia,
as, from the few researches that have been made in regard
te those fisheries, it bas been proved that if the Govern-
ment would spend some money to develop them, they
would be as valuable as those on the Atiantic coast. I also
wish to ask the hoir. Minister if anything nas been done
with regard to the lobster fishery on the Pacifie coat.
There is no reaseon, it seems to me, why the lobster fishery
should not assume gigantic proportions on the Pacifie, as
well as on the Atlantic coast.

Mr. FOSTER. As regards the lobster fishery, I may
say that it was my intention if possible, to transfer live
lobsters from the Atlantic coast to the coast of British
Columbia. My hon. friend will remember if he bas taken
an interest in this subject and I know h. ha., that the
United States Governmont made an attempt to transort
lobsters to the Pacific coast, and that they met with a
failare. I had some experiments carried on last year, so
as to ascertain how long lobsters could be kept alive and
under what conditions ; firs', during warmor weather, and
afterwards during the colder season. I had arranged to
tend a sbhipment ont to British Columbia in the laie fali
but alter makug the arrangements they foll through on
account of the impossibility of getting a sufficiOnt number
of lobsters at tbat season of the year. A certain amount
of expense was incurred in that experiment but the
money has not been lost as we have received fall
information as to how long lobsters can be kept.
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I intended this year to have a shipment made, but wheu
I was in the United States the fishery commissioner at New
York informed me that he intended to make an experiment
in thAt direction this year, and I concluded that it would
be wiser to allow him to make his experiment and then to
adopt his methods if they were successful, and to avoid bis
errors if the experiment was not successful. With reference
to the deep sea fisheries on the Pacific coast my hon. friend
knows that I sent out a vessel the year before last, but that
vessel was a little late in starting. Last year I intended to
follow that up, but the vessel I bad chartered and made
arrangements with, went out sealing and did not get back
as early as was intended, and I did not wish to meet the
same difficulty on account of the lateness of the season as in
the previous year. This year I intend to send our own
steamer there about the middle of July, to make six or eight
weeks experiments with reference to those fisheries.

Mr. LOTITT. Would the hon.Minister inform me from
the result of his experiments, how long a lobster can be
kept.alive ?

Mr. FOSTER. The experiments showed that they could
be kept alive eight or ten days. A lobster was set from
Campbelltown, or near there, to Ottawa and it was alive and
kicking when it came bere, that was about ten days I think.

Mr. JONES (Halifax.) I wish to ask the hon. gentle-
man for some information about this fish-bi eeding. of
course the expenditure for fish-breeding, if it were success-
ful, would be very popular, but so far as I have been ablo to
judge from the experiments made near my own horne it bas
not been at all the success which we all anticipated and
desired. We have a hatchery near Halifax, started by the
Government during the time that my hon. friend from
East York (Mr. Mackenzie) was in power. From that date
up to the present moment there bas not been a greater
quantity of fisbh in that neighborhood than before. On the
contrary there appears to be a falling off in the quantity.
I hold in my hand a petition which I think was presented
to the department by my colleagne from Halifax (Mr.
Kenny) from the inhabitants in that district. A copy of
that address ws handed to me, signed by 106 of the most
respected people of that neighborhood, and I have a reply
from the department saying that the petition was got up
and signed by people who were not aware of the nature of
it. I would remind the hon. the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries that there are signatures to this petition of gentle-
men of such high standing in that locality, that if he was a.
quainted with them he would immediately come to the con-
clusion that they would not have signed it unless they
thought it was necessary. Some of the most prominent resi-
dents in Halifax, of both sides of polities-for polities does
not enter into the question-and some of the most promin.
ent professional men and merchants, who live at Bedford,
during the summer season have signed this petition. i hey
ail come Vo t.he conclusion that the fishery in that neigh-
borhood has been partly destroyed, and they ask that the
Bedford basin shall for five years be protected from having
nets set there, or any fish taken, with a view to restorinug it
to what it was previous to the establishment of this hatchery.
As I said before I think those gentlemen who reside at
Bedford would not have signed a petition of that character,
if they had not the most positive information and believed
that the statemonts made there are perfectly correct. I
know so far as regards the immediate surroundings of
Halifax where the young fish have been placed, that it bas
not lad the desired effect, and that so far from the salmon
fishing having been increased there it has rather fallen off.
In some places there have been more fish taken, but in
other places less. I dare say I shall be told by the Minister
of Marine that they have reports from their own officers to
the eontrary, and ido not mean to insinuate that those reports
from their own officers are entirely incorrect, but I will May,

Mr. Foias,

that if they are not exaggerated they are very sanguine
reports, and these gentlemen who are in charge of those
fisheries are very anxious in making their report to the
department, to show that their work is successful in order
to justify a continued expenditure in that direction. I wish
that the Minister would express an opinion on this question,
as the information I have been able to get from reliable
sources is, that the hatchery has not been a success. Will
the hon. gentleman inform me whether he received this
petition with reference to the closing of that river ? The
river requires cleaning out also, and I have no doubt if this
were done and if net fishing were prohibited, the result
would be to put the river in the position it was some years
ago. I am not blaming the hatchery altogether for il. But
I am only saying that the result appears not to be such as
tg justify such a large expenditure under that head. I am
very sorry for it, because I was instrumental in placing it
there, and I am very sorry our expectations have not been
realised.

Mr. FOSTER. I may say that the petition was received
some three weeks ago, and I have had reports from my
officers upon it; and, as the hon. gentleman intimates, those
reports are not in accordance with the statements made by
the petitioners. In fact, they controvert the statementa
made by the petitioners very materially, and state that the
petition was signed under a misapprehension of the facts,
and that many of those who signed it, when its real nature
was brought to their notice, stated that they would not have
signed it had they known its contents. Hlowever, the mat-
ter is under investigation, and 1 intend to look into it
thoroughly. If there are any obstructions in the Sackville
River which prevent the ascent of the fish for breeding pur-
poses, I will see that they are removed. As to setting aside
the basin, I would not like to say what decision shall be
arrived at, because I have not yet had time to look into the
reports on that subject.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I see that Mr. Rogers, the fish-
ery inspector, received for salary and travelling expenses
$2,400, and ther eis also a charge of $500 under the head of
report in his name, and aroyalty of 8200 paid to him for hie
fish-ladder. I suggested last year whether it would not be
better to purchase his patent than to pay this large amount
to him year by year.

Mr. FOSTE R. The salary of Mr. Rogers is as given there,
and his travelling expenses are paid, and are not very large.
That $500 may be an advance, which bas been accounted for
since. The royalty wbich bas been paid to him for some
years is $20 for each fish-way we use. Lt is, I believe, in
the main, a very good one. I do not think, however, that
it would be wise to buy for use in perpetuity a fish-way
which may be very good to-day, but may be superseded by
a better one to- morrow. It seemed to me that the best prin-
ciple was to pay for that which was used. However, that
matter is under the consideration of the department, and
correspondence is being had with Mr. Rogers for a settle-
ment of the matter. I quite understand the objection to an
inspector having power to say where fish-ways should be ait-
uated, when hie is interested in the use of fish-ways.

Mr. MITCHIELL. I quite agree with the view of the
hon. Minister that it would be very impolitic to purchase
the patent of a fish-way or fish-ladder for any given sum,
because, as he says, from year to year improvements will
take place. Now, I do not suppose there are a great many
rivers requiring fish-ways.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). A great many.
Mr. MITCHELL. If there are it is quite as well for us

to pay for each one required as it is to pay a sum for the
patent. I must admit that there is an objection to an inspec-
tor recommending them who la interested in getting a royal.
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ty on each one he recommends. Now, I would like to ask ficult to have absolute nroof. I have no hesitation la saying
the Minister what has been the effect of these fish-breeding that I believe the 64h hatcheries are useful, and, pro r1y
establishments so far as his more recent experience of the carried on, have an inflienoe in the propagation and eep.past year is concerned ? I dare say that the bon. Minister ing up of the supply of fieh, but I alo am of opinion thatwill reoollect that when this subject was under discussion one fish spawned naturally is better than haf a doenlast year a great deal was said as to whether these breeding spawned artifieially. We must not at all lose sight of theestablishmeftts were useful or not. There was a very con- fact that it is a groater advantage to facilitate the return ofaiderable opinion in this louse that they were not useful. the fish to their natural spawning places, and that a large
From that opinion I differed. Prom an experience of years proportion of our efforts must be given to the taking away
I arrived at the conclusion that we had very much to learn of the obstructions to their return and protecting the sh on
about this fish hatching business. It is only from year to thoir passage up the river and during the spawning season.
year, by close observation on the part of the men who super- Mr. MITCHELL. If the hon. gentleman doubts theintend it, by the reports to the department, by the reflection effioiency of the batoheries, it is a question as to whetherof the dopartment on those reports, and by the practicil such a large amount should be anuually expended on theirexperience of the localities where they are used, that wocan maintenance. I have been told that some of the young1sharrive at a conclusion as to whether the game is worth the from some Brit ish Columbiam almon ova. which where distri.candle or not. I believe the hatcheries are a complete suc- buted from Mr. Wilmot's hatobery at Newastle, Ontario,cess up to that stage of bringing into life the young have been recognised and caught ini Lake Ontario, after theyfish, and while the natural food-bag remains. But the hon. had partially matured, that is of the age of three years.Minister will recollect that I suggested last year that he
should endoavor to get information from the practical men Mr. POSTER. I learn from my deputy that one wa
who superintend the hatcheries, as to whether they did not found and that is now in the fishery exhibition.
think the yorng fIsh were put into the rivers too early, at Mr. INoNlELL. One difficulty that occurs to me isthat if
a time when they were unable to take care of thomselves, you keep the fish alone so long and accustom them not to
and when they fail an easy prey to the trout, the perch, look for thoir food but to have it supplied them, laying aside
and other predaceous fish who frequent the waters where ail other difficulties that have e oencountered, yon may
we breed salmon. If these fish hatcheries are going to bo meet this other difficulty, that, when turned out, theywould
continued, it appears to me that there should be in connec- have bocome so much accustomod to have their food pro-
tion with them a receiving pond where th young fish, vided that they probably would come to grief.
which are now put into the water when they are two or two
and a-half inches long, should be phiced and fed until they To r°ridheyorptect rinendne sep-.r 0
are five or six inches long, and weil able to take care of
themselves. That could be done at a moderate expense. Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am sorry to se. a reduction in
The present system is like putting a child of three or four that estimate. The hon. the Minister informed me the
years of age into the world to look after itself, instead of other day that ho proposed protecting the fisheries as he
nurturing it until it is twelve or flfteen years of age. I would did last year. Under any circumstances, whether we are
like to ask the Minister whether my observations of last to bo under the modus vivendi or whether we are to be as
year had any effect, or whether ho has endeavored to we were before the passage of the treaty, there will be the
ascertain from his officers whether there is anything in the same protection required to our fisheries, and even to a
suggestion; for, while I have my own opinion, I give way greater extent, because the Americans, having the right to
te the practical knowledge and experience of the mon who go into our ports for bait and supplies, will have to pass
are superintending these hatcheries. over the three-mile limit, and wo may possibly require

more vossels than whon they could not approach the ooaat
Mr. POSTER. This question is a very interesting one, at all. I hope the hon. gentleman ia net going te relax in

and I wish we had time to discuss it more thoroughly than his efforts to protect our fishermen.
we have now. I have been following the subject since last Mr. POSTER. The reduction of the vote will not en-
year, and have had a number of practical testimonies sought tail any reduction in the amount of protection. Out of last
for by my officers, which are embodied in the report, which I year's vote, a quantity of arma and ammunition was pro.
am very sorry has not yet been brought before the House, vided, which we have on hand. The same number of vos-
and wbich my hon. friend will find in the report when it is sels will be employed this year as last, and the protection
published. Those testimonies are extrernely favorable service will be carried out with the same vigor, and I hope,
in this matter. We know that we get the ova all right; with increased efficiency. Last year we had Capt. Scott in
we know that we take care of it all right; we know that it charge, but 1 am sorry to say ho is obliged to be absent in
cornes to maturity all right; and that we put it in the Europe on account of ill-health. Mr. Gordon, R N., who,
water and that the fish are fresh and lively. Then wO lose last year, was in command of the Acadia, will take his
sight of them and that is just where the critical period place.
comes. With reference to fish hatchery operations in the Mr. M[TCHELL. I hope instructions will be given to
United States, where probably they are carried on to a the oicers of such a nature that the annoying character of
greater degree and with botter success tthan in almost any some ofthe eizures and the treatment of whih the
other country, I do not think they are conducted in the Amoerican overnment complained wili not recur again. I
way my hon. friend has suggested. It will be very diffcult refer to the indicretions of some of the offers, notably the
also to transport the fish when grown. Taire 30,000,000 offler commandng the Terror, with regard to hauling
or 40,000,000 whitefish. It is difficult to have ponds down the flagand that kind of business.
enough to keep themin , and difficult to transport
them to places where you wish to put them eut. Mr. FOSTER. There was no trouble on that score lat
It is a question also whether, when they have grown to a year.
certain size, their natural instinct impels them to go back' Mr. MITCHELL. There was the year before.
to the place where they were taken out, or whether theiri ob
instinct comes in the hatching itelf. No doubt a large hExyeaueing bconlection w t the dstribution of .e
number of thora are destroyed, as a large number of the na-
turally hatched are destroyed; and although I have tried Mr. JONES (Halifax). This seems tobea large amount,
to look into this matter thoroughly, I must say that it is dif- being 4 per cent. of the fishery bounties. These bounties
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night be paid out of the custom house and other branches

of the public service at a much smaller commission. You
could get any one to undertake the distribution for j per
cent. This certainly is an unusual commission in these days
when people are willing to work for small commissions in
paying out or receiving cash.

Mr. MITCHELL. If I recollect rightly, the Postmaster
General reduced the commission on the sale of stamps to
one per cent., and it seems to me he was more economical in
that way than the Minister of Fisheries. I do not advocate
that a reduction should be made. I do not think the sum
is too large, considering the trouble and correspondence
involved, but I speak under correction. I am only sorry
the Postmaster General reduced the commission on the sale
of stamps as low as he did.

Mr. FOSTER. There is an immense number of claims
coming in, about 40,000 cheques in the course of a year, and
those claims have to be attested and examined and tabu-
lated, and cheques have to be made out for them. The
large part of the expense is caused by the work of the staff
iere, and from personal observation, I know they are hardly

worked during the period the cheques are being got out,
from the first January to the first of .une. Then we pay a
amail fee of 15 cents for every boat and 25 cents for every
vessel claim. The customs officer before whom the claimis
are made and who examines them and distributes the
cheques I think deserves some remuneration, and I do not
think that is a very large amount to pay.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). These cheques are distributed
by the officers of the department, and it is part of their
duty to carry out the laws passed by Parliament. I can.
not understand why the House should be asked to pay them
any more for that than should be paid in any other branch
of the public service. W hile I am on that subject, I might
caution the Minister of Marine in regard to this expenditure.
I am in possession of certain information which leads me
to the conclusion that there have been very considerable
frauds eon the department committed from time to time. I
have seen statements made by parties interested which,
froma the best information I have obtained, have been
entirely at variance with the facts, that vessels and crews
have been drawing the bounty, and In order to comply with
the law, which I think requires three montis' fishing, they
hmaveade these statements when they had not been more
than a fortnight fishing and had been engaged in coasting
for the rest of the time. The number and the names of the
ciews have not been properly represented. In fact there
ias be«n a system of misrepresentation throughout, and I
cdtild give the hon, gentleman confidentially the names of
otrie who have'been parties in these transactions. I merely

bring tbis to the notice of the departinent, because 1
tn aware that they are auxious that the money should bc

1&ôoßriy applied, aid that the Miniéter would be the first
to check any improper appropriation in that way, but I am
4eoDidnt.ibat nisappropriation has been made, and that
1parties ha drawn bonnties they are not entitled to. I

»ould:auggest t the Minister that ho should be, if possible,
moraga.ret than heretofore in examining all these returns
whes thy are sent iu, so as to be perfectly sure that they
coo.ply witkLhelaw, i do net know how this can be done,
and I have not thought the matter over sufficié'ntly to sug-
gest a reform, because I am awai-e iat the <earunret is
notatfut but th t it takes the returis as tbey come from
its officers, but it is perfectly certain that the department
is imposed on.

Mr. FOSTER. It isimpossible to find officials of the
FisfirtysDepartment at every place where thee cflaims ean
4*-# Ato lookpfter tbis mý4er, and very often the, sub.
jegtAn efin oe aide of the en torhi Olcers.
have ne dout tliat there may besome traims, odt fI the

Ml.. JONEs (Halfax).

very large number which are made, which may b. frauda.
lent, and that is proved by the fact that strict and close
scrutiny leads us to reject many claims when they are found
not to be correct. I eau assure the hon. gentleman that
we are as careful as we eau be.

Mr. EISENHAUER. The fishery officer at Lunenburg is
nearly ninety years of age and is losing bis faculties, that
is, Mr. Jost, and several blunders have been made in con-
sequence of his age and failing powers. I think a change
should be made in that office, because, especially in regard
to the bounties, several mistakes have been made. Tbis is
very important, bécause I believe a very large proportion
of this bounty goes to the county of Lunenburg, and it
should be properly distributed.

Superintendent of Insurance.... . ...... 5,500

Sir RICHARD CA.RTWRIGHT. I notice under item 25,
which follows this immediately, that the Minister of Fin-
ance has forgotten to carry out the suggestion I made last
year, and ho promised to have attended to, for the sake of
convenience, to separate the various subsidies paid to the
Provinces. It is made a lump sum of $4,188,454, and I
mentioned to him that it would be convenient for reference
to separate the amounts for each Province.

Sir CHAIRLES TUPPER. I have had that done.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. ILt is not done here.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am sorry for that. I be-
lieve it is in print, and I will furnish the hon, gentleman
with a copy, and will call the attention of the department
to it, so as to have that placed in the Estimates in that way
in the future.

Geological Survey....... .............. . .. ......$60,000
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. $60,000 has been the

normal vote some years excepting last year and the year
before. The sum voted for the general purposes nientioned
of the Geological Survey has, since and including 1883,
been 860,000 each year, with the exception of 1885-86, when
it was $78,557.00. The extra $18,557 was for the purposo
of paying up balances on account of printing and other
similar services which had been accumulating for several
years previously. With a view to balancing the rc-ount
the appropriation was reduced by about $5,000 iri le86.87
and again in 1887-b8, the current fiscal year, but, as tbe
arrears have been wiped out, the amount of $60,000 which
was voted from 1883, is again asked for this service.

Mr. MITCHELL. What is the occasion for the increase?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have alréady explained
that, last year and the year before, it was a reduction to
make up the excess required for the previous year when
the vote of $78,000 was taken in consequence of our having
to meet printing accounts for reports and maps and mat.
ters of that kind which las been accumulating for some
years, and they were paid off by that vote, and it was to
recoup the treasury that the amount was reduced $5,000
last year and the year before. The sum now asked for is
the same as the old one.

Mr. MITCHELL. Does the hon. gentleman think that
the country gets a sufficient return for the money we pay
for that purpose ? I have spoken with a great many peo-
ple who know something about this, and their opinion is
thtt the money paid is not eompensated by the work per.
fdrned. No doubt a great many of the offiers are very
kilful, but a great deal of discussion took place during this

ParIiniùèt and in the last Parliament on this subject, and
I mai sor'y 1riy hWifh:rid1 froin Sherbrook (Bir. Hall) is
nÙt lire a le;w th imnot a committee i hich made
dorhte re- rt ÿòttRahltibJbutt I anmot atrare that any-
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thing resulted from the recommendations of that committee.
I should like to know whether the Government are satis-
fled with the way in which that department is carried on. Il
they are, I think the publie is not.

Sir JOHN A. M&CDONALD. I will say to the bon.
gentleman that while I think the Geological Survey has been
a mogt valuable one, and indispensable, in fact, to the coun-
try, yet I think it is capable of improvement. I may say
that our lamented friend had that subject before him, and
he had made up his mind to make a considerable alteration
in the organisation of the staff, and particularly to devote a
greater portion of the labor of the survey to economic sub.
jects, to make it more of a practical institution giving atten-
tion to sncb subjects as mining, instead of excisively to the
mere seientific operations that have been carried on for
years under Dr. Selwyn. The late Minister being out off,
of course, I do not kno exactly what hit3 plans werc,
although I have a pretty good idea of them, and I think
they can be carried out.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad to hear the First Minister
state that the attention of the Government has been devoted
to making an improvement in the direction he indicated.
We have vast mineral resources in this country, and it is of
great importance that the people who are developing these
resources, should be aided by any practical information
they eau obtain from the official documents in the posses-
sion of this departement.

Sir JOHN A. IACDONALD. That will be attended to.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is any portion of thia vote
applied to sinking artesian wells in the North-West Terri.
tories ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I understand there are
two borers at work in the North-West, but the expenditures
are not made under the Geological Department.

Indians, Ontario and Quebec..........................$12,7Ua 72

Mr. DAWSON. For payment of annuities under the
Robinson Treaty, 8 15,500-1 wish to draw the attention of
the department to one thing with regard to this item The
treaties made with the Indians in a large part of Ontario
are not being observed, or they are being evaded in one
particular. In the Robinson Treaty, and the treaties Pubse-
quently made, it was stipulated that the Indians should have
the right of flahing ali over the territory as they had before
held it; that they were to be at liberty to hunt and fish in
every direction. As one of the commissioners myself, along
with the Governor of Manitoba, in making Treaty No. 3,
which covers some 50,000 square miles, we were very parti-
cular in explaining to the Indians that they would still have
the right of fishing in the territories which tbey ucded. Nuw,
how is that being carried out? Take ·the Lake of the
Woôds, for Instance. Here is a very large inland lake, over
which, I believe, the Government of Ontario now assume
control, and in which it has the right of granting licenses
to fi-h. I do not know that itb as granted any licenses. I
think the Government of Ontario bas been particularly
carefut about this, after it was explained to tbem that the
Indians had ri bts. But what are the facts? People have
gone to the Lake of the Woods with ail sorts of apparatus1
for fishing, they have nets of ail kinds, machinery of ail
sorts, with which they scoop ont the fish. Now, this large1
lake and the rivers flowing into it have been sufficient to
supply 4,000 Indians with &sh from time immemorial. There1
is an Indian population of some 4,000 around that lake and1
along Rainy River, which fiows into it. Those people de-
pend very largely on fish for subuistence, and it is the same
ail through the Territories, around lakes far to the east.
Now, Sir, (anadians and Americans from the other aide go

there with all the appliances and improved methode of flaih
ing and they scoop the fi4h ont of the lakes sud leave none
for the Indians. It is the same with lakes near the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway. There is another lake net far from
Sudbury, called Whitefn-h Lake, about 24 miles in length
and six or eight miles in widtb, and people have gone there
with nets, or are about to go there with this improved
method of fishing and they wilil scoop out the fish in the
course of the summer and leave none for the Indians. The
Indians ail thýough that country are not very far advanced
in agriculture as yet, they cannot cultivate for thonselves,
they do not grow enough to support themselves, and unleas
Iho fiash aie left then, they will, in a short time, become a
burden upon the country, as the Indians in the North-West
have been on account of the destruction of the buffalo.
Now, if somo means could be adopted of preserving the
fish in these lakes, not of preventing people altogether
from fshing in the ordinary way, but preventing mp ucula-
tors from going thore and cleaning thefish completely ont
of the lakes, packing thom in ice, and heuding thom ail
over the world, I thnk the Governmont would be doing as
acL of justice to the Indians. These tish are the only re-
source that is left to the Indians, and unless the Govern-
ment stop in and do something to maintain for them this
means of subsistence, the consequence wili be that the
Governmont will have to provi le for tho Indians in some
other way. Tbe attention of the Government of Ontario
was called to the fact that it was stipulated in the treaty that
the Indians should have the right to fish in the intand
waters. Tftc Governmont, I am informed, said : We wîll
not grant licenses to fish if you can showv that the fih can
be reserved for the Indians, we do not grant the privilege of
setting pound nets and those othor destructive appliances
for fishirg.

Sir CRARLES TUPPER. Did the treaty stipulate that
the fish should be reserved exclusively for the Indians ?

irr. DAWSON. The treaty stipulates that the Indians
shall have the right of fishing all over the Torritories as
they formerly had. Now if you permit the lakes to b.
depleted of fish, what becomnes of the stipulation in the
treaty that they were to bo alncd the right of fishing as
formerly ? it was pointed out to them that they woufld
have the same means of subsistonce in regard to fisherius
as thy formerly had. What becomes of that stipulation
if the white man is allowed to go wherever ho likes, and to
make a speculation in sweeping the h out of the lakes and
sending them to the markots oi the world~? 1 merely draw
the attention to this fact of the right hon. Premier, who
has always been extremely careful of the ights of the
Indians. I draw the hon. gentloman's attenkion to thits
matter with a viow to prev'eot the fiheries from being on.
tirely destroyed and the Indians thus doprived of a food
supply which should be theirs fior ever.

Sir JO HN A. MACDONALID. The treaty, as theb on.
gentleman says, providei that the Indians who come under
it should have the right to fish in all the waters within the
area suriendered. That, bowever, does not give them
exclusive right to fish, and it appears the Indians do not

objeot to ordinary fishing being donc in those waters by uther
parties and they do not seek to prevent settiers from fiiatug
there. But under the general principle applying to the
protection of fisheries and for the prevention of the destrue
tion of the flsberies, I think it is of very great importance
that some steps should be taken, similar to those wbitch the
hon. gentleman bas mentioned, to protect 1ioe. waters from
being depleted by fishermen and tet fish shipped to a foreign
market, thus depriving the settlers as weli as the Indians,
of that source of food supply. I think the MinisterofFish-
eries wilil have t,) look after this matter, and Ishall have bis
attention particularly drawn to it.
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Mr. DAWSON. The Indians mako no objection to

people fishing in the usual way with the rod and linos and
even to setting nets; but they do object to terrible machines
such as pound nets and nets five miles long being used.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not think the hon. gentle-
man can interfere. Of course, the fisheries in the waters
belong to the Orovn as represented by any one of the
Provinces. They stand in the same position as private
proprietors.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Only, of course, within
our powers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In connection with
the vote for Indians in Ontario and Quebec I should like to
enquire of the First Minister what were the circumatances
under which a considerable sum of money ia stated to have
been handed over to the Indians of the Brantford reserve a
few months ago. If I am correctly advised, this sum of
money, 828,000 or 830,000, 1 think it was, was handel over
to those Indians without the concurrence of the Ontario
Government or the Quebee Government, and it is chargel
praotically against those Governments. I observe by the
reports of the Ontario Legislature that there is a lawsuit
threatened between the Ontario and Dominion Governments
on that head. It cannot be correct for the Dominion Govern-
ment to charge the Provinces without their consent being
obtained; at all events, it would be very inexpedient to do
so. I should like to know what were the reasons that indueed
the hon. gentleman to act either without consulting with or
against the remonstrances of those Governmonts, espocially
the Ontario Government.

Sir JO HN A. MACDONALD. I really am altogether
ignorant of the circumstance of which the hon. gentleman
speaks. I will enquire about it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Did not the hon.
gentleman notice a debate that took place in the Ontario
Legislature.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD No, I did not.
in charge of tho department at the time.

I was not

Sir RICUARD CATTWGIGHT. Iam speaking without
definite information mye elf, but I noticed from a debate in
that House that we were threstened with a law suit, wbich
judging from our tormer experience, might cost us quite as
much as the grant.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think the matter to which
my hon. friend refera is the overflowing of a portion of the
Indiau lands by a dam which was built very many years
ago on the Grand I6ver; and thpre is also the case of the
payment of the Mississagua Indians for a reserve, also for
lands situated on the Credit, not far from Toronto, I think
the hon. gentleman must have paid the Mississaguas
860,000, and the Iroquois or Six Nations 830,000 or 840,000,
for their claims. The question is whether the right hon.
gentleman has a right to recoznise an old claim and to
charge that to any of the Provinces. Of course, the
Provinces claim the hon. gentleman bas no such right. I
do not know whether he has attempted to charge them, or
whether ho bas recognised those as moral claims against
the Dominion, or that the Dominion Goveruinent considers
itself called upon to pay them. I understand that @o far as
the Mississagnas and Credit Indians arc concerned, their
claim was really paid for before the war of 1815, and the
papers in the matter were burnt at the time the Americans
destroyed York.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I really am unable at
this moment to speak in regard to the point raised by the
hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Oartwright) and

Sir JoUN A. MAoDONALD.

the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mlls). I will take an
eai ly opportunity on Monday to bring the matter up.

Mr. SCR[VER. Before these items are passed I desire
to congratulate the Premier upon the success of the plan
which I believe originated with him, but which was carried
out by bis success2r, the late lamented Minister of the Inter
ior, for the settlement of the difficulty between the Indians
and the occupants of the land in the township of Dundee.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman is aware of the rep>rt the com-
mission made on the subject, that the recommendations of
the report have been accepted by the settiers, that they
have applied to the Quebec Legislature for the necessary
legislation, and that in all probability this long vexed
question wilt be settled. However, what I desire to say
particularly ia that it seems to me rather a hardship, in
view of the large sum that the settlors are called upon to
pay, that they should also be called upon to contribute a
share of the expenses connected with that commission. A
suggestion was made to the late lamented Minister of the
Interior that ail the expenses connected with that com-
mission should be paid by the Government. What his
determination was on the subject I do not know ; but I
am afraid that tbe sum placed in the Supplementary Esti-
mates does not provide for the expenses incurred by the
settlers in the employment of counsel and so forth. If not,
I shall hope that something will be doue in that direction
hereafter.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALL). It is very satisfactory, as
the hon. gentleman says, to have that long standing dispute,
wbich caused so much irritation and trouble among the
settlers in Dundee, brought to a close. It was carried out
very efflciently by the late Mr. White, who went down him-
self and looked into the matter on the spot, and the arrange-
ment arrived at appears to be satisfactory both to the
Indians and the white&. As to the question of the expense
of the commission, I am not able te answer that point.

Mr. LAURIER. Can the hon. gentleman give the
committee any information in regard to the Oka Indians?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A portion of them removed
two years ago to the township of Gibson. The others have
not yet gone, but it is expected they will go; these Indians
are going there by degrees. Some object to leave the habi.
tation of their ancestors; but the success of the Indians in
Gibson is very remarkable, they are doing very well and
the Indians at Oka go up there and see their frienda, and I
understand there is every probability that the whole of them
will remove there. They cannot, however, be hurried and
compelled to go, but we hope they will go by degrees.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I desire to bring before the
hon. gentleman a matter about which there is much public
rumor. A large portion of the eastern part of Ontario was
never surrendered by any Indian band, there are no treaties
between any bands or tribes of Indians and the crown in
reference to the surrender of the Indian claim ta the country
in all this eastern section extending from the Ottawa to the
frontier of Lake Ontario and the vicinity of Kingston. It is
said that certain bands of the Mississagua Indians claim the
country, although ceded, and the crown bas parted with the
title to private parties. I should like to know from the
hon. gentleman whether the hon. gentleman is entertaining
any such claim or not, because, I think, there would b very
littie didficulty in showing that there is no band of Indians
which can by any possibility have any claim to the country.

Sir JOUIN A. MACDONALD. Such a claim has been
made, but it bas not been entertained. I understand that
the commissioners are arbitrators who are to meet to settle
the varions accounts between Quebec and Ontario. As far
as we know that olaim is not entertained, or looked upon
with favor.
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Mr. MILLS (Bothwoll). The Government are not

encouraging it ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, not at all.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Of course the hon. gentleman

knows that there never has been a surrender of the eastern
portion of the country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe so.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The facts are these : Before

the country came into the possession of the French it was
in the hands of the Chippawa Indians who owned it,
and the Six Nations after being armed, until Fort Fronte-
nac was built, held possession of the country. The Missis-
saguas are marked in ali the French maps as residing north
of Lake Huron. They were not in this country at all until
it became a British possession. I mention this to the hon.
gentleman that now the country bas been settled and sur-
veyed he should not entertain any claim of that sort.

Mr. COOK. The Christian Island Indians have another
claim. I have heard that their solicitor has been interview.
ing the Goverament wiLh a view to endeavoring to do them
justice. They claim a large portion of the land in Tiny
Township and the town of Penetanguishene.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am not able to answer
my hon. friend on that point, but I take it they have a
reserve.

Mr. COOK. Yes, they have claimed to own a large por-
tion of the town.

It being six o'clock the Committee rose, and the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.

Honse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. MITCHELL. I see there is an increase of $70 in sal-
aries on account of the Indians in New Brunswick. Might
I ask the Indian chief what is this for? I would rather have
seen it for seed grain.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The increase is on ae-
coant of the appointment of Constable Barnaby at $20 a
year. Dr. O'Brien's appointment at 8100. 85U of that hav-
ing been provided for medical services at Big Cove, it proved
to be quite insufficient.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Might I ask the hon. gentleman
when it was that this practice of voting seed grain was begun ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It bas gone on for years.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It was not formerly so.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It bas been voted for a

good many years.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Was it before the Franchise

Bill?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Are the reserves in British

Columbia being surveyed?
Sir JOHN A. M&ACDONALD. Surveys for the Indians

have been going on for some time and will be going on for
some years yet. They are over a very large extent of country,
as the Indians are living in smali lots in the valleys between
the mountains, and those are being surveyed by degrees.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is marking ont the reserves
from the general domain ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA.LD. Yes, that is it. Mr.
O'Reilly is doing that work, and the British Columbia
Government have suh conaidence in him that they have
approved of his serviceS

Mr. MITCHELL. They thank.d him, but tbey did not
Mr. MITCHELL. They thanked him, but they did not

pay him any money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This work commenced some
twelve years ago, and it was generally supposed that it
would take some three or four years to complete.

Sir CHARLES TU PPER. You see the vote bas been re-
duced severai hundred dollars a year.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This survey is marking out the
Indian territories, so as to distinguish it from the domain of
the Crown in British Columbia. Can the hon. gentleman
tell us what land bas been set apart?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. O'Reilly's report
will show that.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). One would suppose there were
a great many hundred Indian reserves, when you look at
the time over which it has extended.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It will be a long time
before thoy are surveyed.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Those lands surveyed for the
use of the Indians become administered by thisGovornment?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). How was it before? IHad

the British Columbia Government control over the land?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The British Columbia

Government had chaige of the Indians under Imperial
supervision. When the Union took place the same provision
was in the agrooement and the Treaty of Union, as was in the
British North America Act by which the control and man-
agement of the Indians on their reserves was thrown on the
Government of Canada.

Mr. MARA. Before Confedoration the governor of the
Crown colonies bad charge of the Indians in Britisb Colum-
bia. I would like to ask the Minister whother ho intends
building the industrial schools ho promised last Session ?
No aotion bas been takon. The sites, I think, have not
been selected, nor has anything been done towards com-
mencing those schools .

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There has been a good
deai of difflculty of a religions nature in connection with
theso schools, as to who should have control of thor, and
where they should be placed ; but the arrangements have
been pretty nearly concluded. The suggestion is, although
it is .ot finally settled, that thore shail be one school at
Kamloops, where 1 believe the Imdians are generally
Catholic, under the supervision of Bishop D'Ierbomez,
another at Metlakahtla, and another on Vancouver Island.
They will be undertaken immediately.

Indians, Manitoba and North-West Territories...... $876,750

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). It would be interesting to the
committee if the hon. First Minister would state the condi-
tion of the Indians in the North-West. It bas been rumored
lately that there bas been destitution among them. He might
also stale what progress has been made in the schools and
on the farms.

Sir JOH N A. MAC DONALD. The report of the Indian
Departîment goes into that subject fully. As to destitution,
the reports are exoeedingly exaggerated. The Indians, I
believe, are in as comfortable a condition as Indians ever
are. lu some of the bands, from iLdolence, or disease or
other causes, there are occasional instances of destitution.
Whenever these ocdur, and of the Govorument oaicenswho
happon 1to be naut lthebaud, wh.tber A and 980114 OrSA~
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Indian agent, or a mounted police officer, takes care that no
one is allowed to starve. Their instructions are also not to
spoil the Indians by feeding them, because as soon as an
Indian band find that there ais food in the Indian store, they
will bang about it and will not go to work. So that it is
only in cases wbere there is danger of starvation that food
is given to them. But weekly, and I may say oftener than
weekly, reports are received from the various bands, and all
these reports concur in stating that during the past winter
the Indiana have thrived well, and there bas been very little
destitution.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I see that the hon, gentleman
is taking $26,500 again for agricultural implements. Of
course, the agricultural implements to whîch the Indians
were entitled under treaty were given to them a long time
ago, and these appropriations made to them from year to
year are gratuities not required by treaty obligations.

Sir JO HN A. MACDONALD. Tho note I have from
the department states that the different reserves in the
North-West Territories are already well supplied with
agricultural implements, tools and harness. The sum now
asked is to provide against unavoidable wear and tear, and
also the changed conditions of the Indians, who are now
aiking for implements and tools to enable them to perform
labor which without them they would not undertake. I
think the treaty obligation was only to furnish one set of
implements.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That was all.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Indians are very

carelos of the implements, although they have improved
considerably since they were first taken charge of by the
Dominion Government. But still it would be bad economy
to refuse them implements when they really show to the
agent what they want, because without them they would
just w ander about as vagrants and beggars.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). No doubt that may be so, but
of course we are making a new departure. After the treaty
obligations are fulfilled, you propose to continue to supply
them with agricultural implements. That may be a good
policy, but bas the bon. gentleman had any communication
through the agents w.th the Indians, calling their attention
to the fact that we are exceeding the treaty obligations, or
will the Indians look on this as a matter of right that is to
be continued for ail time to come?

Sir JOHN A. MAGDONALID. Oh, no. There is not the
slightest necessity of giving notice to the Indiana what their
rights are; they know what they are just as well as my
hon. friend does, and they know perfectly well that they
have no legal or treaty ciaiim to these implements.

Mr. McMULLFV. I would like to call the attention of
the First Minhter to page 290 of the Auditor General's
Report w.here there is a charge for 21 tool chests at 658 each.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. These toel ehests are fur-
nished under treaty. The pattern is settled, of a substan-
tial tool chest in which to-keep their little property, and
their agricultural implements and tools. They are con-
structed by public competition.

Mr. M1TCH ELL. The First Minister will recollect that,
for the last iwo or three Sessions, I have had the honor to
bring under his rotce the manner in which tenders for
contracts have been let in the North WLst, and, while he
did not n sent to tie suggestion I made at that time, he will
recollect that he said he thought the suggestion a good one
and that, in the immediate future, it should be adopted. I
would ask on what system they make thebe contracts now,
whether ihey are let en bloc, a: they were a few years ago,
or whether the manufacturera and trad. r; of the country are
given a chance to tender. My principal objection was to the
time and the manner of delivery. I contended that the

Sir Jona A. MAoIoDALD.

contracts should be asked for delivery at certain stated
points, and not that the goods should be delivered on the
different reserves, because that would preclude the manufac-
turers and dealers here from going into the contracte. I
think so still. I thought tht, by delivering those good at
certain pointa along the line of the railway, the publie
wo-uld get the advantage of a cheaper rate, and it
would disseminate the contracts more generally among
the manufacturera of the country. My hon. friend
by m v eide (Mr. Perley, Assiniboia) says they do that.
They may do that in regard to the contractors, but the
contractors agree to deliver thesegooda all over these pointa,
so that the American house which has had almoat a mono-
poly of supplying the Mounted Police and Indiana, bave an
advantage over our own manufacturera, and I thought there
should besome opportunity given te our own manufacturera
to tender for different parts of these supplies, to be delivered
at certain pointa on the railway line, instead of letting the
contract en bloc.

Sir JOlIN A. MACDONALD. There is no tender en
bloc, Advertisements are issued specifying minutely the
different articles required, and parties can tender for the
whole or for portions of the articles contained in the adver-
tisement, as they think they can supply them.

Mr. MITCHELL. What about the delivery?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The contract is still to

deliver at the place of consumption.
Mr. MITCHELL. At the different Indian reserves ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, and not along the

lino of the railway. It would cost an enormous sum of
money to the Government to be obliged to make a separate
contract with parties to carry these supplies which would
be strewed all along the lino, to the different points where
they would be required. Those who tender how make
their own arrangements to send the different supplies from
the railways to the points of consumption. At first the
eastern contractors were rather unwilling to have that
system adopted, but they have got into it now, and the con-
tracts are cagerly sought after by contractors from Mont-
treal, Toronto, Ottawa and other places. Ottawa and
Montreal have soveral important contracta. I do not now
speak specially of the Indian Department, but I know that
for the Mounted Police as weil as the Indian Department,
there is generally a competition for these supplies, and they
are ail let by public competition.

Mr. MITCHELL. That does not meet the point as to
the transfer. I suggested that, if three or four pointa along
the lino of railway were fixed upon, the actual delivery to
these stations would be disseminated a mong ouir own people
in the North-West, and our traders and merchanta could
tender for the supply of such articles of goods as they manu-
factured or dealt in. As to the system the First Minister
says is in force at present, its result bas been to put all this
into the bands of large establishments such as . G. Baker
& Co.-a foreign company-and the Hudson Bay Com-
pany. These two companies have almost monopoliaed the
furnishing of the great quantities of supplies for the North-
West for ten years past. I think it is time that that should
be changed, and that the general manufacturers, traders
and merchants should have a chance to supply that country,
and that our inhabitants in the North-Westi should have an
opportunity of doing the freighting, without our paying
toll to the middlemen. Thel Hudson Bay Company, or 1. G.
Baker & Co., undertake the delivery of the whoie quantity
to the Indian or police stations, and they sub-let that part
to such persons as they like, while, if the contract were for
delivery at certain points on the railway, it would be much
olheaper and would disseminate the advantage among our
manufactureraud our workingmen without the aid of
middlern,.
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Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Isee that there is au amount

under the head of "destitute Indians " of 8756 for 760 pairs
of trousers. That is not quite a dollar a pair. I should
like to ask if the cloth is bought, and if the [ndians are so
far advanced in industrial work that they make their own
clothing. Otherwise the trousers must surely have cost
more than that.

Sir JOHN' A. MACDONALD. No, I do not think they
make their own trousers. It is done by contract.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It is strange that the making
and the goods are separated in that way.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
correct. By some error the clotb was advertised for only,
and a contract was made for that. Then there was a separ-
ate contract for the manufacture of the trousers.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I was in hopes that, perhaps,
to some extent, they had been able to accomplish-of course
yon could not expect them to do as much as the more ad-
vanced Indians in my own constituency-so much in the
industrial school that the females were able to do a great
deal of this work ard bad made these trousers themselves.
Still, I did not know that we had attained to so great an
effiicency as that in these industrial schools. Are they
simply for purposes of education ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon. friend must re-
member that those schools have only recently been estab.
lished. The women's school at Qu'Appelle was only estab-
lished last year, and I think the others have only boen
established about three years. There are two others to be
established during the coming year.

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). We are progressing in that
direction ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. I hope the Premier will accept a sug-

gestion which I make in good part. I think, if he will take
the hon. member for East Assiniboia (Mr. Perley) into the
Cabinet, that hon. gentleman could tell him more about it
than he knows himself. He tells me that the female
Indians-what do yon cati them, Mr. Perley, squaws ?-
make a good deal of their own dresses, and mitts, and socks,
and so on.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I do not think the hon.
member for Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) is quite as
ignorant of the character of the females in the Indian tribes
as he pretends to be.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The [ndian woman-
female as I think my hon. friend said -ought to do some-
thing ofthe kind, beoause I bserve under the head of
annuity that there seems to be an enormous and rather
unaccountable disproportion. For instance, in one com-
munity, there are 48 men and 112 women; in another 25
men and 150 women; in another 150 men and 348 women;
in another 147 men and 26J women. Are all these Indiarns
provided with duplicate ribs ? It appear3 to me there is
something curions in this preponderanue of women, because
this preponderance does not exist so among the boys and
girls. These in most cases appear to be tolerably equal,
but in almost ail cases, on page 2S8, there is a very great
disproportion between the men and the women. As there
are no wars now among these t, ibes, it would be interesting
to know why these disproportions exist.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. My attention was never
called to that before, and I am not aware what is the cause.

Mr. MIILLS (Bothwell). I notice last ye ir the agricul-
tural implements cost $26,000, soed 85,00, farminstructors
$33,000, maintenance $16,000; and as far as I can judge i
from hastily looking over the crop harvested, if we had
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purchased outright the result of the labors of those farm
instructors, we would have acquired for the use of the lu-
dians the same amount as is produced. If those instructors
are doing their duty there ought to be more than that.
There appears to be aun expenditure of the maximum amount
of money with the minimum result. The hon. theFirst Mi.
nister ought to see how far these farm instrucLors are suc-
cessfully performing their duties, for if the country ls as
capable of producting crops as it is represented to be, the
results ought to be, atter so many years trial, something
more than the report shows.

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). I may say that on the
reserves along the fine of railway from Regina to Manitoba
and aiso on the Touchwood Hill reserves, about 100 miles
from the railway, the Indians are becoming very efficient
in the art of agriculture. There is only one agent as a rule
on each reserve. He goes out in the field in the morning,
with a pair of horses supplied by the Government, and
starts the plough. Thon when the furrow is made, the
Indians come along with their oxen and plough the land.
The instructor teaches them how to sow the seed and plough
and hoe and do all kinds of work, and soon the reserves
will be able to maintain themiselves. The first prize steers
at Broadville were owned by an Indian chief, and the vege-
tables of al kinds there exhibited by the Indians astonished
everybody. It was really wonderful that these wild men
who, a few years ago, roamed about with scalp knives in
their hands, could produce such result. A few days
before I left home, I saw an Indian Chiof who had his
20 bags of flour which ho had raised himself and
his team of oxen. Last year I visited Touch-
wood Hills, and there saw a cellar containing 3,000 bushels
of potatoes, which the instructor had received from
the Indians for seed this year. At al the reserves the
instructors keep a certain portion from the produce of the
Indian farmers for seed, and the balance the Indians store
away for their own use. The women knit socks, and com-
forters, and differont articles of that kind, which they have
learnel how to make from the instructors' wivos, Iach of
those agents bas a wife, a very nice lady, who takes pride
in instructing the Indian women how to do knitting, and
these Irdinu women become very expert at the work. I
must say that it has been a source of great pleasure to me
tosee how fficient theso p oor people are becoming in pro.
viding a living for the-msel ves, and this is altogether due to
the careful management of these agents.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Are these Sioux Indians or
Crees ?

Mr. PERLEY (Assiniboia). They are Cros. I read the
report of a statement made by Dumont that the Indians on
the reserves were starving and had to 1 supported by the
half-breeds. But I can say that as regards my district, on
the Piapot's, the File Hills, the Assiuiboia and other reserves,
that statement is entirely incorrect. Those agents are gen-
tlemen of high moral character and good standing. I know
personally most of them, and I know that the statement of
Dumont is entirely unfounded. I thoughtit was my duty,
knowing the facts of the case, to bear this testimony to the
progress the Indians are making.

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHT. We are all glad to
know that. Few things would give me greater pleasure
than to know that the Indians of the North-West were to
any degree becoming self-sustaining. I notice in the Auditor
General's Report for 1886-87 that the total number of
Indians in the Manitoba Superintendency and the North-
West Superintendency, who receive annuities, is put down
at barsly 22,000. ow, if that statement is correct, as I
presume it is, it follows that for the maintenance of these
22,000 Indians we expend $n76,000, or at the rate of $40
per head, which is equivalent to $200 per family. This
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includes all expenses, and, of course, does not go directly,
all of it, into the hands of the Indians, but it is an extremely
heavy expenditure, and I am at a loss to understand how it
coines to be so heavy, unless something bas been omitted
by the Aud;tor General ; $20o a family, as an average
result, is a tremendous heavy exponditure. I was under
the improssion myself that the number of Indians whom we
had to support more or less was considerably larger.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is, I am quite sure.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. I put the question to

the First Minister in order that, if there be a larger
number than are here set down, it should be explained.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. I will take a note of it.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know,

because I cannot help believing that to have to expend
$200 per family for the Indians of the North-West, i8 a

great deal more than this country should be called upon to
o.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That includes the expendi
tare of the instructors and surveyors, and I think there are
more Indians than that.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. There are a large num-
ber of non-treaty lIndians.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Do we do nothing for them
at all, when they are destitute ?

Sir JOBN A. MACDONALD. They are the Sioux In.
dians, who were refugees from the United States after the
massacre of 1860. They are in destitution, and have no
legal reserve except what is accorded them by the Govern-
ment. There are plenty of non.treaty Indians as well. A
good many Indians that were counted in the band, had some
white blood in them, and they claimed to be whites in or-
der to get the scrip. I dare say that, in some degree, will
account for the difference between the number of the men
and the women.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I may observe that I
was by no means charging the whole sum. The actual sum
expended in 1b86.87 was 81,072,000. Now, according to
the department, they have spent about $880,000, so that 1
kept largely within the sum actually expended.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I endorse the views expressed by the
hon. member or Northumberland (Utr. Mitchell). I think
in some cases excessive prices are paid. I notice that seed
barley last year cost 81.50 per bushel; seed oats cost a littie
over 81 per bushel; and thero was a quantity of oats bought
for feeding pu poses that only cost 40 cents. Why should
there be such a difference ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The freight.
Mr. MoMULLEN. The freight should be the same on

oats for feed as on those for seed.
Sir JOUiN A. MACDONALD. Some of the grain may

have to be carried 500 or 600 miles, and someocf it only zo
miles. I would say to the ihon. member for South Oxford
that I find in the last report of the Department of Indian
Affairs, that under the treaties there are 23,811 Indians; in
the Peace River district, 2,038; in the Athabaska district,
8,000; in the Mackenzie River district, 7,000 ; in eastern
Rupert's Land, 4,016.

Sir RICRARD CARTWRIGHT. As I understand it, you
do not do anything for the Peace River or Mackenzie River
districts ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. Except when they are
outside the treaty, except when information comes that they
are actually starving, we cannot allow them to die.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. The figures of the Au.
ditor General correspond sufficiently with the figures I have

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.

bore. They show a little over $21,000. Now, in the Peace
River district I hardly recollect any other sums having been
spent for some years; if there were, I tbink they were
very small. None was spent in the Mackenzie River nor in
the Rupert's Land district.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There was a small amount
for twine f>r nets, and things of that kind.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Practically speaking
this heavy item of expenditure that we annually vote for
Manitoba and the North-West, goes tot-omc 22,000 or 23,000
people.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRICIT. And in 1886-87 it

reached as I pointel out, to over a million.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The First Minister, in giving

the pophiation of the Indians within the seven treaties,
included the Indians in the Provirce of Ontario over the
height of land westward, so that if you begin at the western
boundary of Ontario and take the Indians of the North-
West Territories and Manitoba, you will have a much smaller
population.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is, I take it, from the
head of lake Superior westward.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Of course it looks like a large
amount to give, but I always think, in reference to the
Indians in the North-West, that the Government should not
be unduly pressed in a matter of that kind. It is a very
difficult thing, indeed, Io marago, and only when I have
thought that thore have been cases of absolute neglect on
the part of the officials, did I call the attention of the Gov.
ern ment to it-I think it is our duty to do that at all times.
With reference to this amount, there is this bright side:
that while it seerms large per head, we have heard from
the hon. member for Assinibota that a large amount
goes for farm iustructors, wages, and other things, that
swell this total amount; but by means of this expenditure
we bave reason to hope that the Indians are becoming
more self-sustaining, and the expenditure will in a short
time begin to decrease. Althoug-h I was prepared to ýlhow
that there is a wate-I do not feel able to do it at the prer ent
time-l should Lot like unduly to press the Govern ment.
0f course some of the prices look very high, but whon we
remember what the Minister has said, that they may be
altered very much on account of freight, we cannot pronounce
too hasty a judgment. I was pleased to see when I was up
in the North-West lait fall, that the Indians seemed to be
making progress, as this gentleman hqs said, and every
Canadian mustrejoice; if we can solve the Indian proble m-
making them good citizens and self supporting citizens-we
will have accomplished somothing I think that has nover
been done by any other nation.

Mr. MACDOWALL. I would say with regard to the
Indians being self supporting that the people 0i Battleford
have already sent duwn a petition to the right hon. gentle-
man complaining that the Indians are raising so much grain
and farm produce that they are taking away the market
from the white settlers. They represent that the Indians
have been helped on so much that they are now in such a
good position tbat they are able to produce grain at a cheap
rate, and are able to take away the market from the white
settlers. I think this shows that the officials employed by
the Government aie deserving the highest praise for having
taught the Indians so well that they are able to compete
with the white sottlers.

North-West Mounted Police......... ....... $748,416

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Clothing $70,000-
what is the precise number just now ?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 45 officers, 6 medical

officers, 3 veterinary surgeons, and 1,000 non-cormissioned
officers and mon, making 1,054.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I would call the atten-
tion of the First Minister and also of the Minister of Justice
to this fact: the exponse of sustenance for the North.West
mounted Police i8, according to the Minirters statement, a
good deal lees than $90a head. The expenseof maintaining
convicts in the Manitoba penitentiary is a litile over 8120
per head. I can understand no possible ground on which
the rations allowed to a mounted policeman sehould cost less
by 30 per cent. or more than the rations to a convict in the
Manitoba penitentiary. The First Minister will remembor
that we took exception, and I think with ieason, to the
expenditure on the penitentiary, and if ara correct in that
point the disproportion is great, because in every point of
view the subsistence account for a mounted policeman on
active service ought to be considerably in excess of that
which is necessary to maintain a convict in the Manitoba
penitentiary. I desire to enquire of the First Minister if
there is any chance of reducing the North West mounted
police force largely ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No The force has an im-
mense amount of work to do, and with the ineresseof whites
the labor is increasing. The number of raids across the fron-
tier is increasing immensely, and thore is a regular system
of patrol along the whole country. There is a great differ-
once between the force the Canadian Governmont bas on
the frontier and that of the Amer icun Gover n iin t for the
same purpose. The Americans had two or three years ago
3,000 men on the frontier.

Mr. MITCHELL. Has the hon, gentleman ever experi-
mented as to the employment of Sioux Indians in connection
with the force.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have a number of them
employed as scouts.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGEH . I understand their wea-
pons aro getting worn out, and as the buffalo are disappear-
ing and there is little game, they have very few arms of
any value now.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe that is correct.
Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GUT. Therefore, so far as

the Indians are concerned, the number of the force is very
large, although in a country of such vast extent a large
number of men is required.

Mr. MACDOWALL. The people of the North-West
would not like to see the mounted polioe force reduced at
all, because it has done very good work in the country. It
has always been a small body of men and not an excessive
body. The management of the force is very economical,
and it will form the nucleus of any force raised thereatany
time for self defence.

Oanada Gazette. ........ .................... .......... $,000
Sir RICfIARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the reason of

this increased expenditure ?
Mr. BOWELL. The Queen's piinter explains that $1,20

increase is due to the additional size of the Gazette caused
by Ibe larger quantity of advertising, and 'consequent in-
crease of income.

Miscellaneous Printing......................$20,000
Mr. BO WEL L. The next item, 85,000 increase, is on ac-

count of more printing having been required. The $15,000
lormerly, did not cover the total amount of the printing,
bat the increaso in reality is only about & 3,000, or scarcoly
that for /,000 is in cludel in this sum of $,000, which
was formerly taken separatoly for the printing of parlia-
mentary bills.

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGIT. What is the income of
the Canada Gazette, because I observe that in 1887 the total
expense of the Canada Gazette was only 84,283, and it seoms
a large increase to incur in a single year.

19- r% y "Y rni_ 4'

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the policy of1 M['. t$UWiLi-.Talu OOns printer ssy tuat tue
the Government with regard to arming volunteer corps in this year is batween 85,000 sud 86,00.
the Calgary region and elsewhere ? At the time of the ont- Expenses of Goverument in the .W.T........$142,889
break there were two or three corps raised am>ng the cow
boys of the ranches. Uave the Government established any inese cf 840,000 tbis year for tha experses of the Govorn-
volunteer force there ?1 ment in the North-West 'Perriteries. DL)es thiË addîtional

Sir JOHN A. MACDO ALD. I denet thMnk there is r40,000 cover the Regina Leadsr nd the cost o maintain-
rny volunteer force at Calgary. There is a volunteer frce ing ith?

at Winnipeg, and aEsoer think at Prince Albent, SimtJOHNh A. MACDONALD. No.

Sir RICHARD CA RT WR!G FIT. 1 dcsired te ascertainSir RICHARD CARTWR[GFLT. What des the hon.
m)re particnlarly what the polcycf the Gorernment gentleman want this additionrl Dsha,000 ford?
might ho in this respect, cause te a ceitain extort the Sir JOHN A. MACDON'AALD. We are icreasig the
maintainance cf these 1,000 mcn depends on the question industrial schools, building bridges, and assisting in the
wether you have a sufficient number of reasonaby geod material devoloprent of tbe countryinevery way. As the
volunteer corps whih might Prisumoned in case cf setAlbre go in thero the dernande are incescd.
emergency. At lest i may core down te that. Sir RICHARD CARarWRIGT. Cannot the bon. gentle-

Sir JOHN A. r AtDONA LD. Active miltia corps man give smeemnort tf e4timate as te the mxe te which ho

would b. very in tespeccase cf an actual outbreakxbut for proposes t apptoprite those 840,000 additional?

the everyday work, eontrolling the Indians, in fact ver- siyrgJON A. MACDOALt. The money bas hitherto

vwing the cdianorseizing stben goods, espdcially catte bee sent tethe Lieutenant overnor, uni ho appropriates

aud herses, repressinig smuggling and de8troying intex"- It undor instructions from headqusrters. The larger pro.
cants y these 1000 men are thom ly force avaitable. A portion cfit is lor laying eut roads aud se on, and the Gev-

militia force cold only b caled up n in caa se f btual ernor has aways submitted that to bis Çouneil, snd

otbreak. taken their opinion v ds te the beetrmeansyr r hnppropritngcants thee 1,00 me arethe oly frceeaailale..

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGIT. If every Indian in the SRhCR RG .mh et

North-West were put in the field, evea if every man in the hon. getem A R exp RIGT. Ig o peac eduth-
several treaties turned ont, they would not number morebtie tithe iem ili sll w pttekow abou
than 4,000 or 5,000, and they would be very poorly armed ? im 1O- alD Taounorpodto
I understand.Si ENA.AL)NU .Teaonexnd n

I undestsnd.schooil amtyeat-wtts 8 4,507. The appropa ition a,ýkdf ir

Sir JOHN A. MACDONA LD. They havea good many this year in cousequenu of the incroaed numbaroticbools
S Nincierter rifi O AAsmong them, ir JM63,229
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Mr. McMULLEN. I notice on page 235 of the report on
Indian Affairs, that there is a large sum of money for
distributing pamphlets in the North-West. ls this included
in the item ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. MoMULLEN. I would like to know what itis for?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It says there for the

publication of pamphlets.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Are those the pam-

phlets which contain the very lively attack on Mr. M. C.
Cameron ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Those are the pamphlets
that were a defence against a very lively attack by Mr. M.
C. Camerori.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHFT. If that be so, the hon.
gentleman will se that if those pamphlets were issued
under his instructions, he went on the principle that the
best way to defend îs to attack. If he hasforgotten, we on
this side have not forgotten that those "Facts About the
North-West " contained a very sharp attack on Mr. M.
C. Cameron. It is somewbat difficult to draw the line,
and I do not know that I should object to a statement of
"facts " being issued by a department, but they should be
confined to a statement of facts when they are published at
the public expense, and not converted irito an attack on a
political opponent. If an attack on a political opponent is
to bu made, this Parliament is the place to make it. The
right hon. gentleman did say something in his place, ai-
though, for one reason or another, he and Mr. M. C. Cam.
eron were not together on the floor. This pamphlet that
my hon. friend refers to was published at the public ex-
pense, and unless I have entirely forgotten the tenor of it-
and I do not think I have-it certainly was highly polemi-
cal as regards Mr. M. C. Cameron. Did not the hon. gen-
tleman accuse him of something like forgery ? I think he
did.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, No, not forgery.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Ho aocused him of a
deliberate and wilful porversion of the truth in every pos-
sible way.

Sir JOHN A. MA -DONALD. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think a distinction

must bu drawn with pamphlets that are published in that
way. It could bu made quite as damaging, and perhaps
more so, if the sharp attack I referred to could bu confined
to statements of facts, It is an indiscretion on the part of
the offlcers connected with the publication cf the pamphlet
to proceed to attack a noted politician liko Mr'. M. C.
Carneron. Should the wheel of fortune have revolved the
other way, and should Mr. M. C. Cameron as might have
been the case become Minister of the Interior, it might have
been a very awkward position indeed for those oficer to
have found themselves in. lt might have warrated con-
siderable changes in the personnel of the department.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think the
officers of the department are in any way resnonsible for
that paper. As regards the laets ail I have tosay is that if
the hon. gentleman himseUl would calmly sit down, and for-
get for a moment that he was a politician, and take the
attack made by Mr. Uameron, and take the answer in that
pamphlet, I think bu would in ail candor be obliged to
admit that every word in the pa'nphlct was justified.

MÂY 19,
of ground as h went over; but I tbink in a very large
proportion of cases it will bu found that there were very
good grounds for the criticisms that that gentleman made.
But that is not precisely the point. The peoint is this : it
is not fair or judicious that the publie money should be
used to pay for publications which contain violent attacks
on gentlemen on this side of the House, and that is what
was done in this case.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I do not think we should allow this
vote to pass witbout making an impression on the minds of
hon. gentlemen opposite that the public morey should not
be taken for a purpose of this kind . If the statements made
by Mr. Cameron were iot in accordance with the facts, and
the department found it necesary to defend themseives, I
do not think there could bu any objection to that. But in
this case there was a pamphlet got up for political purposes,
and references were made to Mr. Cameron that were ex-
ceedingly urfair ; and I do not think it is i ight thar an
item of this kind should bu smuggled into this vote for In-
dian affairs, or that we should be asked to consent quietly
to it. I do not tbink it is fair that the public moneyshould
bu used to strike at a man who was a member of this HIoue
and who performed bis duty with great ability, and to abuse
him when he is not hure to defend himself.

Expenditure in connection with the Canada Tem-
perance Act.................. ..... ......... $0,00

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. H1ow does this corne
to bu so large? I notice that in 1-87 the total expenditure
was apparerntly orly $d,90).

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There have been a great
many elections, some to bring the Act into force and some
to repeal it, and the expenses of both have to bu paid out
of the general revenue.

To compensate members of the North-West mounted.
police for injuries received in the discharge of
duty......... ........ ............... $2,000

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I would call the attention of
the Prime Minister to the case of Private J. W. Boyd, of the
rnounted police force, who was injured, not exactly while on
duty, but wiiile ie was attending :0 one of the horses under
the order of a superior officer. The borpe struck him on the
leg, and bu was disabled. He was brought down to Ottawa,
and placed in the hospital here, and was for some time under
the charges of Sir James Grant. He was very severely in-
jured, and applied 1or compensation, but I believe it was
said that h was not entitled to it, as it was claimed he did
not recuive the iijury while on duty.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. If the hon, gentleman
will bu good enough to send me the particulars, I will have
enquiries made.

Salary of Mr. Fabre and contingencies of his office $3,600

Mr. McMULLEN. I would like to draw t'le attention of
the committeeto the amount which this man has drawn.
le appears to bu a rather expensive individual. I sue by
the Auditor-General's report that last year he picked ont of
the pockets of the people of this cOuntry altogeth er 86,588.56
for salay and extras. I think we should try to do without
him when h coats se much.

Mr. CASEY. I think it really is scandalous that this
absurd expenditure should be continued year after year.
If anybody contended that Mr. Fabre was doing anythingte ecre mîrana ro Frriceweaholdbgatin

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. i am afraid I would suatain bin; but there ha never beun ary prelenod tiathe
hardly be able to go that length by any mariner of means. was ding nythîng te prerote emigration in any way
What migt pei haps occur would have been that in some except by the publicatiu. of a paper called Paris-2anada,
cases Mr. Can.ionu hàan d been misinformed, as it is quite out et wbieb bu rakea money u.s well as lrom bis office.possible where a man went over such an immense amouatIleolain Put la te lie a goou timu and te make Mouey-for

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD.
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himsef, and I can cali it nothing but scandalous that we
should maintain him there. I think it is time the Govern.
ment should prove their dosire to have French immigration
by changing the agent, or else stop this expenditure.

Mr. COOKBURN. I regret to hear the position of Mr.
Fabre designated as scandalous. I had the pleasure of
living in Paris for two or three years, and I had an oppor-
tunity of seeing the services rendered by Mr. Fabre to many
gentlemen living there. House rent in Paris is twice as
dear as it is bore, and if you want to buy a pound of meat
you have to pay 50 cents for it, so that the salary of 83,500,
a year there is not equal to 61,5q0 a year here. He may
have received $6,000, but some of that amount is for other
services. I believe that if the office is to be maintained the
salary instead of being too large is too smali.

Mr. CASEY. I am ver 7 glad to have an explanation at
last of what Mr. Fabre really ii for, seeing that the Minister
does not explain. Tue hon. gentleman tells us that ho is
not thore to look after emigrants, but only to make it
pleasant for Canadians in Paris. I am glad that wealthy
people in Paris are so well looked after by him.

Mr. COCKBURN. Perhaps the hon, gentleman will
remember that there are people in Canada who speak
French, whose sympathies are with Paris, and who, when
they go abroad, are glad to find a representative there. He
bas been the means of facilitating our intercourse with
France, and, at the same time, of drawing the attention of
the Government to the means of developing our trade with
that country; and the salary attached to that office is a
very small on) indeed, anl such a salary as few persons of
superior talent would be inclined to aocept to fill that office.

Mr. MITCHELL. Are bis services required at ail ?
That is the first consideration. I do not bolieve they are,
and I have failed to see any advantage this country has ever
got from the appointment of Mr. Fabre.

An hon. VEMBER. He looked after the member for Coc-
tre Toronto.

Mr. MITCHELL. If he paid attention to the hon. mem-
ber for Centre Toronto, that was very gracefal on bis part,
and there is no better man ho could look after. Hut outs de
of that, I know of no service ho performed. The soorier
the Government ascertains whether ho is of practical bene-
fit to the country the better; and if ho is not, the sooner his
services are discontinued the batter.

Mr. COOK. Other gentlemen have visited Paris besides
the hon. member for Centre Toronto, and have recoived
hospitality at the bands of Mr. Fabre. I had the pea-
sure of meeting him at bis offi2e, and I am sure ho
receives very kindly ail Canadians who visit Paris. I know
he was withme, and I1attempted to utilise him in the direc-
tion in wvhch his services are valuable, but he failed to get
me the information L desired or the individual I wished to
meet. However, I do not blame Mr. Fabre for that, for ho
did all he could. I wis proposing to be instrumental in
bringing ont a second immigrant, and to do my country a
great service by having two immigrants instead of one for
this expenditure of $7,000. But I must bear testimony to
the way in which I was received by Mr. Fabre.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Fabre is a gentleman of
very considerable ability and of great culture, and it is very
important, in my opinion, to have a Canadian representa-
tive in a place so important as Paris, not merely in regard
to France or Pari but in regard to the whole continent,
for Paris is a great continental centre and is visited by
strangers from ail parts of the continent. It is there-
fore of great importance te bave a gentleman of Mr.
Fabre's sbility, talents and culture representing Canada
in Paris in order to give information there in regard

te Canada, His paper bas been referred te. I may say that
bis paper ia net a money-making coneernu at all. But it is al.
most exclusively doevoted to furnishing information in regard
te Canada, and information of a most valuable charaeter in
diffused in this respect through its olumns. It has been
utilised for that purpose, net only in France but in Switzer-
land and Belgium, and, in fact, to a large extent all over
the continent. The expenditure is not a large one, and I
think the country receives very good value for it. Mr.
Fabre has, to my personal knowledge, so maintained bis
dignity as a representative of' Canada, as te acquire very
considerable influence with the leading statesmen in
France; and I am quite sure that the influence he exercises,
there in making Canada known and respected is very valua.
ble. I am sure that gentlemen who visit Paris and bave an
opportunity of seoing what hoe is doing, and the mode in
which it is done, and the position ho occupies there, will net
think this is an extravagant expendituro by any means.

Mr. McMULILEN. Notwithstanding what the hon. gen-
tliuan bas said with regard to Mr. Fabre's influence, the
resuilt of bis labors in the past has been the bringing out of
one immigrant te our shores.

Sir CEIA RLEi TUPPER. At this moment 1 families
with considerable means, are on their way to Canada,
through tho instrumentality of Mr. Fabre.

Mr. MITChELL. It is what wo might cal the first
fruits.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. It is a groat thing te have a
boginning.

Mr. MITCHELL. It bas taken a long time and a g>od
deal of money to get that boinning.

Mr. McMULLEN. Mr. Fabre evidently thinks himself
as important a representativo cf the country as the hon. the
Minister of Finance himseolf. While in London assisting at
the Colonial Exhibition, Mr. Fabre drew 81() a day for
living expensoe, and I notice that the hon. the Minister also
drew the same'am unt, so thit Mrt. Fabre thinks himsolf as
important as the High Cormmissieior.

Sir JOUIN A. MACDJNALD. Wl'l, ho cts jiit as
much.

Mr. MoMULLEýN. Tho Uigh Commissioner was very
moderate, drawing only to while ho was attending the
exhibition.

Sir CLARLES TUPPr:R. He always is.

Mr. McMULLN,. I cannot understand why Mr. Fabre
should draw that mueb. Des the hon. gentleman mean to
say that Mr. Fabre i.s on a par with himself ?

Sir CLIARLJES TUPPER. He is, in many respects, su-
perior.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Ho has not drawn quite as large a
salarv, but, accordiog to the Auditor General's report, he has
managed to draw a pretty good round sum. I do not think
the people of this country can afford te have an expensive
aristocrat of that stamo drawing the nonoy of the poople.
Il we bad an agent there to whom we paid a reasonab!e sal-
ary it migh t not be objectionable, but to have a man there
who is sucking the life-blood of the people is an outrageons
scandal. 8G,5b8 to keep a man inb is position living in Paris
on the fat of the land is decidedly objectionable.

Sir JOUIÀ A. MACDON ALD. Is this net ratber a Rmall
business to be discussing the salary given to Mr Fabre ?
Why hoe s attacked I cannot say. l'bc majority of the peo-
ple of Canada are certainly the English speaking race. We
have an immigration agent in London.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do not raise race questions.
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Bir JOHN A. MACIDONALD. Idonotwant to be inter-
rupted. Wehave agents in England, Ireland and Scotland.
We have 1,250,000 people of French descent in Canada,
and it is natural they should like to see one of their own
race in France, trying to induce some of their compatriots
to come ont bore. The hon. gentleman knows very well
that the French Canadians desire to increase in numbers,
and they are very successful in carrying out that desire,
ani they are naturally anxious to keep up connection with
the country of their ancestors. Why should we object to
one French Canadian going to Paris to use his best iflaence
to bring out French immigrants? And although be bas
not been very successful in that respect, he bas baen suc-
cessful in other and vory important directions. Ho has
been successful in inducing French capitalists to invest in
Canada.

Mr. MITCHELL. Where ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We know that French
capital is now eagerly seeking investment in Canada, and
know that Mr Fabre is prepared to givo information to
French capitalists with regard to such investment, and we
know that by means of his papor ho bas created a groat
interest in Canada in France. That is very desirable, and
as ho ia our only French Canadian agent, we might fairly
allow him ifis sum.

Mr WILSON (BIgin). The argamenls advanced by the
hon. Minister in defence of this appointment are, to my
mind, vory absurd It was not half as strong as the argu
ment offered by my bon friord from Contre Toronto (Mr.
Cockburn). Ho bal something substantial tIo offer as a
reason why we should have a commissioner in France. Ho
said, it is a very nice thing because, when I went there, I
went to his office. and he treated me very kindly. Ho did
not say that he gave him a glass of wine, but no doubt he
showed him every attention. Of course it ils only right that
the Dominion of Canada should bave a gentleman there to
entertain such an hon. member as that. We all ought to
shut our mouths and say nothing when this gentleman
bestows favors upon such a grand member of Parliament
when hoeis in France. Of course he distinguished himself,
and Mr. Fabre took him arournd Paris and otber places,
in order to show the people there what a fine specimen
Canada could send there. No doubt ho rendered in that way
ample service for the amount ho receives as salary. The
First Minister says ho does a useful work, and that it is
only reasonable to expect that the French in this country
would desire to bave a Frenchman in Paris to ropresent
this country there, so as to induce the people to come from
France to this ccuntry. We are all desirous to have thern
come, but Mr. Fabre bas been there f>r many years, and I
suppose has performed in the past the same service which
ho is performing now, and what are the roults ? My hon.
friend froin Simcoe said ho had brought out one individual
to Canada for all the amount which we aro giving him.
The Minister of Finance says ho bas editeca a paper and
sends it broadeast, and that it is doing a useful setvice to
Canada by the dissomination of useful information. Are we
not printing pamphlets and paying enormous sums of
money under the bead of immigration to bave these
pamphlets sent all over Europe in order to induce people
to come; and why is it necessary to pay this individual
something over $1,800 for the printing of this paper ?
I ask if one tangible evidence eau ho givon of any benefit
which has resulted to the Dominion of Canada by the
publication of this paper in France, Beigium, Germany or
any other part of the old country ? The First Minister
promised us a few years ago that we should have a detailed
statement of the operation of this office. Where do we find
auy detailed.statenent of the results which have been pro-
duced ? I say that this is for no other purpose than to give
this man a lucrative office by which ho eau reside there in

Sir JoHN A, MAc.DoNALD.

ease and comfort. He received a salary from the Quebeo
Government. He was Font there by them, and, after lie
got to France, I suppose ho found it so comfortable, con-
venient and attractive to hirn that ho desired to stay, and
this Government have decided to keep him there. The
statement of the First MiÂister that he has induced French
capitalists to seek investments in Canada is merely an
assertion without anything to substantiate it. If the hon.
gentleman had been honest in his assertion-and ho is not
gererally honest in his as ertions-he would have said that
it was owing to the exertions of Mr. Mercier, the Premier
of the Province of Quebec, that French capitalists have
been indu-ced to c'me to Can ula. It is not Mr. Fabre who
has induced thom to come. He as no time to do that.
His timoeis taken up in lo>king after individuals from Can.
ada liko the member for Centre.Toronto (hîr. Cockburn).
He has no time to spend on other matters, and the First
Minister knew full weli that, in the statement he was
making, ho was trying to mislead the House, and ho knows
that this man in the past and at presont is doing no service
and that this vote is only a bonus given to him to enable
him to remain in that country. I am surprised that the
right bon. gentleman longer attempts to defend such an
item, or that the Minister of Finance should say that the
paper which is printed there is cf any benefit to Canada.We
know it is not, and, until the Minister is more honest with
the House and brings in a report giving a detailed state-
ment of what Mr. Fabre is doing there, the louse wouild be
justified in refusing any longer to pass such an item as this.

Mr. M[TCHELL. When the right hon. gentleman
attempts to raise a race cry in order to j 2stify a very doubt-
ful item, ho pursues a course which is not worthy of him.
There is no one who desires more than I do to have French-
mon corne to Canada and settle hre. If it is desirable
to have a man in Paris to induce Frenchmen and French
capital to come here, lot us send some man who will induce
thoni to come, but do not let us keep a man there who has
been there for about ton years, Isuppose, ani I do not think
bas controlled ton immigrants. As to Frenth capital, I
should like to know where it is. The late Mr. Senecal and
the Secrotary of State had something to do with inducing
one of those financial iustitution to come intothis country.
They came and spent a lot of money, and then they
practically stopped their operations. Since then, I know
of no French capital which has corne here. The other day
some discussion arose about French capital coming into
this country, and the complaint was that they were treated
so badly by the Dominion Cabinet that they declined to
come. I am not going to take up the lime at this hour and
at this stage of the Session in discussing this matter, but I
think the Government would do well to enquire during the
current year as to what Mr. Fabre has done, and to be pre-
pared at the next meeting of Parliament to state what
services ho has rendered. If they cannot do that, it will be
well to consider whether they should not drop that item in
future.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHr. I desire it to be dis.
tinctly understood that I raise no objection, nor does any
hon, gentleman on this side of the louse raise any objec-
tion whatever to reasonable exertions being used to induce
French immigrants or French capital to be brought to
this country. There is a great deal to be said for that.
But I have never seen a report from Mr. Fabre. I do not
think any such report has ever been laid on the Table of
the House. I do not remember any such report beintg
printed in the Immigration Report presented by the Mini-
ter of Agriculture; and certainly, if we are to pay money
from year to year for this purpoe, we ought to have a
report submitted by Mr. Fabre to show what ho has done,
or what ho supposes himself to have done. That point, 1
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think, the Ministers ought to insist upon. It has beei
raised before, and bas never been attended to.

Mr. COUTURE. (Translation.) I must thank the Gov
ernment for having appointed the lion. Mr. Fabre Canadiai
agent in France. It is certninly but Ln act of justici
towards the French-Canadians and the minority in thi
House. I am happy to see the Hon. Mr. Fabre representin
the French Canadian race in France. He lives in thE
midst of a nation which is acknowledged as one of th<
greatest in the world. His work is assuredly slow, but i
is sure. We already have amongst us some Frenchmen
who came hore through Mr. Fabre, and I see in the news
papers that a number of French families, baving large
means, are leaving France to come and settie in Canada
hope the money spent for the promotion of French immi
g ration into Canada will ba beneficial to us. I thank the

overnment for what they have done so far, and I urge
them to persevere in that patriotie courSe towards Franc
and Canada.

Mr. McMULLEN. I have heard that this gentlemain
bas not invested his money on the other side. 1 understand
that hoeis a stockholder in the Texas Ranching Company
I do not know whother that is true, perhaps the Ministei
of Finance will be able to tel[ us,

To meet payments to extra clerks for services ren-
dered in preparation of returne ordered by Par-
liament................ . ........ $5,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I hardly think thie
item is necessary, in view of the number of sesiona
olerks we have, and of the fact whicb, if I remember aright
was stated to us by Mr. Speaker, that he was able to de
tach certain of these sessional clerks of ours, to act prac
tically as secretaries for members on both sides of th
House-although I never received any. If our sessional
clerks have nothing else to do, they might be made available
to prepare returne. We have got a considerable number of
employés here who, as I under6tood, are not fully em
ployed. It would be a very fitting thing that their extra
time should be taken up for just such services, unless there
be a rule that a man who is in the service of the Parlia
ment of Canada, must not do any work that is not imme-
diately connected with Parliament. Only 99 returns were
moved for, and unless they were of an extraordinary char-
acter, they cannot require the employment of a wholo host
of extra clerks.

Sir JOHN A. MAÇDONAL D. This is merely an estimat,.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But this kind of esti-

mate is very apt to be used.
Commercial Agencies.................... $0,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This is for the purpose of
sending agents to foreign countries to promote trade. At
this moment a gentleman bas been sent to Brazdl and the
Argentine republic for the purpose of ascertaining how far
we may be able to develop trade there. Last year a gentle-
man was sent to Cuba, Port Rico and the British West In-
dies. Previously an agent was sent to Japan. It is simply
a provision that whon occasion requires the Government
may send out agents for the purpose ofextending our trade.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The hon. gentleman would
do well to ses that the Canadian subjects in Cuba are placed
in the same position as Americans. A British subject can-
not leave that Island without permission.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would be very glad if my
hon. friend would lot me have as mach detailed information
as he eau on that point, because I think we will be able to
deal with it in a satisfactory manner.

,Kr. MITCHELL. This sending expeditionary misesionalies
to foreigu countries for the purpose of promoting trade, so

n far as my experience goes for the last 20 years, resulted in
nothing. I r<collect in 1-65-66 the old Government of Canada

- sent an expedition, composed of a great many distin-
guished statesmen ofthat day -the Hon. Thomas Ryan, the
Hon. Wm. Mc Dougall and a number of others-down to the

s British West Indies, to Brazil, Cuba and to other southern
g countries for the purpose of promoting trade. They made a
e report, and tbat is the last of it. There have been expeditions
e going periodically ever since. We had an expedition to
t Australia, and an expedition to Jamaica. They may do some-

thing porbaps in Jamaica, but as to this expedition the hon.
gentleman bas referred to, I do not think it will amount
to much. I think it will result very much in the same-way
as a good many others of these commercial missionary expe-
ditions which have been sent out from year to year.

5 Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not suppose the hon. gen-
e tieman can refer to a single one of these commercial ven-
e tures which were set on foot during the last 20 years that

bas been a success. I do not think he can point to a single
addition made to our trade with any foreign country in con.

j sequence of any commercial agent that bas been sent out.
The hon. gentleman knows that our lumbermen are engaged

r in trading with some South Amorican countries; that some
manufacturers of sewing machines have entered into trade
with many counitries lu Europe, and with the South Ameri-
cana; and maltera cf Ibis sert are geuerally more satisfac-
torily conducted by those who bave a special intereast in
openinig np trade with thoRe countrios. The agents ho bau

sent ont lu the past are mon who have nospociai knowledgo
Il cf the v7affls et the couiis,îo c f the chances tboi-eare fer

devel'in,)tg tr.ado inii ay particular brauch of business
-in ibis country or wîth any b,-aucb cf businesa in
-any foreign country. Curtainly the oxperienco the hon.

gentleman bas had during the past 20 years ought
1te tihow hlm that ho should louve thoise inattere to

eur manufacturera, and our mercbants, and our lumbermen,
fand te those wbo have a speciai interest in opening np trade
-witb thoso countrios, instead cf the Goverrnent under-
taking it. lu every instance where the Governmeint have
undertaken it, thoy have preved flics on the whec], they

-have failed te accomplish any purpoise. The mon who are
*engagcd lu trade, who have a spccial interest lu socuning
the foreigu market, are thoeowbo will best succeed in
fatding another market. They know with wbom te dent.
The bon. gentleman sends ont his agent; ho meets certain
memnbors of the Goveruiment, ho dos not mneot the con-
sumers, he does net umoût with thoso wbo bave an interest
lui trading with ns; ho meroly meetsi with the officiais and
public men of the country, sud bas a very good turne of it,
and rotux-a, ud that las the enid cf iL. if the hon, gentle-
man wauta te flud for a ncedy politician a position in

>whicbhe can fud anu excuse for handing hlm over a few
thouéauds, with which tu spend a pleasant summer lu a sort
of holiday expedition, 1 ean understand thie vote. It le
perfectly intelligible f roml that point of visw, it le net in-
telligible from auy other.

Sir CIHARLES TUPPER. The hou, gentleman is quite
mistaken ln auppo.iing that the Uovernment desire te find
omployment for needy politiciaus, or thatany portion of this
vote is boiung used for any snucb pur pose. lir. Wood, who wont
te Ansitrâlia, and wbo uomt tho country a very amali eam
iudeed, wiss an intelligent main, and whibo b. travelled
throngh vat loue parts ofknustralia, the prescf that country
was filod with statomants calculated to bring Canada for-
ward aud te show the population of the varions Au4-raliau
Provinces, tho adVantage they wonld derivefoc oser
trade relations with Canada; sud I bellevo at thie moment
thaý, if the whole of that $10,000 had been expeuded in that
one service, it woul t hava been amply repaid by the iu-
creased trade that bas been grewing up over sinco between
Canada and the différent Provinuos ef Australie. I quite
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agree with the hon. gentleman that after all the best means
of promoting trade is to get parties who bave a direct per-
sonal interest in the extension of their trade to take hold of
it. The exhibition attracted a great deal of attention, and
now an exhibition is being hold in Melbourne, and a large
amount of space has been taken up and givon to Canadian
manufacturers and exhibitors. The hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) will agroe with me that in
selecting Mr. Joues, of the city of St, John, who is now
visiting the Argentine republic and Brazil for the purpose
of extending our export trado, we were not providing for
a needy politician or a dependent on the Government. He
was appointed at the unanimous roquest of the Chamber of
Commerce of St.. John, a body representing aill )arties,
which body indicated him as a very desirable person for
the work, and which appealed to the Govern ment to inves-
tigate those makets, and laid before us evidence which
they had collectod in regard to the trade. They had sent
ont an experimental cargo, and were satisfied that if the
Government would follow that up aun send out an agent
to place himself in communication with the Governments
and various commercial bDdies there, a groat deal could be
done. We bolieved the statements to be well fou nded, and
we selected a person acceptable to all. I do not think this
is a waste of money. I bolieve nothing is more important
to Canada at this moment than to endeavor to extend our
trade with remote countiles in every possible way.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGII. With near countries,
not with remote coutries.

Qir CHARLES TUPPER. Near, or rem,.te. I want to
extend our trado as far as possible, and to as great an extent
aa possible with every country.

Ur. MITCHELL. Since the hon. gentleman referred to
me personally I cau only say this, that as regards Mr.
Jones, whom I know very well, hoeis personally a most
respectable man. He is a brower in St. John and a brother-
in-law of one of the members for the county of St. John,
and is a most respectable and worthy man. As to Mr. Joues
doing one iota of good in developing this trade between this
country and the countries to which ho has gone, I believe
it will end in a completo and total failure. It is something
like the mission of Sir A. T. Gait to Spain, when he was
accompanied by an extetsive tatff, with the brther-in-!aw
of the worthy Premier as secretary of the staff. They spent
a great deal of money, and what did it result in ? It wîil be
found to have resulted in scarcely any benefit whatever to
this country. Thon theore is Mr. Wylde's exponses to
Jamaica. What will that mission result in ? Nothing. Mr.
Wylde is a smart, olever man, who had boon in business in
Halifax, Nova Scotia,-a mari with a good deal of acumen
I admit.

Sir CHIA RLE9 TUPPER. And in business in the West
India trade,

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes. But an Cetension of the business
of the country is not to bemade by missionaries but by the
mercantile class. They talk about trade with the Argentine
republic and about one vessel being sent from St. John as
an experiment. Why, I rad in the papers the number of
regular steamers îrunning between the argentine rqpublic
and Eu-ope, particularly England, and I think the number
was ton or twelve steamers. I have no doubt that country
is good field.

Sir CHA.RLES TUPPER It is very rapidly developing
now.

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, so much @0 that some of our
people are going down there to build railways. But is the
extension of trade to be promoted by sending M r. Jones
there ?

Sir CH&ARLES TUPPER. I hope so, that is the object.
Sir CHARLES TIPPER.

Mr. MITCHELL, If the High Commissioner that is to
be would go there himseolf, with his plausible tongue and
power of convincing people and of making the worst appear
the better cause, as he often does to the misfortune of this
country, and the befoggi g of bon, gentlemen on this side
of the Huse, ho might accomplish some gooï ; but the
Government will never effect any good by these commer-
cial missionaries whom they are sending out What should
be done is what the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
indieated. Business certainly should be promoted between
these new countries and also between the old countries, and
the utmost freedom of trade should be afforded. My hon.
friend the Finance Minister had botter commence at home
with our neighbors across the line. The hon. gentleman
frankly accepted the suggestion I made in regard to the
statutory obligation the other day, which, unfortunately for
this country, ho was compelled-I suppose by the pressureof
his colleagues and other circumstances which I notd not
mention-to withdraw, and ho loft us in a worse position
than bofore. Before they endeavor to extend trade with
remote countries lot the G-overnment take down the barriers
botween Canada and the United States. I will not say that
these missions are undertaken for the purpose of finding
employment for broken-lown statesmen and politicians,
because in some cases it is not so; but, perbaps, a desire to
advance the private interests of an individual bas had as
much to with it as anything.

Mr. MoNEILL. I will instance one case in which a very
important trade was developed through other agencies than
mercantile men in the first instance, I refer to the trade
in fresh ment between Canada and the mother country.
This cattle trade, as every one who knows the circumstances
of the country is aware, was developed entirely through the
agency of the gentleman employed as our immigration agent
in Liverpool.

Mr. MITCHELL. Pshaw!1
Mr. McNEILL. He was the person who brought Cana-

dian meat to the notice of the people of England, and it was
directly through his action that that groat trade was built
up which is now of such great importance to the people cf
this country. That is a fact which, perhaps, the hoa. gentle-
man doos not know, but if he will make enquiry ho will
find it to be absolutely correct.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think I know as much about the
live cattle trade botweeu Canada and England as doos the
hon. gentleman. I tell him that no single man in Liver-
pool promoted that trade and has been the means of develop-
ing that immense trade-he is mistaken. The trade has
been developed by our cattle mon in Montreal, Toront. and
all through western Ontario. Their action has developed
the trade and not the service of one man in Liverpool-and
I do not kuow to whom the hon, gentleman refos. There
is no man in Liverpool to whom we are indebted ior having
developod this trade. Some one individual may have seen
the advantages that would arise, but our people saw the
advantages and acted upon them. When the Erglish mar-
ket offered a profitable market for our cattle our own mer-
chants and experienced cattle men promoted the trade, and
they have since built it up.

Mr. McNEILL Our own moi-chants and enterprising
mon must alwayi carry out the trade. We were speaking
of persons opening up channels of trade and directing publie.
attention to thom. We are not supposing that one indivi-
dual can conduet trade betwecn Ganada and the West
Indies or Canada and the mother country.

Organieing Printing Bureau .......................... ..... $1,500
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I cannot underatand

for what purpose S4,q0O-$2,500 for 1887-88, and $ ,»O for
1888-89-is required for organising a printing bureau.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That amountwas required to

pay the Queen's printer and superintendent for printing,
travelling expenses conneeted with purchasing printing
plant, also superintendent's salary and salary of assistant,
also contingencies ot the new department.

Plant required for Government Printing Offioe, &c...$165,000
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman

I hope will be able to submit some statement as to how it is
proposed to expend the large amount asked for printing
plant, &o.

Sir OHARLES TUPPER. Of the $218,500 voted last
year, $58,500 will be expended before the 1st of Jnly, with
japse of revote of $75,000, 86 1,000 are re quired for plant
for printing the voters list, which has already been pur-
chased. That makes with the revote ot the amount re-
quired for the purpose, $8133,000. The 832,000 is an ad-
ditional amount required acoording to the esti mate of the
superintendent of printing, making a total of 165,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH' This has nothing to do
with the buildings?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.

man give as it in detail?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am

not the details here.

Could the hon. gentle-

very sorry that I have

Sir RICHARDCARTWRIGHT. If the bon. gentleman
cannot give us that now, I would like he would lay on the
Table before concurrence, a moderately detailed statemcnt
showing what that is wanted for.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Yes, I will do that.
Mr. MILLS ( Bothwell). I see that the hon. gentleman

proposes te provide fir a Government bindery. It is to be
hoped that the binding of the public documents will be donc
better than bas been donc for years past, for I think that
the very worst binding in Christendom has been donc in
Canada. I have net seen any books which we have received
in exchange, the binding of which is donc as badly as it is
here, for the binding here will hardly hold the volumes te-
gether. There is another item I wish to make an observa-
tien about. Tbe hon. gentleman says that part of this appro-
priation is for the plant for printing a voters' list
1 was in the hopes that the Government would abandon
that projeet. I was in hopes that the last two or three
years experience would convince them, as it bas convinced
the people of this country, that this system should net b
persisted in. The hon, gentleman when he proposed the
Bill said he wanted uniformity, but theb on, gentleman
has aince abandoned that principle of uniformity, and one
of the hon. gentleman's colleagues has said he was in favor
of manhood suffrage; a principle that many of the Provin-
ces have adopted. Why should the country be put te the
expense of printing this voters' list and incurrinig this large
expense, when those lista are published by the various
municipalities without the expense of the appointment of
officers and everything of that sort ? Surely when the
hon. gentleman las undertaken te perfect and develop thie
scheme, he should allow this expenditure te stand over un-
til this louse has had an opportunity of considering and
reconsidering that whole question.

Bot Springs, Banf, roads, &c...... ........-. $25,000

Sir RICHARD (ARTWRIGRT. What amount has been
expended up te date for the reserve at Banff Springs?

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD I am net able to say
what amount ias been expended. I can give you the par-
tieulars for which this vote is te be applied. The greater
part of this amount will be expended on the completion of
the road to the Devil's Lake, one of the most attractive spots
in ite Rocky Mountain park.

203

:Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). la the country travelling that
road ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, it is only the Oppo-
sition that are going on that road.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. My hon. friend wishes
to get from the proper party more information about that
road ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will have to build
two honses there and the cost will be limited to $3,00
each. The existing roads will of course require to be kept
in repair, and the distribution of the water of the hot
springs extended, as the construction of the hotels in Banff
render necessary. The work done in the park last year is
mentioned in detail in the annual report of the Department
of the Interior. Although the Estimates shows an increase
over the Estimates for the previous year, there is in reality
a great decrease in the sum that wil be at the disposal of
the departinent, as there was a balance of $30,829 at the
credit of the department from the previous year's vote on
the 30th of June last.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I bave seen so many reasons
for differing from the conclusions whieh the hon. gentleman
has arrived at, and I feel so little confidence in the hon.
gentleman's judgment that when ho tells us that the road
to the Devil's Lake is a most attractive road, I am inelined
to distrust him.

Sir JOUN A. MACDONALD. You will see it yourself.
Mr. MILLS (Both well). Although it may be one wheh

the hon. gentleman is required to take, I am not any the
more inolined to travel on that road because the hon. gen-
tleman says it is a pleasant one. Lot me say this: ho pro-
posed lest year and he proposes this year, to spend a large
amount upon a park, where not one in 50,000 of the popu-
lation can ever go. He proposes to spend a large sum, for
the advantage and the comfort of the wealthy, and if the
country was sattled between this and the Rocky Mountains
there might be some reason for the appropriation which tbe
hon. gentleman is asking for. But the bon. gentleman knows
that the whole North-West yet remains to be settled. It is
to-day as it was ton years ago, a lone land. The population
there is comparatively a mere cipher, and with the whole
country unsettled, with the want of the nocessary means
to open up that country to the extent that is desirable, with
the demands upon the public Treasury for works that are
actually necessary in varions portions of the Dominion, the
hon. gentleman proposes to continue the expenditure upon
the road to the Devil's Lake, a road upon which ho ex-
pended a large sum last year, and which he is endeavoring
to make attractive, to th>se who have the means of visiting
that section of the country.

Mr. MITCHELL. Before we leave this item I would
like to have the hon. Premier, who visited the Banff Springs
lest year,' tell us what the place is like. I committed
myself in supporting the Gjvernment about that Governor
General's warrant when it was passed, and I had great
satisfaction in doing so. I have always approved of the
Government taking over that park, and I think I was the
first that had ever written to the hon. gentleman in relation
to that matter. I had been in the North-West and fonud
that it was getting into the hande of private individuals,
and whon the discovery was first made I took the liberty
to write to the hon. gentleman and was glad to see that ho
had taken it into the hands of the Government. I hope this
money will be expended for the benefit of the masses that
visit that very attractive place for perseonal comforts and
the curing of diseases. I have heard very full accounte of
what bas oeen done there. I bave been told by gentlemen
who havo visited it freqnently that it is the best arrariged
and laid out park they have ever seen, and that the gontle-
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man in charge of it bas done bis duty in the most efficient.
and scientific manner. While I do not know much of this
road to the Devil's Lake-it is more for the advantage of
the rich than the poor, and it is the rich who are most
likely to go there-I think that the money laid ont for the
development of the curative springs there ought not to
meet with an objection in this House while the expjenditure
is kept within a reasonable amount. Whether it is so kept
or not, the accounts given by the persons who have visited
it frequently are of the mot satisfactory character.

Mr. TROW. I approve of any reasonable expenditure
for beautifying that park. 1 do not know of any more
attractive place on the continent of America. I have been
at the Yellowstone park, and it is not merely $25,000 a
year which the United States Government are expending
upon it, but hundreds of thousands annually. It is easy to
say that the poor have not access to that place. I was there
five weeks last summer, and I can assure you that of the
people there ten to one were poor people who had been sent
there by their friends, not merely from the Province of
Ontario, but from other Provinces, including one or two
from Nova Scotia; and there were people there from many
parts of the United States; and it is attracting more people
yearly. The superintendent of the park is a thorough,
practical surveyor. He bas constructed one avenue nine
miles in length. I have been at the Devil's Lake, where
there is magnificent fishing, and where boats can beobtained
from private individuals. The whole park, which is some
twenty-four miles in length by twelve in width, embraces
met magnificent scenery, and I hope the place will be made
attractive, because the beneficial effect of the waters has
been proved. You will find as many crutches there as will
almost fill your dwelling, which have been left by persons
recovered, and who left their crutches behi nd thema as mon-
uments of the curative properties of those groat springs.

Collection of Orders in (ouncil, &0............$9,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHr. Who is doing this work?
Mr. THOMPSON. This is for the printing of the collec-

tion of Orders in Council which have the force of law.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Who is Mr. R. C. Wel-

don, who was employed in that work ? Is that the present
member ?

Mr. THOMPSON. He was employed before he became a
candidate for a seat in this House.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Did the hon. gentleman
do in his case as was done in another case to which 1 called
attention some time ago-bring him up here?

Mr. TIIOMPSON. No, the electors of Albert sent hi m here.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I observe that the hon,

gentleman, in bis zeal for economy, brought another gentle-
man from the Maritime Provinces, and allowed him, be-
sides 812 for his services, 84 or $5 a day for expenses of
residence while at Ottawa. That gentleman was brought
from Antigonish. I would like to know if the same was
done in the case of Mr. Weldon, or if he did his work at
borne.

Mr. THOMPSON. There were no expenses of that kind
connected with Mr. Weldon. The work he did was done at
Halifax. The case of the other gentleman was like the cases
of those who prepared the statutes, and ail of whom were
paid the expenses of living.

Salaries and expenses connected with Excise... $351,627 50

Sir RICHARD CA R T WRIGHT. There is a rather curi-
ous provis on here, to increase the salary of A. F. McPher-
son, accountant, Toronto division, from $1,200 to 8!,400,
notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Civil

Mr. MITCHELL.

Service Act. Why does the hon. gentleman want to make
a precedent, which is a dangerous precedent, to say the
least of it?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Unless the sum is voted it could not
be paid to him under the Civil Service Act. He is an
accountant and book-keeper in the distillery office of Good-
erham & Worts, in Toronto, one of the most important
places in the Dominion. He is a special class officer, and
would be ertitled to receive 81,400 under the Civil Service
Act, on a special survey, but his services are so valuable
where he is that the inspector does not consent to his going
on a special survey.

Sir RICHARD CARpWRIGH. How many distilleries
are under the Act at present ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Two at Toronto, one at Prescott, one
at Windsor, one at Perth, a new one started at Hamilton ;
one at Halifax, and one at Belleville. That is all I can
remember.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
asks for a considerable iLcrease ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The first increase is in the salary of
the officer I have just mentioned. The increases are: new
appointments, $1,080; promotions, 81,940; increafs un-
der tbe Civil Service Act, 82,625; increases under regula-
tions, $4,767; and increeses during examinations, 81,010 ;
making a total increase of $2,153, which is reduced again
on the other hand by superannuations to the extent of
$3,900; by deaths, to the extent of $5,900; by deductions
and dismissals, 81,650; by transfers to contingencies, 8750.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. I notice that in 1886.
87, a considerable sum, nearly $2,500, appears under the
head of extra allowance to officers in Manitoba, to compen-
sate for the increased cost of living. Does that still con-
tinue ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The intention is to stop it entirely.
Weights and Measures and Gas...............$87,970

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Who is the assistant inspector
for the London district in the place of Mr. Boggs, and why
was Mr. Boggs removed ?

M r. COSp'IGAN. Mr. Boggs was removed because of
age and infirmity. Mr. Coughlin, who comes from North
Middlesex, bas been appointed for that district, which
includes several counties, and another inspector bas been
appointed for Brantford whoi has a portion of that district
also.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). As far as the assistant inspector
is concerned, I think the statement made by the Minister
that Mr. Boggs' infirmities rendered him untit to perform
the duties of the office, is hardly correct. I know him per.
sonally, and he i- as competent, physically and mentally,
now as he was when he recel-cd the appointment. Whether
he is competent for the position or not, the Government
certainly knew that at the time they made theappointment.
Of course, be is a man of considerable age, but he was
appointed to that position and discharged the duties, I sup-
pose, as efficiently as he was capable of performing them.
Very likely he bad to pass an examination before assuming
the duties.

Mr. COSTIGA.N. No; it was before the Civil Service
Act came into force.

Mr. W ILSON (Eigin). Then he must have been appointed
solely for political reasons. 'i here was another inspector
there before the present Government repealed the Weights
and Measures Act. ie was a very competent man, but he
was droppel and Mr. Bozgs was appointed in bis place.
Now, it appears that he was incompetent and unfit for bis
cfice, and that le did not rass any examination. But ho
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waa quite as competent to perform his duties at the latter
period of his incumberncy as ho was at the first. I have
been told that there was some other reason for this poor
man's removal from that position, and that it was not
incompetency. Whether that is s> or not, it is not for me
to say. Ail I say is that Mr. Boggs was always a friend of
hon. gentlemen opposite, that ho received his appointment
on account of services which he had rendered to hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, that he was a devoted supporter of theirs,
and was found, in season and out of season, opposing every
Reform candidate who presented himself for election in the
riding, and I suppose à was for that reason that ho was
appointed. But very likely ho and the inspeutor did not
quite agree. Very lkely the inspector wished to have some
friend of his own appointed to the position, and so Mr.
Boggs, though needing the position, and being needy, and
having received the appointment, and having left another
business for that, was removed and some one else wasap-
pointed. I think this was a hardship to him and is unjust
to hit3 fazily.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the revenue
derivod from this ?

fr. COSTIGAN. I have not the figures bere. The
revenue does not meet the expendituro, but a very large
irmprovement has taken place in the last four or five years.
The deficit in 1878 was, t think, over $70,000. Two years
ago it was reduced to $40,000, which is a material improve-
ment, and it is not more unfavorable now, though the ser-
vice bas been extended.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What was the deficit
last year ? That seems to be an enormous deficit of $10,000
on an expenditure of $37,000.

Mr. COSTIGAN. It is between $30,000 and $40,000.
Culling Timber................... .... ................ ......... $54,900

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will trouble the hon.
gentleman to return to the item of culling of timber. Ieither
misunderstood him in what he stated, or ho was under a
misapprehension. I understood him to state that the deficit
on that item was only $19,000.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I understood the hon. gentleman to
ask me what the present receipts were.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I thought there was
some misunderstanding. That isa matter which requires a
little explanation. I notice that we received for culling
in 181 ome 845,000, and spent in that year apparently
about $51,000, and $56,000 in 1882. So that six or seven
years ago our expenditure and receipts for calling were
apparently very nearly equal, or at any rate the deficit
was not more than from 86,000 to $8,000 or 89,000. Now
the total receipts, the hon. gentleman states, were about
819,000, so that really we have only received about one-
third of the amount I refer to. Now, these cullors undoubted Iy
ought to be paid by fees, and it appears to me that it is a
very unjust charge on the people of this country that they
should be asked to pay $59,000 'n 1887-88 and 855,000 tbis
year, as it is to be, when they receive only 819,000 or
820,000 for cul'ers' fees. I think we ought to deal very sum-
marily with this matter. It appears to me to be a gross
abuse that the people of Canada should ho compelled to
pay $30,000 or $40,000 a year for the benefit of these cullers
in Quebec, for that i8 what it amounts to. I do not under-
stand how it happens that, whereas we used to receive
$t0,000 and $15,000, and ou- expenses wore $51,000,
$56,000, $54,000, and then $à0,000, we are now to be asked
to pay $55,000 when we only get $30,000.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I am not surprised at thec omplaint
made by the hon. gentleman as to the condition of thinge
in connection with that offlee. I think I may say that it is
the intention of the Government, before next Session, to

provide some such change as will relieve the Dominion of
that charge entiroly by some measure which will place it
in the hands of the local authorities, as it is in New Bruns.
wick and Nova Seotia. Thero the lumbermen pay for
their own culling, but this in Quebec is something which
we inherited from Confederation. A number of those cul-
lors were retired from thoir position, and the fees were
taken by the Government. The fees are falling off, and
something will have to be done, and something will be done
before next Session.

Mr. MIrCHELL. The fact is that the business has
fallen off. Instead of Quebec having the export trade now
for the shipment of square timber, the trade has become
simply the shipment of deals. Prom year to year the ex-
port shipment of square timber has fallen off; as the forests
become deploted, the mil[ owners and lumbermen are go-
ing more and more into the cutting of loge, and in place of
shipping square timber, as was done when this institution
was first established, they are shipping deals. My hon.
friend knows that is the roason, and it is hie duty, as Min-
ister of the Crown, to submit a echome whereby this cost
would be minimised in some way. We have no right
whatever to pay ont of the revenues of the Dominion, with
a large deficit every year, for the purpose of measuring
timbor that is shipped from the ports of Quebecor Montreal.
I trust my hon. friend will carry out his proposition, and
if hoe is not in that office when we meet next year-it is
said hoe not going to be, that he is going to get a more
permanent one-1 hope the one who will succeed him will
do so.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I said it was the intention of the Gov-
ernment to do that.

Adulteration of Food-.................... $25,000

Mr. COSTIGAN. There is an increase, but I do not think
the House will objeet to it. The total amount is very small
for a service that extends over the whole Dominion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I daroesay it may be.
Does the hon. gentleman get any focs that compensate for
the expense?

Mr. COSrIGAN. No; the expense is mainly one in the
public itorest.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to know
what examination do these analysts pass, or in what way
are they selected ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. The examination now is very strict, It
is made by a board of examiners of which the chief analyst,
a professor in Montreal, of very high standing is one, there
is another from Toronto, and the prolessor in the Otawa
College is a third. A candidate applying for the position of
analyist or assistant analyist has to undergo a very stringent
examination by these gentlemen.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Who is the analyst for the city of
London now?

Mr. COSTIGAN. Thore is no one appointed yet, because
no one bas passed the examination.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Is Mr. Saunders still filling the
position ho held in 1886-87 ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. No, ho bas severed his connection
with our department, and we have appointed another one.
That shows how strict the examination is, because if a
candidate had presented himself and had passed the exami-
nation, ho would have been appointed for that position.

Mr. WILSON. When did Mr. Saunders retire from the
position ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. When ho was appointed to the experi-
mental farm-1 think some time last year.
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Ooletion of Sids aad popm Dues .,........ .........- $21,1700

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I want to enquire of
the Minister whether any arrangement has been come te
or is in contemplation, with the Governments of Quebec
apd Ontario, as to these slide and boom dues. I have
understood that they proposed to take the entire manage-
ment of these matters uto their own bands.

Ur. COSTIG4N. This refers uore particularly, I think,
to the Crown Timber Office, although it has a bearing upon
this also. There was a Crown Timber Office here and in
Quebec. One-third of the expenses are paid by the
Dominion, one-third by the Quebec Government and one-
third by the Ontario Government. I have not heard that
there is any intention on the part of the Provincial Gov-
ernments to interrupt the present arrangement.

Mr. MITCHELL. Does this item cover the rertals of the
mill sites, and privileges, and water power at the Çhaudière
Ealls ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. No.
Mr. MITCHELL. Has the hon. gentleman done any-

thing to rectify the long-standing diflculty that has existed
there? Has he collected any rent ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. We collected a considerable amount
this l"t year. The hon. gentleman will remember that I
stated before the Committee of Public Accounts that I would
take steps, with the consent of the Government, to place
the matter in the bands of the Mipister of .Tustice, with the
view of bringing about a speedy settlement on this question,
and I have done so.

Intercolonial Railway...............,..................... $2,900,000

Sir CHA1RLES TUPPER. There is an increase of
$300,000 over the estimate of last year. The details of that
increase are : locomotive powers-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I see the details; and
perhaps it will save the hon, gentleman some trouble not to
bother about details, but just explain to us generally why ho
needs the increase.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is owing to increased busi-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The more business we
do ou that road the more money we lose. In addition to
82,600,000 for 1887-88, the hon. gentleman asks in the
Supplementary Estimates for $477,000. What is the hon..
gentleman's forecast as to the future ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am very glad to be able to
tell the hon. gentleman that although the expenses were
exceptionally beavy on account of the severity of last winter
and the unparalloled difficulty with anow, the department
hope to nearly balance the account. Although the Govern-
ment asks for $8300,000 more, the estimate of the depart-
ment is tbat the account will noarly if not quite balance
during the coming year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is Lo say, you
will have 8300,000 more surplus?

Sir C]eARLES TUPPER. Instead of having a large
deficit fer this year, for the year to come the accounts are
expected to practically balance.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Lot ns hope so. What
is the hon. gentleman's forecast as to the probable effect on
traffl of the Intercolonial Railway when the new lines are
in full operation? Whpn the short line to St. John is com-
pleted aeross the State of Maine, we must expect of neces-
sity that there will be a large diversion of trafic to that
route. I understand the short lino will be opened by the
1s of July. It will tap the Intercolonial %ilway at Ri-
vière du Loup.

Mr. CosTIAN.

Sir CHARILES TUPPER. It will bring a good deal of
traffic on a portion of the line as iwel as take some off it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGI Hr. This matter is a good
deal in nubibus, but the department has formed some idea as
to what will be the probable effect of these new lines of
communication with the seaboard.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER No doubt it is a very import-
ant point, and it has received the consideration of the
department as far as possible. It is quite impossible to
make anything like an estimate; but, in general terms, I
may say that while through trafic will, to a considerable
extent, naturally go by the short lino to St. John, N. B., the
continued development of the country and expansion of the
business along the line of the Intercolonial Railway, which
is very great indeed, and the great reduction in the expense
of operating the lino resulting from the traffic that will be
taken off it, we hope that the result will not be much more
unfavorable than it has been in the past.

Sir R[CIHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon, gentleman
promised to bring me a momorandum of the cost of trans-
porting the stone brought from Miramichi to this new
building.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have a memorandum.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Every person must see it is
very beautiful stone, and it is much more pleasant when
strangers come to Ottawa and enquire where the stone
came from to be able to say it came from New Brunswick,
rather than to ho obliged to say, as is the case in regard to
these buildings, that we had to get it from the United
States. It is very gratifying to bo able to show that we
have in Canada the finest freestone perhaps in the world,
and that it can be made available for the construction of
our public buildings.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The cost of transportirg the
stone from New Brunswick to the Canada Atlantic Railway
Station, here was a little less than 12 cents per cubic foot,
there being 14 cubic feet to the ton. The distance is about
850 miles.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That would be a rate
of $1.68 cents a ton for a distance of 850 miles or one-fifth
of a cent por ton per mile. Does the Minister consider that
ho could carry stone that distance at that rate and pay the
expense of transport ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a very low rate cer-
tainly.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not see why my hon. friend from
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) should bo so inquis-
itive about this. This work is doue for the purpose of con-
structing a public building, and I think ho should not be s
inquisitive about the cost, as to whether the railway could
afford to do this at the rate or not. This is developing a
great interest in the expanding of the National Poliey of
this country. It had the effect of opening up one ot the
finest quarries in the world, and there is material enough
there for every public building, and every private one too,
between Port Arthur and Cape Breton. He bas ne ocasion
to be so inquisitive a bout those details, because here we have
a public railway and particularly this utone comaes fron
Miramichi.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is a good deal
in what my hon. friend says, but at the same time I want
to know ieally who paid for that stone ? Did the cmtI a
tor ?

Sir OHÂARLES TUPPER. Yes, the contraer.

Sir RICUARD CARWRIORT. Wae it amaaged with
the contzaotor tha be.shoald get tbat atone at tbt rate ?
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I appose thew aotractor

made the bargain with the railways.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Of course the con-

tractor making that bargain made it with the Goverument,
as they are the owners of the railway; but the hon. gentle-
man has not answered my question whether it was physi-
oally possible, to oevey this atone somes to pay the expenses
at that rate ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER I hear that it was.
Mr. SHANLY. My hon. friend from South Oxford

(Sir Richard Cartwright) should remember that this is
return freight. Railways would rather take return froight
at low rates than have their cars come back empty.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I thought we had coal
coming back ?

Mr. SHANLY. 1 suppose they send coal too.
Mr. MITCHELL. We do not send coal on lat cars.

The cars are peculiarly constructed for coal.
Mr. SHANLY. It is a low rate I admit.
1ir RICHARD CA.RTWRIGHT. Does my hon. friend

from South Grenville (Mr. Shanly) think as a commercial
transaction that this can be don e?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think we would
make much money out of it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Could it be done wi:h-
out a loss ?

Mr. SHANLY. Yes, it could, provided thore were empty
cars coming back. It is better to take the stone ihan empty
cars. On no other conditions could it possibly pay.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 should think not. I
would like to know at what rate per ton, per mile, is coal
carried on the Intercolonial ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Threc-tenths of a cent per
ton, per mile.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is about fifty per
cent. more than the rate charged for this stone. Doos that
pay ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, It is not lucrative.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). I understand that the original

contract was that the stone should come from Albert Cou nty,
and that the contractor was allowed instead to bring it from
Miramichi.

Mr. MITCHELL. I had something to do with that, and I
know about it. I met the contractor one day, and I asked
him why did he not go to Miramichi for tbe stone. I told him
there was splendid stone there and that it was perhap3 thej
best to be found in the world. St->ne of a similar characterd
is to be found at Albert County and aliso somewhere about1
Metis. I believe that the contract was closed (and I am
speaking under correction) the contractor made an exposure b
of the quarry down at Metis and also at Albert.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The election was over then ?
li

Mr. MITCHELL. Do not impute motives if youf dplese. H. made an exposure of the ground and found that o
the atone there would not be suficient in quaLtity. It was
purely a business matter for the contractor. After I told
him about Miramiebi ho got a specimen of the stone there s
and submitted it to the Minister of Public Works, who in
tutn submitted it to his officer, who bolieved it was the bes; I
atone that could be found, and as it was abundant in quantity f'
they decided to accept it. I know the contractor told me T
that he made bis own bargain with the Grand Trunk in o
order to carry his stone from Qaebee bere, but what bargain a
he mad with the Intercolonial, I do not kaow, but I

presume he made the bargain to carry it through. Now
that matter abaut the atone has been well veatilated, and
while we are on the Intercolonial Raiiway, I will, with the
permission of the committee, refer to a circumstance that
was referred to the other night with regard to the sale of the
Interolonial. Istated on thatoccasion that the Governmont
of the day had been in negotiaition with a Frenoh company
for tho purpose of selling the Intercolonial Railway. I stated
among other things that I was informed that in addition to
the negotiations for the sale in this country they bad a meeting
at London at which three Ministers were present, the Minister
of Customs, the Finance Minister and the Secretary of State,
and that they met on that ocoasion those Prench capital-
ists with a view of discumsing, as I understood, the sale of
the railway. I have since learned that the discussion was
confined at that particular meeting to the establishment of
iron works as part of the acheme in connection with the
railway, and I feel bonind to make that explanation. At the
same time I say this, and I think T will be able to sustain
what I say, that the sale of the Intorcolonial Railvay was
part of the system which was connected with the establish-
ment of iron works in Nova Scotia. Although the particular
discussion in relation to the Intercolonial Railway did not
occur at that meeting in London, it had previouely been
diseussed by the Minister of Railways and by the Secretary
of State, and for ought I know by the Finance Minister-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, no, nover.

Mr. M ITCH ELL. Well, I say at all events, the Minister
of Railways, for I can prove that, and I heliove by the Sec-
retary of State too, although I am not prepared to say I can
so clearly prove that. What I preternded to suy is tbat the state-
ment made by methe other nigbt, altnough literally not cor-
rect, was practicully correct, bocause tho sale of the railway
was part of the iron scheme, and I hold in my band a book
to prove it. I had this document in my possession before
I made the statement, but it happened to be in Montreal
and I was not able to produco it. I hold in my band a
proposition made by Mr. Kamper representing this French
syndicate for the purchase of the Intercolonial, for the con-
struction of railways through Cape Breton, and the establish.
ment of iron works in Nova Scotia, in Pictou or elesewhere,
in such suitable places as was desirable. Mr. Kamper
makes three propositions. Be makes the first to Count
Ducros:

"1. A proposition for the construction of three Unes from Moncton ta
Oxford and from Sydney to Louisburg not being considered of imme.
diate necessity, the syndicate wish, nevertheless, to indicate that they
are willing to undertake their construction so soon as the Governmeut
decides upon a, sad will duly consider at the proper time aI questions
baving reference to these lues.'

And then in a letter submitted to the syndicate through Mr.
de Montgolfier, gencral manager of the St. Cimond Com-
pany:

"That theordinary annual production would be 40 000 tons, but should
business increase the work would be enlarged and made to Iurnish a
mnch larger output, and that ail the mnachinery, tools and plant gene-
aly used in rail factories ad the fitting upof the same be admitted free
of duty. Also that the rails needed for the construction of the different
lines of the eastern division by the St Oimond Company be also admitted
ree of duty, should the Syndicate be granted the contraet. That the
luty of $t7 per ton be lenied during ten years trom 1887, on rails and
other railway supplies of foreigu manufacture."

Then we come to proposal No. 3, which is the gravamon,
sustaining the statement I made :
"Proposal No, 3-The Great Eastern Railway of Canada, with the

ntereoloniat as a main Uine. The syndicate wouid respeetfully request
rom the Government the following :"
rhen he goes on to state the different propositions: The
perating of the Intercolonial with its projected branches
nd the Eastern Extension to one of tho extreme ports of
Le Atlantic; the construction and operating of a lino t>
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form a continuation of the New Brunswick line in the
direction of Quebec, and the construction of a bridge across
the St. Lawrence.

Sir CHA.RLES TUPPER, To whom is aÀlthis addressed ?
Mr. MIlC ELL. To John Henry Pope, Minister of

Railways for the Dominion of Canada, and to the Govern-
ment of Canada. He says:

" The three above-mentioned awards will coastitute a system of rail-
ways destined to promote considerably the colonisation of the south-
eastern portion of Oanada, and develop to their full extent the indus-
trial resources of Nova Scotia. It is estimated that to complete the
plans and estimates of the projected lines and put the Intercalonial
upon a rational and economical basis, a delay of a year would be neceF-
sary, counting from the day the agreement is signed."

Sir CHARLES FUPPER. Is there any roply frorm Mi.
Pope? I1am sorry to inteirupt the hon. gentleman. It is
quite evident that this bas been sent to the Minister of
IRailways; but parties may project things and send them in,
but is there any reply or discussion ofthe thing?

Mr. MITCHELL. I wili read a letter signed by Mr.
Kamper and sent to a friend of mine.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Was thero anything sent
from the Minister?

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not know. I am not in the
secrets of the Administration. I am making this statement
in justico to myself, and I am doing it iii order that the
public and the Governmont may know that a scheme was
on foot to sell the Intercolonial Railway, which forms part
of tho charter of this country, and in order to warn the
Governmont not to dare to sell that roal. In the meantimo,
I am merely corfining myself to statoments which are
necessary t provo the correctness of the statement I made
the other duy.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That the proposition was
made. Will my hon. friend allow me to say that I have
asked the chief ongineer-to whom if Mr. Pope proposed
to entertain this proposal at all ho would have referred it
for a report as the first step-whether it was ever referred
to him, and he says it never was, and he made no report
upon it.

Mr. MITCHELL. You had better wait until I get to
the end :

" Mr. Kamper, now at present in Canada, will deliver you this letter
and enter into negotiations with the view of bringing mtters to a sue-
cessful issue."

This is signed by the president of the syndicate, Count
Ducros. There wero three schemos-the construction of
the Cape Breton extension, the establith ments of iron wor ks,
and the sale of the Inteicolonial, to be callei the Great
Eastern Railway of Canada. Then w corne to how ho prc-
poses to do all this. He says, with regard to the rail works:

" As stated in the annexed proposal for an annual production of 40,000
tous, the cost of these works is estimated at $1,600,000.

" The capital is ready, and the capitalisti show a certain impatience
at their funds remaining unproductive at a time when money can find
ready investment.

"I Allow me, Sir, to summarise the conditions of the propacals concern-
lug these works :

"The output cf 40,00) tons must be taken as a minimum production.
" As it is in the interest of the manufacturera ta meet ail demands,

o2ce the works are opened, they will, if needed, increase their capacity
f ir production.

" It is evident that the railway campanies will object to th3 increme
in thq price of the rail ; they will submit to this increase oaly with
difficulty, and may combine together in order to bring about the closing
of the works; experience leads us to believe that such will be the case.1
For this most important reason we ask from the Gtovernment the ginar-
antee of a minimum demand i r a stated terni of years. This the Gov-
ernment can easily do by giving rails instead of money when distribut-
ing subsidies to companies askiing help. The Government can also re.
quire that in the future rails b3 furnished by Canadian manufacturers."

Mr. SH A NLY. What did they propose to give for the
Intercolonial Railway?

Mr. MITCHELL.

Mr. MITCHELL. They state to me that Mr. Pope told
them ho proposed to entertain the sale of the road on the
basis ofS15,000,000, but these people wanted it for nothing.
Hore is the report from the staff of engineers the French
company sont out to Canada. Mr. Lebrun, under whose
direction the commission worked, says:

" You wish me to furnish you with the conclusions of the report of
my mission in Ganada ; I hasten to do so, awaiting the moment when
[ shall be prepared to give you the report itself."

Thon he goei on to give a report of the management and
runilng condition of the Intercolonial Railway, which I do
not propose to read. He says:

" The Intercolonial Railway, in a traffie point cf view, is divided into
sections of very unequal value, the most profitable being the one located
between St. John, Moncton, Halifax; the most valueless is the one de-
signated under the name of the Eastern Extension, located between New
Glasgow and Port Mulgrave.'

Thon ho gives a statement of the earnings of the road, show-
ing what was lost in tho years 1885 and 1886, and says:

" If we compare these figures with those of other Canadian or American
ines doing an equal amount of business, one is struck with the high rate

of expenditure.
" The principal cause of this trouble is to be found in the unprece-

dented lowness of tariffs which the Government grants to traders in the
Eastern Provincep. Even admitting a very large tonnage, the rates are
not calculated to cover the working expenses.

" Economy could probably be introduced, in locomotive power, by
utilising to a better advantage the loading of trains, and by reducing
their number, which under the pressure exercised over the management
by the people have been too largely increased upon certain sections.

" Lastly, a company reducing ihe expenses as much as possible, and
capable of commanding more work from its staff, could reduce consider-
ably the working expenses.

" But the fact is not to be coucealed that it is due to the insufficiency
of the tariff if the budget of expenses is s ncrippled; in the hands of a
company which cannot afford to work at a losi, it will bE necessary to
raise the tariffâ."
Thon he says:

"However, by the calculations which will be found in the report,
based upon comparisons either with neighboring companies, or commer-
cial information, I think that we could arrive at a receipt of $2,000,000,
and reduce the expenditure to a figure of $1,800,000, leaving a net gain
of $200,000. "

in place of the deficiency which ho describes.
Mr. SHANLY. Who was to get the $200,000 ?
Mr. MITCHELL. The company, if they got the rail-

road for nothing. You soe, there is a very elaborate plan
gt up, which they were going to lay before the peop!e of
France to induce them to come in and buy our road. I
suppose they intended to bond it, and whether'the stock-
hoiders would get anything or not, they would make a
great deai of monoy out of it. Now, since the discussion
the other day, a friend of mine who happened to be in New
York, sent Mr. Kamper a copy of the Ilerald containing a
report of that discussion, and I have recoive I this letter,
which Mr. Kamper sent to my friend. It is dated at New
York on Tuesday last, and is as follows:-

I Many thanke for the fferaldyou sent me. I have read Mr. Mitchell's
telegram, but I cannot send the documenti. They are in Europ.',
where a memo. of all the things which happened te us by the Federal
Goverument, especially by Mr. J. W Pope and Sir Chrlei Tupper, will
be made and sntmitted to the foreign ottice at Berlin."

So you sce we are in danger of war-
" But I am glad to tell you that in the meeting in London-"

That is the meeting that I had a gool deal of trouble in
squeezirg out of the hon. the Secrotary of State tho other
day-
"the Intercolonial Rsilway purchase was not mentioned at that
meeting It was only spoken about the iron establishment in Nova
Scotia, and a certain agreement was made, which las never been fulfil-
led by the Government. Lt regard to the purchase by the Intercolonial
Railway I eau assure you that Mr. Pope has made to us, in the month of
June, 1886, a proposition te buy this road from Montreal to Moncton,
saying that the lines froin Moncton to St. John and Halifax would then
b3 given to the Canadiau Pacific Railway. The Hon. Judge Church was
present at that interview, and lie possesses the original of the letter
which Mr. Pope wrote to him the next day on that matter. The initia-
tive in this Intercolonial Railway question came from the Mlnister of
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Railways. but I had the opportunity to speak about the same question t?
the other inisters, and not one told me that this road could notbesold.
On the contrary, every one gave us the best encouragement, and there-
fore we have sent several missions of engineers over to study the road,
and our engineers had received the best official reception in Ottawa,
Moncton and everywhere. We have made, after the Government sent
us to Paris, all the costly profiles, plans, maps, &c., from the Cape
Breton line, a careful investigation about the construction price, and we
have offered the 16th October, 1885, in the name of the Comptoir d'es-
compte in Paris, to build the whole road from Oxford to New Glasgow,
the Pictou branches, and the Cape Breton road, altogether 250 miles, for
a subsidy of less than $2,000,000, and to build the western division short
line for the subsidy voted, but we received theanswer that our price was
excessive ; but now the Government spends more than $2,500,000 for the
Cape Breton lice alone, and the western division bas made an issue of
$T,000,000 with five per cent. interest guaranteed for twenty years by the
Government and the Canadian Pacific Railway. I am not well to write
you fully, but if it can be of auy use, and if Mr. Mitchell wants it, I will
send him a French report about all which happened to us. We have
lost three years' time, we have expended more than $50 000 for nothing,
because we have believed In the truth of the Canadian Ministers. Excuse
these badly written lines, I am not at all well.

"gBelieve me, Sir, yours very truly,
"J. KAMPER "

the hon. member for Northumberland states was made bY
the Secretary of State, tending or looking to the sale of
the Intercolonial Railway to this syndicate. Or does the
hon. member or do his colleagues sey they are entirely
ignorant of this proposition to sell the Intercolonial Rai!-
way ? I think we have the right to know, because if the
Minister of State eommunicates with induential capitalists
touching the sale of a road like the Intercolonial RaiLway
it must be presumed that ho does so with the concurrence,
at any rate, of the leader of the Government. It would bc
impossible ihat a Minister could do that without first hav.
irg conferred with the Premier. Now, the Preuier wîll
observe that my hon. friend for Northumberland states ho
saw a letter from the Secietary of Stateffering to sell that
road.

Mr. MITCHELL. Excusing the Gover'nment for not
being able to do what was proposed.

Sir RICHARD 'CARTWRIGIIT. Not offering to sell,
but excusing the Govern ment for not being able to carry

Now, there is the letter I received, which I think fully out the sale.
bears out the statemont I made that the Government wcîe Mrr. MITCELL. I have not bcen to Menroal suce the
in negotiation for the sale of the intercolonial ]Railway. i
may state that in Montreal, some four weeks ago, I haddicsio, rI
occasion to visit a business office, and I was shown letters get t
from Paris from some of those very capitalists complaining Mr. BOWELL. r only desize to say Ibid, after meeting
in the most bitter language of the want of faith shown to these gentlemen in Lordon, I met themninIfic in Company
them by the Canadian Government. Of course, with that with the Secretary of State, and no question was <iscucsed
i have nothirg to do. I simply mentioned this; and I am by tho8e gentlemen and ourselveR except the establishrnnt
sorry, and more than that I may say that I saw the letter et iron or steel works in Nova Seotia, and tboy were toicl
cf the bon. the Sccretary of State, witten by himself, todistinelly that tioir propositions wero altogctlwr Ico ex-
an individual excusing the Govorumot furhaving so treated travagant tobc entertained. Iicrer hcaud -iny question, b
Mr. Kamper, and I was surprised the other day at the my recollection. concerning te purehase or iele (ilite 1.-
warmth shown by tbe hon. the Secretary of State, and re-tercolonial Railweyseufuas thope interviews tie coi-
gret ho is not here to hear this ex planation. This is the eerned.
first opportunity I had of bringing the matter up, and I Mr. MITCHELL. During the administration of ilio Pio.
take advantage of it for the purpose of vindicating myself viec of Quebec by Ibo Secretary of State, wo know wbnt
and warning the Government that if they dare attempt to bappened with tho ailwity there, and 1 was a little afraid
sell that road, a road which forms part of the contract under something of the> ame kiuid rnigbt h9ppen 10 tho Intereol-
wbich we came into Confederation, they would commit a onial Railway. 7Lat le why 1 lake this opportuuity cf
breach of faith which would justify the Province of New 1ublcîy ntlin , th(so stulementq, hcause 1 conteud that
Brunswick, and I am not sure tbat Province would not be New Brun.wivk carre loto Corfcdetatvu u1,on ti x
glad of the cpportunity, of going out of Confederation. 'L

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I want sirnply to refer to one te go ioCunnttes tt '-pul)ithe bond-
point. Mr. Kamper says a bargain was made with him inthat bhe Iritetcoli.1ailw:y wul1 ho boIt as a ( -
London. That statement is not true. I 1ever saw Mr. mert road. Ie would not» l<o their word, we wanud il put
Kamper in London, except in the presence of my col!eaguei, in the charter. The U orrnent ebjcctcd, but wo insiste d it
the Minister of Customs, the Secretary of State, and the thould be put in the chatet and it is tbereandthüyhavo
Deputy Minister of Finance, In the interview with Mr. right Vo colt or gite over that road in ary way. 1 may state
Kamper and with a number of his associates, gentlemen of anobbcr tact le rùferece o this correspondence thut wasex-
very high financial standing as iron masters, who male pro- hibitîd 10 me ie Moctreal, that those French bankers had
posais with reference to the manufacture of steel rails, I writben te a part>'ineMontroal witb whom they wero ie cor-
told these gentlemen in the presence of my colleagues -and respondence, complairing bittcriy <bat theGovernmenthad
that is the only interview I had with them-that I did not gono buîk or) their contract aid agi-cernent, and aFking if
believe the Government would accept.'their proposatg, but ;aitb eould bo had le these mon.
that I would lay them before the Government. I told them Sir JOhN A, MACDONALD. I saw Mr. Karper and
I considerei the proposals most extravagant, andi had nIlcore other getlemen who woro with hlm wîh regard Vo
idea the Government would entertain them, but that if they the oùd'libment oiea Fteet rail factory. I an sure ttut no
would formulate them in writing I would lay themr before unh offer b give crte Intercotonial Railway was ovor
my colleagues. That promise was redeemed. made by the Governnert or'amy of tbem

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What the hon. genic- Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGUT. Or by any member?
man now speaks of had reference simply to the proposi ion Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As far as 1 know.
for establishing iron works ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so. I had no rommuni- Windsor Brauh Railway........... ....... $27,000
cation with those gentlemen concerning the subject, und SirIHARD (3ARTWIGIH'. Is it necesary to keep
they never mentioned the subject of the purchase or sale of; those varions cailwuys alI -epa: ate?
the Intercolonial Railway at any meeting, and I had no Sir CHABLES TUPPER. It is recospary eofur as thisis
negotiations with them on the subject. eonccrad. 'The Windsor Branch Railway le l, and,

Sir RICHA.RD CARTWRIGHIT. But the other Minis therefereritsleeesai y to keep it separate. It is not part
probably haiMbrard som.thing of the proposition whirh. MthITCnteLboknial Raihway system.
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Sir RICHARD CARTW R[(GIT. The Easitern Extension
Railway is surely a part of the Intercolonial Railway
systerr.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Itis to all intents and purpo)ses,
and ultimately an Act will have to be passed to make it so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the Windsor Rail-
way pay its expenses ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, and more.

Canals-repairs and working expenses .............. $465,730

Sir RICHiARD DCARTWRIGHIT. About how docs this
compare with our toIls at present?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It pretty nearly balances.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A little I suppose on

the wrong side?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think so.
Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. Is this the whole, or are

thero sido votes to be added ?
Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. I think this is all, except wbat

is in the Supplementary Estimates.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We have under the

head of railways4 and einals, ebaraNe to icome, aun
amourt of about $256,000, That should be added, I sup
pose, to ibis to give us a fair idea of the cost of the canal
symtem.

Sir CiARLES TUPPER Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. Then practically the

$256,000 would represent a loss. If I understand, the income
is about equal to this $465,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I should think so.
Sir RICHARD DCARTWRIGHT. Canthe hon. gentleman

give the details ?
Sir CIIARLES TUPPE R. I hae thc details of every-

thing except the income, which thoy have not furnished mie
with.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to krow
really what is the annual loss on the canals. At present
you have to look at so many different places in the Esti-
mates that it is difficult to discover it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. J will give the statenent on
Monday.

Mr. BARRON. If it is not inconveniencing the Minister,
could he tell me if a lockmaster bas been appointed at
Fen elon Falls ?

(?Mr. PureeM) was not se fur wrog ink hi statement, though
his information does nit agree with that of.the department
in reference to the cost of the approaches. If a depth of 20
feet at the lowest water is to be obtained, Mr. Page'@ approxi-
mate estimate of the cost is $3,800,000. It is not proposed
certainly to have that. The very outaide depth would be
16 feet, which is 2 feet deever than the Welland Canal and
would require a vessel coming through with that draught
of water to lighter at Port Colborne in order to pass throngh
the Welland. I mentioned to Mr. Page, after the diseussion
we had the other night, the statements which were made,
and said I would like to have a memorandum on the subject.
lie Say s :

" A person called on me this evening and mentioned that you wished
to see me about the Sault Ste Marie Canal matter. I regret being at
present unable to give you anything like full or satisfactory information
on the subject. lu fact I only received this morning a copy of the Minute
of the Privy iouncil intimating the depth the canal is intended to be
made-16 feet at low water. It may, however, be stated that the Island
of bt. Mary is about 4,600 feet across, it at some places is very little over
the upper water surfice, at 800 feet out from the shore at the lower end
the water ib of the full depth required, and at from 1,300 to 1,500 feet ont
from the island at the upper end the channel way is of the full depth
required ; but about 3,000 feet above, a few places will require to be
deepened a few feet. The material to be removed is principally boulders,
stone, gravel, and what ià called Potsdam sandatone rock'

I think that is about ail the statement contains. The fact
of my having been absent, and taking the estimates up
with the iiformati'n urider my hands, and not having had
any connection with the department, led me into the
erroneous statemernt, and I assumed the $,00,000 would
complete the work, The estimate for the 16 feet is
$2,800,00J.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is a very serions
matter. I hope the Government will pause before they
proceed with an expenditure which is at least $3,000,000,
and may very well come to 84,000,000.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. $3,800,000 is for 20 feet.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But an estimated ex-

penditure of $3,000,000 in a work of this character, as we all
now, runs great risks of being exceeded. Now, I trust the

Government, under these circumstances, will pause before
tbey proceed. It is weil known that the Americans are
constiuctng a double lock the! e of enormous dimensions.
It does appear to me that with the construction ol a railway
on the north shore giving us access at all seasons of winter
and summer, to the North-West, it is really a sentimental
thing for us to go and spend ihree millions of money,
unless there is extremely grave cause for it. I do not think
that it would be contended by the Minister himself that, for
commercial purposes, there is any need for a canal on our
side, when the Americans have already an immense canal
which they are now doubling.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I cannot tell the bon. gentle. SirCHARLES TUPPER. We propose ta take the vote,
man now, but if it is very important I will get the informa- and to have a careful survey made of the ground, and thon
tion for him. the Government will be in a botter position teonsider the

Sault Ste. Marie canal..... ...... $997,650 whole question.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I ara anxious to put myself Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIr. But the Government
right with the committee on this subject. As I stated ,in do fot propose ta go on, I uderatand. This is now nearly
the absence of my hon. friend the Minister of Railways and the Jet Of June.
Canals, I could only speak from recollection as to the coat Sir CHARLES TUPPER. According t the way in
of that canal, a vote having been taken of $1,000,00 a year which these things move, it doos not strike me thatitwouîd
ago and the previous estimate being 8750,000, I stated
that it was intended to extend the work very considerably, hoprtieta a largetexpniture adefrebe
and, therefore, it was necessary to increase the estimate, have a complote location of the canal and the most cre
and I assumed that the amount of nearly a 81,0A0,000
in the estimate, as I found no information in regard to it in
the papers furnished to me, would be suffIcient. I find that Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not objeit ta that,
was entirely erroneous. The approximate estim-ate to com- but J do hope tbat the Goverment wiII rot commit them-
plete that work and obtain a depth of 16 feet at the lowest selves, until the fouse las an opportunity of oonsidering
water, is $2,800,000, and the hon. member for Glengarry the question againe-ta an expenditure of tbree millions.

Sir CS H SWsiTupPpiRa.
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understand the Minister to state that nothing further will t.he Addres, if you pleased, to His Excelleney at two o'clockbe done until a full survey bas been made. -but I doubt extremely whether it would be pospible to

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, nothing else. have prorogation before night.
Committee rose and reported progrees. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Perhape not.

Sir ]I1CHARD CAÂRTWRIGHT. That wouid b. the buet
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE. that could possiblly bc done, and I sc difficulties even in

Sir JOHN A. KACDONALD. I would say that it isthe the way of that.
desire of His Excellency the Governor General to prorogue Mr- MITCHELL. We wiII bave the question ofwhether
the House on Tuesday. In order to be able to do so; i prorogation wiI be in the afternoon or in theevening, antil
think we muet work very hard, and 1 am going to move Monday, until we sec how we get on. There is every dis.
that when the House adjourna, it shall stand adjourned untl Position to facilitate tho arrangement, but 1 do fot sec bow
10 o'clock on Monday morning. It will take all Monday we are going to rush through such an enormous amount f
and I are say a portion of Tuesday, in order to enable the business in so short a tirn.
Governor General to prorogue on Tuesday. I would say Mr. PÂTERSON (Brant). It sern to me concurrence
that the programme is this: that we will meet here say on should b. taken on Xrtndty on mnyothe itoms. Thi ïbeav.
Tuesday at two o'clock, or the House will adjourn rather, ing concurrence util the lIst day when many members are
at two o'clock, and proceed to the Sonate Chamber, where away, is to b. regretted, as the Minister knows that mom-
the Sonate will also have adjoarned, There the Address, in bers ofton ask the Government to let matters stand.
English and French, will be prosented by the two Speakers Sir CHARLES TUPPER. 1 do not think anything hm
to His Excellency, who will, of course, answer in both lan- stood for concurrence tus tire.
guages. We shall thon return here and await the summons Mr GIGAULT. Do the Government intend to proceed
at 3 o'clock to prorogue the House. With the permission
of the House, I move that when this House adjourns it will
stand adjourned until 10 o'clock on Monday. Sir JOHN A. MÀCDONALD. No, itfisflot the inten-

Mr. MITCHELL. It appears to me it will be impossible tion of the Governmont.
for us to get through in one day. I think the adjournment
should not take place till Wednesday, because there are
something like 250 items to go through, and how ean we Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved tie adjournmont
get through thom unless we juxnp the whole thing? of the. flouse.

r JOHN A. MACDONiLD. I thinrtHouseDwilAT ig ht woud e
bt very anxious to how Parliament to beprorogId as the e H u
last officiai act of HiMEExcLea ncy the Govornor Genqral,
who will belobligbd to leavi on Wednnsday. In order to
carry that out we muet have him prorogue on TMeoday. HOUSE 0F wOMMONd.
Thersfore,ii hope that to a t hou. members wia rmagreento
work as hard as thoywa on Monday sudathr morning of MoNDT, 2oht May, munt
Tbesday.

8ir RICIfA.RD CARTWRIG-HT. I will raise no objec- Th PEAiESteoNthe Chair at Tees o'look.
tion to tono meeting at 10 o'clock on Monday. I thinntTthat
is a very reasoaabwb proposition; aathougyse dahay juet ri- PnAyitS.
mark that a session from ton too six, fnght hours consecu-
tive, will b. rathor too much. W. must have a haif hour's RONTREAL POSr OF.ICE-EL OTRIC LI T.
adjournment at ou.Ao'clock.ULT.D thee reited tro

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Frois one to haif-pm t har HAR nTasA. tAD . Ne o natureno the ointn-
one.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That will do. But I
may say this: I am very desiroue, and so are all my hon.
friends, of facilitating as much as we eau the arrangement
the hon. gentleman bas proposed, and it may be that, be-
ginning at ten-practically having three days for it will
amount to that-it may be that we can get through; but in
view of the very considerable amount of work that has to
be done, I would not like to pledge myself ahead that we
could get through because there are, I think, 200 separate
items in the Supplementary Estimates, and then there ia
concurrence to be taken on the whole Estimates.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not se how it is to be done.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We have gone very

great lengtha of late years in this matter of concurrence.
Sir OHARLES TUPPER We have discussed questions

-very fally going through.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We will try what can

be done, but it is running the thing tremendously fine.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It fs so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I doubt extremely in

any case whether it would be possible-.-you might present
204

e J V mwA gIu M84C&LO Vju J JKup y,of Montreal, as to the lighting of the Montreal post office
by electricity, in respect of the time for which the contract
bas to run, the amount of lights or power supplied, and the
prie. paid for the service ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A contract was made with
the Gazette Printing Company on 23rd October, 1885, for
five years, to supply electrie current to the Montreal poat
Offce for 150 sixteen-candle power lampe, on Edison incan.
descent system, for an annual rental of $2,750. la March,
1886, it was found nee.sary to extend the number of lampe
by 87, at a further annual rental of 8637.96 making a total
number of lampe now 237, and the annual rental $8,387.96.

BRIDGE AT QUE BEC.

Mr. LAURIER (for 1Mr. LANGELIER, QnebeO Centre)
asked, Whether it is the intentiou of the .overnment to
recommend to this House some measure to aid in the
construction of a bridge opposite or near to the city of
Quebec, or to be empowered to oonstruet the said bridge
themselves ?

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. It is not the intention
of the Government at the presnt Session,
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THE TOBIQUE VALLEY RAILWAY. which is projected to run through the important cities of
Brantford, lamilton and St. Catharines, to conneet those

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House resolve cities with our national system, traverses a treet of country
itself into Committee to consider the following resolution :- which has been a great contributor to the wealth of the

That it isexpedient to authorise the Governor ia Coun cil to grant a country, and which, in consequence, has been a large factor
mlbeidy heerlnafter mentioned, towards the construction of the follow- in the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. To-
lug rlwy, that is to sayd

To the bique alley Railway Company, or any other railway eom. day those important cities and the country adjcent to them

pany, for fourteen miles of railway from Perth Centre Station towards are deprived of direct access to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
Plaister Rock Island, in lieu of the subsidy granted by the Act 49 Vic- way; and as those cities are large manufacturiDg centres,
toria, Ohapter 10, for a railway from Perth Centre Station, on the New we have no means of conveying the products of our manu-
Brunswick Railway, to a point near Plaister Rock Island, and in lieu of h tho tn
the subsidy granted by the Act 50 and 51 Victoria, Chapter 24, to the facturing centres to any portion of the country or te the
Tobique Valley Railway Company, a subsidy of $89,000. far North-West, or the Pacifie coast by a direct sys-

He said : That amount bas been already voted to the Tobi- tom of connection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
que Railway Company, but they have done nothing, and I The cities of Hamilton and Brantford have hitherto
believe are not likely to proceed with the work. The object contributed very large sums of money toward .the
of this resolution is, in case the Tobique company fails to construction of railways. I may claim for my own cityof
take up the subsidy voted to them, to empower the Govern- Hamilton that it las not only led the van in encouraging
ment to make the same arrangement with another company ai railway enterprises, but it has been a stout and cheerful
who may be able to carry on the work. supporter of any policy directed to the development

Mr. MITCHELL. Io it the. same aiuntof the country by railways. The wise and judiciona
policy ot the Government in the past in subsidising

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes. railways for the development of the resources
Mri. WELDON (St. John). Is there any other Company of the country bas met with the support of the

isa eistence? people, and will continue to meet with the support of the

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. I think a charter was grantedpeople ; and no better investment could be made by the

te another company during the praont Session. country than to assist railways intended to connect the
large centres of trade with our great system of railway

Mr, MITCHELL. Is it the same distance as the one lst communication. I hope that the Goverument will soon b&
year ? in a position to revive their wise policy of giving aseistance

Sir CHARLES TUPPEiR. Yes, the same distance and to ail proper schemes of railway ; and I hope the Groverr-
the same route. ment will se. their way speedily to recognise the importanOe

Motion agreed te, and flouse reBolved itseoiuto Com- of connecting with the Canadian Paeife Railway system
mitte. perhaps the riebeat and most important portion of thoe

(I h omittee.) Province of Oatario, containing the large manufacturing
(Ln the. Committee.) city of flarnilton, perhaps the firet manufacturing city aud

Mr. ELLIS. I would like to ask what is the entire the second in size in the lrovince. I desire to piace these
length of this railway ?f How many miles from the Perth views of mine on record, and I hope the Government wil
station from which it is proposed to run this road? see their way at as early a date as possible to recognise the

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that it is simply a importance of that lin, which cannot be overlooked.
re-vote of the same amount and for the same purpose pre- ir. JONES (Halifax). I se. that by this resolutien the
cisely as was voted last year, and the conditions are exactly Finance Minister asks us to agree to a subsidy of $6,000 per
the same as the provisions last year. If the company do mile.
not proceed with the work within a certain time this reso- Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. No, I do not. I simply asklution merely gives us power to make a change to some to put into this resolution tlhe worda, "or any other com-ether comrpany. " I am asking for nothing. I am samply asking to

Mr. WELDON (St. John). l the line not shorter than amend the existing Act.
last year? Mr. JONES (Halifax). That would h very unsatisfae.

Mr. THOMPSON. The resolution is exactly in the same tory. It would leave the Government carte blawAee togo
words as that of last year and the distance is the same. and arrange with any other oompany, and to usa their

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. The only change is inserting influence-I will not say a corrupt influence, but it might,
the words "or any other company." perhaps, ho very convenient to them-for the building of

Resolution reported and concurred in. this railway; and in asking this Rouse to appropriate a sna
Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the Order fer third of money, I think they should indicate what company is to

r.ading tBill (No. 140) to authorise the granting of sub. get it.
sidies in aid of bhe construction of the lines of railway ' Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume the he. gemile-
therein ifentioned be discharged and again referred to man was not in the House when I ezplaned that the- com-
Onauitt+e of the Whole. e;pany to whom this, appropriation was made, lave made ne

.aprogres, and, the Government are informek aren»t likeoy
Mr. B1iOWN. I desire, Sir, teo.make a few remarks n to do anything. Another company bas been c&açterred tbid

connectien with this railway question. I have ne doubt Session for the same work, and it is proposed that if the
the Houe., generally, is aware that grat disappontmient original Company do not prUuthei worlk w4hini the pre-
bas existed, and does exiet, ln a great part ef Outario, at scribedtime, the Government may transfer ther eubsidy tothe withholdiag of subsidies froin severa lins of railways, the oher company.
the promoters of which, last year ad the, previones year,
were very mucb emboldned, by ihe strong hopes hedo.Iut Mr. JONES (Halifax). The bon. gentleman ha@r not ex-
to th#m to go on and incur expense in sarveyîug,eobtaioing plained why the Houe is ea'ded on to'vete 86,00 a mile,
rights of way, and so og The railway which I am more double the suim voted to any oer4b part. of the Dominion.
particularly interested in is one which 1 think claims a good Sir CHARLES TUPPER, I dd not ez iu thee bocause
deal of consideration at the hands of the Government, and I I am not asking the louse to vot4 a shillin I am not
hope they may see their way to graêt that assisance wieh changing a letter i the Adt; except ie dhàe yto
we o 0much require. The outh Ontario Pacifi eBailway, whom the subeidy was v~ted*faWP tecañrot r

SIR JoRN A. MACDONALD.
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Mr. JONES (Halifax). When was the Act passed?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Lat Seesion,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). These votes are brought down
at the last moment, and do not receive the attention they
should.

Sir CEARLES TUPPER. I may say to my hon. friend
from Hamilton (Mr. Brown) that it is unfortunate he was
not in the House whon I explained how it was that the
Governmont wore obliged to turn a deaf ear to the demande
of the large and important deputation which came from that
section of country to ask for aid to the railway to which ho
bas referred; but as we proposed this year tocail a hait,
and not to grant any new subsidies, with the exception of
the two to which refoerence bas already been made, we were
obliged to ask my hon. friend and the section of country ho
reprosente to leave that demand in abeyance for a future
day, when I hope the Government may be in a botter posi-
tion to go on with those works than we are at present.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Lest year I find that the
railway votes were passed in committee on the 23rd of
June. I had leit for home at that time, and I think also
most of the members from New Brunswick. The resolu-
tionis were only brought in on the 20th, the subsidies passed
on the-23rd, and the flouse prorogued the next day. I see
there is no reference to this grant in the Debates.

Sir CHARLES TU PPER. Well, we cannot afford to
lose the day on this question, and if hon. gentlemen oppo-
site are not willing that it should pass by common consent
after my explanation of the circumstances, I will withdraw
the amendment.

Mr. SPEAKER. Carried.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I understood that the
hon. gentleman withdrew.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I said I woXld withdraw if
hon, gentlemen were not satisfied with the explanation
which has been given.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Withdraw.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Withdraw, then.

Motion withdrawn.

Mr. COUTURE. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker,the Hous.
will observe that in the Estimates which are now belore us
thee is an item of 896,000 for the Lake St. John Railway.
I must say that this subsidy was promised in 1886 to Mgr.
Dominique iRacine and that the same promise bas been
made by several 'of the hon. present Ministers. In 1887
that sbahidy has been voted in tulfilment of a promise made
in 188t6, but it was granted to a company holding a local
charter, but without even a subscribed capital; in order to
be granted that charter, one of the shareholders was com-
peltld to aubscribe $80,000, but I most asay e was not
worth 80,000 cents. Tne company waa but an impediment
to the building of the railway. Later on finding
themelves aunder the responsibility of building the
road they wiehed to sell their rights to the now exieting
company who held a charter for the main lino. They at
firstaakd for 620,000; from $20,000 they went down to
810,000, and finally they acoepted $6,000. I must say
that a transaetion of that kind is far from beiag honorable,
and that th. result was to delay the building of that rail-
way branch whia was so greatly aded in the country.
During tht present Session the Government, after numer-
oua equesta frome rygelf and from the electors of the
countyaathaoriaed the trasafer to the existing compaa of<
the a1hiy graated to the othe compeany. I am of
it, and I must o ngratulate theGovernment for their action.

Those 896,000 have been spent by thep resent company
and sixty-five miles of that branch which are greatly
needed, are stili to be built. I notice that sbsidies
are granted to many railway companies, amongst
which there are some whose lines are already opened
to traffic. I protest against that policy, and Irbe-
lieve we ought rather to favor railways like the one
for which I am now interested. During the present Session
I have asked for a subsidy of $239,465 to enable us te com-
plete this railway, which will open to colonisationune of the
finest sections of the country. I far, Mr. Speaker, that
Lake St. John Valley is not known enough by t hon.
Ministers and the members of this House. At the
beginning of the Session I received and forwarded to the
Governnent several petitions from the couniy which I have
the honor to represent; no less than eighteen petitions
signed by more than eighteen hundred electors, amonget
whom are the curates, mayors and councillors of
those different parigbes, all feeling confident that we
would be granted what we asked for and were fully enti.
tled to. Another petition signed by a good number of the
bon. members from both sides of this House, congra-
tulating me for my exertions iu favor of a railway which
will be so useful to that section of the country. Another
petition with the same object was signed by the hon.
members of the Senate, and I have myself addressed letters
to all the hon. Ministers claiming justice for that section of
the coantry. All have answered me, saying: that I could
expect to obtain what I asked for. I have oven addressed
myself to the Privy Council and I was led to understand
that something would bo granted to that Lako St. John
Railway. But, at the last hour, I find by an answer to
a question put by me in this House, that nothing bas been
granted for that enterprise. I must say that it i4 pain-
ful for us, because those bard working and intelligent
people who are endeavoring to progress as rapidly as
possible, are thus chiecked for at loast two or three years.
Iblieve it is my duty to urge that the Goverument will
reconsiaer thoir decision, and I hope that some hon. Min-
ister will rise in this louse and say that a subsidy has been
granted to enable us to complote the railway at the next
session, if not during the present Session. Mr. Speaker, I
think it will be interesting to give a fow figures as to the
products of the county of Chicoutimi and Saguenay and as
to its resources. The following details are taken from the
census of 1881. We have to-day in working order, in the
county of Chicoutimi and Saguenay, not to men-
tion large farms, 41 saw mille with 1,069 em-
ployés. The value of the raw material amounts
to $280.108; that of the manufaotured produts to $657,-
341. The capital invested in all tihe various industries
in the county, industries which are expeoted to progress
rapidly, amounts to $34,606. The number of employees is
1,393; the salaries paid annually amount to $188,92. We
have besides that other industries which are not included
in the list I have just given. Now, I will give youn some
data as to the real property. There are in the county 4,498
poprietors, owning 464,329 acres of land ; the number of
houses i 4,514; barns and stables, 5,390; resident pro-
prietors, 3,190; farmers, 399. The cultivated ares ie
76,470 acres; pasture, 55,366; gardens and orchards, 895
acres; improved lande, 132,731 acres. Kr. Speaker, we ail
know that the county of Chicoutimi. and Saguenay is
almost a province by itself. The act is easily shown by
the following figures: 59,74b,821 acres of land are in eul-
tare. The products of 15,18* acres of land, in 1881, were
as follows:-

Wheat....................... 155,589 beshels
Barley............................... .. *02 "
Osta ..................... ..... ........................ 211,216 "

B e ...... ,........................... ..- 1.. 2 "
POU....... ............... Il rff "

.B.o............. .. .09
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Coru..... ................ .. . ......
Potatos ...... ........... ........... .........
Turnips ...........................................
Other rootsu.............................
Bayseed and cloyer.............
Hay ................. ......... ... .

Linseed......... ...... . ........
Tobacco......................................... ......
Borses ...... ............ ........... .............
Colts and fillies..... .................... ,......
Labouring oxen..........
Milk eows ............. ........................ .....
Other cattle..........................................
Sheep.. ................

og ................................

3921
287,238
42,147

3,396
252

16,3471
1,761

67,437
1,812

838
2,225
9,396
8,288

26,433
8,390

bushelo.

tons.
pounds

"g

Such were the products of the county in 1881, but I must
remark that since that time they bave almost doubled, and
if we had a railway to carry them to market our farmers
would strive to improve their lands, and their products
would be twice as large as they now are. There is another
important industry in the county, Mr. Speaker, and that
is the home industry, the home work. I see by the last
census that 131,190 yards of family cloth and flannel have
been manufactured, and 46,387 yards of family linen;
82,382 pounds of wool and 20,834 of flax have been employed
in manufacturing these articles. Mr. Speaker, I might
mention another very prosperous industry which is a great
boon to the county and the country at large; it is the
dairy. In 1881, there were no butter or cheese factories in
the county of Chicoutimi and Saguenay. lin 1838 we have 25
cheese lactories and 4 butter factories under the Danish
centrifugal system. The sales of butter and cheese in
)888 amounted to 823,500. I hope that in the next ten or
twelve years this industry will be more than doubled by the
large natural pastures we possess and the care with
which this industry is carried on. There is another indus-
try about which a good deal was said in this Rouse by
several members from the varions Provinces and which is
carried on sucooessfully in the county of Chicoutimi and
Saguenay, and that is the fishing industry. I see by the

oensus of 1881, that the fishing trade of the country was
annually handled by 75 vessels and 334 men, 1,324 barges
manned by 1,987 men, 1,565 cod-laying men, and 45,512
fathoms of nets. The following are the fishing products:-

145,080 ewt. of codfish.
5,804 " dabs and whiting.
4,011 barrels of herring.

322 " of mackerel.
89 " of sardines.

229 " of halibut.
1,055 " of salmon.

174 " of trout.
3B " of whitefish.

20,270 " of other fish.
47 " of oysters.

122,402 gallons of oils of al kinds.

In view ofthese figures, Mr. Speaker, I think the Govern-
ment were wrong in not granting more aid to this exten-
sive country. The Government are wrong in not granting
us something to develop the resources of this great country.
Last year, we had nothing from the Government, no
grants for railways or for public works. This year our
allowance is very small and we have nothing at all for our
railways. At the beginning of the present Session I took
upon myself to forward to the hon. the Minister of Public
Works (Sir flector Lngevin) a statement of the estimates
and specifications of the works which I believe are abso-
lutely needed in the county of Chicoutimi and Saguenay.
The statement reads as follows:-

"OmrwÂ, 24th February, 1888.

tg To Sir Hacrea LÂNasIsa:

il Fso,-I submit to yon the estimates which I believe neoesary for the
osanties of Ohioutimi and Saguenay:

X. CoUrnaI,

Hydrographic survey and marine map of Lake St.
John......-............. --.. ............ ........ $5,000

Deepening of the Grande Décharge of Lake St. John. 2,000
For the lengthening of St. Ann's wharf.......... 4,000
Paving Ohicoutimi wharf...............-...... 1,000
Paving St. Alphonse wharf........................ 1,500
Repairing the wharf at St. John's Oove................... 2,000
Wharf at Tadousac.. .................. 19,000
Clearing Rivière des Bergeronnes.................... 800
Dredging near Ohicoutimi whart ........ .................. 2,000
Wharf, lighthouse and buoys on Lake St John.. 20,000

Total................. .................. . 57,803

Well, Mr. Speaker, of this amount I was greatly astonished
to see, by the Estimates, that we had only the sum of 84,600,
distributed as follows:-

Wharf at Tadousac......................... $1,000
Chicoutimi, St Alphonse, St. John's Cove and Ste.

Anne du Saguenay .... ................................. 2,000
Grande Décharge of Lake St. John......................1,600

Total......................... ............... $t,600

I am really sorry to state that since two years the Govern-
ment have granted but the sum of $4,600 for publie works
in two counties having an extent of nearly 900 miles and a
population of 40,000 souls, an intelligent and industrious
population striving to progress. Moreover, Mr. Speaker, I
can say that if the Government had expended in the county
of Chicoutimi and Saguenay in publie works and improve.
ments the five.eighths of what was spent in other parts of
the country, the population of the county would have been
from 60,000 to 75,000 souls, instead of 40,000 as it
actually stands. As I stated a moment ago, the soil
is fertile and the county is extensive. We have
in the United Staes thousands of French Canadians
who wish to come back with us. What are they waiting
for before coming ? They are waiting until the country is
opened, until they have roads, publie highways and rail-
ways. They say, reasonably, that it is useless to go to
Lake St. John and.cultivate the land only to provide for
local consumption,because there are no means of commun-
ication to export agricultural products. Well, when rail-
ways will be built, we shall see hundreds of poor Canadian
exiles returning from the United States. I know the Gov-
ernment have expended a great deal of money to encourage
the return of these exiles, but, in my 'opinion, the only
course we should adopt to induce them to retura is to give
them colonisation roads in order to develop this great and
beautiful country. The county I have the honor to repre.
sent, Mr. Speaker, is as extensive as a Province, and
when we shail have fully known its importance, and wheu
we shail have given to it an aid according to its size and to
its future, Canadians will return by thousands to live in it,
because the French Canadian always likes to rally round
the steeple of his native country. Ie likes to return to the
hearth of his family and live amongst his fellow country-
men. I therefore say that the only course we can adopt to
recali our Canadians, is to open the northern counties, and
particularly the county of Chicoutimi and Saguenay, by
building railways and giving them a new market for their
products. I hope, Mr. Speaker, I shall have a pro.
mise, during the present Session, from one of the hon.
Minieters who are in this louse at the present moment,
that at next Session, the Government will see fit to grant
the necessary subsidy for completing the railway now in
construction, for building wharves and helping us to develop
that fine country. lin order to show the energy and the
enterprising spirit of our population, I might say that a
private individual built at his own cost a steamboat now
plying on Lake St. John. Other parties, feeling confident
that the Government would grant a subuidy to complete the
railway, have built a splendid botel at Roberval, on the
shore of Lake St. John, in order to invite touriste to visit
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us and at the same time to botter acquaint them with the He said : I explained on Saturday that the amendmentresources of the country. Well, what a deception it was made in the Senate was designed to remedy a defeot in thefor these persons. For want of a subsidy the railway from Summary Convictions Act with regard to oosts. The ActChicoutimi to Lake St. John eannot possibly be oompleted, contains a provision that costs shal obe recovered on con-and one can see the loss which was caused to the parties viction and provides that the warrant shall require thewho built that grand hotel I mentioned and to the party ounsel to collect the costs. It has been decided that inas-who built the steamer navigating on Lake St. John. It is much as no tarif of costs has been prescribed, the convio-
almost ruinous for those engaged in these enterprises. Mr. tions which provide for the recovery of costs and the war-
Speaker, when we shall bave a railway to Lake St. John, at rant containing the latter provision are invalid, and a num-
Roberval, a steamboat on the lake and wharves to moor ber of prisoners have been released in consequence. The
vessels, I say that in the northern part of Lake St. John botter arrangement wili, of course, be to provide a tarif of
there is land enough to establish from 20 to 25 parishes. costs. But in the meantime it will be well to adopt the
Well, I am very sorry that the Government have not thought amendment of the Senate and remedy the matter by pro.
it necessary to undertake the publie works I have mon- viding that a tarif of magistrates' cosis enforced in the
tioned, but I hope they will reconsider their decision, and, provinces shall be used for the purpose of convictions under
that, as they have granted us hardly anything this year this Act. This is only a temporary provision, and I pro-
they will feel bound to give us much more next year. pose to make a tarif of costs next Session.

Mr. MITCHELL. Perhaps the hon. the Min ister of Fi.
nance will give me his attention for two or three minutes.
Of course it is late in the Session, and I may be slightly out
of order in putting this question, but it is as well to bave an
explanation now with regard to a certain item. I was out
of the Hlouse when the Estimates on the Intercolonial
Railway were passed. 1 notice on page 46 of the Estimates,
item.70, the item of construction, 87,000. In the Jiansard,
I find an explanation given of that vote which I do not un.
derstand, and perhaps the hon. gentleman will explain it.
The hon. gentleman stated that that was on account of a
claim for $20,000 which had been made for a gravel pit near
Newcastle. I know of no such gravel pit.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am very. much obliged to
the hon. gentleman for drawing my attention to this matter.
Ie was good enough to show me a telegram which he had
received from the county. lhe pit is near Bathurst, and the
memorandumI had incorrectly described it as near Newcastle.
The claim is for 820,000 to be given to this person for his
gravel pit. It is a most inordinate and extravagant claim,
the Government are resisting it in every possible way, and
there will not be a dollar of money paid more than is proved
should be actually given. When the Government took pos.
session of this property, they found there was a gravel pit
there. It was Government property belonging to the
Government of New Brunswick, and this party, ascertaining
that there was gravel there, went to the Government of
New Brunswick and got a grant of the property. He has
been making, in the judgment of the Government, a most
inordinate claim, which the Government are determined to
resist in every possible way.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am very glad to hear this explana-
tion, and I would suggest that there is a legal and a proper
way for the Government to obtain any portion of the lands
or gravel pits needed for the Government work. It would
be well for the Government to take the ordinary legal
means.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is what we propose to
do.

Mr. MITCHELL. The claim is put down at $20,000;
$20 would be nearer the value.

THIRD READING.

Bill (No. 140) to authorise the granting of subsidies in
aid of the lines of railway therein mentioned.

StUMMARY CONVICTIONS ACT.
Mr. THOMPSON moved :
That the amendment made by the Senate to Bill (?Fo. 113) to amend

Chapter one huadred and seventy-eight of the Revised Statutes of
@anada, ". the umm«y 0evoelsons .At," be oumed ia.

Amendment concurred in.

BILLS WITHDRAWN.

Bill (No. 124) to amend the "Copyright Act," chapter
sixty-two of the Revised Statutes of Canada.

Bill (No. 88) to abolish Forfeitures for Treason and
Felony, and to otherwise amend the law relating thereto.

SUPPLY-BOUNDARiES OF ONTARIO.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the louse resolve
itself into Oommittee of Supply.

Mr. DAWSON. I desire to draw the attention of the
flouse to a matter which I consider of somo importance
and I shall only detain the House for a few moments.
Some time ago the bon. member lor Bithwell placed a
notice on the Order Paper which ho bas not gone on with.
That notice contained some very strong statements which I
believe-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid I must ask my
bon. friend, really, as a personal favor, to forego raising a
debate at this stage. The hon, gentleman may occupy live
minutes, but an hour may h occupied in answering him. In
that case we must give up ail hope of getting through to.
morrow. The hon. gentleman would take the responsibilhty
of preventing our being able to carry out what both sides of
the House desire, to prorogue o-morrow. If ho raises a
discussion ho cannot prevent, though ho becomes responsible
for the whole day being lost. I hope my hon. friend will
not persist.

Mr. DAWSON. I shall give in to the hon. gentleman's
wishes. I only wanted to draw attention to the very in-
correct statements in that notice.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I am prepared to defend them.

Mr. LANDERKIN. Hire a hall.
Motion agreed to, and House again resolved itself into

Committee of Supply.
(In the Committee.)

Collection of Revenues-Customs............. 854,430

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it will be con-
venient, as we go on, that the Minister of Cuatoms should
state briefiy to us such reasons as exist for increases or
diminution@.

Sir CHABLES TUPPER. I suppose ho will not be
pressed seo strongly in reference to the diminutions as in
reference to the increasos.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, not so strongiy.

At the same time, when a change takes place in a vote pro
or con, it is only proper that the reasons should be stated to
the committee.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. BOWELL. The details are so plain in this estimate

that I suppose my hon. friend simply desires to know why
the increases or deoreases have taken place?

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. There are two princi-
pal increases in the item of 8.70,625 for the Province of
Ontario-those et Ottawa and et Sault ste. Marie.

Mr. BOWELL. The increase of 81,500 for OLtawa arises
ont of the necessity to appoint two additional men on the
staff on account of the increased work at the rail way stations,
and alto an addition to the Appraisers' department, where
the revenue has swollen from i30,000 or s40,000 to $60,000
or $70,100. In addition to that, four outports have been
established. One at Arnprior, another at Perth, another at
Carleton Place, and one at Renfrew, ail of which are at-
tached to the Ottawa Port and consequently sweil the
appropriation for that port. The Sault Ste. Marie increase
ot $2,400 arises from four or five additional mon who will
have to be added to the staff in order to manifest and check
goods and cars which are passing over the Sault Ste. Marie
bridge. The hon. gentleman is aware that wherever con-
nections of this kind are made, it is necessary to have men
appointed to check ail the goods which are transferred from
one side to the other, which entail a large amount of addi.
tional work without any corresponding return in the way of
revenue.

Mr. BOWELL. Rillsboro' has been mnad an outport
and attached to Moncton. The expenditure at the port of
St. John is increased by 81,450. That is oaused by the
transference in a great measuro of certain outports wbich
have been attached to St. John and by slight increases of
salary to some of the officers.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In Nova Scotia, &109,-
310, Halifax seema to be the chief party to the incroase.

Mr. BOWELL. The increase- at the port of Halifax
arises from the tact that the winter trade is inereasing very
rapidly, and I found it necessary, in connection with the
transference ot goods arriving in the winter to the railway,
to put on three or four additional men. Some of those wili
go off the staff in the spring. Halifax -is different from any
other port in the Dominion. The work increases in Halifax
in winter, and decreases, to a certain in extent, in summer;
while in most other ports the increase is in the summerand
the decrease in the winter. The hon. member for Halifazis,
no doubt, aware of that.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The general percentage ofost
in collecting the revenue is less in Halifax, being about four,
as against six in Toronto, Quebee and afontreal. I am not
urging that it should be increased at all; what the Minister
of CJustoms says is quite correct.

Mr. BOWELL. Manitoba, 830,850.-There is a decrease
here, owing to a decrease in the work in Winnipeg, And it
is also decreasing at Emerson. Conaequently i have dis-
pensed with some of the temporary men, and have trans-
ferred some of the permanent staff to other places.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have you now com. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. You mean that the
munication direct with Minneapolis ? imports are less?

ir. BOWELL. I think so.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. Is there also a direct
communication from Duluth?

Mr. BOWELL. I do not think that is completed. I
know flour has been sent in large quantities vid the Sault
over the bridge and the Canadian Pacifie Railway. In regard
to the amount of 82Z3,845 for the Province of Quebec, the
great inerease arises in the port of Montreai, and is
caused by the opening of new railway stations and the
large additional work roquired at the wharves through the
increase of tonnage and the increase of shipping. As the
amount of shipping and trade increases so in proportion
the extra staff has te be increased.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose the han.
gentleman means that when the Canadian Pauifie Railway
station is in full working order, there will be a larger
number of men required there.

Mr. BOWELL. There will be when the new station is
opened. We already had to put on offlcers at the eatern
portion, and also some to look after the traffl crossing the
river. The increase is on the extra staff for the summer
season. As soon as navigation opeas, fifteen, and sometimes
twenty men have to be placed on the staff and kept there
during the summer.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. There is also an
increase at St. Johns ?

Mr. BUWELL. The port of Lacolleb has been reduced to
an outport, ard the whole expense of thut is charged to the
port of St. Johns, of which it is now an outport; but there
is no charge for Lacolle.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Under the expendi.
ture for New Brunswick, 88,220, am i to understand that
Moncton and Hillsboro' neutralise each other ?

Sir CAaLEs Tuppua.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes, and of course the work is less. The
necessity for the 1arge staff there formerly, arose from ithe
faet that all the goode that were sent from here into the
North-West had to pass through the United States, and
consequently had to go in bonded cars, and every bonded
car required looking after when it arrived, either at Emer.
son or at Winnipeg. Now most of-the goods pea over the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, by way of Port Arthur, into that
Province.

Sir RIC IARD CARTWRIGHT. British Oolumbia,
841,02.-Here is relatively an exeedingly large increse,
nearly 25 per cent.

Mr BOWELL. That arises from the establishment of a
port at Vancouver, and as in Winnipeg at first, a larger
staff was necessary, and may pouibly be reducedwhen the
volume of trade is really known. The hon. gentleman will
see that in New Westminster there is a deerease of o2,M.
Some of the oMere there have beaen transferred to Van-
couver, and anew colleetor was appointed, ada number-of
new officers had to be employed. I may mention that it i
absolutely necessary to pay mon in Vancouver and British
Columbia larger salaries than are paid in the east, on
account of the greater expense of living. There is aiso an
increase in Victoria that we found to be neesary, from the
looseness with which the business was looked after. Dering
a visit made to that country by one of my officers, many
irregularities were discovered in the management, and he
recommended the appointment of four new landing waiters
in order that more attention and a better surveittance over
the goods that arrived at that port might be had; and, after
reading his report, I decided that thia addition ahould be
made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. The hon. gentleman
fnda "he prement expense f living in &rmish ColumMab
greater than in Manftob&
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Mr. BOWELL. Yeo, I think it is, although I believe it

is gradaaDly decreauing, as it ha done in Manitoba.

Sir RICHARD CA«RTWRIGHT. To provide for the
administration of the Chinese Immigration Act, inclnding
remunerations to customs officers, 83,000.-Would the hon.
gentleman explain that item; and I also want to know
wbat the effect of recent legislation has been with respect
to Ohineseimnmigration. The question may assume a some-
wbat important eharacter in connaetion with our relations
with tbe United States, where, alse, they have carried a
Pomewhat stringe«t system of prevention of undue Chinese
immigration.

Mr. BOWELL. The result of the legislation has been to
decrease the immigration of these people into this country.
Underthe operation of the law,during the present year, atthe
port of Victoria, 116 immigrants arrived, who paid $50 each.
There were 971 registrations, 728 tickets of leve, the total
aoections being 87,01O50. At Emerson, three immigrants
arrived, paying tf5f; at Winniper, there were tbree regis-
trations and six tickets of leave, 87.50. At Port Arthur,
one immigrant, and six registrations, $53; and at Montreal,
one reeistration, 50 cents, making a total collection of
81,424.50 This sum, as the hon. gentleman is aware, is
divided between the Dominion and British Columbia, and
there was paid to British Columbia, under seation 20 of the
Chinese Act, 82 525. There was an amount refunded to C.
F. Moore of S50 which had been collected from him, his
wife being a Chinese woman, and it was thought afterwards
advisable, by Order in Council under the Audit Act, to re-
mit that sum to him. The expenditure in connection with
the Aet will be found on page 364, Auditor General's re-
port. However, it leaves a surplus in the bands of the
Government.

Mr. JONES (Halifav). But if ho les ent to perform a
public duty, 1 do not see why ho is entitled to any portion
of the sezure.

Mr. BOWELL. Thelaw gives it to him.
Mr. JONES (Halifax), Officers sent from the depart,

ment visit certain places on information received by the
department. When an offlcer is despatched on publie busi-
ness hoeis not entitid to any remuneration in addition to
bis salary, his expenses, of course, being paid. I fail to see
any reason why the amount should not go into the revenue.

Mr. BOWELL. That opens the whole question as to
whether moieties should be given to any oflcers who make
seizares. They ail receive their salaries. I do not think
it is advisable to enter into any general discussion of that
system, nor do I presume the bon. gentleman desires I
should do So. If any oefficer makes a seizare, the law
entities him to a certain amounit of the net prooces. We
learn sometimes that certain irregularities exist in a cer-
tain section of the country, and we at once despatch an
officer to look after them.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am very sorry the Minieter of Cas-
tomsbas continued the system of allowing those dotective
officers to obtain a share of the seizures. It is a vicious
system and has worked very injuriously to the country;
but ho bas been enabled by the force and puwer of the
majority in this Ilouse to continue the system.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not put it on the Statute-book.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Tne Minister of Castoms is
not responsible; it is the lawand i has for a long time been
the law. It is a question for discussion as to whether the
law should be modified or not, but my hon. triend has only
carried out the law.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The number of immi-
grants is not very formidable, nnless it be a mere vanguard. Mr. MITCHELL. I do not see why the bon. gentleman
I i hink the hon.gentleman saidtherewere 971 registrations. should correct me ; that is exactly what I stated. I regret
Does he mean by that that every Chinaman now in British that on the revision of the Castoms Act il was not provided
Columbia has had to take out a ticket of license ? that for the future ihis system, which is se objectionable te

the mercantile community, should be abolished. At that
Mr. ROW RLL. Not a ticket of license. Under the law time I endoavored te gt th Bill postponed antit the mer-

every Chinese wha was in the country at the time of the chants should bave an opportnnity of expressing their
passing of the law, had to register his name in order to pro- opinion. The hon. genileman, howover, pumhod the Bill
teot himself from the collection of the 50 cents immigrant through the Hfouse ut a very late hour in the evening, after
ta. As they come in from the interior of British Colum. the Bill had been only one or two days on the Table of the
bia they register themselves, and that exempts them. House.

Sir RICHABD GARTWRTGHT. Of course, that Oaa Mr. BOWELL. No.
hawilIy me» tam Wwae-, OBIY 9,fMr. MITCHELL. Itwas avery short time, atany rate;

Mr. BOWELL. These are only the transactions of this and whatever might be the case in the cities, merchants in
year. Last yer therewas a largonumber registered besides. the remote distriots had ne opportunity of studying the

Bill. Tne hon. gentleman chose by the power ef votes ta
Mr, 3JOES (Ealif4. I fid thamLt under the head ot Cs. retain that objectionable system,wh ich is one against which

toms Board there are several items here for special ofieer., the large masjority of the people have set their taes. It is
Does that include their total salaries, or are they entitled to vicious in. principle and sbould be abolished. The hon.
a eertain portien of the seizures? I see on page of the gentleman bas the power of votes ta push the Bill through
Auditar Generafs report, Water, Gresse, MaMichael, and continue this vicious principle, which enables a low sub.
O'Keefe, and Bonness, who have received large sums. It ordinates to wait and watch their opportunity of making
s&Was Bonnesugeta S0aspreventive ofleer, an& dmwnbelow, seizures, due of ten te the inadvertence or ignorance of those
$O moe. in the trade, who thus become entangled in the meshes of

the sleuth-hounds of the departmnent.
Mr. BOWELL. That may be for travelling expenses.

These oMers have a salary. Mr. Grosse, for example, has Mr. BOWELL. I will not attempt te defend the system
$1,200 salary. If he i sent te any part of the country ta now; but I am prepared ta defend the system at a future
look after smagglers.or te investigate anything, he le enti- time and prove by statistics that this i the onty way in
tied to travelling expenses. If ho effecta a seizare, thon wbich the revenue ean be protected. I have no objection to
the expenses attending that trip are deducted from the the strong words use l by the hon. gentleman if he thinks
amoant of theseisure before the distribation is made, and' tbey are appropriate.
he is entitled,under-the. lw, to.a.roostion of the n" Ipro-
oeeds of that seiztUre. Mr. MITZIHEL L. I think they are veryappEogriate.
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Mr. BOWELL. I know this, that I can prove to any gen-

tleman either in this House or out of it, who bas had any-
thing to do with cur4oms affaire either in this country or
any other country, that it is impossible to protect the reve-
nue unless some such system is in operation. I wish to en-
ter my disclaimer against the strong language used ; I do
not think the officers should be dosignated by language of
that kind. The hon. gentleman bas a right to attribute to
them any motives he pleases ; but I can say this to him and
the House, that in no case-and I have investigated a great
many-have I found that the charges which have been placed
at their door by certain of the press and by certain mer-
chants who have been severely punished for their irregu-
larities-I will not use any stronger language-in their
importations, have been eustaned ais against the officials.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). 1 desire to ask the Minister
of Customs what decision was arrived at, and what penalties
were imposed in the case of the Montreal Cotton Company,
which I brought before the House last Session?

Mr. BOWEILL. I am not in a position to answer the
hon. gentleman just now.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Minister should be in a
position to do so. I brought the matter up last yearq and
the bon, gentleman postponed answering it, saying the
question was premature. I suppose the case has been
adjudicated upon, and I want to know the result.

Mr. BOWELL. It bas been adjudicated upon.
Mr. P.ATERSO N (Brant). But on different lines from

penalties impostd on others under like circumstances.

Mr. BOWELL. No; but if such is the case I will let
the bon. gentleman know and give him the reason.

Collection of Revenues-Public Works.............. $190,025

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What arrangement
has been made or is going to be carried out with respect to
the slides and booms covered by this item. They are
really connected with the forest lands of the Provinces of
Quebec or Ontario, as the case may be. It would be advis-
able to get rid of them, and let both revenue and repairs go
to the two Provinces ch .fly concerned.

Sir HEcTOR LANIEVIN. That is a question to be
studied. I am not in a position to say yes or no at the present
time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I mention it, because I
have always held that this matter really belongs to the
different Provinces. We obtain revenue from them, but not
sufficient to pay for staff and repairs.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVINa Some of these works are on
the large rivere, such as the Ottawa, St. Maurice, and
Saguenay, and we claim the power to place works on those
rivers. It would bo better, I think, as these works are not a
very heavy burden on the Dominion, that we should keep
them. At all events, this is a question that bas not been
raised before.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The total amount ex-
pended i $70,000 ; what is the revenue ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The revenue is collected by
the Inland Revenue Department ; but I know that
the works on the Ottawa river and tributaries give a

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Sir RICRAIRD CARTWRIGHT. And 6 per cent, b.
side?

Sir H ECTOR LANGEVIN. I am epeaking of the Ottawa.
There we have 12 or 15 per cent., but on the St. Maurice
and Saguenay it is not so. The exact amount I cannot say
now.

Sir RICO IARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to know,
and I would like the bon. gentleman to consider it. Thereis
another item here which I want to understand exactly what
our position is in relation to. Here is the Esquimault
Graving Dack, and so far as I understand that work is
brand new.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, it is a work that was
completed last year, or not quite.

Sir RICHARD CAiRTWRIGHr. I see here an item of
87,500 for the staff, and an item of $5,225 under the head
of repaire. Surely a work that was completed last year
can hardly need repaire to the tune of $5,000 already.

Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. There must be always repaire
to those works, and I require a certain amount for that.
That work is under our control since we made arrangements
with British Columbia, and it certainly will be a paying
work. It is open during the 12 months of the year, while
other works of the same kind are not.

Mr. JONES (Ilalifax). The staff connected with a graving
dock must necessarily be very small, because there are only
a few hands, and I cannot see how it would come to $9,000.
Most of the people about the dock are paid by those using
it, but the expenses of the staff of engineers and of a few
men to open the gates ought to be a very small item.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Will the hon. gentleman
tell me if there is any entry at all for the reoeipte of that
graving dock in our Public Accounts? Possibly no receipts
may have been obtained up to the 30th of June, 1887.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It began after that.

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. What does the hon.
gentleman compute the annual receipts at ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If I can judge by the grav.
ing doek at Lévis, which was only opened for a short season
last y ear, and which brought 814,000 or 815,000 during that
time, I am pretty sure that the graving dock at Esqui-
maalt will bring probably $30,000 or $40,000. This is only
a guess and I do not like to be bound to it, because I cannot
say definitely.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do the vessels of the
British fleet which make use of it pay, or je it free to them
in consideration of the subscription from the Imperial Gov-
ernment ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They are admitted free
there, but they pay certain coSts that are incurred by the
department.

Mr. JONES (Halifax).. The hon. gentleman can hardly
take the receipts of the Lévis graving dock for the last six
months as a fair estimate, because he will remember they
had a steamer in there for repaire all winter, and that is a
circumstance which might not occur again.

large interest on the money invested there-12-or 15
per cent, On the St. Maurice and Saguenay the works Quebec sometimes a vessl wilI ho admitted there late in
do not return as high a rate of interest. Altogether, 1 the seaon, ad will romain ail winter for repaira, oom-
think we bave less than 6 per cent. on the investment. ing out in the spring. In Esquimanlt 1V je quit. a

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do the receipts pay the different thing, boause thero the dock is open aUlthe
expenses of the staff year round.

yreaBowroL.
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Telegraph lines, North-West Territorlea........ ... $20,000

"é "i British Columbia ..... ....,...... 6,500

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With respect to the
telegraphs in North West Territories and British Columbia,
can the hon. gentleman tell u8, generally, what are the
receipts ?-as I eau understand those must b worked at a
los-, but we bave now been working them for four or five
years; and how are the receipts coming in ? Are they pay-
ing their way ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. They are not. The tele-
graph Ulnes in the North-West Territories are increasing,
and the hon. gentleman will remember that during the
war in 185 they were damaged very much, and they had to
be patched up. It was found difficult to obtain proper timier
in that distant country, and we had to take in different kinds
cf timber which lasted only a very short period. We have
now tried, in a portion of the line, to use iron posts as a
trial, and I think, although they cost more, that they will
Iast a great deal longer than the other, and that they will
be a great saving in keeping them in repair. We have
been obligod to renew all the poles between Battleford and
Edmonton, and to change the route, as I explained last
year. 'I bat is completed and we have a much botter lino
'The poles are good and the line is not exposed as it was.
When the lino was put there years ago, the poles were put
in a swamp in order to have the shortest route, but we
found that the shortest route after all was not the most
economic. We have extended the line northerly, and we
can protect it botter and have better ground and keep the
linos in botter order. We expect that that lino will not
pay so much until that country is thoroughly settled.

Sir RICHARD CARTW RIGlHT. In thisprairie country
where you are not troubled with rock, would it not peruaps
be worth considering, in view of the constant interruptions
and the cost of getting timber, whether, in certain sections,
at any rate, an underground telegiaph service would not bo
botter than a pole service, or is the difference in cost
se great as to make it impossible Y

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think it would be most
expensive. I spoke to Mr. Gisborne, the chief superinten-
dent of telegraph linos, and ho thought the cost would be
very heavy. l the long run it might be botter, and we
might try a short line to see how it would work. I am not
in a position now to say what would be the difference in
price.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not wish to dotain
the hon. gentleman now, but I think it would be worth tak.
ing it into consideration. Ot course I can understand that
you cannot-if there was rock there you could not cut
through it except ut great cost, but, as the hon.gentleman
knows, there are 1,500 or 1,600 miles where the trenching
would be extremely easy. There would be obvious con-
venience if the cost is not too groat to have the wires under
ground.

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. We will consider it during
recess.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGLIT. In connection with aIl
these linos, does the Government pay for thior part of the
work, or do they get it free ?

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government Eervice'is
perfectly free.

Mr. DAVIES. With regard to the lines in British
Columbia, do they not belong to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way?

Bir RECTOR LANGEVIN. Y es, now, Under the arrange-
ment 1 made since.

20b

Telegraph Signal Service............ .... ............... $10,000

Mr, JON ES (Halif4x). Would the hon. gentleman state
what that is ?

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. This vote bas to pay the
salary and the travelling expenses of the superintendent of
the telegraph signal service, the cost of stationery in his
office and other necessaries, and to meet extraordinary
expenses in connection with the service. We must have a
small margin in case of an emergency.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Are you going to construct a
lino to Sable Island ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No, that would require a
special vote, and we ocould not seo our way to asking for
it this year.

Mr. MITCHELL. I understood the hon. Minister to
promise me last year that he would ask a vote for a
telegraph lino from Newcastle to Tracadie. I thought
perhaps ho had included it in bis vote.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am afraid it was one of
those votes which disappeared after my estimates went to
the Privy Council. They came out with 8; 50,000 less than I
aske 1. I put in my estimuates everything that is asked from
every portion of the Dominion, bocause I am bound to lay
them before my colleagues, and the Privy (jouncil decides
what votes shall be put in the estimates.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thon I will blamo the Privy Conncil,
and not you, for I know you carry out what you promise.
But [ cannot help feeling that we are neglected in the
county ofNorthumaberland, in not having that telegraph
lino put up. I hope my hon. friend will mako a mental
note of it for next year.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. What is the distance ?

Mr. MITCHELL. About 40 miles.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have taken a note of it.
Public Works-Agency, B..0.................... ...... $5,300

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRfItHT. What are the de-
tails of' this /

Sir l CTO R LANGEVIN. The agent of the depart-
ment was f rmîeily th Hon. Mr. Trutch.

Mr. MITCHE LL. You might bave got a botter one.

Sir IIECI'OR LANGEVIN. IIe was a very good and
active agent and did his duty witlhout a word of complaint
being made against hira, but we do not expect to have bis
services in future. I had to organise the department. The
officers number four. There is the resident ongineer, Mr.
Gamble, an acceuntant, a clerk, and a messenger; and there
are expenses for stationery, fuel, adver'tising, travelling and
contingencies.

Post Office expens. ................... $2,987,620

Mr. MITCH ELL. I put a question to the Minister the
other day as to the course the Government were to pursue
in regard to carrying the mails from Chatham to Frederie-
ton along the Miramichi river. Fifty years ago they were
carried in a one-horse chaise; to-day they are carried In
the same way, ulthough there is one railway the whole way
and two part of the way. Perhaps I bave been noglectful
of my duty in not pressing the matter earlier; but whea I
drew it to the at ention of the Minister the other day ho
stated that in two or three days ho would determine on a
policy. I hope ho will communicate to the company that
ho intends to atilise the raii way for the mail service along
the route. The railway goes through almost all the villages
and there ais no reason wby the antiquated syste m for carry-
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ing the mails with a horse should not be abandoned and the
railwaye utilised.

Mr. McLELAN. This matter was brought to my notice
a year ago; and on enquiry, I was given the information
that in the preceding winter the railway had been closed
for a time. In three or four cases the mails in the summer
were put on the railways which had been newly opened,
and in the winter they bad to be sent by the old horse con-
voyance. I was told that the railway did not continue
running in the winter of 1886-87.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is not so.
Mr. MoLELAN. That was the information given to ne,

and for that reason I thought we should not be hasty in
transferring the mails from the horse and sleigh convey-
ance until the railway was established. That, I believe, is
now est ablished. Then comes the question of cost. I think
the carrying of the mails by railway will increase the cost
over the old conveyance by over $3,000; but I have taken
up the matter and will be able to make a proposition in a
few days, I hope, to sond the mails by rail.

Mr. MITCHELL. I wish to say this in vindication of
the gentlemen who conduct the railway. It was closed for
one week in the winter before last, as some other railways
wcre, in consequence of srow storms. But for six weeks the
mails had to be carried for a considerablo distance on snow-
shoes. The mail service during the past winter has been
performed in a most satisfactory manner, and the railway
has not lost more time from snow, on the average, than a
great many leadirg main lines ihrughout the country;
and if there was an objection to it on that ground, the same
objection applied to a groat many othor parts of Canada.
Now, if the railway undertook to carry the mail, and if,
unfortunately, for a day or two the railway should be snowed
up, they are bound to carry the muil on snowshooes, if they
cannot in any other way; and I trust my hon. friend will
sec that an arrangement is come to with the railway for the
purpose of carrying the mails. The question of cost is not
to be considered, provided the railway will carry it at the
same rate as other railways do.

Mr. WELDON (St. John), Part of the mails from Grand
Falls to Edmundston are carried by coach, and they arrive
at Edmurdston twenty hours after the passengers by mail
arrive. Thiti is a great inconvenience to the people up the
River St. John, and should be remedied.

Mr. McLELAN. The matter is under consideration.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Has the Postmaster

General the report of his officer at Kingston touching the
defalcation of the deputy postmaster. The Minister's
explanation some time ago was not at all satisfactory, and
I supposed ho would be prepared on the Estimates to give
full explanation. If ho bas not the report and the first
communication made on this subject with him, I would ask
him to hold over this item until t ceau obtain these papers
later in the day.

Mr. McLELAN. I have not the papers bere. I had
them and kept them until a few days ago, when a message
was sent to me saying that the papers were required by the
nepector.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We will take concurrence on
these as soon as we get through the main Estimates, and
then the hon. gentleman can get theinformation he desires.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That will answer my
parpose. What I want to get are the first communication
made to the Minister and the report.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Has there been a late ruling
changing the rate of postage tn soeds nailed to the United
States? A correspondent writes to me that a late ruling o f

Mr. MITCHELL.

the department required four times the amount of postage
on packages of seed coming from Canada that was paid
before.

Mr. McLELAN. That is wrong. Under our agreement
with the United States, we charge precisely the same rate
of postage upon ail merchandise going from Canada to the
Uriited States as is charged from the United States to
Canada. The Americans complained that previously
Americans sent their seeds to Canada in bulk, and then had
them mailed from Canada in packages to different points in
the United States, thus saving postage, as our rates were
eheaper than theirs.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is another mat-
ter to which I desire to call the attention of the hon. the
Postmaster General. I have a communication from certain
inhabitants of South Huron. The inhabitants of Bayfield,
Varna and other points adjacent request me to bring to the
notice of the Postmaster General the fact that there is now
some intention, as they are advised, of changing the mail
route in that section, so as to cause the mails to be dis-
tributed from the neighboring town of Clinton. I would
call his attention to this, that a great deal of the communica-
tions of the people in that section must necessarily bo with
London and other points in that direction. If the point of
distribution is changed to Clinton, I am informed that they
will not be able to get an answer to their communications
to London and other points in less than three days, whereas
now they receive an answer in one day.

Mr. McLELAN. There have been numerously-signed
petitions for postal service oi the line botween Var-na and
Clinton, and the proposition was rade to start from Bnayfield,
go by Varna, and then by way ùf Hobar tbtown to Ointon.
Thon representations were made, such as the hon. gentleman
has now made, tht communication was desired with
London, and that Brucefield should be the point for that
purpose. I have, therefore, suggested that the communi-
cation shall be made with Bruccfield, the station to connect
with London, as well as on this other route to Clinton.
There is a large portion of that country from Bayfield to
Varna that has had no postal communication.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Then I understand that
you are not goirg to deprive the inhabitants of Varna and
Bay field of their present advantages ?

My MLELAN, Àý N h iýnalll baý%1
o; WIerei l De communictionIi Whar.uc.

Brucefield.

Mr. BERGIN. I should like to ask whether any ar-
rangements have been nide for a daily postal service
along the route of the Short Lino through the counties of
Stormont, Dundas, Glengarry and Vaudreuil?

Mr. MoLELAN. I canrot say just now, but I think we
are sending a daîly bag to some points on that line.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I waut to understand one
point which is not clear to some of us cn this side. Under
the ruling of the Postmaster General, bas one of our own
seedsmen, when sending a package of his own seeds to the
United States to pay the larger rate of postage, or does he
come under the old rate ?

Mr. McLELAN. He pays the larger rate ?
Mr. PATERSON (Brant), So the effect is that our own

sodmen have to pay the postage of four times the
ainount?

Mr. MOLELAN. Our seedsmen sending their paekages
to the United States pay the larger rate, but when tiny
distribute their seeds in Canada they pay the lower rate.
That applies to ail merchandise going te the. United States
in that way.
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Mr. PATERSON (Braatt. Are they in a worse posi-

tion than the seedsmen of the United States sending thei
seeds in here ?

Mr. MOLELAN. No, it is just the same.
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). Was this done by Order in

Concil ?
Mr. McLELAN. No, it is an agreement between the

Postmaster General of the United Scates aid the Post-
master General bore.

-Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). Thon it does not come within
the application of our ordinary statute ?

Mr. MoLELAN. It is under the authority of the Act of
Parliament.

Dominion Lands chargeable to Income...$81,28 25

Sir RtCtIARD CARTWR[GRT. 1 see there is an in-
crease of nearly $3,000 under the headtof Superintendont of
Mines. Who is the Superintendent of Mines, and what are
the causes of the increase ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Pearce is the Super-
intendenrt of Mines, and he and the Comnmissioner form the
Land Board. Hlis duties are largcly irc, cao by the in-
creasing explo ations for minerai pu poses in the extreme
west. Iri principal duties are on the east i le of bthe
Rocky Mountains, in the mineral region.

Sir RIC lARD CARTWRIGHIT. I would suggest one
thing to the hon. the First Ministcr. I have made the sug-
gestion, I think, pretly regularly every ycar f oi te last
half dozen years, but it bas received the usual fate of ail
suggestions coming from this side of the House. Never
thelcss, I think it ls not uriworthy of consideration. The
hon. gentleman knows right well that iii other countries
where there are great minoral deposits, the Crown, or the
State, which is perhaps the more correct phrase, has done
one of two things-it has either reserved absolutely under
its own control a certain number oftbe more valuable mines,
or it has reserved to itself, as bas beendone, I think, in Nova
Scotia, a moderate royalty with the right of increase after
a certain lapse of time. Jt is clear that there are mine ai
deposits of the most enormous value' in the Nortb-West,
and I have long held the opinion that it is the duty
of the State to 'reserve a certain proportion or percentage
or a certain number of mines, whichever migzht be found
most convenient, to be absolutely the property of t1ho people,
at a later day to be worked or rented for their benefit. I
am inclined to think that in that region that might be done
with great future benefit, not to ourselvcs perhaps, but to
those that will corne after us twenty or thirty years hence.
I am not going to prolong the discussion, but the First
Minister qui te understands that such benefit might come from
such reservations il they were judiciously made, and I think
he has had sufficient time to consider the matter and to say
whether he would eLtertain such a proposition.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As to the question of
royalties, the hon. gentleman will, perhaps, remember that
that system was tried with respect to the minerai region in
the North-West, but it was found to be utterly unsucces-ful
from the fact that in the United States they bad no such
system, but that they sold coal lands, for instance, at so
much an acre, and, 1 think, Ibe same with regard to the
other minerais. The subject bas engaged the attention of
the Deputy Minister of the Interior for some time, andi1
think he will b prepared, during the present summer, to
bring the whole question under the consideration of the
Government. I know, generally, in conversation with tho
late Minister, what his ideas were, but I do not think he
had formulated any plan for consideration. His sudden
decease prevented that, But the whole subject, of course, is
now pressing in a greater degree from the recent informa-1
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- tion reeeived of the wealth of our mineral resources in coal,
r and potroleum, as woll as in the precious minerais. I

think that great source of wealth should not bo lightly
thrown away. The coal land, I think, is sold at 810 an
acre. I believe it is the opinion of the scientists of the
Geological Survey that, except in favored regions where
coal is very accessible, the fact that coal underlies agricul-
tural landse greatly increases the value of the farms. At ail
events, the selling price of soit coal area is 810 an acre,
and anthracite coal, $'.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. The Finance Minister
knows that in the United States it has been found
that very rmischievous resulte have arisen from
many private parties getting control of the ôuormously
valuable minerai lands, and that if the United States
had got to do the thing over again, in the older
Sates, at any rate, there is no doubt roservations
would be made in tho public interest. Thereare questions
looming up of very great importance in connection with
our land system, as the hon, gentleman knows. They
have taken a strong hold on the public mini, and they may
comle, within a moderato space of time, to talke more hold,
and no doubt whilo we have got a perfeetly new country to
iake care of, it would be the part of common prudence, to
make such reservations as that, the State migbt be able to
put an end te a coal combine for instance, and other thinga
of that kind, and likewise, which is equally important, to
obtain hereafter a solid revenue from those lands.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALLD. I find that, by Ordor in
Council, ail the coal lands in the roserve west of the 4th
meridian, are absolutely reserved. They are about Medi-
cine Hat.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But had yon not
disposed of a good deal ? I think Banf Springs are within
that region west of the 4th meridian.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. That is a reservation.
The anthracite coal bas been sold, up in the mountains, at
$20 an acre.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGIHI. I understand yoU to
Say evoryth;ng was reservel waet of Lho 4th meridian.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ezaept what had been
di.posed of before.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. Wili the hon. gentle.
man consider this question as important for the future. I
would just say that if our Geological Survey, for which we
spend $60,000 a year, is worth anything, it ought to be
able to locate certain ceal deposits and other thingi of that
kind, which the State would do well to reserve, and which
arties would be exceedingly glad to lease& on royalty.
hat would be a practical piece of work done by the Sur-

vey, for which everybody would be thankful.
Mr. MILLS (Bathwell). I see the hon, gentleman bas

dropped from the Estimates, the appropriation for the
salary of Inspector of Colonisation Companies. Is that
office abolishod ?

Sir JOHN A. KACDONALD. There is no vote aeked
for that.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Wasthat fMr. Stephenson ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is it the intention to dispense

with that officer?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I believe hie usefulness
is gone, because the colonisation matters have been wound
UP.

Mr. MILLS (Both well). Io any other appointment to
be given to him?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Not that I am aware of.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Inspector of Ranches,
salary, 8600-what on earth is this officer expected to do?
You can hardly geta man to give his whole lime for $600
a year.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The inspector of ranches
is also collector of customs at Fort McLeod. Hi, duties as
collector are not very heavy, and hoeis employed as in-
specter of ranches as well.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What are bis duties ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In tho first place, he bas

to seeo thatItho number of cattle or sheep, for a given area,
is on the ranch; he las got to see that it is not overstocked
nor overcropped; nor is it allowed to lie idle. The hon.
gentleman knows that by the lease that is given to these
ranchmen, there must be a cow for so many acres within
a certain period after the icase is signed, and ho bas got
to see that that provision is carried out, and that the ranches
are not merely sold as a matter-ofespeculation.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Forestry Commissioner's
salary, $2,000-where does this offeicer perform his duties,
and who is he ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Morgan is the
forestry commissioner ; ho has prepared one or two
valuable reports. Hle was paid last year out of contin.
gencies, pending a special parliamentary provision. His
salary amounts to $,000, and lis travelling expenses
to 8,00.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Where has he any functions
to perform ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ho bas to inspect the
whole range of slopes in British Columbia, I take it.

Mr. MILLS (Bothweil). In British Columbia, we have
no lands except railway lands.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, but we have the
whole of the eastera slopo of the Rocky Mountains. There
is beavy timber there. One great object of this forestry
commissioner is to la out a tract of' forest which will be
protectod, in order to protect the waters of the streams
flowing from the Rocky Mountains eastward. The han.
gentleman knows that the great cause of the destruction of
fertility is the clearing away of forests at the bead of these
streams. Both in Canada and the United States there is an
earnest desiro to protect the forests a[l along the eastern
slope of the mountains.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). At the present time there is
more necessity for protecting the public Treasury. The
bon. gentleman proposes to protect the timber at heds of
streams where there is not a settier within 100 miles, and
not likely to be for many years to come. The protection
must be very inefficient or very exponsive, if protection
were needed ; but I fail to understand how it can be needed
at the present time. Who is this Mr. Morgan ? Is ho Mr.
Morgan of this city ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is ho Mr. Morgan of Essex ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Ho was a party candidate as-

piring to a seat in this House, and no doubt ho bas given
the hon, gentleman a considerable amount of trouble in that
constituency, and it 1e desirable to get him out of the way.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). It must be a matter of regret
that fires are running through the south-west range, but
that timber, I urderstand, would be under the British Col-
umbia Government. I do not think we have much timber'
on this side of the Rockies.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell).

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The wholeof the eastern
slope of the Rocky Mountains is wooded almost to the top,
except where srow lies. I cannot exaggerate the import-
ance of protecting the timber from fire and other
cause of waste. At present there is not a great rush
of settlers on those slopes, but with the recent mineral
discoveries there is sure to be a great rush of miners,
who are especially careless and who will, I tbink, be
the cause of forest fires. This is a molest attempt
to obtain the services of one man to range over that cour-
try and endeavr to prevent timber being destroyed. He
is also instructed to encourage theplantingof forest trocs in
the western portion of the country, near the foot of the
Rocky Mountains.

Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) In what way to encourage-
what is ho to do ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By teaching people how
to plant-and the hon. gentleman knows there is a good
deal of planting going on over the prairies. Mr. Morgan
thoroughly understands this subject, as will be seen from
his pamphlet.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is there any encouragement
under our North«West laws to prrnote forest planting by
our farming population, as is the case in the United
States?

Sir JOHN A. MWCDONALD. We had a clause in the
Dominion Lands Act in that direction, It was, however,
used by people to obtain homesteads on the condition that
they plant forest trees, but the conditions were not fulfilled.
In the United States it was found that this provision
was fraudulently used as a means of obtaining land from
the Governnent. They repealed it in the Uiited States,
and we, baving had the same experience, repealed a similar
provision here.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGII. We have never had
the privilege of seeing Mr. Morgan's pamphlet.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A sumnmary was published
in the general report of the Interior Departmient, and the
report was also published separately.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Forestry has become
almost a science as practiced in the old wosld. Where did
Mr. Morgan obtain his information ? Did ho pick it up
promiscuously, or did he go through any training, because
although no doubt running as a candidate at a general
election is liable to give a man a pretty good knowledge
of human nature, it does not necessarily afford him a
knowledge of forest planting.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I balieve Mr. Morgan
was an extensive farmer, ard it was bis hobby to study a
system of planting. Many years ago ho was employed, in
consequence of his knowledge in that direction, to visit the
United States and investigate the system of forestry pur-
oued there. Having been educated in that way, ho has
since been employed as a forebt ranger.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). This being a new branch of
Government work deserves very careful consideration, and
the members are entitled to fuil information respecting it.
No doubt Mr. Morgan's pamphlet was distributed among
hon. gentlemen opposite. I observed the other day some
Of these hon. gentlemen sending away a book called "The
History of Canada." I sent over to the department of
Agriculture for sorue copies, but I faited to roceive a reply,
althoughb hon, gentlemen opposite were sending them away
by the cart lond. I presuie the forestry pamphlet has
been appropristed in the same way. The idea of a forestry
commissioner undertakir.g Lhe planting of forets in the
North-West is an enterprise of a veî y exception al character,
and it should be fully explained by the Governmont. The
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item shouId be allowed to stand, and hon. members should
bave an opportunity of considering the whole subject before
they were committed to the principle.

Mr. MOMULILEN. Were it not for the fact that the Gov-
ernment and hon. gentlemen on this side of the House are
desirous of closing the business of the Session, I would con-
eider it my duty to take pointed exception to this item. It
must be distinctly understood for the future that the items
will not be allowed to pass as they have been allowed to
pass this Session, and for which the country will not thank
the Opposition. I hope another Session, neither to meet
the wishes of the Government nor the Governor General,
will prevent items being fully criticised by the Opposition.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I understood the Hlalf-
breed Commission was closed, and no further expenditure
would be required ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The proceedings were
nearly finished, and only one commissioner, Mr. Roger
Goulet, has been retained. It will take him all summer to
wind up these claims.

Mr. BAKER. Would it not be well to put the items for
contingencies under this heading into one amount, as they
practically belong to one departmont ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You cannot alter that.
Mr. BAKER. Mr. Aikman is agent of the department,

and ho has a salary, and allowance for contingencies. The
Crown timber agent bas also an allowance for contingencies.
Is not the Crown timber agent under the agent of tho
departmnent ? There can be only one representative of
the depatment in the Province.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have not the power
to change that.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What Crown timber
have we in British Columbia ? Is it on the twenty-mile
belt ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, on the twenty-mile
belt. There will be 3,500,000 acres of land on each side of
the Rocky Mountains, and within the Province of British
Columbia, which tho bon. gentleman will remember has
been conveyed by British Columbia to the Government of
Canada.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The north.east c>rner of British
Columbia ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, the Peace River
country.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would like to know if the
Gcvernment bave come to an uuderstanding with the
Legislature of British Columbia in relation to the extent of
the holding of these landse? I understand that the Legis
lature of British Columbia contend that on the arrange-
ment with the Government for building the Canadian
Pacific Railway that only the feus on the lands were con-
veyed, but that British Columbia still bas absiolute pro.
prietorship.

Sir JOHN A. MACODONALD. That is the contention of
British Columbia, but it is controverted by the Federal
Government.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is not disposed of yet?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No.

Extra Clerks at head office, Ottawa .................. $28,000

M r. MILLS (Bothwell). In regard to those extra clerks
I find that the hon. gentleman took $30,000 last year and
he asks for 828,000 this year. I think ,bat no one ought
to be rotained as extra clerk whose services aie iequired as

permanent. They should be transferred to the permanent
list if they are so required. It seoms the heigbh of absur-
dity to make an an ual vote of 8 0,000 for this purpose.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Thero are a number of
extra clerki required from time to time, and it has not been
thought well to place them on the permanent list because
you cannot get ril of them. Under the present Pystem you
can get rid of them whenever you want to. Some are in
the drafteman's room, and they are dispensed with when
they are not wanted. It is much more economical to pay
them for their services when you want ilium, than to put
them on the permanent list.

To compensate D. C. Bliss for performing additional
official duty during Mr. Benson's ahbsence for
three months on account of illness .............. . $130

Sir RICHARI) CARTWRIGHT. We might as well raise
a discussion on this item as on any other. Are the depart-
monts going to lay down the ruloe that when some additional
duty happons to bc thrown on any gentleman by the acci-
dental abcence or illness of one of the clerks, that they will
pay another gentleman extra for bis extra services 3icarred
in this way ? The case of Mr. Baxter is different from this,
as there was no additional expunse. No doubt Mr. Benson
received his salary during his illness. Are you going to
lay down the principle that whenevçr an accident of that
kind occurs, that the other cleiks, or one or more of them,
are to be compensated ? This is not the rule that prevails
in any business establishment, unless some very remarkable
protiact'd illness occurs.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALLD. The hon. gentleman is
quiteright, but the law as it now stands makcs this pr(
vision. The (overnment, after due consideration, have
come to the same conclusion as the hon. gentleman, and it
is provided by the Civil Service Amondment Act passed
this Session that thispractice shail bu no longer maintained.

Payment to J. A. J McKenna of arrears of salary
as Minister's private secrtary.............$236 67

Mr. MITCHELL. What Minister's private secretary is
b ?

Sir JOIIN A. MACI)ONALi. Tho Minihtor of the
Interior has a sci etary, and the samo Minister is also
Superintendert tiil of I,ndian Affairs, an i h bas a
private w cretary for that department as well.

Railways and canals-To pay B. A. Fiesiault the
difference between his salary as a first-clats
clerk and that of chief cierk from lot July,
1884, te 30th June, 1888.................. ..... ..... $1,100

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. ItRappears to me that
it is a most obj"ctiornablo practice to allow arresrs to a-
cumulate for a period of thrce or four years. There is
simply o end to the claims that rr:ight bu advanced by
g<ntlemen hose merits are tot suffleiently recognised.
One of two things is clear, either that this application
ought to have been made three or four years ago, or tbat it
ought not to bu made now. I think a very special explana.
tion ougbt to bu given why the Minister proposes to do
such a thing.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I quite concur in what the
hon. gentleman says. But an Order in Council was passed
proposing to make this payrnent, and the Auditor General
objected because it wns not specifically provided for by
name iin the E-stimates, and it is tu meet that objection that
tho item is submitted bee.

Mr. TROW. [t certainly must bu
date back. If ibis man was worthy
the four years, ho ought to have had
remaininàg four years without it.

an unwise system to
of the incrdease dur ing
it ail along, instead of
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Sir CBIA RLES TUPPE R. This officer was promoted by

Order in C3uncil of the 3rd of September, 1885, to the rank
of chief clerk. I may say, from personal knowledge and
years of experience, that this gentleman is a highly deserv-
ing officer, who has discarged bis duties with great ability.
iBeing a professional man, having technical qualifications, f
think ho is fully deserving of the promotion; and this vote
is simply to carry out the Order in Couneil, and to meet
the objection of the Auditor General.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG1HT. But you had both 1886
and 1687 to rectify that.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It has been neglected, that
is alil.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). It is a very vicious practice to
allow a thing of this kind to occur, and I think we ought
to have a definite understanding that nothing of the kind
should o3cur again. If this man was entitled to the salary
he ought to have received it when the Order in Council
passed; if he was not entitled to it, then he ought not to get
it now The thing appears perfectly absur d.

Payments on account of Pest Office Department.....$937 52

Sir RICH&R D CARTWRIGHT. I see that two different
gentlemen are paid for performing Mr. Stewart's duty
during bis absence, and that he also receives an increase of
salary. What was Mr. Stewart doing during bis absence
from Ottawa ?

Mr. MeLE[LAN. le went to London, Paris and Wash-
ington to examine the system of accounts there. I think
ho acquired very valuable information.

Mr. MITCHELL. fas he made any report on bis
observations ?

Mr. McL¶ELAN. Yes, he reported to me on bis return,
and I am carrying out bis suggestions. I propose to make
very great changes after the Ist of July, and it will take
some time Io carry them ont. Mr. Stewart is now placed
at the head of ail accounts of the department, and the
changes which are to be made will reduce very largely the
work of the department and also effoct a saving.

Mr. MITCHELL. Was it in consequence of any report
he maie that the commission on the sale of postage stamps
was reduced to 1 per cent. ?

Mr. MeLELAN. No, it was in following the practice of
other countries, both England and the United States, and it
has effected a saving'of from $20,000 to 625,000,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). When shall we have his report ?
Mr. MoLELAN. Such portions of it as are of a general

character will be in next year's report. The transactions
connected with both the savings banks branch and the
money order branch are very large, amounting altogether
to about 835,000,000 a year. The positions occupied by
Mr. Everett and Mr. Matbeson are very important, and I
think it but right that they should receive these increases
for the work they did in Mr. Stewart's absence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHI. As i understand, you
do not add anything, but simply pay the salary to whomso.
ever did Mr. Stewart's work during his absence.

Mr. McLELA.N. Yes. I may say that Mr. Stewart's
salary bas been increased, as he has been promoted to the
charge of ail the accounts of the department.

Mr. MITCHELL. But ho drew the whole ofb is salary
while he was away, did he not?

Mr. McLE LAN. Yes.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant), What is this item for,
translating English into German?

Sir CaAiazs TUPPER.

. Mr. MoLELAN. There are a great many German
letters in the department, which reach it through the dead
letter office and otherwise.

At one o'clock, the committee rose, and resnmed at .,80.

Library of Parliament-4. Lafontaine, extra meusenger ... $250

Mr. MITCHELL. I d'not know anything about Mr. La.
fontaine, and I do not ritse to object to this vote, but we
bave here in connection with this iHouse two old and
obliging servants, Narcisse Turgeon and Mr. Hiugg, the
first of whom receives $900 and the other $480. I think
we should givo $100 additional to Narcisse and
make the other $6)0. I would suggest that to the autho.
rities, and I am sure that I may appeal to this House in
regard to the faith ful services and great efflciency of these
two officers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think we ail agree with
the bon. gentleman as to the value of the services of Mr.
Turgeon, who is a very good officer, and I have no doubt
the assistant is also. It is the intention of the Speaker to
call the attention of the Comrnitteeon thelnternal Economy
of the House to the case of these two officers, with a view
to forwaîdirg their intereat.

Mr. TROW. I believe Mr. Hugg bas been in the service
of the House for sixteen years, and he is certainly deaerving
of attention.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition ,...........-. $16,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG1lT. What is the object of
this vote ?

Mr. CAR LING. A Governor General's warrant was issued
a year ag >, and an expenditure of $50,000 was provided in
the Estimates last year, but the vote lapsed; and we are
asking for this $16,000 to pay return freights, and other
claims against the department.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is there ever going to be an end to
the votes for tbis piece of folly ?

Mr. CARLING. I think the money voted last Session
will more than pay the expenses, but it lapsed on the 30th
of September, and we are aking fur this to meet return
freights, and so on.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is this the end of it ?
Mr. CARLING. I think so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH T. is this a re-vote ?
Mr. CARLING. I think so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGRT. Then it should be so

stated.

Gratuity to Mir. 0harles Foy, late-Immigration Agent
at Belfast............................ $1,000

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I would like to have some ex-
planation in regard to this.

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Foy was an agent at Belfast. He
he1d the position for a number of years. He was an excel-
lent officer, and now that on account of his health ho is
unable to discharge the duties, and bas been retired from
the service, the Government feel juastified in giving him a
gratuity of 81,000.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). What salary did he reeeive ?
- Mr. CARLING. 81,000 a year, witlh travelliag expenses.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). Has his place as agentat Belfast
been filled by anyone else?

Mr. CARLING. Yes, it was filled over a year ago by
Mr. Merrick.

Mr. WILSON (Ei). Who is this 3fr. Merrick ?
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Mr. CARLING.. Ue is a very highly respectable gentle-

man, who bold a soat in the Local Legisiature of Ontario.
Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I suppose that, as that seat was,

as they called it, gerrymandered, and ho lost bis seat, the
Government thought they should compensate him and so
they are going to pay $1,000 gratuity to Mr. Foy becautse
Mr. Foy felt bis health was so bad that ho made way for
Mr. Merrick, wbo lost his seat and was therefore sent to
Belfast as immigration agent.

Sir CHARLES TUP2ER. As I am very familiar with
the circumstances, I may state that Mr. Foy unfortunately
lost his reason, and I think my hon. friend who bas just
spoken will agree with me that under such circumstancea
it was impossible to continue him in the position of
immigration agent at B&fast. The gentleman who has
taken his place is well known to many members of this
House; he is a very able man and well qalified to discharge
the duties. I do not tbink any of the circumstances th
hon. gentleman bas referred to are such as to deprive him
of filling the position ho is well qualified to fill. There is
no doubt a great deal of advantage in connection with these
local agencies in having gentlemen appointed who are
acquainted with Canada and are able to give information
to persons in reference to everything connected with the
c>untry. Mr. Merrick is well known to be a man of con-
siderable ability, and I am certain, from what I have seen
of the discharge of his duties, that ho is dimcbarging thom
efficiently.

Mr. WILSON (Elgin). I said novthing as to Mr. Merrick's
unfitness for the position. I think ho i!s a very competent
and a very suitable man. What I complained of was that,
unless we had a report to show that Mr. Foy was not fitted
to continue in his office, the Government had no right to
set him aside.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have explained that. In
fact, Mr. Foy is in un asylum, and there is no question as
to bis state of health.

Mr. MoLEILL. I desire briefly to call uattention to a
matter which I think is of very vast importance to the
farming community of Canada-I refer to the vast possi
bilities we have in regard to the butter trade with the
mother country. We all know how valuable is the trade
which has recently sprung up in cheese with the motber
country. Great and valuable as that trade is, thero seems
to be little doubt that there is an opening for a greater
trade in butter, that is, if we can judge from the compara
tire amounts of cheese and butter imported into England.
While there is some twenty or twenty-five million dollars
worth of cheese imported, there is some fifty or fifty-five mit-
hon dollars worth of butter imported into England. The
Government of Ontario and this Governmont have both
done great service, lately, to the farming interests, by
directing attention to this matter-the Ontario Government
by encouraging the establishment of creameries, and the
A grieulturat Department of this Government by circulating
a pamphlet in reference to the manufacture of butter,
which has proved a most valuable document, and which has
been read, I believe, almost with avidity by the farmers
who have received it. One of the great advantages which
we may expect to derive from this pamphlet is that it will
attract the attention of the farmers not only to a better
system of manufacturing butter privately, but also to the
fact that it is impossible to secure a great natural trade in
butter unless it is manufactured in a wholesale way. No
matter how skilful private individuals may b. in manu-
facturing butter, they cannot aIl manufacture it of one color
and of one quality. When it is plaeed in tho
market of different colors, it is rated very low.
Now the value of Danish creamery butter in
the EngIsh market to.day is from 33 to 36 ceOts

per pound, wbile the v alue of Canadian butter in the
English maiket is 12 cents per pound; therefore you may
see that ais we manufacture in Ontario now some 32 million
pounds of butter, the difference in prico, if it were properly
manufactured and placed upon the English mnrkot, would
amount to the sum of six or seven million dollars to the
Ontario farmers alone. I think it is searcely possible to
exaggerate the importance of this question. The reason
that I wished particularly to call attention to the matter is
this : Tbat our specialists-

The CHAIR\fAN. My attention has been celled to the
fact that the hon. gentleman's remarks arc not relevant to
the item.

Mr. MoN EILL. If you rule they are not, I have rothing
more to say; but I think it is a little unfortunate that this
question should be stified, which is of so much importance
to the farmers.

Mr. McMOULLEN. 1 think I understooi the Minister of
Agriculture to say that the salary of Mr. Merrick is to be
$1,000 a ycar.

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Mr. McMULLEN. I notice in the accounts of last year

that Mr Foy had 81,460 for travelling and other expenses.
Wilt Mr. Merrick also have that ?

Mr. CARLING. I suppose ho will.
Mr. MoMULLEN. That virtually makes 82,400.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwe11). I was not present a few

minutes ago when thesi items for salaries for civil servants
were cari<ed. I wish to bring to the attention of the
Governmot the case of Mr. Tornent, who is acting as
librarian to 1tho SupreneCourt. Now, ho is a very intelli-
gent and very efficient oliicer, but ho is paid simply as a
messenger. The amount is altogether inadequate, con-
sidering the duty ho performs. Ilt sems to me the Govern-
ment ought to recognise his position as librarian of the
Supreme Court, and give a fair compensation for the ser-
vices he performs. I think ail who have attended that tri-
bunal, are of the same opinion as I am, that ho is not
adequately compensated for the work ho bas to reform.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Before my hon. friond
returned to his place it was stated that the question of the
remuneration of all the civil servants in th s depart-
ment would come before the Commission of Internai
Economy immediately after the Session. quite agree
wih the bon. gentleman as to the mnerits of Mr. Ternent.
I have known him for a great many years. He is a wortby
man, and a fit man for bis place.

Mr. WELDON (St John). I can bear testimony to the
very efficient manner in which Mr. Ternent has donc bis
duty.

Private Montgomery Smith, No. 5 Go., 26th
Battalion, pension from 26th January,
1872, to 9th July, 1885, inclusive, 4,914
days, at 25 cents............. ...... $1,228 5o

Sir JOUN A. MACDONALD. This is an extremely fad
case. Sergeant Montgomery Smith served during theFenian
raid. In consequence of exposure ho has become a com-
plete wreck. He is paralysed and scarcely able to speak.
Hie resides in Lican, North Middlesex. I do not know a
more deserving case.

Sir ICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. IHow do yon come to
prize his sufferings at two different rates ? For a portion of
the time ho gets 50 cents, and another portion of the time
30 cents.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, I presume his first attack
was inflammarory îheumatism. They pay these peopLe a
certain sui f money for a cerain time in the hope they
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will recover ; but this man got worse and worse instead of
better.

Mr. MITCHELL. I wish to ask in reference to an item
already passed, to give Mr. Pelletier, ehiefclerk, back pay.
I wish to ask what is the particular qualification that
entitles him to that position ?

Mr. CHAPL EAU. A elerkship was vacant, and it was
filled by Mr. Pelletier, who was weil qualified.

Mr. LAURIER. In place of whom?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Mr. Morgan.
Mr. MITCHELL. Had Mr. Pelletier been in the depart-

ment before he was promoted ?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. No, Sir,
Mr. MITCHELL. He was taken from outsida.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, Sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. And shouldered into this, the first

office in the department, or nearly the first, ut a large
salary, without any civil service examination or anything
of that kind, I suppose?

Mr. CHI&PLEAU. No, Sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. No civil service examination ?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. No, Sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. Now, I must say that I think that is

a system that ought Io b put an end to. The only par-
ticular recommendation that Mr. Pelletier has got for the
position, as I am told, is that ho is very useful during election
times. Is he the same man who distinguished himself on
the hustings in Ottawa county ?

Mr. CIIAPLEAU. No, Sir. Beauharnois.
Mr. MITCHELL. Is he the gentleman who, it was

alleged in the fferald, nearly bt a man's finger off, or nose
off?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Wrong again.
Mr. MITCHELL. It is another Pelletier ?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes. There are many other

Pelletiers. There are cven Legislative Councillors in
Quebec of that name; but heis not one.

Mr. MITCHELL. Ail I have to say about this case is
this: If we are tolhave a Civil Service Act at all-whieh I
do not believe in-which requires people to pass an exam-
ination, we ought to adhere to it. In this case it appears
to me that we are violating the principles laid down in that
Act. In any case where this has been donc, there should
be some reason givon. The Civil Service Act is used by
the Government to prevent a man entering the service
when they wish to do so, or the reverse. Tho Government
should consider the propriety of changing it so as to allow
people to come in on their merits, not by favoritisn as they
do now.

Sir RICHARD CAIRTWRIGHT. The Minister should
state wben he as gone outside the service to find a chief
clerk, what are the special grounds for the appointment of
Pelletier. It is a practical censure on the officers of th
department, that when a vacancy occurred the hon. gen
tieman was unable to find an officer who coul1 fill it. The
Minister, indeed, is bound to stato to the House what special
qualifications Pelletier had wbich ho could not find in
officers in his departnient. Lt injures the whole bervice to
bring a man into the service in this way, because it de-
prives those who have served diligently ut the ordinary in-
centive to good service, a reasonable promotion from time
to time. i await the hon. gentlermansexplanation.

Mr. CHAPLEAIU. Since 1882 I have kept the expendi.
tare of the Department of Secretary of State at its narrowest

Sir .OHN A. MACDONALD.

limit, and the expenditure bas scarcely been increased siuice
that time. There was no officer at the tirne in the depart-
ment who could fulfil the datieS of chief clerk, except the
man who has been turned away from that office, Mr.
Morgan.

Mr. MITCHELL. What is the matter with Mr. Morgan ?
Mr. CHAPLIEAU. I am not here to discuss that now.

When the proper time comes I shall do it. It will be found
between now and the next Session that when I appointed
Mr. Pelletier chief clerk, a position which he deserves, there
was no other officer in the department whom 1 could ap-
point. It will alo be found that economy has been prac
ticed in the department, because Ihope to beable todispense
with a clerk, so that the expense will not be increased. I
could not replace thatrofficer by any one else in my depart-
ment, and the only officer whom I could appoint has been
promoted from the position of a second-class clerk to a
first-class, that is Mr. Couison.

.Mr. MITCIELL. Is this the same gentleman who ran
against the lon. member for Beauharnois (Mr. Bergeron),

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, I said so a moment ago.
Mr. MITCHELL. That probably is some explanation.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The bon. gentleman bas net

given the information which the hon. member for Oxford
(Sir Richard Cartwright) asked. The bon. gentleman
,ays this man is a very competent officer. That may be.
There are hundreds of men who might be picked out out-
side, any one of whom would be an efficient and able officer;
but the bon. gentleman bas departed from the spirit and]
prirciple of the Civil Service Examination Act. The bon.
gentleman admits that Mr. Pelletier did not pass the prim.
ary examination, and further ho did not pass the promotion
examination. The hon. gentleman admits that both these
examinations have been passed over, and that this officer
bas been appointed in defiance of the Civil Service Act.
The hon.gentleman is the last member on the Treasury
benches who should have done this. He proposed the
Civil Service Examination measure; he as told the House
and the country it was a necessary measure, and after doing
that 'md insisting on the House adopting the measure as
one by which the Government could be governed ard the>r
authority limited, he has himself set the law at defiance and
appointed a party without such person having passed any
examination whatever.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. If it is a sin to make an exception to
the rule the sin bas been committed, and I take tho full
responsibility of it. It is au exception to the rule, I admit;
but as my department was the only one where thore was net
a legal adviser, I thoughit such a gentleman should be ap-
pointed. The Civil Service Act says that a barrister or a
lawyer can be appointed without pasýing any examination
cither for qualification or promotion. I do not say I made
this appointment under that clause; but as there was no
legal aaviser in the department, I thought I would take this
opportunity of appointing a gentleman who could fill the
office. As to the gentleman's general knowledge and liter-
ary qualifications, I cari refer to my hon. friend beside me
(Mr. Bergeron).

Mr. LAURIER. What has become of Mr. Morgan; is
ho still in the service ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. He is still in the serv:ce.
Mr. LAURIER. What position does he occupy ?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. First class clerk, a rank below that

ho formerly occupied.

Mr. MITCHELL.
Mr. CFIAPLEAU.

Then he has been deg! aded.
Yes, he has gone down a grade.
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Mr. MITCHELL. Has he replaced any one?
MIr. CHAPLEAU. He has filled a vacancy that waformerly occupied by Mr. Pulford.
Mr. AMYOT. I want to hear from the hon. membel

for Beauharnois (Mr. Bergeron) as te what ho knowso
Mr. Pelletier.

Mr. BERGERON. I will tell the hon. gentleman any
thing he wants to know at some meeting on the hustingS
because the Minister bas said all that is necessary now.

Mr. MITCHELL. I may state to the hon. gentlema
tbat I enquired of the Government if this Mr. Pelletier wa
the same gentleman who opposed the present distinguishe
member for Beauharnois, and I was informed that it was.

Mr. BERCERON. It is, and I may say to the bon
gentleman that I never asked for the appointment of tha
gentleman and never recommended him to that appoint
ment.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thon I may add this, that I said tha
explains the milk in the eocoanut.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. The Secretary of Stat
mentioned just now that Mr. Morgan bad filled Mr. Pal
ford's place. Is that the same Mr. Pulford who is down for
an amount for extra services.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. It is.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Why was Mr. Pul

ford's place vacated.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Does the hon. gentleman want me to

make a full confession?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am as little disposed

to select individuals for comment as any man can be, but
we have a duty to perform, and we are obliged to ask the
reasons why officers are removed from their posts, and wh v
certain appropriations are inserted in the Eatimates. I
cannot pass this matter over; it has been made a matter of
oomment in the public press.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Two years ago Mr. Pulford was
appointed a first-class clerk. Some irregularities in his con.
duct were brought to the notice of the head of the depart-
ment, He was suspended from hi@ appointment, but for the
last two years his conduct in the department has been ex-
emplary, His services in regard to the position to which he
would have been promoted, and his services in the depart-
ment generally, have been such that a large amount of
money has been saved by the work he performed on the
Franchise Act. He took it on himself, and as it were to
make up for the deflciency in his conduct before. His services
were not at al[ pertaining to his own office, and the certifi-
cate of the Auditor General recommends that hoeshould be
paid 8200. I would not have done it myself had not the
Auditor General approved of ità

-Mr. LAURIER. What is Mr. Pulford's position now ?
Mr. CHAPLEAU. He is a second-class clerk, but I hope

with the reorganisation of the office ho will be first-class
clerk next year.

Mr. LAURIER. He was degraded, as I understand ?
Mr. CHJAPLEAU. He was not degraded, but there was

a vacancy which ho was to be promoted to, and ho was net
promoted.

Mr. LAURIER. He wa punished then.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Yes, by not being appointed.
M. LAURIER. Now hoeis rewarded.
Mr. CHAPLEAU. He is paid for the work he has done

and for which probably another officer would have to be
appointed. I might have employed a clerk, who would
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cost, perhaps, 81,000, and ho would not have done it so
as well. Mr. Palford bas done it well and faithfully, and re.

trieved the faulte ho committed before.

DrMr. MILLS (Bothwell). Tii. appointaient of Mr'. Pal-
of ford iii perfeotly intelligible. The bon. gentlemtan says ho

was guil1ty of miscond not and that the Governaient punished
him. Mrr Ptilford'a former condaot shows that ho ie oent-

Snently qnalified for the diecharge of tii. dagtes connooted
Swith the Franchirse Act, and se the Governaient fande it ne..

oesisary te appoint a mian, who was guilty of misoonduct, to
ýn this verv important office. [t is met every one wbo wil
s undertake to travel thoe rookod road wliicb je somotimes
ýd marked out for himn by gentlemen on tho Tremary benohes.

This gentleman waB fully quatified for that by hie puat
conduot, and he was aprpointed to the important duties.
The hon. gootiean, finding tliat Ur. Pulford ila guilty of
improper conduct and deserving ot'pnnishment, finda Liai
eminently qualifled for the duties in connection with the
votera' lista.

t

Furtber amonut requtred for the Pranohise àAet
(Goyernor Oeneralle warrant), Inoludic ex.

e peees cf bajiire and clerke cauued by the hold-
ing cf preliminary revis1ons for 1886 .1 more

r than one place in the elotoril dikelon-the

Moen at one place onui...............6.6........ 2$0,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWI<IGI{T. I want somns informa.
tion with respect to wbat th~e Secretary of State proposes

do all the printing of ail the innuinerable votera' lista
throughout the Dominion, in Ottawa. Ho0 proposes to sub.
stitute numerals for post office addresge8 by way of econo-.

1mising space and printing matorial. If the votera' lista "0e
tsont Up bore, I think great dolay wilI occur, ne matter how
3the printing bureau may b. organised, and I think that the.
7 ystem of putting numeraie for the rogular address is not

[ advisable, and that it will leud.to immens§e confusion.
f Mr. CHAPLEAU. I amn glad to receive any suggestion
in the way of facilitating the work wbiob I have undertaken
for the printing of those voterai' lista. I tbink that the
tstem I have adopted, under the suggestion and with tho
adrîce of persons wbo knüw this maLter portectly well, will
pi-ove eatisfactory bofore the next general election. I wili

>take the hon. gentleman's suggestion ie c onsideration,
and between now and noit Sestsion 1 tbink I will satisfy
hlm. As to the vote cf $2.0000, it lae nly for half of the
840,000 we aéked to pay for cost of rev ision; w.e pent
only baîf of it. As far as the $3,000 is conoerned, it is part
of the 818)000,S$15,000of which will b. voted for in the
Supplementary BEtimate@. A calculation wu ade that it
wonild ceet at letoat 40,000, but 1 have the euporintondent's
word that ho will doi i for leue than 823,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thorm le a question of
public polioy of great importance connocted with
those votera' liste. As matters now stand the votera'
listes througbout Canada are ail basod on the
asseoment roIIe cf 1885, snd frein 1886 te ths
prosent tine three yoars have elapeod. Lt is, suite certain
that a lare perentago of the eleotorate of this Dominion
who are entitled to vote are at this moment disfranchised,
and cannet by any poaibility record their votes. It sa al
very well for hon, gentlemen to say that this ilus8 trifeO.
Suppose sncb a contingency fihould arise--and constitution-
aly at lesst the Minieter ot Finance nor no othor Minster
eau deny it may arise at any time-that it beoMe o OceO-
eary to appeal to the people. Peradventuro, althongh
thero is net ée mach aigu of uà as I sbould wish, this Blous.
or tbe msj rity of it migbt lose confidence in the Fi rat Min-
ister or, bis coileagaes. Lt would bo a crying scandai thst
an appeal should be made te the people te obtain their de.
cision on an important public question, and that 20 per cent,
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of the people who are entitled to vote should in consequenc
of the non.formation of those voters' liste be disfranchised.]
desire to ask the Government two questions: first of all, are
we to have a voters list for the Dominion of Canada within
the space of 12 months, or is it the policy of the Governmenl
to continue delayingthis matter? The next question I wish to
ask is this: Should we not, as a mere matter of constitutional
precaution, take measures that if by any chance an appea]
to the people ,or a dissolution of Parliament should take
place, that the Government should return to what they
proposed to do, and if they cannot give us the voters' list
of the Dominion electorate franchise, give us the last
voters' liste in the various Provinces ? It seems to me that,
constitutionally speaking, we are in this position : If His
Excellency should have te dissolve the House to-day, or at
any time within the next twelve monthe, we would un-
doubtedly have to appeal to the people under ciroumstances
by which one-fifth of the people would be disfranchised.
That is unconstitutional in the highest degree, and no one
knows it better than the First Minister. The voters' liste
ought tg be in such a position that if dissolution takes place
the true voice of the people should be had, and the true
voice of the people cannot be had under the voters' liste
based on the assesment roll of 1885. There is a way to
remedy that, and I desire to know if the Government do not
choose to give us a revised voters' list within a short space
of time, are they disposed to do the other thing and give us
the last accredited provincial list?

SirJOHNA.MACDONALD. In the first placeIdo not
think there is any chance of there being a disso-
lution consequent upon the present Session. The
Government has already pledged itself to have a voters'
list for the year 1889. Should the consequence of
the next Session of Parlisment, in the spring
of 1889, be that there is to be a dissolution and an appeal to
tbe people, I take it that the dissolution muet be postponed
until the settlement of the electoral list of 1889. The next
generai elestion will be beld under the new voters' list
framed under the Act passed this Session.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not understand what noces-
sity there is for an appropriation at all. Certainly the hon.
gentleman does not propose to take the voters' list already
prepared, and print that as a basis for the new votera' list.
That certainly would bc extremely inconvenient. If the
hon. gentleman desires further legislation, and that je what
he suggests, it seems to me the appropriation should wait
until the legislation is had. The hon. gentleman will take
no action until Parliament determines what the policy in
the future shall be. Thon why take an appropriation for a
voters' list when we muet have a meeting of Parliament
before any action is taken ? And I venture to say that 25
per cent. of the present list will not be in the new list. It
oertainly seems to me that if the present policy je continued,
a new voters' list would require to be prepared before any
printing was done at all.

Mr. LAURIER. This item of $26,300 is to complete the
cost of the revision of 1886. Can the hon. gentleman tell
me now *hat is the total cost of that revision ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. 486,000. I have already said
crhaps four or five times in the House what the hon. mem-

for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) is asking. It is true, the liste
will not b ready before the month of January, 188a; and
the correction of these lists, even if the corrections amount
to 10 or 15 per cent., at least $25,000 will be saved to the
Government-and that je a very low estimate-from what
would have been the cost if the lists were printed at the
diforent newspaper offi -es throughout the Dominion. The
liste will be distributed diring the next winter, and some of
the rovisers if they are willing to do it without pay, will
probably correct them so as to facilitate the work in 1889;

Sir Rioiuan CAaTWaIoT.

e and during next Session, I hope, if a vote of Parliament
I turne out the present Government and puts hon. gentlemen

opposite in our places, we shall ho prepared te bave a re-
i vision made in probably a month or six weeks. This work
t is being done, not for the pleasure of satisfying the vanity

of a Minister who bas a new idea. I do it for the public
l and for my hon. friends opposite, if they are going te take

eour places next year.

Pensions payable on account of North-West out-
break, to mounted police, Prince Albert
Volunteers Police Scouts.. ........ $3,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do net see the hon.
Minister of Militia here. Some explanations are required
with respect te the distribution of pensions, which he pro.
bably would be best prepared te give.

Sir CH&ARLES TUPPER. The Minister of Militia is
called away in consequénce of the illness of hie sister, and
is unable to be here.

Sir RICHARD CARrWRIGH'T. I am very sorry for
the cause. I ) aised the quettion as te the mode in which
certain pensions bad been distributed. A certain gunner,
Ryan, and a sergeant, Valiquette, died. The former left a
wife and daughter, who received, the widow $68, and the
daughter $14 a year. Sergeant Valiquette left neither wife
nor children, but he had certain collateral relatives, I think
a father, two brothers and three sisters, presumably aIl
grown up, who received in all $307 a year. It appears te
me that there is no justification for that mode of distribnting
pensions-that either in the one case too much has been
paid, or in the other case too smail a sum bas been given.
To give te the child of a deceased soldier $14 a year, and te
the father, brothers and sisters of another each $51 a year,
is a thing that I cannot concur in.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I regret that my hon. col-
league the Minister of Militia is net bere te make a full ex-
planation; but the question was up before, when I think he
did make an explanation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No. He bas sent down
a memorandum mentioning that this was done in accol -
dance withthe order, which is practically no explanation.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. Was not this done by the
commission?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I presume se. Thecoim-
mission reports te the Minister, and the Iinister reports
to the Couneil. 1 think the First Minister, the Minister of
Finance and all hon. gentlemen will see that te pay $300 to
the collateral relatives of a deceased soldier, and to pay a
much smaller sum te the wife and cbild of a deceased sel-
dier is altogether ont of prcportion. It may be permitted,
but it is apparently very unreasonable in ita result.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER. A pparently very unreasonable.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I regret very much that the bon.

the Minister of Militia is neot her, because when this matter
was brought up the other day, he promised to give ns some
papers in connection with it, to justify the conclusions at
which the Goverument have arrived. lie has handed in
some papers which are net satisfactory. In the first place,
in the order regarding militia regulations, these periéiens,
and this one in particular, would be under the head of
"I isters." First, there are pensions te widows and then to
sisters:

" The sister or sisters collectively of an officer or moldier killed in
action or dying of wo.unda received in action, within twelve months
after snch wounds shall have been received, without leaving widow,
legitimuate child, or mother, and provided ahe or they be an orphau or
orphang, without surviving brother, and mainly dependent for support
upon the officer or soldier deceased, may4 uudir-apoal oi aumsanaes
to be determined by the Minister cf Mugita and Detenee, b. granted an
allowance equal to half the rate of widòw's pensiona."
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Now, this case, to which the hon. gentleman has drawn the
attention of the House, seems so exceptional in its character
that it demands an explanation. The hon. the Minister of
Militia and Defence was good enough to promise an explan.
ation; and in fulfilment of that promise, he has banded us a
memorandum without any signature to it. The explanation
is that the pension was granted to the father and sisters and
brotbers, bis collateral relations, who are not entitled under
the militia regulations te it. The memorandum furnished
by the hon. Minister reads:

" Gunner Ryan, wbo was killed while on service in the North-West
Territories, in 1885, left a widow and a danghter. Ris par was 50
cents per day or Si82.50 a year. A pension is given to hie widw
amounting to ¾of his pay, $68.44, and to hie daughter h or $14.60."
That would be al right.

" Sergeant Valiquette, of the 65th Battalion, was the main support ot
hie family, composed of hie aged parents, totally incapacitated, and
two boys and three girls entirely unprovided tor. The pensions were
calculated as follows :-Valiquette's pay was 75 cents per diem or $273.75
per annum. According to the rates fixed by Order in Oouncil, the
pension of mother and children, in such ciroumstances, is one-balf of
the widow's pension, viz.: $51.33 in this case. Therefore, Valiquette's
family are in receipt of six pensions of $51.33 each, which is the lowest
figure granted by general orders on such occasions."

The point is they were not entitled to anything at all. They
do not cone under the rules laid down by the law. There
is no provision in the law for brothers and sisters and
fathers. There is only provision when the sister ha. no
brother to support her.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The children were helpless.
Mr. JONES. That is not even stated. There are two1

brothers and three sisters, There is no report but simply
this memorandum.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Did you not read in that,
that the parents were entirely helpless, and that the chil-
dren were incapable of supporting themselves.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The memorandum states that
two boys and three girls were unprovided for. It does not
say that they were unable to provide fbr themselves.

Mr. MILLS. The pension exceeds the pay.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). The pay was 8273, and the fam-

ily now are getting a pension of $307. If they lost another
member of their lamily, they would get a still larger pen.
sion. 4iis is an utter violation of the law, whether out of
politidiQ4nsiderations or not remains to be seen ; but there
is nothing in this memorandum to show there were any par-
ticular circumstances in Valiquette's case to warrant grant-
ing this pension. The ages of the children are not even
given. This is a gross violation of the statute.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I agree with one part of the
bon, gentleman's statement, and that is that there is no use
in our prolonging our sitting on this question. I am advised
that Mr. Valiquet te was the sole support of bis family; that
these helpless children were entirely dependent upon him.
Gunner Ryan left some property, and his relations were not
in the same dependent pobition. These two cases were en-
quired into by a board of officers who recommended the
amounts.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Where is the report ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER No doubt in the department,
with the great mass of other reports'

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I do not believe there is any
report. I do not believe the Government can show one
scrap of evidence in justification of their decision. The
Minister of Militia and Defenee promised to bring down all
that he had, and all he has brought down is this bald state-
ment, pnted without an ysignature. Do.. anyone believe
that if the Minister of Miitia had sny report to justify snch
au ektraotdinary departure from the nilitia regulations, ho
eoud have àfilet 'Obring it down?

Mr. O'BRIEN. A few days ago application was made on
on behalf of a person who had bSen in "C0" company, and
beeause the application did not exactly square with the
strict technicality of the Act, the Minister retused to con.
sider it. I will oppose any grant that in the slightest de-
gree infringes the strict regulatione, for if exceptions are
not made in one case, they should not be made in others.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGEiT. This matter is more
important than it appears on the face. Just consider the
case. Here the daughter of a soldier, who dies in action,
receives $14 a year, and the sister of another soldier, who
alseo died in action, or of disease contracted while on active
service, receives $51. Why should there be such a differ-
ence ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There was a difference in
psy.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There was a difference
of 25 cents per day in the pay. One man received 60 cents
and the other 75 cents per day. If you treated the sisters
precisely as the daughters, it would allow a pension of $21.
My point is that these things show clearly and distinctly
that very serious irregularities have occurred in adjusting
the pensions. You may be justified-I wait before decid-
ing positively-in giving this very large pension to the re-
latives of the deceased Sergeapt Valiquette, though I think
it would require very strong p'ofs to justify it; but how
on earth can yen justify paying.*14 to the daughter and
$21 to the sister? Allowing for the difference in the puy,
if the three Miss Valiquettes had received 821, that would
have been only a fair proportion to the 814 paid to the
daughter of Gunner Ryan.

Sir CHARLES TI PPER. The widow had a pension of
$68.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG HT. Of course the widow
is always entitled, under Her Majesty's regulations, which
we follow, to a larger pension than a mother or a sister,
even if the latter are wholly dependent. The pension to
mother and ohildren, according to circumstances, should be
one-half the widow's pension; that is, according to the
Imperial regulations, which we are supposed to follow.
It is on that basis they seem to have granted it, butinstead
of granting the amount to them taken collectively, they
have granted it to each of them individually. Wheroas
Sergeant Valiquette's pay amounted to 8273 all told, the
Government have granted to his family pensions amount-
ing to $307. Unless Sergeant Valiquette was -in receipt of
a much better income than a non-commissioned officer or-
dinarily is, that is a very extraordinary pension to grant,
and the reports ought to be laid on the Table showing under
what circumstances and why the commission arrived at
the conclusion to grant a pension of $307 a year for the
term of their natural lives to the collateral relatives of a
man who was only receiving $13. I do not think yo%'
will find in the annals of the British service any case in
which the pensions assigned to the relatives of the deseaed
are greater than the pay of the deceased soldier. Cor-
tainly this is a very remarkable case.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I think the ciroumstancea
mentioned by the hon. gentleman require sume investigation,
and I will undertake that the matter shal obe fully investi-
gated. The unavoidable absence of the Minister oflMilitia
prevents the information being given which I have no
doubt he would have been able to give. In the meantine, I
do not suppose the bon. gentleman desires to cut down the
allowance to the Valiquette family, butfI think there is, at
ail events, very good ground for reviewing the pension
granted in the case of Gunner Ryan. I must say it is rather
an anotaaly that the pension granted to the relatives of a
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deoeased soldier should exceed his pay when he was alive.
I shall undertake to have that enquired inco.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think there must b« some mis-
take in this matter, because the rules and regulations under
which these pensions are given make no provision for
granting pensions to brothers in any event, but only to the
widow, and to the sisters if they are unprovided for. I am
sure, if the Government go into the matter, they wit I see
that a mistake bas been made.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It is clear from the statements
which have already been made that this is in violation of
the law. It is utterly impossible that the collateral relatives
of a deceased soldier can be entitled to a larger sum than
bis pay amounted to. But that is what has been done in
this case. I find by the regulations that the provision is :

" The sister or sisters collectively of an officer or soldier killed in
action or dying of wounds received in action within twelve months atter
ouch wounds sha have beencreceived, without leaving widow, legiti-
mate child, or mother, and provided she or they be an orphan or orphans,
Without surviving brother, and mainly dependent for support upon the
cffieer or soldier deceased, may, under special cireumstance, to be deter-
mined by tbe Minister oadMilitta and Detence, be granted an allowance
equal to haif the rate of widow's pension.">

That is that the whole of the sisters taken collectively are
to get this balf rate and not each individually; but it sems
that in this case each sister ws allowed the haif. My hon.
friend from South Oxford ($Ir Richard Cartwright) said
these parties would be ent#Wdto about $2)31, if to anything;.
but that would be the amount to which they would b'o
entitled collectively, and not each individually, and it is
quite clear that there has been a violation of tihe law. I.
fact, the law bas been altogether disregarded, aud the
Minister bas acted altogether in regard to his own opinions
of favoritism, it may be, instead of according to the provi-
sions of the law.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. We will fully enquire
into it.

Militia-To provide for the retirement of two
depnty adjutants general, gratuity of two years
pay each, at rate of$I,'0oo per annum............ $6,800

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Who are these deputy adjutants
general?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Colonel Jackson and
Colonel Harwood. They retire after a number of years'
service, and their places are not to be filled.

Barracks in British Columbia.......................... $4,ooo

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT. Of course this will not t
be sufficient to build barracks. What is tis sum for ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think they are putting
up wooden bute similar to those used by the Mounted
Police in many places in the North-West, which will be
sufficient for a good many years. I suppose this amount is
what is to be expended this year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is this for the buts

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As a general rule, if
they were important buildings, the Board of Works would
attend to them, but these are to be put up pro tem., as it
were, in wood, and it is thought that the officer in command,
who is a very clever man, Major Holmes, will ho able to
look after it without an officer of the Publie Works Depart-
ment being detailed for the service.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There is a public works offleer
there now who is paid for this, so you will also be paying
this one, and will have two officers. Where doos the impor-
tance begin or end? At what amount is the importance of
a publie work to be estimated ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Thissum will beexpend-
ed for militia purposes. Perhaps my hon. friend the Min-
ister of Public Works will have the opportunity of putting
up the buildings.

Mr. MACKENZIE. You cannot pay this out of the
Departmert of Militia.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, yes.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I asked very few questions this

Sedsion, and I think I ought to get some satisfaction when
1. do ask.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You may put it under
the head of militia. It is a vote for militia purposes, but
the expenditure of the money according to law ought to be
made by the Minister of Publie Works. The Minister of
Militia will have to hand over this vote to the Minister of
Publie Works for the purpose of expending it. There wili
be no difficulty about that. I have no desire to refuse to
answer any question put by my hon. friend.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). A year ago there was an Imperial
officer, Colonel O'Brien, sent to British Columbia to report
upon the defences there, and I presume to make suggestions
for the protection of that part. Are the Government in
possession of that report? If so, are they prepared to
inform the House what they propose to do?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Colonel O'Brien was
sent out by the Imperial Government to report on the best
means of defending the harbor of Esquimalt, and the graving
dock. I happened to be there at the time, and wa4 over
the ground with Colonel O'Brien-he and the in4iral,
and myself-I not being of much assistance in the enquiry;
but Colonel O'Brien pointed out the varions positions that
he thought would require defence. His opinion was that
the work should be of the most economical nature under
the new system of attack and defence, that it should ho
principally earth works, without any stone work or other
expenFive work at all. He thought these earth works, if
sufficiently armed, would be a complote defence to the
harbor of Esquimalt. The arrangement is, as the hon.
gentleman knows, that Canada shall put up these earth
works, and that the armament, which will be the most
expensive portion of it, will be furnished by Her Majesty's
Government.

the hon, gentleman speake of, or is it for the purchase of a
site for future barracks ? How many men is it expected to Mr. JONES (Halifax). ias the Government obtained a
accommodate ? copy of Colonel O'Brien's report ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is for battery "C," in Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think not, but I am notwhich I think there are 100 men. quite sure. There was to be a confidential report, as I un-
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I can answer for it derstood. It may have been communicated to the Govern-

that you will not get 100 mon suitably accommodated for ment here.
that sum.

Intercolonial Railway, chargeable to CapitaL. ..... 85,000
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I suppose that is so, butknow the Ministor of Militia is proceeding in the most Sir CHARLES T UPPER. The increased accommodation1conomicalo way.itat St. John consists of inspection, 87.50 ; buildings, $912.93;eownomical way. land damages, $619 38; Wall street bridge, $75; grading,Mr. MACKENZIE. How does this come under the Mili- $354.86; materials, 88.70. There e otstanding accountsUs Deprtment ? The Board of Works ought to do this. for the same service, $621.68.

&0JoRN A. MACDONALD.
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Mr. WELDON (St. John). In Moncton the platform

should be covered over. People exchanging trains are ex
posed to storme.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I presume that will be doue
by this vote.

Mr JONES (Halifax). Pictou Town Branoh, $128,000-I
notice in the report of the Minister of Railways, at page 18,
he says "In the spring of 188d the construction of the
Pictou Town Branch was commenced Its totalIength is 14
miles, ecomposed partly of existing railways, and partly of
new railways." In the same report he gives the expendi-
ture as $2 t8,000 for the Pictou Town Branch. To-day we
are asked to vote $128,000 for that branch, and as there was
$34,000 in the original estimate, that would make $410,000
for this 14 miles, or about $40,000 a mile. It appears to me
that is a very large amount to pay, and it requires some
explanation.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The total expenditure for the
Pictou Town Branch for 1885-86 was $12,000.65; 1886-87,
$248,123.48; to which will be added this amount for the
year ending 31st January, 1887, of $189,734, making a total
expenditurie up to 31st January, 1887, of $449,872.47. Of
that appropriation there is available $101,148.89. The
total for this year, therefore, will be 8128,000.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). How much did you say was the
revote?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. $189,000, of which $123,000
is contained in this estimate. The total expenditure was
$449,000. Of the appropriation available there was 8101,-
000, and $88,0ý0 were expeLded in connection with the ap-
propriation.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). How much does that make it
per mile ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have not the statement of
the mileage under my hand, but I will be able to give it to
the hon. gentleman later on.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). If the hon. gentleman will turn
to page 18 he will see that the Minister gives the total
length as 14 miles. Does not the hon, gentleman think
that an enormous cost for 14 miles ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You must remember this
railway runs into the town of Pictou, and along the
wharves, and through the upper portion of the town.

Mr. LAURIER. I see an item of 871,000 for the St.
Charles Branch. Is that for land expropriated?

Sir CRARLES TUPPER. The items are as follows:
Inspection, $920; building, $1,838; labor, $1,692; land and
damages, $3,443; painting, 8245; steam pumps $3,792; rails
and fastenings, 11,400; materials, $92; snow sheds, $12,500;
snow fences, 819,100; total expenditure to lat January, 1888,
855,042. Appropriation available $10,145, leaving an expen-
diture in excess ot appropriation of $14,896. Estimated cost
of miles in progress: pontoon, 84,900 ; lands for Levis sta-
tion, $12.000; snow sheds, balance, $9,203; total $26,003,
making a grand total of $71,000 odd.

Mr. MACKENZI E. I think there should be a change of
name, and that it should for the future be known as the Sir
Charles Branch.

Mr. Mc MULLEN. When the appropriation for the Pic-
ton Branob was passed, was it not understood that the town
of Pictou would give the right of way?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Unfortunately I was not here
at the time the work was undertaken, and 1 am not able to
say what occurred in that connection.

Sir RICHARD OARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. geutie.
pAan not tmk that $32,000 a mile s an exOsivIy heavy

rate for the Picton Branch ? I think when the estimate was
brought down a quarter of a million was stated to be the
probable outlay. It is now stated that the cost will b. about
8i50,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman will
compare the expenditure of the Picton Branch with that on
the St. Charles Branch-and I think the property is about
equally valuable-the result will be found to b. very favor-
able to the Pictou Brancb.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The expenditure on the
St. Charles Branch was altogether outrageous.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Quite so.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And the expenditure

on the Pictou Branch is very beavy. The country for the 14
miles is not very heavy I believe.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Thre ais a very heavy bridge
across a long sheet of water beforo you come into Pictou.

M. JONES (Halifax). Has the work been done by con-
tract ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon gentle.

man give particulars in regard to snow-shedding, for which
an item of $39,000 appears ?

Sir CHARLES TU PPE R. There are 1,200 feet of iron
snow-sheddng at St. Flavie. Thore are also stretches of
wooden snow-shodding as follows: 2,640 feet, 8,976 feet,
425 feet-16,600 feet at different points along the lino.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGH t'. Are those repairs, or
are they new snow-sheds ?

Sir CH&ARLES TUPPE R. These snow-sheds are, to a
large extent, to replace siow-sheds built in 1878.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I call the attention of
the committee to this fact, that the amount of $39,000 is
expended for snow-sbeds to replace, to a large extent, snow-
sheds built ten years ago. That is an extraordinary charge
to place to capital account. I do not think it would be doune
in regard to any railway except a government railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The substitution of iron for
wooden snow-shedding is a very important change.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thore is 813,000 hure.
Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. 813,000 is charged for the sub.

stitution by iron.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But there are a great

many more thousand feet of wood this winter, and I think
that item should go to income and not to capital.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid it would not make
much difference.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWR[GFHT, That I regret is the
trouble. In a sense it would not make much difference to a
country, but we would know what the road is costing over
and above its receipts. While yon keop the capital account
open, and that le what my hon. friand complains of, it
ii a matter ofttheextremest difficulty to seo whore westand.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The snow sheds were put up
under the ad ministration of my hon, friand from York (Mr.
Mackenzie). They lasted for ten years, and they have prac-
tically alt disappeared together. This sumn is required to re-
place an expenditure made ten years ago, and it would be
hard to charge that against the revenue of any particular
year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not know that.

Mr. MoMULLEN. Why not do in the ame way as
you do with rolling stock. The hon. gentleman mays that
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if a car or an engine is bought it is eharged to capital
account, I think yon should deal with the snow sheds as
you do with the rolling stock.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHp. The ties have a life'
nearly as long as the now sheds, and you do not charge
them to capital accoant.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is quite true. There is
no doubt that correctly speaking the hon. member for
North Wellington (Ur. McMullen) and the member for
South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) are practically
correct, but suppose any of the great bridges were to disap-
pear from any cause we could not replace it out of revenue,
and inaemuch as we have a large deficiency in the revenue
account, it practically comes to the same thing. The
general principle is right that it would more properly be-
come a charge on the revenue.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What is the difference between
the cost of iron and wooden snow sheds ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think it is 4 to 1, but it is
undoubtedly cheaper to have the iron.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Ras the hon. gentleman any
experience from other railroads as regards the iron sheds,
because if it is merely to be covered with sheet ir on I doubt
if it will last any longer in our climate ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am inclined to think that
an arrangement is being made in regard to which is the
cheapest and best.

Indian Town Branch..........................5,000

Mr. MIrCHELL. With regard to this item I wish to ask
the hon. gentleman to explain ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have explained that.
Mr. MITCHELL. I hope there is no ballast pit in that.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, there is not.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I would ask if the appropriation

last year for rolling stock bas ail been expended ? I believe
he is aware that the rolling stock is not sufficient for the
road especially with regard to the coal traffio. I know that
complaints have been made, and I hope he will not adhere
to the gondola cars.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is an item in that vote that I
want explained with regard to the Indian Town Branch. I
presented several claims against the railway, and one espe-
cially from Mr. George Knight. As I see the general
superintendent of railways, Mr. Schreiber, here, I hope
the Minister will excuse me for asking an explanation on
that point. The people of the Indian Town Branch, with
some exceptions, gave the right of way for nothing. Mr.
George Knight gave the right of way to the railway free.
It was found when they constructed the railway that a
spring on Mr. Knight's farm, where he was in the habit of
watering his cattle in the winter, was taken from him. Mr.
Knight had to drive his cattie in consequence of this to the
river, and he lost one valuable cow, and is likely to lose in
the course of years a great many more. I presented a
claim from Mr. George Knight to the gentleman who has
charge of the railways, and I have been unable to get any
satisfactory explanation. I do not wish to protract or delaythe business of the Session, but as Mr. Knight has lost a
valuable adjunct to his farm, and as he gave the right of
way to the lailway liee, I abk that the Government shonld
settle this claim, inatead of compelling Mr. Knight to go to
the law courts for justice.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no hesitation at aIl in
saying to my hon. friend that 1 will ask the department to
deal very fairly and liberally with this party under the cir-
onmstances he has mentioned, boaue I think he presnt. a

Mr. MMULLN.

very strong laim. While on my feet I maysay thdt I bve
asoertained from the chief engineer that the bridge on tbe
Picton Town Branch is over a mile long, and that the wg±er
in some places is of a very considerable depth, so that the
hon, gentleman will see that it is a very expensive work.

St. Lawrence River and Oanal......,.............. $16,000

Sir RICHARD CA RT WRIGHT. What caused this et-
penditure ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The balance of the appropria.
ti:mn for 1887-88 boing only $2,000 on the 31st December,
1887, the chief engineer states that a further sunm of
$16,000 is required to cover the expenditare up to the 3Oth
June next for deepening the channel of the Galops Rapids.

Murray Canal............. .......... ..... ............. $30,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That work is in pro-
grees ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.

St. Anne's Canal-to pay gratuity of two montha'
salary to G. Il.Henshaw, B. G. Stanton, and
Antoine Ranger......................................... $513 32

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Under what circum-
stances, when work is closed, are we expected to pay two
months' gratuity ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The circumstanees are these:
These gentleman had been a long tirme in the public ser-
vice. Mr. Henshaw had been employed since 1873, and
the other two since 1880; and fiaving discharged their
duties with great fidelity, the Government thought it was
only right, when their services were suddenly dispensed
with, that they should reoeive this amall provision.

Rideau canal-construction of a bridge at Braas
Point......... ..................... $1,847 30

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. le this a new work ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, it is to pay a final eati-

mate ; the appropriation was not suffloient.
Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Were we bound to

make this ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes ; it is a canal bridge.

Canale-Miscellaneous............ ..... ,.....$14,516 46

Sir RICHARD CARTRIGHT. What is this vote of
814,000 for the construction of a steam dredge and scowse?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The appropriation available,
from the let July, 1886, to the 30th September, 1881, is
815,000. Expenditure, 85,239; amount lapsed to the 1st
October, 1887, 89,760; expenditure from the 1st October,
1887, to 31st January, 1888, $9,067.17; special warrants
issued by Order in Council, the 3slet December, 1887,8e7,500;
over expenditure, $1,567.77. Required to complete, 86,500,
also special warrants, 87,500, making $14,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does $14,000 supply a
new dredge and new scows ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.

Mr. MACK ENZ [E. If the Government have possession
of the Lake St. Peter dredges, why not take one of them ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPRR. The work there ise still going
on. On its completion, the plant b.oomes the property of
the Government, and will b available for service in anypart of the Dominion, or may be sold if not required.

Mr. MACKENZIE. If the royal assent was given tb
Act passed last ,ession, thedaa I*bàoon thepopsrfy of the
Gqvernmetet onem.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. MAGKENZ[J. There are more dredges there now

than they can work.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think not; but I will en-

quire into it.
.Mr. DAVIES (P.E.I.) Why pay these land damagea in

con neetion with these canals now ?
Mr. KIRKPATRICK. It is for overflow of lands along

the Rideau Canal. The high water damaged the lands, and
some claims are under adjudication.

Sir CHAR LES TUPPER. This is for compensation for
flooded lands. The compensation is 1,077 and legal ex-
penses.

Mr. MACKENZ IE. This is like the springs on the
Northumberland railway; it is perpetual.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Tbeme lands must have been
fooded every year for the past four yeare, and no doubt
were bought at less than the ordinary value on that, account.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No; the water has been kept up
at a higher level the past few years than formerly, and
bitter complainte have been made on that score. Deputa.,
tions came down last year to urge the Government to
dredge out the bed of the old River Cataraqui. There is a
greater surface of water there than formerly, the trees
having been out away around the drained lande, and conse
quently a much higher level has to be kept up in the spring
to provide water for summer navigation.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. To furnish water to the manufao-
turers in Ganagoque.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No, they are not on that level.
Mr. CURRAN. Whilst on this item, I would ask the

permission of the committee to bring up a matter which wa-
before the House on Friday evening last concerning myself.
On that evening an hon. gentleman undertook to read a
couple of affidavits in connection with some canal laborers,
in which, amongst other things, I was charged with having
been the cause of the dismissal of these men. I will not
read over the affidavits, because the whole thing hias
dwindled down from a tremendous agitation to the charge
that 1 had not interfered to get these men back; but as the
Government has been attacked, I desire to read the follow-
ing two affidavits on the subject :-

"I, Etienne H. Parent, of the city of Montreal, Superintending Engi-
neer of the 4.>hineO Canal, do solemnly declare:

" That Michael Qonway, of the city of Montreal, is superintendent of
the Lachine Oanal under my direction as engineer. Before the opening
of thegnal last epring, Mr. Uonway consulted me about certain laborers
wb had been engged on the canal during the previons season and
explained the part they had taken in the election for a member of the
Rouse bf Commons for Montreal Centre, a tew months previousiy. 1
advised Mr. Oonway to inform those who were seeking employ ment to
get letters of recommendation from the sitting member, Mr. f0nrran, as 1
conidered it in his patronage. I had no communication with Mr. Currasn
on this subject, nor with the Department of Railways and Canais, at
(atawa, nqr with any member of the Government. I advised Mr. Con-
way, as above stated, beeausa I considered it the proper course to pursue.
The member for Montreal Centre, Mr. Curran, bau no responsibility
*hatever for my action or that of the superintendent, Air. Vonway, la
tii. conneotion, having never been spokn to by me on the subject in

ayway. . ,.
"& nd I nuske this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the

same to be true and by virtue of the Act respecting Extra-Judicial Oaths.
"E. H. PARENT.

"taken and mad*, befo me
this 19h y of May, 888.

"WILLIA WILSON
" A ComissoerJor taking sidaviejor and in the Pros qfQueet."

"J, Miehael Oom , ofIthe -y of Kontreal, Superintendent of the
Léehiae Canal, do miesnly declro:

" That I know JamesO'BRiey and Edward Tobin, formerly temporaryî
00Moy63 On the Laorima" I1hcé taknccmmuaiation o it
»Ima udeobwçajlm i«me& by bbeand m~a4s ie Iquue cm f Cmmn0

Jamnes O'Rielly says hoIs an Irish Catholleo; that li true. e. say$ hi li
married and ha two children; that i true. Rl two children are bot
grown op mon, and I believe good citisenu and treat him well. Srd. lt
is true he was employed on te canal during four seasons in the summer
time. 4th. Althougl far from being a desirable man I did not find fault
with him bth. F. bad no right t consider bis position a permanent
one, ho was merely a temporary employé te be taken on In the spring
of the year If I tond h suited the work. 6th. Previous to the oening
of the canal in the spring of the last year lie distinetly admitted that ho
had bon very abusive of Mr. <urran anring the election, and that having
said o much against him ho would not go to get a letter of recommenda-
tion from him. 7th. The statement under this head made by O'Rielly
ia for the greater part untrue. I never said he was one cf the best men,
and had I said so it would not have been the fact as I knew he was a
meddlesome man, eausing trouble by baving too much to say. I never
told him about any communications with the auhorities at Ottawa.
No such communications ever took place. His statement that I said I
had received instructions from Ottawa i false. Thet acts are thesoe:
O'Rielly never applied for work in the spring of last year He never
reprted himselfat all. I aRw him morne time before the firet of gay. I
knew from general reort and bv bis own admissons that ho had been
abusive towards Mr. <urran. I neyer bad any communication either
with Mr. Curran or the authorities at Ottawa about the subject, but I
conaulted, as was my duty, my superior officer, Mr. 9 R Paren*, super-
intending engineer of the Lachine Canal, and was instruicted by him to
cause those who had been guilty of abusin g the members to bring letters
ut recom.nendation from them before giviag them employment. Thé
instructions in our department are to the mme te attend ta their busineua
and not interfere with politici. When polling day cormes around the
men are allowed to go and vote according te their convictions an arem
in no way interfered with. When I saw O'Rielly on the street, where ho
was working for the corporation of the city of Montreal, I simply
told him that if he wished te come back to the canal when it opened
on the first of May then next, that ho would require to brin a
letter of recommendation from Mr Curran Ris answer was tat
ho hadfsanid teemuch ag*inst the man, and ti a th would not
apply for any leIter. When come lime afterwarde the canal w-A
opened be never applied for work as I have already stated.

with reference to the other men mentioned in O'Rielly's solemn
declaration, i received letters ofreeommendation from Me urran fer
Holden and Frawley. Egan 1 touk on myaelf; ho is a quiet, inuffensive
man. These mon bave ail been takin on again this sprng. As regards
Tobin, who made the other declaration, I have to say h was one of the
worst men on the canal and ho ehonld have been dismissed long ago
and would have been, bad it not been for the urgent solicitation of bis
triends and on account ut bis family. In fact, at the request of Mr.
Curran, I gave employment to one of bis sons.as telephone boy and a
au assistant on one of the locks, where he remained for two years until,
et my recommendation, h. got a botter situation. Owing to Tobin's
drunkenness and insubordination, I bd to change him,three times and
place him at different points. When I chtngel him the last time, I
told him that would be his last chance on the works. When ho came
and al plied for work last spring, I called him aside and said te him:
Owing to the way in which you have misbebavedl in the past and your
in-ulitng manner during the late election, I cannot employ you again
unless you give proof tof reformation. I laid to hima, the firet thing you
have to do is to go and take the pledge. that yo will ab3tain from ail
iLtoxicating liquors, apd the next id that you willi go and get a letter
of recommnendation from Mr. Curran. He left immediately, cursing and
sweariug that he would do neitber, and I have not seen hlm since. I
would not have employed him in any case, even bad ho not acted as ho
did during the election, moites he took the pledge.

"«I solemnly declare that Mr. Ourran knew nothing of this matter
until the newspapers took the queEtion up, and when ho came tu Mon-
treal, a few days afterw-arda, he set fCor me and asked me for a fuit
explanation of the above affair, whchh I gave him, as I now state it.

I Both O'Rielly an d Tobin stat- in t beir declaration th at 'neither
'Mr Ourran nor anyone else, as far as they are aware, bas ever taken
'any step3 te have them roinstated in their paitions.'

' declare thtt when I told Mr. Curran the circumitances, he said he
would very much prefer that the men sbould be taken back without any
letters from h m, as hl did not wish to bave any trouble with canal
laborers. I said that I could not maintain discipline on the canal If
my orders were mot carried out.

" A ni I make this solemn declaration, conscientionaly believing the
same to be true and by virtue of the Act respecting extra.jadiclal
caths.

* *" M. 00NW&AY,
" Bupt. Lachie Cansal.

"Declared before me at the City of Ottawa,
this twenty-dfrat day of May, eigtheen '

hundred and eigthy-eight.
m WILLIAM WILS0if,

À Commissionr for taking aoldavitsfor andiin the Provin.eiof Quebe."

I have nothing to add to this matter. The House as bard
quite enough about it; and if I had anything to say I would
wait until te hon. member for North York was in bis
place. When I have anything to say againht au hon,
member, I say it before bis face.
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Mr. MoMULLEN. Tt is quite nnfair to the hon. member

for North York that the hon. member for Montroal did not
present those affidavits when the bon. gentleman was iere.
The hon. member for North York has interested himself in
behalf of the three poor Iri-hmen who were dismissed
from employment in Montreal. H1e did not endeavor to
gather information, but it was sent to him to be presented
to this House. The hon. member for Montreal (Mr. Curran)
tries to shield himself by presenting affidavite executed by
employés of the Government in the city of Montreat. No
doubt by his influence exercised over these employés ho
has secured these affidavits. Probtably, if they were in an
independent position, they would not have executed the
effidavits, but, finding that they might be dismissed from
the service by the influence of the hon, gentleman, ho ex-
tracted those affidavits from these employés.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is irregular.
Mr. MOMULLEN. In order to back up the statement

which ho las made, I think this was an unf air course to take
if he intended to refute the statement made by men who
are not in the employment of the Government. The affida.
vits which were previously read were those of men who
were discharged, and it is peculiar that their discharge
should have taken place just after the bon. gentleman was
elected. It is that circumstance that casts a very suspici
oe cloud over all this matter, and it is to shield himself
from the odium under which he rests with the Catholie peo-
ple of this country that he as exercised an influence se as
to get affidavits from these men over whom he holds the
threat that, if they do not do whatf ho wants them to do -

The CEIAIm AN. Order.
Mr. MITCHELL. Why should you call the hon, gentle-

man to order ?
The CHAIRMAN. The hon. gentleman bas no right to

say that the hon. member used threats and made use of un-
due influence to obtain these affidavits in the absence of any
proof, and that in the face of the disclaimer of the hon.
gentleman to the contrary.

Mr. MACKE NZBM. Yes, ho las.
Mr. MITCILELL. I think the Chairman is too prema-

ture in this matter.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.

Mr. MITCHELL. I tell hon, gentlemen that they had
botter shut up, and keep quiet about their "order." 1 tell
the Chairman of this committee that he las no right to call
the hon. gentleman to order for what ho was saying. Go
on, Mr. MoMullen.

Mr. Mo MULLEN. I say the on. member for Montreal
(Mr. Curran) had the opportunity to use this influence when
this matter was within the purview of this louse, but I say
he had no right to exorcise it now, and, in presenting these
affidavits to the House, we must conclude that there was
influence brought to bear upon these men to get those affil-
davits. I appeal to the Minister of Finance to prevent the
reading of these affidavits and so possibly the continuation
of the discussion and the detention of the House. We have
all agreed to rush matters through as far as we possibly can,
and I muet say that I regret that we did so consent. At
al events I think this should not now be brought at this
late period before the House, especially when the hon.
gentleman who brought it before the House originally has
left for his home, but the member for Montreal feels that
the cloud which las been cast upon him is so dark and
gloemy that hoecannet relue to take this opportunity to
endeavor to clear himself.

The CHAIRMAN. I did not cal the hon gentleman to
order for saying that the hon. member for Montreal (Mr.

Mr. CuN.

Curran) had an opportunity to exorcise that influence, but
for having made the assertion, as I understood him, that
he did use that influence and those threats, and that in the
face of the declaration of the hon. member to the contrary.

Mr. MITCHEL'L. We are here at the close of a Session,
and the regular Opposition, as well as the party I lead
myself, have shown every disposition to promote the busi-
ness of the House. I am sure no one can say anything to
the contrary. I think our worthy Chairman would have
shown more discretion and would have taken a course tend-
ing more to the progress of publie business if ho had not
been se hypercritical in calling hon. gentlemen to order.
We have a good deal of business to go through. We al
desire to adjourn to-morrow, but, if' we are to do that, we
have to pursue a course, as I tell the Chairman, which will
not only meet the views of the majority, but also the views
of the minority.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I feel that there was some
force in the statement of the hon. member for North
Wellington (Mr. MeMullen) that I should have interposed
in this matter, as I did to-day in the case of my hon. friend
from Algoma (Mr. Dawson), when I appealed to him not
to raise a question which would be a matter of controversy.
Still, the circumstances of the present case were, I thought,
very peculiar. It appears that, in the absence of the hon.
member for Montreal Centre (Kr. Curran), the hon. member
for North York (Mr. Mulock) read certain affilavits which
became public by being placed in the Hansqrd, reflecting
very strongly on the hon. member for Montreal Centre.
Now the hon. member for North Wellington (Mr. Mc'Mullen)
asks why the member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran)
did not produce these at that time. How could he ? They
are in answer to the affidavits of these former laborers on
the Lachine Canal, and it was impossible for him te produce
the answers to these statements untit the parties who were to
answer them had an opportunity of seeing thom, consequently
the hon. gentleman had no legitimate opportunity before
this to put his answer on record. What has he done? I
am quite sure that, if the hon. member for North Welling.
ton (Ur. MeMullen) knew these two gentlemen, Mr. Parent
ard Mr. Conway, as well as 1 know them -and I had an
opportunity for years of knowing them, as they vere in
the service when I was Minister of Railways and Canals-
ho would know that either of them is qulte incapable of
making a statement that is not true, and therefore I felt,
under the circumstances, that this was a peculiar case. If
the hon. member had attempted te make a speech or te
detain the House, except in order to give the answer which
he had from the only men who had the knowledge requisite
to give the information, I would have appealed to him not
te raise any question likely te promote discussion; but,
under the circumstances, I feit that he had the right to give
his answer te the statements which had been made.

Mr. MITCHELL. The hon. member for Montreal Contre
(Mr. Curran) states that he never speaks in the absence of
the person he is attacking, but he has done it to-day, because
he knows that the hon. gentleman who read those affidavita
read them on the eve of his going away. I am willing te
excuse the hon. gentleman for reading those affidavits,
because this is the only opportunity ho conld have of re-
plying, but I am sorry that the hon, gentleman who made
the statement is net lere te reply to him. Perhaps my hon.
friend from Montreal did the same thing with these affi-
davits as ho did in regard te the recantation which the
Berald signed-perhaps he wrote them himself, and no
doubt, if he did, he would do so very efflciently. As to the
statement of my hon. friend the Minister of Finance, I may
say in regai d te the statement of Mr. Conway-and I know
nothing about the other te whom he bas referred-that I
sent my manager down te see Mr. Conway, and ho entirely
verified the staterent in the Berald. I am content te coi»
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fine it to the question whether ho stated what was correct
or not, because that is the ground on which ho put it, but I
believe that every word these men said was true, and that
they were told that they could not get employment unless
they applied to Mr. Curran. I believe that this e tatement
was made to them, though whether it came from the Gov-
ernment or was made by Mr. Lesage as coming from the
Government, I am not prepared to say. I believe the state-
ment they made, and I wish my hon. friend froin York (Mr.
Mulock) was here to reply on tbis occasion.

Mr. CURRAN. Just one word in conclusion. In the
first place the affidavits that were read the other night
were dated the 9th May. I was in the House every day
from the 9th until the 18th. On thut evening I happened
t o betemporarily absent, and during my absence these
other affilavits were read, and the hon. gentleman who
read them immediately left the city, and I could have no
other means of meeting the affidavits than the one I have
adopted. Here are these affidavits now. If it is supposed
that the superintendont of the Lachine Canal would make
faloe statements, if it is supposed these men would make
false statements, they are amenabloto the law; it is open
to the hon. gentleman to proceed against them. Now, the
hon. member for Northumberland (Mir. Mitchell) says that
I wrote the article in the ferald apologising to myself for
having published statements of this kind, and ho only
looked it over. As regards these affidavits of course the
writers are responsible for them; as regards the article in
the Herald, I dictated it, I dietated the terms, I dictated an
apology, and the hon. gentleman swallowed it, and if ho
is ashamed of it now and wants to withdraw it, let him do
so, and let him make the charge again in his newspaper
against me, and I will charge mysoif with making him
dance in the courts for it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Now, we are coming to a live issue
on this malter. I stated, on a former occasion, that ho
offered to settle the matter, provided I would give a reason-
able acknowledgment. The hon, gentleman was willing te
take a reasonable apology. He said he would not even charge
the costa if it had not been that his partner was a very poor
man, and ho could not afford the f unds, and practically to lose
the expenses; and I said, all right, I will pay the expenses.
I gave an explanation the other night why it was that I
settled this matter. I can tell the hon. gentleman the rea-
son to-day: It is that I had not much confidence in the
hon. member for Montreal Centre, and I did not have much
confidence in the crowd that was behind him-if it rame to
a trial-if ho wants to know the real reason. The hon.
gentleman says that if I wish to repeat the statement, ho is
willing to risk a trial. Sir, the law is of such a character in
the Province of Quebec that the truth is not a defonce to a
statement of that kind. That was one of the reasjis I stated
the other night. The hon.gentleman is very valiant. Let him
take care ; I will watch him. I will give him an opportunity
if I ever find him doingany more of his tricks with the canalf
laborers; I will give him an opportunity to bring the mattert
to a test and I will take care that I have something strong1
to rely upon. The hon. member for Montreal Centre ilt
under the control of the Government, and I don't want
anything of that kind to rely upon in an action for libel
before the courts of Quebec. That is the secret, as I explainedt
the other night; that is the secret why I consented to an
apology, when my lawyer-a Conservative, it is true-
advised me to do so. I said I an willing to make anyç
reasonable apology ; ifI have got to eat crow I am not
afrald of the pie. The proposition was made that Mr.
Curran should write the letter, and ho wrote it himself. F

Mr. CURRAN. Oertainly, and I made you swallow it.
Mr. MITCHELL. Made me swallow it I John J. CurranV

make Peter Mitchell swallow anything i Ris poverty madeJ
207

me swallow it. Ile complained that hie partner could net
afford to lose the expenses.

Mr. CURRAN. That is not true.
Mr. M ITCH ELL. It is true. More than that, it was not ont

of consideration of swallowing the leek. I am always ready,
whenl1find mysolfin a tightplace, togetoutof itthe best way
I can. I found myself there for two reasons: first, on ac-
count of the Quebec law preventing the truth being a de-
fonce to a statement in certain cases; next, because the
character of the witnesses was such i could net rely upon
them, whon I knew that Mr. Curran was a friend of some
leading influential officials on that canal, and of the manager
of the canal who had control of those under him, and I
knew mighty well what would bc the fate of the Herald
upoa the inatter. That is the reason I ate the leek, and I
am not ashamed of it. You make me cal, the leek i Yeu
are a trifle in the consideration ; you didn't weigh ; I donot
value you at ail, nor your masters behind you.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Go on,go on.
Mr. MITCHELL. I am in ne hurry. The week is long,

and I can stand here if hon. gentlemen desire to extend this
business. I am in no hurry, net the slightest. My business
will stand for a woek any way ; and if hon, gentlemen are
going te allow thoir supporters behind them to assume a
dictatorial tone, an arrogant tone, such as that hon. gentle-
man has no right te assume in this liouse, neithor from his
ability, nor his position, nor the confidence he enjoys in the
community. He has no right to assume any such tone,
certainly net towards Peter Mitchell and the Berald.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. What are hon. gentlemen laughing

at ? The hon. gentleman from Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick),
what has ho got to say about it? HRe is a coming Minister,
I suppose, everybody says so. And tho hon. member for
North Perth (Mr. lesson) is enjoying himself. I don't say
anything about you Peter (Mr. White).

Mr. HESSON. I am perfectly quiet, I have net even
laughed at the bon. gentleman.

Mr. MITCHELIL. Will the hon. gentleman sit down,
please. That is right; do as I tell you. All I want to say
is this: I believo the statement I made was true. If I did eat
the leek it was a matter of form, net a matter of principle
but to save my pocket ; that is why i did it. And I did so
because I could net rely upon the testimony that I had to
depend upon; and I bolieve now that the dicta went forth
from this Government telling the mon on the canal that not
eue of them would be employed unless ho got employment
through Mr Curran. I found the sane thing in my own coun-
ty when, at the last gencral election, tbey put on a hundred
banda sbovelling snow, and the overseersi were told: Yeu
must not employ a man who bas not got a vote, and yen
must not employ a man who decs net bring a certificate
from Mr. Adams that you are sound in your voting. That is
the way they did it, and that is the way it was done on the
Lachine Canal, notwithstanding what bas been said about
the matter. Why was the hon. gentleman absent the other
night ? Did ho keep out of the way because he knew the
hon. moeber for North York (Mr. ulock) was going to
bring in these affidavits? ie was ein the city, ho was in the
House in the afternoon. He kept ont of the way while the
hon. member for York was here. I suppose ho knew he
was going homo, and he thought after ho got away heocould
get these affidavits and bring thom in. Sir, the sapporteum
sitting behind the hon. gentleman had jast better be a little
prudent if they want to get through to-morrow.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I want to say one word
with respeet to my absent friend from North York (Mr.
Mulock). I do net suppose the hon. member for Montreal
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Centre entertains the idea that the hon. member for North
York was afraid to bring them up in his presence, although
some of his remarks might seem to bear that construction.
Now, I happen to know, if the hon. gentleman does not,
that my hon. friend from North York, owing to a misfortune
in his family, was obliged to be absent during the greater
part of the time preceding the 18th; and I saw myself the

on. member for Montreal Centre in the House on the
morning of Friday, as I think my hon. friend for Nor-
thumberland (Mr. Mitchell) did.

Mr. CURRAN. In the afternoon, too.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So there was nobody to

blame but the hon. member himself if he chose to be absent
from the House when the matter was brought up by the
hon. member for North York, who had to leave that night.
My hon. friend from North York was certainly in bis right
in bringing up the matter when he did, nor can the hon.
member for Montreal Centre impute to him any design of
shunning an encounter.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The affidavits produced by the hon.
member for North York (Mr. Mulock) show conclu4ively
that a number of persons were dismissed from the canal
because they chose to exercise their franchise according to
their consciences. In looking over the affidavits that were
produced to-day they seemed to be open to great suspicion.
The Bansard of Friday contained the affidavits and it was
issued late on Saturday. How could they have got the

ansard and known what the affidavits contained if they
had not taken them and sent them that night ? How did
they get the affidavit sent in by the member for North
York (Mr. Mulock) and have affidavits here from thom to-
day? It looks suspicious. In effect, we have two 'affidavits
against one affidavit, because they voted in accordance with
their consciences. I heard the member for Montreal (Mir.
Curran) complain in the days of the Mackenzie Administra-
tion that the Catholies were only made sweepers in this
country, and here are sweepers who, bocause they voted in
accordance withhoir conscience, were dismissed on the first
opportunity. This is a piece of petty malignity unworthy
ofthe hon. gentleman.

Mr. MITCHELL. I hope the member for Montreal Centre
(Mr. Curran) will show more discretion and sense in the
future, and not attack the Berald which has always treated
him fairly.

Mr. HESSON. Let the hon. gentleman take back what
he said in regard to the member for North Perth.

Mr. MITCHELL. I meant the member for South Perth;
I apologise.

Interoolonial Railway-Capital...... ..... ..... ........ $305,000

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I desire to draw the attention1
of the Minister of Finance to the working expenses of(
the Intercolonial Railway for the past year. It the hon.1
gentleman will refer to the report of the Railwayi
Department ho will find there has been an increase of ex-
penditure for locomotive power of $68,000; car expenses,
$73,729; maintenance of way and works, $8176,950; station1
expenses, $18,314 ; general charges, 8378-making a totali
increase of 8337,395. That seems to be a very large amount,1
It is fair to admit that there has been some increase in the1
number of tons of freight carried over the road, but itt
must be well known to any one familiar with the workingt
of the road that the working expenses are quite out of
proportion to the amount of the traffie. If this is going
to continue there is very little advantage in havingà
increased traffic because it is attended by largely increaseds
expenses. I notice by the report at page 19 the following:e
, The coal trafflc between Nova Scotia and the Upper Pro-
vinces has increased as seen by the following comparativeç

Sir RIcRiD CÂATWRIGUT.

Étatement : " and then there is a statement given, showiang
that, in 1870, the amount of coal carried was 10,000 toüs as
compared with 175,000 tons in 1886. That would be a
gratifying feature of the working of the road I am prepared
to admit, if it were not for the remark that the rate at
which coal is carried is excecdingly low and the cars are
hauled back empty a distance of 600 miles, so that this
business causes increased expenses without furnishing an
increase of revenue. Last year when I brought this matter
under the notice of the Minister, ho admitted that coal was
carried over the Intercolonial Railway at an actual loss.There
are other coal in terests in Nova Scotia which are i nterested
in this question, and I have often been spoken to by gentle-
mon interested who very justly complain of the favoritism
shown by the Governmerit in this matter. They say they
are contributors to a certain extent for whatever loss is in-
curred by the carriage of the coal, and that such losa falls
upon the public generally. They further say, that were it
not for the action of the Government, they would be pro-
pared to have large depots for coai along th uline, in order
to take advantage of the scarcity which usually arises
during the cold season when navigation is closed; but they
say it is useless to go to any oxpense of this kind, because
the moment coal reaches a point above what is merely a
paying rate, then the Government stop in and show their
disposition towards this favored company by carrying their
products over the Intercolonial Railway at a losing rate to
compete with us and prevent us from obtaining what, un-
der other circumstances, we would obtain, a fair advance
for our precaution and foresightednoss in having stocks
accumulated at Montreal and Qaeboc, or other large con-
suming points. I do not thin:k the House would be pre-
pared to sanction in any part of the country an exper-
diture of that kind. The increase of tho working ex-
penses bas been alitogether out of proportion to the
increase of trafii!, and if the increase in expenditure has to
continue in the same ratio with the increase of traffic la-t
year, the more traffic the road obtains the worsa off we shall
be, especially in regard to coal, which I suppose is the main
factor. It is time we put a stop to this business. The
Government for the benefit of a company in the hon. gen-
tleman's own county should not make a discrimination in
favor of that company. I have no feeling against the Spring
Hill Company, and [ desire to eoe them prosper and. make
money and develop their industry in every proper and
legitimate way; but, as a representative in this House, I
cannot permit to pass without protest these statements in
the report of the Railway Department every year which
show that the department with which the hon. gentleman
bas so much influence bas carried the product of that con-
pany's mines to market at aloss to the Dominion. The hon.
gentleman adamits that three-quarters of a cent per
ton per mile is the lowest rate at which coal can
be carried in the United States to pay working
expenses, and yet coal is carried from spring Hill
to Montreal at threc-tenths of a cent. per ton per mile. It
is high time this business was stopped, because it causes
great dissatisfaction, and justly so, and we hear complainte
from other parties baving similar interests in the Dominion.
I should like the hon. gentleman to explain, if he can, the
increase in the working expenses on the Intercolonial
Railway. I regret that the Minister of Railways is not in
hiS place, because ho naturally would ho more familiar with
the working of the road, but the enormous increase of
$337,000 demands explanation.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid it is impossible
at this late period of the Session to enter into an elaborate
statement of the traffie and working expenses of the Inter-
colonial Railway. The question of the general policy bas
been settled before, and we quite admit that it would be
very desirable, if we could do so, to make the accounta
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balance. But the hon. genitleman i@ bomewhat unreason-
able in complaining that the rolling stock is inadequate and
that there are not suffioient coal cars, and also complain
of the appropriation asked for the purpose of farnishing that
rolling stock which is required. The hon. gentleman may be
quite sure that the Goverinmont will not ask any appropria.
tion for rolling stock for the lutercolonial Railway not de-
manded by increased business. I quite admit that the ques-
tion raised is an important one, naimely, whether business
should be done that is not of a profitable nature I have
endeavored topoint out the great importance of the inter-
provincial trade, and that when we have a Government
railway-we have to adopt a system of rates that we caunot
expect to obtain from a private company. The ha. gentle-
man complains that the coal is carried oU the Iate)rcIonial
Railway from the Spring Hill mines more largely than from
any other company. The ruson of this1large volu me of traffic
on the Intercoloniat Railway, from the Spring 1111 mines i s
because they are nearer to Montrcal and the west than any
of the other mines.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Naturally, yes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, naturally, there would be

a large volume of traffic from that caue. 1 imagine that in
another year the volume of coal carried on the Intercolonial
Railway wll be greatly dirminished, because of the con,
struction of the Short Line Railway to Halifax and St. John,
and the construction of the road from Spring Hill mines to
the harbor of Pugwash which will give communication by
water, as cheap as the transit over the In terceoia R-til-
way is now, and carriod at a loss, as I admit it is, it wathbe
carried much cheapar by waterway. 1 am afraid, however,
it is too late to take up any longer time in the discussion of
this question, which has been discussed over and over again
on former occasions.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The bon. gentleman says I am
apparently inconsistent, beeause while arguing for an in-
crease of rolling stock to accommodate the coal companies
I am now complaining that this stock is being used for the
carriage of coal to Montreal. The complaint of the other
companies is that the general traffic of the Pictou mines,
and along the lino elsewhere is being neglected, and the
stock is being used to carry the product of the Spring Hill
mines to Montreal and Quebec at a loss to the Goverament,
whereas if it were placed at the disposai of the Pictou mines
for traffic in Nova Sootia, it would be profitable. The com-
plaint is that those cars which are required for the develop-
ment of the Pictou mines are given to the Spring Hill mines
to carry their coal to Montreal and elsewhere.

Mr. MITCHELL. This is a question of some importance
to the Maritime Provinces, and I am rather inclined to
take the view of the Minister of Finance in this matter and
not te object because ho carries coal from the Spring Hill
mines at a loss. It cannot be carried at ail if it is not
carried at a loss, and if we are te make a practical union of
this Confederation, having built an Intercolonial Railway
at an expense of $25,04,000 for the purpose of connecting
the Maritime Provinces with the other portions of the
Dominion, I am prepared te justify the Government in
doing what is reasonable to develop the resources of that
country. While this may be a loss to the country, it was
the contract thstwas entered into at Confederation, and the
Intercolonial Railway is the connecting fink which binds
the Maritime Provinces to old Canada and the western
portion of the Dominion. The Government could no more
sell that railway as they proposed to soli it, than they could
fiy, and pretend at the same time te hold the Maritime
Provinces in the Confederation. fhe same principle that
goveras the carriage of the coal from Spring Hill, governs
the carriage of the stone from Newcastle, and if we can
develop any of those industries in the eastern portion Of

the Dominion-a portion of the Dominion which has sacri.
ficed so much in the interests of Confederation-

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. I say they are justifled in carrying

the natural products of those Provinces under special cir-
cumstances.

Sir CHARLES TU PPER Hear, hear.
M1r. MITCHIELL. Yes, I am prepared to justify that,

The cotnplaints of the other coal companies are that they
are not so favorably situated as to their geographical situa.
tion as the Spring Hill mines are. I bave no interest in the
Spring Hill mines, and I nover had, but I bolieve it is in the
interest of the whole country that those mines should b
developed, even if w, had to develop them at somesaorifice
to the other portions of the Dominion. Under those ciroum-
stances I find no fuilt with the Government carrying the
coal from Spring Hill; always assuming they carry it at the
best rate they can get. It is just as well those cars should
carry coal as corne back empty, even thougb they carry it
at a loss. Take the case of that magnificent stone quarry
at Newcastle, a monument of which is crected out bere in
front of these parliament buildings. When I am lorgotten
and have passod away, that stone will be pointed to,
as coming from the county that Peter Mitchell once
represented. Lot me say to the Minister of Public Works,
who is paying no attention to me-lot me again say to the
Minister of Public Works, who, for the third time I repoat,
is p'iying no attention to me whatever--

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Very well.
Mr. MITCHELL. Let me say that I admire the course

pursued by the hon. gentleman. When he found the
best stone that would commend itsolf to the artistic taste of
the artistical people of this Dominion, he at once adopted
the principle of getting that stone oven though ha carried
it at a loss. It is desirable to have that stone there as a
monument of what Canada can do, instead qf going to Ohio
for stone as we did for this building when we eau get the
finest stone at home.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. the Minister of Finance
said ho wound give us information.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. On a former occasion I ave
the result of the increased traffic on the Tnteroolonial il-
way, and I was asked what the earnings were. I bave
since obtained the information. In 1876-77 the earnings
were 81,154,445.33; in 1886-87, ten years afterwards, they
were $2,596,009.83, showing that the earnings have kept
pace with the increased traffic. The loss in the operation
of the road in 1876-77 was over half a million; the luss
during the last year was under a quarter of a million.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, but the expenditure in 1876-77
embraced 8200,000 for new rails, as the hou. gentleman
knows.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The fact must not be
lost sight of that 410,000,000 of additional capital have been
sunk in the road.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. My hon. friend from East
York is not correct in saying that the expenditure in 1876-77
embraced the rails.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes, I am quite correct.

Mr. JONE3 (Halifax). $800,000, spread over three years.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. If you deduct that, you will
still have a much smaller balance lastyear than in previous
years.

Mr. MACKENZIE. But how muchb ave youe charged to
capital during those years ?
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have followed my hon. hitherto, bcause the working expenses cannet, probably
friend's example as closely as I oould, because I thought bis be very largely decreased wbile the truffe wiIl be ver
example was highly commendable, that is, to charge ail largely decreased. lad that Short Line Iiailway been bûli
new rolling stock required for increased business to capital, by private enterprise, we could net, of course, raise an
and to charge to revenue that which was necessary to keep question; but 1 always tbought it was a mistaken policy o
the rolling stock in repair. As the bon. gentleman's rolling the part of the Government te bud up a rival unâ to des
stock was all new and ours was old, the burden has been troy the interest this country bas in the Intercolonial Rai
much greater on the Government now than it was in the way. I may be mistaken, but I fear very much that when
inception of the road, because a much greater outlay is re- that une is in opeiation a few months hence, the loss on th
quired to keep it in repair. [ did not bring this question up, Intercolonial Railway will be double wbat it bas been in th
but I thought it well to state that we have had a most grati-past.
fying increase in the traffic during the ten years, and in the Sir CHARLES TIPPER. 1 wish te correct the misar
revenue received from that traffic, and that we are able toprehension which 1 feu into when discussing the question
balance the accounts more nearly, even. in our worst year, cf snow sheds. 1 assumed, from having neinformation a
than we were in the inception of the road. It is very natur- my hand, that they were te replace snow sheds which ha<
al that that should be the case, becanse every year addi-
tional industries spring up along the railway, and furnish The snow sheda now required are new, in addition te wha
increaised business te it. existed before, on the St. Charles Brand, andother portion

Mr. JONiES (Halifax). Lt is very gratifying, cf coursecf thbe line,lwhre great difficltwies tre experienced for the
lwant f additiona now sheds. [otake tIis oppertunity t

te flnd that the increase bas been graduai and natural; that explain this item, because ul renewals cortainly cught t
was oniy te be expeeted frein a new road. But I arn under fai on revenue, anda thought ths had been treated excep
the impression that if the on gentleman ad flowed thhi n r in eon
same course as bis predecessors, and bad carged twork- y. be en ifr m a wthat the item for snow-shedding is for new and additiona
ing expenSes wbat actuaaly belonged te working expenIes, sheds and thRit the keeping in repair cf the old sheds it
w. should have seen a very different resuit and a very charge orvn.
mach smaller amount standing charged against capital to. eervne
day. If I arn sparcd te be in this flouse next year, Iintend Sir RICHAR CARPWRIG T. I a clad te hsa
te move for a special committeete examine into the ex pen that because it will s ive us a vote on concurrence. I wil
diture on capital account on theIntercoolonial Railway, take this opportanity tes y a word with reforenceteih
because notwitbstanding ail that bas been 8aid on this sub-expenditureaon this raitowy. rphe xpenditre in the tim
jeet by the Governent, I arn under a vcry strongconvie of ny bon, friend bside me arose largtly fIom the alteran
tien-se strong that it will take a great deal te persuade me tien sn grades or the replacement a ,iron rails by steol o
ie the cntrary-that large sums have been purposely and both; at any rate, it w expenses which mght regsonably
deliberately charged from year te year te capital acceunt, have been placed te capital. Bat there are tw other
which ought te have been charged te ordinary expenditure important questions. The pregd ent eharge for interest on
I stated in the iouse hastn early part f the Session the Intercois itRailway is fally $400,000 greater l han it
that I was informed by one gentleman, an ardent friend was i nmy hon.oe riend's timo. The absolut coatte the
and supporter of the Groverninent living in Hlalifax, who is people is uow $2,25000J0 as acganst $ 1,800,000 tien for
onstant complainingof thewantofaccommodati n for the interet;a.nd the hon. gentleman kow ithat npossible

transport sf cai, that heeas aware f a certain number cf test cf cemp frison ah be made betwen a aprietioynew
cai cars having been baurned up at Pictou or Stellarten, railway, a that was in gr nt part, oroly jut opd e it afflc,
which culd have been repaired at an expenditure otf 60 er andred whio e as been i operhtion for 3
70 each, because they would have had tgb charget Mr. CAMPBELL. Before this item is passed, I wish t

working erpnses, and that tbey wore replaced by new cars say a word in reference t sthe management cf the Inter-
osting 200 each, whic were charged tercapital accoant; colonial Railway, and t dsire te do se because I seo the

and I owilloive the name f my informant te aidb on. Min- chief engineer presont, and wish hlm te take a note cf wat
ister bf Finance. Therefore, I say it is utterly impossible nsay You kow, Sir, that the rebatesen fleur from Haltax
that the large asuount which as been charged toe capital and St. John are frei s cents te 10 cents a barrel, accord-

oulibeprteely pch edrosent Goverment came into power ing te the amountt c Wptl.Bl, there are rnany theus-whid cohtohaclassed under that head. There is an- ands of barrels inpeted hy Prc Edward Island freoin
other matter te which I would ryfer, tint is, the very gen Boston, and would point eut te the bon the Minister that
eral feeling of discontent at the chief engineer or manager if the system of granting rebates was extended to thefleur
cf ths6t road being at Ottawa. The impression generally ipopee by n ri200 d a aginst m 1,800,00 then go
prevaling is that the management sould be atMoncten. the intert;a tRie wa. gentlman kes tht s plegosier
When anoce bas a transaction ceonncted with the Inter-testf comais ma de baying aniveseen aspeoetsIlne,
colonial Railway a great deal of red tape and a great lss o aila aas part, nly jstoentoatpfsie,
wcf coul hare eean ered at buinessenture ofra6r and if we can, by applying toe systom that is. vogue hem
o7 te abecstheoldhavehadutoiess choado Mr- Halifax and St. John B flour oin te iPrince dward
wcted or axiy information recepved, as it frequent y Island the greter portienco tha wodgeever the Inter-

happons that when o wne man is away, bis deputy has colonial Railway, I e si t in so ston the
tawill give thename of mnortant toh ioant mon the ist May, therewere at isat it0,000 barrels of Cana-
questions of business relating te the Intercolonial «Rail- dian fleur there for transportation te Prince Edward Island,way bave been banging over week atter wok; and and if a similar redution were made t othat ade on fleur
I at satised that it wohld be very machted te interest from Halifax, it would a bave gene over tre Intercolonial
co the railway if the mnagementere transferrd nto Mone- Railway. I trust that the o vernm nt wil take thiumat-

ton. The pon. gentleman referred teathe. Topening f te ter np. If they can cairy fur te EaHwax for 5 cents a
hort Line tr ailway. hI wulad ehear that it is gingt g rreen to dould ointrout toîton. instthat
be open; but I always thoaght it very extraordinary that e ste em of g rit tes wa etnded to the saone

tre Governm nt ould have subsidised a railway te form ta
rival line toe tha ateraolonial. If that rod is gcing te Sir CARLES TUPPER. I may s ty a word with regard
shorten the distace as muc as ho says, the adual as colonttis matter, ard I wish aise t answer a question sked
the Intercolonial wilR -dnrverytmheh larger thareit ifoeen by tiefohon. member for South Oxford. I would dra ndbis

Mr. MàoE.hlziz.
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attention to the condition of the canal account, whieh bears
upon the point he was discussing. The hon. gentleman
knows of the 3normous capital expended by this country in
connection with the canal system, and I draw his attention
to the fact that the expense of maintaining the canal system
exceede the receipts this year by practically, $192,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What are the receipts?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. They are $56,646 from ail

sources, and the expenditure for expenses and repairs are
$548,567, nearly $200,000 deficiency, which relatively is.
mach greater than the average deficiency on the lritercolo.
nial Railway; and yet we pay ail the interest on the whole
of this canal expenditure just the same as we pay the in-
terest on the railway expenditure.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am afraid the hon.
gentleman has undereosimatcd the expenses. We voted
$508,000 for this year; we voted $503:000 for the fatut e
years, and we have besides, under the bead of railways and
canais chargeable to income, about 8220,000 more, so that
the loss is not merely $200,000 but nearer $100,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER You will find the statement
on page 23 of Publie Accounts, and that is for the year
1886-87. The loss in that year is 8191,920 95.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It would appear that,
in ail human probability, the loss for 1888-89 will h
$400,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am afraid it will be largely
increased.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What rate is charged by the Intei-
colonial Railway on stone from Newcastle ?

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. One-fifth of 1 cent per
ton per mile, or about 12 cents per cubie foot.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon, gentleman knows that
great complaints have been made by the meichants of
Halifax with regard to the accommodation given to the
western imillers, who are enabled to keep their flour at the
public expense for a month. The Halifax merchants justly
complain If any person requires flour for shipment, ray
to Lutenburg or Liverpool, it can be shipped by the west-
ern millers owirg to this accommoiation, iind the merchant s
in Halifax are prevented doing arny business in flour at ail.
I think the hon. gentleman will remember there was a
representation presented to the Government on that sub.
ject.

Sir CHARLES TUPPàR. In answer to the hon. mem-
ber for Kent (Mr. Campbell), I will say that during
the past recess a royal commission was appointed to take
up the whole of this question in connection with the in-
terstate commerce Biliuin the United States. That com-
mission was composed of very able men; and having ir-
vestigated the whole of that question with great caro,
they embodied the result of their opinion in a report which
has, to a large extent, been embodied in an Act which has
passed Parliament the present Session, and which will
deal with the question of rebate of which the hon. gentle-
man eomplains, by putting the various parties nearly upon
an equal footing.

Esquimalt Graving Dock......... . . '

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Why was the amount
of $'7,383.15 for settlement of McNamee's claim not dis-
posed of last Seasion ?

Sir HECTOR LAN»GEVIN. Because the r port of the
Special Committee came in the last day or twa bufore the
end of the Ses-ion.

Sir RIIIARD CARrWRUGHIT. It is describel here as
the Session of 1886. Is that a mistake f>r last Session ? i

Sir HECTOR LINGEVIN. That is a mistake for last
Session.

Sir RICHIR[D CARrWRIGLLIT. I have forgotten who
were the members of the Solect Conmittee, but I do not
like this business ofroferring c'aim-i of this kind to a Select
Cnmmittee, becaise my experienco is that that is a mere
buffer for the Gwvernmont to get rid of a disagreable
duty. Of course, the Governmont as.uno the responsibitity,
but I d>ubt whothor any Selet Coninttee shiuld be
allowed to deal with thoso matters in any case. If a claim
is made, it should bu dealt with by a judicial tribunal.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). I was a momber of the
Spocial Comnmittee, and I know that we investigated very
thoioughly the claim that was mado. The question was a
diffloulty between tho Governmcnt of british Columbia and
McNanee.

Mr. SHANLY. I was associatod on that Committee
with my hon. frend fron the city of St. John (Mr. Weldon)
and I know that we did investigate the mattor very thor-
oughly, though I do not express any opinion as to the
wisdom of referring any of these matters to a Speoial Com-
mittee.

Sir RICHARD CAR £WRIGIHT. I am bound to say
that the Government could scarcely have elected two mcm-
bers in whom I would have more confidence than my two
hon. friends from the two sides of the Iloume. At the
same time, that does not alter my opinion that it is a very
dangerous practice to send any ucwh claims to a Select Cm-
mittee. I wouli inifinitely prtofr that thoy shluld go bofbre
judicial arbitrators.

Mr. PR[OR. I do not object to the vote boing passed,
but 1 do object strongly to this monoy boing handod over
to F. IL. McNamee & Co., unloss there is sono stipulation
made that ho shall pay his credirs. He took the contract
from Ibo Provincial Govearinent of British C>lumbia in
the first place, and in Jane, 18S83, the P ovincial Gov-
ernment took tho work out of his hands bocaiuse it was
rot being do'e sat i-factprily. Ancerwirdi the Dominion
Govern mnent toiok t hwork and tpaid the Provnoiail Gov-
eru neit a large sain i îof mney for the work done,
and also for tho p:at and raatw lal of NcNamee
& C., and thena th Dominai n Government gave a contract
te Lurkin & Cuinoll, ai itihey carried on the work.
McNamee thon pqtitioned tho Piovincuil Government for
compeusation for the deposit of 81o,000 whieh ho had put
up and the Provincial Governament had forteited, and also
for the balance due on the contraut work. Tbe Provincial
Government had a Select Committee appointed, and that
committee admitted that the accouunt should ho paid, but
reported that the Dominion Governmont sh:ould psy it.
McNamco thon petit ioed the D)minion (Government, and
a Select Committee was appointel here, at.d that cornmittee
reported, that, although McNamee had not a legal claim,
he had ani equitab!o claim, and thoy thought the amount of
$15 001) wit h interest should bu paid. Daringthe time that
MeNaree & Co. were porforming their work in British
Columbia they ran up a la'ge amount of debts, and, when
the contract was taken away from them, they loft the coun-
try without paying thoir credi tors, who have never received
a cent to this day. The Provincial (Government paîi a great
many wokrmen out of the 810,0 0 which was put up, ho-
cause stome of th-m were on the point of starvation, but
thero is now over -S,00( owing to crelityrs there. I thintk
the Government should got a guararnteo f rom NeN imeo &
Co., that they will settle n full with their creditors in

riash C >lurnbia, and I objert most strongly to thi4 moncy
boirg handed over to them unless thît guaranteo is obiaitd.

Mr. BAKER. If it wore nocessary to corroborate the
statement of my colleague, I would have pleanure in doing
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so, but I should like to ask the Government if the amonunt
in the Fstimates of 817,383.:5 includes the amount of
$15,000 with interest at 6 per cent. from the th November,
1884, wbich was the date of the letting of the contract to
Larkin, Connolly & Co., and, further, if the Minister of
Publie Works will give an assurance that the creditors of
McNamee & Co., in Victoria, will, before the money is paid,
be protected. In order to secure that, I would move that
the following words be added to the item:-

Said sum not to be paid over to i. B. McNamee, until satisfactory
evidence bas been furnisbed to the Department of Public Works that the
creditors of the firm of McNamee & 0o , in Victoria, and other British
Columbia towns and cities have been paid.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There was a despatch
received from the First Minister of British Columbia, Mr.
Smith, stating that the $10,000 deposit which McNamee &
Co. had made with the Government of British Columbia
would be kept for the purpose of paying the creditors of
McNamee & Co. in British Columbia. We are not aware
that there is anything else in the amount to be covered by
that 810,000. Therefore, this is not for the purpose of pay-
ing for work done, but it is to pay for the plant which was
handed over by the British Columbia Government to the
Government of the Dominion, and, therefore, I do notthink
this amendment should be adopted. If these parties have
judgments that have not been paid, let tbern do as all other
creditors do, let them execute their judgments; but I do not
think they should ask us to pay the debts of a contractor
to whom we are giving the price of the plant that was taken
from him by the British Columbia Government and handed
ovei to us.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The Minister of Public Works
states that the plant had been taken by the Provincial
Governmont without any authority, and that Government
handed it over to the Dominion Government. Mr. McNamee
could not file a petition of right against the Government,
and he ft that the plant baving been taken from him the
amount sbould be paid. He notified the provincial authori-
ties of the proceedings of the committee, and of the
Dominion Government, and I think the matter was fairly
investigated, and it would be very unfair now to say to Mr.
McNamee that this condition should be attached, for it
appears that in consequence ot' what was clearly and wrong-
fully the aet of the provincial authorities of British
Columbia, Mr. McNamee was practically ruined.

Mr. MIICIiELL. Why should British Colombians corne
liere and ask to be placed upon a better footing than other
people ?

Mr. BAKER. They do not.
Mr. MITCHELL. If a gentleman happons to enter into

an engagement and gets into debt, and happens to have a
claim against the Government, are the creditors coming to
this Parliament and asking this Government to psy aitlhis
debts ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I think we have a prece ient for
this action in this House. A vote was passed a few years
ago, respecting the Short Line. The Government took a
portion of that money to pay the laborers on that line ;
therefore if this vote is in a position to be utilised upon the
same principle, I think thec Government have a precedent
for it.

Mr. BAKER. There are one or two things that the
committee do not thor ughly understarnd. That commit-
tee, relying upon the veracity of my late colleague, Mr.
Shakespeare, was formed on purpose to give Mr. McNamee
justice, and also upon bis verbal guarantee that if he got
that money he wuld sec tbese creditors paid, and that is
why we, as British Columbians, ask the Minister of Publio
Works to see that, out of a sum voted by this Parliament to

Mr. BAKx.

Messrs. McNamee & Co., whatever portion rightly be.
longs to the creditors in Victoria and other cities in British
Columbia, should be held by the Government, instead of
the whole being handed to MeNamee & Ci. British
Columbians do not come here to ask anything which is not
accorded to the other Provinces, and if we did, I think
there would be very little show of getting it, if theb hon.
mermiber for Northumberland had anything to say in the
matter.

Mr. MITCHELL. I do not think the hon. gentleman
should make an attack upon me. I have always shown to
British Columbia an amount of fair play that many other
members in this House have not shown. I appeal to my
hon. friend whother, in almost every instance whore British
Columbia bas been concerned, I have not favored her. I
had something to do with bringing her into Confederation;
I had something to do with the conditions under which she
came in ; and I think those conditions werevery liberal; and
it came with bad grace froin the hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. Baker) to insinuate that if I had anything to do with
the Government, she would not get fair play. The hon.
gentleman is making a statement which the facts do not
justify him in nmaking, and he cannot sustain it by my atti-
tude or by my votes. It is true that I differed with the
hon. gentleman on the Chinese question, but, bacause I bu.
lieved in allowing the Chinese to come into the country,
the hon. gentleman must not suppose that I am against
British Columbia.

Mr, BAKER I did not make any insinuations. I stated
plainly that everytbing I aid this afternoon had reference
to what you said immediately proceding, and to nothing else.

Mr. MITCHELL. He says he don't mean to insinuate
anything, What was it brought me to my feet but the in-
sinuations of the hon. gentleman? Insinuations, I tell him,
not warranted by the facts, He cannot point to one title of
evidence to show that I have been hostile to British Colum-
bia. I have always been a friend of British Columbia.

Mr. BAKER. The hon. Minister of Public Works said
if there were any unpaid claims-I have two in my hand,
one from John Kinsman and the other from the Bank of
British North Amer ca. The two of them amountto $1,100,
and they have not oeeu piid yet.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Why do not they execute
their judgments against Mr. McNamee in Montreal ?

Mr. BAKER. We have done so.

Mr. PRIOR. The Local Government has paid nearly the
wbole ofthat 810,000 out to workmen who are creditors.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Not all the $10,000,
Mr. PRIOR, Of the 810,000 deposited, the greater part of

that money has been paid out to workmen whom MeNamee
had employed on the dock.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I am sure less than $7,500 of that
moncy has been paid out.

Mr. PRIOR. I have got assuranee from the Provincial
Government that such is the case. I did not pay i myself.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). If there is any equity in the
matter, the Province of British Columbia ought to pay it,
and not Mr. McNamee.

Public Works, chargeable to Income, Quebec..........$56,300
Mr. LAURIER. In regard to the item of $13,600 for St.

Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, I should like to know the
particulars.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The expenditure ia for
building operations.
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Public Works, Ontario ......................., . ...... $31,967

Mr. MoMtULL EN. I desire information in regard to the
expenditure of $6,000: improvements, furniture, &c., Speak.
ers' apartments, Senate and House of Commons.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Among the other improve-
monts made, I may mention a change in the staircase, im-
proved heating apparatus, electric light, painting and paper.
ing, and other works in the Speaker's Chambers of the Com-
mons. The amount of $6,000 was about divided botween
the Senate and the Commons. The alterations in the
Speaker's Chambers in the Sonate included new heating
apparatus, improved ventilation, change in the passage
leading to the refreshment rooms and other works.

Mr. LANDERKIN. How many additional rooms does the
Speaker of the Commons now occupy-how many rooms
have been expropriated by him.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think he bas any
new rooms.

Mr. LANDERKIN. The room off the chamber is occu-
pied by the Speaker, and I understand he has a room
formerly used as part of the reporters' gallery, and that
another emall room bas been partitioned off.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I do not think he has any
more rooms than last year.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Does Mr. Speaker receive
$4,000 salary as before, and for the same reasons ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Speaker receives the
salary fixed by law.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). A statutory salary ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). But the rule of law is that

when the reason ceases the appropriation oeases also.
Repairs, faraiture, heating &c..............$12,377

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like some ex-
planation in regard to this item,

Sir HECTOIR LANGEVIN. This is the site of the old
Parliament building at Quebec. That property had been
transferred to the Quebec Government for the use of the
Legislature there. The building was burnt down, and the
the Government of Quebec constructed another l'uilding,
and they, therefore, retransferred this property to the
Government of Canada, saying they did not want it any
more, and they declared at the same time they would
transfer the amount of insurance on the building which they
had received. Under the purchase deed, at the time of the
old Province of Lower Canada, there is a ground rent of
81,444 payable to the Archbishop of Queb3o. We are now
ti ying to have the Cardinal Archbishop of Quebec to accept
the capital of that amount so as to extinguish the rent.

Mr. LAUR[ER. Were the Goverument bound to take
back this property ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It had been handed to them
only for that special purpose, and they said they did not
want it any more.

Mr. LAURIER. Do I understand that the Government
considered they were bound to take back that property
when offered it by the Quebec Government ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Mr. LAURIER. Is that the opinion of the Minister of
Justice ?

Mr. THOMPSON. I have not looked into the matter
myself, but I understand the position to bO this : that the
titie teing with us we are bound to pay this rent.

Mr. LAURIER. I understood that it had been trans-
ferred to the Quebuc Governument by matter of contract?

Mr. TLIOMPSON. No.
Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGIIT. This, as I understand,

must have been a lease of the land from lhe Provinces of
Canada to the old Province of Quebec.

Mr. LAURIER. Of Lower Canada.
Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. Yes, of Lower Canada,

who leased this from the ecclosiastical authorities. That
was the original state of the case.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, There was an Act of Parlia-
ment passed at that period by which the Goevernmient of the
Province of Lower Canada purchased from the thon bishop
of Quebec that property, on their paying one thousand
pounds sterling anually.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIG HT. That was donc by the
old Province of Lower Canada ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Governmont of Canada
continued that. It became thoir property when .Confedera-
tion took place. After Confederation-- about a year atter, I
think-there was an Order in Council giving the use of
that property to the Queboc Gi3vornment on which to erect
a Parliament flouse. Now the Government of the Province
of Quebec say : We do not want the property now, it is for
you to pay the ront, and we give you back the amount for
which it was iusured.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How much was that?
Sir IIE TOR LANG EVIN. $3s,000, I think.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do we get that back ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We will have that back.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I hope if the hon. gen-

tlemen opposite are going to commute that they will coin-
mute it speedily before the rate of interest falls unduly low.
At the present rate of interest it will only cost us 8100,000;
but on the principle laid down by the Minister of Finance
if we wbit until the interest falls, wu will have to pay
$200,000.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Wu are in communication
with the Cardinal Archbishop of Quobec about that.
He opposes our right to take tIh capital, and the matter
bas been referred to the Minit-ter of Justice, who, ii a very
few days I understand, will give bis opinion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The site ought to bo
worth something.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Oh, yes.
Little Nation River-Removal of obstructions......... $1,000

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I sec no appropriation here for
the repairing of the returning ground at Dresden. I havo
mentioned the matter before to the Minister of Public
Works, and this place should be protected, by piling or
otherwise. The banks of the river are giving away, and
damage to life and property is likely to result. A little
expenditure now will save the Government more than they
would be obliged to pay for possible damage to property.

Sir HEC [OR LANGEVIN. I will have the matter
looked into by my chief engineer, and I shall try to do what
is right in the matter.

North Saskatchewan River...... ............................. $6,000

Mr, WATSON. I would like te ask the Minister how
this money bas been spent ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to cover an expendi-
ture of $683 incurred up to the lst of March, in connctiln
with barbor and river worka undertaken on the part of the
Government, and to provide for requirements beforo t e
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close of the carrent fiscal year, to the extent of $316.95.
We want a small margin in case there should be anything
more needed.

Sir RICHARD CARTW RIGHT. I do not intend to object
to this, but I should like to know what has been done in
regard to the improvement of naviga-ion on the Saskatche-
wan-what results have been achieved, and what is this
money for ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The chief engineer says this
is to cover the expenditure in connection with the im-
provement of the North Saskatchewan River to September,
and to provide for the additional sum which ho thinks will
be required for six months of the coming year. He says
that the report of the engineer bas not yet been received.
The reason of that was the engincer was seriously ill, but
ho is now working at the report.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentleman
know how many miles of that river are navigable now ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have the statement bere.
The first and second rapids at the end of the falls,which were
found to b eslightly obstructed were cleared of boulders so
as to leave a channot of three feet deop. At the third rapid
a good depth of water was found and no further work was
thought necessary for the present. The fourth rapid was
obstructed by boulders and was entiroly cleared, but at one
place it is found impossible to clear more than about 16
inches deep for about 150 feet. The bottom being of hard
gravel which could only be removed by dredging appliances
which were not availablo thon. Thore is a distance of water
communication from the mouth of Red River to Edmonton
on the Saskatchowan of 1,073 miles, but I cannot say what
portion is navigable.

Dredging ..... , .. ........ ......... ........... ... ........ $20,990

Mr. WATSON. Where is it intended to expend the
$5,000 for dredging in Manitoba?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The memorandum 1 have
does not state where. It will be where it is wanted.

Mr. WATSON. A sum of $10,000 was voted some years
ago to improve the Water Hen River, but nothing was done
there. I do not object to the way in which the money was
spent, because I believe it was more beneficially used Lo
improve the mnouth of White Mud River. But it is impor-
tant that Water Hen Riversthould be improved so as to enable
the holders of timber limits in that district to utilise them.
The Government have not yet been able to collect any duos
from those limits on that account; but I believe the revenue
which would be derived from those limits would more than
compensate the Government for the expenditure necessary
to improve that river.

To pay litigation in re schooner David J. Adams
(Uovernor General'a warrant)............$3,859 53

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I this the result of
some of those fisheries proccodings on the part of the
Government last year?

Mr. THlOMPSON. It is to pay the prosecution of one of
the seized vesseis.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the position
of tho case?

Mr. THOMPSON. Judgment bas not been given.
Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIG uT. This is just on account?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. WATSON. I hope the hon. Minister will see that IbsireRiCHARD aRTWRJG ht eYeesie
the money intended to improve the navigation of the Sas.
katchewan River shall be spent this year. It is very impor. m n.
tant that the navigation of that river should be improved, Mr. MITCHELL. I recollect, the day that this vessel
as the people of the Prince Albert district and other dis- was seized, meeting the right hon.iFirstiMniter in the
tricts on the North Saskatchewan have no railway commu- lobby. I said to him: You had nu business to seize that
nication. I regret that I do not sec any vote in the Estimates vesel; it was an undignified procoeding. The First Minister
this year for improving the St. Andrew'sm rapids, which has repihd, pridiug himeof upon the fact thst although the
been promised from year to ycar. Those rapids forn part Goverumont had missod them on the violation of the treaty
of the water communication betweon Winnipeg and Princeof 1818, they hud caught tbem on the Customs Act. Nearly
AI bert and other points on the Saskatchewan, and itisvery . two yarsbave elapsed sînce the seizure was made, and
important that the lake boats should be enabled to go up here le an expouse of $3,200, aud the matter is not yet
the Red River to the city of Winnipeg, not only for thescttled.
sake of the Saskatchewan traffic, but also to enable lumber Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Who le to blame for that?
from the timber limits on Lake Winnipog to be deliverod at Mr. MITCHELL. The bon. gentleman is tu blame. The
Winnipeg by those boats.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVJN. My engineers think thatwe hon. gtmninlencth cos. ie eandrltir
must have more information tban we bave before woecan dopreine, ho kopt thiscaent aboance, an e lu
anything with regard to those rapids, which they scem to mousnexyetsud al theun sgWhoitis an enr-
dread more than any other work. It is a question whether
the improvements the hon. gentleman speaks of would Mr. JOXES (Halifax). Graham, Tupper & Borden.
really be improxements, or whether they would b an Mr. MITCHELL. Thero le nu reason why we Fhould
injury. Therelore, before we eau do anything, wO must ho p y legal oxpenses to Graham, Tupper & Bordon. i Mr.
sure wbat the result will be. Tupper the hup. member for Pictou? This thiug should bu

Mr. WATSON. The engineers of the hon. Minister have put a stop to and the billsettled up. The seizureof the
been there for two or three years, and a large amount of Adams was a disgrace and a discredit to the Goverument,
money has been expended on turveys; aLd surely tbere is nnd tho continnance of the caeufor two years, without a
bufficient information now in the department to enable it decislon bavirg yet been given, may fairly bo charged as a
to go on with the work. A Iew months ago it was supposed di credit tu Canada.
that it would be gone on with immediately. It was also Mr.TIOMPSON. The Adams wuseized for two
urderstood that the Aýsinibuine River should b improved offenc;s: For violation of the treaty and for violation uf the
from Winripeg to Brardon, on condition that Manitoba ru'tums laws. The case was a test une. It was the-ho-
should submit to the railway monopoly until169 1. But ginning of the fishing ecason when onr protection begaz,
since the monopoly is done away with, perbaps the hon. aud we thougbt h important to test our riglt toprevent
gentleman ivill not soe fit to make the improvements. foieign fiehing veEsele corng to ur ports sud bnyirg bait.

Sir Ht.CTOR LANGEVIN. I will take a note of the The ceizure was made, and Uic proceedings earried on were
imatter, and see what can be done during the recess. necessarily expensive, fror the tact ibat it was a test case.

S rR AACTR IHITPar xzvi.
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The evidence was, on the application of the defence, taken
in the United States ut considerable cost. In July, 1886,
the entire case was closed, in so far as the evidence for the
Canadian Government was concerned and so far as the evi-
dence for the defence was concerned ; and, with the con-
sent of the counsel, a day was fixed for the hearing of the
case and the evidence. That was in July, 1886, and, on a
special application on the part of the defence, when thejudge
sat to fix a day for the hearing, a commission was issued to
take evidence in the United State-, and that commission had
a very long time to run in consequence of one of the wit.
nesses being at sea. The result of that adjournment, which
took place at the instance of the defence and not of the coun-
sel of the Canadian Government, was a year's delay in
bringing the case to trial. The case was hoard early last
summer, and judgment has been reserved ever since without
the slightest demand on the part of the Canadian Govern-
ment or its counsel to influence the court to delay for a
single instant the delivery of the judgment. A large part
of the item is not for counsel's expenses but for other dis-
bursements, and the hon. member for Pictou has not the
interest of one farthing in this vote.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does it go to his firm?
Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIIGHT. What firm ?
Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Wallace Graham is our agent, and

the partnership arrangement between those gentlemen
does not entitle Mr. Tupper to one cent. Mr. Tupper is a
partner of Mr. Graham, but in these Government matters
he is not entitled to any of the fees.

Mr. MITCRIELL. I wonder if we could find out the
secret arrangement of that partnership, whether by it, in
some other things, Mr. Graham would not be entitled to
any portion of the transactions which Mr. Tupper brings.
ELowever, my point is that this case, which bas been before
the court as a test case, has been allowed to drift on for
two years. It is the daty of the Government to have in-
terfered and asked the court to come to a decision.

Mr. THOMPSON. What I said was that we had not
interfered to delay the judgment.

Mr. MITCRELL. I have not charged you with that,
but the hon, gentleman knows that it only requires a nod
to keep things understood, and, if it is a matter involving
international difficulties, it is not to the credit of the Govern-
ment to have allowed this case to stand over for ail there
years. As to the case itself, it is one that never should
have been brought up. As I have stated before, if it had
been possible for the Goveruinent to select a weak case in
order to test the rights as between the United States and
Canada, they could not have selected a weaker one than this
case of the D. J. Adams. I told the Minister of Marine
before that here was a vessel which was seized under the
Customs Act, which the officers had been on board of and
examined twice, but she drifted out to sea and struck on a
bar, and was seized because she was twenty-four hours
there without reporting to Canada. I say it was a discredit
to Canada to act in that way, and to take this as a test case
in regard to the questions involved between us and the
United States. It illustrates the impotence and the incom-
petency of the Government in deuling with this inter-
national question. A year ago, everyone saw the position
we would be in, and now it is evident that the Government
are afraid to bring this to a decition; and there cannot be
any doubt that one word from them would bring the matter
to a decision.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon, gentleman says that
the member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) is not in any way con-
cerned in this matter. You will flnd almoet every year in
the Public Accounts professional payment8 to one member

»às

of that firm, and I venture to express the opinion, which is
generally entertained, that I do not see the difference
between legal gentlemen having their names in the Public
Accounts ard others who have had their names in the
Public Accounts in connection with matters in which they
were not directly interested. I remember that, in 1878, I
happened to hold a few shares in a paper in regard to
which I had no part in the management or control. It was
a party paper, and becanse it received some Government
printing my seat was threatened. I expressed the opinion
that the hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) and other
legal gentlemen in this House, have since that time ren-
dered themselves more liable to a prosecution for a viola-
tion of the Independence of Parliament Act than I did on
that occasion, and, if this matter was investigated to the
bottom, I believe it would be found that, while the hon.
gentleman might not be directly concerned in this matter,
there are certain considerations which give him an indirect
interest.

Mr. THOMPSON. The law is the same in regard to
legal gentlemen as it is in regard to others, but Mr.Tupper
is not directly or indirectly interested in this vote.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). The hon. gentleman says so.
Mfr. THOMPSON. The best way is for the bon. member

to try it.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. We know that, when

a partner of an hon. member gets large sumo out of the
public chest, it must inure for the benefit of the hon.
member, possibly not directly, but indirectly, and 1 think
it is a scandai for any member of a firm to sit in Parliament
while another member of the firm is a pensioner of the
Government. I think it is botter that members of Parlia-
ment should be debarred from being members of firms
which have any such connection with the Government. I
do not accuse the hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper)
with directly receiving any of this amount. I am quite
aware that you can draw an act of partnerrihip which will
prevent one partner from directly benefiting from certain
receipts of the flrm, but undoubtedly he does indirectly
boncfit, and I think it is a vicious system that members of
Parliament should be members of firms, legal or other,
deriving emolu monts from the Government, such as Wallace
Graham & Co. do. I admit that we cannot touch that under
the present law, but I think that is an error in the law and
should be amended so as to render such a thing impossible.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If we look back I think
we will find the s.tme arrangement was made in regard to
the firm of Blake, Wells & Moriison, and wben that was
brought up in the House, it was defonded by hon. gentlemen
opposite. It was no scandal at that time, and 1 think the
same arrangement was made in regard to the firm of Blake,
Kerr & Co.

Mr. MITCfIELL. I object strongly to this answer which
we so often heur. You are another. Whether Blake, Wells
& Co. or anybody else did this, it is wrong. Mr. McCarthy's
firm is deriving large benefit from their employment as
counsel in the publie service, and so with others. I say it
is wrong for members of this Parliament, although they
may not come within the provisions of the Act, to have
these considerations. It may not be within the letter of the
Act, but it is certainly in violation of the spirit of the Act
that the partners of these hon. members should derive this
benefit. If we go a little further, we find that the sons of
these men who control and rule the country are obtaining
these benefits, and we remem ber the seandal which occurred
as to the bill of Tupper, Maedonald & Co. for their services
in the North-West. Was it creditable that the son of the
Premier and the sortof the Finance Minister should send in
bills demanding one-third cf the amount for getting this and
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that bill through Parliament? I s it prudent or rigbt or
likely to elevate public opinion in this country ?

Mr. JONES (Ealifax). I think it is generally considered
that this should be stopped, whether it is right or wrong
legally. Mr. Wallace Graham is a very eminent legal
gentletnati, and is bigbly qualified for bis position, but be
was a Reformer in the old times, and there is no doubt that
ho wonid never have been placed in that position had ho
not been a partner of the hon. member for Picton (Mr.
Tupper).

Mr. TROMPSON. That is a great mistake. Mr. Wal-
lace Graham was a Coriservative almost from childhood. It
is truo that ho was soduced by the hon. gOntleman's per-
suasive eloquence to support his party for a time in a
moderate way, but ho changed his views, and his present
position bas nothing to do with this. Ho changed his
opinion years before le roceived the appointment.

Mr, JONES (Balifax). I believe the hon. Minister bitn-
solf was a Liberal in bis early lifo.

Mr. TROMPSON. Certainly.
Mr. LISTER This is the point. The First Minister has

stated that this si(e of the House, when in power, did what
we complain of now. Hon. gentlemen led by the Frst Min-
ister objected to that course of procodure at that time and
said it tended to demoralise the public men of the country;
but, when they came into power, they pursued the same
tactlcs which they had condemned. If it was wrong then it
is wrong now, and the Government have no right to follow
it out. I do not bolieve it was right thon. At all events,
whether they bo true or not, the course followed by this
Government is one which they strenuously objected to when
they were in Opposition. I can only echo the statement
made by the bon. member for Northumberland when I say
that this state of affairs is scandalous in the extreme-it is
discreditable to the Government. lion. gentlemen having
seats in this louse have no right to receive, directly or in-
directly, any public moneys, and they have no right to
allow their partners to receive any.

It being Six o'clock the committee rose, and the Speaker
left the Chair.

After Recess.
Hlouse again resolved itself into Committee of Supply.

North-West Mounted Police, required to complete
the service for the year (Governor General'e
warrant).......................... $100,000

Mr. CASEY. Such. a large sum paid on Governor
GeneraVs warrant requires some explanation, especially
since these warrants are only supposed to be issued in cases
of emergency.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Quite so; but the hon gentle-
man wilt see that we must maintain the Mounted Police,
and when it was found necessary to expend this 8100,000
it was juit one of those cases of emergency for which the
law provides a recourse to the Governor General's warrant.

ir. OASCTY. Will the hon. Minister tell us what were
the special sertîces that constituted this emergency ?

Sir CRARLES TUPPER. There were no special services,
but the service for the year involved a larger sum than had
been provided for. I have ne memorandum on the point,
but I will ask the First Minister.

Mr. MITCHELL. It does appear to me that for a service
like the North-West Kounted Police, an estimate that fel1
short $100,000 shows â lack of information,, or a lack of
jadgment, on the part of the officer making the report.

Mr. ritsOiLL.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no doubt there was
lack of information. I presume the First Minister will give
some informati n.

To maeet expenses of Royal Labor Commission
(Governor General's warrant)..............$40,000

Mr. CASEY. It scems to me this commission bas been
a very expensire way of obtaining information on 'tho
labor question. An unnecessarily laige number of commis-
sioners bave been sent about ail through the country. What
the benefit will bo to the labor classes we bave yet to seo.
We do not know what action the Government inter.d to
take on the report of the Labor Commission. It does seem
as if all this information could bave been obtained by a
limited number of commissioners sitting in a limited num-
ber of places, and that they could bave obtained a good
deal ot information by sending ont circulars instead of
moving this cumbrous body round from place to place.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is it expected the commission
will extend much longer ?

Mr. BOWELL. The labors of the commission have
already ceased. The plan just suggested by the h>)n.
member for Elgin (Mr. Casey) is the plan that was adopted.
After the commission nbd been sitting sometime in the
west, they were instructed to confine their investigations
principally to the trade centres.in the Dominion. The evi-
dence taken by the commission will be printed shortly.

Mr. MITCHELL. I particularly object to the course the
Governmont bas pursued. They should have appointed the
Labor Commission earlier, when this Parliament might
have had An opportunity of getting the result of their
enquiry, and then they might have dealt with any questions
of hardship. It appears o nie they either appointed the
commission too late, or that the commission have been lax
in not gettiug on more rapidly.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is another mat.
ter in respect to which for many reasons it is to be regretted,
and that is this: those gentlemen who have paid thu
slightest attention to the evidence taken before those com-
missioners are aware that the evidence taken and reported
in the newspapers with respect to the treatment of little
children and of womon, particularly in the city of Montreal,
shows a state of things so disgracetal that I think it calls
for immediate legislation so as to make such conduct on the
part of employers penal, more so than it is at present. I
am not disposed to complain of the conduct of the Govern-
ment in awaiting the report of this commission to introduce
a carefully considered Bi dealing with the whole subject,
but I think that, bearing in mind that year after year we
have seen Bills introduced into this House by individual
members and not advancod a stage further, and feeling the
Government must be stipposed to bave been acquainted
with what occurred in other cou ntries, when they found
such a state of Ihings was disc!osed, as was disclosed
by the evidence in Montreal, they should have taken
some steps in order that during the next year little
children and women should be protected from ihe abuses
which appear to bave been perpetrated. No Man can
know botter than the Minister of Finance that when
children of eight or ton years of age are subjected
to labor for a period-of thirteen or fourteen bours, for even
a iew days, it is liable to injure the constitutions of those
children 1or life. The evidence that was laid before that
commission disclosed the fact, to our shame and disgrace
be it said, that in the chief city of this Dominion children
of tender years were obliged to work with vesty little inter-
mission from 6.30 in the morning up to nine or ten ociock
at night. 1 say that is a condition of thinga in ço degree
removed fi om white slavery, it i a diagrace to ail of us. i
do not pretend to say tt w. on thisside of the Rouse are
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perhaps entirely free from blame, because we have been a
little lax in not at an earlier period of the Session pressing
on the Government th need of legilation, but there was
no fitting opportunity till that which now presents itself.
I had hoped this item might have been reached earlier, and
in that case we might hivo had an opportunity of taking
some steps providing against tyrannons abuses being
perpetrated during the ensuing year. I cinnot, however,'
leave this item without expressing the shame and the
humiliation I feel that in a country like Canada, which
ought to be free from the state of dcgradation of semi-
slavery that prevails in older and more thickly peopled
countries, it should be possible that little children should
be subjected to the gross oppression and tyranny which was
disclcsed before the commissioners. It cannot be said that
that evidence was contradicted. Her uis a portion of the
evidence, and I call the attcntion of both the First Minister
and the Minister Of Finance to it:

" The children begin work at 6.23 in the morning, they are given 45
minutes rest at noon. bildren of i Oyears of age in the busy season
work from quarter paet six to nine p.m , and work continuously during
those bours with the only exception of 45 minutes rest at noon ; ne
time is given them for supper"

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, In what factory did that
occur ?

Sir RICPARD CARTWRIGIH1. That is in a factory in
respect of which I am very sorry to see such a statement
made-it is the Hudon cotton factory, employing 1,100
bands, of whom 20. are children. I am quite certain
neither the First Minister nor the Minister of Fina co, if
these facts had bee(n brought to their attention, could for
one moment have to!erated-and they are the parties more
especially charged with remedying such a state of things-
the idea of allowing such a state of slavery, because it is
slavery and worse than slavery, îo go on in this country.
Children cannot b3 worked, and no man knows it better
than the Minister of Finance, who is a medical man of
high reputation, even for a few days from six in the morn-
ing till nine at night with 45 minutes interLnission without
suffering the greatest possible injury, morally and physi-
cally. I do not hesitate to say that any child subjeted te
such treatmont or even a few weeks wou'd suffer perma-
rient injury to their constitutions. I do not blame the
Goverument, I say, for awaiting the resuit of
this commission without bringing down a Bill
dealing with the matter ; but these are things
in regard to which our criminal law ought to be
amended, and most stringent penalties should be inflicted
not merely on the overseers and the factory hands, but on
the more responsi ble directors, or at least on some of those
who are managers, and on the supervisors, that is to say
unless the facts which are here staed, and which appear to
be established beyond the possibility of a doubt, can be con-
tradicted. Althongh, as I said, I suppose it is too late now
to rush through a Bill rendering thoae acts penal as they
ought to be and severely penal, r trust the First Minister
will feel himself, in his capacity of First Minister, especially
calle4 upon to see that within the shortest time now possi-
ble this sort of thing i made impossible in Canada, this
disgrace which should not have existed for one hour instead
of, as it appears to have existed, for some years. I can
conceive no possible ground or reason, no possible justifica-
tion of such a state of things having existed at ail any-
where.

Mr. CASEY. Thera is another point in this evidence alraost
worse than that to which my hon. friend has called atten-
tion. I think it was in the boot and shoe factories, or in the
cigar factories, or both that it was proved that children had
been flogged, that they were accustomed to be floggel
fur reai or supposed failure to perfortm their day's work, the
discretion being left in the hands of the overseer of the

t room. He was an actual slave-driver, and flogged those
children as much as he chose wben they did not do the
quantity of work he thougbt should be done, and it was
proved that even quite big girls had been treated in this
manner. Then there were cases where the obildron had not
been floggd but-had been imprisoned in a black hole, in the
cellar of the factory, and kept, there for a considerable
period, a most terrible and objectionable punishment for
cbildren. My hon. friend described this as something worse
than white slavery, because the slave-owner owned the
ebildren and tok at least as good care of them as he did of
bis working cattie. No man pute bis horses or cattle to work
before they are fit for it, because ho knows it will not pay in
the long run. When a man pays so much per day for the ser-
vices of a child be is bound to get as much work as possible
out of the child unless tho law prevents him, and therefore
the condition of the children is much worse than the real
eld-fashioned slavery. i do not think the Government's
attention needed to be especially drawn to this question,
because this evidence was given, some early in the Setsion,
some before the Session, and the Government, no doubt,
were aware of the oevidence given before their own com-
mission, aud it was their duty, without any pressure being
brought from this side of the House, to have taken action
in the matter. The First Minister does not appear to think
thcre is tine to rush through a short Bil prohibiting this
state 1f things, but I have seen Bills rushed through when
no objection was offered, and no objection could be offered
in a case like this. I would urge the First Minister to stili
further consider if it is not possible at some hour this even-
ing or to-morrow to put a Bill through its different stages
by the unanimous consent of the House, go as to prevent
this disgraceful system of slavery being continued.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON ALD. I eau quite appreciate the
reasons which bave inducoed the hon. member for South
Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) to bring forward this
subject, and I do not think his language is a bit too strong
with respect to the lamentable condition of affaire disclosed
by the labors of' this commission. The hon. gentleman
will, however, remernber that this is a delicate subject ; it
has always been considered as such by Paliarment, in con-
sequence of the question arising whether duty and the
power of passing such laws did not rest rather with the
Provincial Legisiatures t h an wi th the Dominion Parliament.
My hon. friend from Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), some years
ago introduced a Factory Bill, I think in more than one
Session, and I thought it was a rather complete Bill ; but it
was strongly opposed by the manulacturers, who said there
was no necessity for any such legislation, and that it might
well be that labor legislation of that kind would boerequired
in England, or in the older countries where the laborer was
at the mercy of the employer, but in this country where
there was plenty of employment for young and old, that
thora was no necessity for introducing severe and strict
legislation ; that bore the parents were quite able to support
their children, without sending then to work and thus pre-
venting the necessity of their being reduced toe such servile
work at this period of time. There was, as the bon. mem-
bçr for Bothwell (Mr. Mille) may well remember, a question
arîisng as to where the legislation should begin. It was a
matter of doubt, so much so that the Ontario Legislature
passed a Bill, and the Attorney General was 80 uneertain
as to whotber the power existed that it was provided
in that Bill it should be brought into force by proclama-
tion. After some communication on the subject between the
Minister of Justice, thon Sir Alexander Campbell, and the
Attorney General of Ontario, it was thought well to issue
the proclamation for that iaw of inspection in the interesta
of Ontario. There was ne great pressure brought upon the
Hlouse for this Bill. Some petitions wore presented, but
those petitions were principally diroote to the neoesity Of
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establishing safeguards around machinery, and thus pro-
tecting persons employed from being exposed to be caught
by the machinery. There was no suggestion at all, accord-
ing to my recollection, of there being any cruelty or any-
thing like the state of things that exists in the labor
market of Montreal. Of course there was no doubt
that for a serious neglect of the rules of inspec-
tion, such serions neglect as to threaten health or
life that it would probably come within the criminal law,
and if these serions malfeasances occurred it should be de-
clared a misdemeanor. I see my hon. friend from Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) is not so sure that we eau declare, on our will,
anything we please to be a misdemeanor, but surely such
cruelty as making children work for the hours mentioned
by the hon. member for South Oxtord (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) is such an offence against the person as would bring
it fairly within the law of misdemeanor, the same as any
other offences of a like nature. It was very fortunate, I
think, that the Labor Commission brought out-even at
the eleventh hour-the evidence of this lamentable state of
affairs. The hon. gentleman will quite sec that a measure
of this kind has got to be drawn with great care. A measure
if passed by the Dominion Parliament must take care not
to infringe upon the prerogative of the jurisdiction of the
Local Legislatures, and therefore it would be quite impossi ble
to run a Bill through that would be of any value at the present
moment. That class of Bill must be carefully considered.
Those children and the operatives are greatly interested in
this report, and I believe that the very fact of those disclo.
sures will bave a preventive effect in themselves. No
manufacturing establishment will venture, in the face of the
public indignation which bas been already evoked by these
disclosures, to continue such a state of things. I think that
we may reasonably expect and hope during this present
season, that the warning given by the evidence which las
come to light, and the still greater warning which they will
receive from the report of the commission, when they do
report, will prevent any recurrence or continuance of this
state of affairs. Meanwhile I accept the responsibility which
the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright)
bas thrown upon the Government, to take up this question,
and as far as wecan, within the jurisdiction of the Dominion
Parliament, protect in the future the operatives, young
and old-especially the young-until we prepare a mea-ure
which we Can submit to Parliament.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
will observe that I did not even suggest that a goneral Act
could have been prepared. What I thought was that on
these disclosures of two or three most flagrant abuses, such
as compelling children of tender years to work for such a
number of hours, the corporal punishment which appears
to have been inflicted on children who did not work as their
employers thought At, and also the treatment of women in
some cases (although those cases were not so numerous and
net so well authenticated as the others) should have in-
duced some remedy. Of course, the hon. gentleman is cor-
rect in saying that public opinion, properly directed, will
possibly change a great doal of this, and on his pledge, as I
understand hirm now to give it, that thiis matter will be
dealt with next Session, at any rate, so far as making such
cases severely punishable by law. I do not intend to say
anything further with respect to the fludon Cotton Com-
pany. There were several witnesses, all of wtiom agreed
that children under ten years of age had been worked for
fourteen or fifteen hours. One witness deposed that children
of eight years had worked, and that is worse still. They
work from half-past six to nine, and as the witness deposes,
he had seen them severely punished.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With respect to the chil.
dren, it is a case (4 assault and anyone inflicting this corporal
punihment can be deaIt with summarily or by indictment.

Sir JoHN A. M&DoIULD.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, That is true in one

sense, but it is not true in another. The most grievous
feature of this is that, to a very considerable extent, the
parents of those children, I am sorry to say, actnally sold
their children into this slavery, for the purpose cf benefit-
ing by their wages.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am afraid so.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This was found to be
the case in England and other countries, until the legisia.
tion in England established such severe penalties on the
employers that they dare not allow the parents to live on
the wages of the children.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). This whole subject was before
Parliament some time ago, although this particular phase
of the question was not. I think the first Bill on the sub.
ject was introduced by the late Finance Minister, ir. Tilley.
That Bill was introduced two Sessions in succession, but it
was ultimately abandoned, and then the meinber for Corn-
wall (Mr. Bergin) introduced a measure directed in the
same sense. While this question of the jurisdiction of this
Parliament and the Local Legislature was being discussed
in this House, at the instanee of the Minister of Public
Works, the debate was adjourned, and no action was taken.
If I remrnember rightly, there was a discussion between the
Minister of Justice here and the Attorney General of
Ontario with regard to the right of the Provinces or the
Dominion to legis.late upon the subject. It was also agreed
between those two officials that a case should be agreed
upon, and that the subject should be referred to the courts
for decision. That matter, it lhink, was about arranged
when the present Minister of Justice succeeded to his
office ; and if I remember the facts rightly, the present
Minister of Justic3 enquired of the Attorney General
whether ho had any doubt as to his jurisdiction. In
fact, I think the present Minister of Justice abandoned the
position taken by bis predecestor in office on this question,
and conceded that jurisdiction over the matter as a civil
right belonged to the Provinces and not to the Dominion. I
believe the reason why the Attorrey General of Ontario did
not, by proclamation, bring the Bil linto opsration at or co
was the objection rmade by the former Minister ot Justice;
and it was agreed that the question should be decided by
the courts before the measure of either Legislature should be
brought into operation. I have already discussed this ques-
tion with as much care as I was capable of giving the sub-
ject, when the Bill of the hon. member for Cornwall (Mr.
Bergin) was before the House. I have no doubt in my own
mind as to where jurisdiction over the subject belongs. The
question raised by the hon member for South Oxford is
wbether this Legislature-might not deal with those features
of the question relating to the grossly brutal conduct of
parties employing minors-conduct o ta criminal character.
Of course, it is not easy to draw the line where police rega-
lation ends and where ordinary criminal regulation begins.
The 15th subsection of section 92 of the British North
America Act provides:

" The imposition of punishment by fine, penalty, or imprisonment for
enforcing any law uf the Province made in relation to any matter coming
within any of the classes of subjects enumerated in this section."

So that while the subject of criminal legislation belongs
generally to the Parliament of Canada, it is perfeotly clear
that there are special subjects of criminal legislation which
necessarily fall within the jurisdic! ion of the Province. For
instance, with regard to the preparation of the voters' lists,
the mode of conducting elections, the destruction of polil-
books, misconduct during an election, unless the Local Legis-
lature had power to make these things offences, and to say
what punishment should follow them, its ability toe carry
on the Government of the Provi-ce might be rendered im-
possible. The question whether this 15th ubsection, Con.
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ferring power on the Local Legislature to attach such punish-
ment as iL deems necessary to the violation of the law, plaoes
factory regulations wholly within thejurisdiction of the Pro-
vince, is an important consideration. For instance, whether
a child shall attain its majority at 21 or at 15, it is for
the Local Legislature to say; what shall be the control of
the parent over the child, it is for the Local Legislature to
say; whether the parent may hire out the child, and aban-
don to some extent his control over the child and con-
fer it on some other party, it is for the Local Logislature to
say. The question the hon. member for South Oxford raises
is this : Can this Government intervene and declare that to
be a criminal act which a Local Legislature might declare
to be a civil right ? Now, I am not going to discuss this
subject; but it is perfectly clear that if those parties were to
flog those children inordinately, they might be punished
crimînally as the parents night be punished criminally. If,
however, they wero to put the children in an unhealthy
locality, it is a question whether thatis not a police regula-
tion. To compel a child to work inordinately long hours,
may,no in some cases no doubt, be made a criminal act ; but
there are cases in which that would seem to be a violation
of police regulations; and while it seems to me well that the
subject should be considered by the Minister of Justice, it is
equally important that it should receive the careful consider-
ation of the Governments of the respective Provinces.
Surely, a matter of this sort, in which the civil right of a
party is to some extent concerned, it is of the very first
importance tnat it should be considered by the Provincial
Governments.

tenor of that A.ct, and its provisions as a whole, that I
thought it was clearly within the provincial powers, and
for that reason I declined to enter into a controversy with
the Attorney General upon the subect. There can be no
doubt that the offences which have exeited public indigna-
tion, in connection with the employment and treatment of
children in the city of Montreal, are offences which we may
punish in the exercise of our jurisdiction over the criminal
law. We do not need to rush through a statute to-night or
to-morrow on that subject, bocause those offencos are pun-
ishable both by common law and by the existing statute on
the subject ; but the resons they exist are given by the
bon. member for South Oxford-the connivance of guar-
dians, the want of a prosecutor, the wan t of evidence. The
real cure for evils of this kind lies in practical inspection,
in regulation of the hoiurs of labor, the regulation of the
ages ut which persons tball be empl yed to work, and the
regulation of the various methodsý that would he used for
protection of laborers. The« are mattis connected with
police regulations and tappoar to me to devolve on the
Provincial Legilature.

Mr. CASEY. Before we pass this item, I would remind
the hon. the Finance Minister that ho promised that the
right bon. the First Minister would, when he came in,
give us p:.rticuIars of that 8100,OOU of police item.

Sir JOHN A. MA CDONA LD. One considerable por-
tion of that item was caused by the necesity of sonding a
dotachment to British Columbia. Tho Governmont bore
were solemnly warned by tho Governnmont of Britii Col-

i th1 tH1L h1 f VA U l k Ara 't I dU!I iI W . 1Th u..t

Mr. CASEY. I am very glad to sec tho hon. Firist great dicontent had arien aoneg the Indians there in
Minister eo jealous about provincial rights, and so careful consequence oef the land laws of British Colmbia, and thi
not to take a step which might infringe them. 1remember sales by the British Colurubia Government of landsthattheo
that, when matters of less importance than the life and Indians claimed beloniged to them fron time immemorial,
health of children were at stake, after hearing arguments It was; a vory dangerous crisis, anid the Gaverr ment could
as to the constitutionality of the measure ho proposed to only, of course, tuke one stop ; that was to send ut once a
pass-the Dominion License Act-he said he was prepared force thero last year. Huts had to be put up for this force
to let it go and take the chances of its constitutionality. which was upwards of seven-y mon. Those men have boon
fe has cither learned a lesson about taking chances on the there over since. That caused an oxpendituro up to the
constitutionality of a moasure, or else ho is not so eager to present time of about $30,000, and tho force will be wi-h.
protect the children as ho was to do something for the drawn during this surnmer, us soon as thel roa is will Por-
harassed licensees of Ontario. Bat, coning to the question rimt. Iwever, thero was htiog rmo nstrce Iromn the
of constitutionahîty, I agree with the hon. momber flor Both- inhabitanis of that part oft tat citnntay agaimnst tho with
well thatthere aregravedoubts as towhich body should pass drawal of the wholoeof that force. According to law,
ageneral factory Act, and I am quite with him also that strictly, the Proviùue should have roimnbursea tho )>minîion
when a Province bas passed a factory Act which bas been trea.ury for this expenditure. They delino, however, to
hold to be within its jurisdiction, the onforcement of i t belonis do so, but t he Govern ment came to tho conclusion that in
to the Local Legislature; but I cannot go with him in saying such a grave cri.is it would not do to haggle,i aînd wc sent
that it is impossible for this House to declare that the act in a force with the intention of presenting our accourit to
of killing children by compelling tbemto perform inordinate the British Columbia Govern ment. They have relu-el to
labor, or the act of assaulting and flogging half-grown uP acknowledge that account.
girls, cannot be declared teobe a criminal act by this House
If we cannot declare such acts as those to be criminal, we Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Did they admit the danger ?
cannot declare any offence against the person criminal; Sir JOH N A. MACDONALD. It was they who informed
and I think we can doclare any offence against the person us that there was great diFcontent among the Indians, but
to be criminal, whether it is committed inside or outside iof we had o Idea it would amount to anything like the dan-
a factory. This louse should declare it to be a crimînal w e had aoeer te a fici t c an-
act to assault any woman or child for the purpose of com- ger cf war. o had, h ycvr, repeath d officia colmuni-
peling them to perform labor ; that is slavery, and I think Gavenmeta tfa them by wir, from the British walumbia
this fouse would be quite safe in taking such action. Gevtrment that thcy owidoed t danger was immi-neorýd, n that a force mu4t go eut aI once. A force was

Mr. TEIOMPSON. What the hon. member for Bothwell sent out to Kooteray to subdue the freebooter's bands.
as said about the Ontario Factory Act is substantialiy: The danger was that the Ind ans were close to the fron tier,

correct ; but I think he is mistaken in stating that thero and theo vidence was strong that, those Indians were in
was any arrangement on the part of my prodocessor to communication wilh, and expected strong support, not only
submit a case. froma American Imndiar over the border but from the half-

brecds and the rtfuse that iifet the frontier in that wî'-
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell)> I was retained myself. deriess. Thon, the balance of the supplementary esti-
Mr. THOMPSON. No doubt the Attorney General of mate is for services coninectcd with the rapid moveeouint

Ontario retained the hon gentleman for a case, but the' of the detachment frm place to place in the early part oi
proposal came from Ontario after I entered uon ihe ofice theyear, partcnlarly in the south-western portion of the ter-
of Miniter of Justice. I must say, as regards the general ritory, in consequence of the unsettled state of the Indians,
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The House will remember the reports that appeared in all
the newswapers of risings, or tbreateued risings, among
the Piegans and Blo de of the frontier, and their commu-
nication with the Indians of the same race and lineage
across the line. We thought it a precautionary measure to
keep a strong force along that frontier and tg bave it regu-
larly patrolled, and their operations have been completely
successful. Many outrages took place. Thon, again, the
system of raiding cattie on both sides bas been increased to

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The provision to which the
bon. gentleman refers is, as ho will see, an evidence that it
is the duty of the Province to maintain peace, otherwise it
would net be with any propriety that the police could act.
The same thing, of courëe, would occur in regard te the
ordinary militia. I suppose, however, that the eritish
Columbia Government assumed that an Indian rising is
different from any other, and that, the Indians being plaed
under the charge of this Government, they are responsible

aun enormous extent, and thore is now a complûte systofor preserving pence ameng the Inaran population,
patrol along the whole of the frontier, including southern Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That ie the contention.
Manitoba, all of which, in consequence of the necessity of
keeping all the patrol parties supplied with food along the Mr. MIILS (Bothwell). That was the supposition,
line, bas greatly increased the expeuse, The foroe has been though I have net seon the papers. I think that je a con-
eminently successful, tbis winter and spring, in suppressing tention which we onght net te nesent to.
raids and apprehending poople in the very act of carrying Sir JO LIN A. MACDONALD. I quite agr.e with yeu.
off the cattle. A groat many persons have been arrested, Mr. MILLS (Bothwell.) Althongh the Indiana and the
and a great many cattle have been restored to their owners. lands rerved for thom are under the centrol ef the Gevera-
Then, again, the House will remember that there were four mont I think that is te be interpreted in connection with
murders, under atrocious circumstaices, by some of these
people, who have been followed up with great pertinacity h whie has beftakon nead te thedepepl
and at great trouble and expense. These parties have beenMayothm aegeeutnd iged ihadugct, dtroubeandhe nseand ase o reetion.hailebis the wbite population, have adopted the habits of civiiisodcaught, and Iwo of them now tand for exction. All this eople and have become responsible for ther dtie.as caused this expense of $100,000.Sa far as thy have doe s, and have minged with the

Mr. PAT ERSON (Brant). It is difficult to tell what rosI of the population Yeu have net attenpted te follow
value to attach to these rumors. That reminds me of a little tbem with any distinct legisiatien, and, if we confine our pro-
incident that transpired when I was Out west last fall. At tensions within roasonable limits as te what control wo
Gleichen there was some trouble among the Blackfeet, some have in regard te Indians, there is ne reason why the
crimes had been committed, and there was talk of an uprising. Indians abonid rot be deait with, in cases ef Ihis kind, in the
When we got there, a mounted policeman came throughbsamn way as any othor riotcrsand ne reasen why the LocaL
the train, and ho spoke as if thore was danger of an imme- Government should net be reapensible in regard to them as
diate uprising. He spoke in what I thought was an injudi- weil as in regard te otherS.
cious way, and sceremd scarcely responsible for what ho said.
lHe said there woild bo one grand uprising and that would Mr. CIISHOLM. I happen te know somothing of ties.
bo the end of it. Listening by was a quiet looking gentleman Indians, and I may say that, prebably, if they did rise, our
whoseemed to have listeaeduntilthispatience was exhausted.ludians woro net se much te bo dreaded as the on the
Then ho abruptly broke in on the policeman, and said :other sida of the line. If the Goverument sent tie Mounted
'' What do you want to tell that gentleman a lie for ; thore Police over thore, it was net se much te proteot the peeple

ne toube oongtheBiakfeî a ai." aseclhim from the Indians residinc, in British Columbia as fremn theis no trouble among the Blacekfeet at all." I asked him :0
" Are you a Government official." Hie said.: " Yes, I am a Indiana on tho other aide. 1 Ibink il would be very unfair
distributor of rations " ; and ho added : "The Indians were for the people et British Columbia te ho compelied te pay
never more peaceable than tihoy are to-day, although, tofer their protection zamtfign Indians, and I think it
judge by the report of that policeman, you would imagine tnh
they were in acomplete stateof insubordination." Igive this Kootonay te preteot the people againat those Indiana who
instance as an illustration of the difficuity of knowing what in e r ngn
reliance to place on these reports. living at Keotenay, therc ware about 5,000 Indiana of theSpokane, the Nez Percés and the Tobac3co Plains, Who went

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Tnis raises a very important acreas te figt the Btackfeot. They are aIt related te the
question, and I am not gong to detain the committee, at Indians ef Kootenay. Even if it wis incumbenton thepeople
the fag end of the Session, by di'scussing it. But if I under- ef Brititih Columbia te paytor nll the raids made by our own
stood the First Minister rightly, he holds that each Province Indians, I de net think it wouid ho right for the Goveru-
is responsible for maiîtainiing the peace, and that if the ment te make them puy for a war thât weuid be maie on
Government is obliged to send a police force to the assistance these Indiaus by a fcreign ciasa of Indians.
er a Province, it must pe at the expenaece ihpProvinae.

Sir JOHIN A. MA.CDONALàD. Thnt Srobably rMy WaHhinA FiMDery OomNA hion (Governtreten-
opinion, but it if;neton tht paint thtbis charg bas b ten hough I warrant)ve.nots..........s.... $ a8,o
made. Lu the Nerth-West Meunted Police Act, h, is provided Sir ROARD CARTWRLGT. I presume the hou.
tbat the Nerth-West Meunted Police shali be em1 ioyed in gentlemren have n further information te give us as t the
tho Norta-West, but thora is a reause wmich provides that state of thinges at Washington?
the general Governent may afford e asistanc f theSt e N r grt o ti i
police te any Province upen requisitin, and upon the Sir CHwhicht Theasein to I regrdt te aypl seole
Province agreeing topfy tht expensehsd the force sent. in ew
yen do se, it iî upen the Province agreoing te pay the etil hopefut, athough the majority of the Com itto ofiefpn i Satete whom this mater was referred reported adversly,

erest of thetpopulation You have not attempted to follow

P0  tbe equisiten, bu req r-,at having been accompanied by a very atrong repart in-sitti n. Iu this case, tboy sent h estobt they did deed frein the mineriîy, who istood four te five, ur.gin ynet iay they woutd phy the hxpense. If itswhs an craeaaryny d or
case et approhended neot, ol course the Goverriment wouid (cvory possible menus on tire Senate thre dosirabihîty of 1theadoption etthe Tteaty; but its8 astililudoubt whetrler i
neitis bavmbae srent the oicbt there was d aernof ane'wili ho rejected or witl be laid ever until atter the premi-

Britisb ColumhiavevinuregarthatotIeeiansdthgereofsanodeeason ewhyrthe

Indiannoising, asd we soot tuat we could netb reeusedewtndhics
the plice, trufting te adjust the accounit afterwards wiîh MKr. JON ES (Hialifax). The Firiat Minister promisod
theeProvince. tietGbeore prorogation, he would let us know what polcy

8fr JouzN A. MÂODONALD).
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the Government have decided upon in relation to that That it wilI not bceaccepted now, I consider as certain ;treaty, and I hpe be will not forget it. that it may not he rejected is possible. My impres-

Sir OHARLÈS TUPPER. The hon. gentleman isaware sion is that it will very likely bc rejected. But I
that the Bill which bas been passed authorises the Govern. think that after the olection is over, after the excitement
ment for two years, or until the treaty is rejected by the which will prevail during those elections, hs subsqided$,1be.
Senate, or until it is otherwise decided by the Governor in lieve the calm, sober second-tbouht of the Anerican peo-
Connoil, to issue licenses under the modus vivendi. Practically ple will lead thein to sec that they have got a treaty that, pur-
the ame Act bas been passed in Newfoundland. If the haps, they may never have an opportunity of gottiug again,
treaty is rejected.then it is in the discretion of the Governor that they bave got advantages under that treaty which they
General in Council to terminate that system, but it requires would be very foolish, indeed, to reject, or to pr eclude them-
a proclamation to do it, and, in the absence of that, the selves from taking advantage of. Therofore, I think that
system of licenses cau be continued for two years under most liberal treatment should be extended to the American
the existing legislation, notwithstanding the rejectien people iu the protection of our fisheries during the next sea-
of the treaty by the United States. A number cf licen- son. The utmost care sbould be used in the selection of mon,
ses have been already applied for by American fisher. and strict instructions should b given to thom not to do
men, and it is hoped that, by pursuing that policy, what bas been doue, in the year before last, partioularly,
matters will proceed withont irritation, The policy when it was made an object for the conmanders of those
of the Government is, while vigilantly protecting our crews to capture vesselý, The object should be to avoid any-
fishing grounds from incursions by American fisher- thing like that, and wbile maintaining the rightsof Canada,
men, to avoid by every possible means in their power te give the greatest latitude and extend the utmost courtesy
any irritation. They will carefully piotect our fishirg and consideration possible to the American fishermen, while,
grounds from invasion or molestation by fiehermen who may of course, maintaming and asserting our own rights in the
have no right under that modus vivendi or under the treaty preimises. That is the course, I think, which ought to be pur-
to come in there, but they hope to avoid any possible cause sued, and I trust the Government will view itin that light,
of irritation with our neighbors. and endeavor so to conduct the affair as will lcad to friendly

results.
Mr. JONES (Halifax). I understand the position in

which the Treaty places us for the present, at least, but my To pay 0. E. Rouleau for 25 copies of Débats du Con-
object was to ascertain, if possible, whether the Govern- seil Législatif, Quebec.......................................,$75
ment, in the event of the- rejection of the treaty by the Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it ought to beSenate, would still act under the modus vivendi, anid permit certitied to that sonme moieber (f the Government bas read
licenses to he taken ont, or whether ibey would issue the these debates. I will not object to the vote, if any member
proclamation and restore matters to tho position they were of the Govern ment will read these debates and tel us whatin before the fishery negotiation commenced. That is the they are about.
point upon which I thought probably the Government must
have consulted, and it is important to know whether they To meet expenditure in connection with consolida-
have arrived at any conclusion on this subject. tion and preparation of Orders in Councii.........$6,300

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that matter Mr.THOMPSON. Thatisforthepreparatienofthe4th
remains an open question, and oven if a conclusion had volume connectcd with the consolidation of thc atatutes.
been arrived at, I think it would be premature to annourice The other threo volumes are distributod, this eoe is iu the
it. It will be a question to be taken into careful consider- press, and iV contains a compilation of the Oiders in Coun-
ation by the Governinent when such a contingency arrives, cil which have the force ef law.
in connection with all the attendant circumstances. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. When this passes

Mr. MITCHELL. Do I understand the Minister to say tbrough tbe press, it is te bc submitted Vo this fouFe as the
that even if the treaty is rejected, the Government here othr was?
have power to suspend the modus vivendi ? Mr. rTOMPSON. Thümo ire jurely Orders in Council

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. By proclamation. that bave been consolida ted, rcarrangod, and repassed by
Mr. MITCHELL. You think it would be wise not to the Governor General in Çouncil, and tbey have alreauy

express any opinion as to the course you may pursue, and I
agree with you about that; but I was a littie in doubt as to Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1 would observe that
whether you had the power. in the consolidation ofthe statutes, so vcry censidorable

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, yes, express power. differences wero made in the existing laws that wure pascdupeon by this flouse. What the bon. gentleman, as 1 un-
Mr. MITCH EL L. I am glad to know yon have. I think dorstand, proposes te do, is, by eue conprebensive Order

in relation to the treatment of this question, we ought te in Conucl, te validate this whole consolidation.
dt al mobt liberally with the American people. We know
that the menitsof the case will net determine whether the Mr. THOMPSON. One Order in Couil for eacb dopart-
treatyowimlcatchptedeorrejeoted. The genoraaitmpression ment.
preva t, net alone in the United States but in Canada,in otiD i

la tât te Uitedstafflyin ccepingor rjecing hiagrams ........ ... ............. .................... $3,110
troaty, wili hw more influenhed by political coheiderations
thun by the meits of the treaty; therefere, I will saggest Sir RICHARD CARTWRGHT. I bave a volume i my
Io tho hou, gentleman that, even if the treaty la rejecttd, a; hand wbich, Isuppose, the subjet to this voe. Maty
liberal treatment should ho extended te, the Americans se cof thete d iagramne, 1 thirik, are useial and corivenient thinga
as te give them time te lot their political excitemônt cool te bave; but I niotice that in drawing thebe tsone limte
àown in eider that îhey may resume a calm consideration ruatters have been blipped in which, I tbink, are not quilo
of iaho question before any action ia taken by cur GaverM- correct. For instance, notice under the head i total
ment whieh might have a tendency te excite themnand exporte e Ca onadal the year 1874, and forpoa or five
perhaps preoipitate thei into a hostile attitude, whicb years Goereafter, tbey are uai kcd "revenuet ari
othorwise might ho avoidod. Ihave ne hesitation, thon "protective tarif." Now, s a mattert ef ct,ase
mysoijf; aMte whât Lthe remuit of that treaty wiII h hon. gentleman knows quite we l that frem the year iun-
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to 1874, or mndeed to the year 18'9, for the matter of that
tarif, it was quite as much a revenue tarif as it was after
1874, because any alterations that were made rendered it
perhaps a little more protective.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. ls not that marked revenue
tariff ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, it is not, All the
years prior to 1874 are left blank; and it is so marked as to
appear that from 1875 to 1878 some of which years as hon.
gentlemen know, were years of serious depression all over
the world, a certain state of things resulting. Had the table
been marked for 1878 revenue tariff it would have shown a
oorrect representation; but this cortainly conveys a very
deceptive meaning to outsiders who are not familiarly
acquainted with our fiscal legislation. They would suppose
that the first half of the dozen years was under something
different from a revenue tariff. That is one point to which
I wish to draw the hon. gentleman's attention. The table
should have been amended, and as I do not suppose any
other edition will be published, it should at all events be
noted. I notice another, and a rather more serions matter.
On page 23 there is a statement of the quantity of grain of
all kinds entered for home consumption. That is made in
such a fashion that, although it is technically correct as to
our trade and navigation, it is very seriously misieading.
The Finance Minister knows very well that in the years
1873-4-5.6.7-8 immense quantities of grain were entered
nominally for home consumption, but which were
really in transitu and were afterwards exported. The
hon. gentleman is aware of the fact that a very smail
portion of that quantity, perhaps not one-third or one.
fourth, really went into home consumption. After that
date, those grains, being subjected to taxation, could not be
entered for home consumption. So that table, not only
not represents the things correctly but is entirely misleading.
It should really be struck out. The same remark applies to
page 24 where Canadian imports of articles of food for
home consumption are also mentioned. An immense propor-
tion of those were simply articles which passed through in
transitu. These two pages are entirely incorrect in reality,
although they may be correctly taken frota our Trado and
Navigation Returns. lu the matter of business failures, I
find that the same little device of making the revenue tariff
commence at 1874-75 is repeated, and the years previous to
that are left blank. That is not quite as it should be, and
is misleading. Looking at the book casually I notice these
errors, and two of them are errors of a rather serious cha-
racter, although on the whole I believe the book will be
found to be fairly accurate. Tho sum to be voted is a rather
large one.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I dare say there are some
grounds for the criticism the hon. gentleman has
offered, and although usually works of that kind which are
prepared by a Government employé, are not credited to
them, I felt it necessary in my remarks in my fint ncial
statement, to give Mr. George Johnson, the statistician who
prepared these figures, the entire credit for the work. I
have no doubt that hon. gentlemen opposite will accept my
statement that there was not the slightest consultation with
the Government, so far as I am aware, or with any mem-
ber of it, or any suggestion offered, in regard to the compi-
lation of these statistics. I think a point has been raised
by the hon. gentlemau which shows that although theso sta-
tistics are not as perfect as tboy might bd, this is a very
giaphic mode ot prosenting to the eye and making au im
pression on the mind stronger than the mere readiing of
figures, and it is really an improvement to have such a
system for the purpose of impressing statistics upon the
memory and making them more attractive to persons inter-
ested in the statistics of the country as is done by means of
diagrams as well as by figures. I have no doubt that Mr.

Sir RI&amD CaaRwareBaT

Johnson, who is the statistician, and who is alone responsible
for the form in which these statistics are presented, will
see the criticism of the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir
Richard Cartwright), and moasures will be taken to remedy
any possible cause of complaint in that direction.

Mr. MITCHELL. This document, for which we are
paying $3,000, may be very useful or it may not. My own
impression is that a document emanating from a gentleman
who was employed to get up campaign literature for the
present Government during the last general election, is fnot
a person fro:n whom the general public will accept the sta.
tistics which are printed in this book.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER. At that period Mr. Johnson
was not an employé of the Government. It was at a subse.
quent period that ho was employed by the Government and
eugaged on this work. At that time ho was entirely free
to use his talents and abilities in any such way as he chose
to employ them.

Mr. MITCHELL. We know that he did very good ser.
vice from a party stand point ut the last general election,
and no doubt Mr. Johnson has become an employé of the
Government since. Of course, he got his reward from the
party by being appointed to a lucrative position. I entirely
disapprove of public money being spent in this way. The
book may be valable or not-t cannot see any great
value in it-it is so much money thrown away. It
may be that the Government may have taken this
way of rewarding Mr. Johnson for services to the party at
the last gene ai election. If they have done so from a party
standpoint, I have nothing more to say, because public
moriey is spent in a great variety of ways in promoting
party interest and advancing the interest of friends who
support the Government. With that I do not propose to
find fault, if the public are satistied to allow things to run
on in that way; but to spend d3,000 in this way is a waste
of money, because no one will look at the book after he as
received it but will throw it on one side. That is my idea
of the value of Mr. Johnson's book.

Mr. BOWELL. I think the hon. member for South
Oxfor 1 (Sir Richard Cartwright) will find that, in the
returrs given on page 23 and 24, Mr. Johnson has given
credit for the quantities of grain brought in for export. I
s-e on looking at the Trade and Navigation Returns for that
time, although the tables were not so clear as they are at
the present time, there is a line for the a ticles imported,
and also for the quantity entered for home consumption. I
remember in conversing with Mr. Johnson on this question,
when I was investigating the point which the hon. gentle-
man bas raised as to the quantity of breadstuffe entered for
consumption during a certain period as compared with
another period, we took the particular quantities so entered
and then deducted those which were exported. I am
inclin d to think that in that paper the hon. gentleman will
find on investigation that this bas been done, although I do
not rpeak positively.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, the reason is ob-
vious. During the other years those grains came in freo,
an 1 it was a matter of perfect indifférertce to the party
bringing them in whether they were called imported for
home consumption or imported, so to speak, in bond or in
transitu to pass through the country. That is the reason
why these figures are misleading. The hor. gentleman will
see tha.t there were 10,000,000 bushels imported in 1874-75.
That sank to 3,000,000 bushels in 1877-78. The hon.
gentleman knows that was not the case, and that we did
not coi sume the 10,000,000 in 1574-75. We exported a
very la- go quantity of American grain, as will be seen by
reference to the trade and navigation tables for those years,
but we did not give oursolves credit for bringing them in
for that purpose. It was, I admit, a natural miatake to
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make. I do not say Mr. Johnson has not quoted correetly
from the Trade and Navigation Returns--he has done so ; 1
do not wish to say ho has garbled the offcial documen t8, for
ho has not. Ho bas taken the official documents, but, from
the circumstances to which I have alluded, the official
documenta do not correctly represent the state of trade.
We are alleged to have imported $32,000,000 in 1873 and
1874, which is alleged to have sunk to $13,000,000 in
1877-78 ; that may be technically correct, but is not reallycorrect. We did not consume those. We simply passed
a large quantity of this through the country and exported
it.

Mr. BOWELL. That is quite true.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I quite agree with the opinion
expressed by my friend from Northumberland (Mr. Mit-
chell). I really do not see the value of those statisties to the
members bf this House, or to the publie generally. It seems
to me that any porson desirons of availing themselves of the
statistics of the country has the public records before hum,
on which ho can rely with much more confidence than on
any statistics prepared by Mr. Johnson. Undoubtedly
members of this flouse will receive with a good deal of
caution any statements made by Mr. Johnson, because ho
is pretty well known to be employed a gool portion of the
time in gotting up statistics for speeches of members on
that side of the Hflouse. During the Session I happened to
hear frequently, that Mr. Johnson was preparing statistics
for the hon. member for Cape Breton, and that ho gave
him all the statistical information which the hon. gentle-
man subsequently delivered to this flouse. Doubtless ho
also prepared statistics for other gentlemen on that side.
We are given to understand that ho was the celebrated
author of the celebrated mode by which the Finance
Minister reduced the national debt with such happy
facility.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. May I take the opportunityof
saying to the hon. gentleman, that I never exchanged a
word with Mr. Johnson on the subject, and J am not aware
that ho gave it one moment's consideration.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Thon the hon. gentleman did not
keep his secret, beeause three or four days before the bon.
gentleman delivered his speech I heard it announced about
the lobbies that ho was going te show that our national
debt was only $50,000,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does thehon. gentleman mean
to say that I did not keep my secret well, or that Mr. John-
son did not keep it ? Does ho accept my word when I say
thafdirectly or indirectly I had no communication with
Mr. Johnson in any shape ?

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I mean to say te hon. gentleman
did not keep his own secret.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What does the hon. gentleman
mean any way ? Mr. PATERSON (Brant). My observation extended

more in the other direction; just in the reverse of the ques-
1fr. JONES (Halifax). I knew thtree or four days tion. Taking the other side, I saw tht they were nearly

before, that the hon. gentleman was going to deliver that correct, and that is the table used bore, of our experts te
statement. the United States, takon fromI tho United States returns, not

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I went across the House and their exports to us. The Minister hua pointed out that

told the hon. member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cart- there is a discrepancy bet ween their export entry and our

wright) that I was going to deal with the subject. I did not impert entry. Of course I have not had timn te examine
propose to keep it a secret in any way. I was anxious that it, and we have te accept iL subjoct to examination,
the member for South Oxford (Sir Richard Cartwright) Further amount for the elothing and maintenance et
should be prosent, and I told him; there was no necessity tienta trom the District of Keewatin in the
for aziy eret Mnitoba Àsylum for the Insane.........53,500

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Taking into conaideration the Mr. MITCHELL. Do we provide for the maintenance of
assistance Mr. Johuton has given to members on that side j insane people from Keewatin?
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of the House it was not an unnatural supposition that ho
had communication with the Finance Minister in thatdirec-
tion. I meroly wish to say that I regard this as perfectly

1 useless, and I do not think that any statements coming from
l Mr. Johnston would be received with a great deal of confi-

dence.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIq[HT. My hon. friend be-
hind me called my attention to the matter we had been
discussing. I do not want to make a misetatement, but I
will explain how the error probably has arisen. If ho will
look to the Trade and Navigation Returns ho will see that
in 1873 the importa were $128,000,000, and of those there
were entered for consumption $127,500,000, only leaving
half a million, which eaped being entered for con-
sumption. Notwithstanding t is, in that identical year we
find from another part of t e returns that we imported
$9,500,000 of foreign goods and in the next year 810,-
500,000. It is clear to demonstration that that whioh was
nominally entered for consumption, was really goods pass-
ing in transit.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would like to ask the quee-
tion why the table of exporta from Canada is taken from the
United States aucounts, and the imports from the British
North America accounts. Why not take our own trade
returns for those matters ?

Mr. BOWELL. On consulting with the American ro.
turns you will find that the exports from that country to
Canada are much larger than our importé show. Tboy have
a botter system of checking their exports than for chocking
imports, and for this reason, I will givo you as an illustra-
tion. If you look at tho item of pork, you will find from
the American returns that some 34,000,000 pounds were
exported to Canada, while in fact we have entered as im-
ports from the United States only about 10,000,000 pounds.
The way that occurs is this: They export pork in cars fron
Chicago via Sarnia and Montreal and thence to Europe,
and the export entry is made in Chicago for Canada. The
cars arrive ut the border, and our officer simply sees that
the seal is intact. They thon pass on to Montrea[, where
the seal is broken and the pork is at once put on board a
vessel and sent across the ocean or to its destination. No
entry is made of that in our Trade and Navigation Returns
for the simple reason that we do r ot know Le exact quan-
tity of pork each car contains, nor is it any particular
interest to us to know. I have sent circulars to the
inspectors te see if it were possible to adopt some plan by
which we could show in the next Trade and Navigation
Returns the exact amount of the transit trade through tho
country. I find that that is almost impracticabl, untless we
examine every car that comes into the country to see what
it eontains and the quantity and thon enter it. I know they
have a system in the United States by which they endeavor,
as far as possible, to arrive at those tacts, but you will see
that after all they are more gues work.
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Sir JOHUN A. MAC DONALD. Yes. Lunaties in the North-
West are under the Dominion charge; and as there is no
asylum put up by the Dominion for the North-West, luna.
tics are sent to the Manitoba asylum, where their board and
lodging are paid for,

Further amount for works in connection with the
Hot Springs Reservation near Baniff........$8,782 64

Mr. JONES (Halifax). It seems rather unusual for the
Governmont to take a Governor General's warrant for such
an expenditure as this. I have always opposed this expen-
diture on public grounds. I do not think we have any right
to establish and maintain a park at Banff, for the benefit
of that section or the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
If they want to attract people over their line, lot them
spend money themselves.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As regards the advantages
of the Banff Park, I might leave that to the hon. member
for South Perth.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Hie is not sound.
Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. According to the me-

rnorandum I have on this vote, on the lst of July last the
whole sum available for the purpose of the Rocky Mountain
park was $30,829. It was intended to have caused this
amount to be so expended that there would be $4,000 or
85,000 on hand with which to put the roads in good repair
during the coming spring; but the late Minister (Mr. White)
having personally visited the park and consulted with the
superintendent, came to the conclusion that it would be in
the public intorest to push at once the construction of a
road 8 miles in length to the Devil's Head Lake, one of the
most attractive features of the park, and also considered it
expedient to construct a tank and pipes for the purpose of
distributing the water of the hot springs to the hotels and
bath houses without further loss of time. The water is
supplied to them at a rental.

Mr. MITCHELL. Did you drink any of it?

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. I did.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is it pleasant ?

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. Not particularly ; I
don't hanker after it. It is confidently bolieved that there
will be a very large pecuniary return for all this expen.
diture. It is proposed to give a certain number of leases
to parties who want to build villas, and who will build
them in accordance with the views of the superintendent,
so that there will b no buildings put up to diefigure the
park; There will be a handsome ground rent charged for
them. At the village of Banff there is a continual demand
for lots, and $4,000 and upwards have been recoived for lots
sold within the last fow months.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). What further expenditure is
contemplated there, or is this a final expenditure ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think that substantially
thiis sum will complote the park. Of course annual improve-
monts will be suggested té beautify the grounds.

Mr. MITCHELL. What extent of area is included in
the park?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 20,000 acres.

Mr. MITCHELL. I suppose the hon. gentleman pro-
poses to cultivate al the wild animals, such as cinnamon
bears, rocky mountain goats, &c., in that park ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will have to come
to Parliament for a special vote for that.

Mr. mrrOmLL.

Further amount required to provide for the ex-
penses in connection with the Commission for
the settlement of the Half-breed claims in the
North-West Territories..................... . $5,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I want to amend that by
adding the words: "including $500 to N. O. Coté for ser-
vice as commissioner. As the nature of the work of the
Half-breed Commission was very involved, it was impossi ble
to estimate the amount that would ho required under this
head. The work was more severe than wa% anticipated,
and it was found necessary for the commission to visit a
number of places which had not been taken into account.
This vote is asked to meet the additional expense, including
the $500 to bo paid to Mr. Coté, who rendered valuable
services as a colleague of Mr. Goulet.

To pay A. J. McKenzie, surveyor in Her Majesty's
(ustoms at Hamilton, an allowance in ad-
dition to hie salary, for services as Acting
Collector, from lot November, 1884, to lt -
February, 1887 ....................... ........... $1,231 50

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Is this the gentleman who
discharged the duties during two or three yearse?

Mr. BOWELL. Yes. It is the difference botween bis
own salary and that of the collector. He discharged the
duties in an eminently satisfactory manner.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Why then has ho been
reduced?

Mr. BOWELL. Hc bas notbeen reduced. He was always
a surveyor. During the vacancy that existed, ho was
asked to assume the duties of a collector until a new col.
lector was appointed.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant), It would have been only fair
to keep him in that position, when ho discharged the duties
so satisfactorily during two years and a half, and not
appoint another.

Mr. BO W EL L, That is another question,
Mr. BROWN. Mr. McKenzie was a very efficient ofcer,

and I did what I could to get him not only what has beon
allowed but double that amount. I found it very hard to
get all I wanted from my hon. friend for Mr. McKeDzie,
but ho would not give any more, and I am thankful to get
this for him.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am delighted to hear
this testimony on the part of the hon. member, but I arm
not delighted to hear that a gentleman who filled the post
so efficiently has had to nake way for an outsider. 1Ishould
have expected that the hou. member for Hamilton would
have used bis influence to prevent this. Can it ho possible
that the hon. gentleman wauted to get a dangerous rival
out of the way? It looks suspicious.

Mr. BROWN. I had no such desire, and I am glad to be
able to do justice to the gentleman whose name is under dis-
cussiori.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Still the fact remains that an
officer who, according to the Minister of Customs and the
hon. member for Hamilton, disocharged the duties of collector
for two and a half years in the most satisfactory manner,
should, in spite of that, have to give up the place ho so
worthily filled to a gentleman who, I may say, is wholly
unacquainted with business, for i believe he is a legal gen-
tleman. This may not only have been doing an injustice to
him, but also have been the cause of serious loss possibly to
my esteemed friend from Hamilton, for, as a result of the
appointment of that outsider, it was necessary to find another
representative for the city of Hamilton, and to compel my
hon. friend to absent himself on business and attend to par-
liamentary business for three months when he should have
been at home. It would have been botter had the Minister
of Customs overlooked the faut that Mr. MoKenzie was of a
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diffoerent stripe of politics and have allowed him to remain
permanently in the position ho so satisfactorily filled.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It i8 to be regretted that this
officer to whom the hon. gentleman proposes to give an ad-
dition to his salary, to which ho was entitled morally, at atl
<vents, if not legaLly, wa- not allowed to rotain the position
he filled so efficiently during two years and a half. Every
ore who knows Mr. MeKenzie, knows that ho is thoroughly
acquainted with mercantile affairs, and that there is not,
perhaps, an officer in the customs service to-day botter qua.
lified to discharge the duties of customs collector. He was

'for many years a merchant, and is certainly acquainted
with the duties appertaining to the office of collector. Now,
the hon. genlenman bas taken a lawyer and appointed him
over Mir. McKenzie's head As far as we can judge there
was no reason for appointing the present collector of ou@-
tome, except to make way for the hon member for Hamil-
ton. That eoms to have been the on]y reason for the ap-
pointment. There are many appointments which are open
to lawyers which are not open to non-professional men, and
for one who was thoroughly conversant with the trade of
the country, and so weil qualified to discharge 1heduties of
collector of customs as Mr. McKenzie, who waslactually en-
gaged by the Government to perform thoseduties for two and
a quarter years, to be removed in that way was a most un-
gracions act. There was no reason for it unless it was that
ho belonged to a different political party fiom that of the
Minister of Oustoms. The hon. Minister o£ Customs says
ho discharged those duties for two and a quorter years.
Why was ho allowed to continue in that position for that
time ? If ho was competent during that time ho was able to
discharge those duties for two and a quarter years more,
and for twice two and a quarter years. Why did the
Minister keep that open so long ? Was it because ho had
promised the appointment to an hon. gentleman who was
thon on the floor of this louso? In what position did that
member stand to the Government at that time ? Was ho
competent to give an independent vote ? No; during that
time he was a mere instrument of the Government. From
the time the Minister held out the expectation that ho
would be appointed to that office, ho was net an indepen-
dent member of this House, and was disqualified from the
proper discharge of his duties. In fact, it the promise was
made to him, and ho knew ho was to occupy that office, ho
was legally disqualified.

Mr. BROWN. He is the best collector we ever had.

Excile-To pay Peter Kastner duty on malt used in
the manufacture of beer, destroyed by îre, 24th
August, i1s1, authorised by Order in Couneil,
20th September, 1887......... ... $210 44

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I should like to know
why, if this was a lawful and proper debt, six years have
been allowed to elapse since the destruction of this malt
without the amount having been paid ?

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). My hon. friend should remem
ber that when the Governmont get money into their bands,
it generally takes several years to get it Out.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. My bon. friend no doubt
speaks from experience, but that is not quite a satisfactory
answer in Committee of Supply. There is a very serions
objection to bringing up these old claims. If this claim is
jUst, it ought to have bon settted in a much shorter time
than six years, and I think some explanation is due to the
committee.

Sir JOHN A. MqACDONA L D. If any of ler Majesty's
subjects have a claim against the Government, when they
present it it bas to be considered on its morits, whether it
is an 014 or a new clai. M.y hon. friend the Minister ofi

Inland Revenue is not bore to.night, so I cannot explain
this particular case, but the enquiry was gone into, and it
was tound to ho a good claim.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In all snob cases,
particularly whon you refer to an Order in Council, I
think the Minister in charge of the Estimates should be
provided with the Order in Council, because primd facie
that is not the sort of claim which the House should look
on with favor. If thore is one thing more than another in
which the Crown is likely to be a victim of unfair claims,
it is in these cases which have occurred years ago. The sum
is email, but the principle is one of considerable moment.
I suppose the hon. gentleman will produce the Order in
Conocil at some reasonable time to-morrow. We ought to
see the grounds upon which it is passed. Of course i do not
know the morits of the case. It may be a perfectly just
claim and it may not.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If the claim was only pre.
sented last year, it would be rather a serions question, but
if it was presented before, it is another thing.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have sont for the Order
in Council.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I would call attention to one
peculiar feature in this. This malt was destroyed by fire
on the 24th August, 1881, and the Order in (ouncil was
dated on the 20th September, 1887, so that sometbing over
six years elapsed. If this claim had been good, the party
inight have taken steps to colleot it, but ho waited until the
Statute of' Limitation had run, and thon presented the
claim when it was open to the Governmont to accept or re-
ject it. It certainly looks like a job.

Mr. TROW. I live within three miles of this brewery
and I am aware that, in 1881, the brewery was destroyed
by fire, and there was a current rumor at the time that Mr.
Kastner had lost a considerable sum. I know ho is a very
respectable man. He does not live in my riding, but in
North Perth, but I am sure that if he puts in a claim, ho i
entitled to be paid. I believe it is a just olaim.

Oullers' oontingencies.......................... . ....... $1,500

Mr. BEAUSOLEIL. (Translation.) I wish to call the at-
tention of the Governmont to certain regulations recently
passed by the Department of Marine by which certain taxes
are imposed upon implements used by fishermen. Under a
regulation or Order in Council-I do not know which-a
license fee of $2 a year and three or five cents a yard bas
been imposed upon hoop-nots, nets and linos. The effect of
that tax is most disastrous to a certain number of fishermen
who carry on that business around Lake St. Peter, that is,
to fishermen from the counties of Berthier, Maskinongé,
Richelieu, St. Maurice, Yamaska, and ail the counties sur-
rounding Lake St. Peter, on both sides of the St. Lawrence.
Those fishermen do not catch marketable fish. Their catch
consists mostly of eels, catfisb, suckers, and other fish of
that description. Their operations are not extensive, and
if that tax is maintained it will result in depriving a large
number of families from their means of subsistence. Last
year the hon. Minister of Marine imposed the same tax, but
upon representations made by the members for the inter-
ested counties, the regulation was suspended. Recently,
the regulation bas been put in force, although its injustice
had been represented to the Government. I would ike to
know whether that regulation is to be cancelled, and I hope
the hon. members for tbe interested counties wlll >oin me
for the purpose of protesting against that regulation and
aaking that it be cancelled.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Government hav
reoeived several petitions from the fishermen who are sai4
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to be very poor, and unable to pay the fee that is charged.
The Government have considered this carefully, but before
coming to a final conclusion in the matter we were obliged
to come here. The moment we have leisure, the day af ter
prorogation, we will consider the matter. We desire, as
much as possible, to meet the representations that have been
made with respect to the fishermen.

Mr. LA1URIER. What is the object of these licenses ?
Mr. FOSTER. The object of these licenses is partly

statistical and partly for the purpose of raising a revenue.
We charge for these licenses the same everywhere. In the
district of which the hon. gentleman has spoken, we now
charge these fees; but previously this part of the Ottawa
and St. Lawrence Rivers had not been under fees. Last
year the matter was first brought to my attention largely
for this reason : that this portion of the river presented an
anomaly, and parties said rightly that in other places if
these fees are not paid in one portion of Canada they sbould
not be paid in any other portion. Last year the regulation
was put in force, but owing to representations that the fish
were not taken for commercial purposes, it was suspended.
Sinoe, the investigation bas shown that these fish are taken
for commercial purpose, and are caught and sold in large
quantities. The fee is very small. 25 cts. are charged for
100 hooks, 2 or 3 cents per fathom for nets, and $2 for hoop
nets, the same charge as is made for hoop nets catching the
same quality of fish in other parts of Canada, The fees were
placed at 82 for the hoop net. As I have said, representa-
tions were made to me, and as a compromise, I have reduced
the fee one-half, making it $1 for the hoop net. I believe
it bas been stated that it will cost these fishermen a large
sum of money, because the nets were old and worn out and
have to be replaced with others. Now, it is not the design
to charge 81 for every hoop net that is used to replace
another. The fee is $1 for fishing with a hoop net the
whole season. If one hoop net wears out and is replaced
by another, it is not at ail the intention, or the practice of
the department, to charge another dollar. However, as bas
been said by the First Minister, since this regulation has
been in force, representations have been made, and they are
now being considered, and the Government will, no doubt,
do what is fair and right in the premises.

Mr. LAURIER. I think my hon. friend the Minister is
altogether wrong. There should be no revenue at ail from
such a source. If it be for statistical purposes there may be
some reason in it.

Mr. LABELLE. The result will be that these poor people
will be taxed twice. In our Province the fishermen are
differently situated from what they are in Ontario. In
Ontario they have good fish, and fishermen can seli their
catch by the dozen; whereas with us, they have to sel
them by the cartload in order to raise a liLtle money to buy
pork and molasses for their families, who, in many cases, are
next to starvation.

Mr. LAURIER. Can the hon. gentleman give an ex-
planation as to the increase in this item of $1,500 for
callers' contingencies ? The revenue is largely decreas.
ing from that source.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. In the absence of the Minister
we are not able to give information on that point. I will
go to the department in the morning and make enquiries.

Railways and Canals, repairasand working
expenses...................... ................ ...... $49 ,525

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Will the bon. gentleman explain
that item ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that $2,600,000
were voted, and it was found neoessary to obtain this addi.
tional amount of 8477,000, making a total of $3,17T,000

Sir JoRN A. MACDONALD.

in order to work the traffle. That large increase was caus-
ed to a very considerable extent by a very sudden influx of
ocean traffic, which was thrown upon the road unexpectedly,
and which one year ago, when the estimate was taken, we
had no reason to suppose would take place.

Civil Government, Department of Secretary of
State......... ......... ......... $2,725

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. Please explain the pay-
ment of 8400 to C. A. Cattelier.

Mr. CHIA PLE A. J. Mr. Cattelier is one of the oldest and
most deserving officers in the Civil Service. Ile has the
position of a Deputy Minister, but bas never had the rank
and salary of such; he is the Deputy Registrar General.
His services have been recognised on this occasion by grant-
ing him an increase of salary amounting to $100. He bas
really been Deputy Minister since 1869, and bas never
received anything but the salary of a chief clerk.

Legisiation-Franchise Act .... . ....... . ............ $30,500

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I move that the second item, "revi-
sion of voters' list, $15,000," be struck out.

Motion agreed to.

HEouse of Commons ................................... ........ S2,785

Mr. Mo MULLE NT. I desire to draw the attention of the
committee to the names of four 8essional clerks. From the
whole information I can gather, these have not done any.
thing during the Session. Their names are J. E. Chagnon,
Ouimet, C. J. Thompson, a lawyer in the city, who bas not
been here and has not attended to his sessional work but
bas drawn his money; and M. Haldane, who bas not been
here and has not performed any sessional work, althoughb h
has drawn bis money. The latter is the owner or editor of
a paper in Huil, I believe. I think it is unfair, and I think
it is the duty of the Opposition to draw the attention of the
Government and of the flouse to this fact. It is not enough
that we are called upon to pay for a large staff of sessional
clerks who do not perform any work, but we have to pay a
lot of hangers on who virtually do nothing but draw their
pay. In those four cases, I challenge the House or the
Government, or whoever bas thoso clerks in cortrol, to
show one single piece of work that those men have done.
I venture to say they bave not copied 12 sheets of foolscap
during the Session, and yet they have drawn their salary.
I would like to know under whose charge they are ? I
know from my information, and I have gathered it care-
fully, that they have not done a single item of work.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. That statement cannot
possibly be allowed to pass without some explanation. If
four persons have been appointed sessional clerks and bave
drawn their pay, and did not do any work, then there is no
doubt that there is a gross abuse if it be the case. Of course
my friend would not make such a statement unless he re-
ceived creditable information on the matter. I think that
charge must be answered by whatever officialis responsible
for the sessional clerks.

Mr. SPEAKER. I can only answer my hon. friend that
I am not aware that one single individual has been paid
who has not doue his work. No later than to-day I have
asked for a special report from the clerk who was in charge
of them, and the Clerk of the fouse, who is here, can say
the same thing. I think that every one of them, so far as i
am aware, has earned the money he has been paid. I am
not aware that a single man has been paid here who bas not
worked faithfully and done his duty; at least that is the
report I have. I think that those reports outside are very
much exaggerated about those cierks having nothing to do.
Of course they have not work et all times, but sometimes
the whole of them are required for the work of the Rouse,
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An hon. MEMBER. Iow many are thore?
Mr. SPEAKER. I cannot say. The number is twenty

five provided for and fixed by a resolution of this House. I
am not aware the resolition has been exceeded.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is no doubt at ail that
if this state of things exists, it is a very gross abuse and1
hold it to be the duty of any member of this House on either
side, who has knowledge of a fact of that kind, that a person
who is reoeiving pay as a sessional clerk who doos not do
any service, to report it. I think the members should
make it known tothe Clerk of the House under whom those
clerks are. I am aware that the Clerk of the House has
heard this for the first time. I do think it is the duty of
any member of this Häuse, if he is aware of an abuse of thai
kind, to bring it at once to the notice of the clerk in order
that the party may be forthwith discharged fron the publie
service.

Mr. MoMULLE9N. I have taken some trouble to find ouI
whether those clerks are in attendance or not, and I hold
that it is the duty of the person in charge of the sessiona
clerks to note their presence and if they are absent to strike
them from the list. Members of the House are docked for
every day they are not present, and I think sessional clorks
should be treated in the same way. I have taken trouble to
make enquiries and not one of those clerks have been there
when I made the enquiry. I understand that it is not the
duty of the man in charge to report their absence, and that
all he has to do is to see that they are on the pay list.

Mr. FISHER. I am glad to hear from the Speaker that
ho has asked for the list of those clerks and the amount of
pay they receive, and I trust that he wili also ask for a
return of the number of days each was present. I take ex
ception to the statement of the Minister of Finance that it
is incumbent upon members of this House to make com-
plaints of this kind. I think it is the duty of those who
have the control of officers of this House to see that they
are present, and that he should be responsible for their
presence. The members are not here to look after the
officers of this House ; that should be done by the commit-
tee, of which I believe the Speaker is chairman. I do not
consider that members of this House have anything to do
with the matter.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I thirk that the English
practice should prevail, which is that the appointment of
extra sessional clerks should rest with the Clerk of the
House.

Mr. SPEAKER. So it is here.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The hon. gentleman says s0
it is bere. I should like to know whether the Clerk of the
House is responsible for those sessional cleiks or not, and I
should like to know whether he las assumed the responeri-
bility of asking the Government for the appointment of a
large number of those clerks. One of those who my hon.
friend has named is a student in a lawyer's office inhis
city, and is engaged the whole season. He has not been
hure, and yet that clerk is drawing his pay regularly. I
would like to know whether a party who is connected
with the editorial staff of a paper on the other side of the
river, bas been iere or not? And I would like to know
whether bis appointment is not due to the fact that he has
done political services elsewhere, and o-it because bis
services were required in this House? The whole
difficulty has grown up on account of the interference
with the clerk in the proper discharge of hii duties.
He is the proper officer to name the parties h
requires and he ought to be held responsible, for
power and responsibility should go together, but he
is deprived of the power. When the officer is inter-
fered with at every turn, when he bas pressed on him
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a number of ineffloient mon whose services he do..s ot

-require, ho cannot b. beld responible fer this large expen.
Sditure or 1er those inefflient appointien ta. We have boe,

as w. have every year, a large numtuber of porsons appointed
wbose servicea are net required, snd they are appointed met

Sbecause their services are required, but they are appointfbd
in erder te cemponsate theai fer servicos rendoe.d oteb

r party led by the hon, gentleman on the other aide ef the
i1 C hamber. I say this is8 a grosi abuse. If those parties have
Drendered the bon. gentlemen sny important nervice, lot

1 theru put their banda lu their own pec kets te pay thora,
and lot them discontinue the practicof putting thoir bande
in the peekets of the people ef this country fer such a pur.
pose. Trmat is what theso gentlemen have boen doing, and

tthat la what tbey continue to do. At oery turn we bave
rabuses of this sort. Theso Estimatea are filled witb
3the names of parties who are penaioned on the public

Treasury for the services thoy have rendored te the
t leaders of the Tory party. Why, Sir, au hon, gentleman
1 named, to-day, a man who is te b. sppeinted te loek
jatter timber ut the source ol'a river wbere there la net a
3settlement witbiu 500 miles, anid whero there is ne porion
rwhe ceuld pensibly cause any damnage. What la that for?
sIL la fer political services, or te get him eut of the way.
)The peoplue o this eountry who arc embarrasaed un their
3cireumstanees, who find everywhere their burdens enor-
3mously increased, sud who are obligod to curtail their

t expenditure lu censequeuce ef thuir strained eircummtances,
are obtiged te pay ibis pension list. The poople find their
burdens incrcased by the bon. gontiemen opposite wbo in

forder te pay thoir parasites bave fastened them u'i pensiinners
on the public Treasury. 'lho condition of thinga is ùbcooming
intolerable, and it bas net only extended te evcery brarmch
of the public service, but it bas found its way into this
flouse. Yen eau hardly move through the corridors fer

*the number of people wbom the hon. gerutlcman bas placed
bere for the purpose cf pensioning thern. Wo canet get

rproper ventilation in this chamiber, and wo are lu danger of
blood-poisoning, bonuse of the impediments put in the way
of fresh air co[ninr in, in the shape et' the persons who are
crammed into the doorwayi and window.-ý. Whierevor you
look you find thom. The b[iwkbhdA in tho corn ioldai are
net more numerous co- more dJangerous to the proý-pcrity and
prospects of the peoplo than tboeo whern the lbon. gentle-

iman ûas placod on f ho pension 114t; and bere, irn the case ef
the extra seisienal cle-k.s, you find the abuse existing in its
meast aggravated ferm.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD). The bo~n. gentleman hbu
rather widened the scope of the discussion beyend thât cf
the hon. member for North Wellington (Bir. MoMullen),
wlie made an attack on some of the sessional clerks. With
regard to the sessional clerks, the numnber of thorniwus
suttled ut t25 or 26 on a report froni the previeus Speaker,
which was laid before Parfilament, aud I think approvodl by
Parimament. The mnen who bcid the office ut that time
were considered as appeinied merely for the Seosion; but
it was previded that after thuat every sessional clerk, if h.
were considered a satisfactory cterk, aithough bis dutios
werueuly fer the Semigion, and althoug hobewaa only paid
fer thc Session, éboutd bave a right te corne back boe year
sfter year if b. proved te b. a tsatisfactory elerk; se ibat
the uotion that th 8se mon are put on for political purposes
1 think bas fadef away. The number was settled by Par.
liâment, atid I think was co,-îsidoed on both aides as not
excessive'; and the proof that it is net excessive is that
when Mr. Anglin wàss Speaker, the number wu. juit twice
what it 15 ut this momntt. It is 40 Dow; It wau 80 in bid
tine.

Mr. MILLiS (Bothw~ell). The hon. gentlemin forgot-i
that the number waq 120 iu bis own day. Rias he forgotten
that there was a list brought down in 1880, oootuining the
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names of upwards of 100, I tbink 118? And he knows
that a number of names were struck off before the list was
brought down, and put on again after the list was presented
to the House.

Sir JOffN A. MACDONALD. See the progress of
reform. The hon. gentlemen, when in power, had 80; now
we have got down to 40. I forgot to say, with respect to
the three men spoken of by the hon. member for North
Wellington, that there is a chief clerk in charge of all these
sessional clerks, whose duty it is to see that they are at
work the whole day.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Suppose they have nothing to
do ?

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Tâat is not their fault.
But I believe theso men are fully employed. There must
be intermittent work during the Session, some days being
heavy and some being light. Of course, the hon. gentle-
man speaks as he bas been informed. I do not at all dis.
pute that he Las made enquiry, and that the information
he gives is what he obtained. It is the duty of the Clerk
of this House to see that the chief clerk performs his duty,
and I have no doubt he bas done so. The hon. gentleman
says the clerk has been interfered with. I am a member
of the Internal Economy Commission, and I have not heard
our clerk say that he bas been interfered with in any way.
fie bas never made any such statement to me, and I do not
believe ho bas made it to the Speaker or to any other mem-
ber of the Commission.

Mr. MoXULLEN. I enquired of the chief clerk of the
sessional ulerks whether it was his duty to sec that they
were in attendance, and he said it was not, but that it was
his duty to see when they were there that they performed
their duties. I know that these men have not been there.
They always appear on pay day, that is a certainty, and
they draw their pay regularly; but I warn the Speaker that
if these mon are paid in full for this Session, they are get-
ting money for nothing at all.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think this thing might be
managed on businems principles. Whon a clerk does any
copying day or night, if be made a little memorandum sta.
ting that he was engaged so many hours ut that work, and
what it was for, then every night it could boeascertained
what amount of work was done, and who did it; and when
that was compiled, it could be found whether a less number
of clerks could do the work. I understand that the hon.
First Minister says about the work being intermittent, being
heavy one day and light another day; but it could in that
way be ascertained, on the average, what work was per.
formed. Certainly, what the hon. momber for North Wel-
lington bas stated could not be allawed. lie Las simply
done his duty, and the matter ought to bo attended to.

Mr. TROW. The hon. First Minister says that if they
have done nothing it is because there has been nothing for
them to do. I would like to know how he accourts for so
many returns which have been asked for not being brought
down during the Session, if these mon have nothing to do?
They might have attended to that work.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. It would not do to take
these mon from their work to send them to the different
departments to make returns, which might occupy a man
steadily for a fortnight or a month.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I trust, as the state-
ment bas been publicly made, that the authorities of the
House will, to-morrow, inform us what the facte are. There
ought to be no diffioulty in asertaining the facte in a mat-
ter of that kin 1, and we shall expect to know what is to be
said on the subject to.morrow.

Mr. MILL& (Bothwell).

Hous. fJ Commoms-To pay 0. J. coursol,
Eg., I.P., absent through illness, balance
of nis sessional indemnity and mileage...... $M.40

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). The rale applies to. a member
who is ill, but in the city. This is, of course, adopting a
broader rule, and it seems to me that it would be more ap-
propriate to amend the Act in that particular, if every
memaber who falis sick is to receive his sessional indemnity,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Coursol was here attend-
ing to bis duties, but he was taken very ill, and went home
to Montreal, and now lies at the point of death.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Suppose any member was taken
ill and obliged to absent himself, is it reasonable that this
rule should be made of general application? I call this to
your attention, simply because you put in the statute one
rule, and once in a while yon aet differently.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would be very sorry to
see th3 Act altered. Every case should be judged on its own
merits. Mr. Coursol was here at the beginning of the Session,
but ho bas been at the point of death almost ever since. If
you were to lay down a general rule that a member who
happencd to get sick should have his indemnity continued,
he might make a slight illness the pretext to stay home
altogether. The statute is a great check and compels mcm-
bers to attend the House.

Mr. LANDE RKIN. I remember calling the attention of
the House some two years ago to a case parallet to Mr.
Coursol's, the case of the late David Thompson, who was so
ill that ho was unab!e to attend the Session, and he never got
any of his sessional indemnity. I do not object to this, but
if ttiere is a rule for this case it should be applied to others.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If Mr. Thompson's case
had been called to the attention of Parliament, he would
have received his indemnity.

Mr. LANDERKIN. I called the attention of the flouse
to it at the time, and the hon. the First Minister told me the
case was a good one and he would attend to it. There was
not only the case of the member for Haldimand, but the case
of the member for Lincoln, who was ill that Session. I also
drew attention to his case and was told it would be attended
to but it was not.

Senate-To pay amount of sessional indemnity to
Hon. Ur. Fortin who was prevented by illness
from attending Parliament .................... $1,000

Sir RICHARD CARITWRIGH1 T. Is not this rather un-
reasonable ? I can unlerstand tbe case of Mr. Coi sol, who
attended here and was struck down by illness, but, although
we ail like Mr. Fortin, it seems to me that it is establishing
a risky precedont to give a gentleman who cannot attend
ut all the full amount of his indemnity.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This is not warranted
by law, and that is why it is put specially here. But we
ail know Commodore Fortin, who, for many years, has
been a member of Parliament bore, and wrho, since Le bas
been in the Senate, bas been very ili. He is thoroughly
broken down, and ram afraid he bas not long to retain his
seat in the Senate. I beliove he is in extremis almost, and
is now in the hospital at Montreal. I am quite sure the
hon. gentleman will not object to this, and we have a prc-
cedent irom the Sonate in the case of Hon. Mr. Christie,
who did not attend during the whole Session and whose
allowance was paid.

Mr. LAURIER. There is no doubt that the rule laid
down by the hon. member for Bithwell would be the best
one, but I would object to having the law altered. We
should have the rule as it is, and depart fron it as occasion
requires. In this case I think we should give the indem-
nity to Mr. Fortin. We know he could not attend at al4
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and if he bad been well enough to come to Ottawa, but
would stili be compelled to romain in his room, ho would
have been entitled to his indemnity. He could not come,
and, under the circumstances, I do not see why hoeshould
not have the indemnity.

To repay the Government of Prince Edward
[land the amount paid by that Provine an-
nually on account of pensions, from lot July,
1873, and interest thereon, from dates of pay-
ment to 30th June, 1888-

Sir Robert Rodgson, pension, $4,029.81,
interest, $2,094.49.............,........'........ $6,121 36

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What ie the reason of
thie ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Under the Union Act we
are obligod to pay these pensions, and would have paid them
had our attention been drawn to them by the Government
of Prince Edward Island. They were overlooked, how-
ever, and were paid by that Government, which has now
called on us to reimburse them.

To improve the outlet of Sunfiuh Creek from the
Feeder to Grand River................ .......... .... $ 1,200

Construction of a bridge across the Feeder, at the
Forke Road ......... . ................. ............... ,... 4,000

Construction of dams above and below Dunnville
weir ............................................. ........... 13,650

$18,850

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I take this opportunity to
roply to the question asked by the hon. member for
North Ontario as to who is the lockmaster at Fonelon
Falls. His name is W. MacCarthy. The construction of dams
above and below the Dunnville weirs cost 813,650. This is
the approximate or the probable cost of building six dams,
one above, one below, and one each on the three waste weirs,
also filling out wash-outs with stones, repairing valve rods,
uprights, flood gates, &c. The object in building these dams
is to improve the three weirs, they being now in bad condi-
tion.

Construction of a bridge over the sanal between
Concessions 0 and D, Nepean Front................ $7,000

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. This is for the construction
of a bridge over the Rideau Canal below the railway bridge
and opposite the upper part of Archville; it is the site
recommended by Mr. Wise.

Sir RICIAR D[ CARTWRIGHT. Is that not an expensive
bridge for the Rideau Canal, whicb is not a very largo one?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I suppose, probably, it is an
iron bridge.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGHT. How far is it from the
city ?

Sir CHARLES TUJPPER, A little below the Canada
Atlantic bridge and near Archville. It will accommodate
a large number of people and bring them in connection
with the city.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What has this Parliament to
do with that bridge?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is across the Rideau Canal.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon the Governmont should
only give liberty to build it, but should net build it them-
selves.

Mr. JO NES (Halifax). This is another exponditure for
the benefit of the city of Ottawa of the same kind as those
we took exception to the other evening. If the hon. gentle.
man establishes a precedent of this kind, the probability is
that ho will have a number of demands from all over the
country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It bas been the practie.
to construct bridges across the canals where they were re-
quired. When you establish a canal, you out off the com-
munication,

Mr. JONES (Halifax). That will not hold at all, It is
quite indetensible to build this bridge. Ali that should be
done is to give permiasion to build one there.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it is according to
law. I think it is according to the Rideau Act. It is a very
just provision, where the main road running through a
county is interrupted by a public work-a canal or any
other public construction-and is broken up, especially in
the case of a canal. If the road is out in two by the canal,
surely the township-is not obliged to build the bridge. It
is right that their communication shouId not be interrupted,
and if it is, it is quite just that the Government ehould pay
for it. That hus always been the practice, and i am quite
satisfied that such a provision is in the Rideau Act.

Sir RICHARD CAR 'WRIGHIT. There are a number of
bridges which, 1[think, bave been constructed by the muni.
cipalities along the Rideau, wbieh oxtends from Kingston to
Ottawa. The principle laid down by the Government now
îvill require that the Government either shall have built
those bridges or shall make compensation to the municipa-
lities for having built them; and the hon, gentleman may
find that this expenditure of 87,000 may lead to a good deal
more. Unessi am mistaken, a great number of the bridges
along tho Rideau have been built by the municipuilties at
their own expense.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. That is on niew road@.
Mr. SHANLY. This je a concession lino.

Sir J011N A. MACDONALD. I think tihat, on the old
concession linos, the people have a right to these bridges.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon I am to understand that
if the road existed prior to the canal and was used as a high.
way before the canal was built, the Govern ment assume the
responsibility of building the bridges ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think so.
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Thon, in regard to all those

roads which have corne into use sino that, the municipali-
ties are (o build the bridges ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not Bay tha.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I suppose the ame rulo would
bold good on the Welland Canal?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Nodoubt any road which
is interrupted by a canal should be restored by the Govern-
ment.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I understand that, if the hon.
gentleman maintains that a well established road, one which
bas been used as such, is interrupted by the construction of
a canal, the Government might be called upon to build a
bridge; but, if it was not called upon to build a bridge im.
mediately aftewards, if the road was bridged by the muni-
oipality and the responsibility assumed by them for 25 or 30
yeare, it seems rather extraordinary that the Government
should thon assume the Iiability. When these canais were
made, the municipalities and the canais were under the
same Government. Before the Union, a canal was the same
as any other channel and, unlose it was undorstood that the
work should be undertaken by the Government and not by
the municipality, it does not son reasonable that the Gov-
ernment should now undortake the work.

Kingston Graving Dock ................... ...... ,,,.,..$75,000

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I that a Government wos k or
is it lot to a company ?
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is a Government work.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where do you propose

to build it?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is not decided. There

are two locations offered, one in the city and one at Ports-
mouth.

Mr. PATERSON (Bran t). I think the member for Prince
Edward county (Mr. Platt) stated that a graving dock of
this kind had been required for some years, but I under-
stood him to say that a private capitalist had commenced
the construction of one.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no.
Sir RICHARD CAR TWRIGHT. What is the total cost

of this expected to be?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We do not know exactly

yet, because the site would have to be selected first in order
to ascertain the best site for this dock, and the future cost
of the dock will have to be considered at the same time, but
I suppose it cannot be less than between $250,000 and
$400,000.

Mr. CHARLTON. What size vessels is it intended to
make this dock capable of taking in and docking ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The vessels that pass
through the canal and come down the St. Lawrence gener-
ally come to Kingston, and a portion of themr discharge
their cargo there. There is no graving dock there where
the cargoes are exchanged and we thought this was the best
place to put it.

Mr. CHARLTON. Why Kingston ? It seems to me that
some other point would be botter than this which is at the
foot of the lakes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. All the shipping inter-
ests have settled upon Kingston. The Board of Trade of
Toronto, the Board of' Trade of Hamilton, and various other
commercial bodies have agreed that Kingston is the place
for the building of this graving dock. At present, if an
injury happons to any vessel she has to be taken across to
the United States, and for fear of accidents in the fali, they
often go to the United States direct without going to King.
ston at all.

Mr. CHARLTON. Is it absolutely necessary that the
Government should undertake the cost of this work ? In
the United States there are docks at Oswego, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, and these
docks are all built by private companies. Why it is noces-
sary for the Government to undertake the construction of
a dock on this side, when a number are built on the other
side by private companies, I am unable to understand. It
strikes me that this work might be left to the shipping in-
terests of the lakes to provide for themselves.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am afraid they are not
able to do that.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I am informed that there is a
company already formed in Kingston for this purpose.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I never heard of it.
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I understood the member for

Prince Edward (Mr. Platt) te say that some sixteen miles
east of Picton, a dock was nearly completed, I think it was
by Mr. Hepburn.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. A graving dock ?
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth.) That is his statement.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Quite a mistake.
Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). That is his statement, and that

ho thought, under those circamstances, it was hardly
Mr. B.AZu (Wentworth).

fair for the Government to step in and interfere with
private enterprise where they had already spent a large
sum of money.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no graving dock
there, I can assure the bon. gentleman.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). I presume the Government
will take charge of it in any case, before the location is
settled.

Public Buildings, Ontario.............$17,925

Mr. CIIARLTON. Improving ventilation of House of
Commons, $4,000-in what way does the Minister propose
to improve the ventilation ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This vote is taken in con-
sequence of the complaints of hon. members, and of the
suggestions that have been made. I am not in a position
to say in what way the money will be used. We will use
so much of it as will be required to improve the ventilation
between this and next Session. If a plan cannot be found
satisfactory to the Gevernment, then, of course, we will not
expend it; but I think there are certain iaprovements that
we can make which will benefit the Huse and improve the
ventilation.

Mr. CHARLTON. I am sure the House will say that
the money is properly used if the ventilation of the chamber
is in any way improved. I ask this queEtioa because I
feel a deep interest in it, and I hope that the money will
be used in such a way as to secure the object for which it
is votcd. I fear, however, that the sum will be found in.
sufficient to meet the changes that will be essentially
necessary to secure the proper ventilation of this chamber.
We shall have to adopt some different method of bringing
in fresh air to secure an adequate supply. It occurred to
me that, if possible, the cheapest way to obviate the diffi-
culty that we labor under here to secure a well ventilated
chamber, would be to build a new one, which would have
three sides exposed to the air.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As I said the other day, I
am ready to undertake a new building as soon as Parliamont
will give me the monoy. But the bon. gentleman knows
that to erect a new louse of Commons will require a large
sum of money. We could not erect it in connection with
this building without disfiguring it; but if, as I suggested
the othber day, we were to build it beside the Western Block,
where there is a vacant space, we could there build a very
good liouse of Commons, having ventilation and light on
three sides, and with ail the modern improvements. But, as
I said the other day, that will cost a large sum of money ;
however, if Parliament is ready to undertake it, I suppose
the Goverument will have to find the moncy. I do not sup-
pose that we could build it for less than half a million.

Mr. CHARLTON. I hope, at all ovents, the Minister of
Public Works will give this matter bis best attention, and
will succeed in providing some remedy for the difficulty we
labor under now with regard to this present Chamber. We
have a difficult problem to deal with, no doubt. The situa.
tion of the Chamber is such that we cannot lot the sun-
light in. He may not be able to succeed as well ashe might
wish, but no doubt the effort might be made. However, I
am sure he would have to ask for more monoy than is asked
for here.

Public Buildings, North-West Territories...........$155,500

Sir RICHARD CAR rWRIGHT. North-West Mounted
Police buildings, 8100,000-where are these to be built?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The chief architeet bas
submitted a statement in which I find $25,000 for the
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Regina riding school; $5,000 for additional barrack room;
a new hospital at Regina, $7,000; Medicine Hat, new
town station and general repairs, $2,500; Calgary, new
building, $26,878; repairs and alterations, $10,000; Fort
McLeod, general repairs, $,1,000; Fort Saskatchewan,
general repairs, 8500; Edmonton, new buildings, $10,(*00;
Battleford, new buildings, renewals, repairs, fencing, &c.,
$5,000; Prince Albert, additional buildings required te
complote, fencing and new road to barracks, 83,000. These
items, along with contingencies, make up the sum we are
asking for.

Mr. LAURIER. We have already voted $27,000 in the
same direction. li there any connection between the two
items ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is new. Tho ether
amount was for the year that will end in a month or two,
anci a large portion of it has already been expended.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Was the riding school at
Regina totally destroyed, and if so what was the cause ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, and the caue was a
defective flie.

Mr. KILLS (Bothwell). I observe it is proposed to vote
$15,000 for Governor's residence at Regina. We votcd $l1,-
000 two years ago.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This is for new buildings.
The present building was a portable building, but it is a very
poor structure. The Governor could not pass another winter
there without repairs, costing $2,000. It would be more
economioal to build a new building rather than patch up
the old one.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The building is made of
portable frames carried from Ottawa and Montreal before
the railway was built, and another portable wing has been
added since. It is a wretched place, and I do not see how
the Governor's family live there during the winter. I have
occasion to know that their sufferings from the cold in
winter are very grent. There were 17 stoves going con-
tinually, and the inmates could not keep themselves warm.
My wife was there during a winter, and altbough there was
a stove in the room, the water froze.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is the hon. gentleman
sure that the water did not freeze when it was on the
stove ?

regret the hon, gentleman has not paid attention to the
representations of the hon. member for Yarmouth. It
would be much more important to attend to a work of that
kind, that is falling into decay, than to prooeed with sone
of the works for which sums are now asked.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The case had escaped my
memory; I will take a note of it. If there is an absolute
necessity, I will try and attend to it.

Harbors and Rivera, New Braswiek............. $27,750

Mr. MITCHELL. Where is Edgett's Landing?

Mr. FOSTER. In Albert county.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Where is Mizonotte ?

Mr. FOSTER. In the county of Gloucester.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Whore is St. Louis ?

Sir IHECTOR LANGEVIN. In the county of Kent.
The vote is for a general landing wharf for shipping in-
terests.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). I never heard of any vessel
going there, and no vessel will ever go thero.

Mr. MITC FIELL. This is done, I suppose, to meet the
views of the Government supporters, and I recognise the
principle that the Government muet subsidise their sup-
porters.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The amount of $10,000, re-
vote, for St. John barbor, is to place a quantity of large
stones at the outer end of the works, according to the re-
commendation of the chief engineer, which had been car-
ried away by heavy seas in 1886-87.

Richibucto Protection Worke. .. ............. 13,000

Mr. MITCHELL. What are those works for at Richi-
bucto? It appears to me that the money is al) going to
Kent.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is for works which the
chief engincer reports to be necessary for improving the
entrance of the Richibucto.

Mr. MITCHELL. I notice that ail the grants are for
the constituencies of m nbers who support the Administra-
tion.

Oampbeilton Ballast Wharf.......................1,500

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Is $15,000 the estimated cost Mr. MITCHELL. Are you going to build a $1,500
of the new building ? | wharf for ships to discharge their ballast cargoes?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is about one-half the
cost, the total cost being $30,000.

Harbors and Rivera, Nova Seotia.......................... $33,250

Mr. LOVITT. In what county is Beaver River ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is in the county of Yolrk.

Mr. LOVITT. I desire to call the Minister's attention to
a breakwater at Green Cove. It has been there for twenty
years, and is the most important breakwater in the county,
but part of it has been destroyed. It affords valuable
shelter for fishing vessels. I regret there is not an amount
in the Supplementary Estimates to place it in proper repair.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will enquire into the
matter.

Kr. JONES (Halifax). The breakwater mentioned by
the hon. member for Yarmouth (Mr. Lovitt) is one that
was washed away, and is a very important one. It is a
pity to allow it to remain in its present condition, because
it will involve a heavier outlay at a very early day. I
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If we do not the ballast
will be thrown into the barbor, the same as it was at
Dalhousie.

Mr. MITCHLELL. Such a thing occur in Quebec, but it
does not occur on the north shore, for they are not allowed
to throw ballast into the harbor. I notice that there are
eleven votes here for New Brunswick, and not one of themn
are worth a cent, as far as iho interets of the country are
orcerned. If il manages to get votes for the Government

there, it is about as much as it amounts to.

Mr. JONES (EHalifar). I would like to sk the Minister
of Public Works what is the estimate of the cost of the
work at Barrington pier?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The chiof engineer says
$50,000.

Riviére Ste. Aune de la Pérade...................,... $1,000

Mr. LAURIER. What do you propose to do at River
St. Anne ?
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to continue the chan.
nel at the mouth of the river.

Three Rivera Pier.............. ...... $10,000

Mr. LAURIER. Where is that to be?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That is a continuation of
the works the Harbor Commissioners built there. We
thought it should be a Government work.

Improvement of entrance channel of River
Thames, Ontario.............................. .... $4,000

Mr. CAMPBELL. Before that vote is passed, I would
like to say that this is one of the best appropriations that
have been made. This work is very much needed. It was
asked for by the late representative of the county of Kent,
Mr. Henry Smyth; it was also asked for by mysolf last
year; it las been pressed for by the hon. member for North
Essex (Mr. Patterson); and the board of trade and the
town council have repeatedly urged the matter upon the
attention of the Government; and I am very glad indeed
that they have made this appropriation. I fear, however,
that the hon. Minister is asking for too little; I think he
should have made the vote about $10,000 instead of $4,000;
but I suppose he las had his engineers investigate and
report upon the work. I have a letter from the bon. Min-
ister of Public Works, addressed to Mr. Henry Smyth, as
follows:-

" OFFIo or THI MINISTER OF PUBLIo WORKS oP CANADA.

Mr DmicaRMR. SuT,--'' OTTAWA, 14th April, 1888.

"I am in receipt of your letters of the 15th, l'Ith and 24th of Mareh,
and the 2nd and 4th inst. (the last enclosing a letter from Mr. Samuel
Barfoot, President of the Chatham Navigation Company), on the sub-
ject of the improvement of the Thames River.

'I have directed my officers to place a dredge at the mouth of the
river not later than the first day of May, and as speedily as possible give
your county the necessary navigation, and to forward me without delay,
a report upon the other improvements which you ask, particularly
those spoken of in the communication forwarded by you from Mr.
Kai lt.

"You are aware that there will be no funds available for the perma-
nent work to be done at the mouth of the river, until the first of .July
next.

"Yours very truly,
'HECTOR L. LANGEVIN.

" HNRY MYTH, Esq.,
" Chatham, Ont."

It will thus be seen that the Minister promi sed that this
work would be commenced on the 1st of May. I am sorry
to say that it bas not been commenced yet ; and I have only
this to ask of the hon. Minister-that seeing that this work
is of great interest, not only to the county but to the whole
surrounding country, he will at as early a date as possible,
see that it is commenced. The prosperity of the town of
Chatham depends on the navigation of this river. At
present it is impossible to get a vessel in there drawing
more than five or six feet of water. A great deal of lumber
is brought in there ; a large quantity of grain is shipped ;
large quantities of brick are also shipped from different
points along the river. One gentleman told me that he
had lost the sale of about a million of brick last fall because
ho could not get them shipped. I trust that the hon.
Minister of Public Works will see that a dredge is put at
work at an early day, and have the work completed. I
would like to ask him how soon fie expects to have a dedge
begin the work ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When I wrote that letter I
expected that this vote would have been passed in the
House before the first of May, and I would have then feltt
that I had the authority to go on and make some arrange-
ments, knowing how pressing this matter was; but unfor-
tunately delays took place, and not having the money I 
could not go on with the work. Now that it is voted, I 
will go on with the work. Id

Mr. Lvuaria.

McGregor's Harbor, protection work ................... $2,000

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Where is McGregor Harbor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is in North Bruce.

Bayfield Harbor-Repairs.................... ...... ...... $1,500

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. What is the condition
of Bayfield Harbor now ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The engineer reports that
to restore this barbor to its former state of usefulness, it
would be necessary to rebuild the north pier, where the
damage has taken place, to repair the upper end and make
the harbor a depth sufficient for the accommodation of
fishing boats. These repairs are estimated at $5,000, and
the cost of dredging, if done by the Challenge, at $1,500.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Torenderthedredging
of any use, you will have to expend a considerable sum on
the pier.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This year we will go on
with the dredging.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. From the nature <f
the case, if you go on with the dredging without repairing
the other, the work will be undone by the first storm that
sweeps in from the North-West.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The engineer states that
perhaps some filling will take place, but it will still be good
next year.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. I have been there often.
The last time I was there, ten feet of sand was washed in,
in the course of two or three hours, by a North-West gale.
I am certain that unless the clerk of the weather arranges
matters to suit the engineer, and if the harbor is dredged
out without the pier being repaired, the work will be undone.

Sir BECTOR LANGEVIN. It will be well understood
that I will make what use of this vote is best, either in
dredging or anything else.

Toronto Harbor-Works at eastern entrance, the
city having contributed $100,000. . ............... $50,000

Mr. MoMULLEN. Last year I moved for a return show-
ing the blind b'lts that were used in the construction of this
work and that were washed away, and all the communica-
tions between the Minister of Publie Works and the inspect-
ing engineer in charge. That return has not been brought
down. In a matter of this kind we should have all the in-
formation asked for. The hon. gentleman admitted there
had been blind bolts used and that some were in his posses-
sion, and he promised to bring down a sample of them and
the correspondence,

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will take a note of it.
Mr. WEL DON. The hon. gentleman has taken no stops

with regard to dredging St. John Harbor. Aithough ho
said it is a private property and that the co: poration are
simply trustees, it stands in the same position as other bar.
bors which require the care of the Government, and some-
thing should be done towards removing the stuff from the
river.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I will take a note of this,
so as not to forget it.

Mr. MITCHELL, Last Saturday I called attention to
the fact that there was no item for improvements in relation
to the Horse Shoe Bar at Miramichi, and my hon. friend
said be would furnish information with regard to that.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. 'Ile chief engineer reports
that the Horse Shoe shoal was completed in September,
1884, leaving a channel of 20 foet wide and 20 to 21 feet
deep at low water, where previously the depth was 16 or 17
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feet. At Grande Dune a out was made 1,020 feet long, 120
feet wide, and 17 to 20 feet deep. No complaints have
reached the department since then, nor has the department
been informed that boulders exist in the river.

Mr. MITCHELL. 1 never made such a ridiculous asser-
tion that boulders were in the harbor. The boulders are
up the river sixty miles.

Roads and Bridges. ....................... $85,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Under what principle
are the hon. gentlemen going to justify this vote of $10,000
for one-half the cost of the construction of a bridge across
Grand River at the village of York ? If we are going to
construct bridges all through the Dominion of Canada, it is
not $10,000 but $2,000,000 that will be required.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. This vote is recommended
by the chief engineer as an assistance to the county of
Haldimand, on account of the ineressed width and depth of
the water way, resulting from the dam built at Dunnville.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There are a great many
miles between Dunnville and York. From Dunnville to
Cayuga by the river is about 12 miles, and it is not possible
that the water could be dammed up beyond Cayuga. After
you pass Cayuga, there is a distinct fall between York and
Cayuga of about 13 feet, and I do not see how in any way
the river can be dammed back by the dam at Dunnville s0
as to widen the river at York. It seems to me that the
statement made by the hon. gentleman's engineers is an
impossibility.

Mr. MONTAGUE. The hon. gentleman is perfectly right
when he says that it is not dammed up ordinarily by the
bridge at Dunnville as far as the village of York, which is
about twenty miles above, but the evidence of the parties
who are residents there, both before and after the construc-
tion of the dam at Dunnville, goes very clearly to show
that, since the river bas been dammed at Dunnville, the ice
forms above Dunnville very strongly, that the lighter ice
above Cayuga comes down, and in the floods of the spring
it forms an ice dam and floods the water back even over
the village of York, and the water js flooded completely
over the banks there. The evidence goes to show that the
comt of bridging the river at York is increased by the dam
at Dunnville. Perhaps the hon. gentleman knows Mr.
Davis, the county treasurer of York, who has very consid-
erable commercial interests at the village of York. He is a
thoroughly reliable man, and hoeis opposed to me in politi.
cal matters, and thoroughly in sympathy with the hon.
gentleman, and this is what he states:

" During the freshet the water rises about 8 feet. It rose very rapidly
twice during the last two years (last year was one of these). A jam
formed three or four miles below Cayuga and forced the water back
éntil it ran the reverse way over the dam. I am of opinion that if the
river was not dammed the water would not have risen so high. 1 am
not experienced in these matters, but I know that if the dam was not at
Dunnville one-tenth part of the ice would not form that now forms, ad
consequently the water could not be backed up in the same way it now
la. The summit level of the Grand River extends from Dunnville to
about 18 miles above and forme a pond averaging half a mile in width.
The extreme width of this pond is a mile or more in some places. The ice
forms al over this and the whole of it has to eseape over the dam at
Dunnville. The running ice trom above geta under the solid ice, at a
point near saynga and upwards in the narrow part of thebriver, and
there forme a dam which backs the water to York and aboya it. 1
consider that a bridge at York is necessary in the interests of the
publie."

That is the statement of Mr. Davis, and that is borne out
by a large number of the residents there, and anyone who
knows anything of the river there knows that a great deal
of floodng has been caused by the dam at Dunnville. The
Government bas paid a large sum to owners of lands which
have been fiooded in consequence of that dam, and to town-
shipe for the construction of bridges across streams which
have been affected by the action of that dam. I would ask

I

my hon. friend the Minister of Public Works if he bas taken
juto consideration the claim which the county council has
made upon the Government for a rebate upon the construc-
tion of the Cayuga bridge. The evidence all goes to show
that the county bas been very badly treated in this matter,that, owing to the existence of this dam, the county has been
put to a large expense. For instance, the bridge at Cayuga
need not have been within, I think, 15 feet as high as it is at
the present time. Owing to the dam, the county was com-
pelled to make r stronger bridge,and a great deal wider bridge
than would have been necessary otherwise. A short time
after they constructed that bridge, the Government raised
the water by increasing the height of the dam at Dunnville,
and the result was that the county has had to spend some
thousands of dollars to increase the hoight of the piers in
order to let the water under. If my hon. friend was ac-
quainted with all theo circumstances, I think ho would not
object to the vote, but that ho would agree with me and
with the Government, and with the engineer, that it is per-
fectly justified on the ground that the dam at Daunnville
has caused an increased expense in bridging this river.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is about 40 years
since the dam at Dunuville was raised to its present height.
I have known that oounty myself since boyhood, and it has
always been understood that the dam at Dunnville had no
influence beyond Cayuga; that, I bolieve, is not disputed ;
and there are rapids, not of a very formidable character,
certainly, but there are actually rapids between Cayuga
and York.

Mr. MONTAGUE. Yes, I admit that.
Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGHT. My esteemed friend the

late member for Haldimand (Mr. Thompson) had a mill a
little distance above Cayuga. Whother the dam which ho
once made there for the use of his mill, is still in existence,
I cannot say; but there is certainly a considerable fall from
this point, between York and Cayuga. As to the extent
an ice jam may form, I am not propared to say. But i know
that if we grant a vote for this purpose, the Minister of
Public Works will have opened the door for an immense
number of other demand in other quarters.

Mr. McMULLEN. This bears all the evidence of boing a
barofaced job. It would nover have been put in the Esti.
mates if the county had not been represonted by the hon.
gentleman opposite. It shows plainly that the Government
have done it for the purpose, in the first place, of aiding
him in getting elected, and in the second place, of sustain-
ing him in hie seat. This vote is in accord with manyothers
that my hon, friend from Northumberland bas been com-
plaining about in New Brunswick and other places. Coun-
ties that havo returned supporters of the Governmont stand
a chance of getting their bridges built, of getting any
mortal thing done, no matter what it is. As long as
they return member to su pport the Governmont they
are sure to corne in for someth ing. The hon. member for
Haldimand had nothing else to aid him to secure the repre-
sentation of that county, unless he could get the Govern-
ment to agree to contribute money towarda building a
bridge. I would like to know if these matters are not
under the control of the Local Government. The county
of Hlaldimand is a very close one, and so $10,000 is put in
the Estimates to build a bridge in order to secure to the
hon . gentleman a continuation of the seat he now occupies.
We have too much of this kind of thing. In my county,
for instance, there are three post offices in each of which
the receipte are in exceSs of those in a town in another
county where the Government are now spending $10,000
to $15,000 to build a post office and custom louse, simply
because the county sent a representative bore to support
tbe Government. If this system is to be carried out, I do
not know where ijt i going to end. It will take all the
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money the Finance Minister is authorised to borrow, and,
if, Session after Session, we are to be called upon for items
like this it is going to be a sorry day for this country.

Mr. MONTAGUE. In reply to my hon. friend who last
spoke, I thank him for the compliment he bas paid me, in
saying that it was my presence here that got this grant. lI
am sure if the hon. gentleman knew the circumstances, if
he knew how the people had been anuoyed by the existence
of that dam, bis spirit of fair play would have led him to
admit that this item is justified. I do not desire to character-
ise what he has said, because the hon. gentleman, I under.
stand, is not acquainted with the county.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I mean to say that the promise of
this vote was one of the reasons which secured the election
of the bon. gentleman. I can judge from what I have seen
in the past, and from the general tenor of the votes that
bave been going through, and 1 believe this is in accordance
with all the rest. I do not say tbat it was altogether because
ofthe hion. gentleman's ability; no, it is because he is always
sure to vote right.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. That claim made by the
county couneil of Haldimand concerning their bridge,
I have not been able to take up and submit to my col-
leagues, for want of time; but it is a matter which will be
taken up at the close of the Session.

Mr. BAIN (Wentworth). Will the hon. member for Hal.
dimand tell us if there bas been any estimate of the cost of
the bridge ?

Mr. MONTAGUE. The county council passed a reso.
lution, I think, in the early part of the year, which was
forwarded to the Minister, offering to build half of the bridge
if the Government would build the other half. Since that
time they have formulated a claim upon the Government
for the half of Cayuga bridge. I think the Go vern ment em-
ployed a gentleman named Long, a provincial land surveyor
and an engineer in Dunnville, to make an estimate of the
amount which the Govern ment were indebted to the county
of Baldimand upon the Cayuga bridge, and I think he told
me personally that bis report ishowed that the county had a
just claim upon the Government to the extent of 818,000,
without interest. I know from hearsay that the estimated
cost of the York bridge is about $Z0,000. The county
claims that the Government should build the whole bridge
in lieu of their giving up their claims to the Cayuga bridge,
and I believe if lon. gentlemen opposite understood all the
circumstances, they would agree it was correct.

Mr. McMULLEN. I bave no doubt that if the county
was to wait a few years until another election took place
and again returned the hon. gentleman, the Government
would build the whole bridge for them.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I do not exactly see how the
ice jam or anything else ean affect the river at Cayuga.
Prom the statement made by my hon. friend from South
Oxford, it seems that the water by the dam at Dunnville is
not backed up the river further than Cayuga. The hon.
gentleman who represents the county of laldimand says
that the ice jam caused the water sometimes to back fur-
ther still in the spring. Well, Mr. Thompson's mitl is
above Cayuga, the river is dammed there for the purposef
of the mill. Now, how is it possible that the dam at Dann.
ville can affect the river above another dam ? The water
has never backed over that dam at Mr. Thompson's mill, in
consequence of the dam built at Dunnville. Then, if that is
se, by no possibility can the dam at Dunnville be backingr
water directly or in consequence of any ice jam affecting
the river up at York. According to the plan submitted,
there ia thirteen feet fall between York and Cayuga; there
is the dam at Thompson's mili above Caynga, and that dam i
backing water part of the way to York might possibly t

Mr. MOMULLuN.

cause an ice jam that would affect the river at York,
although the hon. gentleman does not so represent it, and
has no reason to suppose it does. But that dam intervening,
it makes it utterly impossible that any ice jam caused by the
dam at Dunnville could affect the river at York, and that be-
ing the case, no claim can arise in conscquence of the dam at
Dunnville for the construction of a bridge, by the Parliament
of Canada, over the river at York. It is extraordinary the
Government should undertake a work of this sort. low is
ià that twenty-one years have elapsed since the Union, and
this claim has not been put forward before? iHow is it
that the people of Haldimand never became aware that
tbey had such a claim; bow came it to be presented ; who
suggested it? There are rivers all over the Dominion that
require to be bridged. The practice bas been to bridge
them at the expense of the community that uses them, and
if you depart from that rule and undertake the construction
of sncb works at the expense of the country at large, you
break down all distinctions, not only between the Domin-
ion and the Provinces, but between the Dominion and the
municipalities, and all the advantages supposed to arise
from our form of Government fall to the ground. What is
the use of having Provincial Governments and municipal
institutions which undertake works for the benefit of the
people, if the Dominion Government can come down and
ask appropriations for the benefit of the people in any par-
ticular locality? It is a monstrous proposition. It was
reported in the papers, at the time that the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Montagne) asserted to the people of Haldimand that,
if he were elected, he would secure an appropriation for
this purpose, and that if a memier of a different political
complexion was returned, such would not be secured.

Mr. MON TAGUE. Who is your informant?
Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). It was so stated in the news-

papers at the time, and it would not have been stated if the
hon. gentleman had not said it or some one on bis behalf.
Now the hor. gentleman boasts that ie bas such influence
with the Government that he is able to secure this appro-
priation. It is to be regretted that the Government are
not restrained from appropriating public money, that is
supposed to be for the general good, to undertakings con-
nected with a particular municipality. This is a most
improper appropriation, because everything goes to show
that it is an appropriation for a work upon a pretext that
bas no foundation whatever in fact.

Mr. MONT AGUE. So far as this matter is concerned I
suppose the residents of York, and those who are prominent
in municipal politics in Haldimand, probably know as much
about the question as the lon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills), though they may not know as much in regard
to the science of tbe flowing of water. Evidence,
however, is quite ckar in opposition to the statement
made by the hon. gentleman that water has not flowed
over the dam. The statement is made by 17 prominent
persons who resideiin Yoi k, belonging to both political
parties, that the water has flowed over the dam time and
lime again ; and I could read to him, if it were necessary,
the report of the local superintendent upon the canal,
which shows that the river bas widened in the spring from
350 feet to between 600 and 700 feet, and when the ice jam
formed below the village of Cay uga the water was forced
over the dam at York. I think if the hon. gentleman
understood all the circumstances lie would hold a contrary
opinion to that which lie bas expressed.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like some explanation in
regard to the item of $45,000 new iron truss bridge, to re-
Place the Union Suspension bridge, Ottawa.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Last Sessicn the question
n connection with this bridge came up. It was understood
hat we would have to leave it for another year without
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replacing it, the chief engineer having stated that with
some care it might last another year. Since that time he
has warned the Government that the suspension bridge
could not be relied upon for the future, and that we must
provide to replace it with a fixed bridge. He has estimated
the coSt at $45,000. We intend, during the sum mer, to make
all necessary preparations, and when the ice takes on the
river in the winter, we tvill have the traffic go over the river
and we will pull down the cables and erect the new bridge.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Please give some
explanation in regard to $2,000 for McLaren's bridge.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is to make provision for
an appropriation to the county of Carleton to assist in the
construction of an iron bridge over the Rideau River, on the
highway leading to Rideau Hall.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. This system of sub.
sidising the people of Ottawa, who should be able to carry
out their own works, is a most improper one and opens the
door to every imaginable demand of a similar kind from
other places. There is no more reason in admitting this
claim than there would be a claim from any municipality
in the seven Provinces. I warn the hon. gentleman that,
though this sum is comparatively small, the passage of such
votes does more to injure the whole system of our confe-
derate Government than ualmost anything else we can do.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The properly at Rideau
Hall and grounds form nearly one-half of that municipality,
and from them the municipality does not obtain one cent.
Under these circumstances the Government thought they
could grant $2,000 to assist in giving access to that munici-
pality, and therefore to their own property.

Paving Wellington Street, Ottawa,............... $5,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Could the hon. gen-
tleman tell us what is the reason for asking this vote?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the arrangement we
made with the corporation of Ottawa about tLe bridges and
the street in front of the Parliament buildings, it is stipu-
lated that the street should be kept in good order by the
Government. We have tried macadamisîng, but the trafftl
is so great that we think it would be botter to pave it, so
that it would last for five, or six, or seven years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Pave it with what?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We have not decided yet
whether it would be wood or stone, but it will be whatever
is best under the circumstances.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I suppose the Governnent bas
decided to do this, and it is not woîth while questiouii g it
any lonher, but it seems to me one of the imoat objection.
able items that could be placed in the Estimates. 1 cannot
see on what principle this Parliament is called upon to vote
those large sums for the city of Ottawa. It would seem
that the hon. gentleman, having lived here so long
in 'the Government, has conceived an attachment for
this city, and wishes to spend the public money upon it.
They must remember that every other part of' the country
has just the same claims on the public funds. 'ei
Government are building a bridge bore over the Rideau
and paving streets, and I would remind the bon. gentle-
man that his constituents have just as good a rigbt to
claim a bridge as the city of Ottawa has. He bas made
no explanation about this expenditure, which wuuld be
accepted as satisfactory before any court. It is late in the
Session, and I do not wish to detain the House, but I think
it is an item that should be voted upon in concurrence,
because the Government may charge uw afterwards, as they
did before, with the remark: Yon spoke against it, but
you did not vote on it. I was in hopes that alter the

strong expressions of opinion made from this side of the
fHouse that the Minister of Publie Works would have seen
bis way to take this sum from the Estimates. IIe surely
cannot in his own mind see any just grounds for asking us
to voto this sum. He is opening the door for similar appli-
cations from all parts ot the Dominion whioh he cannot
resist, because when you once establish a procedent you do
not know what expenditure it is going to involve. I
regret thut the hon. gentleman will not bo bore always,
and in future those who follow him will point to the action
of the Government here to establish a similar claim. I
think it is an extravagant waste of public money to vote
this.

Mr. BARRON. Surcly the advantage to the city of
Ottawa of having the G-overnment buildings here is quite
sufficient without asking the country at large to keep
up their roads and bridges. It is quite true that the
Rideau grounds are not taxed, but the city of Ottawa gets
an equivalent without this expenditure, inasmuch as it is
the seat of Government. If the country at large is going to
be asked to keep up the roads and bridges of the city of
Ottawa, there are other cities which will come forward and
say: We will take the seat of Governmont; we will put up
buildings and exempt them from taxes, and not ask the
Goverrment to keep up our roads and bridges. Already
there has been, as we know, efforts made to have the seat of
Government etsowhore. I am quite sure that this practice
will give risc to ill-feeling more than ever, and it is a very
bad precedent to establish, for the public ut large to koep
up those roads and bridges for the city. I do not think this
money should be voted for the purpose.

Mr. MITCHELL. I must express regret that the Minis.
ter of Public Works bas not thotught tit to give me that
telegraph lino along the snore of the Miramichi River from
Newcastle to Tracadie I spoko to the hon. gentleman
about it, and I hope he has got a note of it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, I took a note of it.

Telephone communication between Wolte reland,
Lake Ontario, and the mainland ... ........ $2, 500

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. On this item I think
something must be said, and a good deal ought to be said,
although we may not be able to say it ail to-night. It ap.
peurs to me that it is introducing a rew and most improper
departure to establish this telopbonio connection. On the
telegraph communication there is not much to be said, but
to ask this Parfiament to establish communication between
Wolfe Island, opposite Kingston, and tho mnainland, appears
to me to be a very rawcahýy jy>b indeed. Why, in the name
of all that i-i wonderful, should Canada be asked to support
telephonic cornmunicationl romn an ielarnd in the St. Law-
rence, two or three miles from Kingston, in connection witti
that town ? Thore is rio possible duonc cor excuse for this.
It is true that it is in the immediato vicinity Of my home,
but that canniot mako it any botter.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The peop le of that island
have got no communication with the outer world.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. They have got the
telegraph.

Sir HECTOR LAN GEVIN. That is thonwily thing we
can do for them. We cainot give tbem a railway or any-
thing oft be kind, and this is the only thing they bave asked
from us.

Sir RICH11àRD CARTWRIGHT. Tàis isjust as atrocious
a job, although not a big une, as ever was perpotrated.
There is no earthly reason, or ground, or excuse, why you
should give telephone communication to an islard in the
St. Law# once opposite Kingston. There is ro justification in
the world for it, and nothîng to be said for it except that
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you have no other way to spend public money there; and
that is what the hon. gentleman in substance says-we
cannot find any other way to bribe them except to give
them telephone communication. I must say the hon. gen-
tlemen appear to me to be laying their heads together in
order to find ways and macans to establish various things
which will cost this country hundreds of thousands and
millions of dollars. If you choose to do this kind of thing
for every little municipality because you cannot find any
other way to spend money for it, there will be no end of
applications for such grants. The hon. gentleman has not
advanced one solitary reason for this. These people have
ample railway communication ; and a steamer goes between
there and Kingston every two or three hours. There is
absolutely no ground for this. It is a regular job-a job of
the worst kind.

Telegraphic connection of Bonilla Point with Vic-
toria, British Oolumbia. ........ . ....... .............. $15,0o0o

Mr. JONES. (Halifax). What is that ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN, This is to establish a tele-

graph lice at Bonilla Point, where the vessels going into
the Strait of Fuca must all pass, and by this means their
arrival will be announced. Then, on account of the wrecks
on the Pacific coast botween that point and the entrance
to Barclay Sound, it will also be very serviceable in pro' ect-
ing life and property, because if a wreck happons there, a
notification of it can immediately botelegraphed, and vessels
can be obtained from Esquimalt or Victoria to go to the
rescue.

Examination in connection with spring floods at
Montreal and vicinity ......... ......... ................. $2,5o

Mr. MITCHELL. Is there any report on that yct ?
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The reports have been laid

before the Hlouse, except the last one, which I bave been
told is coming in a few days.

Steam communication on Lakes Huron and Superior. $12,000
Mr. MITCHELL. What is the explanation of that ?
Mr. MoLELAN. This is for the transportation of the

mails at twelve or fifteon points along the Georgian Bay, as
far as the Sault.

Mr. MITCHELL. What vesselis get the subsidy ? Who
are the proprietors of them ?

Mr. McLELAN. I do not know the proprietors. There
are several lines. The Northern Transportation line last
year bad a portion, and there is another company running
in the sanie direction.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think the hon. gentleman should
have been prepared to tell us what companies are running,
what points they run from, what ports they touch at, what
vessels they employ and everything connected with it, The
information should be definite and specific.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This has been in operation
for many years.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is all the more reason why the
hon, gentleman should give us tbe information.

Mr. SPROULE. I may tell the hon. gentleman that
thore are two lines, one from Coliingwood and one from
Owen Sound, and that they call at all the ports on both
shores from Owen Sound to Sault Ste. Marie.

Steam communication with the Magdalen Islands.... $7,800
Mr. M1TCHELL. What is the meaning of this?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This has been in operation

for many years, between Pictou and the Magdalen Islands.
It is the only regular means of mail communication as the
hon. gentleman knows.

Sir RIcaAIa CARTWRIGHT'

Steam communication between Halifax and St.
John, eil Yarmouth and Port Medway.............. $7,500

Mr. LOVITIT. I see that is the only item in the whole
list of subsidies that has been reduced ; and, in addition,
the provision that the vesselis must call at Port Medway is
added. The hon. gentleman knows that this line has been
in existence for the last ten years, and that with the sub-
sidy of $10,00 vessels have been calling at Lunenburg,
Shelburne, Liverpool and Yarmouth, and other ports.
Port Medway is only 9 miles from Liverpool. I think the
least the Government can do is to strike ont Port Melway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not intended that the
steamer shall call at Port Med vay, but this is inserted for
the purpose of requiring her to make connection with that
point There is a small steamer which has a small subsidy
from the Local Government, and $500 of this vote will enable
her to make the connection, which I quite agree with the
gentleman is otherwise quite impraticable. he hon. gen-
tleman says that the subsidy has been received for ten years.
That is quite true, but you often subsidise a line until it is
self-sustaining, and then you do away with the subsidy
altogether. And we believe that a subsidy of 87,000 to this
line will be quite sufficient, and we added the $500, for the
purpose of enabling the company to make connection with a
small steamer at Port Medway, so as to give communica-
tion with that point, but it was not the intention to require
the vessel to go in there at all.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). Does the hon. gentleman think
it is fair, not only to reduce the amount but also to require
the company to employ another vessel? You will observe
that this is the only item that has been reduced, and they
have no means of communication backwards and forwards
except by water until the railways are finished, and I hope
the Government will see their way clear to maintain the
original grant until the rail way is finished between Lunen-
burg and Liverpool.

Subsidy to steamer between Campbellton and
Gaspé and intermediate porte....... ........... $12,500

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I notice the steamer Admiral
only runs to Dalhousie.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Now that the railway runs
to Dalhousie, she makes connection there.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). The Campbellton people
complain of this, and if she gets a subsidy to go to Camp.
belton, she ought to go there.

Gen. LAURIE. I ask the Government if they could not
continue the subsidy to the line running from Charlotte-
town to Halifax. The merchants of Halifax, generally,
maintain it is most desirable it should be continued.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman made
strong representations, backed by a great body of the mer-
chants of Halifax. It is most difficult to take off any sub-
sidy as a rule, but the hon, gentleman will sec that there
are many subsidies connected witb the port of Halifax.
There is communication with Prince Edward Island by
railway from Halifax to Pictou, and a subsidised line of
steamers from Pictou to Charlottetown. There is another
subsidised line to Shediac and Summerside, and there is so
many of these lines of communication that we are anxious
to remove these subsidies wherever possible, and this is one
we thought might, under the circumstances, be dispensed
with. It was a matter of personal regret to myself, because
it interferes with the interest of parties who have been
maintaining the line, but the Government did not feel they
were warranted in granting that subsidy, and I believe
there is a company being formed for the purpose of having
a service that will not require a subsidy.
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F'or direct steam communioation &ntwerp or Ger-

many or both.. .. •••••..... .......-............. ....... $30,000

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We struck out the subsidies
of $24,000 each for direct service, the one to Hamburg and
the other to Antwerp, and have given a subsidy of $30,000
instead, on condition that an equal amount is contributed
by the Belgian Government, 'so as to establish a first class
line of steam communication between Belgium and Canada.
Strong representations were made by people in Montreal
against the reduction of the two subsidies granted for many
years to the White Cross and the Munderloh lines, and it
was with regret we were not able to comply with their
wisbes. We felt that these lines were practically being
subsidised by the Government to compote with private
capitalists, who were performing, to a large extent, the same
service, and we felt we were not warranted in continuing
this subsidy, but would contiribute instead 830,000 to a first
class lino, on condition that the Government of Belgium
would contribute an equal amount. Unless they do that
not a dollar of subsidy will be expended by us.

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). Will the terminal point be
in Canada.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The terms are that we must
have a direct service both ways. At present, the White
Cross and the Munderloh lines are competing with private
capitalists, and there was very strong ground to complain
agailst that system. We require this line to be a direct
line from Germany or Antwerp, or both, to Canada direct

Mr. WEL DON (St. John). It bas to make its terminal
points in Canada.

Sir CHARLES TUPP1.R. Yes.
Mr. WELDON (St. John). My bon. friend from Shel-

burne (Gen. Laurie) has spoken in reference to the subsidy
for a line of communication with the West Indies, andl1
regret that the Government did not see their way clear to
accede to the wishes of the delegation that waited upon
them in favor of that project. I agree with my hon. friend
that, if the Belgian Government do not agree to this pro-
posal, this money sbhould b applied to the development of
that lino, which sbould be a joint line from St. John and
Halifax, which bas been so strongly pressed upon the
Government from both these citios.

Mr. O'BRIEN. This is not a Maritime Province ques-
tion altogether, and, reproenting an Ontario constituency,
I think it is a matter ot' great inportance to the producers
of agricultural and other prodieo in Ontario to have our
trade with the West Indics encouraged as much as possible,
and I think it is much more important lor us to have a line
of steamers to the West Indies than it is to have one oither
to France or to Belgium.

Mr. JONES (Halifax). I do not understand, whon the
hon. gentleman knows that this vote for the French lino is
being renewed every year, on what principle the Govern-
ment are not able to change that arrangement and to dictate
their terms. They àhould place it in theo same lino with the
German lino.

both ways, not calling at any other places either going or HLfcorinar Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That was a contrict for five
coming, years, except in at certain contingency.

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Have they not been in the Mr. JONES (Halifax). I am gI!d to hear the hon. mem.
habit of going in the winter to the American ports ? ber for Shelburne (Gen. LÀurie) reeommending this trude,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, but we do not permit because the recommendation comos f rom a class of' persons

that. They must make the Canadian ports their terminal who know nothing whatever about the trade of the Wost

ports, winter and summer. Indies, and te hon, gentleman has made a representetion
as to the people a'ong the coast being initerosted in this lino,

Gen. LAURIE. I hesitate to press any other matter which is uttorly ut variance with the facts. Every merchant
upon the Governmont, but the junior member for Halifax in the county of' Shelburne, whîch the hon. gentleman
(Mir. Kenny), bas asked me to call the attentin Of the represents, every rncrühant in the couity of Luncnburg,
Minister to the strong feeling which exists in favor of a who is connected with the West Indies, higred a doc'ment
subsidy for a lino cf steamers to the West Indies. It is directly ut variance with the statemont which the bon.
rather a false position for me to b placed in, to press this gentleman bas mado; so I would suggest to him in future
on the Government, but, from my own point of view, I to confine his ienÀIks to matters with which ho isfaniliar,
think it is a very desirable lino; and, perhaps, if the terms and with which ho bas some acquain tance, and not to inter-
upon which the subsidy to the Antwerp lino should not fere with those about which ho knows nothing.
be met by similar terms being given by the Government Gen. LAURIE. I generally speak of matters with
on the other side of the Atlantic, I would suggest that it which I am familiar, and 1 generally speak with some au-
may be possible that this money might be applied todevelop thority to sa ain me. I have in my hands a statement of
a lino cf communication with the West Indies, which would the leading firm of Lockeport. i po e this tevening on
certainly develop our trade very largely. I know there is behalf of the junior member for Haliar, to icertain ex-
an opposition to it, but it is believed, and most of us believe, tent but also on my o er part; but, ifIat teped to repre-
that it would build ap a trade which would ho of groat tsntthe city of aiax, the bon, gentleman must oe
advantage, and that belief is held not only in the city of thanked foi attempting to represont Shelburne coanty. I
Halifax but in the ports along the coast. Those who are think am quite prepated t reprsent Shelburne county
connected with the West India trade think that it is a trade yt ye Ir i have here a etter from the leading export-
that might legitimately be developed, and, as the Minister ye myclfockeore which ir the l export -
of Finance mentioned, in his speech in producing the Budtget' ing tirru in Lockeport, wich is the wrgesta xport:ng place
that there were hopes that they might givo some induce- m" hae lontice aerne Tho tmrsb e nadaand
mont te estabish a lino between Halifax or St. John and R> ave aIse neticel1 & mev6 for a linf. e1 steamers betw@en Ond n
mento estabdish a hoed btweGonentlifa dor o r the West Indies which thirnk isrn recommendable, as every chance for
the West Indies, we hoped the Government would see their oeigu rd hudb h ßs aeo h oenet, soeeng that

1cppnxngc up trade shunt!d be tli' fi 'st nare of the Governmentseigta
way to carry that out, but I see there is no provision for it. our neighbors are alwaya on the alert to do so."

Mr. WELDON (St. John). Is the French subsidy on Mr. JONES (Falifax). From whom is that ?
the same terms as the Belgian subsidy ? . Gen. LA URIE. That ii signed by J. and F. LDcke.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; I regret to say it is My hon. friend knows them well. They are competitors
not. The matter had not been considered so carefully then with him in the West India trade.
as it bas been since. That French company is required to
run a direct lino froin France to Canada, but it is pormitted Mr. JONES (Halifaz). Every firm in Lookeport
to call at an Engliah port on its return voyage, but not when i signed the statement against it. I do not know what tbey
coming this way. may write to the hon. gentleman now.
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Sir CRARLES TUPPIER. Yes, you do, yon have heard

it.
Mr. JONES (Hlifax). I do not know for what reason

they should make that statement, but every firm in Locke-
port signed against it, and whon I come bore and have to
discuss matters of business with persons who-not wishing
to bc disrespectful-bave no acquaintance with the subject
or with the r ature of our trade with the West Indies, aid
who from thoir training and experience have no know-
ledge or experience of the matter, -

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think my bon. friend from
Shelburne was mistiken in sayirg that I held out hopes, in
making my financial statement to the House, that this sub.
sidy would be provided for this Session. I did not intend
to make any such statement. I explained a year ago that
wo were very anxious to establish a line of steam communi-
cation with the West Indies. And I explained that there
were two or three difficulties in the way. One was that we
proposed during the recess to be in communication with the
Govern ment of Spain in relation to a treaty for extending the
trade bet ween Cuba and Porto Rico and Canada, and that
we ftilt it was not wise that we should anticipate those
negotiations by providing a line of steam communication
that we might make substantial use of in those negotiations
when they were taken up. Wh.n I w nt to London,
atfter the close of the Session, I was visited by the
Spanish Miniter, who communica'ed to me, in the first
instance in writing, aud aftcrwards requested an inter-
view. I had a lengthened interview with him on the
subject. He intimated that the Government of Madrid
was quito ready to enter into negotiations for enlarged
trade relations with Canada. I told him that we did not
propose to go on with those negotiations, because I found
they had extended the time for bringing the modus vivendi
with the United States to a termination, in such a way as
to lead me to suppose that they were still negotiating with
the Unit d States. If any such extended treaty as Spain had
negotiated with the United States were entered into, it would
be quite useless to make any such arrangement as Canada
proposed to make with Spain ; and I proposed, therefore, to
allow the matter to remain in abeyance until that matter
was brought to a termination. I believe, the lst July will
find that matter finally concluded, that the modus vivendi
with the United States will ba abandoned, and that we will
then bein a position to resume these negotiations, with a
fair prospect of making arrangements that wili be greatly
beneficial to Canada by the extension of our trade with Cuba
and Porto Rico. I did not think it was wise to interrupt
this line of steam communication, to which w knew Spain
attached great importance, until we entred upon these
negotiations. ] may say to the hon. gentleman that we
had a very large deputation from the city of St. John,
who, I am afraid, were treated with scant courtesy by
the hon. member for Halifax, who intimates that this
large and what be supposes was an intelligent and influ-
ential deputation was a party deputation. I assumed that
deputation represented, not the Conservative party, but all
parties in St. John ; that the deputation that came to the
Government asking for the establishment of steam eom-
munication with the West Indies, was not a party deputa-
tion, but that it represented the mercantile sentiment of the
city of St. John, embracing both parties. I eau assure the
hon. gentleman that the greatest importance was attached
to their statements. They were told that we had sent, at
their request, a delegate to the Argentine republie and
Brazil, and that he would collect additional information ;
that step was one to which we attached great impor-
tance ; and that as Halifax and St. John were
combined in their application to the Government to
establish communication between these two pointe,
and differeut portions of the Weet India Islands, and,

Mr. JONEe (Halifax).

perhaps, embracing the Spanish West Indies, the Govern-
ment would give that subject the most careful considera-
tion during recess, and we would be able, at the next Ses-
sion, to provide for that service. We recognise the great
value of taking means-the same as the United States have
taken-by steam communication, to expand our trade with
both the Spanish and the British West Indies, and with
the southern countries. Now, suppose this vote is not
takon, suppose the Government of Belgium does not pro.
vide an adequate amount, then we would not be able to
touch a dollar of that money for an entirely different ser-
vice. You must have the money voted for that service. I
quite agree with tbe hon. member for Muskoka (bir. ('Brien)
that the service that is now under consideration is of much
greater importance than this continental service to which at-
tention bas been drawn. That subsidy may not be used, and it
is, perhaps, doubtful whether it will be, with the stingent
conditions attachod to it, because the parties who ap.
proached us on behalf of the Belgian Government, asked
that they might have permission to corne during winter, at
all events, to an Amorican port as well as to a Canadian
port. They have been informed that they must give an
equal amount of subsidy to that which we vote, that the
voyage must be a direct voyage, touching no place except
between the continent and Canada, and that the ports, both
summer and winter, must be terminal, Under thesecondi-
tions it is perhaps unlîkely that the vote will be used, but,
in any event, I do hope that the Government will bemble
at the next Session to provide for what I am certain is cal-
culated to benefit not only Halifax and St. John, but
Canada as a whole.

Steam service betweem the United States and Vic-
toria, B. 0.

For steam communication between Canso, Arichat,
Guysboro', Port Hood and Mabou, and such
other places between above limita as may be
agreed upon, touching daily at Port Mulgrave,
and also to provide for continuance of service
during winter, on the Port Mulgrave and Canso
section ................... .................................. ,... $5,OCO

Mr. MITCHELL. I see the Government have left the
steam service between the Urtited Statesand Victoria, B. C.
Is there no subsidy there now ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I will just mention that,
on Concurrence, we may have something to say on that
point; we will take it as in committee.

CAUGHNAWAGA RESERVE.

Mr. DOYON asked, For what purpose did the Government
cause a survey to be made of the Caughnawaga Reserve, in
the county of Lsprairie ? Whon do they intend to carry
out their plans in relation to the said reserve? Is it their
intention to lay before this House the report of the opera-
tions of Mr. McLea Walbank, as to the survey of Caughna-
waga ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The survey of the Caugh-
nawaga Reserve was ordered in the interets tof the Indians
occupying the said reserve in order that a fair distribution
of the land eomposing it might be made among the members
of the band. The Indians entitled to land upon this reserve
have been located for varions lots, and as soon as full returns
of survey have been received location tickets will be issued.
I am not aware of there being any objection to lay before
Parliament the report of the operations of the surveyor as
soon as the same has been received.

Mr. DOYON asked, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to allow the inhabitants of the Caughnawaga
Reserve to make an election of chiefs or couneillors, in
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pursnance of the Indian Ad vancement Act ? If so, wheido they intend to grant them such permission ?

Sir JOUN A. MACDONALD. The Government have
been a-ked by a number of the Indians of Caughnawaga
that ihey should be allowed to hold an election of councillor- under the provisions of the Indian Advancement Act
and the questionÙ as to the time at which it will be bestthat such election should be held is at present reeeiving eon
sideration.

Sir JÔHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House until this morning at ten o'clock.

Motion agreed to; and the House adjourned at 1.35 am.
(Tuesduy).

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuEsDAY, 22nd May, 1888.

The SPEAiR took the Obair at Ton o'clock.

PRAY-Ea.

INDEINITY TO MEXBERS.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I move, seconded by Mr.
Small:

That the accountant be authorised to pay their full sessional indem-
nity to ,gr. Platt, member for Prince Eîdward county, and to Mr.
Roome, member for West Middlesex, subject to the usual deductions forabsence since takiig their seats.

Mr. SPEAKER. I qiestion the regularity of this mo-
tion, although the [House may do what they like.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think it that is done-I am not
against doing it-Mr. Edwards, Mr. Godbout and Mr.
Campbell should be placed on the same footing.

SUPPLY.

Ilouse again resolved itself into Committee Of Supply..

(In the Committee.)

To provide for erection of piers and lighthouse in
the Lower Traverse River (on account, estimated
cost, $100,000)..... ....-. . --.. --..... $10,000

Sir RICHARD CAR'WRIGHT. How is it that a single
lighthouse, unless the pier is one of extraordinary dimen.
eion, omes to cost $100,000 ?

Mr. FOSTE R. Foré. number of years we bave had a
lighthouse in this river. T.he passage there is a very dife-
cult one, and the current extremely swift. The lightship
which cst $45,000, was run down and sunk, and these
lightships are very liable to be sunk at that point. It will
cost $30,001 or $40,000 to put a new lightship in position,
and instead of having a temporary lightship, it was thought
an opportune time to build a permanent pier and put a
fixed light and fog-alarm on it. That will cost probably
880,000; the first cost will be greater than that of the
lightship, but the advantages are so largely in favor of the
fixed light that its ultimate cost will be considerably leu8.

Mr. MITCHELL. There is a shoal in the centre of the
channel at this place, and the channel is very narrow, and
the lightship is liable to be run down. I have no dôubt
that the pier ie very necessary in the interest of navigation.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGRT. Le there any fearof the
pier itself being twept away ?
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could not suceed, and am glad to see somebody has got
some justice for him.

Sir JOHN A. M&CDONALD. I am afraid theb hon.
gentleman is the cause of this vote. With his usual per-
suasiveness, h. got me to give a sum to the Rev. Mr. Banff.
That was a new departare, and we had to do the me
with regard to Mr. Richard.

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHr. I suppose the Govern.
ment do not alienate any minerals found on Indian reserves
but retain them for the present at all events ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is the general rale.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGaT. Io it the invariable
rule ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, it is not.

Sir RICH ARD CARTWRIGEIT. I think for the present
it ought to be the rale that valuable minerals on Indian
reserves shoald not be alienated until the country geta.
botter settled,
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We agree that it is feasible to bauld it. 01 cours%, it will
recquire very -oareful oonideration.

Mr. hIITCHEL.I. t la feasible to build, but it le quit.e
*uncertain what the effeot w1i b.. The ice there je very
strong and rune with a great deal of force.

t
Mr. LOVITT. I think it wIllb.found ch perin tu end

re build a statioary lighthouse.

f Manitoba Indiana-Additional sum requlrd for
erection and equipment of two industiral shools
in Manitoba........ ....................................... 114,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. WhAt do yod p!oPose
to do with these young Indians-are you going to train
them for meochanical or agricultural pnrsuits?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. General industrial pur-
poses. It is found that the common schools are of com-
paratively little value. The young Indian learnse to read
and write, and then goos back to hie tribe, and again be-
comes a savage. The object is to get the young me and
the children severed from the tribe as mach an possible, and
civilise them and give them a trade. There is also pro.
vision made for girls. The system bas proved very sucesas-
ful in the United States, and is proving suocessful in the
Noi th-West. The system has been at work for three years
there.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do the ohildren go
back to the tribe ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, we endeavor to dis.
countenance that as mueb as possible. The yonng mon when
trained eau get their homesteads, and if they can get white
women or oducated Indian women as wives, they sever
themselves from their tribes.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). If they do not go back to the
tribe, what good is gained, the number instruct'ed is so
extremely small.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Stili it is botter we
should save these youths rather than run the great risk of
sending them badk. A littie leaven will hot leaven the
lump of the band.

Mr. MITCHELL. I see an item:to pay Rev. Mr. Richard
for services to the Indians of New Brunswick, $200. For

eveal ears I made dilient efforts for Mr Rinhard but
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In some portions of the

country, the coal lands are sold at the saine price as those
whieh are not on Indian reserves.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). What becomes of the money ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is fanded for the bene-
fit of the band.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It seems to me that,
in the present sparsely settled condition of the country,
considering that, in the matter of the Indian roserves, we
are very strictly trustees, we onght to reserve those minera]
lands.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think if we get a fair
price for them, and fund them for the benefit of the band,
we are performing our duties as trustees. It would be a
great pity to look up a good mineral region simply because
it happened to be on an Indian reserve. You cannot get
royalties paid, because the people can go across the line and
get this land there at $10 an acre.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG IIT. They. will net do that
very long.

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. They will not be able
to get large areas, but they would be able to get small areas
at the regular selling price. I do not think we can do better
in this matter than to follow the example of the United
States. As far as I have seen I think the Indian Depart-
ment of the United States has been conducted with a desire
to benefit the interests of the Indians.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWRIGIT. I see an amount of $3,700
to pay for the dwelling and other bouses owned by Indian
agent R. J. N. Pither at Fort Frances, which he had to
leave for the use of his successor at that agency. The
dwelling bouse may be reasonable enough, but what about
the other houses ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are all outbuild-
ings. There is one building to shelter the Indians, where
they can stay when they come to the agency, and there are
other outbuildings.

Iadians-British Golumbia...........$11,317 64

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. This is perbaps the
most proper moment to cal lthe attention of the House to
the unfortunate removal of Mr. Duncan's flock, or a large
number of them, from the reserves in British Columbia to
Alaskan Territory. I have not visited that place myself, but
I have always understood that Mr. Duncan was one of those
rare and very few men who have succeeded in oivilising the
Indiane under thoir charge, that these Indians had made
enormous progress; they had repeatedly been referred to
in the reports which have been laid on the Table by the
Ministers, and I think by their predecessor, my hon. friend
(Mr. Mills) as affording an extraordinarily good example of
what could be done by patience and kindness in dealing
with these people. Now we find from some cause or other
that settlement has been broken up, and a very large
number, if not all, of those Indians have been transferred to
American territory. We ought to have some explanation
from the Government as to what they know about that
state of things.

Sir JOHN A. MACDO NALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man will find ail the particulars in the annual report. It
is a very unfortunate affair altogether, but it is quite
beyond the control of the Dominion Government. Mr.
Dunan first went there as a lay reader, sent by the Church
Missionary Society of England. He has been very suceSs-

fui, ho is a man of great administrative ability, and ho
really made an exceptionally good settlement there. He
employed those Indians in the pursuits of white men, especi-
ally in tanning and similar pursuits. The odium theologieum
arose there, which is the most uncontrollable of all sorte of
animosities.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Worse than political?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAD. I have seen a good deal of
that odium, and it is certainly a very different thing from
Christian unity. Mr. Duncan, took, I think, peculiar views
on religious matters, and Eevered himself from the church
in which he had been. It seems that, years and years ago,
when British Columbia was a Crown colony, Sir James
Douglas granted a patent to the Missionary Society, or to
the bishop as representing that society, of.two acres ofland.
The Missionary Society sent a clergyman there. I think the
bishop went there himself. That was resisted by the In-
dians and by Mr. Duncan. He set himself up to oppose
the use of those two acres by the English Church bishop.
The British Columbia Government said: We muet sustain
the law, these two acres were a Crown grant to the
church, and they must be allowed to be in peaceful posses-
sion of them. The animosities became very great, and the
Indians took up the quarrel. I may say that the Indians
are not by any means unanimous in regard to this, but a
majority followed Mr. Duncan. A very considerable min-
ority, however, adbored to the systern established by the
Church Missionary Society, and a most unwholesome state
of things arose. They began to pull dowa the houses, and
Mr. Duncan, according to the report of law officers, broke
the law. I may say that when I was in England I tried to
mediate, and to have matters settled. I saw the leading
officers of the Church Missionary Society. Mr. Dancan
was in England at the time, and I offered him that if he
would try and settie with the society, I would recommend
his appointrnent as Indian agent for tbe north-east coast.
He seemed inclined at one time to take it up, but in some
way or other we could not come to terms. Thon, I am
sorry to say, Mr. Duncan took the extreme step of advising
the Indians to resist the laying out of their reserves, insist-
ing that the country belonged to the Indias, and that they
had never surrendered anything.

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). That is your doctrine.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, ho carried that

into practice, and refused to allow the surveyors to lay out
reserves. I may say that Mr. O'Reilly was sent there with
intimation that both the Dominion and the Provincial Gov-
ernments desired that the most liberal terme should b.
made with the Indians, but they would not listen to any-
thing. Mr. Duncan then, finding that the British Columbia
Government were resolved to carry ont the law, induced
the Indiane to go with him to Alaska, ad they commenced,
in the most wanton way, to pull down the buildings and
improvements at Metlakabtla, and some of the materiais
they carried off to Alaska. They made a complete waste
of the whole thing, in fact there was a sort of civil war in
that settlement. I believe the Indiana, a good many of
them, repented going to Alaska, because they had not found
everything couleur de rose there, and they are returning in
small parties to Metlakahtla. It is a grievous thing, b-
cause Mr. Duncan certainly did great service when ho first
went ther e, but ho had been so long governing the Indians
in that whole region like a dictator, that he coald not sub.
mit to the law.

Mr. MITCHELL. Is that the effect of long rule and
government ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is, when it is quita
unchecked by the second and third parties. They had not
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a second or third party. If they bad had a third party, was bult by the Indians themselves under Mr. Durian's
especiahy one headed by the hon. gentleman, I do not think directions, that the Chureh Society contributed nothing
there would have been so great an autocracy established. towards the erection of that building, and the buildings

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, that is not thewhich the right hon. gentleman says the Indians tore
it i wbn terejS o ceok nsie te prty .' down, were their own houses, whieh they undertook to r.-ron, it is when there is no check inside the party, as inwhere that they might ocupy thm in their new

the case of the hon. gentleman. home. But eertainly whatever damage bas been done to

Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). I think what the hon. gentie the settiement bas been donc by the Governnàent taking
man bas said, bas shown that it is becanse there was not a Bides with the bishop, instead of allowing the bishop and
second or third party that ail the mischief arose. Now, the India population te settie their dispute in the best
Mr. Duncan, I believe, is the most successful white man t h way they coud.
bas ever deait with the Indians during this generation. Hie Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. W. cannot well gointo
bas had remarkable success in civilising the Indian popula- the subjet in fuit, but I can assure my hon. friend the
tion, in inducing them to adopt the habits of an industrialis fot eorrectly informed. We bave don. everytbing in
and civilised community. I think it is very unfortunate the world to avoid oomplicity with the quarrels that ex-
that the Government should have meddled with the theo. isted there.
logical disputes between Mr. Duncan and the Church Society. Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). Did you net invite a man of

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. That is just what we did war to go ther, to restore order by taking sideï with the
not do. rwinrity against the majority of the Indian population?

Mfr. MILIS (Bothwell). Inmy opinion ail tbe difficulties SirJON A. MACDONALD. No, what we did was

have grown out of the meddlesome overàight which the this: W. sent a survoyOr, under the arrangement the bon.

Governnent undertook to exwrcise in connection with the gentleman made himsolf, think, with the British Com.

Indian bauds. If they had not oflred their services a bia Govere mont, to hayerut the re-erves.

umpire, and interfered between Mr. Duncan and the bis Mr. MILLS (Bothwell). To mark the limits off.
it is probable the difficulties woudot have arisen; an o o th o

the Indian population, wthehIndian populationotoisettetheirJH A.MCO LD ,orespt in thebest

off the limits, bocause the aent of th British Columbia
Mr. Duncan, and the vast majority of whom stood by hin, GoverJmOnt had to be given to every rcervn. We sent
woud have continued to stand by bim, and the bishop who Mr. OReiiy there, and ho waromshtod, they would ot
interfered, wouid bave been coinpelled te withdraw. No wgv i the ]and, tbey saidt!bey would kili him. Ioa

do not think the Government have anytsingtdo i re t n m ha e een in

the theoiogyef the Indian population. It was none of thir meoddlind So far from that boing the case, wbel twas ei
business whethr Mr. Duncan wrort.odox or heterodox. EglanI u na o
fe was a good officer, a man who had remarkable succsato thrtores odr tt
in dealing with the Indian population,mandlenwtheipart ngeortinsto te marits no to dieatn pther iorn t

by whon the Government ought toe havestood. Lt wouldhich ohe r portns ef Bria u ia mon the hoe
be quit. as improper forcthe Governmentte go into h deian, andflea MrD ca Ibre te govonthe whe
Methodist Confrence ad in terfere i the dispute that migt sereandfor thtprosooffred te
arise between laymen and clergymen, as btween Mr. Dun-cannandethebishop,
can and the bishop, who claired te have sent him there. r. DAVIS (Alberta). think the hon. tandFirat
As I undrstand tho question, and the hon, gentleman can Ministor has placod the Metiakabtia troubles before tho
correct me if I amn wrong- have net had an opportunity flou- very fairly, and I arnsure if the hon. momber for
of lookidg at t e papers-but it oas beewireported n the Bothwell (Mr. Nlols) had read tho reports ofb Provincial
newspapers that Governer Douglas issued nepatent t the Government, of*ibo conmission appointed by that Govern-
Churh Society for the two acres of ground upon which thement, and of th conference held betwoen the Indians and

church stood, but that su h patent was issued by the present the Indiansuperintendent and nimbers of the Government,
Government of British Columbia, at the instance of the bon. ho would not have made the mtatemonts be bas made to-dayi

gentleman. Mfr. MILLS (Bothwell). Yem.

Sir JOieN A. MA DONALD. No, it nt go intoa r. DAVIS(Alberta). The hon, gentleman crtainly

Mer. MILLS (Bthwein). Wel, it bas been tarepre- annot bave read them aht or ho weuld nt bave stated

sented, that the bhole of that territory was set apart as an what ho bas stated. The diffences were almost alto-

Adian resrve, andothat neither the Churcb Society nor gethcanef a religions charactor, and il the Gevernment

any other party had a right te any portion of the land se erred at ail it was in nt interfering sooner. Directly r.

marked eut. Certainiv, it would be altegether st variance Duncan placed hinmself above the civil law, then the Go,-

with the policy whicptse G ver ment bas itherte pur- ernment sheuld interfère, and ry opinion i- they did net

sued, at ail events, the Governmelatse Canada, if any por- intertere quit.oarly enougb. With respect t the Pro.

tien of an Indian reserve waas ndod to, and mad the vincial Gevernment only granting the parcels of two acres

prhperty of any religius bou y whatever. Churehes are quite recently, that may be true; but thore was a written

ermitted te bild church buildings, ansd a portion of the pedge given by Governr Seymour, who wan.Govrnorof
n Ht the tite te the tberown colny, that two acreD sould be we dThat

land bas noer se t ake frotheurpow asrtefor bisg the Case, how ould the Provincial goevernent

lan ha nverben tke frm te row a trste ad gentlea pnimade mfa nk, ws ritthâBitshCom

the India, and handed over t any Churb Society,rme ay revs
when tMat bas been dore, i. is an exception tetLhe gerael..

O. There isHndoubN whatever that veryArioAs iOjuryn l.
bas been doue te the settlement at Metiakabto by what Sir RICHARD CARTWR GHT. On what principle bua

bas there transpired. Lt sacraste me it was the business this gratuity f h$583.3at seven monthe' pay teex.nspector

ef the departiment te stand by the Indian population; thiY Thomas Dowling been fied?
had nothinwatever t do wit any religios body that Sr HN MAN Thereas been o
migtt cone amongt thom exceptt give thm fair protec-T t en t

o I d tndat the harh that was buitthereIndallow amonths ay for every year in the service.
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Culling timber... ......................... ........ . $300

Mr. LAURIER. Why is an increase of $200 given to
james Patton, Supervisor of Unllers, Quebee.

Mr. WITE (Renfrew). The salary of the previous
supervisor, Mr. Quinn, was $2,600 per annum, and as Mr.
Pattoï is discharging those duties, it was thought that an
additional $300, wbich would make his salary $2,400,
would not be excessive.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Considering that we
only received last year $19,000 and had to pay $55,000, an
increase to the supervisor's salary is rather a stiff proposal
to make. The whole matterlQoks like an abuse. Formerly
we obtained 840,000 or $50,000 and had to psy qut from
650,00> to $52,000. It is an abuse that we should be called
upon to pay this large amount for ticketing timber sent
down to Quebec. The item is small enough, but the
principle of increasing the salary of the superviser under
such circaumstances is a vicious one.

Mr. MITCHELL. I think it was understood when we
are discussing the regulgr »stiFnates, that the Minister
would next Session if he was here, of which there is some
doubt expressed, revise the enfire system on which those
men are paid.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. I think it qught to be ehanged. I

think the system hias outlived its usefulness, ind has ieiorge
an unnecessary expense on the country."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is the intention.of the
Government to endeavor to reorganise that system of call-
in wlich the Ion. gentleman says has outlived1its tse-
fness.•

To pay E. J. Miller, Assistant Orown Timber,
Agent, Quebec, a salary of $1,400 per annum,
the estimate for this purpose being $1,200...... 5200 00

To pHyB. J. Chalon'er, Orown Timber Agent, Que-
bec, a salary of $2,400 per annum, the estimate
for this purpose being$2,200.................. 200 50

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Wby should those
iuei's salarias be incregaed ? As far as I can make out irom
this ofe th4re is a lossqf,40,000 a year to the country.
Itdoes appear to me a very absird ihing that we should
cqatinue at, if, we cannot make it pay, and still more
absurd thai we should increase tl salaries under the cir-
cIimtances.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 62,400 was his salary for
a certain number of years as chief clerk. Those gentlemen
have served a long time and they get this in the ordinary
coureeof promotion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Those are things which
if it be exaetly as the hon. gentleman states-but sometimes
h lipIks mistakes-which were thoroughly well known
w1ien thimain Estimates were prepared, and they should.
hiye b"n included there, so that we would bave an oppor.
tugty ot disoussing thom. Now they are brought up at this
extremily late period, apparently with the idea that they
wQuI4,pas tlirough without more than a word of protest.

hands of those agents, and the Minister had promised lis
attention to it, but I see no reform whatever.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Minieter told e he
would try to collect as much as possible.

Sir R[CIARD CARTWRIGHT. How long bas Mr.
Chaloner been in our employ ?

Sir HECIOR LANGEVIN. Ton years. He was ap-
pointed in 1879, I thi.nk.

Mr. WRITE (Renfrew). Mr. Chaloner collects dues
for the Provinces of Ontario aid Quebec as well as fpr.the
Dominionà, and as I understand it the two Provinces anh
the Dominion each 1 ay one-third. When Mr. McLesn
Stewa rt was collector ot crown duos bis salary was 82, 60
per annum. Mr. Chaloner came in at 82,000; he bas been
eight years in the department and bis salary has in3reased
to $2,400, which is $200 less than Mr. MoLean Stewart wap
paid. One-third is paid by the Dominion à.nd the other two-
thirdg by the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec,

Mr. LOVITT. I would like to ask the Postmaster Gen-
eral if ho bas heard fron the inspector about tl*e post office
at Pinkney's Point, which I spoke to him about?

Mr. McLEL AN. No, I have not.

Post OffMce Department........ ......... $1,325,684 39

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I gave the Postmastqr
General a notice that I wished to obtain from him inforta-
tion in the shape of the last report ho had in reference to this
business at the Kingston post ofmfce.

Mr. McLELAN. I understood you to say the firat in-
timation I had of the transaction.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That is one thing I
desire to enquire. I understand the Minister received no
intimation by telegram.

Mr. McLELAN. That letter was the first intimation
I had. It was written on Friday, Saturday it did nQt come
to me, but on Monday the 19th I got it and that was the
first intimation I had.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will read that letter,
and I certainly think there is grave cause for censure in
this matter. The letter is as follows:-

"POST Ornc,
"KDiGsToN, 16th March, 1888.

"Smi,-I greatly regret to report that the Assistant Postmaster
William Shannon was foundwith three letters in his pocket whieh lie
had opened to-day, and stolen the contents, some postage stampu, and
a ten cent piece of silver. The inspector who will report the matter to
you fully has allowed him to.depart. The matter has come,-upon me so
suddenly that I dont know what to do or say further.

I am, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"JAM S SHANNON,

"The Honorable,
"*The Postmaster General,

" Ottawa."

'' Pofemaster.

Of course Mr. James Shannon could hardly be expected to
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The fact is they were for- den th'gmore in tuat, But theuouse wili notetiat

gotten. aoe 4xg tet made te tb. dopartment tbia.party was caugitî in flagr~ate delicto ; and altbeugli thora is.ý
Mr. MITCHELL. I think this is a thing whicb, if it wasnthe had committe r l

eartlièr in the Session, we should discuss, however, as the before, the inspectorallowed bu te deparî. Be did nqt.
Government intend to revise the whole thing we might let dopart as a matter of fact fer twenty-four heurs. Sur4j, ii...
it go. Posîmaster General must se thnt the reason he assignod te

Sir RICBARDCARTWRIQHT, I did not underatand the Honse wien îWa matter was brouglt up isareaen
whioh eau b'y ne posisibility ho accepted 1y lbhe oeand

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, the whole thing. h I o o h en aooepted by. t
Mr. LAURIER. I remember in former years stropg do. ep re nfanepoe itî

jection was takenlo the fact that ba0lanes were'left in te
Sir JOHN A. McDojàÙiP. a~ryoi~V~pc
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from whioh ho hasabstracted the oonteuts, is to lie aRowed
to depµrt, thon there is an end altogether to any discipline
or jqptice in this country. The Postmaster General knows
that epveral persons ocupying much inferioi positions,
yoiqng mon, under ciroumstances of infinitely more tempta-
tion than could have befallen this officer, have been ruth.
leuB]y prosected and sent to penitentiary for offences not
so agravated or so numerous, and committed under cir-
cumstances that afford much more excuse. I say that
the excuse giren, that the inspector was dazed and did
not know what to do under snob circumstances, le
no excuse at all. A very grievons failure in public duty
has been ommitted, and I cannot understand how the Post-
master General conld have passed over such a thing. It
appears to me, that if there is no other excuse to be made,
the inepeotor is almost as culpable as Mr. William Shannon.

Mr. MoLEL AN. I stated before that there was a nogloct
of duty and a want of vigilance on the part of the offi:ers,
When the information came to the department that ho haI
r~etured, it was determined to have him arrested, and the
inspector was immediately telegraphed to take proceedings
against him. But the answer was that he had never beon
on this side of the line since the l7th of March. There is
no doubt that the inspector and the postmaster neglected
their daty in not having him arrested at once. As 1 htated
before, the postmaster and his friends had placed a saun in
the hande of the departmont in order to make good the
losses that have occurred, and investigation will be made
regarding them. That is the first point, and the next is
what punishment may be inflieted on the inspector for ne-
glecting hie duty.

Mr. LAURIER. There is no matter in which the publie
are more deeply interested than the proper administration
of the Post Office Departinent, which ought to be, like
Cesar's wife, above suspicion. In this matter, nobody can
escape the conclusion that the inspector bas been derelict
in hie duty; and, as my hon. friend says, if the impression
is to go abroad that an officer in lie department can com-
mit such grievous offences as that committed by Wm.
Shannon and go, it will have a very bad effect; and that
impression ought to be corrected by reaching the party
who is guilty and who is still in the power ot the depart-
ment. The inspector ought not to go without a very severe
reprimand at least.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. There is another point
as to which I wish to enquire of the Postmaster Ge;neral.
It was stated, I do not take it upon myself to say wheuher
corrcotly or not, that Mr. Wm. Shannon ' name was still
left on the pay roll. - Is that the case?

Mr. McLELAN. Oh, no.
Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHT. I presumcd that it

was not, but as it was publicly stated, I give the hon. gon-
tieman an opportunity to deny it. 1 have been iuformed
of another little matter, which I believe did occur, that ail
the clerks in the post office were taken down to some jadi.
cial authorities in Kingston, and were sworn to bear true
and faithful allegiance to Her Majesty, which is well
enough, but woeaise sworn to a sort of eath of sccrecy,
that they would not divulge the secrets of the prison hose
any rugre. Was any such oath administered ?

Mr. McLELAN. I thinkthe Auditor General has requirel
the oath of allegiance to be taken by all the civil service.
There is no special oath called for at Kingston any more
than anywhere else.

Committee rose and reported.

SUPPLY-OONCURRENCE.
Hcuse prooceded to consider resolutione reported frm

Qommittee of Supply.

Administraton of Justies............................So,8o

Mr. L&U RIEi. I bave received complaints from judges
in Montreal, and from the Montreal bar-, that the Govern-
ment had not yet appointed or taken menasures to appoint
two judges required for that district by an Act of the
Legislature of Qaebec passed in 1886. I am quite aware
that the anomaly is very great that any Province should
make provision for the appointment of a judgo, and that
the duty of appointing him and the expense of paying him
shou.d be thrown upon the Dominion Government. But
after ait such is the law, and unless they have discretion
in the matter, the Government can do nothing else than
appoint those judgos.

Mr. TIHOMIPSON. I do not agre with tho hon. gentle-
man that wben a Provincial Logisiature passes an Act for an
increase in the number of judges, there is no discrotion left
to this Governmont. On the contrary, we are bound, when
we ask Parliament to vote the salaries, to justify the appoint-
ment, and on some other grounds than morely that it was
the will of the Province. My own opinion was that
possibly the appointment of any additional judge in the
district of Montreal might be safely deferred until next year.
But it was intended at the carly part of the Session to have
made provision for an additional judge, as the hon. gentle-
man knows, from the resolutions laid on the 'table. These
resolutions, or reasons I need not explain more fally now,
we are oblhged to hold over until the next Session, when the
whole subject will be considered. I may say, however, that
the representations of tho hon. gentleman have been strongly
pressed upon me by members of tho bar, and I would now
suggesL that altbougb it is not possible to go on with the
resolutions, we might, with the unani mous consent of the
flouse after concurrence, pass a resolution to provide for
the salary of one additionai judge.

Mr. LAU RIER. That is botter than nothing, and Ihave
no objection to it.

Mr. DESJARDINS. That proposition ought to be ac.
cepted, because it is well known that in the district alono
there is more buminess transactions than in the whole ofthe
other districts togother, and the work is rcally too much
for the number of judges appointed.

Mr. LAURIER. I see no reason why you should not
appoint two. I do not want to discuss the cons itutional
question, but there are serious complaints froin ail sides.

Sir RICHARD CAR'WRIGIiT. What power do the
Givernment exorcise in distributing the work of the jîdges
in Lower Canada ? Ther are a number of these gentlemen
in the country districts, who are not overburdened with
work. Is it in ther power of 'ho Government to assign to
them larger districts or transfer them to headquarters.

Mr. THOMPSON. That is done by provincial legislation.
The districts are created under provincial logisiati n, and
we simply appoint the judges for the districts.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG[IT. That is not quite the
case in Ontario. There the judges' districts are settied by
the Minister of Justice.

Mr. THOMPSON. The judges are appointed for the
whole Province.

Sir RIICHIARD CARTWR IGHT. I am speaking of the
County Court judges, who, to a certain extent, answer to
the judges of the rural districts.

Mr. TIIOMPSON. The districts are regulated by pro-
vincial legtilation at any rate.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. At any rate you
practically provide for dividing the districts by appuinting
junior judges, and it sees to me the condtion, as butweun
the two k'rovimeie, i very mixed. The present Govern-
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ment divided the districts by appointing junior judges when
they saw fit, and those are not appointed by the Local Leg-
islature.

Mr. THOMPSON. The districts in Ontario, as well as
in the other Provinces, are defined by the Provincial Legis-
lature. Sometimes counties are grouped together as a
judicial district, and power is given by provincial legisla.
tion to appoint junior judges. In such cases the junior has
charge of the whole district as well as the senior.

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary............ ........ $85,654 79

Mr. LAURIER. When we had this item in committee,
the Minister informed me he was glad to say that under
the new arrangement things were going on satisfactorily
in this penitentiary. I have information which does not
quite agree with the statement of the Minister, but I do not
mean to say that his information is not correct or that mine
is correct. I would like to ascertiin from the Minister
whether there has been any enquiry made since the ont-
break in 1886 -in May, [ think it was-as to the causes of
that outbreak and as to the arrangement of the peniten-
tiary since.

Mr. THO VPSON. There was an enquiry made im-
mediately afterwards by the regular officer, Mr. Moylan,
and, in pursaance of the promise which I made a further
enquiry was held in the absence of Mr. Moylan, which was
conducted by tho Secretary ot State, myself and the Deputy
Minister. We examined the officors of the prison and
others, and we came to the conclusion that the difficulties
which had given rise to previous troubles had been removed
and that everything was going on satisfactorily.

Mr. LAURIER. Tnat onquiry has never been brought
before the House. Will the hon. gentleman bring it next
Session ?

Mr. THOMPSON. If the evidence is required I will
endeavor to bring it down. Thore was no report.

Manitoba Penitentiary '......... .......... .. ...... $19,914 48
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. When this item was

under discussion I called attention to the extraordinary
expenditures in connection with that penitentiary. Since
that, the Ministers in charge of the British Colombia
estimates stated that they fonnd the expenses of living in
British Columbia were considerably more than in Manitoba,
but, notwithstanding that, the cost of maintaining the con-
victs in Manitoba is very much larger than it is in British
Columbia. We also find that the expense of maintaining
the convicts in Manitoba penitentiary appears to be some
$30 per head greater than the subsistence vote for mounted
policemen in the North-West force, and we find in the
details that four times as much meat and such matters per
head were consumed in Manitoba than in British Columbia.
Altogether the expenditure for this penitentiary appears
to have been conducted in a very loase manner, and this
seems to be a vote which hardly ought to be concurred
with, unless there be some explanation to be given which
we did not receive when the Estimates were being put
through. I believe the Minister bas some further
information than we have yet received. This is
two and a-half times as great an expenditure per head as
that which is incurred in the Kingston penitentiary, but I
am aware that, in the smaller penitentiaries, the gross ex-
pense per head is not quite a fair criterion. Still, I can
sce no reason why the expenditure in Manitoba should so
much exceed theexpenditure in British Columbia relatively,
and I have not yet seen any roason for the enorm>us items
which were put down in the various details to which I have
previously alluied.

Mr. TEROMPSON. I am in a position to explain some
of the items which were excepted to. As regards the per

Sir RioHÂnD CARTwamaT.

capita coSt of maintenance, I hope that next Session, the
system of rations having been abolished, a different resault
will be shown. In regard to the quantity of beef to which
the hon. gentleman.called my attention as indicating the
enormous expenditure in that penitentiary, I may say that
the 57,353 pounds of beef shown in the Auditor Generai's
report, refers to cattle on foot. They are alive, and, when
they are slaughtered, the quantity is reduced at least one-
third.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What was the price
per pound ?

Mr. TfHOMPSO9. It was mentioned at the time, but I
forget.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It seems to me that the
price per lb was a price that ought hardly to be paid for
cattle on foot.

Mr. T HOMPSON. I think it was higher than the price
would be for dressed beef in the eastern Provinces, but it was
bought under contract and this was the lowest price obtain-
able.

Sir RICHAR D CART WRIGH . That seems to be a very
shady business, for surely cattle can be bonght cheaper
than that in Manitoba.

Mr. THOMPSON. No, that is the lowest price. Then, as
to medicines and drugs. The warden was obligel to move
his family to Winnipeg in order to give us greater accom-
modation for the half-breed and Indian prison ers after the
rebellion. His wife was in a dying condition at the time,
and afterwards died, and these were drugs and medicines
furnished to her in consequence of her removal. As to the
diet, and the cost of ink, and sugar, and travelling expen.
ses, and so on, instead of reading the statement I have here
I will send it over to the hon. gentleman.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not know that it
is in our power to investigate these matters more thoroughly,
but I must say that the whole expenditure for this peniten-
tiary appears to be conducted by the officials there utterly
regardiess of expense. I called attention the other day to
one of the facts, which appears on the face of it to show
-that, beyond any possible explanation that could be given,
the cost of the food of the mounted police appears to be $90
a head, and the cost of the food for each convict in the Ma.
nitoba penitentiary is 3120. That cannot be the case without
the existence of some serious negligence on the part of the
officials.

PROROGATION.

Mr. SPEAKE R. I have the honor to inform the House
that I have received a letter from the Governor General's
Secretary intimating that Ris Excellency the Governor
General will proceed to the Senate Chamber to prorogue the
present Session of the Dominion Parliament to-day, the
22nd instant, at 4 o'clock.

S UPPLY-CONCURRENCE.

immigration, salaries of agents and employéê......$116,389

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Have the Government
arrived at any decision at all as to the course they will
pursue with respect to pauper and unfit immigrants being
landed in this country ?

Mr. CARLING. I think I mentioned to the House the
other day that we were now enquiring into the reports
that were made in the press, and if it was found necessary,
a proclamation would be issued with a view of preventing
pauper imimigrants coming into the country.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If the evil dowe exist

in the proportion as alleged, I do not think a mere procla.
mation would meet the case. I doubt whether there is any
possible way of dealing with that, except by fining the
companies who bring such parties over hare, or by com-
pelling them te return the immigrants.

Mr. QARL1ING. I think we have the power to do so
according to law by issuing a proclamation.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHP. And if vou issue a
proclamation any steamship company who attempts to
land persons of that clasa here can be fined to what t xtent ?

Mr. CARLING. I am not prepared to say to what ex-
tent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can you compel thom
to take these persons back ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes, that can be done.

Sir RiCHARD CARTWRIGHT. And that the Govern-
ment are prepared to do, I understand, if you find on exam-
ination that this evil is attaining any appreciable magni.
tude ?

Mr. CARLING. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I suppose I may hint,

without breach of parliamentary etiquette, that there is a
possibility that the hon. Finance Minister will be High
Commissioner within a short time; and I suppose in that
case the High Commissioner will feel it hisduty to look into
this matter on the other side of the Atlantic.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that in the event
of my holding that office, I shall certainly consider it my
duty, and whoever holds it, it will be his duty to do every-
thing possible to prevent unfit persons being sent from the
other side, I have already impressed upon the parties who
have been in communication with the London office the
necessity of resisting and refusing the emigration of infirm
and unfit people. The only case in which I think it is legi.
timate to depart from that rule is where persons have rela-
tives in this country who are able to take care of them.

Royal Military College of canada................ $59,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I desire to enquire of
the Minister of Public Works whether any stops have been
takgn to provide sleeping and dormitory accommodation
for the cadets, as I am informed it is wbolly iradequate for
the number of pupils. Is anything being done to provide
that requisite accommodation ? It is not possi ble, as the hon.
gentleman knows, to carry on an institution of that kind
unless you either limit the number of pupils, or provide
reasonable accommodation, which I believe is not the case
just now.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. My attention as Ministor of
Public Works bas not been called to this subject lately by
the Minister of Militia; I suppose he will do so later on,
and of course I will then lay the matter before my col-
leagues, and see what can be done. I know that at times
it has been rather crowded, but I have heard no complaints
about it for some months.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. I think it is very necessary that
some stops sbhould ho taken to provide additional accom-
modation for the cadets in that college. It is an institution
supported by the Dominion, and admission to it is largely
sought after. Some forty to fifty young men mIke appli-
cation every year, while only twenty-four can be adrnitted
I believe they bave there this summer upwards of a
hundred, while they have not accommodation for more than
sixty; consequently some of the cadets are sleeping in the
hospital, or in the basement below; they have to double
up in their rooms, or are sleeping in the educational rooms,

and are packed away in this very unsuitable manner. For
a large institution of that kind, I think this state of things
should not be permitted, and 1[hope the Government will
at once provide the necessary barrack accommodation.

Mr. MITCHIELL. It is no new thing for me to take
exception to that Military College at Kingston. It is an
institution that I nover believed in, and I think it is an
institution that ought never Lo have been established,
because it takes the money of the laboring and middle
classes of the community to educato the children of the
aristocrats like my hon. friend bore, and like my hon.
friend opposite.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK. No, no.
Mr. MITC[ELL. I say, yes. Prom the groat number

which go there and who cannot get accommodation, I have
no doubt of it. I can give instances. Every gentleman
who bas influence enough to gc t his son into that eollege
would like to have him educated thoreat the public expense,
because that is simply whnt it armounts to. I know that
I am facing a determined cohort of military mon, colonels
in front of me, and colonels bohind me.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT, And on the flank.
Mr. MITCHELL. No doubt. The broad ground I take

is this, that an institution like that which is kept up and
established for the sole purpose of giving a froe education
to the sons of gentlemen-for that practically is what it
amounts to-is one that should not bc supported at the
public exponse. Wo have to pay $60,)0 a year to maintain
this institution, and if my vote would aboish it, it would go
down mighty quick.

Mr. KI RKPATRICK. I may inform the hon. gentleman
that the most prominent cadets who have graduated from
that college, are the sons of working farmers in this country,
who have passed the most successfully.

Mr. MITCHELL. IL is ail very fine to speak ofthe sons
of working farmers who livo in the iinmediate vicinity, but
I want to know how many working farmer's sons g ain there
from Cape Breton, and Nova Scolia and Manitoba and these
distant places, even if they do got a free oducation. Ifi my
hon. friend will take up the list, as I have done, he will find
there the names of the sons of mon who can well afford to
educate their own tons, without making the public pay for
it.

Cornwall Canal......................................S.........$724,000

Sir RICH A RD CARTWRIGIIT. Wll itis amount con-
plete the whole wor k ? I notice the amount is about tbree
times as lare e as was votod in 1887-88.

Sir CHAR LIES TUPPER. This is a revote of $224,000
and a new vote of $500,000 for the enlargement. Tnere
wili be req uired to complete this work $2,180,000 additional.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. What will that do ?

Sir CHIA BLES TUPPER IL will give 14 feet naviga-
tion, wbich is now being aimed at, and the total cost of
obtaining that dep h throughout the whole route from the
present t·me is, as nearly as can be ascertained, $11,500,1100.

Sir RICHA RD CARTWRIGHT. That would be about
$i,000,000 more.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, for the whole of the St.
Lawrence system.

Sir RICHAR D CAliTWLRIG ir. When the bon. gentle-
man makes that estimate, I presu he bas had ce nplete
surveys made of the whole channol of the St. L twrenc.,

Sir CH ARL TS T UPPER. Yos.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGLIT. Are there not in many
parts of it very large quantities of rock in the river bed,
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the expense of the removal of which can hardly be ascer-
tained ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No. This matter has been
going on for some years, and the chief engineer considers
he can give now a close approximata estimate. I discussed
it with Mr. Page personally, and told him we were desi-
roua to be able to state the amount it would cost to com-
plete 14 feet navigation throughout the whole system. Ho
said that we might state the cost at 811,500,000, less the
estimates.

Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GHT. About what time does
the Minister expect that the work will ba completed ?

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. We are proceeding gradually.
I shall hope before very long.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do you mean by that
statement within the next two or three years ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I should say within three or
four years.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is the canal you
propose to have- the same as the Welland ?

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. The same as the Welland.

W elland Canal............ .......... ................-. ......... $190,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What is estimated to
be the cost of finishing the Welland Canal, beyond the pre-
sent estimates, to the depth of 14 feet ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. This will complote the amount
and settle with the contractors.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIIHT. Absolutely?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.

Public Buildings, Repairs, &c..................$463,000

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In regard to this mat-
ter, considerable discussion took place in the Public Ac-
counts Committee. The feeling ot that committea, if I
may refer to it, was somewhat to this effect: That no sort
of practical supervision was exercised at present over
the expenditure at Rideau Ha-ll, and that such has
been the case for many years, and it was desirable
that some attempt should be made to exorcise supervision.
We are getting a new Governor General, and there is an
opportunity for possibly a new departure, The consensus
of opinion was that it would be botter to assign a certain
vote definitely for the purpose of maintaining the grounds
and doing what was necessary in that regard, the Govern-
ment to bring down that vote on their responsibility and a
certain fixed sum instead of leaving it complotely at loose
ends as at present. That amount can be disposed of by
arrangement between themeolves and such partion of the
Governor's staff as they might agree upon, if that could be
doue, or at all events it could be disposed of hy the depart-
ment with a distinct understanding that if they cq uired;
further expenditure the Government must come to the liouse
and obtain it in the usual way. As the matter now stands
we vote a lump sum and there is practically no sort of
control. I have no doubt that a great deal of laxity bas
prevailed under the various administrations, and a good
deal of discussion of a somewbat unploasant character bas
taken place in the newspapers. 1 do not thiûk it is
advisable that that system should b3 continued. In
one way or another some definite arrangement should be
arrived at, and if there was good reason for asking a fur-
ther sum, the Goverument might come down with an ap-
propriation giving the reasons therefor. I think the pre-
sent system should not be continued ; no one is held res-
ponsible, there is constant grumbling and unpleasantthings
are said ; and I do not think the fault lies with the Gover-,

Sir RIoUAD CARTWRIGHT.

nor General, I think the f ault Îes with ourselves and #ith
the Government.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONADD. I go a great way with
the hon. gentleman in his statement. I thinkthmeen
have been increasing year after year. I do think
they cannot do better than adopt the suggestion
made by the hon. gentleman, that t'here sho'uldZ somé
fixed sum for such supplies and works as onght to be do-
frayed by the Government. If any fuether suins are re-
quired by the Governor General we can come down to Par-
liament. I cannot forget that when the salary was in.
creased from £7,000 to £10,000 I myself gave a pledge in
answer to a question of Ur. Holton, that the £t0,000 was te
cover everything. At first it was kept very well within
that, except the expense of some ontside servants to k'eop
the grounds. The Governor General said it is not my a1ffrr
to keep up those large gronds and if you do nt choose to
keep them up they eau run wild. With that exception I
think the Governor General defrayed all expenses. There
was some furniture put in of the larger description, and by
degrees the supplies increased. I am not going te look
back on who commenced the system of extravagance in in-
creasing the supplies, such as farniture, glass awd plate, bt
by degrees all those supplies were furnished and I have
heard that some of those supplies mysteriously disappeared
on the change of Governors. All that kind of thing had to
ho ended. I am sure that the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man of the party opposite will be of very great assistance to
us when we are making new arrangements in the manner
we contemplate doing.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. How far north do these
meteorological surveys extend ?

Mr. FOSTER. As far as Prince Albert, and we have
three corresponding stations along the Hudson Bay coast.
There is a station at Fort Kino, another at Danegan and
one or two others in the North-West.

Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGIHT. Are they conneoted by
telegraph ?

Mr. POSTER. No, they are correspondence stations.
Sir RTCHARD CARTWRIGUT. Practically speaking

Prince Albert is the furthest northern point to which you
have telegraph communication?

Mr. FOSTER. Yes.

Surveys in Lakes Superior and Haro2.. ..... $18,000
Sir RICHARD CARTWR[GIIT. low long are these

surveys likely to last?
Mr. FOSTER. This survey was commenced originally

with the intention of surveying Georgian Bay, but it was
extended northward along the north coast. It will take
this year to finish the work in GeoÔrgian Bay. Probably
three or four years, including the present year, will coni-
plte the whole work.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Do yon intend to sur-
»vey Lake Superior also?

Mr. FOSTER. That is not decided on.

Payments to Extra Olerke for preparation of Retas
erdered by Parliament........................

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Perhape it may hoas
well to enquire here what information bas been obtained
with respect to the statements made on the floor of the
Uouse by the bon. member for North Wellington (MUr. Mi.
Mallen), that four sessional clerks have been drawing pay
and -not attending to their duty.

Sir JOHN A. MACO)JNALD. I will send overanxpla-
nation to the hon, gentleman, and if ho would like to have
it read afterwards, I will read it,
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Plant required for Government printing office and

Government bindery ..... ............ u5,ooo
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. With respect to this, a

divided statement was promised.
Mr. CHAPLE AU. Last year a detailed statement was

given ta the House, which had been prepared by Ur. Ro-
maine, who is a practical printer, and the Queen's Printer.
When the superintendent of printing was appointed, an in-
crease in the plant was provided for to the amount of
$33,000, for presses and a number of modern improvements.

Mr. MITCHELL. How much is the whole estimate from
first to last for furnishing that building ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. 8128,000 was voted last year; we
have to add this 832,000,and $63,000 for the plant for print.
ing the voters' lists.

Mr. MITCHE LL. That is a quarter of a million dollars,
just about the amount of the subscription list of the Empire.
All I can say is that it is a good deal of money. As I know,
machinery is pretty expensive. I have had to fit ont an
establishment this year, and it is a pretty good one, but I
think I could fit ont four or five like mine with that
amount of money. I see the hon. the Minister of Railways
(Mr. Pope) here, and I take this opportunity of saying
that there is no sight I have seen for a long time which
pleases me better that the genial countenance of my hon.
friend, with whom I have been associated occasionally in
social and in business relations; and I take this opportunity
of reminding him that there are three or four claims con-
nected with the Derby branch which have bothered me a
good deal, and which I hope he will baar in mind. Nothing
delights me more than to see his genial old face again in
our midst. No one has done more in directing the policy
of the country-I will not except even the Premier-than
our respected friend the Minister of Railways. He has been
the brains of the Administration; and I only regret that his
physical health bas been such as to deprive ns of his pre-
sence here during this Session. There are few men who can
sit here with a solid countenance, and answer to all attacks
and questions, that "there 'aint' nothing to it " better than
my hon. friend. When he was here, we appreciated his
presence; we recognised the supreme ability which enabled
him, without those distinguished forensic powers that the
hon. the Minister of Railways possesses, without that se-
ductiveness and persuasiveness which distinguished the
hon. the Minister of Justice, and without the dogged, per-
sistent determination which is eminently displayed by the
hon. the Minister of Finance, to hold his own against all
comers. We all appreciate the Minister of Railways; and
while I say I am glad to see him again in his place, I hope
that he will see that these t wo or three paltry claims on the
Derby branch are settled at once and forever. Of course,
at the close of every Session you find generally that two
great parties, the Government on the one hand and the
Opposition on the other, take a slight review of the posi-
tion. For myself, as a leader of the Independent party, I
may say that party has done something to control the
legislation of this country, because, however people may
laugh at it, and although, if you were ta estimate its power
and influence by numbers, it would be in the negative,
when yon get down to hard pan diseussing the poicy of
the country and the Estimates, the left centre counts for
something in the country if it does net count much when it
comes to a vote. I think that the representatives of this
louse have shown very little respect for their position and
for the duties that devolve upon them as representatives of
the country. I look around these benohes, and I find
almost four.fifths empty. I soe none here but representa.
tives for Ministerial honore. I see present the hon. mem-
ber for North Renfrew (Kr. White) who is generally ad-
mitted to be one of those who occupy a prominent place in
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the running; indeed, ho is selling as first favorite. There
is the hon. member for Frontenac (Kr. Kirkpatrick)
another favorite, a kind of second horse in the race. And
then there is the hon. member for Assiniboia (Kr. Davin)
and his colleague (Kr. Perley) running in pairs, neck and
neck for the position. My hon. friend the solitary Colonel
from Toronto (Mr. Dnison) is also on hand and the hon.
member for Hamilton (Mr. Brown), and of course the
British Empire remains here to the last, my hon. friend
from North Bruce (M r. McNeill), always on hand. Of
course, the hon. member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran)
bas to stay, and he is sure of a position. The hon. mem-
ber for Grenville (Kr. Shanly) I am not going to name be-
cause he is too entirely respectable for that combination.
Then there is the hon. member for North Lanark (Mr.
Hiaggart), and the hon. member for Victoria (Mr.
Hudspeth), but he bas yet to earn his spurs. It is lament-
able to think that at the close of a Session such as this,
when the money of the country is being squandered and
thrown around everywhere, there should be so few present.
They manage to get thoir sessional allowance and after
that they go and leave the closing up of the business to a
few of us patriots, who devote our time to the interest of
the country, and who want nothing, and who are not likoly
to get much.

Steam communication between Canada and Ant-
werp, or Germany, or both........... $30,000

Sir RICHARD CIRTWRIGHT. I observe that the
Government have discontinued steam service between Vic-
toria and the United States. Now, what is thoir polîcy, or
have they arrived at any policy, with respect to encouraging
steam linos of communication in the Pacific from British
Columbia, either in the direction of Japan or China? A
good deal bas been said at various times about what might
be done, and what was expected to b3 done, by the Cana-
dian Government in that direction. If I am correotly
informed the British Government entered into somo nego-
tiations with them on the subject. Can the hon. gentleman
state to us how far these nogotiations have progressed, and
if they have any defined policy on the subject?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The House vill recollect that
I stated a year ago that we proposed to Her Majesty's Gov-
ernment to give one-fourth of a subsidy of £100,000 a year
for a fast and effective steam service fortnightly between
Vancouver and Yokohama, Shanghai, and Hong Kong, or
one-fourth of £60,000 per annum for a monthly service,
upon Her Majesty's Government giving the other three-
fourths in either case. After a great deaol f discussion with
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Goschen, he wrote to
me to say that Her Majesty's Government had decided to
give the three-fourths of the £60,000 for a monthly service,
and authorise the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to
open negotiations with them for the arrangement of a con-
tract. That was communicated to the company, and the
negotiations are now proceeding to settle the terms of a
contract between the Canadian Pacifie Railway and Her
Majesty's Government for securing that subsidy of £15,000
a year which Her Majesty's Government have agreed to
give for a monthly service between Vancouver and 8hanghai,
Yokohama, and Hong Kong. I may say that nothing has
been done with Australia further than that negotiations
have taken place ; but nothing bas been brought to a point
in connection with the Australian service, although, pro-
vided the Australian Provinces will agree to provide the
bulk of the subsidy, we have offered to give a quota towards
that subsidy.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is any definite appro-
priation named in that case?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think we have offered to
give £35,000 a year for the purpose of providing for that

a
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service, upon condition that the Australian colonies will
furnish a sufficient amount to establish an effectual fort-
nightly communication between Vancouver and Australasia
and New Zealand.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. So, practically, the Gov-
ernment are committed to ask the consent of the House for
one subsidy of £15,000 and another of £25,000, in the event
of the Imperial and Australian Governments making up the
difference ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Might I ask the hon. gentleman,

while he is giving explanations, whether any steps have
been taken, and what progress has been made with regard
to service on the Atlantic.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That subject has also attracted
the attention of the Government. We are most anxious that
there should be a fast service across the Atlantic, corres-
ponding with the progress of the day, iu the same way as
we are proposing to extend it across the Pacific. But in
order to be in a position effectually to take up that ques-
tion, the Government has given notice to the Allan Steam-
ship Company to terminate the contract with them under
which, as the hon. gentleman knows, we pay, I think,
$126,533.33 a year, and that contract is to terminate in one
year from the present time, that is to say, next spring. We
bave received a number of tendeus and we are in negoti-
ations with parties in the hope of having a much more
rapid and effective service across the Atlantic, making, in
fact, this vast great transcontinental line of communication
from London to Hong Kong.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am very glad, indeed, to get lhe in-
formation the hon. Finance Minister has given this Hoeue.
I am sure the country bas looked with some anxiety to
what might be done in relation te creating a fast line of
steamers in connection with Canada and Great Britain un
the Atlantic. I agree with the hon. gentleman that the
present clase of steamers, and their present rate of speed,
are not such as to command the trade, which will naturally
go where the fast boats are to be found, that is, to New
York. I entirely approve of the course indicated by the
Minister; and I may say that if, in the competition that is
offered for a fast line of steamers, the Allan Company, who
are the pieneer company, and who have certainly reflected
credit upon Canada, and given proof of enterprise, zeal and
ability, can compete on as favorable terms as any other
company, my impression is that they ought to have the
preference, but if they will not come up to the standard,f
and will not agree to enter into a contract for the rapid
communication which is demanded, by the advancing spirit
of the age, they muet, of course, take their chances and
give way to others. But everything being equal, I think
we should encourage our own pople, and encourage a com-
pan that bas doue so much to vance the reputation and
credit of Canada in respect to a transatlantic mail service.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would call the atten-
tion of the Minister to one point that, I suppose, he basa
looked into. In the Estimates he has neither put down a
sum for a subsidy or a statutory grant, nor las he asked a
vote, as I understand the statute has expired. Here we
are paying money that is not provided for by statute, and
for which no vote in Parliament is taken. r

Sir CHARLES TUPPE. I have overlooked that; bat
I wilI take care that the proper stops are taken.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But if the statute has
expired you require a vote for it.b

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. But you have mighty

littde time te get il.
$ir CHAILED Turpiz.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is too late to be done now,
of course.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIG IT. It is not too late, but it
is very expedient, in a matter to which attention is called,
to have a Governor General's warrant issued. What does
the First Minister think about it? If the permission under
the statute has expired, I take it there cannot be a statu-
tory provision.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think it is a statutory
provision, because the contract means that it shall be for a
oertain number of years terminable on a year's notice.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not think it has expire( a
but we will not forget to look it up.

THE SUPPLY BILL.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the House again
resolve itself into Committee of Ways and Means to cou-
sider the following resolutions:-

1. Resolved, That towards making good the Supply granted to Her
Majesty for the financial year ending 80th June, 1888, the sum of $1 794,-
772.62 be granted out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canaa.

2. Resolved, That towards making good the Supply granted to Her
Majesty for the financial year ending 3th June 1889, the sum ot
$24,548,591.25 be granted out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of
Canada.

Motion agreed to, and House again resolved itself into
committee.

Resolutions reported, read the first and second times and
concurred in.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved for leave to introduce
Bill (No. 141) for granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain expenses of the pub-
lic service for the financial years ending respectively 30th
June, 1888, and 30th June, 1889, and for other purposes re-
lating to the public service.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the first, second and third
times and passed.

INCREASE OF THE JUDICIARY.

Mr. THOMPSON moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee to consider the following resolution :-

Resolved, That it le expedient to amend the Act respecting the judges
of Provincial Oourta as tollows -

That section four of the said Act (chapter one hundred and thirty-
eight of the Revised Statutes) be amended by providing for the salaries
of twelve palané jud gef the Superior Court, whose residences are
filed at Montreal and Quebec, eacb $5,000.

Motion agreed to, and resolution considered in committee,
reported and concurred in.

Mr. THOMPSON moved for leave to introduce Bill (No.
142) to amend the Act respecting Judges in the Provincial
Courts, chapter 138 of the Revised Statutes of Canada.

Motion agreed to, Bill read the first and second times
and House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BEAUSOLEIL. I suppose this Bill is intended to
cover the law of the Local Legislature respecting a judge to
reside in Montreal and not in Quebec.

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes.

Mr. BEAUSOLEIL. It is not for the district of Terre.
bonne.

Mr. THOMPSON. No; the Act of last Session provided
for that. The judge is to reside in Montreal.

Bill reported, and read the third time and passed,
R
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TRADE COMBINATIONS.

Mr. GUILLET. With the permission of the louse I
desire to give notice that when the House is in committee
on (Bill No. 138) or any similar Bill for the suppression of
combinations in trade I shall move to add the following
clause:-

That the provisions of this Act shal be constraed as having taken
effect and be in force on and after the 2ind day of May.

House took recess.
House resumed at three o'clock.

PAIREWELL ADDRESS TO HIS EXCELLENCY.

House proceeded to the Senate Chamber where the joint
farewell address of the two louses was presented to His
Excellency the Governor Gencral (page 1561).

is Excellency replied as follows:-

Ronorable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen o.f te efowe qf commons:

I tbank you cordially for the generous terms in which you have been
pleased to take leave of me. The unanimous expression of vour good-
will, coming as it does from the whole Parliament of the Daminion of
Canada, fails from your lips with an authority which admits of no
question. I acoept it from you as the representatives of the Canadian
people, and to that people as well as to you I offer my grateful acknow-
ledgment for the signal honor which you have conferrel upon me.

I cannot avoid referring to the recent loss which jour Bouses have
sustained not only by the death of your distinguished predecessor, 'r.
Speaker, in the Chair of the Seinate, a gentleman whose admirable
qualities had earned for him the respect and affection of aIl who bad the
pleasure of bis acquaintance, but also by the removal of other valued
members of both Chambers, and I regret that I must include amongst
those who have been taken fron us one of the most trusted and hon-
ored of my finisters-a statesman whose premature end bas deprived
Canada of an able and indefatigable servant and the representative of
the Crown of a most faithful and loyal adviser.

A residence of nearly five years inthis country as the representative
of Her Majesty, bas given me a deep and abiding interest in its affairs.
I feel that I cannot overrate the advantage which it has been to me to
have had a part in the administration of the Dominion and to have
watched at close quarters the working of the wise and liberal institu-
tions under which your community is governed. I shall rejoice if at a
future time the experience which I have thus been able to gain, should
as you have been good enough to suggest, enable me to guard the1
interests or to promote the welfare of the oominion. Bethis as it m'y,
I can never entertain towards this country any feelings other than
those of a friend bound to it by the deepeat gratitude and respect.

I may, I hope, congratulate you on the fact that during the years
which I have had the good fortune to spend in your midst, the main
principles of the Federal constitution have successfilly stood the test
of experience and are regarded as the basis of an enduring political
system well adapted to the requirements of your people.J

Your relations with the Mother Country have been withut excep-
tion of a cordial character. There bas in no single case been a serious
divergence of opinion between the Government of Her Majesty and that
of the Dominion. A fiee interchange of views between the two bas, in
every instance, brought into prominence the closeness of the accord by
which in all vital matters they are united-an accord which, I behieve,
refleets the ever increasing esteem entertained for each other by the
peoples from whom tboàe Governments derive their power.

I rejoice to know that you are pleased to recognise the deep concern
which I bave felt in the material progreas of the Dominion, and I note
with especial pleasure your reference to the compietion of the national
highwaj by which the Provinces are now united, a work which bas se
greatly contributed not only to the consolidation of the Dominion, butr
also to the strength and to the resources of the Empire.

I have felt it to be a privilege to be allowed to associate myself with
your people in their spontaneous endeavors to obtain an increased
share of attention for the fine arts and for literature and science, aud I
have observed with pleasure the degree of success by which those
endeavors have been attended.

I cannot pasa over in silence your reference to the fact that Her
Majesty has been pleased to entrust to me the duty of representing ber
in another portion of the British Realm, one differing no doubt in
almot every respect from that for which yon are called upon to legis-
late, but farming like it a splendid and integral portion of the empire
which la the common inheritance of aIl Her Majesty's subjecti. Your
eongratulations and your readiness to regard with favor my selection
for so arduous and important a post will inspire me with courage to un-
derake the heavy reeponsibilities which are inseparable from it.,

I feel sure that your good wishes for our welftre are siacere, sad I
have heard from you with a feeling of the deepest gratitude that jeu
regard our apprsaching departure fron this country wth regret. Your
kindlyand appreeiaaive me2tion of ber who bas shared with me the
happuieus of the last ve years las touched ber heart and mine. I

thank you in Lady Lansdowae's name as well as in my own for your
personal courtesy to us both. During our residence in Canada it bas
been our good fortune ta become acqusinted with a large number of the
members of both Houses. We shall always look back with satisfaction
to our intimacy with these representatives of the Canadian people, a
satisfaction which ls increased by the aseurance which you have now
given us that the regard which we have felt for you has been matual.

I sball not fail to convey to Her Majesty the expression of your un-
altered devotion to ber, and of your loyalty to ber Empire I thank
you in her naine, and pray that there may ho conferred up n the poaple
who have reposed in you the sacred trust of watching over their n-
teresta in the councils of the nation every blessing which cnu serve to
establiah upon sure foundations the greatness and the reputation of
your country. I trust that under the will of Providence it msy long con-
tinue to present ta the world the spectacle ai a united and contented
community, not only proud of its own prosperity and confident in its
own future, but glorying in its connection with the British Throne and
determined to bear its part in addiag ta the greatness and renown of the
Empire. LANSDOWNE.

22nd Mfay, 1888.
The House having returned,

CLOSINI R EÀLARKS.

Mr. TROW. ILt is nt my intention to infliet on this
House a speech, for the sunpile reason that the members
are on the qui vive to depart for home. The reporters are
aiso anxious to leave, and not de-irous by uny means to
take down any rambling remarki I may make on this occa-
sion. The Hansard staff bas been very busy this 8ession,
having had to report ovor ninoty speeches on one particular
subject ; and I fancy they are not, ut ail events, dosirous to
make any further reports. We have had on the whole, a
very useful Session, and I believe it will be the meians of
doing very much good throughout thecountry. That lengthy
discussion we hAd on unrestricted reciproeity, the mîet mi-
portant question raised since Co nfederation, was unsurp.tsed
for the debating abilities dikplayed on b>th bides, and
I presurne hon. gentlemen opposite will acknow-
ledge througbout life that the Opposition had the
best of the argument. Popalar opinion is in our favor;
the tide has turned throughout the c:untry, and that
measure, above ail others, will pble the Opposition
in an advantage Ja position. Why, even the hon.
the Finance Mirister was convertod. IIe, unfortunatoly, was
not ble to attend the debat e oi ac Ju a)iL of if'llness, ba, ni
doub , ho read the speecoh male on thi4 sid, and they
evidently bad a strong elffwu up' his mind, bicause whon
bu made his appearance hero, lie cut the fout from under
bis supporters wiho hald boeu speaking on that saine sub-
jet. I was surprisel ut tho calmness with which his sup.
porters acknowledged that they h id been f>r waeku in
error, and had spokern sentiments diamotrically opposed to
those ta which the bon. gentleman gave uttera nc. iThe
next measire of great importance was the disallowano
question, and I an very glad that that quoetion which
created so much excitement throughout the west, has been
settled. I am dcidedly of opinion that for yoars it choked
iinmigration. I am of opinion that the disallowance
question had a tendeney to check, and did cheek im-
migration during the year. Now, that is set aside. I
do not know whether you paid too much for your whis-
Lie or not, because a great portion of the North-West
fis not adapted for settlement at ail. 0f course, you bud
no c>ntroi over Manitoba or British Columbia, but it
was only the new portion of Manitoba an 1 the North-
West that was affected by disallowance. I under-
stand from the &iinister of Agriculture that oven up to the
present the number of immigrants is much larger than it
bas been for some ycars I hope that the proper encourage.
ment will be given, aid that competing fines w.l be male
through that great country, for it is a great country. We
have m*ilions of acres there it fr settiement, and our
whole dopendence in the future rests upon the doveloprment
of that country. I think tha action which bts boen taken
by the Government this Sediion, tbough it has been delayo
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80 long, will be the M ans of settling up that great country
of ours. Tho Gavernment have certainly had their troubles
this Session, and we all regret the sudden and unexpected de-
mise of our respected friend the Minister of the Interior. Ie
was a man whom we ail respected. I met him repeatedly
in the North-West. He was becoming thoroughly acquaint-
ed with tue duties of bis office, and there was no man in the
House or out of the House who was better fitted to perform
the duties of that office than the late Hmn. Thomas White.
The Government have also had a difficulty in consequence
of the illnoes of the Minister of Railways. I was happy to
see to-day that ho was in his seat, and I hope ho will
recuperate and will take his place as formerly in the
council of the couaty. Ho seoems to have ronewed
his strength and his health, and I hope that will continue.
The other Ministers have been assiduous in the performance
of their dutios. There are some of them who can work in
the Railway Committee ail day and in the House all night.
The leader of the Govern ment has to take a little rest some-
times, but on the whole he as been very attentive, and I
think ho bas renewed his youth, and we ail wish that ho
May long continue, though not on that side of the House, but
may live at least a quarter of a century longer, and give his
counsels to the people from this side of the House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Over the left.
Mr. TROW. I do not know any Government that has so

long continued in office that has not become corrupt. The
Ministers bave become extravagant, but not more than usual.
We bave learned a lesson duriuig this Session. The Finance
Minister bas proposed a new way to piy our iridLbtedness.
By one stroke of the pen, ho thinks he ias paid off 8l3,000,
000. I doubt if many people in tIe country will credit the pos-
sibility of doing this, but ho seems to think that by reduc-
ing the rate of interest ho reduces the principal. I am not
of that opinion. At all events, we have had a very happy
time. I believe the Opposition are in a botter position to-
day than they were when the Session commenced. You
must have notioced that during the recent elections we car-

the opposite side of the Honse. However, from whiehever
side of the louse ho may address us, I am sure we shahl
always be happy to listen to him; and if he should ever
decide to come over to this side of the House, the members
here will welcome him with open arme.

Mr. DAVIN. I have listened with a great deal of plea.
sure to the remarks that fell from the lhon. member for
South Perth (Mr Trow) and I am glad that this Session
should close with such emphatie utterances as to the im-
portance of the North-West. At an earlier period in the
Session I endeavored to make an argument in the same
direction. though, perhaps, not in so happy a vein. Sir, I
think it is a good omen that the Session should close with
these words from my ion. friend, so strong in their appre-
ciation of the position that the North-West ocoupies in re-
gard to the Dominion of Canada. For, Sir, let there be no
mistake about it-that great region is to be the backbone
of Canada. It has already given to Canada a position be-
fore the world that she would not otherwise have attained;
and the more the minds of statesmen, like my hon. friend,
are directed towards the development of the North-West,
the more rapidly will the Dominion of Canada advance in
the path of prosperity and greatnes.

PROROGATION.

A Message from Ris Excellency the Governor General by
the Gentiman Usher of the Black Rod:-

M1r. SPNasER,

Ris Excellency the Governor General desires the immediate presence
of this House in the Senate Chamber.

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the House, went up to
the Sonate.

IN THE SENATE CHAMBER.

His Excellency was pleased to give, in Her Majesty's
name, the Royal Assent to the following Bills:

ried everything before us, and I have no doubt that the Re- An Act respecting the Federal Bank of Canada. (Asbented te
form party will continue to carry everything before thon, Ayctto iIa tee1888.)
that they will carry Cardwell and ail other ridings which (Assnted to Friday, 4th fay. 1888.)
are opened between now and next January. An Acte make further povision respecting the Brntford, Waterl<*

and Lake Brie Railway Comapany-
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then we wi>l not open An Act to confirm the Charter of Incorpotation of the Great North-

them. West central Bailway Company.
An Act respecting the International Convention for the PreservaUcu

Mr. TROW. In that case, we shall be in the same position. of Submarine Telegrsph Oablea.
I xnow the reporters are not anxious to take down very An Act to incorporate the Nisbet Academny of Prince Albert.
much to-day, and therefore I will conclude.A t to inerporate the belleville and Lake Nipissing RallwayCompany.

An Act to amend the Act relating to the Wood Mountain and
ADDRESS TO HIS EXCELLENCY. p Railway Company.

An Act 10 incorporare the Ühathant Railway Company
Mr. PEAKR I avethe onoî te nfoni îe fluse A UC teamend 1he Ac te oincorperale the Maskinongé and NipisisgMr. SPEAKER I have the honor to informa the House ala Cmay

lhti conformity with the resolut ion of this H1ouse for RiwyOmaythat,incnomt thterblto ofti osfr An Act te incerporate the Tobique, Gypsum sund Colonisation Railwaythe presentation of a joint address of the Senate and House Company.
of Commons to Bis Excellency the Governoi General, I have An Acte incorporate the South-Westera Railway Company.

beenin le enat an prserted aîdaddess nd eovod Au Act te grant certain powers 10 the Noya Scotia Telephone Companybeen in the Senate and prseted said address ad rceived(imited).
the answer, of which I have lef t a copy on the Table. An Act teepower the Merchantal Marine Inurace ou*any of

Canada te reliriqruah is charter, and to provide for the wluding up ofMr. TROW. I notice my Ion. friend, Sir Donald Snith. its affaire.
He closed the Session once in a very agrecablo manner, and An Act 10 incorporat. the Brensead Weton Lumber Cempany.

I hoe h wil dûmo ow.An Acit t incorporate the River Detroit Wintar Railway Bridge Cose.I hope e wil do so now.pany
Sir DONALD SMITH. I had not the pleasure of listen- An Ate ineorporats the Grenville International BrdgeOompany.ing ie dmitabl adde~- cflie ongentema ~An Act farther te amend 11 The Speedy Trials At,' Cba.pter oneing to the admirable addres of the on. gentleman eveny-fie of te Revied Statute

came in just as ho was about closing, so it would not be An Act te authorise 1h. constrution of Bridges over the Assiniboine
possible for me to follow what he said ; but i am sure that RiveraI Winnipeg and Portage la Prairie, for nùlwy andpasseuger
on both sides of the House we are a ways delighted to hear An Actarther toamend1'Thendian Act," chapter forty-tlre.ofthe
the hon. mernber, and not the less 0 whea we are all very Revisedtatutes.
greatly delighted to get away at the close of the Session. Au Aet 10 iake further provision rsectingthe gmng of a mbidy
We have ail very great esteem for the hon. mernber for the Chignecto Marine Transport way ompauy (Limlted)
South Perth (Mr. Trow), and we trust that ho may long be Act luinorperathewofîreaud RalinayeOoupayo
spared to address the House ii such felicitous terms on t impose and collect certain Toile at the HairuleaddTewn.
these ocOOaons-as an hon. member reminds me IroM An Act la incerporatethN. Nork, Bt. Lawreae sad Ottawa IL

ar. Tn eow .wE Ra il y Coy.
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COMMONS DEBATES.
An Act to amend the Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter ninety-

seven, respeeting Ferries.
An Act to incorporate the Keystone Fire Insurânce Company.
An Act to incorporate the Bufalo, Chippawa and Niagara Falls

Steamboat and Tramway Company.
An Act to amend the several Acta relating to the Board of Trade of

the City of Toronto.
An Act to incorporate the Dominion Plate Glas. Insuranoe Company.
Au Act to incorporate the Annapolis Atlantic Railway Company.
An Act to amend the A et respecting the St. Oatharines and Niagara

Central Railway Company.
An Act respecting the untral Ontario Railway.
An Act respecting the Ontario and Quebec Railway Company.
An Act relating to the Upper Ottawa Improvement Company.
An Act to amend Chapter twenty-seven of the Revised Statutes,

respecting the Department of Public Printing and Stationery.
An Act respectng the advertiing of Counterfeit money.
An Act respecting the York Farmers Colonisation Company.
An Act to amend the law relating to frandulent marks on merchan-

dise.
An Act respecting the Thousand Islande Railway Company.
An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the Board of Management of

the Church and Manse Building Pund of the Presbyterian Cburch, in
Canada, for Manitoba and the North-West.

An Act to amend chapter thirty-two of the Revised Statutes, respect-
ing the Oustoms.

An Aet respecting Gaming in stocks and merchandise.
An Act to confirm a mortgage given by the Central Railway Com-

pany toThe Central Trust Company of New York to secure an issue of
dbnures.

An Act respecting the Stanstead, Sheford and Chambly Railway
Company.

An A 0to provide for the windiagup the Bank of London lu Canada.
An Act for the relief of Eleonora lizabeth Tudor.
An Act for the relief of Andrew Maxwell Irving,
An Act for the relief of Catherine Morrison.
Au Act to authorise the raising, by way of loan, of certain sums of

money for the Public Servie.
An Act relating to the interest payable on depositsl in the Post Office

sud Government Savingu Banks.
An Act to amend chapter thirty-four, of the Revised Statutes, respect-

ing Inland Revenue.
An Act respecting the application of certain laws therein mentioned

to the Province of Manitoba.
An Act te amend the Weights and Measures Act as respecta the con-

tents of packages of salt.
Au Act t amend chapter tirty-three of the Revised Statutes of Can-

ada respecting the duties of Oustoms.
An Act to make further provision respecting the construetion of the

ship canal between Montreal and Quebec.
An Act further to amend "The Vominion Lande Act."
An Act to amend the Act respeeting Defective Letters Patent and the

diseharge of securities to the Crown.
An Act te amead "The Canada Tempérance Act."
An Act in amendment of " The Canada Temperance Act."
An Act furtber to amend "The Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act,"

chapter one hundred and thirty-five of the Revised Statutes of Canada.
An Act to amend an Act of the present Session, intituled "An Act t

amend the Act respecting the St. Ustharines and Niagara Central Rail-
way Company."

An Ast to amend "The Dominion Elections Act," chapter eight ofthe
Revised Statutes of Canada.

An Act to amend the Steamboat Inspeetion Act, chapter seventy-eight
of the Revised Statutes.

An Act relating to certain advances made to the Quebec Harbor Com-
missioners.

An Act further to amend Chapter fifty-one of the Revised Statute. oi
Canada, "The Territories Real Property Act."

An Act to amend the Act of the present Session intituled: " An Act
respecting the Stanstead, Shefford and Chambty Railway Company."

An Act respecting a certain agreement between the Goverument of
Canad and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

An Act further to umend "The Criminal Procedure Act."
An Act to amend Chapter sixteen of the Revised Statutei, respecting

the High Commissioner for Canada in the United Kingdom
An Act further to ameud the Reviaed 8.atutes, Chapter fiye, rspecting

the Electoral Franchise.
An Ast to amend the Act respecting Patents of Invention.
An Aet to extend the jurisdistion of the Maritime Court of Ontario.
An Act to0 amnd "Ta. North-West Territories Repersentation Aet."
An Act to amend "The Bank Act," Chapter one hundred and twenty

of the evised Statutes of Canada.
An Act to amend the Revised Statute of Canada, Chapwr fifty,

resp.ing the North-West Territories.
AnAct te amend Chapter one hundred and seventy-eight of the

Revised Statutes of Canada, "The Summary Convictions' Act."
An Act tomamend Chapter one hundred and twenty-fourof the Revised

Statutes, respecting Insurance.
An Act te authorise the granting ofsubsidies ln aid of the construction

of the " les of railway therein mentioned.
An Act respecting Railways.
An Act to amend "The Civil Service Act," Chapter seventeen of the

Revised Statutes of Canada.
ai&

An Act to amend the Act respecting the Judges of Provincial Courts,
chapter one hundred and thirty-eight of the Revised Btatutes.

Then the Honorable the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons addressed His Exoellency the CGovernor General as
follows:
MAT T PLAISS YouU EXCELLBNCT

The Commons of Canada have voted the supplies required to enable
the Goovernment to defray the expenes of the Public 8ervice.

In the name of the Commons, I present to Your Excellency the
following Bill:-
An Act for granting to Her Majesty certain sumo of money required for

defraying certain expenses of the Public Service, for the fnancial
years ending respectively the 30th June, 1888 and the 30th June, 1889,
and for other purposes relating to the Publichervice,

to which Bill I humbly request Your Excellency's aisent.

To this Bill the Royal assent was signified in the follow-
ing words:-

In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency the Governor General thanks
Ber Loyal subjects, accepta their benevolence, and assents teo this Bill.

After which His Excellency the Governor General was
pleased to close the Second Session of the Sixth Parlia-
ment of the Dominion with the following Speech:-

Honorable Gentlemen qf the Senate :
Gentlemen tthe Houat qf Commons:

In terminating the present Sesmion of Parliament I desire to recordmy
appreciation of the earnestness and zeal which you have shown in the
performance of your public duties.

The measure for the ratification of the Fisheries Treaty agreed upon
at the opening of the present year betwean Her Majesty'm Plenipoten-
tiaress and those of the United States, to which I have given the
Queen's assent, will, I believe, be viewed with satisfaction by the people
of the whole Dominion, as affording a crowning proof of Canada's con-
stant demire to arrive at a just and honorable settlement of all questions
arising out of the interpretation of the Convention of 1818.

I venture, with some degree of confidence, to hope that the several
authorities, wbose sanction of the treaty is necessary to its operation,
may not be insensible to the great advantages to both countries which
the removal of so fruitful a source of ill-feeling is calculated to entaIl.

'i he arrangement under which the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
has relinquisbed the exclusive privileges possessed by it in virtue of article
15 of the original agreement between Ber Majety and the company,
will, I anticipate, meet with fgeneral acceptance, and by increasing its
financial strength, enable the company to keep pace with the ever-
growing requirementi of the vast region which tie railway serves.

The extension to the people of the North-West Territories of a larger
measure of self-government than they have hitherto enjoyed, is satisfac-
tory evidence of the rapid development of that important portion of the
Dominion, and will, I trust, be attended with beneficial resulti.

The prospects for a large immigration this year of a uesirable clas of
settlers are, I am glad to believe, exceptibnally good.

The various amendments to the laws relating to the Inland Revenue,
Railways, the Civil Service and to other Acta affecting the public inte-
resta which you have passed, seem well adapted to meet the circum-
stances which have rendered them ecessary.

Gentlemen of the Hous# #q Commons ;
lu Her Majesty's name I thank you for the supplies which you have

readily granted for the carrying on of the public service.

Bonorable Gentlemen qf the enate :
Gentlemen qf the Houe qf Commons:

I cannot take leave of you for the lait time without placing on record
my deep regret that my official connection with your country should be
at an end. It in a source of no alight satisfaction to me to eall to mind
under these circumstances the fact that within the last few bours you
have been pleased to assure me of the favor with which you have re-
garded my endeavors to discharge the tank committed to me by Her
Majesty.

My interest lin the Dominion will not cease with my departure from
its shores, and i pray that ln years to come Its people may enjoy in
abundance every blessing which it is n the power of Providence to
bestow.

THi rSzAzEa of the Sonate then said:
RHnorable Gentlemen of the 8nate, and Gentlemen ,' the fouse of

Commons:
It is His Excellency the Governor General's will and pleasure,

that this Parliament be proroguel1 until Baturday, the thirtieth day of
June next, to be here eld, and thi Parliamentl Is accordingly prorogued
until Baturday, the thirtieth day of June next.

The Parliament of the Dominion of Canada was thon
prorogued to the 30th of June next.

1888. 1693



INDE X.
SECOND SESSION, SIXTH PARLIAMENT, 1888.

Abbreviations of well known words and Parliamentary expressions are used in the following:-1°, 20, 30, First.
Reading, Second Reading, Third Reading; 3 m. h., 6 m. h., 6 w. h., Three Months' Hoist, Six Nionthe' loist, Six
Weeks' fHoist; *, without remark or debate; Acts., Accounts; Adj,, Adjourn; Adj]., Adjourned; Amt., Amendment;
A mts., Amendments; Amalg., Amalgamation; Ans., Answer; Ass., Assuranoe; B., Bill; B. 0, British Columbia;
Can., Canada or Canadian; C.P.R., Canadian Pacifie Railway; Com., Committee; Co., Company; Cono., Concur, Con-
curred, Concurrence; Consd., Consider; Consdn., Consideration ; Cor., Correspondence; Deb., Debate; Dept., Departmeat;
Depts., Departments; Div., Division; Dom., Dominion; Govt., Government; His Ex., His Excellency the Governor
General; Hae., House; He. of o., House of Commons; Incorp., Incorporation; Ira., Insurance; I.C.R, Intercolonial;
Man., Manitoba; Mess., Message; M., Motion; Ms,, Motions; m., moved; Neg., Negatived; N.B., New Brunswick;
N.W.T., North-West Territories; N.S., Nova Scotia; 0,0., Order in Council; Ont., Ontario; P.E.I., Prince Edward
Island; P.O., Post Office; Par., Paragraph; Prop., Proposed; Q., Quebec; Ques., Question; Recom., Recommit; Ref.
Refer, Referred, Reference; Rep., Report, Reported; Reps., Rports; Res., Resolution; Rot., Return; Ry., Railway;
Rys., Railways; Sel., Select; Sen., Senate; Sp., Special; Stmnt., Statement; Sup., Supply; Suppi., Supplement,
Supplementary; Wthdn., Withdrawn; Wthdrl., Withdrawal; Y. N., Yeas and Nays; Names in Italic and parentheses
are those of the movers.

Amyot, Mr. G., Bellechasse.
Buildings, in Com. of Sap., 1534 (ii).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res, 1347 (ii).
Cartridges, Rep of Commission on Manufacture (Ques.)

1232 (ii).
Cavalry and Infantry S3hools, in Com. of Sup., 1220 (ii).
Controverted Elections Act Amt. (B. 2, 10) 18; Order

for 2° read, 73 (i).
(Ques.) 752 (i).

Cornmeal, Flour, &o., on Res. (Mr. Mitchell) to remove
Duties, 1560 (ii).

Debatea, Official, 3rd Rep. of Com. (Translators) on M.
to conc., 1501 (ii).

Dorchester Election, Issue of Speaker's Warrant
(Ques.) 27, 59 (i).

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in
Com., 1146 (ii).

Drill Shed at Quebec, Water Supply (Ques.) 85 (i).
(M. for Cor.) 654 (i).

Field Exercises (Military) Translation (Ques.) 85 (i)
for Cor.) 655 (i).

Fishery Protection, appointment of Magistrates (Ques.)
826 (ii).

"Horse-Breeding in Canada," Translation of Pamphlet

(Ques.) 85 (i).
International Regulations re Trading and other Vessels

(Ques.) 826 (ii).

Amyot, Mdr. G.-Continued.
Military Sohool, St. Johns (Q.) services of Chaplain

(M. for Ret.) 65t (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1288 (ii).
Morin, Dr. J. A., claim for services (M. for copy) 655 (i)
Neely, Private T., provision for Widow, &c., on M. for

Rot., 651 (i).
Ottawa River, Improvemente for Timber, &. (M. for

Stmnt. of cost) 827 (ii).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1598 (ii).
Personal explanation, re charge of disloyalty, 598 (i).
Quebec Drill Shed, Water Supply (M. for Cor.) 654 (i).

(Ques.) 85 (i).
Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock) B.

135 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1296 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1422 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Bos. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 532-539 (i).
St. Lawrence River Navigation, Montreal and Quebec

(M. for Rot.) 71 (i).
Salmon Rivers (Hudson's Bay) Lease (Ques.) 826 (ii).
Sec. of State's Dept., in Com. of Sap., 1641 (ii).
Strange, Gen., Rep. submitted to Militia Dept. r#

Rebellion (Ques.) 98 (i).
Sabsidies to Rys. (Money) B. 140 (Sir Charles rupper)

in Com., 1593 (ii).



INDEX.

Amyot, Mr. G.-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Sec. of State) 1641 (ii).
>ilitia (Oavalry and Infantry Schools) 1220 (ii).
Public Works-Income : Buildings (Que.) 1534 (ii)

Trades Unions, List (M. for Ret.*) 50 (i).
Regulations re Registry (M. for copic*) 50 (i).
Rules (M. for Rot ) 46 (i).

Whale Fishery in Hudson's Bay (Qotes.) 826 (ii).

Armstrong, Mr. J, South Middlesex.
Can. Temp. Act Armt, B. 10 (Mr. Jami son) in Com.,

1256 (ii).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for Com on Res., 1366 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1191 (ii).
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M.

for 2°, 769 (i).
SUPPLY :

Civil Government (High Commissioner's contingencies) 106 (i).
Immigration (Agents salaries, &c ) 1163 (ii).

Bain, Mr. T., Wentwaorth.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamîieson) on M. for

20, 995 (ii).
SUPPL Y:

Collection of Revenues (Post Office) 1635 (ii).
Public Works-Capital: (Kingston Graving Dcck) 1671. In-

come : Buildings (Ont.) 1539. Roads and Bridges, 1676 (ii).
Trade Combinations, on 31. (Mr. Wallace) for Sol. Com.

35 (i).

Bain, Mr. J. W, Soulanges.
St. John and Iberville Hydraulic and Manufacfuring

Co.'s B. 7 (Mr. Vanasse) LO m., 530 (i).

Baird, Mr. G. F., Queen's, N. B.
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartu'right)

and Amts., 315-351 (i).

Baker, Mr. E C., Victoria, B.C.
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 973 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt., (B. 56, 10) 309 (i).
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. Co's. (B 35, 1°*) 124 (i).
Representation Act Amt. (B. 55, 10) 39 (i).
South-Western Ry. Co's incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Hall) on

M. for 30 (Ques. of Order) 954 (ii)
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Civil Service Examiners, salaries, &c.) 132 (i).
immigration (Agents salaries, &c )1160 (ii).
Public Works-Capital (Esquimait Graving Dock) 1653 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Amt. (B. 57, 10)
309 (i).

Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Rot., 759 (i).

Barron, Mr. J. A., North Victoria, O.
Bexley Postmaster, appointment (Ques ) 58 ()
Buildings, in Corm. cf Sup., 1539 (ii).

Barron, Mr. J. A.-Continued.
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 944, 1138; on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1403; neg. (Y.
59; N. 83) 1404 (ii).

Fenelon River Navigation (Ques.) 97 (i).
Gowanlock, Mrs., pension (Ques.) 58 (i).
-- compensation, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1016 (ii).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Thompson) in Com, 1010.
Ingoldsby Station Post Office (M. for Ret.) 1243 (ii).
Muskoka snd Parry Sound Judicial District (Ques.)

1232 (ii).
Peace and Athabasca Rivers, Treaty with Indians

(Ques.) 825 (ii).
Ry. Act .Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1175 (ii).
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M. for

20, 768 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 303-309 (i).
Snetsinger, Mr., employment and dismissal by Govt.

(Ques.) 825 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Canals (Repairs, &c.) 1624 (i).
Canals- Capital (Sault St. Marie) 1442 ; (Welland) 1453; (Trent

River Nav ) 1454, 1460 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont) 1539, 1541. Roads

and Bridges, 1677 (ii).
Tient Valley Canal Commission (M. for Ret.) 71 (i).
Victoria County (Ont.) Postal Service (Ques.) 825 (ii).

Beausoleil, Mr. C., Berthier.
Criminal Laws, distribution to Justices of the Peace

(Ques.) 59 (i).
Ice-breakers in county of Berthier (Ques.) 45 (i).
Judges of Provincial Court Act Amt. B. 142 (Mr.

Thompson) in Com., 1691 (ii).
Labor Commission, certified copies of Depositions

(Ques.) 171 (i),
complaints against Chairman (Ques.) 171 (i).

-- Instructions issued (M. for copies*) 672 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 392-396 (i).
St. Lawrence River Floods, Cor., &c. (M. for copies)

60 (i).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues (Oulling, contingencies) 1667 (ii).
Public Works: Harbzrs and Rivers (Que ) 1563 (ii).

Béchard, Mr. F., Iberville.
St. John and Iberville Hydraulic and Manufacturing

Co.'s B. 7 (Mr. Fanasse) on M. for 2", 530 (i).
-Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 463-467 (i).

Bergeron, Mr. J. G. H., Beauharnois.
St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 66,

10*) 380 (i).
SUPPLYG

Civil Government (Sec. of Etate) 1641 (ii).



INDEX.
Bergin, Mr. D, Cornwall and Stormont.

Printing Com. (M. to conc. in Reps.) 454 (i).
South-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Ball) on

M. for 30 (Amt.) 6 m. h,, 912; neg. (Y. 57; N. 8)
953 (ii).

SUPPLY:

Colection of Revenues (Poet Office) 1634 (i).

Bernier, Mr. M. E., St. ilyacinthe.
Criminal Laws, distribution to Justices of tb Peace

(Ques.) 59 (i).
Ice-breakers in county of Berthier (Ques.) 15 (i).
St. Lawrence River Fîoods (Ques.) 899 (ii).

Borden, Mr. F. W., King's N.S.
Reciprooity with U.S., on Ras. (Sir R;chard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 358-362 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1133 (ii).

Bourassa, Mr. F., St Johns, Q.
Isle aux Noix Wharf (Ques.) 953 (1i),

Bowell, Hon. M., North Hastings.
Behring's Sea, Clearances to Vessels (Ans ) 41 (i).
Bridges (Ottawa) &c., in Com. of Sup., 1573 (ii).
Buildings in Com. of Sup.. 153à (ii).
Can. Gazette, in Com. of Sup., 16I1 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (NIr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1256 (ii).
Cheese Branding, Legisiation respecting, on Res. (Mr.

Sprou?e) 1241 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Corn.,

1169 (ii).
Examiners, in Com. of Sup,, 129 (i).

Customs Act Amt. (prop. Res.) 49J; (B. 92, 1°*) 598
(i); 20 m., 897; in Com., 898, 946, 1001 ; M. to conc.
in Sen. Amts., 1472 (ii).

-- Seisures at Quebec, on M. for Cor., 1068 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1666 (ii).

Debates, Official, distribution to Press (remarks) 752 (i).
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 868 (ii).
Hawke, J. T., impugning Judge's decision, on Ques. of

Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1301 (ii).
Labor Commission, certified copies of Depositions

(Ans.) 171 (i).
-- Composition and Amounts paid (Ans.) 1468 (ii).

- ost (Ans.) 494 (i).
in Com. of Sap., 1658 (ii).

Logs, Shingle-bolts, &c., Duties collected (Ans.) 86 (i).
N. W. T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald)1

in Com., 1481 (ii).
Printing, Paper, &oe, in Com. of Sup., 1031, 1611 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 21 (Ifr. Thompson) in Com., 1431 (ii).
Ry. Commission, distribution of Evidence (Ans.)

867 (ii).

iii

fBowell, Hon. M.-Continued.
Reciprocity with U. S., entry of certain articles free of

Duty, 521 (i).
- on personal explanation (Mr. Davies) 239 (i).
-- Rep. of Minister of Customs (Ans.) 617 (i).

Revenue and Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tup-
per) in Com. on Res, 891 (ii).

Rimouski Customs Collector (Ans.) 1067 (ii).
Statistical Diagrams, in Com. of Sup., 1164 (ii).
SUPPLY : (prop. Res. for Con.) 17 (i) :

Civil Government (Civil Service Examiners, salaries) 129 (i).
Collection of Revenues (Oustome) 1666 (ii).
Immigration (Agents ialarie, &c.) 1172 (ii).
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Printing. Paper, &c ) 1031 (ii)
Miscellaneous (Can. Gazette) 1611; (Labor Commission) 1658;

(Printing) 1611 ; (Statistical Diagrams) 1164 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Que.) 1535. Roads and

Bridges (Ottawa) 1573 (ii).
Trade and Navigation Tables (presented) 18 (i).
Ways and Means-(prop. Res. for Com.) 17 (i).

The Tariff, in Com., 1129 (ii).
Wrecked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M.

for 2°, 918 (ii).
Wrecking in Anerican Waters, on M. for papers, &a.,

665 (i).

Bowman, Mr. I. E., North Waterloo.
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

u-right) and Amts., 543-547 (i).
Fire Insurance iRisks under Dom. License (M. for

Ret.*) 866 (ii).
Militia Clothing, Tenders and Contracts (M. for Ret.*)

866 (ii).

Boyle, Mr. A., Monck.
Fraud, Prevention of, by Troc Peddlers, &c. (B. 105,

1°*) 899 (ii).

St. Catharines and Niagara Contral Ry. (B 137) M. to
suspend Rule 61 and 10 *, 1522 (ii)

Trade Combinations, extensiGn of powers of Sol. Com.
(prop. M.) 103 (i).

Brien, Mr. J., South Essex.
Life-boat Service, in Com. of Sup., 1578 (ii).
Pelee Island and Mainland Cable, on M. for Com. of

Sup. (remarks) 1011 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Coin., 1187 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart.

wright) and Amts., 508-511 (i).
SUPPLY:

Militia (ifilitary Properties) 1221 (i).
Ocean ani River Service (Rewards for Saving Life, &c.) 1578 (i).

Brown, Mr. A., Hamilton.
Chuese Branding, Legislation respecting, on Res. (Mr.

Sproule) 1240 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. (Chapleau) in Com.,

1438 (ii).
Cruelty to Animals further provision (B. 29, 10) 97 (i).
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Brown, Mr. A.-Continue.
Fraudulent Practices on Farmers (prop. Res. for Sp.

Com.) 1244 (ii).
- examination of Witnesses on Oath (M.) 1382 (ii)

Gaming in Stock@, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1408 (ii).

Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,
on M. for Cor., 904 (i).

Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 288-294 (i).

SUPPLY:
Public Work8-Capital Buildings (Ottawa, additional) 1462 (ii)•
Colection oj Revenues (Onstome) 1666 (ii).

Tobique Valley Ry. Res (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com.,
1626 (ii).

White, Hon. Thos., decease of (remarks) 963 (ii).

Bryson, Mr. John, Pontiac.
La Banque Nationale Capital Stock reduction (B. 23,

1°*) 73 (i).
Pontiac and Renfrew Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 42, 1°*)

206 (i).
Upper Ottawa Improvement Co.'s B. 20 (Mr. White,

Renfrew) on M. for 2°, 496 (i); on M for Com,
1148 (ii).

Burdett, Mr. S. B., East Hastings.
Culbertson, Archibald, dismissal (M. for Cor.) 977 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Civil Service Examiner., salaries) 135 (i).

Burns, Mr. K. F., Gloucester.
Tobique, Gypsum and Colonisation Ry. Co.'s (B. 79,

1°*) 489 (i).

Cameron, Mr. H., Invcrness.
Cape Breton Ry. Contractors' Sureties (Ques.) 1067 (ii).
Inverness and Richmond Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Ques.)

1232 (ii).
lbester & Reid, Messrs., completion of Contrac t

(Ques.) 1067 (il).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Aints., 610-611 (i).
SUPPLY :

Quaranine (Medical Inspection) 1197 (ii).

Campbell, Mr. A, Kent, O.
SUPPLY:

Public Works-Income: Harbors and Rivers (Out.) 1567,
1674 (ii).

Railway#-Oapital (1.0.R.) 1652 (il).

Carling, Hon. J., London.
Agriculture Dept., in Com. of Sup., 95 (i).

- deptl. Rep. (Ans.) 26 (presented) 455 (i).
Archives, in Coma. of Sup., 1149 (ii).
Buttermaking, Translation of Pamphlet (Ans.) 98 (i).
Cattle Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1200 (ii).
Census, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1155 (ii).

Carling, Hon. J.-Continued.
Cincinnati Centennial Exhibition, Canadian represen.

tation (Ans.) 1136 (ii).
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com. of Sup.,

1638 (ii).
Concurrence, salaries, 1686 (ii).
Contingencies, Deptl, in Com. of Sup., 104 (i).
Criminal and Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1151(ii).
Emigration from Dakota to Man. (Ans.) 495 (i).
Experïimental Farms, in Com. of Sup., 1554 (ii).

-- in Man. (Ans.) 495 (i).
Gratuities, in Com. of Sup., 1638 (ii).
"IHorse Breeding in Can." Translation of Pamphlet

(Ans.) 85 (i).
Lynch's Pamphlet on Dairy Practice, Ger man TranE-

lation (Ans.) 496 (i).
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sap., 1195 (ii).
Merrick, Richard, employment by Govt. (Ans.) 647 (i).
Monck, Richard, employment by Govt. (Ans.) 712 (i).
Patents of Invention (B. 38, 1°) 124; Deputy Com-

miss oner (prop. Res.) 125 (i); 2° m. and in Com.,
1511; 3°'m., 1547 (ii).

Pauper Immigration (Ans.) 9t4; on M. for <.Y-m. of
Sap. (remarks) 1595 (ii).

-- in Com. of Sup., 1156 (ii).
Regina, acoommodati>n for Immigrants (Ans.) 712 (i).
Royal Military College, conc., 1687 (ii).
Smyth, Henry, employment by Govt. (Ans.) 495,

647 (i).
Statistics, Criminal, Rep. (presented) 1551 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Archives) 1149; (Census, &c.)
1155; (Colonial and Indian Exhibition) 1638 ; (Oriminal and
Health Statistics) 1151 ; (Experimental Farms) 1151 (ii).

Civil Goernm-nt (Agriculture) 95; (contingencies) 104 (i).
Immigration (Agents salaries, Ac.) 1160; conc., 1886; (Gratu-

ities) 1638; (Pauper) 1156; (Pamphlets) 1160 (ài).
Militia (Royal Military College) conc. 1687 (ii).
Quarantine (Cattle, Que.) 1200 ; (Medical Inspection) 1195 (i).

Wateret, P., employment as Immigration Agent
. (Ans.) 966 (ii).

Caron, Hon. Sir A. P., K.C.KG., Quebec County.
Ammunition, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1211 (ii).
Brigade Majors, in Com of Sup., 1209 (ii).
Car tridges, Rep. of Commission on Manufacture (Ans.)

1232 (ii).
Civil Service Aet Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1436 (ii).
Clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 12192(ii).
Contingencies, in Com. of Sap., 1217 (ii).
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. ofSup., 1213 (ii).
Drill Shed at Quebec, Water Supply (Aus ) 85 (i).
Fenian Raid (pensions) in Com. of Sup, 1201 (ii).
Military Branch and District Staff, in Com. of Sap.,

1209 (ii).
Militia and Defence, depti., Rep. (presented) 18 (i).

- - in Com. of Sap., 92 (i).
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Caron, Hon. Sir A. P.-ontinued.

Militia, Books relating to Force, French Edition (Ans.)
85(i).

Properties, in Co m. of Sup., 1221 (ii).
School, St. Johns (Q.) services of Chaplain,

on M. for Ret., 654 (i).
Neely, Private T., provision for Widow, &c., on M. for

Ret., 650 (i).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (romarks)

1600 (ii).
Permanent Forces, in Com. of Sup., 1219 (ii).
Properties, in Com. of Sup., 1221 (ii).
Rebellion of 1885 (pensions) in Comn. of Sp, 1202,

1205 (ii).
Strange, Gen 4, compensation for loss of Pension (Ans.)

140 (i).
Rep. submitted to Militia Dept. (Ans.) 98 (i).

SUPPLY:
Civil Gogernment (Kilitia and Defence) 92 (i).
Nilitia (Ammunition, &c.) 1211 ; (Brigade Majors) 1209;

(Olothing, &c.) 1212 ; (contingencies) 1217; (Drill Pay, &c.)
1213; (Kilitary Branch and District Staff) 1209; (liilitary
Properties) 1221; (Permanent Forces) 1219 (ii).

Pensions (Fenian Raid) 1201 ; (Rebellion of 1885) 1202, 1205;
(Veto. of 1812) 1201 (ui).

Veterans of 1837, Pensione (Ans.) 85 (i).
Veterans of 1866-70, Medals (Ans.) 965 (ii).
York-Simcoe Battalion, Kit Allowance, on M. for Rot.,

68 (i).

Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J., K.C MG., South Oxford.
Adams, David J., in Oom. of Sup., 1656 (ii).
Adulteration of Food, in Com. of Sup., 1619 (ii).
Adjournment for Baster (Ques.) 344 (i).
Agriculture Dept., in Com. of Sap., 96 (i).

-- deptl. Rep. (Ques.) 26 (i).
Alberta District, N. W. T., Leasebolders (M. for

Ret.*) 498 (i).
Banks and Banking, Legislation respecting (Ques.)

415 (i).
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 970 (ii).
Bridges (Ottawa) in Com. of Sap., 1571 (ii).
B. C. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1024 (ii).
BUDGET, The (Ques.) 97, 822 (i); (reply) i 049 (Amt.)

(1061) neg. (Y. 66 ; N. 117) 1120 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sap., 1466, 1535, 1655 (ii).
Business of the Bouse (remarks) 125, 416, 457 (i).

- on M. to change hour of meeting, 1500 (ii).
- on M. to meet at 10 a.m , 1625 (ii).

Can. Gazette, in Com. of Sup., 1611 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, in Com. of Snp., 1612 (ii).
-- on prop. Res. (Mr. M1t8, Bothwell) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 81 (i).
C. P. R., B.C. Sections (Ques.) 86 (i).
-- (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on prop. Res., 1001 ; in Com., 1877, l88 (ii).
-- in Com. of Sp., 1223 (ii).

Lands, Stmnt. of Sales (Ques.) 496 (i).
Mortgage, enquiry for papers, 1586 (ii).

-Mortgage for Guaranteed Bonds(Ques.) 1506 (ii).

Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J.-Continued.
Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Con. of Sup., 1463 (ii).
Cattle Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1200 (ii).
Cayuga, Indian Lands near, appointmeut of Commis.

sioners (Ques,) 27 (i).
--- P. O., purchase of site (Ques.) 28 (i).

Chambly Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s B. 101 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 940 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1435, 1469 (ii).
Examiners, in Com. of Sup., 113, 129 (i).

Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1638
(ii).

Commercial Agencies, in Com. of Sup., 1616 (ii).
Concurrence, 1685 (ii).
Consolidated Fund, Receipts and Expenditure (M. for

Ret.*) 38 (i).
Consolidation of the Statutes, in Cam. of Sup., 1663 (ii).
Contingencies, in Com. of Sup, 104 (i) 1218, (ii).
County Judges (Ont.) salaries increase (Ques.) 899 (ii).
Criminal Procedure Act Amt B. 123 (Mr. Thompson)

in Con., 1513 (ii).
Culling Timbor, in Ccm. of Sup., 1619, 16-4 (Ii).
Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Con., 917,

1400 (ii).
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 16*9, 1666 (ii).
Débats du Conseil Legislatif, in Com. of Sup., 1662 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on roading

Papers (remarks) 41. (i).
-- on Ques. of Order, 721 (i).
--- on prop. Res. (Mr. Laurier) 743 (i).
--- distribution to Press (remarks) 750 (i).

Dobt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M
to cono. in Res., 1383 ; in Com, on B., 1388 (ii).

Dolaney, Mrs. (pension) in Com. of Sup., 1201 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) on M.

for 1', 515 (i) ; on M. for 2° (Ques.) 912; in Com.,
1144 (ii).

-- Lands Act Amt B. 131 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
on M. for 2, 1514; on M. for 3°, 1549 (ii).

Agents for Man. and N. W. T., Instructions, on
M. for Ret., 37 (i).

-- Man and N. W. T., Receipts from Sales (Ques.)
44 (i).

-- Mines in Com. of Sup., 1635 (ii).
Dom. Notes, Printing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 90 (i).
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1021 (ii).
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1569 (ii).
EaT1MaTrs, The, on presentation, (remarks) 50 (i).

Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1653 (ii).
Erchequer Court, contingencies, &c., in Com, of Sup.,

119 (i).
Excise, in Com. of Sp., 1618, 1667 (ii).
Experimental Farme, in Com. of Sup., 1575 (ii).
Exporte and Imports (M. for Rot.) 28 (i).
Extra Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1615, 1637 (ii).
Fabre, Mr. (salary, &c.) in Com. of Sap., 1614 (ii).
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Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. j.-Continued.
Fisberies Treaty, papers respecting (remarks) 20, 62,

99 (i)
--- Ratifi3ation B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for 20, 844-849 ; in Com., 873 (ii).
Commission, in Com. of Sup, 1662 (ii).
Reports, re superantiuation of Valiquette (re-

marks) 1507 (ii).
Franchise Electoral Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Chapleau)

on I. for 2°, 1550 (ii).
- in Com. of Sup., 1641 (ii).

Fraudulent Trade Marks on Merchaudise Act Amt. B.
91 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 943, 1004 (ii).

Free List, O. C. respecting (remarks) 648 (i).
Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mir. Th9mpson) in Com.,

1405 (ii).
German Emperor's Death, Official Information (Ques.)

110 (i).
-- (late Crown Prince) rumored death (Ques )

206 (i).
Govt. Business (remarks) 416, 457 (i).
Govt. in N. W T. (expenses) in Com. of Sup., 1611 (i).
Grazing Leases in the N. W.T. (Ques.) 495 (i).
Gratuities to Canal Employés, in Com. of Sup., 1646 (ii).
Grenville Canal, in Com. of Sup, 1459 (ii).
lialdimand, Dep. Returning Officer (Ques.) 648 (i).

(M. to adjn. iHouse) 922, 930 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com of Sup., 1462, 1562, 1656,

1674 (ii).
High Commissioner's contingencies, in Com. of Sup.,

105, 109 (1).
-- Office, application of Civil Service Act, &c., B. 136

(S'r Charles Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1502, 1506; on
M. for 3°, 1547 (ii).

Hot Springs (roads, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1617 (ii).
Indemnity, Members, in Com. of Sap., 1670 (ii).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1010 (ii).
Indian Affairs, in Com. of Sup., 1627 (ii).
Imperial Fedoration, on Res. (remarks) 1091 (ii).
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1606, 1682 (ii).
Immigrants, Pauper (Ques.) 934 (ii).

on M. for Com. of Sup., 1595 (ii).
Inland Revenue Dept., in Com. of Sup., 95 (i).
Insurance Act Amt. B. 126 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for 2°, 1400 (ii).
I. C. R,, Receipts and Expenditure (Ques.) 65, 112 (i).

in Com. of Sup., 1224, 1620, 1651 (ii).
Jamaica and West Iadife, Commerciat Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 912 (ii).
Jones, Walter, and Raldimand Election (prop. Res.)

on M. for Com. of Sup., 1524; neg. (Y. 58; N. 98)
1533 (ii).

Justice Dept., in Com. of Sup., 91 (i).
Kingston Graving Dock, in Com. of sup., 1672 (ii).

Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1-2 (i).
Post Office re Defalcations, on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1012 (ii).

Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J.-Continued.
Labor Commission, Evidence before (Ques.) 98 (i).
-- in Com. of Sap., 1658 (ii).
Lachine Canal, dismissal of Laborers (remarks) 164).
Life-boat Service, in Com. of Sup., 1578 (ii).
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1021 (ii).
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1197 (fi).
Military Branch and District Staff, in Com of Sap.,

1209 (ii).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Rolease B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) in Coim., 1391 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 93 (1), 1610, 1683 (ii).
Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1616 (ii).
Newfoundland and Confederation, on M. for Cor., 66t.
N.W T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on M. for 2°, 1475 ; in CoM., 1480 (ii).
Obstructions, &c., in Rivers, in Com. of Sap., 1581 (ii).
O. C.'s colleoting, in Com. of Sup., 1618 (ii.)
Order, Ques. of (Ur. Ives) personal allusions, 524,

555 (i).
Ottawa, additional Building, in Con.of Sup., 1461 (ii).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry., in Com. of Sap., 1231 (ii).
Patents of Invention Act Aumt. B. 38 (Ur. Carling) in

Com., 1512 (ii).
Pauper Immigration (r emarks) on M. for Com. of Sup.

1595 (ii).
- (Ques.) 964 (ii).

Pensions, in Com. of Sap., 1639, 1671 (ii).
Printing Bureau, in Com. of Sup., 92 (i), 1616 (ii).
Printing, in Com. of Sup., 1611 (ii).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Davin) 1093 (ii).

(Mr. Mitchell) Reciprocity deb., 345 (i).
(Mr. Mitchell) despatches re admission of New.

foundland into Confederation, 111 (i).
Post Office and Finance Depts., computing Interest, in

Com. of Sup., 112 (i).
Post Office, in Com. ofSap., 1634, 1684 (Ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1185,

1418, 1492 (ii).
Railways and Canals, Cost (Ques.) 141, 170 (i).

in Com. of Sup., 1637 (ii).
-- - Dept., in Com. of Sup., 97 (i).

Real Property in Ter. Act Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Thomp-
son) in Com., 1412 (if).

Rebellion (1885) Claims of Scouts, &c., on Res. (Mr.
Davin) to reconsid., 1243 (ii).

Pensions, in Com. of Sup., 1202, 1205 (ii)
Reciprocity with U. S. (remarks) on fixing day for

deb., 26 (i).
--- Res. First Order of the Day (Ms,) 43, 86 (i).

- - attention of Govt. called to Retaliatory Bill
516 (i).

-- on M. to adjn. deb. (remarks) 822 (i).
-- Protocols (remarks) 74 (i).
Regina Jail, in Com. of Sup., 1025 (ii).
Revenue and Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. to conc. in Res. and in Com. on B., 931 (ii).
Rideau Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1646, 1671 (ii).
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Cartwright, Hon. Sir B. J.-Continued.
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1675 (ii).
Ste. Anne's Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1459 (ii).
St. Ours Locks, in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup.,136(i).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1624 (ii).
Schools, Indian (Man.) in Com. of Sup., 1681 (ii).
Sec. of State's Dopt., in Com. of Sup., 92 (i), 1640,

1668 (ii).
Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1025, 1668 (ii).
Sinking Fund, in Com. of Sup., 89 (i).
Slides and Booms, in Coin. of Sup., 1620, 1684 (ii).
Statistical Diagrams, in Com. of Sup., 1663 (ii).
Strange, Gen., compensation for loss of Pension (Ques.)

140 (i).
Sabsidies to Provinces, in Com. of Sup., 1604 (ii).

(Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charks Tupper)
in Com. on Res., 1587 (ii).

Reciprocity with U,S. (prop. Res.) 144-161 ; neg 646 (i)
SUPPLY:

Administration ofJustice ()fiscellaneous) 114, 117 ; (Exchtquer
Court) 119 (i); conc., 1685 (ii).

Arts, Agriculture and Statistica (Archives, payment to C .C.
Chipman) 1149 ; (Colonial and Ind:an Exhibition) 1638;
(Experimental Farms) 1575 ; (Health Statistics) 1152 (ii).

Canals-Capital (Cornwall) conco, 1687 ; (Gratuities) 1646
(Grenville) 1459; (Murray) 1646; (Ste. Aune's) 1459; (Tay)
1460; (Welland) conc., 1-88. Income (Chambly) 1460 ; (Miscel-
laneous) 1646; (Rideau) 1646, 1671 ; (Sault Ste. Marie) 1624;
(St. Ours Locks) 1460; ('rent Riv. Nav ) 1460 ; (Welland)
1460 (ii).

Charges of Management (Auditorand Asat. Rec. Gen., Winnipeg)
88 ; (Printing Dom. Notes) 90 ; (Sinking Fund) 89 (i).

Civil Government (Agriculture) 96-; (Auditor General's Office)
95; (Civil Service Examiners, salaries, &c.) 113, 129 ; (con-
tingencies) 104; (Fisheries) 96; (Gov. Gen.'s 8ec.'s Office) 85;
(High Commissioner'a contingencies) 105, 109 (i); (Indian
Affaira) 1627 (ii); (Inland Revenue) 95; (Justice) 91 ; (Mounted
Police) 93; (Post Office and Finance, computing Interest)
112 (1); (Post Office) 1638 (ii) ; (Printing and Stationery) 92;
(Rys. and Canals) 97 (i), 1637 (ii); (Sec. of State) 92 (i),
1640, 1668 (il).

Collection e! Revenues (Culling Timber) 1619, 16.9, 1684; Cus-
toms) 1629, 1666; (Excise) 1618, 1667; (I C.R., Repaira, &c.)
1620; (Post Office) 1634, 1684; (Public Works) conc., 1688;
(8lides and Booms, salaries, &c.) 1620, 1684 (ii).

Dominion Lands-Income (Mines) 1635 (il).
Fisheries (David J. Adama) 1656 (ii).
Immigration (Pauper) 1155; (Pamphlets) 1160; (salaries, &c.)

conc., 1686 (ii).
Indians (B.C.) 1682; (Man. schools) 1691; (Ont. and Que.)

1606 (ii).
Leislation: Flouse of Commons (Indemnities) 1670; (salaries,

&c.)1025; (Sessional Cleiks)1025, 1668. Miscellaneous (Fran-
ehise Act) 1641 ; (Library, purchase of booka, &c.) 1030 (ii).

Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouses &c.) 1681 (ii).
Mail Subsidies (Antwerp and Canada) conc, 1689 ; (U. S. and

Victoria, B.C.) 1680 (il).
Militia (contingencies) 1217, 1644 ; (Vilitary Branc'i and Dis-

trict Staff) 1209 (ii).
Miscellaneous (Ca%. Gazette) 1611 ; (Commercial Agencies)

1616; (Consolidation of Statutes) 1663; (Debata du Conseil
Legiulatif) 1662; (Extra Clerke) 1615, 1637 ; conc., 1688;
(Fabre, Mr , salary, &c.) 1614; (fishery Commission) 1662;
(Govt. in N.W.T.) 1611; (Govt. Printing Bureau, Plant, &c.)
1616; conc., 1689; (Rot Springs, Banff) 1617; (Labor Com-

Cartwright, Hon. Sir R. J. -Continued.
mission) 1658 ; (0.0.'s, collecting) 1618; (Printing) 1611
(Preparing Returns) conc , 1688; (Royal Military College)
conc., 1687 ; (Statistical Diagrams) 1663 (ii).

Mounted PoUce, 1610, 1683 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Obstructions in Rivera) 1581; (Rewards

for saving Life, &c.) 1578 (il).
Penitentiaries (B.0.) 1024 ; (Dorchester) 1021 (ii) ; (Kingston)

122 (i) ; (Man.) conc , 1686 (ii) ; (St. Vincent de Paul) 136 (1).
Pensions, 1639; (Mrs. Delaney) 1201 ; (P.E.I.) 1871 ; (Rebellion

of 1885) 1202, 1642 ; (Vets. of 1812) 1201 (il).
Public Worka- Capital (Esquimalt Graving Dock) 1653 ; (Cape

Tormentine Harbor) 1463 ; (Harbors and River.) 1462; (King-
ston Graving Dock) 1672. Buildings (Ottawa, additional)
1461. Income: Buildings (Man.) 1542; (N.S.) 1466; (N.W.T.)
1672; (Ont ) 1537, 1541 ; (Que.) 1535 (ii) ; (Repaira, &c.)
655 (i). Dredging, 1569. Harbors and Rivera, 1612, 1562,
1656, 1674. Roada and Bridges, 1675. Tulegraph Linos,
1677 (ii).

Quarantine (Cattle, Que.) 1200; (Medical Inspection) 1197 (il).
Railways-Capital (C.P.R.) 1223; (1.C.R.) 1224, 1651 ; (Oxford

and New Glasgow Ry.) 1231. Income (Surveys, &c.) 1460 (il).
Subsidies to Provinces, 1604 (ii).

Tariff Changes (remark4) 2 1 (i).
Tay Canal, in Com of Sup., 1460 (ii).
Telegraph Lines, in Com. of Sup., 1574, 1677 (ii).
Thorold Canal, Water Power (Ques.) 647 (i).
Trade Combinations, on prop. M. to extond powers of

S.l Com., 103 (i).
B. 138 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to introd., 1545 (ii).

Travis, ex-Judge (remarks) in Con. of Sup., Il1 (i).
Trent Riv. Nav., in Con ofKSp., l400 (ii).
U. S. and Victoria, B. C., M,,il Sobsidy, in Com. of Snp,

1680 (ii).
Ventilation of Howo of Commons (romarks) 171 (i).

-- in Com. of Sup., 1200%, (ii).
Veterans of 1812, in Com. of Sup. 1201 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Budget, 1049; (Arnt.) 100(1 ; nog.

(Y. 66; N. 117) 1l1-0 (ii).
- Tho Tariff, in Com., 1121 (ii).

Weights and Measures, in Com of Sup., 1619 (ii).
Welland Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).

River, Bridge at Chippawa Village (Ques.)(65 (i).
Windsor Bi anch Ry., in Com. cf Sup., 1621 (ii).
Wreckirg Vessels in Amoicanî Wators, on M. for papers,

&c., 667 (i).
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Rut., 754 (i).

Casey, Mr. G. E, West Elgin
Banks, Supervision by Govt., on Ros. (Nfr. Casgrain)

672 (i).
Can. Temp. Act Aimt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) on M. for

20, 999 (ii).
Civil Service Act Armt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1438 (ii).
- - Examiners, in Com. of Su in, 13) (i).
Contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 1218 (ii).
Culbute Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
Debates, Officia], dismissal of Translators, on Quo4. of

Order, 720 (i).
.-- on Res. (Mr. Laurier) 732 (i).
-- 2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to coîc., 823 (ii).

Debt., Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com.
on Res., 1280 (ii),

vii
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Casey, Mr. G. E.-Continued.
Fabre, Mr. H (salary, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1612 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty,bringing down papers (remarks) 63(i).
- - omission of papers (remarks) 142 (i).

Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com.,
872 (ii).

Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, Qaes. of
Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1329 (ii).

Imperial Federation, on IRes. (Mr. Marshell) 1078 (ii).
Labor Commission, in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Re'ease B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Coin. on Res., 1292 (ii).
Permanent Forces, in Con. of Sup., 1219 (ii).
Post Office and Finance Depts., computing Interest, in

Com. of Sup., 112 (i).
Ry. Commission, detbtn. of Papers (remarks) 867 (ii).
Ieciprocity with U. S., new-paper Cor. re entry of

certain articles free of Duty, 493 (i).
Proposals of Plenipotentiaries, presented (re-

marks) 88 (i).
Revenue and Audit Act B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper) on

M. for 20, 891 ; in Com. on Res., 892 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Canal-Capital (Culbute) 1460; (Tay) 1460; (Trent Riv.
Nav.) 1459 (ii).

Civil Government (Civil Servise Examinera, salaries, &c.)>130;
(Post Office and Finance, computing Intereit) 112 (i).

Militia (contingencies) 1218 ; (Permanent Forces) 1219 (ii).
Miscellaneous (Labor Commission) 1658 (fi).
Kounted Police, 1658 (ii).

Tay Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
Trent Riv. Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1459 (ii).
Wrecked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M.

for 20, 777 (i).

Casgrain, Mr. P. B., L'Islet.
Banks, Supervision by Govt. (Qaes.) 18 (i).
- - (prop. Res.) 668 ().

Controverted Elections Act Amt. B. (Ques ) 73, 516 (i).
Fisheries Treaty, on non-production of papers (U. to

adjn. lise.) 143 (i).
Medical Inspection, in Com of Sup., 120 , (ii).
SUPPLY:

Quarantine (Kedical Inspection) 1200 (ii).
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Amat. B. 110 (Mr.

Thompson) on M. for L°, 96 1 (ii).

Chairman, The (Ur. C. C. Colby) &Sanstead.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.,

1246 (ii).
B. 10 (Mr. Janieson) in Com., 1254 (i).

Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Ur. Chapleau) in Com.,
1440 (ii).

Lachine Canal, dismissal of Laborers (Ques. of Order)
in Com. of Sup., 1648 (ii).

N. W. T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
in Com., 1485 (ii).

Patents of Invention Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Ca, ling) in
Com., 1512 (ii).

Chapleau, Hun. J. A, Terrebonne.
Civil Service Act Amt. (B. 13, 1°) 62 (i).

Act Amt. (B. 117, 1°) 1063; 2 m. and in Com.,
1433 (ii).

- - Examiners, in Com. of Sup., 113, 128 (i).
-- List, Canada (presented) 172 (i).
Concurrence, 1689 (ii).
Criminal Laws, distribution to Justices of the Peace

(Ans.) 59 (i).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on presenta-

tion of papers, 39 (i).
on Ques of Order, 719, 746 (i).
on Res. (Mr. Laurier) 716 (i).

Debt, Public, Loan B. 138 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.
for Com. on Res., 1270 (ii).

Dorchester Election, date of Issue of Speaker's Warrant
(Ans.) 27 (i).

delay in issuing Warrant (Ana.) 59 (i).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1654 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. (B. 117, 10) 1063; 2'

M., 1549; (B 5) 3° m., 1596 (ii).
in Com of Sup., 1611, 1668 (ii).

Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, Ques. of
Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1302 (i).

L'Assomption E ection, Iseue of Writ (Ans.) 110 (i).
Printing and StatioLery, Public, Act Amt. (B. 60, 10*)

34 i (i); 2° m. and in Com., 1005 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 92 (i); conc. 1689 (ii).

- - deptl. Rep. (presented) 138 (i).
Pensions, in Com. of Sup., 1640 (ii).
Reciprocity wi th U. S., on Res. (Sir Riehard Cartwright)

and Amts., 565-571 (i).
Sec. of State's Rep (presented) 20 (i).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charl s Tupper)

in Com., 1590 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Civil Government (Civil Service Examiners, salaries, &c. i113;
(Printing and Stationery) 92(i); (Seoretary of State) 1640,
1668 (il).

Legisalation (Franchise Act) 1641, 1868 (ii).
Miscellaneous (Printing Bureau, Plant, &c.) conc., 1689 (ii).
lenions, 1640 (ii).
Public Work8-Capital (Esquimalt Graving Dack) 1654 (fi).

Returns, on enquiry for (remarks) 1136 (ii).
Voters'Lists under Franchise Act, Amount paid (Ans).

27 (i).
-- Revision, Suspension (&ns.) 965 (ii).

Charlton, Mr. J., North Norfolk.
Boundary between Alaska and Canads (Qaes.) 171 (i).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1672 (ii).
Busness of the House, on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald)

to take in Wednesdays, 106 [ (ii).
Debates, Ofi'3ial, 2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to cono., 823,

1298 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1263 (ii).
Dom. Lande Agents in Man. and N.W.T., Instructions,

on M. for Ret., 37 (i).
Fisheries Treaty, papers respecting (Ques.) 62 (1).

viivmi
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Charlton, Mr. J.-Continued.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Chapleau)

on M. for 10, 1063 (ii).
Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1408 (ii)
Graving Dock, Kingston, in Com. of Sup., 1672 (ii).
I. C. R., Receipts and Expenditure (Ques.) 65 (i).
Kingston Deputy Postmaster's Irrogularities (Ques.)

899 (ii).
Maritime Court of Ont., extension of Jurisdiction (B.

40,1°*) 124 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1281 (ii).
Order (Ques. of ) re Reciprocity deb., 523 (i),
Ry. Act. Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1177 (ii).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amt., 206-223 (i).
-- newspaper Cor. re entry of certain articles free

of Duty, 493, 521 (i).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1446 (ii).
Shannon, Wm, payment by Govt. of defalcations

(Ques.) 965 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Canals-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1446 (ii).
Public Works-Income : Buildings (Ont.) 1672. Kingston

Graving Dock, 1672 (ii).

Ventilation of House of Commons (remarks) 171 (i).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1672 (ii).

Welland River, Bridge at Chippawa Village (Ques.)
65 (i).

Wrecked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for
20, 772 (i).

Wrecking Vessels in American waters, on M. for
papers, &c., 667 (i).

Chisholm, Mr. D., New Westminster.
SUPPLY:

mounted Police, 1662 (ii).

Choquette, Mr. P. A, Montmagny.
Criminal Laws, distribution to Members (Ques.) 86 (i).
Debates, Official, 3rd Rop. of Com. (Translators) on

M. to conc., 1501 (ii).
Dorchester Election, delay in issuing Warrant (Ques.)

59 (i).
I. C. R, Receipts and Expenditure (Ques.) '7 (i).

- St. Charles Branch, Expenditure (Ques.) 97 (i).
Land Villa Postmastership (M. for Ret. ) 102 (i).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwrightt)

and Amts., 294-293 (i).
Voters' Lists under Franchise Act, Amount paid (Ques.)

27 (i).

Cockburn, Mr. G. R. R., Centre Toronto.
Federal Bank of Canada (B. 51, 10*) 270 (i).
Lake .Nipissing and James Bay Ry. Co.'s (B. 37, 1°*)

124 (i).
a

Cockburn, Mr. G. R. R.-Continued.
N. W. T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com., 1496 (ii).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 322-328 (i).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Archives, payment to (. o.
Chipman) 1150; (Fabre, Mr., salary, &o.) 1612 (ii).

Canals-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1450 (ii).
Immigration (Pauper) 1158 (ii).
Public Works-Capital: Buildings (Ottawa, additional) 1462 (il)

Colby, Mr. C. C., Stanstead.
Debates, Official, 2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to cono., 1298.

t[See also "Chairman " and "Speaker, Deputy."J

Cook, Mr. H. H., East Simcoe.
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1462, 1539 (ii).
Bridges (Ottawa) in Com. of Sup., 1572 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Coin. on Res., 1277 (ii).
Engineers, Examination and Licensing provision (B.

103, 10) 899 (ii).
Fabre, Mr. (salary, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1613 (ii).
Fishry Oversers, in Com. of Sup., 1583 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1462, 1568 (ii).
IHigh Commissioner's Office, application of Civil Service

Act, &c., B. 136 (Sir Charles Tupper) iL Com.,
1506 (ii).

Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1023 (ii).
Midland Harbor Improvements (M. for Cor.*) 1259 (ii)
Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
N. W. T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald

in Com., 1496 (ii).
Ottawa, additional Building, in Com. of Sup., 1462 (ii).
Patents of Invention Act Amt B. 38 (Mr. Carling) in

Com., 1511 (ii).
Penetanguishene Custom House, vacancy, on M. for

Com. of Sup. (remarks) 1020 (ii).
- - Midland, &c., Public Works (Ques.) 647 (i).

Ry. Act Aimt. (B. 94, 1°) 598 (i)
- - B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1185 (ii).

Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M. for
20, 762 (i).

Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup, 1572 (ii).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1442 (ii).
Sherwood, Mr. A. P., and C. Breton Ry. (Ques.) 965 (ii).
Subsidies (Morey) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1590 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Canal-Capital (Murray) 1453; (Sault Ste. Marie) 1442; (Trent
River Nav.) 1454 (ii).

F:sheries (salaries, &c., Overseers) 1583 (ii).
Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1607 (i).
Miscellaneous (Fabre, Mr., salary) 1613 (ii).
Penitentiaries (Man.) 1023 (ii).
Public Worka-Capital : Buildings (Ottawa, additional) 1462.

Harbors and Rivers, 1462, 1568. Income : Buildings (Ont.)
1539. Roads and Bridges (Ottawa) 1572 (il).

Trent Riv. Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1454 (ii).

ix
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Cook, Mr. H. H.-Continued.
Ventilation of the House, in Com. of Sup, 1200 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1114, 1120 (ii).
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Ret., 756 (i).

Costigan, Hon. J., Victoria, NB.
Adulteration Act Aimt. (B. 47, 1°) 238 (i); in Com.,

932 (ii).
Adulteration of Food, in Com. of Sup., 1619 (ii).
Analysis ofIntoxicating Liquors (Ans.) 965 (ii).
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1619 (ii).
Excise (salaries, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1618 (ii).
Ferries Act Amt. (B. 39, 10) 124 (i); in Com., 895 (ii)
Inland Revenue Act Amt. (B. 122, 1') 1137; in Com.,

1401 (ii).
Slides and Booms, in Com. of Sup., 1620 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Inland Revenue) 95 (i).
Collection of Revenues (Adulteration of Food) 1619; (Culling

Timber) 1619 ; (Excise) 1618 ; (Slides and Booms) 1620
(Weights and Measures) 1618 (ii).

Tobacco, Canadian Leaf, Purchase and Sale (Ans.) 66.
Weights and Measures Act Amt. (Ans.) 97 (i).
- - (B. 118, 1°) 1093 (ii).
-- salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1618 (ii).

Coughlin, Mr. T., North Middlesex.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1470 (ii).

Coulombe, Mr. C. J., Maskinongé.
Maskinongé and Nipissing Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 52,

10*.) 270 (i).

Couture, Mr. P., Chiccoutimi and Saguenay.
Buttermaking, Translation of Pamphlet (Ques) 98 (i).
Fab.,re, Mr., in Com. of Sup., 1615 (ii).
Lake St. John Ry. Subsidy (remarks) 1627 (ii).
Quebec and Dequen Mail Service (Ques) 98 (i).
-- and Lake St. John Ry. Subsidy (Ques.) 1432 (ii).
Saguenay and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s transfer (Ques.)

1433 (ii).
River Buoys, Contract for maintaining, &c.

(Ques.) 1433 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Miscellaneous (Fabre, Mr., salary, &c.) 1615 (ii).

Curran, Mr. J. J., Centre Montreal.
Analysis of Intoxicating Liquors (Ques.) 965 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1440 (ii).
Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1407 (ii).
G. T. R. Co.'s (B. 36, 1°*) 124 (1).

-- Deuble Track, application for assistance (Ques.)
1432 (ii).

Lachine Canal, dismissal of Laborers (remarks) in
Com. of Sup., 1647 (ii).

Merchants Marine Ins. Co.'s winding-up (B. 11,
1°*) 62; 2° mn., 125; adjd. deb. for 2° rsmd., 322 (i).

Curran, Mr. J. J.-Continued.
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1289 (ii).
-- Govt Relief (Ques.) 27 (i).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) on M. for 3',
1509 (ii).

Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) and Amts., 310-317 (i).

South-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Hall)
on M. for 3° (Amt.) 953 (ii).

SUPPLY.
Immigration ( Agents salaries, &c.) 1170 (ii).

Wrecked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M.
for 20, 921 (b).

Daly, Mr. T. M., Sefkirk.
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles fTupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 1352; in Com., 1382 (ii).
Church and Manse Building Fund Act Amt. (B. 97,

10*) 711 (i).
Great N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s (B. 25, 1°*) 85 (i).

Davies, Mr. L. H., Queen's, P.E L
Allen, Warren, compensation for loss of Ice-boat (M. for

Ret.) 833 (ii).
Adulteration Act Ami. B. 47 (Mr. Costigzn) in Com.,

934 (ii).
Archives, in Com. of Sap., 1149 (ii).
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 971 (ii).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bands) B. 132 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1358 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1221 (ii).

Can. Temp. Act. Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.,
1247 (ii).

B. 10 (Mr. Janieson) in Com., 1347 (ii).
- - on Res. (Mr. Mil/s, Bothwell) in Amt. to Com.

of Sup., 83 (Q).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s B. 101 (Sir

Charles Tupper) in Com. on Res., 807 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1436-1468 (ii).
- - Examiners, in Com. of Sup., 113, 130 (i).
Criminal Procedure Act. Amt. B 123 (Mr. Thompson)

on M. for 10, 1173 (ii).
Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 959 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on Ques.

of Order, 720 (i).
Debt, Public, LUan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1269; in Com., 1278 (ii).
Divorce, publication of Evidence (remarks) 1414 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 945 (ii).
Dom. Notes, Printing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 90 (i).
Exchequer Court, contingencies, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

119 (i).
Experimental Farms, in Com. of Sap., 1154 (ii).
Fisheries Protection, onM. for adjmnt., 1403 (ii).

-- Treaty, omission of papers (remarks) 141 (i).
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Davies, ]r. L. H.-Continued.
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tapper)

on M. for 20, 693-704 (i) ; in Com., 876 (i i).
Franchise Rlectoral Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Chapleau)

on M. for 1°, 1064 (ii).
Fraudulent Practices on Farmers, on Res. (Mr. Brown)

for Com., 1244 (ii).
Fraudulent Trade Marks on Merchandise Act Amt. B.

91 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1002 (ii).
Gordon, Commander, Reps. re Fishery Protection (M.

for copies*) 86 (i), 866 (ii).
Govt. Savings Banks (Interest on Deposits) B. 127

(Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 1401 (ii).
Govt. Wharves and Piers in P.E.I. (Ques.) 9,,5 (ii).
Haldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on M. to adjn.

House, 926 (ii).
fHawke, John T. (Ques. of Priv.) Imprisonment for

contempt of Court, 1299 (ii).
llealth Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1152 (ii).
1. 0. R., in Com. of Sup., 1225 (ii)
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B. 122 (Ir. Costigan) in

Com., 1401 (ii).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 909 (ii).
Kent (Ont.) Controverted Election, on M. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) to ref. to Com. on Priv, and Elec., 22 (i).
Lachine Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii)
Lévis Graving Dock, Expenditure (Ques.) 113U (ii).
Lobster Fishery, Rep. of Commissioners (Ques.) 73;

(remarks) 139 (i).
Merchants Marine Ins. Co.'s B. 11 (Mr. Curran) on M.

for 2°, 126 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Reloase B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1285;
in Com. on B., 1391 (ii).

Northern Light and Steam Communication with P.E.I.
(Ques.) 140 (i).

Northumberland Straits subway, Engineers' Rop., &o.,
on M. for copy, 663 (i).

North Sydney (C.B.) Pilots, Rets. to Govt. (Ques.) 1067.
Onderdonk Arbitration re Plant taken over by Govt.

under Award (remarks) 112 (i).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry., in Com. of Sup., 1231.
Personal Explanation re speech on Reciprocity, 239 (i).
P.E.I. Mail Service, Cor, &c. (M. for Ret.) 47 (i).

Quebec Harbor Commissioners, Amount advanced by
Govt. (Ques.) 1232 (ii).

(Lévis Graving Dook) B. 135 (Sir Charles
Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1297 ; on M. to conc.
in Res., 1398 (ii).

Real Property in Ter. Act Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Thomp-
son) in Com., 1412 ; in Com. on Res., (ii).

Rebellion (1885) Claims of Scouts, &c., on Res. (Mr.
Davin) to reconsider, 1243 (ii).

Reciprocity with U. B., entry of certain articles free
of Duty (remarks) 519 (i).

Davies, Mr. L. H.-Continued.
Reciprocity with U.S., newspaper Cor. re entry of

certain articles free of Duty, 492 (i).
on Rus (Sir RichardCartwright)172-183 (i).
proposals of Plenipotentiaries (remarks) oit

presentation, 87 (i).
St. Louis Lake, in Com. of Sap., 1453 (ii).
St. Lawrence River Improvements, Montreal and

Lake St. Peter (Ques.) 1135 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup.,

• 138 (i).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1412 (ii).
Sessional Clorks, in Com. of Sup., 1025 (ii).
Summary Convictions Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr. Thomp-

son) in Com., 1417 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Administration ofJustice (Miscellaneous) 114, 121 (i).
Arts, Agricult&re and Statsiics, (Archives) 1149i (Dominion

Exhibition) 1148; (Experimental Farms) 1154; (Health Statis-
tics) 1152 (ii).

Canals-Capital (Lachine) 1452 ; (Lake St. Louis) 1453 ; (Sault
Ste. Marie) 1442 (ii).

Charges oj Management (Printing Dom. Notes) 90 (i).
Civil Government (ivil Service Examiners, salaries) 113, 130.
Le-gislation : House of Commons (salaries, &c.) 1025 (ii).
Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul) 138 (i).
Railways-Capital (0. P. R.) 1221 ; (I 0.R ) 1225 ; (Oxford and

New Glasgow Ry.) 1231 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts (Quos.) 1011 (ii).
Torms of Union with P. E. I., carrying out (Quos.)

140 (i).

Territories Real Property Act Amt. B. 104 (NIr. Thomp-
son) in Com., 1412; on Rtes., 1416 (ii).

Travis, ex-Judge (romarks) in Com. of Sup., 114 (i).
Ways and Means-ThoTariff, in Com,, 1126 (ii).

Dawson, Mr 8. J., A1gomu.
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tupl.

per) on M. for Com. on Res., 1357 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B.89 (Mr. Tltonpson) in Com.,

915 (ii).
Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Ry. Co.'s (13. 22, 1°l *)

73 (i).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Comi, 1590 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Canals-Capital (Sauit Ste. Marie) 1412 (ii).
Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1605 (i).

Wrecks on the Great Lakes (M. for Ret.) 19 ; adjd.
deb. rsmd., 723 (i).

Davin, Mr. N. F. West Assiniboia.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1258 (ii).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tup-

per) on M. for Com. on Res., 1363 (ii).
Civil Service List, Errors, &c. (Ques.) 965 (ii).
Debates, Official, 1st Rep. of Com., on M. to cono., 51.

2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to conc., 823, 1298 (ii).



INDEX.

Davin, Mr. N. P.-Continued.
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) 735 (i).
Debt., Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1267 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thom pson) on

Amt. (Mr. Barron) to M. for 30, 1404 (ii).
Dom. Lands Agents in Man. and N.W.T., Instructions,

on M. for Ret., 45 (i).
Exchequer Court, contingencies, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

119 (i).
Gaming in Stocks, &o., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Con.,

1406 (fi).
Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, on Ques.

of Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1326 (ii).
Imperial Federation, on Res. (Mr. Marshall) (remarks)

1091 (ii).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1011 (ii).
Personal Explanation re paragraph in Evening Tele-

gram, 270 (i).
Privilege (Ques. of) "Flies on the Whol," 1093 (ii).
Ry. Aet Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1194 (ii).
Real Property in Ter. Act Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Thonpsoni)

in Com., 1412 (ii).
Rebellion (1885) Claims of Scouts, &c. (prop. Res. to

reconsider) 1242 (ii).
Pensions, in Com. of Sup., 1202 (ii).

Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
and Amt., 223-234 (i).

Regina, accommodation for Immigrants (Quos.) 712 (i).
SUPPLY:

Administration o] Justice (Mliscellaneous) 120 (i).
Pensions (Rebellion of 1885) 1202 (i).

Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M for Rut., 754 (i).

Davis, Mr. D. W., Alberta.
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s incorp. (B. 68, 1°*) 454 (i).
Grazing Lands, Lessees and Leases (M. for Ret.*)

866 (ii).
Inspector of Ranches, Duties, &c. (Ques.) 935 (ii).
Land Leases, old and unoccupiei (Ques.) 8z5 (ii).
Mounted Police leadquarters, Edmonton District

(Ques.) 965 (if).
N. W. T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com., 1482 (ii).
Ont., Man. and Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 81, 1° *)

489 (i).
SUPPLY:

Indians (B. 0.) 1683 (ii).

Denison, Mr. F. C., West Toronto.
Bottles, &c., Owners Protection (B. 3,10*) 27; 2° m.,

759 (i).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1437 (ii) .
Debates, Official, lt Rep. of Com., on M. to conc.,

51 (i).

Denison, Mr. F. C.-Continued.
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1213 (ii).
Fenian Raid (pensions) in Com. of Sup., 1201 (ii).
G. T. R. Crossings in Toronto and decision of Ry. Com.

of Privy Council (Ques.) 59 (i).
Neoly, Private T., provision for Widow, &c., on M. for

Rot., 650 (i).
Ry. Accidents reported to Govt. and Actions pending

(M. for Ret.*) 62 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1186, 1431,

1469, 1494 (ii).
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mir. McCarthy) 20 m.,

762 (i); M. to dschg. Order and ref. B. te Com.
on B. 24, 1247 (ii).

SUPPLY.
Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1213 (ii).
Pensions (Fenian Raid) 1201 (ii).

Telegraph Linos, acquisition by Govt. (M. for Sel.
Com.) 101 (i).

Desjardins, Mr. A., Hochelaga.
Debates, Official, 1st Rep. of Com. (presented) 25 (i).

(M. to conc.) 51 (i).
2nd iRop. of Com. (M, to coac.) 489 (i), 823 (ii).

- 3rd Rep. of Com. (M. to cone) 1501 (ii).
dismissal of Translators, on iRes. (Mr. Laurier)

744 (i).
distribution to Press (remarks) 750 (i).

Criminal Procedure Act Amt B. 123 (Mr. Thompson)
in Com., 1513 (ii).

Haidimand, Deputy Riturning Officer, on M. to adjn.
House, 928 (ii).

Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir
Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1292 (ii).

Govt. Relief (Ques.) 27 (i).
Montroal Island Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 70, 10*) 454 (i).
Ry. ActAmt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1186 (ii).
SUPPLY.

Administration of Justice, conc., 1685 (ii).

Dessaint, Mr. A., Kamouraska.
Lédue, Chas., employment by Govt. (Ques.) 140 (i).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amt., 203-205 (i).

Dickinson, Mr. G. L., Carleton, O.
Fraternal and Benevolent Societies incorp. (B. 115)

10, 1062 (ii).

Doyon, Mr. C., Laprairie.
Caughnawaga Indians, Eloction of Chiefs (M. for Cor.,

&o.) 899 (ii).
(Ques.) 1680 (ii).

--- Survey of Reserve (Ques.) 495 (i), 1680 (if).

Dupont, Mr. F., Bagot.
St. Hyacinthe Public Buildings (M. for Ret.) 651 (i).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 396-401 (i).

xii
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Edgar, Mr. J. D., West Ontario.
Adulteration Act Ant. B. 47 (Mr. Costigan) in Com.,

933 (ii).
Agriculture Dept., in Com. of Sap., 96 (i).
Behring's Sea, Clearances to Vessels (Ques.) 44 (i).

Navigation by Canadian Vessels (Ques.) 44 (i).
-- Seizures, on M. for Cor., 973 (ii).

Bresaylor Half-breeds, Grievances, &. (renarks) on
adjnmt. of House, 1259 (ii).

- on M. for Com. of Sup., 1515 (ii).
Bottles and Vessels, &c., Protection to Owners B. 3 (Mr.

Denison) on M. for 2°, 761 (i).
Gan. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.,

1245 (ii).
Can, Fishing Vessels reporting, &,. (Ques.) 24 (i).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tup-

per) in Com. on Res., 1372; in Com. on B., 1389;
on M. to cono. in Son. Amts., 1587 (ii).

-- Mortgage, Security for Bonds (Ques) 1195 (ii).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s B. 101 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for 2°, 936 (ii).
Copyright, Logislation respecting (Ques.) 98 (i).
Counterfeit Money, Advertising, B. 108 (Mr. Thompson)

on M. for 2°, 113S (ii).
Criminal Law of England (extension to Man.) B. 41

(Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1402 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on presenta.

tion of paperé, 41 (i).
-- on Ques. of Order, 721 (i).

- distribution to Press (romarks) 751 (i).
Divorce Bills, on M. (Mr. Siall) to suspend Ruie 65,

1468 (i).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) on M.

for 20, 942; in Com., 944, 1138 (ii).
Ferrics Act Amt. B. 39 (Mr. Costigan) in Com., 895 (ii)
Fisheries Commission, Instructions (Ques.) 0 (i).

-- Trade Matters, Date of proposal (Ques.) 112.
-- Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 861; in Com., 863 (ii).
papers respecting (remarks) 101 (i).

- furtber papers respecting (remarks) 238 (i).
Frandulent Trade Marks on Merchandise Act Amt. B.

91 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1004 (ii).
-- (M. for Ret.) 653 (i).

Free List, O.C. respecting (remarks) 649 (i).

Gaming in Stocks, &c,, B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1405 (ii).
Great N. W. Central Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (Mr. Daly) on M.

for 2°, 128 (i).

-- Amount deposited with Govt. (Que3.) 141 (i).
Haldimand, Deputy Returning Offlcer, on M. to adjn.

Hiouse, 930 (ii).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr, Thmpson) in Com.,

100l (ii).
Insolvency, Legislation respecting (Ques.) 495 (i).

Edgar, Mr. J. D.-Continued.
Insurance Act Amt. Bill 126 (Sir Charles Tupper) on

M. for 2, 1401 (ii).
Man. and North-Western Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 46

(Mr. Scarth) on M. Io recom., 953 (ii).
Man. and N. W. T. Ry. Bills, on M. (Sir Bector

Langevin) to wthdr., 1585 (ii).
Merchants Marine Ins. Co's. B. Il (Mr. Curran) on

M. for 2°, 126 (i).
M ilitia and Defence Dept., in Com. of Sup., 92 (i).
Monck, Richard, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 899 (ii).
N. W. T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Mac.

donald) in Com., 1485 (ii).
Ont. and Sault Ste. Marie Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Que@.)

1433 (ii).
Oriental, Rep. of Inspector Risley on Loss (Ques.)

966 (ii).
Patents of Invention, on Res. (Deputy Commis-

sioner of Patents) 125 (i).
Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Carling) in Com., 1511.

Post Office, Montreal, Eleotrie Light (Ques.) 1625 (ii).
Printing Dom. Notes, Contract (M. for oopy) 649 (i).
Printing and Stationery, Public, Act Amt. B. 60 (Kr.

Chapleau) in Com., 1005 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 93 (i).

Procedure in Criminal Cases Act Amt. B. 48 (Mr.
Thompson) on M. for 2°, 942 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1175,
1417, 1492; on M. for 3°, 1507; (Art.) 1507;
neg. (Y. 54; N. 93) 1510 (ii).

Rebellion of 1885 (pensions) in Com. of Sup., 1208 (ii).
Revenue and Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2", 890 ; in Com., 932, 943 (ii).
St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry. Co's B. 61, on

M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., 1315 (ii).
Sailor s, Protection against Wrecks, &c., Legislation

(Ques.) 966 ii).
Securities to the Crown, Discharge B. 4 (Mr. Kirk-

patrick) on M. for 2', 762 (i).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. 99 (Mr. Poster) in

Com., 1403 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Governmmnt (Agriculture) 96; (Militia and Defence) 92;
(Printing and Stationery) 93 (i).

Pensions (Rebellion of 1885) 1208 (il).

Trade Combinations, on M. (gr. Wallace) for Sel.
Com., 29; (Amt.) 31 (i).

Treason and Felony Forfeitures Abolition B. 88 (Mr.
Thompson) on M. for 2, 1147 (ii).

"Trusts " or "Combines " (M. for Sel. Com.) wthdn.,
60 (i).

Welland Canal, deepening Section "A" (Qies.) 496 (i).
Wreocked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Kr. Kirkpatrick) on M.

for 20, 918 (ii).
Wrecking Vessels in American Waters (M. for papers,

&c.) 665 (i).

xii
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Eisenhauer, Mr. J. D., Lunenburg.
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for 2°, 78£790 (i).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 908 (ii).
Subsidies (Mloney) to Rys. B 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Corn., 1588 (ii).
SUPPLY:

PubMic Works-Income: Building (N.S.) 1165 (ii).
Dredging, 1570 (il).
Fisheries (Bounty, expenses, &c.) 1604 (ii).

Ellis, Mr. J. V., St. John, N.B., City.
Albert Ry. Co.'s Loan Account (Ques.) 826 (ii).
Banks, Supervision by Govt., on Res. (Mr. Casgrain)

672 (i).
Buildings, in Corn. of Sup., 1468 (ii).
Cavalry and Infantry Schools, in Com. of Sup., 1220 (ii).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s B. 101 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for 2°, 936 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1274 (ii).
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1570 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 857 (ii),
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1563 (ii).
1. C. R., in Com. of Sup., 1229 (ii).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 906 (ii).
Quebe Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

B. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. to conc. in Res.,
1397 (ii).

Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 335-344 (i).

St. John Harbor Improvements, Mr. Perley's Rep.
(Ques.) 86 (i).

Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)
in Com. on Res., 1593 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Mlditia (Cavalry and Infantry Schools) 1220 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Water Police) 1581 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (K. B.) 1468. Dredging,

1570. Harbors and Rivers, 1563 (fi)
Railways-Capital (I .C.R.) 1229 (ii).

Tobique Valley Ry. (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. on
Res., 1626 (ii).

Water Police, in Com. of Sap., 1581 (ii).

Ferguson, Mr. C. F., Leeds and Grenville.
Debates, Official, distribution to Press (remarks) 752(i).

Ferguson, Mr. T., South Renfrew.
Ottawa and Parry Sound Ry. Co.'s i corp. (B. 75, l°*)

454 (i).

Ferguson, Mr. J., Welland.
Buffalo, Chippawa and Niagara Falls Ry. Co.'s incorp.

(B. 67, 10*) 415 (i).

Ferguson, Mr. J.-ontinued.
Can. Southern and Erie and Niagara Ry. Co,'s (B, 9,

1°*) 51 (i).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1267 (ii).
Detroit River Bridge Co.'s incorp. (B. 31, 10*) 110 (i).
Great Western and Lake Ont. Shore Junction Ry. Co.'s

Acts Ant. (B. 18, 1°*) 73 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 458-463 (i).
St. Clair IRiver Ry. Bridge and Tunnel Co's. (B. 17,

O*) 73 (i).

Fiset, Mr. J. B. R., Rimouski.
Fortin, N., accident on I. C. R. (M. for Cor.) 902 (ii).
Gauvreau, Dr. E. D, grant for preparing Vaccine

(Ques.) 140 (i).
I. C. R., Matane Branch Lino Sabsidy (Ques.) 1299 (ii).
Matane and River Blanche Wharves (Quts ) 1067 (ii).
Mégantic county Mail Service, Contract (Ques.) 1Z32.
Public Works in Rirnouki county, Exponditure (Ques).

1067 (ii).
Quarantine Sei'vice of Can. (H. for Sp. Com.) 657 (i).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Rcs. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) and Armts., 6112-613 (i).
RimouskiCustoms Collector (Ques.) 1037 (ii).

Fisher, Mr. S A., Brome.
Can. Temp. Act, Armt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.

on Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 982; (Amt.) 984; in Com.,
1245 (ii).

- - B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) on M. for 2°, 918, 998
in Com., 1249 (ii).

-- on Res. (àMr. Mills, Bothweli) in Arnt. to Com.

of Sup., 78 (i).
-- (remarks) 922 (ii).

Debates, Official, dismissal of Franslators, on Res. (Mr.
Laurier) 742 (i).

Experimental Farms, in Com. of Sup., 1574 (ii).
Imperial Federation, on Res. (Mr. Marshall) 1081 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Res. (Mr.

Jamieson) 8,2 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mir. Thompson) in Com, 1I128 (ii).
Repairs, &-., to Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1543 (ii).
Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1027, 1669 (ii).
Stanstead, Shefford and Chanbly Ry. Co.'s (B 73, 1°*)

454 (i).
-- M. to suspend Rules, 1563 (ii).

SUmPPLY
Legislation: House of Commons (salaries, &c.) 1027; (Sessional

Clerks) 1669 (ii).
Public Works-Jncome: Buildings (Experimental Farms) 1574;

(Repairs, &c.) 1543 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1127 (ii).

Flynn, Mr. E P., Richmond, N.S.
Cape Breton Ry., Cor. re Sims & Slater (M. for copies*)

1259 (ii).

xiv
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Flynn, Mr. E. P. - Continued.
Fishery Bounty Cheques, distribution (Ques.) 825 (ii).
Lobster Commissioners Rep (L. for copies) 86 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) and Amts., 571-576 (i).

Poster, Hon. G. E., King's, N.B.
Atlantic Ocean, obstructions to Shipping (Ans.) 1432.
Behring's Sea Seizures (Ans.) 779 (i).

- on M. for Cor., 968 (ii).

Buoys (maintenance, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1582 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, on Res. (Mr. -Mills, Bothwell)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 82 (i).
Can. Fishing Vessels, reporting, &c. (Ans.) 24 (i).
Cap Chat and Grand Valée Fisheries, on M. for Ret.,

1233 (ii).
Calling, in Com. of Sup., 1668 (ii).
Fisheries, Bounty Cheques, distribution (Ans ) 825 (ii).

(expenses, &c.) in Com. of Sup , 1604 (ii).
Protection, appointment of Magistrates (Ans.)

826 (ii).
on M. for adjmnt. (Ans.) 1403. (ii).

-- Overseers (salaries, &c.) in Com.ç cf Sup.,

1583 (ii).
-- Reps. re superannuation cf V.iliquette (Ans.)
1506 (ii).

-- Steamers (repairs, &.) in Com. of Sup.

1603 (ii).
-- Treaty, papers respecting (remarks) 100 (i).

Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper) on Mi.
for 2°, 813-820 (i); in Com., 868 (ii).

Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1673 (ii).
International Regulatins re Trading and other Vo-sels

(Ans ) 826 (ii).
Life-boat Service, in Cm. of Sup., 1577 (ii).
Lobster Commissioners Rep., on M. for Rot., 86 (i).
- - Fisheries, Restrictions, &c., on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1554 (ii).
Marine, deptl. Rep. (presented) 138 (i).
McCuaig, Mr. A. F., appointment as Exciseman at

Picton (Ans) 1432 (ii).
Northern Light and Alert, Cor., Tels, &c., on M. for

Ret., 827 (ii).
--- and Steam Communication with P.E L. (Ans.).

141 (i).
Cor. re Captain (remarks) 456 (i).
on M. for Com. of Sup., 1560 (ii).

-Employés, papers (Ans.) 1001 (ii).

North Sydney (C.B.) Pilots, Rets. to Govt. (Ars.)

1067 (ii).
Obstructions, &c., in Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1531 (ii).
Oriental, Rep. of Insp. Risley on Loss (Ans.) 966 (ii).
P. E, I., Winter Navigation (Ans.) 712 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) 1î3; (Am4t.) 91; agr.e to (Y. 124;

N. 67) 646 (i),.

Foster, Hon. G. E.-Continucd.
Reciprocity with U.S. (remarks) on porsonal explana.

tion (Mr. Davies) 240 (i).
Saguenay River Buoys, Contract for maintaining, &c.

(Ans.) 1433 (ii).
Sailors, Protection against Wrecks, & ., Logislation

(Ans.) 966 (ii).
Salmon Rivers (Hudson's Bay) Lease (Ans.) 8.6 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. (B. 112,10) 1000 ; M. to

dschg. Order for .0°, 14e3 (ii).
Signal Service, in Com. of Sup., 1582 (ii).
Stag Island (Ont.) Lighthouse (Ans.) 1174 (ii).
Steamboat Inspection Act Amt (B 99, 1°) 750 (i); in

Com., 1402 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Fisheries) 98 (i).
Collection of Revenues (Culling, contingencios) 1668 (ii).
Fisheries (Gavt. Steamers, &c.) 1603 ; (Life-boat service) 1577

(Obstructions, &c., in Rivers) 1581; (Overseers salaries, &c.)
1583 (ii).

Lighthouse and Coast Service (Buoys, &c , maintenance) 1582;
(Lighthouses, &c.) 1681; (Signal Service) 1582 (ii).

Ocean and River Service (Water Police and investigation into
wrecks) 1579 (i).

Publie Works-Incomc.• Harbors and Rivers (NJ.B )>1673 (ii).

Surveys, Lakes Superior and h uron conc., I688 (ii).
Vessels, overloading, LegisLtion rospectiting (Ans )

130 (i).
Water Police, in Com. of Sup., 1679 (ii.)
Whale Fishery in Hudscn's Bay (Ans.) 826 (ii).
Wrecks, investigation, &c,, in Com. of Sup., 1579 (ii).
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for R't., 20, 751 (i).

Freeman, Mr. J. N., Queen's, N S,
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jmieson) on At.

(Mr. O'Brien), 6 m. h., to M. for 2", 99'1 ; in Cm.,
1256 (ii).

-- on Res. (Mr. Mîills, Bothwe il) in Amt. to Com.

of Sup., 77, 86 (i).
Haldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on M. to adjn.

louse, 929 (ii).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res.

wright) and Amts., 499-508 (i).

Gigault, Mr. G. A., Rouville.
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res.

wright) and Amts., 274 (i).

Gillmor, Mr. A. H., Charlotte.
Debates, Official, distribution to

750 (i).

(Sir Lichard Cart-

(Sir Rietard Cart-

Press (remarks)

Jamaica and West Indics, Cnnome:cial Relations with,
on M. for Cor., 912 (ii).

Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir
Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1292 (ii).

Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)
B. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. to conc. in Res.,
1399 (ii).

Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Iictard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 635-642 (i).

xv
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Gillmor, Mr. G. H.-Continuied,
SUPPLY:

Immigration (Agents salaries, &c ) 1169 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1130 (ii).

Girouard, Mr. D., Jacques Car lier.
G. T. R. Double Track, application for assistance

(Ques.) 1432 (ii).
Haldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on M. to adjn.

House 927 (ii).
Kent, Representation of (remarks) 309 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1288 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

B. 135 (Sir Charles
1296 (ii).

Tupper) in Com. on Res.,

Gordon, Mr. D .W., Vancouver Island.
Behring's Sea Seizures (M. for Cor.) 966 (ii).

Guay, Mr. P. M., Lévis
Hadlow Cove Pier, exteision (Ques ) 140 (i).

St. Lawrence River Navigation Repeal (B. 28,
97 (i).

Coal Supply to Govt., Tenders, &c., for past year
for Rfet.*) 866 (ii).

1°*)

(M.

Guillet, Mr. G., West Northumberland.
Rllis, J. V., Esq., M.P., and Annexation (Ques.) 44 (i),
Trade Combinations, on M. (Mr. Wallace) for Sel. Com.,

31 (i).
-- B. 138 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to introd., 1545; M.

to add clause, 1691 (ii).
Vessels, overloading, Legislation respecting (Ques.)

140 (i).

Haggart, Mr. J. G., Lanark.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) cn M. to
recom., 1245 (ii).

B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) on M. for 2Q (M. to
adju. deb.) 995 ; neg. (Y. 44; N. 88) 1000; in
Com, 1258 (ii).

- - on Res. (Mr. Mils, Bothwell) in Amt. to Com.
of Sup., 84 (i).

Exchequer Court contingencies, &o., in Com. of Sup.,
121 (ii).

Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1407 (ii).

Privilege, Ques. of (NIr. Davin), 1093 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) and Amts., 527-532 (i).
South-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Hall)

Speaker's attention called to expiration of time for
Private Bills, 916 (ii).

Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)
in Oom. on Boa., 1587 Cii).

Haggart, Mr. J. G.-Continued.
SUPP.y:

Administration of Justice (Miscellaneoue) 121 (i).

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co.'s B. 20 (Mr. White,
Renfrew) on M. for 24, 496 (i).

Wrecked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Erkpatrick) 2° m.,
770 (i).

Hall, Mr. R. N., Sherbrooke.
Bank of London winding-up

back to Com., 963 (ii).
Hereford Brarch Ry. Co.'s

33, 1*) 110 (i).

(B. 80) on M. to ref.

incorp. Act. Amt. (B.

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1177,
1429 (ii).

South-Eastern Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 54, 10*) 270 (i);
on Amt. (Ur. Bergin) 6 m. h., to M. for 3°, 914 (ii).

Hesson, Mr. S R, North Perth.
Cheese Branding, Legislation respecting, on Res. (Mr.

Sproule) 1240 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on print-

ing papers (remarks) 43 (i).
distribution to Press (remarks) 750 (i).

Govt. Savings Banks, Interest on Deposit B. 127
(Sir Charles Tupptr) on M. for 2°, 1401 (ii).

Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, on Ques.
of Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1331 (ii).

Ry. A t. Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com , 1499 (ii).

Rleciprocity with U. S., on Ries. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 583-588 (i).

Sarnia and Port iuron submariue Tunnel (Ques.)
1432 (ii).

Sessional ( lerks, in Com. of Sup., 1026 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Canals--Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1449 (ii).
Legislation : House of Commons (salaries, &c.) 1026. Miscel-

laneous (Library, salaries, &c.) 1030 (ii).

Supreme Court Librarian, in Com. of Sup., 1030 (ii).
Trade Combinations B. 138 (Ur. Wallace) on M. to

intiod., 1545 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1113, 1129 (ii).

Hickey, Mr. C. E., Dundas.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.,

124G (ii).
B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com., 1250 (ii).

Ottawa, Morrisburg and New York Ry. and Bridge
Co.'s incorp. (B. 50, 1°*) 270 (i).

Privilege (Ques. of) paragraph in Evening Journal re
New Yorr, Waddington and Ottawa Ry. Co., 778 (i).

Ry. ActAmt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1498 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 483-487 (i).
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Holton, Mr. E., Chateauguay.
Dom. Plate Glass Ins. Co.'s incorp. (B. 32, ln*) 110 (i).
Ry. Commission, distribution of Rep. (Ques.) 778 (i).

Evidence (Ques.) 867 (ii).
Wateret, P., employment as Immigration Agent (Ques.)

964 (ii).

Hudspeth, Mr. A., Victoria, O.
SUPPLY:

Canak-OapUal (Trent Riv. Nav.) 1456 (H).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 467-473 (i).

Innes, Mr. J., South Wellington.
Bankirg Act (Gereral) Amt. (Ques.) 19 (i).
Banks, Supervision by Govt., on Res. (Mr. Casgrain)

669 (i).
Libel Law, Legislation respecting (Ques.) 141 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 2t (Mr. Thompson) in Cor.,, 1181,

142 1(ii).

Ives, Mr. W. B., Richmond and Wolfe.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.

(Amat.) 984 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on presenta-

tion of papers, 40 (i).
on Res. (Mr. Laurier) 722 (i).

Neely, Private T., provision for Widow, &c., on M. for
Ret., 651 (i).

Order (Ques. of) reference to paragraph in Free Press,
524 (i).

Reciprocity with U. S., entry of certain articles free
of Duty, 522 (i).

Jamieson, Mr. J., North Lanark.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) on M. for

20, 978; in Com. on Amt. (Mr. Ives) 9S4; in Com.,
1245 (ii).

---- (B. 10, 1°) 52 (i); 2° m., 985-994; in Com.,

1247 (ii).
- - on Res. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) i n Amt. to Com.

of Sap., 75 (j).
--- (remarks) 922 (ii).
Privilege (Ques. of) deb. on Prohibition, 867 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors (prop. Res.) 827 (ii)

Joncas, Mr. L. Z., Gaspê.
Address, The (seconded) 7 (i).
Cap Chat and Grand Vallée Fisheries (M. for Rot.)

1232 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2', 854 (i i).
Ste. Anne des Monts, &c. (M. for Ret.) 1233 (ii).

Jones, Mr. H. L., Digby.
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richird Cart-

wright) and Amts., 605 (i).

Jones, Hon. A. G., Halifax.
Adams, David J., in Com. of Sup., 1657 (ii).
Adulteration Act Amt. B. 47 (Mr. Costiqan) in Com.,

933 (ii).
Ammunition, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1211 (ii).
Antwerp and Canada Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Supà,

1679 (ii).
Barracks (B.C.) in Com. of Sup., 1644 (ii).
Bridges (Ottawa) in Com. of Sup., 1571 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1466 (ii).
Buoys, in Com. of Sup,, 1582 (ii).
C. P. R., in Com. of Sup., 1223 (ii).
Cap Chat and Grand Vallée Fisheries, on M. for Ret.,

1233 (ii).
Cape Breton Ry., in Com. of Sup., 1230 (ii).
Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1463 (ii).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s B. 101 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on Mi. for 2°, 935 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in

Com., 1470 (ii).
-- Examiners, in Com. of Sup., 132 (i).

Clothing, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1212 (ii).
Contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 1644 (ii).
Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) on M. for 2°,

897 ; in Com., 898, 946 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1629 (ii).

Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.
for Com. on Res., 1275; in Com., 1279 (à).

Divorce, publication of Evidence (remarks) 1414 (ii).

Dom. Exhibition, in Çom. of Sup., 1151 (ii).
Dredging, in Com. Of Sup., 1570 (ii).
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1213 (ii).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1654 (ii).
Exchequer Court, contingencies, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

11 (i).
Experimental Farms, in Com. of Sup., 1154, 1574 (ii).
Fenian Raid (pensions) in Com. of Sap, 12 0 1 (ii).
Fisheries Commission, Chart showing delimitation

(remarks) 646 (i).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1663 (ii).
--- Protection (remarks) on adjnmt. of Hee., 1403.
--- Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 779, 786 (i); in Com., 869 (ii).

-- non-ratification by U. S., Policy of Govt.
(Ques.) 1433 (ii).

Overseers (salaries, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1583,
1602 (ii).

-- Reports, re superannuation of Valiquette
(Ques.) 1506 (ii).

--- Steamers (repairs, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1603.
Bounty (expenses, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1603.

Franchise Electoral, Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Chapleau)
on M. for 11, 1064; on M. for 2°, 1550 (ii).

Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1405 (ii).

Govt. Savings Banks (Interest on Deposits) B. 127 (Sir
Charles Tupper) on M. for 1°, 1332 (ii).
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Jones. Hon. A. G.-Continued.
Halifax and St. John Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1678 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1561, 1673 (ii).
Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1153 (ii).
High Commissioner's Office, application of Civil Service

Act, &o., B. 136 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. on
Res., 1504 (ii).

Hot Springs, Banff (construction, &o.) in Com. of Sup.,
1666 (ii).

Insurance Act Amt. B. 126 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.
for 20, 1401 (ii).

1. C. R., Expenditure on Capital Account (M. for Ret.)
103 (i).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1224, 1645, 1650 (ii).

Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,
on M. for Cor., 905, 911 (ii).

Lachine Canal, in Com. of Sup , 1452 (ii).
Lake St. Louis Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1196, 1207 (ii).
Military Properties, in Com. of Sup., 1221 (ii).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1282;
in Com., 1294 (ii).

N. W. T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
in Com., 1486 (ii).

Ottawa, additional Building, in Com. of Su p., 1461 (ii).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry., in Com. of Sup., 1230.
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1600 (ii).
Patents of Invention Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Carling) in

Com., 1511 (ii).
Permanent Forces, in Com. of Sup., 1219 (ii).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1638 (ii).
Public Works, in Com. of Sup., 1632 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock) B.

135 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for Com, on Res., 1296;
in Com., 1298; on M. to conc. in Res., 1391 (ii).

Ry. Act Amat. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1422 (ii).
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M. for

20, 762 (i).
Rebellion of 1885 (pensions) in Com. of Sup., 1202, 1207.
Receiver Gen., Halifax, in Com. of Sup., 88 (i).
Reciprooity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amt., 246; (Amt. to Amt.) 257; neg. (Y. 67;
N. 121) 616 (i).

Repairs, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1542, 1668 (ii).
Rideau Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1671 (ii).
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1677 (ii).
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1218 (ii).
Lake St. Louis, inCon. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1446 (ii).
Ships' Safety Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr. Fo8ter) on M. for

10, 1001; on M. to dschg. Order for 29, 1473 (ii).
Statistical Diagrams, in Com. of Sup., 1665 (ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (8ir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1588 (ii).

Jones. H on. A. G.-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous) 119 (i).
Arts, Agriculture and Statistica (Dominion Exhibition) 1151

tExperimental Farms) 1154, 1574; (Health Statisties) 1153 (il).
Canals-Capital (Lachine) 1452; (Lake St. Louis) 1453;

(Sault Ste. Marie) 1446 ; (Tay) 1459; (Williamsburg) 1453
Incomc (Rideau) 1671 ; iTrent River Nav.) 1460 (ii).

Charges of àfanagement (Receiver Gen., Halifax) 88 (i).
Civil Government (Civil Service Examineru, salaries, &c.) 132

(i) ; (Post Office) 1638 (ii).
Collection of Revenues (Customs) 1629; (Post Office) 1638;

(Public Works) 1632 ; (Railways, repairs, &c1) 1668 (il).
Fisheries (DavidJ. Adam8) 1657; (Fishing Bounty) 1603; (Over-

seers salaries, &c.) 1583, 1602; (Steamers, repaire, &c.) 1603 (ii)
immigration (Agents salaries, &c.) 1160; (Pamphlets) 1158 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Maintenance of Buoys) 1582 (ii).
Mail Subsidies (Antwerp and Canada) 1679; (Halifax and St.

John) 1678 (ii)
Miscellaneous (Banff Springs, construction, &c.) 1666; (Fishery

Commission) 1663; (Statistical Diagrams) 1665 (ii).
Militia (Ammunition, &c.) 1211 ; (Barracks, B. O ) 1644;

(Clothing, &c.) 1212 ; (contingencies) 1644; (Drill Pay, &c.)
1213; (Military Properties) 1221 ; (Permanent Forces) 1219
(Royal Military College) 1218 (ii).

Ocean and River Service (Maintenance, &c.) 1577; (Water
Police) 1580 ; (Wrecks, investigation, &c.) 1578 (ii).

Pansions (Fenian Raid) 1201 ; (N. W. T.) 1642; (Rebellion of
1885) 1202, 1207 (ii).

Publie Works-Capstal (Cape Tormentine Harbor) 1463 ; (Esqui-
malt Graving Dock) 1654. Buildings (Ottawa, additional)
1461. Income : Buildings (N. S) 1466 ; (Repaire, &c.) 1542.
Dredging, 1570. Harbors and Rivers (N.S.) 1561, 1673;
(P.E.I.) f62. Roads and Bridges, 1571, 1677. Telegraph
Lines, 1574, 1678 (ii).

Quarantine (Medical Inspection) 1196, 1207 (ii).
Railways-Capitil (U.P. R.)1223; (I.O.R.)1224, 1645, 1650;(Cape

Breton Ry.) 1230; (Oxford and New Glasgow Ry.) 1230 (ii).

Tay Canal, in Com. oh Sup., 1459 (ii).
Telegraph Lines, in Com. of Sup., 1574, 1678 (ii).
Tobique Valley Ry, lRes. (Sir Chazrles Tupper) in Com.,

1626 (ii).
Trent Riv. Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
Water Police, in Com. of Sup., 1580 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1125 (ii).
Williamsbutg Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Wrecks, investigation, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1578 (ii).

Kenny, Mr. T. E, Balifax.
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 20, 787 (i).
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1167 (ii).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Reýlations with,

on M. for Cor., 907 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

B. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper) on à£. to conc. in Res.,
1395 (ii).

Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 381-392 (i).

Kirk, Mr. J. A., Guysborough.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1256 (ii).
Cape Tormentine I1.: bar, in Com. of Sup., 1463 (i).
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., l570 (ii).
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Kirk, Mr. J. A.-Continued.
Eastern Extension Ry., Tenders for Fencing (M. for

copies*) 866 (ii).
--- Refund to Municipalities (M. for Cor.) 903 (ii).

Eight Island Lake Post Office (Ques.) 86 (i).
Fisheries and Fishing (B. 58, 1°) 309 (i).
Lobster Commissioners' Rep., on M. for copies, 86 (i).

Fisheries, Restrictions, &c., on M. for Com. of
Sup., 1551 (ii).

Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 593-598 (i).

SUPPLY:
Publie Worke-Capital: Harbors and Rivers (Cape Tormentine

Harbor) 1463. Income: Buildings (N.B.) 1467. Dredging,
1570. Telegraph Lines, 1574 (ii).

Kirkpatrick, Hon. G. A., Frontenac.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.

1436 (ii).
Concurrence, 1687 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on reading

papers (remarks) 41(i).
Divorce Bills, on M. (Mr. Small) to suspend Rule 65,

1468 (ii).
Merchants Merine Ins. Co's. B. Il (&Ir. Curran) on M.

for 20, 126 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1177,

1493, (ii).
Royal Military College, conc., 1687 (ii).
St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry. Co.'s B. 137

(Mr. Boyle) in Com., 1522 (ii).
Securities to the Crown, &c., Discharge (B. 4) 20 m.,

761 (i).
SUPPLY:

Camals-Income (Mliscellaneons) 1647 (ii).
Militia (Royal Military College) conc., 1887 (ii).
Peniona (T.W.T.) 1641 ; (Veterans of 1812) 1202.

Wrecked Vessels Aid (B. 7, 10) 4t; 20 m., 770 (i),
918; 20 neg. (Y. 61 ; N. 84) 921 (ii).

Wrecking Vessels in American Waters, on M. for
papers, &c., 667 (i).

Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Rot., 754 (i).

Labelle, Mr. J. B., Richelieu.
Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1029 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenus (Oulling, oontingencies) 1668 (ii).
Legi.slation: Bouse ot commons (salaries, &o.) 1029 (ii).

Labrosse, Mr. B., Prescott.
Prescott and Russell Judicial District, Vacancy (Ques.)

27 (i).

Landerkin, Mr. G., South Grey.
Books for Mechanics' Institutes, removal of Daties

(Ques.) 899 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1655 (ii).
Brant and Haldimand Indian Reserves, appointment

of Doctor (Ques.) 647 (i).

Landerkin, Mr. G.-Continued.
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on Res.

(Mr. Laurier) 738 (i).
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1216 (ii).
Emigration f rom Dakota to Man. (Ques.) 495 (i).
Employés, Public Service of Canada (Ques.) 495 (i).
Experimental Farm at Grenfell, N.W.T. (M. for Cor.,

&c.*) 866 (ii).
Indemnity to Members, in Com. of Sup., 1670 (ii).
Lachine Canal, dismissal of Laborers, in Com. of

Sup. (remarks) 1650 (ii).
Lynch's Pamphlet on Dairy Practice, German Trans-

lation (Ques.) 496 (i).
Macdonald, Geo. J., and Centennial Exhibition of 1876

(M. for papers*) 866 (ii).
N.W.T. Representation B. 76 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com., 1483 (ii).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1598 (Ii).
Post Office Irregularities, &o., on M. for Com. of

Sap. (remarks) 1021 (ii).
Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup., 91 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1189, 1427,

1492 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 476-483 (ii).
Rep. of Min. of Customs, re entry of certain

articles free of Duty (Ques.) 554, 647 (i).
SUPPLY:

Civil Governmnt (Privy Council Office) 91 (i).
Legislation : House of Commons (Indemnities) 1679 (il).
Vilitia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1216 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Water Police) 1579 (il).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1655 (ii).

Water Police, in Com. of Sap., 1579 (ii).
Winkler, Mrs. Barbara, payment for loss of Registered

Letter (Ques.) 750 (i).

Landry, Mr. P. A., Kent, N. B.
Business of the House, on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to

take in Wednesdays, 1061 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1250 (ii).
Debates, Official, 2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to cone.)

823 (ii).
Fishery Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 860 (ii).
Travis, ex-Judge, in Com. of Sup. (remarks) 116 (i).
SUPPLY :

Administration of Justi6e (Miscellaneous) 116 (i).

Langelier, Mr. C., Montmorency.
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) 728 (i).
Halle, Rev. Charles, Pet. for protection against Artil-

lery practice (M. for copy*) 672 (i).
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Langelier, Mr. F., Easi Quebec.
Bridges (Ottawa) in Com. of Sup., 1572 (ii).
Bridge at Que., Govt. aid (Ques.) 1625 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1584 (ii).
Cartridge Factory, &o., Water Supply (M. for Cor.*)

1092 (ii).
Customs Seizures at Quebec (M. for Cor.) 1068 (ii).
Debates, Official, 3rd Rep. of Com. (Translators) on

M. to conc., 1501 (ii).
Diamonds, Seizure from D. Levi (M. for Cor.*)

1092 (ii).
I.C.R., claim of A. Pion & Co., for damages (M. for

Cor.*) 1)92 (ii).
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1196 (ii).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release Bill 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1290; in
Com., 1294 (ii).

North Stukely Postmaster, resignation (M. for O.
C's. &c.*) 1092 (il).

Ocean Mail Service, Tenders (M. for copies) 1067 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

B. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Corn. on Res,,
1297 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1177 (ii).
Subsidies (Monoy) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1592 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Public Works-Income : Buildings (Que.) 1534. Roads and
Bridges (Ottawa) 1572 (ii).

Quarantine (Medical Inspection) 1198 (ii).
Ocean and River Service (Water Police) 1581 (i).

Langevin, Hon. Sir H. L., K.C.M.G,, Three Rivers.
Alberton Harbor, increasing Depth (Ans.) 712 (i).
Albert Ry. Co.'s Loan Account (Ans ) 826 (ii).
Allen, Warren, compensation for loss of Ice-boat, on M.

for Ret., 833 (ii).
Business of the House (remarks) 125; (M ) to change

hour of meeting, 1500 (ii).
Bridges (Ottawa) in Com. of Sup., 1571 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1461, 1533, 1655 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Amt. (remarks) 922 (ii).
C. P. R., B.C. Sections (Ans.) 86 (i).
-- Guaranteed Bonds (prop. Res.) 1001 (ii).
Cape Breton Ry. Contractors' Sureties (Ans.) 1067 (ii).

- Steam Dredge, substitute (Ans.) 1432 (ii).
Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1463 (ii).
Caughnawaga Indians, Election of Chiefs, on M. for

Cor., &c., 901.
Cayuga P. O., purchase of Site (Ans.) 28 (i).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s (B. 101) onRes.,

778 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in

Com., 1469 (ii).
Clayes, Mr. G., late M.P., deceased (remarks) 62 (i).
Controverted Elections Act Amt. B. 2 (Mr. Amyot)

on M. for l, 18; on Ordor for 20, 73 (i).
Debatea, Official, lt Rep. of Com., on M. to conc.,

52 (i).

Langevin, Hon. Sir H. L.-Cntinued.
Debates, Official, 2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to conc.,

489 (i), 824; (Amt.) 1298 (ii).
- - distribution of extra copies re Reciprocity deb.

(remarks) 239 (i).
-- distribution to Press (remarks) 751 (i).
-- dismissal of Translators, on reading papers

(remarks) 42, 128 (i).
Divorce Bills, on M. (Mr. Small) to suspend Rule 65,

1468 (ii).
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1569 (ii).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1653 (ii).
Estimates, suppl., papers re certain Items (remarks)

1433 (ii).
Experimental Farms, in Com. of Sup., 1574 (ii).
Fisheries Commission, Chart showing delimitation (re-

marks) 647 (i).
Commissioners' Instructions (Ans.) 270 (i),

-- Treaty, further papers respecting (remarks)
239 (i).

Fortin, Noël, accident on I.C.R., on M. for Cor.,
902 (i).

Gauvreau, Dr. E. D., grant for preparing Vaccine
(Ans.) 140 (i).

German Emperor's Death, Official Information (Ans.)
110 (i).

Great N. W, Central Ry. Go., Amount deposited with
Govt. (Ans.) 141 (i).

G. T. R. Double Track, application for assistance
(Ans.) 1432 (ii).

Hadlow Cove Pier, extension (Ans.) 140 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 146., 1561, 1655,

1673 (ii).
lee-breakers in the county of Berthier (Ans.) 45 (i).
I. C. R. (repairs, &3.) in Com. of Sup., 1620 (ii).
-- Matane Branch Line Subsidy (Ans.) 1299 (ii).
Inverness and Richmond Ry. Subsidy by Govt. (Ans.)

1232 (ii).
Isbester & Reid, Messrs., completion of Contract (Ans.)

1067 (ii),
LIe aux Noix Wharf (Ans.) 965 (ii).
Kent, representation (remarks) 270 (i).
King, James, claim of, M. to substitute name on Sp.

Com., 1245 (ii).
Kingston Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1672 (ii).
Lachine Canal, discharge of Laborers (Ques. of Order)

1564 (ii).
Labor Commission, complaints against Chairman,

(Ans.) 171 (i).
- Evidence before (Ans.) '8 (i).

Land Leases, old and unoccupied (Ans.) 825 (i).
Land Villa Postmastership, on M. for Ret., 102 (i).
Leduc, Chas., empleyment by Govt. (Ans.) 140 (i).
Man. and N.W.T. Ry. Bills (M. to withdr.) 1585 (ii).
--- Legislation (remarks) 1403 (i).
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Matane and River Blanche Wharves, repairs (Ans.)
1067 (ii).

Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1200 (ii).
Merohants Marine In@. Go.'s B. 11 (Mr. Curran) on M.

for 2°, 126 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1283; in
Cem., 1294, 1391 (ii).

Relief by Govt. (Ans.) 27 (i).
Morin, Dr, J. A., claim for services, on M. for copy,

656 (i).
Newfoundland and Confedrn., on M. for Cor., 664 (i).
Northumberland Straits Subway, Engineers'.Reps., &c.,

on M. for copy, 664 (i).
Ooean Mail Service, on M. for copies of Tenders, 1067

(ii).
Olivier, Geo., dismissal as Postmaster, on M. for Cor.,

655 (i).
Ont. and Sault Ste. Marie Ry. Co.'s Subsidy (Ans.)

1432 (ii).
Ottawa, additional Building, in Com. of Sup., 1461 (ii).

-- River Improvements for Timber, &o., on M. for
Stmnt. of cost, 827 (ii).

Papineauville Harbor, dredging (Ans.) 495 (i).
Pauper Immigration, on X. for Com. of Sup. (re-

marks) 1598 (ii).
Peace and Athabasca Rivera, Treaty with Indians

(Ans.) 825 (ii).
Pelée Island and Mainland Cable, on M. for Pets., &c.,

827 (ii).
-- on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks) 1012 (ii).
Penetanguishene, Midland, &c., Publie Works (Ans)

647 (ii).
Pinette Harbor, dredging of Bar (Ans.) 140 (i).
Point Tupper Ry. Pier, Tenders (Ans.) 1299 (ii).
Post Office, Montreal, Electrie Light (Ans.) 1625 (ii).
Prince Elward Co. Election, admitting Member on

certificate (M.) 380 (i).
-- construction of Public Works (Ans.) 1432 (ii).

Printing and Stationery Dept., in Com. of Sup., 93 (i).
Private Bills, Rep. from Com., Ms. to extend time, 514

(i), 1031 (ài).
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. Mitchell) re Disallowance (re.

marks) 111 (i).
-- (éfr. Laurier) dismissal of Debates Translators

(remarks) 128 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Res. (Mr.

Jamieson) 833 (ii).
Public Works in Rimouski county, expenditure

(Ans.) 1067 (ii).
Public Works Rep. (presented) 18 (i).
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Su bsidy (Ans.) 1432 (ii).

Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)
B. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1297
(ii).

Rys. and Canals, Cost (Ans.) 110 (i).

Langevin, Hon. Sir H. L.-Continued.
Rys. and Canals, Dept., in Com. of Sup., 96 (i).
Ry. Commission, copies of Rop. (Ans ) 646, 778 (i).

Cost (Ans.) 494 (i).
Repairs, &c., to Buildings, in Comn. of Sup., 1542,

1655 (ii).
Returns, on enquiry for (remarks) 1131,1433 (ii).
Revenue and Audit Act B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper) in

Com. on Res., 891 (ii).
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1571, 1675 (ii).
Robertson, Mr. Alex., decease of (remarks) 61 (i).
Russell Representation, Issue of Writ (Ans.) 516 (i).

(M.) to admit Member on certificate of Return.
ing Offcer, 1415 (ii).

Ste. Aune des Monts, &e., on M. for Ret., 1236 (ii).
St. Catharines and Niagara Contral ly. Co.'s B. 61, on

M. to conc. in Son. Amts., 1345 (ii).
St. Hyacinthe Public Buildings, on M. for Ret.,653(i).
St. Johns and Iberville Hydraulie and Manufacturing

Co.'s B. 7 (Mr. Vanasse) on M. for 2°, 531 (i).
St. John Harbor Improvements, Mr. Perley's Rep.

(Ans.) 86 (i).
St. Lawrenco River FlooJs (Ans.) 899 (ii).
-- on M. for copies of Cor., &o., 60 (i).
-- Navigation, Montreal and Quebec, on M. for

Ret., 71 (i).
Saguenay and Lake St. John Ry. Co.'s transfer (Ans.)

1433 (ii).
Sarnia and lHuron Submarine Tunnel (Ans.) 1432 (ii).
Saufrage, P. E.1., Improvement of Navigation, Rep.

of Engineer, on M. for copy, 71 (i).
Select Standi' g Coms. (M. to add names) 598 (1).
Sessional Clerks, number and amounts paid (Ans.)

1299 (ii).
Sherwood, Mr. A. P., and Cape Breton Ry. (Ans.)

965 (ii).
Slides and Booms (salarios) in Com. of Sup., 16?4 (ii).
Snetsinger, Mr., employmeznt und dismibssl by Govt.

(Ans.) 825 (ii).
Strathroy Public Buildings, selection of Site (Ans.)

66 (i), 1174 (ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com. on Res., 1593 (ii).
SUPPLY :

Civil Government (Public Printing and Stationery) 93; (Rail-
ways and Canal) 96 (i).

Collection oj Revenues (Public Works) 162; (Rys., I.C.R.)
1620 ; (Slides and Beoms, alaries, &c.) 1684 (ii).

Public Works-Capital: Buildings (Ottawa, additional) 1461.
(Cape Tormentine Harbor) 1463; (Esquimalt Graving Dock)
1653; (Harbors and Rivers) 1461; (Kingston Graving Dock)
1672. Income: Buildings (Experimental Farma) 1574; (Man.)
1542; (N.B.) 1468; (N. S.) 1465; (N.W.T.) 1672; (Ont.)
1655; (Que.) 1533 ; (Repairs, &c.) 1542, 1655. Dredging, 156b.
Harbors and Rivers (N.B.) 1563, 1673; (N.S) 1561, 1673;
(N.W.T ) 1655; (Ont. ) 1566, 1655; (P.E.1.) 1562-; (Que.) 1663,
1674. Roads and Bridges, 1571, 1675. Telegraph Lines, 1677.
liscellaneous, 1678 (ii).

Quarantine (Medical Inspection) 1200 (ii).
Telegraph Lines acquisition by Govt., on M. for Sel

Com., 102 (i).
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Terms of Confederation, non-fulfilment with P. E. 1.
(Ans.) 86 (i).

Thorold Canal, Water Power (Ans.) 647 (i).
Tignish and Miminegash Breakwater (Ans). 86, 712 (i).
Trent Valley Canal Commission, on M. for Ret., 72 (i).
Upper Ottawa Improvement .Co.'s B. 20 (Mr. White,

Renfrew) on M. for to, 322, 497 (i).
Ventilation of House of Commons (remarks) 171 (i).
- - in Com. of Sup., 1200, 1672 (ii).

Welland Canal, deepening Section IlA " (Ans.) 496 (i).
Wharves and Piers in P.E.I. (Ans.) 965 (ii).
White, Hon. Thomas, decease of (remarks) 962 (ii).
Wood Island Harbor, P.E I., dredging (Ans.) 140 (i)

Laurie, Gen. J. W., Shelburne.
Antwerp and Canada Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1679 (ii).
Atlairtie Ocean, obstructions to Shipping (Ques.) 1433
Campbellton and Gaspé Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.

1678 (ii).
Dredging, in Com, of Sup., 1571 (ii).
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1215 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2y, 7b0-793 (i).
Imperial Federation (remarks) on les. (Mr. Marshall)

1091 (ii).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with

(M. for Cor.) 903, 911 (ii).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1596 (ii).
Permanent Forces, in Com. of Sup., 1219 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 31-377 (i).
SUPPLY:

Immigration ( &gents salaries, & c.) 1;67 (ii).
Mal Subsidies (Antwerp and Canada) 1679; (Oampbellton

and Gaspé) 1678 (ii).
MiiUtia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1215 ; (Permanent Forces) 1219 (i).
Public Works-Income: Dredging, 1571 (ii).

Trent Valley Canal Commission, Cor., &c., on M. for
Ret., 72 (i).

Ways and Means-The Tarif, in Com., 1132 (ii).
York-Simcoe Battalion, Kit Atlowance, on M. for Ret.,

70 (i).

Laurier, Hon. W., East Quebec.
Address, on The, 9 (1).

to Gov. Gen., Farewell (seconded) 1586 (ii).

Adulteration Act Amt. B. 47 (Mfr. Costigan) in Com.,
932 (ii).

Bresaylor IIalf-breeds, Grievances, &c., on M. for Com.
of Sup., 1521 (ii).

Bridge at Quebec, Gavt. aid (Ques.) 1625 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1466, 1533, 1654 (ii).
Business of the House, on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to

take in Wednesdays, 1061 (ii).
on M. to take in Thursday, 711 (i).

Laurier, Hon. W.-Continued.
Can. Temp. Act. Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) on M. for

20, 979; in Com., 981; on Amt. (Mr. Ives) 984; on
M. to recom., 1245 (ii).

- on Res. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) in Amt. to Com.
of Sup., 75 (i).

C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tupper)
on Res., 1001; on M. for Com., 1339; in Com., 1379;
(Amt.) 1345; neg. (Y. 63; N. 111) 1370; in Com.,
1389 (ii).

- - Lands, sold and unsold, acreage (Ques.) 1174,
1195 (ii).

Cattle Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1200 (ii).
Caughnawaga Indians, election of Chiefs, on M. for

Cor., &o., 902 (ii).
Choquette, Mr., M.P., Pet. against return (objection)

1332, 1458 (ii).
Cincinnati Centennial Exhibition, Canadian representa-

tion (Ques.) 1136 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1434, 1471 (ii).
Clayes, Mr. G., late M. P., decease of (remarks) 62 (i).
Criminal Procedure Act Amt. B. 123 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1513 (ii).
Concurrence, 1685 (ii).
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sap., 1668, 1684 (ii).
Debates, Official, 2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to conc.,

489 (i), 824, 1298 (ii),
- 3Srd Rep. of Com. (Translators) on M. to conc.,

1501 (ii).
- distribution of extra copies re Reciprocity deb.

(remarks) 239 (i).
distribution to Press (remarks) 751 (i).
dismissal of Translators (Ques. of Priv.) 20,

39 (i).
- on presentation of papers by Mr. Speaker,

39, 128 (i).
(prop. Res.) 713 ; on Amt (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 747; Res. neg., 749 (i).
- - on Ques. of Order, 719 (i).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1265 (ii).
Disallowance of Man. -Ry. Acts (M. for Cor.*) 672 (i).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 946, 1143 (ii).
Dom. Lands Agents in Man. and the N. W. T., Instruc-

tions, on M. for Ret., 37 (i).
Easter, adjamt. for (remarks) 415 (i).
Exchequer Court, contingencies, &c., in Com. of Sap.,

119 (i).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amat. B. 5 (Mr. Chapleau) on

M. for 3°, (Amt.) neg. (Y. 53; N. 74) 1587 (ii).
--- B. 117 (Mr. Chapleau) on M. for 10, 1063; on

M. for 20, 1550 (ii).
--- in Com. of Sup., 1642 (i).

Fraudulent Practices on Farmers, on Res. (Mr, Brown)
for Sp. Com., 1244 (ii).
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Frandulent Trade Marks on Merchandise Act Amt. B.
91 (Mr. Thomvson) in Com., 1002 (ii).

Fisberies Treaty, papers respecting (remarke) 20, 98,
141 (i).

-- Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.
for .°, 851-854; in Com., 871 (ii).

Fortin, Noël, accident on I.C.R., on M. for Cor.,
902 (ii).

Gowanlock, Mrs., claim for compensation, on M. for Com.
of Sup. (remarks), 1017 (ii).

G. T. R. Co.'s Agreements B. 26 (Mr. Small) on M.
to authorise Ry. Com. to divide Bill, 415 (i).

Haldimand, Dep. Returning Officer, on M. to adjn Hse.,
925 (ii).

Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1673 (ii).
High Commissioner's Office, application of Civil Service

Act, &c., B. 136 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. on
Res., 1503 (ii).

Indemnity to Members (remarks) 1586, 1670 (ii).
I. C. R., in Com. of Sup., 1226 (ii).
Kingston Post Offioe defalcations, on M. for Com. of

Sap. (remarks) 1017 (il).
Kent, Ont., Controverted Election, on M (Sir John A.

Macdonald) to ref. Judge's Rep. to Sel. Com. on
Priv. and Eloc., 18, 20 (i).

Representation, Issue of Writ (remarks) 381 (i).
L'Assomption Election, Issue of Writ (Ques.) 110 (i).
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1200 (ii).
Merchants Marine Ins. Co.'s B. 11 (Mr. Ourran) on M.

for 2°, 127 (i).
Montmagny Representation, Pet. against return of

Member Elect (remarks) 1332, 1458 (ii).
Ne3ly, Private T., provision for Widow, &o., on M. for

Ret., 651 (i).
Newfoundland and Confederation (M. for Cor.) 664 (i).
N. W. T. Representation Act Amt. B. 76 (Sir John A.

.Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 454 (i), 1475; in Com.,
1485 (ii).

Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)
1697 (ii).

Plumb, Hon. J. B., decease of (remarks) 124 (i).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1685 (ii).
Printing and Stationery, Public, Act Amt. B. 60 (Mr.

Chapleau) in Com. (remarks) re absence of Dep.
Speaker, 1006 (ii).

Private Bills, Reps. froni Com, on M. to extend time,
514 (i).

Privilege (Ques. of) dismissal of Debates Translators,
20, 39, 128 (i).

- re Disallowance (Mr. Mitchell) 111 (i).
Quarantine Service of Can., on M. (Mr. Fset) for

Sp. Com., 661 (i).
Quebec Harbor Commi'ssioners (Lévis Graving Dock) B.

135 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res.,
and in Com., 1296 (ii).

Laurier, Hon. W.-Continued.
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Co m., 1182,

1418; on M. for3°, 1508 (ii).
Ry. Commission, distribution of Rep. (remarks) 778 (i).
Ry. Employés B. 5 (Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 2°, 917.
Real Property in Ter. Act Amt. B. 104 (Mr. Thompson)

in Com., 1412 (ii).
Rebellion Losses Commission, Reps. (M. for copy) 73.
Reciprocity with U. S., newspaper Cor. re entry of

certain articles free of Duty, 491 (i).
on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright) and Amts.,

551-565 (i).
Repairs, &o, to Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1655 (ii).
Returns, enquiry for, 1136, 1433 (ii).
Revenue and Audit Aet Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com. on Res., 891 (ii).
Robertson, Mr. Alex., docense of (remarks) 62 (i).
Russell Representation, Issue of Writ (M.) 416,455 (i).

(Ques.) 499, 516, 525 (i).
St. Hyacinthe Public Buildings, on M for Rot., 653 (i).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 137.
Sec. of State's Dept., in Com. of Sup., 16t1 (ii).
Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1027 (ii).
Slides and Booms (salarie) in Com. of Sup., 1684 (ii).
Standing Committees (M. to ad 1 names) 823 (ii).
Sub.idies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir (hqrled Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res, 1546 ; in Com., 1590 (ii .

SUPPLY:
Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous) 114, 119 (); conc.,

1685 (ii).
Civil Government (Sec. of State) 1641 (ii).
Collection of Revenues (Culling Timber) 1638, 1684 ; (Post

OfBee) 1685; (Slides and Booms, salaries, &c.) 1684 (ii).

Inlians (Ont and Que.) 2606 (ii).
Legislation : House of Commons (Indemnities) 1670 ; (salaries,

&c.) 1027. Miscellaneous (Franchise Act) 1612 (ii).
lenitentiaries (st. Vincent de Paul) 137 (i) ; conc , 1686 (ii).
Publie Voriý -Income : Buildings (Ni.S.) 1466; (N. W. T.)

1672; (Que.) 1533, 1654; (Repaira , &o.) 1655. Harbors and
Rivers (Que.) 1673 (ii).

Quarantine (Cattle, Que )1200 ; (Medical Inspection) 1200 (ii).
Railways-Capital (1.0. R.) 1226 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act Amt. B. 110 (Mr.
Thompson) on M for 1°, 964 (ii).

Travis, ex-Judge, in Com. of Sup. (remarks) 114 (i).
White, Hon. Thomas, decease of (remarks) 96I (ii).
Wrocked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for

20, 917 (ii).

Lavergne Mr. J., Drummond and Arthabaska.
Hay Duties by U.S., Refond (Ques.) 712 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S,, on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amt., 234-237 (i).

Lister, Mr. J. F., West Lambton.
Adams, David J., in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Arkona Postmaster, dismissal (Ques.) 712 (i).

on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks) 1019 (ii),
Banks, Supervision by Government, on Res. (àEr.

Casgrain) 671 (i).
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Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1465 (ii).
Cana Temp. Act Amt, B. 10 (Mir. Jamieson) in Com.,

1250 (ii).
Clothing, &3. (Militia) in Com. of Sap., 1212 (ii).
Criminal Statistics, in Corn. of Sup., 1151 (ii).
Debates, Officiali, st Rep. of Com., on M. to cone.,

51 (i).
Debt., Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1267 (ii).
Ellis, J. V., Esq., M.., and annexation, objection taken

to Ques, put by Mr. Guillet, 45 (i).
Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1405 (ii).
Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, Ques. of

Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1324 (ii).
Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1152 (ii).
Indian Act Ant. B. 166 (Mr. Thompson) in Cotr., 1009.
Kettle and Stoney Point Reserves, claims of Indians

(M. for Rot.*) 1259 (ii).
Midland Irb ir nprovements (M. for C r.*) 1259 (ii).
Monck, Richard, employment by Govt. (Qu.s.) 712 (i)
N. W.T. Representation B 76 (Sir John A Macdonald)

in Com., 1489 (ii).
Order, Q'les. of (Mr. McNeill) in Com. of Sup., 1208 (ii).
Ry. Aet Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Th9mpson) in Com., 1189, 1420,

1494; on M. for 30 (Amt.) 1507, 1509 (ii).
Ry. Crossings Provisions (B. 111, 10) 964 (ii).
Ry. Employes Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M. for

2",,165 (i)
Sault Sie Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1443 (ii).
Smyth, Henry, enployment by Govt. (Ques.) 495 (i).
Stag Island Lighthouse, constiuction (M. for Cor.*)

1259 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agpiculture and Statimtics, (Archieves, care of, pay-
ment to C. C. Ohipman) 1149; (Oriminal Statistics) 1151
(Health Statistics) 1152 (il).

Canals-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1443 ; (Trent River Nav,)
1454 (ii).

Fisheries (David J. Adams) 1658(hi).
Immigration (Agents salaries, &c.) 1161 (il).
Militia (Olothing, &c.) 1212 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (N. S.) 1465 (ii).

Trade Combinations, on M. (Mr. Wat lace) for Sel. Coma,
31 (i).

Trent Riv. Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1454 (ii).
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Ret., 758 (ii).

Lovitt, Mr. J., Yarmouth.
Banks, Sapervision by Govt., on Ras. (Ur. Casgrain)

672 (i).
SUPPLY :

Pasheries (Overseers salaries, &c.) 1602 (il).
Lightkouse and Cost Servise (Lighthouses, &c.) 1582, 1681 (ii).
Mail Subuidies (Halifax and St. John) 1678 (i).
Public Works-Income: Dredging, 1571. Harbors and Rivera

(N.8.) 1561, 1673 (il).
Ocean ani River Service (Water Police) 1580 (il).

Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A., G.O.B., Kingse.
Address, on the, 12 (i).

His Ex.'s reply (presented) 172 (i).
Farewell, to His Ex. (M.) to consi.er, 1561 (il).

-- (M.) to conc., 1586 (ii).
Adams, David J., in Com. of Sap., 1656 (ii).
Administration of Oaths of Offioe (B. 1, 10*) 2 (i).
Agriculture Dept., in Com of Sap., 95 (i).
Banks and Banking, Legislation respectin g (remarks)

415 (i).

Barracks, B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1644 (ii).
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 971 (ii).
Books for Mechanics' Institutes, removal of Daties

(Ans.) 899 (if).
Boundary between Alaska and Canada ( Ans. ) 171 (i).
Boundaries of Ont. (Ans ) 823 (i).
Bridge at Que., Govt. aid (Ans.) 1625 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sap., 1673 (ii).
Business of the louse (remarks) 139,416,498, 711 (i)

lOi, 1259, 1332 1507, (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Am.. B. 6 (Ur. McCarthy) on M. for

20, 979; in Com, 1247 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1612 (ii).
on Res. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) in Amt. to Com.

of Sup., 75 (i).
C. P. R (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1388 (ii).
Lands held by Govt. west of Man. (Ans.)

1174 (ii).
Taxes (Ans.) 495 ().

-- sold and unsold, acreage (Ans.) 1174, 1195 (ii).
Cattle Quarantine, in Com. of Sap., 1201 (ii).'
Caughnawaga Reserve, Election of Chiefs, &c. (Ans.)

1680 (ii).
--- Surveys, &c. (Ans.) 1680 (ii).

Cheese Branding, Legislation respecting, on Res. (Mr.
Sproule) 1243 (ii).

Choquette, Mr., M.P., Pet. against return (remarks)
1332 (if).

Civil Service Act Amat. B. 116 (Mr, Chapleau) in Com.,
1440 (ii).

Compensation for Injuries, in Com. ofSup., 1612 (ii).
Contingencies, in Com. of Sap., 104 (i), 1644, 1667 (ii).
Culbertson, Archibald, dismissal, on M. for Cor.

978 (ii).
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sap., 1667, 1684 (i).
Debates, Oficial, dismissal of Translators (remarks)

20 (i).
on presentation of papers, 39 (i).
on Res. (Mr. Laurier) (Amt.) 747; agreed

to (Y. 113; N. 61) 749 (i).
(Ques. of Order) 719 (i).

-- 3rd Rep. of Com. (Translators) on M. to cone.
1501 (fi).

Delaney, Mrs. (pension) in Com. of Sup., 1201 (ii).
Divorce, publication of Evidencoe (remarka) 1414 (ii),
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Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A.-Continued. t

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
1143 (ii).

Dom. Exhibition, in Com of Sup., 1149 (ii).
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B., M. te introd. wthdn., 1232.

(B. 131) 1°*, 1382; 2° m., 1514; 3° m., 1548 (ii).
(Mines) in Com of Sap., 1635 (ii).

Eseter, Adjnmt. for (Ans.) 344 ; (remarks) 415; (M.)
494 (i).

Employés in Public Service of Can. (Ans.) 495 (i).
Excise, in Com. of Sap., 1667 (ii).
ExtraClerksy, in Com. of Sap., 1615, 1637; cone., 1688.
Fabre, Mr. (salary, &o.) in Com. of Sup., 1613 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty, papers respecting, omission (remarks)

141 (i).
Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for 2°, 849-51 (ii).
- non-ratification by U., Policy of Govt. (Ans.)
1433 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. C'hapleau)
on M. for 1°, 1066 (ii).

in Com. of Sup., 1642 (ii).
Fradalent Practices on Farmers, on Res. (Mr.Brown)

for Sp. Com, 1244 (ii).
Free List, 0. C., respecting (remarks) 641 (i).
German Emperor (late Crown Prince) rumored death

(Ans.) 206 (i).
Govt. Business (remarks) 139, 416, 498 (i).

Legislation respecting (remarks) 1507 (ii).
-- (M.) to take in Thursdays, 711 (i).

--- (M.) to take in Wednesdays, 1061 (ii).
(M.) te take in Saturdays, 1259 (ii).
(M.) to take in Mondays, 1332 (ii).

Govt. in N. W. T (expenses) in Com. of Sup., 1611.
Gold as Legal Tender (Ans.) 171 (i).
Gowanlock, irs., claim for compensation, on M. for

Com. of Sup. (remarks) 1016 (ii).
Gratuities, in Com. of Sup., 1639 (ii).
lHaldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on M. te adjn.

House, 926 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1562 (ii).
Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1153 (ii).
High Commissioner's contingencies, in Com. of Sup.,

107 (i).
-- Office, application of Civil Se vice Act, &c.,

B. 136 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com., 1506 (ii).
IlotSprings (roads,&o.) in Com. of Sup, 1617, 1666 (il).
Imperial Federation, on Res. (Mir. Marshall) (remarks)

1091 (ii).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (bfr. Thompson) in Com.,

1007 (ii).
Indian Affairs, in Com of Sup., 1637 (ii).
Indemnity to Members (remarks) 1586, 1670 (ii).
Lnsolvency, Legislation respecting (Ans.) 495 (i).
Inspector of Ranches, Duties (Ans.) 965 (il).
Internai Economy Commission, Mess. from Ris Ex.

(presented) 27 (i).

Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A-Ootia.e,
1. 0. R. (repairs, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1623 (ii).
Jubilee Address to the Queen, Mess. fromis Ex., des-

patch from Colonial Seo. conveying thanka of Her
Majesty, 24 (i).

Kent (Ont.) Controverted Election (M.) to ref. Judge's
Rep, to Sel. Com. on Priv. and Elec., 18, 19 ; on adjd.
deb., 23; agreed to on a div., 24 (i).

-Representation, Issue of Writ (remarks) 381,
494 (i).

Issue of Writ (Ans.) 499 (i).
Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup, 123 (i).

- Post Office defalcations, on M. for Com. of Sup.
(remarks) 1014, 1020 (ii).

Labor Commission, in Com. of Sup., 1659 (ii).
Library of Parlt., in Coin. of Sup., 1638 (i).
Man. Lunatic Asylun, in Com. of Sap., 1666 (ii).
Man. and N. W. T. Ry. Bills, on M. (Sir Iector Lange-

vin) to withdr., 1586 (ii).
Medioal Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1199 (ii).
Mess, from His Ex. (presented) 24, 27,173 (i), 1231 (ii).
Monck, Richard, employment by Govt. (Ans ) 899 (ii).
Mounted Police Headquarters, Edmonton District,

(Ans.) 965 (ii).
- Commissioner's Rep. (presented) 499 (i).

--- Dept., in Con. of Sup., 93 (i).
Northern Light, Cor. re Captain (Ans.) 416 (i).
N. W. T. Legislation, Mess. from lis Ex. (presented)

1231 (ii).
Representation Act Amt. (B. 76, 1) 454 (i);

(prop. Res.) 1174; 20 of B. m., 1473; in Com., 1480.
Oaths of Office. See "Administration."
O'Donoghue, W. F., employment by Govt. (Ans.)

899 (ii).
Order (Ques. of) deb. objeeted to, Orders of the Day

having been calied, 554 (i).
Pairing of Members (remarks) 171 (i).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1598 (ii).
Plumb, Hon. J. B., decease of (remarks) 124 (i).
Printing and Stationery, Public, Act Amt. B. 60 .(Mr.

Chapleau) in Com. (remarks) re absence of Dep.
Speaker, 1006 (ii).

Privy Council Offiee, in Com. of Sup., 90 (i).
Privilege, Ques. of (Air. Mitchell) re Disallcwance

(remarks) 111 (i).
(Mr. McMillan, Euron) Reciprocity deb., 345.

Quarantine Service of Can., on M. (Mr. Piset) for
Sp. Com., 661 (1).

Rys. in Can., Coït up to Jan., 1888 (Ans.) 141 (i).
Rebellion (1885) Claims of Scoute, &e., on Ras.

(Kr. Davin) to reconsider, 1243 (ii).
Total Cost (Ans.) 171 (i).

Reciprocity with U. S., on fixing day for discussion
(remarks) 27 (i).

-- newspaper Cor. re entry of certain articles free
of Daty, 490, 522 (i).
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Macdonald, Rt. Hon. Sir John A.--Continued.
Repairs to Buildings, &o., in Com. of Sup., 1623;

conc., 1688 (ii).
Revenue and Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com, on Res., 894 (ii).
Rideau Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1671 (ii).
Russell Representation, on M. (Mr. Laurier) for Mr.

Speaker to Issue Writ, 416, 455 (i).
- - Issue of Writ (Ans.) 499, 525, 554 (i).

Schools, Indian (Man.) in Com. of Sap., 1681 (ii).

Sec. of State's Dept., in Com. of Sup., 92 (i).

Select Standing Committees (M.) 2 (i).
-- - (M.) for Sp. Com. to prepare Lists, 17 (i).

-- Com. appointed, Rep. presented, 20 (i).

Lists presented, 25 (i).

Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1028, 1669 (ii).
Slides and Booms, in Com. of Sup., 1684 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture, and Statistics (Dom. Exhibition) 1149;
(Health Statistics) 1153 (ii).

Canals-Income (Rideau) 1671 (ii).
Civil Government: (Agriculture) 96; (contingencies) 104 ; (High

Commissioner's contingencies) 107 (i) ; (Indian Affairs) 1637
(ii); (Mounted Police) 93 ; (Privy Council) 90; (Sec. of
State) 92 (i).

Collection qf Revenues (Oulling Timber) 1667, 1684 ; (Excise)
1667 ; (Slides and Booms, salaries, &c.) 1684 (ii).

Dominion Lands-Income (Mines) 1635 (ii).
Fisheries (David J. Adams) 1656 (il).
Geological Survey, 1604 (ii).
Immigration (Gratuities) 1639 (ii).
Indians (B.C.) 1682; (Man., schools) 1681; (Man. and N.W.T.)

1605; (Ont. and Que.) 1605 (ii).
Legislation : House of Commons (Members Indemnity) 1670;

(Salaries, &c.) 1028; (Sessional Clerks) 1669. Miscellaneous
(Franchise Act) 1642; (Library of Parit.) 1638 (il).

Mail Subsidies, conc., 1690 (ii).
Militia (Barracks, B.C.) 1644; (contingencies) 1644 (ii).
Miseellaneous (Banff Springs, construction, &c.) 1666; (Can.

Temp. Act) 1612; (Compensation for Injuries) 1612; (Fabre,
Mr., salary, &c.) 1613; (Govt. Expenses, N. W. T.) 1611 ;
(Labor Commission) 1659 ; (Man. Asylum) 1666; (preparing
Returns) 1615, 1637; conc., 1688 (ii).

Mounted Police, 1661, 1683 (ii).
Penitentiaries (Kingston) 123 (i).
Pensions 1201, 1639, 1643 (ii).
Publie Works-Income : Buildings (Ont.) 1673; cone., 1688.

Harbors and Rivera, 1562 (il).
Quarantine (Oattle, Que.) 1201 ; (Medical Inspection) 1199 (ii).

Termas of Union with P. E. I., carrying out (Ans.)
140 (i).

Trade Combinations B. 138 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to
introd., 1545 (ii).

-- M. to suspend Rule 78, as to number of Sel.
Com., 36 (i).

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co.'s B. 20 (Mir. White,
Renfrew) on Ques. of Procedure, 1148 (ii).

Veterans of 1812 (Pensions) in Com. of Sap., 1202 (ii).
Wrecking Vessels in American Waters, on M. for

papers, &o., 666 (i).

Macdonald, Mr. P., East Huron.
Can. Temp. Act, on Res. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) in Ant.

to Com. of Sup., 76 (i).
O'Donoghue, W. F., employment by Gavt. (Ques.)

899 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 276-287 (i).
SUPPLY :

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Experimental Farm) 1155
(Health Statistics) 1153 (fi).

Macdowall, Mr. D. H, Saskatchewan.
.isbet Academy of Prince Albert incorp. (B. 15, 1°*)

62 (i).
N. W. T. Representation Act Amt. B. 76 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 20, 1477 ; in Com., 1483 (ii).
Rebellion (1885) Claims of Scouts, &c., on Res. (Mr.

Davin) to reconsider, 1242 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Jounted Police (expenses) 1611 (ii).
Indians (Man. and N.W.T.) 1610 (ii).

Mackenzie, Hon. A., East York.
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 969 (ii).

C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bondi) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tup-
per) in Com., l383 (ii).

Cheese Branding, Legislation respecting, on Res.

(Ur. Sproule) 1242 (ii).
Civil Service Act A mt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1435 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1Ud2 (ii).
Dom.Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1144 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty, production of Papers (remarks) 65 (i).
Fraudulent Practices on Farmers, on Res. (Mr. Brown)

for Sp. Com., 134 i (ii).
Hawke, John T., on Mr. Speaker's ruling (remarks)

1301 (ii).
N. W.T. Representation Act Amt. B. 76 (Sir John A.

AMacdonald) on M. for 20, 1473; in Com., 1480 (ii).
Patents of Invention Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Carling) in

Com., 1512 (ii).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquore, on Res. (Mr.

Jamieson) 832 (ii).
Ry. Act Ant. B. .4 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1177 (ii).
Rebellion (1885) Claims of Scouts, &C , on Rts. (Mr.

Davin) to reconsider, 1243(ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1588 (ii).
SUPPL T.

Canala-ncome (Miscellaneous) 1646 (ii).
Civil Government (contingencies) 104 (i).
Militia (Barracks, B. 0.) 1644 (Hi).
Ralways-Capital (I. 0. R.) 1615, 1650 (i).

MoCarthy, Mr. D., North Simcoe.
Business of the Knse, on M. to take in Wednesdays,

1062 (ii).
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MoCarthy, Mr. D.-Continued.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. (B. 6,10) 44; 2° m., 973; in

Com., 980 (ii).
Imperial Federation, on Res. (Mir. Marshall) 1069 (ii).
Letters Patent (Defective) Act Amt. (B. 4, 10) 44 (i).
Ry. Employés Protection (B. 5, 1°) 44 (i); adjnd.

deb. rsmd., 916 (ii).

MoCulla, ,Mr. W. A., Peel.
York Farmers Colonisation Co.'s (B. 107, 1°*) 1031

(ii).

MoDonald, Mr. J. A., Victoria, N.S.
Point Tupper Ry. Pier, Tenders (Ques.) 1299 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1252 (ii).

KoDougall, Mr. H. P., Cape Breton.
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 864 (ii).

MoIntyre, Mr. P. A., King's, P.E.I.
Naufrage, P.E.I., limprovement of Navigation,

Engineer (M. for copy) 70 (i).
Reciprocity with U,S., on Res. (Sir Richar

wright) and Amts., 487-489 (i).

McKay, Mr. A., Ramilton.
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140

in Com., 1591 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Nilitia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1215 (ii).

NcKeen, Mr. D., Cape Breton.

Rep, of

*d Qart-

(Sir Charles Tupper)

Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 547-553 (i).

MoLelan, Hon. A. W., Colchester.
Arkona Postmaster, dismissal (Ans.) 712 (i).

on M. for Qom. of Sup. (remarks) 1019 (i).
Bexley Postmaster, appointment (Ans.) 59 (i).
Civil Service List, typographical errors (Ans.) 966 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan, B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1266 (ii).
Eight Island Lake Post Office (Ans.) 86 (i).
Fort McLeod and Pincher Creek Mail Service (Ans.)

712 (i).
Ingoldsby Station Post Office, on M. for Rot., 1244 (ii).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 912 (ii).
Kingeton Deputy Postmaster's irregularities (Ans.)

899 (ii).
-- defalcations, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1013 (ii).
Lakes Huron and Superior Mail Subsidy, in Com. of

Sip., 1678 (ii).
Letter Carriers, Town of Barrie (Ans.) 1299 (ii).
Lotbinière Mail Service (Ans.) 98 (i).

McLelan, Hon. A. W.-Continued.
Mégantic County Mail Service, Contract (Ans.) 825,

1232 (ii).
Northumberland, N.B., Mail Service (remarks) 1382.
Postmaster General's Rep. (presented) 20 (i).
Post Office and Finance Depts., computing Interest, in

Com of Sap., 112 (i).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1633, 1638, 1684 (ii).
P. E. I. Mail Service, en M. for Cor., 50, 52, 58 (i).
Quebec and Dequen Mail Service (Ans.) 98 (i).
Shannon, Wm., defalcations, payment of by Govt.

(Ans.) 965 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Poet Ofoe and Finanse, computiug Interest)
112 (i) ; (Post Ofioee) 1638 (i).

Collection qt Renws (Post Offioe) 1684 (ii).
Hait Subsidies (Lakes Huron and Superior) 1678 (i).

Victoria (Bi.C.) superannuation of Postmaster (Ans.)
826 (ii).

Victoria County (Ont.) Postal Service (Ans.) 825 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1093-1101 (ii).
Winkler, Mrs. Barbara, payment for loss of Rogistered

Letter (Ans.) 750 (i).

MoMillan, Mr. J., South Buron.
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. T/ompson) in Com., 1428 (i).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amt., 194-199 (i).
Privilege (Ques. of) Reciprocity deb., 345 (i).
Weights and Measure Acte Amt. (Ques.) 97 (i).

MoMullen, Mr. J., .North Wellington.
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1540, 1655 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Art. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1253 (ii).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 1345 (ii).
in Com. of Sap., 1223 (ii).

Cheese Branding, Legislation respecting, on Res. (Mr.
Sproule) 1241 (ii).

Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,
1435 (ii).

- Examiners, in Com. of Sup., 135 (i).
Colonisation and Hlomestead Inspectors, N.W.T., &.

(M. for Ret.*) 866 (i).
-- in N.W.T. and Man. (M. for Ret.*) 498 (i).
Contingencies, deptl., in Com. of Sup., 104 (i).
Debt, Public, Laan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on les., 1272 (ii).
Dom. Lands Agents Instructions, &c., 45 (i).

- in Man. and N.W.T., Instructions (M. for Rot.)
36 (i).

Experimental Farm in N.W., Hep of Prof. Saunders
(M. for Ret.*) 498 (i).

Fabre, Mr. (ealary, &c.) in Com. of Sap., 1612 (ii).
Fort McLeod and Pincher Creek Mail Service (Ques.)

712 (i).
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INDEX.
McMullen, Mr. J.-Oontinued.

Govt. in N.W.T. (expenses) in Com. of Sup., 1611 (ii).
Gratuities, in Com. of Sup., 1639 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1674 (ii).
High Commissioner's contingencies, in Com. of Sup.,

109 (i).
--- application of Civil Service Act, &o., B. 136

(Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. en Res., 1504 (ii).
. O. R., in Com. of Sup., 1225, 1645 (ii).

Jones, Walter, and Haldimand Election, on Res.
(Sir Richard Cartwright) on M. for Com. of Sup.,
1582 (ii).

Lachine Canal, dismissal of Laborers, in Com. of Sup.
(remarks) 1648 (ii).

Letter Carriers, Town of Barrie (Ques.) 1299 (ii).
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1032 (ii).
N. W. T. Representation Act Amt. B. 76 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1488 (ii).
Patents of Invention Act Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Carling) in

Com., 1512 (ii).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1598 (ii).
Post Office and Finance Depts., computing Interest, in

Com. of Sup., 112 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1186 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 441-454 (i).
Repairs, &o., to Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1542 (ii).
Returns (enquiry) 1136 (ii).
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1675 (ii).
St. Catharines Milling and Lumbering Co. v&. the

Queen, Sums paid for Costs (M. for Ret.-Y) 20 (i).
St. Vincent do Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 136.
Sessional Clerks, number and amounts paid (Ques.) 1299.

in Com. of Sup., 1089, 1668 (ii).
Smyth, Henry, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 495, 647.

(M. for ]Ret.*) 866 (ii).
Strathroy Publie Buildings, Site (M. for Ret.*) 498 (i).

(Ques.) 1174 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Governmmnt (contingencies) 104 ; (High O ommissioner'a
contingencies) 109 ; (Post Office and Finance, computing
Interest) 112 ; (Civil Service Examinera, salaries, &c.) 135 (i).

Immigration (Gratuities) 1639.
Indiana (Man. and N.W.T.) 1808 (ii).
Legilation: Bouse of Commons (salaries, &c) 1030 ; (Ses.

sional Clerks) 1030, 1668 (ii).
Miecelaiieous (Fabre, Mr., salary, &c.) 1612; (Govt. in N.W.T.)

1611 (ii).
Penitentiariea (Man.) 1022 (ii) ; (St. Vinoent de Paul) 136 (i).
Public Work-Income : Buildings (Ont.) 1540, 1655 ; (Repaire,

&c.) 1542. Harbors and Rivera (Ont.) 1674. Roads and
Bridges, 1675 (ii)

Railoaya-Capitai (0. P. R.) 1223 ; (1. 0. R) 1225, 1645 (i).
Trade Combinations B. 138 (Mr. Wallace) on M. to

introd., 1545 (ii).
Victoria (B.C.) superannuation of Postmaster (Ques.)

826 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1128 (ii).
Winkler, Mrs. Barbara, payment for los of Registored

Letter (Ques.) 750 (i).

MoNeill, Mr. A., North Bruce.
Behring's Sea Seizures; on M. for Cor., 972 (Hi).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapldau) in Com.,

1436, 1470 (Hi).
Commercial Agencies, in Com. of'Sup., 116 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on Res.

(Mr. Laurier) 713 (i).
Gratuities, in Com. of Sup., 1699 (ii).
Haldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on K. to adju.

House, 928 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sap., 1569 (il).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial-Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 906 (ii).
Order, Ques. of (M. that Com. rise) in Com. of Sup.,

1208 (i).
Pauper Immigration, in Com. of Sup , 1157 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in -Corn., 190,

1419, 1496; on M. for 3°, 1508 (ii).
Rebellion of 1885 (pensions) in Com. of Sup., 1207 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart.

wright) and Amt., 240-246 (i).
SUPPLY;

Administration ofjustice (Kiscellaneous) 117 (i).
Immigration (Gratuities) 1639; (Pauper) 1157 (i)

sscellaneous (Commercial Agencies) 1616 (i).
Pensions (Rebellion of 1885) 1207 (ii).
Public Works-Income : Harbora and Rivers (Ont.) 1569 (h).

Trade Combinations, on M. (Mr. Wallace) for Sol.
Com., 35 (i).

Travis, ex-Judge, in Com. of Sup. (remarks) 117 (i).
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Rot., 757 (i).

Madill, Mr. F., North Ontario.
Carriers by Water (Liability) Act Amt. (B. 49, 1°)

238 (i).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1272 (i).
Haldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on M. to adjn.

House, 928 (ii)
Mississauga Indians' Glaims (M. for Cor.*) 866 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mir. Thompson) in Com., 1430 (i).
Sessional Clerks, in Oom. of Sup., i027 (Hi).
SUPPLY:

Legslation: House of Commons (salaries, &c.) 1027 (ii).

Mara, Mr. J. A., Yale.
County Court Judges (B. C.) additional appointment

(Ques.) 66 (i).
Experimental Farms, in Com. of Sup., 5175 (i).
Parmalee, Mr., Rep. to Minister re Kamloops as an

outport of entry (M. for copy*) 498 (ii).
Sushwap and Okanagon Ry. Co.'s Act AAmt. (B. 48,

10*) 206 (i).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculturo and Statistic (iperimenutal Fams) 167 (ii).

Iadiau (Ont. and Que.) 160 (ii).
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WDJIX. xxx
Mnrshall, Mr. J. H., iast Middlesex.

Cheese Branding, Legislation respeoting,,on Res. (Mr.
Sproule) 1941 (ii).

Imperial Federattion (prop. Res.) 1069 (ii).
Privilege (Que&. of) Pairing of Members, 1403 (ii).
Ry. Aet Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1431 (ii).

Masson, Mr. J., North Grey.
Belleville and Lake Nipissing Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 90,

10*) 866 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1251 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Kr. Thompson) in Com., 1193 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 539-543 (i).
SUPPLY:

Public Work-Income : Barbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1569 (ii).
Wreoke on the Great Lakes, on M. for Ret., 755 (i).

Mills, Hon. D., Bothwell.
Agriculture Dept., in Com. of Sup., 95. (1).
Bank of London, winding-up (B. 80, 1°*) 4S9 (i).

Rep. of Com. on Banking, &c. (M. to ref.
back) 963 (ii).

Behring's Sea Seizures (Ques.) 778 (i).
on M. for Cor., 968 (ii).

Boundaries of Ont. (Ques.) 822 (i).
Brigade Majors, in Com. of Sup., 1209 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1655, 1673 (ii).
Business of the Hee., on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to

take in W.dnesdays, 1062 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Amt B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) on M. for

20, 979 ; in Com., 980 (ii).
B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) on Amt. (Mr. O'Brien) 6

M. h., to M. for 2e, 990 (ii).
prop. Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 74; neg.

(Y. 57; N. 109) 84 (i).
Civil Service Examiners, in Com. of Sup., 114, 134 (i).
Clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1213 (ii).
Commercial Agencies, in Com. of Sup, 1615 (ii).
Ciminal Law (England) application to Can. B. 100

(Mr. Thompson) on M. for 1°, 825 (ii).
Extension to Man. B. 41 (lIr. Thompson) on M.

for 1°, 139 (i).
Castons Act Amt. B. 92 (KMr. Bowell) in Com., 946 (ii).

in Com. of Sup., 1667 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on presenta-

tion of papers, 39 (i).
on Res. (Mr. laurier) 717, 721 (i).

Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in
Com., 944, 1140 (ii).

Dom. Savings Banks, in Com. of Sup., 89 (i).
Excise, in Com. of Sup., 1667 (ii).
Fisheries Commission, Chart showing delimitation

(remarks) 617 (i).
production of papers (remarks) 65, 101 (i).
omission of certain papers (remarks) 142 (i).

Mille, Hon. D.-Continued
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 833-841 ; in Com., 868 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 117 (Mr. Chapleau)
on M. for 11, 1063 (ii).

- - in Com. of Sup, 1(;42 (ii).
Fraudulent Trade Marks on Merchandise Act Amt. B.

91 (Mr. Thompson) in Com, 1002 (i).
Free List, O. C.'s respecting (remarks) 649 (i).
Govt. Measures (remarks) 138, 416, 456 (i).
Gratuities, in Com. of Sup., 1639 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1655 (ii).
High Commissioner's contingencies, in Com. of Sup.,

105 (i).
Hot Springs, Banff (roads, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1617.
Imperiat Federation, on Res. (Mlr. Marshall) 1088 (ii).
Indemnity (Members) in Com. of Sap., 1670 (ii).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Thonpson) in Com.

1008 (ii).
Jamnaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 911 (Ii).
Kent (Ont.) Controverted Election, on M. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) to ref. Judge's Rep. to Sol. Com. on
Priv. and Eloc., 23 (i).

Reprosentation (remarks) 270, 494 (i).
- - Issue of Writ (remarks) 380, 499 (i).

on M. to conc. in Rep. of Com. on Priv. and
Bloc. (remarks) 380 (i).

Labor Commission, in Com. of Sup., 1660 (ii).
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 93 (i).
Northern Light artd Alert, Cor., Tels., &c., on M. for

Ret., 827 (ii).
N. W. T. Represontation Act A mt. B.. G (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 1°, 454 (i); on Ros., 1174 (ii).

Pauper Immigration, on M.for Com. of Sup (rernarks)
1597 (ii).

Post Office Irregalarities, on M. for Com. of Sup. (re.
marks) 1020 (ii).

Printing and Statonery, Publie, Act Amt. B 60 (Mr.
Chapleau) in Com. (remarks) re absence of Dop.
Speaker, 1005 (Ii),

in Com. of Sup., 1617 (ii),
Privilege, Ques. of (Mr. McMillan) Reciprocity deb.,

345 (i).

Privy Council Office, in Çom. of Sap., 90 (i).
Prohibition of Intoxicating Liquors, on Res. (Mr.

Jamieson) 829 (ii).
- - on member being checked (remarks) 867 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Ur. Thompson) in Com., 1176 (ii).
Ry. Commission, copies of Rep. (Ques.) 646 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., newspaper Cor. re entry of cer-

tain articles free of Duty, 491, 516 (i).
-- on Bos. (Sir Richard Cartwright) and Amts.,

606-610 (i).
on M. to adjn. deb. (remarks) 822 (i).



INDEX.
MillS, Hon. D.-Oontinued.

Reveuue and Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tup-
per) on M. for 2°, 890; in Com. on Res., 894, (ii).

Rideau Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1611 (ii).
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1676 (ii).
Russell Reprosentation, Issue of Writ (Ques.) 551 (i).
Schools, Indian (Man.) in Com. of Sup., 1681 (ii).
Sec. of State's Dept., in Com. of Sup., 1640 (ii).
Sessional Clerks, in Cam. of Sup., 1025, 1669 (ii).
Speedy Trials Act Amt. B. 93 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1005 (ii).
SmrPPLY:

Administration of Justice (kiscellaneous) 116 (i).
Arts, Agriculture and Statistica (Dom. Exhibition) 1148;

(Health Statistics) 1151 (ii).
Canals-Income (Iliscellaneous) 1647; (Rideau) 1671 (ii).
Charges of Management (Dom. Savinga Banks) 89 (i).
Civil Government (Agriculture) 95; (Civil Service Examinera,

salaries) 114, 134; (High Commissioner's contingencies) 105;
(Mounted Police) 93; (Privy Council Office) 90 (i);
(Sec. of State) 1640 (ii).

Collection of Revenues (Oustoms) 1667; (Excise) 1667 (ii).
Dominion Lands-Income (Extra Clerks) 1637 (ii).
Geological Survey, 1605 (ii).
Immigration (Agents salaries, &c.) 1161 ; (Gratuities) 1639 (ii).
Indians B 0.) 1683; (Man. and N. W.T.) 1608; (Man., schools)

1681 ; (Ont. and Que.) 1606 (il).
Legislation: Hou3e of Commons (Vfembers Indemnity) 1670

(salaries, &c.) 1025; (Sessional Clerks) 1025, 1669. Miscel-
laneous (Franchise Act) 1642; (Library, salaries, &c.) 1030 (ii).

Militia (Brigade Raj)rssalaries) 1209;(Olothing, &c.) 1213 (il).
Miscellaneous (C6mmercial Agencies) 1615 ; (Franchise Act)

1642 ; (flot Springs, Banff) 1617 ; (Labor Oommission)
1660 (il).

Mounted Police, 1662 (i).
Pensions ( N. W. T.) 1613 (ii).
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1655, 1673. Harbors

and Rivera (Ont.) 1655. Roads and Bridges, 1676 (ii).
Supreme Court Librarian, in Com. of Sup., 1030 (ii).
Tiavis, ex-Judge, in Com. of Sup. (remarks) 116 (i).
Treason and Felony Forfeitures abolition B. 88 (Mr.

Thompson) on M. for 2', 1148 (ii).
Ulpper Ottawa Improvement Co.'s B. 20 (Mr. White,

Renfrew) in Com. (Ques. of procedure) 1148 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1122 (ii).
Wrecking Vessels in American Waters, on M. for

papers, &c., 667 (i).

Mills, Mr. John B., Annapolis.
Antapolis and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 82, 10*)

489 (i).
Can. Temp. Act Aimt. B, 6 (Ur. McCarthy) in Com. on

Amt. (Mr. Tisdale) 98-3 (ii).
- B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com., 1255 (ii).

Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,
on M. for Cor., 910 (ii).

Order, Ques. of (Mr. Ives) paragraph in Free Press,
521 (i).

Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 328-335 (i).

Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)
in Com., 1588 (ii).

SUPPLY;
Public Works-Incoe : Buildings (N.B.) 1466 (il).

Mitchell, Hon. P., Northumberland, N.B.
Adams, David J., in Com. of Sup., 1656 (ii).
Agriculture Dept., in Com. of Sup., 95 (i).
Antwerp and Canada Mail Subsidy, conc., 1690 (ii).
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 969 (ii).
Bryanton, Albert and'Allan, re Derby Branch Ry.

(M. for Cor., &c.*) 866 (ii).
Business of the House, on X. to meet at 10 a.mr, 1625,
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Kr. McCarthy) in Com.

on Amt. (Kr. Tisdale) 981 (ii).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds)B. 132 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com, on Res., 1370; (Amt.) neg., 1371 ; in
Com., 1381,1388 (ii).

Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s B. 101 (Sir
Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 938; on M. for
3, 912 (ii).

Civil Service Act Amt, B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Coin.,
1468 (ii).

Examinere, in Com. of Snp., 129 (i).
Clancey, Patrick, damages re Derby Branch Ry. (M.

for Ret.*) 866 (ii).
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1638.
Combines and Tariff Changes (remarks) 24 (i).
Commercial Agencies, in Com. of Sap., 1615 (ii).
Concurrence,-1687 (ii).
Cornmeal, Flour, &c., removal of Duties (Res.) in Aimt.

to Com. of Sap., neg. (Y. 44; N. 89) 1540 (ii).
Corn wall Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii)
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1619, 1684 (ii).
Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 953;

on M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., 1472 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1631 (ii).

Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on presenta.
tion of papers, 40 (i).

on Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to Res. (Mr.
Laurier) 748 (i).

-- distribution to Press (remarks) 750 (i).
-- list Rep. of Com. (remarks) 25 (i).

2nd Rep. of Com., on M. to conc., 1298 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1269; in Com., 1278 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 1146 (ii).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1654 (ii).
Estimates, The, remarks on presentation, 50 (i).
Experimer-tal Farms, in Com. of Sup., 1154, 1575 (i).
Fabre, Mr. (salary, &e.) in.Com. of Sp., 1613 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty, papers respecting (remarks) 64, 100,

142 (i).
-- Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for 2° (remarks) 684; on M. for 2°, 793-813 (i); in
Com., 867 (ii).

--- Commission, in Com. of Sp., 1663 (ii).
-- Bounty (expenses, &c.) in com of Sp., 1604(ii).

Overseers (salaries, &c.) in Com of Sup., 1601.
--- Steamers (repaire, &o.) in Com. of Sup., 1603.

xxx



INDE X.
Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.

Gaming in Stocks, &o., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,
Gold as Legal Tender (Ques.) 11 (i).
Gowanlock, Mrs., claim for compensation (remarks)

on M. for Com. of Sup., 1020 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Cem, of Sup., 156?, 1674 (ii).
Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, Ques.

of Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1327 (ii).
H1igh Commissioner's contingencies, in Com. of Sup.,

110 (i).
Office, application of Civil Service Act, &o.,

B. 136 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1502,
1505 (ii).

Rot Springs, Banif (roads, &c.) in Com. of Sap., 1617,
1666 (ii).

Indemnity to Members (remarks) 1586 (ii).
-- on M. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1681 (ii)
Indian Affairs Dept., in Com. of Sup., 1637 (ii).
I. C. R., Receipts and Expenditures, on Ques. (remarks)

66 (i).

Repairs, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1620, 1650 (ii).
Interest on Public Debt, in Com. of Sup., 89 (i).
Justice Dept., in Com. of Sap., 91 (i).
Knight, John and Allen, claims for damages (Derby

Brani Ry ) (M, for .Rets.*) 866 (ii).
Labor Commission, in Com. of Sup., 1658 (ii).
Lachine Canal, dismissal of Laborers (Ques. of Order)

in Com. of Sup., 1648 (ii).
Library of Parlt., in Com. of Sap., 1638 (ii).
Magdalen Islands Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup., 1678.
Man. Lunatic Asylum, in Com. of Sup, 165 (i).
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1195 (ii).
Merchants Marine Insurance Co.'s B. 11 (Mr. Curran)

on M. for 2°, 125; on M. to reme. adjd. deb for 2°,
322 (i),

Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir
Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1281 (ii).

Newfoundland and Confedn., on M. for Cor., 665 (i).
Northumberland, N.B., Mail Service (remarks) 1383.
N.W. T. Representation Act Ait. B. 76 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 19, 455 (i); in Com.,
1488 (ii).

Obstructions, &c., in Rivers, in Com. of Sap., 1581 (ii).
Ottawa, additional Building, in Com. of Sup., 1461 (ii).
Patents of Invention Aòt Amt. B. 38 (Mr. Carling) in

Com., 1511 (ii).
Post Oi ne, in Com. of Sap., 1633, 1638 (ii).

Irregularities, on M. for Com. of Sap. (remarks)
1020 (ii).

Prince E lward Co. Election, on M. admitting Member
on certificate (renarks) 380 (i).

Printing Bureau, Plant, &o., conc. 1689 (ii).
Printing and Stationery, Public, Act Aimt. B. 60 (Mr.

Chapleau) in Com. (remarks) re absence of Dep.
Speaker, 1006 (ii).

Privilege (Ques. of) Despatches re admission of New-
foundland into Confedn., 111 (i).

Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.
Privilege (Ques. of) (Mr. UcMillan, Huron) Recipro-

city deb., 345 (i).
- - Disallowance, 110 (i).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

B. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1297 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (gr. Thompson) in Com., 1176,

1418 (ii).
Rys. and Canals Dept., in Com. of Sup., 97 (i).
Ry. Expenditare (remarks) 92! (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., newspaper Cor. re entry of

certain articles free of Duty, 4S9 (i).
(remarks) 516 (i).

- - proposals of Plenipotent iaries (remarks) 87 (i).
on M. (Sir Richard Cartwright) Res. First Order

of the Day (remarks) 44 (i).
Returns, on enquiry (remarks) I136 (ii).
Repairs to Buildings, &c., in Com. of Stip, 1544 (ii).
Roads and Bridges, in Com. of Sup., 1675 (ii).
Royal Military College, cono., 1687 (ii).
Russell, Saml., claim for damages (Derby Branch Ry.)

(M. for Cor., &c.*) 866 (ii).
St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry. Co.'s B. 137

(Mr. Boyle) ii Com., 152 (i), 1522 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Peniteuntiary, in Con,, of Sup.,

138 (i).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com., of Sup., 1442 (ii).
Schools, Indian (Man.) in Com. of Sup., 1681 (ii).
Sec. of State's Dept., in Com. of Sup., 1640 (ii).
Slides and Booms, in Com. of Sup., 1620 ; (salaries)

1684 (ii).
Statistical Diagrams, in Com. of Sup., 1664 (ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 110 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1588 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statisties (Census, &c.) 1155; (Colonial
and Indian Exhibition) 1638; (Dom. Exhibition, &c.) 1149
(Experimental Farms) 1151 (ii).

Canals-Capital (Cornwall) 1452; (Sault Ste Marie) 1442 (ii).
Charges ol Management (interest on Public Debt) 89 (1).
Civil Goernment (Agriculture) 95 ; (Civil Service Examiners,

salaries, &c.) 129; (fligh Commissioner's cor.tingencies) 110
(i); (Indian Affaira) 1637 (ii); (Justice) 91 ; (Mounted Police)
94 (i) ; (Post Office) 1638 (ii); (Railways and OanalE) 97 (i);
(3ecretary of State) 1640 (ii).

Colleetion cf Revenues (Oustoms) 1631 ; (Culling Timber) 1819,
1684; (. C. R , Repaire, &c.) 1620, 1850; (Post Offce) 1633;
(Public Works, Agency, B.0.)>1633; (Sides and Boom,
salaries, £c ) 1620, 1684 (ii).

Fisheries (David J. Adams) 1656; (Overseers salaries, &c.)
1601 ; (Steamers, repairs, &c ) 1603 (ii).

Geological Survey, 1604 (ii).
Immigration (Agents salaries, &c.) 1165 (ii).
Indians (Man. and N. W. T.) 1608; (Man., schools) 1681 ; (Ont.

and Que.) 1607 (ii).
Legislation): Miscellaneous (Library of Parlt.) 1638; (Printing,

Paper, &c.) 1031 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouses) 1681 (ii).
Mail Bubsidies (Antwerp and Cana:da) conc., 1689 ; (U. 8. and

Victoria, B. 0.) 1680 (ii).
ita (Royal ilitary Colloge) conc,, 1887 (Ii).
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xxiii INDJEX,
Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.

SUPPLY -Continued.
Miscellaneous (Commercial Agencies) 1615; (Pishing Bounty)

1604; (Fishery Commission) 1663; (Fabre, Mr., salary, &c.)
1613; (Govt. Printing Bureau, Plant, &c.) eone., 1689;
(Hot Springs, Banff) 1617, 1666; (Labor Commission) 1658;
(Man. Lunatio Asylum) 1665; (Statistical Diagrams) 1664 (ii).

Mounted Police (expenses) 94 (i); 1611, 1658 (ii).
Ocean and River Srvice (Obstructions, &c., in Rivers) 1581;

(Water Police) 1580 (ii).
Penitentiarise (St. Vincent de Paul) 138 (i).
Pensions, 1640 (ii).
Public Worka-Capital: Buildings (Ottawa, additional) 1461.

(Esquimalt Graving Dock) 1654. Income: Buildings, 1540;
(N.B.) 1465; (Ont.) 1461, 1540 ; (Repairs, &c.) 1461, 1544.
Experimental Farms, 1575. Ilarbors and Rivers (N.B.) 1563,
1673; (Ont.) 1674; (P.E.I.) 1562. Roads and Bridges,
1675 (ii).

Qu2rantine (Medical Inspection) 1195 (ii).
Railways-Capital (1. O. R.) 1629, 1650. Incoms (Surveys, &c)

1460 (ii).

Tobique Valley Ry., Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.
foi' Com, 1626 (ii).

Trade Combinations, on M. (Mr. Wallace) for4
Com), 34 (i).

U. S. and Victoria (B. C.) Mail Subsidy, in C
of Sup., 1680 (ii).

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co.'s, B. 20 (MIr. W
Renfrew) on for 20, 322 (i).

Water Police, in Coin. of Sup., 1580 (ii).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1121 (ii).
Wroking Vessels in Amorican Waters, on M.

papers, &u , 667 (i).

Sel.

om.

hite,

for i

Moncrieff, Mr. G., East Lambton.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1258 (ii).
Personal explanation re newspaper paragrapb, 392.
Reciprocity with U. S, on Res. (Sir Richard Cart.

wright) and Amts., 351-535 (i).
Stag Island (Ont.) Lighthouse (Ques.) 1174 (ii).
Trade Combinations, on M. (Mir. Wallace) for Sel. Com.,

35 (i).
Ways and Means-The Tariff, in Com., 1133 (ii).

Montague, Mr. W. H., Baldimand.
Address, The (moved) 2 (i).
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 973 (ii).
Collingwood and Bay of Quinté Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B.

19, 1°*) 73 (i).
Joues, Walter, and Haldimand Electioa, on Res. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1525.
Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1029 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Législation : House of Commons (salaries, ke.) 1029 (il).
Pulic Works-Income: Roads and Bridges, 1675 (ii).

Nulock, Mr. W., North York.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1434, 1470 (ii).
---- Etaminers, in Com. of Sup., 128 (i).

Mulock, Mr. W.-Continued.
Customs Act Amrt. B. D2 (Mr. Bowell) on M. to cono. in

Son. Armts., 1472 (i).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on printing

papers (remarks) 41(i).
-- Ques. of Order, 719 (i).
- -on Res. (ir. Laurier) 725 (i).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Res., 1271 (ii).
Divorce, publication of Evidence (remarks) 1415 (ii).
Estimates, Suppl., papers re certain Items (remarks)

1433 (ii).
Experimental Farms, in Com. of Sup., 1154 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty, production of papers (Ques.) 64,143.
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 119 (Mr. Chapleau)

on M. for 2°, 1550 (ii).
Free List, O.C.'s respecting (remarks) 648 (i).
G. T. R. Qo.'s Agreements B. 26 (Mr. Small) on M. to

authorise, Ry. Com. to divide Bill, 415 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1563 (ii).
Lachine Canal, discharge of Laborers (Affidavit read)

1563 (ii).
Liquor License Act, amounts paid by Govt. (M. for

Rot.*) 526 (i).
Neely, Private T., provision for Widow, &c. (M. for

Rot.) 649 (i).
N. W. T. Representation Act Amt. B. 76 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1481 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. 2 hompson) in Dom., 1175,

1423, 1492; on Mi. for 3°, 1509 (ii).
Rebellion in N. W.T., Total Cost (Q nos.) 171 (i).
-- (M. for Ret.*) 493 (î).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amits., 626-632 (i).
Summary Convictions Act Amt. B. 113 (Mr Thomp.

son) in Com., 1417 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statisics (Experimental Farmi) 11564(ii).
Civil Government (Civil Service Examiners, salaries, &o ) 128 (i).
Immigration (Agents salaries) 1164 (ii).
Public Worke-Income: Harbors and Rivera (Que ) 1563 (ii).

Trent Valley Canal Commission, Cor. &o., on M. for
Rot., 72 (i).

Ways and Means-Tbe Tariff, 1114, 1121 (ii).
York-Simcoe Battalion, Kit Allowance (M. for Rot.)

66, 69 (i).

O'Brien, Mr. W. E., Muskoka.
Antwerp and Canada Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1679 (ii).
Brigade Majors, in Comn. cf Sup.. 1210 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1537 (il).
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 10 (Mr. Jamiesox> on M. for

2° (Amt.) 6 m.h., 989; wthdn., 1000 (ii).
Central Railway Co.'s Pet. (M.) to ref. back to

Corn. on Standing Orders, 750 (i).
Children, care and reformation Provision (B. 109, 1°)

963 (ii).



INDEX.
O'Brien, Mr. W. E.-ontinued.

Clothing, &o. (Militia) in Com. of Sup., 1212 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on ]Res., 1265 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 1146 (ii).
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1213 (ii).
Exchequer Qourt, contingencies, &o., in Com. of Sup.,

119 (i).
Fishery Overseers (salaries, &c.) in Com. of Sup.,

153 (ûi),

Harbors and Rivera, in Com. of Sup., 1568 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1184,

1426 (ii).
Reciproeity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 525-527 (i).
SUPPLY:

Administration of.Justice (Misoellaneous) 119 (i).
Fisheres (Overseers salaries, &c.) 1583 (ii).

ighthouse and Coast Servie (construction) 1582 (ii).
Mail Subsidies (Antwerp and Canada) 1679 (ii).
Militia (Brigade Majors) 1210; (Olothing, &c.) 1212; (Drill

Pay, &c.) 1213 (i).
Pensions ( W.T) 1643 (ii).
Publie Work-Income: Buillings (Ont.) 1537. Harbors and

Rivers (Ont.) 1568 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1121 (ii).
Wrecked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M.

for 20, 777 (i).

York-Simcoe Battalion, Kit Allowance, on M. for Rot.,
69 (i).

Paterson, Mr. W., South Brant.
Adulteration Act Amt. B. 47 (Kr. Costigan) in Com.,

933 (ii).
Bottles and Vessels Protection to Owners B. 3 (Mr.

Denison) on M. for 2°, 759 (i).
Brantford, Waterloo and Lake Brie Ry. Co.'s further

Provision (B. 53, 1°*) 270 (i).
Buildings (repaira, &o.) in Com. of Sup., 1544,1672 (ii).
Business of the Hse., on M. to meet at 10 a.rm., 1725 (i).
Can. and Michigan Tunnel Co.'s incorp. (B. 8, 1*)

51 (i).
Can. Temp. Act, on Res. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) in

Amt, to Com. of Sup., 80 (i).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 182 (Sir Charles Tup-

per) in Com. on Bes., 1380 (ii).
Custom Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 898,

946 (ii).
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 1632, 1666 (ii).
Debt, Public, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M.

for Com. on Bes., 1266 (ii).
Dom. Blections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 1145 (ii).
Excise, in Com. of Sup., 1667 (ii).
Fraudulent Marks on Merchandise Act Amt. B. 91

(Mr. Thompson) on M. for 2Q, 942; in Com., 944 (ii).
Frec List, O. C. respecting (remarks) 649 (i).

0

Paterson, Mr. W.-Continued.
Haldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on M. to adjn.

HIse., 928 (ii).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1007 (ii).
Kingston Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1672 (ii).
Post Office, in Com of Sap., 1634, 1638 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Cor., 1192,

1429 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., newspaper Cor. re entry of

certain articles free of Duty, 494, 517 (i).
- - on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright) and Amte.,

401-415 (i).
Repairs, &c., to Buildings, in Com. of Sap., 1544,

1672 (ii).
Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sap., 1670 (ii).
Statistical Diagramas, in Coin. of Sup., 1665 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Civil Government (Pont Office) 1638 (il).
Collection of Revenues (Oustoms) 1682, 1666; (croise) 1667 ; (Poot

Office) 1634 (il).
Indians (Man. and N. W. T.) 1607 ; (Ont. and Que.) 1807 (il).
Legislation: House of Commons (Sessional Olerks) 1670 (il).
Miscellaneoua (Statistical Diagrame) 1665 (ii).
Mounted Police, 1662 (il).
Publie Works-Capital (Kingston Graving Dock) 1672. Ineorne

Buildings (N. W. T.) 1672; (Repaire, &c.) 1544, 1672. Bar-
bors and Rivera (P.E.I.) 1561 (11).

Trade Combinations, on M. (Mr. Wallace) for Sol. Com.,
35 (i).

Ways and lMeans-The Tariff, 1101-1113, 1121 (ii).

Patterson, Mr. J. C., North Essex.
Chippawa and Ottawa Nation Indians Claims (M. for

Ret.*) 498 (i).
laldimand, Deputy Returning Officer, on M. to adjn.

House, 930 (ii).
Indemnity to Members (M.) 1681 (ii).
Pelée Island and Mainland Cable (M. for Pets., &o.)

826 (ii).
Sarnia and Port Huron Submarine Tunnel (Ques.) 1432.

Wrecked Vesaels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for

20, 778 (i), 918 (ii).

Perley, Mr. W. D., East Assinboia.
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tup-

per) on M. for Com. on Re., 1367 (i).
-- Lands, Taxes (Ques.) 494 (i).
Experimental Farms, in Com. of Sup., 1576 (ii).
Chinook Belt and Peace River Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 16,

10*) 73 (i).
N. W. T. Representation Act Amat. B. 76 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on Mi for 2°, 1478; in Con., 1480 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statisties (Experimental Farme) 1576 (11).

Immigration (Agents salaries) 1161 (Il).
Indians (Man. and N. W.T.) 1609 (ii).
Publée Works-Income: Experimental Parme, 1576 (il).

Weod Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.'s Acte Amt.
(B. 63, 10*) 380 (i).
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Perley, Mr. W. G., Ottawa City.
Bronsons' and Weston Lumber Co.'s incorp. (B. 27,

10*) 97 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 632-635 (i).

Perry, Mr. 8. F., Prince, P. E. I.
Alberton Rarbor, increasing Depth (Que&) 712 (i).
Lobster Fisheries, Restrictions, &c., on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1555 (ii).
Northern Light, number of Trips and Passengers (M

for Ret.) 01, 672 (i).
Northumberland Straits Subway, Rep. of Engineers,

&c. (M. for copy) 661 (i).
Pairing of Members (remarks) 1372 (ii).
P. E. I. Mail Service, on M. for Cor., 55 (i).
SUPPLY.-

Public Workl-Income : Harbors and Rivera (N.S. ) 1561 (ii).

Terms of Confedn., P. E. I.,.compensation for non-fulfil-
ment (Ques.) 86 (i).

-- Despatches, &c. (M. for copies) 61 (i).
Tignish and Miminegash Breakwaters (Ques.) 86,

712 (i).
Winter Communication with P. B. I. (Ques.) 712 (i).

P1att, Mr. J. M., Prince Edward Co.
Bay of Quintè Bridge at Belleville (M. for Cor.*)

922 (ii).
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1589 (ii).
Debates, dismissal of Translators, on Res. (Mr. Laurier)

746 (i).
Dom. Elections Aet Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in

Com., 945 (ii).
McCuaig, Mr. A. F., appointment as Exciseman at

Picton (Ques.) 1432 (il).
Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Picton Public Buildings (M. for Cor., &c.*) 866 (ii).
Prince Edward County, construction of Publie Works

(Ques.) 1432 (ii).
Reciprocity with -U.B., on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 599-605 (i).
SUPPLY:

Canala-Capital (Murray) 1453 (ii).
Fiakeries (Overseers salaries, &c.) 1584 (hi).
Ocea and Rieer &rvice (Liteboat Service, Rewars, &oc.) 1577.
Public Worka-Income : Buildings (Ont.) 1539. Barbors and

Rivera (Ont.) 1567 (ii).

Ways and Means-The Tariff, 1128 (ii).
Wellbank, David, mail carrier, dismissal (remarks)

1383 (ii).
Wellington larbor of Refuge (I. for Cor., &c.*) 866 (ii).

Pope, Hon J. H., Compton.
Fenelon River Navigation (Ans.) 97 (i).
G. T. R. Crossings in Toronto and decision of Ry.

Com. of Privy Council (Ans.) 59 (i).
I. C. R., CapitalAct., amount oharged -(Arts.) 59 (i).

-- Casualties, &c., Officials dismissed, on M. for
it. 61 (i).

Pope, Hon. J. H.-Cuntinued.
I. C. R., Expenditure on Capital Acet., on M. for Ret.

103 (i).
Receipts and Expenditure (Ans.) 27, 65, 112(i).
Rblling Stock purchased, on M. for Ret., 61 (i).
St. Charles Branch, Expenditure (Ans.) 97 (i).

Onderdonk Arbitration, plant taken over by GYvt.
under Award (Ans.) 9 3 111(i).

Ry. Act Amt. (B. 24, 1°) 73 (i).
Railways and Canals, deptl. Rep. (presented) 73 (i).
Railways, Rep. of Royal Commission (presented) 26 (i).
SUPPLY .

Civil Government (RXilways and.Oanals) 96(f).

Welland River, Bridge at Chippawa Village (Ans.)
65 (i).

Porter, Mr. R., West Buron.
Reciprocity with U.S , on Res. (Sit Rickandtcartwright)

and Amts, 19-203 (i).
SUPPLY:

Public Worke-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1540 (Il).

Préfontaine, Mr. R., Chambly.
Debates, Official, French Translation, delay (Ques.)

554 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Reu. (Sir- Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 642-646 (i).
St. Lawrence River Floods (Ques.) 899 (ii).
South.Western By. Co.'s incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Hall) on

Amt. (Mr. Bergin) 6 m. h., to M. for 30, 915 (ii).
Superior Court Judges, Montreal Dist. (Queo.) 647 (i).

Prior, Mr. E. G., Victoria, B. C.
Behring's Sea Seizures, on M. for Cor., 969 (ii).
Boundaries of Alaska and B.C. (Ques.) 495 (i).
SUPPLY:

Fisheris (Overseers salaries, &c.) 16ei (11).
Militia (Drill Pay, &c.) 1215; (Permanent Forces) 12te (11).
Public Worka-Oapital (Squimalt Graving Dock) 1653f (il).

Purcell, Mr. P., Glengarry.
SUPPLY:

Canais-Capital (Sault Ste. Karie) 1445 (i).
Veterans of 1837, pensions (Ques.) 85 (i).

Reid, Mr. J., Cariboo.
Boundaries of Alaska and B. C. (Ques.) 495 (i).

Rinfret, Mr. C. I., Lotbiniere.
Criminal Laws, distribution to Members (Ques.) 86 (i).
Lotbinière Mail Service (Ques.) 98 (i).
Olivier, Geo., disinisal as Postmaster (M. for Cor.)

651 (i).
Reciproeity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart.

wright) and Adie., 271-274 (i).

a
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Robertson, Mr. J. E., King' P.E.1.
Dlape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sup., 1463 (ii).
Naufrage, P.E.I., Improvement of Navigation, Rep. of

Engineer, on M. for copy, 70 (i).
orthumberland Strits Subway, Engineers' Reps.,
&o., on M. for copy, 664 (i).

P. E. I. Mail Service, on M. for Cor., &c., 55 (i).
Reeiprocity with U. S., on Bes. (Sir Richard Cart-

wrighu) and Amt&, 377-380 (i).
SUPPLY:

PuAlie Worke-apital (Oape Termentine Harbor) 1463 (ii).

Roome, IMr. W. P., West Middlesex.
Uan. Temp. Act Amt. R 6 (Kr. M&cCarthy) in Com.

I246 (ii).
B. 10 (Mr. Jamiesem) in Com., 1249 (ii).

Royal, Mr. J., Provencher.
Choquette, Mr., M.P., Pet. against Ret., 1332 (ii).

Rowand, Mr. J., West Bruce.
Kincardine Harbor Tolls Authorisation (B. 30, 19*)

97; 2° m., 220 (i).
-Kincardine and Toeswater Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 74,

1°*) 454 (i).

Rykert, Mr. J. C., Lincoin and Niagara.
Reciproeity with U. S., on Rea. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

and Amts., 416-438 (i).
St. Catharines andNiagara Central Ry. Co.'s (B. 61,

10*) 380 (i); M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., 1345 (ii).
Gowanloclk, Mrs., claim for compensation, on M. for

Com. of Sap. (remarks) 1015 (ii).

Scarth, Mr. W. B., Winnipeg.
Man. and N. W. R.†. Co.'s Acts Amt. (B. 46, 1*) 238.
Merchants Marine Inaurance Co.'s B. 11 (Air. Curran)

on M. for 2°,125 (i).
Young, Capt. Geo. H., and others, claim for services at

Batoche (M. for Cor., &o.*) 866 (ii).
G.N.W. Central Ry. Co.'s B. 25 (bfr. Daly) 2° m., 128.

Scriver, Kr. J., Uuntingdon.
Gan. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.,

1246 (ii).
B. 10 (bir. Jamieeon) in Com., 1255 (ii).
on Res. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) in Amti to Con.

of Sup., 77 (i).
Cheese Branding, Legislation respecting, on Res. (Mr.

Sproeuk) 1240 (ii).
Debates, Official, lot Rep. of Com., on M. to conc., 51 (i).

- nd Rep. of Com., on M. to conc., 824 (ii).
Divorce, publication of Evidence (remarks) 1415 (ii).
Gaming ia=Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Tkompson) in Com.,

1411;(ii).
LhZibition of I»toxisting liquora, on Ré. (Mr.

jamieson) 833 (ii).

Soriver, Xr. 3J#Coninued.
Subaidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1589 (ii).
SUtPPLY:

Collection et Revenues (Rys., I. O. R.) 1621 (ii).
Publie Worke-Income.: Harbors and Rivers (Que.) 1566 (ii).
Indiana (Ont. and Que.) 1606 (ii).

Semple, r. A., Centre Wellington.
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 578-583 (i).
Subsidies to Rys. since 1880, Amount voted (M. for

Ret.*) 110 (i).

Shanly, Mr. W., South Grenville.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1438 (ii).
Grenville International Bridge Co.'s incorp. (B. 62, 1°*)

380 (i).
I.C. R. (repaire, &o.) in Com. of Sup., 1621 (ii).
Montreal Harbor Commissieners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1291 (i).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1138,

1418, 1494 (ii).
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Bir. Denison) on M. for

20, 765 (i).

South-Western Ry. Co/a inoorp. B. 54 (Mr. Hall) on
Amt. (Mr. Bergin) 6 m. h., to M. for 3°, 913 (ii).

SUPPLY:
Canala-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1445; (Trent Riv. Nav.)

1455. Income (Rideau)1671(ii).
Publie Worki-Oapital (Esquimalt Graving Dock) 1653 (11).

Wrecked Vessels Aid B. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrich) on M.
for 2>, 172 (i).

Skinner, Mr. C. N., St. John, N. B., City and County.
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 904 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cari-

toright) and Amts., 355-358. (i).

Small, Mr. J., East Toronto.
C. P. R. Co.'s (Bonds) Branch Lines (B. 44, 1°*) 206.
Divorce, Bills 128, 129, 130 (M. to suspend Rule) 65 (i),

1468 (il).
Irvine, Andrew Maxwell, Relief (B. 129, 10 on

div ) 1345 (if),
Morrison, Catherine, Relief (B. 130, 10 on div.)

1345 (ii).
Tudor, Eleonora Elizabeth, Relief (B. 128, 1° on

div.) 1345 (ii).
G. T. R. Co.'s confirmation of Agreements (B. 26, 1°*)

85; ° nM., 128 (i).
-- (K.) to authorise Ry. Com. to divide Bill, 415.
Ont. and Que. Ry. Co.'s (B. 45, 10*) 206 (i).
Pairing of Members (remarks) 1311 (ii).
Superior Courts (Law or Equity) retired Judges (M.

for Ret.*) 62 (i).
Toronto Board of Tra4o Acte, Amit, (B.114, 10*) 1031.



INDEX.
Smith, Sir Donald A., K.C.M G., West Iiontreal.

Prorogation (remarks) 1692 (ii).
St. Lawrence River, Montreal and Quebeo Channel (M.

for Ret.*) 922 (ii).

Somerville, Mr. J., North Brant.
Plattsburg Post Office, appointment of Postmaster,

on M. for Qom. of Sup. (remarks) 1019 (ii).
Rociprocity with U. S., entry of certain articles free of

Duty (remarks) 524 (i).
-- on Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright) and Amts.,
618-624 (i).

Six Nation Indians Claims for compensation (M. for
copies*) 672 (i).

Veterans of 1866.70, Medals (Ques), 965 (ii).

Speaker, Mr. (Hon. JosIPH ALDIO OUIMET) Laval.
Address, The, His Ex.'s reply (read) 172 (i).
Beauharnois Controverted Election, Judge's Rep., 825.
Bruce, West, Rot, of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Carleton (Ont.) Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Charlevoix, Rot. of Member Eleet, 1 (i).
Colchester, Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Controverted Elections, 1, 73, 309, 514, 55 t (i).
Cumberland, Ret. of Member Eleoct, 1 (i).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, papers &c.,

respeoting (presented) 38 (i).
on printing papers (remarks) 42 (i).
French Translation, delay (Ans.) 554 (i).

Digby, Ret. of Member Eleot, 1 (i).
Dorchester, Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Ellis, J. V. Esq., M. P., and Annexation, Ques. (Mr.

(uillet) ruled out of Order, 45 (i).
Estimates, The, 1888.89, Mess. from His Ex. (read)

50 (i).
--- Suppl., 1887-88, 962 (ii).

Suppl., 1888-89, 1403 (ii).
Fisheries Treaty, Mess. from His Ex. transmitting copy

(read) 86 (i).
-- non-production of papers, Mombers' remarks

checked, 143, 239 (i).
Glengarry Controverted Election, Judgment of Supreme

Court, 554 (i).
Haldimand, Dep. Returning Offler (Ques.) 923 (i).
--- Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Halton, Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Hastings, West, vacancy in Representation, 85 (1).
--- Ret. of Member Elect, 238 (i).
Hawke, John T., on Ques. of Order (ruling) 1301 (ii).
Indemnity to Members, on M. (Kr. Patterson, Essex)

1681 (ii).
Internal Economy Commission, Mess. from His Ex.

(read) 27 (i).
Jubilee Address to the Queen, Mess. from His Ex., des-

patch from Colonial Sec. conveying thanks of Her
Maj. through Seo. of State for the Colonies, 24 (i).I

Speaker, Mr.-Continued.
Kent (Ont.) Representation, Issue of Writ (explana-

tion) 381 (i).
Rot. of Member Elect, 1544 (i).

L'Assomption Controverted Election, Judge's Rop.,
73 (i),

Rot. of Member Elect, 866 (ii).
Library of Parlt., Rep. of Librarians (presented) 2 (i).
Mess. from His Ex., 24, 27, 50, 86, 172 (i), 962, 1231,

1403 (ii).
Middlesex, West, Ret. of Member Elect, 309 (i).
Missisquoi Controverted Election, Judge's Rep., 309 (i).

Rot. of Member Elect, 646 (i).
Vacancy in Representation (announced) 124 (i).

Montmagny Controverted Election, Judgment of
Supreme Court, 309 (i).

Montmorency Controverted Election, Judgment of
Supreme Court, 73 (i).

New Members, 1, 238, 309, 380, 646 (i), 866, 1522, 1544.
Northumberland, East, Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Order, Ques. of, re Reciprocity deb., 523 (i).
Parliament, Opening, Commons summoned to Senate,

1 (i) ; Prorogation, 1693 (ii).
Prince Edward Co. Election, Rot. of Member on

certificate, 380 (i).
--- notification of Rot. of Member Elect, 415 (i).

Printing and Stationery, Public, Act Amt. B. 60 (Mr.
Chapleau) in Com. (remarks) re absence of Dep.
Speaker, 1006 (ii).

Priviloge, Ques. of (Mr. Davin) ref. to previous deb.
checked, 1093 (ii).

-- (Mr. Mc.Millan) Reciprocity deb., 345 (i).
Procedure, Ques. standing in Momber's name, party

asking same must state authority for so doing, other-
wise irregular, 750 (i).

Prohibition, Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Jamieson) remarks of
Member checked, 867 (ii).

Prorogation, Letter from Gov. Genl. Sec. (read) 1686 (ii).
Quebec County, (Jontrovertod Election, Judgment of

Supreme Court, 309 (i).
Quebec, West, Controverted Election, Supreme Court

Judgment, 309 (i).
Queen's, N. B,, Election, Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (1).
Ry. Commission, deb. on Ques. checked, 867 (ii).
Reciprocity with U.S. (remarks) on personal explana.

tion (Mr. Davies) 239 (i).
newspaper Cor. re entry of certain articles free

of Duty, 491 (i).
Member chocked in deb., 554 (i).

Renfrew, South, Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Royal Assent to Bills, 1195, 1692 (ii).
Russell Representation, Rot.ofMemberElect,1522 (ii).
Sessional Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1025, 1668 (ii).
Shelburne, Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
South-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Ball)

time having expired, ruled further discussion out of
Order, 916 (ii).
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INDEX.
Speaker, Mr.-Continued.

South-Western Ry. Co.'s B., on Ques. of Order, 954 (ii).
SpeSoh from the Throne (reported) 2 (i).
Stanstead Oontroverted Election, Judge's Rep., 514 (i).
SLJPPLY :

Likation: House of Commons (alarie, &o.) 1025; (Seusional
Olerks) 1668 (il).

Vacancies, 1, 85, 124 (i).
Victoria, B.C., Rot. of Member Eleot, 1 (i).

N. S., Rot. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
Writs issued for new Elections, 1 (i).
Yarmouth, Rot. of Membor Elect, 1 (i).

Speaker, Deputy (Mr. C. Q. COLBY) Stanstead.
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1487 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, Member

cbecked in remarks, 719, 721 (i).
Russell Election, ]Return of Member on certificate of

Returning Officer, 1415 (ii).

Sproule Mr. T., East Grey.-
Cheese Branding, Legisilation (prop. Res.) 1236 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1438, 1471 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismissal of Translators, on Res. (Mr.

Laurier) 740 (i).
2nd Rep. of Com., on M to cono., 1298 (ii).
distribution to Press (remarks) 751 (i).

Drill Pay, &o., in Com. of Sap , 1216 (ii).
Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1406 (ii).
Govt. Savings Banks (Interest on Deposits) B. 127

(Sir Charles Tupper) in Com, 1491 (ii).
Lakes Huron and Superior Mail Subsidy, in Com. of

Sup., 1678 (ii).
Lard, Rendered, Legislation respecting, Res. (Mr.

Taylor) on M. for Com. of Whole, 59 (i).
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1199 (ii),
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1596 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thomp8on) in Com., 1431,

1492 (ii).
Ry. Rmployés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M. for

20, 769 (i).
Rebellion of 1885 (pensions) in Com. of Sup.,

1204 (ii).
Recipronity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 362-371 (i).
SUPPLY:

Fisheries (Overmeers salaries, &o.) 1584.
Mail Subsidi.s (Lakes Huron and Superior) 1678 (ii).
NliUga (DrU Pay, &o.) 1216 (il).
Pension (Rebellion of 1885) 1204 (il).
Quarastima (1edieal InpeclUon) 1199 (il).

Trade Combinations, on M. (Mr. Wallace) for Sel.
CoM., 32 (i).

Wreckso theGreatLakes, on M. for Bt,,165 (i).

Sutherland, Mr. J., North Oxford.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. R. 6 (br. McCarthy) in Com.,

1246 (ii).
York-Simcoe Battalion, Kit Allowanoe, on M. for Rot.,

70, (i).

Taylor, Mr. G., South Leeds.
Cheoe Branding, Legislation respecting, on Boa.

(KMr. Sproule) 1239 (ii).
Lard, Rendered, Legislation respecting (M. for Com. of

Whole) 59 (i).
Pairing of Members (remarks) 1372 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart.

wright) and Ante., 438-441 (ii).
Thousand Island Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 84, 1°*) 489 (i) 4
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Rot., 758 (i).

Temple, Mr. T., York, N. B.
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denion) on M. for

29, 768 (i).

Thérien, Mr. O., Montcalm.
Tobacco, Canadian Leaf, Purchase and Sale (Quem.)

66 (i).

Thompson, Hon. J. S. D., Antiqoish.
Aduims, David J., ini Coin. of Sup. Isý56 (ii).
Adulteration Act Amt. B. 47 (Mr. Costigan) in Com.,

93 (ii).
Bank Acts Ant. (B. 119, 1°) 1135 (ii)
Bottles and Vessels Protection to Owners B. 3 (Mr.

Denison) on M. for 2, 759 (i).
Bresaylor Half-breeds Grievanoces, on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1518 (ii).
B. C. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1024 (ii).
Buildin>gs (reptairs, &o.) in Conm. of Sup., 1655 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Aint. B. 6 (Kr. McCarthy) in Com.

on Amt. (Kr. Tisdale) 983 (ii).
-- B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com., 1253 (ii).

C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonda) B. 132 (Sir Charles Tup.
per) in Com. on Res., 1374, 1391; on M. to cono.
in Son. Amts., 1587 (ii).

--- in Com. of Sup., 1224 (ii).
-- Mortgage for Guaranteed Bonds (remarks) 1506.

on enquiry for papers, 1586 (ii).
Civil Service Act. Amt. B. 116(Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1484, 1472 (ii).
Concurrence, 1685 (i).
Consolidation of Statutes, in Com. of Sap., 1663 (ii).
Controverted Elections Act (Ans.) 516, 152 (i).
Copyright Act Amt. (B. 124, 1°) 1173 (ii).
- - Legislation respeocting (Ans.) 98 (i).
Counterfeit Money, Advertising (B. 108, 1°) 963; 2° m.,

1137 (ii).
County Judges (B. C.) additional appointment (Ans.)

66 (i).
(Ont.) salaries, imeresse (Ans.) 699 (i).

Oriminal Laws, distribution to Membors (Ans.) 86 (i).
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Thompson, Hon. J.J. .D.-Coatiad.
OCiminal Law (England) application to Can. (B. 100,

1°) 825 (ii).
-.... xtnsion to Man. (B.41, 10)-139 (i); in Com.,

1402 (ii).
Criminal Procedure Act Amt. (B. 123, 1°) 1173; in

Com., 1513 (ii).
Oustome Aot Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Booell) in Com., 947,

1002 (ii).
Debates, Official, dismiesal of Translators, on Ques. of

Order, 720 (i).
Dom. Elections Act Amt." (B.-89, 1°) 514 (i); 20 m,

941; in Oom, 944, 1138; 3° m., 1403 (ii).
Dorchester Penitentiary, in Com. of Sap., 1021 (ii).
Exchequer Court, contingencies, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

119 (i).
Fisheries Treaty Ratification (B. 65, 1°) 380; on M.

for 2?, 704-711 (i); in Com., 872 (ii).
Fraudulent Marks on Merchandise Act Amt. (B. 91, 10)

515 (i); 2°m., 942, in Com. ; 943, 1002 (ii).
Gaming in Stocks, &o. (B. 95, 1*) 750 (i); in Com.,

1404 (ii).
Govt. Measures (remarks) 457 (i).
Haldimand, Deputy Returning OCicer (Ans.) 648 (i);

M. to adja. House, 924, 930 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1561 (ii).
Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, Ques. of

Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1301-1307 (ii).
Hay Duties by U. S., Refund (Ans.) 712 (i).
Indian.At Amt. (B. 106, 10) 922; 2° and in Com.,

1007 (ii).
I.C.R., in Com. of Sup., 1226 ().
Justice Dept., in Com. of Sap., 91 (i).
Kent Controverted Blection, on M. (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) to ref. Judge's Rep. to Sol. Com. on Priv. and
Eleo.r21 (i).

Kingston Penitentiary, in Com. ofBSup., .122 (i).
Labor.Oommission, in Com. of Sqp., 1661.(ii).
Libel, Law of, Legislation riespecting (Aus.) 141 (i).

Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sap., 1021 i(ii).
Merchants Marine Ins.Co.'s B. 11 (Kr. Curren) on M.

for 20, 127 (i).
Mukoka and ParrySound Judicial Dist. (Ans.) 1232 (ii)
Ii. W. T. Representation Act Ant. (B. 125, 10*) 1231;

29 m.,1551; inOCom., 1485 (i).
Orders in Council, colleeting, in Com. of Sap., 1618 (ii).
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry.,in Com. of&ip., 1331 (ii).
Peuttentiaries Rep. (presented) 18 (i).
Presoott and Rasell Judicial Dist, Vaoancy (Ans.)

27 (i).
Procedure in rimiOal Cums farther Aet Amt. (B. 48,

10)-38 (i); >.°, 942 (fi).
Provincial Courts Judges, increase of salaries (prop.

«e)66 (ii)
Act Amt. (B. 14, 10*) and in Com.,1690 (ii).

Pamishments,.Pardes, &.4(&. 90, 1°) 515; 20 and
inDes r W(H).

Thompson, Hon. J. 8. D.-0adù ed.
Ry. Act Amt. (B. 24) in Com., 1175, 1417, 1492;

3° m., 1607 (Ii).
RealProperty (Territorios) further Aot Amt. ( B.104,

10) 899; in Com., 1412 (ii).
-- Inspectorof Land Titles (prop. RB.)1259; in

Com., 1416 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. R., newspaper Cor. re entry of

certain artioles free-of Duty, 492 (i).
Regina Jail, in Com. of Sap,, 1025 (ii).
Revenue and Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (SirOharles Tupper)

in Com, on Res., 892; on M. to conoc.in Res.,#31 (ii).
Revised Statutes of Can. Act Amt. (B. 12, 1°4) 62 (i).
St. Vineent de Paul Penitentiary, inCom.O. of-8tap.,

136 (i).
Securities to the Crown, &a., Discharge B. 4 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick) on M. for 31, 916 (i).
Speedy 'frials Act Amt. (B. 93, 1°) 598(i); 2° m., 942;

in Com., 1005 (ii).
Stenographer, Eichequer Court, in Com. ofBp., 119 (i).
Submarine Cables, Preservation (B. 98, 10*) 726 (i);

2 m., 942 (ii).
Summary Convictions Act Amt. (B. 113, 1°) 1001; in

Com., 1417; M. to conc. in Son. Amte, 1629 (ii).
Superior'Court Judges, Montreal Dist. (Ans.) 647 (i).
SUPPLY:

Admisnitration of Justie. (Exchequer Court) 119 ; (Miscella-
neous) 114, 119 (i); cono., 1685 (Hi).

Civil Gwenwament (Justios) 91 (i).
Fisheres (DavidJ. Adans):1656 (i).
kisoelan.eus (Consolidation ofStatutes) 1663 ; (Labor Com-

mission) 1661; (Orders in Council, collecting) 1618 (ii).
O.ean and Rier&rMice (Water Police) 1579 (ii).
Fenitentiaries (B..) 1024; (Dorchester) 1021 (il); (Kingston)

122 (i); (Man.) 1021; cone., 1686; (Regina Jail) 1025 (il);
(st. Vincent de Paul) 136 (i) ; cono., 1686 (ii).

Publie Work-Income : Buildings (Repaire, &dc.) 1655. Harbors
aid Rivers (N S.) 1561 (il).

Railways-Capital (.P.R.) 1224; (1.0.R.)1226; (Oxford and
New Glasgow Ry.) 1231 (ii).

Supreme and Ezohequer Courts Act Amit. (i. 110, 1P)
964; wthdn., 1402 (ii).

(B. 120, 1°) 1135; M. to conc. in Ben. -Amts.,
1549 (ii).

Spreme and Brahequer Courts (Ans.) 1011 (ii).
Travis, ex-Judge, in Com. of Sup. (remarks) 114 (i).
Treason and Peiony ForfoitaresAbolition (B88, 1°)

514 ; 2 m., 1147 (ii).
Tobique Valley Ry. -eé&(Sir 0 harles a pper) in Com.,

1626 (ii).
Water Police, in Com. of Sup., 1519 (ii).
Ways and Mtean8-The Tarif, in Com., 1130 (ii).

Tisdale, Mr. D., Bouth Norfdk.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. -McCarthy) on M. for

2° and in Com., 980 ; (Amt.) 980; X. to recom.,
1245; in Comn.,1846 (ii).

B.,10 (Mr. Jmiaon) in Com.,1348 (ii).
Kan. and North-Western Ry. Co.'sAot Amt. 8.46



'SDI'
Tisdale, Mr. D .- 6amunwe

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Ur. Thompoa) in Com., 1175.
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M

for 2°, 767 (i).
Soth Norfolk Ry. Co.'s (B. 34, 10*) 110 (i).
SUPPLY:

Mlfls (Clothing, &c.) 1219 (i).
Treason and Felony Forfeitures Abolition B. 88 (Ur.

Thompson) on M. for 20, 1148(ii).

Trow, Mr. J., Sth Perth.
Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1541 (ii).
Debates, Official, distribution of extra copies of Reci-

procity deb. (remarks) 238 (i).
Dom.-Bleetaons Act Amt. B 89 (Mr. Thompson) on

M. for 1l, 545 (i).
Excise, in Com. of Stap., 1667 (ii).
Fishery Reps., re superannuation of Valiquette

(memarks) 1507 (i).
High Commissioner's Office, application ofOivil Service

Act, &o., B. 186;(Sir areis Tupper) in Com. on Res.
1504 (ii).

Hot Springs, Banff(roadm, &o) in Com. ofSup. 1618 (ii)
Indemnity to Members (remarks) 1586 (û).
Library, in Com. of Sup., 1638- (ii).
Ian. PeniteUtiry, in Comi of'Sup, 1«22 (ii).
Merrick, Richard, employment by Govt. (Ques.) 64(i).
Pairing of Members (remarks) 1371, 1408 (ii).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (remarks)

1596 (ii).
Peace and Athabassa Hivers, Treaty with Thdlans

(Ques.).825 (ii).
Penetanguishne, &c., Publie Works (Ques:) 6417 (i).
Prorogation (remarks) 1691 (ii).
Rys. and Canals Dept., in Com. of Sup., 1637 (il).
Sessional Qlerks, in Com. of Sup., 1670 (ii).
Snetsinger, Mr., employment and dismissal by

Govt. (Ques.) 825 (ii).
Strathroy Public Building, selection of Site (Ques.)

66 (i).
Superior Court Judges, Montreal Distriet (Ques.) 647.
SUPPLY:

Art, Ariesitwre and &atiici, (Arhies, payment to C. 0.
Chipman) 1150; (Kealth statistica) 115 (il).

0hi«, aowrmment (Rys. and Canals) 167 (i).
coUection of Reou (Excise) 1667 (ià).
Iffigration (Agets salarie, .) 1110; (Pauper) 1158 (Il).
Legis.tiom: House of Commons (Sessinnal flerks) 1670. Mis-

ellaneous (Library) 1638 (il).
Nisosiloeaow (Hot Spriags, Bas) 1618(11).
Pientiaries (Man.) 102 (i).
Pub»u Worke-lawoe: Bnndinew(Oat.18601 (l.

Victoria County (Ont.) PostalServies(Qusa.) 825 (i).
Voters' Lits, Suspension of kevision (Qme.) M6 i)
Wapand Means-The Tarig, in Con., 1114 (ii).

Topper, N?.r. H., Pieou.
Cp Breton Steam Dredge Substiute (Que&.) 1482.

EschegaerOourtestigmueies,in Com.e<8.p., 122 (i).

miX1
Tupper, Xr. C. Z.- nuae.

Imperial Pederatinu, on Rus. (1r MarskaM) 1086 (ii).
King, James, aim against Govt. (M. for seol Com.)

865v (ü).
N. S. TelephoneG o.'& (B. 69, 1°*) 844 (i).
Reoiproeity with U. B., on Re& (Sir Bihard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 257-270 (i).
SUPPLY:

Adminitratiois of Jsieso (Misoellaneous) 122 (1).

Tupper, Hon. Sir Charles, G.C M.G., Cwmbeantd.
Agriculture Dept., in Com. of Sap., 95 (i).
Antwerp and Canada Mail Subsidy, in Cam of Bop.,

1679; cone., 1?89 (ii).
Auditor Gen.'s Office, in Coin. of Sup., 95 (1).

increaseof Salary (pTop. Res.) 498(1).
Banking Act (General) Amt. (Ana.) 19 (1).
Banke, Supervision by Govt. (Ans.) 19 (i).
Behring's Boa, navigation by Canadian Vessels (Ans.)

44 (i).
Seizures, on M. for Cor., 969 (ii).

Boundaries of Ont., on M. for Com. of Sap. (remarks)
1629 (ii).

BUDGseT, The (Ans.) 97, 822 (i); (Annual Statement)
1031-1048 (ii).

Can. Temp. Act (romarks) 922 (il).
C.P.R. (Guaranteed Bonds) (B. 123) prop. Res., 1001;

M. for Com. on Res., 1332; in Com., 1372; M. for
Com. on B., 1388; M. to conc. in Sei Amis., 1587.

---- in Com. of Bp., 1221 (ii).

--- Mortgage for Guaranteed Bonds (Ans.).1195,
1506 (ii).

-- on enquiry for papers, 1586 (ii).
Campbellton and Gaspé Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Bup.,

1678 (ii),
Cape Breton By., in Com. of Sup., 1280 (ii).
Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Bp., 14683 (i).
Cbambly Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1460 (ii).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. o.'s (B. 11) in

Com. onfBes.,.896; 2° m.,935 ; agreed to (Y. 84;
N. 52) 941; 3° 0., 943 (ii).

Commercial Agencies, in Com. of Sap., 1815 (i).
Canad and Antwerp Mail Sabsidy, 1679; cone. 1 89.
Concurrence, 1681 (ii).
Contingencies, deptl., in Coca. of Sap., 1W4 (i),
Cornwall Canal, in Com. of Sap, 14 2; cOmo., 1687(4i).
Culbute Canal, in CoMc. f Bp., 1460 (i).
Calling (contingencies) in Com. of B0p., 1668 (ii).
Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 957 (ii).

(B. 121, 1°) 1137; In Com., 1400 (ii).
in Com. of Sup, 1629 (ii).

Debt, Public, Lnan (B. 13') prop. Bes., 1136 ; M. for
Com., 1263, in Com., 1278; If. to cone. in e.,188;
r> of B., 1387 (il).

Dom. Notes, Printing, &c., in CoM., of Bnp., 90 (i).
Dom. Stiugs Banks, in Como. of Bp., 89 (i).
Estem Extension ry., inCo=. of S'p., 12g1 (ii).
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Tupper, Hon. Sir Charles-Continued.

Estimates, The, for 1888-89 (presented) 50 (i).
-- Suppl. for 1887-88 (presented) 962 (ii).

Suppl. for 1888-89 (presented) 1403 (ii).
Fabre, Mr. (salary, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1613 (ii).
Finance and Treasury Board, in Com. of Sp., 95 (i).
Fisheries Commission, in Com. of Sup., 1662 (ii).

Treaty, papers respecting (remarks) 62, 98 (i).
--- Letter to Mr. Bayard and Ans. (presented)

110 (i).
Mess. froma His Ex. transmaitting copy (pre-

sented) 86 (i).
-- Ratification (B. 65, 10) 380 ; 20 M., 673, 692 (i);

in Com., 870 (ii).
Gratuities, in Com. of Sup., 1639, 1646 (ii).
Grenville Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1459 (ii).
Govt. Savinge Banks, Interedt on Deposits (B. 127, 1)

1332; 2° m., 1401 (ii).
Half-breeds Claims, in Com. of Sap., 1666 (ii).
Halifax and St. John Mail Subsidy, in Com. of Sup.,

1678 (ii).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1562 (ii).
fligh Commissioner's Office, application of Civil Ser-

vice Act, &c. (B. 136) 'in Cor on Ras, 1502; 1°*
of B., 1505; 3° m, 1547 (ii).

-- contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 105 (i),
Indian Affaire, in Com. of Sup., 95 (i).
Indemnities (Members) in Com. of Sp., 1670 (ii).
Inland Rev. Dept., in Com. of Sup., 95 (i).
Insurance Act Aimt. (B. 126, 1°) 1332; 2° m., 1400 (ii).
I. C. R., in Com. of Sap., 1224, 1620, 1629, 1644, 1650.
Interest on Public Debt, in Com. of Sup., 89 (i).
Interior Dept., in Com, of Sap., 93 (i).
Justice Dept., in Com. of Sui)., 91 (i).
Lachine Canal, in Com. of Sup., 145 3 (ii).

--- dismissal of Laborers, in Com. of Sup. (remarks)
1648 (ii).

Lake St. Louis, in Com. of Sup., 1453 (ii).
Lévis Graving Dock, Expenditure (Ans.) 1186 (ii).
Magdalen Islands Mail Subeidy, in Cota. of Sap., 1678.
Mess. from His Ez. (presented) 50, 86 (i), 962, 1403.
Militia and Defence Dept., in Coin. of Sp., 92 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissionors Release (B. 134) prop.

RO., 1031; M. for Com., 1280; in Com., 1295; ii
Coin. on B., 1391 (ii).

Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup, 93 (i), 1658 (ii).
Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup, 1646 (ii).
Ques. of Order (Mr. Mc.lVeW) in Cam. of Sap., 1208.
Oxford and New Glasgow Ry, in Com. of Sp., 1230.
Pairing of Members (remarks) 1371 (ii).
Post Ofice and Finance Depts., computing Interest, in
Com. of Sup., 112 (i), 1631 (i).

Printing and Stationery Dept., in Com. of8Bup., 92 (i).
Printing Bureau, in Com. of Sup., 1616 (ii).
Privy.Council Offiee, in Cota. of Sup., 90 (i).
Publie Accounts of Canada (presented) 18 (i).

Tupper, Hon. Sir Charles-Contiued.
Publie Works Dôpt, in Com. of Sap., 96 (i).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners, Amount advanced by

Govt. (Ans.) 1232 (ii).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

(B. 135) prop. Res., 1031; M. for Com. on Res.,
1296; in Com., 1296; M. to cone. in Res., 1891;
10* of B., 1400 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Kr. Thompson) in Com., 1186,
1418, 1492 (ii).

Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mir. McCarthy) on M.
for 2°, 769 (i), 916 (ii).

Ry. Expenditure (remarks) 922 (ii).
Rys. and Canals, in Com. of Sap., 1637 (ii).
Reciprocity with U. S., on M. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

Res. First Order of the Day (remarks) 43 (i).
protocols (remarks) 74 (i).

--- proposals of Plenipotentiaries, 87 (i).
entry of certain articles free of Duty (explana.

tion) 516 (i).
-- on M. to adjn. deb. (remarks) 822 (i).

Revenue and Audit Act (Consolidated) Amt. (B. 87, 10)
and prop. Res., 498 (i); 2° m., 889; in Com. on
Ras., 891; in Com., on B., 931, 943 (ii).

Rideau Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1646, 1671 (ii).
Ste. Anne's Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1459 (ii).
St. Lawrence River and Canals, in Com. of Sup.,

1453 (ii).
St. Lawrence River Improvements, Montreal and Lake

St. Peter (Ans.) 1135 (ii).
St. Ours Locks, in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1442, 1624 (ii).
Sec. of State's Dept., in Com. of Sap., 92 (i).
Sassional ()lerks, in Com. of Sup., 1669 (i).
Sinking Fnd, in Com. of Sup., 89 (i).
Statistical Diagrams, in Com. of Sap., 1664 (ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. (B. 140) Res. prop. and M.

for Com., 1546; in Com. on Re3., 1587 (i).
SuPPLv-Ms. for Com., 17,74 (i), 1524, 1551, 1595,

1629 (ii):
Arts, Agriculture and Statitca (Archives, payment to 0. 0.

Chipman) 1149; (Dom. Exhibition) 1148, 1151; (Health
Statistice) 1152 (ài).

Canaâ- Capital (Cornwall) 1462 ; conc., 1887; (Onlbute) 1460;
(Gratuities) 1646; (Grenville) 1459; (Lachine) 1452; (Lake
St. Louis) 1453; (Murray) 1646; (Ste. Anne's) 1459; (St.
Lawrence River and Canals) 1453; (Sault Ste. Marie) 1442,
1624; (Tay) 1459; (Trent River Nav.) 1454; (Welland) 1453;
oonc., 1688. Incose (Chambly) 1460; (Kiscellaneous) 1646;
(Rideau) 1646, 1671; (St. Ours Locks) 1460; (T'rent Riv. Nay.)
1460; (Welland) 1460, 1671 (üi).

Chargeaof Management (Auditor and Ast. Rec. Gen., Winni-
peg) 88; (Dom. Savings Banka) 89; (Interest on Public Debt)
89; (Printing"Dom. Notes) 90; (Rec. Gen., Halifax) 88; (Sink-
ing Fnnd) 89 (i).

Civil Governmet (Agriculture) 95; (Anditor General's OffRcee
95; (contingencies) 104; (Finance and Treasury Board) 95;
Gov. Gen.'s Bec.'s Office) 85; (High OommissionePs contin-
gencies) 105; (Indian Affairo) 95; (Interior) 93; (Inland
Revenue) 95; (Justice) 91; (Militia and Defence) 92 ;
(Mounted Police) 93; (Pout Offne and Finance, com.
puting Interest) 112; (Privy Gouncil Ofice) 90; Printing
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SUPPLY-ContinueL

sud stationery) 92; (Public Works) 96 (i); (Rys, and
and Canals) 1637 (ii); (Sec. of State) 92 (i).

coloetion qf Revenues (Onlling, contingencies) 1668; (Ous-
toms) 1629; (Poet Offce) 1634. Rys. (1. C. R.) 1620;
(Repairs, &o.) 1668; (Windsor Branch Ry.) 1623 (i).

lrnmigration (Agents salaries, &o.) 1160 ; (Gratities) 1639 (ii).
Indian. (Ont. and Que.) 1605 (ii).
Legislatio: House of Commons (Indemnities) 1670; (Ses-

sional Clerks) 1669. Miscellaneous (Library, catalogue)
100 (i).

Ocean and River Servi«e (Maintenance, &o.) 1577 (ii).
Mail Subaidies (Antwerp and Canada) 1679; Oampbellton

and Gaspé) 1678; (Halifax and St. John) 1678; (Magdalen
Islands) 1678 (ii).

Muicellaneous (Fabre, 1r., salary, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1613;
(Commercial Agencies) 1615; (Fishery Commission) 1662;
(Half-Breeds' Olaims) 1666; (Printing Bureau, Plant, &c.)
1616; (Statistical Diagrame) 1664 (ii).

Kounted Police, 1658 (i).
Pensiona (N.W.T.) 1642; (P.E.I.) 1671 (i).
Publie Workl-Capital (Cape Tormentine Harbor) 1463. In-

come: Harbors and Rivers (P.E.I) 1563.
Railways-Capital (C.P.R.) 1221; (Cape Breton Ry ) 1230;

(Eastern Extension Ry.) 1231; (I.C.R.) 1224, 1629, 1644,
1650 ; (Oxford and New Glasgow Ry.) 1230 ; (Surveys, &c.)
1460 (ifi).

Subsidtes to Provinces, 1604 (ii).
Supply (B. 141) es. in Com., and lO*, 20* and

30*, 1690 (ii).
Surveys, &o., Railways, in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
Tariff Changes (remarks) 24 (i).
Tay Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1459 (ii).
Trent Riv. Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1454, 1460 (ii).
Tobique Valley Ry. (prop. Res.) M. for Com. and in

Com., 1626 ; wthdn., 1627 (ii).
Ways and Means (Res, for Com.) 17 (i).

The Budget, 1031-1048 (ii).
-- The Tarif, in Com., 1121 (ii).

Welland Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1453, 1460, 1671;
conc., 1688 (ii).

Windsor Branch Ry., in Com. of Sup., 1623 (ii).
Wrecked Vessels Aid R 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick) on M. for

20, 770 (i), 917 (ii).

Turoot, Mr. G., Megantic.
Megantie County Mail Service (Qrues.) 825 (ii).

Contract (Ques.) 1232 (ii).

Tyrwhitt, Mr. R., South Simcoe.
SuPPLty:

Militia (Olothing, &o.) 1212 (if).

York-Simoe Battalion, Kit Allowance,4
69 (i).

Vana8se, Mr. F., Yama8ka.
St. John's and Iberville Hydraulic and

Co's. (B. 71, 1°*) 451 (i).
a

on X. for Ret.,

Manufacturing

Wallace Mr. N. 0., West York.
Debates, Official, lst. Rep. of Com., on M. to cono.,

5 t (i).
Trade Combinations (M.) for del. Com., 28, 32, 33 (i).

Prevention (B. 138) X. to introd., 1554 (ii).

Ward, Mr. H. A., East Durham.
Ont. Central Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 14, 1°*) 62 (i).
SUPPLY:

Public Workl--Income: larbors and Rivers (Ont.) 1569 (ii).

Watson, Mr. R., Marquette.
Assiniboine River Bridges Authorisation (B. 86, 1°*)

489 (i).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bands) B. 132 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1348; in Com.,
1381 (ii).

--- Lands held by Govt. west of Man. (Ques.) 1174.
Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 948 (ii).
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1571 (ii).
Dom. Lands Agents in Man. and N. W. T., Instructions,

on M. for Rot., 37, 46 (i),
Emerson and North-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 85,

10*) 489 (i).
Experimental Farms in Man. (Ques.) 495 (i).
- - in Com. of Sup., 1576 (ii).

Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1655 (ii).
Homestead Inspectors in Man. and N. W. T., Reps.

(M. for Ret.) 71 (i).
Indian Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. T/wmpson) in Com., 1007.
Man. and N.W.T. Ry. Legislation (remarks) 1403 (ii),
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 1023 (ii).
N. W. T. Representation Act. Amt. B. 76(Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 20, 1479 in Com., 1480;
on M. for 3°, (Amt.) 1651 ; neg (Y 62; N. 89)
1551 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1189.
1427 (i).

Rebellion of 1885 (pensions) in Com. of Sup., 1206 (ii).
South-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. 54 (Ur. Ball) on

Amt. (Mr. Bergin) 6 m. h., to M. for 30, 915 (ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Res., 1591 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Penstentiarie (Mfan.) 1023 (hi).
Penuions (Rebellion of 1885) 1206 (ii).
Pubic Works-Income: Dredging, 1571. Experimental Farme,

1576. Harbors and Rivera (N.W.T.) 1655 (ii).

Ways and Meang-The Tariff, in Com., 1125 (ii).

Weldon, Mr. R. C., Albert.
Exchequer Court, contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 120.
Fisheries Treaty Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2', 841, 844 (ii.)
Hawke, John T., impugning Judge's decision, on Ques.

of Priv. (Mr. Davies) 1322 (ii).

xiI
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Weldon, Mr. R. C.- Continued.
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relati .ns with,

on M. for Cor., 908 (ii).
Kent (Ont.) Representation, Rep. of Com. on Priv.

and Elec. (M. to conc.) 380 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Bichard,

Cartwright) and Aimts., 576-578 (i).
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous) 120 (i).
Immigration (Agents salaries, &e.) 1167 (ii).

Tresson and Felony Forfeitures AbDlition B. 88 (Mr.
Thompson) on M. for 2°, 1148 (ii).

Weldon, Mr. C. W., St. John, N.B., City and County.
Antwerp and Canada Mail Subsidy, in Con. of Sup.,

1679 (ii).
Bridges, &o. (Ottawa) in Com. of Sup., 1573 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act Amt B. 10 (Mr. Jamieson) in Com.,

1248 (ii).
C. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. 132 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Con. on Res., 1372; in Com. on B., 1369.
-- Lands, Stmnt. of Sales (Ques.) 496 (i).
Campbellton and Gaspé Mail Subsidy, in Con. of Sup.,

1678 (ii).

Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sap., 1463 (ii).
Central Ry. Co,'s (B. 69, 1°*) 454 (i)
Chatham Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp. (B. 64, 1°*) 380 (i).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry.Co.'sB. 101 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for 20, 940 (ii).
Commercial Agencies, in Com. of Sup., 1615 (ii).
Compensation for Injuries, in Con. of Sup., 1612.
Customs Act A mt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Con., 948 (ii).
Debt, Publie, Loan B. 133 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Con.

on Res., 1279 (ii).
Dom. Elections Act Amt. B. 89 (Mr. Thompson) in Com ,

1144 (ii).
Dredging, in Con. of Sup., 1570 (ii).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Con. of Sup., 1654 (ii).
Fishery Overseers (salaries, &o.) in orn. of Sup.,

1583 (ii).
Fisheuies Treaty, on non-pioduction of papers

(remnarks) 143 (i).
- - Ratification B. 65 (Sir Charles Tupper) in Com.,

883 (ii).
Franchise, Electoral, Act Amt. B. 1 i7 (Mr. Chapleau)

on M. for 10, 1065; on M. for :'°, 1151 (ii).
Fraudulent Practices on Farmers, on Res. (Mr. Brown)

for Sp. Con , 1244 (ii).
Gaming in Stocks, &c., B. 95 (Mr. Thompson) in Com.,

1404 (ii).
Grand Falls and Edmundston Mail Service (remarks)

1382 (ii).
Gratuities, in Con. of Sup., 1639 (Ii).
Gi.azing Leases in the N.W.T. (Ques.) 495 (i).
Harbors and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1673 (ii).
Hawke, John T. impugning Judge's decision, on Ques.

of Priv. (Mr. :Davies) 1818 (ii).

Weldon, Mr. C. W.-Coitinued.
Inland Revenue Act Amt. B.122 (hir. Costigan) in

Com., 14)2 (ii).
Insolvency, Legislation respecting (Ques.) 495 (i).
I. C. R., Capital Account, amount charged (Ques.) 59.
-- Catualties, &c , Officiais dismissed (M. for Ret.)

61 (i).
in Com. of Sup., 1221, 1621, 1645 (ii).

-- Inquest on body of W. L. Duncan (M. for Ret*)
498 (i).
-- Ro!ling Stock purchased (MI. for Ret.) 61(i).

Keystone Fire Ins. Co.'s (B.78, 1*) 489 (i).
King, James, Claim against Govt., on M. for Sel. Com.,

865 (ii).
Labor Commission, composition and amounts paid

(Ques.) 1468 (ii).
-- Cost (Ques.) 494 (i).
Logs, Shingle-bolts, &c., Datios collected (Ques.) 86 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B. 134 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 1283 (ii).
N. W. T. Representation Act. Amt. B. 76 (Sir. John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1486 (ii).
Onderdonk Arbitration, Plant taken over by Govt.

under Award (Ques.) 98 (i).
Ottawa, additional Building, in Com. of Sup., 1462 (ii).
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1634 (ii).
Quebec Har bor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

B.135 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. tocono. in Res.,1397.
-Ky. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1176,

1417, 1492; on M, for 30, 1510 (ii).
Ry. Commission, Cost (Ques.) 491 (i).
Repaire, &., in Com. of Sup , 1621, 1645 (ii).
Revenue ard Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 20, 890; in Com. on Res., 891 (ii).
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1450 (ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com. on Res., 1593 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Administration of Jwutice (Miscellaneous) 117 (i).
Canala-Capital (Sault Ste. Marie) 1450 (ii).
Collection of Revenues (Post Office) 1634; (Rys., 1. 0. R ) 1621.
Fisheries (Overseers, salaries, &c.) 1583, 1601 (ii)
1mmigration (Gratuities) 1639 (ii).
Mail Subsidea (Canada and Germany) 1679; (Campbellton

and Gaspé) 1678 (ii).
Miecellaneous (Commercial Agencies) 1615; (Compensation for

Injuries) 1612 (iii.
Ocean and River Service (Water Police) 1579 (ii).
Public Works-Capital (Cape Tormentine Harbor) 1463; (Esqui-

malt Graving Dock) 1654. Buildings (Ottawa, additional)
1642. Income : Dredging, 1570. Harbors and'Rivers (N.E.)
1673 ; (Ont ) 1674. Roads and Bîidges (Ottawa) 1572 (ii).

Railways-Capital (I. C. R ) 1224, 1645 (ii).
Travis, ex-Jadge, in Com. o t'Sup. (remarks) 117 Ci).
Tobique Valley Ry. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for

Com., 1626 (ii).
Voters' Lists, Suspension of Revision (Ques.) 965 (ii).
Water Poli e,e) in Com. of Sap., 1579 (ii).
Ways and Means -The Tariff, in Com., 1133 (ii).
Welland Canal, Section "A " (Ques.) 496 (i).
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Welsh, Mr. W., Queen's, P.E.L
Cape Tormentine Harbor, in Com. of Sap., 1462 (ii).
Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co 's B. 101 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for 2°, 935 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1471 (ii).
Debates, Official, distribution to Press (remarks) 750 ().
Exchequer Court, contingencies, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

120 (i).
Fraudulent Practices on Farmers, on Res. (Mr. Brown)

for Sp. Com , 1244 (ii).
iarbors and Rivers, in Cem. of Sup., 1566 (ii).
I. C. R., in Com. of Sup., 1227 (ii).
Jamaica and West In lies, Commercial Relations with

on M. for Cor., 908 (ii).
liobster Fisheries, Restrictions, &-., on M. for Oom. of

Sup., 1556 (ii).
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 102,3 (ii).
Merchants Marine Insurance Co.'s B. Il (Ur. Curran)

on M. for 2°, 126 (i).
Mail Service, P.E.J., on M. for Cor., &c., 55 (i).
Northern Light and Alert, Cor., Tols., &c. (1. for Ret.)

827 (ii).
Captain's Salary, &c. (M. for Rct.) 37 (i).

-- (Ques.) 416, 456 (i).
--- Empl1oyé, papers (Ques.) 1001 (ii).
-- Capt. Finlayson's salary, on M. for Com. of Sup.,
1558 (ii).

Pinette Harbor, Dredging of Bar (Ques.) 140 (i).
Quebe fHarbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving Dock)

B. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. to conc. in Res.,
1399 (Ii).

Rebellion (1883) Claims of Scouts, &c., on Res. (Mr.
Davin) to reconside-r, 124) (ii).

Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) and Amts., 317-321 (i).

Surveys, &c., Railways, in Com. of Sup, 1460 (ii).
SUPPLY:

A dministration oJ Justice (Wiscellaneous) 120 (i).
Penitentiaries (Man )1023 (il).
Public Works-Capital (lape Tormentine Harbor) 1462. In-

come: Harbors and Rivers (Que.) 1566 (ii).
Railways-Capital (1. 0 R.) 1227. Income (Surveys, &c.)

1460 (ii).

Wood Island Harbor, dredging (Queg,) 140 (i).
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Ret., 756 (i).

White, Mr. P., North Renfrew.
Calling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1684 (ii).
Gavt. Savings Banks (Interest on Deposits) B. 127

(Sir Charles Tupper) in Com., 1401 (ii).
Pauper Immigration, on M. for Cam. of Sup. (remarks)

1597 (ii).

Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1181,
1188, 1425, 1492 (ii).

Reciprocity with U.S., on iRes. (SIr Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 624.626 (i).

White, Mr. P.-Continued.
Slides and Booms (salaries) in Com. of Sap., 1684 (ii).
Subsidies (Money) to Rys. B. 140 (Sir Charles Tupper)

in Com., 1590 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Colection oj Revenues (Oulling Timber) 1684; (Slides and
Booms, salaries, &o.) 1684 (ii).

Upper Ottawa Improvement Co's (B. 20, 1°*) 73;
2° m., 322, 496 ; (M. for Com.) 1148 (ii).

White, Hon. Thos., Cardwell.
Boundarios of Alaska and B.C. (Ans.) 495 (i).
Brant and Haldirnand Indian Reserves, appointment

of doctor (A.ns.) 647 (i).
C.P.R. Lands, Stmnt. of Sales (Ans.) 496 (i).
C.iughnawaga Indian Reserve Survey (Ans.) 495 (i).
Cayuga, Indian lands near, appointment of Commis-

sioners (Ans.) 27 (i).
Dom. Linds Agents in Man. and N.W.T., Instructions,

on M. for Ret., 36, 45 (i).
Don. Lands in Man. and N.W. T., Recei pts from Sales

(Ans.) 44 (i).
Geological Snrvey of Ottawa County (Ans.) 495 (i).

G<wanlock, Mrs., pension to (Ans.) 58 (i).
Grazing Leases in the N.W.T. (Ans.) 495 (i).

Hornstead Inspectora in Man. and N. W. T., Reps., on

M. for Ret., 71 (i).
Indian Affairs, deptl. Rep. (presented) 38 (i).
Interior, dept. iRep. (presented) 18 (i).

Rebellion (N. W. T.) Rep. of Royal Commission (pre-
sented) 97 (i).

Reciprocity with U. S, on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) 161-170 (i).

Wilson, Mr. J. C., A.4genteuil.
Reciprocity with U.S., on Reas. (Sir Richard Cart.

wright) and Amts, 613-618 (i).

South-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Hali) on

Anmt. (Mr. Bergin) 6 m. h., to M. for 3Q, 913 (ii).

Wilson, Mr. J. H., East Elgin.
Adulteration of Food, in Coma. of Sup., 1619 (ii).

Bridges, &c. (Ottawa) in Com. of Sup., 1573 (ii).

Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1537 (ii).
Can. Temp. Act, on Reas. (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) in

Amt. to Coin. of Sup., 79 (i).

Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Com., 955

(ii).
Fabre, Mr. (salary, &c.) in Com. ofSap., 1614 (ii).

Gratuities, in Com. of Sup., 1638 (ii).

Kingston Post Office defalcations, on M. for Com. of
Snp. (remarks) 1013 (ii).

Man. and N.W T. Ry. Bills, on M. (Sir Hector Lange-

vin) to wthdr. 1585 (ii).

ilfii
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Wilson, Mr. J. H.-Continued.
Medical Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1198 (ii).
N.W.T. Representation Act Amt. B. 76 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1481 (ii).
Patents of Invention Act Ant. B. 38 (Mr. Carling) in

Com., 1512; on M. for 30, 1547; (Amt.) neg. (Y. 60;
N. 93) 1548 (ii).

Pauper Immigration, on M. for Com. of Sup. (re-
marks) 1598 (ii).

Rys. and Qanals Dept., in Com. of Sup., 1638 (ii).
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1188,

1424, 1492; on M. for 3°, 1508 (ii).
Ry. Employés Protection B. 5 (Mr. Denison) on M.

for 2°, 763 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts, 588-593 (i).
Regina Gaol, in Com. of Sup., 1025 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, in Com. of Sup., 136 (i)
Scrip issued in ian. and N.W.T. (M. for Ret.*) 866 (ii).
Sessioral Clerks, in Com. of Sup., 1025 (ii).
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statisties (Archives, payment to0 . 0.
Chipman) 1149; (Health Statistics) 1151 (ii).

Civil Government (Rys. and Canals) 1638 (ii).
ýCollection Qf Revenues (Adulteration of Food) 1619; (Weights

and Measures) 1618 (il).
Immigration (Gratuities) 1638; (Pauper) 1156 (if).
Legislation: House of Commons (salaries, &c.) 1025 (ii).
Misellaneous (Fabre, Mr., salary, &c.) 1614 (il).
Penitentiaries (Man.) 1022; (Regina lail) 1025 (ii); (St. Vin-

cent de Paul) 136 (i).
Pensions (Vets. of 1812) 1201 (ii).
Public Works-Income : Buildings (Ont.) 1537. Roads and

Bridges (Ottawa) 1573 (ii).
Quarantine (Medical Inspection) 1198 (ii).

Veterans of 1812 (pensions) in Com. of Sup., 1201 (ii).
Weights and Measures (salaries, &c.),ini Com. of Sup.,

1618 (ii).
Wrecks on the Great Lakes, on M. for Ret.,ý757 (i).

Wilson, Mr. U., Lennox.
Man. Penitentiary, in Com. of Sap., 1022 (ii).
Reciprocity with U.S., on Res. (Bir Riehard CartwrigKht)

and Amts., 511-514 (i).

Wood, Mr. J. F., Brockville.
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com.,

1246 (ii).
Central Ont. Ry. Co.'s (B. 102, 1°*) 899 (ii).
Civil Service Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Chapleau) in Com.,

1434 (ii).
Jamaica and West Indies, Commercial Relations with,

on M. for Cor., 905 (ii).
N. Y., St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry. Co.'s incorp.

(B. 72, 10*) 454 (i.)
Reciprocity with U. S., entry of certain articles free of

Duty, 520 (i).
Private Bills Petitions (M.) to extend time, 50 (i).

Wood, Mr. J., Westmoreland.
Moncton Harbor Improvement Act Amt. (B. 83, 1?*)

489 (i).
Reciprocity with U. S., on Res. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) and Amts., 298-303 (i).
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous) 118 (i).
Travis, exJudge (remarks) in Coin. of Sup., 118 (i).

Wright, Mr. A., Ottawa County.
Customs Act Amt. B. 92 (Mr. Bowell) in Com.,

898 (ii).
Geological Survey of Ottawa Co. (Ques.) 495 (i).
Gowanlock, Mrs., claim foi compensation (remarks)

on M. for Com, of Sup., 1015, 1020 (ii).
Papineauville Harbor, dredging (Ques.) 495 (i.)
Ry. Act Amt. B. 24 (Mr. Thompson) in Com., 1187 (ii).
Revenue and Audit Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for 2°, 891 (ii).

xliv
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SUJBJECTS.

ACCIDENTS, RY., REPORTED TO GOVT. AND ACTIONS PENDING

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Denison) 62 (i).
ADDRESS, FAREWELL, TO RIs Ex.: Mess. from Senate, 1561;

agreed to, 1586; presented, 1691 (ii).
- M ANsWER TO His Ex.'s SPEEcH: moved (Mr.

Montague) 2; seconded (Mr. Joncas) 7 (i).
His Ex.'s reply, 172 (i).

- TO RER MAJESTY ON JUBILEEN: Rer Majesty's reply,

24 (i).
ADJOURNMENT POR EASTER: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

344 (i).
- Remarks (Mr. Laurier) 415 (i).
- M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 494 (i).
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: in Com. of Sup., 114 (i);

conc., 1685 (ii).

Adminitration of Oaths of Office B. No. 1 (Sir
John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 2 (pro forma) (i).

Adulteration &et (Chap. 107, Rev. Statutes) Amt. B.
No. 47 (Mr. Costigan). 10, 238 (i); 2°*, 898; in
Com., 932; 3°*, 935 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 24.)

ADULTERATION oF FOOD: in Om. Of SUp., 1619 (ii).

Advertising Counterfeit Money. See " CRIMINAL
LAw."

AGRICULTURE, IMMIGRATION, &c.:
AGENTS' TRAVELLING ExPEINsEs: in Com. of Sp., 1167 (if).
AGRICULTURAL SoCIETIS IN N. W. T. : in 0cm. of Sup., 1155(ü).
AGICULTURE DEPT. : in Com. of SUp., 95 (1).

- DEPTL. Rip.: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 26 (i).
- presented (Kr. Caring) 455 (i).

ARTO, AGRICULTURI AND STATIBTICOs: in Com. Of Bup., 1148,1638 (il)

ARomyI, CARE or: in Com. of Sup., 1149 (il).
BAmR, MiR., IlRIoUATIoN AGENT: in Com. of SUp., 1161, 1169 (il).
BASARDo, Du.; in Com. of Sup., 1167 (if).
BUTTUA-MIAING, PAMRLET, GERMAN TRANSLATION: Quo. (Mr. Lan-

derhin) 496 (i).
---- Fia EDITioN: Ques. (Mr. outure) 98 (1).

CATTLE QUAR&AxvIm, ExPUNIEs: in Oom. of Sp., 1200 (ii).
OUsU AiD BTATITIos: in Com. of Sup., 1155 (ii).
OxoIxxATI OE MnInL ExIrIox, (CAS. REPREuuTATIox: Quoi.

(Mr. Laurier) 11386 (ii).
UENTUNNIAL ExIITIox or 1876, PAPRa, ka., re G. J. MAODoSALD:

M. for opies (Mr. Landerkin) 866 (ii).
(Jmil, (. (J., PAYMENTS To: in CoU. of Snp., 1149 (il).
(oza00 , MR.: in Com. of sup., 1166 (ii).
OoLoxUL AS m IDIAN ExMITIroN: in oM. of Sup., 168 (if).
CaruAL STATISTIOS: Rep. presnted (Mr. CarUsg) 1551 (11).

-xrEIUMNTA.L PM B.FOR MAN. 1Qes. (Mr. Waton) 496().
---- in Com. of Sup., 1154 1574i ( r).
---- IW. W.T), LooATIon, PArEs, o&.: M. for Rht." (Mr.

Landrkin) 866 (i).

AGRICULTURE, IMMIGRA.TION, &c.-Continued.
EXPERIMENTAL PARU IN N. W. T., PRoF SAUNDERS' REP. : K. for Ret.

(Mr. Mc Vulien) 498 (i).

HEALTH' STATISTIOS: in Com. of SUp , 1151 (if).

HoRsi BREEDING IN CANADA, PAMPHLET, TRANSLATION: Ques. (r.

Amyot) 85 (i).
IMMIGRANTS, ÂACOMMoDATIoN AT REGINA : Ques. (Mr. Daevin) 712 (1).

-- PRoM DAKOTA FOR MANITOZA, PAYMSNTI TO: Ques. (Mr.

Landerkin) 495 (i).
IMMIGRATIoN: in CoM. of SUp , 1155, 1638; oono., 1686 (i).

JORNsON, GEo. : in om. Of Sup , 1001 (fi).
MCEACHREN KR : in Oom. of 8up., 1200 (fi).

MEDIoAL INSPXCTION, QUEBEC: in Com. of SUp , 1195 (ii).

MORIN, DR. J. A, CLAIX FoR MEDICAL SERVICEs: M. for copy (Mr.

Amyot) 655 (i).
PAMPHLETS, c , TRANSLATION: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 85 (i).

--- IMMIGRATION: i nCOM. Of Snp., 1158, 1165 (ii).

PATENTS, APPOINTMENT OF 0OMMISSIONER: in OUm. Of SUp., 95 (i).

"PATENT REcoRD," ExPENSEs: in Com. of Sup., 1150 (fi)

PAUPER IMMIGRATION! Ques. (Sir Rithird Cartwright) 964 (fi).

-- in com. of Sup., 1155, 1168 (fi).
-- RemRrks (Sir Richard Cartwright, &c.) on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1595 (fi).

PLATTER, DR., BUBSIDY TO "IlEALTH JOURNAL" '. incom. Of SUp.,
1198 (il).

QUARANTINE SERvic or ANàDA : M. (Mr. Fiaet) for Sp. Com.

657 (i).
-- in Com. of Sup., 1195 (ii)

SAUNDERS, PROFEsSOR, REP. ON EXPERIMENTAL FARM IN N.W.T:

M. for Ret • (Mr. McMullen) 498 (i).
STATISTICAL DIAGRAMis, LITHOGRAPHING : in (om. of Sup., 1663 (ifi).

VACCINE, GRANT FOR PREPARING: Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 140 (i).

WATELET, P , FOREIGN EMIGRATION AGENT, EMPLOTMExT r GOYT.

Ques., 966 (ii).

ALASKA AND B. C. BOUNDARY COMMIssION: Ques. (Mr.

Prior) 495 (i).
- -- Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 171 (i).

ALBERTA CATTLE RANCHES. See "GRAZING LEAszs."

Alberta Ry. and Coal Co.'s incorp. B. No. 68
(Mr. Davis). 1°*, 454; 2°*, 612 (i) ; wthdn., 1585 (ii).

ALIBERTON HARBOR, DEEPENING: Ques. (Mr. Perry) 712 (i).
ALBERT IRY. CO.'s LOAN ACQOUNT: Ques. (Mr.BEllis) 836 (ii).

ALBERT RY. Co.'s (N.B.) SUnsIDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1546 ; in Com., 1594 (ii).

"ALERT," (O0R. RESPECTING CONDITION: M. for Rat. (Mr.

Welsh) 827 (i).
ALLEN, WARREN, CLAM FOR IcE BOAT: M. for Papers,

&c. (MKr. Davies, P.E.L) 833 (ii).

AMERICA, WORKS ON: in Com. of Sup., 1030 (ii).

AMERICAN RISTORT (PRINTING CATALOGUE): in Com. of Sup.,

1030 (ii).

American Vesels, Ald. Su" WREEED V'EssELs."
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AMMUNITION, &a.: in Com. of Sup., 1211 (ii).

Annapolis and Atlantic Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No.
82 (Mr. Mills, Annapolis). 1°*, 489; 2°*, 530 (i); in
Com. and 3°*, 978 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 73.)

Animals, Cruelty to. See "CIIMfNAL LAw."
ARciivzs, CARI OF': in Com. of Sup., 1149 (ii).

ARKONA POSTMASTER: Remarks (Mr. Lister) on M. for Com.
of Sup., 1018 (ii).

DIsMisst : Ques. (Mr. Lister) 712 (i).
ARTILLERY PRA'JTICE ON ISLAND OF ORLEANS: M. for Copies

of Pets, &c. (Mr. Langelier, Montmorency) 672 (i).
ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTIOS: in Com, of Sup., 1149,

1638 (ii).

Assiniboine River Bridges (construction) B.
No. 86 (bir. Watsoa). 1°*, 489; 2°*, 612 (i) ; in
Com. and 30*, 978 (ii). (51 Vic., c, 92 )

ATLANTIO OCEAN, OBsTRUCTIoNs TO SHIPING : Ques. (Ger.
Laurie) 1433 (ii).

AUBRY, REV. M , SERVIcEs As MILITARY CHAPLAIN: M for
copies of Cor. (Mr. Amyot) 654 (i).

AUDETTE, ANTOINI, NoRTU STUKELY POSTMASTER: M. for

copies of O.C.'s, &C. (Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 1092 (ii).
AUDIT, LIEUT. COL., AND FRENCH TRANSLATION OF FIELD

ExERcisEs: M. for Cor. (Mr. Amyjot) 655 (i).

Audit Act. See " RfiVENUE AND A UDIT."
AUDITOR AND RECEIVRL GENERAL, WINNIPEG: in Com. of

Sup., 88 (i).
AUDITOR GENERAL's OFFICE• in CoM. of Sap., 95 (i).
--- 1INOREAEE F SALARY: prop. RuS. (Sir ('orles Tupper)

493 (i).
---- APPROPRIATION A(COUNTq: preo0nUOd (Sir (hares

Tupper) 18 (i).
BAKER, MR., IMMIGRATION AGENT AT QU'A PPELLE : in Com.

of Sup , 11i1, 1169 (ii).

BANKS AND BANKING:
BANK op LoNDoN IN CANADA. See B. 80.

BANKS SUPERVISION BY GoVT.: prop. Res. (Mr. Casqrain) 668 (i).

- Que.. (Mr. Casgrain) 18 (i).
PIRAL BANKi F CANADA. Se EB. 51.
GuNERAL BANKINUG AT AMT.: Ques. (Mr. Infes) 19 (i).

GOLD, REDEMPTION OF LEGAL TENDER NOTES: QueS. (Mr. Mitchell)
171 (i).

LA BANUQU NATIONAL. Ses B. 23.

LIGIBLATION: Quo. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 415 (i).

[See "FINANCE."]

Bank Act (Chrp. 120, Rev. Statutes) Amt. B. No. 119
(Mr. Thompson). 10, 1135; 20*, in Com. and 30*,

1402 (ii). (51 Vic , c. 27.)

Bank of London winding-up B. No. 80 (Mr.
Mills, Bothwell). 1°*, 489; 2°*, 498 (i); in Com. and
30*, 1313 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 50.)

BARRACKS (B. C.)• in Com of Sup, 1644 (ii).
BAy FORTUNE, P. E.I., BREAxwATER, REP. oP ENGINEER: M.

for Copy (Mr. McIntyre) 656 (i).
BAY oF QUINTÉ, BRIDGE AT BELLEVILLE : M. for copies of!

Cor.* (Mr. Platt) 922 (ii).i
B EAUHARNOIs CONTRO VERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep.

825 (ii).

BEHRING's SEA, CLEARANCES TO VESSELS : QRes. (Mr. Edgar)
41 (i).

- Ques. (hir. Mills, Bothwell) 778 (i).
- NAVIGATION BY CANADIAN YESSELS: QRes. ()Ir.

Edgar) 44 (i).
- M. for Ret. (Mr. Gordon) 966 (ii.)

Deb. (Mr. Prior) 966; (Mr. Foster) 968; (Mr. ldIs, Bothwell) 968;
(Sir Charles Tupper) 989; (Mr. Mitchell) 969; (Sir Richard Cart.

toright) 970; (Sir John A. Macdonald) 971; (Mr. Daeies) 971;
(%r. McNeill)972; (1fr. Edgar) 973; (Kr. Montague) 973; (Kr.
Baker) 973 (ii).

BELFST IMMIGRATION AQENCY (GRATUITY To LATE AGENT) :

in Coi. of Sap, 1638 (ii).

Belleville and Lake Nipissing Ry. (Jo.'s inoorp.
B. No. 96 (Mr. Tho)mpson). i°*, 866; 2°*, 954; in
Com. and 3°*, 1067 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 68.)

Benevolent Societies B. No. 115 (%r. Dickinson) 10,
1062 (i).

BEXLEY POSTMASTER: Ques. (Mr. Barron) 58 (i).

BILL (No. 1) Respectir g the Administration of Oaths of
Office.-(Sir John A. Macdonald)

1°*, 2, pro formd (i).
BILL (No. 2) To amend "The Dominion Oontroverted Ece-

tions Act."-(Mr. Amyot.)
10, 18 (1).

BILL (No. 3) To prict the owners of certain b>ttles and
vessels therein montioned.-(Mr. Denison.)

1*, 27; 2° m., 759 (i).

BILL (No. 4) To amend the Act respecting Defective Letters
Patent and the Discharge of Securities to the Crown.-
(Mr. McCarthy )

11, 44, 20, 761 (i); in Com. and 30, 916 (ii). (51 Vic.,
c.36 )

lIILL (No. 5) Fv .r th proteetion ,f Railway E- yés -.

( Mr . McClorîîhy.)
1°, 44; 2° m., 762; deb. adjd, 770 (i); rsmd., 916; 2°,

917; Order discbgd. and ref. to Com. on B. 24,
1247 (ii).

BILL (No. 6) To amend the "The Canada Temperanee Act."

-C (fr. McCarthy.)
i°, 44 (i); 2° m., 978; 2° and in Com., 980; recom.,

1245; 30*, 1259 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 34.)

BILL (No. 7) To pormit American vessels to aid vessels
wrecked or disabled in Canadian waters.-(Mr. Kirk.
patrick.)

10, 44; 2° m., 770; deb. adjd., '78 (i); ramd., 9i7; 2°
neg. (Y. 61, N. 84) 921 (i).

BILL (No. 8) To incorporate the Canada and Michigan
Tunnel Company.-(Mr. Patterson, Essex.)

1°*, 51 ; 20*, [28; in Com. and 3°*, 39 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 93.)

BILL (No. 9) Respecting the Canada Southern and the
Erie and Niagara Railway Companie.-(Mr. Fergson
Welland.)

°*, 51; LQ*, 128; in Cnom. and 30*, 392 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 61.)
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LND EX.
BLL (No. 10) To amend "The Canada Teenperance Act"

-(Mr. Jamieson.)
1°, 52 (l; 2° m., 985; Amt. (Mr. O'Brien) 6 in. h., 989;

neg. (Y. 44, N. 88) and 2°, 1000; in Com., 1247;
30, 1259 (ii). (51 Vc., c. 35.)

BILL (No. 11) To empower the Merchants Marine In.
surace Company of Canada to relinquish its Charter
and to provide for the winding-up of its affaire.- (Mr.
Curraa.)

1°*, 62; 20, 322; in Com. and 3°*, 726 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 98.)

BILL (No. 12) To amend Chapter one hundred and twenty-
seven of the Revised Statutes of Canada, intituled:
" An Act respecting Interest."-(Mr. Landry.)

1°*, 62 (i).

BILL (No. 13) To amend the Act respecting the Civil
Service of Canada.-(Mr. VcNill.)

1°, 62 (i).

BILL (No. 14) To incorporate the Ontario Central Railway
Company (name changed to Western Ontario.)-(Mr.
Ward.)

10*,62; 2°*, 128; in Com. and 3°-Y, 496 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 69.)

BILL (No. 15) To incorporate the Nisbet Academy of
Pzince Albert.-(Mr. Macdowall.)

10*, 62; 20*, 219 (i); in Com. and 3Q*, 954 (il). (51
Vic., c. 108.)

BILL (No. 16) To incorporate the Chinook Belt and Peace
River Railway Company.-(Mr. Perley, Assiniboia.)

1°*, 73; 2°*, 219; in Com. and b"*, 647 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 74.)

BILL (No. 17) Respecting the River St. Clair Railway,
Bridge and Tunnel Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Welland.)

1°*, 73; 20*, 219-; in Com. and 3°01, 498 (i). (51 Vic
c. 94.)

BILL (No. 18) To amend the Acts relating to the Great
Western and Lake Ontario Shore Junction Railway
Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Welland.)

1°*, 73; 2°*, 128; in Com. and b°*, 392 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 56.)

BILL (No. 19) To incorporate the Collingwood and Bay of
Quinté Railway Company.-(Mr. Montague.)

ot°, 73; 2°*, 128; in Com. and 3°*, 496 (i). (51 Vic.,

c. 70 )
BILL (No. 20) Relating to the Upper Ottawa Improvement

Company.-(Kr. White, Benfrew.)
1°*, 73; 2° m., 322; 2°, 496 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 1148

(ii). (51 Vic., c. 102.)
BILL (No. 21) Respecting the Port Arthur, Duluth and

Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Dawson.)
10*, 73; 2'*, 128; in Com. and 30*,392(i). (51 Vic.,

c. 84.)
BILL (No. 22) To incorporate the Eastern Assurance Coim-

pany.-(Mr. McDougald.)
1°*, 73; 2 *, 219 ; in Com. and b°*, 726 (i). (51 Vic.'

c. 96.)

BILL (No. 23) To reduce the capital stock of La Banine
Nationale.-(Mr. Bryson.)

1°*, 73; 20*, 128; in Coin. and 3°*, 726 (i). (51 Tic.,
c. 43.)

BILL (No. 24) To consolidate and amend the Railway Act.
-(Mr. Pope.)

1O, 73 (i); 2°*, 941; in Com., 1175, 1417, 1492; 90 m.
and M. to recom., 1507; Amt. (Mr. Edgar) 1508;
neg. (Y. 54, N. 93) 1510; 30*, 1511 (ii). (51 Vic.,
c. 29.)

BILL (No. 2à) To confirn the Charter ofincorporation of the
Great North-West Central Railway Company,-(Mr.
Daly.)

1J*, 85; 2°m., 128; 20*, 220; in Com. and 3°*, 726 (i).

(51 Vic., c. 85.)
BILL (No. 26) To confirin a certain agreement made be-

tween the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada,
the Canada Southern Railway Company and the Lon-
don and Port Stanley Railway Company.-(Mr. Small.)

1°*, 85; 2°, 128; in Com. and à°*, 647 (i). (51 Vic.

c. 59.)
BILL (No. 27) To incorporate the Bronsons and Weston Lum-

ber Company.-(Mr. Perley, Ottawa.)
10*, 97; 20*, 220; in Com. and 3°*, 612 (i). (51 Vic.,

c. 103.)
BILL (No. 28) To repeal an Act intituled: "An Act for

faciliating navigation of the River St. Lawrence, in and
near the Harbor of Quebec."-(Mr. Guay,)

10*, 97 (i).

BILL (No. 29) To mako further provision as to the Preven.
tion of Crue]ty to Animals.-(Mr. Brown.)

1°, 97 (i).
BILL (No. 30) To authoribe the Town ofRincardine, in tho

County of Bruce, to impose and collect certain Tolls at
the Harbor in the said Town.-(Mr. Rowand.)

1°*, 97; Q0, 22) (i); in Com. and 3'*, 1049 (ii). (51,
Vic, c. 104.)

BILL (No. 31) To incorporate the Detroit River Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Welland.)

1°;t, 110; 20*, 497 (i); in Com., 912; 30*, 953 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 91.)

BILL (No. 33) To incorporate the Dominion Plate Glass In.
surance Company.- (Ur. Holton.)

10*, 110; 2°+, 322 (i); in Com., 946; 30*, 978 (ii). (51
Vie., c. 95.)

BILL (No. 33) To amend the Act incorporating the lere-
ford Branch Railway Company, and to change the
naine of the Company to the Hereford Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Ball.)

1°*, 110; 2°*, 128; in Com. and 30*, 498 (i). (51 Vie.,

c. 81.)
BILL (No. 34) Respecting the South Norfolk Railway Com-

pany.-(Mr. Tisdale.)
JO*, 110; 2°*, 128; in Com. and 3'*, 496 (i). (51 Tie.

c. 57.)
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INDEX.
BILL (No. 35) To enable the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Rail.

way Company to run a ferry between Beecher Bay, in
British Columbia, to a point in the Straits of Faca,
within the United States of America.-(Kr. Baker.)

10*, 124; 2°*, 220; in Com. and 3°*, 493 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 89.)

BILL (No. 36) Respecting the Grand Trank Railway Com-
pany of Canada. -(Mr. Ourran.)

1J*, 124; 2°*, 220; in Com., 496; 30*, 498 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 58.)

BLL (No. 37) Respecting the Lake Nipissing and James'
Bay Railway Company.-(hir. Cockburn )

1°*, 124; 20*, 220; in Com. and 30*, 498 (Q). (51 Vic.,
c. 80.)

BILL (No. 38) To amend the Acts respecting Patents of
Invention. -(Mr. Carling.)

1°*, 124 (i); prop. Res., 125; conc. in, 1513; 20* and in

Com., 1i11 ; 30 m., 1547 ; Amt. (Mr. Wilson, Elgin)
neg. (Y. 60, N. 93) and 3°, 1518 (ii). (51 Vie, c. 18.)

BILL (No. 39) To amend the Act respecting Ferries, Chapter
ninety-seven of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Costigan.)

10, 124 (i); 2°* and in Com., 895; 30*, 8f6 (ii). (51
Vie., c. 23.)

BILL (No. 40) To extend the jurisdiction of the Maritime
Court of Ontario. -(Mr. Charlton.)

J°*, 244 (i); 20, in Com. and 3°*, 1549 (ii). (51 Vic.,
c. 39.)

BILL (N. 41) Respecting the application of certain laws,
therein mentioned, to the Province of Manitoba.-(Mr.
Thompson.)

1°, 139 (i); 2°*, 911; in Com. and 3°¥, 1402 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 33.)

BILL (No. 42) To incorporate the Pontiac and Renfrew
Railway Company.-(Mr. Bryson.)

10*, 206; 2°*, 322; in Com. and 3°*, 611(i). (51 Vic.,
c. 66 )

BILL (No. 4) To amend the Act incorporating the Shuswap
and Okanagon Railway Company.-(Mr. Mara )

1°*,206; 2V*, 322; in Com. and 3°*, 498 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 88.)

BILL (No. 44) Respecting Bonds on Branch Lines of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.-(Mr. Small.)

1°*, 206; 2°*, 322; in Com. and 30*, 498 (i). (51 Vie.,
c, 51.)

BILL (No. 45) Respecting the Ontario and Quebec Railway
Company.-(Mr. Small )

1°*, 206; 2°*, 530 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1207 (ii). (51
Vie., c. 53.)

BILL (No. 46) To amend the Acts relating to the Manitoba
and North-Western Railway Company of Canada,-
(Kr. Scarth.)

1°*, 238; 2°*, 497; in Com., 612 (i); reconsid. in
Com. and 3°*, 953 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 86.)

BILL (No. 47) To amend "The Adulteration Act," Chapter
one hundred and seven of the Revised Statutes of:
Canada. -(Mr. Costigan.)

1, 238 (i); 2°*, 898; in Com., 932; 3°*, 935 (ii). (51
Vice., c, 24.)

BILL (No. 48) Farther to amend the Law respecting Pro-
cedure in Criminal Cases.-(Mr. Thompson.)

10, 238 (i); 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 942 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 43.)
BILL (No. 49) To amend an Act respecting the Liability of

Carriers by Water.-(Mir. Madill.)
1°, 238 (i).

BILL (No. 50) To incorporate the Ottawa, Morrisburg and
New York Railway and Bridge Çompany.-(Mr.
lickey.)

1*, 270; 20*, 498 (i); in Com. and 3Q*, 954 (ii).
BILL (No. 5 L) Respecting the Federal Bank of Canada.-

(Mr. Cockburn.)
1°*,270; 20*, 497; in Com. and3Q*, 726 (i), (51 Vic.,

c. 49.)
BILL (No. 52) To amend the Act to incorporate the Mas-

kinongé and Nipissing Railway Company-(Mr. Cou-
lombe.)

1°*, 270; 2°*, 497; in Com. and 30*, 647 (i). (51 Vie.,
c. 82.)

BILL (No. 53) To make further provision respecting the
Brantford, Waterloo and Lake Brie Railway Company.
-(Mr. Paterson, Brant.)

10*, 270; 20*, 497; in Com. and 3PY, 726 (i). (51 Vie.,
c. 62.)

BILL (No. 54) To incorporate the South-Western Railway
Company.-(Mr. Rall.)

JO*, 270; 2°*, 48 (i); in Com, and 30 m , 912; Amt.
(Mr, Bergin) 6 m. h., neg. (Yi 57, N. 86) 953; 30,
954 (ii). (51 Vie., c. 62.)

BILL (No. 55) To amend " The Representation Act " as
respects certain Constituencies in British Columbia.-
(Mr. Baker.)

10, 309 (i).
BILL (No. 56) To amend Iho Act respecting Elections of

Members of the House of Commons.-(Mr. Baker.)
10 309 (i).

BILL (No. 57) Further to amend "The Supreme and Exche-
quer Courts Act," Chapter one hundred and thirty-five
of the Revised Statates.-(Mr. Baker.)

10, 309 (i).
BILL (No. 58) To make further provision respecting Fish-

eries and Fishing.- (Mr. Kirk.)
1°, 309 (i).

BILL (No. 59) To confer certain powers on the Nova Scotia
Telephone Company, limited.-(Mr. Tupper.)

1°*, 344; 2Q*, 530 (i); in Com. and 30*, 954 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 100.)

BILL (No. 60) To amend Chapter twenty.seven of the Re-
vised Statutes, respecting the Department of Public
Printing and Stationery.-(Mr. Chapleau.)

10*, 344 (i); 2° and in Com., 1005; 3°*, 1137 (ii).
(51 Vic., c. 17.)

BILL (No. 61) Respecting the St. Catharines and Niagara
Central Railway Cempany.-(Mr. Rykert.)

1°*, 380 ; 2P*, 530(i); in Com. and 3°*, 1049; Sen.
Amts. cone. in, 1345 (ii). (51 ic., c. 78.)
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INDEX.
Brtt (No. 62) To incorporate the Grenville International

Bridge Company.-(Kr. Shanly.)
1°*, 380; 2°*, 498 (i) ; in Com. and 30*, 95t (ii). (51

Vic., c. 90.)
BILL (No. 63) To amend the Acta relating to the Wood

Mountain and Qu'Appelle Railway Company.-(Mr.
Perley, Asiniboia.)

l, 880; 20*, 498; in Com. and 3°*, 612 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 87.)

BrILL (No. 64) To incorporate the Chatham Jaurtion Rail-
way Company.-(Xr. Weldon, Bt. John.)

10*, 380 ; 2°*, 498; in Com, ad 30*, 6 L2 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 72.)

BILL (No. 65) Respecting a certain Treaty between ier
Britannie Majesty and the President of the United
States.-(Mr. Thompson.)

1°, 380; 2° m., 673; deb. adjd., 711; rsmd., 779 (i), 833;
20, 865 ; in Com., 867; 3°*, 889 (ii). (51 Pic., c. 30.)

BILL (No. 66) To ineorporate the St. Lawrence and Adiron-
dack Railway Company.-(&r. Bergeron.)

10*, 380; 2°*, 498 ; in Com. and 3°* 612 (i). (51 Vie.,
c. 64.)

BILL (No. 67) To incorporate the Buffalo, Chippawa and
Niagara Falls Steamboat and Railway Company.-(Ir.
Ferguson, Welland.)

1°*, 415; 2°*, 612 (i); in Com, and 30*, 978 (ii), (51

ic., c. 10L)
BILL (No. 68) To ineorporate the Alberta Railway and

Coal Company.-(Mr. Davis.)
1°*, 454; 2°*, 612 (i); wthdn., 1585 (ii).

BILL (No. 69) To confirin a Mortgage given by the Central
Railway Company to the Central Trust Company of
New York to secaure an issue of debenture.-(Mr.
Weldon, St. John.)

1J*, 454; 2°*, 530 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1067 (ii).
(51 Vic., c. 83.)

BILL (No. 70) To incorporate the Montreal Island Railway
Company.-(Mr. Desardins.)

1°*, 454; 2°*, 498; in Com. and 3141, 726 (i). (51 Vic.,
C. 63.)

BILL (No. 71) To grant certain powers to the St. John's and

Iberville Hydrauli and Manufacturing Company.-
(Mr. Fanasse.)

1O*, 454; 20, 530; in Com. and 30*, 726 (i).
BILL (No. 72) To incorporate the New York, St. Lawrence

and Ottawa Railway Qompany.-(Mr. Wood, Brock-
ville.)

10*, 454; 20*, 612 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 1049 (ii).
(51, Vic., c. 67.)

BILL (No. 73) Respecting the Stanstead, Shefford and
Chambly Railway Company.- (Mr. Fisher.)

10*, 454; 20*, 726 (i) ; in CQm. and 30*, 1207 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 54.)

BILL (No. 74) To amend the Aet to incorporate the Kincar-

dine and Teeswater Railway Company.-(Mr. Rowand.)
10*, 454; 2*, 493; in Com. and 3°*, 726 (i). (51 Vie.,

c. 77.)
7

BILL (go. 75) To incorporate the Ottawa and Parry Sound
Railway Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Renfrew )

1°1, 454; 20*, 498; in Oom. and 30*, 726 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 65.)

BILL (No. 76) To amend the Revised Statutes of Canada,
Chapter fifty, respecting the North-West Territories.
-(Sir John A Macdonald.)

10, 454 (i); prop. Bes., 1174; in Com., 1491; 20*, 1473;
in Com. on B., 1480; 3°*, 1547 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 19.)

BILL (No. 77) To oonfirm a certain agreement made
between the London and South-Eastern Railway Com.
pany and the Canada Southern Railway Company.-

(Mr. Small.)
1°eI, 85; 20*, 128; in Com. and 3°*, 647 (i). (51 Vic.,

c. 60.)
BILL (No. 78) To incorporate the Keystone Insuranoe Com-

pany.-(Dlr. Weldon, St. John.)
1°*, 489; 20*, 498 (i); in Com. and 30*, 978 (ii). (51

Vic., c. 97.)
BILL (No. 79) To incorporate the Tobique Gypsum Coloni-

sation Railway Company.-(Mr. Burns.)
1°*, 489; 20*, 530; in Com and 30*, 790 (i). (51 Vic.,

c. 71.)
BILL (No. 80) To wind up the Bank of London in Canada.

-(Mr. Mills, Bothwell.)
1°*, 489; 20*, 498 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 1313 (i).

(51 Vic., c. 50.)
BILL (No. 81) To incorporate the Ontario, Manitoba and

Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Davis.)
1°*, 489; 2°*, 498 (i); wthdn., 1585 (ii).

BILL (No. 82) To incorporate the Annapolis and Atlantic
Railway Company.-(Mr. Mills, Annapolis.)

1°*, 489 ; 2°*, 530 (i); in Com. and 30*, 978 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 73.)

BILL (No. 83) To amend the Act to incorporate the Moncton
Harbor Improvements Conpany.-(&fr. Wood, West-
moreland.)

10*, 489; 21*, 498 (i); in Com. and 30*, 954 (ii). (51
Vic., C. 105.)

BILL (No. 84) To incorporate the Thousand Islands Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Taylor.)

JO*, 489 ; 2°*, 612 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1067 (ii). (51
Vc., c. 75.)

BILL (No. 85) To incorporate the Emerson and North-
Western Railway Company.-(Mr. Watson.)

1J*, 489; 2°*, 612 (i); wthdn., 1585 (ii).
BILL (No. 86) To authorise the construction of Bridges over

the Assiniboine River at Winnipeg and Portage la
Prairie, for railway and passenger purposes.-(Mr.
Watson.)

1°*, 499; 2°*, 612 (i); in Com. and 3*, 978 (ii). (51
Vic., C. 92.)

BILL (Nc. 87) To amend "The Consolidated Revenue and
Audit Act," Chapter twenty-nine of the Revised Sta-
tutes of Canad.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Ros. prop. and 10 of B., 493 (i); 2°, 8,9; Res. in Com.,
891; cone. in, 931; B. in Com., Q31, 913; 30*, 913
(ii). (51 Vic., c. 7.)
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INDEX.
B.L (No. 88) To abolish Forfeitures for Treason and Felony,

and to otherwise amend the Law relating thereto.-(.r.
Thompson.)

1°, 514 (i); 2", 1147; wthdn., 1629 (ii).
BILL (No. 89) To amend " The Diminion Elections Act,"

Chapter eight, Revised Statutes of Canada.-(Kr.
Thompson )

10, 514 (i); 2°, 941; in Com., 944, 1138; 30 m. and
Amt. (Mr. Barron), 1403; neg. (Y. 59, N. 83) and
30, 1404 (i). (51 Vic., c. 11.)

BILL (No. 90) To amend the Revised Statutes of Cknada,
Chapter one hundred and eighty.one, respecting Pur-
ishments, Pardons and the Commutation ofSentences.-
(1Mr. Thompson.)

10, 515 (i); 2°*, in Com. and 8°*, 942 (ii). (51 Vic.,
c. 47.)

BILL (No. 91) To amend the Law relating to Fraudulent
Marks on Merchandise.-(Kr. Thompson.)

10 ,515 (i); 21,942; in Com., 943, 1002; 3°*, 1005 tii).
(51 ic., c. 41.)

BILL (No. 92) To amend Chapter thirty-two of the Revised
Statutes respecting the Customs.-(Mr. Bowell.)

Be. prop., 499; 10*, 598 (i); 2°, 897; in Com,, 898,
954, 1001; 30*, 1002; Sen. Amte. oonc. in, 1472 (ii).
(51 Vic., c. 14.)

BILL (No. 93) Further to amend "The Speedy Trials Act,"
Chapter one hundred and seventy-five of the Revised
Statutes.-(Ifr. Thompson).

1°, 598 (i); 20, 942; li Com. and 39, 1005 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 46.)

BILL (No. 94) To amend "The Railway Act."-(Mr. Cook.)
10, 598 (i).

BILL (No. 95) Respecting Garning in Stocks and Merchan-
dise-(G) from the &nate.-(I r. T/wmpson.)

1°*, 750 (i); 2°*, 1195; in Com., 1404; 3°*, 1412 (ii).
(51 Vic., c. 42.)

BILL (No. 96) To incorporate the Belleville and Lake Nip.
iseing Railway Company-(E)from the Senate.--(Mr,
Thompsoa.)

1°*, 866; 20*, 954; in Com. and 3°*, 1067 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 68.)

BILL (No. 97) To amend the Act to incorporate the Board
of Management of the Church and Manse Building
Faund of the Presbyterian Church in Canada for Mani.
toba and the North-West.-(&ir. Daly.)

1°*, 711; 2°*, 790 (i); in Com. and 30*, 1313 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 107.)

BILL (No. 9) Respecting the International Convention for
the Preservation of Sabmarine Cables-(C) from the
&nate.-(Mr. Thompson.)

10*, 726 (i); 20, 942; in Com. and 30*, 944 (ii). (51
Vi.,c. 31 )

BILL (No. 99) To amend the Steamboat Inspection Aot. -
(Mr. Foster.)

10, 750 (i) ; 20* and ia Com., 1402; 30*, 1404 (ii). (51
Vc., c. 26.)

BILL (No. 100) Respecting the application to Canada of the

Criminal Law of England.-(bir. Thompson.)
l°, 825 (ii).

BILL (No. 101) To make further provision respecting the
granting of a subsidy to the Chigneeto Marine Trans.

portRailway Company, limited.-(Sir Charlea Tupper.)
Res. prop. and in Com., 896; 10* of B., 897 ; 20 m.,

935; agreed to (Y. 84, N. 52) 941; 3 Q, 943 (ii).
(51 Vic., c. 4.)

BILL (No. 102) Respecting the Central Ontario Railway
Company.-(&tr. O'Brien.)

10*, 899; Z*, 954; in Com. and 30*, 1148 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 76.)

BILL (No. 103) To provide for the examination and licens.
ing of persons employed as engineers elsewhere than
on steamboats.-(Mr. Cook.)

10*, 899 (ii).
BILL (No. 104) Farther to amend Chapter fifty-one of the

Revised Statutes of Canada, " The Territories Real
Property Act."-(Mr. Thompson.)

10, 899; 20*, 1195 ; prop. Res., 1259 ; in Oom , 1416;
in Com. on B., 1412, 1415; 8°*, 1438 (ii). (51 Vic.,
c. 90.)

BILL (No. 105) To prevent the practice of fraud by tree
peddlers and commission mon in the sale of nursery
stock.-(Lr. Boyle,)

1°*, 899 (ii).
BILL (No. 106) Farther to arnend " The Indian Act," Chapter

forty-three of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. White, Card.
well.)

10, 922; 20 (Mr. Thompson) and in Com., 1007; 30*, 1011
(ii). (51 Vic., c. 22.)

BILL (No, 107) Respecting the York Farmers Colonisation
Company-(A) from the Senate.-(Mr. McCulla.)

1°*, 1031; 20*, 1067; in Coin. and 3°*, 1313 (i). (51
Vic., c. 106.)

BILL (No. 108) Respecting the Advertising of Counterfeit
Money.-(Nr. Thompson.)

10, 963; 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 1137 (ii). (51 Vic., a. 40.)
BILL (No. 109) To provide for the care and reformation of

children neglected or ill-treated by parents or guar.
dians.-(Mr. O'Brien.)

1°, 963 (ii).
BILL (No. 110) Further to amend " The Supreme and Brche-

quer Courts Act," Chapter one hundred and thirty-five
of the Revised Statutes of Canada.-(Mr. Thompson)
y° 964; Order dschgd. and B. wthdn., 1402 (ii).

BILL (No. 111) To provide for the crossing of Railways by
Street Drains and Water Mains.-(Mr. Lister.)

1°*, 964 (ii).
BILL (112) To amend the Revised Statutes, Chapter seventy-

seven respecting the Safety of Ships.-(Kr. Poster.)
1, 1000; Order for 20 dschgd. and B. wthdn., 1473 (ii).

BILL (No. 113) To amend Chapter one hundred and seventy-
eight of the Revised Statutes of Canada, " The Sam-
mary Convictions Act. "-(Air. Thompsoa.)

1°, 1001; 20*, 1402 ; in om. and 30*, 1417; Sen. Aîmts.
on. in, 1629 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 45.)



INDEX. li
B3ILL (No. 114) To amnend the. several Acts relating to thief BILL (l'o. 126) To amend Chapter co hundred and twenty

Board of Trade of the City of Toronto-(D) from the
&nate.-(Mr. Small.)

1°*, 1031; Z°*, 1067 ; in Com. and 3°*, 1813 (ii). (51
Vic. c. 99.)

BILL (No. 115) Respecting Bonevolont Societies.-(Mr.
Dickinson.)

1°, 1062 (ii).
BILL (No. 116) To amend "The CivilService Act," Chapter

seventeen of the Revised Statutes of Canada.-(Kr.
Chapleau.)

14, 1062; 2°* and in Com., 1433, 1468; 3°*, 1472 (ii).
(51 Tic., c. 12.)

BILL (No. 117) To amend the "Electoral Franchise Act,"
Chapter five of the Rovised Statutes of Canada.-(Mr.
Chapleau.)

10, 1062; 2°, 1549 ; in Com., 1551 ; 30 m., 1586; Amt.
(Mr. Laurier) to recom., neg. (Y. 53, N. 74) and
30*, 1587 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 9.)

BILL (No. 118) To amend the "Weights and Measures Act,"
as respects the contents of packages of Salt.-(Mr.
Costigan.)

10, 1093; 20 , in Com. and 3°*, 1402 (ii) (51 Vic.,
c. 25.)

BILL (No. 119) To amend theI "Bank Act," Chapter one
hundred and twenty of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr.
Thompson.)

1°, 1135; 20*, in Com. and 3°¥, 1402 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 27.)
BILL (No. 120) Farther to amend "The Supreme and Ex-

choquer Courts Act," Chapter one hundred and thirty-
five of the RevisedStatutes of Canada.-(Mr. Thompson.)

1J, 1135; 20*, in Com. and 30*, 1402; Son. Amta. conc.

in, 1549 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 37.)
BILL (No. 121) To amend Chapter thirty-three of the Re.

vised Statutes of Canada, respecting the duties of Cas-
toms.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

1°*, 1137; 20*, in Com. and 30*, 1400 (ii). (51 Vie.,
c. 15.)

BILL (No. 122) To amend Chapter thirty-four of the Re-
vised Statutes, respecting the Inland Revenue.-(Mr.
Costigan )

1°, 1137; 2°* and in Com., 1401; 3°*, 1402 (ii). (51
Vic., C. 16.)

BILL (No. 123) To amend "The Criminal Procédure Act,"
Chapter one hundred and seventy4our of the Revised
Statutes.-(bir. Thompson.)

1, 1173; 2°* and in Con 1513; 3°*, 1514 (ii). (51
Tic., c. 44.)

BILL (No. 124) To amend the "Copyright Act," Chapter
sixty-two of the Revised Statutes of Canada.-(Mr.

Thompon.)
10, 1173; wthdn., 1629 (ii).

BILL (No. 125) To amend "The North-Weet Territories
Representation Act."-(Mr. Thompson.)

10, 1231; 20*, in Com., 3° O.,Amt. (Mr. Watson) to re-
com. neg. (Y. 62, N. 89) an4 3°*, 1551 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 10.)

four of the Revised Statutes, respecting Insurance.-
(Sir Charles Tuyper.)

10, 1332; *, 1400; M. for Com., 1416; in Com., 1417;
30*, 1433 (ii). (51 Pc., c. 28.)

BILL (No. 127) Relating to the Interest payable on Deposits
in the Post Office and Government Savinga Bank.- (Sir
Chartes Tupper.)

1,4 1332; 2, e in Com. and 3°*, 1401 (ii). (51 Vic.,
c. 8.)

BILL (No. 128) For the relief of Eleonora Eli»abeh Tudor
-(F) from the Benate.-(Mr. Small.)

10 on a div., 1345 ; 20 agreed to (Y. 86, N. 34) 1413; M.
for special order for Com., 146e; 30 on a div., 1522

(ii), (51 Vic., C. 111.)
BILL (No. 129) For the relief of Andrew Maxwell Irving-

(J) from the Senate.-(Mr. Small.)
1° on a div., 1345; 29 agreed to (Y. 86, N. 34) 1414; M.

for special ordet for Com., 1468; 3° on a div., 1522.
(ii), (51 'Mc., c. 109.)

BILL (No. 130) For the relief of Catharine Morrison-(H)
from the Senate.-(&lr. Small.)

10 on a div., 1345; 20 agreed to (Y. 86, N. 34) 1414; M.
for special order for Com., 1468; 3° on a div., 1522
(ii). (51 Vic., c. 110.)

BILL (No. 131) Further to amend "The Dominion Lands
Act "-(L) from the Senate.-(Sir John A. Macdonald)

10*, 1382; 20 and in Com., 1514; 3°, 1549 (il). (51 Vic.,
c. 21.)

BILL (No. 132) Respecting a certain agreement between the
Government of Canada and the Canadian Pacific Rail.
way Company.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 1001; M. for Com., 13à2; Amt. (Mr. Laurier)

1354; neg. (Y. 63,N. 111) 1371; Amt. (Mr. liht-
cheil) nog., 1371; M. for Com. agreed to (Y. 112, N.
60) 1371; in Com., 1372; 1° of B., 1382; 2°*, 1388;
in Com., 1388; 3°*, 1391; Son. Amts. conc. in, 1587
(ii). (.51 Vic., c. 32.)

BILL (NO. 133) To authouise the raising, by way at loan, of
certain saume of money for the Public Service.-(Sir
Charlea Tupper.)

Res. prop., 1136; M. for Com., 1259; in Com., 1278; 1°*

and 2'* of B., 1387; in Com. and 3°*, 1388 (ii).
(51 vic., c. 2.)

BILL (No. 131) To make further provision respecting the
construction of the Ship Channel between Montreal and
Quebec.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 1081; M. for Com., t280; in Com., 1294; 1°*
and 2°* of B., in Com. and 3°*, 1391 (ii). (51 Vic.,
c. 5.)

BILL (No. 135) Relating to certain Advanoes made to the

Quebec Harbor Commissi&ers.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)
Res. prop., 1031; in Com., 1296 ; M. to conc., 1383, 1391;

conc. in, 1°*, 2 * of B. and in Cam., 1400; 3*,

1404 (ii). (51 Tic., e, 6.)



INDEX.
BILL (No. 136) To amend Chapter sixteen of the Revised

Statutes, respecting the High Commissioner for Canada
in the United Kingdom.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 1502; conc. in, 10*, 20 of B. and in Com ,
1505; 3° m., 1506; 30, 1547 (ii). (51 Tic., c. 13.)

BILL (No. 131) Respecting the St. Catharines and Niagara
Central Railway Company.-(Mr. Boyle.)

Rule suspended, 1°*, 20* and in Com., 1622; 3*, 1524

(ii). (51 Tic., c. 79.)
BILL (No. 138) For the prevention and suppression ofOCom-

binations formed in restraint of trade.-(Mir. Wallace.)
10, 1544; Notice of M., B, to take effect on 22nd May,

1691 (ii).
BILL (No. 139) Respecting the Stanstead, Shefford and

Chambly Railway Company.-(Mr. Fisher.)
Rule suspended, 10*, 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 1563 (ii).

(51 Vic., c. 55.)
BILL (No. 140) To authorise the granting of Subsidies in

aid of the construction of the lines of Railway therein
mentioned.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 1546; in Com., 1587; conc. in, 1°*, 20* and
in Com., 1595; 3°*, 1639 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 3.)

BILL (No. 141) For granting to fHer Majesty certain sumo
of money required for defraying certain expenses of the
Public Service, for the years ending respectively the
3Oth June, 1888, and the 30th June, 189, and for other
purposes relating to the Public Service.-(Sir Charles

Tupper.)
Res. cono. in, 1°*, 2°* and 39*, 1690 (ii). (51 Vie., c. 1.)

BILL (No. 142) To amend the Act respecting the Judges of
Provincial Courts, Chapter one hundred and thirty-
eight of the Revised Statutes.-(Mr. Thompson.)

Be. prop., 1°*, 2°*, in Com., and 3°*, 1690 (il). (51
Vic., c. 38.)

BILLS ASsENTED TO, 1196, 1692 (ii).
BILLS WITIIDRAWN, 1585, 1629 (ii).

Board of Trade. Se« "Toronto."

BOBCAYGEoN, DAM AT : in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).

BONILLA POINT AND VICTORIA (B.C.) TELEGRAàP: in COM,

of Sup., 1678 (ii).
Bottles and Vessels Protection to Owners B.

No. 3 (Kr. Denison). 10*, 27; 20 m., 759 (i).
BouNDARIEs OF ONT.: Remarks (Mr. Dawson) on M. for

Com. of Sup., 1629 (ii).
BOUNDARY BETWEEN ALASKA AND CAN.: Ques. (Mr. Charl-

ton) 171 (i).
- ALAKA AND B. C.: Ques. (Kr. Prior) 498 (i).

B I0Es ON TRI MIldTIA FoRcE 0F CAN., TRANSLATION: Ques
(Mr. Amyot) 85 (i).

- REMOVAL OF DUTIES : Ques. (Mr. Landerkin) 899 (ii).

BRANT ANDo HALDIMAND INt>IAN REsERVE, DoCTOR: QUe.

(Kr. Landerkin) 647 (i).

Brantford, Waterloo and Lake Erie Ry. Co.'s
further provision B. No. 53 (Mr. Paterson,
Brant). 1°*, 270; 29*, 497 ; in Com. and 3°*, 726 (i).

(ô1 tc., c. 62.)

BEsAYLOR ALY-BREEsD: Remarka (Kr. Edgar) on M.
for Com. of Sap., 1514 (ii).

BRIDGE AT CHIPPAWA VILLAGE : Que. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) 65 (i).

- AT QUERSO, GoVT. AID: Ques. (fr. .Langelier,
Quebec) 1645ô (ii).

BRIDGES, OTTAWA CITY AND RIVER: in Com. of SUp., 1571.
BRIGADE M AaRs SALARIES, &C.: in Com. of Sp., 1209 (ii).

BRITISH COLUiMBIA:
ALABAAino B. 0. BOUNDARY GoMMIusioN Que. (Kr. Prior) 495 (i).

SQues. (Kr. Carltoi) 171 (i).
BARItAreS: in OoM. of anp., 1644 (ii).
BaHRine's SU Fîsasuius: Ques. (Mr. Mill, Bethwll) 778 ().

NAVIGATION RT JAN, YSLE: Ques. (Mr. Bdgar) 44 (i).
--- iZURse, oR R uPUcTrno: M. for Ret. (Mr. Gordon)

966 (i ).
BOEILLA POINT AND VicTORIA TILEGRAPR: in om. Of Bnp., 1678 (ii).
OOUSixT ocUar JUonSs.: QUOS. (Mr. Mara)66 (i).
EIQUIMALT GRAviNG Docx: in om. of Bup., 1632, 1658 (ii).
IMMIGRATION AGENT, VICTORIA : in Com. ofSUp , 1100 (ii).
INDIANS: in Oom. of8BUp., 1682 (ii).
KAMLOOPS AS AN OUTPORT Or ENTRY, MR. PARNKLUU's RuP.: M. for

copy• (Mr. Mara)-498 (i).
ONDERIDONK ARBITRATION, PLANT TAXER OVUR BY GoT.: Details

(Mr. Pope) 111 (i).
- Ques. ( Ir. Weldon, St. John) 98 (i).

P3xITaNTIART: in Oom. of Bup., 1025 (ii).
PUR. WOKS AGENcT: in com. of sup., 1633 (ii).
VICTORIA, POSTMAITER : Ques. (Ur. geMulen) 836 (il).

- Ret. of Member Eleet, 1 (i).

BROME CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's ERep. read (Mr.

Speaker) 309 (i).

Bronsons and Weston Lumber Co.'s incorp. B.
No. 27 (Mir. Perley, Ottawa). 10*, 97; 2°*, 220; in
Com. and 3°*, 612 (i). (51 Vic., c. 103.)

BRucz, WEST, RET. or' MEMBER ELEOT: notification

(Kr. Speaker) 1 (i).
BYRANTON, ALBERT AND ALLAN, CoR. re DAXAGEs DERBY

BRANcH BY.: M. for copy* (§Ir. Mitchell) 866 (i).
Buffalo, Chippawa and Niagara Falls Steam-

boat and Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 67 (bir. Fer-
guson, Welland). 1°*, 415; 2°*, 612 (i); in Com. and
30*, 918 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 101.)

BuoYs IN RIVER SAGUENAY : Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1438 (ii).
- ST. LAwRENcE, MAINTENANOE: in Com. of Sap.,

1582 (ii).
BUsINEss 0F THE Housa: Remarkg, 26, 125, 416, 456 (i).
- -- M. (Sir Bector Langevin) to change hour of meeting

1500 (ii).
- notification (Sir John a Macdonald) of Prorogation

1625 (ii).
- M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to take in Thursdays,

711 (i); Wednesdays, 1061; Saturdays, 1259; Mon-
days, 1332 (ii)

BUTTER-MAKING, PAMPHLET ON, FaEsr TRANSLATION: QueS.

(Mr. Couture) 98 (i).
- GEuAN TaANELATIoN: Ques. (Kr. Landerkin)

496 (i).
CAB HIRE: in Coim. of Sup., 104 (i).
CABLE, PELEE IILAND AND MAILAD: on M. for Oomi. of

Sup. (Mr. Brin) 1011 (à).

Ilii



INDEX.
ABLE, PmaE IsLAND, PETITIONS, &C.: M. for copies (Kr.

Patterson, Essex) 826 (i).
CABLES (SUBMARINE). See 4IINTEBNATIONAL CoNVENTION."
CADIETS, MILITARY COLLGE: iin CoM. of Sup., 123 (1).
CAxPBELL, OAHca. D., EsQ, M. P. FoI LENT, ONT,: intro.

duced, 1L48 (ii).
CAMPBELLTON AND GASPi, &C., MAIL SUBSIDY: in Com. of

Sip., 1678 (ii).
CAN. AND ANTWERP Ol GERMAN MAIL SUESIDY: in Com.

of Sap., 1679; conc., 1689 (ii).
"CANADA GAZSTTE: " in CoM. ofSup., 1611 (ii)

Can. and Michigan Tunnel Co.'s incorp. B. No.
8 (Mr. Patteraon, Essex). I°*,f i1; 2°*, 128; in Com.
and 3°*, 392 (i). (51 'ic., c. 93.)

Can. Southern and Erie and Niagara Ry. Co.'s
B. No. 9 (Mr. Fergusoi, Welland). 1°*, 51; 2"*,
128; in Com. and 3°*, 392 (i). (51 Vic., c. 61.)

Can. Southern Ry. Co. Se B. 26, and "LONDON AND

SOUTH-EASTERN RY. Co."
Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. No. 6 (Kr. McCarthy).

10, 44 (i); 2° m, 978; 2° and in Com., 980 ; recom.
1245; 30*, 1259 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 34.)

Can. Temp. Act Amt. B. No. 10 (Mr. Jamieson). 10.
52 (i); 2° m., 985; Amt. (Kr. O'Brien) 6 m. h., 489;
neg. (Y. 44, N. 88) and 2°, 1000 ; in Com., 1247; 3°*,

1259 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 35).
Deb. on M. for 2Q (Mr. Jami.on) 985; (Vr. Fisher) 988; (1r. O'Brien)

989; Amt., 6 m. h., 990 (ii).
Deb. on Amt. (Mr. Mfils, Bothwell) 990; (Ufr. Freeman) 992 ; (Ufr.

Jameson) 994; (Ur. Bain, Wentworth) 995; (UMr. Fisher)
998; (Ufr. asey) 999 (i).

CN. TzxP. ACT, LEGISLATION: Rea. (Mr. Mitts, Bothwell)
in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 74; neg. (Y. 57, N. 109) 84 (i).

Deb (Sir John A. Macdonrsl) 75; (1r. Laurier) 75; (Mr. Jamieson)
75; (ïr. Macdonald, Huron) 76; (Mr. Freeman) 77; (Ur.
Beruver) 77; (Mr. Fisher) 78; (Mr. Wisàon, Elgin) 79; (1r.
Paterson, Brant) 80; (Sir Richard Cartwright) 81; (Ur. Foster)
82; (Ur. Davis, P.E.1)83; (Ur. Haggart) 84 (i).

- EXPENDITURE : in Com. of Bp., 1612 (ii).
CANADIAN FISH1UVNG EELS, REPORTING, &.,: Ques. (1fr.

Edgar) 24 (i).
C. P. R. (Bonds on B5 anch Lines) B. No. 44 (Ur.

Smal). 10*, 206; 2 *, 3 2 2 ; in Com. and 3°¥, 498 (i).

(51 Vic., c. 51.)
G. P. R. (Guaranteed Bonds) B. No. 132 (Sir

Charles Tupper). Re8. prop., 100 (i); M. for Com., 1332;
Amt. (Kr. Laurier) 1345; neg. (Y. 63, N. 111) 1371;
Amt. (Mr. XMichell) neg., 1371; M. for Com. agreed to
(Y. 112, N. 60) 1371 ; in Com., 1372 ; 1 of B., 1382;
20*, 1883; in Com., 1388; 3°*, 1391; Sen. Amts. conc.
in, 1587 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 32.)

Deb. on Re. (Sir Chrles Tupper) 1332; (Ur. Laurier) 1339; (Mr.
Charlton) 1338; Ami. (Mr. Luirier) 1345 (ii).

Deb. on Amt. (1r. NeM ea) 1345; (Ur. Amyot) 1847; (Ur. Watson)
1848; (Kr. DaLy) 1352; (1r. Dawson) 1357 (Ur. Davie,
P.E.) 1358; (fr. Davis) 1863; (fr. rmutr«ng) 1866;

(Kr. Pery, ai"ub.ia) lm67.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.:
cobmTausron : in com. of oup., 1211 (11).
LANDs LIABL. To TAxATrou : Quoi. (Kr. ParSey, Aasiniboia) 494 (1).
LAiD SALSin MAN. AND N.W.T. : Quoi (Sir Richard OortwrigAt)

44, 496 (i).
LAIos xiSoLI, AcahAGu : Ques. (Kr. Laurier) 1195 (11).
MoaTeAes: Ques. (Wr. Edgar) 1198 (il).
-- Remarku (Sir Richard Qartprighi) 1586 (il).
OU.hanouK AEITIATION, PLe TAXES ovisa v Govt. :Que.

(1fr. Wldon, St John) 98 (i).
- - DITAILS: presented (Mr. Pope) 111 (i).

SoTIoNSe N B. O. : Quei. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 80 (1).

CANALS:
aAMBLY : in Com. of Bp., 1460 (ii).

CORNWALL: in Com. of Sup., 1452; conc., 1687 (ii).
CULBUTER: in Oom. Of Bp., 1460 (il).

DAm AT BooAYomo: in Com. of Sup., 1460 (il).
FARRAN'S POINT DryasloN: in om. of8up, 1453 (il).
PBNîLoz RiRma NAvIGATIoN, D»PTH oP WATNa; Ques. (Mr. Barron)

97 (i).
GRENVILLE C AnAL: in Com. of Sup., 1459 (ii).
LAcHiNi 0ANAL, DIUIRssAL or LaoamRas: in Com. of Sup., 1170,

1563 (il).
- Ref. to in Reciprocity deb., 631 (i).

- in Com. of Sup., 1452 (il).
- WATIR Pown, Rîr. Or ROYAL COxaloiNîoî: preoserted (Kr.

Pope) 52 (i).
LAKEFILD AND BALsAI LAKE OHANNEL : in Com. Of BOp., 1461 (il).

LAxn ST. Louis: in Com. ot Sup., 1453 (il).
MNURRAY (TowADs OOMPLETION): in CoM OfSup., 146.3 (ii).

IUPBaaS AND WOBKUNG EXPEnîsn: ln Coa m of Sup., 1624, 1668 (il).

BRonIAU Bam : in Com. of Sup., 1646, 1671 (il).

STE. ANNE's: in om. of Sup., 1459, 1616 (il).
ST. LAwasGEs Rivua oND CANALS: ln I onm. of Sup., 1453,1646 (Ii).

SAULT STE. MARIE: in Com. ofSup, 1446, 1634 (il).
ST. Ouas Locs : in Com. of Sup., 1460 (il).

TAT : in Com. of Sup , 1459 (il).
THOROLD CANAL WATUR Powia: QueS. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

647 (i).
TENUT RivmR NAv. : in Com. of Sup., 1454, 1460 (ii).
TRENT VALLEY CANAL CoxussîoNz, COU, &C : M. for lt. (r.

Barron) 71 (il).

WECLLNÇD: i om. of Sup., 1453, 1460, 1671 ; conc., 1688 (i).
- SECTION "A : Ques. (Kr. Edgar) 496 (i).

WrLLIuMBIUUG: in Com. of Sup , 1453 (il).

CANADIAN VESSELS LO8T oN GREAT LAKES: M. for Rot.
(Mr. Dawson) 19, 752 (i).

- - WRECKING VESSEL 8 IN U.S. WATERS: M. for copies
of Cor. (Mr. Edgar) 665 (i).

CAPE BRETON:
IBBEESTBR AID Run'S CONTRAOT : Que. (Mr. Macdonald, Victoria)

1299 (il).
- Quei. (Kr. Cameron) 1067 (ïi).
NORTH SYxDst PILOTAGE R3TUREa UNDE ACT 0F 1873: Que.

(Kr. Dapies) 1067 (il).
POINT TUPrPa Ry. PIsa, EXTaNxION : Ques. (Mr. Macdonald, Victoria)

1299 (il).
Rv. COaTauTOî: in CoM of SUp., 1230 (il).
SHEIWOOD, A. P., AND 0Ar' BaEToN Ry.: Ques. (Kr. Cook)965 (il).
Sîxîs k BLATE'B SUrlE s : Qies. (Mr. Cameron) 1067 (il).

- CONTRAOTOB CAPsE BRaTON RY., 0Coa. : . for copies* (Mr.

Plynm) 1259 (ii).

CAP CHAT AND GRAND VALLtE FIBasalEs, RP@.: M. for
copies (Kr. Joncas) 1232 (ii).

CAPE ToBmENTINE HARBo: in Com. of Sup., 1462 (ii).
CAPTA OAOUNT. B&0 "LO.,"

1liii
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Carriers by Water Liability Act Amt. B. No.

49 (Ur. Madiil) 1°, 238 (i).
CARLETON (ONT.) RET. 0F MEMBER ELECT: notification (Mr.

Speaker) 1 (i).
CARTRIDGE FACTORY, &C. (QUE.) WATER SUPPLY, COR.: M.

for cOpieb* (Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 1092 (ii).
CARTEIDGES, R-P. OF COMMISSION ON MANUFACTURE: Qnes.

(Bir. Amyot) 1232 (ii).
CASUALTIEs, &C., ON I.C.R.: M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon, St.

John) 61 (i).
CATTLE QUARANTINE, EXPENSES: in Com. Of Sup., 1200 (ii).
CAUGHNAWAGA INDIAqS. See " INDIANS."

CATUGA INDIAN LANDs. See "INDIANS."

CAYuGA P. O. SiTE: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28 (i).
CENSUd AND STATISTIOS: in CoM. Of Sup., 1155 (ii).
CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION OF 1876, PAPERs, &C, re G. J. MAC-

DONALD: M. for copies* (Mr. Landerkin) 866 (i).
Central Ont. Ry. Co. See " WESTERN ONTARIO."
Central Ont. Ry. Co.'s B. No. 102 (Mr. O'Brien).

1°*, 899; 2'*, 954; in Com, and à°*, 1148 (i). (51
Vic., C. 76)

- PETITION: M. (Ur. O'Brien) to ref. back to Stand-
ing Com., 750 (i).

Central Ry. (N. B.) Co.'s (confirmation of mort-
gage) B. 1No. 69 (àir. WeIdon, 8t, John). 10*, 4.>4;
20*, 530 (i); in Com. and 3?*, 1067 (i). (51 Vic.,
c. 83.)

- SUBsîIYD: prOp. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1546; in
Com., 1593 (ii).

Central Trust Co. of N. Y. See " CENTRAL RY. Co."
CHAMBLY CANAL: in Com of Sup., 1460 (ii).

CHARGES Of MANAGEMENT: in COM. Of SUp., 88 (i).
CIIARLEVOIX, RET. OF MEMBER ELIOT: notification (Kr.

Speaker) 1 (1).

CHATHAM BRANcH Ry. (N. B.) Co.'s. SuBsiDY: prop. Res.
(Sir Charles Tupper) 1546; in Com., 1594 (ii).

Chatham Junction Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 64
(Mr. Weldon, St. John). 1°*, 380; 2°*, 498; in Com.
and 3*4, 612 (i). (51 Pic., c. 72.)

Chignecto Marine Transport Ry. Co.'s (Subsidy)
B. No. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper). Ros. prop. and in
Com., 896; 1°"* of B., 897; 2° m., 935; agreed to (Y.
84, N. 52) 941; 30, 943 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 4.)

Children, carë and Reformation, &c., Provision
B. No. 109 (Mr. O'Brien). 10, 963 (ii).

Chinook Belt and Peace River~Ry. Co.'s incorp.
B. No. 16 (hir. Perley, Assiniboia). 1°*, 73; 2°*,
219; in COm. and 3°*, 647 (i). (51 Vic., c. 74 )

CHIPMAN, C. 0., PAYMENTS TO: in flom. of Sup., 1149, 115
CHIPPAWA AND OTTAWA NATION INDIANS' OLAIMi: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 498 (i).
CHoQUETTE, MIL, M.P., PETITION AGAINsT REIRN: objec-

tion (Kr. Laurier) 1333, 1458 (ii).
CuoUINARD, H. J. J. B., Eaq., MzimBaa E Tor oR DOaOHEs.

Ti: introduoed, 2 (ii).

CIMON, S, ESQ, MEMBER ELEOT ]OR CHARLEVOIX: intro-
duced, 1 (1).

CINCINNATI CENTENNIAL ExHIBITION, CAN. REPREsENTA-

TION: Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1136 (ii).
CIVIL GOVERNMENT: in Com. of Bop., 90 (i), 1637,1668 (ii).

Civil Service Act Amt. B. No. 13 (Kr. McNeiU).
10, 62 (i).

Civil Service Act (Chap. 17 Rev. Statutes) Amt, B.
No. 116 (Kr. Chapleau). 1", 1062; 2°* and in Coi.,
1433, 1468; 3°*, 1472 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 12.)

-- BOARD o ExAMINERs: in Com. of Sap., 113, 128 (i).
LIsT 0F CANADA: presented (Kr. Ohapleau) 172 (i).
TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORs: Ques (Mr. Dain) 965 (ii).

--- NUMBER OF EMPLOYÉS: Qes. (Mr. Landerkin)

495 (i).
CLANCEY, PATRICK, COR. re DAxAGEs DERBY BRANCH RY:

M. for copies* (AMr. Mitchell) 866 (i).
CLAYES, MR., LATE M.P.: Remarks (Mr. Laurier) on decoase,

62 (i).
CLERK OF CROWN IN CHANCERY: Ref. tO, 9), 95 (i), 1511 (ii),
CLOTHING AND GRIAT COATS: in COM. Of Sap., 1212,

1215 (ii).
CLOTHINO FOR MILITIA, TENDERS AND CONTRAOT: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Bowmat) 866 (i).
COAL SUPPLY, GOVT. TENDERs AND CONTRACTS IM. for Ret.*

(Mr. Guillet) 866 (i).
COCHRANE, E., ESQ., MEMBIR ELEOT FOR NORTHUMBERLAND:

introduced, 2 (i).
COLCHESTER, RET. OF MEMBER ELECT: notification (Kr.

Speaker) 1 (i),
COLLECTION OF RÈViNUEs: in COM. Of Sup., 1619, 1632,

1667, 1684 (ii).
Ocllingwood and Bay of Quinté Ry. Co.'s in-

corp. B. No. 19 (bir. Montague). 1°*, 73; 2 1,
128; in Com. and 3°*, 496 (i). (51 Viec, c. 70.)

COLLISIONS ON Ilion SiAs, LEGISLATION: QUes. (Mr. Amyot)
826 (ii).

COLMER, MR.: in Comi. of Sp., 1166 (ii).

COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION; in Com. of Sap.,

1638 (ii).
COLONISATION Co.'s in MAN. AND N.W.T.: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Mc Mullen) 498 (i).
- - INSPECTOR, MAN. AND N.W.T.: M. for Ret (Mr.

Watson) 71(i).
-- M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMatlen) 866 (i).

Combinations. See "TRADE."
COMMERCIAL AGENCIES: in Com. Of Sup., 1615 (ii)
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS. &e " RECIPROCITY."
Ci MMISSIONEa O PATENTS: in COM Of Sup., 95 (i).

C00MITTHEES:
DUIBATs, OMcAL : M. (kr.'Bo.eUl) for Sel. Com. to supervise, 18(1)
FAaRsBs, FRAUDULNT PRLOTICES ON: M. (Er. Browm) for sp.

Comi, 1244 (i).
Kine, JAMUS, CLI AGAINST GoT?.: M. (Kr. Weldea, B. John) for

SeL Com., 85 (ii).
Qu&RTmi uvos or CANADA: à. (U. Fet) for Sp. Com.,

67 (1).

liv



INDEX.
QOMMITTE ES--ontiued.

sLlOT STANDING-: M. (Sir John A. audonald) 2 (i).
M. (Sir JoA eA. facdon.l) for Cor. to prepar Liats, 20 (t).

- Lists presented, 25 (i)
- M. (Sir Hector Langevin) to add names, 598 (i), 823 (il).

TELGERAPH LiNes, A&ÂExPTIoN B Goyr.: M. (Mr. 0miùon) for Sel.
0om., 101 (i).

TEADU GomBaNTiKo0s: M. (Ir. WaUace) for Sel. 0om , 28 (i).
- M. (Kr. Walace) to employ shorthand writers, 51 (1).

- M. (Mr. Edgar) for Sel. Oom., wthdn, 60 (i).
Commutation of Sentences. &e ' CRIMINAL LAw,'
COMPANIES. See

BioNsONs AND WaSTON LumnsR Go.
Don. PLATE GLASs Co.
BAsTaN A.EvaANoE Co.
GaRNVILLE INTuRNATIoNAL BRIDGE Co.
KaYsTOUI FIas INSURANCE Go.
MaCiANTs MAni INSURANCES 00.
MONOTON HAREOR IXPROVBEIET Go.
NoYA SooTIA TELEPHOZE 0o.
ST. JoN's ANO IBERVILLE HYDRAULIo AND KANUfACTURING Go.
UPPEaROTTAWAWIXPROaRIENT00.
YoRK VPRINEs COLONIIATION Co.

[&e also "1 &ILWAYSB" and "SUBSIDIEmS."]
CONOURRZNCE: 1685 (ii).
(oNPZDERATION, ADMISSION oF NEWFOUNDLAND: M. for

copies of Cor. (Mr. Laurier) 664 (i).
CONPIDERATION TERes WITH P. E. I. Sec "TERms."
CONBOLIDATED FUND, REOEIPrS AND EXPENDITURES: M. for

Rot.* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 38 (i).
CoNTINGENCIES &c : in Com. of Sup., 104, 119 (i), 1218 (ii).
Controverted Elections Act Amt. See" DoMINIoN."
- Sec IEL0ECTIONS."

Copyright Act (Chap. 62 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B. No.
124 (Mr. Thompson). 1°, 1173; wthdn., 1629 (ii).

COPYRIGHT, PROP. LEGISLATIoN: Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 98 (i).
COitBY, HENRY, ESQ., M.P. FOR WEST HASTINGS : introda00d,

270 i).
CURNWALL CANAL, 1452; conc., 1687 (ii).
COST OF CANADIAN SYs: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

141, 170 (i).
ComTS, &o., re ST. CATHARINET MILLING AND LUMBERING

Co.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMullen) 20 (i).
OOUNTY COURT JUDGES (B.C.) ADDITIONAL: QQes. (Mr.

Mara) 66 (i).
- (ONT.) SALARIEs: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

899 (ii).
- SALARIS: in Com. of Sup., 119 (i).

Counterfeit Money. Se "CaIMINAL LW."
CoURSoL, C. J., INDEMNITY : in CoM. ot Sup., 1670 (ii).
COURT OF APPEAL, QUEBEc: Ques. (Mr. Préfontaine) 617 (i)

Criminal Law (advertising counterfeit money)
B. No. 108 (Mr. Thompson). I°, 963; 2°, in Oum.
and 3°*, 1137 (ii). (51 Tc., c. 40.)

Criminal Law (cruelty to animais, Chap. 172 Rev.
B&atutes) further Provision B. No. 29 (Mr.
Brown). 1°, 97 (i).

Criminal Law (English) application to Canada
B. No. 100 (Kr. Thompson). I°, 825 (ii).

Criminal Law (forfeitures for treason, &o.) B.
No. 88 (fr. Thompson). 10,514(i); 2,1147; wthdn,
1629 (i).

Criminal Law (fraudulent marks on merchan-
dise) B. No. 91 (àÉr. Thompson). 10, 515 (i); 2',
942; in Com., 943, 1002; 30*, 1005 (ii). (51 Vic, eC. 41.)

Criminal Law (gaming in stocks and merchan-
dise) B. No. 95 (Mr. Thompson). 1*, 750 (î); 2°*,
1195; inOCom., 1404; 30*, 1412 (ii). (51 Vic, c. 42.)

Criminal Law (procedure Chap 174 Re,. SBatutes)
B. No 123 (Mr. Thompson). 10, 1171; 20* and in
Com.. 1513; 3°*, 1514 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 44.)

Criminal Law (procedure in criminal cases) B.
No. 48 (Kr. Thompsor). 1°, 238 (i); 20, in Com.
and 3°*, 943 (ii). (51 ic., c. 43.)

Criminal Law (punishments, pardons, &c.,
ChMp. 181 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B. No. 90 (r.
Thompson). 1°, 515 (i); 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 942 (ii)
(51 Vie., c. 47.)

Criminal Law (speedy trials, Chap. 175 Rev. Stat.
utes) Amt. B. No. 93 (Mr. Thompson). 1°, 598 (i);
20, 942; in Com. and 30*, 1005 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 46.)

Criminal Law (summary convictions, Chap. 178
Rev. Statutes) Amt. B. No. 113 (Kr, Thompson).
1', 1001; 2°*, 1402; in Com. and Sl*, 1417; Sen.

AmtR. cone. in, 1629 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 45.)
CRIMINAL LAws, DISTRIBUTION TO JTUSTICES: QUO4. (Mr.

Bernier) 59 (i).
- - DISTRIBUTION TO MEMBERS: Ques. (Mr. Choquette)

F6 (i).
CAININAL STATISTIOS: presented (Mr. Carling) 1551 (ii).
- in Com. of Sup., 1151 (ii).
CULBERTSON, ARcHIBA.LD, DisMISSAL: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Burdett) 977 (ii).
CULBUTE CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1460 (ii).
CULLING TIMBER : in Com. of Sap., 1619, 1667, 1684 (ii).
CUMBERLAND, RIT. OF MEMBER ELEOT: notification (Kr.

Speaker) i (i).
Customs Act (Chap. 32 Rev . Statutes) Amt. B. No.

92 (Mr. Bowell). Res. prop., 499; 1°*, 598 (i); 2°,
897; in Com., 898, 954, 1001; 3°*, 1002; Sen. Amts.

conc. in, 1472 (ii). (51 Vi"c., c. 14.)
Customs Act (Chap. 33 Rev. Statutes) A mt. B. No.

121 (Sir Charles Tupper). 10*, 1137; 2°*, in Com,
and 30*, 1400 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 15.)

CUSTOMS AN D EXCISE:
BERRXNG'S BA, CLIALRANO s TO VsimsU: Ques. (Mr. .dgar) 44 ().

BooKS, RRMOVAL or DUTIus: Ques. (gr. Landerkiu) 899 (il).
cAN. FisHiNG VEssiLS, RCPaRTING, o.: Queg (Vr. Edgar) 24 (1).

UaTONOS: uIn oM of Sup , 95 (i), 1619, 1666 (il).

DIANoNos, kJ , 0,SazD AT QUamao, oa, 0, 0.'2, AC.: M. for copies'
(Mr. Langeli.r, QuSee) 1068, 1092 (il).

DUTIrs ON FLOUa, CORNMUAL, AU., Res. (Mr. lfchell ÂiAmt. to
com. of Sup , 1561 (il.)

DUTIaS oN Loos, kO, AXOVNT COLLEaTE»: Ques. (Ir. Weldoi% BS.

John) 86 (i)
EXPORTE AND IMP ,RT: M. for Ret, ( ir Rich4rd Carfvright) 23 (i).
Exonis: in Com. of Sup, 1618,1867 (1).
Fas LisT Auv U. 8 TAury, RoP. or Mmr. 0r GUaoxic: Quoi. (Mr.

Lia erkin) 617 (i).
- O. 0. PLWcINo CERTAIN AUTICLEs os: Remarks (Mr. ulock)

648 (i).
HAr Drmas RruND 3i7U. I.: Qua. (Mr. Laveifm.) 712 (1).



INDEe
CUSTOKS AND EXOISE-Continued.

Int.àxO Rnvmuxu Dapr.: la Com. of Sup., 95 (i).
INTURNATIONAL REGULATIONS re TRADIG VESSELs : Ques. (Mr. Amyot)

826 (ii)
KAMLOOPs AI AN OUTrOs? Or ENTRT, MR. PARnLEE's RP. : M. for

copy* (Mr. Mara) 498 (i).
LoGe, SEINGLEBOLTS, &c., DUTIES DOLLECTED : Ques. (Mr. Weldon,

Bt. John) 86 (i).
PiOTON, ExISISXAN, RET9NUE, & : Que. (r. Plat) 1432 (ii).

RmoIPaoITY WITH U. B., REDUCTION or DuTIs: Remarks (Mr. I,an.
derkin) 554 (i).

Rixousxi OUSTOUS COLLECTOR: Ques. (Mr. Fiset) 1067 (ii).
SALT IN BAitRLs, BAGs, &o., WEIGaT: Ques. (Mr. Yegillan, Huron)

97 (l)
TARiFF CEANGES AND NEWSPAPEB CoRRusPoNDRNTsI: Remarks (Sir

Richard Uartwright) 24 (i).
ToBAc0o, LAF, PURCHLAS AND SALE: Ques. (Mr. Thérien) 66 (1).
WEIGUTS AND MBASURES ACT ANT : QuOS. (Mr. McMilan, Huron)

97(l).
DAIaY PRa0TIoE. See " BUTTERMAKING."

DALHousIE BRANCH, I.C.R.: in Com. of Sup., 1226 (ii).
DEBATS DU CONBEIL LEGISLATIF, QUÉBEC: in Com. Of SUp.,

1663 (ii).
"DEBATES, OFFICIAL," DISMISSAL or TRANSLATOR8:

Ques. of Privilege (Mr. Laurier) 20, 128 (1).
Papers laid on Table (Kr. Speaker) 38 (i).
Res. (Mr. Laurier) 713 (i).

Deb (Sir R'ehard Cartwrigh/) 721, 713; (Vr. Casey)733; (Wr. Chap-
leau) 716, 745; (Mr. Davies, P.E.1.) 693; (Kr. Davi*) 735 ;
721; (Kr. Deaardins) 744; (Mr. Edgar) 721; (Mr. Fisher) 742;
(Kr. Ives) 722 ; (Mr. Landerkin) 738 ; (Mr. Lingelier, Mont-
morenoy) 728; (Kr. Laurier) 747; (Sir John A. Macdonald) 720;
(Kr. keNeill) 742 ; (Kr. Mile, Bothwell) 717 ; (Kr. Mitchell)
748; (Kr. Mulock) 725 ; (Kr. Platt) 746; (Mr. Sproute) 740;

(Kr. Thompson) 704 (i).
----- DISTRIBUTION TO PaEs: Remarks, (Sir Richard

Cartwright) 750 (i).
--- PRENoH TRANSLATI )., DELAY Y Q es. (Mr. Préfon.

taine) 554 (i).
- M. (âr. Deajardins) to cone. in lst Rep. of Com.,

25, 51(i).
- 2nd Rep. of Com.: M. to cono. (Mr. Desjardins) 489

(i), 823; (Mr. Davin) 1298 (ii).
- - Srd Rep. of Com. (Translators) M. to cono. (Mr.

Desjardins) 1501 (ii).
- - RECIPRoCITY DER , DISTRIBUTION OF EXTRA COPIES:

Remarks (Mr. Trow) 238 (i).
DEBT oP Ti DoM.: Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) on M.

for Com. on Ways and Means, 1061 (i).
--- ISee "LoAN."

Defective Letters Patent. See " LETTER8 PATENT."

DELANEY, MU., PENSION: in Com. of Sup., 1201 (ii).
DEPUTY ADJUTANTS GENERAL, ETIRING ALLOWANOE : in

Com. of Sup., 1644 (i).
DERBY BaANcO RY. AND JHo. KNIGHT, &o., Coi.: M. for

copieS* (Mr. Mitchell) 866 (i).
Detroit River Bridge Co.'s incorp. B. No. 31

(Mr. Fergu8on, Welland). 1°o, 110; Z"*, 497 (i) ; in
Com., 912; 3'*, 953 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 91).

DIAMONDS, &o., E IED AT QUEBEO, CoL, O. C., &C.: M. for
copies* (M. Langelier, Quebec) 1068, 1092 (ii).

DIOKINSoN, G. L., E8o., MIxMBmx ELECT VO CAnLITON
(ONT.): introdneed 1 (i),

DIGBY, RET. orF MZBER ELECT, notiffOation: (Mr.
Speaker) 1 (i).

DISALLOWANOE Of lqAN. RY. O ARTER8 OoR. WITH IMP.

GovT.: M. for copieb* (Mr. Laurier) 672 (i).
- - PAPERS RESPECTING : Remarks (Mr. Laurier) 1136.
DISLOYALTY: personal explanation (Mr. Amyot) 598 (i).
DIVISIONS:

0. P. R. : Prop. Reo (Sir Charles Tupper) 1001; 29 m., 1332;
Amt. (Mr. Laurier) 1345; neg. (Y 63, N. 111) 1370; Amt.
(Kr. Mitchell) neg., 1371; M. for Coim. agreed to (Y. 112, N.
60) 1371 (ii).

CAN. Tuup. ACT AUT. B. 10 (Mr. Jamieaon): 2° m., 985; Amt. 6
m h (Kr. O'Brien) 90; M to adja. deb. (Kr. Hggart)995;
neg. (Y. 44, N. 88) 1000 (ii).

Cin. TîmP. ACT: Res. (Kr. lius, Bothwell) in Amt. to Com. of
Sup., nog (Y. 57, N. 109) 84 (1).

OîHIGNicTo MARINE TRANIPoIT RY. Oo.' B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper):
2° m., 935; agreed to (Y. 84, N. 52) 941 (ii)

DEBATI, OFFICIAL, DISMISSAL or TaANSLATORS: RIe. (Kr. Laurier)
716; Amt. (Kr. Mille, Bothwell) 722; Amt. to Amt. (Sir Johns
A. Macdonald) 747; agreed to (Y. 113, N 61) 749 (i).

DEUT, PUBLIC, OF TEE Dox.: prop Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
in Amt. to Com. of Ways and Means, 1061; nog. (Y. 66, N.
117) 1120 (ii).

DoM. ELCTIONs ACT (Chan. 8, Rec. Statut*s) AxT. B. 89 (Wr.
Thompson): on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. Barron) to recom., 1403;

neg. (Y. 5q, N. 83) 1404 (ii).
FLOUE, OOnENMAL, &c., DUTINs: Ro . (Wr. Mitchel) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., neg. (Y. 44, N. 89) 1560 (ii).
FRANCoISI, ELETORAL, ACT AT. B. 117 (Mr. Chapleau): on M. for

30, Amt (Vr. Laurier) to recom., neg. (Y. 53, N. 74) 1587 (fi).
HALDIMAND (JoNI, WALTER) DIP. RIT. OFICom- : Res (Sir Richard

Cartwright) in Amt. to om. of Sup., 1524; neg. (Y. 58, N.
98) 1533 (ii).

IRVI.G, GANDREW KAXWBLL, RELIEr B. 129 (Kr. Sma): 20 agred
to (Y. 86, N 34) 1414 (ii).

MoIsRON, CATH RIN3, RELIEF B. 130 (Mr. SmaU): 20 agreed to (Y.
8, N. 34) 1414 (ii).

PATENTS or INVENTION ACT AT. B. 38 (Wr. Carlinq): on M. for
30, Amt. (Kr. Welson, Elgin) neg. (Y. 60, N. 93) 1548 (ii).

Ry. AOT AMT. (CoNsoLIDArD) B 24 (Kr. Thompson): on M. fir 3%,
Amt. (Mr. Lister) neg. on div., 1507; Amt. (Wr. ldgar) to
recom., 1508; neg. (Y. 54, N. 98) 1510 (il).

RsICPRoCITY WITH U B,: Res. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 144; Amt.

(Mr. Poster) 194; agred to (Y. 124, N. 67) 646; Amt. te
Amt. (Kr. Jones, Hafaw) 257; neg. (Y. 67, N. 124) 616 (i).

REPRESEBNTATION ACT (N.W.T.) Amt. B. 125 (Kr. Thompon): on
M for 30, Amt. (Mr. Watmsn) to recom., neg. (Y. 62, N. 89)
1651 (ii).

SOUTE-WESTsRN RY. Co.'s B. 64 (Wr Hall): on sonhda. of B., Amt.
(Kr. Bergin) 6 m. h., neg. (Y. 57, N. 86) 953 (ii).

TUDOR, E. E., RELIER B. 128 (Kr. Smail): 2Q agreed to (Y. 86, N.
34) 1113 (ii).

WROK ID VElsELS AID B. 7 (Kr. Kirkpatrick): 20 m , 770 (i), 917;
neg. (Y. 61, N. 84) 921 (ii).

Divoaci BILLS: M. (Kr. Small) to suspend Rule 65,
1468 (ii).

Divorce, Irving, Andrew Xaxwell, Relief B.
No. 129 (lir..ùmaU). 1° on div., 1345; 2° agreed
to (Y. 86, N. 34) 14.4; K. forspecial Order for Com.,
1468; 30 on div., 152t (ii) (51 Vie, c. 109 )

Divorce, Morrison, Catherine, Relief B. No.
130 (bfr. SaaU). 1° on div., 134à ; 2° agreed t-
(Y. 86, N. 34) 1414; I. far speoisi Order for Com.,
1468; 3? on div., 1442 (ii). (51 Tc., c. 110.)

li



INDEX.
Divorce, Tudor, Eleonora hliz., Relief B. No.

128 (Kr. Small). 1° on div., 1345; 2 agreed to
(Y. 86, N. 34) 1413; M. for special Order for Com.,
1468; 30 on div., 1522 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 111.)

Dom. Oontroverted Elections Act Amt. B.
No. 2 (Mr. Amyot). 10, 18 (i).

Dom. Elections A.ct (Chap. 8 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B.
No. 89 (Mr. Thompson), 19, 514 (i); 2°, 941; in
Com., 944, 1138; 3° m. and Amt. (Mr. Barron) 1402;
neg. (Y. 59; N. 83) and 39, 1404 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 11).

Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. No. 131 (Sir Johi A.
.Macdonald). 1°*, 1382; 2° and in Com., 1514; 3°,
1549 (i). (51 Vic., c, 21.)

DOm. LAND AGENTS' INSTRUOTIONS: M. for Rot. (Mr.
McMullen) 36, 45 (i).

Dox. LANDS: in Com. of Sup., 1635, 1637 (ii).
Dox. NoTEs, CONTRACT FOR PRINTING : M. for copies (Mr.

Edgar) 649 (i).
- in Com. of Sup., 89 (i).

Dom. Plate Glass uIns. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 32
(Mr. Holion). 1°*, 110 ; 2°*, 322 (i) ; in Com., 946,
978; 30*, 978 (ii). (51 Vic, c. 95.)

Dom. SOIP ISSUED IN MAN. AND N.W.T. : M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Wilon, Elgin) 866 (i).

DOROHESTER ELECTION, DELAY IN ISSUING WRIT: Ques. (Mr.
Amyot) 27, 59 (i),

-- RET. OF MEMBER ELECT: notification (Mr. Speaker)
1 (i).

DOROHESTER PENITENTIARY: in Com. of Sup., 1021 (i).
DREDGING ;iD Com. of.Sup., 1569, 1656 (ii).
DRILL PAY, &c.: in Com. of Sap., 1213 (ii).

DRILL SHED, QUEnEc, WATER SUPPLY COR.: M. fAr copy

(Mir. Amyot) 654 (i).
-- Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 85 (i).

DUART POSTMAsTEa : Remarks (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) on M.
for Com. of Sup., 1020 (i).

DUBLIN AGENCY: in COm. Of Sup., 1166 (Ii).

DuscAN, WM. L., KILLED ON 1.C.R., PROCEEDINGS OF IN-
QUEST.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 498 (i).

DUTIES ON BOOKS, REMOVATL: Ques. (Mr. Landerkin)'899 (ii).
-- ON FLOUR, &0. See FLOUR."

CORNMEAL, &. : Res. (Mr. Mitchell) in Amt,I o
COm. of Sup., 1560 (ii).

-- LOGS, &C., AMOUNT COLLECTED : QQes. (Mr. Weldon,
St. John) 86 (i).

DYKE, Ma., IMMIGRATION AGENT: in Com. of Sup., 1166 (ii).

Eastern Assurance Co. of Can. incorp. B. No.
22 (&r. McDougald). 1°*, 73; 2°*, 219; in Com.
and 3'O*, 726 (i). (51 Vc., c. 96.)

BASTRRN EXTENSION RY. AND I. C. R, TENDERS, &o., FOR

FzNCING: M. for Opies* (Mr. Kirk) 866 (i).

CONSTRUCTION: in Com. of Sup., 1231 (i).
-- COL re RIGHT OF WAY: M. for Papers (Mr. Kirk)

902 (ii).
EASTER HoLIDATS. Ste "ADJOURNMENT."

s

EDWARDS, WM. C., ESq., M. P. OIR RUSSELL : introduoed
and took Seat, 1416 (ii),

EIG .T-IBLAND LAKE (N.S.) POST OrICE: Ques. (Mr.
Kirk) 86 (i).

ELECTIONS:
BuwuÂAsoROs CONTROVERTD : Judge's Rep., 825 (ii)
BRo»M 00Now vaR TD: Judge's Rep. read (Kr. Speaker) 309 (1).
0ONTRoVERTED ELICTIONS ACT AUT.: Queo, (Ur. Amyot) 763 (1).
- Ques. (Kr. Cagrain) 516 (i).
DoRCnasTaaELCToRAL DISTRICT, Is1UI Or WRIT: Ques. (Ur. Amyot)

27 (1).
- DELAT IN ISSUING WRIT : Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 59 (i).

ELGIN, EAST, CONTROVIRTUD :eJudge's Rep. read (Mr. Speaker)
309 (1).

GLINeGARR OONTROVsRTBD; Judgment of Supreme Court read (Mr.
Speaker) 554 (1).

HALDIXAND ELIOTION, OASB OF WALTER JONUES: ANT. (Sir Rieard
Cartwright) on M. for Oom. of Sup., 1524; neg. (Y. 58, N. 98)

1533 (ii).
KENT, ONT., OoNTRovURTfDu: M. (Sir JohnA . Macdonald) to ref.

Judge's [ep. to Com. on Priv. and Elec., 18 (1).
- Adjnd. deb. ramd. 20 (i).
- M. (Ur. Weldon, Albert) to conc. in Rep. of Com. on Priv.

and Elec., 380 (i).
- IsSUu or WRIT: remarks (Mr. MAEle) 270, 380, 494 (i).
- PRINTINGOrPPUIRS : Ques. (Mr. Girouard) 309 (1).

L'AssoMPTION CONTROVIRTID: Judge's Rop. read (11r. Speaker)
73(1).

-- IssUE O WRIT: Ques. (Kfr. Laurier) 110 (1).
MISsIssqUoI O ONTROVNRTID: Judge's Rep. read (Mr. Speaker) 309(i).
QUE11o COUNTY, (JONTROVURTED : Judgment of Supreme Court renad

(Mr. Speaker) 309 (i).
QUERaO, WXsT, CONTRoVERTED : Judgment of Supreme Court rend

(Kr. Speaker) 309 (i).
RUssELL CONTROVERTED: M. (Mr. Laurier) for Speaker to liue

Writ, 416 (i).
- Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 455, 516, 525 (1).
- Ques. (Ur. Mille, Botiwell) 554 (i).

SHuirroRD oNTBov»RaTD : Judge's Rep. read (Mir. Speaker) 309 (1).
STANSTEAD CONTROVERTED: Judge's Rep. read (Mr. Speaker) 514 (1).
VoTNRs LIST8, CosT: Ques. (Mr. Choquette) 27 (i).
--- SUsPeNSoN oF RzvloN• Queo. (KMr. Weldon, St. John) 985 (ii.

ELECTIONS, CONTROVERTED, 1, 18, 73, 309 (Q). 825 (ii).

Electoral Franchise Act. See " FR&NCHISE."
ELECTRIO LIGHT, MONTREAL PoT OFFIcE, CONTRACT : Qe.

(Mir. Edgar) 1625 (ii).
ELECTOP.AL VOTING LISTS, COST : QUe8. (Mr. CMoquette) 27 (i).
ELGIN, EABT, CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rop. read

(Mr. Speaker) 09 (i).
ELGIN, PETITOODIAO AND HAVELOCK Ry. Co.'8 (N.B.) SuB-

SIDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1546; in Com.
1593 (ii).

ELLIS, MI. J. V., M. P., AND ANNEXATION: '.Q . (hir.
Gwllet) 4A (i).

Emerson and North-Wester. Ry. Co.'s incorp.
B. No. 85 (Mr. Watson). 10*, 4t9; 20*, 612 (i);
wýhdD., 1585 (ii).

EMPEROR OF GERMANY. See "GERMANY."

Engineers,
sion B.

Esquimalt
No. 35

Examination and Lioensing Provi-
No. 103 (Mr. Cook). 1°*, 8e9 (ii).

and Nanaimo Ry. Co.'s (Ferry) B.
(Mr. Baker). 1°*, 124; 20*, 220; in Com.

and 30*, 498 (i). (51 Vic., c. 89.)
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EXCISE: in Oom. ofSnàp., 1618, 1667 (ii).
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498 (i).
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Vic., c. 49.)
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Barron) 97 (i).
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1201, 1639 (ii).
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introduced, 1 (1).

Ferries Act (Chap. 97, Rev. Statutes) Amt. B. No. 39.
(Mr. Gostigan). 1°, 124 (i) ; 20*, and in Com., 895;
30*, 896 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 23.)
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copies (Mr. Amyot) 655 (i).
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(Sir Richard Cartwright) 38 (1).
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-- CONTRAoT PoR PRINTING: M. for copies (Mr. Edgar) 649 (i).
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GoLD, REDEMPTION oF LEGAL TENDER NOTES.: Qeuo. (r. Mitchell)
171 (i).
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OmivnR GNUIAL (HALIFAX): in coin. of Sup., 83 (I).

Pfdheriès and Pishing, fùrther Provision B,
No, 58 (Mr. Kirk). 1'>, 309 ().
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1551 (ii).
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- Ques. (Mr. Davies) 139 (i).
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Remarks on Adjnmt., 1403 (ii).
- CoU. RESPECTING: M. for copies* (Mr. Davies, P. E. I.) 866.

- STEAMERS: in CoM. of Sup., 1603 (ii).
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826 (ii).
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62, 74 (i).
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Albert) 841 ; (Sir Rich2rd Cartwright) 844; (Sir John A. Mac-
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857; (Mr. Landry) 860; (Mr. Edgar) 861; (1Mr. McDougall,
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FORTIN, IIoN. MR., SESSIoNAL INDEMNITY: in Com. of Sup ,
1670 (ii).

FORTIN, NOEL, COR. re. ACCIDENT AND DAMAGES : M. for

copy (Mr. Fiset) 902 (ii).

FORT MVLEOD AND PINCEa CREEK MAIL SERVICE: Ques.
(gr. Mc.Mullen) 712 (i).

FRANIîSE ACT. in Com. of Sap., 1641 (ii).

Franchise, Electoral, Act (Chap. 5 Rev. Statutes)
Amt, B. No. 117 (Mr. Chapleau). 1, 1062; 2°,
1549; in CoM., 1553; 30 m., 1586; Amt. (Mr.
Laurier) to reeom., neg. (Y. 53, N. 71) and 3°*,
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FRASER, MR. JUSTICE, AND WESTMORELAND ELECTION: Re-

marks, in Qon., of Sup., 115 (i).
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FREIGHT RATES: in OOM. Of Sap, 1630 (ii).
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Sup., 1577 (ii).
-- SALARIES OF CAPTAINS: M. for Ret. (M.r. Welsh) 37

GOV. GEN.'S SECRETARY: Letter fr)m, 1195 (ii).
-- OFFICE: in COm. of Sup., 85 (i).

GOWANLOCK, MRS., CLAIM: Remarks (Mir. Rykert) on M. for
COm, of Sap., 1015 (ii).

PENSION: Ques. (Mr. Barron) 58 (i).
GRAND RIVER BRIDGES, HALDIMAND: in COM. Of Sup., 1675.
G. 'e. R.Co.'s 13. No. 36 (àfr. Carran). L 0*, 124;

20*, 220 ; in Com., 496; 3°*, 498 (i). (5 t Vic., c. 58.)
G. T. R. confirmation of Agreements B. No. 26

(Mr. Small). 1°*, 85; 2°, 128; in Com. and 3°*, 647
(i). (51 Vi c., c. 59.)

G. T. R. CoSSINa IN TORONTO: Ques. (Ur. Denison) b9 (i)•
--- DOUBLE TAACK, GOVT. ASSISTANCE: Ques. (bir.

Girouard) 1432 (ii).
GaAzIN[G LANDS L!&sEs. &. for ReL.* (à&r. Davis) 866 (i).
--- Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 495 (i)

GaE3Ti BRITAIN AND COLONIES. See " TRADE RELATIONS. "
Great North-West Central Ry. Co.'s B. No. 25

(Mr. Daly). 111*, 85 ; 20 m., 128; 2°*, 220; in Com. and
30*, 726 (i). (51 Vic, c. 85)

-- PPLICANTS FOR CHAR TER : Quaes. ( 4r. Kigar) 141.
PA s, &c.: M. for Rot. (à1r. Edgar) 653 (i).

Great Western aud La#e Qnta#q I$4qgpe Jggg-
tion Ry. Co.'s Acts Amt. B. Nq. 18 (1r.
Ferguson, Wel'and). 10*, 73; 2°*, 128; in Çon.;n4
30*, 392 (i). (51 Vic., c. 56.)

GREENWAY AND MARTIN, MEI3SR, VISIT re DISALLOWiNCE:

Remarks (Kr. Mitche1l) 110 (i).
GRENVILLE CANAL :in Coin of Sup., 1159 (ii).

Grenville International Bridge Co.'s incorp. B.
No. 62 (Mr. Shanly). 10*, 380; 20*, 498 (i); in
Com. and 30*, 951 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 90.)

GRENFELL (N. W. T) EXPERIMENTAL FARm LCATION,
PAPERs: M. for Ret. (Mr. Landerkin) 866 (i).

GROSSE ISLE, &C., QUARANTINE: in COM. Of Bap., 1196 (ii).
GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE FISHERIEs PROTECTION: QUes. (Kr.

Anyot) 826 (i).
HADLOW COva PIER EXTENSION: Ques. (è1r. 6Gay) 140 (i).
HALDIMAND, DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICER, AND L&TE ELEO.

TION: Remarks (Sir Richard 0àartwriqhÇ) 9)2 (i.
Deb on M for adjnmt. (Sir Richard Cartworight) 933; (1fr. Thomp-

son) 924; (gr. Lamrier) 925; (Sir John A. àaclonaldl)923; (Vr.
Daviea, P. B.l.) 927; (Mr. Ye Neill) 938; (ir. Dsrd<'na) 928;
(Sfr. Madall) 928; (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 9 28 ; (11r. Freema os) 929;
(Mr. rhompson) 930; (Kr. Edgar) 930; (11r. patterson, .saex)
930; (Sir Richard Cartwright) 930; M. wthdn., 931 (it5.

--- Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 648 (i).
CASE OF WALTER JONIS: AInt. Sir Richard Cart.

Wright) on M. for Cm. of Sap., 1524; neg. (Y.,5% N.
98) 1533 (ii).

- - RET, OF MEMBER ELECT : notification (Mr.

Speaker) 1 (i).
HALF-BREEDS CLAIRS COMMISSION, EXPENSES: in Con. Of

Sup., 1666 (ii).
HALIFAX AND ST. JOHN via YARMOJTH AND PORT KEDWAY

MAIL SUBSIDY: in COM. Of Sap., 1678 (if).
HALIFA X COTTON CO.'s (N.S.) SUBSIDY: prnp. ReS. (Sir

Charles Tupper) i5li6; in Com., 1593 (ii).
FIALTON, RET. OF MEIBER ELCOT: notification (Kr.

Speaker) 1 (i).
"HANARD." See "DEBAS."

HARBORS AND RIVERs : in Com. of Sup., 1463, f5p1,655,
1673 (ii).

HARBOR 0 OMMLOSIONERS. Se "MONTREAL "AND'" QUEBEO."
HASTINOS, WEST, ELECOTORAL DIsTBICT: nOtificatiOin Of

Vacancy (Mr. Speaker) 85 (i).
- - Ret. of Member 1ect, 238 (i).

HIAWKE, J. T., CASE OF : Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Davies P.R.I.)

1299 (ii).
Deb. on M. for adjnmt. (gr. Thompson) 1307 ; (Kr. Wekdon, St. John)

1318; (gr. Weldon, Albert) 1322; (àfr Liser) 182f; (Mr.
Davin) 1326; (Mr. tchell) 13il; (E1r. qasey) q4; (lr.
Davies, P.E.I)1329 <i).

HAT DUTIES, REFUND Br U. S.; Ques, (Kr. Laperne) 712.
HEALTH STATIsTIC8 : in COM. Of SUp., 1154 (i).

IIE&TING AND ELECrRICTY IN CARS, I1. C. R.: in Oo. of

HINDERSON, P, MEMBER ELICT. FOR IIALTON: introdaced,

2(1).

Hereford Branch Ry. Co,'s incorp, Act Amt.
B. No. 33 (Kr. Ball). 1°*, 110; 2°6, 12â; i
Com. and 30*, 498 (i). (51 Vic., e, 81.)
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HIra OomIssIoNER's OFFIOE : in Com. of Sap., 105 (i),

1158, 1165 (ii).
High Commissioner's Office (application of

C. 8. Act, Chap. 16 Rev. Statutes) Act Amt. B. No.
136 (Sir Charles Tupper). Res. prop., 1502; conc. in
and 10*, :,°* and in Com., 1505; 30 m., 1506; 30, 1547

(ii). (51 Vic., c. 13.)
HIoDGSON, SIR ROBT., PENSION (PAYMENT TO GoVT. OF P.E.I):

in Com. of Sup., 1671 (ii).
UOMISTEAD INSPEOTORB, MAN. AND N.W.T.: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Watson) 71 (i); (Mr. McMullen*) 866 (ii).
IloRSE.BREEDING IN CANADA, PAMPHLET, TRANSLATION

Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 85 (i).
BOT SPRINGS, BANFF, RoADS, BRIDGES, &o.: in Com, of

Sup., 1617, 1666 (ii).
IIOU8E OF COMMONS:

ADDRUss (FARUWULL) TO BIs Ex.: Mess. from the Senate, 1561;
cono. in, 1585; presented, 1691 (ii).

ADDREss iN ANSWER TO HIs Ex.'s SPERECH: moved (Mr. Montague)

2 ; sec. (Ur. Joncas) 7 ; agreed to, 17; Hie Ex.'s Reply, 172 (i).
BILLS AssENTED TO, 1196, 1692 (ii).

CLATIS, MR., LATE M.P.: Remarke (Kr. Laurier) 62 (i).
OROQUSTTU, MR., M.P., PETITION AGAINST RETURN: Objection (fr.

Laurier) 1332, 1468 (ii).
CLERK OF Oowr eIN OHANCERY: in Com. Of Sap , &0, 95 ().
CONSTITuauCIES AND MEMBERs, LIsT, IV (afier tille vol. i.)
CONTROYERTED ELECTIONS. See "ELECTIONS."
COURSOL, MR., INDEIûNITY: in COm of Sup., 1670 (ii).
DaNÂTES COM. Bee 4"COMMITTES "and 1DanITES."

ELLIs, MR. J. V., M. P., AND ANNEXATION : Ques. (Ur. Guillet) 44 (i)
GOvnUNMENT, LIST Or MEEiRe, III (after titlev ol. i.)
GOv. GINL'S SoBETARY: Letter from, 1195 (i).
INTERNAL ECONOMY COMMISSION: Appointment by Mess., 27(i).
LIBRART OF PARLIAMENT. Sec general beading.
MENBERS INDEMNITY: M. (Ur. Pattereon, Essex) 1681 (ii).
- Remarks (Ur. Troto) 1586 (ii).
#M EMNIRB INTRODUCED, 1, 18, 25, 270, 380, 665 (i); 882, 1416, 1548.
MEsSAGEs PROM BIS Ex., 24, 27, 50, 86, 172 (i); 962, 1231, 1403 (ii).
Nzw MEMBERs, 1, 238, 309, 646 (i); 866, 1414, 1544 ii)
OcmnINQ OF PARLIAIENT, 1 (i).
PAIRS DURINo SEssION, LIST, VII (a/fer title vol. i.)
PRivIVA BILLS, PETITIONS, EXTENSION OF TIME : M. (Mr. Wood, Rrock-

ville) 50 (i).
- EPORTS PROM COMITTEN: M. (Sir Hector Langevin) TO

BITEN> TIME, 514 (i), 1031 (ii).
PROROGATION, NOTIFICATION or (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1625,

1693 (ii).
- (Mr. Sp.eaker) 1686 (ii); Mess. from His Ex., by Black Rod,

1692 (ii).
RoBSRTsoN, ALEx., LATE M.P.: R.emarks (Sir Rector Langevin) 1 (i).
SALARIES, &C.: in COm. Of bUp., 1025, 1668 (ii).
SELEcT STANDING COMMITTUES. See "CO]KITTRES."
SENATE, SUEMONED TO BY MES.: 1 (i), 1196, 1692 (ii).
SsIONAL CLERKS, NUMiBR AND AMOUNTS PAID: Ques. (Mr. Mcjful..

kan) 1299 (ii).
- In COM. of Sup , 1025, 1668 (ii).
SPEECENS FROM TRE TaHoNu, 2 (i), 1693 (i).
VAOANOIus, NOrIICATION (1r. Speaker) 1, 85, 124 (1)
VIENTILATION oF NOUE: Remarks (Sir Richard Cartwright) 171 (i).
WHITE, BON. THOMAs, DEcEAS op: Remarks (Sir Bector Langevin)

962 (ifi).

[Ses "«EL EOTION8."]

HUDSON BAY SALMON FISHERIES: Que8. (Mr. Amyot) 826 (ii).
WHALX FISHERUIS: Quos. (Mr. .myot) 826 (ii).

IcE BREAKERS, COUNTY opF BERTHIER: Que8. (Nr. Beausoleil)

45 (i).
IMMIGRATION: in Con. of Sup., 1155; cone, 1686 (ii).

-- See "AGRICULTURE," &c.

IMPERIAL FEDERATION. See IlTRADE RELATIONS."

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS: M. for Ret. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) 28 (i).

Indian Act (Chap. 43 Rev. Stalutes) Amt. B. No.
106 (hMr. White, Cardwell). 10, 922; 2° (Mr. Thomp-
son) and in Com., 1i07; 3°*, 1011 (i.) (51 Vic., c.
22.)

INDIANS:
BRANT AND HALDIMAND, DOCTOR ON RBETEB : Ques. (fr. Landerkin)

647 (i).
BRESIYLOR HALF-BaUM»s: Remarks (lir. Edgar) on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1514 (ii).
CAueNNAwAGA, ELECTION OF CHIura: M. (fr. Dogon) for copies of

Cor., 899 (ii).
- REsîRvEu: Ques, (Mr. Doyon) 1680 (ii).
- SuRvîy: Ques. (gr. Doyon) 495-(i).

CAYUGA INDIAN LANDS COMMIsSIONERS: Ques. (Sir Richard Cart-
woright) 27 (i).

CHIPPAWA AND OTTAWA NATION INDIANS' CLAIMS: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Patterson, Essex) 498 (i).

HALF BREEDS CLAIMS COMMISSION, EXPENSES: i Cn 0. Of SUp.,
1666 (ii).

IN COm. oF SuP ,1605; Dept., 1637 (ii).
MIs3lsSÂUuA INDIANS, CLAIMs TO UNCEDED LANDs, COR.: M. for copy*

(Ur. Madill) 366 (i).
MOHAwK INDIANS, COR. re D1SMISSAL OF COUNCILLOR CULBERTEON:

M. for copies (Ur. Burdett) 977 (ii).
MOULiN, REv. FAIHlER, CoR. re RESuRYS AT BATOCHE: M. for cOpy

(gr. Scarth) 866 (il).
PzAcE RivFR AND ATHABASCA INDIAN TREATIES : Que. (Ur. Barron)

825 (ii)
SIx NATION INDIANS, CLAIM FOR FLOODING LANDS, COR. : M. for

copies* (Mr. Somervizle) 672 (1).
STONEY POINT AND KET rLE REsRVES, COMPLAINT AGAINST INDIANS.:

M. for copies* (Ur. Lister) 1259 (il).
SUPPLIES, CONTRACTS FOR FURNIsHING: Remarks (r. Mitchell) in

Oom. of Sup., 94 ().

[See "SSUPPLY," &o.]
INDIANTOWN BRANcH, I.C.R : in Com. of Sup., 1646 (ii).
INDEMNITIES. See "MEMBER8 "

INDUSTRIAL SOHOOLS, INDIAN : in COM., of Bp., 1681 (ii).
1NGOLDSBY STATION, POST OrrICE, PzTITIoN, &a..-:M. for

Ret. (Mr. Barron) 1243 (ii).
INL AND REVENUE. See "CUSTOMS AND ExoISu"

Inland Revenue Act (Chap. 31 Bey. ,Statutes) A mt.
B. No. 122 (Mr. Costigan). j°*, 1137; 20* and in
Com., 1401; 3°*, 1402 (ii). (51 Vic , c. 16.)

Insurance Act (Chap. 124 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B.
No. 126 (Sir Charles Tupper). 1°, 1332; 2°, 1400;
M. for Com., 1416 ; in Com., 1417; 3°*, 1433 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 28.)

INSURANCE CoMPANIE8, A BSTRACT: presented (Sir Ciarles
Tupper) 1207 (ii).

INSuRANcE, FIiu RIsrs, PETITIoNS, &c.: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Bowman) 866 (ii).

INSURANCE, GENErA l VoTE ; in Com., of Sup., 1604 (i).
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495 (i).
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don, St. John) 61(i).
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MATANE, SUBSIDY TO BRANCH LINE: Queo. (Mr. Fiset) 199 (ii).
MoNCTON, IICREASUD ACCOMMODATION : in 0m. of B0p , 1228 (il).
PICTou TowN BRAN0n: in Com. of Sup., 1226, 1645 (ii).
PION & Co., CLAIM FOR GOODS DAxAGBD : M. for copies' (Ur. Lan-

gelier, Quebec) 1092 (ii).
RxoEIPTs AND EXPENDITURs: Ques. (Ur. Choquette) 27 (i).

- Ques (Sir Richard Cartwright) 65, 112 (i).
ROLLING ST0 8T PURCH&S : M for Ret. (%gr. Weldon St. Jhn) 61(1).

in Com. of Sup., 1645 (ii).
ST. CuABLs B'RANIC, EXPENDITUERE : Ques ('fr. gChnq'ette)97 (i).
- in Com. of Sup.,1225, 1645 (ii).
ST. JoHN, INCREASED ACCOMMODATION: i Coom. of Bnp., 1224 (il).
SALE TO SYNDICATi: Remarks (Ur. Mitchell) in Com. of dup.,

1621 (il).
SNow SHEDS: in Com. of Sup., 1645 (ii).
SPRINQ HILL, INCRUAIED ACCoxoDATION: in COm. of8up., 1225 (ii).
WORKING EXPENSES AND REPAIES : in CoM. of Snp., 1620, 1650,

1668 (il).

Interest (Ghap. 127 Rev. Statutes) Act Amt. B. No.
12 (Mr. Landry) 1°*, G 3 (i).

INTERIOR:
ALASKA AND B C. BOUNDARY CoMMISSioN : Ques. (Mr. Prior) 495 (i).
- Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 171 (1)
BouNDAIhus or ONT.: Remarks (Mr. Dawson) on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1629 (ii).
COLONisATIoN Co.'s IN MAN AND N.W.T. : M. for Ret.* (Mr.

HefMullen) 498 (i).
- INSPECTOR IN N W T : M. for Ret.' (Mr. McMfllen) 866 (ii).
- Màz. AND N.W.T. : M. for Ret. (Mr. Watson) 71 (i).

Dox LAND AGaNTs' INSTRUCTIONS: M. for Ret. (Mr. NeMilen) 36,

45 (ii).
Dom LANDS: in Com. of Sap., 1615, 1637 (il).
Dom. SoRiP IssNaD IN MAN. AND N. W.T.: M. for Ret.* (Ur. Wilson,

Elgin) 866 (i).
GnoLoeiAL Suavir : in Com. of Sap., 1604 (ii).
- OfTWA CoUNTY: Quei. (1r. Wright) 495 (1).
GovT. or N.W.T. ixPuiNss: in Com. of Sup., 1611 (il).
GRAZING LANDS, LEASS,: M. for Ret.' (Ur, Davis) 866 (i).
- Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 495 (1).
BALP-BBEIDs' CLAIMS CoxIssIoN, EXPUNss: in CoM. of Bnp,

1666 (i).
HO"UTUaAD INSPECTORS, MAI. AND N.W.T.: M. for Ret. (Kr. Wat-

son) 71 (i); (Ur. MMeullen) 866 (il).
INTERIOR DPT : in Com. of Sp , 93 (i).
INTMIoR DEPTL. Rip.: presenteo (Ur. White, CardweU) 18 (i).
LîAD SALr sIN MAN. AND N. W. T.: Ques (Sir Richard Cartwright)

44 (i)
LîaimoLDERs IN ALBERTA DISTRiCT, N. W. T., ATTl, bo. : M. for

net.• (Sir Richard Cartwright) 498 (1).

INTERIOR-Contined.
LasEs, OLD UocouPD LxDs : Ques. (Mr. DaWs) 828 (1i).
LILtATioi tor N. W. T. : Mes. from His Ex., 1231 (ii).
MOUNTUD POL'0, CoxPINUATION oR INJURIEs: in Go.n, of Sup., 1812.

EADqUARTaas, EDuoNToN : Ques (Mr. Davis) 965 (fi).
- in Com. of Sup., 93 (i), 1610, 1658, 1683(ii).
- Rap. : presented (Sir John A. Iacdonald) 499 (1).

NoaTu-WzsT TIRRITORIUS : in Con. of SUp., 1655, 1672 (10.
RAbcsas, Du rias OF INSPCTOR : Q'es. (Ir. Davis) 965 (fi).
RmhiLLioN I N. W. T., RaP. or ROYAL CoxIssIoN: presented

(Mr. White, Cardwell) 97 (i).
- Losuis COMbsISoN, Rips., à@. : M. for copies (Mr. Laurier)

73 (1).
SanP BssN&D iN MAiN AD N. W. T. : M. for Ret." (gr. Wilson, Elgin)

866 (ii).
SQUATTRIs OLAIR IN N. W. T. : M. for Ret. (Mr. M acMules)856 (1).
SURva (GioLoGicAL) OTTAWA UOUNTY : Ques. (àfr. Wright) 495 (1).
YoUNG, CAPT., CoR, &C, R SPECTIiN OLAIx: M. for copy (Mr.

Scarth) 866 (i).

INTERNAL EOONOMY COMM[SSION :-appOintment by Mess., 27.
International Convention for Preservation of

Submarine Cables B. No 98 (Mr. Thompson).
1°+, 726 (i); 2°*, 942; in Com. and 3°*, 944 (ii),
(51 Vic., c. 31.)

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS re TRADING VESSELS: Que8.
(Mr. Amyot) 826 (ii).

INTOIIATING LIQUORS, ANALYaIS UNDER FOOD ADULTERA-

TION ACT: Ques. (Mr. Onrran) 965 (ii).
INVERNESS AND RICUMOND Rr. Co.'î SuàiDY: Quos. (Mr.

Cameron) 1232 (ii).

Irving, Andrew Maxwell. See "lDivoRaE."
ISBESTER AND REID'S CONTRACT: Ques. (Mr. Cameron) 1067.
-- Ques. (Mr. Macdonald, Victoria) 1299 (ii).
ISL E.AU Noix WHARF EXTENSION: Ques. (Mr. Bourana)

965 (ii).
JACKSON, COL.: in Com. of Su p., 1209 (ii).
JAMAICA. See " WEST INDIES."

JOHNO0N, GEo.: in Com. of Sup, 1661 (ii).
JONES, f. L., ELQ, MEMBSR ELaCT O DIGBY: intro-

duced, 2 (ii).

JONES, WALTER, APPOINTMENT: Res. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1524 (ii).

JUDGES OF SUPERIOR COURT RETIRED, NAmS8, &c.: M. for
Ret.* (Mr. Small) 62 (i).

JUDGES' SALARIES (ONT.) INCREASE: Ques. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 899 (ii).

Judges' Salaries. See "PROVINCIAL COURTS."
JUDItARY, QUEBE o: COnc., 1685 (ii).
JuaRY, MR., AND PAUPER IMMIGRATION : in COn. Of Sup.,

1597 (il).
JUSTICE:

CoLLISIoN oN TH% HIon SEî, LzaIILATIoN : Quoi. (Mr. Amyot) 826.
CouRT or APPEAL QUmEBEc: Que. (Mr. Prefontains) 647 (1).
COUJTY CoUXR JUDOSs (B. ) ADDITIONAL: Que.. (Mr Mara) 66 (1)
- SALABlsi: in Com of Sup., 119().
- ONTARIO, SALAfa: Que. (Sir Richard Oartwright) 899 (11)
CRIMINAL LAws, DiritiBUTIoN TO JUBTICau: Que. (Mr. Bernier)59.
- DIsTrIuIoN To Maaus: Que. (Kr. Choquette)86 (j).
oaIZNAL STATIICTIs: in 00M. of Sup., 1151 (11).
" DvID J. As," Cost op LiTiOATION: in Com. ofSup., 1656(M).

RAOIR, Ma,. J MTI01, WUTXeRLAND ELECTIon: i Cpm. of Sup.,
115 (1).
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JUSTICE-Continued.

HÀwzu, J. T., CASE or : Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Datl'is, P. B.J.) 1299 (ii).
IUSTIOEI DUPT.: in Com of Sup., 91(i).
INSOLTVUNY, LNGISLATION USPUCTING: Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 495 (i).
LiBsL LAw, LUGIsLATION RUSPECTING : Ques. (Mr. innes) 141 (i).
MONTRàL DISTRICT, SUPaarol OOVRT JUDGs: Ques ( îr. Prfon-

gaine) 617 (î).
MUSKOKA AND PAnRa SOUND JUDICIAL DISTRICT: Ques. (Mr. Barron)

1232 (il).
PENITENTIAÂINSe: in Com. of Sup., 91 (i), 1021 (il).

- RiP : presented (Kr. Thompbon) 18 (Q)
PRNSOTT AND RUSIBLL JUDICIAL DIETRICT: Ques. (Er. Labro8se) 27.

QUUBC IJUDICIARY: conc., 1685 (i).
BAILons' PROTICTION, LEGISLLTION BISPECTING: Ques. (1fr. Edgar)

966 (ii).
SUYPEBIoR O0URT .JuDGep R»TIuuz, NmaMs, &c. : M. for Ret." (Mr.

smaU) 62 ().
TaADU UNIoNs, CoPla or RULUS: M. for Ret. (Vr. Amyot) 46 (i).
- REGULATIONs re sGISTRY, &o. : M. for Copies (Mr. Amyot)

50 (Î).
-- UNDER 35 VIC., 0AP. 30, &C.: . for copies* (Kr. Amyot)50.

TRAVIs, EX-JUSTICE : in Om. of sBUp., 114 (i)

sTUNoGRAPHEa, SUPEIX CoUaRT: uI Comn. Of Sup., 119 (i).

[Sec" CRIMINAL LAw."]
KAMLOOPS AS AN OUTPORT OF ENTRY, MR PARMELEE'S Rep.:

M. for copy* (?&r. Mara) 498 (i).
KENr (N.B.) NoRTIIE RN Ry. CO. ' SUBSIDY; prop. ReS.

(Sir Charles Tupper) 1546; in Coin., 1593 (ii).
KENT (ONT) CNTIoVETITED E[LECTtN: M. (Sir Jhn A.

Macdonald) to ref. Judge's Rep. to Com. on Priv. and
Elec., 18; adjd. deb. rsmd., 20 (i).

-- ISSUE oF WIUT: iRemarks (Mr. Mills, Bothwell) 270,
380, 494 (i).

- - notification of Eturn of Membor (Kr. Speaker)

1541 (ii).
-- PRINTING OF PAPERS: QueF. (Mr. Girouard) 309 (i).
-- M. (Mr. Weldon, Albert) to conc. in Rep. of Coin

on Priv. and Elee., 380 (i).
KETTLE AND STjNEY POINT RESE-VZS, COMPLAINTS AGAINST

INDIANS: M . for copio* (Mr. Lister) 125j (i).

Keystone Insurance Co.'s incorp. B. No. 78
(31r. Weldon, St. John). 1°*, 4 9; 20*, 498 (i) ; in

Coin. and 30*, 978 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 97.)
Kincardine and Teeswater Ry. Co.'s Act Amt.

B. No. 74 (Mr. Rowtnd). 1°*, 451; 20*, 493; in
Com. and 3C*, 7-6 (i). (51 Vic, c. 77.)

Kincardine Harbor Tolls authorisation B. No.
30 (Mr. Rowand). 10*, 97; 20, 220 (i); in Com. and
30*, 1049 (ii). (51 ic., c. 104.)

KING, JAMES, CLAIM AGAINsT GOVr.: Mi. (1hr. Weldon, St.
John) for Sel. Coin., 865 (ii).

-M. to substitute naine on Coin. (Sir Bector Lange_
vin) 1245 (ii).

KINGSTON, DEP. POSTMASTEa'S REGULARITIES: Ques. (1fr.
Charlton) 899 (ii).

-- GRAVING DocK: in Com. of Sup., 1671 (ii).
-- PENITENTIARY: in Com. of Sap., 122 (i).

POST OFFICE DEFALCATIONS: Remarks (Sir Rich-
ard Cartwright, &o ) on M. for Com. of Sup., 1012 (ii).

-- Remarke (1r. Laurier) on M. for Coma. of Sup.,
1017 (ii).

KIT ALLOWANCE, YoRK-SIKooE BÂTT.: M. for Re. (1r.
mulock) 66 (i).

KNIGHT, JNO. AND ALLAN, CoR. re DAm&GES DERBY BRANCH

RY.: M. for copies* (Nir. Mitchell) 866 (ii).
KNIGHTS oF LAB JR. See ',JURY, MR."
La Banque Nationale, Capital Stock Rego4qtion

B. No 23 (Mr. Bryson). 1°*, 73; 2°*, 128; in
Com. and 3°*, 726 (i). (5t Vic., c. 48.)

LABOR COMMISSION, CERTIFIRD COPIRS or DiPoSITIONS:
QUOeS. (Mr. Beausoleil) 171 (i).

--- COMPLAINTS AGAINST CHAIRMAN: Ques. (]gr. Beau-
soleil) 171 (i).

--- CoST: QueS. (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 494 (1).
--- INSTRUCTIONS, &c: M. for oopies* (Mr. Beausoleil)

672 (i).
- - NUMBEa AND ýALARIES: Ques. (Kr. Wellon, St.

John) 1468 (ii).
--- REP. oF CoMMiSSIoNERS: Ques. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) 98 (i),
LACHINE CANAL, DIBMISSAL oF LABORERS: in COOm. of SUp.,

1170, 1563, 1647 (ii).
in Com. of Sup., 1452 (ii).

-- WATER PowER, ROYAL CoMMISSIoN: Rep. presentel

(Mr. Pope) 52 (i).
LAKEFFELT AND !3ALSAM LAKE eHANNEL: in CoM. of Sup.,

1461 (ii).

Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co.'s B. No.
37 (.&r. Cockburn). 10*, 124; 2°*, 220; in Com.
and 30*, 498 (). (51 Vic., c. 80.)

LAKE8 RUBoN AND SUPERIOR MAIL SUBSIDY: in COM. Of
Sup , 1678 (if).

LAKE ST. Louis: in dom. of Sup., 1453 (fi).
LAKE ST PETER IMPROVEMENT , FXPENDITUIRV: M. for Ret.

(r. Au&yot) 7 1 (i).
LAKES SUPERIOR AND HURON SURVEYs: Cono., 16889 (i).
LAND AGENTS INSTRUCTIONS IN MAN AND N. W.T.: M. for

Ret (Mr. McMullen) 36, 45 (i).
LAND SALES IN MAN. AND N.W.T.: Ques. .Sir Richard

Cartwright) 44 (i).
LAND VILLA Pogr OFFICE, PAPERS, &C.: M. for copies

(Mr. Choquette) 102 (i).
LARD, UENDERED, MANUFACTURE AND SALE: prop. E s. (Mr.

Taylor) 59 ().
L'A ss0MPTIoN CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep. read

(Mr. Speaker) 73 (i).
S ISSUE F WRIT: Ques. (gr. Laurier) 0 (j).

LAuIEi, GEN. J. W.: introduced, 18 (i).
LEAF TonAcco &e "ToBaco."
LEASEHOLDERS IN ALBERTA DISTRICT, N.W.T., CATTLE,

&o.: M. for Ret.* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 4S (i).
LEASES (GRAZING) N.W.T.: QueS. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

495 (i).
OLD UNocCUPIED LANDs: Ques. (Kr. Davis)

825 (ii).
LEDUC, CHAS., EMPLOYMENT BY GoVT.: Ques. (Mr. Dessaint)

140 (i).
LIEGAL TENDER ANP GOLD QMes. (Xr. Mitche«l 171 (f),



ND!X.
LEGIR, CAPT., RiP. e ST. SA1-.oÉ RI*a FLooDS: Ques.

(Mr. Prjfontine) 899 (il).
LEGISL&TION FoR N.W.T. : Mess. from Hi Ex., 1231 (ii).
LEGISLATIoN: in Com. of Sap, 1025 (ii).
Letters Patent, Defective, &c., B. No. 4. (Mr.

icOarthy). 1°, 44; i°, 761 (i) ; in Com. anu 3', 916
(il). (51 Yic., c. 36.)

LEv, DAVID, SEIzuaE oF DIAM2NDS, &0. : M. for copieb*
(Ifr. Langelier, Quebec) 1092 (ii).

LEvis GaAVING DoCK. Sec "QUEBEE iARB)R CoMMIS-
SIONERS."

LIBEL LAw, LEGISLATIoN: QueS (Mr. Innes) 141 (i).
LIBRARY o PARLIAMENT, REP. op JoINT LIBRARIANS: pro-

sented (Mr. Speaker) 2 (i).
--- PRINTING AMERICAN CATALOGUE: in Com. of Sup.,

1ù30 (ii).
WoRKs oN AMERICA: in Com. of Sp., 1030 (ii).

--- SALARIES: in Com. of Sap,, 1030, 1638 (ii).

Licensing Engineers. See "ENGINEERS.
LIFE-SAVING AND LiF-BoAT SERVICE : Remarks, 177 (ii).
LIGHTROUSE AND COAST SEaViCE: in Com. of Sup., 1581 (ii).

LITIGATION (0oST) re IlDAVID J. ADAMS": iD Com. of
Sup., 1656 (ii).

LIVERPOOL IMMIGRATION AGENCY: in Com. of Sap.,
1166 (ii).

LIvEs LOST Timouen WazcKS uN G REAT LAKEs: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 19 (i).

LIQuoR LICENSE ACT, ToTAL AMoUNT PAID BY GoVT.:
M. for Ret.* (Mr. Mulock) 498 (i).

Loan for Publie Service, authorisation B. N o
133 (Sir Charles Tupper). Res. prop., 1136; M. for
Com., 1259; in Com., 1278; 1' and 2°* of B, 1387;
in Com. and 3°*, 1388 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 2)

LOBSTER U. MMSSION, [kErs., &C : M. lor o:pie8s (M1r. Fbynn)

86 (i).
- -- Ques. (Mr. Davies, P. E.I.) 139 (i).
- - FISuERIE : Remarks (Mr. Kirk, &o.) on M. for Com.

of Sap., 1551 (ii).
Loos, 8H5INGLE BOLTS, &o., DUTIES COLLECTED: QueS.

(Mr. Weldon, St. John) 86 (i).

London and Port Stanley Ry. Co. &e B. 26.
London and South-Eastern Ry. Co. and Can.

Southern (confirmation of Agreement) B.
No. 77 (Mr. Smal). 10*, 85; 2°*, 128; in Com. and
30*, 647. (51 Vic., c. 60.)

LONDoN (ENG IMMIGRATIoN AGENCY: in Com. of Sap.,
1166 (ii).

LoNDoN Free Press, PAYMENTS To: in Com. of Sup., 1160.
LoTBIIÈaE MAIL SERVICE: Ques. (Mr. Rintret) 98 (i).
LovITT, J., ESq., M Bnx ELECT rOR YARMOUTH: intrO-

duced, 2 (i).
MACCAN STATION, INCREASED ACCOMMODATION: in COM. of

MCCUAIG, A. F., APPOINTMENT AND SALARY: Ques. (Mr.

Platt) 1432.
MACDONALD, GEo. J., PAPERS, &o., re CENTINNIAL ExHIBI.

TIoiq: M. for opi* (Mr. Landetkin) 866 (ii).

McDoNALD, JOHN A., ESQ., MIMBER ELEOT JOB VICTOIA
(N. 8.): introduced, 2 (i).

fcEACRÂAN, Ma.: in Coin. of Sup., 1200 (ii).
McLELAN, [oN. A. W., MEMBEa ELECT oa OOLCUESTEB:

introduced, I (i).
MAGDALEN IBLANDE MAIL SUBSIDY: in CoM. of SUp.,

1678 (ii).
MAIL SERVICE IN P.E.I.: M. for.Ret. (Kr. Davies, P.E.1)

47, 52 (i).
MAIL SUBSIDIES AND STEAMSHIP SUBVENTIONS: in COM. of

Sup., 1678 (ii).

Manitoba, application of certain Laws B. No.
41 Mr. Thompson). 10, 139 (1) ; 2°*, 94 L; in Com. and
30*, 1102 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 33.)

Manitoba and North-Western Ry. Co.'s Act
Amt. B. No. 46 (àfr. Scarth). 1°*, 238; 2*, 497;
in Com., 612 (i); recom. and 3"*, 953 (ii). (61 Vic.,
c. 86.)

MANITOBA:
AUDITOR AD Ri0ElvER GuNîuRA, WINNIPEG: ilx CoM. of Sup., 88.

OoLomATxoN Co.'s IN MAN. AND N. W. T.: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
McMjullen) 498 (1).

DIsALLOWANoS 0 MAN. RY. CHARTERS, Colt. wiTn IMP. GovT.: M.
for copies* (Mr. Laurier) 672 (i).

PAPERS RSPEoTING: Remarks (Kr. Lsuriér) 1136 (il.)
EXPER1MkNTAL FASRI: Ques. (Mr. Watson) 495 (i)
GREAT NORTH-WUsT CENTRAL RY., APPLI0ANTs rOR1 OHARTER: Ques.

(Mr. Rdgar) 141 (i).
PAPERs, &o.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Edgar) 653 (1).

GRUEaNWAY AND MARTIN, MEBsiRS., Visir te DIsàLLLowAu: Roearks

(!dr. Mitchell) 110 (i).
HONUITEÂD AND COLONISATION INËI'CTORs: M. for Ret. (Mr. Watson)

71 (1) ; (Wr. McMuallen*) 866 (H) .
IMàlfRANTs raox DAKOTA rOR MAN., PAYMENTB TO: Qile. (fr. Lan-

dorkin) 495 (i).
INIANs : in om. of uip., C1f7, 1881 (ii)
LAND AGSNTs 1NSTRUCTIoNS IN MAN. iS N.W.T.: M. for Rot. (Mr.

McMullen) 36, 45 (1).
MAN. AND NORTH-WBTURN RY. o., PAPEs, 0. : M. for copios

(Mr. Edgar) 653 (i).
PLNITENTIA RY : l nOM. of Sup., 1021; ooDC., 1686 (ii).

PUBLIC Woaxa: in Com. of Sup., 1542 (il).

RAiwA LIGISLATION, MAN. AND N.W.T.: Remarks (Kr. Watson)
1403 (ii).

SCRIP IBUD IN MAN. AND NW.T. : M. for Ret' (Kr. Wilson, Elgin)
866 (i).

SoURIs AND RoCKY MOUNTAIN RY. Co., PAPERs, C.: M. for copieg
(Mr. Edgar) 653 (i).

[&e DEPARTMENTS, "N.W.T.," &o.]
MARINE:

"ALERT," CoR. RBPECTING CONDITION: M. for Ret. (Kr. Velsh)
827 (i).

ALLEN, WARREN, CLAIX roR ICE-BOAT : M. for PapOr, ROt., &o.
(Mr. Davies, P.EJ) 833 (i).

ATLNTIC( OoI, OBSTRUCTIONS To ShIPPING : Que. (Qen. Laurie)
1433 (ii).

BEIRING's SUA, NATIGATIDNI w! CAUKAN VmSsCLS: Ques. (Kr.
Edgar) 44 (i).

-- SEIzUREs, CoR. RsnPE0TING: M. for Ret. (IÉr. Gordon)966.
Buoss xi Rivxu BAuNATy: Ques. (Kr. Couture) 1433 (ii).
Cii. Waucnuo VissILS IN U. S. WATIRs: M. for oopies of Cor.

(Mr. Edgar) 66 (i).
Cox.isIou ON TU HiGn Sua., LRGIUL&To-: Quoi. (Mr. AmgoI) 826.
LiTieTios (Cour) re "DAvi> J. ADAx" :in Com of Sup., 165.
GOTT.6TEÂM3I8, MAIIlTEaJC AND Rn .EUri: il Com. of8sup., 1577.

Iäiti



INDEX.
MARINE-Continued.

GOTT. STEAMERS, SALARIES OF DAPTAINS: M. for Ret. (Mr. WoLk) 37.
INTERNATIONAL REGULATION re TRADING VESSELI: Ques. (Mr. Amyot)

826 (il).
LIFs-SATIxG AND LIFE-BOAT SERVICE : Remarks, 1577 (ii)
LIGHTROUSE AND GOAST SERVICE: in Com. Of Sup., 1581 (ii).
MARINE AND FîifhRin REP. : presented (Mr. Poster) 138 (i).
MONTRUAL AND QUEBEN RIVER POLICE : in OOm of Sup., 1579 (il).
P.E.I. NAVIGATION AT NAUPRAo, RP. or RNGINEER: M. for oopy

(Mr. M1entyrs) 70 (1).
"NORTHERN LIHT." Seo general heading.

NORTII SYDNEY PILOTAGE RETURN8, UNDER ACT Or 1873.: Que.. (Mr.

Daves, P E.L) 1067 (ii).
OBSTRUOTIONS IN NAVIGAABL RIvaRs: in Com. of Sup., 1581 (ii).
OEAN AND RIvEa SERvICE: in 0om. of Sup , 1577.

ORIENTAL," Loos or BARGEs, RsP. or INSPiECTOR: Ques (Mr Edgar)

966 (il).
SIGNAL SERVICE: in Dom. of Sup., 1582, 1633 (ii).
STAG ISLAND LIGHTSOUSE, RIVER ST. CLAIR, Coa. : M. for COpiesO

(Xr. Lister) 1259 (ii).
STEAK COMMUoICATION WITH P.E.I. Seo'P. E I."

8URvYYS, LAKES SUPERIOR AND HURON: In Com. of Sup., 1688 (il).
TRAvERSE RivER, LOwER: in Com of Sup , 1631 (ii).

UNITED STATES WRECKING TESSELS IN CAN. WATEaS, COR.: M for

copies (Vr. Edgar) 665 (i)
VEss=LS, OVERLOADINO, LEGIBLATION: Ques. (.Mr. Guillet) 140 (i).

WRECnU, &0., INyVETIGATIONS: in DOm Of Sup., 1578 (ii).

WREICEG VESSEIs (CAJADIAN) IN U. S. WATERS, COR : M. for
copies (Mr. Platt) 866 (ii)

WRECKS ON GREAT LAiES AND Loss OF LiE: M. f)r Ret. ('Jr. Diw-
son) 19, 752 (i).

Maritime Court of Ontario (extension of Juris-
diction) B. No. 40 (Kr. Charlton). 1°*, 244 (i);
20, in COm. and 3°*, 1549 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 39.)

MARTIN, J. A., COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, RIMOUSKI: QueS.

(Mr. Pset) 1067 (ii).
MASSAWIPPI YALLEY RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY: prOp. ROs. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1546 (ii).

Maskinongé and Nipissing Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act
Amt. B. No. 52 (Mr. Coulombe). 1°*, 270 ; 2°*, 497;

in Com. and 30*, 647 (i), (51 Vic., c. 82)
MATANE AND RIVER BLANORE WHA.RVES, REPAIR8: Que8.

(Mr. Fiset) 1067 (ii).
MEOHANIOS' INSTITUTE BooKs, REMOVAL OF DUTIES: QUeS.

(Mr. Landerkin) 899 (ii).

MEDIDAL INSPECTION, QUEBEO : in COm. Of Sup , 1195 (ii).

MEGANTIC COUNTY MAIL SERVICE: Ques. (M r. Turcot) 82,
1232 (ii).

MEIGS, DAVID B., E8Q., M. P.: introdaced, 665 (i).
MEMBERS' INDEMNITY: Remarks (Mr. Trow) 158 (ii).
- - M. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 168: (ii).

MEMBR INTRODUC ED, 1, 18, 25, 270, 380, 665 (1), 882, 1416,
1548 (ii).

MEMBERs, LIST OF, [IV.]
Merchandise (fraudulent marks). See "CRIM[

NAL LAw."

Merchants Marine Insurance Co. of rCanada
winding-up B. No. 11 (Mr. Curran). 1°*, 62;
20*, 322; in Com. and °*, 726 (i). (51 Vic., c. 93.)

M=manlo, RICHARD, EMPLOYMENT BY GOVT.: Ques. (Mr.
Trfw) 6t7 (1).

MESSAGES FROMR IS EXCELLENOY:
ADDIRES, JUBILSEI: Dispatch from Colonial Secretary conveying

Her Majesty's Thanks, 24 (ii).
ADDRuss, THEE: His ErEcellenc.y's Reply, 172 (i).
ESTIMA TaS, T Hu, 50 (i), 932, 1403 (ii).
FIsHsRiius TuEATY BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND U.S., 86 (j).
INTERNAL ECONONT (BOUSE OF COMMONS) CoMMIssioN, 27 (i)
LEGIELATION FJR N.W.T., Niw METROD, 1231 (i).

METEOROLOGICAL SEaVIcE: conc , 1688 (ii).

MIDLAND HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS, CoR : h. for copies* (hir.

Cook) 1259 (ii).

MIDLAND, ORILLIA, &O., PUBLIC WORKS: Qnes. (Mr. Cook)
647 (i).

MIDDLESEX, WEST: Rat. of Member Eleot, 309 (i).

MILITIA AND DEFENCE:
AMMUNITION, te.: in Com. of Sup., 1211 (ii).
ARTILLERY PRACTICE ON ISLAND O ORLEANS: M. for copies of Pets,

&c. (Mr. Langelier, Montmorency) 672 (i).
AUERY, REV, M., SERVICES AS MILITARY CHAPLAIN: M for copies

of Cor. (Mr. Amyot) 654 (il.
AUDET, LT.-COL., AND FRENCH TRANSLATION OF FIELD ExERnCSEs:

M. for Dor. (Mr. Amyot) 655 (i).
AYLMER, COL.: in Com of Sup., 1209 (ii).
BARRACKS, B.0 : in Om. of Sup., 1644 (ii).
BOOKS ON TEE MILITIA FOaCE or CANADA, TRANSLATION: QueS.

(Mr. Amyot) 85 (i).
BRIGADE MAJORS, SALARIES, &C : in COm Of SUp., 1209 tii).
CADETS, MILITARY COLLIGE: in COm. OffSup., 128 (1).

CARTRIDG FACTORY, &C. (QUEEEC) WATER SUPPLY, COR : M. for

copieb* (Ur. Langelier, Quebec) 1092 (ii).
CARTRIDGES, REP. OF COMMISSION ON MANUFACTURE: Ques. (Wr.

Amyot) 1232 (ii).
CLOTHING AND GREAT-COATS: in Com. of Sup., 1212, 1215 (ii).

CLOTHING FOR MILiTIA, TENDERS AND CONTRACT: M. for Ret. (Ur.
Bowman) 866 (ii).

DEPUTY ADJUTANTS QENERAL, RETIRING ALLOWANCES: in om Of

Sup., 1644 (ii).
DRILL PAY, &C.: in Dom. of Sup., 1213 (ii).
DRUL SHED, QUEBEC, WATER SUPPLY, COR.; M. for copy (1fr.

Amyot) 651 (i), 1092 (ii).
- Ques. (Mr. .Amyot) 85 (i).

FIELD EXERCISEs, FRENCH TRANSLATION, on. : M. for Copies (Ur.
Amyot) 655 (i).

JACKSON, COL.: in COm. 0f Sup , 1209 (ii).
KIT ALLOWANCI, YORK-BIMoE BATT. : M. for Ret (Mr. Malock) 66 (i).
MILITARY BRANCH AND DISTRICT STAFF, SALARIE î: in Com. of Sup.,

1209 (i).
MILITARY PROPERTIES: in Dom. of Sup, 1221 (ii).
MILITARY SCHOOL, ST. JOHN, QUE., SERVICE0OF CHAPLAIN, COR. I M.

for copies (Ur. Amyot) 654 (i).
MILITIA AND DEFENCE, DEPTL. RELP. ; presented (Sir Adolphe Coron)

18 (i)
- DEPr.: in Com. of Sup., 92 (i).
NELTY, PRIVATE THOs., DEATH OF, COR. e COMPENSATION TO FAMILT:

M. for copies (bir. Mulock) 649 (i).
PERMANENT FORCES: in 0Om. Of SUp., 1219 (ii).
REBELLION or 1885, CLAINS OF SCOUTS, &C.: prop Res. (Ir. Davin)

1242 (ii).
- Loesas COMMIssION, REP. : M. for copies (Wr. Laurier) 73 (i).

- MILîTIAMEN, &0 : in Dom. of Sup., 1202, 1642 (ii).
- CosT: Ques. (Ir. Mulock) 171 (i)
- TOTAL DISRUREMENTs : M. for Ret." (Ir. fulock) 498 (i).

ROYAL MILITAR? COLLEGE : in Com. of Sup., 12[8; conc., 1687 (i).
STRANGE, GEN., REP. i. REBNLLION: Ques (Ir. Amyot) 98 (i).
- on M. for Dom. of Sup , 1600 (ii).
- 0OMPENSATION FOR LOsS oF PENSION : Ques. (Sir Ricarid Cart-

wrigh,) 140 (i).
ETRAUBENZIE, COL.: in Com. of Sup., 1209 (ii).

VALIQUETTE,, BIREsANT, SUPIRANNUATION: QuRe.(Mr. Jou, ffaWifuz)
1506 (il).
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INDEX.
XILITIA AND DEFENCE-Oontinued.

VnuAzu or 1866-70, MaNDAS: Ques. (Ur. Soviwrville) 965 (ii).
or 1837, PElEions: Ques. (à1r. Purcek) 85 (i).

- or 1812: in Com. of Sup., 1201 (i).
Yohx-SImooU BA TT. KIT A LLOWANou : M. for Ret. (Mr Yulock) 66 (i).
Youxe, (JATr., CoIL, &C., aUSPECTING CLAIX: M. for copy* (Mr.

scarth) 866 (i).
MISSIONARY INDIANS CLAIMS, UNOEDED LANDS, COR : M. for

copy* (Mr. MadI) 866 (i).
MISeILLANEOUS: in COm. of SUp., 1611, 1663 (ii).
MIBSISQUOI CONTROVERTED ELECTION; Judge', Rep. read

(Mr. Speaker) 309 (i).
-- ELEOTORAL DISTRICT: nOtifloatioU Of VCanCy (Mr.

Speaker) 124 (i).
- - Rot. of Member Elect, 616 (i).
MOHAWK INDIANS COR. re DIMISBAL OF COUNCILLOR CUL-

BERTSON: M. for copies (Mr. Burdett) 977 (ii).
MONOK, RIOHARD, EMPLOYMENT BY GOvT.: Ques. (Mr. Lister)

712 (i), 899 (ii).

Moncton Harbor Improvement Co.'s incorp.
Act Amt. B. No. 83 (Mr. Wood, Westmoreland).
1°*, 9; 2°*, 49S (i); in Com. and 3°*, 954. (51
Vic., c. 105.)

MONCTON, INCREASED ACCOMMODATION : in COM. Of SUp.,
1228 (fi).

Money, Counterfeit. See " CRIMINAL LAW."
MONTAGUE, W. H., EFo, MFMBER ELECT FOR HALDIMAND

introduced, 2 (i).
MONTMAGNY CONT,.OVERTED ELECTIN: Judgment of

Suprerne Court read (Mr. Speaker) 3,9 (i).
--- PETITIoN re RETURN OF EMBEI: Remarks (Mr.

Laurier) 1332, 1468 (ii).
MONTREAL AND CHAMPLAIN JUNCrION RY. CO.'8 SUB2IDY:

prop. Res. (Sir ChIrles Tupper) 1546; in Com., 1589 (ii).
MONTREAL AND QUEBEC HlARBl R IMPROVEMENTS, EXPENDI-

TURE BY GOvT.: M. for Rot. (Mr. Anyot) 71 (i).
MONTREAL AND QUEBEO RIVER POLICE: in COm. Of Sup.,

1579 (ii).
MONTREAL DISTRICT, SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES: Que8. (àlr.

Préfontaine) 647 (i).
MONTRIEAL ilARBOR COMMISSION, AMOUNT A DVANCED'; QueS.

(Mr. Davies, P.E.I.) 1135 (ii).
MONTREAL HARBOR COMMISSIONERS RELIEF: Ques. (Mr.

Curran) 27 (i).
Montreal Harbor Commissioners Release B.

No. 134 (Sir Charles Tupper). Res. prop., 1031; M.
for Com., 1280; in Com., 1294; 1°*, 2°*, in Com. and

30*, 1391 (ii). (51 Vic., C. 5.)
Deb on Res. (Sir Charles raupper) 1280; (Ur. Jones, Ealgaz) 1283;

(Sir Hector Langerin) 1283; (Mr. Mitehell) 1284, 1290; (Mr.
Davies, P.E L) 1285; (Mr. Giroward) 1188; (Mr. Amyot) 1288;
(Mr. Curran) 12E9; (Mr. Welion, St. John) 1290; (Ur. Desjar-
dina) 1292; (Mr Gillmor) 1292; (Ir. Casey) 1293 (i).

MONTRIEAL HeraldAND MR. CURRAN, M. P.: in Coin. of Sup.
110 (ii).

Montreal Island Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 70 (Mr.
Desjardins.) 1°*, 454; 20*, 498; in om. and 30*, 726
(i). (61 Vie., c. 63.)
9

MONTREAL POST OFFICE ELEOTRIO LTGHT CONTUACT: Qes.
(Mr. Edqar) 625 (it).

MORo%*N, I. J.: in Com. of Sup , 92 (i).
MORIN, DR. J. A., CLAIM FoR MIDICAL SERVIoEs: M. for

o0py (Mr. Amyot) 655 (i).
Morrison, Catherine. See ' DivoRcE."
MoULIN, Riv. FATUER, COR re RESERVE AT BATOCIE: I.

for copy (Mr. Scar th) 866. (ii).
MOUNTED POLICE, ÇOMPENS\TION Fol INJURIES': in Com, of

Sup., 1612 (ii).
-- in Com. of Sup. 93 (i), 1610, 1658, 1683 (ii).

IIEADQUARTER, .EDMONTON: Quos. (Mr. Davis)
965 (i).

- REP.: presented (Sir John A. Macdonald) 499 (i).
MOYLAN, MR.; in Com. of Sup., 91 (i).
MURRAY CANAL : in COM. Of Sup., 1453 (ii).
MUSKOKA AND PARRY SOUND JUDICIAL DISTRICT : Queo.

(Mr. Barron) 1232 (ii).

Nationale. See " LA BANQUE."

NAUFRAGE, P.E.1., NAVIGATION, REP. 0F ENGINEMR: M. for

copies (Mr. .Mclntyre) 70 (i).
NAVIGATION OF THRE H Ia0 SEAS. SC "COLISIon8."

NEELY, PRIVATE THOS., DEATH OF, C0R., re COMPENSATION

TO FAM[LY: M. for copies (\r. Mulork) 649 (i).
NEW BRUNSWICK:

ALBERT RY. Co.' loAN AcooUNTr: Ques. (Mr. £llis) 826 (il).

(N B.) iea.mY: prop Ris, (Sir Chares Tupp.r) 1516; ln
Com., 1591 (i)

ATLANTIC OCoEAN, OBiTRUCTiONs TO SUIPPINGa: Ques. (lien. LsUrif)
14?3 (il).

CENTRAL RY. Co s (N. B ) SU]3sDY: prop. Res. (Sir Chartes tupper)
1546; in Corn., 1593 (ii).

CHATHAM BRANHII RY. (N.B.) Co.'s SuhîDr : prop. Ro. (tir

Charles Tupper) 1546; in Com, 1594 (ii).
ELGIN, PITTOOVIAC AND HAvi LOVr Rv (N.B.) 0o.'s SusswD: prop.

Re. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1546; in om., 1593 (it).
FRaIsR, a1. JUsTiC, AND re W»bTMOntL"D ELUcTioU: in Com. of

Sup., 115 (i).

HAwKo, J. T., CAs or: Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Davie, P.E.I.) 1299.
INDIANS : in CoM. of SUp., 1607 (ii).
NORTHUUBNLAND MAIL SRVICEn Remarku (Mr. Maichell) 1892 (il)

Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
NJWOASTLU PoST Orriao IRREGULtaIITi: Remarks (gr. Kitohal)

on M. for Oom. of Sup., 1020 (ii).
PrîLlo Woaus : in Com. of Sup., 1468 (i).
Quscu's: Ret. of Vember Elect, 1 (1).
ST. JOUN HARBOR IMPRoVEMENTS, RuP. or ENoINER: Quos. (Mr.

Ellis) 86 fi).
ToNiQuE VALLEY RY. Co.'s SBsior : prop. Roi.(Sir COharls Papper)

in Com., 1626 (ii).

[See DEPARTMENTO, "I.O.1R.," "SUPPLY," &c.
NEWFOUNDLAND AND CONFEDERATION, CORa: f Mfor copies

(Mr. Laurier) 664 (i).
-- Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Mitchell) 111 (i).

NE W M EMBERS, 1, 238, 309, 646 (i), 866, 1414, 1544 (ii).
New York, St Lawrence and Ottawa Ry Co.'s

incorp B. No. 72 (Mr. Wood, Brockvalle). 10*, 454;
2°*, 612 (i); in Com. and 3°*, 1049 (ii). (51 Pic., c.
67.)

NEW YORK, WADDINGTON AND OTTAWA RY.: Ques. Of Priv.
(Mir. Bickey) 778 (i).
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N isbet Academy of Prince Albert incorp. B. No.
15 (Mr Macdowall). 1°*, 62; 20*, 219 (i); in Com.,
and 3'*, 954 (Bi). (51 Vic., c. 108.'

" NORTIERN LIGIT ", CAPT. FINLAYSON'S SALARY: Remarks
(Mr. Welsh) on M. for Com. Of Sap., 1558 (ii).

---- CAPTAIN'S PAY AND EMPLOYÉS: M. for Rot. (Mr.
Welsh) 37 (i).

CONDITION: M. for Rot. (Mr. Welsh) 827 (i).
-NUMB&ER OF TRIPs, &C.: M. lor Rot. (Mr. Perry) 61 (i).

"• TiIPS MADE AND PASSENGERS CARRIED (WINTER

1687-88): M. for Rot.* (Mr. Perry) 672 (i).
- PAPERS re EMPLOYÉS: Ques. (Mr. Welsh) 416, 456

(i) ; 1001 (Ii).
WINTER COMMUNICATION WIT P E.L: Ques (Mr.

Davies) 140 (i).
NORTH SYDNEY PILOTAGE RETURN8 UNDER ACT OF 1873:

Ques. (Mr. Davies, P B.1.) 1067 (ii).
NORTHUMBERLAND (N. B) MAIL SERVICE;: Remarks (Mr.

.Mitchell) 1392 (ii).
-- RET. OF M.EMBER ELECT: notification (Mr.

Speaker) 1 (i).
- STRAITS SUBWAY, REP. oF JNGINEERS, &c.: M. for

copy (Mr. Perry) 661 (i).
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES:

AGRIONLTURAL SOCIETIES: in Com. of SUp., 1155 (ii).

BRESAYLOR HALF-BREEDs: Remarksu (Mr. Edgar) on M. for Com. of
Sup., 1514 (ii).

COLONISATION INBICTOR: M. for Ret." (Idr. McMullen) 866 (ii).
EXPERIMENTAL FAiM, LoCATION, PAPERs, &o.: M. for Ret.' (Mr.

Landerkin) 866 (ii).
PROF. SAUNDERs' RIP. : M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMullen) 498 (i).

FORT MCLEOD AND PFlCHER CREEK MAIL SERVICE: Ques. (Mr. c-
Afulln) 712 (i).

Govt. oF N. W. T. EXPEEsEs; in Com of Sup., 1611 (ii),
GRAZING LARDs, L EASES : M. for Ret.' (Mr. .Davis) 866 (ii).

- Ques. (Sir tch2rd Cartwrigh) 495 (1).
- ALBERTA DISTRICT: M. for Ret." (Sir Richard (artwright)

498 (i).

IMMIGRANTS, ACCOMMODATION AT BEGINA: QueS (1fr Davin) 712 (i).
LEÂsEs, OLD AND UNOCCUPIED LANDS: Ques. (1fr. Davia) 825 (ii).
LEGIELATION FOR N. W. T. : Mess. from His Ex., 1231 (ii).

MOUNTED POLICI HEADQUARTERS, EDMONTON: Ques. (Mr Davis)
965 (îi).

- in Com. of Snp., 93 (i), 1610, 1658, 1683 (1h).
PUBLIC WoRRe: in Com of Sup., 1672 (ii).
QU'APPELLE IMMIGRATION AGENT: in COM of Sup., 1161, 1169 (ii).
RANCHEs, DUTIES oP INsPECTOR : Ques (Mr. Davis) 965 (ii).
REBELLION OF 1885. &e " MILITIA AND DEFIENOE."
REGINA GAOL : in COM. of Sup , 1025 (ii).
BQUATTERS' CLAIMEs: M. for Ret. (Mr. fcMulkn) 6,6 (i).
STRANGE, GXEL., REP. r. REBELLION: Que.. (Ur. Amyot) 98 (i).
TELEGRAPn LINES: in Com. of Sup., 1633 (ii).
TRAvIs, Ex-JUsTICE. in Coi. of Sup., 114 (i).

[See DEPARTMENTS, " MANITOB S" &C.]
NCRTII-WE8T CENTR-AL. See "GREAT NORTH-WEST CENTRAL"
N. W. T. (Council) Act &mt (Chap. 50, Rev. Statutes)

B. No.76 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°, 451 (i) ; prop.
.Res, 1174; in Com., 1491; z°, 1473; in Com.
1480 ; 3°*, 15A7 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 19.)

Nova Scotia Telephone Co .-'a B. No 59 (àtr. Tup-
per, Pictou). 10*, 344; 2°*, 530 (i); in Com. and
3°¥i>, 9à4 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 100.)

. NOVA SCOTIA:
" CAPE BRETON"'' DaEDoEo: Ques. (Mr. Tupper, Pictou) 1432 (i).
CoLVHasTER : Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
CUMBERLAND: Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
DIGBY: Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
BASTERN EXTENSION RY., Co ¢e RIGHT OF WAY : M. for Papers

(Mr. Kirk) 92 (ii).
- in Com. of Sup., 1231 (ii)

EIGHT-ISLAND LAK POsT OFYIoE: Que. (Mr. Kirk) 86 (i).
HALIFAX COTTON CO 'S (N. 8.) SUsspY: prop Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1546; in Com., 1593 (if).
HARBoRs AND RivEis: in Coin. of Sup., 1561, 1673 (ii).
INVERNESS AND RICHMOND Ry. Co.'s Susm'y: Ques. (Kr Cameron)

1232 (ii).
NOVA SCOTIA CENTRAL Ry. 0o.'s SUESIDY: prop. Ro. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1546; in Com., 1588 (ii).
OXFORD AND NEW GLASGow Ry. (CONSTRUCTION) in COm. Of SUp.,

1230 (ii).
RECEIVER GENERAL (HALIFAX) : in Com. of SUp , 88 (i).
SBELBURNE: Ret of Member Elect, 1 (i).
STEEL Co. oF CANADA (q S.) SuBsiDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charkt

Tupper) 1516; in Com., 1594 (ii)
VICToRIA ; Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i)
YARMOUTH: Ret of Member Elect, 1 (i).

[-See DEPARTMENT3, "SUPPLY," &o
Oaths of Office. See " ADMINISTRATION."

OBSTRUCTIONS IN N.V1GA BLE RIVER8 : in Com. Of Sup,, 158L
OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE : iD Com. ofSup., 1577 (ii).
OCEAN MAIL SERVICE, TENDERS AND COR.: M. for copies

(Mr. Langelier, Quebec) '07 (ii).
O'DONCo HUE, W. F , EMPLOYMENT BY GOVT.: Ques. (Mr.

.Macdonald, Huron) 8!9 (ii).
-- in Com. of SUp., 1163 (i).

OIVIER, GioE, DISMISSAL, COR RESPECTING : M. Ior copy (Mr.
Rinfret) 65A (i).

ONDERDONK ARBITRATION, PLANT TAKEN OVER BY GOVT. :

Ques (Mr. Wellon, St. John) 93 (i).
- - DETAILS: prsesnted (Mr. Pope) 1i (I).

ONTARIO:
A RKONA POSTMASTER, DISMISsAL: Ques. (Mr. Liaeer) 712 (i).

- on M. for Com. of Sup., 1018 (ii).
BAY OF QUINTÉ, BRIDGE AT BELLEVILLE: M. for copies of Cor.*

(Kfr. Platt) 922.(ii).
BEXLEY POSTMASTER : Ques. (àfr. Barron) 58 (i).
BOUNDARIES OF ONT.: Remarks (Mr. Dawon) on M. for Com. of

Sup , 1629 (ii).
BRUCE, WEsT: Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
CARLETON: Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).
OAUGA POST OFFICE SITE: Ques. (Sir Richard Carltright) 28 (i).
CENTRAL RAILWAY Co.'s PETITION: M. (Mr. O'Brien) to ref back

to Standing Com., 70 (t).

CRIPPAWA VILLAGE BRIDGE: QueS. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 65 (i).
CULBERTSON, A RCHIRALD, DISMIS.AL: M. for Ret. (lir. Burdrît)

977 (ii).
DUART PosTMAsTER: Remarks (Sir. Nils, Bothweil) on M. for Oom.

of Sup., 1020 (ii).
EVURET, GEO. M., DISMIssAL AS PosTMAÂsTER: Ques. (Mr. LIster)

712 (i).
GRAND RIVER BRIDGES, HALDIMAND: in (om. of SUp., 1675 (ii).
G. T. R. CRoSSING IN TORONTO: Ques. (Mr. enison) 59 (i).
HALDIMAND: Ret of Member Elect, 1 (i).
- DEP. RUTURNING OFFICER: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright)

648 (i); Remarks, 922.
HALTON: Rot of Member-Elec, 1(i).
EA8TINGe, WEST, ELEOTOAIL DISTRIOT: Vacany, 85 (1).
- Rot. of Member Eleot, 238 (i).
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ONTARIO-Continued.

INDNS: in Com. of Sap., 1605 (ii)
INGOLDSBY STATION, PosT OrvIcu, PETITION, o. : t. for Ret. (Xr.

BarroS) 1243 (ii).
JoNws, WALTaR, APPOINTMENT : Res (Sir Richard Cartwright) in

Amt. to Com. of Sup, 1524; neg. (Y. 58, N. 98) 1533 (ii).
KENT (ONT) ELECTION: Ret. of Kember Elect, 1514 (ii).
KINGSTON GaAVNGc DoCK: in om of Snp , 1871 (ii).

-- DEPTY POSTNA8TEa's IRGULARITISs: Ques. (Mr. Charlton)
899, 965 (ii).

- Remarks (Sir Richard Cartwright, ho.) on M for Com. of
sup., 1012 (ii).

MIDDLUSEX, WEST: Ret. of Member Elec', 309 (i).
MIDè.ND HARBOR IMPRovMENTs, CoR. : M. for copies* (Mr. Cook)

1259 (i).
MIDLAND, ORILLIA, kO, PUBLIC Woaas : Ques. (Mr Cook) 647 (i).
NERRICI, RICNARD, EMPLOTMENT BY UOVT.: Qoes. (làr. Trou) 617 (i).
MONCE, RICHARD, EMPLOYMENT BY Govr.: ques. (Mr Lisier) 712 (i),

899 (ii).
(JNTARXO AND SAULT STN. MARIN RY. : Qe. (Ur. Elgqr) 143À (ii).
PELÉE ISLAND CABLE, PZTITIONS, &C. : M. for copies (Mr. I>atterson,

Esex) 826 (i).
Remarks (Mr. Brien) on M. for Com. of Sup., 1011 (ii).

P1NIETÀNGUIBSENE, MIDLAND, hc , PUBLIC WoaKs: Ques. (4r. Cook)
617 (i).

- Remarks (fr. Cook) on M. for Com, of Sup., 1020 (i).
PICTON, EXCISEIRAN AT, REVENUE, &o. : Ques. (Mr. Plitt) 1432 (ii).

- HRBOR; CoR., &o., re DREDMING: M. for Ret.' (Mr. Plait)
866 (ii).

- PUBro BUILDINGs, Co , &C, rd CONSTaUCTION : M. for ROt.*
(Mr. Plait) 866 (ii).

PLATTSVILLE POiTUAsTa: Remarks (r. Samerville) on M. for

Com of Sup , 1018 (ii).
PRINCE EDWARD CoUNTY: Certifiate of Return of Member Elect,

380 (i).
PUBLIC WoRIs : in fJom. cf Sup., 1537, 151, 1655, 1672 (i).

Ques. (Mr. Plait) 1432 (ii).
RENFREw, SouTH - Ret. of Miembar Elect, 1 (i).
RUSSELL ELECTIoN: Ret. of Member OU CertfiJate of Returning

Cfficer, 1415 (ii).

Official notificition of Ret , 15à1 (i).
ST. CATHARINES MILLING AND LUMBERING Co , COSTS, hC : M. for

Ret. (Mr. Melullen) 20 (i'.
ST. CLAIR RY. BRIDGE AND TUNNEL Co., GOVT. ASSISTANCE: Que.

(Mr. Patterson, Easex) 143J (ii).
SARNIA AND PORT BURON UNNEL-: Ques. (Mr. Pvtterson, Essez)

1432 (ii).
SMYTH, RENRY, IgMPLOYMENT BY GoVr. : Ques. (5fr. Lister) 495 (i)

- Ques. (gfr. McMiullen) 647 (i)
- AMOUNTS PAiT BY orT. : M. for Ret.* (fr, McMallen) 866.

SNETsINGE, Ma, EXPLOYX 'NT av GOVT.': Ques (Mr. Barron) 825
(ii).

STAG IsLANo Liaraouse, RIVER Sr. CLAIR, COR. : M. for copies"
(Mr. Lister) 1259 (ii).

STRATIROT PoT OFrois AND CUsTON HouSa: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
McMullen) 498 (i).

- SIT: Ques., 1174 (ii).
TaLPNONE, WOLP IsLAND (ONT.) AND MAIELAND : in Com. of SUp ,

1677 (ii).
THRoLD CANAL WATEE Powsa: Ques. (Sir Richkrd Cartwright)

647 (1).
VICTORIA COUNTY MAIL 93RaVICE QueS. (Ifr. Barron) 825 (il).
WSLLAND RIaa. BIDGE AT CIPPrAw&: Ques. (Sir Richard Cart-

Wrigh t) 65 (1).

WELLINGTON ARBOR OF RP1UGI, COR., a. : M. for Ret * (Mr.
Plait) 866 (ii).

WINKL, Mas. BARBIRA, PAYMENTr F JE Íos or tgG:5TURID LUTTER I
Ques. (gr Lanlerkin) '59 (i).

YoK-1SîIeooB BATT , KIT ALLOWANCs: M. far Rot. (Vr. Mdock) 69.

SeeDsARME 1d "UPPLY," SuBSiDIEs ," r'.)

Ontario and Quebec Ry. Co.'s B. No, 45 (Mr.
Small). 1°*, 206 ; 20*, 530 (i); in Com. and 3°*,
1207 (ii). (51 T'ic., c. b3 )

Ontario, Manitoba and Western Ry. Co 's
incorp. B. No. 81 (Mr. Davis). °*, 489; 2°*,
498 (i) ; wthd n., 1585 (ii).

ORDERS IN COUNCIL, &G., COLLECTING: in om, of Sup.,
1618, 1663 (ii)

ORDER, PRIVILE-G'E AND PROCEI)URE:
ORDER;

CHIGNECTO MARINE TRANSPORT Ry : Member's Vote on 20 of B.
challengel by Mr. Trov : being questioned by Mr. Speaker
and member within the entrance vote allowed to estand,
941 (ii).

CLEBN OF ORC1OW IN CHANCURY, LATE :-Objection taken by Kr.
McNeill to diaeussioa on M. for 2 of B. respecting Patents of
Invention, 1372 (ii).

CONTRADICTION 0F STATEMENT : Explanation (,Ir. Mcf llan,Hluron)
titultd (Mr. Speaker) Member not having t e fi>or cannot

make a speech, 345 (i).
DEBATE, DIGNITY ANID DECoRU: Member requested by Mr. Speaker

to desist from throwing papers, 611 (i).
DEBATEs, OFFICIAL, DIsMISSAL oF TRA-NLAToRs : Member checked

by Mr. Depu y Speaker, remarks being irrelevant to Res. be-
fore the fouse, 719, 721 (i).

DIGREssioN FR0 oDEUITE: Ruled (Mr. Depuy Steaker) personal
charges against a member sbould ho avoided,.unless followed
up by some distinct proceeding, 443 (i).
-Member requested by Mr. Deputy Sp.aker to confine bimself

to question under Debate, 450, 480 (i)
DTIxs (REDUCTIos) oN CEITAIN ARTIOLuS: M. (Mr. Landerkin)

to djourn House; Ruled out of order (Mr. Speaker) Orders
of the Day having been called, 554 (i).

ELLIS, Ma, M.P., AND ANNEXATION : Objection taken by Kr.
Ligter to Ques., same containing an averment of factoe: Rule
relating to Ques. read by Mr. Speaker and Ques. declared
out of order, as it reflected on a Member of the House, 45 (i).

FisaanaEs TaEATY, PAPERS RESPECTINO.: Member's attention drawn

by Mr. Speaker to the fact of there being no question before

the House, and that a debate caunot arise un the non-produc-

tion of certain prn, 141, 239 (i)

IMPUGNI'G CONDUCT OF JUDES.; Member'd attention calIle 1by Sr.
Speaker to the Rule prevailing here and in England repect-
ing charges against Judges, and ruling of Mr. Speaker Brand
read, 1301 (ii)

IMrUTATION OF MoTIVs: Objection (Mr. ChArlton): Remarks (Mr.

Speaker) 523 (i).
LAcEINE CANAL, DISISSAL oF [.AB)Rts: In om of Sup., discus-

sion objected to by Sir Ilector Langevin, subject not being
relevant to question before teho tihair ; objection sustained
by Mr. Chairmin, but Member allowed tu proceed in order

to save time, 1564 (fi).
- Reference to in Com. of Sup. declared irregular (Mr.

Chairman) 1173 (ii).
-- embers called to order by Mr. Chairman for using strong

language, 1618 (ii).
LoYALTY ABD DIsLOYALTY OF MMaBias: Member requested by Mr.

Speaker to withdraw objectionable phraseology and apologise

to Fouse, 524 (i).
MIsauraaSsNTATION: Ezplanation (1r. Paterson, Brint) allowed,

by Mr. Speaker; interruptions in Debate should be avoided,
421 (i).

PoKLRIBIToN: Reference to previous debate checked by 'Ir. Speaker,
867 (ti).

PUBLic DocUMETS: Reading and laying sane on Tab'e: Ruled

not applicable to ordinary Members, but only to iembers of

the Government, 1495 (ii).
REAIDING Semsas: Objection taken by 1fr. Mueck;i Raale (1r.

Speaker) that Rule does not apply, 1101 (il).
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INDEX.
ORDÉR, PIVILEGE AND PROOEDURE-Continued.

ORDER-Continuead.
RIEULLION, CLAIM or SCoUTs, &C.: prop. R-s. (fr. Davin) objected

to by Mr. Jfackenie, same involving a public charge; Ruled
(Kr. Deputy Speaker) not objectionable, 1243 iii).

REBELLION MEDALs: in Com. of Bup , no question being before the
Chair, M. that Com. rise ruled in order (Ur. Chairman) and
Member allowed to proceed with remarks, 1208 (ii).

RE0IPRoCITY WITH U. 8.: Explanation in deb. ruled out of order
(Mr. Bpeiker), Member muet wait hie turn for reply, 283 (i)

RELaEANCY or DEB.: Mr. Chairman'a attention drawn to remarks
of Member; Ruled not in order, 1639 (ii).

SPIAIDIR, DEPUTY, RULING: Deb. on, objected to by Mr. Ives, 721 (i).
UNPARLIAMENTARY LANGUàAGE: Objection (Sir John A. Macdonald)

491 (i).
PRIVILEGE :

DISLOYALTY, ALLUGED: Personal explanation (Mr. Amyot) 598 (i).
FAiM LANDs i HURoN COUNTY : Personal explanation (Mr. Mon-

erief) 392 (i).
"FLIBs ON TRI WHIBL" :Member's veracity questioned and ex-

planation by Mr. Davin checked and ruled out of order by
Mr. Speaker, 1093 (ii).

GoLnwla SXîTn: Personal explanation (1r. Davin) and denial of
statement in Toronto Telegram, 270 ()

GRINNWAY AND MARTIN, VIsIT re DISALLOWANCE: Attention Of
Govt. drawn by Mr. Mitchell to rumored interview with Gov-
ernor General, 110 (i).

HAwxo, JNo. T., AND WESTMORELAND ELECTION: Remarks (Mr.
Davias, P.E I.) 1299 (ài).

NEWPOUNDLAND AND CON?»DDRATION: Attention of House drawn by

Mr. Machell to Official Correspondence appearing in a news-
paper, 111 (1).

NEw Yonx, WADDINGTON AND OTTAWA RY. : Contradiction of state-
ment in Evening Journal (Mr. Hickey) 778 (i).

PAIRise or MuxMaRs: Personal explanation (Mr. Mar8hall) 1403 (ii).
PROHIBITION DEB. Member amked by Mr. Speaker to state Ques. of

Priv., deb. on ame not allowed, 867 (ii).

RECIPROOITY WITH U. S.: Personal explanation (Mr. Daviea, P.E .)
239 (i).

PROGEOURE:
CAN. TEMPaRANcu ACT AMT.: l Com. (Mr. Weldon, St. John) to

repeal a certaiu section, cannot properly be entertained by
the Chair, but it is competent for a Member to bring it up at
ome other otage, or by Order of House to refer back to Gom.

(Mr. Chairman) 1254 (ii).
sOUTE-WUTtRN RY. Co.'s B.: Amt. to M. for 3° (Mr. Curran)

objected to by Mr. Baker and declared out of order by Mr.
Speaker, 954 (ii).

UPPER OTTAWA IMPROVENNT Co.'s B.: Mr. Deputy Speaker being
present, objection was taken by Mr. Xills (Bothwel) to a
private Member being called upon to act as Ohairman of Comn-
mittes; Mr. Mille also objected to Deputy Speaker report-
ing B. to himself from Committee, 1118 (ii).

"ORIENTAL," Loss oF BARGE, REP. OF INSPECTOR: Ques.

(Mr. Edgar) 966 (il).
ORILLIA, MIDLAND, &C., PUBLIC WOR Cs.: Ques. (Mr. Cook)

647 (i).
OTTAWA, ADDITIONAL DEPTL. BLOCK': in Com. of Sup.,

1461 (ii).
Ottawa and Parry Sound Ry. Co.'s incorp B.

No. 75 (Mr. Ferguson, Renfretw). 10*, 454; fO*, 498;
in Com. and 3*, 726 (i). (51 Vic., c. 65.)

--- SuBsDT: prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1546 ; in
Com., 1587 (ii).

OTTAWA CrY AND RIVER BRIDGEB: in Con. of Snp., 1571,
1677 (ii).

OTTAwA COUNTY, GEOLOGIAL SuavEY: Qaes. (Mir. Wright)

495 (i).
Ottawa, Morrisburg and New York Ry. and

Bridge Co.'s incorp. B. No. 50 (Mr. Hickey).
1°*, 270; 2°¥, 498 (i) ; in Com. and 3°*, 954 (ii).

OTTAwA RivER WORKS AND IMPaovEmETs, ToTAL COST,

&c.: M . for Stmnt. (Mr. Amyot) 827 (i).

Ottawa (Upper) Improvement Co.'s B. No. 20
(Mr. White, Renfrew). 10*, 13; 2° m., 322; 2°, 496
(1); in Com. and 30*, 1148 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 102.)

OVERLOADING VESSELS, LEGIBLATION: Ques. (Mr. GUillet)
140 (i).

OVERSEERS AND WARDENS (SALARIES): in Com. Of SUp.,

158-3 (ii).
OXFORD AND NEW GLASGOW RY. (CoNSTRUcTION): in COm.

of Sup., 1230 (ii).

PAMPHLETS, IMMIGRATI)N; in Com. of SUp., 1158, 1165 (ii).
- - TRANSLATION: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 85 (i).

PAPINEAUVILLE HARBOR, DBEDGING : Ques. (Mr. Wright)
495 (i).

PARLT. RoUSE, QUEBEC, RENT OF OLD SITE: in Com. of

Sup., 1655 (ii).
PARLIAMENT, 6TH, SECOND SESSION, 1888, 51 VICTORIA:

Opening, 1 (i); closing, 1693 (ii).

PARMELEE, MR, REP re KAMLOOPS AS AN OUTPORT OF ENTRY.

M. for copy * (Mr .Mara) 498 (i).
PATENTS, APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONER: in Com. Of SUP.,

95 (i).
Patents of Invention Act Amt. B. No. 38 (Mr.

Carling). 1°, 124; peop. Res., Ib (i); cone. in, 1513;
2°* and in Com., 15 i 1 ; 3° m., 1547; Amt. (.Ur. Wilson,
Elgin) neg. (Y. 60, N 93) arid 3, 1548 (ii). (51 Vc.,
c. 18.)

"PATENT RECCRD" EXPENSES: in Com. of Sup., 1150 (ii).

PAUPER IMMIGRATION: in Com Of Sup., 116Õ, 1168 (ii).
Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 96A (ii).

--- Remarks (Sir Richard Cartwright, &c.) on M. for
(om. of Sup., 1595 (ii).

PEACE RIvEa AND ATHABASCA INDIAN TREATIES: Ques.
(Mr. Barron) 825 (ii).

Peddlers and Commission men (Nursery Stock)
prevention of Fraud B. No. 105 (Mr. Boyle).
19*, 899 (ii).

PELÉE ISLAND CABLE, PETITIONS, &c.: M. for copies (Mr.
Patterson, Essex) 826 (i;).

- - Remarks (Mr. Brien) on M. for Com. of Sup, 1011.
PENETANGUISHENE CUSToM Housi: Remarks (Ur. Cook) on

M. for Com of Sup., 1020 (ii).
- MIDLAND, &C., PUBLIC WORKS: Ques. (Mr. Cook)

647 (i).

PENITENTIABRIES:
BEITise CoLuBiA: in Com. of sup., 1025 (ii).
DEPT.: in Com of BnP., 91(i).
DOROusETER: in CoM. of SUp., 1021 (ii).
KINGSTON: in Com. of up., 122 (i).
MANITOBA; in Com. of Sup., 101; cono., 186 (ui).
RIGINA GAOL : in CoM. of SUp., 1025 (ii).
Rr.: presented (Mr. Tkompson) 18 (i).
ST. VUNoICT n PMAUL: in Oom. Of SUp., 136 (i); cont., 1686 (ii).
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INDNXI iri

PENSIONS:
DzL&axy, Ma.: in Com. of Sup., 1201 (ii).
PatAi RiAro, or AcCOUJiT OF: ia n o. of Sup, 1201, 1639 (il).
GowANLoC, Uri: Ques. (Mr. Birron) 58 (i).
--- Remarki (Mr. Rybert, &o.) on H. for Com <tfSup, 1015 (ii).

HoDGsoN, 8a ROiT. (PAYNENT TO GovrT oF P.E ); in OOm. of
Sup., 1671 (ii).

VITIRAIs Or 1812: i Cn omof Sup., 1101 (ii).
- Or 1837: Ques. (Mr. Purnell) 85 (i).

PERLEY, H. F., RE. re ST JOHN HAlRB) >8IMPRVEMENTS:

Qaes. (Mr. Perry) 86 (i).
PERMINENT FORCES: in Com. of Sup., 1219 (ii).

rICTON EXCISEMAN, REVENUE, &0.: Ques. (Mr. Platt) 1432.
--- HAIROR, CoRt, &o-, re DREDGINGo; U. fur Ret.* (MIr.

Platt) 866 ().
PUBLIo BUILDINGS, COR , &o., re CONSTRUCTION: M.

for Ret.* (&tr. Platt) 866 (i).
PICoOu ToWN Ba ca), LC.R.: in Com. of Sap., 1226, 1645.
PINErTE LARB)R, DREDOiNG oF BAR: Q19â (Kr. Welsh)

140 (i).
PION & Co., CLAIM POR GoDDS DAMAGED ON I.C.R.: M. for

copies* (Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 10.42 (ii)
PLATT, JOHN IMILTON, ESQ , U P. FOR P.E. C UNTY: intro.

duced, 380 (i).

PLATTSVILLE, POSTMASrER: ROnarke (Mr. Somerville) on

M. for Com, of Sup , 1018 (ii).
PLATTER, PR., SUBSIDY TO " HEALTIT JOURNAL ": in Com.

of Sap., 1198 (ii).
PLUB, HON. J. B., DOEØASE oF: Remarks (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 124 (i).
POINT TUPPER, CAPE BRETON, EXTENSION 0F RY. PIER:

Ques. (Mr. Macdonald, Victoria) 1299 (ii).
Pontiac and Renfrew Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No.

42 (Mr. Bryson). 1°*, 206; 20*, 322; in Comn. and
30*, 611 (i). (51 Tic., c 66.)

-- Sunsy-: pr..>p Rs ('ir Cha-les Tupper) 154) ; in
Com., 1589 (ii).

Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Ry. Co.'s B.
No. 21 (Mr. Dawson). 1°*, 7[; :..*, 128; in Com.
and 3°*, b92 (i). (51 Vic., c. 84.)

--- SuBiIDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupp r) 1546; in
Com., 1591 (ii).

PORT ARTHUR HARBOR AND KAMINISTIQUIA.: in Com. of

Sup., 146 14 (ii),
POST OFFICE:

AUDETTE, ANTOINI, NoiTH STUEELY, POsTTARTER: I. for copies of
O 0.'s, &c.' (1fr. L angelier, Quebee) 1093 (il).

ARnoSA POSTUASTIa : Remarks (Mr. Lister) on M. for Com. of 8up.,

1018 (ii).
---- DiamisaaL: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 712 (i).

BEXLY PosTMAsTER: Queo. (Mr. Barron) 58 ().
DrART POsRTIARt: Remarks (Ur. Mill, Bothweli) on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1020 (if).
ERIRT-IsL AND LAKe (N.S.) POST Orîrcrs: Ques. (Mr Kirk) 86 (1).
FoRT? McGon AD PINCRII CaI MAIL SuasVu: Ques. (Ur.

Me Vullen) 712 (i).
INGOLDsBY 8riÂTOn PoT OPrci, PTITION, &o.: M. for Ret. (Ur.

Barron) 1243 (à).
KIsGSTon DP. POBTMASTNI's I[aaeULAaras: Ques. (1r. Charl'on)

899, 965 (ii).
KINGJToN PoBT O,'rrs DaIALCATIOKS: Remarks (Sir RichAzrd Cart-

vright, &c.) on M. for Oué. of Sap., 1012 (ii).
-- emarks (Mr. Laurr) on M. for Com. of Sup., 1017 (i).

POST OFFICE-Comtinued.
LAND Yrm.& PoST Orrios, P*rasi, &C.: M. for copies (Mr. CAo-

quette) 102 (i).
LOTBII*R MAIL SavRoIC: QueS. (Mr. Ri4frel) 98 (1).
MAIL Snvrom xi P E..: M. for Pet (Mr. Daeju, P.E!.) 47, 52(1).
MAIL SUssîuîR Ars STUAXBRIP Sr aRrosa: la CoM of Sup., 1678.

boAtro C00 MAIL Suavis: Que. (Mr. Tweet) 825, 1131 (ii).
NuwoArTL», PosT Oryioi IaasGuILAVtIUi: Remarks (Kr. Mi.toiul)

on M for Com. of Sup , 1020 (il).
NORTHUMBUaLAND (N.B) MAILu iviso: Remarks (Mr. Mitchell)

1392 (11).
Oczai Mas Buaios, T»unus AD Cou.-: K. for oples (Ur. Lus.-

gelier, Quebe) 1067 (ii).
PL&urT r.LN., POOTKAsTU: Remarks (Mr. Somerie) on M. for

Oom. of Snp., 1018 (ii).
PosTuAirTU GaNL.'s Danr. : In Com. of Sop., 92 (1).

- Rie. : presented (Vr. McLelan) 20 (1).
Posi Orros aN FirNANOs DEPTs.,: iD Com. of Sup., 111 (ii).
Qameo ARn Dt4ua MAIL Suivies: Ques (Mr. Couture) 98 (,).
RtIRTUaN LTT»a, PAYMINT Fos Loss: Ques. (Mr. Lan erkin)

750 ().

ST. AstrIT PosTUAsraa, umnissAt, 00 : K for copy (Mr. Rin-
fret) 654 (Di.

EANxon, Wu., DurALOATIONs: Quoi. (Mr. Charltou) 915 (il).

STUKELY (NoRTH) PORTUAsTJRTRIP, &o., PArSuS, 0.0.'s: M. for
copies* (gr. Langelier, Quibee) 1093 (il).

VioToRIA (B C.) PosTxUvîisa: Ques. (Nfr. McMullen) 826 (11).
VICToRIA (ONT ) OoUNTY, MIrL SEavies: Ques (Mr. Barron)825(i).

Post Office and Govt. Savings Banks (Interest
on Deposits) B. 1No. 127 (Sir charles 'upper).
1I, 1332; 20, in Com. and 30*, 1401 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 8.)

PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY: Oortificate of RIturn of Member
Elect, 380 (i).

- PUBLIC WORKS: Ques. (Mr. Plat) 1132 (ii).
PRINDE EDWARD ISLA.ND :

ALBERTON H A RROR, DsEr.uNO : Ques. (fr Perry) 712 (i).
ALLEN, WARREN, CLAIN ros lCÉI-BOAT : M. for Papera, &c (Mr.

D iies, P. E 1 ) 93 (i)
"ALtsir," Cosi. aRSPETINo0 0o1NDIroN : M. for Ret (!Ir. Wiloh) 827.
BAY fonITuN BRIx-rWLTKa, R:.P. or ENG[NEua: M for oopy (Mr.

Mcintyre) 656 (i).

MAIL S&RvIces: M. for Ret (àfr. Daie, P. E.I) 47, 52 (i).

" NORTHRNR LIour." See general heading.
NAUrRA9I NAVIGATION, RaM. or ENIoNSa: M. for copies (Mr.

Melntyre) 70 (f).

NORTEINustLA*ND STRAITS SVRWAT-, Ru1. or EoiNIS, AC : M. for

copy (Mr. Perry) 661 (i).
PîpîarI Haason, DaEDGiNo or BAR: Ques. (Ur. Welsh) 140 (i).
Traus or Cou aarow: M. for oopie* (Mr Perry) 61 (1).

- CoMPINsANrN POlR NoN-FULtituRT: Ques (1r. Perry) 88.
- Ques. (Mr. Doives, P. E I ) 140(i).

Traxiss AAnr MIxrxriS BRE AKWATRS.: Ques (1fr. Perry) 88, 712.

Siux OouxtîeiTrox wiTH P.8 I : Que. (Mr. Perry) 28, 712 (i).
- M. for Ret.* (Mr. Perry) 61(1).
- Que. (11r. Davies, P. E.I.) 140 (1).

WuARvIs Am Pias, CARE or : Ques. (Mr. Daviot, P.E.I') 965 (i).

WooD mL&stI HARBOR, DaEDGrNG.: Que«. (Mir. Walsh) 140 (1).

Printing and Stationery (Public) Act (Chip 27,
Rev. Statutes) Amt B. No. 60 (<Wr. (!hAlpleau)
10*, 344 (i); 2 and in Com., 1005; 3°*, t137 (ii).
(51 Vic., c. 17.)

PRINTIc AND STATIONERY DEPT.: in Com. of Sup , 92 (i),
1641 (ii).

-PLANT, &c.: in Com. of Sap., 1617; cone., 1689.
MIsCELLANEous . in Com. of Sup., 1611 (ài).



INDEX.
PRINTING PAPERS: in COm. Of Sup., 1031 (i).
- - REP. 0F JOINT COM. : M. (Mr. Bergin) to cone., 454.
PRIOR, E. G., ESQ., MEMBER ELECT FOR VICTORIA, B. C:

introduOed, 2 (ii).
PRIVATE BILLS, PETITIONS, EXTENSION oF TIME: M. (Mr.

Wood, Brockville) 50 (i).
- - REPS. FROM COM.: M. (Sir Hector Langevin) to

extend time, 514 (i), 1031 (ii).
PRIVLIEGI. See "'ORDER, " &c.
PRIVY COUNCIL OFFICE: in Com. of Sap., 90 (i).

Presbyterian Church and Manse Building Fund
for Man. and N. W. incorp. Act Amt. B.
No. 97 (Mr. Daly). 10*, 711; 2°*,1790 (i); in Com
and 3°*, 1313 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 107.)

PRESCOTT AND RUSsELL JUDICIAL DISTRICT: QuOS. (gr.

Labrosse) 27 ().
PRESS, LIBERTY OF AND ACTION OF THE BENcH: Remarks,

in Com. of Sup., 115 (i).

Procedure in Criminal C ases See "CRIMINAL LAW."

PROCEDURE. See "<ORDER "&.
PRORIBITION: p Res (Mr. Jamieson) 827 (ii).
PROPERTIES, MILITARY: in C>m. of Sup., 1221 (ii).
PROROGATION, notifi3ation: (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1625,

1693 (ii).
- - ( Mr. Speaker 1626 (ii).
- - Meo:f. fron lis E& by Black Rud, 1692 (ii).
PROTECTION STEAMERS, FIsHERIEs: in Com. Of Sap., 1603.
Provincial Courts (Judges' Salaries) Act Amt.

B. 142 (Mr. Thompson). Res. prop., I°*, 20*, in
Com. and 3°, 1690 (ii). (51 Vic., c 38)

PUBLIC A'COUNTS: prOsonted (Sir Chirtes I'upper) 18 (i).
PUBLIC SERVICE, NUMBER OF EMPLOYÉ i: Q10iS. (M. Lan.

derkin) 495 (i).

Public Service S e "LOAN" and ' SuppLY B. 14

PUBLIC WORKS:
AGeNCY, B.C. • in Com of Sup, 1633 (ii).
ALBERTON BARBUR, P.E I., DEEPENING: Qties. (Mr Perry) 712 (i).

BAY FORTUNE, P E I., BRE ARWATER, REP. oF ENGINEin: M. for copy
(Mr. McIntyre) 650 (i).

BONILLA POINT AND VICTORIA (B 0.) TELUGRAPH : IBCOM. Of Sup.,

1678 (ii).
BRIDGE AT BELLIULLE : M. for copies of Cor,* ( Jr. Platt) 922 (ii).

- AT CHIPPAWA VILLAGE: Ques (Sir Richard Cartwright) 65(1).
- AT QUEBIO, GOvY. AID: Ques. (Wr. Langelier, Quebec) 1625

BRIDGES, OTTAWA OITY AND RIVER: in Com. of Sup., 1571, 1677 (ii),

CABLE TO PEtLi ISLAND, PErITIONS. &a.: M. for copies (Mr. Patter-

80n, Essex) 826 (i).
- on M. for Com. of Sup. (Wr. Brien) 1011 (ii).

OATUGA PosT Ouvoau Si-rr : Remarks ( ir Richard Ca1twriqh') 28 (i).

COAL SUPPLY, GOVT. TENDERS ANID ONTRAOrs: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Guillet) 866 (i).
ELTcIRIc LIGeT, MONTREAL POST Orwîo, CONTRAOT: Que (Mr.

Edgar) 1625 (i).
FENULON RiVRi NATIGATION, DEPTH OI WATER: Ques. (Mr. Barron)

97 (1).
HIADLOW CoVE PIER, EXTENSION: Ques. (Wr. Guiy) 140 (i).

HARBOR COMMISSIONARS. See ' ONTR&AL" a-Id "QUEBEc."

ToE-BREIAras, UOUSTY OF BETrHmR: Ques. (Mr. Beausoleit) 45 (i).

IsLN-AUX-NOIX WBARF EXTENSION: QQes. (Kr. Bourasa 955 (ii).

LAKE ST. PETER IMPROVEKUNTS, EXPENDITURE: M. for Rit (Mr.

Amyot) 71 (i).
i4vis GRAVINe DocK. Se "QUIBua HARBOR COMISsIONERs."

PUBLIC WORKS-Oontinued.
MATANE AND RIVER BLANCHE WHARVES, REPAIRS: QUe3. (Kr. Fitet)

1J67 (ii)
MIOLAND BARB3R IMPROVESMNTS, CO.: M. for copies" (Ir. Co2k)

1259 (il).
MIDLAND, ORILLIA, &c , PUBLIC WORKS: Que. (Wr. Cook) 647 (1)
NAUFaAGE (P. E I1) AVIGATION, REP OP RNGIEUER M. for copies

(Mr. McIngyre) 70 (1).

NORTHUMBERLAND STRAITS SUBWAY, REP. OF ENGINEERS, &O : M. for

copy (Mr. Perry) 661 (i).
OTTAWA RIVER WORKS AND IMPROVEMENTS, TOTAL OOST, &C. M. for

Stmnt. (Mr. Amyot) 8à7 (i).
PAPINIAUVILLE HARBOR, DREDGING: Ques. (Ur. Wright) 495 (i).

PENETANGUISHEND, MIDLAND, 90., PUBLIC WORKs: Ques. (Ur. Co»)
647 (i).

PICTON HARBOR, C jR., &C., re DRDGING : M. for Ret.* (Ur. Platt)

8$6 (ii)
PIcTON PUBLIC BUILDINGS, CoR., &c., re CONSTRUCTION: M. for Ret *

(UMr. Plait) 866 (i)
PINETTE HARBOR, DREDGING OP BAR: QUB (Mr. Weogh) 140 (i).
PRINCE EDWARD COUNT.Y, PUBLIC WORKS: Ques. (gr. Platt) 1432 (i).

PUBLIC WORKs REP: presented (Sir Hector Langevin) 18 (i).
RIMousKi PUBLIC WOBK-: Ques (Ur. Fiaei) 1067 (ii).
STE. ANNE DES MONTS WHARF, PAPERS, &C.: M. for copies (Wr.

Jonca.) 1233 (ii).
ST. HYACINTUE PUBLIC BUILDING3: M for Ret. (Ur. Dupont) 651 ()
ST. JOHN HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS, REP. OP ENGINERn: QuO. (Ur.

Ellis) 86 (i).
ST LAwRiNoE RIVER CHANNEL, MONTREAL AND QUEBEZC, COR.: M.

for copies* (Sir Donald Smaith) 922 (if).

ST LAWRvNCq RIVER 'MPROVKE'MET M, AMOUNT ADVANCED' QueO.
( ä r. Davie:, P-.E.L ) 113J (ii).

ST. LAwaNC& RIVER NAVIGATION, MONTREAL AND QUEBIC, EXPENDI-
TORE: M. for Ret. (Wr. .Amyot) 71 (i).

SAGUENAY RIVER BUOYi, CONTRACT FOR PLACING, &0.: Que. (Wr.
Couture) 1433 (ii).

SARNIA AND PORT HURON TUNNEL: Ques. (Kr. Patterson, BEsez)
1432 (ii).

STRATHROY POST OFIrCE AND CUSTOM HOUSE: M. for Rot. (Ur.
McMullen) 498 Ji).

-- PUBLIC TUILDI'G i SIT E: Qutp. (Wr. Mc uifllen) 86 (i)
TELEGRLAPH LINES, ABSUMPTION BY GOVT. : M. for Sci. COm. (Ur.

Denison) 101 (i)
TIGNISH AND MIXINIGASH (P.E..) BREAKWATERS'. Ques. (Mr. Perry)

86, 712 (i).
VENTILATION OF THE HOUSE OP COMMONS: Remarku (Sir Richard

Cartwright, &c.) 171 (i).
WELLINGTON HARBOR OF REFUGE, COR , &c. : M. for Rot.' (Mr.

Plitt) 866 (i).
WHARVES AND PIERS IN P.NE I., cARI Op : Ques. (Ur. Davies, P.E.I )

965 (il).
WOOD ISLAND HARBJR, DREGING : Queo. (r. WeLah) 140 (i).

[See "PROvING ES," "SUPPLY " &o.]

Punishments, Pardons, &c. &e " CRIMENAL LAW'

QU'APPELLE IMMIGRATION AGENT: in COm. Of Sup., 1161,
1169 (ii).

QUARANTINE SERVICE OF CANADA: M. (Ur. Fset) for Sci.

Comn, 657 (i).
-Cin Com.of Sap., 1195 (ii).
QUEBEC :

BRIDGE AT QUiBC,GOVT. AID : Quas (r. Laaier,Quebee)1825(ii).
BUOYS IN RIVER SAGUENAY: Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1433 (fi).
CARTRIDGE FACTORY, &C. QUEBBO WATdR SUPPL, 0OR.: W f r

cOpies' (Wr. tangelier, yuebec) 1092 (ii).
CuRLEvOix: Ret. of Member Elect, 1 (i).

COURT OF APPEAL: Quos. (%fr. Préfontaine) 617 (j).
DORCHESTBR: Ret. of Member EleOt, 1 (i).
DRILL 8ED, QUEREC, WATER SUPPLY- Queu. (Kr. Amyot) 85 (i).
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QUBEO-Continued.
DmrL SDan, CO. : M. (Mr. Amyot) for copy, 654 (i).
ILuEOriarc LiaT, MONTRUAL PoST OrrioS, 0ONTaAcT: Ques. (Mr.

Edgar) 1625 (i).
GAUTSAàU, Di. EDmoND, GRANT FOR PRaAaRNO VAccINE: Que3.

(Mr. FPsst) 140 (i).
GnOLOGIOAa SUîavY, OTTAWA 00UNTY : Ques. (Mr. Wriph') 495 (i).
GuLF o ST. LwauoE, F1ranUZsa PaoTEoiN: Ques. (Mr. Amyot)

826 (ii).
HADLEY Cova Pina, ExTUNaioN: Ques. (Mr. Guay) 140 (i).

Ion BasARuau, CoUNTY or Buareha: Ques. (Mr. Beausolet) 45 (i).

TSLU-AUx-Noix WARR, EXTUNtBON : Ques. (Iir. Bourassa) 965 (ii).
LAcaINE CANAL,isISXI8AL or Linoamas: in Com. of Sup., 1170,

1568, 1647 (ii).
LAxa ST. JoHN Ry. Co.'s SUBsIDY, TaRANarza: Ques. (Mr. Couture)

1432 (i).
LAza ST. PETER IMPROVIUENTS, EXPUNDITUR: M. for Ret (Kr.

Amyot) 71 (i).
LAND VILLA PoaT Orraie, PAPERS, &c. : M. for copies (Mr

Choquette) 102 (i).
L»uc, Caus, ELPLOYMNT BY GOVERNMBNT : Ques. (Kr. eo3ain8)

140 (i).

LOTSINItRE MAIL SBavIcu: Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 98 (i).
MAssAWIPPI VALLEY Ry. Co.'s SUasIDY: prop. Rem. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1546 (ài).
MATAJE AIND RIVER BLANcHE WHARavS, REPAiEs: Ques. (Mr. Fiet)

1067 (ii).

MIDICAL INSPEcTION, QUuuase: in om. of Sup., 1195 (ii).

MEGANTIO MAIL SEavIcE.: Ques. (Èr. PurCott) 82b, 1232
MIsSISQUOI ELUcTORAL DISTRIcT : .Vacinoy, 124 (1).

- Return of Member Eieet, 616 (i).
MONTRAL ANID CAMPLAIN JUNOTION RY. O 'S SUBSIDY: prop. Res.

(Sir Charks Tupper) 1516; in 0om., 1589 (il).
MONTaEAL AND QUZc RIVraa POLIo : in CoQ. of Sup., 1579 (ii).
MONTRaAL HARBOR Coxxmsurouas' RELIs?: Ques. (Kr. Curran) 27

- AMOUNT ADVANCED : Ques. (Mr. Davies, P.E I)1135 (ii).
Heralt AND Ma. CURANI: om. of Sup., 1170 (ii).

Moni, Da, J. A., CLAIR FOR MInICAL 8]RVIcEs: M. for copy (fîr.
Amyot) 655 (i).

OLIVIER, GRo., DISMISSAL, COi RERaPICTING: M. for copy (Mr. Ein.
fret) 654 ().

OTTAWA COUA'TY GEOLOGICAL SURIVEY: Ques. (ir. Wright) 495 (i).
PAINEAUVILLE HARBOR, DRDGING : Ques. (Mr. Wight) 495 (i).

PONTIAC PAcIrIC JUNOTION RT Co.'S SUBIDT: prop. Res. (Sir
Charle sTuyper) 1546; in Com., 1589 (ii).

QU92Oc AND DEQUEN MAIL SEavIoiss Ques. (1fr. Couture) 98 (i),

- AND LAx ST. JOHN RY. Co 's SUSIDT: Ques. (Mr. Couture)

1432 (ii).
- prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1546; in Qom., 1591 (i).
- HARBOR CouîIssoNEau (LÎvIs GaAviNG DocK) AMOUNT

ADVANOCD: Ques. (Mr. Darnes, P. E.L) 1136, 1232 (ii).
QUEBZo C0NTRAL RT. Co.'s SUESiDT: prop. Res. (Sir Charles 7'up-

per) 1546; in Com., 1593 (il).
PîousUKI CUBTos COLLUCTOI, &C.: Ques. (fr. Fiset) 1067 (ii).

ST. AGAP1T, POSTMASTER's DISISSAL, CO : M. for copy (Kr.
Rir4fret) 654 (i).

STE. ANN DaS MONT's WHARF, PAPERa, &o.: M. for copies (Kr.
Jonese) 1233 (ii).

ST. EIYACINTHu PUBLIC BUILDINGS: M. for Rot. (Mr. Dupont) 651 (i).

ST. LAwascE RIvia CHANEL, MoNTaEAL AND QUEECC, o0.: M.
for copieb (Sir Donald Baith) 922 (ii).

- NAVIGATION, MONTREAL MxD QUEUan, EXPENDITUaE: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Amyot) 71 (i).

- IMPROVEUxNTs, AloUNT ADVAEcED : Ques. (Mr. Dzvies, P.E.

I )1135 (il).
- FLOODs, KONTRIAL AD VOmINITT, EXAMINATION: in Com. of

Sup., 1678 (ii).
- oa, RBrs., &c. : M. for copies (1r Bessuoleii) 60 (i).

- Luiia, CAPT., REPonT re FLooDs: Que.. (Kr. Pr«fotaine)

899 (i).

QUEBEC-Continued.
S?. PIsanam, IsLAND O1 ORLUANS, PETITIO1NS re ATILLRT PRACTIc:

M. for copies" (Bir. Langelier, Monimreancy) 672 (1).
SAGUENAY RIVaR BUoYs, CosTRACT oi PLACI.NG, &c.: Ques. (Mr.

Cou'ure) 1433 (il).

STUKELY, NoRTE, POSTUASTIRaIIP, &C., PArUaS, O 0.': X. for
copies" (Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 1093 (ii).

SUrPron COURT JUD3S, MONTRAL DISTRICT: Ques. (Mr. Pr«fon-
tame) 617 (i).

TimIScOUATA 1Vy. Co 'aeSuBlDTr: prop. Res. (Sir Charkae Tupper)
1516; in Com., 1593 (il).

[See DEPARTMENTS, " SUPPLY," &c.]
QUEBEO COUNTY CONTROVERTED ELECTION: JUdgment of

Supreme Court read (Mr. Speaker) 309 (i).
Quebec Harbor Commissioners (Lévis Graving

Dock) B. e o. 135 (Sir, harles Tupper). Res.prop.,
1031; in Com., 1296; X. to conc., 1383, 1491; conc.
in, 1°*, 2>* and in Com , 1400; 30*, 1404 (ii). (51
Vic., c. 6.)

Deb. on 20 (1fr. Jones, Halifax) 1,91 ; <fr. Kenny) 1395; (1fr. W.?-
don, SI. John) 1396; (Mr. Ellis) 1397; (Mr. Davi#s, P.E.1 )1398;
(Ur. Welsh) 1399 ; (r. Gillror) 1399 (ii).

Quebec Judiciary. See " PROVINCIAL COURTS."
QUEBEc WEsT, CORNTOVERTED ELECTION: JudgmeDt of

Supremo Càurt read (Mr. Speaker) 309 (i).
QUEEN'S, N. B., RvET. OF MEMBER ELEoT.: Dnotification

(NIr. Speaker) 1 (1).
RAILWAYS. See

ALBERTA RY. AND COAL o.

ALBERT (N.8 ) Ry. CO.
ANNAPOLIs AND ATLANTIc RY. Co.
BELLyVILLE i»D LîAKsR NIPIssN RY. Co.
BRANTFORD, WATntLOO ANID LAK EaRI RY. Co.
BUFFALO, OHIPPAWA AND NIAGARA FALLS STAMBOAT AND TRAMWAY

Co.

CAsADA AND MiciiIGAN TUNNÊL (0.

CANADA SOUTHILRX A:;ID E I NIAGARIA 1tY. Co.

CANADIAN PAciviO Ry. (BRANcu Lixzo).
CIPE BRETON Rys.
CENTRAL ONTARIO RY. 0o.

CENTRAL RY. Or NEW BRUNSWICK.

OHATHAM JUNCTION RY. Co.
CHIGNEcTO MARINE TRANSPORT RY. O.

CahmOoK BtLT AND PlACE Rîvsa Ry. Co.
COLLINGwoOD AND BAY Or QULNTÉ RY. Co.
DERaa BRANoa RY.

DETROIT Riva RY. AID BRIDGE Co.
EASTEIC EXTENSION Ry.
EMERSoN AND NOTH WISTERaN hY. Co.

EsqUIALT AIND NANAimo Ry. Co.

GRAND TauNi Ry. Oo.
GRAND TaUiK, CANADA SOuTHREN, LoxDoN AD PORT STANLEY, &C.
GREAT NORTa-WEsT CENTRAL RY. CO.

GREAT WESTERN AiD LAK ONTARIO SuOR JUNCoN RY. Co.

HERIFORD BRANCH RY. Co.
INTiSCOLONIAL Ry.

INVRIENss AID RicuoND RY. Co.

KINCARDINE AnD TEBiWATER RY. 0O.

LAK NirissîNo AID JAMEs' IAv RY. Co.

LoNDoN ANDSOUT-EASTEES Ry.COu.

MANITOBA AND NoRTR.WESTERN RY. (o.
MÂsKINoNG AID NIPIsslîG RY. Co.
MONTaAL lsLAND RT. Co.

NEW Yoax, ST. LAwRENs AND OTTAwA RT. Co.

ONTARO AD QUEssE RY. 0o.
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RAILWAYS-Continued.
ONTAgio, MÂNITODA AND WESTERN RY. CO.
OTTWA AN PABnY SOUSD RY. Co.
ONTARIO AND SAULT STE. MARIE RY. Co.
OTTAWA, MORBISBURG AND Nàw YORK Ry. AND BRIDGE Co.
OxioîD AiD NEw GLASGOW RY.

PONTIAo AND REFaSW RY. Co.

PORT ARTHUR, DULUTH AND WESTERN RY Co.
'ET. CATHARINES AND NIARAC iSTRAL Ry. Co.
ST. CLAIR RIVaR Ry. BRIDGE AND TUNNEL o.
ST. LAwanCE AND ADIROWDACK RY. 00.
SHUSWAP AND OKANAGON RY. 0o.

SOUTE NORFOLK RY Go.

SOUTE-WESTERN RY. o.
SoUsIs AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN Ry. Co.
STANsTIAD, SHEFFORD AND CHAMBLY £Y. Co.
TaoUsLrD IBLAND RY. o.
TOBIQUE GYPSUM AND COLONISATION RY. Co.
WrsTEnN ONTAIO RY. Co.
WOOD MOUNTAIN AND QU'APPELLE R. Co.

[See "SUBSIDIES."]

RY ACCIDENTS REPORTED TJ GOVr. AND ACTIONS PENDING:

M. for Ret.* (ir. Denison) 62 (i).

Ry. Act Amt. B. No. 24 (Mr. Pope). 1', 73 (i);
2°*, 941 ; in Com., 1175, 1417, 1492; b° m. and M. to
recom., 1507; Amt. (Mr.Edgar) 1508; (neg. Y. 54; N.
98) 1510; 30*, 1511(ii). (51 Vic., c. 29.)

Ry. Act Amt. B. No. 94 (Mr. Coo). 1°, 598.
RY, COOMISSON, COST : QueS. (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 4!4 ji).

-- .- EP.: presented (Mr. Pope) 26 (i).
REP. AND EVIDENCE: Quc8. (Mr. .lolton) 778 (j),

E67 (ii).
-- Que@. (Mr. Mills, Bothweli) 646 (i).
Ry. Crossing by Streets, &c., Provision B. No.

11l (Mr. Lister). 1°-*, 964A(ii).
Ry. Employés Protection B. No. 5 (frr. McCarthy).

10, 44; 2°m., 762; deb. adjnd., 770 (1); rsmd., 916; 20,
917; Order dbubgd. and ref, to Con. on ß. 21, 1247 (ii).

Deb. on M. for 21> (Mr. Denison) 762; (1fr. Cook) 762 ; (Mr. ft-nes,
Boaefrx) 762; (11r. Wilson, E/gin) 762; (Mr .San/y) 764; (Mr.
Lister) 765; (Mr. Tisdale) 767; (Mr. Barron) 768; (Mr. Temple)
168; (Mr. Armstrong) 169; (Mr. Sproule) 769; (Sir C/Aaries Tup-

per) 769 (i); (fr. Nc Carthy) 916; (Sir Charles Tupper) 917; (1fr.
Laurier) 917 (ii).

Ry. LEOISLATION, MAN. AIID N.W.T.: Remarks (Mr. Watsen)
1403 (ii).

M. (Mr. Small) to authorise Ry. Com. to divid'b a
Bill, 415 (i).

RYS. AND CANALS: in Com, of Sup., 96 (i), 1221, 1460, 1620,
1657, 1644, 1650, 1668 (ii).

-- DEPTL. REP.; presented (Mr. Pope) 73 (i).
RYS., CAN.,OST: QuS. (Sir Richivrd Cartwright)141, 170(i).
RANCHES, DUnBS OF INSPECTOR: Quc. (Mr. Davis) 965 (ii).

Real Property Act. See "TERaITOntES."
REBELLION iiN N.W.T., Cosr: QuOs. (Mr. Mulock) 171 (i).

REP. OF GEN. STRANGE : Qaes. (Mr. Aimgot) 9d (i)
- -- REP. OF ROYAL CoMMtIbON : pretented (Mr. Whdie,

Cardwell) 97 (i).
--- ToTAL DISBUitIEsMNTS: M. for Ret.* (Ar. MufoAe)

498 (i).
- LcssEs CommissioN, REPs., &o. : M. for copy (Mr.

Laurier) 63 (i).

REBELLION IN N.W.T., CLAIMS OF SCOUTS, &. : prop. eu.
(Mr. Davin) 1242 (ii).

- PENSIONS, MILITIAMEN, &c. : in COm. Of Snp., 1202,
1642 (ii).

RECEIPTS AND E"RNDITURES, O >NSOLIDATED FUND: M. for

Ret * (Sir Richard Carlwright) 88 (i).
REVEIVER GNERAL (aALIAx): inCoiM. of SUp., 88 (i).
RECIPROCITY WI TH U. S. : prop. Res, (Sir Richard

Car twright) 14 1; reg, 646 (i).
Deb. (Mr. Wite, Cardwell) 161; (Mr. Davies, P.E.Z) 172; (Kr. Poster)

183, (Amt ) 194 (1).

Deb. on Amt. (Mr. Charlton) 206; (gr. Davin) 228; (Mr. Dessaint)
203; (Kr. Lavergne) 234; (Kr. McMUilan, Huron) 194; (Mr.
McNeil) 240; (Mr. Porter) 199; agreed to (Y. 124, N. 67) 646 (i)

Amt. to Amt. (gr. Jones, Halifax) 257; deb. (Mr. Amyot) 532; (Mr.

Baird) 345; (Mr. Barron) 303; (14r. Beausole.i) 392; (Kr. Béchard)
463; (Mr. Borden) 358; (ur. Bowman) 513; (Kr. Brien) 508;
(Mr. Brown) 288; (1r Cameron) 610; (1. Chapleau) 565; (gr.
(koqutte) 294; (Mr. Cockburn) 322; ·(Kr. Currin) 310; (Kfr.
Dupont) 396; (Mr. Ellis) 335; (Mr. Ferguson, Welland) 458;
(Mr. Fiset) 812; Mr. Flynn) 571 ; (Mr. Freeman) 499; (Ër. Gi-
gault) 274; (Mr. Gillmor) 635; (Kr. Haggart) 527; (1fr. Hesson)
583; (Kr. Hickey) 483; (Kr. Hu speth) 467; :(ïr. Jones, Digby)
605; (Mr. Kenny) 381 ; (Mr. Kirk) 593; (gr. Landerkin) 476;
(Gen. Laurie) 371; (Mr. Laurier) 554; (1r Macdonald, Huron)
276; (gr. cIntyre) 487; (gr. McKeen) 547; (Mr. Mc-
Mullen) 441; (gr. Masson) 539; (gr. Mills, Annapolis) 3.8 ;
(Ur. M.A1, Bothwell) 603; (1Mr. JMeenef ) 351 ; (Mr. Mulock) 626 ;
(Nir. O'Brie,<) 525; (11r. Paterson, Brant) 401 ; (Mr. Perly,
Ottawa) 632; (ir Plat) 605; (1r Préfontaine) 612; (Mr. Rin-
fret) 271; (Kr. Robertson) 377; (Kr. Rykert) 416; (Kr. Semple)
578; (Mr. Skinner) 355; (Mr. Somervüile) 618; (Ur. Sproule) 362;
(Mr. Taylor) 438; (Mr. rupper, Pictou) 257 ; (Ur. Weldon, Albert)
576; (Kr. Welsh) 317; (Mr. WAite, Renjrew) 624; (Mr. Wilson,
Argenteuil) 613; (Mr. Wilson, Elgin) 588; (gr, Wilson, Lennoz)
511 ; (gr. Wood, Westmoreland) 298; neg (Y. 67, N. 124) 646 (i).

RECIPROCITY WITH U. S. AND RETALIATORY BILL ; Remarks

(Sir Richard Cartwright, &c.) 516 (i).
--- RNDITION oF DUTIES : RemrkS (Mr. Landerkn)

654 (i).
-- M. to make Res. First Order of ihe Day (Sir Richard

Oartwright) 43 (i).
REGINA GOAL : in Con. of Sup., 1025 (ii).

REGISTERED LETTER, PAYMENT FOR boSS: Q1e8. ( 5r. Lander-
khi) '50 (i).

REGULATIONS re REGIaTRY 0F TRADES UNIONS: M. for GOpieb*

(Mr. Amyot) 50 (i).
RENDEBED LARD. 8e e'LARD."

RENFREW, &JUTH, RET. OF MIMBMR IELEcT-: notifiOation

(Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
RIDEAU HALL, REPAIES, FURNITURE, &C. : in Com. of Sup.,

1542; cone., 1688 (ii).
REPORTS PRESENTED, &C.:

AGRICULTURE (1r Carling) 455 (i).
A UbIToR GENRnL' ?, Rir. (Sir Charles upper) 18 (i).
CIVILB SERVIC LiST or CANADA (Ur. Chapleau) 172 (i).
CRIMINAL STATISTICS (Ir. Carling) 1551 (ii).
INLAND REVENUE (Mr. Costigan) 18 (i)

lIrsUaNOs CoxPANIES, ABSTRACT (Sir Charies T upper) 1207 (ii).
INTERIOR (Mr. White, Cardwell) 18 (i).
LAcanDu CANAL WATEa PowzR, RoYAL CoxmissioN (Ur. Pope)52(î).

LiERAir or PARLIAxNT (Ur. dpeaker) 2 (i).
MARINE AND FIsERIS (Ur. Foster) 138 (i).
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REPORTS, &c.-Continued.

MILITIA AND DEFEKCE (Sir Adolphe Caron) 18 (i).
NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE (Sir John A. MXedonald) 49? (i).
PENITENTIARIES (Mr. Thompaon) 18 (1).
POSTMASTER GENURAL (Mr. NcLelan) 20 (i).
PRINTING AND STATIONERY, PUBLIC (Mr. Chapleau) 138 (i).
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS (Sir Charles upper) 18 (i).
PUBLIC WORKS (Sir Bector Langevin) 18 (i).
RAILWAYS AND CANALS (Mr. Pope) 73 (i).
RAILWAYS, ROYAL COMMISSION (Mr. Pope) 26 (i).
REBELLION IN THE N. W. T., ROYAL OOMMISSION (Vr. Whit'e, Cdr-

well) 97 (i).
SECRETARY OF STATE (

M
r. Chapleau) 20 (i).

TRADE AND NAVIGATION RETURNS (Mr. Bowell) 18 (i).

Representation Act (B.C.) Amt. B. No. 55 (Mr.
Baker). 1°, 309 (i).

Representation Act (House of Oommcns B. No.
56 (Mr. Baker). 10, 309 (ii).

Representation (N.W.T.) Act Amt. B. No. 125
(Mr. Thompson). 10, 1231 ; 20*, in Com. and 30 n.,
Amt. (Mr. Watson) to recom., neg. (Y. 62, N. 89)
and 3°*, 1551 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 10.)

RETALIATORY BILL: Remarks (Sir Richard Cartu'rîght) 16.
RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &C., MOTIONS FJR :

ACCIDENTS, RY., REPORTED TO GOVT., AND ACTIONS PENDING Mr.
Denison, 62 (i).

"ALERT," COR. RESPECTING CONDITION : Mr. Welsh, 827 (ii).
ALLEN, WARREN, CLAIN FOR ICE-BOAT, PAPERS, &c. : Mr. iJLvir8

(P. El ) 833 (ii).
ARTILLERY PRACTICE ON IBLAND OF ORLEAN3, PETITIONS, &C.*: Mr.

Langelier (Montmorency) 672 (i).
AURnaY, REV. hi., SERVICES 1AS MILITARY CHAPLAIN, CoRt: Mr.

Amyot, 654 (i).
AUDET, LIUT. COL., AND FRENCH TRANSLATION OF FIELD EXERICISES,

COR.: Mr. Amyot, 655 (i).

AUDETTE, ANTOINE, NORTE STUKELT POSTMASTIR, 0.C.'8,&.: Mr.

Langelier (Quebee) 1092 (ii).
BAY FORTUNE, P..I., BREAKWATER, REP. OF EN<INEER: Mr. Aic

In'yre, 656 (i).
B&Y OF QUINTÉ, BRIDGE AT BELLEVILLE, COR.*: Mr. Platt, 922 (ii).
BEHRING'S SEA SEIZURBE, COR. RESPECTING: fMr. Gordon, 966 (ii).

BRYANTON, ALBERT, AND ALLAN, COR. re DAMAGEs DERBY URANCH

Ry.*: Mr. Mitchell, 866 (ii).
CABLE TO PELÉE IBLAND, PETITIONS, &C.: Mr. Patterson (Essex)

826 (il).
C. P. R. See general heading.
CANADIAN VESSELS LOST ON GREAT LAYES : Mr. Dawson, 19, 752 (i).
CANADIAN WRECKING VESSELS IN U. S. WATERS, COR.: Mr. Edgyar,

665 (i).
CAPITAL ACCOUNT, I.C.R., EXPENDITURE: 1fr. Jones (Hluifaz) 103.
CAP CHAT AND GRAND VALLÎ FISHERIES, REPS. : Mr. Joncas,

1232 (ii).
CAPE BRETON RY., EASTERN SECTION, COR.*: Mr. Flynn, 1259 (ii).
CARTRIDGE FACTORY, &C. (QUEBrEC) WATER SUPPLY, CoRt: Mr.

Langelier (Quebec) 1092 (ii).
CASUALTIES, AC., ON I.C.IR. : Mr. Weldon (St. John) 61 (i).
CAUGENAWAGA INDIANS, ELECTION OF CHIEFS, COR.: Mr. Doyon,

899 (ii).
0ENTENNIAL EXHIBITION OF 1876, PAPERS, &c., re G. J. MACDONALD*:

Mr. Landerkin, 866 (ii).
CHIPPAWA AND OTTAWA NATION INDIANS' CLAIMS'; Mr. Patterson

(Essex) 498 (i).
CLANCET, PATRICK, COR re DAmAGES DERBY BRANCIH RYi.* Mr.

Mitchell, 866 (ii).
CLOTEING FOR MI[LITIA, TENDRES AND CONTRACTS* : Mr. Bowman,

866 (ii).
Ooi SUPPLY, GOOT., TENDERS AND CONTRACTS*: Mr. Guillet, 866
CoLoNisTIoN INSPECTOR, MAI. AND N.W.T. : Mr Watson, 71 (î).

10

RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &o.-Continued.
COLONISATION INSPEOTORS IN N.W.T.* IsMr. McMullen, 866 .(i).
COLONISATION 00.'8 IN MAN. AND N.W.T.*: Mr. Mcltlen, 498 (i).
CONSOLIDATED FUND, RECEIPTI AND EXPENDITURE*: Sir Richard

Cartwright, 38 (i).
CONFEDERATION TERMS WITH P.E..*: Mr. Perry, 61 (i).
CONFEDERATION, ADMiSSION oF NEWPOUNDLAND, COR.: :Mr. Laurier,

664 (i).
COST, &C., re ST. CATHARINES IILLING AND LuMBERINcG0o.* : Mr.

McMullen, 20 (i).
CULIERTSON, ARCHIiBALD, DIFMI8SAL: Mr. Burdett, 977 (11).
CUSTON8 SEIZURES AT QUIEC, COR., 0.0.'a, &C.: Mr. Langelier

(Quebec) 1068 (ii).
DERBY BRANCH RY. AND JOHîN KNIGHT, &C., COR'*: fr. aitcheli, 866.
DIAMONDS, &C., SEIZED AT QUEBEC, COR , 0.0.a, &C. : Mr. Langelier

(Quebec) 1068, 1092 (ii).
DISALLOWANCE OF MAN. RY. CHAITERS, COR. WITI IM'. GOVT.*

M r. Laurier, 672 (i).
DOM. LANDs AGENTS' INSTRUCTIONS: Mr. McMllen, 36, 45 (1).
Dom. NOTES, CONTRACT FOR PRINTING: Mr. Ed iar, 619 (i).
Dom. SCRIP ISSUED IN MAN. AND N. W.T.*: Mr. Wilson (E'lgin) 866.
DRILL SHED, QUEBEC, WATER SUPPLY, COU.: Mr. Amyot, 654 (i),
DUNCAN, WM L, KILLED ON LO.R., PROCEEDINGS AT INQUET*': Mr.

Weldon (St. John) 498 (i).
EASTERN EXTENSION Ry., COR. re RVIHT OF WAY : Mr. Kirk, 902 (i).
EASTKRW EXTENSION RY. AND .C.R TENDERS, &C., FOR FENCING*

Mr. Ktrk, 866 (ii).
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS: Sir Richard Oartwright, 28 (i).
EXPERIMENTAL FARM IN N.W., PROF. 8AUNDERS' REP.*: Mr. Me-

Mullen, 498 (i).
EXPERIMENTAL FARM IN N.W.T., LOCATION, PAPERS, &C.*: Mr.

Landerkin, 866 (ii).
FIELD EXERCISES, FRENCSH TRANSLATION, COR.: Mr. Amyot, 655 (1).

FIRE INSURANCE RIBiiS, POLîcIEs, kC : Mr. Bowman, 866 (ii).
FISIERIES PROTECTION SERVICE, CoR. RESPECTIN': 1Mr. Davies

(P.E.I.) 866 (ii).
FLOOD8 ON RIVER ST. LAwiiENCE, COR., REIS, &c : Mr. Beausoleil,

60 (i).
FORTIN, NOEL, COR, re ACCIDENT AND DAMAGES: Mr. Fieet, 902 (ii).
GORDON, COMMANDER, COR. te F8IUEIES PROTECTION SERVICE': fMr.

Davies (P.E.I.) 866 (ii).
GOVERNMENT STEAMERS, SALARIES OF CAPTAINS: Mr. Welah, 37 (1).

GRAzING LANDS, LESSEEs* : Mr. Davis, 866 (ii).

GRENFELL (N.W.T.) EXPERIMENTAL FARM, LOCATION, PAPERS':

Mr. Landerkin, 866 (ii).
GREAT NORTH-WET CENTRAL Ry. Go., PAPERS, &o.: Mr. Edgar,

653 (i).
HOMESTEAD INSPECTORS, MAN. AND N.W.T.: Mr. Watson, 71 (1)

Mr. McMullen*, 866 (i).
I.C.R. Sec general heading.
INSTRUCTIONS TO Dom. LAND AGENTS: Mr. McNullen, 36, 45 (i).
IN<OLDSDY STATION POST OFFICE, PETITIONS, &C.: Mr. Barron,

1243 (ii).
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS: Sir Richard Cartwright, 28 (1).
JAMAICA, COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WITH, COR. : Gen. Laurie, 903 (i.)
JUDGES OF SUPERIOR COURT, RETIRED, NAMES, &C.*: Mr. Small, 62 (i).

KAMLOOPS AS AN OUTPORT OF ENTRY, MR. PARMELEE's REP.*': Mr.

Mara, 498 (i).
KETTLE AND STONY POINT RESERIVES, COMPLAINTE AGAINST INDIANS*

Mr. Lister, 1259 (hi).
KIT ALLOWANCE YORK-SIMCOE BATT.: Mr. Muloek, 66 (i).
KNIGHT, JNO. AND ALLAN, COR. re DAMAGES DRBIIY BRAN •R.0:

Mr Mitchell, 866 (i).

LAi.OR COMMISION, INSTRUCTIONS, AC.": Mr. Beausoleil, 672 (i).
LAKs ET. PETER IMPROVEMENTS, EXPENDITURE: Mr. Amyot, 71 (i).
LAND AGENTS INSTRUCTIONS IN MAN. AND N.W.T.: Mr. MIcMullen,

36, 45 (i).
LAND VILLA PORT OFFICE, PAEURE, &C. : Mr. Choquette, 102 (i).
LEASEHOLDERS IN ALBERTA DISTRICT, N.W.T., CATTLE, AC.*: Sir

Richard Cartwright, 498 (i).
LEYI, DAVID, 8EIZURE or DIAmONDI, Av.*: Mr. Langelier (Quebec)

1092 (ii).
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lxxiv INDEX.
RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &o.-Continued. RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.--Continued.

LIQUOR LICENsE ACT, TOTAL AMOUNT PAID BY GOVT.* : Mr. Mulock, ST. LAWRENCE FISHERIES, CAP CHAT AND GRAND VALLIE, REPS.:

498 (i). bir. Joncas, 1232 (il).
LivEs LOST THROUGII WRECKS ON GREAT L AKES : Mr. Dawson, 19 (i). ST. PIERRE, IBLAD OP ORLEANS, PETITIONS re ARTILLERY PRACTICE':

LOBSTER COMMISSION, REPS., &C. : Mr. Flynn, 86 (i). Mr. Langelier (Montmorency) 672 ().
MACDONALD, Gzo. J., PAPERs, &C , re CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION* : Mr, STE. ANNE DES MONTS WnARF, PAPERs, &o.: Mr. Joncas, 1233 (11).

Landerkin, 866 (ii). STE. FLÂVIE, INQUEST ON BODY 0F W. L. DUNCAN': Mr. Woldon, St.
MAIL SERVICE IN P.E.I., Mr. Davies (P.E I.) 47, 52 (i). John, 498 (i).
MAN. AND N.W.T. HOMESTEAD AND COLONISATION INSPECTORS: Mr. SAURDERS, PROF., UNI' ON EXPERIMENTAL FARx ix NW.:-.fr.

Watson, 71 (i). Mcffullen, 498 (i).
MAN. AND NOnTII-WESTERN RY. CO., PAPERS, &c.: Mr. Edgar, SCHOOL 0F INFANTRT ("C" COMPANY) COR. re DEÂTH OF PRIVÂTE

653 (i). NEELY. Mr. .&lock, 649 (i).
MIDLAND HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS, COR.* : Mr. Cook, 1259 (ii). SCRip ISSUE» INPMAN. AND N.W.T.*: Mr. Wilson (Elgin) 866 (il).
MILITARY SCHOOL, ST. JOHN, QUE, SERVICES OF CHAPLAIN,COR. SEIZURESINBERIN'SSEA COR. RESPECTIN Mr. Gordon, 966 (il).

Sr Ay t, 5 i. JH, CALISîMS & SLATER, CONTRACTORS CAPE BRETON RT., COR.*: 1Mr. Flynn,Mfr. A~myot, 654 (i). 15 i)
MILITIA CLOTHING, TENDERS AND CONTRACTS*: Mr. Bownan, 866 (ii). S 259NAIi CA C
MISSISSAUGA INDIANS' CLAIM (UNCEDED LANDS) CoR.*: Mr. jIadill,* S Ie, 672L CR).

866 (ii). S ilTeE MP N ANiT.

MOHAWK INDIANS, Co. re DISMISSAL OF COUNCILLOR CULBeRTSON: IIMHEN, 86(l).
Mr. Burdett, 977 (ii). SOURiS An»OC66Ui R Pr

MORIN, Du. J. A., OLAIM FOR MEDICAL SERVICES: Mr. Amyot, 655 (i). S 653C(j).
MOULIN, REV. FATIIER, COR. re RESCUE AT BATOCHE* : Mr. Scarth, SQTESCiS.

866 (ii). STTESLAIGBTNOUSE, r . CLAI,6COR.

N. W.T. REBELLION LosSEs COMMISSION, REPS, &o. : Mr. Laurier, 73. 125SL(ji
NAUFRAGE, P.E.I , NAVIGATION, REP. OF ENGINEER : Mr. cIntyre, 70. SE 59MiA' r
NEELY, PRIVATE THOs., DEATH OF, COR. re COMPENSATION TO FAMILY: STET POITN T E VSOL IT FArTy, 61

Mr. Mulock, 649 (i). 1fr. Lis t I.
NEWFOUNDLAND CONFEDERATION, COR. : Mr. Laurier, 664 (i). rRLPst OFFiCU4

" NORTIIERN LIGHT." See general heading. STRKELY (OST OIMA ST O C.'S, &M.'Mr Lng8i).
NORTHUMB3ERLAND STRAITS SUBWAY, REP. OF ENGINEERS, &C. : Mr. (eTe) 092 (M).

Perry, 661 (i). 
Qee)19(i.

Perry 661(i).SUBSIDIES TO RYS., AMOUNT VOTE» SINCE 1880': 1fr. Semple, 110 (i).
OCEAN MAIL SERVICE, TENDERS AND COR : Mr. Langelier (Quebec) SUBWAY, NORTHUMBERLAND STRAITS) RiP. 0F ENGINERS, &.:fr.

1067 (ii).
OLIVIER, GEO., DISMISSAL, COR. RESPECTING.: Mr. Rinfret, 654 (i). Fery, 6 T IO(j).
OTTAWA RIVER WORKs AND IMPROVEMENTS, TOTAL COST, &C.: Mr. AmyTEBEJRNiTE

Amyot, 827 (ii).
PAIlMELEN, 1fR., REP. re KAMLOOPS AS AN OUTPORT OF ENTRY': 1r. SUPERIOR COURT JUDOGES RETIRED, NAMES, &.' r. Sm l, 6(i).

Sara, 498 (1). TRADES UNIONS, COPIEs 0FRULES: s,&r. .:Amyot, 46 (n).
PELÉE ISLAND CAILE, PETITIO<S, &c. :1Tr. Eaterson (Essex) 826. FUNDIER 35 VIO., CAP. 30, &C.': M. .Amyot, 50 (i).

PICTON HARIIOR, COR., &c. re DREDGINO': fr. Platt, 866 (i).- REGULATIONS re REGISTRY, . : Mr. J 4myot, 50 ().
P ETERms PRFCONFEDERETION WIT P.ER.'MENr. Ferry, 61().

- PUBlICBULDNG,, TuENTVALLEY CANAL COMMISSION, CO).&c.:Mr. Barron, 71(i).
866NO.L F UNITED STATES WRECKI G VESSELS IN CAN. WATERS, COR.: r

(Quebec) 1092 (i).EELYar .

PoNt OFFICE. See general heading. VALLERAND, P. O., CUSTOMS SEIZCRES ON, CORL, O. .8, &C. : Mr.
P. E. I. MAIL SERVICE: 1fr. Davies (P.SI. 1.) 47, 52P(i). Langelier (QuebeA) 1068 ().

- NAIGAIOUAT AUFRGEREP oFENGNEzR Mr 31Intre, WATER SUPPLY TO CARTRIDGE FACTORY AND DRILL HIALL, QUEBEC,
-7NAiRCOR.: I r.Langelie (QuebeS) 1092 (ii).

1259((ii)

Y. ACCIDENTS REPORTED TO GOVT. AND ACTIONS PENDIINS': Mr. WELLINGTON HARBOR F REFUGE, CORy&C.r.:oer. Plat-, 866 ( -).

Denison, 62 (i). WRECKS ON GREAT LARES AN» LOS 0FrLiFE:fMr. Dawson 19, 752 ().

RELBELLION, N.W., LOSSEs COMMISSION, REcPS..&c.: Mr. Laurier, 73. WORECKING VESSELS (CAN.) IR U. S. WATERS, COR.: Mr. Edgar,
665 (i).REBELLION 11 N. W. T., TOTAL DisBuBSEIIENTS': M. Muloek, 498 (i). YoBc-SimCoER cTA.IT LLOWANCE: Mr.Mule , 66 (i).

RCIPTS AN» EXPENDITURE, CONGOLIDATEFUS: Sir RichardRE T LAI . r

Cartwright, 38 (). .
REUULATIONS re REGISTRY 0F TRADES UNIONS: 1Mr. Amyot, 50 (i. RETURNS, &o.) BEINGING DOW14: Remarks (Mir. Laurier, &c.)
ROLLING STOCK PURCHASES FOR IT O IPR.E: Mr. W.*don (St. John) 61. 1136,:1433r 1506 (i.).
ROYAL LiABOR COMMISSION, INSTRUCTIONS, &C ' : Mr. Beausoleil, 672. - PRJEPARATION, &c.: in Com of Sap. 5 1615,j oonc.,
RUSSELL, SAMUEL, COR. Te DAmAGES DERBY BRANCH RO.N I K REr.s EOT(

M titchell, 866 (r1iti).
ST. AGAPIT POSTMASTER'S DISMISSL, COR.e. RinYret, 654 (i). RRevenue and udit ct (Chap. 29 ey. Staute 8()Amt.
ST. CATHSRINTSILLING AN»LUMBERING OP, COOTS, &C.:r. B . . r angie

McQullun, 20 (i).
ST. HYACISTIE PUBLIC BUILDINGS: Mr. Dupont, 651 (i)U of B., 498 (i); 2, 889: ROEs. in Com, 891; cne, i,
ST. LAWRECNCE RIVER FLoo»S, COR., REpa., &C.:MU. Beausoleil, 931; B. in Oom., 931, 943; 3 , 943 (ii). (51 E , . r7.)

60 (i). RIDEAU CANAL BRIDGES:in Com. of Sap, 1646, 1671 () 4
ST. LAwRENcEc RIVER NAVIGATION, MONTREAL AN» QUkEC, EXPUND-RMOUSKI CUSTOMS COLLECTO : Ques. (Mr. Fset) 1067 (H).

ITAyE: Mt. Amyot, 71 (i).P).
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER CHANNEL, MONTREAL ANQUBEC, COR.: SirCOR S E M E.

Donald Smith, 922 (il). R NROGDS:.ND BrR.(s: in Coni. of Sp., 1571, 1675 (.8).



INDEX.
ROBERTSON, ALEXANDER, LATE M.P.: Remarks (Sir Bector

Langevin) on decease, 61 (i).
ROLLING STOCK, LC.R.: in Com. of Sup., 1645 (ii).

PURCHASE, I. C. R.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon, St.
John) 61 (i).

RoomE, W. F., EsQ., MEMBER-ELECT FOR WEST MIDDLESEX:
introduced, 380 (i).

ROWAND, .. , EsQ., MEMBER ELECT FoR WEST BRUCE: intrO-
duced, 2 (i).

ROYAL ABSENT To BILLS, 1196, 1692 (i).
RoYAL LABoR COMMISSION. See "LABOR."

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE: in Com. of bup., 1218; conc.,
1687 (ii).

RUSSELL ELECTION, ISSUE OF' WRIT: Ques. (Ur. Mills,
Bothwell) 554 (i).

Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 455, 516, 525 (i).
Ret. of Miember on certificate of Returning Officer,

1415 (ii).
- - notification of Return (Mr. Speaker) 1522 (ii).
--- M, (Mr. Laurier) for Speaker to Issue Writ, 416 (i).

RUSSELL, SAMUEL, COR. re DAMAGES DERBY BRANc RY.:
M. for copies* (Mr. Mitchell) 866 (ii).

STE. ANNE'S CANAL : in Com. of Sup,, 1459, 1646 (il).
STE. ANNE DES MONTS WHARF, PAPERS, &o. : M. for copies

(Mr. Joncas) 1233 (ii).
ST. AGAPIT POSTMASTER'S DISMISSAL, Cou.: M. for copy

(Mr. Binfret) 654 ().

St. Catharines and Niagara (jentral Ry. Co.'s
B. No. 61 (MUr. Rykert). 1°*, 380; *°*, 530 (i):
in Com. and 30*, 1049; Sdn. Amts. cone. in, 1345 (ii).
(51 Vic., c. 78.)

St. Catharines and Niagara Central Ry. Co.'s
Act Amt. B. No. 137 (Mr. Boyle). Rule suspended,

1,* and in Com., 1522 ; 3°*, 1524 (ii). (51 Vic., c.

79.)
ST. CATHARINES MILLING AND LUMBERING CO.'d CoSTS, &C.

M. for Ret.* (Mr. McMullen) 20 (i).
ST. CHARLES BRNCII, I. C. R.: in Com. of Sup., 1225,

1645 (ii).
St. Clair River Ry. Bridge and Tunnel Co.'s B.

No. 17 (Mir. Ferguson, Welland). 10*, 73; 2**, 219;
in Com. and 3°*, 498 (i). (51 Vic.,c. 94.)

--- GoVT. AsSISTANCE: Ques. (Mir. Patterson, Essex)

1432 (ii).
STE. FLAVIE, INQUEST ON BoDY OF W. L. DUNç.4AN: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 498 (i).
ST. HYACINTHE PUBLIC BUILDINGS: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Dupont) 651 (i).

St. John's and Iberville Hydraulic and Manu-
facturing Co.'s B. No. 71 (MUr. Vanasse). 1°*.,
454; 2 , 530 ; in Com. and 30*, 726 (i).

ST. JOHN, INeREASED ACOMMoDATION: in Com, of Sup.,
1224 (ii).

ST. JOHN MHARBOR IMPROVEMENTS, REP. oF ENGINEER: Ques.
(Mr. ELUis) 86 (i).

St. Lawrence and Adirondack Ry. Co.'s incorp.
B. No. 66 (Mr. Bergeron). 1°*, 380; 2°*, 498; in
Com. and 3°*, 612 (i). (51 Vic., c. 64.)

ST. LAWRENoE RIVEr AND CANALS: in Com. of Sup., 1453,
1646 (ii).

-- CHANNEL, MONTREAL AND QUEBEO, COR,: M. for
copies* (Sir Donald Smith) 922 (ii).

--- FIHERIES (CAP CHAT AND GRAND VALLEE) REPS.
M. for copies (Mr. Joncas) 1232 (ii).

-- FLOODS, COR., REPs., &o.: M. for copies (Mr. Beau-
soleil) 60 (ii.

EXAMINATION: in Com. of Sap., 1678 (ii).
LEGER, CAPT., REP.: QuOS. (Mr. Préfontaine)

899 ('i).
--- IMPROVEMENTd, AMOUNT ADVANCED: Ques. (Mr.

Davies, P. E, 1.) 1135 (ii).
ST. LAWRENCE R[VER NAVIGATIoN, MONTREAL AND QUEBEo,

EXPENDITURE : M. for Rot. (Mr. Amyot) 71 (i).
St. Lawrence River Navigation Repeal B.

No. 28 (Mr. ruay). 10*, 97 (i).
ST. OUas LoCKS : in Com. of Sup., 1480 (ii).
ST. PIERRE, LLAND OF ORLLEANS, PETITIONS re ARTILLERY

PRACTICE: M. for copios* (Mr. Langelier, Montmorency)
672 (i).

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENITENTIARY : in Com. of 'Sup.,
136 (i); cono., 1686 (ii).

SAGUENAY RIVER Buoys, CONTRACT FOR PLACING, &c.:

Ques. (Mr. Couture) 1433 (ii).
SAILoRs PROTECTION, LEOISLATION RESPEOTINQ : Ques. (Kr.

Edgair) 966 (ii).
SALARIES, & (IoUSE oF CoMMoNs) : in Com. of Sup., 1025,

1G68 (1i).
SALNrON FlsiLERIES, hUDSON BAY: Quos. (Mr. Amyot) 826 (ii).
SALT IN BARUE LS, BAcs, &c., WEIIIT: Quos. (Mr. McMillan,

Euron) 97 (i).
Salt Packages. See " WEIGHTS AND MEASURES."
SAUNIA AND PoRT HURoN TUNNEL: Quos. (Mr. Patterson,

Essex) 1432 (ii).
SAULT ST. MARIE CANAL: in Com. of Sup. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1442, 1624 (ii).
Deb. (Mr. Dawson) 1442; (Xr. Liter) 1143 ; (Mr. Davies, P.E.1.)

1444; (Mr. Purceli) 1445; (Mr. Cook) 1446; (Mr. Charlton)

1446 ; (Kr. Jone, [1aliJaz) 1446; (Sir Charles rapper) 1447;
(Mr. Ilesson) 1449; (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 1450; (1fr. Cockburn)
1450 ; (Mfr. Mitchell) 1451 (ii).

SAUNDERS, PROFESSOR, REP. ON EXIPERIMENTAL FARM IN

N. W. T,: M. for -Ret.* (Mr. McMullen) 498 (i).
ScrIooL OF INFANTRYC ("" CoMPANY) COR. re DEATii 0F

PRIVATE NEELY : M. for copies (Mr. Mulocik) 649 (i).
Scows, &c., CANALS : in Com. of Sup., 1646 (ii).
Sc1P ISSUED IN MAN. AND> N. W. T. : M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Wilson,LElgin) 866 (ii).
SEC3RETARY OF STATE:

CIVIL Sanvicz LIST OF CANDA: presented (Mr. Chapl.au) 172 (i).

Nu-maFR OF EMPLOYÊs: Ques. (Kr. Landerkin) 495 (i).
-- TYPoGEAtAPicL Eunoas. Ques. (àfr. Davin) 965 (ii).

COPYRIGHT, PRoP. LEGIBLATION; QueS. (Ifr. 'clgar) 98 (i).
FRANCarSE ACT: in Com. of Sup., 1641 (ii).
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SECRETARY OF STATE-Continued.
LABOR COUISSION, REP. OF oMMIssIomERs: Ques. (Sir Richard

Cartwright) 98 (i).
--- JRTIFIED COPIES OF DEPOSITIONS: Ques. (gr. Beausoleit)

171 (i).
COMPLAINTS AGAINST CHAIRMAN, &c. : Ques. (Mr. Beu8oleil)

171 (i).
COST : Ques. (Mr. Weldon, St. John) 491 (i).

INSTRUCTIONS, &C.: M. for copies* (Mr. Beausleil) 672 (i).
NUMBER AND SALARIES : Q ueB. (gr. Weldon, St. John) 1468 (ii).

LiQuoi LICENSE ACT, TOTAL AMOUNr PAID BY GOvT.: M. fur Ret.*
(Mr. Mulock) 493 (i).

NEWFOUNDLAND AND CONFýDERATI0N, COU. : M for copies (Mr.

tourier) 661 (i).
Ques. of Privilege (Mr. ffitchell) 111 (i).

PRINTING AND STATIONERY, PUBLIC, REP.: presented (Mr. Chapleau)
138 (î).

RAILWAY COMMISSION, COST : Ques. (g r. Weldon, St. John) 494 (i).

REP. : Ques. (Mr. Bollt, B0thwell) 646 (i).
RETURNS : Enquiry for (Mr. Laurier, &c.) 1136, 1433, 1506 (ii).
SEORETARY OF STATE's RivP : presented (Mr. Chapleau) 20 (i).
VOTERS' Lisr, COST: Ques. (Mr. Choquette) 27 (i).

SUSPENSION OF REvISIoN: Ques. (gr. Weldon, St. Johi)
965 (ii).

[See " ELECTIONS," " SUPPLY," &C.]

Securities to the Crown. See " LETTES 18 IAIENT."
SEIZLJRES IN BEIIRING'S SEA, CoR. RESPECTING : M. or RCt.

(Mr. Gordon) 966 (il).
SELECT STANDING COMMLTTEES. See " COMMITTEES"

SESSIONAL CLERKS: in Com of Sup., 102,, 166q (ii).
NUM aER AND )AMOUNTS PAID: Q10H. (nr. Me3lu len)

1299 (ii).

SHANNON, WM., DEFALCATIONS: Ques. (MIr. Charlton) 965.
SHEFPORD CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep, read

(Mr. Speaker) 309 (i).
SHELBURNE, RET. OF MEMBER ELECT : notification (MI'.

Speaker) 1 (i).
SHIERWooD, A. P., AND CAPE BRETON .RY.: QueS. (à1r. Cook)

965 (ii).
SHIPPING OBSTRUCTIONS. S6e "ATLANTIC OCEAN."

Ship Channel. SCe " MONTREAL."

Ships Safety Act (Chap. 77 Rev. Statutes) Amt. B.
No. 112 (Mr. Foster). 1°, 1000 ; Order for 2° dsehgd.
and B. wthdn., 1473 (ii).

Shushwap and Okanagon Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act
Amt. B. No. 43 (Mr. Mara). 1°*, 206 ; 2°*, 222;
in Com. and 30*, 493 (i). (51 Fic., c. 88.)

SIMMs & SLATER, CONTRACTORS, CAPE BRETON RY., COR. : M.
for copies* (Mr. Flynn) 1259 (ii).

- SURETIES: Ques. (Mr. Cameron) 1067 (ii).
SIGNAL SERVICE: in Com of Sup,, 1582, 1633 (ii).
Six NATION INDIANS, CrAiM FoR FLOODING LANDS, COR. : M.

for copies* (Mr. Somerville) 672 (i),
SLIDES AND BooMS: in Com. of Sup., 1620, 1632,
SMYTII, HENRY, EMPLOYMENT AND AMOUNTS PAID:

M. for Ret.* (Mir. McMullen) 866 (i).
Ques. (Mr. Lister) 495 (i).
Ques. (Mr. .McMullen) 647 (i).

SNETSINGER, MR., EMPLOYMENT BY GOVT. : Ques
ron) 825 (ii).

1684 (ii).
BY GoVT.:

(Mr. Bar-

SNow SHEDS, I. C, R.: in Com. of Sap., 1645 (ii).

South Norfolk Ry. Co.'s B. No. 34 (Mr. Tisdale).
1°*, 110; 2°*, 128; in Com. and 3Q*, 496(i). (51

Vic., c. 57.)
South-Western Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 54 (Mr.

Hall). 1°*, 270; 2°*, 498 (i); in Com. and 3° m., 912;
Amt. (Mr. Bergin) 6 m. h., neg. (Y. 57; N. 86) 953;
30 ,951 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 52.)

SOURIS AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN RY. 0o., PAPERS, &o.: M. for

copies (Mr. Edgar) 653 (i).
SPEECHES PROM THE THRoNE, 2 (i), 1693 (i).
Speedy Trials. See " CRIMINAL LAw."
SPRING HILL, INCREASED ACCoiNMmoDATIoN: in Com. of Sup.,

1'225 (ii).
SQUATTERS CLAIMS IN N.W.T.: M.for Rot. (Mr. McMullen)

656 (i).
STAG ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE, RIVER ST. CLAIR, COR.: M. for

copie* (Mr. Lister) 1259 (ii).
STANSTEAD CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep. read

(Mr. Speaker) 514 (i).

Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Ry. Co.'s B.
No. 72 (Mr. Fisher). 1°*, 454; 2>*, 726 (i); in
Com. and 30*, 1207 (ii). (51 Vic,, c. 54.)

Stanstead, Shefford and Chambly Ry. Co.'s Act
Amt. B. No. 139 (M. Fisher). Rule suspended,
J°*,> 2°f,, in C0m. and 3¥ 1563 (ii). (51 Vic., c.55.)

STATISTICAL DIAGRAMS, LITHOGRAPHING: in Com. of Sup..
1663 (ii).

Steamboat Inspection Act Amt. B. No. 99 (Mr.
Poster). 1°, 750 (i); 2°* and in Com., 1402; 30*, 1404
(ii). (51 ViC., c. 26.)

STEAM COMMUNICATION WITII P. E. I. See "NoRTIIERN

LIaHT," and "P. E. I."
STEEL CO. OF CANADA (N.S.) SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1546; in Com., 1594 (ii).
Stocks and Merchandise (gambling). See "CRIM-

INAL LAW."

STONEY POINT AND KETTLE RESERVES, COMPLAINT AGAINST

INDIANS: M. for copies* (Mr. Lister) 1259 (ii).
STRANGE, GEN., COMPENSATION FOR Loss oF PENSION: QueS.

(Sir Richard Cartwright) 140 (i).
REP. re REBELLION: QUOS. (Mr. Amyot) 98 (i).
Remarks .(Mr. Amyot) on M. for Com, of Sup.,

1600 (ii).
STRATHROY POST OFFICE AND CUSTOMS HOUSE: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. MeMullen) 498 (i).
- PUBLIC BUILDINGS, SITE: QueS. (Mr. McMullen)

66 (i).
STRAUBENZIE, COL .:in Com. of Sup., 1209 (ii).
STUKELY (NORTH) POSTMASTEaSHIP, &C., PAPERS, O.C'8.:

M. for copies* (Mr. Langelier, Quebec) 1092 (ii).
Submarine Cables. See" INTERNATIONAL CoNVENTION."

SUBSIDIES, See
ALBERT RY. Co (N.B.)
CENTRAL RY. 00. (N.B.)
CHATHAM BRANCE RY. (N.B.)

HALIFAX COTTON 00. (N.9.)
ELGIN, PETITCODIA AND HAVELOCK RY. Go.
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INDEX.
SUBSID1ES-Continued.

KENT NoiRTURN RY. Co.
MAssAWIPPI VALLEY RY. 00.
MONTREAL AND CHAMPLAIN JUNCTiON RY. Co.
NoVA SCOTIA CINTRAL RY. 00.
OTTAW AAND PÂRRY SOUND RY. o.
PONTIAC PACIrIC JUNCTION RY. 00.
PORT ARTHUR, DULUTR AND WZsTERN RY. Co.

QUIBBC AND LAKE ST. JOHN RY. Co.
QUaBI CaNTRAL RY. 0o.
TuxincoUATA RY. 0o.
STEL Go. or CANADA (&.S.)
ToNIQuE VALLEY RY. 0o.

Subsidies to Rys. authorisation B. No. 140 (Sir
Charles Tupper). Res. prop., 1546 ; in Com., 1587;
cono. in and 1°, .* and in Com., 1595; 30*, 1629

(ii). (51 Vic., c. 3.)
SUBwAY, NoRTIUMBERLAND STRAITS, REP. oF ENGINEERS,

&c.: M. for copy (Mr. Perry) 661 (i).
SUBsIDIEs TO RYs., AMOUNT VOTED SINCE 18ý0 : M for Ret.*

(Mr. Semple) 110 (i).
SULTE, BENj., FRENCi TRAN;LATION OF FIELD ExERCISEs,

CoR.: M. for copy (Mr. Amyot) 655 (i).
Summary Convictions. See " CLIMNAL L&w."
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act (Chap. 135

Rev. Siatutes) Amt. B. 57 (Mr. Baker). 1°, 309 (i).
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act (Chap. 135

Rev. Statutesì Amt. B. No. 110 (frr. Thompson).
10, 964; Order dschgd. and B. wthdn., 1402 (ii).

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act (Chap. 135
Rev. Statutes) Amt B. No. 120 (Nir. Thonpson).
1°, 1135; 2°*, in Corn. and 30*, 1402; Son. Amts. conc.

in, 1549 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 37')
SUPERPIO COURT JUDGES, MONTREAL DISTRICT: Ques. (Mr.

Préfontaine) 647 (i).
RETIRED, NAMEs, &o.: M. for Rot.* (Mr, Small)

62 (i).
SUPERVIsloN oF BANKS. See " BANKS."
SUPPLY:

[Only subjects which caused remark or discussion noted

under this head.]
AMTS. on RmANKs To Ms. r u CO..: Amt. (Mr. Aills) Canada

Temperance Act, 74 (i); Remarks (Mr. Brien) Cable to Pelèe
Island, 1011; Remarks (Ur. Rykert) Mrs. Gowanlotk's Clain,
1015; Remarks (Mr. Laurier) Kingston Post Office Irregulari-
ties, 1017; Remarks (Mr. Edgar) Bresaylor Half-Breeds, 1515;
Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) Walter Jones' Appointment,
1524; Remarks (Mr. Kirk) Lobster Fisheries, 1651; Amt.
(Mr. Mitchell) Duties on Flour, Cornmeal, &c., 1564; Remarks
(Sir Richard Cartwright and others) Pauper Immigration, &c.,
1595; Remarka (Ur. Dawson) Boundaries of Ontario, 1629 (ii).

CONCURRENCE, 1686 (ii).
Ma. rox sHis Ex, transmitting Estimates for 1888-89, 50 (i);

Suppl. for 1887-88, 962 ; Suppl. for 1888-89, 1403 (ii).
Ifs. roR Col., 17, 74, 88, 104, 112, 128 (i), 1011, 1148, 1446, 1514,

1524, 1551, 1595, 1629, 1681 (ii).
Rus. (1fr. Bowell for Sir Charles Tupper) for Com., 17; in Com., 85,

88, 104, 112, 128 (i), 1021, 1148, 1446, 1533, 1561, 1601, 1629,
1681 (ii).

CoxMTTZEE:
Administration of Justice. See "Justice."
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics;

Archives, care of, 1149 (ii).

SUPPLY-Continued.
CoMMITTEE-Continued.

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics-Continued.
Agricultural Societies in N.W.T., 1155 (ii).
Census and Statistics, 1155 (ii).
Chipman, C. C., Services, 1149 (ii).
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1638 (ii).
Criminal Statistics, 1151 (ii).
Experimental Farms, 1154 (ii).
General Vote, 1148 (iii.
Hlealth Statistios, 1151 (ii).
Patent Record, Expenses, 1150 (ii),

Canals. See IlRailways" and 'lCollection of Revenues."
Charges of Management;

Auditor and Receiver General, Winnipog, 88 (i).
Dominion Notes, Printing, 89 (i).
Receiver General, Halifax, 88 (i).

Civil Government:
Agriculture, Dept. of, 95 (i).
Auditor Genoral's Offico, 95 (i).
Civil Service Board of Eijxaminers, 113, 128 (i).
Contingencies, Departmental:

Goneral Vote, 101 (i).
iligh Commissioner, 105 (i).
Post Office and Finance Depts., 112 (i).

Finance and Treasury Board, 95 (i).
Fisheries, Dept. of, 96 (i).

Governor General's Seretary's Offioe, 85 (i).
Indian Affairs, Dept. of, 95 (i), 1637 (ii).
Inland Revenue, Dept. of, 95 (i).
Interior, Dopt. of, 93 (i).
Justice, Dept. of, 91 (i).

Penitentiaries Branch, 91 (i).
Militia and Defence, Dopt. of, 92 (i).
North-West Mounted Police, 93 (i).
Postmaster General's Dept., 1638 (ii).

Printing and Stationery, Dept. of, 92 (i).

Privy Council Office, 90 (i).
Public Works, Dep>t. of, 96 (i).
Railways and Canals, Dept. of, 96 (i), 1637 (ii).
Secretary of State, Dopt. of, 92 (i), 1640, 1668 (ii).

Collection of Revenue8:
Adulteration of Food, 1619 (ii).

Canals ;
Repairs and Working Expenses, 1624, 1668 (ii).

Calling Timber, 1619, 1667, 1684 (ii).
Customs, 1629, 1666 (ii).

Dominion Lands, 1635, 1637 (ii).

Excise, 1618, 1667 (ii).
Post Office, 1633, 1684 (ii).
Public Works:

Agency, B.C., 1633 (ii).
Esquimalt Graving Dock, 1632 (ii).
Signal Service, 1633 (fi).
Slides and booms, 1620, 1632, 1684 (ii).
Telegraph Lines, N.W.T., and B.C., 1633 (ii).
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INDEX.
SUPPLY-Continued.

CoMMITTE-Continued.
Collection of Revenues -Continued,

Railways:
Intercolonial Ry. (Repairs and Working Ex.

penses) 1620, 1668 (fi).
Culling Timber. See "Collection of Revenues."
Customs. See "Collection of Revenues."
Dominion Lands. See "Collection of Revenues."
Excise. See "Collection of Revenues."
.Fsheries :

Fishing Bounty, distribution, &c., 1603 (ii).
General Vote, 1583 (ii).
Litigation (cost) re David J. Adams, 1656. (ii).
New Brunswick, 1601 (ii).
Overseers and Wardens, salaries, &c., 1583 (ii).
Protection Steamers, 1603 (ii).

Geological Survey :
General Vote, 1604 (ii).

Government Steamers. See "Ocean and River Service."
Immigration:

Agents' Travelling Expenses, IL67 (ii).
Belfast, gratuity to late agent, 1638 (ii).
Dublin Agency, 1166 (ii).
General Vote, 1155; conc., 1686 (ii).
Glasgow Agency, 1166 (ii).
High Commissioner's Oifice, 1158, 1165 (ii).
Liverpool Agency, 1166 (ii).
London (Eng.) Agency, 1168 (ii).
London Free Press, payments to, 1160 (ii).
Pamphlets, &c., payments for, 1158, 1165 (ii).
Pauper Immigration, 1155 (if).
Qu'Appelle Agent (Mr. Baker) 1161, 1169 (ii).
Quebec Agency, 1160 (ii).
Victoria, B.C., Agent, 1160 (ii).

Indians :
British Columbia, 1682 (ii).
Man. and N.WT., 1607 (fi).
Man. (Industrial Schools) 1681 (ii).
New Brunswick, 1607 (ii).
Ontario and Quebec, 1605 (ii).

Insurance :
General Vote, 1604 (ii).

Justice, Administration of :
Clerk, Stenographer, Supreme Court, 119 (i).
Contingencies and Disbursements, 119 (i).
Miscellaneous, including N. W. T., 114 (i).
Quebec Judiciary, conc., 1685 (ii).

Legislation:
House of Commons:

Coursol, Mr., Indemnity, 1670 (ii).
Salaries, &c., 1025, 1668 (ii).
Sessional Clerks, 1668 (ii).

Miscellaneous :
American History, printing catalogue, 1030

(ii).
Franchise Act, 1641 (ii).

SUPPLY-Continued.
COMMITTEE -Continued.

Legislation-Continued.
Library, salaries, &c., 1030, 1638 (ii).
Printin, Paper, &c., 1031 (ii).

Works on America, purchase, 1030 (i).
Senate:

Fortin, Hon. Mr. Indemnity, 1670 (ii).
Lighthouse and Coast Service:

Buoys, &c., St. Lawrence (maintenance) 1582 (ii).
Construction and completion, 1582 (il).
General vote, 1581 (ii).
Lower Travc rse River, 1681 (ii).
Signal Service, 1582 (ii).

Mail Subsidies and Steamship Subventions:
Campbellton and Gaspé, &c., 1678 (ii).
Canada and Antwerp or Germany, 1679 ; conc.,
Halifax and St. John vid Yarmouth and Port Med-

way, 1678 (ii). ,
Lakes Huron and Superior, 1678 (ii).
Magdalen Islands, 1678 (if).

1689 (ii).
Meteorological Service : See "Scientifie Institutions."
Militia :

Ammunition, &c., 1211 (ii).-
Barracks, B.C., 1644 (if).
Brigade Majors, salaries, &c., 1209 (ii).
Clothing and Great Coats, 1212, 1215 (ii).
Contingencies, 1218 (ii).
Deputy Adjutants General retiring allowance,

1644 (ii).
Drill Pay, &c., 1213 (ii).
Military Branch and District Staff, salaries,

1209 (ii).
Military Properties, 1221 (ii).
Permanent Forces, 1219 (ii).
Royal Military College, 1218; conc., 1687 (ii).

Miscellaneous:
Canada Gazette, 1611 (ii).
Canada Temperance Act, expenditure, 1612 (if).
Commercial Agencies, 1615 (ii).
Débats du Conseil Législatif, Québoc, 1663 (ii).
Fabre, Mr,, salary, &c., 1612 (ii).
Fishery Commission (Washington) expenses, 1662.
Govt. of N.W.T., Expenses, 1611 (ii).
Half breeds Claims Commission, expenses, 1666.
Hot Springs, Banff, Roads, Bridges, &c., 1617, 1666.
Mounted Police, compensation for Injuries, 1612.
Orders in Council, &c., collecting, 1618, 1663 (ii).
Printing Bureau, Plant, &o., 1617; conc., 1689 (ii).
Printing, Miscellaneous, 1611 (ii).
Returns, preparation, &c., 1615; conc., 1688 (il).
Statistical Diagrams, Lithographing, 1663 (ii).
Surveys, Lakes Superior and Huron, cone., 1688.

Mounted Police:
General Vote, 1610; suppl., 1658, 1683 (ii).
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INDEX.
SUPPLY-ontinued.

CoMMITTE-Continued.
Ocean and River Service.:

General Vote, 1577 (ii).
Govt. Steamers, maintenance and repairs, 1577.
Life-saving and Life-boat service (rewards) 1577.
Montreal and Quebec River Police, 1579 (ii).
Obstructions in Navigable Rivers, 1581 (ii).
Wrecks, &c., Investigations, 1578 (ii).

Penitentiaries:
British Columbia, 1025 (ii).
Dorchester, 1021 (ii).
Kingston, 122 (i).
Manitoba, 1021; cone., 1686 (ii).
Regina Gaol, 1025 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul, 136; conc., 1686 (ii).

Pensions:
Delaney, Mrs., 1201 (ii).
Fenian Raid, on account of, 1201, 1639 (ii).
Hodgson, Sir Robt. (payment to Govt. of P. E.I.)

1671 (ii).
Rebellion of 1885 (N.W.T.), militiamen, &c., 1202,

1642 (ii).
Veterans of 1812, 1201 (ii).

Post Ooice. See "Collection of Revenues."
Public Works -Capital:

Buildings :
Ottawa, additional Deptl. Block, 1461 (ii).

Esquimalt Graving Dock, 1653 (ii).
Harlprs and Rivers:

Port Arthur Harbor and Kaministiquia, 1462 (ii).
Cape Tormentine Harbor, 1462 (ii).

Kingston Graving Dock, 1671 (ii).
Public Works*-Income:

Buildings:
Manitoba, 1542 (ii).
New Brunswick, 1468 (ii).
North-West Territories, 1672 (ii).
Ontario, 1537, 1655, 1672 (ii).

Govt. Printing Bureau, 1541 (ii).
Quebec, 1533, 1654 (ii).

Dredging :
Ilarbors and Rivers generally, 1569 (ii).
Manitoba, 1656 (ii).

Experimental Farms:
Buildings, Fencing, &c., 1574 (ii).

Harbors and Rivers:
New Brunswick, 1673 (ii).
North-West Territories, 1655 (ii).
Nova Scotia, 1561, 1673 (ii).
Ontario, 1566, 1655, 1674 (ii).
Prince Edward Island, 1561 (ii).
Quebec, 1563, 1673 (ii).

Miscellaneous :
Floods, Montreal and Vicinity, Examination, 1678.

*For Repair sand Working Expenseu see ''ollection of Revenues."

SUPPLY-Continued.
COMMITT- Continued.

Public Works-Income-Continued.
Repairs, Furniture, &c.:

Rideau Hall, 1542; cone., 1688 (ii).
Site (rent) old Parlt. House, Quebec, 1655 (ii).

Roads and Bridges:
Grand River Bridges, Raldimand 1675 (ii).
Ottawa City and River Bridges, 1571, 1677 (ii).

Telegraphe:
Bonilla Point and Victoria (B.C.) 1678 (ii).
Telephone (Wolf Island, Ont., and Mainland)

1677 (ii).
Quarantine:

Cattle Quarantine, Expenses, 1200 (ii).
Grosse Isle, &o., 1196 (ii).
Medical Inspection, Quebeo, 1195 (ii).

Railways and Canals*-Capital.;
CanaIs:

Cornwall, 1452; cone., 1687 (ii).
Culbute, 1460 (ii).
Grenville, 1459 (ii).
Lachine, 1452 (ii).
Lake St. Louis, 1453 (ii).
Murray, towards completion, 1451, 1646 (ii).
St. Anne's, 145), 1646 (ii).
St. Lawrence River and Canals, 1453, 1646 (ii).
Sault Ste. Marie, 1446, 1624 (1i).
Tay, 1459 (ii).
Trent River Navigation, 1454 (ii).
Williamsburg, Farran's Point division, 1453.
Welland, 1453; cone., 1688 (ii).

Railways :
Canadian Pacific Ry. (eonstruetion) 1221 (ii).

Cape Breton Ry. (construction) 1230 (ii).
Eastern Extension Ry. (construction) 1231 (ii).
Intercolonial Ry.:

Dalhousie Branch, 1226 (ii).
Freight Rates, 1650 (ii).
General Vote, 1224; suppl., 1644, 1650 (i).
Heating and Electricity in Cars, 1227 (ii).
Indiantown Branch, 1646 (ii).
Maccan Station, increased accommodation,

1225 (ii).
Moncton, increased accommodation, 1225 (ii).
Pictou Town Branch, 1226, 1645 (ii).
Rolling Stock, 1645 (ii).
St. Charles Branch, 1225, 1645 (ii).
St. John, increased accommodation, 1224 (ii).
Spring Hill, increased accommodation, 1224.
Snow Sheds, 1645 (i).
Working Expenses, 1650 (ii).

Oxford and New Glasgow Ry. (construction)
1230 (ii).

• For Repairu and Working Espenses we "QCollection of Revenus."
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SUPPLY-Continued.

OOMMITTE-Oontinued.

Railways and Canals -Incone:
Canals:

Chambly, 1460 (ii).
Culbute, 1460 (i).
Dam at Bobcaygoon, 1460 (ii).
Lakefield and Balsam Lake Channel, 1461 (ii).
Miscellaneous, Scows, &c., 1646 (ii).
Rideau Bridges, 1646, 1671 (ii).
St. Ours' Lock, 1460 (ii).
Trent River Nav., R. Stophenson's Claim, 1460.
Welland, 1460, 1671 (ii).

Railways:
Surveys and Inspections, 1460 (ii).

dientiic Institutions :
Meteorological Service, conc., 1688 (ii).

Steamship Subventions. See "Mail Subsidies-"
CONCURRENCE :

Administration of Justice, 1685 (ii).
Cornwall Canal, 1687 Cii).
Immigration, 1686 (ii).
Lakes Superior and Huron Surveys, cono., 1688 (ii).
Meteorological Service, 1688 (ii).
Mail Subsidy, Can., Antwerp or Gormany, 1689 (ii).
Manitoba Penitentiary, 1686 (ii).
Printing Bureau, Plant, &c., 1689 (ii).
Royal Military College, 1687 (ii).
Returns, Preparation Extra Clerks, conc., 1688 (ii).
Repairs, Furniture, &c., 1688 (ii).
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, 1686 (ii).
Welland Canal, 1688 (i).

Supply Bill No. 141 (Sir Charles Tupper). Res., conc.
in, 1°*, 2e"*, and 30*, 1690 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 1 )

SURVEYS AND INsPECTIONs, RYs.: in Com, of Sup., 1460.
- CAUGHNAWAGA INDIAN REsERVE: Ques. (Mr. Doyon)

495 (i).
- (GEoLoGICAL) OTTAWA COUNTY: Ques. (Mr. Wright)

495 (i).
-- LAEs SUPERIoR AND HURoN: conc., 1688 (ii).

TABIFF CHANGEs AND NEwsPAPER CORRESPONDENTS: Re.
marks (Sir Richard Cartwright) 24 (i).

TAr CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1459 (ii).
TELEGRAPH LINES, ASSUMPTION BY GOVT.1 M. for Sel. Com.

(Mr. Denison) 101 (i).
-N. W. T. AND B. C. ; in Com. of Sup., 1633,

1677 (ii).
TELEPHONE (WoLF ISLAND, ONT. AND MAINLAND) : in Com.

of Sup., 1677 (ii).
TEMIsCOUATA RY. Co.'s SUBSIDY : prop. Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1546; in Com., 1593 (ii).
TERMs OF CONFEDERATION WITH P.E.I.: M. for copies*

(Mr. Perry) 61 (i).
- - COMPENSATION FOR NON-FULFILMENT: Ques. (Mr.

Perry) 86 (i).
-- Ques. (Mr. Davies, P.E.1.) 140 (i),

Territories Real Property Act (Chap. 51 Rev.
Statutes) Amt. B. No. 104 (Mr. Thompson). 1',
899; 2°*, 1195; prop. Res., 1259; in Com., 1416; in

Com. on B., 1412,1415; 30*, 1433 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 20.)
.Thousand Island Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 84

(Mr. Taylor). 1°*, 489; 20*, 612 (i); in Com. and
3°*, 1067 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 75.)

THOROLD CANAL WATER POWER : Ques. (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) 647 (i).

TIGNIsH AND MIMINIGAsH BREAKWATERS: Ques. (Mr. Perry)
86, 712 (i).

ToBAcco LEAF, PURCHASE AND SALE: Ques. (Ur. Thérien)
66 (i).

Tobique Gypsum and Colonisation Ry. Co.'s
incorp. B. No. 79 (Ur. Burns). 1°*, 489; 2Q*,
530; in Com. and 3°*, 790 (i). (51 Vic., c. 71.)

ToBiQuE, VALLEY RY. Co's. SUBSIDY: Res. prop. (Sir
Charles Tupper) and in Com., 1626 (ii).

Toronto Board of Trade Acts Amt. B. No. 114
(Mr. Small). 1°*, 1031; 2°*, 1067 ; in Com.
and 3°*, 1313 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 99.)

TRADE AND NAVIGATION RETURNS: presented (Mr. Bowell)
18 (i).

TRADE COMBINATIONS: M. (Mt'. Wallace) for Sel. Coin ,28 (i).
--- M. (Mr. Wallace) to employ shorthand writer, 51(i).

M. (Mr. Edgar) for Sel. Com. wthdn., 60 (i).

Trade Combinations prevention, B. No. 138
(Mr. Wallace). 1°, 1544; Notice of Motion (Bill to
take effect 22nd May) 1691 (ii).

- Remarks on adjuint. (Mr. Mitchell) 24 (i).

TRADE RELATIONS BETWEEN G. B. AND CoLoNIES: prop.
Res. (Ulr. Marshall) 1069 (i).

Deb. (Mr. lic 9arthy) 1069 ; (Mr. Ocasey) 1078; (Mr. Fisher) 108 ; (Mr.
Tupper, P>ic!ou) 1086 ; {Ur. Mills, Bt/hwe1l) 1083; (Gen. Laurie)
1091; (Mr D)avin) 1091 (ii).

TRADES UNIONS, COPIES OF flULES: M. for Rot. (1fr. Amyot)
46 (i).

- REGULATIONS re REGISTRY, lc.: M. for copies (Mr.
Amyot) 50 (i).

UNDER 35 VI., CAP. 30, &c.: MI. for cop'es* (Mr.
Amyot) 50 (i).

TRANSLATION OF BUOKS, PAMPHLETS, &c.: Ques. (Mr.
Amyot) 85 (i).

TRANSLATORS. See " DEBA TES."

TRAVELLING EXPENSES: in Com. of Sup., 1167 (ii).
- - Remarks (1r. McMullen) in Com. of Sup., 104 (i).
TRAVERsE IRivEa, LOwER: in Com. of Sup., 1681 (ii).
TRAVIs, Ex JUsTIcE: Remarks, in Cam. of Sup., 114 (i).
Treason and Felony (forfeitures). See "CRIMINAL

LAw."

Treaty between Her Majesty and President of
U. S. See "FIsHERIES."

Tree Peddlers. See "PEDDLERS."
TRENT RIVER NAV.: in Coin of Sup., 1454 (fi).
- - (R. STEPHENsoN's CLAIM): in Com. of Sup, 1460.

TRENT VALLY ÇANAL COM«ISSION, COR, &c.: M, for Ret.
(Mr. Barron) 71 (i).
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Tudor, Eleonora Elizabeth. Se "DIvORCE."
TUPpz, SIR CHARLES, MEMBER BLECT FOR CUMBERLAND:

introduced. 18 (i).

UNITED STATES WRECKING VESSELS IN CAN. WATERS, COR:
M. for copies (Mr. Edgar) 665 (i).

VACANCIEB: notifioation (Me. Speaker) 1, 85, 124 ().
VAcoINE, GRANT POR PREPARING: Que'. (Mr. Fiçet) 140 (1),
VALIQUETTE, SERGEANT, SUP&IRANNUATION :QuOS, (Mr. done8,

Ralfax) 1506 (ii),
VALLERAND, F, O., CUSTOMS Si.IZURES ON, Ct R., 0.! 's

&.: M. for copies ( Mr. Lanqelier, Quebec) 1068 (ii).
VENTILATION OF OUSE OF COMMONS: ROrarks (Sîr Rich-

ard, Cartwright &c.) 171 (i).
VEsSELS, OVERLOADING. LEGISLATION: QueS. (Mr. Guillet)

140 ().

VETERANS 0F 1812: in Com. of Sup., 1201 (ii).
--- OF 1837, PENSIONS: QueS. (Mr Purcell) 85 (i).

OF 1866-70, MEDALS: Ques. (Mr. Somerville) 965 (ii).

VICTOBIA, B.C., IMMIGRATION AGENT: in Com of Sup., 160.
POSTMASTER: QueS. (Mr. McMullen) S26 (ii).

-- RET. OF MEmBER ELECT : nOtificatiOn (Mr.
Speaker) 1 (i).

VICTORIA COUNTY (ONT ) MAIL SERVIoE : Ques. (Mr. Barron)
825 (ii).

VICTORIA (N.S.) RET. OF MEMBEII-ELECT : nOtiticatiOn

(Mr. Speaker) 1 (i).
VOTERS' LISTS, COST: Ques. (M r. -!hoquette) 27 (i).
- SUSPENSION OF REVISION: QuOs. (M r. Weldon, St.

John) 965 (ii).
WALLACE, ROBERT, LATE POSTMASTER, B. C.: Que. ( Mr.

!dcMullen) 826 (ii).

WASHINGTvN TREATY. See "FIHERIEs TREATY."

WATERET, P, FOREIGN EMIGRATION AGENT, EMPLOYMENT

by GOVT.: Ques. (Mr. Holton) 966 (ii).

WATER SUPPLY TO CARTRIDE FACTORY AND DRILL HAîL L,

QUEBEC, COR.: M. for copies (Mr. Langeler, Quebec)
1092 (ii).

WAYS AND MEANS: Res. for Com. (Mr. Bowell) 18 (i).
--- THE BUDGET: (Sir Charles Tupper) 1031; roply

(Sir Richard Cartwri'ht) 1049; Amt. 1061 (ii).
Deb. on Amt. to M. fur Com (Mr. McLelan) 1093; (Mr. Patersom,

Brant) 1101 ; (Mr. Hetson) 1113; (Mr. Trow) 1114; (Mr.
Iukoek) 1114; (Mr. Cook) 1114; neg. (Y. 66, N. 117) 1120 (ii).

--- in Com., 1121 (ii).

Weights and Measures Act (salt packages)
Amt. B. No. 118 (Mr. Costigan). 1°, 1093; 21*, n
om. and 3°*, 1402 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 25.)

WEIGHTS AND MEAsUREs ACT AMT. : Que8. (Mr. Mcfllan
Huron) 9 7(i).

WELLAND CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1453,1460, 1671; cone.,
1688 (ii).

.---- SECTION "A ": Ques. (Mr. Edgar) 496 (i).

WELLAND RIVER, BRIDGE AT CHIPPAWA:' Que@. (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 65 (i).

WELLINGTON HARBOR OF REFUGE, CoR. &c.: M for 1let.y
(Mr. Piatt) 866 (i).

11

lxxxi
WE-T NIIES, rOMMERCIAL RELATION8: M. for 0,r. (Gen.

Laurse) 90,' (ii).
Deb. (Mr. Brown) 904; (Mr. Skinner) 904; (Mr. Wood, BrokimUe)

905; (Mr. Jonee, BHli rz) 905; (Mr. IfcNVeil) 906; (Mr. Ellie)
906; (Mr. Keny) 907: (Mr Risen hauwr) 908; (Wr. Wsk) 908 ;
(Mr. Weldon, Albert) 909; (Mr. Davis, P.E..) 909; (Mr. Mik,
Annapo>lise) 910; (Mr. MiA/1, Bothwell) 911 ; (Gen. Laurie)
911; (Sir Richard Cartierigh) 912; (Mr. Gillmor) 912 (I).

Western Ontario Ry. Co.'s incorp. B. No. 14
(?&r. Ward). 1°*, 62; 20*, 128; in COm.and 30 *,
496 (i). (5 1 Vi»., c. 69.)

WrALE FISERIs, HlUDSoN'S BAT: Ques. (Mr. Anot)
826 (ii).

WHARVES AND PIERS IN P. E. I., CARE 0F: Ques. (Mr.
Davies, P. .) 965 (ii).

WHITE, ilN. THomAR, DEOEAsE OF: Remarks (Sir lector
Langevin) 962 (ii).

WILLIAMSBURG CANAL: ii Com Sup., 1453 (ii).

WINKLEIl, MRS I3ARBARA, PAYMENT FOR Lo8s oF REGIs.
TERED LETTER: Queo. (Mr. Landerkin) 750 (i).

WINTER NAVIGATION, P. E. 1. AND N. B.: Ques. (Mr. Perry)
712 (i).

WooD ISLAND EIARBOR, )REDGING: Ques. (Mr. Welsh) 140.

Wood Mountain and Qu'Appelle Ry. Co.'s Acts
Amt. e. No. 63 (Mr. Perley, Assniboia). Io*,
380; 2°*, 498 in Com. and 3°*, 612 (i). (51 Vic.,

c. 87.)
WORKINO EXPENSES, 1. C. R.: in Corn. of Sup., 1650 (ii).
WoRKS ON AMERICA, PUaCnAsE: in Com. of Sup., 1030.

Wrecked Vessels Aid B. No. 7 (Mr. Kirkpatrick).
1°, 44; :i m1., 770 ; deb. adjnd., 778 (1); remd., 917,
2° neg (Y. 61, N. 84) 921 (ii).

Deb. on 20 (Sir Charles 'upper) 770 ; (Mr. Krkpairîck) 770 ; (Mr.
Shanly) 77. ; (tir /Charlton) 772 ; (Mr. O'Biien) 777 ; (Mr.
Caeey) 777 ; (Mr. l'aierson, Brint) 778 ; (Mr. Tupper) 778 (i);
(Sir Charles TJupper) 917; (Mr. Laurier) 917; (Mr. Kirk-
patrick) 918; (Mr. Edgar) 918; (Mr. Bowell) 919; (Mr. Pat-
terson, Essex) 920 ; (Mr. Curran) 921 (ii).

WRECKI?.o VESSELS (CANADIAN) IN U. S. WATEaS, Cos.:
M. for copies (Mr. Platt) 866 (hi).

WRECKS ON GiREAT LAKES AND Loss oF LIFE: M. for Ret.

(M1r. Dawson) 19, 752 (i).
- INVESTIGATIONS: in COm. of Sup., 1578 (ii).

Wîn8s IssuED. See " ELECTION8."
YAPM UTI, RIT. oF MEMBER ELECT.: notification (Mr.

paker) I (i).

York Farmers Colonisation Co.'s B, No. 107
ji r. McCula) 1°* 1031; 2°*, 1067; in Com.
a id 3', 1313 (ii). (51 Vic., c. 106.)

YORK-SIMCOE BATT. KIT ALLOWANCE: M. for Rot. (Mr.
Mulock) 66 (i).

YOUNO, CAPT., COR., &C., REMPECTING CLAIM: M. for Oopy*
(Mr. Scarth) 86t; (ii).

YOUNG, CRAS., DEP. RETURNING OFFICER FOR ALDIMAND S

Ques. (Sir &chard C'artwright) 648 (i).


